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RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE—Index. (J ANi/AKY 1 -Junk 30, 1911.

GENERAL INDEX
\ lllustratrii at tides nic iinliialnl thus*; lidiloiiiils lliust; Letters to litlitor thust.]

Abia.sivcs (,Sci- Mailniu- Idol?.; also Sliop
Kinks)

Acctylciif (.Si-c Iron and Stiil; .ils.> VNcMinK)
Accident:

Acio|lanc, 11 JO
Atlantic Coast Line nt Alnpalia, Ga., 80.'

Automobile Speed Limit, 1 23 It
Hodei Accidents. 701, 128S
Itiitish Kieoiil, I4.t0

C. H. S: 0- "ii<r Indianola, Neb., 1322
Collision at Conrville, Fiance, 327
Kxplosion at Grand Central Terminal, 291
Illinois Central Train Accident Record,

673t. 8201. nil
Industrial. 416", 1699
L C. C. Itulletin No. i7 , JoSt, 2A2'
I. C. C. lUdletin No. iS, 1111*
Kowie Railway at lllaauwkrantz, 1004
League tor I'ublic Safety, 1931, 194^, 31 2t
Midland Railway, Kngland, 90
Montbly Summaries: December, 1910, 172;
January. 351; February, 830; Marcli, 942;
April, 1214; May. 1659

New York Central, Uatavia, N. V., 132
N. v.. N. 11. & H. near Fairfield, Conn.,

1322
Northern Pacific, Qieney, Wash., 63
Pennsylvania Railroad Derailment at Mar-

tin's Creek, 1076, 1643t, 1655, 1677t
Pennsylvania Train Accident Record, 6741'

Pennsylvania State, 247
Philadelphia & Reading at Philadelphia.

1702
Prevention by Law in Indiana, 192t, 3091i

Rej)orts by Telegraph to the I. C. C, 16781
Satety Committees on the Chicago & North

Western, 349*, 910
Southern Pacific near Palisade, Nev., 372
Union Pacific's Efficiency Tests, 673t, 820t

Accounting (See also American Railway Ac-
counting Officers' Association)

American and Foreign Ry. Statistics, 918,

1703
Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report on

Records and Accounts, 748*. 749*
Function of the Accounting Department,

508
Maintenance of Equipment Costs, 512, 1303*

Maintenance of Way Cost Data, 1416
N. Y. C. & H. R. Stock Watering. 490 + ,

781t
Side Tracks, Records, 975t
Standard Material Classificiation, 1247, 1398t

Acme Supply Co.

:

Metal Weather Strip for Coach Window
Sash, 974*

Adams & Westlake Co.:
Adlake Lamps, 619, 1394*
Adlake Washstand, 1540*
Basket Rack, 1588*

Aeroplane:
Distance Record, 53
Flights, 174, 247, 291, 468. 801, 867, 913,

9'^57, 1003, 1178, 1285, 1435
Agriculture:

New England Industries, 1097t
Prizes Offered, 1286

Air Brake (See Brake)
Air Brake Association:

Annual Convention. 1212
Discussion on Breaking-in-Two of Freight

Trains, 1414
Air Compressor (See Compressed Air; also Shop

Kinks)
Allith Mfg. Co.:

Hardware Door Equipment, 765

American Association of Demurrage Officers:

Annual Convention, 1691

American Association of Local Freight Agents:
Annual Convention, 1698

American Association of Refrigeration:

Annual Meeting, 1159
American Blower Co.

:

Disc Ventilating Fan. 1021*

Tunnel yentilation. 373*

American Bridge Co.:
Kentucky River High Bridge, 980*

American Car & Foundry Co.:

Allen Car Ventilator, 1268*

Steel Postal Cars for the Pennsylvania,
1574*

American and Foreign Rcilway Figures, 918,

1703
. .

American Electric Railway Association:

Committee on Signaling. 658

American Goetze Gasket & Packing Co.:

Goetze Valve-Gasket. 67*

American Line Steamship Co.:

Pacific Coast Rate Cases, 872

American Locomotive Co.:
Four-Cylinder Balanced Simple Locomotives;

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 41*

Four-Eight-Two for Natal Government Rail-

way, 509*
Mallet Locomotives; Baltimore & Ohio. 1346

M.ilkl LociiiiuiiiveN Itmll and Under Coii-
stiuclion. 954

Mallet Loconiotivc; Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, 942"

Mallet Locomotive for Natal (ioverniiu-nt
K;iilway, 509"

Mountain Type Locomotive, 1545
Pacific Type Locomotives; New York Cen-

tral Lines, 785*
Pacilic Type Superheater Locomotive; Chi-
cago & North Western, 325*

Pacilic Type Su()trlicatcr Locomotive; Lake
Shore \- Michigan Southern, 79U"

American Nut & Holt Fastener Co.:
Self-Lucking Nut and Boll Fasleiu-r, 1302*

.'\nierican Railway Accounting Olliccrs' Asso-
ciation:

Annual Meeting, 1038
American Railway Association:

Spring Meeting, 1160
American Railway Engineering Association (.See

American Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc.)
American Railway Engineering & Maintenance

of Way Association:
Amei.dincnls to Constitution, 755
Annual Convention, 447t, 536t
Annual Dinner, 65()c

Committee on Records and Accounts, 97St
Exhibit at Chicago Convention, 567
New Name, 725t
Payne, John Barton, 780t
Proceedings, 585*, 631*. 728*
Records of Side Tracks, 975t
Report on Ballast, 631*
Iveport on Brine Drippings, 581 1. 598*
Report on Buildings, 725t> 739*
Report on Conservation of Natural Re-

sources, 752
Report on Electricity, 581t, 594*
Report on Economics of Railway Location,

627t, 634, 727t
Report on Grading and Inspection of

Maintenance of Way Lumber, 751
Report on Iron and Steel Structures, 582t,

606*, 658*
Report on Masonry, 648
Report on Manual and Current Practice,

627t, 628t. 725t, 897
Report on Overloading of Piles, 613
Report on Rail, 628t, 638*, 726t
Report on Records and Accounts, 748*, 749'

Report on Roadway, 725t, 743*

Report on Rules and Organization, 588*
Report on Signals and Interlocking, 581 1,

591*
Report on Signs, Fences and Crossings, 728*

Report on Ties, 635
Report on Track, 644*
Report on Water Service, 728*
Rejiort on Wooden Bridges and Trestles,

581t, 603*
Report on Wood Preservation, 737*
Report on Yards and Terminals, 581t, 598*

American Railway Master Mechanics' Associa-
tion (See also Atlantic City Convention):

Advance Copies of the Committee Reports,

1337t
Annual Ball, 1475
Card Party, 1509
Consolidation with M. C. B. Association,

1627t. 1629*
List of Exhibitors at Conventions, 1349
Meeting Twenty Years Ago, 13371
Proceedings, 1369*, 1453*, 1489*
Report on Contour of Tires, 14851, 1493*
Report on Design, Construction and Inspec-

tion of Locomotive Boilers, 14861, 1490
Report on the Diamteer of Piston Rods,

1449t, 1457*
Report on Flange Lubrication, 1485t, 1497*

Report on Locomotive Frames, 1367t, 1378*

Report on Lubrication of Locomotive Cylin-

ders, 1450t, 1466*
Report on Mechanical Stokers, 1365t, 1366t,

1372, 1449t
Report on Main and Side Rods, 1449t,

1453*
Report on Repair Equipment for Engine

Houses, 1449t, 1460
Repor : on Safety Appliances, 1489
Report on Specifications for Tires, 1485t,

1496
Report on Smoke Preventing Devices, 136St,

1376*
Report on Superheated Steam, 14501, 1468*

Report on Water Purification, 1450t, 1463*

Special Train from Chicago, 1356
Special Train from New York, 1357

American Railway Steel Tie Co.:
Steel Ties and Fastenings, 662

American Railway Supply Co.:
Locomotive Injector, 1700*

American Rolling Mill Co.:

American Ingot Iron Culverts, 664*
Corrugated Culverts, 66
Ingot Iron, 1615

.N.neiioan Sucl Foui, dries:
(.ast Steel hrake Beams, 1484
Cast Steel Wheels for lleavv Service, 1089'
Davis Cast Stetl Wlicels, 1J96*
New Steel F'oni.dry, 1642*
Simplex Couplers, 1625*
Trucks, 1363*, 158V
Truck Bolsters, lS3d»

American Tobacco Co.:
Ordered Dissolved, 129l

American Tool Works Co.:
High Duty Lathes, 444*

American Valve & Meter Co.;
Interlocking Switch Stand, 9^0*

Andreson-Evat.s Co.:
Grab Buckets, 621*

Angle Bar (See Rail Joint)
Ann Arbor:

Gasolene Passenger Cars, 469
Annual Rc])orts (See Nanifes of Companies, also

I'"inaiicial News)
Apprentice (See Employee; also Education)
Arbitration (See Employee)
Arch (See Bridge)
Arizona & New Mexico:

Increase of Capital Stock, 303
Annspear Mfg. Co.:

Sigi.al Lamps, 619
.\sh 1 an (See Locomotive Firebox)
Asia Minor:

Railways, 927
Ashton Valve Co.:

Protected Air Gage, 1393*
Wheel Press Recording Gage, 1621*

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe:
Dismissals, 867
Education of Aprpentices, 51
Mallet Locomotives, 351*
Mallet Locomotive Rebuilt from Old Power,

278*
Mallet Locomotive Converted from Two

Decapods, 906*
Telegraphers' Hours-of-Labor Law, 674t
Traffic Agreement with the St. Louis & San

Francisco, 1325
Atlantic City Conventions:

Annual Baseball Game, 1523*, 1592t
Card Party, 1452
Handling the Convention, 14851
Hotel and Exhbit Accommodations in At-

laiaio CUy, ISief
List of Exhibitors at Conventions, 1349
M. C. B. Annual Ball, 1549, 1609
M. M. Annual Ball, 1475
Past Conventions, 1386*, 1506*, 1519*
Proceedings, 1369*, 1386*, 1453*, 1489*,

1550*, 1593*. 1629*
Special Train from Chicago, 1356
Special Train from New York, 1357
Track Exhibit at M. C. B. Convention, 1612

Atlantic Coast Line:
Accident at Alapaha, Ga., 802
Allen Car Ventilator, 1268*
Boiler Shop Tool Room Practice, 392
Fined for Cutting Rates, 707
Initial Carrier's Liability, 79
Waycross Shops, 405*

Atlas Preservative Co.:
Water Softening Compound, 1230
Weed Killing, 771*

Auditing (See Accounting)
Autogenous Welding (See Welding)
Automatic Stops (See Safety Appliances)
Automobile Runs:

Truck Runs from New York to Philadel-

phia, 1075, 1122
Automatic Stops (See Safety Devices)

B

Baggage:
Extra Charge, 1181
Uniform Baggage Rules in United States

and Canada, 1079

Baldwin Locomotive Works:
Lignite-Burning Mikado Locomotive, 167

locomotive Building During 1910, 993*

Mallet Articulated Locomotive; Chicago
G-eat Western, 495*

Mallet Locomotives Built and Under Con-

struction, 954
o c -•

Mallet Locomotives on the A., T. & S. -^ ••

Mikado ard Pacific Locomotives; B-~'""'°''^

& Ohio, 1411*
Reor^arization, 1711*
Walschaert Valve Gear, 1254*

Ballast (See Maintenance of Wp^>

Baltimore & Ohio:

P!°fd fi'r" Vtolaffon ^ Sixteen-Hour Law.

910 .
Garrett Shops, 86^ ,
Mallet Locomotj'es. 1346

Mikado & Pac'-nc Locomotives, 1411
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Baltimore & Oaio (Coniinued) :

<cherzer Kollmg Lift Budge, 666

cpttleme.it of Machinist Strike, 63

Yard
" Chicago Junction, IHOy, 114o*

Barnum, M- ^.-.j^^^'
Bascule CSee Bridge) ,..,..
Bearings (See also Shop Kinks)

.

treco Journal Box, 1641
^

M^Cord Journal Box Lid, 1618

Worn Journal, 851*
•

]',.it (See also Shop Kinks) :

New Theory of Belt Driving, 27

Belt Lines:
Chicaeo & North Western, 354

Berlin (See City and ?5elt Railroad)

Bessemer & Lake Erie; ,,,^,
Replacing Steel \ laducts, 1116

Bettendorf Axle Cj.: ,^„„.
All-Steel Box Cut, 1589

Bolsters, 1303*

Continuous L'ndfrframe, lS4i

Flat Car witb Removable bules and h,nds,

One-L''-C« Cast Steel Truck Side Frames,
1452*'

Stfvl Car Plant, 531*
'rank Car, 1513*
LJiiderftames for Box Cars, 16-',0*

p.tlon, J. M.:
Sand Blast Apparatus, 1281*

Bills of Lading:
Cotton Bill Suits; L. & N. and Southern

Ry., 135
Blackall, Robert H.:

Ratchet Brake Lever, 882*
Block (See Signal, Block)
Block Signal and Train Cuntro! Board:

Annual Report, 117, 153t, 169
Inspection of Train Despatching, etc., 1161

Blue Brint:
Pease Automatic Blue Print Machine, 577*
Pease Motor Driven Cutting and Trimming

Table, 671*
Pease Standard Continuous Blue Prints,

623*
White Prints vs. Blue Prints, 770*

Boiler (See also Locomotive Boiler):
Furman Boilers, 1482*

Bolster (See Truck)
Bolt (See Rail Joint)
Boss Nut Co.:

Nut Lock. 1622*
Bossert, W. F., Mfg. Co.:

Nickerson Single-Lever Safety Switch Lock,
769*

Triplelock Switch Stand, 617*
Boston

:

President Mellen on OoDortunitie^ '•f. fs^
Doot^i. a. Aioany:

Bridge Replacement, 1034*
Traffic Agreemert with N. Y.. N. H. & H.,

889t, 976t, 11911
Boston & Maine:

Dividend Reduction, 1140t
Hoosac Tunnel, 90

Boston Elevated:
Bonuses, 91

Brach, L. S., Supply Co.:
Arresters, 579*

Brake (See also Truck; also Hose; also Safety
Appliances; also Shop Kinks; also Air
Brake Association):

Adjustable Brake Head for High Speed
Trains, 1542*

Block Signal and Train Control Board Re-
port, 117

Brake Beam Supports, 1587*
Brake Hanger Angles, 397*
Breaking-in-Two of Freight Trains. 1414
Burdette Chainless Hand Brake, 438*
Controlling Modern Passenger Trair.s, 1316*
Cast Steel Brake Beams, 1484
Deflection of Brake Beams, 1619*
Feasible Drop Brake Staff, 1626*
J-M Brake Cylinder Packing Expander

Ring, 1543
Leakage of Air Brake Equipment, 1592t
M. C. B. Report on Air Brake Equipment,

1548t, 1560*
M. C. B. Report on Test of Brake Shoes,

1567*
M. C. B. Report on Train Brake ard Signal
Equipment, lS91t

Ratchet Brake Lever, 882*
Snyder's Air Brake Indicator, 1002*

Bridge (See also Grade Separation)

:

Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report on
Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 581 1, 603*

Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report on
Overloading of Piles, 613

Boston & Albany, Recent Work, 1034*
?ight-Track Rolling lift Bridge, 577*
fy'inflation Work, 625*
""<-';on River Bridge Studies, 292

a/t--- Vv R'ver High Bridge, 980*
McKink, Bridge, 670*
Mechanica. Protection of Piles Against
Marine VV.od Borers, 612

Plate Girder t..cv]e Span, 778*

T428*^*'°"
'trestle Stringers and Caps,

^'^Firr'Tl73^
'^^™'''°''a''y Bridges Against

Replacing Steel Viaduus on the Bessemer
& Lake Erie, 1116*

St. Louis Municipal Bridge 775»
Sacramento Bridge; Southern Pacific, 576*

Bridge (^Continued) :

Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridges, 574, 666*,
767*

Strauss Bascule Bridge, 622*, 578*
Simplex Span Bascule Biid^e, 669*
Waterproofing Concrete Slab Bridge Floors,

768*
Western Maryland Extension, 316*

Brooklyn Rapid Transit:
Work of E. W. Winter, 190t

Browning Engineering Co.:
Railway Ditcher, 818*

Buffalo Brake Beam Co.:
Adjustable Brake Head for High Speed

Trains, 1542*
Buffalo, Rochester & Eastern:

Hearing Before the New York C'immission,

175
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh:

(las-Electric Car, 1091*
Bullard Machine Tool Co.:

Maxi-Mill Vertical Turret Lathe, 1585
Vertical Turret Lathe, 1282*

Bureau of Railway Economics:
Increases of Earnings and Expenses of

Eastern Railways for Five Months, 208
Bureau of Standards:

Emery Testing Machine, 1278
Bush, Lincoln:

Reinforced Concrete Bush Train Shed, 501*

BuMness Situation (See Finance)

Cable (See Wire)
California:

Demurrage Collections, 156
Railway Law, 324, 832

Call, D. W., 106
Cambria Steel Co.:

Hundred Per Cent. Rail Joint, 668*
Morrison Guard Rail, 769*
Reinforced Angle Bar, 620*

Canada:
Prosperity of Canadian Railways, 8, 7 02
Railwav Development in Canada ai d the

Western United States, 448t
Reciprocity as Affecting New England, 191t

Canadian Northern:
Revision of Rainy Like Line, 1431*

Canadian Pacific:
Grain Elevator, 384*
Machine Shops at Montreal, 835t, 839
Railway Development in Canada ai d the

Western United States, 448t
Signals, 1139t
Steel Frame Box Cars, 455*

Canadian Railway Commission:
Express Rate Reduction, 55
Joint Traffic Commission with United States,

55
Canadian Reciprocity:

Effect on N. Y., N. H. & H., 779t
Canton Culvert Co.:

Corrugated Metal Culverts, 66
Capitalization (See Finance)
Car (See also Shop Kinks):

Adlake Washstand, 1540*
Apprentices in Car Department, 16271
Armored Box Car, 1042*
Barber Roller Bearing Center Plate, 1588*
Basket Rack, 1588*
Bolster (See Truck)
Bulkhead, Galvanized Pressed Steel, 1511*
Cleaning (See Sanitation)
Clearance Car: Pennsylvania, 795*
Combined Platforms and Double Body Bol-

ster, 1589*
Conveyor Car; Virginian Railway, 95

U

Door (See Door)
Edison-Beach Storage Battery Car, 108
Express Cars for the D., L. & W., 1476*
Flat, with Removable Sides and Ends, Bet-

tendorf, 1624*
Gasolene (See Motor Car)
Illinois Central Car Repair Frauds (See Illi-

nois Central)
Inspection (See Motor Car)
Interchange (See Car Service)
Interior Finish, Galco, 1514*
Interior Steel Finish, Dahlstrom, 1543
Journal (See Bearings)
Ladder Lock, 818*
Lighting (See -Lighting)
Mail Car Requirements, 468
Metal Car Specialties, 1511
Mine Rescue Car, 802
Motor (Sec Motor Car)
Pressed Unit Car Side Section, 1640
Prices for Labor and Material for Steel

Cars, 1633*
Rail Motor (See Motor Car)
Rail Re-Laying Car, 1175*
Ralston Drop Bottom Gondola, 1614*
Refrigerator Car for Union Pacific, 1404*
Refrigerator Car Seals, 1617
Sarco for Refrigerator Cars, 1642
Steel Box Car, Bettendorf, 1589*
Steel Car Plant, 531*
Steel Coaches for the D., L. & W., 1388*

Steel Frame Box Car; Canadian Pacific, 455*

Steel Hopper Coal Car; Norfolk & West-
ern, 1656*

Steel Mail Car, 1901, 291
Steel Platforms and Buffing Mechanism, 1588
Steel Postal Cars for the Pennsylvania,

1574*

Car {Continued J :

Steel Sleeping Cars for C. M. & St. P., 3S9*
Steel Underframe, Coinnionwealth. 1483*
Tank, Bettendorf, 1513*
Truck (See Truck)
Underframe, Bettendorf Contimu.u>. 1541*
Underirames for Box Cars, Bttlendorf,

1640*
Universal Car Seat, 1642
Wheel (See Wheel)
Window:

Doyle Metal Posts, 1545
Metal Weather Strip, 974*
Metallic Sash, 1585
National Curtain Fixtures, 1586
National Sash Lock, 1622
Sash Lock, 1622*
Universal Insulated Adjustable Copper
Car Window. Sash, J 582*

Universal Weather Stripping, 1540*
Car, Freight:

Canadian Pacific, 455*
Kennicott Tank Cars, 1020*
Norfolk & Western Steel Hopper Coal Car,

1656*
Side Dump Car, 1021*
Union Pacific Refrigerator Car, 1404*
Virginian Railway Conveyor Car, 951'

Car, Passenger:
Chi., Mil. & St. P. Steel Sleeping Car, 359*
Cleaning Passenger Equipment at Termi-

nals, 40
D., L. & W. Steel Coach, 1388*
D., L. & W. Steel Express Car, 1476*
Oxy-Acetylene Welding for Steel 1 assenger

Cars, 1055*
Car Service (See also Interstate Commerce Com-

mission Rulings) :

Car Routing on the New Haven, 834*
Car Surpluses and Shortages Bi-Weekly,

56*, etc.

Demurrage Collections in California, 156
Demurrage Regardless of Rain, 467
Efficiency of Railway Equipmei t. 822t,

935 + *, 978J, 1027i, 1100?, 1)56
Freight Car Balance and Pcrrormance

Monthly, 138*, etc.

Interchange, 414
Interchange Bureau at the Uni(:i Stock

Yards, 13371'

Mail, Pay for the Carriage of, 2e6t. 288
M. C. B. Report on Rules for Loading Ma-

terial, 1593*
M. C. B. Report on Revision of Rules of

Irtercharge, 1629
Repair Track aid Its Relations to Traffic,

290
Safety -Appliarces (See Safety .Appliances)
Traffic Clubs Bringing the Shipping Public
and the Railways Together, 295

Carborundum Corapary

:

Grinding Wheels, 1361
Vitrified Grinding Wheels, 530*

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio:
Coal Shipments, 1437

Car Shortage (See Car Service)
Casting (See Iron and Steel; also Shop Kinks)
(dement (See Concrete)
Census:

Development of New Hampshire I'arms,

109t
Central of Georgia:

Macon Shop Kinks, 408*

Central of New Jersey:
Dynamite Explosion, 259. 1410
Elizabethport Shops, 403*

Central Pacific (See Southern Pacific)

Chambersburg Engineering Co.:
Steam Hammer, 1584*

Chesapeake & Ohio:
Block Signal Mileage, 65
Huntington, W. Va., Shops, 419*

Chicago:
Electrification of Railways, 702
Passenger Subways, 653*
Smoke Nuisance (See also Electrification),

321*, 375t, 385, 868

Chicago &• Alton:
Fuel Tests, 1414
Track Elevation in Chicago, 631

Chicago & North Western:
Belt Lines at Chicago and Milwaukee, 354*
Chicago Passenger Terminal, 656*, 1311*
Efficiency Committees, 892t
Pacific IVpe Superheater Locomotive. 325*
Safety Committees, 349*, 910
Wafer Blow-Off Cock, 1065*
Waterproofing in Train Sheds, 663*

Chicago & Western Indiana:
Grade Separation at South Chicago. 758*
Track Elevation, 630*

Chicago Association of Commerce. 71 1, 309t

Chicago Bridge & Iron Co.:
Steel Water Tanks, 626*
Eight-Track Rolling Lift Bridge, 577*
Fire Protection, 670*

Chicago, Burlington & Quircy:
.\tlantic Locomotive, 41*
C'ollision near Indianola, Neb., 13J2
Entrance into Southern Illinois C"oal Fields,

900* I

Relief Department, Report of, 1003
Repair Shops at Ilavelock, Neb.. 33*

Through Service to South and S'>-itlieast,

135
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[Illustitilt-tl tiitiiU-s nil- induatcii thus*; JUIiloriols //Mf.vf; Letters to liditar lliiisX.\

Chicago Miiiiitiiumce of Way Convi-ntioii (Sto
also American Railway KiiKiiiceiing and
Mauiicnanic of Way Association):

I'roicr.lmK», 5Jy, 5S5*, 631', 7J8*
Chicafjo (.n;ii W'olirn:

Vi'"m'^'
'^'^''•'*^" •'"•d Tcriiiiiial Work. 1108*

MalUt Aiticulalcil l.oconiotivc, -jyS'
ChiCiiKo, hulianapoli^ & Louisville:

iMiu-d foi- (_>vtiwuiking Oiicrators, IJ90
thicaK"', .Milwaukee & I'ugel Souial:

IJiooks Spark Arrester as Aiii)lieil to Loco-
motives, J-IS*

Chicajjo. Milwaukee & St. I'aiil:
Kmployecs Laid Off, 4.'J
Mallet Locomotives, 94J*
Mannheim (Chicago) Yaril, 9(1 J*
Retaining Wall, 8J6*
Steel Sleeping Car, 359'*

Chicago I'luumatic Tool Co.:
Air C'oini>ressor Used for Convention L\-

hibits, Ib.'O
Boyer Rivet lUister, 14S1
Franklin Gasoline-Driven Air Compressors

Little Giant Drills, 1395*, 1513, 1541*
Little Giant lUis, 1585*

Chicago Railway Eipiipment Co.:
Brake Beam Supports, 1587*
Creco Journal Bo.\, 1641*
Dctiection of Brake Beams. 1619*

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific:
Grade Separation at South Chicago, 758*
Organization, lS9t
Prizes to Roadmasters, 81 9t, 830

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha:
i-ngine House Kinks, 1057*
Siou.\ City Shops, 863*

China:
Shanghai-Nanking Railway, 1241*

Chisolm & Moore Mfg. Co.:
Cyclone Chain Hoist, 69*

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton:
New Yard at Toledo, 174

Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.:
Helical Cutters for Milling, 1063*

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific-
.
Kentucky River High Bridge, 980*

Claims

:

Initial Carrier's Liability, 79
Settlement of Freight Claims, 1302t

Clark Blow-Off System, 68*
Cleaning (See Sanitation)
Clements, Judson C, 116*
Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis:

Annual Report, 679t, 721
Coal (See also Freight Rates; also Fuel)

Anthracite Shipments in 1910, 94
Briquetting Plant, 1206*
Fireproof Coaling Station, 625*
Holmen Coaling Station, 776*
Locomotive Coaling Chute, 1020*
Locomotive Smoke in Chicago, 321*, 375t,

Steel Coaling Stations, 770*
Washing Plants, 580*

Coal Car Distribution (See I. C. C. R-.ilin'^s-
also Car Service) '

" ° '

Colburn Machine Tool Co.:
Motor Driven Boring Mill, 883*

College ( See Names)
Collins Metallic Packing Co.:

Wheel Flange Lubricator, 1362*
Colorado & Southern:

Contract with Denver & Rio Grande, 362
Commerce Court (See also Interstate Commerce

Commission)

:

Opening, 335
Personnel, 303

Commission on Issuance of Railway Securities:
Hearings at Chicago, 176, 248
Personnel. 149t
Stock Dividends, 149t

Commonwealth Steel Co.:
Cast Steel Tender Frame, 1393*
Combined Platforms and Double Body Bol-

ster, 1589*
Commonwealth-Flory Striking Plate and
Carry Iron, 1512*

Commonwealth Transom Draft Gear, 1538*
Engine and Tender Trucks, 1364*
Passenger Truck, 1626*
Steel Underframe, 1483*
Transom Draft Gear, 1538*

Compressed Air:
Air Compressor Used for Convention Ex-

hibits, 1620
Franklin Gasoline-Driven Air Compressors,

672

Concrete (See also Bridge):
Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report

on Masonry, 648
Cement for High Temperature, 442'
Concrete for Railway Work, 997
Cube Mixer, 579*
D. & A. Cement Posts, 766
Dumping a Concrete Mixer, 1172*
Effect of Electricity on Reinforced Con-

crete, 467
Mixer and Charging Elevator, 626*
Mixer Lifting Attachment, 672*, 777

Com ule (( diitinucd) :

Retaining Wall; Chicago, Milw.uikce & St.
1 aul, K27*

Waterproofing Concrete Slab IJridgi- I'loors,
768"

Concrete Koiin S: Engine Co.:
Collapsible Steel Forms, 340"
X'eloeiptdc Motor, 437*. 669*

Coimeeticut

:

Coiiiiiieicc ( ourt, 1891
Consolidated Car Heating C'o.

:

Coupler with Positive Lock, 1622*
Resistance 'i'ube, 1361*

Conslrnclion, New (See also Subway):
Am. Ry. Eng. &: M. of W. Assoc. Report

on Economics of Railway Location, 6271.
(.34, 727t

Baton Rouge Cut-OtT; Southern Pacific, 345"
Canadian Northern, 1431"
Chicago \- Alton Track Elevation in Chi-

cago, 631
Chicago it Western Indiana Track Eleva-

tion, 630"
Chicago CJrcat Western Grade Revision and

Terminal Work, 1108*
C, B. & (J. Entrance into Southern Illinois

Coal Fields, 900*
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific Location
Work; tkre's Canyon, 287*

Madeira-Mainore Railway, 1684*
Mileage of the World, 13001
Oregon Trunk, 766
San Pedro, l.os Angeles & Salt Lake, Re-

building, 937*
Shanghai-Nanking Railway, 1241*
Track Elevation at Ninety-fifth Street and

South Chicago Avenue, South Chicago,
758*

Track Elevation in Chicago, 584
Wesleni Maryland Cumberland-Connellsville

Line, 270*, 316*
Control (See Finance, also Government Regu-

lation of Railways)
Controllers:

Westinghouse Controllers for Shop Use,
1621*

(Conventions (See Names -^f AssociatiiT

)

Conveying Machinery (See Hoisting and Con-
veying)

Cooling (See Refrigeration)
Copper River & Northwestern, 513
Correspondence (See Mail)
Corrosion (See Iron and Steel)
Cost (See Business Situation)
Cotton Bills of Lading (See Bills of Lading)
Coupler (See Draft (jear)
Coupling (See Hose)
Crane (See Hoisting and Conveying)
Crane Company:

Valves, 662
\'alves and Power Plant Fittings, 573

Credit (See Finance)
Creosote (See Ties and Tinili^r)

Crossing (See Grade Crossing;
Crop Condition, 472, 919, 1125, 1326. 1437
Culvert (See also Maintenance of Way; also

Bridge) :

A.merican Ingot Iron Culverts, 664*
Collapsible Steel Forms, 340*
Corrugated Metal, 66

Cumberland Valley:
Automatic Block Signals, 930

Cylinder (See Locomotive Cylinder)

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co.:
Steel Interior Car Work, 1543

Damages (See Claims)
Delaware & Hudson:

Annual Report, 823t, 886
New York to Chicago Rates, 1234t

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western:
Annual Report, 488t
Express Cars, 1476*
Steel Coaches, 1388*
Withdrawal from Immigrant Traffic Pool,

470
Demurrage (See Car Service)
Denver & Rio Grande:

Contract with Colorado & Southern, 362
Denver, North Western & Pacific:

Gore's Canyon, 287*
Derrick (See Hoisting & Conveying)
Detroit Lubricator Co.: •

Force Feed Lubricator, 1362*
Locomotive Lubricator, 1483*
Transfer Table, 1393

Detroit Steel Products Co.

:

Fenestra, 621*, 668, 765*
Steel Windows, 574
Window Sash, 264*

Dickinson, Paul, Inc.:
Smoke Jacks for Concrete Engine House,

1021*
Dilworth, Porter & Co.:

Goldie Tie Plates and Spikes, 771*
Door:

.'\Ilith Hardware Door Equipment, 765
Forsyth One-Piece Metal Doors, 1624

Doo] ((Juiitiiiiud) :

Ves^tilnile Diaphragms and Curl,!,, Lixturps.

Vestibule Traj), 148*, 1319
VVilliains Ml-Service Car Door, 161 y«

Drawbridge (Set Uridge)
Draft Gear:

^iMjlex Uncou^er and Automatic Rel.ase,

Extension Shank for Sharon Coupler, 1617
I'reij^lit Couplers, 1538*
M. C. B. Coupler, 15] Sf
M. C. B. Report on Couplers and Draft

Equipment, l-i^ly, 1594"
Simplex Couplers, 1625*
Striking Plate and Carrj Hon, Common-

wealth-Hory, 1512*
Drill (See Machine Tools)
Drop Pit:

Driving Wheel Drop Pit, 852*
Drouve, G., Co.:

Anti-Pluvius Skylights, 775*
Dudgeon, Richard:

Hydraulic Rail Bender, 774*
Dunlley Manufacturing Co.:

Rockford Gasoline Motor Car, 580

Earnings (See also Names of Companies;:
Increases of Earnings and Expenses of East-

ern Railways for Five Mojiths, 208
Revenues and Expenses of Railways as Re-

ported to I. C. C. Weekly, 57, etc.
Total January Earnings and Expenses, 871
Waste in Through Passenger Service, 2t

Economy Separable Switch Point Co.:
Adjustable Head Rod, 575*
Economy Claw Bar, 667"
Economy Foot Guard, 778*
Separable Switch Point, 620*

Education (See also Names of Schools, Colleges
and Universities) :

Apprentice Instructors' Conference; New
York Central Lines, 209t, 23i

Apprentices in Car Department, 1627t
Apprenticeship Questions on N. Y. C. &

H. R., 1062*
Apprentice School at Altoona, 854
Apprentice School of Cincinnati, 27
Apprentices on the Santa Fe, 51
jinnrentire .Sv<itp„i in the Store Department.

1247
College Men and Railway Work, 1644"i'
Efficiency Engineer, S36t
Educational Bureau of the Union Pacific,

1415t, 1424, 1430
Fraudulent Correspondence Schools, 868
Improving and Making Mechanics, 1054
Instruction of Workmen and Apprentices,

1048, 1073
M. M. Association Code of Apprenticeship

Rules, 1365t
Mechanical Engineering Course at Pennsyl-

vania State College, 911
Opportunity in a Railway Shop, 1058
Relation of Education to Industrial Waste,

1070
Technical Education for Designers, 402

Edwards, O. M., Co.:
Vestibule Trap Door, 148*, 1319*

Efficiency Methods (See also Freight Rate In-

creases; also Shops):
Belting Records, 1046*;!:

Chicago & North Western, 892t
Comparing the Eflnciency of Railway Shops,

1249t, 1252
Discussed at the Conventions, 1515t
Effect of Improved Organization on Output

of Shops. 17t, 30
Efficiency Engineer, 836t
Elliott, Howard, on, 703
Exhortation to Efficiency, 911
Instruction of Workmen and Apprentices.

1073
Letters from an Old Railway Official to His

Son, 1191t, 1194, 1238, 1318, 1408, 1646,

1691
Lost Motion, 31
Maintenance of Equipment Costs, 1303*
Mistakes of Efficiency Men, 29, 230, 265 f,

3441:, 387, 391, 849, 1059
Motor Cars, 1163t
Organization, 1037 ,

Output of Locomotive Repair Shor
creased, 17t, 30, 243*

Piece Work Notes, 402
Practical Ethics, 1043t, 1051
Prizes to Roadmasters, 819t, 8J^r
Railway as a Manufacturer,

, ^ . , ,•, .„
Relation of Education to --ndustnal Waste,

Scientific Management 18t, 29, 210t, 212|.

387t: 391,' 782J: rf^St. 839, 1028*, 1249t.

Succetl of th^ Employees' Brotherhoods,

Tabor Man-'facturing Company Taylor Sys-

tem, 12-(9t, 1272
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,,„. • MothnrS (Continued) :

'^'^"SSct.387t,396;. 83St. 839

Track Sufcivision, 141/

E,ec;^:;rt^l^iy^";Ser'E^eLified Stean, Rail-

Electrirrraction (See Locomotive, Electric)

Electrcity^^
Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report

on Electricity, 581t, 594*

.Electrification of Steam Roads:

Compulsory, 1664
Electric v. Steam Locomotives 907

Electrical Night of the New York Railroad

Club, 689
. , ^jrf

Locomotive Smoke in Chicago, 321 ,
J/ST.

385
Terminal Electrification, 582t, 584

Electric Controller .V Mfg. Co.:

Magnetic Switch for Motor Control, 884

^'^'ci^aVn Elev-itor; Canadian Pacific, 384*

Embankment 'See Maintenance of Way)
Emmert Mfi- Co.:

Quick Clamping Wood Vise, 441

Fmnlovec (See also Legislation; also Education;

^.fso Officer; also Track Kinks):

\.ge Limits, 2t , . r
Apprentices and Workmen, Instruction ot,

Arbitration of Labor Disputes, 820t. 825t,
* 834t, 878t, 1096t, 1098$, 10991:, 1153,

1231t, 1235t, 1302t
Benefits, 868
Broadening Maintenance of Way Employees,

1415t, 1418
, . ^

Brown's Discipline on the Illinois Central,

1411
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Dismissals,

423
Comparing the Efficiency of Railway Shops,

1249t, 1252
Compensation for Industrial Accidents, 1699

Contact with Superintendent, 1302$

Difficulty in Getting Time Off, 802
Discharge without Hearing, . 1435

Duty of Station Agent Regarding Public, 11

Educational Bureau of the Union Pacific,

141St, 1424, 1430
Efficiency Committees, 892t
Empkyer's Liability, 366, 474, 1663, 1699

Full Crew Law in Arkansas, 429
Full Crew Law in Pennsylvania, 1701 ^

Future of the Railway Wage Earner, 489

1

Hours of Service:
California Law, 1076
Chicago & Alton, 801
Mail Clerks, 362
Missouri TC = ..^^c & T...=.c, 801
Pennsylvania, 801
Southern Pacific, 801
Telegraphers' Hours-of-Labor Law, 674t

Hours-of-Service Law, 1U9
Ideas Paid for on Pennsylvania, 1121

Improving and Making Mechanics, 1054
Inventory of Labor, 1193 + , 16451, 1681|:

King Edward VII Memorial Fund, 867
Labor Unions:

Efficiency of, 313t, 780t
Mail Clerk Organization, 423

Letters from an Old Railway Official to His
Son, 1191t, 1194, 1238, 1318, 1408, 1646,

1691
Mistakes of the Efficiency Men, 29, 230,

265t, 344t, 387, 391, 849, 1059
Money Loaned, 868
Passes on Baltimore & Ohio, 468
Pensions;

Pennsylvania, R. R., 511
Piece Work Notes, 402
Prevention of Accidents in Shops, 416*
Prizes to Roadmasters, 819t, 830
Safety Committees on the Chicago & North

Western, 349*, 910
Saving in Labor by Use of Section Motor

Cars, 1165, 1427
Strike:
Baldwin Locomotive Works, 1435
Baltimore & Ohio, 63, 1076, 1120
Chicago & Western Indiana, 1076
Chicago Junction, 1076
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 1076
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific,

511
Express Drivers, 511
Illinois Central, 1076
Indiana Harbor Belt, 1076
New York Central, 362
Pennsylvania, 423, 1076, 1663
Portugal, 107
Queen & Crescent, 703, 803
Sonora Railway, 511
Southern Pacific of Mexico, 511

Si-oply of Section Foremen, 1416t
Recv^t Immigrant in Railway Work, 1201
Wagci-

Inconjstencies in Payrolls, 1024t, 1400t
Wage Incpase:
Canadian Northern, 1075
Canadian P.<:ific, 468, 1075
Denver & Rio Grande, 1003
Grand Trunk i-^cific, 107
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, 867
Illinois Central, 867
Intercolonial, 701
Lehigh Valley, 90, 468, 801
Lehigh Valley Transit Co., 1320

Employee {Continued) :

Spokane, Portland & Seattle, 801
Section and Extra Gang Foremen, 975
Southern Railway, 1285, 1320
Wabash, 469
Western Lines, Conductors and Train-

men, 54
Western Pacific, 1178

Work from Men and Machines, 245

Engine (See Locomotive; also Locomotive, Elec-

tric)

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion (See Am. Ry. Eng. and Maintenance

of Way Association)

Engine House (See Shops)
England:

Accident Record, 1436
Freight in Small Packages, 912

Omnibus Operation in London, 1436

Passenger Service, 913 „ . . „,„
English and American Railway Statistics, 918

Equipment (See Car Service; also Locomotive

Service)

Arbitration of Labor Disputes, 820t, 825 + ,

934+, 979J, 1096t, 1098$, 1099t, 1153,

123it, 1235t, 1302$
Erie Railroad:

Engine House Kinks, 1049
Entrance into Pittsburgh, 779t
Fined $200 for Two Violations of the batety

Appliance Law, 1708 mn*
Harrington Automatic Train Stop, 1039 ,

New York to Chicago Rates, 1234t
Susquehanna Shop Kinks, 406*

Exhibits (See Atlantic City and Chicago Con-

ventions; also Names and Subjects)

Explosives Bureau:
Colonel Dunn, Chief Inspector, 1285

Report, 911
, o ,_ ^

Exposition (See Names and Subjects)

Express (See Names of Companies; also Earn-

ings; also Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion Rulings)
Express Companies:

Mistakes, 1300t
Relations with the Public, 1097|

Statistics for Year, 207

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.:

Gas Engine and Generator Outfit, 578

Gasolene Inspection Car, 1514*

Tacks, 776*, 1640*
Motor Car, 441*, 623*

Motor Inspection Cars, 1538*

Oil Engine for Feed Water Pump, 1394*

Standpipe, 1625*
Water Station Apparatus, 671*

Fare (See Passenger Rates)
Farm:

Increase in New England, 109)

Fast Trains and Runs:
Altoona to Philadelphia, 423
Depew, N. Y., to Lancaster, 1003

Fast Schedules, 1004
Philadelphia to Jersey City, 910
Syracuse to Buffalo, 910
Washington to New York, 174

Yuma, Ariz., to New York, 363

Finance (See also Accounting; also Commission
on the Issuance of Railway Securities)

Capitalization, 121, 198
Change in the Standard of Investment Rate,

1095t . , _.
Compulsion of Exchange of Securities, 139/T
Course of Railway Security Prices, 695*

Distrust of Bonds, 890t
Efficiency of Public Service Railways, 1028

Forms of New Financing, 1398t
Genealogy of N. Y.. N. H. & H., 356*

Institutional Investment, 343t
Issue of Stock Below Par, 1309

Popularizing Security Issues, 1192t ^

Types of the Railway Stockholder, 72

1

Fire:
Brooks Spark Arrester, 348
Lightning Arrester, 777*

Protection of Temporary Bridges Against

Fire, 1173
Firebox (See Locomotive Firebox)

Fitz-Hugh Luther Co.:
Side Dump Car, 1021*

Fixing Pencil Lines, 232
Flange (See Wheel)
Flannery Bolt Co.:

Tate Flexible Staybolts, 1481

Composition Flooring for Wood and Steel

Floors, 1230* ^. ,_„,
Foreign and American Railway Figures, 1703

Forest Preservation (See Fire)

Forsyth Bros. Co.:
Doyle Metal Posts, 1545

Metal Car Specialties, 1511

Metallic Sash, 1585
One-Piece Metal Doors, 1624

Pressed Unit Car Side Section, 1640

Fort Smith & Western: ^ „^ . . ,„.„
Fined for Violation of Shelter Law, 1080

Foundry (See Shops)
, r- . „

Flood (See Maintenance of Way; also Construc-

tion, New)

Freight (See American Association of Local

Freight Agents' Association; also Car
Service):

Mechanical Handling of Freight, 1643T,
1647*

Freight Claims (See Claims)
. , „ _ ,

Freight Rates (See also Freight Rate Reduc-

tions; also Freight Rate Increases; also

Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings;

also State Commission Rulings):

Basis for Rate Regulation,^ 1024t
Brokerage Companies, 308t
Cost of Rails and Water Transportation,

1236, 1678t. 1682$
Distance and Freight Rates, 1402

Rate Making in the South, 787

Reasonable Rates, 307t, 314$
Single Line and Double Line Rates, 487T

Studies in Railway Economics (See Freight

Rat^ Increases)
» , j

Water Competition Between .Atlantic anQ

Pacific, 872 ^ , ,ra: •

Freight Rate Increase (See also Efficiency

Methods; also Interstate Commerce Com-

mission Rulings; also State Commission

Rulings):
Atlantic Seaboard to Colorado, 329

Commercial Organizations, Attitude To-

wards, 71t „ ., T. , J
Dean Raymond on Railway Rjitcs and

Profits, 154
Eastern Case, 897 .

Eastern Hearings, 94, 138, 149t, 158*, 376t,
"lyQ 897

Efficiency Methods and Rates, 18t^ 210t,

212$, 213$, 268$, 307t, 310$, 782$, 835$,

839
Illinois Manufacturers' Association and

Western Rate Hearings, 4$

One of the Commission's Arguments, 490$,

781t
Panama Railroad, 513

, .

Present as a Period of Transition, 780

1

Railway Situation, 289 .^ . . .£a
Reflections on the Rate Case Decisions, 464

Studies in Railway Economics, IT, 10, /o.

114, 155, 200, 1143, 1195, 1245, 1315 .

Testimony of Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion in Book Form, 53

Western Case, 820$, 832 897

Western Hearings, 94, 139, 145, 149t, 158 ,

Freight Rate Reductions (See also Interstate

Commerce Commission Rulings; also bUte

Commission Rulings)

:

Denver & Rio Grande, 1703
, ,„.

.

I. C. C. Authority to Suspend^ 1398T

In the Southwest, 429
, ,„„„

New York to Chicago, 1217, 1234$, 1288

Northern Pacific, 107

Western Hearings, 805

Western Pacific Coal, 135

Freight Service: , ^n.^

Car Capacity and Freight Rates 1696

Ffficiency of Public Service Railways, 1028

Freight Traffic (See "Traffic):

Freight Yards (See Yards and Terminals)

Fuel (See also International Ry. Fuel Assoc,

also Coal): .inn
Gas Production in Pennsylvama, 1179

Lignite for Locomotives, 150$

Mine-Run Coal for Locomotives,^ 1338

1

Oil Fuel for Locomotives, 1451

1

Oil Furnace in Smith Shop and Forge, 1375

Superheater and Non-Superheater Locomo-

tive Consumption, 1414

^"""Ferguson Furnaces for Steel Car Repairs,

Ferguson Spring and Case Hardening Fur-

nace, 1364*
Frankfort, 263*

Protected Air Gage, 1393*
. „^ _, ,

Recording Meter for Measuring Steam Flow,

1543, 1137*
Wheel Press Recording Gage, 1621

Gaskets:
Goetze, 67*

General Electric Co.:

Annual Report, 976
Curtis Turbo-Generator, 67 , 1395

Gas-Electric Generating Set, 1514

Gas-Electric Car, 1091^

Gasolene Electric Motor Car, 1623

Low-Pressure Turbine, 439

Portable Air Compressor, 1641

Recording and Indicating I- low Meters,

1137*, 1543
General Railway Supply Co.:

Composition Flooring for Wood and bteei

Floors, 1230*
. t> r •

Insulation for Steel Passenger and Refrig-

erator Cars, 974*

Germany:
r t. -i oon

Electrification of Railways, 290

Safety Appliances, 89

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co.:

Cyclone Ventilator, 1392

Hose Coupling, 438*

Goodman Car Co.:
Mott Sand Blast Apparatus, 442
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lllluslidlcd articles arc indicated lints*; liditorials tlius-\ ; Letters to Editor ihust-l

Government Ownership of Kailways:
Natiiinalizalion of Railways, 4V7

Governiiu'iit KcKulation (See also Coniniission
for the IsMiai.cf of Seeurilics):

Governnuiit Regulation (Sec also Interstate Com
nuMce Commission; also State Ry. Com-
missions)

llasis for Rale Regulation, 102-»t
Committee on Relations of Railway Opera-

tion to li-Kislatioii, 151t
Control of I'nhlic Service Corporaliiiis, 506
Effect on Security I'rices, HW,
Elliott, Howard, on, 291
Governor Wilson's Views, \ii
Idaho State Railway Commission, i75i
Letters from an Old Railway Ollici;!l to His

Son, 1191t, 1194. l-'JS, 1318, l-)08. 1646,
1691

Local Regulation, 1142t
I'anama Railroad, 513
I'resent as a Period of Transition, 780t
Railway Mechanical Affairs, N86t. 1490
Rates. IVotits and Wages, 307t, 314;t
Studies in Railway Economics, If, 10, 75,

114, 155, JOO, 1143, 1195, 1245, 1315
tirade Crossi-gs:

New York City, 109t, 120
Cirade ''-vision (See Construction, New)
tirade Sej. oration:

At So) rh Chicago. 758*
Track i^'.levation in Chicago, 584

Grain (See t. "ip Conditions; also Freight Rates;
also Iniv. state C, :nmerce Commission Rul-
ings; alsv State Commission Rulings)

Grand Trunk:
Competition -nith the N. Y., N. H. & U.

341t. 10231
Signals, 1139t

Grai:d Trunk Pacific:
New Construction, 802

Great Britain (See England; also Names of Rail-
ways)

Great Northern:
Concrete Si;ow Shed, 82*

Greene, Tweed & Co.:
Palmetto Packing, 1512*

Griftin Wheel Co.:
Standardization of Chilled Iron Car Wheels,

211t, 239*
Grinding (See Machine Tools; also Shop Kinks)
Grip Nut Co.:

Bolt Lock for Ladders on Freight Cars,
818*

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe:
Condition of Treated Ties on, 999*

H

Hadley Commission (See Commission on Issu-
ance of Railway Securities)

Hand Tools:
Selection and Maintenance, 49

Harriman Lines (See Separate Companies) :

Hart Steel Co.:
Tie Plates, 573

Hauck Manufacturing Co.:
Oil Fuel Burners, 340*

Havana Terminal Railroad:
Passenger Station, 383*

Hayes Track Appliance Co.:
Derails, 765

Headlight (See also Lighting):
lilock Signal and Train Control Report, 117
Electric, Georgia, 140
Indiana Headlight Law, 327
Powers of Headlights, 148St, 1502

Heating:
Athenian Wall Radiation, 1541*
Car Radiators, 1625
Radiators for Station Heating, 1512
Tank Heaters, 1588*

Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Co.:
Universal Car Seat, 1642

Highway Crossing (See Grade Crossing)
History (See also Subjects and Names):

Antique Railway Rules and Regulations,
1578

Hobart-Allfree Co.:
Cylinders and Valve Gears, 1618

Hoisting and Conveying (See also Shop Kinks):
Browning Railway Ditcher, 818*
Cyclone Chain Hoist, 69*
Locomotive Yard Cranes, 1250t
Sewall's Point Terminal; Virginian Railway,

951*
Testing Machine at Bureau of Standards,

1278
Thirty-Ton Hoisting Crane, 530*

Hose (See also Shop Kinks) :

Armored Air Brake Hose, 1623*
Gold Wire Wound Steam Hose, 438*
High Pressure Hose, 1482
Leakage of Air Brake Equipment, 1592t
M. C. B. Report on Train Pipe and Connec-

tions for Steam Heat, 1636*
New Consolidated Coupler with Positive

Lock, 1622*
Reliable Shop Hose, 1587
Wood's Hose Protector and Preservatives,

1543*

Hostility (See I'uMir, The Railways' Relations
with)

Hours of Labor (See I'.niployee)
Housatonic:

History, 800
Hudson & Manhattan:

Trains to Newark, 1285
Hydraulic (Sec Shop Kinks)

Illinois:

Forbes, John M., in, 797
Passes, 149t

Illinois Central:
l.eighton Cylinder Packing Ring, 1057*
Train Accident Record, 673t, 820t, 1411

Illinois ^lanufacturers' Association (See also
Freight Rate Increases):

Misrepresentation, 4%
Rate Hearings, 154

India:
Railways, 799

Indiana:
Block Signal Syclem Throughout the State.

448t
Laws of 1911, £29, 889t
Law Preventing (Collisions by Statute, I92t,

309t
Indianapolis Switch & Frog Co.:

Manganese Frog Crossings, 973*
Manganese Products, 765

Injunction (See Legal Decisions)
Inspection Car (Sec Motor Car)
Insulation (See Refrigeration)
Interborough Rapid Transit Co.:

Attitude Towards Criticism, ^3$
Interchange (See Car Service)
Interlocking (See Signals, Interlocking)
International & Great Northern:

Employee Awarded Damages, 1663
Reorganization Plan, 1141

1

Internaticnal Master Boiler Makers' Association:
Annual Convention, 1261

International Oxygen Co.:
Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting, 1615*

International Railway Congress:
History, 177

International Railway Fuel Association:
Annual Convention, 1149, 1208

International Railway General Foremen's Aero.
ciation:

Application Blanks, 20J
Interstate Commerce Commission (See also In-

terstate Commerce Rulings; also Account-
ing; also Freight Rates Increases; also
Commission to Regulate the Issuance of
Railway Securities) :

Accident Bulletin No. 37, 26St, 282*
Annual Report, 7

Authoritv to Suspend a Reduction in Rates,
1234t,' 1398t

Bulletin Showing Block Signal Mileage Jan-
uary 1, 945*

Freight Rate Increase Testimony in Book
Form, 53

Increasing Tariff Expenses, 933t
Joint Traffic Commission with Canada, 55
Jurisdiction of Railways and Other Carriers

in Alaska, 1220
Local Regulation, 1142t
Long and Short Haul (Tlause Hearing, 918
Operating Statistics, 149t, 158*
Partiality, 8207, 822
Passenger Tariffs, 472
Statistics of Express Companies, 207
Tariffs, 873

Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings:
Ashland, Wis., No Discrimination Against,

58
Beer Rates into a Prohibition State, 1128
Cement Advanced Rates Refused, 1080
Cement Rates Reduced, 1442
Coal Car Distribution, 98
Coal Rates on Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio,

1181
Coal Rates Reduced, 1128
Connection with Competing Electric l^ine

Ordered, 873
Correct Method of Weighing, 58
Cotton Seed Rates, 96, 98
Cream Rates Reduced, 296
Dating Bills of Lading, 1128
Definition of "Completely K. D.," 1128
Delay of Coal Shipments, 95
DifTererces in Pepper Rates, 58
Discrimination in Favor of Nashville, 1705
Discrimination Against Fremont, 1667
Empty Beer Kegs, Minimum, 58
Exception to Cheapest Route Ruling, 472
Exceptions to Long and Short Haul Rule,

1439
Express Rate on Sample Brick Reduced,

1012
Express Rates to England Reduced, 470
Express Rates Reduced, 1442
Failure to Show Damage, 963
Fares on Electric Line Reduced, 705
Faulty Loading, 429

Interstate Commerce Commission Kulinns iLoim
tinned) :

Ftriilizir Rates Reduced, 1012
Fire liability, 98
Freedom of Conliact Restricted, 427
l-reight Rate Decisions, 376t, 378, 3K\
(jrani Rates Advanced, 1290
Grain Rales Left Undisturbed, 964
Horses, Rates on. Reduced, 1012
Ice Rate Annulled, 1)39|
Ignorance of Best Routes, 364
Indictments for Unlawiul Overcharge 178
Initial Carrier Held Responsible, 1012
Kanite Rates Reduced, 1442
Live Stock, Advanced Rate« Permitted, 1705
I-ocomotives and fenders. Rates 1667
Long and Short Haul Rules, 705*
Lard Substitute Rate, 429
Lumber Rates Reduced, 296
Lumber Rates Sanctioned, 1012
Malt Rates Reduced, 1705
Aleat Rate Cut Not Suspended, 1326
Milling-in-Transit Privilege Not Sustaii.f(I

1568
Minimum Car Load Rule, 178
Missouri River Case Does Not Cover Com-
modity Rate, 427

No Penalty for Poor Marking, 332
Not Misrouted if Routing Instructions Are

Followed, 429
Over-Capitalization Cause for Rate Reduc-

tion, 673t
Ownership of Shipment Not Affecting Rates,

1219
Plate Glass Rate Reduced, 1707
Pre-Cooling Storage Rates Reduced, 372
Private Railway a Plant Facility, 807
Private Servants, 252
Public Property of Railways to a Certain

Extent Private, 809
Rate Cannot Be Varied According to Lfser

to Which Article Is Put, 809
Rate Reduced to Meet (Competition, 427
Refund Allowed on Lost Commutation

Ticket, 963
Refusal to Order Through Rate, 296
Rice Rates Not to Be Advanced, 1667
Rome, Miss., Discrimination Against, 58
Rules to Avoid Damage Claims, 919
Sash Weight Rate Reduced, 518
Saturday Afternoon Free Time, 1219
South Western Rate Decision, 429
'^opcific Rate f ir a Soecific (Consignee, 58
Sugar l.ighterage Question at New Yorli

Settled, 472
Switch Connection Ordered, 1705
Telephone Rates, Regulation of, 1181
Texas Common Points Rates Upheld, 919
Ties Are Lumber, 254
Ton-Mile Rate on Short Roads, 140
Tin-PIate Scrap Rate Reduced, 1707
Transshipment Decision, 1707
Use of Alternative Rates Permissive, Not

Compulsory, 1707
Iron a-nd Steel (See also Rail; also Wheelj also

Welding; also Shops; also Shop Kinks):
Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report

on Iron and Steel Structures, 582t, 606*,
658*

Corrosion and Protection, 1025t
Elongation and Ductility Tests of Rails for
New York Central Lines, 653

Exports in 1910, 133
Fcrestra, 621*, 668, 765*
High Speed Tool Steel, 264*
Impact Tests, 582t, 606*, 658*
Nickel and Chrome Alloys for Chilled Iron

Car Wheels, 268
Oxy-Acetylene Welds in Steel, 837t, 847
Steel Corporation's Share in Total Output,
469

Zinc End on Washout Plug, 1258*
Italy:

Three-Phase Electric Locomotives, 957

Jack (See Shop Kinks)
Jessop, Wm., & Sins:

High Speed Tool Steel, 264*
Johns-Manville, H. W., Co.:

Cement for High Temperature, 442*

J-M Air Brake Cylinder Packing Expander
Ring, 1543

Jones Positive Nut Lock Co.:
Positive Nut Lock, 1361*

Journal (See Bearings)

K

Kalamazoo Railway Supply C'--
Motor Car, 620*, 668*

Kansas: _ . .. „
"Single Line" and 'Double Line Rates,

487t
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient: _ . ,

Repair Shops and Locomotive Terminal,

1269*

J
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Keiiiiicott Co.:
Ballast Spreader, 670*
Tank Cars, 1020*
Water Tanks, 767»

Water Weigher, 622*

Kinnear Mfg. Co.:
Glazing Bar for Skylights, 338*

Kowie Railway:
Accident at Blaauwkrantz, 1004

Labor (See Employee)

Ladder:
Simplex Freight Car Ladder, 1248*

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern:
Annual Report, 677t, 719
Grade Separation at South Chicago, 758*

La Salle Street Station Train Shed Roof,
566* ^

Pacihc Type Superheater Locomotive, 790*
Power Plant for Passenger Car Yard, 716*

Shop Kinks, 1279*
Traffic Agreement with the Erie, 779t

Lamb Electric Co.:
Portable Electric Radial Drill, 884*

Lamp (See Lighting)

Lancashire & Yorkshire:
Wheel Drop, 852*

Legal Decisions (See also Interstate Commerce
(Tommission Rulings; also State Commis-
sion Rulings; also Legislation; also Pas-
senger Rates; also Freight Rates; also

Subjects)

:

Age Limits, 2t
Arkansas Rates Sustained, 1080
Baggage Liability, 1328
Baggage Responsibility, 519
Bonds Not Void, 1013
Carmack Amendment, 59
Carrier Must Accept Shipment Even if it is

in Another's Car, 966
Charge for Switching Freight, 1290
Chesapeake & Ohio May Vote on Its Stock

in the Hocking Valley, 1669
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Fined for
Overworking (Operators, 1290

Coal Rates Must be Restored. 1080
Commodities Clause, 819t, 875
Corporation Income Tax Law, 487

1

Drivers Engaged in Interstate Commerce
Cannot Be Required to Submit to a City
Ordinance Requiring Them to Be Li-

censed, 1669
Employers' Liability Acts Changed, 873
Employee May Sue for Injury After Re-

ceiving Benefits, 366
Erie Fined for Violations of Safety Ap-

pliance Law, 1708
Fines for Misbilling, 1708
Fines for Rebating, 520, 1182
Fines for Violation of Demurrage Law, 1442
Fort Smith & Western Fined for Violation

of Shelter Law, 1080
Fraudulent Use of Mails, 1291
Full Crew Regulation Not an Obstruction to

Interstate Commerce, 366
Galveston Terminal Case, 519
Health and Public Service Commission, 180
Hours-of-Service Law Sustained, 1291
Imprisonment for Bil!-of-Lading Frauds, 966
Initial Carrier's Liability, 79
Initial Point of Transportation, 1290
Iowa Law Regulating Employees' Insurance

Sustained, 474
Kansas Militia Must Pay Full Fare, 810
Life Passes Unlawful, 474
Louisiana & Northwest Fined for Not Im-

proving Service, 1182
Merger of Union Pacific and Southern Pa-

cific, 1678t
Mileage Coupons Must Be Exchanged for

Tickets, 1129
Minnesota Rate Case, 891t, 921, 949, 987
National Guard Must Pav Full Fare, 518
Ohio Competing Roads Law, 1708
Oklahoma Commission Cannot Make Rates,

873
Passenger Fined for Using Another's Ticket,

707
Pennsylvania Fined for Demurrage Irregu-

larities, 1182
Pennsylvania Loses to Coal Companies, 1328
Pipe Lines May Cross Highway and Con-

vey Gas Out of State, 921
Pullman Fares Refunded, 1285
Pullman Seats Not Sold at Night, 1129
Railways in Oklahoma Must Have General

Offices in that State. 810
Reorganization Plan of the Third Avenue

R. R. Company Must Be Accepted, 1442
Safety Appliance Laws, 59, 11391, 1182
"Single Line" and "Double Line" Rates,

487t
Southern Pacific Land Grants, 1013
Standard Oil Case, 1441t, 1148
Standard Oil Co. Fined, 99
State Rates have no Bearing on Interstate

Rates, 518
Stock Transportation 28-Hour Law, 99, 707
Telegraph Messages Must Be Promptly

Transmitted, 873

Legal Decisions (Continued) :

Telegraphers' Hours-of-Labor Law, 674t
Texas & Pacific Fined for Collecting Illegal

Rates, 297
Tickets and Advertising May Not Be Ex-

changed, 366, 475
Union Pacific-Southern Pacific Merger Up-

held, 1708
Wabash Fined for not Improving Bridge,

1220

Legislation (See also Government Regulation;
also Passenger Rate Reduction; also Frt.
Rate Increases; also Frt. Rate Reduction;
also Employee; also Car Service):

Boiler Inspection Legislation, 266t, 308t,
388t

California Laws, 832
Committee on Relations of Operation to

Legislation, 1159
Commodities Clause, 81 9t
Corporation Income Tax Law, 487t
Eshleman Railway Bill, 324
Federal Boiler Inspection Rules, 1105
Headlight Law in Indiana, 327
Hours-of-Service Law, 1119
Indiana Laws, 829, 889t
Industrial Colony for Tramps, 1643t
Maine Laws, 906
Missouri's New Railway Laws, 805
M. C. B. Standards for Safety Appliances,

1547t
New York State Boiler Inspection Law,

342t
Oregon Laws, 1309
Psychology of Anti-Railway Legislation,

932t
Sherman Anti-Trust Law, 1139t
"Single Line" and "Double Line" Rates,

487t
Uniformity in Railway Legislation, 1366t

Lehigh Valley:
Fined for Violation of Demurrage Law,

1442
Willamette Valley Lumber Rate, 707
Withdrawal from Immigrant Traffic Pool,

871

Lighting:
Adlake Lamps, 1394*
Anti-Pluvius Skylights, 775*
Branch Arresters, 579*
Car Lighting, 1516t
Curtis System, 67*, 108, 1395
Detroit Fenestra, 264*, 621*, 668, 765*
Efficient Switch Lamps, 176
Gas-Electric Generating Set, 1514*
Gas Engine and Generator Outfit, 578*
Glazing Bar for Skylights, 338*
Incandescent Gas Lighting in Trains, 1586
Lamps, 619
Low-Pressure Turbine, 439*
M. C. B. Report on Train Lighting, 1634*
Opening and Closing Shop Windows, 1064*
Pintsch Gas as an Illuminant, 16771
Pintsch Gas, Safety of, 1584
Railway Repair Shops, 837t
Steel Windows, 574

Livermore, Norman B., & Co.:
Locomotive Sander, 1138*

Local Freight Agents' Association (See Amer-
ican Association of Local Freight Agents'
Association)

Locomotive (See also Shop Kinks):
Ash Pan (See Locomotive Firebox)
Atlantic, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

41*
Atlantic Type Class E-6 Locomotive; Penn-

sylvania R. R., 854*
Baker Locomotive Gear, 1481
Bearings (See Bearings)
Coal Passers on Locomotive Tenders, 1579*
Compound Comparison with Simple, 125
Crown Sheet Failu'res, 388t
Cylinder (See Locomotive (Cylinder)

Four-Eight-Two for Natal Government Rail-

way, 509*
Headlights (See Headlights, also Lighting)
Lignite-Burning Mikado Locomotive, 167*

Locomotive Building During 1910; Baldwin
Locomotive Works, 993*

Locomotive Building in Europe, 399, 860*
Low Water Alarm, 1511
Mallet Articulated; Chicago Great Western,

495*
Mallet; Baltimore & Ohio, 1346*
Mallet; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

942-
Mallet, Converted from Two Decapods; A.,

T. & S. F., 906*
Mallet Locomotive for Natal Government

Railway, 509*
Mallet Locomotives Built and Under Con-

struction, 954
Mallet Locomotives on the A., T. & S. F.,

351*
Mallet, Rebuilt from Old Power, 278*

M. M. Report on Locomotive Frames, 13671,
1378*

M. M. Report on Main and Side Rods,

1449t, 1453*
Mikado and Pacific; Bait. & Ohio, 1411*

Mikado Locomotives, 1045t
Mountain Type Locomotiv;, 1545
Oil Burning Mallets; Southern Pacific,

1476* ^ „
Pacific Type Locomotives; Lake Shore &

Mich. Sou., 790*

Locomotive (Continued) :

Pacific Type Locomotives; New York Cen-
tral Lines, 785*

Pacific Type Locomotive; Pennsylvania Com-
pany, 462*

Pacific Type Superheater Locomotive; Chi-
cago & North Western, 325*

Sander, 1138*
Screw Reverse Gear, 72t
Smoke (See Smoke Prevention)
Split Eccentric, 848*
Spring Balance for Locomotive Bell, 1073*
Superheated Steam in Locomotive Service,

357*
Superheated Steam on Mallet Locomotives,

1477, 1510
Superheater (See Superheater)
Tests of Mallets; Norfolk & Western, 1153*
Tests at Altoona, 125
Three-Phase Electric Locomotives in Italy,

957
Trucks (See Trucks)
Turbine Locomotives, 1399t
Valve (See Valve)
Valve Gear Stock, 1513
Water Softening Compound, 1230
Weights of Machinery, 389t

Locomotive Boiler (See also Machine Tools)

:

Accidents, 701. 1285
Boiler Inspection Bill, 293
Boiler Inspection Legislation, 266t, 308t,

388t
Bridges in Exhaust Nozzles, 73J*
Clark Blow-Off System, 68*
Charcoal Iron Tubes, 1363, 1512*
Federal Inspection Bill, 126
Federal Boiler Inspection Rules, 1105
Locomotive Injector, 1700*
Inspection, New York, 120
M. M. Report on Design, Construction and

Inspection of, 1486t, 1490
New York State Boiler Inspection Law,

342t
Tube Test, 1544*
Wafer Blow-Oflf Cock, 1065*
Zinc End on Washout Plug, 1258*

Locomotive Cylinder:
Effect of High Temperatures on, llOt
Graphite Lubrication, 1273*
Hobart-Alfree Cylinders and Valve Gears,

1618
Leighton Cylinder Packing Ring, 1057*
M. M. Report on Diameter of Piston Rods,

1449t, 1457*
Stepped Cylinder for Baltic Locomotive,

246*

Locomotive, Electric (See also Electric Rail-

ways) ;_

Pennsylvania R. R., 439*

Locomotive Firebox (See also Machine Tools;
also Shop Kinks) :

Brooks Spark Arrester, 348*
Mechanical Stoker Operation, 1192t
Mechanical Stokers, 1365t, 1366t, 1367t,

1372, 1449t
Street Locomotive Stoker, 1196*

Locomotive, Freight:
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Mallet, 278t,

351*, 906*
Baltimore & Ohio Mallet Locomotive, 1346*

Baltimore & Ohio Mikado Locomotive, 1411*

Chicago Great Western Mallet Locomolive,
495*

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Mallet Loco-
motive, 942*

Mikado Locomotives, 1045t
Natal Government Railway Mallet, 4 8-2

Type, 509*
Norfolk & Western Test of Mallets, 1153*

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company,
167*

Southern Pacific Oil Burning Mallets, 1476

Locomotive Performance (See also Fast Trains

and Runs) :

Large Locomotive Mileage, 216

Locomotive, Passenger:
Baltimore & Ohio Pacific Type Locomotive,

1411*
Chicago & North Western Pacific Type,

325*
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Atlantic

Type. 41*
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Pacific

Type Superheater Locomotive, 790*

New York Central Lines Pacific Type Super-

heater Locomotive, 785*
Pennsylvania Co. Pacific Type, 462*
Pennsylvania R. R. Atlantic Type Loco-

motive, 854*
Locomotive Service:

Efficiercy of Railway Equipment, 822T,
9351*. 978t, 1027t, llOOt, 1156

Locomotive Superheater Co.:
.

Pacific Type Superheater Locomotive; Chi-

cago & North Western, 325*

Long Island:
Docks at Montauk, 292
Employee Benefits, 868
Lubricating Locomotive Valves, 1273*

Louisviiic & Nashville:
, „ „ j

Agreci.ioit Aith New York Central & Hud-
son River, 1665

Covippton Tunnel Enlargement, 1433*

Lucas Machine Tool Co.:

Boring, Drilling and Milling Machine, 443
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[Illustrated orliclcs arc iiutualcd thus"; Julilurials tlitts-f ; Letters to Editor tlitist-i

Lubrirntioii:
<\>lliiis Wheel Flaiiffc Lubricator, IJOJ"
Dttioit Tiansfri- Killer, I J9J
DriviiiK H.ix l.iilirication, 1392*
Force l'"rc(l Lubricator, Lloj*
Cirapliile Lubrication, 1J7J*
Locomotive Lubricator, HX.t*
McConI l.ocoiuotive Lubricator, I6,t''

Mc(.'oril Lubricators for Valves ami C yiiii-

dcis, 14KI"
M. M. Report on Flange Lubrication, 148St,

14>>.S*

M. M. Report on Lubrication of Locomotive
I'ylindcrs, 14501, 1460*

M. M. Report on Spccilications for Tires,
1485t. 1496

Semaphore Oil, 578
Lupton's, David, Sons Co.:

Pond Sash Operating Device, 663*
Lumber (See also Tics and Timber)

M
McConway & Torley Co.:

Huhoiip Flexible Truck, 1626*
F'rcight Couplers, 1538*
Steel Tired Wheel, 1590*

McCord Mfg. Co.:
Car Window Sash Locks, 1622*
Universal Insulated Adjustable Copper Car
Window Sash, 1582*

Universal Weather Stripping, 1540*
McCord & Co.:

Driving l!ox Lubrication, 1392*
Journal liox Lid, 1618*
Locomotive Lubricator, 1639
Lubricators for Valves and Cylinders, 1481*

MacBain. Donald, 1627t
Machine Tools (See also Maintenance of Way;

also Shops; also Bearings; also Gage;
also Shop Kinks) :

Air Compressor Used for Convention Ex-
hibits, 1620

Boiler Shop Tool Room Practice, 392
Boring, Drilling and Milling Machine, 443*
Boring. Turning and Mounting Car Wheels,

1274*
Chambersburg Steam Hammer, 1584*
Forging Machine, 1485t
Generators for Battery Charging, 1586*
Grinding Wheels, 1361
Helical Cutters for Milling, 1046t, 1063*
High Duty Lathes, 444*
Hydraulic Rail Bender, 774*
Hydraulic Press, 1281*
Individual Motor-Driven Machine Tools,

1093*
Little Giant Drills, 1395, 1513, 1541*
Lost Motion in Tools, 31
Maxi-Mill Vertical Turret Lathe, 1585
M. M. Report on Repair Equipment for

Engine Houses, 1449t, 1460
Motor-Driven Boring Mill, 883*
Motors for Railway Shop Drive, 1392*
Opening Die Machine, 442*
Portable Air Compressor, 1641*
Portable Electric Radial Drill, 884*
Power Bender and Straightener, 446*
Prevention of Accidents in Shops, 416*
Quick Clamping Wood Vise, 441*
Radius Adjustment for Planing Motion

Links, 1092*
Reversing Motor Planer, 70*
Selection and Use, 46*, 47, 48*, 49
Semi-Automatic Nut Tapping Machine.

1282*
Spiral Milling Cutters, 1044t
Tractors for Operating Turntables, 1364*
Vertical Turret Lathe, 1282*
Vitrified Grinding Wheels, 530*
\york for Men and Machines, 245

Madeira-Mamore Railway:
Construction, 1684*

Magnetic Switch 884*
Mail

:

Mail Car Requirements, 468
Pay for the Carriage of Mail, 2661, 288,

1663
Maine:

New Railway Laws, 906
Maine Central:

Merger of the Washington County, the
Somerset and the Sebasticook & Moose-
head, 1663

Maine Steamship Co.:
Service to Boston, 1665

Maintenance of Equipment (See also Shops; also
Shop Kinks; also Accounting):

Storehouse for Freight Car Material, 393*
Unit Costs, 512, 1303*

Maintenance of Way (See also Rail; also Rail
Joint; also Ties and Timber; also Road-
masters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation) :

Arch Waterproofing, 624*
Bury Ballast Trimmer, 1170*
Boltless P. & M. Anti-Rail Creeper, 664*
Bond Wire Protectors. 574*
Boss Nut Lock, 1622*
Boyer Rivet Buster, 1481

Maintenance of Way (Continued):
Itroadening Employees, 141 5t, 1418
Browning Railway Ditcher, 818*
Clearance Car, 795*
Comparisons of Expenditures, 1163t
Cost Data, 1416t
Costs of Ditchinij Cuts, 1176
(]ost Ratio to Gross Earnings, 1677t
Cross-Sectioning Borrow Pits, 1177*
Dumping Concrete Mixer, 1172*
Educational Bureau of the Union Pacific,

14151, 1424, 1430
ICfticient Foremen, 97St
Efliciency of Motor Cars, 1163t
Goldie Tie Plates and Spikes, 771*
Grab Buckets, 621*
Hayes Derails, 765
Increase in Expenditures, 960
Kennicott Spreader, 670*
Maintenance of Way Section, 931t, 1163t
Metal Stock Guards, 617*
Morrison Guard Rail, 769*
Motor Cars for Section F'orces, 1165, 1427
Positive Nut Lock, 1361*
Positive Rail Anchor, 573*, 667*
Prizes to Roadmasters, 819t, 830
Protection of Shoulders on New Embank-

ment, 1431
Protection of Temporary Bridges Against

Fire, 1173
Rail Re-Laying Car, 1175*
Rail Tong, 1177*
Ratchet Track Wrench, 1700*
Recent Immigrant in Railway Work, 1201
Records of Side Tracks, 975t
Reinforced Angle Bar, 620*
Reinforced Concrete Fence Posts, 618
Retaining Wall; Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, 827*
Section Car (See Motor Car)
Self-Locking Nut and Bolt Fastener, 1362*
Steel Ties and Fastenings, 662
Supply of Section Foremen, 1416t
Tate Flexible Staybolts, 1481
Tie Plates, 573
Tie Plates, Transverse vs. Longitudinal Ribs,

lilt
Track Exhibit at M. C. B. Convention, 1612
Track Supervision, 1417
Waterproofing Work, 663*
Weed Killing, 771*
Wharton Guard Rail Clamp, 768*

Maintenance of Way Association (See Amer-
ican Railway Engineering and Mainten-
ance of Way Association)

Maintenance of Way Competitions:
Bridge Kinks, 1415t
How the Roadmaster Can Promote Effi-

ciency, 1163t, 1415t
Track Kink Contest, 1163t
Prizes

:

Track Kink Competition, 141 5t
Maloney Oil & Mfg. Co.:

Semaphore Oil, 578
Mann-Elkins Act (See Interstate Commerce

Act)

Masonry (See Bridge; also Concrete)
Master Blacksmiths (See International Railway

Master Builders' Association)

Master Boiler Makers' Association:
Convention, 1250t

Master Car Builders' Association (See also At-
lantic City Conventions) :

Advance Copies of the Committee Reports,
1337t

Annual Balls, 1549, 1609
Consolidation with Am. Ry. M. M. Assoc,

1627t, 1629*
Proceedings, 1550*, 1593*, 1629*
Report on Air Brake Equipment, lS48t,

1560*
Report on Car Wheels, 1548t, lS92t, 1600*
Report on Couplers and Draft Equipment,

1591t, 1594*
Report on Lumber Specifications, 1633
Report on Prices for Labor and Material

for Steel Cars, 1633*
Report on Refrigerator Cars, 1591t, 1607*
Report on Revision of Code of Tests, 1605*
Report on Revision of Rules of Interchange,

1629
Report on Revision of Standards and
Recommended Practice, 1547t, 1554*

Report on Rules for Loading Material,
1593*

Report on Safety Appliances, 1591t. 1602.
1639

Report on Springs for Freight Car Trucks,
1633

Report on Test of Brake Shoes, 1567*
Report on Train Brake and Signal Equip-

ment, 1591t
Report on Train Lighting, 1634*
Report on Train Pine and Connections for

Steam Heat, 1636*
Twenty-Fifth Annual Convention, 1515t

Mechanical Freight Handling:
Motor Dollv for Handling Miscellaneous
Packaee Freieht. 991*

Mechanical Stokers:
Care of Stokers, 13671"
M. M. Report on, 1365t. 1366t, 1372,

1449t
Mediation (See Employee)
Meter:

Recording and Indicating Flow Meters,
1137*. 1543

Michigan Central:
Annual Report, 678t, 723
Fast Schedule, 1320

Mileage

:

Railways of the World, 1300t
Minneapolis & St. Louis:

Rules for Observing Hours-of-Service Law,
1119

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie:
Engine House Kinks, 1058*
Exhortation to Efficiency, 911

Minnesota:
Double Track Railways, 172*

Minnesota Rate Case, 891t, 949, 987
Missouri, Kansas & Texas:

Freight Station at St. Louis, 1643t, 1647*
Missouri Pacific:

Annual Report, 377t
Control, 335, 931t
Future of, 343t
President Bush's Policy. 1215

Missouri River Bridge & Iron Co.:
Sacramento Bridge; Southern Pacific, 576*

Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Co.:
Bridge Foundation Work, 625*
St. Louis Municipal Bridge, 775*

Mono-Rail Car:
Brennan Mono-Rail Car, 585

Morton, Paul, 157*
Motor Car (See also Track Kinks)

:

Fairbanks Motor Car, 623*
Gas-Electric Car on Buffalo, Rochester &

Pittsburgh, 1091*
Gasolene Electric Motor Car, 1623
Gasolene Inspection Car. 1514*
Inspection Cars, 1538*
Kalamazoo Motor Car, 668*
Little Giant Bus. 1586*
Passenger Cars on Ann Arbor, 469
Rockford Gasoline Motor Car, 580
Saving Effected by Use of Motor Cars,

1163t, 1165, 1427
Sheffield Motor Car, 441*
Velocipede Motor Car, 437*, 620*, 669*

Motor Dolly:
Handling Miscellaneous Package Freight,

991* '

Municipal Engineering & Contracting Co.:
Cube Mixer, 579*
Concrete Mixer Charging Elevator, 626*
Concrete Mixer Lifting Attachment, 672*,

777

N

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis:
Shop Kinks, 1071*

Natal Government Railway:
Four-Eight-Two Locomotive, 509*
Mallet Locomotive, 509*

Nathan Manufacturing Co.

:

Low Water Alarm, 1511
National Lock Washer Co.

:

Curtain Fixtures, 1586
Improved National Lock Washer, 1511
Sash Lock, 1622

National Machinery Co.

:

Semi-Automatic Nut Tapping Machine, 1282*
National Malleable Castings Co.

:

Extension Shank for Sharon Coupler, 1617
National Railway Devices Co.:

Duplex Uncoupler and Automatic Release,
339*

National Railways of Mexico:
Earnings, 425

National Surface Guard Co.

:

Metal Stock Guards, 617*
Ratchet Track Wrench, 170D*

National Trans-Continental Railway (S;c
Grand Trunk Pacific)

:

National Tube Co.

:

Tube Test, 1544*
Naugatuck:

History, 800
New England:

Growth, 12311
New Haven, Middletown & Willimantic:

Overdue Coupons, 13971
New Nationalism (See Legislation)
New York:

Boiler Inspection Law, 342t
Grade Crossings, 71

1

New York Central & Hudson River:
Agreement with Louisville & Nashville,

1665
Annual Report, 675*t, 717
Apprentice Instructors' Conference, 209t,

233
Apprenticeship Questions. !'162*

Elongation and Ductility Tests of Rails for
New York Central Lines, 653

Engine House Kinks, 1053*
Explosion at Grand Central Terminal, 291
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New York Central & Hudson River (Continued)

:

Fined for Rebating, 520
Franchise Tax, 59
Grand Central Interlocking Machine, 1115*
Adams, H. C, Special Investigator, 1664
Interstate Commerce Commission Exhibit

of Operating Statistics, 149t, 158*

Pacific Type Locomotives, 785*
Proposed Buffalo, Rochester & Eastern, 175
Rutland Railroad Control, 376t
Stock Watering, 490+, 781

1

Traffic Agreement with the N. Y., N. H. &
H.; 889t, 976t, 1191t

New York, New Haven & Hartford:
Annual Report, New Form of, 1677t
Capitalization, 53
Car Routing on the New Haven, 834*
Collision near Fairfield, Conn., 1322
Competition with the Grand Trunk, 341t,

1023t
Compulsory Electrification, 1664
Connecticut Commerce Court, 189t
Effect of Canadian Reciprocity, 779t
Electric vs. Steam Locomotives, 907*
Genealogy, 356*
History of the Housatonic and Naugatuck,

800
New England Industries, 1097t
New Route Between Boston and New York,

931t
Relations with the Pennsylvania, 889t, 976t

1191t, 1299t
Rutland Railroad Control, 376t
Station at New Haven, 779t
Traffic Agreement with Boston & Albany,

889t, 976t, 1191t
Valuation, 362, 461

New York Public Service Commissio'.i:
Annual Report, First District, 7 If, 82
Annual Report, Second Di.^trict, 109t, 120
Grade Crossing Elimination, 71 f, 82, 109t,

120
Statistics of Second District for 1910, 59

New York Railroad Club:
Electrification of Steam Roads, 689
Paper on Wireless Telegraphy in Railroad
Work, 341t

New York Subway (See Interborough Rapid
Transit; also Hudson & Manhattan)

Nichols, Geo. P., & Bros.:
Electric Tractor, 68*

Nickel Chrome Chilled Car Wheel Co.:
Nickelized Chilled Car Wheels, 1584*

Niles-Bement-Pond Co.

:

Reversing Motor Planer, 70*
Norfolk & Western:

Mallet Locomotives, 1153*
Steel Hopper Coal Car, 1656*

North Coast:
Inauguration of Train Sjrvice, 867
Telephone Train Despatching, 867

Northern Central (See Pennsylvania Railroad)
Northern Engineering Works:

Thirty-Ton Hoisting Crane, 530*
Northern Pacific:

Opening of Tacoma Passenger Station, 1178

Officsr (See also Education; also Organization;
also Public, The Railways' Relations
with; also Employee):

Organization of a Train Despatcher's Office,
1407

Superintendent's Contact with His Men,
1302$

Superintendent's Qualifications, 1680+
Ohio Seamless Tube Co.:

Works, 440*
Oil (See Lubrication; also Shop Kinks)
Oregon

:

New Railway Laws, 1309
Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.:

Lignite-Burning Mikado Locomotive, 167*
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.:

Telephone Train Despatching, 1701
Organization (See also Officer):

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 189t
Consolidated Organization on the Southern

Pacific, 447t
Division Organization, 913
Increasing Efficiency, 1037
Letters from an Old Railway OflScial to
His Son, 1191t, 1194, 1238, 1318, 1408
1646, 1691

Needs of the Division, 1680 +
Train Despatcher's Office, 1407

Otto Gas Engine Works:
Steel Coaling Stations, 770*

Ownership (See Finance; also Government Own-
ership)

P. & M. Co.:
Boltless Anti-Rail Creeper, 664*
Bond Wire Protectors, 574*
Lightning Arrester, 777*

Pacific Coast Local Freight Agents' Association:
Annual Convention, 1699

Pacific Railway Supply Co.:
Burdette Chainless Hand Brake, 438*

Packing (See also Shop Kinks):
Palmetto Packing, 1512*

Paint (See also Master Car and Locomotive
Painters' Association; also Shop Kinks):

Corrosion and Protection, 102St
Panama Railroad:

Freight Rate Increase, 513, 515
I'arkesburg Iron Co.:

Charcoal Iron Tubes, 1363, 1512*
Passenger Rates (See also Interstate Commerce

Commission Rulings; also State Commis-
sion Rulings; also Passenger Kate In-
crease; also Passenger Rate Reduction):

Passes in California, 1077
Passes in Illinois, 149t
Passes in Texas, 515, 802

Passenger Rate Increase (See also Interstate
Commerce Commission Rulings; also State
Commission Rulings)

:

Higher Summer Tourist Rates on Eastern
Lines, 515

Pennsylvania R. R., 364
Tennessee Central, 1669

Passenger Rate Reduction (See also Interstate
Commerce Commission Rulings; also State
Commission Rulings) :

Louisville & Nashville in Florida, 1079.
Michigan, 1079
National Educational Association Conven-

tion, 295
Pennsylvania R. R., 364
Philadelphia & Reading, 135
Pullman Company, 251
Southern Pacific, 1703
Summer Tickets to Colorado and Utah, 915
Washington, Alexandria & Mount Vernon,

673t
Passenger Service:

Efficiency of Public Service Railways, 1028*
Freight and Passenger Train Combined, 58
Inconvenient Tickets, 73t
New Route Between Boston and New York,

931t
Petty Annoyances, 4t
Waste Through Competition, 2t

Passenger Traffic:
Increase in Colonist Traffic, 960
Report for New York in March, 1178
Through-Train Chart; Southern Pacific,

830*
Pay (See Employee)
Pease, C. F., Co.:

Blue Print Plant, 577*
Standard Continuous Blue Prints, 623*
Motor Driven Cutting and Trimming Table,

671*
White Prints vs. Blue Prints, 770*

Pennsylvania Railroad:
Abolition of Rebates, 269
Accident at Martin's Creek, 1076
Agriculture, 1664
Annual Report, 449*t
Apprentice School at Altoona, 854
Atlantic Type Class E-6 Locomotive, 854*
Benefits, 868
Buffalo Shop Kinks, 411*
Bush Train Shed at Baltimore, 76*
Clearance Car, 795*
Derailment at Martin's Creek, 1643t, 1655,

1677t
Electric Locomotives, 439*
Emplovees Paid for Ideas. 1121
Engine House Kinks, 843*, 1259
Fined for Demurrage Irregularities, 1182
Fined for Rebating, 520
Forestry Report, 1121
Freight Stations in Philadelphia, 329
Northumberland Freight Classification Yard,

491*, 682*
Pacific Type Locomotive Performance, 462*
Passenger Terminals at Philadelphia, 1299t
Proposed Capitalization, 107
Rebating Indictment, 1013, 1079
Relations to the New York, New Haven &

Hartford, 889t, 976t, 1191t, 12991
Shop Kinks, 1072*
Signaling at New York Terminal, 131
Signals Between the Potomac River and

Capitol Hill Tunnel, Washington, D. C,
1693*

Steel Postal Cars, 1574*
Storehouse for Freight Car Material. 393*
Test of Simple Atlantic Tvpe Locomotive,

125
Track Scales, 488t, 501*
Train Accident Record, 674t

Pennsylvania Steel Company:
Frogs and Crossings, 772*

Pension (See Employee)
Permanent Way (See Maintenance of Way)
Philadelphia & Reading:

Collision at Philadelphia, 1702
Fined for Violation of Demurrage Law,

1442
Philadelphia Package Express, 470

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington:
Signals Between the Potomac River and

Canitol Hill Tunnel, Washington, D. C,
1693*

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.:
Report on Car Service, 512

Physical Valuation:
New York. New Haven & Hartford, 461

Piece Work CSee Employee)
Pilliod Co.:

Baker Locomotive Gear, 1481
Valve Gear Stock, 1513

Pipe (See Hose; also Shop Kinks):

I'it (See Shops)
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie:

I'ined for Granting Rate Concessions, 1182
Traffic Agreement with the Erie, 779t
Train Despatching by Telephone, 1320
Western Maryland (Connection, 195*

Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago:
Grade Separation at South Chicago, 758*

Pneumatic Tools (See Machine Tools; also Shoo
Kinks)

Positive Rail Anchor Co.:
Positive Rail Anchor, 573*, 667*

Post, D. & A., Mold Co.:
Reinforced Concrete Fence Posts, 618, 766

Prentice, Frank W.

:

Wireless Train Control, 1659*
I''rice (See Business Situation)
Prosperity (See Business Situation)
Public, Railways Relations with (See also

Finance)

:

Administrative Power Too Centralized, 293
Chicago Association of Commerce, 71t, 309t
Committee on Relations of Operation to

Legislation, 1159
Duty of Station Agent Regarding Public,

Efficiency of Public Service Railways, 1028*
Express Companies, 1097t
Grounds for Encouragement. 897, 1321
Letters from an Old Railway Official to
His Son, 1191t. 1194, 1238,' 1318, 1408,
1646, 1691

.Manners of the Interborough, 73t
Politeness to Prospective Passengers, 1004
Political Activities of Railways, 341t
Poor Passenger Service, 4+, 452t
Railways and the Express Companies, 1300t
Suggestions on A., T. & S. F., 911

Pullman Co.:
Car Ventilation, 1585
Differential for L^pper and Lower Berths,

673t
Reduction of Rates, 185, 251

Pun)))s:

Oil Engine for Feed Water Pump, 1394*

Q. & C. Co.:
Bonzano Rol td Steel Step Joint, 619

Rail (See also Maintenance of Way):
Am. Rv. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report

on Rail, 628t, 638*, 726t
Elongation and Ductility Tests of Rails for
New York Central Lines, 653

Production in 1910, 423
Production of Rails in the United States

for 1910, 423, 627t
Rail Joint:

Bonzano Rolled Steel Step Joint, 619
Hundred Per cent. Rail Joint, 668*
Loose Joints in Track, 451t
Rail Joint Co.'s Products, 618*

Kail Foint Co.:
Rail Joints, 618*

Railways (See Public, The Railways' Relations
with)

Railway Appliances Association:
Personnel, 564*

Kailwav Automatic Safety Appliance Co.:
Automatic Stop, Penna. R. R. Test, 132

Railway Appliances Co.:
Automatic Tongue Lift and Brake for Bag-

gage Trucks, 1513
•Snow Flanges, 1484*
Vestibule Diaphragms and Curtain Fixtures,

1539*
Railway Bills in State Legislatures in 1911, 869*.

889t, 910, 1003
Railway Commissions (See State Railway Com-

missions)
Rate Law (See Interstate Commerce Law)
Railway Materials Co:

Ferguson Furnaces for Steel Car Repairs,
1546*

I'erguson Soring and Case Hardening Fur-
nace, 1 364*

Railway Prospects in the South. 958
Railwav Safety Equipment Co.:

League for Public Safety. 193r. 194t, 312t
Railway Signal Association :

June Meeting, 1410
Meeting in Chicago, 535^
Proceedings, 539*
I'ublication of Committee Reports, 536t
Publications, 755
Report on Alternating Current Signaling

.\pparatus. 558
Report on Automatic Block. 552*
Report on Mechanical Interlocking, 549*
Report on Portable Storage Batteries as Ap-

plied to Automatic Signals. 552*
Report on Power Interlocking, 550*
Report on Signal Symbols, 539*
Rer'ort on Electric Signaling for Electric

Railways, 536t, 551*
Report on Signaling Practice and Stand-

ards, 539*
Results of Letter Ballots, 561
Waldron Automatic Stoo, 1397t. 1406*
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Railway Sion-ki-i jn i s' Ai-sociutiuii

:

Uailwuy us ii Mutuifacturcr, H>S(>r

Kailway Siipiily Maiuilactiirors' Ansoii.iiumi :

Annual (iail (iunic, 1341
Annual Mci-tniK. HSJ. 1518
I'ciMiinirl, I.H2

Ralston Slrd Car Co.:
Drop lioltoni C!unJola, 1614*

Ramapo liun Works:
Shouklcr Switcli Plate, 764*

Rebatt-s (Set also l.c^al Decisions):
Creiiit for the Abolittion of l\i-bati:s, J(>')t

Rcfrij;eration:
Comnnssion on Railway and Stoanisliip Kc

frinoration, 1159
Insiil;itii>n for Steel Passcjigcr and Ue-

frigerator Cars, 974*
Liiiotclt Max I'ibcr Insulation, 374*
M. C. H. Report on Refrigerator Cars,

lS91t, 1()07*

St. Louis & San Francisco, 514
Reinforced Concrete (See Concrete)
Reliance Klcctric & Knginecring Co.:

Individual Motor-Driven Machine Tools,
10')3*

Reports, .\nnual (See Annual Reports; also Ac-
counting; also Names of Companies)

Revenues and Expenses:
Increasing Tariff Expenses, 933t

River (Sec Waterways)
Riveter (See Machine Tools; also Shop Kinks)
Roadbed (See Maintenance of Way)
Road and Track Suivply Association (See Rail-

way Appliances Association)
Roberts & Schacfer Co.:

Coal Washing Plants, 580*
Fireproof Coalimg Station, 625*
Holmen Coaling Station, 776*

Roof:
Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report

on Buildings, 725t
Roofinij:

Hutchins All-Steel Carline Roof, 1539
Roundhouse (See Shops)
Rules (See Employee)
Rutland:

Control, 37(5t
Ryan & Johnson:

Coal Passers on Locomotive Tenders, 1579*

s

St. Louis:
Bridge Arbitrary, 190t
Federation of Commercial Organizations,

71t
Terminal Controversy, If

St. Louis & San Francisco:
Contract with the St. Louis, Iron Mouiitai;i
& Southern, 1286

Exhibit Train, 1320
New Cold Storage Process, 514
Representation at Jefferson City, Mo., 92
Traffic Agreement with the A. T. & S. F.,

1325
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern:

Reorganization, 1664
Contract with the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco, 1286
St. Louis Terminal Railroad (See Terminal Rail-

road Association of St. Louis)
Safety Appliances:

Annual Report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, 1061, 1251t

Automatic Stops, 153t, 169
Automatic Stops in Germany, 89
Automatic Stop, Penna. R. R. Test, 132
Block Signal and Train Control Board Re-

port, 117
Harrington Automatic Train Stop, 1039*

1161
League for Public Safety, 193t, 194t, 312+
M. C. B. Report on Air Brake Equipment,

1548t, 1560*
M. C. B. Report on Revision of Code of

Tests, 1605*
M. C. B. Report on, 1591t, 1602. 1639
M. C. B. Report on Train Brake and Sig

nal Equipment, 1591t
M. C. B. Standards, 1547t
M. M. Report on, 1489
Prentice's Wireless Train Control, 1659*
Waldron Automatic Stop, 1397t, 1406*

Safety Appliance Law:
Extension of Time, 185, 424, 702
Inspection, lS47t
Louisville & Nashville Fined, 332
Supreme Court Interpolation, 1139t

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.:
Safety of Pintsch Gas, 1584

Salary (See Employee)
Saling, M. F.

:

Simplex Freight-Car Ladder, 12-18*
S-'nd Blast Apparatus, 1281*
Sanitation:

Cleaning Passenger Equipment at Terminals.

Louisiana Health Train, 1286

.Sanitation (C<'m/iiii(i-(/) :

Mott Sand Blast for Cleaning Steel Cars,
442*

San Pedid, Los Angeles & S;dt Lake:
Rebuilding the Salt Lake Route, 937*
Water Tanks Excavated from tin Sulil

Rock, 1177

Scales:
Track Scales, 488t, 501*
Track Scales in Timber Treating, 1040'

Scherzcr Rolling Lift Bridge Co.:
Rolling l.ilt Bridges, 574, 666*. 767*

.School (.See Education; also names)
School of Cincinnati, 27
.Scientific Management (See I'.lTiciency Methods)
Scrap Pile:

Use and Misuse, 231
Screw Spikes (See Maintenance of Way)
Scullin-(iallaghcr Iron S: Steel ( o.

:

Body and Truck Bolsters, 1542*
Seaboard .'\ir Line:

Fined for Cutting Rates, 707
Section Car (See Car; also Motor Car)
Securities Commission:

Federal v. State Regulation, 1232t, 1239
Securities Commission:

Issue of Stock Below Par, 1309
Work of the Commission, 1232t, 1239

Semaphore (See Signal):
Shanghai-Nanking Railway, 1241*
Shear (See Machine Tools)
Shed (See Station)
Shipper (See (Tar Service)
Shop Kinks (See also Hoisting and Conveyin?) :

Air Hoist for Car Wheel Boring Mill, 863*
Air Tack, 863*
Air Jack, Portable, 864*
Air Pump Gages, 221*
Air Pump Piston Head Holder, 1057*
Application of Flexible Staybolts, 217*
Applying Liner to Crosshead, 1057*
Arch Tube Former, 228*
Ash Pan Hoes, 410*
Babbitt Furnace, 221*
Babbitting the Faces of Driving Boxes, 222*
Bar and Nail Puller Combination, 23*
Bending and Upsetting Machine, Portable,

412*
Bending Clamp, 413*
Bending Eccentric Blades, 227*
Bending Machine, Air-Operated, 408*
Bending Right Angles, 1073*
Bending Rolls for Light Work, 1058*
Blacksmith's Tool Rack, 1068*
Bolt Shearing Machine, 222*
Boring Piston Valve (Chambers, 225*
Boring Tools for Air Pump Cylinders,

217*
Boring and Turning Cylinder Bushings. 405*
Boring, Turning and Mounting Car Wheels,

1274*
Buffalo Shoo Kinks; Pennsylvania Railroad,

411*
Car Inspector's Hammer, 23*
Car Inspectors' Kinks, 395*
Car Inspectors' Pinchers, 395*
Car Repairman's Signal, 26*
Casting Brass Liners on Crosshead Gibs,

1071*
Chuck for Holding Bolt Heads, 227*
Chuck for Horizontal Boring Mill, 865*
Clamp for Exhaust Nozzle when Testing
Steam Pipes, 843*

Cleaning Journal Packine. 22*
Cl''nker Ral.-=s, 409*
Collecting, 31
Cold Saw for Locomotive Frames, 222*
Competitions:

Car Department, 17t, 209t
Engine House Kink, 17t, 387t, 209t
Increasing Shop Output, 17t. 243*
Instruction of Workmen, 2091, 387t,

835t, 1257
Reclaiming Scrap Material, 835t, 1043t,

1249
Scientific Management Appplied to a Rail-
way Shop. 1249t

Shon Kink Competition, 209t, 217*, 387t,
403*, 835t, 863*, 1043t, 1249

Crane for Handling Storage Batteries, 25*
Cylinder and Valve Packing Rings, 865*
Cylinder Head Lifter. 845*
Cylinder Heads, Handling, 866*
Cylinder Packing Ring Saw. 410*
Dies for Foreins Smoke Arch Braces. 2?8*
Double Babbitt Furnace, 228*
Drilling Knee. 407*
Driving Wheel Tire Cart, 1279*
Eccentric Mandrel, 225*
Emptying Barrels. 228*
Engine House Kinks. 843*, 1049*, 1259*
Engine Records, 1050*
Engine Work Reports, 1050
Eye-Bolt Bending Machine. 413*
Finishing the Inside of a (Cylinder, 408*
Flue Auger, 845*
Forging Coupler Carrier Irons. 229*
Forging Coupler Yokes. 1069*
Forging Rod Straps, 229*
Front End Crane, 1049*
Furnace for Melting Bronze, 1260*

Shop Kinks (Cutitinucd) :

( lUS I'uniuce, 847'
(ias ilene Heater, Portable, 1279*
tinase Cui) Plugs, 1071'
Hoist Used for Riveting Yokes on Couplers,

411*
Hose Stripping Machine, 224"
Hydraulic Press for Light Work, 1092*
Increasing Shop Output, 398*
Ins.K-ctor's Emergency Rcjiair Cart, 27*

Jack for Loading Car Wheels, 864"
Jack, Steel Car Rejiair, 221*
Jack for Straightening Steel Trucks, 21*

lack, Twelve-Ton Portable Pneumatic, 22*
Jacking Up Coaches, 25*
Journal Bearing, Emergency, 24*
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, 1279*
Lamp .Standard, Portable, 1279*
Lathe Tools for Brass Work, 220*
Locking Nuts on Bolts, 866*
Lubricating Holes in Hub Liners, 864*
Lumber Truck, 1068*
Machining Goose-Necks, .1065*

Machining the Outside of Solid Rod Cups,
406*

Macon Shop Kinks; Central of Georgia,
408*

Making Pilot Ribs, 28*
Mandrel for Piston Packing Ring, 227*
Milling Shoes and Wedges, 218*
Molding Packing Rings, 226*
Multiple Parting Tool for Piston Rings,

218*
New Theory of Belt Driving, 27
Oil Burner, 843*
Oil Grooves in Driving Box Sh c and

Faces, 865*
Packing Ring Grinding Tool, 842*
Paint Sprayer, 844*
Petticoat Pipe Adjuster, 1071*
Plane for Babbitted Crosshead Slios. 220*
Planing Babbitted Truck Brasses, 213*
Platform for Boiler Washer, 1058*
Pneumatic Breast Drill, 220*
Pneumatic Carpet Cleaner, 411*
Pneumatic Feed for Air Motors, 220*
Pneumatic Hoist, 845*
Pneumatic Hoist for Cinder Pit, 847'
Polishing Journals, 26*
Portable I'^-Ton Crane, 846*
Portable Work Bench, 1053*
Preparing Waste, 25*
Preparation of Journal Box Packirg, 22*
Press for Light Work, 1072*
Prizes, 17t
Car Department Competition, 387t
Engine House Kink Competition, 83St
Instruction of Apprentices and Workmen,

1043t, 1048
Shop Kink Competition, 1249t
Westbrook. M. H. 209t

Punch for Staybolt Tell-Tale Holes, 407*
Quartering Indicator, 220*
()uartering Machine Gage, 220*
Rack for Storing Coupler Knuckles, 26*
Reamers, 220*
Reclaiming T'lurnal Bearings, 23*
Reducing Rolls, 1261*
Removing Car Wheels, 407*
Removing Driving Box Cellars, 1051*
Removing Tender Truck Brasses, 1049*
Repairing Battered Threads on Bolts, 2*
Rivet Furnace, Portable, 21*
Rocker Box Boring Bar, 225*
Safety Clamp for Boiler Test Hose, 844*
Sand Blast Machine, 403*
Sharpening Milling Cutters on Thei- .\r-

bors, 218*
Smith .Shop, Increasing the Output, 32
Socket for Taper Reamers, 219*
Socket Wrench, 408*
Speed Reducer for Air Motor, 407*
Sponging Track and Pit, 866*
Storage of Repair Material in the Yards.

26*
Storehouse for Freight Car- Material, 393*
Straightening Press, Portible, 412*
Stripping Air Hose, 404*
Stripping Machine for Torn LTose. 222*
Susquehanna Shop Kinks; Erie Railroad,

406*
Table for Emerv Wheel, 413*
Telescopic Air Jack. 1050*
Threading Tool, 221*
Tire Lleater, 409*. 1259*
Tire Wagon, 863*
Tool Holder for Turret Lathe. 227*
Tools for Forging Coupler (Tarrier Irons,

229*
Tools for Forging Rod Straps, 229*
Torch for Heating Steel Parts, 21*
Trip Hammer for Shearing Yokes from

Couplers, 222*
Truck for Handling Mounted Wheels, 23*
Truck for Heavy Material, 1068*
Truck for Mounted Wheels. 1050*
Turning Steel-Tired Car Wheels, 24*
Turret Tool Head for -Small Planer, 218*
LTniversal Coupling, 1053*
V-Blocks for Planing Cro'^sheads. 406*
Wagon for Mounted Wheels, 844*
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Shop Kinks (Confinued) :
,~ ^

Walschacit Valve Gear, Removing hccentric

Crank Arm of, 843*

Water Shield on Tender, 1280

Water Supply, 405*
Whitewash Machine, Pneumatic, 845

Wrench for Operating Hopper Uoors, 23

Yard Derrick, Portable, 24*^

Zinc End on Washout Plug, 1258

Shop's (See also Efficiency Methods):
Shops (See also Machine Tools):

C B. & Q. at Havelock, Neb., 33*

Comparing the Efficiency of Railway Shops,

1249t, 1252 ,, , J s

Efficiency Methods (See Efficiency Methods)
Electrification of the Shops of the Wabash

Railroad, 216
Elizabethport Shops; Central of New Jer-

sey, 403*
Equipping and Running a Shop, 245

Huntington, W. Va., Shops of Chesapeake

& Ohio, 419*
Increasing Output of Locomotive Repair

Shop, 215
Increasing Shop Output, 398
Lighting of Railway Repair Shops, 837

1

M M. Report on Repair Equipment for

Engine Houses, 1449t, 1460
Modern Locomotive Repair Plant; 1065*

New Steel Foundry of American Steel

Foundries, 1642*
Ohio Seamless Tube Company Works, 440

Oil Furnace in Smith Shop and Forge, 1575

Opening and Closing Shop Windows, 1064*

Output of Locomotive Repair Shop In-

creased, 17t, 30, 243*
Piece Work Notes, 402
Plans for Locomotive Repairs Shop's, 1044t
Prevention of Accidents, 416*

Railway as a Manufacturer, 1205
Repair Shoas and Locomotive Terminal;
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, 1269*

Scientific Management (See Efficiency

Methods)
Smith Shop, Increasing the Output, 32

United States Light & Heating Company's
New Plant, 1228*

Use and Misuse of Scrap Pile, 231
Waycross Shops; Atlantic Coast Line, 405'

Whipple Car Co., 529*

Siberia:
Extension of Siberian Railways, 361

Signal? (See also Railway Signal Association):
Exhibition at the Coliseum in Chicago,

Galvanometer Type A. C. Track Relay, 622
Railway Signal Assoc. Report on Signaling

Practice and Standards, 539*
Railway Signal Assoc. Report on Signal

Symbols, 539*
Semaphore Oil, 578
Signal Lamps, 619
Visible and Audible Combined, 133*

Signal, Block (See also Ry. Sig. Assoc; also

names of railways)

:

Alternating Current Automatic Block Sig-

nals on the Cumberland Valley, 930
Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Rep'ort on

Signals and Interlocking, 581t, 591*
Annual Report of Block Signal and Train

Control Board, 117
Block Signal Mileage January 1, 945*
Canadian Practice, 1139t
Chesaoeake & Ohio, 65
Control by Indiana Legislature, 192t, 309t
Delaware, Laoknwanna & Western, 727
Discussion, 1139t
Fish-Train Spacing, 1191t
Imnrovemert in Details, 131
Indiana Law, 448t
P. B. & W. at Washington, 1693*
Railway Sigral Assoc. Report on Alternat-

ing Current Sienalini Apparatus. 558
Railway Sienal Assoc. Report on Automatic

Block Si<7nals, 552*
Railway Signal Assoc. Report on Electric

Sienaling for Electric Railways, 536t,
551*

Railway Sienal Assoc. Report on Portable
Storar^e Batteries as Applied to Automatic
Sienals, 552*

Resistance Tube, 1361*
Signal Aspects, 458, 890, 893t, 1102, 1143t,

1160
Single Track High-Speed Interurban Signal-

ing, 619
Sneed Limit. 1231

1

Waldron Automatic Stop. 1397t. 1406*
Signal, Intel-locking (See also Ry. Sig. Assoc;

also Names of Railway) :

Electro-Mechanical Interlocking Machine,
576

Grand Central Interlocking Machine, 1115*
Improvement in Details, 131
P. B. & W. at Washineton. 16Q3*
Railway Signal Assoc, on Power Intcrlock-

ir-sr, 550*
Railway Signal Assoc. Report on Mechan-

ical In*erlockin<?, 549*
Si7nahnan (See Employee)
Smoke Prevention (See also Coal)

M. M. Report. 1365t, 1376*
'-now Flanees, 1484*
Snow Sheds:

Great Northern, 82*

Southern Pacific;

Accident Near Palisade, Nev., 372

Baton Rouge Cut-Off, 345*
Consolidated Orgai ization, 447t
Electrification of Line in California, 956
Merger with Union Pacific, 1678t, 1708

(Jil Burning Mallets, 1476*

Pacific Coast Water Rate Cases, 872
Record Car Handling, 53
Sacramento Bridge, 576*
Through-Train Chart, 830*
Ticket Office in San Francisco, 129*

Speed (See Fast Trains and Runs)
Spike (See Maintenance of Way)
Sprague Electric Works:

Armored Air Brake Hose, 1623*
High Pressure Hose, 1482
Reliable Shop Hose. 1587

Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co.:
Refrigerator Car Seals, 1617

Sarco for Refrigerator Cars, 1642
Waterproofing Work, 624*, 663*, 768

Standard Car Truck Co.:
Barber Roller Bearing Center Plate, 1588'

Standard Coupler Co.

:

Steel Platforms and Buffing Mechanism,
1588

Standard Rules (See Train Rules)

Standard Steel Works Co.:
Steel Wheels, 1582

State Commissions (See also Commissions to

Regulate the Issuance of Railway Securi-

ties) :

Connecticut Freight Tonnage
Idaho, 375t . ,

Kentucky Commission's Constitutionality,

140
Local Regulation, 1142t
Nebraska State Commission Annual Report,

932t
Power of Illinois Commission, 1287

State Commission Rulings:
California: Demurrage Rates Reduced,

810, 868
California: Discrimination Against Los

Angeles, 180
California: Joint Rates Between a Steam
and an Electric Road, 1442

California, New Railway Laws, 324
California: No Reductions to Students, 1290

California: Rates Between Los Angeles and
the San Joaquin Valley, 295

California: "Rates from Los Angeles to San
Joaquin Valley Points, 59

Illirois: Railway Commission Bill Passed,

1219
Iowa: Reduction of Express Rates, 59
Louisiana: Change in Sugar Cane Rates.

1328
Louisiana: Discrimination in Leasing, 59

Louisiana: New Tariffs Must Show
Changes, 1328

Louisiana: Rate Bulletins Issued, 1013
Louisiana: Telegraphic Rates Too High, 58

Louisiana: Texas & Pacific Bad Passenger
Service Stopped, 59

Loi'isiana: Uniform Sand and Gravel Rates,

59
Maryland: Insoection of Railway Proper-

ties, 810
Minnesota: Method of Keeping Valuation

Up to Date, 59
Minnesota: Rate (Tase, 89U.^921, 949, 987
Mississippi: Activities, 1644t
New York: Automatic Stops on Subway,

362
New York: Joint Express Rates with Can-

ada, 98
New York; Location of Station, 1397t
New York: Pullman 'Rates, 99
Pcnrsylvania: Activities, 171

South Dakota: Rates Reduced, 297
Tennessee: Passeneer Rates Increased, 1669

Wisconsin: Issuance of Securities, 59
Wisconsin : Rates on Petroleum Products
Must Be ChanP'ed, 965

Wisconsin: Coal Rates Reduced, 474, 965

State Ownership (See G'^vernment Ownership)
State Ry. Commission (See also names)
Station (See also Yards and Terminals):

Chicaoro & North Western at Chicago, 656*,

1311*
Havana Passenger Station, 383*
La '^alle Street Station Train Shed Roof.

566*
Minor Ce-^tral Station or a Major Station

on the Outskirts, 779t
M. K. & T. Freight Station at St. Louis.

1642t, 1647*
Northern Central at Baltimore, 76*

Northern Pacific: Opening of Tacoma Sta-

tion, 1178
Pas'=enoer Terminal Facil-'ties. 581 1. 598*

Pen'-svlvania R. R. at Philadelphia, 1299t
Reinforced Concrete B''sh Train .Shed, 501*

Stat'^^tics (See also Accounting)
Interstate Commerce Commission Exhibit,

149t. 158*
Stnvbolt (See Machine Tools)
Steam CSee Iron and Steel; also Rail; also

Wheel)
Steamer (See Ships)
Steel Concrete (See Concrete)
Stewart, Alexander, 1628t
Stoker (See Locomotive Firebox)
Stock (See Finance)

St( kers, Mtcliai.ieal (See I (jcoinotivc Firebox)
Storekeeping, If, 5, 85*, 161*. 201*. 276, 1095t.

110J-, lJ.i5i, 1-^01, 1681t
App'rcntice System in the Store Department,

1247
Railway as a Manufacturer, 1486t
Standard Material Classification, 1247",

1398t
Standardization of Railway Tinware, 1260'

Use and Misuse of Scrap Pile, 231
Storm (See Maintenance of Way)
Strauss Bascule Bridge Co.:

Bascule Bridge, 578*, 622*
Simplex Span Bascule Bridge, 669*
Plate Girder Bascule Span, 778*

Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co.

:

Frankfort Furnaces, 263*
Street, Clement F.

:

Locomotive Stoker, 1196*
Street Railways (See Electric Railways)
Strike (See Employee)
Studies in Railway Economics, If, 10, 75, 114,

155, 200, 1143, 1195, 1245, 1315
Subway (See also Tunnel; also names):

Boston, 90
(Chicago, 292
New York, 1436
Proposal of Brooklyn Rapid Transit, 1003

Summers Steel Car Co.:
Balanced Side Bearing Truck, 1544*

Superheaters:
Applied to Old Engines, 1536
Effect of High Temperatures on Cylinders
and Valves, llOt

Fuel Tests, 1414
Maintenance of Superheater Locomotives,

1613
M. M. Report on Superheated Steam, 1450t,

1468*
Operation of Superheater Locomotives,

1571
Pacific Type Locomotive; Chicago & North-
western, 325*

Pacific Type Superheater Passenger Loco-
motive; New York Central Lines, 785*

Progress in Locomotive Superheating, 1341
Report, Carnegie Institution, 357*
Superheated Steam on Mallet Locomotives,

1477, 1510
Superheated Steam on Passenger Locomo-

tives, 1386
Supply Department, It, 5, 85*, 112*, 161*, 201*,

276*, 1095t, 1103*, 1235t, 1401, 16811
Surprise Tests (See Employee, Discipline)

Surveying:
Cross-Sectioning Borrow Pits, 1177*
Shortening a Curve, 1170*

Switch (See also Signal, Interlocking):
Economy Adjustable Head Rod, 575*
Economy Claw Bar, 667*
Economy Foot Guard, 778*
Frogs and Crossings, 772*
Interlocking Switch Stand, 930*
Manganese Frogs, 765*, 973*
Nickerson Single-Lever Safety Switch

Lock, 769*
Ramapo Shoulder Switch Plate, 764*
Restored Manganese Steel Frog, 573
Separable Switch Point, 620*
Sp'iral Switch Guard. 768
Style C Electric Switch-and-Lock Move-
ment, 662

Triplelock Switch Stand, 617*
Wharton Frogs, 662

.Switzerland, 937

labor Manufacturing Company:
Taylor Svstem, 1249t, 1272

Tank (See Water Service)
Tariff (See also Freight Rates; also Passenger

Rates) :

Canadian Reciprocity as Affecting New Eng-
land. 191t

Taxation (See also Legal Decisions):
Federation Taxation of Railway Rentals,

1399t
Increase, 3t
Increase, 109t
Railway Taxes in 1910, 1299t
Uniformity, 133

Telegraph (Sec also Assoc, of Ry. Tel. Sui'ts.

;

also Education; also Wire)
Telegraph Operator (See Employee) .

Telephone (See also Train Despatching):
New York to Denver, 1120
Undei^cround Telephone Line Between

'hil:Philadelphia and Washington, 1077
Telpherare (See Hoisting and Conveying)
Tender Frames:

Cast Steel Tender Frame, 1393*

Terminal (See Yards and Terminals)
Testing Materials:

M. C. B. Report on Revision of Code of
Tests, 1605*

Texas:
New Railways, 912
Operating Revenues and Expenses of 32

Roads, 1120
Railways In, 1435
Re-iort of Railway Commission, 1285

Texas & Pacific:
Discrimination in Leasing. 59
Fined for Illegal Storage Charces. 328
Simplex Safety Car Ladder. 1248*
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\llliislniti-J tiiliilrs iiic itidiciilid lliiis* : luliloritils llnis'c Letters to lidilur llius

Third Avenue Kailioiiil Co.:
KeortSiioizntion I'liin Must Hi- .Viicptcil by

the I'ublic Scivicc t'oiuiiii>Ni<>n, l-'iist l>is-

trict. 1-44J

Ticket I Sec also I'asM-tiurr Kalfs)

:

MakiiiK \ii> Imt-rlitic Tickc-ts, Soutlicrn

I'acihc Ticket iMVice, 12>)'

Wink of tile Hallway Ticket Protective

Ituicau, 4J6
Ties aiul riuibcr ^See also Fire; also Lumber):

Am. Kv. Hug. & M. of W. Assoc. Koport

on t'onservntion of Natural Resources,

75J
Am. Uv. KiiR. & M. of VV. Assoc. Report on

Cirail'inK and Inspection of Maintenance
of Way Lumber, 751

Am. Ry. Eng. & Maii\t. of Way Assoc. Re-

port on Ties, 635
Am. Ry. Knp. *: M. of W. Assoc. Report

on Wood Preservation, 737*

Aspl\altic Oils for Tie Preservation, 756
Condition of Treated Ties on uulf, Colorado
& Santa Fe, 999*

^L C. B. Report on Lumber Specifications,

1633
Mechanical Protection of Piles Against

^L^rine Wood Borers, 612
Preservation of Trestle Stringers and Caps,

1428*
Preventing the Splitting of Ties, 1174*

Ties Purchased in 1909, 454
Tie Selection, 1164t
Track Scales in Timber Treating, 1040*

Universal Metallic Tie, 576*
I'sc of Creosoted Timber, 1431

,Wood Best .\dapted for Cross Ties, 1426
Wood Preservers' Association, 127

Tie Fastener (See Maintenance of Way)
Tie Plate (See Maintenance of Way)
Tinware

:

Standardization of Railway Tinware, 1260
Tire (See Wheel)
Titanium (See Rail)
Toledo & Ohio Central (See Hocking Valley)
Tool (See also Machine Tools):

Boiler Shop Tool Room Practice, 392
Ratchet Track Wrench, 1700*
Wire Grip with Locking Device, 1700*

Track (See also Maintenance of Way; also Con-
struction. New) :

Am. Ry. Eng. & .AL of W. Assoc. Report
on Track, 644*

Cost of Track Laying, 78
Double Track Railways in Minnesota, 172*
Efficient Foremen, 975t
Hill Track Level, 359*
Multiple Track in Minnesota, 172*
Records of Side Tracks, 975t
Subgrade Construction, 1427

Track Bolt (See Rail Joint)
Track Elevation (See Grade Separation)
Track Kinks. 1419*

Applvinc; Stone Ballast, 1423
Ballast, "Wine Spreader, 1422*
Breaking Rail, 1421*
Derailing Guard Rail, 1421*
Draining Subgrade, 1421*
Handling an Unloading Plow, 1419*
Mirror for Rail Inspection, 1423*
Mixing Nationalities in Track Gang, 1423
Motor Car for Pumping, 1423*
Placing Ties, 1422
Rail Monkey Bar, 1419*
Raising a Trestle, 1420*
Ratchet Wrench for Track Work, 1422 *

Sod Line Trimmer, 1422*
Sprinkling Stone Ballast, 1419*
Unloading Rail, 1424

Track Unions (See Employee)
Tractive Power (See Locomotive Performance)
Traffic (See also Freight Traffic; also Passenger

Traffic; also Business Situation):
Increase, 960
Increase from New York to the West, 1123
Increase at St. Louis, If, 190t
On Single Track, 1321
Relation of Repair Track to Traffic, 290

Train (See also Schedule; also Fast Trains and
Runs)

Train Despatchers' Association of America:
Annual Convention, 1695

Train Despatching:
Gill Selective System, 1215

Train Despatching:
Organization of a Train Despatchers' Office,

1407
Telephone:

A. T. & S. Fe, 956
Baltimore & Ohio, 1075
Central Vermont, 1122*
Chesapeake & Ohio, 247
Chicago & Western Indiana, 291
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 1120
Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, 1076
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific,

1003
Lake Shore & M. S.,- 174

' Lehigh Valley, 132
Lehigh Valley, 1215
Lehigh Valley, 1435
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 1120

Train Ucspalching (6"o»i/im»c'(/) :

North C:oast, 867
Oregon Washington R. K. & Nav. Co.,

1701
Pennsylvania R. R., 53
Pennsylvania R. R., 132
Pennsylvania K. H., 913
Pennsylvania, 1076
Pittsburtih & Lake Erie, 1320
Seaboard -Mr Line, 910

Telephone vs. Tclegra|)h, 91

Telephone vs. Telegraph, 4511:

Telephone vs. Telegraph, 68 It

Train FVrry (See Car I'erry)

Train Ligh'tin^ (See Lighting)
Train Line (See Hose)
Trainmen (.See Employee)
Train Shed (See Station)
Train Resistance:

Effect of Undulating Grades, 452*
ElTect of Undulatinjj Grades, 681J
Friciion of I'rcight Trucks, 674t
Friction of F-reight Trucks on Curves, 691*

Tramp:
Industrial Colony for Tramps, 1643t

Tramways (See Electric Railways)
Traveling Engineers' Supplymen's Association

Meeting, 1549
Trestle (See Bridge)
Trolley (Sec Electric Railways)
Truck

:

Bolsters, 1539*
Bolsters, Bettendorf, 1393*
Bolsters, Body and Truck, 1542*
Buhoup Flexible, 1626*
Freight Trucks on Curves, 691*
Friction of Freight Trucks, 674t
High Capacity Freight, 1589*
Locomotive, 1364*
M. C. B. Report on Springs for Freight
Car Trucks, 1633

Passenger Truck, 1626*
Side Frames, 1482*
Summers Balanced Side Bearing Trucks,

1544*
Tongue Lift and Brake, 1513
Trucks, 1363*

Tube (See also Locomotive Boiler; also Tunnel;
also Machine Tools)

Tubes:
Charcoal Iron Tubes, 1363

Tunnel (See also Subway; also names):
CThicago Passenger Subways, 653*
Hoosac Tunnel, 90
Loetschberg, 868
Louisville & Nashville. 1433*
Under Chicago River, 867
Ventilation, 373*

Turbine (See also Locomotive)
Turbine:

Low-Pressure Turbine, 439*
Turntable:

Electric Tractor, 68*
Heavy Service Tractor for Turntables,

1092*

U

Underframe (See Car)
Underwood, H. B., Sr Co.:

Power Bender and Straigbtener, 446*
Radius Adiustment for Planing Motion

Links. 1092*
Union Fibre Co.

:

Refrigerator Car for Union Pacific, 1404*
Refrigerator Car Insulation, 374*

Union Pacific (See also Harriman Lines):
Educational Bureau of the Union Pacific,

1415t, 1424. 1430
Merger with Southern Pacific, 1678t, 1708
Refrigerator Car, 1404*
Special Tourist Car Trains, 471

Union Switch & Signal Co.
Electro-Mechanical Interlocking Machine,

576
Galvanometer Type A. C Track Relay, 622
Single Track High-Speed Interurban Sig'nal-

ing, 619
Spiral Switch Stand. 768
Style C Electric Switch-and-Lock Move-

ment, 662
L^nited Railways of Havana:

Passenger Station. 383*
United States Metal & Manufacturing Co.:

Galco for Interior Finish, 1514*
Hutchins All-Sfeel Carline Roof, 1539
Feasible Drop Brake Staff, 1626*

L^nited States Radiator Corporation:
_
Athenian Wall Radiation, 1541*

United States Radiator Co.

:

Car Radiators, 1625
Furman Boilers, 1482*
Packless Steam and Water Valves, 1642*

United States Radiator Corporation:
Radiators for Station Heating, 1512
Tank Heaters, 1588*

United States Steel Corporation:
Annual Report, 824t

Universal Metallic Tie Co.

:

^
Universal Metallic Tie. 576*

Universities (See names)

\allcy llridge X- Iron Co.:
Mckinley Itridge, 670* ?

Valuation of Railways:
Indiana, 1663
Investment Destroyed in Reorganizations,

82 It
Minnesota Rate Case, 121, 891t, 949, 987
South Dakota, 121
Washington, 121

W. I). Williamson, 910
Wisconsin, 121

Valve (See also Machine Tools):
Crane Valves, 662
i'^flect of High Temperatures on, llOt
Packless Steam and Water Valves, 1642*
Power Plant Fittings, 573
Screw Reverse Gear, 72t
Setting Walschaert Valve Gear, 1280*
Walschaerts' Valve Gear, 1254*

Valve Discs:
Goetze, 67*

Vanadium (See Iron and Steel)
Vandalia Railroad:

Accident Record, 910
Ventilation

:

Allen Car Ventilator, 1268*
Anti-Pluvious Skylights, 775*
Cars, 1585
Cyclone Ventilator, 1392
Detroit Fenestra, 264*, 621*, 668
Disc Ventilating Fan, 1021*
In Tunnel, 373*
Pond Sash Operating Device. 663*
Smoke Jacks for Concrete Engine House,

1021*
Steel Windows, 574

Viaduct (.See Bridge)
Virginian Railway:

Sewall's Point Terminal, 951*
Traffic and Operation, 783

w
Wabash

:

Electrification of Shops, 216
Fined for not Improving Mississippi Bridge,

1220
Slower Freight, 1665

Wages (See Employee)
Walschaerts Gear (See Valve)
Water Purification:

M. M. Report on Water Purification, 1450t,
1463*

Water Service:
Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report

on Water Service, 728*
Fairbanks-Morse Standpipe, 1625*
Protection from Fire, 670*
Track Pans, 762*
Water Station Apparatus, 671*
Water Tanks, 626*, 767*

Water Storage:
Water Tanks Excavated from the Solid

Rock, 1177
Water Weigher, 622*

Water Terminals (See Hoisting and Convey-
ing)

Waterways:
Cost of Rail and Water Transportation,

1236, 1678t, 1682t
Possibilities and Limitations, 12
Suez Canal, 919
Traffic at Sault Ste. Marie, 915, 1181
Transportation and Traffic in New York

State, 178

Watson-Stillman Co.:
Hydraulic Press, 1092*, 1281*

Weir & Craig Manufacturing Co.:
Heavy Service Tractor for Turntables,

1092*
Welding (See also Shop Kinks)

Oxy-Acetvlene Welding and Cutting, 1250t,
1615*

Oxy-Acetvlene Welding for Steel Passenger
Cars, 1055*

Oxy-Acetylene Welds in Steel, 837t, 847
Wells, Fargo & Co.:

Pacific Express Company Taken Over, 1215
West Jersey & Seashore:

Atlantic City Engine House, 866*
Western of France:

Collision at Courville, 327
Western Electric Co.

:

Wire Grip with Locking Device, 1700*
Western Maryland:

Cumberland-Connellsville Line, 195*, 270*.
316*

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.:
United States Light & Heating Company's

Plant, 1228*
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.:

Controllers for Shop Use, 1621*
Electric Locomotives for the Pennsylvania.

439*
Motors for Railway Shop Drive. 1392*
Tractors for Operating Turntables, 1364*
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Wharton, Jr., Wm., & Co.:
Frogs, 662
Guard Rail Clamp, 768"
Restored Manganese Steel Frog, 573

Wheels:
Boring, Turning and Mounting Car Wheels,

1274*
Cast Iron Wheel, 848*. lS48t, 1592t. 1600*

Cast Steel Wheels for Heavy Service,
1089*, 1582

Davis Cast Steel Wheels, 1396*
McConway Steel Tired Wheel, 1590*
M. C. B. Report on Car Wheels, 1548t,

1592t, 1600*
M. M. Report on Contour of Tires, 148St,

1493*
M. M. Report on Flange Lubrication,

148St, 1497*
M. M. Report on Specifications for Tires,

1485t, 1496
Nickel and Chrome Alloys for Chilled Iron
Car Wheels, 268

Nickelized Chilled Car Wheels, 1584*
Standardization of Chilled Iron Car Wheels,

2111, 239*

Wheeling & Lake Erie:
Shop Kinks, 1068*

Whipple Car Co.:
Shops, 529*

White Enamel Refrigerator Co.:
Galvanized Pressed Steel Bulkhead, 1511*

White Star Line:
Olympic, 1701

Wiley & Russell Manufacturing Co.:
Opening Die Machine, 442*

Williams All-Service Car Door Co.:
Car Door, 1619*

Williams, White & Co.:
Locomotive Coaling Chute, 1020*

Winslow, Horace L., Co.:
Clark Blow-Off System, 68*
Power Plant for Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern, 716*
Wireless Telegraphy:

In Railroad Work, 341

1

Prentice Wireless Train Control, 1659*
Reductions in Rates to England, 1215

Wood (See Ties and Timber; also Lumber)
Wood, Guilford S.

:

Bracket for Brake Angle Cock, 485*
Hose Protector and Preservative, 1543*

Wood Preservers' Association:
Annual Meeting, 127

Works (See Shops)

Yards and Terminals (See also Signaling; also
Belt Lines; also Scales)

Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W. Assoc. Report
on, 581 t, 598*

Baltimore & Ohio Yard at Chicago Junc-
tion, 1140t, 1145*

Chicago Great Western Grade Revision and
Terminal Work, 1108*

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 903*
Pennsylvania R. R. at Northumberland,

491*, 682*
Repair Shops and Locomotive Terminal;
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, 1269*

Repair Track and Its Relations to Traffic,
290

Sewall's Point Terminal; Virginian Rail-
way, 951*

Terminal Electrification, 582t, 584

American Civil Engineers' Pocket Book, 893
Investigation of Built-up Columns Under Load,

1142
Block Signal and Train Control Board, Interstate

Commerce Commission; Third Annual Re-
port, 893

Coal Trade, The, 1098
Comparative Analysis of Railroad Reports, 490
Earning Power of Railroads, The, 680
Elements of Electricity for Technical Students,

267
Elements of Machine Work, 838
Effect of Key-ways on Strength of Shaft, 19
Electric Railway Dictionary, 1400
Electric Railway Transportation, 680
The Elements of Graphic Statics and of General

Graphic Methods, 977
Employers' Liability and Workmen's Compensa-

tion, 194
Engineering Education, 1645
Engineering Law, 1193
Field Book for Railroad Surveying, 1165
Formula for Scientific Freight Train Rating,

1680

NEW BOOKS.
Freight Train Resistance, 344
Heat, 344
The How and Why of Freight Rates, 825
Index to Signal Literature, 1098
Locomotive Headlight, The, 1142
Loose-Leaf Pocket Book, 1026
Machine Shop Primer, 1251
Mechanical World Electrical Pocket Book for

1911, 194
Mechanical World Pocket Diary and Year-Book

for 1911, 153
Metal Statistics, 267
Motion Study, 388
Notes on Plate-Girder Design, 1301
Pittsburgh Transportation Problem, The, 451
Principles of Machine Work, 838
Proceedings of the American Railway Tool Fore-

men's Association, 20
Proceedings of the Forty-fourth Annual Conven-

tion of the Master Car Builders' Associa-
tion, 111

Proceedings of the Forty-third Annual Conven'
tion of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association, 111

Proceedings of the International Railway Master
Blacksmiths' Association, 194

Proceedings of the International Master Boiler
Makers' Association, 20

Proceedings of the International Railway Gen-
eral Foremen's Association, 20

Proceedings of the Master Car and Locomotive
Painters' Association, 20

Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Meeting
of the American Society for Testing
Materials, 977

Proceedings of the Traveling Engineers' Associa-
tion, 20

Railroad Field Geometry, 680
Railroad Traffic and Rates, 1234
Rules and Formulae Relating to Boiler Inspection

and Design, 215

Scientific Management, 680
Self-taught Mechanical Drawing and Elementary

Machine Design, 267
Supply Department, The, 1026

Track Formulae and Tables, 977

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.
[See also General Index, under subjects and names.]

Africa, 254, 361, 366, 446, 526, 812, 818, 863,
1144, 1153, 1230, 1662, 1676

Argentina, 105, 131, 262, 288, 370, 467, 527, 712,
909, 951, 1074, 1158, 1193, 1301, 1628

Asia, 714, 863
Asia Minor, 708
Australia, 145, 199, 286, 882, 1446, 1510, 1546,

1613
Austria, 370, 422, 467

Belgium, 303, 369
Bolivia, 29, 1119, 1136
Brazil, 40, 45, 50, 52, 64, 99, 104, 115, 171,

182, 188, 254, 259, 262, 358, 463, 525,
714, 812, 863, 882, 1158, 1172, 1403, 1414

Cevlon, 254
Chile, 7, 50, 171, 180, 182, 246, 254, 259, 281,

286, 288, 337, 863, 906, 927, 1143, 1153,
1170, 1172, 1176, 1187, 1214, 1224, 1248,
1295, 1613, 1676

China, 40, 293, 326, 349, 467, 494, 520, 525, 526,
714, 815, 882, 944, 986, 990, 1021, 1040,
1132, 1158, 1223, 1294, 1311, 1328, 1713

Cuba, 59, 446, 866, 1058, 1239

Denmark, 1253
Dominican Republic, 104

Ecuador, 11, 714, 1132, 1148
England, 229, 246, 340, 885

Germany, 239, 245, 303, 708, 710, 712, 863, 866,
882, 1085, 1315, 1317, 1335, 1645, 1676,
1695

Guatemala, 259

Haiti, 337
Holland, 1662
Honduras, 882
Hungary, 359, 422

India, 69
Indo-China, 1144
Italy, 54, 303, 337

Jamaica, 74, 997, 1074
Japan, 361, 396, 829, 1673

Korea, 1224

Manchuria, 1136

New Zealand, 712
New South Wales, 789
Norway, 1017

Paraguay, 105, 169, 812, 1115
Peru, 1224, 1226
Poland, 1092
Portugal, 303

Russia, 69, 188, 259, 349, 944, 1051, 1158, 1226,
1613, 1710

Siberia, 1308
.Spain, 326, 526, 812, 926
Sweden, 41
Switzerland, 369, 882, 885, 1051, 1085

Trinidad, 326
Turkey, 64

Uruguay, 12, 99, 188, 943, 1158, 1193, 1214,
1220, 1226

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.

Algert, C. H., Company v. Denver & Rio Grande,
332

Alpha Portland Cement Co. v. Pennsylvania Rail-
road, 1219

American Cigar Co. v. P. & R., 252
American Hay Co. v. Lehigh Valley, 1705
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. v. Chicago & Erie

et al., 1289
Anadarko Cotton Oil Co. et al. v. Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe et al., 98
Arizona Railway Commission v. Wells Fargo &

Company et al., 1012
Arlington Heights Fruit Exchange et al. v.

Southern Pacific, 372
Baltimore Butchers' Abattoir & Live Stock Co.

V. Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington
et al., 427

Barr Chemical Works v. Philadelphia & Reading
et al., 178

Barrett Mfg. Co. v. C, M. & St. P., 252
Beall V. Washington A. & M. V., 705

[See also General Index.]

Beekman Lumber (Dompany v. Illinois Central
296

Big Caiion Ranch Co., and Corder & Co., inter-

vener, V. Galveston, Harrisburg & San
Antonio Co. et al., 963

Blake, B. E., & Son, Hardware & Mfg. Co. v
Baltimore & Ohio et al., 427

Blumenstein, William H., v. Philadelphia & Read
ing et al., 1442

Board of Railroad Commissioners of Iowa v
Illinois Central, 429

Board of Trade of the City of Chicago v. At-

lantic City Railroad et al. New York
Produce Exchange v. New York Central
& Hudson River et al., 964

Bookwalter Wheel Co. v. Tennessee Central et

al., 1128
Bowles & McCandless v. Louisville & Nash-

ville, 96
Browne Grain Co. v. Forth Worth & Rio Grande

et a!., 807

Browne Grain Co. v. Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe et al., 427

Burton, Frank W., v. Unadilla Valley Railway
et al., 140

Caldwell, W. E., v. Chicago, Indianapolis &
Ixjuisville et al., 807

Carstens Packing Co. v. Southern Pacific et al.,

518
Carter White Lead Co. v. Norfolk & Western

et al., 1289
Cincinnati & Columbus Traction v. Baltimore &

Ohio Southwestern et al., 873
City of Ashland v. New York Central & Hudson

River, 58
Cleary Brothers v. Chicago & North Western et

al., 96
Clinton Bridge & Iron Works v. Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, 807
Cobb. R. E., et al. v. Northern Pacific et al.,

296
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Commercial Club of Omnha v. Southern Pacific

et al., 1181
Commercial KxilianRC of I'hilailrlpliia v. I'ciin-

sylvani.i U:uli..:ul <l al.. IJI')

ConsolidatctI Water I'owct & I'aiHM Co. v, San
I'cilro, I. OS .\nt;cUs & Salt l.ake ct al., 429

Crescent I oal vSt MiiiiiiK Company v. llaltimore

& Ohio vt al., 963
Crescent Lumber Co. v. Illinois Central et al.,

472
Cr..mbie & Co. et al. v. Southern Pacific ct al., 58

Davenport Conunercial Club v. Yazoo & Missis-

.sii)pi N'alley, 58
Day, .1. II., Company v. Haltimore & Ohio

Southwestern et al., 96
Di-oarie Incinerator Co. v. Minneapolis & St.

Louis et al., 1439
Dells Paper & Pulp To. v. Chicago & North

Western et al., 807
Douglas & Company v. C. R. L & P. et al., 1668
DuMee. -Son & Co. v. Alabama, Tennessee &

Northern. 96
Duncan, W. S & Co. et al. v. Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis et al., 1705
Du Pont, etc., v. Dcpue & Northern, 254
East St. Lcuis Cotton Oil Co. v. St. Louis &

San Francisco et al., 96
Edison I'ortland Cement Company v. D. L. &

W., 296
Empire Wall Paper Co. v. Boston & Maine et

al., 5S
Federal Sugar Refining Co. v. Baltimore & Ohio

et al., 472
Florida Mercantile Agency v. Pennsylvania

Railroad et al., 1439
Franklin, Stiles & Franklin v. Southern Express

Co., 1442
Fieeman Lumber Co. v. St. Louis, Iron Moun-

tain & Southern et al., 1128
Fremont Commercial Club v. Chicago, Burlington

& Quiiicy et al., 1667
Fullerton Powell Hardwood Lumber Company v.

Virginia & Southv. --stern, 254
Furnace Run Saw Mill & Lumber Co. v. Boston

& Maine et al., 1012
Gamble-Robinson Fruit Co. v. Northern Pacific

et al., 807
Georgia-Carolina Brick Co. v. Southern Railway

et al., 427
Georgia Fruit Exchange et al. v. Southern Rail-

way et al., 1181
Goerres, Phillip, Cooperage Co. v. Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul et al., 1219
Goldenberg, Charles, v. Clyde Steamship Co.,

963
Goodkind Brothers v. Chicago, Indianapolis &

Louisville et al., 1219
Goodman Manufacturing Company v. Pittsburg,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, 1707
Ilartman Furniture & Carpet Co. v. Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific et al., 873
Havens, C. B., & Co. v. Chicago & North West-

ern, 518
Henderson, W. K., Iron Works & Supply Co. v.

Texas & Pacific, 518
Henry, George D., v. Eastern Railway of New

Mexico et al., 427
llcttler, Herman H., Lumber Co. v. Gulf & Ship

Island Railroad, 1219
Hydraulic-Press Brick Co. v. St. Louis & San

Frarcisco et al., 96
Imperial Wheel Co. v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain

& Southern et al., 98
In re Advance of Rates on Live Stock from

Kansas City, Mo., to St. Louis, Mo., and
other Mississippi River Crossings, 1705

In re Trar?ship>iiei t Rates on the Chesaocake
& Ohio, 1707

In re investigation of advanced rates by carriers

on grain, grain products, etc., 1290
In re investigation of the advances in rates by

carriers in official classification territory,

378
In re investigation of advances in rates on ce-

ment by Carriers in trans-Missouri terri-

tory, 1080

[See also General Index.]

In re investigation of advances in rates by car;

riers in Western trunk line trans-Missouri
and Illinois Freight Conunittee territories,

381
In re investigation of pro|«)sed schedules of

rates on lumber by the Vicksburg, Shreve-
port & Pacific, 1012

In re rates on lumber filed by the Vicksburg,
Shieveport & Pacific, 1219

In re reciuest for suspension of reduced rates

on packinghouse products and fresh meats
from Fort Worth, Tex., to^ MississipHJi

River crossings and points East thereof,

1326
In re restricted rates, 809
Independent Supply Co. v. Cumberland & Penn-

sylvania Railroad et al., 98
International Salt Co. of Illinois, complainant,

and Morton Salt Co., intervener, v. Gene-
see & Wyoming et al., defendants, and
Detroit Salt Co., and Sterling Salt Co.,
interveners, 963

International Salt Co., of Illinois, complainant,
and Morton Salt Co., intervener, v. Penn-
sylvania Railroad et al., 963

lola Portland Cement Company v. M., K. &
T., 254

Kaul Lumber Company v. Central of Georgia
et al 807

Lawrence- W^ardenburg Co. v. Southern Pacific

et al. F. D. Ogden v. Southern Pacific

et al. New Orleans Board of Trade, Ltd.,

V. Southern Pacific et al., 1181
McCaullDinsmore Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul, 96
Maritime Exchange et al. v. Pennsylvania Rail-

road, 1442
Maxwell, W. F., v. Wichita Falls & Northwest-

ern et al., 518
Memphis Freight Bureau et al. v. St. Louis &

San Francisco et al., 1707
Memphis Freight Bureau v. St. Louis South-

western, 98
Meridian Fertilizer Factory v. Vicksburg,

Shreveport & Pacific et al., 1012
Miller & Lux, Inc., v. Southern Pacific et al.,

427
Miller, Fred, Brewing Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, 58
Millinery Jobbers' Association v. American Ex-

press Co. et al., 919
Minds, James H., and Julia A. Matz, trading as

the Bulah Coal Co. v. Pennsylvania Rail-

road. James H. Minds, surviving and
liquidating partner of James H. Minds and
William J. Matz, lately trading as the

Bulah Coal Co. v. same, 98
Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co. v. Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul et al., 1705
Moore, William E. v. New York & Long Branch

Railroad Compiany, 963
Mountain Ice Company et al. v. Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western et al., 1290
Mtirphy Brothers v. New York Central & Hud-

son River. Koolyrite Trucking Co. v.

Pennsylvania Railroad et al., 1705
National Association of Letter Carriers v.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al., 58
National League of Commission Merchants of

the U. S. v. Atlantic Coast Line, 427
National Refining Co. v. Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, 1219
National Refrigerator & Butcher Supply Co. v.

Illinois Central Railroad Company et al.,

178
Nebraska Material Company v. C. B. & Q., 254
Noble, William K., v. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Company et al., 178
Noble, William K., v. Detroit & Toledo Shore

Line et al., 96
Noble, William K., v. Grand Trunk Western et

al.. 96
Noble, VVilliam K., v. Jonesboro, Lake City &

Eastern et al., 963
Noble, William K., v. St. Louis Southwestern

et al.. 96

Northern Anthracite Coal Co. v. Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, 58

Northern Wisconsin Produce C"o. v. Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 1705

Northwestern Leather Company v. Oregon Rail-
road & Navigation Co., 1290

Nucoa Butter Co. v. Erie et al., 429
O'Brien Commercial Co. v. Chicago & North

Western et al., 96
Ohio Face Brick Manufacturers' Association v.

A lams Express Co. et al., 1012
Ontario Iron Ore Co. v. New York Central &

Hudson River et al., 1705
Oregon Lumber Co. v. Oregon Railroad & Navi-

gation Co. et al., 96

Pabst Brewing Co. et al. v. Chicago, Milwaukee'
& St. Paul ct al., 58

Pacific Coast Co. v. Oregon Railroad & Naviga-
tion Co. et al., 518

Pacific Coasi Biscuit Co. v. Spokane. Portland
& Seattle et a!., 1128

Parfrey, A. C, v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul et al., 364

Peters, Joseph, v. Oregon Short Line et al., 1128
Pierce, George N., Co. v. New York Central &

Hudson River, 58
Flatten Produce Co. v. Kalamazoo, Lake Shore &

Chicago et al., 1012
Prahlow, R., v. Indiana Harbor Belt ct al., 58

Railroad Commission of Texas v. Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe et al., 919

Ridgwood Coal Co. v. Lehigh Valley, 1705
Riverside Mills v. Charleston & Western Caro-

lina et al., 472
Riverside Mills v. Georgia Railroad et al., 807
Rosenblatt, H. & Sons v. Chicago & North-

western, 807
Running, S., v. Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis

& Omaha, 58

Samuels, S., & Company v. St. Louis South-
western et al., 1219

Schaffer, J. C. & Co. v. Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, 1219

Scheuing, W. J., v. Louisville & Nashville, 1128
Schultz, A. Geo., Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul et al., 807
Scott, William D., v. Texas & New Orleans et

al., 427
Scudder, Raymond B., v. Texas & Pacific et al.,

1289
Shoemaker, William D., v. Chesapeake & Poto-

mac Telephone Co., 1181
Sondheimer, E., Company v. Illinois Central et

al., 1128
Southwestern Produce Distributors et al. v.

Wabash Railroad, 809
Stacy, E. P., & Sons v. Oregon Short Line et al.,

427
Steinfeld, Albert, & Co. v. Illinois Central

et al., 96
Sweenev, Lynes & Co. v. New Y'ork, Philadelphia

S:- Norfolk et al., 1128

Texas Brewing Co. v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, 1705

Texico Transfer Co. v. Louisville & Nashville
et al., 96

Thompson, W. I. & J. R., v. Louisville &
Nashville et al., 427

Truck Growers Association of Charleston v. At-
lantic Coast Line et a!., 518

Vulcan De-Tinning Co. v. Union Pacific et al.,

1707
West Oregon Lumber Co. v. Astoria & Columbia

River Railroad et al., 429
Western Mantle Co. v. Spokane, Portland &

Seattle et al., 1219
Wheeler & Motter Mercantile Co. v. Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, 427
Wheeler Lumber, Bridge & Supply Company v.

Astoria & Columbia River et al., 58
Willamette Pulp & Paper Co. v. Boston &

Albany et al., 1705
Wright Wire Co. et al. v. Pittsburgh & Lake

Erie et a!., 1290

Adams, A. C, 812*
Adams, Henry C, 1664
Adreon, E. L., 1342*
Alexander, Guy H., 1185
Anthony, F. S., 1331
Anthony, L. A., 1329*
Atterbury, William W., 521'

Auer, P. A., 300

MacBain, Donald, 1627
Bardo, Clinton Lloyd, 522
Barnum, M. K., 1628
Barrow, W. M., 297
Bentley, H. T., 1486
Berg, L. S., 1320
Bernet, John J., 1329*
Biscoe, H. M., 1329*
Bock, P. E., 1670

PERSONAL.
[Portraits are indicated thus*]

Booz, Horace C, 102*
Bower, George H., 432
Bowes, Frank B., 1013*
Brecht, Prof. Milton J., 297
Brown, Joseph H., 1671*
Burt, H. G., 957
Bush, Benjamin F., 944*

Calvert, H. S., 98
Campbell, Hugh G. L., 101
Cardwell, David, 1709
Carr, Clyde Mitchell, 260*
Carroll, William P., 367*
Carson, C. E., 366
Cessford, George E., 1131
Chadwick, Robert A., 477
Ciz-k, Frank, 1130*
Clapp, Eugene W., 477

Clements, Judson C, 116*
Conway, J. D., 1344*
Coon, J. Walter, 100*
Corey, William E., 53
Cormier, William A., 1328*
Cram, J. Sergeant, 1326
Crawford, Joseph U., 102*
Cundiff, Warren K.. 181
Cuny, Howard M., 1131
Curtis, Theodore H., 1340, 1445*

Daly, John W., 1083*
Dickeson, O. L., 1013*
Dickinson, William J., 180
Dike, Chester T ,

100*
Diran, Di-niel W., 922
Dodge Col. David C, 1294
Dooiittle, Robert L., 968*

Drew, J. G., 1294 .

Earl, Harry D., 1185
Elliott, Harry George, 524*
Ensign, John F., 423
Evans, J. W., 967
Everman, John W., 1295*

Farrell, J. A., 91, 186*
Farris, William E., 300
Finnegan, P. F., 1131
Fletcher, R. V.. 332
Fort, V. D., 1131*

Gannon, Frank S., 1294
Garland, Thomas H.. 186*
-Gibson, Ardrew, 1709
Gilcreast, Frank W., 256
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Giles, Charles F., 1444
Graves, Iverson Lea, 1671

Gray, Carl R., 922*
Greene, Frank H., 432*

Greii', A. S.. 966*
Gutelius, F. P., 142*

Hale, J. H., 474
Hall, }. S., 968*
Hammel, William A., 103

Hand, George T., 924
Hanson, A. S., 1330
Harahan, William J., 60*

Harlowe, David, 140
Harris, J. H., 812
Hatch, Samuel G., 367*

Hattendorf, Joseph, 1131
Henry, J. M., 1222
Hinckley, Benjamin S., 1672
Howson, E. T., 265
Hunter, James Westmoreland, 1671

Huppuch, Winfield A., 429
Hustis, James H., 1328*

James, John Moore, 1221*
Jastrenski, Henry, 429
Johnson, Alba B., 1711*
Johnscn, Wiliam Herbert, 181

Kauffman, J. A., 141*
Keefe, John H., 1130
Keegan, J. F., 923*
Kellar, A. C, 1130
Knickerbocker, C. E., 924*

Kridler, George M., 256

Landman, Louis Wiler, 101

Lanigan, J. V., 1083

Lee, Elisha, 522
Xeiper, C. I., 811
Levy, Edward Dailey, 1014*
Long, Simon Cameron, 523*
Lord, Herbert L., 1344*
Lorec, William C, 811
Lynch, Warren J., 1018

McCann, John J., 923*
McCaughan, George, 920
McClellan, William, 1013
McCleskey, L. L., 1671
McCormack, Ira A., 299*
McDonald, B. M., 968
McDonald, James D., 524
McFadden, U. C, 256
Mclnerney, M. G., 922
McMahon, Thomas P., 876
Mack, George J., 920
Mahaiiey, John E., 1186*
Martin, G. R., 1443
Mason, Edward Wilson, 1670*
Massey, Robert V., 522
Mathews, Richard G., 922
Maupin, John D., 1444
Millar, Archibald B., 98
Miller, Henry Irving, 1669*
Mock, Eugene, 477
Moore, Burchill Richardson, 368*

Moore, Robert D., 1330
Morris, Harvey Hansford, 181

Mowery, J. N., 1015
Mulhern, J. W., 1295
Myers, William Heyward, 521*

Newlean, John W., 99
Newman, William A., 102*

Nixon, W. C, 922*

O'Donnel, Richard Lincoln, 708*
Owen, Francis, 1075

Page, Charles Nathan, 709*
Paton, W. F., 182*
Pearsall, Nathan Gregg, 1443
Pentecost, G. S., 300
Pettengill, F. E., 1330*
Phelps, Harry Judd, 477*
Phillips, C. J., 1014*
Prince, Sydney Rhodes, 430
Prout, Col. Henry G., 1710
Pugh, Charles E., 430*

Rea, Samuel, 475*
Reagan, Frank H., 709
Reed, Frank D., 1445
Reis, John, 1189*
Rittenhouse, Harvey, 431*
Robertson, Alexander, 1014*
Robertson, James T., 431*
Robinson, J. T., 1709
Rodgers, John G., 811*
Roehm, T. G., 1185*
Rose, Donald, 1131*
Runnells, John S., 1225*
Ryer, Frederic A., 1331*

Samuel, George F., 1320
Scott, John A., 523*
Scott, Osborne, 1083
Shea. T. A., 366
Sheaffer, Charles Miller, 522*
Shepherd, John A., 1082
Shriver, George M., 141*
Slayton, F. T., 182*
Smith, Minot R., 478
Smith, R. D., 1331

Smythe, E. E., 1219
Sonimerville, Donald L., 1015
Stanfield, R. G., 876
Stafford, B. E. D., 1342*
Stearns, W. A., 1340
Stenger, Ernest, 810
Stewart, Alexander, 1628
Stewart, Daniel C. 522
Stewart, James Alfred, 524*
Storey, Jr., W. B.. 1443
Stradling, E. G., 1295
Stuart, Francis Lee, 61*
Stubbs, Ralph S., 181

Tatnall, Henry, 520*
Taylor, Richard V., 430*
Thayer, John Borland, 520*
Thomas, Isaac Biddle, 1222*
Thornton, Henry W., 431*
Thurtell, Prof. Henry, 98
Torrey, F. A., 102
Trump, Michael. 522

Van Ummersen, Richard, 1330*
Vauclain, Samuel M., 1711*

Walker, Charles C, 141
Wallace, John F., 1135*
Wallis, J. T., 1220
Waring, Orville T., 141
Whalen, William H., 332*
Whitman, John M., 1708
Williams, T. H., 522
Willsie, A. N., 1221
Winter, E. W.. 190
Wise, Marion J., 521
Wood, B. T., 1129*

Zwight, Silas, 1186

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Abbett, E. L., 1221
Abbey, F. G., 181
Abbott, T. S., 142
Acker, F. A., 142
Adams, A. C, 432, 477, 812
Adams, E. L., 3i3
Adami, Ralph G., 709
Ahern, P. E., 923
Aiken, A. D., 367, 431, 523
Akridge, T. B., 181
Albert, G. L., 523
Albert, L. U., 1082
Alexander, George H., 1220
Alexander, Guy H., 1130, 1185
Allan. W. P.. 967
Allee, O. P., 333
Allen, H. E., 180, 255
Allen, J. A., 300
Allen, J. H., 1443
Allen, Stuart, 811
Allen, W. H., 967
Allison, J. W., 811
Allison, W. H., 1330, 1444
Allshouse, F., 1221
Alvarez, C. R., 1670
Amsden, W. H., 333
Anderson, R., 922
Anderson, Robert, 367, 431
Andrews, E. D., 1185
Andrews, J. B., 1130
Andrews, R. C, 1220
Anthony, F. S., 1221, 1331
Anthony, L. A., 1329
Armstrong, A. L., 876
Armstrong, L. W., 521
Arnold, B. W., 1669
Arnold, Frank, 521
Ashton, William, 1015
Aspland, D., 376
Athearn, F. G., 924
Atkinson, H. M., 521
Atkinson, H. W., 431
Atterbury, William W., 475. 5_'l

Atwood, R. F., 300, 367
Auer, P. A., 185, 300
Aungst, D. B., 181

Austin, J. B., 430
Ayers, R. B., 1220
Averell, W. H.. 333, 366

Babcock, S. H.. 1444
Badgley, L. C, 810, 876
Baird, D. C, 524
Baird, E. R., Jr.. 1669
Baird, S. C, 431
Bailey, N. E., 255
Balch, C. J., 141, 181
Balch, D. L., 368
Balch, F. J., 811, 1083
Ball, John, 103
Ball, J. M., 1330
Ball, N. E., 967
Bamford, W. B., 967
Bankard, E. H., 1331
Banning, Archibald T., 303
Bardo, C. L., 476, 876
Barkow, F. F., 181

Barksdale, Charlton, 1444
Barlow, S. D., 255
Barnes, George H., 1082
Barnett, Earl, 100
Barnett, N. C, 367
Barr, H. M.. 61

Barrett, C. D., 1084
Barrows, C. D., 1709
Barry, C. C, 875
Bartholomew, D. B., 968
Bartlett, W. H., 709
Barwick, L., 181
Bates, S. C, 181
Batturs, F. E., 432, 967
Baum, W. W., 1015
Baumer, E. G., 1708
Beacom, T. H., 255
Beals, A. D.. 181
Beals, M. S., 1082
Beard, Stanley A., 708
Beason, R. N., 1131
Bechely, F. J., 1443
Becker, W. E., 875
Bedford, W. J., 1083
Bell, C. E., 1330
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Van Zandt, M. B., 180
Vaughan, V. H., 1708
Vaux, George W., 432, 1670
Vernon, N. D., 524
Vidor. C. S., 108J
Vigor, C. F., 709
Vincent, E. S., 1130
Vincent, F. T., 181
Violett, B., 1709
Von Schrenk, Dr. Hermann, 1131
Votaw, J. E., 1669

Wack, T. H., 1295
Wade. E. E., 967
Wait, D. F.. 259
Waldron, H. D., 1671, 1709
Walker, C. C, 60, 141
Walker, Roberts, 180
Walkmeyer, John H., 709
Wall, Thomas J., 255
Wall. W. O., 875
Wallace, C. L., 924
Wallace, H. U., 141
Wallis, J. T., 1082, 1083, 1220
Walliser, W. W., 1082
Walsh, F. O., 300
Walsh, Frank J., 432
Walton, N. B., 1443
Ward, J. W.. 1331
Ward, W. H., 101
Wardrop, W. M., 299, 333
Ware, Charles, 141
Ware, Henry, 1331
Waring, O. T., 60, 141
Warner, A. B.. 256
Warner, H. E., 431
Warren, Charles D., 299

Warren, James J., 299
Warren, Paul D., 432
Waterman, E. S., 967
Waters. W. H., 523
Wathen, B. S., 1671
Watson, A. C, 477
Watson, H. W., 476
Watts, A. J., 1083
Watts, F. II., 333
Watson, Guy H., 968
Watts, M. F.. 99
Way, W. B., 1130
Weaver, C. E., 1444
Weaver, Geo. M., 61, 101

Webb, William A., 1220. 1.

Webber, Charles R., 521
Weber, E. A., 875
Weber, M.. 333
Weitzell, J. S., 1083
Welch, J., 255
Wells, M. N., 1015, 1083
Wells, Walter, 1186
Weymouth, F. E., 99
Whalen, J. M., 1131
Whalen, W. H., 332, 333
Whallon, James I., 255
Wheeler, W. B., 142
Wheeling, H. A., 1221
Whitcomb, F. E., 1709
White, A. B., 876
White, Edward J., 966
White, J. L., 877
White, J. Lowell, 1084
White, J. W., 181, 1130
Whitehead, J. B., 812
Whitenton, W. M., 145
Whiting, Frank V., 875

Whitman, John M., 1708
Whitman, R. F., 1185
Whitney, E. L., 709
Whittington, A. G.. 1220
Whvte, Ira E., 255
Wight, S. B., 710, 812
Wilda, R. J., 181
Wilkins, W. B., 922
Wilkinson, H. F., 141
Willard, Daniel, 430
Williams, Charles W., 811
Williams, Clarence L., 181
Williams, F. W., 256
Williams, II. M., 256
Williams, H. Y., 367, 1130
Williams, L. B. 523
Williams, P. G. 922
Williams, R. H., 180
Williams, T. H., 522
Williams, T. S., 299
Williams, Taylor, 1330
Williams, S. A., 256, 333
Williams, W. S., 141
Williamson, A. D., 142
Williamson, J. T., 1221
Willings, Geo. C, 256
Willis, E. J., 1443
Willis, W. H. H., 122!
Willsie, A. N., 1082, 1185,
Wilson, David G., 1185
Wilson, F. H., 1443
Wilson, George C, 709
Wilson, O. H., 1082
Wilson, R. E. Lee, 475
Wilson, T. F., 299
Winchell, E. T., 61
Wineland, H. S., 100

Winer, B. K., 1671
Wii.ter, E. W., 255, 299
Winters, G. W.. 333
Wise, M. J., 430, 521
Wissmann, W. P., 1082
Witherspoon. W. E.. 709
Wolfe, F. L.. 431
Wonder, W. S., 101
Wood, B. T., 1129
Wood, W. B., 1221
Woodfin, J. E., 1221, 1295
Woods, Ford, 101
Woodward, R. J., 810
Wooten, L. E., 521
Worling, George, 877
Worralf, John G., 1330
Wright, C. C, 299
Wright, F. H., 430
Wright, G. D., 522
Wright, W. D., 255
Wright, W. H., 876
Wulff, J. R. L., 1083
Wurthmann, B. C, 60
Wyatt, W. R., 1330
Wylie, W. H., 523
Wyman. W. L.. 141

Yardley, A. E., 431
Young, Charles S., 432
Young, H. C, 477, 923
Young, W. H., 810

Zeigler, E. H., 141

Zirckel, W. E., 1130
Zoelsmann, A. R., 180
Zwight, Silas, 1083, 1131, 1186

OBITUARY.
Annable, Harry D., 142

Bailey, J. C, 877
Baldwin, William Ashbridge, 368
Bamberger, S. M., 1132
Brixey, William Richard, 1711*
Bradford, W. H., 432
Brosnihan, Maurice, 1445
Brown, Alexander E., 1087*
Brown, David, 877
Brown, Henry Wentworth, 182
Browne, William H., 146
Buford, A. S., 1132
Burgard, William M., 1132
Bush, W. H., 1015

Carmichael, Daniel, 432
Case, C. M., 478
Choate, Charles F., 1222
Clancey, J. B., 257
Clark, Alson Ellis, 186
Clark, Charles G., 1132
Clark, Erastus, Jr., 257
Clarke, F. B., 1084
Cox, Kenyon, 525
Crane, Floyd H., 1084

De Fuestes, Charles L., 1331
De Wolf, Major Melville W., 303

Doherty, Joseph L., 1132
Dressel, Dr. Charles H., 1135
Dudgeon, Robert, 182

Ege, R. S., 1084
Elder, James Fulton, 257
Elkins, Stephen B., 103

Forbes, John M., 797
Ford, F. H., 710
Forrester, R., 142

Glascock, R. D. G., 1709
Goodyear, Charles W., 969
Greenleaf, Edward S., 142
Griffin, Henry T., 300
Gwyn, W. B., 478

Hall, Harry Hickley, 478
Harvey, A. C, 300
Hinckley, John Franklin, 368
Hinsey, John A., 1084

Jennings, W. B.. 1132
Jones, Joseph Albert, 61
Judson, Hale D., 525

Keiley, John Dennis, 1015
Kelly, Frank K., 432

Kelly, W. R., 524
Kendig, S. A., 1015
Kenly, E. M., 1672
Knapp, Dr. Seaman A., 963
Knight, Clarence A., 1709
Knott, William D., 182

Laing, Howard E., 525
Layng, Frank S., 371
Liebert, Owen, 816
Livingston, Johnston, 1132
Lombard, Captain Danforth O., 1331

McDonald, John B., 710
McFarland, Henry, 1186
McKinlay, James M., 1132
M'cVVain, W. J.. 333
Madden, Edward W., 524
Mason, William B., 435
Maxwell, J. W., 478, 525
Meade, Spencer, 877
Moffat, David H., 710
Morgan, Charles H., 106
Morton, Paul, 157*
Moseley, Edward A., 969
Moses, George, 304

Newton, M. L., 257

Parker, Hilon A., 1084
Payne, John E., 333
Polhemus, W. S., 968
Pope, E. B., 1132

Reinhart, Joseph W., 257
Russell, Col. Edward L., 257

Schwitzer, John Edward, 182
Scott, John A., 877
Searles, J. G., 478
Seymour, William O., 180
Simonson, Charles D., 368, 432*

Sloan, John, 524
Smith, Sylvester T., 1672
Snowdon, Edward W., 928
Sweeley, George Parsons, 182

Taylor, James G., 257
Thayer, Nathaniel, 710
Tiddy, Arthur W., 1222

Van Rensselaer, J. F., 103

Warner, Charles Guille, 1186
Williams. Richard H., 924
Wood, William B., 1084
Woods, Ford, 968
Wright, Charles A., 1295

Aberdeen & Asheboro, 924
Akron, Canton & Youngstown, 1296, 1333
Alabama, Tennessee & Northern, 1132
Alaska Northern, 813
Alberta Central, 103, 710, 813
Alberta Electric, 1186
Alexandria & Western, 433
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay, 334, 368, 1713
Alma Railway, 1674
Alton, Jacksonville & Peoria (Electric), 1222
American Central Railway, 183
Angelina & Neches River, 1132, 1333
Antioch & Stockton (Electric), 924
Aransas Terminal, 183
Ardmore, Duncan & Lawton, 710
Arizona & Gulf, 1186
Arizona & Swansea, 1447
Arizona Eastern, 478
Arizona, Mexico & Gulf of California, 301
Arizona Roads, 103, 1084
Arkansas City, Wellington & Northwestern, 710,

1084
Arkansas Roads, 301, 526
Aroostook Valley (Electric), 1084
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, 103,. 257, 301, 433,

877, 924, 1016, 1132, 1674
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines, 924,

1186, 1296, 1713
Athens & Southeastern, 183
Atlanta, Waycross & Northern, 478
Atlantic & Gulf Terminal, 62
Atlantic Coast Lines, 1132, 1186, 1447
Atlantic, Northern & Southern, 257
Atlantic, Okeechobee & Gulf, 183
Atlantic, Quebec & Western, 301
Atlantic, Waycross & Northern, 1016
Aurora, Elgin & Chicago (.Electric), 301
Badger Railway & Light Co. (Electric), 301,

433 924
JBakersfield & Ventura, 1296

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.
Baltimore & Ohio, 183, 813, 924, 969, 1132
Bamberg, Ehrhardt & Waterboro, 1222, 1296
Bangor & Aroostook, 257, 1084
Bartlett-Florence, 1713
BartlettWestern, 1713
Beaumont & Great Northern. 877, 1674
Bedford & Hollidaysburg, 478
Belleville & Western, 301
Bellingham-Skagit Interurban, 924
Binghamton & Northwestern, 525, 969
Barmingham & Southeastern, 1084, 1713
Bismarck, Bellevue Valley & Western, 1333
Black Lick & Yellow Creek, 257
Bloomington Southern, 924
Blue Ridge, 433
Boise & Interurban, 368
Boston & Albany, 1713
Boston & Eastern (Electric), 1713
Boston & Maine, 257, 303, 877
Boston & Western Electric, 1186
Boston (Mass.) Subways. 103
Brinson Railway, 924
British Columbia & Dawson, 301
British Columbia Electric, 478
Brownwood North & South, 1222
Bruce Mines & Algoma, 1713
Buckhannon & Northern, 257, 335, 433
Buffalo & Northwestern, 103
Buffalo, Lockport & Rochester (Electric), 710
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, 525, 710
Buffalo Southern (Electric), 1333
Burr's Ferry, Browndel & Chester, 525
Butte, Anaconda. & Pacific, 257

California Roads, 62, 257, 877, 1713
California Roads (Electric), 877, 1186
Camp Creek Railway, 1447
Canada & Gulf Terminal, 969
Canadian Northern, 433, 478, 525, 710, 813, 877,

969. 1016, 1132, 1222, 1333, 1674

Canadian Northern Ontario, 334, 1132, 1296,

1713
Canadian Northern Quebec, 1132
Canadian Pacific, 103, 143, 183, 257, 368, 433.

525, 710, 924, 1084, 1222, 1333, 1674, 1713

Canadian Railways, 368
Canadian Roads, 478
Carolina Traction, 183
Gary North & South, 1132
Ceiitral California Traction, 1084
Central Canada Railway & Power Co., 334

Central Terminal Railway, 1333
Central Vermont, 257, 478, 1016
Centralia Electric Light & Traction Company.

1333
Charles City Western, 334
Charleston & Western Carolina, 1447
Chattanooga & Atlanta, 103
Chehalis & Cowlitz, 143, 813, 1333
Clierryville, Oklahoma & Texas, 1133
Chesapeake & Ohio, 710, 924
Chicago & North Western, 433
Chicago & Wisconsin N'alley, 62
Chicago, Burliiigton & Quircy, 368
Chicago, Memphis & Gulf, 969, 1186

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, 103, 143,

1016, 1186, 1222
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 183, 924, 1296.

1333
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, 813
Chicago, Waukegan & Woodstock Traction, 1186

Chicago, Weatherford & Brazos Valley, 257
Chouteau & Great Falls, 1713
(Tincinnati & Nashville, 143

Circuit Terminal, 525
Citrus Southern (Electric), 813, 1296
Clear Lake Railroad, 1296
Geveland, Akron & Columbus, 433
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, 710,

1222, 1674
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RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION Continued.

Clinton St t)klahoina & Western, 924, 1^13
Coloiailo iS: Red Canyon, IJ.'J

Colorado & Sontlu-rn, 6J, lOJ, 183, 334
Colorado Intcrvirhan Railway, 1296
Colorado Midland, 334
Colorado, Oklahoma X' New Orleans, SiS
Colorado Railroad, 6J, 183
Colorado Roads. 257
Columbia \' I'liRCt "Sound, 368
Coluntbus C'onncfting, 103
Concwapi vS; Soutlu-rn, 11S6. 1333
Coney Island \- Krooklyn, 62
Conneetiout River Railroad, 877
Connecticut Roads (KIcctric), 52S
Copper River & Northwestern, 334, 525, 1133,

1 296
Corvallis & Alsca River, 925
CrosbytonSouth Plains, 1016, 1674
Crystal tilv & Uvalde, 143, 710, 1133
Cullman Coat & Coke Line. 813
Cumberland Valley. 301, 1333

Davenport & Muscatine (Electric), 1714
Dcering Southwestern, 877
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, 143
DentonSlidcll, 143
Denver &• Rio Grande. 103, 143
Denver, Knid & Gulf, 1084
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, 334, 925
Dermott, Selma & Northern. 1296
Detroit, Bay City & Western, 258, 925
Dominion Development Railway, 334
Duluth & Iron Ranee, 525
Duluth, Missabe & Northern, 143
Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh, 103
Durango & Llano Grande, 478
Durham & Danville, 710

East St. Louis Interurban, 1186
Eastern Indiana Traction, 813
Eastern Maine, 478, 711
Eastern Utah. 433, 925
Elberton & Eastern, 1674
Elgin, Jolict & Eastern, 1222
El Paso & Southwestern, 969, 1084, 1714
El Paso. Mountain Park & Oklahoma Central,

1296
Ephrata & Lebanon, 813
Erie Railroad. 478, 969, 1186. 1714
Eureka & Palisade. 1296, 1714
Everett Railway (Electric), 1187

Fairmont & Pittsburgh, 970
Farmington, Albuquerque & Gulf, 525, 813
Florida East Coast, 335
Fore River Shore Line, 877
Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, 1084
Fort Smith & Western, 433
Frederick Railroad. 433. 1222
Fresno. Coalinga & Monterey (Electric), 970,

1714
Fresno, Hanford &• Summit Lake Interurban, 478

Gallatin Vallev, 143
Garden City, Gulf & Northern, 433
Gary & Southern Traction, 877
Genesee & Wyoming, 813
Georgia & Florida, 478. 877
Georgia, Midland & Gulf, 877
Georgia Roads. 433
Gilmore & Pittsburgh, 970, 1714
Glendale-Eagle Rock (Electric), 877
Grafton, Fairmont & Clarksburg (Electric), 1187
Graham Countv Railroad, 368
Grand Trunk, 478, 1016, 1133, 1674
Grand Trunk Pacific, 103, 368, 525, 711, 813,

877. 925, 1222
Grant Railroad, 183
Grants Pass & Rogue River, 368, 433
Grays Harbor Electric, 1447
Great Northern. 143, 258, 711, 877, 970, 1187,

1334. 1447
Great Southern, 970, 1084
Greenville & Knoxville, 301
Greenville, Spartanburg & Anderson (Electric),

301, 877, 1674
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, 1187
Gulf, Florida & Alabama, 1187
Gulf, Sabine & Red River, 334
Gulf, Texas & Western, 1016
Gulf, Velasco & Northern, 143

Hagerman Valley & Western, 62
Hagerstown & Clearspring (Electric), 103, 970
Halite & Northern, 813
Hamilton Railway. 1714
HampdeH Railroad. 1334
Hanford & Summit Lake (Electric), 970
Harriman Lines, 258
Hawkinsville & Western, 368, 433
Henderson Interurban, 877
Hobart, Cheyenne & Texas Pan Handle, 1714
Houston & Texas Central, 183, 925
Houston Bav Shore Traction, 1016
Hudson & M:anhattan, 258, 301, 1334
Hudson Bav, Peace River & Pacific, 183
Hudson Bay Railway, 1296
Hudson River & Eastern (Electric), 1222, 1296
Hugo & Atoka Northwestern, 368
Hugo & Northwestern, 1296
Hummelstown & Campbellstown (Electric), 1674

Idaho & Washington Northern, 1084
Idaho Northern Railway, 1296
Illinois Central, 970, 1334

Illinois (Viitral lOleilrie, 813
liniierial Traction Company, 104
Inilianapolis (1: Delphi Traction, 525, 813
liidi.iiKipolis, Chicago & Meridian (Chicago),

1334
Indianapolis Grade Changes, 915
Indianapolis, Nashville & Southern Traction, 301
Indianapolis Southern, 925
Intercolonial Railway, 1447
Iowa City, Ottumwa & Southwestern (Electric),

925
Iowa City-Ottumwa Interurban, 813
Iowa Traction Comprany, 1133
Isothermal Traction Co., 479

JelTerson & Northwestern, 1187
Johnstown Railroad (Electric), 925
Toliot & Lake Mankaii Colonization Railway, 183
[loplin, Oklahoma & Western, 104

Kanias Valley, 1447
Kanawha, Glen Jean & l-lastern, 301
Kansas & Southeastern, 479
Kansas City & Memphis, 813
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, 814, 1223, 1296
Kansas City Southern. 62, 334, 814, 925
Kansas, Oklahoma & Panama, 258, 433
Kansas Roads (Electric), 104
Kentucky & Tennessee State Line, 1714
Kentucky Midland, 1084
Kentucky-Tennessee Traction, 433
Kettle Valley Lines, 479, 814
Kittitas Electric, 1296
Knox County Central, 258
Kokomo, Frankfort & Western Traction, 1714
Kootenay Central, 433, 479, 711

La Crosse & Southeastern, 258, 301
Lafourche Valley & Gulf, 104
Lake Erie & Northern, 104, 525
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, 711, 1016
Lake Shore & Pittsburgh, 1016
Lake Superior Southern. 970
Laramie, Hahn's Peak & Pacific, 104, 433
Laton & Western, 925
Lawton, Duncan & Ardmore, 479, 711
Lehigh & New England, 107, 143
Lehigh Valley, 711
Lehigh Valley Transit Co., 1334, 1674
Levisa Railroad, 1133
Lewisburg & Northern, 1447
Lewisburg, Milton & Watsontown (Electric), 104
Lexington & Eastern, 1187
Liberty-White, 1334
Lickine River, 143, 433
Lida Valley, 301
Lincoln County (Electric), 258
Lock Haven & Jersey Shore (Electric), 479, 878
Long Island, 368, 1084
Los Angeles & Redondo, 1187
Los Angeles & San Fernando, 1223
Louisiana & Arkansas, 62, 301
Louisiana Roads, 104
Louisville & Nashville, 62, 104, 970, 1187, 1334,

1447

Macon, Dublin & Savannah, 1334
Madison County, 433
Mahoning & Shenango Railway & Light Co., 479
Maine Central, 334, 479, 878
Maine Roads, 183
Manistique 6!; Lake Superior, 878
Manitoulin & North Shore, 334, 368
Manufacturers' Railway, 143
Marked Tree, Harrisburg & Newport (Electric),

1187
Marshall & East Texas, 479
Matanzas Terminal Railroad, 1187
Maurepas & Northern, 1223
Maxton, Alma & Southbound, 1674
Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, 814
Memphis, Paris & Gulf, 301
Methow Valley & Washington Northern, 1085,

1133
Mexican Pacific, 526
Mexican Roads, 62, 301, 526, 1223
Mexican Union. 876
Mexico North Western, 1334
Michigan Central, 711
Michigan United Railways, 814
Midland Continental, 183
Midland of Manitoba, 878
Midland Pennsvlvania, 434
Midland Valley,' 368, 878, 1714
Mill Valley & Mt. Tamalpais (Electric), 970
Milwaukee & Big Creek, 1223
Milwaukee Northern (Electric), 711, 925
Milwaukee, Peoria & St. Louis, 711
Milwaukee Western Electric, 104
Minneapolis & Rainy River, 143
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 104,

183, 711, 970, 1296
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester & Dubuque

(Electric), 479
Mississippi Roads, 1296
Missoula & Hamilton, 143
Missouri, Arkansas & Gulf, 970, 1016, 1085
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 1714
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, 1674
Missouri Pacific, 1674
Missouri River & Northern, 1223
Monongahela Railroad, 258
Montana Roads (Electric), 104
Montgomery & Chattanooga, 301

.Montgomery County Rajyid Transit, 369
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas, 301
.Mount Sterling Short Line, 301
Moinitain Quarry Company Lines, 1223
.Mt. Adams Electric, 1223
.Murray Traction Company, 104
Muscatine North & South, 878

Nacogdoches & Southeastern, 1016
.Vasliville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, 814
.N'ashville-Gallatin Interurban, 104, 143, 1085
Natchez, Columbia & Mobile, 334
National Railways of Mexico, 62, 183, 479, 526,

814
Xazas Valley & Pacific, 301
Nebraska Transportation Company, 925
Xavada-California-Oregon, 183, 1016, 1085, 1296
.Navada Copper Belt, 369, 925
Nevada Road.s, 814
New Brunswick Coal & Railway, 878
New Iberia & Northern, 970
New Mexico Roads, 62, 1334
New Orleans, Fort Jackson & Grand Isle, 369
New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago, 434, 925, 1133
New Orleans Southern, 369
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico,- 1223
New York Central & Hudson River, 711
New York Central Lines, 104
New York Connecting, 258
New York, New Haven & Hartford. 258, 1133
New York, Ontario & Western, 301
New York, Westchester & Boston. 1674
Nooksack Valley Traction, 925
Norfolk & Western, 301
North Carolina Interurban, 479
North Carolina Roads, 301. 369, 878
North Carolina Roads (Electric), 183
North Carolina Traction, 258
North Carolina-Virginia, 104
North Coast, 143, 334, 479, 925, 1133, 1187
North Yakima & Valley, 143, 1334
Northern Electric, 258, 1223
Northern Illinois Electric, 334
Northern Pacific, 143, 302, 526, 1016, 1334
Nueces River Valley, 183

Oakland & Antioch (Electric), 479
Oakland, Antioch & Eastern (Electric), 925
Oakland & Bay Shore (Electric), 184
Ocilla Southern, 1016
Ohio Roads (Electric), 878
Ok'ahoma & Golden City, 814
Oklahoma Pacific, 1296
Oklahoma Railway (Electric), 334
Oklahoma Roads, 184, 302, 434
Oklahoma Short Line (Electric), 104
Olympic Peninsula (Electric), 1714
Omaha, Sioux City & Northern, 1675
Oregon Electric, 258, 71J, 1187
Oregon Roads, 479, 926
Oregon Roads (Electric), 143, 1085, 1447
Oregon Short Line, 143, 334, 814, 878, 926, 970,

1016, 1085, 1447, 1675
Oregon Trunk, 434, 711, 1133
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-

pany, 143. 334, 434, 479, 711, 878, 926,
1133, 1187, 1223

Overton County Railroad, 143

Pacific & Idaho Northern, 334
Pacific & Peace River, 814
Pacific Coast Railway, 878
Pacific Electric. 143, 1085, 1187, 1223, 1297
Pacific Great Western. 184
Pacific Power & Light Co., 970
Palacios, San Antonio & Pecos Valley, 1085
Panama-David Railroad, 62, 302, 479, 814
Panama Railroad, 62
Panuco Mountain & Monclova, 526
Paris & Mount Pleasant, 711
Parral &• Durango, 302
Payson Electric, 711
Pfcos \'allev & Northeastern, 434
Pecos Valle_>^ Southern, 184, 1133, 1223
Pennsylvania Lines West, 62, 1016, 1085
Pennsylvania, Monongahela & Southern, 479
Pennsylvania Railroad, 184, 258, 479, 878, 1085
Pennsylvania Roads, 711, 926
Pennsylvania Roads (Electric), 302 ,

Pennsylvania System. 970
Pensacola, Mobile & New Orleans, 926, 1714
People's Electric, 878
Peoples Railway, 334
Pere Marquette, 814
Philadelphia & Western (Electric), 1016
Phoenix & Eastern, 62
Piedmont & Northern (Electric), 302. 878
Piedmont Railway & Electric Company, 1223
Piedmont Traction Comp'anv, 1675
Pine Brook (Electric), 1297
Pittsburgh & Great Lakes Connecting, 302
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 258, 1334, r714
Pittsburgh & Shawmut, 526, 1085
Pittsburgh & Susquehanna Valley, 104
Pittsburgh, Butler, Harmony & New Castle

(Electric), 369
Pittsburgh, Butler, Slippery Rock, Grove City &

Northern (Electric), 526
Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern, 526
Port Boliver Iron Ore, 104, 258
Porterville Northeastern, 1187, 1447
Portland & Southeastern, 258
Portland. Eugene & Eastern (Electric), 926, 1334
Prairie Farm & Souihwestern, 970
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Princville & Eastern, 144
Pueblo & Northeastern, 143

Pueblo & Southeastern, 62, 434

euebec & Great Northwestern, 184, 1334
uebec & Saguenay, 334, 711, 814

Quebec Central, 1133
Quebec Railway, Light & Power Comi)any, 334
Quincy & Terre Haute (Electric), 1297

R. & T. Cement Railway (Electric), 184
Raleigh & Southport, 1187
Raleigh, Charlotte & Southern, 1187
Rangeley Lakes & Megantic, 480
Richmond & Urbanna, 711

Richmond, Magog & Stanstead, 334, 814
Richwood & Gaulev, 1447

Rock Island, Farwell & Gulf, 1714
Rock Island, Texas & Gulf, 878
Rockport & Port Arkansas, 526

St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line, 1297
St. Louis & San Francisco, 372, 434, 711, 1223,

1675
St. Louis, Arcadia & Jefferson City, 1447
St. Louis, I'.artlesville & Pacific, 62
St. Louis, IJrownsville & Mexico, 302, 526
St. Louis, El Reno, & Western, 434
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, 878, 297
St. Louis-Kansas City Electric, 372
St. Louis, Oklahoma & Southern, 526
St. Louis, Peoria & North Western, 434
St. Louis Southwestern, 334, 480, 1133
St. Paul & Des Moines, 926
St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line, 926
St. Paul, Sioux City & South Dakota, 258
St. Paul Southern (Electric), 480
Sacramento-Folsom (Electric), 1223
Sacramento Short Line (Electric), 258
Sacramento-Sierra, 1334
Sacramento Valley West Side (Electric), 1016
Salisbury Railway, 369
Salt Lake & Idaho, 1447
San Antonio & Rio Grande, 1334
San Antonio, Rio Grande & Tampico, 526
San Renito & Rio Grande Valley, 878
San Francisco, Idaho & Montana, 1016
San Francisco, Oakland & San lose (Electric).

258
.San Joaquin Delta (Electric), 1334
San Luis Southern, 302
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, 1133, 1297
Sand Springs Interurban, 369, 1714
Sanford Traction, 144
Savannah, Augusta & Northern, 1447

Scott City Northern, 434
Seattle-Tacoma Short Line (Electric), 1714
Shawnee Short Line (Electric), 369
Shelby Northwestern, 878
Sierra Railway Company of California, 878
Sioux Falls & Sioux City (Electric), 711
Sioux Falls & Southern Minensota Traction,

1085
Skaneateles Railroad, 1133
South Atlantic Transcontinental, 1334
South Carolina Western, 144
Southern & Tidewater, 1447
Southern Cambria (Electric), 369
Southern Colonization, 970
Southern New England, 1016, 1133
Southern Pacific, 62, 144, 711, 878, 1085, 1297,

1334, 1447, 1675
Southern Railway, 62, 302, 480, 878, 1223
Southern Railway & Navigation C^o., 184, 302,

926
Southern Traction, 878
Southwestern Kansas & Colorado, 104
Southwestern Railway, 878
Sparks Western, 480, 878
Spokane International, 1447
Springdale & Long Lake, 814
Stephenville, North & South Texas, 434
Sugarland & Areola, 712
.Sumpter Valley, 369
Sunset Western, 302
Syracuse, Watertown & St. Lawrence River

(Electric), ,1297, 1714

Taos, Sierra Nevada & San Francisco, 1447
Taxco, Naranjo & Guerrero, 104
Tennessee & North Carolina, 1187
Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia, 144, 712, 1334,

1675
Texas Ceatral, 144. 878
Texas, Gulf & Northern, 1714
Texas, Oklahoma & Eastern, 1085
Texas Roads, 258, 302, 369, 970, 1187, 1223.

1675, 1714
Texas Roads (Electric), 712, 878, 1334
Texas Traction, 369
Tidewater & Southern (Electric), 1016, 1085
T'dewater Development Co., 1334
T'dewater Railroad, 144
Toronto Suburban, 334
Torres. Prietas & Represo, 878
Towson, Cockeysville, 1187
Trinity Valley Traction, 712
Tuckahoe & James River, 1133
Tuscaloosa Mineral, 526
Twin City Light & Traction Co., 526

'I'win Mountain & Potomac, 1673

Uintah Railway, 434
Uncompahgre & Gunnison Valley, 369
Union Pacific, 434, 526, 814, 926, 1085, 1133
Union Springs & Northern, 1085
United Properties Company, 104, 144, 258
United Railways Company (Electric), 258, 526,

970, 1133, 1187
Utah & Grand Canyon, 258
Utah Roads, 526, 712

\aldosta, Moultrie & Western, 712
Vallejo & Northern (Electric), 1133
\andalia Railroad, 970
\'ashon Island Railway, 334
N'clasco, Rosenberg & Northern, 184
Wntura County (Electric), 1297
Ventura Railwav, 1223
Vera Cruz & Isthmus, 144, 1S4
\'era Cruz, Tabasco & Canipeche, 712, 878
Virginia & Carolina Southern, 144, 302
Virginia & Southwestern, 144

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal, 1675
Wabash Railroad, 104
Waldo Electric, 258
Wasatch Railroad, 1187
Washington & Choctaw, 62
Washington Roads, 1016, 1085
Washington Roads (Electric), 104, 369, 1187,

1297
Watsonvillc Railway & Navigation Company,

1223
Waukegan, Rockford & Elgin Traction Co., 1297
Western Kentucky (Electric), 1297
Western Maryland, 104, 1714
Western New York & Pennsylvania, 480
Western Pacific, 144, 926, 1447
West Jersey & Seashore, 480
West Penn Traction (Electric), 369, 480
Wheeling & Lake Erie, 1675
Wichita & Midland Valley, 369, 878, 1714
Wichita Falls & Northwestern, 1223, 1334
Wichita Falls & Southern, 1133
Wichita Falls Route, 1133, 1223, 1335
Willamette & Molalia. 1335
Willamette Pacific, 1714
Willamette Valley & Coast, 1297
Winnipeg Northern, 712
Winnipeg, Salina & Gulf, 369, 1675
Winston-Salem Southbound. 526
Winter Harbor & Eastern, 258
Wisconsin Northern, 814, 970
Wrightsville, Adrian & Lyons, 104

Abilene & Southern, 1715
Albany Southern, 144
Alberta Railway & Irrigation, 926
Albuquerque Eastern, 1017
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay, 1448
Ann Arbor Company, 105
Ann Arbor Railroad, 105, 971
Arizona & New Mexico, 303
Arkansas, Oklahoma & Western, 879, 1086
Astoria & Columbia River, 527
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 335, 480, 815,

1134, 1298, 1336, 1676
Athens & Tellico, 1336, 1676
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, 1448
Atlanta, Birmingham & Southern, 1715
Atlanta, Waycross & Northern, 1715
Atlantic Coast Line, 1086, 1336, 1676
Atlantic, Northern & Southern, 302, 1224
Atlantic, Waycross & Northern, 971

Baltimore & Ohio, 105, 302, 335, 1676
Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago Terminal, 971
Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic, 480
Bartlett-Florence, 879, 1336, 1715
Bartlett Western, 1715
Belt Railroad & Stock Yards (Indianapolis,

Ind.), 1134
Birmingham & Southeastern, 1134, 1715
Booneville, St. Louis & Southern, 1715
Boston & Maine, 63, 144, 335, 370, 480, 815,

926, 1134, 1188, 1336, 1448, 1676
Boston Railroad Holding Company, 63, 144, 370
Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn, 335
Bruce Mines & Algoma Railway, 1448
Buffalo Creek Railroad, 480
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, 259

Cairo & Thebes, 434
Canadian Northern, 815, 971, 1134, 1224
Canadian Pacific, 63, 105, 144, 879, 1134, 1336
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, 302, 1086, 1676
Carthage, Watertown & Sacketts Harbor, 63, 105
Central New England, 63, 144, 1188
Central of Georgia, 184, 1134, 1448
Chattanooga & Atlanta, 144
Chattanooga Southern, 144
Chesapeake & Ohio, 370, 815, 879, 1017, 1086,

1134, 1336
Chicago & Alton, 1715
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, 1224, 1448
Chicago & North Western, 480, 815, 971, 1086,

1224, 1336
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 370, 1298
Chicago Heights Terminal Transfer, 335
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, 926, 1715
Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, 480, 926,

1134, 1298, 1336

RAILWAY FINANCIAL NEWS.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 184, 480, 1134
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 259, 434, 971,

1188, 1448
Chicago Southern, 1715
(Tiicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, 879,

1188
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern, 480, 1715
Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago, 105, 712
Cincinnati, Chicago & Louisville, 879
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, 434
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific, 971,

1224
Cleveland & Marietta, 105
Cleveland & Pittsburgh, 926
Cleveland, Akron & Columbus, 971
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

434, 1715
Cleveland Short Line, 971
Coal & Coke, 302
Colorado & Southern, 144
Connecticut River Railroad, 926
Corvallis & Alsea River, 480
Crosbyton & South Plains, 1017
Cumberland Railway & Coal, 184

Dallas, Cleburne & Southwestern, 63
Delaware & Eastern, 879, 1715
Delaware & Hudson, 144
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, 63, 1676
Denison, Bonham & New Orleans. 1298, 1448
Denver & Rio Grande, 1448, 1676
Denver, Laramie & Northwestern, 1224
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, 1134, 1188,

1298,. 1676
Des Moines, Iowa Falls & Northern, 1448
Detroit & Mackinac, 1224
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, 480, 815, 926. 1134,

1715
Detroit United, 335

Eagles Mere Railroad, 971, 1017
Enid, Ochiltree & Western, 1188
Erie, 370, 372, 434, 1715
Eureka & Palisade, 1336, 1715
Evansville & Terre Haute, 1224

Fitzgerald, Ocilla & Broxton, 335, 527
Florida East Coast, 1224
Fonda, Johnstown & Cloversville, 184, 527

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, 1134

F'rankfort & Cincinnati, 1716

ty, U
Georgia & Florida, 335
Georgia Railroad & Banking, 815
(ilasden & Birmingham, 144
Grand Trunk, 335, 1017

1298

Grand Trunk Pacific, 144
Grand Trunk Western, 815
Great Northern, 713, 1298, 1336
Green Bay & Western, 815
Gulf & Ship Island, 370
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, 302
Gulf, Texas & Western, 1017

Havana Central, 1086
Hocking Valley, 370, 527, 971, 1134, 1716
Holyoke & Westfield, 302
Houston Belt & Terminal, 879, 1716
Hudson & Manhattan, 302
Hudson Companies, 302, 1298

Illinois Central, 184, 481, 971, 1448
Illinois Tunnel, 1086
Indiana Harbor Belt, 481
Indianapolis Southern, 370, 926, 1134
Indianapolis Union, 1676
Intercolonial Railway, 926, 1188, 1448
International & Great Northern, 971, 1188, 1336,

1448

Jonesboro, Lake City S: Eastern, 481

Kanawha & Michigan, 370, 1336
Kansas City & Memphis, 879, 1017, 1086
Kansas Citv, Fort Scott & Memphis, 1188
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, 335, 879, 1086
Kansas City Southern, 259, 815, 1134, 1188
Kansas Citv Viaduct & Terminal, 184
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad, 105, 184
Knoxville, Sevierville & Eastern, 926

Lake Champlain & Moriah, 1448
Lake Erie & Pittsburgh, 1017, 1298, 1336
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, 63, 815, 1336
Lake Superior & Ishp'eniing, 481
Lancaster, Oxford & Southern, 481
Leiiigh & Hudson River, 1716
Lexington & Eastern, 1716
Long 'Island, 481, 1017, 1336
Louisville & Nashville, 1017, 1134. 1336, 1676,

1716
Louisiana Southern, 1448

.Macon, Dublin & Savannah, 815

.Maine Central, 926, 971, 1448, 1716
Manistique & Lake Superior, 971
Manitoulin & North Shore, 971
Manufacturers' Railway (St. Louis), 971
Marshall & East Texas, 481
Maxton, Alma & Southbound, 1336
NIetropolitan Street Railway, 105
Michigan Central, 1298, 1716
Michigan United Railways, 1086
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Miilillctown, Unionvillr it VVntcr (jiip, 71-'

Mirincai)olis, St. I'aul iSi .Sault Stc. Marie, 481,
5-'7

Missouri. Kansas & Texas, 63, 144, 184, 712, 879,
1017. 11J4, 12J4. 1336. 1448

Missouri I'aiilic. 335. SJ7, 71J, 926, 971. 1017.
1086, 1224. 1448

Mobile S: Ohio, 370
Monte Ne Railway, 879, lOSo

Narrasansctt J'icr Kailroail, 1336
National Kailways of Mtxicn, 105, 879, 1086.

1336, 1448, 1676
New Brunswick Southern, 63, 144
New Mexico Central. 1017
New (Vleans Terminal Co., 481
New York Cerfral S: Hudson River. 184, 335,

370. 481, 527, 815, 926
New York C'onneelinu Railroad, 1017
New York. New Haven & Hartford, 63. 144, 184,

302, 370. 815, 879, 1017, 1086, 1134, 1188.
1224, 1298. 1336

New York, Ontario & Western, 259, 302, 370
Nezpercc & l.laho. 1676
Norfolk .Southern. 105, 145, 185. 434, 926
Norfolk Terminal Railway, 527
Northern Central. 481, 971, 1086
Northern Pacific, 527

Ocilla Southern. 335
Ohio Klectric Railway. 259
Oklahoma Railway (klectric), 302
Old Colony Railroad, 527
Oneida Railway, 481
l^rcgon Electric, 302
Oregon Short Line, 1086. 1298
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-

pany. 63, 1298, 1676

Palis & Mount Pleasant. 1188
Pent\sylvania Company. 1676

i'cnn^iylvania Lines, 1676
Pennsylvania Railroad, 481, 527, 712, 815, 926,

971, 1086, 1298
Pennsylvania Southern, 145
I'ensacola, Mobile S: New Orleans, 1716
I'eoria & Kastcrn, 370
I'ere Mar(|uette. 434, 712, 879, 1448
Philadelphia & Reading. 185. 335, 1017, 1716
I'lnhulelphin, Itallimore & Wasliington, 17lo
Pittsbur>;h iV Lake Krie, 434, 481, 927
I'ilt-lmruli X- Sli.iwnnit. 185, 370
Pittsburgh, Itingh.Tniton & ICastern, 63, 48!
Pitsburjih. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, 927,

1086
Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern, 185, 302
Pittsburgh. Siunmcrville & Clarion, 145
Portiac, Oxford & Northern, 815
Portland Terminal Company, 1448, 1716

Reading Company, 105, 185, 259, 335, 527, 1716
Rutland Railroad, 370, 927, 1224

St. Joseph & Grand Island, 105, 481
St. Louis & San Francisco, 107, 145, 481, 815,

927. 971, 1017, 1086, 1224, 1298, 1336,
1448

St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, 1336
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, 434, 527,

1298
St. Louis, Oklahoma & Southerij, 527
St. Louis Southwestern, 302, 481, 1017
St. Maurice Valley Railway. 63, 145
St. Paul & Des Moines, 1188
St. Louis Southwestern, 185
Savannah & Statesboro, 335
Savannah, Augusta S: Northern, 335
Seaboard Air Line, 145. 185, 971, 1086, 1716
South Side Elevated, 1298
Southern Pacific, 105, 185, 259. 335, 434, 927

1676. 1716
Southern Railway, 105, 370, 815, 971

Southwestern of Texas, 481
Spokime, Portland \- Seattle, 259, 527, 879
Springfield Strict Railway, 879
Slei)henvillc, North & South Texas, 1017

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario, 481
Temple & Northwestern, 527'
'I'ennessce & North Carolina, 971
Tennessee, Alabama iSi (icorgia, 145, 302, "712
Tinnessce Central. 927
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, 927
Texas & Pacific, 527
Texas Central, 145, 527, 1298
Toledo, Columbus & Ohio River. 1676
Trinity & Brazos Valley, 1188

Ulster & Delaware, 1188 '

Underground Electric of London, 527
Union Pacific, 1298, 1716
Union Springs &• Northern, 1134
Union Pacific, 481

Valley Railroad, 105
Vandalia, 1134
Vermont Valley Railroad, 927

Wabash, 145
Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal, 145, 1^5. 303. 527,

815, 971, 1448, 1716
Wabash Railroad, 185, 815, 1448, 1716
Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis, 712
West Shore, 481, 927
Western Maryland, 105, 1086, 1224, 1298. 1676
Western Pacific, 1134
Wheeling & Lake Erie, 185, 259. 303, 1448. 1716
Wilmington, New Castle & Southern, 105
Washington, Potomac & ChesaTeake, 1716
Winston-Salem Southbound, 303
Wisconsin & Michigan, 527
Worcester, Nashua & Rochester, 1298
Wrightsville & Tennille Railro?d, 879
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IN the supply department, maintaining an economical quantity
of stores, there is possibly more room than anywhere else

for saving money. H. C. Pearce, general storekeeper of the

Southern Pacific Company, has made a systematic study, the

results of his wide experience during many years, and we are

to have the benefit of that study. The publication of it begins
with this issue, and enough of the paper will appear serially to

enable the readers, or rather the practical students of this over-

whelmingly important subject, to begin independent and properly

guided investigations of the losses due to lack of complete organi-

zation and intelligent watchfulness. Mr. Pearce indicates, al-

though he does not preach from that text, that somewhat radical

reorganization in the supply departments of many roads will be
productive of economies. The purchasing agent has either a mis-
leading title and authority, or else is a misplaced officer. The
details of purchasing are nearly the least important of his func-

tions. When Sir William Van Home went to the Canadian
Pacific his first great anxiety was for a real storekeeper. He
searched the world and discovered—Sir Thomas Shaughnessy

!

VV7 M. ACWORTH begins in this issue a series of "Studies
'
" • in Railway Economics"— a somewhat oppressive title

for his simple and convincing statements of the principles gov-
erning railway rate making. His book on this subject, "The
Elements of Railway Economics," published five years ago, has
had probably a wider and more careful reading by practical rail-

way men than any other similar publication. It has already done
a world of good, as its well told basic principles have slowly per-

colated to the general public. The present series begins with a

summary of the unquestionable bases of rate making, easily read-

able, and we should all read it again—lest we forget. There is

reason to expect that the articles in this series will help materially

in developing the art of making rates of the least possible burden,
combined with qualities of certainty in service, designed primarily

to increase commerce. With full publicity and a better knowl-
edge of the facts which Mr. Acworth is making clear, we may
safely rely on intelligent regulation to prevent unreasonable
rates. Mr. Acworth has a record which entitles him to close

attention. He has so far in his numerous studies and writings

been unrefuted, not criticizable for expressions of fact or opin-

ions, and this although his statements are cleanly and clearly

made. He is at present in this country and doubtless will be
glad to receive criticisms or comments.

T^HE extent to which the traffic and business of St. Louis is

* being "destroyed" by the so-called bridge arbitraries at that

city is indicated by figures which have been compiled by the Mer-
chants' Exchange. They show that the total traffic handled by
the St. Louis lines in 1910 was by far the largest in the city's his-

tory. A statement which was issued by the Merchants' Exchange
says :

"Taking eleven months as a basis and approximating the month of De-
cember on an equal basis, the total tonnage of 1910 will amount to about
51,961,190 tons, or seveial millions of tons in excess of any former year,
fully demonstrating that the St. Louis mercantile and manufacturing con-
cerns have kept well to the fore in the progress of the times and have
continued to hold its pre-eminent position as a trade center in the supplying
of the great and growing territory tributary to this market. Approximating
the total inbound and outbound tonnage for the year at 51,961,190 tons,
when compared with 44,527,940 in 1909, it shows an increase over the
former year of 7,433,250 tons, or 16.6 per cent. Of the amount incoming,
both local and that passing through the St. Louis gateway, the total is esti-

mated at 31,565,690 tons as against 27,326,838 a year ago, an increase of
4,238,852, or 15.5 per cent., while the shipments are placed at 20,395,500
tons, against 17,201,102 a year ago, a gain of 3,194,398, or 18.1 per cent.
When compared with 1907, the former record period, the total tonnage
movement this year shows an approximate gain of 4,140,605 tons, or 8.6
per cent., being 51,961,190 and 47,820,585 tons, respectively. Of the amount
the inbound movement for 1907 was 29,445,669 tons, while contrasted with
31,565,690 this year, shows a gain of 2,120,021, or 7.1 per cent., while the
outgoing figures were 20.395,500 tons in 1910 and 18,374,916 in 1907, an
increase of 2,020,584, or 10.9 per cent."

In view of the fact that it is contended by certain shippers,

newspapers and members of the Municipal Assembly of St. Louis

that the bridge arbitraries are oppressing terribly the manufac-

turing and commercial interests of that city, one wonders how-

fast the growth would be if the arbitraries were abolished

!
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AGE LIMITS.

At, I U l\ I III linli;iii;i li;i.s l)fforo it a case in wliidi it is called

iiiu)n !)> the Stale Railway Commission to compel a super-

intendent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis to tell

the ages of certain telegraph operators who figured in a collision

and who presumably arc helievcd to be partly or wholly respon-

sible for it. The superintendent, no doubt, in his refusal, follows

the "advice of counsel" and the supposition is that the company

is ashamed to let it be known how young these operators are.

The age limit, mininuim or maximum, is a wholly arbitrary rule

for safe-guarding railway trains, whether we consider ciigincmen,

trainmen or telegraphers. The railway which compels conductors

to retire on pension at 65 or 70 years probably thereby reduces

the income of a few men who would do their duties properly a

year or two longer and possibly more; and a road tliat refuses

a boy of 18 a place as telegrapher may deprive itself of a smart

and careful operator ; but there must be a limit and the only

workable limit is an arbitrary one. To make it variable would

bring on all sorts of diflkulties in administration. Employers,

wiicther principals like a manufacturer or agents like a railway

>uperintendent, very generally lack grit to undertake the un-

pleasant task of retiring a man of 60 if the man himself is unwill-

ing to be retired ; and in such cases there would be little help in a

rule authorizing superintendents to exercise discretion. At least

no one has dared to try it on a large scale. And a superintendent

who should be authorized to take on boys of 18, in some cases

( cases of bright boys) would often have difficulty in refusing

employment to less promising lads. Twenty-one therefore is

probably as reasonable a limit as can be agreed on. This, how-

ever, does not necessarily keep bright young fellows away from

the service. A superintendent w'ith many employees under 21

years of age could have the* satisfaction of knowing that he could

take the opportunity of training young men during their appren-

ticeship more thoroughly, and thus make sure that he would have

higher qualifications when the young men should reach the age of 21.

The more rigid enforcement of a limit, both in taking on the

youn^ and forcing out the old, would be a blessing in disguise.

.\nd not much disguised, either, if fully availed of. If a superin-

tendent were compelled to take boys at 18 or lose them, and at the

same time to wait three years before entrusting them with respon-

sibilities, he could at once make his training school a real force

instead of the loose and indefinite thing that it often is. Every

station or signal cabin employing an agent (or man in charge)

who is worth as much as $75 a month ought to be an actual or

potential training school. An agent who is not a good teacher

should be marked as less valuable than a teacher. All the agents

should be kept as nearly uniform in their standards as possible,

consistent with a high standard. A traveling teacher, to keep up

the standards if a big enough man, with suitable authority, would

be a most profitable investment. If the telegraphers' brotherhood

should pursue the foolish course of objection to a process like this,

designed as it is to improve efficiency, it would be high time for

some road to make a determined fight for its full rights, in a

policy so clearly beneficial to the public. An interesting thing

about the age limit at the other end of the scale is the appearance

of signs here and there that an earlier retiring age would be

acceptable to some of the men. The pension systems now in force

in this country certainly have proved beneficial thus far, and the

idea seems destined to spread. When the pension is wholly a

gift from the employer, however, it is obvious that the making of

the years-limit younger will be more difficult than if the em-
ployees themselves contribute. Participation by employees in the

support of a fund seems, therefore, a thing to be encouraged. We
have wandered slightly from our point—the necessity of a rigid

limit against excessive youth. This and the limit against old age

are two separate questions, but the energetic superintendent will

do \ye\\ to agitate either or both, separately or together; for the

main desideratum is to have what in civic and political matters is

called an active public sentiment. As to just what the youth
limit should be—whether 21, 22, or 20, it would be a good thing

if roads having a satisfactory standard should have the merit of
their system advertised a bit. The youth limit is no mere aca-

demic question. Sometimes 21 seems to be too young. A number

of items in the last government accident bulletin, which was re-

printed in the Raihvay Age Gazette of November 11, afford sug-

gestive illustrations. For example, coUisibn No. 14 was due to.

misconduct or negligence on the part of a telegraph operator 23

years old, who had been in the service three months; another

operator 22 years old who had seen only two months' service;

and a train despatcher 27 years old who had sat in the despatch-

er's chair only four weeks, though he had been a telegrapher for

over five years.

THE WASTE IN THROUGH PASSENGER SERVICE.

SOME of the Western lines recently have made substantial re-

ductions in their passenger service. These have not been

merely the usual winter curtailments, but have been made uncom-

monly heavy for the purpose of to some extent offsetting the

large increases in operating expenses that have been experienced

since the middle of the calendar year 1910. Probably there is no

other part of the railway business in which there is so much room

for effecting economies in service without impairing its efficiency

as in through passenger business. If Mr. Brandeis had directed

his attention to this phase of railway operation he might have

suggested some changes which would have been both more prac-

tical and more beneficial both to the railways and the public than

those he did suggest.

If you will study the schedules of through trains between any

two large cities in this country the waste involved in the pas-

senger traffic will at once become apparent. Take, for instance,

the passenger train service between Chicago and St. Paul. A
number of roads are active competitors for the traffic between

Chicago and the Twin Cities. The principal competitors are the

Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. On these three lines three

trains leave Chicago daily between 10 p. m. and 10:16 p. m. which

reach St. Paul between 9 a. m. and 10 :45 a. m. Three other trains

leave Chicago between 6:30 p. m. and 6:35 p. m. and reach St.

Paul between 6 :S5 a. m. and 7 :20 a. m. Three more trains leave

Chicago at 9:30 a. m. and arrive at St. Paul between 9 and 10

p. m. Although there are nine of these fast trains, there are prac-

tically only three times during the day that a traveler can leave

Chicago for St. Paul on a fast train on one of these lines, and only

three times a day that he can arrive in the latter city from Chicago.

Reading the schedule the other way, three trains on these roads

leave St. Paul for Chicago between 8:40 a. m. and 9 a. m., and
all arrive in Chicago at 9 p. m. Two other trains leave St. Paul

at 7 p. m. and 7:20 p. m. and reach Chicago at 7 a. m. and 7:05

a. m. Three more leave St. Paul between 8:30 p. m. and 8:45

p. m., and reach Qiicago between 8 :4S and 10 a. m. Three more
leave St Paul at 10 :30 p. m. and arrive at Chicago between 10 and

11 a. m. So, although there are 11 of these trains, there are prac-

tically only four times a day that a passenger can leave St. Paul
for Chicago on them, and practically only four times a day that

he can arrive on them in Chicago.

The passenger business between Chicago and the Twin Cities

is very heavy. The service is splendid. But everyone who has
traveled often between Chicago and St. Paul knows that only in

certain parts of the year are most of these trains ever crowded to

anything like their capacity. In fact, we think it is seldom that

most of them have all the lower berths in the sleeping cars oc-

cupied, and it is seldom, indeed, that many of the upper berths are

taken. These facts regarding the passenger service between
Chicago and the Twin Cities might be duplicated with facts re-

garding the service between Chicago and St. Louis, between Chi-
cago and Kansas City, between Chicago and Omaha; in fact, be-
tween any two large centers of population in the country where
there is active railway competition.

Suppose that one-half, or even one-third, of these trains were
taken off and the schedules of the remainder were so re-

arranged that they would leave the terminals at more dif-

ferent times. The reduction in expense that would result

is obvious, and is it not equally obvious that the service to

the public would be improved? Undoubtedly, there are cer-
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tain hours of the day when it is more convenient for travel-

ers to depart from and arrive at a city than at other hours;

but it is not true that all travelers vk'ant to depart and arrive at

the same hour. Under the arrangement suggested it vi^ould be

possible for travelers to depart and arrive at the same hours they

do now, though they would not be able to choose between so

many trains ; but a traveler cannot ride on more than one train at

one time, anyway. In addition, those who do not want to leave

and arrive at the same hours that the majority do would be able

to leave and depart at other times which would be more conven-

ient for them. If the railways would take the money that they

thus saved on through service and devote it to providing addi-

tional local service, either by means of steam trains or motor

cars, both their through and their local traffic would be better

served. The additional expenditure on local service would tend

to forestall the construction and competition of electric lines ; and

the experience of electric railways shows that additional local

traffic might be built up which would be profitable. It may be

said that an arrangement under which the through trains on

different roads had different hours of arrival at and departure

from terminals would reduce the stimulus to the different man-

agements to try to attract passengers by providing the best pos-

sible equipment, avoiding over-crowding, etc. But it would seem

that each road would be prompted to continue to provide good

service in order to tempt passengers to leave terminals on its

trains even though they did not depart at the exact time when the

traveler most preferred to leave.

There are two great obstacles in the way of the adoption of any

such plan. One is the competition between the railways them-

selves. We hear a great deal from academic students of railway

matters to the eflfect that competition between railways no longer

exists. When they make such statements they have in mind

merely competition in rates. Even competition in rates has merely

been reduced, not eliminated. The fact that it has been greatly

reduced has rendered more intense another and equally important

form of competition—that in service. When railways have the

same rates between two points the only means they have for at-

tracting business from each other is to give superior service. The
only possible way by which a reasonable reduction and rearrange-

ment of through passenger service could be secured would be by

some form of concerted action between the railways under which

the relative advantages which each enjoys under competitive con-

ditions would be preserved. In England the railways have en-

tered into pooling arrangements under which, while the number
of trains run has been reduced, the quality of the service given to

the public has been improved in the way that is here suggested,

and only by the adoption of some such means could similar re-

sults be obtained in the United States.

It is doubtful whether under the anti-pooling section of the

Interstate Commerce act and the Sherman anti-trust act the rail-

ways could now legally make any agreement to reduce their pas-

senger service even though it involved a rearrangement of time-

cards so as to give better service. Even if the law would permit

it, it is probable that any attempt to do this would be met with

denunciation from the press and hostile demonstrations of public

sentiment. As has often been remarked in these columns, one of

the main reasons why the railways do not give the best prac-

ticable service to the public is that the public will not let them.

But certainly some consideration ought to be given to the matter
of the economic waste in passenger service. Passenger earnings

per train mile increased only from 91 cents in the unprosperous
year 1898 to $1.27 in the very prosperous year, from a passenger
standpoint, 1908, or but 30 per cent. Freight revenue per train

mile increased meantime from $1.73 to $2.65, or 53 per cent. There
must have been, meantime, owing to improvements in service, a

larger proportionate increase in passenger train expenses per

mile than in freight train expenses per mile. The average num-
ber of passengers per train mile for the entire country is still ab-

surdly low, being only 54. In other words, the average train does
not haul an ordinary coach load. Where it is so obviously prac-

ticable for the railways to save money in a way that will benefit

both them and the public it would seem there ought to be some
way for them and the public to co-operate to bring about these
desirable results.

THE INCREASE OF RAILWAY TAXES.
IT was during a period that may be roughly stated as about

two years preceding the fiscal year ended June 30, 1909, that
there was a good deal of legislation in various states and in

various forms increasing the taxation of railways. New tax
laws in general, including those relating to railways, require
from a year to 18 months to show results. There is, first, a cer-
tain period before the operation of the law; another period
before the assessment of the taxes; and another lapse of time,
more or less, before they are paid and become public, though
this is modified by the allotment of the proportion of taxes
for each month in the monthly reports. We are now beginning
to see in their fullness some of the returns either from this

antecedent legislation dating back two or three years or from
other forms of increase. Thus in 1909 the New Haven com-
pany paid in taxes $3,446,125, a sum almost certain to be decid-
edly increased this year. It was nearly tYz per cent, of gro8s
earnings, more than 42 per cent, of net earnings and $1,723 per
mile operated. But even these figures—representing about seven-
sixteenths of the New Haven's annual dividend of 8 per cent.—
shrink by comparison with railway taxation in New Jersey, wh^rc
Ihe Delaware, Lackawanna & Western taxes have increased 230
per cent, in 20 years and from 5.4 per cent, on gross earnings
to 9.2 per cent.; and where the six leading railways paid in

1909 more than $2,195 per mile and one paid $4,300 a mile.

The cases cited are extreme ones and apply to raihvay lines

with high traffic density, both absolutely and in ratio to mileage.

But in its application to the whole country the general truth re-

mains that there is a steady tendency upward in railway taxa-

tion. The returns of Poor's Manual show that for 1909, as com-
pared with 1908, railway taxes increased from $82,377,619 to

$90,790,949, or about 10.2 per cent., as compared with 2.8 per

cent, in mileage, 4.4 per cent, in gross earnings, 5 per cent, in

capital stock and Zl per cent, in funded debt. Unfortunately,

too, this comes at a time when it adds its load to the other

financial burdens that the railways are carrying in the shape of

increased wages and high cost of supplies. It would be a con-

siderable increment were those two factors constant. Added to

them the new taxation doubles its seriousness.

But, besides its expansion, American taxation of railways has

its elementary flaws. It has been §aid with truth that in our
many state commonwealths about every form of taxation has

been in force that the wit of man could devise. There is state

taxation, local taxation and, in some states, mixed systems. In

some states the tax goes to the state treasury, in others to the

municipalities. Sometimes the state acts merely as a collector

who distributes the lax receipts locally. There is taxation of

gross earnings and taxation of capital, including debt, some-

times on a basis of par value, sometimes on a basis of market

values. But, perhaps, the most inequitable phase of all is the

double taxation from which the railway investor suflFers. He
buys, for example, a bond issued by a railway company in

another state which has taxed the corporation fully on all its

forms of capitalization—stock and debt
;

yet he must pay his

local or state tax, or both, on his holding. And the railway

corporation, in consequence, incurs a double burden—first the

direct taxation, and, secondarily, the higher interest return de-

manded by the extra-state invetsor before he will buy the bond.

The situation calls for two remedies. First, the harmonizing

of tax systems and methods in the various states. This, ob-

viously, need not and would not affect the rale. The state carry-

ing a heavy state debt and high expenditures may adopt a dif-

ferent rate from the state with little or no debt and low ex-

penses. But in justice to the railways, to say nothing of avoid-

ance of complexities, a state's system of assessment and collec-

tion should harmonize with that of sister states; and included

in the plan should be such a harmony of tax legislation as
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wcmlil take into coiisidcratioii llic railway bondholder and ex-

clude double taxation, llie second remedy is the modification

of arbitrary and absolute assessment of the railways in the

direction of taxing actual values. The non-dividend paying line

should not be classed in the same taxation group as the dividend

payer. This docs not mean that the "poor" railway line should

be exempt as to its realty, plant, stock and bonds, but merely

that its market values should be recognized. This applies to

the railway the taxation rule for private property. Some states

already have adopted that rule, exercised usually through tax

commissioners. It should be the rule in all.

In this matter of taxation the railway corporation, like other

public corporations from which returns are exacted, suffers

serious disadvantage. It cannot, like the individual or the pri-

vate corporation, mask in any considerable degree its financial

condition. It runs against that common but inequitable impulse

of legislative human nature which favors the impersonal rather

than the personal tax and forgets that, in the end, they come
together. And it confronts constantly that strange legislative

and popular fallacy that the chartered privilege, no matter what

may be its public benefit, calls for a repayment. In point of

fact, the reverse is true and, other things being equal, the

public service corporation far exceeds the private enterprise as

a promoter of the public weal. New communities almost uni-

versally—sometimes old and great states like Canada—express

from taxation of railway enterprises. It is a paradox of rail-

way history that the public and legislative sentiment that erst-

while treated the railway as a foster child should now so far

rebound to the other extreme, with undue taxation as one of its

exponents. That the railway corporations have too often been

to blame does not palliate the policy of levying on them all

imposts alike unscinetific and unjust.

STcileri^ to tKc lEdtlon

THE ILLINOIS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

Chicago, December 27, 1910.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

I have read with much interest and hearty approval the able

editorial in your issue of December 23, entitled "More Mis-

representation from the Illinois Manufacturers' Association."

The article, while severe, is nevertheless amply justified by the

facts, and I feel impelled by my natural interest in this vital

question to so express myself.

Shortly after the attitude of the Illinois Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation toward the all-important freight rate question was de-

clared, we felt strongly inclined to resign our membership in

conjunction with other manufacturers who held similar views.

It was thought, however, that we might accomplish more good

by remaining within its ranks than by withdrawing, and thus

encourage those gentlemen in its board of directors who were

honestly, consistently and vigorously advocating a policy of fair

play towards the railways, and who were capable of appreciating

the equities of the situation.

When recently I found that in the approaching election, those

gentlemen who were known to favor such a policy were rele-

gated to retirement from the board, we declined to continue

our membership. e. b. leigh,

President Chicago Railway Equipment Company.

TREAT THE CAUSE, INSTEAD OF SYMPTOMS.

Dallas, Texas, November 17, 1910.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

The communication entitled, "A Friendly Discussion of Poor

Passenger Service," and your comment on it (November 11)

constitute a sort of criticism, which, if kept up, should result in

benefit both to the railways and their patrons. The subject is one

which this writer has frequently discussed through the press

during the last ten years. Formerly in the railway service, but

long .since out of it without a grouch, having been upon "both

sides of the counter," he entertains the hope that he may be able

to contribute something of value. The views entertained, and
here expressed in outline, are based upon experience in the rail-

way service, subsequent observation as a traveling newspaper
correspondent, and information gained from railway officers.

Long observation in stations, on trains, around court houses,

state capitals, at political conventions, picnics, etc., has con-

vinced this writer that drastic anti-railway measures receive

support, not so much because the people care for them per se,

as because individuals, having been the victims of poor service,

are animated by a spirit of revenge.

At a certain railway station a train was bulletined to arrive

and depart on time. It came in eleven hours late, after the

bulletin had been raised twenty-two times, on the instalment

plan. During the long wait, the writer heard more talk favorable

to reduction of passenger rates than he has ever heard at any

political gathering. Other converts to the 2-cents a mile pro-

paganda are nightly made upon a railway which does not permit

its train auditors to take up and pass along the tickets of through

passengers, but, instead, requires each succeeding auditor to wait

upon the passengers in person no matter how often it may become
necessary to interrupt their sleep. Last summer still more
converts were made at a state labor convention, when delegates,

about to depart, were curtly refused stop-over privileges at an

intermediate point although tendering full fare to such place.

One of the offended persons was a high state officer. It was
said that no exceptions could be made. True, they could not

then be made ; but why make fool rules in the first instance ? In

this case, a few of the delegates, having urgent business at the

intermediate point, stopped over, paying full fare in and out;

but the company lost the extra fares of a larger number of

delegates who wanted to stop for less urgent reasons, and it

sent all of these home envenomed against railway corporations.

The Railway Age Gazette is correct in its suggestion that

it is impossible for railway managers to control their

employees as the employees of a store are controlled, for the

reason that the former are scattered over thousands of miles,

whereas the latter are within a single building and under the

manager's eye. True; but too much time, money and thought

are devoted to fighting for business at competitive points as

compared with "looking after fences" at way stations where the

railways enjoy a monopoly.

The comparison with a department store is not apt; but, how
about the concerns which employ traveling salesmen, fruit tree

agents, book agents, etc., who scatter over the entire country

—

are not their patrons treated like "the customers of a store" ?

Truth is, there is a great deal of incivility and pigheadedness

on both sides of the counter. Two vital differences, not generally

recognized, distinguish the mercantile business from the railway

business. Railway employees often forget that although patrons

may be expert shoppers, they are not expert travelers. On the

other hand, not many patrons of the railways take into account

that ticket agents and trainmen are forced to transact business

hurriedly. The customers of a store come in a steady stream

throughout the day; those of a railway in bunches from one to

15 minutes before train time, but they expect to buy a ticket a

yard long in less time than they can purchase a yard of ribbon.

Railway men from top to bottom need to learn that "A soft

answer turneth away wrath." It would help some, too, if railway

patrons were to learn the same proverb. However, it gives the

writer pleasure to say that many on both sides of the counter

have learned it, and that, upon the whole there has been improve-

ment along this line—that the railway service has improved since

he left it, as a railway friend declares. There are men in the

railway service, in various stations, who are diplomats, and they

are invaluable both to the railways and to the public.

Fighting drastic anti-railway measures is but treatment of

symptoms ; to redress the so-called minor grievances of the public

would very likely remove the cause.

TOM FINTY, JR.
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THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.*

BY H. C. PEARCE,

General Storekeeper, Southern Pacific Company.

I.

Ihe supply department, or what is commonly known as the

.stores department, of our railways, is an innovation of the last

10 years. Prior to that time, with the exception of the ^liddle West

and the Northwest, the materials and supplies on our large

railway systems were mostly specified, cared for and accounted

for by the users. The railways had purchasing agents, but they

were little more than clerks, under the direction of the general

managers, and bought practically what was specified by the sev-

eral departments. They were traders rather than systematic

buyers. In all matters of moment they simply placed the orders

as directed by the heads of the departments. The maintenance

of the necessary stock, distribution and accounting, was done

by the mechanical, or other department using the material. Little

or no attention was paid either to what was bought, how it was

maintained, or where it was used. In some instances the account-

ing department maintained a supervision over this work, but it

was merely from an accounting viewpoint.

ORIGIN.

The growing roads in the Middle West and the Northwest

recognized the necessity for a supply department, owing primarily

to long distances from the market, the growing and varied

character of their roads, but more particularly from a progres-

sive and economical standpoint. This department was estab-

lished and maintained on some of these roads as long ago as

25 years ; notably the Chicago & North Western ; the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul; the Union Pacific; the Burlington, and

the Great Northern. The last 10 years have brought great con-

solidation, new methods and economies, particularly as to the

system of buying from manufacturers on specifications. This

necessitated a more thorough and complete supply organization,

and today, with one exception, there is not a system of any

importance that has not a supply department, the business of

which is to provide, distribute and account for all materials.

The importance and extent of this work can be?t be understood

by the following figures

:

Jlaterial and supplies used in the operation and maintenance
of 29 principal railways, representing a little over 50%
of the total mileage of the United States, as reported to

the Interstate Commerce Commission as expended during
the year ending June 30th, 1908, was $408,636,376

This is made up of approximately 40,000 items, and represents
a permanent investment of 131,331,587

From this will be seen the necessity of a thorough organiza-

tion under an officer equipped by experience and judgment, who
should report to and be supported by the chief executive officer.

That there should be no divided responsibility as between the

buyer and the officer who is responsible for maintaining and

supplying what is required must be of first importance.

PURPCSE.

The real purpose of such a department is substantially as

follows

:

First: To provide material that is needed at the lowest cost

and with the lowest possible permanent investment.

Second: As large consumers to take full advantage of the

markets and freights, buying so far as possible direct from the

manufacturers.

Third: Proper inspection and test to see that the railway

gets what it pays for.

Fourth: To maintain standards by seeing to it that only

materials covered by the specifications are ordered and supplied.

Fifth: To properly, promptly and economically care for,

handle and account for all materials.

Sixth: Husband resources by keeping materials in as few

places as possible, and in such shape that they may be ready

to use or move whenever required.

*Copyrighted by The Railroad Gazette.

GEXEK.\L PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

Organization and system are the foundation upon which de-

pends the success of any undertaking, and in laying out any
general plan it must be broad enough and flexible enough to

meet all conditions, and always along practical lines. After a

thorough, practical working organization is established, the rest

is merely a matter of detail and the meeting of conditions. The
accompanying chart, which I here submit, will serve to graph-

ically outline the organization. It can be increased or decreased

to meet the size and conditions of the property.

The basis is a storekeeper, located at any point where suffi-

cient unapplied material is maintained to occupy the entire time

of one or more men to do the work. At points where there is

not sufficient material maintained to employ the time of one

man handling and accounting, this work can be done by any

other department maintaining an organization, but so far as the

handling and accounting of the material is concerned, they are

responsible for and report to the division storekeeper.

On each division, located at its division shops, there should be

a division storekeeper, who should have charge of and be re-

sponsible for all unapplied materials on the division, reporting

directly to a general storekeeper.

On each system or general manager's jurisdiction, there should

be a general storekeeper, who should have charge of and be

responsible for all unapplied materials under the general man-

ager's jurisdiction. Reporting to him directly should be the

division storekeepers, stationery storekeeper and traveling store-

keeper, or inspector of stores. He, in turn, should report di-

rectly to the officer in charge of materials and supplies, who may
have the title of either vice-president in charge of materials and

supplies, general manager or supply agent, who in turn should

have reporting directly to him the general storekeeper, pur-

chasing agent, engineer of tests, and fuel agent, and who should

in turn report to the chief executive officer.

THE OFFICER IN CHARGE OF MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES.

This is purely an executive office, and should be presided over

by a thoroughly practical man, who has had detail experience in

the buying, distribution, handling and accounting for railway

materials, and thoroughly acquainted with the detailed organiza-

tion. It is essential that he should know personally the condi-

tions which surround each detail of operation of the department,

and the atmosphere which prevails at all points, so that he may

intelligently and promptly pass on all matters which are brought

before him, and with a personal knowledge of the surrounding

conditions. He must have a good general knowledge of the

detailed workings and purpose of all other departments, should

be absolutely honest and fair, and, above all, must have the en-

tire confidence and support of the chief executive officer ; without

this his very best efforts will fail.

It is not necessary to maintain a large bureau or office ; all

records and data must necessarily be prepared by sub-heads.

The heads of the departments are in position to call for and

obtain any information desired at any time. There is absolutely

no excuse for the duplication of work. All contracts should

be handled by him, and all changes in standards be issued from

his office. He should be a member of the committee on stand-

ardization, because upon him and his organization will depend,

more than any other department, the maintaining of standards.

His knowledge of the necessity for promptness in handling

requisitions, the placing of orders, tracing and the movement

of material to the work, will enable him to force the sub-heads

to work toward the end of cutting out every unnecesary move,

reduce the permanent investment for material, and, at the same

time, give better service.

He should be in constant touch with the other departments,

work proposed, financial conditions, matters of policy, and. above

all, should be in a position to encourage and direct the work of

his sub-heads. He should be in constant touch with the detailed

workino- of his organization, and not allow his office to become
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so exclusive tliat the sub-licads, such as the purchasing agent,

general storekeeper, engineer of tests and others, may feel that

they are not privileged to consult with him at all times. They
should understand that they are not only privileged, but it is

their duty to consult and advise with him constantly. This con-

rulcncc must exist if the organization is to be useful. By elim-

inating the detail of bureau work from his office, he is in a posi-

tion to give tiicsc matters the necessary personal time, as well

as to give ample time to investigation and keep in touch with

the various departments, and the general policy of the owners.

THE PURCHASING AGENT.

It is not necessary tiiat the purchasing agent should have a

knowledge of the practical application of the material which

lie buys, in fact, with our large systems it is hardly possible.

Many of our best purchasing officers have little or no knowl-

edge of the material they buy. They are fully protected by the

specifications, tests and store inspection. He should be a keen,

wide-awake business man, absolutely honest and fair, a good

seller as well as a good buyer. The selling is as important as

the buying, and in many respects more so. He should maintain

a thorough and complete office system and records. All requisi-

tions for material should go to him. A system of bids and prices

should be maintained ; in fact, the unit of efficiency for his office

is prices and deliveries. His organization must be so system-

atized as to handle the requisitions in the least possible time.

Officer in cha/ye
ofMaferial

and Sopp/ies

Purchasing
j4penf

Fuel General
Sforekeeper

i4ssf. General
Slorekeeper

n
Engineer
of Tesis

Division
Sforekeeper

Slafionery
Sforekeeper

Traveling
Storekeeper

Store-
keeper

Supple/ Car
Storekeeper

Supply Department Organization.

which means that his data should be so arranged that it can be
as promptly applied as the material on the shelves of the store-

houses. Every day saved in the handling of requisitions saves

complaints and delays, places the material that much closer to

the user, and in the same proportion reduces the investment.

Material covered by contract or agreement should be so tabu-

lated and arranged that the orders can be placed in every case

the day the requisitions are received. There is no excuse for

any delay in placing the requisitions for material covered by
contracts or agreements, the order being merely a matter of

form to check against prices and deliveries. Competition should

be encouraged and competitive bids obtained and tabulated.

All scrap, surplus and obsolete material should be sold by him.

This will be found a great economy to his company, and re-

quires the exercise of excellent business judgment.

The full power of the purchasing officer should be concentrated

on three things

:

First: The buying of material at the lowest possible price.

Second: Obtaining the quickest possible deliveries.

Third: Selling scrap, obsolete and surplus material to the

best advantage.

THE GENERAL STOREKEEPER.

The general storekeeper should be the active executive of the

organization, and must be a thorough organizer, disciplinarian,

tireless worker, and have a thorough detailed knowledge of all

matters pertaining to the providing, handling, distribution and

accounting for materials, as well as a good knowledge of the
operations of the various departments, particularly the mechan-
ical and maintenance of way. It should be his duty, not only
to provide and care for material, but to know that it is properly
applied to the company's requirements. His office should be
largely executive, dealing directly with the division storekeepers,

where the details of the work and records are kept. He must
be in accord with the operating department at all times, and keep
informed of the progress of its work. His time will be occupied
in maintaining the organization, strengthening the weak places,

inspection, providing facilities, anticipating demands, curtailing

expenditures, cutting off unnecessary purchases, sorting over and
making over second-hand and obsolete materials, arranging for

sale of obsolete and unused materials and tools, and in every
way maintaining an organization which will provide for actual

requirements—one which will deliver material that is actually

needed to the work in the least possible time. On him devolves,

probably more than any other officer, the maintenance of stand-

ards. His unit of efficiency is percentage of actual purchases to

disbursements and permanent investment for material.

THE FUEL AGENT.

The segregation of locomotive fuel from the other material

under a fuel agent, on roads where the conditions and the volume
of business may warrant, is for the purpose of more direct super-

vision. The fuel agent should have a good knowledge of the

location and kind of fuel available. He should strive to establish

competition among the dififerent producers. He should arrange

to provide the quality of coal which is most economical and suit-

able for the particular class of equipment and service operating

on each division or district. He should so arrange the delivery

of fuel as to keep up the necessary supply with the least possible

amount of stock fuel on hand, and keep in mind the need of the

service.

Fuel inspectors should report to him.

THE ENGINEER OF TESTS.

It is important that the engineer of tests should report to the

officer in charge of material and supplies in order that delays

may be prevented. His position is to make sure that the com-

pany gets exactly what the specifications call for. His organi-

zation should be so arranged that material can be inspected

promptly so that deliveries will not be delayed. He should in-

vestigate and test materials offered for sale whenever so desired

by the general supply officer. He should, in conjunction with

the mechanical engineer, assist in the preparation of the speci-

fications for material. In this alone, his detail knowledge of

the service and the use of materials will make him of great

value. The greatest care should be observed in preparing the

specifications to see that they are made along practical and

economical lines, taking into consideration, of course—first, the

service desired ; second, the markets and prices, and prepare

them in such a way that they will neither be extravagant nor

restrict their manufacture.

THE DIVISION STOREKEEPER.

The division storekeeper is to the division v;hat' the general

storekeeper is to the system, and in addition must maintain the

working organization and records. He should have full charge

of all unapplied material on the division and all requisitions orig-

inating on the division should be sent to him so that they may
be filled so far as possible from material on the division. They
should then be sent to the general storekeeper when necessary

for completion, the general storekeeper filling the requisitions

from unapplied material from any part of the system, and if the

necessary material is not in stock, ordering the same purchased.

Necessarily the division storekeeper should be located at the

principal shops of the division, in order to avail himself of the

company's facilities for repairing and making over material. He
must have accurate and first knowledge of all work going on, as

well as contemplated, and keep in active touch, not only with the
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division officers, but with the men actually doing the work. He
should have charge of the supply cars operating over his divi-

sion, sorting of scrap, the application of surplus and obsolete

material, and the accounting on his division under the direction

of the auditor. He should maintain a general stock of material

for the division at his headquarters, moving it from the general

store in carloads, and distributing it over his division in supply

cars, or by other means whenever it may be necessary to meet

emergencies.

THE STATIONERY STOREKEEPER.

The stationery storekeeper should be a man that has a prac-

tical knowledge of forms used, different weights of paper

and methods of padding; in other respects his organization

should be identical with that of the division storekeeper, except

that it should handle only stationery, and for the entire system.

THE TRAVELING STOREKEEPER OR INSPECTOR OF STORES.

The traveling storekeeper should be the lieutenant of the gen-

eral storekeeper, and must be primarily an accountant, for the

reason that he will constantly be called upon to take charge

of division stores, owing to sickness, absence, or changes, and

must be so equipped that he can operate the division from the

office. He must be able to go into an office at any and all times

and check it up, to see that the work is being handled properly

and in accordance with established methods. He should, of

course, also have a good practical knowledge of the material and

its uses, and be able to direct its proper handling and applica-

tion. However, as most division stores have practical men of this

character in their organizations, it is not only absolutely essen-

tial that the traveling storekeeper should be able to operate the

store or the division in a general way. It is important he should

have a thorough knowledge of the organization as a whole in

order to attain his full value as a representative of the general

storekeeper on the ground.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION.

[The first part ef this report was noticed last week, page 1264.]

Accidents.—The report gives the usual brief summary of acci-

dents for the year ending June 30. These figures, as published

in the government's quarterly bulletin, have been given in the

Railway Age Gazette, November 11, page 925. Reference is

made to the fact that the accident law has now been changed, so

that beginning with the current fiscal year the commission will

abandon the inconsistency of presenting two separate reports of

accidents each year. The new law authorizes the commission
to investigate accidents, but, says the report, "the commission
has not yet been able to take action under this act, for the reason

that to secure proper and adequate investigation of railway

accidents under suitable conditions, and for the purpose aimed
at in the passage of the law, it will be necessary to employ perma-
nently a number of men of experience, character, and ability ; and
there is as yet no appropriation sufficient to provide for such

employment and for the necessary traveling and clerical expenses.

To investigate train accidents generally throughout the country

with a view to locating the blame in particular cases must indeed

be considered as practically out of the question, as there are so

many accidents occurring on the extensive railway mileage of

the United States that the expense of conducting inquiries by
competent men would be almost prohibitive. It is not believed,

however, that the law contemplates such numerous investigations.

Its purpose, as we understand it, is not to examine the details

of the collisions and derailments occurring every month, but
gather to formulate, for the benefit of Congress and the public,

the lessons to be learned from typical accidents. This object

can be accomplished at a reasonable cost."

Brief reference is made to the records of the last year, com-
pared with preceding years, and the commission renews its

recommendation for the extension of the use of the block system.

Safety Appliances.—The railways are making marked im-
provements in their practice and are guarding better against
violations of the laws. Most of the roads are increasing the
number of inspection points and making other changes, but there
is still room for further improvement. The commission believes

that it was the intention of Congress, in the original safety
appliance act, that train men should not have to ride on the tops
of cars to work the hand-brakes, yet the practice still prevails,

and the deaths and injuries classed as falling from cars and those
due to overhead obstructions continue to pile up large records
every year. A suit to test the lawfulness, of the practice of

requiring train men to operate hand-brakes is now pending in

the federal court for the Western district of Pennsylvania (U. S.

vs. B. & O., 176, Fed. 114). During the last fiscal year the com-
mission reported to the law officers of the government 431 viola-

tions of the safety appliance act, and 140 of these were contested

by the roads. In 130 of these, verdicts were rendered in favor
of the government, and the amount of penalties recovered aggre-
gates $51,400. The commission has published an index-digest

of all decisions under the safety appliance acts. The decisions

of the courts as to the meaning of the safety appliance acts are

now pretty generally in accord, but several important cases are

still pending in the Supreme Court of the United States.

Safety Appliance Standards.—Standards for the construction

and application of grab-irons, ladders, sill-steps, hand-brakes,
running-boards, etc., were prescribed by the commiss'on on
October 13, in accordance with the law of April 14 last. These
standards, which were settled upon at conferences with the rail-

way officers, have been heretofore set forth in the Raihmy Age
Gazette. The commission asks Congress to relieve the carriers

from compliance with this law in the case of cars which were
under construction at the time the law was passed. The law
provided for relief only in case of cars which were actually in

use when the law was passed; it should have said when the law
went into effect.

Hours of Service Law.—The commission notified 1,314 roads

to comply with this law, but only 949 have obeyed the notice.

The suit contesting the law, which was instituted by the Balti-

more & Ohio, was decided in the circuit court in favor of the

government, but it is now pending on appeal in the Supreme
Court of the United States. Among the reasons given by rail-

ways, in their reports, for requiring employees to be on duty

excessive hours, are "leaky valves," "hot boxes," "burst air hose"

and other causes of that kind ; and the commission calls for an

amendment to the law so that the railways shall not have so

much latitude in determining what is an "unavoidable accident"

warranting disregard of the terms of the law. The practice of

some of the roads in this respect has already been corrected or

improved by correspondence. During the past year, the com-
mission has received 188 complaints of violation of the law,

mostly concerning telegraph operators. Of these complaints 136

have been settled by correspondence or otherwise and 52 are

now under investigation. In several cases two telegraph offices

are maintained at the same station in close proximity, one being

operated during the day and the other during the night. The
railways insist that this is not unlawful. The case which was
instituted against the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in Illinois,

April 21, 1909, to test the lawfulness of the company's arrange-

ment of hours of telegraphers, is now pending in the United

States Supreme Court.

Block Signal and Train Control Board.—Brief reference is

made to the work of this board, the annual report of which will

be issued as a separate document. The twenty-second annual

convention of State Railway Commissioners, which was held in

Washington, November 15-17, is also noticed, and members of

Congress are informed that they will be furnished with copies

of the published proceedings of that convention.

The National Congress of Chile has authorized the executive

to invest $1,375,000 in the acquisition of the railways owned by

the Copiapo Railroad Company.
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PROSPERITY OF CANADIAN RAILWAYS.

]iY J. I.. r.\YNt:,

Coinptiollcr, ncparttni-iit of Railways and Canals.

I'lic railways of Canada increased tlicir net earnings in l''U)

l>y 32.3 per cent. This may seem like commencing with tlie

climax and working backward; but from that fact radiates a

.story of strength and prosperity wliich will not lose in force by

an anomalous introduction. The growth of railway interests

ihning the year was merely a reflex of the advancement which

took place in all the material circumstances of the Dominion. It

was a significant and concrete earnest of things to come ; for

Canada may he said to have just entered upon her larger

heritage in this nortliland.

The increase in mileage over 1909 was 627 miles of main

line, 79 of second track and 393 of yard track and sidings. Of

the increase in main lino, 519 miles was in the four western

provinces. This was natural, for it is in that portion of the

<loniinion that development is chiefly in progress. The new

mileage of 1910, however, had no reference to the Grand Trunk

Pacific, which is under construction from ocean to ocean,

although the company had 1,500 miles of line in actual opera-

tion. It is ruiming a regular service between Winnipeg and

Edmonton, and before the wheat movement began this autumn it

completed its freight connection with Fort William at the head

of Lake Superior. Of new trackage of all sorts 3,818 miles

have been put in operation within four years.

The whole of the mileage of the Grand Trunk Pacific is still

officially regarded as being under construction. Business over

the completed sections is being carried on by special permis-

sion of the railway commission, in which respect it is in the

position of several other lines throughout the dominion. The
term "under construction" is exceedingly comprehensive

;
yet,

under the popular definition, at least 4,500 miles were so class-

ified on June 30. It might be said that the Hudson Bay Rail-

way is under construction, since the dominion government has

completed surveys and given contracts for two large steel

bridges over the Nelson river. That will be a unique line, in

that it will be one of the best equipped on the continent, so far

as roadbed and rolling stock are concerned, and yet is not likely

to be in operation for longer than four months in each year.

Its mission will be to carry out from 120,000,000 to 200,000,000

bushels of wheat during the season of navigation through Hud-
son Straits, and if it succeeds in doing this at a saving of two
cents per bushel to western producers it will justify the expendi-

ture of $25,000,000 for construction and equipment by the

government.

Capital kept pace with mileage. The increase for the year

was $101,816,271, which brought the grand aggregate up to

$1,410,297,687. This total comprised $687,557,387 of stocks, and

$722,740,300 of bonds. To this might properly be added the

$190,753,063 received by railways in cash subsidies, plus the

cost of government owned lines—$118,018,751—and if this sum
were divided by the mileage it would show a capital cost of

$69,510 per mile. That, however, would be a delusive result if

the object in view were to ascertain the actual outstanding

capital liability per mile of line. The government railways have

not issued stock or bonds, and the subsidies were in the nature

of gifts pure and simple. Liability is one thing and cost another.

Moreover, there is a very considerable volume of capital duplica-

tion. The larger lines have absorbed smaller roads in many
cases and issued their own obligations to cover the cost of pur-

chase or control. Without going into details, which would neces-

sarily be elaborate to clarify the account, let it be said at once

that a carefully prepared statement shows that the real out-

standing and live liability of Canadian railways amounted on

June 30 last to $52,612 per mile. There can be no suggestion of

overcapitalization in such a situation.

Associated closely with the foregoing is the account with re-

spect to aid. It is decidedly complicated. No one can com-

pute in (liillars tiie assistance which the federal and provincial

governments, as well as nuinicipalities, have given. 1 he cash is

easily followed. It amounts to $190,753,063, of which $1,789,-

723 was paid to railways in 1910. Bui what value shall be

attached to the 32,040,378 acres of land granted by the dominion

government, or the 9,926,993 acres alienated by the provinces

of British Columbia, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.'' (Juebec

gave 13,324,950 acres of land; but redeemed nearly all at 52

cents per acre. The Canadian Pacific, on the other hand, which
still holds over 12,000,000 acres, sold $975,030 acres during 1910

at an average of $14.84 per acre. Within quite recent years it

has been popular to give guarantees of bonds, instead of cash

or land subsidies, and obligations of that character were out-

standing on June 30 to the extent of $127,336,357. To all this

must be added the cost of 1,815 miles of the Grand Trunk
Pacific, which is being constructed by the government between
Winnipeg and Moncton, and which will not fall below $125,-

000,000. Here is a very big account, which cannot in the final

total reach less than $700,000,000. No other country has done
so much for transportation.

The public service of railways in 1910 involved carrying

35,894,575 passengers and 74,482,866 tons of freight. These
figures represent an increase of 3,211,267 passengers and 7,640,608

tons of freight over 1909—the largest expansion of any year in

the history of Canadian railways. In order to condense what
would otherwise be a long story, the following items with

respect to traffic are selected

:

1909. 1910.
Passenger density 84,342 99,742
Passengers per mile of line " 1,355 1,451
Passenger journey—miles 62 69
Passengers per train 51 59
Freight density—tons 545.991 635,321
Freight haul—miles 197 211
Tons per train 278 311
Cars per train 16.37 18.15
Tons per car 16.98 17.13

These facts in succinct form illuminate the opening observa-

tion with respect to net earnings. They show that heavier units

are commencing to afYect quite materially the trainload and car-

load. Canada in these respects, however, is still behind the

average of the United States. The number of passengers per

train is precisely the same as that shown by American statistics

;

but the average tons per train is 77 less and the number of cars

per train 11.6 less. In length of passenger journey and freight

haul, however, Canada leads the world. This is due to our

peculiar geographical position, which practically makes all

traffic move either east or west, and for long distances.

It is perhaps worthy of special reference that 3,075,298 of the

increased tonnage for 1910 came within the classification of

manufactures merchandise and miscellaneous. They constitute

the best paying classes of freight. Products of agriculture made
up 17.31 per cent, of the traffic, products of animals 3.71, products

of mines 35.11 and products of forests 17.54—a total of 73.67.

This left 26.33 for the higher grade commodities, which was

4.34 per cent, above the showing of United States railways for

1909. Canada, however, falls below her neighbor in volume of

manufactures.. It may not be amiss to say at this point that the

statistical schedules and classifications in force in Canada and

the United States are in all respects identical ; so that com-

parisons may be made with accuracy in all the aspects of opera-

tion.

Gross earnings aggregated $173,956,217, and showed a gain

of $28,899,881 over 1909. The operating expenses amounted to

$120,405,440, or $15,805,356 more than for the preceding year.

It will be seen that the relative difference between income and

outgo suggests the probable practice of rigid economy. This

would have been both sane and natural after the rather trying

experiences of 1908 and 1909, with wages and the cost of material

steadily ascending and revenue shrinking. Yet an analysis of

operating expenses reveals a liberal policy in all that related to

physical upkeep. For example, maintenance of way and struc-

tures showed an advance of 2.23 per cent, over 1909, while
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equipment ran 1.03 ahead of that year. These figures would

indicate substantial betterments, especially as these divisions

combined made up 44.05 of the total. The saving occurred under

the head of transportation, which is precisely where it should be

found in a sound system. When a railway starts out to econ-

omize unwisel}', it invariablj- skimps roadbed and equipment.

When it saves prudently, the reductions may always be looked

for in the conduct of transportation, which is invariably the chief

avenue of waste. To make the operating situation plain the

following comparisons may be given

:

1909. 1910.
Wav and structures $21,153,274 $27,035,603
Equipment 21,510,304 26,002,301
Traffic expenses 3,798,825 4,366,177
Transportation 54,284.587 58.928.171
General expenses 3,853,094 4,073,188

Total $104,600,084 $120,405,440

There was a slight decrease in the average receipts per pas-

senger per mile, and a small increase in the rate per ton mile

for freight, the figures in one case being 1.866 cents and in the

other .739 cents. The United States rates are about the same.

Happil}-, there is nothing approaching an organized agitation on

ihis side of the line for a two cent passenger fare. It could not

be defended, and would seriously cripple, if not destroy, many
of the smaller roads which are barely able to make one hand

wash the other under present conditions. It would be difficult

to prove that any line in Canada makes a clear and considerable

profit out of its passenger traffic The passenger density is too

low in a countrj' which has the highest railway mileage per 100

of population in the world.

One or two other features in connection with earnings and

operating expenses are worthy of accentuation. For example,

there were 24 reporting railways which in 1910 showed a deficit.

On the other hand, twelve roads had net earnings amounting to

97 per cent of the total. This latter fact emphasizes very strik-

ingly the tendency toward centralization of transportation power.

In the railway world the larger absorb the smaller, and thus

demonstrate an analogy with the natural kingdom. And who
shall say this process does not, in the final reckoning, serve in

the best way the broad interests of the people for whom railways

are built? The j'ear 1910 also gave proof of the rising cost of

train operation. Twelve years ago it required 77.9 cents to run

a train one mile; now it costs $1.41. Train earnings have also

increased; but, while the income from that source has grown by

70.8 per cent, since 1899, the operating cost has advanced by 80.8

per cent.—and in one way and another all the activities of a

railway', no matter in what direction, are centered in the run-

ning of trains. Earnings per passenger, per ton, per passenger

train mile, per freight train mile and per mile of line showed
encouraging increases in 1910; while, per contra, the cost of

operation per train mile rose from $1,309 to $1,409.

A brave effort is being made year by year to strengthen the

motive power and to add to the car supply of Canadian railways.

In 1910 the increases were: Locomotives 110, passenger cars

138, freight cars 1,934 and company's cars 789. The total was
brought up to 4,079 locomotives and 132,681 cars of all classes.

The increase in freight equipment was chiefly in box cars. There
was an actual decrease in fiat cars. What was perhaps more
significant than increase in num.bers was the addition to capacity.

In 1907 the average capacity of box cars was 27.6 tons; in 1910

it was 29.1 The service perform.cd by each freight car was 622

tons, which was 55 tons better than for the preceding year. Per

1,000 miles ^i line the equipment of 1910 was as follows: Loco-

motives 165, freight cars 4.840, and passenger cars 174. This

showing is not nearlv so good as the siiuaLion m the Unitea

States discloses; but it is rapidly improving. In Ontario the

available supply of cars is probably quite up to the American
average ; but in the western provinces the requirements of new
mileage are not so large

On June 30 there were on the pay rolls 123,768 employees, in

addition to which outside operations required a staff of io,7C9.

Numbers are ascertained by counting noses on a particular day,

and, while a better method has not been devised, it is not by any
means satisfactory. A comparison of the aggregate of wages
paid during the year is safer. In 1910 the sum paid to employees
of all classes was $67,167,793, as against $63,216,662 in 1909, and
$58,749,493 in 1907. The growth revealed by these figures is

much larger than by placing numbers side by side, and it tells

the story of the rising cost of labor. It also throws a strong
light on the operating situation. For example, it has already

been pointed out that the relative increase in the cost of con-

ducting transportation was not so large in 1910 as were the in-

creases for maintenance of way and equipment; but the wages
paid under the head of transportation amounted to $32,091,952 in

1910, as against $24,656,585 in 1909. The saving effected in that

di\-ision did not, therefore, apply to wages. In this relation it

may be instructive to compare numbers of employees and the

average rates of pay in the United States and Canada:

United State?. Canada.
,

A
^

A

Number Average Number Average
per daily per daily

100 miles. pay. 100 miles. pay.
General officers 2 $12.67 2 $10.72
Other officers 3 6.40 3 4.73
General office clerks 30 2.31 28 1.94
Station agents 15 2.08 12 2.16
Other station men 58 1.82 51 1.65
En^inemen 24 4.44 18 4.12
Firemen 26 2.67 20 2.53
Conductors 18 3.81 13 3.30
Other trainmen 49 2.56 32 2.12
Machinists 20 2.98 12 4.40
Carpenters 26 2.43 17 2.52
Other shopmen 83 2.13 62 2.19
Section foremen 18 1.96 18 2.18
Other trackmen 136 1.38 122 1.58
Switch tenders, crossing ten-

ders and watchmen 19 1.73 7 1.57
Operators 17 2.30 12 2.20
Floating equipment 4 2.31 1 2.19
-All others 90 1.98 71 1.95

Accidents in 1910 may be dismissed with the shortest possible

reference as an unavoidably distressing feature of railway opera-

tion. From the movement of trains 524 persons, of whom 60

were passengers, were killed, and 1,441 were injured, of whom 270

were passengers. It was rather a bad year for accidents to pas-

senger trains, the second worst in our history. One passenger in

every 598,243 was killed, and one in every 132,943 injured. Col-

lisions accounted for the death of 2 passengers and derailments

for 44. Of employees 214 were killed and 926 injured. There

have been many worse years, so far as employees are concerned.

At highway crossings 63 persons were killed and 61 injured.

There is a well-sustained movement in progress for the elimina-

tion or protection of level crossings, and during the year 1910 the

number of subways and overhead bridges increased by 66, while

electric bells and watchmen were multiplied materially. Strange

to say, there was an actual decrease in the number of gates in

use.

Twenty-three years ago Grover Cleveland, in his capacity as

president of the United States, created great anxiety on this side

of the boundary by a threat of commercial non-intercourse with

Canada. At intervals since that period other statesmen have

spoken thoughtlessly along the same line. The word "thought-

lessly" is used advisedly, because these influential people had not

paused to measure the close identity of commercial interests on

the northern half of this continent They had not, for example,

taken cognizance of the railway situation. This alone ought to

make for permanent peace and reciprocity. The interwoven char-

acter of transportation relations was pronounced in 1887 ; it

creates a positive and permanent unity today. There are at this

moment 22 distinct American railway corporations with lines in

Canada. These roads represent a capital liability of $110,000,000

and 1,703 miles of track. They did in 1910 a volume of freight

business aggregating 15,447,776 tons. On the other hand, Canadian

railways own and operate hundreds of miles of line in the United

States.

Summing up, very briefly, and at the cost of repetition, it can-

not be too clearly understood that Canada has entered upon a

period of commercial expansion which must lead to a correspond-

ing development of railway interests. The year 1910 created a
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new record in volume of tralVic and value of earnings; but the

figures in tliose regards will inevitably swell with the growth of

production. It is known that 325,(XX) settlers came into the Do-

minion dining the year just closed, and in that fact alone lies

an inestimable iH)lentiality. Tlie decennial census will be taken

in April next, and it is conlklently expected to reveal an increase

in population of at least 80 per cent. That will signify a nation

of nearly 8,(X)0.0(X). Every man, woman and child is cither a pro-

ducer or a consumer, often both, and every penny's worth pro-

duced or consumed means traffic. Tlie Canadian people, al-

though highly prosperous, have but recently acquired that faith

in the future of their country which finds expression in noble

enterprises. They had grown timid while waiting; but now they

have become aggressive. As they push out to the limit of their

strength, the talc of their progress and achievements will, among
other things, be splendidly told in larger and more surprising

railway statistics than were created in 1910.

STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.

BV W. M. ACWORTH.

I.

Five years ago I published a small book on the subject of

Railway Economics.^ I stated in the preface that what I had
written was only an instalment of what I had meant to write

and added that I should be grateful for any criticisms, and
trusted that the complete work when published would benefit

by them. Though the book has found a wider audience than I

had expected and has been translated into several foreign lan-

guages—Magyar and now Japanese among them—the criticisms

I had hoped for have unfortunately failed to reach me. It was
perhaps expecting too much that readers would take the trouble

to communicate with me personally, but the kindness of the

Editor of the Raikvay Age Gazette now offers me the hospitality

of his widely read columns to put forward my tentative con-

clusions on various points, and I am, therefore not without

hope that competent critics both in England and in America will

discuss in the columns of the RaUivay Age Gazette some of the

points which I may raise.

Let me briefly summarize the scheme of my published book
ar far as it went. I began by showing that, though a railway

was nothing more than a specialized road, a railway undertaking

really comprised three distinct functions : owning the road, own-
ing the vehicles that run on it, and carrying for hire ; and I

pointed out that in this respect a railway was different from all

other undertakings concerned in transport.

Turnpike trusts and canal companies own the road, but do

not carry on it; tramway undertakings, which are most nearly

analogous to railways, have only a modified ownership and non-

exclusive, use of their road; while barge owners, road carriers,

omnibus and steamship companies, and the like, have no owner-

ship in their road at all. Railway rates, I pointed out, combine

two things : interest on capital provided and charges for serv-

ices rendered, made up—in our ow^n country and dealing with

railway rates as a whole—in the proportion of 8 shillings ($2)

out of every £1 ($5) interest on capital provided, and 12 shillings

($3) charge for services rendered.

I went on to show that the capital of a railway is enormous

in proportion to the business done (it takes an average English

company about ten years to turn over its capital once) ; that this

capital is spent once for all and immobilized on the faith of

traffic which may or may not come, and which can only be at-

tracted at rates which must be guessed at in advance. I showed

further that, while large traffic is necessary to make possible

low rates, low rates are necessary to secure large traffic. Then,

on the side of railway expenditure, I pointed out that capital is

spent for the sake not of any particular traffic, but of the business

as a whole; that the same thing applies to the greater part of the

current expenditure, almost the whole of permanent way ex-

penditure, a large part of locomotive cost, and perhaps an even

larger part of what is called traffic expenses. From this I drew

the conclusion that it is impossible to base railway rates on cost

of service; for the cost of any particular service is not an

objective fact, but a subjective estimate. And I further showed

that, if it were, which it is not, possible to base individual rates

on cost of service, to do so would be in the interest neither of

the railway undertaking, nor of the public which it served. For

by doing so the railway would lose a great deal of traffic which

can contribute some portion, though not the whole, of the gen-

eral expenses of the undertaking, and the public would find the

traffic in bulky and low priced goods, and even in medium priced

goods over long distances, shut out altogether, while such goods

as would still be carried, deprived of the help of the goods shut

out, would have to bear the whole railway expenses unaided,

and so would find their own rates much raised.

Having shown that rates could not and should not be based

in practice on cost of service, I went on to assert that in principle

they never had been so based either on state railways, or on the

railways of private companies, and I said that the belief that the

German state railways do so base their rates was entirely er-

roneous. I asserted that everywhere, on state railways, as much
as on private railways, freight rates and (though in a less

degree) passenger fares were based on what the traffic could

bear. I discussed at length the meaning of this phrase, and

pointed out that it was a principle, not as had been supposed ot

extortion, but of moderation and restriction, and suggested that

"tempering the wind to the shorn lamb" was really the right

way to describe it. I further pointed out that, so far from being

a principle special to railways, it was a principle universally

accepted through all the range of business, whether for sale of

goods, or for sale of services, and also accepted in public affairs

as embodied in the common canon of taxation "equality of

sacrifice." It is perhaps worth pointing out that since I wrote,

the principle has with very general acceptance been pushed

further in the matter of national taxation. Fierce as was the

attach on Mr. Lloyd-George's budget of 1909, few people ven-

tured to dispute the justice of the broad principle that old-age

pensions, by which poor people only benefit, should be paid for

largely by increased income tax, super tax, and enhanced death

duties, levied solely from the class who could .never directly

benefit by these pensions. I may add that I analyzed at some

length from another point of view the phrase "what the traffic can

bear," and I showed that "can bear" means sometimes "is capable

of bearing without being crushed out of existence," and at other

times "will consent to bear without going off to a rival route."

The rest of the book sketched in outline the historical develop-

ment of the existmg English rate situation, showing that in the

main it has grown up in response to the demands of an extend-

ing trade, but that the state has interfered in every increasing

measure, and I gave some reasons for thinking that the three

most important interventions of the state : the fixing of maximum
rates, the law of undue preference, and the restriction on increase

rates, had not, on the whole, resulted in the advantage to the

public which they were designed to secure. I wish to emphasize

the point that throughout the book, wherever I was dealing not

with local history but with general principles, I claimed, and

believed that I had good reason to claim, that those principles

were of universal application. I desire to emphasize this point

for two reasons : In the first place, German critics, whose com-

petence and courtesy I fully acknowledge,^ have ignored my
point. They have said in effect, "Mr. Acworth's book is inter-

esting as showing the point of view from which railways are

regarded in the native country of private enterprse, but Germans,
~ of course, believe in a state system and so look at the matter

'•The Elements of Railway Economics.
1905.

Oxford; at the Clarendon Press. 2 Dr. von der Leyen in Archiv fiir Eisenbahnwesen, and Dr. von Wittek. ex-

Austrian Minister of Railways, in the preface to his translation of my book.
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with other eyes." My submission is that this is not so. I sub-

mit that the economic principles applicable to railways are ap-

plicable to all railways alike; that state enterprises do and must

build their railways in the same manner as private enterprise,

equip them in the same manner, operate them in the same manner,

and fix the rates on them in the same manner. The second

reason why I desire to emphasize the university of the economic

principles underlying railway management is that I wish to

make it a starting point in what follows. If there be, as I believe

there are, general principles of universal application, we can test

the railway policies of different periods and different countries,

by showing how far they conform to the underlying principles,

and this is what I propose to do in the articles that will follow.

*
I have said that there is a common but erroneous belief that

the German tariff is based on cost of service. There is indeed

a historical foundation for this belief. The present German
tariff began with a system in which there were only three scales

of rates, all on a mileage basis: (1) so much per ton per mile

for small consignments (i. e., less than five tons) ; (2) a lower

rate per ton per mile for consignments of five tons (i. e., half

car loads)
; (3) a still lower rate per ton per mile for consign-

ments of ten tons (i. e., full car loads). There were also ter-

minal charges on all three classes.

It is true that this tariff was not really based on cost of service,

for any railway man knows that it does not cost ten times as

much to convey a truck 100 miles as to convey it 10 miles, but

cost of service was intended to be the basis, and, no doubt, was

believed to be the basis by the theorists, who have always had

considerable influence on German rate making.

The modern German tariff, though it still preserves the funda-

mental distinction between (1) small consignments, (2) five-ton

lots, and (3) ten-ton lots, has departed widely from the original

idea. There are two classes for small consignments, there are

four classes for five-ton lots, and five classes for ten-ton lots.

And the classification in each category is substantially based on

the consideration of what the traffic can bear.

Further, the departure from the original idea is clearly made

manifest in a peculiarity of the German tariffs : the

terminal charge is less for short-distance than for long-

distance traffic. Now it will hardly be argued that it costs

more to load and unload and marshal a wagon going from

Cologne to Diisseldorf than a wagon going from Cologne to

Breslau. The only possible excuse for the -distinction is that

short distance traffic cannot (in this case it is more

probable will not) bear the full rate. Then again the

ordinary tariffs are still on a pure mileage basis, i. e., the con-

veyance rate for 5,000 miles is precisely ten times that for 50

miles. But in the case of the lower class of small consignments

and the lowest class of ten-ton lots this basis is departed from

and the rates are calculated on a sliding scale

—

"a base de' crois-

sante," to use a more expressive French phrase. There can be

no other explanation than that the logic of facts is too strong

for theory, and it has been found necessary to temper the wind

to the shorn lamb, and let off the lower class traffic more lightly

than the traffic of higher value. I may just add that the vast

proportion of German traffic—I believe nine-tenths of the whole

—goes in ten-ton lots, and, of course, the bulk of this is the

lowest class, and, therefore, the difference between the sliding

scale rate and a rate based on sheer milage is of the utmost

practical importance.

(To be Continued.)

A LETTER TO STATION AGENTS.

The Ecuadorian Legislature has recently approved a contract

between A. Henry Higginson, an American, and Edward Mor-

ley, an Englishman, for the construction of a railway line which,

starting from Puerto Bolivar and passing through the cities of

Cuenca and Azogues, shall eventually terminate at Biblian. The

traction will be either steam or electricity, and the gage is to

be 3 ft. 6 in.

BY A. B. ALLEN.

In a great many cases it seems to be a hard matter for the

station agent to realize just what his duty to his employer com-
prises. I refer particularly to personal disposition, what people

vaguely term personality. The local agent is certainly a true

medium through which the great public is influenced for or

against his particular company and for or against railways as a

whole.

Transportation is the principal business of a railway, but as

railways develop and push further and further into virgin ter-

ritory, and the towns grow, these railways become representative

of immense wealth in properties, including lands, equipment,

terminals, etc. This is a natural outcome, and could not be

otherwise. Complications arise, property disputes, and differ-

ences of all kinds with the people develop, and as the railway

must necessarily defend itself, many cases go to court.

This is one way by which the railways are forced into poli-

tics. Their troubles and their politics naturally furnish much
meat for flaring and deceiving headlines for sensational news-

papers, and the newspapers are, of course, the great contem-

porary educators of the people. This goes on and on, and thus

a large proportion of our citizenship is influenced against rail-

ways as a whole.

Accordingly, assuming that our patrons are often in this frame

of mind, the minute that a piece of their freight goes astray,

or when demurrage or storage accrues, they are ready to up-

braid the railways, denouncing them as robbers. Not all pat-

rons adopt this course, and of those who do, not all really

cherish the full spirit of their argument, but "every little helps"

to influence the general spirit of your community one way or

the other.

The local agent, being the most important and direct connect-

ing link between the railways and the people, can do more

toward disorganizing the attacks of politicians and newspapers,

than can any other medium at the command of the company.

The agent is the man who can get at the masses if he is of

the right spirit.

The agent, in towns of any size, is in many cases one of the

leading citizens. He is often a member of one or more of the

civic bodies, probably active in the lodges, and his business as

the railway representative brings him in contact with many

people every day, and many of these people need an application

of proper influence.

As an employee of your company, it is up to you to be a loyal

and interested employee. If you are not loyal, it is because

you do not like your job or your employer, and it is your duty

to quit. Mail your resignation on the next train. This of

course applies to every branch of the service, but in this ar-

ticle, I am talking about the agent. Therefore, if you have

decided to continue in the service, forever hold your peace, and

give the company the full benefit of your loyalty and good will.

The company does not want you unless you do feel that way.

The company wants capable and ambitious men, and there is al-

ways room for them ahead. While your present salary or en-

vironments may not be just as you would like, there is usually

a reason for its status. Possibly you are not worth more. It

is the right thing to ask your superior officers for a raise of

salary or for improvements, but if they give you a refusal, it is

because there are consistent reasons, and your way out is

to improve your ability, and seek promotion from your present

position.

Therefore whether you are receiving $30 or $300 a month, it

is up to you to be satisfied. To be satisfied is to be loyal, and

to be loyal is to further your company's popularity in every

legitimate way. This point is brought out for the reason, that

with every large corporation there exists a considerable faction

of the employees commonly known as "dynamiters"^chronic

soreheads and disturbers. They are a disloyal, unhappy, un-
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satisfactory eU'imMit. Tlicso iiulivuluals arc not often foiiiul out

at their true worth by tlic ollicers, for the reason that they

mostly knock among tliemsclves, and they arc just smart enough

to sliut up wlicn their superiors arc around. As a usual thing,

however, this disposition is rellectcd in their work and they

rarely advance. It is merely a case of the law of compen-

sation, and they arc the roal sulTcrcrs. Do you belong to this class ?

Having pointed out the destiny of the "dynamiter," and

shown why your present position should be interesting to you, I

want to indicate what you should do or should refrain from

doing to successfully transmit this happier state of mind to the

people on whom the company depends for a livelihood. Right

action on your part will be far reaching in results. When any-

one comes into your office and berates the company on account

of lost freight, late trains, legislation and what not at once, in a

diplomatic way, defend your employer with plausible argu-

ments. 1 have known many instances where the agent sided

right in with the complainant, possibly because it was the path

of least resistance, or because the employee happened to be a

sorehead. This generates the wrong brand of influence and the

patron hurries to gossip it with the next sympathizer. If you

are the agent, your force hear you, and they naturally follow in

your footsteps. I know of good sized stations where the entire

force is always sore, while at other similar stations, where the

conditions are the same or worse, the whole force are interested

and happy, reflecting exactly the spirit of the agent. These do

the most satisfactory work, and are by far the most appreciated

by the officers. Does the grocer allow the public to come into

his store and deride his service and his stock? Not much.

Combat every attack by a courteous but firm counter argument

for your employer. Point out the probable why and wherefore

for lost and damaged freight, show that you will gladly make

immediate effort to repair the wrong, explain how storage and

demurrage are an obligation by law, as is also a switching

charge. The people by their abuse of such privileges, are the

very ones who brought about these conditions. In quoting

service to patrons, do not promise anything not justified by the

tariflf. In other words, follow the tariff literally and keep

within the law. I refer particularly to storage, switching

charges and the like. In the long run this makes and retains

friends for the company.

We cannot bear too strongly on courtesy and system, two

positive elements most necessary in the local office. Courtesy

includes a genial greeting on the street or in the office, prompt

counter attendance, and an effort to aid and assist patrons and

others with all the information possible. This makes friends

for you and for the road. System includes organization. Your
force and their work should be arranged so that there is a

regular routine of duties with a place for every book and every

blank. This facilitates changes in force when these are neces-

sary, and aids the men to more readily concentrate their efforts

;

and they are much more contented. System, neatness, and

cleanliness go hand in hand. If these are adhered to, your

actual service to the public is of proper class, and is a business

getter.

One thing more. Where there are two or more competing

roads in your town, the several agents should form themselves

into a Local Agents' Association, such as there are in large

cities, for the purpose of agreeing on the interpretation of tariffs,

and other points, so that each road will have all lawful privileges

and no more.

These are the things you can do and should do. It is for

your own benefit and for the benefit of your company. A moral

obligation devolves on you. Be interested, loyal, ambitious, and

such disposition will necessarily bring about a happy condition.

It cannot be otherwise.

The first section of the Uruguayan branch line, which will

eventually run from Nico Perez to Treinta y Tres, has just been

opened. The section in operation extends between Treinta y
Tres and Jose Battle y Ordonz.

WATERWAYS: THEIR POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITA
TIONS.*

BY rKEOKKIC: A. DKIA.NO.

President Wabash Railroad.

There is no more important subject today than that of water-

ways. It involves great questions of public policy, and every

true and loyal citizen of the United States is interested in see-

ing those questions settled right—settled without reference to

personal bias or party prejudice, and in a way justified by the

conditions. All the facts upon which opinions must be based

are facts for the engineer and the economist to determine after

careful investigation. It is important that those facts should be

accurately determined and correctly recorded. Therefore, in

my discussion of this subject I shall endeavor to keep in mind

these principles.

I do not believe that the development of waterways, solely in

the interest of the general public, would hurt the railways. Even

if I thought otherwise, I hope that I should have enough public

spirit to advocate that which I believe to be for the general

good. Whatever is for the public good ought to be done even if in

consequence some special interest suffers. For the same reason

that I do not think railway men should discuss such a large

question of public policy from the railway standpoint, I do not

think shippers should discuss it merely from the shipper's stand-

point. The question that ought to be considered by all is whether

development of waterways is the best way to secure cheaper

and more adequate facilities for transportation; and when I say

"cheaper," I have in mind the entire economic cost of trans-

portation, including not only the rates that the shipper pays to

the owners of the boats, but also what the public pays in taxes

for the improvements and construction of the waterways.f

When we consider the cost of railway transportation, we do not

consider merely the cost of moving the engines and the cars. We
consider also the cost of providing and maintaining the roadway,

the stations and other structures. Obviously, all costs incidental

to the soliciting of freight, insuring it in transit, interest on cap-

ital invested, and charges for replacements and betterments are

applicable to waterways as well as to railways ; and we must not

deceive ourselves by reason of the fact that some of these ex-

penses are borne by the general government, instead of by the

traffic moved.

TRANS-OCEANIC WATERWAYS—HARBORS.

The question of developing trans-oceanic waterways is mainly

one of deepening harbors. Sea-going steamships have attained

such draft that no harbor with a depth less than 20 to 40 feet

can accommodate the largest of them. Any place that is to re-

main or become a great port must have a harbor dredged to these

depths, for the large steamships make for economy in transpor-

tation, and only to such ports can the large steamships come.ft
The development of harbors seems a proper, and even neces-

sary function of the general government. Every commercial

interest in the country (including railways) benefit's by it; and

for this very reason, private capital would have no incentive to

engage in it, even if it were given the opportunity.

The increasing capacity and draft of sea-going vessels which

necessitates the dredging of harbors to great depths, has a most

*An address before the Rivers and Harbors Congress, Washington, D. C,
December 8, 1910.

IThe public often ignores this expense and we have very little

data in this country which is reliable. In Europe it is different. There
the Governments endeavor to keep accurate information on such matters;
and on the much used canals of Germany and France, that portion of the
expense per ton of freight carried, by reason of interest on the first cost
of the waterways runs from approximately one mill to four mills per
ton mile.

ttOcean carriers may be roughly classified as follows:
(a.) Carriers of the first class, plying between the large ports of this

country and Europe; 26 to 35 feet depth of draft;
(b.) Carriers of moderate draft, which may be classed as second grade

—the better classes of "tramp" steamers and the less important
liners; draft 16 to 24 feet;

(c.) Carriers of the third class—less important steamers and more
common "tramp" steamers; draft 12 to 16 feet.

Obviously, harbor depths must be maintained with due regard to the class
of business transacted.

9
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important bearing on the question of the development of inland

waterways. It is sometimes contended that we should dredge

our rivers and dig our canals so wide and deep that vessels can

carry goods directly and without trans-shipment between cities

situated on them and all the ports of the world. Some of the

people of Chicago have visions of ocean vessels loading in their

harbor, steaming down through the drainage canal, the Illinois

river and the Mississippi river, and thence to Europe; also

through the Panama canal to the Orient ; or by the Great Lakes

and St. Lawrence canals, to Europe. Such thoughts are idle

dreams, and the trend of economic conditions in ocean transpor-

tation make any such suggestions increasingly impossible. It

might, for example, have been considered with the class of ves-

r-els which were used on the ocean twenty-five or more years ago.

It cannot be considered with the class of vessels which are

economical and necessary today, for, regardless of the relative

depths of waterways, vessels which must withstand the buflfetings

of the waves and storms of the ocean must be built much more

strongly and, therefore, at much greater cost than vessels for in-

land carriage. The average cost of an ocean steamship per ton

of capacity is $71; of a steamship on the Great Lakes, $41.50;

and of river tow boats and barges capable of carrying 10,000

tons of freight on an 8^ ft. draft, only $12.*

A lake or ocean vessel is poorly constructed for navigating a

canal or tortuous river, even with a moderate current; its ratio

of length to beam is too great and it cannot be maneuvered

at slow speed. Furthermore, a vessel costing $7i per ton of

capacity cannot be operated economically where it must, perforce,

be navigated slowly.

COASTWISE ROUTES.

Trans-oceanic waterways are mainly connections, and not com-

petitors of railways. The relations between the coastwise routes

and the railways are widely different. In some cases, coastwise

water lines compete with railways ; in others, rail-and-water lines

compete with railways; in others again, rail-and-water lines com-

pete with rail-and-water lines.

It is often said that our merchant marine is decHnmg. This

statement is not strictly correct. The part of our merchant

marine engaged in foreign trade is declining, the reduction in its

tonnage between 1889 and 1909 being from 999,619 to 878,523 tons.

But the tonnage engaged in our coastwise traffic increased

between the same years from 3,211,416 to 6,451,042, or over 100

per cent. This increase is mainly attributable to three things

:

(1) To the monopoly of the coastwise traffic which the gov-

ernment gives to American vessels, and but for which it is im-

probable that our ships would have been able to meet the com-

petition of foreign vessels any better in our own waters than the

high seas.

(2) To the fact that many large industrial concerns have ac-

quired and operate lines of boats to handle their own traffic ; and

(3) To the fact that many railway lines have acquired coast-

wise steamship lines, or at least controlling interests in them,

make favorable through rates and issue bills of lading in connec-

tion with them, and use their own soliciting staffs or other well

developed soliciting organizations to get traffic for them.

There is much criticism of the railways for getting control of

steamship lines engaged in coastwise and lake traffic. But experi-

ence indicates that the control of such steamship lines by either

large industrial corporations or railways is requisite to the de-

velopment of a larger water traffic. A railway can go anywhere

that traffic is available. A steamship line can skirt only the

fringe of the country, and can touch that fringe at only a few

places, the number of harbors capable of receiving a good-sized

boat being much smaller than the number of stations on a rail-

way. The amount of freight originating at the relatively few

places at which a steamship can be docked is comparatively small.

Before it can get a large and regular traffic, some agency must

cause commodities to be laid down at places where it can pick

them up. A large industrial corporation, such as the Standard

*A modern freight car costs approximately $20 per ton of capacity.

Oil Company, the United Fruit Company, or the United States

Steel Corporation, can cause a great amount of freight to be
concentrated at points where its own boats stop. A railway

with a soliciting staff represented at every point on 2,000 to 5,000

or even 10,000 miles of line, may similarly cause enough freight

to be concentrated at certain places to make profitable the regu-

lar operation of large steamship lines from those places. But

—

except under conditions peculiarly favorable to water transpor-

tation—a steamship line which has not the co-operation of a large

industrial concern or a large railway cannot get traffic with such

regularity and volume as to enable it to compete effectively, per-

manently and on a large scale against well-organized railways

having strong soliciting staffs and giving regular and dependable

service.

In an admirable book by Professor Smith, of the University of

Pennsylvania, called "The Ocean Carrier," the great vicissitudes

surrounding ocean transportation are pointed out. The business

is essentially very hazardous and must either be done on a very

large scale in order to distribute the risk, or be backed by very

powerful corporations. Marine disasters or lean traffic years

are overwhelming to any small vessel owner, even though the

profits of an occasional good year are sometimes very large.

Coastwise water transportation, like other ocean transportation,

is cheaper than rail transportation, and when its lower cost is

supplemented by efficient steamship management it is of great

economic benefit. In Europe it is common for the railways to

make practically as low rates per ton mile for short distances as

for long distances. While this does not agree with the economic

principles of transportation, it serves to make the railways valu-

able as feeders for the waterways, because the railway with rela-

tively high long distance rates cannot compete with the water-

way, whereas the comparatively low short distance rate enables

them to act as assembling agents for the waterway.

THE GREAT LAKES.

The most rapid growth in our water-borne commerce during

the past twenty years has been on the Great Lakes. Between

1889 and 1906 the gross tonnage of vessels used on the Missis-

sippi and its tributaries increased 31 per cent. ; on the Atlantic

Coast and Gulf of Mexico, 82.5 per cent. ; on the Pacific coast,

including Alaska, 133.3 per cent. ; on the Great Lakes and the

St. Lawrence river, 160 per cent. ; and meantime the gross ton-

nage of the vessels used on our other inland waterways declined

74 per cent. During the same period the net tons hauled on the

Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence river increased 200 per cent.

;

on the Atlantic coast and the Gulf of Mexico, 166 per cent. ; on

the Pacific coast, including Alaska, 57 per cent. ; and the net tons

hauled on the Mississippi river decreased 6 per cent., and on

all other mland waters, 65 per cent. The rapid growth of com-

merce on the Great Lakes has been largely due to the wise policy

of the government in developing harbors and in deepening the

Sault Ste. Marie canal. It has also been largely owing to the

course of large industrial corporations and of the railways in

acquiring control of or putting on the Great Lakes large steam-

ship lines. These things have contributed to its increase for

precisely the same reasons that they have helped to stimulate

our coastwise traffic.

You may be disposed to reply that the important thing that has

built up the coastwise and lake traffic has been the very low

rates which the water lines have made. It is true that their rates

have been much lower than those by rail. But the fact is that a

water line which seeks to attract business from a competing

railway merely by low rates is very apt to get worsted. This is

illustrated by the existing conditions on the Great Lakes. The

report of the Bureau of the Census on Transportation by Water,

issued in 1906, from which many of the statistics that I have cited

are derived, shows that the total shipments on the Lakes in

1906, excluding bunker coal, were about 73,000,000 tons, and that

of this amount about 43,000,000 tons were iron ore or its products,

practically all of which, of course, was carried in vessels owned

by large industrial corporations—the steel manufacturers. Of
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tlic rest of the traffic, very nuich the greater part was carried in

vessels owned by coal operators, lumbermen, and railways,

leavinjj only a comparatively small part for other boat lines.

Practically all of the siiipments of package freight were carried

by railway boat lines. While the traffic on the lakes has been

increasing so rapidly, that of the railways running between the

same points that are reached by the boats has increased even

more rapidly. Why have not independent boat lines taken the

business away from the railways and the water lines they con-

trol? There are independent water lines and they make low
rates. The answer is that the railway (and substantially the

same thing is true of water lines controlled by railways) has a

soliciting force and offices everywhere that are accessible to the

shipper and when he delivers it goods it issues him a bill of lading

which is a merchantable and bankable paper and most absolutely

protects him against loss of and damage to his goods, while

when he wants to make a shipment by an independent boat line

he has to go and hunt up a captain who may have two or three

boats available, and who will give him a mere receipt for his

goods which affords him little or no protection against loss and
damage. To be on the safe side, he must incur the trouble and
expense of insuring the goods while in transit. Even if he can
save a small amount, this will not compensate him for the trouble

and time of hunting for someone to carry his goods and for the

risk incidental to water transportation. Indeed, it is safe to say

that not to exceed 20 per cent, of the tonnage carried on the

Great Lakes is carried by common carriers. The railway steam-
ship lines, and half a dozen or more independent lines, are com-
mon carriers; but the great bulk of the tonnage is carried by
vesesls owned by the shippers or by "tramp" steamers that are
chartered to the shippers.

As already stated, the railway has the great advantage that it

can send for goods anywhere, pick them up anywhere, and carry
them without trans-shipment to any point to which the shipper
may want them to go. No independent boat line can attract

business away from a steamship line owned by the same indus-
try whose commodities it transports; and it is also difficult, al-

though not so hard, to attract traffic away from a boat line

owned by a railway, because the railway can to a very large ex-
tent influence the routing of traffic which may be carried by its

boat line. Even if an independent boat line builds up a good
business, there is nothing to prevent some rival boat line coming
in, cutting rates, and taking a large part of it away; for it is

easy for a group of men to get together a fleet of vessels by
charter and form a line to compete for any traffic; but the
vulnerability of independent boat lines tends to prevent them from
being established. In other words, the very freedom of water-
way competition militates against waterway competition.

It is chiefly due to these conditions that the boat lines on the
Great Lakes have in the main passed into the control of the large
industrial corporations and the railways. One of the results of
their control by these large interests is that the public has to rely
for water transportation mainly on the lines controlled by rail-

ways; for the steamships owned by the large industrial corpo-
rations are private carriers and handle only commodities shipped
by their owners. Therefore, if the public gets any of the benefit
of the low rates they make, it is only in the form of low prices
for the commodities they sell. Whether the benefit is passed
along to the ultimate consumer in this form, I must leave to

your own observation.

CANALS CONNECTING GREAT WATERWAYS.

No wiser and more effective expenditure of public money for

waterways could be made than for the purpose of deepening
and widening rivers and digging canals to connect large bodies of

water when the distance between the waterways is not too great.

The best example in the world of such connecting canals is the

Sault Ste. Marie canal. The American canal at Sault Ste. Marie
was first opened to navigation in 1855. During the forty years

to 1895, 101,244,462 tons of freight passed through it. During the

next 11 years, ending in 1906, after the canal was improved.

343,2iS<S,3y3 tons passed through it. The development of this canal,

which is 2.7 miles long and 25 feet deep, has cost $13,000,000, or

$4,X00,0(X) per mile. Its great value consists not merely in its

ability to handle a large traffic, but in the fact that it makes more
available and useful the great waterways it connects. Its cost

was large, considering its length, but all the great ship canals

have cost very large sums. The Suez canal, which also was built

to connect great waterways, is nine miles long, 31 ft. deep, and

cost over $1,100,000 per mile. The Kaiser Wilhelm canal, 61

miles long and 29>^ ft. deep, cost $656,000 a mile. The Man-
chester Ship canal, 35.5 miles long and 26 ft. deep, cost $2,100,000

per mile. These very large figures show that the longer it is

necessary to make a ship canal to render it useful, the more
dubious becomes the desirability of building it. When it must

be made more than a comparatively few miles long, its cost is

apt to become so very great as to make it an entirely un-

economical means of transportation if to the rate paid by the

shipper is added an allowance for interest, maintenance and

depreciation on the original undertaking.

This subject should not be passed without mentioning our

splendid undertaking at Panama. True, this undertaking may
cost from eight to ten millions per mile of canal, but as an under-

taking for the benefit of the world at large, it is one of the

greatest ever conceived. No one can foresee the economic effect

which may flow from the Panama canal. We can see its military

value to us. We can see that it will bring the Pacific coast

nearer to our Atlantic seaboard; but, by the same token, it will

also give our European competitors easier access to our Pacific

markets. We can readily see that it will be an advantage as a

new route for the manufacturing centers on our east coast to the

west coast of South America, and between our own west coast

and the east coast of South America. Incidentally, an interest-

ing effect of the Panama canal will be to sound the death knell

of the last great sailing vessel world route—that from San Fran-

cisco to Europe. The tramp steamer plying through the canal

will certainly put the last of these "wind-jammers" out of

business.

NAVIGABLE RIVERS.

A widespread public demand for the general improvement of

the navigable rivers of the United States has been voiced within

recent years. This demand is generally premised on the as-

sumption that the greater commercial use made of the rivers of

Europe is due to their having been developed by the govern-

ments to a greater extent than our rivers have been, and that

similar action by our government is necessary to make our rivers

equally useful transportation facilities. But the fact is that our

navigable rivers in their present condition are better able to

carry a large traffic than are those of Europe. The maximum
depth attained on the rivers and canals of France is 8.5 ft.,

while most of the traffic is carried on water varying in depths

from 1.5 to 5 ft. The depths of the rivers in Germany vary

from 3 to 6 ft, except on the lower reaches of some of the

larger streams, where there are depths of from 8 to 10 ft.

;

and the canals and canalized rivers vary from 2.6 ft, to 10 ft.,

4 to 6 ft. being most common. The Rhine and the Elbe, on which

67 per cent, of Germany's water commerce is carried, have to-

gether only 617 miles of channel, with a depth of as much as

Ay2 ft., which is the minimum depth of the Mississippi, the Illinois

river and the Illinois state canal between Chicago and New
Orleans, a distance of 1,657 miles. There are in the United

States 40 streams, with a length of 2,600 miles, which have a

depth of 10 ft. ; and 70 more, with a length of 3,200 miles, which

have a depth of 6 to 10 ft. Practically all the traffic on the

watervv^ays of Belgium, France and Germany is carried in shal-

low barges varying in capacity from 100 to 1,000 tons. One
thousand ton barges are practically confined to the Rhine in

Germany and the Seine in France. The great bulk of the traffic

is carried in barges having drafts of 2 to 6 ft. and capacities of

150 to 600 tons, and which are commonly towed in trains at from

2^ to 4 miles an hour. It would be perfectly feasible to handle
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a big traffic with such barges as these on a very large propor-

tion of the rivers of the United States. If some of our rivers,

such, for example, as the Hudson, which has ample depth and

width for navigation by large vessels, and which runs in the

direction of large currents of traffic, were located in Europe,

they would be bearing a heavy commerce.

The main reason why the commerce on our navigable rivers is

so much smaller than on those of Europe is not that our rivers

are potentially less efficient facilities of transportation, but that

our railways are more efficient than their railways and make

lower rates. The average rate per ton per mile on the railways

of France is 14 mills, and on those of Germany, 13 mills. It is

not possible to state the average rates per ton per mile on Euro-

pean waterways, but the figures given in the report of the British

Royal Commission on Canals and Waterways, which was pub-

lished early in the present year, indicate that the average rate

per ton per mile on the waterways of Germany is about 5 mills,

and on the waterways of France about 6 mills. This takes no ac-

count of the fact that in Europe the haul by water between any

two points is usually considerably greater than the haul by rail.

If the water rates were estimated on the basis of the shorter

distances by rail, they would be higher, but they would still be

much lower than the rail rates. The governments of continental

Europe so regulate the rates of the railways as to make them

rather inflexible, while the boats are allowed to give all the

flexibility to their rates necessary to secure business. In view of

these differences in the water and rail rates of Europe, it is not

surprising that the boats on the rivers, despite their relative

shallowness, have been able successfully to compete against the

railways.

Railway rates in the United States are very much lower than

they are in Europe. The average railway rate per ton per mile

in this country in 1909 was but 7.63 mills, and the rates on roads

having great densities of traffic, or handling mainly cheap and

bulky commodities, are much lower.*

The average rate per ton per mile on all traffic of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, for example, is 6.3 mills ; of the Illinois Cen-

tral, 5.8 mills ; of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, 5.27

mills ; and of the Chesapeake & Ohio, 4.33. Furthermore, our rail-

ways have been allowed in the past freely to adjust their rates

so as to meet water competition, and even destroy it.

The policy of both the railways and the government of the

United States in reference to railway rates recently has been

changing to a marked degree. Until lately, the tendency of rail-

way managers was voluntarily, or under the stress of fierce com-

petition, to reduce rates to a lower and lower basis. This un-

restrained competition caused unfair discrimination between lo-

calities. The efforts of the government and of the railways to

stop unfair discrimination necessarily have reduced competition,

and thereby checked the downward tendency of rates. The in-

creasing costs of railway operation have had a similar effect.

If railway managers are allowed to carry out their present plans,

rates will be advanced somewhat. Furthermore, the Mann-Elkins

act has amended the Interstate Commerce act in ways that will

tend to prevent the roads from meeting water competition as they

have in the past. They often have made lower rates for longer,

than for shorter hauls, in order effectively to meet at points on

navigable rivers, competition which did not exist at intermediate

points. If they had been required to reduce all their rates to

the same basis as those made to meet such competition, they

would not have tried to meet it. Under the revised Interstate

Commerce act the commission is given wide discretion to deter-

mine when a railway may make a lower rate for a longer haul

;

and according as the commission exercises its discretion will

depend how and to what extent the roads may in future meet

water competition. Another provision of the Mann-Elkins act

*This oft-quoted figure of the average ton mile rate in this coun-
try is made up by taking the average of all the tonnage of the country. It

includes the movemeiit of less than carload package freight; the movement
of business over mountain ranges where the rates are necessarily high; it

includes the movement of live stock, perishable freight, citrus fruits, and
many high class commodities on which speed is a requisite.

absolutely prohibits a railway from raising a rate that has been

reduced to meet water competition, unless since the rate was
fixed some change in conditions has occurred other than the

elimination of water competition. This restriction on advances

in rates is sure to operate as a hindrance to their reduction. With
railway rates tending upward, rather than downward, and also

tending to become less flexible, it is quite possible that the oppor-

tunity for the development of traffic on our navigable rivers is

improving.

CANALS AND CANALIZED RIVERS.

A great many intelligent persons concede that the traffic on the

inland waterways of the United Stales, except the Great Lakes,

has declined, while that on the waterways of Europe has in-

creased, because of the cheap and superior service of our railways,

and contend that we can make our waterways successful com-

petitors of our railways only by making our waterways greatly

superior to the waterways of Europe. They, therefore, advocate

digging canals and canalizing our rivers to depths exceeding those

attained on such waterways in any other country. One of the

plans is for a 14 foot waterway from Chicago to New Orleans.

It is questionable if the results would be worth the cost. The
aim of public policy should be to cause the provision of such

facilities of transportation as will be able to handle our com-

merce at the least economic cost ; and in economic cost I include

the taxes the public would have to pay in order to provide and

maintain deep waterways. The report of the British Royal Com-
mission shows that the expenditures of France on its rivers

up to 1905 averaged $30,000 a mile, and on its canals, $102,675

per mile. The average density of traffic on French waterways in

1905 (that is, the number of tons handled one mile per mile of

waterway per year) was 420,000 tons. Germany had spent on its

waterways an average of $30,300 per mile, and on its canals, an

average of $42,250, and the average density of traffic on them w as

1,500,000 ton miles. The canalization of the Main cost $95,000

per mile. The construction of the Teltow canal cost $390,000 per

mile. The interest and maintenance charges paid by the govern-

ment of France on its waterways amounted to 4.2 mills per ton

mile of traffic handled, which, added to the average rates which

the shippers paid to the boats, makes the economic cost of zvater

transportation ten mills. The interest and maintenance charges

paid by the government of Germany amount to about .84 mills

per ton mile, which, added to the average rate of 5 mills, makes

the total economic cost of water transportation almost 6 mills.

The greatest density of traffic on any river in Europe is on the

Rhine, where it amounts to 11,400,000 ton miles. To get the

depths advocated in this country would require very much greater

public expenditures than those that have been made in Europe.

Indeed, it might in many cases involve expenditures approximat-

ing those for the Kaiser Wilhelm and the Manchester Ship

canals, the former of which cost $656,000 per mile, and the latter

$2,100,000.

The capitalization of the railways of the United States is

$59,259 per mile of line, and this, of course, includes equipment

and terminals, as well as roadway. The number of tons carried

one mile per mile of line by our railways in 1909 was 953,986.

The density of traffic of some of our large railways rivals that of

the greatest waterways of Europe. The number of tons hauled

one mile per mile of line by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

in 1908 was 3,886,814; by the Philadelphia & Reading, 4,164,131;

by the Pennsylvania Railroad, 4,723,834; and by the Bessemer &
Lake Erie, 5,564,712, or over 13 times as much as the average

density of traffic per mile on the waterways of France, and almost

four times as much as on the waterways of Germany.*

These figures indicate to my mind that if, in order to provide

inland water transportation which will be able to compete effec-

tively against the railways, it is necessary to dig canals and to

canalize rivers to depths of 14 or 20 feet or more, we might better

*A density of three million tons of freight per mile of road on

single track lines is not at all uncommon in the United States, and this

movement is in addition to a very considerable passenger traffic.
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forego having clTfcctivc water traiisporlatiuii facilities and use our

money to provide facilities for transportation by rail.

To dig a waterway 14 feet deep would be to provide one that

would not be any more useful than the Mississippi river already

is for most of its length and than numerous other streams are.

For over 95 per cent, of the vessel tonnage on the Great Lakes

draws over 14 feet of water, and over 80 per cent, of this draws

over 18 feet. It is evident, therefore, that lake vessels could not

be used on a 14 foot waterway, and, of course, ocean steamships

could not be used where lake steamships could not be. Even if

the Lakcs-to-the-Gulf waterway were made sufficiently deep for

lake vessels, and it were economical for them to use it, all water

transportation on tributary streams would have to be carried in

shallower draft vessels, requiring transfer. Would it not be

better lo serve the entire Mississippi river basin with tow boats

and barges which, like the much abused freight car, could go

anywhere within the sphere of navigability, say 5,000 to 8,000

miles? Isn't the real problem to find an economical vehicle of

transportation adaptable in a large river system like the Missis-

sippi River and its tributaries; a vehicle which shall do for that

river system what the freight car does on our system of railways?

The stern reality is that even if a 14 or a 21 foot waterway were

dug, it would never be used by deep draft boats. As I have

already said, a large vessel cannot be profitably navigated on a

narrow channel, because the interest on its high cost makes it

uneconomical. Colonel Symons estimated that it would cost 38

per cent, more to carry grain with a lake freighter on a ship canal

than it would with a tow boat and barges, and it was in con-

sequence of his investigations and conclusions that the state of

New York decided to deepen the Erie canal only to 9 feet, instead

of making a ship canal of it. Colonel Symons' estimate did not

allow for the greater cost of building and maintaining ship canals,

but referred only to the expense that would be incurred by the

owners of the boats. The operation of a deep draft vessel in a

river channel having any considerable currents might be even

more expensive than on a ship canal.

Furthermore, I assume that no one would advocate making not

only the Mississippi, but all of its navigable tributaries, 14 or 20

feet deep ; yet if the Mississippi were made a deep waterway while

streams emptying into it were not, even if it proved practicable to

navigate deep draft vessels on the Mississippi, they could not be

navigated on the tributary streams, and then one of two things

would happen—either the vessels in which goods were loaded on

the smaller streams would be sent through to destination with the

goods—in which case the deep draft vessels would not have them

to haul—or the goods would have to be transferred to the deep

draft vessels, and transferring goods from boat to boat is as ex-

pensive as, and often even more expensive than transferring them

from car to car. It seems to me that to develop a waterway

system in this way would be like building the main line of a rail-

way with a broad gage and the branches with a narrow gage

;

So far as I can learn, it is the opinion of practically all of the

United States army engineers who have investigated the subject,

that a tow boat with 6 or 9 feet draft, towing barges with a

combined capacity of 8,000 or 10,000 tons, would be able to handle

traffic cheaper on the Mississippi river, even if it were deepened

14 feet or 21 feet, than could a lake vessel with a deep draft;

and the tow boat and barges would be able to navigate many of

the shallow tributaries as well as the Mississippi, which would

avoid the cost of transferring freight originating on the branch

rivers. Needless to say, the cost of dredging the Alississippi

river and its tributaries to a minimum depth of 6 feet or even 9

feet, and maintaining that depth, would be very much less than the

cost of digging it to a uniform depth of 14 feet. It would seem,

therefore, that all that reasonably could be asked, or that ought

to be asked of the general government, so far as our navigable

rivers are concerned, is that it shall dredge them to depths suf-

ficient to accommodate towboats and barges such as can now be

operated on the greater part of the Mississippi river drainage

system. To do more than this would involve an expenditure

which would not be justiliable—which, in other words, would not

make the total cost of water transportation less than it is by rail,

whether it made it cheaper for the shipper or not.

If the government provided such channels as I have indicated;

if the municipalities or private corporations provided modern

and adequate water terminals; and if the water lines made rates,

gave service, and formed soliciting staffs adapted lo competing

effectively with the railways, the water lines on our rivers would

be as well situated to compete with railways as are those on any

waterways in the world, except, of course, the oceans and the

Great Lakes ; and unless good water terminals were provided and

the steamboat companies formed soliciting staffs, issued bankable

and negotiable bills of lading and in other ways gave service

which was as good in proportion to the rates charged as that of

the railways, they would be as unsuccessful in competing for

business, even if the government dug the rivers 20 feet deep,

as are the mdependent boat lines on the Great Lakes now in

competing with the railways or with the steamship lines owned

by the railways and large industrial corporations.

I do not say that if all these things were done, river steam-

ships would be able to compete successfully against the rail-

ways, and I feel very sure that if the water lines were subjected

to the same kind of regulation as the railways are, they would

continue for an indefinite time to be unable to compete with the

rail lines.*

I merely say that under any circumstances these are condi-

tions that must be met if our inland waterways other than the

Great Lakes are ever to compete successfully against the rail-

ways. Whether, when the results that would be obtained are

so entirely problematical, it is worth while to go on and spend

millions in dredging the rivers and equipping water terminals, is

for the public to decide.f

Up to 1907, the government had spent over $208,000,000 on

the improvement of the Mississippi valley waterway system

alone. Between 1880 and 1906, canals and canalized rivers

having a length of 2,841 miles, which had cost $73,168,000, were

abandoned. Up to that time our total expenditures on canals

and canalized rivers had been $283,208,863. The total Congres-

sional appropriations for the survey, improvement and mainten-

ance of harbors and waterways had been $552,943,525, and many

millions of dollars have also been spent by the various states.

We all know that a large part of these expenditures has been

unwise, and certainly before expenditures are entered on which

would be very much greater than any made in the past, the

projects on which it is proposed to make them should be studied

to much better purpose than like projects have been in the past.

'Although I have never seen the statement made, I believe it

is a fact—and one worth determining by careful test—that it takes less

power to move five thousand tons, or ten thousand tons of freight loaded
on cars, on a railroad the grades of which do not exceed three-tenths of
one per cent., than to move the same tonnage on a canal or canalized river.

Train resistance on a smooth and level track is less than the resistance of
moving a boat through water.
The reason that the public have been misled as to the comparative cost

of rail transportation and water transportation is that in the case of rail

transportation the shipper pays the entire cost, including terminal service,
and on top of this cost, a profit to the transportation gompany, whereas
in the case of water transportation, the shipper pays only the bare cost
of carriage, and no interest on the money invested in the waterways, in the
harbors and terminal improvements, nor in the maintenance and upkeep
of the waterways.

Furthermore, the interruption of water transportation in our Northern
waters is more than a serious inconvenience. It puts the burden of heavy
interest charges for the entire year upon the traffic which can be handled
only in the summer months.

tA fact often overlooked in considering the cost of transportation
as a whole, between producer and consumer, is the cost of assembling
freight at the initial point or distributing it at terminal points. In this

respect, while the railways have a great advantage, yet even with the
railways, the cost of assembling farm products in many of our states (as
pointed out in a recent report of the Department of Commerce and Labor)
is greater than the freight paid by the farmer from his initial station to the
point at which he markets his produce. In other words, a farmer who has
to haul his produce eight miles to a railroad station, at a cost of, say
twenty cents per ton mile, is spending as much as he would pay the railroad
for two hundred and ten miles of transportation at the average rates pre-

vailing over the whole country.
Thus, it is fair to expect that good roads and automobile trucks will

contribute much in the future towards cheapening the cost of assembling
and distributing freight; and that there is much to be gained by intelligent

public expenditures in the direction of improving the public highways and
so reducing the cost of haulage to and from shipping points, whether these
shipping points be stations of railways or of waterways.
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THE general shop kink competition, announced to close Janu-

ary 15, will include kinks of all kinds used in connection

with the maintenance and repair of cars and locomotives. A
prize of $50 will be awarded for the best collection of three

kinks and a prize of $25 for the second best collection. Con-

tributors may submit more than three kinks, allowing the judges

to base their decision on what they consider to be the best three

in each collection. Kinks not awarded a prize, but accepted for

publication, will be paid for at our regular space rates.

A CAR department competition, an extended announcement
^~^ of which was made in the Raihvay Age Gazette of De-

cember 2, will close on February IS. The only requirement is

that the paper submitted cover some subject or subjects of

interest and importance to the foremen of the car department.

Obviously, the more practical the paper the greater its value.

You have gained splendid results in doing a certain class of

work, or from a piece of equipment, or by changing your meth-

ods or the material, or by devising new arrangements for

manufacturing or assembling it. Tell us clearly just what you

did and the results obtained. Every foreman has interesting and

valuable information concerning the work of his department

which will be helpful to his fellows. It is just this sort of mate-

rial that we want to bring out. The length of the article was

not specified in the announcement which was made last month.

Make it just as long or as short as you think best in order to tell

your story clearly. The best paper will be awarded a prize of

$35 and the second best a prize of $20. Papers that are not

awarded a prize but are accepted for publication will be paid

for at our regular space rates.

A NOTHER engine house kink competition will be held, to

•** close March 15. The results of the first competition of

this kind appeared in the October Shop Number and were ex-

ceptionally good. However, this is a large field and there are

very few engine houses that do not have good kinks which have

not yet been illustrated. A prize of $35 will be awarded for the

best collection of two kinks and a prize of $20 for the second

best collection. More than two kinks may be submitted, allowing

the judges to base their decision on what they consider to be

the best two in erch collection. Kinks accepted for publication,

but not awarded a prize, will be paid for at our regular space

rates.

THE four papers submitted in the competition on Increasing

Shop Output, which are published in this number, come

from four entirely different sources, and, as might be expected,

differ from each other greatly. The first prize article, coming

from Mr. Burrhus, an assistant to the general foreman, is prac-

tical, showing exactly how the output was greatly increased at

one shop without increasing the cost of operation. Mr. Perritt,

a blacksmith forem.an, tells of the different factors which he has

found of value in improving the efficiency of a smith shop by

increasing the output and at the same time reducing the num-
ber of employees. Mr. Maier, an enginehouse foreman, in his

article on Lost Motion, emphasizes the importance and necessity

of having what might be termed a clearing house for improved

shop methods on roads which have a number of repair shops

and repair yards. This has been tried with a certain degree of

success, but not to the extent proposed by Mr. Maier. For the

first time since we have inaugurated the competitions in the

Shop Numbers a contribution has been received from Mexico
While Mr. Stone does not belittle the effect of shop kinks and

similar methods of handling the work in detail, he does believe

and tries to emphasize the greater importance of improved or-

ganization and its effect upon shop output.

'

I
'HE first prize of $35 in the competition on Increasing Shop

* Output, which closed December 15, has been awarded to

H. L. Burrhus, assistant to the general foreman, Erie Railroad,

.Susquehanna, Pa. Mr. Burrhus has clearly outlined some of

the more important methods which were used in increasing the

output of the shop with which he is connected 50 per cent, in

one year without any increase in the cost of operating as com-
pared to the previous year. The second prize of $20 has been

awarded to W. C. Reyer, general foreman, Nashville, Chatta-

nooga & St. Louis, at Nashville, Tenn. Mr. Reyer's paper will

be published in the February Shop Number, and describes in de-

tail a number of changes that have been made at his shop within

the past eight months which have greatly increased the output

without a corresponding increase in the cost of operation. The
six other contestants all presented first-class papers. They were

C. J. Crowley, piecework inspector, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, West Burlington, Iowa ; H. Holder, general foreman,

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, St. Paul, Minn.

;

Charles Maier, enginehouse foreman. West Jersey & Seashore,

Atlantic City, N. J. ; J. F. Perritt, blacksmith foreman, Seaboard
Air Line, Jacksonville, Fla. ; W. H. Snyder, assistant general

foreman, New York, Susquehanna & Western, Stroudsburg,

Pa. ; and C. E. Stone, general car foreman. National Railways of

Mexico, Talleres de Santiago, Mexico, Mex.

VV/ H. SNYDER, assistant general foreman of the New York,
''' • Susquehanna & Western, Stroudsburg, Pa., has been

awarded the first prize of $35 for the best collection of two
kinks submitted in the car repair kink competition which closed

November 15. C. C. Leech, foreman of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road at Buffalo, N. Y., has been awarded the second prize of

$20. In announcing the names of the contestants in this com-
petition in the Raihvay Age Gazette of December 2, Mr. Leech's

name was omitted by mistake and that of S. S. See, of the Nor-
folk & Western, was substituted. Mr. See did not, however,

enter the competition. The other three contestants, A. G. Pan-

cost, draftsman, at Elkhart, Ind. ; F. Rattek, of Brighton, Mass.

;

and Theodore Rowe, general foreman of the Jackson street

shops of the Great Northern at St. Paul, Minn., are all entitled

to considerable credit, as will be seen by examining the con-

tributions which are reproduced in this number. The judges

had considerable difficulty in awarding the prizes. In doing so

they took into consideration the different car repair kinks which

have appeared in the Raihvay Age Gazette during the past six

months, some of which were practically duplicated by contestants

in the competition which has just closed.

A MECHANICAL department officer, who has had many
** years experience in shop work, beginning at the bottom,

and who has been more than ordinarily successful as a shop

superintendent, had this to say in discussing the matter of sci-

entific management: "If you will take all the improved ma-
chinery, improved shop facilities and equipment, high-speed

steel, individual motor-driven tools and improved methods, and

will place them on one side, and on the other hand have a man
who thoroughly understands the handling of men—if I had to

choose between them I would far sooner have the latter than

the former. As a matter of fact, the results in greater output

and higher efficiency under the direction of such a man without

up-to-date facilities would be far greater than all the modern
facilities you could provide, without such a man. That is one

of the reasons why the betterment or efficiency engineers have

failed. The methods which they propose and the basic princi-

ples upon which they work are all right, but they do not seem

to know how to supplement this by developing men who are

capable of handling men."
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SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.

Ol' lli.isc who tcslilicd on sciciUilic iii;iiiaK<-'iiU'iil in coiiiu'ilioii

with the freight rate hearing before tlie Interstate Com-

merce Connnission at Washington in November, two, Harrington

Emerson ami 11. L. Ganlt, were professional elliciency engineers.

Most of the others were connecteil with manufacturing concerns,

incimling James M. Uoilge, chairman of tlie LinkHelt Company;

Henry R. lowne, president of the Vale & Towne Manufacturing

Company.; 11. L. Hathaway, of the Tabor Manufacturing Com-

pany; 11. V. Sclieele, head of the planing department of the

Brighton Mills; John K. Williams, a printer, of New York; and

Frank B. Gilbreth, a contractor, of New York. Of those who

testified only one, Mr. Emerson, has had extended experience

in railway work. Mr. Gilbreth, as a contractor, has done work

for the railways, and Mr. Gantt has had some experience as a

consulting expert with one road, but hardly enough—possibly

three days a month for a year or less—to qualify him as an

expert in that line of work. The other gentlemen all testified as

to the results which had been gained in their manufacturing

plants by the introduction of scientific management principles.

Apparently none of them were at all familiar with repair work

in the mechanical department of a railway. Judging by the results

obtained in their own plants, as testified to by the above-men-

tioned gentlemen, conditions must have been pretty bad in some

of them before the efficiency work was inaugurated. The basic

principles underlying scientific management are correct. We
believe in them absolutely and that great savings are possible

where they are properly applied. The trouble has been that the

efficiency engineers, although they have grasped these principles

and formulated them, have not understood how to apply them.

Mr. Emerson, for instance, was given a fair trial in the mechan-

ical department on the Santa Fe (three years) and claims to have

saved the road $5,000,000 in that time. We do not wish to

question his sincerity in making this statement or his method of

calculating these results. Suffice to say that many of us, and

among them some of the men who were associated with him in

the work, have studied the annual reports of the Santa Fe care-

fully and have been unable to check this result.

Mr. Emerson has been exceedingly frank in telling those in

charge of the operation of railways that they were extremely

wasteful. Surely he will not object if, with equal frankness, and

in a calm, friendly, unprejudiced manner, we try to point out

where he has made mistakes in applying his principles. More-
over, in drawing attention to the most important defect, let us

base it on part of his own testimony at Washington. Possibly

no feature of that -testimony has given Mr. Emerson more satis-

faction than the telling of one of his own experiences at the Rail-

way Club of Pittsburgh. In his paper on the Fundamental Prin-

ciples of Efficiency presented before that club, he directed atten-

tion to a road that maintained its freight cars at the low unit cost

of $37 per year, and criticized other roads which maintained their

cars at a higher cost. Mr. Emerson says that L. H. Turner,

superintendent of motive power of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,

criticized this figure as being entirely too low, and then went back

to his office and found that his own road was maintaining cars at

a cost of $31.01 per year; the inference being that Mr. Turner
did not know what his own road was doing. Benjamin Baker,
in commenting on this incident in the current number of the

Reviezu of Revieivs, has this to say

:

"In all parts of the railway business outside of the traffic department
exceedingly few of the higher railway officials are entitled to be called
experts. Their occasional utter failure as accountants is certified by such
things as the coal graft on the Pennsylvania and the recent car repair
scandals on the Illinois Central; more humorously by the case of the
railway vice-president, named in Mr. Emerson's testimony, who declared at
a meeting of the Railway Club of Pittsburgh that an annual cost of $37
for freight cars was an absurdly low estimate—only to find when he over-
hauled his own figures that hi_s_ own road was doing it for $31.01. These
higher officials are not prevailingly mechanical engineers, civil engineers
or fuel experts, and had they the professional training of such men, they
have not had the time, and rarely the inclination, to master the mass of
detail that is necessary to the mechanical engineer who undertakes to make
a specialty of scientific management."

Mr. Turner's discussion at the Railway Qub of Pittsburgh

does not warrant drawing any such conclusions concerning his

knowledge of the cost of repairs to freight cars. Because this

incident lias been so widely quoted, it may be well to tell exactly

what Iiaiii)cni(l, as reported in tlie official proceedings. Mr.

Emerson made the statement that "one railway in the United

States maintains its freight cars for $37 per year. Anotlier one

in similar service spends over $100. The $37 cars cost $100 less

to build and weigh 6,000 lbs. less for the same capacity. At $37

on 50,000 cars there is an annual saving of $3,150,000 in mainte-

nance cost alone below the rival figures." In discussing this

paragraph Mr. Turner said

:

"Men employed as managers of mechanical departments of railways are
in self-defense and in justice to themselves bound to take exception to
some statements made and figures given in Mr. Emerson's paper. For
instance, he states that one road maintained its cars for $37 each per year.
Freight cars are making about 8,'100 miles per year; this brings the cost
per car mile for repairs to $0,043, and it is stated that these cars were
6,000 lbs. lighter and cost $100 less to build than those of another road
that spent $100 per year for maintenance. Tills seems inconsistent, as
weight in a car, if properly distributed, adds strength and will, reduce the
cost of maintenance. The light car should ordinarily cost more to keep it

going. It is safe to say that $0,070 per car mile is a very fair average
figure for maintenance throughout the country. While the figures given
are undoubtedly correct, a statement should have been made as to the
conditions under which the two roads were working. The $37 man may
have had a lot of new equipment, or may have been slighting his work,
while the $100 man possibly had a lot of old equipment, badly run down,
and may have been trying to build it up and do the work that his prede-
cessor had neglected."

Those of us who have worked under Mr. Turner, or have

been intimately associated with him, realize that he never spent

a dollar of his company's money unless he was reasonably sure

that it was going to bring good returns, and that the equipment

on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is maintained and operated in a

most efficient manner. On the other hand, he is big enough and

broad enough to look into any new device or method which may
be brought to his attention, and to adopt it if it can be shown

that it will make a saving or improve conditions in his depart-

ment. Mr. Emerson undoubtedly selected the figure, $37, as

being the lowest one he could find for a standard to work to.

What qualities, then, in Mr. Turner, have made it possible for

him to at least equal, and possibly better, the standard of the

efficiency engineer? Roughly and briefly Mr. Turner possesses

two qualities which Mr. Emerson does not, and which are largely

responsible for his success—he understands men thoroughly and

knows how to handle them, and he is diplomatic. These far

outweigh the value of Mr. Emerson's scientific management
principles, and, include many of them which Mr. Emerson has

stated in such a mechanical manner as to be hardly recognizable

in the practical, common sense way in which Mr. Turner applies

them. The efficiency engineer, in almost every case that has come
under our observation, seems to lack both the knowledge of the

handling of men and the diplomacy that is to be expected from

those who step in and tell the other fellow how to run his business.

No one who knows Mr. Emerson will accuse him of stupidity.

In starting in his work on the Santa Fe he established certain

attainable standards. Where did he get them? Largely from the

records of the mechanical department of the Chicago & North

Western. This road has never employed a so-called efficiency

engineer or formulated any fundamental principles of efficiency.

Why, then, should its records be so far ahead of others that an

efficiency engineer should adopt them as a goal towards which
to work? Surely its shops were not modern! It had no bonus

system, and as a matter of fact, it had not even piece work. Its

men were and are paid by the day. Yes, but it did have at its

head Robert Quayle, a man who understands men and knows
how to handle them, and he has had more of the same type of

men under him. True, he has numerous other qualities which
in a smaller degree are responsible for his success, but this one

far outweighs all the others.

Mr. Emerson must be given credit for good work on the Santa
Fe. Many of his ideas are good, and had they been coupled with
the diplomacy and tact in managing men such as possessed, for

instance, by Robert Quayle, L. H. Turner or A. W. Wheatley,
his record would undoubtedly have been far better, and it is

doubtful if the Santa Fe management would have ever allowed
him to leave the road. As a matter of fact, possibly a fair share
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of his success at Topeka was because the shop superintendent,

John Purcell—smiling Johnnie, as some of his friends delight to

call him—early in the game appreciated the value of some of Mr.

Emerson's ideas and put his shoulder to the wheel in helping to

install them in a practical manner. John Purcell is another man
who, in a marked degree, understands how to handle men.

been connected with some phases of efficiency work in manufac-
turing plants, but do not comprehend it thoroughly. They are
merely camp followers and are offering their services cheap.
As a matter of fact, there is only a small handful of men who
have the experience and knowledge requisite to carry this work
on successfully."

To the hard-headed practical shop manager the methods in-

troduced on the Santa Fe in the early stages of the work, which

showed concrete practical results, were the improvements made
in the care of belts ; the improvements in machine tools, shop

equipment and handy devices ; and the introduction of a shop

schedule. Good results were obtained from all of these. The
ideas, however, were not original with Mr. Emerson. Fred W.
Taylor, the dean of efficiency engineers or scientific manage-

ment, formulated the rules which were used for the care and

maintenance of belting, and Mr. Emerson has freely given him

credit. Many of the shop kinks are said to have been copied

from those in the Chicago shops of the Chicago & North

Western. The idea of the shop schedules was taken from the

same place, but was considerably elaborated in introducing it at

Topeka. Mr. Emerson must be given credit for a keenness in

perception in recognizing these good things. His bonus system

was apparently well suited to conditions existing on the Santa

Fe at the time of its .introduction, but many shop managers who
have looked into it carefully feel that it is not so well suited to

railway shop conditions in general.

Mr. Emerson must also be given credit for some of the im-

petus which has been given to the rapid development in motive

power department efficiency during recent years. The publicity

which was given to his work on the Santa Fe has caused me-
chanical men throughout the country to consider it carefully,

and has undoubtedly stirred many of them to greater efforts and
in many ways has been an inspiration to them. It is not hard to

trace results of this work on other roads, although it must be

admitted that such of Mr. Emerson's principles as appealed to

other railways have been applied by them in a most common
sense manner with a view to fitting them to suit the local

conditions.

The general impression given by the efficiency experts at Wash-
ington was misleading. They will probably admit it, but say in

defense that the attitude of one of the railway attorneys was so

offensive that they were forced to do so. The problem is not

merely one of accepting the principles of efficiency as you would
buy a machine tool; rather it is to educate and develop men to

recognize their value and to correctly apply them. This i$ not

a matter of a day or a year, but of a generation, and can haye
no effect on the freight rate question, which belongs to the

present. Efficiency men will not deny this if approached in the

proper manner.

Fred Taylor sounded the call to arms many years ago; and,

as with all reformers, took an impractical stand far in advance
of his time. Nevertheless, men have recognized the underlying
principles of his doctrine, and you would be surprised at the

number of railway men who have studied and pondered over
them. Not a little of the advance which has been made in re-

cent years in the railway mechanical department may be more
or less clearly traced to this, and it is quite probable that the

agitation at Washington will stimulate it still more. The pos-

sible danger lies in the fact that some road may adopt an effi-

ciency engineer as a universal panacea for all its troubles, with
inevitable discouragement and a set back. Working hand in

hand, and under the direction of a broad gage man who knows
how to handle men, the efficiency engineer may give good re-

sults, but the treatment should be taken in homeopathic doses.

As one of the efficiency engineers who testified at Washington
has since remarked: "The danger lies in the fact that some of
the railways may employ so-called efficiency engineers who have

We believe in the fundamental principles of efficiency, but we
know also that their application has been seriously misunder-
stood by efficiency engineers. We have been fortunate in ar-
ranging for a series of articles on the mistakes of efficiency en-
gineers written by one who is thoroughly familiar with the
work of both the railways and industrial organizations, and who
is capable of discussing the matter in a calm, unprejudiced man-
ner. The first article in this series appears in this issue and re-

fers to the extravagant claims and statements that have been
made by efficiency engineers, which have been both unnecessary
and unwise.

MECHANICAL ARTICLES DURING DECEMBER.
TTHE following articles of interest to mechanical department

readers, and to which Shop Number readers may wish to
refer, have appeared in the weekly issues of the Railway Age
Gazette since that of December 2:

Firebox and Tube Failures. Papers presented before the New York
Railroad Club by D. R. MacBain and the Western Railway Club by J. W.
Kelly, both emphasize the importance of careful investigation and study
of firebox and boiler conditions to reduce the cost of maintenance and
the number of boiler failures. A great deal of the trouble in severe winter
weather is caused by the unequal expansion of the sheets, due to lack of
protection from cold blasts while the firebox is being cleaned over the
ash pit.—December 9, page 1103.

The Introduction of All-Steel Cars, by W. H. Radcliffe. It is urged
that the period of transition from wooden to steel passenger cars be made
as brief as possible, because of the fact that the wooden cars act as buffers
in a collision, when they are included in a train with steel cars, and
suffer severely.—December 9, page 1117.

Facilitating the Flow of Traffic Through Terminals. A correspondent
suggests that the M. C. B. defect card be done away with, and that the
so-called "protection" inspection as now conducted at interchange points be
abolished.—December 16, page 1139.

Quality of Steam and Factor of Evaporation in Locomotive Tests, by

J. E. Gardner and L. W. Wilson. A diagram is presented by which it is

possible to quickly determine the factors of evaporation as based on 98.5

per cent, dry steam, which is the usual condition encountered in locomotive

tests.—December 16, page 1140.

Recent Mallet Articulated Locomotives. Locomotives of this type for

the St. Louis & San Francisco and the Chesapeake & Ohio are illustrated

and described. Information concerning the service results being obtained

on the Chesapeake & Ohio is also included.—December 16, page 1144.

Van Horn-Endsley Spark Arrester. This spark arrester has been thor-

oughly tested on the locomotive testing plant at Purdue University and in

actual service on the Chicago & North Western. The results of these

tests, which were made with lignite as well as with bituminous coal, are

fully described.—December 23, page 1181.

Balanced Compound Atlantic Type Locomotive for the Santa Fe. These

locomotives are illustrated and described. They contain several improve-

ments over the same type of locomotive which has been used with great

success in passenger express service on the Santa Fe during the past few

years.—December 23, page 1189.

Cars and Locomotives Built in 1910 and Motive Power and Rolling

Stock Ordered in 1910.—December 30, pages 1219 and 1257.

NEW BOOKS.

Effect of Key-ways on Strength of Shaft. By Herbert F. Moore. Published

by the University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Bulletin No. 42 of the engineering experiment station of the

University of Illinois records the results of tests made to deter-

mine the relative strength of solid shafts and those with key-

ways. The sizes of the shafts tested varied from \]4 in. to 2^
in., and for each size the weakening effect of key-ways of differ-

ent proportions was determined. The shafts were tested in

simple torsion and also under combined twisting and bending.

The proportions of the key-ways used corresponded with com-

mon practice, in which the width is 54 the diameter of the shaft
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.•iiul tlic height of tlic ki-y I"^ of tliat tli;imctt.r. In nearly all

shafts tested the total length of the key-way was abont four

times the diameter of the shaft. Shafts were also tested with

the key-ways for the Woodruff system of keying, but the re-

sults do not show any material difference between them and

the plain keys. The average ctlicicncy of shafts with the plain

key-ways was .85, and that with the Woodruflf system .845,

erticicncy being defined as the elastic strength of the shaft with

a key-way divided by the elastic strength of the shaft without a

key-w.iy. The test resulted in the determination of an equation

for the ctliciency of a shaft with a key-way, wliich is represented

as follows :

c = I — 2 w — 1.18 h

where c equals the efficiency of the shaft with a key-way, w
equals the width of the key-way divided by the diameter of

shaft, and h equals the depth of the key-way divided by the

diameter of the shaft. It is explained that the equation should

not be used for shafts much beyond the sizes of those used in

the experiments. A diagram is also given which affords a con-

venient graphical method of applying the formula. Incidentally,

the properties of cold rolled shafting in regard to strength and

stiffness were determined, and the average value of the modulus

of elasticity in shear (torsion) of cold rolled steel shafting was
found to be 11,985,000. The elastic limit in torsion of cold rolled

steel shafting was 38,940 lbs. The final results of the tests are

given in a table showing the power which can be trnsmitted in tor-

sion by cold rolled shafting at 100 r. p. m. from 1 in. to 2^ in.,

varying by 1/16 in., with key ways of usual proportions and

when the shafting is stressed to the elastic limit. For example,

a 1 in. shaft when stressed in torsion to the elastic limit will

transmit at 100 r. p. m. 9.5 h. p. ; lJ/2 in. shaft will transmit 32

h. p. ; 2 in. shaft will transmit 75.9 h. p. ; 2^ in. shaft will trans-

mit 108.2 h. p., and 2^ in. shaft will transmit 148.3 h. p. In this

table no allowance is made for bending action, and as the steel

is worked to the elastic limit a suitable factor of safety should

be used. Copies of Bulletin No. 42 may be obtained by applying

to W. F. M. Goss, director of the Engineering Experiment
Station, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Proceedings of the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. 42
pages, 6 in. x 9 in. Secretary, O. T. Harroun, Chicago & Alton,
Bloomington, III.

The second annual meeting of this association was held in Chi-

cago, July 12-14, 1910. The subjects discussed include the tool

room check system; the using, treating, dressing and tempering

of high speed steel ; the use and care of pneumatic tools, and the

tool room—past, present and future. A complete account of the

convention was published in the Railway Age Gazette of August

5, 1910.

Proceedings of the Traveling Engineers' Association. 392 pages, 6 in. x
9 in. Secretary. W. O. Thompson, master car builder. New York
Central & Hudson River, Buffalo, N. Y.

The eighteenth annual convention of this association was held

at Niagara Falls, Ont, August 16-19. The papers were well

prepared and the discussions were lively. Among the more im-

portant subjects considered were fuel economy; superheat; how
can the traveling engineer best educate the fireman to become a

successful engineer ; the latest developments in air brake equip-

ment and their effect on train handling; locomotive lubrication,

and new valve gears. An account of this convention appeared in

the Raihvay Age Gazette of August 26, 1910.

Proceedings of the International Master Boiler Makers' Association. 194
pages, 6 in. X 9 in. Secretary, H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty street,
New York.

The fourth annual convention of this association was held at

Niagara Falls, Ont, May 24-27, 1910. The most important sub-

jects considered were the standardizing of pipe flanges for boilers

and templets for drilling them; radical departures in boiler and

firebox designs ; inequality of expansion in locomotive boilers

;

staying the front portion of the crown sheet on radial stay

boilers; steel versus iron tubes; flexible versus rigid staybolts;

the best method of applying flues
;
proposed federal boiler inspec-

tion, and the standardizing (jf biucjirims. An account of the

convention appeared in the Railway .Igc Gazette of June 3, 1910.

[Proceedings of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association. 150
pages, 6 in. .\ 9 in. Secretary, A. P. Dane, Boston & Maine, Boston,
Mass

'Jhc forty-first annual convention of this association was held

at St. Louis, September 13-16, 1910. Among the more important

subjects considered were the use of an oil emulsion as a cleaner;

the need of a practical painter in the engine house ; the effect of

steam on the glue holding veneer ; the use and abuse of inert

pigments; substitutes for white lead for interior painting; or-

ganization of the paint shop force; the effect of repeatedly cut-

ting in with a body colof on the burning off period; ideal car

paint shop, and the painting and maintenance of canvas roof.

An account of the convention appeared in the Railway Age
Gazette of October 7, 1910.

Proceedings of the International Railway General Foremen's Association.
100 pages, exclusive of advertising; 6 in. x 9 in. Secretary, L. H.
Bryan, Two Harbors, Minn.

The sixth annual convention of this association was held at Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, May 3-7, 1910. Among the more important papers

presented and discussed at the meeting were those on self-clean-

ing ash pans ; commercial gas as a fuel ; advisability of installing

hot water washout and filling systems ; oxy-acetylene welding

;

superheaters ; location and point of water delivery to the boiler,

and an address by Professor Herman Schneider on the work of

co-operative schools at Cincinnati. An account of the conven-

tion appeared in the Raihvay Age Gazette of May 6, 1910. The
program for the next annual convention to be held in Chicago,

July 25-27, is more practical and includes such subjects as:

How can foreman best promote shop efficiency ; shop kinks

;

methods of shop organization, and the wheel fit on axles.

%i^tUr^ to the I^dilon

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY GENERAL FOREMEN'S
ASSOCIATION.

Bellefontaine, Ohio, January 6, 1911.

I want to take this opportunity to wish every member of the

International Railway General Foremen's Association a happy

and prosperous year. We have many things to be thankful

for in the history of our association, and present indications for

our future success cannot be too highly estimated.

Now that the holidays are over and we all feel at our very

best, I think it is a good time to ask every member of the asso-

ciation to commence immediately to pull towards our conven-

tion in July ; when you take hold to pull, see that you have at

least a new member in each hand to bring along. I know you

are all built of the best material, and for that reason I know
you can he depended on to carry out my request. If you want

any information, or application blanks, our secretary, L. H.

Bryan, of Two Harbors, Minn., will be glad to, assist you in

every possible manner.

Did you ever stop to think how much you have done for

this association? If you haven't done much, now is your op-

portunity. Have you gained in technical knowledge required

by railway general foremen since you have been a member of

this organization? If you haven't, I can tell you why! You
iiave not taken an active part in the association's work! Now,
if you find you have not been as active as you might have been,

start right away and make up for lost time and show us you

mean business. We need your cooperation and activity. Will

you let us have it? Of course, you will! I venture to say there

is not one member of this association who would decline when
called upon to step to the front with the royal banner of the

International Railway General Foremen's Association.

I am going to keep in close touch with our secretary to see

how many applications you will have sent in by March 1, 1911.

Sincerely and fraternally yours, c. h. voces,

President.
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BV W. H. SNYDER.

Assistant Geneial l-'oieman, New York, Susqiieliar.na & Westcni, Strouds-
burg, Pa.

TC.RCII FOR HEATING STEEL PARTS.

A cri-.dc oil burner for lieating damaged parts on steel under-

frame or all-steel cars is shown in F'igs. 1, 2 and 3. The end of

the torch (Fig. 3) may be made in any shape or length re-

quired for properly directing the flame on the different parts

of the underframe of the car. This end is screwed on the short

piece of li4-i"- P'pe which fits on the end of that part of the

Fig. 1—Crude Oil Torch for Heating Damaged Parts of Steel

Underframe or All-Steel Cars.

burner which is shown i.i detail in Fig. 2. The end shown in

the photograph is used for heating two center sills at one time,

this operation requiring only a comparatively short amount of

time. The burner is regulated by the two globe valves at B, one

of which controls the compressed air and the other the oil. The
oil reservoir is mounted on a two-wheel truck, so that it may easily

be handled about the yards and over the tracks. The hose from

the compressed air line is connected just back of the globe valve

at the rear of the top of the tank, and air is admitted to the

A^i//

Clamp
-4 Globe Valye

: Globe Valve

K•Hose h) Air Line 'I'P'pe

3c:^

Clamp ^rl^ Iron

l2Thd,

Fig. 2—Arrangement of Air and Oil Pipes and Mixing Chamber
for Crude Oil Torch.

top of the tank. This pressure forces the oil out through a pipe,

which extends to within I1/2 in. of the bottom of the tank, and

through the hose to the burner. Air from the top of the tank

is forced through the second piece of hose which extends to the

burner. The cheapest grade of crude oil is used, cutting the

cost down to one-half of what it forinerly was with a kerosene

burner.

PORTABLE RIVET FURNACE.

The portable furnace for heating rivets shown in Fig. 4 is

simple in construction and economical in the use of compressed

air. The latter point is quite important, for as a general rule

too little attention is paid to the way in which compressed air

is used about a shop or a repair yard, an(f a large amount of it

is wasted. A 2-in. pipe, about 10 in. long, with a funnel at its

lower end 4 in. in diameter and 4 in. long, is screwed into the

I
4"

Pipe

^T=

Slof /^ wide 3 hn^ Used for

hea^fng hrge surfaces

ijP'pe

Slol g nide in end ofpipe cap. Used for heofina center sills.

Fig. 3—Typical End Pieces or Burners for Crude Oil Torch.

bottom of the fire pot. The ->^-in. air pipe is clamped so that it

discharges through a 3/16-in. nozzle in the end of the pipe di-

rectly up through the center of the funnel, the top of the pipe

being about on a level with the lower part of the funnel. With
this arrangement a suction is set up and air from the outside

is forced up through the fire. It is possible to heat the rivets

;is fast as they can be driven in the car, with the air valve opened
only one-quarter of a turn. The method of connecting the

Fig. 4—Portable Furnace for Heating Rivets.

compressed air line to the furnace is also of interest. The hose

A, which is connected to the air line, discharges through the

end of the I" to the hose B, which is connected to the air ham-

mer, while the other connection from the T carries air to the

blast pipe. In this way it is possible to operate the forge and

the hammer from one air connection, doing away with the use

of a second piece of hose.

JACKS FOR STRAIGIITKXING STEEL TRUCKS.

The two jacks shown in Fig. 5 are available not only for

use in connection with straightening trucks, but also for other

work in connection with the repair of the bodies of steel freight

cars. The upper one is used for pulling the sides of the steel

truck inward when they have been sprung out too far. 1 he
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jack is so placctl tliat tlic two eyes at its eiuls pro-

ject through the truck pedestals. Bars are tlicn placed through

the eyes and the ends arc pulled inward by lurniiiR the nut at

the center of the jack. The lower jack is used for forcing the

Fig. 5—Jacks for Straightening Steel Trucks and the Bodies

of Steel Freight Cars.

sides outward when they have been bent in. The construction

and operation are simple, bars for turning the screw being used

in the .}4-in- holes in the head at the right hand end.

SECOND PRIZE.

BY C. C. LEECH.

Foreman, Pennsylvania Railroad, Buffalo, N. Y.

TWELVE-TON PORTABLE PNEUMATIC JACK.

A 12-ton portable air jack, with a 20 in. lift, which may be

used to advantage in the car repair yard, is shown in Fig. 6.

The cylinder is of cast iron, 18 in. in diameter inside. The
wheels are mounted on an axle that fits in the wrought iron

3'
Iron

x3 WJ.

Brackef for yVhee/s Jop Head.

Fig. 6—12-ton Portable Pneumatic Jack.

bracket, which is clamped to the cylinder. A wooden handle,

60 in. long, is flattened at one end to fit loosely into the pocket

A, the top flange and cover of the cylinder being cut away to

clear the handle. The jack can thus be readily moved about the

yard. An air coui)ling is provided for connecting it to the air

line.

CLEANING JOURNAL PACKING.

For cleaning packing which has been removed from journal

boxes, a tank has been constructed of heavy galvanized iron,

fitted with a steam coil, as shown in Fig. 7. The waste is allowed

to remain in this tank 24 hours, at the end of which time most

of the oil has been drained to the bottom and through the

-^6-
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Fig. 7—Tank for Removing the Oil from Old Journal Box
Packing.

strainer into the compartment B. The oil as it accumulates may
be drawn off through the cock C, after which it may be again

strained and prepared for use. The compartment B is so ar-

ranged that it may be removed occasionally for cleaning. When
the waste is removed from the tank it is placed on the cleaning

table shown in Fig. 8 and is thoroughly shaken and cleaned.

-36 ^

Fig. 8—Table for Cleaning Journal Box Packing From Which
the Oil Has Been Removed.

the dirt and dust passing through the screen, which has open-

ings 1/2 in. square. After this treatment the waste is saturated

with fresh oil by the method described below.

PREPARATION OF JOURNAL BOX PACKING.

For preparing packing for use in journal boxes, three tanks

are provided, as shown in Fig. 9. In each of the two larger

tanks, A and B, are placed 80 lbs. of waste and 560 lbs. of oil.

After the waste has had sufficient time to become thoroughly

saturated, 240 lbs. of oil are drained ofif, leaving 320 lbs. of oil

to 80 lbs. of waste, or 4 lbs. of oil to each pound of waste. The
third tank C is smaller than the other two, and is used for the

preparation of old waste which has been reclaimed, as described

above.
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RECLAIMING JOURNAL BEARINGS.

Many repair yards follow the practice of putting new bearings

in journal boxes when a pair of wheels is changed. Very often

the old bearings are only slightly worn and are good for con-

siderably more service. Ordinarily the journals from which

TRUCK FOR HANDLING MOUNTED WHEELS.

In most car repair yards narrow gage lorry tracks are pro-

vided between every other pair of repair tracks for the trans-

portation of supplies and material. One of these tracks at our
shop starts near the wheel storage tracks. The truck shown in

Fig. 9—Tanks for Preparing Journal Box Packing.

they are removed are worn smaller than the standard and the

bearing, when placed on another journal, will not fit down on

the crown. In order to use the bearings again it is necessary to

refit them to the journal so that they will have a proper bearing.

The device shown in Fig. 10 has a number of rollers of dii^erent
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Fig. 10—Rollers Used in Refitting Journal Brasses.

diameters. The operator covers one of these, which corresponds

to the diameter of the journal for which he wishes to use the

brass, with black lead, after which he places the bearing on the

roller and turns it by means of the handle A. The bearing is

then removed to a convenient bench fitted with a clamp so it may
be held rigidly while it is being scraped.
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Fig. 12—Car Inspector's Hammer.

Fig. 11 may be placed on the narrow gage track and a pair of

wheels rolled on it; the wheels drop in the cavities A, which are

5^ in. wide, and are thus held from rolling off while the truck

is being moved about the yard. Mounted wheels, which are re-

moved from the cars, may be transported about the yard in the

same way.

CAR inspector's hammer.

A convenient form of car inspector's hammer, made of low-

grade steel, with a hooked end for lifting journal box slides,

uncoupling steam hose, and useful for a variety of purposes, is

shown in Fig. 12.

COMBINATION BAR AND NAIL PULLER.

The combination steel bar and nail puller shown in Fig. 13 is

V-3'-A

s f^ound Spring 3fee/.

i
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Fig. 13—Combination Steel Bar and Nail Puller.

a most convenient tool for use in a car repair yard; it may also

be used in connection with the removal of small bolts.

wrench for OPERATING HOPPER DOORS.

The wrench shown in Fig. 14 is convenient for operating the

winding bar for closing the hoppers on freight cars. The square

ends on the winding shafts vary in size on the different classes

of equipment, and such a wrench is necessary unless a number

»<)>«>

!<- 65 >i

Fig. 11—Truck for Transporting Mounted Wheels.

1^
45-

Fjg. 14—Wrench for Operating Hopper Doors.
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of difforcMt size wrenches

tliroiigluMit the yard.

arc availal)lc at different points

rORFAUIK VAKl) DKKKICK.

A handy yard derrick, operated by air and used in handling

heavy material in the repair yard and for nnloading lumber, is

sliown ill hifi, 15, Details of the air cylinder and boom arc

die, the two pieces arc placed over the threaded portion, the

holder is slipped over them and the die is screwed off the bolt.

EMERGENCY JOURNAL BEARING.

The journal brass shown in Fig. 18 may often be used to

splendid advantage for curing or overcoming a hot box without

replacing the axle, provided the journal is not too far gone. The

Die in ftyopieces

®

Fig. 17-

Ho/der

-Die for Repairing Mutilated Threads on Bolts.

repairman must, of course, use good judgment. Instead of hold-

ing the car and removing the wheels, it is often possible to save

the journals for several thousand miles additional service by ap-

plying the brass shown. It has a babbitt lining, which is cast on

A

Fig.

^ r/ o ->j

15—Portable Air Operated Derrick.

shown in Fig. 16. Our derrick is used on 6 ft. gage track, but

a similar car could be used equally well on standard gage, es-

pecially if outriggers or clamps were used when very heavy loads

were handled. The car is of heavy wooden construction, well

braced, and the mast is of oak, braced by a heavy bracket. The
casting C, to which the boom is fastened, swings freely around

the mast, operating on cast iron balls which fit in a groove or

runway. A rope is fastened to the top of the boom for swing-

ing it from side to side. The collar at the top of the mast, to

B Sec f/onA-B,

Fig. 18—Emergency Journal Bearing.

an arbor the same diameter as the journal on which it is to be

used. It must not be bored, filed or fitted, and must not be used

on newly turned journals.

BY THEODORE ROWE.

Foreman, Great Northern, Jackson Street Shops, St. Paul, Minn.

TURNING STEEL-TIRED CAR WHEELS.

Some time ago we installed a 42-in. Putnam coach wheel lathe

in the Jackson street shops. Great things were expected of it,

for the makers claimed a record of something like 22 pairs of

wheels in a 10-hour day. We managed to turn out seven pairs

:p-' tt W

Fig. 16—Boom and Air Cylinder Used on Portable Yard Derrick.

which the tie rod E is attached, is arranged td revolve easily

about the mast. The air cylinder is constructed of wrought iron

pipe and is arranged so that air may be admitted at either end

by means of the 3-way valve F. The stroke of 7 ft. is doubled

by weaving the chain around the sheave which is fastened to

the end of the piston rod. As may be seen, the end of the pis-

ton rod is fitted with a crosshead which runs in guides, thus

preventing the rod from being bent or distorted.

BY F. RATTEK,

BRIGHTON, MASS.

REPAIRING BATTERED THREADS ON BOLTS.

To the car repairman the two-piece die and die holder, shown
in Fig. 17, are worth their weight in gold for running over old

bolts that have become rusted or have battered ends. Instead

of starting at the end of the bolt, as is done with the standard

a day, and sometimes eight, although this appeared to be the

limit, owing to the fact that too much time was required for

pulling the tailstock back and running it forward again after

the wheels had been put in place. Often as much as 10 or 15

minutes was required for doing this. To remedy this difficulty

we removed the hand rigging for doing this work and fitted up-

an air cylinder, as shown in Fig. 19. With this arrangement it

was possible to make the change in from two to two and a half

minutes, thus allowing an output of from 12 to 13 pairs of wheels

in nine hours. As may be seen, the air cylinder is mounted on a

hardwood block, which is placed directly back of the base of the

machine and is connected to it by the ya,-'va. steel plate. By
means of the three-way cock, air may be admitted to either end

of the cylinder, enabling it to operate in both directions. We
also made and applied a 48-in. scale on the side of the tailstock

and in a location convenient to the operator. The scale is grad-

uated in 1/16-in. for a distance of 24 in., so that the operator can
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readily set his calipers accurately. These appliances, from a

practical standpoint, help greatly to make the machine up-to-date

and modern.

CRANE FOR HANDLING STORAGE BATTERIES.

The storage batteries used in connection with the electric

lighting of passenger equipment have to be handled frequently

/Of/iir
Cylinder,

24'SfTcke

3-i'V:3c/ Cock

•5ca/e^
* LIJJJ

Driving

^Oear

•^ n It

-% Sfeel
Plah la^he Beef

'^Hard Wood Bhck

Fig. 19—Application of Power Traverse to Tailstock of Car

Wheel Lathe.

in connection with flushing them with water. These boxes

weigh about four or five hundred pounds apiece when filled, and

it is necessary to lift them about 3 ft. from the floor. Several

workmen have been hurt in doing this by having fingers pinched

or hands crushed. To overcome the difficulty in handling the

boxes, a jib crane and an air hoist were constructed, as shown
in Fig. 20. With this crane it is possible for one man to safely

Pickups for

L'ifHng Box.

Fig. 20—Crane for Handling Storage Batteries.

lift and clean a set of batteries in a comparatively short time ; for-

merly three or four men were required for this work. With an

air pressure of 90 or 100 lbs., the capacity of the crane is about

two tons. This type of crane can also be used to advantage for

serving lathes, planers or other machines which handle heavy

work in the machine shop. As may seen from the drawing, its

construction is simple.

JACKING UP COACHES.

Modern passenger car equipment has grown so heavy that

something better than a hand or ratchet jack is required for

lifting the cars in order to remove or replace the trucks. We
have constructed four 17-in. air jacks (Fig. 21), one of which
is placed under each corner of the car. The two jacks at each
end are connected with the same air line and are operated by
the same valve, so that the end of the car is raised evenly. These

m/—m Ikm

a.
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Fig. 21—17-Inch Air Jack for Lifting Coaches.

jacks have been in service for eight months and have not re-

quired any repairs, and it looks now as if they would operate

indefinitely without requiring any. The use of these jacks

has greatly reduced the amount of time required for removing
and replacing the trucks when it is necessary to change the

wheels. The cylinders of the jacks are constructed of J^-in.

boiler steel, which is rolled to the proper size for boring and
is welded instead of being riveted. A two-wheel buggy has been

constructed which carries the jacks in such a way that the load

is evenly balanced and they can be conveniently moved from
place to place about the yard or through the shop. The handle

Fig. 22—Buggy for Transporting Air Jacks.

of the buggy (Fig. 22) is raised and the uprights, which have

U's at the top, are pushed under the two lugs on the jack. By
lowering the handle the jack is raised ofif the ground and may
be pushed about the yard.

BY A. G. PANCOST.

Draftsman, Elkhart, Ind.

PREPARING WASTE.

Cotton or woolen waste, in order to give the best service for

use in journal boxes of freight or passenger cars, should be

thoroughly soaked in oil, after which the surplus oil should be

allowed to drain off. Waste prepared in this way can be packed

more firmly about the journal and will give much more satis-

factory results than if it is placed in the box too wet. A box,

or tank, for preparing the waste is shown in Fig. 23. The in-

side is lined with heavy galvanized iron, and two cleats are

placed on the inside of the box about 8 in. from the top, as

shown. Ihese support a tray, which has for its bottom a 1/16-in.

mesh wire netting. The tray is only about one-half the length

of the box, and may be shifted from one end to the other. The

lower part of the box is filled with oil and waste. After the

waste has become thoroughly saturated, it is transferred to the
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tray, antl tho siiri)liis oil is allnutil to drain otT. It is removed

from tlie tray in dope buckets as it is needed.

CAR RKPAIR man's SIGNAL.

RepairnuMi wlio arc working on cars standing on tracks wliicli

lead to otlu'r jiarts of the yard should he ])rotectcd by a con-
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Fig. 23—Tank for Preparing Journal Box Packing.

spicuous and substantial signal in order to caution trainmen

against entering the repair track either with other cars or with

a switching locomotive. The ordinary flag is unsatisfactory, as

it soon becomes soiled and may easily be lost, torn or blown

away by the wind. To overcome this, the signal shown in Fig.
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Fig. 24—Substantial Signal for Use of Car Repairmen.

24 has been constructed. The block which forms the base is

heavy and insures the signal remaining in an upright position.

One of these signals is left near each end of all entrance tracks

to the repair j'ard and is always at hand when required. When in

use it is placed in the center of the track. The banner should

be painted occasionally, but this is the only attention which it

will require.

STORAGE OF REPAIR MATERIAL IN THE YARDS.

Car inspectors in charge of the work in a large yard must
be prepared at any moment to shoulder their tools and look over

a train that is either entering the yard or preparing to leave it.

The inspector does not, of course, know just what material he

will need for repairs, and if he did he would probably be unable

to carry it for any distance. It is therefore desirable to provide

some arrangement for storing a limited supply of the parts

which are most often required convenient to the places where
repairs may have to be made. This is particularly true in the

case of such articles as air hose, knuckle locks, pins, cotters,

bolts, etc. A box, similar to the one shown in Fig. 25, may be

used to good advantage for storing such material, lliese boxes

arc placed on two ties partly sunk in the ground, and are lo-

cated from 150 to 250 ft. apart on the side of the yard that is

most convenient to the workmen and about 8 ft. from the track.

In addition to these small boxes, others, about three times as

large, are placed from 500 to 600 ft. apart alongside of the yard

>5

Fig. 25—Box for Storage of Car Repair Material.

and are used for the storage of oil, waste and heavy tools.

These centers for supplies may also be used as dumping places

for scrap material which is gathered up about the yard and is

picked up by a work train at regular intervals. This method of

storing material in a convenient place for the repairmen not only

enables them to do more and better work, but prevents the ma-
terial from being scattered promiscuously through the yard and

being lost or destroyed by exposure to the weather.

RACK FOR STORING COUPLER KNUCKLES.

In car repair yards where a large amount of work is done,

including foreign cars, it is necessary to carry quite a large

amount and variety of coupler knuckles. As many of these

knuckles do not dififer greatly in construction, it is advisable to

keep the different types piled separately and have them properly

labeled, so that no time will be lost in finding the proper one.
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Fig. 26—Rack for the Storage of Coupler Knuckles.

Because of their shape, it is difficult to arrange them to advan-

tage without some means of support. The rack shown in Fig.

26 has been devised for this purpose. A piece of tin, bent so

that it will hold a card, is tacked above the top of each space

and contains the name of the knuckle stored below. Besides

adding to the neat appearance of the yard, the stock of knuckles

can readily be accurately checked at any time without unneces-

sary handling.

POLISHING JOURNALS.

It is often necessary to re-turn the journals on car axles and

after turning them they should be polished with emery. Fig. 27

shows .a simple but efficient device for doing this. The two
wooden pieces are of well-seasoned oak or hickory. The opera-
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tor places these blocks about the journal, as shown, and drops

the leg which is hinged to the lower block. Two sheets of fine,

well-oiled emery cloth are inserted between the blocks and the

Fig. 27—Device for Polishing Newly Turned Journals.

journal; the lathe is started up and the operator places his

weight on the outer end of the top block. In a short time a

smooth, polished surface is obtained.

inspectors' emergency repair cart.

At terminals where all trains change engines and crews, and

the inspectors are allowed only from two to ten minutes to

thoroughly inspect the train, speed and accuracy are required on

the part of all concerned in order that the train may leave the

Fig. 28—Car Inspectors' Emergency Repair Cart.

terminal on time and in safe condition. It is necessary to have

any tools or repair material that may be needed close at hand.

A cart, which contains an emergency equipment, used for mak-
ing speedy repairs to hot boxes, is shown in Fig. 28. This is

always kept near the station and contains dope cans, waste, oil,

special packing tools, jacks, blocking, extra journal brasses, etc.

The use of this emergency cart has made possible the prompt

handling of repairs to hot boxes.

APPRENTICE OR CONTINUATION SCHOOL OF
CINCINNATI.

F. B. Dyer, superintendent of the Cincinnati schools, in an

address before the National Society for the Promotion of Indus-

trial Education, Boston, Mass., November 18, spoke at length

on the work of the continuation school which was established in

Cincinnati in 1909. He said : 'This school is not a trade school,

but is designed for the intellectual improvement of those boys

who are already apprentices. It catches the boy in the shop and

brings him to the school. The attempt was made to get appren-

tices to attend the night schools, but with little success. The ap-

prentice is a daytime proposition. He has not the physicial en-

durance to work all day and go to school at night. The period

of apprenticeship is a critical one, as the boy at this age needs

guidance and right ideals kept steadily before him. He needs to

have an intellectual interest created in his work in order that

he may be ambitious to become, instead of a mere hand, the mas-

ter of an honorable craft. The board of education provides the

school and the teachers ; the manufacturers release the boys one-

half day a week and pay them, if they attend the school, their

regular wages ; if they do not attend, they are docked. About

250 machine shop apprentices are enrolled. The school runs 48

weeks a year, 8 hours a day. The teachers are allowed two half

days to visit the boys in their shops, consult with the foremen
and gather material for the school work. The boys are graded

according to their intellectual ability—the immature coming the

first part of the week and the mature the last part.

"The course of study consists of an hour of blue print reading

and free hand drawing, an hour of shop science, an hour of ap-

plied mathematics and a general hour for cultural purposes, in-

cluding civics, industrial geography and history, reading, etc.

The method is distinctly practical and objective. While the

mathematics is arranged so that topics follow a proper sequence,

the mathematical principles are applied directly to the machines

in use in the shops, and all non-essentials are eliminated. The
school operates at night for adult workers, and on Friday night

the foremen meet and discuss phases of their work. This school

has been in operation a year and a half. The attitude of the

boys toward the work and their employers is wholly changed.

The foremen state that the output of the boys has increased

rather than diminished, as the added interest and intelligence

more than compensate for the loss of time. The expense of

operating the school is about $3,000, or $15 a student per year.

The board of education has so much faith in the idea that it has

secured the proper legislation to permit the establishing of con-

tinuation schools for youth who go to work, until they are six-

teen years of age, with power to compel attendance 8 hours a

week in day time. The board has set aside $15,000 for this pur-

pose in the year 1911. The next school to be opened is for sales

girls who are over sixteen years of age. Certain firms have

agreed to send at least 200 under the same conditions as the

boys who now go. The compulsory continuation schools will be

opened upon a large scale early in 1911."

A NEW THEORY OF BELT DRIVING.

Under the above title Selby Haar, of the General Electric

Company, at Schenectady, N. Y., presented a paper at the recent

meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in

New York. It consisted largely of experimental data from Ger-

man sources and particularly the results of experiments by Pro-

fessor Kammerer and C. Otto Gehrckens. Prof. Kammerer's

conclusions are as follows:

a Tlie effective pull on a belt is not reduced so much by cen-

trifugal force as the currently accepted method of calculation

would lead one to expect. In other words, the maximum allow-

able tension in a belt apparently increases with the speed.

b The coefficient of friction increases with the speed and

reaches values far above that usually assumed.

c The maximum efficiency of transmission is not limited by

the speed.

d The coefficient of friction is larger for large pulleys than for

smaller ones.

e A wooden pulley has a higher coefficient of friction than an

iron one, at least when new.

f Transmission is more efficient, and the coefficient is higher

when the smaller pulley drives.

g A belt operates with higher efficiency and usually with less

creep when the tight side is on the bottom.

h A properly placed idler improves the efficiency of trans-

mission.

i The neutral layer is symmetrically located in the belt so that

the effective diameter is the sum of the pulley diameter and the

thickness of the belt.

j At any speed the sum of initial tension and centrifugal force

is constant.

In closing the paper Mr. Haar said: "It appears proved that

the maximum allowable tension in a belt is not constant and

neither is the belt velocity, even though the pulleys revolve at

constant speed. The efficiency of a belt is shown to be quite

high, just as high as a good gear transmission, the overall effi-
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cioncy of llic l)i-lt traiisiuissioii luiii^j consi(lfi;il)ly reduced l)y

larger bearing friction losses, 'lliis shows that llie improvements

should come in the hearings, as by the use of hall or roller bear-

ings, for example. The exceptional llexibility of a belt trans-

mission has made it a favorite for many dilliciilt problems. We
shall close with the following remarkable—and, we arc afraid,

over-enthusiastic—prophecy of Mr. Gehrckens: '11,900 ft. per

min. is no limit to belt speeds at present. Belt pulleys have

run at 98,000 ft. per min. Brown, Boveri & Co. have reached

74,000 ft. per min. ; the Schuckert Company rim flywheels at

19,600 ft. per min., and so do American manufacturers. Air

resistance is an important feature at such speeds. When air is

excluded the resistance decreases to one-half, and in a vacuum

it is almost nothing.. .*. .*. .*. .We are by no means close to the

limit of belt speeds, and the capacity of the belt does not com-

mence to increase until high speeds are reached. Steam turbine

speeds are so high that some reducing device must be provided

and for this purpose the belt is the simplest and most practical

connecting link. With transmissions at such high speeds the con-

struction must be painstaking and the crowning of the pulley is

an important feature.'

"

A number of members discussed the paper, all of them dis-

agreeing with the author as to the advisability of using extremely

high speeds. The general opinion seemed to be that it was much
better to run belting under 5,000 feet per minute in all cases ex-

cept for main drives, and that in many cases there was greater

economy in not exceeding 4,000 feet per minute, even at the loss

of belt efficiency, owing to the fewer delays than where belts

were strained too tight and run too fast.

MAKING PILOT RIBS.

BY S. S. SEE.

Foreman of Planing Mill, Norfolk & Western, Roanoke, Va.

Not only is the bevel different on each end of a pilot rib, but

each rib differs from the one next to it, no two being alike ex-

cept the corresponding ribs on each side of the center rib. The
device used fcT cutting these ribs, as shown in the accompanying
illustrations, is simple in construction and is easier and quicker
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Fig. 1—Device for Cutting Bevel on Ends of Pilot Ribs.

to operate and more accurate than the usual method of laying

out each rib with a templet. It does not require a skilled me-
chanic to operate it and may be used with any type of cut-off

saw. The device is made of hard wood, securely braced so that

it will not warp, and of about the dimensions shown on Fig. 1.

It is securely boltid to llic- saw table to prevent it from moving

out of line when in use. Each of the stops, which are numbered

from 1 to 10, in two rows, represents a different bevel. These

stops are 1^' i"- •" diameter and have small keys glued to then:

to keep them from turning. When not in use they are pushed

down so that the tops are level with the top of the board. When
in use they project above the board J^ in. and are held in place

l)y the button or small piece on the underside of the board, which

j^'Top of fab/e

Buffon fumed fo lefsfop c/oyyn

Fig. 2—Detail of Stop Used for Cutting Bevel on Ends of Pilot

Ribs.

swings about the screw, as shown in Fig. 2. The material to be

cut is first prepared by dressing it to the proper size. To show

how the board is used, assume that the long rib is to be cut. The
material is placed on the device with one edge resting against

the end of the fence on the saw table and one end projecting

over stop No. 1, similar to the first position shown in Fig. 3,

with the edge lined up with the side of the notch, as shown. The
other end is then cut off and the bevel thus formed is placed in

Saw-—'

Fig. 3—Showing How the Ends of the Pilot Rib are Cut to the

Proper Bevel.

the notch of the corresponding stop No. 1. The proper bevel is

then cut on the other end of the rib. In this condition the rib

would be a little too long, a point projecting above the top of

the bumper beam. By means of a special stop this point is cut

off at right angles to the beveled edge at the top of the rib, and
it is then ready for use.
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THE MISTAKES OF THE EFFICIENCY MEN.

BY ONE WHO HAS WORKED WITH THEM.

F.XTRAVAGANT STATEMENTS AND CLAIMS.

From the reports in the daily press, as well as in some of the

technical journals, it would appear that railway managers are

opposed to what are termed "efficiency methods." The battle

seems to be on between them and the efficiency men. It is unfor-

tunately true that in certain quarters a real gulf exists between

those who are preaching the gospel of efficiency and those who
are working out in a practical way the problems which confront

them in railway operation. It is but natural to expect that rail-

way managers, who have spent years in efforts to raise the

standard of railway service and to operate at the lowest ratio

consistent with safety and efficiency, should view with distrust

the claims that efficiency men make, after what, to a veteran, is

but a cursory investigation of condtions. It is even doubtful

if in many cases any investigation whatever has been made
beyond a comparison of actual costs of units of output or service

with certain assumed ideals.

There can be no logical discussion of any question without

an agreement upon the points to be discussed. The difference

between the railway man and the efficiency engineer is often due

to the point of view. There is no initial meeting of the minds.

Prejudice may exist on both sides but the blame can generally

be laid at the door of the efficiency men. The principle of

efficiency, which has always existed, is being stabbed in the house

of its friends. And more than to anything else, efficiency men
can lay the blame for their failure effectively to impress the

average railway manager to their proneness to extravagant claims

and carelessly arrived at conclusions. Discount their assertions

SO per cent, and most railway men will agree with them.

Extravagant claims are of two kinds : First, misrepre-

sentation, either wilful or through ignorance, and, second,

extravagant in the sense that, even though possible of proof, their

mere assertion creates a prejudice against them and thus prevents

a fair trial of proof. And of the two, the second is the more
insidious. A claim based upon misrepresentation or ignorance is

proved to be untrue when the facts are known ; and the discovery

of the facts is in itself a most important step in an investigation

into high costs or low efficiency. But a claim that, because of its

extravagance, immediately calls for a flat denial, even though

having foundation in fact, is usually thrown out without a hear-

ing. To such claims on the part of efficiency men is due the

apparent absence of agreement between them and those whom
they would enlighten. The astonishing thing is that the efficiency

men continue to make the same fatal mistake; and it is unjusti-

fiable because it is so unnecessary. Examples of failure of

efficiency schemes are legion.

An efficiency expert in the employ of a large concern had not

been long on the job when he informed the manager in no uncer-

tain terms what could be saved and how it could be done. There
was no doubt either as to the amount or the method. As action

did not immediately follow, the efficiency man telegraphed the

manager of the company urging him not to delay because every

hour's delay meant an actual loss of one hundred dollars. Per-

haps there was a leak somewhere in the plant; the management
may not have been all that it should; and it is not unlikely that

the amount named might have been saved through efficiency

methods. But why was it necessary to invite criticism by making
the bold claim and thus create a prejudice at a time when co-

operation was the one important thing?

Another efficiency engineer, after making a study of a manu-
facturing plant, reported that by the purchase of four more of a

certain machine tool (doubling the number of that type of tool

then in use) the output of the plant could be doubled without the

necessity for spending another dollar. This claim startled the

president and his chief engineer (perhaps it amused them).

especially in view of the fact that plans had been made and
materials ordered for a general extension of the plant for the

sole purpose of increasing the output. If by purchasing four

machines at an approximate cost of $16,000, the output could be

doubled, it were criminal to erect additional buildings at great

expense. Credit should be given the management for investigat-

ing the basis of such an apparently extravagant claim. It was
found that the efficiency engineer meant that, as among all the

machine tools in the plant, only these four were being run double

shift in order to keep the balance of the equipment running but

one shift; four additional machines also running double shift

would make it possible to run the entire plant day and night and
thus increase the output two-fold. It is hardly necessary to add
that the original plan to enlarge the plant was not abandoned.

A third extravagant claim is that used to illustrate the alleged

enormous waste in railway operation. It has done yeomaa
service on various occasions. It runs something like this: A
locomotive in first-class condition is but 50 per cent, efficient if

the track and roadbed have been allowed to deteriorate 50 per

cent. If, in addition, the engineman has an efficiency of but

SO per cent., the result is to reduce the efficiency of the locomotive

to 25 per cent. If, further, the fuel used has but half the heat

units it should have, the combination of poor track, engineer and
fuel results in an efficiency of but 12>4 per cent., or a waste, or

inefficiency, of 875^ per cent. The argument appears logical

enough, but however compelling it may be to the layman, the

railway manager knows that such conditions do not exist. Except
in extreme cases no roadbed is allowed to deteriorate to such

an extent as to carry but half the traffic it should. There cannot

be such a combination of poor roadbed, locomotives and cars,

men, fuel, etc., for the reason that long before these factors are

allowed to deteriorate sufficiently to affect the net results mate-
rially, the remedy is discovered and applied. Locomotives are

taken out of service and shopped before their condition has any
appreciably damaging effect upon traffic. Engineers who are

unable to meet their schedules must promptly give way to those

who can.

It must be admitted that not unusually there is a basis in fact

for many of the extravagant assertions of the efficiency men. It

is because this is true that their claims not only do not accom-
plish what they are intended to, but, on the contrary, have the

effect of obscuring actual conditions. That machine tools in

most manufacturing and railway shops are not operated as

efficiently as they should be, that the cost of maintenance is high,

that the efficiency of the average workman is low, that fuel and
supplies are being wasted, that locomotives and cars are not

always repaired economically, is unquestionably true. And it is

important that the truth in this respect should be told. The
plain truth, however, is sufficient; and although it requires fre-

quent repetition, it needs no embellishment. It is an encouraging
sign that, although not bearing the insignia of the efficiency men,
there is an ever increasing number of those who not only recog-

nize the principles that underlie efficiency methods, but who are
successfully applying them. This is the leaven that shall leaverr

the lump.

The Bolivian Antofagasta Railway is building at an approxi-

mate cost of $4,520,000 gold a line of railway from Rio Mulatos
on the Antofagasta (Chile) and Bolivia Railway—to Potosi. The
rrack is leveled on about 8 miles from Rio Mulatos. Thus, in less

than two years' time, Potosi, the center of the largest tin-bearing

area in Bolivia, will have an easy outlet for the transport of its

minerals by rail down to the port of Antofagasta. The Anto-

fagasta line will be constructed up via Oruro to La Paz, and

ultimately from thence to the port of Tacna, on the Pacific coast.

The import trade of Potosi will be facilitated by the same means,

and it is confidently expected that by the reduction in freights

and the influx of laborers, the new line will enable lower grade

tin and copper ores, the quantity of which is incalculable, to be

worked from Potosi to Rio Mulatos.
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FIRST PRIZE.

HOW THE OUTPUT OF A LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOP
WAS INCREASED.

BV H. L. BURRIIUS.

Assistant to Ciciioral Foieman, Erie, Susquehanna, Pa.

Importance of Kiionnng Costs.—The successful foreman is the

one who can give actual ligures on the cost of labor and material

for every job done in his department. With this knowledge he

can instantly tell whether it is being run successfully or not, and

he is in a position to decide on a better way of handling the

work. Decreasing labor cost and increasing material cost is

not successful management. A foreman may point with pride to

the great amount of work his department is turning out when
due to this cause, but what about the company he is working

for? It will lose money.

Keep Doivn the Supply of Material.—In some shops the fore-

men do not think it worth their time to consider the cost of

material. In cases where material is required and is not on

hand they will order at least twice the quantity required, with

the result that a large amount of money is tied up in the store

department for material that may not be needed for the next

60 days. The result of this poor business method is far reaching,

for the money that should be used for the pay roll is tied up in

the store room on useless material.

Following are a few ideas that were worked out in a shop

where the output was increased 50 per cent, in one year with

no increase in the cost over the previous year.

Shop Schedule.—The repairs on an engine were classified and

each class was given a certain number of days to be in the shop.

Each department was given a schedule of the length of time

allowed for the repairs for which it was responsible. This

schedule also showed when the parts were to be received so that

the foremen could not have the excuse that he had not received

the work in time. With this system it was easy to locate the

weak points and find the foreman who was the cause of the

engine not leaving the shop on schedule time.

Advance Information as to the Repairs Required.—The general

foreman was notified at least 15 days before an engine was due
for the shop. At the same time he was given a condensed report

of work that would be required, or of any thing that was not

just right and would need attention. He would then send a copy
of the notice and report to each foreman, who in turn would get

out a list of any castings or heavy forgings that would be
required and were not on hand. This one point made a great

gain, for it not only gave the store department an opportunity to

get material, but work throughout the shop could be handled in

quantities instead of one or two pieces at a time.

Facilitating Delivery of Material.—All departments and erecting

pits were spaced off and nuinbered, with a view of reducing the

time required to deliver material to the engines. How easy ( ?)

it is for a man to go up and down the shop with a truck load of

material looking for some engine that does not happen to have
a number 20 in. high painted on it. On the other hand if told

to deliver material to space 25 he knows the exact location and
the easiest way to get there without loss of time.

Engine Failures Posted in the Back Shop.—A large blackboard
was placed in the back shop on which were listed the daily

engine failures and their causes. Every road has engine failures

and the best way to overcome them is to educate the men to do
their work in a manner that will not cause a failure. This board
was the direct cause of getting the men so interested in the good
record of the shop that men from one department would check
over work from another with the view of preventing an engine
failure whith would be charged against their shop.

An Unusual Kind of Staff Meeting.—Of course, every shop

has a foremen's staff meeting, but how many shops hold

staff meetings with the workmen? This gets the master

mechanic and general foreman in close touch with every

department. Each department should elect one man to be its

representative and to hold that position for at least six months.

Every month the department representatives, master mechanic

and general foreman should hold a meeting and discuss shop

conditions and different ideas of getting out the work. Some
valuable ideas will be brought out at these meetings and weak

points will be discovered and corrected, all tending to increase

the output and at the same time decrease the unit cost. Some
foremen do not take kindly to suggestions made by their men,

but if these can be brought before the men's meeting and thor-

oughly discussed, it will often lead to some good point that has

been overlooked.

Reclaiming Scrap.—Near the center of the shop a space was

marked off for a scrap pile. One man was given the job of

taking care of it. He had to sort it over and return good material

to be used again ; the scrap material he transferred to the scrap

bins. It is unnecessary to give any figures on the amount of

money that was saved. However, where two and three men had

been kept busy wheeling out scrap to the scrap bins, all scrap

is now delivered to the bins by this one man who looks after

the shop scrap pile.

Co-operation.—It requires the hearty co-operation of every man
in the shop to increase the output and at the same time decrease

the unit costs. Ideas must be developed to secure and maintain

the interest of every man. No one man can install and maintain

a perfect system in a large shop without the help of every em-

ploye. Don't lose sight of the fact that the success of the

company you are working for is your success, and increased

output at a decreased cost means an increase in your present

salary.

IMPROVED ORGANIZATION AND ITS EFFECT ON SHOP
OUTPUT.

BY C. E. STONE.

General Car Foreman, National Railways of Mexico, Talleres de Santiago,
Mexico.

While shop kinks, labor-saving machinery and good shop fa-

cilities contribute their part to increased output, their im-

portance is secondary. The standard is set almost wholly by

the man in charge on the basis of his ability to organize and

handle men. The first and most important requisite is that he

be a man in the fullest meaning of the word ; being that, he will

coinmand the confidence and respect of his employers as well as

of his employees. If he can maintain discipline and retain the

good will and respect of his employees and the hearty co-opera-

tion of his fellow officers in the other departments his battle is

almost won and a high standard is assured. He should ever

strive to control himself and be able to administer a reprimand

or give instructions even under the most trying circumstances

without loosing his temper or using profanity, for that will

lower him in the estimation of all present quicker than any

other fault he may have. He should be a keen student of hu-

man nature and be able to look on all sides of any question.

He should be wholly devoid of partiality in settling contro-

versies and handle every case strictly on its merits, not hesi-

tating about applying the needed remedy. To err is human

;

therefore, when an error has been made, he should take the

party at fault to one side and in a friendly manner attempt to

show him the error of his ways and make him see that it is

necessary to be more careful ; if the error is on account of igno-

rance, he should be able and willing to impart the necessary in-

formation to prevent its repetition. If the person so handled

is the right kind of a man the foreman has made a better em-
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ployee for his company and a friend and supporter for himself.

If one or two warnings do not have the desired effect the sooner

the man is dismissed the better for all concerned.

Promotion from the ranks keeps hope alive and fosters am-

bition and is absolutely essential to increased output or high

shop standards. The rank and file should be given to under-

stand that vacancies higher up will be filled from their num-

bers, but strictly on a basis of ability. The writer is not an ad-

vocate of the seniority rule, and believes that it is detrimental

to high efficiency, as it tends to keep ambitious men away from

the shops where it is the rule and thus lowers competition.

The successful foreman must know what he wants to do and

how he can best do it; then he must have confidence in hiniself

that will inspire initiative, and the persistence and courage to

keep everlastingly at it, until by sheer force of purpose he makes

an impression. To be successful he must be conversant with

the detail work of each of the branches over which he has super-

vision. Here he is the expert adviser as well as the expert or-

ganizer; he should clearly define the jurisdiction and authority

of his subordinate foreman of each branch of the service and

then grant them perfect autonomy so far as handling their men
is concerned, making them understand that they are responsible

for the results. He should keep in close touch with his fore-

men and invite their confidence, always treating them as men
and making them feel that his time is at their disposal when-

ever they need assistance or advice about their work, at the

same time teaching them the value and importance of self-

reliance. He should transact all business with the foreman di-

rect, never going to the men, as that weakens the foreman's

prestige with them.

The duties of the several branches of the mechanical depart-

ment are closely interwoven with each other, and harmony and

co-operation between the men in charge of the different branches

is of the greatest importance and must be maintained at any

cost, or the standard of efficiency will be lowered. Study the

conditions of your shop and see that each branch of the service

has the right amount of help to keep pace with the other de-

partments. This having been done and harmony and co-opera-

tion firmly established you will find that a good many points

have been added to the shop output. Teach your foremen to

specialize, as that is an important factor in increasing the amount
of work turned out by each individual. Establish a friendly

competition between the different branches, giving due praise

to the foreman who has made the best record. Encourage the

other fellow and put him on his mettle to make a greater effort

;

show him where he has made a mistake or why he has fallen

behind, and instruct him how to overcome the weakness in his

system of working and will nearly always deliver the goods.

Keep your foremen inspired and they in turn will inspire the

men and your shop output will be increased far more than you
had dared to hope for, and you will be surprised at the amount
of suggestions you will receive tending to create greater facili-

ties for further increases ; some of these will be practical and

can be put in operation to prove their value. In conversing

with your superiors do not attempt to rob your subordinates of

any improvement or record that they have made that is deserv-

ing of special mention, but give them the credit they deserve.

Last but not least, remember that it is the idle moments that

test the character and that the foreman who uses his idle mo-
ments to improve his mind and add to his stock of knowledge
easily leads in the race. Next in importance is to watch your
leaks very closely; do not allow the waste of any serviceable

material, be it old or new. Keep close watch of the scrap bins,

as that is your principal leak, and unless properly taken care of

will offset all your other efforts at securing a high eilficiency.

Systems for handling the work and shop kinks are local condi-

tions and no fixed rule governing these will produce good re-

sults in all shops. There are many of these, all more or less

beneficial, but the ones that will best serve the purpose must be

left to the man on the ground, who knows the conditions exist-

ing at that particular place.

LOST MOTION.

BY CHARLES MAIER.

Engine House Foreman, West Jersey & Seashore, Atlantic City, N. J.

A well designed piece of machinery, even though it be ever so

complicated, if all parts are properly fitted and put together and
well lubricated will work smoothly, each part doing its share

of the work. Lost motion or friction if it happens to be in a

critical part or throughout the machine can reduce the efficiency

to such an extent that the cost of the output will be considerably

increased. All this is nothing new, but the comparison of a rail-

way organization with it is so convenient that I have been tempted

to mention it. If we could take up all the "lost motion" or

eliminate all the friction in the railway organizations of the

country the annual saving would probably be enormous. I am
not going to try to show where all this lost motion or friction

exists, because I cannot, but that some does exist I do know.

All railways have numerous repair shops and repair yards, each

of which is undoubtedly in charge of a capable man. However,
no one of these men can be expected to have become so efficient

in his work that he cannot learn something from another in the

same line of work. A certain job may be handled in one place

in an altogether different manner and considerably quicker and

cheaper than at other places on the system. Some of the other

places may be doing other jobs quicker and cheaper.

Every repair point that handles a job on which more time is

spent on account of the method of doing it than is required at

another point has lost motion that should be taken up. If the

methods of doing similar work at all repair points could be

compared the general efficiency would be considerably increased.

This could be accomplished by sending out circulars from some
designated office to all repair points asking for a detailed explan-

ation as to how a certain job is handled at that point; when all

replies are received they should be sorted out and sent to each

repair point so each will have the benefit of the others' experience.

When any of these places discover a new kink that will facili-

tate doing a piece of work it should be sent direct to the central

office and from there distributed to all repair points doing that

class of work. Some roads do have a system of collecting shop

kinks but it is not on as broad a scale as this and is not conducted

as systematically. Suggestions or kinks come in at random and

may never get further than the division on which they originate.

Notices should be posted at all repair points asking the men to

send any new ideas they may have direct to the office collecting

them and if any man, be he a mechanic or laborer, does send in

a new idea that is worth adopting give him substantial credit for

it in some form. Most every man would like to get up some new
and better method of doing a job or some new tool, and he would

be stimulated considerably if he thought he was going to get

something for it. An annual pass over the division if given as a

reward for a new suggestion would encourage not only the man
receiving it but all his fellow employees.

Mechanics often have good ideas on handy tools to do certain

jobs or quicker methods of doing them, but cannot get them in

shape for various reasons. They may be kept so busy they do

not have time to make tools, or perhaps a narrow-minded fore-

man will not permit them to try new methods. Some foremen of

this class seem to think a man is trying to tell them their business

if he makes a suggestion. Some of these suggestions may seem

trivial but they may apply to operations all over the system and in

the aggregate the saving effected would be considerable.

Some of the most successful industrial concerns have been

doing this for years with splendid results. The employees make

suggestions, some of which are patented and the employee re-

ceives an annual royalty. The result is that each employee is

using his or her brains continually, on or oflf duty, trying to get

some new idea in connection with their work. Instead of a com-

paratively few officials trying to overcome all the difficulties that

present themselves the entire organization is at it all the time. A
concentration of this kind is bound to produce results and create

a better feeling between oflficials and employees.
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INCREASING THE OUTPUT OF A SMITH SHOP.

BY J. V. I'liKunr.

Rlacksinith Foicinaii, Seaboard Air Line, Jacksonville, Fla.

Ill reading over the announcement of the competition on In-

creasing Shop Output, I was attracted by the following sentences

relating to the department I am most interested in: "The black-

smitli shop never could quite keep up with tlic work ; now you

are easily doing so, although you have more work to do and have

not increased your force. How did you bring it about?" With-

out presuming to be an authority on the management of the

smith shop, I shall attempt to answer this question by describing

the practices and principals by which the output of one smith

shop was increased, although the force suffered a slight decrease.

The Relation of the Smith Shop to the Other Departments.—
The problem that confronts the management of a railway repair

plant is the general output. But it is a fact generally admitted

that the blacksmith shop, being practically the initial point of

the general run of repairs, should at all times be in advance of

the other iron working departments. Otherwise, the boiler shop

and machine shop would be held back and the heads of these

departments prevented from making the showing they might be

capable of.

Building Up An Organization.—In order to place the smith

shop in advance of the other departments and to keep it there,

more than one problem has to be recognized and dealt with.

Probably the first of these is to build up the organization by

securing good workmen who are sober, steady and conservative

men. In this day when workmen are more educated and refined

(thanks to our public school system), there is no great difficulty

in doing this, except that it requires time. Once the organization

is perfected it is hazardous to break into it, even temporarily, by

employing a smith who is lazy, a hard drinker or an agitator. In

using the word agitator I wish to be plainly understood. A good

union man is a credit to himself and his craft. But an agitator

is of no service to a union, or a shop, or himself. After success-

fully organizing a shop it is necessary to exercise great care in

order to maintain the organization. The men should be treated

kindly and firmly and with a uniformity that will insure their

respect and confidence in the foreman. If a man is not genteel

enough to appreciate this sort of treatment and shows v. dispo-

sition to take advantage of it, don't demoralize good conditions

by quarreling with and threatening him; dismiss him from the

service. The men will be better off without such a man among
them.

If, as in most cases, the men are working under certain shop

rules or an agreement, agreed to and signed by the superintendent

of motive power, the foreman should preserve a strict regard for

these rules by living up to them to the very letter. By so doing

he can with a greater impunity exact the same of his men.

Should any irregularities originate, sufficient to lead the men to

believe a grievance has been perpetrated against them, settle it

by the rule book. If the rules are not explicit enough to deter-

mine a satisfactory settlement, a spirit of fairness will prompt the

foreman to willingly refer the matter to the general foreman

or master mechanic for a ruling.

Classification of Work.—Next to, or in connection with organ-

izing the shop, should come the classification of the work. It

should be distributed among the men in accordance with their

ability. This will insure a more speedy and accurate output, and
to a certain extent eliminates the necessity of the foreman closely

watching and measuring each piece of work turned out, thus

giving him more time to attend to his other duties and for study-

ing out and making improvements. The field of blacksmithing,

like many other trades, is so broad that one man can not cover all

of it and give perfect satisfaction in all of its branches. For
instance, a smith may be perfectly at ease working a frame,

rocker arm, or mud ring, who could not, in a given time, make
a respectable wrench or hammer to save his life, while a very

ordinary smith, not able to give satisfaction on the former pieces.

would be perfectly at home with the latter. Often it is the small

jol)s that prove to be the most puzzling and lots of time is lost

in turning them out if they arc not given to a smith familiar with

them.

'1 here arc three fires in tlie average .snnih shop that are looked

on as special fires, whether they are so designated or not. They
are the spring fire, the tool fire, and the frame or heavy fire. In

a number of shops only one man is familiar with any one of these

three classes of work. This is all wrong, as circumstances may
deprive the smith shop of the service of either of these men for

days or weeks, or for an indefinite period. It is, therefore,

necessary to have more than one man familiar with each different

class of work. Where thermit is used for welding frames, more

than one man should be taught to handle it. It is next to an

impossibility for the foreman to superintend every job of this

kind and give sufficient attention to his other duties.

In classifying the work, however, it will not be necessary, nor

would it be justice to the men, to keep them on one kind of work
all the time if they are capable of doing other and better work
than the kind usually assigned them. Numerous opportunities

will arise which will permit the foreman, without endangering

the output, to try a man on a different class of work and if he

proves capable of doing it satisfactorily, he becomes more pro-

ficient and consequently a more valuable employe.

Tools and Equipment.—After organizing the shop forces and

classifying the work, comes the important feature of equipping

the shop with tools. Only a limited amount of work can be

gotten from a man's backbone and muscle, but the amount of

work to be gotten from the use of improved tools is unlimited

;

at least the limit has never been reached. As a matter of fact,

with the general run of work in the average railway shop, a

special tool can be made to help with or complete pretty nearly

every job. The class of tools demanded for the smith shop is

regulated by the number or kind of machines installed therein.

If a foreman has bulldozers, bolt headers, and forging machines,

his task will be confined chiefly to making dies and formers for

these machines. But even without these machines, he is expected

to get results and to continually increase the output and decrease

the cost. If the management will not buy the necessary equip-

ment, it is up to the smith foreman to build machines or air

presses of such shapes and dimensions as are required to do the

work. Work which cannot be done on the air machines, must be

done with steam hammer dies and formers and punches. A great

number of these tools can be built similar to tools used in other

shops, or tools illustrated in railway papers and magazines. Not
an easy task to be sure ! But with each good, serviceable tool,

the output is increased so materially that the foreman and his

men feel amply rewarded for their efforts. It is bad policy to

ignore a suggestion from one of the men regarding his ideas of

a tool. If the ideas are practicable adopt them. If impracticable,

reason with and convince him of the fact. You may need his

ideas again some day, and the co-operation of the men with the

foreman in making improved tools is a good thing to encourage.

With the average railway management changing standards from

time to time, and purchasing engines or cars of a different type

or build from those already in service every few months, the

necessity for making tools to cheapen the cost of repairs never

ceases. When not able to make all the tools required at once,

the foreman should make tools for the work that gives him the

most trouble. If this is done he will much more quickly find

time to build the others needed. However, a smith shop might

be literally stocked with good tools, and if they are not kept in

order so that they can be found quickly when wanted, the com-

pany will not be getting the full value of them, nor will the fore-

man be increasing the output as he might. Hence making and

having tools is not the whole problem. They should be arranged

and kept systematically so that no time will be lost in finding them

when needed, and also that the foreman can at any time look them

over and see just what tools he has and their condition.

Take Advantage of Hot Metal.—One of the practices most

effective in increasing the output is to take advantage of a piece
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of hot metal. For inscancc, a machinist orders one knuckle pin.

It takes more time to heat an axle (of which these pins are

usually made), than it does to make the pin. And as a smith

can easily make two of these in one heat, have him do it and

while the other portion of the axle is half hot and the fire is

in prime condition for heating it again, if you can spare the time

make a dozen or more. The smith foreman thus saves time and

keeps ahead of the machine shop. This practice is helpful in

making many pieces, such as knuckle pins, wrist pins, piston nuts,

brake hanger studs, guide blocks and any standard article blocked

from a heavy piece of metal.

Co-operation of Other Departments.—Increasing the smith shop

output becomes more easy if the smith foreman can induce tlte

various foremen of the other departments to send their repair

work to him as promptly and orderly as is practicable. Time is

saved in doing this work collectively, but is lost if it has to be

(lone piecemeal.

The stock of iron and steel on hand should be watched closely

and a sufficient amount should be ordered each month to take

care of the work.

One of the best methods of getting and keeping a body of hust-

ling blacksmiths, is for the foreman to get busy himself in attend-

ing to his duties, thus setting an example for his men. An indo-

lent foreman does not place himself in a position to consistently

expect much from his men. The idea that when one is promoted

to a foremanship he ceases to work, is all wrong. The promotion

means work, and hard work if one cares to succeed.

THE LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS OF THE BURLING-
TON AT HAVELOCK, NEB.

[with an INSET-l

The original locomotive shops of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Havelock, Neb., were built in 1893 and 1894. In recent

years there has been felt the necessity for larger and better

facilities for repairing locomotives at that point. The intro-

duction of heavier power for both freight and passenger service,

and the large number of Mallet compounds in use, rendered the

old shop equipment inadequate for handling this work in an

economical and rapid manner. Havelock is located about 4

miles east of Lincoln, Neb., on the main line between Chicago

and Denver. Lincoln is an important point, as it is the junction

of the lines running between St. Louis, Mo., Kansas City, Kan.,

and Billings, Mont., and between Chicago and Denver, as well

as the termini of several branch lines.

During the past year substantial improvements have been made
in the plant at Havelock by the addition of a new power plant, a

large locomotive erecting and machine shop, a storehouse, a cast-

ing platform with an overhead crane, and an oil house. The

new buildings, together with those now existing and shown as

shaded areas on the general plan, will give a shop layout as

follows : Erecting and machine shop, 600 ft. x 215 ft. ; boiler

shop, 400 ft. X 130 ft; smith shop, 300 ft. x 80 ft.; storehouse,

500 ft. x 80 ft.
;
power house, 120 ft. x 87 ft. ; car machine shop,

200 ft. X 80 ft; brass foundry, 140 ft. x 56 ft.; and oil house.

65 ft. X 36 ft. The oil house basement is 101 ft. x 38 ft. The
enclosed superstructure is 66 ft. x 38 ft. ; the balance is covered

by a steel canopy, 35 ft. x 38 ft., and is open at the sides.

The new erecting shop has longitudinal tracks with space for

36 locomotives under repairs. There are three tracks, each 600

ft. long and equipped with pits. General repairs, not including

new fireboxes, will be made in 15 days, and 45 engines per month
will be the normal capacity of the shop. There are now about

600 locomotives on the Burlington lines west of the Missouri

river, which will be tributary to the Havelock shops for general

repairs.

The location of the new buildings was determined by the

projection of a crane runway which would join the end:^ of the

old buildings with those of the new ; as shown on the plan the

80-ft., 40-ton, yard crane extends between the three old bm'ldings

and the end of the new erecting shop and the storehouse platform.

The names marked on the old shops indicate the purpose for

which they will be used when the new shops are in operation.

Passing Track .Sehuf Tracks

General Arrangement of the Havelock, Nab., Locomotive Repair Shops of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
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riiat iiKirkrd "IJoilcr Slioii" is the old erecting sliop. Tlic old

smith shop is to be converted for the present into a woodworking

shop for locomotive cabs, nnderfr;uiies and other woodwork

required about a locomotive shop. The old boiler shop will be

converted into a smith shop and the old power house is to be

uscil as a brass foundry.

KRKCTING .AN'l) M.\CI1INE SHOI'.

1 his bnililiuR is similar to some of the western shoi)s Ijuilt in

recent years in that it has a longitudinal erecting shop. It is

different from those shops, however, in that the boiler work

is not done in the same bnildiii.t!; and the niaciiiiic siiop is located

.\ subsl.'intial steel construction (nriiis the Irainework of the

building. The walls are built on 1-in. channel studding tied with

iron straps to the steel girths, and covered with galvanized

expanded metal, wired on. To the expanded metal is applied

four coats, or layers, of cement plaster each .)4-in. thick, which

gives a wall having good weather-resisting qualities and enough

thickness to imbed the steel and protect it from destructive

corrosion. The base walls up to the windows are of brick.

The floor of the erecting shop is of concrete cast in 5-ft.

squares, and has IJ/^-in. crowning between the tracks for drainage

to the pits. The floor of the macliinc bays consists of a course

General View of the Havelock Locomotive Repair Shops, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

on one side only of the erecting shop instead of on both sides,

as at the Topeka, Kan., shops of the Santa Fe and the Parsons,

Kan., shops of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

The building consists of an erecting bay and two machine bays,

and has a cross section wholly unlike any other longitudinal shop

in this country. The erecting shop has a height of 42 ft. under

the roof trusses, a clear width of 90 ft. and a distance between

track centers of 30 ft. 6 in. Three tracks run the entire length

of the erecting shop. The machine bays are each 60 ft. wide,

center to center of columns. The bay in which the heavy motor-

driven tools will be located has a clear height under roof trusses

of 32 ft, while the small tool bay, which will contain both group

and motor-driven tools, has a height of 19 ft.

of 3-in. Burnettized Oregon fir laid on tamped Platte river sand,

the boards being nailed together. Over this sub-floor is laid a

wearing surface of 1^-in. maple factory flooring nailed with

heads countersunk ^ in. The roof of the building consists of

2-in. fir sheathing laid on 6 in. x 14 in. purlins and covered with

five-ply pitch felt and gravel laid according to the Barrett specifi-

cation. All of the window frames, sash and doors are of wood,

and these portions, together with the roof, floor, tool room parti-

tions and work benches, comprise all of the combustible material

in the building.

The erecting shop is equipped with two 4-motor girder cranes,

each having a main hoist capacity of 75 tons and an auxiliary

hoist capacity of 15 tons. Serving the outside tracks are four

Erecting Shop Showing Two 75-Ton Girder Cranes and Four 3-Ton Traveling Wail Cranes.
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3-motor 3-ton traveling wall cranes, two on each side of the from the drum, and in this way comparatively dry air will be

shop. This type of crane is found only in one other locomotive supplied to pneumatic tools and hoists. The lighting of this

repair shop in the country— in the erecting shop of the Pennsyl- shop as well as that of others is in the nature of general illumin-

vania Railroad at Altoona, Pa., which was last built. ation, 110-volt alternating current, multiple enclosed arc lamps

Steam, air, water and lighting service connections are provided •being used throughout, except in the smith shop, where flaming

in the pits, making it unnecessary to have hose and lamp cords arc lamps appear to be more desirable on account of the smoke.

Heavy Machine Bay of the Erecting and Machine Shop.

on the floor of the shop. This system has been worked out

thoroughly and a substantial and convenient arrangement is the

result. The pipes are carried overhead and down alternate

central columns, where valves are provided. The air pipe is first

connected to the top of a small vertical drum at each drop. The
outlet pipe passes through the bottom of the drum with the inlet

pipe near the top. A drip pipe is provided for draining water

The lye vat for cleaning the locomotive machinery is at one

end of the erecting shop. It is made of concrete with cast iron

grid plates around it in the floor. The vat has a sheet iron

cover and is built with flues for carrying off the vapor from the

hot water.

The middle, or heavy, machine bay is equipped with a 3-motor

girder crane having a capacity of 10 tons and a span of 58 ft.

Small Machine Bay of the Erecting and Machine Shop.
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As soon a> sliup iA(iiiii\iiu'iits iiulicatc tli.'il il is needed, aiiotlicr

crane- of tlic same eapaoily will be installed on the same runway.

All of liu- cranes in llic shop, as well as those over the casting

platform and runways, were imilt by the Niles-Bement-Pond

Ct)tnpany. Direct current at 220 volts is used for the operation

of all cranes in the shops. At the north side of the .small

machine bay at the center of the building is a projection 60 ft.

long by 40 ft. wide containing the toilets, lavatories, lockers and

fans for heating the building. The hot blast system of heating

employs two immense fans 120 in. in diameter, each driven by a

40 h. p. electric motor. The fans were supplied by the Bicalky

Fan Company, BulTalo. N. Y., and the cast iron radiating units

are Vents radiators made by the American Radiator Company.

I'nder normal conditions sufHcient heat will be obtained from

the exhaust system, though provision is made at the power house

for a live steam supply when necessary.

Located at different places in the shop are 6 combination

urinals and drinking water fountains built of slate. The end

doors of the shop have a vertical lift and are balanced, their

movement being controlled by pneumatic cylinders. Most of

tlie machine tools are driven direct by alternating current motors

;

the cranes and a few of the tools by direct current motors;

and groups of small tools, including those in the tool room, by

shafting. Tliere are six groups of these tools and all of the

shafting is 3 in. in diameter, making a uniform size for the

couplings, hangers and pulley bore.

The location of tools in the machine shop is plainly shown

on the large plan, which also indicates the kind of motors and

the various groups of tools, including those driven by shafting

.and those intended for special work.

POWER HOUSE.

The east building of the group is the power house, a building

thoroughly modern in every respect. The structure is of brick

with a concrete roof, water-proofed with a 5-ply felt, pitch and

gravel covering. Special attention has been given to the eco-

nomical handling of coal and ashes, the former being handled

by an inclined belt conveyor from the usual depressed track

liopper to concrete bunkers situated in front of and above the

boilers. This conveyor was supplied by the Stephens Adamson
Manufacturing Company, Aurora, 111. Ashes are elevated from

the ash tunnel beneath the boilers to an overhead bin by means

of a skip hoist operated by a motor. The boiler room is

equipped with four 400-h. p. Stirling boilers, furnished by the

Babcock & Wilcox Company and arranged in two batteries.

Space is also provided for the installation of two additional

400-h. p. units. The boilers are equipped with the improved

Green chain grate stokers. Other boiler room equipment con-

sists of two Blake pot valve 14 in. x 8 in. x 12 in. outside end

packed plunger type duplex boiler feed pumps and a 3,000-h. p.

.Stillwell feed water heater located on a platform above the boiler

feed pumps. The chimney is made of reinforced concrete 200

ft. high and 9 ft. in diameter at the top, built by the General

Concrete Construction Company. A Locke damper regulator is

installed to control the draft.

asBsg

'.M-

r-Jr-

Arrangement of the Fan Room for the Heating System of

the Machine and Erecting Shop.

Sk(//,ghf

Cross-section Through the Erecting and Machine Shop Building.
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Three-phase, 60-cycle, alternating current at 440 volts is gen-

erated for lighting and the operation of all constant speed motors

throughout the plant. The current is supplied by one 750 kilo

volt ampere Westinghouse Parsons turbine and a 300-h. p. 15 in.

X 24 in. X 20 in. Erie Ball cross compound engine direct con-

nected to a 200-k. w. Westinghouse generator. Foundation and

space is also provided for two additional turbines to serve the

future requirements of the shops. One 100 and one 200-k. w.

Westinghouse induction motor generator set furnish direct

current at 220 volts for the operation of variable speed motors

on machine tools and all crane motors. A 25-k. w., 125-volt

Curtis turbo-generator and a 25-k. w., 125-volt Westinghouse

motor generator set are provided for exciting and auxiliary

lighting purposes. The equipment for compressed air consists

of an Ingersoll-Sergeant cross compound, two-stage, 20 in. x 32

in. X 18^4 in. x 30^ in. x 24 in., class G air compressor having a

capacity of 2,100 cu. ft. of free air per minute, and a Franklin

SecHon A-A.

Cross-Sections Through the Power House.
5edion 3-3.

- To Coof Hoppi

5^ -. _ _ --'.
lie—h „r-^ r-- I
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Plan of Power House, Showing Arrangement of the Apparatus.
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ilupltx 20 in. x 20 in. x W/j in. x 28 in. x 24 in., two-stage com-

pressor of 2,000 cu. ft. capacity. These arc part of the old power

plant cqnipnicnt. Located in the basement of the engine room

are two 16 in. x 14 in. x 18 in. Warren duplex service and fire

pumps. A 5':i in. x 4)4 i"- ^^ 5 in. Blake duplex pump for

furnishing drinkins water to the various shop buildings and a

Wcstinghousc-LcRl.mc No. 4 motor-driven condenser for hand-

ling the steam from the 750-k. v. a. turbine are also provided.

Adjacent to the power house is a large concrete reservoir

206 ft. X 85 ft., having a capacity of 1,000,000 gal., which contains

the water supply for the shops. This reservoir is also used for

cooling purposes, (he discharge from the turbine condenser being

sprayed through Koerting nozzles. An auxiliary reservoir

furnishes the supply of drinking water, and is so arranged

that the excess overflows into the main reservoir.

All piping between the power house and the various buildings

is carried in concrete tunnels, the larger sections of which have

the bottoms, sides and tops cast solid. Where the space required

for piping is not large the tunnels are in the nature of conduits

with removable concrete slab tops. The power transmission

wiring is entirely overhead construction, being carried on steel

towers and wood poles.

STOREHOUSE.

This building, which is intended to be the main distributing

center for material used on the Western grand division, is of

slow burning mill construction with brick walls, and is one of

the largest railway store buildings in the country, being 500 ft.

long by 80 ft. wide and three stories high. Surrounding the

building on three sides is a platform 16 ft. wide to facilitate the

handling of material. One hundred feet of the first and second

the apprentice school and a meeting room. The offices are all

finished in yellow pine, varnished, and have plastered walls. On
the first floor are also located the cases for holding the material

Elevation Showing Relation of Conveyors.

handled in largest quantities and the receiving and shipping

rooms. The stationer's stock room and material cases for hand-

ling small stock are on the second floor, while all material in

original packages which is not worked over in the storehouse.

k-i'<9j-->]i'iifk- j-g(y (/Ipprox.)

Plan Showing Relafion of Coal Hopper fo Power ffot/se.

Coal Hopper West of the Power House.

SecHon Throu^ Track
Coal Hopper.

floors of the west end of the building is reserved for office use.

On the first floor offices are provided for the superintendent of

shops and the storekeeper, and on the second are located the

stationer, the medical examiner with an emergency hospital fully

equipped, and the telephone exchange. There is also space for

jlnr-t——

or is of bulky nature, is stored on the third floor. The material

cases are arranged in three rows.

An interesting fact regarding the design of the store building

is that a form of material case was first adopted and the window
spacing arranged to give a maximum of light between cases.

Plan ol Upper Floor

of the Lower and Upper Floors of the Addition to the Machine Shop Containing the Fan and Locker Rooms.
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storehouse, Havelock Shops, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

The material cases are 5 ft. wide at the bottom and are separated

by a space of the same width. This arrangement gives a case

spacing of 10 ft. center to center and 7 ft. of window between

two adjacent cases. The office portion of the building is heated

by direct radiation, while the storeroom is warmed by an in-

direct system having duplicate fans, motor-driven, which induce

the air through banks of American Radiator Company "Vento"

cast iron heating units using exhaust steam from the power

house. Two motor-driven elevators are installed in the building,

one being located in the receiving room and the other in the

shipping room. The building is lighted throughout by incan-

descent lamps with all wiring in conduit.

CASTING PLATFORM.

Adjacent to the erecting and machine shop, and separated from

the material platform along the north side of the storehouse by

track clearance, is a casting platform 518 ft. long by 60 ft. wide.

Over this platform is a crane runway with a 10-ton, 59-ft. span

girder crane which is arranged to serve the track along the north

side of the platform and deliver material to a point underneath,

where it may be handled by the yard crane for distribution to all

End Elevation and Sections Through the Storehouse.

Longitudinal Section Through the Storehouse.
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Longitudinal Section Through the Oil House.
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shops. This crane is pit)vi(lccl with a larK<-' magnet for lifting

heavy iron and steel pieces.

OIL HOUSE.

West of the erecting shop and storehouse, and at a distance

of 220 ft. from both buildings, is the oil house. This structure,

which is built entirely of concrete below the platform line, has

6idc walls of brick and a roof of concrete, water-proofed with

a 5-ply pitch felt and a gravel covering. Special attention has

been given to the fire risk in order to make the building entirely

fireproof, and no combustible material has been used in its

construction. Tanks for the storage of the various oils with the

exception of kerosene and gasolene are located in the basement of

the building and under the platform. Kerosene and gasolene

are stored outside in two elevated tanks, each having a capacity

20,000 gal. These oils are handled to the storage tanks from the

cars by motor-driven power pumps located in a separate com-

partment on the west side of the building. From the tanks

kerosene and gasolene are distributed and barrels are filled by

gravity. For handling oils stored in the tanks located in the

CLEANING PASSENGER EQUIPMENT AT TERMINALS.

End Elevation of the Oil House.

basement and used in considerable quantities five Gilbert' &
Barker power pumps, each having a capacity of 40 gal. per

minute, are provided. Ten Bowser self-measuring pumps are

"also located in the pump room for handling as many different

kinds of oils in small quantities. The power pumps arc driven

from line shafting run by a 3-h. p. 440-volt Westinghouse alter-

nating current motor. A compartment 18 ft. by 36 ft. is provided

for the storage of baled waste. For the easy handling of this

material an overhead trolley has been installed.

The entire work of construction is under the direct super-

vision of F. H. Clark, general superintendent of motive power
of the Burlington system, to whom we are indebted for the fore-

going details. All engineering work, -including the design and
construction of buildings, is being handled by Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Company, working in conjunction with Thomas
Roope, superintendent of motive power of the lines west of the

Missouri river, and Willard Doud, shop engineer of the

Burlington svstem.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Frankfurter Zeitung reports that China has consented to

the plan of constructing a railway from Baikal lake on the

Trans-Siberian Railway, through the Gobi desert to Pekin direct.

It is believed that Russia will build from Baikal lake to Kiatchka,

and that China will complete the remaining 900 miles. When this

section has been constructed, the Trans-Siberian Railway will be

shortened by over 600 miles.

The federal railways in the State of Bahia, Brazil, have been

leased to a syndicate of Paris bankers, and extensions of the

lines have been provided for. The Frenchmen secured control

of 1,875 miles of railway. The cost of the extensions is

estimated at $35,000,000, for which federal bonds will be issued.

BY J. H. PITARD.

Master Painter, Mobile & Ohio, Wliistler, Ala.

The question of the best and most economical method of clean-

ing passenger equipment at terminals has seemingly narrowed to

the question of the chemical composition and comparative merits

of the various cleaning compounds, if we may judge from the

expressions of some whose articles appear in the trade jour-

nals. Originally, the purpose of terminal cleaning was to main-

tain passenger equipment in a neat and sanitary condition, but

in recent years its scope has greatly broadened, and it has be-

come an auxiliary of the paint department in prolonging the

life of paint and varnish, thus extending the term of service of

the equipment. Its success, however, in this particular depends

largely on the cooperation of the department that builds the car,

the department that paints it, the purchasing department that

provides the paint, varnish and cleaning compounds, the terminal

cleaning department that cleans it, and the transportation de-

partment whose disposition of the equipment has an important

bearing on its future appearance and durability.

A neatly kept passenger equipment appeals to the stockholder

and the traveling public ; it is a traveling advertisement for the

company, and if properly cleaned, greatly extends the term

of service by affording a measure of protection to the paint and

varnish. Terminal cleaning is a feature of railway economy
which when considered in its various relations to successful

railway operation is of greater importance than would appear

at first sight, and is second only in importance to the painting

department, under whose jurisdiction it rightly belongs. Not-

withstanding its importance, however, it is in some instances

the most neglected of any of the departments of railway work,

the work being intrusted to careless or inexperienced workmen
without proper supervision or instruction.

As stated above, successful terminal cleaning involves several

departments, first of which are those of design and construc-

tion ; these should aim to produce a plain surface—a surface

free of carvings, sharp corners, ledges or any protuberances

that offer a lodging or hiding place for water, dirt and microbes.

The car should have a smooth level surface on which a smooth

job of painting may be done, as this is essential to proper fu-

ture cleaning; the smoother the surface, the easier the cleaning.

The painting should be done with a view to withstanding the

elements and the abrasive effects of cleaning compounds. It

should have a good surface and a moderately thick body of

varnish in order that the surface may not become threadbare

under the effects of repeated terminal cleaning. The varnish

should be thoroughly dry before the car is placed in service.

If it is exposed to the sun prematurely, it becomes soft and

absorbs the dirt, and probably blisters or cracks
;
perfect clean-

ing under such conditions is impossible.

Where the selection of paint materials and terminal compounds

devolves on the purchasing department, it is a menace to the

successful and uninterrupted progress of a terrninal cleaning

system on account of the lack of practical knowledge of suit-

able material for the work in question. A poor cleaner will

destroy a good varnish, and a good cleaner will sometimes pro-

duce unsatisfactory results when used over a poor varnish.

Either combination would be unsatisfactory in the matter of

maintaining an up-to-date terminal cleaning system. Where such

matters come within the scope of the mechanical department,

and all materials, both varnishes and cleaners, are subjected

to practical tests, and their strong or weak points are demon-

strated previous to their adoption, the results should be, and

usually are, satisfactory.

Much depends also on the handling or disposition of the

equipment by the transportation department after it enters ser-

vice in order that the regular routine of terminal cleaning may
not be interrupted. Passenger cars when not required for im-

mediate service, are occasionally placed on a siding, broadside
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to the sun, and thus neglected until the paint and varnish are

badly affected by the elements, when they might have had the

protection of the car shed. At other times cars are held in-

definitely at points on the system where terminal cleaning is

not performed, and they are sometimes cleaned at one end of

the line with a standard cleaner, and at the opposite end with

a cleaner that is an unknown quantity. If injury to the varnish

is the result, it is a difficult matter to ascertain which of the

cleaners is responsible for it. These are some of the obstacles

often met with in terminal cleaning, for which the transpor-

tation department is largely responsible, and which might be

obviated by an established system of terminal cleaning, supported

by the mutual cooperation of all the departments concerned.

Ideal conditions favorable to the terminal cleaning department

are jjerhaps seldom to be found ; therefore conditions as they

exist govern the operations of this department. No small degree

of skill or practical experience is necessary in order that it may
be able to adjust itself to varying conditions as they arise, and

while no iron-clad rules can be formulated that will exactly fit

every case, there are certain rules or customs which may be

generally observed to advantage in conducting the work of this

department. In addition to maintaining the passenger equip-

ment in a cleanly condition, particular attention should be given

to supplementing the work of the painting department, as far

as possible, in combatting the effects of the elements on paint

and varnish. While oxygen (of which water, HoO, is partly

composed), is essential to organic life, it is destructive to all

inorganic substances, and is therefore an enemy to paint and

varnish. For this reason water as a cleaning agent of paint and

varnish should be avoided as far as conditions will permit.

When water is used for this purpose it is simply supplementing

the destructive effects of rain to which a pasenger car is con-

stantly exposed while in service. The best cleaners are those that

contain no water in their composition, and are most efifective in

removing dirt and least destructive to paint and varnish

;

neither should they have affinity for oxygen, nor contain coarse

abrasive powder which, while it facilitates the dislodgment of

dirt, gradually but surely destroys the varnish.

As to the frequency and best method of applying such clean-

ers, the conditions of service will determine ; cars having a long

run, and possibly tlirough tunnels, will require more frequent

application than those having a short run and where other con-

ditions are more favorable. But in no case should a cleaner

containing abrasive substance be used as long as the surface can

be kept presentable by simply wiping with dry waste. During

rainy weather a thin film of oil on the surface affords much pro-

tection to the varnish. This may be effected by an occasional

oiling with the oil cnntained in the cleaner, minus the abrasive

substance, and lightly wiping with cotton waste. It is the cus-

tom on some reads to clean the surface every 30 days with an oil

cleaner and alternate with water cleaning. This method defeats

the object aimed at in adopting an oil cleaner in lieu of water

in order to counteract the destructive effects of water on paint

and varnish.

In order that terminal cleaning may be made effective, and

become an auxiliary of the paint department in extending the

life of paint and varnish, and thereby extending the term of

service of the equipment, the terminal cleaning department should

by all means be placed under the supervision of the paint de-

partment, and a practical man, familiar with the nature of paint

and varnish, should be at its head. Exhaustive tests of the vari-

ous cleaners should be made and a record kept for future refer-

ence. A regular routine of cleaning should be established and

rigidly enforced ; its effect on paint and varnish should be

closely observed. If the results are not such as to add to the life

of the paint and varnish and extend its term of service, it is

evidence that improvement of the system is needed and should

be made without delav.

FOUR-CYLINDER BALANCED SIMPLE LOCOMOTIVES,
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND AND PACIFIC*

The Swedish State Railways have recently put on third-class

sleeping cars for the first time.

In November, 1909, two Atlantic type locomotives, having
four simple cylinders arranged on the balanced principle and
using superheated steam, were placed in passenger service on
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. This road had a number
of simple engines equipped with superheaters, and also balanced
compound locomotives, both of which classes had proved to have
important advantages. Economy in fuel and water consump-
tion and increased hauling capacity had resulted from the use
of superheated steam; and easier riding qualities and greater
ease on track and bridges from the application of the balanced
feature. In order, therefore, to secure in one engine the ad-

vantages of both classes of locomotives it was decided to com-
bine the important features of each in a four-cylinder balanced
simple locomotive using superheated steam.

A comparison of the dynamic wheel loads at high speeds of
the design here illustrated with those of an ordinary design of
two-cylinder Atlantic type locomotive brings out forcibly the

advantage of the balanced engine in its less injurious effect on
the track. Assuming a two-cylinder Atlantic type locomotive
with driving wheels 79 ins. in diameter and a stroke of piston

of 26 ins. ; at 85 miles per hour, a vertical disturbance of 22,760

pounds per axle is caused by the excess weight in the counter-

balances required to balance the reciprocating parts. A normal'
axle load of 52,900 is thus increased to 75,660 pounds and de-

creased to 30,140 pounds with each revolution of the driving

wheels, giving an increase of dynamic over static weights of 43
per cent. Considering each driving wheel separately, there is

a vertical disturbance of 16,100 pounds; or a normal wheel load-

ing of 26,450 pounds is increased to 42,550 pounds and decreased

to 10,350 pounds during each revolution of the driving wheels,

a difference of 61 per cent.

Considering the balanced simple locomotive with 73-in. driving

wheels and a 26-in. stroke; at 85 miles per hour, the vertical

disturbance per axle is only 975 pounds and the normal axle

loads of 58,000 pounds are increased to 58,975 and decreased to

57,025 pounds during each revolution, giving a difference of

only 1.6 per cent. Taking the individual wheel load of 29,000

pounds, the vertical disturbance is 6,780 pounds, making the

maximum 35,780 and the minimum 22,220 pounds, a difference

of 23 per cent, of the normal. As the centers of gravity of the

equivalent counterbalances for the reciprocating parts of the

right and left wheels are 187 degrees apart, they approximately

counterbalance each other when each axle is considered as a

whole ; while the vertical disturbances per wheel are approxi-

mately only one-third as great as in the two-cylinder engine.

SERVICE TESTS.

The engines arc in service on the Illinois division, between

Chicago and Rock Island, a distance of 181.1 miles; and arc

hauling some of the fastest and most important passenger trains.

All the grades are short, and the maximum is only 40 feet to the

mile, or Id per cent. ; there are long stretches of practically level

track. None of the curves are sharp, the worst being 4 deg

30 min.

As the passenger power on this division includes a number of

two-cylinder simple and four-cylinder balanced compound At-

lantic type locomotives, exceptional opportunity has been afforded

to make comparison between the three classes working under

identical conditions with a view to determining the relative cost

of operation and maintenance as well as reliability of service. •

Full advantage of this opportunitj' has been taken by the Rock
Island officials and careful records have been kept to permit of

just comparison.

A series of comparative tests, covering a period of two weeks

from December 29, 1909, to January 9, 1910, was made to de-

termine the relative coal consumption of the three classes. The

* Abstract «of Bulletin No. 1007, American Locomotive Company, New
York.
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locomotives tested were lOK), a two-cyliiidcr single expansion

engine; 1045, a fonr-cylinder balanced coinponnd engine; and

1041, a four-cylinder balanced simple locomotive. In each case,

the tests were niaile with regular trains, Nos. 7 and 8, west

bound and east bound, respectively, between Chicago and Rock

Island. The results of six trips for each locomotive, three trips

in each direction, were recorded. With the exception of one

trip of locomotive 1045, cast bound from Rock Island to Chi-

cago, on which the train was composed of eight cars, the train

on every trip consisted of seven cars and the tonnage hauled was

approximately the same in all the trials. As the tests were con-

212 (leg. Fahr., the table shows a saving in favor of the four-

cylinder balanced simple locomotive with superheater of 13.2

per cent., as compared with locomotive 1045, and 11.8 per cent,

as coiupared with locomotive 1016. On the ton-mile basis, using

the tonnage behind the tender or the paying load, there is a

(lilTerL'nce in favor of the same engine of 12.4 and 12.6 per cent,

water, as compared, rcs])cctivcly, with the single expansion and

compound engines.

The results also indicate considerable economy in fuel con-

smnption for the superheater locomotive ; on the paying ton-mile

basis the saving was 6.7 per cent, over the balanced compound

Four-Cylinder Balanced Simple Atlantic Type Locomotive with Superheater; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

ducted during very severe weather, the results obtained repre-

sent the performance of each locomotive under the worst condi-

tions, and, consequently, bring out most clearly the relative effi-

ciency with respect to fuel consumption of the three classes.

A summary of the average results of the test is given in the

accompanying table, which requires little explanation. It "shows

that locomotive 1041 used, on the average, 13.3 per cent, less

water per trip than the four-cylinder balanced compound, and
11.7 per cent, less than the two-cylinder simple locomotive. Cal-

culated on the basis "of the equivalent of water from and at

and 16.9 per cent, over the two-cylinder locomotive. There was
little difference in the average quality of the coal used on the

three locomotives, though that given to locomotive 1041 was a

little lower in percentage of combustible material than the coal

used by its competitors.

Although a comparison of the average results of all the tests

probably indicates truly the advantages of the four-cylinder bal-

anced simple superheater locomotive under actual operating con-

ditions, possibly more accurate conclusions as to the efficiency of

the three designs could have been drawn, had the same crew

COMPARATIVE TEST. SHOWING RELATIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION OF A 2-CYLINDER SIMPLE, A 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND
AND A 4-CYLINDER BALANCED SIMPLE SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVE.

December 29, 1909, to January 9, 1910.

Summary.
Total Average of Tests.

Engine 1016

Type i 4-4-2, 2-cyl.

( Simple.

Total weight (pounds) 180,000
Weight on driving wheels (pounds) 102,000
Total square feet of heating surface 2,825.5
Total square feet of grate area 44.86
Working pressure (pounds per square inch) 185
Cylinders (diameter and stroke) 21 in. x 26 in
Tractive effort (pounds) 24,700
Mileage since No. 1 or 2 repairs 24,623
Distance between terminals 181.1
Total time taken between terminals 5H. 5M. 56S.
Actual running time between terminals 4H. 32M. 20S.
Number of stops 6.33
Miles per hour (based on actual running time) 39.96
Number of cars in train 7
Weight of cars (pounds) 802,480
Average temperature of feed water (degrees Fahr.) 42.3
Average steam pressure by gage (pounds per square inch) 177.3
Total weight of water fed to boiler per trip (pounds) 112,818.7
Total weight of water fed to boiler per hour (pounds) 22,120
FactJr of evaporation 1.2293
Equivalent water fed to boiler from and at 212 deg. (pounds) 138,694
•Equivalent water fed to boiler from and at 212 deg. per ton-mile (pounds) 1.907
Equivalent water fed to boiler from and at 212 deg. per lb. of coal used

(pounds) 6.65
Equivalent water fed to boiler from and at 212 deg. per lb. of dry coal

used (pounds) 7.07
Per cent, of moisture in coal 5.95
Per cent, of combustible in coal 84.47
Weight of coal as used (pounds) 20,852
*Weight of coal as used per ton-mile (pounds) .2868
Weight of dry coal as used (pounds) 19,612
'Weight of dry coal as used per ton-mile (pounds) .2696
Weight of combustible as used (pounds) 17,613
Weight of combustible as used per ton-mile (pounds) .2422

Note.—Test made during severe weather with a range of temperature from 2.5
delays; water measured by gage stick through manhole and coal by actual weight.

•Based on tonnage behind tender, or paying load.

1045

j 4-4-2, 4-cyl.

( Bal. Comp.
199,400
105,540

3,209
50.40

210
15 & 25 in. X 26 in.

22,500
34,324

181.1
5H. 7M.

4H. 46M. 36S.
7.15

37.98
7.165

812,851
42.18
195.4

114,264
22,324

1.2317
140,738

1.911

7.47

3.91

84.36
18,832

.2557
18,095

.2456
15,886

.2157

1041
4-4-2, 4-cyl.

Bal. Simple
Superheater.
202,000
116,000

2,715
42.8
170

17J4 & MVi in. X 26 in.

29,600
12,680

181.1
5H. 58M. 45S.
4H. 34M. 13S.

14.6
39.63
7

808,114
42.16
170.5

99,563.9
16,650

1.2283
122,294

1.670

7.00

7.47
6.28

83.81
17,465.8

.2385
16,369

.2236
14,638

.1999

Saving in per cent.
of Locomotive

1041 over

1016

11.8
12.4

1045

13.3

13.2
12.6

deg. F. to 36.5 deg. F., including heavy storms and nu

16.2 7.2
16.9 6.7

16.5 9.5
17.1 9.0
16.9 7.75
17.5 7.3
and numerous
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run the engine on all the tests, thereby eliminating the factor of

efficiency of the engineer and fireman. The best runs from the

standpoint of fuel consumption of both locomotive 1045 and 1041

were made with the same crew. Between these two runs there

was a difference of 18.4 per cent, in favor of locomotive 1041 in

the amount of coal consumed per paying ton-mile; while in the

equivalent amount of water fed to the boiler from and at 212

deg. per paying ton-mile there was a saving of practically 14

per cent.

Comparison of the records of the cost of maintenance of the

balanced simple locomotive with similar records covering the

same period for the balanced compound and two-cylinder simple

Atlantic type locomotives running on the same division shows

that in the principal items of cost, outside of fuel and wages of

the crew, such as running repairs, handling at roundhouse and

lubrication, the expense per engine mile is practically the same

for all three classes of locomotives. In the item of the cost of

fuel the tests constitute convincing proof of the greater effi-

ciency of the four-cylinder balanced superheater locomotive as

compared with the two other classes.

sense exceptional for this class of locomotive, but are typical

of their daily performance. The four-cylinder balanced simple

Atlantic type locomotive has no difficulty in making practically

the same schedule as the four-cylinder balanced compound and

the two-cylinder simple Atlantic type locomotives with one and

two more cars and two and six more stops respectively. The
satisfactory performance of these locomotives viewed from every

standpoint proves the merits of the characteristic features of the

design, which are equally applicable to heavier classes of power

adapted to meet the requirements of the most severe passenger

service.

DESIGN.

The design, which was prepared by the American Locomotive

Company, was carefully worked out with reference to the par-

ticular conditions of the service for which the engines were in-

tended. Every detail was given close attention, and in its spe-

cial features the design throughout follows the best precedents

of European as well as American locomotive practice.

As will be seen from the illustrations, the four cylinders are

arranged in accordance with the practice followed in the well-

HaIfSection HaffSecf/'on

/JBEF ABCD
(Outside Cylinder). ^Ins/de Cylinder).

-4S-- ^>| 1
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Cylinders of the Balanced Simple Locomotive.

The comparative train record of these locomotives is equally

as good as their fuel record. Each of the two locomotives has

made a number of runs of particular merit and worthy of note

because of fast speeds maintained. On June 30, 1910, locomo-

tive 1040, with train No. 25, composed of five cars of an aggre-

gate weight of 341.3 tons, made up 21 minutes in running from

Bureau to Rock Island, a distance of &7 miles. That is, it cut

down the regular schedule time by about 20 seconds per mile.

The average speed on this run, including one stop, was 58.2

miles per hour. The 22.5 miles between Sheffield and Geneva

were made in 19 minutes, or at an average speed of 71.3 miles

per hour. The engineer driving the locomotive on this occa-

sion stated that it was necessary to keep it eased off across the

prairies, and that he had never in his long service seen a loco-

motive that could run so fast and do it so easily.

On March 2i, 1910, locomotive 1041 made a notable trip with

train No. 26, east bound, from Rock Island to Chicago, a dis-

tance of 181.1 miles. The train consisted of six cars, having an

aggregate weight of 329 tons. Including six regular stops ag-

gregating 38 minutes, the average speed maintained was 40.84

miles per hour. The highest speed attained on this trip was
56.75 miles per hour.

Though the two runs cited are noteworthy, they are in no

known Von Borries balanced compound locomotive, all being

set in the same transverse and horizontal planes. In order to

obtain a satisfactory length of 84 ins. for the main rod, the cyl-

inders are placed about 3 ft. further ahead of the front driving

wheels than is the usual practice in locomotives of the 4-4-2 type

of wheel arrangement. This change in the normal position of

the cylinders was accomplished, however, with an increase of

only 2 ft. in the length of the tubes.

The cylinders are in two castings, each with a half saddle.

Each casting contains an inside and outside cylinder, with a

common steam chest placed above and between them. All four

cylinders are connected to the front pair of driving wheels, the

main rods of the inside cylinders being connected to the cranked

axle of those wheels.

An efficient and simple valve motion, which involves no com-
plications in the cylinder construction, is employed, and is shown
in one of the illustrations. The two cylinders on each side are

served by two 10-in. hollow piston valves mounted on a single

stem and actuated by a simple arrangement of the Walschaert
valve gear. Superheated steam is conveyed to the center of the

portion of the common steam chest which each valve occupies

by branches of the cored steam passage, which divides at a point

a short distance from its connection with the steam pipe. The
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inner ends of the two valves distribute the steam to the outside

cylinder and the outer ends serve the inside cylinder. With

this arrangementy the necessary admission of steam simul-

taneously to opposite ends of the two cylinders is secured with-

out resort to crossed steam passages, or other complications of

the cylinder construction, and with a simple design of valve hav-

ing a minimum number of packing rings to keep in repair. The

valve stem packing is subject only to exhaust pressure. As the

effect of this arrangement is equivalent to that of an outside and

inside admission valve for the outer and inner cylinder, re-

spectively, the valve gear connected to the crosshead of the out-

side cylinder is accordingly arranged for an outside admission

valve. The piston valve, which is of special design for use with

superheated steam, is shown in one of the illustrations.

The Walschaert valve gear is a simple, compact and satisfac-

tory design for this type of gear. The link fe carried in a cast

steel bracket bolted to the front of the yoke or cross tie, lo-

cated a little ahead of the front driving wheels. A longitudinal

bearer extending between this cross tie and the guide yoke fur-

nishes support for the bearings of the reverse shaft, the forward

extending arm of which is connected by means of a link to the

radius bar. As the center line of the steam chest is 22^4 in- in-

side the vertical center of the link, a rocker arm is used to trans-

mit the motion of the link to the valve. This rocker arm is car-

ried in a bearing secured to the guide yoke, and its outer arm has

a pin connection with the upper end of the combination lever.

The inside arm of the rocker shaft is connected to the valve rod

through the medium of a block, which works in a yoke in the

Exhaus f
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Valve Arrangement of the Balanced Simple Locomotive.

rod, the rear end of the valve rod being extended to slide in a

guide bolted to the back of the guide yoke. An offset of Yz in-

is made in the upper end of the combination lever in order to

neutralize the effect of the angularity of the main rods on the

valve events and secure as nearly equal cut-offs as it is possible

to obtain in two cylinders connected at 180 degs. to each other

and operated by two valves deriving their motion from a single

valve gear.

The superheater is of the fire tube type with side headers. The
frames on each side consist of a main frame of cast steel 4^ in.

wide with a single front rail 3j4 in- in width cast integral with

it, and a slabbed rear section spliced to the main frame imme-
diately back of the rear driving wheel. There is also an outside

supplementary frame which carries the trailing journal box and

is connected to the inside frame through the medium of heavy
steel spacing castings. A strong and substantial system of frame
bracing is employed. All the cross ties are of cast steel and
have ample bearing on the frames. In addition to the foot plate
at the rear of the frames, there ig a cross tie between them just
ahead of the front end of the firebox; another back of the rear
pedestals; one between the front and rear driving wheels, hav-
ing a bearing of 41^ in. on the upper rails of the frames, and

Piston Valve of the Balanced Simple Locomotive.

one spanning the lower rails of the frames immediately back
of the leading pedestals. The frames are further braced together

by the cross tie ahead of the front driving wheels, which fur-

nishes the support to the link bracket, and by the heavy guide
yoke. The boiler is braced to the frames at all of these points

by steel plates. The general dimensions and data are as follows

:

General Data.
Type 4-4-2
f^uel Bit. coal
fractive power 29,600 lbs.
Weignt m woiking order 202,000 lbs
Weight on drivers lieioOO lbs'.
Weight on leading truck 49,000 lbs.
Weight on trailing truck 37,000 lbs!
Weight of engine and tender in working order 351,900 lbs!
Wheel base, driving 7 ft. fl in.'
Wheel base, total 30 ft! 10 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender 62 ft. 8 in.

'

Cylinders.

Kind Bal. simple
Diameter 17 yi in.
Stroke of piston 26 in.

Valves.

Kind Piston
Diameter 10 in.
Travel S in.

Wheels.

Driving, diameter over tire 73 in.

Driving, journals 11 x 11 in.

Engine truck, diameter 33 in.

Engine truck, journals 6 x 12 in.

Trailing truck, diameter 45 in.

Trailing truck, journals 8 x 14 in.

Boiler.

Working pressure 170 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 68^ in.

Firebox, width and length 60 J^ x 102 3/16 in.

Tubes, number and diameter 206, 2 in., and 24, SJ4 in.

Tubes, length 18 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,521 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 194.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,715.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheater 479 sq. ft.

Grate area 42.8 sq. ft.

Center boiler above rail 9 ft. 6 in.
_

Top of smokestack above rail 15 ft. 1 9/16 in.

Tender.

Frame Cast steel

Wheels, diameter 33 in.

lournals ^<^rnA^°,'"-
Water capacity 7,500 gal.

Coal capacity 13 tons

A line of railway is being constructed in Brazil at a cost of

$7,738,000, from Oruro, on the Antofagasta-Oruro-La Paz line,

to Cochamba, which will tap a region rich in agricultural pro-

duce, and which only requires improved means of transport to

develop great industries. The first 32 miles of this line will be

opened for traffic shortly.
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SELECTION AND USE OF MACHINE TOOLS.

BY W. P. Sl'AUE.

Corning, N. V.

Improvements in Turret Lathe Construction.—In the brass

roDiii a large miniber of jobs of threading and box tool forming
are now being done with tool post tools. Why? Because we
do not have a turret lathe catalogued, by a single tool manu-
facturer in this country on which the turret will swing a 12-in.

collapsible head or box tool holder over the turret slide, I

have reference to a head such as made by the Geometric Tool

Company; as near as memory serves me one of its 11 in. out-

side diameter heads will cut up to about 5 in. diameter. After

being called on to write the specifications for a tool equipment
for a large concern I took this question up with a manufac-
turer's agent and had a 20-in. Monitor lathe raised so that the

turret would swing a 12-in. head over the turret slide. It

greatly increased the value of the lathe with a small increase in

cost.

Lubrication.—Gear box drives that make possible a quick

change of speeds are used extensively. This type of drive re-

quires several more bearings than the cone drive and since, as

a rule, they fit very close there is room for but a light film of

oil, and the oil grooves are often too small. On starting a new
machine I keep it well lubricated with the hope that none of

the bearings will stick, but tlicre ?s usually some trouble. I im-

mediately tear the machine down and enlarge the oil holes

and grooves for the following reason : The shaft is a neat fit in

the bearing with only .001 in. or .002 in. clearance. The oil

flows only a short distance either side of the oil hole and is

prevented from going further by the air which is compressed

ahead of it and which can not escape because of the thin film

Drillho/e here or file fop ofbearing^.

,0'ilHole

Illustrating Lack of Lubrication of Journals and How it May
be Remedied.

of oil or grease which was placed on the shaft in fitting up. As
a result the shaft is cut at each end of the bearing. To over-

come this, drill a small hole through the bearing near each

end as shown on the sketch, or file a small groove in the bear-

ing near the ends.

Have Driving Wheel Lathe Suitable for Trailing Wheels.—
Don't neglect in selecting the next driving wheel lathe to have

the distance between the centers sufficient to take in trailer

wheels—the ones that have the outside bearings. Some shops

are having considerable extra expense turning tires on these

wheels, because the lathe in use will not handle them. Even if

you do not have any of these engines on your road now you

may in the future and the extra expense for a properly equipped

lathe is small.

Abuse of T Slots in Planer Platens.—I have seen a number
of planer platens ruined in a few years' service from a simple

cause due to pure carelessness. Most manufacturers make the

T slots considerably larger than the standard square head bolt.

The foreman instead of having a special bolt made uses stand-

ard bolts. The small heads gradually wear off the metal, as

shown on the sketch, until they pull through the slot. The same

thing is true of vertical boring mill tables. I have seen three

I)lancr platens ruined in one shop from this cause.

Worn Bushings.—Carelessness in renewing worn bushings in

machine tools is expensive. I have seen many dollars' worth

(if gearing worn and broken l)ccausc of tlic shaft having a large

E C
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Showing How the T-Slots on Planer Platens Are Destroyed.

amount of loss motion. The gears tend to work on the points

of their teeth and break.

Sensitive Drills.—I have never seen a locomotive repair shop

with too many sensitive drills, and I have seen some large shops

that did not even have one. Get three or four of these and see

how they turn the work out and keep down drill breakage.

Engine Lathe Ways.—A couple of tool makers still build lathes

in which the tailstock is guided by right angle ways. In recom-

mending lathes be careful to specify a V guided tailstock, as

with the V guides all wear is automatically taken up and the

centers remain in alinement.

THE CARE AND SELECTION OF MACHINE TOOLS AND
SHOP EQUIPMENT.

BY JOHN V. LE COMPTE.

Foreman, Baltimore & Ohio, Garret, Ind.

Selecting Machine Tools.—Great care should be exercised in

the selection of machine tools. Many good machines are on the

market today for which splendid results are claimed if given a

fair trial ; therefore, machine specialists should be selected to

purchase machinery who thoroughly understand the needs for

which the machines are required and who are competent to se-

lect the best machines on the market for these needs. Experi-

ence has taught that to purchase a machine nearly meeting the

requirements for a few dollars less on the day of purchasing,

yet not meeting the requirements as a whole, is exceedingly ex-

pensive in its failure to produce the results desired. The power
to be transmitted, as well as the speed required, should be given

careful consideration. The installing of the machinery in the

shop so that the work performed can be handled most effectively

is an important factor. If the line of work to be performed

is heavy, the machine should be installed . within reach of the

crane, or be in position to utilize an air or electrical lift in part

with other machines.

Arranging Machine Tools.—Modern practice of installing ma-
chines of like kind in near proximity has proven effective in

handling and performing work, as the material to be machined

by a line of machines can be delivered to the section of shop

where they are installed, often saving a second handling. This

practice has not only proven true in reference to lathes, boring

mills, slotters, milling machines, planers, etc., but also with drill

presses.

Drill Presses and Drill Grinders.—The up-to-date drill press,

built for high speed, must have a plentiful supply of work de-

livered to a point near at hand. Drill presses installed near each

other can supply the various demands made upon them with

quick despatch when all classes of work performed by them are

delivered to a convenient point from which the operators may
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draw as occasion demands without the loss of time. Drill

presses with two, three or a larger number of spindles can be

used effectively on many lines of work, but such presses with-

out a lateral motion are badly handicapped; especially is this

true in drilling and fitting up eccentrics and eccentric straps, as

machines with four spindles with lateral motion can be used

effectively on them. A drill grinder should also be installed, as

the operators of the drill presses cannot afford to lose time from

operating their machines if effective results are to be accom-

plished and the machines kept in constant operation. This

grinder should be installed near the drill presses and a com-

petent operator put in charge. He should be supplied with a

drill cupboard to contain all sizes of drills desired so the grinder

can immediately supply the demands of the drill press operators

without loss of time. The operator of the grinder should be

held responsible for the drills.

Tool Grinder.—What the drill press grinder accomplishes for

the effective output of the drill press, the tool grinder can accom-

plish for the shop at large. This machine is indispensable in an

up-to-date machine shop. If one machine tool grinder can sup-

ply the shop, it should be located near the center of the shop

and should be in charge of a competent man, who thoroughly

understands the correct way in which the different tools should

be ground. He should have a sufficient stock on hand, ground,

ready to be delivered to the various machine operators. All

special tools used on the various machines should be placed in

charge of this operator and an enclosure should be built around

the machine containing shelves upon which the stock of tools,

after having been ground, may be placed awaiting demands

thereon. All tools, with the exception of possibly two or three

used by an operator on a continuous job of like work should be

kept in this room, thus saving the extra expense of having a large

stock of high speed tools scattered about the shop at the various

machines.

Dressing Tools.—Another saving feature is the manner of

handling tools when they are in need of dressing. They should

be taken once a day, by a helper appointed to this task, to the tool

dresser. When dressed they should be delivered to the grmding

room, where they are immediately ground and placed in stock,

eliminating any necessity upon the part of any machine operator

of sending a helper with possibly one tool from one department

to another.

Check System.—The grinding room, as well as the drill press

cupboard, tool room, blue print room, etc., should be operated by

the check system. Every machine operator should be supplied

with a given number of checks, the same number appearing on

them as is used by the operator in reporting for work. These

checks are used in securing drills, machine tools, blue prints, etc.,

as demands require. A record is kept at the office of the number

of checks given each employee, and he is held responsible for

them.

Air Leaks.—All connections, both by pipe, hose, etc., for trans-

mitting air, should be inspected daily to detect any loss of air

because of leaky hose, valves or joints in pipes. This duty may
be coupled with that of the shop oiler, whose chief duty is to

lubricate all shafts, as well as to report bearings running hot or

pulleys slipping which he may be unable to adjust or repair.

General.—No economy can be found in purchasing a cheap

grade of high speed steel, having a cold shop in winter, or failure

to supply the department with a sufficient number of helpers to

keep the shop clean or help the operators on the various machines

when their services are needed. While care in the selecting of

machine tools is important and up-to-date shop equipment is an

absolute necessity, yet to produce the quantity of work consistent

with good workmanship is a more serious problem. A system

must be established, and to this end a competent foreman with

an able corps of assistants must be appointed who are thorough

mechanics and who know what machines can accomplish the best

results on different kinds of work. The range of work that can

be done on the turret lathe is broader than ever, and such work

can be performed more cheaply than on any other machine. The

vertical turret boring mills, as well as those not having a turret,

are to-day supplanting the lathes in nearly every line, except

work between centres. The slab milling machine in its line of

work is supplanting the planer, as the time required in milling

some classes of work is only about 50 per cent, of that required

by the planer. The above are only a few of the many advantages

to be gained if a progressive up-to-date foreman is in charge and

a good system is installed.

CARE AND SELECTION OF MACHINE TOOLS AND SHOP
EQUIPMENT.

BY W. H. SNYDER.

Assistant General Foreman, New York, Susquehanna & Western, Strouds-
burg. Pa.

The care and selection of shop tools is a most important fac-

tor in any shop; without the proper tools much valuable time

is often wasted in studying and scheming how a job can best

be done. The tools used m the average boiler shop, as a rule,

show very hard treatment and in many cases the cause of this is

misuse. With a little more care on the part of the men the con-

dition and appearance of the tools would be much better. Take,

for example, the power punch in a shop where they do not have

a regular operator for doing all the punching. You will often

see men try to force a 13/16 in. punch through a % in. die; in

punching half holes punches and dies may be saved by using a

piece of iron the same thickness and holding it against the piece

that is being punched. By so doing you actually punch a full

hole and it is much easier on the punch and die. One man

should be detailed to do all the punching and shearing. By so

doing the cost of maintenance of the punch and dies will be

reduced to a minimum.

CARE OF PNEUMATIC TOOLS.

The use of pneumatic tools should receive the most careful at-

tention of all workmen, and especially of the foreman directly in

charge. An air hammer should never be put in service without

first being well oiled with a good grade of suitable oil; if it

continues in service it should be oiled every two hours without

fail. Pneumatic tools are like a human being; without the

proper nourishment and care they will very soon be a total

wreck and useless for service. Never connect an air hose to an

air hammer or motor without first blowing the hose out well.

There is nothing that will ruin a pneumatic tool quicker than

the dirt or grit that is liable to collect in an air hose. At our shop

all pneumatic tools have to be delivered to the tool room every

evening before the men go home; the hammers are put in a tank

containing equal parts of signal oil and kerosene. This keeps

them well oiled and prevents them from gumming up. In

giving the tools out in the morning the hammers are drained

out and given a good oiling with pneumatic tool oil. The mo-

tors are also well oiled before they are handed out.

CARE OF MACHINERY.

When installing machines see that they are put on a good

foundation, regardless of the size of machine. Level up each

machine carefully. The countershaft should not be overlooked;

if it is not properly put up, squared, leveled and lined up you

will have no end of trouble with the belts. Always keep the

machine tools clean and the oil holes open. All revolving parts

should be well oiled at all times. Too little attention seems to

be given to this important matter.

Never hammer any part of a machine. Never lay anything

on the shears or ways. Keep the machine looking neat,

as if it was your own personal property. By observing the few

points here laid down you will bring credit to yourself and your

foreman and keep the cost of machinery and tools to minimum.

CARE AND TREATMENT OF BELTING.

Belts are expensive, and with improper treatment can soon be

ruined. Lacing belts with the ordinary rawhide lace seems to

receive little consideration. In most of the shops every man has
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liis own way of lacing and sonic belts are sure to receive im-

proper treatment, especially those running on cone pulleys.

There should be one man in every shop detailed to do all the belt

laciiis- The lacing giving the best results should be adopted as

a standard. The shifting of a cone belt from one cone to an-

other, if the proper care is not exercised, will soon stretch the

belt out of shape and it will have a tendency to creep on the

ne.xt cone. When it is desired to change the speed of the lathe

be careful to have the belt next to the cone it is to be shifted

on. If you fail to do this you will soon have the belt stretched

on one side and it will have a tendency to creep. If the creep-

ing is not stopped the belt will soon be ruined. When you no-

tice a belt commencing to creep on the next cone turn it over or

turn it end for end. This will oftentimes save it. Never use

rosin or any kind of belt dressing that will hang to the pulley

or that will have a tendency to collect on the side of a pulley.

SELECTING TOOLS.

In selecting tools and machinery every foreman should be on

the lookout for tools and devices that will assist in increasing

the output, llie foreman must be in position to give satisfac-

tory reasons showing and proving to his employer that the addi-

tional equipment and investment will be a paying proposition.

CARE AND SELECTION OF MACHINE TOOLS AND
SHOP EQUIPMENT.

BY JOHN M. HAMM.
.Machine Foreman, Lehigh Valley, Sayre, Pa.

It is a question as to which is the more severe handicap to

a shop—a poor system of doing the work, or machinery that

will not allow the maximum output of high speed steel. In

making a tour of the railway shops throughout the country, it

was found that in many places the machinery was secured from
machine tool builders who gave the transportation department

the most freight business, regardless of the efficiency of the

machinery.

Foremen Should Visit Other Shops.—It is the practice of some
shop managements to send their foremen to visit different shops,

thus keeping them in touch with new shop kinks and machine
tools, especially those advertised in mechanical papers, thereby

educating their forces to all changes that take place in railway

shop practice.

Class of Machine Tools.—In order to get the maximum output

it is absolutely necessary to get the most powerful, simple to

operate, belt driven machines that are on the market. It does

not pay to hold a part of an $18,000 engine on an old machine
for five hours, where it could have been done on a modern ma-
chine in two hours, as the length of time required to repair an

engine determines the number of engines required by a railway

company.

Soliciting Information.—Many foremen have adopted the prac-

tice of soliciting information in regard to shop practice or ma-
chine tools from every mechanical man with whom they come
in contact, thereby obtaining a vast amount of valuable infor-

mation.

New Tools to be Purchased.—When it has been decided to se-

cure a new tool of a certain kind, it is customary in many shops

for the shop superintendent to ascertain the opinion of his gen-

eral foreman and foremen before deciding on the make of ma-
chine to be purchased, in order to secure the best machine
possible.

Supply of High Speed Steel.—An important question is the

care and supply of high speed steel. The most common method
is to have a letter or number for every shape and size required

in the shop, and a reasonable supply of every kind kept in a

rack designed for the purpose and located in the tool room,
thus permitting a machine operator to go to the tool room and
secure any kind of tool desired without delay. This method
eliminates the old practice of having a number of tools of a

kind at every machine to avoid tool-dressing delays, and also

of having a large amount of money tied up in high speed steel.

Cleaning & Oiling Machines.—In order to avoid large repair

charges, it is essential to keep all bearings properly lubricated;

all pipes and oil holes should be cleaned occasionally with kero-

sene, so that oil may be properly received by the bearings.

Care of Dolt Slots.— Bolt-heads that do not fit the slots are

very injurious to the platens of planers and the tables of slotters

and boring mills—more so than one would imagine who was not

in daily contact with tliis condition.

Belting.—All belting should be under the supervision of one
man. In small shops it is customary for him to oil line and
counter-shafting and perform all belt work. His duties require

that all belts are to be changed about until not a place can be

found where a worn-out belt cannot be used advantageously.

Plenty of Hand Tools.— It is a mistake to deny mechanics

hand tools that are required in their work. Using wrenches that

do not fit and having men about the shop borrowing from their
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fellow-workmen, is a serious handicap to the output, as men can-

not be expected to make schedule time on a job unless they have

the tools.

Care of Small Tools.—The method of giving every employee

a certain number of checks to secure tools of all kinds from the

tool room is most satisfactory, inasmuch as checks are demanded
before the tools are disbursed. It is practically impossible for

a man to damage or lose a tool without the tool room foreman

knowing of it through the medium of the checks. In order to

preserve discipline and have every foreman know how the tools

are used or abused, it has been found advantageous to have a

foreman make out a clearance card for damaged tools as shown
in the illustration.

CARE OF TOOLS AND MACHINERY.

BY WILLIAM G. REYER.

General Foreman, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Nashville, Tenn.

The care of tools and machinery in a railway machine shop

is a trying proposition. Lots of the machinery now in use was

not built for the use of high speed steel. The result is that

nearly every shop has a large amount of equipment which

should be sold as scrap. Today the tool or machine is forced

to the limit with little regard for the machine itself. It is not,

will your cutting tool stand, but is the machinery strong

enough? Many machine tools over five years of age have to

be strengthened to do the required work, and the foreman finds

a majority of his tools too weak or the belts too light to

keep up with what is expected of them. The rush of today

seems to bring the apprentices up to overlook the proper care

of shop tools ; very few of them seem to realize that taps, dies,

reamers, air drills and small twist drills are expensive. Their

idea seems to be that it is all right if they break these tools,

"the foreman told me to push this work and I could not help

it." The trouble is they do not think.
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You will find about half of the work turned out will not stand

inspection if the foreman is not continually on the lookout. Let

the operator understand you want the work pushed, but at the

sanrie time demand a proper fit and workmanlike finish. High-

speed steel is expensive and the operator should be instructed

not to throw it away when it is worn too short for him to use,

but should turn it over to the foreman, who will find it can be

worked over to advantage. The foreman should see that the

proper shape tool is used on all new classes of work; also work

out any handy jig to shorten the time of operation. Should the

operator suggest a certain style of tool, clamp or jig, listen to

him and in many cases you will find it will be to the company's

interest to tiy his suggestions.

Use as heavy cutting steel as the machine will take ; it will

carry off the heat and allow heavier cuts with a coarser feed.

I would recommend the solid tool instead of the use of the tool

holder. See that each operator has his own tools, blocks, bolts,

clamps and wrenches—this is very important. He should not

have to wait for anything. Always have a job ready for him to

go on ; do not wait for him to come to you.

If any of the machine tools need attention, do not wait or say,

"I can't spare it now." Remember, a stitch in time saves nine.

The tool room is one of the most important departments in a

railway shop. Of all departments, it should have a wideawake,

up-to-date foreman ; here is where your shop tools should be

taken care of. By shop tools, I mean taps, dies, reamers, cut-

ters, punches and such like. The foreman should be able to de-

sign and make any special tool required. I make it a practice

to keep in close touch with my tool room foreman and it has

repaid me in lots of handy and valuable tools. To illustrate

—

we were experienchig lots of trouble in getting air-pump cylin-

ders bored to the proper smoothness and correct finish. The
machine we were doing the work on was worn and I was be-

ing repeatedly advised that the work was not satisfactory.

Pumps were reported running hot because of badly bored out

air cylinders. I explained to the tool room foreman and told

him to get up a reamer to do the work. He made one, with in-

serted teeth, the shank of which fits in the boring mill. It is

doing splendid work and the air brake department is now satis-

fied. This is only one of a great number of handy and useful

tools he has devised.

Anofher department that is very useful and important is the

machine repair gang; this is another place where an up-to-date

and resourceful foreman is needed. Very often a machine will

break down or the parts wear out just at the time when it is

needed most. Your repair man must be able to devise a quick

and at the same time a durable way to repair the machine. He
should see that all shafting, countershafting and pulleys are kept

properly tightened ; this will prevent a lot of trouble. See that

all your machinery is on concrete foundations ; this is a benefit

for both motor and belt driven machines.

I would recommend the more general use of boring mills, tur-

ret lathes and slotters. All such work as cylinder packing rings,

piston heads, strap rod brasses, eccentrics and eccentric straps

are more economically done on the boring mill than on the lathe.

Another labor saver is the taper bolt-turning machine. We turn

bolts on this machine and keep them in stock ; when bolts are

needed they are taken from stock and the holes are reamed
to suit. We carry bolts in all sizes and lengths and have only

to true out the hole and get a bolt out of stock to fit. The im-

portant point is to see that the taper reamers are kept sharp and
to the proper taper and that the cutters on the machine are

ground properly.

Pneumatic tools are real labor savers. The foremen should

instruct his men in the proper use and care of these tools; the

main thing is to see that the air drills are properly lubricated.

More air drills are ruined from the lack of oil than from any
other cause. The air hammer should be more generally used in

the erecting shop. Remember, the operator will more than dou-
ble the output with it over the old way of using hammer and

chisel. Instruct your apprentices early how to use the air

hannner.

One of the handiest appliances for the roundhouse and erect-

ing shop is a tool box mounted on a truck; have the box made
large enough to hold all necessary tools to suit the operator's

special work. This saves time and material. To illustrate, the

man that works on guides will find it handy to keep liners, tem-

porary bolts, washers, extra guide blocks, files, chisels, copper

hammer—in fact, all necessary appliances to do his work—in this

box. By following this plan you will get out more work at a

reduced cost. The same applies to the men that work on valves,

brakes and all special lines of work. I believe in specializing

your men wherever you can, as this will increase the output and

at the same time take care of your small tools, as each man is

responsible for the tools under his care.

SELECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF MACHINE AND
HAND TOOLS.

BY AN OLD RAILROADER.

SELECTION OF MACHINE TOOLS.

This is a matter that needs careful attention and study: First,

to determine the work that is to be handled. Second, the amount

of work that will have to be handled each day in order to keep

up the supply so that all orders may be filled promptly and with

the least possible delay. Third, the make of machine, taking

into consideration its strength and ease of manipulation, and ac-

cessibility for making repairs. Fourth, the nature of power used

to drive the tool, as upon this depends a greater or less percent-

age of fixed charges that have to be taken care of. There should

be no question as to which is the best power for any machine

shop, no matter what size or number of machines it contains.

Electric drive should be used ; its first cost may be greater than

the others, but it will return it in the saving at the coal bin and

water meter, not taking into consideration the expense connected

with countershafts, belts, line shafts and their accessories.

Fifth, the cost of the machines, while most important

from the standpoint of first cost, does not amount to much com-

pared to the repair charges if a cheap lot of machines are se-

lected. A machine or a number of machines represent so much

money at interest ; it is the rule in selecting stocks or bonds for

investment to get the best and safest from the most reliable

brokers. The same method should be pursued in buying tools of

any description. Get only the best machine for the line of work

you are going to handle, and from reputable firms who have

the backing to make good any claim they put forward for their

tools.

In the final selection of machine tools care should be taken

that no unnecessary tool is put on the list. As stated at the be-

ginning of this article, the kind of work to be handled should

be carefully considered as to its weight, length, diameter and

other dimensions. Upon these depend the sizes of lathes,

planers, drill presses, boring machines, shapers, etc. Some makes

of shapers will do the same work far cheaper than planers,

and in one-third the time if handled properly. No useless ma-

chine should be installed. What is meant by this is plain to

anyone who has had occasion to go through a railway machine

shop, with few exceptions.

A 32 in. X 32 in. x 12 ft. planer is being used to machine a

orosshead 28 in, long, clamped with a piston rod to a pair of

V blocks ; on the other side of the shop a 36 in. or 42 in. triple-

geared engine lathe, with a 16 or 20 foot bed, and capable of

taking 9 ft. to 12 ft. between centers, is being used to machine a

crosshead pin measuring not over 12 in. in length and 5 in. in

diameter, or, it may be working on a packing casting for piston

valve rings 12 in. in diameter. Another lathe. 20 in. in diameter

and 8 ft. between centers, is being used to turn up frame bolts

IH in- in diameter and 12 in. or 16 in. in length. This is also

true of drill presses. A 36 in. vertical drill or a larger radial

drill will be seen in use with a 3/16 in. or % >"• drill, drilling
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knucklf-ji iiit pins or similar work. A 30 in. sliapcr, 12 in. lathe

and a 12 in. sensitive drill could have handled all of the ahove

work, leaving the larger machines for more suitable work. There

are many foremen and shop superintendents who never seem to

realize that a planer or lathe used for short work for any length

of time will rarely do a good job when used to its limit as to

length. This should not be lost sight of when installing ma-

chinery in any shop, either railway or otherwise.

Many railways are concentrating their heaviest machinery at

two or more central points and either sending material out fin-

ished or sending engines into these shops for the heavier class

of repairs. This leaves only the lighter work to be handled at

division terminals, and as a rcsidt lighter machines may be used

at these points.

C.\RE OF MACHINE TOOLS.

Foremen in charge of machine shops arc directly responsible

for machines, as the care or abuse that they receive depends

upon the methods pursued in handling the men and the work.

It is the foreman's duty to see that all machines are properly

cleaned and oiled and that no abuse of any kind is given any

part of the machines, either by throwing work on the tables or

ways or the use of any part of a machine for an anvil block in

driving out bushings, centering bolts, etc. When the men and

apprentices see that they must take care of machines as if they

were their own, there will be smaller repair bills and fewer idle

machines. Each man will take a pride in his machine and make

every effort to beat his neighbor. This will in the end work to

the foreman's advantage as well as to the owner's. At least

ten minutes should be allowed each week to every man or boy to

clean any cuttings, etc., from under the crossfeeds and carriages

of lathes and around the gears of all machines. The life of the

machine depends on this and it will yield a far better return

than the same amount of work applied directly to output.

The writer has in mind a small lathe that was on exhibition at

Philadelphia in 1876. It was placed in a tool and brass room

the same year and at this writing, after being used continuously,

is in far better condition than machines that have been in use

only two years, proving that it pays to take care of a machine

by keeping it clean and properly oiled. The foreman is directly

responsible for the selection of work for each machine tool, and

if the machine is abused by doing work that should be done on

a more suitable tool the men should not be blamed, as they are

only doing as directed.

THE ABUSE OF HAND TOOLS.

This is also chargeable to the foremen, if they fail to impress

on the men the importance of taking care of hand tools. The

expense for this class of equipment goes up, with the result that

the money thus spent is nine times out of ten diverted from

the amount allowed for labor, which results in short time or a

reduction in force ; in nearly all cases the parties at fault are not

the ones to suffer.

As a rule, there is enough supervision in all shops and repair

yards, if properly handled, to see that abuses of any kind are

stopped. Following are a few cases to show how expenses for

tools are increased by neglect on the part of foremen and lead-

ing mechanics : Holes to be tapped are not drilled to the proper

size and taps are broken in trying to start, some using a ham-
mer to drive them, others grinding the tap with the mistaken

idea that it will help. Drilling the holes too large results in a

poor fit and perhaps leads to an accident in a short time. Ream-
ers are run at excessive speed, especially on car work, due in

the majority of cases to having men that do not know how to

handle air motors. There is not enough care taken when lay-

ing out holes in patches or reinforcing plates, etc. Nor is there

enough attention paid to the drilling or punching of holes. This

is the main cause for the use of reamers in steel car repairs.

There were over 200 reamers, from 9/16 in. to 1 1/16 in., sent in

to the tool room from one repair yard for regrinding and tem-

pering in nine days a year or so ago, and they were continually

calling for more tools.

The manner in which air motors and hammers are handled

Js as bad, if not worse. Instead of being placed on a rack or

some other receptacle when not in use they are thrown on the

ground and the motors are rarely shut off. As yards are made up

of all kinds of fdling it is ea.sy to estimate how long a motor

will last. Anything that is in the way or repair parts that are

needed for cars are likely to be thrown on the motor or the

hose. The damaging of hose by the careless handling of ma-

terial often causes unnecessary expense and delay. To illus-

trate ; A certain gang had considerable trouble with a particular

motor for a couple of days and also with air hammers. They
could not be made to work right and after the second trip to

the shop it was decided to send a man to the yard to locate

the trouble, as the tools worked properly at shop when tested.

He found that the trouble was due to the hose and not to mo-
tor; the inner lining was loose and the action of air in flowing

to the motor closed it, with the result that no air could reach

the motor.

The above cases serve to show that the fault can often be

traced to the foremen and leading men, inasmuch as they fail

to instruct the men and follovv it up to see that the instruc-

tions are carried out. In case the men placed in charge do not

know enough to instruct those in their charge blame must be

placed on those higher up.

Anyone that has had any experience in the handling of men,
either in locomotive or car repair shops or yards, can tell at a

glance in going through them whether they are managed by a

practical mechanic or not, and this without looking at the con-

dition of the machines or tools, but by the way repair parts and
material are distributed and handled.

The managements, if they look over the expenses for tools

and repair parts at the end of any period, can easily tell

the kind of men they have—a large expense account shows
plainly that no care is given to this matter and a low expense

account indicates care and ability on the part of the foreman,

all other conditions being equal.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

Less than three years of extensions of Brazilian Hnes, building

of new lines into the south of Brazil, and a discreet policy in the

matter of buying stocks in the old companies has not only

brought about a unification of the railways, but has brought a

practical monopoly of the railway systems of all south Brazil

which connect the city of Sao Paulo, and thereby Rio de Janeiro

and points in the states of Minas Geraes and Espirito Santo with

the southernmost cities of Brazil and with River Platte and Para-

guayan points. The management of the interest thus involved

has not materially changed, except that the capitalists in con-

trol are mostly American rather than Canadian, and that the

strong influx of French capital brought about by the sale of

much stock in France has given the syndicate a distinctively

French-American rather than Canadian-American complexion

as before. Effectively, the leaders in the movement are the in-

corporators of the Brazil Railway Company of Portland, Maine,

in whose name are held not only the concessions for Sao Paulo-

Rio Grande railways, but the lease of the Sorocabana Railway,

which forms the connection for the former with Sao Paulo.

Of late it has acquired controlling interests in the Paulista and

Mogyana railways in the State of Sao Paulo. The success of

this movement toward unification is the beginning of a. new era

in railway building and operation in Brazil. Heretofore the

operation of a Brazilian railway by private capital has been con-

tingent upon a guaranteed profit from federal or state govern-

ments. The one exception has been that of the British-operated

Leopoldina railway system.

A line to connect Tupiza with Uyuni on the Antofagasta Rail-

way is also under construction, at an approximate cost of

$9,075,000. Tupiza is the center of another area of vast mineral

wealth.
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EDUCATING APPRENTICES ON THE SANTA FE.*

BY F. W. THOMAS.

Supervisor of Apprentices, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.

School Work.—In each shop a building or room has been set

aside, known as the apprentice school room, in which the boy is

required to spend two hours a day, two days a week. Here

he is taught free-hand and mechanical drawing, practical shop

arithmetic, the simpler elements of me.chanics, and certain geog-

raphy and history relating entirely to the road. The school

rooms are furnished with drawing tables, blackboards, cabinets,

models, maps, and other paraphernalia common to an academy

or college lecture room. A technical and practically educated

man presides over these school rooms and is known as the ap-

prentice school instructor. His services, as well as the school

room, a set of first-class drawing instruments, a drawing table,

stationery, etc., are furnished the apprentice absolutely free.

Furthermore, the apprentice is paid his regular rate while at-

tending school. The instruction given the boys while in the ap-

prentice school room is individual; a boy just completing his

apprenticeship and a youngster just starting out may be working

side by side. There is really no class instruction, and the boys

are not treated as a class, but each one is instructed individually.

There is no bunching of boys together, rushing the duller and

slower boys over the course, or holding back the quick, energetic

boys, but each one progresses just as fast as his ability or capac-

ity will permit. Each individual must be thoroughly familiar

with the work at hand before he is allowed to proceed to some

higher branch or more difficult work. No text books are used,

but standard lesson sheets, written and printed in the office of the

supervisor of apprentices, are sent to each of the schools. These

lessons are simple, but they are prepared with the idea of teach-

ing and drilling the boy along a certain line, giving him what he

actually needs in the trade he is learning, leaving out all foreign

subjects and frills. Each lesson refers to some part of a loco-

motive, car, shop tool, or feature common to railway work. As
an illustration, all problems in fractions are of a denomination

found on a machinist's scale, that is, 64ths, 32nds, 8ths, 4ths, etc.

Mechanics in railway shops have no use for 7ths, 9ths, or 13ths of

an inch. The drawing lessons, both mechanical and free-hand,

like the problem sheets, are taken from some part of an engine,

car or shop tool. The boys are taught how to draw these parts,

and to readily read and interpret a mechanical drawing or blue-

print. We care nothing about his ability to draw a tree, a horse,

or a wagon. Everything taught him in school has some direct

bearing on the trade he is learning. Teaching a boy subjects

foreign to his trade, giving him lessons in drawing of objects

other than those with which he is familiar and with which he

daily comes in contact, tends to make his mind wander and often

makes him dissatisfied with his vocation.

Apprentice school instructors are selected with great care. As
a rule, young men are preferred to older ones, as there is a

greater tendency for younger instructors to "mix" with the boys

and to become a part of them, join with them in the organization

of their teams of sport, and really become a part of their lives

;

an apprentice boy feels much freer in talking with younger ap-

prentice instructors, than he does with older ones. These ap-

prentice school instructors are young -men thoroughly educated

in college, university, and shop, and are thoroughly familiar with

the standard practices and usages of the mechanical department.

The function of the school room and of the apprentice school in-

structor is to teach the boy to use his brains along with his

hands and eyes, to reason out, and to understand the work in

the shop as he progresses.

Shop Instruction.—The apprentices are required to work in

the shop like any journeymen, but they have the advantage of

having a first-class, skilled mechanic to instruct and guide them.

In the smaller shops a man is designated as shop instructor ; and

in the larger shops there is one man for each department, or

* Abstract of a paper read at the annual convention of the National
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education.

one for each 25 or 30 apprentices, whose entire time is devoted to

them. Any other duties given him must be subservient to his

duties as shop instructor. He first explains the various parts of

a machine, and the functions of each part ; he teaches the boy

how to chuck a certain piece of work in the machine, how to

set his cutting tools, the speed to use, etc. He keeps within

sight or hailing distance of all the boys under his care, and is

ready at all times to render them assistance. The shop in-

structors are recruited from journeymen who have been in

the service for sometime, men who are familiar with all of the

machines in the shop, and thoroughly familiar with the stand-

ards, rules, methods and practices of the company. He must

be a man of patience, a man with a boy-loving heart, one whose

personal character is not only clean and elevating, but whose

actions and conversation are such that the boy will look up

to him with pride and honor. When the boys are in trouble he

advises them, when they are sick he visits them—in fact, he

encourages them in everything that goes to make them clean,

honorable citizens, and above all, to be first-class mechanics.

The boy entering our shops at the age of 16 is at a critical point

in life and is in need at this time, above all others, of some

strong but patient directing hand to guide and direct him. The

apprentice system on the Santa Fe is not a merciless machine

moving in a certain fixed path, but is flexible and humane from

the very beginning. The abuse of any boy, however exasperating

the case may be, is absolutely prohibited. Profanity towards a

boy by either shop instructor or foreman is unknown, and al-

though their teachings and instructions may be mechanical, they

are of such a parental nature as to remove them from the mere

mechanical.

The requirements for becoming an apprentice are not rigid,

nor do we inquire particularly into the boy's life or character,

neither do we require character letters. If the boy has been

through the fifth grade of the public schools and is strong phys-

ically, and apparently bright, we give him a trial and in the

first six months our shop and school instructors are able to

determine his fitness for the trade he is indentured to learn. A
few boys come to us who are really deficient in education, boys

who have had to leave school in their tender years to assist in

supporting a widowed mother, or younger brothers and sisters,

and for these we have a night school where they are taught the

branches in which they are deficient; as soon as they have

progressed to a certain point they are released from night

school and continue their work in the regular apprentice school.

While such boys are often a little more expensive to train, we

have really gained some of our best young mechanics from that

source. The night schools are not considered a punishment

and do not in any measure reflect on the boy's ability. It is

a splendid opportunity for him to advance more rapidly, to learn

a little more, so that he can keep pace with his more fortunate

brother. The instructors exercise a modified military and

parental discipline over the boys; the military discipline will

insure immediate obedience and subordination; the parental

discipline will assure the boys of the personal interest taken

in them, and serve to teach them the importance of living a

clean life, and the value and importance of becoming honest

citizens.

At the smaller shops where we have four to six boys, we

have a traveling instructor who spends his time at two or more

places. He is both shop and school instructor. We turn out

from these smaller points some of our best mechanics, especially

for roundhouse work. The last year of their time is served in

one of the larger shops where they may have the advantage of

a greater variety of machines. Every apprentice is required to

have a standard set of shop tools, these being sold to the ap-

prentices at cost price by the company. This scheme provides

a first-class set of tools at reasonable cost and with easy terms

of payment. The company also furnishes each apprentice a tool

box free of cost.

The instructor keeps a complete personal record of each boy

—the progress he makes in shop and school, his shop efficiency,
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class and quality of work performed, and his personal habits.

These records are sent monthly to the office of the supervisor of

apprentices, and are copied on his personal record. By requir-

ing this, the instructor must keep close tab on all of his boys,

and the head(|uarters can in a moment give a complete record

of each boy on the system.

The greatest dilliculty we have in iiuluciiig the better class of

boys to go into the shops as apprentices is the practical social

ostracism they must undergo. As a general rule, men working

in railway shops are known as mechanics, some of whom have

little pride as to their personal appearance, leaving their day's

work with hands and face grimy and greasy, and often wearing

the same overalls or clothing on the way home in which they

work in the shop. We have been endeavoring to impress on

our young men the importance of cleaning up before leaving the

work at the shop, bathing frequently, and changing their clothes

as often as their financial circumstances will permit ; and to

cease loafing on the street or at disreputable places. If they

go to shows or places of amusement, to select the best kind,

even if it is necessary to go less frequently; to be polite and

courteous to everybody at all times. The effect of such instruc-

tion has been noted at a number of places—in fact, the personal

appearance and social conditions at some of these places have

been revolutionized. Such teaching has also made them more

orderly in their work, keeping their shop tools, hand tools, and

jigs clean and in the right place, no time being lost in hunting

for calipers, scales, etc.

The apprentice boys are encouraged in athletics and here,

as well as in the shop and school room, they are taught the

value and honor of clean sport. While it may take years to fully

accomplish what I might call the social elevating feature of this

work, yet wherever we have an apprentice school, it has even

now a decidedly elevating moral eflfect on the shop body.

Furthermore, the apprentice schools are now regarded by the

local shop officials as a necessary adjunct to the shop. The ap-

prentice school is no longer considered an experiment; it is

considered a necessity, and each master mechanic has a par-

ticular pride in his school, and no visitor to the shop is

allowed to leave until he has visited the apprentice school room

and is made thoroughly acquainted with the method of han-

dling apprentices. The higher officials, the president, vice-presi-

dent, and superintendent motive power, always favor these

schools with a visit whenever they are in the vicinity.

Considerable objection for a time was raised to the estab-

lishment of the apprentice schools on account of the cost.

While we know exactly what it costs us to educate each appren-

tice, we also know what the apprentice is doing, and although

the Santa Fe is spending from $35,000 to $40,000 a year train-

ing boys for its future needs, yet with the help of the school and

shop instructor, tliese boys are accomplishing enough more work
to more than pay for the cost of instructing them. Our pri-

mary object is to make mechanics for our shops. We can hire

all the mechanical engineers we want, hire all the draftsmen

we need, employ all the college men we want, but our pressing

need, not only ours but that of the railways and manufacturing

plants all over the country, is first-class skilled mechanics. The
mechanics we graduate are certainly better suited and fitted to

our needs than those we can hire, for they know the Santa Fe
ways, Santa Fe methods, and Santa Fe standards. It is a com-

mon occurrence for gang foremen to put in bids in advance for

some apprentice that they know will shortly be out of his time.

Under the old system of indenturing a boy to learn a trade,

where the master acted towards the boy as a father to a son, good,

all-around mechanics were the result, but under our modern
method, there are not enough fatherly employers. The foreman

of the shop is too busy to stop, to help or to show a boy. The
boy is simply turned loose in the shop to rise or fall, and to

pass away the four years, eventually leaving at the expiration

of his apprenticeship, knowing really very little of the trade he

was apprenticed to learn. The labor unions of the country have

limited the number of apprentices in some shops to such an ex-

tent, that even if they were properly trained, there are not

half enough to meet the demand.

Nothing will ever take the place of apprenticeship. There is

no trade school or training school in the country that will turn

out young men or boys who are capable of entering a shop and

competing with the average mechanic; while they may be taught

considerable "book learning," their practical instruction must of

necessity be limited. There is nothing that will take the place

of practical experience. Manual training in our public schools

and trade schools may bring out the talent, may display the

genius, but the boy, even after completing such a course has no

conception of time, no idea of the practical use of jigs, templets,

etc. If a boy's mind is imbued with the idea that as soon as he

graduates from a training school, he can enter a modern shop,

and can work alongside regular journeymen, competing with

them, he has been deceived. If a boy desires and intends to

follow a trade for a livelihood, he should attend our public

schools until he has reached the age of sixteen and then should

enter a shop as an apprentice. Further schooling, I believe is

unnecessary and in a measure is time wasted. By starting out

upon his apprenticeship at the age of sixteen or seventeen, he

will have completed it by the time he has reached his majority,

and will be fully prepared to enter upon his life's work.

While the remuneration paid apprentices learning a trade has

increased during the past few years, it is still too small. Many
boys who would make first-class mechanics accept positions

which have practically no future to offer, but whose immediate

returns are greater than that of an apprentice during his four-year

course. Apprentices must be paid living wages, sufficient for

them to have nutritious food and to wear comfortable clothes.

You cannot expect to develop the best in a boy when his body

is lacking nutritious food and is not warmly clothed.

All apprentice instruction is during the daylight hours. Any
corporation or manufacturing plant that requires the apprentices

to return regularly at night to attend school is courting failure.

The boys we have, the boys we desire, in fact the boys from

whom we can make our best men, have an abundance of red

blood coursing in their veins and must have some hours for

recreation and play. After they have worked all day in the shop

they are entitled to some time for recreation. While we are his-

torically familiar with a number of men who during their child-

hood endured all kinds of privations and hardships to obtain

an education, men who when boys after a day's work studied

at night by dimly lighted lamps, thirsting for knowledge, these

are rare exceptions and the historian deemed it of sufficient im-

portance to record the fact. There are thousands of others

who have studied at night and who are still living in the night.

The present age offers so much to detract the boy ; there are so

many more places of amusement, so many more free entertain-

ments, and the writer believes the boys should be allowed to en-

joy themselves all they possibly can while in their teens. An
apprentice boy who has worked in a modern shop all day is

physically unfit to study in the evening. We have endeavored

to make our apprenticeship system as attractive as possible. We
want our boys to be as happy and contented in serving their

apprenticeship as it is possible to make them ; we aim to make

them so contented and happy while learning their trade, that

they will gladly continue in our service after completing their

apprenticeship.

The Sorocabana Railway in Brazil has been modernizing its

service by putting on up-to-date American day coaches, sleeping

cars, American locomotives, and other equipment from the

United States. Undoubtedly, as the French-American syndicate

takes over the actual control of other Sao Paulo railways their

equipment will be similarly modernized. Both the Paulista and

the Mogvana have a diversity of gages, and the unification and

standardization of these lines will mean a considerable sale for

American steel rails.



^^n^ral H^ewe ^^rtion.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has just finished the planting of

2,000 young trees at Vineyard, near Harrisburg, to be cultivated

for the making of ties.

At Buc, France, December 30, Maurice Tabuteau broke the

world's aviation distance record by flying continuously for seven

hours and forty-five minutes making in that time a distance of

362.66 miles.

The Buffalo & Susquehanna has notified all employees that the

demerits entered against them on the discipline records have

been wiped off, so that the new year can be begun by each man
with a clean record.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern is now running trains

on the right hand track throughout all of its double track lines.

The last division to be changed from left-hand running was that

at the eastern end of the road. This was done December 27.

In the 24 hours ending at midnight, December 12, the Southern

Pacific Company moved 915 cars over the Tehachipi mountain
in central California. This record includes 80 passenger cars,

hauled by 19 engines ; and 835 freight cars, hauled by 46 engines.

The westbound Overland Limited express train of the South-

ern Pacific was stopped by two robbers on the morning of Janu-

ary 3, nine miles west of Ogden. Utah, and the valuables of

about 100 passengers were taken ; a negro porter who dis-

regarded a command of one of the robbers was shot dead, and
another porter was fatally injured. One passenger was slightly

wounded. The robbers held the train for about an hour, but

did not attempt to enter the express car.

Senator La Follette, of Wisconsin, succeeded in his request

that the senate print the testimony which has been taken by

the Interstate Commerce Commission in its numerous and pro-

tracted hearings on the question of authorizing a general increase

in freight rates. The copy, which has been sent to the printer,

fills 10,000 typewritten sheets. Some of the railways and a few

shippers have bought copies of this testimony in mimeograph
form, a single set of which cost, it is said, $1,400. Seventy sets

have been sold.

The "Clearance Bill" introduced in Congress at the last ses-

sion by Representative Martin of Colorado is to be the subject

of a hearing by the House committee. It will be opposed by the

legislative committee of the American Railway Association.

The bill provides that the maximum width of locomotives in

service after Jan. 1, 1912, shall be 10 feet 6 inches over all,

maximum height of all cars to top of running board 14 feet 2

inches, that no structure of any kind, including tunnels, rock

cuts, etc., .shall be closer to any track than 6 feet 11 inches, that

overhead clearances be 20 feet in all cases and that tracks must
be 12 feet 6 inches apart, center to center, in all cases.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered from the Western
Electric Company a complete installation of telephones, with

selector calling apparatus, for the use of the train despatcher

and train directors between Philadelphia and West Philadelphia.

Between these points there are six main tracks and part of the

way eight. Ordinarily all orders for unusual movernents are

given from Tower A at Seventeenth street, close to the Broad
street terminus, but there is a despatcher's office at Tower S at

Thirty-second street, from which orders can be given in emer-

gencies; and the calling apparatus is arranged so that orders

can be sent to any one of the fifteen telephone stations in this

territory as readily from Tower S as from Tower A. At Tower
A, the calling apparatus is provided in triplicate so as to enable

any one of the three operators to call any station without delay.

The special commission appointed in Massachusetts by the

legislature to examine the property of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, with a view to seeing whether it was over-

capitalized, has made its report and reaches a conclusion favor-

able to the company; that is to say, that the assets are sufficient

to secure the outstanding stock and debts. The statement pre-

sented was as of June 15, 1910. The aggregate valuation of the

property is not published, but it is said to have been found to

be very much greater than the total amount of stock and bonds.

Some of the trains in the subway of the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, New York City, are now equipped with auto-
matic electric apparatus for giving the all-right or starting sig-

nal. This signal is given in the cab of the motorman by an
electric bell, and the bell is energized by a circuit which is closed
only after every door in the train has been shut. It is estimated
that with this arrangement the starting signal can be given about
four seconds earlier than is practicable by the use of the hand
bell rope.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York, has
notified the Public .Service Commission that it is an uncon-
stitutional body, and that its orders of December 23 and De-
cember 28 will not be complied with. These orders pertain

to the running of trains in the subway sufficient to provide
seats for as many passengers as offer themselves each fifteen

minutes throughout the day and night. This order was made
on December 28, and is a modification of an order made in

April last ordering the company to run sufficient trains to

provide seats for all passengers in each period of thirty min-
utes. In his letter President Shonts says that the terms of

the order of December 28 are impossible of performance;
that the order makes no provision for the temporary preven-
tion of the company from complying with it by accident or

other controlling emergency for which the companj^ is not
responsible, and that in this respect it is unjust and unrea-
sonable; that the order deprives the company of the right of

management and protection of its property; that the order
illegally substitutes the judgment of the Public Service Com-
missioners for the judgment of the Interborough company's
directors and stockholders; that the order impairs the obli-

gation of contracts to which the company is party in violation

of the constitution of the United States ; and furthermore that

the law under which the commission purports to act, known
as the Public Service Commission law, is unconstitutional as

not having been duly enacted in accordance with the laws of

the state of New York. The commission has fixed January
12 for the rehearing. The order requires the company either

to reduce from 30 to 15 minutes the "period of observation,"
or given time within which sufficient seats are supposed to

be supplied for all passengers, or to operate the maximum
service at all hours. The complaint has been that the com-
pany has been bunching its trains at the end of the half-hour
period, a dearth of trains being produced thereby during all

but the last five minutes of each period.

William E. Corey.

Judge Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the board of directors of

the United States Steel Corporation, announced on January 3

that William E. Corey had resigned his position as president.

Judge Gary said in part : "The resignation will take effect at the

pleasure of the board of directors and it is the present opinion

of the members of the finance committee that there should not

be elected a successor as president in the immediate future, if at

all. The finance committee may recommend the election of two
vice-presidents who will be expected to take charge of the com-

mercial and manufacturing departments. It is intended to

strengthen the whole organization in every respect practicable

and useful." Judge Gary said further that the relations between

Mr. Corey and the members of the board and the finance com-

mittee and all the officers of the corporation have been most

pleasant and agreeable. It will be remembered that Mr. Corey-

succeeded Charles M. Schwab to the presidency in 1903. Since-

March, 1907, Mr. Corey's position has been subordinate to Judge.

Gary's as chairman of the finance committee and of the board

of directors. Since that time all public utterances on the cor-

poration's affairs have come from Judge Gary.

It is said that Mr. Corey will continue' to be a director in the

corporation.

Brains Wanted.

There is a railway problem, of course, and no one dissents

from the proposition that the roads should be compelled to deal

justly with the public and that rates should be as low as consist-
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lilt Willi llic riylits of llic owners ;iiul llic iiiUTcsLs (>i the i)ublic.

l!iit I'liliicly too many sliallow iniiuls are fooling with this prob-

k-ni. IVrhaps most of them are inspired by pood intent * * *.

—Houston {^li'.ms) Post.

Conductors' and Trainmen's Pay Increased.

A coniniiltec of managers representing the western lines and

representatives of the conductors' and trainmen's unions reached

an agreement at Chicago on December 29, under which the

wages of the conductors and trainmen on these lines, estimated

to number 75,000, are to be given an advance in wages of 10

per cent. The aggregate amount of the increase will be about

$5,0(XUXX) a year. The companies were represented in the

negotiatii)ns by A. W. Trenholm (C, St. P., M. & O.), chair-

man; C. W. Kouns (A. T. S. F.) ; T. J. Foley (I. C.) ; J. W.
Maxwell (St. L. S. W.) ; A. Price (C. P.) ; F. H. Ustick (C. B.

& Q.): George H. Emerson (G. N.) ; W. R. Scott (S. P.);

C. 11. llubbell (C. R. I. & P.), and H. B. Earling (C. M. &
St. P.). The Order of Railway Conductors was represented

by A. B. Garretson, president, and the Brotherhood of Railroad

Trainmen by W. G. Lee, president. The following are the rail-

ways that are parties to the agreement and the articles of agree-

ment :

Atchison, T. & S. F.—Eastern Lines. New Orleans, Texas & Mexico (O.

.\tchison. T. & S. F.-Western Lines.
Beaun^ont," Sour Lake & Western

Atchison, T. & S. F.—Coast Lines. (O. R. C. only).

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. Orange & Northwestern (O. R. C.

Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix. x, .t^^^^'-n .-s.
/ n T 1 \

Northern Pacinc.
Canadian Northern (B. of R. T. only). Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.
Chicago & Alton. Oregon Short Line.

Chicago & Northwestern. g"'!""^! P™^^''^t ^ '^'^^"/^^
"^l^^V ^

, .
*^ „ ,. , ^ . Rock Island Lines (except Yard-

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. men).
Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound. St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico (O.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. _ ^^- P- only)-
^, . c- r. 1 -,r- It. St. Louis southwestern system.
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & ^j j^ggph & Grand Island.

Omaha. g^^ Antonio & Aransas Pass.
Colorado & Southern. San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic. Sunset-Central Lines

El Paso & Southwestern. Houston & Shreveport (O. R. C.
and Yardmen).

it. Worth & Denver City (including Houston, East & West Texas (O.
Wichita Valley). r. c. and Yardmen).

Frisco System (including lines in Houston & Texas Central.
Texas). Galveston, Harrisburg & San An-

(jreat Northern. tonio.
Illinois Central. Louisiana Western.
Indianapolis Southern. Texas & New Orleans.
International & Great Northern. Morgan's Louisiana & Texas.
Kansas City Southern. Southern Pacific Co.—Pacific System.
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Sainte Texas &• Pacific.

Marie.
_ Trinity & Brazos Valley.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas. Union Pacific.
Missouri Pacific System. Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

Article A.—An increase of ten (10) per cent, on existing rates
is granted conductors, brakemen, flagmen and baggagemen in

passenger service.

Article B.—It is agreed that the railways will not make reduc-
tions in crews or increases in mileage for the purpose of off-

setting the increase of wages given passenger trainmen.
Article C.—An increase of ten (10) per cent, on existing rates

is granted conductors, brakemen and flagmen in all freight, work,
wreck, mixed, pusher and helper service. This increase not to

apply to pusher or helpers now paid yard rates.

Article D.—Upon roads having a better basis for a day's work,
or for payment of overtime or other rates or allowances in pas-
senger, freight, mixed, work, wreck, pusher or helper service,

the adoption of the foregoing rates and rules shall not operate
as a reduction thereof.

Article E.—The increases granted by the Conference Com-
mittee of Managers to also apply to all rates for special or inci-

dental service as specified in the individual schedules.

While the Canadian Pacific signed the agreement, its em-
ployees declined tentatively to accept it.

The Railway Strike in Italy.

The Italian railway strike has been postponed until the end of

January, to give the government and parliament time to amend
the bill granting the employees an increase of pay aggregating

$4,000,000 annually. Objection to the measure is made on the

grounds that the increase should be greater and proportioned
differently. The government is taking precautions to insure rail-

way' service by recruiting emergency locomotive drivers.

Railway Signal Association.

Secretary C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, I'enna., has issued

the December number of the Journal of the association, con-

taining the doings of the annual meeting which was held at

Richmond, Va., last October. It appears from this report that

the changes in the constitution which were proposed at the meet-
ing have all been adopted by letter ballot, except that which pro-

posed a change in the dividing line between the East and the

West. Instead of this, the association adopted the alternative

amendment abolishing the dividing line, and the Board of Direc-

tion, which is the new name of the executive committee, will

now consist of 15 members. It is expected that with this en-

largement the question of geographical representation will take

care of itself. The principal amendments, aside from this, are

that correcting inequality in the votes of representative members
who represent several different railways and that requiring the

president to consult the Board of Direction in making appoint-

ments of members of committees.

Central Railway Club.

The annual meeting and dinner of the Central Railway Club
will be held at the Statler Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., on Thursday,

January 12. The features of the business session in the afternoon

will be the annual reports and a paper by W. O. Taylor on
"Lubrication for High Pressure Slide and Piston Valve Loco-
motives," both non- and superheated type. The result of the

vote for officers for the ensuing year will also be announced.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

held in New York. January 4, a paper by Henry Earle Riggs, M.
Am. Soc. C. E., entitled The Valuation of Public Service Corpora-
tion Property was presented for discussion. This paper was
orinted in the November number of Proceedings.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

At the next meeting of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, on January 10 in New York, a paper will be read on
"Mechanical Handling of Freight," by Samuel B. Fowler, of

Boston, Mass. The subject will be discussed by railway officials

and officers of large supply houses.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.

The International Railway General Foremen's Association will

hold its next convention in Chicago, July 25-27, 1911, instead of

in May.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.
American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-

ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911; Niagara Falls, N. Y.
American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.

Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.
American Association of Local Freight Agents' Association.—G. W.

Dennison, Pennsylvania Co., Toledo, Ohio.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York.
American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &

N. W., Chicago; Sept. 17-19, 1911; St. Louis, Mo.
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,
1911, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 6, 1911; Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except July and August; annual,
Jan. 18-19, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
29th St., New York; Jan. 10; New York.
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Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911; New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911; Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—G. B. Colegrove, I. C.
R.R., Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911; Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Ca.jadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug.; Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays; Montreal, annual, last week
January.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.
Next annual meeting, Jan. 12, Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Ei^gineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug.; St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday; annual, Jan. 17, 1911;
Chicago.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Rich., Fred. & Pot. R.R.,
Duluth, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday;
Pittsburgh.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.
Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &

D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911; Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn. Next convention July 25-27,
Chicago.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August; Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
AND Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.; Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

North-West Railroad Club.—T. W. Flannagan, Soo Line, Minn.; IstTues.
after 2d Mon., except June, July, August; alternately at St. Paul
and Minneapolis, Minn.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday;
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21, 1911; St. Paul, Minn.

Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City; 3d Friday in month; Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in montn, except June, July and August; Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, 12 North Linden St.,

Bethlehem, Pa.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio; annual, May 22-24, 1911; Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911; St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.; St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential
bldg., Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs. ; Jan., April, August and Nov.;
Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo; 1st Sat.; annual. May 6, 1911; Toledo.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August; New York; Jan. 17.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; meetings monthly; Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stew-
art Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911; Baltimore, Md.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago; annual, Jan. 17-19, 1911; Chicago.

The Canadian Railway Commission has ordered the express
companies of Canada to file with the commission within three
months tariffs showing reductions in rates of at least 10 per
cent.

A press dispatch from Ottawa says that the Canadian Pacific
and the Canadian Northern, both of which roads run their own
sleeping cars, are to reduce the prices of upper berths to cor-
respond with the reduction which is to be made by the Pullman
Company.

The Goodrich Transportation Company, which operates a boat
line on the Great Lakes from Chicago, has brought suit in the
federal court at Chicago to enjoin the Interstate Commerce
Commission from compelling it to comply with the commission's
regulations regarding the methods of accounting to be used by
inland water lines. It states that but 20 per cent, of the
business of the company is interstate, and that, therefore, the
enforcement of the commission's rule as to it would be un-
reasonable.

N. E. Weeks, for the past 25 years chairman of the New
England Passenger Association, and George H. Watson, secre-
tary of the same for 12 years, terminated their services in these
offices on December 31. In accepting the notices of their in-

tention not to accept re-election, the association passed compli-
mentary resolutions; and testified to the sincerity of the views
expressed by giving the retiring officers a complimentary
luncheon. The luncheon took place at the Boston Athletic Asso-
ciation, on Wednesday, December 21. There was a poem by
Cy Warman.

The railways carrying freight to the Rocky mountain region
have filed their tariffs, showing rates reduced in accordance with
•the decisions made by the Interstate Commerce Commission in

the Spokane and cognate cases ; and the merchants—or, at least,

some of them—can truly say that they have succeeded "beyond
the dreams of avarice" ; for, according to a press despatch from
Washington, the reductions "vary from 9 to 110 per cent." We
expect from our Washington correspondent, in time for use in

next week's issue, a photographic reproduction of one or more
of the tariffs in which the carrier agrees to transport the ship-

per's goods for nothing and in addition to present the consignee

with a bag of gold, of value equal to 10 per cent, of the

price that would have been charged as freight under the former

tariff.

Proposed Joint Traffic Commission with Canada.

Chairman Knapp, of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

and J. P. Mabee, chief commissioner of the Canadian Railway

Commission, have concluded the negotiations which they have

had in hand for several months past and have recommended

the creation of an international commission to regulate traffic

between this country and Canada. The report has been sent to

the secretary of state and the diplomatic representatives of the

two countries will present to their respective legislatures a

treaty to carry out the recommendations.^ The report says that

for control of through rates, through routes, and other matters

properly the subject of joint regulation, the establishment of

such an international commission would be advantageous to

both countries ; that the regulation to which international car-

riers should be subjected is substantially similar to that provided

for interstate carriers of the United States ; that the International

Commerce Commission should consist of four members, the

chairman and one member (to be named by the President and

Governor General) of the commission of either country; that

the control of this commission should extend to telegraph, tele-

phone and express companies; that international carriers by

water should not be so controlled except when and to the ex-

tent they unite with rail carriers of either country in forming

through mixed water and rail routes. Two provisions of the

treaty as outlined by Messrs. Knapp and Mabee are that the

international commission shall not hear claims for reparation

and that it shall not prosecute criminal proceeding against ship-

pers or carriers.
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Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Aitlnu" ll;ili', cliairinim of tin- romiiiittii' on nliitimis liclwi'cii

railways of the .Vnu'ricaii Railway Association, in prcsciUinji;

statistical bulletin No. S5-A, K'\i"K ;i sinnniary of car shortaRcs

and surpluses l)v j;rt>ups from August KS, 1<)09, to December 21,

1910. says:
"'1

lie total surplus for this report is 62,118, an increase of

8,203 cars. Of this increase, 6,868 are coal and gondola, and

1,473 Hat cars. 'I'lie lar^e increase in coal is apparently due to

the holiday season. W'iiile the total box car surplus is prac-

tically unchanged, the situation by groups shows a decreased sur-

plus in the l-'ast, South and Northwest, with increased surplus in

the West, Southwest antl in Canada. There is little change in

the shortage figures, the total showing a decrease of 1,191 cars,

chietly box and miscellaneous.

The total surplus is 3,764 cars greater than for the correspond-

ing period in 1909, this being the first report during 1910 that

shows an increase over the 1909 figures. Analysis by classes,

iiowever, develops that the box car surplus is 7,831 cars less than

last year, while coal car surplus shows an increase of 10,436. The
total siiortage is 13,351 cars less than last year, the reduction be-

ing about evenly divided between box and coal cars."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by

groups for the last period covered by the report and the charts

show the total surpluses and shortages in the years 1907, 1908,

1909 and 1910.

Group *I.

—

" 2.-

I-
4.-

5.-

6.-

7.-

8.-

9.-

10.-

11.-

(ar Surpluses and Shortages.

Date.

Total

— Dccciii icr 2 , 1910
, 1910
, 1910
1910
1910
1910

, 1910
, 1910
, 1910

1910
1910

No. of
roads.

8
26
25
10
19
21
4
IS
11

21
5

165

Box.

279
2,511
1,285
289
53

3,859
317

1,819
1,363
2,304
2,374

16,453

Flat.

868
160
383
17
20
950
376
129
100

1,425
930

5,358

—Surpluses-

Coal,
gondola

and hopper.

897
2,650
6,690
338
404

2,369
823

1,259
403

1,769
47

Other
kinds.

304
3,812
2,334
663
420

4,842
598

1,945
775

6,024
941

17,649 22,658

Total.

2,348
9,133
10,692
1,307
897

12,020
2,114
5,152
2,641
11,522
4,292

62,118

Box.

151
5

428
1,202
1,341

640

64
250
408
509

4,998

Flat.

31

290
600

1

90

4

1,016

-Shortages-

Coal,
gondola

and hopper.

150
1,246
305

1,276
50
86

8

3

3,124

Other
kinds.

166
247
864

18
103

17

51
101

1,567

Total.

498
1,498
1,597
2,768
2,009
830

179
250
466
610

10,705

'Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,

Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-

gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

'I lie coinniisisoii has suspended until May 1, 1911, tarifTs on
milk and cream, showing increased rates, presented by the Erie,

the Lake Sliore & Michigan SoiUhern, the Pennsylvania Com-
pany, and a number of other roads in central territory.

Mr. Lyon, for the commission, and Mr. Brandeis, for the east-

ern shippers, have (ilcd their briefs preparatory to the final argu-

ment, which is to be heard next week, before the commission, on
the question of increased rates in the long distance freight tariffs

of the trunk line railways. Mr. Lyon's "brief" fills 89 pages,

and includes 50 statistical tables, while Mr. Brandeis' "brief" is

a document of 178 pages.

The commisison on December 29, changed to April 15, the

date to which a large number of freight tariffs are suspended.

These tarilTs, which deal mostly with "tap-line" rates, were sus-

pended until January 5 with the expectation that before that

date they could be heard and the commission could reach a de-

cision as to whether or not they should be allowed to go into

effect, but there has not been time to fully consider the cases.

Complaint Dismissed.

Empire Wall Paper Co. v. Boston & Maine e,t al. Opinion

by Commissioner Clements:

Under the circumstances disclosed by the record in this case

the commission is unable to find that the initial carrier was under

the duty of routing the shipment other than as indicated in the

shipper's instructions. (20 L C. C. 1.)

Pabst Brezving Co. et al v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

et al. Opinion by Commissioner Lane:
Following Liehold Co. v. D., L. & W., 17 L C. C. 503, com-

plainants' claims for reparation on various shipments of beer

from Milwaukee, Wis., to points on the Pacific coast and in

Colorado, Wyoming, western Nebraska, and New Mexico are

denied. (19 L C. C. 584.)

S. Running v. Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.
Opinion by Chairman Knapp:
Complainant asks reparation in the amount represented by the

difference between the published rate charged on his shipments

of strawberries from Menomonie Junction, Wis., to St. Paul,

Minn., and the rate which he understood to be in force ; but in

the absence of any proof that the rate exacted was or is un-

reasonable for the exclusive use of an iced refrigerator car

between the points of shipment and destination, the complaint

must be dismissed. (19 L C. C. 565.)

R. Prahlow v. Indiana Harbor Belt et al. Opinion by Chair-

man Knapp:
Inasmuch as the record does not disclose a through rate

in excess of the combination of locals, nor a case of misrouting,

complainant's contention that the rates exacted were unreason-

able is not sustained.

Although the commission adheres to the principle as to

weighing announced in Romona Oolitic Stone v. Vandatia

R. R. Co., 13 L C. C. 115, it is not of opinion that substantial

justice requires its application to the switching service here in-

volved. (19 L C. C. 572.)

Differences in Pepper Rates Upheld.

Crombie & Co. et al. v. Southern Pacific et al. Opinion by

the Commission:

A classification named same rating on "pepper" as on "chile

pepper." Subsequently a commodity rate on "pepper" was es-

tablished. The commodity rates should be strictly applied and

such a rating on "pepper" does not take out of the classification

any other article specifically named therein, however analogous,

such as "chile pepper." (19 1. C. C. 561.)

Naming a Specific Rate for a Specific Consignee.

George N. Pierce Co. v. New York Central & Hudson
River. Opinion by Commissioner Lane:

The charges collected by defendant for the transfer of five

cars of less-than-carload freight, originating without the state

of New York, from the Black Rock freight station in Bufifalo,

N. Y., to the private siding of complainant in Bufifalo, found dis-

criminatory because similar service was given by defendant with-

out charge to other consignees whose traffic was- handled under
.•imilar coiiuitions. Reparation awarded.
The practice of naming specific consignors and consignees as

entitled to certain service is objectionable not only on account
of form but because it may often effect, as in the present in-

stance, an actual discrimination between persons similarly situ-

ated and equally entitled to the carrier's service. (19 L C. C.

579.)

Minimum on Empty Beer Kegs.

Fred Miller Braving Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
et al. Opinion by Commissioner Lane:
A 20,(XX)-lb. minimum is excessive as applied to consignments

of empty beer kegs in refrigerator cars, but is not excessive with
respect to empty kegs and bottles, mixed, or to straight ship-

ments of empty bottles. Reparation awarded as complainant's

shipments of empty beer kegs. (19 L C. C. 590.)

No Discrimination Against Ashland.

City of Ashland v. Neiv York Central & Hudson River.

Opinion by Chairman Knapp:
Maintenance of rail-lake-and-rail rates from eastern points to

Ashland, Wis., which are higher per 100 lbs. than rail-and-lake

rates from same points of origin to Duluth, Minn., is not pro-

hibited by act to regulate commerce. (20 L C. C. 3.)

Discrimination Against Rome, Miss.

Davenport Commercial Club v. Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

Opinion by the commission:

Rate of 23 cents per 100 lb. on cypress lumber, from Minot,

Miss., and Rome, to Davenport, Iowa, found unreasonable and
unduly discriminatory in so far as it exceeds rate of 21 cents

contemporaneously in effect from same points of origin to Rock
Island, 111., and Moline. (20 I. C. C. 19.)

Semianthracite Coal Rate Unreasonable.

Northern Anthracite Coal Co. v. Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:

Defendant's present rates per gross ton for the transportation

of semianthracite coal, originating at Bernice, Pa., from Waverly,

N. Y., to Binghamton, found unreasonable, and reasonable rates

prescribed for the future. (19 I. C. C. 549.)

Correct Method of Weighing.

Wheeler Lumber, Bridge & Supply Company v. Astoria &
Columbia River et al. Opinion by the commission:

Where a carload of lumber was weighed twice and showed a

variation, the weight obtained in weighing car both trucks at a

time preferred to one obtained by weighing them separately. Re-

turn of overcharge required. (20 I. C. C. 10.)

Condition Necessary to Granting Reduced Fare Upheld.

National Association of Letter Carriers v. Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

Defendants tendered in their tariffs special reduced round-trip

fares on the certificate plan in connection with convention of com-
plainant, such reduced fares being conditioned on the presentation

of IjCKX) or more certificates; less than 1,000 certificates were

available for vise and therefore reduce fare for return trip was

denied. The tariff provisions are binding and must control.

Complaint dismissed. (20 I. C. C. 6.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

John Y. Boyd, a member of the Pennsylvania State Railroad

Commission, has resigned, his term of ofifice having expired and

he not desiring to be reappointed.

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has held that the

present rates on telegraph messages between points located on

different telegraph lines are excessive, and has ordered that the

charge between points on different telegraph lines shall not ex-

ceed 40 cents for the first 10 words and two cents for each addi-

tional word.
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Tile Railroad Commission of Iowa has sent to all of the large

express companies operating in the state, an order requiring re-

ductions of from five cents to twenty cents per 100 lbs. in rates

on merchandise. The commission declares that the express

companies are making excessive profits in that state.

The California State Railroad Commission has issued an

order requiring the Southern Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe to fix rates from Los Angeles to San Joaquin Valley

points at the same ratio as is in force between the valley points

and San Francisco. The decision was the result of a protest

made by the Associated Jobbers of Los Angeles.

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana, after investigating the

rates on sand and gravel, finds so many cases of discrimination

that a uniform schedule of rates on a mileage basis is ordered

on sand and gravel in carloads, minimum weight 80,000 lbs.

The rates fixed by the commission are graded from V/2 cents per

100 lbs. for 30 miles and less to eight cents per 100 lbs. for dis-

tances over 300 miles.

The Minnesota Railway Commission has directed the railways

in that state hereafter, in order to keep the valuations of their

properties up-to-date, to report not only the quantity of mate-

rial used in the improvements and extensions, but also the cost

of each item. The original valuations were based on the esti-

mated cost of reproduction, and the commission considers it

necessary, in order to keep the valuations up-to-date, to have a

record of both the quantities of materials used and the prices

paid.

In 1910 the New York Public Service Commission, Second

district, had presented to it for action 2,071 cases. These in-

cluded 1,438 complaints settled without formal orders, 371 formal

complaints and 262 applications from various corporations for

authorization by the commission. During the year the commis-

sion disposed of and closed 1,670 cases. During the three years

of the commission's existence 5,496 cases have been presented

to it for action. In addition to daily sessions and consideration

of disposition of cases, the commission held 554 hearings, cover-

ing a period of 196 days. During the year the commission au-

thorized capitalization to the amount of $151,048,108. In 1909

there was authorized $142,855,036; in 1908, $92,253,900; for the

last six months of 1907, $17,730,745.49, a total for the three and a

half years of the commission's existence, of $403,887,789.

The Wisconsin railway commission asks in its annual report

for legislation to increase its authority for the regulation of the

issuance of railway securities. The commission's construction of

the law was overruled in a case between it and the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie. The commission says that under

the interpretation put on it by the state supreme court, the law is

now of little value as a means of ascertaining many important

facts relating to past issues of securities of public service corpo-

rations. It thinks the law should enable it to compel the roads

to make their past financing a matter of public record and should

prescribe the purpose for which securities may be issued, leaving

it to the commission to ascertain whether the purposes of a pro-

posed issue are within the terms of the statute and whether the

character and amount of securities proposed to be issued are

reasonably required for such purpose.

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has ordered the Texas
& Pacific to cease to lease for or without a consideration a part

of its railway property exclusively to one shipper. The com-
mission found that the Texas & Pacific had a contract with

J. W. Thompson & Co., by which J. W. Thompson & Co. were

to furnish the Texas & Pacific with gravel and in exchange

were granted certain privileges in the use of facilities for storing

gravel. In addition, the Thompson company paid the Texas &
Pacific a rental for bins belonging to the railway and used for

storing gravel, and also a rental for certain loading and unload-

ing facilities at a dock. "The commission cannot agree with the

position taken by the beneficiary of this extraordinary contract

that a common carrier may lease any portion of its properties

to him for his exclusive use when there are other shippers de-

siring to use them for the purpose of shipping the same or sim-

ilar commodities."

The Louisiana Railroad Commission in a complaint that the

passenger train service on the Thibodaux branch of the Texas
& Pacific is inadequate finds that the railway company is to blame.

Ihc defendant operates a combination passenger and freight

train between Donaldsonville and Thiboudaux, scheduled
to leave Donaldsonville at 12:20 p. m., and arrive at Thibo-
daux at 2:00 p. m. ; this train seldom leaves Donaldsonville on
time, and very rarely arrives at Thibodaux before 4 or 5 o'clock

^the distance being 30 miles. The commisison has made a full

and complete investigation in this case, having inspected the

service. According to the company's records this train did not

arrive at Thibodaux, on time, a single day from October 1 to

October 21. The country through which the Thibodaux branch

runs is thickly settled and the traffic is heavy. There is

no reason why the public should be subjected to annoying

and unreasonable delays because a railway company desires to

combine its passenger and freight business in order to curtail

expenses. The company should furnish a separate passenger

train to leave Donaldsonville at about 12:20 p. m., daily, and

arrive in Thiboudaux not later than 2 p. m., or it should arrange,

at once, to carry out its present schedule, if it can be done.

COURT NEWS.

In the United States District Court at Philadelphia, Jan-

uary 4, the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, the Lehigh Val-

ley Railroad and the Bethlehem Steel Co., convicted of vio-

lation of the law by cancelling demurrage charges and for

failure to observe published tariffs, were fined $40,000 each

and ordered to pay the costs of prosecution.

The Supreme Court of the United States has sustained that

clause of the interstate commerce law which makes the initial

carrier liable for loss of freight even though the loss occur

at some point beyond its own line. This clause was the so-

called "Carmack amendment" to the Hepburn law, passed in

1906. A persistent fight was made in court against the

amendment as a radical departure in legislation. Its con-

stitutionality was attacked by several railways on two
grounds: one that it interfered with the liberty of contract

and the other that it imposed liability upon the initial carrier

for loss on connecting lines when the former had no part in

the management of the latter. In effect, the initial carrier

was made responsible for other companies' wrongs. The
decision was read by Justice Lurton.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals at New Or-

leans has decided, in a suit for the enforcement of the safety

appliance laws, which arose in Texas, that each defective car

is the unit on which the offenses are to be based. That is to

say, the car, not the train, is the measure of the offense. In

a case where three defective cars were hauled in a single

train it is right to collect, not a single penalty, but three pen-

alties. The defendant was the St. Louis Southwestern. In

view of the purpose of the act to protect life and limb by the

enforced equipment of every car, the Court (Judge Selby)

holds that the construction contended for by the defendants

would be so narrow as to defeat the intent of Congress.

The New York State Court of Appeals has sustained the

state comptroller in his assessment of the franchise tax on

new stock issued by the New York Central & Hudson River

in January, 1907. The amount of the tax depends on the

amount of dividends paid, and the company had claimed that

it had not paid the full 6 per cent, dividend on this stock

for the entire year. The court upholds the comptroller's as-

sessment on the basis of the whole outstanding stock at the

end of the tax year. Chief Judge Cullen writes the opinion.

As the company had paid 6 per cent, on the whole of its

stock that had been at any time outstanding, the tax there-

fore should have been assessed on the theory that the whole

of the company's stock was a 6 per cent, dividend-paying

issue. The company had contended that the assessment

should be on the average amount of stock during the year

and the average amount of dividends paid.

It is reported in Havana that the President of Cuba has

decided to contract with the Cienfuegos, Palmira & Cruces

Railway & Power Co. for constructing and operating a line

from the Paradero de Caonao to Manicaragua, with a branch

from Caonao to Cruces.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Edgar II. Boles has been appointed assistant general solicitor

of the Lehigh Valley, with office at New York.

John W. Newlcan, auditor of tlie Chicago Great Western at

Chicago, has been appointed general auditor of the Illinois Cen-

tral and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with office at Chicago.

C. F. Krebs, forme'rly comptroller of the Illinois Central and

the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, has been appointed auditor of

the Chicago Great Western, with office at Chicago, succeeding

John W. Newlean, resigned to accept service with another com-

pany.

W. B. Biddle, vice-president of the St. Louis & San Francisco,

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois and the Evansville & Terre Haute,

with offices at St. Louis and Chicago, has been appointed also

vice-president of the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico. J. H.

Elliott, vice-president and general manager of the Beaumont,

Sour Lake & Western, and the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico,

and vice-president of the Orange & Northwestern at Beaumont,

Texas, has been appointed also vice-president of the St. Louis,

Brownsville & Mexico, with office at Houston, Texas.

William J. Harahan, assistant to the president of the Erie

Railroad at New York, has been elected a vice-president,

and will have charge of the engineering department, F. L.

Stuart, chief engineer,

having resigned. Mr.
Harahan was born
December 22, 1867, at

Nashville, Tenn. He
began railway work in

1881 as a messenger
and was afterward

clerk in the superin-

tendent's office of the

Louisville & Nashville,

at New Orleans, La.

In 1884 he was made
an apprentice in the

shops of that company,
and two years later

entered the engineer-

ing department of the

same road. From 1889

to 1890 he was engi-

neer of maintenance
of way of the Cincin-

nati division of the

Chesapeake & Ohio,

and then for two years

was in charge of structures on the Baltimore & Ohio South-

western. In 1892 he was appointed roadmaster and later

trainmaster of the Pontiac division of the Illinois Central,

and from April to October, 1895, was assistant superintend-

ent of the Freeport division, becoming superintendent in Oc-

tober. In August, 1896, he was transferred as superintend-

ent to the Louisville division, and in May, 1901, he was ap-

pointed chief engineer, remaining in that position until

September of the following year, when he was appointed

assistant general manager. In June, 1904, he was made gen-

eral manager, and in February, 1905, was elected fourth

vice-president. He left the service of the Illinois Central in

June, 1907, to become assistant to the president of the Erie

Railroad. Although Mr. Harahan is to be at the head of the

engineering departm.ent, he has had unusually broad training

in both the operating and the executive departments. In his

executive work on the Erie, especially, he has shown him-

self to be a diplomat in the broad and best sense of the word.

Operating Officers.

Frank Toucey has been appointed an assistant superintendent

of the Union Pacific, with office at Denver, Colo.

Courtesy, United Press Syndicate.

W. J. Harahan

W. H. Lochliter has been appointed inspector of transpor-
tation of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md.

C. E. Griggs, division engineer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at 'I upcka, Kan., has been appointed a transportation

inspector, with office at Newton, Kan.

Richard Doyle, master of transportation of the Grand Trunk
at Durand, Mich., has been appointed a trainmaster of the Chi-
cago & Alton, with office at Springfield, 111.

A. B. Phillips, superintendent of motive power of the Tonopah
& Goldfield, at Goldfield, Nev., has been appointed superintendent

of transportation and mechanical departments, with office at

Goldfield.

R. J. Sullivan, superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
of Te.xas, with office at Greenville, Tex., has resigned to accept

a similar position with the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, at

Wichita Falls, Tex.

The title of James Berlingett, in charge of the transporta-

tion and mechanical departments of the Virginian Railway,
is assistant general manager. This corrects an item in our
issue of December 16, page 1164.

F. P. Gutelius, general superintendent of the Lake Superior
division of the Canadian Pacific, at North Bay, Ont., has been
appointed general superintendent of the Eastern division, with
office at Montreal, Que.

; J. G. Taylor, superintendent of the

Alberta division, at Medicine Hat, Alb., succeeds Mr. Gutelius,

with office at North Bay.

To take care of the operation of the Winston-Salem South-
bound, a new district, called the Winston-Salem district, has been
formed, comprising the main line of the Atlantic Coast Line, from
Florence, S. C, to Wadesboro, N. C, the Hartsville branch and
the Winston-Salem Southbound Railway, from Wadesboro to

Winston-Salem, and O. T. Waring has been appointed superin-

tendent and W. H. Johnson, assistant superintendent, both with

offices at Florence, S. C.

J. E. Craver, superintendent of the Fargo division of the

Northern Pacific at Dilworth, Minn., has been appointed super-

intendent of the Seattle division, with office at Seattle, Wash.
A. M. Burt, superintendent of the Dakota division at James-
town, N. D., succeeds Mr. Craver, and F. L. Birdsall, super-

intendent at Staples, Minn., succeeds Mr. Burt. A. J. Sovereign

resumes his duty as superintendent of the Dakota division, with

office at Jamestown, succeeding Mr. Birdsall.

C. C. Walker, general superintendent of transportation of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, at Richmond, Va., has been appointed as-

sistant general manager. E. P. Goodwin, general superintendent,

at Huntington, W. Va., succeeds Mr. Walker, and J. R. Cray,

superintendent, at Hinton, has been appointed general super-

intendent of the West Virginia general division. J. W. Heron,

in addition to his duties as chairman of the car allotment com-

mission, will have general supervision of coal and coke car distri-

bution, reporting to the general superintendents.

Traffic Officers.

B. C. Wurthmann has been appointed a freight solicitor of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at New York.

W. K. Lucas, general agent of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, with office at Lafayette, Ind., has resigned.

J. G. Royster, Jr., has been appointed a soliciting freight agent

of the Mobile & Ohio, with office at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding

C. C. Harvey, resigned.

F. A. Updegraff, assistant superintendent of the Kansas City

Terminal Railway at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed

baggage agent, and his former office is abolished.

J. P. De Vaughn, city ticket agent of the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburgh at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed district pas-

senger agent, with office at Buflfalo, N. Y., succeeding W. U.

Tunison, retired.

W. H. Quigg, general freight agent of the Atlanta, Birming-

ham & Atlantic at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed a member of

the Working Committee on Uniform Classification, with office

in the Merchants Loan & Trust building, Chicago.
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W. F. Paton, assistant general passenger agent of the National

Railways of Mexico, at Mexico City, Mex., has been appointed

general passenger agent, with office at Mexico City. E. T. Win-

chell, chief clerk in the passenger department, has been appointed

assistant general passenger agent, succeeding Mr. Paton.

Joseph B. Cabell, second vice-president and traffic manager of

the Philadelphia & Gulf Steamship Company at Philadelphia,

Pa., has had his office transferred to New Orleans, La. G. B.

Dowdy, assistant traffic manager at Philadelphia, has been

appointed traffic manager at that place.

F. J. Shubert, assistant general freight agent of the Rock Island

Lines, at Kansas City, Mo.^ has been appointed general freight

agent, with office at Kansas City, succeeding R. G. Brown, who
has been appointed an assistant general freight agent, and at his

own request transferred to Minneapolis, Minn. Fred Smith,

commercial agent at Kansas City, succeeds Mr. Shubert.

R. G. Thompson, district passenger agent of the Wabash Rail-

road, at Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed division passenger

agent, with office at Fort Wayne, and R. S. Greenwood, Michi-

gan passenger agent, having resigned, the Michigan territory will

be assigned to Mr. Thompson. George D. Maxfield, general

agent, passenger department, at Buffalo, N. Y., succeeds Mr.

Thompson, with office at Indianapolis, Ind., and John Maloney,

station passenger agent, at Buffalo, succeeds Mr. Maxfield, with

office at Buffalo.

H. G. L. Campbell, division freight agent of the Lake Erie &
Western, the Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville and the Northern

Ohio, at Sandusky, Ohio, has been appointed assistant general

freight agent of the Toledo & Ohio Central, with office at Toledo,

Ohio, succeeding E. L. Jamison, retired. G. M. Weaver, general

westbound agent of the New York Central fast freight lines at

Chicago, has been appointed assistant general freight agent of

the Michigan Central, with office at Detroit, Mich., succeeding

C. B. Griggs, assigned to other duties. George Krause, Jr.,

division frcieht pgent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed assistant general

freight agent, with office at Cincinnati, succeeding C. H. Jackson,

assigned to other duties. G. M. Kridler, division freight agent

of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Youngstown, Ohio,

has been appointed assistant general freight agent of the Lake
Shore, with office at Cleveland. F. A. Curry succeeds Mr. Camp-
bell. L. E. Oliphant has been appointed chief of the tariff bureau
of the Lake Erie & Western, the Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati & Louis-

ville and the Northern Ohio, with office at Indianapolis, Ind.

The territory of L. L. Hyde, assistant general freight agent at

Peoria, 111., has been extended to cover stations on the main line

of the Lake Erie & Western from Peoria to, but not including

Tipton, Ind.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Charles Kaighn, engineer of the Midland Valley at Muskogee,
Okla., has been appointed chief engineer, with office at Muskogee,
a new office.

J. E. Schwitzer, assistant chief engineer of the Canadian
Pacific, at Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed chief engineer,

with office at Montreal, Que.

Charles E. Johnson, division engineer of the Kansas. City

Southern, at Mena, Ark., has been appointed chief engineer,

with office at Kansas City, Mo.

G. E. Bruner has been appointed roadmaster of the new Win-
ston-Salem district of the Atlantic Coast Line and the Winstcn-
Salem Southbound Railway, with office at Florence, S. C. (See

an item under Operating Officers.)

C. T. Hessmer, master mechanic of the Minnesota division of

the Northern Pacific at Staples, Minn., has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Seattle division, with office at Seattle, Wash.,

'succeeding W. B. Norton, assigned to other duties. W. C. Radke
succeeds Mr. Hessmer.

T. J. Raycroft, master mechanic of the Sterling division of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Sterling, Colo., has been

appointed master mechanic of the Alliance division with office

at Alliance, Neb., succeeding F. C. Stuby, assigned to other du-

ties. H. M. Barr succeeds Mr. Raycroft.

F. L. Stuart.

Francis Lee Stuart, chief engineer of the Erie Railroad, has
been appointed chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, and the

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, with office at Baltimore, Md.,
succeeding A. W.
Thompson, promoted to

general manager. Mr.
Stuart was born Decem-
ber 3, 1866, at Camden,
S. C, and graduated
from Emerson Institute,

Washington, D. C, June,
1884. He began railway

work in 1884 as a rod-

man under James L.

Randolph, chief engineer

of the Baltimore & Ohio,

and was afterwards con-

secutively, 1 e v e 1 m a n

,

transitman and resident

engineer until 1887, when
he went to Alabama as

engineer for the Cahaba
Coal Mining Co., locat-

ing railways, building

coking plants and open-

ing mines. From 1889

to 1891 he was resident

engineer in charge of the

heavy construction work of the Briafield, Blockton & Birmingham,
and later was engineer of maintenance of way on the same road.

From 1891 to 1892 he w^as engaged in various engineering work
near Birmingham, Ala., and then returned to the B. & O. as

resident engineer in charge of the construction of 20 miles of

the line between Uniontown, Pa., and Morgantown, W. Va., and

construction work in the Connellsville region. He was later

supervisor in charge of the line from Connellsville to Fairmont.

From the spring of 1895 to 1897 he was engineer and contractor

on various new railways, and was then appointed assistant en-

gineer on the Nicaragua Canal Commission, in charge of the

topographical and hydrographic survey of the San Juan river,

from Lake Nicaragua to the sea. After the commission returned

to the United States he was left in charge and made the hydro-

graphic survey of Lake Nicaragua, returning to the United States

in 1898. He was in charge of the estimates of cost of the various

canal varients in Nicaragua, and was held over until the Isthmian

Canal Commission was formed, .^s division engineer, he pre-

ceded the commission to Nicaragua and prepared the organiza-

tion. He resigned during the winter of 1899, and again returned

to the B. & O., being made assistant engineer on location and

construction. His jurisdiction was gradually extended until

January, 1903, when he was appointed district engineer, in charge

of development of low grade trunk line improvements for the

betterment of the B. & O. in Maryland, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

In 1904 he was transferred to Baltimore as engineer of surveys

of the entire system, resigning this position in March, 1905,

to become chief engineer of the Erie Railroad, which position he

now leaves to become chief engineer of the B. & O. Mr. Stuart

is a resourceful engineer. He is progressive and thorough, and

while with the Erie Railroad he carried out to successful com-

pletion work on the four-track tunnel and open cut through

Bergen Hill at Jersey City, N. J. He also mastered the

problem of putting in foundations for a trestle over a swamp on

the summit between the Allegheny and Genessee rivers, into

which construction piles had been driven 117 ft. without reach-

ing a foundation which would support the trestles. When the

wrecking of the swing span of the drawbridge at Cleveland,

Ohio, put the crossing out of commission, he took 95-ft. girders

into the shop, braced them together, added counterweights, and,

mounting the structure on an old turntable center wiUi a pile

foundation, made it possible to resume traffic within a short

time, the improvised draw swinging through an angle of 90

degrees to permit vessels to go on their way. He is a director of

the American Society of Civil Engineers and of the American

Pail way. Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association.

OBITUARY.

Joseph Albert Jones, first vice-president of the Gulf & Ship

Island, died at Gulfport, Miss., on December 25.
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Atl.vntk- iS: (in.K 'I'kk.mi.n.m..- Iliis lim- lias bciMi (ii)ciu(l lor

biisiiK's.s from Stc. Flavio, Uiic, on ilir lutiTcoloiiial Railway, to

Malaiic, in tlic Gaspe peninsula. It is i)roposo(l to ovcntiially

extend the line to a water terminal in the (iasi)e pctiinsiila.

C.VLiKORM.v Roads.— .\. M. Bianchi and J. E. McFee are mak-

ing |)lans to build an electric line from San Luis Obispo, Cal.,

to Simeon, and from Cayucos to Paso Robles.

Chicago & Wisconsin Valley.—This company is said to have
completed plans for building from Madison, Wis., north to

Portage, 30 miles, and expects to begin construction work in

April. The survey for an extension further north to Stevens
Point, an additional 70 miles, will be made soon, and the entire

line is expected to be ready for operation before the close of

1912. Tile line is eventually to be extended north from Stevens
Point via Warsaw to Merrill. (August 26, p. 372.)

Colorado Railroad.—See Colorado & Southern.

Colorado & Southern.—An officer writes that grading con-
tract has been given to Kilpatrick Brothers, Denver, Colo., to

build the Colorado Railroad from Dixon, Colo., at Sugar Beet
loading station, which is 2.5 miles north of Wellington, to

Cheyenne, Wyo., 32 miles. Grading is now under way and it

is expected that this work will be finished by July. The bridge
work will be carried out by the company's men, also the track
laying. The work will be moderately heavy earth work and
rock work. The line is being built to carry iron ore, coal, lum-
ber, live stock and merchandise. A. D. Parker, president, -and

H. W. Cowan, chief engineer, Denver. (August 12, p. 294.)

Coney Island & Brooklyn.—This company is planning to

make improvements along its line in the borough of Brooklyn,
N. Y., at a cost of about $355,000.

Hagerman Valley & Western.—An officer writes that this

company will at once equip 10 miles of its line in Idaho with
electric power, and is in the market for wire and other supplies

to carry out this work. J. M. Morton, president ; H. E.

Secor, secretary, and H. S. Lower, general manager, Hagerman,
Idaho. (September 23, p. 558.)

Kansas City Southern.—An officer writes that during 1910

this company constructed three new division terminals, complete
with buildings and tracks, adding about 50 miles of new track.

The company now has grade reduction work under way on 20
miles, which it is expected will be finished by March, 1911.

Louisville & Nashville.—According to press reports, this

company will rebuild its line from Edgefield Junction, Tenn.,
which is 10 miles north of Nashville, to Decatur, Ala.

Louisiana & Arkansas.—An officer writes that surveys are

now being made from Jena, La., to Vidalia, 48 miles.

Mexican Roads.—A line is being^- built from San Gercninio,
]\lex., to Ccrro Azul. The E. L. Doneny interests, Los Angeles,
Cal., it is understood are back of the project.

National Railways of Mexico.— It is announced that this

company will build a branch from Allende, Mex., which is on
the International tlivision, 33 miles south of Eagle Pass, Texas, to

Las Vacas, Mex., opposite Del Rio, Texas, 90 miles. The plans
for the branch were recently completed and placed in the hands
of the government for approval. It is expected to have the line

finished about the time the branch of the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient will be finished south to Del Rio. A bridge is to be
built at this point over the Rio Grande for the joint use of both
these companies.

New Mexico Roads.— Preliminary survey is being made -for a

line from Springer, N. Mex., to Farmington. W. W. Wanna-
maker, El Paso, Texas, is said to be back of the project.

Panama-David.—See Panama Railroad.

Panama Railroad.—The Panama Assembly has approved a
bill authorizing President Aroseniena to receive bids for the con-
struction of the Panama-David Railroad. The plans call for a

line from tlic city of ranaiua, west to David, in the province of
t'hiric|ui, about 300 miles. 'Jhc cost of this work is not to

exceed $1(),(M)0,000, for which the government may issue 5 per
<-eiu. bonds. The bids will be opened at the end of four months.
(April 8, p. 970.)

Pennsylvania Lines West.—To provide additional facilities

for handling trallic on the Indianapolis division, the Pennsylvania
Lines are making extensive improvements, including the con-
struction of 25.9 miles of second-track. The improvements will

eliminate 25 street and highway crossings and two railway grade
crossings ; this necessitates the construction of four overhead,
and 16 undergrade crossings, and the vacation of five highways,
formerly crossing the railway at grade. The double-tracking

work to be carried out is in two sections, one from Richmond,
Ind., to Dublin, 17.6 miles, and the other section from Dunreith
to Knightslown, 8.3 miles. The maximum grade will be reduced
from 1.1 per cent, to 0.7 per cent., or about 35 ft. to the mile,

necessitating a change of grade on 21.3 miles of line. A change
of line is also being made on about one mile just east of Knights-
town. It will replace a 3 deg. 50 min. reverse curve and a 1 deg.

32 min. curve by a single 1 deg. curve, saving 800 ft. in distance.

At other points where the change in grade is considerable an
entirely new double-track roadbed is being constructed, and when
completed the old route will be abandoned. The double-track road
is to be elevated through Cambridge City, Raysville and Knights-
town and depressed through Dublin. The company has built 19

concrete arch bridges, 12 steel through floor bridges and three

plate girder bridges. The work is about finished on a section

of eight miles from Richmond, west, and it is expected that all

the improvements will be completed this year.

Phoenix & Eastern.— See Southern Pacific.

Pueblo & Southeastern.—Incorporated in Colorado with

$500,000 capital, to build from Pueblo, Colo., southeast to the

new town of Wilson, 15 miles. The line will eventually be ex-

tended further southeast. William J. Lester, of the Pueblo-
Rockyford Irrigation Company, is interested.

Southern Railway.—This company expects to open for pas-

senger and freight traffic soon the low grade double-track line

through the city of Lynchburg, Va. This improvement, which
has been under way for the last four and a half years, included

an entire change of line for several miles from Winesap, which
is north of Lynchburg, south to Durmid, and included a 1,300-

ft. tunnel under Rivermont, a suburb of Lynchburg; a 120- ft.

tunnel under Park avenue; 1,860-ft. steel bridge, 150 ft. high,

over the James river; 600-ft. steel viaduct, 115 ft. high, over

Harris creek; another 1,000 ft., and 135 ft. high, over Blackwater

creek, and one 500 ft. long and 80 ft. high, over Fishing creek;

70-ft. concrete viaduct, carrying Fifth street over the railway

yards in West Lynchburg; 150- ft. concrete viaduct, carrying the

Lynchburg water supply, and a ISO-ft. steel viaduct, carrying a

spur track of the Norfolk & Western ; also an 80-ft. concrete

bridge, carrying Twelfth street. The new line, which runs

through the western part of the city, will have lower grades than

the existing line. (October 21, p. 760.)

Southern Pacific.—Work has been started, it is said, to

change the grade on the Phoenix & Eastern between Kelvin,

Ariz., and Winkelman, to avoid floods over the Gila river. The
new line is to be 20 ft. higher than the existing one.

Surveys are said to be under way for a line from Yreka, Cal.,

or Hornlirnok, to tlie Happy Camp mining district.

St. Louis, Bartlesville & Pacific.—The Oklahoma Western
Construction Company was organized recently at Bartlesville,

Okla., it is said, for the purpose of building this line. The rail-

way company was organized about three years ago to build

from Joplin, Mo., west via Vinita, Okla., Bartlesville, Pawhuska,
Ponca City, Pine Creek and Tonkawa to Carmen, about 225

miles. Surveys have been made. Residents of Bartlesville raised

a bonus of $100,000 and it is understood that financial arrange-

ments have been made in France to carry out the work. Frank .

Overlees, Bartlesville, is the principal promoter; D. H. Rhodes,
chief engineer, 213 Fourth street, Joplin, Mo.

Washington & Choctaw.—Incorporated in Alabama with

$200,000 capital, to build from Yellow Pine, in Washington
county, Ala., northeasterly to a point 18 miles south of Butler, in

Choctaw county. The names of the incorporators are not given.
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Boston Railroad Holding Company.—See New York, New
Haven & Hartford.

Boston & Maine.—See New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Carthage, . Watertown & Sacketts Harbor.—The directors

have declared the regular 2>4 per cent, semi-annual dividend on

the $465,000 common stock, and have declared an extra divi-

dend of 5 per cent. Nearly all of the company's stock is owned
by the New York Central & Hudson River.

Central New England.—The New York Public Service Com-
mission, Second district, has authorized the Central New Eng-
land to make a mortgage securing $25,000,000, and has given

the company permission to issue immediately $12,317,000 bonds

secured by this mortgage for refunding purposes. The com-
mission refused permission to the Central New England to

refund through the issue of these bonds, the interest on

$150,000 7 per cent. Newburgh, Dutchess & Connecticut notes,

holding that while the principle of these notes may properly

be refunded by the issue of bonds, the unpaid interest, which

amounts to $102,000, should be paid from income.

Dallas, Cleburne & Southwestern.—See Missouri, Kansas &
Texas.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.—President W. H. Trues-

dale has been elected a member of the board of managers,

succeeding J. Rogers Maxwell, deceased.

Delaware & Hudson.—Archibald D. Russell, of New York, has

been elected a director, succeeding J. Rogers Maxwell, de-

ceased.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.—The New York Stock

Exchange has listed $8,927,000 additional 4 per cent, bonds

of 1906-1931, and has given the company authority to list

$6,073,000 additional bonds on notice of sale and delivery. The
$8,927,000 bonds have been sold and arrangements have been

made for the sale of the $6,073,000.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company is to ask the Texas
legislature to pass a law^ giving the M. K & T. permission

to buy the Dallas, Cleburne & Southwestern, which runs from

Cleburne, Texas, to Egan, 10 miles.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—It is understood that this

company has arranged to sell to J. P. Morgan & Co. about 25

per cent, of the $20,012,000 4 per cent. Boston Railroad Hold-

ing Company preferred stock, which is held as a free asset in

the New Haven company's treasury. This sale will give the

New Haven sufficient cash to pay for about $5,500,000 Bos-

ton & Maine new common stock out of the total issue of

$10,663,700 recently authorized, and now ofifered to stockhold-

ers at 110, each holder of one share of outstanding common or

preferred having the right to subscribe to one share of new com-

mon. The Boston Railroad Holding Company preferred stock

will be unconditionally guaranteed as to its 4 per cent, divi-

dends by the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

See an item in regard to this company in General News.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—

A

valuation of $115,415,000 has been placed on the properties

that are to be merged as the Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company, as follows:

Oregon Navigation $78,380,000

Oregon & Washington J^ 1 5,000,000

Columbia River & Oregon Central 950,000

Columbia Southern 1 ,075,000

Ilwaco 1,000,000

Lake Creek & Coeur d'Alene 790,000

Oregon, Washington & Idaho 3,400,000

Snake River Valley 2,265.000

Umatilla Central 31 5,000

Idaho Northern 1 ,400,000

North Coast 7,550,000

Northwestern 2,640,000

Malheur Valley 550,000

Total $115,415,000

Pittsburgh, Binghamton & Eastern.—This property has been

ordered sold under foreclosure, and it is said that claims

against the company amount to $3,017,525. No date has as yet

been fixed for the sale.

The items in this column were received after the classified

departments were closed.

R. N. Barrows, who has been southern representative for the

Atha Steel Castings Company, Newark, N. J., has taken a posi-

tion as southern railway representative of the Patton Paint

Company of Milwaukee, Wis., and Newark, N. J.

The Canadian Pacific on January 15 will take over the

St. Maurice Valley Railway and the New Brunswick & Southern
The St. Maurice Valley Railway is 84 miles long and runs

from Three Rivers, Que., to Shawinigan Falls. The New Bruns-

wick & Southern is seven miles long.

A joint brief for the railways in official classification terri-

tory, in the eastern freight rate case, has been filed with the

Interstate Commerce Commission. It is signed by Francis L.

Gowen, Clyde Brown, O. E. Butterfield, Hugh L. Bond, Jr.,

George E. Brownnell, Herbert A. Taylor, Edward D. Robbins,

Lucien H. Alexander, and J. L. Minnis.

Thirteen lives are believed to have been lost in a rear col-

lision of passenger trains on the Northern Pacific at Cheney,

Wash., January 4. Ten or more persons were injured. The
North Coast Limited ran into the rear of a Burlington pas-

senger train which was entering a side track, and three cars

were wrecked. The Limited when it struck, was running at an

estimated speed of 35 miles an hour.

The Chicago, New York & Boston Refrigerator Line has

ordered 300 refrigerator cars from the Whipple Car Company.

The Boston & Maine, it is said, will place an order at once

for 300 passenger cars. It is reported in Pittsburgh that both

the Kanawha & Michigan and the Pennsylvania are making in-

quiries for 3,000 cars each. The Pennsylvania lines west of

Pittsburgh are reported to have ordered 20 steel postal cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

A suit in equity under the Sherman anti-trust law, alleging

an unlawful combination in restraint of trade, has been filed

in the United States Circuit Court against thirteen transatlantic

steamship companies and twelve of their officers. They are

charged with having entered into a conspiracy to monopolize

the business of transporting steerage passengers by the for-

mation of the "Atlantic Conference," which allotted to each line

a certain percentage of the business, and the members of which

are united to suppress all competition by any persons or cor-

porations, other than themselves.

Senator Stephen J. Stilwell, of the Bronx, New York, has intro-

duced a bill in the New York Legislature abolishing the up-state

and the New York city public service commissions and estab-

lishing in their place two new commissions to be known as cor-

porations commissions. The up-state commission is planned

to consist of five members, as at present, at a salary of $10,000

each, the present salary being $15,000 each, and the new com-

missioners are to be appointed by Gov. Dix. For the present

New York city public service commission is substituted a sepa-

rate corporation commission of five members, one to be elected

from each borough, and the salary to be $10,000 each instead of

$15,000 as at present. The same powers are given the new com-

missions as are vested in the Public Service commissions, ex-

cept in the division of telegraph and telephone supervision.

The Baltimore & Ohio has made a settlement with its ma-

chinists, who had been on strike many months. It is under-

stood that the former employees, four or five hundred in num-

ber, are to be taken back within thirty to sixty days.

The serious differences as to piece work are said to have been

satisfactorily adjusted. The men formerly employed on piece

work are to return on that basis, and in shops where piece

work has been extended the employees will adopt the piece

work basis, having as much time as necessary, but not exceed-

ing thirty days in which to acquaint themselves with the

methods.

The fact that some of the men were formerly foremen is not

to interfere with their returning to the service as machinists.

All employees reinstated are to be entitled to all their former

benefits under the relief feature, including accident and benefit

insurance.



Supply (Fradc J§>^ctton.

The Spear & Miller Company, Chicago, maker of braUo shoes,
has removed its ofiicc from (he Groat Norlhoni l)iiil(ling to the
Railway Exchaiigt-.

W. II. Whiteside has resigned from the presidency of the
Allis-Chalmers Company, Chicago, and D. W. Call, formerly
assistant to the president of the American Steel Foundries
Company, Chicago, has been elected to succeed him.

TTie Block-Pollak Iron Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, announces
that Maurice E. Pollak has been elected vice-president and Jo-
seph Michaels, secretary, succeeding Louis Benjamin, who is no
longer connected with the company.

The Lackawanna Steel Company will on January 19, 1911, re-

move its general offices from 2 Rector street. New York, N. Y.,
to its works at Lackawanna, Erie county. New York. The pres-
ent New York office will be the address of the assistant to the
president, and also a district sales office.

The Harriman Lines have recently closed a standardization
contract with the Willard Storage Battery Company, Cleveland,
Ohio, for their requirements of train lighting batteries. This
contract was awarded to the Willard Company after a thorough
service test of all makes of storage batteries extending over a
period of two years.

George L. Bourne has resigned as vice-president of the Rail-
way ]\Iatcrials Company. Ciiicagc, and been elected vice-president
of the Locomotive Superheater Company, New York, with head-
quarters at 1115 Peoples Gas building, Chicago. Mr. Bourne
was connected with the Railway Materials Company for ten
years and previous to that was in railway work.

The United States Light & Heating Company, New York,
has built a $500,000 plant at Niagara Falls, N. Y. This
plant, though in operation now, will not be completed until next
week. The old United States plant in New York, and the Bliss

plant in Milwaukee, have been discontinued. The Bufifalo plant
in Albany, N. Y., is still in operation to meet the large orders.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., shipped a
new 55-ft., 200-h. p. steel gasolene motor car to the Charles City
Western on December 28. This railway owns an interurban line

on which a McKeen gasolene switch engine is being used for
construction work. The line is to be operated entirely by gaso-
lene motor cars. A 70-ft. car was shipped to the Arizona Eastern
on December 31.

An American legation in a Latin-American country has for-

warded copies, with translation, of the specifications for a rail-

way between two local towns, for the construction of which
bids are requested. A report, containing a general discussion of
the project and the prospects for the successful termination of

the same, accompanied the specifications, and can be obtained by
interested persons upon application to the Bureau of Manu-
factures, Washington, D. C.

Tenders are required for the carrying out of surveying opera-
tions and the construction of the following sections of railway
in Brazil: Sao Pedro to Sao Luiz and S. Barja, Jaguarao to

Basilio, and Alegrete to Quarahy. Tenders should be sent be-

fore January 12, and should be accompanied by a deposit of

20,000 milreis (about $5,650) and addressed to the Directoria

Geral de Obras e Viacao Ministerio da Viacao e Obras Publicas,

Rio de Janeiro. All material which it may be necessary to im-

port for the construction of the above lines will be exempt from
customs duties.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Rock Drills.—The Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, has

devoted its bulletin No. 4202 to the illustration, description and
advantages of the Sergeant rock drills. It is claimed that

the Sergeant drill is today the most powerful, most reliable and

most effective independent valve machine on the market, and

also the most economical in the matter of repairs and air con-

sumption.

Southern Ruihvay.—'Vhh conii)any has issued a list of saw,
planing, shingle, stave and heading, sash door and blind, and
miscellaneous mills tributary to its line and to the lines of its

subsidiaries. This list, prepared by the land and industrial de-
partment and dated December 15, 1910, gives the name of the
post oflice at the shipping point, the name of the mill, the kind of
timber used and the yearly capacity of each mill for all the

mills on its lines. The number of mills is not totaled, and
from a superficial examination of the pamphlet the list looks too
long to be counted.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Albany, N. Y.—According to press reports, the Delaware &
Hudson proposes to centralize its heavy repair work in Albany
and put up modern shops at that place.

Ashland, Wis.—The Chicago & North Western has appro-
priated $25,000, it is said, to make improvements to its ore dock.
No. 1, at Ashland.

Beaumont, Texas.—The St. Louis & San Francisco has se-

cured property on which to build its proposed freight and pas-

senger station. Architects are now drawing plans for the build-

ing, which, it is stated, will cost at least $500,000.

Del Rio, Texas.—See National Railways of Mexico under
Railway Construction.

Lynchburg, Va.—See Southern Railway under Railway Con-
struction.

Montreal, Que.—Application has been made to the Board of

Control by the Montreal Central Terminus Co. for leave to

construct under its charter a central railway terminal at Mont-
real. The scheme involves a tunnel under the St. Lawrence
river which would be used by the New York Central lines and
the Delaware & Hudson, it is said. From the North and the

West the terminal would be used by the Canadian Northern and
the Grand Trunk. The Canadian Pacific Railway is not inter-

ested in the project. The company is capitalized at $30,000,000.

Nevada, Mo.—The Missouri Pacific has let a contract for

building a new machine shop and a coal handling plant to cost

about $75,000.

Newark, Ohio.—The Baltimore & Ohio, according to state-

ments by officers, will build new shops at this point.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Canadian Northern will build a bridge, it

is said, over Metcalfe road, south of Billings street.

Philadelphia, Pa.—President McCrea, of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, has explained to the board of directors the necessity

of improved passenger facilities at Philadelphia, in addition to

those being carried out, and upon his recommendation a board

of four engineers has been appointed to investigate and report

on the many plans and suggestions that have been made.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

It is said that the Grand Vizier of Turkey has intimated that

the Turkish government favored the enterprise of the Ottoman

American Development Company, New York, to build a $1,500,-

000 railway in Asia Minor. The Americans would begin at

Alexandretta and extend the line 180 miles toward the Persian

border. The concession has been signed by the Turkish min-

ister of public works and now awaits the approval of parliament.

Lines now projected in Brazil which will probably be in opera-

tion within 12 months will bring the total mileage under direct

or indirect control of the American operators and French share-

holders to a total equal to fully half of the present total railway

mileage of Brazil.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Philadelphia & Reading will shortly place an order for

•the building of 20 passenger locomotives at its shops in Read-

ing, Pa.

The Kentucky & Indiana Bridge & Railroad Company has or-

dered the two locomotives mentioned in the Raihvay Age Gazette

of December 30.

T!ie Nevada Copper Belt has ordered the consolidation locomo-

tive mentioned in the Raihvay Age Gazette of December 30 from
the Lima Locomotive & Machine Company.

The Delaware & Hudson, as reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of December 2, has ordered 11 locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company. The order includes 5 ten-

wheel locomotives without superheaters, 1 ten-wheel locomotive

with superheater, 1 consolidation locomotive and 4 Mallets of the

0-8-8-0 type. The special equipment on these locomotives is the

same except where indicated. The specifications for these loco-

motives are as follows

:

1 Consolidation
Type. 5 Ten-wheel locomotive

Simple or compound Simple Simple
Weight on drivers 140,000 lbs. 178,000 lbs.

Total weight Engine, 186,000 lbs. Engine, 202,000 lbs.

Diameter of cylinders 21 in. diameter 23 in. diameter
Stroke of pistons 26 in. stroke 30 in. stroke
Diameter of drivers 63 in. 57 in. diameter
Type of boiler Extended wagon top Straight top
Working steam pressure 200 lbs. 175 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes 2,639 2,103
Heating surface, firebox 150 170
Heating surface, total 2,789 2,273

Tubes, number 350 \ 30

Tubes, outside diameters 2 in. [ r^/^^'
diameter

I 5^ in. diameter
Tubes, length 14 ft. 6 in. 14 ft. 6 in.
Firebox, type Narrow radial stay Narrow radial stay
Firebox, length 96 in. 102 in.

Firebox, width 75^Ct in. 7S;4 in-

Firebox, material and maker.... Carbon steel Carbon steel
Grate area 50.2 53.3
Tank capacity for water 6,800 gals. 7,800 gals.
Oil capacity 3,000 gals. 3,000 gals.

Passenger and freight
locomotive,

Type, Mallet 4-60 type
Simple or compound Compound Simple
Weight on drivers 450,000 lbs. 142,000 lbs.

Total weight 450,000 lbs. Engine, 190,000 lbs.

Diameter of cylinders |
H. P., 26 in.;

^3 {„. diameter
Stroke of pistons 28 in. 26 in. stroke
Diameter of drivers 51 in. 63 in.

Type of boiler Conical type Extended wagon top
Working steam pressure 220 170 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes 5,245 1,982
Heating surface, firebox 353 150
Heating surface, total 5,598 2,132
~ , . (270 J 193
Tubes, number S 42 1 26

Tubes, outside diameter |
2-4 in. diameter f 5^ in.

( 5J4 in. diameter ( 2 in.
Tubes, length 24 ft. in. 14 ft. 6 in.
Firebox, type Wide radial stay Narrow radial stay
Firebox, length 126 in. 96 in.
Firebox, width 114 in. 7554 in.

Firebox, material and maker. . . . Carbon acid Carbon steel
Grate area 99.85 sq. ft. 50.2
Tank capacity for water 9,000 gals. 6,800 gals.

• Coal capacity 14 tons
Oil capacity 3,000 gals.

Special Equipment.
Axles, engine (H. L.) Carbon steel, Cunningham treated
Axles, tender Cambria steel, Coffin treated.
Bellringer Trojan.
Boiler lagging Keasby & Matteson sectional magnesia.
Brakes Westinghouse-American Combined E T 6.

Brake beams No. 1 Waycott special.
Brake shoes Diamond S with Christie head.
Brick arch For oil burning on all except Mallet type.
Couplers • -R. E. Janney.
Driving boxes Cast steel ; cypress metal bearings on all

^ except Mallet.
Driving boxes Cypress bronze bearings on Mallets.
Headlight Oressel 18 in.

Injector Hancock.
Journal bearings Rrady Brass.
Piston and valve rod packings. .Trojan.
Safety valve Consolidated.
Sanding devices

_
Hanlon pneumatic and hand.

Sight feed lubricators Ohio.
Staying , Radial and Tate Flexible; Taylor Iron.
Steam gages . . ._. Ashcroft.
Steam heat equipment Consolidated on all except consolidation

locomotive.
Superheater Schmidt on all except 5 ten-wheel engines.
Tires Midvale O. H. steel.

Tubes Worth Bros.' charcoal iron on all except
Mallet.

Tubes Parksburgh charcoal iron on Mallet.

Valve gear Walschaerts on all except 5 ten-wheel tybe.
Valve gear Baker Pilliod on 5 ten-wheel type.
Wheel centers Cast steel.
Other specialties Franklin pneumatic fire door on all; Chi-

cago flange oiler on all; Elvin lubricators
on all; Franklin water joints on the
Mallet.

The Imperial Government Railways of Japan has ordered 24
Pacific engines and 6 Mallets of 0-4-4-0-C type locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company. The cylinders of
the Pacific will be I8J/2 in. x 24 in., the driving wheels will be 63
in. in diameter and the total weight in working order will be
133,000 lbs. The cylinders of the Mallets will be 15^ in. and 241^

in. X 24 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 63 in.,

and the total weight in working order will be 122,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Hagerman Valley & Western, Hagerman, Idaho, is in the

market for 2 electric motor cars.

The Neiv York, Ontario & Western, as reported in the Railway
Age Gazette of December 30, has ordered 450 coal cars from
the American Car & Foundry Co., to be built at Berwick, Pa.

Of these cars 350 will be hopper bottom gondolas, and 100 will

be drop bottom gondolas. The hopper cars will have 80,000 lbs.

capacity and will weigh 38,500 lbs. The inside measurements
will be ZZ ft. in length, 8 ft. W/z in. in width, and 5 ft. ^ in. in

height. The over-all measurements will be 34 ft. 6 in. in length,

10 ft. 2^^ in. in width and 9 ft. 4^ in. in height. The bodies will

be of wood and the underframes of steel. The drop bottom cars

will have 80,000 lbs. capacity and will weigh 36,000 lbs. The in-

side measurements will be 38 ft. in length, 8 ft. 7 in. in width

and 30 ft. in height. The over-all measurements will be 39 ft.

10 in. in length, 9 ft. 9 in. in width and 6 ft. 10 in. in height. The
bodies will be of wood and the underframes of steel. The special

equipment for both types is the same, as follows

:

Special Equipment.
Bolsters, truck Gould cast steel.

Brakes Westinghouse.
Brake beams Buffalo No. 2,

Brake shoes Steel back G. 724.
Brasses Brady Brass Co.
Carry iron Flory.
Couplers Sharon.
Draft gear Farlow.
Dust guards D. P.

Journal boxes Symington.
Roller device Barber.
Trucks Gould cast steel.

Wheels 33-in. cast iron.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Pennsylvania Lines West are in the market for 300 tons

of bridge steel.

The New York, Nezv Haven & Hartford is in the market for

150 tons of bridge steel.

General Conditions in Steel.—The majority of steel men be-

lieve that the present prices will be rigidly maintained until

the spring at least. It is thought that even a reduction in

prices would not induce the railways to enter the market for

any larger orders than were absolutely necessary, at least un-

til after the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion in regard to the freight rate increase. Last week the

prices of structural steel and spikes were reduced until the

producers realize only a small profit. The inventories of the

middleman are exceptionally meager, so it is hoped that

there will be a sharp increase in orders in the near future.

The orders of all steel companies at present amount to about

40 per cent, of their capacity.

SIGNALING.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, in a statement of block signal mile-

age, which was received too late to be included in our table last

week, shows that it has increased its automatic mileage during

the past year from 48 miles to 183 miles ; and on its line through

Indiana, formerly the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville, the

manual block system, operated by means of telephones, is in use

the whole length of the road. This makes the totals for the

Chesapeake & Ohio system as follows: Automatic, single track,

0; double track 183 miles; manual, single track, 1.543 miles;

double track, 126 miles; total both kinds, 1,852 miles. The non-
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aiitcMii;ilic incliulcs 242 niili's I'oiiliolk'il manual, Iwd-lliirds of

tliis l)ciiig single track. Jn the new automatic iilock siHiialinj.^,

tile block sections average 2j.'j miles in length, and (he distant

signals are on separate posts.

The Evolution of Corrugated Metal Culverts.

nv TERRY VAN }10RNE.

It is probably not generally known, but it is a fact nevert'ne-

less, that corrugated metal culverts have been in use in certain

k>calities in the United States for over a quarter of a century.

C)riginally they were made with cheapness paramount, hence

of very light gage galvanized steel, with no pretensions other

than that of temporary, or at the best uncertain, longevity.

Many of these culverts have long since disintegrated, the re-

sult of varying deteriorating elements of the earth in which they

were imbedded; others, it is claimed, are still in a fair state of

preservation.

Ten years or more ago a commendable tendency was evi-

denced on the part of various corrugated culvert manufacturers

to consider the future. They commenced to operate in the be-

lief that corrugated metal culverts, if made of the right thick-

ness and of a quality of metal superior to galvanized steel,

could reasonably be expected to give practical and lasting ser-

vice. With this in view, the use of extreme light gage metal,

which had theretofore prevailed, was discouraged, and increased

gages such as Nos. 18 and 16 for smaller sizes and No. 14 for

the largest were adopted as a fair standard.

Still later experiments were commenced and have continually

progressed toward developing a metal on a commercial basis

which should surpass steel and equal or excel, from the stand-
point of anti-corrosive characteristics, the well-known old-time

iron products. That metal meeting these requirements has been
perfected is now a matter of common knowledge to the trade.

In recent years calculations based on the adoption of heavy
gages and material of this superior quality, properly galvanized,

have been substantially confirmed, with the natural result that

corrugated culverts have continued to grow in demand, to

undergo improvement and to give satisfaction. Today they are

not only recommended by metallurgical chemists and specified by
engineers generally, but are also in satisfactory use by the

United States government, various foreign governments and
under the heaviest trafiic-bearing railways, city streets and coun-
try highways everywhere. And they are supplanting in a large

degree all other kinds of culverts.

Up to about four years ago the common style of corrugated
culverts was cylindrical and riveted. About that time a new and
novel idea was evolved in a corrugated culvert made of upper
and lower sections with lateral flanges, to be shipped knock-
down and nested and set up by the use of bolts. This culvert
was also characterized by the embodiment in its manufacture
of still heavier gages of metal than had ever before been used

—

including for the smaller diameters Nos. 16, 15 and 14, and for
the larger sizes Nos. 12 and 10 gage metal of special anti-

corrosive properties, overcoming to a great extent the common
criticisms regarding lightness and the effects of corrosion so
common to ordinary steel. These better grades of heavier gage
culverts—both the round-riveted and the nestable, by reason of
their comparative Hghtness and strength and their ease in hand-
ling, hauling and installing—have accomplished much toward
revolutionizing permanent road improvement.
The Engineering News, a well-known technical journal, com-

menting editorially on corrugated metal culverts, in its issue of

January 20, 1910, had the following to say

:

"To an engineer of the old school, accustomed to build al-

ways with an eye to permanence and solidity, the idea of putting
a culvert of thin corrugated iron under an earth embankment
may seem like a crude makeshift, which ought to be condemned
offhand without discussion. Very likely the first use of corru-
gated iron for culverts was a makeshift; but experience appears
to show that under certain conditions culverts of this appa-
rently flimsy construction have made good.
"Such culverts are exceedingly cheap, are very light to trans-

port and place, and have so much elasticity and 'come and go'
that they will stay in place when unequal settlement occurs
where a much heavier culvert would be cracked and broken.
For temporary work such culverts are especially advantageous.

as they are clica]) to i)lace and can be re-covered if the bank is

renio\i(l.

"The rapid rusting out of slieet iron or steel exposed to the
alternate wetting and drying that a culvert receives naturally
occurs as a foremost objection to corrugated iron culverts, but
some of these metal culverts arc said to have been in service for

some fifteen years. By using a special grade of metal of high
purity the resistance to corrosion is expected to be so greatly

increased that the culverts may fairly be classed as permanent
construction."

A state highway engineer of a western state (Missouri), in a
bulletin some time since issued on the subject of Bridges and
Culverts, had the following to say regarding corrugated metal
culverts

:

"Large quantities of corrugated metal for pipe-culverts and
similar products are put on the markets, some of which give

good satisfaction, while others do not. Some of the pipe used
for culverts in this state has stood but two years, while other*
have been in use six times that period and are still good.
=' * * A good weight and quality of corrugated pipe will last

fifteen or twenty years. The difficulty is to know when you are

getting a good quality, and for this reason we advise great care
in buying corrugated culvert pipe. Do not buy unless you feel

sure of the quality—there are all kinds on the market."

The state highway commissioner of an eastern state (Penn-
sylvania), in a bulletin lately published on the subject of Super-

visors and Their Duties, says :

* * * "From this fact comes the corrugated metal pipe

which has been on the market for several years past. If made
of ordinary steel, the use of such pipe cannot be condemned too

strongly, but if made of special material containing so small a
percentage of impurities as to be practically pure iron, it will be

found an economical investment for a township.'"

The sentiments expressed in the foregoing quotations have-

been corroborated in numerous papers and reports from time

to time by the most eminent engineers and metallurgical chem-
ists in this country. Dr. Allerton S. Cushman, formerly assist-

ant director and chemist, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office

of Public Roads, in a bulletin recently published said among;

other things

:

* * * "It seems to be a fact that carefully made metal in-

which the ordinary impurities are cut down to mere traces and

in which the heat treatment has been carefully controlled, is-

much more resistant to corrosion than ordinary types of metal

with a comparatively high percentage of impurities. * * *

The demand for this type of metal appears to be growing, and it

has been largely used for the manufacture of road culverts.

* * * The fact that this new metal has been largely specified

by culvert manufacturers, even at a somewhat added cost, is the

best evidence that it is meeting a long-felt want in this and allied

industries."

Thus it appears that corrugated culverts made of such recog-

nized rust-resisting galvanized material as No-Co-Ro MetaU
American Ingot Iron and Toncan Metal, instead of ordinary

steel, and of the proper gages, properly galvanized—giving the

service that they have for years past—are recognized and ac-

cepted as a very formidable and worthy suitor for practical and

general adaptability in the culvert field at large.

It is a safe assertion that were it possible to compile a gen-

eral consensus of conscientious opinions of reliable authorities

as well as laymen who have investigated the merits of these im-
proved metals as compared with ordinary steel, the great ma-
jority would express themselves as unequivocally in favor of

the complete elimination of steel in the manufacture of corru-

gated culverts.

If any one feature is likely to militate more seriously than.

another against the prospective future success and permanence
of corrugated culverts—whether of steel or the purer metals

—

it is the continued detrimental exploitation of thin gage, flimsy

material. If people will persist in buying too light weight and
otherwise inferior corrugated culverts for no other reason than.

that they are cheap, only to reap dissatisfaction, as they certainly

must in a comparatively short time, they should at least be fair

enough to withhold judgment until they have given the better

culverts a trial and not prematurely and indiscriminately con-

demn the various other worthy corrugated culverts, made of

purer metal and heavier gages, any of which may be bought at

a reasonable price, with general satisfaction assured.
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Goetze Gaskets and Valve Disks.

The leaks in flange joints and unions on steam boilers,

steam engines, steam pipes, apparatus, etc., are partly due to

a faulty construction of the joints or couplings; insufficient

strength of the flanges and covers; imperfect, rough, uneven

and deeply corroded surfaces; to the surfaces being out of

parallel ; and an insufficient number of coupling screws, or plac-

ing them at uneven distances. Leaks are also caused by
rigid piping, i. e., piping which cannot sufficiently expand
and contract, as well as in yii)ing and olher appliances sub-

jected t(i e.xcessivc pressure from water hammer, resulting

from an insufficient slope to allow the condensed water to

Goetze Valve-Gasket With Two Sides Flat Inside.

run off. The chief cause of leaks, however, is to be found in

the use of packing inaterial incapable of continuously with-

standing the influence of high temperature of steam and water

or high pressure gases and acids.

The Goetze copper and metal gaskets here illustrated pro-

vide a packing material which will comply with all require-

ments. They are so arranged as to present a surface that

conforms to every irregularity in the flanges, while efifectively

resisting high pressure and temperature. The Goetze elas-

tic corrugated copper gaskets with asbestos lining No. 2 are

inade of chemically pure copper and the best asbestos. Only
a few turns on the flange bolts brings each copper corruga-

tion snugly against the flange surface and at the same time

crowds each wall of asbestos against the same surface.

Through the use of elastic copper and metal gaskets on
flange joints it has become possible to use long-distance con-

duits for steam under a pressure exceeding IS atmospheres,
the joints being kept tight for a number of years.

The Goetze copper valve disk with asbestos inlaid has all

the elasticity needed for tight closing and is adapted for

great durability under the most unfavorable conditions. All

sizes suitable for Jenkins valves and other valves of similar

construction are kept in stock.

COETZERIT SHEET PACKINGS.

In spite of the advantages of Goetze copper and metal gas-

kets, there are those who wish to cut their own packings

from the sheet, or who for some reason do not want a metal

or shaped gasket. For such, Goetzerit, a sheet packing, has

been perfected. It is made in both red and white, from as-

bestos fiber, compressed under an exceedingly high pressure

and impregnated with a substance which, it is claimed; makes
it absolutely proof against the action of superheated and
saturated steam. Goetzerit white packing is especially rec-

ommended for oils, benzine, petroleum acids, ammonia, gas,

alkaline products, etc. It does not squeeze out and decrease

the inside diameter of the piping, and cannot be blown out,

even at the high steam pressures now in use.

Goetzerit red packing is made in any desired thickness in

sheets 36 in. square. The white is made in sheets 45 in.

square. Ready-made Goetzerit gaskets for standard and ex-

tra heavy flanged flttings of from 1 to 24 in. are also made.
Another kind of packing is known as Self-Lubricating high-

pressure packing. It is equally suited for saturated and super-

heated steam and for liot and cold water and is impregnated
by an infusible fat which is proof against heat and is said to

Goetze No. 2 Gasket.

have practically inexhaustible lubricating ability. It is pre-

pared for all kinds of stuffing boxes and is manufactured in

sizes from J4 to 2 in. square. These packings are manu-
factured by the American Goetze Gasket & Packing Com-
pany, New Brunswick, N. J.

Curtis Turbines for Train Lighting.

Curtis turbo-generators installed on a locomotive or in a bag-

gage car, as shown in the illustrations, meet the most exacting

demands of train lighting service. These sets consist of a Curtis

turbine direct connected to an electric generator. They form

compact, sturdy units so simple in construction that they require

practically no attention. At the present time, when railways are

making everv effort to insure the greatest degree of safety to

Curtis Turbo-Generator as Applied to a Locomotive.

passengers, these sets are meeting with great favor, as their

use eliminates all danger from fire or explosion due to the leak-

age of illuminating gas in case of an accident. The superior

quality of the light due to the excellent voltage regulation of

the Curtis turbine is a feature which will be appreciated by the

passengers. Each car is brilliantly illuminated with a steady

light. This service permits the use of electric cooking and heat-

ing utensils in buffet and dining cars,, and of electric toilet arti-

cles in drawing and sleeping cars. F<^r suburban service no aux-
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iliary cciiiipiiu'iit is ri(|ini(.'il, and llu' L'lulis lurhinc alTonls a

simple anil economical cciiiipmciit, dispensing with l)attcrics,

boosters and ronulators. Over 300 Curtis turbines are now in

use on steam railways, and luaiiy railways-have adopted this sys-

Curtis Turbo-Generator Installed in a Baggage Car.

tem as a standard equipment for train lighting. There are 67

of these turbines now in service on the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, 42 on the Great Northern, 42 on the Northern Pacific,

43 on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and a smaller num-
ber on a large number of other roads. These turbines are sup-

lied by the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Tractor for 100-ft. Turntable.

The increasing use of Mallet locomotives of great weight
and length has brought the railways face to face with the

difficult problem of turning these locomotives. In the first

place, they are very heavy, the weight running to 350 tons
and over, but what makes the problem of turning even more
difficult is the great length of wheel base. Furthermore, if

a table but slightly longer than the locomotive is used

it will be very much more heavily loaded at the end under
the locomotive than under the tender, even when the tender
is fully loaded with coal and water. To make it possible to

balance such locomotives under all conditions would require

the construction of turntables of excessive length, the direct

and indirect expense of which would be enormous.
The other alternative is to turn the engine on tables

merely long enough to carry them without making any
attempt at balancing. When one realizes that this means
carrying an unbalanced load of upwards of 50 tons in some
cases on the trucks at one end of the table it will readily be
seen that a powerful tractor must be used. Geo. P. Nichols
& Bros., Chicago, have recently developed an electric tractor

for this class of service which in general arrangement and
appearance is similar to their standard electric tractor, but
with a tractive effort increased to meet the severest require-

ments. The illustration shows one of these tractors handling
the Virginian engine No. 600 on a 100 ft. turntable. This
locomotive weighs 315 tons and is 96 ft. 4 in. long. The
tractor is one of four of the same power in service on the Vir-

ginian. Similar equipment is in successful service on other

railways, performing equally heavy duty.

The Clark Blow-Off System.
'

Notwithstanding the many improvements made in the per-

formace and maintenance of locomotive boilers by the use of

purified water and by putting soda ash in the tank, it is a mat-
ter of common observation that when locomotives come in for

repairs many of them have the tubes and fireboxes badly scaled

and have a large amount of mud and lime sediment in the barrel

of the boiler and in the water leg. Although conditions have
vastly improved, it is still necessary on many railways to wash
out boilers frequently—usually once a week. When in service they

do not render maximum performance on account of the scale ac-

cumulation preventing the more direct transmission of heat

through the sheets, or because of priming the water is carried

to the cylinders, making it necessary to run with partly opened
throttle, giving less initial pressure. Also a larger consump-
tion of expensive cylinder oil results when boilers are priming.

These are still the ordinary experiences in locomotive opera-

100-ft Turntable with a Nichols Electric Tractor.
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tion on many railways and they arc the cause of extra expense

which could be saved by the use of recently improved devices

for systematically blov^^ing off the boiler in service. The heavy

expense is due, first, to the labor involved in the frequent wash-

ing of boilers, to the attendant damage to the tubes and sheets

by stresses due to unequal expansion; there is the further loss

of mileage while the engine is so frequently in the round-

house for washing out. The effort to prevent foaming and

the accumulating of sludge and scale by the ordinary blow-

off valves is not effectual, because their action is local and not

general. A blow-off valve at the front of the firebox removes

the mud and some scale which has dropped down from the im-

mediate vicinity of the valve opening, but it is proved that it

does not remove it from the side water legs by the amount

found accumulated in this portion when the engine is in for

boiler washing. Blow-off valves are also used in the front

course of the boiler shell, but they, too, only remove the mud
from that immediate vicinity and a large accumulation is found

farther back, which requires that the boiler be washed out the

same as if the blow-off valves had not been used.

It is necessary to have the current of water move at high

velocity m all parts of the boiler where mud accumulates, so it

terial which is not precipitated. W'iiere purification plants are

in use there is often a surplus of alkali which causes foaming;
here the skimmer is especially useful. The skimmer valve in

the Clark system of blow-off is located on the boiler head, and
should be opened a few seconds at least twice a day when the

engine is using steam. It should also be opened a few seconds
at any time the boiler is foaming.

The Clark blow-off system was invented by an engineer in

Illinois, but heretofore has been like a prophet without honor
in his own country. It has been developed in England and used
in the far-off countries of India, Australia, South Africa and
South America. More recently it has been introduced on a

dozen railways in the western part of the United States with
such success that many orders are now being received for it.

The practical results derived from this system are that the boil-

ers can go ten times as long without washing out, thus saving
loss of mileage, and that the fuel economy is greater, due to the

absence of scale and rnud on the heating surface. It also pre-

vents the water being carried over with the steam to the cyl-

inders. There are also incidental economies connected with

boiler repairs when this device is used. A report from one of

the lines which is using the Clark blow-off system says : "There

The Clark Blow-Off System.

will carry the sediment along with it; to secure this the area

of the passages must be restricted. With a valve opening di-

rectly into the water space there is a flow from all directions

toward this opening, and the volume is so large that it fills the

outlet without attaining a high velocity, and the object of a gen-

eral cleaning is defeated. The Clark blow-off system successfully

corrects this fault by placing brass ducts around the mud-ring,

and along the bottom of the boiler for the length of the shell.

The openings are funnel shaped and the distance between them

gradually decreases as the distance from the blow-off valve

increases. In service the blow-off valve is opened and. closed

rapidly, causing a rapid flow of water into each orifice which

carries with it a large amount of sediment. This operation

should be performed at lea.st three times a day and always after

the engine has been standing long enough for the suspended mat-

ter to settle.

The lighter suspended matter floating on the surface of the

water becomes mixed with the bubbles as steam is formed, and

with alkali waters gives constant trouble from foaming. Skim-

mer blow-off valves have been used with beneficial results for

many years, but with a single opening into the water level their

action, like that of the ordinary blow-off valve, is entirely too

local, and only removes the foam and lighter suspended matter

from the surface immediately surrounding the opening. In the

Clark system the skimmer bar extends the full width of the

boiler and is placed at the top of the tubes near the front tube

sheet. Long experience has shown that a skimmer in this loca-

tion with an apron and openings extending across the bar clears

most of the water surface, removing the foam and alkali ma-

is a remarkable reduction in the cost of light boiler repairs, such

as broken staybolts, rolling of tubes, etc. When boilers are

washed frequently the repairs due to irregular expansion and

contraction are considerable. Boilers are seldom washed with-

out having to renew staybolts and tighten tubes. An engine

on this line which is equipped with the Clark blow-off has now
run two periods of 41 days each without a broken staybolt."

Information regarding this device may be obtained from the

exclusive agents, the Horace L. Winslow Company, Old Colony

building, Chicago.

Cyclone Chain Hoist.

The 40-ton Cyclone chain hoist made by the Chisholm & Moore
Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, was described on

page 1100 of the December 2 issue of the Railway Age Gazette,

but unfortunately an error was made in giving the address of the

company as Chicago. If any of our readers have written to the

wrong address for additional information concerning these hoists

they will understand why their letters have not been answered,

and will confer a favor by writing to the proper address.

Events are shaping toward the realization of a Transcaspian

Railway connecting Russia and India. An international com-

pany will be formed in which Russia, Great Britain and Persia

will be predominant, but in which French, German and other

interests will be welcomed. It is proposed to build 1,600 miles

of line at an estimated cost of about $105,000,000. It is figured

that passengers and mails could be carried by the proposed road

from London to Bombay in seven or eight days.
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^luip itquipmcnt.

Pond Reversing Motor Planer.

I lu' I'l.nd works if the Xilcs I W'liU'iit -
1

'< nid (, i iiii|iany, Xcw
\ "ik. li.is [)u\ on tlio ni;irkct a rcxiTsini; iiiotur planer

wliioli i> spri-ially adapted to locouMiiv r work. It olTvrs an
iii'iri'ly lii'w ini'tiiod of drivin.u' and ri\ rr.sin!.; at variahlc speeds
and i> tlie onteoine of \ears of experinientinj.;. It has proven
itsidf al)solti:el\ reliable niuKT the most se\ere and adverse eon
dilions and overeonies all the tnidisirahk' fealnres of llie hell

and H'-':ir-ho\ drives, doins.; awa\ with ail ehitelu'S, either pnen
in;itie or nia,L;nelie. ,and all shifiin,!.; lu'lts. As sliovvn in the illns

tration, a motor with speeds varxins.; from 250 to 1,000 r. p. ni.

feel and the retnrn sjieeds fr<jni 60 to 100 fect, luit these, of

course, can he changed to suit indivichial re(piirements. It will

he seen from the illustration thai the pilot switch may he con-
trolled hy hand, which ena1)Ies the operator to have K''(;<itcr con-
trol over liis v\'orl<. For example, in working castings with
hard spots or thin walls, hy operating the pilot switch, the speed
of the talile m,;y he decreased at will. The action of tiie con-
troller is sui.h that it is possible to slop the lahle within a limit

of ,',s in. hy throvvinj; (he pilot .switch to the neutral ])osition.

Reversing is accomplished so positively that a stroke of 4'/^ in.

can he taken on a 96-in. maeiiine while o])erating at a compara-
tively high speed.

The kinetic energy stored in the work, planer table, armature
and other moving parts of the machine is absorbed by the
braking action of the opposing torque of the fields on the rota-

Pond Planer With Electric Reversing IVIechanism.

is direct connected on the left side of the machine, out of the

way of the operator, with the controlling box on the right.

The pilot switch, located on the bed of the machine, is operated

by dogs ' fastened to the tabic. This pilot switch operates the

controlling mechanism which reverses the machine by reversing

the direction of rotation of the motor. The controlling mech-
anism is made up of four solenoids which operate sheet copper
contact connections to the motor. On the controller are mounted
two index scales, one controlling the cutting speeds and the

other the return speeds. Each scale is provided with 13 grad-

uations, by means of which the same number of different motor
speeds may be obtained. The cutting and return speed regula-

tion is entirely separate, so that the slowest cutting speed may
be used with the maximum return speed. The cutting speeds
obtainable on the standard type of planers vary from 25 to 40

tion of the armature, and is accomplished without the least

shock, jar or hesitation. Tiie current generated by this action

passes into the starting resistance, and then off as heat, the re-

sult accomplished being exactly the same as if some form of

mechanical brake had been applied to the motor to bring the

planer to a stop, with the difference, however, that the action is per-

fectly smooth, there are no wearing or frictional surfaces to con-

tend with, and it needs no adjustment. The overload on the mo-
tor at the instant of reversal is never over 50 per cent. 1 he entire

drive of the planer is on the floor, or near the floor, where it is

readily accessible. Owing to the absence of the usual belts,

clutches, etc., the variable speed planer occupies a minimum
floor space. The Pond reversing motor planer is in use at the

West Albany shops of the New York Central, and the Juanita

shops of the Pennsylvania.
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T'
HE State of New York has at last made appreciable progress

in the abolition of highway grade crossings—at least in

New York City. The annual report of the Public Service Com-

mission for the First district, noticed in another column, shows

how the legislature has granted $250,000 for this purpose during

the past year, and how it ought to appropriate $600,000 this year.

These are large figures, but the commission has before it a

large problem. The state's appropriation is intended to defray

one-fourth the cost of these works—which means that New
York City needs $2,400,000 this year. As the city has only about

one-twentieth of the state's crossings the reader will see why

we do not mention the estimated needs of the whole state

—

the figures would be staggering. And yet the only way to deal

with this subject is to grapple with it, directly. There is no pos-

sible evasion, no chance for a flank movement. This has been

shown by the experience of those cities which have abolished

crossings, and of the state of Massachusetts. In the city of

Chicago alone mountains of gravel have been used in this work,

and it has all had to -be paid for in hard cash, mostly by the

railways. Probably the grade crossings within the city limits

are in more pressing need of abolition, as a whole, than those

in the rest of the state, but it will not do to assume that New
York City is all like Broadway and Forty-second street ; some

of its solitudes will vie with the interior of Kentucky in wild-

ness. Every important town in the state has dangerous cross-

ings, and it is only by thinking in millions that the problem

can be even approached. Not only the commission for the sec-

ond district of New York state, but the commissions of 40

states have before them this same problem. To defer or ignore

it means a continued record of deaths and injuries, except as the

speeds of trains are rigidly limited.

A MOVEMENT is under way at St. I.ouis for the formation

of a federation of commercial organizations in that city,

and it is proposed to bar from it all organizations having rail-

ways or railway men as members. The purpose, it is said, is to

save the organization from the embarrassment that results when
litigation with railways regarding rates and similar matters is

conducted by an association to which they or their officers belong

and contribute. This is an interesting cale of separating the

sheep from the goats. Perhaps, however, it is more consistent

than the policy followed by a good many commercial organiza-

tions. For example, while the railways entering Chicago belong

to the Chicago Association of Commerce and contribute to its

support, this association has become one of the most active

organizations in the country in carrying on agitation and litiga-

tion against them. It solicits and accepts their money and figlits

them with it. For some time after the Hepburn act was passed

we heard a great deal of talk about co-operation between the

railways and the shippers. Tlie plan to form a federation of com-

mercial organizations at St. Louis from which railways and rail-

way men shall be barred is, we fear, a good illustration of the

extent to which in most places such co-operation has not

materialized. The traffic managers of industries and of com-

mercial organizations have always been quite willing to co-

operate with the railways to bring about lower rates or better

service; but most of them have consistently fought in the last

ditch, and often by methods the most unfair and even un-

scrupulous, every proposition the adoption of which would bene-

fit the railways. It is not merely the Illinois Manufacturers'

Association that has been unfair; everybody knows it is; but

even commercial organizations which in the past have been very

moderate and reasonable have apparently lost the last vestige

of the spirit of co-operation since the controversy over advances

in freight rates began. The Chicago Evening Post, in an edi-

torial in its issue of January 3, called attention to the fact that

the railway officers who contributed articles to its annual review

number were much fairer in their utterances than was the traffic

director of the Chicago Association in an interview at about the

same time. It remarked that the spirit shown by the railway

officers was "in direct contrast with the rather astonishing inter-

view'' given by the traffic director of the association, who, it

said, "spoke as if the railways were surreptitiously trying to

raise rates, and as if he were challenging their right even to

make such an attempt." Thus, the Evening Post continued, "we

have the surprising spectacle of seeing this great association ap-

pear as an anti-railway crusader. Can the interests of the

manufacturers who compose it be separated from and set over

against those of the railways? Is not the prosperity of the one

inextricably interwoven with the prosperity of the other?" If

commercial organizations are to be conducted in future as

many of them have been in the recent past, we imagine railway

officers will not be very much pained if they be excluded from
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tlicir infmliiiship. Probably a good many of them led lliat this

segregation of tlic sheep from the goats can do the railways no

harm, since many of tlie commercial associations have l)een

making the railways the goat for some time, anyway.

THE SCREW REVERSE GEAR.
'

I

'
1 1 II screw reverse gear may be regarded as a well-estab-

•*• lishcd detail of standard practice on foreign locomotives.

\"aughan Pendrcd, wiiose book on "The Railway Locomotive,"

is not confined to British practice, says, "The reversing lever

has been superseded in all modern locomotives by a hand wheel

and quick thread screw." The screw reverse lever has been

used experimentally on a few locomotives in this country, usually

where the master mechanic was an Englishman who had had

practical experience with it and understood its advantages, but

it has never been adopted as a standard by any of our railways.

The necessity for greater force in the reverse mechanism was

recognized in this country 30 years ago, when steam power

reverse gears were used on locomotives weighing only 50,000

lbs. on drivers and with cylinders 18 in. by 24 in. They were

applied to passenger engines on fast runs where the friction of

the fiat and unbalanced slide valve made it difficult to adjust

the reverse lever while running. A steam reverse gear designed

by Wm. E. Good was used in 1882 by the Reading Railroad on

its fast trains between Philadelphia and New York, and one

designed by W. P. Henszey of the Baldwin Locomotive Works
was used about the same time on the Central of New Jersey.

With the introduction of piston valves and the use of springs

or counter-weights to balance the link and other overhanging

weight, the labor required to move the reverse lever was re-

duced. The power reverse cylinders were then abandoned, and
not generally used again until the advent of the large Mallet

locomotives with two sets of valve gears.

The Walschaert valve gear fortunately has the weight of the

heavy link supported on trunnions, but the heavy reverse arm,

hanger and radius rod are unbalanced, and these, together with

the frictional resistance of the link block, valve rod, stuffing box
and valve packing, place a heavy load on the reverse lever. The
Stephenson link on large engines is heavy and not always bal-

anced, and these, with the valves and the four large eccentric

straps, must be moved when any change in the cut-ofT is made.

On any type of modern American locomotive the work of moving
the reverse lever is laborious and sometimes dangerous ; thus it

is not surprising that engineers hesitate to change the cut-off

often, even when running at moderate speed, and at high speed

there is a positive disinclination to work the engine at the most
economical cut-off where it involves a frequent movement of the

reverse lever. Good engineering requires a change in cut-ofif

corresponding with the change in load and speed ; in stationary

engines this is obtained by the governor or a power regulator.

The economical use of steam on the locomotive requires a sim-

ilar regulation, and if it must be by manual control, then the

engineer should be provided with a mechanism by which the cut-

ofif can be easily and accurately adjusted.

The proper regulation of the cut-ofif is a matter afifecting not

only the fuel economy, but it has largely to do with irregular

wear of pins, axles and tires. If the cut-ofT is not properly ad-

justed to the load and the speed excessive compression results,

causing the irregular action of forces throughout the engine,

which is one of the principal causes of wear and of frequent

shopping for repairs. A reverse gear that will admit of and
•encourage the change of cut-ofif while running, to secure the

most advantageous distribution of steam, will efifect an important

•economy, not only of fuel, but in the cost of repairs. The screw
reverse has a slight objection in that it does not permit the en-

gineer to move the valve so directly that he may detect any

slight defect, or a lack "of lubrication, but the extensive use of

the device on foreign roads indicates that the engineer in time is

able to detect these conditions.

The power reverse gears on Mallet locomotives may answer

the purpose, but they do not appear to be desirable or satisfac-

tory substitutes for the reverse lever on large engines of ordinary

types. For large passenger engines there is a pressing need for

something letter than the reverse lever for regulating the cut-off,

and one of the locomotive builders is now designing a screw

reverse lever for this purpose. There are so many designs for

this detail in use on English and French railways that there

should be no difficulty in selecting one which has been developed

from long service, and any of our railways desiring to experi-

ment with the screw reverse rigging can find already at hand

good designs for that purpose which only need to be adapted to

the peculiarities of the American locomotive.

A
TYPE OF THE RAILWAY STOCKHOLDER.

FEW weeks ago a railway stockholder in a letter to the

Wall Street Journal used these words

:

"I happen to be a stockholder in several lailways and it is absolutely
unnecessary to mail their very voluminous and expensive annual reports
to every stockholder. They are never read and go into the waste paper
basket. They need only advertise that reports will be sent when asked for."

The quoted words, direct attention to the division of various

types of railway stockholders into distinctive groups. Unfortu-

nately the group of which the author of the quoted words is a

member undoubtedly, is much larger than any other single group

—this not merely in a masculine classification, but because so

many stockholders are women. Stockholders of that sex have,

indeed, in one company particularly, already risen to a clear

majority of the shareowners ; and the feminine interest would

probably rise still higher were the trustees for women to be in-

cluded. Taking a woman as a shareowner holding her railway

"stock absolutely, there is also, undoubtedly, a national tendency

of her sex to increase numerically on the stock lists of old

dividend paying lines. This follows, for one cause, from the

natural tendency of the feminine shareowner, partly from ignor-

ance, to hold on to her investment. She is, almost necessarily,

a standpatter, certainly so as compared with the investing and

more changeful man. The Hetty Greens, even of the most modi-

fied and diluted pattern, are few and far between. From time

to time we hear edifying discourse on theories or plans to uplift

the sex to the Woman of Afifairs. But their efifect thus far has

been slight, and the railway stockholding woman remains lethar-

gic; or the object and sometimes the victim, of advice.

She is to be pardoned rather than pitied. Not so her analogue

in the other sex who rejects contemplating his copious report on

his railway interest, and flings into the waste basket the com-

pilations of figures on which a host of accountants and clerks

have worked for months ; who is almost, if not quite, as scorn-

ful of the published abridgments ; and, what is worse, in his

character as a citizen has no conception of the meanings of the

word publicity until may be he has a harsh awakening. He may
be dismissed from further consideration. But above and beyond

him are other types of his sex, interesting if not edifying for

brief study.

Ignoring the day by day speculator, who is not -in any proper

sense a railway shareholder, there is, first, the group in whose

vision mere price is biggest. Their direct objectives are the

market quotation, the opportunity for the time investment profit

by sale more or less remote—less remote if their shares rise,

more if they fall. Some superficial watch they keep on general

or special conditions, on fact or rumor, but only as they afifect

the price. A little higher up is the stockholder of a more hybrid

type. With the idea of market price and remote possibilities of

the distant future, he joins the motive of rate of return on his

railway investment. He is a combination of investor and specu-

lator in about equal parts. If he finds an investment with a bet-

ter return, even though with somewhat lower security, he is off

to transfer his holdings, not infrequently to his ultimate cost.

He shades upward into the shareholder who watches moderately

not only general but special railway conditions, who has an eye,

though a somewhat languid one, on net earnings, on decisions

of the courts, and on legislation. The three foregoing groups
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may be roughly bunched as non-active tj'pes. They are neither

negative nor positive. Perhaps half of them will take the trouble

to sign the annflal proxy blank of the railway corporation and

will glance hastily through the annual report. But they never

file it away for reference. Internal conditions of their property

they almost never seek.

At the top of the list is the stockholder of facts and figures for

whom the voluminous and detailed annual report, as well as the

minor and intermediate reports by months and half-years, carries

not only its meanings, but its responsibilities. He reads not only

the text of the railway report but delves, at some important

points at least, into its figures. He does not deem it a waste of

time to seek out the annual statement of the previous year and

make comparisons. The noted divergences in such matters as

cost of maintenance, in the ratio of expense of operation to gross

receipts, in fixed charges. He may be a small holder, yet he

habitually sends in his proxy. Ideally he should attend regularly

the stockholders' meeting, but there, as yet, the line is drawn.

But he watches his investment closely; he marks the news or

comment which bears on it ; the conservation of his railway

dividend is more the object of his solicitude than the dividend

itself; and, in his deeper moods, he has definite and ethical views

on the relation of his railway to the public as well as to himself,

and brackets his citizenship with his fraction of railway

ownership.

It is on that final type of stockholder, champion of publicity,

the man moreover whose opinion on the railway security, whether

stocks or bonds, reaches as an influence far beyond himself, that

the amplified railway report never goes to waste. He is not so

many as he ought to be. But he is an increasing force and

happily he tends to increase more and more as railway problems

thicken. He is the man on whom good railway management has

its best reliance and from whom bad management has most to

dread.

SJ^ltef^ to the I^dilon

THE MANNERS OF THE INTERBOROUGH.

New York, December 31, 1910.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

My attention has been called to an editorial on page 1173 of

the issue of the Railway Age Gazette of December 23, 1910.

While we welcome just criticism and have become accustomed

to unjust criticism, my only comment is that the statements

regarding the inactivity of this company to relieve congestion

in the subway are untrue. It appears to me that before a railway

gazette should commit itself to such an editorial a reasonable

effort should have been made to ascertain the facts.

frank hedley,
Vice-President and General Manager, Interborough Rapid Transit Company,

[We said nothing of "the inactivity of this company to re-

lieve the congestion in the subway," so that this inspiring sub-

ject is left entire, virgin soil for Mr. Hedley to cultivate. His

abrupt denial was quite unnecessary. There is room left, how-

ever, for saying much of what has been done to increase the

length of trains, the number of trains, shorten the schedules,

open the doors and, above all, afford a fair measure of decent

regard for people. Bad manners should not be a continuous per-

formance. A very little does harm enough to the relation

between the railways and the public.

—

Editor.]

USE OF BRIDGES IN EXHAUST NOZZLES.

St. Paul, Minn., December 6, 1910.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I note a short article in the Railway Age Gazette of November
25, 1910, in regard to the use of bridges in exhaust nozzles used

in connection with inside stacks. In the March and August,

1908, issues of the American Engineer & Railroad Journal, I

presented and discussed the formula D = .49N i^TT L for stack

diameters and showed also that L should be about ION to 12N,

the letters referring to dimensions as shown on the accompany-

ing sketch.

A bridge of sufficient width to divide the exhaust into two

jets would therefore reduce the distance from the nozzle to the

choke of the stack for the best results, and this explains why a

nozzle with a bridge sometimes gives better results with inside
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Diagram for Finding the Diameter of Stack.

stacks, where L is necessarily short, than a single nozzle of equal

area. These formulae are based on the Master Mechanic's tests

made in 1896, 1903 and 1906, and agree with all that are com-

parable.

The present Master Mechanic's formula cannot be depended

on to give proper stack diameters, as the diameter of the smoke-

box does not affect the proper size of the stack except as it af-

fects L in the formula D =: .49N-i/L~ L. w. E. Johnston.

INCONVENIENT TICKETS.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 12, 1910.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

A perusal of the letters which you have recently published

under the head "Friendly Criticisms of Railways," etc., leads

me to write in regard to a few things that are annoying, and, so

far as I am able to see, without reason.

Some time ago the fare between Boston and Portland was

$2.30, and recently it has been raised to $2.50, to which I make

no objection; but you are now compelled to buy a ticket of three

or four times the size of the regular ticket, on which it says,

"in consideration of the reduced fare at which this ticket is

sold," etc., etc. Inasmuch as the fare has been increased it

would seem as if there were a little sarcasm in this wording

Furthermore we are now compelled to buy this ticket on the

day it is to be used. A few days ago a friend of mine had
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such a ticket that lie had bought some tune previously, and tlic

conductor refused to take it. It seems to me that tliis is the

heiglit of absurdity and a useless annoyance to passengers. A
ticket is merely a certificate that a certain sum of money has

been paid for a certain thing, and it should be taken for that,

no matter when it was purchased. One would think from the

wording on this ticket that there was some other kind of a

ticket that was sold at a higher price, but I believe there is no

higher priced ticket; the wording is obsolete.

There is another annoyance which I see no reason for, though

it is one of long standing. When a parlor-car ticket is purchased

in some offices it is necessary for the passage ticket to be pro-

cured beforehand. In other ollices this is not necessary, and it

seems to me an absurd requirement and one that is annoying.

A person may go to the parlor car office thoughtlessly before

purchasing his transportation ticket, and then finds that he must
go first to the other window. There he may find a long line of

people waiting. This rule should be done away with.

Recently I was annoyed in New York. I attended the meeting

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and used a

certificate. I went to the Grand Central station to get a ticket

to Boston on the day before coming and was informed that they

could not issue the ticket until the next day. There happened
to be nobody at the window and nobody would have been kept

waiting. It is quite a long process to get a ticket with a cer-

fificate, inasmuch as one has to sign his name, and various extra

things are done by the ticket seller. The next day, when I

was able to get my ticket, I kept a lot of people waiting and they

became all out of patience. This I regard as entirely unneces-

sary and a great nuisance. In connection with certificates I do
not see any reason why it should be necessary to pay 25 cents

when you pass in the certificate for validation.

Still another annoyance: the New York Central Lines have
recently issued an order, which is being carried out on the Bos-
ton & Albany, that a ticket reading in one direction cannot be

used in the other. They have objected to taking such tickets

from me and refused to take such a ticket from a lady of my
acquaintance whose husband had bought her two tickets read-

ing one way in order to save her the trouble of purchasing a

return ticket. If there is one thing that has been well estab-

lished it is that a ticket reading in one direction is good in the

opposite direction. The New Haven road prints on its local

tickets that they are good in either direction, and this ought to

be on all railway tickets. I am inclined to think that if this

Boston & Albany matter was brought to the attention to the

Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners they would make short

work of it.

Such annoyances as these are among the things that cause

people to be down on the railways. I am friendly to the rail-

ways, but I am nevertheless annoyed by many of their useless

rules. F. W. DEAN.

[We, like our correspondent, think that railways often make
rules which do more harm than good. To prevent being cheated

by dishonest passengers it is necessary sometimes to impose
regulations which are decidedly inconvenient to the honest ones

;

but from long-continued custom this method of protecting rev-

enue has in many cases been carried to absurd extremes. For
the benefit of our correspondent, we can explain some of the

things that he complains of, though it is doubtful if there is

any valid defense for them. A limited ticket is advantageous

to the railway in that it obviates the necessity of keeping the

accounts open a long time to check the use of tickets which the

buyers keep in their pockets perhaps for weeks. Theoretically

there is, probably, a ticket sold at a higher price between Boston

and Portland, but, as our correspondent suggests, it is quite likely

that the legitimate reason for the two rates over such a short

distance has long since vanished and the present inconvenience

to the passengers is no doubt much greater than the convenience

to the railway company. If a limit is reasonable it is not neces-

sary to allege a reduction in the price of the ticket as the reason

for the limitation. The habit of limiting tickets persists with

the passenger men, because they need a limit on short-trip local

tickets to prevent a dishonest conductor from stealing them and
selling them to persons who can make money "by having them^

used a second time. This would be unnecessary if our railways-

could devise some way to have passengers always surrender

their tickets on entering trains, for then it would be possible to

have a complete audit and do away with the present loose prac-

tice of having conductors hunt up passengers with tickets while

the train is running from station to station. In every case, how-
ever, where railways have tried this reform they have been

obliged, we believe, to give it up. The traveling public will not

cheerfully put up with the delay and inconvenience of paying as

they enter. The rule is now working successfully on street

cars, and we believe could be modified so as to be workable on

heavy local trains, where necessary ; but no one has yet-

elaborated a satisfactory plan. The present custom is of 75

years' standing, but it must be admitted that it is the most un-

businesslike custom in the railway business. The requirement

that a passenger buying a ticket at the Pullman office shall show
his railway transportation was adopted to prevent mistakes. It

is no doubt true that, without the rule, mistakes would occur;

but in all probability the correction of these mistakes would be

a small burden as compared with the inconvenience imposed

upon passengers by the present plan. The "certificate plan'' of

issuing tickets to conventions was adopted to prevent the use of

convention tickets by passengers not attending the convention,

but we have no doubt that the railways would make just as

satisfactory profits under a simple regulation to have tickets

endorsed by the secretary of the convention. Any organization

which had an unbusinesslike secretary, or which abused the privi-

lege seriously, could be refused the privilege a second time. As
to requiring local tickets to be used in only one direction, it is-

a convenience in the auditing department to know in which di-

rection a ticket is used, but in view of the convenience afforded

to passengers by the freedom enjoyed on the New Haven road'

we should think that any traffic manager would himself make
short work of the restrictive rule without waiting for a state

railway commission to act in the matter. As to the inconvenience

of using a ticket which is four times the size of a local ticket,

we think our correspondent ought to be thankful that he does-

not have to use one ten times as large as the small tickets

—

as passengers often do.

—

Editor.]

The discussion of extending Jamaica's railway system by build-

ing branch lines brings out some interesting facts. Of the 184-

miles of railway now in operation, the main lines being from

Kingston via Spanish Town to Montego Bay and from Spanish

Town to Port Antonio, 120 miles were built between 1890 and 1896

by an American syndicate which had acquired from the Jamaican

government the 64 miles already in operation. When this syndi-

cate defaulted in payment of interest on its indebtedness in 1900

the government took over the lines with obligations amounting

in round numbers to $11,500,000. In operating these lines an

annual deficit of about $340,000 is incurred, from which the sum

of $121,662, set aside annually as a sinking fund, must be deducted

to obtain the net annual deficit. As the sinking fund now amounts

to nearly $1,300,000, it is estimated that after thirty years the

railway debt will be entirely paid off'. The increased prosperity

of the island, from the wonderful extension of its fruit trade,

which is largely promoted by the railways, more than offsets the

deficit incurred in operating the lines. The fruit business, which

was only $15,000 in 1869 and $350,000 in 1879, increased to

$1,500,000 in 1889, to $4,000,000 in 1899, and to $7,500,000 in 1909:

The shipments of fruit, chiefly bananas, to the United States last

year from the consular district, embracing Port Antonio and Port

Maria, amounted to $3,243,896. Although the railways are

operated at a loss, they contribute so largely to the promotion of

the general business of the colony that the advocates of the build-

ing of branch lines contend that the general benefits will far

outweigh any small deficit likely to be incurred in operating such

extensions.
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STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.

BY \V. M. ACWORTH.

II.

I Start, then, from the point that all railways alike, whether

they be in state or in private hands, must base their rates on

what the -traffic will bear. Now, what the traffic will bear is not

an abstract formula to be arrived at on theoretic considerations,

but an actual figure to be worked out in each individual case

by careful and detailed examination of special and individual

facts. If this be accepted as a starting point, and if it be accepted

further that rate making is the essential crux of railway manage-
ment, much follows.^ It may be said : rate making, though most
important, is not all important. True, there is the question of

what may be called broadly, facilities. But after all facilities

are very much a question of price. We can all have express

service on the humblest branch line, if we choose to pay for a

special train ; and the German railways will carry goods at

English speed, provided the consignor will pay Eilgut rate, which

is four times that of the normal tariff. Then there are the

departments of railroading that come under the head of engi-

neering and operating. But no one will contend that the testing

of steel, or the tamping of sleepers, or the firing of an engine is

essentially different according as the railway is publicly or pri-

vately managed.

On the whole it seems to me clear that, as an abstract ques-

tion, state management or private management must stand or

fall on the consideration of which of the two systems is likely

best to adjust rates to what the traffic can bear.* Now it is evi-

dent that, from the point of view of rate fixing and tariff making
the ideal manager (it is convenient to personify under this name
the whole organization concerned with the matter) must possess

certain characteristics. He must possess knowledge, not to say

omniscience. He must know intimately the geographical and

economic situation, not only of the whole territory directly tribu-

tary to his line, but also of all the adjoining territory that can

indirectly be laid under contribution, or that enters into competi-

tion with it actually or potentially. The sources of his traffic,

not only actual but potential, the points of distribution, and the

points of ultimate destination must all be familiar to him. He
must have an intimate acquaintance with the nature of every

article known to commerce, its value, its bulk in relation to value,

the extent to which other articles, quite different possibly in

bulk and value, can be substituted for it. He must have present

in his mind the possibility of slow or rapid increase"* of produc-

tion and consumption. And so on, and so on.

So far, there is once more nothing to choose between a state

and a private undertaking. Walking encyclopaedias are none too

common on either side. But, given omniscience as near as we
can get it, in the second place we must demand that the manager

' Theoretically, of course, the idea that each rate must be based on what
the traffic can bear would imply a separate bargain for each separate con-
signment. The amount of wind the lamb can stand must depend upon
the thickness of the lamb's coat, and the lamb's coat is changing in
thickness all the time. But in practice it is only possible to deal with
traffic in categories, and if a railway made too many categories if would
waste half its income in ascertaining accurately the precise^ amount that
each category could properly be called upon to pay. To give a homely
example, English observers are sometimes tempted to believe that the
trousers of every French infantry soldier are of the same length. If this

be true, the reason is obvious, that adapting the length of each pair of
trousers to the height of each soldier would cost more in adjustment and
complications than the value of the cloth that would thereby be saved.

* I am, of course, aware that the question between State ownership and
private ownership is often decided on quite other grounds. The Belgians
and the Swiss, for instance, adopted State management because they feared
the domination of foreign capital. The Australians because capital could
only be obtained on the credit of the State. The Italians, as the only way
of ending the inextricable tangle of relationship between the State and
its lessees. The Germans [Bismarck originally intended the purchase of

the North German railways to be carried out, not by the Kingdom of
Prussia, but by the German Empire], partly for strategic reasons, partly

in pursuit of a policy of unification. And so on. I am speaking in the

text of the matter in the abstract, and apart from the particular local

considerations of any particular nation.

' The Austrian State railway administration publ_ishes_ for the use of its

staff a dictionary giving in reference to each article in the classification

some such information as I have suggested in the text as an essential part

of the working equipment of the ideal manager.

shall be impartial. In other words, when he makes a tariff, he
must fix his mind solely on the consideration of what the traffic

will bear, and be free to disregard entirely the pressure of any
outside consideration. He has to raise his revenue by apportion-
ing equitably the burden over the whole traffic, and he must
constantly bear in mind that, if one category of traffic escapes
Its fair share of the burden, either the necessary net revenue falls

short (what the necessary net revenue is we must consider
later), or the rest of the traffic has to pay more than a fair share.
The legal procedure of a civilized country is the outcome of

two thousand years of development. When we seek to obtain
justice between man and man, how do we set about it? We
choose a man of high character and keen intellect, who has spent
his life in learning the general principles of law. We take secur-
ity that he is personally quite disinterested in the matter in

dispute. We protect him in every possible way from pressure
by the friends of the parties to the dispute. We arrange that

these parties shall have every opportunity to put before him their

side of the case, both with reference to the law and with reference
to the facts, and then we leave him to give his judgment publicly,

with the reasons for or against it, with full confidence that it

will be given with intelligence and in good faith. And when it is

given we enforce it without hesitation with all the powers of the

state. But, as the best of men is but man at the best, we recog-

nize that he may go wrong, and, accordingly, we provide for an
appeal, possibly even for a further appeal. But when the judg-
ment of the court of final appear is given, though we recognize

in full that it may be wrong, we also recognize that in the old

Roman phrase it is to the interests of the state that there should

be an end of disputes; and the final judgment stands, and the

parties have to order themselves accordingly. Now, as it seems
to me, there is a real analogy here to the business of rate fixing.

The analogy is not perfect, for economic rights are seldom as

capable of as precise ascertainment and definition as legal rights;

but it is real ; and the requirements, therefore, are much the

same in the two cases. To fix rates, we want the best expert

available. We need to secure his impartiality and his freedom

from outside influence, and then we must accept his decision,

abide by it, and enforce it.

Now we agreed that expert knowledge was just as likely to be

found in a state official as in the manager of a private company.

But from whom are we most likely to secure our second desid-

eratum, impartiality undisturbed by outside influence? Consid-

eration of the normal organization of a private company and of

a state undertaking will enable us to supply the aijswer. Take

first the company. The manager of a private company is re-

sponsible to a board of directors who represent the shareholders,

being, indeed, frequently large shareholders themselves. Their

interest is—indeed it is a common reproach made against them

—

the dividend, and nothing but the dividend. We may assume

that, being ordinary human beings and disliking unnecessary

friction, they will sympathize with Turgot's theory that in levy-

ing contributions it is desirable to pluck the maximum of

feathers from the goose with the minimum of squawking. In

other words, their natural tendency will be to support their

manager in refusing to shear any individual lamb too close and

in getting as much wool as possible from the lamb that can

afford to lose it without making it suffer so much that its

bleatings will be audible." In the essential position of manager,

directors, and shareholders alike there is nothing to induce them

unduly to prefer one locality to another, or one trade to another.

In the interest of their own undertaking they will not kill a

single goose that is either laying golden eggs at the moment, or

is likely to begin to lay eggs in the future. Indeed, if they are

intelligent, they will desire to multiply to the utmost possible

extent the breed of golden-egg-laying geese. The individual

trader at A will naturally object strongly to any adjustment of

must postpone for future consideration, but will not omit to notice

3int that the commercial management will strive to get not merely a
"I

the poi ,
. J. • , ,

reasonable but an excessive dividend.
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rates that may iiKihU' traik'is at 1! or at C to couipclc in a market

wlicrc he has a monopoly. IJiit the natural instinct of directors

and sliareliolders will be to support their manager in over-riding

this objection, an objection whicli it is connnonly considered

ought not in the public interest to prevail.

So much for commercial management. Now let us see how
far impartiality is likely to be secured under a state railway

system. At the head of the state railway system there must be

in some shape or other a manager responsible to parliament. In

other words, a person who is first and foreipost a politician, and

only in the second place a railway man. Is it reasonable to

expect impartiality from a manager of railways with a seat in

parliament, a member of a government whose life may come to

a sudden end any day unless some important town, or some im-

portant trade can be, in .American phrase, "placated"?'

One of the cardinal doctrines of the old Manchester school

used to be that in some mysterious, and, as far as I know, en-

tirely unexplained, way, the purely selfish interest of each indi-

vidual member of the community coincided with the general

interest of the whole. If I may venture to criticise the conclu-

sions of colleagues, for each of whom individually I have the

utmost respect, it appears to me that the Majority Report of the

recent commission on Irish Railways rests upon a somewhat
similar fallacy—for fallacy it seems to me undoubtedly to be.

In that report it is proposed that the Irish railways shall be

managed by a body of delegates elected from the several prov-

inces of Ireland. I am unable to understand how the efforts

of Ulster and Leinster and Connaught and Munster, each to

^ It will be said, no doubt, that the state railway management of Germany
is above suspicion of partiality. I question whether the sama thing would
be said with much confidence of state management in any other country,
unless perhaps India, and in both cases the reason is the same. The
manager is not responsible to a popular legislature, and is, therefore, not
amenable to political pressure. I would invite those persons who believe
that im.partiality is possible with State management in a democratic country.
to study the history of Australasian railways, which is one long story of
attempts, more or less succassful from time to time, and for a time, to

protect the railways against the politicians.

get somewhat more than their lair share at the expense of the

others, would work out into a consistent policy for the benclil

of Ireland as a whole. If the railways of a country are to be

managed in the interests of the country as a whole, it seems ta

me quite indefensible to entrench men elected for the express

purpose of representing sectional interest in the seat of gov-

ernment.

I sum up my argument as far as it has gone as follows : The
fundamental difficulty of railroading is the making of rates. The
making of rates in the interest of the whole country requires,

two qualities in the highest degree : expert knowledge and im-

partiality ; and whereas expert knowledge is equally attainable

under both systems, impartiality is much more likely to be at-

tained under a system of private ownership. We have now to-

consider whether private ownership implies any countervailing-

drawbacks.

BUSH TRAIN SHED AT BALTIMORE.

The new station which the Northern Central, a subsidiary

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, is building at Baltimore was de-

scribed in the Railway Age Gazette of November 12, 1909, page-

928. The station tracks will be protected with the Bush train,

shed, installations of which at floboken, N. J., Scranton, Pa.,

and Chicago have been described in these columns.

The mstallation is novel in that it is the first Bush train,

shed to be put over depressed tracks. The station is belweenj

Charles and St. Paul streets, the main waiting room being at

the street level and the tracks being 18 ft. below. A covered:

lobby, 330 ft. long, extends along the track side of the stationi

from the bridge which carries Charles street over the tracks

;

and an enclosed lobby, 50 ft. wide, extends across the sevem

passenger tr.icks from a point at the middle of the station. The-

accompanying plan shows half of the platform layout, being the

portion from this transverse lobby or passenger bridge to St..

New Station at Baltimore and" Site of Train Slied, Looking Toward Charles Street

The passenger bridge is not yet built, and the '^vooden sheds are temporary.
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Paul iitreet. 'I la pliotograpli shows the site of the slicd. The

total length of each platform is about 530 ft.

Covered stairways connect the passenger bridge with each

train platform. One of the stairways is shown in the accom-

panying detail drawing. It will be noted that special provi-

sion is made for giving ample li^ht at the stairways. A skylight

runs arcimd the tliroe sides and the purlin at the inner edge

of this skyligiit is a lattice girder instead of a web girder, so as

to shut off the mininunn amount of light.

The most interesting problem arising in the design was the

taking care of smoke under the passenger bridge. The design of

the smoke ducts between bridges is similar to those in previous

installations. The under side of the passenger bridge, being

flat and divided by floor beams parallel to the track, made a

series of pockets for smoke to collect, each of which had to be

drained of smoke. The accompanying details show a section

through the passenger bridge and a section through the shed next

which open into a 12-in. horizontal duct from which vertical

flues are carried up alongside of the inner faces of the walls

of the passenger bridge, as shown in the section through the

passenger bridge, and in section E-E. The pockets just outside

(that is, toward the center of the platform) of the deepened

floor beams are also provided with flues, as some smoke and
gases may get beyond these beams.

The roof of the shed is not connected to the street bridges,

but is simply carried up to them, running only as far as the

sidewalk girder of the Charles street bridge, and extending

20 or 30 ft. under the St. Paul street bridge. These bridges

are askew, and the line of the edge of the St. Paul street bridge

is indicated on the plan by the dotted line at the right hand
side of the drawing, there being no skylights under the bridge.

The roof of the shed is drained by down-drain pipes inside

of every other column. The details of these drains dififer some-

what from previous sheds. There is a cast-iron screen over each
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to the passenger bridge, showing the connection of the smoke
ducts with the side walls of the bridge and with the concourse

already mentioned, which connects with the passenger bridge.

The sides of the smoke duct run alongside of the concourse

and are turned outward to deflect the smoke away from the

walls of the concourse. As shown in sections A-A and B-B,

smoke rising through this duct and the ducts over the other

tracks is also deflected out from the wall of the passenger

bridge, at the points where they connect with the bridge. The
section through the passenger bridge shows how the smoke
imder it is taken care of. The concrete encasing the floor beam
just outside the center line of the track is carried down to a

greater depth. Each of the five pockets thus left between the

floor beams over the two tracks is pierced with 8 in. flues.

Section A-A, Section B-B.

drain-pipe which is easily lifted out so that it and the drain-

pipe can be cleaned. The 5-in. drain-pipe down through the

column (the inside diameter of the cast iron column is 5 in.),

is threaded into the cast socket in which the screen rests, and

also into a plate at the foot of the column. These joints are

made water-tight, so that no water can get in the annular space

between the drain-pipe and the inside of the column. From the

foot of the column the water is carried to a small catch basin;

there being one of these basins on the center line of the plat-

form at each column which carries drainage. The basin is

covered with a manhole at platform level to give access to it.

From the catch basin a drain connects to the city sewers.

The train shed will be erected under traffic. This design of

shed is patented by Lincoln Bush, New York.

COST OF TRACK LAYING.

BY H. C. LANDON,

Division Engineer, Erie Railroad, Hornell, N. Y.

In connection with a recent article \RaHway Age Gazette, June
3, 1910], on cost of track laying with modern track laying ma-
chinery, the cost and progress of track laying by'the old methods
may be interesting.

In 1905 and 1906, while engineer of maintenance of way of the

Buffalo & Susquehanna, I was in direct charge of all track lay-

ing, ballasting, etc., between Wellsville and Buffalo, and had, in

fact, previous to this time, had charge of all the track laying of

the B. &S. from 1898, about 110 miles in all. I have not got the

data of the cost of this work, except that, with the low price of

labor, the cost, including labor, rental of engines, cars, etc.,

did not exceed $275 per mile. As much as 5,700 ft. of track

has been laid in a single day, with about 65 men, through the

winding valleys of the branches of the Susquehanna river south

of Wharton, Pa. ; and the average kept up very close to a mile

a day where any considerable grade was ready ahead of the

track layers.

On the line between Wellsville and Buffalo there were a large
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number of bridges to be constructed as the track laying

advanced ; the steel for the bridges was brought over the new

line, so that the track layers hardly became organized for rapid

work before they were stopped for a period of two or three days

to two months while the new structures were being erected.

During this period, of course, the track layers were ballasting the

new tracks or engaged in completing unfinished track on trouble-

some fills. The laborers, especially the spikers and members of

the iron gang, had had previous experience and had, in general,

become quite expert.

About one-third of the men were Hungarians and the balance

Italians. No natives were employed. While at first the Slavs

were decidedly the better laborers, some of the Italians became

expert in spiking and in handling the rail so that spike gangs

and iron gangs were made up of Italians and Hungarians,

making a rivalry which expedited the work considerably.

Two truck gangs were always employed, passing each other

by using a portable turntable or by lifting the heavy truck body

from the wheels.

Good camp cars and a well equipped blacksmith car were

provided. A combined gasolene engine and pump and a tank of

about 10,000 gals, capacity, which could be quickly taken down
and erected, formed part of the equipment, so that the track

laying engine could be kept as close as possible to the work.

The longest stretch of grade which was ready for the track,

and where no large bridges intervened to delay the work, was

between Bclvidere and Belfast and White Creek bridge, and on

this stretch the track laying gangs showed what they could do

when the organization was well in hand. This work, of course,

does not in any way compare "yvith some feats in the West over

level country; but among winding roads of the East it does

compare very favorably. .

The biggest day's work on this stretch was 5,000 ft. on May
30, 1905, and the average for the six miles was 4,600 ft. a day.

On July 2, 1905, north of White Creek bridge, 5,900 ft. was laid

in one day near Belfast, including delay of several hours placing

a small bridge at Transit bridge. The average for this one gang

during the time employed was about 4,400 ft. a day. Other

smaller gangs were employed out of Arcade and Hamburg work-

ing north and south to reach important large structures nearby,

and, while these did not accomplish so much in a single day, their

average was about 50 ft. per man.

The track laying gang was made up about as follows

:

1 Foren-.an $4.00 per day $4.00
2 Assistant foremen 3.00 " " 6.00

12 Spikers and nippe's 1.50 " " 18.00
36 Trackmen 1.50 " " 54.00
2 Tie tiers 1.50

" "
3.00

2 Tie spacers 1.50
" "

3.00

1 Spike puller 1.50" " 1.50

4 Bolters 1.50
" " 6.00

2 Rail unloaders 1.50
" "

3.00

4 Tie unloaders 1.50
" " 6.00

1 Water boy 1.25
" " 1.25

Total $105.75

Behind the supply train, full tieing:

1 Foreman $3.00 " " $3.00

i4 Laborers 1.50 " " 36.00

1 Timekeeper 2.00 " " 2.00

Total $41.00

At storage yard, loading rail and ties :

1 Foreman $3.00 " " $3.00

24 Laborers 1.50 " " 36.00

1 Engine and crew 40.00 " " 40.00

Total $79.00

Total, in all $225.75

The average amount of track laid per day was over 4,000 ft.

At 4,000 ft. a day the cost per mile would be $297.97. As much

material was received while the track laying was in progress, the

expense of rehandling in the supply yard was avoided.

The auditor's books, when rail laying was completed between

Wellsville and Buffalo, indicated that the entire cost for laying

98.1 miles of track was $29,515.45, or $300.85 a mile. Of this

98.1 miles of track, 85 miles was main track and the balance

sidings, Y tracks, and passing tracks.

The labor cost included building turnouts, etc. This is the

total cost of labor, including engine and train crew, fuel, sup-

plies, and rental of engine, and cost of office force. All rail laid

was 80-lb. A. S. C. E. section.

There is no question but that ordinaril}^ where there is suf-

ficient track building in sight, an efficient track laying machine,

together with an efficient organization, will effect considerable

economy and aid in completing the work in a shorter time, but

the grade and smaller structures should be ready so that the

track building can be continuous. With a good track laying

machine, moderate curvature and light grades, very much more
than a mile of track a day should be accomplished. If the struc-

tures are close together and track cannot be laid in any consider-

able stretches at a time, a well organized gang of good laborers

will be as efifective.

THE INITIAL CARRIER'S LIABILITY.

The United States Supreme Court in the case of the Atlantic

Coast Line Railroad Plaintiff in Error v. Riverside Mills sus-

tained the decision of the lower court in holding the initial

carrier liable for damages occuring off its own lines. An ab-

stract of the opinion follows:

This was an action to recover the value of goods received by

the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad at a point on its line in the

state of Georgia for transportation to points in other states.

The agreed statement of facts showed that the goods were safely

delivered by the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad to connecting car-

riers, and were lost while in the care of such carriers, and the

question is whether the initial carrier is liable for such loss.

The stipulated facts showed that the goods were tendered to

the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad and through bills of lading

were issued. * * *

On the reverse side of the bill of lading were certain condi-

tions, one of which was that "No carrier shall be liable for loss

or damage not occurring on. its portion of the route."

The court below, on this state of facts, instructed a verdict

for the plaintiff [Riverside Mills] on which there was judgment

for the amount of the verdict, and, upon motion of the plaintiff,

an attorney's fee of $100 was ordered to be taxed as part of the

costs in the case. Thereupon error was assigned, and this writ

of error sued out by the railway company.

After making the above statement, Mr. Justice Lurton deliv-

ered the opinion of the court

:

The goods of the defendants in error were lost by a connecting

carrier to whom they had been safely delivered. Though received

for a point beyond its own line and for a point on the line of a

succeeding carrier, there was no agreement for their safe car-

riage beyond the line of the plaintiff in error, but, upon the

contrary, an express agreement that the initial carrier should

not be liable for "a loss or damage not occurring on its own

portion of the route." Such a provision is not a contract for

exemption from a carrier's liability as such, but a provision mak-

ing plain that it did not assume the obligation of a carrier be-

yond its own line, and that each succeeding carrier in the route

was but the agent of the shipper for a continuance of the trans-

portation. It is therefore obvious that at the common law an

initial carrier under such a state of facts would not be liable for

a loss through the fault of a connecting carrier to whom it had,

in due course, safely delivered the goods for further transpor-

tation. Liability is confessedly dependent on the provision of

the act of Congress regulating commerce between the states

known as the Carmack amendment of January 29, 1906. The

twentieth section of the act of February 4, 1887, as changed by

the Carmack amendment, reads as follows

:

"That any common carrier, railway, or transportation company

receiving property for transportation from a point in one state

to a point in another state shall issue a receipt or bill of lading
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therefor, ami sli.ill he li;il)le to tlie lawful liokler thereof for any

loss, daiuaye, or injury to such property caused hy it or by any

conunon carrier, railway or transportation company to which such

property may be delivered or over whose line or lines such

property may pass, and no contract, receipt, rule or regulation

shall exempt such common carrier, railway, or transportation

company from the liability hereby imposed. Provided, that

nothing in this section shall deprive any holder of such receipt

or bill of lading of any remedy or right of action which he has

under existing law.

"That the common carrier, railway or transportation company

issuing such receipt or bill of lading shall be entitled to recover

from the common carrier, railway, or transportation company

on whose line the loss, damage or injury shall have been sus-

tained the amount of such loss, damage, or injury as it may be

required to pay to the owners of such property, as may be evi-

denced by any receipt, judgment, or transcript thereof."

The power of Congress to enact this legislation has been de-

nied, first, because it is said to deprive the carrier and the shipper

of their common law power to make a just and reasonable con-

tract in respect to good to be carried to points beyond the line

of interstate carrier ; and, second, that in casting liability upon

the initial carrier for loss or damage upon the line of a connect-

ing carrier the former is deprived of its property without due

process of law. * * *

The general doctrine accepted by this court, in the absence of

legislation, is, that a carrier, unless there be a special contract,

is only bound to carry over its own line and then deliver to a

connecting carrier. That such an initial carrier might contract

to carry over the whole route was never doubted. It is equally

indisputable that if it does so contract, its common law carrier

liability will extend over the entire route.

The English cases beginning with Muschamp v. Lancaster

Railway Company, decided in 1841, down to Bristol etc. Railway

V. Collins, have consistently held that the mere receipt of prop-

erty for transportation to a point beyond the line of the receiving

carrier, without any qualifying agreement, justified an inference

of an agreement for through transportation and an assumption

of full carrier liability by the primary carrier. The ruling is

grounded upon considerations of public policy and public con-

venience, and classes the receipt of goods so designated for a

point beyond the carrier line as a holding out to the public that

the carrier has made its own arrangements for the continuance

by a connecting carrier of the transportation after the goods

leave its own line. There are American cases which take the

same view of the question of evidence thus presented.

Upon the other hand, many American courts have repudiated

the English rule which holds the carrier to a contract for trans-

portation over the whole route, in the absence of a contract

clearly otherwise, and have adopted the rule that unless the

carrier specifically agrees to carry over the whole route its re-

sponsibility, as a carrier, ends with its own line, and that for

the continuance of the shipment its liability is only that of a

forwarder. The conflict has, therefore, been one as to the evi-

dence from which a contract for through carriage to a place be-

yond the line of the receiving carrier might be inferred.

In this conflicting condition of the decisions as to the circum-

stances from which an agreement for through transportation of

property designated to a point beyond the receiving carrier's

line might be inferred, Congress by the act here involved has de-

clared, in substance, that the act of receiving property for trans-

portation to a point in another state and beyond the line of the

receiving carrier shall impose on such receiving carrier the

obligation of through transportation with carrier liability through-

out. But this uncertainty of the nature and extent of the li-

ability of a carrier receiving goods destined to a point beyond

its own line was not all which might well induce the interposi-

tion of the regulating power of Congress. Nothing has perhaps

contributed more to the wealth and prosperity of the country than

the almost universal practice of transportation companies to co-

operate in making through routes and joint rates. Through this

inethod a situation has been brought about by which, though
independently managed, connecting carriers become in effect one
system. This practice has its origin in the mutual interests of

such companies and in the necessities of an expanding com-
merce. * * *

Along with this singleness of rate and continuity of carriage

there grew up the practice by receiving carriers, illustrated in

this case, of refusing to make a specific agreement to transport

to points beyond its own line, whereby the connecting carrier

for the purpose of carriage would become the agent of the pri-

mary carrier. The common form of receipt, as the court may
judicially know, is one by which the shipper is compelled to

make with each carrier in the route over which his package

must go a separate agreement limiting the carrier liability of

each separate company to its own part of the through route. As
a result the shipper could look only on the initial carrier for

recompense for loss, damage or delay occurring on its part of

the route. If such primary carrier was able to show a delivery

to the rails of the next succeeding carrier, although the pack-

ages might and usually did continue the journey in the same
car in which they had been originally loaded, the shipper must
fail in his suit. He might, it is true, then bring his action against

the carrier so shown to have next received the shipment. But

here, in turn, he might be met by proof of safe delivery to a

third separate carrier. In short, as the shipper was not himself

in possession of the information as to when and where his prop-

erty had been lost or damaged and had no access to the records

of the connecting carriers who, in turn, had participated in some
part of the transportation, he was compelled in many instances

to make such settlement as should be proposed.

This burdensome situation of the shipping public in reference

to interstate shipments over routes including separate lines of

carriers was the matter which Congress undertook to regulate.

It must be conceded that the effect of the act in respect of car-

riers receiving packages in one state for a point in another and
beyond its own lines, is to deny to such an initial carrier the

former right to make a contract limiting liability to its own
line. This it is said is a denial of the liberty of contract secured

by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution.

This power to regulate is the right to prescribe the rules under

which such commerce may be conducted. 'It is," said Chief

Justice Marshall, in Gibbons v. Ogden, "a power vested in Con-

gress as absolutely as it would be in a single government having

in its constitution the same restrictions on the exercise of the

power as are found in the Constitution of the United States."

It is a power which extends to the regulation of the appliances

and machinery and agencies by which such commerce is con-

ducted. Thus, in Johnson v. Southern Pac. Ry., 196 U. S., 1, an

act prescribing safety appliances was upheld. And in Interstate

Commerce Commission v. Illinois Central R. R. Co., 215 U. S.,

452, it was held that the equipment of an interstate railway, in-

cluding cars used for the transportation of its own fuel, was
subject to the regulation of Congress. * * *

It is obvious, from the many decisions of this court, that there

is no such thing as absolute freedom of contract. Contracts

which contravene public policy cannot be lawfully made at all,

and the power to make contracts may in all cases be regulated

as to form, evidence, and validity as to third persons. The
power of government extends to the denial of liberty of contract

to the extent of forbidding or regulating every contract which

is reasonably calculated to injuriously affect the public interests.

Undoubtedly the United States is a government of limited and

delegated powers, but in respect of those powers which have

been expressly delegated, the power to regulate commerce
between the states being one of them, the power is absolute, ex-

cept as limited by other provisions of the Constitution itself.

Having the express power to make rules for the conduct of

commerce among states, the range of congressional discretion as

to the regulation best adapted to remedy a practice found in-

efficient or hurtful, is a wide one. If the regulating act be one

directly applicable to such commerce, not obnoxious to any other
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provision of the constitution, and reasonably adapted to the pur-

pose by reason of legitimate relation between such commerce

and the rule provided, the question of power is foreclosed. "The

test of power," said Mr. Justice White, speaking for this court

in the Employers' Liability Cases, cited above, "Is not merely

the matter regulated, but whether the regulation is directly one

of interstate commerce, or is embraced within the grant of power

conferred on Congress to use all lawful means necessary and

appropriate to the execution of the power to regulate commerce."

That a situation had come about which demanded regulation

in the public interest was the judgment of Congress. The re-

quirement that carriers who undertook to engage in interstate

transportation, and as a part of that business held themselves

out as receiving packages destined to places beyond their own
terminal, should be required as a condition of continuing in

that traffic to obligate themselves to carry to the point of

designation, using the lines of connecting carriers as their own

agencies, was not beyond the scope of the power of regulation.

The rule is adapted to secure the rights of the shipper by secur-

ing unity of transportation with unity of responsibility. The

regulation is one which also facilitates the remedy of one who

sustains a loss, by localizing the responsible carrier. Neither

does th§ regulation impose an unreasonable burden upon the re-

ceiving carrier. The methods in vogue, as the court may
judicially know, embrace not only the voluntary arrangement of

through routes and rates, but the collection of the single charge

made by the carrier at one or the other end of the route This

involves frequent and prompt settlement of traffic balances. The
routing in a measure depends upon the certainty and promptness

of such traffic balance settlements, and such balances have been

regarded as debts of a preferred character when there is a re-

ceivership. Again, the business association of such carriers

affords to each facilities for locating primary responsibility as

between themselves which the shipper cannot have. These

well-known conditions afford a reasonable security to the receiv-

ing carrier for a reimbursement of a carrier liability which

should fall upon one of the connecting carriers as between

themselves.

But it is said that any security resulting from a voluntary

agreement constituting a through route and rate is destroyed if

the receiving carrier is not at liberty to select his own agencies

for a continuance of the transportation beyond his own line.

This is an objection which has no application to the present case.

This action was for loss and damage arising from several distinct

shipments to different places beyond the line of the plaintiff in

error who was the initial or receiving carrier. The presumption

from the absence of anything to the contrary in the record is

that the routing was over connecting lines with whom the plain-

tiff in error had theretofore made its own arrangements and

rate. This record presents no question as to the right of the

initial carrier to refuse a shipment designated for a point beyond

its own line, nor its right to refuse to make a through route or

joint rate when such route and rate would involve the continu-

ance of a transportation over independent lines. We, therefore,

refrain from any consideration of the large question thus sug-

gested. The shipments involved in the present case were volun-

tarily received by an initial carrier who undertook to escape

carrier's liability beyond its own line by a provision limiting

liability to loss upon its own line. This was forbidden by the

Carmack amendment and any stipulation and condition in the

special receipt which contravenes the rule in question is invalid.

Reduced to the final results, the Congress has said that a

receiving carrier, in spite of any stipulation to the contrary, shall

be deemed, when it receives property in one state to be trans-

ported to a point in another involving the use of a connecting

carrier for some part of the way, to have adopted such other car-

rier as its agent, and to incur carrier liability throughout the

entire route, with the right to reimbursement for a loss not due

to his own negligence. The conditions which justified this exten-

sion of carrier liability we have already adverted to. The rule

of the common law which treated a common carrier as an in-

surer grew out of a situation which required that kind of secur-

ity for the protection of the public. To quote the quaint but ex-

pressive words of Lord Holt, in Coggs v. Bernard, when defend-

ing and applying the doctrine of absolute liability against loss

net due to the act of God or the public enemy, "this rule," said

he, "is a public establishment contrived by the policy of the law

for the safety of all persons, the necessities of whose affairs

oblige them to trust those sort of persons that they may be safe

in their ways of dealing."

If it is to be assumed that the ultimate power exerted by Con-

gress is that of compelUng co-operation by connecting lines of

independent carriers for purposes of interstate transportation,

the power is still not beyond the regulating power of Congress,

since without merging identity of separate lines of operation it

stops with the requirement of oneness of charge, continuity of

transportation and primary liability of the receiving carrier to

the shipper, with the right of reimbursement from the guilty

agency in the route. That there is some chance that this right

of recoupment may not be always effective may be conceded

without invalidatnig the regulation. If the power existed and

the regulation is adapted to the purpose in view, the public ad-

vantage justifies the discretion exercised and upholds the legis-

lation as within the limit of the grant conferred upon

Congress. * * *

But it is said that the act violates tbe Fifth Amendment by

taking the property of the initial carrier to pay the debt of an

independent connecting carrier whose negligence may have been

the sole cause of the loss. But this contention results from a

surface reading of the act and misses the true basis upon which

it rests. The liability of the receiving carrier which results in

such a case is that of a principal for the negligence of his own

agents.

In substance Congress has said to such carriers, "If you re-

ceive articles for transportation from a point in one state to a

place in another, beyond your own terminal, you must do sO

under a contract to transport to the place designated. If yoiu

are obliged to use the services of independent carriers in the-

continuance of the transit, you must use them as your owr^

agents and not as agents of the shipper." It is, therefore, nott

the case of making one pay the debt of another. The receiving

carrier is, as' principal, liable not only for its own negligence, but

for that of any agency it may use, although, as between them-

selves, the company actually causing the loss may be primarily

liable.

In Seaboard Air Line v. Seegers, 207 U. S. 73, 78, legislation

by the State of Georgia imposing a penalty on common carriers

for failure to adjust damage claims within forty days was held

to neither deny due process nor the equal protection of the law.

Speaking by Mr. Justice Brewer, the court said of the reason-

ableness of the requirement and classification, that "the matter

to be adjusted is one peculiarly within the knowledge of the

carrier. It receives the goods and has them in its custody until

the carriage is completed. It knows what it received and what

it delivered. It knows what injury was done during the ship-

ment and how it was done. The consignee may not know what

was in fact delivered at the time of the shipment, and the shipper

may not know what was delivered to the consignees at the close

of the transportation. The carrier can determine the amount of

the loss more accurately and promptly and with less delay and

expense than anyone else, and for the adjustment of loss or

damage to shipments within the state forty days cannot be said

to be an unreasonably short length of time."

The conclusion we reach in respect to the validity of the

amendment has the support of some well-considered cases.

Among them we cite: Smeltzcr v. Railroad, 158 Fed. 649; Rail-

road v. Mitchell, 91 N. W. Rep., 735; Railroad v. Scott, 118 S.

W. Rep., 992.

The judgment included an attorney's fee taxed as part of

the costs. * * * The judgment was erroneous to this extent, and

the provision for an attorney's fee is stricken out, and the judg-

ment thus modified is affirmed.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC SERV-
ICE COMMISSION, FIRST DISTRICT.

Tlic New York Slato I'liblic Service Commission for (lie first

ilistrict (New York City), li;is issued atlvauce slieets of tlie priii-

eii)al part of its aiimial report. The commission has held 134

formal and 1S5 informal meetings during the past year and has

oonsitlered 2,711 matters (not iuchiding those relating to rapid

transit) of which 194 were formal cases. Fifty-three of these

formal cases remained undetermined at the end of the year.

in the formal cases 527 hearings were held, generally before one

commissioner. The report gives the number of formal cases

in each of nine separate classes. The rules have been revised

so that a larger proportion of the matters coming before the

board are now dealt with informally. A large part—half a

dozen pages—Of the summary now issued deals with rapid

transit. This subject, however, is made up almost wholly of a

large number of unsettled questions, and this part of the report,

therefore, consists mainly of data which will be of general in-

terest only after the commission decides the important questions

now before it relative to the authorization of new subway lines.

Statistics are given of the 75 companies under the jurisdiction

of the commission—railways, street railways, gas and electric

companies—including statistics of the business done by them

during the past year, accompanied by comparisons with preceding

years.

The question of securing adequate service on railways of the

city during rush hours is referred to as a difficult one, and sta-

tistics are given of the rapid growth of the traffic on these lines.

Comparison is made of the number of persons riding on surface,

elevated and subway lines in the city, with the population of the

city, and it appears that in 1898 the number of rides per capita

was 228, while in the year 1910 it was 320. The commission is

proceeding persistently in the cause to secure the forfeiture of

the franchises under which are maintained about 25 miles of

street railway track in the streets of the city, none of which is

used. A suit against one company has already been successful,

and in two or three other cases the companies have voluntarily

agreed to take up the tracks; and the commission looks for the

-peedy removal of all abandoned tracks in the city.

Elimination and Protection of Grade Crossings.—There have

been during the year 32 cases involving grade crossings in New
Y^ork City. Of these cases, 12 were on motion of the commis-

sion for the elimination of 27 grade crossings ; 4 on motion of

the commission for additional safety precautions at 28 grade

crossings; 2 on motion of the commission to restrict the opera-

tion by the New York Central of freight trains over the numer-

ous crossings on Eleventh avenue, Manhattan ; 1 upon complaint

for additional protection of one grade crossing ; 1 upon applica-

tion of a company for the elimination of grade crossings which

were already covered by a proceeding determined by the com-

mission; 1 upon appHcation of a company for eliminating one

grade crossing by discontinuing it ; 9 upon application of the

city of New York to determine the manner of opening of new

streets across railways, embracing 11 grade crossings, and 2

upon application of railways to cross existing railways, embrac-

ing 2 grade crossings.

The total number of grade crossings on steam railways in the

city of NcAv York is 494; of these 433 are the crossings of

public streets across steam railways and 61 are private roads

across steam railways. Ninety-eight crossings are on the New
Y'ork Central in Manhattan, 223 on the Long Island in Brooklyn

and Queens boroughs, and 85 on the Staten Island railway.

In the matter of protection, the 433 public crossings and 61

private crossings are grouped as follows

:

Public Crossings. Private Crossings.

Protected by gates and flagmen 161 Protected by farm gates 12
Protected by flagmen only.... 71 Protected by bells 2

Protected by bells only 47 Protected by signs 32
Protected by bells and sema- No protection 15

phores 3 —
Unprotected except by sign... 151 Total 61

Total 433

i he number of accidents at grade crossings during the last

three years were as follows:

1908 -Killed, 21; injured, 41. 1909— Killed, 23; injured, 35. 1910 —
Killed, 16; injured, 32. Total—Killed, 60; injured, 10«.

Two-thirds of the fatal accidents occurred on Long Island.

'J'lie commission has under way at the present time proceedings

for the elimination of 20 grade crossings in the Borough of

Queens (Long Island). 'I'he proceedings as to nine of these,

located in Flushing, will cost $1,100,0(K). Formal determination

as to these locations was made on December 31. To meet this

cost there is an appropriation made by the legislature last year

for use in Queens coimty of $200,000. The Long Island Rail-

road Company has agreed to bear the remaining cost of that

elimination, estimated at $700,000. The remaining Queens pro-

ceedings before the commission involve the elimination of cross-

ings, the estimated cost of which will be about $3,000,0CX). To
meet the state's share of this expense, no appropriation has been

made, but the commission has requested an appropriation by the

coming legislature of $400,000 for use in Queens county.

The commission has under way at the present time proceed-

ings for the elimination of seven grade crossings in the Borough

of Richmond (Staten Island). The estimated cost of elimi-

nating five of these is $200,000. The last session of the legis-

lature appropriated $50,000 for use in Richmond and "

all of

this will be necessary for the elimination of these five grade

crossings. The city is to apprc^riate $50,000 as its share. The
commission has asked the next session of the legislature to

appropriate $50,000 for Richmond.

The commission is also asking for an appropriation from the

next legislature of $50,000 for use in the elimination of grade

crossings in Brooklyn, and $100,000 for Manhattan and the

Bronx.

Although there are over 400 grade crossings in New Y'ork

City, up to 1910, only $9,000 of state appropriation had been used

in the city on elimination of grade crossings. In 1910 the legis-

lature appropriated $250,000, and for 1911 this commission has

requested, as stated above, $600,000. This amount is not for

administrative expenses, but to help pay the cost of a substantial

start in elimination in New York City of the grade crossings of

steam railways, at which in three years 60 were killed and

108 injured.

SNOW SHEDS ON THE GREAT NORTHERN.

On March 1, 1910, a snow slide at Wellington, Wash., near the

mouth of the Cascade tunnel, struck two trains and seven loco-

motives on the Great Northern, resulting in the loss of many
lives and considerable property. Several similar disasters oc-

curring about the same time on roads crossing the Western

mountain ranges called renewed attention to the danger of travel

during the winter months on roads in such locations. The only

means of preventing such accidents on lines that must be located

at the foot of steep snow-covered slopes is to build sheds over

the tracks to carry sHdes safely across the right-of-way. Such

sheds have been in service for many years on mountain roads,

and in most cases have proved an efficient protection. They have

usually been built of timber, but, in speaking of this practice,

Committee No. IX of the American Railway Engineering and

Maintenance of Way Association in its report to the 1909 con-

vention, made the following recommendation

:

"Snow sheds are expensive to construct and expensive to maintain, and
the railway should be located, if possible, so as to prevent the necessity of
their construction. Their use should be confined to localities which require
protection from mountain snow slides, and then they should be constructed
of more permanent material than is now ordinarily used."

Following the accidents of last winter, the Great Northern

took immediate steps to further safeguard its line through the

Cascade mountains, and this work of protection was considered

of such great importance that the company has spent more than

$1,500,000, and at the most dangerous point has had built a rein-

forced concrete shed which sets a new standard for this type of

construction. The plans for this work were so satisfactory to the
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state railway commission of Washington that it included in a

recent report the following comment on the proposed concrete

sheds

:

"The proposed permanent construction of steel and concrete is a very
high-grade example of modern building practice and the pvlans have been
worked out sufficiently in detail so that, in our opinion, no question can be
raised as to their strength and ability of the structures to meet any demand
tliat may be made upon them. They will be fireproof and should last for

generations, and that they will provide absolute safety from slides there

is not the slightest question. Any railway track so protected is, in our
opinion, as safe for travel as any stretch of equal length picked from the

average of the total main track in the United States."

The concrete shed is at Wellington, where the most disastrous

slide of last winter occurred. It is 870 ft. east of a long wooden

shed, which was built several years ago, and as this open space

is to be covered at once by a wooden shed, the track will be

protected at this point by a continuous shed of wood and con-

crete for about 1^ miles. To provide additional space for tracks

rock face, and from that point down it is 6 in. as in the other

design. Fig. 3 shows the cross section used in earth cuts, the

footing being extended back 19 ft. so the weight of fill will pro-

vide stability against overturning. The wall is braced on the

rear side by 10 in. buttresses spaced 10 ft. center to center. In

this design the retaining wall is made 9 in. thick at the top and in-

creased in thickness ^ in. per foot of height, making it 17 in.

thick at the top of footing.

The roof slab is 10 in. thick designed for a load of 1,100 lbs.

per square foot, this value being assumed to allow ample strength

to resist the impact of heavy stones and trees being carried down
in snow slides. The roof is given a pitch of 1 to 5, and pro-

jects 3 ft. beyond the outer coluinn to prevent the material in

the slide dropping down and injuring the columns or footings.

The roof slab is supported on transverse beams 24 in. wide

^c-24-H ExpansionJoinf /n fop shb

AB.

Fig. 2. Shed in Sloping ffock Cc/f. Fig. I. Sited in /eriicai Rock Cut

Figs. 1, 2 and 4—Concrete Shed in Rock Cut; Great Northern.

and to allow as much as possible of the concrete shed to be

anchored to the solid rock, a lateral cut of about 50 ft. was

made, involving some very heavy rock excavation. The method

of anchoring to the rock is well illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The

face of the rock cut varies from a vertical wall to an irregular

slope, and the design of the retaining wall and anchoring was

varied to meet these conditions. The cross section shown in Fig.

1 is that for locations where the roof of the shed forms a con-

tinuation of the natural slope, and no fill is required behind the

retaining wall. Since the wall is not under earth pressure, it is

made with a uniform thickness of 6 in. For the location shown

in Fig. 2, where the retaining wall is backed by a solid rock

face for only a portion of its height, an earth fill is required to

make the surface slope continuous with the roof of the shed.

In this case the wall thickness is made 7 in. at the top and in-

creased ^ in. per foot of height down to the top of the vertical

and 39 in. deep, the depth including the thickness of the slab,

spaced 10 ft. center to center. The beams are designed for a

load of 700 lbs. per square foot of roof surface. The columns are

20 in. X 24 in., with vertical reinforcing bars 1 in. square, banded

with Y9, in. round bars at intervals of 12 in. In all designs 20 in.

X 24 in. piers are provided on the inner surface of the rear

wall at the same intervals as the roof beains. A compression of

500 lbs. per square inch in the concrete and a tension of 12,000

lbs. per square inch in the bars were allowed in the design.

Expansion joints are provided in the roof slab and buttress at

intervals of 80 ft, the details of which are shown in Fig. 4.

The design shown in Fig. 3 requires 8 cubic yards of concrete

and 1,500 lbs. of steel per running foot. The 3,300 ft. of con-

crete shed, which is now practically completed, cost about

$465,000. The work was done under contract by Grant, Smith

& Co. A large rock crusher and concrete mixer was installed
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near the east end of the shed, and concrete was handled from

the mixer to the forms in small dump cars on a temporary

trestle.

In addition to the concrete shed, new wooden sheds have

been built at 26 locations, providing protection for 5,411 ft. of

track, besides the 17 sheds built in previous years, which cover

7,593 -ft. The design of the timber sheds is about the same as

those already built. A typical section of single track shed is

shown in Fig. 5. The framing and roof are of 12 X 12 timbers,

the roof being drift bolted to 12 X 12 longitudinal purlins. The

crib work is of 10 X 12 timbers, the lower stick in each case

being set in a trench. The posts are braced by 3 X 10 pieces.

A number of the wooden sheds were built across draws which

required the use of a great deal of additional material to extend

the shed a sufHcient distance down the draw to provide a path

of low resistance for sUdes. On this account the average

amount of lumber per lineal foot of track in some of the sheds

is as high as 3,000 to 5,000 ft. b. m. The total cost of the new
timber sheds is about $370,000.

For fire protection a 6-in. pipe line is being laid alongside

the track from Wellington to Scenic. At frequent intervals stand-

pipes will be located in the sheds, with a coil of hose ready for

immediate use. Another innovation in the new sheds will be

coal bins containing fuel for locomotives and rotaries in case

of need. This provision should serve in many cases to prevent

serious blockades.

Some heavy re-location work was begun during the past

summer at Berne, 4J/4 miles east of Cascade tunnel. At this

point, by re-locating 2.07 miles of line, the building of sheds

was avoided. Smaller changes of line were also made at other

points to get the track in a safer location, and in a number of

cases buildings were rebuilt or moved out of danger.

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.*

BY H. C. PEARCE.

General Storekeeper, Southern Pacific Company.

11.

GENERAL STORES.

The plan of organization for the general store is shown by the

diagram. The general store is the jobbing house of the railway,

and should be located at the general manufacturing plant, as

conveniently located as possible to the foundries, rolling mills,

and forge shops, and always conveniently located for switching

and trackage. Where possible the general store should be

located at the gateway to the system. Of course this can only

be done when the general manufacturing shops are located in

the same manner, as it is more desirable to have the general

store at the principal manufacturing shops than at the gateway,

the purpose always being to have the general store as near the

market as possible. The manufacturing shops being the best

market the railway company has, the general store must neces-

sarily be connected with it.

On most large systems, owing to the geographical location of

its lines, markets, etc., it is necessary to have two or more gen-

eral distributing stores, but the fewer the better. The ideal

arrangement would be to have only one, for the reason that it

means not only elimination of duplication in the organization,

but also a great reduction in the investment of material. Gen-

erally speaking, it is necessary for the general material yards,

that is to say, where lumber, piling, track material, etc., are

assembled, to have a separate location, as it is more desirable to

have this class of material located a shorter distance from where

it is needed in order to save back haul, and more particularly

to have it where it is most available for the entire system. The
location is selected generally for the purpose of making it ac-

cessible to all points on the system in case of emergency, and will

be treated in detail later. Were it possible to have the main

•Copyrighted, 1911, by The Railroad Gazette.

shops, the general storehouse and general material yard all to-

gether at the gateway of the system, it would be the ideal

arrangement.

The organization and facilities of the general store must be

adequate to meet the maximum requirements. A fallacy of many
railway officers is that large store buildings mean large stocks.

The opposite is true. Ample room to have a place for everything

and everything in its place is the only way a store can be oper-

ated economically, and with the minimum stock. It is absolutely

essential and of first importance, and must be understood by all

storekeepers, that material must be segregated, each kind and

size separated, even though it may be necessary to clear of?

ground and pile it up outside.

While facilities are important and necessary to the economical

care and handling of material, still they are of less importance

than the organization. Therefore the first thing we must con-

sider is an organization which is adequate promptly and fully

to meet all requirements. The general store being the jobbing

house of the system, it is really the transfer point, and it is

therefore necessary that every detail should be planned along

the line of economical and prompt handling.

The real purpose served by the general store is promptness in

delivery, and the system must be such as to enable it to ship its

goods as quickly as any first-class commercial jobbing house.

Therefore its organization is of vital importance. In addition, it

also serves the local division where it may be located and the

company's principal shops. In this respect it is a division store

as well as a general store.

In laying out this plan the writer had in view the prompt filling
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General Store Organization.

of requisitions and economical operation. For this purpose it

was laid off into sections, as shown. That is, the material was

grouped with a view of convenience in handling and economy in

operation, and with the further view of having a man in charge

of each class of material who should be an expert in this partic-

ular class, and who actually handles it, both in and out. For

this reason roadway material is put into one section, as it is

necessary to have a practical track man in charge of this sec-

tion. Section 2 contains bolts, nuts, lag screws and washers.

This is a heavy stock that requires plenty of space and hard

work, but it does not require a skilled or high-priced man to

handle it. Section 7 contains air brakes, lubricators, injectors,

steam heat equipment, headlight parts, etc. It is necessary to

have a man who is an expert in this class of material ; and,

throughout, material of this same general class is grouped in one

section with this purpose in view.

The sections are divided so they can be handled by one man,

and only in a few cases is it necessary for a section foreman or

storekeeper to have a helper, the idea being that it is better to

divide them into additional sections as the volume of business

increases rather than establsh a department. In this way we

have one man who actually handles all the material in and out

of a section, and who is actually responsible for the same.

Each section is operated as a separate store, and the foreman

keeps his own stock books. He is furnished with a copy of every

order for the purchase of material for his section, keeps his own

"freight received" record, unpacks and checks the material into

the proper section or shelves, and in every way conducts it as

an independent store. Each section has its stock listed in books.
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unit is working sinndlaneously, instead of around a circle under
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each case to see that it is necessary, and that nothing can be
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First Floor Plan; General Storehouse.

which is noted in the stock book. The stock books are then

turned over to the assistant general storekeeper, who, in com-

pany with the requisition clerk, goes over each individual item,

entering after such item in the stock book the requisition number
that covers it, making such changes and corrections as his knowl-

edge of conditions will warrant. The requisition is then made
on the purchasing agent for what needs to be purchased, and

transfer requisitions for such material as may be transferred

from other points.

The entire organization is based on every person in it having

a certain specific responsibility. For this reason the organization

is in charge of the assistant general storekeeper, who is really

the general storekeeper on the ground, but instead of his juris-

substituted from the storehouses or along the line. Requisition

is then made on the purchasing agent.

Each sub or division store is furnished with a general class-

ification, also an indexed classification, showing in which section

each class or each item of material is located. The requisitions

are given a registered number, and the section to which they

are sent noted after same. They go directly to the section to

which they belong, where they are filled, package properly ad-

dressed, giving reference to the requisition number and section,

and the bill attached to the box or package. They pass through

the section storekeeper to the invoice or manifest clerk, who in-

voices or manifests them, after which they are filed in numerical

order. The manifesting and invoicing of the day's business is all
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Second Floor Plan; General Storehouse.

diction extending over the entire system his duties are confined

to the operation of the general store. This leaves the general

storekeeper free to operate over the system, giving each store

its full share of attention and consideration.

Reporting directly to the assistant general storekeeper are

chief clerk in charge of correspondence and such, general stock

clerk in charge of general stock books and requisitions, account-

ant in charge of accounts, general foreman in charge of all out-

side work, section foremen in charge of each individual section,

or separate store; agent in charge of receiving and billing of

company material ; supply car storekeeper in charge of delivery

done at night. This enables the consignee always to get his in-

voice or manifest before he receives the material. The section

number is placed on the package or box so that the material,

when it arrives at its destination, can be taken directly to the

section to which it belongs, thus, it is not necessary to open it

until it is ready to put away.

Each section storekeeper is required to inspect all material

received by him, and is responsible for obtaining what is most

suitable for the purpose. He keeps in touch with the user of the

material, and calls the storekeeper's attention to any items which

are not standard and interchangeable or suitable for the purpose.
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He is also required to call attention to any material received

which is too good for the purpose for which it is to be used. He
also arranjics for the inspection of material bought subject to the

company's specifications at point of receipt.

The receiving foreman has charge of all material received,

also checking, unloading, and delivery to outside aisles of each

section. The force is divided into crews under a checker or

gang boss. The bills are obtained each morning from the agent,

and the bills for each car distributed among the checkers. The
checker has a clip file with tally sheets attached to the waybills.

The material is all checked, either in the car or on the platform

directly outside the car door, and the tallies checked against the

waybills. The material is all marked for the section to which it

belongs and delivered to the outside aisles of the respective

sections. The waybills, together with the original tally sheets,

are turned over to the agent, who makes the freight bills and

attaches same so that the freight bill, waybills and tally sheets

are all together. These tallies are then copied into the "freight

received" books.

The shipping foreman has charge of all shipments. His force

is divided into crews under checkers or gang bosses, who take

the material from the inside aisles of each section, together with

the bills, and deliver it into the proper care. The shipping fore-

man has a schedule of shipping points grouped for the purpose

of loading cars so far as possible directly to where the material

is to be furnished. Each day he posts a loading list of the cars

which are to be loaded and the territory which they cover. The
shipping crew takes the material from the aisles of each section

and puts it into cars in station order. The shipping bills are then

attached to the requisition and this is filed with the agent

who does the billing.

SHOP DELIVERIES.

There should be a local telephone exchange for the shops and

stores. The pits, machines and forges in the shops should all be

numbered and with telephone booths established at different

places in the shops. Each section in the storehouse should have

a telephone, the number of which corresponds in number to the

number of the section. In each of the booths in the shops should

be posted the sectional arrangement of the storehouse, showing

in which section the various materials are located. Material is

all ordered by telephone directly from the section storekeeper,

instructing what is wanted, where to be delivered and to what to

be charged. All material is delivered by storehouse men and

boys. Boys are employed for handling light material and men
for the heavy. As soon as an order is received it is put up and

a shop order made out, giving description, name of the foreman

who ordered the material, number of pit and forge or machine to

which it is to be delivered. The foreman's receipt is obtained

on the shop order, which is returned and checked off on a blotter

kept for this purpose by the section storekeeper. No shop men
should be allowed in the storehouse.

The shop orders are numbered, priced and extended each day,

and the charges abstracted to the proper accounts. This enables

all concerned to know exactly what charges have been made to

certain work, and enables the storekeeper to know how much
business he is- doing every day in order to keep track of the cost

of operation. All material made in the shops for stock is made
on store orders ; that is, the storekeeper makes an order on the

various shops for what he requires, exactly the same as he

would on an outside firm. All material drawn in connection with

the work charged is charged to this order, as well as the labor.

When the work is completed it is delivered to the shop delivery

crew, which gives a receipt for the material, taking up the

duplicate store order and stub, which gives the detail of material

and labor, and from which charges are made.

Shipments from the general store should be made in carloads,

wherever possible, the division stores distributing to the work
by supply cars, a method that will be described in another

chapter.

It is the intention that requisitions should be filled as promptly

as from any first-class department store. All requisitions for

material which should be carried in stock should be filled within

twenty-four hours from the time they are received. When the

requisitions arc received in the morning, they are delivered to the

general stock clerk, who registers them and gives them a number
as a means of identification. They are then checked against the

surplus lists at outside division stores, and any items which can

be filled from outside points are so indicated on the margin by
the name of the store in pencil after the item, the purpose being

to first make available material outside that is not needed, al-

ways aiming to keep the surplus concentrated at the general

store. The requisitions are then arranged according to sections,

and delivered by a messenger to the various section storekeepers,

who indicate by a cross after each item whether it is on hand or

provided for. They are then returned by the same messenger to

the general stock clerk, who first draws off transfer requisitions

for such material as can be furnished from outside points, pur-

chase requisitions are made on the purchasing agent for such as

must be bought, and the requisitions are then returned to the

respective sections for filling, knowing that the material is pro-

vided for. Packing and shipment begin at once.

In this way action is obtained first on the material not on
hand. For example, while one man is making a requisition on
the purchasing agent for material which has to be bought, at

the same time another man is making transfer requisitions on
other stores for material which is located at other points on the

Division

Sforekeeper

Rec{vis'ifion

Cterk ^ccounfarrt General
Foreman

Local
Sforekeeper

Supply Car
Sforekeeper

SecHon
Foreman Laborers

Division Store Organization.

road, and at the same time various section storekeepers in the

storehouse are packing and putting up ready for shipment the

material on hand, all to be finally assembled by the shipping fore-

man and forwarded in one car.

Cars are loaded on schedule, that is, they arc grouped as to

territories so that all material is handled in car lots, practically

no material being moved through local freight houses by way
freights. Emergency shipments are moved in baggage cars by

passenger trains. In this way extra car haulage is saved, but,

above all, loss and delay incident to the movement of company

material through local freight houses by local trains is avoided.

There is a floor foreman on each floor who has approximately

the same duties as a floor walker in a department store. The
lumber yards, scrap docks, oil houses and platforms are all oper-

ated in the same manner, each in charge of a section storekeeper

or foreman, and each having its specified stock and duties to

perform.

Details regarding the stock records, accounting and interior

arrangement of stock will be given later.

DIVISION STORES.

The plan of physical organization shown by this chart is prac-

tically the same as the general store, modified and consolidated

to conform to the business. In making these consolidations it

should be noted that they do not in any way destroy the general

plan of the organization. For example, the accountant and chief

clerk are consolidated, one man being sufficient to do the office

work in a division organization. The requisition clerk is con-

solidated with the storekeeper's stenographer, and is located in

the office with the storekeeper, practically works with him as

his assistant, handling and registering all the requisitions, pre-

paring the requisitions on the general store from the stock books,
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taking charge of and IiaiuUiiig all the Juirrics" and correspond-

ence in connection with the material and the storekeeper's

routine work. This for the reason that the division storekeeper

must be personally familiar all the time with his stock and the

conditions on the division. The general foreman is consolid.itcd

and called a store foreman, is located in the store, and has

direct charge of the store. The sections are consolidated into

as many as may be necessary in order to conform to the forces.

For an ordinary division store, two section storekeepers inside

will be found sutVicient. They usually divide the first floor, one

man taking one side of the open aisle, which is used as a shipping

room, and one the other, their stations being located on the edge

of the aisle and close to the delivery counters. In this way

they will be in close coniinunication with the shop men who call

for material, and be able to advise with them and the counter

boys regarding what is needed. They, more than any other men,

on account of their close relation with those who are actually

applying it, are in a position to make available the material to

meet the actual wants that exist.

The inside organization of a well regulated division store

would consist of a store foreman, two section foremen (one on

each side) and counter men. The section foremen, in addition

to taking care of the local shop requirements, receiving stock,

etc., would be putting up and getting ready for shipment all

,' Track

Lumber Yard

1 lie materials and supplies required for maintenance of equip-

ment at outside roundhouses and car-repair points are delivered

in like manner at different dates during the month. These cars

not only deliver the stock necessary each thirty days to these

points, but pick up and bring in all scrap, suri)lus and obsolete

material. The division storekeeper usually will spend from five

to seven days on the division in this manner and thus comes

personally in touch with the work that is going on, and the

actual application of the material.

It must be borne in mind that the supply department's business

does not end with the mere fdling of a requisition, it is required

to follow this material until it is actually put into use, and,

further, take charge of, and assemble it after its usefulness has

been fulfilled, and arrange for further use or sale as scrap. These

are the direct purposes of the supply department

The division storekeeper is in line for advance as assistant

general storekeeper, or general storekeeper. He is the most

active representative of the supply department on the ground.

He must maintain a thoroughly equipped and economical organ-

i;'p.tion. His stock is regulated almost entirely by the deliveries

he receives from the general store, the same as the stock for the

general store, and the system, for that matter, is regulated by

the deliveries received from the buyers.

Stock books are maintained in the division stores the same as

^'Trai/e/in^ Crane Track

Track -^

Cas fing Plafform

Layout for Division Store.

material and supplies going outside. On the outside, stationed

on the platform, would be an outside foreman, who would have

charge of all material on the platform, as well as the outside

labor gang. Thus each man would have specific duties laid out

to the maxinium of his ability and training, and would be ex-

pected to be on his particular job all the time. In this way the

most efficient and economical work can be obtained.

A typical layout for a division store suitable to meet the

ordinary requirements of a division is shown herewith. The divi-

sion store should be located at the division headquarters. The
division storekeeper is the active representative of the supply

department on the ground. He is required to know personally

what work is going on, what are the immediate requirements,

and, above all things, he is required to deliver what is wanted
when it is wanted. He should report directly to the general

storekeeper.

The division storekeeper makes actual deliveries to the work
by means of the supply cars. These cars are in charge of a

supply car storekeeper and helper, and serves as the connecting

link between the division store and the work. These cars are

run on schedule and monthly deliveries are made of all material

used for general maintenance and operation, such as agents',

pumpers', signal supervisors' and section foremen's supplies.

Details regarding the handling of these cars are explained in an-

other chapter.

in the general store, in fact, they are copies of them. All stock

books and stock lists are written up in loose leaf at the same

writing. Thus, if there are seven divisions on a system, the seven

stock books are written up at the same time. Therefore not

only the same items appear at all points with the same descrip-

tions, but they are located in the same place in the books.

SUB OR LOCAL STORES.

At all points where sufficient material is maintained on hand

to occupy the time of one man in handling and accounting, prin-

cipally at roundhouses and car-repair yards, a storekeeper is em-

ployed who reports directly to the division storekeeper. And it is

here where the foundation is laid for the personel of the supply

departments. These men are selected in the first instance be-

cause they w^ant work. They should have a good, common school

education. By their daily association with men and things, they

learn, not only the actual use of every piece of material, but they

come to know by personal observation its exact use, and learn

without effort what it is, where it goes, and what best serves the

purpose. Further, and of still greater importance, they get the

atmosphere and learn the ability of the men around them, who,

in turn, advance up the ladder. They know what brings about

certain things, and how the business of investigating and operat-

ing is conducted. This they learn without cramming, but through

every-day work, and for that reason it is never dispelled. If

with this the men couple honesty, industry and ambition, there
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is absolutely no question but that they will advance. It is from

these men that the organization is recruited. These men serve

the company's interests best for the reason that they have abso-

lutely nothing else to do but see that the material that is actually

needed to do the work is furnished, and that nothing else is

maintained. They are being constantly checked up, watched and

criticized for having a piece of material or a dollar invested that

is not necessary. This watchfulness of the company's material

becomes the unit of their efficiency.

There is little doubt but what a man will develop to bigger

things if given the opportunity. This is natural. The real

trouble in developing men is that not sufficient emphasis is placed

on the ground work. There is too much of a tendency to glide

over details.

Generals are more easily obtained than privates when there are

places to use them. It is a weakness of human nature that men
desire to become generals before they have served as privates,

but humble details always have been and always will be the basis

of success. These men in the capacity of sub or local store-

keepers are serving the company's real interests every day, sav-

ing them real money, and at the same time equipping themselves

for a good living, and, in many instances, a career. It is the

early installing of economy, industry and a thorough knowledge

of why things are that makes the real capable man later.

CAB SIGNALS AND AUTOMATIC STOPS IN GERMANY.*

Opinions everywhere still differ widely as to the conditions

which should be satisfied by a system to prevent overrunning of

signals. The first serious attempt in Germany was in February,

1901, when the state railway office called together representatives

from nearly all the German states. This meeting at the outset

decided to consider only cab signals, not touching the question of

automatic application of the air brakes. Experiments were there-

upon made in Saxony with the "crocodiles" of the Northern Rail-

way of France and with an audible device operated by carbonic

acid. In Baden a "distance brake" was tried. Neither of these

produced satisfactory results. In Prussia a special committee was
appointed to "examine the many inventions of this kind which
were submitted," but nothing useful was found.

The German Railroad Union also considered the question. In

December, 1901, the Austrian Railway Ministry called the atten-

tion of the union to the fact that the demand for a cab signal

continuously recurred. A technical committee of eleven members
of the union took up the subject and made extensive inquiries by
letter, and answered the Austrian Ministry by saying that audible

signals were advisable, but they must be absolutely reliable. But
no such devices were known. Automatic stops were considered

inadvisable. This committee of eleven reported back in June,

1904, and its answer to Austria was adopted, but with a severe

list of requisites. One of these was that "the device may only

stop acting if the locomotive is standing still." Switches, if any,

must be so constructed that the locomotive cannot be started

unless they are in the correct position. The signal must not be

given unintentionally by obstructions on the track which do not

affect the running of the trains. These dicta were finally adopted

by the Union September 3, 1904.

In 1905 a number of devices were submitted, designed to

satisfy the conditions which had been laid down. None of them
satisfied the conditions, however. But by 1906 there were a few
devices sufficiently developed to make it advisable to try them.

The Prussian State Railway then devoted considerable funds to

systematic trials. Particulars of these trials, just as they were
being begun, were published in the Zeitung des Vereins Deiitscher

Eisenbahnverwaltungen, 1907, No. 48.

Double-light distant signals were tried and this pattern is to be

substituted for that formerly used. This alteration will be com-
pleted in a few years ; the limit is the end of 1919. Experiments
were made with combined detonating and visible signals on four

•Abstract of a paper, by Mr. Hoogen, printed in the Zeitung des Vereins
Deutscher Eisenbahnverwaltungen, and reprinted, in English, in the Bulletin
of the International Railway Congress for November, 1910, page 3616.

different railways or divisions. With these three cartridges are

placed at a time by a lever operated from the signal cabin. Work-
ing these in connection with signal levers, however, made trouble

in the winter and they had to be disconnected a part of the time.

This arrangement seems not to have found much favor.

In other experiments on four different roads or divisions,

sirens and horns were set up at the side of the track to be
electrically operated. With these, the head of the train, when it

gets within about 1,200 ft. of the distant signal, causes the horn
to sound, if the signal is standing at caution, and the sound con-
tinues until the head of the train has gone 160 ft. beyond the dis-

tant signal. These experiments are not yet concluded. With
some express trains the sound of the horn was not loud enough
to attract the attention of the engineman. In another case it

had to be removed, because the people living nearby were in-

convenienced by the noise. On three other roads experiments
were made with an electric apparatus, using a brush for contact.

This appears to have been an arrangement for showing a visual

disk in the cab on approaching a distant signal. Six engines

were equipped and contact bars were affixed in connection with

all distant signals on a busy section between Wunstorf and Min-
den. Results not yet wholly satisfactory. The contact brushes
were repeatedly damaged by ballast and by other things. Some-
times at high speed the appliance failed to act. On still other

roads or divisions experiments were made with the Van Braam
apparatus. In this device "slippers" on the locomotive slide on
raised treadles, the lifting of this slipper causing a depression of

a rod on the engine. Ten express locomotives in the Halle dis-

trict were fitted with this apparatus ; also some in the Hanover
district. This apparatus was designed as an automatic stop, but

the connection with the brakes was cut out so as to not do any-

thing contrary to the advice of the Union. With this apparatus

a recording instrument was in one case tried. There are two of

the "slippers," and both of them must be raised before action in

the cab will take place. In several cases the slippers were broken

because (it would appear) they were hung too near the load

limit line. During heavy snow storms the treadles could not be

moved into position and the indications of the signals became
uncertain and dangerous. It is proposed to have the ground

apparatus fixed instead of having it movable and controlled by

the distant signal. This would make it simply a marker. The
Stettin directorate has made experiments with a wireless appa-

ratus presented by C. Lorenz of Berlin ; electromagnetic waves

which were continually produced at a sending station were

transmitted by induction to the telegraph lines along the track,

and from them to a receiver placed on the locomotive. At those

places where an approach to a signal was to be indicated, the

waves going to the receiver on the locomotive were intercepted

by a screen. This brought a wave-detector back to the zero posi-

tion and a colored disk was shown. The experiments have shown

that it is possible, within certain limits, to transmit signals to the

locomotives ; the strength of the waves, however, became mate-

rially reduced as the distance between the sending station and

the locomotive increased. Then also the effect which the screen

at the distant signal was intended to produce was also produced

in another way, for instance by telegraph lines crossing the rail-

way, by iron bridges, by iron signal posts, and even when the

locomotive ran through a deep cutting. It is as yet hardly likely

that this apparatus will give useful results.

Good results were obtained with a recording alarm. This

seems to be a contact fixed at a signal to ring a bell in the cab

if the signal is overrun; to stop the bell the engineman must

record the overrunning. This apparatus has been tried by five

different directorates, and all with good results, and additional

orders have been given for the apparatus.

In conclusion, the writer thinks that the Prussian State Rail-

way is warranted by these generally indifferent results in delaying

action. Absolute reliability has not yet been attained and cer-

tainly not in the case of the Van Braam apparatus. The ex-

periments will be continued and extended, and useful results may

be expected.
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TIk' Cliicago, 'rcrrc llaiitc & Southeastern, late the Soutliern

Indiana, has dismissed all of its passenger coiuhictors except

two ; no reason gi\en.

I'resident 11. R. Williams, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget

Sound, is quoted as liavmg announced that all the locomotives on

the Taconia liastern, a subsidiary of this road, are to be made
tul burners.

The eomitry is now producing pig iron at a yearly rate of

about 1*^,700,000 tons, as against a rate of 31,600,000 tons in Feb-

ruary of last year. The total pig iron production in 1910 was in

excess of 27,250,000 tons, or more than 1,450,000 tons beyond the

best previous record—namely, 25,795,000 tons in 1909.

—

Iron Age.

The directors" room at the headquarters of the Long Island

Railroad in the Pennsylvania station, New York City, is now
iidorned by portraits of all of the presidents of that company,
M'hich began its existence in 1834 and which has never under-

jrone a change of name. Mr. Haff, secretary of the company,
had a long and ditiicult task finding the portraits of the earlier

presidents.

A. II. Plant, comptroller of the Southern Railway, says that

the report that the Southern has determined to discontinue the

employment of ticket collectors on passenger trains is without
foundation. No change of policy in this matter has been even
considered. On the other hand, the; results of the employment
of special men for this duty has been such as fully to warrant
the continuance of the system.

In the favors granted by the king of England on New Year's

day, three Americans—that is, Canadians—received notice, and
now we have Sir William Mackenzie, president of the Canadian
Northern; Sir Donald Mann, first vice-president of the same
company, and Sir Thomas Tait, who is just returning to Canada
after serving as chief commissioner of the government rail-

ways of New South Wales for several years past. All of these

gentlemen were born in Canada.

The National Highway Protective Traffic Association has com-
piled statistics showing that the number of persons killed by
vehicles in the streets of New York City during 1910 was 378.

These are classified as follows: by horse-drawn vehicles, 158;
by street cars, 114; by automobiles, 104. More than half of the

2>7S< persons killed were children under 14 years of age, and in

nearly half of these fatalities to children, the records say that

the accident was due to the fault of the victim.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, operating the surface
and elevated railways in Brooklyn, N. Y., has submitted to the
New York State Public Service Commission, First district, a

proposition to operate the Fourth avenue subway, which is being
built by the city in Brooklyn, and to build and operate connecting
lines, elevated or underground, so that, in connection with sub-
ways to be built by the city, the B. R. T. can run trains from
Coney Island across the East river and Manhattan island to the

shore of the Hudson river.

The Lehigh Valley has made an increase of about 10 per cent,

in the wages of its locomotive enginemen, of whom there are
about 900. The passenger runners on the heaviest engines are to
receive 4.1 cents a mile and on other engines 4 cents; the freight

runners will receive on the heaviest engines 4.75 cents a mile;
on the next class 4.65 cents, and on other engines 4.50 cents.

The Lehigh Valley has increased the pay of conductors, to

take efYect from January 1. This increase affects about 1,400

conductors, and it is said that those running through freight

trains will be advanced 10 per cent, and those on passenger
trains and local freight trains 5 per cent. It is understood that
the new rates are on a parity with those granted by the other
eastern roads recently.

The Pennsylvania Railroad publishes statistics of the number
of trespassers killed and injured on its line, which seem to show
that the efforts of the officers of the company to prevent unlaw-
ful use of the railway premises by pedestrians and ride-stealers

have produced very definite and gratifying results. The number
of trespassers killed on the line throughout the system, east

and west of Pittsburgh, in 1907 was 916; in the next year 743;

the next 633, and in the year just closed 585. This makes a

diminution in four years of 36 per cent., a record which we
doubt the possibility of finding on the lines of any other large

company. An officer of the company says that in the coming
year the campaign is to be prosecuted with redoubled energy;

new notices are to be put up and every officer and employee

will be exhorted to do his best ; and requests for the enactment

of stringent laws will be presented to the legislatures.

Disastrous Collision in England.

In a collision near Hawes Junction on the Midland Railway,

260 miles north of London, on the morning of December 24, two
cars of a passenger train were wrecked and, with five others,

were completely destroyed by fire. Nine or more passengers

were killed, most of the bodies being burned so as to be un-

recognizable. The train was the northbound Scotch express.

It was drawn by two engines and ran into two engines (without

train) which were moving in the same direction as itself. It

appears that these two engines had been standing on the main
line and had been forgotten by the signal man who, within a

short time before the accident, had had to deal with seven

engines waiting to be turned. The two engines of the express

were only partly overturned and, from a photograph of the

wreck taken after the fire was extinguished, it would appear that

the first two passenger cars were crushed against the tender of

the second engine as against an immovable wall. If the cir-

cumstances are correctly reported the obvious comment of

American signal engineers on this collision will be that the

crying need at Hawes Junction is an installation of track-circuit

route-locking.

Working in Hoosac Tunnel.

In the preparation of the Hoosac tunnel of the Boston &
Maine for electric traction, the men drilling into the rock of the

roof of the tunnel for the overhead supports, work inside of

tents set up on the roofs of the cars of their train ; and they are

supplied with fresh air by compressors taking their supply from
a point near the floor of the tunnelj all this to enable the men
to work while engines are passing through the tunnel emitting

great volumes of smoke. There are two tracks throughout the

length of this tunnel (4^ miles) and the work train occupies

one track, while the trains continue to use the other. The work
was begun at the West or North Adams end and it has now pro-

ceeded somewhat more than a mile into the tunnel on the west-

bound track. The workmen protect themselves with large hats

and wear goggles ; and before going into the tunnel they rub

their faces with grease paint. The conductor in charge of the

train maintains constant communication by telephone with the

train despatcher's office at North Adams.

"Cement Age."

The Cement Age Company has bought Concre\te Engineering

and will consolidate the two papers. Headquarters will remain
in New York. R. W. Lesley will continue to be the editor,

with Allen Brett, associate editor. A. E. Warner, formerly

business manager of Concrete Engineering, will become western

manager.

New Subways for Boston.

A further extension of the rapid transit system of Boston. Mass.,

is recommended at a cost of $6,100,000 in reports submitted to the

legislature recently by the joint board of the Boston Transit

Commission and the Board of Railroad Commissioners. Three
separate reports were made. A . tunnel from Park street to

South Station is recommended and a bill offered providing for

its construction by the city and its lease to the Boston Elevated.

The continuation of this tunnel from South Station to A^ndrevv

square, which lies on the line between South Boston and Dor-

chester, is also recommended to be constructed undf;r provisions

identical to those embodied in the bill for the South Station

tunnel. The board does not approve building the West End
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loop, which was advocated by residents and business men in

Scollay square and Bowdoin square. As outlined in the reports

the two tunnel extensions advocated would establish a through

line between Harvard square in Cambridge and Andrew square

in South Boston—Dorchester by way of Beacon Hill, Park
street station and the South . Station and other way stations,

and the joint board suggests that the trains should make the

full run.

J. A. Farrell to Succeed W. E. Corey.

James A. Farrell, the president of the United States Steel

Products Company, was unanimously chosen by the finance com-
mittee of the United States Steel Corporation to succeed W. E.

Corey as president. Judge Gary said in part that Mr. Farrell had
been president of the subsidiary company since its foundation in

1903, and had shown great business capacity. He said further that

Mr. Farrell had been connected with the steel industry for more
than 25 years and was well qualified for the position. The recom-

mendation of the finance committee is practically an election, as

the election itself is merely a formality.

Bonuses on the Boston Elevated.

The Boston Elevated Railway has just made its usual distri-

bution of Christmas gifts to its employees. The annual report

of the company for the last fiscal year, which is dated Decem-
ber 31, gives the following information on this subject: "The
company has continued its liberal policy toward its employees

in respect to their wages, as well as in other matters. Com-
pensation for learners during twelve months ending September

30 amounted to $37,813. There was paid during 12 months end-

ing September 30 the sum of $6,869 as a guaranteed minimum
wage for new or extra men. There was also paid as increased

compensation to long-service men the sum of $71,895. There

was paid in pensions the sum of $11,260. There was also paid

in 'satisfactory service' money, in sums of $20 or $25 to each

of the employees deemed worthy thereof, the sum of $74,130.

The aggregate sum of increased payments to employees under

the provisions adopted seven years ago, amounted during the

year to $201,969."

A Despatcher Who Does Not Like the Telephone.*

When the phones were first put in the operators answered

the bells promptly, as they did the telegraphic calls when they

first learned to work on a telegraphic circuit, but now it takes

as long to get the operators as it did by telegraph ; largely be-

cause the station men have to do work outside. When an opera-

tor's bell rings he has no way of knowing whether it is for

orders or for some unimportant message. With the telegraphic

call it could be distinguished readily by the distinctive signal.

The telegraph has another advantage : When an operator

starts to repeat an order by telephone and has it wrong the

despatcher has no way to break him, but he keeps right on repeat-

ing it until he has finished, and then the despatcher has to send

the order again, which could be avoided with the telegraph.

When a despatcher puts in a call by the selector and before

the desired office answers another office gets busy, and when
the man called finds the line in use he hangs up his receiver and

goes about his work; on the telegraph circuit he could do this

and still listen to the sounder.

After a despatcher has called an office, and before finishing

with the operator he is necessarily interrupted by another office,

he cannot simply tell the first office to wait a minute, as by tele-

graph, but he loses him altogether and has to go through the

calling operation again, as the operator cannot be expected to

sit there when he has other work to do.

I believe the telephone has given cause for the ever-increas-

ing questions on a despatcher's circuit. The writer sent an

order running a local passenger train one hour late and sent it

five times to nine offices, which, when repeated, would total

fourteen times it was transmitted on the telephone circuit.

While the last operator was getting "complete" to the order,

another office broke in and asked how the train was. Station

operators seem to grow so they know nothing about what is

being done on the line. When a train or engineman asks how
another train is, or some ordinary question, the operator "does

*From a letter in the Train Dispatchers' Bulletin.

not know" and the despatcher is broken in on for the infor-
mation. An assistant trainmaster says that he never receives
any answer to a question asked of an operator other than "I
don't know; I'll ask the despatcher."

All telephone circuits are installed with a set of rules which
protect the despatcher from interference by others on the line.

But the trouble creeps in and finally the superintendent or train-
master finds that he can talk directly to some roundhouse fore-
man or roadtnaster and thinks the business of sufficient im-
portance to interrupt the despatcher's circuit, and this grows
contagious. Next day the roundhouse foreman or roadmaster
remembers how plainly he heard a man 200 miles away, and
uses the same method to reach someone else. They will and do
get in on the despatcher's circuit.

It is true that orders can be repeated faster on a telephone,
and it is not so much work to call on the telephone, but mes-
sages cannot be sent so fast as by telegraph. If a message is

transmitted fast enough to convey the sense in sentences, the
operator cannot copy it, and the circuit remains idle between
sentences, which allows others to get in and interrupt the service.

The efficiency of the telephone has decreased at least 20 per
cent., due to the fact that the operators have grown back into

the rut they were in with the telegraph. The telephone is su-

perior to the telegraph where an operator goes to sleep on duty,

but they are learning to cut out the bell when they wish to rest

undisturbed.

The writer is well acquainted with two systems of telephones,
and has worked both systems, but would welcome the telegraph
again and would feel less tired than with the telephone.

With the telegraph a despatcher could get up, step to the win-
dow or the water cooler and still listen to his work. Now,
with the telephone, you are practically tied as with a halter to

the desk for eight to nine hours.

Electrical Research at Mass. Tech.

The progress of the graduate electrical engineering work at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is indicated by the

number of students who are candidates for Master's and Doctor's

degrees, which number is now greater than last year. Under
the direction of Professors Pender and Wickenden, research is

being carried on in relation to the effects of heat treatment on
the magnetic qualities of silicon iron, certain transient phenomena
that may occur in long electric circuits, the effect of high fre-

quencies on the permeability of iron, the effective resistance and
reactance of steel rails when conveying alternating currents, the

selective action of spark gap lightning arresters with respect to

frequency, the reflection of light from walls or ceilings, the dis-

ruptive strength of rubber insulated coatings on wires, and other

things. The subject of illumination and photometry is now
taught in the electrical engineering department under the direc-

tion of Professor Wickenden, who is the author of a well-known

book on "Illumination and Photometry." A preliminary edition

of a book on "The Principles of Electrical Engineering" has

recently been issued by Professor Pender of this department.

Wood Preservers' Association.

The seventh annual meeting of the Wood Preservers' Asso-

ciation will be held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, January

17-19. The following papers will be read and discussed : What
Depths of Penetration Are to Be Expected with the Different

Amoirtits of Preservative Usually Specified? David Allerton,

The Kettle River Company, and R. L. Allardyce, International

Creosoting & Construction Company, Galveston, Texas; Benefits

Derived from Attending the Annual Meetings of the Wood
Preservers' Association, William Townsley, Jr., Grasselli Chem-

ical Company, New York; Difficulties Encountered by Plants in

the North that Plants Located in the South Do Not Have to

Contend With, Andrew Gibson, Northern Pacific Railway;

What Per Cent, of Creosote Oil Can Be Withdrawn from Wood
by Subsequent Vacuum, C. D. Chanute, O. Chanute & Co.,

Chicago; Should Sawn and Hewn Ties of the Same Kind of

Timber of the Same Degree of Seasoning Be Treated in the

Same Cylinder Load? H. J. Whitmore ; Is the Covering of

Retorts Economical and Practical? R. W. Yarbrough, National

Lumber & Creosoting Company, Texarkana, Ark. ; Some Results

Obtained in This Country in Prolonging the Life of Railway

Cross Ties by Preservative Treatment, as Shown by the Records
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that Have Been Kept; and a Better Method of Keeping these
Records, F. J. Angicr, Kettle River Company; General Review
of Timber Treating in this Conntry with Special Reference
to Causes that Have Been and Are Retarding Its More Universal
Adoption, J. 1. Logan, National Lumber & Creosoting Company;
Wood Block Paving, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, Rock Island
Lines. In addition to these there will be addresses by E. A.
Sterling, forester of the Pennsylvania Railroad; J. H. Water-
man. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and W. F. Goltra, of the
W. J". Coltra Tie Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

No Lobbyists at the Missouri Capital.

As a result of an agreement reached by Governor Hadley of

Missouri and C. R. Gray, vice-president of the St. Louis &
•San Francisco, representing the Missouri lines, the railways of

that state will not this year be represented at Jefferson City,

the state capital, by lobbyists. They will simply send to the

capital a scout in the person of Frank G. Faulkner, assistant

Superintendent of the Frisco at Rollo, Mo. Mr. Faulkner is a

practical railway operating man, and Mr. Gray, in a newspaper
interview, defines his duties as follows

:

"He will not be a legislative agent in the usual meaning of the term.
In fact, he has instructions from the committee not to interfere with any
bill for or against the railways. What he will do is to procure copies of
all bills introduced that affect the railways and send them to the committee.
He will keep the committee informed of the progress of these bills from
time to time, and will arrange for the appearance of railway representatives
at such hearings as they come up. Our new plan does away with the
old-time lobbyist and his system. If a bill deals with passenger traffic we
will send a man or men from that department to appear before the House
or Senate committee. If it deals with freight traffic an expert in that line
will appear for us. If the operating department is most interested it will

be a man or men from that department who will submit the argument."

The passing of the railway lobby at Jefiferson City is an
event of importance in the history of Missouri, for probably

never in this country was there a lobby which for a series of

years more completely dominated the politics of a state. It

practically ran both the democratic and the republican parties,

and the methods that it used were thoroughly discreditable.

Railway Signal Association.

In accordance with the revised constitution of this associa-

tion, the adoption of which was noticed in our issue of January

6, page 54, the board of direction (formerly "executive com-
mittee") has been increased in number to 15. This action was
taken at a meeting of the old executive committee at Buffalo

last week, and the new board is made up as follows : C. E.

Denney (president) ; C. C. Anthony and B. H. Mann (vice-

presidents) ; C. C. Rosenberg (secretary) ; H. S. Balliet, L. R.

Clausen and A. H. Rudd (three past presidents) ; F. P. Patenall

and A. G. Shaver ; and the following new members, the first

two of whom are to hold office until the next annual meeting and
the other four for twelve months longer

:

F. C. Stuart, Sunset Route.

J. V. Young, Boston & Maine.
C. A. Christofferson, Northern Pacific.

W. J. Eck, Southern.
E. W. Newcomb, Oregon Short Line.
T. S. Stevens, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.

The board of direction has instructed the several committees
as to the work to be done this year, as follows:

Committee I.—Signaling Practice and Standards, (a) Con-
tinue investigation and report on a uniform system of signaling,

(b) Continue work on standard designs. Progress reports

should be submitted at the March and June meetings. (c)

Chairman of Committee No. I will advise chairmen of Commit-
tee II, III and IV, from time to time of work to be performed
by his coinmittee which will affect the work of these com-
mittees. A. H. Rudd, chairman of committee.

Committee II.—Mechanical Interlocking, (a) Investigate and
recommend a device or arrangement that with slotted or power
operated home signals will equally secure the safety of opera-

tion of mechanical interlocking apparatus that is at present

afforded by the bolt lock in mechanical plants with pipe con-

nected units, (b) Reconsider specifications for concrete founda-

tions for signal apparatus, considering reports submitted by

various committees at the last annual meeting and the specifica-

tions of the American Railway Engineering & Maintenance of

Way Association, and submit reports for discussion at the March
and June meetings if possible, and for adoption at the annual

meeting, (c) Prepare specifications for interlocking for draw-
bridges. Specify particularly the requisites for locking rails

and interconnecting rail locks, bridge locks, wedges and the in-

terconnection of these with derails and signals protecting the
draw-bridge, (d) Submit floor and lead-out plans for mechan-
ical interlocking cabins. C. J. Kclloway, chairman of committee.
Committee III.—Power Interlocking, (a) Continue investi-

gation and submit the following typical plans for electric inter-
locking: Circuits for one-arm signal and single switch. Cir-
cuits for selecting signals. Switch detector circuits. Route
locking circuits. Approach locking circuits, (b) Invetsigate and
recommend a device or arrangement which will equally secure
the safety of operation of electric interlocking apparatus that
is at present afforded by the bolt lock in mechanical plants with
pipe connected units, (c) Reconsider and complete specifica-

tions for electro-pneumatic interlocking on the lines of the speci-

fications for electric interlocking, (d) Submit plans similar to

those mentioned in (a), for electro-pneumatic interlocking. B. II.

Mann, chairman of committee.

Committee IV.—Automatic Block, (a) Reconsider specifica-

tions for direct current relays, referred back to committee at

the last annual meeting, and submit new specifications based
as far as possible on the association's present specifications, (b)
Continue work on detail specifications for material, taking them
up in the order shown in the report submitted at the last annual
meeting, (c) Supply typical automatic signal circuits for single

and double track railways. A. G. Shaver, chairman of committee.

Committee V.—Manual Block. (a) Submit description of,

and circuits for various controlled manual block signal installa-

tions now in service in the United States and Canada, (b)
Supply similar information and circuits for staff installations.

J. B. Latimer, chairman of committee.

Committee VI.—Automatic Stops and Cab Signals. Continue
investigation and report the results of tests of any installations

which are made during the 3ear. R. C. Johnson, chairman of

committee.

Committee VII.—Subjects and Definitions. Prepare defini-

tions for technical terms connected with signaling, particularly

any terms which discussions show are not properly defined.

C. C. Anthony, chairman.

Committee VIII.—Arrangements. Make all necessary arrange-

ments for the annual meeting. T. S. Stevens, chairman.

Committee IX.—Wires and Cables, (a) Continue investiga-

tion, especially in regard to tests for rubber insulation, (b)

prepare specifications for wires or cables for any special uses,

which are not covered by the adopted specifications, (c) Con-
tinue investigation as committee thinks desirable in regard to

inspection of wire by wire inspection bureaus, making recom-

mendations accordingly. W. H. Elliott, chairman.

Committee X.—Electric Signaling for Electric Railways, (a)

Continue investigation and make further report on the various

systems in satisfactory operation. (b) Prepare specifications

for A. C. operated automatic signal installations on electric rail-

ways. PI. S. Balliet, chairman.

Committee XI.^—Manual. Review the journals and make re-

port on subjects which have been approved by the association

and should be included in the Manual. F. P. Patenall, chairman,

Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.
Committee XII.—Contracts, (a) Submit recommended form

for contracts for joint interlocking plants. If possible, submit

brief outline of proposed contract for discussion at the March
meeting. (b) Recommend basis for division of expense of

construction, operation and maintenance of joint interlocking

plants. L. R. Clausen, chairman, C. M. & St. P.

Special Committee.—Promotion of Signaling Education. Con-

tinue investigation and compilation of data on all subjects per-

taining to signaling. W. J. Eck, chairman.

Special Committee.—Method of Recording Signal Failures. Re-

consider forms submitted at the last annual meeting, paying par-

ticular attention to the points discussed, and secure information,

if possible, from roads using the reports submitted, making a

complete report at the annual meeting. J. C. Young, chairman.

Special Committee.—Storage Battery, (a) Continue standard-

ization of parts and accessories of storage cells, (b) Prepare

specifications for portable cells, (c) Investigate and report on

designs for housing of storage batteries for interlocking and

automatic signal work. A. H. Yocum, chairman.
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The Chicago Signal Club.

At the meeting of the Chicago Signal Club held, January 9,

at Chicago, C. G. Stecher, of the signal department of the Chi-

cago & North Western was elected permanent chairman to suc-

ceed W. H. Arkenburgh, who has resigned on account of ill

health. D. R. Morris, of the signal department of the Illinois

Central was elected vice-chairman, and the duties of the treas-

urer were combined with those of the secretary. The subject

of Fouling Protection was again discussed at length, and much
interest was aroused in the debate. The next regular meeting
of the club will be held on Monday, January 23, at the offices

of the Signal Engineer, Chicago. The subject for discussion is

the Polarity of Track Circuits on Multiple-Track Lines. All

signalmen in Chicago and vicinity are cordially invited to be

present.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.

Circular No. 1 of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Associa-

tion gives such details as are at present available concerning the

plans for the exhibits at the Master Mechanics' and the Master

Car Builders' conventions at Atlantic City next June. The ex-

hibits will be, as usual, on Young's Million Dollar Pier, and
76,278 sq. ft. of exhibit space has been provided, an increase of

something over 5,000 sq. ft. The price of the space is 40 cents

per sq. ft., as before. Space will be assigned on February 16,

1911, at the office of the secretary, J. D. Conway, Oliver building,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Cleveland Passenger Club.

At the annual meeting of the Cleveland Passenger Club, held

at the Hotel Euclid on January 6, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: President, A. J. Kennedy (Santa

Fe) ; vice-president, F. L. Muehlhauser (Eastland Navigation

Company) ; treasurer, William McGreevy (Rock Island) ; secre-

tary, F. A. Hunt (New York Central Lines) ; members of the

executive committee, C. A. Browne, chairman, J. K. Dillon,

W. T. Buss, E. M. Presley, Lloward Jolly and E. B. Parsons.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

At a meeting of the mechanical section of the Canadian So-

ciety of Civil Engineers, held on January 5, at Montreal, Que.,

a paper was read on Recent Advances in Machine Tool Con-
struction, by Thomas Reid, of the John Bertram & Sons Com-
pany, Dundas, Ont.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.: next meeting, June 22, 1911; Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents' Association.—G. W.
Dennison, Pennsylvania Co., Toledo, Ohio.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Oliio; 3d Friday of March and Sept.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Sept. 17-19, 1911; St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-
tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,
1911, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911; Detroit, Mich,

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except July and August; annual,
Jan. 18-19, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
29th St., New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911; New Orleans. La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry. C. & E I Chi-
cage; May, 1911; Montreal, Can.

/. « i:-. i., v-ni

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—G. B. Colegrove I C
R.R., Chicago. , • .

Association op Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew 135Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911; Boston, Mass.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers—G P

Conard 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

• f 7

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug.; Montreal!

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal; annual, Jan. 24-27,
Winnipeg, Man.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, Oct. 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2dFndqy in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buflfalo, n! Y
Next annual meeting, Jan. 12, Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen. 116 Winter St.
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug.; St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday; annual, Jan. 16*, Harris-
burg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday; annual, Jan. 17, 1911;
Chicago.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Rich., Fred. & Pot R R
Duluth, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago: Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday;
Cliicago; annual, July 19, Chicago.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker BIk. ; second Wed.
Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &

D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911; Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn. Next convention July 25-27,
Chicago.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

International Railway Cc^gress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;
2d Friday in month, except July and August; Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.; Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday;
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21, 1911; St. Paul, Minn.

Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City; 3d Friday in month; Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in montn, except June, July and August; Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal .'Kssociation.-—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March
20, Chicago, annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, CoUinwood,
Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911; Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911; St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.; St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., MDntgomery, Ala.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential
bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs. ; Jan., April, August and Nov.;
Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo; 1st Sat.; annual, May 6, 1911; Toledo.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August; New York; Jan. 17.

Traffic Club of PiTTSnuRGn.—^T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; meetings monthly; Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stew-
art Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911; Baltimore, Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11. 1911.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual.
May 8, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
"Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August; Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago; annual, Jan. 17-19, 1911; Chicago.
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Shipments of aiUliracitc coal during tlic la.st calendar year

aincinntcd to (vl/lOS^SG gross tons. This is an increase of 4^/2

per cent, over llie preceding year, but is less than the total for

VK)7. The Reading carried the largest share of this coal, nearly

12.S00,IXX) tons. The Lehigh ^'alley was second and the Lacka-

wanna third.

On the Rock Island road conductors now collect cash fares

in Chicago suburban territory at the rate of 3 cents a mile. The
Illinois 2-cent fare law permits railways to make charges on

a 3-cent basis when passengers pay cash instead of buying

tickets. Other roads handling a large sul)url)an business in

Chicago are already enforcing tiiis rule.

The Merchants' Association of New York has secured from

the railways reduced rates for buyers coming to New York city

in January, February and March, the same as in former years,

but the reduction is not quite so large. Passengers will pay full

fare on their journey to New York and will have to pay threc-

litths fare returning. The tickets are sold on the certificate plan,

as heretofore.

The western, transcontinental and southwestern lines have de-

clined to accept a proposition from the government that they

shall equalize the rates for the handling of government troops,

emplo3'ees and freight via the land-grant and non-land-grant rail-

ways. On the land-grant railways the government is entitled to

reductions from the regular rates, and it desires the non-land-

grant railways to meet these reduced rates. The lines referred

to probably will, make an alternative proposition to the govern-

ment.

Thomas M. Osborne, until recently a member of the New York
Public Service commission, Second district, has made a complaint

to the up-state commission against the charge by the New York
Central & Hudson River for the taking care of parcels at parcel

rooms. Mr. Osborne called attention to the fact that of the lines

in New York state 10 cents is charged for every article deposited,

but that on the Boston & Albany and on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road the charge is but five cents, and in England the charge for

such service is two pence, or approximately four cents. The
commission is asked to make an order requiring all stations in

a community above a certain size to fix a reasonable minimum.

The Burlington's Argument for Raising Rates.

The following extracts from the brief which Chester M.
Dawes, general counsel of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

has filed in the rate advance cases state in a concise "w^y the

grounds on which this company bases its contention that it is

entitled to higher rates

:

"The rate advances amount to and will increase the gross

revenues of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy about $237,200.52

per annum. This is based on the tonnage of the commodities

carried in the fiscal year 1910 as estimated from the representa-

tive months of September, 1909, and March, 1910. The wage
increases already granted to several classes of this company's

employees will increase its operating expenses $350,000 for the

next fiscal year.

"There are especially pressing demands for expenditures on

its existing railways which have been deferred for lack of money
but required to enable the compahy to safely, economically and

properly meet the reasonable needs of the public for transporta-

tion facilities, of about $8,000,000. There will further be re-

quired for several years to come not less than $15,000,000 or

$20,000,000 each year in order to keep its property abreast of

the times, and to maintain an efficient and serviceable railway.

These amounts, if raised, must and should chiefly come out of

income.

"The net operating income of the company for the fiscal

year of 1910 was $22,481,636.39. By net operating income is

meant operating revenue less operating expenses, taxes and

balance of rents, income from securities owned and other in-

come and interest. For the past three years the company's net

operating income, not deducting amounts expended for better-

ments, and amounts carried to sinking funds, has averaged

$21,070,717 per annum.

"It will be seen that, applied to the minimum estimated value of
$530,000,000, the average net income aljove returns only 3.98

per cent, on the value of the property and 5.26 per cent, on the

value ff)r taxation, which is far less than that reasonable and
fair return which the owners of the property are entitled mider
the law and which the public interest in efficient and improved
transportation facilities requires they should receive.

"This company rests its right to make the advance in rates

now in controversy upon the fundamental propositions which
may be briefly stated as follows

:

"The company is entitled, as a matter of legal right, to a fair

return upon the actual value of its property used for trans-

portation purposes, which value, from whatsoever source in the

past created, is measured in its case by at least the cost of

presently reproducing its physical plant.

"To obtain such fair return, it necessarily and equally is en-

titled to charge in the aggregate rates of transportation which,

subject to the one limitation that the particular component rates

are themselves reasonable and just to the shipper, will produce
reasonable return upon the property employed.

"The railway having such right to a fair return, and now
being unquestionably within that limit, finds itself confronted

with the need of additional revenues to meet wage advances
and othe'r proper operating and maintenance charges and to

offset diminishing earnings.

"It is not required under the facts and the law to show in-

creased operating expenses and demands as a justification for

advancing rates, but they are explanatory and offered as show-
ing the particular occasion of the advances at this time.

"The advances on the commodities selected are small in

amount, reasonable in view of the value of the service to the

shipper and just and nondiscriminatory with reference to other

rates and classes of traffic, and, indeed, transportation costs will

thereby be more equitably distributed than at present."

New York Central's Case in the Rate Hearing.

Clyde Brown, representing the New York Central lines, was
the first speaker Tuesday before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in the hearing on the proposed increased freight rates

in official classification territor}'. lie directed his argument par-

ticularly to the question as to whether the proposed advances

were justified in their application to the principal companies
composing the New York Central lines.

The result of operations on the New York Central lines in

1910 compared with 1909, Mr. Brown said, show that for 1910

the surplus would be approximately $1,000,000 as compared to

$4,700,000 for 1909, no improvements being made from surplus in

either case, a decrease of $3,700,000. If the business of 1909 had
been transacted under the wage scale in force April 1, as well

as the conditions of service, the increase in the operating ex-

penses for that year would have been $3,590,000.

For the ten months up to October 31, 1910, the surplus earned

by the N. Y. C. & H. R. was $1,743,022, but Counsel Brown
pointed out that this included the extra dividend of 6 per cent,

declared by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern received by

the N. Y. C. & H. R. in March amounting to $2,717,000. If

this unusual income had not been received the surplus would
have been turned into a deficit of $974,000.

Counsel called special attention to the large expenditures which

were being made by the N. Y. C. & H. R., particularly at the

new terminals. In this connection and in answer to a question

by Commission Prouty, Clyde Brown said the freight terminal

on the west side of Manhattan Island was in the streets and
had been more or less of a controversy between the city and the.

company.

"We believe we have a perpetual easement on the streets

there," said Mr. Brown, "but there is some controversy as to

our exact legal rights, and when plans can be made satisfactory

to the company and city for changes, that improvement must be

undertaken, and it will be an improvement when undertaken

which will be commensurate in magnitude with the Grand Cen-

tral and electric zone improvement, because it will involve

an elevation or depression of tracks, and various conditions are

likely to be imposed by the city which it will be necessary to

comply with because of the power which the city has to deal

with these things."

Commissioner Prouty suggested that when the electric zone
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was completed the road would be able to handle a great deal

more business. Counsel replied that the question was whether

there would be business there in any sort of ratio to the in-

creased terminal charges. The Grand Central terminal was not

built with an eye only for increased business in the next five or

ten years, but practically for perpetuity.

Counsel pointed out that the amount of capital required to

complete the improvements now in progress is $42,000,000.

Commissioner Prouty asked whether it had been determined to

meet this by the issue of stock and bonds and counsel replied

that no determination had been reached so far as he knew.
Asked whether the road would not after such an issue still

earn 6 per cent, net, counsel replied in the negative, saying that

there would be a deficit of about $1,500,000.

Mr. Brown pointed out that as the New York Central leased

2,600 miles of its road and owned 800 miles, its capital expendi-

tures on the leased lines between 1900 and 1909 had been $59,-

448,348, but no separate account of revenue was kept.

Commissioner Prouty wanted to know why the new terminal

was built, in view of the fact that the Grand Central station

which was torn down was comparatively modern. Counsel re-

plied that the immediate cause was the terrible accident in the

Park avenue tunnel, which was attributed by the public to con-

gestion of traffic and smoke in that tunnel. Legislation was
passed prohibiting the use of steam, thus requiring the electrifi-

cation of the road below a certain point. The fact that the

Pennsylvania road was to construct a new terminal in New
York had had nothing to do with it.

Referring to the fact that the N. Y. C. & H. R. lines are

capitalized at about twice the amount per mile, as compared
with the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, Commissioner Lane
expressed great curiosity as to the reason therefor. Counsel

Brown said one reason was that the Central leased so many lines.

Mr. Lane said this was not a sufficient answer. Attorney Gowen
interjected the suggestion, which seemed to be satisfactory,

that if the western lines of the Pennsylvania were taken into

consideration as were the western lines of the Central, the dis-

crepancy of capitalization per mile would be very materially re-

duced.

Mr. Brown concluded his argument by presenting statistics

relative to the financial condition of the several companies com-
posing the Central system. This system, he said, was responsible

for a total volume of investment securities now outstanding

amounting to $692,777,527. On this amount the investment re-

turn was 4.79 per cent. On this great capitalization from gross

earnings of $100,000,000, and from large investment profits, the

surplus available for improvements in 1910 will be about $1,000,-

000. There is $42,000,000 additional capital needed to meet
works already entered upon, and if the company is to meet
the demands of the community it serves, it should raise fur-

ther $100,000,000. The proposed increased rates would enable

the earnings of a surplus of $4,500,000, and counsel held that

this was a moderate enough sum for the improvement of its

property, and the maintenance of its credit.

Clifford Thorne was the first of the counsel for the shippers

to be heard. He announced that he would speak briefly, re-

serving his main argument for the conclusion of the western

rate case. He declared his belief that these questions now be-

fore the commission were as important to the country as a

whole as any since the Dred Scott case. Whether the revenue

yield to the carrier is a fair return upon the capital invested

was, in his opinion, the real test which should guide the com-
mission in reaching its decision. In order to find that, it was
necessary to find the present valuation of the properties, and

he believed that the commission would have to take that mat-

ter into consideration.

He decried the idea that the credit of the railways was in

any way threatened, and he promised to show later that it was
better than the credit of industrial or manufacturing companies.

He then took up particularly the rates on live stock, protesting

against the proposed increases on behalf of the Iowa shippers.

From that state is shipped 40 per cent, of the live stock packed

at Chicago, and 40 per cent, of that is shipped East as dressed

meat. He protested because the rates from Chicago to New
York were advanced from 8 per cent, to 18 per cent., and be-

cause live stock was advanced more than dressed meat. The
effect of this was to stifle the development of competition in

the East against Chicago packers, and to tighten the hold of the

latter upon the packing industry.

Attorney Fisher at the afternoon session announced his pur-
pose to show that the only way in which the roads had at-
tempted to meet the burden of proof was on the presumption
that the rate structure in effect on January 1, 1910, was just and
reasonable. The shippers did not admit this. He proceeded at
considerable length to argue that the roads had not met the
requirement of the law that they should justify proposed ad-
vances.

Mr. Fisher complained that there was nothing before the
commission, no statement in dollars and cents, which could
be used as a basis upon which to estimate whether the cost to
the carrier of the service to the shipper had been increased as
has been claimed. He thought that the presumption of the com-
mission should be that, if such figures really existed, they would
have been brought forward by the railways because they had
the facts at hand and the shippers had not.

Declaring that it was within the power of the commission to
obtain at least a prima facie justification for the reasonableness
of the increased rates. Attorney Fisher argued that one essen-
tial, if not the controlling requirement, should be a physical
valuation of the railways.

Commissioner Prouty said that Congress had been asked to
have such a valuation made for the very reason that the
commission had hesitated to accept a valuation offered by the
roads themselves.

"It would probably be the work of years to value these prop-
erties. Could we hold up a decision in this case to that
extent?" asked Mr. Prouty.

"Yes, I think so," cheerfully replied Attorney Fisher, "unless,

of course, the commission thought that there was a crisis in

railway affairs. There is no evidence of such a crisis. When
the railways come asking for increase of rates in order to se-

cure a proper return on their capitalization they should have
something definite to show. The most that they assert is that

their surplus will be reduced if they don't get the increases and
that is easily to be doubted."

Attorney Fisher protested especially against the advances in

the lake and rail rates for which, he said, no justification had
been offered in evidence. The only excuse advanced was that

it was necessary that the arbitrary differential should be main-
tained. In other words, the water rates must be increased or
otherwise goods would be transported by water. The whole
argument, he said, was based on the theory that the lake and
rail arrangement was a monopoly in the hands of the railways.

Francis B. James of Cincinnati who followed, also made
strong protest against the lake and- rail advances, saying that

their effect would be to upset all relations of rates in official

classification territory.

Attorney James, referring to the proposition of President

McCrea of the Pennsylvania road that for every dollar paid out

in dividends there should be a dollar put into surplus, declared

that there was not a railroad in the country which had done this

for any period of time. It had been done spasmodically, but it

was untrue as a transportation dogma or principle.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Washington reports say that the commission will have to

again postpone the proposed advances in freight rates, both in

eastern and western territory, because of lack of tirne to reach

a decision on questions before the commission. It is expected

that the roads will make a postponement voluntarily, thus mak-

ing it unnecessary to issue an order.

Commissioner Clark conducted a hearing at Chicago last week

in the case brought by the Crescent Coal & Mining Company
against the Baltimore & Ohio for reparation, because the latter

charged it demurrage at the rate of $1 per car per day on the

cars which the Baltimore & Ohio had brought to Chicago for

delivery to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, but which the

St. Paul, under its regulating embargo, refused to take. Shippers

of coal claim that between $300,000 and $400,000 have been col-

lected from them in the last two or three years for delays to cars

which have not been the fault of either the shipper or the con-

signee. Counsel for the Chicago Coal Dealers' Association

charged that demurrage is assessed without any investigation on

the part of the railways as to whether or not the consignees are

prepared to receive delivery of the cars, and that in addition to
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the deimiirage collected tlio delays are costly to shippers and
consignees. Witnesses for the St. Paul explained that its regu-

lating embargo was adopted for the purpose of i)re\oiUing the

bunciiing of coal shipments in times of iicavy traffic and bad
weatlicr, and was really a benefit to the sliippers. Commissioner
Clark raised the question of why shippers had got an injunction

from a state court to restrain the St. Paul from enforcing its

embargo when interstate tariffs were involved. It was explained

that (lie injunction had been modified by stipulation of attorneys

and it was still further modified by the decision which may be

rendered by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Reparation Awarded.

Hydraulic-Press Brick Co. v. St. Louis & San Francisco et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

Rate on enameled brick found unreasonable. (19 I. C. C. 554.)

/. H. Day Co. v. Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Lane:
Complainant's shipments of iron drying racks from Brighton,

Ohio, to St. Louis. Mo., were given an improper classification.

(19 I. C. C 577.)

Cleary Brothers v. Chicago & North Western et al. Opinion

by Commisisoncr Lane:
Rates on beer and other beverages from Milwaukee, Wis., to

Gladstone, Mich., and Escanaba, found unreasonable. (19

I. C C. 588.)

IJ'illiant K. Noble v. St. Louis Souilizuestern et al. Opinion

by Commissioner Prouiy:
Unreasonable rate and weight charged for the transportation

of one carload of coiled elm hoops from Bell City, Mo., to Jack-

sonville, Fla. (20 I. C. C. 62.)

McCaull-Dinsmore Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
et al. Opinion by the commission:

Rate of 75 cents for transportation of mixed carload of cracked

corn and whole corn from Elk Point, S. D., to Anaconda, Mont.,

found unreasonable and rate of 55 cents established for future.

(20 I. C. C. 15.)

Albert Steinfeld & Co. v. Illinois Central ct al. Opinion by

Commissioner Cockrell:

Joint rate of $1.22 on laundry soap from St. Louis, Mo., to

Nogales, Ariz., in force on the date shipment moved, found in

view of the circumstances of this case, to be unreasonable at that

time. (20 I. C. C. 12.)

DuMee, Son & Co. v. Alabama, Tennessee & Northern.

Opinion by Commissioner Lane:
Defendants' rates on compressed cotton linters in carloads,

released to a valuation of 2 cents per pound, from Aliceville,

Ala., to Philadelphia, Pa., found unreasonable, and reparation

awarded. (19 I. C. C. 575.)

Tcxico Transfer Co. z\ Louisville & Nashzille ct al. Opinion

by the commission:
The originating carrier filed a tariff naming a through joint

rate. Connecting lines named therein had not concurred, and
a higher combination rate was therefore applicable. The com-
bination rate found to be unreasonable and reparation awarded
against originating carrier. (20 I. C. C. 17.)

Oregon Lumber Co. v. Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.

et al. Opinion by Commissioner Lane:

A carload of lumber shipped from Baker City, Oregon, to

Mammoth, Utah, was loaded to the maximum in bulk permitted

by the restrictions of the carrier ; the weight of the load was
less than the rated minimum of the car, and charges were as-

sessed on the basis of such minimum. The charges should have

been on the actual weight. (19 I. C. C. 582.)

Bozvles & McCandless v. Louisville & Nashville. Opinion by

Chairman Knapp:

Through an error in printing the tariff of the railway, the

rate on double-deck sheep cars was shown as $134, where it

should have been $44. The rate on single-deck sheep cars was
shown correctly at $44. The complainants, therefore* ordered

twice as many single-deck sheep cars as they would have needed

double-deck cars and were therefore charged $88 for a shipment

that should have cost them $44. (19 I. C. C, 563.)

Reparation Denied.

Uitliam K. Noble v. Detroit & Toledo Shore Line et al. Opin-
iiiii by Commissioner Prouty:

Complainant asks re|)aration on one carload of coiled elm
hoops from Newport, Mich., to New York City, based on in-

correct weight. Defendants' weighmastcr's certificate shows a
weight of 66,000 lbs., but complainant contends that the weight
did not exceed 56,000 lbs., based on estimated weight of 475 lbs.

per 1,(XX) hoops. The secondary evidence introduced by com-
plainant was not sufficient to establish that this shipment was
not properly and accurately scaled. (20 I. C. C. 60.)

William K. Noble v. Grand Trunk Western et al. Opinion by
Commissioner Prouty:
Complainant asks reparation on shipment of coiled elm hoops

from Mount Clemens, Mich., via Norfolk, Va., to Ripplemead,
Va., on a combination rate of 26 cents per 100 lbs. Subsequently
a specific rate from Mount Clemens to Norfolk was published.

Reparation is demanded on the basis of the through Ripplemead
rate of 21^/2 cents. As the later tariffs could not be used until

the commission's tariff rules had been complied with, there is no
basis for an order of reparation. Such order should be made
upon aflSrrnative evidence that the rate complained of . is un-
reasonable or unjustly discriminatory, which does not appear in

this case. (20 I. C. C. 70).

O'Brien Commercial Co. v. Chicago & North Western et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Prouty:
Complainant asks reparation on a shipment of furniture and

framed wall looking-glasses, shipped in one car, from Rockford,
111., to San Francisco, Cal. Charges were collected on the furni-

ture on the minimum weight and on the looking-glasses at the

actual weight, whereas complainant alleges that the charges
should have been made on the actual weight of the entire ship-

ment. As the looking-glasses were not to be used in connection
with the furniture, the provisions in the tariffs were properly

applied, and that the complaint should be dismissed.

No opinion is expressed as to whether the assignee of a claim

for reparation can maintain proceedings in his own name before

the commission. (20 I. C. C. 68.)

Rates on Cotton Seed and Cottonseed Products Reasonable.

East St. Louis Cotton Oil Co., v. St. Louis & San Francisco
et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clements.

1. Complaint questions reasonableness of rates on cottonseed

in carloads from points mainly in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missis-

sippi, Tennessee, and Missouri to East Et. Louis, 111., and also

alleges unjust discrimination in the relationship of such rates

as compared with rates on cottonseed products from the same
points of origin at which cottonseed oil mills are located to

East St. Louis and to points beyond, principally in Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin. The rates applicable

to each kind of traffic necessarily must be made with reference

to the facts, circumstances, and conditions governing the pro-

duction, transportation, and marketing of the respective products,

and from the record in this case the commission is unable to

find that the charges on cottonseed products afford a strict

measure for the reasonableness of the rate on cottonseed. In

the light of the facts and conditions affecting the particular

traffic, the commission does not find the rates here involved to

be unreasonable.

2. The general rule is that manufactured products bear higher

rates of transportation than does raw material, and it is founded

in reason, because ordinarily there is a substantial difference

between the value of the one and that of the other, and fre-

quently there is a greater degree of risk incident to the trans-

portation and care of the manufactured product than of the

raw material. 3. This general rule is not universal, and is

departed from in some instances because the reasons for the

distinction are lacking, and in other cases because of counter-

vailing commercial and* market conditions and considerations.

4. Respecting contention of complainant concerning its disad-

vantage because of distance, and that of interveners as to

allowing mills in the cotton territory to crush the seed. It is

held that it is not the duty of this commission to equalize the

profit-and-loss results of competing operations in different locali-

ties by overcoming natural and commercial conditions with rate

adjustments. (20 I. C. C. 37.)
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Not Liable for Fire on Private Spur.

Imperial ll'liccl Co., v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern

et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan.

Upon complaint that the dcfciulant refuses to make a connec-

tion with tlie petitioner's spur track leading to its plant and to

operate the track except upon condition that the petitioner shall

tirst release it from liabilitj- for loss and damage by fire on the

premises caused by sparks and coals from the defendant's loco-

motives while on the spur track. If the defendant goes beyond

its eonmion-law duty as a carrier and undertakes to operate a

.spur track, doing this for the convenience of the shipper, and

in this case witliout additional charge, such a requirement on

its part is not unreasonable. Jt has no control over the com-

plainant's premises and connot police them or take other steps

to avoid the danger of fire. Under such circumstances it may
l)rotcct itself against the hazard of fire and consequent loss

and damage to the petitioner's property by attaching reasonable

conditions to its undertaking to operate the spur track. (20

I. C. C. 56.)

Another Coal Car Distribution Case.

James H. Minds and Julia A. Mats, trading as the Bulah Coal

Co. V. Pennsylvania Railroad. James H. Minds, surviving and

liquidating partner of James H. Minds and William J. Mat:;,

lately trading as the Bulah Coal Co. v. same. Opinion by Com-
missioner Harlan:

Upon complaint that the defendant's system of rating mines

and distributing its coal-car equipment is discriminatory, it is so

found, and Hillsdale Coal & Coke Co. v. P. R. R, Co., 19 I. C.

C. Rep., 356, and the other cases in that group of cases, are cited

and reaffirmed. The question of damages is reserved for further

argument. (20 I. C. C. 52.)

Bad Advice Caused Misrouting.

Independent Supply Co. v. Cumberland & Pennsylvania Rail-

road et al. Opinion by Commissioner Prouiy:

Complainant seeks reparation on four carloads of blacksmith

coal shipped from West Virginia points to Los Angeles, Cal.,

on the ground that the shipments were misrouted. As the ship-

ments were routed in accordance with specific instructions, the

fact that one of the defendants advised the routing can not be

the basis on which to order reparation. Poor Grain Co. v. C,
B. & Q., 12 I. C. C. 545, followed. (20 I. C. C. 66.)

Cotton Seed Rates Reduced.

Memphis Freight Bureau, v. St. Louis Southwestern. Opinion

by Commissioner Harlan.

Rates on cotton seed from points on defendant's lines in Mis-

souri, Arkansas, and Louisiana to Memphis found to be un-

reasonable, and also unduly discriminatory in their relation to

rates from the same points to East St. Louis. Reasonable rates

established. (I. C. C. 33.)

Anadarko Cotton Oil Co. et al, v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clements.

Rate on cottonseed oil from certain Oklahoma points to

Galveston. Tex., of 31J4 cents found unreasonable to the extent

that it exceeds 27J/2 cents. Rate on cottonseed oil from Ard-
more, Durant, Madill, and Tishomingo, Okla., to Galveston, Tex.,

found unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds 22^/^ cents.

Respecting the refining-in-transit privilege at Dallas, Greenville,

Sherman, and Fort Worth, Tex., on oil for export through

Galveston, the commission does not endeavor to establish or

extend transit privileges in the absence of discrimination, proof

of which in this case is wanting; but in a recent tariff the

privilege here asked for. apparently has been granted. Present

rates on cotton seed from Tishomingo, Ardmore, Durant, Madill,

and Rofif, Okla., to certain points in Texas found unreasonable

to the extent that they exceed the rates declared reasonable in

the report. Blanket rate on cottonseed oil from all the remain-

ing Oklahoma points involved to certain Texas points found

unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds the rate named in

the report. Carriers allowed the option either to reduce the

group rates on cottonseed oil substantially in accordance with

suggestions made in the report, retaining the grouping, or to

comply with the suggestions of changing the grouping to some

extent. Defendants allowed ninety days within which to present
a scheme of rate adjustment in substantial conformity with this

report.

A rate reasonable in view of the circumstances and condi-
tions when it is establislied may, in course of time, become un-
reasonable by virtue of changed circumstances and conditions.

It is manifestly impracticable for the carriers or the commis-
sion in such a case to determine at what exact time in the

gradual process of changes the rate becomes unreasonable.
Neither does it seem that the bona fide action of the carrier in

the necessary exercise of their judgment within reasonable limits

should always be at their peril of liability for reparation for the

difference between rates initiated on their judgment and later

changed on the judgment of the commission. Therefore, the

awarding of reparation by no means necessarily follows the

reduction of a rate, whether by the voluntary action of the

carriers or by order of the commission. Whatever may be the

nature of the fact, circumstances, and conditions appearing

in a particular case where reparation is involved, whether on
account of excessive rates or by reason of unjust discrimination,

there must be that degree of certainty and satisfactory con-

viction in the mind and judgment of the commission as would
be deemed necessary under the well-established principles of

law as a basis for judgment in court. Applying these principles

to this case the report herein should not be regarded as a basis

for reparation. (20 I. C. C. 43.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

Comments on the annual report of the New York Public Serv-

ice Commission, First district, appear elsewhere in this issue.

The Railroad Commission of Texas has issued an order reduc-

ing the freight rates on cast iron pipe and on rails and rail

fastenings.

The Railroad Commission of Michigan has notified those rail-

ways which do not use the block system, that the adoption of the

system ought to be carried out immediately.

Prof. Henry Thurtell, a member of the State Railroad Com-
mission of Nevada, has resigned to take a position with the

Interstate Commerce Commission as examiner.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

has dismissed the complaint against the Coney Island & Brooklyn

Railroad which asked the commission to order the company to

charge a five-cent fare to Coney Island.

Archibald B. Millar, private secretary to Governor Stuart,

has been elected secretary of the Pennsylvania State Railroad

Commission to serve from February 1. He succeeds H. S. Cal-

vert, resigned to become a receiver of a Pittsburgh trust company.

The Nebraska State Railway Commission has found that

shipments of ginger ale, soda water, cider, etc., are made and

returned at variable weights, some on the billing offered by the

shipper, some on the weights guessed at by the railway agent

and some at actual weights, and that this has produced dis-

crimination as between different shippers. The commission has

therefore adopted a scale of estimated weights.

The New York Public Service Commission, second district,

has ordered the American Express Company and the Canadian

Express Company to reduce their joint rates so as to make the

through rate from points on the Canadian Express Company's

line to points on the American Express Company's lines lower

than the sum of the local rates. This order makes substantial

reductions below the present rates on shipment of 100 lbs. or

over and even larger reductions on shipments of less than

100 lbs.

The suit of the Indiana Commission in the Indianapolis Circuit

Court asking the court to order Superintendent Houghton, of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis to give the com-

mission the names, ages and addresses, length of service and

records of all telegraph operators employed by the road in In-

diana, has failed. The judge refused to grant the order. The

commission sought this information following a collision at

Brightvv'ood, where it was reported the road was employing boys

as operators. The court did not hold that the commission could
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not obtain the desired information, but ruled that it had fol-

lowed the wrong procedure, and he doubted if any court had the

power to enforce such a request.

The New York Public Service Commission, second district,

has made an order granting permission to the Pullman Company
to revise its tariff of sleeping car charges within the state of

New York. Where the lower berth rate is $1.50, the rate for

the upper berth between the same points will be $1.25. Where
the lower berth rate is $1.75 or more the rate for the upper

berth between the same points will be 80 per cent, thereof.

No change is to be made in the price for lower berths unless

such change constitute a reduction from the rate now in force.

The result of this order reduces the charge for upper berths from

$1.50 to $125, from $2 to $1.60, and from $2.50 to $2. The re-

duction in rates becomes effective February 1, 1911.

The New York Public Service Commission, first district, has

dismissed the complaint of Street & Smith, Ainslee's Magazine

Company, et al., vs. the Interborough Rapid Transit, in a case

in which the magazine companies asked the commission to order

the Interborough to make such regulations in regard to the sale

of magazines in the subway and elevated as to permit the sale

of the plaintiff's publications. Ward & Gow now have the con-

cession for the sale of papers in the subway and the elevated,

and have refused to sell Street & Smith's and other magazines

unless the plaintiffs would agree to increase the compensation

paid to Ward & Gow. The complaint says that the defendant

is compelled by its contracts, under which it operates the sub-

ways, to furnish its patrons with all reasonable service and

facilities, and the sales of magazines comes under that head.

The commission does not find this to be the case, and therefore

holds that it has no jurisdiction in the matter.

COURT NEWS.

The decision of the Supreme Court in the Mutual Carriers'

Liability case is reported at length elsewhere in this issue.

In the United States court at Buffalo, January 9, the Standard

Oil Co. paid fines amounting to $23,766. These fines are for

the acceptance of unlawful rates on oil shipped from Olean,

N. Y., to points in Vermont over the Pennsylvania, the New
York Central and the Central Vermont. This suit has been

pending many years.

In the federal court at Buffalo, N. Y., January 10, a fine of

$500 was imposed on the Michigan Central for violating the law

limiting the number of hours that animals may be kept in cars.

Judge Holt in delivering the opinion of the court said that the

case was one of serious cruelty. Horses were confined in a

car for over 40 hours w-ithout food or water, in extremely cold

weather.

The supreme court of Oregon in the case of Martin v. the

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company, appealed from the

court of Umatilla county has sustained the law of Oregon
which requires railways to furnish, on demand, suitable cars

for perishable freight, that is to say refrigerator cars. The
claim was for damages of $2,258, for loss on apples; a loss

caused by the failure of the road to furnish refrigeratpr cars

for the shipment of the apples to Eastern points. The supreme

court holds that the law in question is a proper exercise of the

police power of the state. The claim that the law is an un-

reasonable regulation of interstate commerce is rejected.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The passenger and freight receipts of the North Western of

Uraguay Railway Company for the past year were greater than

any in the history of the company.

The most active railway construction work in northern Brazil

is on the Northeastern Railway, by the South American Con-

struction Company. Final government approval for about 100

miles of line covers 49 miles from M. Calmon to Iquatu, 13

miles for a branch to Cedro, and 37 miles for a branch connec-

tion between the Sobral and Baturite railways ; total appropri-

ation, $2,348,000.

2!lailtttatj (f^iiicer^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers,

Thomas M. Pierce has been appointed general counsel of the

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, with office at St.

Louis, Mo., succeeding M. F. Watts, resigned.

J. A. Hendry, assistant treasurer of the National Railways of

Mexico at Mexico City, Mex., has been appointed general

treasurer, with office at Mexico City, succeeding J. M. Frazier,

deceased.

C. R. Staples has been appointed claim agent of the Buffalo &
Susquehanna Railroad and the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railway,

with office at Galeton, Pa., succeeding F. C. Herr, resigned to go
to another company.

H. C. Nutt, vice-president of the Camas Prairie, has been

elected president, with office at Tacoma, Wash., succeeding J. P.

O'Brien, who has been elected vice-president, with office at Port-

land, Ore., succeeding Mr. Nutt.

W. J. Bicnemann, auditor of the Kanawha & Michigan, has

been appointed secretary, succeeding G. Morton, resigned, and

W. N. King has been appointed general attorney, succeeding

Norton Monsarratt, resigned, both with offices at Columbus,

Ohio.

Bruce K. Scott, for five years professor of law at the Uni-

veristy of Wisconsin, has been appointed general attorney of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, in charge of interstate com-

merce litigation, with office at Chicago. He succeeds to the

office formerly held by Hale Holden, who has been assistant to

the president since February, 1910.

John W. Newlean, whose appointment as general auditor of

the Illinois Central, with office at Chicago, has been announced

in these columns, was born October 28, 1875, in Chicago. He
attended public and private schools at Omaha, Neb., and began

railway work December 1, 1891, with the Burlington & Missouri

River, now part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, in the

freight claim department. He went to the Union Pacific in

JNIarch, 1892, serving for eight years in different capacities in

the accounting department. He was then placed in charge of the

pay department, and in July, 1901, was appointed to a position

under the general auditor, later becoming chief clerk. He was

appointed general auditor for the receivers of the Chicago Great

Western in February, 1909, and when that road was reorganized

in September, 1909, was appointed auditor, which position he

resigned to accept his present office of general auditor of the

Illinois Central, the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and the Indian-

apolis Southern.

Operating Officers.

M. S. Meeks has been appointed general superintendent and

manager of the North Yakima & Valley, with office at North

Yakima, Wash.

George Hannauer, superintendent of the Indiana Harbor

Belt, at Gibson, Ind., has been appointed general superintendent,

and J. W. Callahan has been appointed assistant superintendent.

J. H. Nelson, manager and purchasing agent of the Jackson-

ville Terminal Company, has been appointed general super-

intendent of the Florida East Coast, with office at St. Augustine,

Fla.

R. T. McGraw, trainmaster of the Denver & Rio Grande at

Pueblo, Colo., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

First division, with office at Pueblo, succeeding W. H. Russell,

deceased.

W. D. Hodge, chief engineer of the Denver, Laramie & North-

western at Denver, Colo., has been appointed also general super-

intendent, with office at Denver, succeeding D. L. Hutchison,

superintendent and assistant chief engineer, resigned.

F. E. Weymouth, superintendent of the Northern Pacific, with

office at Seattle, Wash., has resigned to engage in other busi-

ness. As has been announced in these columns, J. E. Craver
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has been appointed superintendent of the Seattle division, snc-

cecding Mr. Weymouth.

C. E. llcdri.\, assistant superiiiteiuUnt of the St. Joseph &
Grand Island, at St. Joseph, Mo., has been appointed super-

intendent, with ofhcc at St. Joseph, succeeding F. i". Slayton,

resigned to accept service with another company.

C. E. Brooks, assistant superiiiUiulent on the Idaho division

of the Oregon Short Line at I'ocatello, Idaho, has had his juris-

diction extended over Pocatcllo yard in addition to the Third

district. C. J. Husted, also assistant superintendent at Poca-

tello, has had his jurisdiction extended to include the Second

district, and the o'ffice of assistant superintendent G. J. Cunning-

ham at Pocatello has been abolished. J. E. Davis, chief des-

patchcr at Kemmerer, Wyo., has been appointed chief despatcher,

with office at Pocatello, succeeding T. C. Collopy, resigned.

J. P. Folger succeeds Mr. Davis.

H. H. Morris, trainmaster of the Kanawha coal district of

the Chesapeake & Ohio, at Handley, W. Va., has been appointed

superintendent of the Huntington division, with office at Hunt-

ington, succeeding C. P. Snow, resigned to go into other busi-

ness. J. B. Harris has been appointed superintendent of the

Hinton division, with office at Hinton, succeeding J. R. Cary,

promoted. W. R. Turner has been appointed assistant to H. H.

Morris, superintendent of the Huntington division, with office at

Huntington. E. L. Bock succeeds Mr. Morris, with office at

Handley. F. Hatfield has been appointed trainmaster of the

Russell, Ky., terminal, and R. K. Meherin has been appointed

assistant trainmaster of the Cabin Creek branch, with office at

Cabin Creek Junction, W. Va.

As has been announced in these columns, C. P. Stembel, super-

intendent of the Eastern division of the Minneapolis & St. Louis

at Minneapolis, Minn., has had his jurisdiction extended over the

entire line, and the office of superintendent of the Western di-

vision at Watertown, S. D., has been abolished. Incident to this

change in the operating organization, R. E. Ryan, trainmaster

of the Iowa Central at Marshalltown, Iowa, has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Western lines of the Minneapolis

& St. Louis, with office at Watertown. J. P. Houston, train-

master at Cedar Lake, Minn., has been appointed assistant super-

intendent, with office at Ft. Dodge, Iowa, succeeding E. P. Lovell,

trainmaster, resigned. R. D. Howie has been appointed train-

master of the line between Minneapolis and Ft. Dodge, with

office at Cedar Lake, succeeding Mr. Houston. H. E. Jones,

trainmaster at Watertown, S. D., has been transferred to Mar-

shalltown, succeeding Mr. Ryan.

J. Walter Coon, whose appointment as assistant to general

manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md.,

has been announced in these columns, was born January 7, 1872,

at Warren, III. He was
educated in the Chicago

high school, and began

railway work February

5, 1886, with the Balti-

more & Ohio as clerk,

and was later file clerk

and assistant accountant

in the general super-

intendent's office at Chi-

cago, remaining at Chi-

cago until 1897, when he

was transferred as as-

sistant accountant and
assistant chief clerk, to

Newark, Ohio. In July,

1900, he was appointed

accountant at Baltimore,

Md., and in March, 1902,

was made assistant chief

clerk to the general man-
ager. The following

year he was made chief

clerk to general manager,
and in "January, 1905, he

was appointed chief clerk to third vice-president. Four years

later he was appointed assistant to third vice-president, which

position he held at the time of his recent appointment as assistant

Chester T. Dilce.

J. W. Coon.

lu giner.'il manager. His former posilion of assistant to third

vice-president has been abolished.

Ciie^ter I". Dike, whose appointment as general superintendent

ni tin- Cliicago & North Western lias been announced in these

eiiluiiins, was horn August 13, 1H71, at Woodstock, 111. He gradu-

ated as a civil engineer

from Cornell College in

1893, and three years

previous he had begun
railway v/ork with the

Northern Pacific. He
was employed in various

capacities until 1898,

when he was made chief

engineer of the Iowa,

Minnesota & Northwest-
ern, a subsidiary of the

Chicago & North West-
ern. In July, 1899, he was
made resident engineer

of the Qiicago & North
Western, in charge of

construction of the Iowa,
Minnesota & Northwest-
ern, and he continued in

the engineering depart-

ment as resident, and
then as division engineer
until August, 1907. He
was then made super-

intendent of the Pierre, Rapid City & North Western, where he
remained for two years, becoming engmeer and superintendent

of construction of the Chicago & North Western at Pierre, S. D.,

in July, 1909. In November, 1910, he was promoted to general

superintendent of the Minnesota and Dakota divisions of the

Chicago & North Western, of the Pierre, Rapid City & North
Western, and of the Pierre & Fort Pierre Bridge Railway, with

office at Huron, S. D.

Traffic Officers.

L. G. Parsons has been appointed a commerical agent of the

Louisville & Nashville, with office at Indianapolis, Ind.

H. .S. Wineland has been appointed a traveling freight agent

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

George Breckenridge has been appointed traveling freight and
passenger agent of the Northern Pacific, with office at Spokane,

Wash.

W. J. Gillerlain has been appointed a traveling passenger agent

of the Canadian Pacific^ with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeed-

ing M. E. Malone, transferred.

F. M. Jenifer, assistant to the traffic manager of the Tonopah
& Tidewater at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed general

freight and passenger agent, a new office.

C. J. Kays, general agent in the passenger department of the

Chicago & Alton, with office at Denver, Colo., has resigned to

become city passenger agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
at Chicago.

J. B. Shackleford has been appointed general freight and pas-

senger agent of the Abilene & Southern, with office at Abilene,

Texas, succeeding E. P. Huddleston, resigned to accept service

with another company.

Nelson Reed has been appointed agent of the Chicago, Indian-

apolis & Louisville, with office at Lafayette, Ind., succeeding

W. K. Lucas, whose resignation as general agent has been an-

nounced in these columns.

William E. Farris has been appointed assistant general freight

and passenger agent of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad and

the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railway, with office at Du Bois, Pa.,

succeeding M. J. McMahon

F. N. Hodgin, agent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton at

Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed traveling freight agent,

with office at Indianapolis, succeeding Earl Barnett, appointed

local freight agent at Indianapolis.
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Elmer L. Millflagle has been appointed passenger, baggage
and freight agent of the Western Pennsylvania division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at Vance Mill Junction, Pa.,

succeeding Homer S. Tarr, resigned.

J. W. Hodgen has been appointed a traveling freight agent of

the Chicago & Eastern Tlhnois and the Evansville & Terre Haute,
with office at Evansville, Ind., succeeding E. L. Cory, appointed

local freight agent at Terre Haute, Ind.

R. C. Clayton, city ticket agent of the Canadian Pacific at

Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed a traveling passenger agent,

with office at New York, in charge of the territory from New
York to Florida. W. H. Jones succeeds Mr. Clayton.

H. P. Horton, city ticket agent of the Norfolk & Western,
at Columbus, Ohio, has been appointed a passenger agent, with

office at Columbus, and B. W. Herrman has been appointed gen-
eral agent, at Cincinnati, succeeding L. V. Finkle, deceased.

R. B. Moore has been appointed an assistant general freight

agent of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at

Atlanta, Ga. W. I. Middleton, traveling freight agent at At-
lanta, has been appointed a commercial agent, with office at

Macon, Ga.

J. B. Playes, commercial agent of the Wabash, with office at

East St. Louis, 111., has had his jurisdiction extended to include

Alton, 111., territory, and correspondence relating to business in

that territory should be addressed to him as commercial agent

at Alton, 111.

George W. Hinckley, traveling freight agent of the New York
Central Lines at Kansas City, Mo., has resigned to engage in

other business, and F. W. McCoy, ^also traveling freight agent

at Kansas City, succeeds Mr. Hinckley. Henry P. Gutler, con-

tracting freight agent, succeeds Mr. McCoy, and H. F. Kleine

succeeds Mr. Cutler.

William Simmons, chief rate clerk of the Southern Pacific

Company, Atlantic Steamship Lines, at New York, has been
appointed assistant general freight agent. G. J. Brady, chief

clerk, has been appointed assistant general eastern freight agent,

and C. W. Evans, chief soliciting agent, has been appointed a

commercial agent, all with offices at New York.

R. S. Ruble, assistant general passenger agent of the Union
Pacific at Omaha, Neb., has been transferred to Denver, Colo.,

in charge of passenger traffic in Colorado, except points on the

main line ; in New Mexico ; on the Colorado division to and in-

cluding Cheyenne, Wyo., and on the line westward from Cheyenne
to and including Ogden, Utah. F. B. Choate, general agent at

Denver, will have charge of freight traffic only. W. K. Cundifif

has been appointed assistant general passenger agent at Omaha,
succeeding Mr. Ruble.

C. C. Griggs, assistant general freight agent of the Michigan
Central at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed chief of the tariff

bureau, with office at Detroit, succeeding T. E. Eisman, deceased.

As has been announced in these columns, George M. Weaver
succeeds Mr. Griggs. W. C. Lewis, assistant general freight

agent at Chicago, has been appointed a division freight agent,

with office at Chicago
; J. H. Brown, assistant general freight

agent at Bay City, Mich., has been appointed a division freight

agent, with office at Bay City, and the office of assistant general

freight agent has been abolished at Chicago and at Bay City.

Mr. Griggs has been appointed also chief of the tariff bureau of

the Detroit & Charlevoix.

Walter Nichols, assistant general freight agent of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and the Cincinnati North-

ern at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed a division freight

agent, with office at St. Louis, and his former office is abolished.

Ford Woods, assistant general freight agent at Indianapolis, Ind.,

has retired, and the office of assistant general freight agent at

that place has been abolished. C. R. Lewis, general agent at

Indianapolis, has been appointed a division freight agent, with

office at Indianapolis, a new office. J. W. Clark has been ap-

pointed a division freight agent, with office at Cleveland, Ohio,

succeeding George Krause, Jr., promoted. J. W. Hewson has

been appointed a division freight agent, with office at Jackson,

Mich., a new office.

James L. Clark, general western freight agent of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern, the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &

Pittsburgh, and the Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheeling at Chicago,
has been appointed a division freight agent, with office at Chi-
cago. E. L. Talcott, general eastern freight agent at Buffalo,
N. Y., has been appointed a division freight agent, with office

at Buffalo, and the office of general western freight agent at

Chicago, and that of general eastern freight agent at Buffalo
have been abolished. B. J. Torbron, general agent of the Lake
Shore, the Lake Erie & Western, the Toledo & Ohio Central
and the Zanesville & Western at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
appointed division freight agent of the Lake Shore, the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie, the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh
and the Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheeling, with office at Youngs-
town, Ohio, succeeding G. M. Kridler, promoted.

Hugh G. L. Campbell, who has been appointed assistant gen-
eral freight agent of the Toledo & Ohio Central and the Zanes-

.
ville & Western, with office at Toledo, Ohio, as was previously
announced in these columns, was born January 5, 1875, at Buffalo,

N. Y. He received a grammar school education at Buffalo, and
began railway work in 1892 with the New York Central at East
Buffalo. He was rate inspector for the joint rate inspection

bureau from 1894 to 1898, and was employed by the Central Rail-

way Clearing House at Buffalo from 1899 to 1902. He then be-

came traveling freight agent of the Lake Erie & Western, and in

1907 became agent of the Merchants' Despatch at Rochester,
N. Y. He was appointed commercial agent of the New York
Central Railroad and fast freight lines in January, 1908, and in

June of the following year was made division freight agent of

the Lake Erie & Western at Sandusky, Ohio, from which position

he was recently promoted.

C. H. Jackson has been appointed general agent of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Indianapolis,

Ind., succeeding C. R. Lewis, promoted. L. J. Blaker has been

appointed a soliciting freight agent and J. E. Pierce, a dairy

agent, both with office at Indianapolis. Charles H. King has

been appointed general agent, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio,

succeeding George Metzger, assigned to other duties. T. M.
Devereux has been appointed westbound and dairy agent and
E. M. Snell, a traveling freight agent, both reporting to Mr. King.

W. H. Gates has been appointed a commercial agent and E. A.

Niswonger, a traveling freight agent, both with office at Louis-

ville, Ky. Thomas Peter has been appointed a commercial agent,

with office at Columbus, Ohio. S. A. Townsend, commercial

agent at Minneapolis, has been transferred to Pittsburgh, Pa.,

succeeding J. W. Clark, promoted to division freight agent at

Cleveland, Ohio. W. S. Wonder has been appointed a soliciting

freight agent, with office at Peoria, 111.

W. H. Ward, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago,

Indiana & Southern at Chicago, has been appointed chief of

the tariff bureau of that road and the Indiana Harbor Belt, with

office at Chicago. C. C Campbell succeeds J\Ir. Ward. H. M.
Griggs, assistant general coal and ore agent of the Michigan

Central, the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the Toledo & Ohio Central,

the Chicago, Indiana & Southern, and the Indiana Harbor Belt,

with office at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie and the Lake Erie & Western. C. E.

Simpson has been appointed chief of the tariff bureau of the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa. E. J.

Dowie, industrial agent of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, with office at Cleveland, Ohio,

has had his jurisdiction extended over the Lake Erie & Western,

the Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville and the Northern Ohio,

Louis Wiler Landman, who was recently appointed general

passenger and ticket agent of the Michigan Central, with office at

Chicago, as previously announced in these columns, was born

December 6, 1868, at Waynetown, Ind. He began railway work

in 1886 as a telegraph operator on the Indiana, Bloomington &
Western, and the next year he went to Danville, 111., as ticket

agent. He was made city passenger and ticket agent of the

Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville at Ft. Wayne, Ind., in 1889.

For seven years from 1890 he was southern passenger agent of

the Columbus, Hocking Valley & Toledo; he was then made

general traveling agent in the passenger department, which office

he held with that road and its successor, the Hocking Valley,

until 1904. His next promotion was to general agent in the

freight and passenger departments of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
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W. A. Newman.

been pro-

Chicago &' St. Louis at Toledo, Ohio, ami a year later he was
appointod general agent in the passenger department of all New
York Central Lines at Toledo, lie became general western

passenger agent of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at

Chicago in 1906, and during the present year was promoted from

that position to general passenger, ticket and baggage agent

of the Lake Erie & Western at Indianapolis.

William .\lbcrt Newman, whose appointment as general freight

agent of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with office at

Cleveland, Ohio, has been announccvl in tliesc columns, was born

March 30, 1S78. in Met-
calfe county, Kentucky.

He was educated at Ken-
tucky University, and
began railway work in

June, 1897, with the

Great Northern at St.

Paul, Minn. In August,

1902, he became a clerk

in the general freight de-

partment of the New
York Central and the

West Shore at New
York, and two 3'ears

later was appointed tra-

veling freight agent. The
next year he was pro-

moted to chief clerk to

the assistant general

freight agent, and in an-

other year to second as-

sistant general freight

agent. In May, 1907, he

became assistant general

freight agent, with office

in New York, from which position he has reccntl}

moted to general freight agent as above.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

R. B. Harris has been appointed supervisor of Subdivision No.
3, Allegheny division, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with office

at South Oil City, Pa., succeeding A. G. Follette, transferred.

J\L C. Blanchard, roadmaster of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, at Florance, Kan., has been appointed division engineer, with
office at Topeka, Kan., succeeding C. E. Griggs, transferred to

the operating department.

J. Singleton, roadmaster of the Rock Island Lines at Sibley,

Iowa, has been appointed roadmaster, with office at Des Moines,
Iowa, succeeding W. F. Lee, deceased. H. Berend, section fore-

man at W^aterloo, Iowa, succeeds Mr. Singleton.

The chief engineer's department and the engineer of branch
lines' department of the Pennsylvania Railroad have been con-
solidated. Joseph U. Crawford, engineer of branch lines, at

Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed consulting engineer, and
H. E. Booz, principal assistant engineer of branch lines, has been
appointed an assistant chief engineer, both with offices at Phil-

adelphia, Pa., and their former positions have been abolished.

P. A. Pheney, roadmaster of the Idaho division of the Orego*.
Short Line, at Glenns Ferry, Idaho, has been appointed road-
master, with office at Nampa, Idaho, succeeding T. Donovan, de-

ceased. Patrick Brennan succeeds Mr. Pheney. F. Reilly, road-
master on the Salt Lake division of the Southern Pacific lines

east of Sparks at Mina, Nev., has been transferred to Wells,
Nev., succeeding A. E. Moquist, and Mr. Moquist succeeds
Mr. Reilly.

F. A. Torrey, who has been appointed general superintendent
of motive power of the entire Burlington system, was born in

Pennsylvania, and when a boy obtained an apprenticeship in a

machine shop. He has been connected with the Burlington since

1876, serving consecutively as fireman, engineman, road foreman
of engines and roundhouse foreman. From 1895 to 1903 he
was master mechanic, and he was then for two years assistant

superintendent of motive power. He was appointed to succeed
Frank H. Clark as superintendent of motive power of the lines

east of the Missouri river in April, 1905, and now succeeds

him, as general superintendent of motive power.

Horace C. Booz.

Horace C. l'>ooz, jirincijial assistant engineer of branch lines

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been ajjpointed an assistant

chief engineer, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., and his former
position has been abol-

ished. Mr. Booz was
born at Bristol, Pa., Au-
gust 29, 1875, and was
educated in the public

schools of his native

town, also at Ritten-

house Academy, Phil-

adelphia, and at Lafay-

ette College, graduating
from the latter in the

class of 1895 as a civil

engineer. He entered

the engineering depart-

ment of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad in June,

1896, as a transitman,

and in November, 1899,

was promoted to division

engineer in the same de-

partment, becoming as-

sistant engineer in March,
1901. He was appointed

principal assistant engi-

neer of branch lines in

May, 1905, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment. In addition to his work as chief engineer of brinch lines, Mr.

Booz has been since June, 1902, engaged under the direct authority

of Samuel Rea, vice-president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, in

the various projects under the latter's supervision, the most im-

portant of which was the New York tunnel extension of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, and the proposed New York Connecting

Railroad.

Joseph U. Crawford, chief engineer of branch lines "of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed consulting engineer,

with office at Philadelphia, Pa,, and his former position has

been abolished. Mr.
Crawford was born at

Ury Farm, Philadelphia,

August 25, 1842, and
w^as educated at John W.
Faires' school, from
which he went to the

University of Pennsyl-

vania in the class of

1862. He served in the

Union Army, and in

1871 entered the service

of the Pennsylvania

Railroad as senior as-

sistant engineer of the

Alexandria & Fred-
ericksburg. He was
then principal assistant

engineer, and afterwards

engineer . of the Cali-

fornia division of the

Texas & Pacific, under
Colonel Thomas A.
Scott and on his recom-

mendation in 1878 Mr.
Crawford was appointed consulting engineer of the goverriment

of Japan. On the completion of his work in that country he

was decorated by the Emperor of Japan with the Order of the

Rising Sun. After his return to America he was employed by

Jay Gould to make transcontinental examinations and surveys,

between the Pacific coast and Salt Lake City, Utah, as well as in

Wyoming and Nebraska. In the fall of 1882, he returned to

the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad as chief engineer of

the Schuylkill Valley Railroad, and in 1886 and 1887, built the

Piedmont & Cumberland. Two years later he was appointed

assistant to J. N. DuBarry, second vice-president of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, and on the death of that officer was appointed

engineer of branch lines. In July, 1897, he was appointed chief

engineer of the Southeastern & Atlantic, now the Norfolk &

J. U. Crawford.
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Portsmouth Belt Line, and of the New York, Philadelphia &
Norfolk, and from October, 1898, to May, 1899, he was engineer

for the United States government to examine into and report

upon the transportation facilities in Cuba. At the time of his

recent appointment, Mr. Crawford was chief engineer of branch

lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and in addition, is a director

of various companies associated with the Pennsylvania system.

Purchasing Officers.

L. S. Carroll, purchasing agent of the Chicago & North West-
ern, has been appointed general purchasing agent of the North
Western and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, at

Chicago, a new office, and his former title has been abolished.

John Ball has been appointed assistant purchasing agent, with
office at Chicago. Isaac Seddon, purchasing agent of the Chi-

cago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha at St. Paul, Minn., re-

tains his office and title and will report to Mr. Carroll.

William A. Hammel, whose appointment as purchasing agent

of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at Atlanta,

Ga., has been announced in these columns, was born July 23,

1872, at Baltimore, Md., and received his education in a manual
training school and at Washington University. He began rail-

way work in May, 1893, in the engineering department of the

St. Louis & San Francisco, and has been in the continuous ser-

vice of various railway companies up to the present time, with

the exception of a period of five years, when he was in private

practice as engineer and contractor in and around St. Louis, Mo.
He left the service of the St. Louis & San Francisco to go to

the Mobile & Ohio as rodman and assistant resident engineer on
the extension from Tuscaloosa, Ala., to Montgomery, and then

went to the Bolivar, Osceola & Southern, now a part of the

St. L. & S. F., as resident engineer. His next position was on
the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, now a part of the Rock Island

Lines, as topographic and locating engineer. He was later resi-

dent and afterwards division engineer of the Tennessee Central

;

locating and division engineer of the Lake Erie, Alliance &
Wheeling; division engineer, and afterwards locating engineer

of the LojLiisiana Railway & Navigation Company, and for five and

a half years resident engineer and assistant chief engineer of the

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, which position he still holds, in

addition to his new duties as purchasing agent.

OBITUARY.

J. F. Van Rensselaer, until October, 1910, general agent of the

Houston & Texas Central, the Houston East & West Texas
and the Houston & Shreveport at Atlanta, Ga., died at Atlanta

on January 3.

United States Senator Stephen B. Elkins of West Virginia,

died at his house in Washington, January 5, at the age of 69.

Mr. Elkins' prominence in the railway world for the last ten

years has been due to his position as chairman of the committee

of the senate on interstate commerce, and his name was attached

to the revision of the interstate commerce law which was passed

in 1903, and also, coupled with that of Representative Mann, to

the radical revision made last June. The bill of 1903, by repeal-

ing the clause of the law which provided for punishment by im-

prisonment for making illegal rates, was an important factor in

enabling the Interstate Commerce Commission to do .more

effective work in prosecuting offenders. It was this bill that

increased the maximum penalty from $5,000 to $20,000. Mr.
Elkins was well known to railway men, however, before he went
to Congress, having built a number of railways in West Virginia,

in connection with his extensive mining and other enterprises

in that state. He was for several years vice-president of the

West Virginia Central & Pittsburgh ; was president of the Pied-

mont & Cumberland, and chairman of the board of directors

of the Morgantown & Kingwood. Mr. Elkins was born in Ohio,

but when a child went with his family to Missouri and was one

of the first graduates from the University of Missouri. In 1864

he went to New Mexico and was prominent in politics there.

He was made Territorial Delegate in congress and while in

Washington married the daughter of Senator H. G. Davis of

West Virginia; and in all his subsequent career he was identified

with that state. He was Secretary of War from 1891 to 1893

and was chosen senator from West Virginia in 1895.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alberta Central.—The* Railway Commission of Canada has
extended the time to July 1, 1911, for the completion of a branch
at Rocky Mountain House, Alb.

Arizona Roads.—Surveys are being made for a line from Hol-
brook, Ariz., to Bear Springs, 58 miles. W. H. Clark, Holbrook,
is said to be back of the project.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines.—This company
will spend $850,000 for improvements, it is said in Bakersfield

and the San Joaquin valley during 1911. The line from Richmond
to Bakersfield is being relaid, the roadbed widened and rock
ballast is being put in. Many of the wooden culverts and bridges
will be replaced with steel and concrete structures. A new
station is to be built at Bakersfield.

Boston (Mass.) Subways.—See an item in General News
regarding new subways to be built in Boston.

Buffalo & Northwestern.—This company was chartered re-

cently in Oklahoma with $50,000 capital, and headquarters at

Buffalo, Harper county. Surveyors have been at work for sev-

eral weeks in Woods county tow-ards Alva. The plans call for

building about 258 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—The Railway Commission of Canada has
authorized this company to open for traffic the section of its

Ingersoll branch from ItxgersoU Junction, Ont, to IngersoU, 4.8

miles. This company is said to have under consideration the

question of building a new connecting line between Nepigon,

Ont., and Savanne. It is estimated that the new line will be

from 40 to 50 miles shorter than the existing line.

Plans have been made by the Canadian Pacific, it is said, for

building a tunnel under the city of Vancouver, B. C, to connect

the False creek yards and shops of the company, with the

wharves and station on the water front.

Chattanooga & Atlanta.—Incorporated in Georgia with

$20,000 capita! and office at Menio, Chattanooga county, Ga.

The plans call for building a line to connect tw-o or three existing

lines, to complete a through line between Chattanooga, Tenn.,

and Atlanta, Ga. The incorporators include : E. F. Bloomcver,

C. N. Fisk, W. P. Means, Chattanooga, and C. A. Land.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—According to press

reports plans have been filed at the land office in Kalispeel, Most.,

showing the route of a proposed branch from Clearwater, which

is 40 miles east of Bonner, north via Kalispeel to the inter-

national boundary, about 200 miles.

Colorado & Southern.—Track laying has been started on the

double-track line being built jointly by this company and the Den-

ver & Rio Grande between Pueblo, Colo., and Walsenburg. It is

expected to have the first 20 miles ready for operation by

February 1, and 24 miles additional, to complete the line, ready

for operation about September. (November 18, p. 986.)

Columbus Connecting.—Organized in Ohio with $25,(XX) capi-

tal, to build a belt line around the city of Columbus, Ohio, at a

cost of about $6,000,000.

Denver & Rio Grande.—See Colorado & Southern.

Dunkirk, Allegheny Vallf.y & Pittsburgh.—See New York

Central Lines.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—An officer is quoted as saying that it

is expected to have work on this road from the headwaters of

the Bay of Fundy, at Moncton, N. B.. west to Prince Rupert,

B. C, on the Pacific ocean, finished early in 1913. The com-

pany expects to keep about 6,000 men at work during the winter

on various sections of the western end of the line. There are

to be four tunnels on the Pacific section, aggregating about

2,200 ft., one of which is already finished and another will be

pierced in March.

Hagerstown & Cle.\rspring (Electric).—An officer writes that

this company proposes to let contracts before March 1, to build

from Hagerstown, Md., to Clearspring, 12 miles. There will be

one steel bridge. L. N. Dow-ns, Hagerstown, may be addressed.
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I.Mi'KKiAL i KACTioN CoMi'ANY.—liicorpor;itoci ill Diitario, to

build from Hamilton, Out., to conned Guclpli, Heriin, Strat-

ford, London, Ingcrsoll and Rranford, with a branch to Niagara

Falls, also, a branch from a point between Stratl'urd and St.

Marie to Grandboiul and Sarnia. L. B. llowland, Toronto, may
be addressed.

Joi'MN, Oklaiiom.\ & Western.—Surveys have been made, it

is said, from Joplin, Mo., west to Carmen, Okla. Construction

work is to be started next month at Welch. W. P. Chapman,
New York and F. M. Overlees, Bartlesyille, Okla., are inter-

ested. H. H. Jackson, chief engineer, Chicago.

K.\NS.\s Ro.\Ds (Electric).—Plans are being made to build

from Baldwin, Kan., cast via Black Jack, Kdgerton and Gardner

to Olathe, 20 miles. Dr. H. L. Murlin, Baker University, Bald-

win, is interested.

L.XFOURCHE Valley & Gulf.—Financial arrangements are said

to be made and it is expected that work will be started soon,

from Donaldsonville, La., northwest to Leesville, 150 miles.

F. M. Welch, president, Donaldsonville.

Lake Erie & Northern.—Application has been made for a

charter in Canada, to build lines to connect Port Dover, Ont.,

Simcoe, Waterford, Brantford, Paris and Gait. W. S. Brewster,

J. Muir, W. D. Schultz and R. E. Ryerson, all of Brantford, and

H. Donly, are interested.

Laramie, Hahn's Peak & Pacific.—An officer is quoted as

saying that contracts have been let for completing an extension

from Fox Park, Wyo., south to Walden, Colo., and to the coal

fields of the Colorado Coal Co.

Lewisburg, Milton & Watsontown (Electric).—This com-
pany is now operating cars into Lewisburg, Pa., the Simplex

Surface Contact Co. having completed the electrification of the

Lewisburg & Tyrone branch between Lewisburg and Montandon.

The company is planning to carry out the electrification between

Lewisburg and Mifflinburg.

Louisiana Roads.—According to press reports, D. K. and
M. J. Jeffris, owners of a number of lumber mills and railway

property in Concordia Parish, La., are building a line between

the Mississippi and Black rivers in Louisiana, and may eventu-

ally extend the line west to Alexandria. John Drake, Chicago,

is said to be interested.

Louisville & Nashville.—An officer is quoted as saying that

this company will spend about $3,500,000 building an extension

into eastern Kentucky, 98 miles. (December 23, p. 1204.)

Milwaukee Western Electric.—This company has finished

surveys and secured about 65 per cent, of the right-of-way

between Milwaukee, Wis., and Foxlake. The line will have a

grade not to exceed L3 per cent. There will also be a branch

from Sussex to Waukesha. C. A. Chapman, Inc., Chicago, are

the engineers. (October 28, p. 81L)

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—This company,

it is said, is planning to make extensive additions to its yards at

Superior, Wis., to accommodate the handling of the ore business

from the Cuyuna range. When the improvements are made the

yards will be 600 ft. wide and two miles long.

Montana Roads (Electric).—Residents of Big Fork, Mont.,

Columbia Falls and Butte are said to be back of a project to build

an electric line from Columbia Falls, south along the east side

of Flathead lake and river to Poison, about 70 miles. The work
is to be started in March.

Murray Traction Company.—Surveys are being made, it is

said, from Murray, Ky., to the Tennessee river, about 16 miles.

N. Ryan, president, Murray.

Nashville-Gallatin Interurban.—Under this name a com-
pany will ask for incorporation to build from Nashville, Tenn.,

northeast to Gallatin, about 30 miles. The plans call for put-

ting up about four steel bridges. It is expected that work will

be begun this coming summer. H. H. Mayberry, Franklin, may
be addressed.

New York Central Lines.—The Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley

& Pittsburgh has given a mortgage, part of the proceeds of which
may be used for an extension from the present terminus at

Titusvilie, Pa., to either Oil City or Franklin, where connection

is to be made with the I'raiiklin branch of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern.

North Carolina-Virginia.— Incorporated in Virginia with
$5,(XXJ capital, to build from a ])oint in Henry county, Va., via

Ridgeway, to a point in North Carolina, six miles. E. C. Wing,
president. New York, and M. K. Harris, Danville, Va., is inter-

ested.

Oklahoma Shout Line (Electric).—Incorporated in Okla-
homa, to build an electric line from Oklahoma City, Okla., to

Joplin, Mo., 175 miles; also to build a line from Shawnee, Okla.,

to Dcnison, Texas, 125 miles. The incorporators include: C. C.

Wright, Ada, Okla. ; M. J. Bentley, Tecumseh ; P. Paddock,
Oklahoma City ; S. V. Sanders, Albemarle, S. C, and T. E.

Armentrout, Kirkwood, Mo.

Pittsburgh & Susquehanna Valley.—This company has

given a mortgage for $2,000,000 to secure funds for building an
extension from the present terminus near Waltzvale, Clearfield

county, Pa., southwest to Patton. The line will reach an un-

developed coal section in the Beaver valley.

Port Bolivar Iron Ore.—A contract has been given to the

C. H. Sharp Construction Company, Kansas City, Mo., to build

from the Texas & Gulf, at Longview, Texas, to the iron ore

fields in Cass county, about 30 miles. (December 16, p. 1167.)

Southwestern Kansas & Colorado.—Right-of-way is being

secured, it is said, from Hardtner, Kan., west through Barber,

Comanche, Clark and Meade counties, about 100 miles. A. A.

White, general manager, Coldwater. The Titus Company, Ar-
kansas City, are the engineers.

Taxco, Naranjo & Guerrero.—An officer writes that this

company expects to begin work soon from Taxco, Mex., via

San Sebastian to Naranjo, 10 miles, with a branch to Santa Ana,

about 21 miles. There will be three steel bridges, each about

20 ft. long, and station buildings are to be put up at Taxco,

San Sebastian and Naranjo. The line is being built to carry ore,

fuel and general merchandise. H. C. Wilson, president, 52 Dear-

born street, Chicago, and F. E. Olendorf, Taxco, is also inter-

ested.

United Property Company.—Incorporated in Delaware to

build and operate railways, steamship lines, wharves, docks and

warehouses. The offices will be at San Francisco, Cal., and

Oakland. The directors include H. W. Davis, Wilmington, Del

;

F. M. Smith, R. G. Hanford, W. R. Alberger and D. Searles.

The new company is said to represent a merger of many of the

public utilities companies of Berkeley, Cal, and Oakland, includ-

ing the ferry lines that connect those places with San Francisco.

Washington Roads (Electric).—Application has been made
for a franchise by J. D. Cleary, representing Pennsylvania cap-

italists, to build an electric line from South Bend, Wash., east

to Raymond, about four miles.

Wabash Railroad.—Work is now under way by the William

Carmichael Co., St. Louis, Mo., it is said, on 30 miles of double-

tracking from Delray, Mich., to Adrian.

Western Maryland.—Right-of-way has been secured, it is

said, to build an extension from York, Pa., across Codorus creek,

to the northern end of the borough of North York.

Wrightsville, Adrian & Lyons.—This company, which was

organized to build from Wrightsville, Ga., southeast to Lyons,

about 40 miles, with a number of extensions, has grading work

finished on about 35 miles. The company expects to carry out

all the work with its own men. T. J. James, president, Adrian.

(July, 15, p. 143.)

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Great Western of Brazil Railway has been given the

privilege of building about 31 miles from Garanhans to Bom
Conselho, on the Sul de Pernambuco Railway.

The preliminary surveys for the proposed railway from the

capital of the Dominican Republic to the Cibao district have

commenced. One party of engineers is working north and an^

other party will soon be started in the north. A government

report on this new line will be loaned to interested firms who
apply to the Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C.
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Ann Arbor Company.—This company has l)cen incorporated

with an authorized capital stock amounting to $7,250,000. The
company is to own railway securities and in particular to own
the $3,100,000 common stock and the $2,190,000 preferred stock

of the Ann Arbor which was recently sold under foreclosure

of the $5,500,000 5 per cent, notes of the Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton, and which stock, carrying control of the Ann Arbor,

was bought by Joseph Ramsey, Jr.

Ann Arbor Railroad.—Parson's Son & Co., New York, are

offering $600,000 first lien 5 per cent, equipment notes, series •

B, dated January 1, 1911 of the Ann Arbor, at prices to

yield 5f^ per cent, on the investment.

Baltimore & Ohio.—In the article on changes in railway owner-
ship and control published in our issue of December 30, we said

that the Baltimore & Ohio had sold a controlling interest in

the stock of the Valley Railroad Company to the Southern
Railway. This we are advised is a mistake.

Canadian Pacific.—This company has increased its dividends

from 8 per cent, to 10 per cent, per year by the declaration

of a regular quarterly dividend of 1^ per cent., together with

^ per cent, dividends declared from land sales. In 1910 the

company paid 7 per cent, regular dividends and 1 per cent,

extra dividends from land sales.

Carthage, Watertown & Sackett's Harbor.—In addition to the

5 per cent, extra dividend paid December 31, 1910, there was
also an extra dividend of 10 per cent, paid in 1909 ; the regular

dividend rate from 1900 to 1908 being 5 per cent.

Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago.—This property is to be sold

by the receiver at Huntington, Ind., on March 15; the upset

price being $800,000.

Cleveland & Marietta.—The directors have declared a dividend

of 6 per cent.

Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad.—This is the new
name of the Kentucky & Indiana Bridge and Railroad.

Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad.—This company has

sold to J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, $5,000,000 f^rst mort-

gage bonds. The proceeds of the sale are to be used to retire

existing mortgages, and the company intends to begin build-

ing the new bridge across the Ohio river, between New Albany
and Louisville at once.

Metropolitan Street Railway.—A reorganization plan for this

company has been filed with the New York Public Service

Commission, First district. The plan provides for securities,

including new securities to be issued and old securities left

undisturbed, to a total amount of about $96,000,000, which is a

reduction of about $40,000,000 from the present oustanding
securities and obligations. The new securities to be issued

are $11,468,000 new fixed charge 4 per cent, bonds, $39,000,000

new adjustment income bonds and $14,000,000 stock. It is es-

timated that $10,000,000 cash will be required, and this sum
' is to be raised by an assessment of approximately 17.67 per

cent, on the Metropolitan Street Railway stock. The plan does

not provide for the participation of the Metropolitan Securities

Company, or of the New York City Railway. The plan pro-

vides for the participation in the reorganization of holders

of personal injury claims, giving them the same terms as the

most favored bondholders ; no assessment being required of

these holders of personal injury claims.

The IVall Street Journal says that failure of the Interborough

Metropolitan Company, which is the holding company for

the Metropolitan Street Railway and the Interborough Rapid

Transit, to meet the necessary assessment on the Metropolitan

Street Railway stock which it owns, will probably mean the

buying in and operation of the Metropolitan Street Railway

at foreclosure by Stone & Webster.

National Railways of Mexico.—The gross earnings of the Na-

tional Railways of Mexico (this company is not shown in our

table of monthly earnings and expenses of railways) amounted

to $5,247,963 in November, 1910, comparing with $4,946,835

in November, 1909. Operating expenses amounted to $3,041,-

995 in 1910 and to $3,075,954 in 1909. Net earnings totaled

$2,205,967 in 1910, an increase of $335,086 over 1909. Operating
ratio in 1910 was 57.97, and in 1909 62.18.

Norfolk Southern.—A special meeting of stockholders has
been called for January 30 to vote on the question of making
a new mortgage to secure $35,000,000 bonds, the new mortgage
to replace the mortgage securing $12,000,000 bonds originally

planned under the reorganization. It is understood that hold-

ers of nearly, if not fully, 75 per cent, of the stock has indi-

cated approval of the new mortgage, the consent of 75 per

cent, of the stock being required to make the new mortgage
valid. Of these new bonds, $5,780,000 are to be sold to retire

$4,360,000 one-year notes sold in October, and $3,220,000 will

be substituted for old bonds in the hands of the trustees which
are now held to retire a like amount of underlying bonds.

Of the old bonds $9,000,000 were issued ,$5,780,000 being de-

posited as collateral for one-year and $3,200,000, as noted above,

are held to retire underlying bonds.

Reading Company.—It is understood that if the Reading Com-
pany makes a bond issue, as is rumored, it will he in con-

nection with refunding the Philadelphia & Reading $18,811,000

consolidated 6 per cent, and 7 per cent, bonds which fall due
June, 1911.

Southern Pacific—The United States Senate has passed a bill

to reimburse the Southern Pacific for expenditures made in

1907 in connection with controlling the overflow of the Colo-

rado river. The bill provides for a payment of $773,000.

A press dispatch from Los Angeles, Cal., says that about 15

miles of land along the harbor front, presumably at San Pedro,

held by the Southern Pacific and other railways, has been

declared public property by Superior Judge Bordwell, in a de-

cision in a suit brought by the Municipal Harbor Commission.

It is understood that the Southern Pacific will appeal. The
press dispatch says that the estimated value of the land was

$5,000,000.

Southern Railway.—See Baltimore & Ohio.

St. Joseph & Grand Island.—Henry Hoffman, J. August Barn-

ard, Willard V. King, Solomon A. Guiterman and George M.

Williamson have formed a committee to protect the minority

stockholders of the St. Joseph & Grand Island, in the matter

of resumption of dividends in the $5,500,000 first preferred

stock, of which the Union Pacific owns $1,415,100. George M.

Williamson with A. Hickman, No. 37 Wall street. New York,

secretary.

Valley Railroad.—See Baltimore & Ohio.

Western Maryland.—William Salomon & Co., New York, are

offering $1,500,000 Western Maryland first mortgage 4 per

cent, bonds at 87, yielding about 4.70 on the investment. After

August 1, 1911, the mortgage securing these bonds will become

a direct lien on nearly the entire mileage of the Western

Maryland.

Wilmington, New Castle & Southern.—The section of this

property between Wilmington, Del., and New Castle, five miles,

has been sold under foreclosure to S. Hanford for $100,000.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

All freight shipped to Asuncion, Paraguay, must be marked

"Transito para Ascunsion," in order to avoid customs duties in

Montevideo, Uruguay, and Buenos Aires, Argentina.

The report of the Buenos Ayres Great Southern Railway for

the year ended June 30, 1910, show the largest earnings in the

history of the company, with the exception of the year previous.

The gross earnings were $23,009,620, as compared to $23,247,500

in 1909. This is the first time in sixteen years that the gross

earnings did not show an increase over the previous year. This

falling off in revenue is directly traceable to the abnormal drought

and frosts whicjj prevailed throughout the Argentine Republic

and were most disastrous to the crops in the region served by

the Buenos Ayres Great Southern. Operating expenses were re-

duced $72,205 from the year previous, and had it not been for in-

creased contributions to renewal and other funds this reduction

would have amounted to $309,875. The net revenue for 1910

was $10,425,860, as compared to $10,591,530.



Supply (Erade ^^<*tton.
1'". W. AUon, fonnctly siipcriutcndciit of tlic ]5u(TaIo & Sus-

quehanna, at Galcton, Pa., lias been made sales agent for the

W'oir I'^-oi; Coinpany, Cincinnati, Ohio.

J. 11. nurwoll, railway sales agent roprcsontiiij;- liu- Sccgcr

Refrij^crator Company, St. Paul, Minn., has moved liis ofHce

from 149 Hroadway, New York, to the Grand Central Terminal.

The position of vice-president in charge of sales of the Craw-
ford Locomotive & Car Company, Streator, 111., has been abol-

ished, and the duties of the office will hereafter be performed by

William J. Ball, mechanical engineer.

The Dressel Railway Lamp Works, New York, will furnish

a number of 150-candIc power oil headlights for installation on

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern locomotives in use in the

state of Indiana, to comply with the headlight statute in that

state.

The Smith locomotive adjustable hub plate, made by The
Smith Locomotive Adjustable Hub Plate Company, Pittsburgh,

Kan., has been adopted as standard on the Kansas City Southern.

It is being tried out by the Delaware & Hudson and the St. Louis

& San Francisco,

Charles H. Morgan, prominent as a mechanical engineer and
an official of one of the United States Steel Corporation's sub-

sidiary companies, died at his home in Worcester, Mass., Janu-
ary 10. In 1899 he was elected president of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, New York.

The Lehigh Valley Transit Company, Allentown, Pa., has

placed an order with the Westinghouse Machine Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., for one 4,000-k. v, a. turbo-generator set. The tur-

bine is to operate with 175 lbs. pressure, 100 deg. superheat, and
a 28-in. vacuum. The generator is designed for 3-phase, 25-cycle

operation at 13,300 volts.

D. W. Call, assistant to the president of the American Steel

Foundries, Chicago, has been elected president of the Allis-

Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Call, who is of Scotch

descent, was born near Cleveland, Ohio, and at the age of 17

began his business career in Cleveland. For 23 years he has

been engaged in active business life in connection with large

manufacturing corporations, both in this country and in Canada.

The Detroit Seamless Steel Tube Company, Detroit, Mich.,

announces the opening of a branch office at 1333-4 McCormick
building, Chicago, in charge of W. E. Marvel, formerly manager
of the St. Louis branch of the Buda Company, Chicago. Mr.
Marvel will have the title of western sales manager, and will

have charge of all western and southwestern business of the

company, and also of the Michigan Malleable Iron Company and
the Monarch Steel Castings Company, both of Detroit.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, has this year changed
its fiscal year to end December 31, instead of November 30. For
the 13 months ended December 31, 1910, its sales amounted to

approximately $66,000,000 as compared with $45,000,000 for the

12 months of last year. These sales for 1910 compare with

$69,000,000 for the year 1906, which was the largest year in the

history of the company. The increase over the past year has

been well distributed over the various lines which the company
handles. The company during the past year has continued its

policy of concentrating the manufacturing at Hawthorne, 111., and
several millions of dollars have been spent there in new buildings.

In the latter part of 1910 more new buildings, to cost $1,000,000,

were authorized, which will still further increase the capacity

of the plant. The company now employs altogether upwards of

24,000 men.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Grip Nuts.—The Grip Nut Company, Chicago, has issued a

folder giving valuable information regarding "the use of grip

nuts in railway service. Figures on the initial economy and
amount of service secured from these nuts are clearly presented.

Air Compressors.—The Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York,
has published its bulletin No. 3007 on class P B duplex power-
driven air compressors. This illustrated bulletin contains 24

pages ;in(l gives full infornialion on the advantages ol and iin-

proxeiiKiits in ihcse air compressors.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

BAKiiRSFiELD, Cal.— Scc Atchisou, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast
Lines under Railway Construction.

Belleville, Ont.—The Railway Commission of Canada has

ordered that five piers be used in the construction of a railway

bridge over the Moira river at Rcllcvillc.

Buffalo, N. Y.—A number of bridges are to be built over
Buffalo river in connection with the change of grade work, to

be carried out by some of the railways entering Buffalo.

Cape Cove, Que.—See Grand River, Que.

CoLiMA, Mex.—The National Railways of Mexico have let

contracts for building new passenger stations at Colma, Iguala

and Cuernavaca.

CuERNAVACA, Mex.—See Colima, Mex.

Flossmoor, III.—The Illinois Central is taking bids on a one-

story brick passenger station to cost $10,000.

Galveston, Texas.—Since passage of the ordinance by the City

Commission of Galveston closing the necessary streets to allow

the building of a union passenger station, preliminary plans have
been completed, which provide for a union station to cost $200,000.

Glenn, III.—The Chicago & Alton has announced that the

location of its new terminal yard 10 miles from Chicago will

be known as Glenn, 111. The yard will cover 295 acres and will

cost about $2,500,000. The new yard will take the place of the

present terminal at Brighton Park.

Grand River^ Que.—The Railway Commission of Canada has

approved the plans of the Atlantic, Quebec & Western for putting

up a passenger station at Grand River, also for a station at Cape
Cove.

Montesano, Wash.—The Northern Pacific will build a pas-

senger station at Montesano.

Ogden, Utah.—The Denver & Rio Grande has completed

plans for a new freight and passenger station to face on Twenty-
fourth street. Work is expected to begin early in the spring,

and the cost of the improvement is estimated at $50,000.

Pullman, III.—The Kensington & Eastern has secured a

terminal site adjoining the suburban station of the Illinois Cen-

tral, and plans to build a passenger station at a later date.

Reading, Pa.—The Philadelphia & Reading is said to have ap-

proved plans for a new reinforced concrete bridge to be bu'lt

over their tracks at Penn street, in Reading, to replace the pres-

ent structure, which has been condemned.

Scranton, Pa.—The city officials and representatives of the

Delaware & Hudson, the Central of New Jersey and the New
York, Ontario & Western will be asked to consider the question

of building a new union station in Scranton. The Central of

New Jersey already has under consideration plans for a new
station to be built about 15 ft. east of tlie structure recently

destroyed by fire.

Tacomo, Wash.—The Northern Pacific and the Oregon &
Washington have made preliminary plans for a double-track

bridge to be built over the city waterway at Tacoma. (December

30, p. 1283.)

Watertown, Ont.—The Railway Commission of Canada has

authorized the Grand Trunk to put up a new iron bridge to carry

the public highway in the township of East Flambor.o over

the Grand Trunk tracks, to replace the present structure.

Waynesboro, Pa.—The City Council has under consideration

the question of building a subway under the railway tracks at

Third street, in Waynesboro.

Whiteland, Texas.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe will build

extensive yards at the new town site of Whiteland, McCulloch

county. A station will also be built for the joint use of the

Santa Fe and Frisco. Work will commence at once and the cost

of the station will be about $3,000.
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Contract will be let at once by the Lehigh & New England to

build from Danielsville, Pa., to Tamaqua, 32 miles.

J. W. Leojiard, general manager of the eastern lines of the

Canadian Pacific has been appointed assistant to vice-president,

with office at Montreal, Que.

The Erie, mentioned in the Raikvay Age Gazette of November
11 as having placed some rail orders, has ordered 24,000 tons

of rails from the Carnegie Steel Company. The Great Northern

is said to have ordered 3,800 tons of rails.

Northern Pacific has made a reduction of 20 per cent, in the

freight rates between Duluth and International Falls, effective

January 12. The change is brought about by the opening of the

Duluth, Rainey Lake & Winnipeg, which has a much shorter line.

The Lehigh Valley has notified the Pennsylvania state railroad

commission that it will make rates complying with the law of

May 31, 1907. This road had refused compliance and the com-
mission had asked the attorney-general to go to the courts to

compel obedience.

Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the United States Steel Corpo-

ration, after the yearly dinner, given Wednesday night to steel

manufacturers, gave out a statement in which he said that the

men present at the meeting agreed that the present prices of

steel were "not only reasonable but very low," and agreed in op-

posing any reduction.

An issue of $7,000,000 of the 5-20-year general lien bonds of

the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad have been sold to

Speyer & Co., who are offering them at 87 simultaneously with

Speyer Brothers in London, Lazard Speyer-Ellissen in Frankfort,

Germany, the Deutsche Bank in Berlin, Teixeira de Mattos

Brothers in Amsterdam, and L. Behrens & Soehne in Hamburg.
At the subscription price the bonds yield 6% per cent.

A press despatch from Lisbon, January 11, says that railway

traffic in Portugal has been completely stopped by a general

strike of employees ; and that at the same time a large propor-

tion of the workers in the stores and warehouses in Lisbon

struck. The railway employees had already secured some bet-

terment of their wages and hours, but they want more. Dr.

d'Almeida, Minister of the Interior, had been trying vainly to

negotiate a settlement for two days. Troops were sent to vari-

ous places to keep order. There were a few disturbances in some
parts of the city.

An advance of 14 per cent, in wages for the maintenance of

way men on the Grand Trunk Pacific system has been granted

by the conciliation board to whom the matter had been given

for adjudication. This is the first decision in three specific cases

of demand on the part of maintenance men for increased wages,

and a betterment of working conditions, which the conciliation

board has been called upon to handle. The remaining two cases

are concerned with the men of the Canadian Northern and the

Canadian Pacific. Both of these cases, it is expected, will be

settled within a fortnight.

Pennsylvania Railroad directors have adopted resolutions to

submit to the annual meeting a proposition to increase the cap-

ital stock by $100,000,000. President McCrea, in announcing
the proposed increase of $100,000,000 in capital stock, said : "The
company's needs of this year, to provide for maturing obliga-

tions and necessary improvements, require the raising of between

$30,000,000 and $40,000,000. It is therefore proposed, should the

resolution submitted by the directors to the stockholders meet
with favorable action, to make a stock allotment of 10 per cent,

at par. It is not the intention at this time to issue any part

of the $100,000,000 for which authorization is asked, excepting

so much as is necessary to supply this proposed issue of 10 per

cent., but the authority is now asked for that the directors may
be able to make further issues of stock from time to time in

the future as the requirements of the company may make such

issues necessary."

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is said to be in the market for 24
locomotives. This is not yet confirmed.

The Philadelphia & Reading, it is said, will build 20 loco-
motives at its shops. This is not confirmed.

I'he Seaboard Air Line is said to have ordered 10 consolidation
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Coudersport & Port Allegany has ordered 1 American
type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The New York & Pennsylvania has ordered 1 fifty-ton Amer-
ican type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Bingham & Garfield, Salt Lake City, Utah, is said to have
ordered 10 locomotives from the H. K. Porter Company. This
is not yet confirmed.

The Pittsburgh, Shawmiit & Northern has ordered 20 consoli-

dation locomotives and 2 Mikado switching locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Harriman Lines, it is understood, are negotiating with the
Baldwin Locomotive Works for 196 locomotives. The types
have not been decided on, so no final order has been given.

The Kentucky & Indiana Bridge Company, mentioned in the

Raikvay Age Gazette of January 6, has ordered 2 six-wheel
switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Canadian Pacific, as mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette
of December 30, has ordered 10 switching locomotives, 5 Mallets,

20 consolidation locomotives, and 18 ten-wheel locomotives from
the Canadian Locomotive Company, and 10 consolidation and 12

Pacific type locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive Works.

CAR BUILDING.

The Vandalia is said to be making inquiries for 150 freight

cars.

The Pennsylvania Lines West have stopped their inquiries for

1,000 hopper cars.

The North Coast has ordered one 70-ft. gasolene motor car

from the McKeen Motor Car Company.

TJie Kanawha & Michigan, as mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of January 6, is considering an order for 2,000 coal cars.

The Seaboard Air Line is said to have ordered 10 coaches and
3 combination passenger and baggage cars from the Pullman
Company.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 3 baggage cars and 2 com-
bination baggage and passenger cars from the American Car
& Foundry Company.

The Lange Soap Company, San Antonio, Texas, has ordered

six 8,000-gal. steel underframe tank cars from the American Car

& Foundry Company.

TJie Great Northern mentioned in Railway Age Gazette of

December 2, as in the market for 400 hopper cars, has ordered

this equipment from the Haskell & Barker Company.

The St. Louis Southwestern, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of December 30 as being in the market, has ordered

1,500 box cars and 500 furniture cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio is said to have ordered 500 steel-under-

frame freight cars from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany, and an additional 500 from the Haskell & Barker Car Com-
pany. This is not yet confirmed.

The Canadian Pacific, as mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of December 30, has ordered 2,000 freight cars and 750 flat cars

from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company, and 200 coaches

from the company's Angus shops. It is in the market for 500

stock cars.
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IRON AND STEEL.

The Northern Pacific lias ordered 600 tons of bridge steel from

the American Bridge Company.

The Chicago City Railways are said to be in tlic market for

15,000 tons of rails. This is not yet confirmed.

The Oretion-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company has

ordered 8,0(.X) tons of bridge steel from the American Bridge Com-
pany for the double-deck bridge over the Willamette river at

Portland, Oregon.

General Conditions in Steel.—There are no indications of im-

provement in the steel industry at present, but it is generally

believed that the bottom has been reached and while there may
be further falling off in some lines, the change is likely to be

for the bettor. No reduction in prices is expected.

Cuspidor for Smoking Cars.

The floors of smoking cars and smoking compartments in

chair cars are often offensive and unsanitary because cuspi-

dors are not provided, and it is difficult to enforce the order

"do not spit on the floor," unless some convenience of this

kind is provided. The Modern cuspidor, which is here illus-

trated, was specially designed to meet this requirement. Its

The Modern Cuspidor.

peculiar feature is in having no top, and the bottom is pro-

vided with numerous ribs which extend up level with the

top, so that although entirely open one cannot step into it.

It will not upset and cannot be kicked over. It can be easily

and thoroughly cleaned by turning on the hose. The Mod-
ern cuspidor, furnished in brown Japan, is made in three

sizes—8 in., 10 in. and 12 in. diameter—and is supplied by
Jacob Fitz & Sons Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Edison-Beach Storage Battery Car.

All unnecessary weight is eliminated in this car by using the
best materials and designs. Each wheel is as independent as
are the wheels of automobiles, and each one is driven by its

own motor. Naturally when two wheels are joined together
rigidly on the same axle and the car is forced around a ciirve,

the outside wheel travels further than the inside one. There-
fore, the inside wheel must slip and grind against the inside rail

with consequent increased consumption of power and wear of
wheel and rail. The wheels are mounted on roller bearings.

Silent chains are used to transmit the power from the motors
to the wheels, with consequent quiet running and the absence
of all gear noises so common on trolley cars.

The car seats 45, and will hold 100 persons. On each side

are two longitudinal seats, the same as in the Hudson & Man-
hattan tunnel cars. Under the seats are placed the Edison
storage batteries—180 in all, and of the A-8 type. A separate

set of batteries supplies current for the lights, and these are

also kept under the seats. The car will travel 85 miles per

charge on the basis of stopping ten times per mile, letting off

and taking on passengers. If allowed to run without stops it

would probably run 125 miles. The car has reached a speed

of 35 miles an hour on a straight and level track.

There are four motors, each of which is rated at 5 h. p., or

20 h. p. in all. The car weighs about 9 tons, and accelerates

one mile per hour per second ; that is, at the end of the first

second after starting, it is traveling jit one mile per hour ; at

the end of the second, two miles per hour; at the end of the

third, three miles per hour, etc., until fully accelerated. It is

said to consume one-fifth the amount of electricity per car mile
that the ordinary trolley car consumes and can be operated on
the branch lines of railways at one-eighth the cost of operating
a train consisting of a locomotive and one or more cars.

The car is equipped with a Klaxon warning signal on each
end, operated by the same batteries that run the motors. They
were specially designed for this work, and can be heard as far

ahead as the steam whistle of a locomotive. The car is the

result of the development in automobiles. It utilizes the roller

bearing in the wheels, and is operated by Edison storage bat-

teries, which were primarily designed for operating automobiles.

So great have been the refinements in eliminating friction and
weight, that whereas the battery equipment in the car will drive

it for 85 miles, the same battery in a clumsy, unnecessarily

heavy trolley car would not drive it ten miles. The cars are

made by the Edison-Beach Storage Battery Car Company,
New York.

Improved Lifting Jacks.

The patent granted to Chas. H. Hylander on December 6,

1910, for an improvement on lifting jacks has been assigned to

the Duff Manufacturing Company of Pittsburgh, Pa. It pre-

vents the trip lever from permanently dropping in and releasing

the raise bar. The standard type of trip jack made by the Duff
Company has a lifting capacity of 10 tons. The leverage is com-
pound and double acting, lifting the load a half a notch on both

the upward and downward strokes. The load may be dropped
from any elevation at the will of the operator by means of the

trip lever. While these jacks have given good satisfaction, the

makers^desired to make them even safer and more reliable; thus

the Hylander device was perfected and patented. Attached to the

trip lever it prevents the jack from dropping back, and the

operator has absolute control of the jack and the load it is lift-

ing at all times. The trip jack is especially valuable in track

work, although it is adapted for other classes of work.

The Duff Company manufactures every kind of lifting jack

used, and has spent almost 30 years in the development and
manufacture of jacks. It is the sole manufacturer of Barrett's

automatic lever jacks, the Duff ball bearing screws, Duff-

Bethlehem forged steel hydraulic jacks, geared ratchet lever

jacks, automobile and motor truck jacks, telescope screw jacks,

oil well jacks, pipe forcing jacks, motor armature lifts, traversing

bases, etc.

Curtis Train Lighting Turbines for Suburban Service.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, after a careful study of

the train lighting problem, has standardized a system for

suburban service which is well adapted to sneet its requirements.

The suburban trains, consisting of standard suburban passenger

coaches are lighted by electricity, each coach being equipped

with twenty-one 16 c. p. lamps. Four lights are furnished for

platform illumination, one for the toilet-room and 16 are placed

in the body of the car underneath the deck sash. In the loco-

motive cab a suitable number of electric lamps are used to il-

luminate the gages and for portables. The locomotive headlight

which has been adopted is a .SO c. p. carbon filament stereopticon

lamp, arranged with the usual reflector, and is said to give six

times as much light as the oil lamp which is usually used in

suburban service. There is a marble panel in, the cab of the

locomotive equipped with a voltmeter and rheostat, the latter

permitting adjustment to meet the varying load on the lamp

circuit.

The electric current is supplied by Curtis turbo-generator

sets mounted on the locomotives. The sets are iron clad, the

covers being fitted with gaskets so that they are storm proof.

The turbines take steam at the boiler pressure used on different

classes of engines, which varies from 140 to 180 lbs., the gov-

ernor taking care of these variations. The oil cups are large,

making it unnecessary to fill them oftener than once a week.

The turbine is direct coupled to a 110-volt generator. In gen-

eral, operation of these train lighting sets involves only the

opening of the steam valves when it is desired to put the tur-

bines in operation, and closing the valves to shut them down.

Absolute reliance is placed on the electric lighting equipment, as

no other means of illumination is provided. The Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy also uses the Curtis turbo-generator for illumi-

nating its through trains.
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"T^HE progress being made in New York City in the abolition

'• of grade crossings was noticed briefly last week. From the

report of the commission of the second district, which has since

been issued, it appears that in the whole state there ought to be

spent this year $6,000,000. The first district commission asks for

$600,000; the second district commission for $900,000; and the

work for which this money is called for will cost, it is estimated,

four times the aggregate sum which is wanted from the state

.treasury. There are about 9,000 crossings in the state ; and, on

the very low estimate of $15,000 for each crossing, the complete

elimination of these danger spots throughout the state would

involve an expenditure of $135,000,000; and it will be seen that

even on the basis of the large expenditure proposed by the com-

missions for this year—the approval of which by the legislature

is yet to be tested—the work will take more than 22 years. But
progress has been made, as will be appreciated by recalling that

when the New York legislature, a few years ago, made its first

appropriation for this purpose, the_ sums granted were such that

the time in which it was estimated that the work could be finished

was 400 years. The report of the second district says that the

amount thus far paid out by the state treasurer on this account

is $1,027,831.

pROBABLY typical of conditions in the other five New
* England states is the census report for 1910 on farm con-

ditions in New Hampshire; and, in a period not remote, it may
have an important bearing on the business of the eastern rail-

ways. The number of farms in New Hampshire during the

decade 1900-1910 decreased from 29,324 to 26,913, or 8 per cent.

;

tut during the same time the value of farm lands increased

from $70,124,000 to $85,542,000, or 22 per cent., and of farm im-

plements from $5,163,000 to $5,870,000, or 14 per cent. This was
in a state with no large cities and few large towns, and the

population of which was almost stationary, rising in the decade

from 411,588 to 430,572, or only 4.6 per cent. Here certainly

is a suggestion of the dawn of better times on the New England

farm—in which the railways must share—and ordinary obser-

vation and inference go to confirm the figures. They tell us

of new wealth, city-made, taking up the old "abandoned" farms;

of easier conditions of farm life due to such forces as the tele-

phone, rural free postal delivery and the coming free rural parcels

post ; of steadily higher results of rural scientific cultivation

—

especially in fruit products—under the urgency and instruction of

the state agricultural bureaus ; and of such incidental evidence as

a world's record of an acre of corn in Massachusetts and the

many millions of dollars that measure the value of the potato crop

of Aroostook county, in Maine. New farm distances from the rail-

way are short, lands still cheap, and natural transportation van-

tage to the large cities of the East great as compared with the

distant West, Northwest and the Pacific slope. The etnergence

of the New England farm as a railway feeder from the shadows

of the long competition of the West must necessarily be slow.

But manifest destiny already begins to point to enlargement of

its limited freights of hay, potatoes and dairy products to others,

with beef and even some of the cereals as ultimates. The situ-

ation during the coming decade forecast by those of the past

one will be worth the attention of the eastern railway manager

whose eye has hitherto been focused on the New England factory.

THE upward curve of railway taxation in the country is strik-

ingly outlined by the returns of the Inter-State Commerce

Commission for the first quarter of the fiscal year beginning

June 30, 1910—that is to say of the fiscal year 1911. On a basis

of an increase of only 1.5 per cent, in average mileage operated,

railway taxes have increased from $24,367,510 to $26,815,072, or

a little more than 10 per cent. That quarter was one of decidedly

increased railway gross earnings from all sources, which rose

from $703,700,014 to $745,134,204, or about 6 per cent. Gross

operating earnings have been often suggested by authority as a

fair basis of taxes and if they hypothetically be accepted as

such, the difference of 4 per cent, in the ratio of increase, as com-

pared with taxes still remains conspicuous. Compared with net

operating earnings for the quarter the contrast becomes almost

lurid. Those earnings fell for the quarter from $266,447,485 to

$256,866,900, or about 4 per cent., with a divergence of 14 per

cent, from the tax ratio—and, as a measure of a railway's ability

to pay an additional charge is not the net a better test than the

gross? The factor lacking in the figures of the commission is,

of course, the fixed charges exclusive of taxes, but taxes are

a prime and fundamental fixed charge, the great and dispro-

portionate increase of which. continues in the present period with

the other heavy burdens which high prices, wage increases and

federal and state administrative authority are loading on the

railway corporations. Tlie worst of the situation is the obliquity
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of the public viMiin iii llir in.ilin , lining "ur rpiu-li ol rt'.milal mil,

present and prosiH^iive. Il"u many of our states and lluir

eitizeiis realize not only the absolute size of the railway taxation

they i)rolit by but its increment? Where, as to its budget, not

lo inention a coninionwealth like New Jersey, would a state

like Connecticut be where the railway taxes pay almost half of

the state's annual expenses? And, all the while, it is the cor-

poration that fills the public eye, not the stockholder who bears

the final burden and whose rights as to just taxation are identical

and co-equal with those of the owner of a dwelling or a shop.

THE EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURES ON LOCOMOTIVE
CYLINDERS AND VALVES.

WITH the rapidly increasing number of locomotives fitted with

superheaters and the tendency to use steam at higher

temperatures, it is important that more attention be given to the

effect of high temperature on the cylinders, valves and other cast

iron fixtures which are in contact with superheated steam.

Experience thus far in this country has been largely with low or

medium degrees of superheat, and where highly heated super-

heat has been used some difficulty has been found with broken

cylinders, warped slide valves and rapid wear of the cylinder

packing rings. The various smokebox superheaters of American

design increase the temperature 25 to 75 deg. Fahr., giving a

total temperature of 452 deg. Fahr. with steam at 175 lbs. pres-

sure. The fire tube superheaters increase the temperature on

an average 150 deg., giving a total temperature of 527 deg., or

say, 550 deg. with higher steam pressures. In German prac-

tice, with either the smokebox or fire tube superheater, the in-

crease in temperature is about 250 deg., giving total tempera-

tures of 600 to 650 deg. This is regarded as highly super-

heated steam.

These figures must be regarded as an average of widely fluc-

tuating temperatures, and, except when running under uniform

conditions as to speed and train resistance, the temperature of

the steam will often be much lower and occasionally consider-

ably higher. Tests show that it takes some time after starting

from the terminal before the desired degree of superheat is

obtained, and that there is a drop with each stop and a further

fluctuation of the steam consumption with changes in the speed.

After the elements are well heated by a heavy fire and with

the throttle partly closed, a smaller volume of steam will pass

through the heater tubes with a superheat of above 150 deg. or

200 deg., making a total temperature of 600 deg. After a stop

the elements' cool off, and when steam is again admitted to the

cylinders it may almost be in a saturated condition, thus giving

a total fluctuation in temperature of about 200 deg. Fahr. It

is this fluctuation in temperature that is likely to cause the most

damage to cast iron fixtures of locomotives unless they are

especially designed or are made of suitable composition.

Some interesting testimony on this subject will be found in the

transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

1909, Volume 31, page 989, Symposium on the Effect of Super-

heated Steam on Cast Iron, consisting of three papers and a dis-

cussion covering 50 pages. Among the more important conclu-

sions are the following: (1) "Cast iron varies its behavior under

high temperatures, starting from about 450 deg. Fahr., and in

many cases it deteriorates in structure and strength to a marked

degree. The change of structure or deterioration is much in-

creased by fluctuating temperature." (2) "When the temperature

is constant, even though it is as high as 600 or 700 deg. Fahr.,

the change in cast iron is not serious, but where it varies con-

siderably the metal is certain to develop cracks and distortions

that render it unsuitable for steam pipes and other parts under

steam pressure." (3) "Cast iron of certain chemical constituents

increases materially in volume when subjected to fluctuating tem-

peratures above 500 deg. Fahr. The chemical composition of

cast iron has a material bearing on the change of shape and

volume and on the development of imperfections."

The effect of unequal heating of metal has been investigated by

engineers in the iM-eiieb navy, and the lliei.ry advanced seems

reasonable and is confirmed by experience. Briefly stated, it is

this: When one side of a piece of metal is heated to a higher

temperature than the other, the hot side tends to expand and

the expansion is resisted by the metal on the cold side. This

puts the metal on the hot side in compression and that on the

cold side in tension, and if the temperatiue difference is great

enough the metal will be strained beyond the clastic limit. When
the hot side is allowed to cool it is shorter than the cold side,

because of the strain beyond the elastic limit which has been

undergone by both sides. This results in the piece taking a

permanent set or becoming bow-shaped away from the side that

has been heated. Other testimony presented in the same article

shows considerable evidence indicating that gray cast iron sub-

jected to changing temperatures from 450 deg. Fahr. and up

gives evidence of an oxidation of the silicon present, forming

silica in a micro-crystal form, which upon cooling causes the

disintegration of the surface exposed ranging generally along

the planes of the graphite, changing an apparently solid wall into

one showing many cracks. It is the constant recurrence of these

conditions, produced by changing temperatures, that in time

not only produces growth but breaks down the structure of the

metal.

While these quotations are not intended to create alarm or dis-

trust regarding the superheaters now in use, it is well to call at-

tention to the opinions of engineers who have had a longer ex-

perience with superheated steam in stationery and marine service.

With the use of superheated steam in locomotives in Germany

it was recognized from the first that unequal expansion of

cylinders and valves, due to the higher temperatures, would

require special designs for these parts, and they were worked

out successfully. Our own locomotive builders have given at-

tention to this in their designs of cylinders, and care is taken

to make an almost entire separation of the piston valve chamber

from the cylinder v.alls. When highly superheated steam is to

be used, it will be found necessary to give more attention to

the design of the valves and especially to the packing rings

for both valves and cylinders. The composition of cast iron

for such purpose is also important, the indications being that

high silicon should be avoided and the percentage of this element,

especially in parts subject to wear, should not average above

1.50 to 1.75.

The report on superheaters, read at the 1910 convention of the

American Railway IMaster Mechanics' Association, states that

the New York Central, with the Cole and Vaughan-Horsey

superheaters, uses a special mixture for piston and valve packing

rings, and other roads report the life of these rings less than

half that obtained when saturated steam is used. The packing

rings for piston and valve rods for medium superheat are also

made with a higher melting point than those for saturated steam.

The general impression is that the Canadian Pacific is using

highly superheated steam in a large number of engines, and that

they have not experienced the difficulties due to high tempera-

tures' which we have referred to. We have an" interesting letter

from Mr. Vaughan in this connection, from which we quote a

portion to give a better understanding of the Canadian Pacific's

experience with superheated steam :

"We have only had one locomotive which really used high

superheat. Most of our engines do not exceed 550 deg. Fahr.,

with perhaps 580 deg. as a maximum ; whereas the Schmidt

Company has largely advocated about 650. I have always thought

that we were using medium superheat, and we have done this

not so much because we believed in it or objected to the use of

so high superheat, as on account of our failing to get high super-

heat with the arrangement of fire tube superheaters that ap-

parently proved most satisfactory. With the temperatures we
have worked on, which you may say are in the neighborhood

of 550 deg. Fahr., we have not experienced any trouble whatever

in connection with the cast iron. Our superheater headers,

steam pipes and cylinders are cast iron, and while in our
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earlier designs we did have a number of failures on account of

the cast iron headers cracking, we were convinced that it was

because of poor design; that was fairly well demonstrated by

headers of a modified design giving no trouble. I think it is

safe to say that we have had cast iron headers in use for over

five years without experiencing any difficulty from their failure,

which, it seems to me, shows that any difficulty experienced on

this score is as much a question of design as material. On the

engine fitted with the Schmidt superheater, in which very high

temperatures were sometimes obtained, we have had trouble with

broken cylinders, but I am not in a position to say whether this

was due to any deterioration of the iron or to the design of

the C3dinders.

"Anyone having trouble with cylinders had better look to

the foundry practice and to the design of the cylinders. I should

feel that the defects are being ascribed to superheated steam

largely from the general tendency to always blame any new thing

for anything that happens. With superheated steam at 550 deg.

Fahr., or thereabouts, we have had sufficient experience to show

that in case of any trouble it would be as well to look to the

design and material first before assigning the cause of the

defect to superheated steam."

The important conclusion to be drawn is that it would not

be wise to use medium superheat with a total temperature of

550 deg. Fahr. on old locomotives with flat slide valves and

ordinary design of cylinders. Where it is desired to use highly

superheated steam—600 to 650 deg. Fahr.—special attention

should be given to the composition of the cast iron in the

cylinders, valves and packing rings, and to the design of these

parts, so that they will not be warped and the wearing surfaces

injured by the wide range of temperature to which they are

exposed.

ST^iteri^ to the I^diton

TIE PLATES AND TIE DECAY.

NEW BOOKS.

Proceedings of the Forty-fottrih Annual Convention of the Master Car
Builders' Association. Atlantic City, N. J., June 15 to 17, 1910.

J. W. Taylor, secretaiy, 390 Old Colony building, Chicago.

The noticeable feature of this volume is its unusual size. It

contains 853 pages, not including the large number of drawings

and tables. The book is 2y2 inches thick; half an inch is occupied

with illustrations of standards, and another half inch with text

describing them. The standards, therefore, take up space equiva-

lent to a volume an inch thick. The report of the Lake Shore

emergency brake tests occupies 110 pages, and, in addition, the

cuts illustrating it require ^ in. It is a question whether

the drawings of standards and their description in the text should

not be bound in a separate volume, leaving the main proceedings

to make up a book of moderate size, with opportunity for the

inclusion of any unusually long report without producing a

bulky volume. Many of the standards remain the same year

after year, and the slight changes which are made each year

could be issued as a supplement to the proposed separate volume

of standards, issued at intervals of three or five years. There

would thus be not only a large saving in the cost of publishing

the proceedings, but in the space they occupy in the library,; the

inconvenience of handling a large, heavy volume would be

avoided. When books become so large the ordinary binding is

hardly sufficient to hold them together if they are subjected to

much rough use. The proceedings are well printed and edited.

Proceedings of the Forty-third Annual Convention of the American Rail-
way Master Mechanics' Association. Atlantic City, N. J., June 20 to
22, 1910. J. W. Taylor, secretary, 390 Old Colony building, Chicago.

The report of the Master Mechanics' Association fills a volume
of 600 pages. A large portion of it is taken up with tables and

diagrams relating to the Lake Shore emergency brake tests

and a long report of the committee on superheaters. Other re-

ports of unusual interest are those on mechanical stokers, safety

valves, rules for the inspection of locomotive boilers and a report

on the proposed consolidation with the Master Car Builders' As-
sociation. The proceedings are well edited and printed, and are

substantially bound in the usual style.

Pittsburgh, Pa., December 20, 1910.

To The Editor of The Railway Age Gazette:

The assembly in your issue of December 9 of the opinions of so

many engineers on so many different railways on the important

subject of the use of tie plates in railway construction, is a tribute

to the enterprise and industry of your journal in collecting news

and information. The illustrations show very fully the many
different forms now in use, but of course the quotations given

from the different letters received are necessarily limited by the

amount of space in your paper that you could devote to this

subject without encroaching on the space required by other

departments of your work. It seems possible that in the con-

densation this required there may have been points omitted or

overlooked which might have shed a little more light on the

subject. In your editorial on the subject you say:

"For preserving gage some sort of bottom projection is considered neces-
sary, and the details illustrated arc the result. Some believe that a very
slight projection is sufficient, while others favor deep knife edges. When
placed across the grain the effect is no doubt bad, for the wood fibers are
cut and decay is hastened. Longitudinal ribs are better, for they merely
press the fibers apart, but if too close together and too deep, they have
been known to cut out blocks of wood from the top of the tie, the deep
ribs holding the wood firmly and shearing off the fibers at the bottom
edges. With the use of screw spikes the plate with the smooth bottom is

apparently sufficient."

Your statement that "when placed across the grain the efifect

is no doubt bad, for the wood fibers are cut and decay is has-

tened," is, to say the least, a very doubtful proposition, and one

upon which there is a great diversity of opinion. Among your

correspondents there are many who are using millions of tie

plates which have sharp claws on the bottom which cut across the

fiber of the tie, and, while they may not be an entirely perfect

device for the purpose required, nevertheless they perform the

required function better than any other device at present on the

market. If your dictum as stated by you is correct, it would

rather appear to be somewhat of a reflection upon the judgment

and intelligence of the engineers responsible for the use, at an

increased cost, of a device which you pronounce to be without

doubt "bad."

In almost every kind of wood construction it is necessary to cut

wood across the grain, but in such cases we hear nothing of it

being bad or hastening decay. What does prove bad, both in

cutting across the grain and longitudinal with the grain of the

wood, is when the cutting is done with a blunt instrument which

mutilates the fiber. When this is done, the mutilated fiber is,

when wet, rapidly reduced to a condition of pomace, which by

inaccurate observation might be mistaken for decay.

The best answer to be found to the proposition that cutting

across the grain of the tie is deleterious to its life is, that all the

rails on all the railways of this country, with infinitesimal ex-

ceptions, are held in place by a device of this kind, viz.: the

hook headed railway spike, which has kept its place in railway

construction ever since the commencement of the railway era,

notwithstanding the numerous attempts made to displace it. It

is not claimed that it is an ideal fastening, as there may be a

better one produced in the future, but take it all around, with

its many imperfections, it has given the best results of any de-

vice used for this purpose up to date, and while I have had 28

years' experience in the design and manufacture of tie plates and

spikes, supplemented by close observation of their results and

efifects when used in track, I can safely say that while I have

seen much mutilation of fiber of ties, resulting from inferior tim-

ber, blunt cutting edges, and strain beyond the capacity of the

timber to resist it, I have never yet seen during this time a case

in which the tie was decayed around the spike hole or aperture

left by the claw, and sound outside of it.

I trust that you will review the correspondence you have on

this matter, and determine to what extent you were justified in
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making so sweeping a statement as that tlie effect of cutting

across the grain of the fiber of the tie hastened decay.

WILLI.AM GOLDIE.

[Onr statement referred to ribs extending several inches along

the bottom of the plate, rather than to lugs, such as those of the

Goldie plate. In discussing the destructive effects of projections

driven into wood, we would hardly compare lugs 1 in. wide with

ribs running the full width of the plate, as ribs parallel to the

grain generally do. Timber men have generally accepted the be-

lief that cutting wood fibers across hastens decay more than cut-

ting them lengthwise or forcing them apart. In most woods the

cells are long and narrow so that many more cells are exposed

(and so admit moisture) in a given area of tranverse section than

in the same area of radial or tangential section.

—

Editor.]

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.*

BY H. C. PEARCE,

General Storekeeper, Southern Pacific Company.

III.

FACILITIES.

Facilities are always a necessary part of the economical opera-

tion of any plan, but we must adapt ourselves to conditions as we
find them, and usually good facilities come gradually and not

in proportion to the requirements. Therefore it is of much

greater importance that we have an organization, for if we have

Locomotive cranes equipped with generator and magnet for

Iiandling scrap, when not in use for other purposes, are recom-

mended for all general work, for the reason that in addition to

answering the purpose of handling all heavy material by power,

these cranes can be used for yard switching and moved con-

veniently around to different places where needed.

There should be located on every division a well-equipped

division store. Sub-stores will have to be maintained locally in

connection with the oil houses at roundhouses and car repair

stations. In all instances enough ground can be cleared off to

lay old car sills, on which to erect racks and platforms sufficient

to segregate materials. There should always be a shed to pro-

tect lumber and materials which might be damaged by exposure.

If I were to say what one facility I consider most important

for the proper handling of material, it would be space, and this

is always available. The storekeeper who offers as an excuse

for the mixed-up condition of material that he has no store-

house or place to put it never will be a storekeeper, no matter

what facilities are furnished him.

SCRAP DCCKS.

Probably one of the most necessary facilities for handling

scrap, surplus and obsolete materials is ample and sufficient

trackage and docks for sorting, receiving and shipping. There

should be one general assembling dock located at a point on a

system where most of the scrap would naturally accumulate.

This would, of coarse, be at the company's manufacturing plants,
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General Slore House
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the organization we can do business even without facilities.

This can be illustrated by one instance. At Sacramento, on

the Southern Pacific, an average business of between nine and

ten million dollars a year is done; that is to say, about that

amount of material is received and disbursed. The largest store

building is 60 ft. X 140 ft. It was built 30 or 40 years ago, yet

the organization is such that any material maintained there

that is not delivered and on its way within 24 hours from the

receipt of the requisition is treated as delayed and disciplined

accordingly. The cost of operation will compare favorably with

other well regulated stores, and is 50 per cent, cheaper than on

many railways where this work is not under one department.

The really efficient organization is the one which can deliver

the goods whether they have the facilities or not, and get facili-

ties as fast as possible.

As stated in a previous chapter, the ideal location for a gen-

eral store is at the gateway of the property, and located at the

principal manufacturing shops. Or, in other words, it should be

as close to the market as possible ; and the company's shops being

its best market, it should necessarily be there. An economical

lay out for a general store is shown herewith. Many supple-

mentary facilities and details can be added to this ; but the gen-

eral outline of the arrangement as here shown would, to the

writer's mind, present an ideal arrangement for the prompt and

economical handling of most material.

Copyrighted, 1911, by The Railroad Gazette.

where everything possible will be used in its industries, rolling

mills, foundries, etc., and everything available worked over for

future use. If possible it should be situated at a point as close to

the company's source of supply as the road will permit; in

other words, at the gateway. It is, of course, necessary to have

local scrap docks at the division shops, but the general scrap

docks are of first and greatest importance.

In arranging them the first consideration must be room and

trackage, for they must be available by ample track facilities for

economical and prompt switching. A modern, general scrap dock

with modern appliances is shown herewith. It provides for using

electric magnets, either with a locomotive or a gantry crane.

The idea is that with the use of the magnet it is not necessary

to have docks for the scrap. This expense is thus saved, and the

additional room made available, but for sorting it is necessary

to have a platform. The magnet picks up the scrap and the

operator spreads it over the surface of the dock when he re-

leases the current, thus enabling the men more quickly to

segregate the material than they could by picking it out of the

pile. The opposite side is utilized for assembling usable material

recovered from the scrap. Located here are the shears, ham-

mers, bolt cutters and other necessary tools for working over

and making usable such material as can be recovered; at the

same time it is all piled up and made accessible for use.

In laying out this plan the writer had in view the use of

traveling cranes for loading and unloading, equipped with
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generator set and electric magnet. Much money is now lost in

handling scrap, in fact a great many roads are actually spending

more money in handling and recovering scrap, etc., than it is

worth, and unless the very best facilities are provided, and a

permanent and efficient organization is maintained solely for the

purpose of handling scrap, these losses will be very considerable.

A great saving in handling scrap is the good material that is

recovered, and no matter how careful men are along the line, at

outside and division points, in sorting and handling scrap there

is bound to be a large quantity of serviceable material loaded

and shipped in as scrap, so that a second or third sorting is

necessary. This has been clearly proven by accurate records.

DIVISION DOCKS.

The plan of the docks at division shops must be determined

very largely by the conditions and location of the shops and car

repair yards, and it must be taken into consideration in laying

out these docks that the cost must be figured from the time of

the first removal of the scrap. The docks or bins should be

located as conveniently as possible to the shops, at the same

time being made accessible by tracks, and so arranged that the

miscellaneous scrap made in and around the shops can be de-

delivered directly from the machine or pits, either by wheel-

barrows or by tram cars,, with the least possible expense. Scrap

coming in from off the division can in many cases be loaded

Here is where we find the results from actual service tests.

Here our operating and maintenance officials can teach their

men valuable lessons in real economy. They can see the enor-

mous amount of available and usable material which has been

removed, either from the track or equipment, that probably, in

most cases, could have served its purpose for a longer time.

It is apparent that if this material is serviceable at all it could

have given its best service where it was. Not only should the

loss of material be considered, but the labor connected with re-

placing it. The truest economy is never to remove anything

until it has entirely outlived its usefulness. The volume of

usable material recovered from our scrap docks is a living evi-

dence of extravagance, and a campaign along this line, and with

this evidence, will bring real results.

SUPPLY CARS.

The supply car is the connecting link between the division

store and the users. Here let it be understood that the store-

keeper is responsible for all unapplied material, that it is in his

stock until it is put in use, and that he is responsible for it until

it is actually applied. Each division should be equipped with

at least two supply cars, and as many more as the requirements

may demand, one car equipped with the necessary tanks for

handling and distributing the oil, the other equipped with the

necessary shelving to segregate the miscellaneous supplies re-
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in such a way that it can be billed straight through to the gen-

eral assembling dock, but in many cases this is not possible and

should come to the division docks, where it should be sorted

over and reloaded. The purpose of this is to give the division

the benefit of serviceable material which may be found, and to

encourage division officers to exercise greater care in the removal

of material that may be used again.

The accumulation of scrap in the car repair yards usually can

be loaded up directly from the ground to the cars and shipped

to the general assembling docks. Where any considerable quan-

tities are accumulated, bins can be located at convenient points,

and the scrap segregated into them in order to keep the tracks

clear. About once a week these bins should be cleaned up

with the crane and magnet.

The crane and magnet can be utilized, as explained in another

chapter, for loading scrap at division points. About every week

what there is on hand should be loaded and shipped to the gen-

eral docks, or for sale, as the case may be. A careful record

should be maintained at both division and general stores of the

cost per ton of handling scrap of different classes, and a detailed

statement in dollars and cents of the material recovered from the

scrap should be made up monthly and sent to the general store-

keeper.

The scrap docks on our railways are doubtless the best source

of education for men engaged in buying and handling material.

quired. These cars should be of 50,000 or 60,000 lbs. capacity,

equipped with 4-wheel passenger trucks, steel or steel tired

wheels, heavy underframes, and reinforced draft rigging. One

of the cars should have two berths, toilet, a small desk, and,

when necessary, a cook stove and small commissary for feeding

the men. The oil car should be equipped with both air and hand

pumps, the air to be used wherever it is necessary to draw any

large quantity of oil, and at the same time the hand pumps can

be used for fillmg smaller orders. The air may be taken from

the train pipe and reduced by reducing valve.

In addition to the regular supply cars, as many ordinary cars

may be taken as the demands require; for example: a car for

spikes, bolts and other track material, a car for available stock,

and as many cars as necessary to pick up the scrap and obsolete

material which will be offered.

These cars operate over the division on a schedule prepared

by the superintendent several days in advance of their move-

ment. This schedule shows the dates and train numbers govern-

ing their train movement over the division. These schedules are

placed in the hands of all concerned: i. e., trainmasters, yard-

masters, division engineers, roadmasters, section foremen,

agents, signal supervisors, signal maintainors, pumpers, etc., who

are required to be on hand to receive and deliver their material.

On the days on which these trains are due, the section foremen

and section men are detailed to work inside the station grounds
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so as to be able to meet these cars aiul receive tlieir supplies,

and load all surplus and scrap material and tools which they may

have on hand. This is assembled at their tool house cuuvcnient

for loading as soon as the cars arc spotted.

The requisitions, after being approved by the proper ollicials,

are turned over to the division storekeeper before the car starts

out, who is then in a position to know appro.ximately what stock

to put on them. These requisitions arc then arranged in station

order on clip lilcs and placed in the hands of the supply cai

storekeeper. The division storekeeper accompanies these cars,

with as many of the other division officers arc possible, and the

roadmasters over their respective districts. Ihe division store-

keeper delivers on the ground what he linds to be actually re-

quired, with the approval of the division officers on the ground

at the time, irrespective of what the requisition calls for, and

takes receipt for same on the face of the requisition.

The receiver of tools and other materials is required to re-

turn old tools and parts as vouchers for the delivery of the

new. These tools and parts are either repaired and made

available again, or scrapped. He is also required to turn over

all surplus and obsolete material of every kind which he has

picked up during the month on his section. The tool house is

checked against the standard list of tools, and any surplus or

obsolete tools are taken up. He is also allowed to draw addi-

tional tools or material which may be found on e.xammanon to

be necessary, in order to meet the requirements which exist at

that time. Gasolene, distillate, etc., are delivered in like man-

ner, and receipts taken. All old material, scrap, etc., delivered

is receipted for, and credit allowed the proper section from

which it was received.

These cars are required to deliver substantially everything

that is used in ordinary maintenance and operation in the way

of agents' and section supplies, pumpers' supplies, signal mate-

rial, and in fact everything with the exception of lumber, which

is shipped from the general material yard. They are also re-

quired to pick up all scrap, obsolete and serviceable material of

every kind found on the right of way, and in and around

stations. At the same time a thorough inspection is made of

all buildings, and at stated periods the general storekeeper and

the superintendents accompany these cars and make a thorough

personal inspection of the division. As soon as a carload of

scrap or available material is made up, it is billed back to the divi-

sion or general store, as conditions may determine.

It requires four or five days to cover an ordinary division.

The balance of the month these cars are engaged in making de-

liveries on specified dates to the sub or local stores, round-

houses, car repair yards, etc. The cars go on local freights and

are set out at sub-stores, roundhouses and car repair stations.

The material is actually delivered by the supply car storekeeper

to the local storekeeper. The oil storage is filled from the cars

with the air arrangement described above. All surplus, obsolete

and scrap in and around the shops and storehouses is picked

up and taken back.

In this way a thorough inspection is made of each local

repair point each month, and there is absolutely no excuse for

surplus material being maintained at these points. The supply

car storekeeper, representing the division storekeeper, will see

that it is all picked up and brought in, as well as lending what-

ever assistance may be necessary in delivering and arranging

the material that may be required.

These cars have been found of the greatest service ; in fact

they have, to a great extent, solved the most important question

connected with the handling of material; that is, its delivery

and the keeping of the road clean of unnecessary and useless

material that has been assembled by employees because of un-

certain deliveries. These cars are further used for delivering

material to large jobs, and going to points where work has

been under way and material left over, and picking it up and

bringing it in.

{To he continued.)

STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.

BY W. iM. ACWORTil.

III.

1 i)roniiscd to revert to the (lucslion whether private railway

management tended to exact from the trade of the country ex-

cessive dividends. Excessive dividends might, I think, fairly

be defined as being a return on the capital beyond that given

by other undertakings involving corresponding risk. The ques-

tion may be of some theoretic interest, but is almost without

practical importance. For the concrete fact is that there is only

one country, and that a country not of private ownership but

of state management, Prussia, whose railways yield a return

which is excessive according to the definition given above. I

leave out France, where a fraction of the total capital raised

two generations back yields 10 per cent, and upwards of its

nominal par value, but something like 40 per cent, on its modern
quotations, while the great bulk of the capital has been raised

by bonds with a state guarantee. But if we take the great

countries of private enterprise, England, the United States, and

Argentina, it will scarcely be argued that the return on capital

is excessive. It is true that particular railways have been and

are exuberantly prosperous, but the prosperity of the excep-

tions has been a bait that has attracted into railway construc-

tion the vast masses of capital that have received only an aver-

age, or a less than average return. On the whole, there is no

country where private railways have received, or seem likely

to receive, excessive dividends. If there were any serious pros-

pect that the average English dividend would go up to 7 per

cent., or 8 per cent, or 9 per cent., the argument that this Siir-

plus above normal ought to go to the community that created

it and not to private shareholders would have considerable

weight. But, as there is no prospect whatever of anything of

the sort happening, it is really not practical business 'to make
provision for it.

If then, private companies do not earn excessive dividends,

which under a state system might be available for reduction of

rates, how can state ownership fulfil the common expectation

and reduce rates? Will the state operate more cheaply than a

private company? To ask the question of Anglo Saxon read-

ers seems almost the same as to answer it oneself. Does any-

one seriously claim that a state organization is more flexible,

more accessive to new ideas than a private company? Does

anybody suppose that English or American government rail-

ways would be exceptionally ready to introduce new methods,

to welcome new inventions, to adopt new labor saving appli-

ances? Labor saving appliances are supposed to imply the sav-

ing of labor, and this means dispensing with the services of men
who are probably meritorious, and almost certainly voters. We
all remember the story of the London Vestry which bought

horse brooms and then abandoned their use because a number of

scavengers objected to being dispensed with. There is no

reason to blame either the vestrymen or their surveyor, or to

suppose that they were sinners above all that dwelt in the

metropolis. The thing is inevitable and the difficulty must be

faced, at any rate as long as state railway officials have wives

and families to support.

Much the largest item in the cost of operating a railway is

the wages of the staff; and that these wages would be higher in

proportion to services rendered under a state than under a pri-

vate system is surely undeniable. Does one doubt, for instance,

that in England postmen as a class owe the very large increase

in their pay and decrease in their work of recent years to the

organized political pressure they have brought to bear on Mem-
bers of Parliament. Once more, there is no need to blame

them. One may even admit that it is right that the state should

be an ultra philanthropic employer. For the present purpose it

is sufficient to point out that, if wages under a state system

eat up a larger share of the receipts than under private man-

agement, there is so much less net revenue available for other
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purposes, whether those purposes be increase of profit or re-

duction of rates.*

One change would certainly come under a state railway sys-

tem. Under the existing system in England, and even more in

the United States, every new recruit literally carries a field

marshal's baton in his knapsack. Under a state system one can-

not doubt that in England at all events we should have the

rigidity of civil service rules : a first division recruited solely

from the highest educated classes, and a second division with

practically no hope of ever rising beyond subordinate positions.

Personally I confess to thinking that the new first-class civil

service would probably be more inclined to scientific methods

and less inclined to worship the great goddess rule of thumb

than their predecessors, and so far that would be, to my mind,

an advantage. But we have to recognize that to close one of the

main avenues still left, by which a young man without money
and without irlluence can work his way up to a high position

by sheer force of his own ability, character, and hard work

has serious disadvantages, not only to him, but to the state.

I come then to the conclusion that neither from a surplus

taking the present form of excessive dividends, nor from econo-

mies that can be reasonably expected in operation, is there any

fund available which state management could use to reduce

rates in the public interest.

One naturally asks further what rates would be reduced and

what is the public interest. We may divide, as it seems to me,

reductions of rates into two classes, those that will pay. the

railway and those that will not. By a reduction that will pay

the railway v/e must understand such a reduction as within a

reasonable time will so stimulate the traffic in connection with

the article on which the rate is reduced, that the net revenue

of the railway from the larger quantity at the lower rate will

exceed the revenue previously derived from the smaller quan-

tity at the higher rate.

Now reductions of this kind we are entitled to expect from

private management, for they are in the interest of the railway

itself. If the railway does not make them only two explanations

seem possible : either the manager does not understand, or does

not take the trouble to attend to his business. We have al-

ready agreed that the private manager is likely to be just as

expert as the state official: I think we shall also agree that he is

even likely to be "fired," to use the somewhat brutal American

phrase, if he is careless or lazy. It must, however, be admitted

that there may be some reason why reductions that ought to

be made are not made. I have defined a reduction that ought

to be made as one that will pay within a reasonable time. Now
it is clear that the state is longer lived than the individual share-

holder, and, therefore, that the time which is reasonably short

for the state may be unreasonably long for the shareholder,

depending on half yearly dividends. This seems to be a point

in favor of state ownership, but, also, once more it is a theoretic

point only. All railway history shows that the really great re-

ductions have been made not on state but on private lines. To
what country would any student of railway history point as the

salient example of steady and rapid rate reduction? Surely the

United States of America. And to what country would he

point as the salient example of cast-iron rigidity? Equally surely

to the kingdom of Prussia. It may not be fair to say that the

Prussian rates have been kept up, in spite of a rapid increase

in population and an enormous increase of traffic density, be-

cause the Prussian railways are in the hands of the state, and

that the French rates have been substantially reduced, in spite of

a stationary population and a much smaller and almost stagnant

traffic density, because the French railways are in private hands.

But the facts remain, and they are sufficiently significant to

justify a distrust of a priori arguments.

Or, again, we read from time to time panegyrics of the state

railway system of Australasia, and we are told in glowing terms

how they reduce rates to encourage population and to stimulate

*See further on this point the note at the end of this article.

development m a way which could only be done by a public

undertaking. And then we consider the matter in the cold light

of statistics, and we find that, with negligible exceptions, up
to comparatively recent times the Australasian railways have
not earned sufficient net revenue to pay the interest on their

debt and, therefore, such rate reductions as they have made must
have been made at the risk, if not actually the cost of the general

taxpayer. And how far it is wise and just to subsidise railway

passengers and consignors, who after all are very far from
being the whole population, at the expense of general taxation is

a very difficult question.

But this is not all. The claim made on behalf of Australasia

naturally leads us to compare the railways of that continent

with privately owned railways elsewhere, and I think a com-
parison between the Australasian states and the state of Texas
is not unfair. The railways in Texas have never been a burden

on the treasury of the state; yet they seem to give to the com-
munity that they serve at least as good a service; and, though

railway wages are certainly not lower, a cent will buy at least as

much freight service in Texas as a penny in Australasia. And,

if it be a question of the development of the increase of wealth

and growth of population it will hardly be argued that the coun-

try with state ownership can claim the advantage.

Regarding economy of operation, a comparison between France

and Prussia is instructive. Prussia is a most favorable example

of state administration, owing to the fact that the executive is

responsible not to the House of Commons, but to the king, and

kings are not subject to political pressure. France, on the other

hand, is unfavorable to private management, for the French

minister of public works has enormous and indefinite powers

over the companies. Prussia seems to have every advantage

over France. Gradients are certainly better; on the average the

cost of coal considerably less ; wages, especially if pensions are

included, are certainly not higher; the density of traflSc is much
greater. Yet the average fare per passenger mile is about the

same, while the rate both for minerals and for general mer-

chandise per ton-mile is higher in Prussian than in France.

I have just come across the following quotation! from a recent

speech of M. Pattai, president of the Austrian Chamber of

Deputies

:

"We have always been in favor of the state taking over the

railways, but if we had been able to foresee the results of the

management, I assure you we should have hesitated a little

longer. We are still in favor of the principle, but it does seem

to us that our government has performed a remarkable feat

when it has succeeded in creating a deficit on the Northern

Railway.^ The government have enlisted an army of new em-

ployees; they have gone much too far in the reduction of hours

of labor; instead of commercial management they have appointed

lawyers to posts that require business.men or experts; they have

established an entirely unpractical bureaucracy. At the present

moment, we are face to face with a deficit of £5,000,000

($25,000,000). There would be no deficit at all if the return

from our railways were that which it ought to be. I repeat that

absolute imbecility has characterized the taking over of our rail-

ways. We must introduce business ideas into the government

service."

{To be continued.)

A consular report says that the state of Bahia, Brazil, has

just placed an order, with a French firm in Paris for 40 closed

freight cars to be used upon the Nazareth Railway in this state.

It is probable that considerable rolling stock for railways in

Bahia will be imported within the next few years, but unless

American manufacturers get into much closer touch with this

market than at present, it is almost certain they will receive few

or no orders.

tjournal des Transports. August 6. 1910.

JThe Northern Railway of Austria while it was a private concern paid

a substantial dividend of something like 6 per cent.
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JUDSON C. CLEMENTS.

Judson C. Clements, who has been elected chaiini.in of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, is the ranking nicmbcr in point

of seniority. He was first appointed to the commission in 1892

and has served continuonsly ever since. His election is only

for a year, it being the nnderstanding tlial a new chairman will

be elected each year, the members being chosen in order of their

length of service.

Mr. Knapp was criticised by the traflic representatives of ship-

pers and commercial organizations during the later period of his

service as chairman on the' groniid that he was friendly to the

railways. Mr. Clements will not be criticised by them on this

gronnd; he is more apt to l>c criticized by the railways on tiio

gronnd that he is nnfricndly to them. Perhaps tlie impression thai

he has been somewhat hostile

in his attitnde toward the rail-

ways is not justified, but it

quite generally exists, and has

arisen not merely from the fact

that as a member "of the com-

mission he has often, when

there has been a difference of

opinion of the commission, been

found on the side of the ship-

pers, but from the further fact

that he has several times in

public addresses given utter-

ance to views that sounded

pretty anti-railway and used

language in giving expression

to them which was not alto-

gether temperate.

That Mr. Clements is a man

of great natural ability, how-

ever, and that he is an able

lawyer are generally conceded,

and the honesty of the con-

victions on which he has acted

and of the opinions to which

he has given utterance has

never been questioned. Per-

sonally, he is a very amiable

man with all the courtesy and

kindliness of the class of

southern gentlemen to which

he belongs.

Mr. Clements has written

several of the most important

opinions of the commission

;

one of them was that in the

maximum rate cases in which

the commission ordered quite

substantial reductions in the

freight rates from Chicago,

Cincinnati and other central western points to the Southeast on

the ground that they were discriminatory as compared with those

from the Atlantic seaboard. It was on the appeal from this

case that the Supreme Court of the United States rendered its

notable decision holding that the commission by the original

Interstate Commerce act was not given the power to fix rates.

While the court in this case overruled the commission, there

was no question of the ability with which Mr. Clements prepared

the commission's opinion.

So far as the public is concerned the principal change in Mr.
Clements' duties will be that he will be called on, under the law

of 1898, to act as mediator in disputes about wages, and that

presumably he will be the representative of the commission in

conferences at the White House. Quite possibly, however, the

president henceforth may not have so many conferences as he

has had during the past year. As a mediator Mr. Clements

uiiglii to lje well qualilied, being, as already mentioned, consid-

erate, amiable and candid. On the commission his influence will

he little, if any, greater than heretofore. Like the chief justice

of the Supreme Court, he has on vital questions affecting de-

cisions, no more votes than each of his fellow members. The
main question now before the commission, that of deciding when
and to what extent the railways have "proved" how much monej'

they will mal<e out of proposed advances in transportation rates,

niav well appal the wisest commissions, and the decision, when
it is reached, will, no doubt, be the result of a careful weighing

of the conditions by all of the commissioners.

As is well known, the members of the commission have always

been appointed with a view to giving the different sections of the

country representation. Mr. Clements is the member from the

Southeast. His home at the time of his appointment was Rome,

Ga. He is a lawyer by pro-

fession and was active in pub-

lic affairs prior to becoming a

member of the commission.

He began his practice at La
Fayette, Ga., in 1869; was

county school commissioner

up to 1871 ; a member of the

Georgia house of representa-

tives, 1872-76, of the senate in

1877; and a member of the

47th to 51st Congresses (1881-

91) from the seventh Georgia

district. In politics he is a

Democrat. Mr. Clements is

almost sixty-one years old.

He was born in Walker

County, Ga., in 1846. He was

educated in private schools

;

and served as a private and

first lieutenant in the Confed-

erate army in 1864-5. He re-

ceived his legal education at

Cumberland University, and was

admitted to the bar in 1869.

Judson C. Clements

The report of the Cordoba &
Rosario Railway, Argentina,

for the year ended June 30,

1910, shows a decrease in earn-

ings from the year before. The

gross receipts for 1910 were

$3,228,710, and for 1909 were

$3,325,148. The operating ex-

penses for 1910 were $1,977,339,

and for 1909 $1,980,045. Net

earnings for 1910 were $1,251,-

370, and for 1909 $1,345,104.

The prolonged drought affected

the cereal crops so seriously

commodity was reduced by

year previous. There were.
that the tonnage of that

46.60 per cent, from the

however, satisfactory increases in tonnage of other items of

traffic, notably general goods, which made the decrease in tonnage

from 1909 only 3.48 per cent. The road in both years operated

180 miles. The number of passengers in 1910 was 204,027; in

1909, 188,901. Receipts from passengers were $343,168 in 1910

and $347,918 in 1909. The number of ton miles in 1910 was 82,-

428,136, and in 1909 was 81,854,825. Freight receipts in 1910

were $2,685,265, and in 1909 were $2,706,779. The number of

train miles run in 1910 was 659,581, and in 1909 was 635,496. The

receipts per train mile in 1910 were $4.90, and in 1909 were $5.23.

Expenses per train mile were $3 in 1910 and $3.11 in 1909. The

profit per train mile was $1.90 in 1910, and $2.12 in 1909. The

receipts per mile in 1910 were $17,937, and in 1909 were $18,473.

The profits per mile were $6,952 in 1910 and $7,473 in 1909.
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THIRD ANNUAL REPORT
OF

BLOCK SIGNAL AND TRAIN CONTROL BOARD."

Tlie Block Signal and Train Control Board has made its third

.annual report to the Interstate Commerce Commission. One

year ago plans and descriptions of 835 devices intended to pro-

mote the safety of railway operation had been submitted for ex-

amination and 511 had been examined and reported upon.

During the past year 102 additional devices have been presented

for consideration, making a total of 937 to date. During the past

year the board has examined plans of 308 devices, and has trans-

mitted to each proprietor a statement of its opinion. One hundred

.and sixty-six cases remain before the board for consideration.

Of the plans examined during the past year 91 covered signal

and automatic train-control devices, 103 related to ties, rails,

rail fastenings, switches, and other track appliances, 64 were

devices relating to the construction and equipment of cars and

locomotives, such as couplers, draft riggings, ash pans, head-

Hghts, etc., 30 related to adjuncts to the air-brake system and

emergency brakes for cars, 9 were mail-bag catching and deliver-

ing devices, 7 were automatic hose connectors, and 4 were tor-

pedo placers.

Outside the field of signaling and automatic train-control the

board has considered few devices that were believed to possess

merit.

Brakes.—In the field of train brakes no important develop-

ment has taken place during the year. Most of the devices ex-

.amined were of such character that their use would introduce

complications into the brake system. The St. Clair Air Brake

was noticed last year. The brake of the California Valve and

Air Brake Company, of Los Angeles, Cal., retains all the advan-

tages of the straight air brake and at the same time permits

.automatic application of the brakes. The disadvantage of being

compelled to release, and thus lose braking power, while re-

charging the auxiliar}- reservoirs, as is necessary with systems

now in use, is overcome, and the use of pressure-retaining valves

is not necessary. In this system braking power is not affected

by variations in piston travel or leakages in brake cylinder pack-

ing leathers, as pressure from the main reservoir is applied direct

to brake cylinder pistons, and is thus not dependent upon varia-

tions in volume. Auxiliary reservoir pressure is used only in

emergency applications of the brake, the triple valve being so

constructed that in such applications the pressure stored in the

auxiliary reservoirs flows into the brake cylinder and supple-

ments train-pipe pressure. This brake is reported to have been

used to a limited extent on a western railroad, but the board

lias not had sufficient information respecting it to be able to pass

a definite opinion concerning its merits.

Headlights.—During the past year considerable discussion has

taken place in regard to the use of locomotive headlights of high

candlepower. In seven states, Arkansas, Montana, North

Carolina, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas and Washington,

locomotive headlights of 1,500 candlepower or over are required

iDy law; in Indiana locomotive headlights of 1,500 candlepower or

over are required by an order of the State Railroad Commission,

and in Georgia the law requires electric headlights with 300

watts at arc and reflectors 23 inches in diameter. * * *

Various devices have been submitted to the board intended to

impart to the headlight while the engine is rounding a curve

motion to turn its beam so that it will fall on the track. Most

of these devices are crude. It seems unlikely that any apparatus

of this kind can he made effective to meet all the conditions of

reversed curves, tangents succeeding curves, and variations in

curvature, that are found on many railroads, and it is probable

that if full advantage is to be taken of the high illuminating

*Two chapters of this report, one on automatic brake-hose connectors
and one giving a list of automatic train-stop inventions presented to the
Board, are omitted and will be given in a future issue of the Railway Age
Gazette. The monographs and appendices referred to, including the Har-
rington train stop, will also be dealt with hereafter.

—

Editor.

power of gas or electric headlights on roads where much curva-
ture exists, any motion of the headlight about its vertical axis
must be within the control of the engineman.
The report discusses the merits of and the objections to high

power headlights, concluding as follows

:

The whole question at the present is in a highly controversial
state. On single-track roads, particularly in mountainous coun-
try or where fixed signals are infrequent, the high power head-
light on a train affords a warning of its approach for a consider-
able distance, and under favorable circumstances it enables the

engineman to distinguish obstructions or unusual objects on the

track much farther ahead than is possible with ordinary lights.

On double-track roads, and particularly on roads having three
or four tracks and equipped with signals placed at frequent in-

tervals, the prevailing opinion seems to be that the electric head-
light is not only unnecessary, but is likely to cause serious errors

on the part of enginemcn in reading color signal lights.

Metal, concrete and composite ties.—Various forms of tics

composed of material other than wood and designed to improve
the condition of railway track, both with respect to economy and
to safety of train operation, have been submitted to the board
for examination. A number of designs as found in the tracks

of several railways (Bessemer & Lake Erie, Baltimore & Ohio,
Erie and Chicago & Alton) have been examined, but no report

is given.

Spark arresters.—Several of these devices, designed to reduce

the danger of fire set by locomotives along railway rights of way,
have been presented for examination, and that of C. A. McCotter,
of Indianapolis, has been observed in operation.

Locomotive boilers.—An examination was made of an ex-

ploded boiler on the Pennsylvania Railroad, and a member of the

board witnessed a test of an improved form of fire box which
was conducted at Topeka, September 26, on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe. The test was designed to demonstrate

whether this particular form of fire box, the Jacobs-Shupert,

could withstand stresses which, in the ordinary form of fire box,

in most cases produce rujjtured sheets and result in so-called

explosions. The test demonstrated that with the crown sections

of the fire box raised to a temperature of 1120° F. (the water

being 4^4 inches below the crown sheet) the construction with-

stood safely a pressure of 220 pounds per square inch. Under
similar conditions a fire box of ordinary construction would

probably have failed.

Mail cranes.—^A number of mail-bag catching and delivering

devices have been presented to the board for examination. All

have been examined wholly as related to the question of safety.

A device on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific between Omaha
and Davenport has been observed, and a report made to the

superintendent of the railway mail service covering the safety

features of the device.

Monographs.—A majority of those who have presented de-

vices to the board for examination have manifested such un-

familiarity with actual railway operating conditions that it has

seemed proper this year, as last, that the board should set forth

certain principles of correct design and construction of some

forms of company equipment, appliances, and structures, with a

view to showing the present state of the art in such matters and

of directing effort along right lines. With these objects in view,

the board has had prepared monographs on the air brake, the

car wheel and the electric track circuit. These monographs will

appear as appendices not yet issued.

ABC System.—The ABC system of block signaling, which

has been in use on the Northern Pacific for about three years

past, and an account of which was given last year, has been

abandoned on all but one of the divisions where it was in use.

and it is to be abandoned entirely. It was introduced on a short

section of the line east of Spokane, Wash., in the autumn of

1907; and the success which attended its use on that section

led to its extension to the whole of the division and subsequently

to other divisions, making an aggregate length of 681 miles of
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road on wliicli tlic system was worked. Following a change of

otVicers of the operating department, it was discontinued on the

division east of Livingston, Mont., February 27, 1910; and on

the lines west of Cheney, Wash., it was discontinued in August.

On the remaining divisions, Paradise to Cheney, 204 miles, the

change is about to be made.

The interest which was taken in this system by railway officers

generally was largely due to the increased safety secured by

means of it as compared with the method, common on single-

track railways, of conferring on trains the right to the road by

means of time tables, dcspatchers' orders, etc. ; and it was in

relation to the efficiency of the system as a means of safety

—

that is, of preventing collisions—that it was considered by this

board. It appears, however, that its adoption on the Northern

Pacific was largely because of the economy thereby secured in

the movement of freight trains, and the reason given by the

officers for going back to the old system is that, although in the

use of the ABC system they secured the advantages expected,

so far as freight trains were concerned, there was a disad-

vantage in that important fast passenger trains were delayed.

The board has not had opportunity to make a thorough in-

quiry concerning the situation since it was advised of this

change ; but a letter from an officer of the road indicates that

this delay of passenger trains, together with some inconveni-

ences when line wires were broken or otherwise unavailable for

use, was the reason for changing.

As the movements of all trains are under the immediate direc-

tion of a despatcher, who has absolute authority throughout his

division, it is not clear how freight trains should be unduly

favored as compared with passenger trains, except as the dcs-

patchers themselves ordered, or at least approved, such favoring.

Where the ABC system has been discontinued, the company

has equipped the line from Billings to Livingston, Mont., 116

miles, with automatic block signals. On that part of the line

from Cheney to Auburn, 361 miles, the simple manual block sys-

tem is used. The manual block system will also be used on the

line between Paradise and Cheney, 204 miles, when the ABC
system is discontinued on that section.

THE BLOCK SYSTEM.

The investigation of block signaling, particularly manual

signaling, was begun by the board during the latter part

of 1908, and the results were set forth in its last annual report.

This work has been continued and extended during the past

year, and the results have been briefly summarized and are pub-

lished as Appendix E to this report. The investigations thus

far conducted have not been complete ; facilities have been in-

adequate to permit an exhaustive examination of the problem in

all its details. Enough has been learned, however, to make it

apparent that the block system, both manual and automatic, on

most American railways, is operated far below its maximum
efficiency. The most crying present need is reformation in both

personnel and methods of operation. For the safe operation of

the manual block system, competent and faithful signalmen are

absolutely essential. With first-class men, objectionable methods

of operation or maintenance may be tolerated without unduly sac-

rificing safety; but with incompetent or unreliable men even the

best methods do not insure safety, no refinement in apparatus

or system of rules being sufficient to overcome the weakness due

to inexperience, slovenly mental habits, poor training, or lack of

proper moral qualities.

The board, in all its preceding reports, has indorsed the

recommendation of the commission to the Congress that legisla-

tion looking to the compulsory adoption of the block system be

enacted. It has not hesitated to do this, because the art of

block signaling is well settled. At the present time only about

66,000 miles of railway out of a total of approximately 240,000

miles in this country is operated under the block system, not-

withstanding the superabundance of evidence that the system has

added immeasurably to safety in railway transportation. The
board again urges the recommendation of the commission to

the Congress for compulsory legislation requiring its use as the

step of foremost importance in promoting safety in railway

operation. Relatively inexpensive and simple block systems can,

by proper attention to training and discipline of signalmen, be

operated with a high degree of success.

The facility with which the space-interval principle can be

adopted and put in use is well illustrated by the action of the

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern in July last, when the line of

that company from Storr's, Ohio, westward to Vincennes, Ind.,

and from North Vernon, Ind., to New Albany, over 180 miles,

was equipped with all the necessary apparatus for the operation

of the simple manual block system in less than one week. Sixty-

two offices were equipped with telegraph instruments and bat-

teries. To facilitate the movement of freight trains waiting on

long side tracks where the engine of a waiting train could not

be near the station, the B. & O. S. W. put in telephones at the

remote ends of these side tracks and connected them to the

station office.

AUTOMATIC STOPS.

Since its organization the board has examined plans and

specifications of 149 signal and automatic train stop devices. Of
this number only 16 purely automatic stop devices have been

considered to possess sufficient merit to warrant the board in

offering to test satisfactory installations. Only two sys-

tems, namely, the Rowell-Potter and the Harrington, have so far

been fully tested by the board. The Gray-Thurber and the War-
then systems, as well as those of Electrical Automatic Railroad

Safety Signal Company and the Railway Automatic Safety Ap-

pliance Company's devices, are now in process of installation, and

it is expected that they ^ill be fully tested during the coming

winter.

Collisions resulting from the weaknesses in the time interval or

train despatching system, and the deficiencies in the block system

due to untrained or undisciplined signalmen, as well as errors

on the part of enginemen and trainmen, have led to public de-

mand for automatic devices. Many seem to believe that the intro-

duction of the automatic train stop would greatly diminish rail-

way collisions of all classes. While it is true that the use of

automatic features in the block system itself, as a result of which

block signals are actuated directly by the movements of the train,

would greatly diminish the number of collisions due to errors in

manual block working, the fact should be clearly borne in mind

that the automatic stop corrects but one defect, namely, the fail-

ure of the engineman to observe, understand, and obey signal

indications. It does not in any way insure that, the indications

displayed will be correct, nor in any way prevent collisions due

to the inherent defects of the despatching system nor to im-

proper working of the block system. This, however, should not

be construed as in any way minimizing the importance of the

automatic stop, for it is a well-known fact that many accidents

have been caused by the failure of enginemen to observe, under-

stand, and obey signal indications. Failures to observe signals

may be due to fog, snow, signal light not burning, or smoke from

other trains ; failure to understand or comprehend the signals

may be due to complexity in the system of indications or to

diversion of the engineman's attention or to his physical in-

capacity; failure to obey indications that are seen and compre-

hended are rare, and comprise only those cases where engine-

men desiring to make time are tempted to take chances, or to a

too liberal interpretation of rules which allow the enginemen

some discretion. Experience with automatic stops show that

under proper discipline they perform a moral function in that

runners are more careful to heed stop signals when it is certain

that disobedience of such signals will be detected.

* * * As both of the stops which have been tested are of

the mechanical trip type, there is no information available as to

the practical performance of other types of train control systems.

These other types include contact rail systems, systems requiring

the use of short insulated sections of track and the insulation of

certain parts of the engine, and systems making use of indue-
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tive or magnetic forces. While the results of tlic tests on the

two mechanical trip devices indicate that their use would mate-

rially promote safety in railway operation, the board considers

it manifestly improper to make any recommendations concern-

ing the compulsory adoption of automatic train stops based on

them alone. Such recommendations should be based on the

results obtained from tests of all types of devices believed to

offer promise of meeting the varied requirements of railway

operation. Some types will meet those requirements in one

degree and some in another.

As a result of the recent introduction of automatic stops on

some electric reads, and for other reasons, there has been some

little development during the past year. One electric surface

railway in the State of Washington, the interurban line of the

Washington Water Power Company, between Spokane, Cheney

and Medical Lake, has put mechanical stops in use on 27 miles

of its line. Signal engineers have been studying the subject

more generally. With the extension of electric propulsion of

trains, the problem of the use of train stops becomes simplified.

On steam railways the only sources of mechanical power

usually available are the boilers of the locomotives themselves

and the steam plants in the shops of the larger yards. Hence,

the installation of signaling systems requiring power for their

operation has necessitated the installation of engines and pumps
for supplying compressed air, or the installation of primary bat-

teries or electrical generators for supplying electrical current

for the operation and control of signals. Power generated

chemically in primary batteries is expensive, and the losses in-

cident to the transmission of the energy for operating signals

over line wires of considerable length are serious.

The substitution of electric propulsion for steam propulsion on

railways provides a readily available source of power for signal-

ing or train controlling apparatus which is continuous through-

out the length of the road. The electrical energy for propul-

sion purposes being generated in large quantities is relatively

cheap per unit, and for this reason it is believed that the elec-

trification of steam railways will tend materially to effect an in-

crease in the extent and efficiency of signal installations. To
even a greater extent is electrification likely to encourage the

use of the automatic train stop by providing available power

for the operation of these devices which, it is believed, will in

many cases be found to require for their operation more power

than the usual forms of fixed visual signals.

Negotiations betw^een the Pennsylvania Company and the Gray-

Thurber Automatic Train Control and Signal Company have

resulted in an installation of the Gray-Thurber system being

undertaken on the westward main passenger track on the Penn-

sylvania lines, between Jacks Run and R. N. Tower, Glenfield,

Pa. It is intended to equip two engines, one running regu-

larly in suburban service, the other running regularly in through

passenger service. The New York Central has offered facilities

for a test of the train-control system of A. H. Fox, between

High Bridge and Yonkers, N. Y., on the Putnam division of that

road, and the Washington Water Power Company has installed

mechanical automatic stops, as already noted. These installa-

tions, encouraged by the railway themselves, are significant, and

are in line with suggestions in our last report that the art of

automatic train control, like the art of signaling, must be de-

veloped by those most intimately concerned in its use ; namely,

the railways themselves.

The most serious obstacles to the practical development of

systems approved for experimental test has been the fact that

proprietors have lacked the financial means needed to carry

on their work. Large sums of money have been spent in private

enterprises to develop devices which have been found to possess

little merit. It is a matter of common observation, now as for

years past, that devices having no merit succeed in attracting

capital by methods scarcely less than fraudulent. Inventive

faculty and business ability seldom go hand in hand. * * *

While the board confidently expects the automatic stop to be

developed to a point where, like the block signal, the car coupler,

and the train brake, it will be available to railways generally,

and in many situations will constitute one of the factors promot-
ing safety in train operation, the board is led to believe from its

study of existing conditions, particularly as found in connection
with the means now employed for the safe movement of trains,

that the primary cause of the lamentable record of col-

lisions in this country is of so serious a nature as not to be

susceptible to complete cure by any mechanical means. It is

not to be considered that the automatic stop, or that any auto-

matic device, will be a panacea for all the faults at present

existing in train operation. The question really is whether by
the introduction of automatic devices the percentage of accidents

due to those faults can be reduced.

It is an unwelcome thought that the fundamental responsibility

for the relatively large number of collisions in this country is

chargeable to railway officers and employees; not to them be-

cause they are more careless or less sensible of their responsibili-

ties than men m other vocations, for that cannot be truthfully

said, but simply because they possess the qualities, mental or

temperamental, which are the cause of these deplorable results,

and which are symptomatic of characteristics common to all who
have been reared in a new and rapidly developing country. But
sober reflection leads inevitably to the conclusion that, outside

of the army and navy, the American is not reared with that dis-

cipline which becomes a part of the man and governs his actions

mechanically, as it were, rather than as the result of reasoning.

Such discipline leads to action as one's first duty without question

or reason, and the sense of duty is the one predominating

quality which influences the man's every action unconsciously

and unfailingly. This conclusion is brought home all the more
convincingly when one reflects that nowhere in the world have

appliances for safeguarding railway transportation been so highly

developed as in this country, notwithstanding which nowhere in

the world is there a greater proportionate number of accidents

of the kind which such advance in the art should prevent. The
automatic stop, therefore, while it might be unnecessary under

different social conditions, may be expected to add to safety in

train operation under the conditions which do exist and must

continue to exist in this country until we shall come to appreciate

and realize all that may be accomplished by discipline of the

right sort. But mere discipline will not suffice alone. There

must go with it the spirit which prompts obedience for the

pleasure of being approved by one's own conscience.

It being admitted that what is most needed is automatic

performance of one's duties rather than automatic mechanical

devices, how may it soonest be brought about? The causes that

militate against the development of the human machine to per-

fection of discipliHed action are so complex and so interwoven

with our social being that many of them can be eradicated only

by that slow evolution or growth which results from the opera-

tion of natural laws and which can hardly be forced or even

guided by the enactment of man-made statutes.

Nevertheless a number of these causes appear susceptible of

marked and present improvement. Appeals to conscience may
develop a high sense of duty in many men, but the ever-present

problem of earning a living, by its very insistence, makes the

appeal to self-interest powerful and practical. The pension sys-

tem as in force on a number of prominent roads and as ad-

vocated by the board in its report last year is believed to offer a

strong inducement to careful conduct and should be encouraged.

The existence in the regulations of some railway companies of

rules that are unfair or non-enforceable, and intended only as

an extreme legal precaution to protect the companies, is nearly

as bad in its effect upon discipline as the failure of railway

officers to rigidly enforce those rules which are proper and neces-

sary to safeguard traffic.

The American Railway Association some years ago prepared,

and with painstaking effort has since amended and improved, its

standard code of rules governing train operation. It is unable

to compel their use or their uniform interpretation and enforce-

ment on individual roads. The causes heretofore mentioned and
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ulhi'is alTccting di.scipliiK- li;i\c the l)a(l ifUct of iinpclliii^ rail-

way iinployccs to move about from one road to annilifr. i lu,s

Uiuls to decrease safctly in operation by frcqiuiilly phuiiig men

ni unlamiliar smToundings ; and the condition is made still

more undesirai)le by tlie lack of uniformity in rules and pro-

ei-dnre on ditTerent roads. A case where, on a single track rail-

way 150 miles long, used jointly by the trains of three different

companies, a system of wiiistle signals is used on the trains of

one company which is entirely different from that used by the

other two. is an aggravated example. Legislation in at least one

state requires railway companies to fde copies of their operating

rules with the state railway commission, and makes any infrac-

tion of the rules by an officer, agent, or employee a misdemeanor,

b'rom this to a federal requirement of the same nature, and,

what is more imi)ortaiit, enforcing uniformity, is but a short

step and one likely to be advocated in the absence of an im-

prtnement in railway procedure in this respect.

The law passed by Congress at its last session (public, 165)

authorizing the commission to investigate train accidents, should

tend to make for better methods and improvement in personnel

by directing public attention to those defects and deficiencies

which have resulted in train accidents, and thus lead to their

correction. But on the theory that prevention is better than

cure, it is obviously the part of wisdom to take all practicable

measures beforehand to prevent those evils that have heretofore

resulted in collisions rather than to wait for the occurrence of

accidents to disclose the existence of the evils. Investigations

such as the board has been conducting into block-signal and

other operating methods, therefore, should be continued and

conducted on a larger and more comprehensive scale than has

been done in the past. This is necessary, with or without a law

requiring the use of the block system.

Again the board desires to express its obligations to the Amer-

ican Railway Association for its co-operation in securing the

consent of railways for the installation of apparatus on their

tracks for purposes of test, and to the officers of railways who

have extended courtesies which have made it possible to con-

duct practical investigations in the field.

ANNUAL REPORT OF NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION, SECOND DISTRICT.

The most important parts of this report from the standpoint

of the steam railway officer, are those dealing with locomotive

boiler inspection and with grade crossing elimination. Not that

the other subjects are not important, but the news concerning

them has been given to the public week by week through the

}ear and do not come now so much in the nature of news.

The total number of corporations, municipalities and individuals

under the supervision of the commission is 944, of which, how-

ever, only n are active, operating steam railway corporations

;

and a large portion of the 155 pages of the report is devoted to

gas, electric light and other subjects not having to do directly

with transportation.

Boilers.—The board continues to supervise the condition of

the locomotive boilers of the state through the instrumentality

of only two men, an inspector and his assistant ; for the state

inspection is entirely supervisory except where cases of serious

neglect are found. This system results in cordial co-operation

between the commission and most of the railways, the commis-

sion recognizing that so long as the railways care for the boilers

with proper thoroughness, the right and responsibility of in-

spection rests with the railway officers. The number of boilers

to be looked after is 7,900, of which, however, about 1,500 are

not in regular service. During the year 367 inspection trips have

been made, and the state inspectors have themselves examined
2,649 boilers. They found 725 defective ; 193 with too many
broken staybolts ; 225 with telltale holes in staybolts filled up

;

75 defective steam gages ; 125 defective water glasses, and 151

defective gage cocks. More defects were found than during

the previous year, the inspectors having had more time to devote

to the work. Special attention is being given to breakages of

so-called llexible staybolts. On the whole, the inspectors think

that the condition of the boilers in the state has been improved

(luring the past year. I lu: number of pi'rsous killed and injured

in iioiler accidents has shown a markc-d reduction, as follows:

Killed. Jiijurcil.

Ill 1<;()H V 28
J 11 i<)oy 6 I

A

]n 1910 1 12

All but one of tiie fatal accidents were due to low water,

and the connnission intends to investigate every case of low

water which results in a failure of the crown sheet. These

accidents can be still further reduced by increased care in the

maintenance of water glasses, gage glasses, injectors and feed

water connections. In most cases of low water the burden of

responsibility rests on the engineman, but there have been in-

stances of defective maintenance. Of the 7,900 boilers in the

slate, the number under ten years of age is 4,775 ; ten years and

under 20 years, 2,221 ; twenty years and under 30 years, 853

;

thirty years and under 40 years, 49; forty years and over, 2.

The number of new locomotives put in service during the past

year was 439—equal to about three times the number put in

service in 1909. The commission has found boilers in service

carrying too high pressures and proposes to establish the fol-

lowmg factors of safety:

Proposed Factors of Safety:
Boilers
placed in

service on
Boilers or after
now in Jan. 1,

service. 1911.
1. Boilers with butt seams, under 30 years, factor 3}i 4
2. Boilers with butt seams, 30 to 40 years, factor 4'/i 4J4
3. Boilers with lap and cover seams, under 30 years, factor 4 4%
4. Boilers with lap and cover seams, 30 to 40 years, factor A'/i 4J4
5. Boilers with plain lap seams, under 30 years, factor. . A'/i 4J/2
6. Boilers with plain lap seams, 30 to 40 years, factor. . 4J4 5

7. Boilers 41 or more years old to be condemned.

These figures repres'ent the minimum. The commission would

like to see higher factors adopted. By making slight repairs

the safety of 500 boilers has been increased during the past

year or two ; but there still remain 208 locomotives which must

be strengthened or withdrawn from service. The commission

has conferred with representatives of the Ohio and the Pennsyl-

vania state railroad commissions and those states will probably

join New York in the adoption of uniform methods and in the

acceptance of each other's inspection reports. The three com-

missions will arrange for an annual conference.

Crossi)t,qs.—For grade crossing eliminations the legislature

appropriated in 1910 the sum of $350,000 and for the next fiscal

year the commission asks for $900,000. The amount actually paid

out duing the past year was $121,060, which went toward the

payment of the state's share for improvements in Niagara Falls,

Westfield, Hamburg, Auburn, Rochester, Bethlehem and Hunt-

ington. It does not appear that all of these jobs are finished.

The number of cases finished during the past year is seven, and in

four of these the railway company bore the whole of the ex-

pense. The commission has practically approved a large num-
ber of eliminations for which there is as yet no appropriation

available. The total number of public highway ' crossings in

the state, including those in the first district, is 9,065, and two-

thirds of these have no protection. The number of persons

killed at crossings in the state in two years and eleven months
has been 271, besides large numbers injured. On account of the

increase of population and the enormous increase in the use

of automobiles, the number of accidents at crossings is constantly

increasing. Both of the great political parties have pledged

themselves to take action looking to a remedy for this danger,

but nevertheless New York has fallen behind other Eastern

states. In Vermont each railway must eliminate one crossing for

ev^ery 80 miles of road annually, the towns and state paying

part, and in Connecticut the railway must abolish one for every

60 miles, wholly at its own expense. Miany towns and cities are

so deeply in debt that they will never take action. The state is

building highways at the entire expense of the state, and surely

this is no more important than the elimination of grade crossings.

Tariffs.—About 17,000 tariffs have been filed during the past

!

I
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year, half of which were from steam railways and the rest from

express companies, electric roads, etc. The tariffs filed by the

express companies show more decreases than increases. Street

and interurban roads have made no important changes in local

one-way fares, but they are introducing round-trip and sixty-

trip tickets. In steam railway freight traffic the commission finds

no general advance in rates and there have been innumerable

reductions; but clianges in classification have produced many

increases. The commission has ordered overcharges refunded on

freiglit to the amount of $11,105.

Steam raihvay inspection.—The steam railways of the state,

8,160 miles of line, have been inspected during the year. It is

found that in track maintenance many roads pursue a temporizing

course, spending too much on labor which is partly inefifective

because suitable materials are not provided. The ratio of the

cost of labor to the total cost of labor and materials varies on

different roads from 32 per cent, to 76 per cent. For lack of

good ballast or suitable drainage and by reason of other obvious

lacks, much labor produces poor results. The commission thinks

that probably the state ought to have a dynagraph car so as to

more accurately record the quality of the tracks. In the main

tracks of the state there are about four million rails, and during

the year ending with last June the number broken was 3,885

The railways ought to study carefully to see how much of this

breakage is due to imperfections in manufacture, and how much
to improper condition of track.

Steam railway equipment has been inspected and particularly

with reference to engine failures, spark arresters and ash pans.

All of the terminals in which locomotives are housed have been

visited. Twelve per cent, of the locomotives of the state were

found undergoing repairs or awaiting repairs. A list is given of

the defects found in locomotives. In 1909 severe reductions of

expenses resulted in insufficient forces in shops and unsatisfac-

tory condition of locomotives, both freight and passenger; but

since March, 1910, there has been a decided improvement. In

the list of accidents due to defective equipment the principal items

are: broken wheels 35; broken axles 18; broken arch bars of

trucks 13 ; defective brake rigging 10, and loose tires 9. In

many cases the accidents could have been avoided by more rigid

inspection and a higher standard of maintenance. The report

indicates that cast iron wheels should be of more suitable design

and of better material, but the question of what to do about this

seems to be left with the wheel manufacturer and the railways.

For the year ending with October last, the engines of the

Boston & Albany failed only once in each 18,000 miles run,

which is a great improvement over former records. The records

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western are also excellent,

and the Erie has made notable improvement. The officers of

the Erie are putting forth great efforts to reach the highest state

of efficiency.

The commission has given careful attention to the enforcement

of the law requiring the use in locomotives running through

the Adirondack Forest Preserve of some fuel that will not make
sparks. The New York Central now has 23 engines burning oil,

and the Delaware & Hudson 10. The commission allows the

use at night of coal burning engines. A number of coal burning-

engines have been exempted from- the law, but these are care-

fully watched by the state inspectors. In equipping locomotives

and building storage tanks, the New York Central has expended

about $25,000, and the Delaware & Hudson $8,500. The cost of

oil fuel is less than the commission had expected, and the use of

oil burners has passed the experimental stage.

Statistics.—The usual statistics are given of the earnings,

expenses and traffic of the steam railways which report to the

commission. With the statistics of capitalization are summarized
the opinions of the commission on the cases which have come
before it during the year as to various questions concerning

capitalization.

The commission has found its greatest satisfaction in the large

number of personal and local grievances which it has been able

to settle without formal proceedings.

PHYSICAL VALUATION AND CAPITALIZATION.

Several statements have been published recently in the

newspapers and magazines regarding the results of physical

valuation in various states. One of these, by Clifford Thorne,

one of the counsel for the shippers in the rate advance cases,

was prepared to show that these valuations have shown that the

railways in the states where valuation have been made are over-

capitalized. A careful check of the figures has been made by

Prof. Frank Ilaigh Dixon, of Dartmouth College, chief statis-

tician of the Bureau of Railway Economics, and the following

complete .statement jircparcd by liim refutes ^Ir. Thome's
contention

:

INTRODUCTION.

An attempt has been made in this study to compare as ac-

curately as possible the physical value and the capitalization of

steam railways in the states in which official valuations have

been made, that is, in the states of Washington, South Dakota,

Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin. The state of Texas is

considered only casually for reasons which appear in the dis-

cussion. It should be noted that in every case the statistics per-

taining to value cover only physical properties. No attempt has

been made to secure intangible value, which, as a matter of

fact, has been arrived at only in one or two instances by state

commissions. The omission of intangible value should be held

in mind in comparing physical value and capitalization, for it is

at least an open question whether intangible value may not

properly be capitalized.

The most significant question involved in the method of phy-

sical valuation is the manner in which right-of-way and terminal

value is obtained ; in other words, whether or not the railway

is to be allowed a value for its land greater than that of ad-

joining land, because the railway corporation must settle all

damages created by its entry upon private property, and because

it frequently must pay an enhanced price for the land which it

purchases due to the knowledge on the part of the landowner

that the railway must have it at any price. The methods of

valuing such land, so far as they could be discovered, are given

in the text. It will be observed that Washington, South Dakota,

Michigan and Wisconsin make allowance for this added cost

in estimating cost of reproduction, and that the Minnesota Rail-

road Commission, while disapproving the method in principle,

has nevertheless had a valuation prepared upon this basis. In

this connection, it should be noted that the valuations of both

Michigan and Wisconsin were made for taxation purposes.

Assignment of capitalization to the different states has been

made upon the single track mileage, that is, upon the road mile-

age basis. While this is not the most scientific basis, it is the

only practicable one which could be employed, for statistics are

in most cases not available for an assignment upon any other

plan. With a few notable exceptions, the commissions of the

different states present only incomplete and undigested statistical

matter in their annual reports.

It is necessary to call attention at this point to a matter of

technical detail which becomes, in its application, of very con-

siderable importance. Some of those who have already published

comparative statements of value and capitalization have made

assignments of capitalization to states upon an erroneous basis.

It has apparently been the practice to find the ratio of the ag-

gregate mileage within the state to the total mileage of all the

systems traversing the state, and then apply this percentage to

their total capitalization to determine the state's proportion of

capitalization. This method is simple, but it leads to erroneous

results, because it applies to a series of different capitalizations

an average percentage, which, as a matter of fact, is applicable

to no one of them. The only correct method is to determine

the capitalization of each road separately on the mileage pro-

rate basis, and then add the results together to obtain the aggre-

gate of state capitalization. This latter method has been followed

in this presentation.

So many errors have beci discovered in the statistical tables
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liui)aiod hy the slate commissions that these reports have not

hcoii relied upon in most cases for total mileage or total capital-

ization. The Statistics of Railways of the Interstate Commerce

Commission has heen generally used.

In attempting this comparison of physical value and capital-

ization, many ditlicnlties have arisen which could not be entn-cly

riMuo\ ed.

1. In the liisl place, wiieii the valuation lias been made hy

a body other than the railway commission, it has been difficult

to identify in every case the corporation whose property was

xahu'd, ami to assign to such corporation its proper capitalization.

Riiads reporting their capitalization to the commission are as a

rule the operating roads, while the roads are valued under their

corporate names whether operating or not. Adjustments have

in some cases been necessary, but these adjustments have in no

case afifected the conclusions drawn.

2. As a result of the intercorporate relationships of the vari-

ous railways, the aggregate capitalization, even within the limits

of a single state, contains more or less duplication. This dupli-

cation it has been the purpose of this study to eliminate as far as

possible. The most striking case which has been encountered is

in Minnesota, where not only is the capitalization of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy included, but at the same time there is

embodied the Great Northern's share of the $215,000,000 bond

issue with which the C. B. & Q. stock was purchased. Moreover,

in eliminating such duplications, this study has followed the

practice of the statistician of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, who eliminates collateral trust bonds before computing

funded debt per mile for the individual railway corporations.

All collateral trust bonds have been eliminated from the aggre-

gate capitalization of the individual road before its stock and

bonds have been assigned to the various states. In the same

manner, bonds of proprietary companies have been deducted

when these proprietary companies appear separately with their

own capitalization. A third form of duplication has been cor-

rected by deducting securities held in the treasury. It is evi-

dent that securities for which no value has yet been received

cannot properly be included in a study which compares capital-

ization and physical value. Again, securities held in sinking

funds have been eliminated from total capitalization. Appro-

priations to the sinking fund are merely appropriations for the

retirement of debt, and the statement that securities are kept

alive in a sinking fund is largely a fiction. Finally the total

capitalization is increased beyond its proper size for comparison

with physical value by the fact that it is frequently issued to

cover "other properties" than railways. Railways are frequently

engaged in business other than transportation, and no distinction

is made between securities issued for transportation and those

issued for miscellaneous purposes. So far as it has been possible,

capital issues covering "other properties" have been eliminated,

but to do this adequately would have required a more extended

investigation than was possible at this time. Hence, it is prob-

able that a considerable amount of capitalization is included in

the comparative tables which might properly be eliminated be-

cause it does not represent railway property. Even with all

these deductions there are doubtless other duplications which

might be eliminated were a careful study made of the purpose

for which capital stock was issued by the various roads, yet it

must be clear from the eliminations which have been made that

the object is to set up against physical value the securities out-

standing in the hands of the public upon which corporations

are entitled to earn.

3. It is evident that an allocation of capitalization upon a

mileage pro-rate basis is not an accurate figure for a compara-

tive study of this character. It does more than justice to some
states, and less than justice to others. A state like South Dakota

with most of its mileage single track, and with no valuable

terminals gets on a mileage pro-rate far more than its pro-

portion of the capitalization of the roads which operate within its

borders, for there is credited to the state a portion of the cap-

italization which belongs to valuable properties located else-

where. On the other hand, it is possible that the capitalization

of the Washington railways should be increased beyond the

amount allotted on a mileagi' jiro-rate, if correct results are to be

obtained. An illustration of the inaccuracy of this method is

found in Wisconsin, where the Illinois Central, with nothing

but branch line mileage in the state and no valuable terminals,

iias its capitalization assigned to the state on a road mile basis.

This difficulty is inherent in the situation. It only serves to

make clear the proposition that if railways are to be valued at

all, they should be valued as units, and not piecemeal by the

separate states.

From what has just been said it must be clear that such a

comparison is as presented in this study cannot be conclusive.

It has been made in the hope that some degree of accuracy might

be reached in a subject which has received of late much in-

accurate treatment.

WASHINGTON.

The source of information for the valuation of Washington
railways is the "Findings of Fact" of the Railroad Commission

of Washington, published in 1909. The results of these findings

were embodied by J. C. Lawrence, of the Washington commis-

sion, in an article in the Railway Age Gazette of February 18,

1910, from which the facts here given were derived. Commis-
sioner Lawrence in this article discusses the methods employed

in the valuation of Washington railways, and it will be of in-

terest to quote from his discussion before presenting the sta-

tistical results

:

The cost of reproducing right-of-way and terminals was estimated on the
basis of market value of adjacent property, plus the additional amount ex-
perience has shown a railway company must pay for consequential damages
in securing such property. * * *

The unearned increment was allowed in the cost of reproduction. This
may be either in the cost of cor.struction of roadbed, structures and equip-
ment or in the right-of-way and terminals. To fail to allow such increased
value would be as unfair to the public as to the railways. Take, for
instance, the terminals of an established road in an. important city which
were acquired at a low value, say, for a million dollars; a new line is

constructed and, to acquire its terminals contiguous to and of equal value
to that of the established road, pays, say, $10,000,000. If the latter road
were not allowed the value it paid then it would be deprived of a return
on the amount actually and necessarily invested in acquiring its property,
and in that way deprived of the property itself, for the value of the use
of the property is in reality the property itself. If this value were allowed
to the latter road and denied to the former, then traffic tributary to the
one would have an advantage over the other, and the construction of addi-
tional and competing roads would be discouraged. * * *

The commission concluded that on an established road, maintained to a
proper standard of efficiency, there would be no continuing depreciation;
that on a newly constructed line there would be a rapid depreciation of cer-
tain elements during the first few years. This would apply particularly
to ties, and, in a lesser degree, to wooden structures and equipment. On
the other hand, there would be an appreciation of roadbed on a new line,

due to the seasoning and hardening which follows its use, attributable not
only to settling of embankments, thus rendering the condition of the road-
bed more permanent and safe, but to the necessary labor involved in raising
and widening embankments, cleaning out and widening cuts, safeguarding
them from slides and remedying the defects occurring in construction and
the contingencies which necessarily follow. Such appreciated value of
roadbed would largely affect the depreciation in the value of the other
items.
The appreciated value of the roadbed was added to the estimated cost of

reproduction new, and from this sum deductions were made to cover the
depreciation of all other items. » * * Rut the depreciated value of a
road in profitable operation does not equal its market value. To this

depreciated value must be added a sufficient amount to cover the enhanced
value due to building up a successful transportation business. It is in-

conceivable that the value of such a business enterprise under efficient

management should depreciate from a market standpoint.

In his discussion of "market value" Mr. Lawrence considers

such influences as prices of outstanding securities, density of

population, amount, permanency and class of traffic, and value

of facilities for doing business.

In view of the fact that the Washington commission has not

made any statistical summary of its findings, it has been some-

what difficult fo determine whether the entire mileage of the

state was valued and what was the length of mileage actually

included. In a personal letter under date of December 18, 1910,

Commissioner Lawrence writes that the valuation included in

their "Findings of Fact" of 1909 covers "the railway mileage

in existence at the time of the creation of the commission, June,

1905, approximating 3,300 miles. Since that date the mileage

has been increased to a little in excess of 5.000 miles and the

commission is now engaged in valuing this new construction."

Yet from the tabular summary presented in tiie article re-
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ferred to, the commissioner seems to account for only 3,016

miles, and this figure has been used in presenting the per mile of

line valuations in -the table below. In view of the fact that the

valuation included only the mileage in existence in 1905, it has

been necessary to use the 1905 capitalization as a comparative

figure. It has not been found possible to present statistics of

capitalization for the exact mileage involved in the physical

valuation, but the figure employed, 3,167 miles, is no nearly

identical that the worth of the comparison is not destroyed.

WASHINGTON PHYSICAL VALUATION AND CAPITALIZATION.
Per

Total. Mileage. mile.
Physical Value (1905-8):

Cost of reproduction new $194,057,240 3,016 $64,343
Present value 175,797,025 3,016 58,288
Market value 195,662,635 3,016 64,875

Capitalization 168,696,670 3,167 53,267

SOUTH DAKOTA.

At the time that this study was made, the report on physical

valuation for the state of South Dakota had been completed but

had not yet published. Such information as is here given vvas

obtained by correspondence.

In valuing railway lands the commission used the multiple of

250 per cent, as an average, and applied it to all farm and city

lands traversed by the roads ; that is, it estimated railway land

to be worth two and one half times that of adjoining land.

The number of miles valued was 3,953. Although the com-

mission dated its valuation June 30, 1909, it appears that the

valuation was begun under an act of 1907, and that much of it

had been completed before January 1, 1909. A more accurate

comparison of actual conditions would probably have been made
had capitalization figures been used for 1908 instead of 1909.

However, the 1908 figures have been employed in the case of but

one road, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul of South Dakota,

and this was because its intercorporate relationships with the

parent company were not fully adjusted on June 30, 1909.

SOUTH DAKOTA PHYSICAL VALUATION AND CAPITALIZATION.
Per

Total. Mileage. mile.
Physical value 1908:

Cost of reproduction new $106,494,503 3,954 $26,933
Present' value 91,695,132 3,954 23,190

Capitalization 138,850,297 3,954 35,116

MICHIGAN.

The original appraisal of the physical properties of Michigan

railways was conducted in 1900-01, under the direction of the

Board of State Tax Commissioners. Since that time the tax

board has annually presented a table of assessed value of railway

property, which by law must be an assessment at what the

board considers the actual value of the property, that is, a 100

per cent, assessment. The assessed value is doubtless intended to

correspond with "present value" as determined by the original

valuation. Yet the tax board in its annual presentation of as-

sessed value omits figures of cost of reproduction new, gives no

table of mileage valued, but merely the name of each corpo-

ration, and gives no indication that a genuine investigation of

railway values has been made. This leads to the inference that

no valuation of railway property has been attempted in Michi-

gan since the original valuation by Professors Cooley and Adams.

It has seemed best, therefore, to include a comparative statement

of valuation and capitalization for the year 1900, as well as the

incomplete statement for 1907. In cases where capitalization

could not be found for corporations listed in the report of the

tax commissioners, the assessed value of such corporations has

been deducted from the total in order that th.e statement pre-

sented might be properly comparative.

The method of valuing right-of-way and terminal lands is

described as follows by Professor Cooley in his report to the

Michigan Board of State Tax Commissioners

:

The question whether the increased cost of right-of-way over and above
the value as determined by contiguous property may properly be included
in the present value of a railway, is a matter about which there may be a
difference of opinion. The true cash value of a thing has been defined as
the price upon which a purchaser and a seller mutually agree, and at

which an actual transfer takes place. If an attempt were made to pur-

chase an existing right of way, as, for example, an entrance into a city,
if the owner were willing to sell at all he surely would take into considera-
tion what it would cost the purchaser to get into the city by any other
route, and the prospective purchaser would surely consider what it would
cost him by another route. The conclusion finally reached was to add to
the value of the right of way, as determined by contiguous property, an
amount fairly representing the additional actual cost to the railroad.

MICHIGAN PHYSICAL VALUATION AND CAPITALIZATION.

Per
Total. Mileage. mile.

Physical value 1900:
Cost of reproduction new $202,716,262 7,813 $25,946
Present value 166,398,156 7,813 21,298

Capitalization 291,605,232 7,813 37,323
Physical value 1907:

Present value 204,033,500 8,343 24,456
Capitalization 357,555,907 8,343 42,857

MINNESOTA.

Minnesota has recently completed a most exhaustive physical

valuation of railways as of June 30, 1907. This report requires

little comment as the very complete statistical presentation ex-

plains itself. As already noted, the valuation was made on two
different bases, described below as Estimate A and Estimate B.

In Estimate A, allowance is made for the price which railways

would have to pay for the land for railway purposes, including

damages and monopoly prices for land. In Estimate B, land is

valued on the same basis as land lying in contiguous territory.

The Minnesota commission contended for the valuation repre-

sented by Estimate B, the railways maintained that Estimate A
was the fairer one. In this connection, reference should be made
to the basis employed by the states of Washington, South

Dakota, Wisconsin and Michigan.

The capitalization figures are those for June 30, 1907. The
considerable reduction in the capitalization figure below that

commonly quoted for Minnesota is due to the elimination from

the Great Northern's capitalization of $107,000,000, being its

proportion of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy collateral 4's

issued jointly by the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific.

In view of the fact that the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy cap-

italization is already included in the total capitalization of Min-

nesota railways, it is an obvious duplication to include in the

capitalization of the purchasing company any part of the bonds

with which the Burlington stock was purchased.

MINNESOTA PHYSICAL VALUATION AND CAPITALIZATION.*
Per

Total. Mileage. mile.

Physical value, 1907, Estimate A:
Cost or reproduction, new

—

Carrying roads $39,299,471 7,577.71 $52,430
Switching roads 14,435,724 18.72 770,933

Total 411,735,195 7,596.43 54,201
Present value:

Carrying roads 347,051,336 7,577.71 45,799
Switching roads 13,428,824 18.72 717,160

Total 360,480,160 7,596.43 47,454
Physical value, Estimate Bl

:

Cost of reproduction new 373,820,141 7,596.43 49,210

Present value 322,565,107 7,596.43 42,463
Physical value, Estimate B2:

Cost of reproduction, new

—

Carrying roads 350,106,321 7,577.71 46,202

Switching roads 10,855,227 18.72 579.718

Total 360,961,548 7,596.43 47,517

Present value:
Carrying roads 299,858,186 7,577.71 39,571

Switching roads 9,848,327 18.72 525,945

Total 309,706,513 7,596.43 40,770

Capitalization: _„ ,_
Carrying roads 292,299,292 7,577.71 38,574

Switching roads 7,728,404 18.72 41 2,732

Total $300,027,696 7,596.43 $39,496

* Estimate A includes multiples on lands for right-of-way, yards and

terminals, and allowance for adaptation and solidification of roadbed.

Estimate Bl omits from Estimate A multiples on lands for right-of-way,

yards and terminals. Estimate B2 omits from Estimate A multiples on

lands for right-of-way, yards and terminals, and allowance for adaptation

and solidification of roadbed.

WISCONSIN.

The appraisal of the physical properties of Wisconsin railways

is in charge of the Wisconsin Tax Commission, and is made

primarily for taxation purposes. The original appraisal was

made as of June 30, 1903, and annual revisions thereof have been

made through the medium of reports by the railways to the
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iiniiK'or of the commission. The last report, just reeei\c(l, is

laled June 30, 1909.

Concerning; the method of valuing right-of-way and terminals.

Professor W. 1). Taylor, then engineer of the commission, made

he following statement in a report to tiie commission, dated

Fanuary 2, 1905

:

To dcteriniiu' the value of the land in the present right-of-way, such lands
uust be (leoniod as beloiiKiuR to tlie owners of the adjoining lands and to

10 ac(|uired by negotiations with .such owners or under the power of
ininent domain, whereby the owners are entitled to just compensation for

he land actually taken and for depreciation in the market value of the

esidue in consetiuence of the railway crossing the part taken. In or-

linary language, the inquiry will be first, what is the fair average market
irice per acre for ordinary purposes of the land taken, and second, how
nuch is the depreciation in the salable value of the residue of the parcel,

ot, or tract with the buildings thereon from which the right of way is

severed. The sum of the two items, first, the market price of the land
aken, and the second item, depreciation in the salable market value of the
residue, will constitute the right-of-way value.

The figures of total capitalization are those reported by the

railways to the Wisconsin Railroad Commission on June 30,

1909. The tax commission has valued a number of private unin-

corporated roads, which have no capitalization. The valuations

of these roads have been omitted from the table presented here-

with in order to make the comparison more accurate. The mile-

age figure used in computing capitalization per mile could not

be made to agree exactly with the mileage valued, but the dis-

crepancy of 39 miles is not sufficient to disturb the general con-

clusions.

WISCONSIN PHYSICAL V.\LU.\TION AND CAPITALIZATION.
Per

Total. Mileage. mile.

Physical value 1909:
Cost of reproduction new $296,803,322 7,098.70 $41,811
Present value 240,718,711 7,098.70 33,910

Capitalization 311,819,128 7,060.00 44,167

TEXAS.

The Texas Railroad Commission estimates the total value of

railways in that state up to October 31, 1909, at $212,794,586, or

$17,198 per mile of line. The aggregate capitalization on June

was an increase in the commission's valuation of Texas roads,

per mile of line of only 9.3 per cent. That this increase does not

at all represent the actual increase in investment in Texas roads

is shown by a study of gross earnings. Taking an average of

the three years 1894-6 as a base, and comparing this with an

average for the three years 1907-9 there is found to be an in-

crease in gross earnings per mile of road in Texas of 71.8 per

cent. At the same time, capitalization (stocks and bonds) per

mile actually decreased 22.24 per cent, between 1896 and 1909.

Charles S. Potts, professor of law in the University of Texas,,

in his monograph on Railroad Transportation in Texas, expresses

the opinion that if a thorough revaluation were made of Texas
roads, the margin between actual value and capitalized value

would be wiped out in the case of many roads. He quotes R. A.

Thompson, for many years chief engineer of the Texas Railroad

Commission, in a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, as asserting it to be his deliberate opinion that the

physical property of Texas railways valued by the commission at

$17,000, was worth on an average $30,000 per mile of line.

It is of interest to observe that the Texas Railroad .Commis-

sion in its more recent valuations has placed a higher value per

mile upon railway property than in its earlier valuations. Be-

tween 1894 and 1896, 45 roads with a mileage of 9,105 miles were

valued at an average of $15,589 per mile. Between 1905 and 1909,

Zl roads, with a mileage of 16,678 miles, were valued at $22,227

per mile.

It is significant that the Texas tax board in 1908 estimated the

total value of railway property, tangible and intangible, as $409,-

957,928, or $31,776 per mile of line. This board in its estimate

includes all those elements of value which are omitted by the

railway commission.

For the reasons given, all figures for Texas are excluded as

worthless from the summary table at the end of this discussion.

RECAPITULATION.

Physical Value.
Cost of Reproduction. Present

State. Total. Per mile. Total.

Washington, 1905* $194,057,240 $64,343 $175,797,025
-South Dakota. 1908 106,494,503 '6.')33 91,695,132
Michigan, 1900 202,716,262 25,946 166,398,156

1907 204,033,500
Minnesota, 1907

—

Estimate A 411,735,195 54,201 360,480,160
Estimate B 1 373,820,141 49,210 322,565,107
Estimate B 2 360,961,548 47,517 309,706,514

Wisconsin, 1909 296,803.322 41,811 240,718,711

* In Washington, a market value of $195,662,635, or $64,875 per mile, is also given.

Value.
Per mile.
$58,288
23,190
21,298
24,456

47,454
42,463

Capital
Total.

$168,696,670
138,850,297
291,605,232
357,555,907,

300,027,696

zation.
Per mile.

$53,267
35,116
37,323
42,857

39,496

40,770
33,910 311,819,128 44,167

30, 1909, including equipment trust obligations and current liabil-

ities, is given as $420,031,677, or $31,910 per mile of line. These

two totals have often been compared and conclusions have been

drawn from them unfavorable to the methods of railway capital-

ization. Yet a moment's consideration will show that the two

totals have no relation to each other whatever. By the stock and

bond law of April 8, 1893, the railway commission was instructed

to value the property of the various railways as a preliminary to

the approval or disapproval of the issue of additional securities.

Valuations were made immediately of all roads then in existence,

and changes in the aggregate value of Texas railways since that

time have occurred only when new lines have been constructed.

In other words, the valuation now so frequently quoted was made

in 1894-6, when, following the panic of 1893, land, right-of-way,

terminal facilities and construction materials were at their lowest

prices. To present that original value as the present value of

Texas roads, as the commission has done, is to refuse to give the

roads any credit for permanent improvements, for the general

settling and seasoning of their properties, or for the advance in

value due to the general growth of the community to which the

railway has largely contributed.

Whatever may have been the degree of overcapitalization in

1894, no comparison of an 1894 valuation with a 1909 capitaliza-

tion can have the slightest validity. From 1896 to 1909 there

It should be kept clearly in mind by any one who uses th^

figures given in this pamphlet that this is not, and is not in-

tended to be, a definitive or an absolutely accurate statement of

the relation of physical value to capitalization. Its purpose is to

point out the difficulties of comparison of these two items within

the limits of single states, and to resolve these difficulties so far

as available statistics will permit. Further investigation would

make possible the production of a multitude of illustrations of

the injustice to the railways in most of these western states of

the mileage pro-rate method of capital distribution. Although

the figures given are those of physical value only, strong argu-

ments might have been advanced for the capitalization of in-

tangible values. But this pamphlet was not designed as a dis-

cussion of the principles which should apply in a valuation of

railways, nor as an exhaustix'e discussion of the statistical ele-

ments involved.

A line is being constructed from Tacna, Chile, to La Paz,

Bolivia. When this line is completed, probably after three years,

it will require no more than to link together Tupiza, Bolivia, and

Calchagier, Argentine, to establish a through line from Buenos

Aires to Tacna, through the South American continent from the

.\tlantic to the Pacific Ocean, embracing all the ramifications

which constitute the Bolivian railway system.
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TEST OF SIMPLE ATLANTIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVE ON
THE TESTING PLANT AT ALTOONA.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently issued Bulletin No. 5,

relating to the test of a simple Atlantic type locomotive and a

comparison of the results with the test of a 4-cylinder compound

Atlantic type locomotive having about the same dimensions of

engine, but a somewhat larger boiler. In 1905 this railway pub-

lished a book of over 700 pages relating to the tests conducted

on the testing plant that formed a part of its exhibit at the

St. Louis Exposition in 1904. Included in the locomotives tested

were four 4-cylinder compound Atlantic type engines. There

was not time before the close of the Exposition to make the

test of the simple Atlantic type which was included in the pro-

gram, but it has since been tested on the plant which was

removed to and permanently located at Altoona, Pa. The report

of the tests of this locomotive is completely illustrated with dia-

grams and drawings, and contains all essential data similar to the

reports for the other locomotives which were published in book

form ; in addition it gives a comparison of the results with those

obtained from the Cole 4-cylinder compound Atlantic type loco-

motive No. 3000 of the New York Central & Hudson River.

This series of tests must be regarded as the most complete and

accurate measurements of locomotive performance ever made.

Since the publication of the volume covering the St. Louis tests

the various data has been used by railway engineers in most

European countries, as well as in the United States, as the best

available for locomotive boiler and engine efficiency, economy

and capacity. Subsequent discussion has shown, as is well

known, that there is an important difference in laboratory and

road conditions, and for the application of some of this test

data it is desirable to know what the ratio is between laboratory

and service results. If some of the care taken with laboratory

testing were applied to road tests the principal locomotive data

might be obtained with greater exactness for service conditions,

and this would assist in a further study of these relations and

make the laboratory tests of greater value in their application

to locomotive performance in actual service.

The completeness and exactness of the work on the locomotive

testing plant at Altoona suggests that it would be profitable for

railways and locomotive companies to club together and have a

series of tests equally complete made of a Mallet locomotive.

There are a number of uncertainties connected with the opera-

tion of these locomotives, and if their characteristics were as

well understood as those of the Atlantic type there would prob-

ably be a considerable modification in the design of Mallet

locomotives.

The information and data contained in the report of the tests

of the simple Atlantic type locomotive is so valuable that we
give some of the principal figures and conclusions. The general

dimensions of the Pennsylvania simple Atlantic type engine are

:

Cylinders, 20^ in. x 26 in. ; drivers, 80 in. ; weight on drivers,

110,000 lbs.; there are 315 two-inch tubes each 15 ft. long; fire-

box heating surface, 156.86 sq. ft. ; tube heating surface, 2162.4

sq. ft. ; total heating surface, 2319.26 sq. ft.
;

grate area, 55.5

sq. ft. The Cole compound. No. 3000, with which this engine

was compared, is an engine of nearly the same capacity and the

weight on drivers is identical. The principal difference is in the

heating surface and grate area, the Pennsylvania engine having

732 sq. ft. less heating surface and 5.6 sq. ft. more of grate area.

The ratio of heating surface to grate area in the New York Cen-

tral engine is 61, and in the Pennsylvania engine 41.8. The coal

used in the Altoona tests was from the same mine as that used

at St. Louis, and the average analysis is very nearly the same.

That used at Altoona was : Fixed carbon, 76.25 per cent. ; vola-

tile combustible, 16.13 per cent. ; moisture, 1.6 per cent. ; ash,

6.02 per cent. ; total, 100 per cent. ; sulphur, determined sepa-

rately, .94; B. T. u. per pound of coal, 15,143.

One of the interesting features of the boiler performance was

the measurement of the limit of its capacity. Starting with the

evaporation of about 15,000 lbs. per hour the rates were advanced

by fairly even stages until an evaporation of 30,000 lbs. was ob-

tained. When this latter figure was exceeded the steam pressure

could not be maintained, and it was concluded that the boiler

could not be expected to deliver more than a maximum of 30,000

lbs. of steam per hour. This was obtained at 160 revolutions,

or 38.2 miles per hour, and corresponds to 16 lbs. equivalent

evaporation per square foot of heating surface. The quality of

the steam with the boiler working at maximum capacity was
about 98.5 per cent, or practically dry, and this indicates that

there is not a much greater amount of moisture present in steam

when the boiler is delivering large quantities than when the

evaporation is low.

Basing the boiler horsepower on an equivalent evaporation

of 34.5 lbs. of water per horse power hour, the range of the

power in tests was 500 to 1,000 boiler horsepower. The maxi-

mum was at the rate of .43 h. p. per square foot of heating sur-

face, or 2.32 sq ft. heating surface per horsepower, and 18 h. p.

per square foot of grate surface. The equivalent evaporation

per pound of coal ranged from 10.69 lb. obtained at the lower

rates of combustion, to a minimum of 5.74 lb. at the higher

rates of coal consumption per square foot of grate. The effic-

iency of the boiler also varied with the rates of combustion, be-

ing 67.65 at the lower rates and 42.41 at the higher rates.

In discussing the engine performance the report calls attention

to the indicator diagrams, and states that the tests at different

speeds while running with the reverse lever in the same notch

did not have the same actual cut-off in the cylinders, but it

became longer as the speed increased, probably due to the spring-

ing of the valve motion. This effect was so marked that the

cut-off was found to increase from 15.7 per cent, at 80 revolutions

per minute to 21.4 at 320 revolutions per minute, while the re-

verse lever notch remained the same. Steam consumption de-

creased as the indicated horsepower increased, while the best

result was 23.8 lbs. of dry steam per indicated horsepower.

During this test the driving axle bearings were lubricated with

oil ; the main side rods, except the front end of the main rod,

were lubricated with hard grease, and the cylinders with oil by

sight feed lubricators. The machine friction was found to be

fairly uniform, and the average has been taken as equivalent to

1,687 lbs. drawbar pull. The maximum horsepower of the en-

gine, 1,250, was obtained at 280 revolutions. The drawbar pull

and steam consumption corresponding to different speeds are

given in the following table

:

Nominal Steam per Maximum Maximum esti-

speed, I. H. P. hour. cylinder mated drawbar
r. p. m. lbs. horsepower. pull, lbs.

80 32.3 940 16,768

120 28.0 1,075 12,384

160 26.3 1,150 9,602

200 24.9 1,220 7,894

240 24.4 1,240 6,428

280 24.0 1,250 5,325

COMPARISON OF SIMPLE AND COMPOUND ATLANTIC TYPE PASSENGER

LOCOMOTIVES.

in the comparison of the results of the tests of the Pennsyl-

vania Atlantic type locomotive and the New York Central

4-cylinder compound Atlantic type locomotive, the former will

be known as engine No. 5266 and the latter as engine No. 3000.

The equivalent evaporation per pound of dry coal for different

rates per square foot of heating surface shows no difference in

the two boilers. In other words, the efficiency of a square foot

of heating surface in the boiler of No. 5266 was the same as the

efficiency of a square foot of heating surface in the boiler of No.

3000, and this was true for all rates of evaporation. When,

however, the equivalent evaporation per pound of coal is plotted

according to the rate of combustion, the advantage of the larger

heating surface per foot of grate in No. 3000 is at once apparent,

and this advantage in economical evaporation is maintained

throughout the full range of steam delivery of the two boilers.

The greatest loss due to poor combustion as indicated by carbonic

oxide was only 1^4 per cent., with No. '3000, which is remarkably

low; while in the case of No. 5266 in one case it was 9.13 per

cent., and in two others 6 per cent, and 7.3 per cent. The more
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perfect CDiubiistiuu sliowii in No. 3000 is in all prubability due

to the brick arch, as there was no arch in No. 5266.

The most interesting fiRurcs in this comparison of simple and

compound passenger engines arc shown in the engine perform-

ances, and especially in the relative steam consumption. The

compound locomotive within certain limits operates on less steam

per unit of power than the simple locomotive. The data and

diagrams from those tests show clearly another fact that is not

so generally recognized, and that is that the difference in the

water rate or steam per horsepower hour is not a constant dif-

ference expressible as a certain definite percentage of saving.

When each of the locomotives was developing 600 h.p. there

was a difference in the steam per horsepower of about 9.7 lbs., or

a saving of 31.8 per cent., while at 1,300 h.p. this saving was but

3.5 lbs., or about 14.9 per cent. The diagrams show that the

water rates of the two locomotives would perhaps meet at about

1,600 h.p., were it possible to drive No. 5266 to such a point, and

as the high horsepower is obtained as a rule at the higher speeds,

the curves would indicate that the simple locomotive was working

most economically at its highest speed, while the reverse is true

of the compound. The conclusion in regard to steam consump-

tion at different speeds as given in the book on the St. Louis

tests is as follows: In general, the steam consumption of the

simple engines decreased with increased speed, while that of the

compounds increased, which would lead to the conclusion that

the steam distribution of the compound was less satisfactory at

high speeds than that of the simple.

It would appear at first sight that the curves for coal per

mdicated horsepower should follow the same law as those for

steam, and this w-ould be the case were it not for the fact that

as the output of the boiler increases it is at the expense of a

greater and greater quantity of coal per pound of water evap-

orated. While no advantage of the compound is shown at high

speeds, one of the most significant results of this comparison is

the large increase in horsepower and drawbar pull that may be

realized from compounding, without any increase in boiler

capacity. This is an important advantage aside from all con-

sideration of economy in the use of fuel. If the simple engine

working its boiler to nearly maximum capacity produces 30,000

lbs., of dry steam per hour, it could develop 1,200 h.p., while the

compound with the same amount of steam will develop 1,400

indicated h.p. When this is converted into drawbar pull, there

is an increased drawbar pull from the compound engine of 1,600

lbs. at 40 miles per hour, 1,184 lbs. at 50 miles per hour, and
962 lbs. at 60 miles per hour. At the last speed the total drawbar
pull of the simple engine is 5,775 lbs., and that of the compound
engine 6,17i] lbs. The bulletin contains complete drawings of the

simple Atlantic locomotives and an abundance of tables and
diagrams showing the graphic log of every test.

On November 3 the Antung-Chikuanshan section of the

Atnung-Mukden Railway, Manchuria, was opened to stand-

ard gage traffic. The section is 50 miles long—about 26
per cent, of the present line. As there are already 35 miles

of broad gage line at the Mukden end of the railway,

and the whole line when finished is to be 170 miles, the

work of reconstruction is therefore about half finished. The
center section, now 103 miles in length, will, when finished, be
only 85 miles, the distance through the mountainous region to

be reduced to that extent by tunneling. The total length of these

tunnels will be 25,000 ft. ; the longest will be 4,884 ft. It is ex-

pected that the entire line will be completed by August of next
year. American rolling stock is to be used on the new line,

while the rails and ties are of Japanese make. The secretary of

the South Manchuria Railway says that the bridges were ordered
from the United States because American manufacturers were
able to supply them within the shortest time. The total length

of bridges is 20,000 ft., the longest bridge being 1,830 ft. The
widening of the gage between Antung and Chikuanshan has mate-
rially shortened the trip between Antung and Mukden.

FEDERAL BOILER INSPECTION BILL.

llie bill for regulating the inspection of locomotive boilers,

which has been before Congress for the past year and which has

been subjected to much discussion and many^ amendments, has

finally been put into such shape that neither the railways nor the

employees' brotherhoods make serious objection to it, and in this

shape it passed the Senate on January 10. It is now in the House

Committee and it may become a law at the present session. The
following is the substance of a bill as passed by the Senate

:

Section 1. Applies to all interstate railways.

Section 2. From July 1, 1911, it shall be unlawful to use any

steam locomotive in moving interstate traffic unless the boiler

and appurtenances are in proper and safe condition to move
traffic without unnecessary peril to life or limb; and all boilers

shall be inspected [by the roads], in accordance with rules to be

prescribed, and be able to withstand tests provided by such rules.

Section 3. The President, by and with the advice and consent

of the Senate, is to appoint a chief inspector of locomotive boilers

(salary $4,000) and two assistant chief inspectors (salary $3,(XX)

each). [These three inspectors seem to be independent of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, but all of the other provisions

of the bill refer to the commission as the ruling authority.]

Section 4. The chief inspector is to divide the country into

50 districts, and an inspector is to be appointed for each district;

salary $1,8(X), with $600 for office rent, stationery and clerical

assistance. These 50 inspectors are to be appointed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission after competitive examinations,

according to the rules of the Civil Service Commission. The
chief inspector is to prepare a list of questions, which, when
approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission, is to be used

by the Civil Service Commission as a part of its examination.

Section 5. Each carrier shall file its boiler inspection rules,

which, after hearing and approval by the commission, shall be-

come obligatory on such carrier. If the rules are not duly filed,

the chief inspector shall prepare rules for that carrier. A carrier

may change its rules from time to time, on approval by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. The general rules for the in-

spectors are to be prepared by the chief inspector and approved

by the commission.

Section 6. Each inspector is to become familiar, so far as

practicable, with the boilers in his district ; and make personal

inspections from time to time as may be necessary to carry out

the law and as may be consistent with his other duties. His first

duty shall be to see that the carriers obey the law and repair

defects promptly. Each carrier must send to the inspector

duplicate sworn reports of each inspection and also of what has

been done to repair defects found by inspection. An inspector

finding a boiler out of order is to notify the carrier in writing

and thereafter the boiler must not be used until repaired. Within

five days the carrier may appeal to the chief inspector for re-

examination and another man must then re-examine, within 15

days ; if still dissatisfied, the carrier may within 30 days appeal

to the commission, which may overrule the inspector or the chief

inspector. Pending either appeal, the inspector's first decision

shall stand.

Section 7. The chief inspector shall make an annual report to

the commission.

Section 8. Boiler accidents resulting in serious injury or death

must be forthwith reported in writing and the chief inspector

shall investigate or order investigation. Parts of damaged
boilers must be kept so that they can be seen by the inspectors.

The commission may at any time call on the chief inspector for

a report of any accident and may publish the same with recom-

mendations. Such reports must not be used as evidence in suits

for damages.

Section 9. Penalty for violation $100.

Two new stations, Luque and Kilometro 35, have been opened

on the Central Argentine Railway's branch from Villa del

Rosario to Las Rosas.
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WOOD PRESERVERS' ASSOCIATION.

The seventh annual meeting of the Wood Preservers' As-

sociation was held in the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, Janu-

ary 17-19. The first session, devoted to routine business,

was called to order at 10 o'clock Tuesday morning by Presi-

dent Walter Buehler, with about 40 members and guests

oresent. The report of F. J. Augin, secretary-treasurer,

showed a balance on hand of $457.60 and a membership of

66. The convention held sessions on Tuesday afternoon,

Wednesday morning and afternoon for the discussion of

papers.

The feasibility of grouping timbers for treatment was dis-

cussed by W. F. Goltra, president, W. F. Goltra Tie Co.

[This paper will be published later.]

A general review of timber treating in this country was
presented by John T. Logan, president, National Lumber &
Creosoting Co. He spoke of the progress made in wood pre-

serving on American railways and mentioned the factors

which are most retarding the growth of such preservative

work. The most important of these factors are, that many
railway managers are compelled to curtail expenditures, that

many who believe in wood preservation, try so many new meth-

ods that the impression is given that the entire process is

still in the experimental stage, and that many "get-rich-

quick" companies are producing worthless treated timber

products that reflect on the quality of all properly treated

timber.

F. J. Angier, timber treating engineer, The Kettle River

Company, and consulting timber treating engineer, Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, summarized the results that have been

obtained in this country in prolonging the life of railway

cross ties by preservative treatment as shown by the records

that have been kept. The results given were limited by the

subject assigned to those shown by records which have been

kept, and the writer brought out the fact that in most cases

much more valuable data than that preserved in permanent
records could be obtained by relying on the memories of

men who for many years have made a study of the life of

timber. To illustrate the unreliability of records, one case

was cited in which a railway company kept a tie record for

ten years and the results showed that only 102,000 ties out

of a total of more than five and a half million—less than

2 per cent.—were shown as removed for all causes. How-
ever, some of which the following is part:

The general average of the life of white oak ties (not

treated) reported by twenty-two well-known railways of

the northern states, located both east and west of the Alle-

gheny mountains, is eight and one-fourth years, according

to a report made by the American Railway Engineering &
Maintenance of Way Association. The figures taken into

account in this average were supposed to represent the life

of ties which had failed by natural decay and not by rail

cutting. In the southern states the life of white oak ties is

said to average five or six years.

W. L. Breckinridge, of the C, B. & Q., says the average

life of untreated white oak ties on that road is ten years;

white pine is about five years. He further says that about

90 per cent, of all their untreated ties fail account of decay.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has kept a tie record,

which shows an average life of about ten and one-half years.

A statement taken from the Chicago & Eastern Illinois's

records, made December 31, 1909, shows only 9^ per cent,

removed, account of decay, from a total of 111,816 ties treated

in the year 1899. From a total of 1,647,605 ties laid during

the years 1899 to 1909 inclusive, the records show only 1.1

per cent, removed due to decay. This record was made by

placing a dating nail in each tie as treated and laid, and de-

pending upon the section foreman to hand in correct reports

of ties put in and taken out of track. It has proven a very

unsatisfactory method of keeping a record and doubtless

many inaccuracies occur.

A committee that investigated the treated ties on the Illi-

nois Central reported that red oak, gum and beech, treated

with zinc-chloride will last at least double that of white oak
ties in the south, and equally as long as white oak in the

north; and that the percentage of failures so far found is

less than white oak in all localities.

The following is taken from a paper written by C. T.

Barnum, appearing in the Journal of the Western Society of

Engineers for June, 1910:

"The L. & N. in 1882 used large quantities of creosoted

piles, stringers and caps, in the construction of trestles and

docks, in the vicinity of Pensacola, Fla. All of this material

gave a service of over twenty-five years.

"The Forest Service has estimated that proper preserva-

tive treatment will increase the life of ties over 200 per

cent., poles 100 per cent., posts 300 per cent., piles 700 per

cent., mine props 400 per cent, and lumber 300 per cent."

Octave Chanute said that wiih the German practice of in-

jecting about one-third of a pound of zinc-chloride in a

cubic foot of timber, he obtained an average life of eleven

and one-half years with hemlock and tamarack ties.

October 1, 1900, 550 red oak ties, treated with one-third

pound of zinc-chloride per cubic foot (in this case solution

was made of such strength that treatment was carried to

point of refusal) were placed in track near Mystic, South Da-

kota, on the C, B. & Q. These ties were inspected by J. H.

Waterman on October 9, 1910, aften ten years' service. Mr.

Waterman says: "Not one tie has been removed for any

cause. The rail has been changed once or twice. The ties

are laid on a 3 per cent, grade and a 12 degree curve. From
the surface appearance they will last at least five years more,

and I will be disappointed if 50 per cent, are not in track

ten years from this date."

The climate around Mystic is comparatively dry; and fur-

ther, the ballast in which the ties were imbedded is lime-

stone, which in itself absorbs more or less moisture and thus

afifords protection to the ties.

April 17, 1894, sixty hackberry ties were laid in track just

west of Gillette, Wyo., on the C, B. & Q. They were treated

with zinc-chloride by the Santa Fe and shipped to the Bur-

lington. A careful record has been kept of these ties, and

they were last inspected by Mr. Waterman October 6, 1910.

He says:

"Originally there were sixty ties placed in track. Twenty-

five per cent, are still in track and apparently in a good

state of preservation. They have been in track now over

sixteen years."

This is another case of ideal climatic conditions. If these

same ties were placed in track in Illinois or in Texas the re-

sults would have been altogether different in all probabilit}^

The Committee on Wood Preservation of the American

Railway Engineering & Maintenance of Way Association,

in their 1909 report, gave the following preliminary deduc-

tions:

(1) "Creosoting may be relied upon to preserve piles from

twenty to twenty-five or more years, if they are injected

with 16 to 24 pounds per cubic foot.

(2) "Creosoting at present cannot be relied upon to pre-

serve ties more than fifteen and one-half to nineteen years,

an absolute maximum, unless the ties are protected against

mechanical destruction. If badly injected they perish from

decay in five to twelve years.

(3) "Burnettizing, when well done, can be relied upon to

preserve ties from ten to fourteen years. The amount of

injection varies with the proposed subsequent exposure. In

arid climates one-quarter pound of dry zinc-chloride per cu-

bic foot may give good results. In moist and warm climates

not less than one-half pound per cubic foot should be in-
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jiH'U-d. 'I'luTc ;iro )jri\it ililK rriu-cN in llir tin >ri ui.nhiicss willi

\\liu-li ilii' work can he <li>iu'.

(4) "Tile ziiic-iTcosote proce.ss lias been too recently iii-

troduced (1*H)4) in tliis countrj' to pivc definite conclusions;

it has pivcn ties a life of twelve to eij^hleen years in llu' track

in Germany,"

In aiu)ther report this same ci>niinittce says that nntreatid

while oak ties last seven to twelve years, ])ine live to ei^lit

years, chestnut ei.ulit and one-half years, ci'dar lifU'en years,

tamarack live to six years, hemlock live years, cypress seven

to nine years, 75 to 98 per cent, of white oak ties fail from

decay, and 2 to 25 per cent, from rail and spike cutting; 75 to 00

per cent, of other ties fail from decay, and 10 to 25 per cent,

from rail and spike cutting.

W. A. Clark, chief engineer of tiie Dululli & Iron Range.
says: "In the fall of 1890 we placed in our main tr.ack 256

tics, (^f which eighty-hve were white pine, eighly-livc ta-

marack and eighty-six red Norway, all treated by what I

tinderstand was the Wcllhouse process. The track in which
tluy were placed w;is at the time single track, but the rc.ad

was shortly afterward double-tracked and the grade at this

point revised so that many of the ties were damaged and
could not be used over again at that time. After double-

tracking, these tics were in our north-bound track, which
carries our light trains to the mining districts. A few of

these ties w^ere only removed the past season, but nearly all of

them had been removed by 1908. We estimate that the av-

erage life of the ties which were not damaged when the

double-tracking was done was about fifteen years. I might
add that the tics had been seasoned since the winter previous

before treating, and they were laid in gravel ballast, which
is frozen solid probably an average of five months in the

year, which might account for part of their long life."

In closing the paper Mr. Angier outlined the system of

keeping a tie record which he developed for the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, and which was described in the

Railway Age Gazette of May 6, 1910, page 1124. He shows
that this system of keeping a record on 19 division? laid

with ties of varying grades and treated by different systems
has proved very satisfactory and has decreased the cost .of

such records by about $75,000 in ten years plus the interest

on that amount.

H. J. Whitmore took up the matter of treating sawn and
hewn ties in the same cylinder load. He advocated sepa-
rate treatments, and in defense of this position brought out
the points that timber from which sawn ties are usually cut
is. as a rule, of a better grade than that from which hewn ties

are cut; that the hewn ties are usually seasoned on line whilq
the s.awn ties usually come direct from the mill and are, as
a rule, green and not ready for treatment; that the two classes
of ties should be kept separate in the track for various rea-

sons, which would require a separation at some time during
the handling; and, finally, that the treatment can better be
controlled when the two classes are separated.

The covering of retorts was very strongly advocated by
R. W. Yarbrough, superintendent National Lumber & Creo-
soting Co. He assumed a set of conditions and calculated
the financial saving directly resulting from using covered
retorts. His figures are given below:

I have taken a 7-ft. retort, 132 ft. long and operating un-
der 2.50 degs. of heat, eight hours a day. If you are not
steaming and carry your oil at 150 degs. my figures will be
reduced one-half. I have taken the outside temperature to
be 60 degs.

The cylinder will have 2,972.68 sq. ft. of surface exposed
to radiation. The best authorities give 2.23 B. t. u. lost per

sq. ft. per hour for every degree of temperature. We have
250 degs. in retort, outside temperature of 60 degs., leaving
a difiference in temperature of 190 degs. Take this 190 degs.
times 2,972.68 sq. ft. of surface exposed times 2.23 B. t. u.

lost for every degree of heat per s((. ft. and we have
1,237,023.37 lost every hour, 'i'liis only represents the theo-

retical loss, as in generating this heat from coal and trans-

mitting it in the form of steam is lost 40 per cent, of the

calorific power of the coal. Add this 40 per cent, to the

1,237,023.37 B. t. u. l-.st in retort and we have lost 2,061,705

1>. t. 11., of heat ill Diie hour. The next thing is to see how
many pounds of coal this amounts to. A fair average of the

heating value of f)ur coal is 11,000 15. t. u. a pound. Di-

vide this into the 2,061,705 1'.. t. u. lost in retort and the

result will be 187 pounds of coal, which has been burned
and for which no useful work has been done. This coal,

we will say, is costing $3 per ton at fire room. I will as-

sume we have lost 13 more pounds before it gets to retort,

making a total of 200 pounds of coal lost from radiation.

This is one-tenth of a ton at $3 per ton, which makes 30 cents

for every hour. This, multiplied by eight hours, means a loss

of $2.40 worth of coal in eight hours. If we run 300 days out of

a year, we have lost $720 for want of retort covering.

Having shown the loss of money by not covering retorts,

let us see what it costs to cover same, and whether it pays.

I will say that it costs $1,000 to cover the retort. That can

be cut in two if a cheaper covering is used. This $1,000

cost will represent an interest charge of 31 cents per day.

This taken from the $2.40 saved by covering, leaves a net

saving of $2.09 a day. There is another big saving in hav-

ing retorts 'covered, and that is, that after you once get

them hot, it is very little trouble to keep them that way.

That is well recognized by all good operators, and they al-

ways strive to change charges as rapidly as possible so as

to keep retort.

In commenting on the difficulties met by northern treating

plants that are not met in the south, Andrew Gibson, superin-

tendent timber preservation and tie treating plants -Northern

Pacific, mentioned the following facts : Northern plants must

invariably contend with very cold weather at frequent periods

between the first of November and the end of March, which, of

course, means increased coal consumption and increased care to

guard against freezing pipes and consequent damage to plants.

During the same period the snow, which is common in the

northern states, makes the handling of cylinder cars in the yards

very troublesome. The opinion was also expressed that Douglas

fir, tamarack and spruce are more refractory to treatment than

the average southern woods. The writer mentioned the fact that

a great deal of the material consumed in timber treating is im-

ported, and that the northern plants, which are far removed from

the coast, have to pay an added amount for the extra freight haul.

William Townsley, Jr., the Grasselli Chemical Company, read

a paper on the benefit derived by members from attending the

conventions of the Association. The convention closed with a

business session Thursday morning. The election of officers for

the coming year and the matter of affecting the incorporation of

the association were to be taken up at this meeting. Further

announcement of this meeting will be given in the Raikvay Age
Gazette of next week.

The subject of depth of penetration that can be expected with

the amount of preservative usually specified was discussed by

R. L. Allardyce, superintendent International Creosoting & Con-
struction Co., and David Allerton, The Kettle River Co. Mr.

Allerton brought out the fact that the amount of penetration to

the cubic foot depends on the relative dimensions of the stick of

timber treated and that the density of the solution used must be

taken into account in considering the effectiveness of any pene-

tration. For creosote treatment he gave the following average

values for penetrations, which may be expected under ordinary

conditions : With a 10-lb. treatment in piling a penetration of

D/g in.; with a 12-lb. treatment in bridge stringers and caps, V/z

in. It is evident that to obtain the same penetration the amount
of oil used must be increased as the surface per cubic foot in-

creases. The writer suggests that this increase he made in a
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simple arithmetical ratio to the increase in surface. Mr. Allar-

(lyce confined his statements to the treatment of southern pines

hy tlic full cell method. He gave as average values for piling on

a 10-lb. to 12-lb. oil treatment penetrations of % in. to 1^4 in.;

on 14-lb. to 16-lb. treatment, Ij^ in. to 3 in.; on a 20-lb. treatment,

3^ in. to 4 in. ; and on the heaviest treatments, 22 lbs. to 24 lbs.,

from 4yo in. to complete penetration. For treating ties by the

straight zinc or Burnettizing process, a 20-lb. treatment on

loblolly ties should give a complete penetration, or, at least, up

to the last inch or inch and a half of the center of the tie.

C. D. Chanute, of O. Chanute & Company, took up the subject,

wliich was rather fully discussed at last year's convention, con-

cerning the amoup.t of creosote oil that can be withdrawn from

wood by subsequent vacuum. The writer submitted the following

results of tests :

Some thoroughly dried ties were weighed carefully and tlicn

put in the cylinder and the door tightly closed. The cylinder

had a capacity of three ties, and on top of the cylinder at tlic

highest end (as the cylinder was on a slight slant), there was
connected a small pipe extending about a foot above the cylinder,

so that when filling, the fact that the cylinder was absolutely filled

could be ascertained, as the creosote was allowed to flow into the

cylinder until it came out of this pipe in a solid, liquid stream.

After this vacuum, air was admitted to the cylinder, and '.he oil

extracted allowed to run through the small pipe under the cylin-

der, caught and weighed. The ties were removed from the

cylinder and weighed, being again set in the tin troughs which
had been cleaned of the former drippings. The drippings from
the cylinder, and the drippings in the troughs, were weighed to

check the weight of the tics after the vacuum, and the following
results were obtained

:

Out of experiments with 12 different ties the results varied

from 8.1 per cent, of creosote extracted from planed Loblolly pine

to 22.4 per cent, extracted from sawed Loblolly pine.

The writer performed some experiments along this line about

15 years ago, that is, the extraction by vacuum, and obtained

about the same results, which seem to show tiiat from 5 to 15

per cent, can be extracted by subsequent vacuum.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC TICKET OFFICE, PALACE HOTEL,
SAN FRANCISCO.

The Southern Pacific has opened in t!ie Palace hotel building,

633 Market street, San Francisco, a ticket office, which, for con-

venience of arrangement, general adaptability to the purpose of a

ticket office and beauty of furnishing and decoration, ranks among

General View of Southern Pacific Ticket Office.

showing that there was no foam or air left in the cylinder, after

which the valve just above the top of the cylinder was closed.

The cylinder was filled entirely by gravity, no vacuum being

produced before filling, and the creosote was allowed to enter the

cylinder very gradually so as to produce as little foam as possible.

There was also a small pipe connected with the bottom of the

cylinder at the lowest point, which was used to catch all drip-

pings, as the cylinder was on a slight slant, as before mentioned.

After filling, a pressure of 100 lbs. per sq. in. was applied for

tliree hours, and steam circulated in the steam coil, keeping the

temperature at 180 degs. Fahrenheit. The creosote was then with-
drawn as completely as possible, and the ties immediately taken

out and weighed, being set in tin troughs on the scales which

would catch all drippings, and then allowed to stand in the air

for one hour, still in the tin trough, after which the ties were
reweighed, and the drippings in the troughs and the drippings

from the cylinder after the ties were removed, were weighed, so

as to check the drippings of the tics. In all cases this checked

very closely. The ties were then returned to the cylinder and
heated to the same temperature as before removal, and a vacuum
of 25 in. applied for one hour, and this vacuum was obtained in

about three minutes, due to the small capacity of the cylinder.

the finest ticket offices in the country, if, indeed, it is not the

very finest. The new ticket office is conducted in addition to the

city ticket office in the Flood building, with entrances on. both

Market and Powell streets.

The office in the Palace hotel has 3,500 sq. ft. of floor space,

50 ft. being on Market street and 70 ft. on New Montgomery
street. The entire scheme of arrangement and decoration is

novel. The woodwork is Circassian walnut. A large circular

counter, 142 ft. long, occupies the center of the room, as shown-

in the illustration. In the lobby are large tables and comfortable

chairs for the convenience of patrons in writing letters, telephon-

ing, etc. On the walls are numerous large photographs pictur-

ing the wonders of California, and a frieze runs entirely around'

the room showing Lake Tahoe, the Sierras, the missions of Cali-

fornia, Mount Shasta, Riverside, etc. The most striking feature

of the decorative scheme, however, is an immense map of the

United States, painted on the western wall of the room. It is

18 ft. high and 52 ft. long., being 6% miles to the inch. It took

three artists over six months to paint it.

A new feature has been introduced in the making up of inter-

line tickets. Local and Pullman tickets are kept in cases on the

main floor, but the interline ticket cases are in the basement,
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where there is a force of ticket makers. Under the arrangement
in effect, the man behind the counter becomes a salesman only,

and devotes his entire attention to the traveling public. When
the passenger decided on his route a slip similar to the one
illustrated herewith is made out by the salesman and sent by
pneumatic tube to the basement, where the ticket is made up by

Writing Tables for Customers.

ticket makers who have nothing to but devote their time to
this work. As soon as it is prepared, it is sent by pneumatic tube

Ticket-IVlaking Room.
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to the main floor. This arrangement has the usual advantages

of division of labor where such division is feasible. It makes it

practicable to prepare the tickets more quickly than where the

salesman has to do it, because under this arrangement the ticket

maker does not have his work interrupted by passengers asking

questions. It is further advantageous in that it enables the sales-

man to devote his entire time and attention to the customer,

which makes it sure that the latter will be well and tactfully

served.

IMPROVEMENT IN SIGNAL DETAILS.*

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

San Francisco,-

5429 tocal. (8-15-l(>-2M-S-1735)

Railroad S. P. No i

Ticket Order Original

7P;_ A.M P.M

Destination-

Number of Tickets-

Fare {each)

Date Departure

Class- Limit

Total Am't- Cash Ree'd- Change-

Train- Stop-over? JV
Going Route—Eastbound

SHOW TRANSFER COUPONS, IF ANY NECESSARY
FROM TO FORM

S«N Fll«WCI»CO
fff

Return Jloute—^Westbound

to _

Salesman

SZ

Cashier's

Paid

Stamp

ill

III

2s

55 s

ill
ll" i!

X X X X X XXX X X XXX XXX XXX X X •^

X X X X X XXX X X XXX XXX XXX X X u

X X X X X XXX X X XXX XXX XXX X X •^

X X X X X XXX X X XXX XXX XXX X X -

Ticket Maker

Order Rec'd

A.M. P.M.

Ticket Made

A.M. P.M.

Rec'd of S. P. Co. tickets

described in this order

Ticket Order Form.

For the foregoing information and for the illustrations pub-

lished herewith, we are indebted to E. O. McCormick, vice-

president, and Charles S. Fee, passenger traffic manager,, of the

Southern Pacific.

The statistical office of the city of Dusseldorf has published

the average daily wages paid to unskilled adult male laborers in

23 cities in Germany with populations of 20,000 or more inhabit-

ants. The high average wage in 1910 was in Munich ; it

amounted to $.880, as compared with $.547 in the same city in

1893. The low average wage in 1910 was in Stettin, and

amounted to $.595, as compared with $.536 in the same city in

1893. The average wage of all the 23 cities in 1910 was $.774,

as compared with $.569 in 1893. In 1893 the high average was
in Bremen and amounted to $.714, as compared with $.762 in

the same city in 1910. The low average wage in 1893 was in

Leipsig, and amounted to $476, as compared with $833 in the

same city in 1910.

BY J. S. HOBSON,

Asaistant General Manager, Union Switch and Signal Company.

The progress made in our branch of engineering during the

past year has been along the lines of developing designs already
in general use.

The interlocking and signaling for the new terminal of the

Pennsylvania Railroad in New York City is a striking example of

this, since, while that installation is the very latest development
in railway signaling, it differs little in general principles from
similar plants installed during the past five years. The most
noteworthy features of this installation comprise means for

obtaining the positive control of interlocked signals by the

actual position of the switches or switch they govern; the auto-

matic control of such signals by track corxlitions; the automatic
locking of all switches in every route by the entrance of trains

thereon, and their automatic release immediately the rear end of

a train has passed clear of the fouling point of the track in-

cluding each switch. The special features further comprise means
for giving visual indications to the tower operator of every act

of a train in actually locking and releasing levers controlling

switch and signal operation, and means for permitting the joint

use of all tracks for traffic in either direction between adjacent
towers, by the co-action of towermen and track conditions.

There is one somewhat original improvement used here for the

first time to any extent; namely, the control of electro-pneumatic

valves through magnets actuated by alternating current. The use
of alternating current for the operation of signal apparatus has

been steadily growing for the past seven years, and the twelve-

month just passed represents a more rapid growth of its use than
any previous year. Alternating current was first used to any ex-

tent in signal apparatus for the operation of track circuits on
electric railways, employing either alternating or direct current

for propulsion purposes, but now its use has gradually been ex-

tended to the operation of signals, indicators, and locks.

A new field has very lately been opened for signal apparatus

on interurban electric railways, the managers of which are taking

a very keen interest in this subject, several contracts of this kind

having just been closed by this company. On these roads, by
modifications in the design of alternating-current relays, trans-

formers, etc., the length of track circuits which can be operated

without relaying has been materially increased, and the cost of

installing alternating-current automatic block systems reduced

accordingly.

The only other striking improvement in signal apparatus has

been the development of the electro-mechanical interlocking sys-

tem, in which the switches and their locks are operated manually
and controlled electrically, the signals being electrically operated.

This system possesses the combined safety features of manual
and power operated interlockings at a cost about midway between

the two. Its use is confined to plants where the farthest switch is

located within about 800 ft. of the operating levers, and so far

it has not been applied to interlockings of any considerable magni-

tude, or where the rapid operation of switches and signals is

necessary, such as in terminal yards. Very many interlockings can

be satisfactorily operated by it, and its use is rapidly increasing.

Numerous minor developments in products have been made
during the past year, the improving of insulation in electrical

material, the standardization of details to fit them for more uni-

versal application, and the modification of designs to cheapen

the cost of production and expedite delivery of orders. Porce-

lain and insulating moulded material has been substituted, in

many instances, for parts previously made of metal and insulated

from their electrical connections by bushings and washers.

Freight rates from Buenos Aires, Argentina, to Asuncion,

Paraguay, are, speaking generally, as much as rates from Europe
or the United States to Buenos Aires.

* From The Electric Journal, Pittsburgh.
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TIio city govcninicnt of Watcrvillc, Mc, has voted to "request"

I lie Maine Central to refrain from using soft coal in the switch-

ing engines in Waterville yard.

The Louisville & Nashville has growing, on tracts of land

along its lines, about 2,000,000 catalpa trees, many of them on

grounds surrounding the homes of track foremen, where they

are valuable for shade.

The Pcimsylvania Railroad has installed telephones for the

use of train despatchers on the line between Renovo and Kane,

Pa. A similar change has been made on other sections of the

company's lines in the northern part of Pennsylvania.

The train shed of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, at

Chattanooga, Tenn., was destroyed by fire on the morning of

January 10, together with a train of passenger cars. The historic

locomotive, "General," which stands in this station, was saved

from the flames.

The Lehigh Valley has extended its telephone train despatch-

ing wires by putting up a line between Packertown and Bernice,

140 miles, and expects soon to put telephones in use between

Wilkesbarre and Sayre, 90 miles. The apparatus is furnished

by the Western Electric Company.

A bill has been introduced in Congress by Senator Jones, of

Washington, to require railways doing interstate business to

adopt uniform operating rules. The purpose seems to be to

make compulsory, through governmental intervention, the rules

of the American Railway Association.

Governor Tener, of Pennsylvania, in his inaugural address,

recommends the radical enlargement of the powers of the State

Railroad Commission, the passage of an employers' liability law,

and a compulsory strike arbitration law, supervision of mining

operations and mining machinery, with a view to the protection

of employees, a general revision of taxation laws and state as-

sistance in highway and waterway improvement.

The evening of January 10 was "Union Pacific" night with the

Men's Club of the First Presbyterian church of Omaha, Neb.

Edson Rich, of the law department of this road, acted as chair-

man, and talks on railway affairs were made by J. A. Munroe,

freight traffic manager; N. H. Loomis, general solicitor; Gerrit

Fort, passenger traffic manager ; C. J. Lane, first assistant general

freight agent; D. C. Buell, director of the educational bureau of

information; J. C. Young, signal engineer, and H. J. Stirling,

auditor. Some of the speakers told of the efifects that are re-

sulting from regulation of railways.

One of the last acts of Governor Campbell of Texas before

his retirement from office was to order the attorney general to

bring suits against the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway of

Texas and the International & Great Northern for the for-

feiture of their charters. The instructions seems to be based on

two grounds. One is that the majority of the stock of each of

the roads is owned by outside corporations, which it is con-

tended violates the constitutional requirements of the state that

the railways doing business there shall be Texas corporations,

and the other is that these roads are insolvent, because their in-

debtedness is in excess of the value of their properties. The

governor also suggested suits against some other railways on the

same grounds.

J. C. Clair, industrial commissioner of the Illinois Central, de-

livered an address in Representatives' Hall at Montpelier, Vt.,

on January 13, on industrial matters in Vermont, and in the

course of his remarks referred especially to the railway question.

Mr. Clair is a native of Vermont and an old friend of Governor

J. A. Mead, and it was at the personal request of Mr. Mead that

the address was delivered. The governor presided at the meet-

ing and introduced the speaker. Mr. Clair described the work

being done by the western railways for the development of traffic-

producing industries on their lines. Referring to criticisms of

inefficiency in management, he said that the railway industry

is the only one that has given any tangible evidence to the pub-

lic of increased efficiency, and called attention to the fact that

a locomotive engineer is now hauling nearly 400 net ions per

locomolivc as against 200 net tons ten years ago, an increase in

efficiency of 100 per cent. This increase in efficiency has been

brought about by the extensive improvements in the plants, and
the people have received the benefit of it because, in spite of

the fact that very large increases have taken place in the wages
of labor and in the cost of materials and supplies, the price of

transportation has not been increased, while prices in other lines

have increased.

The Indiana Legislature sustains its reputation as a fertile

field for all kinds of legislation to regulate the details of railway

operation. The Senate committee has reported favorably on a

bill to make railways liable for damages on account of fires

along the line, with a proviso that the railway may insure such

property. Representative Thornton has a bill providing that

when a railway discharges a man for dishonesty, it shall let him
see the "spotter" who testified against him. It is said that the

brotherhoods are promoting this bill. Representative Ham-
mond has a bill providing for boiler inspection, and another
requiring cabooses to be 24 ft. long, with two trucks. It is

claimed that small cabooses are dangerous when trains are being

pushed, but railway officers declare that their short cabooses

are perfectly safe. There is another bill in the Senate providing

for inspection of locomotives, and one requiring enginemen and
conductors to have had three years' experience in "railroading"

before taking charge of a train. A bill to provide compulsory
compensation for injured employees is being opposed by the

labor leaders. A representative has introduced a bill requiring

a trains to "pull up to a station" and unload passengers before

switching. The governor recommends elaborate legislation to

regulate the issue of stocks and bonds.

Automatic Train Stop Tried at Philadelphia,

The Railway Automatic Safety Appliance Company, of

Wilmington, Del., controlling the automatic train stop of Edward
M. Cain and John La Barre, made exhibition tests of the device

on a track of the Pennsylvania Railroad near the Greenwich
pier, Philadelphia, January 5, 6, and 7, and all the tests were
successful. The chairman of the Pennsylvania State Railroad

Commission witnessed some of the tests, as did a number of offi-

cers of the Pennsylvania, the Reading and the Baltimore & Ohio.

This is a mechanical trip, consisting of a horizontal arm fixed on
the top of a post about 4 ft. high, and so arranged that when in

the engaging position it will strike an air valve fixed on the

buffer beam of the locomotive. Mr. Cain is a conductor on the

Pennsylvania.

The Railway Electrical Engineer.

The Electric Trunk Line Age and the Railway Electrical

Engineer, the official journal of the Association of Railway

Electrical Engineers, have been consolidated under the name
given at the head of this note. The journal in its enlarged form

continues to be the official organ of that organization. C. L. de

Muralt, of the firm of Muralt & Co., engineers, and professor of

electrical engineering at the University of Michigan, is editor.

He is well known in connection with the electrification of the

Swiss mountain railways and the Alberg tunnel in Austria, and

he has also done work in this country for the Erie Railroad, and

on the Detroit river tunnel electrification.

Collision at Batavia.

In a rear collision of westbound passenger trains on the New
York Central, at Batavia, N. Y., about 5:30 on the morning of

January 13, six passengers were killed and ten or more were

injured. Train No. 23, running at 30 or 40 miles an hour,

crashed into the rear of train No. 49, which was standing at the

station ; and the rear car of No. 49, a sleeping car, was com-

pletely wrecked, the engine going through this car and a short

distance into the one next ahead of it. The roof of the sleeper

was thrown over on the roof of a shed at the side of the track.

The wreck took fire, and some of the victims were severely

burned; others were scalded by steam escaping from the boiler

of the wrecked locomotive. The engineer and fireman of No.
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23 jumped off and escaped with slight injuries. An officer of

the road said that train No. 23 had run past a distant and a

home signal set against it. The engincman had been in the

service of the road 40 years, and had been an engineman for

the last 22 years, with a perfect record. Rain was falling at

the time, and was freezing; but it does not appear that there

was any fog.

Combined Visible and Audible Signals at Highway Crossings.

At six iiigiiway grade crossings tlie Lehigh Valley now has
in use warnings for wayfarers consisting of disk signals, like

regular Hall block signals, which are equipped with bells of the

usual form and give both a visible and an audible warning when
trains are approaching. These signals are at South Plaintield,

N. J. ; Lodi, N. Y. ; Wyalusing, Pa. ; Glen Summit, Pa. ; Sunny-
side, N. J., and Valentines, N. J. The bell, which is a 14 in.

gong, is fixed in the lower part of the case and is protected

by a wire screen. Tlicse signals are controlled by track circuits,

Highway Crossing Signals at South Plainfieid, N. J.

so arranged that the bell will begin ringing and the disk will

show red when an approaching train reaches a point about 2,000

ft. from the crossing. The light, for the night indications,

is in the upper part of the case, as in block signals. There are

two signals at each crossing, one on either side of the tracks

and both are set at the right of the highway, as seen by a per-

son approaching the railway. The use of these "banjo" signals

for this purpose would seem to indicate that the Lehigh Valley

is replacing banjos with semaphores in its block signal work.

But will not this practice set a mischievous example? Auto-
mobilists who enjoy the benefit of these expensive signals at

Lehigh Valley crossings will soon want them everywhere ; and
then, as a next step, to help them maintain their breack-neck

speeds, they will ask for distant signals! And the public service

commission will have to back up their demand, of course.

Exports of Iron and Steel.

Exports of iron and steel manufactures for the calendar year

1910 exceeded the total of any previous year in the history of

the industry. According to the Bureau of Statistics of the De-

partment of Commerce and Labor, the exports of this class

aggregated $200,000,000, forming about one-quarter of the total

of manufactures exported during the year, valued at $830,000,000.

The greatest value of exports of iron and steel manufactures

prior to 1910 was in 1907, when it was $197,000,000.

Dinner to J. T. Harahan.

A dinner was given to J. T. Harahan at the Blacktsone Hotel

in Chicago on January 13 by a large number of his friends, who
are prominent in the railway business. In the course of an ad-

dress Mr. Harahan denounced the men who as officers of the

Illinois Central had betrayed his confidence in them during the

last years of his administration. He said it 'was his deepest

regret that anything should have occurred during his administra-

tion to warrant criticism of the management of the Illinois

Central, and added : "While betrayal of any position of honor

and responsibility is much to be deplored, the particular feature

of this whole matter which has caused me pain is the treachery

to me of men whom I have trained and educated, some of them

fnr more tlian 30 years, and whom I have caused to be placed
in tlie position they occupy.

'1 feel, however, that no man could haw anticipated the ir-
regularities which existed and the schemes that were employed
to put them into effect, or could have discovered them any
quicker than they were. Strong influences were brought to bear
to cause us to discontinue the investigation, but these were of no
avail and no stone was left unturned to punish the guilty parties."
Regarding government regulation .Mr. Harahan said

:

"I appeal at this time for some consideration to the railways.
In the last few months there has been indications of a more
tolerant attitude on the part of the public. I believe that the
fair-minded are appreciating the difference betw^een the substance
and the shadow, though they have heard much adverse to railway

• interests. I have much faith that the American public will solve
this matter in a way right and proper, but unless this solution
shall be found in such a way as to result in increasing the rev-
enues of the roads I cannot at this time foresee the means to
provide the additional facilities which are needed to handle prop-
erly and expeditiously the ever increasing traffic of the country."

Charles H. Markham, Mr. Harahan's successor, said that Mr.
Harahan's retirement was a loss to the railway world. Other
speakers were George R. Peck, Charles U. Burch, George \V.
Parker, E. F. Trabuc, W. L. Park and Blewett Lee.

Uniformity in Taxation of Corporations.

^
Prof. R. A. Scligman, of Columbia University, at the New

York state conference on taxation, gave an address on uniformity
in taxation, in which he said

:

"We have sat by idly and supinely while many other states
have made progress. Take, for instance, the recent constitu-
tional amendment of California, which has revolutionized and
unified the system of corporate taxation and has resolved the
corporate taxes for the state; or take the system even as it is

being worked out in Massachusetts, where there has been much
attention devoted to this particular phase of the subject during
the past decade, and where a far more satisfactory method of
apportionment of state and local corporate burdens is being
worked out.

"I am not here to demand the adoption of the Californian
system. I know that many of our localities are dependent on
the revenues from corporations. But if there is any one lesson
that may be learned from the practice of our most advanced
American states, as well as from that of the chief European
states, it is that apart from the amendment of real estate, which
ought, of course, to be a source of local revenue, far better results

will be reached by a single uniform method of assessment of cor-

porations in the place of the diverse methods that we employ.
"The relative needs of the state government and of the local

governments in the proceeds of such unified corporation tax
could be carefully studied, and then settled, if necessar\', by a

method of apportionment. Such a method is by no means new
in this state. Take, for instance, the excise taxes. Who does
not recognize the immense administrative improvement, reflected

at once in the prodigious increase of the yield of the tax, that

was effected when the administration of our liquor licenses was
taken from the localities with their variations, their inconsist-

encies and their relative degrees of inefficiency, and turned over

to the state government under a unified rule. What has hap-

pened in the excise tax would happen again in the corporation

tax. The localities would, in all probability, secure under a

unified and effective state assessment a larger revenue than they

obtain at present, even though they took only a small share of

the entire proceeds; while the gain in certainty of assessment,

in equality of treatment, in simplicity of administration, would

be almost incalculable.

"In short, w-hat I plead for, even as the next step forward, is

a thorough investigation of the whole subject of the taxation

of corporations."

Governor Wilson's Views of Railway Regulation.

Governor Woodrow Wilson, of New Jersey, in his inaugural

address, recommends the granting of power to the public utilities

commission to regulate rates, and in general to supervise cor-

porations (railways) in detail (as is done in New York). He
says :

We are much too free w-ith grants and charters to corpora-
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tioiis ill New Jersey. A corporation exi.^ls, not of natural right,

but only by license of law; and the law, if we look at the matter
in nond conscience, is responsible for what it creates. It can
never rij>htly authorize any kind of fraud or imposition. It can-
not riRhteously allow the setting up of a business which has no
sound basis, or which follows methods which in any way outrage
justice or fair dealing, or the principles of honest industry. The
law cannot give its license to things of that kind. It thereby
authenticates what it ought of right to forbid. We have a Public
lUilities Commission, but it has hardly more than powers of

inquiry and advice. It could even, as it stands, be made a power-
ful instrument of publicity and of opinion, but it may also mod-
estly wait until it is asked before expressing a judgment, and in

any case it will have the uncomfortable consciousness that its

opinion is gratuitous, and carries no weight of effective authority.

This will not do. It is understood by everybody who knows any-

thing of the conmion interest that it must have complete regu-

lative powers. . . . This can be done, as experience else-

where has demonstrated, not only without destroying the profits

of the business of corporations, but also with the effect of

putting it upon a more satisfactory footing for those who con-

duct it.

Proper regulation, based on thorough and authoritative in-

quiry, will go far toward disclosing and establishing those debat-

able values upon which so many questions of taxation turn.

There is an uneasy feeling throughout the state, that there are

glaring inequalities in our system—or, at any rate, in our prac-

tice—of taxation. The most general complaint is that there is

great inequality as between individuals and corporations. I do
not see how anyone can determine whether there is or not, for

we have absolutely no uniform system of assessment. It would
seem that in every locality there is some local variety of practice,

in the rate, the ratio of assessment value to market value, and
that every assessor is a law unto himself. Our whole system of

taxation, which is no system at all, needs overhauling from top

to bottom. There can be no system, no safety, no regulation in

1 multitude of boards. An efficient Public Utilities Commission
will be a beginning toward a system of taxation as well as

:oward a system of corporate control. We cannot fairly tax

k-alues until we have ascertained and established them.

An Automatic Unioader.

The gondola car shown in the accompanying illustration posed
for the photographer just after having discharged its lading by
:urning a somersault. The car was loaded with sheet bars,

An Automatic Unioader.

some of which are seen on the ground, and it appears that, while

he train was running at a moderate speed, these bars shifted

so seriously as to cause the car to jump the track. It fell down
I bank about twenty feet high, and, making one complete turn,

n which practically all the contents of the car were thrown out,

t landed right side up m the bed of the stream, and with one of

Xs own trucks resting on its floor, as shown in the picture. Con-

cerning the name of the road on which this accident occurred,
we have nothing to say, except that it was not the road whose
initials appear on the car. This combin;:tion unloading opera-
tion is one which, apparently, Mr. McMyler never thought of, or,

at least, never attempted.

American Electric Railway Association.

On January 27 a conference of executive officials of member
companies of the American Electric Railway Association will be
iield. 'Jhe program is proposed to be as follows: Thomas N.
McCarter, president of the Public Service Railway Co., Newark,
N. J., will speak on Return on Investment. George H. Davis,
of Ford, Bacon & Davis, New Orleans, La., will speak on The
Adjustment of American Street Railway Rates to the Expan-
sion of City Areas. Bentley W. Warren, general counsel of the

Boston & Northern Street Railway, and the Old Colony Street

Railway, Boston, Mass., will speak on Discount on Securities,

and Clarence Deming, associate editor. Railway Age Gazette,

will speak on Railway Arbitration ; with an Example.

Traffic Club of New York.

At the meeting of the Traffic Club of New York held on
January 17, Walker D. Hines, general counsel and acting chair-

man of the executive committee of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, spoke on the Recent Revision of the Interstate Commerce
Law. The annual dinner of this mlub will be held at the Waldorf-
Astoria on February 4. The speakers include : John A. Dix,

governor of New York; William A. Glasgow, Jr., Philadelphia,

Pa. ; Thomas J. Freeman, receiver of the International & Great

Northern ; and J. Adam Bede, Pine City, Minn.

Empire City Passenger and Ticket Agents' Association.

At a meeting of the Empire City Passenger and Ticket Agents'

Association, held on January 14 in New York, the following

officers were elected : President, George R. Chesbrough, of the

Delaware & Hudson ; vice-presidents, H. T. Safford, division

passenger agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco, and Frank
Riley, of the Pennsylvania ; secretary and treasurer, Raymond
Walton, city ticket agent of the Missouri Pacific.

Chicago Transportation Association.

The Chicago Transportation Association held its annual ban-

quet at the Wellington Hotel on January 16, and the officers who
were elected at the December meeting for the ensuing year, as

announced in the Railway Age Gazette of December 9, page

1122, were installed.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,

held in Montreal, Que., on January 19, a paper was read by A. O.

Austin on The Development of Efficiency in Hig Tension Trans-
mission Insulators.

New York Railroad Club.

The next meeting of the New York Railroad Club will be held

on January 20 in New York. H. H. Maxfield, master mechanic
of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Trenton, N. J., will read a

paper on The General Layout for a Modern Locomotive Repair

Plant.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.
American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-

ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911; Niagara Falls, N. Y.
American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.

Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.
American Association of Local Freight Agents' Association.—G. W.

Dennison, Pennsylvania Co., Toledo, Ohio.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and Sept.
American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St.. New York.
American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;

May 17, New York.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. fit

N. W., Chicago; Sept. 17-19, 1911; St. Louis, Mo.
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,

1911, Chicago.
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American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911; Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August; New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.-—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
29th St.. New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911; New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911; Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—G. B. Colegrove, I. C.
R.R., Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911; Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Canard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que. ; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug. ; Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal; annual, January 24-27,
Winnipeg, Man.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, Oct. 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn,; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug.; St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday; Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Rich., Fred. & Pot. R.R.,

Duluth, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209

East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday;
Chicago; annual, July 19, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. .Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911; Chattanooga, Tenn.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn. Next convention July 25-27,

Chicago.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, Iowa;

2d Friday in month, except July and August; Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
AND Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.; Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday;
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21st, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk.; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month; Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August; Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March
20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911; Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911; St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.; St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential

bida:., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs. ; Jan., April, August and Nov.;
Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo; 1st Sat.; annual. May 6, 1911; Toledo.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadwav. New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August; New York.
TRAFFir Club of Pitt?rurgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly; Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stew-

art Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911; Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo. N. Y.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual.

May 8, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August; Chicago.

'Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

©raffir Ncttii^*

James Bloomingdale has been chosen chairman of the Middle
States Freight Association, in place of C. W. Bullen, resigned;
office 143 Liberty street, New York City.

The Philadelphia & Reading announces that beginning Febru-
ary 17, single trip one way fares on the Reading lines will be at

the rate of 2j/^ cents a mile. Most or all of these rates at present
are 2 cents a mile.

The Interstate Commerce Commission will hold a hearing re-

garding allowances to tap line railways in St. Louis, Mo., begin-
ning January 23. This will be a continuance of the investigation

which was begun with the hearing at New Orleans.

The Western Pacific has made a reduction of 50 cents a ton

in the rates on coal in carloads to California from mines in

Colorado and Utah. Coal is not cheap in California even with
this reduction, the freight rates ranging from $7.35 to $8.35 a

ton.

Governor Campbell of Texas renews in his annual message
his advocacy of the passage of a 2-cent fare law. Governor
Campbell has been regularly trying, every time the legislature

has met, to get a 2-cent fare law passed, and regularly has been
defeated.

The railway agriculturist causes the fruit of his mental activ-

ities to thrive in the most unpromising soil. The San Pedro,

Los Angeles & Salt Lake, supposed to lie mostly in a desert, is

to run a farmers' instruction train. The Utah College of Agricul-

ture, the Ubiversity of Nevada and the University of Idaho will

co-operate.

The Chicago & Alton has announced that it will put in ser-

vice on January 22 a fast mail train between Chicago and St.

Louis, which will run between these points, a distance of 284

miles, in 6 hours and 15 minutes. This is about 2 hours and 45

minutes less than the schedules of the better passenger trains at

present. It will carry no passengers.

Burlington's New Through Service to the South and

Southeast.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy announces the completion

of its new line to Metropolis, 111., and Paducah, Ky., connection

is made at these points with the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis, thus forming a direct line from St. Louis to Metropolis,

Paducah, and all points reached by the Nashville, Chattanooga

& St. Louis. Trackage rights have been acquired for Burlington

trains over the Louisville & Nashville between East St. Louis

and Woodlawn, III, 69 miles, making a direct freight route to

Paducah. Through fast freight trains began running January

10 from St. Louis to Paducah, Nashville, etc., and to points in

Georgia. Fast through freight service has been established to all

important points in the south.

The Cotton Bill Frauds.

Suits have been entered in court at Decatur, Ala., against the

Louisville & Nashville and the Southern Railways by English and

German creditors of Knight, Yancey & Co., to recover losses

sustained in connection with fraudulent bills of lading for cot-

ton. The plaintiffs are Alexander Eccles & Co., of Liverpool,

and Knopp and Fabarius and seven other merchants, of Bremen,

Germany. Other English creditors are expected to file similar

suits within the next ten days. The total sum for which action

will be brought by English creditors is said to be more than

$2,000,000, and by Germans about $300,000. The gist of the action

is found in the following allegations:

The firm of Knight, Yancey & Co. had been in the habit of ob-

taining money on drafts secured by spurious bills of lading sim-

ilar to those upon which the present actions are brought, for the

past five years. A month or two after each bill of lading was

issued. Knight, Yancey & Co. would buy cotton similar to that

called for by the bill and ship it forward under the same marks

as those described in the bill of lading. When the cotton arrived
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at its ilc'stiiiatidii ahmad, it uonlil l)r tlclivcrod upon tlic sunciKlcr
ol tlio spurious bill of lading, tk'spite the fact that the spurious
l)ills dilTcrcd in date and lunnhor aud in other respects from the

uiauifcst accouipanyiuK the cotton. It is further allegetl that this

practice of Knijiht, \'ancey & Co. was connived at by the oflicers

of the railways, and that upon questions arising as to the pro-

priety of a delivery of cotton upon a draft secured by a spurious
bill of lading the matter would be referred to the railway con-

cerned, and the railway would direct delivery, thus preventing the

discovery of the forgeries and enabling Knight, Yancey & Co. to

continue the course of dealing which led to their subsequent
failure. It is alleged that more than 4(X),000 bales have been tlius

delivered on forged bills, and that when the failure came there

were outstanding forged bills of lading for over 50,000 bales of

cotton upon wiiich no cotton had ever been delivered. The
creditors maintain that this connivance on the part of the rail-

ways renders them equally fiablc with Knight, Yancey & Co. for

the loss sustained.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the Atnerican Railway Association, in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 87, giving a sunmiary of car shortages

and surpluses 1)\ groujjs from Sci)tiinl)er 1, 1900 to [anuary 4,

1911, says:

"There was an increase of 48,314 over the surjjlus shown in

our last report, making a total for this report of 110,342 cars,

'liie increase in box ear surplus was 22,908 cars, and in coal

and gondolas 16,834 cars. The increase was general throughout
the country with the exception of group 7, which shows a

slightly reduced surplus. Of the groups showing increases,

grou]) 9 (Southwestern), shows the least change, the increase

in this gr(nip being only about 20 per cent.

"The shortage was reduced from 10,705 to 3,508, and the coal

car shortage reported in our last l^>ulletin for groups 2 (East-
ern), 3 (Middle), and 4 (Middle Atlantic), was practically

wiped out. It will be remembered that rather severe weather
was experienced at this time last year, which retarded the move-
ment of cars, while with the comparatively mild weather of the

past few weeks, cars have moved more freely. It is probable

that the increase in surplus over last year may be in a great

measure due to the difference in weather conditions."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by

groups for the last period covered by the report and the charts

show total surpluses and shortages in 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910 and
1911.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

, Surpluses ^ , Shortages ——

^

Coal, Coal,
Date. No. of gondola Other gondola Other

roads. Box. Flat, aifd hopper, kinds. Total. Box. Flat, and hopper, kinds. Total.
Group *1.—Ianuary 4, 1911 8 939 1,874 526 280 3,619 1 102 4S 148

2.— " 4,1911 24 4,495 267 4,998 4,811 14,571 19 6 1 5 31
3.— " 4,1911 26 4,041 718 16,019 2,819 23,597 481 481
4.— " 4,1911 10 3,146 286 1,298 1,189 5,919 64 13 T7
5.— " 4,1911 17 1,070 276 1,071 540 2,957 991 417 13 1,421
6.— " 4,1911 21 8,369 1,366 3,665 4,825 18,225 48 200 44 548 840
7.— " 4,1911 3 357 356 819 469 2,001
8.— " 4,1911 IS 4,936 304 2,691 3.098 11.029 47 3 50
9.— " 4,1911 12 1,775 142 554 723 3,194 U
10.— " 4,1911 20 5,462 2,347 2,790 8,271 18,870 5 6 11
11.— " 4,1911 4 4,771 690 52 937 6,450 253 196 449

Total 161 39,361 8,626 34,483 27,962 1 10,432 1,064 987 160 1,297 3,508

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi. Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Shortage •Surplus Shortage 1908 Surplus

NOV. II

Dec. A

100,000 200,000 300,000 4-00,000

i^^H Box Cars.

5hort Shortage I9IO Shortage /9JI Surp/us

300, 000

/III Cars.

zoo,ooo

Box Cars.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.
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Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Artluir Hale, chairman of tlic committee on relations between

Railways of the American Railway Association, in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 88, covering car balance and performance

for September, 1910, says

:

"Attention was called in our August bulletin to the similarity

in car performance between that month and the corresponding

month in 1907. This similarity is again noted in the September

averages. The cars at home averaged 60 per cent., exactly the

same as in September, 1907, this item showing a decrease in

both years, with the usual increase in the loaded mileage, the

latter averaging 71.4 per cent, in September, 1910, as against

70.3 per cent, in August. The increase m 1907 was from 70.8

per cent, to 71.8 per cent.

"The miles per car per day averaged 22, and the ton miles

per car per day 375 (active cars 390), as against 24.0 and 354

(active cars 362) in September, 1907. The car loading was some-

what better this year as indicated by an increase in the tons per

loaded car from 20.5 to 21.6. Compared with August, 1910, the

general performance was improved. The tons per loaded car

is the only item failing to show an improvement, this average

decreasing from 22.0 in August to 21.6 in September. This slight

reduction was more than offset by the increase in the per cent.

of loaded mileage and the miles per car per day, producing a

fair increase in the ton miles per car per day.

The accompanying table gives car balance and performance in

September and the charts on the facing page show car earnings

and performance in 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910.

Eastern Rate Hearings.

Walker D. Hines, representing the Delaware & Hudson began

the closing argument in behalf of the eastern carriers in the

freight rate case before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The eastern case was concluded January 12.

Mr. Hines said that if the carriers had included an unlawful

item in making a rate it was within the power of the commis-
sion to throw that rate out. H, however, legal basis only had

been taken into consideration in making rates, the commission

should declare these rates legal. The commission should be

broadminded and not technical in reaching its conclusion and

should recognize the commercial needs of the country. No
maximum of rates should be fixed.

On the subject of the physical valuation of the roads, Mr.

Hines spoke of the enhanced value of the properties, through the

investments of surplus funds which, in themselves, represented

denials to stockholders who should have something to recom-

pense them for those denials. A rate based on physical valu-

ation would inure to the advantage of roads running through

the more densely populated sections.

Mr. Hines contended that the carriers had fully shown the

necessity for and the reasonableness of the increased rates

proposed.

E. D. Robbins, general counsel of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford followed. He told of the many improvements under

way and in contemplation by the New Haven road involving a

total expenditure of $37,000,000. Of this amount $16,000,000

has already been spent in betterments and additions, leaving

$21,(X)0,(XX) still to be laid out. In answer to questions he said

that it was proposed to meet this expenditure so far as possible

from the operations of the road, only resorting to the issue of

new securities in the event that the revenues should not be suffi-

cient to meet the demand.
Mr Robbins said that it was not true that the traffic manager

of the railways in adjusting rates was solely controlled by the

desire to raise more money. The prosperity of his company
depends upon the prosperity of its territory, and that consider-

ation was always to be taken into account. He instanced a case

where a proposed rate, in the opinion of the shipper, would
have destroyed a certain industry. If the traffic manager had in-

sisted upon imposing that rate he would have been killing the

goose that laid the golden egg.

No rate should be raised beyond the point where commerce
would not continue to flow without restriction. "I give it to

you as my judgment," he said, "that the limit of the beneficial

raise of rates to the railways from the selfish point of view of

the railways themselves has been nearly reached, if not actually

reached." He said that practically all of the freight business
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done by the New Haven road was done at a loss, all of its profit

coming from the transportation of passengers.

Hugh L. Bond, Jr., of the Baltimore & Ohio, urged that on
the testimony and the record there could be no question that
the increases in rates made by the tarififs in controversy were
made after the most careful and deliberate consideration of all

the circumstances, conditions or factors proper to be considered
by the most experienced and skillful men available, with the
purpose in view of not only obtaining additional revenue for the
carriers but of afifecting commercial conditions and the move-
ment of traffic to the least possible degree and so to avoid sub-
jecting the traffic in any class of articles to an oppressive rate.

The traffic officers believe that the proposed rates are fair and
reasonable to the shippers and as little as the carriers ought
reasonably to get at this time.

Mr. Bond said that the credit of the railways, certainly of
the Baltimore & Ohio, is in the hands of the commission in these
proceedings. The ability of the road to bring and keep its prop-
erties up to modern railway standards also depended upon the
decision. There was no evidence, he argued, from which the
commission could revise the tariffs in question separately, or
which would enable the commission to establish a schedule of
maximum rates. "Should the commission," he said, "decide

that the tariffs in question cannot be made effective, on the
ground that any general increase of rates must be unreasonable,
then the commission will, at the same time, decide that the Bal-
timore & Ohio system, and substantially all the roads in the

trunk and central traffic territory, must not only stop progressing,

but must go backward."

Ihcre is no evidence before the commission that any of the
rates are unreasonable in themselves, and any conclusion that
they are so must be based on the general ground that any gen-
eral increase of rates at this time is necessarily of itself
unreasonable.

Western Rate Hearing.

Arguments were submitted to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission on Monday in the case of the advances in commodity
rates proposed by the lines that are in the Western trunk line
territory.

In adjusting the time to be allotted to counsel for their ar-
guments it was announced that forty-five minutes would be given
to P. H. Morrissey, one of the principal leaders of organized la-
bor, to speak in behalf of the proposed advance in rates.
Frank Lyon, of counsel for the commission, said that the car-

riers frankly state that unless they should be restrained other in-
creases in rates than those involved in these cases would be made
where competition would permit. Mr. Lyon said that the in-
crease in the cost to railways of labor during the last ten years
had aggregated about thirty per cent.

Interrupting Mr. Lyon, Chester M. Dawes, counsel for the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, explained that the payroll of that
system, of $30,000,000 annually, had been increased $2,700,000 a
year by advances in wages.

Burton Hanson, counsel for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, pointed out that the valuation of that line was $295,000,000.
On that valuation the company was making a return of a little

more than five per cent. "My contention is that the rates from

Car Performance in 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910.

Car Loading and Earnings in 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910.
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uliicli wo receive this letuni are loo low," said Mr. Jlaiisoii.

"The Supreme Court of the United States has said tliat this

eoniniission is not the general manager of the railways," sug-

gested Edwin II. llyzer, counsel of the Chicago & Northwestern,

"anil perhaps it is not, legally, hut 1 am rather inclined to the

practical conclusion that this connnission is the general man-
ager of the railways, and I think the railways think so, too.

"This commission represents the full police power of the gov-

ernment of the United States on this proposition. That is a tre-

inondous power. 'J'hat means, to my mind, that we must strip

lliis controversy of the habiliments of law suits. This contro-

\ ersy must cease to be so much a controversy about pocketbooks,

as iiere seems to have been indicated, and I do not much care

whether it is the railroad pocketbook or the other fellow's. The
iiuidamcntal thought of this commission seems to me to be,

"What are the needs of commerce?' We must cease to look at

rates apart from commerce as a whole.

"The railways of this country to-day are practically at the

feet of this commission, and the welfare and commerce of the

country are there also.

"If this commission should undertake to put a valuation upon

the railways and then to fit rates that would produce a flat six

per cent, return, then, in my judgment, the commerce of this

country will die unless the government owns the railways."

W. S. Horton, counsel for the Illinois Central, suggested that

the reurn upon the whole property of the road in 1910 was only

4.48 per cent. This, he maintained, was wholly inadequate.

W. F. Dickinson, of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, said

in part

:

"An examination of the accounts of this company for a num-
ber of years will show that with the payment of a very mod-
erate dividend on its capital stock there never has been suffi-

cient available surplus to warrant the expenditure of any sub-

stantial amount in making improvements. The practice of charg-

ing improvements and betterments to operating expenses has not

been followed by this company for many years. Therefore, those

improvements and betterments which have been made have been

paid for out of borrowed money and charged to capital account,

a process which is always costly unless the credit of the com-
pany is such as to warrant investors in paying at least par

value for its securities. It goes without saying that the element

of credit depends almost wholly upon the ability of the company
to have a sufficient balance of income available for dividends

to pay liberal dividends and carry a substantial amount to

surplus."

Mr. Dickinson then exhibited a table to show the average

freight revenue per freight train mile from 1898 to 1910, likewise

the average freight operating expenses per freight train mile.

Combining these two sets of figures, the attorney was able to

show that the average net freight revenues per freight train

mile was 11 cents in 1898, 76 cents in 1900, 63 cents in 1905 and

52 cents in 1910. With the exception of the prosperous year of

1907, when this was 82 cents, this average net return has gradu-

ally decreased.

ASK FAIR RETURN ON VALUE.

Concluding he said

:

"What we claim in this case and shall claim in all similar

cases is the right to an income that will yield a fair return upon

the value of the property, and it is upon this right that we base

our claim for increased revenue."

Following Gardner, Lathrop, for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, took up the argument. He said that the western ter-

ritory is in need of new railway construction and better equip-

ment to take care of the business and give the people a proper

service. It is to meet this condition, he continued, that the roads

filed the increased rates.

Money is also needed to protect life and property. Many acci-

dents are caused by mistakes of employees, but the greater por-

tion are caused by some defect in the property which could be

guarded against by the block signals and safety appliances.

Commissioner Lane wished to know whether if the commis-

sion decided to grant the increases it would be necessary to order

the rates into effect for a period of two years. Mr. Lathrop

thought that it would only be necessary to vacate the proceedings

and enter no order whatever, thus leaving the rates liable to

complaints from the shippers.

Mr. Morrissey said that he represented 180,000 employees of

llie railways. lie reviewed llie ])etilions sent llic connnission

by the labor organizations, and said that the increases were asked

for because the public is now demanding a better service, more
expensive cars, more expeditious traffic, etc. All of the argu-

jnent was of the same general tenor as that of the lawyers

preceding.

Mr. Morrissey expressed the oijinion that union labor was op-

posed to ihc so-called "scientific management" idea, because,

under it, men were driven under pressure which was a constant

physical drain, 'ihe railway employees would not work under

the system, he said. If there was to be a million dollars a day

saved by the railways through efficiency methods, that money
would almost all come out of the pockets of labor.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Ton Mile Rate on Short Roads.

Franh IV. Burton v. Unadilla J'alley Railzvay ct al. Opinion

by Commissioner Lane.

Defendants ordered to establish a through route and joint rate

of 16 cents per 100 lbs. on lumber from West Edmeston, N. Y.,

to New Britain, Conn., unless a separately estal)lishe<l rate be-

tween New Berlin, N. Y., and New Britain of 13 cents per 100

lbs. is put in.

The per-ton-mile earnings of a small carrier, having only short

hauls and light business, may properly exceed the per-ton-mile

earnings of stronger lines participating in heavy traffic which

moves for considerable distances. (20 J. C. C, 75.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

A. B. Millar has been appointed secretary of the Pennsylvania

State Railroad Commission, and will assume the duties of the

office on February 1, succeeding H. S. Calvert, resigned.

The special report of the Indiana Commission relative to the

need of the block system, which was sent to the governor a few

weeks since, has been sent by the governor to the legislature

without comment.

The Indiana Commission has sent to the railways a circular

recommending that men repairing cars be provided with special

locks so that they can lock switches to prevent disturbance of

cars under which they are working.

David Harlowe, of Milwaukee, has been appointed a member
of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission, succeeding Professor

B. H. Meyer, recently appointed to the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Mr. Harlowe will begin his duties on February 1,

his term being for four years at a salary of $5,000 per year.

Mr. Harlowe has been an active transportation man in Milwaukee
for nearly 25 years. He served in the traffic department of tiie

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for eight years as a young man.

For 17 years he has been traffic manager of the Allis-Chalmers

Company and its predecessor, the Edward P. Allis Company

COURT NEWS.

The Supreme Court of Georgia has sustained the law of that

state, passed two years ago, requiring the use of electric head-

lights on all locomotives. The decision was in the case of the

Atlantic Coast Line.

Judges Warrington, Sanford and Denison in the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals at Cincinnati, January 13, rendered a

decision sustaining the constitutionality of the act creating the

Kentucky railway commission. The case was one brought by

the Greenbrier Distilling Company of Chapline, Ky., against the

Louisville & Nashville, and involved the reasonableness of the

rates of the latter on soft coal from eastern Kentucky. The
Kentucky commission ordered the rates reduced, and the road

attacked the constitutionality of the law under which it acted, on

the ground that it combined executive, legislative and judicial

functions in one body, and conflicted with the commerce clause

of the federal constitution. Both contentions were overruled.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

H. U. Wallace has been elected vice-president of the Fort
Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, with office at Boone, Iowa.

F. D. Dale has been appointed auditor of the Leavenworth,
Kansas & Western, with office at Leavenworth, Kan., succeeding

G. T. Crandell, retired.

The officers of the Winston-Salem Southbound, which was
recently opened for traffic, are as follows : H. E. Fries, presi-

dent, Winston-Salem, N. C. ; T. M. Emerson, vice-president,

Wilmington ; H. F. Wilkinson, secretary, Roanoke, Va.
; J. F.

Post, treasurer, and H. C. Prince, general auditor, both with

offices at Wilmington, N. C. Mr. Emerson is also president,

Mr. Post, treasurer, and Mr. Prince, comptroller of the Atlantic

Coast Line.

George M. Shriver, assistant to president of the Baltimore &
Ohio, has been elected second vice-president, witli office at

Baltimore, Md., succeeding to the executive position which has

been vacant since the

relinquishment of its du-

ties by Hugh L. Bond,

Jr., general counsel of the

company. Mr. Shriver

entered the service of

the Baltimore & Ohio in

1887, as a clerk in the

accounting department,

leaving that position to

go to the United States

Express Company, oper-

ating over the B. & O.
In 1888 he went with

Charles F. Mayer, then

president of the Con-
solidation Coal Com-
pany, as his secretary,

and in that capacity re-

entered railway service

in the fall of that year

when Mr. Mayer became
president of the Balti-

G. M. Shriver. more & Ohio. Mr.
Shriver continued as sec-

retary to the president when John K. Cowen in 1896 succeeded
to the office of chief executive, and upon Leonor F. Loree be-

coming president in 1901 he promotecl him to assistant to the

president, which position he held at the time of his recent ap-
pointment as second vice-president. Mr. Shriver will have charge
uf the accounting department, and is to perform such other
duties as may be assigned him by the president or board of

directors.

Operating Officers.

C. W. Bradley has been appointed inspector of transportation

of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with office at Richmond, Va.

E. LI. Zeigler has been appointed trainmaster of terminals of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at

Indianapolis, Ind.

H. J. Schwartz has been appointed a trainmaster of the
Illinois Central, with office at Clinton, 111., succeeding W. S.

Williams, promoted.

J. E. Farrell has been appointed a trainmaster of the Chicago
& Alton, with office at Roodhouse, 111., succeeding W. H. Gunzel-
man, assigned to other duties.

C. J. Balch has been appointed to the new position of assistant

general manager of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake,
with office at Los Angeles, Cal.

W. L. Wynian, assistant trainmaster of the Philadelphia &
Reading, at Philadelphia, Pa., has resigned to go to the Canadian
Pacific, with office at Calgary, Alb.

N. H. Goucher has been appointed superintendent of trans-
portation of the Charlotte Llarbor & Northern, with office at
Arcadia, Fla., succeeding to the duties of J. M. Kelly, train-
master.

W. N. Royall, general manager, and E. Borden, general
superintendent of transportation of the Atlantic Coast Line,
have had their authority extended over the Winston- Salem
Southbound, both with offices at Wilmington, N. C.

A. L. Mohler, vice-president and general manager of the Union
Pacific at Omaha, Neb., having returned after an absence, has
assumed charge of the operation of the road, and Charles Ware,
assistant general manager ; W. D. Lincoln, assistant general man-
ager, and W. R. Cahill, superintendent of the Nebraska division,

will resume the duties of their respective offices.

Orville T. Waring, who has been appointed superintendent
of the new Winston-Salem district of the Atlantic Coast Line,

with office at Florence, S. C, as previously announced in these

columns, graduated as a civil engineer from the University of

Pennsylvania in 1902, and in July of that year began railway
work in the engineering department of the Baltimore & Ohio.
In July of the following year he was appointed assistant division

engineer, and in August, 1905, he went to the Atlantic Coast Line
as assistant engineer, leaving that company in November, 1906,

to go to the Charleston & Western Carolina in the same capacity.

He was promoted to assistant superintendent of that road in

November, 1907, and the following year returned to the service

of the Atlantic Coast Line as roadmaster. From September,

1909, to October of the following year he was acting engineer of

roadway and was then appointed assistant engineer, which posi-

tion he held at the time of his recent appointment as super-

intendent.

James Allen Kauffman, whose appointment as superintendent

of the Tombigbee Valley has been announced in these columns,

was born July 14, 1877, at Miamisburg, Ohio, and was educated

in the public schools.

He started to learn

telegraphy in 1894 on the

Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, and the follow-

mg year went to the

Illinois Central as a

clerk, at Holly Springs,

Miss., and was later

chief clerk and cashier

to the joint agent of the

Illinois Central and the

Kansas City, Memphis &
Birmingham, now a part

of the St. Louis & San
Francisco. About two
years later he was ap-

pointed chief clerk, and
was then consecutively

despatcher and super-

intendent of the Ohio
River & Columbus, at

Ripley. Ohio. He was
then superintendent, gen-

eral manager, secretary

and a director of the Licking River, at Salt Lick, Ky., and was
later appointed general manager of the Lafayette Railroad, at

Lafayette, Ga., leaving that company to become consulting and

afterwards chief engineer of the Oklahoma Midland Electric.

His next position was chief engineer of the Newton & North-

western, now a part of the Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern.

In October, 1910, he was appointed chief clerk of the Tombigbee
Valley, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as superintendent.

Charles C. Walker, who has been appointed assistant general

manager of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with office at Richmond, Va.,

as previously announced in these columns, was born June 21,

. 1858, in Albemarle county, Va., and was educated at Oldfield

School. He began railway work in 1873, since which time he

has been consecutively to 1876, messenger, receiving and delivery

freight clerk, brakeman and fireman on the Richmond & Dan-
ville, now a part of the Southern Railway, and from 1876 to 1879

J. A. Kauffman.
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he was general operator on the Richinoiicl, York River & Chesa-

peake, which is also now a part of the Southern Railway. He
went to the Chesapeake & Ohio in August. 1879, as a clerk in

the claim ottice, and was subsequently to January 1897, telegraph

operator, train dcspatcher, chief train despatcher, and assistant

division superintendent. He was appointed division super-

intendent at Richmond, Va., in January, 1897, and four years later

was made general superintendent of the Eastern division. The
following year he was appointed superintendent of transportation,

and in May, 1910, he was promoted to general superintendent of

transportation, which position he held at the time of his recent

appointment as assistant general manager.

F. P. Gutelius, whose appointment as general superintendent

of the Eastern division of the Canadian Pacific, with office at

Montreal, Que., has been announced in these columns, was born

December 21, 1864, at

Mifflinburg, Pa. He
graduated from Lafay-

ette College as a civil

engineer in 1887, and
began railway work Jan-

uary 1, 1888, as assistant

engineer on the Pennsyl-

vania Lines West of

Pittsburgh, and the fol-

lowing year was trans-

ferred in the same ca-

pacity to the Cleveland

& Pittsburgh. From
1890, to June, 1891, he

was assistant supervisor

in charge of engineering

work on the Cleveland

& Pittsburgh for the

sub-division north of

Alliance, with office at

Cleveland, Ohio, during

which time he made sur-

veys and preliminary

plans for the elimination

of grade crossings through Newburg, a suburb of Cleveland.

He was out of railway work from June, 1891, until November,
1895, when he started the construction of the Trail Creek
Tramway in British Columbia, and was later in charge of its

operation as general superintendent. He built a 20-mile exten-

sion of this line which afterwards became the Columbia &
Western, and is now a part of the Canadian Pacific. In Sep-

temiber, 1899, he was appointed resident engineer in charge of

maintenance of the Canadian Pacific lines in the Kootenay dis-

trict, B. C, and the following year was made inspecting engi-

neer on maintenance work for the Canadian Pacific system. In

June, 1902, he was appointed engineer of maintenance of way,

which position he held until the spring of 1906, when he was
made assistant chief engineer in charge of all engineering work
on the Eastern lines, and he also prepared engineering stand-

ards for the entire system. He was appointed general super-

intendent of the Lake Superior division in September, 1908,

which position he held at the time of his recent appointment

as general superintendent of the Eastern division.

Traffic Officers.

W. B. Wheeler has been appointed general agent of the Rock
Island Southern, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., a new agency.

Frederick C. Lang has been appointed a freight solicitor of

the Union Line of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, in

connection with the Chicago agency.

F. A. Acker, traveling freight agent of the Northern Pacific

at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed a traveling freight agent,

with office at Kansas City, Mo., a new office.

W. G. Cooper, Jr., has been appointed general freight and
passenger agent of the Charlotte Harbor & Northern, with office

at Boca Grande, Fla., succeeding E. C. Hoskins.

H. A. Poveleite, general freight agent of the Queen & Cres-

cent at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed a member of the

Uniform Classification Committee, with office in Chicago.

F. P. Gutelius.

M. J. McMahon, assistant genera] freight and passenger agent
of the Buffalo & Susquehanna at Du Bois, Pa., has been ap-

])()intcd traffic manager of the New Orleans Great Northern,
with office at New Orleans, La.

F. B. Townsend, coal freight agent of the Minneapolis &
St. Louis and the Iowa Central at Chicago, has been appointed

an assistant general freight agent, with office at Minneapolis,

Minn., and his former office has been abolished.

C. G. Mills has been appointed manager of the Montana
Demurrage Bureau and agent of the Western Railway Weighing
Association and Inspection Bureau, with office at Butte, Mont.,

succeeding R. H. Ingle, commissioner, resigned to engage in

other business.

A. D. Williamson, traveling freight agent of the Seaboard Air
Line, at Live Oak, Fla., has been transferred to Bradentown, in

charge of the territory from Turkey creek to Venice, which
territory was formerly covered by the Tampa office. W. M.
Bullard succeeds Mr. Williamson, with office at Live Oak.

W. J. Craig, passenger traffic manager, and R. A. Brand, freight

traffic manager of the Atlantic Coast Line, have had their au-

thority extended over the Winston-Salem Southbound, both with

offices at Wilmington, N. C. S. P. Collier, Jr., is general freight

and passenger agent of the Winston-Salem Southbound, with

office at Winston-Salem.

F. H. Montgomery, traveling agent of the Lackawanna Line

at Seattle, Wash., has been appointed traveling freight agent

of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Buffalo,

N. Y., succeeding E. S. Manchester, promoted. E. J. Stoll,

traveling freight agent of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis

at Portland, Ore., has been appointed commercial agent, with

office at Omaha, Neb., succeeding H. F. Curtis, resigned to en-

gage in other business, and James Trumbull succeeds Mr. Stoll.

Engineering & Rolling Stock Officers.

T. S. Abbott, chief engineer of the Coahuila & Zacatecas at

Saltillo, Coahuila, Mex., has resigned.

The office of G. S. Bruce, chief engineer of the Charlotte

Harbor & Northern, has been transferred from Arcadia, Fla., to

Boca Grande.

E. B. Pleasants, chief engineer, and R. E. Smith, general

superintendent of motive power of the Atlantic Coast Line, have

had their authority extended over the Winston-Salem South-

bound, both with offices at Wilmington, N. C.

M. H. Elkin, division engineer of the Lehigh Valley, at Au-
burn, N. Y., has been transferred to Hazleton, Pa., succeeding

F. W. Gilcreast, resigned to go to another company. R. L. Geb-

hardt succeeds Mr. Elkin, with office at Auburn.

Purchasing Officers.

F. H. Fechtig, purchasing agent of the Atlantic Coast Line,

has had his authority extended over the Winston-Salem South-

bound, with office at Wilmington, N. C.

OBITUARY.

R. Forrester, consulting engineer of the Denver & Rio Grande,

died at Seattle, Wash., on December 30.

Harry D. Annable, assistant foreign freight agent of the Cana-

dian Pacific at New York, died on January 10. Mr. Annable

was born in Canada 39 years ago. He had been associated with

the Canadian Pacific for several years, having represented the

company as general freight agent in London prior to his coming
to New York about a year ago.

Edward S. Greenleaf, formerly superintendent of the Jackson-

ville Southeastern, now part of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, died at Jacksonville, 111., on January 10. Mr. Greenleaf

was born in Williamsburg, Me., June 5, 1838, and began railway

work in 1855 with the Great Western Railway, now part of the

Wabash. In 1866 he was made general freight and ticket agent

of the St. Louis, Jacksonville & Chicago, now part of the Alton,

and for a number of years after 1870 was superintendent of the

Jacksonville, Northwestern & Southeastern and its successor, the

Jacksonville Southeastern.
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Batltttay GlonoJrurttotn

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Canadian Pacific.—The Kootenay Central, which has been

taken over by the Canadian Pacific, is pushing construction work
in the Columbia valley, B. C. The plans call for a line from
Golden, B. C, following the shore of Lake Windermere, to Fort

Steele, 175 miles. The work includes changing the course of

Wild Horse creek.

Chehalis & Cowlitz.—Incorporated in the state of Washing-
ton with $300,000 capital to build from Chehalis southeast to a

point on the Cowlitz river, near the Plamondon donation land

claim on Cowlitz prairie, 20 miles. Also to build branch lines.

H. C. Coffman and G. A. Robinson, Chehalis, are incorporated.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—A new branch has

been opened for business from Warden, Wash., west to Mar-
cellus, 47 miles.

Cincinnati & Nashville.—This is the new name of the

Overton County Railroad, which is to be reorganized. The
plans call for building from Livingston, Tenn., northeast via

Byrdstown and Monticello, K}'., to Somerset, about 76 miles.

Contracts for this work will be let in about four months. The
work will be medium heavy, including some rock work and one
tunnel. There are to be two steel bridges, also one trestle. The
line will carry lumber, coal and merchandise.

Crystal City & Uvalde.—This company has opened for busi-

ness an extension from Crystal City, Texas, to Gardendale, 41

miles.

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western.—According to press

reports, this company is taking up options on 25,000 acres of coal

lands in Armstrong county. Pa., and it is thought that the com-
pany will build a line into Armstrong county.

Denton-Slidell.—The Denton Chamber of Commerce is back
of a project to build a line from Denton, Tex., northwest to Sli-

dell, about 20 miles. A. C. Owsley, Denton, is the principal pro-

motor.

Denver & Rio Grande.—An officer writes regarding the

double-tracking work to be carried out between Denver, Colo.,

and Salt Lake City, Utah, that no definite plans have yet been

made to carry out this work, and surveys are not being made.
It is possible that the company may construct some double-track

during 1911 in locations where the greatest congestion exists,

but up to the present time no definite plans have been under

consideration.

DuLUTH, Missabe & NORTHERN.—This company has opened
for business new branch lines as follows : Silver branch, from
Rainey Junction, Minn., to Canadian Junction, 2.6 miles ; Wood-
bridge branch, from Sherwood, to Sharon, 3.9 miles.

Gallatin Valley.—A new branch has been opened for busi-

ness from Belgrade Junction, Mont., east to Belgrade, five miles.

Great Northern.—An officer writes that grading work
between Oroville, Wash., and Pateros has been finished. Work
has been suspended on the extension to Wenatchee for the

present. (December 2, p. 1096.)

Gulf, Velasco & Northern.—An officer writes that contracts

will probably be let within 60 days to build from Sealy, Texas,

on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe and the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, southeast via Rosenburg, Damon, Columbia and Brazoria

to Velasco, on the gulf of Mexico, about 96 miles. The line will

carry agricultural products, timber and live stock.

Lehigh & New England.—A contract has been given to

McArthur Brothers Co., New York, to build an extension from

Danielsville, Pa., near Slatington, west to Tamaqua, 32 miles.

Construction work is to be started at once. (September 30,

p. 599.)

Licking River.—An extension has been built from Blackwater,

Ky., to Arnett, two miles.

Manufacturers' Railway.—An officer writes that construc-

tion work has been started to double the trackage capacity of

this line, which is wholly within the corporate limits of St.

Louis, Mo. No contracts for the work will be let. The improve-
ments include a union freight house, city delivery tracks and a

storage yard.

Minneapolis & Rainy River.—An extension has been opened
for business from Bigfork, Minn., to Effie and Kenny, eight
miles.

Missoula & Hamilton.—Incorporated in Montana with
$500,000 capital, to build from Hamilton, Mont., north to Mis-
soula, with a number of branch lines in Missoula and Ravalli

counties. It has not yet been determined whether the company
will use steam for the motive power or electric motor cars.

Work on the line is to be started early this coming spring. The
incorporators include: H. M. Sloan, R. A. O'Hara, Hamilton;
F. I. Bennett, I. M. Cobe and L. A. Bushby, Chicago, all of the

Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Company.

Nashville-Gallatin Interurean.—An officer writes that

surveys are to be started this month, and it is expected to have
all the rights-of-way secured by May 1, so that construction

work can be started about the fifteenth of that month. The
plans call for a line from Nashville, Tenn., northeast to Galla-

tin, 30 miles. A contract has been given to the W. K. Palmer
Engineering Company, Kansas City, Mo., for the locating sur-

vey, including profile, right-of-way map, etc. H. H. Mayberry,
Franklin, may be addressed. (January 13, p. 104.)

North Coast.—See Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company.

North Yakima & Valley.—The Moxee branch has been

opened for business from North Yakima, Wash., to Moxee City,

8.6 miles.

Northern Pacific.—According to press reports, this company
will spend about $2,000,000 building a 35-mile double-track Ime

between Tacoma, Wash., and Tenino. Surveys for this w ' I-

were made about a year ago. The improvements to be carried

out include piercing a tunnel under Tacoma, near Point Defi-

ance, to be about one-half mile long, and the elimination of

the big hill south of Tacoma. The new line will be used jointly

by the Northern Pacific, the Great Northern and the Oregon-

Washington Railroad & Navigation Company. (October 28, p.

810.)

Oregon Roads (Electric).—Residents of The Dalles, Ore., are

interested in a project to build an electric line from The Dalles

to the Tygh valley.

F. M. Swift, Oregon City, Ore., is said to be back of a project

to build an electric line through the Molalla territory.

The Lane County Asset Company of Eugene, Ore., has made
financial arrangements, it is said, to build an electric line from

Eugene to tidewater on Siuslaw Bay. The line is to be extended

to Florence, 60 miles, and eventually south to Coos Bay, an addi-

tional 75 miles. A site has been secured on the water front for

terminals at Siuslaw Bay.

Oregon Short Line.—According to press reports, this com-

pany will make improvements to include laying 211 miles of

track in Idaho during 1911 as follows: Track to be laid on grade

from Caldwell to Homedale, 11.2 miles; extension from Rich-

field to High Prairie Summit, 67.2 miles; extension from Burley

to Kelton Summit, traversing the Raft river project, 60.5 miles;

new track from Ashton to Briggs, 37.5 miles; extension from

Buhl to Salmon river crossing, 8.6 miles, and extension from

Nissa east toward Homedale, 26 miles. At the Boise yards and

terminals the platforms are to be extended.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—
Contracts, it is said, will be let in February for building an 80-

mile section of the North Coast division, between Spokane,

Wash., and a junction with the present main line of the Oregon

& Washington.

Overton County Railroad.—See Cincinnati & Nashville.

Pacific Electric.—This company has opened its new line be-

tween Pomona, Cal., Claremont, and Upland.

Pueblo & Northeastern.—An officer writes that contracts will

probably be let within 60 days to build from Pueblo, Colo., via

Wilson, thence to a connection with the Missouri Pacific and the
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Atchison, Topcka & S;iiit;i Fc at Ncpestn. The work will inchidc

putting up two stcci bridges. B. H. Talhnadge, of the Pueblo-
Kooky ford l.aud C"oMii»aiiy, is vice-president, Topcka, Kan.

rKiNKVii.i.K i*t I'Iastkrn-.—Organized in Oregon with $400,000
capital to build fron) I'rinevillc, Ore., west to a point on the

Oregon Trunk, 18 miles. Surveys are nearing completion, and
it is expected to begin grading work from Princville in a short

tinu-. T. M. Haldwin, (i. M. Cornett, A. J. Noble, W. A. Bootli

and residents of rriweville are back of the project.

S.\NFORD Traction.—An officer writes that the plans call for

a line from Sanford, Fla., south via Celery delta to Orlando, 30
miles, of whicli 16 miles has track laid and is leased to the

company. Work on the rest of the line will be carried out by
the company's men. S. O. Chase, president and A. P. Connelly,

manager, Sanfcrd.

South Caromn.'V Western.—An extension lias l)cen opened for

business from McBee, S. C, south to Hartsville, 16 miles.

Southern Pacific.—An officer writes that surveys have been
made from Contact, Nev., to Icarus, on the Southern Pacific

east of Wells, but it has not yet been decided to build the line.

Southern Railway.—This company will build an additional

10 miles of double track on its main line between Washington,
D. C, and Atlanta, Ga. The work has been authorized on a

section south of Franklin Junction, Va. The new track will be
connected with second track already laid to Whittle which
has never been usfd. When the new work is completed the five

miles of single track between Franklin Junction and Syca-

more will be operated as a gauntlet under absolute block.

No train will be permitted to enter either end of the gaunt-

let while another is on it. The 28-mile stretch of double

track from Montview, Va., to Sycamore will be increased to

fifty miles by this addition, and the 12 miles from Montview
to Monroe through Lynchburg which is just going into ser-

vice. The completion of the Lynchburg improvement gives the

Southern 239 miles of double track between Washington and At-
lanta, which are 648 miles apart, and on completion of the im-

provement between Franklin Junction and Whittle the total

double track will be 249 miles. (January 6, p. 62.)

Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.—An officer writes that the

company expects to begin work early this coming summer on
a branch from Harrisburg, Ga., east to Trion, eight miles; also,

from Rome to Rockmart, 29 miles. The work includes some
heavy cuts and fills, three steel bridges, each 120 ft. long, a

2,500-ft. tunnel shops and terminal buildings are to be built at

Chattanooga, Tenn. The principal commodities to be carried

will be iron ore, coal and cotton. (December 23, p. 1205.)

Texas Central.—The De Leon branch has been opened for

traffic from De Leon, Texas, to Cross Plains, 41 miles.

Tidewater Railroad.—A franchise has been granted by the

officials of Birmingham, Ala., and surveys are being made to

build from East Lake, southwest via Birmingham to Bessemer,
about 25 miles, on which work is to be started soon. The line

is eventually to be extended to Tuscaloosa and Gadsden. Mor-
ris Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa., are the financial backers of the

project; J. M. Dewberry, vice-president, Birmingham.

United Properties Co.—This company, which was recently in-

corporated in Delaware, it is understood, will build from San
Jose, Cal., through the San Joaquin valley to Bakersfield, thence

to Los Angeles. It is reported that the Hill interests are back of

the project. (Jan. 13, p. 104.)

Vera Cruz & Isthmus.—This company has finished work on
a branch line from Rives, Mex., to Cuatotolepan, 13 miles, and
from Brisbin to Cerro Colorado, 15 miles.

Virgini.\ & Carolina Southern.—The Elizabethtown branch
has been extended from Tarheel, N. C, to Dublin, six miles.

Virginia & Southwestern.—This company has opened for

business the section from Moccasin Gap, Va., southeast to Persia

Junction, Tenn., 38 miles, where connection is made with the line

to Bulls Gap, on the Southern Railway.

Western Pacific.—An officer is quoted as saying that this

company will build a line south to San Jose, Cal., within the next
few months, and at a later time will build to Los Angeles.

Bailtttat) iFinancial Neui^.

Ai.iiANv Southern.—The directors of this company have de-

clared an initial dividend of IJ/2 per cent, on the preferred

slock, payable February 1. An officer of the company is

quoted as saying that this is a semi-annual dividend, and that

the declaration places the stock on a 3 per cent, annual basis.

Boston Railroad Molding Co.—Lee, Higginson & Co., Boston,
and Higginson & Co., London, are offering at slightly below
par cumulative 4 per cent, preferred stock of the Boston Rail-

road Holding Co., guaranteed principal and interest by the

New York, New Haven & Hartford. Of this preferred stock

there is now $20,012,(XX) outstanding, and after the Holding
company has subscribed for its share of the new Boston &
Maine stock, there will be $26,422,500 preferred stock out-

standing. There is $3,106,500 conmion stock, of which tho

New York, New Haven & Hartford owns $3,006,500. The
common stock only has voting power. The preferred stock is

a first lien on a little over 51 per cent, of the outstanding

Boston & Maine stock. The Boston & Maine stock cannot be

sold or transferred without authority from the Massachusetts

legislature.

Boston & Maine.—See Boston Railroad Holding Co.

Canadian Pacific.—The New Brunswick Southern, for some
time leased to the Canadian Pacific, is now to be operated as

part of district 1 of the Atlantic division, and the St. Maurice
Valley Railway, also leased by the Canadian Pacific, is to be

operated as part of district 3 of the Eastern division.

Central New England.—The $1,250,000 first mortgage 5 per

cent, bonds of 1899-1919, callable at 105, have been called for

payment on February 1.

Chattanooga & Atlanta.—See Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.

Chattanooga Southern.—See Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.

Colorado & Southern.—This company has sold to Proctor & Bor-

den, New York, $1,400,000 Colorado & Southern refunding and
extension 4^ per cent, bonds. Proctor & Borden are ofifering

these bonds and $1,700,000 of the same issue bought in the open

market, making a total of $3,100,000 bonds at a price to yield

4.60 per cent. A letter from President Darius Miller says

that the proceeds of the sale of the $1,400,000 bonds, together

with the proceeds of the sale of $3,000,000 bonds sold in June,

are being used to pay for building a line from W^alsenburg,

Col., to Pueblo. The company now uses Denver & Rio Grande
tracks between Walsenburg and Pueblo.

Del.\ware & Hudson.—The New York Public Service Com-
mission, Second district, has authorized the Delaware & Hud-
son to issue $7,000,000 4 per cent, refunding mortgage bonds,

to be sold at not less than 95. Of the proceeds of these bonds
$4,494,320 is to be used to pay outstanding notes, and the bal-

ance is to be used for improvements and additions.

Glasden & Birmingham.—See Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—The minister of railways and canals

of Canada has received a telegram from Ch^irles M. Hays,

president of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, asking that the

Grand Trunk Pacific be allowed to submit a proposition to

operate the Hudson Bay Railway, which the Government is

to build. Mr. Hays also offers to build a line from Saskatoon

to the pass, where the Hudson Bay Railway will begin. This

will be a counter proposition to the one made recently by the

Mackenzie and Mann (Canadian Northern) interests.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.-—At a conference on January 9,

representatives of 16 towns on the Texas Central passed reso-

lutions favoring a law which shall permit the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas to take over the operation of the Texas Central.

New Brunswick Southern.—See Canadian Pacific.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company has sold

$10,000,000 454 per cent, notes to a Boston syndicate headed by

F. S. Moseley & Co. The notes were offered on a 4^4 per cent,

basis and quickly sold. They will run until March 1, 1912.

Proceeds of the New Haven note sale are presumably for the

general corporate purposes. New Haven has $3,350,000 de-
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benture notes maturing this year, so that a portion of the money
received from the new notes will take care of these maturing

obligations.

New York, New Havex & Hartford.—See Boston Railroa'l

Holding Co.

Norfolk Southern.—The directors have declared an initial

quarterly dividend of one-half of 1 per cent., payable February
1. This places the stock on a 2 per cent, basis.

Pennsylvania Southern.—See Pittsburgh, Summerville 8c

Clarion.

Pittsburgh, Summerville & Clarion.—Tlic Commercial cr

Financial Chronicle says that the new interests, which several

months ago acquired control of this 21-mile line, have leased

it to the Pennsylvania Southern, which has $200,000 stock and
operates one mile in addition to its leased line.

Seaboard Air Line.—The directors have authorized the sale of

$19,000,000 refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds to provide

cash and to pay for the retirement of $14,651,000 collateral trust

5 per cent, bonds due in May. These bonds are part of

$125,000,000 refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds provided for

by the reorganization plan, none of which having been pre-

viously sold. Blair & Co., New York, and associates are to

underwrite the bond sale, and it is expected that the sale

will net the railway company 80 per cent.

Stockholders are to vote at a special meeting January 30 on the

question of authorizing a new mortgage to secure $35,000,000

new 5 per cent, bonds. This mortgage will replace the present

mortgage securing $12,000,000 authorized bonds.

St. Maurice Valley.—See Canadian Pacific.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—The $7,000,000 15-20 year 5 per

cent, bonds recently offered by Speyer & Co., New York, at 87

to yield 654 per cent., have been oversubscribed for.

Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.—A press despatch from flhat-

tanooga says that the Chattanooga & Atlanta, the Chattanooga
Southern and the Glasden & Birmingham are to be merged,
and a new company—the Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia— is to

take over the operation.

Texas Central.—See Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

Wabash.—James Pollitz, who bought 1,000 shares of Wabash
common stock in 1906, and who has been suing the company
on various grounds ever since, has been given permission to

bring suits against the railway company and against certain

of its officers for an accounting of the $10,000,000 Wabash
stock issued in 1904 for bonds of the Wabash-Pittsburgh
Terminal.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—See Wabash.

HJat^ Ntw^.
The items in this column were received after the classified

departments were closed.

The chairman of the railways commissioners for the Australian

State of Victoria for the past seven years has been an Amer-
ican railway man who has held responsible railway positions in

the United States and Canada. He retired from his position

on December 1, after a successful management of the government
railways of this state which had previously been run at a loss.

He was employed to run the government railways on a paying
basis and the results achieved during the seven years ended

June 30, 1910, show that this was accomplished. The deficit

for the seven years ended June 30, 1903, was $9,304,982, while

the surplus for the succeeding seven years was $4,558,577, not-

withstanding that $3,398,715 was spent in the last seven years

for special expenditures and charges in liquidation of extra-

ordinary liabilities, against only $781,706 in the prior seven years.

The increased number of passengers carried over the preceding

seven years (1896-1903) was 41 per cent, and the increase in

number of tons of goods over the same period 32 per cent., and

live stock 38 per cent. During 1903-1910 the average train load

increased by 40 per cent, over 1896-1903, the average car-

load by 17 per cent.,, and the estimated increase of goods and

livestock was 61 per cent., while the increase of freight and

mixed train mileage run was only 7 per cent. A number of reforms

were instituted, and legislation was secured to prevent the scalp-

ing of tickets, and other abuses. It is worthy of note that the

conditions governing transportation of goods, livestock, etc., and

the conveyance of passengers, parcels, etc., have been revised and

made uniform throughout Australia.

Charles A. Khne has been appointed assistant general pas-
senger agent of the Southern Railway, with office at Wasli-
ington, D. C.

All trunk line roads are filing passenger tariffs with the Inter-
state Commerce Commission in strict conformity with Section
IV of the law, effective February 17, instead of asking relief
under the long and short haul clause. This means that they
propose to cut out group ratings. The passenger tariffs being
hied represent both increases and reductions, the changes beingm all cases only a few cents. Thus the new rate to Pittsburgh
from Philadelphia will be $8.75, instead of $8.73 as at present.

Effective February 1, the lines of the Rock Island System
will be divided into three operating districts as follows: W. S.
Tinsman, general manager of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific]
at Chicago, has been appointed general manager of the first dis-
trict, embracing the lines east of the Missouri river, and the
line from St. Joseph, Mo., to Horton, Kan. A. E. Sweet, as-
sistant to president, at Chicago, has been appointed general
manager, at Topeka, Kan., in charge of the second district,
embracing the lines west of the Missouri river (except the line
from St. Joseph, Mo., to Horton, Kan.), and north of Cald-
well, Kan., including the line from St. Louis, Mo., to Kansas
Cily, and the line extending southwest to Tucumcari, N. Mex.
W. M. Whitenton has been apopinted general manager, at Fort
Worth, Texas, in charge of the third district, embracing mileage
south of Caldwell, Kan., lines south and east of Tucumcari,
N. Mex., and the line to Dawson. H. M. Sloan, vice-president]
in New York, succeeds Mr. Sweet, and his former office has
been abolished.

In the hearing at Washington on the western rate advances,
John H. Atwood, representing the shippers' committee of Chi-
cago, followed Mr. Morrissey (whose testimony is given else-
where in this issue) with an academic discussion as to the
proper basis upon which to calculate the fair return to the roads.
He concluded that the right thing for the commission to do
was to ascertain what has been actually invested and intelli-

gently administered. Attorney Atwood argued that the con-
stitution which confers the power and imposes the duty upon
the federal government of establishing and maintaining high-
ways, the relation between the carrier and the government
should be that of agent and principal. Therefore, the rate ques-
tion should be considered from the standpoint whether the roads
are performing their duty of transportation as the government
would have it done. Referring to the statement made that rail-

way bonds were not readily marketable. Attorney Atwood pre-

dicted that if a well-managed road would present its bonds in

denominations small enough to be reached by the small investor,

say $100 face value, and would offer them for public subscription

like government bonds, the issue would be largely over-

subscribed. Counsel advised the railways that before they at-

tempted to levy further tribute upon the people, they should

cancel their contracts with the express companies, discontinue

selling bonds in such a way as to make large profits to a syn-

dicate, sell their stocks so that for every dollar of stock value

a dollar will go into their treasuries. With these leaks stopped,

their financial condition would be improved. Taking the Chi-

cago & Northwestern, the Atchison, the St. Paul and the Bur-

lington as the dominant transportation factors in the territory

under consideration, counsel proceeded to present statistics of

their earnings for 1910 to show that they had, after paying ex-

penses, interest, dividends and taxes, then paid large sums for

additions and betterments and sinking fund. These latter items,

he claimed, could not be fairly deducted from a net operating

income and have the remainder fairly declared to be the net.

Mr. Atwood continued his argument at the afternoon session,

dwelling upon the profits earned by the carriers and declaring

that they were now receiving as much as they were entitled to.

He said that it was revolting to sound business sense that rail-

wav companies should give stock at par to stockholders when it

could have been sold 25 or 30 points higher in the open market.



Supply (Trade l§>i^cti0n.

1 he Davenport Locomotive Works, Davenport, Iowa, has

opened an office at 30 Church street. New York, in charge of

n. T. Armstrong.

II. B. Taylor, special designing engineer of the Federal Sig-

nal Company, Albany, N. Y., has taken a similar position with

the Hall Signal Company, New York, with office at Garwood,
N. J.

The Beaumont, Texas, plant of the International Creosoting &
Construction Company, Galveston, was recently damaged by fire.

The loss, which is estimated at $80,000, is fully covered by
insurance.

William Stevenson, for many years with the McGuire-Cum-
mings Manufacturing Co., Chicago, has been appointed special

representative of the Indian Refining Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, with

headquarters in Chicago.

Grant B. Shipley has resigned his position as engineer of min-
ing and timber preserving machinery of the Allis Chalmers Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., and is now president of the Pittsburgh

Wood Preserving Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Chicago Car Leasing Company has been incorporated in

Maine to make and lease cars of all kinds. The company is

authorized to issue $60,000 common and $40,000 preferred stock.

The names of the real promoters are not made public.

Frank P. Smith, vice-president of the Hobart-Allfree Com-
pany, Chicago, with office at New York, is planning to go into

business for himself, handling several accounts in eastern ter-

ritory on a commission basis. Mr. Smith's field will be par-

ticularly locomotive and steam specialties.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, acquired the

gasoline hand car business of the Duntley Manufacturing Com-
pany, Chicago, on January 1, and' will in future make these cars

on a large scale. These motor cars are now in use on 83 rail-

ways in this country.

W. P. Pressinger has sold his interest in the Keller Manufac-
turing Company, Philadelphia, Pa., and has resigned his posi-

tion as vice-president of that company to become manager of the

compressor department of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, Chicago, with headquarters in New York.

In a notice published in the Railway Age Gazette of January

13, referring to the manufacture of oil headlights by the Dressel

Railway Lamp Works, New York, for the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern to comply with the headlight statute in Indiana,

the candle power was given, through a typographical error, as

ISO instead of 1,500.

Edgar Allen & Company, Ltd., Imperial Steel Works, Sheffield,

England, whose principal American office and warehouse is at

Chicago, announces that agency arrangements have been made
with Roehm & Davison, Detroit, Mich., J. L. Osgood, Buffalo,

N. Y., and John J. Greer & Company, Inc., Baltimore, Md.
These companies will carry a large stock of Allen's high speed

and carbon tool steels.

The Jerguson Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass., has

received orders from the following railways for its new Wilt-

bonco gage : The Baltimore & Ohio ; the Denver, Northwestern

& Pacific ; the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh ; Oregon-

Washington Railroad & Navigation Company ; the Norfolk &
Western; the Genesee & Wyoming; the Central Vermont; the

Missouri Pacific ; the Chicago Great Western ; the Boston &
Maine; the Erie; the Southern, and the Canadian Pacific.

F. K. Shults, until recently connected with the American Steel

Foundries as their representative in New York and Eastern

territory, has accepted a similar position with the Bettendorf

Axle Company, Bettendorf, Iowa, of which company he has

been made a vice-president. Mr. Shults has opened an office in

room 2040 Grand Central Terminal building, New York City.

The office at 30 Church street, room 1021, will remain in charge

of G. N. Caleb, vice-president, who has been with the Bettendorf

company for the last eight or ten years.

Henry B. Seaman, who, after serving three years as chief en-

gineer of the New York Public Service Commission, First dis-

trict, resigned that position last September, has opened an office

at 165 Broadway, New York, as consulting engineer for railway,

bridge and valuation work. Before December, 1907, when he
became connected with the Public Service Commission, Mr.
Seaman held several prominent engineering positions, including

that of bridge engineer of the Erie, and responsible positions in

the engineering departments of both the Pennsylvania and the

New York. New Haven & Hartford.

'I'he Horace L. Winslow Company, Chicago, recently exceeded
its own record for promptness in its start on a large contractmg
work. The Perc Marquette let the contract for its new shops at

Saginaw, Mich., to the Winslow company on Friday, and, in order
to hasten matters, agreed to transport a portion of the material

in a baggage car, which was loaded on Saturday. On Sunday one
of the superintendents of the contracting company with his men
was on his way to Saginaw, and on Monday actual work was
begun. The work is being pushed to completion and it is expected
that the time record of completing the work will in all respects

equal the prompt start.

The Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works, Chicago, who has
distributed its feed water treatment and lubricants through an
agency in the Philippines for the past two years, has decided

to open its own branch office and warehouse in Manila. F. O.
Smolt, who has been connected with mining propositions since

his graduation in chemistry from the University of Illinois in

1891, is now with the Dearborn company, and has gone to

Manila to take charge of this work under the supervision

of E. C. Brown, manager of the foreign department. Mr.
Brown has been investigating steam plant and railway condi-

tions in Japan, China and the Philippines for two years, and
.has made selling connections at Tokio, Tientsin, Hongkong and

Shanghai.

William H. Browne, an electrical engineer, died on January 14

at his home in Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Browne was born in Troy,

N. Y., in 1849. Coming to New York, he turned his attention to

electricity and in 1888 was among the builders of the electric

railway in Richmond, Va., one of the earliest electric railways

in the United States. He became associated with the Westing-
house interests in New York and was made general manager of

the United Electric Light & Power Co. In January, 1902, Mr.

Browne became general manager and treasurer of the Stanley

Instrument Co., Great Barrington, Mass., where he became
identified with William Stanley. Five years later the Stanley

works were merged with the General Electric Co., Schenectady,

N. Y., and Mr. Browne opened offices in New York as a consult-

ing engineer. Mr. Browne was a member of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, of the St. Lawrence, Montreal and
Catholic clubs, and was past grand master of the Knights of

Columbus.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Canadian Pacific.—The industrial department of this company
has published a 140-page booklet, giving in tabulated form a

full statement of the manufacturing and business opportunities

in western Canada.

Protected Metals.—The Asbestos Protected Metal Company,
Canton, Mass., has published a well illustrated 35-page booklet on

asbestos protected metal, its uses and advantages. This product

has been approved by the bureau of buildings of the borough of

Manhattan, New Y^ork City.

Concrete Post Molds.—Th^ D. & A. Post Mold Company,

Three Rivers, Mich., is distributing a 24-page booklet, contain-

ing valuable information concerning the casting of concrete

fence posts and telegraph and telephone poles. The book in-

cludes a number of photographs of post plants now in use on

large American railways.

Great Northern.—The passenger department of the Great

Northern has published a 38-page booklet describing "The Treas-

ure State," Montana. The cover bears a colored photograph

of Montana's exhibit at the 1909 National Corn Exposition in
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Omaha, Neb., and the reading pages give the usual amount of

information concerning agricultural values in that state.

Rail Clamps.—The Berry Rail Clamp Company, Fond du Lac,

Wis., has issued a pamphlet describing its various designs of

rail clamps. These devices are designed to prevent the track

from creeping; it is claimed that they cannot work loose from
the rail and that on curves they serve to counteract the outv^^ard

pressure of the wheel flanges, thus helping to keep the track in

alinement.

Electric Staff System.—The Union Switch & Signal Company,
Swissvale, Pa., has published its bulletin No. 51 on the automatic
electric staff system, especially adapted to the operation of single

track electric railways. This bulletin describes fully the many
advantages of this system. It contains 10 pages and is illustrated.

Bulletin No. 52, published by the same company, is a reprint of

an editorial on the electric train staff published in the Railway
Age Gazette of December 2, 1910.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Bellville, Tex.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, according to

local press reports, will build a new brick passenger station at the

foot of Main street and will convert the present station into a

freight depot.

Cleveland, Ohio.—An officer of the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern writes that the Lake avenue subway in the city of

Cleveland will be built during 1911. The work consists of the

reconstruction of an existing subway now under three tracks

and includes removing a double arch carrying three tracks and
substituting therefor a steel bridge, spanning a greater width of

street and carrying four tracks. No contracts have been let for

the work. It is undecided whether the work will be carried out
on the Madison street subway in the same city.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—See Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia
under Railway Construction.

DuLUTH. Minn.—The Duluth & Iron Range has let a con-

tract for wrecking its old dock No. 1 preparatory to replacing

it with a new steel dock.

Everett, Wash.—See Gold Bar, Wash.

Gold Bar, Wash.—The Great Northern has bought 72> acres

of land, it is said, at Gold Bar, as a site for a new station, a

shop, roundhouses and storage tracks. It is also understood that

the compan}'- will increase its yard facilities at Everett.

GuELPH^ Ont.—Arrangements are said to have been completed
between the city officials and the Grand Trunk for building a
new passenger station in Guelph.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Southern Pacific has been denied per-

mission by the United States War Department to construct a

direct lift bridge at San Pedro harbor, and an order has been
issued that a draw bridge of the bascule type be installed within

12 months, capable of operating in 60 seconds. (December 9,

p. 1133.)

New York.—The new subway station on the Broadway branch
of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, at 191st street, in

the borough of Manhattan, is now open for traffic.

Presque Isle, Mich.—The Lake Superior & Ispheming has

requested permission from the city council to build a trestle

across Presque Isle drive to carry construction material to

the site of the new dock which is to be built at this point. The
new ore dock will be located 200 ft. southwest of the present

one and parallel with it.

St. Louis, Mo.—See Manufacturers' Railway under Railway
Construction.

QuiNCY, III.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is consider-

ing a plan for greatly increasing the size of its terminal

buildings.

San Benito, Texas.—The St. Louis & San Francisco has ap-

propriated $50,000 for a pre-cooling plant to care for the large

quantity of truck shipped from this point.

Somerset, Ky.—The Queen & Crescent is reported to be con-

templating extensive shop enlargements.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.—Plans are being made, it is said, for a

new bridge to be built by the city officials over South street. It

is understood that some of the railways entering Wilkesbarre
will pay part of the cost of this improvement.

The Grand Trunk Pacific is said to have ordered 12 loco-
motives. This is not confirmed.

The Philadelphia & Reading will build 20 passenger loco-
motives at its shops in Reading, Pa.

The Illinois Central is preparing specifications on 5 Pacific

type, 20 consolidation and 20 mikado locomotives.

The Danish State Railways, Copenhagen, will order 23 loco-
motives. They are not to be built in Denmark.

Tlie Canadian, Pacific, as mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette
of January 13, has ordered 75 locomotives from the Canadian
Locomotive Company and the Montreal Locomotive Works.
The specifications for these locomotives are as follows

:

Tyl^e. 30 Consolidation. 1 Mallet 0-6-6-0

Simple or compound Simple Simple
Weight on drivers 195,000 lbs. 262,000 lbs.
Total weight 220,000 lbs. 262,000 lbs.
Cylinders 24 in. x 32 in. 20 in. x 26 in.
Valves, diameter and kind 12 in. piston 11 in. piston
Diameter of drivers 58 in.
Boiler type Extended wagon top Extended wagon top
Working steam pressure....... 180 lbs. 200 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes 2,631 sq. ft. 2,771 sq. ft.
" firebox 180 sq. ft. 185 sq. ft.

" " total .• 2,811 sq. ft. 2,956 sq. ft.

Superheater surface 450 sq. ft. 549 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface 3,486 sq. ft. 3,780 sq. ft.

Tubes, number and size 272, 2 in.; 24, 5 in. | ^^i ^ ^J?-' },^/'. ^5^
( in.; 22, 5 54 m.

Length of tubes between sheets. 15 ft. 15^ in. 20 ft ^ in.

Firebox tvoe ^ Radial stayed with
_J Radial stayed with

'

L cross stays.
( cross stays.

length inside 103 3/16 in. ]20 in." width inside 5 ft. 9|4 i"- 69% in." material and maker.. Otis, steel Otis, steel
Grate area 49 sq. ft. 58 sq. ft.
Tank capacity, water 5,000 gals. 5,000 gals.
Tank capacity, coal 10 tons 12 tons
Axles, main 10 in. x 14 in. gyi in. x 12 in.
Axles, others 9J4 in. x 14 in. 9 in. x 12 in.

Type. 12 Paciiic type. 10 Switching 0-6-0

Simple or compound Simple Simple
Weight on drivers 135,000 lbs. 126,000 lbs

Total weight
{
fJ^-OOO lbs. (for 7)

^^^^^^^ ,^^;

Cylindeis 21 in. x 28 in. 18 in. x 26 in.
Valves, diameter and kind 11 in. piston 11 in. piston

Diameter of drivers {
^5 in- (for 7) j^ .^_

Boiler type Extended wagon top Straight top
Working steam pressure 200 lbs. 200 lbs.
Heating surface, tubes 2,777 sq. ft. 1,406 sq. ft.

" " firebox 183 sq. ft. 138 sq. ft.
" total 2,960 sq. ft. 1,544 sq. ft.

" " superheater ... 539 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface 3,767 sq. ft.

Tubes, number and size 193, 2 'A in.; 22, Sin. 234
" outside diameter 2 in.
" length between sheets... 19 ft. 4% in. 11 ft. 5'fs in.

Firebox tvne ^ Radial stayed with i Radial stayed with
' ^

( cross stays. t cross stays.
" length inside 7 ft. lO'/g in. 8 ft. fg in.
" width inside 5 ft. 9^ in. 3 ft. 6^ in.
" material and maker.. Otis, steel Otis, steel

Grate area 45.6 sq. ft. 29 sq. ft.

Tank capacity, water 5,000 gals. 3,500 gals.
Tank capacity, coal 10 tons 4 tons
Axles, main 9H >" -"« 12 in. 8J4 in. x 10 in.
Axles, others 9 in. x 12 in.

Type. 4 Mallet 0-6-6-0 18 Ten-wheel.

Simple or compound Compound Simple
Weight on drivers 262,000 lbs. 141,000 lbs.

Total weight 262,000 lbs. 190,000 lbs.

Cylinders 34 in. and 23 in. x 26 in. 21 in. ,x 28 in.
Valves, diam. and kind, H. P.. 11 in. piston 11 in. piston
Valves, diam. and kind, L. P.. 12 in. piston
Diameter of drivers 58 in.

Boiler type Extended wagon top Extended wagon top
Workirg steam pressure 200 lbs. 180 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes 2,602 sq. ft. 2,238 sq. ft.

firebox 180 sq. ft. 180 sq. ft.

total 2,782 sq. ft. 2,418 sq. ft.

" " superheater ... 549 sq. ft. 409 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface 3,846 sq. ft. 3,032 sq. ft.

Tubes, number and size ^^ ^f^^. 'ji^ s^' ^Jf ]
240, 2 in.; 24, 5 in.

Length of tubes between sheets. 26' it.'o^ in. 14 ft. 2% in.

Firehnv tvnf J Radial Stayed with } Radial stayed with
rireoox, type

^ ^^^^^ ^^^yg^ j ^.^.^gj. ^^^^^^
" length inside 120 in. 8 ft. 6% in.
" width inside 69^ in. 5 ft. 9% in.
" material and maker... Otis, steel Otis, steel

Grate area 58 sq. ft. 49 sq. ft.

Tank capacity, water 5,000 gals. 5,000 gals.

Tank capacity, coal 12 tons 10 tons
Axles, main 954 in. x 12 in. 914 in. x 12 in.

Axles, others 9 in. x 12 in. 9 in. x 12 in.
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CAR BUILDING.

The Neiv York, Nciv Haven & Hartford is in tlic- niiirkct for

14 sleeping cars.

The Central Riiilroad of New Jersey is in the market for 250

refrigerator cars.

The Central of Georgia \f. taking prices on special equipment

for 300 freight cars.

The Lonisvitle S- Nashvilic is said to have ordered 32 steel

coaches. This is not contirmed.

The Illinois Central will build 100 36-ft., 40-ton, all-wood log-

ging cars at its Burnsidc shops.

The Great Northern, it is said, has ordered 100 additional

freight cars. This is not confirmed.

The Nezv York Central & Hudson River has ordered 20 milk

cars for the Merchants Despatch Transportation.

The Nortlnvestern Pacific has ordered 3 baggage cars and 2

combination baggage and passenger cars from the American Car

& Foundry Company.

The Pennsylvania has ordered 1,000 hopper coal cars for its

eastern lines. Six hundred were ordered from the Cambria

Steel Company, 250 from the Pressed Steel Car Company and

150 from the American Car & Foundry Company. This company

is in the market for 500 box cars, 300 gondolas and 30 flat cars

for its western lines.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has ordered 5,600 tons of

90-lb. rails.

The Great Northern is said to have ordered 3,800 tons of rails

from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered 7,500 tons of 90-lb. rails

from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Pennsylvania has ordered 70,000 tons of rails from the

Carnegie Steel Company and the Illinois Steel Company; 63,000

tons from the Cambria Steel Company, and 8,000 tons from the

Bethlehem Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—At the dinner given to ninety-

two steel men at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, on January 11

by Judge Gary, it was unanimously decided not to make any

cut in steel prices. It was thought that there would be enough

orders to keep most of the mills busy. In spite of this decision,

those who had looked for a downward revision of prices are

not discouraged. There has been talk of a general reduction of

prices to be made as soon as the prospect for orders improves.

No marked improvement is looked for before March.

SIGNALING.

The length of lines block signaled, automatic and manual on

the Baltimore & Ohio, is now 1,265 miles, which is 72 miles

more than one year ago. The length of road equipped with

automatic block signals is 218 miles, an increase of 29 miles.

During the present year the B. & O. expects to install automatic

signals on the following sections, all double track : Connells-

ville to Bessemer, 46.8 miles ; McKeesport to Laughlin Junction,

11.9 miles; Goehring to New Castle Junction, 15.3 miles.

Vestibule Trap Door.

A metal trap door, arranged for loading and unloading passen-

gers at high station platforms, has been put on the market by

the O. ]\I. Edwards Company, Syracuse, N. Y. The top of

the door is covered with rubber and has a threshold extending

beyond the outside of the vestibule door when it is closed. This

threshold is roughened to prevent slipping, and slopes slightly

to keep water from running in.side the vestibule. The bottom

surface of the door is smooth and is easily kept clean. The
drop grab handle, as shown, fastens near the hinge, making a

convenient arrangement for entering and leaving the car when
the drop door is not used. All the adjustments to the door are

made from the outside of the car; the adjusting nut in the

ratchet bracket being in the corner post, may be easily removed,
and the door mav be taken from the car in less than half a

minute without removing a screw oy a boil. The illustrations

show the door in the closed and open positions, it is light and

easily handled, and is especially appreciated in stations such as

the Penn.sylvania and the (jrand Central terminals, New York,

where passengers are loaded and unloaded at the car floor level.

Vestibule Trap Door; Closed.

Vestibule Trap Door; Open.
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REPRODUCED elsewhere are some statistics prepared by

the Interstate Commerce Commission. In the analysis

of operating expenses for repairs and renewals it is rather inter-

esting to note that in the case of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe—the road that has given efficiency methods the most thorough

trj'out—the cost for repairs and renewals per locomotive mile

run was on the average 10.19 cents during the five years from

1906-1910, as compared with 9.73 cents on the average in the

five years, 1901-1905, and was 10.75 cents in 1910. The expenses

per mile run for repairs and renewals for both passenger train

cars and freight train cars were higher on the average in the

last five years than in the previous five years, and were higher

in the case of passenger cars, but not in the case of freight cars,

in 191U than tlic average for the last five years. This is inter-

esting; hut it proves nothing. A comparison of maintenance

charges per locomotive or per freight car rather than per

locomotive mile or per car mile is in general a better basis on

wliicli to compare maintenance charges. The use of car or

locomotive mileage gives a misleading impression of great ac-

curacy, while as a matter of fact the expenses for repairs and

renewals per unit of equipment comes nearer to being a true

criterion of unit maintenance charges.

ILLINOIS is one of the states in which no anti-pass law has

been enacted, and a movement has been started for the pas-

sage of one at the present session of the legislature. The agi-

tation of the subject has called attention to the fact that some

of the Illinois lines are still issuing passes to members of the

legislature and that a large majority of the lawmakers have

accepted and are using them. Public sentiment regarding the

giving of passes, especially to members of legislatures, is per-

fectly well known. It has found expression not only in numer-

ous state laws but in the Interstate Commerce act. This public

sentiment is justified. It has been said in defense of the prac-

tice in Illinois that the giving of free transportation to the

legislators is merely a courtesy and is not intended to influence

their action ; that, in fact, it does not influence their action ; and

that these representatives of the people are so poorly paid by

the state that if deprived of free transportation their traveling

expenses would be so greatly increased that their labors for the

public would involve actual pecuniary loss to them. If passes

do influence legislative action, they influence it in an improper

way. If they do not, the giving of them amounts to the ex-

tension of a courtesy at the expense of the stockholders of the

railways which does not benefit the stockholders. If the law-

makers are so ill paid that they must have free transportation to

make both ends meet it is the business of the state, not of the

railways, to furnish them additional compensation or additional

expense money. In Illinois and other states where anti-pass

laws have not been enacted the railways ought to make their

passage unnecessary by ceasing to give free intra-state trans-

portation to any persons to whom the giving of free interstate

transportation is not permitted by the federal law. Where the

railways continue to give transportation to persons who have

no claim to it, their action afford? justification for the passage

of anti-pass laws; and in affording this justification the roads

arouse a hostile public sentiment which, after the legislative

passes have been withdrawn, is apt to cause the legislators to

enact all sorts of laws inimical to railways.

NO part of the various activities of a railway corporation are

>o little understood by the general public as the railway

company's relations to its stockholders as partners in the enter-

prise, and with its bondholders as creditors of the business.

Any one of a dozen causes is sufficient to explain this. The sub-

ject is highly technical, and discussions of it are likely to quickly

take the form of a theoretic or philosophical discussion of some-

thing that is quite intangible. Moreover, bankers are notoriously

reticent. The proverbial timidity of capital has been so im-

pressed on their minds from their earliest clerkship that reticence

has become second nature to them. The commission which has

been investigating the subject of the issuance of railway securities

and the advisability of more direct government regulation or con-

trol of this activity of corporations is composed of men with

the broadest possible outlook, and the men who have been called

before the commission to discuss the subject of regulation of

the issue of securities have been taken from almost every con-

ceivable field that could oflfer any intelligent suggestion. From

the newspaper reports of the hearings it is possible only to get

a fair idea of how broad the discussion has been. It is quite

possible to see in certain testimony that the witness seldom lost

sight of the fact that he had his own axe to grind. On the other
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liaiul, a noixl part df thi- discussion lias l)ci'n an oxprcssinn,

IranU to an unusual (K>>i\'i'. of pnsoiial coux iiMion. Tlu' m'w-

cral impression of wh.il nii,L;lu urll \n- tiu' (.•(inclusion of the

coinn\ission is i'unniuil up li\ I'lank I luinhuss in his discussion

l)cf(Uc the conuni-siou, as follows:

"If vol should cimchulc lliat you lauiiot put tliis Mil)jo(.l in a plasU-r

i-ast lifcaiise one arm of the body is in Jioston and another linili is on
the Staked l'lair\s of Te.sas, I am sure we will get from the report of this

commission conclusions which will illuminate the whole subject; and if the
mediation of lalior differences is better than comj)ulsory arbitration, it may
I)e thai your findings will be more serviceable, if not too rigiil, if they do
not appear to be precise, for that might bring the federal government in

conflict with the states."

There has been a vef\ great amount of information placed at

the disposal of the public probably for the first time. A part

of this information max li.ivc always been common l<no\vledf>e

of expert bankers .ind of the highest financial officers of the

larger r;iil\va\- systems, but for the first time the general student

gets an opportunity to learn something of the really intimate

theories and opinions that have been developed by those who
have been largely instrumental in shaping the course of railway

dexelopmciit in this country.

'

I
'ME sale of new stock at par to stockholders when stock is

^ selling above par in the market is one of the questions that

has been discussed by various men who have been called before

the Hadley commission on the issuance of railway securities,

and it is one that permits of discussion separate from the ques-

tion of the regulation of railway securities. Mr. Trumbull gives

a very ii»teresting illustration of what would be the effect of the

issue of new stock by a railway company. He says : "A goort

many peopTe seem to think that when the stock of a railway com-

pany is selling at say $150 per share, and a share of new stock

is offered at $100, somebody is making a great profit. My
thought is that the answer is a very simple sum in arithmetic.

You cannot mix cne $150 share with one $100 share and come

out with two $150 shares.'' He takes the Pennsylvania's stock

issue as an illustration. There was outstanding November 1,

1909, about $320,000,000 gtock, with a marked value (at $150

per share) of $480,000,000. 'J here was new stock issued at par

amounting to $80,000,000. Adding the assets of the compan\- to

the market value of the old stock we get a total of $560,000,000

as the total market value of the new and old stock now out-

standing; in other words, all of the partners in the business have

contributed $80,000,000 pro rata to their business, and their

business is worth $80,000,000 more. It is rather hard to see who
got the great bargain, or how a profit was made at the expense

of the public. Pennsylvania stock is paying 6 per cent, on par.

LIGNITE FUEL FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

D ENEWED interest in the use of lignite as a fuel for loco-

* *• motives has been shown by the changes in practice of the

lines in the Northwest. The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget

Sound, the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific are arrang-

ing to ship oil 1,300 miles from Bakersfield, Cal., to Tacoma,

Wash., and Seattle ; the last two mentioned roads have storage

tanks for the oil in process of construction at Tacoma, and the

oil is to be used on locomotives crossing the Cascades and the

Rocky mountains. The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound

is burning oil on locomotives running between Tacoma and

Deer Lodge, Mont., but has 75 locomotives equipped with the

Brooks spark arrester, so that the semi-lignite coal from its

mines at Roundup, Mont., may be used. The Oregon Railroad

& Navigation Company used oil to some extent, but lately has

demonstrated by tests on a Mikado type locomotive especially

designed for the use of lignite, that Washington lignite may be

burned safely and economically. As a consequence it will order

more freiglit locomotives of the same type especially designed

for burning lignite. The North Western and the jMallet loco-

motives of the Burlington are using lignite in Wyoming and

Colorado. These INIallets, illustrated in the Railivay Age Ga::ctte

of Mav 13, 1910. have large fireboxes 78 in. x 120 in., a grate

;irea of 05.2 s(|. ft., and 5,090 .scj. ft. of heating surface. The
OrcgdU Railroad & Navigation Company's .Mikado locomotive,

which is illustrated in this issue, has ;i still larger firebox, 7

ft. X 10 ft., providing 70 s(|. ft. of grate area and has 495 tubes

20 ft. () in. long, giving a tube heating surface of 5,292 sq. ft.

F.oth the lUirlington Mallets and the O. R. & N. Mikado have

lire-brick arches and \ery large smokeboxes— 100 in. long

—

so that it is possible to use a large netting area. The numerous

experiments with lignite as a locomotive fuel have usually been

m;idc with some modification in the draft appliances of the

engiiKS keeping the fireboxes and smokeboxes of the ordinary

proportions ; as a rule, they have not been successful.

Nearly 40 years ago John E. Wootten demonstrated that in

order to burn fine, friable fuel on locomotives it was necessary

to have a large grate of about 80 sq. ft. area and a mild draft.

The theory of the large grate is that the pounds of coal burned

per square foot of grate may be small, but the total fuel burned

per hour will be large with a corresponding abundant steam

production. With a low rate of combustion per square foot of

grate and a thin lire the xacuum re(|uiretl is low and the mild

blast does not draw large quantities of the light fuel through

the tubes. These are the conditions required for burning lig-

nite, and the successful operation of the locomotives referred

to above is principally due to their wide fireboxes and large

grate areas. However, the brick arch and the long smokebox

are also important features. The brick arch is especially use-

ful for burning fii.e, light fuel like lignite. Tt increases the

length of the flameway, and holds the finely divided fuel that is

lifted from the grate in suspension for a longer time, allowing

much of it to be burned by the flame, assisted by the radiation

from the red hot brick. The brick arch also assists in dis-

tributing the draft over the entire grate, thus contributing to

more uniform combustion and increasing the efficiency of the

furnace. It is evident, therefore, that with the brick arch a

large proportion of the sparks which might ordinarily be drawn

through the tubes are burned in the firebo.x and do not reach

the tubes. Those which do pass through must be caught, and

with a light fuel like lignite a large area of fine netting is re-

quired ; this is most easily and efficiently arranged in a long

smokebox. The mesh of this netting should be about 7 wires per

inch, and the diameter of the wire about .045 in.

The friction of the long tubes has some influence in retarding

the discharge of sparks. The boiler of the Mikado locomotive

has tubes only 2 in. in outside diameter, but 20 ft. 6 in. long.

The Burlington Mallet has tubes 16 ft. 6 in. long ; an inter-

mediate boiler section 69 in. long without tubes, where a large

portion of the sparks must be deposited ; and a feed water heater

with 406 2i/2-in. tubes 9 ft. long, which the remaining sparks

must traverse before reaching the smokebox. It is obvious that

sparks, especially those of a woody nature like lignite, will not

have much life in them after traversing the 25^ ft. of tubes

with an obstructing compartment between the two sets.

The problem of burning lignite appears to have been solved

satisfactorily by the use of locomotives with large fireboxes

and long smokeboxes, but it is desirable also to burn lignite on

the older locomotives with smaller fireboxes, and it is possible

that a brick arch and a long smokebox with some special spark

arrester used with such engines may be successful. The Van
Horn-Endslcy spark arrester, a device for such purpose was

recently tested at the locomotive testing laboratory at Purdue

University, the results being published in the Fiailway Age

Gazette of December 23, 1910. It was applied to a small loco-

motive of the Chicago & North Western, in which the smoke-

box was lengthened to 96 in., the rear 5 ft. being fitted with a

spiral diaphragm commencing immediately in front of the tube

sheet. This directs the gas current around the outer portion

of the smokebox. and by the centrifugal action the sparks and

cinders are thrown to the smokebox wall, and follow the shell

until they drop in the hopper at the bottom. This is such a

complete spark arrester that no netting is required, and when
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testeJ at night uitli Wyoming lignite, running under a heavy

load, very few sparks were ol)served to pass out of the stack.

It is fortunate for the railways operating in the far north-

western territory tliat large fields of cheap fuel in the form of

lignite are found in localities far removed from a good coal

supply, and thai it is possi!)le to so proportion the boilers of

locomotives that they will burn it safely and economically. It

is also quite prol)ahle that the smaller locomotives may be so

modified ui their smokehox and draft appliances in such a way

that they will '.;^e this cheap fuel successfully.

"UNITED WE stand; DIVIDED WE FALL."

THE Special Committee on Relations of Railway Operation

to Legislation has just issued a bulletin (No. 13) in which

it discusses the "broad question of the relation of railway

operation to legislation and the extent to which the railways

can aid themselves in meeting the fair demands of the em-

ployees and the public." The tenor of the committee's remarks

is that the railways must work together better in future both to

remedy and prevent operating conditions which may afTord

ground, or even pretext, for further unnecessary extensions

of government regulation of operating matters, and to make

sure, when additional regulation may be desirable or inevitable,

that it shall be given a form that will secure the maximum
good and cause the minimum harm to both the railways and

the public.

This is ar, exceedingly opportune time for discussion and

consideration of this subject. Who would have thought ten

years ago, or even six years ago, that before the close of the

year 1910 the traffic officers of the railways of the United States

would have been deprived entirely of the power to initiate

interstate rates? Prior to the passage of .the Hepburn act the

demand of advocates of government regulation was that the

Interstate Conunerce Commission be given merely the power,

after complaint and investigation, to reduce any specific rate

or schedule of rates which it found unreasonable. Almost

everyone agreed that the right and power to initiate rates

should be left with the officers of the railways. Today, as a

result of the legislation of 1906 and 1910, the commission can

not only reduce any rate it may lind unreasonable, but with-

out any previous complaint and on its own motion, it may pre-

vent for a period of ten months any proposed advance, and if it

finds it unreasonable may entirely forbid it. After that the

only way the railway can secure the advance is by protracted

litigation. The commission is exercising its authority in a

wholesale way. The vice-presidents in charge of traffic, in con-

sequence, now have no more power to make rates than a di-

vision freight agent had ten years ago. They have less power

to advance them. In efifect, all that they can do when they

want to raise them is to suggest to the commission the question

of the legality and expediency of the raise. The consequence

is that progress in the entire railway business waits while the

commission takes testimony and deliberates.

The dominion of the government over the prices that the

railway may receive for its services having now been made

practically complete, its attention is being turned to operating

questions. At the last session of Congress an act giving the

commission authority to prescribe the safety appliances to be

used on equipment was passed. Another act to empower it to

investigate accidents was passed. Perhaps there is not a great

deal in these measures to criticize, just as there was not a

great deal in some of the earlier laws for the regulation of

rates reasonably to criticize. The advocates of government

regulation of the operating side of the railway business now

protest that they do not want the government to assume entire

control of operation, just as before they said they did not want

the government to take entire control of the making of rates.

When the railway manager looks back over the history of the

regulation of rates, he is not apt to put much confidence in

such professions. When he glances over the measures for fur-

ther regulation of operation, which are pending in the present

Congress—including, for example, bills to amend the hours of

service law; to fix minimum clearances; to require the sub-

stitution of steel and steel underframe passenger equipment for

that now in service ; to specify the number of men that shall

compose a train crew ; to require the universal installation of

block signals—his lack of confidence in such professions will be

confirmed.

Everyone can now see where the railway managers made mis-

takes in handling the question of regulation of rates; anyone

can be wise after the fact. The same craving for greater and

greater authority which impelled the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to seek more and more legislation for the regulation

of rates will impel it to seek more and more legislation for

the regulation of operation. Suppose that certain conditions in

the operating department analogous to, but perhaps far from as

bad as, those that obtained in the traffic department continue,

and that the railways are equally slow to remedy them. Does

it not seem probable that, in these circumstances, there will

grow up an overwhelming public sentiment in favor of more

and more drastic regulation of operation, as there did for more

and more drastic regulation of rates, and if the railway man-

agers do not show more statesmanship in dealing with this sen-

timent than they did in dealing with the sentiment for regu-

lation of rates, the operating men, in the course of a few years,

will find themselves as completely bound hand and foot as the

traffic men are now? Ought not the railway managers, there-

fore, very seriously to consider what course they are going to

take in dealing with the ((uestion of regulation of operation,

and after they have decided what ought to be done, to begin

promptly to do it ?

The existing laws for the regulation of rates grew out of

two conditions. One was a bad condition in the railway busi-

ness. The railway managers themselves ought to have stopped

rebating. But they did not do it. They ought themselves to

have abolished other forms of unfair discrimination. They did

not do it. The second condition referred to was lack of public

intelligence regarding rates. The railway managers, as soon

as the propaganda for government rate-making got well under

way, ought to have begun and kept up a counter-campaign as

wide as the nation to educate their employees and the public

regarding rate matters. They did not do it. In the work of

correcting the abuses in the traffic department on the one hand,

and of educating public sentiment regarding traffic matters on

the other, they ought to have worked harmoniously together,

each road subordinating its petty, selfish interests for the bene-

fit of all. Everyone knows that they made numerous "gentle-

men's agreements," and then went forth and speedily and cheer-

fully violated them. Most of the managers wanted to keep these

agreements, but there were so many who would not be bound

by them that rate-cutting and its attendant discriminations could

not lie stopped except by law. No doubt we should have had

some form of regulation of rates, even if the railway managers

had worked together consistently and harmoniously to eliminate

abuses from the traffic department, but it would have been

neither so drastic in form nor so harmful in its results.

Taught by the experience of the past, it would seem tliat the

railway managers ought today to be working harmoniously

and energetically together, first, to make railway operating con-

ditions more defensible, and. second, to educate public senti-

ment regarding the things that ought to be done and the things

that ought not to be done, and the reasons why. Are they do-

ing these things as well as they could? Nobody would answer in

the affirmative. When, in the past, the American Railway Asso-

ciation has been criticized for having done nothing to stop re-

bating, it has been answered that it was purely an operating

organization and had no authority over traffic. The natural

answer to this was that since it was purely an operating organ-

ization either its scope should be broadened so that it could
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(lo.-il with traOic matters, or some otlifr organization of executive

otVicers shoukJ be formed wliicli could and would do so. When
it is now suggested that at least as to the various proposals for

legislation to regulate operation it is peculiarly the American
Railway Association's function to do something because it is

peculiarly an operating organization, various arguments having
more or less plausibility are offered to show that it cannot do
so. The consequence is that many such matters have to be
handled by committees, representing the railways, it is true,

but which do not represent the American Railway Association,

and the action of which it can disavow. Now, it may be, as

sonic contend, that the American Railway Association should go
on as it has in the past, studying and investigating different

operating questions in committee, adopting certain rules of

recommended practice, and doing nothing in particular to get

the different roads to conform to them ; but it does seem to us

that the argument in favor of its being made a strong, aggressive

organization, which will at once exert a powerful influence to

get the different roads to use the best appliances and the best

operating methods, and at the same time to prevent legislation

and orders of commissions miposing unreasonable burdens and
restrictions on them, is overwhelming. Take, for example, what
the association did to secure the adoption of uniform demurrage
rules. First, its car efficiency committee drafted a code of rules

which was reasonably satisfactory to the railways throughout
the United States. Then, working harmoniously with repre-

sentatives of the state commissions and of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, as well as with the railways in different

sections of the country, the car efficiency committee got the

rules adopted as standard practice, not only by the American
Railway Association but by the National Association of Railway
Commissioners and the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
result is that today the uniform code of demurrage rules is in

effect practically throughout the entire country.

Take, again, what was done by the general committee on
safety appliances in handling the questions arising from the

passage last year of the new safety appliance law. This com-
mittee did not represent the American Railway Association, but

merely the railways which consented to become its constituents;

but the work it did seems to be an excellent model for other

committees which may or ought to be given the duty of handling

questions of public regulation. It conferred with representa-

tives of the railway brotherhoods, with the safety appliance in-

spectors of the Interstate Commerce Commission and with the

commission itself, and as a result of its efforts standards were
agreed on for new cars which are reasonably satisfactory to all

directly concerned. The committee has yet to handle on behalf

of the railways the question of standards of appliances for old

freight cars, and there is little doubt that if it does this as well

as it has done its other work the results will be satisfactory and
valuable.

Surely what was done as to these matters was sane and wise,

and if it was why does it not afford a good example of what
the association might do and ought to do in regard to a great

many other matters? No doubt the uniform code of demurrage
rules was better adapted to the needs of the railways and the

shippers in some parts of the country than it was in other parts.

Its general adoption could only be obtained by subordinating the

comparatively unimportant interests of the few to the relatively

very important interests of all. There are very few railway

managers who would not say that the means used were com-
mendable and that the results are good.

There are numerous other matters, particularly operating

details, regarding which the railways by similarly sensible

and harmonious action might get similarly satisfactory results.

For example : The public has a right to demand and does de-

mand that railway operation in this country be made more safe.

This demand, which is expressed in the pending measures
already referred to, is going rapidly and steadily to grow
stronger. If the railways do not progress faster in the future

in making it safe and at the same time take better measures to

show the public why they arc unable to make it safer and faster,

there will in all probability be a big crop of laws, federal and
state, requiring larger train crews, three men on an engine,

further limitation of the hours of labor, installation of block

signals, installation of automatic stops, etc. All railway oper-

ating executives know that on many railways a good many acci-

dents are due to the fact that an excessive density of traffic is

being handled without the protection of block signals and that

on such railways block signals of some kind ought to be installed.

They were also practically agreed as to the safety appliances

that ought to be used on railway equipment, and the Master
Car Builders' Association adopted standards which were based

on the experience and the best judgment of its members. If

the American Railway Association had taken action resulting in

the use of these uniform standards on all railways, it seems
highly probable that the safety appliance legislation of last year

would not have been passed. But because some of the railways

did not individually see fit to do their duty in this matter and
the railways as a whole did not put on enough pressure to get

them to do it, Congress decided, and with some justice, that

there ought to be legislation on the subject. It is well known
that not only are many lines of pretty dense traffic not protected

by block signals, but that there is a great lack of uniformity in

the rules under which those having block signals are operated.

There are cases where three different railways operating under

trackage rights over the same tracks are all running their trains

under different rules as to signaling. The dangers connected

with such lack of uniformity are well known.

Which are the railways going to do—correct the situation

themselves, or wait until Congress compels them to do it? If

Congress passes legislation on this subject it is almost certain,

in view of past experience, to contain unreasonable provisions

which will impose unnecessary expense on the railways and do

the public no good.

Railway managers know that the great majority of accidents

are due to carelessness or recklessness on the part of employees,

resulting in disregard or violation of the rules of the companies.

They can point to the fact that the American Railway Associa-

tion has developed and adopted a code of train rules which

would prevent most accidents if only the rules were properly

enforced and obeyed. But can they satisfy the public—or them-

selves—that they are all exhausting their resources in efforts

to stop these infractions of the rules? Can they satisfy them-

selves that they are doing all they can to secure the co-operation

of employees and the public in stopping them?

The different railways of the country operate under wadely

different conditions. Their financial resources differ greatly.

These disparities make the question of what matters properly

may be and best can be handled by associated, and what by

individual, action a hard one to decide. Naturally, too, the

officers of many railways, regardless of these differences of

physical and financial conditions, wish to manage tlie affairs of

their own roads in their own way. And it would he easy to

carry standardization of apparatus and of practice to an ex-

treme, for progress always begins with some man or group of

men insisting that this or that thing should be done differently

from what it has been done in the past by the great majority,

and proving their faith by works. But the question whether

particular things shall be done by individual or associated ac-

tion should always be decided in the light of a full recognition

of the fact that government regulation is here ; that it has come
to stay; that it is more apt to increase than to diminish; and

that for that reason a policy may be wrong which, but for it,

would be right.

On the occasion of the signing of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence Benjamin Franklin remarked to his fellow signers,

"We must all hang together, or assuredly we shall all

hang separately." Largely because the railways of the United

States have not hung together at times when they should have.
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tlie public has for some years past been hanging them sapa-

rately.

There is an old story about an aged father who, when about to

die, called his numerous able-bodied sons about him and chal-

lenged either of them to break a bundle of sticks which he

handed them. Each tried it &nd failed. The old gentleman

then untied the bundle and, sick and feeble though he was, eas-

ily broke each of the sticks over his knee. The moral of this,

as it applies to the railway business, as it is now conducted in

this country, surely requires no pointing.

AUTOMATIC STOPS.

THE Block Signal Board, whose annual report, slightly

abridged, appears in this and last week's issues, says that

during the past year there has been some progress in automatic

stops. A connnittee of the Railway Signal Association said the

same thing at Richmond last October. Some progress has been

made in Germany, as was shown in a paper which was noticed in

our issue of January 13, page 89.

The Germans, Hke the English, are satisfied with a cab signal,

and do not trouble themselves about automatic stops ; but that is

not an important difference at the present stage of the develop-

ment of the art, as the principal thing to be done is to find the

best means of producing, by roadside power, a small movement

on a moving vehicle. This much settled, the question, of what

use shall be made of that movement is not likely to present

serious mechanical difticulties.

The progress here noticed is mostly invisible to the physical

eye. Railway men and signal makers have done some thinking,

but they still leave the main questions untouched and do not

build anything. The Washington Water Power Company, how-

ever, has made actual progress, putting automatic stops in use

on its interurban electric line; and the Erie seems to have adopt-

ed the Harrington stop for a short section of one of its lines;

that is to say, the Harrington installation seems now to be

treated as permanent instead of experimental.

What does this progress, real or imaginary, amount to? The

railways, as represented in the Railway Signal Association, con-

tinue to demand perfection. They know, of course, that the

conditions under which they labor are such that they will never

get it. The demand for perfection is not wholly unreasonable,

for a pretty close approach to perfect safety is possible without

either automatic stops or cab signals, and it would seem waste-

ful to adopt any radical change which did not produce a marked

improvement. The activity of the Block Signal Board is due to

the fact that the inventors keep on bringing out new schemes

;

but the immediate desideratum is the development of the details

of the schemes already known. This maladjustment is inevi-

table, for the men with schemes have unHmited time on their

hands, but no railway, while the railways, which have the facili-

ties for development, seem, for the most part, contented to wait.

This apparent hesitation is not strange, for the adoption of auto-

matic stops on a large road would bring in new responsibilities.

The stop would save lives and property only rarely, yet would

have to be kept at the highest efficiency constantly. The Inter-

boro Rapid Transit Company runs trains past automatic stop

apparatus thousands of times daily, but the total number of

times that the safety of trains has depended on it during the

six years that the lines have been in operation is exceedingly

small. On the ordinary steam railway, doing a miscellaneous

business, the problem what danger spots should have automatic

stops and w-hat should not could never be settled except arbi-

trarily, and that would be a perpetual open question.

As has been the case with many other questions in railway

management, this one seems likely to depend for its settlement

largely on the element of time. When theories are obscure,

elusive or confusing, everybody waits to learn from experience

—the experience of some one else. But in this question, unlike

many others, there is not much experience to draw from. Even

the simpler improvement, the block system, has made progress

rather haltingly, and often apparently because of expected
economy rather than as a safety measure, pure and simple.

Automatic stops might be used on 500 miles of road for five

years without proving the superiority of the system over a

simple block system reinforced by the same amount of money
and thought that is spent on the automatic stops. In this paucity

of experience-lessons progress is likely to be made by "fits and
starts." The Washington Water Power Company had an easy
problem, compared with that of the large roads, and so it was
practicable there to take action. The manager of the Pennsyl-
vania Lines, in encouraging Gray-Thurber, is putting himself in

position to be ready, in case automatic stops shall suddenly be
called for by the public imperatively, while yet he is spending
little money, and is not committing himself. And some sudden
demand, real or imaginary, intelligent or unintelligent, is the

thing most to be expected. Our worst two recent collisions

(Nevada, Ohio, December 24, and Batavia, N. Y., January 13)

occurred on lines where the public expects the very best service

and conditions. At Batavia the engineman at fault is said to

have had a perfect record for many years, if the best railways

have collisions of trains which are controlled by the best men,
the public, when convinced of this, will demand a change, with
or without reason. That is to say, the reasons for continuing to

do without automatic stops may have any amount of logic sup-

porting them, but exasperation at the absence of any rational

explanation of the disastrous results of present conditions will

outweigh logic.

The public, however, is not without some logic on its side.

The Block Signal Board says that the block system is not man-
aged with maximum efficiency. The practice of the railways

comes pretty near confirming this statement, by its universal de-

pendence on the flagman. The sounding of the locomotive
whistle to send out or call in the rear flagman is heard by pas-

sengers everywhere, on the best roads, day and night. This
whistling would be an annoj'ance under any circumstances, but

it is doubly so when it is considered that it is a constant ad-

vertisement of the fact that the block system is not depended on
completely.

As long as the block system, as usually managed, is thus ad-

mittedly in need of improvement, it is not strange that legisla-

tors and people generally look with favor on the propositions

of the inventors. They offer to reinforce the block system by

mechanical or electrical devices which are at least theoretically

effective, whereas the flagging system is not only a bit of un-

scientific patch work, but is so glaringly defective that its defects

are seen and understood by every person who travels.

On the whole, therefore, it is quite possible that those ob-

servers who think that some progress has been made in 1910

have correct vision.

NEW BOOKS.

Mcclianical World Pocket Diary and Year-Book for 1911. A Collection

of Engineering Notes, Rules, Tables and Data. Cloth, VA in. x 6 in.,

300 pages of text and blank pages for diary and memoranda. Emmott
& Company, 20 Bedford street, London.

This pocket book has been issued annually for 24 years, and

with each succeeding year it has been steadily improved in quality

and amount of data. This year 32 pages have been added, and by

revision and condensation space has been afforded for the intro-

duction of a large amount of new matter. Included in it are

lengthy sections relating to cutting tools for standard machine

tools and special sections dealing with milling cutters and twist

drills. Another new section deals with high speed steel and

useful data on annealing, hardening and tempering it. The gas

engine claims more attention, and the portion relating to boilers

and steam fittings has been brought up-to-date. The number of

illustrations has also been increased about 50 per cent., and

although the book deals rather with British practice than with

American, it will be found convenient for ready reference in

many particulars.
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'SJctler^ to the i^dilon

DEAN RAYMOND ON RAILWAY RATES AND PROFITS.

Iowa City, Iowa, January 10, IVIl.

'l"o TiiK l-jiiroK OK riiK Railway Age Gazettk:

llic claims made 1).\ the lllinoi.s Manufacturers' Association in

its l)ricf suhinittcd to tlu' Interstate Conuiierce Commission as

tlu'v apijcar in tlie pulilie pi^ess provoke me to ask some (pieslions

and to make some sugj>ostions.

lias it e\er been clearly determined that an indi\ idual or a

corporation doins^' business under a public franchise, and, if you

please, performinji one of the functions of the state, is entitled

to earn no jirotits on the business that it does?

If this tiieory should ever become the accepted theory on which

the rejiulations of rates is to be based, will there be any further

perftn-mance of the functions of the state by individual persons or

corporations ?

What inducement would there be for any indix idual or collec-

tion of individuals to undertake the risk of a commercial

enterprise, or, even if no risk is involved, to undertake the effort

of a commercial enterprise, if thereby nothing is to be gained but

savings bank interest on capital actually invested?

Physical valuation has generally been assumed to mean cost of

reproduction of plant at the time of the valuation, less the esti-

mated depreciation at that time ; and various methods have been

suggested for determining the cost of reproduction of the several

items of the plant. I think that no method adopted has ignored

the value of the real propert\- at the time of the valuation, but

that all have included the appreciation or depreciation of this

real property that has occurred between the time of purchase by

the corporation concerned and the time of valuation. Is this

method which includes appreciation of real property an entirely

wrong one, and is it a just theory that an individual or a corpora-

tion performing the functions of the state and purchasing

property for such performance is not entitled to the same
unearned increment that another individual or corporation that

is not engaged in performing a function of the state is en-

titled to?

Just what is that part of the assets of a carrier given to it by

the public? Two items occur to me: (1) The use of the public

streets for a right of way; and (2) franchise. Whether or not

the carrier may be entitled to capitalize the ground value of the

public street as a right of way may be open to question. And I

agree that it would be improper to capitalize the value of the

franchise since the franchise has value altogether too uncertain

to warrant an attempt to capitalize it, and further because to get

at a basis for rate regulation such valuation is wholly

unnecessary.

That a carrier is not entitled to capitalize the value of its road

as a going concern for a basis for rate making must be patent to

anyone because this value depends upon rates now in force, which
rates may be in question.

How does it occur that the source of the money invested in

the property has anything to do with the value of the property?

The Illinois Manufacturers' Association seems to hold that a

carrier is not entitled to earn as much on money put back into

its property from earnings as it is entitled to earn on other

capital. Without knowing the reason for this distinction, I

])resume that it lies in the fact that money so earned may have
l)een earned by charging unreasonable rates, but would not this

fact have to be proved? Possibly another argument is that this

money is the public's money which, it may be assumed, is given

to the company through payments for service for the purpose of

making the property more serviceable. But this argument does
not appeal to me as one having great force, because this

n^oney has been earned by conduct of the business of manu-
facturing transportation, which is a separate and distinct propo-

sitiiiii from ownership of ;i higbwa>. .Some years ago in

the colunms of the Railnnul (,decile I called attention to the

tact that reasonableness of rales as a wboK- must not be judged
li\ eai)ital invested but by the magnitude of the business done
and that the reasonableness of individual rates must be deter-

mined by what the traffic will bear. In a recent discussion of

a i)aper on valuation presented to the American Society of Civil

I'.ngineers I took the ground that a valuation for rate making
could not be a valuation of the physical i)roi)erty n; r a valuation

of the i)roperty as a going concern, and that, indeed, no valuation

properly measured reasonableness of rates; but that the reason-

ableness of rates as a whole, if the 'fiovenimeiit 'wishes to

rei^iilate this item, should be determined as follows:

Rates lis a i^'liolc sliould be such as lo retiini a reasonable

iiivestiueiil interest rate on the physical valuation plus a rea-

sonable business profit rale on the business done. This second

item may be determined by adding a pro])er percentage of oi)er-

ating e.xpenses, which must include not only the ordinary cost of

services but the necessary sinking funds or their equivalent in

maintenance expense to maintain the property in a condition for

efficient service, including betterments which may be paid for

out of earnings.

It seems to me that only a part of a railway enterprise is the

function of the state,—namely, the provision of a highway, which
by the peculiarities of the case cannot be operated as a toll road

(even though it is in part so operated), but must be operated by

a single concern. The property might be rented to an operating

corporation by the owning corporation, as is in fact sometimes

done, at some maximum rate prescribed by law, just as toll rates

are prescribed, except that, if convenient, the rate would be a

guaranteed interest rate rather than specific charges for a variety

of traffic units. If this were done, would there be anyone who
should say that the operating company manufacturing transporta-

tion for sale is not as much entitled to a business man's profit

as in any member of the Illinois Manufacturers" Association who
makes some other commodity than transportation ?

It might be claimed, indeed, that such an operating company
should not be limited at all in its earnings, being permitted to

charge whatever transportation rates it might see fit or be able

to exact ; but there is certainly a general feeling growing, if it

has not already matured, that even such a company doing an

interstate business possesses a partial monopoly and is serving

the people in such a way as to make it amenable to public

regulation not only in the matter of safety, adequacy, and

efficiency of service, but also in the matter of its charges.

I am quite firmly convinced that if rates are based on what the

traffic will bear, when that expression is properly defined and

is understood to mean what the economists call the monopoly

price, not more tlian a reasonable business man"s profit will

result, and that indeed rates so fixed are what may be called

economic rates. But, if the people as a whole after due con-

sideration determine that this is not so and that a business man's

profit should be limited to, say, IS per cent, when the business

conducted is of such a semi-public nature as that of common
carriers, then if, after rates have been fixed at vvhat the traffic

will bear, there should result a greater return than the allowed

business man's profit a horizontal reduction in all rates would

seem to be a proper course. But on the other hand, if in the

attempt to fix rates at what the traffic will bear, rates as a whole

have given less than the allowed business man's profit, then it

would seem proper that a horizontal increase in rates should be

made.

The essential points that I wish to make are

:

1. That taken as a whole, the property and the business to-

gether, no court and no individual can ever determine what

reasonable rates are by attempting to say that they shall be any

particular percentage of any particular valuation of the property.

2. That two things, the investment in physical property and

the conduct of the business, must be kept distinct and separate.

3. That a reasonable minimum return must include an invest-
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nient interest on the physical vahie of the property, inchiding

unearned increments and a fair business profit on the business

done.

4. That if individual rates are finally correctly fixed at the

monopoly price, no more than a proper business man's profit will

result even if that profit be very large.

5. That, if, however, in return for the privilege of doing this

semi-public business, government assumes to say that the profit

rate shall be limited, then it must be limited as indicated in point

No. 3.

Since formulating the foregoing, I have read the first install-

ment of Mr. Acworth's studies in your issue of January 6, and

am thereby encouraged to believe that the statements of this

letter are not far from correct.
WILLIAM G. RAYMOND.

STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.

BY W. M. ACWORTH.

IV.

In the previous article I endeavored to show that reductions

of rates that will pay the railway undertaking sooner or later

are at least as likely to be made under private management as

under state ownership. Whether reductions that will never pay

directly ought to be made at all is a question so difficult that

I am unable to formulate any catagorical answer, even in my
own mind. I think I can conceive circumstances in which they

ought to be made, but I am clear they are not circumstances

which will normally arise, and I am quite clear that in a demo-
cratic state at all events the reductions that are most likely to

be made under state ownersh'p are not of a class that ought to

be made at all. When the state owns the railways, the state is

absolutely compelled half year by half year, or quarter by quar-

ter to pay the interest to the uttermost farthing on the railway

debt, whether the railway undertaking has earned that interest

or not. In other words, if reductions deplete the net revenue

below the minimum point, the balance has to be found out of the

general taxation of the country. Now the inhabitants of a

country obtain the benefit of railway service in quite unequal

degree. To the trader and the wholesale manufacturer rail-

way rates are of first class importance. They hardly affect at

all the poorer class of the population ; they afifect very little the

farmers and manufacturers who sell their products in local

markets ; so that a railway deficit taxes the whole population

for the benefit of one class.

But there is more than this. Reduction of rates are seldom

of general application. They are granted for the benefit of a

particular trade or a particular locality, and, therefore, the case

is often not merely the taxation of the many for the benefit of

the few, but actually the taxation of the whole country for the

benefit of one locality; or the taxation of one set of traders

for the benefit of others, possibly less vocal, but by no means
certainly necessitous or less meritorious. On the whole, my
conclusion is that, though theoretically a reduction of rates at

the expense of general taxation might under certain circum-

stances be justifiable, the power to reduce is so much more
likely to be abused than to be used rightly that it would be in

the interest of the country, at least in a democratic state, that

there should be what the Americans call constitutional limi-

tations, preventing any reduction of rates, which even tem-

porarily reduced the net revenue of the state railway under-

taking, below the sum necessary to meet the full interest on

the railway debt.

If the contentions urged above have any force, we are shut

down to the conclusion that, so far at least as the operation of

existing railways is concerned, no advantage can be gained

from nationalization. I am somewhat surprised to find that Sir

George Gibb in the very interesting railway paper read by him
not long since before the Royal Economic Society declares that,

while there is a good deal to be said for the state taking over
existing railways, there is no justification for the state building
railways at the outset. For myself, I should have come to the

precisely opposite conclusioiL That Belgium was justified in

adopting a policy of state construction when the only capital

otherwise available was foreign capital objectionable on political

grounds, I quite believe. That Australia had to have a railway

somehow, and that state railways were better than the alleged

alternative, no railway at all, I quite understand. I can appre-
ciate that the disadvantages were considerable; that the rail-

ways would probably have been built cheaper ; that they would
have been laid out with a more single eye to the economic de-

velopment of the country, had they been built by private capital-

ists at their own expense and risk, seems to be highly probable

;

but I cannot see that the game would have been worth the

candle. But to say that when a cou.ntry is equipped with all tlic

railways that it practically needs, when tiic money has been
found with no risk to the state, it is desirable to transfer them
from private to state ownership, when the disadvantages of the

transfer are certain and the gains—to put it mildly—proble-
matical, this passes my comprehension.

It must of course be admitted that, if the aims of private man-
agement and the aims of public management are essentially

divergent, if private ownership implies a policy inconsistent

with the best development of all the resources of the state, pri-

vate ownership must go. But does private ownership imply

any such policy? Is there aiiy real difference between the policy

that we may expect to be pursued by a normally enlightened

railway company and the policy that ought to be pursued by the

state? I have given above reasons for thinking that state opera-

tion is not likely to be more economical, and that in the matter

of rate reduction the private undertaking is at least as likely

as the state to make all the reductions in rates that ought to

be made, while the state is much more likely to make
reductions that ought not to be made. But the state, we
are assured, can tap new sources of revenue. We used to

hear much from chambers of comnuTco and similar bodies

about the avoidance of "waste of competition." Of late

years the private companies of America have done a good
deal independently of the state to reduce this waste. More
recently the private companies of Great Britain have followed

their example. If 1 am not mistaken, the complaints as to the

waste of competition, both in the United States and in England,

are already becoming less vocal as traders, and others are

gradually discovering that elimination of waste means io practice

the withdrawal of advantages which possibly they ought never

to have had, but which from long enjoyment they have come to

regard as naturally and rightly belonging to them. Recent history

has shown how exceedingly difiicult it is even for private com-

panies to take back that which, whether rightly or wrongly, they

have once conceded. For the state—once more let me mention

that I am speaking of a democratic state onh'—to take back

a concession would be, I believe, as a matter of practical poli-

tics, out of the question; and, if justice was found to demand
an equality of conditions, the only possibility for the state would

be not to level down, but to level up, and the final result would

be simply disastrous.

We are told further that substantial economies are to be af-

fected by unification of management. In a railway journal this

hardly needs discussion. Practical railway men know how very

unimportant compared to the total expenditure, are the heads of

expenditure under which alone economies are even theoretically

possible. Students of railway history know how far the antici-

pated results of state purchase have corresponded with the act-

ual subsequent facts. The public men of Switzerland have by

now been sadly disillusioned ; and even the French deputies

seem already aghast at the result of the recent purchase of the

Western railway, which was carried through by a purely politi-

cal vote in spite of the protests, not only of all the chambers

of conmierce in the districts primarily affected, but actually of
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the yrcat majority of Ihc parliimu-ntary ropicsciitalivcs of thosi:

districts."

One advantage, however, must be conceded to the state as

compared with private companies. The English railway com-

panies know to their cost that for the last 16 years it has been

almost impossible for them to raise rates. The American com-

panies are having the same lesson taught them even more dras-

tically at the present moment. Governments have proved again

and again their ability to raise rates and let the will avouch the

deed. Half the state railway systems of Europe have made im-

portant increases in rates within the last few years; Russia,

Austria, Hungary, Denmark, even Switzerland quite recently,

while Prussia, in spite of the fact that its railways are aheady

i.-alKul iqion to pay a very large portion of the general expenses

ui ilic government, has in the last year or two put a very heavy

tax on railway passenger tickets. I am far from saying that

these increases are not justified. I am persuaded personally that

a great many short-distance rates in England and a great many

long-distance rates in America, a great many car-load rates in

America and a great many small consignment rates in England,

are too low. I only desire to point out here that, when laymen

write glowing treatises on the advantages of nationalization,

tlicy do not usually put the greater facility with which the state

can increase rates in the forefront.

So far, we have been dealing with the relative advantages of

state and private ownership and, as will be seen, the decision in

my judgment must be that private ownership should in the inter-

est be maintained. But private ownership can only continue to

exist, if private management not only conforms to the interest

of the community as a whole, but can succeed in impressing on

the community the belief that it does so conform. We shall,

therefore, have to consider how best the private undertaking

can be kept in touch with public opinion, and how in the last

resort public opinion can dominate private management and

cure its abberrations.

(To be continued.)

DEMURRAGE COLLECTIONS IN CALIFORNIA AND ELSE-

WHERE.

E. E. Mote, manager of the Pacific Car Demurrage Bureau,

San Francisco, has issued his seventeenth monthly report on the

working of the law of California, under which $6 a day is col-

lected on cars detained by consignees ; and in connection with the

figures for his own state he makes some interesting comments

on the working of the code of demurrage rules which was re-

cently endorsed by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The

following is the substance of the introductory portion of Mr.

Mote's report

:

November, 1910, was the seventeenth full calendar month of

the operation of a $6 demurrage rate on state traffic in California

and a ?1 rate on interstate traffic in the same state and on all

traffic in other territory. Of cars subject to the $6 rate reported

in November by California agencies, 1.04 per cent, were held

in excess of the free time, against 6.29 per cent, subject to the

$1 rate in the same state, and 5.88 per cent, in other territory.

The average delay to $6 cars after the expiration of the free

time was 1.88 days per car; to $1 cars in California 3.02 days

per car, and in territory outside of California, 4.76 days per car.

The results obtained in November are merely a repetition of

those for the preceding sixteen months in showing that in propor-

tion to the number of cars subject to each rate there were from

five to six times as many $1 cars held in excess of the free time

as of $6 cars.

Many inquiries having been made as to results from the ap-

*If there ever was a case in which we were entitled to look for economy
out of concentration of administration, it was when the eight London Water
Companies were bought up by a public authority. Yet the representative
of the Metropolitan Board confessed to a Parliamentary Committee in the
Session of 1907 that the actual administration expenses were more under
the one Board than they had been under the eight Companies.

plication of the National Demurrage Code which has now been

generally adopted in territory outside that of this Ijureau, we
submit below a statement made from the monthly reports of

fourteen other bureaus, all of which we believe i)ut into opera-

tion tiie National Code on or before September 1, 1910, com-

paring the uncollected demurrage outstanding at the close of

that month with the same month of 1909 (before their adoption

of the National Code). There is probably no other single fea-

ture of demurrage regulations that so clearly reflects their

efficiency as the proportion of demurrage charges that is actually

collected.

In the bureaus named, the increases in uncollected, ranging

from 11 to 268 per cent., an average of 81 per cent, in Septem-

ber, 1910, over the corresponding month of the previous year,

are little short of startling, considering that the increases in the

total amounts charged and collected were but 24 and 29 per

cent., respectively.

Before the preparation of this statement it was assumed that

because of the "average plan" of the National Code (which

provides that no charge shall be taken into account until the end

of the calendar month, and then only when the "debits" exceed

the "credits") the uncollected charges would be greatly reduced;

but since it appears that the uncollected has increased in spite of

the "average plan," it follows clearly that some other causes

are responsible for this state of things.

Our own theory is that these increases in uncollected are

largely due to the "weather interference" and "bunching" clauses

of Rule 8, of the National Code. Section 1 makes it possible

to defer or avoid payment by the mere claim of the consignee

that because of the weather he was unable to employ men or

teams to load or unload, or that in process of removal to or

from the cars the freight would be seriously injured. In the

language of E. E. Clark, Interstate Commerce Commissioner,

"Who is to say that the inclemency of the weather was or was

not such as to entitle the consignee to exemption?" "How can

any person decide that question and keep free from charges of

discrimination?"

If the consignee secures possession of his freight and then re-

fuses to pay demurrage on the plea, however unreasonable, of

weather interference, what is the carrier going to do about it?

Section 2, of Rule 8, also makes it possible to defer or avoid

the payment of demurrage upon the mere claim of "bunching"

by the consignee, and it being utterly impossible to determine

the question in ninety-nine cases out of one hundred within

the free time, the consignee having possession of the freight, has

as with the weather rule "nine points of the law in his favor,"

and may and, as we are reliably informed, generally does tell

the carrier to "whistle for the money."

If these unsatisfactory results are possible under the super-

vision of demurrage managers with experienced and well-trained

forces, it is safe to say that the conditions must be much worse

in such sections of the country as have abolished demurrage

bureaus leaving the supervision of the work with the individual

road; although as to this we have no means of securing accurate

information.

UNCOLLECTED DEMURRAGE AT CLOSE OF SEPTEMBER.

,
Uncollected ^ (

Increase \

Name of Bureau. 1909. 1910. Amount. Per Cent.
Baltimore & Wash.. $2,182 $4,145 $1,963 90
Central (St. Louis). . 10,027 20,966 10,939 109
Chicago 95,698 174,337 78,639 82
Illinois & Iowa 29,073 69,136 40,063 137
Intermountain 5,360 9,184 3,834 71

Mo. Valley, Ks. City 27,453 52,766 25,313 92
Montana 8,133 12,999 4,866 60
No. East Penna 10,977 12,169 1,192 11

Pac. No. West 4,301 15,829 lliS28 268
Pittsburg 47,106 69,975 22,869 48
Va. & West Va 2,821 5,095 2,274 80
Western (Omaha)... 21,540 39,615 18.075 84
Western N. Y 52,380 80,893 28,513 54
Wisconsin 31,949 65,398 33,449 105

Total $349,000 $632,517 $283,517 81

Decrease.
Pacific . $9,584 $5,409 $4,175 43
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PAUL MORTON,

Paul Morton, for years prominent in railway service, from

July 1, 1904, to July 1, 1905, secretary of the navy in the cabinet

of President Roosevelt, and since 1905 president of the Equitable

Life Assurance Society, died in New York on January 19.

Commenting on Mr. Morton's death, ex-President Roosevelt

sard : "To him, more than any one man, we owed the informa-

tion that enabled the government definitely to break up the

practice of giving rebates by the railways, and this service was

one which he alone among the railway men was willing, at small

cost to himself, to render to the public ; and for it he is entitled

to the grateful remembrance of all men who deem it of prime

importance to see the law justly and rightly enforced."

These statements of Mr. Roosevelt are characteristically

exaggerated. They imply that

Mr. Morton was the only rail-

way man who was willing

effectively to co-operate with

the government in stopping re-

bating. The Roosevelt admin-

istration and other adminis-

trations have received the

earnest co-operation of other

railway men in abating this

and other railway evils. But

it probably is true that Mr.

Morton does deserve credit for

having done more than any

other railway executive to

bring about the cessation of

rebating. When he became

vice-president in charge of

traffic of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe in 1896 he felt

strongly that the time had

come when the railways must

co-operate with each other and

with the public authorities in

ending the pernicious practice

;

both because its suppression

was necessary to conserve

railway revenues and because

its continuance was bound to

get the railways into serious

trouble with the public.

Along with other railway

officers he held many confer-

ences with public officials both

before and after the passage

of the Elkins act, with a view

to bringing about some ar-

rangement under which rebat-

ing might be stopped. It was

the irony of fate that after he

had become a cabinet officer, Judson Harmon of Ohio and Fred-

erick N. Judson of St. Louis, attorneys appointed by the govern-

ment to investigate alleged unlawful discrimination by the Santa

Fe in favor of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, should

have made a report indicating that rebates had been paid and

holding Mr. Morton responsible. As is well known, Mr.

Roosevelt refused to allow criminal proceedings to be instituted.

That Mr. Morton should have labored to bring about the

cessation of rebating and that he should have been, as the public

helieves, at the same time authorizing the giving of rebates, may
seem to the public a remarkable inconsistency. As a matter of

fact, it is questionable whether any infraction of law was in-

volved in the relations between the Santa Fe and the Colorado

Fuel & Iron Company. But whatever may have been the facts

about this case, Mr. Morton himself would have been the last

to deny that while advocating suppression of rebates he was

Paul Morton.

authorizing their giving. For, like numerous other railway men,
he was tlie victim of the conditions of his time. A great
majority of railway managers wanted to stop rebating. But
there were some who were not so anxious to do so, and compe-
titions repeatedly forced those who did want to stop them to
continue them.

Mr. Morton's rise in the business world was very rapid. He
was but 39 years old when, on the election of E. P. Ripley as
president of the Santa Fe in 1896, he was brought by Mr. Ripley
to the road as third vice-president. The Atchison had only
recently emerged from a receivership. Under Mr. Ripley's
administration it has been raised from a bankrupt property in

decrepit physical condition to one of the great railways of the
world. Mr. Morton was in the road's service during the eight
years of Mr. Ripley's administration when the important work

of putting the road on its feet

was being done, and to his

diplomacy in dealing with the

public along its lines and the

ability with which he guided
its traffic department was in

large measure due its rapid

increase in prosperity. He
was a railway diplomatist of

a high order. Years before

most railway executives be-

gan to take the public into

their confidence, it was his

custom when riding over the

line to see and talk freely

with all newspaper men that

asked to see him. The conse-

quence was that he was ex-

ceedingly popular in almost

every newspaper office along

the lines of the Santa Fe, and

that this helped to popularize

tlie Santa Fe itself goes with-

o u t saying. His relations

with business men and poli-

ticians along the line were

equally friendly. He was a

loyal friend to all who de-

served his friendship, which

largely accounts for the fact

that he had loyal friends.

Mr. Morton was born at

Detroit, Mich., May 22, 1857.

He was a son of J. Sterling

I\Iorton, who subsequently,

while a citizen of Nebraska,

was made Secretary of Agri-

culture of the United States

by President Cleveland. He
began railway work in De-

cember, 1872, as a clerk in the land office of the Burlington &
Missouri River at BurHngton, Iowa. He continued with this

road and its successor, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, until

February, 1890, having been made assistant general freight agent

when he was but 21 years old. Four years later he was made

first assistant general freight agent. He was next made general

passenger agent. He was appointed general freight agent in

1888, and in February, 1890, when but 33 became president of the

Colorado Fuel & Coal Company, the Southern Iowa Railway

and the Illinois Western Railway. He was elected third vice-

president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in January, 1896,

and from February, 1898, to July, 1904, was second vice-president,

wlicn he became a member of Mr. Roosevelt's cabinet. From

July, 1905, until the time of his death he was president and

chairman of the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United

States.
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THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION'S EXHIBIT
OF OPERATING STATISTICS.

,111(1 i\iK\\;ils ;iii(l an analysis of froiglit service operating sta-

li^tics of llie roads that were selected ijy the Interstate Com-
niercc Commission. The exhil)its prepared by the Interstate

The accompan\ing talile sliowinp; an analysis of the operating Commerce Commission are, of course, as complete for all roads

statistics of the Now 'Sdrk Central & Hudson River was pre- as that shown iierc for the New York Central & Hudson River,

pared under the directi* n of the Interstate Commerce Commis- and the ligures shown herewith for the other railways are sim-

sion in connection with its in(|uiry into advances in rates, 'i'he ply al)stracts of the complete Interstate Commerce Commission

other tallies show ;m analysis of operatini; expenses for repairs t"ij.;ures.

New York Central & Hudson River.

1 G. Aoalyala of operallnc eKpennH for ralli, tlca, and brldgea and eiilTtrU.

Kaib. Tie.. Ilridgea and e ulvoru.

Number ,4 milw
(ipwnktMl e 1 i- 1 u-

Ykar Endkii Juki M\ -

nftUlA New ruil. luid durinn the year Expenao of reuewals of raila New ties laid during the year F«pen,M. I.I renewals of tie.
Expeiiw uf ranewaU

and repaint.

ut mill inilw Per mile main Per mile main
Per train mile

Mitfw of
Total.

Per
mile

Per
Total co«t

milo
Per

Toul,
Per

rmd
main
track.

oluiu.

Ton.. CM. Tons. C«t.
track.

mile.
uw.

Number
of tien.

CM..
Number
of tie«.

ro«i.
Imli

Hide milo.

Cmu. CmU. Cenu (;™u Crnf,:

TmasMtiM-ntcv. 1901 1910

Five-y(«r ftvoram. 10W191O
1901 IWft.

3.256 5,205 45, 588, 551 «.o |25( 0, 00103 2.03 tost, 700 «131 I 50 1. 623, 625 1079,247 312 1188 0,036 2,1 $1,199,709 1230 1770, 304 1 69

62. 286. 4 1,470,983 272 .00110 3.08 777, 649 144 1,63 1,741,176 1, 149, 392 322 213 .037 2 4 1,309,937 254 2,87 772, 751 1 62

3, IK6 43.467,340 1.196,521 8.3 239 .00096 2 76 686,860 117 1,35 1,506,073 809,103 206 2,37

At rnonta for 1910 64. Ml 5 1, 830, 454 11.7 332 .00128 3 62 837, 968 152 1,06 2,124,870 1,391,581 386 252 .042 2 75 1,617.612 298 3,26 610, 727 1.21

1,249.001 8.1 22S 2 71 805,295 147 1,75 1,619,356 1,140.504

1,6.55,871 10.9 305 .00123 608,992 84 1,06 2,067,797 )..50O,393

51 983 1.453,965 9.8 274 .00109 3.04 697. 590 113 1.25 1,509,638 929, 168 284 I.015.,1HI 191

1,165,611 7.9 221 .00090 2.53

9.8 27f .00115 3.26 793, 906 ISO 1,76 1,737,979 986, 824 2,73

8.6 242 .00100 2,81 137 1,59 1,102,723 645,093

935. 82< 6.5 182 .00071 2 01 505,885 98 1 09 1,714,155 911,930 331 177 1,00

192 2,17 511,616

a. 829 4.384 36,486,731 42,686.7 1,354,449 9,7 309 .00117 3.71 406, 557 93 158 .037 IS 440, 836

S B. Analysis of operating eipenaes for repairs anil renewals. } I. Analysis ofspeclfled operfttrnp expenses for conducting transporUllon.
J'.

Analysis of relation of maintenance accts.
to expense of conducting tranHporlatton.—

1

Pa-sscnger-uain ears. Freight-train care.

Total num-

Fuel for locomotives. Train eerviee. Station aervice. loss and damage

Revenue
Revenue

pas-

Train
miles
(all

classes)

Ratio of

SlofW
and .S, to

Ratio ol

MolL-
Ykab Ekdid JtJNi 30^

Number 01
Total

Per Number of Toul Per Number of Total
Per
mile.

ber of

train milee.
Total

Per
Total

Per
Totol

Per
Total

Per
ton miles
per mile

senger
miles per ducting

ducting

eXIK-HBO.
nrn.

ca^milea. expenec.
run.

car mil«. exjsenee. expense
mile.

expense-
mile

expeoae
mile.

expense
mile road

road
porta-

poru-

Centt. CtMi. Ctnls. Cents, Cmtt. Prrcl, Pacl.

T«n^ar aven««, 1901-1910..^^.^. C5. 340. 690 K4S4.905 6. 86 133,072.050 tl. 562,050 1.17 724. 032. 347 M, 790,238 0,06 42, 990, 023 $6,125,289 14, 25 $3,613,773 8 41 $1,005,155 9 32

FivtvyearAvcngr. 1900-1910.. ,^„..
1901-1905^.^^.^.

5,328,365 7.82 141,713,348 1,709,508 1.18 780.713,047 0.205,334 .79 45. 604. 615 7,312,897 16,04 4.076,215 8,94 4.608,945 10,24 l; 120. 103 2,40 2,41.5,783 486. 765 13,301 32, ;» 40.28

62,568.541 3,641,446 0.82 122,630,752 1,414,603 1.15 608,551,046 3,375,112 .61 40,375,431 4,937,680 12.23 .14,2«

As reported for 1910 „.^. 5, 503, 763 7.72 154,800,025 1, 765. 832 I.i4 818, 268, 884 7,384,218 .90 48, 047, .594 7,668,997 15.96 4, 257, 721 a,' 86 5,265,011 10,96 1.042,767 217 2,548.051 517,686 11,088 34.17 42,54

765, 067, 042 7, 529, 561 .98 44,351,412 6,875,192 15.50

138, 628, 951 1, 056, 799 1,19 753, 397, 150 4,700.094 .62 45. 173, 243 8, 129, 982 17 88 4.928,576
12'
1'

146, 531, 691 1, 992, 204 1.36 785.083.096 5, 927, 395 .75 45, 786. 902 7, 773, 705 16,98 4, 375, 558

1,571,315 1.12 780.852,063 5. 485, 372 .70 44, 363. 925 6.116.611 13.79 3, 656, 973 8,24

1,180,409 710, 955, 940 3, 637, 916 .51 12. 1179, 594 5.761.337 13.50 3,548,217 8.31

1.364,194 1.04 088,514,240 4, 757, 908 .69 11,940,205 13 71 3, 577, 756 8.53 3,033,421

1,671.158 1.31 716,062.106 4,073,919 .57 11,957,964 6.078,814 12 10 3,390,316 8,08 3, 609, 084 8,60 477,421

1.21 636, 6811. .542 2,646,614 .42 1,635,877

'»'' - 52.693,773 2, 597. 960 4.93 95. 759. 250 1,365,26A 1.43 590. .536, 404 1.759,355 .30 33, 894, 537 3.463,213 10.22 2, 249, 034 6,64 2,461,390 7,26 308, 752 .91

$ K. Analysis of freight service operating stttlstlcs. § L. Analysis of operating; revenues.

Average
lumbpr ul

miles uf

road
operated,
ineluJing
IniekttRe

TIRht*-

Average number
Average
number of

ton»ofreve.

ha"u'led'!fver

eaeh mile
iifroad.

Number of

locomo-

frei^ht

June .30,

Freight Number ol Freight service. Passenger KX\ CO

Number of

""milCK;
'"

Freight
IJld mixed

miles per
mile of

Average
lumber of

loaded
freight

can. per
tram mile

of tons of revenue
freight Average

lumber of

mil«
hauled

Total
number o
loeomo-

June30

Toul

power on
June 30

Average

Tocom^'

June 30

Total
number of

freight ran-

June 30

Total
capacity of

freight cai»

Average

of freight

June 30

pacity per
locomotive
assigned

to trtJighl

service

freight

carsiOTlo-

assigned

to freight

June 30

Year Enued June;;©-"'

Per train

mile

Per lou

of

Per ion
mile ol

frerghf

Per train

mile

Per rev

pa-wrn-
ger.

Perrei-.

Per train

load

Per
l.uded

passeii-

gel

T<m. 7'ona 7V>n,t r™i» t^tnls. rVnl, CmU. <-m(.. CcnU

Tcii-yw average, 1901-1910..^,.„ 3,463 20.033,376 5,785 24.09 385.59 16.00 2,237,447 187.60 1,044 « 26, 538- "13.6 1,039 64,699 = 2,075.402 32,1 « 1, 997 62.3 242 OOS 117.566 0. 627 132, 821 58 335 L74?

Fivc-ye*r average. J90C~»I0.. ,„«,.. 21,118,783 5,890 24.44 408.38 16.72 2,41.5,783 197. 29 2,194 , 31.388 14.3 1,173 67, 662 2,271,732 33,6 1,937 57 7 255, 277 123 137 .621 141,802 61. 577 1.739

3,340 18,»17,968 5,673 23.73 362.80 15.29 2,059,111 177. 71 1,694 6 20,475 612.1 904 01, 735 111,996

As reported for 1910 .«-j^. 24.94 413. 10 16.56 2,548,051 195. 17 2,323 34,751 15.0 1,224 69,713 2,494,095 35,8 2,038 57 258.087 121.930 .625 143, 246 63, 403 1.240

16.39 2, 293, 914 200,36 2,31: 34. 456 14,9 1,240 65,478 2,247,995

2, 332, 262 198, 48 2,205 32.180 14,6 1,202 67. 970 2,281,315 .33,6 .611 63,166

2,151 29. 749 13,8

25.803 13,1 1. 032

22, 669 12,3 1,007 63, 957

19, 3+1, 900

20, 029,833
18, 759, 920
16,K3,937

20,350 11.5 927 63, 099

3,423
3,320
2.899

5,851
5,650
5,710

23.68
23 09
24.64

34l!65
364.66

15.53
14.79

2,163,000
1,939,620

193. 45
1.50. 58
161.39

1,763
1,729
1,355

20,420
18, 462

11.6
10.7

930
928

62, 777
61,125

1, 804, 7.30

1.'696, 500 27.8 1,828 Ci9 216 737 95,195
92. 769

.632 121.835 54.640
1902 ^..
1901...^=^...„.. 14,80. .,„.,.„„, "^

§ M. Analysts of passenger service operating statistic;;.

Average Dumber
Avemge Number o

Number o

piiaaenger

Year Ended Jvme 30— numbtT of

miles of road

operated

,

Number of

puseneer

Paeaeiig

aud mix
r pa^euger
"d train care

ea per pjs-

Average
number of

assengers
.\verage
numljer ol

ttsaigned to

number of

paaeenger.
per Inco-

including per md lenger anc pasengerB paMenger

rights.

mile.

per tram.
mile of

June 30.
June 30,

pasoenge

Ten-year average 1901-1910. ^^i,_^.. 3,462.B8, 23, 172, 399 6,691. S6 5.76 162 444,232 33.41 672 2,141 3,74

Five-year average. 1906-1910. . ; ; 3,586.31 21,004.239 0,860. BO 6.88 65 480, 765 35.41 630 21275 3 61

lWl-1905 3,339.46 21, 740, 559 6, 510. iO 6.63 68 401,698 31 41 814

Ab reported -for 1910 ^^.. 3,587.72 26, 031, 365 7,266. 68 5.94 66 617, 686 36.43 686 2,376 3.46

1909 S,58r.08 24, !08,02« 6,720. 9 5.94 65 474, 153 35.99 656 2,392
3,587.72
3, 588. 82

24; eaS. 950
24, 457, 469

6,864.

6,814.

79 5.63
» 6.99

478, 933
498, 744

36,80
34,98

630
599

2.302
2,170

3.65
3,621907

64

3, 566. 16 429; 226
1904 2.151 3 91

3, 422. 66 22, 246, 133 6,499. 6 6.73 59 408, 046 30,82 547 2,098 3.84
190-1 3,319.55 23,025,048 6,936. 5.36 59 431,748 31,72 531 2.074 3-91

2, 898. tt7 6,104.

1
_

te, years ended June 30 -1902-1910. 6 Four-year average, yei

ANALYSIS OF OPERATING EXPENSE FOR REPAIRS AND RENEWALS.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910.
Locomotives:

Number of locomotive miles. 30.000,884 41,478,545 46.793,687
Total expense $2,919,540 $4,228,008 $5,030,451
Per mile run (cents) 9.73 10.19 10.75

Passenger-train cars:
Number of car miles 59,868,351 95,564,695 107,425,420
Total expense $491,862 $933,179 $1,315,789
Per mile run (cents) .82 .98 1.23

Freight-train cars:
.\umber of car miles 351,355,878 471,360,205 559,847,411
Total expense $2,165,691 $3,780,605 $3,967,510
Per mile run (cents) .62 .80 .71

Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

53,607,986
$3,741,664

6.98

65,107.790
$641,763

.99

60,372,196
$4,639,959

7.69

76,459 424
$833,659

1.09

591,758,860 724,852,343
$3,203,412 $5,626,746

.54 .78

1910.

64,316,068
$5,927,282

9.22

82,503,178
$811,769

.98

797,259,545
$6,280,839

.79

Boston & Maine Railroad.

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

28,206.778
$1,389,932

4.93

47.509,630
$780,233

1.64

176,697,521
$1,039,337

.59

30,952,129
$1,732,168

5.60

54,867,127
$825,179

1.50

31,299,152
$1,924,776

6.15

57,538,932
$793,188

1.38

211,671,760 223,563,374
$1,229,953 $1,483,956

.58 .66
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Central R/Mlroad Co. of Xew Jersey.

1901-1905. 1906-1910.
Locomotives:

Numbtr of locomotive miles. 11,268,772 12,547,872
Total expense $745,186 $1,017,167
Per mile run (cents) 6.61 8.11

Passenger-train cars:
Number of car miles 15,161,821 17,442,291
Total expense $200,293 $223,300
Per mile run (cents) 1.32 1.28

Freight-train cars:
Number of car miles 110,945,351 130,313,335
Total expense $774,975 $1,216,259
Per mile run (cents) .70 .93

1910.

12,671,240
$1,082,554

8.54

17,507,129
$208,845

1.19

131,143,989
$1,409,552

1.07

Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy R. R.
Co.

Chicago & Alton Railroad Co,

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

Chicago & Northwestern Ry. Co.

1910.

7,803,447 8,538,416 9,163,109
$490,083 $662,228 $766,698

6.28 7.76 8.37

14,334,428 17,316.634 19,007,366
$153,728 $138,263 $144,512

1.07 .80 .n

82,528,173 100,115,874 104,930,166
$346,120 $404,725 $316,676

.42 .40 .30

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Ry. Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

45,733,019
$1,984,713

4.34

69,747,714
$553,516

.79

51,036,868
$2,886,200

5.65

88,188,276
$637,377

.72

386,017,416 486,797,506
$1,916,232 $3,306,161

.50 .68

55,523,343
$3,496,800

6.30

97,683,216
$816,144

.84

528,531,270
$2,706,848

.51

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Rv. Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910.
Locomotives:

Number of locomotive miles. 42,925.764 46,556,136 51,710,638
Total expense $2,912,116 $4,215,403 $3,954,307
Per mile run (cents) 6.79 9.07 7.65

Passenger-train cars:
Number of car miles 72,681,270 93,720,282 109,789,231
Total expense $697,373 $866,996 $833,633
Per mile run (cents) .96 .93 .76

Freight-train cars:
Number of car miles 453,490,037 571,438,711 637,163,521
Total expense $3,539,658 $5,402,923 $4,925,473
Per mile run (cents) .78 .95 .11

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
R. R. Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910.
Locomotives:

Number of locomotive miles. 22,301,150 21,692,097
Total expense $946,466 $1,191,598
Per mile run (cents) 4.24 5.49

Passenger-train cars:
Number of car miles 30,900,362 36,055,452
Total expense $364,81

1

$496,786
Per mile run (cents) 1.18 1.38

Freight-train cars:
Number of car miles 191,776,172 236,438,966
Total expense $1,107,352 $1,462,206
Per mile run (cents) .58 .dZ

1910.

19,698,159
$1,330,922

6.76

36,882,902
$547,482

1.48

249,156,416
$1,489,294

.60

Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
Co.

Locomotives:
Number of locomotive miles.
Total expense
Per mile run (cents)

Passenger-train cars:
Number of car miles
Total expense
Per mile run (cents)

Freight-train cars:
Number of car miles
Total expense
Per mile rvm (cents)

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

2,075,057
$116,428

5.62

4,531,373
$35,704

.79

16,960,643
$121,666

.72

2,794,385
$178,440

6.40

5,313,512
$52,821

.99

21.753,876
$205,820

.95

3,362,691
$231,262

6.88

5,870,295
$63,588

1.08

25,005,364
$198,607

.80

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

38,601,255 44,233,294
$1,337,638 $2,376,733

3.46 5.37

52,406,996 70,786,929
$562,010 $652,088

1.07 .92

417,200,346 483,517,544
$1,940,672 $3,216,054

.47 .67

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

47,349,806
$2,831,230

5.98

77,547,500
$630,500

.81

497,100,460
$2,980,075

.60

Erie Railroad Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

29,162,865
$2,726,541

9.35

39,124,734
$554,275

1.42

29,333,982
$3,640,888

12.41

47,962,682
$564,920

1.18

373,528,604 378,160,217
$1,859,714 $2,892,362

1910.

29,807,613
$3,148,687

10.56

52,290,223
$668,407

1,28

380,952,625
$2,892,640

.76

New York, New Haven & Hartford
R. R. Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

29,422,626
$1,729,366

5.88

63,449,546
$1,032,113

1.63

186,973,851
$1,022,819

.55

30,976,816
$2,293,954

7.41

71,140,826
$1,068,363

1.51

200,153,004
$1,218,461

.61

1910.

29,637,868
$2,351,653

7.93

73,015,820
$983,074

1.35

210,448,114
$1,382,576

.66

26,836,060
$1,667,337

6.21

49,455,824
$420,328

.85

261,485,974
$1,290,256

.49

38,172,307
$3,135,125

8.21

80,947,112
$682,734

.84

372,670,659
$2,434,545

.65

1910.

42,393,600
$3,506,057

8.27

90,947,010
$767,472

.84

418.236,167
$2,902,382

.69

Lehigh Valley Railroad Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910.

19,318,212
$2,004,018

10.37

20,275,826
$339,888

1.68

21,435,686
$2,314,724

10.80

23,300,687
$313,804

1.35

283,540,906 309,829,215
$1,965,988 $2,342,399

.69 .76

1910.

21,906,365
$1,967,135

8.98

24.345,811
$263,522

1.08

308,461,307
$2,442,539

.79

Philadelphia & Reading Ry. Co. Toledo, St. Louis & Western R. R.

Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

^
\

1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910.

77,907,700 92,958,644 94,960,634
$6,013,259 $9,075,853 $9,549,701

7.72 9.76 10.05

108,896,192 136,635,306 143,295,025
$1,824,145 $2,075,064 $1,966,142

1.67 1.52 1.37

950,983,640 1,134,748,418 1,189,337,685
$8,295,460 $10,799,823 $10,562,966

.87 .95 .89

Wabash Railroad Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910.
Locomotives:

Number of locomotive miles. 26,378,016 26,904,425 26,196,000
Total expense $1,760,351 $2,695,979 $2,823,160
Per mile run (cents) 6.70 10.02 10.78

Passenger-train cars:
Number of car miles 25,097,753 27,157,664 28,350,462
Total expense $353,660 $640,809 $1,049,074
Per mile run (cents) 1.41 2.36 3.70

Freight-train cars:
Number of car miles o 291,690,357 307,251,277
Total expense $1,885,657 $3,524,144 $4,083,925
Per mile run (cents) a 1.21 1.33

a Three-year average, years ended June 30, 1908-1910.

1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910. 1901-1905. 1906-1910.

3,448,719 3,207,624 2,815,241
$175,463 $220,832 $238,443

5.09 6.88 8.47

3,472,258 3,332,487 3,170,631

$30,185 $27,023 $23,106
.87 .81 .73

40.478,959 48.188,456 44,382,071
$162,966 $155,043 $202,475

.40 .32 ,23

20,466,047
$1,279,575

6.25

20,976,828
1,601.537

7.63

37,882,386 37,908,700
$450,846 339,574

1.19 .90

1910.

20,987,147
1,851,900

8.82

37,455,473
331,863

.89

189,689,161 254,239,999 271,658,389
$1,107,894 $1,404,972 $1,407,647

.58 .55 .52

AX.XLYSIS OF FREIGHT SERVICE OPERATING STATISTICS.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co. Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.

1901-1905.

Average number of miles of road opeiated, including trackage rights 5,803

Number of freight and mixed train miles 13,161,108
Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 2,268
Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 18.92

Average number of tons of revenue freight:
Per train load 261.18

Per loaded car 13.00

Average number of tons of revenue freight hauled over each mile of road. 594,094
Average number of miles hauled 320.58
Total number of locomotives in service June 30 1,121

Total tractive power on June 30 (tons) b 14,586
Average tractive power per locomotive on June 30 (tons) fc 12.1

Number of locomotives assigned to freight service June 30 765
Total number of freight cars in service June 30 31,876
Total capacity of freight cars in service June 50 (tons) h 862,316
-Xverage capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) h 25.6

Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight service June 30 (toiisl . 6 1,055

Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June 30. 41.7

h Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905.

1906-1910. 1910. 1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910.
7,163 7,459 3,678 4,096 4,434

17,408,378 18,947,388 20,281,145 24,969,169 27,152,441
2,431 2,540 5.514 6.089 6,124
22.22 20.87 19.47 18.94 19.34

306.34 298.39 399.32 425.12 442.86
14.97 14.30 20.51 22.45 22.90

749,619 757,977 2,207,898 2,591,372 2,711,666
371.89 353.11 196.54 193.81 191.48

1,545 1,596 1,579 1,897 2,055
23.233 24,518 b 22,438 . 29,321 32,125

15.0 15.4 6 14.3 15.5 15.7-

869 866 1,055 1,348 1.475

42,369 44,584 71,497 79,690 83.693

1,253,818 1,392,300 h 2,349,657 2,899,295 3,149.792

29.5 31.2 6 32.9 36.4 37.7

1,444 1.608 h 2,271 2,151 2,135

48.8 51.

S

67.8 59.4 56.9
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1901-1905.

Avcraue niiinhcr of miles of road opcrateil, iiicliuliiig trnckaRC lishts 2,275
Nmiilicr of fri'inlit and mixed train miles 8,250,351
Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 3,627

Average ninuher of loaded freinht cars jier train mile 16.67

Average nnmber of tons of revenue freight:
I'er train load 205.13
Per loaded car 12.32

Average number of tons of revenue freight hauled over eatli mile of road. 750,191
Average number of miles hauled 89.34

Tolal number of locomotives in service June 30 987
Total tractive i)ower on June 30 (tons) b 8,489

Average tractive i)o\vcr per locomotive on June 30 (tons) 8.6

Number of locomotives assigned to freight service June 30 378
Total number of freight cars in service June 30 17,281

Total capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) *. b 382,274
Average capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) 22.1

Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight feivice June 30 (tons;. 1,011

Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June 30. 45.7

6 Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905. c Data for 1,109 locomotives

i & Maine R.
*

R. Central R. R. Co. OF NiEW Jersey.

1906-1910. 1910? 1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910?
2,261 2,243 688 668 669

9,347,021 9,487,146 3,307,591 4,007,991 4,130,504
4,134 4,230 4,815 6,002 6,174
16.45 17.15 20.28 19.38 19.06

234.03 247.33 470.11 511.18 517.36
14.22 14.42 23.15 26.40 27.15

975,068 1,046,212 2,276,868 3,068,051 3,192,394
100.35 102.84 79.52 75.68 72.39
1,079 1,119 438 481 477

10,513 c 11,458 6 4,479 5,865 5,923
9.7 c 10.3 b 10.2 12.1 12.4
416 446 254 258 253

22,376 24,746 18,828 20,795 21,968
599,504 722,200 b 578,344 726,336 816,445

26.8 29.2 i>30.7 34.9 37.1
1,441 1,619 b 2,277 2,815 3,227
53.8 55.5 74.1 80.6 86.8

Chicago & Alton R. R. Co.

1901-1905. 1906-1910. 191^
Average number of miles of road operated, including trackage rights 917 986 998
Number of freight and mixed train miles 2,986,001 3,267,301 3,558,625
Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 3,257 3,314 3,566
Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 18.41 19.73 19.28

Average number of tons of revenue freight:
Per train load 330.07 399.32 383.07
Per loaded car 17.91 20.24 19.86

Average number of tons of revenue freight hauled over cacli mile of road. 1,077,248 1,322,609 1,365,832
Average number of miles hauled 178.81 163.47 160.15

Total number of locomotives in service June 30 213 256 271

Total tractive power on June 30 (tons) b 2,640 3,551 4,027

Average tractive power per locomotive on June 30 (tons) b 12.4 13.9 14.8

Number of locomotives assigned to freight service June 30 108 136 151

Total number of freight cars in service June 30 9,705 11,116 12,084

Total capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tors) 6 305,016 416,872 479,748
Average capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) t> 31.5 37.5 39.7

Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight service June 30 (tons). 6 2,825 3,065 3,177

Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June 30. 89.9 81.7 80.0

b Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R.

Co.

1906-1910.1901-1905.

Average number of miles of road operated, including trackage rights
__

8,177

Number of freight and mixed train miles 17,771,185

Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 2,181

Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 18.16

Average number of tons of revenue freight:

Per train load 261.73

Per loaded car • 14.30

Average number of tons of revenue freight hauled over each mile of road. 561,154

Average number of miles hauled b 249.87

Total number of locomotives in service June 30 1,253

Total tractive power on June 30 (tons) b 12,596

Average tractive power per locomotive on June 30 (tons) b 10.1

Number of locomotives assigned to freight service June 30 737

Total number of freight cars in service June 30 45,238

Total capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) b 1,162,235

A>rerage capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) b 25.7

Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight service June 30 (tOiisK 6 1,577

Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June 30. 61.4

6 Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905.
Chicago, Rock Island

Ry. Co.

17,770,500
1,097
22.38

383.48
17.14

765,699
270.78
1,605

18,893
11.8
888

48,903
1,487,408

30.4
1,676
55.0

1910.
9.023

19,501,367
2,161
22.44

381.26
16.99

824,016
266.80
1,673

20,273
12.1

857
49,881

1,673,925
33.6

1,953
58.2

& Pacific

1906-1910.
7,177

14,982,248
2,088
17.28

1901-1905.

Average number of miles of road operated, including trackage rights 5,170

Number of freight and mixed train miles 11,634,848

Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 2,307

Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 15.52

Average number of tons of revenue freight:

Per train load 201.72

Per loaded car 12.98

Average number of tons of revenue freight hauled over each mile of road. 460,245

Average number of miles hauled 230.83

Total number of locomotives in service June 30 902

Total tractive power on June 30 (tons) 6 9,862

Average tractive power per locomotive on June 30 (tons) 6 10.9

Number of locomotives assigned to freight service June 30 517

Total number of fi eight cars in service June 30 25,003

Total capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) 6 742,1 10

Average capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) 6 29.7

Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight service June 30 (tons). 6 1,435

Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June 30. 48.4

6 Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905.
Erie Railroad Co

1910.

7,400
16,683,695

2,255
17.19

258.16
14.94

538,815
236.62
1,348

16,976
12.6

737
37,166

1,195,027
32.1

1,622
50.4

257.83
15.00

581,272
229.58
1,430

19,413
13.5
781

37,375
1,295,115

34.6
1,648
47.8

1901-1905.

Average number of miles of road operated, including trackage rights 1,884

Number of freight and mixed train miles 11,203,592

Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 5,947

Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 22.86

Average number of tons of revenue freight:

Per train load 396.77

Per loaded car 17.35

Average number of tons of revenue freight hauled over each mile of road. 2,359,724

Average number of miles hauled 151.55

Total number of locomotives in service June 30 1,128

Total tractive power on June 30 (tons) 6 13,304

Average tractive power per locomotive on June 30 (tons) 6 11.7

Number of locomotives assigned to freight service June 30 597

Total nnniber of frei^'ht cars in service June 30 50,762

Total capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) b 1,430,127

Average capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) 6 28.1

Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight service June 30 (tons)

.

6 2,446

Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June .".0. 72.7

6 Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905.

1906-1910.
1,921

11,224,403
5,845
23.63

471.36
19.93

2,749,978
150.38
1,372

19,097
13.9
706

51,018
1,818,263

35.6
2,576
85.0

1910.
1,961

11,079,544
5,649
24.46

500.23
20.32

2,808,448
146.34
1,398

20,052
14.3
745

48,350
1,809,900

37.4
2,429
64.8

Chicago & Northwestern Ry. Co.

1901-1905.
6,520

15,863,489
2,454
17.19

255.17
14.85

627,003
140.06
1,196

6 11,154
9.3

717
47,136

6 1,340,610
28.4

1,870
65.7

1906-a910.
7,575

19,311,616
2,549
17.40

267.96
15.41

682,599
147.26
1,437

15,154
10.5

855
58,189

6 1,847,874
31.7

2,161
68.0

Chicago, Milwaukee
Ry. Co.

1910.

7,629
21,336,510

2,799
16.81

260.71
15.51

729,094
141.40
1.520

17,185
11.3

859
62,639

2,100,770
33.5

2,445
72.9

St. Paul

1901-1905.
6;854

16,200,772
2,364
18.24

242.91
13.31

574,010
190.37

975
6 8,355

6 8.6

609
39,980

6 1,057,821
6 26.5

6 1,737
65.6

1906-1910.
7,396

18,3,'C,<}85

2,478
18.64

274.62
14.74

680,733
181.13
1,106

10,977
9.9
703

44,591
1,375,093

30.8
1,956
63.4

1910.

7,512
19,321,529

2,572
18.13

275.58
15.20

709,161
173.52
1,199

12,840
10.7

782
44,868

1,422,491
31.6

1,819
57.4

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
R. R. Co.

1901-1905.
802

6,208,496
7,743
20.92

403.86
19.27

3,136,030
162.75

638
6 7,839
6 12.3

392
25,019

6 697,462
6 27.8

6 1,779
63.8

1906-1910.
861

6,935,072
8,055
22.72

492.56
21.68

3,925,998
172.61

704
8,922
12.7
413

26,384
• 845,581

32.0
2,047
63.8

1910.
930

6,742,112
7,249
24.36

545.14
22.38

3,951,580
170.13

755
10,146

13.4

444
27,690

904,290
32.6

2,037
62.3

Lehigh Valley R. R. Co.

1901-1905.
1,391

7,784,566
5,598
24.35

479.08
19.67

2,683,091
183.15

752
6 8,967
6 11.9

433
35,095

6 1,039,650
6 29.6

6 2,771
81.1

1906-1910.
1,441

8,845,150
6,137
23.47

521.11
22.24

3,197,398
174.31

860
11,557

13.4
484

41,651
1,427,608

34.3
2,939
86.1

1910.
1,440

8,839,384
6,138
23.66

535.85
22.65

3,288,705
174.26

874
12,127

13.9
492

44,125
1,603,127

36.3

3,258
89.7
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,, „ f, r „ „ ^ ^'^^v York, New Haven & Hartford
Minneapolis & St. Louis R. R. Co. R. R. Co.

, ., , , ,,-,,•., • u
1901-1905. 1906-1910. 191o' 'l901-190S. 1906^^910 ma

Average number of miles of road operated, including trackage rights 656 945 1,027 2 037 2 051 2 043Number of freight and mixed train miles 731,274 1,026,037 1,212,'635 7,219,'077 7 528*091 7 246*504
Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 1,115 1,086 1,181 3^544

' 3671 ' 3547
Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 18.81 16.17 15.26 19.25 18 52 20 01
Average number of tons of revenue freight:

P&r train load 255.00 250.06 266.80 215.07 256.07 293.20
Per loaded car. Yi.lS 15.53 17.48 11.20 13.80 14.65

Average number of tons of revenue freight hauled over each mile of road. 285,485 271,940 315,008 762,103 939 813 1 057 560
Average number of miles hauled 101.77 101.32 107.62 89.35 9i3.09

' 93 44
Total number of locomotives in service June 30 82 96 103 1 017 1 199 c 1 220
Total tractive power on June 30 (tons) i> 720 908 1,100 b 10.158 12,990 d 13393
Average tractive power per locomotive on June 30 (tons) fr 8.8 9.5 10.7 h 10.0 10 8 10 9
Number of locomotives assigned to freight service June 30 41 50 SO 333 444 453
Total number of freight cars in service June 30 2,952 3,998 4,385 14 474 27 752 35 716
Total capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) t 72,997 109,704 126,100 b 395^561 863^117 1141*733
Average capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) b 24.7 27.5 28.8 6 27.3 31.1

* 319
Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight service June 30 (tons). 6 1,780 2,194 2,522 6 1,188 1,944 2 520
Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June 30. 72.1 80.0 87.7 43.5 62.5 78.6

6 Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905. c Includes 44 electric locomotives unassigned as ' regards freight or passenger service,
(f Tractive power of 1,176 locomotives; no tractive power reported for 44 electric locomotives.

Pennsylvania R. R. Co. Philadelphia & Reading Ry. Co.

,

'
, , ^

,
1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910. 1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910.

Average number of miles of road operated, including trackage rights 3,828 3,983 3,971 1,008 1010 1022
Number of freight and mixed train miles 27,400,235 32,660,488 31,422,531 10,235^955 9,883^958 9,647!409
Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 7,158 8,200 7.913 10,155 9,786

' 9*439
Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 22.27 23.23 24.14 ...... a 19.42 19.86
Average number of tons of revenue freight:

Per train load 508.57 586.85 649.41 312.47 433.12 477.49
Per loaded car 22.87 25.44 26.90 a 23.86 24.04

Average number of tons of revenue freight hauled over each mile of road. 3,637,091 4,782,232 5,139,379 3,147,560 4,210,122 4,506,980
Average number of miles hauled 148.55 167.81 168.43 91.86 94.44

' 97.12
Total number of locomotives in service June 30 2,564 3,431 c 3,439 907 1,017 1,032
Total tractive power on June 30 (tons) 6 35,877 53.616 d55,117 e 10,608 13!l62 13,'527
Average tractive power per locomotive on June 30 (tons) 14.0 15.6 16.0 e 11.7 12.9 13.1
Number of ioccmotives assigned to freight service June 30 1,644 2,304 2,349 519 604 628
Total number of freight cars in service June 30 108,880 136,388 143,917 37,617 41,906 40,971
Total capacity of fi eight cars in service June 30 (tons) 6 4,025,609 5,712,274 5,803,486 6 1,095,533 1,310,274 1,398,089
Average capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons; 37.0 41.9 40.3 6 29.1 31.3 34.1
Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight servfice June 30 (tons). 2,449 2,479 2,470 6 2,110 2,170 2,226
Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June 30. 66.2 59.2 61.3 72.5 69.4 65.2

a Three-year average, years ended June 30, 1908-1910. 6 Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905. c Includes 2 electrics. d Tractive
power of 3,437 locomotives. e Three-year average, years ended June 30, 1903-1905.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western R. R. Wabash R. R. Co.

1901-1905.
Average number of miles of road C'perated, including trackage rights 451
Number of freight and mixed train miles 1,503,765
Freight and mixed train miles per mile of road 3,334
Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 18. St)

Average number of tons of revenue freight:
Per train load 2SS.39
Per loaded car 15.41

Average number of fons of revenue freight hauled over each mile of road. 956,563
Average number of miles hauled 21 5.20
Total number of locomotives in service June 30 86
Total tractive power on June 30 (tons) 6 910
Average tractive power per locomotive on June 30 (tons) 10.6
Number of locomotives assigned to freight service June 30 57
Total number of freight cars in service June 30 3,044
Total capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons) 6 79,199
Average capacity of freight cars in service June 30 (tons^ 26.0
Freight car capacity per loco, assigned to freight service June 30 'tons). 1,390
Number of freight cars per locomotive assigned to freight service June 30. 53.4

6 Four-year average, years ended June 30, 1902-1905.

1906-1910. 1910. 1901-1905. 1906-1910. 1910.
451 451 2,463 2,515 2,515

1,375,120 1,287,399 7,306,402 8,766,831 9,429,662
3,049 2,855 2,966 3,486 3,749
24.46 24.98 18.59 19.92 19.81

455.19 481.31 291.03 354.67 352.70
18.59 19.26 15.66 17.81 17.81

1,379,187 1,374,787 863,271 1,236,452 1,322,598
196.40 191.22 228.57 241.47 237.51

97 94 504 620 658
1,295 1,273 6 4,893 7,025 7,825
13.3 13.5 9.7 11.3 11.9
64 61 268 364 396

3,427 3,273 16,939 21,647 22,206
105,307 105,000 6 533,693 742,298 796,910

30.7 32.1 31.5 34.3 35.9
1,646 1,721 1,991 2,039 2,012
53.6 53.7 63.2 59.5 56.1

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.*

BY H. C. PEARCE.

General Storekeeper, Southern Pacific Company.

IV.

REQUISITIONS AND ORDERS.

We have now the organization and facilities, and are prepared

to do business.

Foi'Di of Regular Requisitions.

Each person having authority to order material should be

required to make out a requisition on the form provided, and in

the way instructed, and obtain the approvals prescribed. The
form of requisition shown herewith contains only essentials, with

ample room to describe what is wanted, and nothing except

what is wanted. Instructions regarding the use of this requi-

sition may be changed from time to time, but generally speaking
the substance of these instructions is that the person making
a requisition must state correctly and technically the thing he

wants. In the case of requisitions for material regularly re-

*Copyrighted, 1911, by The Railroad Gazette.

quired, they must conform to the standards, as shown by the

standard lists.

For the purpose of further identification, and to prevent mis-

takes, each item on the standard list should be indicated by an

item number. This number indicates, not only the number of

the item but the section in the storehouse in which it is lo-

cated. Thus, 13-1 indicates that the item described is located

in section 13, and is item 1 on the list. The list is arranged al-

phabetically and in sections, and also shows the technical de-

scription. They also should be required to show the actual

amount -on hand and amount due ; and, in the case of stock

requisitions, the average previous months' consumption. This

information, together with complete shipping instructions, forms

practically all the essential information that is required.

Fonn of Special Requisitions.

Special requisitions must be prepared to cover all special mate-

rials, tools, etc., which are not carried in stock, and are not

shown on the standard lists, as indicated above. These requi-

sitions, in addition to giving complete description of what is

wanted, must indicate why it is wanted, and its approximate

value, and be approved by the head of the department, Avith full

explanation as to why it is required. •
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Form of Requisition for Material.

Form of Stationery Requisitions.

There is a separate requisition made for stationery, owing to

the character of this material. Form numbers answer for item

numbers, and, besides, stationery is usually ordered on basis

of three months' supply. That is to say, the system is divided

up in such a way that requisitions are made on the basis of each

three months. This sdves much unnecessary time in shipment,

and has been found practical and profitable. A sample requisition

is shown herewith. Only one form of requisition is necessary,

of two difYerent si/es, half and full sheets.

Form of Shop Orders.

A form of shop order is shown. It is used by the local shops

in drawing material from the storehouses at all points. This

order is made out usually by the shop foremen of the different

shops, and can be made out in his own way, for the reason that

he has not the time to study the standard lists, drawings and

schedule references. Besides, the connections between the user

and the material is such that all this information can be pro-

cured in another way, as will be explained later. At tlie shops,

where the delivery system is installed, the order is telephoned

to the section, and delivery made by messengers, who in turn

take receipt when the material is delivered, and deliver the order

back to the section storekeeper, who in turn puts on the technical

description and item reference from his stock books. In cases

where the shop delivery system is not in use, and the men go

to the counters and get the material, the counter foreman and

section foreman in the storehouse enter the correct description

on the tickets in the same way, so that when the tickets go into

the office for accounting purposes, the description is technically

correct and identified in the same manner as the requisitions.

Regular Requisitiotis; Method of Handling.

The requisitions, after being properly approved, are forwarded

to the division store, they are identified by a number and

registered, and show the date received, original number, file

number, brief description of what it is for, and what was done

with it. They are then checked against the available inaterial,

as shown on the stock lists, and notations made after such items

as can be supplied from outside points. They are then arranged

according to section and delivered to each section storekeeper,

who first checks the column "Amount Due" to see that the

back-orders which he has for this material agree with the

amount which they show is due. For example, if their requi-

sitions should show that they want one dozen hand saws with

none due, and the section storekeeper found he held a back-

l-onn iC81. >-'• S.

Sheet No

STATIONERY REQUISITION No. FH^ No
TO STATIONER: 19. .

.
.

The follozi'ing siifflies arc required at /r,r the < nding 19

Approved: Approved:

[TITLE] [TITLE] [TITLE]

INSTRUCTIONS.
1. Requisitions should be made on dates designated by proper official and should cover sufficient stationery to last until stock ordered on next

requisition is received.
2. Requisitions should be written in copying ink or indelible pencil and an impression copy taken by the maker.
3. The "Number on Hand" at time of making requisition must be shown in the column provided for that purpose.
4. Blanks bearing form numbers must be listed in numerical order, followed by Miscellaneous Supplies.
5. DO NOT INTERLINE ON THIS BLANK. Use one line for each article.

6. When material called for by requisition is received, it should be checked with the impression co])y, and any discrepancies noted thereon.

Form. |
DESCRIPTION.

Number
on Hand.

Number
Required. Value. Remarks.

1

1

1

!

1

Form of Stationery Requisition.
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order for one dozen, he would cancel the item, making notation

to the effect after same that there was a dozen due that they

did not know about. All duplications are discovered in this

way. He then checks the descriptions against his stock books

to see that the material is properly described and itemized, and

at the same time compares the quantity ordered with his stock

books, or what he is using himself of this class of material. If

it shows extravagance, or is excessive, he makes notation after

the item to this effect. In fact, the section storekeeper in the

division store censors every item on a requisition for stock for

the division, and is in effect general storekeeper of that division

for his particular section. In the same way the section store-

keeper of the general store censors all requisitions from the

division stores for stock, and is genera] storekeeper of his par-

ticular section for the system.

His next move is to make a cross at the left of such items as

he has in stock and provided for. The messenger then comes

around and picks up the requisitions so marked, and then takes

them back to the storekeeper, who personally goes over nota-

tations made by the section storekeepers, and makes such changes

as he may desire, and indicates after the items on the requisitions

which have not already been provided for, what action shall be

taken. For example, one item lie will mark "Purchase," another

in hi? possession before the material is received. These invoices

are usually made in triplicate, one copy going to the consignee,

one to the maker of the requisition (usually the superintendent),

and the other remaining on file. The shipping notice, or manifest

number and date, is then entered on the original requisition,

and the requisitions filed numerically by divisions. The un-

filled items on the requisitions are drawn off onto back-orders,

and when these back-orders are filled they are handled in the

same way, and attached to the original requisition, so that the

original requisition in the storekeeper's office shows at all times

its exact status, and can be located instantly by reference to

the number or date.

Special Requisitions ; Method of Handling.

Special requisitions when received at the division store are

merely registered in the same way as regular requisitions, and

forwarded to the general storekeeper, who obtains any additional

approvals which may be necessary, and prepares at once a pur-

chase requisition to cover, sending a copy of same to the division

storekeeper so that he may be in position to advise division

offiicers what action has been taken. In this way these requisi-

tions are delayed no longer than is necessary to get the neces-

sary approvals and time to check against what may be available

Form 4218 c. s.

ORDER ON STOREKEEPER
191.

TO STOREKEEPER:
Please deliver to bearer the following material:

Charge Acct. No Shop No.

To be used for Store No.

Class. ARTICLES.
Material Released. Material Issued.

' Kind. 1 Quantity. Quantity. Price. Amount.

1

i

'

1

1 1

1
1

1

1

1

This blank to be used by the M: P. & C. Dept. in drawing material
from the Store Department.

If for repairs to Locomotives, it must show whether for "Shop" or
"Running" Repairs. If for repairs to Cars, separate requisitions must
be made for each subdivision of each account. Issues must be shown in
"Material Issued" column, and Scrap or serviceable material released, in

"Material Released" column. Under "Material Released" show whether
second-hand or scrap; if the latter, show the kind of metal. Issues must
be i>riced and extended by Store Clerks:

(TITLE)

Form of Order on Storekeeper.

"Shop," meaning in the first instance it will be bought, and in

the second it will be made in the shops.

The requisitions are then turned over to the requisition

clerk, who first draws off transfer requisitions for such items

as can be supplied from outside points where it is not needed

;

second, he makes requisitions on the purchasing agent for such

items as it is necessary to purchase; third, makes store orders

on the different shops for such material as must be made or re-

paired in the shops, indicating after these items the action taken,

i. e., the order numbers and dates. The requisitions are then

sent to the section storekeepers, and the preparation for ship-

ment commences at once. Several different sections will thus

be working on the same requisition at the same time.

As soon as the material is ready for shipment, the shipping

foreman, who has already made arrangements for the necessary

cars to load, is notified. The requisitions are taken up by him,

the material checked into the cars and turned over to the agent,

who is also located (in case of the general store) in the store

for billing. The number and date of the waybill, car number,

etc., is indicated on the requisition and turned over to the man-
ifest clerk, who immediately makes the invoice from the original

requisition, and mails it out. This work i t the large stores is

done at night, so that in all instances the consignee has a manifest

or can be supplied. They pass through the division stores and
general store to prevent anything being bought which may be

on hand or can be made applicable.

Stationery Requisitions: Method of Handling.

Stationery requisitions are prepared by the agents, approved

by the superintendents, and, in the case of general officers, ap-

proved by the heads of the departments, and sent directly to the

stationery storekeeper, who handles them in the same way as

other requisitions.

Shop Orders; Method of Handling.

Shop orders are checked over every night by the section

storekeepers to see that the description and item references

are technically correct, and delivered to the material clerk,

where they are abstracted to their proper classes and charged

to the proper operating accounts.

Store Orders; Method of Handling.

Store orders for shop work to be done in the shops are made

by the storekeeper of the shop under whose direction the

material is to be made, and sent to the local mechanical official

or shop superintendent, as may be directed, for approval. These
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cirdeis are all numbered :iiul made in duplicate. Whatever

material is necessary to do Ihc work is ordered In him, and

charged to his order, as well as the labor. Wiien tlie article is

completed the storekeeper, or store delivery foreman, is notified,

takes the material away, and gives receipt for it, which is

authority for the shop clerk to prepare bill for the value of

same.

Pttirlnuc Rccjiiisitioiis; Method of Handling.

Requisitions are made on the purchasing agent only after

every other resource has been exhausted. All purchase requisi-

tions are made at the general store, and if for stock are based

on the general stock books, which show the technical descrip-

tion of the material required with such schedule, drawings, pat-

tern, and other references as may be necessary. This record

also shows the quantities which have been purchased during

the year or years, amount on hand and amount due. From
this information the storekeeper determines the quantities neces-

sary for him to provide, taking into consideration his personal

knowledge of any changed or unusual conditions. The requisi-

tion is then prepared, checked again by the general stock clerk

against the general stock books to be sure it is correct in every

detail, certified to by him, approved by the division storekeeper

and general storekeeper and forwarded to the purchasing agent

for execution.

In the case of special requisitions the method of procedure

is the same, except that all such requisitions are made in the

office of the general storekeeper, and after the necessary ap-

provals have been obtained from the heads of departments, and

when necessary from the general manager or chief executive

officer.

The purchasing agent upon receiving these requisitions, will,

if covered by contract or agreement, indicate at once the proper

contract reference. If the item or items are not covered by

such agreement, requests for bids should be sent out immediately,

stating the time the bids close. When such bids are received

they are tabulated and the purchasing agent decides, and in-

dicates by a circle the bid accepted. It is attached to the requisi-

tion and sent to the order clerk, from which orders are made

in triplicate, one copy going to the seller, and the other to the

storekeeper, and the other being filed with the requisition. The

storekeeper upon receiving this copy checks it against the requisi-

tion and calls the purchasing agent's attention at once to any

changes or errors which may have been detected. It is then

sent to the section storekeeper, who will receive the goods, and

it is attached to his duplicate copy of the requisition from which

to check the specifications when the material is received.

RECEIPT AND INSPECTION.

Purchase Bills.

Purchase bills or invoices are supposed to be made by the

seller on the dates the material is shipped, and sent in triplicate

to the purchasing agent. These bills in all cases give reference

to the orders and requisition numbers, and are first checked by

the purchasing agents against the copy of the order to see that

they agree in the matter of price, routing, etc., the triplicate

being retained in his office, and the original and duplicate for-

warded to the storekeeper. The storekeeper enters it against the

item on the requisition record book, that is, he gives the date

shipped, name of the shipper, amount of the invoice, routing,

etc. As soon as the material is received and entered agamst the

requisition record he checks them again for receipt of the

material, and certifies to receipt of the material, giving reference

to the date and book upon which it is entered, retains the dupli-

cate for his file, and returns the original to the auditor for

voucher. The purpose of the first check is an advance notice

that the material has been shipped so it will not be necessary to

trace for information already possessed.

Freight Bills.

The freight bills are prepared by the agents at the points

where the goods are received, and forwarded by him with the

i;<n)(ls in tripjic.'itc, one portion being receipted for by the store-

keeper when he receives the goods. These are matched against

the receiving records by the dates, waybill and car references,

and checked against the copy of the purchasing agent's order to

sec that the routing is in accordance with same, any notations

regarding the freight rates, etc., entered and after being checked

regarding extensions, etc., they are attached to the purchase

bill, and deductions made from the face of the purchase bill for

any freight charges which may have been assumed in accordance

with the terms of purchase. The duplicate remains on file with

the duplicate purchase bill in the storekeeper's office, and the

original is returned with the original purchase bill as voucher

for the deduction to the auditor. It is the business of the store-

keeper not only to check additions, extensions, etc., but to see

that the correct rate is applied as well.

Receiving Freight.

No freight should be taken from the cars without the waybills.

Storekeepers should insist on getting the waybills or freight

bills before a piece of material is removed from the cars. This

is one of the first precautions that should be taken to prevent

mixups and trouble. The waybills being received, they are

placed in the hands of a receiving foreman, who arranges them

on a clip, and when the cars are set personally supervises the

unsealing of the cars, indicating their condition, seal record,

etc. He then as closely as possible inspects the exterior ap-

pearance of everything that is checked out, checking ofif the

pieces on the waybill, that is—bundles, boxes, or however they

may be grouped, and indicates their condition if there is any-

thing apparently wrong with them. He delivers these bundles,

packages, etc., to the respective section storekeepers, and, to-

gether with the signed waybills, turns them over to the section

storekeeper for detailed checking.

The section storekeeper is equipped with what is known as

hip pocket freight received book. It is a book about 8^ x 3^,

34 of an inch thick, so it can be conveniently carried in the hip

pocket. The idea of this book is that it makes a permanent

record, and is big enough so it can be permanently filed. It is

the original record of the material as it was received, and is

made so as to be carried in the hip pocket so that the man who
checks and puts away the freight has both hands free. A
loose check is constantly being mislaid, with the result that the

receiving books are usually nothing more than abstracts from

memorandum slips, and the like, and are not reliable. In this

book are first entered : Date, car number, initial, waybill num-

ber, details—thus : 1 bundle, 1 box, 1 package.

The boxes, packages, etc., are then unpacked and laid out in

the section. If there is a packing list with it, it is com.pared

first with the copy of the order, and then with the material.

If there is not it is compared with the order, the identification

marks, order number, etc., usually appearing on the box or on the

package. If there is a discrepancy, it is called to the atten-

tion of the store foreman to witness the inspection and check.

He then enumerates the material in detail after having verified

it as above, gives its exact condition, if it appears in bad order

the apparent causes, and is the man on the ground who actually

knows what is received. He has to aid him in this check : First,

his stock book ; second, copy of the requisition ; third, copy of

the order; fourth, the check list, if there is one in the

package.

The material is then put away in its proper place, and the

book is called for daily by the freight received record clerk,

where it is entered up in detail against the requisition, from

which the purchase bills and freight bills are checked. The

men carry two books, one for the odd and one for the even

days, so that they always have their freight received book with

them, and at the same time the office is not delayed in keeping up

their record of freight received. This is always done daily. In

receiving freight in storehouses, the most important detail

is to have it carefully inspected, checked, marked and put
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away, so that it can be located instantly for delivery or ship-

ment. The importance or this will be shown later.

Inspection.

The inspection of material by storekeepers is a feature which

has never been appreciated or understood. It is the most prac-

tical and useful inspection there is. A great deal of material

is bought in accordance with specifications, and most large rail-

roads have an inspection bureau in charge of an engineer of

tests, whose duty it is to see that the material conforms to the

specifications. Usually this inspection is made at the mills or

factories where the material is made, so as to save the expense

of freight to point of delivery. Where it is all subject to inspec-

tion at point of receipt, the order so specifies and the store-

keeper makes request on the engineer of tests to have the mate-

rial inspected, receives his certificate and files it with the duplicate

purchase bill. When material is inspected at factories or mills,

the inspector's certificate is attached to the original purchase

bill, and reaches the storekeeper through the regular channel in

the same way. This is only one inspection and applies to but a

small portion of the material used by a railway.

The other inspection is necessarily made by the storekeeper,

and an organization so systematized that there is a specialist in

charge of each class of material, a man who knows the actual

use to which it is applied, and is in touch with its use every

day and with the men who use it on the ground, is the man to

inspect this material. Upon him we must depend, not only for

the company's getting the weight and quantity it is charged with,

but also for its getting an article which is best suited for the

purpose for which it is used. He has not only his knowledge of

the use of the material, and similar kinds on his shelves, but in

many instances he is provided with samples with which to com-

pare, and it is remarkable the things which are discovered

every day in a well organized general store on a railway where

practical inspection is carried out to its full usefulness.

With our large railways buying enormous quantities of mate-

rial, practically on the basis of price, the company must protect

its purchasing agent by inspection. The buyer is not in position

to know what the article is that he is purchasing. He must

depend as much on the storekeeper for seeing that he gets what

he intends to buy as that he gets the quantity and weight bought,

and this work can only be done by the storekeeper.

Thus we have a man who actually orders the material, re-

ceives it, inspects it, puts it away on the shelves, and delivers

it or puts it up for shipment with his own hands.

Direct Shipments.

A great deal has been said on this subject. It offers a favorite

criticism from those who are not familiar with the details of

the supply department. Like many other so-called economics,

at first blush it would appear to be more economical to have

material shipped directly to the work from the manufacturers,

mills, etc., and naturally jobbers and other business houses en-

courage this among railway officers and purchasing agents.

Their claim is that it saves the company carrying the stock,

saves handling, back-hauls, etc. All of these claims are more

or less fictitious and unsound.

First and most important, it is absolutely impossible to check

and inspect material that goes directly, any statement to the

contrary notwithstanding. Of course, it may have been in-

spected at the mill by our inspectors, but in more cases it

has not, or it may be changed after it was inspected. So far

as the check is concerned, the men that get the material out

on the road for the work are interested only in their work, and

not in a careful inspection and check of what they get. The
chances are they do not check it until weeks afterwards, until

they get the bill, and by that time it is used up, or gone some-

where else.

Secondly, there is no necessity for carrying the material in

stock just because it is passed through the storehouse. In fact

it should not be done. If it is special material, that is, material

that is- not ordinarily carried in stock, or more of it than is

ordinarily carried in stock, and is ordered only for some partic-

ular work, it goes through the storehouse, is inspected, checked

and forwarded to its destination. Nine times out of ten, if less

than a carload, it can be put in with other material going the

same direction and make a carload; or, if it is a carload, it can

be rebilled to destination, so that there is no unnecessary car

haulage.

So far as saving back-haul is concerned, it is another so-called

economy that is greatly exaggerated. There is hardly ever a

train that has not empty cars in it.

Of course, it is not intended that this plan should be fol-

lowed out entirely. It would be ridiculous to do that. Lumber,
bridge material, steel bridges, large shipments of all kinds and

nature will, of course, be inspected at point of shipment, loaded

and shipped directly to the work. I am speaking of the general

run of stock or special materials that are used on a railway.

Generally speaking, it should all pass through the storehouse,

where it can be properly inspected and checked by an organiza-

tion trained and paid for that work.

Unloading of Cars.

Probably no more important work falls upon a thorough

supply organization than the prompt and economical release of

equipment. Car unloading has been shamefully handled on our

railways in the past for many reasons

:

First—Imperfect and uncertain switching service.

Second—Lack of necessary help to do the work.

Third—Lack of the proper organization to see that it is done.

Switching must be done as promptly and as accurately for the

company as for the individual, and the storekeeper must be in

position to demand proper switching service.

The system of having laborers in other departments unload

cars is wrong and should not be permitted, except at points

where there is not sufficient work to keep the necessary num-

ber of men busy all the time handling company material. At all

other points storekeepers should have sufficient men to promptly

unload and release the cars. His organization must be such that

he may know the exact time every car is received in the yard,

arrange to get the waybills, have the car spotted at its proper

place and track, men ready to release the car, and have it

promptly reported as an empty, or assigned for reloading.

A daily record of this kind will work wonders in releasing

equipment, and will save enormous sums of money by making

equipment available when it is needed. There is no excuse for

company material remaining under load longer than twenty-four

hours, under any well organized supply system.

FILLING REQUISITIONS AND PRICING.

We have now received our stock and are ready to fill requisi-

tions ; or, in other words, we have arrived at the point where

we are in shape to carry out the real purpose of the entire

organization.

The handling of requisitions has been explained in consider-

able detail in previous chapters, but for the benefit of the men

actually doing this work, it will be proper to more carefully

review this important feature.

To start with, we must assume that the organization has been

perfected to an extent whereby requisitions will come to the

section storekeepers accurately prepared, but if they do not the

section storekeepers by means of their organization, that is, their

stock books with everything technically described and num-

bered, are in a position to correct them, and they should do so

at once. The requisitions are laid out in each section for filling,

and the material packed and plainly marked, giving reference to

the requisition number and date, and laid out together with

the requisition in the aisles ready for the shipping crews to

pick up when the cars are placed for loading. A bulletin is

issued each day in the larger stores, showing cars that will be

loaded, and where they are spotted. Placards are also put on

the cars to prevent mistakes.
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'riic sliippiiij; crews pass tlirou^li the dilTcreiit aisles, the Ime

man takes tlie iO(|uisilii)iis and eliecks the material against them,

thi'V arc loaded into the ear in proper station order, the ear

nundier entered on the reqnisition, and the hills delivered to the

a.i;ent. In the larger stores, the storekeeper is also the agent.

.At the smaller stores, a shipping notice is prepareil and delivered

to the agent, from which the hilling is prepared.

It is the fnrther duly of the store foreman to see that these

cars actually get out of the yard, and report every morning to

the storekeeper any cars which are not pulled out. This for

tiie reason that it nnist be borne in mind that the storekeeper

is responsible for seeing that the material is actually delivered

where it is wanted, and it serves no good purpose for him to

have a receipt for tlie billing, it is his business to see that it

gets there.

The requisition, together with the wayljill number and date,

and car number, is then delivered to the requisition clerk in the

storekeeper's office, who enters the date it was shipped, checks

it off, and turns it over to the invoice clerk, who prepares a

shipping notice or manifest and invoice at one writing. One
copy goes to the consignee, another copy to the maker of the

requisition, and the third copy is the invoice, which is after-

ward priced, extended, and goes to the department having

charge of the accounts, usually the division superintendent. The
first two copies are identical with the invoice, and made at the

same writing, and are, therefore, an invoice in every respect,

e.Kcept price and extension, which cannot be made until later,

owing to a good deal of material being made or repaired in

the shops, the prices for which are not worked up until the end

of the month, or for other reasons.

The purpose of this is to place in the hands of both the

maker of the requisition and the consignee a bill for the mate-

rial before the material arrives. At the larger stores this work
is done at night, that is, where there is sufficient to do to keep

one man busy it is best to have it done at night so that in all

cases these advices will be in the hands of the men who receive

the material before the material can get there.

The original requisition is then filed numerically by divisions,

and shows, on its face, car number and date of shipment, way-

bill number and date, invoice number and date, and forms the

original record, from which all information is given. Anyone
inquiring about this requisition only has to give the number,

when every detail regarding its handling is apparent on its face.

Any back orders, that is, items which are not on hand, or

were not ready for shipment at that time, are abstracted there-

from, and will, when lilled, pass through the sam.e channel and

be attached to the original, so that there are two places the

requisition may be found, either on file in the storekeeper's

offiice, arranged numerically under its proper division, or in the

section storekeeper's station in its proper division.

The most important feature to bear in mind in the handling

of requisitions is promptness. This cannot be too earnestly im-

pressed on all concerned. The great fault of our storekeepers

is the useless routine and delay in handling their requisitions.

Pricing.

There is no more important work than pricing, and it is

something which has never been given the attention it should

have been. Prices must, of course, be accurate, but they must

also be in shape so they caA be gotten at. There is more guess-

ing done on account of prices being hard to obtain than for

any other one reason. Another cause of erroneous pricing,

and often ridiculous pricing, is that the price clerk is not able

to identify the description on the requisition with the description

in his price book, and the system which has been outlined has

had this point always in view. For this reason the stock books are

all written up at one time, which insures the same description ap-

pearing at every point on the system. Requisitions and shop

tickets are checked against the stock books and the proper de-

scriptions inscribed thereon. Requisitions for material are

made up from the stock books, so that the same description

appears on the recpiisitions. The purchase bills are checked

against the requisitions, and the descriptions on the purchase

hills changed to agree with the descriptions on the re(iuisitions,

so lliat the dui)licale purchase bill in the st(jrekeeper's office,

from which the prices are taken, bears exactly the same descrip-

tion as that on the requisition and shop tickets. Besides the

price books are revised every year in the same way as the stock

books, further insuring the same descriptions appearing in every

transaction. Therefore, when the price clerk gets his requisi-

tions and shop tickets, he has the correct description before him,

and can identify it instantly with its correct price.

The most satisfactory price book is loose leaf, jjlain book

without any printing on it. It is ruled up in such a way that

it will sliow only the year and the requisition luimher, thus:

1909. 444.

Item 1—Adzes, R. R., 5 inches wide doz. $5.50

meaning that this price obtained for requisition 444. The reason

for putting in the year is that we change the numbers of our

requisitions yearly, commencing with 1, and the reason for

putting in the number of the requisition is that by turning to

this requisition you can locate the entire transaction, e. g..

Number and date of requisition,

Description of material ordered,

Date it was received.

How it was received,

From whom it was received.

Point of delivery.

Actual cost, including freight,

and this entry can be made, in the smallest possible space, witb

the least number of marks of the pen. Giving the consignee's

name and address, and all that sort of thing, only makes your

price book bulky and destroys its usefulness.

The reason why I prefer loose leaf price books to cards is

that they are more permanent, and not so likely to get mis-

laid and lost as cards, and for the further reason that six or

seven price books can be written up at the same time with

carbons on the typewriter on good bond paper, thus insuring

the same description in each one, and the location of the item

in the same place.

Store orders are handled in exactly the same way. The
prices are simply taken from the store orders, and reference

given to the store order number, indicated by "S. O."

The same persons should do all the pricing. They should

make a business of doing pricing and nothing else. In this

way they become accurate and quick. No set rules regarding

changing of prices can be carried out, good judgment simply

must be used. The most satisfactory plan, I believe is to have

yearly prices, that is, to make up the prices once a year and

maintain these prices during the year with certain exceptions,

the loss or profit owing to fluctuation in prices being applied ta

the proper accounts at the end of the year by the auditor. In

this way every division is treated the same, with result that

the operating expenses are not influenced in any way by different

prices on different divisions or districts. After all figures are

only of use for comparative purposes.

This, of course, simplifies the price book very much, it only

being necessary" to write up the price book once a year, as ex-

plained above, the prices remaining the same for everything on

hand at that time during the year.

The next installment will take up assembling, marking, load-

ing, manufacturing, repair work, shop deliveries and accounting.

(To be continued.)

The minister of public works of Argentina has approved the

plans, specifications, and description presented by the Santa Fe

Railway Company for the construction of a branch line starting

at Reconquista and extending northward for a distance of 25

miles.
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MIKADO LOCOMOTIVE FOR BURNING LIGNITE; OREGON
RAILROAD & NAVIGATION COMPANY.

The railways in the Northwest, near Puget Sound and Port-

land, Ore., are at such a distance from a good coal supply that

some of them are arranging to use oil from Bakersfield, Cal.,

a distance of 1,086 miles from Portland. The Oregon Railroad

& Navigation Company (now the Oregon-Washington Railroad

& Navigation Company) has used oil on some locomotives but

it now uses Cumberland coal from Kemmerer, Wyo., 40 miles

west of Granger, Wyo., and 904 miles from Portland. There are

lignite mines at Ccntralia, Wash., on the line of the Oregon-

Washington, 96 miles north of Portland. To test this lignite in

locomotive service the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company
had the simple Mikado type locomotive, which is here illustrated,

built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. It was especially

designed for burning lignite coal. The cylinders are 23-)4 J"- ^

30 in., the driving wheels 57 in., and the weight on drivers is

204,450 lbs. The principal features of the locomotive which arc

intended to adapt it for the use of lignite fuel are the large

lioiler, the large firebo.x, a brick arch supported on tubes, and a

long smokebox extending 66 in. in front of the exhaust nozzle,

with a total length of 100 in. The boiler is 82 in. in diameter,

with 495 two-inch tubes 20 ft. 6 in. long, providing a tube heating

Cylinders.

iV"^' ; Simple
L^.'^meter 23^ in.
^'o'^e 30 i„_

yahes.
'"^'"•^

I^al.-Piston

IVhrcls.

Driving, diameter ov^r tire 57 in.
Driving journals, main, dianitter and length .....lO'/i in. x' 12 ir
Driving journals, others, diameter and length 9 in. x 12 in
Kngine truck, diameter 30^ ;„_
ICngine truck, journals

] . 6 jn. x lo' in
Trailing truck, diameter '[

36 in.
Trailing truck, journals

, .[ 8 in. x 1*4 in.

Boiler.

^//'t- Straight
Working pressure igQ ]f,s.
Outside diameter of fust ring 82 in.'
Firebox, width and length ....84 in. x 120 ii
Firebox, tube sheet, thickness

J^ in.
Firebox water space 5 Jn

'

Tubes, number and diameter 495. 2 in
Tubes, length 20 ft. 6 iti.
Heating surface, tubes and firebox 5,527 sq. ft.
Heating surface, firebox 235 sq! ft!
Heating surface, firebrick tubes 32 sq! ft!
Heating surface, total 5,559 sq! ft'
Grate area 70 sq. ft!

Tender.

Tank, style Water bottom
fournals 6 in. x 11 in.
Water capacity

. 9,000 gals.
Coal capacity 10 tons

Mikado Lignite Burning Locomotive; Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.

surface of 5,292 sq. ft., the firebox is 7 ft. wide and 10 ft. long,

giving a grate area of 70 sq. ft. The draft rigging and spark

arrester are shown in the detail drawing. A large area of netting,

7x7 mesh, No. 17 wire, is provided, which is fixed horizontally

on the center line of the smokebox and is more than 7 ft. square,

tiie exact size being 85 in. x 85 in. There i3 also a netting

basket down to the exhaust nozzle, a vertical netting at the upper

part of the front half of the smokebox, and a baffle plate of the

usual design and proportions. The principal dimensions and
data of the locomotive are given on the accompanying table :

General Data.

Type 2-8-2
Service Freight
Fuel Ligrite
Tractive effort 45,500 lbs.
Weight in working order 263,100 lbs.
Weight on drivers 204,450 lbs.
Weight of crgine and tender in working order 425,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 1 6 ft.

Wheel base, total 34 ft. <S in.
Wheel base, engine and tender 64 ft. 7 in.

Ralios.

Total weight ~ tractive effort 5.78
VVeight on drivers -f- tractive effort 4.50
Tractive effort X diameter drivers -h heating surface... 466.00
Total heating surface -:- grate area 79.50
Firebox heating surface -^ total heating surface, per cent. 4.23
Weight on drivers ~ total heating surface 36.80
Total weight ^ total heating surface 47.30
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft 15.40
Total heating surface -H vol. cylinders 361.00
Orate area -^ vol. cylinders 4.55

The freight locomotives used on the Oregon Railroad & Navi-

gation Company are the standard consolidation type of the

Ilarriman Lines, and their principal dimensions are: Cylinders

22 in. X 30 in.; drivers 57 in.; boiler 80 in. diameter; tubes 15 ft.

long ; tube heating surface 3,236 sq. ft. ; firebox 66 in. x 108 in.

;

grate area 49.5 sq. ft. ; and weight on drivers 187,000 lbs. The

advantage of the Mikado type over the consolidation is that the

large firebox is entirely back of the drivers and has a depth in

front of 87^ in. as compared with 74 in. ; the tubes are 20 ft.

6 in. long as compared with 15 ft. ; the smokebox is 100 in. long

as compared with 74 in. The Mikado also has a fire-brick arch

which is not provided in the consolidation engine.

SERVICE TESTS OF LIGNITE AND CUMBERLAND COALS.

From September 25 to October 7, 1910, tests were made by the

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company with the Mikado engine

No. 440 burning Ilannaford creek lignite from Centralia, Wash.,

and with the consolidation engine No. 379 burning Cuniberland

coal from Kemmerer, Wyo. The Cumberland coal has a heat

value of about 10,000 b. t. u. per lb., and the lignite 8,900 b. t. u.

per lb. The tests were made under the direction of F. W. ]\Iahl,

assistant to the director of maintenance and operation of the

Union Pacific and Southern Pacific systems. The line selected

for the test was that running east from Portland between Albina,

Ore., and the Dalles, 88 miles in length. It is comparatively

level with a few grades 26 ft. to the mile and a maxinnim of 53
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ft. to the mile 4'/^ miles east of East Portland, where a pusher

engine was used with all test trains.

The figures shown are the average of three round trips with

each, locomotive under ordinary service and operating conditions,

the coal and water having been carefully weighed and measured.

A number of special observations were made to determine the

amount of live sparks discharged from the stack. The consoli-

dation engine burning Cumberland coal threw more live sparks

than the Mikado. They were larger and not entirely consumed
on reaching the ground, while those from the lignite coal were
quickly burned out. In addition to its demonstration of the

possibility of burning lignite on large locomotives without danger

of fire risk, the tests show that the cost of lignite for a given

service is about 17 per cent, less than for Cumberland coal. The
cost of fuel per 1,000 ton-miles is 28.137 cents for the consolida-

tion engine and 23.305 cents for the Mikado. These figures do

not include the cost of hauling the fuel, which if taken into

account, would be of further advantage to the lignite, as it

requires a haul of only 96 miles to Portland, while the Cumber-

BLOCK SIGNAL AND TRAIN CONTROL BOARD.

Tlie principal features of the third annual report of the Block
Signal and Train Control Board of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, were noticed in the Railway Age Gnzelie of Janu-
ary 20, page 117. Below we give that part of the report dealing
with automatic air-brake hose connections and additional in-

formation concerning automatic train stops.

Connectors.—Two automatic hose connectors have been held
to possess merit. Automatic hose connectors are now used
regularly, but only *to a limited extent, and their use still seems
to be regarded as experimental. One of the main reasons for

failure of the railroads to adopt hose connectors, so far as the

board can determine, seems to be the failure of manufacturers
and designers of connectors to agree upon the specific form of
connector contour that will fulfill the requirements of the situa-

tion. As was indicated by Mr. Willis C. Squire, in a compre-
hensive paper on the subject of automatic connectors for freight

and passenger train cars, which was read before the Western

Smokebox Arrangement of Mikado Locomotive for Burning Lignite.

land coal is mined at a distance of 9Q4 miles from that place.

The results of the tests are given in detail in the table below

:

Number of locomotive 440 379
Type of locomotive , Mikado Consolidation
Total time on road between terminals 15 h. 32 m.. I6I1. S9m.
Time lost standing 4 h. 46 m. 5 h. 29 m.
Actual running time 10 h. 46 m. 11 h. 30 m.
Average running speed, deducting stops, m. p h. 16.4 15.3
Number of stops made 19.33 16.66
Pounds of water evaporated 294,808 282,270
Pounds of coal burned on road 62,427 53,067
Apparent evaporation, pounds of water per

pound of coal 4.73 5.32
Evaporation from and at 212 deg., pounds of

water per pound of coal 5.77 6.48
Distance run—miles 176.6 176.6
Number of loaded cars in train 87.66 87.
Number of empty cars in train 6. 2.33
Total number of cars in train 93.66 89.33
Weight of train in tons 4,444 4,013
Ton-mileage 392,405 354,857
Pounds of coal per 1,000 ton miles 159.08 149.665
Cost of coal per 1,000 ton miles in cents 23.305 28.137

The Mikado locomotive gave such satisfaction that future new
freight equipment will be made similar to it.

A consular report says that immigration into Paraguay is

small, but growing confidence, together with the opening up

of a fine section of the country adjacent to Argentina, by rail-

way communication, aflfords an encouraging outlook.

Railway Club on September 20, 1910, the conditions of operation

that have to be met in the use of an automatic connector can

best be obtained by a combination of the most practicable

features and methods of support, contact, and registration now
embodied in several of the types of connectors that have been

in service for some time past. Mr. Squire states as his opinion

that—

"This combination is possible, is desirable, and will be accom-

plished when the connector manufacturers finally get together to

decide upon standard form and features for manufacturing auto-

matic connectors for freight train and passenger train service.

When this condition of affairs is an accomplished fact, refine-

ments of designs and elimination of unnecessary parts and the

simplification of the entire mechanical problem will be possible."

In response to a request from the board, the Long Island Rail-

road Company has furnished the following information

:

"As far as this company is concerned, the history of automatic

hose connectors is as follows : In November, 1902, 4 engines and

20 cars were equipped experimentally with the Westinghouse

automatic air and steam couplers. These were of the side-port

type, the couplers being held together by long bent springs at

the side.
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"In tlic fall of 1903 all i)assc'ngcr locomotives and i)asson,m"r

cars were eqnippcd with this autonialic coupler. l'"roni tlic be-

ginning a groat deal of dillicnlty was experienced in keeping the

couplers tight. It was found very hard to locate the hose ter-

minals properly and to get a length of hose which, if moved in

i>ne direction, would not kink or would not be pulled in two

wlieii moved in the opposite direct ion. The spring arms hold-

in,L; the coupler iieads were found very dilVicult to keep at the

proper tension, and screw jacks were provided to set these

springs down occasionally. It was found that, the gaskets became

<lisplaced and had to he replaced with considerable frequency.

This is a very annoying feature, because, when trains were found

in the train sheds with the gaskets leaking, they had to be cut

in two to replace tiie same on account of the construction of the

coupler.

"It was desired to increase the train-line i)ressure from 70 to

110 pounds on our passenger trains about 1908, on account of

the introduction of the high-speed brake. It was found utterly

impossible to do this with the original style of automatic con-

jiector, as the springs would not hold the pressure. The West-

inghouse Automatic Air and Steam Coupler Company then re-

•dcsigned their connector so as to permit the use of a coil spring

^vhich was adjustable, so that a constant tension could be main-

tained. Therefore, in May, 1909, a complete new outfit of auto-

matic connectors was purchased and installed on all of our pas-

:senger equipment. This resulted in greatly decreasing the

trouble from leakage, but it was then developed that the auto-

matic connectors damaged the hose somewhat when cars curved

and a large increase was found in the number of burst hose.

"At the present time the latest type of automatic heads are

running on our passenger-train cars and locomotives with rea-

sonable success. We find, however, that the leakage is much

greater than with hand couplers and are of the opinion that there

is no saving whatever in the cost of the hose. We are also

doubtful as to wdiether the time saved by automatic connectors

justifies their expense in view of the fact that serious delays

occur whenever it is necessary to change a gasket after a train

is made up.

"We consider the use of these connectors still in the experi-

mental stage and are not fully prepared to recommend them for

general use."

The Chicago & Alton advises the board that two of its trains

were equipped with automatic connectors some years ago, but

that considerable trouble has been experienced on account of

leakage, and the company is not contemplating any additional

equipment.

The mechanical officers of the New York Central lines report

that they have tested a number of different designs of connectors,

but that as yet none has been found that will operate successfully

under heavy traffic conditions.

AUTOMATIC STOPS—PLANS PRESENTED.

(1) Charles E. Duffie, Omaha, Nebr. Approved for test

February 22, 1908. This is a cab signal and train stop making

use of intermittent contact rails. It will be tried on the Union

Pacific about 40 miles west of Omaha on the main line.

(2) A. L. Bower, Boyertown, Pa. Approved for test July 20,

1908. This is a cab signal and automatic train stop, requiring

short sections of insulated track rails and the insulation either

of a truck from the remainder of the locomotive or of the loco-

motive from the tender. The installation has not been com-

pleted, and the board is not aware of any present activity on

the part of the inventor looking toward that end.

(3) G. W. Jayne, Washington, D. C. Plans tentatively ap-

proved July 20, 1908. A cab signal and train stop making use

of Hertzian waves, a "wireless" system ; also another system

working by induction.

(4) Perry-Prentice Electric Company, Chicago, 111. Approved

for test July 20, 1908. This is a Hertzian wave or wireless cab

signal and automatic stop system. It has been installed on the

Chicago .Subm-ban Railroad (electric; and examined by the

board. This installation was not considered suitable for a con-

clusive test. The board has been advised, under date of Novem-
ber 8, 1910, by the Perry- Prentice Company that lack of capital

alone has prevented making an installation for test.*

(5) P. J. Sinmicn, Los Angeles, Cal. Approved for test July

29, 1908. This is a controlled manual block and automatic train

stop system employing intermittent contact rails. This system,

without automatic stop, was installed and used on the Toronto

& York Radial (electric) Railway, and was inspected by mem-
bers of the board. No installation has as yet been offered in

which the automatic stop was used, and the installation on the

Toronto & York Radial Railway does not approximate service

conditions on steam roads closely enough to warrant the board

in conducting a test of that installation. Mr. Simmen advises, in

reply to a recent inquiry, that lack of capital has prevented him
from providing such an installation as the board would consider

satisfactory for test purposes. He estimates that an installation

suitable for test by the board would cost from $15,000 to $25,000,

because in order to demonstrate the remote control principle

which is a prominent feature of his system it would be necessary

to equip an entire division of some road. He advises the board

that he has been in negotiation with the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company for permission to make an installation on its Bedford

division about 70 miles in length. These negotiations have not

}et been successful for the reason, as Mr. Simmen states, that

he and the officers of the road have not been able to come to a

satisfactory conclusion on the matter of terms covering the cost,

which it is stated will be about $12,600 at a minimum.

(6) Railway Electric Signal Company, New York, N. Y. Ap-

proved for test July 29, 1908. This is an automatic stop and cab

signal of the intermittent contact rail type employing alternating

current.

(7) H. D. Patterson, New York, N. Y. Approved for test

October 1, 1908. This is a cab signal and train stop system in

which electrical devices located along the roadway act induct-

ively to produce effects upon apparatus located on the train or

engine. In reply to an inquiry, Mr. Patterson states that he is

now preparing for an installation suitable for examination by the

board on one of the elevated lines of New York City. He also

states that lack of capital has delayed the work of development.

(8) Rowell-Potter Safety Stop Company, Chicago, 111. Ap-

proved for test October 12, 1908. This is a ground mechanical

trip automatic train stop and automatic block system combined.

It was tested by the board during the winter and spring of

1908-9, and reported on in the second annual report. The board

has no information of any working installation of this system

having been made.

(9) H. J. Warthen, Washington, D. C. Approved for test

November 2, 1908. This is an intermittent contact rail cab

signal and automatic train stop. The device is now being in-

stalled on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg, near Rochester,

N. Y., for purposes of test.

(10) A. H. Fox, New York, N. Y. Plans tentatively approved

May 27, 1909. This is an automatic train stop of the magnetic

or inductive type, depending for its operation on the nonmagnetic

property of manganese steel rails. The inventor was encouraged

to develop his system further, and now informs the board that

he has secured the use of tracks on the Putnam division of the

New York Central, and proposes to make an installation for the

purpose of testing the operation of his device with a view to

securing definite data regarding particular features; and that as

soon as these data have been obtained he will be prepared to

offer the board an installation for test purposes.

(11) Gray-Thurber Automatic Train Control & Signal Com-

pany, Pittsburg, Pa. Approved for test October 21, 1909. This

is a cab signal and train stop requiring short sections of in-

sulated track rails, and the insulation either of a truck from the

* This was tried on the Canadian Pacific, Dec. 8, as reported in the

Rnihvay Age Ganctte. Dec. 16, page 1158.

I
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remainder of the locomotive or of the locomotive from the

tender. This device is now being installed on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, near Cleveland, for purposes of test.

(12) S. H. Harrington, New York, N. Y. Approved for test

September 15, 1909. This is an overhead mechanical trip auto-

matic train stop. It was tested by the board on the Erie Rail-

road during the winter of 1909-10. (See Appendix D for re-

sults of test.)

(13) Darwin G. Jones, Atlanta, Ga. Approved for test De-

cember 22, 1909. This is an intermittent contact rail cab signal

and automatic train stop.

(14) Electrical Automatic Railroad Safety Signal Company,

New York, N. Y. Approved for test May 28, 1910.

This is called the Lacroix cab signal and automatic stop; it is

an intermittent contact rail system. This device was installed

and exhibited on the Erie Railroad, near Nutley, N. J., and has

been examined by a member of the board. Plans of an installa-

tion which is now being made on the Staten Island Rapid

Transit Railway have been filed* with the board, and it is ex-

pected that this installation will be ready for official test during

the coming winter.

(15) Ross Engineering Company, Chicago, 111. Approved for

test July 22, 1910. This is a cab signal and automatic stop, re-

quiring short sections of insulated track rails at indication

points, and the insulation of one truck from the remainder of

the engine or of the locomotive from the tender. The board is

not aware of any action yet taken looking toward an installation

for test purposes, but is informed by the proprietors that the

General Railway Signal Company, of Rochester, N. Y., is de-

veloping the Ross apparatus and intends to make an installation

to test the merits of the system.

(16) Railway Automatic Safety Appliance Company, Wilming-

ton, Del. Approved for test September 21, 1910. This is a

mechanical trip automatic train stop in which the trips are of

intermediate height, or about the level of the buffer beam on the

locomotive pilot. The board is informed by the proprietors of

this device that arrangements have been made with the Pere

Marquette to make an installation for official test purposes and

that work upon this installation is now in progress ; it is ex-

pected to be completed, ready for inspection, about the middle

of December.

In addition to these purely automatic stop devices, the board

has approved for test the following cab signal devices, to which

an automatic train stop can be attached, if desired

:

(17) E. F. Clement, Philadelphia, Pa. Approved for test

February 22, 1908. This is a cab signal system designed to re-

peat in the engine cab the indications of fixed signals along the

roadway, making use of short sections of insulated track rails

and a truck insulated from the remainder of the locomotive, or

the locomotive insulated from the tender.

(18) Railway Audible Signal Company (Limited), London,

England. Approved for test February 5, 1910. This is an audible

cab signal requiring short sections of contact rail. The ap-

paratus is electrically operated in connection with fixed signals.

In operation, when the signals are clear, the contact rail is

charged, causing a proceed indication to be displayed in the cab;

when the signals are at stop, the circuit to the contact rail is

broken, causing an audible danger indication to be given in the

cab. The apparatus is in use on the Great Western Railway of

England, and records of its service were given in the board's

last annual report, page 22. The company states that it is now
negotiating for an installation in this country for purposes of

test.

Only two devices have been tested by the Board, the Rowell-

Potter and the Harrington. Concerning the Rowell-Potter the

board said

:

As regards the system as a whole, the board concludes that if the faults

mentioned (in the report) weie remedied, and it sees no reason why they
should not be substantially overcome, and if the apparatus were well in-

spected and maintained, the system would be safe and reliable, and its use
would tend materially to promote safety of operation on a railroad using it.

As to its economy, there is insufficient data to form a conclusion of any
real value.

Concerning the Harrington the board said:

The system, with reasonable inspection and maintenance, would be safe
and reliable and its use would tfiid materially to promote safety of opera-
tion on a railroad using it.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE RAILROAD COMMISSION.

The Pennsylvania State Railroad Commission in its annual
report to the governor, tells of its activities during the past

year under the following heads: Pittsburgh Trolley Situation;

Locomotive. Boiler Inspection; Philadelphia Trolley Situation;

Improved Service on the Philadelphia & Reading; Investigation

of Telephone Rates; Accidents; Recommendations. For the in-

spection of boilers the commission has adopted rules similar to

those of New York, recently noticed in the Hallway Age Gazette

(January 20, page 120). The Philadelphia trolley situation is

being investigated by Ford, Bacon & Davis, a work which has

been going on for several months. A report is expected soon.

The passenger service of the Reading was investigated by order

of the Senate, and considerable improvement has been accom-
plished. The commission renews its recommendation for a law

to prevent trespassing, the legislature having neglected the lecom-
mendations heretofore presented on that subject.

The act creating the commission does not specifically designate

what shall be the force and effect of a recommendation by the

commission, and it is recommended that this weakness of the

law be corrected. The decisions of the commission ought at

least to be treated at prima facie sound when brought before a

court or other tribunal. All of the recommendations hitherto

made by the commission have been complied with except in two
cases ; one where the Baltimore & Ohio was ordered to change

its local passenger fares, and the other where all lines were re-

quired to check baggage through for passengers holding ade-

quate transportation, even if in two or more separate tickets.

The Pennsylvania refused to comply with this last recommen-

dation. The Baltimore & Ohio, to meet the competition of the

Pittsburg & Lake Erie, charges between Pittsburgh and Con-

nellsville, 2 cents a mile; but from stations in this territory to

other points on its road it charges 3 cents a mile. This dis-

crimination the commission desired to have corrected.

The commission is having made two new maps of the state

;

one primarily to show the railways., and the other the trolley

lines.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The definite surveys and estimates for the proposed extensions

of the Baturite Railway, Brazil, and of the Victoria-Diamantina

Railway have recently been approved. The extension of the

Baturite Railway will be a little over 18 miles long, from Iguatu

to Ccdro, while the Victoria-Diamantina will extend 161 miles

over the section between Itabira and Matto Dentro and the line

to Santa Anna dos Ferros.

A contract has been let for the connection of the West of Minas

Railway in Brazil with the Goyaz Railway. Specifications pro-

vide for payment on unit basis. Name of contractor may be

had on inquiry from the Bureau of Manufactures, Washington.

D. C. Plans have been approved to extend the Goyaz Railway

159 miles, from Ipamery to Antas, and another extension from

Perdicao to Palestina, to cost $2,100,000.

The Chilean government has outlined exten.sive public improve-

ments for 1911, covering railway building, harbor improvements,

waterworks, sewer systems, etc. Tlie estimates for new work on

the 35 railways under construction by the government amount to

$10,194,450 United States gold for the year, with $1,080,578 for

surveys for new lines, condemning right of way, etc., and $365,000

for new rolling stock to be used on the new lines under construc-

tion, to say nothing of the new equipment needed for the old lines.
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TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN DECEMBER.'

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that

occurred on the railways of the United States in the month of

December, 1910. This record is intended to include usually only

those accidents which result in fatal injury to a passenger or an

employee or which are of special interest to operating officers.

It is based on accounts published in local daily newspapers, ex-

cept in the case of accidents of such magnitude that it seems

proper to write to the railway manager for details or for con-

firmation.

Collisions.

f—I—Kind of ^

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

2. Toledo & O. C Glouster. re. F. & P. 5

5. A., T. & S. F Victorville. be. P. & F. 3

6. N. Y. C Ogdcnsburg. xc. P. & F. 2

13. Bessemer & L. E... Rockdale re. F. & F. 1 2

•21. Penn Chicago. xc. P. & F. 1 10
22. N. Y., N. H N. Gro'dale. re. F. & F. 2 1

•22. Penn Millstone J. re. F. & F
(See derailments.)

t24. Penn Nevada, O. xc. P. & P. 6 6

25. Boston & M Somerville. xc. P. & F. 1

27. Chic. & Alton Farber, Mo. re. P. & F. 3

27. Bait. & Ohio Mercer's, W. Va. be. F. & F. 4 2

27. Chie. G. W Stockton. be. F. & F. 3

Derailments.

Cause Kind
Date. Road. Place. of derlmt. of train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

2. Missouri Pac Knobnoster. b. rail. P. IS

3. Carolina, C. & O. . .Clinchport. ace. obst. F. 3 3

4. St. Louis & S. F...Brookf'd lunc. ms. P. OS
5. N. Y., N. H. & H..HilIiard. unx. F. 2

9. Norfolk & W Batavia. exc. speed. F. 2

14. A., T. & S. F Davis, Okl. b. rail. P. 1 31

22. Penn Millstone J. ace. obst. P. 3 4

24. Norfolk & Western.Crum, W. Va. unx. P. 4 IS

27. N. Y. C Weehawken. d. switch. F. 11
29. Louisv. & N Ben Hur. unx. F. 2

30. San Antonio & A. P.Pettus. d. switch. P. 1 6

31. Texas & Pac Mesquite. b. rail. P. 10

In the collision at Millstone Junction, N. J., about two o'clock

on the morning of December 22, three trains were involved. A
w-estbound freight which was at a standstill, waiting for a clear

signal into the next block section, was run into at the rear by a

following freight, which had been run past one caution and one

stop signal. In this collision the flagman of the standing train,

who was in the caboose, was killed. A part of the wreck fell

across the adjacent main track and was run into by a westbound

passenger train which came along about one minute after the

collision. The passenger engine was derailed. By the double

wreck all four main tracks were blocked for about four hours,

and one engineman, one fireman and one flagman were killed.

The collision at Nevada, Ohio, on the 24th, was between east-

bound passenger train 48 and westbound passenger train IS. The

latter was running on the eastbound track, and when it was

struck was within a short distance of the point at which it was to

cross back to the westbound track. Two passengers, two bag-

gagemen, the engineman of the eastbound train and a man

riding with him to learn the road, were killed. Six passengers

^nd four employees were injured. The eastbound train ran

^ast a caution signal two miles west of the crossover, a red sig-

nal one mile distant and two red signals at the tower; and col-

lided with the westbound train 2,000 ft. east of the tower.

The collision at Mercers, W. Va., on the 27th is reported to

have been due to a mistake in handling despatcher's orders.

The derailment near Crum, W. Va., on the 24th, occurred at

the west end of Tunnel No. 6. Four mail clerks were killed,

and eight passengers, two clerks, two express messengers, one

news agent and two employees were slightly injured. The cause

of the derailment is not known, as the track was badly torn up,

but it is thought that something derailed the engine. The mail

^Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re, Rear collision be, liutting collision xc. Other collisions b.

Broken d, Defective unf, Unforeseen obstruction unx. Unex-
plained derail, Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace.

obst.. Accidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while

running P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (in-

cluding empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or

partly destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

car struck the west portal of the tunnel, after it had been

derailed and was badly damaged, as was also the express car

next to it.

An otherwise unimportant derailment in the yard of the Grand
Central Terminal of the New York Central in New York City

on the 19th ruptured one of the pipes used for supplying cars

with Pintsch gas, and the escaping gas, some 20 or 30 minutes

after the derailment, having accumulated in an open space be-

neath a large building— tiie sub-station of the power system—and

becoming ignited, exploded, destroying the building and killing

13 persons.

Of the half dozen electric car accidents reported in the news-

papers as occurring in the United States in the month of De-

cember, two, one on the 7th and one on the 24th, both occuring

in Cincinnati, were reported as being attended with fatal results.

On the 7th a car was struck by a train of the Baltimore & Ohio

at a crossing and the motorman was fatally injured; and on

the 24th a rear collision of street cars resulted in the fatal in-

jury of two persons.

In a butting collision on the Grand Trunk near St. Hyacinthe,

P. Q., December 10, between a light engine and a freight, four

trainmen were killed. The road at this point is double track, and

according to the reports, the collision was caused by the light

engine running on the wrong track.

DOUBLE TRACK RAILWAYS IN MINNESOTA.

The railway map of Minnesota, given herewith, is printed for

the purpose of showing all sections of railways in the state on

which there are two or more main tracks. All of the railways

which are shown in heavy lines on the diagram are double-track

railways, except the one small piece of three-track lines, as

noted.

There are in this state two prominent examples of situations

where two companies, each owning a single-track line, have put

the lines together, under a single superintendent, to be operated

as a double-track railway, namely, the Northern Pacific and the

Great Northern, from a point near Minneapolis to East St. Cloud,

about 60 miles, and the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy for 20 miles south

of St. Paul.

The termini of the double-track sections are given in the table

below

:

MINNESOTA.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
No. No.

Tracks. Miles.

Point Douglas-St. Paul (with C, M. & St. P.*) ... 2 20

Chicago Great Western.

W. St. P?,ul-S. St. Paul 2 4

Chicago, Mihvaukee & St. Paul.

River Jet.-Richmond 2 10

Wabasha-Hastings 2 50

St. Paul-Minneapolis : 2 10

C, St. P., M. & O.

St. Paul-Northline, Wis 2 23

Northern Pacific.

St. Paul-Minneapolis 2 10

St. Paul-White Bear 2 11

W. Duluth Jct.-Duluth 2 6

In Duluth 2 1

In St. Paul.. 2 2

In Minneapolis 2 9

Staples-Moorhead (including 1.6 miles three-track). 2 107

Great Northern.

State Line-Brookston 2 33

St. Paul-Sauk Rapids 2 77

Minneapolis-Wayzata 2 14

Duluth &• Iron Range.

Two Harbors-Eveleth 2 73

Duluth, Missabe & Northern.

Duluth-Wolf 2 68

Sherwood-Hibbing 2 10

• Two single track railways operated as one double-track.

In some places the two tracks are a mile or more apart.
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(^cn^ral Nctw^ J§>^x*tion.
I'Ik' I'.osloii, C;ipc Cod (S: New Wnk Canal C"u. lias made a

niorlKJiK'-' t"> secure $(),U(X),0(X) SO-^ear 5 per cent, notes, under
which ^1,4_'0XKK) jjonds are to he issued at once.

The liartl'ord v\: Xew York rransixMtatiou Coin])aiiy is to

increase its lleet hy the addition of two steamers for service

hetwcen New York and IJoston, and one to run hetween New
NdrU and Portland, Me.

Ihe .Mayor nf l'itt>l)uri;li, I'a., has prep;ired hills which he will

present to the Pennsylvania legislature, providing for the estah-

lislnnent of a public utilities connnission for Pennsylvania similar

to the public service commissions of New York state.

The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has linishcd its new yard

at Toledo. It has capacity for 3.000 cars, as follows: receiving,

800 cars; classification, 850; holding, 550; storage, 250; outbound,

350; repair, 150; and caboose, 50. The yards have gravity tracks

and are about four miles long.

The state of New Jersey lias a commission which has been

appointed to see about building a ship canal across the state,

connecting the Raritan and Delaware rivers. This commission

has just organized, w-ith David Baird, of Camden, president, and
v. W. Donnelly, of Trenton, secretary.

The Northern Central is preparing to beautify the grounds
around its stations throughout the line from Baltimore to Har-
rishurg this summer. Elaborate schemes of the landscape gar-

deners are already being carried out at some of the stations.

The most extensive work is that at Harrisburg Junction, just

across the Susquehanna river from Harrisburg.

Between Mourmelon and Bethany, France, on January 22 a

Farman aeroplane was flown 18 miles and back, at good speed,

carrying four persons.

From a press despatch dated Berlin, January 23, it appears
that experimental flights have been made there with a dirigible

balloon 378 ft. long, capable of carrying 50 passengers. This air-

ship, if it proves satisfactory, is to be bought for the use of the

German army. It has four motors of 125 h. p. each, and six

propellers.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is now running a Good Roads Edu-
cational train and proposes to send it all over the state. This
will be the first time any eastern railway has run such a train.

The Pennsylvania State College, the roads department of the Na-
tional government and the State Highway Department of Penn-
sylvania will co-operate. The train consists of four cars, one
fitted up with a lantern for the illustrations of the lectures, and
another to be used for exhibits showing models of several types

of roads, such as earth, sand-clay, gravel, macadam, and telford.

Two platform cars will carry samples of road building machinery.

A meeting of a large number of officers and passenger rep-

resentatives of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh was
held in Chicago last week. Its purpose was to discuss plans

for increasing business, handling it more economically and es-

tablishing better relations between the railways and the public.

The meeting was presided over by Samuel Moody, passenger

traffic manager of the Pennsylvania Lines West. It was at-

tended also by J. R. Wood, passenger trafiic manager of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. Besides the passenger officers and rep-

resentatives, some of the executive officers, including J. J.

Turner, second vice-president, and G. L. Peck, general manager,

of the Lines West, were present.

A little booklet describing investment securities has been pub-

lished by N. W. Halsey & Co., New Y'ork. Under the title "The
Most Satisfactory Bonds," the banking house shows by graphic

illustration the comparative trend of the bond market for a

period of years of railway, municipal and corporation bonds.

Benefits to the investor resulting from the supervision of com-

missions are analyzed and discussed ; and methods employed by

hanking houses in determining the safety issues which they con-

template purchasing are described. Among these are the

analyses of reports to determine whether wages paid and the

prices of the commodities sold conform to prevailing standards;

the validitv and duration of franchises; the character of the

ciiiiniiuni'.y served; the physical C(jndition of the properly

—

whether the ecjuipinent is well maintained or iias become ob-
solete; the character and ability of the company's management,
and the appr.iisal of the physical value of the property.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern now uses telephones

throughout its main lines, Buffalo to Chicago. Tlie circuits arc

as follows: Buffalo to Erie, 88 miles, 21 telephone stations;

iM-ie to Cleveland, 95 miles, 25 stations ; Buffalo to Erie (mes-
sage circuit), 88 miles, 21 stations; Cleveland to Toledo, San-

dusky division, 110 miles, 37 stations; Cleveland to Toledo, Nor-
walk division, 116 miles, 35 stations; Toledo to Elkhart, Air

Line Division, 133 miles, 44 stations; Toledo to Elkhart, Old
Line Division, 143 miles, 35 stations; Elkhart to Chicago, 101

miles, 33 stations. A telephone despatching circuit is to be

strung from Elkhart to Grand Rapids. The message and train

despatching telephone circuits of this road at present form one

of the most complete and extended railway telephone equipments

now in use. The apparatus consists of Western Electric tele-

phones and selectors, and a few details of the equipment are of

the special design of Mr. Ryder, general superintendent of tele-

graph of the New York Central lines, who is one of the pioneers

in the use of the telephone on railways.

Washington to New York in 3 Hours and 551/2 Minutes.

A special train of an engine and two cars, which was run to

carry J. P. Morgan from Washington to New York over the

Pennsylvania Railroad, last Monday, made the trip of 226.8 miles

in 3 hours, 55 minutes and 30 seconds, or at the rate of 57.8

miles an hour. This is about 8J/2 minutes less than the time taken

by the special train from Jersey City to Washington over the

Central of New Jersey, the Reading and the B. & O. on Decem-
ber 16. The Pennsylvania train stopped at West Philadelphia

4 minutes to change engines, and at Manhattan Transfer 3 min-

utes to change from steam to electric power. The following is

the record as published

:

A. M. Miles.

Left Washington 11:12 ....

Left Bowie 11:31 15.3

P. M.
Left Baltimore 12:02 40.0

Left Havre de Grace 12:39 75.0

Left Wilmington 1:12 108.5

"Arrived West Philadelphia 1:42 136,3

Left West Philadelphia 1 ;46

Left Trenton 2:16 168.8

Left Millstone Junction 2:34 192.6

Left Perth Amboy Junction 2:44 205.

S

Left Newark 2:53 216.8

Arrived at New York S-.OT'A 226.8

It will be seen that the speed over the New York division. West
Philadelphia to New York, 90.5 miles averaged 67 miles an hour.

The time over this division, including the stop for changing en-

gines (81^/2 minutes) is only 2>/ minutes greater than that of

a fast run which was made from Philadelphia to Jersey City,

March 24, 1902, and the distance to the New York terminal is

2.3 miles more than to the Jersey tenninal.

Strike on the Southern Pacific of Mexico.

Forty-eight engineers and 29 firemen, employed on the

Southern Pacific of Mexico and the Sonora Railway, and be-

longing to the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, went on

strike on January 17. The strike follow^ed several conferences

between E. Corrigan, representing the Brotherhood, and officers

of these railways. The employees demanded both increases in

wages and recognition of the Brotherhood. The officers refused

both demands. Their refusal to recognize the Brotherhood was

based mainly on the fact that it is a United States organization

which is not recognized by the laws of the Republic of Mexico,

and therefore a railway doing business in Mexico could not

legally enter into a contract with them. The demands for in-

creases in pay ranged from 36 to 50 per cent. The lines were

never completely tied up. Daylight passenger service has been

maintained and some freight business has been moved. On Janu-

ary 21, 23 per cent, of the trains of the company were moving.

Some of the employees who quit work are Mexicans, but most

of them are Americans. It is probable that the places of all will
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l)c filled by Mexicans. It is rather significant of tiic attitude

of the Mexican government that the representatives of the

l*>rolherhood who are conducting the strike, thought it expedient

to return to the United States and direct it from this side of

tlie line. The government has entirely refused to recognize the

lirotherhood on the National Railways of Mexico.

New York Central and the Proposed B. R. & E,

W. S. Kalhnan, assistant freight traffic manager of the New
^ork Central Lines, was called to the stand at the opening of

the final hearing on the second application for a certificate of

convenience and necessity for the proposed Buffalo, Rochester

& Eastern between Buffalo and Troy, and gave testimony based

on statistics of his road and from other sources. The total

tonnage of freight carried by the New York Central to or

originating at all points on or parallel with the proposed B. R.

& E., and also between those points, amounted to 5,739,769 in

1909. If the new two track line of 300 miles could secure this

entire traffic, it would still be nearly 2,500,000 tons short of the

8,000,000 tons which its promoters have testified they must se-

cure in order to pay its operating expenses and interest charges.

Careful analysis of these tables showed that the B. R. & E.

could not obtain over 500,000 tons of this entire freight traffic,

he said, while the most liberal estimates could not allow them
over 850,000 tons. These estimates could be quadrupled, the

witness believed, without establishing for the -proposed road its

ability to operate with any profit.

Syracuse and Schenectady freight traffic must be dropped
from consideration in these tables, Mr. Kallman said, because

the promoters of the proposed road had not declared in their

testimony any intention of building branch lines to either of

these important cities. North Tonawanda traffic also could not

be claimed by the B. R. & E., because it would have no direct

track connection with any railway at East Buffalo. At Roches-

ter, Oneida, Utica and Troy only from 10 per cent, to 20 per

cent, of the freight business of his road could possibly be se-

cured by the new line, the witness asserted, as the New York
Central was now in sharp competition for it with the Pennsyl-

vania, Erie, Lehigh, B. R. & P., Lackawanna, N. Y., O. & W.
and the D. & H. at these points. Superior stations, team track

facilities and the large number of industries connected by private

sidings at all these centers would go to prove this estimate lib-

eral. Practically no part of the east bound freight destined to

points on the Boston & Albany could be obtained by the B. R.

& E., he pointed out, as the New York Central system lines

had been able to secure such traffic in competition with the Erie,

Lehigh, Lackawanna, Pennsylvania, Grand Trunk and Canadian

Pacific and their western connections v:a the Boston & Maine
and New Haven roads.

Almost none of the 2,614,236 tons received at the Niagara

frontier in 1909 from the Lake Shore, Michigan Central and

N. Y. C. & St. L. could be secured by the proposed road. Some
2,600 station freight agents and 450 officers and traveling freight

agents were constantly soliciting freight business "for the Central

lines in 29 states throughout this country as well as in Canada.

Mr. Kallman did not believe a railway of only 300 miles,

with admittedly no eastern or western traffic relations, could

get any appreciable amount of the business secured by the New
York Central system with its 13,000 miles of track and its half

century of established service. At Buffalo, Black Rock, Roches-

ter, Syracuse, Utica, Schenectady and Troy, the Central has pub-

lic team tracks with a capacity of from 102 to 641 cars, while

its private sidings will hold from 522 to 3,335 freight cars at

these points.

Assuming that the B. R. & E. had secured the entire tonnage

received by the N. Y. C. & H. R. and West Shore from con-

necting lines at the Niagara frontier in 1909 destined to all points

on and parallel with its lines and to New England points, Mr.

Kallman testified, it would still lack 1,140,000 tons of the

4,000,000 which it admitted it must get of this class of traffic to

operate with any profit. Though the B. R. & E. promoters testi-

fied that they must count on at least 1,000,000 tons of local

freight each year, he estimated from the traffic records that

the new road could not obtain a local tonnage of over 100,000.

Less than 400,000 tons of west bound freight was all that the

R. R. & E. could expect to receive, even if it deprived the Cen-

tral of any participation in this class of traffic from the Boston

& Maine and New Haven roads, he testified—a figure of
100,000 tons below that which the B. R. & E. witnesses had
claimed as necessary to operate that road. In order to fulfil

a similar claim by the promoters of the new road that they must
get 2,500,000 tons of miscellaneous freight, the B. R. & E. must
get all such tonnage away from the Central and an equal amount
from other trunk lines to come within 500,000 tons of its figure,

witness showed.

Only 17,500 of the tonnage of ex-lake grain traffic forwarded
from Buffalo via the Central and West Shore in 1909 could be
obtained by the B. R. & E., Mr. Kallman showed by the records.
As to the iron ore traffic from the lakes which had been claimed
by the new road, he showed that no such freight was carried by
the Central lines to any point in this state except Charlotte,
which is located so that all such traffic must be unavailable for
the B. R. & E.

A. H. Smith, vice-president and general manager of the N. Y.
C. & H. R. showed that to pay 5 per cent, interest on the money
invested in it, the new road must earn a gross income of not
less than $20,000,000 each year. Its gross earnings per mile
would have to be from $50,000 to $70,000, or greater than those
of 140 of the leading and oldest railways in the country over
200 miles in length. None of these roads had to compete with a
parallel line of six tracks, running through substantially the
same territory and not over five or six miles from it, he testified

—a condition that it would be hard to find anywhere in the
country. When compared with these old established roads the
large gross earnings required by the proposed B. R. & E. to
pay interest charges and operating expenses, he considered,
showed the expectations of its promoters to be preposterous
from the point of view of a railway expert.

Taking a few of the roads having the largest earning powers,
Mr. Smith cited the large percentage of coal ;uid ore carried by
them—66.6 per cent, by the D. & H., 65.7 per cent, by the Pennsyl-
vania, 63.9 per cent, by the D. L. & W., 78.1 per cent, by the
P. & L. E., 66.6 per cent, by the P. &. R., and 60.4 per cent.

by the Lehigh. The B. R. & E. could not carry much, if any.
coal, he testified, as it would have no line extending into the
coal regions. Over 12,000,000 tons of' freight would have to be
carried by the new road, in the opinion of the witness, in order
to pay expenses. An average tonnage per mile of over 40.000

would thus have to be carried. The futility of such an expec-
tation was shown by the figures for 1909 which showed an aver-

age tonnage per mile of 11,380 for the Central, 16,290 for tht

Erie, 8,910 for the B. & M., 17,240 for the Lehigh, 21,120 for the

D. & H., 21,350 for the Lackawanna and 10,500 for the N. Y. O.
& W. The capitalization per mile of the new road would have
to be between $285,000 and $400,000, the witness testified, which
exceeded that of 16 of the best railways in the United States.

General tie-up on the Boston & Albany and Boston & Maine,
which backed up freight on the Central line through the in-

ability of the New England roads to take it, was the funda-

mental cause of the delays in service in 1907. Temporary in-

sufficiency of cars and engines and large improvements in

progress along the line he assigned as other reasons. At present

the facilities of the B. & A. have been so improved by the Cen-

tral that it is taking twice as many cars per day as it could in

1907. On January 1, 1910, 2,305 locomotives, 2,453 passenger

cars, 65,838 freight cars and 3,670 company service cars were in

service on the N. Y. C. & H. R., the witness testified, while

improvements and extensions of terminals have helped to make
the service given in 1908, 1909 and 1910 high class in every re-

spect, as a matter of general knowledge. At Buffalo there had

been no congestion of freight since 1907.

The trackage capacity of the system was at present unlimited,

Mr. Smith said, and some of its divisions, such as the Hudson,

handle as high as 125 trains per track per day, while the Mohawk
and Western divisions are capable of handli«ig more than double

the tonnage now handled over them, provided the freight is

taken away when delivered. The West Shore can be ^xpected

to handle with its two tracks half of what the main line could.

Altogether the system could thus handle with its present equip-

ment three times the tonnage it now moves.

The capital which it is proposed to spend on the B. R. & E.,

in benefiting connections beyond the state in either direction

would be far more wisely spent, in his judgment, Mr. Smith

testified, by developing lateral and tributary lines to open up

more of the valleys and fertile regions of this state, thus helping
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ill a direct way tlio ponplc who arc asked to creak- the eiiteriirisc.

lie l)elieved that there were times when a state could afford to

be reasonably selfish in such a matter, especially when it had
an assured means for reasonably regulating existing properties.

As a competitor with the Central in carrying freight from
BufTalo to Albany or Troy, he declared the E. R. & E. could

never succeed because it would not have the same facilities, the

same density, the same experience, nor as favorable location

and water level grades.

Railway Securities Commission at Chicago.

The Hadley commission on regulation of railway securities

conducted hearings at Chicago this week. The first to appear

before it was Henry C. Adams, statistician of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Professor Adams declared that gov-
ernment control over the issuance of stocks and bonds is inex-

tricably bound up with control of rates. Mr. Adams said in

part

:

"There are three parties interested in the stock and bond trans-

actions of the carriers. The first comprises the stockholders,

whose desire is for a high valuation of investment by which re-

turns may be gaged. The second is the railway management,
which is interested in maintaining the credit of the road that

new capital may be available whenever needed. The third is

the public, and the public, which furnishes the capital, has an
equity in the railway properties just as much as either of the

two others. It should know at all times just what the cash in-

vestment in the railways actually is in order that it may be able

to determine what its own equity is." He believed that the basis

of railway return should be the cost of original construction and
of permanent improvements.

Marvin Hughitt, chairman of the Chicago & North Western,
said that it is manifest that after a time either the states or

the nation will have to yield in the matter of regulation of rail-

ways. It is to be hoped that as between the federal power
and the state power the corporations will not be subjected to any
more embarrassment than they are now laboring under.

"Obviously one authorit}^ to create and one to administer and
govern would be less hazardous and more convenient, but how
far the public advantage would be served by the concentration

in the federal authority of all these jurisdictions exercised by
the several states I have grave doubts.

"Personally I am much impressed with the necessity of pro-

ceeding in this matter with as much freedom from prejudice and
haste as is consistent, because the states have rights that they

would cling to tenaciously. It would free the corporation man-
agers and directors from a great deal of labor to go to one au-

thority for everything, but to act precipitately in this matter of

federal control would be to place the corporation in a perilous

situation and cause measureless harm to property values and
investments.

"It would also bring to a stop, as I view the matter, all fur-

ther enlargement of railway facilities until the questions are

fought out between the constitutional lawyers and the federal

authorities in the courts. All this, of course, is to be avoided.

I doubt the advantage to the public to have the federal govern-

ment go much further than it has gone in the control of the

railways. Of all the difficulties that could happen to us nothing

could be worse than to be left in the situation where we must
obe}^ or attempt to obey two jurisdictions; that would put the

corporations in contempt of one or the other."

Mr. Hughitt said that he did not think the railways have
ever oppressed the people of the country, either by stock and
bond issues or by reason of the rates they have charged, and

referred to the heavy reduction in rates that have taken place

in the last 40 years. He said that the pioneer age of rail-

ways is passed and predicted that no more trunk lines will be

built and that future progress in railway construction will be

intensive rather than extensive.

F. A. Delano, president of the Wabash, favored federal rather

than state regulation of securities if the effect of federal regula-

tion shall be to exclude state regulation. He thought that the

limit to which it would be safe to go would be some stiffening

up of the law in respect to the responsibility of directors for

the issuance of additional capital, and, perhaps, the requirements

of a sworn statement as to the funds raised and their disposi-

tion. Legislation which would cover general principles is much
to be preferred to legislation which attempts to prescribe de-

tail iiRthods. He contended that it would be utterly imprac-
ticable to limit the issuance of capital stock at par for money or
property of equivalent value. The prices at which securities can
be sold depends on credit and credit depends on a multitude of
conditions. The older railways no longer have first or second
mortgage bonds to sell and most depend on "junior" securities.

Some must raise capital by selling stock. No road can sell

its stock at par or better unless it has extremely good credit;

that is, in addition to earning a dividend it must earn a safe

surplus. He defended the practice of issuing new stock at par

to stockholders when old stock is selling above par. Whether
or not this should be done is a question of judgment and expe-
diency for the directors. He contended that if there was
a relation between capitalization and rates it was the opposite

of what was generally assumed. Railways differ very greatly

in original cost of construction, in cost to replace and in

value, and they all have to make the same rates. With re-

spect to the capitalization of betterments, additions and ex-

tensions charged in the past to income, but which might be

charged to capital, he said that this practice is bad, not so much
because it hurts the general public as because it opens the

door to trickery on the part of directors and may mislead in-

vestors. The law might properly limit any going back and capi-

talizing of such expenditures for a period of, say, two years

previous unless such expenditures are clearly indicated in the

accounts as suspense items. With respect to valuation he said

that the action of the railways (defending themselves against

rate reductions), seeking to show that if the reductions were
made their property would be confiscated, is no reason for de-

ciding that their rates should be based on the cost of reproduc-

ing the properties. Railway officers oppose valuation not be-

cause they think it will show the properties are overcapitalized,

but because they do not think it is the proper basis for the regu-

lation of rates.

Efficient Switch Lamps.

That a switch light should be large enough to be very quickly

noticed from the most convenient distance, goes without saying;

and it is equally well known that many lamps fall very far

short of this standard, because of bad adjustment or defective

maintenance. To correct faults of this kind the Southern Pa-

cific has lately adopted the following rule

:

"It is highly important that switch stands and lamp forks

be so adjusted as to properly focus the switch light to give the

maximum benefit to approaching trains. Roadmasters must, in

their personal monthly inspection of switches, investigate this

matter closely and by frequent inspection after dark see that

the proper results are secured. Cases of switch lights located

on or adjacent to sharp curves where a special focusing of the

light may be required to give best results will be each made a

subject of special study and roadmasters will receive instructions

from division engineer."

The North Western Button.

The committees on safety of the Chicago & Northwestern have

been heretofore noticed in the Railway Age Gazette. From a

statement in the "North Western" (magazine), it appears that the

members of these committees when traveling

over the road on their inspection trips wear

(^^^^^^f^\ badges, in the shape of buttons, a picture of one

of which is shown herewith. The letters on the

button are made in gold, and are on a back-

ground of green and red enamel. There is now
a safety committee on each division of the road,

and they make regular tours throughout the lines of the division

for the correction of undesirable conditions, where correction is

practicable, and for the making of reports on more serious

matters.

The Mason Laboratory at Yale.

The Mason Laboratory of Mechanical Engineering, for the

Sheffield Scientific School, Yale University, which is now under

construction, is to be 85 ft. wide on Hillhouse avenue and will

extend 200 ft. back to Temple street, though the full width of the

building extends only about two-thirds as far back. This build-

ing, with its equipment, will cost $200,000, and is the gift of

George G. and William S. Mason, of the class of 1888. They
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have also given $50,000 for its endowment. It is to be ready

for use next autumn. The building is three stories high above

the basement ; and the testing machines, steam engines, electric

generators and gas engines are to be on the first floor. The
lecture room and small laboratories are on the second floor, and

the third floor is to be used for research and for a mechanical

technology exhibit. This will not be a museum but an exhibition

of such modern machines as are of particular interest to students,

to be brought to the school, and probably in most cases to be

exhibited temporarily.

Twenty-fifth Year of International Railway Congress.

The International Railway Congress Association was estab-

lished in 1885, and Mr. Weissenbruch, general secretary, prints

in the Bulletin for January a historical review of its work dur-

ing the quarter century. At the first session (in Brussels in

1885) the Congress represented 19 governments, 131 railway

systems and 31,000 miles; and the number of delegates present

was 289. At the eighth session, in Berne, Switzerland, last year,

the number of governments represented was 48, railway systems

420, and mileage of railways 359,858; and the number of dele-

gates present was 799. An abstract of the principal topics which

have been discussed by Congress and the conclusions thereon fills

100 pages of the Bulletin. As to the function and usefulness of

the association, Mr. Weissenbruch says

:

It has been said in the daily press that the conclusions adopted at the
general meetings have too often been general expressions in which the
general public wouid vainly look for definite and precise solutions. These
conclusions are necessary for starting the discussions, but they must be
drafted in such a way as to make it possible for them to be adopted without
too much opposition at the general meetings where the delegates who have
specially studied them are relatively few in number. Every step in advance
is in its origin the work of a minority; it must raise some doubts in a
meeting where the majority has not yet recognized its necessity. But what
does it matter? At the same time while the meeting formulates its im-
personal opinion, each of the managers or engineers present at the meeting
forms or modifies his personal opinion. His attention is drawn to the
question. When he reaches home, he studies it again. He is much assisted

both by the documents he brings home with him as well as by the relations

of friendship or of mutual esteem which he has formed at the periodical

meetings of the Congress. It is thus by no means one of the least results

of the Congress Association that it forms, for railway men, a stimulus

which takes them away from their daily routine. How much useful work
may thus result from intelligent and better directed zeal

!

Wood Preservers' Association.

The seventh annual meeting of the Wood Preservers' Associa-

tion, held at- the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, closed January 19.

The papers presented at this meeting were abstracted in the

Railway Age Gazette of last week. At the closing business ses-

sion the following officers were elected : President, John T.

Logan, president of the National Lumber & Creosoting Com-
pany, Texarkana, Texas ; first vice-president, Andrew Gibson,

superintendent of treating plants of the Northern Pacific, Para-

dise, Mont. ; second vice-president, R. J. Calder, secretary-

treasurer of the International Creosoting & Construction Com-
pany, Galveston, Texas; third vice-president, D. Burkhalter,

supervisor of creosoting plants of the Buflfalo, Rochester & Pitts-

burgh, Bradford, Pa. ; secretary-treasurer, F. J. Angier, timber

treating engineer of the Kettle River Company, Chicago.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake AssocI.^TION.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-

ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911; Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents' Association.—G. W.
Dennison, Pennsylvania Co., Toledo, Ohio.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and Sept.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York; Jan. 27, New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;

May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911; St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,

1911, Chicago.
American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.

Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911; Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August; New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
29th St., New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911; New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911; Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—G. B. Colegrove, I. C.
R.R., Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911; Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1511, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug.; Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, Oct. 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug.; St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday; Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.-—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209

East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday;
Chicago; annual, July 19, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911; Chattanooga, Tenn.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn. Next convention July 25-27,

Chicago.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
lowA Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, Iowa;

2d Friday in month, except July and August; Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 1215,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.; Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday;
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21st, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month; Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August; Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March
20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, CoUinwood,
Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911; Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911; St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Clug.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.; St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn. ^ „, „ , . , . ,

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Rv., Montgomery, Ala.

, t> j
Southern & Southwestern R.\ilway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential

bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs.; Jan., April, August and Nov.;

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Sat.; annual, May 6, 191L Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago; meet-

ings monthly, Chicago. .r i i »

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August: New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsbur-gh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly; Pittsburgh.
t t:- ni i

• vnAo Cfo,„
Train Despatciiers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie 7042 btew-

art Ave.. Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911; Baltimore Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.
ivt v /- c i-r w

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. K.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August, 1911, Chi^go^

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707. Win-

nipeg. Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual,

Weste^^Ra^ilway'clu^b.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building. Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
, „, ,

Western Society of Encineers.-J. H. Warder 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August; Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg..

Chicago.
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The Southern Railway has established a branch ofllicc of its

land and industrial departments at Harrisburg, Pa.

The J>altimorc & Ohio last week ran an agricultural educa-
tional train over its lines in eastern Ohio, between Wheeling
and New Concord, and between Zanesville and Marietta. The
lecturing was in charge of Prof. A. B. Graham, of the Ohio
State University.

lleginning on February 1 the Burlington will run an express
and passenger train from Chicago to St. Paul, Minn., daily in 10

hours and 15 minutes, which is 2 hours and 30 minutes less

time than is now taken by any other train on the Burlington.
This road, in connection with the Great Northern and the North-
ern Pacific, will reduce the time of express (parcels) from New
York to Seattle, Wash.,. by 24 hours.

The ten principal express companies, at a conference held in

New York last week, agreed to make reductions in the rates for

the transportation of shipments of merchandise which have to

be carried over the lines of two or more companies; the object
being to make the tariffs as simple as they would be if there
were but one company doing business throughout all the lines

of these ten companies throughout the United States and
Canada.

The movement of freight over the Panama Railroad has in-

creased so much that an extension of terminal facilities is needed.
In the month of November the westbound movement was 26,513

tons—about one-quarter larger than in the same month of 1909,

while the eastbound movement, 22,734 tons, was almost double
the movement of the previous year. It is said that the increase

is due to improved steamship service from the Isthmus to New
York and San Francisco.

The Pennsylvania will run an agricultural instruction train

in New Jersey January 31-February 3. Former experiments of

this kind in New Jersey have been so successful that the time

of the trip is now increased from three days to four, and the

train will have an additional car, to contain exhibits to be used

by the lecturers for illustrations. There will be with the train

eight professors and other representatives of the New Jersey
State Agricultural College.

Bates & Chesebrough, who recently established the California-

Atlantic Steamship Company, have announced a rate of 40 cents

per 100 lbs. on lumber moving from Portland, Ore., to New
York, via Panama. The announcement was made in a letter

by J. W. Chapman, traffic manager of this company to the

Oregon & Washington Manufacturers' Association. He said

that the first ship to sail from Portland with a cargo of lumber

will leave there on February 15.

The New York State superintendent of public works reports

that the canals of the state carried last year 3,073,412 tons of

freight, which is slightly less than the total for the preceding

year. More than two-thirds of this freight was "way" ; the

through freight amounting only to 494,208 tons eastward and

310,972 tons westward. During the past season more than 2,000

permits were issued for the use of pleasure craft on the canals,

and the superintendent recommends that laws be passed to regu-

late this traffic. With the enlarged canal it will be necessary, or

at least, very desirable, to have charts of the canal system, for

a large part of the new canal will consist of open lock and river

navigation where the channel will be tortuous and of varying

width and depth.

Local Tickets on the B. & A.

The letter printed in our issue of January 13, page 74, in

which it was said that local tickets on the Boston & Albany are

not accepted in a direction opposite to that which appears from
a reading of the ticket, has brought out an answer from an officer

of the road which says that while this rule was in effect for a

few months, the acceptance of local first class tickets in either

direction has been universal throughout the company's lines

since July 15 last.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Reparation Awarded.

llarr Cliciiiiial ll'arks r. I'liiluth-lphia c'r h'cdiHii}^ cl al. Opin-
ion by Cliainiiaii Clements:

I. The fifth class import rate of 27 cents per 100 lbs. applied

to the shipment of glue stock from Boston to Chicago found
unreasonable to the extent tlial it exceeded the sixth class domes-
tice rate of 24 cents per 100 lbs. The rate on this article should
not exceed for the future the rate simultaneously in effect on
"fleshings, tanner's or slaughter-house offal, and wet hide trim-

mings, carload," between the same points. Reparation awarded.

(20 1. C. C. 77.)

Further Class Rate Suspensions.

Recently the commission directed the suspension until March 1

of certain class rates from New Orleans to points in Mississippi,

Helena, Arkansas and Memphis, Tenn., filed by the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley and the Illinois Central. An order has been

issued further suspending them until September 1.

Minimum Car Load Rule.

IViUiaui K. Noble v. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, et

al. Opinion by Commissioner Proiity:

Tariff of defendants should have provided that when a car of

the capacity ordered ^by the shipper could not be promptly fur-

nished and a car of a different capacity was furnished, such

car might be used upon the basis of the minimum fixed for

the car which was ordered. Such a rule should be established

by defendants for the future. Reparation awarded because of

failure of defendants to establish and apply the above rule. (20

r. C. C. 72).

The Commission Will Bring Indictments for Unlawful Over-

charge.

National Refrigerator & ButcJier Supply Company v. Illinois

Central Railroad Company et al. Opinion by Commissioner
Lane:
On March 20, 1908, the complainant shipped one box of hard-

ware, weighing 220 pounds, from Cleveland, Ohio, to Memphis,
Tenn., over the lines of the Baltimore & Ohio, the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern, and the Illinois Central railways, upon
which there was charged and collected the amount of $2.44,

based upon a rate of $1.09 per 100 pounds. But the lawfully

published rate, as admitted by the defendants, was 70 cents

per 100 lbs., and reparation is awarded in the amount of 88 cents,

with interest thereon from March 20, 1908.

Complaints of the character herein considered should never

be brought before this commission. There should be no neces-

sity for appealing to governmental authority to award damages
for plain overcharges. It is the plain duty of the carriers to col-

lect no more than the published rate; to do otherwise is a crime

for which indictment will lie and for which there is serious

punishment provided in the law against both the carrier and its

agent. When there is a contest between the shipper and carrier

as to the lawful rate applicable, arising out of an obscure tariff,

there may properly be appeal to this commission to give con-

struction to the schedules. But there is but one. count of such

character involved herein. The others are based upon admitted

deviations from the tariff rates. If by inadvertence the wrong
rate had been applied, the carrier should have hastened, upon

the application of the shipper, to remedy its mistake, and this

no more for its own protection against prosecution under the

law than out of a desire to do justice to its patrons. It is not

too strong a statement of the fact to say that certain carriers

seem at times willfully bent upon withholding for as long a

period as may possible moneys to which they are not entitled.

The commission has a mass of correspondence carrying such

complaints. The law expressly makes it illegal for a carrier to

exact more than the lawful rate, and the commission will regard

it as its duty henceforward to enforce this provision by indict-

ment in cases where the carrier appears willfully to have re-

quired payment of an illegal amount or refuses to make restitu-

tion immediately on its attention being called to its imi)roper

and unlawful action. (20 I. C. C, 64) .
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STATE COMMISSIONS.

William O. Seymour, chairman of the Coiinccliciit State Rail-

road Commission, and a member of lliat body for the past 20

years, died suddenly on Tuesday at his home in Ridgetield.

The Louisiana railway commission has issued an order for a

general hearing on the proposed reduction in express rates. The
rates proposed by the commission run from 35 cents per 100 lbs.

of merchandise for 20 miles or less to $2 per 100 lbs. for mer-

chandise for over 350 miles.

The United States circuit court having issued a temporary in-

junction restraining the Louisiana railway commission from en-

forcing its order in the case of J. W. Thompson & Co. v. the

Texas & Pacific et al., reported previously in these columns, the

commission has ordered all lines not specifically enjoined from

putting into effect rates on sand and gravel prescribed by the

commission to comply with the order, protecting the rates named
therein on all shipments of sand and gravel, carloads, between

points in the state.

California: Discrimination Against Los Angeles irt Favor of

San Francisco.

California Associated Jobbers of Los Angeles v. Southern

Pacific et al. Jobbers' and Manufacturers' Association of Stock-

ion and Traffic Bnreau of the Merchants' Exchange of San Fran-

cisco interveners.

The complaint is that rates from Los Angeles to towns in the

San Joaquin valley are unduly high as compared with rates into

the valley from San Francisco. The commission finds that rates,

for instance, from Los Angeles to Bakersfield, a distance of 168

miles, are from 50 to 72> per cent, higher than rates from San
Francisco to Berenda, a distance of 168 miles. The commission,

therefore, orders a reduction in the rates from Los Angeles to

points in the San Joaquin valley north of Bakersfield. The
commission holds that in this case it is not fair to base a rate

on the cost .of service on a particular part of the line, and that

therefore the fact that it is more expensive to operate from Los

Angeles over the Tehachapi mountains into the valley than it is

to run trains from San Francisco, on a nearly level road, into

the valle}', is not a valid reason for higher rates from Los

Angeles than from San Francisco.

Commissioner Lovcland dissenting:

With the finding of the majority opinion that the Los Angeles-

San Joaquin valley rates are high as compared with rates from

other competitive coast points, I most earnestly dissent. In my
judgment the comparison of rates into the San Joaquin valley

on a mileage basis should be between Stockton and Los Angeles,

because water competition controls the rate from San Francisco

to Stockton ; in other words, for 78 miles from San Francisco

toward the valley Stockton is entitled, as compared with San
Francisco, to the advantages of being 78 miles nearer to the

valley points than is San Francisco, and San Francisco is en-

titled to enjoy just that differential over Stockton that water

competition and other competitive conditions will give her. In

my judgment this commission has no authority in law to order

railways to charge rates which will turn the business over to

competing water carriers. I do not agree with my associates

that the much heavier cost of service over the two mountain

ranges should be ignored and Los Angeles given an advantage

over Sacramento and Stockton on a broad mileage basis.

COURT NEWS.

The New York State Court of Appeals in a decision handed
down last Tuesday, denies the authority of the New York State

Public Service Commission, First district, over matters of public

health. These are within the province of the New York City

Board of Health. This decision reverses the lower courts, which

had confirmed an order of the public service commission abating

an alleged nuisance in the yard of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford at 131st street, New York.

On October 2 last the railway from Melipilla, Chile, to San
Antonio was formall}- opened, in the presence of the vice-presi-

dent of the republic.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

R. G. Shorter has been appointed auditor of the Marietta,

Columbus & Cleveland, with office at Marietta, Ohio, succeeding

Hudson Campbell, acting auditor.

W. II. Fulton, superintendent and purchasing agent of the

.Slcwartstown Railroad, has been elected vice-president, and will

also retain his duties as superintendent, with office at Stewarts-

town, Pa

F. D. Dale has been made a representative of the accounting

department of the Union Pacific at Leavenworth, Kan., in con-

nection with matters pertaining to business of the Leavenworth,

Kansas & Western. This corrects an item which appeared in

our issue of January 20.

Hoyt King, formerly land commissioner of the Sanitary Dis-

trict in Chicago, has been elected vice-president and general

manager of the Chicago Transfer & Clearing Company, suc-

ceeding James T. Maher, resigned, to go to the Great Northern
at St. Paul, Minn.

Joseph F. Titus, for the last four years assistant to J. T.

Harahan, former president of the Illinois Central, has resigned

to become assistant treasurer of the Berkshire Life Insurance
Company, and the duties of his former office will be assumed
mainly by M. P. Blauvelt, comptroller.

A. R. Zoelsmann has been appointed auditor of the Chester,

Perryville & Ste. Genevieve, the Cape Girardeau & Thebes
Bridge Terminal, the Cape Girardeau & Chester and the Saline

Valley, with office at Cape Girardeau, Mo., succeeding R. H.
Schultz, appointed general superintendent.

M. B. Van Zandt, assistant treasurer and assistant secretary

of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha and the Chicago

& North Western, has been appointed treasurer of both these

companies, with office at New York, succeeding R. H. Williams,

who has been retired on account of ill health. A. S. Pierce suc-

ceeds Mr. Van Zandt, with office at New York.

The office of Roberts Walker, chairman of the executive

committee and general counsel of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, and president of the Rock Island Company, has been

transferred from New York to Chicago. G. T Boggs, vice-

president, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and vice-president, secretary and
treasurer of the Rock Island Company, at New York, has

resigned, effective February 1, and J. J. Quinlan, assistant secre-

tary and assistant treasurer of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, and vice-president, assistant secretary and assistant

treasurer of the Rock Island Company, in addition to his other

duties, succeeds Mr. Boggs as secretary and treasurer of the

Rock Island Company, with office at New York.

William J. Dickinson, who was elected second vice-president

of the Louisville & Nashville, with office at New York, as pre-

viously announced in these columns, was born in 1852 in Eng-
land. He was educated in the public schools and began railway

work in September, 1882, with the Louisville & Nashville, and
was in the continuous service of that company for 23 years. He
held various clerical positions in the office of the auditor of re-

ceipts until 1891, and then for a short time he was a traveling

auditor. In December, 1891, he was appointed assistant auditor

of receipts, and was promoted to auditor of receipts in July, of

the following year, remaining in that position for over' five years.

He was then consecutively freight claim agent for two years,

chief clerk in the traffic department two years, comptroller for

four months, and then third vice-president in charge of traffic

for four years. Mr. Dickinson was out of railway service from

1905 to 1910.

Operating Officers.

J. C. Hagerty, superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio. South-

western at Cincinnati, Ohio, has had his office transferred to

Seymour, Ind., effective within six weeks.

H. E. Allen, superintendent of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Gulf at Amarillo, Texas, has been appointed superintendent of

the Trinity & Brazos Valley, with office at Teague, Texas, sue-

i
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ceeding J. Munday, resigned to accept service with another

company.

C. J. Balch has been appointed to the new position of assistant

to general manager of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake,

with office at Los Angeles, Cal. Through a typographical error

it was stated in our issue of January 20, that Mr. Balch had been

appointed assistant general manager.

W. J. Stoneburner, superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas at Denison, Texas, has been appointed superintendent,

with office at Greenville, Texas, succeeding R. J. Sullivan, re-

signed to accept service with another company. J. Munday,
superintendent of the Trinity & Brazos Valley at Teague, Texas,

succeeds Mr. Stoneburner.

R. H. Schultz, auditor and general freight and passenger agent

of the Chester, Perryville & Ste. Genevieve, the Cape Girardeau

& Chester, the Cape Girardeau & Thebes Bridge Terminal and
the Saline Valley at Cape Girardeau, Mo., has been appointed

general superintendent, with office at Cape Girardeau, in charge

of matters relating to traffic and operation.

H. M. Gain has been appointed passenger trainmaster of the

Eastern division of the Grand Trunk, with office at Montreal,

Que. ; S. L. Trusler, assistant trainmaster, at Hamilton, Ont.,

has been appointed passenger trainmaster of the Middle division,

with office at Toronto, Ont., and H. W. Matthews has been

appointed passenger trainmaster of the Western division, with

office at Detroit, Mich.

Harvey Hansford Morris, whose appointment as superintendent

of the Huntington division of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with office

at Huntington, W. Va., has been announced in these columns,

was born April 11, 1873, at Coalburg, and was educated in the

common schools. He began railway work February 7, 1890, with

the Chesapeake & Ohio as a telegraph operator, and in October,

1898, he was promoted to train despatcher, at Hinton. He re-

mained in that position until June, 1904, when he was made
trainmaster of the Guyandotte Valley branch, and in November,
1907, he was promoted to trainmaster of the Kanawha coal dis-

trict, with headquarters at Handley, which position he held at the

time of his recent appointment as superintendent.

William Herbert Johnson, whose appointment as assistant

superintendent of the Winston-Salem district of the Atlantic

Coast Line, with office at Florence, S. C, has been announced in

these columns, was born October 26, 1871, at Charlestown, W. Va.,

and was educated in the public schools. He began railway work
in March, 1889, as telegraph operator on the Shenandoah Valley,

now a part of the Norfolk & Western, and in August of the same
year he went to the Norfolk & Western, and was promoted to

train despatcher in June, 1891. In February, 1898, he went to the

Illinois Central as a train despatcher at McComb City, Miss., and
in January, 1899, returned to the service of the Norfolk & West-
ern, as train despatcher. He was promoted in 1902 to assistant

chief despatcher, becoming chief despatcher in April, 1905, on

the Radford division, and in February, 1907, he was appointed

assistant trainmaster of the Norfolk division. He left the service

of the Norfolk & Western to become superintendent of con-

struction on the Winston-Salem Southbound, and when this new
line was opened for operation he was appointed assistant superin-

tendent of the Atlantic Coast Line.

Traffic Officers.

C. D. Le Grande has been appointed general agent of the Nor-
folk Southern, with office at Richmond, Va.

G. W. Schelke has been appointed a traveling passenger agent

of the Illinois Central, with office at Evansville, Ind.

A. D. Beals has been appointed a traveling freight agent of

the Chicago Great Western, with office at Red Wing, Minn.

B. A. Hamilton has been appointed agent in charge of freight

traffic for the new agency of the Northern Pacific at Cleveland,

Ohio.

A. A. Reinhardt has been appointed traveling freight agent

of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and the Chicago & Alton,

with office at New Orleans, La.

E. B. Erwin has been appointed general agent of the San
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with office at Denver, Colo.,

succeeding C. E. Hooper, resigned.

Clarence L. Williams has been appointed a general agent,
passenger department of the Canadian Pacific, with office at

Pittsburgh, Pa. effective February 1.

W. F. Murray, chief clerk to the general freight agent of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed
general agent of the St. Louis Southwestern, with office at

Tyler, Tex.

D. W. Calloway, traveling freight agent of the Trinity & Brazos
Valley at Fort Worth, Tex., has resigned to accept a position
with the New York-Galveston steamship Hne of the Southern
Pacific Company.

H. C. McFadden, president and general manager of the Fitz-

gerald, Ocilla & Broxton, has been appointed general freight

agent of the Georgia & Florida, succeeding T. B. Akridge, with
office at Augusta, Ga., effective February 1.

F. F. Barkow, traveling freight agent of the Ann Arbor Rail-

road, has been appointed a commercial agent, with office at

Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding C. S. May, resigned. R. J. Wilda
succeeds Mr. Barkow, with office at Menominee, Mich.

J. H. Hackett has been appointed agent of the Erie Despatch,
at Akron, Ohio, succeeding D. B. Aungst, commercial agent, as-

signed to other duties, and the office of commercial agent has
been abolished. J. A. Lloyd has been appointed agent, at Salt

Lake City, Utah, succeeding F. T. Vincent, deceased.

J. W. White, commercial agent of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas at Denison, Tex., has been appointed commercial agent,

with office at Fort Worth, Tex., succeeding F. G. Abbey, who
has been appointed chief clerk to the general freight agent.

Henry W. Landman, soliciting freight agent at Kansas City, Mo.,

succeeds Mr. White.

Edward D. Lappin has been appointed a traveling freight

agent of the Seaboard Air Line, with office at Kansas City, Mo.,

succeeding S. C. Bates, resigned to become manager of the

Traffic Bureau of Springfield, Mo. W. H. Drew has been
appointed a soliciting freight agent, with office at Tampa, Fla.,

succeeding L. Barwick, resigned.

Incident to the re-districting of the Rock Island Lines, which
was announced in the Railway Age Gazette of January 20, page

145, W. J. Leahy, general passenger agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at Chicago, will have jurisdiction over the First

district, with office at Chicago. J. A. Stewart, assistant general

passenger agent at Chicago, has been appointed general passenger

agent, with jurisdiction over the Second district (except the

city of St. Louis, Mo.) at Topeka, Kan. George H. Lee, general

passenger agent at St. Louis, will have jurisdiction over the

Third district and the city of St. Louis, with office at St. Louis.

Warren K. Cundiff^, whose appointment as assistant general

passenger agent of the Union Pacific, with office at Omaha, Neb.,

has been announced in these columns, was born October 19,

1868, at St. Joseph, Mo. He received his education in the public

schools, and began railway work in 1886 with the St. Joseph &
Grand Island, and remained with that road until June, 1902,

during which time it had been merged with and then separated

from the Union Pacific. In September, 1906, he went with the

Union Pacific at Omaha as a rate clerk, and he was soon pro-

moted to traveling passenger agent, and then to chief rate clerk.

His next office was chief clerk, from which position he was

recently promoted to assistant general passenger agent, with

office at Omaha.

Ralph S. Stubbs, whose appointment as general eastern freight

agent of the Southern Pacific and general freight agent of the

Atlantic Steamship Lines of that company, with office in New
York City, has been announced in these columns, was born Feb-

ruary 3, 1882, at Ashland, Ohio. Lie graduated from the Uni-

versity of Nevada in 1901, and began railway work in 1902 as a

clerk with the Armour Car Lines at Chicago. A year later he

was appointed general eastern agent of the Continental Fruit

Express in Chicago, and in 1905 was made foreign freight agent

of the Southern Pacific in New York City. His next position

was general freight and passenger agent of the Arizona Eastern

and assistant general freight and passenger agent of the Southern

Pacific at Tucson, Ariz., to which he was appointed in April,

1909, and from which he was recently promoted as above.
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W. F. Paton.

W. ]". Paton, whose apiiointnuiu as ,niiu-ial pas.seiiKcr agent
of the National Railways of Mexico, witi: otliee at Mexico City,

lias been annoiniced in these columns, was horn June 17, 1S70.

lie reeeiveil his ednca-

tion in the [inhlic schools

of New York City, and
began r.iilway work in

18S7 as a stenographer

in the pnrchasing de-

IKirtnient of the Mexican
National RaiTroad, now
part of the National

Railways, in New York
City. lie was trans-

ferred to the traftic de-

partment in the follow-

nig year, and he was
contracting freight agent

for eight years from
1889. He " was then

made general eastern

agent, and from 1904 to

1908 he was general

eastern agent for the

National Lines of Mex-
ico at New York. His
next office was general

agent at Cincinnati, Ohio,

for the National Railways of Mexico, and in April, 1909, he was
appointed assistant general passenger agent, with office at Mex-
ico City. He was appointed general passenger agent of the Na-
tional Railways of Mexico, the Interoceanic Railway of Mexico,

the Vera Cruz & Isthmus and the Pan-American on Janu-
ary 1, 1911.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

W. J. Hoskin, shop master mechanic of tlic Chicago & Alton

at Bloomington, 111., has been appointed road master mechanic

on the Northern and Southern divisions. A. G. McLellan, for-

merly with the Grand Trunk at Battle Creek, Mich., succeeds

]\Ir. Hoskin.

F. W. Gilcreast, whose resignation as division engineer of the

Lehigh Vallej^ at Hazleton, Pa., has been announced in these

columns, has been appointed chief engineer of the Lehigh & New
England, in charge of the Tamaqua extension, with office at

?ilauch Chunk.

Frank T. Slayton, whose appointment as superintendent of

motive power of the Virginian Railway, with office at Princeton,

W. Va., has been announced in these columns, was born March
31, 1862, at Iowa Falls,

Iowa. He was educated

in the common schools

and began railway work
in December, 1881 in

the shops of the Can-

adian Pacific, at Winni-

peg, Man. The follow-

ing year he became a

fireman on the Burling-

ton, Cedar Rapids &
Northern, now a part of

the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific. He
remained in this position

until September, 1886,

since which time he has

been consecutively to

J u 1 y, 1900, engineer,

trainmaster and division

master mechanic on the

Minnesota & Northwest-

ern, now a part of the

Chicago Great Western.

In July, 1900 he was
appointed master mechanic of the St. Joseph & Grand Island,

and was later promoted to superintendent, which position he held

at the time of his recent appointment as superintendent of motive

power of the Virginian Railvva\'.

Purchasing Officers.

George II. Robinson has been appointed general storekeei)er
of the Oregon Short Line and the Southern Pacific Company
lines east of Sparks, with office at Pocatello, Idaho, succeeding
I'. W. Taylor, resigned to accejjt service with another company.

OBITUARY.

Robert Dudgeon, commissioner of the Pacific Northwest
Demurrage Bureau, with office at Seattle, Wash., died in

Seattle on January 14.

William D. Knott, purchasing agent of the Atlanta, I'.irming-

ham & Atlantic, at Atlanta, Ga., who was recently granted leave
of absence on account of ill health, died January 18, at Atlanta.

Henry Wentworth Brown, auditor for the receivers of the
Metropolitan Street Railway Company, and president of the
Transportation Equipment Company, died January 19 in New
York, at the age of 34 years.

George Parsons Sweeley, master mechanic at the Alleghany
shops of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, died at his

home in Allegheny, Pa., January 10. Mr. Sweeley was born in

Montoursville, July 13, 1856, and was educated in the common
schools. He began railway work in the Renovo shops of the

Pennsylvania in April, 1875, and was later made shop foreman.
In 1888 he was appointed general foreman of the shops of the

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. In March, 1893, he
was appointed master mechanic of the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne
& Chicago, and in 1896 he went as matser mechanic to the Cleve-

land & Pittsburgh division, at Wellsville. He was appointed

master mechanic of the Allegheny shops in 1900, which position

he held at the time of his death. Mr. Sweeley was a member
of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, the

Master Car Builders' Association and the Pittsburgh Railway

Club.

John Edward Schwitzer, chief engineer of the Canadian
Pacific, died at the Royal Victoria hospital, Montreal, on Janu-

ary 23. Mr. Schwitzer was born April 19, 1870, at Ottawa, Ont,
and graduated with the degree of B.A.Sc. in civil engineering

from McGill University, Montreal, in 1891. He began railway

work in 1888 as a rodman on the Lake Temiscamingue Colon-

ization Railway, now a part of the Canadian Pacific. From
January, 1892, to December, 1896, he was engaged in engineering

work on various railways, and from December, 1896, to July,

1899, he was in private practice as a civil engineer and land sur-

veyor, at Rat Portage, Ont., and was later town engineer at that

place. In July, 1899, he was appointed assistant engineer of the

Canadian Pacific, in charge of terminal improvements at Rat

Portage, and the following year was appointed assistant engineer

of maintenance of way at Winnipeg, Man. He was promoted to

resident engineer of District No. 2, in 1901, and in April, 1903,

was appointed a division engineer of the Central division, at

Winnipeg. In August, 1905, he was appointed principal assistant

engineer of the Western lines, and was later assistant chief en-

gineer, which position he held at the time of his appointment on

the first of the present month as chief engineer. He was taken

sick with pneumonia almost immediately on his arrival in Mont-

real, and never assumed the duties of his new office.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

F. T. Slayton.

The Chilean government has authorized David Battle, in be-

half of the Aguas Blancas Railroad Company, to construct two

branch lines : One from kilometro 62 on the main line to the

nitrate beds of Remiendo No. 2; and the other from Oficina

Valparaiso to Pampa Loreto.

A proposal has been made by the Madeira-Mamore Railway

Company, Brazil, to the Bolivian government for the construc-

tion of a branch railway 17 miles long from the Madeira-

Mamore line across the river Mamore, near the Cachuela Esper-

anga. The proposal has been accepted, with some modifications.

This proposed branch, together with the main line of the

Madeira-Mamore Railway, will overcome the last barrier in the

way of transportation for the immense territory drained by the

Beni and Mamore, with their larger navigable tributaries in

Bolivia, to the west and south.
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Batlmay (Hon^iruction,

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

American Central Railway.—According to press reports,

actual construction work will be started on a section from Ver-
non, Tex., south, by April 1. The projected route from Vernon,
northwest, is via Olustee, Okla., and Mangum, to Miami, Tex.
Considerable construction work was carried out near Mangum,
Okla., several months ago. The Central Construction Co.,

Mobeetie, Tex., has the contract. W. E. McCHntock, chief

engineer, Mobeetie.

Aransas Terminal.—An officer writes that work is being car-

ried out by the company's men on the line from Aransas Pass,

Texas, southeasterly along the channel of the Aransas Pass
Channel & Dock Company to deep water, on the east side of

Harbor island. Grading is about 60 per cent, finished. Track
has beeu laid on 3,000 ft., and drawbridges are on the ground,
ready for erection. The work inchides a trestle about three-

quarters of a mile long. E. O. Burton, president, Gibbs building,

San Antonio; C. S. Corrigan, chief engineer. Box 183, Aransas
Pass. (August 5, p. 262.)

Athens & Southeastern.—An officer writes that tliis company
has laid track on eight miles between Athens, La., and Fords.

The line was built to haul lumber and general merchandise, and
may eventually be extended east to Arcadia, seven miles. R. H.
Swartz, president, St. Louis, Mo. : J. E. Kenned)', general man-
ager, Athens, La.

Atlantic, Okeechobee & Gulf.—Organized in Florida with

$1,000,000 capital, and offices at 818 Audubon building, New
Orleans, La., which will be transferred in March to Tampa, Fla.

The company plans to build from a point near Tampa, south-

east through the counties of Hillsboro, Polk, De Soto, Lee,

Palm Beach and Dade to a point near Miami, with a branch

from near Fort Meyers, northeast to Melbourne, in Brevard
county; also a branch from Fort Myers, north through the

counties of Lee, De Soto, Manatee and Hillsboro to Tampa,
and another branch from Bassenger, north to St. Cloud. H. C.

Farriot, president ; R. H. Riley, W. Graham and A. H. West,
vice-presidents ; D. A. Simmons, secretary ; W. H. Milton,

treasurer, and F. B. McGarry, general counsel, H. M. McElroy,
chief engineer. F. P. Bell may be addressed at New Orleans, La.

Baltimore & Ohio.—An officer writes that track laying has

been finished on the following improvements : Second track from
Benton Ferry, W. Va., to Gaston Junction, three miles; Valley

Falls to Powell, three miles, and on the bridge over the Monon-
gahela river.

Canadian Pacific.—An officer is quoted as saying that this

company will lay about 500 miles of track in the western part of

Canada during the summer of 1911. This includes the completion

of the double track between Winnipeg, Man., and Brandon, and

considerable double tracking work near Moose Jaw, Sask.

Through the mountain section the road is to be ballasted with

rock, and, in addition, the bridges are to be strengthened to

carry heavier rolling stock. A number of new steel bridges will

be built, and a number of branch lines, each from 20 to 40 miles

long, are to be constructed.

Carolina Traction.—According to press reports, this company
will let contracts at once to build from Winston-Salem, N. C,
north to Ruralhall, thence northeast to Lawsonville, and then

northwest to Floyd, Va., with a branch west to Danbury, N. C,
in all 130 miles. H. P. McKnight, Southern Pines, is the prin-

cipal promoter.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—An officer writes regarding

the report that an extension is to be built from Des Moines,

Iowa, to a connection with the Kansas City line at Allerton,

Wayne county, that the company has made surveys, but no

authority has yet been given for carrying out the construction

work.

Colorado & Southern.—Grading work is now under way on
the Colorado Railroad, from Dixon, Colo., to Cheyenne, Wyo.,

32 miles. It is said that this work is being carried out by the
following contractors: Eggleston Matthews, Gilbert Brothers,
Lafiferty & Allen, E. C. Caldwell, Dooling Brothers, Owens
Brothers, P. Fitzgerald and Crook & Hoffman. The work has
been divided into short sections, as much of the construction
work is heavy and the contracts call for completion of the work
within five months. Kilpatrick Brothers, Denver, Colo., are the

general contractors. (January 6, p. 62.)

Colorado Railroad.— See Colorado & Southern.

Grant Railroad.—This company has been granted a certificate

of public convenience and necessity in Wisconsin, to build from
Woodman, Wis., on the Prairie du Chien division of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, south about 11 miles to Mount Hope,
thence southwest six miles to Patch Grove, and then continuing

southeast about five miles to Bloomington, all in Grant county.

The company has located the line and financial arrangements
are being made to carry out the work. The line will carry live

stock, dairy products, farm produce, timber and coal. William
Leighton, president. Mount Hope; S. C. Scott, chief engineer,

Galena, 111. W. E. Howe, Bascobel, Wis., is interested.

Houston & Texas Central.—According to press reports,

heavier rail is being laid on the section between Austin, Texas,

and Hempstead.

Hudson Bay, Peace River & Pacific.—Application will be

made by this company for incorporation, in Canada, to build

from Nelson, on Hudson Bay, north to Fort Churchill, thence

west via Fort Vermillion, Alb., on Peace river, Fort St. John,

B. C, Laurier Pass, and along Nass river to the Pacific ocean,

thence to Port Simpson. A branch is also to be built south to

Edmonton, Alb. It is understood that the project will receive

government subsidies in cash and lands.

JoLiET & Lake Mankan Colonization Railway.—This com-
pany has made application in Canada to build from a point near

Joliet, Que., south to Montreal, about 45 miles. The names of

the promoters are not given.

Maine Roads.—A bill is to be introduced in the Maine legis-

lature, asking for a charter to build from Brewster, Me., on the

Penobscot river opposite Bangor, connecting with the Maine Cen-

tral, thence ea.stcrly about 20 miles, and then northeasterly via

Bancroft, on the Maine Central, to Houlton, on the Bangor &
Aroostook. A L. Lumbert, Houlton, is interested.

Midland Continental.—According to press reports, plans are

being made to complete the construction of this line from Pem-

bina, N. D., southwest to Edgeley, about 212 miles. Grading

work was finished last year on the first 50 miles between Edge-

ley, on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and Jamestown, on

the Northern Pacific, and some bridge work was carried out on

this section. F. K. Bull, president, Racine, Wis. (December

30, p. 1281).

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. M.\rie.—An officer

writes regarding the reports that an extension is to be built from

Anibrose, N. D., to Plentywood, Mont., that the company does

not contemplate building such an extension at the present time.

National Railways of Mexico.—Grading work is ncaring

completion on a branch of the Vera Cruz & Isthmus, from Rives,

Vera Cruz, Mex., north to San Andres, Tuxtla, 47 miles. Mc-

Gavock & Barrow are the contractors. A temporary bridge is

being constructed over the San Juan river. Another branch is

being constructed from Brisbin, Vera Cruz, north to Cosamalo-

apan, about 40 miles. Track laying is already under way on the

first section of 20 miles.

Nevada-California-Oregon.—An officer writes that contracts

will be let within 30 days to build an extension of 40 miles north

of Alturas, Cal. This will include six miles of rock work.

(December 9, p. 1130.)

North Carolina Roads (Electric).—Plans are being made to

build an electric line from Charlotte, N. C, southwest to Pied-

mont, S. C, with a number of branch lines. J. B. Duke, B. N.

Duke and W. S. Lee, Durham, N. C, are back of the project.

Nueces River Valley.—.\n officer is quoted as saying that

construction work is to be started within 90 days, from Eagle
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I'a.ss, 'I'l'.x., cast. Tlu' plans i-all fur a line t'luni l'!a,i;I<.' Pass,

east to Becville, about 1^0 miles. Tiic line is cvciitnaliy to be

extended to tbe gulf of Mexico. W. A. Frisby, president; G.

.\. Hull, consulting engineer, Bceville. (November 11, p. 941).

0.\Ki..\ND & R.\Y Shore (I-ilectric).—Incorporated in Cali-

fornia witb $500,000 capital, to build an extension of the Oak-
land & Antioch, near Oakland, Cal. ; also to build a branch to

Martinez. R. 11. Miller, A. J. Krulmeyer and J. R. Selby are

incorporators.

Okl.miom.v Ro.\ds.—A bill is now under consideration to au-

thorize the state of Oklahoma to build a line from the north-

west corner of the state to the southeast section, about 425

miles. The bill will provide for a $10,000,000 bond issue, to be

decided by a special election.

Pacific Great Western.—Organized in Oregon to build from
Eugene, Ore., west to Mapleton, on the Suislaw river, about
60 miles. The work will include piercing a 1,100-ft. tunnel.

Surveys have already been made. R. B. Hunt, J. Ayers, Eugene,
and F. M. De Neffe, Portland, are incorporators.

Pecos Valley Southern.—This company has about finished

grading work, and track laying is to be started at once on the

extension from Balmorhea, Texas, south to Phantom lake, six

miles. Negotiations are under way for continuing the extension

to Alpine. (December 30, p. 1281.)

Pennsylvania Railroad.—This company has opened for traffic

a new inbound, also an outbound track over the Schuylkill river

to West Philadelphia station, Pa., increasing the running tracks

over the Schuylkill river from four to six tracks. The improve-
ments to the Broad street station approach include the widening of

the bridge over the Schuylkill river to provide for an additional

inbound and outbound track to the upper level of West Phil-

adelphia station, also a new 70-ft. turntable, and a new passenger
storage yard between Twentieth and Twenty-third streets, large

enough to accommodate about 50 steel cars, or about nine

suburban trains. To relieve the congestion in the Philadelphia

yards the blind stub tracks at the southern end of the passenger
yard in West Philadelphia have been connected up with the in-

bound Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington track, giving out-

lets from this yard at the north and south ends. To widen the

main line bridge to carry two additional tracks the present bridge
abutments were extended on each side. The new tracks are car-

ried on trusses wholly separate from the old structure. The
opening of the two tracks and the completion in the near future
of the storage yard east of the Schuylkill river will do much to

relieve congestion on the approach to Broad street station. This
improvement, which is preliminary to such other improvements as

may be suggested by the committee recently appointed, will cost

about $750,000.

Quebec & Great Northern.—Application will be made for a

charter in Canada, to build from Port Arthur, Ont., east to New
Liskead, thence northeasterly to Maniwaki. A line is to be
built northerly from Maniwaki to the Grand Trunk Pacific, and
another line from the Grand Trunk Pacific via the Coulange
river to Ottawa.

R. & T. Cement Railway (Electric).—An ofificer writes that

this company was incorporated in Maine in 1908. The plans

call for building a line near Rockland, Me., to be used by the

New England Portland Cement Company, connecting the quar-
ries and works of the company with the water front. The line

will be between three and five miles long. Surveys have been
made, but contracts are not yet let. Alfred S. Black and Ed-
ward B. McAllister, Rockland, are interested.

Southern Railway & Navigation Company.—An officer

writes that this company is building from Natchez, Miss., south-

west via Vidalia, La., and Morville to Monterey, on the Black
river. Track has been laid on seven or eight miles. The line

is being built to carry lumber, cotton, rice and agricultural

products. D. K. Jefifris, president, Chicago. (See Louisiana

Roads, January 13, p. 104.)

Velasco, Rosenberg & Northern.—Plans are being made to

build a line through Brazoria county, Texas, west of Columbia.

C. S. Edwards, West Columbia, associated with residents of

Brazoria, is back of the project.

Vera Cruz & Isthmus.—See National Railways of Mexico.

JUrtiintati 3ftnani:tal Nettie,

Central of Georgia.—In accordance with the suit recently de-
cided in favor of the second and third preference income bond-
bnlders, arrangements have been made for the payment of the
balance due to make the full interest of 5 per cent, on the

second preference Central of Georgia income bonds, and the

total 5 per cent, due on the third preference income bonds for

the year 1907. From these paymefits are deducted the ex-

penses of the protective committee which brought the suits.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—The Commercial & Finan-
cial Chronicle of January 21 contains the following: "The
rumor that $50,000,000 new bonds will shortly be offered for

sale is generally discredited, but it appears probable that later

in the year the company will raise from $10,000,000 to

$15,000,000 new capital by the sale of bonds or otherwise, in

order to finance the purchase of new rolling stock and pay for

the completion of construction work on certain of its branch
lines.

Cumberland Railway & Coal.—Stockholders are to vote Feb-
ruary 15 on the question of making a mortgage to secure an
issue of $3,000,000 bonds.

Fonda, Johnstown and Gi.oversville.—The New York Public

Service Commission, second district, has authorized this com-
pany to issue $380,000 first consolidated mortgage, AV?. per

cent. 50-year bonds, at not less than 85, and the proceeds to

be used for the payment of indebtedness- to the amount of

$185,130, and for ochcr co-operate purposes.

Illinois Central Bond Sale.—This company has sold to Kuhn,
Loeb & Co., $2,740,000 first and refunding 4 per cent, bonds.

The bonds are part of an issue of $120,000,000 authorized in

1908, of which $20,000,000 are now outstanding. Of the total,

$61,766,000 are reserved for refunding. Up to June 30 last,

the Illinois Central has advanced about $3,000,000 to subsidiary

companies, partly to enable those companies to pay their un-

earned interest. Presumably the Illinois Central is reinbursing

its treasury for such advances.

Kansas City Viaduct & Terminal.—The period from July 1,

1909, to January 1, 1911, during which the interest coupons
on the first mortgage bonds were paid through the issue of

income bonds, having expired, a protective committee has been

formed as follows: R. C. Storey, chairman; Benjamin Gra-

ham, William C. Lane, R. Walter Levy and Lawrence E.

Sands, with William G. Dooley as secretary, 25 Broad street.

New York.

Kentucky & Indiana Terminal.—The £1,031,000 ($5,155,000)

first mortgage 4i'2 per cent, bonds of 1911-1961 recently offered

in London were oversubscribed for. The bonds are guaranteed

principle and interest by the B. & O., the C. I. & L. and the

Southern Railway. From the proceeds of this sale the

$1,000,000 Kentucky & Indiana Bridge & Railroad first mort-

gage bonds, due March 11, 1911, are to be refunded. The
K. & L Bridge & Railroad $1,069,000 first consolidated mort-

gage 4 per cent, bonds due 1950 have been bought in and

cancelled.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—Stuyvesant Fish, formerly presi-

dent of the Illinois Central, has been elected a director of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

New York Central & Hudson River.—The Boston News Bu-
reau says : "There are good reasons for the belief that the

Central's forthcoming financing will take the form of an issue

of terminal bonds secured by a mortgage on the New York
terminal. It is understood that the amount of bonds to be is-

sued is $50,000,000, and that they will bear 4^^ per cent,

interest."

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—An additional block of

$10,000,000 one-year 4y2 per cent, notes has been sold by the

New Haven. This makes $22,000,000 one-year notes which the

company sold during the last year, the company having sold

$10,000,000 to F. S. Mosley & Co., Boston, as noted in these

columns last week, and on Wednesday of last week sold

$2,000,000 to a Boston banking house. It is said that the com-

pany received par for the notes.
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Norfolk Southern.—Stockholders are to vote at a special meet-

ing January 30 on the question of authorizing a new mortgage

to secure $35,000,000 new 5 per cent, bonds. This mortgage
will replace the present mortgage, securing $12,000,000 author-

ized bonds. Last week through a typographical error, this

paragraph was placed under the caption of Seaboard Air Line.

Philadelphia & Reading.—See Reading Company.

Pittsburgh & Shawmut.—F. J. Lisman & Co., New York, are

offering a block of the -first mortgage 5 per cent, sinking fund

bonds of the Pittsburgh & Shawmut at 94i/^. Of the author-

ized $12,000,000 bonds, $4,000,000 are outstanding. The road

forms a southern extension of the Pittsburgh, Shawmut &
Northern. The Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern proper has

been operated by a receiver for about five years, and a letter

from F. S. Smith, the receiver, says that the bulk of its se-

curities is owned by a few important interests who meantime
have furnished the money for the large body of coal lands and
part of the capital for the construction of the Pittsburgh ex-

tension. They have not proceeded with foreclosing the mort-

gage, being desirous of upbuilding the property and developing

the traffic of the Pittsburgh extension before formulating a

reorganization plan.

Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern.—See Pittsburgh &
Shawmut.

Reading Company.—This company has made arrangements to

sell to J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, and Drexel & Co.,

Philadelphia, $20,000,000 general mortgage 4 per cent, bonds

to pay for the retirement of $18,811,000 Philadelphia & Reading
Railway consolidated mortgage 7 per cent, bonds due in June.

Seaboard Air Line.—Through a typographical error, the para-

graph referring to a stockholders' meeting of the Norfolk
Southern was placed last week under the caption of Seaboard
Air Line.

St. Louis Southwestern.—The company has sold to William
Salomon & Co., and Rhoades & Co., New York, $1,620,000

equipment 5 per cent, notes. The notes were all promptly re-

sold by the bankers.

Southern Pacific-—If nothing happens to change the present

status of affairs with the Southern Pacific before June 30,

the Southern Pacific first refunding 4 per cent, bonds, due
1955, will on that date become legal investments for savings

banks in New York. The law requires that bonds to be legal

investments for savings banks in New York must be issued by

a company that has paid dividends of at least 4 per cent, on
all stock for five years previous to the date of the bonds be-

coming legal investments to have shown gross earnings for

those five years of five times or more the fixed charges ; and
that the bonds be a first or refunding mortgage with certain

qualifications on 75 per cent, of railway owned.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—Under the direction of the

Chaplin protective committee, the receivers of this company
have brought suit against the Wabash Railroad tc establish a

stockholders' liability against the V/abash Railroad as owner
of $10,000,000 Terminal company stock. Complainants say

that the Wabash Railroad is liable as the original subscriber

to $10,000,000 stock of the Terminal company which the Pitts-

burgh-Toledo syndicate took from the Terminal company and

later turned over to the Wabash, the syndicate receiving in

return $10,000,000 par value of the Wabash Railroad stock.

This the syndicate sold, but none of the proceeds of this sale,

it is said, has ever been paid to the Wabash-Pittsburgh
Terminal. See Wabash Railroad.

Wabash Railroad.—The Wall Street Journal says that the

Wabash Railroad will have to make further arrangements for

taking care of the Wheeling & Lake Erie $8,000,000 notes

which were purchased by a syndicate for the Wabash under an

agreement by which the Wabash was to take up these notes

at 6 per cent, interest. This agreement has about expired, and

further arrangements will have to be made in the near future.

The liability, including interest, now amounts to about

$9,380,000. See Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—See Wabash Railroad.

'SJtttt Ntw^.
The items in tliis column were received after the classified

departmoits zvere closed.

W. L Converse has been appointed superintendent of the
Deering Southwestern, with office at Deering, Mo.

The Missouri Pacific is said to have ordered 1,000 refrigerator
cars and 1,000 steel hopper cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

The Western Maryland has ordered 10,000 tons of rails from
the Bethlehem Steel Company and 2,000 tons from the Penn-
sylvania Steel Company. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
is in the market for 8,000 tons of rails.

The Missouri Pacific has established a package car service

from Boston, Mass., to the Pacific coast via the Boston & Maine,
New York Central & Hudson River, Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
to East St. Louis, thence via Missouri Pacific affiliated lines.

P. A. Auer, general passenger and ticket agent of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Gulf, at Fort Worth, Texas, has been appointed
assistant general passenger agent of the Rock Island Lines, with
office at Chicago. George S. Pentecost, assistant general pas-

senger agent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Kansas
City, Mo., succeeds Mr. Auer, with office at Fort Worth, Texas,
and his former position has been abolished.

The reductions in sleeping car rates, which have been under
consideration for several months, have been announced by the

Pullman Company to go into effect February 1. The tariffs

filed provide that where the lower berth rate is $1.50 the upper
berths will be $1.25, and where the lower berth rate is more
than $1.50 the upper berths will be 20 per cent. less. The mini-

mum rate for lower berths will be $1.50, and that of upper berths

$1.25.

The $22,000,000 one-year 4y^ per cent, notes issued by the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, as noted on page 184, will

be held to the amount of about $11,000,000 to meet obligations

maturing before February 1, 1912. The remaining $11,000,000

is to be put out at interest and used at the discretion of the

board of directors as occasion may call. The main payment

before February 1, 1912, will be $6,700,000 five-year notes, which

mature during January, 1912.

Representatives of the railwaj's and brotherhoods and in-

spectors of the Interstate Commerce Commission have agreed

on the following recommendations to the commission for ex-

tension of time to enable carriers to comply with provisions of

the safety appliances law for equipment in service April 14, 1910.

Carriers will not be required to change the brake staffs from

the left to the right side of steel or steel underframe cars with

platform end sills or change the end ladders on such cars except

when these appliances are renewed. Carriers to be given five

years from July 1, 1911, to change the location of the brake

staffs on all other cars, and also to comply with the other brake

specifications on all cars. That carries be not required to make
changes or get additional end ladder clearance on cars that have

ten or more inches end ladder clearance within 30 inches of the

side of the car until the car is shopped for work amounting

practically to rebuilding the body of the car. That carriers be

granted five years after July 1, 1911, to change cars having less

than 10 in. end ladder clearance within 30 in. of the side of

the car to comply with the standard. That an extension of five

years after July 1, 1911, be given for changing all other ap-

pliance on freight cars provided that where the following appli-

ances are within three inches of the required location no change

will be required: All hand holds except end holds under the

sills, ladders, sill steps and brake staffs. That an extension

of three years from July 1, 1911, be granted to change passenger

cars; one year from July 1, 1911, to change switching loco-

motives, and two years from that date to change all other loco-

motives. The committee also agreed on numerous changes in

the standards.
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riu' Milks l,<Hiiiiu)tivc & l";ir Wdrks plant, C'liiiajio

IkiKlits, 111., vahKHJ at $750,000, will he sold al Cliica.m) on
Fihruary 21 b.\ William Mclnncs, receiver.

Tlie MoKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neh., has delivered

two 70-ft. all-steel gasolene motor cars to the Sonthern Pacilic.

This makes a total of ninetx -nine 20()-h.p. motor cars huill by this

company.

W. Ci. Tawse, road foreman of en,i>ines of the Chicago &
I'.astern Illinois, has resigned that ])ositioii and is now with

the Locomotive Superheater Company, New York, with office at

Chicago.

'llie Crawford Locomotive & Car Company, Streator, 111., has

received an order from the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe for two
dynamometer cars. The cars will be of steel construction, 51 ft.

3 in. long and 9 ft. 10->^ in. wide.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, recently opened

three new branch houses : one in Buffalo, N. Y., another in

Portland, Ore., and a third in Milwaukee, Wis., giving it 23

branch houses in different parts of the United States.

Thomas L. Mount has been appointed eastern sales agent of

the Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment Com-
pany, New York, with office in New York. L. J. Kennedy has

been made western sales agent, with office at Chicago.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Sons, Chicago, at the annual meeting

of directors, held January 23, elected the following officers

:

President, Clyde M. Carr; vice-president and treasurer, Joseph

T. Ryerson ; secretary, Gilbert H. Pearsall ; chairman of the

board, Edward L. Ryerson.

F. J. Bingham, who has been a general sales agent of the

Union Fibre Company, Chicago, resigned January 15, to become
general sales agent of the Northern Insulating Company, St.

Paul, Minn., with headquarters in the Steger building, Chicago.

The company will make a full line of refrigerator car lining and

cold storage insulations.

Thomas H. Garland, general agent of the refrigerator service

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, resigned December 31. 1910,

to become a vice-president of Burton W. Mudge & Co., Chicago.

In his new position Mr.

Garland will devote his

time to the development

and manufacture of the

various devices designed

and patented by him,

which are now in gen-

eral use. Mr. Garland

has been in charge of

the perishable freight

traffic on the Burlington

since February, 1900,

when that road estab-

lished a special depart-

ment to devise ways and
means for the proper

care of perishable
freight. He arranged a

systematic refrigerator

car service to and from
all stations on the line

for the transportation of

dairy freight, fruits and
vegetables in less than

carload lots. In devel-

oping this service his attention was called to the necessity of

better ventilation of refrigerator cars to carry off the heat and
gases generated by the fruits and vegetables. For this purpose

he designed a special ventilator which is now in use, not only

on refrigerator cars, but also on passenger equipment on many
large railways.

S. R. Fuller, Jr., who has been sales agent in the New York
office of the Scullin-Gallagher Iron & Steel Company, St. Louis,

Thomas H. Garland.

James A. Farrell.

.Mo., since .\pril, I'JIO, li.is been ma<le district manager in charge
of the Chicago office of that company. George L. L. Davis,
assistant to the vice-president, has been made third vice-presi-

dent. Mr. Davis will remain in charge of the St. Louis .sales

office.

James A. Farrell, who is to be the new president of the

United States Steel Corporation, was born in New Haven, Conn.,

in 1M63. lie started work with the New Haven Wire Com-
pany, New Haven, at

the age of 16, and was
promoted from time to

time through various de-

partments of that com-
pany, until at the age of

25 he went to Pitts-

burgh, Pa., as assistant

superintendent of the

Oliver Wire Company,
later becoming super-

intendent. Four years

afterward he took part

in the organization of

the Pittsburgh Wire
Company, was made
general manager, and
built the plant of this

company at Braddock,
Pa. The unusual suc-

cess of the Pittsburgh

Wire Company against

the competition of that

period was no doubt a

factor in Mr. Farrell's be-

coming manager of export sales of the American Steel & Wire
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, when that company absorbed the

Pittsburgh Wire Company. The large increase in the exports
of the American Steel & Wire Company led to Mr. Farrell's

being given supervision over the export sales of all of the other

manufacturing companies of the United States Steel Corporation,
and to the formation in the latter part of 1903 of the United
States Steel Products Export Company, New York, of which
he became president. The name of this company was changed in

1910 to United States Steel Products Company. Mr. Farrell is

widely known in foreign countries, and was the chairman of

the committee on foreign relations of the American Iron & Steel

Institute during the meetings in October, 1910, which were at-

tended by a large number of foreign steel men. Mr. Farrell's

paper on Foreign Relations, read at the meeting, has already

been published and translated into several languages. The United
States Steel Products Company has been successful in selling the

products of the manufacturing companies of the United States

Steel Corporation abroad. The exports, which prior to the for-

mation of the company were spasmodic and unsystematic, ranging

from several thousand tons to several hundred thousand tons per

year, have increased until in 1910 they amounted to more than

1,400,000 tons. Mr. Farrell will be formally elected at the meet-

ing of the board of directors on January 31.

.-\lson Ellis Clark, president of the Wadsworth-Howland Com-
pany, Chicago, died Sunday, January 15, at his home in Chicago.

He was born at Barre, Vt, in 1838, and served during the Civil

war in the 45th Massachusetts regiment. He came to Chicago

in 1865 and became a member of the firm of Hoagland

& Clark, commission merchants. He gave up the commission

business in 1889 and went ahroad for two years. On his return

to Chicago he became president of the Wadsworth-Howland
Company, the position he held up to his death.

The Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkesbarre, Pa., has received the

following orders for locomotives : four switching locomotives

for the Keokuk & Flamilton Water Power Company, Keokuk,

Iowa ; one locomotive for Wade, Clower & Wade, Haines City,

Fla. ; one mine locomotive for the Booth-Bowen Coal & Coke

Company, Freeman, W. Va. ; one ten-wheel logging locomotive
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for the Roanoke Railway & Lumber Company, Norfolk, Va.

;

one mogul locomotive for the Kcntwood & Eastern Railway,

Kentwood, La. ; one si.x-wheel switching locomotive for the Eric

City Iron Works, Erie City, Pa. ; one locomotive for the North-
western States Portland Cement Company, Mason City, Iowa;
one locomotive for the Alpha Portland Cement Company, Easton,

Pa., and one locomotive for the S. B. Martin Company, Fiborn

Quarry, Mich.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Cranes.—The Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey,
III., is distributing its crane catalog No. 82, which in addition to

the usual catalog descriptions includes good photographs of up-

to-date crane installations.

I'alve Gear.—The Pilliod Company, New York, has published

a 20-page illustrated catalog on the Baker locomotive valve

gear, pointing out clearly and concisely the most important facts

about its construction and operation.

Electric Drive.—The General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y., has published bulletin No. 4785, on electric drive in wood
working plants, illustrating and describing electric motors driving

wood boring machines, drills, planes, etc.

Southern Pacific.—The Southern Pacific traffic department has

issued a booklet describing the agricultural possibilities and
climatic advantages of the territory surrounding Hermosillo,

Mexico. The booklet is well illustrated with photographs and
contains excellent maps.

Shovels.—The Hussey-Binns Shovel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has issued a set of specifications for shovels, spades and scoops,

with illustrations to show the method of casting ingots for

shovels and the successive steps in rolling them into the finished

blade. A blueprint giving all dimensions of the standard track

shovel is included with the specifications.

Signals.—The General Railway Signal Company, Rochester,

N. Y., has published bulletin No. 115-A on the model 2-A signal

to supplement sections 1, 2 and 5 of its catalog. The bulletin

contains 20 pages, is illustrated with excellent photographs and
gives detailed information on the construction and operation of

these signals. During the first year of their manufacture 2,869

of these signals were sold.

Raihvay Equipment Primer.—^ruce Crandall, who wrote the

Bettendorf Bears, is the author of a new book, the Railway
Equipment Primer. In it he not only gives the merits of the

Creco brake beam, made by the Chicago Railway Equipment
Company, Chicago, but also summarizes the railway situation

facetiously, but effectively. The politician, who "runs" the

railways, spelling the word "R-U-I-N" is a character who will

especially make a hit with railway officers.

Rail Inspection.—Robert W. Hunt & Co., Chicago, have pub-

lished a booklet describing their system of rail inspection. This

booklet contains 25 pages and includes specifications for high

T-rails and girder rails recommended by the committee on way
matters of the American Street and Interurban Railway Engi-

neering Association at Atlantic City last June, and also the

Lorain Steel Company specifications which are used with slight

modifications by the Pennsylvania Steel Company. The firm

wants to call attention to a typographical error on page 6, sec-

tion 4, which was discovered after the publication of the pamph-

let. This paragraph relates to chemical composition, and the

proper limits for the carbon content should be .CO to .75 instead

of the limits shown in the pamphlet.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Aberdeen, S. D.—The division headquarters, local freight

houses and passenger station of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul were burned January 23. Press despatches give the loss

as $100,000.

Boston, Mass.—An officer of the Boston & Maine writes that

the company is looking for a site for the proposed new mechan-

ical department shops, plans for which are being prepared by

llie engincring force. Land, however, has not yet been bought
It^ is understood that the shops will be located at a point within
25 miles of Boston.

Brooklyn Junction, W. Va.—An officer of the Baltimore &
Ohio writes that the company has under consideration the ques-
tion of building a new bridge over Fish creek, at Brooklyn
Junction.

Cakroli., Texas.—The Texas & Pacific has prepared plans
for a brick freight depot to replace the wooden structure re-

cently burned.

FuLLERTON, Cal.—The Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe Coast
Lines will enlarge its station at Fullerton.

Galveston, Texas.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe bud-
get for the Gulf lines includes the following improvements for
the Galveston division : Track changes in Galveston yards,

$15,000; 16-stall brick and concrete engine house, $40,000; stand-
ard sand house, $1,750; machine and blacksmith shop, $8,000;
.standard 85-ft. turntable, $7,500; oil and storehouse, $17,000.

Greenburg, Ind.—The coal dock of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, was burned January 20, together with the

new interlocking tower near it. The loss is estimated at $40,000,

most of which is covered by insurance.

Gridley, Cal.—The Northern Electric will build a station at

Gridley, to cost $10,000.

GuELPH, Ont.—An officer of the Grand Trunk writes that ar-

rangements have been made for the construction of the new pas-

senger station at Guelph. The improvements include a subway
at Neeve street. (January 20, p. 147.)

HoQUiAM, Wash.—The Northern Pacific will build a large

wharf and warehouses on the tide flats at Hoquiam, to cost

$10,000.

Houston, Texas.—The International & Great Northern has

let a contract to C. G. Patton, Houston, Texas, for building

wharves and warehouses on the company's property below the

turning basis. The wharves will be 400 ft. long, and the ware-

houses 50 ft. X 500 ft.

JopLiN, Mo.—The wSt. Louis & San Francisco, according to

local press report, will build a nine-story office building and

passenger station at Sixth and Main streets. The land necessary

for the new building has been secured, and the plans prepared.

Laredo, Texas.—The International & Great Northern and the

Texas-Mexican will build a joint passenger station. The cost

is estimated at $25,000.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Los Angeles Railway Company is

said to have under consideration the question of building a

passenger station at Twelfth and Main streets, Los Angeles.

Marshalltovvn, Iowa.—The Iowa Central roundhouse was

burned January 15, 12 engines being damaged.

Regina, Sask.— The Railway Commission of Canada has ap-

proved the plans of the city officials of Regina, for a subway to

be constructed under the railway tracks, at Broad street.

San -'-Vnselmo, Cal.—The Northwestern Pacific will build a

passenger station at San Anselmo, to cost $7,500.

San Francisco, Cal.—A permit has been given to the West-

ern Pacific to build a bridge over its tracks on Mississippi

street, San Francisco.

Somerville, Texas.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has let

the contract for building a brick machine shop and boiler room,

92 ft. X 56 ft., work to begin within ten days.

St. Clair, Pa.—.A.n officer of the Philadelphia & Reading

writes that work is now under way by Edward L. Seeds, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., putting up a concrete, steel and wooden coaling

station to be 33 ft. x 910 ft. and 60 ft. high ; also for construct-

ing ash pits at the St. Clair yard.

Tacoma, Wash.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & Pugct Sound

will build the passenger station on Pacific avenue, Tacoma, to

cost $250,000. (September 23. p. 562.)
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Chinese GovcrnmoU is in tlio market fi)r from 20 to 30

locomotives.

The Grand Trunk has ordered 12 consolidation locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

The Long Island has ordered four ten-wheel locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company. The cylinders will be

21 in. X 26 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 60^
in., and the total weight will be 174,000 lbs.

The Algoina Central & Hudson Bay has ordered 10 super-

heater consolidation locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive

Works. The cyHnders will be 22>^ in. x 28 in., the diameter of

the driving wheels will be 56 in. and the total weight will be

194,000 lbs.

The Chesapeake &• Ohio has ordered eight Pacific type loco-

motives and two eight-wheel coupled superheater passenger loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company. The cyHn-

ders of the Pacific type will be 22 in. x 28 in., the diameter of

the driving wheels will be 72 in., and the total weight will be

215,000 lbs. The cylinders of the eight-wheel coupled locomo-
tives will be 29 in. x 28 in., the diameter of the driving wheels

will be 62 in., and the total weight will be 325,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Kanazvha & Michigan has withdrawn its inquiries for

coal cars.

The Lehigh & New England is in the market for 500 hopper
cars and 300 box cars.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville is in the market for

400 freight cars.

The American Refrigerator Transit Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

is taking prices on 1,000 refrigerator cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is taking prices on 500

thirty-ton steel underframe refrigerator cars.

The Barrett Manufacturing Company, Chicago, is in the mar-
ket for from 50 to 75 fifty-ton tank cars and three 30-ton tank

cars.

The Tennessee Packing & Stockyards Company, Nashville,

Tenn., is said to have ordered 25 refrigerator cars. This is not

confirmed.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 25 coaches from the

Pullman Company. This company is also in the market for five

60-ft. steel postal cars.

The Chicago Railway Company, mentioned in the Railway

Age Gagette of December 2 as being in the market for 215 pas-

senger cars, will build this equipment at its shops.

The Pennsylvania has ordered for its western lines 500 gon-

dolas from the American Car & Foundry Company, and 300

box cars and 30 flat cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The El Paso & Southwestern, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of September 9 as being in the market for three bag-

gage cars, two postal cars, two chair cars and four coaches, has

ordered this equipment from the Pullman Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Boston & Maine is in the market for 30,000 tons of rails.

The Baltimore & Ohio is in the market for 15,000 tons of rails.

The Nevada-California-Oregon has ordered 3,000 tons of rails.

The Western Maryland has ordered 9,875 tons of rails from

the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 20,000 tons of rails from the

Bethlehem Steel Corporation.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound is said to liave or-

dered 9,000 tons of 85-lb. rails.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 3,000 tons of rails from
the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Buenos Aires Central has ordered 1,000 tons of rails from
the Tennessee Coal & Iron Company.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has ordered 2,000

tons of rails from the Tennessee Coal & Iron Company.

The Memphis Union Station Company has ordered 630 tons

of rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

Tlic Norfolk & Western has ordered 3,500 tons of steel from
the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company and the Phoenix Bridge
Company.

The Southern has ordered 22,400 tons of rails from the Ten-
nessee Coal & Iron Company, and 3,000 tons of rails from the

Maryland Steel Company.

The New York Centra! Lines have ordered 176,750 tons of

rails to meet the requirements for maintenance of the properties

this year. This order has been assigned among the several steel

companies as follows : United States Steel Corporation, 87,500

tons ; Lackawanna Steel Co., 81,250 tons, and Bethlehem Steel Co.,

8,000 tons. Of the total order, 82,750 tons are for the lines east

of Buffalo, N. Y., and 94,000 tons for the lines west. The rails

will be divided among the various roads as follows : New York
Central & Hudson River, 65,000 tons; Boston & Albany, 15,000;

Rutland, 2,750; Michigan Central, 15,000; Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, 22,500; Cleveland, Cincinnati & St. Louis, 12,000;

Peoria & Eastern, 3,500; Cincinnati Northern, 3,500; Chicago,

Indiana & Southern, 6,000; Indiana Harbor Belt, 2,500; Lake Erie

& Western, 5,500; Toledo & Ohio Central, 6,000; Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie, 17,500. The specifications call for a large tonnage

of open-hearth rails, and a considerable quantity of ferro-

titanium rails, with a higher percentage of ferro-titanium in

them than heretofore, will also be used.

General Conditions in Steel.—The decision of th<; steel men
to maintain the official prices has induced several railways to

place the orders which they had been withholding in the hope

of getting lower prices. The orders during the past week have

been large and everything seems to point toward a general im-

provement in the industry. The prices of wire have been raised,

but that product is entirely separate and there is no danger of an

increase in other prices at present. It is now known that a

reduction in prices could only come with a corresponding re-

duction in wages, and that is not likely.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

At a recent meeting of the North-Eastern Ural Railway Com-
pany, the question was discussed as to the construction of new

lines of railway in Russia. The proposed lines would run from

Taboriansk to Ekaterinburg via Turinsk and Irbit, and also from

the Alapayevsk iron works to Bogdanovich via the Egorshinsk

mines. The total length of line would be 309 miles and the

cost of construction is estimated at about $14,630,000.

A new section of the Madeira-Mamore Railway, Brazil, extend-

ing for 40 miles from the Jacy Parana to kilometro 152, has been

formally opened to traffic. A trip is now made daily over the

operated section of the line from Porto Velho to kilometro

152 in about 12 hours. Rubber loaded on cars at the present

terminus at kilometro 152, in the morning can be transshipped

from the cars to ocean steamers at Porto Velho on the evening

of the same day, and thence carried direct, without further

handling, to the United States or Europe.

The press of Montevideo announces that the government of

Uruguay has received and is studying a proposal to build a

standard gage railway starting from Montevideo, or some other

point on the Uruguay river, and traversing the republic as far as

the Cuareim river, the northwestern border of Brazil. The con-

cession would also include powers to expropriate for purposes

of agricultural colonization, up to 24,711 acres of land in the

vicinity of each station, the stations not being more than 9 miles

apart, and also to construct ports, wharves, depots, elevators,

etc., on the Uruguay river.
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A X extensive reorganization of the Rock Island Lines was
•**• put in effect on February 1. Under the new organization
there will be a marked decentralization of management. The
lines have been divided into three districts, and, whereas the old

organization was departmental, the new organization is frankly

divisional. The following official memorandum both gives the

reasons for the change and describes its nature

:

"The principal reason for the change in organization was the desire to
furnish better service to the public. The first requirement is a decentraliza-
tion of authority heretofore held in Chicago. On each of the three districts
the general manager will be supreme on all matters local to his district
and, with co-ordinate officers in the freight and passenger departments, will
keep in touch with and meet service conditions promptly by frequent con-
ferences. In the operating department, both the general superintendents
and division superintendents will have on their staff the mechanical and
engineering district or division representatives. The plan is a divisional
one wherein the superintendent is responsible for all operations on his
territory, but the organization of the general superintendent's force differs
from that of most roads having divisional organization. He will have a
superintendent of motive power and an engineer of maintenance of way
reporting directly to him on all operating matters, and in this way the con-
trol of each general manager's district is centralized in the general super-
intendent, who will be responsible only to his immediate superior, the gen-
eral manager. For purposes of maintaining uniform practice and standard
methods, the mechanical and engineering district representatives will be
advised by the system oflicers."

Further details of the reorganization are given in our news
columns. It is an interesting example of the tendency of the

managements of large railway systems to recognize the dangers

of excessive centralization of authority and the desirability of

giving divisional and district officers the staffs and the authority

necessary to enable them satisfactorily to handle all matters

pertaining chiefly to their own divisions or districts.

OOME weeks ago President Mellen of the New York, New
*»-' Haven & Hartford in an unofficial letter suggested a court

of commerce in Connecticut as a substitute for the proposed new
public utilities commission in that state. The bill embodying that

idea and, presumptively, fathered by the New Haven company,

has now been introduced in the lower house of the state legis-

lature. Its force of statement of the jurisdiction of the new
tribunal is so unique as to be worth exact reprint.

Section 5. It shall be the duty of all persons to abstain from all acts
unreasonably endangering the public health or safety. It shall be the duty
of all employers to adopt reasonable measures to prevent injuries from the
conditions of their employment to the health and safety of their employees.
It shall be the duty of all railway companies, water companies, telegraph
companies, telephone companies, and express companies, and of all other
corporations, associations, partnerships and persons, who also serve the
public, to render to the public such proper and adequate service, including
the provision of reasonable facilities therefor, as shall be reasonable and
just and reasonably compensated under the then existing conditions that

shall actually exist; and it shall be the duty of all who supply or serve
the public to refrain from extortionate, unjust and unreasonable rates,

charges and prices for the commodities supplied and services rendered to

the public.

The construction and functions of the court are also novel in

many respects. An additional superior court judge, besides the

existing eleven in the state, is to be created. Then any one of

the twelve is to be appointed by the Connecticut chief justice

to be a court of commerce for a year, that is to have all the

power of an ordinary judge of the court and more, for he can

regulate procedure and suspend the rules of evidence; he can

employ an expert adviser or advisers; he may appoint a com-

mittee of investigation; and he may enter any order, decree or

judgment which he thinks fit as calculated to carry out the in-

tentions and spirit of the law. Any individual or party may

bring a case before the judge without the intervention or initia-

tive of an attorney should they prefer to do so. Appeal is given

from the court to the supreme court of the state under the

ordinary appellate form of procedure—but only on questions of

law, not of fact.

THE novelty, not to say radical originality, of the single

headed court is obvious. Its jurisdiction would reach out

broadly to public hygiene and include "all" employers of labor,

whether corporations or otherwise—matters hitherto voted be-

yond the purview of public service commissions. Whether its

powers would extend to finance and capitalization is not clear,

but presumptively they would, as any one of the judges might

hold the theory that capitalization bore on rates and forbid, for
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example, a new issue of stock. Tlie court, apparently, would

not possiss iiiiliative and would take up a case only on com-

plaint, wliicli in one .>;ensc would leave the corporations con-

siderable freedom of action but might, in another sense, sub-

ject them to purely vexatious procedure. Seemingly it would be

a kind of court of redress, yet with powers which extend be-

yond mere redress and into positive judgments relating to pub-

lic equity, necessity and convenience, in the largest meanings

of those terms. The fate of the measure will be watched with

interest in a state where the question of a strong public utility

commission has now for four years been an active issue in

politics, with the platforms of both parties in the last political

campaign indorsing it, and an outcome just possible is the

creation of the court as a quick appellate tribunal annexed to

such a commission. Meanwhile an antecedent fact may be em-

phasized. Connecticut has had for forty years or more a rail-

way commission with plenty of law behind it, but wretchedly

weak in personnel, policy and action. Had its composition and

character been the reverse, would we now be hearing of com-

merce courts and of public utilities as a topical question in state

politics?

THE post office appropriation bill, which is now being dis-

cussed in Congress, has a clause (page 20, H. R. 31, 539),

which, if adopted, will require the universal use of steel mail

cars by July 1, 1916. A provision in the bill requires the post

office department at once to adopt specifications for steel cars,

to which all new mail cars must conform, and there is a further

proviso that, from the date of the passage of the bill, the gov-

ernment must refuse to pay rental for any wooden mail car

which is run ahead of a steel car in any train. That is to say,

if there were steel passenger cars in a train, the mail car, if not

of steel, would have to be put at the rear of the train. As the

larger railways have long been in the habit of giving the post

office department about everything that it wanted, it is not un-

likely that this demand will have to be complied with—though to

do so will entail a heavy expenditure. Most of those mail cars

which will not in the ordinary course be retired within five years

are costly vehicles, and cannot be altered to be used for other

purposes except at a large loss. The troublesome part of the

proposal, however, is that which is designed to stop the mixing

of steel and wooden cars in the same train. Many roads, even

of those which do not own steel cars, would feel the effect of

this, for the Pullman Company has a good many steel sleeping

cars, which run over other roads than the Pennsylvania, and

which it may at any time wish to send over an unusual route.

To run a single steel sleeper at the rear of a long train would

incur the penalty of this proposed law. By and by the practice

of running mail and baggage cars at the rear of trains, now quite

common in a limited territory, may have to be made universal.

To think of every train being run with a blind end car at the

rear—like a mole being dragged by the tail ! Thus the real

poetry of railroading will be one step nearer its final extinction.

And the brand furnished by Mr. Brandeis and that ilk can never

take its place.

EIGHT years ago E. W. Winter came to the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit to put it on its feet. Since leaving the presidency

of the Northern Pacific in 1897 he had been active in various

enterprises, because there had been greater need for his services

than what he would admit to be his own need for a rest. He
had for two years been a confidential adviser for the directors

of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, and when they realized that they

needed him in active charge he took the office. Though it was
expected that the work he would have to do would only take

about six months, he really "enlisted for six months or the war,"

and he has seen it through. He resigned last week, taking ad-

vantage of a time when his work of reorganization is finished

and the company is ready to go ahead with a policy of extension

which he can leave in the hands of his fellow officers. Though

lie does not expect to retire from railway work permanently, he

has no definite plans aside from the enjoyment of several months

of the leisure he has earned. At the end of 1902 the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit was almost hopelessly run down ; track, cars,

credit—almost everything was in the same shape, and the com-

pany was barely earning a surplus. The new president asked the

directors for more and more money, and somehow they raised it.

In the seven years which followed, $40,000,000 was spent on

permanent improvements. Some $35,000,000 bonds were sold

under par, with a loss of $6,500,000 in discount, of which all but

$1,000,000 has been made up by earnings. Mr. Winter, so far

as he could, got all earnings put back into the property and

opposed dividend payments ; the stock is now paying 5 per cent.

However, his biggest work was not the physical rehabilitation of

the property but its moral rehabilitation, and raising it to the

plane of good repute in the eyes of the public. In 1903 the

management was under a unanimous fire of public condemna-

tion. The people were more than simply suspicious of the new

regime. Over and over again the B. R. T. had been taken in

hand by new managements promising all the service the public

could ask, but each house-cleaning brought in seven devils worse

than the first. Winning the respect and trust of the public,

rather than the bringing about the physical development of the

system, is what has taken years. Mr. Winter succeeded by

giving the road's patrons good service, raising the standard of

the employees and taking care of them, and, in the face of attack

and abuse, convincing the citizens of his integrity and fidelity to

trust.

OUR esteemed contemporary, the St. Louis Globe Democrat,

commenting on a recent editorial reference in this paper

(January 6, 1911, page 1) to the rapid growth of the commerce

of St. Louis during 1910 in spite of the so-called "bridge arbi-

trary" of which some of its business men greatly complain, as-

sures us this growth was entirely because St. Louis has a very

strong constitution, and not because its freight rate adjustment

is favorable. There is no doubt that St. Louis has a very good

constitution. Its business men are able and enterprising. But

our contemporary greatly exaggerates the disadvantages in

freight rates that they had to overcome. As has been shown in

this paper before, the total amount in the form of the so-called

arbitrary on coal that the shippers of St. Louis pay to the Termi-

nal Railroad Association each year is only about one-fifth of one

per cent, of the annual value of their manufactured products.

Surely, for a city having, as our contemporary says, a most ro-

bust constitution, a burden of one-fifth of one per cent, cannot

be so very heavy. Furthermore, as we have pointed out before,

the imposition of this very slight burden is entirely justified by

the conditions under which coal is transported from points in

Illinois to points in St. Louis. To offset the very slight disad-

vantage, growing out of its geographical location, of which St.

Louis complains, it has many and great advantages. It has one

of the most efficiently managed terminal railway systems in the

world. Its competitors complain that it has large advantages in

through railway rates. Chicago, for example, asserts that the

rates from St. Louis to the Southwest, and also to St. Paul, are

too low as compared with those from Chicago. Indianapolis

complains that the fates from St. Louis are too low as compared

with those from Indianapolis to almost all points of the compass.

Galveston complains that the rates from St. Louis to Oklahoma,

Kansas, Arkansas, etc., are too low as compared with those from

Galveston. The cities on the Pacific coast complain that the

rates from St. Louis to the intermountain territory are too low

as compared with those from the coast. According to its com-

petitors, St. Louis is one of the most favorably situated cities

in respect to freight rates in the United States. Now, the Ter-

minal Railroad Association is owned by the trunk lines that

enter St. Louis. Therefore, the trunk lines, which, in effect,

have made the rates charged by the Terminal Association, have

also made the very favorable rates which St. Louis enjoys to all

parts of the country. Does it not appeal to the sense of fairness
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of the Globe-Democrat that when it discusses the rate adjust-

ment of St. Louis it should consider it as a whole? It is the

entire adjustment that affects the city's commerce. The Globe-

Democrat says that the business men of St. Louis do not propose

to "stand" the disadvantages under which, it asserts, they labor.

There are other cities which say that they do not propose to

stand the disadvantage under which they labor as compared with

St. Louis. The jobbers at Denver and on the Missouri river are

finding, as a result of their successful litigation about the class

rates from the Atlantic seaboard, that rate readjustments are

not jug-handle affairs; for they are in a fair way to lose by the

Interstate Commerce Commission's principle, that a through

rate should ordinarily be the sum of the local rates, two dollars

for every dollar that they may gain by it. Probably the disinter-

ested and public-spirited real estate men oi St. Louis will ncv'er

agree that the Terminal Railroad Association should be given

the ordinances it needs to develop its facilities. If it should be

they would not get a chance to sell as much real estate for rail-

way purposes as they would if all the eastern railways were

forced to establish terminals in St. Louis. But we are sure that

if the Globe-Democrat will give due consideration to all the rate

advantages and disadvantages of its city, it will conclude that St.

Louis will be very much wiser to bear with such small rate evils,

real or imaginary, as it now has, rather than to fly to others of

which it knows not.

CANADIAN RECIPROCITY AS AFFECTING NEW ENGLAND.

FREDERIC BASTIOT, the French economist, used to state a

principle of political economy somewhat in these words : "All

men, women and children are consumers. They must, at the very

lowest terms of consumption, eat to live. But all men, women
and children are not producers. And only a small part of the

producers are such under a system of bounties, direct or indirect,

of governments. Therefore, as a very broad generalization, the

consumer's interest represents the greater good to the greater

number." This postulate which may almost be called an axiom

of Bastiot, can by an easy shift be applied to the railway interest

thus : Consumption is the larger and more vital interest. It

creates demand which production must and will necessarily meet.

The gap between the two is spanned by trade, and transportation

is a prime factor in trade. Trade must have its common car-

rier. Therefore any bar of trade is against the carrier's

interest.

This general dictum may be specifically applied to a region

like New England. The six New England states, constituting

together but one small corner of the nation, are, along with their

geography, highly concentric. They have a dense population,

very largely focused in some eighty cities, not to mention

many congested factory towns ; and they have one controll-

ing industry, manufacturing, which in a very great degree

makes them industrially homogeneous, though within the bounds

of manufacturing the products are infinitely heterogeneous.

Moreover, most of the New England factories are old ; they are

the beneficiaries of the latest mechanical devices of the inventive

Yankee race ; whether it is machine work or hand work they

are highly organized ; and the cost of labor and cost of material

are almost the only varying elements of their efficiency in com-

petition. As related to the railways, the vast factory interests

of New England consume low class freight and turn out high

rate freight. They take in raw iron, copper, steel, wool and cot-

ton. They send out iron, copper and brass machinery and hard-

ware, large and small, and the manufactured textiles. And
they send not merely to the rest of the country but to trans-

atlantic markets. Their business is intensive and assertive, con-

stantly craving an expanded market ; and more than ever

needing the wider mart, now that, seeking either nearness to the

market or to the raw material, the competing cotton factory is

springing up in the South and mechanical industries in the

Central West.

As New England is geographically and industrially consoli-

dated, so is the system of railways, now almost exclusively under
the New Haven company's ownership or control. But the out-

lying northern part of the New Haven system is represented

by the Boston & Maine, whose lines, including those of the

leased Maine Central, reach the Grand Trunk and the Canadian
Pacific at seven or eight points. Bearing on the character of the

Boston & Maine traffic as affected by the proposed reciprocity

treaty with Canada, its classification of freight business last year

is suggestive

:

Commodities. Tons.
Products of agriculture 2,979,023
Products of animals 1,044,721
Products of mines 5.966,008
Products of forests 3,334,577
Manufactures 4,659,081
Miscellaneous 4,832,118

Total 22,815,528

The detailed analysis of the large groups of railway freight

on the connecting system between New England and Canada
brings out some striking facts in favor of the reciprocity

schedules.

Out of the first group (products of agriculture, 2,979,023 tons)

only three, hay, potatoes and vegetables can possibly mean in-

jury to the farmer under the reciprocity plan, and of these hay

has the natural vantage of bulky material in nearness to the

New England markets ; and the great potato crop of Aroostook

county, Maine, has the additional vantage of prolific soil and

wholesale cultivation by machinery. The three products named
are less than one-third of the Boston & Maine "agricultural"

freight, the rest—grain, flour, cotton, etc.—coming from out-

side New England. These exotics, under any tariff, must for

the most part enter New England by rail either over the Boston

& Albany or by the New Haven system, including the Boston &
Maine.

The second group (1,044,721 tons, products of animals) in-

cludes live stock, dressed meats, other packing house products,

poultry, game, fish, wool, hides and leather. A mere glance at

these commodities will show how largely they are extraneous to

New England. Fish, with game and poultry, formed together

but 66,936 tons ; and the protests of Gloucester against reciprocity

and free fish is more than countered by the acclaim of reciprocity

by the fish merchants; also the census figures show how Glouces-

ter gained 70 per cent, in population under the old Canadian

reciprocity treaty and has fallen from 28,211 to 24,398 during the

last 15 years.

The third group (products of mines, 5,966,008 tons) consisting

of coal, ore and stone, is so obviously unrelated in the main to

New England industry as to require no comment, except to call

special attention to the benefit of cheaper coal to the railways

under the reduced duty on the coal from the mines of the

Canadian maritime provinces. Incidentally, attention may be

called to the $8,608,066 extended last year for coal by the New
Haven-Boston & Maine system for locomotives alone.

The fourth group (products of the forests, 3,334,577 tons) has

as its major item lumber, 2,644,853 tons. Is a reduced duty on

Canada lumber as against the extending forests of Maine a thing

for railway lament?

The fifth and sixth groups, manufactures and miscellaneous,

may practically be treated together as factory products, the ad-

vantage for which, as a whole, of the expanded Canadian markets

admit of no argument adverse to the railways and every argument

in their favor. Together they represent 9,491,199 tons, or ap-

proximately 42 per cent, of the Boston & Maine freight business,

and of far greater percentage in its total freight receipts, owing

to higher classification.

In a general summary the returns show that out of the Boston

& Maine total freight traffic of 22,815,528 tons, a tonnage, ex-

clusive of lumber, of not more than about 6 per cent, can by

any stretch of fancy or fear be affected unfavorably by the new

reciprocity bill, and affected, at most, only by a moderate fraction

of that tonnage.

The New Haven system in southern New England, with its
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dense population, has no such classification of IrciKlil business by

conuuoditics as has tlie Boston & Maine. iUit with some minor

variants it would undoubtedly give similar returns. The conclu-

sion is irresistible that the interests of the New ICngland railways,

along with the other transportation interests of that region, lie

on the side of ilio reciprocity bill. That conclusion may for the

moment be ba?ed on the nature of the railway traffic alone. But

it docs not negative a closing allusion to the values of general

enlargement of trade, the stimulus to business of cheaper com-

modities, the comforts of lower prices of food for the laborer

and those multiplied benefits of the many wliicii contrast with

the profits of the few.

PREVENTING COLLISIONS BY STATUTE.

THE question of what shall be done to prevent collisions is

now squarely before the legislature of Indiana, and it will

be interesting to see what the law-makers do with it. None of

the bills appear to have been the result of any serious study of

the situation. One proposes to give the railway commission

discretion to enforce its orders requiring the installation of

block signals ; and there is a confusing variety of other measures.

Indiana has been more active in this matter than any other state.

A law was passed in 1907 making the use of the block system

compulsory, but it had numerous defects. No authority was

designated to decide what should be accepted as a satisfactory

block system ; roads of small income were excepted, and electric

roads were specifically exempted. The railway commissioners

made earnest efforts to have the law enforced in its proper spirit,

but the railways blocked the commission's wheels wherever

possible. Last autumn there were several bad butting collisions

on interurban roads—one on the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley,

killing 41 passengers—and the commission made a special report

to the governor, which report is now before the legislature. The

interurban roads are in some respects even more dangerous than

the steam roads, and the fact that the block system law does not

apply to them does not alter this fact.

If there is any virtue in legislation on this subject, here is an

opportunity to demonstrate the fact. A beginning has been made

(in the passage of the law of 1907) and the thing to do now is

to perfect what has been begun. Block signaling, if regulated by

law, ought to be under the control of the federal government

for the sake of uniformity; but as long as Congress neglects to

act, state legislatures have a good right to act. A legislator who

imitates the do-nothing policy of Congress only stultifies himself.

There is no denying the difficulty of the problem. The Indiana

commission told the governor, in substance, that the trolley

roads ought to have the block system, but that they were so

poor that the expenditure which would be necessary for its adop-

tion would bankrupt them. The commission, however, weakened

its position by not boldly taking a positive stand for "safety first,

speed afterward." The commissioners saw that the block system

was the thing needed, yet wasted much valuable ammunition in

the discussion of partial remedies. They seem to have ignored

the plain lesson of experience, that the block system is the only

rational remedy for collisions, and that the time interval

system, however much it is bolstered up, will still be so faulty

as to be immeasurably inferior to the block system. Improve-

ment, without the block system, is not entirely out of the ques-

tion, but at best there would be many serious dangers still un-

touched. The perplexing question of what to do when the block

system is seen to be necessary and the only alternative is a serious

diminution of the speed of trains, while yet there is no money in

the treasury to establish the block system, is one for the railway

company, primarily ; and the commission, on its part, would have

done well to stick more closely to the single main point, the safe-

guarding of the passengers' Hves. It is not bound to settle all the

railways' troubles.

It is a pity that the commission could not have made a more

vigorous report to the legislature. A perfect report does not in-

sure wise legislative action, it is true ; but with a ringing declara-

tion of what ought to be done tiie connnissicjuers could then, with

clear consciences, leave the responsibility with the legislature.

We have not the space for the whole of tlie report, but wc give

below* its main paragraph, in the commissioners' own language.

The conmiission takes a level-headed view of the situation, but

leaves too much to the "wisdom" of the legislature. The subject

is so involved that it is to be feared that the legislature—like in-

numerable other legislatures in similar situations in the past

—

will fail to take effective action. Legislatures are not likely to

liave much wisdom on block signaling.

-And the wisdom of the commissioners is unsatisfactory. Clear-

siglited as they are in nearly everything that they say, they leave

the subject suspended in the air. The recommendations for better

men and better discipline are excellent, are in the right direction,

and are needed, but these improvements will not prevent col-

lisions; not unless the teaching of many years of past experience

is false. That second paragraph of the recommendation to the

company is all right for a preliminary order or recommendation,

but if it is to truly embody the rightful demands of the people of

Indiana (or of any state) it needs to be backed up by a declara-

tion that the block system and nothing less will be accepted as a

preventive measure. And the legislators cannot be expected to

make such a declaration until they have been suitably informed by

the commission.

An esteemed correspondent who lives in Indiana has written

to inform us that in some of our comments in the past we have

done the commissioners a grave injustice by calling them a

political commission, and he takes up the cudgels in their defense.

He says that there are as many Democrats as Republicans among
the commission's employees, and that the commissioners them-

selves are non-partisan, and in this matter of safety they have

done the best that could be done under laws which give the

board very limited powers. Assuming that we did use the term

here cited—we have not found it in our recent files—we referred

not so much to the doings of the board as to its origin. As in

nearly every other state, the commissioners, selected by or in

accordance with the spirit of a governor and a legislature whose

* "Conclusions as to the cause of these accidents are not difficult; the
recommendation of a practical and efficient remedy for such accidents under
subsisting conditions of interurban organization, operation and revenues
is the most difficult work ever required of this commission. It is clear to

us that these operating conditions are incompatible with safety, and we so
report; and that fatal accidents must continue to occur unless^ there are
radical changes and betterments: that on the one hand, the public demand,
and have the right to demand a much higher degree of safety than these
lines now afford, and this proper factor of safety can be secured only by
the expenditure of larger amounts of money than is now used in the em-
ployment of competent, trained, experienced men, and the installation of

adequate safety devices, and by holding to criminal responsibility who ever
by flagrant neglect causes these fatalities; on the other hand, it is equally

clear that if this is done, as it ought to be, that there will be little or

nothing left, passing all questions of dividends on stock, to pay interest

on the bonds of some of these companies."
Acting under the law providing for such cases, the commission sent to

the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company a list of recommenda-
tions for improvements, the substance of which was as follows:

1. (a) That said company shall secure and employ better railroad men
for motormen and conductors, taking such steps as are necessary to secure

capable and fit men, and to keep them in their service; (b) that applicants

for positions as motormen or conductors should not be employed until their

former records have been carefully considered; (c) that all motormen here-

after employed shall have at least one year's experience in train service,

this qualification being no greater than the law of the state requires for

flagmen of passenger trains on steam railways; (d) that no other duties

be assigned to motormen than the operation of their cars, and that they

shall not be required to do the work, or assist in doing the work of baggage-

men or expressmen; (e) that separate compartments shall be provided for

motormen, so that their exclusive attention may be given to operating their

cars, and so that they may not be diverted by the conversation of passengers

or other persons; (f) that when a trailer or an additional car is attached to

the motor car, a third man shall be put on to assist and work under the

direction of the conductor.
2. That said company proceed to install block signals on its interurban

railway, and to this end that within sixty days, it shall report, and subinit

to this commission plans and blue prints of some adequate block system, the

same to be hereafter installed and operated as soon as practically possible.

3. That said company shall enforce the double order system of despatch-

ing on its lines; and that hereafter no exception under any circumstances

shall be made to this rule. Delays are better than accidents.
_

4. That although trainmen should operate by rules and time-cards_ and

orders, and signals when installed, said company shall proceed to eliminate

obstructions to sight at curves, where sight is badly obstructed. And until

this is done, said company is directed to post slow speed signals at said

curves, and to reduce speed of cars at such places to a limit of not ex-

ceeding fifteen miles per hour. u v j a
5. That division superintendents and trainmasters should not be burdenea

with other duties than those pertaining to train operation.
_

6. The train despatchers should not be required to handle interlocking

plants or to perform other duties than those pertaining to the despatching

of trains.
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very breath is politics, can hardly be expected to get out of that

atmosphere. A bi-partisan commission, impartial as between
different parties, is often weakened by politics as much as though

it were partisan, and the term "political" would apply to it the

same as the other. Even in New York, Governor Hughes, who
was looked up to by the whole country as an ideal officer

who would act wisely in matters of this kind, in appointing

ten commissioners, selected only two who were experts

in railway matters. We are free to admit that the Indiana

commissioners have done as well as they knew how to do ; what
we complain of is that they did not take expert advice in regard

to the collision disgrace and do as well as anybody knew how to

do. It is quite possible that the advice which they took was
sound, but that they lacked the courage to adopt it, and present a

correspondingly vigorous declaration to the legislature. But a

situation of that kind only emphasizes our point the more
forcibly; for to give sound advice to a legislature a railway com-
missioner not only must have public .spirit and general knowledge,

but, in addition to these, that special knowledge of railway con-

ditions which, in many critical matters, comes only from training

and experience in close contact with railway conditions. In

other words, a railway expert is needed. It is out of the ques-

tion to expect even the best citizens, non-railroaders, to qualify

as capable commissioners in one year; nor in three years, except

under favoring circumstances.

THE "LEAGUE FOR PUBLIC SAFETY" AND RAILWAY ACCIDENTS

«I HAGUE for Public Safety" is the name of a concern,
•*—

' having headquarters in Chicago, which is inquired about

by a correspondent whose letter we print in another column.

This "league" devotes itself principally to the promotion of an

automatic train stop ; and as schemes for the introduction of

one device or another under this general head seem to be in-

creasingly common, we have taken some pains to make inquiry,

on the lines suggested by our correspondent. The particular

apparatus offered in this case may or may not have merit in

itself—some devices possessmg a good deal of worth have

fallen into the hands of discreditable persons—but as the Chicago

concern represents a type of men which has annoyed railway

officers throughout the country, it may deserve a word.

Clyde Alison Mann was formerly the secretary of this "league."

He tells us that the present secretary is E. P. Bryant. Mr. Mann,
however, is still "very much interested" in its work and expects

to see the "league" very active during the present year. He
admits that he has been active both in the "league" and in the

organization of the Railway Safety Equipment Company, but

protests that no unfavorable conclusion is warranted from his

simultaneous connection with the league and with the automatic

stop concern. He says that as soon as he can get the leas;ue

"on its feet" he intends to withdraw from it and give his services

entirely to the Railway Safety Equipment Company. The device

being promoted by this company consists of a hinged lever

depending from the engine or tender, and a trip which in the

stop position presents a curved upper surface to the roller in

the lower end of the lever. The upward movement given the roller

by its passing over the curved surface of the trip causes a service

application of the brakes. The device has not been tested by any
railway officers or the engineers of any state commission, so far

as can be learned, nor is it included among those schemes that

are considered by the Block Signal and Train Control Board
to possess merit warranting their further development.

The claim made by the "league" in the circular quoted by our

correspondent that the Block Signal Board is overwhelmed with

work and can make little headway, has no substance. The board

has had to deal with a great many devices which do not deserve

consideration ; but so far as concerns those which have merit,

the board has complained rather of delay on the part of the

proprietors. Automatic stops which are worth testing have been

tested as fast as they were presented in accordance with the rule

laid down by Congress.

The general subject of automatic stops was considered in an
editorial in our last issue, page 153. The problems connected
with it are beset with difficulties. The theory is attractive, but
in its practical application the superintendent and the signal

engineer have to deal with refinements of mechanical and elec-

trical practice, and of discipline, which can be only imperfectly
measured and compared. Whether to try to improve the safety

of trains by the simple methods which have proved so successful
in England; or to assume that English discipline is impossible in

this country and try to make mechanical devices take the place
of men, is a question which two railway managers might decide
in opposite ways, and yet neither of the two be able to prove
the other wrong. The most common error is the assumption
that the mechanical (or electrical) substitute for brains will be
perfect. It is almost certain not to be perfect.

The problem being thus obscure, the rational-minded inventor
or railway manager will handle it constantly with caution. As
the Block Signal and Train Control Board has said, there is

an unlimited field for the improvement of the personnel as well

as the materiel of American railways. Muckraking circulars

concerning railway accidents almost invariably prove to have
their origin in schemes for private profit, rather than in a desire

to promote the welfare of the public. With such a purpose, the

promoter always aims to get something done by the railway

companies, which are supposed to have fat treasuries. If purely
disinterested, why not look at some of the faults of the men?
Unfortunately, these can be cured only by the slow processes of

education, and there can be no patent on any magic formula.

The railway companies have sins enough to answer for, and we
are not offering apologies for them; but there would be a more
even balance in the discussion if the employees were oftener

called to account for their delinquencies. It often has been

pointed out that a large majority of accidents on American rail-

ways is due, not to shortcomings of plant or rules of operation,

but to the failure of employees to obey the rules. The railways

of Great Britain do not have automatic stops, and very few
automatic block signals, yet have records of a high degree of

safety. That their accident record is better than that of American
railways is mainly due to two elements : the universal use of the

space interval, and the fact that British employees implicity obey

the rules; and they do this because English trainmen and station

men have been so long used strictly to obeying rules and orders

that it has become second nature. Moreover, the laws designed

to punish men who carelessly or recklessly disregard their duty,

are better enforced than here. In spite of the fact that these

things are well known to railway men and that they repeatedly

have been given publicity, mo.st-of the denunciation of American

railway accidents, and practically all the legislation regarding

them, are directed agamst the railway corporations, and ex-

tremely few of them against the employees. But agitations con-

ducted in this way do not and will not prevent accidents. As
the Block Signal Board points out, "nowhere in the world have

appliances for safeguarding railway transportation been so highly

developed as in this country, notwithstanding which nowhere in

the world is there a greater proportionate number of accidents

of the kind which such advance in the art should prevent."

What is most desirable is better co-operation between the rail-

way managements and the employees to stop accidents. The

Chicago & North Western, through its "safety committees," con-

sisting of both officers and men, is making an effort to secure

such co-operation, the results of which will be studied with lively

interest by railway officers throughout the country. Unless ef-

fective co-operation can be generally brought about, we shall

require the sort of discipline on our railways to which the masters

of steamships are subjected by the United States government.

The other day a locomotive engineman on a railway in Idaho ran

past two signals which were set against him, disregarded the

frantic hand signals of the trainmen on another train, and ran

into their caboose, killing the roadmaster, who happened to be

on it. When this sort of thing happens on a railway and the

superintendent attempts to administer proper discipline, he is
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waited on by protesting committees of employees, who very likely

will threaten a strike if the management insists on executing

exemplary punishment. On the other hand, if the master of a

steamship runs past signals he is likely to have his license sum-

marily taken away. A case in point is that of Captain Alfred

Croskey and Fourth Officer Henry J. Allen of the steamship

Northzi'cstcrn, which was stranded on San Juan island on the Pa-

cific coast on December 2 last. Although Captain Croskey had

been on duty continuously over 16 hours, inspectors of the United

States government suspended his license for one year, saying

that they were "of the opinion that Captain Croskey was guilty

of negligence on this occasion in turning the command of the

ship over even temporarily to an officer who is not recognized

as a skilful pilot in those waters." They also suspended the

license of Fourth Officer Allen for three months, holding

that, although he had had no experience in the waters in question,

he was not relieved from the responsibility of keeping a good

lookout and doing his best to navigate his ship safely, and that

his failure to ascertain by taking cross bearings of the lights that

his position was dangerous was highly censurable. The con-

ductor and engineman of a train are its master and first officer.

They are paid high wages because they plead the weight of their

responsibilities. It is to be feared there are many of them, and

of other employees, who will never fully live up to their re-

sponsibilities until they are dealt with in the same firm way by

public sentiment and by the government as are the officers of

steamships; and there is precisely the same reason for so dealing

with them as there is for so dealing with the officers of steam-

ships.

Before the government will so deal with them, it will be

necessary to educate public opinion to a point where it will

require the government to do it. How this work of education

shall be done is a hard problem. The Harriman Lines began

some years ago to carry on the work of public education by

giving wide publicity to the facts about their accidents. In the

year 1903-1904 the number of accidents on the Union Pacific was

20 for 1,000,000 locomotive miles, and in the last half of 1910 it

was but 4 for 1,000,000 locomotive miles. In 1903-1904 there were

29.5 accidents for 1,000,000 locomotive miles on the Pacific system

of the Southern Pacific and in the last half of 1910 there were but

10.5. It is certain that this marked reduction in accidents was not

brought about entirely by publicity, for meantime the plants and

operating methods of the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific

were greatly improved. But it seems quite probable that it was

largely brought about by publicity. And it is absolutely certain

that the work of public education, which is one of the pre-

requisites to the substantial reduction of accidents, is not only

not furthered, but is to a large extent rendered impossible, by

the reckless denunciations of irresponsible writers the sole pur-

pose of some of whom seems to be to get their hands into the

railway companies' treasuries.

NEW BOOKS.

Mechanical World Electrical Pocket Book for 1911. Cloth, 3^ x 6 in.,

180 pages of text and blank pages for diary and memoranda for the

year. Price, 6d. Emmott & Company, 20 Bedford street, London.

The electrical pocket book published by the Mechanical World

of London has been revised and so condensed that it affords

space for a large number of new tables relating to current density,

temperature rise, illumination, depreciation allowance and many

others. The notes on accumulators have been rewritten and

extended and a new section on liquid starters has been intro-

duced. In general, the book has been thoroughly revised and

contains many new illustrations.

Employers' Liability and Workmen's Compensation. Bureau of Labor,
Department of Commerce & Labor, Washington, D. C.

Bulletin No. 90 of the Bureau of Labor is devoted largely to

the subjects of employers' liability and workmen's compensation.

There is a history of federal and state legislation, and the work

of federal and state connnissions appointed to inquire into the

subject; action taken by employers and associations of em-
ployers and workmen, and the laws recently enacted by the state

of New York; the results of a recent conference in Chicago of

state commissioners; a summary of the important features of

workmen's compensation systems at present in force in 26 coun-

tries, and the cost of employers' liability and workmen's compen-

sation insurance in the United States and various other countries.

Proceedings of the International Railroad Master Blacksmiths Association.
258 pages, 6 in. x 9 in. Secretary, A. L. Woodworth, C. 11. & D. R. R.,
Lima, Ohio.

The eighteenth annual convention of this association was held

at Detroit, Mich., August, 16, 17 and 18, 1910. Among the

more important subjects considered were tools and formers;

frogs, crossings and switches; treatment of high-speed steel;

frame making and repairing; the use of scrap; piecework; oxy-

acetylene welding; spring making and repairing. An account of

this convention appeared in the Railway Age Gazette of Sep-

tember 2, 1910. The book is neatly arranged and contains a

large number of illustrations of tools and handy devices. The
executive committee met October 23, 1910, and selected Toledo

as the place for holding the next convention.

SJ^ltef1^ to ih^ J^dilon

THE "LEAGUE FOR PUBLIC SAFETY."

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

For some tiine railway managers and the press in all parts

of the country have been receiving circulars sent out by the

"League for Public Safety," 339 Rand-McNally Building.

Chicago. The "League"' in these circulars has dealt with the

subject of railway accidents. It has given statistics about them

in gruesome detail, lamented their continuance in many Jeremiads,

and criticized railway managements for inadequate appreciation

of the needs of the situation. In its bulletin number two hundred

forty-six, dated January 14, 1911, for example, it says, "Railway

managements fail to realize that the reduction of wreck damage

and loss will pay for protective equipment in from one to ten

years. Absolute protection will pay for itself in a few years."

Who are the men who are thus giving their time and spending

their money to promote the safety of transportation on our rail-

ways? Who is C. A. Mann? It is said that the same office which

is occupied by the "League for Public Safety," and from which it

sends its literature, is also occupied by the Railway Safety Equip-

ment Company, which recently was organized, under the laws of

Illinois. This company was formed to promote the sale of the

Collord-Rohe automatic stop, a device intended, as its name
implies, to bring trains automatically to a stop when there is

danger ahead.

In one of the circulars of the "League" which was sent to

numerous general managers of railways it says

:

"The Train Control Board of the Interstate Commerce Commission is

overwhelmed with devices, good, bad and indifferent, designed to accom-
plish this purpose (to add the avitomatic stop feature to block signals),

and, consequently, can make little headway. Therefore, the appalling
casualty record requires that any practical solution of the Board's chief
problem be presented to you as very important to the public and the rail-

ways. We have made independent investigclion, and beg to forward here-
with for your engineers, data concerning the 'Collord-Rohe' equipment,
which tested very successfully. We understand it is ine.vpensive, simple,
absolute, can be used in connection with track circuits or manually and by
steam or electric roads. Public welfare, we are convinced, will be served
by an investigation of the merits of claims made for the Collord-Rohe
patents."

Many railway officers would be glad to know what, if any,

backing is really possessed by such "leagues" as this. If they are

able by their sometimes plausible statements to influence legisla-

tors and others, their true character should be known. On the

other hand, if they are mere money getters, such as are referred

to by the Block Signal Board in its annual report as "scarcely less

than fraudulent" (Railway Age Gazette, January 20, page 119,

bottom of first column), they ought to be exposed. C. W. S.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN MARYLAND.

BY GEORGE L. FOWLER.

Associate Editor, Railway Age Gasette.

The Western Maryland is building an extension from Cinn-

berland, Md., northwesterly for about 87 miles, across the Alle-

gheny mountains to Connellsville, Pa. The way is hard and

rough, yet all pains have been taken in the location and con-

struction of the extension to make it a low grade mountain line

fully up to the most modern railway work. It is evident that

there must be some very good reasons for such an undertaking,

and it is the object of this article to set forth these reasons.

As it stands today, the Western Maryland represents the con-

solidation of two comparatively small roads with a link that

was built to connect them. While it forms a part of east and west

and of north and south lines, it is a small part, and is not con-

sidered as an element of great moment in through traffic. The
two roads forming the basis of its present mileage are the old

Western Maryland, running from Baltimore west to Cherry Run,

with a loop around by Hanover, having a spur to York and a

branch from Edgemont on the main line north to Shippensburg,

where there is a connection with the Philadelphia & Reading ; also

a low grade cut off line from Hagerstown to Zumbro on the line

from Edgemont to Shippensburg, making a low grade connection

via Hagerstown, with the Philadelphia & Reading at Shippens-

burg. The second road is the West Virginia Central & Pitts-

burgh, running from Cumberland southwesterly to Elkins, Durbin

and BeHngton, W. Va., and tapping the coal measures in the

northeastern portion of that state When these two roads had

been brought under one management there was a gap of about 56

miles between them. The West Virginia Central & Pittsburgh

originated a large portion of the coal traffic which after being

hauled to Cumberland was there delivered to the Baltimore &
Ohio to be taken to Cherry Run, whence it went over the western

Maryland to tidewater or was sent north for New York or

New England delivery. Under these conditions the originating

road had only a partial participation in its own traffic and the

first step taken in the development was to build the Cumber-

land connection from Cherry Run to Cumberland, and thus

make a through route from the West Virginia coal fields to

tidewater. It was a heavy piece of construction, costing about

$117,000 a mile, but the results have justified the outlay.

While a discussion of these West Virginia coal fields belongs

more properly to the industrial department of the road, it is

well to mention them here because they have heretofore fur-

nished the main body of the road's traffic. The entire coal

movement at present is about 7,000,000 tons annually and is grow-

ing rapidly. The coal originated on the line comes from the

Georges Creek, Potomac and Kanawha fields. The location of

these fields is shown on the map.

But a few miles from the Huttonsville terminus the famous

New River coal field will be reached. Up to this time its develop-

ment has been discouraged owing to the enormous quantity of

coal available at nearer points to market. A demand for this

superior quality of coal is causing attention to be paid to this

field and an early development may be expected. An average

analysis of the New River coal as mined for local use near Elkins,

may be taken as :

Moisture 35 per cent.
Volatile matter 29.03 " "
Fixed carbon 65.87 " "
Ash 4.75 " "
Sulphur 0.828 " "

from which a coke of the following analysis can be made

:

Moisture 52 per cent.
Volatile matter 54 "
Fixed carbon 92.01 "
Ash 6.93 "
Sulphur 52 "
Phosphorus 029 "

The coals of the Upper Potomac basin run higher in ash and

lower in volatile matter. For example those of the Kittanning

seam carry from 7.5 to 8 per cent, ash, about 22 per cent, volatile

matter and 69 per cent, fixed carbon with about 1 per cent, sul-

phur and .017 per cent, phosphorus. The Freeport coals pre-
sent about the same analyses. The Georges Creek coal is nearly
worked out and the estimates are that it will be exhausted and
the operations abandoned in five or six years more. The
Kanawha coals that are on the line have approximately the
same analysis as the New River. The veins run from 3 ft. to 6 ft.

thick, with occasional rises to as high as 23 ft., the latter being a
limited area of the Georges Creek or Pittsburg Dam. But
this last is very exceptional and these thick veins are
nearly exhausted. But in addition to the fields which are al-

ready being worked there are other and adjacent properties that

have not yet been tapped and which contain hundreds of mill-

ions of tons which the future development of this region will

bring to the surface. Among these fields is that of the Freeport
and Kittanning measures, lying along the Casselman and
Youghiogheny rivers, which has not yet been sufficiently explored
to determine its possibilities either in quantity or quality, but
of which the indications are that it will be valuable in both. It

is known to be a coking coal. It is rather high in volatile

matter and ash, and must be washed before shipping, but is,

nevertheless, a thoroughly marketable article and is found in

seams of from 3 ft. to 7 ft. thick. In the years that it has
occupied the Youghiogheny valley, the Baltimore & Ohio has made
no attempt to cross the river and secure this product. It in-

volved considerable expense in the way of bridges and spans,

so that it has been neglected. The estimated traffic that can be
secured from operations to be developed in these fields is placed

by the Western Maryland officials at 1,000,000 tons a year, with

a probability of 1,000,000,000 tons existing and available with

modern methods of mining and prices.

At present the output of the mines controlled by the com-
pany is about 12,000 tons a day, to which 6,000 tons must be

added for those of the independent operators, with a steady and
liealthy growth on the part of each, which will insure a good
traffic to the road for years to come.

Returning to the development under consideration, even with

the Cumberland connection from Cherry Run there was no

through connection. It will be remembered that several years

ago, it was expected that the Western Maryland would be

the eastern outlet of the Wabash. This did not work out, how-
ever, and after the reorganization of the company, a year ago,

traffic arrangements were made with the New York Central

Lines west of Pittsburgh, with the result that, with the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie between Connellsville and Pittsburgh, it

only remained to build a line from Cumberland to Connellsville

to secure the shortest line between Baltimore and Pittsburgh,

and to throw open the rails of the Western Maryland to through

East and West traffic, and put it in the position of a competitor

for trunk line business.

The details of the construction of this line are of sufficient

interest to warrant a separate consideration, and this will be

given, from an engineering standpoint, in the next issue of this

paper. Suffice it to say, here, that the immediate problem was

to build a low-grade line across the Allegheny mountains,

through a rough country, and secure a location that would bring

operating expenses down to a minimum, and, while not spar-

ing expenses at a cost to this future efficiency, make a line

that would put the minimum burden of fixed charges on the

road. The estimated cost was put at about $13,000,000. Con-

trary to the usual method of financing it was found to be pos-

sible to secure the funds and build the line on the proceeds of

stock only, so that, when built, it will stand clear of indebted-

ness and not add a cent to fixed charges.

This tells a double story. It speaks for the skill and standing

of the men who negotiated it and for the confidence of in-

vestors in the desirability of the connection and of its probable

value to the road. As it stands, then, the total funded debt of

the main and leased lines imposes a fixed annual interest charge

of about $1,275,000. Under present conditions the total gross
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annual revenue is about $7,500,000, and it is estimated that this

annual revenue will rise to $12,000,000 after the connection is

opened for traffic, and that, to repeat, without an increase of fixed

charges.

Now, what is the warrant for such an estimate? First, dis-

tance. The route over the Western Maryland and the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie to Pittsburgh offers the following advantages as

compared with competitive routes

:

Baltimore to Pittsburgh via Western Maryland 317 miles
" " " " Pennsylvania 329 "

" " " Baltimore & Ohio 327
" " Cleveland " Western Maryland 449 "
" " " " Pennsylvania 468 "
' " Baltimore & Ohio 497
" " Toledo " Western Maryland 562 "

" " " " Pennsylvania 589
"

" Baltimore & Ohio 642
" " Chicago " Western Maryland 806 "

" " " " Pennsylvania 798 "
" Baltimore & Ohio 813

The distance from Pittsburgh and Chicago to New York will

also be less by this new route than by the Baltimore & Ohio.

It is argued, then, that with a lower mileage the chances for

traffic are at least as good as over competitive lines.

Of course, without suitable traffic arrangements, the exten-

sion of the road across the Alleghenies and down into Connells-

ville would mean little more than a bid for some of the traffic

that originates in the great coke district. But, as a matter of

fact, it is not this that is sought for, it is considered that this

will probably continue to follow its present routes, and that

reliance must be placed on getting access to the great Pitts-

burgh district which the New York Central terminal facilities

will enable it to do. The Pittsburgh connection will throw open

the whole field tapped by these northern and western connec-

tions, and it will depend, to a large extent, on the facilities

offered by the tidewater terminals as to how much can be in-

duced to move that way. Meanwhile an outlet to the West will

be formed for the high grade West Virginia coals that will fur-

nish an increasing amount of originating traffic when the line

is in operation.

The new extension, therefore, will not only open a short line

to the seaboard, but one that will have ample terminal facilities

at each end, and present the minimum of adverse grade to east-

bound traffic. As it stands, the profile of the Cumberland-Con-

nellsville extension is the easiest against eastbound traffic of

any of the northern lines crossing the Alleghenies. It presents

a smooth, almost uniform rise from Connellsville to the summit

of the Alleghenies, as well as on the drop down the eastern

slope. The maximum grade against eastbound traffic will be

42 ft. to the mile, while that of the Pennsylvania is 79 ft., and

the Baltimore & Ohio 53 to 62 ft. This will involve some pusher

service, to be sure, which will be discussed in a later issue.

After leaving Cumberland, eastbound, the line runs over an

undulating profile, on which the maximum grade against east-

bound tiaffic is 0.3 per cent, for 74 miles to Williamsport, Md.

From here it rises on a 1 per cent, grade into Hagerstown (about

six miles) and then for 17 miles, to the summit, the rise is by

undulating profile, the maximum grades being 1.5 per cent.

On this part of the line the Mallet compound locomotive

has been introduced for pusher service, with very satisfactory

and economical results; one Mallet, with 320,000 lbs. on the

driving wheels taking the place of two consolidation locomotives

each having 180,000 lbs. on the driving wheels. At Highfield

the road divides, one part reaching Emory Grove, 20 miles out

of Baltimore, by way of Gettysburg and Hanover, and the other

by the more direct southern route. By the latter the distance

to Emory Grove is 50 miles, whereas it is 74 miles by the north-

ern route. But as the grades against eastbound traffic are less,

on the northern route all of the loaded trains are sent that way,

while the empties are hauled back over the shorter line. This

affords the facilities of a double track over this portion of the

route, an operation similar in every respect to that of the Norfolk

& Western from Naugatuck to Kenova, as described in the Rail-

road Gazette of October 2, 1903.

Aside from the through line traffic that is expected from the
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western connections, the road runs through a country that is

comparatively rich in mineral resources and capable of con-

tributing a considerable originating traffic.

For the first 20 miles out of Baltimore it passes througli a

rich agricultural section which is being developed along the lines

of its natural resources as well as for suburban residence. This

section passed, it strikes through a limestone region where the

rocks possess valuable properties both for cement making and

for furnace flux ; and closely associated with these are extensive

beds of brown hematite iron ore that have been worked in the

past and which probably have a future before them, as they

are available and have been used in open hearth work, but which

are rather too high in phosphorus to be suitable for the bes-

semer process. These beds of ore lie not only along the east

slope of the Blue Ridge, but extend well down towards

Baltimore.

Analysis shows that these ores run from 46 to 48 per cent,

of iron, with occasional rises to 55 and even 60 per cent., and

that they carry from .67 to .94 per cent, of phosphorus and

about .025 of sulphur. Then along the summit of the Blue Ridge

there is a line of magnetic ore that has been woi'ked.

These resources are cited, not because it is the expectation

of the officers of the road that they will be opened in the near

future, but merely to indicate the geologic character of the coun-

try through which it passes.

The limestone, however, is a different proposition, and the

quarries of that material are being vigorously worked. Analysis

shows it to be of a high quality; for example, that at Thomas-
ville shows

Carbonate of lime, Ca Co. 97.5 to 98. per cent.
Silica, Si O2 25 " .01 "
Iron oxide, Fe™ O3 02 " .03 "

This is, to be sure, a banner quarry, but the quarry at Wake-
field gives from 91.54 to 96 per cent, carbonate of lime, and that

at Union Bridge from 94.1 to 97.14 per cent. At the latter

place, nature seems to have done her best, for close beside the

limestone there are shales especially well suited for cement manu-

facture, and a mill to utilize the two resources, thus lying

together, is in course of construction. At Cotoctin there is a bed

of high-grade dolomite that will analyze about 54 per cent, car-

bonate of lime and from 42 to 48 per cent, carbonate of mag-

nesia. These beds of limestone and ore are also shown on the map.

Further to the west, in the neighborhood of Cumberland, the

road passes through a rich and fertile fruit district from which

great developments are expected within the next few years.

The situation may, therefore, be summed up as follows: The
Western Maryland at present forms a short link in a route

from New England to the south by way of the Poughkeepsie

bridge and the Philadelphia & Reading, between which and the

Norfolk & Western and Chesapeake & Ohio it forms a connec-

tion. Of itself it runs from Baltimore to York, Shippensburg

and Cumberland, and thence down to Elkins and Durban in

West Virginia. It traverses a territory rich in minerals and

natural resources, but not yet fully developed, and originates

the greater part of its traffic at the present time. On its west-

ern extension, running southwest from Cumberland, in addition

to reaching the New River coals it taps a lumber district that

will cut, in places, 100,000 ft. to the acre, and from which it

obtains an extensive trafific. So much for its present resources.

Connellsville is an important originating and shipping point,

but is not sufficiently so to warrant the construction of a line

through a rather rough country to secure a share of that

originating traffic, especially as it must parallel another trunk

line for nearly the whole distance in order to get it. We,
therefore, come to the real reason for the construction of the

extension, which is to make it a connecting link between this

eastern road and western connections, so that the combination

may add another to the east and west trunk Hues. That it will

succeed, and will be able to contribute its share to the traffic

that will follow, as an originating road, is evidently an opinion

held by those who financed the undertaking.

TWO STUDIES OF RAILWAY CAPITALIZATION.

Frank Trumbull's discussion before the Hadley Commission

has been revised and printed, as has also a comprehensive letter

to the commission written by W. H. Williams, of the Delaware

& Hudson. Both discussions naturally deserve the closest study

as the expressions of opinion of experts, but this conventional

expression is very far from conveying any adequate idea of the

breadth and frank intimacy of the two papers. There are certain

striking points brought out in the two discussions that make it

possible to discuss them aside from a critical review of the whole

discussion.

In the first place, there are definitions of capitalization in the

two papers that are so searching, and so far from the usual loose

definitions that one hears, that any one who is going to make

a study of the subject of railway capitalization should at least

have them clearly in mind. Mr. Trumbull says : "The technical

definition of capitalization applies to the debit side of the account

as well as to the credit side ; that is to say, property may be

capitalized by adding it to assets, even though no capital liabilities

be incurred for it ; but people ordinarily understand the word

'capitalization' to mean 'to issue capital for either bonds or

stock.' " Mr. Williams said : "Stated in another way, the book

assets (or capitalization) of a corporation represent capital; the

liabilities (including securities) denote ownership and relative

equities of the several classes of owners." Readers of the Rail-

way Age Gazette may remember that Professor Ripley, in a

series of articles on Railway Capitalization in these columns,

made a distinction between capital and capitalization. He used

the word "capital" to designate the assets, and "capitalization"

to designate the liabilities—in this case securities. It will 'be

noted that neither Mr. Williams nor Mr. Trumbull agrees with

this distinction. Taking capital to be synonymous with capitaliza-

tion and to mean book value of the property, both Mr. Trumbull

and Mr. Williams discussed the relation of capitalization to

rates ; and, in company with those who have made the most care-

ful studies of the subject, come to the conclusion that the effect

of capitalization on particular rates is nil, and both Mr. Trumbull

and Mr. Williams come to the conclusion that as a matter of fact

the total capitalization of all railways in the country bears no

relation to the aggregate freight rates. Mr. Trumbull's argu-

ment is possibly less dogmatic—certainly less sweeping; but both

arguments are based on a thorough knowledge and experience of

the method by which railway enterprises are financed.

Mr. Trum.bull gives the following striking illustration of in-

verting the income account of the Chesapeake & Ohio for the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1910. Instead of deducting operating

charges first, he sets up, first

:

The interest on the debt, which was for the year $5,570,000
Dividends of 4J4 per cent, were paid on the capital stock 2,669.000

So that security holders received, as compensation for what he
calls "readiness to serve the public," 8,239,000

Gross revenue was 32,398,000

Setting aside first the 8,239,000

just mentioned, which it seems the operating company is en-

titled to for "readiness to serve," the company has 24,159,000

With which to pay operating charges of 20,538,000

Leaving the profit on the service at 3,621,000

which is equivalent to 5.77 per cent, earned, but not paid,

on the stock.

Mr. Trumbull's argument is that, as a whole, the railways are

entitled to a minimum of 6 per cent, for readiness to serve the

public; that is, readiness to serve instantly 92 millions of people

;

and that they should earn twice that in order to afford a margin

of security for investors against periodical depressions and

panics. An analysis of the capitalization and net earnings of all

the railways in the country, as reported to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, show, of course, that the railways have never

anywhere near earned this rate of return; but, as Mr. Trumbull

says: "Notwithstanding all of these illustrations, there is a cer-

tain demand that for the railways of this country we shall set a

stake somewhere and that from that time on there shall be no
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"watered" stock. There are naturally some practical difficulties.

For example, I believe in some states there is provision that the

debt of a railway company shall not exceed its capital stock, and

if there should be a prohibition of the sale of capital stock at less

than par some companies would doubtless be perplexed. Again,

there should be no question about the right of holders of con-

vertible bonds, if they have purchased them heretofore at less

than par, to exchange them for stock at par. If every share

of stock purchased hereafter must represent one hundred dollars

in money or property, I think it not probable that any important

new development could be accomplished by independent enter-

prise. We might do away with watered stock and have in place

of it 'arid' stock, and arid stock might not 'make the desert

rejoice and blossom as the rose.' For anyone who has actually

been engaged in business knows that the simple placing of a

dollar of actual value behind each dollar of certificate does not

necessarily make a profitable investment. The mere act of ex-

changing one hundred one-dollar bills for a hundred-dollar bill,

although a transaction of unblemished integrity, is not in itself

exhilarating. Allowance must be made for virgin territory, for

all the vicissitudes of business and for human nature, and if an

investor thinks that he will get a smaller average return of in-

come and profit from railway investment than from other things,

he will inevitably discriminate against railway stocks. Money,
like its human owners, will go where it has the best prospective

reward, and the most liberty. And in this connection it is diffi-

cult to see how private capital can be kept interested in railway

stocks if it can make more in agriculture or mining or manufac-

turing or merchandising."

Mr. Williams has two quite separate arguments to prove his

point. Taking first the simpler and less far reaching argument,

he expresses the opinion that the business of railways may prop-

erly be divided in two quite distinct categories : one, the owner-
ship of a public highway or turnpike and the optional furnishing

of vehicles for the transportation of goods and passengers ; and
the other quite distinct business of actual transportation of goods

and passengers over this semi-public highway. He says : "In

other words, the owner of the turnpike is entitled to not less

than the legal interest on the value thereof, and at the same
time the hackman taking passengers over the turnpike is entitled

to a reasonable reward for the services rendered by him, and this

reward will depend on efficiency, and that return is never limited

to the amount of his expenses plus a fair daily wage." Taking

Interstate Commerce Commission figures, Mr. Williams shows
that net earnings failed to equal 6 per cent, on the cost of the

property by over $176,000,000, for 1908, for instance, leaving, con-

sequently, nothing whatever to pay for service rendered.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Williams' arguments would appear to

make this discussion of purely academic interest. All these ques-

tions are more or less dependent on the determination of the

relation, if any, existing between

:

1. The cost price of material in place.

2 The par value of securities issued and outstanding, and

3. The present value (sometimes called "fair value") of the

property.

After showing that the cost of the property to the present

owners has little, if anything, to do with the original cost of the

rails, labor, equipment, etc., because in nearly every case of

existing railway companies, except a few of the smaller ones,

the present railway company's outstanding securities represent re-

organizations following receiverships, or, to a large extent, the

purchases of properties of other companies and the subsequent

merger or consolidation with the purchasing company. In view

of these facts it is plain that there is no fixed necessary or com-

mon relation between the "cost of material in place" and the

"cost of the property to the present holders thereof."

"The aggregate par value of securities is controlled by (a) the

'cost of the property to the present holders thereof,' and (b) by

the rate at which they will be accepted in payment therefor by the

sellers, or at which they can be sold for the cash needed to pay

the purchase price. It may be concluded, therefore, that there
is not, nor can there be, any definite and fixed relation between
any two of the three items.

"Property without the right of use has no value. Value begins
with use and increases as use increases. It is dependent upon
the right of use, and is controlled by the extent of use. The
value of a railway, therefore, is not constant, and may be subject

to frequent and to violent fluctuations.

"The present value of the property is its value in use, and so

cannot be fixed by the aggregate par value of securities issued

and outstanding, or by the original cost of material in place, nor
would the fact be otherwise were stock and bonds to be issued at

par (with neither a discount nor a premium) and were all addi-

tions and betterments and all extensions paid for by the issue at

par of capital securities. The part value of securities issued is

the consequence of past transactions and so cannot be controlled

by so temporary and fluctuating a fact as 'present value,' but

these transactions are too remote from original cost to have
been controlled thereby and 'the cost price of material in place,'

being antecedent to both of the other facts, could, of course, be

controlled by neither. The suggestion that value in use can be

increased or diminished by issuing or declining to issue new
securities in any amount needs only to be stated in order that

its absurdity shall be recognized."

As we understand Mr. Williams' argument, the money value

of the material, labor, equipment, etc., that is originally put into

the building of a railway is the building company's guess at the

value of that railway. If the value in use does not approximate

the original guess as to its value, the company will go through a

reorganization in which securities will be issued not against the

original cost, but against the revised guess as to the value of the

railway, and it would be as absurd to say the guess affected the

value—that is, the earning power—and ability to charge high or

low rates, etc., as to say that a man's guess as to whether a coin

was placed heads up or down would in any way affect the coin

itself.

It might be argued that if the total amount of securities

issued, with the consequent interest requirements, cannot affect

rates, why then should an increase in the operating expenses

change economic conditions so that roads can charge higher

freight rates? The answer to this argument is that, first, the

amount of capitalization of each railway was the guess of a

different set of men, and these guesses, like bids for an issue of

bonds, are competitive guesses, so that if a mistake is made in

one case it may be to the direct advantage of some other com-

pany; in other words, if a man, or company of men, built a rail-

way through a territory which cannot support that railway,

either owing to competitive conditions or to lack of traffic, they

are the ones who have to suffer, and the burden is not shared

by a company owning a railway in an entirely different part of

the country. On the other hand, an increase in operating ex-

penses extends over the whole country. It may not affect

different roads to an equal amount, but it affects all; it is as it

the government owned all the railways and should decide that

they were all to perform some extra service which would raise

the cost of operating railways, which would raise the cost to

either the traveling public or the tax payer, and this higher cost

would become effective automatically. A general increase in

operating expenses does not bring with it quite automatically an

opportunity to earn more, but the railway's contention is that

this adjustment must eventually take place. Fixed charges and

wages to labor are both expenses, but the fixed charges are con-

trolled by competitive conditions as among the railways them-

selves, while a change in the cost of labor effects all the railways

and is conditioned by something entirely outside.

In a Government Loan Bill, recently passed in Victoria, Aus-

tralia, for the construction of new railways, a proviso is in-

serted, giving a minimum wage of $2 a day to all men engaged

in railway construction.
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STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.

BY \V. M. ACWORTH.

V.

At this stage I desire to interpolate one remark. The argu-

ments of tlie foregoing articles have been addressed to the or-

dinary plain man, who has no prepossessions for or against

state ownership in the abstract, who regards the question of

state or private ownership as a practical question, to be decided

one way or another on the facts and evidence. To those who on

abstract grounds believe in the socialization of all the means of

production and distribution as the only fit scheme for the gov-

ernance of the universe I have nothing to say. I am not writ-

ing, nor am I competent to write, a treatise on socialism.

To proceed : it may be noted that so far we have only con-

sidered the question from the point of view of the public, re-

garded as a whole. Now, the interests of the public and of

the individuals composing it are by no means identical. It may
well be in the interest of the whole community—I do not dis-

cuss whether it is—that the railways should carry agricultural

produce at a loss, in order to keep agriculture, the backbone

of the nation's strength, in a prosperous condition. But it is

certainly not in the interest of the community that the railways

should carry Messrs. A. B.'s manufactures at a loss in order to

increase Messrs. A. B.'s profit from $100,000 to $150,000 per

annum. Yet we can hardly blame Messrs. A. B. if this point is

not as transparently clear to them as to others. In fact the

classic instance of the Berwick fish merchants, who wrote to the

board of trade during the rates inquiry in "1889: "What we
want is to have our fish carried at half present rates; we do not

care a whether it pays the railway or not," is, except

perhaps in strength of language, quite fairly typical of the at-

titude of the average trader where his own business interests

are involved. And, further—for the average man is, in spite of

the common belief to the contrary, anything but a reasoning

animal—I do not doubt that the demand of the Berwick fish

merchant had at least the tacit sympathy of the Berwick grocer

and the Berwick butcher, even though it is perfectly obvious

that the fish merchant's demand was anti-social, and that, if he

got his rates down regardless of whether it paid the railway

company or not, the rates charged to the grocer and the butcher

would at least have tended to go up. I am not speaking the

language of paradox, but of sober conviction when I say that,

though of course low rates as a whole are in the public interest,

the demands of particular trades and particular localities—still

more, of course, of particular individuals or firms—for specially

reduced rates are quite likely to be as much against the interest

of the public as against the interest of the railway.

On the other hand, though I believe particular and sectional

demands are very often such as should not be conceded, even

apart from consideration of the pecuniary sacrifice to the rail-

way involved, there must be cases, few in percentage of the

whole, but large in aggregate number, which have justice on

their side. And it is evident that, having regard to the relative

size of a normal railway and a normal private undertaking and

the impersonal organization and inaccessibility of the actual

railway management, the trader may fail to receive the well-

weighed and even-handed justice that he is entitled to expect;

or, what is even more important, may not believe that he has

received it even when the facts are otherwise.

The trader is entitled to claim at the hands of the railway

company, positively, (a), reasonable rates, and (b) reasonable

facilities, and, negatively, that none of his competitors shall be

given undue preference over him. This sounds simple enough.

The difficulty begins when we start to decide what is a reason-

able rate, what is a reasonable facility, and what is undue prefer-

ence. Let me set up to be shot at my own definition of a

reasonable rate: "A reasonable rate is a rate which an expert

manager would fix, or, as the case may be, would maintain,

having carefully considered all the relevant circumstances, and

being actuated solely by judicial and avowable motives." The

definition needs explanation and justification. In the first place,

it is clear that it may be reasonable to maintain a rate already

in existence where it would not be reasonable to introduce it

de novo. To deprive a man of something that he has long pos-

sessed is a much greater hardship to him than it is to another

man to refuse him something which he has never had. In other

words, one of the relevant circumstances which the manager
ought to take into careful consideration is "the acquired situ-

ation." How much importance he ought to attach to it is a

matter of judgment, having regard to all the circumstances of

the acquired situation. Further, there are two parties to the

rate, the railway that receives, and the trader who pays ; and a

rate to be reasonable requires to be reasonable from the point

of view of the railway which receives just as much as from that

of the trader who pays. One would have thought that to state

this was only to enunciate a truism, were it not that experience

shows the contrary. I remember twenty years ago the leading

counsel for the traders in the board of trade inquiry as to

maximum rates laying down as a self-evident proposition that

a rate which stops the traffic cannot be a reasonable rate. And
within the last few months an American authority, writing not as

attacking, but in defence of the railways, made this admission

in the columns of the Railway Age Gazette. And yet any such

position is absolutely untenable. It is surely obvious that the

nearer the rate approaches zero, the greater will be the volume
of the traffic carried. It is nothing but the railway rate that

prevents coal from Scranton or Pittsburgh being sold in San
Francisco. But will anyone say that its sale is stopped by un-

reasonably high rates? If the highest rate that the trader can

afford to pay is still lower than the lowest rate the railway can

afiford to take, traffic is impossible; and either no rate is quoted

at all, or, if nominally entered in the tariff, it remains a mere

paper rate. I think, therefore, we can fix as a minimum point

below which a rate ceases to be reasonable, the point at which

the out-of-pocket expenses of operation exceed the total receipts

from the traffic.

But this minimum to the railway will, as has been said, be

above the maximum that the customer can pay in every case

where it exceeds the difference between the production price

at the point of origin of the commodity to be transported, and

its selling price at the point of destination. It is true that not

long since an English millionaire bought a field of old pasture

and transported the soil in train loads to improve his garden

fifty miles off; but the transaction was hardly of a commercial

nature, and is not typical. It is between what I may call re-

spectively the railway minimum and the traders' maximum that

business is to be done, and that reasonable rates have to be fixed

on every commodity, varying from coal and iron ore on which

the quantum of the rate is all important, to articles such as os-

trich feathers, where the highest rate that anybody ever in prac-

tice charged, or thought of charging, is so trifling in relation to

the value of the article that it makes no impression on the sell-

ing price. It is, I think, a convenient phrase to describe that

portion of the total potential traffic that lies between the two

above mentioned points as viable traffic. As to how the rates

on this traffic are to be so fixed as to be reasonable I have little

to add to what I have already said elsewhere. But we may just

note that the railway minimum is not a fixed quantity, but varies

according to the nature and circumstances and conditions of the

traffic in each case. A ton-mile rate, amply reasonable for coal

from Pittsburgh to the seaboard, would leave the railway badly

out of pocket, if applied to miscellaneous consignments for short

distances of high class freight. But assuming the manager to

have ascertained, with such accuracy as he can, the out of pocket*

cost to him of doing each class of business, and to have supple-

mented his positive facts with the best estimate his expert skill

enables him to make, one portion of the reasonable rate charge-

able on each class of business has been accounted for. But out

of pocket costs are only a minor part of the total expenses of

running the railway. The general expenses of the undertaking,

•See Note at end of Article.

I
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the government and local taxes, the interest and dividend on the

capital involved, all have to be provided ; and reasonable rates

are such rates as, on the one hand, are fairly adjusted inter se,

and, on the other hand, are sufficient among them to supply the

income needed for these latter purposes. A fair adjustment

means, in other words, an adjustment on the basis of "what the

traffic can bear," a phrase I do not discuss, because I have al-

ready discussed it at great length elsewhere.*

But one point more must be added. There is no fixed or ab-

stract standard of reasonableness ; the thing is merely a matter of

comparison. When a man says that a rate is unreasonably high,

he merely means that it is higher than other rates that he believes

to be fairly comparable. The same man who declares that a

penny a mile is an unreasonably high rate per ton mile for the

railway carriage of coal, would be ready to admit that a six-

pence a mile was reasonably low for cartage. And circumstances

are so infinitely diverse that it is possible for disinterested ex-

perts, and still more for interested non-experts, to argue in-

definitely whether the comparisons are fairly made, having re-

gard to all the circumstances and conditions. So we come back

to the position that the best man to fix a reasonable rate is the

most expert, the most knowledgable, and most judicially minded

person available. In other words, not an outsider, but an ideal

railway manager.

Just one word should be said on the last clause of the defi-

nition, "A reasonable rate is a rate fixed by an expert manager

—

actuated solely by judicial and avowable motives." I have al-

ready given reasons for considering that the manager is natu-

rally in a position of a judicial kind—that his tendency is to act

as an impartial arbitrator between conflicting interests. Human
nature, being what it is, we may expect each trader to desire

that he himself shall pay somewhat less than his fair share of

the total expenses of the railways, and therefore, that the con-

verging pressure will keep the railway manager in a condition of

stable equilibrium. Moreover, the manager's interest from the

railway point of view is to stimulate traffic, and if he charges

any class of traffic a rate beyond that which it can reasonably

aflford to pay he discourages traffic. Of course, there have been

in the past, and will be in the future, managers who act from

dishonest and unavowable motives. That is only to say that it

is human to err. Whether the private manager, who concedes

an unreasonably low rate to a manufacturing company, of which

he is a shareholder, in order to fill his own pockets, is more or

less dishonest than a minister of railways, who gives a similar

concession to the trade of a town or district, in order to secure

its support in a hotly contested election, is a matter we need not

here discuss.f

'Elements of Railway Economics, Chapters VIII and IX.

tAn English minister not long since annonunced in the constituency that
he was contesting a large reduction of duty on an article in which the con-
stituency was largely and directly interested. His opponents said, and no
doubt believed, that the announcement had helped, and was made for the
purpose of helping the minister's election prospects.

Note.—"Out of pocket cost" is, of course, not a precise, but an indefinite
phrase. It may mean the cost of carrying the average ton, which is possibly
quite high. It may mean the cost of carrying the extra ton, which is prob-
ably so small as to be negligible. In practice it is probably used to mean
something between the two extremes, tending towards the lower limit in

cases where it is desirable to encourage new traffic capable of great
expansion.
There is another reason why "out of pocket cost" is an indefinite phrase,

in the fact that the cost varies with the volume of the traffic, and the
volume of the traffic depends on the rate. A figure for "out of pocket cost,"
accurate on the assumption that the volume of traffic was x, would clearly

be wrong, if the volume turned out to be 4x, or x/2.
"Interest and dividend" is also an indeterminate phrase. In the case

of state railways, for instance, Australia professes to take as the proper
standard such a sum as covers, but no more than covers, the actual interest

on railway loans, with no allowance, on the one hand, for recoupment of
the accumulated deficit of early years, or, on the other hand, for a sinking
fund to provide for the future. Prussia takes as a standard, not pro-

fessedly but in fact, the largest sum that can—without raising too pro-

nounced an opposition—be extracted from the pockets of the railway cus-

tomers in relief of the general taxation of the state. Again, on private
railways it is evident that the standard must vary according to the status

of the undertaking. Investors in the common stock of an old established

and prosperous railway can hardly claim as high a return as would be
reasonable for those who put their money into a pioneer line which may
never pay a dividend at all, and certainly will not do so at the outset.

But then, again, if the old established company has made it a policy over
a series of years to keep down dividends and improve its property out of

revenue, a dividend of 6 per cent, on the normal capital may really only be

a dividend of 3 per cent, on the actual capital put into the road by the

kareholders.

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT4

BY H. C. PEARCE.

General Storekeeper, Southern Pacific Company.

V.

ASSEMBLING, MARKING AND LOADING.

Assembling of Material.

This is undoubtedly the hardest and most important matter

with which our supply departments have to deal. There are so

many things entering into it that it is hard to lay down any
iron clad or fixed rules, but it is recognized as being necessary

to have material for a job all go at once. Instead it is the rule

to ship everything just as soon as you have it. There are many
reasons for this. First, under the theory that it saves handling,

etc., a great deal of material for a job is ordered directly, which

may come at any tirne and all times. Second, if it comes through

the store, the storekeeper is anxious to reduce his stock, he

wants to load it out and get rid of it, and get credit for it.

Third, it is the easiest way to handle it, and everybody wants

to do everything the easiest way.

The result at the other end is different. A man is going to

start a building. The first thing he will probably receive is the

shingles, a latch or lock. By the time he gets his foundation

material and lumber, the hardware is stolen or used somewhere
else. When he gets the building pretty well along, and every-

thing ready, he will find he has not his doors or windows, and

he will probably have to shut down the job and move his gangs

to another point. Another feature—the material comes drib-

bling along ; first there will be a car of cement, a car of brick,

and then a car of rough lumber, some hardware, plumbing, etc.

Then he will have to send a gang of men a considerable dis-

tance to unload it and take care of it. This is another feature

of direct shipments which is always overlooked when being

discussed, and one of the reasons why it is not practical to

make direct shipments, even of lumber, generally speaking.

So that the proposition which confronts a supply organization

is to move material for a job altogether. In order to do that

you have to assemble it at certain points, usually at the mate-

rials yards. The most practical plan the writer has found, and

one which is working out fairly well, is—first, the makers of

the requisitions must state on them if they desire any part of the

material shipped before it is all complete. AH other requisitions

will be construed as meaning that nothing is to be shipped until

everything else is ready, the reason for this being that invari-

ably when a requisition is made, and before it has time to get the

necessary approvals, to say nothing of assembling and shipping

the material, the makers commence telephoning to ship this,

that and the other thing, and in this way by getting a part of

the material on hand they use it as a lever to force greater

efforts for delivery of the balance by claiming that the men are

on the ground, the loss in time, etc. This, of course, is not

right, and is a false position, and it is the first thing that has to

be stopped, for there is no excuse for men being sent to a job

until the material is there or they have knowledge that it will

be there by the time the men are.

So unless a requisition comes in with a notation for some

particular item or items that are to be shipped on a given date,

it will be held until it is all ready. The storekeeper, on receiving

this requisition, will check it up, as described above, lay aside

and mark such material as he has on hand to apply upon it,

making provision for the balance to be assembled in the same

way, and when it is all received and ready for shipment he will

notify the maker of the requisition that the material is loaded,

giving the numbers of the cars and will go forward on a certain

train. Or, in the absence of any such notice, the shipping notice

itself will be notice to the maker of the requisition that the

material on his requisition for such and such work is on the

way and is complete. It is then for him to have the necessary

men there to receive it, take care of it, and then go on with the

tCopyrighted, 1911, by The Railroad Gazette.
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work. Of course, there are many details that enter into this trans-

action that do not make it easy. For example, it is frequently

desirable to furnisli the foundation material and the rough

lumber. Then we should follow along with the mill work, fin-

ishing up with the hardware, plumbing, etc. This should be

done in the case of large work. The storekeeper will simply

have to keep in touch with the job and keep the material going

to the work as needed, but for all small work the plan can be

carried out intact, as above.

In order to do this, however, it is necessary to have a well

equipped and arranged yard, plenty of room for assembling, and

if possible such distributing yards should be located close to the

industries and shops, so that the shop work can be assembled.

This is generally the class of work which causes the most de-

lay and trouble, but supply departments will do well to concen-

trate their eflforts toward organizing along these general lines

with this general purpose in view, but they can never do it so

long as the idea of direct shipments, low cost and low stock

is considered the unit of efficiency.

Marking and Loading.

The greatest care must be exercised in marking and loading

material. There is no reason why a railway store should not

load and mark its material as well as any first-class manufac-

turing or jobbing house, and a good organization will do it.

In addition to careful packing and marking the address, the

requisition number must always be noted, and the date of ship-

ment. The reason for this is to enable the storekeeper and in-

spectors to tell, when material is found out on the line, the date

it was actually shipped there. This has been found by prac-

tice to be useful, and leads to much good. This is particularly

applicable to frogs and track material where the marking is put

on with white lead.

The arranging of freight in cars for transfer to division stores

is a very important matter, and by being handled properly can

very greatly decrease the cost of doing work. For example,

bolts of different sizes should always be separated. If they are

loaded in barrels, throw in a few sheets of paper between each

size. Pipe fittings the same way, in fact everything should be

marked in the car, even though it be a carload for one point, so

that the receiver of the material can take it out and put it in his

racks or shelves in the least possible time. The material can be

arranged in this way in cars just as quickly as it can a wrong
way. By furnishing an advice of shipment which will reach the

consignee before the material does, the man receiving has a

guide to what is in the car, and the material is in order to

check and put away.

The full importance of loading, marking and invoicing mate-

rial from railway stores has never been appreciated, and has in

the past caused much criticism, investigation, and needless delay

as well as expense. Here is where the organization of the

general store comes in. It is the pivot around which all other

operations revolve, and without it no thorough or economical

store system can be maintained.

Probably more freight is lost by imperfect marking and de-

scription than in any other way. Not only should the package

be carefully marked with the address and requisition number,

but wherever possible the material itself should be marked. For

example the frogs should have the angle and weight of section

marked on them, as well as the party to whom it is consigned.

All other material of the same character should be treated in the

same way.

MANUFACTURING, REPAIR WORK AND SHOP DELIVERIES.

Industries and Shop Work.

Probably no more important aid to the supply department

could be given than to have such manufacturing industries as

the planing, rolling mills, and foundries in charge of and under

the direction of the general storekeeper, and why should not this

be done? He of all officers is most interested, because he is the

man who is looked to for furnishing material, and the full ef-

fectiveness, economy and usefulness of these industries can-

not be obtained unless it is understood they are the manu-
facturing plants for the railway and not for any particu-

lar individual or department. He is in position to know
how much to make, and how much not to make. The idea

of making up a lot of stuff just because it can be done cheap,

and for the purpose of keeping the men at work is a

ridiculous and vicious policy, yet it is one that has always been

oflfered as an excuse for making up material that is not wanted,

and in many cases it has been considered a satisfactory ex-

planation. The real economy of manufacturing by railways is

the fact that they are able to get just what they want when
they want it, and not be obliged to keep a lot of stuff they do not

need. In no other way can the general storekeeper carry out

the policy of providing material when it is wanted, and assem-

bling it, unless he has absolute control of the industries which

are furnishing it. He is the one who should say what work shall

have preference.

Of course, in our railway shops where a great deal of our

work is done, repair made, etc., it is done in connection with

maintenance of equipment, and on store orders from the store-

keeper. This is all right, but it must be understood that this

work must be dorle with promptness when it is wanted and in

the quantities wanted. Shops that take the position that they

are only run for repairing engines and cars cannot possibly be

of assistance to the supply department in furnishing material.

It must be clearly understood that the shops are run for the

benefit of the railway.

There is probably no branch of the service that needs a more
careful and thorough investigation than the manufacturing in

our shops. It should be clearly and distinctly understood that

the supply department is responsible for the stock, and that the

shops should give it as good service wherever possible as woul<I

be received from an outside manufacturer. Where the conditions

are practical such facilities should be under the direct super-

vision of the supply department.

The storekeeper should have such an organization as will per-

mit him to be in perfect touch with the work going on at the

shops each day ; checking up the orders, delivering the raw mate-

rial, taking away the finished products, etc. He will find this

will overcome some of the delay and complaints regarding shop

made materials and repairs.

Delivery by supply cars has been fully explained in another

chapter, but it will do no harm to say that these cars are the

connecting link between the storehouse and the users of mate-

rial, and should be utilized to their fullest extent. These

cars are in charge of store men, who actually deliver the mate-

rial to the work and are in position to know that only what is

wanted is delivered, and bring in everything that is on hand

that is not wanted or can be spared. These cars, in addition

to covering the division on monthly schedule, and distributing

supplies for all ordinary maintenance and operation, to agents,

trackmen, signal supervisors, plumbers, etc., should utilize the

balance of the month in distributing supplies to local store-

houses, roundhouses, car repair stations, etc., thus doing away

with the cost of handling through the freighthouses, and in-

cidentally delay and loss of shipments. They are transfer stores,

and. as stated, are of unlimited aid to the economical operation

of the division.

Their great value consists in the fact that they are able tO'

actually deliver to the work just what is wanted when it is

wanted, and where it is wanted, and pick up and bring in every- .

thing that is not wanted without opportunity for loss or delay,

and render an accurate accounting for the same at the lowest

possible cost for movement or handling.

Shop Deliveries.

The delivery of material to our shops is a matter which re-

quires the most careful organization and supervision. It has

been the practice on most railways for the men to call and get

their material at the storehouse and supply depots. In order
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to facilitate this many sub-stores have been established at con-

venient locations. In the absence of the shop delivery system,

which has been described, this is the most practical thing to do.

The objection to the sub-stores is that it necessarily means a

very considerable duplication of stock, and you are never ex-

actly sure that the thing wanted is in that particular place.

Besides, it divides up your forces so that the full benefits of a

concentrated organization are not obtainable.

The plan which the writer considers the best from every

standpoint is the system of delivery by the supply department to

the work. This is carried on in this way : To start with the

material in the storehouse is all arranged in sections, that is,

material of the same general character being grouped together

in charge of a storekeeper, who does nothing but maintain this

stock and deliver it. In each of these sections is a telephone

which bears the same number as the section. In each shop

there are several stations with telephones arranged conveniently,

with cards tacked up, which show where the material is located.

If a special item is required reference can be made to an indexed

book arranged alphabetically, which shows the section each in-

dividual item is located in.

For example, the man engaged on air brake work wants some-

thing in his line. He calls up the storekeeper of Section 7,

who has charge of this class of material, and tells him what he

wants in his own way. Both these men are practical men, they

are engaged every day in this work, and they can talk the

matter over if necessary between themselves on the telephone.

He tells him what he wants and goes away about his work.

The section storekeeper takes this down on a sharp order, puts

up what is wanted, rings the button for the delivery boy, a

number of which are stationed at the foreman's desk the same as

bell boys in a hotel. The boy takes the ticket and the material

and delivers it to the man, who receipts for it. He brings the

ticket back and delivers it to the storekeeper, who puts the time

called on the ticket, time delivered, and puts it in his box. Thus
you have the same system established that obtains in any of our

large department stores.

The reason for the manual system is that these men may find

when they make the delivery that it is not just what is wanted,

they find out on the ground just what is wanted, and go back

and make the exchange. Then again they are constantly in

touch with the men that are doing the work, and can anticipate

their needs. In other words, they are the connecting link

between the storehouse and the job. This is of inestimable

value to the supply department and to the company, for the

reason that it keeps the mechanics at their work all the time,

and it necessitates only the carrying of just what is wanted

for the particular work at the time. It has been found by ex-

perience that each delivery can be made in an average of five

minutes.

A full description of this system was presented to the Rail-

way Storekeepers' Association by the writer in 1907, and it is

appended hereto for more detail information, but the idea is

simply this : Any system that pernn'ts high priced mechanics

and their helpers to go any distance from their work and hold

a post mortem, as it were, regarding materials is wrong, and

should not be permitted, and there is absolutely no reason, if a

proper organization is maintained, why a man cannot get what he

wants delivered to him. There is no way that this can be done

except by the man who is actually engaged in the work being in

shape to connect personally with the man who has the material.

This also cuts out the transferring and handling of these matters

through the foreman, and gives him more time to attend to

other work, which is of more importance. The expense of actu-

ally doing the work cannot be anywhere near as much, because

the mechanics and their helpers will go for the material, and, if

it is heavy, they will get someone else to bring it down for

them.

Finally—the full purpose is to provide what is wanted when
it is wanted as economically as possible, and that this can be

done by an organization maintained and trained in this work,
whose unit of efficiency is its ability to do this work successfully,

more economically and better than any other department whose
unit of efficiency is something else, is so apparent that it needs no
discussion. The facts are that today, notwithstanding constant
statements to the contrary, the service of our railway stores is

probably 100 or more per cent, better than it ever was when
departments were maintaining their own stocks, and is being
done with at least 100 per cent, less money invested in material.

But that it can be greatly improved there is no question, as the

full value of prompt and efficient service is not yet fully under-
stood or appreciated. The very criticism which the store system
receives from other departments will Eventually bring about the

most efficient organization that can be devised.

ACCOUNTING.

No attempt will be made to go into the details of the account-

ing for material and supplies used. This matter is entirely in

the hands of the accounting department, and varies with the

various railways and policies of the owners and executives.

The only matter relating to accounts with which we will deal is

that which pertains entirely to the storekeeper's responsibility,

and to the extent to which it applies to the economical operation

of the department.

There is no question but what all the detail of accounting

should be done by the division storekeepers on the ground. No
other system is practical, for the reason that these men are the

only ones that are in position to actually transcribe the results of

operations from day to day.

The writer is strongly of the opinion that daily accounting

is as preferable to monthly accounting as monthly accounting is

to yearly. Or, in other words, for the purpose of knowing more
accurately just what is going on, a system of daily accounting

or estimates should be installed at each of the division stores

of the property, whereby the division storekeeperes may know
every day approximately how much business has been done, and

what it has cost to do it. This information should be wired to

the general storekeeper each night, and tabulated by him. This is

done more to keep control of the material and the cost of doing

the work than for any other one thing. This system is being

followed on some of the large railways with excellent results. It

does not cost any more to do in this way, and I do not believe

as much.

The trouble with our accounting in the past has been that

it has been too ancient. Current accounting is the greatest pos-

sible aid to the executive, and the only way he can keep control

of, and familiar with his business. It does not do him any

good to know what has happened 60 days, or a year before,

he wants to know now. In fact the best accounting would be

accounting which would tell him what was going to happen in-

stead of what has happened. I think accounting ought to antici-

pate results as well as record them. So it is apparent that the

successful storekeeper must be able to anticipate his transactions.

Just how far in detail this can be done profitably is a question

which the accounting department will have to decide.

Stock Books.

The stock book may not come directly under the head of ac-

counting, yet it is really the basis of all supply department ac-

counting and the most important record in it. The stock book

is a register of everything that is on hand at a specific time.

First, and of most importance, it is a technical description of

the article, and it should be identified by a number. The book

is arranged in columns by months and shows

:

Average monthly consumption previous year,

Amount on hand first of each month,

Amount ordered during that month,

Amount on hand succeeding month, etc.

This book is in general use all over the country, and has been

for a great many years.

These books should be prepared every year, and written up
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at the same time. This for the reason that the descriptions

must be uniform, and for the further reason that the same item

should appear in the same place in the book at each store on the

railway.

It may be said that it is not necessary to write up items

that are not carried at certain places. This can be an-

swered by the statement that the stock book is really the catalog

of the railway, and answers every purpose of a jobber's catalog,

except the illustrations. So that the storekeeper that has a

stock book is in position to order whatever may be called for

at any time. There is no necessity for his carrying an article

in .stock just because he has it listed. The disadvantages of hav-

ing these items is the bulk of the book, but this is more than

offset by its usefulness.

After the stock books are all written up and delivered to the

storekeepers, they must arrange their stocks to agree with the

stock book, mark it exactly the same, and have it run in order.

This for the reason that everything should be concentrated to

save time and convenience in taking stock, which has to be done

every month. The average monthly consumption is deduced

from the previous year's business, and serves as a guide for fu-

ture orders. It must not be used arbitrarily, but is an indication

and a very valuable one.

A monthly inventory must be made, but it should be borne

in mind that this stock-taking is for the purpose of ascertaining

the sufficiency of the stock on hand, and is not intended to cover

the value. It is usually carried on by two men, the section store-

keeper and his helper, but if he has no helper the two section

storekeepers join for stock-taking purposes. One man calls off

the number of pieces on hand, the other man enters the amount
with a hard pencil in the on-hand column. This stock can be

taken just as rapidly as one man can make figures in his book.

At the same time that he checks the amount on hand he should

enter in the order column the additional amount he thinks he

will require. This for the reason that the stock appears differ-

ently when actually seen than it does as an entry in a book.

You might have fifty of an article shown in a stock book, and

it might look like a great many, but if you were looking at the

material itself, and knew by practical experience how many were
being used, you would get an entirely different impression.

Hence, it is important to put down at the time, in pencil, how
many additional should be ordered, although it may be changed

afterwards.

After this is done there should be brought forward and placed

directly over the amount on hand the amount due; e.g.,
^J

meaning that there are 44 on hand and 24 due on previous

requisitions. The section storekeeper should look over care-

fully what he has ordered, taking into consideration the back-

orders which he holds, the detailed information which he has

regarding the conditions of the work going on, time of year,

kind of deliveries he is receiving, and according to his best judg-

ment enter in the amount that he thinks he ought to have of

each item in his section. The book should then go to the store-

keeper, who, in company with his store foreman, should go over

the items thus ordered, making any changes which his further

knowledge of conditions may warrant, and the requisition is then

prepared accordingly.

It will be seen by this that an actual inventory of stock is

taken every 30 days, consequently it is being constantly checked

for errors and revised, with result that practically a current

inventory is maintained. Constant inventories are the most im-

portant factor connected with the control of stock.

Receiving Records.

This is the second most important record, and is a diary of

the entire transaction, from the time a requisition is made until

it is completed, and the invoice or purchase bill passed for pay-

ment. It must start first with either a transcription of the requi-

sition or a carbon copy of it. It has been found economical and

desirable to make two forms of the requisition or receiving record

and prepare them at one writing on a typewriter with a carbon.
In addition this form will have columns to show

—

Date received,
How received,
Amount received and the seller,
Point of delivery.
Routing,
Number,
Date,
Amount of invoice or purchase bill,

Amount of freight charges, if any,

and a column of remarks in which is entered the condition of the

shipment, and a memorandum of the date the item was hurried.

This book is of great value for tracing purposes.

The first information to be entered is the number of the order
placed by the purchasing agent, the name of the seller, point

of shipment, routing, etc. The purpose of checking this order
against the requisition record first is to check the description

with the description on the requisition, to note and correct errors

in placing the order, if any are made. Besides it gives addi-

tional information of when and with whom the requisition was
placed for tracing. The next information entered is the ad-

vice of shipment, either in the form of a shipping notice, bill

of lading, or purchase bill. Herein is noted the date of ship-

ment, what was shipped, from whom, checked against point of

delivery and specifications.

The next entry is taken from the hip pocket "freight received

book," which is the original receiving record, kept by the section

storekeeper, in which is entered daily the material received in

their respective sections. This entry (as explained in another

chapter) gives reference to the date, car number and initial,

waybill reference, how packed (boxes, bundles, crates, etc.), and
the detailed checking of what they contain entered by the sec-

tion storekeeper, who unpacks the material and puts it away.

The contents of these books are transferred to the requisition

or "freight received record," against each respective requisition,

showing quantities received, date received, and how received.

Thus it will be noted every particular item is identified. The
next information is the purchase bill, which is checked against

the receipt of material as regards quantities, descriptions, test re-

ports, point of shipment, routing, and the amount and number
of the purchase bill or invoice, and the freight charges. The
proper certification is then made on the face of the original as

to the receipt of the material, giving reference to the page in

the receiving record, where it is to be found ; thus having a

complete history of the transaction from the time it originated

until it closed, a most valuable permanent record thus can be

obtained.

This book, in addition to being an accurate record of every

requisition made and all material received, also serves the pur-

pose of identifying each particular shipment, and each specific

item. The book also shows everything that is outstanding, that

is, obligations in the way of unfilled requisitions ; is used entirely

for tracing, and becomes without question the most valuable and

useful record in a railway store. Its primary purpose is to make

an absolutely complete record of everything ordered and every-

thing received.

Issues.

The issues are all authorized, either by approved requisitions

or shop orders, and covered, either by departmental invoices or

direct charges to operating accounts. Department invoices are

drawn to cover all materials issued on approved requisitions,

and are simply a bill against the department making the requi-

sition. These are usually prepared monthly from the daily

manifests, which are made directly from the original requisitions,

and sent to the head of the department, where they are checked

against the receipted manifests, and if found correct approved

for entry in that month's accounts. Shop charges, that is, mate-

rial issued directly to the shops for work being done there, is

usually charged direct to the operating accounts from the shop

tickets, and the tickets either retained on file or submitted with

the detail charges to the shop superintendent or master mechanic

monthly. Transfers between stores are handled the same way as
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transfers to other departments, i.e., by departmental invoices.

The storekeeper depends fully on the requisition for his author-

ity for the issue of material, and any material issued without a

requisition or an order is unaccounted for. Many other schemes

of attempting to balance up special items, etc., have been put

into effect and carried on to a certain extent, but they are im-

practical, and the only way to see that credit is received for

everything that is issued is to have sufficient help to see that

nothing is taken without a requisition.

Classification.

The classilication of material is for the purpose of keeping

track by classes of how much is used of each class, and is for

the primary purpose of enabling the officers to have an intelli-

gent idea of what the amount of material, in dollars and cents,

of various classes is on hand as soon after the close of the month
as possible. This record is of primary importance to the store-

keeper and general storekeeper, and for the purpose of control-

ing stock is probably of the greatest value.

In order, however, to obtain full benefit from this statement it

must be intelligently classified, that is to say, it must be divided

into sufficient classes so as to indicate clearly what it is in-

tended to show, not generalize. At the same time, no more
classes should be permitted than is absolutely necessary. With
the exception of the one column. Class 24, miscellaneous, shown
herewith, I consider it an entirely practical classification, and the

best one the writer has seen. A miscellaneous class should be

eliminated from any classification. After all, the real value of

a classification is not so much the name and number of the

class as it is to maintain the same thing all the time. All figures

of a statistical nature are of little value except for comparative

purposes.

The classification is arrived at briefly by abstracting, from the

purchase bills, department invoices, and other charges to stock

which constitute receipts or debits. The manifests, invoices

against other departments, bills collectible and shop tickets are

abstracted in the same way, and represent issues or credits. The
results thus obtained are shown on a statement entitled Classified

Statement of Material Received, Issued, and on Hand, and shows
the amount on hand the previous month, received during the

month, total to account for, amount charged out, transfers to

other departments, transfers to other stores, sales, the difference

being the balance on hand to carry forward to the succeeding

month.

A statement of this kind is made up by each division store

and from it is compiled the Classified Statement of Stock on

Hand, which is the ultimate purpose of this statement, so far

as the storekeeper is concerned, and forms the most concise and

clear analysis of the condition of the stock of any statement pro-

duced. It can, of course, be sub-divided as finely as may be de-

sired, but it is believed from 75 to 90 classes will segregate any

stock as much as necessary.

The Classified Statement of Material Received, Issued and on

Hand also serves the purpose of a balance sheet, in fact this

is its primary use. The original goes to the auditor for this

purpose, and is corrected by him ; but the general storekeeper

makes use of this same form for the purpose of obtaining as

quickly as possible, after the close of the month, the actual con-

dition of the stock.

Pay Rolls.

The pay roll is always a matter of grave importance, and one

that must be watched closely during the month. The writer

has found the system of daily accounting (carrying the disburse-

ments down daily) to be of great assistance in controling the

cost of operation, in cost per thousand dollars, or percentage

of cost based on disbursements. While this is not by any means
a fair criterion or representation of what is being done, still it

forms the best unit of measure that the writer knows of. It is

based on disbursements, it might be based on receipts ; in fact

it probably should be based on both, and generally is, but the

purpose is to know how much it costs to handle every thousand

dollars' worth of material in and out. Values enter largely into

this, as well as the manner in which the work is done, but it is

assumed, and known by all practical men, that statistics of this

character have little value except to the general storekeeper him-
self in comparing his own results with previous results, and one
division with another, with full knowledge of the conditions

which govern. Comparisons with other roads and other methods,
doing their business on a different basis in a different way, are of

little or no value, and do not represent anything in particular;

but where an officer maintains the same system of comparisons,

year in and year out, in a short time he has a valuable guide,

which is the most that can be said of a statement of this

character.

The above may be said to embrace practically all the essential

accounting, so far as the supply department is concerned. There
are innumerable statistics and other valuable data prepared, con-

nected with the buying, distribution and accounting for sup-

plies, but my purpose has been simply to call attention to the

vital factors which are absolutely necessary, and of direct and
positive assistance to the supply department in maintaining what
is wanted, accounting for it and controling it.

The final installment will deal with buying under contracts or

agreements, how to install the plan, and weakness and strength of

supply department organizations.

{To be concluded.)

STATISTICS OF EXPRESS COMPANIES FOR A YEAR.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an abstract

of statistics of express companies in the United States for the

year ending June 30, 1909, made up from its first annual report

on this subject. A uniform system of operating accounts was
prescribed July 1, 1908. The report covers the operations of the

13 important companies. The service rendered by express com-
panies consists in collecting shipments intrusted to their care at

points of origin, in safeguarding such shipments in transit, and in

delivering them to consignees at destinations. Transportation

proper is furnished by railway and other carriers, and the ex-

pense of such transportation is included in the operating expenses

of those carriers. In addition to the service referred to, express

companies do custom house brokerage, the order and commis-
sion business, and issue money orders, traveler's cheques, etc.

The service performed by an express company touches the service

of the post office and banks on the one side, and the freight

service of railways on the other. Competition among express

companies seems to exert very little influence upon express

rates.

There is no recognized unit of service for the express business

corresponding to the ton-mile, and selection was made of the

"piece handled" as the unit best suited for statistical purposes,

and the companies were required to render special statements

showing the number and weight of pieces handled (exclusive of

money and valuables) and the amount of revenue accruing

therefrom during the months of April, August and December,

1909. The average revenue per piece and per pound was lowest

in August and highest in December, with April about a mean
between the other two. The figures contained in the summary
compiled from the special statements on traffic movement show

that the average revenue per piece received by express companies

for the three months named was 50.49 cents, the average

revenue per pound was 1.54 cents, and the average weight per

piece was 32.80 pounds. Pieces weighing 100 pounds or less

represented 95.01 per cent, of the total number, 74.06 per cent, of

the total weight, and 83.69 per cent, of the total revenue.

Figures compiled from the statements rendered by 11 com-

panies for the months of April, August and December, 1909,

show an average revenue of 50.64 cents per piece. Of this

amount 24.07 cents was paid to railways and other carriers for

express privileges, 20.52 cents was paid for operating expenses,

and 0.33 cents for taxes, this leaves an average operating in-
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come to the express cimipaiiies of 5.72 cents per piece liaiulled. these companies hears no relation to the amount invested in the

The total mileage on June 30, 1909, covered in the operations conduct of the express business,

of the 13 companies, was 200,507 miles, excluding ocean mileage Express companies hold $4,662,658 of the stock of express
and mileage in foreign countries, except Canada and Mexico. companies; they hold $20,471,942 of the stock of railway com-
Of tliis total, the express mileage on steam roads was 238.961 panics, and railway companies hold $14,124,000 of the stock of
miles; on electric lines, 6,414 miles; on steamboat lines, 14,138 express companies.
miles, and on stage lines, 993 miles. The company which operated -phe report contains a brief outline of the history, organization,
the greatest mileage was Wells Fargo & Co. with 65,698 ^^^^ capitalization of the 13 companies. The names of the direc-
miles, lollowed by the American Express Company with 48,224 j^rs of these companies are given and the official relations of cer-
miles, the Adams Express Company with 34,360 miles, and the

^^^j^ directors with other transportation agencies are shown a»
Southern Express Company with 33,181 miles. The two com- ^f j^^e 30, 1909. An appendix contains tables illustrating the
panics operating the smallest mileage were by the National Ex- working of the scale of graduated charges by showing the aver-
press Company with 1,714 miles, and the Globe Express Company ^g^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ shipments of given weights at certain base rates
with 1,899 miles. All the large companies operate in many states, p^, jqO lbs., and there is an analysis of the application of the
and with the exception of six states, all the states are served by

^^^^^^^ double and triple graduates to shipments taking selected
more than one express company.

rates. The changes made in rules and in the classification of
The cost of real property used in operations by the express commodities shipped by express which afifect the charges on the

companies on June 30, 1909, was $14,932,169, and the cost of shipments, 1909, are set forth, compared with 1896.
equipment, $7,381,405, making a total of the book value of prop-

erty and equipment for the 13 companies of $22,313,575.
'

The income account shows gross receipts from operations INCREASES OF EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF EASTERN
amounting to $132,599,190, from which there were deducted pay- RAILWAYS FOR FIVE MONTHS.
ments for express privileges amounting to $64,032,126, leaving as

operating revenues $68,567,064, the amount with which the

operating expenses should be compared. The operating expenses The following figures have been compiled by the Bureau of

for the year covered by the report were $56,273,055, and the net Railway Economics to show the increases in earnings and ex-

operating revenue $12,294,008. The figures show that the express penses on 22 eastern railways during the five months ended

companies operated on a basis of 82 per cent, of operating November 30, 1910. They are particularly interesting because of

revenues. A relatively small amount of property is necessary for their bearing on charges that the railways recently have been

INCREASES IN EXPENSES FOR FIVE MONTHS ENDING NOVEMBER 30, 1910, OVER SAME PERIOD IN 1909.

Operating Maint. Maint. Net operating
Revenues. of Way. of Equip. Traffic. Transp. General. Total. Revenue. Taxes.

1. Baltimore & Ohio $2,111,350 $181,591 $638,617 $130,646 $2,448,667 $121,161 $3,520,682 d $1,409,332 $126,390 1

2. Pennsylvania Railroad 905,170 259,727 199,650 131,338 2,753,694 170,095 3,514,504 d 2,609,334 2
3. Pennsylvania Company 872,921 125,930 531,868 68,199 1,328,103 60,670 2,114,770 d 1,241,849 140,903 3

4. P., C, C. & St. L 1,005,195 45,181 416,500 55,232 1,254,736 38,865 1,810,514 d 805,319 137,092 4
5. Vandalia 568,047 d 1,142 136,837 18,958 400,051 5,448 560,152 7,895 21,199 5

6. G. R. & 1 100,633 46,650 19,784 7,826 139,261 7,597 221,118 d 120,485 16,747 6
7. N. Y. C. & H. R 1,873,540 614,846 429,660 4,186 1,786,807 295,720 3,131,219 d 1,257,679 45,296 7

8. L. S. & M. S 716,327 872,874 456,179 42,307 1,365,998 93,445 2,830,803 d 2,114,476 114,783 8
9. Michigan Central 649,874 365,931 319,612 57,150 974,141 46,211 1,763,045 d 1,113,171 55,450 9

10. C, C, C. & St. L 781,598 418,729 357,859 50,737 1,146,843 59,012 2,033,180 d 1,251,582 40,000 10
11. L. E. & W 72,715 47,018 53,839 24,056 116,135 10,773 251,821 d 179,106 2,959 11

12. Erie 1,136,441 237,985 76,542 66,185 421,736 d 6,576 795,872 340,569 46,804 12
13. Lehigh Valley 465,419 43,462 78,729 56,949 658,567 24,467 862,174 d 396,755 d 7,200 13

14. D., L. & W 11,667 457,373 159,980 43,992 482,630 4,705 1,148,680 d 1,137,013 20,750 14
15. Chesapeake & Ohio 434,869 196,466 14,815 5,270 531,917 63,441 811,909 d 377,040 46,250 15
16. Norfolk & Western 1,015,731 358,648 385,887 20,961 498,218 9,527 1,273,236 d 257,505 45,000 16
17. Boston & Maine 681,391 182,104 277,880 17,864 936,654 57,549 1,472,051 d 790,660 30,287 17

18. N. Y., N. H. & H 1,200,869 270,555 237,441 11,111 724,839 110,783 1,354,729 d 153,860 42,000 18

19. N. Y., C. & St. L 351,153 169,648 185,238 19,811 273,812 12,775 661,284 d 310,131 7,500 19
20. C, H. & D 11,351 d 250,862 21,220 17,384 312,833 d 28,276 7-,299 d 60,948 16,948 20
21. Pere Marquette 172,213 d 31,767 134,948 41,267 422,526 24,617 591,591 d 419,378 58,212 21

22. Wabash 688,746 d 37,025 335,388 10,461 456,035 14,879 779,738 d 90,992 22

Total increase $15,827,220 $4,573,917 $5,468,473 $901,890 $19,434,203 $1,196,888 $31,575,371 d $15,748,151 $1,007,370

Total 1909 figure for same
period $395,518,436 $48,720,603 $60,487,419 $7,609,552 $124,345,080 $7,669,325 $248,831,979 $146,686,457 $13,711,603

Per cent, of increase 4.0 9.4 9.0 11.9 15.6 15.6 12.7 d 10.7 7.4

Note.—^Wage increase estimated at $13,015,745. d = Decrease.

the transaction of the express business and considerable expense padding their expenses to influence the decision of the Interstate

is incurred for services that require practically no equipment. Commerce Commission in the rate advance cases. If such

The operating ratios of the companies varied from 47 per cent. padding had been done it would naturally show in the statistics

for the Great Northern to 92 per cent, for the United States in the form of excessive increases in the maintenance of way

Express Co. and equipment accounts. It will be noted, however, that the in-

After the deduction of taxes, $906,519, from net operating creases in these accounts have been comparatively small, while

revenue there remained $11,387,489, to which was added $5,232,- they have been very large in the conducting transportation ac-

467, representing principally income from securities owned. count, where the effect of the advances in wages would be most

After the deduction of interest, $1,047,280, and miscellaneous evident. While the percentages of increase in the traffic and

items, $190,122, there remained a net income of $15,382,553, out general accounts have been large, the absolute increases have been

of which dividends amounting to $4,326,939 were declared. In relatively small, and are of less significance. Probably these

addition, there were $2,223,089 dividends declared out of surplus. increases are largely due to the expenses involved in handling

The combined general balance-sheet statement shows that the the rate advance cases and similar matters,

total assets of the 13 companies were $186,221,380. The most The estimate of the increase in wages ($13,015,745) is based

significant fact shown by this statement is that the record value on the percentages of increases that actually have been made

of the property used in operation by the express companies is but during 1910 to the various classes of employees.

12 per cent, of the total assets. The total investment as shown by

the value of real property and equipment is but 25 per cent, of The section of the Buncos Ayres Midland Railway from Rica

the capital liability as represented by the capital stock and funded to Carline was constructed at a record speed for Argentina;

debt reported. It is evident that the amount of capital stock of working out at about three-quarters of a mile a. day.



^Hap §>ecti0n.

THE car department competition, previously announced, will

close February 15. The conditions are such that the com-
petition is open to all of our car department readers, the only

requirement being that the articles submitted must relate to

some subject or subjects of interest or importance to foremen

in the car department. For instance, the article might discuss such

topics as the best way of making a certain kind of repairs or the

best material to be used for a given service. The efficiency of

a shop or repair yard may often be improved by changing the

method of organization or of handling the equipment. If you

have accomplished results in this way, tell us how you did it.

There are great possibilities in the car repair yards for the use

of reclaimed or second-hand material. The introduction of all-

steel and steel underframe equipment has made it necessary to

provide new tools and facilities on many roads, and exact in-

formation as to how different classes of this work are handled

will be appreciated by many of our readers. The passenger car

repair shop and its auxiliaries cover a wide range of work, in-

cluding several trades, and very little has been published along

the lines of shop operation and shop practice for this class of

work ; we should like to have several articles relating to it.

The maintenance and cleaning of passenger equipment also offers

an attractive field for good articles. The article may be made

just as long or short as you think best in order to tell your story

clearly. The best paper will be awarded a prize of $35, and

the second best a prize of $20. Papers which are not awarded

prizes but are accepted for publication will be paid for at our

regular space rates.

REMEMBER the engine house kink competition which is to

close March 15. The engine house is "the neck of the

bottle," controlling the time that locomotives must be held out

of service, and it is necessary that the work be done properly

and with the greatest possible despatch. All engine houses have

good kinks, although in many cases the men have become so

accustomed to their use that they may not realize their impor-

tance. A first prize of $35 will be awarded for the best collection

of two kinks, and a second prize of $20 for the second best. More
than two kinks my be submitted, allowing the judges to base the

decision on what they consider to be the best two in each collec-

tion. Kinks accepted for publication but not awarded a prize

will be paid for at our regular rates.

A COMPETITION on the instruction of workmen and ap-

prentices will be held, closing April 15. This subject pre-

sents great possibilities, for every foreman is confronted with

the problem of properly instructing and developing his men to

do better and more efficient work and also to recruit the ranks

by apprenticeship. Concerning the latter subject, important de-

velopments have taken place within the past few years. ,
Mod-

ern apprenticeship systems, differing vitally from the old meth-

ods and including complete and careful instruction in both

theory and practice, have been installed on a number of rail-

ways. The instructors and the men in charge of this work are

confronted with many problems. What are these problems, and

how have you overcome them? How is it possible to get the

best results in handling apprentices on a small road or in a small

shop, where it is impossible to provide the elaborate courses

and facilities for instruction which are common in the appren-

tice schools at the larger shops? What does the apprentice

boy think of his future and of the apprenticeship system?

If you have a bright lad in your shops, encourage him to send

in an article telling what he thinks of his opportunities in the

railway shop and how he feels about the efforts which are be-

ing made in his behalf. The subject, as outlined above, also cov-

ers an even more important field, that of the instruction of

workmen who have not had the advantages of a good appren-
ticeship course and whose efficiency can be greatly increased by
proper instruction. We are more or less accustomed to hear of

the title of "shop demonstrator," although it was an unknown
term in railway shops ten years ago. What results are we getting

from these demonstrators, and hr.w do they carry on their work?
Have not the results been sufficient to warrant using them more
extensively? Then there are the handy men or laborers who
constitute quite a large proportion of the shop force, and many
of whom are ambitious and capable of filling much better po-

sitions if they can be properly developed and trained. What are

you doing to develop these men, and what results have you
obtained? The article should contain from 500 to 1,500 words.
A prize of $35 will be given for the best article and $20 for the

second best. Articles not awarded prizes, but which are ac-

cepted for publication will be paid at our regular rates.

IWr H. WESTBROOK, of the Grand Trunk at Battle Creek,
IVl, Mich., was awarded the first prize of $50 in the shop kink

competition which closed January 15, and R. G. Bennett, motive
power inspector at the South Pittsburgh shops of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, Pittsburgh, Pa., was awarded the second prize

of $25. The competition was a particularly successful one and
the judges had great difficulty in selecting the winners. There
were 16 other contestants, as follows: Frank J. Borer, foreman
air brake department, passenger car shops. Central Railroad of

New Jersey, Elizabeth, N. J.; R. E. Brown, machine foreman,

Atlantic Coast Line, Waycross, Ga. ; H. L. Burrhus, assistant to

general foreman, Erie Railroad, Susquehanna, Pa. ; W. H.
Fetner, master mechanic. Central of Georgia, Macon, Ga. ; T. E.

Freeman, general foreman, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha, Sioux City, Iowa; John V. Le Compte, foreman, Bal-

timore & Ohio, Garrett, Ind. ; C. C. Leech, foreman, Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Charles Maier, engine house

foreman. West Jersey & Seashore, Atlantic City, N. J. ; "Old

Railroader" ; A. G. Pancost, draftsman, Elkhart, Ind. ; Will-

iam G. Reyer, general foreman, Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis, Nashville, Tenn. ; Theodore Rowe, general foreman,

Great Northern, Jackson street shops, St. Paul, Minn. ; P. F.

Smith, chief draftsman, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha, St. Paul, Minn. ; W. H. Snyder, assistant general fore-

man. New York, Susquehanna & Western, Stroudsburg, Pa.

;

William H. Wolfgang, draftsman, Wheeling & Lake Erie,

Toledo, Ohio ; H. C. Wilson, foreman tool room, Southern Rail-

way, Spencer, N. C. Space only permits the reproduction of

three of these collections, all of which are exceptionally large,

in this number. The collections as a whole were exceptionally

good, and all of them will be used, the remaining ones appearing

in future issues.

'

I
'HE paper on The Apprentice System as Seen by One of

• the Apprentices, written by Richard Keefe, an apprentice

on the New York Central & Hudson River at Oswego, N. Y.,

and reproduced on another page in connection with the abstract

of the proceedings of the fourth annual apprentice instructors'

conference of the New York Central Lines, should appeal to those

who are interested in the education of apprentices in railway

shops. No foreman or instructor can really be successful in this

work unless he can place himself in the boy's position and see

things from his viewpoint.

ONE of the speakers at the New York Central's Lines' ap-

prentice instructors' conference emphasized the importance

of educating the apprentices and workmen to the necessity of

making the proper use of safety guards and such other measures

and regulations as are provided to protect the workers from in-
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jury. After all the conservation of human energy and life is

of far more importance than the conservation of material or

Dthcr resources. The United Stales Stool Corporation has done

splendid work in safeguarding its employees against injury and

takes a justifiable pride in it. The Industrial Safety Association

has recently established a museum of safety in the Engineer-

ing Societies' building, New York, which contains a large num-

ber of safety devices. Valuable as such devices are, their effect

may often be lost due to misuse unless the cmployocs are edu-

cated to a realization of their importance.

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.

THE editorial on sciontilic maiiagoniont and tlie article oti

The Mistakes of the Efficiency Men, which appeared in

the Raikvay Age Gazette of January 6, have brought forth con-

siderable comment, and three representative letters which wc

have received concerning them are published in another part of

t!iis issue. W. J. Harahan, vice-president of the Erie Railroad,

has summed the matter up simply and in a common sense man-

ner. L. H. Turner, superintendent of motive power of the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, explains why the cost of maintaining

freight cars on his road is so low and why it cannot be used

as a standard for other roads to work to. C. J. Morrison, con-

sulting engineer of New York, who was identified with Mr.

Emerson's work on the Santa Fe for several years, takes up

the cudgels in Mr. Emerson's cause, and his arguments are re-

plied to by "One Who Has Worked With Them." The value

and effectiveness of scientific time studies cannot be questioned,

and it is unfortunate that the art of making them was not

developed during the early days of piece work, or is not appreci-

ated by many who are trying to establish piece work today.

The making of these time studies is, however, of just as great

importance in a day-work shop as in one where the men are

paid by piece work or on a bonus system. To get the best re-

sults it is necessary for those in charge to know exactly what

each piece of work is costing and to analyze the various opera-

tions scientifically to make sure that the work is being done in

a proper manner and at the lowest cost. In shops where piece

work prices have been established in a haphazard manner, time

studies should be made to check these prices and to intelli-

gently revise them. If by making these studies the men can be

shown that they are wasting time and effort in doing the work,

no difficulty will be found in adjusting the prices to the mutual

advantage of both parties.

Mr. Morrison has presented certain figures concerning the

operations of the mechanical department on the Santa Fe which

apparently show that a considerable saving was made in 1906 and

1907, due to the application of Mr. Emerson's methods. It is

difficult to draw any general conclusions from such figures unless

all the facts surrounding the case are fully known. With no

intent to question the correctness of Mr. Morrison's figures or

his conclusions, but rather to emphasize the necessity of analyz-

ing such figures carefully by taking into consideration the various

factors which may effect them, the following data has been

taken from statistics specially prepared for the Interstate Com-

merce Commission in order that comparisons may be made ex-

tending over the past ten years. The number of new locomo-

tives for each year is taken from the annual reports of the

railway.

Year Number of Cost New
ending locomotive per mile loco-

June 30. miles. run—cents. motives.

1901 25,404,000 7.36 52

1902 25,408,000 8.70 207
1903 32,151,000 8.17 75

1904 32,485,000 10.88 156

1905 34,555,000 12.60 31

1906 38,302,000 9.67 192

1907 41,648,000 9.29 128

1908 41,005,000 11.52 81

1909 39,642,000 9.61

1910 46,793,000 10.75 54

It must be admitted that the cost per mile run is not the best

figure to make comparisons with, but unfortunately the ton-mile

statistics are not available in tiie special data which lias

been prepared for the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
cost of locomotive repairs per train-mile undoubtedly increases

as the locomotives grow larger and their capacities increase. Mr.

Emerson went with the Santa Fe in February, 1904. The strike

which took place on that road beginning in May, 1904, was
one of the worst that has ever occurred on any railway in

this country. It is quite generally admitted that for a year or

two from the time such a strike commences the cost of repairs

and renewals to locomotives is necessarily much higher than

for the preceding or succeeding years. Examining the cost per

mile beginning with 1901, it will be seen that it does not vary

greatly for the first three years. Beginning with the year end-

ing June 30, 1904, the cost jumps from 8.17 cents for the pre-

ceding year to 10.88. As the strike did not commence until

May, 1904, it might appear that it had been anticipated, and

that more money had been expended for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1904, than might otherwise have been done. In 1905

the cost of repairs per locomotive mile jumped to 12.60, an

abnormally high figure considering the previous record. The
strike lasted practically only about a year, although it was not

officially called off until a much later time.

During the strike a large amount of finished locomotive parts

had been Ordered, and at its close a considerable portion of these

were in stock, which would naturally reduce the cost of repairs

for the period immediately following. In 1906 and 1907 we find

the cost per mile falling back to 9.67 and 9.29, respectively.

Compared to the years 1901, 1902 and 1903 this figure would

seem to be quite reasonable, for undoubtedly the size of the

locomotives and their capacity had increased, at the same time

mcreasing the cost of maintenance per mile run.

Another factor must also be taken into consideration. For

the first year, and in many cases for the first two years after

new equipment is received on a road it will cost only about

one-half as much to maintain it as it does after that period. A
study of the column showing the new locomotives added each

year indicates that for the years 1902, 1904, 1906 and 1907 a large

number of new locomotives were purchased, and if these were

received in the early part of these fiscal years the tendency

would be to reduce the cost of repairs per locomotive mile for

those years. However, this may not have held true for the

reason that the balanced compounds which were purchased in

large numbers during this period gave considerable trouble when

they were first placed in service.

It seems quite possible, therefore, that Mr. Emerson's methods

should not be given the entire credit, if any credit at all, for

the apparent good showing made for the years 1906 and 1907.

It is no secret that during Mr. Emerson's entire stay on the

Santa Fe he encountered strong opposition in several quarters,

and immediately after he left the road the expenses in the

motive power department increased greatly, due to a reaction,

which under the conditions might naturally have been expected.

In 1909 the cost fell to 9.61, but increased in 1910 to 10.75, or

to very nearly what it had been for the fiscal year ending June

30, 1904. Just what caused the increase during the past year

does not appear.

This rough study, which is incomplete, has been made not to

controvert Mr. Morrison's conclusions, but to indicate that it

is not safe to compare statistics of this kind unless all the

facts in the case are known and allowance is made for those

features which might have an appreciable effect on them. There

are other important factors which should be checked such as

the amounts charged off for depreciation and renewals each

year, etc.

There is hardly a mechanical department in the country that

has not made an apparently splendid showing for some one

year by reclaiming material that had been charged out to it but

which was lying idle, either being misplaced or forgotten, or

because of the stock being carried in too large quantities. The

effect of cutting this stock down is to make a good showing in
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the operating expense for the year, but it is simply due to the

extravagance of former years and in the following year when
new material must be purchased, the maintenance expense goes

back up. An important part of the betterment work on the

Santa Fe was the careful study of this problem and the reclaim-

ing of large amounts of material, which undoubtedly helped to

make the good showing during 1906 and 1907. However, it

should not have been necessary to retain an efficiency engineer

to do this.

Mr. Emerson has taken us to task for the statement in the

editorial on scientific management in our issue of January 6 that

"Mr. Emerson was given a fair trial in the mechanical depart-

ment on the Santa Fe (three years), and claims to have saved

the road $5,000,000 in that time." Charles B. Going, editor of

the Engineering Magazine, preceded Mr. Emerson on the stand

and prepared the way for his testimony, and one of the last

things he said before Mr. Emerson was called was that a report

had been made by the mechanical officials to the operating vice-

president of the Santa Fe which showed that based on a tractive

power unit, the savings due to the introduction of Mr. Emerson's

methods for the three years had been calculated to be in excess

of $5,000,000. Mr. Emerson did not correct this statement, and

we assumed that it met with his approval.

Mr. Emerson also wishes to have another fact emphasized

which may best be done by quoting as follows from the lecture

he delivered at Harvard University. "Mr. Emerson had neither

official position nor executive authority. He investigated,

planned and then advised. He taught the underlying principles,

showed the methods of research. Executive orders were issued

and the work required was undertaken by the regular shop of-

ficials and force. Outside of his own office assistants, the spe-

cialists he selected and recommended were appointed by the

regular officials and owed obedience to them. If important

orders were necessary they were issued by the superintendent of

motive power or by Mr. Kendrick, vice-president. Because the

plans were new, untried, and because of the great interests

at stake involving safety to life, full control was retained through-

out by the regular officials."

T
MECHANICAL ARTICLES DURING JANUARY.

'HE following articles of interest to mechanical department
•*• readers, and to which Shop Number readers may wish to

refer, have appeared in the weekly issues of the Railway Age
Gazette since that of January 6

:

The Screw Reverse Gear. The reverse gear as used on locomotives in

this country does not permit an easy and accurate adjustment of the cut-off,

especially on the larger locomotives, and it might be well to consider the use
of the screw reverse gear, which is extensively and successfully used abroad.

—January 13, page 72.

The Use of Bridges in Exhaust Nozzles. W. E. Johnston explains why
the exhaust nozzle with a bridge sometimes gives better results with the

inside stack.—January 13, page 73.

The Effect of High Temperature on Locomotive Cylinders and Valves.
It does not seem wise to use superheat of 550 deg. Fahr. on old loco-

motives with flat slide valves and ordinary design of cylinders. Special

attention should be given to the design of these parts for locomotives using
highly superheated steam—600 to 650 deg. Fahr.—January 20, page 110.

Test of Simple Atlantic Type Locomotive on the Testing Plant at Altoona.
This locomotive was to have been tested at the St. Louis Exposition in 1904,

but has since been tested at Altoona. Its performance is compared with
that of the compound Atlantic type passenger locomotive which was tested

at St. Louis.—January 20, page 125.

Federal Boiler Inspection Bill. The substance of this bill, which has
passed the Senate and is now in the House Committee, is given.—January
20, page 126.

Lignite Fuel for Locomotives. The roads in the Northwest have given
this subject considerable attention during the past few years with the view
of taking advantage of large lignite deposits in that section, thus obviating

the hauling of coal for long distances.—January 27, page 150.

Mikado Locomotive for Burning Lignite; Oregon Railroad & Navigation

Co. This locomotive was especially designed for burning lignite coal, and
has given splendid results. Its performance burning lignite is compared
with that of a consolidation locomotive burning Cumberland coal.—January
27, page 167.

The Supply Department. The series of articles on this subject by H. C.

Pearce, general storekeeper. Southern Pacific, which was started in the

issue of January 6, has been continued during the month.—January 13,

page 85; January 20, page 112 and January 27, page 161.

STANDARDIZATION OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS.
""PHE paper on The Standardization of Chilled Iron Car
*• Wheels with Reference to Service Conditions, which was
read by a representative of the Griffin Wheel Company at the

January meeting of the Western Railway Club, presents a new
phase of the chilled wheel question which is so important that

we publish a liberal abstract of it in this issue. The subject

is one which evidently deserves further attention from the wheel
committee of the M. C. B. Association, as the paper seems to

show that there are some classes of service to which the stand-

ard weight M. C. B. wheels are not suitable, and some further

standardization in detail should be adopted for the weight of
wheels for refrigerator and furniture cars, tenders and passenger
cars.

In addition to the gross load on eight wheels the braking
power should be considered, and an additional thickness should

be added to the plate to take care of the stresses due to the

heating of the wheel when the brakes are applied. The thick-

ness of the tread should also be increased for this reason. The
whole question of wheel design is therefore involved in the

problem of adapting the cast wheel to the more severe condi-

tions which are found in some classes of service. To assist in

this work the Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car
Wheels has prepared a number of tables which show the thick-

nesses of plate and tread and the weights of wheels for various

gross loads and total braking power. These tables are included

in the paper. Unfortunately, they are not accompanied by an

explanation of the manner in which the wheel proportions were
arrived at, though we are asked to accept them with the same
confidence as the tables which apply to the strength of beams,

channels and other rolled steel sections. A rational theory for

the design of car wheels must involve a consideration of a com-

bination of stresses which are difficult to measure, and as they

have not been exactly measured wheel design cannot be consid-

ered as having an exact basis. It is surprising to find that the

lateral stresses due to the blow on the flange are not mentioned

in the paper, but they are probably assumed to be proportional

in some way to the gross load acting under velocities due to

normal running speeds.

The tables of cast iron wheel proportions, as prepared by the

wheel makers, should, therefore, be regarded as a tentative

presentation of our present knowledge of the subject rather than

exact or final figures which will bear rigid analysis. They are

the result of a careful study of records relating to the life and

service of a large number of wheels, and as such can be ac-

cepted as the best available guide for present practice.

With increased loads and speeds heavier braking is required,

and the stresses due to the heat generated by severe brake shoe

applications are greater than ever. The proper design of the

cast wheel is, therefore, becoming more important. Considering

the amount of money involved, in addition to the question of

safety there is no more important subject for the M. C. B. Asso-

ciation to investigate than the design and composition and the

method of manufacture of the chilled cast wheel. These ques-

tions have been left largely with the wheel makers, but there

should be a fuller co-operation of the railways, not only in this

development, but in the further standardization of wheel ap-

plication with reference to the character of the car and the

kind of service.

It is claimed that the cast iron wheel is so safe that if properly

made and applied in accordance with the rules proposed there

would not be one broken wheel in one million. The manufac-

turers are so confident of this that they have no hesitation in

recommending chilled wheels for all classes of railway service,

and they see no indication of the limit of its capacity having

been approached. In adapting wheels of various weights to

particular services, the paper proposes that the 67S-lb. wheel

be abandoned and the 725-lb. wheel can be used under both

80,000-lb. and 100,000-lb. cars, because in many cases there is

little difference in the requirements of these two classes and bet-
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tcr service would be secured for llic 80,000-11j. class. The 700-

Ib. wheel is recommended for refrigerator, furniture and other

heavy cars of the ()0,000-Ib. chiss and also for the 70,000-lb.

class. The 625-lb. wheel should be used for other ordinary

()(),000-lb. and less capacity cars. 'I'iie arguments for this change,

as presented in the paper, appear to be reasonable, and the sug-

gestion relating to more rigid rules concerning wheel applica-

tion are worthy of the careful attention of all who are interested

in car service and maintenance.

The paper may be regarded as a statement of the position of

the wheel manufacturer as to the cast iron wheel. It reiterates

what has been repeatedly stated in these columns, that the cast

iron wheel is capable of being improved and made more suitable

for the work that it has to do, but it puts the greatest stress on

the advisability of adding to the weight and skims over with

the barest of allusions to the possibility of improving the metal.

It is on this last point that especial emphasis has been put by

railway officials. It is a timely appeal from the manufacturers

for consideration, especially in view of the inroads that are

being made in their held by the steel wheel. It is undoubtedly

quite sincere in its statements, and while we may be disposed to

accept It with considerable hesitation, we can attribute to the en-

thusiasm of the author the closing statement to the effect that

the cast iron wheel makers can furnish "the safest wheel made

of any material.'' This in view of our almost total ignorance

of the actual stresses to which a car wheel is subjected is put-

ting it rather strong.

ST^U^r^ to the I^diton

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.

New York, January 14, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have read the editorial on scientific management in the Rail-

way Age Gazette of January 6, and think it is in line with the

conditions. The trouble with the efficiency exponent seems to

be that he thinks he can lay down certain hard and fast rules,

and that all events can then be made to fit in with the carrying

out of such a proposition; that he can calculate to a theoretical

nicety the results as they must occur, largely irrespective of

business conditions. It seems to be his idea that because the

railways do not handle their business along such lines that they

are not carrying out the proper business principles. I believe

someone has shown that if the amount which it is claimed could

be saved—one million dollars per day—was accomplished, it

would be necessary to wipe out a very large part of the expenses

of the mechanical department, in which department a large part

of the saving was evidently to be made. The saving would

necessarily have to be largely in labor because as a general propo-

sition railways buy as much material as they can from outside

manufacturers under competitive conditions.

There is no question but that the railways require scientific

management to the fullest extent, and, to my mind, the most

effective way to bring about scientific management is in the

predetermination of expenses so far as it is possible to do so,

and, it is possible to do so to a very great extent. In the pre-

determination of expenses it is, of course, essential that all the

conditions surrounding the business shall be carefully considered,

and that line of action adopted which means the greatest good

to the railway as a whole, considering both its prospective rev-

enue and expenses. The offhand manner in which some efficiency

men have announced that they could make a saving of large

amounts without the knowledge of the conditions afifecting the

property that they seek to improve, has, it seems to me, mili-

tated against them. No railway man will venture an opinion as

to whether another railway is being operated more or less

economically because he knows the varying conditions surround-

ing the operation of different roads are so necessary of ex-

planation, before a full understanding may be had. There is

no question but that the efficiency man has done good, as every-

body else does good who enunciates any idea of improvement to

a sufficient extent to impress other people. I believe that stern

necessity has done more than anything else to absolutely require

efficient operation. There are some railways on which it is so

essential that it becomes an absolute necessity. The example in

the results produced forces other roads to adopt measures ac-

complishing the same thing. In any event the competent operating

railway officer must be cognizant of the necessity for proper

management, and be capable of devising the necessary means for

it, otherwise he does not deserve to be designated as competent.

W. J. HARAHAfJ,
Vice-President, Erie Railroad.

Pittsburgh, Pa., January 20, 1911.

To THE Editor of The Railway Age Gazette :

The editorial on scientific management in the Railway Age
Gazette of January 6, mentions the cost of maintenance of freight

cars on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, as referred to by Harring-

ton Emerson before the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
commission is made up of able, earnest, and just men, who are

prompted by one thought only, to do justice to all concerned,

and ascertain, if possible, everything bearing on the case which

will enable them to deal impartially with the question before

them. Mr. Emerson in referring to the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,

either ignorantly or intentionally misled the commission. He
knew, or should have known, that there is no road in this coun-

try that has better facilities for the maintenance of its equip-

ment, and that very few, if any, have as good; he should also

have known and stated that the average age of freight cars owned

by the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is six years and eight months,

which tends to produce a low cost of maintenance. Moreover

about 72) per cent, of this equipment is of all steel construction.

The writer's remarks before the Railway Club of Pittsburgh

made no reference whatever to the operation of the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie, but treated the subject from the standpoint of the

average conditions which prevail throughout the country. Men
who have a general knowledge of the railway situation are fam-

iliar with the fact that the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is distinctive

and peculiar in many respects, and that it cannot fairly be used

as a standard of comparison. Much capital seems to be made

of the fact that the writer was not informed as to the cost of

repairs on his own road. The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie computes

the cost of car repairs on the cost per mile run, not on the cost

per car per year. Freight rates are based on the cost per ton

per mile hauled; why should not car repairs be based on the cost

per mile? During 1909 the average mileage per day for the

freight cars operated by the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie was 12.47

miles, while the average for the country, as nearly as can be

learned, was about 22 miles. This was due to the nature of the

business and the short haul which makes a correspondingly high

terminal delay that cannot be avoided. Had the cars on the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie made the average mileage, the cost

per car for maintenance would have been increased $23.57, or

to a total of $54.58 per car per year, or $0,068 per car mile.

The conditions on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie are therefore

unusual, and it should not be used as a basis for deciding mat-

ters for the other lines.

Mr. Emerson should confine himself to general conditions,

and* not select special and isolated cases to be used as a guide

for others who are not so fortunately situated, and in conse-

quence cannot reach the high standard of efficiency that comes

so easily in special cases. He should also realize that in giving

testimony before a tribunal of able and just men, any attempt

upon his part to present only such results as are obtained under

the most ideal conditions, or the failure to mention any facts

which would throw a greater light upon the subject, is regarded

as an attempt to mislead or give a wrong impression, and is, in

a manner, a distortion of the truth.

Mr. Benjamin Baker, in his article in the Review of Reviews
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of January, 1911, under the heading of Efficiency, Freight Rates,

and Tariff Revision, refers to the work of the writer as a

"humorous situation." With the highest regard for the opinions

of Mr. Baker on subjects with which he is conversant, and with

no desire to say unkind things, we are impelled to believe that

Mr. Baker could in no other way have advertised his incom-

petency to deal with the subject in so plain a manner as he did

by writing the article mentioned above. His lack of knowledge

of the intricacies of railway work could not have been better il-

lustrated, and his regretful expressions that all railway men are

not expert accountants, and mechanical and civil engineers, best

indicates his lack of knowledge of the men who are managing

the great railway systems of this country. The traffic depart-

ments are to be congratulated on being exempt from any attack

by Mr. Baker. It cannot be denied that they are an able body

of men, and it is safe to say that 95 per cent, of the best traffic

men of the country obtained their educations in the public

schools, and learned the details of their work commencing as

bill clerks, and climbing step by step to the positions they are

holding today. As an evidence of the eternal fitness of things,

it is a truthful statement that railway presidents and general

managers in this country are receiving salaries ranging from

$15,000 to $50,000 per year, although nine out of ten of them

were never educated in any special line, but have a broad and

general education, which they have obtained, not through the

universities, but in their long journey from the lowest positions

on the road to the high ones which they now occupy. Civil and

mechanical engineers and expert accountants are a necessity,

and railways could not be operated without tliera. They are

especially valuable in their own particular line, but in luost cases

have not had an opportunity to become proficient in the varied

forms of work pertaining to railway operation to anywhere near

the same degree as the man who has absorbed his knowledge

through contact with the actual conditions. The reference to the

situation that has existed in the past on the Pennsylvania and

Illinois Central has no connection, and cannot be applied to the

case in question, and were Mr. Baker permitted to enjoy the

acquaintanceship of 90 per cent, of the railway men of this coun-

try who hold important positions, he would be greatly surprised

at their ability in handling figures and computing costs.

The gentlemen who gave testimony before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission are among the highest types of manufac-

turers, and undoubtedly were sincere and well meaning in their

statements. It is safe to say that none of them have had actual

experience in the supervision of railway repair shops, but their

work has been largely, if not wholly, confined to the manufac-

ture of one or more standard articles, in the making of which

certain men and certain machines were constantly employed in

the production of standard parts. It is the easiest matter in the

world to increase the output of a manufacturing plant by the

introduction of the newest and most imiproved methods and ma-

chine tools, high speed steel, and sufficient power to drive the

machines to their utmost capacity. In the average railway shop

there is a constant change of the work and readjustment of the

machines. Often these changes take place many times during the

day. It is a condition that operates against a large output, but

at the same time is one that cannot be avoided, and which must

be met. Undoubtedly if the witnesses were to change from their

present businesses and enter the field of locomotive and car

repairs, they would in a short time beg the privilege of correct-

ing the testimony given before the Interstate Commerce

Commission. l. h. turner,

Superintendent Motive Power, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

New York, January )7, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In your issue of January 6, 1911, appears a severe criticism

of efficiency engineers. The spot light is turned on their mis-

takes, and special attention is paid to the extravagant statements

and claims made by them. The criticism is supposedly written

by "One Who Has Worked With Them." After reading the

article the question immediately arose—did the writer work with

them or simply along side of them? The nature of the criticism

leads one to believe that it was along side of rather than with.

Had he worked with them he would have known with how much
care and thought the statements are prepared and would also real-

ize that stc\tements which may appear extravagant to the un-

initiated are really sound.

The efficiency engineer determines what can be done with a

shop or organization in the same way that an assayer determines

the value of a mine. If the plant is a large one the engineer

will take several assistants, each of whom will make assays or

observations of work in which he has specialized. For example,

in a large plant examined by Mr. Emerson, one man observed

machine tool operations, another foundry operations, a third

power, belting, lighting, abrasive wheels, etc., a fourth the rout-

ing of the work, trucking, etc., while Mr. Emerson studied the

organization and the accounts. Various inefficiencies were noted

such as a planer overrunning the stroke 50 per cent., belts too

light and too loose to drive the tools to their maximum capac-

ity, chipping by hand instead of using air hammers, no standard

tools but each machinist going to the forge to direct the making
of his tools, work poorly routed thus causing excessive truck-

ing, poor discipline, no adequate records, no standards of opera-

tions, etc. These assays were all summed up and the plant

found to be 40 per cent, efficient. In order to be conservative

the saving to be made was based on an efficiency of 60 per cent,

and an attainable efficiency of 90 per cent. All statements were

made with the same care and conservatism, yet many were called

extravagant or visionary. Mr. Emerson has always showed

the honesty of his convictions by offering to undertake con-

tracts on a contingent fee. On one railway where an oflfer was
made to reduce the cost of maintaining locomotives 25 per cent.,

the reply was made that it could not be done and that if it

could be done the road would do it itself. A comparison of

some of the accounts from this road with those from another

road operating in the same territory and under practically the

same conditions will immediately show that the statement was

not extravagant.
A. R. R. B. R. R.

Per cent, operating expenses to gross earrings 77 58
Miles per locomotive 20,500 30,500
Miles per passenger locomotive 28,000 34,000
Miles per freight locomotive 1 8,000 24,500
Per cent, maintenance equipment to gross earnings.. 22.4 15.2

Cost of maintaining equipment per locomotive mile.. $0.34 $0,245
Cost of maintaining equipment per 1,000 ton miles.. $1.95 $1.50
Per cent, maintenance of locomotives to gross earn-

ings .. 11.37 3.9

Cost of maintaining locomotives per locomotive mile. $0,172 $0,064
Cost of maintaining locomotives per locomotive $3,500.00 $1,950.00
Cost of fuel per locomotive mile $0.13 $0,098
Per cent, of revenue tons of freight per loaded car

to average capacity 28.5 35.0

The figures reveal other inefficiencies than the high cost of

maintaining locomotives.

The criticism seems to consider that the only deterioration on

a railway is physical, and therefore a deterioration of 50 per

cent, is unreasonable. Consider engines, roadway, cars and

crews 100 per cent, efficient, but the cars loaded only to 25

per cent, of their capacity and the despatchers only 50 per cent.

efficient, what will be the efficiency of the road? It is not at all

uncommon to see solid trains of empty cars going in both di-

rections. For a train to run six hours and stand eight hours

in making a division of 100 miles is so cqmmon as to be more

nearly the rule than the exception. On the last trip which I

made on a freight train we stood in the yard for three hours

after the time called for starting. On one great transcontinental

road (not the Santa Fe) every siding on one 115 mile division

is several feet lower than the main line, and the tonnage of the

locomotives is determined by what they can pull out of the

sidings, not by what they can pull over the division. Examples

of railway inefficiencies are so numerous as to make Mr. Emer-

son's figures appear conservative to one who has studied the

conditions.

The editorial in the same issue must have been written with

the idea of drawing comment. While, of course, all believe
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that no railway official would spend a cent of the company's
money except according to his best judgment, still his judgment
may be bad for lack of adequate records, competent counsel,

and standards. Shops have been built and equipped which im-

pose enormous and unwarranted burden charges on operations.

These mistakes .are probably due to lack of adequate records and
competent counsel. The records are so kept on most railways that

the actual cost of any particular article cannot be determined and
no one knows whether it is cheaper to buy or to manufacture it.

Mr. Emerson will frankly admit that many of the ideas which

he used came from other roads. In fact, while in the employ

of the Santa Fc, I made a trip to nine of the leading railway

shops to pick up ideas for improvements. Many of the ideas

that I brought back are still in use at Topeka. One of the

duties of an efficiency engineer is to keep his eyes open for ideas

so that he may not have to laboriously work out problems that

have already been solved.

The editor must have failed to see the saving on the Santa

Fe by looking at the annual reports. The totals do not show
it for the reason that the money saved in the mechanical de-

partment was spent by others. A little inside history will

also explain some things.

During the entire three years Mr. Emerson was with the Santa

Fe he was opposed by the superintendent of motive power, who
was bitterly antagonistic to the efficiency work. Bearing these

facts in mind examine a few of the figures which are taken from

statistics prepared by order of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for use in its investigation in regard to freight rate

advances.

would be wasteful on another. I hope to present in the near

future an exhaustive analysis of railway accounts and believe

that it will justify many of tlic statements of the efficiency

engineers. c. j. Morrison.

52 East 19th street.

[Editor's Note.—Mr. Morrison is a graduate of Cornell University,
served two or three years as a special apprentice in the mechanical depart-
ment of the Northern Pacific and was on the Santa Fe during the time that
Mr. Emerson was connected with that road and was on his staff. Since
leaving ihe Santa Fe in 1909 he has been engaged as a consulting engineer
in New York.]

"One Who Has Worked with Them" wishes to have it under-

stood that the mistakes credited by him to the efficiency men
have come to his attention either directly or on the best of au-

thority during a number of years close work with them and

those who were following their leadership. During a large

part of that period he defended them against similar charges of

extravagance in statement and other criticisms, even as Mr.

Morrison now comes to their rescue.

No question was raised in the article to which Mr. Morrison

takes exception, with reference to the accuracy of the infor-

mation secured by the efficiency men through investigations, or

assays as he calls them, of conditions existing in specific shops

or on certain railways. This question was not considered, and

it may be taken for granted for the purpose of this discussion,

that such data are usually as nearly accurate as may be expected

under the circumstances. It may be said in passing, however,

that many things may either escape the notice of "experts" in

their examination of a shop or of a railway property, or may be

hidden, if there are reasons from the standpoint of the men on

1904.
Total operating revenue $54,714,717
Ratio total operating expense (not including taxes) to total

operating revenue 60.01
Maintenance of equipment $7,884,280
Ratio maintenance of equipment to total operating revenue 14.41
Operating expense for repairs and renewals per locomotive mile.. 10.88c.
Operating expense for repairs and renewals per passenger-train

car mile .78c.
Operating expense for repairs and renewals per freight-train

car mile .63c.
Fuel for locomotives $3,968,841
Fuel for locomotives per train mile 16.01c
Ratio of maintenance of equipment to conducting transportation.. 48.71

1905.
$58,802,410

1906.
$67,119,993

1907.
$75,792,605

1908.
$75,574,382

1909.
$76,770,668

1910.
$86,971,313

64.50
$9,331,124

15.87
12.60c.

59.46
$9,088,085

13.5-1

9.67c.

60.36
$9,752,564

12.87
9.29c.

63.49
$11,786,218

15.60
11.52c.

59.11
$11,427,226

14.89
9.61c.

64.32
$12,884,898

14.82
10.75c.

1.23c. .77c. .89c. .90c. 1.05c. 1.23c.

.66c.

$3,722,231
14.20c.
54.20

.73c.

$4,090,362
14.16c.
47.91

1.00c.

$4,484,293
14.58c.
44.36

.75c.

$4,716,497
15.33c.
50.01

.88c.

$4,615,688
15.34c.
51.29

.71c.

$6,210,987
18.06c.
47.56

The figures not only show that a saving was made during the

fiscal years 1906 and 1907 when Mr. Emerson was allowed to in-

stall efficiency methods, but also that most of the saving was
lost the following year when he left the road and those opposed

to the work endeavored to discredit it by increasing expenses.

As Mr. Emerson did more work at Topeka than at any other

point, statistics from the Topeka shops are interesting.

Cost of Repairs to Locomotives at Topeka Shops.

1905. 1906. 1907. 1908. 1909.
Labor $977.81 $797.52 $817.44 $1,015.00 $1,070.00
Material 779.53 647.18 829.62 1,025.00 1,000.00
Number of locomotives 342 350 357 275
Average days in shop 32 26 27 38 38

There were 22y2 per cent, more general and heavy repairs in

1907 than 1906. Here again is seen the rise in 1908 and 1909.

A system account which illustrates the work on the Santa Fe
is that known as the tool account.

Maintenance of SIiop Machincyy and Tools.

Fiscal years ending June 30.

'l905. 1906. 1907. 1908.
Percentage to gross earnings 0.71 0.47 0.34 0.32
Cost per 1,000 locomotive miles.... $12.00 $8.20 $6.16 $5.80
Cost per 1,000 revenue ton miles... $0,101 $0.0615 $0,042 $0,041
Percentage to maint. of equipment.. 4.45 3.45 2.65 2.00
Percentage to maint. of locomotives. 9.6 9.4 6.8 5.0

Cost per locomotive $334.68 $225.03 $176.35 $157.11

In this case there was no loss in efficiency in 1908 as the tool

account was still in the l^ands of the man who had handled it

during the three previous years.

Railway accounts are exceedingly difficult to analyze and

interpret. Comparisons between dififerent roads are not only

hard to make but are dangerous in the hands of the inexperi-

enced. Expenditures which would be economical on one road

the ground why this should be done. It was clearly stated in

the article to which Mr. Morrison refers that in most cases the

extravagant claims are "possible of proof." This, however, does

not make them any the less extravagant. The writer did as-

sert that claims even though based on facts are often either un-

warranted or unnecessary—in either case, that under certain con-

ditions they are better left unsaid. Such claims are general,

and as the executive heads of our large industrial corporations

and railways are necessarily unfamiliar with every detail of the

business which they direct, it is only general statements and con-

clusions that come to their attention. And when these are care-

lessly made, or are such as not to appeal to the good sense of

the average officer, they usually fail to receive -the consider-

ation to which they are entitled. It is because the efficiency en-

gineers have lacked tact and good judgment in approaching men
in authority that they have not gained their confidence.

It is not to be wondered at that railways do not readily agree

to turn over their properties to efficiency engineers who promise

to make radical reductions in cost on a contingent fee, even

when there is no good reason for doubting that these results

can be accomplished. From the standpoint of the efficiency en-

gineer the experiment would doubtless prove a success. Costs

could be reduced for a certain length of time, one year, two

years, perhaps three years, and his profits would grow apace.

But when all the possible savings have been made and the con-

tractor has reaped the benefits, the railway awakens to find that

its equipment is in poor condition, its roadbed not up to stand-

ard, its labor discontented, and the operation of its road gen-

erally demoralized. Then the real payment for the "economy"

is begun ; the percentage paid to the efficiency engineer is only
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a small part of the cost. Such a road lias no one but itself

to blame, for in giving carte blanche to a theorist to do as he

pleases with its property it should be prepared for the conse-

quences which follow, as the night follows the day. Was not

the ofifer made by Mr. Emerson, to which Mr. Morrison refers,

to reduce the cost of maintaining locomotives 25 per cent., in

itself an extravagant and unnecessary statement to make? And
did it not spoil whatever chance of success he might otherwise

have had?

Without appearing to question the correctness of the statistics

cited for "A" and "B" roads, it may be doubted if the two roads

were being operated under the same conditions. It is neither

necessary to defend the high costs in respect to "B" nor wise

to commend the low costs in respect to "A" without more com-
plete information concerning them. A good record may speed-

ily change to a poor one, and the positions of the two may be

altered. Granting, however, that the instances cited are fair,

it does not appear that "A" made a good showing because of

the adoption of a so-called efficiency system, nor does it follow

that "B" could have attained to "A's" record had the efficiency

man been called in. The claim has not been made by the writer

that certain roads are not inefficient. We agree with Mr. Mor-
rison that there is room for much improvement on many of

them ; we disagree, however, as to what physician should be

called in to treat the patient.

As to deterioration on a road other than physical, this also

is recognized. No attempt was made to mention all the factors,

out of consideration to the efficiency men. Had they all

been considered, the conclusion would have been even more to

their disadvantage. It may be said, however, that it is seriously

to be doubted if a combination of 100 per cent, engines, crews,

roadway and cars with but 25 per cent, car loading and 50 per

cent, despatching exists. A railway manager who gets 100 per

cent, from the first hour would assurely not be contented

with 25 and 50 per cent, from the last two. The poor operating

results referred to on a certain road due to delayed trains,

sidings being too low, etc., are unfortunately only too common.
Railways are looking for relief from the conditions that now
make them unavoidable. Their enumeration, however, in con-

nection with this discussion has no bearing upon the question

under consideration.

"one who has worked with them."

INCREASING THE OUTPUT OF A LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR
SHOP.*

NEW BOOKS.

Rules and Formulae Relating to Boiler Inspection and Design. Endorsed,
adopted and published by the International Master Boiler Makers' As-
sociation. Office of the secretary, 95 Liberty street, New York. 65
pages; 3}i in. by 5J4 in-I flexible linen; price $1.00.

There is a growing need for a good pocket manual relating

to that portion of the boiler design which is of especial interest

to inspectors and those engaged in the maintenance and repair

of boilers, and the present volume is the first attempt to meet

this need. There is little, if any, original matter, and the rules

and suggestions were selected from various authorities, by a

committee of the above association. A special study was made
of the staying of flat surfaces by screw stays with riveted heads.

This subject is fully covered and the approximate rule of D. K.

Clark is given preference. The first 15 pages are devoted to in-

structions in regard to general inspection of boilers, covering

the subject fully and in good shape. The other portion of the

book, relating to rules and formulae, is not so satisfactory, be-

cause there are no drawings. The rules in regard to the effici-

ency of riveted joints, reinforced rings, etc., are apt to be con-

fused unless they are accompanied by a sketch showing exactly

what is meant by the different dimensions. The book would

be materially improved in another edition if it were more fully

illustrated. On account of the large amount of inspection of

boilers now required by state laws, it is desirable that uniform

rules which are authoritative be compiled in good shape and

made into a convenient handbook.

BY H. HOLDER.

General Foreman, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, St. Paul, Minn.

The following methods have helped materially to increase the

output of our shop about 30 per cent. ; this, with working hours

reduced and a small increase in the number of machine tools

and men. To increase the output of a locomotive repair shop,

it is necessary to take a general and impartial view of the entire

situation. Each department should then be analyzed in detail.

Of course, it is possible for a shop to reach the limit of its

capacity beyond which it is impossible to go, owing to insufficient

buildings, etc., but it is not intended to deal with that problem.

If, after carefully studying the problem and conferring with

the heads of all departments, it is evident that the shop is not

working to its capacity, the first step is to find which depart-

ment is lagging. As the erecting shop starts and completes the

work, it is the proper place to begin the investigation, as it has

to depend on others for the material with which to work. If

the work is furnished by the machine and smith shops before it

can be used, and this finished work lies waiting for erecting

men, is it the fault of the men, the foreman, or the method of

doing the work? If the men are idling or killing time the trouble

is with the foreman, and he should rectify it. Our experience

has been that if the material is furnished the erecting shop

the men will hustle to get it out of the way and up to the next

man. On the other hand, if the men are working hard and keep-

ing busy, is it the lack of tools that is holding the work back,

and if so, what tools are needed—shop kinks, handy tools, or

pneumatic tools? If the former, get busy and make some, as

most of them may be made easily and quickly. If pneumatic

tools are needed, get in a request for them without delay. If

the necessary tools are in service, could the work not be handled

quicker if more of it was specialized, such as link and motion

work, shoes and wedges, cab mountings, engine trucks, driving

boxes, brake work, valve and steam-chest work, rods, guides,

etc. ? From experience we have found by specializing these dif-

ferent classes of work that much more can be accomplished

with fewer men. If all the work is specialized as far as prac-

ticable, it is then only a question of a few more men, but on

the other hand if the erecting men are continually waiting for

work, and have not enough to keep them busy, look to the ma-

chine side next.

Is the machine work in general being held back, or is it one

or two special jobs such as the pistons and cross-heads, air-

pumps, lubricators and injectors, rods, driving boxes, drill-press

work, lathe work or planer work? If it is one or more of these

special jobs, it is easily located and remedied. If it is the general

work, is the trouble with the foreman, the tools or the want of

jigs and special tools and kinks? Are some of the machines

swamped with work, while others are scantily supplied? Is the

work handled to the best advantage by the machines to which

it is given, or could it be handled better by others. Then

look to the foreman to rectify it. If this is properly handled

are the tools equipped with high-speed steel, and operated at

the proper speeds and feeds? Our own experience has been, that

even old-style planers can be run at three times their original

speed and by making special tool holders for high-speed steel

;

the feed can be increased in the same proportion and do better

work than before.

Is the stock of finished material kept up? If not, the work

will surely fall behind, for if the stock runs out and a machine

has to stop, and be changed to make one or two small pieces

which should be made by the hundred instead of singly, the out-

put of that machine will be retarded 50 per cent, or 75 per cent.

The machines should be grouped to handle the different classes

of work to the best advantage without too much trucking. The

•Submitted in the competition which closed December 15, 1910.
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piston and LTuss-hcad machines should he near where the bench

work is done. The machines doing (hiving box work sliould be

close together, inohiding the babbiting of hub faces, pressing in

the brasses, macliining the outside of the brasses, fitting boxes

and boring.

Are the machines supplied with rough material from the smith

shop, storehouse and foundry in ample time for machining and

delivering it to the erecting shop in time for completion of the en-

gine on schedule time? If not, does the hand-forged work from

the smith shop cause the delay, and if so, could not dies be made
for forging the pieces in quantity under a steam hammer or in a

forging machine? If forging machines are not kept busy from

Monday to Saturday, could not dies be made to do much of the

work now done by hand?

It may be that work is delayed and material left in the fire to

soak, while waiting for a helper from another fire, or for a

chance to get the use of the steam hammer. One or two more

helpers, or one more hammer would help the situation wonder-

fully.

The boiler work should always be ahead of the erecting work
two or three days, for if not, it will surely hold the engine back

and retard the output. If behind time it should be given special

attention at once, so that as soon as the engine is wheeled the

ash-pan can be put up, and the engine be ready for steam in

8 to 10 hours. If this cannot be done because of ash pan work
interfering with the erecting men in the pit, owing to engines

having underhung springs, etc., it would pay if the shop is large

enough to have one ash-pan crew work nights. With the boiler

work, front end, and ash pans out of the way, engines can be

turned out of the shop from two to three days sooner than

otherwise. In our own shop, under these circumstances, we
have wheeled an engine at 7 a. m., and have had it on the road

under steam at 3 p. m.

Last, but not least, does the store keep in stock the material

most needed, and supply it quickly? If not, what is the reason?

Is the storekeeper informed as to the shop's needs, or is he ex-

pected to guess at them? A lot of material may be in stock that

was usable years before, but is now out of date. The store-

keeper is not aware of it, and his old stock should be used

wherever possible, even at a loss, for the sake of getting rid

of it, thereby getting it ofif his hands and making room for more

up-to-date and useful material. He should be told what is

wanted and be given an idea of the quantity desired. He should

also be aided in reducing the stock by combining several different

sizes of the parts (where the difference is slight) into one, and

thereby keep 12 pieces of one size in stock, instead of 48 pieces of

12 sizes. This is better for the shop, as well as for the store,

for it gives a much larger stock, as far as the shop is concerned,

but a much smaller stock in the store. This may be done with

axles, piston rods, crank pins, sheet steel, and innumerable cast-

ings of iron, brass and steel. This will put the proper kind of

stock where it can be delivered almost at a moment's notice,

which every foreman knows to be a great advantage. Where
it is necessary to wait from tw^o days to four weeks to get the

rough material, the finished article must necessarily be held back.

Just a word as to the foremen. Are they all working in har-

mony as they should, and in good natured rivalry to keep their

own department ahead of the others? If not, they should mend
their ways at once, and all work together for the good of the

whole. The foreman must set a right example for his men, for

few workmen will go beyond the pace set for them by their

leader. If he goes about his work with a "What we don't do

today we can do to morrow," kind of an air, the workmen will

do likewise. He should be able to read human nature and to

get the best results he must keep the good-will of all those

under him. Be one with the men and still above them, and

treat everyone fair and square, without partiality. A live, wide-

awake, up-to-date foreman, will see that as soon as the work is

handed to him, it is started on at once and forwarded to the

next department as quickly as possible.

ELECTRIFICATION OF THE SHOPS OF THE WABASH
RAILROAD.

Many of the older and smaller railway repair shops are still

operated at a large e.xpense for power transmitted by shafting

from steam engines. In some cases this involves the main-

tenance of two or three boiler plants and engines, with firemen

and engineers at each plant. At other old repair shops new
power plants have been built at a large expense and the ma-

chinery entirely changed for the electric drive. The large cost

of the electric drive where a new power plant is contempbited

has often prevented the desired improvement, but that it is pos-

sible to make considerable improvement at a moderate cost is

shown by the practice of the Wabash. The new car shops of

this road at Decatur, 111., were provided with an electric power

plant which has additional capacity sufficient for the locomotive

terminal some distance away. At Moberly, Mo., several small

boilers and engines at the shops and the pump house were re-

placed at comparatively small expense by one station with a

150-k.w. generator for shop tools, light and pumping. A de-

scription of the installation was published in the Railway

Age Gazette, November 20, 1908. A similar installation has

been made at the Wabash shops at Fort Wayne, Ind., and Spring-

field, 111.

At Springfield the power is furnished by outside parties and

is delivered at 2,300 volts. It is transformed by Westinghouse

oil type transformers to 440 volts for power purposes and 110

volts for lighting. Westinghouse oil type circuit breakers are

used at the switchboard on both the power and lighting circuit,

and in addition there are three-pole, single throw, no arc, fused

knife switches protecting each circuit. All wiring is in conduits.

The main machine shop and the erecting shop have six motors

as follows : Two 35-h.p., one 25-h.p., one 20-h.p., and one 15-

h.p. driving the machine tools and one 25-h.p. motor on the

drop table. The tools in the machine shop annex are driven

by a single 20-h.p. motor. A 7j^-h.p. motor is used for driving

the carpenter shop and a 20-h.p. motor in the boiler and black-

smith shop. For furnishmg blast for the boiler and smith

shops a 35-h.p. motor is used direct connected to a 12-in. fan.

All motors, with the exception of the one operating the drop

table are of the three-phase 440 volt, 60 cycle, a.c, induction

or squirrel cage type. The drop table motor is a slip ring type

with a reversible controller which furnishes variable speed from

850 to 1,140 r.p.m.

Power is furnished by the Springfield Heat, Light & Power

Company, which brought the power wires to a convenient point

in the shop yard and installed a transformer at its own ex-

pense. The aggregate power of the ten motors is 177j^-h.p.,

and the cost of the installation was as follows : Ten motors,

$2,838; pulleys and belts, $264.54; switches, $70.55; conduit and

wire, $332.64; switchboard, $82.59; sundries, $163.49; labor,

$350; total, $4,101.81. The estimated cost of the transformer

furnished by the power company was $350.

LARGE LOCOMOTIVE MILEAGE.

The Santa Fe Employees' Magazine for January, 1911, pub-

lishes the following record for engine No. 1415, a 4-cylinder

balanced compound, which was received from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works in April, 1906, and went into service on May 1

of that year on the first district of the Albuquerque division.

On October 22, 1910, four years and five months later, the en-

gine was sent to the shop for the first general repairs after mak-

ing 241,335 miles. The boiler record was equally good, as during

the period no tubes were removed. The engine was in charge

of the same engineer and fireman while making this extraordi-

nary record, which is without precedent on the Santa Fe. It was

in service in a district of treated water, and before the treating

plants were put in it was only possible to obtain from 30,000

to 40,000 miles between tube renewals.
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FIRST PRIZE.

BY M. H. WESTBROOK.

Grand Trunk, Battle Creek, Mich.

APPLICATION OF FLEXIBLE STAYBOLTS.

A device for applying flexible staybolts is shown in Figs. 1 and

2. It consists of a sleeve A which screws on the socket B. The
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Fig. 1—Driver for Flexible Staybolts.

sleeve C is threaded to the same pitch as the staybolts and holds
the end of the square steel driver D in the square recess in the

head of the sta3'bolt. The driver D is revolved bv a small crank
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sleeve E, Fig. 2, with anvil F, is applied to hold the head of the
bolt while it is being riveted over on the other end.

BORING TOOLS FOR AIR PUMP CYLINDERS AND STEAM CHESTS.

A method of boring air pump cylinders which saves taking
them apart, as is sometimes necessary when they are bored out

Fig. 3—Tools for Boring Air Pump Cylinders and Steam
Chests.
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Fig. 2—Anvil for Applying Flexible Staybolts.

which is not shown, making the application of the staybolt

a comparatively easy job. After it has been screwed into place.

Fig. 4—Boring Tool for Air Pump.

in a lathe or boring mil, is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It insures

a bore perfectly true with the cylinder head bore, as reference
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to the tlrawing will sliovv. I iif- giiitlc bracket A is boltc-d to

the cyliiuler casting after the spindle has been centered. The

tools C are adjusted by the screws D. ihe boring bar is

made with a standard Morse taper shank and is driven b\- a

universal drill.

To the left of the air pump in I'ig 3 is shown a steam

chest which is ready for boring. It was formerly the practice

to cast the steam chest with this hole cored and to finish it on a

lor each wedge as the ends are securely blocked. The holes

can generally be drilled in a place where they may later be

used for holding the wedge to the frame jaws. The wedges

are blocked up on one end to give the required taper.

SIIARrENING MILLING CUTTERS ON THEIR AKIiORS.

A method of sharpening milling cutters while on their arbors

is shown in Fig. 8. A portable adjustable head carries an emery

Fig. 5^Turret Tool Head Applied to a Small Planer.

horizontal boring mill, but considerable time was often lost, due

to the core having been placed ofif the center or because of the

holes being filled with sand. By making the part solid and using

special high speed steel counterboring tools and drills, one of

these can be finished in a few minutes.

TURRET TOOL HEAD FOR SMALL PLANER.

The application of an inexpensive turret tool head to a small

planer is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. It was primarily made to re-

duce the time of planing shoes and wedges, there being three

tools for each shoe. However, it has since proven adaptable

to the general run of work and is a good time and labor sav-

ing device. The tool head is bolted to the clapper E and turns

on the pin B ; it is centered by the pin C and is clamped in po-

sition bv the hand nut D.
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Fig. 6—Details of Turret Tool Head for Planer.

MILLING SHOES AND WEDGES.

A quick and cheap method of machining the inside and out-

side of shoes or wedges at the same time is shown in Fig. 7,

the machine being shown set up for wedges. They are bolted to

the cast steel jigs by ^^-i"- countersunk head bolts, the nut be-

ing placed on the under side of the jig. One bolt is sufficient

Fig. 7—Milling Shoes and Wedges.

wheel which is driven by a belt from an air motor arranged on

a suitable frame. This method is considered an improvement

over grinding them in the usual way in the tool room, as fre-

quently after severe duty the arbors become slightly sprung,

which results in two or three teeth having to do most of the

work. In many ways this method has proven superior to the

general practice. The portable grinder has been found useful for

other purposes.

MULTIPLE PARTING TOOL FOR PISTON RINGS.

A multiple parting tool used on boring mills for making pis-

ton packing rings is shown in Fig. 9. A tool is made for each

width of ring used, as it takes time to change the spacing blocks

for the rings of various widths. When properly adjusted, these

tools are used to part the rings to the correct width and no

Fig. 8—Sharpening Milling Cutters in Place oii flieir Arbors.

facing-up is necessary after they are cut off. The drawing shows

the tool in detail.

PLANING BABBITTED TRUCK BRASSES.

A tool for planing babbitted bearings of engine truck brasses

is shown in Fig. 10, two strokes of the planer or shaper being
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sufficient in most cases to make a good bearing. The tool is a

disk of a diameter to suit the brasses, ^ in. thick, and made of

tool steel. It fits the head of a Morton draw cut shaper, but the

shank may be made to suit any machine. When dull the cutter

may be revolved one-third of the way around, which gives a
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Fig. 9—Multiple Parting Tool for Piston Rings.

new cutting surface; it thus has three cutting surfaces which

may be used before resharpening.

SOCKET FOR TAPER REAMERS.

A socket for holding taper reamers is shown in Fig. 11, group

A. This has proven of value in reaming main rod ends and

straps. The absence of the positive rigidity, found in the solid

socket and spindle, allows the holes to be reamed faster and

with less breakages.

Fig. 10—Tool for Planing Babbitted Truck Brasses.

CENTER GRINDER.

A pneumatic grinder for lathe centers is shown at E and G in

Fig. 11, and in Fig. 12. It is made from a rotary air motor

Fig. 11—Miscellaneous Tools and Handy Devices.

originally designed for drilling 3/16 in. tell-tale holes in stay-

bolts. It is small and may easily be held in place in the or-

dinary lathe tool holder.
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Fig. 12—Details of Lathe Center Grinder.
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Ql!.\KTERINC. MACHINE GAC.K.

\ quartering niacliiiic gago, ]\, is shown in Fig. 11. It is

slipped over the spindle and used to Inu- up the crank pin

preparatory to horing out (he opposite wlieel for a new crank

pin.

PNEUMATIC FEED FOR AIR MOTORS.

A pneumatic feed, C, for air motors is shown in Fig. 11, and

in detail in Fig. 13. It has many uses and is especially adaptable
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Fig. 13—Pneumatic Feed for Air Motor.
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in drilling and tapping driving and truck wheel hubs for hub

liners, and in drilling into the heads of tire retaining ring rivets

preparatory to removing the ring and replacing the tire. The

pressure on the piston gives a constant feeding pressure to the

motor.

PLANING BABBITTED CROSSHEAD SHOES.

A tool for planing babbitted crosshead shoes in one cut is

shown at D in Fig. 11. It has been made to cut better by hav-

ing the cutting edges beveled back slightly.

PNEUMATIC BREAST DRILL.

By adding a set of gears to the motor described above, as

shown in Fig. 14, a breast drill F in Fig. 11, may be made that

will drill holes up to 9/16 in. in diameter.

QUARTERING INDICATOR.

The quartering indicator, H in Fig. 11, has proven valuable

when pressing axles into driving wheels that have the crank

pins already in.

REAMERS.

Several reamers and shanks are shown in group J, Fig. 15,

which illustrate an idea of standardizing the holes in special
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w
Brass Shield fyr Gears.

Fig. 14—Pneumatic Breast Drill.

reamers so that spindles or shanks may be made to fit into the

various styles of machines that may have occasion to use these

reamers.

The reamer on the right of group K, Fig. 15, has been found

to be an improvement over the other two as the flutes are not

as near together and there is more room for the chips to free

themselves and work out of the hole. Under heavy tests this

reamer has not broken a flute.

LATHE TOOLS FOR BRASS WORK.

An economical design of lathe tools for brass work is shown

in group O, Fig. 15. Each tool has a seat for the set screw lo-

cated by a jig so that it will fit the shank properly and run true

Fig. 15—Miscellaneous Tools and Gages.
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with the spindle of the lathe. This is much cheaper and more

satisfactory than the solid tools used in some shops.

THREADING TOOL.

A threading tool is shown at N, Fig. 15, and in detail in Fig.

16. It is only necessary to grind the top face to keep it sharp. It

is milled by the cutters M, which in turn are made by feeding

the chaser L into the cutter in the lathe forming a series of

Fig. 16—Threading Tool.

angular grooves of the desired pitch and depth. The cutter N,

shown set in the holder, has threaded 14,000 mud plugs and used

up ll4 i"- of the cutter.

AIR PUMP GAGES.

A set of piston and ring gages for air pumps and piston pack-

ing rings are shown in group Q, Fig. 15. The gages in each
set vary by 1/32 in.

SECOND PRIZE.

BY R. G. BENNETT.

Motive Power Inspector, Pennsylvania Railroad, South Pittsburgh Shops,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

STEEL CAR REPAIR JACK.

The Steel car repair jack shown in Fig. 17 has proved valuable

as a time and labor saver in the repair of steel cars. It is built

of a number of channels, so arranged as to act as guides and
supports for screw jacks which may be used on either the side

or top members of the frame. The columns are spaced about

8 ft. apart ; they are imbedded in concrete piers, which are 5

ft. deep, and are braced at the top by angle irons and channels.

The screw jacks each consist of two bronze nuts which are

clamped to the channels by bolts so that it is possible to ad-

just them to any height. Through these nuts is passed a steel

jack screw, outside diameter 2J4 in-, with two threads per inch

(square threads) ; on the end of jack screw is a swivel iron head.

The damaged car is placed in the structure and the bulged side

sheets or underframe, after being heated with a burner, may
be jacked back into their proper places and held there until

cooled. Eye bolts are placed at the base of the columns so that

the cars may be chained to the rail when it is necessary to do so.

BABBITT FURNACE.

The furnace shown in Fig. 18 is used for melting babbitt

from the faces of driving boxes and other locomotive parts

T I

Head for Jack Screiy.
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Fig. 17—Steel Car Repair Jack.
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that are hrouKlil niln tlic shop for repairs. The parts may be

hoisted by a wall ciane into the cast iron ladle, under which

is an 8-in. Good Luclc burner. Gas is supplied to the burner

through a -^^-in. pipe and air through a J/^-in. pipe. The furnace

is a sheet iron box lined with lire brick and having a door on one

side. Tliis device does away witli the machining or chipping

port and any car repairer can operate the machine, thus re-

lieving the blacksmith shop of many small jobs.

COLL) SAW FOR LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

A convenient device for sawing a locomotive frame in order

to insert a piece for a new weld is shown in Fig. 21. It con-

-27k-
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\ g Shee^ Iron /

i/-^--^ C.Uadle.
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" Iron
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Froni- Vieiv. 3ic/e View.

Fig. 18—Babbitt Furnace.

Secf/on Through ^he Middle.

off the old babbitt from the box, and the melted babbitt thus

obtained may be used again.

BABBITTING THE FACES OF DRIVING BOXES.

The babbitting jig shown in Fig. 19 affords an easy means for

babbitting the faces of driving boxes to any desired thickness.

To apply the jig, first fasten the cross piece A to the box by

passing the cellar bolts through the holes provided ; then force

the jig into the top of the journal bearing by means of the

screw B. The cover plate C will then extend over the face of the

box and may be adjusted by the screw F to give the required

thickness of babbitt. The clamp D holds this in a rigid posi-

tion. The babbitt is poured through the tap holes in the plate

and is prevented from flowing away by a gum band E, which ex-

tends around the outside of the cover plate, together with a little

clay packed around the outside of the gum band. This device

sists of a portable rail saw, as manufactured by the Vandyck
Churchill Company, so arranged that it may be operated by an

air motor connected to shaft A, and fed by hand or auto-

matically by the pawl and feed mechanism shown in the illus-

tration. Two adjustable legs support one end of the machine

while the other end is clamped to the locomotive frame.

STRIPPING MACHINE FOR TORN HOSE.

A device for cutting the clamp bolt and removing the fitting

from one end of a torn air brake hose is shown in Fig. 22. By
means of an 8-in. air brake cylinder and a system of levers, the

operator, by pressing a foot-valve, may cut the clamp bolt with

the knife A at the left of the machine. After removing the

clamp lay the end with the fitting on top of the jaws and again

press the foot-valve. The plunger B will force the piece down
through the jaws tearing the hose from the fitting. The knife

Fig. 19—Jig for Babbitting the Faces of Driving Boxes.

has lightened the work on the boring machine on which it was

formerly necessary to face ofif the excess metal.

BOLT SHEARING MACHINE.

A serviceable device for a car repair yard is the bolt shearing

machine shown in Fig. 20. It consists of a long lever E, pivoted

at G, with a knife blade F inserted in it. The lever is operated

by a 10-in. air brake cylinder. A piece of iron D, notched to re-

ceive ^-in., ^-in. or 1-in. bolts, is bolted to the crosspiece;

when air is supplied to the cylinder the knife will shear the

bolt. The whole mechanism is mounted in a wooden frame sup-

A is driven by a cam attached to the frame of the machine.

This machine has been found to be a valuable addition to an air

brake hose department.

TRIP HAMMER FOR SHEARING YOKES FROM COUPLERS.

A simple device for shearing yokes from couplers is shown in

Figs. 23 and 24. The machine consists of a cast steel hammer,

weighing 1,570 lbs., which may be raised to any desired height

by means of an 8-in. air cylinder ; it is tripped by a tripping

attachment coming in contact with a -34-in. rod which is passed

through two eye bolts fastened to the guides of the hammer.
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never a cast iron one. The time and labor saved by this machine
however, compensates for any loss of this kind. The machine
may be operated by one man stationed at the cylinder, who, by
operating the rod connecting the air cocks A and B, and opening
and closing the valve C in the exhaust pipe, may raise and
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Fig. 20—Bolt Shearing iVIachine.

The movable block and spring near the top of the guides absorbs

the shock of the tripping device as it flies up after releasing the

hammer. The drop of the hammer is regulated to 9 ft. in sum-

mer and 8 ft. in winter. One blow shears the yoke from the

coupler; occasionally a malleable iron coupler is damaged, but

Fig. 21—Locomotive Frame Cold Saw.

lower the hammer at will. To operate the hammer move the

connecting rod to close the valve A and open the valve B, thus

admitting air at the top of the cylinder. When the hammer
is tripped, move the connecting rod in the opposite direction,

which opens valve A and closes valve B at the same time. A hole

drilled in the side of valve B permits the upper part of the cylin-

der to drain, thus relieving the pressure ahead of the piston.

Exhaust valve C is used to exhaust the air from the cylinder

-H^K-

. Wire Cable

XDrain Cock

\ConnecHng

\Rod h
\AirCocks

Fig. 22—Stripping Machine for Torn Hose.
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Fig. 23—Trip Hammer for Shearing Yokes from Couplers.
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after the piston is iiioved to the starting position. It is closed

when hftiiig tlie lianimer, to give the required dash-pot action.

Air is taken from an air reservoir through the valve D, which

sluniUl 1)0 ciosod wiien the machine is out of use. Air is used

from the shop line at ahout 100 lbs. pressure.

Fig. 24 shows a partial front elevation of the lower part and

base of the apparatus including the blocks and spring on which

the yoke with its coupler is placed for shearing. Before placing

the coupler and yoke in the apparatus the hammer is raised

slightly and is then lowered until it rests on a movable arm

which may be swung under it. The workmen are thus protected

from the accidental falling of the weight while they are placing

or removing couplers in or out of the device. Wiien air is ad-

mitted to the cylinder and the hammer is raised the arm is auto-

matically swung out of the way. This device was first seen

at the shops of the Union Railroad.

HOSE STRirPING MACHINE.

A compact arrangement for stripping the fittings from air

brake hose is shown in Fig. 25. The machine is operated by the

foot valve B, which admits air to an 8-in. by 12-in. air brake

cylinder. The piston rod has fastened to its upper end a forked

member C, which when air is admitted to the cylinder rises.

In the first operation this end C, forces the knife A over, cut-

ting the clamp bolts so that the clamps may be removed. The

piston is then allowed to return to its normal position. In the

second operation the forked end w^hen rising, closes the movable

clamps F which work on the guides H. The inside faces of these

clamps are fitted with checkered plates so as to firmly grasp the

hose. Each clamp also has two studs G, at the ends of which are

coil springs for the purpose of drawing the clamps back after

the air pressure has been released. The links J and K, and the

_^ a
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Fig. 24—Base of Device for Removing Yokes from Couplers.
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Fig. 25—Hose Stripping Machine.
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bell cranks L operate the stripping blocks M. To one of these

blocks is attached fitting N to catch the hose coupling, and to

the other fitting E to catch the nipple end of the hose. These

stripping blocks move along the top face of the machine, using

the inside flanges of the I beams which form the bed of the

machine as guides. At the end of each stripping block is a rod

P which holds a piece of air hose that acts as a buffer and takes

up the horizontal shock when the hose is stripped. There is a

heavy coil spring in the cylinder to absorb the vertical shock at

the moment the stripping takes place. When operating the ma-

chine the workman, after removing the clamps, places the hose

so that the fittings catch in their respective holding devices. He
then operates the foot valve, admitting air and raising the pis-

ton. The clamps grasp the hose and the fittings are drawn
from it; they drop into a chute and fall to the floor. The foot

valve is then released, exhausting the air from the cylinder

and allowing the hose to be taken from the machine. This ma-
chine does not require skilled labor.

BY p. F. SMITH.

Chief Draftsman, Cliicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, St. Paul, Minn.

Credit is also due to Thomas Marshall, Master Mechanic; Henry Holder,
General Foreman ; James Findlay, Machine Shop Foreman and James
Lynch, Blacksmith Shop Foreman.

ROCKER BOX BORING BAR.

A simple bar for boring rocker boxes without removing them

from the locomotive is shown in Fig. 26. It consists of a piece

Fig. 26—Rocker Box Boring Bar.

of hollow tubing, with a taper shank fastened in one end to take

the air motor. Brackets or bearings to support the bar are bolted

to the guide yoke, and an L-shaped brace is clamped to one of

the rocker boxes to support the feed screw at the end of the

shaft opposite the motor. The feed may be operated either by
hand or by fastening a wrench to the square end of the feed

screw to hold it stationary.

ECCENTRIC MANDREL.

An eccentric mandrel for a lathe is shown in Fig. 27 and 28.

It consists of a cast iron slotted base, which is bolted to the

face plate of the lathe. The bar on which the eccentric fits is

held in place on the base by a large nut. This bar may be ad-

justed for different throws of eccentric by the long screw which

Fig. 27—Eccentric Mandrel.

passes through the base. As siiown in the photograph, the bar

has four slots in which tapered wedges fit. These are grooved
near the outer ends to engage the collar of the large nut, the

turning of which adjusts the wedges for the different sizes of

axle fits. There is an adjustable dog on the base of the man-
drel which engages the inside fillet on the center rib of the

large half of the eccentric and holds it rigidly in place. Different

sets of wedges to cover a wide range of axle fits are shown in

the photograph. A gage for measuring the different eccentric

throws is also shown resting on the mandrel.

BORING PISTON VALVE CHAMBERS.

A simple and efficient device for boring piston valve chambers

is shown in Figs. 29 and 30. It consists of heads with tapered

Fig. 29—Application of Device for Boring Piston Valve

Chambers.
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vl.ouldcrs on the inner faces to fit the countcrborcs of the steam molding packing rings.

cliest This together with the holes which fit over the steam The machine for nioUhnK packmg rings, shown in Fig. 31 con-

chest cover 'studs make it self entering. The heads are fitted sists of a 3-in. air cylinder which is controlled by a three-way
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Fig. 28—Details of Eccentric Mandrel

with bushings at their outer ends in which the boring bar fits;

K-2-X< lOs-

collars are so placed as to prevent the boring bar from moving

endways. At the front end of the bar and clearly shown in

the photograph is a worm gear which meshes with a worm.

An air motor fits on the taper shank on this worm. The feed

Gears -

ISTeefh

SJ^'Hoks

cock. The cylinder is bolted to a frame constructed of angle

iron; a yoke at the end of the piston rod is attached to the

female former, the male die being fastened to the frame. The

rings when removed from the mold are finished except that it is

necessary to clip ofif and file down the lug formed by the gate

[<i..-2^—

s

Fig. 30—Details of Device for Boring Piston Valve Chambers.

mechanism is placed at the other end of the boring bar and may

be regulated to give either a fine or a coarse feed. Different

heads are provided for the different size valve chambers.

for pouring. Finished packing rings are shown at the left. The

outfit is equipped with a complete set of dies for the different

sizes of piston, valve and air pump packing. The photograph
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Fig. 32—Device for Bending Eccentric Blades.

shows the device tilted on one side to better illustrate its con-

struction and operation.

BENDING ECCENTRIC BLADES.

It is often necessary to adjust eccentric blades after they have
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been bolted to the eccentric strap. The device for bending the

blades shown in Fig. 32 is light and may be easily applied to

either side of the blade. A number of shims to suit the different

blades should be carried in stock. After the device has been ad-

justed by putting the 1-in. pin through the strap and the bar A,
the blade may easily be bent to any position by turning the

screw B.

CHUCK FOR HOLDING BOLT HEADS.

A chuck for holding the heads of bolts, which is much more
convenient than the dogs or drivers that are ordinarily used,

is shown in Fig. 33. The two parts of the clamp are each held

at one end by a ^-in. stud bolt. In order to adjust the dis-
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Fig. 33—Adjustable Chuck for Holding Bolt Heads.

Fig. 34—Turret Tool Holder for Lathe.

tance between them, they swing around these bolts and may be

clamped in any desired position by tightening the square head

stud bolts at the other end.

LATHE TURRET TOOL HOLDER.

A simple lathe turret tool holder, to carry four tools, which

may easily be constructed is shown in Fig. 34. Each tool is held

securely in position by two Yi-'va. set screws, and the turret head

is clamped to the carriage of the lathe by tiglitening tlie nut on

the 1-in. bolt about which it revolves.

PISTON PACKING RING MANDREL.

The piston packing ring mandrel, Fig. 35, consists of a cast

iron bell-shaped cone on a threadeci spindle which is held

Fig. 31—Machine for Molding Packing Rings.
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between tlie lailu- reiiiers. On the same spiiulie is pressed the
Hat casting, on wliich the slotted dogs with tapered ends to tit

the taper on tiie cone are bolted. \\y tnrning the nnt .shown
just in front of tlie bell-shaped cone, the dogs are forced out-
ward from the center and engage the inside of the packing ring,

as shown. A driver, which is bolted to the face plate, engages

Fig. 35—Application of Piston Pacl<ing Ring Mandrel.

a dog on the spindle, thus driving the mandrel. Several unfin-

ished rings are shown hanging on the tail stock center, and just

back of the mandrel is an iron hook on which the finished rings

Y-3i--^

4x^x4. Tee

4 Nipp/e —

may be hung. On the carriage in the foreground is shown an
extra set of dogs for use on packing rings of larger sizes, which
do not come within the limits of the dogs shown on the mandrel.

DEVICE FOR EMPTYING BARRELS.

The device for emptying barrels by air pressure, which is

shown in Fig. 7^, is easily constructed and affords a rapid and
cleanly method of transferring oil from barrels to storage tanks.

The brass plug is screwed in the bung hole and the 1-in. pipe

through which the oil is forced from the barrel fits snugly in

the bushing which screws into the plug; the cotton packing

makes a tight joint between tjie plug and the pipe. Compressed
air enters through the J^-J"- air cock and nipple and passes

Fig. 36—Device for Emptying Barrels by Compressed Air.

Fig. 37—Press for Forming Locomotive Arch Tubes.

down through a groove between the pipe and the brass plug,

thus forcing the oil from the barrel.

ARCH TUBE FORMER.

A device for forming locomotive arch tube^ to the proper

shape is located in the boiler shop near an oil furnace in which

they are heated. The power is supplied by a 14-in. x 10-in.

driver brake cylinder, the air being controlled by a foot valve.

The construction of the press and of the formers is clearly

shown in Figs. 37 and 38.

DOUBLE BABBITT FURNACE.

A double furnace for melting two kinds of babbitt is shown

in Fig. 39. The bases and the fire pots were taken from two

old engine house stoves. Crude oil is used and each stove has

a separate burner. The crucibles may be lifted in and out of the

tops of the furnaces by means of the lugs. An extra crucible is

shown in the foreground.

FORGING SMOKE ARCH BRACES.

The dies for forging both ends of a smoke arch brace under

a steam hammer are shown in Fig. 40. The bottom foot of the
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brace is first blocked out, as shown at the extreme right ; it is mer. The top member is formed by the dies shown at the right,

then reheated and finished to the proper shape by the dies shown Both the top and the bottom members of the support arc fin-

^ Diam 1
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Boffom Die C.L
V-zU

Fig. 38—Dies for Forming Arch Tubes.

at the left. The pad for the smoke arch at the other end of the

brace is blocked out in the form of a ball, as shown near the

center of the photograph, and is then reheated and formed to the

""imi-imii.

Fig, 39—Double Furnace for Melting Babbitt.

proper shape under the steam hammer in the large round die.

The disk tool with the handle is then used to offset the pad and

complete it.

FORGING COUPLER CARRIER IRONS.

The tools for forging the two members of an ordinary

coupler carrier iron under a steam hammer are shown in Fig.

41. The stock for the bottom member is first bent, as shown
by the piece in the foreground in the center. It is then placed on
the female former at the left and the block is driven down into

place. The former has steel inserts at its outer top edges, and
by placing the two strips on the ends of the iron, as shown,

it may be cut off to the proper length by one blow of the ham-

Fig. 40—Formers for Forging Smoke Arch Braces Under a

Steam Hammer.

ished at one heat. A set of these ready for drilling and appli-

cation are shewn near the center between the two sets of dies.

FORGING ROD STRAPS.

Dies for forging rod straps are shown in Fig. 42. The strap

is first blocked out in the ordinary manner and is then reheated

Fig. 41—Tools for Forging Coupler Carrier Irons Under a

Steam Hammer.

and bent in the block shown to the left in the photograph.

After both bends have been made the block for straightening

and forming the inside of the strap is inserted: the clamp is
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Pig. 42—Tools for Forging Rod Straps Under a Steam

Hammer.

then put on and the block is driven down into place. The vari-

ous tools for handling the strap in the different stages of its

construction are shown near the middle of the photograph.

A bill has been introduced in the British Parliament to author-

ize the absorption of the Manchester & Milford Railway Com-

pany by the Great Western Railway Company.
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THE MISTAKES OF THE EFFICIENCY MEN.

UV ONL WHO HAS WOKKKD WITH THIiM.

II-

TIIEORV VS. PRACTICE.

The most common mistake of efficiency engineers, as pointed

out in the previous article,* is their exaggerated statements and

claims. Other mistakes, equally inexcusable, have been made
and, unfortunately, are being repeated. Among these is the

failure of many of their theories when brought lo the test

of practical application. Scientific management should, and

does when correctly interpreted, include more than the vision-

ary theories of a school of propagandists, many of whom
seem to have no conception of the difficulties to be encountered

in any serious effort to apply the principles of efficiency to rail-

way operation. These principles do not alter, however theories

concerning them may change. But as in the case of exaggerated

and unwarranted statements, the chief harm comes through the,

obscuring of actual conditions. Not a few railway managers

have lost confidence in the principles of scientific management
because they have been incorrectly interpreted.

A theory of the efficiency men, widely quoted and commented
on, has been used as the cornerstone of the structure reared as

a defense against the alleged attacks of the railways on what

have been assumed to be the inalienable rights of the shipper.

They say that labor employed by railways averages about 70

per cent, efficiency and that 40 per cent, of the materials and

supplies used are wasted ; in other words, that waste is the rule

and economy the exception. Further, that as it has been pos-

sible to increase the general efficiency of certain manufacturing

plants to 100 per cent, this result is also attainable in railway

operation. It is asserted that the avoidable losses to railways

through the inefficiency of labor, including station men, train

crews, clerks, shopmen, trackmen, etc., amount to $240,000,000

a year, and that the loss due to wasted fuel and supplies

amounts to $78,000,000. It is necessary to consider here only

one class of labor, as what may be said of it applies with equal

force to all others. The largest single item is that of shop-

men whose efficiency is alleged to be 70 per cent. This statement

is intended to apply to the average of all railways in this coun-

try, for while on some roads the efficiency is greater, on others

it is correspondingly less. An efficiency materially in excess of

70 per cent, however, has apparently not been credited to the

larger and more truly representative systems, since they employ

the greater part of the total.

The above mentioned theory assumes three things, none of

which the efficiency men have proved : First, that the average

efficiency is but 70 per cent ; second, that, if it is, the ideal of

100 per cent, can be realized, and third, that this will represent

a net gain. These will be considered in the order named.

How is the efficiency of a workman arrived at? The theory

is that 100 per cent, represents the amount of work an average

man can perform in a given time. In order to determine ac-

curately the times required for the innumerable operations of

a locomotive repair shop, a study of the conditions surround-

ing each operation must be made and supported by actual demon-
strations under normal conditions. When properly done such

investigations are invaluable to shop managers and in the piece-

work shops particularly are a necessary part of the system

for determining correct prices. In the most successful shops

foremen or assistant foremen make these investigations and

the results are not unsatisfactory as a whole, although the means

used may not be strictly scientific. In the haste to "make a

record" (for an efficiency engineer does not hesitate to promise

almost immediate results) in introducing an efficiency system,

time studies are made, often with the assistance of a stop

watch, by inexperienced men of little tact—students and others

* The first article considered the extravagant statements and claims made
by efficiency engineers and appeared in the Railwav Age Gazette of Janu-
ary 6, 1911.

ccpially incapable. Under such conditions it is not surprising

that insufficient allowance is made for the failings of the aver-

age workman and the varying condition of the equipment As
a consequence 100 per cent, efficiency in actual practice is gen-

erally what an unusually capable workman can accomplish in a

given time under ideal conditions. This is not an assumption

or a theory on the part of the writer, who is well aware of the

almost marvelous results that have been obtained in certain

specific operations, such as bricklaying, carrying pig iron and
others, and of the possibilities in this respect that lie before us

in other directions. It is borne out by the evidence of scores

of shop superintendents who have seen the experiment tried.

And when the practical men who are close to the workmen and

understand exactly how performance differs from promise, and

practice from theory, give overwhelming evidence of these con-

ditions their testimony cannot be ignored. After all the proof

of the pudding is in the eating. But whether the efficiency of

shop men is 70 per cent, or 80 per cent., more or less, the real

weakness of the theory lies elsewhere.

Where has it been shown to be a practical possibility to in-

crease the productiveness of shopmen from 70 to 100 per cent.,

that is, to obtain 43 per cent, greater output over their original

efficiency, and to maintain it? Single instances may be cited, it

is true, but they prove nothing. Evidence of this kind is inter-

esting, but usually misleading. These instances in many cases

are of men with more than the average intelligence and with

uncommon ability to improve conditions by devising new meth-

ods and facilities. They do not by any means represent aver-

age men under normal conditions. Experienced managers al-

ways recognize the exceptional workman ; they are the leaders

of their class of whom there are only too few. The efficiency

men seldom fail, however, to single them out as representing

the possibilities of all men, and it is not an unusual occurrence

for superintendents and foremen to be misled, by the evidence

that John Brown and Tom Jones have increased their output

from 70 to 100 per cent., into thinking that such results may
be expected of all the men in their shop.

It follows from the assumption that because the efficiency of

shopmen is but 70 per cent, (as alleged) there is an actual

waste of 30 per cent., and conversely that an increase in their

efficiency to 100 per cent, will represent an actual saving of 30

per cent In other words that this saving can be effected

without cost. This theory falls by its own weight and is not in

accordance with the schemes for determining wages which the

efficiency men have evolved. Yet it is used as evidence before

the Interstate Commerce Commission. In actual practice, what

does it cost to increase the efficiency of a workman from 70 to

100 per cent? The hourly rate is guaranteed whatever the out-

put. Assume that a man whose efficiency is 70 per cent turns

out seven pieces of a certain part in a day and that his wages

are $3.50. Then the cost per piece is 50 cents. If he increases

his efficiency to 100 per cent, his output will be 10 pieces and his

earnings (according to the Emerson scheme of day rate and

bonus) $3.50 plus 20 per cent, bonus, or $4.20, making the cost

per piece 42 cents ; a saving of 8 cents or 16 per cent. To
this cost, however, should be added the expense of the greater

organization required in maintaining such a system, which

varies in certain shops but is conservatively 10 per cent, of the

pay roll of the workmen. In many shops it is more than this.

This amounts to 4.2 cents and makes the cost per piece 46.2

cents. The net saving is therefore, 3.8 cents, or less than 8

per cent. In this calculation nothing has been included to cover

the cost of improved facilities which usually precede any

marked increase in the efficiency, nor any part of the increased

day rate of the workman which is usually granted as an addi-

tional incentive to increase his efficiency. Some things can be

secured for nothing, but not labor. As the manufacturer aims

to obtain the highest price for his product, so labor sells the

fruit of its toil in the highest market. The shopman knows

when his output has increased, and he demands the increased
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wages which are justly his due. And no system can ultimately

prevail, either in industrial plants or in railway shops, which

will make men's minds or hands work more rapidly or more

effectively, without paying the price—perhaps not always in

the same ratio, but practically so. And in many instances to the

chagrin of the efficiency men and with great financial loss to

the employers, the results have been that after rates have been

increased and a bonus given to insure to the employer a

larger output, the men have finally succeeded in "beating the

system." Then the output falls while rates remain the same.

Thus it happens that often in the end not only is there no net

gain in production, but costs have materially increased and the

last state is worse than the lirst. No system has yet succeeded

when the men affected by it arc not in sympathy with its gen-

eral principles. The first important step—gaining their confi-

dence—cannot be done by rule.

That an average efficiency of 100 per cent, (as determined by

the efficiency men) can be secured and maintained in a rep-

resentative railway shop and that one standard should be ac-

cepted for all, no practical railway man will believe. Such a

result requires ideal conditions with respect to buildings, equip-

ment and other facilities and more important, and most im-

probable, with respect to all other men in the shop. Men can-

not long be worked like machines. Such conditions may exist

in certain industrial plants although it is seriously to be doubted.

But the work done in a railway shop cannot be fairly compared

with that in an industry where stock parts are made under con-

ditions which do not change from day to day and by workmen
who, each performing but a simple operation, are to all prac-

tical purposes parts of the machinery of the plant.

There is another theory abroad that has been widely adver-

tised. It is that railway managers are unable through force of

circumstances to bring about needed economies in railway opera-

tion, and that the application of the principles of so-called

scientific management alcne can insure relief from these con-

ditions. This ignores the fact that long before the efficiency

men appeared on the scene results had been obtained that have

been adopted by them as standard. In order to support this

theory evidence should be given to prove that what was before

and is now impossible through the application of methods fam-

iliar to all successful railway managers has been accomplished

by the efficiency system. The facts, however, disprove the

theory. In a recent article on Saving by Scientific Management,

a leading efficiency engineer states that the attainable standards

for the average of all railways in this country in the main-

tenance of equipment are : Freight car repairs, per year, $35 ;

passenger car repairs, per year, $500, locomotives, $0.06 per

mile ; and in support of the claim, certain railways are cited as

having maintained their equipment during a specified time

within these figures. Low maintenance costs have been secured

on many of the representative roads, and to the extent to which

motive power officials have the genius for organization and the

capacity for handling men these results have become permanent.

Low costs have also been secured on other roads, but .for one

or more of a variety of reasons have been but temporary in

their character. If the efficiency men have been able to show

on any railway greater pcruiauent economies in operation than

have been effected elsewhere without their assistance it has not

come to our notice. It has already been pointed out in the

Raihvay Age Gazette that the standards that were used on the

only representative railway where the efficiency engineer has

been given a trial were borrowed from roads where an effici-

ency system as such was unknown. If scientific management
has gone further and made certain spectacular reductions in

costs, it is safe to say that either conditions were woefully bad,

the reductions have not been maintained, or the service has suf-

fered. There is a difference between low costs and poor serv-

ice and reasonable costs and good service. Inasmuch as the

low costs cited from time to time by efficiency engineers have

not been the result cf their efforts, it is unfair to claim that

only by means of scientific management can they be reproduced

elsewhere. The fallacy lies in the assumption that a practical

railway manager is unscientific.

Destructive criticism, that which destroys for the sake of de-

stroying is common. It is easy to be an iconoclast. Con-
structive criticism, that which tears down a structure only to re-

place it by a better, is rare. Efficiency men gain nothing by re-

fusing to recognize the means by which economies are usually

effected in railway operation and by claiming for their systems

results that can be secured by more direct and less theoretical

methods.

One of the most successful of the pioneers in betterment work
who has spent years in an effort to establish it in manufacturing

plants and on railways has stated that he is successful only as

he enters upon his work with an open mind, ready to labor side

by side with the men who carry the load. There is a large and

growing field for such a man. And railway managers will al-

ways welcome any efficiency engineer who has profited by the

mistakes of his fraternity. The principles of scientific manage-

ment are not new. Theories concerning them have to a large

extent obscured their nature. But there are many, and their

number is increasing, who recognize that successful railway

operation is made up of a multiplicity of steps each carefully

planned and carried out; that the problem is to contrnl the parts

in order that the whole may be controlled. This is scientific

management.

THE USE AND MISUSE OF THE SCRAP PILE.

BY A SMITH SHOP FOREMAN.

A prominent railway officer has been quoted as saying "A
railway's profit is in the scrap pile." In all probability he really

meant that there was lets of money to be made or saved from

scrap material, if it was properly handled. The truth of this is

apparent after one has given the matter careful consideration.

The scrap pile has often appeared to me to be the easiest place

about a railway to waste or to save money. To save money, it is

necessary for the master mechanic, or shop superintendent to

have the earnest support of the general foreman aftd the fore-

men of the various departments in the effort to use all service-

able material that can be found in the scrap. All departments

contribute to the scrap pile, but the principle contributors are

the machine shop, boiler shop, blacksmith shop, coach and car

shops, and the repair yards. If these departments were to con-

tribute only such articles as are really scrap, the waste would not

be so great; but various articles are thrown in the scrap pile that

are in reality not scrap, but are often, either as raw material or

articles ready for application, just as good as new.

Machine Shop.—Usually the machine shop foremen will take

good care of scrap brass, babbit, tin and copper, knowing these

to be high priced metals and alloys, but the same foremen will

often neglect to pay sufficient attention to the waste of such ar-

ticles as nuts, washers and bolts. When the price of these is

taken into consideration—hexagon nuts SYi cents per pound,

square nuts 4'/^ cents per pound, and cut washers 3 cents per

pound—and the fact that a small amount of this material is re-

quired to weigh a pound, it is easy to understand that a few of

these pieces carelessly wasted each day will amount to quite

an item at the end of a month, and to a considerable item at the

end of the year. It is difficult to estimate accurately the

loss occasioned by the careless handling of bolts, owing to the

fact that some roads buy them and others make them.

Another serious and inexcusable loss that often occurs in the

machine shop is caused by the misplacing of brass fittings, cast-

ings and forgings when an engine is being stripped for a gen-

eral overhauling, thus causing the needless expense of providing

new pieces in order to complete the repairs and return the en-

gine to service. Again, there is sometimes a big loss occasioned

by the careless handling of high price tool steel; for instance,

after heavv tools for turning tires, etc., have become too short
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for the tool post of licavy machines it is too often the case that

they are carelessly laid aside and eventually lost when they

slionid have been turned in to the foreman, or left with the tool

smith to be drawn out into smaller tools for other machines.

This loss is not likely to occur every day, but when we con-

sider the price of a good grade of high speed steel, once a month
is too often to have it occur when it could be so easily prevented.

Boiler Shop.—The principalloss in the boiler shop is occasioned

by the careless and extravagant use of bolts, stay-bolts, nuts,

washers and rivets, and the careless cutting and scrapping of

sheet iron and steel— i. e., by cutting a whole sheet of steel to

get a small piece when probably there are a number of pieces

in tile scrap pile that would serve the same purpose as well, if

they were kept in order so that they could be found when wanted.

This can easily be "done by having a scrap bin built in sections

close to the boiler shop, having several smaller sections for ser-

viceable sheet iron or steel, and one large section for strictly

scrap material. The number of sections reserved for serviceable

material, would of course be regulated by the different sizes of

sheet metal carried in stock ; but it would not be necessary to

have a separate bin for each size. The idea is so old and simple

that the only problem connected with it is to school the fore-

men and the men to use it to the best advantage.

Car Department.—The loss caused by the improper handling

of scrap material in the coach and car shop and on the repair

tracks is pretty nearly the same and does not dififer much from
the machine shop, except in the scrapping of brake beams, car

castings and forgings that are serviceable, or that could be made
serviceable with just a little labor that would be inexpensive

compared with the price of new forgings or equipment. With
the hearty co-operation of the foremen with the general foreman
and master mechanic, the waste can be reduced to such a degree

as to become unworthy of comment. Probably the best way
to eliminate the loss occasioned by the careless handling of bolts,

nuts, washers and rivets, is to have bins built in sections, hav-

ing a section properly marked or stencilled for each size nut,

washer or rivet. A separate rack or bins should be built for

bolts. The combined efforts of the shop foremen and the fore-

man of the scrap gang would soon convert these bins into a

second hand store-house, and whenever the articles wanted could

be found in these bins, not only would the cost be saved but the

time consumed in hunting someone authorized to write an order

on the store, and in going and coming from the store-house

would be saved. There is nothing new in the method I suggest,

but I am convinced that it is one that is not practiced enough,

nor to the extent that it might be.

The cutting and rethreading of the longer broken bolts to be

used in shorter lengths is practiced almost universally, but in

a number of cases it is not practiced to the extent that a strict

sense of economy would warrant or justify, and consequently

the very results aimed at are not obtained. The car depart-

ment uses all sizes of bolts from ^4, in. to V/i in., and if a strict

system of keeping the repair tracks cleared of old bolts and
keeping them in order to be used over to the best advantage is

maintained, the storekeeper will be aided materially in reducing

his monthly requisition for bolts.

Blacksmith Shop.—There is probably no department connected

with the railway repair shop that can use scrap material so ad-

vantageously as the blacksmith shop. That is, if the scrap is

kept in order so that it will not cost more to find it than it

would to use new material. Yet there are cases where the

scrap pile is so utterly disregarded by the smith foreman and
his men, that they seldom resort to it except when the material

wanted can not be found in the new material in stock. These
conditions could and should be reversed, so that the smith will

only use new material when serviceable material can not be con-

veniently found in the scrap pile. There is no great difficulty m
inaugurating and maintaining a system of keeping scrap to be

utilized in this way. The smith shop will require a scrap bin

built in not less than five sections. Four of these should be used

for serviceable lengths of material to be divided as follows : A

bin liir such shapes of iron as ;irc not used extensively, one for

round iron, one for flat iron, and one for open hearth steel; the

fifth l)in should be used for material that is strictly scrap. While
this is an old and simple method of handling scrap, it is one
that a great number of shops do not make use of, notwithstand-

ing the fact that it means dollars and cents to the company.
Old axles are used almost everywhere by the smith in making
heavy forgings and for drawing short pieces of standard sizes

of iron which cannot be found in stock for immediate use. P)Ut

the same smith foreman will often neglect to use to advantage

such scrap pieces as arch bars, sill plates, truss rods and draft

rods, and many other pieces removed from old equipment, which

are ordinarily sold as scrap. If the cost of loading it at the

shops and of transportation is deducted from the price received

for it, the net receipts from the sale will not amount to much.

When we consider that tons of this material could have been

used in place of new material and that the average price of the

new material is about one dollar and seventy cents per hundred

pounds, it is easy to undertsand that this sort of scrap can and

should be handled more wisely.

Track Department.—The roadway department also disposes of

a great deal of scrap. The principle extravagance indulged in

by this department is the purchasing of new tools and equip-

ment to take the place of old ones, and the improper disposition

made of the old tools. Such tools as claw bars, spike mauls,

track wTenches, picks, and track gages are often scrapped or

misplaced by careless handling. The tools mentioned can also

become so worn as to be entirely unserviceable and yet be

thoroughly repaired at a cost far below the cost of new ones.

With the exception of the track gages all of these tools can

be neatly and quickly repaired in the smith shop. Another

economy in the roadway department that is thoroughly practical

is the repairing of frogs, switches and switch rigging. A frog

can become so worn as to be dangerous and yet be repaired

thoroughly at a small cost, while the purchasing of new frogs

regardless of their size or description is very expensive. All

of this work can be done safely, neatly, and quickly in the smith

shop, with the exception of drilling holes and planing a rail that

is tapered to a feather edge.

The problem of handling scrap material in a large modern

railway shop calls for sober thought and the organization of a

scrap gang headed by a man of intelligence ; in addition to be-

ing intelligent, he should have fairly good mechanical ideas in

order to reasonably determine what to save and what to scrap,

as good material scrapped is money thrown away, and unservice-

able scrap material kept on hand is money lying idle. The old

adage that runs something like this : "Keep a thing seven years,

and if in that time you find no need for it, keep it another seven

years," might do very well for the farm, but not for the large

railway shop where the scrap pile is so important from more

than one point of view.

FIXING PENCIL LINES.

The Revue dc Mecanique gives the following rules for fixing

pencil lines on drawings that are not to be inked in, rules that

will apply equally well on work done with hard or soft pencils.

The first method is to rub the drawing with a piece of wax like

that used in the manufacture of phonographic rolls. This pro-

duces a kind of varnish which protects the lines against rubbing

and insures their preservation. Paper as well as tracing cloth

can be protected in this manner.

Another method is to heat the paper slightly before using it,,

then spread a solution of warm alcohol and bleached colophone

rapidly over the surface so as to thoroughly wet it, after which

it is to be dried in warm air. The pencil works very easily on

the surface of paper so prepared. In order to fix the lines, it is

merely necessary to reheat the paper slightly for a few moments.

The lines are thus covered with a thin coating of transparent

varnish which preserves them in a condition of perfect clearness.
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APPRENTICE INSTRUCTORS' CONFERENCE; NEW
YORK CENTRAL LINES.

The fourth annual conference of the apprentice instructors of

the New York Central Lines took place at the Grand Central sta-

tion in New York, January 27, 1911. The conference had a peculiar

significance, as a number of apprentices have been graduated

during the past few months who were enrolled after the new ap-

prentice system was inaugurated. All of the apprentice in-

structors from the ten shops on the system where apprentice

schools are maintained were present. The meeting was con-

ducted by C. W. Cross, supervisor of apprentices, assisted by

Henry Gardner, assistant supervisor of apprentices. Others pres-

ent were : J. F. Deems, general superintendent motive power of

the New York Centra! Lines ; F. E. McCormack, division superin-

tendent of the New York Central & Hudson River; W. L. Davis,

apprentice instructor of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka,

Kan. ; W. B. Russell, director of the Franklin Union, Boston,

Mass., and formerly assistant supervisor of apprentices on the

New York Central Lines ; F. W. Brazier, superintendent of roll-

ing stock of the New York Central & Hudson River; E. B.

Katte, chief engineer electric traction ; Fred H. Colvin, man-

aging editor, American Machinist, and R. V. Wright, of the

Railway Age Gazette. The names of the apprentice instructors

follow :

Name. Title. Road. Address.
A. L. Devine Drawing Instructor. . N.Y.C.&.H.R.R.. West Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Pfister Asst. Dr. Instructor. . "

" " "
Elmer Knapp Asst. Dr. Instructor. . " " " "
G. Kuch, Jr Shop Instructor " " " "
H. S. Rauch Drawing Instructor. . " Oswego, N. Y.
W. F. Black Shop Instructor " " "

F. Deyot, Jr Drawing Instructor. . " East Buffalo, N. Y.
F. Deyot, Sr Shop Instructor " " " "
G. Kuch, Sr Drawing Instructor. . " Depew, N. Y.
Joseph Latt Shop Instructor " " "

A. A. Schafer. .. .Drawing Instructor. . L. S. & M. S. Ry..Collinwood, Ohio.
H. J. Cooley Shop Instructor " " "

C. A. Towsley. ... Drawing Instructor. .

" Elkhart, Ind.
M. T. Nichols Shop Instructor " " "

I. L. McTaggert. .Drawing Instructor. . Mich. Central. . .St. Thomas, Ont.
R. W. Middleton. .Shop Instructor " " " "

C. P. Wilkinson.. . Drawing lustructor. .

" Jackson, Mich.
Robert Cook Shop Instructor " " "

A. W. Martin Drawing Instructor. . Big Four R. R. .. Beech Grove, Ind.
John Buehler ... .Shop Instructor " " " "

Howard Ihrig Drawing Instructor. . P. & L. E. R. R. .McKees Rocks, Pa.
Frank E. Cooper. . Shop Instructor " " " "

The program opened with the reading of an address on The
New Apprenticeship, prepared by G. M. Basford, assistant to

the president, American Locomotive Company. It is as follows

:

THE NEW APPRENTICESHIP.

Twenty years ago an apprentice boy entered a railway shop

"down east." He was indentured and began his service with

happy anticipation of the pleasure of learning the trade of

machinist as many have done more recently. He worked six

months "snagging" castings, gave up hope and quit. No one in

the shop paid the slightest attention to him. No one thought of

teaching him anything. He could not induce the foreman to put

him on any other work and he became discouraged. He would
have been given other work in due time and probably would have

become a workman forming one member of the vast army of

those who have learned trades according to this method. Shops

today are full of such workmen and people say that apprenticeship

is a failure. That kind of apprenticeship is, of course, a failure.

It is worse. It is a crime. The company robbed the boy, not of

money, for his pay envelope was not tampered with or his pocket

picked, but he was promised an opportunity to learn a trade and
was robbed of that in order that he should be used as cheap help.

That, however, was not apprenticeship as we know it.

The following paragraph appears in the prospectus of the New
York Electrical School and is an example of remarks frequently

made concerning apprenticeship which are true of much that

passed for apprenticeship in the past : "The apprenticeship

system under which young men formerly learned a profession or

trade is a thing of the past. At its best, it was a crude way of

imparting knowledge, long drawn-out and tiresome alike to

teacher and pupil, discouraging many of them before they had an

opportunity of testing the system fairly."

This audience, however, represents a great movement, which is

already national in its scope, dedicated to the proposition that the

new apprenticeship is the only way to prepare young men for

mechanical pursuits. Those who are in position to understand
the results already attained are sure that we are right and that

in the long run general acknowledgement of success will be

accorded. If we carry out the work on its present lines we can

not fail and it will be surprising if we cannot improve on them.

Do you realize that the new apprenticeship contains two ele-

ments which the old never had? The first of these is the

individual attention of shop instructors who are competent

mechanics and who have nothing else to do. The second is

mental development in school coincident with the shop develop-

ment. Do you realize the advantage which you as instructors

enjoy over the teachers in public schools and even over college

professors? Your pupils have not only selected their callings,

hut they are actually following them and they are holding their

own and makmg their way among men earning their own living.

This brings about an ideal relation between pupil and teacher,

which does not exist in any other field of educational work.

Other educators work with pupils who must make places for

themselves after and because of the education. You educate

workers in their work. There is a vast difference in these con-

ditions which is not understood by school men and others who
argue that the trades should be taught in schools.

The advantage which you enjoy over other teachers brings

also a corresponding responsibility, for you must introduce

methods specially adapted to the character of your problem. You
are closer to your pupils than are any other teachers. This is

the chief reason why you cannot use ordinary methods and

ordinary text books. This is one reason why you need to be

better teachers than seem to suffice for other conditions and

other methods. Because you know very definitely what the

boys need and because they use their knowledge as soon as it

is given them you stand in the best possible position as educators.

This fact should in itself be an inspiration in the shop and in

the classroom. For example, consider the teacher of algebra in

a public school. He teaches a subject without having the re-

motest idea of just how the pupil will be called upon to use it.

The teacher's work is indefinite, unreal, separated from life, and

is like a shot in the air. On the other hand, you educate a boy

in laying out a boiler sheet knowing that he will use the knowl-

edge in order to hold his own in the shop. Is there not a vast

difference between the two cases? It makes little difference how

algebra is taught. It is, however, of the utmost importance that

the boy should be taught the best way, the New York Central

way, to lay out that boiler sheet, and he should know why it is

the best way. He should also know that the slightest defect in

this work involves trouble, delay, unnecessary expense and in-

creased difficulty in the steps in the work which are to follow.

In the school room, because you know very definitely what the

boys need, you are in position to educate them to think, which

is an object difiicult to attain in the indefinite work of the public

school. It is certainly a privilege to teach under such favorable

conditions, but you need to be the best teachers in the world

because you are responsible for preparing the American workman

for his work. Remember that it will be easy to measure the

results of your work and that they are sure to be measured.

In a movement such as that in which you are engaged it is

of the first importance to know in the most definite way what you

are trying to accomplish. If you have never attempted to define

the object of apprenticeship and cover the ground that you desire

to cover in a few words you probably do not realize the difficulty

of doing so. The Commission on Industrial and Technical Edu-

cation, reporting to the State of Massachusetts in 1906, stated

the object of industrial education in the following words: "The

Commission was told at almost every hearing that in many in-

dustries the processes of manufacture and construction are made
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more (linknilt and more expensive by a lack of skilled workmen.
This lack is not chiefly a want of manual dexterity, though such

a want is common, but a want of what may be called industrial

intelligence. By this is meant mental power to see beyond the

task which occupies the hands for the moment to the operations

which have preceded and to those which will follow it—power
to take in the whole process, knowledge of materials, ideas of

cost, ideas of organization, business sense and a conscience which

recognizes obligations."

It is difficult to conceive of a better statement than this of

the object of the group of men here assembled. This com-

prehends the training of the hand and the training of the mind
of the workmen of the future. The closing words concerning

"a conscience which recognizes obligations" reveal a field of

effort to which I specially desire to call your attention.

You are dealing with boys in the most impressionable age of

their lives. They are at the age when the influences of home,

of the church and of the public schools are likely to be weak or

altogether wanting. The boys are perhaps away from home, but

if at home they are drifting rapidly toward manhood and are

forming the habits of their lives as to thought as well as in the

occupation of their hands. They are about to establish their

ideals and select companions whose influence is likely to last

throughout their lives. In short, they are embyro citizens be-

ginning to realize the independence which comes from earning

their own living. At this stage you are thrown in contact with

them more closely than is any other human influence. You
may impress them with your own personality, your own ideas,

outlook and hopes, you may bring before them standards which

they will adopt. You may not do any of these things. Your
influence depends very largely on your own personality, your

knov^'ledge of boys and boyhood and your ability to acquire close

proximity to their lives. Perhaps you may not realize the im-

portance of this contact, but it seems reasonable to expect that

if you can get upon such close footing with them that they will

trust you with their troubles, ask your advice and take you into

their confidence, you will be able to mold their future to a very

large extent. Do you appreciate j^our responsibilities in this

direction?

Nothing is to be feared from the influence of any man skilled

with his hands and developed in his mind for independent

thought and action, but much is to be feared from a large class

of workmen skilled or unskilled who allow others to think for

them and who are morally weak in that they will not act with

the courage of their own convictions. It seems to me that the

greatest problem before the instructor of apprentices today lies

in that part of the work which has to do with conscience and

citizenship, and that in this direction lies the greatest opportunity

for apprenticeship development. In this lies j'our greatest

responsibility. If you do not realize it you fail to accomplish the

greatest of all the objects lying before you.

A great deal may be accomplished through apprentice organiza-

tions, debating clubs, athletic teams and other influences which

tend to develop individual initiative in connection with the team
work idea. Boys need to manage something to develop self

government in order to realize that the world has a right to

expect them to take their places in the human organization of

life in general and in order that they may become self-reliant

units in that organization.

Summing up I would like to lay before you three facts

:

You are working under ideal conditions as to the relationship

between instructor and pupil. This relationship renders it possible

for you to exert most powerful influences over the character

and the future of your students. The most vital object of this

whole movement is to produce men, American workmen, skilled,

resourceful, honorable men, men prepared and inclined to fulfill

their obligations.

CONSERVATION OF WORKMEN.

F. H. Colvin, managing editor of the American Machinist, spoke

as follows on the above subject: "You are doing good work in

teaching the boys the fundamcnlals of mechanics and shop mathe-
matics and in training them for the production of good work
at a reasonably rapid rate. Increasing the output of any ma-
chine by using improved methods rather than depending entirely

on increased manual effort is true conservation of the capital

invested. In a like manner the conservation of the workman
is equally important in the broad economical view of his re-

lation to manufacturing and to the community.

"Nearly all the states are paying considerable attention to

the problem of compensation for injured workmen, and there is

no doubt that we will follow in the footsteps of the older coun-

tries in this respect. This question is unfortunately usually dis-

cussed in the attitude of antagonism by both sides, instead of

from a standpoint of mutual interest. Under the guidance of

your instructors, or even a special instructor who can cover other

points of a similar nature at your various schools, who has a

real personal interest in the boys and their welfare, and who
commands their confidence, the proper relation between employer

and employed can be made clear and helpful to both.

"One of the difficulties with all large corporations is that of

instilling workmen with the idea of individual responsibility,

both to the company and to their fellow employees. An in-

structor of this kind could do much toward pointing out this

individual responsibility in the way of properly caring for ma-
chines and tools, so that they would not be a source of danger to

themselves or others. He could make clear the penalties of tak-

ing chances with a belt which needed lacing or cementing, of

unnecessarily going into dangerous places, and many other points

which are responsible for more injuries than any of us realize.

"It is not solely a question of compensation, but one of

economic loss to the individual and to the community. Even if

the injured workman receives full wages, there is a distinct loss

in the production of that shop, and this indirectly is shared by

him as an individual number of the community, and to every man
in the shop, whether he or they realize it or not. Everything

which is destroyed represents cost to some one. A nut or

washer shied at a dog and not recovered is a distinct loss, just

as is the destruction of a man's usefulness through unnecessary

accidents. Guards must be used to be of value. The time will

come when failure to use them may mean dismissal, as the re-

sponsibility cannot all be placed on one side. There is no ques-

tion that the economic and political future of this country de-

pends largely upon the intelligence of its workmen, and any-

thing that we can do that will aid in the formation of a broad

foundation cannot fail to be a lasting benefit to ourselves and

to our various communities.

"Any reduction in the number of accidents is a distinct gain

from any point of view, and there is no question but that educa-

tion can help in this direction as well as any other. It is very

often less a matter of carelessness than of a recognition of in-

dividual responsibility. Whether this work should be done in

your classroom or at special meetings is a matter of detail. It is

even possible that much of the work can be done by the shop

instructors, who have practical examples constantly before them."

J. F. Deems, general superintendent motive power, under

whose direction the new apprentice system was inaugurated said

:

"I have watched with a great deal of interest the work that

you men have been doing ; not only watched it from the reports

sent in and investigations that I have made in going over the

road, but by making inquiries from others outside of railway

work who have investigated your work. I congratulate you on

what you have done and what you are doing. It was not an

easy task when you took it up. You had very little to guide

you in the work, and you have accomplished much more than

I hoped for in the length of time that you have been at it."

F. W. Brazier, superintendent rolling stock, drew particular

attention to the necessity of the instructors cultivating executive

ability, and stated that in order to make a success of his work

as the head of a department he had to have every one with him,

even to the office boy. He also spoke strongly against the use
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of cigarettes and said that he would not promote a man in his

department who used them.

E. B, Katte, in an inspiring talk, emphasized the necessity of

"learning men." Education is a good thing, but a man to exert

a strong influence on those about him, either when working with

them or directing them, must really know and understand the

men and their characteristics.

C. W. Cross, supervisor of apprentices, spoke in part as fol-

lows : "It is gratifying to know that there are now at least twelve

railway.s in the United States where a systematic course of ap-

prentice instruction is being pursued with marked success. Skilled

instructors are leading the young mechanics through graduated

courses to a thorough knowledge of their calling and the results

are so far most encouraging. The important element of natural

selection is markedly active in many of the shops. Under proper

instructions it is speedily recognized whether the young man
has made the proper choice of a calling or not. The unfitted

are weeded out and directed to other fields. The moral and in-

tellectual tone of the student apprentice is elevated. Life be-

comes sweeter and higher and nobler when the difficulties of a

calling are illumined by intelligent and kindly instruction. The
burden of labor lies lightly on the shoulders of the studious

youth who can call the gathered wisdom of a proficient instructor

to his aid. To this is added another important factor—that the

amount of work or output of the apprentice shows a marked in-

crease where there is an instructor. Hence the apprentices under

the new system are being better paid with the result that instead

of being a burden on their parents or guardians during their

apprenticeship, the young mechanics are self supporting from the

beginning, and when they graduate they have the proud con-

sciousness of knowing that they are fitted to take part in the

world's work without fear or favor.

"On March 1, 1906, the apprenticeship department was created

and a few weeks later the work was well started at nine of the

shops. We have completed the cycle of the work and the gradu-

ates now turned out have had the full four years course of

training. The courses of study have been revised and improved

and specialized to fit the several trades in a manner that has

met with the approval of all interested persons. The graduates

arc used to good advantage in the service and as a proof of

the efficiency of the training system, when graduates are re-

employed as mechanics at the completion of the apprenticeship

they are given a generous rating, and in many cases the maximum
rate in the trade in which they are re-employed."

W. B. Russell expressed appreciation at the fact that in two
or three instances boys who were apprentices when he gave up

the work a year and a half ago had successfully completed their

courses and had developed so rapidly as to have been made ap-

prentice instructors or assistants.

In presenting his annual statistical report Henry Gardner, as-

sistant supervisor of apprentices, stated that on July 1, 1910,

617 apprentices were enrolled, which is an increase of 62 over the

previous year. Fewer apprentices were discharged during the

year, showing that more attention had been paid to weeding out

the unsuitable and unruly boys during the six months probation-

ary period. In addition to very complete statistics, a large num-
ber of specially good jobs which had been done by apprentices

while working in the shop drafting room or in the shop were

mentioned. The report might indicate that too many high grade

men were being turned out in proportion to the number of me-
chanics who would be content to remain in the shops for an in-

definite period. Mr. Gardner stated, however, that it must be

understood that many of the instances mentioned in his report

were unusual and that no mention had been made of the fact

that capable mechanics were being turned out who would re-

main in the shop and be a credit to it, because it was under-

stood that this condition did prevail and the unusual incidents

were referred to to show the extent to which an ambitious

boy might develop under the new apprenticeship system. In the

discussion the question came up as to whether it was advisable

to attempt to raise the standard of the apprentices too high. Mr.
Ranch, of Oswego, had gone on record at a conference two
or three years ago with the statement that he would very

much prefer to have apprentices from the seventh or eighth

grade of the public schools to those who had partially or en-

tirely completed a high school course. Observations at Oswego
had compelled him to change his mind, and he is now willing

to take all of the high school boys he can get. Of 17 appren-

tices graduated at Oswego, of whom about 25 per cent, were
high school boys, only two had left the service.

Mr. Davis, of the Santa Fe, stated that the high school boys

developed far more rapidly and did better work, but that they

did not remain in the service. For instance, at Topeka about

one boy in every 25 comes from the high school. Of 25 ap-

prentices graduated at that shop last year, 23 were still in serv-

ice at Topeka, and the other two were with the company at

other points on the system. At Fort Madison, where a large

percentage of the boys are from the high school,, seven had

been graduated in the same time and all had left the service.

Mr. Martin, of Beech Grove, reported that 25 per cent, of the

apprentices at that shop had attended high school, but that in

four years only one of the graduates had left the service. Mr.

Russell, however, called attention to the fact that the high school

training at Indianapolis was such that better results along

these lines might be expected than at other places. Mr. Cross

was emphatic in the statement that the apprentices on the New
York Central Lines were not all stars by any means.

PRIZES FOR EXCELLENCE.

In discussing the question as to whether it was advisable

to give prizes to a few apprentices for good work or to try

to advance a large number of apprentices moderately, H. S.

Ranch, of Oswego, said : "Assume that the company agrees to

reward each apprentice who passes through his course with a

standing of 90 per cent, and otherwise completes his apprentice-

ship in a manner satisfactory to his superior officers. This re-

ward to be in the form of a check for $100, which to the aver-

age apprentice would look like a fortune. I certainly believe

that it would be an incentive for all to work harder to gain the

goal. But would this prize stimulate a desire for knowledge

for the sake of knowledge itself; would it be instrumental in

the creation of a good healthy love of work? Would we not be

placing a temptation before the boys to get this 'average of 90

per cent.' regardless of how they got it? It is true that the in-

structor is in a position to discover dishonesty of this character,

but what would be done when the discovery was made; would

we bar the apprentice from further competition for the prize

or would we discharge him? In either event the effect would

be demoralizing. Then how about the slow, plodding, hard

working young man who does not grasp things as quickly as

some of his fellows but who retains and puts to good use all

that he dees learn due to the fact that he had to work so hard

to learn it. This type of young man would become discouraged

when he realized that his averages were not up to the standard

and felt that however hard he might work there was little

chance of his winning.

"Let us look at the other side—at the boy to whom nature

has apparently been most kind ; everything comes to him with-

out nmch effort, he concentrates his mind for a few moments

and has mastered the subject. This boy is a natural prize win-

ner, but he wins prizes for the sake of their possession and

not for any benefit which he might derive from the study which

gives him the right to possess them. He becomes haughty, im-

bued with a feeling that he is far superior to the slow kindly

classmate at his side, and again our purpose is defeated, for in-

stead of producing harmony and co-operation we have produced

only discord and discontent.

"Let us imbue the future mechanic with the idea of attaching

himself permanently to the organization, not by holding out to

him a prize that might be his downfall, but a prize that will in-

spire confidence in all alike, be they bright or dull, by giving
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liiin a living wage tliat will si)ur liiiii on to a good healthy

love of work."

Disctissiou.—Tiic general opinion seemed to be that this would
he a njost iniwisc provision to make. Some boys arc good in the

shop and poor in the school room, and vice versa. It would
be extremely difficult to decide how to award the prizes fairly,

and It is doubtful if any good object would be attained. Prize

winners do not always make the best workmen or employees.

Mr. Davis stated that on the Santa Fe each graduate is given

$75 at the completion of his course if his work is satisfactory.

If he remains with the company for six months he is given $75

more.

RESULTS OF MODERN APPRENTICESHIP.

F. Deyot, Sr., of East Buffalo, spoke of the advantage that

the modern apprentice has for acquiring a complete knowledge

of his trade in a comparatively short period. The great advance

in shop practice which has taken place within recent years has

made the life of the mechanic of the old school one of con-

tinuous study to keep up with the times. The discussion of this

subject brought out the fact that care should be taken not to

carry the apprentices too much, but to urge them to take re-

sponsibility and to develop self confidence, so that when a boy

leaves tlie apprentice department he will be fully prepared to

stand on his own merits and to take such responsibilities as may
be placed on him.

COURSE FOR ELECTRICAL APPRENTICES.

C. A. Towsley, of Elkhart, Ind., outlined a complete course

for electrical apprentices. The increased use of electricity in

connection with shop equipment and operation, and car lighting

has made it imperative to provide such a course, as there are

now a number of electrical apprentices on the system. It was

also suggested that a part of this course, at least the funda-

mental principles, could be added to some of the other courses

to good advantage. In the machine shop, for instance, electric

drives are now being used to a considerable extent, and it is

believed that the cost of maintenance of the motors and con-

trollers could be reduced considerably by educating the me-

chanics in the care and operation of this equipment, at least to

a slight extent. Mr. Russell said that the results obtain.ed in

Boston have been such as to demonstrate that the only way of

successfully instructing the practical mechanic in these matters

was by the use of electrical apparatus in the laboratory, with

a minimum amount of lecture or class room work. As a proper

laboratory equipment would be too expensive to install at any

one shop, he suggested the advisability of equipping an instruc-

tion car with such apparatus, which might be used for all the

shops on the system. Mr. Katte mentioned some talks which

had been arranged for the instruction of the electrical employees

at the railway Y. M. C. A. in New York. As far as could be

seen, these talks did not accomplish any great practical results.

The theories of electricity are most difficult to understand, but

electric apparatus is comparatively simple in construction.

LABORATORY WORK.

E. Kennedy, of Depew, and W. F. Black, of Oswego, pre-

sented papers describing the methods of instruction in labo-

ratory work. To show how interested the boys were in this

work Mr. Kennedy said : "We had a class which came to the

shop one Sunday and trammed an engine on the erecting floor

to satisfy themselves that they could do the actual work after

learning the job from the wooden model. It is good policy to

take the same class of boys two or three months later and let

them go over the same work on the models to see if they have

retained what was taught them and to renew their interest.

"As to the value of a new classroom course for machinists

based on shop practice, opinions may differ. Give a boy a me-

chanical magazine with no cuts or illustrations, and another

magazine containing several illustrations and see which one will

interest him most. Invariably it will be the one with the pictures,

probably from the fact that in combining the cut and the accom-

panying explanation, he can more readily see what the author

means. For example, explain to an apprentice how to find the

speed of a pulley or any job of that sort, and nine times out of

ten, he will forget it the next day; but give him a picture of the

pulleys and their sizes together with the question, formulae and
answer all on the same sheet, and it becomes interesting. You
have captured the boy's attention. This is one of the ways to

make a new machinists' classroom course based on shop prac-

tice most beneficial
; put in plenty of pictures. The regular home

and classroom problems for general use are all that can be de-

sired in their line, but to fill the wants of the machinist appren-

tices a new course pertaining to shop work entirely is really nec-

essary."

Mr. Black said: "In the laboratory at Oswego we have a

set of models used for the purpose of instructing the apprentices

in the art of laying out from blue prints. These models are of

wood and are copied after spring rigging and driver brake parts;

the method of instruction is to give the apprentice the model

covered with paper, together with a blue print from the standard

files, showing the part he is to lay out ; then he proceeds along

the same lines that he would in the shop. After he has com-

pleted this task the work is checked up by the instructor and if

not found O. K. must be done again. We have found this in-

struction invaluable to apprentices who are to be placed where

laying out is to be done.

"We have found that any instruction which we are able to

give in the laboratory during the last half hour of the session

has been productive of flattering results in the shop. This is

due to several reasons ; the boy's mind is not distracted by the

noise and the hustle of the shop and he realizes that he is be-

ing paid by the hour while receiving instruction and is more apt

to concentrate his mind upon the work in hand than he would

if he was working piece work, where time means money."

WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR.

Benjamin Frey, of St. Thomas, said: "It is important to take

into consideration the relation between the time the classroom

instruction is given and the time the apprentice takes up this

branch of his trade in the shop. I do not think that we should

wait until the boy is in the valve setting gang before we begin to

teach him the principles of valve motion in the school room.

By a little co-operation between drawing and shop instructors,

the boy should gain a fair general knowledge of the mechanism

and know what is meant by the terms valve travel, lap, lead, cut-

off, etc., before he takes up valve setting in the shop. He should

also know how to read the markings on the valve stem and keep

track of them in an intelligent manner. He will then be able

to grasp this end of his trade more readily in the shop, generally

increasing the respect of some of the journeymen who are not

always desirous of telling all they know about this particular

work.

"In order to make a success of teaching valve motion in the

classroom it is necessary to have a model which is adjustable;

one with such adjustments as will produce practically the same

conditions in valve setting as are found in actual practice. This

will not only require less of the instructor's time in explanation,

but will tend to stimulate the interest and enthusiasm of the

apprentice. When two boys are prepared to take up valve setting

in the classroom, the model is thrown out of adjustment and

they proceed to set the valves. All operations and adjustments

should be made by the boys. The duty of the instructor should

only be to give advice here and there as the boys require it.

After the valves have been set the model is again thrown out of

adjustment, but in a manner to produce different conditions than

found in the previous setting. Under these new conditions the

boys again proceed to set the valves. In performing the work

they should, of course, exchange their duties, so that each may
gain all the points possible from the work. In this way the

model is continually thrown out of adjustment and reset by the

boys until one of them is able to set the valves under practically

every condition without assistance from the instructor. We then
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appoint this boy to teach the other until he has mastered the

subject well enough to take the place of the first boy. We then

consider the first boy O. K. as far as the classroom instruction

goes, and then allow the second boy to teach a third. Later the third

boy will teach a fourth and so on in the order that the boys

take up the work in the shop. The instructing boy should, of

course, ask the instructor at any time about any point he de-

sires to have explained. By this method more of the instructor's

time can be devoted to the other class work, and the boys are

at the same time kept interested by competition to become the

head or instructing boy.

"We allow the entire class session to those boys who are using

the model for valve setting as it is almost impossible to make
any headway in teaching this subject during a shorter period,

and the boys who are following in another class will not break

into the partially completed work of the first set of boys."

Mr. Cook, Sr., of Depew, has made a practice of giving the

apprentices an actual demonstration of valve setting in the shop

with good results. Mr. Martin, of Beech Grove, has found it

advisable to have the boys work on the Walschaert model in

the school room a week or two before they go on this work in

the shop.

THE BACKWARD BOY.

F. E. Cooper, of McKees Rocks, said : "Few boys are good in

both the shop and the school. When a boy is found to be

slow in school his case should be given careful consideration.

He may have been turned against the school by older journey-

men who have not had an opportunity to get much education

and therefore are a little prejudiced. He may have been told

that the school work will not hold his job for him. When a

boy gets that idea in his head he should be given a sensible talk

by both the shop and drawing instructors. If that fails try to

interest him in the school work by giving him work in the shop

that will correspond somewhat to the work in the school. This

may be done by giving him a blue print and telling him to per-

form, the necessary operations on a machine or having him lay

off a piece of work without giving him any instructions or allow-

ing him to receive any; then if he gets stuck and cannot go

ahead he will feel ashamed of himself and you can give him
a good sensible talk as to why the school is a great help in

learning the trade. After this the boy will usually begin to

take a greater interest in the school work as well as that in

the shop.

"It requires a great deal of patience to bring around a boy
who is slow in the shop. If a boy is slow on a job and cannot

get it out in the specified time, the instructor should prove to

him that it can be done in the time set and show him where he

loses time. If the boy is slow but willing, we should not turn

him down unless his case is hopeless ; sometimes by letting the

slow boy follow a good one on the machines he begins to see

that he is slow and picks up. The instructor should study the

boy's nature; some boys you can coax along, while with others

you have to use a little force."

Discussion.—It pays to take pains to develop the backward
or slow boy, and when he has been developed he usually makes
a first-class mechanic and remains in the service. In not a

few instances boys have been found who cannot make a good
showing in the school room, but who are splendid mechanics.

The only way in which a dull boy can be developed is by
patient and painstaking effort on the part of the instructor, but

it is well worth the effort.

LOYAL AND SATISFIED APPRENTICES.

A. W. Martin, of Beech Grove, said : "A long step toward the

accomplishment of this is to maintain constant interest in the

work by making every feature of the course attractive and by
the shifting of tasks as frequently as possible without upsetting

the shop schedule or lowering the shop efficiency. Let the boy
fill the place of a mechanic in his absence and try to make him
feel that the company is endeavoring to make him a good citizen

and mechanic, as well as to increase the output in as economical a
manner as' possible.

"I have experienced but very little trouble in keeping the boys
satisfied and interested in their work. However, I must admit
that there are cases where they become indifferent. Then I try

to make a special effort to find out what the boy is most inter-

ested in. When I think he is far enough advanced in his regular

course to branch off on special work, I allow him to do so for

a short period. Doing this stimulates a better feeling in the boy
toward his studies and often brings him to a point where he can
see the importance of carefully observing every little detail in

his instruction papers ; when he returns to his regular course he
goes at it with renewed interest. Changes of this kind are

undoubtedly beneficial to the boys in many ways."

Discussion.—Instructors should remember tliat boys watch
closely and try to follow those men with whom they come in

contact, whose personaHties appeal to them. It is important,

therefore, that the instructors watch themselves carefully that

they may set a proper example for the boys, and not only that but
that they make an effort to get the foremen and the men with
whom the boys come in contact to do the same. Examples were
cited of boys who had been discouraged. A little effort on the

part of the instructor could locate just what influence was work-
ing on the boy, and steps could be taken to overcome it. If it was
found that one of the workmen in the shop was carelessly talking

to him in such a way as to discourage him, the difficulty could
easily be corrected by getting the man off to one side and talking

the matter over with him.

The moral effect of having the foremen and mechanical offi-

cers visit the school room is very great, and this practice should

be encouraged. Mr. Davis spoke of officers of the Santa Fe,

including the vice-president, Mr. Kendrick, stopping off at the

schools whenever they found opportunity and giving the boys a

talk. The boys should be encouraged in athletic sports, and
wherever possible the foreman and the shop superintendent

should try to attend the games. Much may be accomplished in

encouraging the boys by having the instructor give the shop

superintendent a memorandum of those who have made specially

good records or who need encouragement. The shop superin-

tendent can then at his first opportunity look the boy up and
personally commend him, or if he needs encouragement, I give

it to him. The boys forget that the shop superintendent or

general foreman is the "old man" and feel more kindly toward
him when they find him waving his hat in the air and rooting at

a baseball or football game. The foreman should be urged to

attend the apprentice club meetings or any of the social affairs of

the apprentices and to mix up with them.

MONTHLY REPORT FOR PARENTS.

Mr. Kuch, Sr., told of the good that had been accompHshed

by sending monthly report cards to the parents of the apprentices

showing the progress which they were making. The next month

the dull boys and the sluggards made an earnest endeavor to

raise their marks for their standing had been criticised by their

parents. A number of acknowledgments were received from the

parents, showing their appreciation of the efforts being made in

behalf of their boys by the company.

Discussion.—The concensus of opinion was that a simple report,

which could be sent home to the parents each month, indicating

the standing of the apprentice in his school and shop work, would

be productive of good results. It was suggested that the first

report be sent through the mails with a letter asking for the

cooperation of the parent and explaining the report fully.

RECORDS.

G. Kuch, Jr., of West Albany, made some suggestions concern-

ing a simple form of record card which would show the at-

tendance and punctuality of each apprentice and also how his

time had been put in each day. In discussing this report several

of the instructors were emphatic in saying that lateness should

not be tolerated.
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C.\K BUILDER .VPI'RKNTICICS.

Mr. Sliafcr, of Collinwood, in speaking of the car buildc-r

apprentice said: "The question of keeping the car builder

apprentice thoroughly interested in his trade for a period of four

years is a problem not easy to solve. We arc continually being

brought face to face with the fact that the apprentice, and also

the prospective apprentice, is inclined to believe that car building

is not and will not be a desirable vocation to follow. Journey-

men of this trade do much toward hindering the progress of the

apprentice and cause him to lose interest in his work by telling

him that car building is nothing more nor less than menial labor

which can be performed by the most unskilled workman. An-

other point is the wages paid to the car builder. Because some

other trades command higher wages, they are believed to be

greatly superior. We must bring the car builder apprentice to a

point of view where he can see that his trade is of some im-

portance and that we are giving courses of study which pertain

strictly to car building.'' Mr. Shafer outlined a course of study

for such apprentices.

Discussion.—At present there are about 62 car department

apprentices on the New York Central Lines. F. Deyot, Sr., of

East Buffalo, stated that they had considerable difficulty in secur-

ing apprentices, as freight car work only was handled at the East

Buffalo shops. The work of the school at that point was de-

scribed in the Raihmy Age Gazette of August 5, page 231. A
complete car builder's course of study is in preparation.

APPRENTICE EDUCATION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF ONE OF THEM.

Richard Keefe, one of the apprentices at Oswego, has the

faculty of expressing himself in a most original and readable

manner, as may be seen from the following paper which was

read at the conference.

"One morning on going to the shop from the classroom, a few

minutes after nine, the foreman put me on a job with a first-class

mechanic whose first salute to me was: The railway is losing

money on you fellows.' I took this to be a morning grouch and

let it past. After a while he lifted his head from a paper he was

making faces over and said: 'Say, can you make this out?

Dumbed if I can and I've been at it all morning.' He held out

a blue-print but I didn't jump to take it; then with a little less

acid in his tone he said: 'I generally make these out at home

but last night the kid was sick, and I couldn't think." The sick

kiddy was too much for me so I took the blue print and had no

difficulty in reading it. This ability to read blue prints is an

important side of apprentice education, but just as important is

the ability to meet an emergency, or to have confidence in an

undertaking and the willingness to be led, all of which are felt

rather than seen and are the direct result of our training.

"Every mechanic expects the apprentice to 'hop' to his music;

every apprentice knows the mechanic will 'kick' to his tune, for

the mechanic has no time for the 'greeny.' The only man who

understands apprentice language is the 'angel,' which is slang

for shop instructor, but it is no miss to call him such, for without

him the greeny would never grow, but would be at a standstill

half his time. Sometimes we wish the angel was twins, even

triplets would no more than meet the demand. Of course the

mechanic is not greatly to blame, as under the present system,

'time is money.' Piecework is not a good school for the ap-

prentice to become an expert workman in, he catches the spirit of

rush and hustle that is round about him, and soon is satisfied if

his work just does, without any desire to improve it; he may

make more pay and often does if work is plenty, but he loses

sight of the main object of work which is perfection.

"The rate paid a first year apprentice is out of proportion to his

needs ; even a first yearer must eat like a man and dress as a man

in order to work like a man; he looks like a man and feels like

a man until he puts his hand in his pocket. The apprentice who

clothes himself, buys tools, carries some protection, pays appren-

tice club dues, church and shop collections, is obHged to pay his

nearest relatives for board, washing and mending in 'promissory

notes' (no time of payment specified), must be blind on the girl

side of the road and put the curb on a growing sociability. Al!

tliis Inirts; it might be called, 'apprentice cramp'; it squeezes the

region of the short rib and produces imperfect vision. A dime

looks the size of a car wheel and it makes as many revolutions in

his pocket as one going a mile a minute before it disappears into

spend-land. I might go further and say it leads to defective

hearing, for the jingle of small coin is so sweet to the ear that

many a fellow adds keys, nails and tool checks to swell the sound

so that in time he becomes tone deaf to the ring of real money.

Apprentice cramp is a disease that carries off many of the first

yearers and deters many other desirable fellows from becoming

apprentices. Another trouble is the discovery that physically he

is not adapted to the trade he has started, yet rather than start

another at first year rate he drops out. This is a loss to the

railway as well as to the boy and it's up to them to remedy it.

The high school boy of today is more inclined to mechanics than

ever before if the rate paid was more proportional to his wants.

"The classroom is the smoothing iron that rubs out all the

wrinkles of discontent, for the apprentice looks forward to these

hours with pleasure. 'Up to the college,' has almost the ring of

'come on to the ball game,' and the class instructor is regarded

as a 'dad' by all the boys. Even the fellow who went in with a

sneer goes out with a thank you. Next to the school is the club;

here the apprentice spreads his wings for his first flight in oratory,

here he gets used to hearing his own voice and gets over the

scare of the sound of it, here he also sharpens up his wits for

defense or his tongue for attack and here he talks- railway, reads

railway and grows, to be a railroader.

"The great disadvantage of apprentices in the railway shops is'

the uncertainty of keeping the job. We are at the mercy of every

foreman and we have no court of appeals. In many cases the

class instructor stands our friend, but he is outside of the shop

and cannot be expected to be judge and jury. The question we .

ask ourselves oftenest is, what is the railway going to do with

us ? If the road does not want us, we have practically wasted our

time. Take for example the apprentice who has served a couple

of years at the machinist trade ; his knowledge won't count for

much outside the railway shop if he is fired and yet it is of great

value in the shop if it sees fit to use him. Take the carpenter

apprentice who can do anything from building a cab to laying

track, lagging a boiler or wiring a shop. Of what use will this be

to him if the road does not want him and he has to seek work

with a house builder? The railway is big enough to be a life

work for the most ambitious if promotion was arranged so that

the apprentice would know where he stood as he went along.

"In summing up I must not forget those little keys that open up

the world to the apprentice and are the one thing he does not

outgrow (they appeal even to the grey-beard), namely, the passes.

These serve to educate him as well as school or club, and most of

all they make him feel that he is an investment and an investment

in the biggest thing in the world, the railway."

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE DINNER.

The apprentice instructors were the guests of the Railway Age

Gazette at a dinner at the Engineers' Club on Friday evening,

January 27. Following are the more important points which

were brought out in the impromptu after-dinner talks

:

Mr. Davis, of the Santa Fe, mentioned the encouragement

which was given to the apprentice movement on the Santa Fe

by the higher officials. He said : "I notice that when our presi-

•dent, Mr. Ripley, speaks before any of the railway associations

he usually manages to slip in a word or two about the apprentice

department. When Mr. Kendrick, the vice-president, goes over

the line he does not visit all the places, but invariably, and

especially if he has company on his car, he visits the apprentice

schools." The apprentice instructors are always ready to give

the boys advice, when they come to them, and do so in a pains-

taking and truthful manner, thus gaining the confidence of the

boy. An apprentice if found smoking cigarettes is discharged.

Mr. Ranch, of Oswego, emphasized the necessity of setting a

good example. Every young man between the ages of 16 and
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22 has an ideal which he is trying to follow. The instructor

should give the lioy the same kind of advice that he would give

to his own sons. Never tell an apprentice you will do something

that you are not absolutely sure you can do ; in that way you

will gain his confidence and respect.

Mr. Schafer, of Collinwood, who was only graduated from

the apprentice ranks a comparatively short time ago, said thai

many of the boys wished to know just what the possibilities

for advancement were in railway service. His answer was : "It

is up to you ; if you can make good and deliver the goods there

is a better job waiting for you."

Mr. Gardner, the assistant supervisor of apprentices, quoted

Martin Gower, formerly supervisor of apprentices on the Cana-

dian Pacific, as saying that in order to be successful, a man
must have a good character, common sense and an education.

Of the three, education is the least important, and the instructors

should strive to develop and impove the other two.

Mr. Cooley, the shop instructor at Collinwood, spoke of the

value of the practical shop training that is carried on at the

same time as the school work. He told of a college man who
came into the shop and did not understand how to perform a

comparatively simple operation. After it had been explained

to him he said : ''I wish I had worked in a shop and learned the

trade before I went to college, for then I would have known
what I was studying about."

Mr. Vauclain, of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, made an ad-

dress, and among other things said : "My own instruction dates

back, like yours, to my mother and then to my father, and then

to the other fellows, and it will be surprising for you to know
that I have working for me today, as an engineer, one of the

first outside instructors that I ever had. Before I reached the

dignity of pantaloons, when I was a mere child, this man used

to carry me around on his shoulders and tell me all about the

different parts of a locomotive ; he would take me with him on

the locomotive, and I would ride through the tunnel with him

and would get ballyhoo from my mother when I came home
and a smile from my father ; this man still instructs me. There
is hardly a week goes by that he does not come in and say that

there is something that I will have to do if I want to make
our locomotives more satisfactory to our customers. He is 87

years old and is listened to with the most considerate attention,

and his advice is generally good. Now, why is this? It is be-

cause the boy—and I am still a boy so far as that man is con-

cerned—has learned to have confidence in his instructor. If

all of you gentlemen here who are instructors succeed in ob-

taining the confidence of your pupils, your apprentices, you

will be sure to be successful with them. It is only when a pupil

fails to have confidence in his teacher that the teacher has a

difficult time in instructing.

"The boys in your shops are picking their instructors. They
are not necessarily selecting a man appointed by the company
to instruct them, but if he is the right kind of a man his in-

struction will survive, because the boys will all cling to it and he

will be successful. A man cannot remain as an instructor for

any number of years unless he has the boys behind him' taking

him as their standard. The whole system becomes standardized."

C. W. Cross, supervisor of apprentices, emphasized the im-

portance of the instructor studying the boys carefully and striv-

ing to exert a strong moral influence over them.

STANDARDIZATION OF CHILLED IRON CAR WHEELS
WITH REFERENCE TO SERVICE CONDITIONS.*

ALUMINUM IN CAR CONSTRUCTION.

The Zeitschrift des Vereines Deufscher Ingenieures calls at-

tention, in a recent issue, to twelve cars that have been put in

service on the Zurich tramways, in which all of the metallic

portions of the body are made of aluminum. In addition to its

lightness, the metal has a further advantage, in that when it is

cleaned with a sand blast, simple painting suffices to protect it.

Varnishing, which is needed on steel plates, is thus dispensed

with, and the loss of time and the large expense in applying it

are saved.

The object of this paper is to establish the simple laws which
determine the proper relation of the chilled iron wheel to serv-

ice conditions, and necessarily the conclusions are based on the

long experience and complete records of the Griffin Wheel Com-
pany, covering the performance of ten million wheels.

The economy in the chilled wheel, as compared with other
parts of the car for increasing capacities, is shown in the follow-

ing table :

Capacity of car 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000
Per cent, of increase 100 200 300 400
Average weight of car, lbs 18,000 24,000 30,000 36,000 42,000
Per cent, of increase 33 66 100 133
Weight of heavy cars, lbs 18,000 40,000 48,000 56,000 64,000
Per cent, of increase 122 166 211 255
Weight of wheel, lbs 525 550 625 675 725
Per cent, of increase 5 19 29 38
Weight of axle, lbs 350 450 550 730 870
Per cent, of increase 29 57 109 149
Weight of body of car, lbs 12,400 17,800 23,000 27,900 32,900
Per cent, of increase 43 86 125 165

The economy of wheels in service is even greater than shown,
because it is only since 1909 that the M. C. B. standard wheels

were of the weight shown for 60,000-lb., 80,000-lb. and 100,000-

Ib. capacity cars. The 600-lb., 650-lb. and 700-lb. wheels for these

classes of cars represent the majority of wheels now in service.

The comparison of relative increases in weight for the increas-
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Fig. 1—Increase in Weight of Various Parts of Freight Cars.

ing capacities is shown on the chart (Fig. 1). The wheel from the

lightest to the heaviest capacity cars shows an increase in weight

of only 38 per cent, while the axle has increased in weight 149

per cent., and the weight of the car, exclusive of wheels and
axles, has increased 165 per cent. The rails on which the

wheels operate have increased 100 per cent. Whether or not

the weight of the chilled iron wheel has kept pace with the in-

creasing service demands is determined by the record of wheel

performance in each class of service and it will be shown that

with 95 per cent, of the total equipment the performance of the

chilled iron wheel is eminently satisfactory.

The performance of wheels under modern heavy freight cars

has been remarkable when we consider the rapidity with which

these cars came into service, giving no time for experimental

work as far as the wheels were concerned. In fact, the cars

have not yet been in service long enough to obtain the records

of the best wheels. The wheel removals each year contain some

of the original wheels placed under the first 100,000-lb. capac-

ity cars that were built. The best evidence we have of the per-

formance of the chilled iron wheel under. 80,000-lb. and 100,000-

lb. capacity cars is from our replacement records of wheels

which failed to make their guarantee, comprising all of the

wheels manufactured during the years 1905, 1906 and 1907, the

time limit for the guarantee having just about expired. This

'Abstract of a paper read at the January, 1911, meeting of the Western
Railway Club by a representative of the Griffin Wheel Company.
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list contains 1,020,463 wiicels as follows, nianiifactuicd by Grinin

Wheel Company

:

650 lb. 700 lb.

1905
Total.
173,286

Replaced.
1,250
3,183
1,295

5,728
.88

Total.
59,949

166,220
143,837

R eplaced.
709

1 906 278,815 2,547
1 907 198,356 834

650,457Total ..

Per cent. . . .

370,006 4,090
1.10

These percentages of replacement represent all wheels which

failed to make the guarantee for worn tread, shell out, cracked

plate, seams, broken flange, broken in pieces and defective

castings. Wheels weighing less than 600 lbs. reached their maxi-

nuim in 1892 and have been on the decline ever since.

The years of maximum production were in 1906 and 1907,

with a falling off in the following years, which would indicate

that railway equipment was placed in a better average condi-

tion during the years 1906 and 1907, and a large percentage of

the wheels manufactured in those years are still in service.

During the year 1909 the M. C. B. Association recommended

as standard three weights of chilled iron wheels, viz., the 625-

Ib. for cars of 60,000 -lb. capacity; the 675-lb. for cars of 80,000-

Ib. capacity, and the 72S-lb. for cars of 100,000-Ib. capacity. The
performance of these wheels is practically perfect when operating

under conditions which can reasonably be interpreted as con-

forming to those of the three classes of cars. It would natu-

rally be supposed that the equipment of all railways would be

divided into three classes so that all items of service relating to

the wheel should be proportionate to the 625-lb., 675-lb. and 725-

Ib. wheel. While this is true of 90 per cent, to 95 per cent, of

the equipment, there has been a tendency of late in certain sec-

tions to increase the percentage of brake pressure to the light

weight of the car, and in the case of refrigerator cars and heavy

furniture cars of light capacity, the weight of the car allows a

higher braking power in total than corresponds with its capacity.

It is of extreme importance that the capacity of the wheel should

correspond with the intensity of the braking power of the car.

It is doubtful if one wheel in a million would break in serv-

ice if applied to such cars as we may reasonably infer are speci-

fied in the M. C. B. recommendations for each capacity. It is

therefore important that the recommendations be closely studied

and followed—they are as follows

:

Master Car Builders' Recommended WEicnTS of Chilled Iron

Car Wheels.
Weight of wheel 625 lbs.

Axle capacity 22,000 lbs.

Gross load 88,000 lbs.

Deduct car capacity 60,000 lbs.

Weight of car 28,000 !bs.

Brake pressure at 70 per cent. 19,600 lbs.

675 lbs.

31,000 lbs.

124,000 lbs.

88,000 lbs.

36,000 lbs.

25,200 lbs.

725 lbs.

38,000 lbs.

152,000 lbs.

110,000 lbs.

42,000 lbs.

29,400 lbs.

Note.—80,000-lb. and 100,000-lb. capacity cars calculated at 10 per cent,

excess load.
Summary.

Gross Load. Brake Pressure.
62S-lb. wheel designed for 88,000 lbs. 19,600 lbs.

675-!b. wheel designed for 124,000 ibs. 25,200 lbs.

725-lb. wheel designed for 152,000 lbs. 29,400 Ibs.

The brake pressure under the majority of equipment is 70

per cent, of the light load of the car, and using this as standard we

may determine the brake pressure corresponding to each wheel.

Heat is developed through brake friction ; therefore, the brake

pressure when continuously applied represents the rate at which

heat is being developed, other things being equal, and therefore,

brake pressures should be proportional to that part of the wheel

which resists the temperature stresses—the plate.

RELATION OF BRAKE PRESSURE TO STRESSES IN THE WHEEL.

The question arises just how to determine the relation of the

wheel to the brake pressure. As stated above, we assume that

the conditions as laid down by the M. C. B. Association are en-

tirely satisfactory, and by considering the braking strength of the

plate to vary as the square of its thickness, and its strength in

tension when resisting temperature stresses to vary directly as

its thickness. Table No. 1 was prepared for and published by the

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels.

Table No. 1.

Thickness of Plates Required in Cast Jron lyhecls tu wh\\ch Brakes
Are Applied.

Thickness of Thickness of
Maximum Plates Total Plate to Be Required
Gross Load Required in Braking Added to Take Thickness

on Each Wheel to Power Care of of
8 Wheels. Safely Carry

the Load.
of Car. Temperature

Stresses.
Tread.

Pounds. Inches. Pounds. Inches. Inches.
40.000 .36 12,500 .16
50,000 .41 15,000 .19
60,000 .45 17,500 ,22 1.50
70,000 .48 20,000 .25
80,000 .52 22,500 .28 1.62
90,000 .55 25,000 .31

100,000 .58 27,500 .34 1.75
110,000 .60 30,000 .37
120,000 .63 32,500 .41 L87
130,000 .65 35,000 .44
140,000 .68 37,500 .47 2.00
150,000 .71 40,000 .50
160,000 .73 42,500 .53 2.12
170,000 .75 45,000 .55
180,000 .77 47,500 .59 2.25
190,000 .79 50,000 .62
200,000 .81 52,500 .66 2.37
210,000 .84 55,000 .69
220,000 .86 57,500 .72 2.50
230.000 .87 60,000 .75

240,000 .89 62,500 .78
250,000 .91 65.000 .81 2.50

Table No. 2.

Weights of Various Diameters of Wheels with Different Thicknesses
of Plates.

Weight of Wheeh
Thickness ^

A

of Plates 36 in. 33 in. 30 in. 28 in. 26 in. 24 in.

in Inches. Diam. Diam. Diam. Diam. Diam. Diam,
.62 640 550 480 440 390 350
.68 665 575 500 455 405 360
.75 690 600 525 470 420 375
.81 715 625 550 485 435 390
.87 740 650 575 500 450 405
.93 770 675 600 520 465 420
LOO 800 700 620 540 480 435
1.06 830 725 640 560 495 450
1.12 860 750 660 580 510 460
1.18 890 775 680 600 525 470
1.25 920 800 700 620 540
1.31 950 825 720 640
1.37 980 850 740 660
1.43 1010 875 760
1.50 1040 900

Table No. 1 divides the required thickness of the plate re-

quired in a wheel for ordinary railway service in two parts

:

1.—That required to carry the load.

2.—That required to resist temperature stresses as represented

by brake pressure.

The sum of these quantities gives the required thickness of

the plate in the wheel.

Table No. 2 has also been prepared for the Association of

Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels to show the approximate

weight of a wheel for all usual diameters when the thickness of

plate is specified. With these two tables at hand it requires but

a moment to decide whether any wheel harmonizes with the

service conditions. The method of using the table is as follows

:

Example.-^What wheel should be used under a refrigerator

car having a gross load of 90,000 lbs. and braking pressure of

37,500 lbs.? Referring to Table No. 1 we have the following:

Thickness of plate corresponding to gross load of 90,000 lbs. .55 in.

Thickness to be added on account of 37,500-lb. brake pressure. .47 in.

Total thickness of plate ,. L02 in.

Referring to Table No. 2, weight of wheel is 700 lbs.

• Table No. 1 is for use only when considering cars in miscel-

laneous service, that is, where cars of all classes are coupled

together in one train; the application of this rule is simply to

produce a distribution of retarding force to each wheel in pro-

portion to its size. When the trains are made up of the same

kind of cars and operated on heavy grades, another principle

applies. In this case the wheels are all alike and the braking

power uniform on all cars, hence the rate at which heat is pro-

duced is determined solely by average gross load and the rate of

grade. In this case it is entirely immaterial how brake pres-

sures are calculated, for it is self-evident that sufficient braking

power for each car must be used to ofifset the gravity effect

of the average gross load per car, and no more or no less. To

take care of this situation Table No. 3 has been prepared.

This table shows how the weight of the wheel should vary

with operating conditions and is intended as a guide for choos-
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ing the proper standard wheel to suit any operating condition.

From the experience gained in observing the performance of

trains made up of fully loaded cars of one kind and operated on
4 per cent, grades, such as often occurs in mining districts, the

maximum safe operating conditions for wheels have been es-

tablished and are shown in Table No. 3.

Table No. 3.

Effect of Gross Load and Grade on Wheel Design.

Gross Load 75 tons. 1% 2% 3% 4%
Thickness plate, in inches, to carry load 71 .71 .71 .71
Additional thickness for grade 15 .30 .45 .60

Total thickness 86 1.01 1.16 1.31
Weight of wheel, lbs 646 706 766 825

Gross Load 60 tons.
Thickness plate, in inches, to carry load 63 .63 .63 .63
Additional thickness for grade 12 .24 .36 .48

Total thickness 75 .87 .99 l.ll
Weight of wheel, lbs 600 650 700 750

the railway. The obvious responsibility of those having charge
of standardization of wheels is to harmonize the wheel to the
maximum conditions under which it must operate. Tables No.
1 and No. 3 are to be used exactly as tables for the strength
of I-beams, channels, angles, etc.

Graphic Chart.—As a further aid in choosing wheels for vari-
ous conditions, a chart has been prepared (Fig. 2) which ex-
tends beyond the limit of present freight cars. The object of this

chart is to show in what classes of equipment brake pressures are
likely to be in excess of safe wheel practice. Fortunately the
cars at present under which the wheels are not properly standard-
ized are comparatively few, and the remedy is easily applied.

The vast majority of wheels are properly standardized and the
improper standards exist in a very small percentage of cars.

This is all the more reason why these errors should be corrected.
The total percentage of refrigerator cars is only 1.36 per cent,
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Fig. 2—Maximum Safe Load for 33 Inch Chilled Iron Wheels
Based on the Gross Load and the Temperature Stresses for Miscellaneous Equipment on Grades not Exceeding 3 Per Cent.

Gross Load SO tons.
Thickness plate, in inches, to carry load 58
Additional thickness for grade 10

Total thickness 68
Weight of wheel, lbs

'

575

Gross Load 40 tons.
Thickness plate, in inches, to carry load...
Additional thickness for grade

.20

.78

612

.58

.30

654

.58

.40

.98
692

.52

.16
.52
.24

.68

575
.76

604
.84
637

.52

.08

Total thickness 60
Weiiht of wheel, lbs 55O

Use of Tables.—These tables furnish a ready means of ex-
amining any operating condition of freight cars and freight en-
gine tenders to determine whether the wheels are properly
standardized. The tables represent the maximum safe com-
bination of load and braking power that are safe for chilled iron
wheels. The safe operating stress for the wheel is governed
by the properties of metal of which the wheel is composed.
Operating conditions of load, grade and brakage are fixed by

and there is probably about the same percentage of furniture

cars. There are several ways in which corrections can be made.

The recent tendency is to obliterate the different classes of cars

by building a few cars of the smallest capacity, having largest

brake pressure, thus placing these cars, as far as the wheel re-

quirements are concerned, in the heavy class, and a wheel should

be made to take care of all such non-standard cars.

WHEEL FOR HEAVY BRAKE PRESSURE AND SMALL LOAD.

This wheel would be the 625-lb. wheel with 75 lbs. added to

the plates ; in other words, what is needed is a heavy wheel

with small center core size. The result of such a standard

would be the practical elimination of wheel troubles in the im-

portant class of cars handling perishable freight where it is im-

portant that delays should not occur. If it should be impractical

to have a standard wheel for refrigerator and heavy furniture
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cars, tlien the alternative is to have hut one wheel for all classes

of cars. This would he far more expensive, as it would he

necessary to increase the weights on 95 per cent, of the 60,000-

Ib. class of cars because 5 per cent, of this class require heavy

wheels. It is not practical to use the present standard 675-lb.

wheel for refrigerator cars for in the first place making the

core size smaller would add at least ten pounds to the hub and

the weight would then be 685 lbs. It becomes necessary, if the

675-lb. standard is maintained, to take ten pounds of metal from

the plates. The tread of the 675-lb. wheel is much heavier than

required for the gross load carried by refrigerator cars, hence

the final result would be but a slight improvement over the

625-lb. wheel.

Another solution is to abandon the present 675-lb. wheel and

use the 725-lb. under both 80,000 and 100,000-lb. cars, because in

many cases there is no difference to speak of in these two

classes, and better service would be secured in the 80,000-lb.

class. The standards would be

:

725-lb. wheel for 80,000-lb. and 100,000-lb. capacity cars.

700-lb. for refrigerator, furniture, and other heavy cars of the

60,000-lb. capacity class, and also for 70,000-lb. capacity cars.

625-lb. for ordinary 60,000-lb. and less capacity cars, and the

lighter refrigerator cars.

This would be the best solution, as it would take care of all

cars of the 80,000-lb. class which have a braking power in ex-

cess of that of the average 80,000-lb. class, such as refrigerator

cars, furniture cars, etc. The 725-lb. wheel is correct for most

100,000-lb. capacity service. There are a few cases, however, of

dairy products cars and special cars of very heavy weight which

would require special consideration.

ENGINE TENDER WHEELS.

It is the custom with most railways to purchase the three

weights of M. C. B. wheels and use them indiscriminately in

freight, engine and passenger service, the only item considered

being the weight of the wheel and size of journal. Fairly good

results have followed from this practice on roads where brakes

are seldom applied to prevent too high an acceleration of speed

on descending grades, but on heavy grades where the condi-

tions imposed on the wheel are greater than those ordinarily

encountered in freight service for the same weight of wheel,

special consideration is required. This subject has been given

careful consideration during the last two or three years and

designs have been developed which answer every service

requirement.

In making up the designs for wheels in service under engine

tenders the same relation to service conditions are followed as

shown in Table No. 1, which is based upon the M. C. B. recom-

mendations for freight service. The difference between engine

tender service for a given gross load,and freight service for an

equal load is that the weight of the tender when empty is much

greater than that of a freight car; because the tender is always

partially loaded, the braking power is made at a higher percent-

age than is common in freight service, so that the temperature

stresses in tender wheels are very much greater than in any

of the cars in the same train ; for example

:

Let us assume a tender having a capacity of 8,000 gal.,

using an axle with Sj4 in. x 10 in. journals. The items relating

to the wheel problem are as follows:

Weight loaded 150,000 lbs.

Weight empty 56,000 lbs.

Brake pressure at 90 per cent 50,400 lbs.

It will be noted that as far as the load is concerned an axle

of the same dimensions used under 100,000-lb. capacity cars is

sufficient and it is assumed by a good many roads that, there-

fore, the 725-lb. M. C. B. wheel is equally as satisfactory as in

freight service. This conclusion may be approximately true on

roads where there are no grades of sufficient consequence to

call for continuous operation of brakes, but on roads having

steep grades requiring brake action to control the speed of the

train it can readily be seen that the condition is very different

from that of wheels under freight cars.

It was shown that the 725-lb. wheel is designed for cars hav-

ing approximately 30,000-lb. brake pressure. The problem re-

solves itself to the following:

Engine tender, braking power 50,000 lbs.

725-lb. wheel designed for braking power 30,000 lbs.

Excess braking power 20,000 lbs.

From Table No. 2, 725-lb. wheel has plate thickness. 1.06 in.

From Table No. 1, excess metal required for 20,000-
Ib. braking power .25 in.

Thickness of plate required for tende^^ whee'. 1.31 in.

From Table No. 2 weight of 33-in. wheel, plate
thickness 1.31 in 825 lbs.

This shows that to obtain the same factor of safety under an

engine tender having a gross load of 150,000 lbs., as in freight

service, that an 825-lb. wheel is required. Wheels of this char-

acter will produce the best results.

Another reason why wheels for tender service require a larger

section of metal in the plate is that many engines are equipped

with straight air brakes which are used independently on the

engine. Therefore it is possible to use the brakes on the tender

wheels with greater frequency, or with greater intensity, than on

the entire train. Also on account of the short wheel base and

the high center of gravity of the load, there is more swaying

and greater shifting of the load from one wheel to another than

in ordinary service. This coupled with the desire to give a

higher factor of safety in engine service demands a wheel in

which all parts are proportioned to the stresses which are known
to apply to the wheel.

Table No. 5.

Weight of Engine Tender Wheels.

Thickness Weight
Capacity, Weight Total of Plates of Size

Gals. of Tank. Load. in Inches. Wheels. of Journal.
3,000 21,000 60,000 .68 600 354 x 7

4,000 28,000 80,000 .75 600 4% x 8

5,000 35,000 100,000 .87 650 4^ x 8
6,000 42,000 120,000 1.00 700 5x9
7,000 49,000 140,000 1.12 750 5x9
8,000 56,000 160,000 1.25 800 5J4 x 10
9,000 63,000 180,000 1.37 830 SVz x 10

10,000 . 70,000 200,000 1.50 860 6^ x 12

Weight of Engine Truck Wheels.

For Less Than For 6,000 to For 12,000 to

Diameter. 6,000 Pounds 12,000 Pounds 16,000 Pounds
Pressure. Pressure. Pressure.

24 ins. 410 lbs. 450 lbs. 480 lbs.

26 " 460 " 500 " 535 "

28 " 510 " 560 " 600 "
30 " 575 " 635 " 680 "

33 " 650 " 735 " 800 "

Table No. 5 shows in general the weights of wheels which

should be used in engine tender and engine truck service.

PASSENGER SERVICE.

A great many pasenger cars are equipped with our chilled iron

wheels and no failure has been reported in years in regular

passenger service.

Table No. 6.

Weight of Passenger Car Wheels.

Thickness Weight
Capacity. Weight Total of Plates of Size of

of Car. Load, in Inches. Wheels. Journal.
8 Whl. Trk. 20,000 35,000 .68 600 3^x7
8 " " 30,000 45,000 .68 600

'

3^4 x 7

8 " " 40,000 55,000 .81 625 3^4 x 7

8 " " 50,000 65,000 .93 675 3J4 x 7
8 " " 60,000 80,000 1.06 725 3M x 7

8 " " 70,000 90,000 1.18 775 3J4 x 7
8 " " 80,000 100,000 1.31 815 4J4 x 8

12 " " 80,000 100,000 1.00 700 4J4 x 8

8 " " 90,000 110.000 1.43 845 4>4 x 8
12 " " 90,000 110,000 1.06 725 454 x 8
8 " " 100,000 120,000 1.56 875 5x9

12 " " 100,000 120,000 1.12 750 4%. ^ S
12 " " 120,000 140,000 1.31 815 4K x 8
12 " " 140,000 160,000 1.43 845 4J4 x 8

The weight of wheels for passenger service is shown in Table

No. 6. This is based largely on Table No. 1, although it is self-

evident that the factors for passenger service are different than

those for freight service in that the tonnage to be controlled by

the brakes is less, and therefore, for continuous application of

the brakes less braking power is required. However, as pas-

senger trains require special factors of safety, the wheels should

not be lighter than shown in Table No. 3 for 4 per cent, grades.

Chilled iron wheels were used under the first Pullman coaches,
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but as the coaches grew heavier the service became too severe

for the then existing designs of chilled iron wheels, viz., 650

lbs. for 36-in. wheels, and inasmuch as there was no heavier de-

sign for the chilled iron wheel at that time, a change was made

to the heavy steel-tired type of wheel. The service on passenger

cars is not nearly so severe as in heavy freight and engine serv-

ice, and therefore the chilled iron wheel, if of proper weight, is

eminently adapted to this traffic as indicated by the large num-

ber of cars equipped with them in constant service year after

year with no wheel failures.

SELECTION OF WHEELS FOR ENGINE AND PASSENGER SERVICE.

It is almost self-evident that wheels should not be purchased

as freight wheels and used indiscriminately in engine and pas-

senger service, for the reason that the operating stresses in the

wheel are not the same in both cases. The process of selection

is thoroughly recognized in all materials entering into the con-

struction of passenger equipment and should be extended to the

wheels, which are the most important part of the structure.

Large sums of money are spent to procure safety in other di-

rections, while practically nothing is allowed the chilled iron

wheel maker for producing the best that can be made for this

service. Where it is known that wheels are ordered for pas-

senger and engine service, special selection can be made in the

foundry of the taps from which they are poured, special treat-

ment in annealing and special tests after the manufacture has

been completed can be applied.

The same rules apply here as in the manufacture of any other

article. There is an opportunity for selecting from the mill run

of any product in order to secure the most select for any special

service. Also during the last two years considerable progress

has been made in the use of alloys which can be shown to

definitely improve not only the wearing quality but the stability

of the wheel from structural failure. It is evident that where ex-

pensive alloys are used and where special manufacturing con-

sideration is given to a lot of wheels that there must be an in-

crease in the manufacturing cost. This, however, is very slight

in most cases, and is returned to the railway in the way of

extra service, extra guarantees, etc.

SAFETY.

The question of safety in the use of chilled iron wheels is

often discussed. Safety is a relative term and whether one type of

wheel is more safe than another depends on a careful record show-

ing percentages of failures. The results in service show that no

type of wheel is entitled to the distinction of being "absolutely

safe" and when we begin to apply the percentage of failures,

often the wheels that are supposed to be the most safe are com-

pelled to relinquish this claim to some other type. Where the

rules laid down in this article are followed, there will not be

one broken wheel in one million in the chilled iron class. The
study of the metallurgy of the chilled iron wheel shows the

metal to be ideal for the purpose for which it is used, that is,

the maximum amount of service and reliability at the least cost.

Considering the present misapplication of wheels in the case

of cars of heavy braking power, as compared with their capacity,

and in the adaptability of chilled iron to produce the best and at

the same time the cheapest material for wheel manufacture, and

on account of the reliability of the wheel when the relation of the

metal to the stresses which it must safely carry is considered, we
have no hesitancy in recommending the chilled iron wheel for

all classes of railway service which now exist, and we see no in-

dication of having reached the limit ; in fact on account of the

absence of ductility in the metal of the tread it is better suited

than any other material for highly concentrated loads. For
special cases, such as crane and turn-table service, where

100,000 lbs. are carried per wheel, we have no hesitancy in fur-

nishing standard designs of chilled iron wheel.

From tests we have made, we. are positive that if allowed a

reasonable advance to permit greater care in manufacture and

closer inspection on lines which are not now covered by stand-

ard inspection rules, and if the wheels are ordered specially for

each class of service, as outlined in this paper, we can furnish

not only the most economical, but the safest wheel made of any
material, and guaranteed to stand any service that the strongest
car or rail can carry, for any capacity or in any service, and
that the proportionate ratio of comparative safety and wear
will increase in proportion with the load.

INCREASING SHOP OUTPUT.*

SECOND PRIZE.

W. G. REYER.

General Forejnan, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Nashville, Tenn.

Last May we started an effort to increase the shop output. The
first move was to speed up the stationary engines, increasing the

speed of the line shaft from 125 to 160 r. p. m. By using a heav-
ier tool steel and forcing the cut on the wheel lathe, which was
not of the latest type, the output has been increased from three

and a half to five pairs of driving wheels in 10 hours. By in-
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Fig. 1—Chuck for Planing Shoes anfl Wedges.

creasing the feed on the planer and improving the device for

clamping driving boxes, we have been enabled to reduce the time

for replaning the shoe and wedge fit on two boxes from one

hour to 20 minutes when -% in. or % in. of stock is removed, and

after being laid off on the engine has been decreased from one
hour to 20 minutes when ^ in. or y^ in. of stock is removed, or

12 minutes when % in. stock is to be removed. This is ac-

complished by the use of the chuck shown in Fig. 1. It consists

of a bed plate C with three T-slots, the central one being used

by the two T-bolts which hold the guide bar A in position. This

guide bar is the same size as the frame jaw, so that the shoe and
wedge fit over it snugly. There are two dogs D on each side of

r
f

Side yTetr Wifh Bushing
Reach/ h Bore.

End View of Chuck Wifh Bushing.

Fig. 2—Chuck for Boring Cylinders or Cylinder Bushings.

A and near its ends ; the steel screws E which pass through the

dogs are balled out at the ends to take the center points H, which

hold the shoe firmly in position. The block B is made of tool

steel, the top of it coming in contact with the shoe, as shown.

The shoe is set on the guide A and may be adjusted by turning

the roundhead screws G; the heads of these screws have six

5/16-in. holes and are turned by means of a pin 7 in. long, made

of hard steel wire, tapered at one end to enter the holes easily.

By means of this device it is possible to adjust a shoe or wedge

in from one and a half to two minutes and to hold them securely

under any feed or depth of cut.

*This article was submitted in the competition which closed December IS,

1910, and was awarded the second prize of $20.
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By using a square nose tool and taking a coarser feed and

heavier cut we have been able to reduce the time for finishing

strap rod brasses from 3j^ to IVb hours for the smaller sizes, and

from 5Va or six hours to 2J/2 hours for the larger ones. We
used to turn our driving box brasses on a lathe, requiring 30

minutes. They were then laid off and fitted in to be planed, re-

quiring 25 minutes, and about 25 minutes more for planing.

This work is now done on a draw cut shaper, and the brasses

are finished and ready to apply to the driving box in about 30

minutes for the smaller sizes and 45 minutes for the larger ones.

It formerly required 12 hours to bore an 18-in. cylinder, this

time being measured from the time the cylinder was taken off the

floor until it was returned. This is now being done in nine hours,

and the time will be reduced still more when the chuck shown in

Fig. 2 has been installed. A is a section of the bed of the cylinder

boring machine, and B is the base of the chuck, which may be

used eiAier for a cylinder bushing or a cylinder casting. The
method of chucking one of the bushings is clearly shown in the

illustration. To use this chuck with a cylinder it is necessary to

remove the part C by taking out the bolt E and removing the

block D and the pin F. The cylinder may then be placed on the

base and adjusted to the proper position by manipulating the

screws I and H. The casting may be securely clamped in posi-

also use high speed steel dies. One man has turned a thread for

2'/y inches on %-\n. bolts at the rate of 160 in 30 minutes. Note
that we are cutting the 1-in. bolts at the same rate formerly used

for ^-in. bolts.

ERECTING SHOP.

The erecting shop was so crowded that we did not have ade-

quate space to assemble brake work, spring rigging, pistons,

crosshcads and rocker boxes. Two pits were closed and used for

this work, leaving 13 working pits. We were not using specialists

on all work except steam pipe and brake rigging. One machinist

and two apprentices remove all steam chests, fit all valve yokes,

lay off new valve rods, fit new valves and valve strips and rings,

face all valves and apply steam chests. One machinist and one

apprentice do all the guide work. One machinist, an apprentice

and a helper attend to the crossheads, pistons, cylinder packing

and glands. Two handy men and one helper overhaul and apply

all brake rigging and spring rigging, reaming all holes necessary

for this work. Two machinists and two apprentices attend to

the eccentrics and eccentric straps, apply the link motion and set

the valves. One machinist and one apprentice remove, overhaul

and apply the reverse levers and quadrants. One machinist and

one helper face all frame jaws and apply the binders. One ma-
chinist and one apprentice lay off all shoes and wedges, fit up

Zj^ ZZJ^

Fig. 3—Chuck for Milling Shoes and Wedges.
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tion by means of two cross bars, one at each end of the cylinder,

one end of the bars being held by eye bolts which fit on the pins

F, and the other by T-bolts, which fit in slots G. The lugs L
are bolted to the base of the machine by two bolts each.

By using heavier tools and coarser feeds we have reduced the

time for turning rod bushings on the lathe from one-half hour

to 15 minutes. In the lathe it is the coarser feed and not the

speed that counts. Formerly we turned our cylinder packing, of

Stevenson style, on a lathe. By doing this on a boring mill we
have been able to cut the time in half, turning out 30 rings in 10

hours. However, we are now installing Dunbar packing and

are able to finish 10 rings in 10 hours.

We finish all shoes and wedges on a milling machine, ma-

chining both the inside and outside at one operation. One man
will finish 40 of these in 10 hours. The chuck for milling shoes

and wedges is shown in Fig. 3. The blocks A, B, C and D are

made of cast steel and have tongues which fit in the grooves in

the table of the milling machine. The blocks are held in place

by the bolts E. The shoes are placed between the upper parts

of the blocks and these are then forced tightly against the ends

of the shoes by screwing up the set screws F in the tail block D.

The shoes are milled at the top and sides in one operation. By
changing the clamping device and forcing the cut for boring out

driving boxes, we have been able to decrease the average time of

boring these boxes and facing the hubs for from 6-in. to 9-in.

journals from lyi hours to 50 minutes. Five-inch strap rod brasses,

which we formerly bored and faced on a lathe, requiring about

IV2 hours, we are now able to finish on the boring mill in one

hour. Formerly it was the practice to have two men on double-

head bolt cutters. One man now attends to both heads, and we
have increased the speeds for a ^-in. bolt from 122 to 200 r. p. m.

;

for a §^-in. bolt from 74 to 180 r. p. m. ; for a ^-'m. bolt, 70 to

150 r. p. m., and for ^-in. and 1-in. bolts, 68 to 122 r. p. m. We

new ones and apply liners to the old ones. Three handy men
and three helpers do the work on steam pipes, dry pipe, stand

pipe and throttle rigging. One machinist is employed for cab

work. A foreman and 12 helpers deliver all material, and when
not engaged in this work, clean the shop. Each man in the erect-

ing shop has a work box on a two-wheel truck, thus saving con-

siderable time. Air hammers have been installed for doing all

chipping.

We cast the brass on the shoe and wedge fits of both steel

and cast iron driving boxes and also on the hubs. The boxes are

not heated before the brass is poured. The arrangement for pre-

paring the driving boxes for pouring the brass is shown in Fig. 4.

The block D is placed in the box and the ring E, which forms

the hub liner and which is 1 in. wide, ^i in. thick and of a di-

ameter to suit the box, is placed in position, the block D pro-

jecting J/2 in. above it, as shown in the illustration. . The crown

of the box is dove-tailed to hold the brass securely, the grooves

H H crossing in the center and extending to within % in. of the

flange. Strips G are then clamped at the ends and the joints are

luted with clay or asbestos. Attention is directed to our method

of reclaning old driving boxes. Before we started applying the

brass liners on the shoe and wedge fit we would scrap the box

when it had been planed down to a certain limit. Now we plane

the box to the Hmit and then pour a brass liner on it and use

It again. This refers to cast iron boxes. The practice of casting

liners on the steel driving boxes instead of riveting saves about

$1.50 in labor on each box. We are welding our broken frames

with crude oil without removing them from the engine.

We have a meeting of all of the foremen once a week, at which

they are expected to report progress on the work in their de-

partments for engines which' are in the erecting shop and to

state when they will be able to complete the work on each one

of them. We then set a time at which each engine must be
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turned out of the shop. If the foremen are short of faciHties,

or any other department is holding them up, they report it.

BOILER SHOP.

It formerly required about 170 hours to apply a back flue sheet

and a side sheet to one of our consoUdation locomotives. We
have reduced this to 88 hours by handling the work in the fol-

lowing manner : A boiler maker and helper start to remove the

flues, this work being completed in about six hours. Two drills

are then started on the outside and a man begins to cut off the

rivets on the flange and mud ring. An operator with an oxy-

acetylene torch cuts the seams. The staybolts are broken down
in the throat and by this time the drilling of the staybolts has

been finished. The flue sheet is then knocked out and we start

to drive the bolts back. A turn-buckle is applied which helps to

pull the bolts loose. This part of the job is accomplished in about

14 hours. The sheets are then laid off, punched and placed in

the boiler. The flue sheet is marked off, after which it goes to

the punch. We then start riveting on the side sheet, beginning

at the mud ring and working up the flange and across the seams.

This is ordinarily completed in from eight to 10 hours. The flue

sheet is then appHed and riveted in place. All rivets are driven

with a long stroke hammer. The stay-bolt taps are then started

and the bolts are applied, the chipping and calking being done in

the meantime. The boiler is ordinarily ready for the flues 88

HOW TO GET THE MOST WORK FROM MEN AND
MACHINES.*

Fig. 4—Driving Box Ready for Pouring Brass.

hours after the work is started. During the month of Novem-
ber, 1910, we turned out 18 engines from the erecting shop.

APPRENTICES.

We have installed an apprentice school, having 48 apprentices,

divided into six classes. Each class attends school for 2 hours

in the early morning, from 6 :50 to 8 :50, and again from 12 :20 to

2:20 P. M. once a week. This arrangement of time allows each

class to get one morning turn and one afternoon turn during the

week. They are taught mechanical drawing, arithmetic and
spelling, and show a great deal of interest and are already show-
ing ability and progress.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

According to the German press, it was resolved at a recent

meeting of the principal storekeepers of Russian railways, that

steps be taken to procure the repeal of the order prohibiting the

use of foreign material. It was pointed out that in spite of the

existing regulations, foreign material is imported. Hence the

railway authorities have to pay a heavy price to the agents for

material, which could be procured directly at much less cost.

Among other things it was proposed that the import duties should

be reduced.

BY C. J. CROWLEY.

Piece Work Inspector, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, West Burlington,
Iowa.

This is a problem that all shop managers are striving to solve.

I find that when you have men working on one class of work
they become experts and can do much more work in a given

time than mechanics, no matter how good, can do in the same

time if they are not accustomed to the work. In equipping a

shop it is best to have two or more machines exactly alike, set

side by side. Of course, you can not do this with all machines,

but where it is possible it should be done. The advantage is

that you can arrange the work to always have a mechanic avail-

able for any job that is needed. If a mechanic is sick or is tak-

ing a vacation you do not have to assign a man to work that

he is not accustomed to. When it is advisable to make attach-

ments or jigs, it is only necessary to make one as it can be

used on either machine. When two or more mechanics are

working on the same work they naturally talk it over, and it

also establishes a sort of rivalry between them which means

better work and more of it. It is an advantage in working in

apprentices, as they always have an experienced mechanic near

by to instruct them. The apprentice learns much more quickly

and the company is the gainer.

When an apprentice is working on a machine, let him know
its condition, and tell him that you would like to have it in as

good or better shape when he is ready to leave it. You will

thus turn out mechanics that are always trying to better con-

ditions, and instead of letting their tools run down they will

improve them. Work that requires a skilled mechanic should

be separated as much as possible from that which can be done

by an apprentice or a handy man.

Parts of engines should be put through the machine shop in

as large quantities as possible, as it is much cheaper and in-

creases the output. Avoid as many changes of work on ma-

chines as possible, as the time lost in making them lessens the

output of the machine. When an engine is in the shop for re-

pairs have a date or the time when it is expected out ; then

the mechanics working on certain parts will know just when

each part is needed, and will try to have the work done promptly

so they will not be blamed for the delay.

Templates should be used for laying out work and for drill-

ing, thus securing greater uniformity and a larger output than

when holes are layed out separately. The use of high speed

steel has increased the output of machine tools 100 per cent.

over the old carbon steel. High speed drills are being used

more each year, but when large- holes have to be drilled or

reamed, they are rather expensive. Free cutting reamers with

soft steel bodies and high speed cutters are cheap and

do the work as well as high priced drills and at about one-

third the cost. With reamers of this kind you can increase the

output at least 100 per cent over tiie carbon steel reamer, and

the holes are more uniform than those made by a drill.

During the past few years the tendency of tool builders mak-

ing tools for railway shops has been to make heavy, powerful,

complicated machines. In a few cases the powerful machines

are all right, but in many instances these machines are running

about 75 per cent, of the time on work that does not need much

power or an extra heavy machine. As the heavy, powerful ma-

chines are usually clumsy, nothing is gained by their use. What

railway shops need is a heavy, powerful, hollow spindle turret

lathe that will take old axles and rough out crank pins, cross-

head pins and rod knuckle pins, etc., cheaper than the cost of

forging. These pins can then be finished on any ordinary lathe

much cheaper than the forged pins.

In most old shops lathes, planers and drills are in fair shape,

•Submitted in the competition which closed December IS, 1910.
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but have not the belt pulling power to compete with modern
machines. Wider belts can often be used to advantage on them

On a machine having a four-step cone a two or three-step cone

can be made to fill the space, increasing tlic power which can

be transmitted greatly.

All castings and forgings should be watched to determine if

they have a sftrplus of stock or require unnecessary work.

To get the best results, either in the building of new engines

or in repair work, three or more men should work on the same

class of work. In the smaller shops these men will have sev-

eral different jobs to do. When an engine is in the shop for re-

pairs part of the men can do the stripping while the others are

assembling the work on other engines. When it is necessary

to break in a new man it is much easier when he has three or

more men who are capable instructing him.

A system of accounting should be established by all railways

for different classes of repairs, such as air brakes, boiler shell.

Longitudinal Section through L.P
Cylinders and Bracing.

STEPPED CYLINDER ARRANGEMENT FOR BALTIC
TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.

The demand for more powerful locomotives for the Nord
express, running between Paris, Brussels, Cologne and Berlin,

together with the desire to use four-cylinder compound loco-

motives having slab frames and limited lateral clearance, has

led to the ingenious design for the inside cylinders which is here

illustrated. This design is used in the new Baltic type locomotive,

4-6-4, which is now building at the shops of the Northern Rail-

ways of France. It will be the most powerful passenger loco-

motive in Europe and is expected to develop 2,000 h.p. The
specifications require it to haul 441 tons of train at an average

speed of 75 miles an hour on a level, or at 60 miles per hour on

M; per cent, grades.

The dimensions of the compound cylinder will be approxi-

mately: High pressure, 17j4 i"- x 25^4 i"- ; low pressure, 24.8

from lm-/'rcSsu/7-\ f */i
<^/f//y a«/ree:»SS
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Arrangement of Cylinders on the Baltic Type Locomotive
Northern Railway of France.

boiler trimmings, driving boxes, driving wheels, etc., such that

it will be an easy matter for one road to compare its work
with another. When the cost of a certain class of work
is high, as com.pared to other roads, an investigation should be

made to determine the cause. The mechanics would be more
careful and not put in too much unnecessary time on their work.

They should be taught to do good work where it is necessary

and to cut out all unnecessary work. The mechanic of today

is not the man that can do a good job, but the man that knows
when a job is "good enough."

in. X 29.2 in. ; driving wheels, 80^ in. ; boiler

pressure 227 lbs. The maximum tractive effort

working simple will be 42,746 lbs., and working

compound 32,360 lbs. The total weight of the

engine loaded will be 225,000 lbs., and the weight

on drivers 120,000 lbs. The engine will have a

superheater, with a superheating surface of 667

sq. ft. a steam generating surface of 3,898 sq. ft.,

making a total of 4,565 sq. ft. The novel feature

of the locomotive is the arrangement of the in-

side cylinders one in front of the other, or,

"stepped," as it is termed. The space between

the slab frames of European locomotives is only

about 40 in., and with this new design it is pos-

sible to use two inside cylinders, 30 in. in

diameter, thus giving a large ratio of cylinder

diameters. It permits the construction of more

powerful compound locomotives of the four-

cylinder type and allows the use of larger cylin-

ders, which is regarded as desirable for super-

heated steam. The main rods are of equal length,

so that there will be no tilting action due to the offset cylinders,

as far as the rods are concerned. This new locomotive will be

tested in competition with one which is being built at Creusot,

having the same proportions but fitted with a water tube boiler

built on the Temple system of steam generation as employed

in the French navy. We are indebted to The Engineer, London,

for the illustration of the new cylinder design.

for the

The Trans-Andean Railway, connecting Valparaiso, Chile, and

Buenos Aires, Argentina, ascends the Andes 7,615 ft. within a

distance of 46 miles from Los Andes to the summit, or an

average of about 166 ft. to the mile.

The first train composed of all steel rolling stock to operate on

an English railway of standard gage, made a trip on the Metro-

politan District Railway on January 3. It is expected that within

two months 52 all steel cars will be in service on this line. These

trains will be composed of alternate motor and trailer cars, and

will be equipped with the Westinghouse quick action air

brake.



(^^n^ral N^t«»0 ^^jrtion.
A. J. Davidson has been appointed commissioner of the

Pacific Northwest Demurrage Bureau, Seattle, Wash., in place of

R. Dudgeon, deceased.

At Douzy, France, January 26 Roger Sommer, flying in a

biplane at a height of 100 ft., carried six passengers to Romilly

and back.

Mayor Gaynor, of New York City, is having prepared a bill,

to be presented to the legislature, to provide for the construction

of a freight railway along the west side of Manhattan Island,

m accordance with the plans which have been proposed by Dock
Commissioner Tomkins.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered telephone equipment for

its lines through from Fortress Monroe to Cincinnati, nearly

1,000 miles. Since last March the telegraph has been supplanted

for train dispatching over four of the most important divisions

of this road, and the telephone system is now complete from
Richmond to Cincinnati by the James river route. The equip-

ment is furnished by the Western Electric Company.

The State of Maine must be added to the list of states, already

somewhat long, in which it is proposed to greatly enlarge the

powers of the state authorities over railways. A bill has been
drawn for the establishment of a Public Utilities Commission of

five members and it is said that United States Senator Johnson
is one of its authors. A joint caucus of the democrats (who are

now in the majority in the legislature) has declared in favor of

the bill. Massachusetts is also agitating the subject.

A robber who held up the passengers in a train of the Colorado
Southern, near Pueblo, last Friday, in broad daylight, and who
secured $117 in money, together with some jewelry, was caught

a few minutes after he leaped from the train. Special Agent
McCafferty, of the Denver & Rio Grande, who happened to be

on the train, and who was informed that the robber was at work
in the rear coach, followed him in jumping off the rear platform,

and succeeded in shooting the thief through the right wrist, thus

compelling him to drop his pistol.

J. A. D. McCurdy, who on Monday last in a biplane attempted

to fly from Key West, Fla., to Havana, Cuba, succeeded in flying

about 96 miles and almost reached land, but was compelled to

alight on the water because of the accidental loss of a part of

his lubricating oil. He was picked up by vessels of the navy
which were watching for him. He succeeded, however, in making
the longest flight in America, the longest over-sea flight any-

where, and the first sea flight out of sight of land. He was in

the air two hours and eight minutes.

The annual report of the insurance department of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad system shows that the company's losses by
fire in 1910 were $280,097, as compared to $402,615 in 1909—

a

reduction of almost a third. In the past few years the road has

redoubled its efforts to prevent fires. Many employees have been

trained in fire fighting, and there are organization of firemen in

every station, roundhouse and shop. Many yard locomotives have

been equipped with pumps for fire fighting. In 1910 379 fires on

company property were extinguished with the company's fire ap-

paratus and by the company's own employes, with only a loss of

about $18,000. The Railroad Insurance Department is to issue a

circular to employes calling attention to the number of fires

occurring from preventable causes. There were 1,009 fires en

the system last year, and the loss from them was only $280,097,

an exceedingly small loss, as the value of the property on which
they occurred was more than $250,000,000. Thirty-six fires en-

tailing a loss of $17,000 started on adjacent property. Sixteen

fires, with a loss of $16,750, were of incendiary origin.

Railway Accidents in Pennsylvania.

The statistics of persons killed and injured on the railways of

Pennsylvania, as tabulated by the railway commission of that

state, are of interest by reason of the arrangement of the

classes of employees, which is different from that found in most
statistical reports. We quote as follows

:

During the year 1910 there were 1,364 persons killed and

14,083 injured on the steam and street railways of Pennsylvania.
On the steam railways 1,117 lost their lives; on the street rail-

ways, 187. The roll of injured shows that 9,967 were hurt on
the steam railways. Trespassers were the most frequent victims,

587 being killed. The statistics of employees show the following

:

Killed. Injured.
Section men and work train employees 120 1,352
Brakemen 112 2,490
Firemen 33 964
Conductors 31 578
Flagmen 21 213
Repairmen and inspectors 21 168
Track walkers 18 27
Yard crews 16 341
Engineers 10 528
Crossing watchmen 5 14
Carpenters 4 126
Freight handlers 3 580
Baggagemen 2 75
Car cleaners 1 83
Miscellaneous 40 469

Total 437 8,008

Of the total fatalities (1,177), 44 were killed in collisions, 85
at grade crossings, 28 by derailment; . . . struck by over-
head or side obstruction, 17; repairing track or roadbed, 4;
handling freight or baggage, 3 ; coupling or uncoupling cars, 15

;

falling from locomotive or cars. 111; jumping on or off locomo-
tives or cars, 11; struck by locomotives or cars, 728; miscel-

laneous, 46.

It will be observed that though the total number of section

men and work-train employees killed was 120, the number
killed in repairing track was only 4; indicating apparently that

the greater part of the 120 fatalities happened when the victims

were not actually at work.

Earnings of United States Steel Corporation.

The statement of the United States Steel Corporation for the
quarter ended December 31, was far below expectations in earn-

ings, which were reported as $25,990,978. This was at the rate

of approximately $104,000,000 a year, a figure barely in excess
of dividend requirements at the rate of 7 per cent, on the pre-

ferred and 5 per cent, on the common, and other annual deduc-
tions. Surplus net income for the quarter, after all deductions,

including sinking funds, depreciation and dividends, was only

$408,032, or at the rate of approximately $1,600,000 a year. The
annual dividend requirements on common stock of the corpo-

ration amount to approximately $25,000,000. From the fore-

going figures it is evident that the earnings for the last quarter

of 1910 were only a shade in excess of common dividend require-

ments. The total earnings of $25,990,978 for the quarter ended

December 31 compare with earnings of $40,982,746 in the last

quarter of 1909; $26,246,674 in the last quarter of 1908. The
net earnings in the fourth quarter of 1910 were lower than

in any previous quarter since the organization of the corpo-

ration, with the exception of 1903 and 1904. Earnings by

months from October to December, inclusive, reflect the de-

pressed condition of the steel industry in that quarter. For

example, earnings in October aggregated a total of $10,512,000;

November, $8,228,000 and December, $7,249,000. The unfilled

orders on hand at the close of December 31, 1910, amounted to

2,674,757 tons as compared with 5,927,031 tons on hand, Decem-

ber 31, 1909. After the meeting Judge Gary gave out the fol-

lowing statement: Thomas Morrison, of Pittsburgh, tendered

his resignation as a member of the board of directors, thereby

creating a vacancy and in his place we elected James A. Farrell.

Also we accepted the resignation of W. E. Corey as president

and elected to succeed him Mr. Farrell.

Proposed Improvements at Boston.

The Joint Board of Metropolitan Affairs, including the Rail-

road, Harbor, and Public Land, Boston Transit and Metropolitan

Park Commissions, reporting to the Massachusetts Legislature,

recommends a tunnel between the North and South terminal

stations (as proposed by the New Haven road), the construction

of a new highway over the proposed tunnel, development of the

East Boston flats, larger piers, and better railway and steamship
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terminal facilities in South Boston, a largo luinibor of improve-

ments in the metropolitan district, and various improvements in

the Charles River basin. In its recommendations regarding a

tunnel between the terminal stations the report says that the cost

of taking 158 estates, which fall in the line of the proposed high-

way, will total $9,885,750. The report declares against recom-

mending legislation for the electrification of steam railways; but

a strong minority, including the railroad commissioners and
George G. Crocker, former railroad commissioner are said to

have been in favor of taking action looking to compulsory
electrilicalion.

World's Production of Steel.

The follovvmg tables were compiled by the British Board of

Trade to show what part each country took in the world's out-

put of steel in 1909:
Total production

Country. 1909. Per head.
Tons. Tons.

United States 23,955,000 0.27
Germany 11,856,000 0.18
United Kingdom 6,610,000 O.IS
France 3,020,000 0.08
Russia t t
Austria-Hungary 1,909,000 0.038
Relgium 1,606,000 0.22
Canada 685,000* 0.10*
Sweden 308,000* 0.06*
Spain 223,000* 0.011*

* Provisional figures. t Figures not yet available.

United States.

Description of steel produced, in
thousands of tons. 1907. 1908. 1909.

Open hearth:
Acid 1,270 696 1,077
Basic 10,279 7,140 13,417

Total 11,549 7,836 14,494
Bessemer:

Acid 11,668 6,117 9,331
Basic

Total 11,668 6,117 9,331
Other sorts 146t 70t 130t

Total output 23,363 14,023 23,955

t Chiefly crucible steel.

Germany.

Description of steel produced, in
thousands of tons._ 1907. 1908. 1909.

Open hearth:
Acid 209 145 225
Basic 3,975 3,792 3,782

Total 4,184 3,937 4,007
Bessemer:

Acid 381 368 149
Basic 7,097 6,406 7,397

Total 7,478 6,774 7,546
Other sorts 208* 296* 303

Total output 11,870 11,007 11,856

*Stee' castings, also crucible and electric steel in 1908.

United Kingdom.

Description of steel produced, in
thousands of tons. 1907. 1908. 1909.

Open hearth:
Acid 3,385 2,579 2,763
Basic 1,278 1,238 1,385

Total 4,663 3,817 4,148
Bessemer:

Acid 1,280 907 1,111
Basic 579 572 622

Total 1,859 1,479 1,733
Other sorts 45 729t

Total output 6,522 5,341 6,610

± Mild steel.

The Commerce Court.

The senate on Tuesday last confirmed Messrs. Hunt, Arch-
bald, Mack and Garland, as judges of the Commerce Court.
This long delay on the part of the senate has been due to the

fact that opposition was made in the committee against Judge
Hunt, on the ground, it is said, that senators had found fault

with some of his decisions as judge in Montana, but there was no
opposition when the vote came to be taken in the senate. Judge
Knapp was confirmed before the holiday recess, so the court can
now organize.

Railway Securities Commission at Chicago.

'llic lladley conmiission on the regulation of the issuance of
railway securities finished its hearing in Chicago late last week.
George M. Reynolds, president of the Continental and Commer-
cial National Bank of Chicago, favored federal rather than state

regulation of securities. He said responsibility for successful
railway enterprise should be borne by the investor, but he should
have the advantage of enforced publicity of railway alTairs. Rail-

way undertakings, because of their beneficial influence on the
sections they serve, should be given some latitude for increasing
by good management their earnings above the general level, but
less latitude than they have had in the past. The reasonableness
of railway rates should be measured by some standard other than
return on capitalization. Railways should share seasons of de-

pression as well as of prosperity with other concerns. Railway
securities are becoming more widely distributed in the West than
ever before, Mr. Reynolds said, and if the West continues to be
as prosperous in the next 25 years as it has been in the past

25 years, its people will participate as largely in the prosperity

of the railways as those of the East. He did not think that rail-

way securities will be popularized by limiting the roads to any
given financial return. He thought it would be a difficult thing

to regulate the prices at which railway securities should be sold,

as the price at which they are acceptable to the public depends
on supply and demand. Moreover, usually a railway built

through a section which needs a railway cannot sell its securities

at par, and, nevertheless, it contributes more to the section than

is represented by the difference between the par value of the

securities and the cash actually paid in for them. Many railway

difficulties would be solved if the government would restrict the

building of new lines to territory where they are needed, but

this might be taken by the investing public as a guarantee of the

soundness of enterprises which were approved of, and the gov-

ernment should not put itself in the position of giving any such

guarantee.

Rufus C. Dawes, president of the Union Gas & Electric Com-
pany, defended the issuance of so-called "watered" stock as a

necessary means to promoting many enterprises. Speaking of

public utility corporations in general, Mr. Dawes said that he

thought the goverrmient was justified in restricting their earn-

ings to a fair return on the value of the property, but that he

did not think the government should interfere to determine how
the fair return should be divided between the capitalists par-

ticipating in the enterprise. He used this illustration : Suppose
the cash investment in a property is $75,000. The return on this

at 6 per cent, would be $4,500. Suppose $50,000 of the investment

is represented by bonds drawing 4 per cent., or $2,000 a year

;

$25,000 by preferred stock, paid for, like the bonds, at their par

value; and $25,000 represented by common stock, issued as a

bonus to the persons without money but possessing brains who
are relied on to make the business successful. It would be said

that $25,000 of this capitalization was watered. But Mr. Dawes
pointed out that 4 per cent, on the bonds, 5 per cent, on the

preferred stock and 5 per cent, on the common stock would
total just $4,500 a year, or 6 per cent, on the actual cash invest-

ment of $75,000. The public, therefore, in the charges which it

paid, would be allowing the investors and promoters only an

average return of 6 per cent, on the actual investment, and he

could not see that the public had any particular interest in the

fact that some of the investors voluntarily accepted only 4 per

cent, on their cash investment and others got 5 per cent, on no

investment at all except ability. Mr. Dawes said : 'T think the

abolition of unpaid stock would impede the organization of cor-

porations and impair the efficiency of their operations. I think it

would also withdraw an opportunity heretofore held out to

ambitious and enterprising men without money.

"If the duty of warning the public purchasers of stocks ap-

pears paramount, and it is believed their interest would be pro-

tected by such action, stock could be issued to an amount equal

to the cash paid in and the companies permitted to issue addi-

tional stock without designating money value, but conferring on

the possessor a fractional interest in the equity above the stock

having a designated money value.

"This would perhaps clarify the situation. It would certainly

fix the attention of purchasers to the essential interest pur-

chased—namely, a proportionate part of the whole.

"Since the government exercises the power of regulation, and
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since the government cannot guarantee earnings, the government

must not interfere more than is necessary in the manner by

which capital is attracted to enterprises.

"If it interferes in a manner to check the flow of capital to

railway investment the cost of operation will increase and the

power of regulation will not suffice to prevent the rise of freight

latcs."

John J. Mitchell, president of the Illinois Trust & Savings

Bank, and a director in four railways, favored federal rather

than state regulation of securities. He opposed forbidding roads

to sell their stock below par, because the amount securities will

bring is a matter of the credit of the road, the value of the

security and the rate of interest.

Burton Hanson, general solicitor of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, favored federal regulation of securities and said he

was not sure but what it was entirely practicable. He said that

if the issuance of securities by interstate carriers comes within

the right to regulate interstate commerce he thought Congress

could exercise that power to the exclusion of the states.

John H. Roemer, a member of the Wisconsin railway commis-

sion, declared in favor of federal in preference to state regula-

tion of both railway securities and railway rates. He said that

Wisconsin would not let states' rights interfere with federal

regulation.

Charles G. Dawes, president of the Central Trust Company of

Illinois, favored federal regulation, but opposed regulation which
would prevent securities from being issued for less than par. He
insisted that capitalization had actually nothing to do with the

fixing of rates. He said

:

"Watered stock is not only not necessarily unfair between
stockholders but is often essential to the complete fulfillment of

fair arra.-igements between them. This device, harmless and
often necessary in itself, has, through its association with efiforts

of corporations and individuals to dispose of stocks at fictitious

prices, come to be widely condemned. So immensely large is the

volume of watered stock in this country, issued alike by large and
small corporations, that it would seem even to a prejudiced

observer that it must subserve at least some good uses, because

if it were wholly wrong it would be inconceivable that business

men should so generally sanction it. Stock in the modern corpor-

ation represents not only ownership, but the location of control.

Varying values in corporation assets are reflected in the selling

or market price of the stock. Dishonest men may and do to

some extent use watered stock to create impressions of values

which do not exist, but the abolishment of watered stock would
not materially hinder them.

"The proposed laws to reform corporations should not inter-

fere with capitalization except to prevent fraud, and fraud is

not inherently involved in watered stock. They should recognize

that appraisement of property through stock issues does not

mean realization on them. It is not the water in the stock that

causes the chief trouble among the unwary investors. It is the

water in the price they pay for it."

John Moody, of New York, said that "capitalizing American
prosperity had put the railways between the devil and the deep

sea." If a fundamentally sound system of financial management
were adopted forthwith it would make necessary an immediate

charge of higher freight rates if dividend payments were not to

be impaired. He said the roads are inflatmg capitalization on a

basis of present earning power, and if they continue to do this

they will be "up against it" in the course of a few years. While
the Interstate Commerce Commission prescribes excellent

methods for keeping accounts, providing for the setting aside of

a depreciation account for the constant renewal of wornout prop-

erty, it does not have the power to force the roads actually to

set aside such a fund. As a result, the roads generally are not

paying much attention to the requirement. The tendency is to

buy equipment with new capital and this unnecessarily increases

capitalization. He said that if the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion did not insist on full compliance with the requirement for

putting aside adequate renewal sums out of earnings and the

expenditure of sufficient funds from earnings for proper main-

tenance, the strong roads would pay less dividends, the weaker
roads would be financially embarrassed and some probably would
be driven into bankruptcy.

W. D. Williams, a member of the Texas railway commission,

opposed federal regulation of railway securities. The states, he

said, are in a better position to regulate the railways than the

national government. Mr. Williams was confident watering of

stock is harmful to railways and the public, but he is opposed to

the federal government preventing it.

The discussions contributed by Frank Trumbull, of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, and W. H. Williams, of the Delaware & Hudson,
are given elsewhere in this issue.

Proposed Railway Legislation in Illinois.

The text of the bill for the amendment of the Illinois railway

commission act, which has the backing of Governor Deneen, has

been made public. The bill gives the railway commission juris-

diction over all common carriers and the term "common carrier"

is made to include railways, express companies, steamship lines,

private car lines, sleeping car companies, fast freight lines and
all other persons or corporations engaged in operating any
agency for public use in the conveyance of persons or property.

The term "transportation" is made to include not only the actual

act of transportation but all services performed in connection

with it, such as refrigerators, storage, etc. The commission is

given substantially the same jurisdiction over state business that

the Interstate Commerce Commission has over interstate busi-

ness, and, in addition, the regulation of security issues is provided

for by the following provision

:

"Sec. 14. No increase in the capital stock or the bonded in-

debtedness or any fixed indebtedness by any common carrier shall

be created without application first being made to said commis-

sion. * Upon said application being made the commission may
employ competent experts tp investigate the character, cost and

valuation of the property of such common carrier and its present

indebtedness and liabilities and the necessity for the proposed in-

crease of capital stock or bonded indebtedness or other liability,

and after such investigation shall determine whetli^r or not such

stock shall be issued or such bonded debt or other liability be

created.

Quebec Bridge Loss $7,154,987.

The total cost of the wreck of the Quebec Bridge was disclosed

in Parliament, at Ottawa this week. The cost of the wreck to

date was stated by the Minister of Railways to be $7,154,987, but

he estimates that the value of the unused steel on hand is

$300,000. He said also that a number of bids for the new bridge

had been submitted, but that it was not in the public interest to

disclose them at present. There is a difference of opinion

existing among the members of the new bridge commission, who

have agreed to submit their diff^erences to M. J. Butler, of the

Dominion Steel Corporation, and W. H. Hodge, of New York.

The Railway Appliances Association.

A supplementary list of exhibitors at the exhibition of rail-

way appliances to be given by the Railway Appliances Associa-

tion during the week of the convention of the American Railway

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, March 20 to

24, in addition to the list published in the Railway Age Gazette

of December 16, page 1158, is given below. The available space

American Railway Steel Tie Co., Altoona, Pa.

Burroughs Railway Nut Lock Co., Decatur, Ga.
Ccresit Waterproofing Co., Chicago.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.
Philip Carey Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. P. Collins & Co., Chicago.
Concrete Form & Engine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Conley Frog & Switch Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Continuous Rail & Safety Switch Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Detroit Steel Products Co., Detroit, Mich.
Engineering News, New York.
Heath & Milligan Manufacturing Co., Chicago.

C. W. Hunt Company, West New Brighton, N. Y.
Iowa Gate Company, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

O. N. Kelly, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Nachod Signal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

National Roofing Co., Tonawanda, N. Y.
Standard Scale & Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Strauss Bascule Bridge Co., Chicago.
Waughn Rail Support Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Weir & Craig Manufacturing Co., Chicago.

Western Electric Company, Chicago.
Whyte Railway Signal Co., Toronto, Ont.

is almost entirely reserved, but a few good locations are still

vacant on the balcony. A working model of the Brennan mono-

rail system will be in daily operation on a cable over the balcony,

and it is expected that this will prove one of the most novel and

interesting features of the exhibit. The exhibition this year

will be larger and will contain more interesting features than

any held in previous years.
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Canadian Railway Club.

'I lu' iiinlii annual dnnior of liio Canadian Kailwaj' Chil) was
Iicld at tiie Windsor liotcl, Montreal, Que, l"'riday evening,

January 27, with an attendance of about 150. The toast "The
Railways" was responded to hy 1). Cronibie, assistant to tlie

vice-president of the Grand Trunk, who replied to various criti-

cisms of the railways. In Montreal, however, the relations be-

tween the railways and tlie public are amicable, the press being

in touch with the railway managements. Other speakers were
C J. Phillips, H. II. Vaughan, Dean Adams, of the McGill Uni-
versity; E. M. Tewkesbury, and G. Pearsall. From the business

men present the expressions concerning the business outlook

for the iiresent year were decidedly hopeful.

Air Brake Association.

The eighteenth annual convention of the Air. Brake Associa-

tion will be held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May 23 to 26,

1911. \V. S. Bartholomew, 1545 Railway Exchange building,

Chicago, is general chairman of the committee on arrangements.
The following subjects will be discussed: Air Brake Instruction,

Rating; Brake Cylinders and Connections; Adequate Braking
Power for Freight Cars; Cost of Maintenance of Locomotive
Brakes ; Running Triple Valves Without Lubricant ; Fibre
Stresses in Brake Gear Parts ; PC Equipment, lecture illustrated

by stereopticon views; Steel Pipe versus Iron Pipe Recom-
mended Practice; Topical Subjects; Friction of New and'Worn
Brake Shoes on New and Worn Cast Wheels; Breaking-in-two
of Trains.

The Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the general section of the Canadian Society

of Civil Engineers, held on February 2, at Montreal, Que., a
paper on Aesthetics in Bridge Design, was read by the author,

Prof. C. R. Young. A.M. Can. Soc. C.E., of the University of

Toronto.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

At the next meeting of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, to be held February 14, in New York, John Calder,

manager of the Remington Typewriter Works, Ilion, N. Y., will

present a paper on The Prevention of Industrial Accidents.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places i>f meetine.

Air Br.\ke Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911; Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passf.nger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; ne.xt meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—G. W. Dennison, Penn-
sylvania Co., Toledo, Ohio.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

America*! Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911; St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-
tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,
1911, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911; Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August; New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
29th St., New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips,' 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911; New Orleans, La.

.\ssociatio.v oi Kaiivvay Claim .Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911; Montreal, Can.

.Association' ui- Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June, Washington, D. C; annual,
November, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 13S
.A^lims St., Chicago; June 19, 1911; Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park Place, New York; lunc 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Clud.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug.; Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement IL McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter .St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays; Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—li. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Enginffrs' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgsnscn, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug.; St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher. Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— E. K. Ililes, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—-Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,
St. Paul, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday;
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911; Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn. Next convention July 25-27,
Chicago.

Intern!\tional Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August; Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.; Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedv, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday;
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.

Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo., 3d Friday in Month; Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August; Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March
20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—T. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911; Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmastf.rs' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911; St. Louis.

St. Louis Rail.vay Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.; St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20. Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential
bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs.; Jan., April, August and Nov.;
Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual. May 6, 1911; Toledo.

Traffic Club of CnicArn.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly; Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stew-
art Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911; Baltimore, Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.: annual, Dec. 11, 1911.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual,
May 8, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.^—^J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August; Chicago.

Wood Preservers' .Association.—F. J. .Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.
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The managers of the New York Produce Excliange have

taken action looking to the establishment of a freight bureau,

at the head of which will be a traffic expert.

The Railroad Commission of Nevada has complained to the

Interstate Commerce Commission that the railways of that

state refuse to obey a finding of the state commission, handed
down last August, reducing freight rates.

The Cartens Packing Company, of Tacoma and Seattle, has

complained to the Interstate Commerce Commission, asking for a

reduction of 50 per cent, in the rates on live cattle from points

in Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Utah, Idaho and Oregon. The
present rates are alleged to give unreasonable advantage to

shippers in Chicago, Kansas City and Omaha.

The Indiana Manufacturers' & Shippers' Association has com-
plained to the Indiana railway commission about the increases

in coal rates which became effective on December 1 and Decem-
ber 19. Its petition names several towns and cities which, it is

alleged, are injured, and sets out that the old rate of 60 cents a

ton to points in the gas belt was satisfactory, but alleges that

the new rate of 65 cents is unjust.

The Land and Industrial Department of the Southern Railway

reports increased production of alfalfa in widely separated

districts. In Washington county, Mississippi, a field of 28 acres

seeded in the fall of 1909 produced 168.8 tons at a cost of $593.

Estimating this hay to be worth $15 a ton in the barn, the profit

was $1,940 on the 28 acres, the hay costing only $3.47 per ton.

Reports from the Delta show that about 50 farmers are now
growing alfalfa with success. At Newport in east Tennessee,
five tons an acre has been reported, and the price is $22 a ton.

F. C. Donald, commissioner of the Central Traffic Associa-

tion, has denied in an interview that the roads belonging to this

association have refused to sell tickets to Europe by the vessels

of independent steamship companies. Mr. Donald says that it

has been the practice for years for railways to pay a 10 per cent,

commission to steamship companies^vhich sell railway tickets to

immigrants. The agents always are instructed to see that pas-

sengers exercise their own judgment in selecting the railway

over which to travel. All that the railways have done is to refuse

to deal with any except responsible persons.

The Pullman Company put into effect general reductions in

sleeping car rates on February 1. The reductions, as previously

announced in this paper, range from 25 cents to $1 on lower

berths for a considerable proportion of all the long-distance runs,

and make the rates for upper berths 20 per cent, lower than for

lower berths, on all routes. Some of the rates for lower berths

are $1.75, $2.25, etc., instead of being all in even half-dollars as

heretofore. Rates for upper berths in tourist cars are reduced

20 per cent, as compared with lowers, which are not changed

;

minimum upper berth rate $1.

The railway commissions of Michigan, Indiana and Ohio have
joined in a petition to the Interstate Commerce Commission
asking that the roads in the official classification territory be

required to add one or more classes to the six now in use in

the classification of freight, and that said classes be so propor-

tioned and arranged that the rates applicable on commodities
named in the lowest class shall not exceed 10 per cent, of the first

class. The petition says that by reason of the great variance in

the weight, bulk and value of the commodities the six classes

now in use are inadequate and insufficient, and that many cheap

and heavy commodities are entitled to be carried at a less charge

than the sixth class rates.

Officers of the Union Pacific and the Atchison, Topcka & Santa

Fe talked on railway rates to a meeting of about 300 business

men of Denver in that city on January 25. Among the speakers

were J. A. Munroe, freight traffic manager of the Union Pacific

;

E. L. Copeland, secretary and treasurer of the Santa Fe, and

J. R. Koontz, general freight agent of the Santa Fe. W. W.
Hall, president of the Denver branch of the American Railwa\

Employees' & Investors' Association, also spoke. Mr. Munroe
and Mr. Koontz were subjected to a fire of questions, some of

them being from George J. Kindel, the well known Denver

rate champion. According to the reports in the Denver news-
papers, Mr. Kindel met his match and more when he tackled
these two experienced traffic officers.

The Maine Steamship Company has filed a certificate of in-

crease in capital stock from $350,000 to $2,150,000, and announces
that the company will acquire the steamers Bunker Hill, Massa-
chusetts and Old Colony, which boats will take the place of the
Harvard and Yale on the run between New York and Boston.
'Ihe Maine Steamship Company is controlled by the New York,
New Haven & Hartford. The three boats are being overhauled
so as to carry passengers, and will be ready for service June 1.

The outside line between New York and Boston will be operated
under the name of the Maine Steamship Co.—Aletropolitan Line.
The New York and Portland run will be operated by the Maine
Steampship Co.—Portland Line. The Metropolitan Steamship
Company will lose its identity as a passenger line as its operations
in the future will be confined to carrying freight.

New York and Montreal Wheat Exports.

Hon. Charles A Prouly, Interstate Commerce Commissioner,
took testimony in New York City this week on the complamt
of the New York Produce Exchange concerning freight rates on
grain from Lake Erie to New York City. The grain men de-
clare that the export trade of New York has been largely di-

verted to Montreal, and it is charged that the tariff's of the rail-

ways to New York discriminate against grain coming from Min-
nesota and other western states by lake, in favor of grain com-
ing from Canada. In the summer of 1903 the rate on wheat
from Buffalo was raised from 4 cents a bushel to 5 cents, and
since that time Montreal has been getting the lion's share. Last
year the rate from Buffalo on wheat for domestic points was
6.5 cents a bushel, and for export, 5.5 cents; while on Canadian
grain, brought through in bond, for export, it was 4 cents. In

spite of this. Montreal got 75 per cent, of all the wheat exported
from the United States to transatlantic ports. The following

figures were presented

:

Wheat Exports During Season of Navigation 1906-1910.

(United States and Canadian Government Figures.)

(Bushels)
, Exported from New York ^

Produced Produced
Year. in U. .S. in Canada. Total.
1906 10.454,682 2,237,019 12.691,701
1907 15,252,783 2,622,917 17,875,700
1908 13,902,028 2,309,890 16,211,918
1909 7,411,214 1,836,699 9,247,913
1910 1,303,696 4,732,725 6,036,421

(Bushels) Aver, rate

,
Exported from Montreal ,

per bu..

Produced *Per Produced Buffalo
Year. in U. S. cent. in Canada. Total. to N. Y.
1906 949,155 8.3 12,893,431 13,842,586 4.58
1907 4,774,267 23.8 13,347,742 18,122,009 5.5

1908 10,908,195 43.9 19,553,152 30,461,347 5.5

1909 10,731,498 59.1 14,300,137 25.031,635 5.1

1910 3,882,885 74.9 16,537,149 20,420,034 5.5

*Percentage via Montreal of the total of United States wheat exported
from the two ports.

It was said that vessels from New York now ballast with water,

where formerly they carried grain.

A representative of the International Mercantile Marine Com-
pany said that in 1909 the steamers of his company did not carry

any grain to Europe; and lately, because of the falling off in

the exports of wheat and cattle, two steamers had been with-

drawn from the New York service, while several had been

added to the Montreal line. The Hamburg-American line also

showed that the amount of grain carried by it to Hamburg in

1910 was only 60 per cent, of the amount carried in 1909.

Traffic Club of Chicago.

The annual dinner of the Traffic Club of Chicago took place at

the La Salle Hotel on Wednesday evening, January 26. Judge

Peter S. Grosscup, of the United States Circuit Court, an honor-

ary member of the club, was toastmaster, and speeches were

made bv J. Adam Bede, formerly a congressman from Minnesota,

and Charles F. Moore, of New York. Neither of the speeches

dealt very specifically with railway matters, being of a facetious

nature. Judge Grosscup commented, in introducing one of the

speakers, "on the inconsistency between the Interstate Commerce

act and the Sherman act. He said that on one page of the
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statute books the Interstate Coniineicc act says that railways

must not discriminate, but that when the railway man turns over

a leaf to the next page he tinds a provision wliich says that for

railways to agree to prevent discrimination is criminal con-

spiracy. The dinner was attended by about 500 persons.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways, in presenting statistical bulletin No. 87A, giving a sum-
mary of car shortages and surpluses by groups from September
29, 1909, to January IS, 1911, says:

"The surplus totals 122,297 cars, an increase during the two
weeks of 11,865 cars.

'The increase in surplus coal cars is 11,310, while the box car

surplus decreased 832 cars, the latter due chiefly to the increased

demand for this class in groups 6 (Northwestern), 10 (Pacific),

and 11 (Canadian). In the latter group, a surplus of 4,771 cars

reported two weeks ago has been almost entirely wiped out.

"The shortage shows a slight reduction, although there are

some increases in the box car shortage in Groups 6 (North-
western) and 11 (Canadian)."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by
groups for the last period covered by the report, the charts show
total surpluses and shortages in 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

One of the Western lines recently wrote to the Interstate Com-
merce Conunission that it desired to insert a clause in its tariffs

providing that "employees of private cars (owned or chartered by
the parties using them) namely, cooks and porters in service

(not private service), will be regarded as train employees and
carried free." The commission replied that the provision pro-

posed is not considered by the commission to be legal; that the

servants which the act permits to be carried free are only such
as are fairly to be included in the word "family," and that other

private servants cannot be brought within the provisions of the

act by being regarded as train employees when such is not in fact

the case.

Reparation Awarded.

Barrett Mfg. Co. v. C, M. & St. P. Opinion by Chairman
Clements.

Rate of 70 cents minimum carload 30,000 lbs., on mixed car-

load shipments of building and roofing paper, saturated felt, etc.,

found unreasonable to the extent it exceeded 63 cents, minimum
weight 40,000 lbs. Reparation awarded. (20 I. C. C, 79.)

Ephrata Not Discriminated Against.

American Cigar Co. v. P. & R.

Existence of commodity rate of 21 cents on tobacco in carloads,

Date.

Group *1.—January 18, 1911.
2.—
3.—
4.—
5.—
6.—
7.—
8.—
9.—
10.—
11.—

18, 1911
18, 1911.
18, 1911.
18, 1911.
18, 1911.
18, 1911.
18, 1911.
18, 1911.
18, 1911.
18, 1911.

Car Surpluses AND Shortages.

r —Surpluses
r

O V -. .

Coal, Coal,
No. of gondola Other gondola Otlier
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

8 379 1,539 1,770 165 3,853 2 90 92
72 7,422 666 8,960 6,544 23,592 25 14 39
24 6,465 1,270 21,089 3,469 32,293 125 368 493
10 3,110 286 672 1,413 5,481 50 328 378
17 1,986 549 1,423 656 4,614 75 75
21 6,634 1,345 4,508 4,738 17,225 395 6 10 150 561
3 208 274 1,083 539 2,104 45 2 47

13 4,056 358 3,229 2,538 10,181 4 2 6
11 3,417 357 543 858 5,175
19 4,821 2,466 2,494 7,486 17,267 5 43 48
4 31 252 22 207 512 264 253 221 738

T6tal 154 38,529 9,362 45,793 28,613 122,297 715 509 363 890 2,477

"Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Shortage 1907 Surplus Shortage . 1908 Surplus
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Lancaster, Pa., to RichmoncI, Va., did not result in undue discrim-

ination against Ephrata, Pa., from which point class rate of 24

cents was in force. Overcharge found, and to be refunded witli-

out order. (20 1. C. C, 81.)

Ties Must Be Carried As Cheaply As Lumber.

I'uUcrton Powell Ihirihvood Liiiiibcr Cu)iipaiiy z'. Virginia &
Soutlnccstcni.

Rate charged on a carhiad shipment of cross-tics from Harvey,

Va., to Muskegon, Midi., found to be unjust and unreasonable

in so far as it exceeded the rate contemporaneously in effect

between said points on lumber. (20 I. C. C, 86.)

"Midnight Tariffs."

Dit Font, etc., z: Dcpuc & Northern.

Certain commodity rates, subsequent to the shipments herein

involved, were made effective by defendant for one month only.

Such reduced rates were effective via competing lines at time of

shipments,' but for limited time only. No proof presented as to

reasonableness of rate. Reparation denied and complaint dis-

missed. (20 I. C. C, 83.)

Refusal to Establish Through Route.

lola Portland Cement Company v. M. K. & T.

Although complainant knew of an existing through route and

joint rate ever the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and Fort

Worth & Rio Grande, it nevertheless routed shipments over the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Fort Worth & Rio Grande,

the applicable published rates being a higher combination of

intermediate rates; Held, That complainant is not entitled to

reparation and that prayer for establishment of through route

and joint rate over the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and Fort

Worth & Rio Grande, upon supposition that such action is a

necessary corollary to an award of reparation, should be denied.

(20 I. C. C. 91.)

Fourth Section Not Violated.

Nebraska Material Company v. C. B. & Q.

Rate of 12 cents on common brick from Mound Valley, Kan.,

to Tecumseh, Neb., not found to have been unreasonable or un-

justly discriminatory as compared with the rate of 8 cents to

Lincoln, Neb., a point 48 miles more distant and on the same line.

Tecumseh is a local station on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

about 48 miles southeast of Lincoln. The shipments moved over

the St. Louis & San Francisco to Kansas City, thence to des-

tination over the Burlington. Traffic carried from Mound Val-

ley to Lincoln over this route passes through Tecumseh. The

8-cent rate to Lincoln was cancelled by defendants on Janu-

ary 4, leaving in force to those points a through rate of 11 cents

made up of the combination of intermediate rates. The 12-cent

rate to Tecumseh was legally effective at the date of these ship-

ments, and is still in force. Defendants assert that the rate to

Tecumseh is reasonable, and that the maintenance of a rate to

Tecumseh higher than the rate to Lincoln and the other points

mentioned was not prohibited by the fourth section ®f the act as

it existed prior to June 18, 1910, because competitive conditions

rendered transportation to the latter points substantially dis-

similar from carriage to Tecumseh.

It appears that the Missouri Pacific Railway Company has

lines reaching from points in the so-called Kansas gas belt, in

the vicinity of Mound City, to Lincoln, which do not pass through

Tecumseh. On January 1, 1907, that company reduced to 8 cents

its rate on brick from the Kansas gas belt points to Lincoln.

To obtain a share of the traffic the defendants made the same

rates as the Missouri Pacific to competitive points such as Lin-

coln and Omaha, but they did not apply those rates to inter-

mediate points on their lines. Nebraska City and Plattsmouth

were given Omaha rates because they are junction points of the

Burlington and the Missouri Pacific. Defendants say that they

cancelled the 8-cent rate because it was unreasonably low for the

service rendered and was considered unremunerative. Our conclu-

sion is that th competitive conditions existing in respect of the

transportation to Lincoln, Omaha, Plattsmouth, and Nebraska

City were such that the maintenance of a higher rate to Tecumseh

was not a violation of the fourth section of the act as interpreted

by the courts previous to its recent amendment. Complaint dis-

missed. It uui^t be understood that our decision in this case
is vvilhont prejudice to any investigation which may be made
under the present recjuiremcnis of the fouth section. (20'

1. C. C. 89.)

Action on Long and Short Haul Law Postponed.

An order has been issued by the commission to the effect

that the long-and-short-haul clause of the revised law will not

become effective until the commission has had an opportunity

to pass on the merits of applications made by the carriers for

relief. The order provides that the carrier may file with the

commission such changes in their rates as may be necessary

in the ordinary course of their business, "continuing under the

present basis or adjustment higher rates or fares at intermediate

points and through rates or fares higher than the combinations

of intermediate rates or fares, provided that in so doing, the

discrimination against intermediate points is not made greater

than that in existence on August 17, 1910, except when a longer

line or route reduces rates or fares to the more distant point for

the purpose of meeting by a direct haul a reduction that has

been made by the short line." Such rates and fares are subject

to correction if they conflict with any of the provisions of the

act.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Corporation Commission of Virginia held hearings last

week on the petition of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac
for authority to raise passenger fares from 2 cents a mile to 3

cents.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second

District, has received notice from the New York Central in the

nature of a demurrer as to the complaint of Hon. Thomas M.

Osborne as to the charge for taking care of parcels at parcel

rooms in the passenger stations of tlie company. The company
raises the question that the charge for the checking of parcels is

not made for the transportation of passengers or property or for

any service rendered in connection therewith; that the service is

not within the duties owed by the defendant to the public, and is

not within its profession as a common carrier. The service is

voluntary, and is available to any person without respect to his

having been or his intention to become a passenger. A hearing

is demanded on the question of the jurisdiction of the commission.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

It is proposed to construct a railway connecting the Nigerian

tin fields in the province of Bauchi, Nigeria, Africa, with the

Baro-Kano line.

The Buenos Aires Great Southern, uith 3,038 miles of line, is

now the largest Argentine railway, exceeding the Buenos Aires

and Pacific with its 3,028 miles.

The Buenos Aires Western Railroad Company, Argentina,

has been authorized to construct and operate a branch line, 49

miles long, to connect the La Zanja station with that of Meri-

diano V.

Messrs. Gibbs & Co. have secured from the Chilean govern-

ment a concession for the construction and operation, during 50

years, of a railway from Caleta de Chucumata to Oficina Alianza,

a distance of nearly 55 miles.

The department of public works of Brazil has signed a con-

tract with Messrs. J. de Oliveira Fernandcs and Humberto

Saboya de Albuquerque for the construction of the section^ of

the West of Minas Railway, between Henrique Galvao and kilo-

metro 48 on the Goyaz Railway. By the terms of the contract

the line must be completed within 18 months.

Work will shortly be commenced on the great engineering

project of joining Ceylon with the mainland of Asia. The first

step on the Indian side will be to build a viaduct about a mile

long to carry the railway to the island of Rameswaram. The

railway will be continued 22 miles across the island to the nearest

point to Ceylon. From thence there will be a steam ferry to

Ceylon. The remaining part of the route will be provided by an

extension of the Ceylon railway system.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Osgood H. Dowell has been elected assistant counsel of the

Eastern Railroad Association.

E. W. Winter, president of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, has

resigned. See editorial columns.

George W. Martin has been elected vice-president of the Pitts-

burgh & Susquehanna, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.

J. Welch has been appointed auditor of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Puget Sound and the Tacoma Eastern, with office at

Chicago.

James I. Whallon has been appointed assistant auditor of the

Lake Erie & Western, the Fort Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville

and the Northern Ohio, with office at Indianapolis, Ind., succeed-

ing J. P. Hart, assigned to other duties.

J. F. Titus having resigned as assistant to the president of the

Illinois Central, the Indianapolis Southern and the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley, W. L. Tarbet, tax commissioner of the

Illinois Central, has been appointed land and tax commissioner

of the three roads, with office at Chicago, reporting to the gen-

eral attorney. The custody of deeds, records, contracts, title

papers and other documents has beefi transferred from the tax

commissioner to the assistant secretary, who will report to the

comptroller. E. P. Skene, land commissioner of the Illinois Cen-

tral, has been appointed assistant land and tax commissioner of

the three roads, with office at Chicago.

Operating Officers.

W. J. Little has been appointed passenger trainmaster of the

Northern division of the Grand Trunk, with office at Allandale,

Ont.

Otto Holstein, chief despatcher of the Central Railway of Peru,

at Lima, Peru, has been appointed also trainmaster, with office

at Lima.

N. E. Bailey has been appointed-superintendent of the United

Verde & Pacific, with office at Jerome, Ariz., succeeding H. I.

Russell, resigned.

T. W. Rowder has been appointed an assistant superintendent

of the St. Joseph & Grand Island, with office at St. Joseph, Mo.,

succeeding C. E. Hedrix, appointed superintendent.

Henry W. Thornton, superintendent of the Erie & Ashta-
bula division of the Pennsylvania Lines West, at New Castle,

Pa., has been appointed to the new position of assistant general

superintendent of the Long Island Railroad, with office at

Long Island City, N. Y.

H. S. Monehan has been appointed trainmaster of the First

and Second districts. First division, of the Denver & Rio Grande,

with office at Pueblo, Colo., succeeding R. T. McGraw, promoted,

and J. Flynn has been appointed trainmaster of the Third and
Fourth districts. First division, with office at Walsenburg, suc-

ceeding P. D. Sheehan, resigned.

E. H. Coapman, vice-president and general manager of the

Southern Railway, at Washington, D. C, has been appointed also

general manager of the Virginia & Southwestern. G. W. Taylor,

general superintendent of transportation of the Southern Railway,

at Washington, and G. R. Loyall, general superintendent at

Knoxville, Tenn., have had their authority extended over the

Virginia & Southwestern.

The reorganization of the Rock Island Lines into three dis-

tricts is referred to editorially elsewhere in this issue.

Incident to the reorganization, which was announced in

the Raihvay Age Gazette of January 20, page 145, C. W.
Jones, general superintendent of the Central district of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Davenport, Iowa, has

been appointed general superintendent of the First district, with

office at Davenport. J. B. Smalley, general superintendent of the
Southwestern district at Topeka, Kan., has been appointed gen-
eral superintendent of the Second district, with office at Topeka;
and T. H. Beacom, general superintendent of the Southern dis-
trict at El Reno, Okla., has been appointed general super-
intendent of the Third district, with office at El Reno. F. J.
Easley, superintendent of the Missouri division at Trenton, Mo.,
has been appointed superintendent of the Illinois division, with
office at Rock Island, 111., succeeding H. P. Greenough. Mr.
Greenough has been appointed superintendent of the El Paso
division, with office at Dalhart,^ Texas, succeeding H. L. Reed,
who succeeds Mr. Easley at Trenton, Mo. M. J. Kennelly, super-
intendent of the Louisiana division, has been appointed super-
intendent of the St. Louis division, with office at Eldon, Mo.,
succeeding G. Davis, who succeeds Mr. Kennelly on the St.
Louis division. C. L. Ruppert, trainmaster on the Missouri di-

vision, has been appointed superintendent of the Amarillo di-

vision of the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, with office at

Amarillo, Texas, succeeding H. E. Allen, resigned to accept
service with another company.

Traffic Officers.

John L. Sullivan, traveling freight agent of the Chicago Great
Western, at Fort Dodge, Iowa, has been transferred to Des
Moines, Iowa.

W. D. Wright has been appointed district passenger agent of
the New York Central Lines, with office at Williamsport, Pa.,

succeeding Frank Halloran, deceased.

W. W. Broughton, general traffic manager of the Great
Northern, with office at St. Paul, Minn., has- resigned to become
vice-president of the Pittsburgh Coal Company, effective March 1.

Augustin Miranda has been appointed an assistant general
freight and passenger agent of the Sonora Railway and the
Southern Pacific of Mexico,, with office in Mexico City, a new
position.

R. J. Carmichael, district passenger agent of the Illinois Cen-
tral at Chicago, has been appointed a division passenger agent,

'Vvith office at Chicago, a new position, and his former office is

abolished.

G. G. McKay, city ticket agent of the Canadian Pacific at De-
troit, Mich., has been appointed a traveling passenger agent, with

offices at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding Thomas J. Wall, appointed
city passenger agent at Chicago.

J. P. Fresenius has been appointed a traveling freight agent
of the St. Louis & San Francisco, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,

the Evansville & Terre Haute and the New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico, with office at New Orleans, La.

S. D. Barlow has been appointed general freight agent of the

Western Transit and the Rutland Transit Companies, with

office at Buffalo, N. Y., and the positions of general westbound
agent and special agent have been abolished.

H. G. Locke, traveling passenger agent of the Chicago Great
Western at Boston, Mass., has been appointed a traveling pas-

senger and freight agent, with office at Boston. J. H. Ranney
also has been appointed a traveling passenger and freight agent,

with office at Boston.

William E. Farris, assistant general freight and passenger

agent of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad and the Buffalo

& Susquehanna Railway, at Du Bois, Pa., has been appointed

general freight and passenger agent, with oftice at Buffalo, N. Y.,

and his former position has been abolished.

Warren P. Cameron, traveling freight solicitor in connection

with the Sioux City, Iowa, agency of the Union Line Penn-

sylvania, has been appointed traveling freight solicitor in con-

nection with the agency at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding F. C.

Lang, transferred. Edward G. Pankau succeeds Mr. Cameron.

Ira E. Whyte, district passenger agent of the Central Railroad

of New Jersey, at Asbury Park, N. J., has been appointed gen-

eral baggage agent, with office at New York, succeeding F. B.

Greenawalt, resigned. C. J. Gummersbach succeeds Mr. Whyte,
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and G. D. Gindcr has been appointed district passenger agent,

with office at Scranton, Pa.

J. li. McCuc, manager of the Virginia & Southwestern, has
been appointed general agent of the Southern Railway and the

Virginia & Soutiiwestern, with otVice at Bristol, Tenn.-Va. He
will have charge of all matters relating to traffic, and to the in-

dustrial and agncultural development of the territory traversed
by the lines of the Virginia & Southwestern.

G. W. Benus, commercial agent of the Cincinnati, New Orleans
& Texas Pacific and the Alabama Great Southern at Pittsburgh,

Pa., has been appointed commercial agent, with office at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, succeeding J. B. Clancey, deceased. J. G. Hill,

commercial agent at Indianapolis, Ind., succeeds Mr. Benus, and
S. A. Williams, traveling freight agent at Birmingham, Ala.,

succeeds Mr. Hill.

Alexander Tinling, general agent of the Northern Pacific, at

Seattle, Wash., has been appointed general freight agent, with
office at St. Paul, Minn. N. PI. Kennedy, general agent at

Spokane, Wash., succeeds Mr. Tinling. J. O. Dalzell, assistant

land commissioner, at St. Paul, Minn., succeeds Mr. Kennedy.
E. A. McKenna, general agent, at Wallace, Idaho, has been ap-

pointed general agent, at Aberdeen, Wash., succeeding H. M.
Williams, resigned. C. M. Grubbs succeeds Mr. McKenna.

A. E. Mann, traveling freight agent of the Louisville & Nash-
ville in New York City, has been appointed a commercial agent,

with office at Cleveland, Ohio. E. A. Fall, soliciting agent at

Birmingham, Ala., succeeds Mr. Mann, and Maurice P. Davis
succeeds Mr. Fall. W. C. Dillard, soliciting agent at Mobile, Ala.,

has been appointed a traveling freight agent, with office at Hous-
ton, Tex., and George C. Willings succeeds Mr. Dillard. C. F.

Stith has been appointed a traveling freight agent, with office at

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Incident to the re-districting of the Rock Island Lines, which
was announced in the Railway Age Gazette of January 20, page
145, H. A. Snyder, general freight agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, at Chicago, will have jurisdiction over the first

district, with office at Chicago; F. J. Shubert, assistant general

freight agent, at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed general

freight agent, with jurisdiction over the second district, with
office at Kansas City, and H. W. Morrison, assistant freight

traffic manager, at Little Rock, Ark., will have jurisdiction over
the third district, with office at Little Rock.

H. C. McFadden, who has been appointed general freight

agent of the Georgia & Florida, with office at Augusta, Ga., as

previously announced in these columns, was born in 1867, at

Mount Vernon, Ohio. He begap railway work in 1885 as a clerk

in the general freight and passenger department of the Cin-

cinnati, Van Wert & Michigan, now a part of the Cincinnati

Northern, at Van Wert, Ohio. In 1889 he was appointed a rate

clerk in the passenger department of the Savannah, Florida &
Western, now a part of the Atlantic Coast Line, at Savannah,
Ga., and was promoted to chief clerk and then assistant general

passenger agent. He left the service of that company in 1901.

His next position was general freight and passenger agent of the

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, from which he resigned in

April, 1907, to become president and general manager of the

Fitzgerald, Ocilla & Broxton, which position he now leaves to

become general freight agent of the Georgia & Florida.

George M. Kridler, whose appointment as assistant general

freight agent of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with

office at Cleveland, Ohio, has been announced in these columns,

was born March 3, 1873, at Marlboro, Ohio. He received his

education at Hudson, Ohio, and began railway work in Decem-
ber, 1890, with the Pennsylvania Company at Hudson, as a clerk

in the local freight office. He was afterward transferred to

Steubenville, Ohio, and later to Wellsville, Ohio, and in 1893

went to Cleveland, Ohio, where he was connected first with the

Empire fast freight line, and then with the Red Line, until

October, 1897. He was then made chief clerk to the commercial

agent of the Lake Shore at Cleveland, and a year later was
appointed contracting agent. In May, 1901, he was promoted to

commercial agent, and he was transferred to Pittsburgh, Pa., as

general agent in June, 1906. His next promotion was to division

freight agent at Youngstown, Ohio, in September, 1910, which

position he resigned January 1, 1911, to become assistant general

freight agent at Cleveland.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Wiliard Dcud, shop enj^iiicer of llie Cliicago, Burlington &
Ouinc}-, at Linvoln, Neb., has resigned.

A. Sleuarl, general sujK'rintendent of motive power and equip-
ment of the Southern Railway, and D. W. Lum, chief engineer
maintenance of way, have had their authority extended over the
\'irginia & Southwestern, both with offices at Washington, D. C.

Frank W. Gilcreast, whose appointment as chief engineer of
the Lehigh & New England, with office at Mauch Chunk, Pa., has
been announced in these columns, was born April 2, 1858, at

Woburn, Mass. He was educated at Tufts College, receiving the
degree of C. E. in 1878, and began railway work in August, 1880,

in the engineering department of the New York & New England,
now a part of the New York, New liaven & Hartford. In
January of the following year he went to the New York, Chicago
& St. Louis, and the following June was appointed resident

engineer. In September, 1882, he was appointed resident engineer
of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, and the following year
was made division engineer. He remained in this position untd
June, 1884, when the company went into the hands of a receiver.

From May, 1885, to August, 1889, he was engineer for Brown,
Howard & Co., on the New York Aqueduct. He returned to

railway work in August, 1889, as resident engineer of the

Schuylkill & Lehigh Valley, now a part of the Lehigh Valley,

and in January, 1893, he was promoted to division engineer in

charge of maintenance of way on the Mahanoy & Hazleton divi-

sion, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as chief engineer of the Lehigh & New England, in charge

of the Tamaqua extension.

The reorganization of the Rock Island Lines into three dis-

tricts is referred to editorially elsewhere in this issue.

Incident to the reorganization, which was announced in the

Railway Age Gazette of January 20, page 145, W. J. ToUerton,

assistant general superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific at Chicago, has been appointed assistant

general superintendent of motive power of all Rock Island Lines,

with office in Chicago. F. W. Williams, superintendent of motive

power of the Northern district at Cedar Rapids, lowti, has been

appointed master mechanic of the Cedar Rapids, the Minnesota

and the Dakota divisions, with office at Cedar Rapids. T. W.
McCarthy, master mechanic at Cedar Rapids, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Kansas division, with office at Horton,

Kan. H. J. Osborne has been appointed master mechanic of the

Des Moines Valley division, with office at Valley Junction, Iowa.

Frank W. Thompson has been appointed division engineer of the

Iowa- division, with office at Des Moines, Iowa. W. L. Hope
has been appointed division engineer of the Illinois division, with

office at Rock Island, 111. Roy Johnson, district engineer at

Cedar Rapids, has been appointed division engineer of the Mis-

souri division, with office at Trenton, Mo. L. J. Hughes has

been appointed division engineer of the El Paso division, with

office at Dalhart, Tex. L. D. Harper has been appointed division

engineer of the Kansas division, with office at Herington, Kan.

H. M. Stone, district engineer at Topeka, Kan., has been ap-

pointed division engineer of the Arkansas division, with office at

Little Rock, Ark. T. W. Fatherson has been appointed division

engineer of the Indian Territory division, with office at El Reno,

Okla. C. A. Richards has been appointed division engineer of

the Oklahoma division, with office at Haileyville, Okla. J. M.
McChord has been appointed a night roundhouse foreman at

Rock Island, 111., succeeding W. F. Negus. W. H. Peterson,

principal assistant engineer at Chicago, has been appointed

engineer maintenance of way of the First district, with

office at Davenport, Iowa
; J. M. Brown, district engineer

at Davenport, has been appointed engineer maintenance of

way of the Second district, with office at Topeka, Kan., and

A. B. Warner, district engineer at El Reno, Okla., has been ap-

pointed engineer maintenance of way of the Third district, with

office at El Reno. J. B. Kilpatrick, superintendent of motive

power at Chicago, has been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the First district, with office at Davenport, Iowa;

S. W. Mullinix, superintendent of motive power at Horton, Kan.,

has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the Sec-

ond district, with office at Topeka, and C. M. Taylor, super-

intendent of motive power at Shawnee, Okla., has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the Third district, with office

at Shawnee.
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OBITUARY.

M. L. Newton, consulting engineer of the Waterloo, Cedar

l'"alls & Northern, with office at Waterloo, Iowa, died in that

city on January 25.

J. B. Clancey, connncrcial agent of the Cincinnati, New Orleans

& Texas Pacific, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, died at Cin-

cinnati on January 23.

James Fulton Elder, for many years superintendent of air

hrakes on the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the inventor of valuahle

improvements, died at his home in Philadelphia, Pa., January 30,

at the age of 75 years. He entered the employ of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad at Altoona in 1856 and was a pioneer in air-brake

development, having had charge of that work on the Pennsylvania

throughout the years of the introduction of power brakes.

Col. Edward L. Russell, vice-president and general counsel of

the Mobile & Ohio, died at the Raleigh Hotel, Washington, D. C,
on January 28, from pneumonia. He was born in Franklin

county, Alabama, in August, 1845, and entered the railway service

in 1876 as general solicitor of the Mobile & Ohio. In March, 1897,

he was elected first vice-president, and in February, 1898, he was
made president, but in March, 1901, when the Southern Railway

came into control, Samuel Spencer was elected president, Mr.

Russell continuing at the head of the legal department as general

counsel. Since October, 1904, he has also been vice-president.

James G. Taylor, formerly auditor and assistant treasurer of

the Burlington & Missouri River, now part of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy, at Omaha, Neb., died in New York City on
January 23. Mr. Taylor was born in Albany county. New York,
and was educated at Trinity Church school at Watervliet, N. Y.

He began railway work in 1870 as a clerk with the Burlington &
Missouri River, and was promoted consecutively to cashier, pay-

master and assistant treasurer. He was also for a time assistant

secretary of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. He left the Bur-

lington in 1903, and has since made his home in New York City.

Erastus Clark, jr., formerly for many years general freight

agent of the New York Central & Hudson River, died January
30 at the home of his son in New York City. He was born in

Buffalo in 1826, and began railway work with the Buffalo &
Rochester. He was freight agent in 1852, at the time the New
York Central came into control and he was then appointed freight

agent of the western division of the New York Central and
several years later was made general freight agent of the entire

system. Mr. Clark remained in that position until 1895, when
he retired, but for several years thereafter he was retained by the

company in an advisory capacity.

Joseph W. Reinhart, formerly president of the Atchison,

Topeka & Sante Fe, and recently president of the Inter-City

Viaduct and Terminal Company and the Inter-City Viaduct
Freight Railway Company of Kansas City, Mo., died in Kansas
City on January 27. Mr. Reinhart was born September 17,

1851, at Pittsburgh, Pa., and was educated at the Western Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. He began railway work in 1869 as a

clerk for the division superintendent of the Allegheny Valley,

now part of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and for five years from
1875, he was superintendent of transportation of the same road.

He was then made auditor of the Richmond & Allegheny, and
three years later was appointed general auditor of the New
York, West Shore & Buffalo. He became general auditor of

tlie Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe and auxiliary lines in 1888, and
tlie following year was elected fourth vice-president and general

auditor of that road ; he also formulated and executed a plan

for the financial reorganization of the Atchison Company, and
was elected first vice-president and general auditor in 1890.

From March, 1893, to September, 1894, he was president of the

Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe, the Gulf, Colorado & Sante Fe,

the St. Louis & San Francisco, the St. Louis, Kansas City &
Colorado, the Atlantic & Pacific, the Colorado Midland, the

Wichita & Western, the Southern California, the New Mexico
& Arizona, and the Sonora Railway, Ltd., and from December,

1893, tp September, 1894, he was receiver also of these com-
panies. From 1893 to 1894, he was chief expert of the United

States Government under the Fifty-third Congress in reorgani-

zation of executive departments. On leaving the Sante Fe he

became a special railway and corporation expert, and since

1909 has been interested in the railway projects in Kansas City

mentioned above.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—According to press reports,
this company is planning to rebuild the lines in eastern Texas
between Port Bolivar, Texas, and Longview, to reduce the
grades. This work is to be carried out in connection with the
expected large tonnage of ore from Cass county, to which point
the Port Bolivar Iron Ore Railway is now being built from Long-
view, about 30 miles. The terminal and port facilities at Port
Bolivar are also to be enlarged. It is said that the company
has under consideration the question of extending its lines east

to New Orleans, La., as well as building an extension from
Longview, Texas, north, to connect with its Oklahoma lines.

Atlantic, Northern & Southern.—According to press re-

ports, this line, which was built by residents of western Iowa,
has completed work on the extension from Atlantic, Iowa, south
to Villisca, 38 miles. (September 30, p. 598.)

Bangor & Aroostook.—This company has asked for an ex-
tension of time to March 1, 1918, in which to finish work on the
Allegash extension from West Seboois, Me., north to St. F"ran-

cis, 157 miles. The survey which has just been filed shows
that the route from West Seboois is between Jo Mary and Twin
lakes, south of Sourdnabunk lake, across the outlet of Chesun-
cook lake and east of Chamberlain lake, thence near the east

bank of the Allegash river to St. Francis. It is understood that

construction work will be started this year if the location is

approved.

Black Lick & Yellow Creek.—A contract has been given to

A. L. Anderson & Bro., Altoona, Pa., railway contractors, for

building 20 miles of railway in Indiana county. Pa. The new
line will be a feeder to the New York Central and will extend
through rich coal fields, connecting several mining operations.

The contract is worth about $250,000, and the work is to be

completed this summer.

Boston & Maine.—The petition of this company to the Ver-
mont legislature to build new tracks between Brattleboro, Vt.,

and South Vernon, paralleling the tracks of the Central Ver-
mont, has been amended in the senate so as to give the Central

Vermont certain rights over any tracks which the Boston &
Maine might build. The request of the Boston & Maine to

exercise the right of eminent domain to take land in Brattle-

boro was refused. (April 15, p. 1014.)

BucKHANNON & NORTHERN.—An officer writes that bids have

been received for building 30 miles of line from the Pennsylvania

—West Virginia state line, up the west side of the Monongahela

river to Rivesville, Marion county, W. Va. The company ex-

pects to let the contract early in February. (Dec. 30, p. 1281.)

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific.—Announcement is made that

this company is planning to build an extension from Anaconda,

Mont., to the Cable and Georgetown mining sections.

California Roaus.—Financial arrangements are said to be

made for building from Bella Vista, Cal., to Afterthought mine,

at Ingot, 15 miles. T. H. Adams, Indianapolis, Ind., and G. L.

Porter, Union City, Tenn., are said to be interested.

Canadian Pacific.—Authority has been given this company by

the Railroad Commissioners of Canada to build a branch from

Guelph Junction, Ont., on the main line, to a point near Hamil-

ton, about 20 miles.

Central VsRMONT.^See Boston & Maine.

Chicago, Weatherford & Brazos Valley.—An officer writes

that grading work is now being carried out by the Mitchell-

Pigg Construction Company, Weatherford, Texas, on the line

between Bridgeport, Wise county, and Gainesville. Grading

has been finished on 22 miles. Track laying has not yet been

started. Contracts were let recently for the ties, bridge and

building material for the first section of 10 miles. Maximum
grades will be 1 per cent., and maximum curvature 4 deg. L. M.

Kirkes, president: F. B. Truax, chief engineer, Weatherford.

(November 4, p. 886.)

Colorado Roads.—Plans are being made to build from Dillon,

Colo., on the Denver & Rio Grande and the Colorado & Southern,
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northwest to Kreiiiniling, on tlic Denver, Nt)itliwestern & Pacific,

about 40 miles. P. F. Rcinhardt, formerly of Steamboat Springs,

now of Missoula, Mont., is said to be interested.

Detroit, Bay City & Westkrn.—An oflicer writes that an ex-

tension is to be bnilt from Caro, Tuscola county, Mich., to Wil-

mot, 11.5 miles.

Great Northern.—J. J. Hill, chairman, is quoted as saying

that construction work is to be started at once on the Midland

of Manitoba, building a line from Winnipeg, Man., south to

the- Hill lines in North Dakota. The plans call for a line from
Winnipeg, south to the international boundary, with a branch

from Winnipeg, west via Brandon and Elkhorn ; also a branch

from Morden, northwest to a point near Rathwell, thence north-

west to a point on the first mentioned line running westerly

from Winnipeg.

Harriman Lines.—Announcement has been made by R. S.

Lovett, president of the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific, that

improvements are to be carried out during the next five years,

including the double-tracking of the Union and Southern Pacific

from the Missouri river to the Pacific coast, at a cost of

$75,000,000. Plans for the construction of a number of extensions

and new lines, to connect with the Union Pacific and Southern

Pacific in the West and Northwest, which for some time liave

been under consideration have also been approved.

Hudson & Manhattan.—An officer is quoted as saying that

construction work will be started before May 1 on the proposed

extension to the Grand Central Station, New York City.

(Dec. 2, p. 1097.)

Kansas, Oklahoma & Panama.—This company, which was
organized last year to build from Liberal, Kan., to a point in

Oklahoma, has amended its cliartcr. The company has a capital

of $1,000,000 and office at Oklahoma City, Okla. The plans call

for building from Beaver, Okia., southeast to Frederick, near the

Red river, thence into Texas, with a branch from Elk City, in

Beckham county, Okla., east to Oklahoma City, in all, about 325

miles. The estimated cost of construction is $30,000 a mile. The
directors include: J. J. Winton, R. M. Ruffin, F. A. Mosher,

A. H. Syncox and J. E. Dumarr. (May 27, p. 1324.)

Knox County Central.—Application has been made in Maine
for a charter to build from Friendship, Me., north via Waldo-
boro. Union, Hope, Lincolnville, Searsmont and Belmont, to

Belfast. C. W. Stackpole, W. F. Curran and H. J. Chapman,
Bangor; J. Wyman, Millbridge ; F. S. Walls, Vinal Haven, and

C. M Coleman, Lincolnville, are interested

La Crosse & Southeastern.—This company is making surveys

for an extension from Viroqua, Wis., to Retreat, about 35 miles.

A. E. Rau is engineer in charge of preliminary work, Sparta.

Lincoln County (Electric).—An extension of two years has

been asked for by this company to build from Damariscotta, Me.,

southwest to Booth Bay Harbor.

Monongahela Railroad.—See Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

New York Connecting.—This company, which was organized

by the Pennsylvania Railroad and the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, to build a line through the boroughs of Brooklyn

and Queens, New York City, and over the East river on a

bridge to a connection with the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, at Port Morris, on the Harlem river, started work on

the line in August, 1910, and on the foundations for the bridge

over the East river on December 30. The plans and estimates

for the important parts of the railway and bridge structures are

still in the hands of the engineers, and the contracts have not

yet been let.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—The new tunnel through

Sylvan hill, just west of Tcrryville, Conn., was opened January

28 for traffic. With the opening of this tunnel the work of

double-tracking and shortening the line of the old Highland
division between Waterbury and Bristol is about finished. As
soon as some slight changes are made to the line east of Bristol,

there will be a double-track between Waterbury and Fairfield.

Northern Electric.—An officer writes that although the

necessary franchises and rights-of-way have been secured for

an extension from Chico, CaL, to Redbluffs, no time has been set

for carrying out the work.

North Carolina Traction.—An officer writes that a contract

has been let to the Propst Contracting Company, Charlotte, N. C,
to build from Winston-Salem, north to Ruralhall, thence north-

east to Lawsonvillc, and then northwest to Floyd, Va. The
work includes one 600-ft. steel bridge and several trestles. Maxi-
mum grades will be 2 per cent, and maximum curvature 12 deg.

A. M. Clarke, president and H. P. MacKnight, chief engineer,

Southern Pines, N. C. (See Carolina Traction, January 27, p.

183.)

Oregon Iu.ectuic.— See United Railways Company (Electric).

Pennsylvania Railroad.—This company has asked permission

from the authorities of the city of Rahway, N. J., to elevate

its tracks and to lay additional tracks through the city. In

order to provide underground crossings for highway traffic the

railway company asks that changes be made in the location and
grades of certain streets and that part of some streets be vacated

for the railway company's use.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—According to press reports, bids

have been received for building an extension of the Monongahela
Railroad, from Martin, Pa., south to Rivesville, W. Va., 30 miles,

where connection is to be made with the Baltimore & Ohio.

Work is to be started soon, it is said, on a nine-mile connecting

line between Fayette, Pa., and Dickerson Run.

Portland & Southeastern.—An officer writes regarding the

reports that an extension is to be built from Albritton, Ark., to

Delhi, La., about 40 miles, that the company has been making
plans for this new line, but that nothing definite has yet been

decided.

Port Bolivar Iron Ore.—See Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Sacramento Short Line (Electric).—This company has been

incorporated in California with $10,000,000 capital, to build an

electric line from Oakland, Cal., northeast to Sacramento, and to

other points in Sacramento valley. Some of the incorporators

are identified with the United Properties Company, and include

B. M. Aikens, Gavin McNab, R. P. Henshall, L. Elkins, G. W.
Mordecai and F. L. Stewart.

San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose (Electric).—This com-

pany, it is said, will build 98 miles of line into Sacramento, Cal.,

to connect with the Northern Electric.

St. Paul, Sioux City & South Dakota.—According to press

reports, this line will be built east via Canova, S. D., Clarno

and Madison, thence northeast to Marshall, Minn. C. A.

McGee, Winfred, S. D., representing eastern capitalists, is said

to be interested.

Texas Roads.—Residents of San Antonio, Texas, are back of

a project to build a line from that place to a point in the Rio

Grande valley near Brownsville. A company is to be organized

with a capital of $500,000, and the promoters expect to secure a

large amount of money in bonuses from residents along the pro-

posed route. G. West, J. J. Stevens, F. L. Hillyer, G. C. Vaughan,

C. A. Zilker and W. Cassin, are interested.

United Properties Company.—See Sacramento Short Line.

United Railways Company (Electric).—According to press

reports, this line, which is controlled by the Hill interests, is to

be extended from its present terminus to Tillamook, Wash. It

is expected that the work will not be finished until 1912. The

Oregon Electric, which is also a Hill line, is to be built from

Salem, Ore., to Eugene, about 75 miles. Surveys have been made
and it is expected to start the work soon.

Utah & Grand Canyon.—This company, which was incorpo-

rated last year to build from Lund, Utah, south to St. George,

85 miles ; also, from Marysvale, south to Panguitch. 55 miles,

will start construction work as soon as contracts can be let. F. A.

Dudley, president, Niagara Falls, N. Y. ; V. E. Huntsacker, Salt

Lake City, Utah, is a director. (December 16, p. 1167.)

Waldo Electric.—An extension of two years has been asked

for by this company to build from Belfast, Me., south to Camden.

Winter Harbor & Eastern.—An extension of two years has

been asked for by this company to build a line from Winter

Harbor, Me., north to Cherryfield.
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3^aUntai| Financial Nem^.
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—A semi-annual dividend

of 2>4 per cent, on the common stock has been declared, pay-

able February 15. The yearly rate for the last two and a half

years has been 4 per cent.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—James McLean, of Phelps,

Dodge & Co. has been made a director.

Kansas City Southern.—This company has sold to Ladenburg,
Thalman & Co., $5,000,000 refunding and improvement
mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1950, being part of an author-

ized issue of $21,000,000, of which $10,000,000 was issued in

July, 1909. The proceeds are to be used for terminal improve-

ments, reduction of grades, additional equipment and track

improvements.

New York, Ontario & Western.—^The New York Public Serv-

ice Commission, Second district, has been asked to authorize

the issue of $2,702,000 4 per cent, general mortgage bonds, to

reimburse the company for expenditures already made and to

pay for 12 locomotives now under construction. In its petition

the company says that between February 1, 1907 (the date of

the last issue of general mortgage bonds), and December 1,

1910, it has spent $2,751,443 for the acquisition of property,

extensions and improvements. With the new issue, this would
make $6,650,000 outstanding of the $12,000,000 authorized under

the mortgage.

Ohio Electric Railway.—This company has sold $6,000,000

6 per cent, notes through Drexel & Co., of Philadelphia,

and has sold about $4,OC'0,000 stock.

Reading Company.—J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, and Drexel

& Co., Philadelphia, are offering at 97 and interest the unsold

balance of the new $18,811,000 general mortgage 4 per cent.

bonds. (January 27, page 185.)

Southern Pacific.—Negotiations are being carried on with

French bankers for placing a large block (perhaps $50,000,000)

of bonds in Paris. vSee Railway Construction.

Spokane, Portland & Seattle.—The capital stock is to be in-

creased from $25,000,000 to $62,500,000, and the company is

to become the holding company for the Hill properties in

Oregon and Washington outside of the Great Northern and

the Northern Pacific.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—The syndicate headed by Kuhn, Loeb
& Co., which holds the $8,000,000 5 per cent, notes of this

conipany, has agreed to extend the notes from February 1.

(January 27, page 185.)

HJatc Ncmi^.
The items in this column were received after the classified

departments were closed.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

It is said that during 1911 work will be commenced on 1,800

miles of new railways in Russia.

The Chilean government has granted to Gibbs & Co., of Val-

j
paraiso, a concession to construct a private railway from
Chucumata to the rich nitrate fields of the interior.

On November 21, 1910, the birthday of the president of

Guatemala, the works of the Guatemalan section of the Pan
American Railroad were formally inaugurated. The construc-

tion of this section, about 38 miles long, is in charge of the

Guatemala Central Railway, and its completion is expected

within 18 months.

The Minas section of the Bahia-Minas Railway, Brazil, ex-

tending from Aymore station to Theophilo Ottoni, a distance of

146 miles, has been purchased by a group of capitalists, who
are authorized to use the power of the waterfalls which are

found within a distance of 5 miles of the line, for the future

electrification of the road.

Messrs. Amandio Fidencio Lampert and Pedro A. Gongalves

de Carvalho have obtained a concession from the Brazilian gov-

ernment for the construction of 63 miles of railway in the Val-

ley of the Cahy river, extending from the Port of S. Joao de

Montenegro to the boundary of the district of Caxias, in the

i
state of Rio Grande do Sul.

B. R. Moore has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Duluth & Iron Range, with office at Two Harbors,
Minn., succeeding H. S. Bryan, deceased.

F. W. Taylor, general storekeeper of the Oregon Short Line,
at Pocatello, Idaho, has been appointed purchasing agent of the
Pacific Electric, with office at Los Angeles, Cal.

Local trains on the Hudson division of the New York Cen-
tral are now operated with electric motive power from New
York City to Hastings, four miles beyond Yonkers.

J. H. Rosenstock, trainmaster of the Delaware & Hudson, at

Carbondale, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of the Sus-
quehanna division, with office at Albany, N. Y., succeeding
D. F. Wait, assigned to other duties.

Winficld A. Huppuch, chairman of the New York Democratic
State Committee, has been offered by the governor the appoint-

ment to the Public Service Commission, Second district, in

place of N. Carlisle, of Watertown, whose term has expired.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, it is said, will place

orders shortly for 30,000 tons of rails. The Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific is said to have ordered 10,0(X) tons of rails.

The Grand Trunk, it is said, will place orders immediately for

61,000 tons of 80-lb. rails.

Proposed advanced rates on fruits and vegetables from Chi-

cago and Milwaukee to various destinations over the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Chicago & Northwestern rail-

ways, which were to have gone into effect on February 1, have

been ordered suspended until June 1.

Seven cases have been filed in the Federal District Court

at Chicago against the Chicago & Alton ; Chicago & Eastern

Illinois; Illinois Central; Chicago & North Western; Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the Belt Line, to recover penalties

for violating the safety appliance law.

J. P. Cummings, division superintendent of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, at Beardstown, III, has been transferred

to Ottumwa, Iowa, succeeding W. F. Thiehoff, who succeeds

Mr. Cummings at Beardstown, 111. The Beardstown division

has been taken out of the Illinois district and put in the Missouri

district, and the Centerville division has been taken out of the

Missouri district and put in the Iowa district.

By an explosion of dynamite near the station of the Central

of New Jersey at Communipaw (Jersey City), N. J., on

Wednesday of this week, 25 or more persons were killed and

property of the railway company was damaged to the extent

of $200,000. It is roughly estimated that other property losses

will amount to several hundred thousand dollars; hundreds of

windows having been broken in the lower part of New York

City, more than a mile from the explosion. The dynamite was

being unloaded from a freight car on the end of pier No. 7 and

was being carried into the hold of a lighter. This lighter and

another vessel, with the crews of both, were so completely de-

stroyed that none of the bodies of the men were found. A car

of cement next to the car in which the explosion occurred

was also destroyed, but a third car containing dynamite with-

stood the shock so well that its contents did not blow up, though

great numbers of the sticks of dynamite were scattered about

the floor of the pier. About 40 freight cars were wrecked or

badly damaged. Every window in the passenger station was

blown out and scores of passengers on two ferry boats lying

at the slips were injured by flying splinters and glass. The

force of the explosion was felt 40 miles away, north, south

and east. A man in a tugboat, which was nearly a mile away

from the scene of the explosion was blown out of the pilot

house into the water and fatally injured. Many of the tallest

buildings in the lower part of Manhattan were jarred, and in

some cases, according to the stories of the occupants, they

"rocked," and walls were cracked in some of them. It is con-

jectured that the explosion of the dynamite was caused by the

explosion of a boiler of the lighter. It is said that the explosives

were to be delivered for use at places in Manhattan.
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in tlie Monadnock building, suite 1252-54.

The Clark Car Company, Pittsburgii, Pa., has moved its offices

from the Frick annex to the Henry W. Oliver building.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa., has moved
its St. Louis, Mo., offices from the Security building to the

Wright building.

The General Railway Signal Co., Rochester, N. Y., has moved
its New York offices from the Night and Day Bank building to

the Liberty tower.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has received

an order from the Ann Arbor Railroad for five 70-ft. motor
cars, delivery to be made within four months.

Harold Kirschberg has resigned his position of illuminating

engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and is now with the

Heany Lamp Company, New York, and its associated companies.

R. W. Bailey, chief sales agent in the Philadelphia district

for the American Bridge Company, New York, has been made
general sales manager of that company, succeeding J. A. Huston,
resigned.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City., N. J., during the

vear 1910, supplied graphite and graphite lubricants to 210 differ-

ent steam railways, increasing its business with the steam roads
53 per cent.

K. S. Taylor, who has been in the sales department of the

Pullman Company, Chicago, has become associated with the

Forsyth Brothers Co., Chicago. Mr. Taylor's headquarters will

be in Chicago for the present.

The White Enamel Refrigerator Company, St. Paul, Minn.,

has opened an office on the main floor of the Steger building,

Chicago, where it has on exhibition a full line of refrigerators

using the Bohn siphon system.

The Indianapolis Switch & Frog Company, Springfield, Ohio,

has opened a sales office in the Balboa building, San Francisco,

Cal. S. L Wailes will be in charge as coast representative. This
is the sixth branch office of the company.

At the regular quarterly meeting of the board of directors of

the Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., held January 25,

O. C. Gayley was made a director to fill the vacancy caused by the

recent death of one of the members of the board.

Edward Blake, Jr., manager of sales and director of the Wells
Brothers Co., Greenfield, Mass., has left that company to be-

come manager of the Canadian Tap & Die Company, Ltd.,

Gait, Ont., of which he has been treasurer since its organization

in 1905, and in which he has obtained a controlling interest.

The National Car Coupler Company, Attica, Ind., has opened a

sales office in the McCormick building, Chicago, in charge of

W. A. Ruth, general sales agent. The company reports much
improvement in late orders for small steel castings, and now has

enough orders booked to keep its plant busy for three months.

The Buckeye Steel Castings Company, Columbus, Ohio, has

bought 85 acres of land at Indiana Harbor, Ind., bordering on
the canal and reached by the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore &
Ohio and the Indiana Harbor Belt railways. The company does

not expect to build a plant in the immediate future, as has

been reported, but when conditions are favorable the erection

of such a plant will be undertaken.

The Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York, have installed

at Eightieth street and East End avenue, additional apparatus

for testing materials of construction. This includes tension and

compression machines up to 200,000 lbs. capacity, a torsional

testing machine of 230,000 in. -lbs. capacity, and an equipment for

testing cement and concrete. This equipment is at the service of

engineers, builders and the public in general.

The directors of the Crucible Steel Company of America, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., have perfected arrangements for the formation of the

Pittsburgh Crucible Steel Company, and purchased 423 acres of

the property of the Midland Steel Company, Midland, Pa., on the

Ohio river, below Beaver, including the plant the company put
up only a few years ago. Included in this purchase also arc 1,H(X)

acres of coal lands on the opposite side of the Ohio, and 130

acres of limestone near Newcastle. It is the intention to improve
this property with plants sufficient to produce the requirements of

the company in the way of the highest grades of open-hearth
steel. The formation of the new company, the purchase from the

Midland, and the improvements to be made will mean an ex-
penditure of $7,500,000.

Clyde Mitchell Carr, who recently was elected president of

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, succeeding Edward L. Ryer-
son as announced in the

Railzvay Age Gazette of

January 27, was born in

Illinois, July 7, 1869.

He prepared for Prince-

ton University at the

Lake Forest Academy,
and was later a student

in Northwestern Uni-
versity for two years.

In addition to his con-

nection with Joseph T.

Ryerson & Son, Mr.
Carr is a director of the

Chicago Great Western
Railroad and is also

very active in Chicago
civic societies, bemg a

trustee of the Art Insti-

tute, of the Orchestral

Association, the Chicago

Bureau of Public Effici-

^. J ,, ^ ency, the Chicago City
Clyde M. Carr -a r- • • j rPlan Commission and of

Forest University. Mr. Carr is also interested in the American
Iron and Steel Institute, of which he is an active member.

George E. Pratt, who has been in charge of sales of the Craw-
ford Locomotive & Car Company, Streator, 111., has been made
railway representative of the Kennicott Co., Chicago Heights,

111., with office in the Corn Exchange Bank building, Chicago.

Mr. Pratt will be in charge of sales for the new railway depart-

ment of the Kennicott Co., which will make steel under frames

for freight and passenger equipment and complete tank cars.

The company's plant at Chicago Heights is being enlarged and

new niachinery and tools are being installed to care for this

new line.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Drills and Lathes.—Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, have

issued two new circulars describing the Rockwell drill press

and the Rockwell lathe.

Ingot Iron.—The American Rolling Mill Co., Middletown,

Ohio, has published a 25-page booklet on American ingot iron,

telling the story of the development of this product and the re-

sults of the various tests to which it has been submitted.

Telephones.—The Western Electric Co., Chicago, has devoted

bulletin No. 117 to central battery telephone sets and accessories,

for standard requirements. Descriptions and photographs give

full information on the various types and ringing systems.

Electrical A pparattis.—Fahhanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, have

published, in bulletin No. 25, a catechism on direct current ap-

paratus. The questions and answers give definitions of electrical

terms and describe the construction and uses of the electrical

apparatus made by that company.

Block Signaling.—The General Railway Signal Co., Rochester,

N. Y., in bulletin No. 115-B, descrrbes the installation of the

block system on the electric railway of the Washington Water
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Power Company, Spokane, Wash. This was described in the

Railway Age Gazette of December 16.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The annual review number of the

Railroad Red Book, a monthly publication issued by the Denver
& Rio Grande, contains 103 original articles on agricultural,

mining and industrial subjects, prepared by a number of the

most prominent authorities in the West.

Building Materials.—F. W. Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass.,

has published a 25-page booklet on the Bird Neponset products

for building purposes, describing these products and their method
of manufacture. Photographs of the most prominent buildings

in which these products are used are included.

Pile Drivers.—The Browning Engineering Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, has published a catalog on Browning pile drivers.

These machines consist of self-propelling cars, carrying pile

drivers for driving piles at various angles and in any position,

either close to the car or up to about 30 ft. from it. The cata-

log is illustrated and the descriptions are clear and concise.

The Southern Raikvay.—This company has published separate

booklets on Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia and North Carolina.

Tl'.ese illustrated and comprehensive little booklets should prove

a valuable source of information to prospective home seek-

ers, manufacturers and investors in those states. Detailed

descriptions are included of the growth and development, the

climate and soil, the agricultural and mining resources, the many
industries and their centers. All this information could only have
been compiled after an enormous amount of labor ; the publishers

should be well satisfied with the result.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Brawley, Cal.—The Southern Pacific is enlarging its freight

house at Brawley.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Negotiations are pending with the Erie Rail-

road for the elimination of grade crossings in Buffalo at eleven

street crossings. The improvements proposed are to be made on
the Erie from Walden avenue in the east end of the city, north-

west to Military Road. At five of the crossings, from Delavan
avenue to Delaware avenue, inclusive, except Main street,

negotiations will be taken up for similar work on the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western, which parallels the Erie tracks. From
a point near Walden avenue to north of Delavan avenue, the

Erie tracks are to be raised from 9 ft. to 13 ft. on 1.5 miles, then

depressed for about two miles to a point west of Main street,

the maximum depression being 32 ft. through a rock cut, re-

ducing the grade from 1.33 to 0.3 per cent. From a point east

of Colvin street, westerly 3.5 miles, the tracks will be raised a

maximum of about 8 ft. ; at Military Road similar work is also

planned to be carried out on the New York Central.

Charleston, S. C.—The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio has made
application to the Harbor Commission, it is said, for a permit to

erect coal piers on the company's property at Cooper River.

Council Bluffs, Iowa.—The Union Pacific will begin work at

once on its new shops to replace the old ones in the transfer

yards. The new building will be 100 ft. x 30 ft., and will in-

clude carpenter and lathe shops.

Fairmont, W. Va.—The Baltimore & Ohio has asked the

War Department for permission to build the double-track bridge

over the Monongahela river at Gaston Junction, near Fairmont.

It is expected that the work will be started soon.

Harrisburg, Pa.—An ordinance has been presented to the

city council of Harrisburg authorizing the construction of ;>

steel bridge over the Philadelphia & Reading tracks at 13th

street. The question of building a bridge at this place has been

under consideration for a long time.

High Bridge, Ky.—The work of replacing the Queen &
Crescent bridge over the gorge of the Kentucky river at High
Bridge, with a structure 31 feet higher, on the same foundations

as the old bridge, and without interfering with trafiic, is nearing

completion. This bridge is one of the highest railway bridges in

the world. The increased height of the new bridge will give

a much better grade at this point and its great strength will

allow the use of heavier locomotives. The new bridge is to carry

double tracks, and like the old bridge, was erected on the canti-

lever principle. It is of steel throughout on stone piers, 1,230 ft.

long, with the track level 308 ft. above low water mark. About
6,900 tons of steel have been put in place, leaving some 142 tons

yet to be placed, the greater part of which cannot be put in its

permanent position until after the removal of the old bridge. The
principal work remaining to be done consists of riveting. It is

expected that riveting will be completed by March 1. The new
approaches, consisting largely of high embankments on either

side of the bridge, made necessary by the increased height of
the structure, are about completed.

Hutchinson, Kan.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has
prepared plans for extensive yards and a new repair shop and
round house. It is expected that work will begin early in the

spring.

Laramie, Wyo.—The Union Pacific has begun work on a 30-

stall roundhouse to be built at an estimated cost of $450,000.

Los Angeies, Cal.—The Los Angeles Pacific is planning to

construct a subway through Los Angeles for its Venice and
Santa Monica lints. The estimated cost of the improvement is

$10,000,000.

Marquette, Mich.—The Lake Superior & Ishpeming is to

erect, this spring, a large, iron ore dock, at Marquette. It will

be of reinforced concrete, 1,200 ft. long, 54 ft. wide, and 75

ft. high. Its capacity will be 200 pockets, with an aggregate

storage of 47,000 tons. Groups of six spouts each, for loading

into vessels, will be operated by electric motor. The cost of the

dock will be $1,200,000.

Matamoros, Mex.—Plans have been made by the National

Railways of Mexico, it is said, for putting up new passenger

stations at Matamoros and at Nuevo Laredo ; also for replacing

a number of the existing bridges on the San Luis Potosi—
Tampico division, with steel structures. Work is now under

way on the bridge over the Rio Grande between Nuevo Laredo

and Laredo, Texas. The new bridge is being built to carry

heavier rolling stock than the present structure.

Nelson, III.—According to local press reports, the Chicago

& North Western has applied for a government permit to bridge

the Illinois river.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Canadian Northern has completed ar-

rangements for a terminal in the city of Ottawa, it is said. At

present the Canadian Northern terminal is on the outskirts of

the city.

Peoria, III.—The Peoria & Pekin Union has completed plans

for enlarging its East Peoria yards by the laying of 33 miles

of track. Eighty-pound steel will be used.

Port Arthur, Texas.—The Southern Pacific has announced

that it will build a $20,000 passenger station m the near future.

Portland, Me.—The Portland Union Station Company has

asked permission to increase its capital stock and to secure prop-

erty by the right of eminent domain, for increasing its terminal

facilities in Portland.

Racine, Wis.—The power house and terminals at Racine,

Wis., of the Milwaukee Light, Heat & Traction Company,

Milwaukee, are being enlarged under the direction of Charles J.

Davidson, Milwaukee, chief engineer. Two 12S-k.w. low pres-

sure units, made by the General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y., and one 1,500-h.p. turbine and equipment from the

Union Electric Light & Power Company, St. Louis, Mo., are

being installed.

San Diego, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has been

given a permit to build a new warehouse on its wharf at

San Diego.

San Luis Potosi, Mex.—The National Railways of Mexico is

building an addition to the combined freight and passenger sta-

tion, also making additions to its shops at San Luis Potosi. The

company has under consideration the question of putting up a

new storehouse.

Terrell, Texas.—The Texas & Pacific has ordered material

for a new freight house to replace the one recently burned. Con-

struction work will begin in February, and it is hoped to have

the building ready for service by June.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Missouri Pacific is said to be in the market for 75 loco-

motives.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville is taking prices for

three Pacific and seven consolidation locomotives.

E. F. & G. E. Fauquier, Ottawa, Ont., have ordered two ten-

wheel freight locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive Works,
Ltd. The cylinders of these locomotives will be 18 in. x 24 in.

The diameter of the driving wheels will be 50 in., and the total

weight will be 109,000 lbs.

Cavacchi & Pagano, Baker Lake, New Brunswick, have or-

dered one ten-wheel freight locomotive from the Montreal Loco-
motive Works, Ltd. The cylinders will be 18 in. x 24 in. The
diameter of the driving wheels will be 50 in., and the total

weight will be 109,000 lbs.

O'Brien, Fowler & McDougal, Ottawa, Ont., have ordered

seven mogul locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive Works,
Ltd. The cylinders of these locomotives will be 19 in. x 26 in.,

the diameter of the driving wheels will be 50 in., and the total

weight will be 130,000 lbs.

O'Brien-McDougal & O'Gorman, Ottawa, Ont., have ordered

two mogul locomotives and three ten-wheel freight locomotives

from the Montreal Locomotive Works, Ltd. The cylinders of

the mogul locomotives will be 19 in. x 26 in., the diameter of

the driving wheels will be SO in. and the total weight will be

130,000 lbs. The cylinders of the ten-wheel locomotives will be

18 in. X 24 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be SO

in. and the total weight will be 109,000 lbs.

The Harriman Lines, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of December 30 as intending to build 196 locomotives, have defi-

nitely placed this order with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The order will include 101 mikado freight locomotives, 10

mikado passenger locomotives, 8 consolidation locomotives, 12

consolidation Mallets, 12 mogul Mallets, 6 ten-wheel locomotives,

2 Pacific type locomotives, 5 American locomotives and 40 six-

wheel switching locomotives. Some of the mikado locomotives

will burn lignite fuel as described in the Railway Age Gazette

of January 27, pages 150 and 167.

CAR BUILDING.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 100 Rodger ballast

cars.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle is in the market for 25 all

wood passenger cars.

Boston & Maine has ordered 12 passenger cars from the

Laconia Car Company.

The Berwind Lumber Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is in the mar-

ket for 10 40-ton flat cars.

The Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company has ordered

four chair cars. This item is not confirmed.

The Kanawha & Michigan is said to be in the market for

passenger and baggage cars. This item is not confirmed.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has ordered 14

sleeping cars from the Barney & Smith Car Company.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie has ordered

35 caboose cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The National Railways of Mexico have ordered 200 flat cars

and 100 tank cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie is said to be

in the market for passenger equipment. This item is not con-

firmed.

The Hawley Lines, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of

October 28 as being in the market for 8,000 freight cars, have

withdrawn their inquiries for this equipment.

'The Argentine Government has ordered 29 baggage cars from
the American Car & I'oundry Company. This is a part of the

recent large order for cars placed by the Argentine government.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of December 21 as in the market for 200 flat cars, has ordered

this equipment from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Chilean Government is taking bids on 20 box cars, 20
coal cars, 20 flat cars, 3 powder cars, 25 metal cars, 3 first-class

coaches, 3 second-class coaches and 3 baggage cars. Bids will

be opened March 25 in the ofiice of the Direcion General de

Obras Publicas, Santiago, Chile.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is in the market for

18,000 tons of rails.

The Norfolk & Western has ordered 12,000 tons of steel from
the American Bridge Company.

The Northern Electric has ordered 1,300 tons of bridge steel

from the American Bridge Company.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 10,000 tons

of rails from the Illinois Steel Company.

'The Lake Superior & Ishpeming has ordered 5,900 tons of

structural steel for an ore dock from the Wisconsin Bridge

Company.

The St. Louis & San Francisco has ordered 1,000 tons of

bridge steel for a draw span at Pocahontas, Ark., from the Amer-
ican Bridge Company.

The Isthman Canal Commission will receive bids until March
24 for miscellaneous supplies, including steel cross ties, bolts

and nuts, tie clips, rail bonds, steel conductor rails, frogs,

switches, etc.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 30,000 tons

of rails as follows : 10,000 tons from the Illinois Steel Com-
pany, 10,000 from the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, and

10,000 from the Lackawanna Steel Company.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 5,000 tons of

bridge steel, divided as follows : 2,000 tons from the Pennsyl-

vania Steel Company; 2,000 tons from the McClintic-Marshall

Construction Company, and 1,000 tons from the American Bridge

Company.

The New York Central Lines have ordered 41,500 tons of

titanium bessemer rails for 1911, and have specified the use of

1 per cent, of the 10 per cent, titanium alloy (or equivalent ti-

tanium) which will therefore require more than 400 tons of the

10 per cent, alloy. The strength of the titanium content may be

increased to 15 per cent., thus requiring a proportionately smaller

quantity of alloy.

General Conditions in Steel.—The improvement in the steel

industry since the first of January has been very encouraging,

but whether this improvement is permanent or temporary re-

mains to be seen. Orders booked by the United States Steel

Corporation during January were more than a third -larger than

those of either December or November, and the percentage of

operations has considerably increased.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

Final plans have been accepted for the extension of a branch

of the Central of Brazil Railway, connecting G. Portella with

Vassouras on the Spaucahy Railway; also a short line to Itacu-

russa: A central branch to Monte Claros, 37 miles long- will

be built at a cost of $800,000, and 21 miles of main line north

from Lafayette will be changed to broad gage.

The construction of the railway line from Dean Funes, Ar-

gentina, to Laguna Paiva, a distance of 250 miles, was com-

pleted last October. This new line is of considerable importance

to the development of many agricultural regions, as it extends

from the coast of Santa Fe Province to Dean Funes, a town on

the northernmost section of the Province of Cordoba.
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Frankfort Furnaces for Natural Gas or Oil Fuel.

The Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

has issued a catalog describing oil and gas furnaces whicli it

has developed for a variety of purposes. Several of these which
are specially designed for use in railway shops are here illus-

trated.

The No. 110 Frankfort rivet furnace has four ovens, each

oven being entirely separate from the others and having its

own burners and hopper. The rivets pass down an incline from
the hopper to the oven so that the surplus heat may be utilized

to preheat them. The control of the temperature is such tliat

with reasonable attention to the air and gas valves over-heating

may be prevented. The good combustion in the combustion
chamber reduces scale or oxidation of the rivet. For natural

gas there are three burners to each oven. The ovens are 20

in. wide by 24 in. deep by 15 in. high, with an entrance 20 in.

by 7 in.; the floor space for the whole furnace is 65 in. by 135 in.

No. 5A—Frankfort Furnace.

The No. 38 Frankfort forging furnace was designed for high

temperatures and continuous service. The arch is made in

sections, and any section may be replaced while the furnace

is in full operation ; the old arch clamp is refilled with brick at

some convenient time. The walls of iron, mineral wool and
brick reduce the heat radiation, all surplus heat being ventc'I

through ports in the roof. The front is equipped with a watci

shield which allows the workman to stand close to the entrance.

When so ordered the furnace may be built with an air pipe

which runs along the bottom of the entrance and drives the

heat up behind the water shield. The oven floor slants to the

center and all slag drains oflf through a hole in the back. The
illustration shows the H. W. S. oil burner in which the oil is

atomized by steam, which is superheated in the furnace walls.

With slight changes in the burner the oil can be atomized by

compressed air or air at 1 lb. per sq. in. The burner is large

No. 38—Frankfort Forging Furnace.

enough to heat the furnace in a short time. The oven is 24

in. wide by 12 in. deep by 18 in. high, the entrance 18 in. wide
by 4 in. high, and the floor space 46 in. by 61 in. The No. 38

is an efficient furnace and will heat the material quickly and
evenly.

The 5A Frankfort combination furnace is equipped for oil

fuel, and is designed for tool room work, but may be used for

a variety of purposes, such as annealing, case-hardening, tem-

pering and dressing tools, and melting babbitt or other soft

metals. It is adaptable for general use in the shop or factory,

and although it has sufficient capacity for large work, the small-

est article may be treated with economy and thoroughness. The
furnace heats quickly and maintains its temperature with pre-

cision. A high or low temperature may be secured, which

makes it valuable for treating high-speed steel. Owing to its

unique construction, the furnace is free from oxidizing gases

and direct contact with the flame is avoided. Combustion takes

place under the heating oven, and a clean intense heat enters

No. 110—Frankfort Rivet Furnace.
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(he working cli;mil)fr or oven. 'I lie two ovens ami inrltiiiK

pot.s arc served hy separate burners, working independently of

eacli otlur. Tlie small oven is intended for dressing tools and

treating small articles made from high speed steel, such as cnt

ters, dies, taps, reamers, milling tools, drills, etc. The pot will

hold about 7S lbs. of lead or babbitt and any desired tempera-

ture may be secured. The blower is mounted on brackets in

the rear, wliich ecouomi/es in space. The principal dimensions

arc: entrance, large, 14 in. by 8 in.; heating chamber, 18 in.

wide by 18 in. Itmg b.\ 1 i in. liigii ; entrance, small, 4>{. in. l)y 3 in.

;

heating chamber. 4 in. wide by () in. long by 3]/, in. high. Tlie

liii.il luii^ht to tlu' lop of fnrnacc is 48 in.; ;md the floor spain-

is ()_' ill. Iiy .^3 ill. Tile large oven has live natural gas burners

or cue oil Iniriur, ;ind the small oven, one oil nv natur;il gas

burner.

Detroit Fenestra Window Sash.

One of the conspicuous improvements in shop and factory

building construction in recent years is the use of solid steel

Fenestra window sash. These solid steel sash are made of

rolled sections; both the horizontal and vertical members are of

the same shape and area, except the frame bars, which are of a

molded channel section. The muntins are connected at their

intersection by the Fenestra joint, on which the efficiency depends.

.\ small cross slot is made in the vertical bar, just wide enough

The Fenestra Joint.

to allow the flange of the horizontal bar to pass through. The
molded portion is then pressed out so as to fold closely around

the corresponding part of the horizontal bar. The joint is so

arranged that less than 20 per cent, of the material is removed
and still the bars are locked. This constitutes its chief ad-

vantage over mitre joints, where at least 50 per cent, of the

material is removed, with consequent weakening of the sash. A

Interior View of a Shop Equipped With Fenestra Window Sash.

detail illustrating how the Fenestra joint is made and locked is

shown herewith. A special connection is employed as a pro-

tection against corrosion at the wall; but no frames proper, sash

weights, or heavy mullions are used. As the mullion bars are

only 3-16 in. thick, there is very little obstruction to the light.

The standard sizes of sash are for 10 in. by 16 in. or 12 in. by

18 in. glass, and they are made up in various multiples of these
sizes, both as to height and width.

One of the first large installations of F'enestra windows in

railway shops was in that of the New York Central at West
Albany, N. Y. More recent installations are in the new shops of

the Duluth, Missabe & Northern at Proctor, Minn.; in th.:

Mis.souri, Kansas & Texas freight station at St. Louis, Mo.;
in the shops of the St. Louis Southwestern at Tyler, Tex.; in

some of the later roundhouses built by the I'ennsylvania Rail-

Exterior View of a Shop Equipped with Fenestra Window Sash.

road ; in the new power house at the Chicago & North Western
station, and in the large additions to the shops of the same
company at Forty-fifth avenue. Illustrations of the interior

and exterior of these shops are here given ; it will be seen

that Fenestra sash is used not only in the side walls but also

in the saw-tooth roof, providing specially good illumination.

The American rights for the manufacture of this type of

window are owned by the Detroit Steel Products Company,
Detroit, Mich., and they have built a large factory at that

place for its manufacture.

Jessop's Ark High Speed Tool Steel.

High speed steel since its introduction has revolutionized

methods of shop operation and machine design. The steel which
can endure longest under stress of deep cuts, coarse feeds and

high speeds—^the elements governing maximum output—is the

steel that will be sought for high speed work. The question

of endurance is most vital, especially when it concerns a forming

tool or milling cutter, the contour of which must be preserved

;

the cost of material while often expensive, is of secondary im-

portance when compared with the cost of labor on the finished

tools. In all cases the value of tool steel as a factor in reducing

shop expense, will be -found in the time it remains in service

without going to the tool dresser or grinder.

Jessop's Ark high speed steel is one that has proved its value

for lathe tools, planer tools, boring tools, drilling, milling cut-

ters, solid reamers, inserted teeth for milling cutters, threading

dies, blanking and cutting dies, forming tools, planer knives for

wood tools, inserted tooth saws, and other purposes in high speed

work. In railway shops, where hard steel tires are a difficult

proposition to cope with, whether driving wheels or car wheels,

Jessop's Ark high speed steel has established a record on a

modern high powered electrically driven wheel lathe, of making

cuts ^ in. deep (1 in. reduction), with ^ in. feed at a speed of

17 ft. per min. The least number of tires turned under the

above conditions was thirteen, with one grinding of the tool.

Good results have also recently been attained in car wheel work

by turning 50 wheels with one grinding of the tools. These

wheels were 32 in. in diameter and very hard. The speed was

13 ft. per min., the cut .>^ in. deep or % in. reduction, and a

feed of 3/16 in. Its efficiency on chrome-nickel and treated

nickel steels, makes Jessop's Ark high speed steel an expense

reducer in any plant. Wm. Jessop & Sons were established in

Sheffield, England, in 1774, and have always kept to the fore-

front in point of progress. The headquarters of this company

in this country is at 91 John street. New York.
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(~\^ February 1 E. T. Howson became a member of the edi-

^^ torial staff of the Railway Age Gazette, with direct super-

vision over the maintenance of way department. Mr. Howson
comes to us from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, where he

has been engaged in engineering work for about five years. He
received his engineering education at the University of Wisconsin,

and while a student there was editor of the Wisconsin Engineer,

which is published by the students in the engineering college.

He graduated in 1906 and was assistant engineer on reconstruc-

tion on the Burlington in southern Illinois for a year. He was
then in maintenance work in both office and field for two years.

His last service with the Burlington was as division engineer of

the La Crosse division in charge of important terminal and double

track work as well as maintenance of way. He will make his

headquarters at our Chicago office.

'T'HE writer of the articles on The Mistakes of the Efficiency

• Men, who is so severely criticised in a communication in

this issue, was engaged to prepare the series of articles not be-

cause he was opposed to the principles of scientific management,
for he is not, but because of his intimate practical contact with

efficiency engineers and also his previous extensive experience in

effecting economies in railway service. He has no intention of

quarreling with the correctness of the principles of efficiency.

He believes in them and his criticisms of the efficiency engineer,

which are based on actual experience, must therefore carry all

the more weight. A few managers of industrial plants have
realized the force of the principles of scientific management and
have retained efficiency engineers, sometimes with splendid re-

sults when the work was carried on under the supervision of a

good, practical manager, but often with poor results when a

close check was not kept on the engineer. In some instances the

efficiency engineer has had untrained and inexperienced young
men as his staff. Probably he realized more fully than anybody
else the handicap he was laboring under, but where could he

find the right kind of men to do this work? They must be

carefully trained and developed, and it takes time to do this.

The practical shop demonstrator or foreman with a plentiful

supply of common sense is far more apt to make a correct

schedule than most of these inexperienced young men, and,

after all, the most important factor in making schedules for

railway repair work is common sense and good judgment. There
is a great difference between such work and the manufacturing

of new material, even though the underlying principles govern-

ing their performance are the same. The bonus system may ac-

complish good results ; so does piecework when properly handled.

One of the most efficient railway shops in this country is oper-

ated on the day work plan. The main thing is to have a system

such that the management will know exactly what a fair day's

work should be and that the men will be given an incentive in

some form or other to put forth their best efforts as concerns both

quality and quantity of output. If these things are accomplished

the method of payment is immaterial. Conditions at one shop

may demand one system, while those at another may require a

radically different treatment. The prominence which has been

given the subject of scientific management means much to the

railways, not because it has focused attention on the efficiency

engineers who have formulated its principles, but because of the

effect which must result from a realization of its possibilities on

the part of the army of railway officers and foremen who are

studying it. It is, however, important that they profit by the

mistakes of the efficiency engineers.

THE government accident bulletin which is reprinted in

this issue is the first one under the new law, which brings

all accidents into the quarterly records, including highway

crossing cases, trespassers, employees oft' duty, etc. The classi-

fication has been modified in some respects. For those classes

of accidents in which the public takes the most interest com-

parisons can be made the same as in the past, but in the final

totals comparison with former periods is practically out of the

question, for these, besides being greatly increased by the addi-

tion of the new classes mentioned, are also decreased by the

omission of "industrial accidents," which the commission has

decreed shall no longer be called railway accidents. In table

No. 1, however, the industrials are shown at the bottom, so

that after all the only important difference produced by their

exclusion is that the railways (as appears from the circular of in-

structions) are relieved from the duty of reporting their causes

and circumstances in detail. But the present record is ap-

palling, in whatever way one looks at it. The only reason that

we are not really appalled is that we have become hardened.

This, indeed, is largely inevitable, for no mind can bear the

burden of even one branch of the sorrows of 80 millions

of people. Moreover, the railways are not the only subjects

of reflections of this kind. The records of accidents in mines,

or at sea, furnish similar suggestions. The annual report of the

coroner of New York City, recently issued, contains a lot of

striking facts which will serve to modify quite materially the

views of anyone who thinks that the car of Juggernaut runs

only on standard gage railways. In the notes on causes of
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prominent train accidents this bulletin presents a notable list,

no less than six bad disasters having happened in the (piartcr

under review. The collision (No. 20) which occurred at

Durand, Mich., in August, is described quite fully; and the

facts, as here given, expose the mischievous character of tlic

official and unofficial comments, evidently ignorant or preju-

diced, which were so freely published in the Michigan news-

papers at the time of the coroner's investigation. Concerning

the other notable accidents the facts given in the bulletin add

little to what has been published already. These others, so far

as we can identify them are: Ignacio, California (August),

No. 22; Middlctown, Ohio (July), No. 24; Fort Wayne &
W. V. Electric (September), No. 25; Dellvale (Clayton), Kan.,

derailment No. 9; Analomink, Pa. (August), derailment No.

23. Perhaps the most interesting collision case is that num-
bered 3; disclosing a combination of three negligent telegraph-

ers and a controlled-nianual block-signal apparatus that was not

used.

SOME FACTS ABOUT MAIL PAY.

'
I 'HE committee on railway mail pay, Julius Kruttschnitt,

^ chairman, has made an interesting study of the complicated

and confusing subject with which it has to deal, and we give

in another column an abstract of a pamphlet which has been

issued showing some of the results. This is a real "report of

progress," for it has been difficult heretofore to get much defi-

nite useful information on this subject. But on the question of

how the railways' claims shall be impressed on the post-

master general or Congress there does not appear to have been

much progress. On this point the committee does not enlighten

us. The "small roads," which means those—not always ex-

tremely small in mileage—that carry a very small quantity of

mail, presented their case to the House post office committee

in a pamphlet last month, but we do not learn that there is any

hope of action by Congress at the present session.

The general situation is extremely illogical, and has been so

for years. Like the two cent charge for letters or the one cent

a pound for newspapers, the rate paid the railways is admittedly

based on the crudest possible averages. On letters weighing a

fourth of an ounce, or on a charge for disseminating knowl-

edge for the general public welfare, the injustice inseparable

from a crude basis is not burdensome, but an injustice which

mounts up to the value of thousands of ton miles, as this does

in the cases of many railways, cannot so easily be put aside as

negligible. Space for assorting letters is properly chargeable

for, as space, because it cannot be used to carry lading, and for

the government to pay for a 50 ft. car while compelling the rail-

way to furnish for nothing a 35 ft. car (where a longer one is

not needed) has no rational basis except on the theory that

might makes right. In their second request—for relief from

carrying the mail from stations to post offices—the railways

are illogical, for this burden bears just as heavily in proportion

on the large roads as on the smaller ones. But it is a condition,

not a theory, that confronts them ; and their position, we under-

stand, is that the smaller roads in many cases actually sustain

important losses on this service, while the larger roads, carry-

ing several times as much mail, can absorb the loss with more
show of reason. To ask that the prices for transportation be

readjusted as often as there is a material change in the quan-

tity of mail carried (third request) is so reasonable that the

point needs no argument.

So far as we can learn, the only answer that is made to the

railways' claim of unreasonableness in details, is that as a

whole, the railways receive more than they ought to receive.

Even so, there is no reason for continuing inequitable rates

when a basis which is equitable can be found. Two wrongs

do not make a right. It looks as though the postmaster general,

through successive administrations, had simply aimed to reduce

the railways' total compensation—which he looks upon as a

public spirited purpose—in any way that is possible and that is

technically within the law. Where a 60 ft. car makes a 3(X)-

mile run the department makes no bones of deciding that for a

])art of the run, say 50 or 100 miles, a length of only 50 ft. is

needed and only that length will be paid for ; a decision that

could be justified only on the assumption that it would be

economical to devide such a run and use for it two separate

cars. Such a narrow minded policy should be beneath the dig-

nity of a department of the government. If the railways are

being paid too much the fair way to reduce the prices is to vote

a reduction openly in Congress.

But there is no evidence, after all, that the railways receive

too much. It must be that some roads make a good profit on

mail carrying, for we see them every now and then racing with

each other to see which can find most favor with the post office

department ; but taking the railway system of the country as a

whole, the committee shows that the railways receive for the

mails less per linear foot of car space than is received for

passengers ; and no reasonable person has ever claimed that the

passenger service is excessively profitable. On the contrary, it

is conducted at a loss on many thousands of miles of road, and

its continuance is justified only on the ground that the public

must have the service and is able to reimburse the railways,

wholly or partly, by furnishing loads for freight trains. A few

roads in thickly settled districts have made money on passengers,

and it is true that in some cases a reduction of fares has in-

creased the net receipts; but the fact remains that almost

everywhere the freight service has to bear a part of the cost of

maintaining the passenger service. There is no good reason why
this burden should be increased for the benefit of the mail

service. Each service should bear its own burdens, as nearly as

practicable.

Unless the facts which are set forth by this committee can be

impeached it would appear that the railways have made out a

pretty good case.

THE LOCOMOTIVE BOILER INSPECTION LEGISLATION.

""PHE federal locomotive boiler inspection bill, which passed
* the Senate on January 10 and the house on February 7,

is very different from the earlier measures introduced in Con-

gress dealing with this subject. For example, Bill H. R. 9786,

which was presented at the first session of the sixty-first Con-

gress, prescribed specifically various devices with which loco-

motive boilers must be equipped
;

provided that each should

withstand a hydrostatic test in the ratio of 150 lbs. to the square

inch to 100 lbs. to the square inch of the working steam power

allowed ; and made other detailed requirements regarding boiler

construction and operation. It provided that the secretary of

commerce and labor should, in such manner and under such

rules as might be prescribed by him, once in every three months,

at least, order a careful inspection of each boiler, and author-

ized any inspector who was not satisfied that a boiler was safe

to compel the locomotive to be taken out of service. In other

words, it arbitrarily fixed the standards, put the entire duty of

inspection in the first instance on the government, and left the

railway managers with almost no discretion to determine how
boilers should be constructed or equipped, or how or when they

should be inspected. Bill S. 6702, as it was originally introduced

at the second session of the sixty-first Congress, contained sub-

stantially similar, but very much more elaborate and detailed,

provisions, and its adoption would have required the employ-

ment by the government of 300 inspectors.

On the other hand, the bill which has now been passed by both

houses (S. 6707) does not prescribe in detail how boilers shall

be built and equipped, but merely forbids the railways to use

locomotives unless the boilers and the appurtenances thereof are

in proper condition and safe to operate, and unless they shall

be inspected from time to time in accordance with the provisions

of the act. Inspections are to be made by the railways according

to rules and instructions to be prepared in the first instance by

themselves, but which shall be subject to approval and modifi-
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cation by the Interstate Commerce Commission, which may it-

self prepare rules and instructions for any road that fails to

prepare and file them with the commission. There are to be ap-

pointed one chief inspector and two assistant chief inspectors,

and the country is to be divided into 50 districts, in each of

which there shall be one inspector who shall be in the classified

service and be appointed through the civil service commission.

The railways are required to file with the inspector of the dis-

trict in which a locomotive is operated a sworn report of each in-

spection and a sworn statement as to the repairs made of defects

disclosed by the inspection. A district inspector may order any

locomotive out of service if he finds its boiler or apparatus per-

taining thereto not in serviceable condition ; but the railway may
appeal at once from his order to the chief inspector and from

the chief inspector to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Pending the appeal the orders of the inspector must be obeyed.

In case of accident resulting from failure of a locomotive boiler

or its appurtenances causing serious injury or death, the railway

shall make a report to the chief inspector, the accident shall be

investigated by a government official, and the results of the in-

vestigation shall be made public in such manner as the Inter-

state Commerce Commission may deem proper.

It will be seen that this measure puts the responsibility, in

the first instance, for seeing that boilers are properly made
and inspected where it belongs—that is, on the railway. The
government will not attempt to supersede the railway manage-

ment in the performance of a duty properly belonging to the lat-

ter, but will merely exercise supervision to see that the railway

management performs its duty. Under any of the earlier bills

there would have been duplication of inspection, the function be-

ing performed by both the railways and the government. Uiider

the later measure there will be little or no more duplication than

is necessary if the government is to make sure that the railway

is complying with the requirements of the law. The results will

be better than would have been obtained by the enactment of

one of the earlier measures ; and the securmg of them probably

will cost both the government and the railways less.

That arbitrary and unwise legislation has been prevented and

that a fairly satisfactory law has been enacted are due mainly

to the fact that the railways, while vigorously opposing

the earlier bills, did not oppose all legislation on the subject,

as they often have done when measures for the regulation

of other matters were pending, but merely insisted that

any legislation that might be passed should be fair and wise,

and tendered the services of their experts to aid in drafting a

good bill. Representatives of the Special Committee on Relations

of Railway Operation to Legislation held several conferences with

representatives of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, the Order

of Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.

These conferences led to the various points of difiference between

the representatives of the employees and the representa-

tives of the railways being settled or compromised with the

result that the measure finally passed went to Congress with

the endorsement of H. E. Wills, the legislative agent of the

brotherlioods, and F. O. Melcher, the chairman of the Special

Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation.

Public men often have complained that when bills affecting

railways have been pending before state legislatures or Congress,

the roads have sent to appear before the committees to which

the measures were referred their legislative agents, usually at-

torneys, who had no authority to suggest any modifications in

them but could merely oppose them. It has been said that if the

rail\yays would send to the state and the national capitals re-

sponsible officers possessing practical knowledge of the matters

involved, and authority to say what modifications in the pro-

posed measures would be acceptable to the railways, fewer arbi-

trary and harmful measures would be passed. The experience

with the boiler inspection legislation shows that there has been

ground for these criticisms cf the policy often followed by the

railways. The same thing may be said of the results of the con-

ferences between representatives of the railways, representatives

of the employees, and the safety appliance inspectors of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission regarding recommendations to be

made for modifications of the standards prescribed by the com-

mission for safety appliances on new cars and for extensions

of the time within which the roads must put these appliances on

old equipment. In both cases the roads have gained by a policy

of firm but conciliatory negotiations more than in any case in

recent years they have gained by a policy of mere opposition.

NEW BOOKS.

Metal Statistics. 208 pages, 3J4 in. x 6 in. Cloth. American Metal
Market Co., New York.

The 1911 edition of this work contains a better selection of

statistical information relating to the metal and iron and steel

trades than any of the previous issues. The figures are pre-

sented in such a clear and concise form that it is very con-

venient for reference. The statistics cover the production, con-

sumption and price movements of all metal and iron and steel

products for a series of years. Unusual care has been taken to

include only such figures as have been proved reliable. The
iron and steel section has been entirely revised under the super-

vision of B. E. V. Luty, Pittsburgh, Pa., and several new
features of original character have been introduced, including

composite pig iron and composite finished steel. Among the

various copper statistics is a table showing the total production

of this metal from 1800 through 1910, which sets forth graphic-

ally the tremendous strides that have been made in this coun-

try within the last ten years particularly.

Self Taught Mechanical Drawing and Elementary Machine Design. By
F. L. Sylvester, M.E., with additions by Erik Oberg. 320 pages; 5 in.

X 7J^ in.; cloth. The Norman W. Henley Publishing Company, New
York. Price, $2.00.

In this elementary treatise the aim of the author has been to

adapt the work to the requirements of the practical mechanic

and young draftsman, and to present the subject in such a

simple manner that it may be easily studied without a teacher.

The first part contains simple lessons in mechanical drawing,

followed by easy lessons in mathematics, pertaining to the prob-

lems in machine design that are presented later. The last part

treats of strength of materials and the elements of machine de-

sign. The chief merit of the book is the consistent level main-

tained throughout. In none of the parts relating to mechanics,

mathematics or strength of materials is a technical education

necessary to understand the formulae presented, and the capacity

of the shop apprentice who has not had this advantage is con-

stantly kept in view. The book is likely to prove useful to many

young apprentices who are not technical graduates and have not

attended manual training schools.

Elements of Electricity for Technical Students. By W. H. Timbie, in-

structor in industrial electricity, Pratt Institute. 556 pages; S^ in. x

7M in.; cloth. John Wiley & Sons, New York. Price, $2.00.

The author has had an extensive teaching experience on this

subject and the book is based on lecture notes used for several

years in the classes of applied and industrial electricity at the

Pratt Institute of Brooklyn, N. Y. These notes have given good

results in preparing the students for more advanced study as

well as for practical work. The chief merits of the book are:

First, it contains an adequate amount of information concern-

ing electrical laws in shape for immediate use. Second, it ap-

plies the information to existing conditions and not to abstract

them. Third, it gives such a drill in practical problems that

an additional amount of profitable information is obtained, and

it develops in the student a capacity for applying what he has

learned, the large number of diagrams aiding materially in pro-

viding exact and clean-cut conceptions of the problems. Fourth,

the book presents only those facts and principles that the tech-

nical student needs to know, history and general theory being

omitted. The text is an adequate treatment of a few funda-
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mental ideas rather than a profuse treatment of many; yet it

constitutes a well-rounded course for the man who is to receive

no further electrical education. A knowledge of common school

arithmetic and the simplest algebra is required to study the book

satisfactorily. It is especially adapted for use in the short prac-

tical courses given in trade, industrial and technical high schools,

but at the same time would afford sufficient preparation for the

theory and practice of electricity as taught in colleges and

universities.

SJ^lIeri^ to th^ lEditon

NICKEL AND CHROME ALLOYS FOR CHILLED IRON CAR
WHEELS.

Pittsburgh, Pa., February 2, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

The best steel used for wearing surfaces in automobiles has

nickel and chrome in it, the nickel to give increased tensile

strength and toughness of surface, and the chrome to give

hardness of surface. The necessity of an alloy of some kind

for chilled car wheels is evident from the fact that all known
kinds of pig iron and scrap liave been used without success

in the endeavor to make an improved chilled iron car wheel.

Such makers as the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Norfolk

& Western would not be seeking a better car wheel mixture,

if the present mixtures were good enough.

Nickel and chrome are the least expensive and best known
alloys on the market. They are the only ones that meet the

difficulty of increased combined carbon in a remelted chilled

car wheel. This is the troublesome element in the present mix-

ture, and must be recognized and regulated if an improved
chilled car wheel is to be made. The chemical, mechanical and
service tests showing that these alloys will remedy all this

difficulty and enable chill wheel foundries to continue their

present foundry practice, and the railways to buy a reliable,

inexpensive car wheel, as they have heretofore been doing,

have all been made by the actual use of such wheels under

50-ton steel cars for nearly two years ; these cars run 60,000

miles in that time, or equal to seven years of ordinary freight

car mileage.

Two special mechanical tests have also been made with the

following results : Under hydraulic flange pressure the nickel-

ized car wheel gave way under 90,000 lbs. A standard chilled

iron car wheel flange gave way at 54,000 lbs., showing 66 per

cent, in favor of the nickelized wheel. Under the drop flange

test, introduced by the Lobdell Car Wheel Company, consisting

of a weight of 21 lbs. dropped 14 ft., the nickelized wheel

flange stood 2>7 blows, while standard chill wheels on the same

test block broke at an average of 12 blows, showing an ad-

vantage of over 300 per cent, in favor of the nickelized wheel.

It is believed that the ordinary chilled car wheel flange will not

stand 5 blows. These tests are of special interest when it is

remembered that the weak point in the ordinary chilled car

wheel is the flange. The rolled and forged steel wheels have

been introduced, notwithstanding their acknowledged deficiency

m wearing qualities and expensive re-turning, solely because

they are stronger in the flange than the ordinary chilled wheel.

The above tests show that the use of nickel removes this diffi-

culty, and that a stronger flange can be obtained at one-third

the cost of a steel wheel on the basis of cost per 1,000 miles.

This drop flange test, although it has -not yet been adopted by

the M. C. B. Association, will commend itself to all engineers

of tests. The action of the falling weight on the inside of the

flange gives a shock similar to that which the flange is sub-

jected to in service.

The tests described show 300 per cent, advantage in strength

of flange of the nickelized chilled car wheel over the ordinary

car wheel. The steel wheel makers claim an advantage in this

respect of 500 per cent., but if 300 per cent, is sufficient, as

proven by the use of the nickelized wheels on 50-ton steel cars

making a mileage of 60,000, why pay three times as much for

an unnecessary advantage? To give a humorous illustration,

suppose a man wanted his nose lengthened % in. and found

a surgeon that would do the job for $1,000. Would he be

likely to prefer a surgeon who told him that he would not

put on less than ^^ in., but would do it for $3,000. The patient

might object that the extra half inch was very unnecessary,

and very expensive.

Where the surface of the tread is made tougher by the addi-

tion of nickel and harder by the addition of chrome an

increase in mileage follows as a matter of course. From actual

results in the use of alloys, a guarantee of 80,000 to 90,000

miles can be given at an expense of one-third the steel wheel,

and 30 per cent, less than the cost of the present ordinary

chilled wheel on the basis of cost per 1,000 miles.

ROBERT C. TOTTEN.

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.

Port Chester, K. Y., February 5, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

It is inconceivable that the writer of The Mistakes of Effici-

ency Men, in your issue of February 3, page 230, could ever

have worked "with them," for he shows such a lamentable ignor-

ance of their fundamental principles. Ordinarily such writers

may be left to hang themselves, but as scientific management is

now on the tapis and is so imperfectly understood in many quar-

ters I feel impelled to criticise most, of the article. Will the

writer kindly give an instance which justifies his saying, "Failure

of many of their theories when brought to the test of practical

application"? The principles of scientific management are based

on trui.sms and must be as true in practice as in theory; when
failure occurs it will inevitably be found that it is caused by a

violation of principle and not through fault of principle.

For a writer who claims to have "worked with them" to ask

how the efficiency of a workman is arrived at, and then to go

on and give an entirely erroneous account of how it is done is

to say the least surprising. Cursory observation readily detects

lost time in any operation ; the operator stops to talk, to go on

an errand, to look for material, etc. It is easy to see that waste

motions are being made, that the speed is slow and to locate

innumerable causes that restrict output, so that when he says

:

"Time studies are made, often with the assistance of a stop

watch, by inexperienced men of little tact—students and others

equally incapable," he writes himself down as one wholly mis-

conceiving the situation. A trained observer, though he may
know little about the particular operation which he is observing,

can readily detect the wastes and keep account of them, the stop

watch being merely an assistance in fixing the time ; when this

is done it is only the beginning of the making of a schedule upon

which the efficiency shall be calculated. The fixing of that

schedule must be the work of a person expert in the particular

line in which the observation has been made and in which every

consideration is given to the conditions surrounding the

operation.

He also says that "men cannot be worked like machines," and

this is where efficiency engineers maintain a strong position.

Their object is not to increase the effort of the men, but on the

other hand to decrease it, mixing a little brain with it to pro-

duce a greater output. The operator who has to run after the

foreman for a job, for material, or for other things, has to work

harder to turn out a satisfactory day's work. It is the object

of the efficiency engineer to make the work easier for the opera-

tor. Take an actual illustration ; an observer noticed that a

machine was held up quite a time while two men laboriously

put into place a heavy roll of paper ; he studied out a plan where-

by a new roll was ready to drop into the place of the preceding
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one as soon as it was empty; this increased the output and di-

minished the effort of the employe. It is an inexcusable error

to maintain that efficiency engineers study to drive men to ex-

haustive effort; on the contrary they aim at assisting the men to

secure greater output with diminished effort.

The trouble with the present system lies almost wholly with

the management and not with the men; this is why scientific

management is so effective. One of the tenets of scientific man-

agement is "immediate, reliable and adequate records." These

are almost wholly lacking in railway service. Managers would

be astonished could they but know the true facts as to their

operations, but the reports, not records, which come to them do

not give them. Were such records available it would be found

that the estimates made by the efficiency engineers were much
too low.

Again the writer exhibits his ignorance when he says : "It

is not an unusual occurrence for superintendents and foremen

to be misled, by the evidence that John Brown and Tom Jones

have increased their output from 70 to 100 per cent, into think-

ink that such results may be expected of all the men in their

shop." If he had worked with efficiency engineers he should

know that often a man of exceptional ability, the uncommon
man, will attain an efficiency of 200 per cent, and keep it up

day in and day out. When it is said that a concern or any part

of it can be made 100 per cent, efficient, it means that the aver-

age of all the men will be that, or in other words, that the out-

put is equal to that which would be produced if every man
worked to an even 100 per cent, efficiency, a condition that

will probably never occur. There will always be men of high

and men of low efficiency. The fault with the present system is

that high and low get the same rewards, which is neither just

nor economical. The schedule always being made for the aver-

age man enables the uncommon man to realize much above the

100 per cent., and he should receive his reward in way of a

bonus.

It would be interesting if the writer would name any efficiency

engineer who ever contended that scientific management could

be had without cost. It is one of their cardinal principles that

to secure efficiency the cost of supervision must be increased and

that the efficient man should receive more money. But the writer

goes on to say that ultimately the men will beat the system

;

how this can be is past comprehension; if the operative delivers

the output he gets his reward. How he is to get the reward

without delivering the goods is not explained and would defy

explanation.

Again, it is said that railways are different from other estab-

lishments. This is the old, old story : "That plan is excellent

for so-and-so, but it would not work with me." All enterprises

are alike in their fundamentals and the same underlying prin-

ciples apply to all.

The writer refers to testimony taken before the Interstate

Commerce Commission as to costs on some roads, but no effici-

ency engineer of any standing would claim that those costs were

schedule costs. It might well be that roads with low costs were

as inefficient as those with high costs, the low cost being the re-

sult of exceptional favoring conditions. Only an exhaustive

study and trial can determine the schedule in any particular case,

for any particular road or any particular establishment.

The writer ends his article with these excellent sentences

:

"Successful railway operation is made up of a multiplicity of

steps each carefully planned and carried out; that the problem

is to control the parts in order that the whole may be controlled."

These sentences are the alpha and omega of scientific manage-

ment, but no one with a modicum of actual experience in con-

nection with railway operation will hold for a moment that those

steps are either planned or controlled. The methods in vogue

have grown up like "Topsy," without co-ordination between parts

and there is constant friction between departments and divisions.

Each road has its heredity, which controls its system ; each head

of departments has his idiosyncracies resulting from his environ-

ment and the experience of the American Railway Association is

sufficient proof that this heredity and environment are the most
serious obstacles to placing the railway business on a scientific

basis.

The writer says: "An efficiency engineer does not hesitate to

promise almost immediate results." This is rank slander of the

profession; perhaps the writer can name a single instance, but

it is greatly to be doubted. It is a fact, however, that in antici-

pation of the taking hold of an efficiency task the men brace

up and make a spurt to show that they are not so black as

painted, but lacking systematic management it is something that

cannot be continued.

As the real v/ork of the efficiency engineer does not begin until

he comes up against the "rutty" ways of the management, it

follows that no immediate permanent results can be looked for or

promised, and no one knows this better than the efficiency en-

gineer. I appeal for fair play and the discussion of this question

on fair grounds, with illustrative instances instead of a whole-

sale denouncement with misleading and erroneous statements

of fact. F. LINCOLN HUTCHINS.

THE CREDIT FOR THE ABOLITION OF SECRET
REBATES.

January 31, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In your issue of January 27 you quote ex-President Roosevelt

on Paul Morton's death

:

"To him, more than any one man, we owed the information that enabled
the government definitely to break up the practice of giving rebates by the
railways, and this service was one which he alone among the railway men
was willing, at no small cost to himself, to render to the public; and for
it he is entitled to the grateful remembrance of all men who deem it of
prime importance to see the law justly and rightly enforced."

As you say "these statements of Mr. Roosevelt are character-

istically exaggerated." They are more; they depict Mr. Morton

in the role of a common informer, which certainly he never was.

Railway men have gone to jail rather than take up that position.

But, further, Mr. Morton, deserving as he was, deserves no

credit for bringing about the cessation of rebating.

The Interstate Commerce Commission was organized in 1887.

For twelve years they made no earnest effort to abolish rebating,

and the reason is plain—the commercial community, the railway

traffic men, and apparently the commission itself, credited the

growth of business, the stimulation of enterprise and the equi-

librium of industrial conditions to the universal and ancient

practice of rebating. The application of the wholesale principle

and the handling of the railway as primarily a concern of its

stockholders, worked out in practices analogous to and consid-

ered to be as legitimate as protective tariffs, bounties, land

grants, exemptions from taxation, and other well-known forms

of encouraging industry.

Into this situation entered A. J. Cassatt when he returned to

the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1899 as its president.

With the great resources at his command, interests sufficient to

give a voice in the management were purchased in the Baltimore

& Ohio, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk & Western.

The co-operation of the New York Central Lines was secured.

It was then announced that rebates would no longer be accorded

to any shipper, no matter how important. The results were at-

tained through peaceful methods, and were beneficial not only

to the transportation companies but to the industrial and com-

mercial interests.

To prevent the resort to secret discrimination, even during a

period of commercial depression, the railways concerned in the

movement were largely instrumental in formulating and urging

the enactment of the Elkins laws, in 1903.

It is easy to be wise after the event, and it is not surprising

that the ass appears as the claimant of the lion's skin. The plain

truth is that Mr. Roosevelt's discoveries in the matter of rebates

were about as novel as his discovery of the ten commandments.
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CUMBERLAND-CONNELLSVILLE CONNECTION OF THE
WESTERN MARYLAND.

BY GEORGE L. FOWLER.

Associate Editor, Railway Age Gazette.

The reasons for the construction of the connecting link between

Cumberland, Md., and Connellsville, Pa., for the Western Mary-

land having been found to be sufficient to warrant undertaking

the work, it remained to solve the engineering problems presented,

along the lines of modern railway construction and operation.

In accordance with these, economy of operation is the matter

of prime importance and, in order that the greatest possible ad-

vantages may be obtained, the cost of survey, location and con-

struction, must necessarily rise far above what would have been

considered permissible a few years ago, even through so rough a

country as that in which this new line is located. The first prob-

lem, therefore, in this work was to secure a line of as low a

grade as possible, especially in the matter of grades adverse to

the eastbound or heavy traffic. This was to be done on what is

mountain work for the whole distance. As measured on the map

the air line distance from Cumberland to Connellsville is about

50 miles. Between them lie the Allegheny mountains. The

general statement may be made that this range of mountains

rises gradually from the West until it reaches an average sum-

mit level which is that of a large rolling tableland, and that, then,

there is a rapid drop on the eastern slope which is quite abrupt

and presents a rather steep face for its whole length, extending

down through Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia. The re-

sult of this general configuation of the mountains is that, on all

railway lines crossing them, the adverse eastbound grades are

much lighter than the westbound. In other words, the rails

ascend from the West by a long, comparatively low grade, and

then, the summit being passed, drop down on the eastern slope

at a rather rapid rate. This grade is comparative only, for in

every case there are points where it is found to be necessary to

install a pusher service. Of course the lower this grade the

lower the cost of operation.

The progress in the art of railway construction has been such

that locations are now adopted that would have been out of the

question a few years ago. Hence, when the location of the con-

nection of the Western Maryland was under consideration, the

point that was pushed to the front was to obtain the lowest pos-

sible ruling grade against eastbound traffic over the Allegheny

mountains. Up to that time the grades for the several roads

that make the passage are for the Pennsylvania 79 ft. per mile;

Baltimore & Ohio, 53 to 63 ft. per mile ; Chesapeake & Ohio, 30 ft.

per mile; Norfolk & Western, 53 ft. per mile. In the case of

the Western Maryland the location adopted has maximum grades

of 42 ft. per mile, compensation being made for curvature. These

occur at two points and have a length of about ten miles at each

place, though the pusher service will be longer, as they are

flanked at each end by grades 30 ft. or more. In fact, judging

from the profile it would appear that the pusher service might

well extend from Harnedsville to the summit, a distance of about

35 miles. On the east slope, or against the westbound traffic the

grades run from 61 ft. to 92 ft. to the mile, or from 1.15 to 1.74

per cent, and over a distance of about 22.5 miles. This grade

starts one mile west of Cumberland, and is persistently heavy

until the summit of the mountains is reached, and the whole

crossing of the range proper is accomplished in something less

than 40 miles, though the eastbound climbing starts well west

of this point at Connellsville.

A proper appreciation of this location can only be obtained by

a careful consideration of the topography of the country. The

map showing the alignment will indicate at once that it was rough

and cut with numerous minor ridges around or through which

the road had to be carried. For example, the air line distance

from Cumberland to the summit cut is 9 miles; by the selected

route it is about 23.5 miles. In spite of the steep grades and the

oxbows in the line, the country is not as rugged as it is on the
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west slope of the mountain, where the line follows the winding

water courses. The country is an open farming land, rich and

well cultivated, easy to work as far as the actual removal of

material is concerned, but involving some heavy work. In fact

this condition obtains from the very start at Cumberland, where

at the Narrows, the road lays in the face of a bluff that had to

be blown away in order to make a shelf on which to place it.

On this east slope of the mountains the rock formations are,

for the most part, of sandstone and shale which have been dis-

torted by terrestrial upheavals until the strata are frequently

vertical, and as the work is followed these strata will be found

at almost every possible angle. At Cumberland Narrows, where

the work begins, the formation is not hard but resembles that

found along the Norfolk & Western in West Virginia. It is not,

however, a difficult rock to work. Towards the west the rocks

become harder, especially the sandstone, until on the west slope

of the mountains, there are stones of this character that are ex-

ceedingly hard, even upon the surface, where they have been ex-

posed to the action of the water and the elements. This is espe-

cially noticeable in the tunnel work. Like most of the rocks

south of the Pennsylvania or New York lines, the surface is

disintegrated to varying depths and has become seamy and

ample, where two large bridges over the Youghiogheny are to be

built, requiring in their piers and abutments about 13,450 cu. yds.

of concrete, the stone has been obtained by blasting out the rock

forming the bed of the river, and similarly easy conditions pre-

vail all along the line. Again, while the rock is hard and will

probably be self-sustaining through a greater part of the tunnel

work, where it has been subjected to atmospheric action, it is

somewhat disintegrated so that it is easily shot and then handled

with a steam shovel in cuts. The practice in this particular, is,

even where no rock is encountered, to drill holes from 12 ft. to

16 ft. in depth and shoot them with dynamite, which so shatters

the rock and soil that the steam shovel can easily handle the

loosened material.

The method of cut excavation is the usual one of starting the

shovel in on a level of from 14 ft. to 20 ft. below the highest

point in the profile, cutting out to the slope stakes, then drop-

ping down to a correspondingly lower level and repeating the

process until the grade line is reached. In the meantime the

earth is drilled for shooting where it is necessary, with a light

well-drilling equipment, and the material is carried to the dump
in contractor's cars hauled by light locomotives. For the fills,

the usual temporary trestle is used, and in a few instances this
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unreliable, but contrary to the conditions found further south

the rock along this line becomes very hard at comparatively

shallow depths. For the most part this hard rock is a red

sandstone. Occasionally it is flanked by a hard gray sand-

stone, which sometimes requires timbering, but which often

stands alone and will need no support, though it is the in-

tention to insure all of the tunnels against a cave-in by lining

with concrete. These sandstones are those associated with

the coal measures and usually lying below the latter. Associated

with them, too, all along the line, is a formation whch is popu-

larly called a fire clay by the contractors, because it contains a

greater or less percentage of that substance. As a matter of

fact it is a sort of conglomerate, containing some sand and lime-

stones and shale, and having the physical characteristics of the

latter more fully developed than that of any of its other in-

gredients. This fireclay formation is worthless for manufac-
turing purposes, though as noted elsewhere, a great deal of this

material of a high grade is found along the line, that is used in

the making of first-class brick.

This peculiarity of the rocks to remain hard below the surface

and even on it at many points has been of great economic value

in the execution of the work, since it has enabled the contractor

to obtain a hard stone suitable for concrete work immediately

on the ground in almost every instance. At Ohiopyle, for ex-

is carried up to a considerable height, 80 ft. in one case. Owing

to the rough contour of the ground, these material lines fre-

quently require considerable grading for their location, and in

the deep Allegheny cut at the summit, a series of switchbacks

have been put in in order to get down to grade. Here the

amount of material to be removed is about 144,000 cu. yds.

At first it was the intention to build a tunnel at this point, but it

was afterwards decided, owing to the character of the ground

and cover, to make a cut through the summit at a depth of

about 80 ft.

A few points in the profile of the line between Cumberland

and the summit are selected for illustration in order to show

the general character of the work. In this the hatched sections

represent the work to be done. The double cross hatching and

dotted lines, that completed on December 1, 1910. As usual in

such cases, an effort has been made, which is usually success-

ful, to have the cuts and fills balance within the limits of the

free haul of 1,000 ft. Some of the work is exceptionally heavy

as between stations 650 to 660 where there is a Ifill of 129,100

cu. yds., and a cut of 111,300 cu. yds. At station 585 again there

is a fill of 126,200 cu. yds., while the heaviest cut on the east

slope, known as the Tit cut, contains 182,240 cu. yds., and just

west of it at station 775 there is a fill of 145,725 cu. yds., which has

a depth over the base of its culvert of 101 ft. All along the line
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there arc cuts whose contents range from 30,000 to 60,000 cu. yds.,

and a reproduction of the profile would be merely a multiple

repetition of just such work.

With a location such as that outlined, and the work being

pushed with an almost feverish haste, the difficulty of operating

at many points of attack from the start will be readily appre-

ciated. Add to this the fact that, in order to meet the require-

ments as to speed and economy of construction, it has been neces-

sary to use steam shovels of large capacity, the work of prepa-

ration is still further enhanced. The greater part of the work
is being done by shovels weighing from 80 tons to 90 tons, and

where the heavy machines of a few years ago, weighing 50 or

60 tons, are in use, they are regarded as toys and useful only in

been obstacles of great magnitude, and in spite of the difficulties

that would have seemed insurmountable. Of course the distance,

barring unevenness of the ground presents merely a repetition

of the work required in moving the shovel up to its work in

a cut or a haulback for a fresh start. The shovel moves itself,

i)ut its rails and ties must be laid for it and carried to the front

for every movement. This is cited, not as a matter of special

engineering significance, but as indicative of the vigor with which

this work is being pushed.

In the cuts much of the material moved is of a stiff heavy

clay, that shovels easily, and stands well on the slope, usually at

an angle of one to one. But when dumped into the fill, it flows

some, and consequently is apt to put considerable pressure upon

Heavy Cut Work; Western Maryland.

the smaller of the excavations and lighter materials. Take the

case of the Tit cut for example. The shovel with its equipment

of rails, cars and locomotives had to be hauled over the roads

and through the fields from Cumberland to a distance of about

1.3 miles, and that, too, so as to reach an elevation 360 ft. above

the point of departure. Or again in the case of the Allegheny

summit cut. The shovel had to be carried over an ordinary

country road that was not remarkably good, from Sand Patch

on the Baltilnore & Ohio Railroad to the summit of the moun-
tain, a distance of about five miles and involving an actual

change of elevation of about 175 ft., though, owing to the roll-

ing character of the road the distance through which the ma-

chine was lifted was much greater. So all along the line the

shovels have been brought in to the work over what must have

the lower ends of the bents of the temporary trestle. For this

reason care is exercised that they are not pushed out of place

by the pressure of the earth, and the material is distributed well

out over the whole length of the fill, thus building the whole

up at once, instead of starting in at one end and working out

to the other, according to the practice prevalent in the old horse

and cart days.

In making these fills it is estimated that there will be a 10

per cent, settlement, so that a corresponding allowance is made

in the heights to which they are raised. This allowance is simply

indicated to the contractor, as all stakes are set and marked to

the true grade. But as the 10 per cent, excess is easily calcu-

lated there is no difficulty about it.

As for the height of the fills and the material used to form
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Work in Tit Cut.

them, it might be expected that, in many instances it would be

cheaper to put in a viaduct. It is, however, the policy to avoid

viaducts wherever it is possible to do so, with the result that

there is but one upon the road. This is a short distance west of

Meyersdale, and will be handled in detail later. Other than

this every hollow that could not be spanned with a short bridge

has been filled over a concrete arch or a cast iron pipe of suffi-

cient area to carry ofif the maximum flow of water that could

be delivered by the contributing water shed above.

As for the amount of material to be moved ; on the first di-

vision, and a little beyond, to or from Cumberland to the

Mt. Savage tunnel near the summit, the total excavation is

2,500,000 cu. yds., and the estimated amount of fill practically the

same, as there is no waste or borrow.

The method of tunnel driving is the same as that used else-

where in the United States. The heading is driven along the

top and the full width of the tunnel, after which the bench will

be removed, a small steam shovel being worked for handling

the material into the cars. Where timbering is necessary the

excavation is carried down to the spring line of the arch, where

the ends of the beams are footed, and from which they are car-

ried up as shown in the diagram. These timbers are usually

12 in. square and are spaced 4 ft. between centers, though it has

often happened that the pressure is so great as to spring them

Slip at Owl Hill Cut; Western Maryland.
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when in this position, so tliat intermediate bents liavc liad to be

placed.

The drilling is, of conrse, done with air in the usual manner,

and with the usual outside plant for compressing. Because of

the speed with which this work is being done, these plants are

very complete and often in duplicate, to avoid the danger of a

West Portal of Pinkerton Tunnel; Western Maryland.

shutdown. At the Big Savage tunnel for example, the boilers

and compressors are housed in substantial temporary buildings.

The plant consists of two compound compressors with 22J/| in.

and 14J4 in. by 21 in. air cylinders, and 20 in. by 21 in. steam

cylinders. They have each a capacity of compressing 1,250 cu.

ft. of free air to 100 lbs. pressure per minute. There are three

return tubular boilers each 6 ft. in diameter by 16 ft. long carry-

ing a steam pressure of 100 lbs. For lighting there is a 9 in.

by 8 in. vertical engine driving a 25 k. w. dynamo. This

plant furnishes the light and air for both headings of the tun-

nel. The completed tunnel will have a length of about 3,300

ft. The air is carried over the top of the mountain to the east

end of the tunnel in a 6 in. main and then into the face and the

drills.

' In the summit tunnel the rate of advance runs about 9 ft. a

day for each heading, when everything is working well. This

tunnel will be the determining factor in the completion of the

connection.

As in the other tunnels the rock at this point is a sandstone,

gray at the portals, but soon changing to red. At the west

opening, which may be taken as typical of others as well as the

east end, there were 195 ft. timbered and 120 ft. not tim-

bered. The heading is now in the hard red sandstone above
alluded to, and it is expected that this will hold to the meeting.

The roof is fairly dry. Of course there is some water, but

not enough to cause trouble, and as the tunnel has a crown at

the center, the natural drainage will take care of all of the

water that may come down. As for the formations encountered

at Big Savage, the east heading first passed through a hard
sandstone for 50 ft., followed by 40 ft. of fireclay. Then came
40 ft. of the fireclay conglomerate mentioned in which there was
considerable sandstone, then 180 ft. of hard sandstone and slate,

slate.

At the west end there was at first about 50 ft. of soft, friable

sandstone and shale followed by 250 ft. of hard gray sand-

stone with occasional strata of slate ; then 100 ft. of conglomerate

and beyond the hard red sandstone. The general dip of the

strata is about 26 deg., with a strike nearly parallel to the line

of the tunnel.

In driving the heading, which is to the full width of the tun-

nel the drills are brought up against the face in the usual man-
ner, and are kept there. After blowing down, if there are any

projections that extend within the limits that should be cleared,

they are cared for by the use of hand drills. The drill used for

this purpose is one working on the same principle as an air ham-
mer, and is held in place by the operator. With this holes from

10 in. to 16 in. in depth can be quickly drilled and the small parts

removed without necessitating the placing and bracing of a large

drill.

All of the tunnels on the line are being built for a double

track with the exception of the Big Savage which will be for

single track. The excavation, timbering and concreting will all

be done in accordance with the standard sectioHs that are shown
in the engraving. It is the intention to line all- tunnels with

concrete from end to end whether the roof needs timbering or

other support or not. Therefore, where timbering is not

required, the section of excavation will be somewhat decreased,

but still will be enough larger than the finished section to allow

for the concrete lining. As to how this will work out in practice

is indicated by the description of the rock formation in

connection with the tunnels.

The timbering that is put in for the support of the roof during

the progress of the excavation, will be the permanent timbering

used, and is shown in the line engravings of the standard sec-

tions as well as in the reproductions of the photographs of

the tunnel portals. It is formed of 12. by 12 in. timbers footed

at the spring of the arch, in seven pieces for the double track

and five for the single-track tunnels. The roof itself is carried

on spalls packed in over 3 in. legging on the outside of the

Temporary Trestle for High Fill.

timbers. Then, when the excavation is completed the timbering

will be buried in the concrete. The concrete will be car-

ried straight up to the arch segments and lagging, and, in the

case of the side walls up to the plumb ports and lagging. Where
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the lagging is omitted, the concrete is to extend back to the rock,

unless the breakage behind the plumb posts shall exceed 3 in., in

which case that space will be dry-packed. Weep holes will be left

fO- >j

/30 CJoC TrachB on Tangenf-k-

,,2'o" >j

Standard Clearance Diagram.

in the concrete every 100 ft, unless conditions require a differ-

ent arrangement.

Refuge niches 2 ft. 6 in. wide, with arched tops will be located

every 200 ft. and staggered.

These are the requirements for the standard sections, which

may be changed in detail at the discretion of the engineer. This

mcludes such matters as the omission of the mud sills and the

like. As will be seen from the engravings, the width of the

fhckedry'ifh / /"" \

tunnels for single track is 17 ft., and for double track 30 ft.,

with respective heights of 22 ft. 6 in. and 23 ft. 9 in. respectively

above the top of the cross tie.

Boring of the several tunnels is progressing rapidly. The
Pinkerton tunnel, 825 ft. long has been completely bored through.

L'he east and west headings were connected within the past week.

The Brush tunnel, 872 ft. long has also been opened up for its

entire length. The Big Savage tunnel has been bored for 1,474

ft, while in the Borden tunnel 400 ft of the 850 ft have already

been excavated. Work is being prosecuted in night and day
shifts. Track laying is expected to commence by the first of

April.

After passing the Big Savage tunnel, the line continues to rise

to the Allegheny cut about 23.5 miles from Cumberland. It then

starts down on a grade of 34 ft. to the mile, increasing at times

to 42 ft to the mile as a maximum, and dropping as

low as 16 ft. until Harnedsville is reached. During the early

part of the descent, the line passes over a rolling country and

follows a small stream (Flaugherty Creek) nearly to Meyers-

dale, just below which place it reaches the banks of the Cassel-

man river. From this point on it is close to the banks of that

stream or of the Youghiogheny, into which it empties down to

Connellsville.

Shortly after leaving Meyersdale the topography changes ; the

valley narrows, the hills on either side become steep and rocky,

and the stream flows through a narrow gully with almost pre-

cipitous sides. This does not necessarily involve heavy work of

construction, but it is very rough and a great deal of it is rock

work. The country has the same rough contour as most

of the rest of the valley or hollow land along the streams

on the western slope of the Alleghenies. The location is

on side hill for nearly the whole distance from Confluence to

Connellsville and all of the distance from Ohiopyle down.

In one or two cases where bluffs rise directly from the bed

of the stream they will have to be blown away, and a shelf

built for the reception of the road. This is simple, straight

work, and is the same as that of the Baltimore & Ohio along

the opposite bank of the stream, or of the Lehigh Valley or

Central of New Jersey down the Lehigh river. So that, when

the roughness of the country is considered, the skill with which

the line was located is shown by the almost perfect smoothness

of the profile as it rises on either side from Cumberland and

Connellsville to the summit of the Alleghenies.

Although the general character of the work is the same along

the river, each short section is apt to present problems and some-

times serious problems of its own. For example, at Owls Hill,

a short distance east of Confluence, the line was originally laid

'Svbgrade

.-_..^ [^ .3:5-17--

Single and Double-Track Tunnels; Western Maryland.
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oul to skirt the ior,\ of a high wooded hhilT. From examinations

that had hrcn made it appeared to be a case of comparatively

easy sh.nel work. lUit after the work had been started and the

toe of the sK>pe cut away, tlie wliolc side of the mountain started

to slip. It was, then, found liiat the underlying rock had a steep

slope and that the earth had nothing to hold it. The first indica-

tion of a slip came at night and it was only by prompt effort that

the contractor saved his shovel from being buried. Then, for

several days, the shovel was pulled back out of the way eacli

night, until it became evident tliat to build the road on the

original location it would be necessary to remove the whole

mountain, wiien the alignment was thrown out and away from

iho toe of the bluff and room left for any slip that may occur.

It will I)e seen, from the engraving, how the rock is stripped and

.the earth has come down.

A subsequent article will take up the bridges and culverts.

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.*

BY 11. C. ]'E.\RCE.

General Storekeeper, Southern Pacific Company.

VJ.

BUYING UNDER CONTRACTS OR AGREEMENTS.

The plan of purchasing under contracts or agreements directly

from manufacturers for the purpose of maintaining standards

and obtaining uniform material and uniform deliveries is one

which was developed by W. V. S. Thorne, director of pur-

chases for the Harriman Lines, and is most ably and thoroughly

outlined in detail in a paper read by him before the New York

Railroad Club, May, 1908. This paper should be studied care-

fully by every executive officer, as well as officers of the supply

department. Its principles are based on the necessity of estab-

lishing and maintaining standards, and buying what is most

suitable for the purpose desired at the lowest cost, fully pro-

tected by complete specifications and thorough inspection.

The first is brought about by regular meetings of experts who

use the material, and who should know the exact purpose which

it serves and what is best adapted for that purpose. For ex-

ample, in the matter of equipment, locomotives, cars, etc., the

expert representatives of this department meet at stated periods.

If it be on maintenance of way matters, the chief engineers or

engineers of maintenance of way are called together in the same

manner.

Certain specific equipments will be submitted at this meeting,

freely discussed, and finally a vote taken as to adoption for use

of some one of them. Detailed specifications and drawings will

then be prepared of the article adopted, and it will bear the

same number as the drawing, and is designated common stand-

ard. Any future changes in designs and specifications will be

covered by supplement or revised drawings and will always carry

the same number.

In this way the drawings and specifications are placed in the

hands of the different manufacturers, and the most satisfactory

as regards price, deliveries, etc., is accepted, and an agreement

made for the necessary supply. The manufacturer is thus able

to figure accurately just wdiat it will cost to produce this par-

ticular article; his market is assured and he can arrange his

facilities and plant so as to produce it at the lowest possible

cost. The railway company on the other hand is assured of

getting exactly what it buys, and it can be arranged so that they

will get uniform and specific deliveries.

These contracts and agrements are usually based on the mar-

ket price of raw material, and are subject to change within a

reasonable length of time, which is indicated in the agreement,

so it is perfectly fair for both parties. This agreement, in addi-

tion to specifying the price at which the article shall be deliv-

ered at a given point, should also specify the number of days

'Copyrighted, 1911, by The Railroad Gazette.

that they agree to make shipment from the date of the order,

with a penally clause for failure to do so. Under this arrange-

ment the purchasing agent is in position to place the order the

day he receives it, the descrij)tions, drawing references, price ana

deliveries already having been arranged for. The manufacturer

has the drawings, schedules and full detailed knowledge of what

is required, and the day the order is received he is in positicju

to either make shipment or prepare the material for this purpose.

The material is inspected on the ground by this company's in-

spector to see that it conforms to the specifications and drawings,

a certified cojjy of such acceptance is attached to the purchase

bill covering the shipment, which goes directly to the purchasing

agent, who is thus in position to check the prices and deliveries

according to the terms of the agreement.

No more fair, simple and thorough system could be evolved,

and it carries with it uniformity promptness and the lowest pos-

sible cost to the railway company.

HOW TO INSTALL PLAN WITHOUT DISORGANIZATION.

This plan can be installed under any system without inconve-

nience or expense. First, make a rough sketch of your facilities,

your storehouse, platforms, material yards and other storage,

and lay it off into sections. Have in mind grouping it for

economical handling, irrespective of where the material is located

at the present lime. Indicate on this sketch the section number,

general description of the material it will contain and the loca-

tion of the section storekeepers' headquarters. Have signs put

up over these sections with the section number. Build a small

station for the section storekeeper, large enough to contain his

stock books, requisitions, catalogues and other data. Prepare a

card which will show the sectional arrangement of the material,

somewhat like the accompanying list. Tack this up at section

headquarters, inside and out. Prepare an indexed list of the

material to be carried in each section, arranged alphabetically,

which will show the section where it is located. Distribute these

lists and cards to each division and local storekeeper, super-

intendent, division engineer and all other officers who have au-

thority to make requisitions for material and instruct them to

make their requisitions from a certain date by sections, a sepa-

rate requisition for each section.

SECTIONAL ARRANGEMENT OF MATERIAL IN STOREHOUSES.

Section. Description of Material.

1. Maintenance of way material, steam shovel parts, hand car, motor car

and velocipede parts.

2. Bolts, nuts, rivets, lag screws, washers, etc.

3. Sheet iron, brass, copper, zinc, lead, engine bars, springs, tubing, chain,

wire rope, jack screws.

4. Boiler and fire-box steel, steel tank ends, flues, pipe, bar iron, bar
steel, piston rods.

5. Boiler lagging, pipe covering, nails, carbide, shovels, rope, building
paper, wire staples, handles, etc.

6. Finished and rough brass, pig metals, etc. (except journal bearings).

7. Air brakes, lubricators, injectors, automatic sanders, steam heat equip-

ment, Pintsch and acetylene gas material, electric headlight parts.

8. Car trimmings and fixtures, shelf and building hardware, small tools,

metal piston and valve stem packing.
9. Water service material, pipe fittings, globe, angle and gate valves, etc.

10. Upholstering material, etc.

11. Glass, brushes, painters' supplies, paints in packages.
12. Belting, hose, packing, rubber and leather goods.

13. Station and train supplies, lamps, lanterns, cliairs, glassware, tin-

ware, etc.

14. Castings (rough iron and steel), except car castings.

15. Car castings and forgings, journal bearings, bolsters, brake beams, car

trucks, car bolts, couplers and parts, train chains, stoves and parts.

16. Wheels and axles (mounted and unmounted), tires, centers, front ends,

cylinders, etc.

17. Lumber, all kinds (rough and finished).

18. Fire clay, brick, cement, coke, charcoal, smithing and Blossburg coal.

19. Oils, waste, grease, varnishes, candles, etc.

20. Signal, telegraph, telephone, interlocking and electrical material.

21. Scrap, all kinds.

Then go through your organization and select from your ware-

housemen and stock clerks, a man for each section. You always

have men in every organization who are particularly familiar

with certain classes of material. For example, one man will

be familiar with track material, he should be assigned to this

section, another with locomotive castings, another with car cast-

ings and forgings, another with hardware, etc., and still another

who looks after air brake material, lubricators, injectors, etc.,

aiming always to have a man assigned to the section with which
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he is most familiar. His instructions will be to take entire

charge of this section of material, no matter where it is located.

He will then naturally concentrate .his material into his section

and arrange it so it will be most convenient for him to handle

it. Only in this way can he control it, and be entirely re-

sponsible for it. This can be done gradually as the plan de-

velops and will in no way interfere with the regular operations.

It will be found that the men themselves will be more anxious

than anyone else to get the material they are in charge of and

responsible for directly under their own supervision.

Naturally the requisitions will be made from the stock books,

in sections, and the orders on the purchasing agent and the

purchase bills will follow in sequence. In fact the whole plan

will develop out of this arrangement. The purpose of signs is

to identify the grouping of the material with certain numbers.

It will only be a short time when if you ask where a certain

man is, they will answer by giving the section number. The

next step will be to install the telephone system, a telephone

in each section. This enables the officers and foremen to get

in instant communication with each section storekeeper, and

from this the shop delivery system will develop, as described

in another chapter.

The same arrangement will apply to scrap docks, lumber yards,

oil houses and other outside points where supplies are handled.

After the plan is installed the general store the division stores

will follow as a matter of course. With the sectional organization

once installed, details can be worked out to as fine a point

as desired and to suit any general plan, and it can be done with-

out disorganization or extra expense.

WE.^KNESS AND STRENGTH.

The weaknesses of the present supply department are : first, the

ofificer who is usually held responsible for providing material

and the money invested in it really has no control over the

buying of it. Strange as it may seem, the general plan is to

have him subordinate to the purchasing agent. On what theory

this is based the writer is unable to conceive. It is certain that

the man who is responsible for the money invested in material

must also be responsible for the buying. In no other way can

the desired results be obtained, and it is surprising to the writer

that, with the great advances that have been made in the last

few years in railway economics, this point has been lost sight

of, and that the real purpose of the organization, i.e., furnishing

only what is wanted when it is wanted with the lowest per-

manent investment, can never be obtained until the buyer is

under the direction of the officer who is responsible for the in-

vestment. On properties where the amount of material used

does not warrant an organization of this kind there should be

a supply agent who would be responsible for both the buying

and distribution. On larger systems, however, unquestionably

the proper organization is an officer in charge of both purchases

and distribution, with a sub-head to do the buying and another

to maintain the stock and have charge of the distribution.

The second trouble is lack of proper organization and system

;

and a man with the necessary rank and detailed knowledge and

training to effect it and carry it on. One of the first and most

important facts to take into consideration is the danger of more
material being provided than is necessary, and lack of proper

interest in seeing to it that everything possible is made available.

This should be one of the first and most important duties of

the chief supply officer, and it is necessary that he should have

such rank as will enable him to get the full benefits of his organ-

ization. Without a proper organization, manned by competent

help, nothing of any great value can be maintained. The
strength of an organization depends very largely upon its head

and its personnel, and the men in it must have the same rank,

opportunities and remuneration as those in other departments.

It is not technical knowledge that is needed, but good business

training and industry. Our organizations have been severely

handicapped, and will be for some years, for lack of trained help.

It has been recruited largely from men transferred from other

work, principally in and around the shops. Younger men coming
up, as soon as they could get something better to do, got trans-

ferred, with the result that there is today a smaller percentage of

trained men capable of handling supplies than in any other de-

partment on a railway. But they are increasing rapidly, and it

is only a matter of a few years when there will be plenty of

trained men to take up the work. There has never been any
systematic method of apprenticeship and promotion. There is

no question but that this can be done, and will furnish great

strength to the organization.

Another weak point in most organizations is the failure to

grasp the importance of prompt action and its relation to stock

and stock investment. Their efforts have been devoted more to

obstructing than taking action. Their idea was that by delay

and obstruction some other arrangement would be made, and
the material would not be needed at all. For that reason de-

partments that had work to do did not have confidence in getting

what they wanted, and consequently laid in large stocks and
made provision, simply because they knew by experience they

never could get anything when they wanted it. This led to

enormous losses in the way of material deteriorating and becom-
ing obsolete.

The first essential towards a competent organization is the

prompt handling of requisitions. Until stocks are in such shape

that requirements may be filled, and the organization is in such

shape as to promptly do so, they are impotent, and serve no good
purpose. Lack of facilities hampers operations very consider-

ably, but with a proper organization this can be largely over-

come. The advantage of facilities is chiefly for proper protection

of material from the weather and to reduce the cost of hand-

ling.

The accounting in our stores has generally been well pre-

sented, in fact it has received first consideration. In many or-

ganizations more money has been expended in keeping the ac-

counts than in caring for, handling and distributing the material.

Yet in many cases the accounts are worthless, because they are

on an unsound foundation. Inventories have been taken in

offices without any knowledge cf the material, what it was, or the

condition it was in. While reports and records neatly kept may
look well written up on a typewriter, they may be found to be

absolutely worthless, and unless they are based on actual in-

ventories and have been compiled by practical men on the

ground, they are not worth the paper they are written on.

The delivery of material is another source of weakness. It

is the usual practice to send it in local freight, and we all know

what it is to move company material in this city. The supply

cars solve the problem so far as ordinary maintenance and opera-

tion are concerned. That is, where each division has a set of

cars it covers a great many local deliveries, but still we have

a great volume of material that will always move on local

freights in the regular way, and this will always have to be

watched and delays carefully guarded against.

The strength of the organization consists

:

First—In the fact that there is a strong, growing demand

for it, made necessary by concentration and system, the enor-

mous amount of actual money that is required to furnish mate-

rials for large railways or industrial corporations, and the fact

that executives recognize that this work can only be properly and

economically done by men whose every-day work it is ; and as

they commence to realize what an organization of this kind can

do towards reducing expenditures for material and supplies,

maintaining standards, facilitating the work, as well as protect-

ing the company against extravagance and loss, the importance

of the department will be greatly enhanced. Our owners and

executives are bound to appreciate sooner or later that a supply

department should be for the purpose of decreasing its purchases

and not increasing them.

Second—It is being equipped with strong young men who are

ambitious and workers; men who have learned the value of

close application to detail, and who have become accustomed
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to devoting their entire efforts to the work ;it liaiul. These

men will all develop and always carry with them a complete

and well foimded knowledge of details and facts as they exist in

practice.

Third—The training they have received in the past, and the

reorganization that is going on at present, is all along the line

of greater economy and ellicicncy. This will lead not only to

better results for their employers, but it offers employees a train-

ing and molds their character in a manner which will la.st

throm^h llioir entire lives.

MALLET LOCOMOTIVE WITH ARTICULATED
REBUILT FROM OLD POWER.

BOILER

BY M. H. HAIG.

Mechanical Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

The demand for larger power units, due to traffic conditions,

raises a question as to the disposition of the older and smaller

locomotives. New locomotives are often introduced in large

numbers, leaving the older and smaller ones for use on branch

lines, or to be scrapped or sold. The Mallet principle of loco-

motive design not only provides a power unit of large capacity

easily controlled by the usual crew, but is further peculiarly

adapted to the disposition of the old power. By combining two
locomotives, each of which were formerly mounted on a single

set of drivers into one Mallet locomotive mounted on two sets

of drivers, or by adding a new front section to an existing loco-

motive, the old power is absorbed and larger power is provided

without causing a surplus of old power to be disposed of at a

loss. This principle possesses still further merit in that the

larger power thus obtained is served by existing standard repair

parts.

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe has recently converted

two Prairie type freight locomotives into a single Mallet loco-

motive. It was designed in the office of the mechanical engi-

neer and was built in the company's shops at Topeka, Kan.,

Experience in its construction and careful investigation into the

assignment of power afifected by the introduction of Mallet loco-

motives have demonstrated that the conversion of the old loco-

motives is more satisfactory and more economical than com-
bining two existing locomotives into a single Mallet. Combining
two locomotives depletes the total of locomotives in service,

whereas, the addition of a front section increases the capacity

of each locomotive converted without affecting the number and
the older power is well disposed of. The cost of a new front

section is considerably less than that of a complete locomotive.

Therefore, adding a front section to an existing locomotive is

more economical than combining two existing locomotives. As a

result of this experience 14 locomotives are being converted

to the Mallet type by the addition of front sections, the work of

conversion being done at the company's shops.

The experimental Mallet locomotive rebuilt from two existing

locomotives is in service and possesses several features of in-

terest. The locomotives selected for rebuilding were two made
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, equipped with Vauclain

compound cylinders, and needing new cylinders and general

repairs. In the construction of the Mallet locomotive the old

frames, wheels, boxes, valve motion, machinery, etc., were used.

The old firebox and boiler were mounted on the rear section of

the locomotive and new cylinders 24 in. and 38 in. in diameter,

respectively, were mounted on the rear and forward sections.

The greater steam capacity to meet the requirements of the

single larger locomotive w'as provided by the addition of a

feed water heater, a superheater for the high pressure cylinders,

and a re-heater for the low pressure cylinders. The superheater

and re-heater are of the Jacobs type and include two drums con-

taining a number of fire tubes. The hot gases pass through the

tubes and the steam passes through the drums around the tubes,,

being directed over the surfaces of the tubes in thin streams

by baffie plates properly arranged. The superheater is in the

<<}
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rear section of the boiler in the part constituting the smoke-

box of the old boiler. The re-heater is in the forward boiler

section, just back of the feed water heater. Between the super-

heater and the front flue sheet of the boiler is a working space

23 in. long for working on the flue ends. Access to this space

28% in. long by 60 in. in diameter. It contains 324 flues 2^4 in.

in diameter, the flues and drum providing a heating surface of

484.6 sq. ft. The re-heater is 61% in. long by 60 in. in diameter

and contains 336 flues, 2% in. in diameter, providing a total

Iieating surface of 1,063 sq. ft. The ends of the flues in both

the superheater and the re-heater are welded by the autogenous
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is provided by a manhole in the boiler sheet. A similar working
space 27% in. long is arranged between the re-heater and the

back flue sheet of the feed water heater.

The superheaters were described on page 814 of the Railway

Age Gazette for October 29, 1909. The superheater drum is

process. The feed water heater is of the usual form applied to

a number of Mallet locomotives. It contains 303 flues 2% in.

in diameter and 12 ft. 1 in. long, providing a heating surface of

2,216.54 sq. ft. The total heating surface of the firebox, boiler

flues, superheater, re-heater and feed water heater is 7,507 sq. ft.

Pivot Connection for Mallet Locomotive.
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The iini(iiic fcaturr of llu- looomolivo i.-^ tlic llcxihle joint poi-

iiiitliiiK tlu' articnlatioii oi {Uv hoilor. It was designated and

IKitintid liy W. .1. l.i'tLjlity, a draftsman eni^aRcd in special wcrk

iimKr the direct snpervision of II. W. Jacobs, assistant snpcr-

iiilt iKliiil (if niniivc power, .ind piriiuls tlie forward section of

llic boiler to move contiguously witii the forward wheel section.

The locomotive has been in service several months and the per-

formance of the joint lias ijroxcd satisfactory. V>y providing an

articulated joint in tiie Ixiiler and by supporting the boiler rigidly

on the forward frames, the clearance limits of its front end

are materially reduced. The method of supprrting the boiler is
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also more satisfactory than with the rigid boiler that swings in-

dependently of the forward frames. The arrangement of the

steam pipes and connections is much less complicated than with

the rigid boiler.

The flexible boiler joint consists of the following principal

parts which are shown assembled in one of the illustrations

:

Spherical ring A ; sleeve B ; casing C
;
packing rings D

;
packing

gland E and retaining ring F. The spherical ring and sleeve are

made of cast steel and are riveted to first course of the front

Superheater, Reheater and Flexible Joint of Articulated Boiler; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
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and back sections of the boiler, respectively. The casing C is

fitted over the sleeve of the rear boiler section but is not secured

rigidly, being packed by the gland E which is adjusted by means
of studs. The casing slides over the spherical ring, being packed

.by the rings D, which are held in place by retaining ring F.

The retaining ring is bolted to the casing. Details of the pack-

ing gland rings are also shown in one of the drawings. They
are turned to fit the radius of the spherical ring and are joined

in such a manner as to allow flexibility when rounding curves.

To insure the joint returning to its proper position when the

locomotive enters a tangent after rounding a curve, the two
sections are tied together on the horizontal center line of the

boiler by two rods, each working in connection with two coil

springs which provide the necessary flexibility. They are 4 in.

outside diameter and of Yz in. material. The details of the

rods, springs, spring pockets, etc., are shown. The spring pock-

ets G and H are bolted at opposite sides of the joint. Dis-

connecting the joint is easily accomplished when it is necessary to

uncouple the two sections of the locomotive. All connections

binding the boiler shells of the two sections are released by re-

moving the rods I and by loosening the packing rings around the

joint.

The Ragonnet reversing gear is used for controlling the valve

motion. The general dimensions of the Mallet locomotive, to-

Cylinders.

i;!"'^ ,
Vauclain Comp. Compound

E'«"?«^tei- 17 in. and 28 in. 24 in. an.l 38 in.Stroke 28 in. 28 in.

Valves.
'^"d Piston Bal. piston
Diameter 15 in (11. P., 13 in.

\ L. P., 16 in.

Wheels.
Driving, diameter over tire 69 in. 69 in
Driving, thickness of tire ... 3}/2 in. 31^ in.
Driving, journals, main, diameter 10 in. x 12 in. 10 in. x 1? in
Jjrivmg, journals, others, diameter.... 9 in. x 12 in. 9 in x 12 in'
Kngine truck, diameter 31J4in. i\y, i,,
Engine truck, journals 6;^ in. x 12 in. 6^ in. x 12 in.
1 railing truck, diameter 40 in. 40 in
Trailing truck, journals 8 in. x 14 in. 8 in. x 14 in.

Boiier.

Style Straight Straight
yV orking pressure 220 lbs. 220 lbs.
Outside diameter of first ring 70 in. 70 in
Firebox, width and length 97 in. x 1173/^ in. 97 in. x 117.>^ in.
Firebox plates, thickness -H in and 9/16 in. .>g in. and 9/16 in.
Firebox, water space ,.. 4;^ in. and 4 in. 4yi in. and 4 in.
lubes, number and diameter 318

—

-2% in. 318 2% in
Tubes, length 18 ft. 11 in. 18 ft. 11 in.'
Heating surface, tubes 3,546 sq. ft. 3,546 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 195 sq. ft. 195 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,741 sq. ft. 7,507 sq. ft.
Heating surface, feed water heater 2,216 sq. ft.

Grate area 54 sq. ft. 54 sq. ft.

Tender.

Wheels, diameter 34;4 in. 34^4 in.

Journals 5^ in. .x 10 in. SYz in. x 10 in.

Water capacity 6,000 gals. 9,000 gals.
Coal capacity 10 tons 12 tons

Mallet Locomotive with Articulated Boiler, Rebuilt from Old Power; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

gether with the principal dimensions of the two locomotives

converted, are given in the accompanying table. The tractive

effort of a single Prairie type locomotive of the class from which

the two were selected for conversion is 34,700 lbs. The tractive

effort of the Mallet locomotive estimated by the usual formula

is 68,000 lbs.

General Data.

Type Prairie Mallet
Service Freight Freight
Fuel Bit. coal Bit. coal
Tractive effort 34,700 lbs. 68.000 lbs.
Weight in working order 210,190 lbs. 358,250 lbs.
Weight on drivers 141,690 lbs. 290,000 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in work-

ing order 322,800 lbs. 527,950 lbs.
Wheel base, rigid 13 ft. 8 in. 13 ft. 8 in.
Wheel base, total il ft. 2 in. 57 ft. 3 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender 57 ft. 8^ in. 90 ft. 1 in.

Ratios.

Total weight -H tractive effort 6.0 5.2
Weight on drivers -h tractive effort... 4.08 4.26
Tractive effort X diameter drivers -f-

heating surface 643 625
Total heating surface -=r grate area... 69.44 139.00
Firebox heating surface -H total heat-

ing surface, per cent 5.21 2.6
Weight on drivers H- total heating surf. 37.9 38.63
Total weight -^ total heating surface.. 56.00 47.70
Vol. equivalent simi)le cylinders, cu. ft. 11.48 20.60
Total heating surface -^ vol. cylinders. 325.6 369.2
Grate area -f- vol. cylinders 4.7 2.6

The Santa Fe recently purchased a number of locomotives of

the same general dimensions and capacity as the Mallet loco-

motive converted in its own shops. All of these are equipped with

Jacobs-Shupert fireboxes and with the exception of two, with

rigid boilers. Of the two flexible boilers, one is articulated by

a double hall joint applied by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
and somewhat similar in design to the Leighty joint described;

the other is provided with the Vauclain bellows type joint. All

of these locomotives are in service in the Pan Handle district

of Texas. The locomotives with articulated boilers have been

placed in service among the others without special care or super-

vision. After they have been in service a sufficient length of

time to justify a conclusion as to the merits of the several boiler

arrangements, sufficient data should be available by which

to determine the most desirable boiler for future Mallet

locomotives.

On December 4, 1910, the railway from Ligua, Chile, to

Papudo north of Valparaiso was opened to traffic. The road is

17 miles long, with a gage of 39.37 inches, and connects the port

of Papudo with the Longitudinal Railway at Ligua. The cost

of construction was $23,553 per mile.
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ACCIDENT BULLETIN NO. 37.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued Accident

Hiilletiii No. 37, containing the record of railway accidents in the

United States during the three months ending September 30,

1910. The number of persons killed in train accidents was 321,

and of injured 3,892. Accidents of other kinds, including those

sustained by employees while at work, by passengers in getting

on or oft cars, by travelers at highway crossings, by persons

doing business at stations, etc., by trespassers, and others, bring

up the total number of casualties, excluding "industrial accidents,"

to 22,238 (2,948 killed and 19,380 injured). The casualties are

classified in Table No. 1, given below, which includes some de-

tails taken from Table 1b, not here shown". Supplementing the

statement of railway accidents proper, the commission gives the

following record of

—

Industrial accidents to employees.
Killed. Injured.

While working on tracks or bridges 40 5,545
At stations, freight houses, engine houses, coaling stations,

water stations, etc., where no moving railway car or
engine is involved 21 4,654

In and around shops IS 9,028
On boats uiid wharves 35 283
At other places 21 1,492

Total 132 21,002

Note.—Accidents occurring in connection with railway operation or dis-
tinctively railway work are shown in the double-column table. "Industrial"
accidents are those occurring to employees of the railway on railway
premises in which movements of cars or engines are rot involved.

Adding the casualties to employees in industrial accidents
to the figures given in the larger table, the total number of

employees killed, including those not on duty, is 1,080, and
injured, 33,642; and this makes the total number of persons
killed, all classes, 3,080, and injured, 40,382.

The totals of the items in Table 1 are swelled by the inclusion

of classes of casualties not heretofore shown in the quarterly

bulletins, as already explained, but the lists of casualties are also

very large in those items which are made up on the same basis

as under the former law, as will be seen by reference to Table

1a, below. In the first, third, and fourth items of that table the

increases over the corresponding quarter of 1909 are very large.

Except in the first item, it is possible that the increases are in

part due to the adoption of more careful methods of keeping

^ This bulletin is the first one issued under the revised accident law.' In
previous quarterly bulletins the records have included only collisions, de-
railments, casualties to passengers, and casualties to employees on duty.
The class termed "Industrial accidents," as found in the present bulletin,
includes a large part of those injuries to employees, fatil and nonfatal,
which in former bulletins have been included under "other causes," in
Table No. 1. This item in the present and future tables, therefore, will
not be comparable with the same item in bulletins 1 to 36, inclusive.

record.s by the railways, consequent on the change in the law,

though there is no conclusive evidence of this. In Tabic 2a,

giving causes in detail, the record of passengers killed in train

accidents (63 in Table 1) is further swelled by the inclusion' of

2 disastrous collisions on electric railways in which 40 persons

were killed. Table 2a contains 8 collisions, in which 95 persons

were killed, and 125 were injured, and 1 derailment in which 14

were killed and 22 injured. In the corresponding quarter of the

preceding year the five most serious accidents caused 47 deaths.

Tadi.e No. 1a.—Coi)if>arison of principal items with last bulletin and with
one year back.

Bulletin Bulletin Bulletin
37. 36. 33.

1. Passengers killed in train accidents 63 12 56
2. Passengers killed, all causes 135 55 104
3. Employees (on duty) killed in train accidents 209 125 137
4. Employees (on duty) killed in coupling 56 45 38
5. Employees (on duty) killed, all causes 869 711 748
6. Total, passengers and employees (items 2 and

5, above) 1,004 766 852
7. Other persons killed (including trespassers,

nontrespassers, and employees not on
duty), all causes 1,944 ... ...

8. Employees killed in industrial accidents 132 ... ...

Table No. 2.

—

Collisions and derailments.
In-

Number. Loss. Killed, jured.
Collisiors, rear 301 $342,368 27 413
Collisions, butting 184 424,846 85 831
Collisions, train separating 97 33,833 5 46
Collisions, miscellaneous 805 401,600 39 669

Total 1,387 $1,202,647 156 1,959

Derailments due to defects of roadway, etc. 290 $173,875 10 276
Derailments due to defect of equipment... 796 713,309 30 242
Derailments due to negligence of trainmen,

signalmen, etc 112 134,365 16 193
Derailments due to unforeseen obstruction

of track, etc 93 161,287 49 210
Derailments due to malicious obstruction

of track, etc 35 36,526 5 51
Derailments due to miscellaneous causes. . . 417 449,492 37 421

Total 1,743 $1,668,854 147 1,393

Total collisions and derailments 3,130 $2,871,501 303 3,352
Total for same quarter of 1909 2,751 2,316,014 180 3,341

1908 2,567 1,950,408 176 2,729
1907 4,279 3,605,696 309 4,534

In the larger double column table will be found the usual list

of class A train accidents—all in which the damage is reported

at $10,(X)0 or over, notable cases in which passengers are killed,

and those doing dainage less than $10,000 and down to $2,000,

wherever the circumstances or the cause may be of particular

interest.

Collision No. 2, occurring about 4 a. m., was caused by a north-

bound freight running 4 miles past the station at which it should

have met a south-bound freight. The conductor of the north-

bound train had tried to get the dispatcher to give him an order

Table No. 1.-

—

Casualties to passengers, employees, and other persons.
Employees

Passengers.
Employees
on duty.

not
on duty.

Other
persons not Total
trespassing. Trespassers. persons.

Collisions 47 1,014 85 817 2 86
Derailments IS 816 110 514 4 6
Accidents to trains, cars, or engines, except collisions, derailments, and

boiler explosions 1 39 5 165 ... 2
Bursting of, or defects in locomotive boilers or boiler attachments 2 9 305

Total train accidents 63 1,871 209 1,801 6 94

Accidents to roadway or bridges not causing derailment, such as fires,
floods, landslides, explosions, etc 2 ... 6 ... ...

Coupling or uncoupling cars (does not include accidents with air or
steam hose) ... 56 722 ... ...

While doing other work about trains (not in shops or engine houses)
or while attending switches 1 45 4,833 ... 3

Coming in contact, while riding on cars, with overhead bridges, tunnels,
or any signal apparatus, or any fixed structure above or at the
side of the track 4 14 25 443 ... 1

Falling from cars or engines 22 102 1J3 1,397 3 18
Getting on or off cars or engines 25 687 42 1,843 11 88
Other accidents on or around trains not here named 1 988 8 241 ... 21
Being struck or run over by engine or car at stations or yards 14 25 183 361 22 24
Being struck or run over by engine or car at highway grade crossings 6 16 5 1

Being struck or run over by engine or car at other places 3 2 172 138 30 21
Other causes 3 130 20 347 2 41

Total, other than train accidents 72 1,951 660 10,347 73 218

Grand total 135 3,822 869 12,148 79 312

^q ^ c
y.

27 21 15 156 1,959
22 18 35 147 1,393

232
308

321 3,892

1 3 1

56

11

722

7 45 4,844

1 3 13 2i 43 494
4 20 111 199 243 1,736
4 47 145 481 227 3,146
2 122 5 74 16 1,446

37 96 251 303 507 809
267 598 35 31 313 646
27 35 874 385 1,106 581
8 394 37 141 70 1,053

351 1,325 1,471 1,647 2,627 15,488

353 1,391 1,512 1,707 2,948 19,380
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to run to D, but did not succeed; but the name of this place—D

—

Collision No. 3, occurring at 6:27 p. m., was due to mistakes

appears to have stuck in his mind, and in reading his order to and confusion in the delivering of meeting orders on the part

the engineman he read that name into it, though the order of telegraphers, to lack of care on the part of the conductor and
plainly read E; and E was the station that the train ran past. engineman of a train, and to failure to carry out manual block

The report says that the engineman repeated the order to the signal rules. The trains involved were No. 6, running eastward

conductor, but nevertheless the error went undetected. A brake- from A to B, C. D. E, and F, and No. 1, running in the opposite

man of the train had seen the order and had read it correctly, direction, both regular passenger trains. The dispatcher, finding

but he was asleep in the caboose when certain south-bound trains that train No. 1 was a little late, sent order No. 22, requiring

were met, and when his train left E he assumed that all south- these trains to meet at C. This order was sent to the eastbound

bound trains, for which his train should wait, had passed. train at A and to the westbound at F; and it was also sent to C,

TABLE NO. 2A.—CAUSES OF 43 PROMINENT TRAIN ACCIDENTS.

[Note.—R stands for rear collision; B, butting collision; M, miscellaneous collisions; D, derailment; P, passenger train; F, freight and miscellaneous trains.]

COLLISIONS.

Cause.

Freight train ran into side of work train. Despatcher had allowed work train on main track until 10:30
p. m., without sending a copy of the order to other trains. There was only one train in the vicinity
and the despatcher assumed it would be impossible for this train to reach the work train by 10:30.

North-bound train ran past meeting point. (See note in text.)

Confusion of meeting orders and failure in block working. (See note in text.)

Motorman of north-bound electric work car ran past a meeting point fixed by despatcher's order. (See
note in text.)

Despatcher, 27 years old, with three years' experience, issued "lap orders." His conduct in connection
with these orders is characterized in the report as gross negligence.

Passenger train entered station at excessive speed. Two passengers killed.

Operator in receiving order omitted four words. He claims that the words must have been cut off by
the sticking of the relay, but another operator at the same time received the same order correctly.

False clear block signal given by signalman who was intoxicated. (See note in text.)

Failure to deliver meeting order. (See note in text.)

Agent accepted hold order after train had passed; was confused as to fourth and fifth sections of a
freight, and made wrong entries on block sheet.

Coal cars ran away from mine. (See note in text.)

Error in meeting order. Operator of 10 years' experience wrote "east" in place of "west," but according
to despatcher repeated the order correctly. Conductor and engineman at fault for accepting order, as
it bore internal evidence of irregularity.

West-bound freight failed to clear east-bound 5 minutes, as required by rule; east-bound ran past train-
order signal.

North-bound train encroached on time of south-bound. South-bound also left station a little ahead of
time; dense fog prevailed. (See note in text.)

Brakeman, who was killed, failed to properly protect train by flag; occurred in fog at 1 a. m. ; train
moving slowly.

Misplaced switch at crossover.
Excessive speed under permissive block signal.

Fast freight train ran too fast under caution signal and disregarded distant signal at entrance of next
block section.

Conductor misread name of station in meeting order. Engineman killed. There were two names in the
body of the order and the conductor seems to have confused them.

Disrgard of red light by engineman of passenger train. (See note in text.)

Operator of two years' experience and two months in the service at this office, accepted an order after
train had passed. This collision occurred at 2:20 a. m. The operator disappeared next morning.

Conductor and engineman of west-bound work train waiting for two east-bound passenger trains started
out after only one of the trains had passed. (See note in text.)

Operator failed to deliver order. (See note in text.)
Failure to deliver telegraphic order. (See note in text.)
South-bound extra car (on electric railway) encroached on time of north-bound regular car. (See note

in text.)

South-bound extra passenger car encroached on time of regular north-bound car. (Electric Railway.)

DERAILMENTS.
ID P. 7 $2,200 16 False clear night signal at derailing switch. Red glass had been broken and light showed white. Cause

of breakage of glass undiscovered.
Unknown. (See note in text.)
Loose tire on wheel of tourist sleeping car.

Train of 43 empty cars running through a sag; the rear part of train pushed the cars togetiier and
forced one of them off the track.

Unexplained. Speed 60 to 65 miles an hour. The tender was the first vehicle to jump the track.
Cars ran off end of track on trestle, because brake chain became knotted.
Switch thrown immediately in front of fast train by apprentice signal man. without instructions. Signal
man was engaged at telephone. Train derailed by running at high speed through crossover.

Fault in brake rigging, of rear driving wheel. Wreck partly destroyed by fire due to spontaneous combustion.
Washout 12:25 a. m. (See note in text.)
Broken wheel ; seam in flange.
Broken angle bar.
Accidental obstruction. (See note in text.)
Misplaced switch. Switch had been left wrong by employee of bridge and building department. Engine-
man and fireman held not blameworthy.

Improper handling of air brakes approaching crossing on descending grade of 1 per cent. Engine ran
off at derailing switch.

Accidental obstruction (steel brake beam lying on track).
Excessive speed on sharp curve; 11 p. m. Engineman of 19 years' experience.
Explosion of locomotive boiler. Fire box failed by weakness due to excessive heat, caused by low water.
Engineman and fireman killed.

Bridge weakened by fire. Engineman and fireman killed. Train approached bridge over curved line and
conductor saw fire and applied brakes, but too late. Cause of fire unknown.

Excessive speed (estimated 70 miles an hour) over curve of 10 degrees. Engineman and fireman killed.

Misplaced switch. Primary responsibility rests on conductor and brakeman of freight train which had
used the switch a short time before, but the engineman and fireman of the passenger train, who were
killed, are held to have been partly responsible, as the switch could have been seen in season for
slackening speed.

Tires of driving wheels of engine slipped and caused rails to spread. (See note in text.)
Excessive speed with ore cars suitable to be run only at low speed.
Runaway on steep grade. (See note in text.)

Zi 223 $297,610 ...

Total collisions and
derailments ... 144 680 $564,250 ...
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tlic .station whore the trains were to meet. Sul)se(iiKiUly, liiuling

that No. 1 was losing time, the cHspatchcr determined to cliange

tlie meeting point to 1), one station farther east, and prepared

order 27 to that etTect. This order was sent to B for No. 6 and

to E for No. 1. Tlie operators at C and D did not answer

promptly. As soon as this order was sent, and before it was

repeated, the operator at E reported that No. 1 was coming, and

the dispatcher then decided to leave in force the original order;

so he told the operator at E and operator W at J! to destroy

order No. 27. This proceeding was proper, as the order had

not been repeated. Operator VV at B says that he did not under-

stand the dispatcher; and he did not destroy the order. He had

written on it, prematurely, the word "complete," which word,

when accompanied by a notation of the time, makes an order

valid for use. He then became engaged in other duties (selling

tickets) and forgot about this unfinished order. At this time the

night operator, S, came on duty and he (S), without consulting

the day operator, delivered this unfinished order to train No. 6.

He saw that the order bore the word "complete," but failed to

notice that it lacked the time indorsement, which was an essential

element. The conductor, engineman, fireman, and one brakeman

of train No. 6 also accepted and read the order, not noticing this

irregularity ; and train No. 6 then proceeded from B. On arrival

5it C this train should have received a copy of the original order

No. 22, fixing the meeting point at C (copies of meeting orders

being regularly sent to operators at meeting points), but the

operator at this station neglected to deliver this copy, and instead

gave the conductor and engineman a clearance card, showing

that he had no orders for that train and that the block section

(C to D), which the train was to enter, was clear. He claims to

have told the conductor by word of mouth that the clearance

card would be valid only after the arrival of the westbound

train, but this is not substantiated; and besides, oral instructions

contrary to written orders are forbidden. Under the block-

signal rules this clearance card could not be given until after

receipt of word from D that the block section was clear and

would be kept clear for train No. 6, nor should the card be used

at all unless there were some good reason for not clearing the

signal. Moreover, this operator but a few minutes before, as

required by the rules, had promised D that he would hold all

eastbound trains for the arrival of train No. 1. On this clearance

card train No. 6 left C, and the collision occurred about 1 mile

east of that place. Both of the men at B and the one at C had

been in the employ of this company for several years, and all

three were regarded as efiicient operators.

The block-signal system in use on this line is the "Controlled

manual," but there is no track circuit control, and the rules per-

mit a clearance card to be given under certain conditions without

putting the signal in the position to give a "proceed" indication.

A card was thus given in this case, but without any reason or

excuse. In consequence of the use of the same outdoor fixed

signal for the two functions of a block signal and a train-order

signal there is a complication in the rules concerning the use of

a clearance card as a substitute for the giving of a proceed indi-

cation by the fixed signal, but it does not appear that this con-

duced to the commission of the error in this particular case.

Collision No. 4, which occurred on an electric road, was due to

disobedience of a meeting order by both the conductor and the

motorman of a northbound work train. Each of these men had

received a copj' of the order about 30 minutes before the collision,

and it appears that both of them fully understood it. Neither had

any other order in his possession at the time. The report says

:

"The motorman states that he was writing out certain freight

bills and asked the conductor twice whether the southbound car

had passed, and was assured that it had. The conductor states

that he supposed the motorman would attend to the orders while

he (the conductor) was looking around the cars, his attention

being taken by some wires that were loose."

Collision No. S, occurring at 3 :30 a. m., was due to a false

clear block signal. The signalman, disqualified by being under

the influence of intoxicating liquor, gave a clear signal to a south-

i)()und extra train to enter a section already occupied by a north-

bound regular train. There was a dense fog at the time so tiiat

neither engineman had a view of the opposing train in season

to slacken his speed. According to the rules the signalman at

this point should give a clear signal only after receiving word

from the train disi)atchcr. This signalman had been in the em-

ploy of the company as an extra man for about three months.

His mental condition after the collision was such that no ex-

l)lanation could be had of his error. He was arrested and held

for the grand jury on a criminal charge, but the result of the

trial is not yet reported.

Collision No. g, between a southbound passenger train and a

northbound freight, was due to the failure of an operator to de-

liver an order to the southbound train. This train was to meet

the northbound at H, and the order for it was sent to the operator

at that point. The train made its regular stop there to meet a

northbound passenger train and to take water, Ijut as it approached

the station the engineman sounded the regular whistle signal, in-

dicating that he desired a clear train-order signal, and the op-

erator, forgetting the order on his table, at once changed the

signal to the "proceed" position. The operator is held negligent

for not having reported to the dispatcher that the train was ap-

proaching the station, and also for neglecting to use the "tell-

tale" device, an arrangement for covering the lever of the signal

in such a way as to remind an operator of the presence of an

order in his office in case he should inadvertently attempt to

change the signal when it ought to be left in the "stop" position.

After the train had left, he discovered the order lying on his

teilegraph table and immediately notified the dispatcher; but it

was then too late to stop the northbound train. Up to the time

of this accident this operator's record had been good. He had

been at H two years and had had four years' experience in all.

Collision No. 11 was due to the presence on the main fine of

five coal cars, which had escaped control at a mine about a mile

away from the railway, and had run to the main track before

the men in charge could stop them. These cars had run away

because of carelessness of men at the loading point in pushing

a loaded car against four others which were standing on a grade

with the wheels blocked, but with blocks not large enough to

withstand the shock which they were given by the moving car.

There is a deraiHng switch below the mines, which ordinarily

would have throvin these cars off the track, but it had been

closed a few minutes before by a switching crew, to facilitate

their switching movements, and the runaway cars came along

just as the engine had cleared the running track. There is no

derail near the main line of the railway, the reason given for not

having one at this point being that because of the presence of

buildings close to the track there is no suitable place for a derail.

The statement of the railway company says that, to provide

against a collision of this kind in the future, it is proposed to

install two derailing switches, so connected with each other that

when one of them is closed, ahead of the switching engine, an-

other one, in the rear of the engine, must at the same time be

open.

Collision No. 14, between northbound and southbound freight

trains, occurred about 6 a. m., in a dense fog. The northbound

train had reached a point about 3,000 feet short of a switch, at

a passing station, where it should have cleared the southbound

train. The southbound train appears to have been a few minutes

ahead of time. The evidence as to the precise time is conflicting,

but the main responsibility is thrown upon the northbound train,

as it was running in violation of the rule which required it to

reach the meeting point and be clear of the main track before the

leaving time of the southbound train.

Collision No. 20, killing 9 persons and injuring 17, occurred

about 10:43 o'clock in the evening and resulted in the wreck of

a sleeping car, which took fire from the locomotive that crushed

it, and was completely destroyed. This sleeping car was the

rear car in a passenger train which had been stopped for the

purpose of making slight repairs, and it was run into by a fol-

lowing passenger train, after having been stopped about 25
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minutes. Tl'.e report says that the flagman of the standing train

went back promptly a distance of about 2,400 ft., to a highway

crossing and there placed a torpedo on the rails ; and that there

was a clear view from the standing train back for 2 miles to

the station at D, the switch lights of which were plainly visible.

The engineman of the second train appears to have taken no

action toward stopping until after he passed over the torpedo,

and even then the brakes appear not to have been applied with

full force. The brakeman who went back with the red light and

torpedoes says that he watched the approaching train from

the time it started from D, and that he continued to give the

stop-signal moi^on with his lantern until he was obliged to

step ofif the track to avoid being run over. The train passed

him at high speed. The conductor of the standing train saw

the motions of the brakeman's lantern and heard the explosion

of the torpedo. The sleeping car conductor was on the ground

at the rear of the train, and he also saw the stop signals given

and heard the explosion of the torpedo. The porter of the

sleeping car also watched the brakeman and gives similar tes-

timony. He says that he was sure that the brakeman went as

far as the road crossing, because he saw the light of the brake-

man's lantern reflected from the whitewashed wing fence of the

crossing.

The engineman of the second train declares that he did not

see the red tail lights of the standing train. He says that on

hearing the torpedo he made a service application of the brakes.

After the collision he went back to see if he could find the re-

mains of the torpedo, using in his search a tail lamp which he

found in the rubbish of the wreck. This tail lamp was after-

wards picked up by a road foreman of locomotives and proved to

be the one which was on the left-hand side of the rear of the

car of the standing train.

The conductor of the second train heard the explosion of the

torpedo and says that the air brakes were immediately applied,

but only slightly; and that after application, and before the

collision, they were released. The baggage man and the train

porter in the baggage car of this train heard the explosion of the

torpedo and spoke about it. This baggage man, who was en-

tering on his record the pieces of baggage which he had just

taken into his car, walked to the end of the car after hearing

the explosion, and returned to the center and remarked to the

porter that it was strange the engineer did not stop ; all of this

before the collision occurred.

The rear flagman of the second train did not hear the explo-

sion of the torpedo, but he saw the flagman of the leading train

standing at the side of the track as his (the second) train

passed him. Immediately after the collision he went back to

protect his own train and at the road crossing found the 'brake-

man of the standing train.

The leading train had left its rear car at D and at the inquest

held by the coroner testimony was ofifered to the efifect that the

tail lights (markers) were not transferred from this car to the

car ahead, but besides the circumstantial evidence already noted,

the report says that a trainmaster of the road was at D that

night and that he noticed particularly that the markers were in

place and brightly burning when the train departed.

The engineman of the second train was first employed by

this company in 1881. He was dismissed in 1885 and was re-

employed 4 months later. Nine years later he was out of the

service temporarily by reason of a strike. In the 19 years since

1881 his record shows 20 suspensions or reprimands.

The conductor of the standing train was first employed by

this road in 1894. Four years later he was dismissed for negli-

gence but was re-employed within a month. Eleven months later

he w;as dismissed again, and was re-employed on July 19 of the

present year, or a little over one month prior to the accident.

During the 11 years that he was out of the service he was em-

ployed on other roads, most of the time as freight and passenger

conductor and as yardmaster, but during the past two years he

was a farmer.

The brakeman or flagman of this train had been in the serv-

ice 24 days. He is 23 years old, and his last work before coming
to the railway was as a carpenter; but he had had railway ex-

perience as a fireman, baggageman, and clerk, aggregating 18

months. He was employed this year by an experienced train-

master and, according to the report, he not only was found to

possess the proper knowledge and intelligence to perform the

duties of a passenger brakeman, but also is held by the super-

intendent to have done, in this particular case, all that could be

expected of him.

Collision No. 22 was between a westbound extra freight

train and an eastbound regular passenger train. It oc-

curred on a curve where neither of the enginemen had more than

a few seconds' view of the opposing train before strik-

ing it; and 12 passengers were killed and 18 injured. The
tender of the engine of the passenger train penetrated the bag-

gage car and the rear end of the baggage car penetrated the

smoking car, and nearly all of the victims were in the smoking
car. The extra freight train, after receiving orders to run from

A to B, was moved some distance away from the station to

the west end of a sidetrack, there to await the arrival of two
regular eastbound passenger trains, the first one of which was
25 minutes late. After this first passenger train arrived and

passed, the extra was started out; and it ran about 2 miles be-

fore the collision occurred. The conductor of the extra train

states that he "entirely overlooked" the second train. The
engineman sustained a fractured skull, and was so seriously in-

jured that at the time the report was made he was not able to

make any statement concerning his relation to the wrong move-

ment of the train.

Collision No. 23 was due to failure of a telegrapher to stop

a train for which he held an order. This operator was 20 years

of age and had been in the service of the railway three months.

Previous to this he had had eight months' experience on another

road. In sending the order the despatcher gave the usual signal

on the wire and the operator responded with the letters "RD,"

indicating that he had displayed the red (stop) signal; and

afterward the despatcher again asked him if the signal was dis-

played and the operator replied in the affirmative. But after the

accident he ofifered the explanation that the signal, when re-

leased by him, did not move to the stop position. The super-

intendent doubts the truth of this statement, adding that he has

never known of a signal of this kind to fail in that way.

Collision No. 24, in which 20 persons were killed and 39 in-

jured, was between a southbound passenger train and a north-

bound freight train. The passenger train was running at high

speed. The cause was the failure to deliver meeting orders. The
freight train was running northward from A to B, C, D, etc.

An order had been sent to its conductor at A to the effect that

the passenger train would wait at C until a certain hour. The
despatcher intended to send the same order to the passenger

train at D, but "through oversight" failed to send it in season

Discovering this error, he then tried to send word to B to hold

the freight there, but he did not succeed in doing this until

after the freight had passed B, and the collision occurred

between B and C. This despatcher was 32 years of age, and

had been in the service of the road seven years ; his habits and

character were "excellent," and his service "very satisfactory."

Of the victims of this accident, nine (six killed and three in-

jured) were trespassers, riding on the front end of the front

car of the passenger train. It is supposed that these trespassers

had boarded the train at its last stop, though no one saw them

get on.

Collision No. 25, in which 34 passengers were killed and seven

passengers and four employees were injured, occurred on an

electric interurban railway and was between a southbound car

running as an extra train and a northbound car running as a

regular train. The southbound, which should have kept clear of

the time of the northbound, ran past the sidetrack at which it

should have waited and also past the next sidetrack; and the
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collision occurred at a point on a curve where neitlier niotcjrman

had more than a short distance in wliich to see the opposing car.

The collision occurred about noon. All ol the persons killed

were on the northbound car, which was completely wrecked.

The southbound car carried no passengers. The motorman

running the southbound car, who is principally at fault, had

acted as motorman of the northbound regular train for 60 days

previous to this collision, and he had been employed on this

division of the road about six months, previous to which he was

a motorman on city street railway lines. Tiie report says that

no statement has been secured from this motorman and tiiat he

is confined in an asylum. He is 35 years old. The conductor

of this car, who is equally responsible with the motorman, is

23 years old. He was first employed as conductor on this line

about 11 months previous to the collision, but had resigned and

was out of the service until about one month before the collision.

Derailment No. 2 was that of a train running about SO miles

an hour, and the first vehicle to leave the track was the tender.

All of the cars in the train were derailed, but the injuries to

persons were not severe. The officers of the road were unable

to reach any positive conclusion as to the cause of this derail-

ment, but they found a probable cause in the extremely tight

coupling between the engine and the tender and to the fact the

buffer plate on the engine was worn to a depth of about one-

half inch, and the bufifer plate of the tender was also worn

some. The report says : "Although there were no marks to

sliow that the buffer plate on the engine had tended to raise the

tender, it is possible that it acted that way." The accident oc-

curred on a curve of 3 deg. 3 min. ; superelevation of outer rail

8 in.

Derailment No. g, which occurred in the middle of the night,

was due to a washout caused by a cloudburst. The very un-

usual volume of water was held back by the embankment of the

railway until it flowed over the top and crossed the tracks, and

then a length of track about 350 ft. long was washed out, and,

for a length of about 20 ft. the earth was washed away to a

depth of 7 ft. Of the 14 persons killed, nine were passengers,

three were trainmen, one was an employee not on duty, and one

was a trespasser. The report says that this cloudburst was a

most extraordinary occurrence. Two residents of the neighbor-

hood, who have lived there for 30 years, says that 7 in. of water

fell in about 30 minutes. At the next station east of the point of

trouble very little rain fell, while at the next station west, al-

though there was a hard rain, it was not such as to cause alarm.

A number of highway bridges were washed away.

Derailment No. 12, in which the engineman, fireman, and bag-

gageman were killed, was due to the displacement of a door

on a freight car by the shifting of the goods within the car;

this door, falling from the car in an eastbound train, lodged

on the rails of the westbound track, and it was struck by a

passenger train running at high speed. The engine and baggage

car were overturned, and four other cars were derailed. This

accident occurred about 3 o'clock a. m. The first wheels to

jump the track were the trailing wheels of the engine. All the

rest of the train remained on the track for over a mile.

Derailment No. 21 was caused by a freight train becoming

uncontrollable on a descending grade because of improper hand-

ling of air brakes by the engineman. By long-continued appli-

cation of the brakes on the driving wheels of the engine the tires

on these wheels became so hot that they slipped laterally on the

wheel centers, and as a result they produced abnormal side

pressure on the rails, forcing one rail out of place and derail-

ing the engine and a number of cars. This accident occurred at

2 o'clock in the morning, and the trainmen had been on duty

10 hours and 10 minutes. The testimony concerning the conduct

of the engineman in regard to the handling of the air brakes

is not clear, but it appears that after finding that the speed of the

train was not slackening properly he took a stick (to use as a

lever) and went back over the cars to set hand brakes; and

all the time that he was away from the engine the driving-wheel

brakes, worked by "straight" air, remained set. The engine

was in good condition and the air brakes had been working
properly, and at the commencement of the descent there was a

sufficient supply of an-. The brakemen were held blameworthy
for not. setting hand brakes. These men claim that they did

not hear the brake signal which was given by the engine whistle.

The conductor, who was in the caboose making out reports, was M
licld blameworthy for not noticing that the train had passed a ^
certain place where it was usual to stop for the purpose of cool-

ing the wheels.

Derailment No. 23 was caused by a freight train becoming
uncontrollable on a descending grade of 78 ft. per mile because

of improper management of the air brakes. This derailment oc-

curred about 2 a. m. The train consisted of an engine, 62 cars,

and a caboose. In consequence of the excessive speed the

twenty-third car in the train was derailed at a sharp curve,

and, with 33 cars next behind it, was piled up in a very bad

wreck. The whole mass took fire and was burned up. The
origin of the fire is unknown, but it is conjectured that it started

in a car loaded with oil cake. The engine, with 22 cars, ran a

half-mile farther and was derailed and wrecked at a frog be-

cause of the looseness of the tires of the driving wheels, which

had become heated by the brakes being kept set for too long a

time. It is estimated that the speed of the train rose to 55

miles an hour or higher. The engineman was killed, and the

precise nature of the trouble with the air brakes can not be

made out. So far as can be discovered the engineman had ap-

plied and released the brakes too frequently to admit of re-

charging the auxiliary cylinders. The testimony of the sur-

viving members of the crew indicates that he did not apply the

air brakes until some time after giving the whistle signal for the

application of the hand brakes.

The engineman was 66 years old and the company gives him

a good record. The air-brake apparatus was connected for

operation on all the cars of the train but one. The conductor

had noticed the excessive reduction of the air pressure as shown

on the air-brake gage in his caboose, but when he finally opened

the conductor's valve it was too late for this to have any effect

on the wheels.

The bulletin contains the usual tables showing details of acci-

dents to employees in coupling and uncoupling cars; nature of

injuries in these accidents, and detail causes of accidents in

which men fell from cars, engines, etc.

ACCIDENTS ON ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Table No. Ie shows casualties on electric railways in train

accidents as follows: 41 passengers and 5 employees killed; 422

passengers, 44 employees, and two others persons injured; in

other accidents, 7 passengers, 14 employees, and 79 other per-

sons killed, and 365 passengers, 70 employees, and 167 other

persons injured This makes a total of 146 persons killed, and

1,070 injured. Adding to this the industrial accidents, the grand

total is 148 killed, and 1,150 injured. The collisions on the elec-

tric railways numbered 61 ; damage to cars, etc., $30,780; derail-

ments 17, damage $5,555.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Chilean government has set aside $522,139 United States

gold for the construction of 30 miles of railway connecting Cajon

and Llaima.

The railway commissioner of South Australia has given orders

for the construction of a truck to be run on one rail for experi-

menting with the monorailway as applied to conditions in South

Australia, where the necessity of cheap construction in sparsely

populated districts is very great. If the experiment is successful,

the government intends to build some small lines as feeders to

main lines, at a probable cost of about $2,500 per mile, including

rolling stock.
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DIFFICULT LOCATION WORK IN GORE'S CANYON.

BY J. J. ARGO.

Locating Engineer, Laramie, Hahn's Peak & Pacific Ry.

The writer was sent out as locating engineer for the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific, when this road was under construction,

to locate a line through Gore's canyon of the Grand river in

Instrument Man Going Up the Canyon on Foot-Logs.

Middle Park, Colo. The railway company had had a long fight

for the right-of-way through the canyon, and, as the case had

just been decided in its favor by the secretary of the interior,

its plans required that the final location be made at once.

Gore's canyon is a deep, narrow gorge, about six miles long.

For a considerable part of the distance it is what is commonly

termed a box canyon; that is, the walls rise directly from the

water's edge. The Grand river, a narrow stream from 100 to

200 ft. wide, flows through the canyon over a bed of large

boulders and has a fall of about 2 ft. in 100. The amount of

water is comparatively small, except during the months that

the melting snow from the main range of the Rockies raises

it from 10 to 30 ft. It then completely fills the bed of the

stream between the canyon walls. The canyon was almost in-

accessible at all times, although it was possible when the water
was low, or when the river was frozen in the winter, to get

through, with a good deal of difficulty. During the high water
season it was impassable, and it was during this period that the

location had to be made. The sides of the canyon are in some
places ragged granite bluffs rising to a height of 3,000 ft., and
in other places they are coarse slide rock standing at about

the angle of a rock dump. Through this slide rock run the

small streams which cut the sides of the canyon. It is possible

to walk or climb over the slide rock, but the bluffs cannot be

scaled except by artificial means.

We were able to work over the bluffs by the use of swinging

ropes from above, as it is nearly always possible for a skilful

climber to find enough points from which such ropes can be

hung, by making his way up the cliffs, usually at the ends where
they adjoin the slides, and taking advantage of the ledges and

Cliff With Foot-Logs in Place and Slide Rock in Background.

Placing Foot-Logs on Face of Cliff.

crevices. Then an active man, by holding to these ropes, can

scramble over an almost perpendicular cliff. An instrument

man, with his instrument strapped on his back and a rope

around his body safely securing him in case he should slip, can

go almost anywhere and set up his instrument in seemingly

impossible places. By this means a preliminary or angle line

was run, and 10-ft. contours obtained, from which we were able

to make up our map and projected location. It was possible

to get over any of the bluffs in this way, but it was tedious,

and when we were working a short distance from the mouth

of the canyon a whole day would be spent in getting to and

from work.

It was necessary to devise some means of getting to the in-

terior of the canyon in a shorter time, but it seemed at first

almost impossible. The opposite side of the canyon was equally

inaccessible, so that it could not be used for triangulation. No

boats of any kind could be used in the swift and treacherous

stream. It was possible to climb up the slides out of the canyon
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ill some places, but owing to the lieinlit "f tlu' raiiynn tliis took

up too imicli time. We finally adopteil tlie expedient (wliicli

was original with mc, though it may have been used by otliers

under similar conditions"), of swinging foot logs along the face

of tlie lihilTs over the river, by nu'ans of wire rope attached to

steel jiins fastened in the rocU. It was no easy matter to do

this with hastily improvised means and limited time, and put-

ting ni) these foot logs was the most strenuous work of the

survey. Our method of placing the logs was as follows : Pine

logs from 6 in. to 10 in. in diameter and about 16 ft. long,

which grew on the rock slides of the canyon, were cut and

taken down to the river bank, steel rope, % in. in diameter was

fastened to each end of the log. We used pins of drilled steel

about 16 in. long, sharpened witli a llat point, for supports.

These were driven into crevices in tlie n)ck;.in must cases, or,

when this was not possible, holes were drilled for tliem. Begin-

ning at tlie up-stream end of tlie bluff, a pin was located at

as near tiie pr,i])er height as possible, a log was floated down the

river to its position, and the upper end of the log raised to the

proper height and swung by the rope from the pin. A rope

was llu'u ilropirl I r( m the tcp of llie liiuff and attached to

tiie lower end of tlie toot log, allowiiii;' nuni located ali.ive to

hold the lower end of the log at the same height as the upper

end, while a man walked out on the log and put in the steel

pin from which to swing the lower end of the log. Then an-

other log was floated down, its upper end attached to the same

pin to wdiich the lower end of the first had been fastened and

its lower end raised by the rope from above while a man went

out on it and fastened another of the pins in the bluff. After

the logs had been placed for a short distance by this method,

the whole party handling the logs would be working on these

shaky supports, and the swift current made it very difficult to

handle the logs in that situation. Sometimes the current was

so strong that in floating down the logs we would lose log,

rope and all. Sometimes the steel pins, apparently solid, would

drop out. This danger was provided against by putting in a

large number, and by binding the ends of the logs together

solidly. The ropes swung from the top of the cliff continually

started loose rock which dropped all around us, and one or

two instruments were smashed by such rocks. One of the party

dropped into the river from one of the foot logs, but was a

good swimmer and managed to get away from the swift current

into an angle of the bluffs and get out safely. There were no

serious accidents during the work.

After we had all of the inaccessible bluffs strung with foot

logs, the work of setting stakes was arduous but interesting.

The canyon, while exceedingly rugged, has a comparatively

straight course, and the alinement of the road through it is

nearly all good, with only four short tunnels.

The Chilean and Argentine governments have agreed on a plan

to connect the two republics by another railway some 400 miles

north of the present Transandean Railway between Valparaiso,

Chile, and Buenos Aires, Argentina. It is proposed to have this

line of the same gage all the way, thus avoiding the transfer of

freight, as is the case via the present Transandean line. Such a

line would open up some rich mineral country on the Chilean

side, as well as rich mineral and agricultural lands on the Ar-

gentine side. This line would require a tunnel of only 1,640

feet to pierce the Andes at the point selected, and only about 36

miles of road is needed to connect it with the Longitudinal Rail-

way now building and the port of Caldera, Chile, which would

bring the farms of Argentina much nearer the nitrate fields of

Chile than the present route. The Argentine government has

made the appropriations for that portion of the road, and from

the sentiment in Chile there seems no doubt but that Chile will

be ready to connect as soon as a tunnel can be completed through

the Andes. The Chilean section would open up a country now

occupied by 30,000 people, which number would be greatly in-

creased, since that part of the country is rich in minerals.

INEQUITABLE MAIL-PAY RATES.

Tlie Commiltee on Railway .Mail Pay. .luliiis Kruttschiiitt,

ehainuaii. has issued .i i)aniplilet iMutaniing the facts and argu-

nu'iils uliicli it ])i()p(ise> to jir(>-(iit in ihu government in .'isk-

iiig : (1; that tlie postmaster general be authorized to allow the

railways compensation for space in apartment cars [an apartment
is a space less than a whole car, used for assorting mail]

; (2)
that the "short line" railways be not required to carry the mail

from stations to post offices (as is required under the present

law, in case the post office is within 80 rods of the station) ; and

{3) that llie weighing of the mads, to fix a basis for the price,

.shall be made every year instead of once in four years. The
pamphlet opens with brief historical notes. As late as 1842 only,

three-quarters of the railway mileage of the country was utilized

for mail service. The present tariff of the rates of pay, based

on weight, combined with additional rates based on space, was-

originally adopted in 1873, but has been modified. In 1876 Con-

gress ordered a reduction of 10 per cent., and in 1878 a further

reduction of 5 per cent. Then in 1907 there was a further re-

duction of 5 per cent, on the heavier routes. .This refers to the

rates (based On weight) for transportation. The rates of pay

for post office cars (space) separate from the transportation,

which were established by the law of 1873, were reduced in July,.

1907, on all cars 45 ft. long or longer. In 1907 the postma,ster

general reduced the transportation pay about 12 per cent, by

ordering that when mails were weighed the average weight per

day should be ascertained by dividing the gross weight by the

whole number of days included in the weighing period, thus in-

cluding Sundays, which theretofore had been excluded.

The volume of mail handled by the post offices in 1910 was so

much larger than that of 1907 that the increase in revenue was

$40,543,652, and during the same period the increase in expenses

amounted to $39,737,936; but none of this increase went to the

railways. On the contrary, they received $352,760 less in 1910'

than in 1907. For the year ending June 30, 1910, the total

amount received by the railways for transportation of mails was

about $44,000,000, and for railway postal cars about $5,000,000,

or a total of about $49,000,(X)0 ; whereas the city and rural de-

livery services cost $68,500,000. The information lately gathered

by the post office department concerning the cost and revenue of

railway mail service shows that on the railways reporting (77'

per cent, of the railway mileage of the coimtry), the railways

received from the express companies 19 per cent, more and for

passengers 37 per cent, more per car foot mile than is received

for carrying the mail. While the mail has occupied 9.32 per

cent, of the space in trains, as measured by car foot miles, it

produced only 7.08 per cent, of the revenue. The express com-

panies, occupying 10.67 per cent, of the cars, pay 9.66 per cent,

of the train revenue.

The railways carry postal clerks free, not only when on duty

but to and from their homes, and the inspectors, etc., of the

post office department ride free. In case of accident, the com-

pany must settle with these men the same as with a passenger,

but the express companies do not require this. Th,e government

pays for 1,400 railway post office cars, but there are 3,800 parts

of cars, fitted up with the same conveniences, for which no

space rate payment is made. No allowance is made for the

frequency of trains nor for speed. It is estimated that the

weight of mail increases at the rate of 6 per cent, per year, yet

the railways cannot have the price readjusted oftener than once

in four years.

The pamphlet contains a list of the roads which organized the

committee on railway mail pay ; and the members of the com-

mittee are the following: J. Kruttschnitt, Union and Southern

Pacific Systems; Ralph Peters, Long Island; Chas. A. Wicker-

sham, Western of Alabama; W. W. Baldwin, Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy; Frank Barr, Boston & Maine; W. W. Atterbury,

Pennsylvania; C E. Schaff, New York Central; C. R. Gr!ay,

St. Louis & San Francisco.
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THE EXISTING RAILWAY SITUATION.*

BY H. U. MUDGE.

President, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

The weak point in the railway situation is that the railways do

not agree. One railway company, by its action, may reduce

any rate to all competitive points. It requires uniform and con-

certed action to increase a single rate. It will be seen, therefore,

how difficult it is to make any rate increases, and it was only in

the face of the most urgent necessity that action was taken

looking to some increases in freight rates.

The occurrences leading up to the present railway conditions

are about as follows

:

In 1907 there was a large increase in the rates of wages paid

all railway employees, followed by a severe decline in business. It

seemed at the time necessary to either restore the wages to the

old basis or increase the transportation rates. The railway com-

panies were told by the authorities in Washington that to de-

crease wages at that time would only accentuate the panic and

were told by the shippers that this, of all others, was not a time

to increase freight rates. It was in vain that many of the rail-

way managers explained that with the ever increasing cost of

labor and material and the constant increase in cost of operation

through state and federal requirements, such as the Nine Hour

Law for telegraph operators. Self-cleaning Ash Pan Law, Em-
ployers' Liability Law, Safety Appliance Laws, the Electric Head
Light Laws in several of the states. Full Crew bills in various

states and many other things, that an increase in rates was inev-

itable, if not now, then some time later; if not under private

ownership, then under national ownership after the roads had

been driven to the wall.

However, the roads pulled through this panic without reduc-

ing wages or increasing freight rates, but by reducing expendi-

tures for maintenance of way, structures and equipment, i. e.,

taking it out of the property. Business conditions improved and

the roads began to put back some of the money withheld, but in

the fall of 1909, before they were anyvvhere near caught up, the

labor organizations began to clamor for another large increase in

wages. This was denied by the general managers on the ground

that the time was not yet right for another general increase. In

the first case, that of the switchmen in the northwest, arbitra-

tion was offered by the roads but declined by the men, and a

strike ensued. Organizations in other sections followed and ar-

bitration was resorted to with the decision in every case that the

men were entitled to substantial increases because of the in-

creased cost of living. Practically all of the railway labor or-

ganizations have received increases in wages, except two, and
those are now under consideration. That of the engineers is

now being voted upon by the men as to whether they will accept

the 9^2 per cent, increase offered by the managers, or whether
they will strike or take other means to endeavor to enforce their

demands. [Since this was written the raises, amounting to 10

per cent, or more, has been given the two organizations referred

to, the engineers and conductors.]

During all this time there have been many rate hearings and
decisions covering adjustments between communities, such as- the

Spokane, Missouri River, and Texas Cattle rate cases, in all of
which the revenues of the roads were, or will be, materially re-

duced, if the decisions stand as rendered. There have been also

important reductions in intrastate freight and passenger rates by
the various legislatures and state commissions, some of which
have been overruled by the courts, and others are still being
contested.

Someone must eventually foot the bill. The officers of the railways
believed that some portion of their added cost of living should
be offset by slight increases in freight rates on commodities on
which the freight rate is almost infinitesimal as compared with
the price of the article transported, and which freight rate in-

*This was written for the press by Mr. Mudge in response to several
requests for an expression regarding his views on the existing railway
situation.

crease, if added to the price, would make no noticeable differ-

ence in its cost to the consumer. They felt that with the general

downward revision of the average rates, caused by these numer-

ous decisions, they must initiate some slight increases in order to

partially offset this general downward tendency.

The railways have placed this matter fairly before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. Insofar as the western roads are

concerned, the amount of the increase asked for would not nearly

cover the increases in wages made -during the present year, and

I doubt if it would equal the amount of reductions made by the

decisions above referred to, but the outcome is awaited by the

railway managers and by the investing public with a good deal

of concern.

During all of the discussion and agitation attending the enact-

ment of the Hepburn Law and the Mann-Elkins Law, there were

many far-seeing railway men who thought that the additional

authority conferred upon the commission would be beneficial to

the country and to the railways, and there were other men, whose
views were entitled to equal consideration, who felt that to place

the life and liberty of so much capital absolutely under the con-

trol of a commission that might be swayed by political consid-

erations was, to say the least, a dangerous experiment and al-

most sure to result in disaster. It seems, therefore, that the

outcome of the present controversy is looked upon by men hold-

ing both these views as having a much greater importance than

the mere question of the increase in the revenue involved.

The states through which the Rock Island operates have, for

the most part, been favored with excellent crops and we expect

to be quite busy for the next three months in moving them. There
does not appear to be a tendency toward business expansion at

the present time. While there are those who are willing to

branch out, the bankers and capitalists do not seem disposed to

furnish money for these undertakings in views of the present

conditions, i. e., there seems to be a tendency to lay low until

the atmosphere clears up a bit.

The railways made quite heavy expenditures last year for rails

and equipment, and so far as I can learn, their expenditures on

these accounts for the next ten or twelve months will be very

light. If I am correct, the rail mills and car and engine manu-
facturers will find themselves short of orders in the near future.

This, of course, will throw a considerable number of men out of

employment and will affect the lumber, fuel and steel markets,

and it seems to me must, of necessity, make things very quiet

for a time. My personal opinion is, therefore, that we are in

for a period of non-expansion and that the length and severity

will depend largely upon the trend of public opinion with ref-

erence to the rights of the railways.

This western country is a country of wonderful resources and

it is only because of this that we have survived the terrific on-

slaught made on large capital. I am, by temperament, an op-

timist. I believe in the West, and I believe in the western

people. I believe that they mean to be fair and will be fair when
they have time to learn the facts and the eft'ect of this continual

hammering of the real industries of the country by the so-called

politicians. The railways can adapt themselves to almost any

condition, if the condition is stable.

The railways have made wonderful strides in the matter of

efficiency and the unit costs of transportations, but they have

not been able to offset the heavy increases in wages, cost of ma-
terial and cost of government regulation of operating matters,

and at the same time the serious reductions in rates by govern-

ment and state regulations. They can make still further reduc-

tions in unit costs through better efficiency, better tools and ma-
chinery, revision of grades, additional double tracks and in vari-

ous other ways, but, for the most part, these economies must be

preceded by heavy initial expenditures. Practically all of the in-

dustrial plants that have effected large economies have first re-

placed their plants with modern ones and have been permitted to

charge sufficient prices to enable them to recoup themselves for

these expenditures. This they are able to do by a beneficent gov-

ernment by means of a high protective tariff. The railways are
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not asking for a bonus of this kind. Tluy :irc merely asking to

be allowed an even break. They are willing to pay their em-

ployees more than twice as much as is paid in other countries and

they are willing to furnish transportation at less than one-half

the charges made in other countries, and they only ask that they

be allowed to charge a sufficient tariff to enable them to secure

money to do what the public requires, viz., furnish a safe and

eflicient service and still allow a sufficient return to capital to

make the investment an attractive one, which it is not at the

present time.

THE REPAIR TRACK AND ITS RELATIONS TO TRAFFIC.

Tlie /epair tracks are the banc of the yard-masters' life

Usually they are a miscellaneous collection of stub tracks, as-

sembled bit by bit, as the demand for space increases, in most in-

convenient portions of the yard; and their inconvenience is a

constant cause of friction between the repair track foreman and

the aforesaid official. But in the proper conduct of repair track

work there is more that affects the prosperity of the road than

appears upon the surface.

At many division points, a switch engine and crew are regu-

larly assigned to the repair tracks, but usually do not earn half

the cost. The repair track foreman generally maintains that he

cannot get along without the engine, but systematizing the work,

from the yard up, often brings better results without it. A check

on a certain system at several division points in competitive terri-

tory the past year disclosed the following conditions :—Instances

of as high as fourteen days' detention on commercial freight, one

to three days' delay on the part of the yard-master getting a car

placed on repair track; three days' delay in repairs, or, perhaps

five or six awaiting transfer, delay in getting car out after re-

pairs had been made, and another, an inexcusable delay, in moving

a car out of the yard.

The term "dead freight" (lumber, coal, etc.), is misleading. The

consignee of this particular car may be losing money on a con-

tract, or a plant may be compelled to close down for lack of fuel,

and if he be located in competitive territory, he is going to the

X, Y & Q road and his business will be lost. In times past, he

might have been placated by a pass, or a rebate, and enticed back,

but that day is past, and the only lever that is left now is service.

That only will retain the old patrons and get new ones.

Consider, first, location and arrangement. At most points, es-

pecially in Western territory, there should be at least six tracks, of

capacity suitable to the amount of repair work ; one for east or

north-bound loads, one for west or south-bound loads, one for

system empties, one for foreign empties, one for heavy repairs,

and one for the storage and cleaning of refrigerators or other

special service cars. Many roads having a heavy fruit trade store

their surplus refrigerators at the division points, and have them

all overhauled and repaired before the season commences. All

of these tracks should be accessible from both ends, except that

stub tracks may be used for heavy repairs if necessary. The fore-

man should have wheels located at ends of certain tracks, so that

cars requiring new wheels may be properly placed when set in.

It is a bad policy to have repair tracks lead off the main line,

as it is not practicable to place, or switch a string of "chain-ups,"

cars off center, etc., near the time of main line trains. Car in-

spectors in yard should mark cars "heavy," "for transfer," or

"for wheels," as the case may be, so that cars may be properly

placed at one handling. Repair tracks should be pulled at the

close of the day's business, or before if they are ready; or when

a portion of them are ready. During the night, after each in-

coming train has been switched, take the bad orders to the re-

pair track, each crew to set and space cars handled by it. Do
not "sluff" the bad orders off all night, and take a chance on be-

ing able to get them placed before the day crews come on. The
chance may be lost; and besides the track they are occupying in

the yard may be needed. Place all merchandise and perishable

loads "first out," so they can be grabbed and started on their way

as soon as repaired.

The repair track foreman is to be responsible, of course, for

the protection of his men, and of contents of cars undergoing re-

pairs. Furnish him with a list of all loaded box cars and con-

tents, and require him to advise the yard-master as soon as re-

pairs have been completed on perishable or time freight. During

the day, if a track is completed, or a portion of it, it should be

pulled and again filled. Have a car checker or some other com-

petent person take a check of the tracks at the close of the day.

The switch crew should not be sent to pull tracks and allowed to

take out everything with the "bad order" mark off. Note on the

list any cars that arc jacked up. Company material should not

be transferred, when possible to divert, neither should commercial

coal if company coal of same quality can be substituted.

The section foreman usually has to furnish men for transfer-

ring lading of bad orders, and he is apt to delay unless followed

up. If necessary to transfer a load of heavy timber, bridge steel

or machinery with the crane car, it should be done immediately,

as the wrecker may be ordered out at any moment, to be gone a

day or more. A good order car should never be placed on the re-

pair trark, because it came into the yard with a bad order chained

to it. The yard master should forward loads received from the

repair track in preference to all other loads except perishable and
merchandise. A good result can be obtained by a comparison of

the average delay in yard to repair cars at the different division

points, eliminating heavy repairs if deemed advisable. In this

manner it is possible to trace delays, from the "on hand" reports

which should show location of car each day, and then if the delay

is the result of a lack of energy, discipline can be administered.

ELECTRIFICATION OF RAILWAYS IN GERMANY.

Largely for military reasons, little has been done up to the

present time toward the introduction of electric-motor power on

the Prussian railways. On electric roads the trains do not pos-

sess the independence of steam locomotives. The electric car is

dependent on a power house and a set of electric wires, and

injury to either of these may suffice to delay mobilization or

supplying of troops for weeks. For the first experiments with

electric-motor power on a large scale, the line from Magdeburg

to Leipzig with its continuation, Leipzig to Halle, has been se-

lected—entirely an interior line which does not lead to the fron-

tier. Electric cars will be introduced on the first stretch from

Dessau to Bitterfeld during 1911. The so-called "one-phase re-

versed current" will be used. Very successful experiments with

this current have been made on local trains in the neighborhood

of Berlin and Hamburg. On account of lack of water power in

Prussia the necessary electricity will have to be generated by

steam. The power house has been built by the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., in the neighborhood of Bitterfeld,

where a plentiful supply of cheap lignite is obtainable. The

power house is the property of the General Electric Company,

which contracts to supply the necessary current to the govern-

ment. The wires will carry 10,000 volts. Two kinds of electric

locomotives will be used. Locomotives for passenger trains,

weighing about 70 tons, have 1,000-h.p. and a speed of about 80

miles an hour. Freight locomotives have 600 to 800-h.p., and a

speed of about 2)7 miles an hour. The most interesting feature

of the locomotives is that, instead of transmitting power from the

motor to the axles by means of cog wheels as heretofore, this is

done by cranks and rods as in steam engines. The motor is

situated rather high in the body of the locomotive, recent ex-

perience tending to show that a high center of gravity steadies

the locomotive. The wires are hung as follows: Poles are 82

yards apart; the poles are connected by a heavy cable from

which the electric wire is suspended by means of running knots

at intervals of 6.5 yards. With the exception of locomotives the

present rolling stock will be used without change.
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At Pau, France, February 2, Martin, the French aviator, in a

monoplane, flew for five minutes carrying seven passengers.

The Southern Pacific, dealing with a strike of enginemen and
firemen on its lines in Mexico, has filled the vacancies by the

appointment of Mexicans.

On the Canadian Pacific lectures are being given to large

classes of employees on first aid to the injured. Classes have

been formed on each of the six divisions of the road.

Flying above the circular track at Issy-Les-Molineaux, France,

February 3, Mr. Say, competing for a prize, made a distance of

63 kilometers in 32 minutes, which is at the rate of about 73

miles an hour.

The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has made a trackage contract

with the St. Louis Southwestern for the use of the latter's track

between McGregor, Texas, and Waco and the G. C. & S. F.

will shortly run regular trains into Waco.

The French State Railways have ordered SO ten-wheel pas-

senger locomotives from the North British Locomotive Com-
pany, Glasgow, Scotland. This is believed to be the first loco-

motive order that France has placed in the British Isles for al-

most 30 years.

The Chicago & Western Indiana has ordered, from the West-
ern Electric Company, telephone equipment for two circuits

throughout the lines of its own road and of the Belt Railway
of Chicago, with a total of 55 stations. There will be a message
circuit paralleling the train despatcher's circuits throughout.

The United States government has brought suit at New York
for $5,000 against the steamboat City of Lowell, owned by the

New England Navigation Company, which, it is charged, was
loaded with 1,800 persons last August on a voyage from New
York to Poughkeepsie to witness the boat races ; the number of

passengers allowed by law being 800.

Justice of the Peace Edward A. Ransom, Jr., of Jersey City,

N. J., on February 2 issued warrants for the arrest of eight

men in connection with the explosion of dynamite at a dock of

the Central of New Jersey in Jersey City February 1, when 24

or more persons were killed and over 150 injured. The persons

thus charged with responsibility are the general freight agent

of the road; the local freight agent; the dock master; a checker;

the owner of the lighter ; and the manager, the assistant manager,
and the superintendent of transportation of the powder company.

For changing from steam to electric or electric to steam en-

gines at Manhattan Transfer, near New York City, the Penn-
sylvania allows each train four minutes, and a record has been
made up showing that, of the 108 trains that have to be changed
daily, from 92 to 99 per cent, accomplish the process in less than

the allotted time. On one day all of the trains went through
with perfect records. The quickest time in which the exchange
has been made, thus far, was 1 minute and 30 seconds. In warm
weather when steam couplings do not freeze, a reduction may be

made in the time allowed.

A bill has been introduced in the Arkansas senate to abolish

the railway commission. The Little Rock correspondent of the

St. Louis Globe-Democrat says that when the bill was first intro-

duced it was considered a joke, but recent developments have
convinced everyone connected with the state government that it is

quite likely to be passed by the senate. The judiciary committee
to which it was referred has decided, with only one dissenting

vote, to recommend it for passage, and what action the house
will take in reference to it is admitted to be in doubt. It is

stated that if the bill is passed the governor will veto it.

The so-called "Chipperfield" commission of the Illinois legis-

lature has made a report charging that a large amount of land
held by public service corporations and other concerns on water
fronts in the state of Illinois has been improperly acquired. The
commission expresses the opinion that of the 265 acres of lake

front in Chicago, from Fifty-first street to the Chicago river,

which the Illinois Central occupies, it has legal title only to a few
small tracts. Similar charges are made against the Chicago
Dock & Canal Company, the Wiggins Ferry Company of East
St. Louis, the Lincoln Park commissioners and various other
concerns. The recommendation is made that the attorney gen-
eral proceed to test the rights of all persons and concerns hold-
ing lands, the title to which is in question, and that $50,000 be
appropriated by the legislature to defray the expense of litigation.

The explosion of gas which occurred at the Grand Central
Terminal, New York City, December 19, causing the death of
ten persons and damage to many buildings, was inquired into

last week by a coroner's jury, but after six hours' deliberation

the jury was unable to agree, and handed in two verdicts. Nine
of the jurors, including the foreman, found that the accident

was unavoidable, but a minority of three said it was due to the

negligence of the company or companies in charge of the

termniaj. Albert Scagroatt, the motorman in charge of the en-

gine attached to the cars which broke the gas pipe, had been
arrested on the day of the accident but was set free after the

action of the jury became known. Mr. Seagroatt was dismissed

from the service of the road on January 17. His statement, as

reported by the newspapers, was to the effect that he knew of

no damage to the gas pipe until a long time after the cars rai:

over the bumping post. The rails were slippery on the morn-
ing of the accident, and there was no sand available on his

engine.

We referred editorially last week (Railway Age Gazette, Feb-
ruary 3, page 190) to the requirements of the pending post office

appropriation bill, regarding the use of steel mail cars. The
bill then referred to (H. R., 31, 539) has been passed by the

house, but the senate committee has accepted certain recom-
mendations from the post office department for its modification,

which, it seems probable, will be adopted by Congress. Under
the bill as it is proposed by the senate committee to amend it. it

is provided that after July 1, 1911, no pay shall be allowed for

the use of any wooden full railway post office car unless con-

structed substantially in accordance with the most improved
plans and specifications of the post office department for such

type of cars, nor for any wooden full post office car run in any
train between adjoining steel cars or between the engine and
steel car adjoining, and that hereafter, additional equipment ac-

cepted for this service shall be of steel construction or with

steel underframe, if used in a train with a majority of cars of

like construction. It is provided further, that after July 1,

1916, the postmaster-general shall not approve or allow to be

used or pay for the use of any full post office car not constructed

of steel or other non-combustible material or with steel under-

frame ; if such post office car is used in a train in which a major-

ity of the cars are of steel or steel underframe construction. It

will be noted that the clause as here proposed, does not limit

construction to steel, but permits the use of other non-combusti-

ble material. Furthermore, under the original bill, the post-

master-general was not allowed to exercise any discretion what-

ever in administering the law, while under the present proposi-

tion, the postmaster-general may, on the application of any

railway, and for good cause shown after hearing, extend the

time for compliance by such railway with the foregoing pro-

visions. The lain as passed by the house, would not have per-

mitted the acceptance of any additional wooden cars, while the

bill as it is proposed to amend it would, it would seem, bar the

use of wooden cars only in trains in which a majority of the cars

are of steel construction.

Some Absurdities of Railway Regulation.

Howard Elliott, president of the Northern Pacific, in an ad-

dress before the Minnesota Federation of Commercial Clubs, at

St. Paul, Minn., on January 26, used the following illustration to

show up the absurdities in some recent legislation for the regula-

tion of railways.

Let us suppose that some men are engaged in the business of

hauling freight of all kinds from the river front in St. Paul to

the higher parts of the city. The owners and chief managers arc

doing the best they can to deliver coal, merchandise and other
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frt'ijjlit promptly aiul clicaiily. iIuhikIi every pi)iiiul must be

haukd uitli dilViculty over slippery streets ami up heavy grades.

Suddenly, however, a large number of men appear and begin

to tell the owners and managers how to run their business.

None of these men have any financial interest in the business of

transporting merchandise by wagon, and few of them have any

practical knowledge of it. One man says, "I have been looking at

your wagons and their beds are not the right height from the

ground, and you nuist change them. I notice also that the steps

are put ou wrong and the buckles of your harness are not of the

right character. You must fix these things." Another man says,

"The lanterns your teamsters carry are not suitable. You must

buy a much more expensive kind and see that they are carried

whether they are needed or not." Another says, "You must not

use a certain lead horse any more because he is not suited to

the business." Another says, "I noticed that you were carrying a

calf on one of your wagons. In such cases you must get your

wagon from the river front to destination within one hour, and
it must be moved at a speed of not less than ten miles an hour."

Another says, "In our part of the city your wagons must not

move faster than four miles an hour, and you must stop them at

every street crossing." Another says, "The city authorities have

decided that you must reduce all your charges 25 per cent." And
still another says, "I represent a committee that has decided that

your sheds and barns are not of the right type and you must
tear thein down and build new ones."

Meanwhile some of the stablemen and others have come to the

managers and owners saying that they have decided not to do
any more work unless their pay is increased 25 per cent.

Naturally the owners and their managers are somewhat con-

fused and discouraged at all this interference, and are tempted to

say, as the fiddler did in the mining camp, "Please do not shoot,

for I am doing the best I can." Now, all this sounds rather

ridiculous when it is applied to the man hauling coal and mer-
chandise in the city, but it is exactly what is going on all the

time in the United States today in relation to the railways, only

there is much more of it because the federal government and all

of the states are making rules and regulations about the kind of

equipment to be used, the character of locomotive headlight, the

kind of boiler in the engine, the speed of livestock trains, the

speed of trains in cities, the rates to be charged, the kind of
buildings to be put up—and the labor unions are at the same
time making demands for increases in pay.

Hudson River Bridge Studies.

The New York and New Jersey Interstate Commission, in

its fourth report, just issued, says that a center pier for a bridge

over the Hudson is out of the question, and that if ever a

bridge is built across the North River at New York it will have
to be a single span bridge. This commission (on the part of

New York) which consists of McDougall Hawkes, E. W.
Bloomingdale, A. J. Shamberg, George R. Dyer and Kingsley

L. Martin, serving without compensation, was appointed in 1907

and reports annually to the New York Legislature. Test bor-

ings have been made opposite West 179th street and West 110th

street, respectively. The commission favored a two-span bridge

at the 179th street or 110th street location, but the borings

proved that there is no satisfactory foundation for a bridge pier

in the center of the river. As there is a width of about 2,800

feet between the established pier head lines along the entire

length where a bridge is contemplated the commission was
advised by its engineer, Henry W. Hodge, that the construction

of such a bridge will cost about the same at any of the pro-

posed sites ; and the commission now believes that a bridge

located in the West S7th-59th street district will best meet inter-

state traffic requirements. This opinion is unanimously con-

curred in by the New Jersey Commission.

On the question of a bridge as against a tunnel for vehicular

traffic the report sets forth the reasons for a bridge against any

tunnel system.

"Most people," the commissioners say, "have in mind the tun-

nels now built for railway transportation, which are giving

satisfactory and efficient service, but it must be remembered that

a tunnel for vehicular traffic is a very different proposition. The
railway tunnel does not come to the surface, since the passen-

gers descend to it by stairways and elevators, but vehicles must

enter a tunnel by an incline, on which the grades should not

exceed 3 per cent, if any heavy hauling is to be considered, and

lluM' iiicliiud approachcfi make the total length of structure very
imicli longer than the actual river tunnel. This would make
necessary a total length of over two miles.

"A powerful plant would be necessary, ready at all times to

take care of a heavy rainfall, which might at any time rush in

through the long open cuts at cither end.

"The ventilation of such a tunnel would be very difficult, as

it would be a more serious problem than for a railway tunnel

where the trains practically fit the entire bore and thus change
the air with each passage. A tunnel would also require a con-

siderable lighting plant, and, finally, not less than six tubes

would, in the engineer's opinion, be required to match the

capacity of a bridge having four lines of subway or trolley

tracks and a driveway wide enough for four lines of vehicles,

besides two sidewalks.

"According to the engineers the cost of tunnels of equal

capacity would be about the same as a bridge.

"For these reasons, as well as for the general reason that

vehicular traffic in the open is in every way more desirable than

an artificially lighted, ventilated and drained tunnel, the com-
mission is of the opinion that tunnels cannot from any point of

view serve the purpose."

It is estimated that a bridge 2,800 ft. long would cost

$21,000,000.

Proposed Steamship Docks at Montauk.

The Long Island Railroad has bought at Montauk, L. L, a

tract of land 160 acres in extent, which, with 60 acres already

owned, affords a site for a railway terminal on a deep water

front; and plans have been made for piers 1,000 ft. long and
125 ft. wide, a size that will accommodate the largest ocean

steamers. Montauk is the eastern terminus of the Montauk di-

vision of the Long Island road, and the present action seems

to be part of a general purpose to provide at this place an

ocean terminal which will enable steamers from Europe to

put their passengers and mails into New York City much
earlier than is now possible. Montauk is 118 miles east of

New York, a distance which can be traversed by passenger and
mail trains in two hours and a half; while the steamships, by

landing at Montauk, not only will shorten their voyage by the

distance named, but also will avoid the inconvenience and de-

lays which are encountered in New York Bay and in getting

to their docks. It is understood that the officers of the Long
Island road have recently been in consultation with government

officers at Washington concerning those features of the pro-

posed improvement which would require action or consent of

the government, and it is given out that the road intends to

provide itself with an ocean terminus as soon as it shall be

needed ; but nothing is said as to when work will be begun on

the docks, and the steamship 'companies will not say that as

yet they have decided to send boats to the new terminal. Within

a few months the White Star Line will have in service one of

its new vessels about 100 ft. longer than the Mauretania, and

there is at present no dock in New York long enough to accom-

modate such a monster. Application has been made for au-

thority to lengthen the Chelsea piers, on the North river, and

until some decision is reached on this point the steamship

companies apparently will remain non-committal. A representa-

tive of the Long Island road says that the White Star, the

Cnnard and the Scandinavian steamship lines have inspected

the proposed location and have favored the proposed improve-

ment.

Chicago Subways.

Bion J. Arnold, chief subway engineer of Chicago, submitted

two plans for subway systems to the mayor and local transporta-

tion committee of the city council on Monday, February 6. The
first plan contemplates a comprehensive system of two level sub-

ways eventually reaching all parts of the city, but to be

constructed in five steps as the demands warrant. The first step

will provide relief for the congestion of surface cars in the down-

town district by the construction of a subway a little more than

2 miles in length. The second and third steps will include the

construction of a 4-track subway through the loop district for

the accommodation of the elevated railways. The fourth step

is for the connection of all the steam railway terminals by

subways, while the fifth step provides for extensions into the

outlying parts of the city.
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The second plan is designed exclusively for the relief of the

present congestion of surface cars in the business district.

The total estimated cost of the first plan is $54,450,000, but

expenditures ol $2,500,000 to $3,000,000 will be all that is neces-

sary to start with the first step. The estimated cost of the

second plan is between $4,500,000 and $4,750,000, with an addi-

tional outlay of $2,950,000 for the necessary connections for

universal through routing.

Mr. Arnold recommends the first plan because of the necessity

of starting with but a small investment but providing for expan-

sion as the demands warrant, although the second plan is so ar-

ranged that it will not conflict with the construction of the first

plan at a later date. There will be no grade crossings, and there

will be high speed, straight line operations. Engineer Arnold

recommended the use of reinforced concrete, with steel construc-

tion where the stations occur, as the cheapest and best.

Passage of Boiler Inspection Bill.

The lower house of Congress on Tuesday of this week passed

the bill providing for federal supervision of the inspection of

locomotive boilers, which passed the Senate on January 10. This

bill provides for a chief inspector, two assistant inspectors and
50 district inspectors, with authority similar to that now exer-

cised by the Public Service Commission in the state of New
York. The substance of its provisions was given in the Rail-

ivay Age Gaccttc of January 20, page 126. See editorial columns.

Degrees Conferred at Lincoln.

The University of Nebraska has conferred the degree of

Doctor of Engineering on three engineers of prominence, one each

in bridge design, electricity and mechanics. They are J. A. L.

Waddell, senior member of the firm of Waddell & Harring-

ton, Kansas City ; Bion J. Arnold of Chicago ; and Mortimer E.

Cooley, dean of the Engineering Schools of the University of

Michigan.

Mr. Acworth's Observations.

W. M. Acworth, of London, who has 'been in this country

for the last two months and who has been to Texas and other

western states, spoke as follows on his departure for home last

week

:

"The principal defect of American railway management lies

in the centralization of administrative power in headquarters

in Chicago and New York. This, while tending, doubt-

less, to efficiency and economy, is responsible in some degree

for the present strained relations between the railways and the

public. Matters that arise in Kansas, in Texas, in the far South,

in the far West and need prompt adjustment have to be referred

to officers a thousand miles or two thousand miles away, and
the citizen thinks he is dealing with a machine.

"Tn those important sections of your country the large railway

system should have real executive officers with the largest pos-

sible discretion to deal with local questions on the spot. The
ranking officers of your railways should every now and then

visit the different communities along their lines and cultivate

the personal acquaintance of their citizens.

''The skeletons in the railw'ay cupboard have all been buried,

and the roads would do well to open their cupboards and let

the public see how sweet and clean they are.

"In actual economy of railway operation the Americans are

first in the world. Why do the newspapers give so much space

to criticism of railway efficiency? In the number of tons per

car and cars per train, in the fullest utilization of locomotives,

in obtaining the greatest measure of result for each unit of ex-

penditure, they are not equalled by the railways of any other

nation.

"The investors of Europe and even your own Wall Street

seem hardly to grasp the enormous amount of money that must
he spent upon your railways to keep pace with your growing
traffic. If your traffic doubles every ten years, as it substan-

tially does, you will need not perhaps to double your facilities

every ten years, but to increase them at least 50 per cent. The
eleven hundred millions per year specified by Mr. Hill as nec-

essary for this purpose is none too much. The inhabitants of

your Western and Southern states, your people in general, must

understand that this capital cannot be obtained in their own
communities.

"Texas and Oklahoma have no money to spare for railway
building. They want it all for their own local business. Even
the East cannot find all the money required. This money in

large measure must for a long time to come be raised abroad

;

and investors in other lines will not be willing to subscribe it

so long as there is a continuance of the harassing conditions
which tend to impair the revenues of your railways, to hamper
their administration and to retard their development. If the

railways of the United States could reach a time when state

legislators ceased from troubling and state commissioners were
at rest it would be good for the railways and still better for

the citizens of the United States.

"No one would say that American farmers are more efficient

than those of France and England or that your government is

more efficient than the government of Prussia. Your railways
have reached a higher standard in international comparison
than your farmers or your government, and under greater diffi-

culties, for in England and on the continent employment with
a railway company is a prize and every man hopes to remain
in the service of the same company throughout his life. He is,

therefore, obviously more amenable to discipline than the shift-

ing, and often even foreign force employed on your railways."

Railways in Southern Asia.

In their more far-reaching connections and results, the railway
enterprises of South China are even more important than those
of North China. The work now being done or likely to be done
in the general railway development of this portion of the Chinese
Empire is under the control of French and British interests, the
French by reason of the railway connections to be made with
Indo-China through the Province of Yunnan, and the British

through the connections possible by w^ay of Burma. French and
British interests have the surrounding country so well under
control in the way of railway construction that when concessions

are granted foreigners for the construction of lines in Chinese
territory, they will, perforce, go to those controlling the connec-
tions to be made. What part these railways are to have in the

development of Asia can readily be understood after reading the

following article from the National Review, a Chinese-British

publication : Yunnan, which is about half the area of France,

but with only about one-eighth of France's population, owes its

present-day prominence to its geographical position in relation to

the spread of railways in southeastern Asia. The northwestern

boundary of Yunnan touches Tibet, thence it goes south and
fringes Assam, Burma, Siam and Tongking. Across Yunnan are

the shortest land routes between the British and French Indies

and China. The route from Canton to Calcutta, via Yunnan, is

1,600 miles, compared with 4,000 miles by sea through the Straits

of Malacca. To take a longer view, the Yunnan lines will form
an important section on the great trunk railway now assuming

shape across southern Asia, which will link Canton with the

European system at Constantinople, and with that of Africa at

Cairo. Of this great trunk railway, fully 5,000 miles in length,

about 3,500 miles are either already in operation or under con-

struction ; and the greater part of the remainder of the distance

has been surveyed and projected. The main line of this route,

as at present existing, runs from Karachi, on the Arabian Sea,

across northern India to Assam. From that point it forks into

two branches, both of which impinge upon Yunnan. The more

northerly branch reaches Sadiya, on the border where Tibet,

China, and Burma meet, at the point where the Brahmaputra,

descending from the heights of Tibet, turns sharply in its course

to roll onward through the plains of Bengal. This Sadiya branch

is meantime of importance because of the coal fields to which it

gives access, and its continuance into Yunnan would create a

connection between the Brahmaputra and the upper navigable

waters of China's great river, the Yangtze Kiang—from which

Sadiya is less than 400 miles distant—but the other branch re-

ferred to is more likely to form the main route through Yunnan

to the east. It leaves the existing line about 150 miles north

of Mandalay and runs to Bhamo on the Chinese frontier. From
Bhamo, or from Kun-lon, on the same frontier, to which a third

branch runs from Mandalay, the British government has the

right to extend the lines through Yunnan and to the Yangtze

Kiang. The only railway actually tapping the province of Yun-
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nan, across wliich all the inimensely important councctioiis notcil

must be made, is the French line, opcncil to tral'tic on April 1

last, from Haiphong on the Gulf of Tonkin to Hanoi, thence to

Lao Kai on the Chinese frontier and on to Yunnan-fu, the cap-

ital of the province, a distance of about 450 miles from the start-

ing point. Yunnan-fu is likely to be the junction point for all

of the lines across south Asia.

—

Consular Report.

American Institute of Consulting Engineers.

At the annual meeting of the American Institute of Consult-

ing linginecrs, held on January 17 in New York, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year : President, Alfred P.

Boiler ; vice-president, Gustav Lindciithal ; secretary and treas-

urer, Eugene W. Stearn, 103 Park avenue. New York. The
members of the council are as follows : For the term expir-

ing January, 1912, Gustav Lindenthal, New York; Ralph Mod-
jeski, Chicago; and John F. Wallace, New York. For the term

expiring January, 1913, General T. A. Bingham, New York; Ru-

dolph Hering, New York; and C. O. Mailloux, New York. For

the term expiring January, 1914, Alfred P. Boiler, New York;

J. F. Greincr. Baltimore, Md. ; and C. C. Schneider, Philadelphia,

Pa. The following standing committees were appointed : Com-
mittee on admissions, Gustav Lindenthal, chairman ; C. O. Mail-

loux; Rudolph Hering; J. E. Greiner and R. P. Bolton. Com-
mittee on professional practice and ethics, John F. Wallace,

chairman; H. W. Hodge, L. B. Stillwell, F. A. Molitor, G. F.

Swain and W. J. Wilgus. Committee on legislation. Gen. T. A.

Bingham, chairman; S. O. Miller and S. Whinery.

The institute is the outgrowth of a local association of con

suiting engineers, organized in New York in 1905, now ex-

panded into one of national scope. At a meeting held last De-

cember, the constitution was amended and the name, originally the

Association of Consulting Engineers, was changed to the pres-

ent one. The main object of the institute is to promote the busi-

ness interests of the consulting engineer by advocating a code of

ethics, professional practice and schedule of charges, by acting

in pertinent legislative matters, and by urging the separation of

the contractor from the designing engineer. The membership is

limited to those actively engaged in the independent practice of

the profession of engineering, in any of its branches, as con-

sulting engineers, and who are not engaged in contracting.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911; Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—G. W. Dennison, Penn-
sylv.inia Co., Toledo, Ohio.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911; St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-
tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,

1911, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911; Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August; New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
29th St.. New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911; New Orleans, La.

AssociAiioN ()K KAii.wAy Claim /Xgents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911; Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June, Washington, D. C. ; annual,
November, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Ailinis St., Chicago; June 19, 1911; Boston. Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard. 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Clud.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug.; Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement II. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays; Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—II. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Enginefus' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgcnsen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug.; St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday;
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911; Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn. Next convention July 25-27,

Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August; Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.

;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.; Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday;
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo., 3d Friday in Month; Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August; Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March
20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio; annual, May 22-24, 1911; Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911; St. Louis.

St.' Louis Raila^ay Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.; St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20. Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential
bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs. ; Jan., April, August and Nov.;
Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual, May 6, 1911; Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly; Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stew-
art Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911; Baltimore, Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual,
May 8, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August; Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

I
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The Missouri house has passed a bill to prohibit railways from

charging a higher passenger rate per mile between any stations

on their lines than they charge between competitive points.

A bill has been introduced in the New York legislature to

empower the public service commissions to suspend tariffs, a

power similar to that exercised by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

The state railway commission of Florida has complained to

the Interstate Commerce Commission against the rates on fruits

and vegetables charged by the Seaboard Air Line from points in

Florida to places in other states.

The Agriculturist of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, assisted by

other agriculturists from the New York State Experiment Sta-

tion and Cornell College, last Wednesday, at Burdett, near the

east shore of Seneca Lake, gave a lecture to the fruit growers of

New York state. Similar talks are to be given at other places

along the line.

The order of the California State Railroad Commission, made
December 24, reducing freight rates from Los Angeles to the

San Joaquin valley, goes into effect February 15 ; the petition

of San Francisco merchants for a reopening of the case having

been denied last week. The order applies to all classes of

freight, and following are examples of the reductions on the

highest and lowest classes (class 1 and class E) ; to Bakersfield,

71 cents to 67 and 22.5 cents to 17; to Visalia, 79 to 71 and 29

to 19; to Fresno 80 to 79 and 30 to 21.

The Transcontinental Passenger Association lines have de-

cided to make reduced rates for the convention of the National

Educational Association, which will be held in San Francisco,

July 8 to 14. It is probable the fare from Chicago will be $62.50

for the round trip. A reduced rate will also be made for con-

ventions in other California cities, the probable rate for other

conventions being $72.50. A one-way rate of $33 from Chicago
and $32 from St. Louis to the Pacific coast, effective March 10

to April 10, will be made.

Traffic Manager Langdon of the Long Island Railroad has

issued a pamphlet showing the number of buildings put up on
Long Island during the last calender year, part of a record which
he has kept for the past six years. The total for 1910 is 8,517,

which is 848 more than were built in the year 1909. The present

record includes 7,068 dwellings, 803 stores, 42 factories and 604

miscellaneous buildings. The records are gathered by the local

agents and other representatives of the company, and the list

shows the number in about 150 places. It has been found
that the gross receipts of the raihvaj' increase at the rate

of $100 a year for each new building. For example, the number
of buildings put up in six years has been 37,086. The earnings

six years ago were $7,824,000. Adding to this $3,708,600, we
have $11,552,600, which is only about $62,000 less than the actual

gross receipts for 1910.

Special Examiner Burchmore of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission took testimony at Chicago last week in the case involving

the action of the railways in cancelling certain L. c. l. commodity
rates between Illinois and Wisconsin points. The witnesses

who testified for the railways were F. P. Eyman, assistant freight

traffic manager of the North Western ; H. A. Pierpont, general

freight agent of the St. Paul ; M. A. Patterson, assistant general

freight agent of the Rock Island, and F. S. Hollands, assistant

general freight agent of the Chicago Great Western. It was
shown that the rates in question had originally been established

to enable industries located in the interior to ship into Chicago
and Milwaukee for redistribution ; that they are anomalous

;

that they are all for short hauls, the average being about 50

miles, and that increased terminal costs have made the handling

of traffic much more expensive than when the rates were made.
It was insisted that the advances- would not hurt anybody, as

the industries that pay the rates have grown strong enough to

stand the advances.

Association, said, in part, that while the advantages of co-opera-

tion had been illustrated ever since two men had acted together

with a common aim, he felt that the traffic clubs were the last

and probably the most important indications of the advantages
of co-operation, involving as they did the largest business ele-

ments in the country—the shippers and the transportation com-
panies. He was therefore glad to see the number of traffic clubs

increase. He felt that every traffic club had had a large part in

every recent improvement in understanding, such improvement
being made more and more essential by the progress of the law
in the regulation of transportation companies and of shippers.

The traffic clubs of the country have helped in one marked
advance, viz., the increase of car efficiency of the railways in

the last four years. In the fall of 1906 there was the most seri-

ous car shortage of which we know. We have no accurate

record of how serious that car shortage was, nor how serious

had been the prior car shortages ; but it was certain that such a

car shortage would never occur again, and that on account of

co-operation between the railways and the shipping public.

After Mr. Brandeis' arraignment of the railways he could

hardly hope that anyone could think that any action of theirs

was scientific. Even if it was not scientific he felt that Mr.

Brandeis would agree that it was beneficial. Whether scientific

or not, the result of the action, which he felt was joint action

on the part of the railways and the shipping public, was when
in the fall of 19i0 more freight was moved than four years be-

fore, there was no serious car shortage, although the two years

preceding had been years of very hard times for the railways.

The reason that there was no serious car shortage last fall was
because there were more cars and better cars furnished by the

railways, and these cars were loaded more fully and handled

more promptly by the shipping public. He had no doubt that the

traffic clubs of the country in bringing the shipping public and

the railways together had contributed to this result, but that

there were more definite causes than this and causes which the

traffic clubs had undoubtedly done their best to foster. . . .

During the car shortages of the fall of 1906 the railways had

taken such steps that since that time they have always known
exactly what the shortage and surpluses are, and furthermore

they have shared that knowledge with the shippers and given

them due notice whenever anything like a car shortage seemed

imminent. In addition, the railways have used the experience

which these car shortage statements recorded and have increased

their equipment as they thought would be necessary to meet im-

pending emergencies, and although the emergencies had exceeded

those of 1906 and 1907 they had been successfully met. On the

other hand, the public, working through the State and Interstate

Commissions, and through the demurrage rules, had succeeded

in reducing the detention of cars by shippers and consignees, and

in thus doing had borne its part in the great reform.

Traffic Club of New York.

The Traffic Club of New York held its fifth annual dinner

last Saturday evening at the Waldorf-Astoria, with about 600

members and guests present. The speakers were: Judge

Thomas J. Freeman, receiver and general manager of the Inter-

national & Great Northern; William A. Glasgow, Jr., a Phil-

adelphia lawyer, and J. Adam Bede, of Minnesota, formerly

member of Congress. Governor John A. Dix, of New York,

had been invited, but was unable to be present and sent a

telegram expressing his regrets. He said in part: "I have an

interest in all that pertains to transportation. Emerson [R. W.,

not H.—Ed.] said that there was 'meanness in traffic,' I pre-

sume that he had reference to freight rates, or possibly to obtain-

ing a satisfactory rate in moving the commodities for which he

was responsible. Every producer of a commodity lives in the

hope that rates will be reduced, but that imposes on the producer

the responsibility of giving to the traffic manager a greater [vol-

ume of] product. You thus work with those who create, and

you aid in the development of communities by serving them

best and receiving from them in return their best. I trust that

you will live forever. . .
."

Arthur Hale at Cincinnati Traffic Club. Freight Car Balance and Performance.

In an address before the Traffic Club of Cincinnati on Febru- Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

ary 6, Arthur Hale, general agent of the American Railway railways of the American Railway Association, in presenting
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stali.sticiil iMi'k'tiii \i' 90, ovcriiij; <"ir 1);il;iiKc and pi rlnrniainc

for ()ctol)cr. I'MO. says:

"I lie avi'iaj^vs reported in tlie bulleliii rellect a typical Oc-
ti)l)er performance, wliicli indicates conditions strikingly similar

to llio.se existing in October, l'X)7. Following is a coniparisnn

of tile principal averages for tlie past four years.

October, October, Octolier, October,
1910. 190'). 1908. 1907.

Gross revenue per mile of roa.l $1,092 $1,100 $1,002 $1,104
Per. cent, home cnrs on line 57 61 69 58
Average miles per rlav 24.8 25.6 23.8 24.8
Per cent, loaileil niileaKc 71.6 73.4 70.7 72.9
Ton miles per car per ilay 376 379 346 382
Average iKuly earnings all cars on line.. 2.66 2.70 2.33 2.67

"It will be noted lliat miles per car per day averaged the same
in both 1907 and 1910, while there is but one point difference in

the per cent, of home cars on line, and tiic average daily earnings

per car on line.

"Compared with September averages, the performance shows
an improvement in all items excepting tonnage per car and per

loaded car, which decreased from

—

Tons per Tons per
Car. Ld. Car.

September, 1910 15.5 and 21.6 to

October, 1910 15.4 " 21.5

"The ton miles per car per day, however, increased from 375

to 376, reflecting the increased daily mileage of cars. The daily

earnings per car on line increased from $2.59 to $2.66." The
accompanying table gives car balance and performance in Oc-
tober, and the charts on the facing page show car earnings and
performance in 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until June first, certain tariffs

naming increased rates on rice and rice products, filed by the

agent of the Southern Pacific and the Mallory Steamship Com-
pany. Sixty-four other carriers are named as defendants.

Refusal to Order Through Rate.

Edison Portland Cement Company v. D. L. & IV. Opinion
by Commissioner Proitty:

The commission is unable to declare defendants guilty of

negligence in not having established through routes for Portland
cement from New Village, N. J., to Williamstown and Enos-
burg Falls, Vt. The road finally succeeded in establishing joint

rates, and we cannot say that it was guilty of negligence in

not having been able to bring about this arrangement at the

time of the movement in question. (20 I. C. C. 95.)

Beekman Lumber Company v. Illinois Central.

Proportional rate of 11 cents on lumber, Winfield, Ala., to

Thebes, 111., restricted in its application to shipments destined

beyond Thebes, held inapplicable when the only destination in-

dicated on the bill of lading was Thebes proper. Combination
rate of 23^ cents assessed for the movement of a car of lumber
as from point of origin to Thebes proper found unreasonable

and lower rate prescribed for future. Reparation awarded.

(20 I. C. C. 98.)

Rates on Cream Reduced.

R. E. Cobb et al. v. Northern Pacific et al. Opinion by Com-
missioner Pronty:

Complainants are engaged in the operation of creameries at

Minneapolis and St. Paul and using the centralizer method. The
commission orders the adoption of the distance rates prescribed

in the Beatrice case (15 I. C. C. Rep., 109) over the lines of the

defendants between interstate points within a distance of 510

miles from St. Paul. It is highly desirable that there should be

uniformity in all this territory when that can be attained with-

out any sacrifice of justice. There ought always to be harmony
between state and interstate transportation by rail ; but under

the circumstances of this case this commission feels that it can

not deny the prayer of complainants. These centralizers are

engaged in the manufacture of butter at St. Paul, in the course

of which they draw their supplies from points without the state

of Minnesota, and they also sell their product at points without

that state. The very purpose of this commission is to see that

persons requiring interstate transportation shall be accorded
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just and reasonable charges for that service; and it has no
right to respect the policy of the state of Minnesota nor of the

state of North Dakota if they interfere with the application of

a just and reasonable transportation charge for this interstate

service. These states have made rates to favor the local

creameries. (20 I. C. C. 100.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

Tiie Iowa Commission has been reorganized with Nathaniel S.

Ketchum as chairman.

C. M. Larson, real estate engineer of the Chicago & Alton at

Chicago, has been appointed principal assistant engineer of the

Wisconsin railway commission.

The South Dakota railway commission has issued an order
requiring the railways to put intrastate class rates west of the

Missouri river, except in the Black Hills, on the same basis that

is now in effect east of the Missouri river. This will involve

a substantial reduction.

W. M. Barrow, formerly secretary of the Louisiana railway

commission, has been appointed assistant attorney-general of

Louisiana. His office will be at Baton Rouge, and one of his

duties will be to assist shippers in the preparation and presen-

tation of cases before the commission.

Prof. Milton J. Brecht, superintendent of public schools of
Lancaster county, has been appointed by the governor of Penn-
sylvania a member of the state railway commission, succeeding
John Y. Boyd. The term is five years. Prof. Brecht has been a
school teacher and politician all his life, and is 56 years old.

He has twice been a candidate for Congress, but has not been
active in politics for the past six years.

COURT NEWS.

Judge McPherson of the United States district court at Des
Moines, Iowa, has enjoined the Iowa railway commission from
reducing rates on soft lumber and nut coal.

In the federal court at New Orleans, February 2, the Texas &
Pacific was fined $100 each on five counts of an indictment
charging the collection of illegal rates for storage. Counsel for
the road said that the practice declared illegal was common on
all of the roads in the territory affected and that the suit against
the Texas & Pacific was a test case.

The federal court at Portland, Ore., has refused to restrain the
Oregon railway commission from enforcing an order requiring
reductions in class rates between Portland and southern Oregon
points, and the reduced rates went into effect on January 27.

Judge Wolverton, who rendered the opinion, held that it did
not appear that the railway will necessarily be deprived of its

property or of a fair remuneration on its investment.

Car Performance in 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910.

Car Loading and Earnings in 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910.
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Hatltttay ©ffir^r^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

T. S. Williams, vice-president of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit,

has been elected president, succeeding E. W. Winter, resigned.

George W. Peterson has been appointed a general attorney of

the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with office at St.

Paul, Minn.

Charles D. Warren, president of the Traders' Bank of Toronto,

Can., has been elected president of the New Orleans, Fort Jack-

son & Grand Isle, succeeding A. Kennedy.

Mark W. Potter, chairman of the board of the Carolina,

Clinchfield & Ohio, with office at New York, has been elected

president, succeeding George L. Carter, resigned.

D. H. Dunham has been appointed assistant attorney of the

Chicago & North Western, with office at Omaha, Neb., succeed-

ing C. C. Wright, promoted to general solicitor at Chicago.

The officers of the Kettle River Valley are as follows : James

J. Warren, president, Vancouver, B. C. ; F. M. Holland, vice-

president, Toronto, Ont. ; C. B. Gordon, secretary and treasurer,

Vancouver, B. C, and O. E. Fisher, auditor and general freight

and passenger agent, with office at Republic, Wash.

H. E. Graham, superintendent and general freight agent of

the Pittsburgh, Allegheny & McKee's Rocks, at Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has been elected vice-president and manager ; A. G. Davis has

been appointed secretary and auditor, and F. M. Garland has

been appointed treasurer, all with offices at McKee's Rocks.

E. F. Blomeyer has been elected vice-president and general

manager of the Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia (formerly the

Chattanooga Southern), with ofifice at Chattanooga, Tenn. I. M.
Dittenhoefer has been appointed general solicitor, with office

at New York, and Coleman & Frierson, general counsel, with

office at Chattanooga, Tenn.

Operating Officers.

F. Demuth has been appointed superintendent of the Grand
Forks division of the Kettle River Valley, with office at Grand
Forks, B. C.

Abner Bernard has been appointed trainmaster of freight

terminals of the Illinois Central, with office at Fordham, III.,

succeeding Daniel J. Higgins, assigned to other duties.

W. J. Tally has been appointed superintendent of transporta-

tion of the Raleigh & Southport, with office at Raleigh, N. C,
succeeding T F. Wilson, who has resigned' to go to another

company.

W. M. Wardrop, trainmaster of the Pennsylvania Lines West
at New Castle, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of the

Western division, with office at Fort Wayne, Ind., succeeding

J. B. McKim, assigned to other duties.

J. S. Stevens, superintendent of telegraph of the Chesapeake

& Ohio, at Richmond, Va., having been granted leave of ab-

sence on account of ill health, C. W. Bradley has been appointed

acting superintendent of telegraph, with office at Richmond.

Theodore Ensel, superintendent of the Pere Marquette, at

Grand Rapids, Mich., has been appointed superintendent of tele-

graph, with office at Detroit, succeeding W. K. Tasker. J. S.

Pyeatt. superintendent at Detroit, succeeds Mr. Ensel, and W. K.
Tasker succeeds Mr. Pyeatt.

C. A. Morgan, assistant trainmaster of the Delaware & Hud-
son, at Carbondale, Pa., has been appointed trainmaster, succeed-

ing J. H. Rosenstock, promoted. J. J. Rounds, day chief

despatcher, at Carbondale, succeeds Mr. Morgan. E. G. Knapp,

night chief despatcher, at Carbondale, succeeds Mr. Rounds,

and P. F. Kilker succeeds Mr. Knapp.

A. Q. Campbell, assistant engineer of the Oregon Short Line

at Ogden, Utah, has been appointed an assistant superintendent

on the Idaho division, with office at Pocatello, Idaho, succeeding

W. S. Harer, resigned. C. F. Smith has been appointed an

assistant superintendent on the Idaho division, with office at

Nampa, Idaho, succeeding T. W. Rickard, assigned to other

duties.

In the absence of J. P. O'Brien, general manager of the

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company at Port-

land, Ore., M. J. Buckley, assistant general manager, will be in

charge of operation of the road. J. D. Stack, also assistant gen-

eral manager at Portland, will assume the duties devolving on
Mr. Buckley, and L. R. Fields, superintendent at Portland, with

the title of acting assistant general manager, will temporarily

succeed Mr. Stack.

Ira A. McCormack has been appointed assistant general super-

intendent of the Eastern district of the New York Central &
Hudson River, with office at New York. Mr. McCormack was

born in 1859, and began
railway work in 1872 as

a telegraph operator on
the Pittsburg & Con-
nellsville, now a part of

the Baltimore & Ohio,

and the following year

he went to the Pitts-

Inirgh, Fort Wayne &
Chicago, now a part of

I lie Pennsylvania Rail-

road, where he remained
tor 13 years as brake-

man, conductor, freight

and ticket agent and
yardmaster. His next
position was yardmaster
en the West Shore, and
in 1888 ne was promoted
to trainmaster. Three
years latv:;r he went to

the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie as trainmaster, at

Ira A. McCormack. Pittsburgh, but soon af-

ter took a similar position

on the New York Central. He then went to Chicago to in-

stall automatic signals on the Chicago & North Western and the

Illinois Central, and was later trainmaster on the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern. In 1895 he was appointed general super-

intendent of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, and in 1899 was
elected vice-president of the Syracuse Rapid Transit, leaving

that position to become general manager of the Cleveland Elec-

tric Street Railway. He returned to the New York Central in

1902, as assistant manager of the Grand Central station and was
promoted to the position of manager of the Grand Central sta-

tion and Harlem Line, which title was changed in 1905 to gen-

eral superintendent of the electric division. He held this

position until 1907. At the time of his recent appointment, Mr.

McCormack was a special agent in the transportation department

of the New York Central,- at New York.

Traffic Officers.

J. F. McDoel, commercial agent of the Chicago, Indianapolis

& Louisville, with office at Lafayette, Ind., has retired.

C. H. George has been appointed general freight agent of the

Pittsburgh, Allegheny & McKee's Rocks, with office at McKee's
Rocks, Pa.

M. W. Ratchford has been elected manager of the Illinois and

Iowa Demurrage Bureau, with office at Peoria, 111., succeeding

Ashley J. Elliott, deceased.

Reed Finley, soliciting freight agent of the St. Louis & San

Francisco at Dallas, Texas, has been appointed agent of the

Mallory Line, with office at Waco, Texas.

R. M. Chastian has been appointed a commercial agent of the

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with office at Texarkana,

Ark., succeeding Fred Van Fossen, resigned.

C. W. Jones, city passenger agent of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific at Kansas Citj', Mo., has been appointed general

agent in the passenger department, with office at Kansas City.

J. G. Pullinger, agent of the Western Transit Company, at

St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed also agent of the Rutland
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Transit CompaiiN, uilli olVicc at St. Louis, siKHii'diiiK .\. A.

I'olaiul, resigned.

J. Y. Calahan, general agent of the New York, Chicago &
St. Louis, at Cliieago, has been appointed an assistant general pas-

senger agent, with otViee at Chicago, a new position, and his

former office has been abolished.

I\ i). Hurst has been appointed general agent of the LaUc
]'"rie & Western, the Northern Ohio and the Fort Wayne, Cin-

cinnati & Louisville, with ollicc at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding

n. J. Torbron, promoted.

K. F. Atwood, commercial agent of the Rock Island Lines at

St. Joseph, Mo., has been appointed commercial agent, with office

at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding Fred Smith, promoted to as-

sistant general freight agent.

A. J. Davidson, formerly president of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, has been appointed commissioner of the Pacific North-

west Demurrage Bureau, with office at Seattle, Wash., succeed-

ing Robert Dodgeon, deceased.

E. W. Clapp has been appointed assistant general freight and
passenger agent of the Southern Pacific lines in Arizona and
New Mexico, also general freight and passenger agent of the

Arizona Eastern, with office at Tucson, Ariz., succeeding R. S.

Stubbs, assigned to other duties.

H. G. Brewer, soliciting freight agent of the Trinity & Brazos
Valley at Waxahachie, Texas, has been appointed a traveling

freight agent, with office at Fort Worth, Texas, succeeding

D. W. Calloway, resigned to accept service with another company.

J. J. Mullane succeeds Mr. Brewer. George Dirmeyer has been

appointed a traveling freight agent, with office at Dallas, Texas,

succeeding H. S. Fry, resigned to go with the Texas City Steam-
ship Company.

P. A. Auer, whose appointment as assistant general passenger

agent of the Rock Island Lines, with office in Chicago, was an-

nounced in the Railway Age Gazette of January 27, page 185,

began railway work in 1887 with the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific in Chicago as city depot ticket agent. He held this po-

sition for twelve years and was then made traveling passenger

agent, with office at New York. In 1902 he was promoted to

division passenger agent at Pittsburgh, Pa., and two years later

was appointed general passenger agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Gulf, with office at Fort Worth, Texas, from which
office he has just been promoted.

William E. Farris, whose appointment as general freight and
passenger agent of the Buffalo & Susquehanna, with office at

Buffalo, N. Y., has been announced in these columns, was born
November 22, 1870, at Sandborn, Ind. He was educated in the

common schools, and began railway work August 1, 1891, as a

telegraph operator and agent on the Evansville & Terre Haute.

Mr. Farris remained in the service of this company at various

places until April, 1905, when he was appointed agent in charge

of the Evansville & Terre Haute and the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois terminals at Terre Haute, Ind. He resigned from that

position December 31, 1910, to become assistant general freight

and passenger agent of the Buffalo & Susquehanna, which posi-

tion he held for one month, until his appointment as general

freight and passenger agent.

G. S. Pentecost, whose appointment as general passenger agent

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, with office at Fort W^orth,

Texas, was announced in the Railway Age Gazette of January

27, page 185, was born October 12, 1872, at Mt. Vernon, Ind.

He graduated from the high school in 1891, and began railway

work in 1898 with the Chicago Terminal Transfer Company.
He was next a ticket seller at the Grand Central depot, Chicago,

and in January, 1902, was made passenger agent of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific at Chicago ; in August of the same year

he was made traveling passenger agent, with office at Fort Worth.
He was then promoted consecutively to passenger agent at El

Paso, Texas ; district passenger agent at Pittsburgh, Pa. ; division

passenger agent at Omaha, Neb., and assistant general passenger

agent at Kansas City, from which last office he has just been

promoted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

A. McCulloch has been appointed chief engineer of the Kettle

River Valley, with office at Merritt, B. C.

V. W. I'^Uet has been appointed a general foreman of the Rock
Island Lines, with office at Rock Island, 111., succeeding J. E.
I.oy, assigned to other duties.

G. S. Hunter has been oppointed a master mechanic of the

Missouri. Oklahoma & Gulf, with office at Muskogee, Okla., suc-

ceeding J. F. Grealy, resigned.

J. K. Howard, assistant engineer maintenance C)f way of the

Ann Arbor Railroad, at Owosso, Mich., has been appointed engi-

neer maintenance of way, with office at Owosso, succeeding G. R.

luidert, resigned. J. P. I^amsey succeeds Mr. Howard, with

office at Owosso.

C. W. Dieman has been appointed master mechanic of the

Green Bay & Western, the Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western,,

the Ahnapee & Western and the lola & Northern, with office at

Green Bay, Wis., succeeding W. P. Raidler, resigned to engage

in other business.

G. L. Lambeth, master mechanic of the .St. Louis division of

the Mobile & Ohio, at Jackson, Tenn., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Mobile division, with office at Whistler, Ala.,,

succeeding E. G. Brooks, assigned to other duties. W. Q.

Daugherty succeeds Mr. Lambeth.

F. O. Walsh, master mechanic of the Atlanta & West Point

and the Western Railway of Alabama, at Montgomery, Ala.,

has been appointed mechanical assistant to the general manager
of the Brazil Railroad Company, in charge of the mechanical

department, with office at Sao Paula, Brazil, S. A.

William P. Carroll, terminal foreman of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River, at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed,

master mechanic, with office at Rochester, succeeding F. M.
Steele, resigned. J. J. Cunningham, terminal foreman at Gar-

denville, succeeds Mr. Carroll, and Arthur Dale succeeds Mr.

Cunningham.

J. W. Marden, superintendent of the car department of the-

Boston & Maine, at Boston, Mass., has resigned, and that posi-

tion has been abolished. E. T. Millar, general foreman of the

car department, at Concord, N. H., has been appointed general

car inspector, with office at Boston, Mass., succeeding F. S.

Sanborn, assigned to other duties.

Purchasing Officers.

John H. Guess, formerly general purchasing agent of the Na-
tional Railways of Mexico, has been appointed assistant general

purchasing agent of the Grand Trunk, with office at Montreal,

Que.

C. A. Roth, storekeeper of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

at Galesburg, 111., has been appointed a storekeeper at Havelock,

Neb. J. L. Feemster, storekeeper at St. Joseph, Mo., succeeds

Mr. Roth at Galesburg, and J. A. Allen, general foreman at

Aurora, III, succeeds Mr. Feemster. J. E. Matthews, chief lum-

ber inspector at Chicago, has been appointed Pacific coast lum-

ber agent, with office at Seattle, Wash., and J. F. Rothschild,

storekeeper at Hannibal, Mo., succeeds Mr. Matthews. J. H..

Ellis, storekeeper at Lincoln, Neb., succeeds Mr. Rothschild.

OBltUARY.

A. C. Harvey, for the past 15 years district passenger agent

of the Great Northern at Philadelphia, Pa., died on February 2,.

at the home of his son in East Orange, N. J. Mr. Harvey was

born at Granville, N. Y^., and began railway work in 1863 as a

clerk in the passenger department of the Pussumpsic Railway.

For 12 years he was traveling freight and passenger agent of the

Union Pacific and then he was with the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul two years, before going to the Great Northern.

Henry T. Griffin, assistant general passenger agent of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, died February 2, at Chicago. Mr.

Griffin was born November 7, 1848, and began railway work in

1868 as a clerk in the accounting department of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul. He was later a clerk in the general

passenger department and was then promoted to chief clerk of

the same department. He was appointed assistant general pas-

senger agent in November, 1900. Mr. Griffin was a brother-in-law

of Sir Thomas G. Shaughnessy, president of the Canadian Pa-

cific and his son, J. H. Griffin, is general agent of the Canadian

Pacific in San Francisco, Cal.
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Arizox.'^, Mexico and Gulf of California.—Surve3-s liave been

made and contracts for building the line will be let soon. The
proposed route is from Sasco, Ariz., southwest to Port Lobos,

Sonora, Mex., on the gulf of California. Plans are being made
to improve the harbor at Port Lobos to establish extensive port

and terminal facilities there. E. H. Parker, chief engineer.

(.August 5, p. 262.)

Arkansas Roads.—According to press reports, the Board of

Trade of Little Rock, Ark., and G. H. Cravens, formerly chief

engineer of the ^lemphis, Dallas & Gulf, at Nashville, are back

of a project to consolidate a number of existing lumber roads

between Little Rock and De Queen, which are 146 miles apart.

About 63 miles of new line will have to be built to complete the

line between these two places. G. R. Brown is secretary of the

Board of Trade, Little Rock. ,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—The Sunset Western, it is

said, has gradmg work under way on an extension from Fel-

lows, Ca!., north for about two miles.

Atlantic, Quebec & Western.—This road has been extended
from Newport, Que., northeast to Grand River, 17 miles.

Aurora, Elgin & Chicago (Electric).—The lines of this com-
pany are to be extended from Yorkville, 111., west via Piano and
Sandwich to Somonauk, and may eventually be extended to

Mendota, 66 miles from Aurora.

Badger Railway & Light Co.—Surveys have been made and
rights-of-way secured for a line between Whitewater, Wis., and
Lake Geneva. 22 miles. The company will do the work with its

own men. G. Pickhard, chief engineer, 710 Majestic building,

Milwaukee.

Belleville & Western.—Incorporated in Illinois, with office at

Belleville, 111., to build from Belleville to a point in Section 9,

Township 1, South Range 9, west, in St. Clair county. J. Adami,
Centerville

; J. D. Vogt, R. W. Hofsommer, P. J. Gundlach and
B. A. Gundlach, all of Belleville, are incorporators.

British Columbia & Dawson.—A bill has been passed in the

Canadian House of Commons, it is said, incorporating this com-
pany with a capital of $10,000,000. The incorporators include :

B. Brooks, of the Western Union Telegraph Company, New
York

; J. W. Kendrick, vice-president of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, Chicago ; W. C. Pratt, A. C. Sullivan, E. C. Harris

and C. G. Young, New York, and J. O. Clifford, Chicago.

Cumberland Valley.—An officer writes that this company will

complete within a few months revision work on the main line for

two tracks between Carlisle, Pa., and Greason, 4.84 miles. Five

public grade crossings will be abolished. Second track is also

being laid from Greason to Newville, 5.26 miles, which it is ex-

pected will be finished by the end of this year. All the work is

being carried out by the company's men.

Greenville & Knoxville.—This company is planning to make
a mortgage to secure funds for building from the present

terminus at Riverview, S. C, northwest to Knoxville, Tenn.,

about 100 miles.

Greenville. Sparatanburg & Anderson (Electric).—See Pied-

mont & Northern (Electric).

Hudson & Manhattan.—The New York Public Service Com-
mission, First district, has extended the time to June 15, 1913, in

which to complete the Ninth street extension of the subway
system, from Sixth avenue to Fourth avenue, in the Borough of

Manhattan. The work was to have been finished by June, 1911,

but has been delayed, pending the adoption of the tri-borough

or other system of new subways.

Kanawha, Glen Jean & Eastern.—A new branch has been

opened for business from Sugar Creek Junction, W. Va., to

Pax, six miles.

Indianapolis, Nashville & Southern Traction.—An officer

writes that this company has been incorporated in Indiana with

$150,0(X) capital, to build from Indianapolis, Ind., south via

Bloomington, Bedford, Mitchell and Paoli to Evansville, about
170 miles. The company will do the grading work with its own
men. There will be two trestles, one of 1,600 ft., and another
of 800 ft, and a 1,000-ft. tunnel. J. A. Johnston, president, and

J. A. Shafer, chief engineer, Indianapolis.

La Crosse & Southeastern.—An officer writes that contracts
will be let this coming spring to build an extension from Viroqua,
Wis., south via Libertypole, thence southwest to Fargo, then
west to West Superior, and continuing south to Retreat, 19 miles.

Contracts will also be let for work on eight miles between Wilton
and Ontario, including 14 pile bridges. The maximum grades
will be 2 per cent, and maximum curvature 6 degrees. Bids will

be received by A. E. Rau, engineer, Sparta.

Lida Valley.—According to press reports, surveys are to be
started at once for the line from Cuprite, Nev., to a point near
Hornsilver, 15 miles, thence west to Lida. Surveys will be con-
tinued into ihe Bishop country. A. D. Goodenow, general man-
ager, and S. W. Connolly is in charge of the survey. (Decem-
ber 23, p. 1204.)

Louisiana & Arkansas.—An officer writes that permanent
location has been made for an extension from Jena, La., east

to Natchez, Miss., 50 miles, but it has not yet been determined
when the line will be built. (January 6, p. 62.)

Memphis, Paris & Gulf.—An officer writes that this com-
pany has located tlie h'ne from Murfreesboro, Ark., ea.st to Pine
Bluff, 166 miles. A contract has been given to the Ware Coni-
struction Company, St. Louis, Mo., to build the line and sub-
contracts are now being let. The work is to be tinished within

12 months. J. H. Allen, chief engineer. Pine Bluff, Ark.

Mexican Roads.—A concession has been given to the Hudson
Consolidated, Ltd., an English syndicate, of which Joseph Brails-

ford, London, England, is chairman, to build about 470 miles of

railway through southern Mexico. It is said the government
will grant a subsidy of $5,000,000 gold in aid of the project.

Surveys are now being made.

C. Carbonneau, representing the Franco-Espano Bank of Paris

and Madrid, which is financing the proposed line to be built by

a French syndicate between Comacho, Zacatecas, Mex., and
Mazapil, with branch lines to mining camps and other points in

the state of Zacatecas, is arranging to start work on the line.

Surveys were made some time ago. The main line and branches

will total about 300 miles.

Morgan's, Louisiana & Texas.—The new line from Lafayette,

La., northeast to Baton Rouge, 57.4 miles, has been opened for

business.

Montgomery & Chattanooga.—Incorporated in Alabama with

$50,000 capital, to build from Montgomery, Ala., northeast to

Anniston, about 95 miles. The company proposes to first build

the 50-mile section from Montgomery to Alexander City, at a

cost of $750,000. Benjamin Russell, president. First National

Bank, Alexander City.

Mount Sterling Short Line.—Judge H. Clay McKee and

O. G. Wales, Toledo, Ohio, are back of a project to build a line

either to Paris, Ky., Carlisle or Cynthiana.

Nazas Valley & Pacific.—This company has been organized

in Mexico to build a line from Tepehuanes, to Guana-

cevi, about 62 miles, and a branch will probably be built to

Inde, 33 miles. The interest on the bonds of the company is

guaranteed by the state of Durango for a period of 25 years.

The permanent survey will probably be finished about April 1,

and the company hopes that the Sierra Madre mountains will

be crossed on a 2 per cent, grade. J. T. Odell, president. New
York; J. F. Wallace, vice-president, and A. D. Meloy, secretary.

New York, Ontario & Western.—This company expects to

finish this coming fall the double-track work now under way on

the Scranton branch, between Scranton, Pa., and Cadosia, N. Y.,

54 miles. There remains about 25 miles yet to be double-

tracked.

Norfolk & Western.—A new branch has been opened for

business on the Radford division from Salem, Va., to Crusher,

10 miles.

North Carolina Roads.—According to press reports, the

Whiting Lumber Company has bought a large amount of timber
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lands and will build a line from Tujiton, N. C, north to Robbins-

villc, 12 miles. It is proposed to eventually extend the line from

Rubbinsvillc, northwest along the Cheoah river.

Northern Pacific.—According to press reports, the Sunny-

side branch is to be extended from Grand View. Wash., east to

Gibbon, on the main line, about 12 miles.

Oklahoma Roads.—Residents of Ardmore, Okla., will give a

bonus of $100,000 to secure the building of a new line through

that place. The projected route is from Lawton, southeast via

Duncan and Ardmore, to Sherman, Texas, and the line is to

be built within 18 months. The Development Company, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., is back of the project.

Panama-David Railroad.—It is expected that the Panama as-

sembly will ratify the contract between tlie Panama government

and the Balboa & Pacific Estates, Ltd., of London, England, to

build a line from the city of Panama, west to David, about 300

miles. (See Panama Railroad, January 6, p. 62.)

Parral & DuRANGO.—This road has been extended from Mesa
de Sandia, Mex., southward to a point about one-half mile be-

yond Paraje Seco.

Pennsylvania Roads (Electric).—According to press reports,

plans are being made by residents of Philadelphia, Pa., to build

an electric line from Slatington, Pa., northwest to a connection

with the Carbon Transit Company at Lehighton, 12 miles. It is

said that the work includes putting up a large bridge at Lehigh

gap over the Lehigh river, the Lehigh canal and the railway

tracks.

Piedmont & Northern (Electric).—Incorporated in South

Carolina with $5,000,000 capital. It is understood that the com-

pany will take over the rights and property of the Greenville,

Spartanburg & Anderson, which was organized to build an

electric line between Anderson, S. C, and Spartanburg, about 65

miles, with a number of branch lines. The incorporators include

:

J. B. Duke, Somerville, N. J., and B. N. Duke, New York. (See

North Carolina Roads, January 23, p. 183.)

Pittsburgh & Great Lakes Connecting.—Financial arrange-

ments are said to be made to build from Ellwood City, Law-

rence county, Pa., northeast to Raymilton, in Venango county, 40

miles. The work will include piercing a tunnel near Jacksonville.

It is the intention of the company only to build the first 33

miles from Ellwood City to Grove City at the present time.

The estimated cost of the work is $100,000 a mile. The offices

of the company are at Pittsburgh. J. R. Snyder, president, and

J. A. Allen, chief engineer.

San Luis Southern.—Trains are now being operated between

Blanca, Colo., and Jaroso, 31.38 miles.

St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.—The charter of this com-

pany has been amended in Texas, permitting the construction

of an extension from Buckeye, in Matagorda county, Mex., to

Collegeport, 16 miles. This extension has been projected for

some time.

Southern Railway.—An officer v^^rites that the company pro-

poses to double-track the line from Franklin Junction, Va., south-

erly to the northern terminus of the present double-track at

Galveston, 1.4 miles. The contract has been given to Stewart

Brothers & Jones, Rockhill, S. C.

Southern Railway & Navigation Company.—Train service

has been extended from Morville, La., to Jeffris, 1.5 miles.

Sunset Western.—See Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Texas Roads.—Residents of Bryan, Texas, are back of a pro-

ject to build from Smitana, on the International & Great North-

ern, at a point six miles from Bryan, through the Brazos river

bottom, about 26 miles. Arrangements have been made for

trackage rights over a short section of the International & Great

Northern. W. E. Saunders, Bryan, is interested.

Virginia & Carolina Southern.—The Elizabethtown branch

has been extended from Dublin, N. C, to Elizabethtown, eight

miles.

The Chilean government has appropriated mc.ney for the con-

struction on the railway from Valparaiso to Casa Blanca, a

small place about 40 miles to the southeast.

.Atlantic, Northern & Southern.—This road, which runs from
Kimballton, Iowa, south to Villisca, 55 miles, has been put in

the hands of a receiver on the application of creditors to the

amount of $100,(XX). The road, the southerly 38 miles of which
was opened to traffic a few weeks ago, was built by farmers
living along the line.

Baltimore & Ohio.—It is understood that this company is nego-

tiating for the purchase of the Coal & Coke Railway, which
runs from Charleston, W. Va., to Leiter, 166 miles, with 24

miles of branches. The company also owns 100,000 acres of

coal lands. It has $18,881,800 stock and $4,031,000 bonds
outstanding.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.—The new directors have been
elected : Thomas F. Ryan, Frank A. Vandcrlip, John S.

Dennis, C. Ledyard Blair, Edward D. Adams, W. K. Whighajn
and Robert C. Ream.

Coal & Coke.—See Baltimore & Ohio.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.—This company has arranged for

trackage rights over the St. Louis Southwestern's tracks from
McGregor, Texas, on the Santa Fe, east to Waco, 20 miles.

Holyoke & Westfield.—See New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Hudson Companies.—See Hudson & Manhattan.

Hudson & Manhattan.—Holders of the $10,000,000 6 per cent.

notes of the Hudson Companies (the holding company for the

Hudson & Manhattan), due October 15, 1911, have been given

the privilege of extending them until October 15, 1913. The
new notes will be secured by the same collateral as the old

ones, consisting of $1,500 Hudson & Manhattan first mortgage
Ay2 per cent, bonds of 1957 for each $1,000 note. The notes

are convertible into bonds at 85 during 1911, 87J/2 in 1912, and
90 in 1913. A cash payment of lJ/2 per cent, on each note will

be made to holders accepting the ofifer.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—The Holyoke & West-
field, whose road from Holyoke, Mass., to Westfield, 10 miles,

is leased to the New York, New Haven and Hartford, has

asked the Massachusetts Railroad Commission for permission

to issue $200,000 4^ per cent. 40-year bonds, dated April 1,

1911, to refund the same amount of first mortgage 4 per cent,

bonds due on that date.

New York, Ontario & Western.—The $2,702,0(X) general mort-

gage 4 per cent, bonds of 1955 have been sold to White, Weld
& Company, New York (February 3, page 259).

Oklahoma Railway (Electric).—A meeting of the stock-

holders has been called for February 24 to authorize an increase

in capital stock from $3,000,000 to $15,000,000, of which

$5,000,000 will be preferred ; and to authorize $12,000,000 bonds.

According to the Commercial & Financial Chronicle, the new
capital is to be authorized in order eventually to build a number
of interurban lines.

Oregon Electric.—White, Weld & Co., New York, are offering

at par and interest a block of first mortgage gold 5 per cent.

bonds of 1908, of which $10,000,000 were authorized and

$2,000,000 are outstanding. The company operates 70 miles

of road, including the line from Salem, Ore., to Portland, and

all of its common stock is owned by the Hill interests.

Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern.—William Salomon & Co.,

New York, and Rhoades & Co., New York, are offering at 97.84

and interest $875,000 5-year receivers' certificates, dated March
1, 1911. They are issued to refund receivers' certificates due

March 1.

St. Louis Southwestern.—See Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.—Ll'nder this name the Chatta-

nooga Southern has been consolidated with the projected

Chattanooga & Atlanta, and the Gadsden & Birmingham.

When construction is fini.shed, the company will have a through

line from Chattanooga, Tenn., to Atlanta, Ga., via the Sea-

board Air Line from Rockmart, Ga. The Commercial & Finan-

cial Chronicle says that the authorized capital stock of the new

company will be $2,350,000 common and $750,000 preferred. A
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mortgage securing an issue of $5,000,000 first mortgage 5 per

cent. 50-year bonds, dated February 1, 1911, has been made to

the Empire Trust Company of New York. (December 23,

p. 1206.)

Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal.—The Guaranty Trust Company
and Sutro Brothers & Co., have jointly bought $1,000,000 re-

ceivers' certificates issued to pay for 1,000 steel cars, which are

about to be ordered. This issue is part of $2,000,000 previously

authorized, and the remaining $1,000,000 may be issued for

buying more cars when necessary.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—The $8,000,000 5 per cent, notes held

by the syndicate headed by Kuhn, Loeb & Company, have been
extended for 18 months by an agreement between the railway

and the syndicate.

Winston-Salem Southbound.—The Union Trust Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., is offering at 95^ a block of first mortgage
50-year 4 per cent, bonds, dated July 1, 1910, being part of an

authorized issue of $5,000,000, all of which is outstanding. The
bonds are secured on 89 miles of road from Winston-Salem,
N. C, to Wadesboro, and are guaranteed, principal and in-

terest, jointly and severally, by the Norfolk & Western and
the Atlantic Coast Line, each of which owns half the capital

stock. This stock is also deposited as security.

%aU N^tt)j^*

The items in this column were received after the classified

departments were closed.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

At the beginning of this year there were 63 organizations in

the German Railway Union, having in the aggregate 67,128 miles

of railway, the Prussian State Railway leading, with 23,418

miles, while one other German road has less than 4 miles.

Austria had 12,664 miles in the Union; Hungary, 11,388; besides

1,995 belonging to Austria and Hungary jointly. The other lines

are chiefly in Holland and Roumania, and one in Russia. The
mileage increased 1,138 miles during last year. In the last ten

years it has increased 10,131 miles, or nearly 15 per cent.

A member of the Italian Parliament, Prof. Ancona, of the

Milan Polytechnic, has published some figures which indicate that

Italy is not making money very fast by its railways. The report

of the railway department indicated a profit of $7,400,000 in the

last year reported, but this critic says that this was because cer-

tain expenses incurred by the railway had by law been made
chargeable to the general treasury, and that the actual profits

for the last four years have been $8,600,000, $7,400,000, $3,200,000

and $860,000, respectively. The state's investment in these rail-

ways, it should be remembered, is about $1,000,000,000.

The Portuguese railway employees won their recent strike and
obtained the following concessions from the companies : The
lowest wages will be increased about 20 cents a day; all the em-
ployees will receive a yearly vacation of 20 days, during which
time they will receive full pay ; a nine-hour day rule will be

rigidly kept; the amounts of the pensions will be revised; all

employees will be given passes and the period of the strike will

be regarded as vacation, the strikers receiving full pay. At first

all of the demands of the strikers were refused, but the compa-
nies offered a 10 per cent, wage increase. This was rejected as

unsatisfactory. Work was taken up on January 15 and express

trains were to be run a day or two later.

Passenger rates on Belgian railway lines per mile are about

3 cents first class, 2 cents second class, and 1 cent third class. In

Germany the average passenger rates are 2.7 cents, 1.7, and 1

cent, respectively, and in France, 3.1, 2.3, and 1.5 cents, respec-

tively. In Russia rates are somewhat lower, but this advantage
in the cost of travel is offset by the slowness and fewer con-

veniences of traveling. Italian rates are somewhat higher, but the

highest in Europe are those of England, ranging from 4 cents to

5.8 cents per mile first class, to 3.7 cents per mile second class,

and 1.9 to 2.9 cents third class. In Belgium the comparatively

cheap mode of transportation offered through cheap commuta-
tion tickets, "abonnements," unquestionably stimulates travel, and
probably causes the large volume of passenger traffic on the lines

of this country. These tickets can be purchased for periods of

5 and 15 days, 12, 9, 6, and 3 months, and during the period for

which the ticket is issued the holder has the right to travel at

I

any time, on any train that suits his convenience, without regard

j

to the distance traveled, within Belgian territory.

The Brinson Railway has ordered 50 sixty-ton box cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company.

E. T. Stotesbury has been elected a director of the Lehigh &
Hudson River, succeeding the late J. Rogers Maxwell.

Archibald T. Banning has been elected secretary of the Duluth,
Missabe & Northern, succeeding E. B. Ryan, Jr., resigned.

Charles H. Markham, president of the Illinois Central, with
office at Chicago, has been elected also president of the Central
of Georgia and the Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah, suc-
ceeding Major J. F. Hanson, deceased.

C. A. How, supply agent of the Missouri Pacific, at St. Louis,
Mo., has been appointed general purchasing agent, with office at
St. Louis, succeeding S. F. Pryor, resigned to become vice-
president of the Simmons Hardware Company.

The directors of the Boston & Maine have approved the ac-
tion recently taken for the eventual construction of a line for
the Boston & Maine on the New Hampshire side of the Con-
necticut river, extending about 11 miles north of Hinsdale, N. H.

The Arizona & New Mexico has filed notice of an increase
in its capital stock from $1,500,000 to $2,300,000; the additional
sum is to be used for extensions and betterments. The line
now extends from Lordsburg, Grant county, N. Mex., to Clif-
ton, Ariz.

Major Melville W. De Wolf, vice-president of the Erie Rail-
road, died February 8, in New York City, at the age of 77 years,
from heart failure brought on by an attack of asthma. He began
railway work in 1873 as agent of the Erie & Pacific Dispatch, at

New York. In May, 1893, he was appointed general eastern
freight agent of the Erie Railroad, and on June 1, 1908, he was
appointed special agent. In November of the same year he was
made a vice-president of that company, which office he held at

the time of his death.

Congressman Macon, of Arkansas, has introduced a bill pro-
viding that it shall be unlawful for any company, corporation,

organization, or association engaged in interstate or foreign
commerce to use the mails, telegraph or telephone lines, or the
railways within the jurisdiction of the United States for pur-
poses of interstate or foreign commerce without first having
filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission an affidavit duly
subscribed and sworn to by the chief agent or officer thereof,

clearly setting forth that the aggregate value represented in and
by the stocks, bonds, or other securities of the company does
not exceed the aggregate physical value of the property and the

reasonable value of the business, privilege, or franchise that

the said stocks, bonds, or other securities were issued to rep-

resent.

The Commerce Court was organized at Washington on Wednes-
day, in the conference room of the Court of Custom Appeal,

Martin A. Knapp, presiding judge, acting as chairman. The other

members of the court, John E. Carland, Robert W. Archbald,

William H. Hunt and Julian W. Mack, were all present. The
court will open for business at noon on Wednesday, February 15,

at which time cases now pending in other courts that properly

are to be adjudicated before the new court will be automatically

transferred. The following officers were appointed : Clerk, G. F.

Snyder , salary, $4,000 ; deputy clerk, W. S. Hinman , salary,

$2,500; marshal, F. J. Starek, salary, $3,000; deputy marshal,

J. L. Murphy, salary, $2,500. Mr. Snyder was secretary to Sen-

ator Elkins and is clerk of the State Committee on Interstate

Commerce. He is a lawyer and is well known among railway

officers. Mr. Hinman has been attached to the confidential cler-

ical staff of the White House for many years. Mr. Starek is

connected with the internal revenue bureau, having for a long

time served as chief clerk. Mr. Murphy is chief of a division

of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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'I'lu' Detroit I'liitiil Railway (.'oinpanv lias ordered f)0 two-
motor /O-li.i). car eciuipnunts from tiio General I'.leitric Coin-
paiiy, Sclieiiectad}-, N. Y.

The \\ . K. Koiily Company, Chicago, amiouuces tlie appoint-
niciit of the Railway Signal Company of Canada, Ltd., Montreal,
Que, as general agents for Canada.

Edward Beers, secretary of the Commercial Acetylene Com-
pany, New York, left on February 3 for an extended trip in

Canada. The company has an oltice and charging station at

Toronto, Ont.

George Moses, eastern and southern representative for

James U. Sipe & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., died in Pittsburgh, Janu-
ary 15. Mr. Moses was for a number of years actively engaged
in railway work, and previous to 1907 held a responsible posi-

tion in the otiice of Alexander Stewart, general superintendent

of motive power of the Southern Railway.

.\. C. Moore, district manager of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company, New Y^ork, with headquarters in Chicago,

was on Februar\- 1 made general manager, in charge of the com-
mercial interests of the company, with headquarters in New
Y'ork. Mr. Aloore is succeeded in Chicago by J. G. Van Winkle
as general agent in charge of the northwestern district.

The Pennsylvania Railway Motor Company has been incor-

porated in Pennsylvania by J. A. Viele, Frank M. Knapp, O. W.
Fnsworth and R. W. Brown. The company will make cars, en-

gines, boilers, machinery, etc. It is capitalized at $200,000. The
Vicle motor car will be the principal product of this company
and, when complete, the plant will have a capacity of one of

these cars per month. These cars will be similar to the one Mr.
Viele has been working on for many months, and which is un-

derstood to have undergone several tests on the Pennsylvania
Railroad tracks. Work will be begun on the plant immediately.

The Linde Air Products Company, Bufifalo, N. Y'., has in-

creased its capital from $500,000 to $1,000,000. The company
has purchased sites at South Elizabeth, N. J., and North Traf-

ford. Pa., and is proceeding at once with the erection of two
large factories. It is anticipated that these two new plants

will be completed and in operation by next June. Contracts

have been let for the buildings and for such equipment as the

company does not make at its Buffalo shops. The company al-

ready has two plants in operation—one in Buffalo and one in

East Chicago—but has found that it needs these additional

oxygen plants.

Eugene P. Thomas, assistant to former president James A.

Farrell of the United States Steel Products Company, New
York, has been elected president of^ this company to fill the va-

cancy caused by Mr. Farrell's election to the presidency of the

United States Steel Corporation. Mr. Thomas has had a wide
experience in the export branch of the steel trade, having been

in London from 1899 to 1903, as foreign representative of the

Lorain Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa., the American Steel

& Wire Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and the Illinois Steel Com-
pany, Chicago. When these companies were taken over by the

United States Steel Corporation, Mr. Thomas came to New
Y''ork to take charge of a department of the United States Steel

Products Company.

John I. Beggs, president of the INIilwaukee Electric Railway

& Light Company was elected president of the St. Louis Car
Company-, St. Louis, Mo., at the recent annual meeting. This

was the first annual meeting of the corporation since its re-

organization by Mr. Beggs. The directors elected are : John I.

Beggs. Robert McCullough, Richard McCullough, George J.

Kobusch and Warnes S. McCall. The officers are : President,

John I. Beggs ; chairman of the board of directors, George J.

Kobusch; secretary and treasurer, J. M. Taylor. Edwin Missner,

chief clerk of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Com-
pany at Milwaukee, has been appointed assistant to the president.

The companv has paid off all indebtedness and has now a work-
ing capital of $400,000.

Annual Baseball Game at the Atlantic City Convention.

Charles A. Knill, chairman of the baseball committee of the
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association is already making
plans for the amnuil game at Atlantic City, N. J., during the con-
ventions of the Master Mechanics" and the Master Car Builders' _
Associations. In orer to give aspirants for places on the teams
an opportunity to find out if they can qualify, the following ^
eligibility rules have been framed

:

(1) Each team to be composed of 12 men in uniform, eight

railway supply yien and four railway men.

(2) Supply men must be in the sales departments of their

companies, or call on railways or car companies to solicit

business.

{3) No one who is employed in a shop alone will be allowed
to play.

(4) No one is to be allowed to play who comes to Atlantic

City for the baseball game alone. Each player must be in at-

tendance as a representative of a supply company and registered

as such.

(5) Railway men to play must be members of either the M. M.
or M. C. B. association. Employees in shops cannot play.

(6) Members' names and occupations, and the names of the

supply concerns or railways with which they are connected must
be submitted to J. Will Johnson, chairman of the entertainment

committee, at least one month before the game.

(7) If for any reason a change in team is necessary, names
shall be submitted and passed on by the sub-chairman of the

baseball committee as well as by Mr. Johnson.

(8) No player shall be eligible who has not been employed as

salesman for at least one year by a railway supply company,
or who has not been a member of the M. M. or M. C. B. asso-

ciation for at least one year.

All pla3'ers who can meet these requirements are requested to

write soon to either Harry B. Hammond, Pressed Steel Car
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., who will captain the western team,

or F. M. Nellis, 53 State street, Boston, Mass., who will captain

the eastern team, so as to give them time to select their teams.

Pittsburgh, Pa., will be in western territory and Bufifalo, N. Y.,

in eastern.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Rock Drill Accessories.—The Ingersoll-Rand Company, New
Y'ork, in bulletin 9003, describes and illustrates its rock drill

accessories.

Finished Steel.—The Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has published Stock List No. 6 of the Waverly warehouses, New-
ark, N. J., giving all the various products on hand and the

code words for use in telegraphic orders.

Interlocking Machines.—The General Railway Signal Company,
Rochester, N. Y., has published a catalog on model 2 electric

interlocking machines. This catalog contains over 50 pages, is

illustrated and gives diagrams and full information on this line.

Cranes.—The Northern Engineering Works, Detroit, Mich.,

has devoted its catalog No. 25 to photographs and brief descrip-

tions of all the various types of Northern cranes. Appended to

each description is a note giving the number of the catalog

which is devoted to that particular design.

Electrical Fittings and Generators.—The Sprague Electric Com-
pany, New York, has published catalog No. 436, giving a full

list of electrical fittings and accessories. Illustrations and prices

are included. Bulletin No. Ill of this company illustrates the

various types of electric generators and gives a long list of the

plants in which they are installed.

Train Despatching.—The United States Electric Company,
New York, has published Bulletin No. 501 on Gill selectors for

telephone train despatching, describing the development of the

selective calling system particularly in its application to railway

telephony, and explaining fully the functions and service of the

Gill selector and the answer-back.
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Missouri Pacific.—"Under Sapphire Skies in San Antonio"
gives the prospective traveler a good idea of the attractions

of this old Texas City and other points reached by the Missouri

Pacific—Iron Mountain route. Another booklet by the same
passenger department describes Hot Springs, Ark., as "The
Natural Wonderland Set Apart by the Nation for the Health and
Pleasure of the People."

Western Pacific.—"Where's Where and liow to Get There,"

is the title of the latest ticket agents' manual of the Western
Pacific. A large map and details of connections give the in-

formation suggested in the title. Another booklet issued by the

road is called "Seeing the Western Pacific." Taking the im-

portant tow^ns in order from Salt Lake City, Utah, to San Fran-
cisco, Cal, this publication briefly outlines the interesting facts

regarding each community.

Electric Railways and Air Brakes.—Bulletin No. 4808 of the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., is a reprint of an
article on the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis 1200-volt

direct current railway, which appeared in the General Electric

Review. It is illustrated with photographs and diagrams, and
gives detailed information on this inter-urban line. Bulletin

No. 4798 illustrates and describes General Electric straight air

brake equipments for electric railways.

Safety Valves.—The Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company,
Boston, Mass., has published two catalogues on locomotive pop
safety valves; one giving the construction of their standard type

open and muffled valves, and the other giving a report on tests of

3 in. and 3^/2 in. valves as submitted by Prof. F. E. Miller, of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. These tests were
made as complete as possible. The results give data that is

interesting and instructive from an engineering standpoint, espe-

cially that obtained from the valves with the inner edge of the

main discharge slightly rounded.

Generators, Alternators and Air Compressors.—Bulletin No.
4804 of the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., is

devoted to direct connected generating sets, which are used for

both power and lighting in isolated plants and also as exciters

for alternating current generators in central station work.
Bulletin No. 4685 describes belt-driven alternators. These al-

ternators are of the revolving field type and range in capacity from
30 to 550 k.w. Photographs, dimension diagrams and descrip-

tions give full information on this line. Bulletin No. 4810 illus-

trates and describes portable and stationary air compressor sets.

The portable air compressors are mounted on three-wheel trucks,

which can easily be moved from one place to another, and were
designed for use where the installation of a system of piping is

not feasible.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Centralia, Wash.—The Northern Pacific will begin work in

the spring on a large roundhouse and repair shops. The yard
trackage will also be increased.

Eagle Lake, Texas.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe will

build a brick combination passenger station and freight house
for which bids will be taken at once. The building is to cost

between $8,000 and $10,000.

Evansville, Ind.—The Louisville & Nashville will build track

repair shops at a cost of $140,000,

Ft. Wayne, Inp.—-The Wabash has prepared plans for a new
passenger station, but they will have to be reconsidered on ac-

count of the refusal of the city to vacate the necessary ground.

Galveston, Texas.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has
included in its 1911 budget the following improvements for Gal-

veston and vicinity: A new 16-stall brick and concrete engine

house, to cost $40,000, and a quantity of machine tools for equip-

ping this engine house ; extensive yard improvements and the

moving of a number of the yard buildings.

Gas City, Ind.—The Pennsylvania Lines West are revising

the plans for a one and one-half story brick passenger station to

be built at a cost of about $15,000.

Grand Island, Neb.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has
completed' plans for a new passenger station between Fifth and
Seventh streets, and the city council has voted to vacate the
necessary property.

Huguenot, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commission,
First district, has ordered the elimination of grade crossings on
the Staten Island Rapid Transit in Amboy road, near Huguenot
avenue, Staten Island.

Jamestown, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commis-
sion, Second district, has ordered the elimination of three grade
crossings on the Erie Railroad at Jamestown, at a cost of
$560,000. The railway company is to pay one-half, the city one-
quarter and the state one-quarter of the cost.

Kalamazoo, Mich.—The Michigan Central has let a ctntr;ict
to H. L. Vanderhoist, Kalamazoo, for building its new freight
house, which is to cost about $28,000.

Minot, N D.—The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
expects to begin work in the spring on a passenger station to
cost about $100,000. It will be located between Main and
Reishus streets.

Mobile, Ala.—Plans have been made for the construction of a
new passenger and freight station, it is said, by the New Orleans,
Mobile & Chicago, at Mobile, on which work is to be started
soon. The station is to be built on the block bounded by Royal,
St. Emanuel, Charleston and Augusta streets. The company
proposes to lay double tracks from Tennessee street to the new
terminal, which will be in the business center of the town.

MoLiNE, III.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has prepared
plans for a new passenger station, but is holding the plans in

abeyance during negotiations between the Burlington, the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and
the Davenport, Rock Island & Northwestern for building a union
station.

Montalvo, Cal.—Recent rains have damaged the concrete
piers of the Southern Pacific steel bridge over the Santa Clara
river near Montalvo.

New Haven, Conn.—According to press reports, revised plans
have been made for the new union station in New Haven, and
work on the structure will be started soon. (December 23,

p. 1208.)

Omaha, Neb.—Fire in the yards of the Chicago, St. Paul, Min-
neapolis & Omaha on February 1 destroyed a storehouse con-
taining a quantity of locomotive supplies. The oil house, coal

chute and yard office were also damaged.

Peoria, III.—The Illinois Traction System plans to build a

one-story brick freight house 63 ft. x 130 ft.

Port Mann, Ore.—The Canadian Northern has begun work
on the town site of its new Pacific terminal to be known as

Port Mann. A tract of 4,000 acres, having a water front of 2j4
miles, has been surveyed and a large force of men is engaged in

the preliminary work of leveling the site and building the com-
pany's car shops and foundries.

Sherman, Texas.—The Houston & Texas Central will ex-

tend its yard mileage, and the building of an emergency car

shop is contemplated.

St. John, N. B.—The Canadian Pacific is planning to build

terminals on land recently bought at the head of the harbor.

The company expects to put two steamers on the Bay of Fundy
instead of the one now there, and the new terminals are intended

to care for the increased traffic.

The Dalles, Ore.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company has prepared plans for a $30,000 passenger sta-

tion, but its location has not been decided on.

Tulsa, Okla.—The St. Louis & San Francisco has agreed

with the city on the details of a plan for building a subway at

an estimated cost of $100,000.

Vancou\t;r. Wash.—The Spokane, Portland & Seattle is con-

templating building elevators and docks to cost about $2,000,000

at a point ZVz miles below the city.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Wheeling if I.ohc Uric is in tlic iii;ukfl for 4 IMiillct loco-

motives.

The Brompton I'ulp & Paper Co., Sherbrookc, Que., has or-

dered 1 Forney type locomotive from the Montreal Locomotive
Works. The cylinders will be 14 in. x 22 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 50,000 lbs.

The Florida East Coast has ordered 5 Pacific type locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company. The cylinders will be

20 in. X 26 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 68 in.

and the total weight in working order will be 196,000 lbs.

Tlie Hocking 1 'alley has ordered 10 consolidation locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company. The cylinders will

be 23 in. x 30 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be
57 in. and the total weight in working order will be 237,000 lbs.

The Pittsburg, Summen'ille & Clarion has ordered 1 con-
solidation locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The cylinders will be 20 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving
wheels will be 57 in. and the total weight in working order will

be 162,000 lbs.

The Marion & Rye Valley, Marion, Va., has ordered 1 con-
solidation locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The cylinders will be 21 in. x 24 in., the diameter of the driving
wheels will be 46 in., and the total weight in working order will

be 142,000 lbs.

The Texas City Transportation Company, Texas City, Texas,
has ordered 1 mogul locomotive from the American Locomotive
Company. The cylinders will be 17 in. x 24 in., the diameter of
the driving wheels will be 50 in., and the total weight in working
order will be 94,000 lbs.

The Pennsylvania, it is said, will build the frames and the
running gear of 20 2,000-h.p. electric locomotives at its Juniata
shops. The brakes and the motor equipment for these locomo-
tives will be made by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company. This is not confirmed.

The Kanazvha & Michigan has ordered 8 consolidation locomo-
tives and 2 six-wheel switching locomotives from the American
Locomotive Companj'. The cylinders of the consolidation loco-
motives will be 23 in. x 30 in., the diameter of the driving wheels
will be 57 in. and the total weight in working order will be
237,000 lbs. The cylinders of the switching locomotives will be
20 in. X 26 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 50 in.

and the total weight in working order will be 130,000 lbs.

The Harriman Lines have ordered 196 locomotives from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, as mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of February 3. The locomotives will be apportioned as
follows : Union Pacific, 30 mikado freight, 10 mikado passenger,
10 switch ; Oregon Short Line, 15 mikado freight ; Central Pacific,

6 mikado freight, 6 consolidation, 6 switch, 12 Mallet consolida-
tion, 12 Mallet mogul, 2 eight-wheel passenger; Southern
Pacific, 3 eight-wheel passenger, 6 switch; Oregon & California,
10 mikado freight, 2 switch; Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation, 40 mikado freight, 10 switch, 2 Pacific; Galveston,
Harrisburg & San A.ntonio, 6 ten-wheel passenger, 2 switch

;

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas, 2 switch; Texas & New Orleans,
2 switch ; Arizona Eastern, 2 consolidation. Of this number, the
following locomotives will be lignite burners: 80 of the mikado
freight ; all of the mikado passenger ; and all of the Pacific. The
lignite burners will be equipped with 9,000-gal. rectangular
tenders, having a coal capacity 5 tons greater than the standard
tender, as it has been found that the capacity of the standard
tender is not great enough where lignite is burned. Two extra
tenders are included in the order for the Southern Pacific of
Mexico. These will have a capacity of 7,000 gal, and will be of
the cylindrical type. All of the Mallets have semi-cylindrical
tenders with a capacity of 10,000 gal. of water and 3,200 gal. of
oil. The following dimensions are for all the locomotives in the
respective classes: mikado freight, drivers, 57 in., cylinders 23^
in. X 30 in., weight on drivers 195,000 lbs.; consolidation, all
dimensions conform to Harriman Lines standard: mikado pas-

senger, drivers, 63 in., cylinders, 26 in. x 28 in., weight on drivcr.s,

210,000 lb.s. ; Mallet consolidation (2-8-8-2), drivers, 57 in.;

cylinders, 26 in. and 40 in. x 30 in., weight on drivers, 394,000
lb.s. ; Mallet mogul (2-6-6-2), drivers, 63 in., cylinders, 25 in.,

and 38 in. x 28 in., weight on drivers, 320,000 ll)s. ; ten-wheel
passenger drivers, 63 in., cylinders, 22 in. x 28 in., weight on
drivers, 160,000 lbs. ; Pacific, drivers, 77 in., cylinders, 25 in. x 28
in., weight on drivers, 170,000 lbs.; eight-wheel passenger, drivers,

7Z in., cylinders, 20 in. x 26 in., weight on drivers 100,000 lbs.

;

switch, all dimensions conform to Harriman Lines standards.

Delivery on these locomotives is to begin April 1.

CAR BUILDING.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie is in the market for 500 flat cars.

The Lehigh Valley is said to have ordered 15 milk cars. This
is not confirmed.

The Great Northern has ordered 75 tank cars from the Pressed
Steel Car Company.

The Lehigh & Hudson has ordered 6 flat cars from the Stand-
ard Steel Car Company.

The Atlanta & West Point has ordered 100 flat cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal will place an order shortly

for 1,000 70-ton steel hopper coal cars.

The Minnesota, Dakota & Western, International Falls, Minn.,
is taking prices on from SO to 60 41-ft. 40-ton flat cars.

The Pennsylvania will build at its Altoona shops, 1,000 gon-
dola cars, SO suburban passenger cars, 9 dining cars and 7 postal

cars.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, mentioned in the Rail-

way Age Gazette of December 9 as preparing specifications on
from 1,S00 to 2,000 freight cars, is said to have withdrawn these

inquiries.

The Central of Georgia, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of January 20 as intending to build 300 freight cars, is said to

have ordered 250 car frames from the Standard Steel Car Com-
pany. This is not confirmed.

The Nezu York Central Lines, it is said, are building 35 steel

mail cars at their shops. Fifty more will be built as soon as the

capacity of the shops will permit. This is not confirmed.

The Pittsburg d Shawmut has ordered 1,500 fifty-ton twin-

hopper all-steel coal cars, 500 fifty-ton steel gondola coal cars,

SO forty-ton steel flat cars, SO thirty-ton steel underframe box
cars, and 15 caboose cars. The American Car & Foundry Com-
pany will build the hopper cars, the box cars and the caboose

cars, and the Pressed Steel Car Company will build the gondola

cars and the flat cars.

IRON AND STEEL.

Isthmian Canal Ccmmission will receive bids until February

16, on miscellaneous supplies, including reinforcement steel bars,

manganese castings, ingot copper, steam whistles, etc. Circular

No. 621 -A.

The New York, Nezv flaven & Hartford and the Boston &
Maine have ordered 61,000 tons of rails as follows: 15,000 tons

from the Lackawanna Steel Company ; 15,(X)0 from Bethlehem

Steel Company, and 31,000 from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—Recent bookings have been in

excess of the actual rate of production, a condition which the

trade has not seen for almost a year. As a result, the output

will be increased to 70 per cent, of the capacity as against 45

per cent, in operation during the last week in January. The
steady increase in the buying momentum has finally put a stop

to all talk of prospective price reductions. Fear is expressed

among some conservatives that the improvement is only tem-

porary, but the rail orders already placed, assure the mills a

larger total tonnage for the first half of 1911 than was shown for

the last half of 1910.
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T^ WO statements in the editorial on scientific management
and the article on the mistakes of the efficiency men in

our issue of February 3 seem to have disturbed the efficiency

men. One of these engineers is especially indignant because it

was stated that it should not be necessary to retain an efficiency

engineer to reclaim good material from the scrap pile and to

cut down surplus stock. To prove his point he cites the great

difficulty that the betterment engineers had in 1904 in getting

the mechanical department officers of the Santa Ve to realize

the importance of this feature and the reluctance with whicli

they undertook to push it. Right here is where the efficiency

engineers make a serious mistake. In too many instances they
base their conclusions on conditions on the railways from three
to ten years ago when they or some of their associates were
in closer touch with the railways. They assume that the roads
have made no progress since that time. While there arc

undoubtedly still places where serviceable material is wasted by
not being reclaimed from the scrap pile, conditions have been
wonderfully improved during the past few years and it is safe
to say that railway officers and foremen generally are keenly
awake to the importance of this matter. Why it should be

necessary, under such circumstances, to retain an efficiency

engineer to supervise this work is incomprehensible. It will

always be possible to find examples of waste of this sort, for

where a railway stretches over a thousand miles or more o<

territory, instead of occupying a city block or two, as does z

manufacturing establishment, there will be a critical point in the

prosecution of this work beyond which it will be impossible to

go without spending more than it is possible to save by the

additional effort. The other point that was criticized is the

statement that : "An efficiency engineer does not hesitate to

premise almost immediate results." This is fully replied to by
"One Who has Worked with Them" in this issue, as are also

the other questions and criticisms sugg^^sted by F. Lincoln

Hutchii-s in our issue of Feliruary 10. 1 he communication on
scientific management from the master mechanic in Colorado,
which appears in this issue, is well worth reading. He is no
theorist, but has made good as a successful railway shop man-
ager : and in commenting on tlie l)etterment work he speaks

from actual experience.

AY/F publish elsewhere a letter from a lawyer at Topeka, Kan.,

A. A. Graham, in which the writer takes the novel posi-

tion that the public should limit the wages and salaries paid In-

public service corporations as well as of their charges and profits.

Mr. Graham's plan for limiting the outgo of such corporations

is apt to prove more attractive to tlieir owners than to their em-
ployees, and as the employees have great voting power, liis

scheme, howeyer novel and interesting, is not apt to find the

same favor with those who pass regulating laws as have schemes

for limiting their income. Mr. Graham takes the ground that

while the government should fix the maximum return public

service corporations should receive, it should in no case guaran-

tee a minimum. Like most persons, including many lawyers.

he reads the decisions of the Supreme Court of the L'nited

States upside down, and writes as if it has held that a fair re-

turn is the most that those performing a puldic ser\ice may
be allowed to have, whereas what it has held is that this is the

least they are entitled to receive. He basis his theory of limi-

tation of profits en the principle of public regulation of the rate

of interest. But the return that the stockholders—the owners

—

of a railway receive is not interest; it is commercial profit. The
owners of a railway are not lenders of money ; they are borrow-

ers and investors ; they borrcnv from the bondholders ; and they

invest their own capital in stock, taking all the risks taken by

investors in any other line of enterprise. Even in other lines

where the chief business done is that of loaning money the

government does not restrict profits. Banks loan money ; and

the government limits the rate of interest they may charge ; but

it dees not restrict the date of connnercial profit they may re-

ceive. A savings bank, for example, borrows money from de-

positors—who are analogous to the railway's bondholders

—

paying them 3 per cent. ; and it then loans this money and that

invested by its own stockholders on commercial paper at 5 or

6 per cent. It may, in this way, earn on the capital put into the

enterprise by its stockholders 8, 10, 25, even 50 per cent., and

nobody complains that its profits are excessive and ought to lie

reduced, despite the fact that banks have been subject to govern-

ment regulation from time immemorial, and often have been

conducted by governments themselves. Mr. Graham also

strongly controverts the position that has been taken in these

columns, that if the government can and shall fix the maximum
return that may be received by railways it shall guarantee this

also as a minimum. He says: "All this, if practicable, would

be very nice, because individual responsibility would no longer

c.-iuse finxiety. The individual could live in the happy assurance

that, whatever h.is motives and efforts, the government would

grnrantee him an income." All of which entirely misses the real

point at issue. What the railways ask is not that the govern-

ment shall guarantee them a return, but either (T) that it shall

allow them freely so to fix tlieir rates as to make sure that, so
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long as the rates are reasonable—that is, are such that the traffic

can move freely—they will surely be able to earn as substantial

profits as other business concerns in both fat and lean years

;

or (2) that, if the government is going to limit their profits

as it does not limit those of other business concerns, it shall

guarantee that the "fair return" which it fixes as their maxi-

mum shall also be their minimum. Railway men would prefer

the adoption of the former alternative. They recognize the fact

that tlie adoption of the latter would be destructive of railway

enterprise. But they also recognize the fact that a policy which

fixed a low maximum return for railways but no minimum re-

turn would not only destroy railway enterprise but would en-

tirely repel new capital from the transportation business.

/^NE of the banes of the railway business has been organ-
^"^ izations and concerns formed to serve as self-constituted

intermediaries between the roads and their patrons for the pur-

pose of making a profit out of brokerage in freight rates. They
were more common and prosperous in the days of rebating

than they have been recently, but that they still bob up is shown

by an announcement filed by a Texas "Fast freight" corpora-

tion with the Interstate Commerce Commission on December
26. Its announcement stated that its purpose was "to own or

lease and operate refrigerator and other cars for the transpor-

tation of freight and to rent or lease said cars to railway com-
panies or others ; to contract for the use or hire of said cars for

the transportation of perishable and other freight; to solicit,

handle and route such perishable freight ; to own, handle and

control letters patent and inventions ;" and, in general, "to act

as agent, trustee, broker, or in any other fiduciary capacity."

Its intention more particularly was "to solicit and route inter-

state freight traffic to and from the states of Texas and Okla-

homa and the Republic of Mexico, keeping in close touch with

the traffic in the territory described by becoming thoroughly

informed in advance of the movement that it may be directed

along the paths of least resistance." The real milk in the

cocoanut was disclosed by a provision in its tariff that "when
refrigerator or other equipment owned or controlled by (this

company) is furnished to railway companies in transporting

such interstate traffic, the same will be subject to a charge of

VlYi per cent, of the gross earnings on such traffic, in addition

to the regular or customary mileage or per diem charges allowed

by the transportation companies for the use of private equip-

ment." When the traffic was handled by the railway companies

in cars other than those owned or controlled by this interme-

diary, it was to be subject to a charge of 2j4 per cent, of the

gross earnings from it. Water transportation companies

handling business solicited by the agency in question were to

be charged 5 per cent, of their gross earnings on business

between Atlantic ports and United States gulf ports and 8 per

cent, on business between Atlantic ports and Mexican gulf

ports. It is pretty well known that most railways spend a good
deal of money in maintaining soliciting staffs whose work it is

to get business for them. Just what long-felt want such a con-

cern as this would fill is not evident, but it is evident that if it

were allowed to share, as it proposed to, in the gross earnings

of the railways, the door would be opened wide for rebating.

The railways could not control the disposition of the 12^ per

cent, commissions it had decided it would take, and, judging by

past experience, sooner or later part of them would have fil-

tered into the pockets of the shippers whose business the broker-

age company secured. We understand the Interstate Commerce
Commission has ordered the tariff withdrawn and that the pro-

moters have been informed that their proposed methods of

business are illegal, and that if they should persist in their

plans they would be subject to prosecution. Such schemes as

this seem but thinly disguised efforts to evade that portion of

the Interstate Commerce law which provides that any person,

corporation or company who shall obtain or attempt to obtain

the transportation of property at less than the regular rates, or

who shall ol)tain or attempt to obtain any allowance, refund,

or payment for damage or otherwise in connection with or grow-
ing out of the transportation of or agreement to transport such

property, whether with or without the consent or connivance of

the carrier, whereby the compensation of such carrier for such

transportation, either before or after payment, shall in fact

be made less than the regular rate then established and in force

on the line of transportation, shall be deemed guilty of fraud.

The incident illustrates why it is so hard to prevent a revival

of rebating; and the apparent nipping of the scheme in the

bud illustrates how government regulation often works to the

advantage of the railways as well as to that of honest shippers.

FEDERAL BOILER INSPECTION.

T N the Railway Age Gazette of February 10 we gave a resume
'• of the principal points of the new federal locomotive boiler

inspection law. In our issue of June 17, 1910, we criticised the

bill that was then before Congress, on the ground of its general

worthlessness and failure to meet any sort of reasonably practical

demands. It was fought so vigorously by the railway represen-

tatives, and its supporters apparently knew so little of what was

needed or of what boiler inspection really meant, that they fol-

lowed the advice of one railway officer and struck out the whole

bill from start to finish, substituting the one that has just been

passed.

The supporters of the original bill have learned something in

the course of the hearings in which they have assisted and the

flagrant violations of common sense found in the first bill have

disappeared, but the new one will be almost entirely dependent

upon the good sense of the inspector general as to whether it

develops into a mere opportunity to give places to worthy elec-

tion helpers or does raise the general condition of locomotive

boilers on roads where they might otherwise be neglected. In

short, the law will have the value that is given it. As framed,

many things can be read into or out of it. For example, section

2 requires that no locomotive boiler shall be used in interstate

commerce, unless it is "well made, of good and suitable material,"

with "all pipes and tubes exposed to heat of proper dimensions,"

and that "the spaces between and around all tubes shall be suf-

ficient." It is well that the lawmakers did not attempt to fill

these specifications, but if the inspector general can draw up a

specification that will fit every kind of service with every kind

of water, through the whole wide range of steam pressures that

are used, he will have ability that will hardly be content to work

for the salary offered. The saving clause is in section 5, which

practically allows each carrier to formulate its own rules for

boiler inspection, subject to the approval of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

The law is tentative ; it prescribes no specific regulations for

boiler inspection (which was wise) nor does it lay down any

line of work or conduct for the individual inspectors, which may
be wise or not according to the man who has charge of

the matter. If the office of inspector general is filled by a man
who is familiar with locomotive work and its requirements, who
is an engineer and a railway man, he may be able to develop

a system of inspection checking that will have the same value in

raising the standard that the regulations of New York, Penn-

sylvania and Ohio have had in these states. He will, however,

be handicapped by the impossibility of coming into close personal

touch with his men and of knowing whether their reports are

based on actual observations or are merely the perfunctory

bulletins from a man who is making a sinecure of his office.

If, however, the inspector general is a politician whose knowl-

edge of his work is based on the law as it is handed to him to

administer, then the whole thing could easily become a farce.

Locomotive boiler inspection differs from that of every other

kind of boiler inspection in that it is a sort of continuous per-

formance, where repairs are being constantly made and where

defects and failures are constantly occurring. We know almost

nothing of the stresses to which the firebox is subjected, so that
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unending watchfulness, rather than calculations, are needed to

insure safety. The value of the New York state inspection lies

in the fact that no attempt is made to do more than check the

work done by the railways in their own best practice, and its

efficiency is due to the regulations having been drawn by a

practical railway man, who was thoroughly familiar with the

design and operation of locomotive boilers and knew the limita-

tions of any regulations that might be issued.

To those who opposed the federal bill, it appears of doubtful

value, regardless of the wisdom with which it may have been

drawn or may be administered; because, at its very best, it can

do no more than duplicate the work of the state commissions,

and duplication of work, even by the government, does not

appeal to most men in this day and generation.

CHICAGO ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE.

A REFERENCE was made in the Railway Age Gazette of

January 13, 1911, page 71, to the fact that while the rail-

ways entering Chicago belong to the Chicago Association of Com-

merce and contribute to its support, this association has become

one of the most active organizations in the country in carrying

on agitation and litigation against them. The Chicago Daily

News, in an editorial in its issue of February 6, after quoting

from the editorial in the Railway Age Gazette said

:

"The Chicago Association of Commerce has done well to admit all

legitimate business interests to membership. It has shown that the
presence of railway men among its members does not deter it from exercis-

ing proper activity in endeavoring to protect the general public from
excessive freight rates. If railway men were to withdraw from the organ-
ization on that account the action would be an admission that they had
expected the association to swerve from its duty as champion of the broad
public welfare to retain their continued support."

We are not aware of any plan on the part of the railways

or any one of them to withdraw from the association. We are

far from saying that they ought to do so. But we have been

unable for a long time to see what advantage they derive from

their memberships. The association, as we already have said,

is composed of and derives its funds from both shippers and

railways. It employs a traffic director of experience and ability,

and it would seem that, in these circumstances, his proper func-

tion should be to mediate between these interests. There was

a time a few years ago when he did so, and with success. Lately,

however, the traffic committee and the traffic director of the

association have used all of their energy and all of their ability

in carrying on litigation and agitation against the railways.

Numerous newspaper interviews—often extreme in tone—have

emanated from them, whose sole intent and effect have been to

increase public prejudice against the railways. The News says

that the activity of the association has been properly directed

to "protecting the general public from excessive freight rates."

Rates are the compensation that the railways belonging to the

association receive for the services that they render. Prices are

the compensation that the shippers belonging to the association

receive for the goods that they sell. The shippers belonging to the

Chicago Association of Commerce have made many times greater

advances in their prices within the last ten years than the rail-

ways have made or have proposed in their rates. If it is in the

interest of the public for the association to exert itself to pre-

vent the railways that belong to it from raising their rates, why
would it not have been in the interest of the public for the asso-

ciation to have exerted itself to prevent the shippers that belong
to it from excessively raising their prices? Did anyone ever hear
of it doing so? Did finyonc ever hear of it showing its vaunted
spirit of co-operation by even exerting itself to restrain the ship-

pers that belong to it from raising the prices that they charge
the railways that belong to it? Again, the News says, "There
IS no good reason why the railways, as one of the most powerful
of the special interests, should expect to be assigned a different

role than that assigned to other elements in society." It is pre-
cisely because the Chicago Association of Commerce has assigned
to the railways a different role from other elements that many
railway men think its policy grossly unfair. We said, in com-

menting on the activities of the association in a previous issue

that the role it has thus far assigned to the railways is that of

the goat—one with which the railways can hardly be expected

to be greatly pleased.

Some of the witnesses for the association in the recent hear-

ings regarding advances in freight rates before the Interstate

Commerce Commission called attention to certain rates enjoyed

by large industrial concerns which are very much lower in pro-

portion than those made on the commodities of most shippers.

Some of the rates referred to are unfairly discriminatory. If

the association is disposed to be fair in dealing with its rail-

way members, why has it merely referred to these rates as an

argument against advances in other rates instead of as an argu-

ment in favor of advances in the particular rates that are un-

fairly low? It could serve the interests of the general public

a great deal better by exposing and attacking unfair discrimi-

nations, of which some of its own members are the recipients,

and the railways and small shippers in general are the victims,

than it ever has or ever will by agitating against general ad-

vances in rates. The only way that many unfair discriminations

can ever be corrected is by legislation authorizing and requiring

the Interstate Commerce Commission to raise rates that are un-

fairly low. The association has often exerted itself to prevent

advances and to secure reductions in rates. Is it fair enough

also to advocate legislation to empower the Interstate Commerce

Commission to raise rates that are too low?

The Railway Age Gazette would like exceedingly to see better

co-operation between the railways and the shippers, both outside

and inside the Chicago Association of Commerce and all other

similar organizations. But it never expects to see it until such

organizations not only accept the railways as members, but, after

accepting them as members and taking their money, give them a

square deal.

THE COLLISION PROBLEM IN INDIANA

THE Railroad Commission of Indiana has issued a circular

(No. 71), addressed to all the interurban lines of the state,

calling for the adoption of better means for the "prevention of

accidents." The terms of this circular are nearly the same as

those of the circular issued sometime since, addressed to a single

company, the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley, which was noticed

in the Railway Age Gazette of February 3, page 192. The clause

requiring motormen to have had a year's experience in train

service, allows the suspension of this rule if, in the judgment of

the manager of the road, it is deemed best to employ a man
without that amount of experience; but if a manager takes ad-

vantage of this permission he must report the fact to the com-

mission within sixty days, and the commission may then veto

his action, and require him to dismiss the motorman. The

requirement to use block signals calls for their installation within

such reasonable time as may be agreed upon by the commission

and "the committee composed of interurban officers and the

expert of the commission." The commission's representative is

to make a further and final report on February 24, which is

expected to throw light on what method or methods of block

signaling ought to be used by the interurban roads.

Evidently the commissioners are making an earnest effort to

do as well as they can under the present imperfect law. The

extent to which the railways will carry out these recommenda-

tions remains to be seen. As yet the legislature has done nothing

to strengthen the weak and uncertain powers of the commission

;

but in the closing paragraph of the present order the document

is said to be issued by virtue of the authority conferred by the

legislature and "in accordance with the agreements made between

this commission and the committees representing the interurban

companies." And at a legislative committee hearing last week

one of the representatives of the interurban roads said that they

were not opposing a block signal law.

At this last legislative hearing the committee had to devote

its attention mainly to the objections of railway men and of its
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own nicmUiTs lo details of tlic jjfoposrd law. Tlu' main |)nri)c)S(.'

of tlio hill nndcr discu.ssion appcar.s to W io strniKtlK'n llu' block

system law of 1907, but there is no agreement as to how to do

this. The steam railways propose that the law shall require

snch a block system as is approved by the American Railway

Association. In view tif the ditTorences of opinion in that asso-

ciation a> to sonic of ihc rules for lilock signaling. ;is shown by

the blank spaces and altcrnalivc rules which appear in the asso-

ciation's code, and of the long time it takes to secure agreement

among the members on disputed questions, the adoption of this

proposition probably would mean long delay. Those things in

which the association has aided the law makers—such, for ex-

ample, as the iu'ight of draw bars or the rules for transporting

gunpowder—were exceedingly simple compared with a code of

rules for block signaling. Again, the interurban people object

strongly to having the rules for their conduct drawn up by the

steam railway men. In view of these differences of opinion, and

of the differences of conditions on dififerent railways, which are

more serious; in view also of the obstacles always encountered

in regulating such details by statute, the obvious duty of the

legislature is to frame its law with as few details as possible

The main clause of the Esch bill, now before Congress, is sim-

plicity itself. Like the law of Great Britain, it requires the

railways to adopt "the block system." Mr. Esch's definition is

as follows

:

The term "block system" sliall be taken to mean tlie metliods and rules
by which the man or men in charge ot every train, when ordered, or sig-

naled, or permitted to proceed from any point, may be informed and
assured that the track on which the train is to proceed has been cleared
of all other trains for a definite distance and will continue clear for an
unlimited time; the methods and rules to be such as to protect a train on
a single-track railroad, moving in a given direction, from any train that
may be coming toward it, moving in the opposite direction.

Here is the main point; what more does Indiana want?

We have received a number of criticisms of what we said

in our article of February 3 about what is going on in Indiana.

One writer calls attention to the fact that Indiana, in spite of its

faults, has made better actual progress toward block signaling

than has any other state administration ; this being so, why hold

the commission up to so high a standard ? The answer is simple

;

because there is, practically, but one standard. At least there is

only one for an advisory commission, whatever may he said

about the liberty of a railway company or a legislature to deal

in compromises. The dividing line between the block system and

all other methods of safeguarding trains against collision is so

radical that there is no half-way position. The railways of the

country are discrediting the block system already by their

attempts to splice it with other safeguards, and intelligent state

commissions have a duty to hold up a rigid standard.

Another criticism is that the standard which we demand is not

only high, but impossible; autornatic block signals cost $1,500 to

$2,500 a mile and positively cannot be afforded. But we did not

demand automatic signals. That is an assumption or miscon-

ception on the part of our critic. The manual block system

under certain circumstances is cheaper. The simple, old-

fashioned staff is available. The continuous track circuit is a

great safety device, but it is not absolutely essential for the

prevention of the kind of collisions that Indiana has suffered

from. Again, it is possible for a line which imposes low-speed

rules for all cars at all stations and side tracks, to install auto-

matic signals, at a cost considerably less than has heretofore

been deemed the minimum for reliable signals. By using "light"

signals, having no moving parts, the cost of the signal itself

may be reduced, probably, two thirds. This does not mean that

the system will cost only a third of former prices, for the track-

circuits, relays, etc., are the same with both styles ; but the saving

in the signal is an important item, and the saving is further in-

creased by the low cost of maintenance and care, in the case of

the "light" signals.

With simplicity in its law and intelligence in its administration,

Indiana can cure its 1907 law of its weaknesses in short order

;

and the apparent readiness of the interurban lines to submit to a

law should make the task of the legislnture com])arativelv easy.

Slcller^ to the ifdilor.

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.

Colorado, February 9, 1911.

To TIIK I'.DITUK Ol' TlIK RaIIWAV .\(;E GaZETTK !

In connection with tJie very interesting series of letters ;ni(l

editorials on scientific nianagement recently published in the

Railway Age Gazette, allow me to suggest that you reprint let-

ters published in the July 10 and July 17, 1908, issues, includ-

ing a, letter from Harrington Emerson. The fact was brought

out that the Santa Fe was purchasing from private concerns large

quantities of finislied material, such as cylinders, driving boxes,

shoes and wedges and similar material, wliich is ordinarily made
in railway shops. Mr. Emerson was obliged to admit that this

was true, and that it was done because the Santa Fe could pur-

chase from private concerns cheaper than it could produce the

finished material in its own shops. The fact that an outside con-

cern could stand the cost of manufacture, meet depreciation, in-

surance, taxes, and incidental expenses, and sell to the Santa Fe

at a profit, at a price lower than the railway's cost of manufac-

ture would seem to effectually dispose of any claims ever made
as to the remarkable results obtained through the introduction of

efficiency methods.

Mr. Emerson in his Harvard address, from which you quote

in your editorial of February 3, states that he and his associates

were employed simply in an advisory capacity and had no author-

ity. This statement needs some attention. Mr. Emerson and his

assistants were supreme as to shop methods ; they had the matter

of repairs to locomotives in their own hands. They had this

power without any responsibility for any results other than the

cost of repairs. They had no responsibility for engine failures

or for the unsatisfactory performance of locomotives in service.

The master mechanics and foremen who were responsible for the

service rendered by the locomotives carried this responsibility

without having full control of shop and roundhouse methods,

and the result of such a condition of divided responsibility can

be imagined.

Mr. Morrison, in the letter published in the Raihvay Age
Gazette of February 3, states as inside history that the efficiency

campaign met with strong opposition from the company officers.

This is no doubt true, and it was a logical result of divided re-

sponsibility, as outlined above, and also of the attitude assumed

by the men who were employed to install scientific methods in

the shops and roundhouses. These men were not selected be-

cause of their long experience in positions where executive and

mechanical ability were required. Their attitude toward the

master mechanics and foreinen—who were responsible for results

—was such as to antagonize nearly every man in the service.

^Ir. Morrison states that money saved in the mechanical depart-

ment of the Santa Fe was spent by others. By what department

was it spent? Was there no check on expenditures by depart-

ments, other than the mechanical, on that railway?

Many men of experience believe the efficiency campaign on

the Santa Fe was poorly conceived and handled, was a monu-

mental failure, and that instead of saving the company five

million dollars in three years it cost the road a great deal of

money, the amount of which no man can ever ascertain. It is

believed by many that because of that experiment the Santa Fe

made a record for engine failures and generally demoralized

service that will stand as a record for some time to come.

Too much stress is laid on the cost of locomotive main-

tenance per mile or per locomotive. In the annual reports pub-

lished in the Railway Age Gazette for the year 1910 the Union

Pacific shows the highest cost of power maintenance, $3,500 per

engine. The Union Pacific also shows, as it has for years, the

lowest operating ratio of any road in the countrj-. Is there any

connection between these two facts?

The question of true economy is deep, broad and long. The
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•statement that a certain road maintains its power at a certain

figure per mile for a certain year or term of years is of no value

whatever unless all the conditions are known and taken into

ilCCOUnt. MASTER MECHANIC.

Arkansas, February 9, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

The recent discussion in yuur columns concerning efficiency

men and their methods has been very interesting to all railway

officers. In this age, when political pressure on the railways

involves decreases in revenue en the one hand and increases in

operating expenses and taxes on the other, extraordinary efforts

must be made to make each dollar expended go as far as pos-

sible; and few will deny that this is precisely what has been, and

still is, being done. The efficiency engineer in the expenditure

of this hypothetical dollar seems to hold the opinion that it

should be based on a theoretical practice ; while the railway

officer contends for practicable theory. It is generally admitted

that theory perfects practice ; and it might with equal propriety

be said, that, conversely, practice perfects theory. Each is inter-

dependent—neither independent of the other. We might say by

way of illustration that practice is the body—tangible, visible,

concrete—while theory is the soul—intangible, subtle, abstract.

The efficiency engineer defies revolution for the sake of evolu-

tion; the practical man wants evolution of the safe and sane

type. Efficiency did not spring full armed from the Jove of

Brandeis— it is as old as history itself. Ever since the publi-

cation of the decalogue, the efficiency engineers of theology have

been making heroic endeavors to get 100 per cent, moral effici-

ency out of the race, but mankind is still composed of men and

the millenium has not yet been definitely announced. The
efficiency engineer with the assurance of youth, the exhiliaration

of A Great Idea, and an abundant confidence in himself, has

sometimes rashly and hastily introduoed the human factor into

his efficiency equation as a constant, instead of a variable of the

Hth degree. Herein lay the cause of the failure to solve such

equation. This explains why "The best laid plans of mice and

men gang aft agl.?y."

The practical psychology of the problem seems to have l)een

-considered a negligible factor by the efficiency engineer. A man
who knows men may ordinarily learn or acquire methods and

attain a reasonably large measure of success ; while one who is

chock full of methods—scientific and otherwise—but who does

not understand the handling of the genus homo, is almost sure

to fail. The solution of the problems, therefore seems to the

writer to be this: Let the practical 'man acquire efficiency meth-

ods, and let the efficiency engineer acquire the knack of hand-

ling men

—

"cette main dc fer. dans iiii gaiit de velours."

general superintendent.

New York, February 14, 1911.

To the Editor of the Railw ay Age Gazette :

If the correspondent who criticizes in }our issue of Febru-

ary 10, the article on The INIistakes of the Efficiency Men,
which appeared in the preceding number, had read that article

more carefully, he would have WTitten in a calmer spirit. Most
of his objections are due to his failure to interpret tlie state-

ments he criticizes in the light of their relation to the subject

matter immediately under consideration. He also labors under

the misapprehension that a criticism of a plan of action, or of a

theory concerning a principle, is a criticism of the principle it-

self. One Who has Worked with Them was careful to state

clearly at the outset that the principles of scientific management
are grounded and rooted in truth, and specifically said, "These

principles do not alter, however, theories concerning them may
change." It is in their interpretation and application that mis-

takes have been made. And because of this, scientific manage-
ment has not been gi\en the place to which it is entitled in the

great field of industrial economics.

Your correspondent say- tliat scientific management is im-

perfectly understood. Unquestionably, this is true. The pity

is that the efficiency men themselves appear to resent any effort

that may be made to determine the cause of this misunderstand-
ing. If after a decade or more of effort these fundamental prin-

ciples are still so imperfectly understood, what is the reason?
Certainly not because the efficiency men have had no opportunity
to interpret and apply them. Is it not in great part due to the

fact that in so many cases they have failed to consider the

problem in its relation both to theory and practice, and have
disregarded the conscientious opinions of successful railway and
industrial managers ?

An instance is requested of the failure of the theories of the

efficiency men when brought to the test of practical application.

At least one has been specifically mentioned in the columns of

the 'Railway Age Gazette. This is not the place, however, to

give a list of such failures. If your correspondent is as close to

the efficiency men as may be judged from the manner in which
he champions their cause, he need not go far in seeking the in-

formation he requests. Let him ask the efficiency men; they

know. That such failures are due to a violation of principles,

as your correspondent suggests, does not change the situation.

The question is who violated them and wiiy was it done? Per-

haps the efficiency men can answer this question also.

That in many instances vime .studies have been made by in-

experienced men and that frequent mistakes have resulted is

a matter of common knowledge in shops where any extensive at-

tempt has been made to determine the times required for their

almost innumerable operations. Has your correspondent ever

compared the time studies made by different men at different

times for the same operation? He says, "A trained observer,

though he may know little about the particular operation which
he is observing, can readily detect the wastes and keep account

of them." This statement is subject to certain qualifications.

Much depends on whether or not the observer has been properly

trained. An observer who can determine the lost motion in a

simple operation like piling pig iron may easily be misled in ob-

serving the time required on a difficult machine job. Practical

men usually take issue with efficiency engineers on this question,

and with good reason. There has been so much of the student

variety of "scientific knowledge" presented to the men who know
much of practical results, but little of theory, that it is not sur-

prising that it receives scant consideration—less, undoubtedly,

in many cases, than it deserves.

That young and inexperienced men have often been used for

this purpose is perhaps not wholly due to the impatience of the

efficiency engineers to ''show results,'' and their desire to keep

the overhead charges down. It is partly due to the fact that

time—a longer time than many of them think—is required to

produce men of sufficient experience and of good judgment whose
findings can be accepted without question. Time studies when
properly made, are invaluable to the shop manager, and no one

recognizes this more clearly than the writer.

To decrease the effort of the workman and at the same time

materially to increase the output is a worthy object. Nor is it

to be doubted that when the ideal has been reached this is the

result. That unnecessary motions should be omitted, that mate-

rials should be brought to the workman as they are needed,

when practicable, that successive tasks should be planned, etc.,

is, of course, recognized by everyone familiar with the situation.

The mistake is often made, however, of urging men to greater

effort with the promise of greater reward, without a proper

alignment of the other forces which affect him. In many shops

the majority of the workmen believe that any system that aims

to increase their output materially, necessarily tends to make them

but wheels in the great machinery of industry. And the state-

ment made in the article of February 3 will bear repeating:

"No system has yet su'cceeded when the men affected by it are

m t in sympathy w^ith its general principles. The first important

step—gaining their confidence—cannot be done by rule."

The statement that superintendents and foremen are often
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misled by tlic evidence that certain worKnu-n have readied a

high elliciency, into bcUeving that all men in the shop may reach

this elhciency need not have mentioned any particular percentage.

Such percentages are relative; they might be 100 or 110 or 120.

The fact is that men whose efficiency is very nuich higher than

the average arc not uncommonly cited as examples of the possi-

bilities of the average of all men in the shop, and that as a re-

sult of inaccurate information, incorrect time studies, or other

conditions that have not boon properly taken into account, such

data are often fictitious.

No statement was made in the article on The Mistakes of the

Efficiency Men that "scientific management could be had without

cost." The statement was made, however, that if shopmen are

but 70 per cent, efficient, and that this means an actual waste

of 30 per cent., as claimed by an eminent efficiency engineer, con-

versely it follows that an increase in their efficiency to 100 per

cent., in order to represent an actual gain of 30 per cent., would

necessarily have to be made without cost. In the articles writ-

ten by, and in the interviews with certain efficiency engineers,

little, if anything, has been said of the cost of increasing the

efficiency of railways from 70 to 100 per cent. If, in order to

save $5 a man spent $4, what was the initial loss or waste,

$5 or $1 ? And assuming that it is true that because of in-

efficiency railways waste $1,000,000 a day, if it costs $800,000 to

overcome this loss, what is the net gain, $1,000,000 or $200,000?

No one realizes more than the efficiency engineers themselves

what it costs to increase the net gain by the methods they pur-

sue. And it is not an uncommon occurrence for efficiency

schemes to fail, if for no other reason, because the expense is

prohibitive.

There are many ways of "beating the system." Increases in

rates may be demanded, allowances for delays or other con-

tingencies may be secured, workmen are often encouraged to

organize and thus present a solid front of opposition to certain

features, if not to the system itself. The result is that the in-

crease in output is often offset by increased costs. And once an

advantage of this kind has been gained by the men, it is not given

up without a struggle. This explains why spectacular results are

usually but temporary.

If the statistics given on various occasions by certain efficiency

engineers and used as evidence before the Interstate Commerce

Commission have not been for the purpose of proving that other

railways should secure equally good results, what was the pur-

pose? The following i? quoted in this connection from an article

on Saving by Scientific Management, recently published : '"A

number of well known railways . . . have realized standards

on a large scale which we are wholly justified in considering

realisable by the generality of railways in this country." (The

italics are ours.) Before this statement was written did the

efficiency engineer apply to a sufficient number of railways to

warrant his general conclusion, the test recommended by your

correspondent, viz., "an exhaustive study and trial to determine

the schedule in any particular case for any particular road?"

As to efficiency engineers promising almost immediate results.

If your correspondent will turn to the first page of the first

of a series of articles on The Twelve Principles of Efficiency

in the June, 1910, issue of The Engineering Magazine, he will

immediately see a case in point. In this instance it was promised

that the output of a certain plant could be increased 60 per cent,

without increasing either the force or the equipment, and with-

out increasing the pay roll more than 10 per cent., and that these

results could be secured within 6 months. If this is not a

promise of "almost immediate results," we do not know the

meaning of the term. To secure such results in a much longer

period than six months would be considered remarkable. Again,

if almost immediate results are not often promised why, in the

agitation against the railways because of their proposed increases

in rates, was it not stated that the alleged enormous wastes in

railway operation could be secured only gradually and within a

period of years or whatever period might be considered reason-

able? The argument of the railways has been that the need

for increased rates is a present need. The public has been given

to understand that the economics promised through scientific

management, as interpreted by the efficiency engineers, were

early possiliilitics and that both present and future needs of the

railways would thus be provided for.

In conclusion, let it be said that the article to which your cor-

respondent takes exception was not on the mistakes of efficiency

principles but of efficiency men. Its purpose was to point out

to the efficiency engineers and to railway and industrial man-

agers, that while certain efficiency men have made many and

serious mistakes, three facts should not be forgotten: (1) That

the principles of scientific management are sound; (2) that

their correct interpretation and practical application make
for successful operation, and (3) that these principles should not

be confounded with theories concerning them which are often

incorrect.

ONE WHO HAS WORKED WITH THEM.

"THE 'LEAGUE FOR PUBLIC SAFETY' AND RAILWAY
ACCIDENTS."

CLYDE ALISON MANN.

341 Rand McNally Building, Chicago.

Chicago, February 8, 1911.

To THE Editors,

Railway Age Gazette:

Gentlemen :

I observe in your issue of February 3, on page 193 and 194,

that the Railway Age Gazette has made a mis-statement as fol-

lows : "This League for Public Safety devotes itself principally

to the promotion of an automatic train stop." This I will ask

the Railway Age Gazette to retract for the reason that it is not

true.

Again, j^our third sentence was as follov/s : "The particular

apparatus offered in this case may or may not have merit in

itself—some devices possessing a good deal of worth have fallen

into the hands of discreditable persons—but as the Chicago con-

cern represents a type of men which has annoyed railway officers

throughout the country, it may deserve a word."

The innuendo conveyed is obvious, and you will find that my
reputation in Chicago and elsewhere is good, as you will find

by inquiry of a list of representative men whose names I shall

be pleased to give you. The effect and intent of the sentence was

to slander and discredit myself, and also the League for Public

Safety.

I have stated that you mis-state the purpose of the League,

and in confirmation will be pleased to show you the bulletins of

the League, as issued, the perusal of which will show you that

you shot wide of the mark, and that, to the contrary, the League

devotes itself principally to the promotion of public knowledge

and desire for anti-trespass laws and to the enlistment of employes

in the work of safety by the two approved methods, as given in

bulletin 248, (1) pensions for employees; (2) the committee of

safety plan.

Also the League will call public attention to the fact that

safeguarding train operation is one of the greatest economies that

can be practised, one which will increase the earnings in sums

much greater than the cost of installation of full automatic block

signal equipment.

I beg to quote from bulletin 249 which was the last and there-

fore the most pertinent one to be used

:

"Saving lives of thousands by reducing the casualties of railway opera-
tions can be accomplished—must be accomplished. In the United States
we kill and injure per million of passengers fully ten times as many per-
sons, men, women and children, as in England.
"About half of those persons killed and injured in railway accidents in

the United States were making a thoroughfare of dangerous ground—some
railway right-of-way. In most states no laws prohibit trespass—children
and others who do not know the hazard may go into that danger and do,

and are killed because no one is empowered to stop them. In this, railways
are not to blame.

"Again, there is no systematized effort a-foot to arouse railway employees
as a whole to the greater care and obedience. That this is needed is

shown by the results of doing it and the experience of every railway
official. The plan of 'committees of safety' on each division, made up of
men from the track, roundhouse, train and supervising forces, is a proven
success. In the United States Steel plants the plan is said to have cut

casualties in two. The men get a feeling of shared responsibility. The
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pension system is also advocated to keep men from shifting from job to job.

"Greater obedience must start in the homes.
"Signal safeguards must be more generally adopted. Only 65 per cent.

of the steam railway and practically none of the electric interurban mileage
is protected. The investments are found to be repaid in one to five years
by the saving of wreck losses."

If there is anything inimical to public benefit in those words,

please advise me. I also regard the efforts that have been made,

which has resulted in a large amount of newspaper publication,

to be highly beneficial to the railways themselves. And some of

the officials recognize that fact.

I trust the Raihvay Age Gazette will do so.

Yours truly,

CLYDE A. MANN.

(Mr. Mann has sent us the above letter, demanding a retraction

of certain statements made in the editorial published in our issue

of February 3, page 193, entitled as above. Mr. Mann's letter

was accompanied by one from his lawyers, in which also a re-

traction is demanded. We gladly publish Mr. Mann's letter.

It will be observed that he complains of the following language

used by us

:

"The League for Public Safety devotes itself principally to the promo-
tion of an automatic train stop;"

and says

:

."On the contrary, the League devotes itself principally to the promotion
of public knowledge."

It will be observed that he also complains in his letter of an

"obvious innuendo" which he considers might be justly attributed

to other portions of our editorial quoted by him. We have no

criticism to make of Mr. Mann or his methods, except in-so-far

as he has attempted to use the so-called "League" (ostensibly a

philanthropic movement for public good), to promote the sale

of his own device.

We submit there is no "innuendo" that could be justly drawn

from the language used in our previous editorial. Our criticism

of the use of this "League" for private gain is plain and we
emphatically disclaim any other meaning or motive.

It is the duty and purpose of the Railway Age Gazette to give

the public the facts about matters of this kind as far as we are

able to obtain them. The men who are engaged in pushing the

work of the "League" may be men of the highest character, but

when they attack railway officials in the manner this "League"

has done, ostensibly from Room 339, and one of the active man-
agers of the "League" conducts, ostensibly in Room 341, a cor-

poration for pecuniary profit (Rooms 339 and 341 being part of

the same office) and the "League" in its Bulletin No. 245 (Janu-

ary 5, 1911) announces to railway managers:

"We have made independent investigation and beg to forward herewith
for your engineers, data concerning . . . (the device sold by the com-
pany), which tested very successfully. . . . Public welfare, we are
convinced, will be served by an investigation of the merits of claims made
for . . . (it). . . . Will you kindly advise what you decide to

do toward consideration of the above data we are sending?"

—

Then we consider that they act in a manner "discreditable" in

the highest degree and that men, under such circumstances,

should not be permitted to conduct a "League for Public Safety."

It is just such conduct as this that destroys and discredits much
work which otherwise would be for public good.

Our editorial utterances were based on the following facts

:

First. The "League for Public Safety" has been sending out

numerous bulletins regarding railway accidents, and in some of

these has criticised railway managers for not recognizing the

need of what the "League" calls "absolute protective equipment."

Second. Mr. Mann has been active in and had control of the

work of the "League" and until very recently was its secretary.

He told us so himself.

Third. Mr. Mann also informs us the "Railway Safety Equip-

ment Company" was organized recently under the laws of Illinois

to promote the sale of an automatic stop.

Fourth. Mr. Mann also informs us that he is active in the

affairs of the Railway Safety Equipment Company, that as soon

as he has the "League for Public Safety" on its feet, he intends

to devote himself exclusively to the business of the company.

Fifth. The "League for Public Safety" and the "Railway

Safety Equipment Company" occupy the same suite of rooms in

the same building, and use a common entrance, No. 339, or rather

did so at the time of the writing of the editorial published on
February 3, 1911.

A reading of the past bulletins of the "League," more especially

those of recent issues, will disclose a well defined campaign of

education for the use of "automatic stops," and a criticism of all

other methods and the final assurance of the existence of the

necessary device. It may be the "League" has not "principally

devoted itself to the promotion of an automatic stop," but in

view of the identity of the parties in interest, it looks very much
to us as if it was "principally" the point desired to be attained.

If in our previous editorial we were not explicit enough, and
thereby unwittingly injured anyone, we regret it and trust this

fully explains the situation.

—

Editor.)

"DECREASING EFFICIENCY" OF ORGANIZED RAILWAY
LABOR.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have noticed several articles in the last three months in

the Railway Age Gazette, in which this subject has been slightly

discussed. Assuming that there is a decrease there must be

reasons.

In a recent issue railway operators were asked as to the in-

crease or decrease on their individual lines. About six officers,

out of all that answered, stated that their relations with the

men were satisfactory, and also, pleasant. This, in itself demon-
strates, that the trouble is a local one, and not general, as so

many are prone to believe. Those six men must represent sev-

eral different localities. And if the trouble be a local one, it

can be remedied if the parties concerned will apply themselves

to find out where it lies and then take concerted action to eradi-

cate the conditions that led up to it. But it will need persistent,

consistent application by both parties concerned, otherwise, the

result will be only failure.

How is it that six men report favorably? One of the most

vital things necessary to successful operation is discipline. But

it may be maintained in more ways than one. A close acquaint-

ance with the men is very necessary if we are to have a knowl-

edge of the right kind to administer and the quantity may
be somewhat regulated by this knowledge. There are many men
who care little about their identity on the division or road they

they are working on. At the same time, there are a good many
men who feel as if they would like to be regarded as something

more than a mere unit or a cog in a great transportation wheel.

I know of but a bare half dozen lines where officers are and

have been for some time, taking the pains to get acquainted

with the men. But here on these half dozen lines the officers are

in real earnest and the men know it.

Now, these officers are not doing this through any hazy idea

of common humanity. They have a well defined idea, with plenty

of reason back of it. They are after economical results through

the application of each employee in a loyal, energetic and willing

manner. And they are getting it; at least in a great measure.

As soon as the men were convinced that the officers were in real

earnest they commenced to take an interest themselves
;
perhaps

only a few at first but the great majority after the officers had

persisted for a while. And the results were and still are well

worth the effort no matter how long it takes in accomplish-

ment.

As soon as the individual employee was made to feel that

he was something more than a mere unit, that his identity was not

lost, that some one was taking a kindly interest in him, at

least a part of the time, then as a rule he was not slow to

respond. But how did it make for discipline? Almost invari-

ably it tended toward bettering the feelings of the employees

toward the employer. With a set of employees feeling more

kindly, more active and more careful in the performance of their

respective duties, it can easily be seen how and which way dis-

cipline would be affected. This, in turn, paves the way for more

intelligent efforts by all concerned. Of course, as there are here
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and tlu'ii' railway otVicers ulin ai\' imi iiu)iu'\ canu'is for aiiy-

I)(kI\. (.-xicpl tliciiisclvfs, tluMi' arc also iiicii wlio did not profit

• r loarii hy tlic new order of things. If it is seen that tliey arr

ol had spirit permanently, they oiij^iu to he weeded out; or ii't

tlio organization to which they holoiii; try at taking? a hand in

eansins; them to mend or alter tiieir wa\s. .\nd 1 helieve most
nf tlie railway lahor orKani/atioiis can he depended on lor some
hell..

Now I do not mean li\ an ac(|uaiiitance willi or taking an

interest in the men, that tlu' Iiigher officers should know the

men; lor on the large svstems it is iinpossihie. l!nt, is it im-

pos>ilile that a division superintendent or division master mc-
eh.inie < r any of the minor ofVicers, is it inipossihle that they shall

knew them well enough to speak when met on the work, or ofif

of it?

.\ man emi)li>_\eil hy a railway c(Mn|)any who is nexer spoken
to hy his superintendent or .M. M. except when called into tlie

c'tlice to ijet raked over the coals or get a smart dose of discipline,

is not \ery likely to entertain any exceptional amount of kindly

interest in the property; and if he feels that way, it is plain to

he seen what kind of service he will give as a rule.

li a m;m can't give good wliole-hearted service it is hctter for

Initl; him and the properly tliat he be in some other place. I

know some roads where if a man is known to drink or frc-

(luent saloons he is immediately discharged without being given

another chance. I am glad to say I also know of several first

class lines where it is different. Upon finding out that a man is

drinking, they call him into the office and, privately, the super-

intendent has a talk with him. In that talk, that superintendent

makes up his mind as to whether lie can cure his man or not.

If he is satisfied that he cannot, he either discharges him or

else takes him out of the danger zone of the operating depart-

uKiit to some minor position where he has not much responsi-

bility. But these officers invariably cure their men. How is it

they ha\e such good luck? Because they know their men and

have known them for a long time. On these lines that I men-
tion, they have the smartest of officers in every way. They hire

the.-e men soon after they leave school and they make the job

so good that there is no inducement for the men to go else-

where. So here you have a man for a life-time, so to speak, and

in that length of time, you do some training. If he does not

develop in one department, ycu can perhaps switch him to some
other class of work more suitable to his talents, while still young;

and if he shows incompetence or inability to qualify in the busi-

ness of railroading, you can get rid of him while he is still young.

And you arc doing him no injustice by doing so. And after

the man is fairly started, he stays with these lines I have men-
tioned because his environments are such that he desires to stay.

The owners, through their directors and officers, encourage

such institutions as the Y. ^l. C. .\., and also the building of

club-houses, reading rooms and instruction rooms. Sometimes,

the officers have heart to heart talks with the men about their

work. Also you will probably find a few instructors on the

premises who are specialists in their respective lines. A man
has to be either incompetent or a pretty serious offender if he

ever is discharged. They made him and they are not yet

through. He will be more finished later on and perhaps some day,

they may need him for an official position. So they try to keep

them and hire as few outsiders as possible, because the man they

have got is familiar with local conditions and the experienced out-

sider would have all of that to learn. And the atmospheres of no

two railways are exactly alike. Speaking from the employees'

point of view, I positively know of several local divisions and

lodges of railway labor organizations that have gone on record

and passed resolutions to expel any member seen or known to

fre(|uent saloons or to do any drinking. And this resolution is

being enforced. The move will soon become a general one, I am
sure.

In some places and with some men, I regret to say you may
enforce rule G until you have fired every drinking man you

have got. and still it will crop up again in spite of the severe dis-

cipline. Hill, let the organi/ation to which he belongs, threaten

in downright earnest to expel iiim, unless he stops using litjutjr

and it generally has an immediate efTect. If you discharge him
for violation of Rule (1, he will still manage to get a job. lint

il he is expelled then he is without i)roteetion of any kind; aii<l

he realizes what that means. It is regrettable tli.it the men and

the officers are so f.ir ai)art ;is is the case on the majority of our

large roads. And I helieve that both sides are ecpially to blame.

Of late years ai)parently great strides are being made in train-

ing employees, especially those who come in contact with the

public; towards being more courteous in their dealings and asso-

ciations with the public. If true courtesy between officers and
men were not only practiced but insisted (jn, 1 rather believe

that this would serve as a factor in bringing about better and

closer ndations between the men and their superiors, which in

turn, would lead to a better understanding of what each needed

and wanted. On the whole, the result would probabl_\ be a great

deal of good.

So. taken on the whole. [ believe, if both ofhcers and men would

work toward effecting a better understanding of what might be

done to im])rove present relations, and having found out, apply

themselves earnestly and conscientiously to the problem, we
should have true, economical operation of our railways.

Let us hope that the future bears promise of better things.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER.

REGULATION OF RAILWAY RATES, PROFITS AND
WAGES.

ToPEKA, Kans., January 2i, 1911.

To THE EdITCR of THE R.\ILWAY AgE GaZETTE :

The people, to speak popularly, or the government, to use the

legal term, have a direct interest in, and control over, the rate

of charges of all public service corporations or general utilities

concerns, operating under franchises granted by the municipal,

the state or the federal government, on the ground that such

institutions are in fact in the exercise of a portion of the govern-

mental prerogative and the enterprise is for the general benefit.

As a fundamental principle, this has never been doubted, al-

though, in practice, corporations, like individuals, sometimes

forget who made them ; but in both cases consciousness is usually

restored at the end of a bitter experience.

The existence, on the part of the people, of the fundamental

right of control being conceded, we have left only the question

of the e.xercise of this control, a question of such immense pro-

portion as to have been the source of almost all our industrial

difficulties, in the solution of which the writer does not claim to

have discovered a new formula, or a panacea for all our indus-

trial ills, but believes he can ofifer a meth-od which will at least

have the merit of uniformity and the support of tradition.

To say that the rate of charge by a public service corporation

should be "reasonable" is exhausting all the learning on the ques-

tion in a single word, but still leaves the mind in utter ignorance

as to what constitutes the "reasonable"; and, as every one claims

the right to formulate his own definition for this important word,

we must pass to a more restricted field of inquiry.

We had better say that rates should be remunerative, should

cover operating expenses, maintenance, repairs and betterments,

as well as a fair return on the capital invested.

At first sight, all these elements would seem easy of determin-.

aticn except the fairness of the income, a question likely to be

viewed altogether in the light of interest. On this, however, all

governments have laws designating a legal rate of interest and
a rate which cannot be exceeded except as usurious ; and the

taking of usury has been a crime ever since the organization of

society.

We should, therefore, not be reciuired to further pursue inquiry

as to what constitutes a reasonable income on capital, at least, in

the most general sense. The question has been raised, that, if

the, government may limit the income of a public service corpora-

tion to a legal rate of interest on the capital invested, or. what
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is perhaps more equitable, the physical value of the property,

should not the government guarantee such income?

A question seriously asked, especially when backed by an

aphorism such as is usually brought to bear in the present case,

that it is a poor rule which does not work both ways, requires

a serious answer.

The governmental power to limit does not imply an obligation

to guarantee. The contrary notion is founded on an altogether

mistaken idea of the nature, function and object of a public

service corporation, operating under a franchise. The govern-

ment grants to an association of individuals, operating as a body

called a corporation, the right to use a portion of the sovereign

prerogative for a certain purpose within prescribed limits as a

means whereby the investors may employ their private capital

for the purpose of gain. In a most important sense, this grant

is much in the nature of a lease, where rights rather than promises

are given and granted for a certain fixed period, the government

often reserving a certain portion of the income from the enter-

prise; and, where this is not done, the corporation is in posses-

sion rent free. If, now, carrying out our analogy, the landlord

should guarantee a certain income to his tenant, provided he

limited him to a certain number of tillable acres, prohibiting him

from plowing up the ancient meadow, or such like, then, on prin-

ciple, also, we could well say, in like manner, that the govern-

ment, having prescribed a limit for the operations of the

corporation, should guarantee a reasonable income.

All this, if practicable, would be very nice, because individual

responsibility would no longer cause that anxiety, now such a

distressing burden on the human mind. All personal responsi-

bility and all anxiety would then be transferred to the govern-

ment; the individual could live in the happy assurance, that

whatever his motives and efforts, the government would guarantee

him an income ; and we would thus have established a system lead-

ing us beyond the Utopia of even the most visionary socialist.

Under such a system, what business or calling would not be or-

ganized into a public service corporation, that the government

might, although limiting, still guarantee the income? Whence
would the government acquire the resource, necessary to provide

for this guarantee, is a conundrum, not a question, and, there-

fore, needs neither answer nor explanation.

Nature has given to man certain talents, to some one, to some

ten, to employ for gain, but never guarantees an increase ; and

human experience always has shown and always will show more
losses than gains.

Clearly the right of the government to limit the charges of

public service corporations to a legal or reasonable rate of income

cannot be doubted; and the corporations have a fundamental and

incontestable right to make such charges as, under proper man-
agement and operation, will cover such income. The guarantee

proposed would not only be without consideration to the govern-

ment, but unnecessary also, because, in the very nature of the

case, the corporations are permitted to make such charges for

their public services as well, under proper management, provide

for a reasonable, and, in the case supposed, a legal rate of income.

Superficially, if we adhere to the law on the subject, all diffi-

culties now seem disposed of; but not so, because the greatest of

all industrial difficulties is embraced under the head of operating

expenses in the item of wages.

If, now, all other elements going to make up the reasonableness

of a charge are conceded as fundamental or regulated by a statute,

why, in reason, should rates of wages be any exception?

My contention is thus clearly seen to be, that, as the rate of

charge by a public service corporation is under governmental

control, and a legal and permissible rate of interest established by

law as representing a reasonable income on capital, the question

of wages, in order to harmonize with our already established

principles, must, if not established by statute, be subject to judicial

determination.

On first impression, the establishment by law of a price at which
a man may contract his personal services seems inconsistent with

the principles of a free government, and would, in any event, be

distasteful to the do-as-you-please spirit of American liberty. In

like manner for like reasons we revolt against the intervention

of a court to determine the rate of wages, because an encroach-

ment upon the personal liberty of contract. In the private deal-

ings of men with one another, all these objections against

statutory or judicial control or intervention in the matter of wages

are well founded ; but, in respect to public service corporations,

the case is otherwise. A man in the employ of a public service

corporation is, in a most important sense, in the employ of the

government, because, as above stated, such corporation is in the

exercise of a governmental function, a part of the supreme

prerogative.

Taking as an example those purely governmental offices and
employments, no one ever objected to accepting the presidency

of the United States, the governorship of a state or enlisting in

the army because the compensation is regulated by law and

subject to change.

In like manner, if the scale of wages to be paid by a public

service corporation from the laborers on up to the president was
regulated by law and subject to change, objections on the part of

employes as to the amount of their pay would be as little heard

of as in purely governmental employments, and labor troubles

would cease to be an anxiety to the management and a distress

to the employes.

To particularize, if a railway company, by its charter, were
required to pay 25 cents per hour to its laborers, 40 cents per

hour to the foreman over them and not to exceed $20,000 per

year to the president, would not these positions be filled with

willing and contented employes, and are not such rates, under

present conditions, reasonable as a matter of fact and fair to the

public ultimately charged with their payment? On this basis and
in this manner, a reasonable and fair scale of wages could be

established by law subject to change on a change of conditions,

the total amount of wages thus paid to be computed as operating

expenses, and covered by the rate of charges made by the corpora-

tion for services rendered. To the payment of such charges the

public would not object.

Now, take the other method, the determining of a reasonable

scale of wages as a judicial act by a court, we encounter all that

uncertainty, all that setting aside, retrials, appeals, reversals and

overrulings which always have and always will characterize our

judicial proceedings because of errors committed and because

our judges are so very human.

Our courts, however, come after the law, and we must have

them for the determination of questions of law as well as of fact

;

and, where such questions publicly arise, the courts are the proper

tribunals for their determination. The question of what consti-

tutes a fair and reasonable rate of charge by a public service

corporation is now one of mixed fact and law for our courts, and

the writer sees no good reason, nor in fact any reason, why ques-

tions touching the reasonableness of the scale of wages to be paid

by such corporations should not also be within the jurisdiction

of our courts under proper regulations for determination. This

would be the establishment of that uniformity in the settlement

of difficulties, mentioned at the beginning of this article, and is

supported by the tradition that our courts are the proper tribunals

for settling all disputes of a public nature. Under such a control,

exorbitant salaries to high officials would cease to be- a public

robbery and the laborer would always be worthy of his hire.

This would be introducing the methods of civilization in the

settlement of those disputes where the general public has a direct

interest. Present conditions, as between labor and capital, are

now a matter of warfare, measured only by the ability of one to

attack and the endurance of the other to stand a siege. Warfare,

as a method for settling disputes between nations, has almost,

we may hope, been replaced by a civilized one, an international

court of arbitration. The savage warfare still waged by capital

and labor upon each other must soon cease also, and be replaced

by the methods of civilization. The laws and the courts furnish

the means and the methods ; and, in the very nature of govern-

ments, there can be no other. a. a. graham.
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BRIDGE WORK ON THE WESTERN MARYLAND EXTEN-
SION.

BY GEORGE L. FOWLER.
Associate Editor, Kailivny Age Gacette.

In passing over the Ciimberlaiul-Connellsvillc extension of the

Western Maryland, even as it stands today, with work of

all descriptions in progress, the impression made is that of

thoroughness and excellence. The grading is being done for

double track to east end of Big Savage tunnel, a distance of 20

miles, and for single track from there to Connellsville; but all

bridge abutments, piers and the single viaduct are planned to

carry a double track. The standard width of fill is 16 ft, with

a scope of 1.50 to 1. The cuts are excavated to a width of 18

ft. at grade and are to be trimmed to a slope of 1 to 1. In

places the shovel cuts to a steeper slope and the earth stands well

in a majority of cases, but the final slope will be about that given

except in solid rock cuts.

of grain marking which is of such common occurrence. In

addition to this the surfaces are invariably straight and true,

while the color is usually uniform and free from all efflorescence.

After the removal of the forms, those surfaces that arc exposed
to view are rubbed down and washed so that, when finished, they

will present an appearance that would do credit to any park

work, whether it is located in a town or on the slope of an

unfrcfiucnted mountain. An idea of this general appearance is

sliown in the reproduction of some of the photographs.

To secure this excellence careful specifications for the cement

and concrete have been drawn. These require that the cement

shall be tested in accordance with the standards of the American

Society for Testing Materials and that Portland cement be used.

A 1-2.5-5 mixture is used for all bridge piers, the arch ring of

culverts of 10 ft. span or more, and the coping and back walls

above the coping of abutments. It is also used for tunnel arching

or reinforced work above foundations. The proportions are

Twenty-Five-Foot Concrete Arch.

In this use of fills across the deep hollows that come down from

the mountains, the water opening at the bottom is a cast iron

pipe or a concrete arch, according to the area of watershed to

be provided for. The pipes vary from 12 in. to 48 in. in diameter

and are usually laid out at a rather sharp angle, frequently fol-

lowing the natural slope of the ground w^ich may rise to 30

degrees or more.

Where concrete arches are used the work is of the highest

order. The art of concrete work has made such rapid advances

during the past few years that we have become accustomed to

a high grade of work and finish, but it is rarely that one finds

concrete arches erected as these have been, in the wilds of the

mountains and away from the habitations of men, that shows the

same uniform excellence which characterizes all of the work on

the Western Maryland extension. Not only have the forms been

erected in the most substantial manner, but the lumber used has

been of a high grade and has been so smooth, well fitted and

treated, that even when first removed there is almost no evidence

varied for other classes of work to a 1-3-6 mixture, which is

generally used for all parts of culverts under 10 ft. span, inside

walls and footings of culverts over 10 ft, span, in bridge abut-

ments below coping, in retaining walls and tunnel side walls.

In addition to this the company has an inspector' constantly

on the ground who watches every operation and sees to it that

proper methods are followed in the work. Ordinarily the con-

crete is put in very wet, so wet that it flows readily down
beneath the forms used in the wings of abutments and the

cover of an arch. Then it is thoroughly spaded until there can

be no doubt that it has filled the forms and is up against the

surfaces at every point, leaving no voids. Then, when the

forms are removed, no holes and cavities are to be found that

will require filling and patching.

As cold weather comes on the contractors will be allowed to

use a moderate amount of salt, about one quart to ten bags of

cement, to prevent freezing. This will cause a slight efflor-

escence, but it will be easily washed away. One contractor, at
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least, will not take advantage of this. His method is to mix his

concrete hot and cover it carefully at night with straw and
canvas. In order to secure a hot mixture at the minimum of

expense, he uses cold water but turns the exhaust pipe from his

<;^~-LJ iLJ.-,Ui;U,:UfvU

L^\J.J^\i^,i^i:.

Hal-f Longifudinat Section. Cross Section.

Rail Top Culvert.

engine into his mixer, which thus condenses the steam and rises

to a high temperature. With the exhaust pipe swung on an

elbow, it is an easy matter to swing it out of the way when
filling or emptying. The same contractor also protects his upper

surfaces by freezing. At the end of a day's run, the upper

plate girder type was adopted because of its simplicity, both in

construction and repairs, its ease of erection, accessibility and
adaptability to the location of this particular road.

In many places the concrete is ready for the reception of the
steel, but that part of the work will not be commenced until the
grading is about ready for the rails, when it will be pushed
rapidly. Meanwhile the concrete will have weeks in which to

season.

The bridges along the new line are, for the most part, of the

plate-girder type, although there will be a few of the through
truss construction. In arranging for and designing these struc-

tures a few fundamental desirables have been laid down and
adhered to as far as possible. The deck plate-girder bridge was
adopted for use wherever it is practicable, because of its ease of
erection and the simplicity of its construction and floor arrange-

ment. It is, of course, modified into the half-through and
through types wherever clearances and head room require, but,

for most cases, the deck plate can be used. This applies to

structures of considerable span, rising, in one case to 122 ft

For the support of these girders, concrete piers and abutments
are employed and the viaduct or steel construction has been
avoided as far as possible. There is one long viaduct on the line.

ConcrekSmin. ofmiddle T", "„ ';'..
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ofspan, 6"min.afends --»j2(«

—

70—>k J30-
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Long'ihidinal Section.

Solid Floor, l-Beam Bridge.

surface of a piece of work is flooded with an inch or so of

water. Should this freeze in the night and set on the concrete,

it is simply necessary to scrape off the ice and a small amount
of the top surface of the concrete in the morning and go on.

But these are merely side issues in the general consideration of

the subject as indicative of local practices.

Closely associated with the concrete work and dependent upon
it for stability are the bridges. Whenever it has been possible,

Finally the bridge has been regarded as an incident to the

railway and not a principal feature. The road has, therefore,

been located where it was most desirable to have it, and the

bridges have been designed and built to fit the place and meet

the requirements of their own particular locations.

While the plate girder may be regarded as the standard for

moderate spans, the short spans are carried on solid floors,

formed of I-beams embedded in concrete. One such bridge

M Cb Ct) (I) (I) (j) I
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Typical Loading; Mallet Engine and Tender.

and that is nearly everywhere, the plate girder of the deck

type is used. Occasionally, in order to obtain necessary head

room, a through or a half through bridge is used. The second

general feature that has been insisted upon in all constructions

has been that the ends of the bridges shall be square with the

track, so that the two wheels on an axle shall always leave and

enter the structure at the same time. If there is any skewing

to be done it is with the abutments and not with the girders.

for two 25 ft. spans is shown in the engraving as arranged for

a three-track roadway. It consists of a flooring of 24 in. I

beams, spaced 1 ft. 6^ in. between centers and resting on a

concrete abutment and pier. The whole is embedded in con-

crete, and, in calculating the stresses to be sustained, it has not

been considered that any load at all will be put upon the con-

crete. It is regarded merely as a casing to protect the steel.

The only point to be considered, then, so far as the concrete is

/Base of flail Orade - 0.8X

^ yg .^ ^^,—y^fv—^'^

Salisbury Viaduct.

Those who have had experience in the maintenance of bridge

approaches and are familiar with the lurch given to a car as one

wheel leaves the structure a perceptible interval before the

other, will appreciate the advantages of this arrangement,

which will prevent that trouble and will be shown in detail, in

the description of some of the bridges that is to follow. The

concerned is whether or no it will crack and permit water to

percolate down to and corrode the steel.

It will be noticed from the engravings that the upper surface

of the concrete is crowned, both longitudinally and transversely

for drainage, and that, at each of the pockets so formed, there

is a 2-in. drain pipe carried down through the floor to permit
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the water to How away. .Moii^; each .side (lie concrete is raised bottom of the I)eams. 'I'his cloth is made with a 3

to form a copiiij? lo prcvciil the toe of tlie hallast from spread- mesh, of Nos. 8 and 10 wire with the No. 8 wire

in. by 8 in.

parallel to
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Fixed and Rocker Bents; Salisbury Viaduct.

ing and prevent it straggling of? into the stream. The same

thing is done at the sides of the abutments. The I beams are

tied together by the diagonals shown in the engraving and the

whole is strengthened by a wire cloth set in 2 in. below the

the beams. The ballast is placed directly on the concrete as

shown.

A detail of the cut-water of the pier is shown, in which an

8 in. T-rail is embedded for the protection of the concrete. This
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is the construction followed in all of the piers for the other

bridges, with the exception that, on some of the heavier work
a 9-in. rail is used.

Where the beams rest upon the concrete a seat is formed by
the insertion of a J^ in. by 12 in. plate, and a joint is made
between the concrete of the abutment and that of the super-

structure by the insertion of three thicknesses of building paper.

Five thicknesses of building paper are also used for making a

joint between the spans.

The beams are not painted but all scale and rust are thor-

oughly removed by chipping and brushing before they are placed.

And, finally, the top surface is plastered with a 1 to 2 mortar.

This construction is used on short span work up to 25 ft.

Beyond this a plate girder is used.

For culverts a similar construction is put in, except that rails

are used instead of I beams. This is an old construction, but

one is shown as illustrative of the Western Maryland practice.

deck type is used wherever it is possible, a discussion of the
details would become a mere repetition of general design
varied, of course, in each individual case by local conditions.

For the loading of the bridges the Mallet locomotive has sup-
planted the old consolidations of the Cooper schedules. For
typical loading a 2-8-8-2 Mallet is used, carrying 24,000 lbs. on
each pair of truck wheels, and 55,000 lbs. on each pair of drivers,

which are spaced 5 ft. between centers. Tlie tender to weigh
38,000 lbs. for each axle, and thi? to be followed by a load of
5,500 lbs. per lineal foot of track as shown on the diagram.
This takes the place of two 177.5 ton consolidation locomotives,
followed by 5,000 lbs. per foot of track of the old specifications.

The longest bridge structure on the road is at Salisbury

Junction, where there is to be a viaduct 1,908 ft. long over the
steel work. It crosses a sloping meadow land, through which
the Casselman river flows, and along which the Baltimore &
Ohio R. R. runs, both of which are crossed. The maximum

Site of Salisbury Viaduct.

In these rail culverts, which are used up to 8 ft. spans, the rails

are set head up close together in a single tier the whole length

of the culvert, except beneath the rails. Here a second inter-

locking and inverted tier, of about 6 rails is inserted as shown.

The rails are thoroughly grouted and the concrete laid over

them. The concrete is laid with the same form of coping to

catch the toe of the ballast as in the case of the I beam bridges.

This construction leaves the flanges of the rails exposed, but pro-

tects them from the washing through of dirt or ballast that

occurred in the original design of these rail culverts, where
there was no concrete or other protection and the materials of

the ballast were laid directly on the rails. This type of culvert is

used only where a restricted headroom or area will not permit

the use of an arch or a pipe culvert, and in every case care is

taken to have the rails thoroughly cleaned before they are em-

bedded in the concrete.

In the case of the bridges of long span, as the plate-girder

height above high water is 101.3 ft. The towers and interme-

diate spans are 30 ft. and 60 ft., respectively, except at the river

and railroad crossings, where they are 40 ft. and 90 ft. There

is a hinged bent at each end to carry the end girders of 50 ft.

lengths. The design of this bent is shown in the engraving to

consist of two legs, each formed of two 25 in. and one 30 in.

plates, held in the shape of a U or open girder by four

6 in. angles. The shoes are of cast steel with 4J4 in. pins, and

are held to an I beam grillage set in the piers by anchor bolts.

The rigid bents have legs of the same general form and arc

composed of a 31 in. by 9-16 in. cover plate, four angles, and

four 25 in. by J/a in. web plates. An interesting detail will be

found in the cap, to hold which a diaphragm plate A is riveted

to the leg, and left standing for the field rivetting. In order

that these rivets may be easily accessible the diaphragm of the

longitudinal girder is cut oflf at B. leaving a space for the

rivctters.
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In following tlie valley of the Casseiman and Youghioghcny, sary to make the main girders of a uniform length. This was
where the new line parallclls the Baltimore & Ohio for nearly

60 miles, it is often necessary to cross the latter road. In places

the angle of the crossing is quite acute, necessitating long and

peculiarly arranged girders. One such case occurs at station

2069, near Confluence. At this point the angle of crossing is

done by setting all of the piers parallel to each other and thus

varying the skew with tlic line of the bridge from point to

point. In this way five of the seven spans were identical.

In this case, as in that of the lower bridge at the same place,

where concrete piers 100 ft. high have been built, an excellent
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Bridge Piers for Second Crossing of Youghiogheny River.

about 24°. The arrangement of piers is shown in the engrav-

ing. Three main girders are used where center lines are indi-

cated as A, B and C on the foundation plan. It will be seen

that there are three long girders, two of which have a span

foundation was found in the hard red sandstone forming the

river's bed, and which it was only necessary to excavate for a

short distance and level in order to secure a proper footing.

One detail that obtains in the foundations of all of the bridges

/646 hce hface ofBockwal/s-

/6^ k- ZS6

Foundation for Bridge Over Baltimore & Ohio Tracks.

of 87 ft. 6 in., and one of 80 ft. 6 in. to carry the line over the

tracks. And then, in order to avoid skew abutments, each of

the long girders is supplemented by shorter ones; those at the

sides having two short ones at one end each, and the center one

which is worthy of note is the arrangement of the anchor

bolts. Owing to the difficulty of having them properly located

in the field they have been set so as to be adjustable through

a rather wider range than is usual. The method followed is

BaseofLoiyRaif, Grade 0.4% Decencfi'n^ IVesfs

-876-

-^ 4ro- ^ -9o'e"-

Elevations of Girders; Bridge Over Baltimore & Ohio Tracks.

having one at each end; thus leaving the ends of the steel work
square with the rails.

In the case of the bridge at the upper crossing of the Youghio-

gheny at Ohiopyle, the line runs on a 4 degree curve for the

whole length of 561 ft, in which there are seven spans. In

order to take advantage-of the duplication of work it was neces-

shown in the engraving. The bolts are held at their lower ends

by the usual grillage, but, instead of being confined by the con-

crete they are carried up through a conical casing of sheet

metal, which flares out to a diameter of 9 in. at the top. After

the concrete has hardened the bolts have a freedom of motion

in all directions, limited only by the casing. Then the foot of
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the bend or the bridge seat has a slotted hole measuring 2^ in.

by 6 in. in it, as shown in the engraving of the hinge bend of

the Salisbury viaduct. This permits of a lateral adjustment,

while the washer is slotted in the other direction in the same

manner so that the bolt can be moved 2 in. in any direction

;

or, in other words, there is a freedom of motion of 4 in. to

allow for any inaccuracies that may occur in the setting of the
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bolts. After they have been sprung into their proper position,

the hole about them is grouted and they are rigidly fixed.

The construction of the line is being done under the adminis-

tration of B. F. Bush, president, who has had large experience in

heavy railway construction in the west and northwest, and

i B.aO. Track

Cross Section of Bridge Over Baltimore & Ohio Tracks.

A. Robertson, vice-president and general manager, whose juris-

diction extends over the construction. The execution of the

work is under the immediate charge of H. R. Pratt, the chief

engineer of the company, who is responsible for the whole work,

the character of which is indicated by these details and outline of

the general engineering features, which will thus be seen to be

—S—«,
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Anchor Bolts and Cast Steel Cap.

that of a high-class modern railway construction, such as has

only become possible in recent years because of the advances that

have been made in methods of work, and which would have been

out of the question a generation ago. The Carter Construction

Company, Chicago, John B. Carter, president, has the contract

for the entire line. A. W. Jones is the chief engineer of the

Carter Construction Company.

For 15 years the Russians have had an establishment in the

Crimea for preserving ties by soaking them in sea-water. At
present some 300,000 ties yearly are so treated. The ties are

soaked three or four months, each absorbing from 9 to 11 lbs.

of salt. They are said to do best in hot and dry districts, where
they last about two years longer than untreated ties—not nearly

so long as creosoted ties; but the process is much cheaper.

LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE IN CHICAGO.*

BY PAUL P. BIRD.

Chicago is the greatest railway center and one of the largest

manufacturing centers in the world. Soft coal from Illinois and
Indiana is used, but this coal is difficult to burn without making
smoke and dirt. For years it has been an open question as to how
much of the total smoke of Chicago was made by locomotives. It

is often stated by' railway officials that the railways make a very
small proportion of the total smoke, and that from a standpoint

of smoke prevention the electrification of railway terminals is

unwarranted. During the last few months the department of

smoke inspection of Chicago has made an investigation to deter-

mine the proportion of the total smoke made by the railways.

The result of this study may be summarized as follows:

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

Although the locomotives use only 18j4 per cent, of the total

coal, they make 43 per cent, of the total smoke and over one-

half of the total dirt.

The locomotives consume within the city limits 5,600 tons of

soft coal daily, or about 1,850,000 tons annually.

According to the Ringlemann system of judging the density

or blackness of smoke, the average density of locomotive smoke
in Chicago is 23 per cent.

Because smoke from locomotives carries with it large quantities

of sparks and cinders, such smoke is a greater dirt producer than

smoke from stationary plants.

Although locomotives make 43 per cent, of the total smoke,

because of the character of the smoke they produce over one-

half of the the total dirt traceable to smoke.

The lowest average density of smoke produced by any one

road is about 10 per cent. This figure probably represents as

low an average as can be maintained with steam locomotives

using soft coal.

If all locomotives in Chicago maintained an average smoke
density as low as 10 per cent., the locomotive smoke would still

form 29 per cent, of the total smoke and probably produce over

one-third of the dirt.

Locomotives in the neighboring towns outside of Chicago

make an average smoke density of about 41 per cent., showing

that the anti-smoke campaign in the city has already reduced

the smoke nearly one-half.

Approximately 10 per cent, of all coal fired in a locomotive

firebox is discharged from the stack in the form of cinders.

Within the city limits of Chicago about 560 tons (14 carloads)

of cinders from locomotive smoke-stacks are dropped every day.

There are about 2,200 miles of railway track in the city limits.

At all times there are about 1,400 different locomotives working

in the city, and during a week as many as 3,740 different loco-

motives are in Chicago.

CLASSES OF SMOKE MAKERS.

In making a study of the different ways in which the total

smoke of Chicago is made, the smoke makers of the city have

been grouped into seven different classes, as follows

:

Central District.—This class includes all stationary boiler

plants in the district bounded by Chicago avenue. Twenty-second

street, Halsted street, and Lake Michigan, and is composed chiefly

of office buildings, hotels, wholesale and warehouse buildings,

factories, etc.

Miscellaneous Power Plants.—This includes all stationary high

pressure boiler plants except those in the central district. In

this group are placed factories, mills, manufacturing buildings,

electrical power plants, packing houses, breweries, gas manu-

facturing plants, pumping stations, school houses, hotels, hos-

pitals, laundries, etc.

Flat Buildings.—This includes all low pressure steam-heating

plants in flat or apartment buildings, family hotels, etc. No

• Abstract of a paper read at a meeting of the Western Society of
Engineers, Chicago, February 15, 1911.
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private residences or buildings liaviiiK three or less Hats are

included.

DoiiH'stic llcntin^.— This includes all priwife residences, cot-

tages, two and three Hat buildings, etc., which use soft coal,

principally in stoves.

Special l^unuucs.—These include all special furnaces used in

various manufacturing processes other than steam boiler furnaces,

such as heating and melting furnaces in steel plants, terra cotta

plants, nialleahle iron plants, forge shops, enameling plants, an-

nealing ovens, baking ovens, china kilns, etc.

Locomotives.—This iucludes all steani-raiUvay locomotives

used in the city limits.

Boats.—This includes all steam vessels used in the city limits,

such as tugs, passenger, freight, excursion and canal boats, pile

drivers, dredges, etc.

COM. CONSUMPTION.

The smoke department estimates that 10,000,000 tons of bitu-

minous coal are consumed in Chicago annually. This figure may
be taken for the year 1910 and includes semi-bituminous or Poca-

hontas coal. From 1893 to 1906 a record was kept of all coal

shipped into Chicago and all coal shipped away. It showed that

in 1906 the consumption was about 8,000,600 tons. A curve

drawn through the points obtained by plotting this record for

the thirteen years between 1893 and 1906 shows that a gain of

2,000,000 tons from 1906 to 1910 is consistent and probable. A
check on this total figure of 10,000,000 tons has been obtained

by accounting for its use by the different consumers of soft

''oal.

Central District.—This class is estimated to use 1,500,000 tons

of soft coal annually. This figure has been obtained by making a

careful census of the boilers and by considering figures obtained

from coal dealers. It is estimated that 1,125,000 tons of Illinois

and Indiana coal are used in this district and about 375,000 tons

of semi-bituminous coal. This semi-bituminous coal is used in

the low pressure plants.

Miscellaneous Power Plants.—The coal used by the plants in

this class has been obtained by making the following computa-

tion : The records of the boiler department and smoke depart-

ment show that there are about 7,000 high pressure boilers in the

city and that the average rated boiler horse power is about 143.

A study of the load conditions in hundreds of plants shows that

the average load is about 75 per cent, of the installed boiler capac-

ity. With these figures the following computation is made

:

Number of high pressure boilers in the city 7,000

Average rated horsepower per boiler 143

Total capacity in horsepower of high pressure boilers 1,000,000

Average load, per cent, of rating 75 per cent.

Number of days per year that average plant is in operation 300

Number of hours per day that average plant is in operation 10

Average pounds of coal used per boiler horsepower per hour.... S

Then it follows that the

Total tons of coal used per year in all stationary high pressure

boiler plants is 5,625,000

According to the classification of plants, this 5,625,000 tons is

the annual coal consumption of the low pressure plants and the

high pressure plants. The high pressure plants have been es-

timated to use 1,125,000 tons annually, which leave 4,500,000 tons

of coal as the annual consumption of the miscellaneous power

plants.

Flat Buildings.—These plants are estimated to use 750,000

tons of coal per year, most of which is Pocohontas coal.

This figure has been obtained by getting the number of such

buildings in Chicago and estimating the average coal consump-

tion per building. There are probably from 1,000,000 to 1,200,000

tons of semi-bituminous coal used in Chicago annually.

Domestic Heating.—The coal used for domestic heating is

difficult to estimate, and 650,000 tons of soft coal annually is as

close a figure as is obtainable. This has been arrived at by get-

ting figures from coal dealers and by estimating the number of

consumers.

Special Puntaces.—These are estimated to burn 600,000 tons

of coal per year. This is based on figures obtained from a num-
ber of the largest consumers.

Locomotives.—The coal used by locomotives has been accu-

rately estimated. The smoke department wrote to all the rail-

ways asking for estimates of coal burned by locomotives \n the

city limits. The returns show a total of 5,601 tons. This is the

average for week days. Assuming that the .Sunday consumption

is one-third of the week day consumption, and that the other

holidays in the year do not affect the average, it follows that the

annual coal consumption of steam locomotives in the city limits is

l.X.SO.OOO tons.

Boats.—These are estimated to use 150,000 tons per year. This

figure has been obtained by getting estimates from most of the

companies operating vessels in the rivers.

COA L

1. Central
District 15%

2. Misc. Power
Plants 45%

12^%

5. Special
Furnaces

1/2%

Percentages of Total Smoke and Total Coal Burned

in Chicago.

The division of the 10,000,000 tons is therefore as follows

:

Annual
Consumption.

Consumer. Tons. Per cent.

Central district 1,500,000 15.0

Miscellaneous power plants 4,500,000 ' 45.0

Flats 750,000 7.5

Domestic 650,000 6.S

Special furnaces 600,000 6.0

Locomotives 1,850,000 18.5

Boats 150,000 1.5

10,000,000 100.0

DENSITY OF SMOKE.

Knowing the coal consumption of these different classes of

plants, it requires a knowledge of the average density of smoke

made by each class to arrive at the percentage of the total smoke

made by each. For this purpose the department has used the

Ringlemann method of estimating the relative blackness or den-

sity of smoke. This system was invented by Prof. Ringlemann,.

of Paris, and is in general use throughout the world. The U. S.
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Geological Survey has adopted it as a standard. The Ringle-

niann method of judging smoke is clearly explained in the trans-

actions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol-

ume XXI, December, 1899. Using this method of computing the

percentage of density, the smoke department has arrived at the

follow^ing results

:

SMOKE DENSITY BY RINGLEMANN CHART METHOD.
Percentage

Consumer. of Density.

Central district 3.75

Miscellaneous power plants 6.5

Flats 3.0

Domestic 3.0

Special furnaces 20.0

Locomotives 22.3

Boats 25.0

that the cleanest place was at the Illinois Central tracks and Van
Huren street, where the average density was 10.5 per cent.

Locomotives of the Wisconsin Central occupy the first place

with an average density of smoke of 10.76 per cent. The Chi-

cago Junction Railway occupies the lowest position in the list

with an average of nearly 42 per cent. The average percentage

of locomotive smoke density in the two months' investigation

is 22.3 per cent.

DIVISION OF TOTAL SMOKE.

Knowing the amount of coal burned in the city by each of the

seven classes of consumers and the average density of the smoke
made by each class it is an easy matter to compute the total

amount of smoke made by each class. As far as known this is

the first attempt ever made to sub-divide the total smoke of a
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Miles of Railway Track, Number of Locomotives and Amount of Coal Burned by Them Within the City Limits of Chicago.

An important part of the investigation of the density of smoke

in Chicago has been a study of the smoke made by locomotives.

During October and November, 1910, a special observer spent

liis entire time on the rights of way of the railways in the city

limits. During these two months he made over 11,000 sepa-

rate observations and watched the locomotives of 30 different

railways. The observer was assigned each day to a certain

point on the right of way of some road, often at a junction of

two or more roads, his instructions being to watch every loco-

motive coming within his sight, and to record in his memorandum
b)ook the number of minutes during which he watched the en-

gine and his estimate of the density of the smoke in accordance

with the Ringlemann charts. It is probably unnecessary to say

that this work was done with absolute impartiality and that no

•effort was made to watch the engines of one road more than

another. The results show that the dirtiest place in Chicago was

.at Fifty-fifth street and the Chicago & Western Indiana tracks.

This point is also at the south end of the Erie yards. The aver-

.age density observed was 45.4 per cent. Similarly, the list shows

city among the various classes of plants responsible for its pro-

duction. The work has been done carefully and accurateh', and

It is felt that the results obtained are very nearly correct.

Smoke.
' ^ ^

Annvial Percentage
coal con.sumption. of total smoke.
,.

-f-
.> Percent- ,

'^
^

Per age of As Round
Consumer. Tons. cent. density, figured, numbers.

Central district 1,500.000 15. 3.75 5.85 6

Misc. power plants 4,500.000 45. 6.5 30.45 30

Flats 750,000 7.5 3.0 2.34 2J4

Domestic 650,000 6.5 3.0 2.06 2

Special furnaces 600,000 6. 20.0 12.5 12 J4

Locomotives 1,850,000 18.5 22.3 42.9 43

Boats 150,000 1.5 25.0 3.9 4

OUT OF TOWN OBSERV.^TIONS.

During the month of December, 1910, the same observer who

had worked in Chicago on the investigation of locomotive smoke

was sent to eight different towns outside the city limits to make

similar observations. The density of smoke averaged 41 per
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cent. This is probably a fair figure for the perfoniiaiico of a

locomotive using Illinois or Indiana coal with no particular at-

tention paid to preventing snioUe. Streator, 111., had the

smokiest locomotives, 361 observations averaging 51 per cent,

smoke density. This indicates the results of the anti-smoke

campaign in Chicago. It shows that outside of the city, where
no effort is made to prevent it, the smoke is nearly twice as

dense as in Chicago. This is true of the stationary plants as

well as the railways. If the citizens of Chicago will compare
their city with other cities in the middle west they will find

that, plant for plant, locomotive for locomotive, chimney for

chinmey, Chicago is the cleanest of all.

CHAR.\CTER OF LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE.

Locomotive smoke carries with it quantities of sparks and
cinders, while in stationary plants relatively little of such mate-

rial is thrown out. This is because of inherent features in the

design that are unavoidable. On a locomotive there is so little

room available that the grate surface of the boiler is necessarily

small and consequently a powerful draft is necessary to do the

required work. This draft is obtained by discharging the ex-

haust steam from the engine cylinders up the stack. Because of

this strong draft great quantities of fine coal and ash is drawn
out of the firebox with the smoke, which in turn are discharged

from the stack in the form of cinders. From 8 to 18 per cent,

of all bituminous coal put into locomotive fireboxes escapes from
the stack in this manner. In Chicago about 5,600 tons of coal

are burned in locomotives each day. Assuming that 10 per cent,

of the coal leaves the stack in the form of cinders, it means that

560 tons of cinders are thrown into the air and dropped on the

city of Chicago every day. This is equal to about 14 carloads.

On the other hand, in stationary plants where there is plenty

of room for a larger grate surface and where the coal is burned
with a lower draft and with tall chimneys, but few cinders are

carried out with the smoke. Therefore the smoke from loco-

motives on account of carrying with it sparks and cinders is

far more objectionable than the smoke from stationary plants,

and. as it is discharged into the atmosphere at no great distance

from the ground and is trailed over long courses, it is safe

to say that from the standpoint of a nuisance the steam loco-

motive is the worst offender of all. The investigation shows that

the locomotives of Chicago make about 43 per cent, of the

total smoke. Considering its character, the conclusion seems
warranted that steam locomotives produce over one-half of the

dirt traceable to smoke.

POSSIBILITIES OF LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE PREVENTION.

- The lowest percentage of smoke density made by the loco-

motives of any railway was 10.7 per cent. Probably 10 per cent,

is as low an average as can be maintained with steam loco-

motives using soft coal. Therefore the very best condition that

can be hoped for in Chicago is to have all locomotives average

10 per cent, density, which would mean that the locomotive

smoke would still be 29 per cent, of the total, and probably be re-

sponsible for over one-third of the dirt. The modern steam loco-

motive is such a highly developed machine that it is extremely

unlikely that any change will ever be made in its construction

which will produce better results than this. A further reduc-

tion of the smoke made by locomotives can only be brought

about by change of fuel. The possible fuels besides the local

soft coals are semi-bituminous coal, anthracite coal, coke and
oil. A considerable amount of semi-bituminous or Pocahontas

coal is now being burned by some of the railways in Chicago,

and although it makes less smoke than Illinois coal under the

same conditions, its use by no means guarantees the entire

elimination of smoke. Probably the universal use of semi-

bituminous coal would not succeed in reducing the average

density of smoke below a point that is considered possible with

Illinois coal. The general use of anthracite coal or of coke

for locomotives would eliminate smoke, but the other nuisances

due to steam locomotives would not be diminished. If coke were

used there would be an increase in the quantity of sparks and
cinders discharged from the stacks. In cither case the volume of

furnace gases and their effect in vitiating the atmosphere would
not be reduced. Fuel oil makes smoke unless carefully handled,

and the smoke that is made is more objectionable than the smoke
from soft coal. It is probable that if all locomotives in the city

burned oil, the smoke and gases would form more of a nuisance

than the soft coal smoke of today. The general use of any

specially selected fuel would greatly increase the cost of fuel to

the railways, and the practical difficulties involved would make it

a very difficult thing to bring about. The locomotive fireboxes

would have to be changed if coke or hard coal were used. In

order to ensure that all locomotives operating in the city limits

used the same fuel, all the engines on an entire division would

have to be thus equipped, which of course would greatly increase

the cost of operation.

ELECTRIFICATION.

The study that has been made indicates clearly that electri-

fication offers the only final and satisfactory solution of the loco-

motive smoke problem. The use of special fuel for preventing

smoke on steam locomotives is only a makeshift and will not

satisfy the public.

A NEW RAILWAY LAW IN CALIFORNIA.

The California legislature has passed the Eshleman railway

bill, drafted by Railroad Commissioner Eshleman, Governor

Johnson, Senator Stetson, Attorney-General Webb, Assembly-

man Cogswell, railway commissioners Loveland and Gordon
and W. R. Wheeler and Seth Mann, of Merchants' Exchange
Traffic Bureau, San Francisco. The bill became a law February

15. The important sections of the law are as follows

:

Sections 1 to 5.—Provide for organization of the commission

as it now exists, adding an attorney at $5,000 a year; to give

to the commission and persons in its official employ the right of

free transportation in California when on official business ; pro-

vide for meetings to be held monthly at San Francisco and such

other places and times as may be necessary.

Section 6.—Provides for contempt proceedings to enforce the

commission's orders.

Section 7.—Provides for the issuance of process by the com-

mission to compel attendance of witnesses and production of

books and papers.

Section 16.—Empowers the commission to establish rates for

the transportation of freight and passengers; to prescribe rules

and regulations for demurrage; for services in connection with

transportation ; for the classification of freight ; to establish

through rates; prescribe joint rates and the division of rates or

fares on joint rates; prescribe the construction and maintenance

of tracks to connecting lines ; and the regulation of crossings.

Section 17.—Provides for a record of rates established by the

commissioners; rules as to admissibility of evidence; that rail-

ways shall be given 20 days' notice of proposed action by the

commission upon any rate.

Section 18.—Provides that within 30 days after the act goes

into effect railway companies shall file tariffs, and that' the com-

mission shall, within 60 days thereafter, establish or suspend the

same unless the commission shall assign any such rates for in-

vestigation, giving the companies concerned notice and oppor-

tunity to be heard ; that companies shall be provided with tariffs

affecting them ; companies are required to have tariffs printed

and posted.

Section 19.—Provides that rates shall remain in effect until

changed by the commission; on the first day of July, 1912, and

annually thereafter, companies may file proposed changes of

schedules, which shall be acted upon by the commission as upon

an original filing of rates ; if the commission has investigated

any such within six months it need not have a hearing; inter-

vention is allowed on a showing of interest in the subject matter
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of any investigation; a hearing need not be held in case of any

rate approved by the commission.

Section 20.—Any one commissioner may take testimony in

any case, which shall be transcribed and submitted for the con-

sideration of the entire commission.

Section 21.—Provides for physical valuation of railway

property.

Section 22.—The commission may investigate books and

records of companies and compel the production of evidence.

Section 23.—Commission is to enforce the provisions of the

act to recover penalties; to correct abuses; and to investigate

charges of discrimination ; defines discrimination and declares

that any discrimination in the nature of a violation of the order

of the commission shall be contempt ; in addition to penalty for

contempt, fine of $5,000 for each offense on the part of the com-

pany and $1,000 or imprisonment not exceeding one year on the

part of any officer or agent.

Section 24.—Commission may establish penalties for failure of

oflficers of a company to comply with orders or to return blanks

properly filled out.

Section 26.—Commission may provide intrastate rate laws and

provide for emergency rates.

PACIFIC TYPE SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVE; CHICAGO
& NORTH WESTERN.

Last July the Chicago & North Western received five Pacific

type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company
equipped with the Locomotive Superheater company's type A
superheater. These were part of an order of 20 Pacific type

locomotives,' the other 15 not being equipped with superheaters.

They were of the same general design as the 25 Pacific type loco-

motives received in January, 1910, the only difference being in

the boilers and cylinders of the superheater locomotive; the

boilers were modified to allow the application of the superheater,

and the cylinders were increased from 23 in. to 25 in. in diam-

eter. The boilers of both superheater and non-superheater en-

gines were designed for 200 lbs. pressure, but the non-superheater

locomotive is using 190 lbs. and the superheater locomotive 175

lbs.

The type A superheater, better known as the Schmidt, is shown
in the accompanying drawing. Its new classification is the trade

name given it by the Locomotive Superheater company. It is

of the top header, double loop type, designed to give an average

temperature of 600 deg. The return bend is only 24 in. from

the firebox end of the flues, which is somewhat nearer than is

Superheater as Applied to Pacific Type Locomotive; Chicago & North Western.

Section 29.—Commission on its own initiative may investigate

unreasonableness of discriminatory rates.

Section 32.—Provides penalty for failure to obey order of com-

mission ; not less than $500 nor more than $2,000.

Section 37.—Forbids free transportation except in certain

cases; newspapers to be permitted to exchange advertising for

transportation.

Section 41.—Provides various penalties; prohibits rebates and

other offenses, and fixes jurisdiction of courts with relation

thereto.

Section 48.—Allows a period of three years for commencing

action under the act.

Section 49.—Provides an appropriation of $100,000 to carry

out the purpose of the act.

Section 52.—The act shall go into eflfect at once.

The Wright act is repealed. This embodied the maximum
clause, under which maximum rates were established, leaving the

railway the privilege of charging less than the tariff. The new
law provides for absolute rates.

customary in American practice, and gives a higher degree of

superheat. The superheater elements are made of V/z-'m. out-

side diameter seamless steel tubes. They are connected at the

firebox end by cast steel U-bends, and are bent up at the smoke-

box end to fit in the headers. These tubes are inserted in

four rows of 5 in. flues near the top of the boiler. The design

is such that the steam is made to pass through all the super-

heater tubes simultaneously on its way from the boiler to the

cylinders. A superheating surface of 691 sq. ft. is provided,

which is 21 per cent, of the total heating surface and 23 per cent

of the tube heating surface. The main features of this type of

superheater are its interchangeability and accessibility. Each in-

dividual superheater element may be removed and examined

without disconnecting the whole arrangement.

The locomotives have given satisfactory service and the officials

of the Chicago & North Western report that they use consider-

ably less coal and water than locomotives of the same class using

saturated steam. Records show that the superheater loco-

motives burn about one ton less coal per 100 miles than the satu-

rated steam engines. On the run from Chicago to Elroy, a dis-

tance of 217 miles, about four tons of coal are saved per round
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trip. One \v;itfr stop is also oinitk'd ;is llu' l(n.(ini(ili\ cs run a

greater dislanco with tlu- same anioimt df water.

it is stated Iliat duriuj^ two niontlis one of llie engineers run-

ning these en.nines never pullid into I'lroy late. In one instance

liis train was .^5 niiuntes latr ,it Madi>.>n Imt arrived at l'!h-oy

on time, making up the 35 nnnutes in 70 miles. This perform-

ance is the more interesiing in view of tlie fact tliat on tliis par-

ticular section tlie saturated sleani loci)motives have never l)eeu

able to make up an\ tiuu. In view of tlie satisfactory serxice of

these engines, su];erhealers of the sanir t\pe wire specified

for 30 out of an order of 50 consoHdalion locomotives now being

delivered to this railway by the American Locomotive Company.
The general dimensions of the Pacilic tvpc locomotives are as

follows:

Ccitcrol /)(i/ii.

Type Pacific
Service Passenger
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive eft'ort 37,620
Weight in worki. g order ... 250,500 lbs.
W'eiBht on drivers 154,500 lbs.
Weight of engine aid tender in woiUiig ord-r 408,400 lbs.

Wheel base, driving . 13 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total '

. . 34 ft 7 in.

Wheel base, engine ai.il tcr.der 66 ft. lOyS in.

Ralios.

Total weight -f- tractive effort 6.65
Weight on drivers -^ tractive effort 4.1

1

Tractive effort X diameter drivers -H heating surface. . . 849.
"Tractive effort X diameter drivers H- equivalent heating
surface 646.

Heating surface, tubes 3,092 sq. ft.
Healing surface, firebox 209 sq. ft.
HiMling surface, arch tubes 27 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total 3,328 sq. ft.
Supci heating surface 691 S(i. ft.
" Total equivalent heating surface 4,365 sq. ft.
( irate area , $3 sq. ft.

( eiilcr boiler, above rail 9 ft. 8 in.
Tup MiKiUist.uli, above rail 15 ft. 4 in.

'1 nuUr.

''"'i.U, style II .shape
Wheels, diameter 37 'A in.
.'"urnals S'/i in. x 10 in.
Water capacity 8,275 gal.
( oal capacity 12 tons

•Equivalent total luati! g set vice equals the total heating surface
(3,328 sq. ft.) plus 1

J/.,
tinu-> the supei heating surface.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The number of miles of government railways iti operation in

Trinidad is 81.5, the cost of construction of which was $4,553,048.

The total receipts of all lines for the year ended June 30, 1910,

were .$517,094, and the expenditures, excluding interest on bonds,

$311,127.

The construction work on the Amoy-Changchow railway in

China, which was discontinued some months ago owing to lack

of funds, is still at a standstill. The recent offer by Chinese-

Penang capitalists to buy the line, paying 50 per cent, of the

m
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Pacific Type Locomotive With Superheater; Chicago & North Western.

J,9tal heating surface ^ grate area 62.8 entire outlay to present stockholders, was refused. It is ex-
*hquivalent total heating surface H- grate area 82.5 1,1 • • r 1 -n 1 a- j
Firebox heating surface -i- total heating surface, per cent. 6.28 pected that the reorganization of the Company Will be etfectea
*Firebox heating surface -H equivalent total heating sur- o^,-!,, ;„ IQII

face, per cent 4.79 ^^^^^ ^" ^^^^-

^i^°:^t^s%'^.^^\^'^iir;,-suri.^^:.: fsA The projected direct railway between Valencia, Spain, and
Total weight ~ total heating surface 75.3 Madrid has now been advanced to the final stage by the publica-
Total weight -^ equivalent total heating surface 57.3 ... , , . ,. , , , -a
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft 15.90 tion oi a royal order accepting one of the two plans and specinca^

?Fnt';,'lir'r^. .fV'^f^f^ ''°^T^
cylinders 209.5 tions submitted for approval to the Department of Public Works,hqmvaJent total heating surface -~ volume cylinders . . 275.0 '^'^ ^

Grate area -i- volume cylinders 3.0 SO that this railway, to be constructed under government subsidy,

Cylinders. is now a certainty. The plans accepted, subject to certain modi-

i^!"^ ;
.Simple fications, are those of Don Jose Carbonell, Madrid, with an esti-

Uiameter 25 in. •'
. ' .

Stroke 28 in. mated total cost of construction and equipment of about

Valves. $9,406,000. With the opening of this railway, Valencia will be-

h^"^ :
Piston come the undisputed seaport of Madrid, from which it will be

Diameter 14 in. . .

Travel 6 in. Separated by only 230 miles of rail. The other ports' of the

V.xhaiKt^^ap ..... ...... ..... .. ...... ....... ...'.'.'.'..' 3/16 in
Peninsula are all far more unfavorably situated with regard to

Lead, forward gear ^ in. the Capital, Corunna being 516 miles by rail from Madrid, Vigo
^^hcels. 511^ Cadiz 439, and Barcelona 426. It is intended to commence

Driving, diameter over tire 75 in. 1 ^i j • 1.,. 1 a j.- j •

Driving, thickness of tire 31A in
work on the new road snnultaneously on five sections and mau-

Driving, journals, main, diameter 10^ in. x 12 in. gurate it in 1914. The 55 miles of railway already constructed
Driving, journals, others, diameter 9>4 in. x 12 in. , ., ^ , . , .,,. , ... , , , r .

Engine truck, diameter 3734 in. between Valencia and Utiel will be used as the first section on

fS\'trucic,^Xme\'ei-V.\V ^
'"^''in.^

'"' the Valencia side, if negotiations with the company now operat-

Trailing truck, journals 8 in. x 14 in. ing it lead to acceptable terms, but if not an independent line

Boiler. will be constructed over this section without state subsidy, which

Working " pressure
^^^^'

igcffb"
*°''

^^ °"'y granted On new railways between localities where no rail-

Outside diameter of first ring 70 5/16 in. way communication exists. The government subsidy is about
Firebox, width and length 70^ in. x 108;^ in. Mnonn ^^ uu 1 r^- 1 (^-^'7An "i •

i.i r r
Firebox, plates, thickness 3/^ in. and Yi in. $10,800 per mile, With an additional $2,700 per mile in the form of
Firebox, water space. 41/^ in. 3^ advance returnable in yearly installments from the profits
I ubes, number and diameter 212

—

2 m.
Trbes, length 20 ft. of the line from the second year after its inauguration.



<i>^n^ral K^ctttis ^^irtion.
The lower house of the South Carolina legislature has

passed the senate resolution directing the Attorney General
to drop the merger case against the Southern Railway. This
was a test vote and ends the legislation.

During the calendar year 1910, the Union Pacific System,
the Southern Pacific Company, and the Southern Pacific

Lines in Mexico, having a mileage of 17,960 miles, carried

49,492,150 passengers, without killing one. The total passen-
ger mileage was about three billion.

The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
has been holding hearings on the proposition to provide for

the physical valuation of railways. Representatives Mad-
den and Lenroot spoke in favor of the measure. Railway
men were present to oppose the bill. Members of the com-
mittee say that there will be no legislation on this subject

at this session.

It is announced in the Texas newspapers, that the Texas
State Railroad will be sold, if the state can find a buyer. It

was operated at a loss of $12,000 last year. It was originally

intended to extend the road several hundred miles, but this

idea was long since abandoned. It runs from Rust to Pales-

tine, a distance of 3ly2 miles, and is operated in connection
w'ith the state penitentiary.

Former Governor C. N. Haskell of Oklahoma has written a

letter advocating the elimination of that provision of the state

constitution which prohibits railways built in Oklahoma from
being sold to an interstate line. He says that the best interests

of the state will be served by the building of railways where
they are needed, and "that as soon as they are completed the

other railway lines will lease and operate them to the good of the

state."

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is experimenting with an
attachment to be applied to the common track drills for removing
nuts from track bolts. The drill and bits are removed and a

wrench substituted in their place. After the nuts have been
loosened with a common track wrench they can be removed and
replaced with this attachment much quicker than can be done
by hand in the usual way. It is especially convenient in putting

on nut locks. While but a few tests have been made, the re-

sults obtained so far have been satisfactory.

On page 146 of the Railway Age Gazette, January 20, there

was an announcement that a number of 1500 candle power
headlights were to be furnished the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, in order to comply with the Indiana headlight
order. The statement should have been followed by an ex-

planation that the order of the Indiana commission is too in-

definite to be obeyed understandingly by any intelligent

headlight man, because it must refer to a reflected light, and
the candle power of a reflected light varies with the distance

from the reflector and the position in regard to the axis of

the reflector at which the light is measured. Hence the

statement that a 1500 candle power light is to be furnished

is utterly meaningless or misleading unless the point of meas-
urement is also given. In this case it happens to be that the

measurement will be made at a distance of 350 ft. ahead of

the glass, and for 3 ft. outside the rails, and represents 1,500

equivalent candle power at 330 ft. This is not a high power
headlight, as might be inferred from the bare statement in

the news item, and is not so brilliant as to be dazzling; but it

is one that should give a somewhat better illumination than

the oil headlight in common use.

Governor Colquitt's Views.

A despatch from Galveston, Texas, to the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat says : "Governor Colquitt, who came from the rail-

way commission to the executive mansion, believes there is en-

tirely too much anti-railway legislation on the statute books of

Texas, and he protests against any more new laws on this line.

He says Texas owes much to the railways for development

of its resources and establishment of enterprises and reminds

tlie legislature that the railways are ready and willing to do
more, if permitted to earn reasonable interest on their invest-
ments.

"I he new governor declares that the railway laws to be
adopted, if any new ones are to be passed by this legislature,

must be favorable to the railways, or they will be vetoed. He
says, however, there is no need of any new laws, and some of
the laws presumed to be safeguarding the public against the rail-

ways might be repealed and Texas would be better off. He says
he firmly advocates regulation of the railways, but not con-
fiscation."

Disastrous Collision on Western of France.

A press despatch of February 14 reports a collision on the
Western of France, near Courville, in which ten or more
persons were killed and a large number injured. It is said
that two express trains simultaneously ran into a freight
train which was moving from the main track to a siding. The
wreck took fire and was partly consumed.

Tungsten, Titanium, and Tantalum.

The world's production of tungsten for 1909 was larger than in

1908, and was possibly equal to that of 1907, according to Geo-
logical Survey publications. The estimated output for 1909 was
5,289 short tons of concentrates containing 60 per cent, of
tungsten trioxide, compared with 3,898 tons in 1908 and 6,062 in

1907. In very few of the returns, however, is the percentage indi-

cated, and this is necessary in comparing figures. It is probable
that most of the exported ore is richer than 60 per cent, in

tungsten trioxide, and that the figures are therefore low. The
principal sources of the 1909 production were : United States,

1,619 tons; Argentina, 900 tons; Australia, 1,200 tons; Bolivia,

168 tons ; Germany, 106 tons ; Portugal, 609 tons, and the United
Kingdom, 421 tons. The volume of the tungsten ore produced in

the United States during 1909 was $614,370, compared with

$229,955 in 1908 and $890,048 in 1907. With the recovery of the

American steel trade during 1909 prices rose above those of 1908

and ranged from $5 to $9 per unit for tungsten ores, the average

price being $6 to $6.50 per unit. So far as known, titanium oxide

deposits at Roseland, Va., are the largest in the world. The use

of titanium in making steel rails increased considerably during

1909 and its use in arc-light electrodes is also growing. No pro-

duction of molybdenum or uranium minerals and only a small

output of a tantalum mineral is known to have been made in

the United States during 1909. The use of molybdenum in steel

has not increased much. Tantalum incandescent electric lamps

have such strong competition in tungsten lamps that the demand
for tantalum minerals seems rather to have decreased than grown.

The tantalum used in this country in 1909 was imported from

Germany.

New Haven's Boston Improvements.

The New York, New Haven and Hartford desires to ac-

quire the Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn (narrow gage), and

has submitted to the Massachusetts legislature a bill designed

to give the necessary authority. At the hearing before the

committee, T. E. Byrnes, vice-president of the road, said:

"The New York, New Haven & Hartford proposes to build

and equip a double-track tunnel under Boston harbor, con-

necting the East Boston branch of the Boston & Maine and

the Revere Beach road with the South Station, using the

lower level of the station; and to connect with the main line

of the New Haven at a point between the tracks of the South

Terminal Company and the Back Bay station. It is proposed

to equip and operate by electricity at least two tracks of the

New Plaven road from Readville to the tunnel; also the

tracks through the tunnel, and two additional tracks from

the tunnel to Lynn and the tracks of the R. B. & L. from

the tunnel to Lynn. It is also proposed to four-track the

main line of the Boston & Maine beyond Lynn to Beverly,

building a four-track tunnel through the city of Salem; and
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as soon as tlie grade cros.siiigs on tlic line arc eliminated and
the Salem tunnel completed to operate by electricity at least

as far as Beverly. The tunnel will cost about $12,000,000.

while the other work outlined will amount to nearly as

much."
The road asks permission to charge an additional fare

through the tunnel. The completion of the proposed im-
provements would permit trains to be sent through from
points south to points north of Boston, without change and make
Boston for the first time a way station.

A Chicago Railway CommisGion.

The city council of Chicago has adopted resolutions author-

izing the mayor to appoint a railway terminal commission.

The resolutions say that the entire railway passenger and
freight terminal situation of the city demands thorough and
intelligent investigation. The commission will probably con-

sist of 15 members, the majority of whom will be members
of the city council. The mayor is to be a member of the

commission, c.x-officio.

New York Railroad Club.

The next regular meeting of the New York Railroad Club will

be held on February 17. Frederick H. Milliner, Omaha, Neb.,

experimental electrician of the Union Pacific will present a paper

on The Application of the Wireless Telegraph as an Aid in the

Operation of Railways. It will be illustrated by a large number

of lantern slides.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

held on February 15, a paper by E. D. Hardy, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

on Water Purification Plant, Washington, D. C, Results of Oper-

ation, was presented for discussion.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places nf meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-

ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911; Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East

St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911; St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-
tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,

1911, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911; Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August; New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York; next convention. May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911; New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

cago; May, 1911; Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June, Washington, D. C. ; annual,

November, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135

Ailams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911; Boston. Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Coiiard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City. N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug.; Montreal.

Canadian .Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays; Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court. Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
. Friday in January. March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Enginfi'us' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgcnsen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug.; St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Ilarris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Ilarrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,
St. Paul, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday;
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911; Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn. Next convention July 25-27,

Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin. ,

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August; Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.; Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday;
Richmond, Va. ; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.

Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo., 3d Friday in Month; Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. AUeman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August; Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March
20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio; annual, May 22-24, 1911; Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911; St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.; St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20, Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential

bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs.; Jan., April, August and Nov.;
Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual. May 6, 1911; Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly; Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—^J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stew-

art Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911; Baltimore, Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat, after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East P.uffalo, N. Y.; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual.

May 8, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

"Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August; Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angler, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.
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The next meeting of the Transcontinental Passenger Associa-

tion will be held at Salt Lake City, Utah, beginning June 14.

It is announced that the Harriman Lines will spend $1,250,000

for advertising during the present year, which is much larger

than the sum spent last year.

An arrangement has been made by the Western Pacific and
the Southern Pacific under which through tickets may be sold

by each to all points on the lines of the other which are not also

on the lines of the originating road.

The Grand Trunk has announced that it will make the same
tourist rates from Chicago to eastern points this summer as have
been made by the Central Passenger Association Lines for the

last two years. These rates have been on the basis of a fare

and a third plus $1.50 for the round trip. It was proposed to

advance the rates to a fare and a half.

The management of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh

has issued a half dozen pamphlets for the benefit of farmers, each

pamphlet dealing with one of the following six subjects: Wheat,
corn, oats, alfalfa, orchards and soil fertility. These pamphlets

are made pocket size and have been prepared in co-operation with

the faculty of the Ohio State University.

The Secretary of War has notified the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company of cancellation of its contract with the Panama
Railroad Co., by which rates on through freight are to be
divided on the basis of 70 per cent, for transportation from
San Francisco to Panama and 30 per cent, from Panama to

New York. Mr. Dickinson declares that this division is in-

equitable. The contract is revocable upon 90 days' notice.

The railways running East from Chicago have asked the

Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to postpone
for sixty days the effective date of the new milling-in-transit

rules, drawn up several months ago to comply with views
of the commission as to alterations necessary to secure

greater protection against violation of tariffs. The new rules

were to go into effect, February 15, but objections were
raised by the Chicago Board of Trade.

Senator Logan of Polk County, Arkansas, has introduced
in the state legislature, a bill to increase the taxes of all

the railways in the state. This is proposed on the ground
that the roads have secured injunctions against the enforce-

ment of the passenger and freight rates fixed by statutes and
by the railway commission, and in their pleadings have repre-

sented that the value of their properties is so great that

they are unable on the rates fixed by state authorities to

earn a fair return.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has in .the city of Philadelphia

56 separate and distinct freight stations, claimed to be the largest

number of freight stations maintained by any road in any city.

The area of the city being 128 sq. miles, there is an average of

one station to about 2^/2 miles. The company has just made a

new wall map showing the locations of the stations and of the

lines by which they are connected to the main lines of the road;

and also giving information about scales, electric cranes and
other facilities. The traffic officers of the road rank Philadel-

phia as "the leading manufacturing center of the world."

The railways are offering no opposition whatever to the pro-

posed legislation to limit the issuance of free passes in Illinois,

but, nevertheless, the bills for this purpose are not making much
progress. The legislators show a very much stronger dis-

inclination to give up the passes than the railways show to having

their issuance prohibited. Three propositions have been offered

:

One is to follow the lines of the Interstate Commerce Law ; an-

other is to prohibit the issuance of any passes at all to anybody,

the obvious purpose being to so load down the bill that it will

be killed; the third is to exempt so many classes of persons that

the bill will be valueless. It is obvious that the bill easily could

be passed if only it provided that the legislators might be al-

lowed to keep their passes.

The suit in the federal court at New Orleans, in which the

Texas & Pacifk was fined $500 for the collection of illegal stor-

age charges, as noticed in our last issue, page 297, is notable as
being the first one ever prosecuted in the courts under the Inter-
state Commerce act for collecting more than the published rates.
Mr. Marble, attorney of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in-
forms us that all previous prosecutions for departures from pub-
lished rates have been based on cases where the amount col-
lected was too small; not too large. The present suit arose in
connection with shipments of hay from Arkansas to New Or-
leans in 1907 and 1908. Owing to congestion in the yards at
New Orleans, the cars were held back at Westwego; but the
consignees were notified that the hay was ready for delivery, and
demurrage was charged. As this charge was for detention of
cars at a point other than the destination, it was held that the
carrier had collected an amount greater than its published charges
for transportation to destination ; and on the facts as thus stated,
the Interstate Commerce Commission prosecuted the road. As
stated last week, the railways claim that the practice here con-
demned was common among all of the roads in that territory
and that the collection was not made without first consulting the
legal department.

Chicago Traffic Club.

At the meeting of the Chicago Traffic Club on Tuesday
of this week, the principal speaker was Walter E. McCor-
mack, formerly an attorney of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Mr. McCormack holds that the Federal Govern-
ment has the necessary power to regulate the railways, to
the absolute exclusion of regulations made by the individual
states. He declared that the present situation, under which
the railways are subject constantly to conflicting jurisdic-
tion, as between state and federal authorities, is intolerable.

C. M. & P. S. Through Trains.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul announces that regular
through passenger trains to and from the Pacific coast over
the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound will begin running
May 28. Trains composed wholly of steel cars will be put
on, to run daily between Chicago and Seattle. One of the
trains will be called the Olympian and the other the Colum-
bian.

Freight Rates to Colorado.

The new and increased freight rates from the Atlantic sea-
board to Colorado points filed last month by the rail and water
differential lines operating from New York through the south
Atlantic ports, did not go into effect, revised tariffs having been
filed February 9, to go into effect February 13. The higher rates

were made because of the withdrawal of concurrences in the

through rate with these roads by the Colorado roads. The Colo-
rado lines aimed to reduce the differentials in force over the

lines operating through the south Atlantic ports. These lines en-

joyed the same differential as those operating through the Gulf.

The Atlantic lines expected the commission to suspend the new
rates pending an investigation, but the commission would not

interfere.

Because of the commission's refusal to suspend the withdrawal

of concurrences (which were filed by the Colorado lines January
13), the lines operating through the .south .Atlantic ports finally

decided on the tariffs filed February 9, wliich maintain the old

rates, as noted below.

These lines are the Cumberland Gap Despatch, the Kanawha
Despatch, the Seaboard Air Line and the Savannah fast freight

lines. They will have to make their rates into Colorado on

the Mississippi river combination plus local rates from the

river into Colorado. They made persistent effort to have the

withdrawal of these concurrences suspended by the commission

but without effect. The commission refused to order the Colo-

rado lines to do business with the Atlantic port lines, as other

routes are still open, and the withdrawal of concurrence merely

limits the choice of routes. Determined not to be shut out the

Atlantic lines appealed to the commission for permission to file

new through rates no higher than those in effect before the with-

drawal of the concurrences. New proportional rates being made
to the Mississippi river which, added to the local rates from the

river into Colorado, will maintain rates on the old basis. The
commission granted this permission, and the Atlantic lines have
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filed the lu-vv through rates. These rales will lia\c lieeu filed

only four days prior to their effective date. 1 he coniiiiission

acquiesced in this plan. The originating lines will now have to

carry freight to the Mississippi river at from i\\c to six cents

per 100 lbs. less than under the old division.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur llalc, chairman of the committee on relations between

railways, in presenting statistical bulletin No. 89, giving a sum-

mary of car shortages and surpluses by groups from October 13,

1909, to February 1, 1911, says:

"The total surplus reported is 156,355 cars, an increase of

34.058 since our last bulletin. This increase is made up almost

entirely of coal and miscellaneous cars, which increased 25,442

and 5,431 respectively. Of the increase in coal car surplus over

80 per cent, is on the roads in groups 2 (Eastern), and 3

(Middle). The increase in miscellaneous cars is principally in

coke cars, group 2 (Eastern), and stock cars, group 10 (Pacific).

Box cars show an increase of only 1,657, the largest item in this

class being in group 11 (Canadian), where the increase is 2,357.

"This report shows 104,755 more surplus cars than were re-

ported for the corresponding date in 1910. In making compari-

sons with last year, however, consideration should be given to

the fact that there has been an increase of approximately 100,000

ill tile total cars owned, and also that the weather conditions

during the ]);ist month have been much more favorable to railway

oi)eralions than a year ago."

'ihe accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by

groups for the last period covered by the report, and the charts

show total suri)luses and shortages in 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910

••ind 1911.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has ordered a further suspension until

July 1 of the proposed advances in rates on grain, grain pro-

ducts, etc., in the so-called South Dakota case. These are the

rates from Chicago, Peoria, St. Paul and other points to

points in South Dakota. The commission previously sus-

pended them until March 1, but finds that the hearing can-

not be concluded by that time.

The commission has suspended the tariffs filed on behalf of

the Louisville & Nashville to take effect February 10; also, until

July 1, proposed advances in rates on cement over the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe filed to take effect March 1. New tariffs

naming changes in tap line allowances filed to take effect Febru-

ary 23 by the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Evansville & Terre

Haute and the Evansvdie & Indianapolis have been suspended

until May 1.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Group *!.-
" 2.-

3.-

4.-

5.-

6.-

7.-

8.-

9.-

]0.-

11.-

Date.

-February 1, 1911.

1, 1911.
1, 1911.

1, 1911.

1, 1911.
1, 1911.

1, 1911.

1, 1911.

1, 1911.

1, 1911.

1, 1911.

r —Surpluses-
Coal,

^ '
-Shortages

—

Coal,
~i

No. of gondcla Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Bo.x. Flat. and 1lopper. kinds. Total.

8 138 1,517 3,181 188 5,024 25 25

24 5,574 575 16,988 7,813 30,950 2 25 27

24 5,756 1,181 34,787 3,963 45,687 140 519 659

10 4,693 89 1,498 1,795 8,075 134 134

17 1,443 301 2,686 823 5,253 90 50 140

21 6,980 1,576 4,493 4,929 17,978 78 .8 12 150 24S

3 364 96 640 771 1,871

15 4,359 591 4,008 2,469 11,427 4 4

13 2,831 549 421 853 4,654 4 1 10 15

21 5,660 3,539 2,516 9,618 21,333 5 30 35

4 2,388 876 17 822 4,1U3

Total 160 40,186 10,890 71,235 34,044 156,355 175 13 763 1,287

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,

Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,

Mississippi Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and

Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-

gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.
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Tariff to Penalize Shipper for Poor Marking Is Illegal.

C. II. Alfirrt Company v. Denver & Rio Cninde. Opinion by

Clniirman Clements:

The rule of the Western Classification providing tliat L. c. L.

shipments consisting of separate packages shall he rated one

class higher when each package, or piece is not plainly and in-

delihly marked with the name of consignee and the name of the

station, and state is nnreasonablo. Reparation awarded. The
higher rate on packages not properly marked was in the nature

of a penalty. Such a rule would result in discrimination, in that

the higher rate would be applied in some cases and the lower

in others, due to the fact that there could be no uniformity in

the determination by the various agents of the question of fact

as to whether or not particular packages were properly marked.

All questions of this nature ought to be settled before the goods

are accepted. (20 I. C. C. 93.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Texas railway commission has cited the Texarkana &
Fort Smith, which is the Texas corporation of the Kansas City

Southern, to appear before it and show cause why $10,000 a

mile of its securities should not be cancelled and its charter for-

feited on the ground that it has issued stocks and bonds exceed-

ing by that amount the valuation placed on its property by the

commission.

COURT NEWS.

The Oklahoma Supreme Court has decided that the cor-

poration commission has power to order the railways to

build union stations at junction points. The decision was

reJidered in a case brought by the Missouri, Oklahoma ci

Gulf to restrain the commission from enforcing an order re-

quiring the construction of a station at Durant.

The United States circuit court of appeals at Cincinnati, Feb-

ruary 7, upheld the fine of $100 that had been imposed by the

federal court in Tennessee against the Louisville & Nashville

under the federal safety appliance law. The railway claimed

that as the defective car was used only in intrastate commerce,

the federal law did not apply to it. The circuit court of appeals

overruled this contention.

Judge Gibbons of the circuit court of Cook county, Illinois,

has overruled the demurrer of the defendants in the suit brought

by the Illinois Central against Frank B. Harriman, former gen-

eral manager of the road, and other officers for an accounting in

connection with the alleged frauds against the railway in the

matter of car repairs. This means, of course, that the Illinois

Central has stated a good cause of action and that the cases

must go to trial.

The supreme court of New Hampshire has decided in favor

of the state in its suit to declare illegal certain advances in freight

rates made several years ago by the Boston & Maine, on three

of its leased lines, in violation of the terms of the laws under

which the leases were authorized. The roads in question are

:

Portsmouth, Great Falls & Conway, 73 miles, Portsmouth to the

White Mountains ; Dover & Winnepesaukee, Dover to Alton Bay.

29 miles; Wolefboro Railroad; Wolfeboro Junction to Wolfeboro,

12 miles. The laws authorizing the Boston & Maine to acquire

control of these roads were passed in 1883, 1889 and 1892; and

they stipulated that there should be no increase in the rates then

in force, either passenger or freight. The suit was begun by

the attorney general in the lower court in 1908 and it was there

decided against the road ; and the present decision, made on

appeal, confirms the earlier opinion. This suit is the same con-

cerning which president Mellen, soon after he took the presidency

of the Boston & Maine, said that he would comply with the law

as interpreted by the supreme court. He added, however, that

it was against public policy to have dififerent rates on different

small divisions of the Boston & Maine, and said that he should

ask the legislature to permit increases in the rates. This applica-

tion to the legislature has already been made.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

James A. Blair, Jr., has been elected president of the Macon,
Dublin & Savannah, with office at New York, succeeding Homer
Loring.

C. D. Meneely, secretary and treasurer of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit, has been elected vice-president and treasurer and a

member of the board. ], Jl. Bennington succeeds Mr. Meneely
as secretary.

R. V. Taylor, general manager of the Mobile & Ohio, at

Mobile, Ala., has been elected vice-president and general man-
ager, and S. R. Prince, assistant general counsel, at Mobile, has

been appointed general counsel, succeeding E. L. Russell, de-

ceased, who was vice-president and general counsel.

R. V. Fletcher has been appointed general attorney of the

Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with
office at Chicago. George A. Dupuy has been appointed
special attorney of the Illinois Central, with office at Chicago.
A. P. Humburg has been appointed commerce attorney and
E. W. McGrew has been appointed attorney, both with offices

at Chicago.

R. V. Fletcher, who has been appointed general attorney
of the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley,

with office at Chicago, was born in Grant County, Ky., Sep-
tember 27, 1869, and received his preparatory education at a

private high school in Williamstown, Ky. He removed to

Mississippi in 1893, where he taught in a high school and
at the same time pursued a post graduate course in the Uni-
versity of Mississippi. He was admitted to the bar in 1899;

was engaged in private practice for a number of years, was
elected attorney general of Mississippi in November, 1907,

and a year later was appointed a judge of the state supreme
court. For the past two years he has been a member of

the firm of Flowers, Fletcher & Whitfield, attorneys in

Mississippi for the New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago Railroad

and the Postal Telegraph-Cable Company.

Operating Officers.

R. L. Logan, superintendent of telegraph of the Kansas
City Southern, at- Kansas City, Mo., has had his authority

extended over the Arkansas Western.

William H. Whalen, superintendent of the Tucson division

of the Southern Pacific, has been appointed superintendent of

the Los Angeles division, with office at Los Angeles, Cal,

succeeding W. H. Av-
erell, resigned. Mr.
Whalen was born in

1861, in Auburn, N. Y.

He was educated at the

high school of the Val-
paraiso Normal School,
Indiana, and afterwards
took some courses of

the Scranton (Pa.)

Correspondence School.

Mr. Whalen began rail-

way work November 3,

1882, on the Chicago &
North Western, work-
ing as a boiler maker
for about two years.

He was, consecutively,

locomotive fireman, en-

gineman and round-
houseman at Chicago.
On January 1, 1900, he
was made master me-
chanic at Baraboo,
Wis., and on May 1,

1901, he was transferred to the operating department and
made assistant superintendent at Oshkosh, Wis. In Oc-
tober, 1902, he was made superintendent of the I( wa division,

William H. Whalen.
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where he remained until April 1, 1908, when he was appointed
superintendent of the North Wisconsin division. In July of
the same year he was made superintendent at Dunsmuir, Cal.,

and was later made superintendent of the Tucson division.

T. A. Shea, trainmaster of the Missouri Pacific at Little

Rock, Ark., has been appointed superintendent, with office

at Aurora, Mo., succeeding J. W. Daniels, resigned.

E. B. Fisher, general superintendent of the Missouri, Okla-
homa & Gulf, with office at Muskogee, Okla., has resigned, and,
effective February 15, that office has been abolished. I. H. Luke,
general manager at Muskogee, will assume the duties heretofore
performed by Mr. Fisher.

W. H. Whalen, superintendent of the Tucson division of the

Southern Pacific at Tucson, Ariz., has been appointed super-
intendent of the Los Angeles division, with office at Los Angeles,
Cal., succeeding W. H. Averell, resigned. J. H. Dyer, super-
intendent of the Shasta division, at Dunsmuir, succeeds Mr.
Whalen; and J. W. Metcalf, assistant superintendent at San
Joaquin, succeeds Mr. Dyer.

S. B. Robertson, engineer of the Indianapolis division of the

Pennsylvania Lines West, at Columbus, Ohio, has been appointed
superintendent of the Erie & Ashtabula division, with office at

New Castle, Pa., succeeding Henry W. Thornton, resigned to ac-

cept service with another company. F. J. Perry, assistant train-

master at New Castie, has been appointed trainmaster of the Erie

& Ashtabula division, with office at New Castle, succeeding W. M.
Wardrop, promoted.

Traffic Officers.

L. F. Curtis has been appointed immigration commissioner of

the Nevada-California-Oregon Railway.

T. L. Jennings has been appointed a traveling freight agent
of the Alabama Great Southern, with office at Birmingham, Ala.,

succeeding S. A. Williams, transferred.

W. W. Keith, general agent of the Tonopah & Tidewater at

Goldfield, Nev., has been appointed assistant to the traffic man-
ager, with office at Oakland, Cal.

W. A. Kellord has been appointed general baggage agent
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at Denison, Tex.,
succeeding George H. Bower, resigned.

A. Traynor, general baggage agent of the Union Pacific at

Council Bluffs, Iowa, has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Oregon Short Line, effective February 1.

L. Richardson has been appointed district passenger and
freight agent of the Southern Pacific, with office at Oakland,
Cal., succeeding C. M. Burkhalter, resigned to go to another
company.

George F. Hobart has been appointed traveling freight

agent of the Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia (formerly the

Chattanooga Southern), with office at Birmingham, Ala.,

succeeding J. C. Eraser, resigned.

Samuel G. Hatch, general passenger agent of the Illinois

Central and the Indianapolis Southern, at Chicago, has been
appointed passenger traffic manager of those roads and the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with office at Chicago, succeed-
ing Albert H. Hanson, retired.

A. W. Lefeber, auditor and purchasing agent of the Mid-
land Valley, at Muskogee, Okla., has been appointed also

traffic manager, a new position. Eugene Mock has been ap-

pointed general freight and passenger agent, with office at

Muskogee, succeeding J. O. Hamilton, resigned, effective

March 1.

R. P. Hurley has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the New York Central

Fast Freight Lines, with office at Toledo, Ohio. M. W. Siebert

has been appointed dairy agent, and E. L. Adams, G. W. Winters,

J. H. Hunter and W. H. Amsden have been appointed traveling

freight agents, all with offices at Toledo.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

John Roberts has been appointed signal engineer of the New
York, Westchester & Boston, with office at New York.

T. M. Hutson has been appointed supervisor of track, dis-
trict No. 1, of the Louisiana & Arkansas, with office at
Stamps, Ark.

A. Bernard, supervisor of bridges and buildings of the Illinois
Central at Durant, Miss., has had his headquarters changed to
Water Valley, Miss.

J. B. Emery has been appointed master mechanic of the
Texarkana & Fort Smith, with office at Texarkana, Tex.,
succeeding E. Gilroy, resigned.

T. M. Price, assistant master mechanic of the Detroit, Toledo
& Ironton at Jackson, Ohio, has been appointed general foreman,
with office at Jackson, succeeding H. F. Martyre, resigned.

M. Weber has been appointed master mechanic of the Albu-
querque division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast
Lines, with office at Winslow, Ariz., succeeding William Daze,
assigned to other duties.

Willard Doud, shop engineer of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Lincofci, Neb., has been appointed shop engineer of the
Illinois Central, with office at Chicago. He will give particular
attention to planning improvements in power plants and other
features of the shops which come especially under the mechanical
department.

The following officers of the Kansas City Southern have
had their authority extended over the Arkansas Western:
C. E. Johnson, chief engineer, at Kansas City, Mo.; J. W.
Small, superintendent of machinery, at Pittsburg, Kan.; J. J.
Taylor, general foreman of bridges and buildings, at Tex-
arkana, Tex.; and P. Gratton, general roadmaster, at Kansas
City, Mo.

F. H. Watts, engineer of the Logansport division of the Penn-
sylvania Lines West, at Logansport, Ind., has been appointed
engineer of the Indianapolis division, with office at Columbus,
Ohio, succeeding S. B. Robertson, promoted. E. B. Taylor, Jr.]
division engineer of the Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley, at
Zanesville, succeeds Mr. Watts, with office at Logansport, Ind.,
and E. F. McCrea, assistant engineer of the Pittsburgh division
of the Pennsylvania Lines West, at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeds
Mr. Taylor.

The positions of the following assistant engineers on the
Kansas City Southern have been abolished : J. W. Heylmun
and G. S. Russell, at Kansas City, Mo.; W. H. Bush, Pitts-

burg, Kan., and O. P. Alice, Siloam Springs, Ark. A. Leckie
has been appointed division engineer at Pittsburg, Kan.,
in charge of all engineering work previously handled by the
above abolished offices. The positions of assistant engineers
H. De W. Smith, at Texarkana, Tex., and R. H. Gaines, Mans-
field, La., are abolished. R. H. Gaines has been appointed
division engineer at Texarkana, Tex., in charge of all engineer-
ing work previously handled by these two offices. He has
also been made chief engineer of the Texarkana & Fort Smith.
The position of H. De W. Smith, resident engineer of the Tex-
arkana & Fort Smith, at Texarkana, has been abolished. A. F.
Rust, resident engineer of the Kansas City Southern, at Kansas
City, Mo., has been appointed a consulting engineer, and his

former position has been abolished. M. A. Box, roadmaster, has
been appointed general roadmaster of the Southern division
of the Kansas City Southern and the Texarkana & Fort
Smith, with office at Texarkana, Tex., succeeding John
Gratton, resigned.

Purchasing Officers.

R. G. Lowry has been appointed general storekeeper of
the Kansas City Southern, with office at Pittsburg, Kan.,
succeeding C. V. Twyman, resigned.

OBITUARY.

W. J. McWain, signal engineer of the Pere Marquette, died

last week at his home in Detroit, Mich.

John E. Payne, president of the Erie & Western Transportation

Company, a subsidiary of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which
operates steamer lines on the Great Lakes, died at his home
in Philadelphia, Pa., February 13. He was 68 years old.
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Ai.GOMA Centr.m. & Hudson Bay.—Tlic Maiiitoulin & Nortli

Sliorc will issue bonds, part of the proceeds of wliich arc to be

used for extensions to complete the line from Sudbury, Out.,

in the district of Nipissing, to Little Current, on (lie island of

Mauitouliu, about 80 miles. (December 23, p. 1204.)

According to press reports, a contract has recently been given

to J. D. MacArthur, Winnipeg, Man., for building 75 miles.

Canadian Northern Ontario.—The railway commissioners

of Canada have autliorized the building of the line from near

Hawkesbury, Ont., towards Montreal, Que., also, the construc-

tion of a bridge over Riviere des Milles Isles, between Two
Mountains and Laval counties, at Mile 37.9 from Hawkesbury.

Central Canada Railway & Power Company.—Application

has been made in Manitoba for permission to build from Winni-

peg, Man., or St. Boniface, northwesterly to the Winnipeg river

in townships 17, 18 or 19, thence to the northern boundary of

Manitoba, with branch lines to a point on Lake Winnipeg.

Fisher, Wilson, Battram & Hamilton, Winnipeg, are the so-

licitors.

Charles City Western.—An officer writes that this company,

which now has a line from Charles City, Iowa, to Marble Rock,

17 miles, will probably build an extension from Charles City

north to Elma or to Riceville.

Colorado & Southern.—Plans are said to have been made by

this company and the Colorado Midland to build jointly a line

down the valley of the Blue river in Colorado, from Dillon,

which is 32 miles from Leadville, to Kremmling, on the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific.

Colorado Midland.—See Colorado & Southern.

Copper River & Northwestern.—This road is now in opera-

tion from tidewater at Cordova, Alaska, to Chitina, 131 miles.

The company has finished work on a total of 166 miles and ex-

pects to have the line in operation to Kennecott, about 200 miles,

early in May. Several snow sheds have been erected to pro-

tect the line from drifting snow, and at another point the track

has been raised several feet above the level of the plain to pre-

vent heavy drifts. The company has been successful in main-

taining its winter schedule.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—A bill has been introduced

in the Colorado legislature to provide for the construction by

the State of the Continental Divide tunnel on the D., N. & P.

Dominion Development Railway.—Incorporation has been

asked for by this company in Canada to build from the mouth of

the Naas river on the Portland canal, easterly along the Naas

and Omenica rivers to Peace river, thence along that river and

through Alberta, Saskatchewan and the northwest territory to

Fort Churchill or Port Nelson, or both, but not running south

of the 55th parallel in Alberta and Saskatchewan. A. T. Thomp-
son, Ottawa, Ont., is the solicitor.

Gulf, Sabine & Red River.—This company will build a four-

mile extension of its lumber road in Calcasieu parish. La.

Kansas City Southern.—The proceeds of a proposed issue

of bonds are to be used for extensions and improvements, in-

cluding the laying of 25 per cent, of the 788 miles of main line

with 85-lb. rail; the reduction of grades; ballasting the road;

improvement of bridges, etc. (January 6, p. 62.)

Maine Central.—An application has been filed with the Rail-

road Commissioners of Maine for permission to build from a

point about half way between Cumberland Junction, Me., and

Yarmouth Junction, to Mile 18 on the main line from Port-

land towards Lewiston. The new track will be six miles long

and will replace seven miles of the existing line over which there

is the heavy Walnut Hill grade. On account of this heavy grade

between Portland and the cities and towns on the middle and

upper Androscoggin rivers, freight is now sent by a longer route

via Brunswick and Crowley and Leeds Junction.

Manitoulin & North Shore.—See Algoma Central & Hudson

Bay.

Natchez, Columbia & Mobile.—An officer writes that sur
veys are now being made for a branch south to a point near
Sartinville, Miss., about eight miles. The work is to be carried
out by the company's men. An extension is also projected north
to a point near Monticello, 12 miles. Surveys are being made.
(September 17, p. 521.)

North Coast.—See Oregon—Washington Railroad & Navi-
gation Company.

Northern Illinois Iu.ectric.—An officer writes that this com-
pany has given a contract to Burns & Co., Chicago, to build from
De Kalb, ill., west via Rochelle and Newburg to West Bradford.
The company now has five miles of line in operation.

Oklahoma Railway (Electric).—This company is said to be
making plans to build a number of extensions from Oklahoma
City, Okla., to include one south to Norman and another north
to Guthrie.

Oregon Short Line.—An officer writes that the company has
been authorized to lay track on the grade from Caldwell, Idaho,
toward Homedale, about 11 miles; also, to build a line from
Ashton to Driggs, about 37.5 miles. Grading for this line is

now under way by the Utah Construction Company, Ogden, Utah.
(January 20, p. 143.)

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—Ac-
cording to press reports, contracts have been given by the North
Coast for grading work on 103 miles between Spokane, Wash.,
and Ayer. The work will include grading a section of eight

miles through Palouse canyon west of Cheney, where the es-

timated cost is about $175,000 a mile. Near Ayer a large bridge

will be built. It is understood that contracts for the bridge

work are to be let soon.

Pacific & Idaho Northern.—Work on the extension from
Evergreen, Idaho, northeast to Meadows, 16 miles, has been fin-

ished and the line is now open for business. The company will

further extend the line north through Long valley, and it is

probable that the line will eventually be extended along the

Little Salmon river towards Grangeville.

Peoples Railway.—Application has been made in Canada for

permission to build lines in western Ontario to Arthui, Meaford.

Owen Sound, Sarnia, Port Dover, Waterford, Hamilton, Otter-

ville, Stratford, Goderich and a number of other places. Pringle

& Guthrie, Ottawa, are the solicitors.

Quebec & Saguenay.—Bids will be received up to March 2

by J. F. Guay, Morin building, Quebec, Que., for building about

56 miles of railway, from Cap Tourmente, Que., northeast to

Murray Bay wharf. The work will be let in sections of 10 miles.

This line is to be built from the northern terminus of the Quebec

Railway, Light & Power Company, and arrangements may be

made with that company to operate the line when built.

Quebec Railway, Light & Power Company.—See Quebec &
Saguenay.

Richmond, Magog & Stanstead.—This company, organized

with a capital of $1,000,000, has been granted permission to build

from a point near the town of Richmond, Que., south through

the counties of Richmond, Sherbrooke and -Stanstead, about 50

miles. The line is to be completed before June, 1917. The office

of the company will be at Sherbrooke.

St. Louis Southwestern.—This company is said to have fin-

ished work on the extension from Gatesville, Texas, to Hamil-

ton, about 25 miles, and the line is to be opened for operation

this month. Work is well under way on a further extension

from Hamilton to Comanche, 25 miles, and it is planned to con-

tinue the line eventually to either Abilene or Sweetwater, about

100 miles from Hamilton.

Toronto Suburban.—This company has asked permission to

build an extension from a point on the authorized line to Guelph,

Ont., to Milton, also to extend the Guelph line to Berlin, Pres-

ton, Hespeler, Gait and Hamilton, and for an extension of time

for the construction of the previously authorized line.

Vashon Island Railway.—Organized in the state of Wash-
ington to build a line to extend the entire length of Vashon

Island. The estimated cost of the work is $125,000. C. Schaefer,

W. J. Gordon and J. Reid, Vashon, Wash., are interested.
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—A syndicate of American and
foreign bankers, headed by Eugene Meyer, Jr., & Company,
New York, have bought from the original underwriting syn-

dicate, which was headed by J. P. Morgan & Co., the National

City bank and the First National bank. New York, the un-

sold portion (about $20,000,000) of the $43,686,000 4 per cent,

convertible bonds issued in March, 1910.

Baltimore & Ohio.—An issue of $10,000,000 4]^ per cent, notes,

due June 1, 1913, has been sold to Speyer & Company and
Kuhn, Loeb & Company, New York. This is part of an au-

thorized issue of $50,000,000, of which $40,000,000 was sold

last May. The new notes are issued to provide funds to retire

$10,000,000 notes maturing March 10. 1911.

Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn.—See Boston & Maine.

Boston & Maine.—A bill is to be introduced in the Massachu-
setts legislature authorizing the acquisition of the Boston,

Revere Beach & Lynn by the Boston & Maine and the neces-

sary construction to make connections between the B. R. B.

& L. and the B. & M. See item on page 327.

Chicago Heights Terminal Transfer.—This company, which
operates 38 miles of road in and near Chicago Heights, 111.,

has made a mortgage to the Northern Trust Company, Chicago,

to secure an issue of $1,000,000 twenty-year 6 per cent, bonds.

Detroit United.—A quarterly dividend oi \% per cent, on the

$12,500,000 stock has been declared. The last dividend (Au-
gust, 1907), was 1J4 per cent, quarterly.

Fitzgerald, Ocilla & Broxton.—See Ocilla Southern.

Georgia & Florida.—It is said that the Georgia & Florida has

bought, or is negotiating for, the Savannah, Augusta &
Northern, which runs from Statesboro, Ga., to Garfield, 25

miles; and the Savannah & Statesboro, Z2i miles long from
Statesboro to Cuyler, which is on the Seaboard Air Line about

20 miles west of Savannah. The S. A. & N. has been building

an extension from Garfield to Stevens Crossing, connecting

with the Georgia & Florida.

•Grand Trunk.—A dividend of one-half of 1 per cent, on the

$35,000,000 (about) third preference stock has been declared.

The last dividend on this stock was the 3 per cent, paid in

April, 1908, out of earnings for the calendar year 1907.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—According to the Commercial
& Financial Chronicle, negotiations are believed to be under

way for placing in Europe between $8,000,000 and $10,000,000

first mortgage fifty-year 4 per cent, bonds.

INew York Central & Hudson River.—An issue of $30,000,000

three-year AYz per cent, notes has been authorized, the proceeds

to be used in continuing the Grand Central Terminal and elec-

tric zone improvements at New York, providing third and

fourth tracks on the Hudson division, new passenger and

freight facilities at Utica, N. Y., and Rochester, and other ex-

tensions and improvements. It is announced that this issue

covers all requirements for 1911. It is expected that the ma-
jority of the notes will be sold abroad.

'Ocilla Southern.—This company has leased from the Fitz-

gerald, Ocilla & Broxton its lines from Barnes, Ga., to Fitz-

gerald, 6 miles, and from Ocilla to Irwinville, 10 miles. The
line from Ocilla to Broxton, 25 miles, will continue to be oper-

ated by the F. O. & B.

Philadelphia & Reading.—See Reading Company.

Reading Company.—An issue of $25,000,000 capital stock of the

Philadelphia & Reading Railway has been authorized. The
stock is to be issued to the Reading Company to reimburse

it for the payment of $2,545,000 prior mortgage 4 per cent,

bonds due and paid last July, $18,811,000 consolidated mort-

gages due June 1, 1911, also other liens and obligations of

the railway company which have been or will hereafter be

paid by the Reading Company.

Savannah & Statesboro.—See Georgia & Florida.

Savannah, Augusta & Northern.— See Georgia & Florida.

Southern Pacific—An issue of $50,000,000 collateral trust 4

per cent, bonds of the Central Pacific has been authorized.

Negotiations are under way for the sale of these securities in

Paris.

HJat^ N^tt)0.

The items in this column were received after the classified

departments i\.'cre closed.

The Peoria & Pekin Union has ordered 2,000 tons of rails

from the Illinois Steel Company. The Delaware & Hudson
will place an order shortly for 4,000 tons of fabricated steel.

The Buckhannon & Northern has given a contract to the

Patterson, Moran & Luck Co., Fitzsimmons building, Pittsburgh,
Pa., for building a 30-mile section from the Pennsylvania-West
Virginia state line to Rivesville, W. Va.

The Wrightsville & Tenille has ordered 1 ten-wheel locomotive
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The cylinders will be
18 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 57 in.,

and the total weight in working order will be 128,500 lbs.

A contract has been given by the Florida East Coast to the

Kissimmee Valley Construction Company, of which W. H.
Coachman is president, Jacksonville, Fla., to build from May-
town, Fla.. to Lake Okeechobee, 130 miles; also, a branch from
Whittier to Bassengcr, 30 miles.

Difficulties in the formulation of the orders to be issued in

the eastern and western freight rate cases, and continued efforts

to bring about unanimous decisions, have led the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to abandon its effort to render its opinions

in these cases this week. Further conferences have been post-

poned until February 20, and arguments in comparatively un-

important cases, which had been set for that date, have been

postponed until further notice.

The court of commerce formally opened for business Wednes-
day, Chief Justice Knapp presiding. Six cases have been trans-

ferred to the commerce court from the circuit court to date.

The first two on the docket are the case of the Southern

Pacific and the Santa Fe against the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, transferred from the Kansas circuit court. First di-

vision, and the Santa Fe, the Southern Pacific and the San

Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake against the commission, trans-

ferred from the same court. These are the Los Angeles and

San Francisco switching cases. It was announced by a rep-

resentative of the commission, that that body was prepared to

postpone until May 1, or even later, the effective date of its

order in these switching cases, in order to enable the court to

determine the issues involved.

A conference was held on Wednesday between representatives

of the Goulds and banking interests, after which George J.

Gould said that there was and will be no controversy between

the controlling interests in Missouri Pacific. It had long been

his intention, known to Mr. Rockefeller and Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,

to retire from the presidency of the company, as soon as the

corporation could obtain the services of the best equipped rail-

way man to take his place. The offer of his position was made

some time ago to a well-known railway man, who was unable

to avail himself of it. Ever since, various men have been under

consideration and discussion, and it is hoped that a selection

will be made in the very near future. Stock owned and rep-

resented by the interests referred to will be voted at the annual

election for the following directors: George J. Gould, Fred T.

Gates, Cornelius Vanderbilt, E. T. Jeffrey, Paul M. Warburg,

of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., Edwin Gould, Edgar L. Marston, of Blair

& Co., Kingdon Gould, E. T. Adams, representative in this

country of the Deutsche bank
; J. J. Slocum, W. K. Bixby, O. L.

Garrison, and a vacancy left for the president to be selected,

who is to reside in St. Louis. Mr. Gould will become chairman

of the board of directors. The foregoing statement means that

control of the property hereafter rests with Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,

the Deutsche bank, and Blair & Co. The property is to be

thoroughly rehabilitated, Kuhn, Loeb & Co. financing the

improvements. The outstanding stock of the Missouri Pacific is

about 830,000 shares. Of these the Gould interests are supposed

to hold l)etween 360,000 and 400,000 shares ; Kuhn, Loeb interests,

from 100,000 to 125,000 shares, and the Rockefeller interests

from 75,000 to 125,000 shares.
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The Asbestos Protected Metal Company, Canton, Mass., has

opened a brancli office at 613 Fisher building, Chicago, under

the management of Wilniot W. Biirritt.

The Detroit Steel Products Company, Detroit, Mich., will have

an exhibit of Detroit-Fenestra windows in space 277 at the

Chicago Cement Show, February 17 to 23.

The Pawling & Harnischfeger Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

has opened a branch office at 533 Baronne street. New Orleans,

La., under the management of T. W. Waddell.

Prof. John S. Leake has resigned his position in the Manual
Training School, Louisville, Ky., and is now with the Pneu-

matic Jack Company, Louisville, with office in Louisville.

The Walls Frogless Switch & Manufacturing Company has

been incorporated in Colorado to manufacture an invention of

J. W. Walls, Pueblo, Colo. The incorporators are: J. W. Walls,

M. C. Johnson and J. M. Luqueer,

The American Manufacturers' Export Association, with office

at 1 Madison avenue. New York, has been formed to promote
foreign trade. Henry T. Wills, secretary of the National Tariff

Commission Association, has been made secretary of the new
organization.

The David Lupton's Sons Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has

opened an office in the Peoples Gas building, Chicago. This

office will be in charge of R. A. Sanborn, who has resigned his

position as division engineer for the board of supervising en-

gineers of Chicago. Mr. Sanborn's experience in building con-

struction will be an advantage to him in advising on the con-

struction necessary in fitting Lupton products.

The United States Metal Products Company, a consolidation

of the John W. Rapp Company, New York, and the J. F. Blanch-

ard Company, New York, has been incorporated in Massachu-
setts with $6,000,000 common and $2,000,000 7 per cent, cumu-
lative preferred stock authorized. Of the common, $5,000,000

has been issued, and of the preferred, $1,500,000. The company
makes metal doors, window frames, interior trim, etc.

The Ideal Concrete Machinery Company, South Bend, Ind.,

has opened a Chicago office at 1075 Old Colony building, in

charge of H. L Purcell. This company makes the Ideal pro-

portioning and continuous mixer, fence post and building block

molds and automatic machinery of various types. The Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern is now using this company's con-

crete blocks for bridges and signal towers. The Union Pacific is

using the blocks for many of its station buildings, and other

roads are using them for various purposes.

The Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is

dismantling furnace No. 3 of the Eliza group and will im-
mediately build another blast furnace there, to cost about
$1,500,000. This company is now spending about $4,000,000
in the erection of furnaces at Aliquippa, all of which will be
in service by May 1. The Pittsburgh mills of this company are

now operating at about 80 per cent, of their capacity,

while the mills at Aliquippa are operating at their full capac-
ity. About $25,000,000 is to be spent on the plants at Ali-

quippa, entirely for new undertakings.

The Concrete Form & Engine Company, Detroit, Mich., has

been organized to combine the Collapsible Steel Form Company,
Detroit, and the Belle Isle Motor Company, Detroit. The com-
pany will make collapsible steel forms for concrete culverts,

conduits and sewers, general concrete and road-making ma-
chinery and Belle Isle gasolene engines for railway velocipedes

and power cars. The officers of the company are : W. B.

Gregory, president; Harry W. Frost, vice-president; W. W.
Kenyon, vice-president; W. C. Shanafelt, vice-president and gen-

eral manager; L. K. Rumsey, secretary and treasurer, and W. D.

Waugh, assistant general manager.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has issued

its ninth annual report. Although business conditions were
scarcely favorable, the net earnings and the volume of business

secured during the year were greater than in any previous year

in the history of the company. Nearly all the plants were oper-

ated at their full capacity and substantial improvements were

made, especially in the plant at Detroit, Mich., where a further

addition is now under construction. All the foreign subsidiary

companies are self-supporting and are steadily increasing their

earnings. The manufacture of light motor trucks begun last

year, promises to add substantially to the future profits of the

company. The total profits for the year were $1,054,809. Divi-

dends amounted to $257,951, and the balance carried to profit

and loss was $436,975, making the total surplus $1,509,149.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Southern Railway.—This company has published an interesting

booklet on the cultivation of alfalfa in the southeast. This is a

new product of the South, but the booklet shows with what

success it is being grown there and what its cultivation has dene

for some western states. The booklet also points out the most

favorable districts for its growth and shows how profitable its

cultivation is.

Portland Cement.—The Atlas Portland Cement Company, New
York, has devoted a 12-page booklet to the advantages of its

new product. Stainless Atlas-White Portland Cement. It is

claimed that this new cement is just as strong as Atlas Portland

cement, both in tension and compression, and that it combines

the extra advantages of being pure white and stainless. Some
interesting results of tests are also included.

Window Sash.—i:ht Detroit Steel Products Co., Detroit, Mich.,

is distributing a 36-page booklet giving full information on its

Detroit-Fenestra window sash. The dimensions and details fur-

nished are sufficient to enatjle all plans to be drawn for the use

of this product and its fittings. In addition to the detail draw-

ings the book contains a number of photographs showing the

applicability of steel sash to railway shops, roundhouses, power

houses, pumping stations, and various industrial buildings.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Ayer, Wash.—See Oregon—Washington Railroad & Naviga-

tion Company under Railway Construction.

Cambridge, Kan.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

made appropriations for the following new work for 1911: Cam-
bridge, extension to water facilities, $4,300; similar work at

Augusta, Kan., $2,500; coaling plant at Newton, Kan., $3,200;

yard tracks at Brownwood, Texas, $8,700; pumping plant at

Gallup, N. Mex., $5,000; increased water facilities and an addi-

tion to the boiler house at Albuquerque, N. Mex., $10,600; im-

provements to roundhouse at Clnvis, N. Mex., $48,000.

Charleston, S. C.—An officer of the Carolina, Clinchfield &
Ohio writes regarding the reports that the company will put up
large steel piers near Charleston, that plans have been made for

some time for putting up coal piers at Charleston, over which

the Clinchfield coal is to be shipped. The work has not been

undertaken, awaiting the authority of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to put into effect an export rate similar to that now
in effect at Chesapeake Bay points, and which, as the law now
stands, is prohibited under the long and short haul clause.

CoEUR d'Alene, Idaho.—Announcement is made that a union

passenger station is to be put up at Coeur d'Alene.

Colorado Springs, Colo.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
expects to begin work on a new passenger station during the

coming year. The project of building a union station is opposed

by the railways and has apparently been dropped.

Dallas, Texas.—After a conference of railway officers and

local business men a statement has been issued that a new union

station will be built by the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Texas & Pacific, the St. Louis

& San Francisco, the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, the Trinity

& Brazos Valley, the St. Louis Southwestern, the Houston &
Texas Central, and the Texas & New Orleans.
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HiBBiNG, Minn.—The Great Northern is preparing plans for

a passenger station and freight depot to cost about $12,000.

Kansas City, Kan.—An order of the state railway commis-
sion, which has been upheld by the supreme court, makes Kansas
City, Kan., a terminal point. In accordance with this ruling, it

will be necessary for many of the roads entering the city to

build new teiminals. Some of this work has already begun.

Monterey, Mex.—Fire in the roundhouse of the National

Railways of Mexico damaged 16 locomotives, with an estimated

loss of $75,000.

New Haven, Conn.—According to press reports, revised plans

for a new passenger station to be built in New Haven by the

New York, New Haven & Hartford have been approved by the

directors' committee, and it is expected that the work will be

started soon. The new station is to be built on the site between
the office building and the present station fronting on Union
avenue, and extending from Portsea to State street. It is said

that the improvements will cost between $1,250,000 and $1,500,000.

Ottawa, Ont.—An officer of the Grand Trunk writes re-

garding the reports that extensive shop improvements are to be

made at Ottawa East,, that this work has not yet been definitely

decided upon.

Portland, Ore.—The Ogden-Washington Railroad & Navi-
gation Company has given a contract to the American Bridge
Company, Seattle, Wash., for the new bridge at Portland. The
contract is said to be worth about $1,000,000.

Quebec, Que.—The experts employed by the Canadian gov-
ernment to make recommendations concerning the new Quebec
bridge, to replace the structure which was wrecked some years

ago, are said to have reported in favor of the tender submitted by
the St. Lawrence Bridge Company, which is composed of the

Dominion Bridge Company, and the Canadian Bridge Com-
pany, and the contract will probably be given by the gov-

ernment as recommended. The value of the contract will be

about $13,000,000, or $400,000 more than the tender sent in

by the British Empire Bridge Company, which was based

on the official design. The St. Lawrence Bridge Company
prepared its own tender. Phelps Johnson, of the Dominion
Bridge Company, assisted by Mr. Douggan, prepared a design of

his own, and it is understood the experts consider this design

superior to the official one. The St. Lawrence Bridge Company,
if it secures the award, will probably spent about $2,000,000 put-

ting up new shops and for machinery. It will probably take six

years to complete the bridge. Although it seems from this state-

ment that the government has rejected the lowest bid, it is said

that the government by adopting the new design will save over

$1,000,000.

Temiskaming, Ont.—The Canadian parliament has been asked

to vote $50,000 towards the construction of a bridge to connect

the provinces of Ontario and Quebec near Temiskaming.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The railway in Haiti from Grand Riviere to Port Haitien,

about 15 miles, which has been allowed to run down, is to be

reconstructed and extended to Port au Prince by an American
company.

Work on the Chilean Longitudinal Railway is progressing

north of Valparaiso. The tunnel near La Gurupa was recently

completed and opened to traffic, together with 12 miles of new
road to the north.

The commission appointed about a year ago to study the ques-

tion of electrifying the government railway between Valparaiso,

Chile, and Santiago has made a favorable report, and the mat-

ter is now before congress for its approval.

The Italian government has recently granted a concession for

the construction of the Italian section of the Locarno-Domodos-
sola railway, which is soon to be built. The concession of the

Swiss government has already been obtained and the canton of

Tessin has made a donation of $200,000. The new line will

connect the Simplon and St. Gothard railways, and is therefore

of great importance.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Bessemer & Lake Erie is said to have ordered 35 freight

and passenger locomotives. This is not yet confirmed.

The Roaring Fork has ordered 1 consolidation locomotive
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The cylinders will be
21 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 50 in.

and the total weight in working order will be 150,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

'The Ann Arbor is in the market for 110 forty-ton freight cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is in the market for

12 milk cars.

The New York, Westchester & Boston is in the market for 60
passenger cars.

The Louisville & Nashville is building 3 all-steel passenger

cars at its shops.

The Vandalia is said to be in the market for 50 flat cars. This
is not yet confirmed.

The Scranton Railway Company has ordered 10 pay-as-you-

enter cars from the Cincinnati Car Company.

The Central Pennsylvania Traction Company, Harrisburg, Pa.,

has ordered 6 pay-within cars from the J. G. Brill Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Louisiana Railzvay & Navigation Company has bought 2

second hand chair cars instead of 4 as mentioned in an un-

confirm.ed item in the Raihvay Age Gazette of February 3.

The Alton, Jacksonville & Peoria (electric) mentioned in the

Railway Age Gazette of November 18 as taking prices on 6

motor cars, has ordered 5 motor cars from the American Car

Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Bangor & Aroostook is in the market for 13,000 tons of

rails.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is in the market for 60,000

tons of rails.

The Norfolk & Western has ordered 2,000 tons of structural

steel from the McClintic-Marshall Construction Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 2,500 tons of

structural steel for bridge work from the Pennsylvania Steel

Company.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 3,000 tons of structural

steel from the Cambria Steel Company for a viaduct at Louis-

ville, Ky.

The Chicago City Railways, mentioned in the Railway Ag«
Gazette of January 13 as being in the market for 15,000 tons of

rails, has placed this order with the Pennsylvania Steel Company

and the Lorain Steel Company.

General Conditions in 5/^^/.—Although the underlying condi-

tions of the steel trade are more firm than for the last several

months, it is scarcely probable that there will be any pronounced

buying movement in the near future. Many of the recent large

orders have been merely the vital requirements for the first half

of the year. The industry is now operating at 60 per cent, capac-

ity, and steel men feel that if an average of 70 per cent, can be

maintained throughout the year they will be well satisfied. The

unfilled tonnage statement of the United States Steel Corpo-

ration for January showed an increase of 436,000 tons over the

December statement. This was a great surprise in Pittsburgh,

only a 200,000 ton increase being expected.
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The Kinnear Glazing Bar for Skylights.

The Kiniicar Manufacturing Company, Colunihu.s, Oliii),

whose principal products are rolling? doors, shutters and par-

titions, has recently developed a .system for glazinff skylights

that is different from any useil heretofore in this country.

The principal feature of this system is the lead-covered bar,

seaK'd. The lead covering is to prevent corrosion, and ex-

liericiice with similar bars in England, shows that it has

In-en cfTectual in this respect for a period of 20 years. The
chemical action due to atmospheric conditions results in a

slight tarnish, caused by the formation of an oxide or carbon-

ate of lead, cither of which are insoluble and form a pro-

tection against further corrosion. The lead-covered bar is,

therefore, especially useful for roundhouses, mills, train

sheds and factories, where the skylights are exposed to sul-

phurous gases or other corroding agents.

It will be seen that the glass is laid on the sharp edge

Kinnear Glazing Bar for Spans up to 12 ft. Kinnear Glazing Bar for Spans up to 8 ft.

the lead being rolled on and not pierced for any connection.

The full size sections shown, indicate the shape of the bar

and the thickness of the lead covering. The bar is made of

a medium grade of steel, and is enclosed in a seamless lead

envelope of ample thickness, the ends being hermetically

of lead, which is formed when rolling it on the bar. This

edge is crushed to a uniform bearing when the lead sheath

on top is pressed down, and the glass is held firmly in posi-

tion between them. The curved flanges at the bottom form

a gutter which carries away the condensation. The bar as

0/a3s
Lead £'oi^es 3ar^

kinnear O/az/ng 3<yr^^Leaded 5/op

Leaded Gr/p So//s "-^

Fi/r/zr?
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Kinnear Glazing Bar for Continuous Skylights.
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applied to a continuous skylight in modern fireproof build-

ing construction is also shown. The Y-shaped lead eaves bar
is used as a wind stop. Next to it is the leaded grip bolt,

which clasps the gutter and secures the bar to the purlin. A
leaded stop is fitted over the end of the bar and extends in-

ward with a lap over the purlin. Screws, rivets and bolts

are avoided in the fastenings, and no putty or felt is used
for packing. Expansion is provided for by proper clearance

at the side and top of the glass and no breakage should occur
from that cause. Where glass is laid in two lengths, a gal-

vanized iron support is provided, which also has a lead cov-
ering to prevent leakage. Glass broken by accident is easily

repaired by lifting the lead sheathing at the top of the bar.

The installation is so simple that it may be applied by ordi-

nary mechanics; the cost of maintenance is low, as no paint

or putty is required.

Duplex Uncoupler and Automatic Release.

The device here illustrated has been specified on a large num-
ber of cars and its merits are being widely recognized. The
illustrations relate to two distinct functions ; it is from its dual

capacity that it gets its name, Duplex. These are, first, the

they continue the operation by pulling the knuckle open with
the right hand. This is dangerous, and it is argued that if

sufficient leverage was provided, whereby the line of least re-

sistance was by way of the operating lever, it would cease.

Considering the other function of this device, that of auto-

matically unlocking the coupler in "pull-outs" so that it may be

held up off the track, we come to an entirely different opera-

tion of the Duplex parts. In hand operation the power in un-

locking the coupler is applied at the handle of the operating

rod; in the automatic unlocking the power is applied at the

extreme opposite end of the device, viz., at the connection

between the coupler lock and the uncoupling apparatus. While
in all former efforts to automatically release couplers the re-

lease mechanism has been that of jointing the coupler lock and
employing the upper side of the arc, the Duplex, as will be

noted, causes the arc movement of the coupler lock (in space)

corresponding to the forwardly moving drawbar and upward
in sufficient height to permit the coupler to unlock ; this by a

mechanism of the uncoupling apparatus employing the lower
rather than the upper side of the arc (see diagram). Care is

taken in the application to maintain the line of lift of the coupler

lock within the vertical plane of the coupler axis so that while

1 '..Normal Position

Pbsitior» wher
idfutl gear is

]pu)?ed

forward

KNUOKLE-THROWN
POSITION ACTIOW IN CASE OF'PULLOUT".

Views Showing the Application and Operation of the Duplex Uncoupler and Automatic Release.

function of an uncoupler (hand operation) and second, of an

automatic release. Regarding the former, all the links, clevises,

etc., are omitted in the construction, doing away with one of

the troublesome features of the old style pin-lifter. It will be

noted also that a backward lift is exerted on the coupler lock,

this being necessary in many couplers now on the market in

order that the lower end of the coupler lock may be forced

forward and rest on the lower wall of the coupler, where it

obtains its lock-set. Again, as the illustration shows, the lever-

age on the knuckle increases as the operation of throwing the

knuckle continues. This is a substantial advantage because it

will have a tendency to do away with the practice commonly
followed among trainmen, of lifting the lock to the lock-set

position with the left hand rotating the operating lever, while

the arc motion as described prevents any backward binding of

the lock in the drawbar, there will also be no side binding to

prevent its free upward movement.

The particular advantage of the Duplex for automatic releas-

ing is that in making the original application a close adjust-

ment can be provided without danger of disabling the device,

and any change in the position of the coupler, such for instance

as is commonly known as a "floating draft gear," would only

result in the Duplex adjusting itself to the changed condition.

The advantage of an adjustment which brings the release

mechanism into action instantly in case of a "pull-out" is that

the lock is lifted before the coupler travels to where the coupler

liners engage the end sill or carrier iron, when, of course, train

tension is resumed and the lock could not be lifted with a
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crowbar. Another advantage is that when once the car is

equipped with the Duplex, means of automatic release are pro-

vided for the car continuously regardless of interchange of

couplers, some of which ctuhody release mechanisms while

others do not.

The particular fact to winch the manufacturers call attention

is the economy of parts, each part being employed in both opera-

tions (hand and automatic) and that the total number of parts

is less than ordinarily applied in the pin-lifter type of uncoup-

ling apparatus.

The National Railway Devices Company, Old Colony Build-

ing, Chicago, 111., which manufactures this device, is about to send

out pamphletis which will cover its operation in detail and show

some applications made during the year 1910. It has al»o in-

stalled at its main office apparatus for making demonstrations

by air pressure, and for this purpose has assembled all the

current types of M. C. B. couplers. All interested are invited

to witness these tests; the company offers to make demonstra-

tions also by actual applications to the cars of any railway

that may desire it.

Collapsible Steel Forms.

The Concrete Form & Engine Company, of Detroit, Mich., suc-

cessor to the Collapsible Steel Form Company and the Belle Isle

Motor Company, of Detroit, manufactures collapsible steel forms,

concrete machinery, and small marine and general utility engines.

The working parts of the collapsible steel form made by this

company are very simple; the form is light and easily handled,

yet it is strong and comparatively indestructible. It is used

principally in the construction of concrete conduits, sewers, small

bridges, tunnels, etc.

Collapsible Steel Form Concrete Conduits.

The forms are made in three pieces—the top, which is semi-

circular, and the two side plates. The top and one side plate are

shown in the illustrations. The top is located between the two

side plates and is held in position by arms so attached to these

plates that they may be swung down by the lever. The supports

of the top thus being lowered cause it to drop away from the

concrete so that it may easily be removed. The side plates are

held in position by working braces, so that when locked they are

Top and One Side Plate; Collapsible Steel Form.

immovable. The end plates which are fastened to the top and

side plates by keys, are also easily removed. By the use of two
side plates and extra standard size tops it is possible to build

almost any size of culvert required in the average wagon road-

way. The Concrete Form & Engine company will exhibit their

com.plete line at the Chicago Cement Show, February 16 to 23,

1911, in booth No. 195 on the main floor of the Coliseum.

Hauck Oil Fuel Burners.

An oil burner tliat has proven serviceable in locomotive and

car shops is manufactured by tlie Hauck Manufacturing Com-
pany, 140 Cedar street, New York City. These burners arc

light and simple in construction, making it possible for an ordi-

nary workman to handle them easily. They are especially use-

ful on work tiiat would he inconvenient to take to the fur-

nace, since the heater may be arranged to heat most any part

of a locomotive or car in place. These burners are started

with a match and a piece of paper, giving a flame comparatively

Straightening a Piston Rod With a Hauck Oil Burner.

short, but powerful. A cheap grade of fuel oil may be used

economically, and there is no danger from an explosion. The
accompanying illustrations show the application of the burner

for straightening piston rods and steel car frames. The piston

rod shown was bent three inches from the piston head, and

after being heated four or five minutes by this burner, it was
easily straightened ; the total time required was only ten min-

utes. In repairing steel cars these burners prove to be of special

value, as the time and labor spent in removing the damaged
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Hauck Oil Burner Used for Steel Car Repairs.

part from the car to repair it in a coal fire would be in excess

of the time spent by heating it, in place, with this burner. These

burners are also valuable for bending pipes of large diameters;

brazing; heating locomotive frames for welding; setting up cor-

ners on mud-rings ; flanging or off-setting thick shells and for

other things where it would be more convenient to bring the

heat to the object to be repaired.

Electric trains are expected to run between London, England,

and Brighton within three years.
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'T'HE paper presented to the New York Railroad Club last

Friday night on Wireless Telegraphy in Railroad Work
must be regarded as a report if not exactly of progress, at least

of a commencement. For the past four years the Union Pacific

has kept the author of the paper, Dr. Frederick H. Millener,

busy as an experimental electrician investigating the possibilities

of adapting wireless telegraphy to railway service. The first at-

tempt was to devise a cab signal that would indicate the position

of the road signals, but it was found that, while it was quite feasi-

ble to design an apparatus that would work, it has, thus far, been

impossible to design one that would work with the reliability

that is required for that kind of service. The fact was brought

out, too, that for short distance transmission the wireless installa-

tions would be more expensive than the wires, but for distances

of more than 100 miles the reverse is true. The investigations

have not been fruitless, for it is the intention of the Union

Pacific to build two or more stations in order that there may be

a certainty of maintaining communications when the wires are

down. This is a condition that has to be met frequently on the

plains, where the distances are not only very great, but severe

storms are apt to cause wire troubles. In the discussion, some

data was given regarding the conditions of the static earth
charges in the region where sparks across 2^-in. and 3-in. air

gaps can frequently be obtained from earth discharges alone.

It is these discharges, due to surcharges from a, perhaps, dis-

tant thunderstorm that cause the disabling of the signals, and it

is in the avoidance of such things as this that one of the chief

difficulties will be found in the use of the wireless along the

lines of a railway. There was nothing stated to show that

any practical railway work had, as yet been done with wireless,

but merely that, to put it conservatively, attempts were being
made to make a beginning.

THE conflict of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
with the Grand Trunk, which opened last spring when the

Grand Trunk secured a Rhode Island charter and permission
to extend to Providence, has passed through a new legislative

stage in Vermont, where a petition of the New Haven—or,

more strictly speaking, the Boston & Maine—has fallen between
the upper and lower houses. The New Haven wanted Ver-
mont's permission to parallel in that state, on the west side

of the Connecticut river, some 10 miles of the Vermont Cen-
tral, the Grand Trunk's New England outlet. The lower house
of the state voted affirmatively by a great majority; the senate

by an emphatic majority killed the measure by amendment.
As an outcome, the New Haven says it will shift to the other

side of the river, build the 10 miles northward to Brattleboro

under the New Hampshire general railway law and cut out the

10 mile link on which it is dependent. There is in northern

Vermont a similar link of the Vermont Central, 14 miles long,

between Windsor and White River Junction, which must also

be similarly eliminated to give the New Haven its through

northward line which it intends to double track throughout.

With two links out, the Grand Trunk is compelled to build 50

miles between Windsor and Brattleboro. This "battle of the

parallels" is one phase of the campaign. Another is the re-

ported plan of diverting from the Grand Trunk to the Canadian

Pacific the large annual traffic now supplied to the Grand
Trunk by the Boston & Maine. And now comes the counter

stroke of the New Haven, which, by securing half-control of the

Rutland system along with the New York Central, invades Can-

ada, and by traffic rights reaches Montreal. The next stage is

not unlikely to be a movement by the Grand Trunk in Rhode
Island to obtain legislative sanction for the use of the New
Haven's terminal plants at Providence, which, the owning cor-

poration asserts, are already fully worked.

A FEW weeks ago a railway officer with large interests on

the Pacific slope was quoted as explaining the anti-

railway sentiment of the people by his theory that the rail-

way corporations had not "entered politics" enough. His idea,

with its implication, was that the railway corporations had in-

dulged overmuch their policy of aloofness ; that they had stood

too persistently on their dignity ; had in too great degree

ignored legislatures and commissions ; and that the ultimate

remedy was greater political activity at state capitals and more

direct appeals to the voting constituencies. The advice had a

strange sound and is historically hardly convincing. How often

has the tongue of the anti-railway orator impugned the corpo-

rations for their political activities ; told us how they have in

the past "owned" legislatures and elected legislators ; how in

states like Kansas in the West, California on the Pacific coast,

and Connecticut, Rhode Island and New Hampshire in the

East, they were politically dominant: and how, party-wise, they

followed the aphorism of Jay Gould, who was "a Democrat in a

Democratic county, a Republican in a Republican county, and in

every county an Erie man !" In the processes which led up to

the anti-corporation sentiment, beginning a few years ago, were

not the political forces overworked and the economic forces

too much ignored? And is not the effective appeal now to

economic facts the final remedy? Certainly the leading causes

—

high finance, the insurance scandals, evasions of the law in
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rates—which brought on the popular reaction, were non-

political. And ultimately must not the situation work itself out

through the play, not of politics, but of the economic energies

expressed in such terms as rates more just, labor less ag-

gressive, railway law crystallized into more defmite statutes,

and commissions elevated in their personnel ? Along those

reformative lines, rather tlian political ones, railway "activity"

can never run too fast or too far.

NEW YORK STATE BOILER INSPECTION.

IN the Railroad Gazette of September 13, 1907, and the Rail-

way Age Gazette of June 17, 1910, we commented on the

locomotive boiler inspection law of New York state and that

proposed by the federal government, respectively. In regard

to the former, the position taken was that the regulations pro-

posed and since put in operation by the New York Public Serv-

ice Commission, Second district, were simply an embodiment in

legal form of those in force on railways whose standard of boiler

maintenance was what it ought to be. The enforcement of the

rules has shown that, as a general rule, the railways have little

cause for complaint. Officers who were in a position to keep

their boiler maintenance up to a high point may regard the

law as a useless and constant outflow of certificates of inspection,

or but one more addition to the many pin-prick annoyances to

which they are subjected; while those whose idea of boiler

maintenance were closely allied to neglect may possibly think

the requirements so much fol-de-rol, but of these there are

probably very few. The rules were drawn along the lines of

first-class work, and certainly first-class work should be done.

Granted, then, that the majority of managers and superintend-

ents of motive power are agreed as to the desirability of high

grade boiler maintenance, it is somewhat surprising to find that

the commission is of the opinion that its supervision has served

as a very decided preventative of that class of accident which

is usually divorced from management or roundhouse responsi-

bility and put on the shoulders of the careless runner.

Whether the position is a sound one or not, there certainly

has been a marked falling off in the number of boiler accidents

since the state regulations have been in force. In their last re-

port we have the following list

:

1909. 1908.

Pocket flue blew out 1

Arch tube burst 1

Plugs and studs blew out: nuts stripped 4

Burst flue 1

Flue pulled out 1 1

Low water 4 11

Broken staybolts ,. 1

It is acknowledged by the commission that this may be a mere

coincidence, but it is urged, at the same time, in explanation of

the falling off of low water accidents, that before the present

regulations were put in force there were many that were due

to the engineman being deceived as to the height of the water,

because of defective fittings, and they emphasize the statement

by referring to cases of low water that were undoubtedly the

result of such defects. For instance, on one occasion an engine-

man maintained that the water was high because he had tried the

gage cock and the issuing water had spattered and burned his

wrist. Investigation showed that the drip was clogged and

filled with water, and that the steam had thrown it out so that

he was deceived. In another case the bottom opening of the

water glass had become stopped, causing a false indication. It is

because the law requires close attention to these minor details

that the chances for such a deception are lessened; and, with

this, low water failures are made fewer.

It is not that the state inspector or his assistant can personally

inspect any large number of the 7,000 locomotive boilers of the

state, but because they are apt to put in an appearance unexpect-

edly in out-of-the-way places that the moral effect is good and

inspectors who might otherwise be slack in the performance of

their duties are keyed up to doing careful and efficient work.

The state inspection must necessarily be far from complete

because it is not the policy to put the railways to inconvenience,

but it is made as thorough as circumstances will permit. Stay-

bolts are examined for leaks and for plugged holes; the injectors

are tested to see that they are in proper working condition;

the water glass and gage cocks are examined to make sure

that they are clean ; the registration of the steam gage and the

opening of the safety valves are checked, and so on. Sometimes

such an inspection develops startling conditions, as when a

nest of 41 broken staybolts was found in a boiler, or a score

were found plugged because they leaked. All of this has a

healthy influence on the railway inspectors.

Occasionally an inspector is so imbued with loyalty to his

railway that he neglects that strict adherence to the truth which

a statement under oath would imply, and it has been found

to be necessary to have a few transferred to other duties. In

some cases incompetent men were at work who were really

unable to detect defects.

As we have said before, the state inspection would be a super-

fluity if all railway inspectors did their whole duty at all times

and every railway management insisted on a high grade of

maintenance. But this condition seems to be rare, and it is

especially lacking on the small roads where the officers are in-

experienced in railway affairs and ignorant of things mechanical.

They do not realize the danger of neglect, and will take hair-

raising chances, as in a case where a boiler was found to be

at work with the shell corroded to a thickness of barely one-

sixteenth of an inch.

It is in this service as a check that the value of the work of

the New York commission is to be found. It is an independent

authority that cannot be hampered by the desire of the superior

officers to make a showing, and it has been of great assistance

to the mechanical department, in some cases, where the financial

control was inclined to cut down expenses to a point very close

to the danger limit. There is the authority to issue an order,

but so smoothly have things been carried on that it has only

been found necessary to issue one ; requests and suggestions have

served in every other case. That the regulations have been

suited to the work to be done, and have been satisfactory to

the railways and the commission, seems to be borne out not

only by the smoothness and the lack of friction with which

they have been administered, but also by the fact that they have

been adopted verbatim by the commissions of Ohio and Penn-

sylvania, and have been put in force in Canada.

The gist of the situation is this : the rules set up no new

conditions; they did not require that the railways should do any

other thing than live up to their own professions of faith in

their daily practice. They did not interfere with the regular

routine of shop and roundhouse work, but merely required

that that routine should be regularly and systematically followed.

The inspections of the state employees are not to take the place

of the railways' men, but simply to serve as a check to hold

those men up to concert pitch.

Of course the rules are not perfect. No one claims that they

are. Nothing of this sort can be of universal application and

value any more than any other attempted panacea. A rule that

would require washing out at 30 day intervals in the Adiron-

dacks may be unnecessary, while when applied to boilers coming

in from Ohio and Pennsylvania prove quite insufficient to meet

the necessities of the case. The common sense of the commission

and the railways allow for local conditions, and expects that the

boilers in bad water districts will receive the extra attention that

they demand.

It would seem, then, that this sort of inspection, or rather

this checking of railway inspection, is of value, and of greater

advantage, possibly, to the railways than to the public, while

the burden on the latter is limited to the salaries and traveling

expenses of two men. If, then, this law has been so satisfac-

torily administered in a state, why would it not be of equal

value in the hands of the federal government?
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THE FUTURE OF THE MISSOURI PACIFIC.

/^^ EORGE J. GOULD'S retirement from the presidency to

^-^ the chairmanship of the Missouri Pacific is understood to

mark the termination of his active management of the property.

The change was due to the feeling of others who were largely

interested in the property, principally Kuhn, Loeb and their

associates, that its affairs were not being well conducted. The
Missouri Pacific runs through a rich territory in Missouri, Kan-

sas and Nebraska. It has great potentialities. But its possibil-

ities have not been adequately developed in recent years. In

physical condition and in financial results it has lagged behind

not only other roads equally well situated but others far less

favorably situated. Between 1880 and 1891 it paid dividends

ranging from 1]/^ to 7 per cent. It suspended dividend pay-

ments in 1891, but renewed them in 1901, paying 5 per cent,

until 1908. In the latter year it declared a dividend in stock,

and it has paid none since. Its earnings and operating expenses

show why it has thus fallen behind. It may, perhaps, be fairly

compared with a group of roads composed of the Southern

Pacific, the Santa Fe, the Rock Island, the St. Louis & San

Francisco, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Kansas City

Southern and the Denver & Rio Grande.

The average gross earnings per mile of these roads, includ-

ing in the group the Missouri Pacific itself, in the five years

ended June 30, 1905, were $7,097, and in the five years ended

June 30, 1910, they were $8,738, the amount for the second five-

year period being 23 per cent, more than for the first five-year

period. The average gross earnings of the Missouri Pacific

itself in the first period were $6,578 and in the second period

$7,222, an increase of but 10 per cent. This was the smallest

increase shown by any road in the group. The average net

earnings per mile of the group in the first five years were

$2,444, and in the second period $2,924, an increase of 20 per

cent. Every road in the group showed an increase except the

Missouri Pacific, whose net earnii.'gs were $2,257 in the first

period, and were $2,141 in the second period, a decrease of 5

per cent.

The expenditures per mile for maintenance of way and struc-

tures by the group during the first five years were $990, and

during the second five-year period $1,169. Those of the Mis-

souri Pacific were $865 and $1,001, respectively. The expen-

ditures per mile of the group for maintenance of equipment

during the first period were $854 and during the second period

$1,182. Those of the Missouri Pacific were $750 and $984,

respectively. This is one way of saying that the road has been

under a management which has retained completely the author-

ity, but has not been near enough to the property to exercise

this authority judiciously. The result has been that the Mis-

souri Pacific is today in bad physical condition ; its operating

force is not strongly organized ; and the traffic department, with

a natural right to get a large share of the business in a highly

competitive territory, has been unable to make a fair bid for

the business that properly belongs to it.

The Missouri Pacific itself does not own an absolute majority

of the stock of any of the other so-called Gould roads, with

the exception of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern ; and

in speaking of the Missouri Pacific throughout these comments

we mean Missouri Pacific and St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern. The Missouri Pacific owns 45.5 per cent, of the Den-

ver & Rio Grande common stock outstanding and 17.7 per cent,

of the Denver & Rio Grande preferred. The preferred and

common stock have equal voting power, and there is a total of

$38,000,000 common and $49,779,800 preferred outstanding. The
Missouri Pacific owns 5 per cent, of the outstanding Wabash
preferred, and the Iron Mountain owns an additional 20 per

cent., making a total of 25 per cent. The Iron Mountain owns
slightly over 5 per cent, of Wabash common. The common and

preferred have equal voting rights, and there is $38,189,200 pre-

ferred and $53,189,300 common. In addition to this, the Mis-

souri Pacific owns a considerable interest in Texas & Pacific

and holds in its treasury $23,668,000 T. & P. second income

bonds. In the present state of legislation in Texas, however,
these T. & P. bonds are not a quick asset. It will be seen that,

regardless of the holdings of the Gould estate, the Missouri

Pacific owns a sufficient portion of stock of the D. & R. G., its

western connection, and the Wabash, its eastern connection,

to have a large, if not controlling, voice in the affairs of the

two roads.

Within the past fiscal year the Missouri Pacific and the Iron

Mountain were reorganized and a new comprehensive mortgage
was placed on the Missouri Pacific. This first and refunding

mortgage authorizes the issue of $175,000,000 bonds, of which

$29,806,000 are now outstanding. This leaves a large margin
for the future issue of bonds, but this margin is needed. It will

require the expenditure of a great many millions of dollars

to put the property in the physical condition which its geo-

graphical location and traffic possibilities warrant. The Goulds
have been skillful financiers, if not successful operating officers,

and the financial reorganization that they carried out last year

has put the company in a position to take advantage of strong

backing by bankers; this backing is now supplied by the interest

that Kuhn, Loeb & Co., of New York, and the Deutsches Bank,
of Berlin, have taken. The extent of the resources of these

bankers and the quality of their courage and foresight has been

shown by Kuhn, Loeb & Company's relations with the Union
Pacific; in fact, it is a fairly accurate comparison to contrast the

Union Pacific, at the time E. H. Harriman took hold of it, with

the Missouri Pacific today. With ample funds for improvement
and an able operating officer, who shall live and work on and
with the property, the Missouri Pacific has at least as great pos-

sibilities as had the Union Pacific.

INSTITUTIONAL RAILWAY BOND INVESTMENT.
'"PHE institutional investment has long been recognized as

* one of the major factors, if not the major factor, in the

absorption of securities, including those of the railways. As
compared with individual and trustee investment it, of course,

cannot be accurately measured. But it has an absolutely im-

portant significance in two directions : It represents, in the

first place, investment which as a whole may be fairly regarded

as conservative and, in the case of bonds, held usually to ma-
turity

; secondly, it absorbs, generally, securities in large blocks

as distinguished from the smaller marketings of the individual.

Beginning at the top with the mutual savings banks, the typical

big savings in.stitutions of our eastern states, the trend and

variations of institutional investment as set forth in the recent

report of the comptroller of the currency became informative.

The returns from 1909 are as of April 28 for holdings; those

from 1910 as of June 30. But the difference in the date is not

material, as it would be, for example, in the case of railway

earnings.

The returns show a decrease during the 14 months of holdings-

of railway bonds by all banking institutions—national, state,.

mutual savings, stock savings, private banks and trust companies-'

—from $1,551,160,520 to $1,455,100,000, or somewhat more than

6 per cent. But the great loss is in the national banks ($43,-

825,242) and in the trust companies ($49,904,241), while the

ultra conservative institutions, the mutual savings banks, actu-

ally increase their holdings of railway bonds from $743,425,893

to $747,8(X),000. The increase is small, and contrasts somewhat
strikingly with a gain of about 6 per cent, in the railway bond

holdings of the same class of banks in 1909 as compared with the

previous year in the ratio of railway investments to total re-

sources. But, on the other hand, the gain, small as it is, con-

trasts impressively with a drop in 1910 as compared with 1909

of $42,499,502 in the savings bank holdings of state, county and

municipal bonds, which are even more conservative than those of

the railways. Taking banking institutions of all classes, railway

bonds shows a decrease of between 6 and 7 per cent, as stated

;

state, county and municipal bonds, a decrease somewhat less than

5 per cent. ; and public service corporation b'^^nds, excluding
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stc;mi r;iilu;iys, liut iiu-luding street r;iilw;i.vs, .slidw an iiurraso
of aln)iit 5 i)cr cent.

riic clear iiilcieiicc from tin- lij-iires is lliat tlio socalled
"imiiiicipal" investment of hanking institutions is drifting l)aclv-

ward in spite of the liigli security- tliis l)eeause the rate of in-

terest return still remains low in spile of the notable increase
durinj' the last year, tliat steam railway securities -aw niurc than
iiohling their own in al)solute tigiires, hut not holding tlieir for-

mer iucreniciu
; and that the new (h'ift of hanking inveslnicut is

toward the nuiior and locali/ctl public service corporations. If

tiiis last form oi hanking investment could be analyzed more
closely and sub-divided it would probably be found that the
street railways are at the front. Many of them have passed
their tentative stage and state banking commissions are opening
them more and more to savings bank investment, for example
in jMassachusetts. Ihey are still expanding prosperously in

such regions as Texas and the Pacilic states. Finally, as a clos-

ing and cogent argument for the investor, they make a higher
interest return, partly because market for these securities is

jiarrower and more localized, although, through eastern agencies,

it is now beginning- to expand. The early investment prejudice
jigainst tractions is obviously diminishing, and they are com-
peting more and more in the investment market with steam rail-

way as well as municipal bonds of the class held by the banks.

Tf thTt competition wctv.' due tt) natural economic conditions

further comment would he called for. But it is in fact due much
'•to artificial conditions.

Outside of the steam companies other public service corpo-

rations—light, power, water, street railway and the rest—are

many of them subject to the supervision of state commissions.

But many of them are not ; and very few of them—almost none

outside of street railways—are of an interstate character bring-

ing them under federal regulation. Their relation to public

necessity and convenience is intensive, to be sure. But, as a

rule, they are small corporations, a fact that gives them a certain

immunity, from a state commission. The steam railway is not

only a big target in itself, but the victim of a double barrelled

gun. State and interstate commission equally assail it, local and

federal authority claim, except in the case of the smaller intra-

state lines, jurisdiction over it. That is the point where an

inequity reflects itself in the railway bond and to the advantage

of competitors—still more so in railway stocks. The most con-

servative, municipal bonds excepted, of our institutional invest-

ments carries thus a double load in the investment rivalries of

the market, as though compulsory rates and higher cost of sup-

plies and increased wages were not enough. The same power

that diminishes net earnings encourages financial competition.

There is yet another aspect of institutional investment states,

counties, cities, towns and school districts must borrow money

]ike the railways. The federal return shows that the holdings

of their bonds by the banks are falling ofif fast, and it is a fam-

iliar fact that when a municipality does borrow now it must be

at an interest rate increased something like a quarter of one per

cent., as compared with three or four years ago. Does it ever

occur to the average citizen that the hue and cry against the

railways and the public procedure that have forced the railway

bond's interest return up have forced up by its competition the

municipal bond interest rate too? There's food for thought in

that suggestion for the taxpayer and municipal financiers when

they consider the marketing nowadays of a new loan for a pub-

lic improvement.

NEW BOOKS.

Freig'it Train Rejistance. Its Relation to Average Car Weight. By Ed-
ward C. Schmidt, profepsor of railway engineering. Bulletin No. 43,

University of Illinois, Engineering Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.

Paper, 5^4 in. x 9 in., 152 pages; 52 illustrations; 60 tables.

The principal figures and conclusions in this bulletin were

presented in a paper read at the May, 1910, meeting of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Atlantic City, N. J.,

and at the 1910 convention of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association. The bulletin contains the full details
of each test, including tables and diagrams, making a complete
record of a most exhaustive investigation of freight train resist-

ance with relation to the weight of cars. The conclusions diflfer

from those of other investigators in this field, principally in

showing the greater resistance per ton for light cars, and a
greater increase in resistance of any train, with speed, than
has been found by the test departments of some of the larger
railways.

//cm/. I!y J. Cordon ORdcn, I'h.l). 116 pages; 4^ in. x 6H in. Popular
Mechanics Company, C'liiciigo. Price, 25 cents.

In this little volume the subject of heat is treated much after

the manner in which "familiar science" has been taught in the

public schools. It describes the effect of heat on bodies and is

illustrated with views of simple laboratory apparatus. There
are no tables and little that would give one a working knowledge
of the subject of heat. While it is interesting reading for a
yoinig student, it is of little use as a text book.

ST^iler^ to the Sdilon

THE EFFICIENCY ENGINEER,

Pittsburgh, Pa., February 14, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Your articles and contributions about the efficiency engineer

are enough to arouse the enthusiasm of a young and progressive

engineer like myself. The older engineers had to blaze a way
for themselves, but we young and actively engaged men find

many examples and much information at our hands. While the

able writers, in your current number, evidently have this sub-

ject thoroughly at their fingers' ends, as it were, there are many
of us still groping for help to better work.

What strikes the writer is that he is not acquainted with a

single efficiency engineer. While to confess this is a humiliation,

yet it is the truth. The writers in your journal on both sides

of the question seem to know their haunts and their works, and

it would be invaluable information to many of us, college bred

or self educated, or whatever we may be, striving for help to

render more and better service, to know all about the efficiency

engineers, and primarily to know: (1) Their names and ad-

dresses; (2) their specialty and their training; (3) the work

they have performed and are performing, with exact particulars,

dates and results, so that one may judge of the reality of the

efficiency engineer.

It will not suffice to give the names of skilled observers, em-

ployed to check time and to work at special lines under direc-

tions. No works, no railway, is without such observers : such

men often make valuable suggestions, but we seek the able,

competent efficiency engineers directing and using such observ-

ers and employing all other known methods to increase efficiency

in order to get better results. That they are many and able, and

that they must be all around us doing their good work, perhaps

without great desire for publicity, there can be no room for

doubt.

It must be that such men, working and always accomplishing,

obtain a great reward for themselves : it must be that the better

known they become the greater will be their reward. The re-

ward, let it be money or fame, is what, after all, we seek. These

men then will only too gladly let themselves and their works be

known. It will be most interesting to see plainly published in

your valuable paper, exact particulars, without any "glittering

generalities.

We beg then that regardless of the side of the question taken

by your able contributors and writers, that they shall tell us

who are the "efficiency engineers" and of their works, especially

as indicated above. engineer.
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BATON ROUGE CUT-OFF; SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

In the operation of the Southern Pacific properties there has

long been apparent a necessity for a line to avoid the detour of

certain traffic through New Orleans. In 1885 the late C. P.

Huntington proposed to build a line from Lafayette, La., to

Baton Rouge, but his associates did not concur, and the project

was abandoned. In 1902 the late E. H. Harriman became inter-

ested in the idea and surveys were then made under the direc-

tion of G. W. Boshcke. In 1905 the construction of the road

was authorized, and on January 1, 1906, the grading was begun.

The Hne was opened for operation January 15, 1911.

The saving in mileage by this short line will be considerable.

The drawing shows the situation. From Lafayette to New Or-
leans is 145 miles. From New Orleans to Baton Rouge is 90

miles. By the short line, the distance from Lafayette to Baton

Rouge is 57 miles, a saving of 178 miles on the route from La-

fayette to Memphis. The Baton Rouge, Hammond & Eastern

affords a direct connection with the main line of the Illinois

said junction to the Gulf of Mexico at the mouth of the Atcha-
falaya is only 150 miles, hence the flood waters of the Mississippi

and Red rivers pass with considerable velocity through this

short outlet to the sea. The basin is perhaps an original sea

marsh through which the Red river has pushed its way, building

up its banks and gradually raising the surface of the marsh
with the sedimentation incident to annual freshets. The general
elevation of this basin is about five feet above sea level. The
bottom of the Atchafalaya is 45 ft. below sea level. The banks
of the river are about eight feet higher than the general level of
the basin. This basin varies from six to seventeen miles in

width. To get a direct line it was necessary to cross this basin

along the line of its greatest width. During flood periods in the

Mississippi river, the waters flow out of the main Atchafalaya
channel and gradually fill this immense basin to a depth of about
8 ft. These waters generally begin to rise in January and the

flood period extends to September, so that there are normally
only three months in the year when the ground surface is visible.

Even when the surface is not flooded the ground is saturated and

Pile Drivers at Work on Trestle; Southern Pacific.

Central at Hammond. The distance from Lafayette to Ham-
mond via Baton Rouge is 102^ miles, and via New Orleans is

198 miles, a saving of 95^ miles. A connection with the

Queen & Crescent system by use of the New Orleans Great

Northern from Covington is a possibility. The distance from
Slidell to Lafayette via New Orleans is 181 miles; via Baton
Rouge it is 154 miles, a saving of 27 miles. This new line will

thus be an important factor in the transportation problems not

only of this locality but also of transcontinental service.

Some features of the construction were uncommon. As indi-

cated on the map, the direction of the Hne is squarely across

the general trend of the drainage of the territory through which
it passes. The principal waterway crossed is the Atchafalya

river. This river is an effluent of the Mississippi, and during

certain flood stages it serves as an outlet for probably one-fifth

of the water of the Mississippi as well as for the water of the

Red river. PVom the junction of the Atchafalaya and the Missis-

sippi to the jetties at Southwest Pass is 315 miles. From the

soggy. This condition made it impracticable to use the usual

methods in constructing the roadbed. As the entire country was

flooded, the working force, as well as all materials for the work
and supplies for the men, had to be transported by steamboats

from Morgan City. The hull of an old ocean steamship was con-

verted into a quarter boat and towed through a network of

lakes, bays and bayous to the right of way, in order to afi'ord

accommodations to the engineers and working forces.

In building the roadbed, three methods were pursued. In the

western section the line was first cleared for a width of 25 ft.

During the progress of this work the floods came on, and the

trees were then cut about 10 ft. above the ground. The next

step was to build a temporary trestle westward from Ray

Poulet. Meantime the road had been graded and track laid

through the highlands on the west end of the line, and a pile

driver was started at the western limit of the swamp, working

toward the force which was working in the swamp. The photo-

graphs give a fair idea of the appearance of the work at this
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Right of Way Cleared for Pile Driver.

Temporary Trestle, Ready for Dirt Train; Southern Pacific.
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time. As the material had to be handled from behind, a pile

driver was constructed with the machinery on an elevated deck

and with a dolley track passing under this on a lower deck.

On this dolley track material cars were operated. This is

shown in the photographs. These pile drivers each completed

about 100 ft. of trestle per day. In crossing the streams which

run through the swamp, permanent trestles and bridges were

constructed. All timber used in permanent work was first treated

with dead oil of coal tar at the company's works at Hous-

ton, Tex.

When the forces met, completing this trestle, earth was hauled

in ballast cars from the company's pits, on Bayou Vermillion, an

average distance of 15 miles, and dumped into the water until

the trestle was entirely filled and the permanent roadbed thus

yards were placed. This method was economical but, as the

base could be built only in short periods of low water, and as

the number of men who were willing to live and work in the

swamp under the trying conditions was limited, too much time
would have been required to have used this method in the re-

mainder of the swamp section.

There apparently remained one course, and that was to use
the swamp material. To this end a contract was let to the Gulf
Dredging Company for the construction of the remaining eight

miles by dredge boats. Three dredges were employed on the

work. In order to obtain as wide a base, or berme, as possible

for the embankment, booms were constructed of extra length:

The general cross-section of the work is shown by the accom-
panying sketch. Where possible to do so all the material was

Baton Rouge Cut-Off; Southern Pacific.

formed. The dirt having been unloaded from a height of about

7 ft. into water 6 to 8 ft. deep, the material was thoroughly com-

pacted. It required about 350,000 cubic yards of earth to com-

plete this section. When the waters receded, Bermuda grass was
planted on the embankment slopes, and by the time the floods

came again, the embankment was in good condition to resist

washing. Three years have elapsed and the roadbed is sohd and

retains its original cross section.

The heavy cost of constructing the temporary trestle caused the

engineers to seek other methods of building the remaining road-

bed through the swamp. During the progress of the above men-
tioned work, large forces were placed on the east edge of the

swamp, and when the floods subsided the base of the roadbed

was built with wheelbarrows. This was carried to a height of

w— 18'-

K^—2gA-

Cross Section of Roadbed Where Dredge Was Used.

3 to 5 ft. in order to get as much of the work above high water

level as possible during the low water period. Track was laid

on this incomplete roadbed and earth hauled from pits acquired

on the Bayou Grosse Tete ridge and unloaded with plow and

cable. The track was raised 12 in. at a lift and this dirt placed

under ties and tamped with shovels. This was gradually

carried "seaward" from the high ground and three miles of

roadbed thus completed. In this section about 125,000 cubic

taken from one side. These dredge boats were brought from

the vicinity of New Orleans. The engineers, fearing future

trouble if the regimen of the Atchafalaya was disturbed, would

not permit the banks of that stream (which form the rim of the

basin) to be cut, hence the dredge boats had to be brought

through the bayous and lakes to the right of way. It was neces-

sary to remove the timber in the bayous by use of dynamite, and

for long distances the dredges had to dig channels in which to

push their way through the lagoons.

The work of these dredge boats was arduous and slow. It

having been impossible in clearing the right of way to cut the

trees close to the ground, the dredges encountered large stumps

and roots and, though skilfully handled, there were severjil

cases of sinking and partial capsizing. These three dredges,

working night and day, were a year in building the roadbed

through these eight miles. As the roadbed built by dredges was

dressed by hand with pick and shovel and appeared very well,

it was hoped that the troublesome part of the construction was

over, but such was not the case. Even before track was laid the

embankment began to assume irregular shapes through settle-

ment and subsidence. In some sections it gave way laterally

from the center; in others it split along lines roughly parallel

with the center line, one-half the roadbed retaining its finished

grade elevation and the other sinking as much as three or four

feet. One of the photographs illustrates this condition. It was

first thought that the berme was sloughing into the canals, but

investigation disproved this. The irregularities were caused by

the subsidence of the original surface and by settlement of the

embankment. The track was laid on the unsettled portions of

the roadbed, and alinement being adjusted thereto. Although
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the track laid from tlio west joined tliat from the cast on Sep-

tember 1, 1910, nearly five months of steady work with a large

force of men, and several trains were required to fmally shape

up the roadbed and track so as to render operation practical)le.

About l.OOO.CXH) cubic yards of material were required to build

tile einl)aiikiiuiits on the 16 miles through this swamp and the

Settlement of Part of Roadbed.

permanent bridging required is about 1,000 lineal feet per mile

of road.

A recital of the facts relating to this construction does not

convey any idea of the difficulties that encompassed it. The
country afforded no supplies except cat fish. Transportation

was practicable by use of steam boats in the rivers and by
small craft in the flood period. When the waters subsided it

was not practicable to convey any supplies along the right of

way. The dense growth of timber, brush and vines prevented

free circulation of air, and during the summer months, which,

in this latitude, extend from April to November, the temperature

combined with the humidity made any sort of exertion unusu-

Dredge Making Fill; Southern Pacific.

ally tiresome. Mosquitoes and other insects were present in

countless numbers and made the most of their unusual oppor-

tunity. The absence of communication with the outside world
created a condition of isolation and loneliness that was depress-

ing. It was a difficult matter to keep men on the work. The
greatest care was necessary to see that the men were provided

with pure drinking water and plain, wholesome food, well pre-

pared. Notwithstanding the idea that prevails that alcohol is

necessary to kill malaria, the use of intoxicants was discouraged

and, as far as possible, prevented. This not only resulted in con-

serving the strength of the men, hut it prevented the brawls and
discontent which a free use of li(iuor on such work as this always

causes. In siiito of their unfavorable surroundings, the gen-

eral health of the forces was excellent. There was not a death

from natural causes on the work during the entire five years of

its progress. Two cases of accidental drowning and one of homi-

cide made up the fatalities in the swamp work. It is believed

that in very few mstances has a work of this magnitude been

conducted under similar conditions with less sacrifice of human
health and life.

We are indebted for this description and illustrations to Thorn-
well Fay, vice-president and general manager, Morgan's Louisi-

ana & Texas Railroad. The construction of the line was under
the direct charge of E. B. Gushing, Mem. Am. Soc. C. E.

BROOKS SPARK ARRESTER.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound has equipped about

75 locomotives with the Brooks spark arrester, and the results

have been such that additional engines are being fitted with the

device as fast as opportunity affords. The Pacific and Prairie

type locomotives in this territory have large fireboxes of about

50 sq. ft. grate area, with brick arches supported on tubes, and
rocker grates in sections 10 in. wide, with air openings 9-16 in.

The Brooks Spark Arrester as Applied to Chicago, Milwaukee
& Puget Sound Locomotives.

to 11-16 in. wide. The largest boilers have 19-ft. tubes and

smoke boxes 78 in. long. The coal used is a semi-lignite obtained

from the company's mines at Roundup, Mont., the analysis of

which indicates that it is much superior to straight lignite, and

compares favorably with the other Western bituminous coals.

The chemical composition of the Roundup semi-lignite is:

Moisture, 7.83 per cent; volatile combustible, 32.66; fixed car-

bon, 53.63; ash, 5.88; sulphur, 0.22. The heat value is 12,771

B. T. u. per pound. In locomotive tests this coal has evaporated

5.6 lbs of water per pound of fuel, and the weight of ash was 7

to 10 per cent.

The Brooks spark arrester can be better understood by an in-

spection of the drawing than by any description. It appears to

be an inverted and concealed diamond stack, with an ingenious

array of baffle plates which are arranged to catch the sparks and
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allow the gases to escape. The straight stack proper is 18 in. in

diameter and 40 in. long with less than one-half of it extending

into the smokebox. Two sets of diamond-shaped baffle plates

or cones are on the lower end, just above the center line of the

smokebox. Between the outer plates is an annular plate 8 in.

wide, lined top and bottom with 4 X 4 X No. 8 netting, which

breaks up the sparks. The inner portions of the diamond plates

have their edges 3 in. from the central plate, and their outer cir-

cumference is fitted with an adjustable curved flange.

The usual baffle plate in front of the tubes has a wide flare and

the inner surface is roughened, acting as the initial spark breaker.

Finish smoke sfach base h
sulfpefficoafpipe s/eeve

^9-

Flange on crJiaust
pipe to be finished.

Tabic plate to be
bolted to flange
mith H" X 1

'

I bolts, making abso-
-'^ lutely tight joints..22s >l<-

The Brooks Spark Arrester as Applied to Chicago, IVIilwaukee

& Puget Sound Locomotives.

There is also a horizontal table plate bolted to the top of the

exhaust nozzle which serves to close the lower end of the

inner diamond and to deflect the sparks so they will not directly

enter the lower opening of the outer diamond. The principle of

this spark arrester appears to be a modification of some of the

older forms of diamond stack, the deflectors being within the

smokebox ; while the gases have a circuitous route there is no

netting to obstruct their passage.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

On December 5, 1910, the first section, 39 miles long, of the

Chinese part of the Canton-Kowloon Railway was opened to

traffic. It extends to Sin-chuen. The British section of the

road, 22^/2 miles long, was opened to traffi'c on October I, 1910.

Russian newspapers tell marvelous tales of the difficulties en-

countered in building the xA.mur Railway. It is said that the

weather is so severe that earthwork is possible only during less

than three months of the year. The valley consists of a mixture

of boulders and elastic clay, which at no great depth remains

frozen the year round, and must be thawed out artificially to be

excavated. Then when it is thawed, it will sustain no consider-

able weight. Further, for long distances, no water is to be had.

It should be remembered that the course of the Amur for hun-

dreds of miles before it reaches the sea is northward, the con-

sequence of which is that its lower course is dammed by ice

after the main part of the river is open, which causes great floods.

WORK OF SAFETY COMMITTEES ON THE CHICAGO A
NORTH WESTERN.

The Raikvay Age Gazette has already referred (September 2,

1910, page 391) to the movement on the Chicago & North West-
ern to secure eff'ective co-operation between officers and em-
ployees to reduce accidents. Employees' safety committees have

been organized on all the divisions and in the various shops

and division safety committees composed of division officers also

have been formed. The employees' committees investigate con-

ditions that may cause accidents and make recommendations to

the division safety committees for their removal. There is also

a central safety committee, to which the reports and recom-

mendations of the division committees go. R. C. Richards, gen-

eral claim agent, is its chairman, and the other members are

:

S. G. Strickland, general superintendent; S. M. Braden, gen-

eral superintendent ; G. W. Dailey, division superintendent

;

H. T. Bentley, assistant superintendent of motive power; G. B.

Shrand, trainmaster Chicago terminals; C. H. Osborn, assistant

superintendent car department; W. J. Towne, engineer main-

tenance of way; H. E. Dickenson, division superintendent; W. E.

Dunham, supervisor motive power and machinery, and E. E.

Nash. The committees that have now been formed have a total

membership, including officers and employees, of about 350.

The method of work followed has been for the division safety

committees and employees' safety committee to make inspection

trips over the divisions at frequent intervals. They are usually

accompanied by Mr. Richards. A special train is provided, and

the party, which usually contains 15 to 20 people, ordinarily

rides in the superintendent's business car. The members ob-

serve the condition of track, structures and equipment as they

go along, and make frequent stops for more careful inspection

of stations, shops and yards. The committee is often accom-

panied by division officers not belonging to it; for instance, by

road foremen of engines, bridge foremen, etc. Sub-committees

are appointed to investigate different matters. For instance, one

sub-committee is assigned to inspect track ; another roundhouses

;

another equipment; another to see if operating rules are being

disregarded by such conduct as going between moving cars, fail-

ure to set cars so as to keep side tracks clear, etc. In the ap-

pointment of these sub-committees, on which one or more of the

division officers sometimes serve, a point is made of not select-

ing men to investigate things they are concerned with in their

daily work. A track man, for example, is not put on a track

committee or a shop man on a shop committee. The track

man is put on the shop committee and the shop man on the

track committee. The idea is that employees are more apt to

notice shortcomings of plants or methods that they do not come

in contact with constantly.

An inspection trip over a division takes from one to four days.

When it requires more than a day the committee men usually

sleep on the car. At the end of the trip a dinner at a hotel is

arranged for, at wliich all sit down together. The sub-

committees then make their reports to the full committee, and

the matters they bring up are discussed and necessary action

taken.

The names of members of the employees' safety committee

are posted on the bulletin boards in the roundhouses, shops and

other places where the men congregate, and employees are asked

to make whatever suggestions and complaints occur to them to

the committeemen. The members of the committees wear a

special button, which was illustrated in the Railway Age Gazette

of January 27, page 176.

The central safety committee has recommended that the em-

ployees on committees be rotated, the term of office to be not

less than six months nor more than 12. At first employees

were a little loathe to serve on the committees and hesitated

to freely criticize at meetings with their superior officers. The

officers, however, have received all suggestions and criticisms in

such good spirit that employees are getting ambitious to serve
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on the committees, and their members are losing all reluctance

about making suggestions and criticisms. It is being found that

the employees' committees constitute a very important inter-

mediary between the management and employees in general, be-

cause an employee will report matters to a fellow employee on

one of the conunittees that he would not think of reporting di-

rectly to an oflicer.

The work of the safety committees has brought out numerous

suggestions for changes in plants and operating methods, which

the central committee has recommended to the general officers

;

and many of the suggestions made have been favorably acted on.

The following are some examples: One division committee

recommended that side curtains in engine cabs be placed inside

the gangway, and experiments are being made to see to what ex-

tent this can be done. It has been found that numerous accidents

occur in the uncoupling of hose, and it has been recommended

that the management consider the advisability of annuling the

rule requiring men to go between cars to uncouple air hose on

freight cars and in future permit the hose to be uncoupled by the

action of the cars in parting. The attention of the central com-

mittee was called by several division committees to the inade-

quate lighting of various roundhouses, engine houses and coal

sheds, and the central committee referred the matter to the

management, calling particular attention to the conditions at

certain places. It was found that at a good many places the

poor lighting was due to the fact that the windows had not been

kept properly cleaned, and where this was the case immediate

action was taken. The inadequate lighting tended to prevent the

employees from working as rapidly as they otherwise could and

also rendered their work less safe. Some other recommendations

that have been received from division committees and favorably

acted on by the central safety committee are, that investigation

be made to see if it is not practicable to put another hand rail

in vestibule cars to make it safer and easier for passengers to

get on and off; that instructions be given to employees of the

car department to remove to a safer distance drawbars and

other things taken from cars; that the motive power department

be asked to make arrangements to overcome complaints about

blow-off pipes ; that action be taken to reduce the number of

accidents to trespassers and to bring the matter before the dif-

ferent state legislatures for action; that the general purchasing

agent, the general storekeeper and the engineer of tests be re-

quested to investigate thoroughly the quality of oil being pur-

chased and used; that the general managers take some action

which will cause private industries to unload their material far

enough from tracks to prevent accidents and that certain of

the departments of the road be asked to do likewise ; that the

engineers of maintenance be requested as soon as turntables

require re-covering to increase the width of the platforms and

cause all planking between the rails on turntables to be removed,

and railings to be provided at the sides. Referring to the con-

dition of the tracks and premises of private industries to which

emploj'ees of the road are obliged to go in the switching cars,

one of the division committees recommended that each industry

holding a lease be required to build bins for the reception of

its materials at least 6^ ft. from the nearest rail, and be not al-

lowed to unload any material, such as coal, sand, gravel,

crushed stone, etc., except in such bins. The central safety com-

mittee heartily concurred in this recommendation, but suggested

that the distance limit for such structures should be 6 ft. An-

other recommendation from one of the division committees on

which the central safety committee acted favorably was that

more care be taken in inspecting cedar ties. It was found that

a great many have hollow or shaky hearts; that where tie plates

are used they are put in the center of ties, and that in spiking

the tie to the plate it is found that there is often a shell of but

one or two inches of soft timber to hold the spike.

The foregoing are merely examples of recommendations which

have come up to the management as a result of its causing the

officers and employees to take co-operative action for the pur-

pose of reducing accidents. It has been said very often that a

large majority of accidents is due to the carelessness or reckless-

ness of employees. The experience of the North Western shows

that a good many such accidents may be prevented by arousing

the interest of the employees, and it is highly probable that the

management of any other railway which should set on foot a

similarly thorough-going investigation—from the employees'

standpoint as well as from the management's standpoint—would

find at least as many shortcomings of employees and of plant

as have been found on the North Western. It would also find

probably just as many examples of carelessness about proper

lighting of buildings, handling of materials, etc.

It will be noted that most of the recommendations relate to

conditions obtaining practically on the entire system. Faulty

conditions on a particular division which can be remedied by

the co-operation of employees and officers on that division are

dealt with by the division committees themselves. Meetings of

the division committees as well as of the central safety commit-

tee are held every month.

One of the very good results has been to bring officers and

employees into closer and more harmonious relations than could

possibly exist without such meetings—meetings always having a

definite and workable purpose. In fact, practically all the officers

and employees in the operating department are being organized

into a single body having for its purpose the promotion of safety.

The North Western's management is not missing any chance

to remind officers and employees of their duty in respect to the

promotion of safety. One of the novel plans that have been

adopted on the recommendation of the central safety committee

is that of pasting slips regarding the matter of safety on the

pay checks of employees and certain officers. The following

slips are to be pasted on the checks of assistant superintendents,

division engineers, trainmasters, train despatchers, agents, yard

masters, roadmasters, conductors, engineers, signal men and

foremen of all classes, inspectors of all classes, including engine

and car inspectors

:

You are responsible for the safety of others as

well as yourself.

Exercise of care to prevent accidents is a duty

which you owe to yourself and your

fellow employees.

The following are to be put on the checks of brakemen, fire-

men, switchmen, switch tenders, gatemen, flagmen and telegraph

operators

:

In case of doubt, adopt the safe course. Speed

must always give way to safety.

Remember that it is better to cause delay than

it is to cause an accident.
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The following are to be put on the checks of clerks, helpers

and laborers of all classes of stations

:

Remember that it takes less time to learn to do

a thing right than it does to explain

why you did it wrong.

The following are to be put on the checks of track men, car

and engine repairers and carpenters, and all other employees

:

In twelve months 153 men were injured by stepping
on nails projecting from beards and cleats taken
from cars and thrown on the ground close to

the track. Why not pile the boards and
cleats six feet from the rails with

the nails down and save such
injuries? If you don't do

this, you may be the
next victim.

A banner will be given at the end of each six months to the

division which during that period has made the best record in

keeping down accidents. In conferring the banner considera-

tion will be given to the density of traffic and all other factors

that tend to affect to the total number of accidents.

The managing officers believe that already they can see where

substantial results have been secured. There has been a marked

reduction of personal injuries since the movement was started,

as compared with last year. Of course, only when statistics

of accidents for a year or more since the safety movement was

started can be compared with statistics for a similar previous

period can an accurate judgment be formed.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN JANUARY.

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that

occurred on the railways of the United States in the month of

January, 1911. This record is intended to include usually only

those accidents which result in fatal injury to a passenger or an

employee or which are of special interest to operating officers.

It is based on accounts published in local daily newspapers, ex-

cept in the case of accidents of such magnitude that it seems

proper to write to the railway manager for details or for

confirmation

:

Collisions.
Cause of Kind

Date. Road. Place. Accident, of train. Kil'd. Inj'd.
•6. Atchison, T. & S. F..Mulvane. re. P. & F. 2

t7. M., Kan. & Tex Abbott. re. P. & P. 2 6

13. N. Y. C Batavia. re. P. &. P. 6 10
18. N. Y. C Oneida. xc. F. & F. 3

24. N. Y. C Furness. be. P. & F. 2
•25. Boston & M Boston. xc. F. & F. 2

27. Grand Trunk Muskegon. re. F. & F. 1 2

Derailments.

Cause Kind
Date. Road. Place. of derlmt. of train. Kil'd. InjM

9. Del., Lack. & W Harrison. *
careless

J
p j q

'
/ running. \

13. Gt. Northern Priest River, exc. speed F. 2

18. N. Y. C Wende. boiler. F. 3

Other Accidents.

Cause of Kind
Date. Road. Place. Accident, of train. Kil'd. InjM

2. Chic, R. I. & P Topeka. wind. P.

In the rear collision of passenger trains at Batavia, 'N. Y.,

on the 13th, six passengers were killed and ten or more were

injured. Westbound train No. 23, running at 30 or 40 miles

an hour, crashed into the rear of train No. 49, which was stand

-

^Abbreviations and mrrks used in Accident List:
re. Rear collision be. Butting collision xc, other collision- b,

Broken d. Defective unf, Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unex-
plained derail. Open derailing switch ms, Misplaced switch ace.

obst.. Accidental obstruction——malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while run-
ning P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (including
empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers kiiled.

ing at the station and the rear car of No. 49, a sleeping car,

was completely wrecked. The wreck took fire and some of

the victims were severely burned ; others were scalded by steam

escaping from the boiler of the wrecked locomotive. It is said

that train No. 23 had run past four automatic signals set against

it. This collision was reported in the Railway Age Gazette of

January 20.

In a collision reported as occurring near Paintsville, Ky., on

the night of January 1, six persons riding on the pilot of the

locomotive were killed. The road where this occurred is

known as the "Millers Creek Railroad," and appears not to be

a common carrier. It is operated or controlled by the Consoli-

dation Coal Company. The collision was between a passenger

train and three cars which had broken loose from a freight

train and were standing on the main track. Four of the killed

are classed as passengers and two as trainmen.

Of the electric car accidents reported in the newspapers as

occurring in the month of January, we find only one case in

which there was a fatal injury. This was a rear collision in

Brooklyn, N. Y., on the 2d.

In a rear collision on the Grand Trunk of Canada, at Collins

Bay, on the 23d, an engineman and a fireman were killed. A
press despatch from South Africa en the 5th reported the derail-

ment of an excursion train near Cathcart, Gape Colony, in

which 15 persons were killed and 40 injured.

MALLET LOCOMOTIVES ON THE SANTA FE.

Mallet articulated locomotives were first put in service on the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in the fall of 1909, when the Bald-

win Locomotive Works delivered four to that road, which far

exceeded in weight and capacity any other locomotives that

Mallet Locomotive with an Articulated Boiler on a Curve.

were used at that time. Two were for freight service with a

2-8-8-2 wheel arrangement and two for passenger service with a

4-4-6-2 wheel arrangement. Their performance has been watched

closely, and a number of improvements have been made in forty

Mallets, recently built for the Santa Fe by the Baldwin Locomo-

tive works. These have a 2-6-6-2 wheel arrangement, and their
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general design is based on the Prairie type locomotive for fast

freight service. They are used on the Belen cut-off, where the

maximum grade is .6 per cent., and although they are rated to

haul 2,200 tons, cars and lading, they have actually handled

2,700 tons, maintaining a speed of 15 miles per hour on this

grade. Their maximum tractive effort working compound is

61,500 lbs. The special feature in the design of these locomo-

tives is the boilers, two of them being equipped with flexible

boilers, while the others have rigid boilers of the separable

type.

Bellows Type Connection for Articulated Boiler.

The rigid boiler is provided with a separable joint dividing it

into two distinct sections. The front section contains the

smokebox, feed water heater, combustion chamber, reheater and

superheater. The rear, or main boiler section has a combustion

chamber in its forward end. The superheater and re-heater are

placed adjacent to each other, and are separated by an inter-

mediate tube sheet, and one set of tubes traversing both heaters.

The steam piping is so arranged that all joints are placed outside

the boiler shell, where they are accessible. Experience on the

Double Ball Joint Connection for Articulated Boiler.

Santa Fe has proved the desirability of drawing the steam for

the cylinders from a point as near the firebox as possible, and in

order to avoid the use of a long external dry pipe two domes
are used on the rear boiler section; these are connected by two

internal pipes each 5 in. in diameter. The upper part of the for-

ward dome contains the throttle valve, and is cut off from a

direct connection with the boiler by a horizontal plate. The
steam on entering the rear dome passes through a netting which

assists in catching the suspended water, and is then conveyed

through the two 5-in. pipes to the forward dome, where it enters
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the tliruttlc valvo, wliicli is so arranged tliat it only takes steam

through the top. The dry pipe leatling to the forward section

and supcrlieater passes along the tiip cc-nter line of the boiler on

the outside.

The two flexible boilers embody decided innovations in locomo-

tive construction in their design. An articulated boiler with a

single ball joint, as designed at Topeka, was described in the

article by M. H. Haig, mechanical engineer of the Santa Fe, in

the Railway Age Gazette of February 10, 1911, page 278. In one

of the Baldwin designs the principle is somewhat the same, ex-

cept that there are two ball joints, one on each section of the

boiler, with long overlapping sleeves and packing rings near the

edge. A detail of this design is here illustrated. The ball joints

are kept tight by rings of soft metallic packing, which may be

adjusted by set screws. The two boiler sections may thus move
iir any direction relative to one another, full provision being

made for expansion and' contraction. The other flexible joint

.shown is that designed by Mr. Vauclain, of the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works, and is called the Bellows type connection. This

joint consists of 60 rings, of high carbon steel. No. 14 gage

<hick, 10 in. wide and 75j^ in. outside diameter. They are made
with a set, so that when placed adjacent to each other they form

'a series of V-shaped joints. The adjacent rings are riveted to-

gether at the inside and bolted at the outside; the whole flexible

connection is bolted in place between the front and rear sections.

The products of combustion traverse this connection through a

cylindrical flue 44 in. in diameter, which is riveted to the rear

boiler section and prevents cinders from lodging in the crevices

between the connecting rings.

It is, of course, necessary in these engines with flexible boilers

to place flexible joints in all pipes which pass the articulated con-

nection in the boiler. This, however, introduces no important

complication. The steam piping is simplified, as no flexible

joints are required in the exhaust connection between the low

pressure cylinder and the smokebox. There is also a distinct ad-

vantage in the avoidance of sliding supports under the forward

boiler section, and the stability of the locomotive on curves is

not impaired by the lateral displacement of the boiler on the

front frames, which necessarily occurs in a Mallet locomotive

as usually built. Both the high and low pressure pistons are

packed with cast iron rings sprung in. The high pressure piston

head, 24 in. in diameter, is made of cast iron in one piece. The

body of the low pressure piston is made of cast steel, and a cast

iron bearing ring measuring 8 in. in width at the bottom is bolted

to it. Tire flange oilers are applied to the leading driving wheels

of the front group, which should prove of value in reducing

flange wear, as the road has curves of 16 deg. on sidings and 10

deg. on the main line.

Record No. 69, recently issued by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, and from which this article was compiled, gives a more

detailed account of the locomotives. Following are the principal

dimensions and ratios

:

General Data.

Type Mallet

Service Freight

Fuel Soft coal

Tractive effort 61,500 lbs.

Weight in working order 392,300 lbs.

Weight on drivers 317,300 lbs.

Weight of engine and tender in vk^orking order 562,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 37 ft. 10 in.

Wheel base, rigid 13 ft. 8 in.

Wheel base, total 56 ft. 5 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 89 ft. 3 in.

Ralios.

Total weight -f- tractive effort 6.38

Weight on drivers H- tractive effoit 5.15

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -r- total heating surfacef. 771

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -=- total equivalent heat-

ing surface* 657

Total heating surfacet -^ grate area 105

Total equivalent heating surface* -^ grate area 123

Firebox heating surface -h- total heating surface,t per cent. 3.64

Firebox heating surface -=- total equivalent heating sur-

face,* per cent 3.10

Ralios.

Weight on drivers -:- total heating surfacet 57.6

Weiglit on drivers ~ total equivalent heating surface*.. 49.1

Total weight -^ total heating surfacef 71.3

Total weight -:- total equivalent heating surface* 60.8
Volume e(iuivalent simple cylinders, cu. ft 20.60

i

Total lieating surfacet -^ vol. cylinders 267.5
\

Total equivalent heating surface* H- vol. cylinders 313.5

Grate area -H vol. cylinders 2.55

Cylinders.

I'^i"d Compound
Diameter 24 in. and 38 in.

Stroke 28 in.

Valves.

Kind Bal. piston

Wheels.

Driving, diameter over tire 69 in.

Driving, thickness of tire 3J4 in.

Driving, journals, main, diameter 10 in. x 12 in.

Driving, jf^urnals, others, diameter 9 in. x 12 in.

Engine truck, diameter 31 J4 in.

Engine truck, journals 6J^ in. x 12 in.

Trailing truck, diameter 40 in.

Trailing truck, journals 8 in. x 14 in.

Boiler.

Style Straight

Working pressure 220 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 70 in.

Firebox, width and length 63H in. x 119^ in.

Firebox, plates, thickness \ S/16 in., J^ in.,

{ and 9/16 in.

Firebox, water space 5 in. and SJ4 in.

Tubes, number and diameter 294

—

2% in.

Tubes, length 19 ft. 7 in.

Heating surface, tubes 3,376 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 200 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebrick tubes 34 sq. ft.

Heating surface, feed-water heater 1,893 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total, including feed-water heater 5,503 sq. ft.

Heating surface, reheater 650 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheater 300 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total equivalent , 6,453 sq. ft.

Grate area 52.5 sq. ft.

Tender.

Tank, style Water bottom

Wheels, diameter 34 J4 in.

Journals 5J^ in. x 10 in.

Water capacity 9,000 gals.

Coal capacity 12 tons

fTotal heating surface includes feed-water heating surface.

*Total equivalent heating surface equals total heating surface plus

reheating and superheating surface.

BELT LINES OF THE CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN
AT CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE.

There has been much discussion by railway officers in recent

years of the need for belt lines outside of the congested parts

of large cities, over which through traffic originating at and

destined to points other than these large cities themselves could

be routed. The Chicago & North Western is one road whose

management has not only been talking about this needed im-

provement, but has been making it. The North Western has

been building outer belt lines at both Chicago and Milwaukee.

Its Des Plaines Valley Railway intersects, above Northfield,

111., the two double track lines of the North Western running

from Chicago to Milwaukee. From Northfield, as shown by

one of the accompanying maps, it runs southwest to Des Plaines,

111., where it intersects the Wisconsin division of the North

Western. Southwest of Des Plaines it turns directly south and

runs to a connection with the Galena division at Proviso, 111.

The line is 12 miles from the congested part of Chicago and is

22 miles long. At Proviso the yards have been enlarged, large

engine houses have been built, cooling plants have been erected,

etc. At this point the Des Plaines Valley connects with the In-

diana Harbor Belt, and here the switching of through cars in

connection with the making up of trains will be done, which

heretofore has been done in the city. This will give the North
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Western an opportunity to exchange with other roads via the

Indiana Harbor line, in addition to using the facilities now af-

forded by the Belt Railway, and with the constant increase in

business it will probably mean additional traffic for both the

belt lines mentioned; and will also result satisfactorily from the

standpoint of time required to effect transfers. Besides expe-

struction of the Des Plaines Valley Railway will give the North
Western for handling freight traffic at Chicago, a further en-
largement of facilities will result from the construction of its

new passenger terminals in that city and the use of the tracks
now employed in passenger service for the handling of freight

business.

ORAN?>tie CENTER

FUSSy/LLE

JV.GRANV/LLE

SOMMER\//LLE

CM. a St. P.

TM.E.L.&R. Electric Line tYESTMLf,

-To Madison c. a N. w.

SrERANCn.

^^ v^
iif ^ \^
5 ^

If

Chicago & North Western Lines Around Milwaui<ee.

diting the handling of existing traffic, the new line will open

up an extensive territory where facilities can be provided for

the location of new industries which will afford additional

traffic.

In addition to the large terminal facilities which the con-

The other map herewith shows both the old lines of the

Qiicago & North Western through Milwaukee and its new belt

line, the Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwestern. Formerly through

traffic was routed through the city from Lake Shore Junction as

far around as West Allis, all the business, both local and
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tlnouuli, passing tlirouKh a narrow tliroat in the city along the

lake front. Now all business originating at and destined to points

beyond Milwaukee will be moved via the Milwaukee, Sparta &
Northwestern, which will eliminate the congestion incidental to

the mixture of local and through traffic and make it practicable

lioth to better serve the industries already located on the North
Western and to open up a large territory suitable to indus-

trial development.

The Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwestern is a new low grade

line from Lindwerm, Wis., about eight miles north of Mil-

waukee, to Sparta, Wis., a distance of about 169 miles, ex-

clusive of the belt connections around Milwaukee shown on the

map. The new line connects with the Qiicago, St. Paul, Min-

neapolis & Omaha at Wyeville, and gives the North Western
an opportunity to handle its heavy tonnage for the Twin Cities

and Dulutii, and connecting traffic for the Omaha line over a direct

low grade road, which will enable engines to pull larger units

without sacrificing time. This line, in connection with the Mil-

waukee belt, will also provide the North Western with means
to run some of its through passenger trains to Duluth and the

Twin Cities through Milwaukee. It now has direct connections

from Milwaukee to Lake Superior and Minnesota by its Wau-
kesha and Madison lines, but the new road will be more direct.

The construction of these belt lines is in line with the policy

which Marvin Hughitt, chairman of the Chicago & North

Western, has pursued of developing home industries.

Des Plaines Valley Line of the Chicago & North Western.

THE GENEALOGY OF THE NEW HAVEN.

[with an inset.]

The New York & New Haven Railroad, the base on which the

New York, New Haven & Hartford system was built up, was
chartered in 1844, but not fully opened until five years later,

after much difficulty in raising its original capital of $2,500,000.

The basic line from New Haven to a junction with the Harlem
tracks was then, as now, about 64 miles. Its beginnings, of

course, were meager. There were no night trains on the line

and but two freight trains per day; yet it paid dividends almost

from the first from earnings that then had better been used in

improvements. Ere long it suffered two costly calamities. One
was the famous "Schuyler fraud"—the issue of spurious shares

for nearly $2,000,000 by Robert Schuyler, president and stock

transfer agent of the corporation. The story of that dramatic

crime with its rich harvest of litigation and which the company

did not outlive for 14 years will be found on page 317 of the

Railroad Gazette of April 29, 1904. The other calamity was the

Norwalk drawbridge disaster, May 6, 1853, in which 46 persons

lost their lives.

It is a striking fact that the present system has been built up

during two decades and under two presidents—C. P. Clark and

C. S. Mellen—the earlier history of the road being ultra-

conservative. Not until 1872, or 23 years after its opening, did

it take in the New Haven, Hartford & Springfield line, the

natural extension into Massachusetts. The important acquisition

under intermediate presidents, G. W. Watrous and J: M. Hall,

who for a brief time succeeded President Clark, were the New
Haven & Northampton ; the old Shore Line between New Haven
and New London ; and the more important New York & New
England, reaching from the Hudson river to Boston—a line of

checkered and sensational history. But under President Clark

consolidation went on by leaps and bounds. It included the

Housatonic group ; the Naugatuck ; the Boston Air Line ; the

large Old Colony and the New York, Providence & Boston, with

their several allied Sound boat lines ; the beginnings of trolley

purchase ; and along with these the development of the Har-

lem terminal and the four-tracking of the main line between

New Haven and New York.

Big and swift as were President Clark's mergers he has been

surpassed in the development of the system by his successor,
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Des Plaines Valley Line of the Chicago & North Western.

New Haven and New York.

Big and swift as were President Clark's mergers he has been

surpassed in the development of the system by his successor,
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whose main work has been in six directions: (1) the ahnost

complete reconstruction of the main stem with adaptation to

higher train loads and equipment to match; (2) the acquisition

of the New York, Ontario & Western and (3) of the Pough-
kecpsie bridge system, built up into high prosperity by transfer

of freight; (4) the development of the New England Navigation

system and the purchase of new boat lines; (5) control of the

Boston & Maine; and (6) the extensive acquisition of street

railways.

The results are evidenced impressively but yet incompletely

by the genealogical chart shown herewith, for it does not include

the many lines merged into the Boston & Maine, nor the trolley

systems of Worcester, Springfield and elsewhere in Massachu-

setts held under "sympathetic" control by the New England In-

vestment & Security Company. It may be stated summarily,

however, that the New Haven system proper has 4,460 miles

of single track (the road mileage being about 2,000) ; add-

ing the Boston & Maine single trackage of 4,175 miles,

the total reaches 8,635 miles. But the expansion of the street

railway policy under President Mellen has been even more
striking. When he took hold, seven years ago, the New Haven
controlled but two small, localized trolley lines in Con-

necticut. It now has seven-eighths of the trolley mileage of

that state ; almost all the Rhode Island trolleys ; and some
500 miles in Massachusetts, the total single track mileage of

street railways owned or controlled by the corporation is about

1,400—and the end is not yet. As a whole, the trolley invest-

ments of the company are just about self-supporting. There is a

net gain in Connecticut ; about a corresponding loss in Rhode
Island; while the Massachusetts trolleys about wash the invest-

ment. As the trolley business moves steadily upward the situ-

ation means future profit along with the important advantage of

parallel trolley control and defense.

As a measure of the degree of consolidation the official state-

ment can be cited that the New Haven system now represents

no less than 305 corporations and properties originally in-

dependent.

SUPERHEATED STEAM IN LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE.

Two reports relating to research work on locomotive per-

formance by Dr. W. F. M. Goss, under the patronage of the

Carnegie Institution at Washington, have been published. The
first related to the performance of a locomotive using saturated

steam, and the second to that of a locomotive using superheated

steam. Liberal extracts from these reports, dealing more par-

ticularly with the Purdue tests, were given in a paper by Dr.

Goss which forms a part of the proceedings of the American

Railway Master Mechanics' Association for 1909.

A more elaborate presentation of the facts in the second report

has recently been made in publication No. 127 issued by the

Carnegie Institution of Washington. The various sections of the

report relate to : First, foreign practice in the use of super-

heated steam; second, the American attitude toward the use of

superheated steam in locomotives ; third, tests to determine the

value of superheating in locomotive service; fourth, perform-

ance of boiler and superheater ; fifth, performance of the engine

and of the locomotive as a whole; sixth, locomotive efficiency

as affected by its running schedule ; seventh, economy resulting

from the use of superheated steam ; the appendix contains all

data and diagrams in detail.

Under foreign practice is given an interesting account of the

development of the superheater for locomotives on the Prussian

State Railway, commenced in 1898 by Wilhelm Schmidt and

Robert Garbe. This also describes the special design of piston

valve and piston rod packing used in Germany for superheater

locomotives.

In the statement relating to the American attitude toward the

superheater, Dr. Goss says : "These statements will serve to

show that the ideal underlying practice in the development of

the modern American locomotive has placed power-capacity and

continuity of service upon a higher plane than thermodynamic
efficiency. This ideal has on the whole not been misleading.

It has produced locomotives of unprecedented power; it has
satisfied a legitimate demand for service; and it has resulted in

the development of a machine which must always be regarded
as a mechanism of remarkable quality. This in itself has been

a great achievement. It is, therefore, not discreditable to the rail-

ways of America that their interest in superheating has thus far

been hardly more than academic, for the advent of the superheater

brings complications of mechanism with it and introduces new
problems in maintenance. . . . The time is approaching when,
in the natural order of development, the railways of the United
States will leave no stone unturned in their efforts to increase

the thermodynamic efficiency of the American locomotive. Such
an attitude involves no abandonment, but merely an enlargement

of existing ideals. Progress in this direction means, in its ul-

timate analysis, the sacrifice of nothing already possessed, but

the addition thereto of greater economy in the use of fuel and an

extension in the amount of power developed."

The tests of the superheater locomotive on the Purdue testing

plant were made November, 1906, to July, 1907, and during that

time the locomotive performed a service equivalent to 4,851 miles.

"The intermittent tests were designed to disclose the effect on

its efficiency of certain conditions which enter into the normal

operation of a locomotive. The writer long ago called atten-

tion to the fact that not less than 20 per cent, of the total fuel

used by the average locomotive in this country was not utilized

in advancing trains over the road, but was consumed in start-

ing fires, in raising steam, in keeping the locomotive hot while

waiting for its trains, while stopping at stations and at passing

points, or remained in the firebox at the end of the run. Ob-
viously, no embellishment in the design of a locomotive tan

effect a saving in that portion of the total fuel supply which is

thus accounted for. The advantage to be derived from such an

embellishment as a superheater must, therefore, be judged by the

effect it can produce on not more than 80 per cent, of the coal

consumed. If, for example, it were shown that the superheater

can effect a saving of 20 per cent, in the amount of fuel used,

the saving in total fuel which it will be necessary to supply will

be 20 per cent, of 80, or 16 per cent, only."

The advantage of increased power obtained by the use of

superheated steam is explained as follows: "It has been shown

that for the development of equal amounts of power the com-

bined boiler and superheater of the superheating locomotive have

an efficiency which equals or exceeds that of the saturated-steam

boiler; hence the boiler-power which it may be made to deliver

as a maximum equals or exceeds that which the boiler of the

saturated-steam locomotive can be made to deliver. But each

unit of power delivered from the boiler in the form of super-

heated steam is more effective in doing work in the cylinders

than a similar unit of power delivered in the form of saturated

steam ; hence, at the limit, the superheating locomotive is more

powerful than the one using saturated steam, and the difference

is that which measures the difference in the economy with which

the cylinders use steam. The same question may be dealt with

through another series of facts, as follows: It can be shown

that the power of any locomotive is limited by its capacity to

burn coal, and coal-burning capacity is a function of the draft.

The data shows that for the development of a given cylinder

power the draft values of Schenectady No. 3 (superheating)

were in all cases less than those of Schenectady No. 2 (satu-

rated). Tests at 160 lbs. show that the power developed in re-

turn for a given draft is from 10 per cent, to 16 per cent,

greater for the superheating locomotive than for the saturated-

steam locomotive. Obviously, there is no reason why the draft

for the former should not be increased to limits practicable

with the latter, and when this is done the power developed by the

superheating locomotive will exceed that which is possible with

the saturated-steam locomotive."

The possible economy resulting from the use of the super-
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heater and its relation to tlie degree of superlicat is discussed as

follows : "The Purdue tests dealt principally with steam super-

heated to approximately LSO dog. Fahr. The gain in any serv-

ice resulting from superheating is a function of tlie degree of

superheat employed. The Prussian State Railway prescribes a

boiler pressure of 180 lbs., and a degree of superheat of 190

deg. Fahr. is regarded as satisfactory, while the maximum limit

never to be exceeded is 280 deg. Fahr. Under normal condi-

tions in Prussian State Railway practice, the superheating is

considerably above 200 deg. Fahr. Comparing this with the

Purdue locomotive working under a pressure of 180 lbs., the

temperature of the steam in those tests may have been in-

creased by 33 per cent, without exceeding the limit which has

proved practicable m the every-day practice of the German
railways. The saving in water and fuel resulting from this in-

crease would be proportionate to that increase."

The whole question of the economy of superheating, as far as

fuel is concerned, is thus summarized : "The actual net reduction

in the amount of fuel needed for locomotive use by a railway

having all of its locomotives equipped with satisfactory super-

heaters, over that which would be necessary if all required

saturated steam, will not be far from 10 per cent. This value

is not to be accepted as of strictly scientific import, but merely
as an estimate based on such facts as have appeared in the

course of a rather careful study of the problem."

A summary of conclusions relating to the whole investigation

is given below

:

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

1. Foreign practice has proved that superheated steam may
be successfully used in locomotive service without involving

mechanism which is unduly complicated or difficult to maintain.

2. There is ample evidence to prove that the various details

in contact with the highly heated steam, such as the superheater,

piping, valves, pistons, and rod packing, as employed in German
practice, give practically no trouble in maintenance ; they are

ordinarily not the things most in need of attention when a loco-

motive is held for repairs.

3. The results of tests confirm, in general terms, the state-

ments of German engineers to the effect that superheating mate-

rially reduces the consumption of water and fuel and increases

the power capacity of the locomotive.

4. The combined boiler and superheater tested contains 943

ft. of water-heating surface and 193 ft. of superheating surface;

it delivers steam which is superheated approximately 150 deg.

The amount of superheat diminishes when the boiler pressure is

increased, and increases when the rate of evaporation is in-

creased, the precise relation being

r = 123 — 0.265P 4- 7.28 H
where T represents the superheat in degrees Fahrenheit, P the

boiler pressure by gage, and H the equivalent evaporation per

foot of water-heating surface per hour.

5. The evaporation efficiency of the combined boiler and

superheater tested is

Ez= 11.706 — 0.214 H
where E is the equivalent evaporation per pound of fuel and H
is the equivalent evaporation per hour per foot of water heat-

ing and superheating surface.

6. The addition of the superheater to a boiler originally de-

singned for saturated steam involved some reduction in the

total area of heat-transmitting surface, but the efficiency of the

combination when developing a given amount of power was
not lower than that of the original boiler.

7. The ratio of the heat absorbed per foot of superheating

surface to that absorbed per foot of water-heating surface

ranges from 0.34 to 0.53, the value increasing as the rate of

evaporation is increased.

8. When the boiler and superheater are operated at normal

maximum power, and when they are served with Pennsylvania

or West Virginia coal of good quality, the available heat supplied
is accounted for approximately as follows:

. , , , . Per cent.
Absorbed by water 53
Absorbed by steam in superheater 5

Utilized 57
Lost in vaporizing moistui e in coal 5
Lost in CO 1

Lost through high temperature of ejicaping gases 14
Lost in the form of sparks and cinders \Z
Lost through grate 4
Lost through radiation, leakage, and unaccounted for.... 7

9. The water consumption under normal conditions of run-
ning has been established as follows:

Corresponding steam per
Boiler-pressure. indicated horse-power hour.

Pounds. Pounds.
120 23.8
160 22.3
200 21.6
240 22.6

The minimum steam consumption for the several pressures is

materially below the value given. The least for any test was
20.29 lbs.

10. The coal consumption under normal conditions of running

has been established as follows

:

Coal consumed per
Boiler-pressure. indicated horse-power hour.

Pounds. Pounds.
120 3.31
160 3.08
200 2.97
240 3.12

11. Neither the steam nor the coal consumption are materially

afifected by considerable changes in boiler pressure, a fact which

justifies the use of comparatively low pressures in connection

with superheating.

12. Contrary to the usual conception, the conditions of cut-

off attending maximum cylinder efficiency are substantially the

same for steam superheated 150 deg. as for saturated steam.

With superheated steam, when the boiler pressure is 120, the

best cut-off is approximately 50 per cent, stroke, but this value

should be diminished as the pressure is raised, until at 240 lbs. it

becomes 20 per cent.

13. Tests under low steam pressures, for which the cut-off

is later than half stroke, give evidence of superheat in the

exhaust.

14. The saving in water consumption and in coal consumption

per unit power developed which was effected by the super-

heating locomotive Schenectady No. 3 in comparison with the

saturated-steam locomotive Schenectady No. 2 is as follows

:

Saving in water consumption. Saving in coal consumption.
,

^
s ,

*
V

Locomotive. Locomotive.
Boiler- ,

^
^ Boiler- ,

^
\

pressure. Saturated Super- pressure. Saturated Super-
steam, heating. Gain. steam. heating. Gain.

Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Per cent. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Per cent.

120 29.1 23.8 18 120 4.00 3.31 17
160 26.6 22.3 16 160 3.59 3.08 14
200 2S.S 21.6 15 200 3.43 2.97 13
240 24.7 22.6 9 240 3.31 3.12 6

15. The power capacity of the superheating locomotive is

greater than that of the saturated-steam locomotive.

16. Tests involving intermittent running show that the steam

consumption per unit work delivered is increased when the

program of operations is made to involve intervals of rest, due

doubtless to the cooling of the cylinders and the connected parts.

This loss increases with increase of steam pressure. When the

program of operations involves equal periods of rest and run-

ning it amounts to from S to 10 per cent, of the consumption

under constant running; adding to this the losses resulting from

low efficiency when starting and the radiation and stack losses

during the periods of idleness, the total loss resulting from such

intermittent running, as compared with constant running, is ap-

proximately 20 per cent.

On November 3 last a new section of the line connecting the

West of Minas Railway, Brazil, with the port of Angra dos

Reis, in the state of Rio de Janeiro, was opened to traffic. The

new section extends from station Rio Claro to Alto da Serra.
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HILL TRACK LEVEL. STEEL SLEEPING CARS FOR THE ST. PAUL.

The Burlington is using a combination track gage and level

of a new and novel design, the idea originating with James J.

Hill and having been worked out under his direction. As shown
in the illustration, it consists of a rectangular base built of

1-in. steel tubing and mounted on four wheels, the wheels being

6 in. in diameter, with J^-i"- flange. The distance out to out

of flange is exactly the track gage. On this base a pyramid of

^-in. tubing is built, with a horizontal cross bar at about one-

half the height, to which a level bubble is attached. A pendu-

lum is also pivoted on the same cross bar, the lower end being

Hill Track Level.

weighted and the upper end running to a point and moving along

the arc of the circle, which is fastened to the frame near its

top. On level track the pendulum points to zero, the arc of the

circle being so graduated that the difference in elevation of the

two rails is correctly indicated on the dial, the smallest reading

being 0.2 in. By pushing this over the track the foreman is

able to check his gage, while the dial reading indicates high or

low spots on tangent or the elevation on curves. When not in

use the pendulum can be held rigid by a thum screw at the

base. About 35 of these instruments are now in use on the

La Crosse division, having been built in the company's shops.

A patent has been applied for.

The Hungarian authorities have been contemplating an in-

crease in passenger fares. The famous zone tariff, introduced

in 1889, made a very great reduction from the high rates pre-

viously charged, especially for long-distance travel, of which

there had been very little. It is not so generally known that

this zone tariff has been raised three times since it was first in-

troduced, with no bad effect on the amount of traffic. The aver-

age per passenger mile, however, remains very nearly as low

in Hungary as in Austria and Germany, although the travel

is much less, and the cost, therefore, greater. When the zone

tariff was introduced it was thought that one of its effects would
be to fill the trains better, and it had that effect -at first : only 24

per cent, of the seats were occupied in 1888; for a short time af-

ter the zone tariff was applied the proportion increased to 34 per

cent. ; then decreased from year to year until it is now about 23

per cent. It is also suggested that when the tariff is changed

the zone system be abandoned, and changes be made according to

distance, though, perhaps, not in proportion to distance, the rate

per mile decreasing somewhat for the greater distances, as is now
the case in Italy.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul recently received 59 steel

sleeping cars from the Pullman Company. These were part of

an order which included 59 steel coaches, 20 dining-cars, 8 tour-

ist cars and 4 parlor cars. They are 72 ft. 6 in. long and 10

-lo'oi'-

Secflon at Diaphragm.

i'j,6'i,4'7'Pt.

Section at Needle Beam.

Section Through Underframe.

ft. 1 in. wide over the sills, the width being 5 in. greater than

the Pullman standard section. This is in accordance with the

regular practice of the road. The construction of the under-

frame is similar to that used by the Pullman Company for the

Pennsylvania Railroad. The two center sills are plate girders

-101 OnrSick Plafes—

lOiyOnr Ihsti

Part Elevation, Section and Plan of Vestibule.

2 ft. 2 in. deep, made up of 4 in. X 3 in. X 5i •"• upper angles,

a 5-16 in. web, 3 in. X 3 in. X 5^ in. lower angles, and a con-

tinuous cover plate on the top, 30 in. X Vi in- The center sills

extend between the cast steel double bolsters at the ends, which

are composite steel castings, including the bolster and platform.

The side sills, 6 in. X 4 in. X H in. angles are tied to the center

sills by two needle beams built up of steel castings and by the
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Plan of Steel Sleeping Car; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
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Part Elevation of Side Framing of Steel Sleeping Car.

Steel Sleeping Car; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
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Part Plan and Section of Underframe of Steel Sleeping Car.
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diaphragms. The illustrations show clearly the underframe con-

struction ; also the steel super-structure and the vestibule, which
is in accordance witii the Pullman standards. The side con-

struction, which is shown in detail, is made up entirely of rolled

sections, principally angles; the belt rail is a 4 in. X ^H in. X
7-16 in. angle, and is connected to the side sill angles by 3 in.

X 2 in. X '

i ill. vertical angle posts. The floor is built up of

1-16 in, steel plates, corrugated longitudinally; hair felt insula-

tion; wooden furring strips, Keystone flooring and is covered

with a layer f)f Flexolitii.

On the inside the sleeping compartment contains 12 Pullman
sections. It is fmislied in Cuban mahogany, the men's smoking

interior of Steel Sleeping Car; Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul.

room and lavatory in English oak, the drawing-room in Koko
wood and the women's toilet in Vermillion. The arrangement

of these compartments is shown in the plan. The decorations

consist of inlaid wood, and '"twentieth century" style color work
for the ceilings. A dynamo in the baggage car and the railway's

standard storage batteries furnish electric light. An auxiliary

gas lighting system is provided, and the Chicago Car Heating

company's vapor system of heating is used.

The six-wheel trucks have 38 in. Paige wheels, and weigh

21,000 lbs. each. The car body weighs 110,300 lbs., which makes
the total weight 152,300 lbs.

Nearly all of the Japanese railways were built as narrow-

gage lines, which in a country almost without wagon roads,

seemed to serve every purpose. Experience in the Russian war,

however, has convinced the authorities that they are. not effective

when a heavy traffic must be handled, and it has been determined

to make the whole lines from Tokio southwest to Shimonoseki,

opposite Corea, of 4 ft. 8H in- gage, and also the road in Corea,

from Fusan, opposite Shimonoseki, by Seoul to the Manchurian

border at Wiju. The line thence to the South Manchurian rail-

v/ay has already been changed. The line from Tokio to Shimon-

oseki is 801 miles long; the Corean line about 500; and that

connecting it with Siberian line about 150. Traffic with the

Siberian and the Chinese railways can be exchanged much bet-

ter by sea than by this long line, the direction of which is

southwest from Tokio to the straits, and thence northwest.

Aside from the local traffic, strategical reasons have doubtless

determined the change, which is to be completed in 13 years.

EXTENSION OF THE SIBERIAN RAILWAYS.

It is reported that the Russian government contemplates the
improvement of the existing Siberian railway and creating du-
plicate approaches both in European Russia and the Far East.
When these works are completed, in 1915, the imperial treasury
will have expended on the Siberian railway somewhat over
$1,000,000,000, which includes both cost of construction and loss

on exploitation. In exchange for this Russia will have a com-
plete double-track system from the Ural mountains to the Pacific,

with double approaches, of a total length of 6,844 miles. During
1910 the Ministry of Communications introduced into the Duma
three bills providing for parts of this vast work. The first is to

double the Baikal-Kultchuk section of the Circumbaikal railway,

the second is concerned with the eastern part of the new Amur
railway, and the third is for double tracking the existing Trans-
baikal railway. The most important work strategically is the

Amur raihvay, which will supply Russia with communication
with the Far East, running through Russian territory alone, as

against the existing Chinese Eastern Hne. The new Amur line

will be 1,344 miles long, and, as officially estimated, will cost

$121,050,000, but including rolling stock, and guarding during con-
struction, the cost is put at $149,244,000. With the completion of

this work, which has been two years in hand, Russia will for the

first time have railway communication with the Far East lying

entirely in native territory. The second great work under way is

connecting St. Petersburg, Russia, and the European Northern
railway system with the main Siberian hne, the chief approach to

which has hitherto been through Moscow and Central Russia. This

new line runs through the towns of Perm, Ekaterinburg, and
Tyumen, and joins the Siberian railway at Omsk. The section

from Perm to Ekaterinburg is finished. The total cost of this

new approach and incidental improvements will be $43,243,000.

Doubling and improving the existing track of the Siberian

railway is the next work. This was begun in 1907. For three

sections of doubling work, and for reconstructing the hilly parts

of the Eastern Siberian railway, between Atchinsk and Irkutsk,

the Ministry of Communications has asked for $82,309,000, but

in addition there are sections for which no estimates have yet

been prepared. Adding these costs, calculated on the basis of

past outlays, the Russian engineer, Mikhailovsky, puts the cost of

reconstructing the existing Siberian line at $97,966,000. This

makes a total cost of new works undertaken during the past three

years of $290,453,000. Engineering defects in the line will remain

in steep gradients in the Transbaikal railway, which require

double traction, a large number of short curves, and wooden
bridges over the narrow rivers, which are constantly destroyed

by fire. The correction of these defects will bring the total to

$302,210,000. The statistical department of the Ministry of Com-
munications put the construction outlay up to 1907 on the Si-

berian and Manchurian railways at $422,412,000. The losses on

exploitation during the 14 years which have elapsed since

1896, when the western section of the Siberian line was opened,

are given at $211,693,000. The exploitation losses for the six

years which will elapse before the present schemes are finished

will amount to about $60,831,000. This makes the total cost of

the completed Siberian Railway $997,146,000, or about $146,827

per mile, notwithstanding that practically no compensation had

to be paid for land, and that more than half the line runs through

flat territory.

No new lines were opened for traffic in the Transvaal, Soutli

Africa, during 1909, but the construction of the following lines,

with an estimated length of 504 miles, was authorized and is now

in hand : Pietersburg to Bandolier Kop, 70 miles ; Welverdiend

to Saltpans, with branch line to Lichtenburg, 146 miles; Ermelo

to Piet Retief, 70 miles; extension of Selati line to Tzaneen,

140;^ miles; Benoni-Welgedacht line, 18>4 miles; Waterworks-

Wepener line, 59 miles. All the above are in the Transvaal,

except the Waterworks-Wepener line, which is in Orange River

Colony.



Central Nctwe ^^irttott.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Association of Operating

Officers held its annual meeting at Chicago, February 20, 21

and 22.

President Diaz of Mexico has presented to S. M. Felton, presi-

dent of the Chicago Great Western, an excellent portrait of

himself painted by the Mexican artist, Romero. The portrait

is 3 ft. X 4 ft. in size.

Employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad have been notified

that the privileges of St. John's Orphanage, Philadelphia, are

available for the daughters of employees of the road who have

been killed in the discharge of their duties. This orphanage was
endowed by J. Edgar Thomson, former president of the road.

Suit has been brought in the federal court at Indianapolis,

Ind., against the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, for

alleged violation of the 16-hour law. It is alleged that the

crew of a train running between Indianapolis, Ind., and Mattoon,

111., on January 9, 1911, was kept in service unlawfully more
than 16 hours.

E. Moody Boynton, of Massachusetts, who once built a

short railway in which the cars ran on a single rail, and who
has projected schemes of this kind a number of times in past

j-'ears, is still alive; and in Boston last week he applied to the

legislature for leave to build such a railway from Boston to

Fall River, Providence and other places.

The bill providing for the inspection of locomotive boilers

under the supervision of inspectors appointed by the President

and the Interstate Commerce Commission, was signed by the

President February 17. After the passage of this bill in the

Senate, as reported in the Railway Age Gazette of January 20,

it was amended by the addition of a section limiting the total

expenditures under it to $300,000 a year.

Northbound train No. 36 of the Southern Railway was
stopped by robbers near Gainesville, Ga., on the morning of

February 18, and the money in the safe in the express car

was carried off. The robbers did not go into the passenger
cars. The train was stopped by a red light, at a station,

the robbers having bound and gagged the station agent.

They went off in an automobile and scattered red pepper
along the road to prevent being followed by blood-hounds.

The appraisers appointed by the Massachusetts legislature to

make an inquiry as to the valuation of the property of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford have filed their detailed report.

As announced in these columns perviously, the appraisers find

that the value of the property exceeds the securities issued on
this property. The appraisers' figure now show that they estimate

the property of the New Haven, excluding intangible assets, at

$496,000,000, while the total obligations of the company are

$340,000,000.

The Western Union Telegraph Company has notified the

railways with which it has working contracts that messages
not on the business of the railway must not be sent free, be-

cause of the liability to incur the penalties of the Interstate

Commerce Law. It is said that the messages aimed at by
this notice are those in which the railways order tickets and
sleeping car berths for passengers. The railways reply that

messages of this character are railway business and are not
prohibited by the terms of the law.

The Denver & Rio Grande and the Colorado & Southern have
made a contract under which the D. & R. G. gets trackage

rights over the C. & S. between Gunnison, Colo., and the Bald-

win coal mines, and between Gunnison and Ohio City and Pitkin

;

and the Colorado & Southern gets trackage rights over the

Denver & Rio Grande from Leadville, Colo., to Dillon. In each

case the trackage rights are exclusive, the owning road retiring

entirely from the use of the tracks in question. The two roads

own parallel lines between the places mentioned, and the present

action means the abolition of fruitless competition.

Offers of compromise amounting to several million dollars

have been made by the Southern Pacific to the Department of

Justice in an endeavor to end twenty-five suits brought by the

Government to recover about 70,000 acres of mineral land in

Nevada. The twenty-five suits are now before the Circuit Court
at Carson City, Ncv. The Government claimed that under the

land law of 1862 the Central Pacific, which has been merged in

the Southern Pacific, acquired the land illegally. If the offer is

accepted and the suits called off the railway company would re-

turn to the Government thousands of acres of mineral bearing

lands.

The Post Office Department has issued an order that rail-

way mail clerks on the heavy lines shall be required to

work an average of only six hours a day, and clerks who
have to do terminal work at either end of their runs will be
allowed over-time. For many weeks back clerks on many
railways, both east and west, have been complaining of over-

work, their hours having been lengthened as a part of the

general scheme of economy introduced by Postmaster Hitch-
cock. Many clerks on the heavy runs are on duty ten hours
or more every day, for six days, and the average of six hours
a day, mentioned in the order, includes the days when clerks

remain off the cars and spend two or three hours daily in

studying their geography lessons, which study is a part of

their duties.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad Company has sent notice to the

New Jersey legislature that the company intends to abandon
the use of the Morris canal for navigation, surrendering to the

state substantially all of the rights enjoyed by it in connection

with its control of the canal. The canal company every year

falls several thousand dollars short of paying expenses. The
largest boat on the canal carries only 70 tons and takes five

days to traverse the length of the canal, which is from the

Delaware river at Phillipsburg to the Hudson river at Jersey

City. This canal was chartered in 1824. Soon after the open-

ing of railways from the anthracite coal mines to tidewater, it

went into insolvency; because of the competition of the loco-

motives; and was reorganized in 1844. The canal company has

the right to use water from lake Hopatcong and Greenwood
lake. These rights will be surrendered to the state.

The boilermakers in a number of shops of the New York
Central Lines went out on strike on Monday of this week,
the chief grievance being objections to the piece-work sys-

tem. The leaders of the boilermakers' brotherhocxi claim

that 800 men have struck, but officers of the road say that

this is an exaggeration; also that some of the strikers have
returned to work and the places of some others have been
filled with non-union men. On the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, the superintendent of motive power says that of

the 203 boilermakers employed by the company, only 97

left their work; and before an hour 16 of these decided to

return. This officer says that the men have the option of

working by the piece or not ; and that the men working by the

new plan earned in January 47.6 cents an hour, as against 35

cents made by the men who worked by the day. Similar com-
parisons are made with reference to other shops. An officer of

the road in New York City says that the largest shops east of

Buffalo are not affected.

Aristocrats All Around Us.

One statistician tells us that 746,221 individuals own the stock

of all the railways and industrial corporations of the country.

This is astounding, and we hope the report is exaggerated.

If it be true, something should be done about it. It looks very

bad to have such a large aristocracy. An aristocracy worthy
of the name and the position should be small and exclusive.

We are perfectly willing to work hard and support stockholders

who are dignified and rare, but they must not allow themselves

to become common.

—

Life.

Additional Automatic Stops in New York Subway.

The New York Public Service Commission, First district,

has ordered the Interborough Rapid Transit Company to in-

stall and mamtain stops in connection with all of its stop sig-

nals on the local tracks, the work to be done before July 1,

1911. On the express tracks the Interborough has automatic
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block signals, with automatic stops throughout, but on the local
tracks signals (controlled by track circuits, like block signals)
are in use only at curves and other places where the motor-
man's view of the preceding train is obstructed or obscure.
The commission considered a proposition to require the use of
the block system complete on the local tracks, but finally con-
cluded to agree with the officers of the road that, with trains

stopping every quarter mile or thereabouts, the use of block
signals throughout the lines would seriously delay the trains.

3,000 Miles in 75 Hours.

The above heading tells approximately the speed made by a
special train which arrived in New York last Sunday night from
Yuma, Ariz., over the Southern Pacific, the Rock Island Lines
and the New York Central Lines. The train carried Charles G.
Gates, who had suffered a slight bodily injury in California and
who was in a hurry to reach his family doctor in New York.
The time made by the train over different parts of its journey
is shown in the record below

:

Distance.
Miles.

Yuma, Ariz Thursday, 16th. .Lv. 5:30 p. m., P.T.
El Paso, Tex Friday 7:00 a. tn 564
Hutchinson, Kan. . .Saturday 6:14a. m 724.5

Time.

Chicago, 111 Sunday...,
1,288.5

.Ar. 4:50 a. m., C.T. 738.5

Yuma to Chicago 2,027 57 h. 20 m.

Chicago, 31st st. . . .Sunday Lv. 5:02 a. m., C.T.
Elkhart 6:48 a. m 99
Toledo 9:04 a. m 133
Cleveland 10:45 a. m 108
Buffalo Ar. 1:52 p.m., C.T. 181

Chicago, 3]^t street, to Buffalo, Seneca street 521 8 h. SO m.

Yuma to Buft'alo 2,548 66 h. 10 m.

Buffalo, Seneca street.

Syracuse
Albany
New York

Lv. 2:55 p. m., E.T.
5:32 p. m 149
8:26 p. m 148

, ..Ar. 10:49p. m., E.T. 142

Buffalo to New York 439 7 h. 54 m.
Chicago to New York 960 16 h. 47 m.
Yuma to New York 2,787 74 h. 19 m.

From Yuma to El Paso, the route was over the Southern
Pacific; from El Paso to Chicago, the El Paso & Southwestern
and other lines controlled by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific;

from Chicago to Bufifalo, the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
and from Buffalo to New York, over the New York Central &
Hudson River. The distances shown in our record differ from
those in the time-tables, because of short distances cut off at

Chicago & Buffalo. At Chicago, the Rock Island delivered the

train to the Lake Shore at Thirty-first street, which is two miles

from the terminus, cutting off this distance both from the Rock
Island Line and that of the Lake Shore. At Buffalo, in like

manner, about one mile is saved.

West of Chicago a large part of the line traversed by this

train is single track ; and near Volland, Kan., there was a

delay of about two hours because of the derailment of a freight

train. In spite of this the average speed from El Paso to Topeka
was about 45 miles an hour. Between Syracuse and Albany
there was about 20 minutes delay, because of a train ahead.

From Albany to New York, the time, 143 minutes, is said to

be the best which has ever been made over the Hudson division

and this, notwithstanding the necessity of changing, engines at

the beginning of the electric division at High Bridge, seven

miles out of New York.

The time from Chicago to New York, which was 1 hour and
13 minutes better than that of the regular 18-hour trains, was a

trifle slower than that of a special train which was run in

March, 1909. From Yuma to New York, the rate of speed, in-

cluding all stops, was 40.41 miles an hour.

American Association of General Baggage Agents.

At the annual meeting of the American Association of General

Baggage Agents, held at San Antonio, Tex., February IS and 16,

the following officers were elected for the ensuing year : Presi-

dent, F. H. Jones (St. Louis Southwestern) ; vice-president, Ben-

ton Quick (Missouri Pacific) ; secretary-treasurer, J. E. Quick
(Grand Trunk) ; members of the executive committee, George
H. Lee, George L. Alley and C. J. Wiggin. New York was
chosen as the place of the next annual meeting.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.

The March meeting of the Bridge and Building Association
will be held at the Auditorium hotel in Chicago, on Wednesday
evening, March 22. As many of the members will be in attend-
ance at the convention of the Maintenance of Way Association
and the exhibition of railway appliances, it is thought that a
good attendance of the members of the association can be secured
at this meeting. Further information concerning the meeting
can be obtained at the booth of Fairbanks, Morse & Co., in
spaces 92-95 at the Coliseum, during the week of the exhibition.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association.

At the Tuesday evening (March 21) session of the American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association con-
vention, M. H. Wickhorst, engineer of tests for the rail com-
mittee, will present an illustrated paper which will be a digest
of the investigations made by the rail committee during the past
year. After the reading of the paper there will be an informal
smoker. The annual banquet of the association will be held
March 22 in the Auditorium hotel.

Western Railway Club.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Western Railway Club,
held at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, on February 21, T. W.
Demarest, superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania
Lines at Ft. Wayne, Ind., presented a paper on M. C. B. Inter-
change Inspection at the Union Stock Yards, Chicago.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911; Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East
St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; ne.\t meeting, March 22, Chicago.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance op Way Associa-
tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,
1911, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911; Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August; New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society op Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York; next convention. May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association op American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911; New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911; Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. flt

N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June, Washington, D. C; annual,
November, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
A<bms St., Chicago; June 19, 1911; Boston. Mass.
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Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Coiiard. 24 I'aik I'lace, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ky., Montreal,
(Jue. ; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug.; Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement II. McLcod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays; Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court. Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.— 11. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; IJuffalo, N. Y.

Civil F.niwnefks" Society of St. Paul.—D. l'. Jurgcnsen, 116 Winter St.,

St. I'aul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug.; St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Ilarris-

burg. Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, liarrisburg. Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Ililes, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,
St. Paul, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—11. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday;
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C., H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911; Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & L R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn. Next convention July 25-27,

Cliicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August; Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.; Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday;
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk.; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo., 3d Friday in Month; Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgk,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August; Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March
20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo,

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio; annual, May 22-24, 1911; Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, III.; Oct., 1911; St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.; St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20, Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential
bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs.; Jan., April, August and Nov.;
Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual, May 6, 1911; Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last
Tuesday in month, except June, July and August; New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; meetings monthly; Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stew-
art Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911; Baltimore, Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st
Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Ituffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual.
May 8, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August; Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,
Chicago.

©raffir Netti;^.

'J"he Cincinnati 1 ranspoiialion Club lias decided to issue a call

for a meeting of all the traffic clubs in the country, for the pur-

pose of forming a national traffic organization.

A press despatch from Memphis, Tenn., says that the railways

south of the Ohio river, and also some of those north of it,

contemplate increasing, by 1 cent per 100 lbs., their rates on
lumber.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has adopted a rate of 2"^ cents

a mile for all local passenger fares on its lines in the state

of Pennsylvania. The new tariffs make no important changes
except in isolated cases. Some fares are slightly increased
and others slightly decreased.

The railways have lengthened the schedules of some of their

freight and passenger trains between Chicago and St. Paul, and
the traffic committee of the Chicago Association of Commerce has

taken steps looking to a conference with the railways, claiming

that Chicago shippers are suffering from the slow time.

On February 20 through merchandise car service was estab-

lished from Chicago to points in the southwest via the Burlington,

the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and connections. The
cars will leave Chicago daily at 7.15 p. m., and arrive at Paducah,
Ky., at 9.30 p. m. on the second day. Freight will reach At-
lanta, Ga., on the second day from Paducah.

The special educational good roads train of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, which has lately been traversing the lines of the com-
pany in western Pennsylvania, gathered audiences aggregating

more than 13,000 people. Sixty-one lectures were given and an

additional lecture car was put on the train. The train is in

charge of Prof. John P. Jackson, dean of the School of Engi-

neering of the Pennsylvania State College. It is to visit the

eastern part of the state. W. B. Thomson, one of the division

engineers of the road, is giving addresses on the subject of good
roads before farmers' institutes.

Traffic Club of New York

At the meeting of the Traffic Club of New York, to be held

on February 28, Calvin Tomkins, commissioner of docks and
ferries of the city of New York, will speak on The Port of

New York. The lecture will be illustrated by both stereopticon

views and models, showing the tentative plans of the proposed

railway and canal terminals.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Loss Due to Ignorance of Best Routes.

A. C. Parfrey v. Chicago, Mihvaukee & St. Paul et al.

Rate of 341/2 cents per 100 lbs. for transportation of cheese

boxes in carloads, Richland Center, Wis., to Dodgeville, Wis.,

found unreasonable. Reparation awarded.

Complainant alleged that the rates exacted by defendants

for the transportation of four carloads of cheese boxes from
Richmond Center to Dodjreville, Wis., in 1909, were imreasonable

in so far as they exceeded a joint commodity rate subsequently

established. TliC freight charges collected amounted to $205.46.

The shipments were carried from Madison to destination by the

Illinois Central, partly through Illinois. Defendants stated that

a joint rate of 175^ cents was in efifect over the lines of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Chicago & North

Western wholly within Wisconsin. The distance by the

intrastate route is 104 miles, by the interstate route 168

miles. Complainant was unaware of a difference in rates

over the two routes, and directed the movement via the

Illinois Central upon request of consignee. No rate was in-

serted in any of the bills of lading. Afterward defend-

ants established a joint commodity rate of 1714 cents; but

we are not inclined to hold that defendants should be required

to accept a rate which appears to have been deemed reasonable

over a much shorter route. On the other hand, we find that

the rate collected, amounting to 4.1 cents per ton per mile, was
somewhat excessive, and that a rate of 28J/2 cents would have

afYorded fair compensation ; and reparation is ordered in the sum
of $31.33, with interest from October 6, 1909. (20 I. C. C. 104.)
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COURT NEWS.

Tlie new commerce court will hold iu first hearings in Wash-
ington on April 3, tIioiii;h one of the judges (Judge Mack)
is going to California hetween now and that time to take tes-

timony in suits concerning switching charges at San Francisco
and Los Angeles. It is said that prohably the case that will

be hoard at Washington, April 3, will be that of the Louisville

& Nashville vs. The Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Supreme Court of the United States, in an opinion by
Mr. Justice Hughes, has sustained the constitutionality of

the law of Iowa, passed in 1898, enabling an employee of

the operating department of a railway to sue his employer
for injuries, notwithstanding the fact that he had received

injury benefits from a relief department supported partially

by the road. The suit was that of Charles L. McGuire
against the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy for $2,000 dam-
ages for injuries. McGuirc had received $882 from the Bur-
lington Relief Department. One of the regulations of the

department was that employees must elect between accept-

ing relief from it and i)rosecuting a claim against the com-
pany. The company first contended that the recovery from
the relief fund was a bar to the action in court, and, when
that was decided against it, an attack was made on the con-
stitutionality of the law. The Supreme Court of Iowa up-
held the constitutionality of the law and that decision is

now affirmed.

The Supreme Court of the United States has decided in fa-

vor of Frederick Weyerhaeuser and others the suit brought
by them against Herbert H. Hoyt for possession of North-
ern Pacific lands. Weyerhaeuser was the grantee of the
Northern Pacific of certain lands which the road had selected
under a public land grant. Hoj't was the grantee of a home-
steader who Ifad filed on the lands subsequent to the date
on which the road made its selections and filed them in the
land office, but prior to the time the railway's selections

were approved by the Secretary of the Interior. In an
opinion by Chief Justice White the Supreme Court holds
that the action of the Secretary of the Interior in approving
the selections by the Northern Pacific related back to the

date of the filing of the selections in the local land office and
thereby gave priority to the railwa3^ Justices Harlan and
Day dissented from the opinion and Justice Harlan read a

dissenting opinion in which he held that the majority opinion
of the court had reversed the uniform rule of decisions of

the Supreme Court and that held that the filing of a list of

selections by a railway company under a land grant created
no title as of that date; that the title did not vest until the

selections were approved by the Secretary of the Interior.

On the trial of the case in the Circuit Court for the District

of Minnesota the railway grantees won. On appeal to the
Circuit Court of Appeals this decision was reversed, and the
Supreme Court now reverses the Court of Appeals and sus-
tained the Circuit Court for the District of Minnesota.

The Supreme Court of the United States on Monday of this

week issued a large number of decisions. Besides that noted
above, cases were decided embodying the following points

:

That a passenger has no right to buy tickets with services,

advertising, releases, or property, nor may the railway buy
services, advertising, relea.'-.es or property with transportation.

That a state law regulating the size of crews on trains within

the state is not an obstruction to interstate commerce, but may
be an aid ; and a means of public safety.

That the supreme court may review the validity of an order of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, even though the two-
year limitation on the life of the order has expired.

That a railway may not escape regulation as an instrument

of interstate commerce in the matter of wharf privileges because

one of its constituent parts is a wharfage company.
That the Interstate Commerce Commission may not reduce a

rate as "unjust and unreasonable" merely because it is inequi-

table under some circumstances.

The most recent section of the Cape to Cairo Railway from
the north to be completed is understood to be from Khartum to

Wad Madani, a point about 100 miles south of Khartum.

Jlailmay (}^((iccv0.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Frederick II. Prince, vice-president of the Chicago Junction
Railways and Union Stock Yards Company, has been elected

president, succeeding Nathaniel Thayer, resigned on account of

ill health, and Eugene V. R. Thayer has been elected vice-

president.

Operating Officers.

E. A. Sollitt, road foreman of engines of the Wabash at Mont-
pelier, Ohio, has been appointed trainmaster, with office at

Moberly, Mo., succeeding J. W. Jones, promoted.

J. E. Taussig, superintendent of terminals of the Wabash Rail-

road at St. Louis. Mo., has been appointed superintendent of

terminals of the Houston & Texas Central, with office at Hous-
ton, Texas.

J. W. Jones, trainmaster of the Wabash Railroad nt Moberly,

Mo., has been appointed superintendent of terminals, with office

at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding J. E. Taussig, resigned, to go to

another company.

H. Hatcher, superintendent of the Southern Railway in Mis-

sissippi at Columbus, Miss., has been appointed general super-

intendent of the Georgia, Southern & Florida, with office at

Macon, Ga., succeeding O. M. Grady, resigned.

W. H. Averell, whose resignation as superintendent of the

Los Angeles division of the Southern Pacific, has been announced
in these columns, has been appointed an assistant on the staff

of the general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at

Baltimore, Md., effective March 1.

J. A. Gordon, superintendent of the Southern division of the

Chicago Great Western at Des Moines, Iowa, has been appointed

superintendent of the Eastern division, with office at Chicago,

succeeding W. B. Causey, and Mr. Causey succeeds Mr. Gordon
on the Southern division. C. E. Carson has been appointed

superintendent, with office at Clarion, Iowa, succeeding M. Dailey,

resigned.

T. A. Shea, who has been appointed superintendent of the

Missouri Pacific, with office at Aurora, Mo., as was previously an-

nounced in these columns, was born in Virginia in 1870. He
began railway work when he was 12 years old as a messenger for

the Chesapeake & Ohio, and he was later made a telegraph oper-

ator. In 1889 he became a fireman with the Plant System of

Railways, now the Atlantic Coast Line, and was afterwards pro-

moted to engineer and then trainmaster. In 1894 he went with

the Illinois Central, where he was conductor for two years, and
during the period from 1897 to 1902 he was despatcher and then

chief despatcher of the Atlantic Coast Line. His next position

was despatcher for the Missouri Pacific at De Soto, Mo. He
was promoted to chief despatcher at Poplar Blufif, Mo., in 1906,

and was transferred with the same title to Little Rock, Ark., in

1907. He was appointed trainmaster, with office at Little Rock,

in 1908, from which position he is now promoted to superintend-

ent as above.

C. E. Carson, who has been appointed superintendent of the

Chicago Great Western, with office at Clarion, Iowa, was born

January 9, 1867, at Portsmouth, Ohio. He graduated from
Carleton College at Syracuse, Ohio, in 1884, and began rail-

way work in the same year with the Kansas City, Ft. Scott &
Memphis, now part of the St. Louis & San Francisco, at Kansas
City, Mo. He was first a switchman, and was promoted con-

secutively to brakeman, conductor, yardmaster and general yard-

master. For four years from 1893 he was chief clerk to the

superintendent of the Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis, and was appointed superintendent of terminals of the

Missouri Pacific at Kansas City in 1897. In 1902 he was trans-

ferred with the same title to St. Louis, where he remained about

two years, becoming superintendent of the Colorado & Southern

at Denver, Colo., in December, 1903. Three years later he went

with the Mexican Central and the National Lines of Mexico as

superintendent, with office at Tampico, Mex., remaining there
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for two years. He was then made manager of the Mexican
Fuel Company, which position he held at the time of his appoint-

ment to the superintendency of the Chicago Great Western as

above.

Traffic Officers.

C. Lacy Goodrich has been appointed general Oriental agent

of the Western Pacific, with office at Yokohama, Japan.

T. K. Partridge has been appointed traveling freight agent of

the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, with office at Wichita, Kan.

E. F. Bertling has been appointed a traveling freight agent

of the Union Pacific, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding

W. G. Tabbert, resigned.

W. P. Moats has been appointed general agent of the Kansas
City Southern, with office at Mexico City, Mex., his territory

comprising the Republic of Me.xico.

A. W. Boyle has been appointed a traveling freight agent of

the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with office at New
Orleans, La., succeeding N. C. Barnett, resigned.

J. C. Fraser, trav-eling freight agent of the Chattanooga South-

ern at Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed a soliciting agent

of the Central of Georgia, with office at Montgomery, Ala.

M. Clarke, until October, 1910, general agent of the Tonopah
& Goldfield at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed a contract-

ing freight agent of the Illinois Central, with office at San
Francisco.

A. D. Aiken, commercial agent of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific at McAlester, Okla., has been appointed a commercial
agent, with office at St. Joseph, Mo., succeeding R. F. Atwood,
promoted.

A. S. Hindman has been appointed agent of the Michigan
Central-Lackawanna Fast Freight Line, with office at Chicago,

succeeding C. C. Campbell, promoted. W. H. Norie has been

appointed a traveling freight agent, with office at Chicago.

C. M. Burkhalter, district freight and passenger agent of the

Southern Pacific at Oakland, Cal., has been appointed general

agent in the freight department of the Sunset and Atlantic

Steamship Lines, with office at San Francisco, Cal. As has been

announced in these columns, L. Richardson succeeds Mr. Burk-
halter.

S. A. Kendig, travelmg passenger agent of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe at Galveston, Texas, has been appointed

colonization agent of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, with office

at Galveston, succeeding to part of the duties of G. A. Dobbin,

industrial and colonization agent, resigned. H. Y. Williams,

assistant city passenger agent at Fort Worth, Texas, succeeds

Mr. Kendig as traveling passenger agent, with office at Temple.

Texas, instead of at Galveston.

Incident to the promotion of Samuel G. H.itch from general

passenger agent of the Illinois Central, the Indianapolis Southern

and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley at Chicago to passenger

traffic manager, John A. Scott, assistant general passenger agent

of the Illinois Central at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed

general passenger agent, with jurisdiction over the lines of the

Illinois Central south of the Ohio river and over the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley, with office at Memphis. H. J. Phelps, divi-

sion passenger agent of the Illinois Central at Dubuque, Iowa,

has been appointed general passenger agent of the northern and

western lines of the Illinois Central and of the Indianapolis

Southern, with office at Chicago. W. H. Brill, division passenger

agent of the Illinois Central at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-

pointed an assistant general passenger agent of the Illinois Cen-

tral and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with office at New Or-

leans, La., and G. H. Bower, general baggage agent of the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas at Parsons, Kan., has been appointed an

assistant general passenger agent of the Illinois Central and the

Indianapolis Southern, with office at Chicago. J. M. Morisey, dis-

trict passenger agent at Indianapolis, Ind, succeeds Mr. Phelps as

division passenger agent at Dubuque, and A. J. McDougall suc-

ceeds Mr. Morisey. F. D. Miller, district passenger agent at

Birmingham, Ala., succeeds Mr. Brill as division passenger agent

at St. Louis, and Robert Anderson succeeds Mr. Miller. The

appointments are effective March 1.

Samuel G. Hatch.

Samuel G. Hatch, wjiose appointment as passenger traffic man-
ager of the Illinois Central, the Indianapolis Southern and the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, vvitii office at Chicago, has been an-

nounced in these col-

umns, was born March
22, 1865, at St. Louis,

Mo. He began railway

work in 1880, as a clerk

in the general passenger

department of the St.

Louis, Keokuk & North-
western, now a part of

the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. Two years

later he was promoted
to ticket agent of that

road and the Burlington

at Keokuk, Iowa, re-

maining there until 1885.

In November, 1888, he
was made traveling pas-

senger agent of the

St. Louis, Arkansas &
Texas, now the St. Louis
Southwestern ; he was
afterward promoted to

district passenger agent

at Louisville, Ky.. and
then to chief in the general passenger department. He was ap-

pointed district passenger and ticket agent of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Southwestern at Memphis, Tenn., in March, 1895, and a

year later was promoted to general passenger agent. In Au-
gust, 1896. lie went with the Illinois Central as division passenger

agent at Cincinnati, Ohio, and was promoted to assistant general

passenger agent, at Chicago in April, 1900. In July, 1905, he was
appointed general passenger agent, from which office he has now
been promoted to passenger traffic manager a sabove.

Engineering ana Rolling Stock Officers.

O. S. Jacksf n. master mechanic of the Chicago, Indian-

apolis & Louisville at Lafayette, Ind., has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power of the Chicago, Terre Haute & South-

eastern, with office at Terre Haute, Ind.

William P. Carroll, whose appointment as master mechanic

of the New York Central & Hudson River, with office at

Rochester, N. Y., has been announced in these columns, was
born July 21, 1876, at

Buffalo. He was edu-

cated in the high school

of his native town and
began railway work in

August, 1895, with the

Buffalo & Susquehanna
as a machinist's appren-

tice. The following year

he left the service of

that company to go to

the Lukens Iron &
Steel Company, and was
later a machinist with

the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. He went to the

Pennsylvania Railroad as

a machinist in 1898, and
the following year left

that company to go to

the New York Central

in the same capacity,

since which time he has

been consecutively, 1901,

engine inspector ; 1902,

air brake inspector; 1905, engine house foreman, and 1907, gen-

eral . foreman, which position he held at the time of his recent

appointment as master mechanic in charge of the territory

between Rochester and Syracuse with all branches. Mr. Car-

roll received most of his railway training under C. H. Hogan,

assistant superintendent of motive power of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River.

W. P. Carroll.
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Burchill Richardson Moore, whose .•iiipuiiitiiRMit as super-

intendent of motive power of the Dnhith iH: Iron Ranne was
announced in the Raihi'oy A^c l.'nacllr of h'ehruary 3, page

259, was born Septeinhcr

5, 1865. at Sumter, S. C.

He was educated at tlie

State Normal Academy
at Fredonia, N. Y., and
held an apprenticeship

at the Brooks Loco-
motive Works from 1881

to 1885. In tlie latter

3'ear he began railway

work with the Union
Pacific as draftsman and
machinist, and he re-

mained with that com-
pany 13 years, first at

Omaha, Neb., and later

being transferred to

Kansas City, Kan.

;

Cheyenne, Wyo. ; and
Denver, Colo. His next

position was with the

Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with which
road he did special work
in California for a year.

In April, 1899, he was appointed chief draftsman on the Chicago

& North Western, and three years later was promoted to

mechanical engineer of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha at St. Paul, Minn. He was later promoted to assistant

superintendent of motive power and machinery at Sioux City,

Iowa, and for a year from June, 1908, was engaged in a private

enterprise. In May, 1909, he was appointed master mechanic
of the Mississippi Central, with office at Hattiesburg, Miss.,

which office he has just resigned to become superintendent of

motive power of the Duluth & Iron Range, with office at Two
Harbors, Minn.

Purchasing Officers.

W. L. Cooper has been appointed a division storekeeper of the

Mobile & Ohio, with office at Murphysboro, 111., succeeding D. L.

Balch, transferred.

;B. R. Moore.

OBITUARY.

Charles D. Simonson, special agent in the freight department
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at New York, died on
February 15, at his home in Brooklyn, N. Y., at the age of 70
years.

John Franklin Hinckley, formerly chief engineer of the

St. Louis & San Francisco, died on February 20, at the home
of his sister in St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Hinckley was born in

Boston, Mass., and after being graduated from the School
of Technology in that city he went to St. Louis and entered
the service of the St. Louis & San Francisco in the engineer-
ing department as chief engineer, a position he held until he
resigned two years ago to begin private practice.

William Ashbridge Baldwin, former president of the Cleve-

land & Marietta, which is now a part of the Pennsylvania Sys-

tem, died in Sewickley, Pa., February 17. Mr. Baldwin was
born on June 28, 1835, at Philadelphia, and began railway work
in November, 1851, with a party of engineers making surveys

in Schuylkill county, Pa. In March, 1857, he went to Honduras,
Central America, as assistant engineer, leveler and topographer

on the Honduras Inter-Oceanic Railway. In December of the

following year he returned to this country and entered the

employ of the Pennsylvania Railroad. In 1862 he was appointed

superintendent of the Western division of the Philadelphia &
Erie. By May, 1870, he had become general superintendent of

the Philadelphia & Erie division, and in September, 1881, he was
appointed manager of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh. In 1888 he went to the Bufifalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh

as vice-president and general manager, but five years later he

returned to the Pennsylvania System and was made president

of the Cleveland & Marietta.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Algoma Central & Hudson Bay.—An officer writes that a
contract has been given to the Superior Construction Company,
Ltd., lCs])anoIa, Ont., for building an extension of the Mani-
toulin & North Shore from Crean Hill, to Whitefish. Maxi-
nnun grades will be 1.5 per cent., and maximum curvature 12
(kg. Tliere will probably be three bridges, but the construc-

tion of tlic Ijridges has not yet been determined. There will be
a swing bridge between Goat island and Manitoulin island. The
line is being built to carry ore, forest products, live stock and
merchandise. (February 17, p. 334.)

Boise & Interurban.—A contract has been given to Edward
Hedden for making surveys for an extension, it is said, fron-*

Caldwell, Idaho, west to Roswell, about 20 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—According to press reports, this com-
pany will let contracts, and start work soon on a line from
Toronto, Ont., east via Whitby, Oshawa, Bowmanville, Port Hope,
Cobourg and Belleville, thence northeasterly to the main line

at Bathurst, from which place double-track is to be laid on
the existing line to Smith's Falls. From Smith's Falls the line

is already double-tracked to Montreal.

The railway commissioners of Canada have authorized the

Canadian Pacific to construct its Moose Jaw branch north-

westerly across 108 highways, and to divert the line between mile

post 9.59. and mile post 119.6.

Canadian Railways.—Residents of northern Ontario have
petitioned the government to build a line to Gowganda and Elk
river, in Ontario.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—It is expected that the new
line from Thermopolis, Wyo., will be finished soon through the

Big Horn canyon, and that this section will be opened for local

traffic. The line is to be continued east through Wyoming to

Orin Junction.

Columbia & Puget Sound.—Double-tracking work is said to be

under way from Seattle, Wash., south to Renton, 12 miles.

Graham County Railroad.—The plans call for building a

43-mile from Topton, N C, north via Robinsville along

the Cheowah river. Surveys are being made. D. Merrick, presi-

dent, Asheville; D. B. Burns, chief engineer.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—This company is said to have fin-

ished locating a branch line between Vancouver and Fort

George, B. C.

Grants Pass & Rogue River.—This company has been in-

corporated in Oregon with $900,000 capital. Financial arrange-

ments have been made to begin construction work on a section

from Grants Pass, Ore., along the valleys of Rogue river and
Williams creek to the Oregon caves in southern Oregon. A. D.

Bowen, president ; H. L. Chapin, vice-president, Portland. J. E.

Riggs, Grants Pass, is an incorporator.

Hawkinsville & Western.—This company expects to com-
plete financial arrangements and begin work soon on a line from
Hawkinsville, Ga., northwest to Perry, 22 miles. T. B. Ragan,

president.

Hugo & Atoka Northwestern.—This company, • which has

not yet completed its organization, will probably build a 50-mile

line from Hugo, Okla., northwest either via Atoka or Reynolds.

Surveys have been made. P. B. Bigger, secretary. Chamber of

Commerce, Hugo, may be addressed.

Long Island.—An officer writes that double-tracking work on

the Oyster Bay branch between Glen Cove, N. Y., and Locust

Valley will probably be finished during 1911. All material is

on hand and the work will be carried out by the company's

men. No plans have been made at the present time for elec-

trifying the Oyster Bay branch.

Manitoulin & North Shore.— See Algoma Central & Hud-
son Bay.

Midland Valley.—An officer of the Midland Valley writes

that this company operates 300 miles of railway, in connec-
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tion with large coal properties in Arkansas, owned by the

same interests, all of which have been developed by Phil-

adelphia capital, is extending its line from Arkansas City, Kan-
sas, northwest to Wichita, 55 miles. The Wichita & Midland
Valley is building this line, which is to be leased to the Midland
Valley. The company has bought about 30 acres of land in the

central part of Wichita, for terminal yards and facilities. The
city of Wichita and the counties through which the new line

is to be built, voted on February 14 $127,000 county bonds, be-

ing the full legal amount of county railway aid bonds. At
Wichita connections can be made with several transcontinental

systems.

Montgomery County Rapid Transit.—This company has

decided to extend its line, it is said, from Skippack, Pa., to a

number of places in Perkiomen valley, instead of in North
Penn valley, as originally planned.

Nevada Copper Belt.—According to press reports, the exten-

sion from Mason, Nev., has. been finished to Hudson in Smith
valley, and is now open for traffic. The extension is to be con-

tinued to Morning Star mine, 15 miles from Mason. P. J.

Conway, Bridgeport, Cal.. is the contractor. (December 9,

p. 1130.)

New Orleans, Fort Jackson & Grand Isle.—See New Or-
leans Southern.

New Orleans Southern.—An ofificer writes regarding the re-

ports that extensive improvements are to be made on the New
Orleans, Fort Jackson & Grand Isle, which operates a 60-mile

line from New Orleans, La., to Buras, that no definite plans

liave yet been made to carry out these improvements.

North Carolina Roads.—The Merchants' & Manufacturers'

Association of Greensboro, N. C, associated with residents

of that place have applied for a charter to build from Greens-

boro to Carey. The line is to be extended ultimately to Wins-
ton and across the mountains into the coal fields. The line

will traverse a fine farming and lumbering section. Connection
is to be made at Carey with an extension of the Norfolk South-
ern, which is to be built from Raleigh, about five miles. A bill

is now before the state legislature to authorize the construction

of the line. C. H. Ireland, Greensboro, may be addressed.

Pittsburg, Butler, ' Harmony & New Castle (Electric).

—

This company will probably build during 1911 a line from New
Castle, Pa., north via Wilmington, East Middlesex, South
Sharon, Sharon and Sharpsville to Conneaut lake, about 50

miles.

Salisbury Railway.—An officer writes that the plans call for

a line from Salisbury, N. C, south via Faith, Mount Pleasant,

Monroe and Jefferson, S. C, to McBee, about 100 miles. W. H.
Miller, president, Salisbur\-.

Sand Springs Interurban.—An officer writes that grading

contracts have been given to Ketchum Brothers and Albro Mar-
tin, for building seven miles between Tulsa, Okla., and Sand
Springs. The work involves handling about 7,000 cu. yds. a

mile. There will be one 20-ft. steel bridge and two trestles, each

30 ft. long. Charles Page, president; W. H. Hendron, engineer,

Tulsa.

Shawnee Short Line (Electric), Shawnee, Okla.—
Organized to build interurban lines to Denison, Texas, and from
Oklahoma City through Shawnee and Muskogee to Joplin, Mo.
The right of way is now being secured for the Denison line.

The company has bought a tract of land on Blue river, in John-

son county, having sufficient water power to operate the entire

line. Martin J. Bentley, Shawnee, is president ; C. C. Wright,

Ada, secretary; P. Rodkey, Shawnee, right-of-way agent, and

H. H. Hull, Memphis, Tenn., chief engineer.

Southern Cambria (Electric).—This company is said to have

begun grading work on an extension between Johnstown, Pa.,

and Ebensburg, 10.85 miles.

Sumpter Valley.—This company will build an extension, it

is said, from Prairie City, Ore., west to John Day.

Texas Roads.—Plans are being made by residents of Fort

Worth, Texas, to build from that place, northwest to Jacks-

boro, 60 miles. The line may eventually be extended into New

Mexico. It is understood that construction work will be started

soon. W. Capps, S. Davidson, I. H. Burney and W. D.
Reynolds, are interested.

Texas Traction.—According to press reports, plans are being
made to build an extension from Dallas, Texas, south to Waxa-
hachie, about 35 miles. Surveys for a line between these places

were made about two years ago, but nothing was done toward
the construction of the line. It is expected that the work will

be pushed to completion soon, and when this work is finished a
further extension south may be built through Hillsboro to Waco,
about 65 miles.

Uncompahgre & Gunnison Valley.—An officer writes that

contracts will probably be let this summer to build from Mont-
rose, Colo., north through a fruit section via Clathe and Delta,

about 50 miles. The line will have maximum grades of 3 per

cent, and maximum curvature of 8 deg. There will be a trestle

over the Gunnison and another over the Uncompahgre river.

The line is being built to carry coal, sugar, beats, live stock and
fruit. T. B. Townsend, president, Denver; Paret & Beard, engi-

neers. Box 667. Montrose.

Washington Roads (Electric).—A company is to be organ-
ized by residents of Springdale, Wash., and Spokane, under the

name of the Chaniokane Contracting Company, to build an
electric line from Springdale, to the proposed power plant of the

Washington Water Power Company, on the Spokane river.

The line will be built if the company is able to secure the right-

of-way.

West Penn Railways Company (Electric).—This company,

it is said, will issue bonds, the proceeds of which are to be

used for extensions in Pennsylvania as follows : Leisenring-

Uniontown Hne ; West Newton to Hunkers, 10 miles ; West New-
ton to Scott Haven, six miles ; West Newton to Webster, seven

miles; Webster to Monessen, three miles; Brownsville to Arnold
City, six miles, and Fairchance to Point Marion, eight miles, a

total of 52 miles. Surveys have not yet been made for these

extensions.

Wichita & Midland Valley.—See Midland Valley.

Winnipeg, Salina & Gulf.—An officer writes that this com-
pany, which was organized to build from Winnipeg, Man., south

to the gulf of Mexico, 1,500 miles, expects to let contracts in

May and financial arrangements will be completed to secure

funds for starting the work by that time. The final location

surveys are being made from Alva, Okla., west via Buffalo and

Gate to Beaver City, about 100 miles. Survey has been finished

from Alva to Hooker, but it will be necessary to resurvcy this

line. The location survey from Cunningham, Kan., almost to

Salina, has been made. Arrangements have been made with the

Marine Trust & Savings bank, San Francisco. Cal, to guarantee

the principal of all stock sold where the money is used for pre-

liminary purposes. There will be five steel bridges and a large

amount of trestle work is to be carried out on the line. The
company also plans to put up a general office building as well as

machine shops. H. Leone Miller, president ; G. W. Crowell,

vice-president, and C. A. Slayton, chief engineer, Salina, Kan.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The total mileage of the Belgian government railways on

January 1, 1910, was 1,268 miles of double track and 1,410 miles

of single track.

The Japanese railways at the close of their last fiscal year had

5,029 miles of line, of which more than nine-tenths belonged to

the state. Their average traffic was equivalent to 7% passengers

and 506 tons of freight carried each way daily over the entire

system. The gross earnings were $8,320, and the net $3,860 per

mile.

The Jungfrau Railway, Switzerland, continues to make its

way upward. The drilling goes on night and day at a height

of "about 10,800 ft. above sea level, and the tunnel is extended

some 11 to 13 ft. daily. At the next station a great "window"

is to be cut out on the north side, immediately over the Guggi

glacier.
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Boston & Maine.— See Boston Kailroiid Holding Company.

Boston & Maine.—See New York, New llavon & 1 lartfoixl.

Boston Railroad Holding Company.—The Massacluisetts Rail-

road Connnission has approved the petition of the holding

company to issue $7,042,400 4 per cent, preferred stock to pay
for $6,334,500 Boston & Maine conmion stock.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—The attorney general of Ohio, acting

under the Valentine anti-trust law, has brought suit to ex-

clude the Chesapeake & Ohio from the state of Ohio, and to

have trustees appointed for the Hocking Valley and Kanawha
6 Michigan. The Hocking Valley and the K. & M. are Ohio
corporations, but the C. & O. is not an Ohio corporation.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company has sold to a

New York banking syndicate headed by the First National

Bank, $8,000,000 general mortgage 4 per cent, bonds, the pro-

ceeds to be used for general development purposes. These
bonds are now selling in the market at between 97 and 98.

The new Burlington bonds are being offered in Boston at

97j4. It is understood that a portion of tlic proceeds will be

used to refund a maturing issue of Hannibal & St. Joseph 6s

coming due March 1.

Erie.—This company has asked the New York Public Service

Commission, Second district, for authority to issue $12,500,000

collateral notes and $1,382,000 general lien bonds. The pro-

ceeds from the sale of the notes will be used to retire out-

standing three-year 6 per cent, collateral notes due April 8.

Gulf & Ship Island.—The $500,000 6 per cent, mortgage bonds
due April 1, 19n, are to be paid at maturity. Fisk & Robin-
son, New York, have bought from the company $500,000 of a

new authorized issue of $1,000,000 general and refunding 6

per cent, mortgage bonds of 1913-1917, and are offering the

holders of the old bonds the privilege of exchanging their

bonds at par and interest, for new bonds at 99^/2.

Hocking Valley.—See Chesapeake & Ohio.

Kanawha & Michigan.—See Chesapeake & Ohio.

Indianapolis Southern.—The trustees of the mortgage secur-

ing $10,000,000 bonds, all of which are owned by the Illinois

Central, have brought a foreclosure suit. The United States

Circuit Court has entered a decree in Illinois providing that

unless the company paid $11,056,698, the amount found to be

due, by February 19, 1911, the mortgage would be foreclosed

and the property sold.

Mobile & Ohio.—Henry Hall and A. W. Mackintosh have been

elected directors, succeeding E. L. Russell, deceased, and E. J.

.Buck, resigned.

New York Central & Hudson River.—See New York, New
Haven & Hartford.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—The Vermont Valley

Railroad, a subsidiary of the Boston & Maine, which is itself

controlled by the New Haven, has bought $2,352,050 preferred

stock of the Rutland Railroad. Heretofore the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River has owned a majority of the $9,057,600

7 per cent, cumulative preferred stock outstanding. It is gen-

erally understood that the stock bought by the Boston & Maine

subsidiary is about half of the New York Central's holdings.

The appraisers appointed by the Massachusetts legislature

to make an inquiry as to the valuation of the property of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford have filed their detailed

report. As announced in these columns previously, the ap-

praisers find that the value of the property exceeds the se-

curities issued on this property. The appraisers' figures now
show that they estimate the property of the New Haven, ex-

cluding intangible assets, at $496,000,000, while the total obli-

gations of the company are $340,000,000.

New York, Ontario & Western.—White, Weld & Company,

and Potter, Choate & Prentice, New York, are offering the

unsold portion of the $2,702,000 general mortgage 4 per cent.

bonds at 92^/^, yielding about 4^ per cent.

Pkoiua & I'^ASTERN.—The full 4 per cent, annual interest of the
$4,000,000 non-cumulative income bonds has been declared pay-
able April 1. Four per cent, was jjaid in 1910, but nothing was
paid in 1909. From 1902 to 1908, inclusive, the full 4 per cent,

was paid.

Pittsburg & Suawmut.—The Commercial & Financial Chronicle
says that the company will sell within two months a further
block of first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, to provide for the
completion of the road to Freeport, Pa. There are now out-
standing $4,000,000 bonds of the authorized issue of
$12,000,000.

Rutland Railroad.—See New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Southern Railway.—A dividend of 1 per cent, has been de-

clared payable April 24 on the $60,000,000 5 per cent, non-
cumulative preferred stock. In the fiscal year ending June
30, 1907, 4 per cent, was paid; the last payment in 1907 being

lYz per cent, paid from accumulated surplus. From 1902 to

1906, inclusive, 5 per cent, was paid.

President Finley says that he has been authorized by the

board to take up the question of the purchase of additional

power and equipment, to construct a system of modern "lap"

sidings on two important divisions where traffic is heavy, but

not sufficient to require double-tracking now, and to improve
certain large facilities. In order to strengthew the position

of the company with reference to increasing its business, the

board has also authorized improvement and expansion of

freight facilities at important points.

President Finley says

:

"The financial condition of the company having so im-

proved, as shown by the last annual report and the income
statement for the six months ended December 31, 1910, as

to make such action entirely consistent with a sound and
conservative policy, the directors have declared a dividend

out of accumulated income as a fair recognition, under all the

circumstances, of the just expectations of holders of pre-

ferred stock who received dividends for a series of years

until the conditions which culminated in the financial panic

of the fall of 1907 and the subsequent business depression

compelled their suspension. The board has adopted the policy

of resuming dividends on a very conservative basis in the

expectation that with a continuance of favorable conditions

the rate may be gradually increased until the full dividend

can again be properly paid. This resumption will not result

in any modification of the progressive policy with respect to

operation, maintenance and improvement of the property.

It is the expectation to continue the policy of charging to

income monthly proportionate amounts of the present balance

of discount on securities sold and of making a substantial

charge to profit and loss at the end of each fiscal year until

such present decreasing balance of discount has been absorbed."

Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis.—The United States

District Court at Baltimore has ordered the sale of this prop-

erty under foreclosure. The upset price is $2,500,000.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

More than 1,266 miles were added to the railway systems of

Argentina during 1910, not including government lines under

construction.

The Argentine congress has approved the bill authorizing the

government to spend $19,300,000 on the construction and equip-

ment of state railways.

The Austrian state authorities at the end of 1910 were oper-

ating 11,939 miles of railway, of which 3,224 miles were owned
by companies, but operated by the state.

Work on the new railway from the port of San Bias,

Argentina, to Patagones and Choele-Choele was begun in

January. A French syndicate has the contract.

According to the statement of the director general of railways

of Argentina the narrow-gage lines produced $18,669,890 and

spent $13,647,995 during 1910. The medium-gage lines pro-

duced $4,356,975 and expended $2,541,810. The wide-gage rail-

ways produced $80,049,545 and expended $45,326,050.
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The Allis-Chalniers Company, IMilwaukee, Wis., announces
the appointment of F. C. Bryan as general traffic manager, with
office at Milwaukee.

The F. W. Miller Heating Company, Chicago, on March 1

will move its Chicago offices from the Railway Exchange build-

ing to the McCormick building.

The Union Steel Castings Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has

bought some ground adjoining its present property and intends

to build a new plant as soon as possible.

Frank J. Walsh, general foreman of the Chesapeake & Ohio
at Thurmond, W. Va., has resigned that position and is now
with the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.

The Buda Company, Chicago, was awarded the gold medal
at the Railway Exposition which has just closed at Buenos Aires,

Argentine Republic, on its line of motor cars, motor velocipedes,

hand-propelled velocipedes, hand cars, track jacks, rail benders,

car replacers, new style Palulus track drills, and Wilson bonding
drills.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has received

orders from the Oregon Short Line for four 70-ft. motor cars

and from the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany for one 70-ft. motor car. When these are delivered there

will be 104 cars of the McKeen type in service.

At the annual meeting of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New
York, on February 13, W. O. Jacquette and R. A. Bole were
elected vice-presidents, succeeding Charles A. Moore, Jr., and

J. B. Brady. Mr. Moore also resigned as secretary and as a

director, and C. M. Chester, Jr., treasurer, was made also sec-

retar}'. Mr. Brady remains a director.

At the annual meeting of the King-Lawson Car Company,
New York, held at Harrisburg, Pa., on February 8, the follow-

ing officers were elected : President and general manager,

Thomas Lawson; vice-president, A. L. Squiers; treasurer, John
M. Delaney; secretary, Roscoe C. Lawson; directors, Edward
Bailey, Arthur King and Curtis M. Rogers. The New York
offices of the company were moved on February 20, from 1 Madi-

son avenue, to the Singer building.

The circuit court for the county of Saginaw, Michigan, has

rendered a decision in the case of the Willcox Engineering-

Co., Saginaw, Mich., against Harley C. Alger, dissolving the

injunction granted to restrain Mr. Alger from allowing the use

of his patents on water weighers by the Kennicott company,

Chicago Heights, 111. Mr. Alger is the inventor of the Kennicott

water weigher, and is at present manager of the water weigher

department of the Kennicott Company.

L. F. Hussey, manager of publicity for the Wells Brothers

Company, Greenfield, Mass., has resigned, effective February 25,

and will on March 1 become advertising manager of the Stand-

ard Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Hussey has had con-

siderable practical experience in the manufacture of machinery

and tools, and has also had charge of the commercial depart-

ment of a high school at Mechanicsville, N. Y. Two years ago

he left that position to create a publicity department with the

Wells Brothers Company, and is now undertaking work of

even larger scope.

The Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued

its report for the year ended December 31, 1910. The gross

sales amounted to $27,975,978, as compared with $10,346,816 in

1909. The net earnings from the operation amounted to $1,697,-

495 in 1910; there was a deficit in 1909. The net surplus for

1910 was $693,366, or. 5.54 per cent, on the $12,500,000 common
stock, as compared with a $959,583 surplus in 1909, after

$1,200,000 had been received from the sale of the common stock

of the Canada Car Company. The dividends on the preferred

stock amounted to $875,000. President, F. N. Hofifstot says that

the company is now in a position to build cars at the very lowest

cost in the history of the company.

Frank S. Layng, a director and formerly a vice-president of

the Railway Steel-Spring Company, New York, died on Febru-

ary 11. Mr. Laj'ng was born in Steubenville, Ohio, on July 4,

1854. He started work in the steel spring business with th.»

A. French Spring Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., in 1883. He ob-
tained an interest in this company and was made superintendent.
In 1886 Mr. Layng resigned this position, though retaining his

interest, and went to the Pickering Spring Company, Philadel-
phia, Pa. He also bought an interest in this company from
Charles W. Pickering, the president, and was made secretary
and treasurer. Mr. Layng then bought the remainder of Mr.
Pickering's interest and remained in full control of this com-
pany as chairman of the board until it was bought by the Rail-
way Steel-Spring Company in 1902. On the reorganization of
the Railway Steel-Spring Company, Mr. Layng was elected a di-

rector and a vice-president in charge of the operating depart-
ment. On February 28, 1903, he resigned his position as vice-

president to look after his own interests, but retained his di-

rectorship, which he held at the time of his death. Mr. Layng
was also president of the Illinois Zinc Company, Peru, 111.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Wires, Switches, Generators.—The General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., in bulletin No. 4,787, containing 75 pages of
data on wires and cables. Bulletin No. 4,813 describes an oil

brake switch for pole line service adapted for use on alter-

nating current series arc systems for sectionalizing feeder sys-

tems and similar classes of service requiring a switch to be
operated under load. Bulletin No. 4,812 is devoted to small

direct current belted generators, ranging in capacity from
1%-k.w. to 20-k.w., and suitable for lighting small plants, fac-

tories, etc.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Bassano, Alberta.—The Canadian Pacific has let a contract

for building a dam on the Bow river as part of its irrigation

system. Janse, Macdonnell & Company will do the excavating
work and Walker, Fyshe & Company the concrete work.

Centralia, III.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has an-

nounced that the present station buildings will be moved on May
1 to make room for a new passenger station, the property for

which has recently been secured by condemnation proceedings.

Cleburne, Texas.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has an-

nounced that $60,000 will be spent in enlarging its shops.

Coeur d' Alene, Idaho.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget

Sound has completed its plans for a terminal station, and it

is expected that construction work will begin at an early date.

Empire, Panama.—The engineering board appointed to in-

vestigate conditions along the Panama canal favors the con-

struction of a bridge 175 ft. above the surface of the canal at

Empire, where convenient connections can be made with the

Panama Railroad. The bridge, if built, is to be a combined

railway and highway bridge.

Hartford City, Ind.—The city council has refused to close

South High street as requested by the Pennsylvania Railroad

in its plan for a $40,000 passenger station, and local press re-

ports state that on this account a contract has been let for

building a frame station 20 ft. x 40 ft. to cost less than $500.

Toronto, Ont.—An officer of the Canadian Pacific is quoted

as saying that the company is planning to spend $5,000,000 in

Toronto; of this $2,000,000 is to be spent in North Toronto,

West Toronto yards, and on a new station at North Toronto,

also new yards between Parkdale and West Toronto. About

^,000,000 has already been spent in securing property between

Sincoe and Tecumseh streets, including the Government House

site, and $1,000,000 will be spent on the new office building at

the corner of King and Yonge streets.

Wichita Falls, Texas.—The Fort Worth & Denver City will

begin work on its new freight house as soon as the passenger

department has moved into the new union station, allowing the

present office building to be torn down. The new freight house

will be 30 ft. X 175 ft. and will be supplied with increased track-

age facilities.
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'J'lic items in litis column were received after the classified

de/^ai Intents 'li'cre closed.

\V. J. Robinson has boon appointed a soliciting freight agent

of the Union Pacific and related lines, with office at Los Angeles,

Cal., a new position.

r. F. Bright, assistant trainmaster of the Sunhnry division of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Sunbur3% Pa., has been appointed

trainmaster, succeeding Jacob 11. Swenk, deceased.

A press despatch from Elko, Ncv., says 20 passengers were
injured in a derailment near Palisade, Nev., of the Southern
Pacific train No. 10 eastbound. Seven cars ran off the track.

The St. Louis & San Francisco expects to open for traffic on
February 25 the extension from Brady, Tex., to Menard, 37 miles.

The line may ultimately be extended south to a connection with

the Southern Pacific.

The Chicago & Northwestern has ordered 40,000 tons of rails

from the Illinois Steel Company. The Manilla Railways are in

the market for 10,000 tons of rails. The Buenos Ayres & Pacific,

Argentina, has ordered 15,000 tons of rails.

A rumor says that the Interstate Commerce Commission, in

an all-day session on February 22, took the final vote on both the

eastern and western rate cases, and that the decision will be pre-

pared and handed down late Thursday or early Friday.

A contract has been given by the St. Louis-Kansas City Elec-

tric, it is said, to the L. J. Smith Construction Co., Kansas City,

Mo., for building 140 miles of line, between St. Louis and Kansas
City. A 10-miIe branch is to be built from Columbia to Harris-

burg. D. C. Nevin, president, Kansas City.

Officers of the Southern Pacific deny the Washington report

that the company has offered to settle suits brought by the gov-

ernment to recover 70,000 acres of Nevada mineral lands granted

to the Central Pacific. The railway men say that the S. P. title

to these lands is too clear to justify any compromise.

The Dairy Shippers Despatch, Chicago, has ordered 100 thirty-

ton refrigerator cars. The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville

inquiry includes 200 flat cars and 100 automobile cars. The
American Refrigerator Transportation Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

is said to have ordered 1,000 refrigerator cars from the American
Car & Foundry Company.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has further suspended

the time its order goes into effect in the case of Pacific Coast

Jobbers' Association v. Southern Pacific, to May 1, and in the

case of the Associated Jobbers of Los Angeles v. Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe, also to May 1, in order that the Commerce
Court may pass upon them.

Justice Parker, in the English court, . has decided that the

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. is entitled to an injunction

against the British Radio Telegraph & Telephone Co. to restrain

it from infringements of the Marconi patents. He found that

the instruments used by the British company were substantially

the same as those covered by Mr. Marconi's patents.

The New York Public Service Commission, second district,

has given permission to the Erie to issue $12,500,000 in three-

year 6 per cent, collateral notes and $1,382,000 of its 4 per cent,

general lien bonds. The proceeds are to be used in discharging

notes and to reimburse the company for moneys spent from
income, amounting to $2,006,032.

The Liverpood Post says that the Cunard Steamship Co. and
the Canadian Northern have decided to run steamships to Canada
from Bristol and probably also from Liverpool. A joint board

to consist of directors of both companies will have charge of the

arrangements. The formation of this combination is understood

to be a counter move to one recently made by the Canadian
Pacific.

The Reading & Columbia will replace the present 93-ft. wooden
truss bridge over the public road and streams at Ephrata, Pa.,

with two deck plate girder spans and will also replace the 68-ft.

wooden truss bridge north of Shreiners over the public road and
creek with a through i)late girder span. The contracts for addi-
tions and changes to masonry have been given to L. H. Focht &
Son, and for the sui)erstructure to the Phoenix Bridge Co.

An officer of the IV-nnsylvania, referring to reports of retrench-

ment, says tiial liie company has cancelled no orders for mate-
rials or equipment, nor is it contemplated to do other than to

reduce operating forces and expenses as is usual in the spring
of each year. As weather conditions in January permitted a
normal freight movement, and as there is no accumulation of

freight, the annual spring reduction in expenses is made some-
what earlier than usual.

A report of Travis B. Whitney, secretary of the New York
Public Service Commission, second district, says that 127 formal
complaints were made in January against the street railway lines

of the various boroughs and against the Fifth Avenue Coach
Company. Most of the practices complained against were
remedied without formal hearings. The number of complaints

made by passengers was as follows: Brooklyn Rapid Transit
System, 40; Interborough Rapid Transit Company, 25; Metro-
politan Street Railway Company, 10; Fifth Avenue Coach Com-
pany, 6; Central Park, North & East River Railroad Company,
5; Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company, 3; New York
& Long Island Traction Company, 3 ; New York & Queens
County Railroad Company, 3; Union Railway Company, 3;
Forty-second Street, Manhattanville & St. Nicholas Avenue Rail-

way Company, 2; Ocean Electric Railway Company, 2, and New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railway Company, 2.

In accordance w'ith the resolution passed by the Chicago city

council on February 14, providing for the appointment of a rail-

way terminal commission (see Railway Age Gazette, February

17, page 328), Mayor Busse has appointed the following: A. J.

Earling, president Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; W. A. Gard-
ner, president Chicago & North Western ; Samuel M. Felton,

president Chicago Great Western; H. U. Mudge, president Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific ; H. G. Hetzler, president Chicago

& Western Indiana; W. L. Park, vice-president and general

manager Illinois Central ; Aldermen Foreman, Snow, Cletten-

berg, Sitts, Rea, Healy, Murray. Littler, Cullerton, Ryan, Rein-

berg, Powers and Richert ; Charles H. Wacker, chairman of the

Chicago plan commission
; John G. Shedd, representing retail

merchandise interests ; Arthur T. Aldis, of the Chicago real

estate board ; E. S. Conway and Clayton Mark, of Mayor Busse's

"switch track commission," and Walter H. Wilson, city comp-
troller.

In the case of Arlington Heights Fruit Exchange et al. v.

Southern Pacific et al., the Interstate Commerce Commission has

found in favor of the fruit growers. The decision says that the

carrying rates for refrigeration of oranges from California to

eastern points are not unreasonable, but refrigeration and pre-

cooling as practiced by the shippers differs from that furnished

by the carriers. The two methods are discussed and the con-

clusion reached that while it cannot be affirmed with entire con-

fidence that pre-cooling can take the place of standard refrigera-

tion under all circumstances, it is evident that the great bulk

of the orange crop may be moved by pre-cooling as applied

by the shippers. On the facts disclosed by the record it is found

that pre-cooling at the packing house is a practical method

which the complainants are anxious to use and for the efficiency

of which they are willing to stand responsible, while the method

advocated by the carriers is of doubtful practicability and one

which the complainants do not care to use and which the defend-

ants are unwilling to guarantee. The service of pre-cooling as

these shippers desire to use it can only be performed by the

shippers themselves, and the commission thinks that upon the

present record it is the right of these complainants to pre-cool

and re-ice their shipments. If, however, the carrier has been put

to additional expense in the furnishing of the car or in handling

the shipment, it should be allowed proper compensation on that

account. Carriers are not in case of these pre-cooled shipments

entitled to additional compensation because a refrigerator car is

furnished, but they are entitled for repairs to ice bunkers to an

additional charge per car trip one way. At present the roads

charge $30 a car for pre-cooling storage and the commission

reduces this charge to $7.50 per car effective April 1.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDINa

The Grand Rapids & Indiana is in the market for 6 loco-

motives.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is in the market for

35 locomotives.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa., is

in the market for 2 heavy mogul locomotives.

The Bessemer & Lake Erie has ordered 30 consolidation loco-

motives ffbm the American Locomotive Company. The cylin-

ders will be 22 in. x 30 in., the diameter of the driving wheels
will be 54 in. and the total weight in working order will be

205,000 lbs.

The Idaho & Washington Northern has ordered 2 consoli-

dation locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The
cylinders will be 22 in. x 30 in., the diameter of the driving

wheels will be 55 in. and the total weight in working order will

be 200,000 lbs.

McDonnell & O'Brien, Hervey Junction, Que., have ordered

(wo mogul locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive Works.
The cylinders will be 19 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving

wheels will be 50 in. and the total weight in working order will

be 130,000 lbs.

The Inland Steel Company, Chicago, has ordered one six-

wheel switching locomotive from the American Locomotive
Company. The cylinders will be 17 in. x 24 in., the diameter of

the driving wheels will be 44 in. and the total weight in working
order will be 94,000 lbs.

The American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, Mahwah,
N. J., has ordered one four-wheel saddle tank locomotive from
the American Locomotive Company. The cylinders will be

16 in X 24 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 46 in.

and the total weight in working order will be 86,000 lbs.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville has ordered seven

consolidation and three Pacific type locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company. The cylinders of the consolidation

locomotives will be 22 in. x 30 in., the diameter of the driving

wheels will be 57 in., and the total weight in working order will

be 209,000 lbs. The cylinders of the Pacific type locomotives

will be 22 in. x 28 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will

be IZ in., and the total weight in working order will be

215,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Southern is in the market for four dining cars.

The Escanaba & Lake Superior has ordered 15 flat cars from
the Ryan Car Company.

The Virginian has ordered 1,000 steel hopper cars from the

Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac is in the market
for 50 box cars and 50 flat cars.

The Great Northern is in the market for ten 60-ft. passenger

cars, ten 70- ft. baggage and mail cars, and 15 baggage cars.

The Northern Pacific is in the market for 18 passenger equip-

ment cars, including coaches, baggage cars and dining cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is in the market for 16

steel postal cars and 11 combination mail and baggage cars.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Co., Philadelphia, Pa., is in the

market for a number of flat cars, box cars, dump cars and
cabooses.

The Boston & Maine, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of January 6 as being in the market for 300 passenger cars, has

ordered 88 of these cars from the Laconia Car Company.

The Atlanta & West Point has ordered six passenger equip-

ment cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, two
of which are for service on the Western of Alabama.

The Lehigh & New England, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of January 27 as being in the market for 500 hopper cars

and 300 box cars, has placed these orders. The 500 steel hopper
cars were ordered from the Cambria Steel Company, while the

American Car & Foundry Company will make the 300 steel un-

derframe box cars.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Canadian Pacific is said to be in the market for 100,000

tons of rails. This is not confirmed.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Co. has ordered 5,000 tons of

rails from the Lackawanna Steel Company.

The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until March
3 on miscellaneous supplies, including manganese steel castings,

steel castings, wire rope, etc. Circular No. 622. Bids on chain,

wire rope, etc., will be opened on March 6. Circular No. 622-A.

General Conditions in Steel.—The buying movement in the

steel industry has assumed an aspect of permanency during the

past week, which was not the case earlier in February. As long

as the buying was confined to the large interests, including the

railway orders that have been so long delayed, there were

skeptics in the steel trade ; but now the smaller consumers and

the jobbing trades have come into the market with liberal requi-

sitions ; and the market is physically strengthened by these evi-

dences of increased consumption. The bookings of the United

States Steel Corporation amount to 30,000 tons a day. The
improvement in the industry is largely due to the increase in

export business during the last two months.

Tunnel Ventilation

BY ARTHUR RITTER.

About two months ago the Hudson & Manhattan installed at

its Washington street power house, Jersey City, N. J., a large

Sirocco fan, for the ventilation of the Hudson tunnels in that

vicinity. This fan was supplied by the American Blower Com-
pany of Detroit, Mich. The apparatus consists of a No. 13

double inlet Sirocco full housed fan, with a blast wheel 78 in.

in diameter by 78 in. wide at the periphery containing 64 blades.

Sirocco Fan for Hudson Tunnels.

Directly attached to the fan shaft by means of a flexible flanged

coupling is a 40-h.p. Sprague, slow speed motor, wound for 600

volts direct current. The normal speed is 175 r.p.m. and the

maximum speed 200 r.p.m.

The outfit was erected in an air-tight room, the air being

exhausted from the tunnels E and F through the air-ways and
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shaft, as shown on the accompanying drawing. There are no

connections or ducts between the fan inlets and tlie air sliafts,

the air vTlocity being prochiccd by the suction head maintained

in tlic fan room. The fan discharges through an evasc stack

having a screened outlet hood, similar to those used on mine

ventilating fans. The fan was required to exhaust from the

tunnels 6,000.000 cu. ft. per hour, or 100,000 cu. ft. per minute.

% Tunn«l

Secfion A-A.

Ventilating Shaft for Hudson Tunnels.

A complete pitot tube test of the equipment was made by the

engineering department of the railway, the results of which are

tabulated below. Readings were taken at the inlet as well as the

outlet.

Test.
Fan, No. 13 D. I. Sirocco.

Manufacturer—Am. Blower Co.
Date of test 12/14/10
Speed of motor—r.p.m
E.M.F.—volts
Current—amp
Electric h.p. of motor
Assumed efficiency of motor, per

cent
Brake h.p, of motor
Speed at periphery of fan wheel,

f.p.s

Pressure at point of test, vel.

inches w.g
Pressure at point of test, static

inches w.g
Pressure at point of test, dynamic

inches w.g
Static resistance from point of test

to fan or outlet, est. inches w.g.
Total dynamic pressure

Leading Reading Reading Reading
1 stack. at inlet. in stack. at inlet.

/14/10 12/15/10 12/14/10 12/15/10
179 175 200 199
615 615 615 615
43 42 58 59
35.5 34.6 47.8 48.6

80 80 80 80
28.4 27.7 38.1 39

61

.17

59.6

.21

.78

.99

.99

68.1 67.9

.31

.94

1.25

1.25

Test.
I'.in, No. 13 1). I. Sirocco. Reading

M.inuf:KMuicr—Am. Blower Co. in st.ick.

Area of duct at point of test.... 67.6
Vel. of air at point of lest 1,640
Vol. of air in cu. ft. per min.... 110,000
Area of duct at fan outlet 38.3
Area of duct at smallest section. 33.5
Vel. pressure at smallest section.
Theoretical h.p. of air

Efficiency of fan

Reading Reading Reading
at inlet. in slack. at inlet.

59.8 67.6 59.8
1,820 1,865 2,215

109.000 126,000 133,000
38.3 38.3 38.3
33.5 33.5 33.S

.67 1

16.9 25.9
61 66.5

Note.—All pressures in inches water gage.

It will be noted from the above test that the volumetric

efficiency of the fan was greater than estimated, the capacity

running 30 per cent, above the stipulated amount. The power
required to drive the outfit was low, as compared with the vol-

imie of air handled and the total pressure maintained, illustrating

the high mechanical efficiency established with this fan.

Linofelt Flax Fiber Insulation for Refrigerator Cars.

The insulation used for more than half the refrigerator cars

on western lines is Linofelt flax fiber, made by the Union Fibre

Company of Chicago. Reports of tests which show the benefit

of this material in the saving of ice and the maintenance of

even temperatures inside the car have been published in the

Railway Age Gazette of October 30, 1908, and February 12,

1909. These and other tests show the advantage of using more
layers of insulation than are usually employed. Many car build-

ers, as a matter of economy in the first cost of cars, provide

only two thicknesses of insulation, but not less than four thick-

nesses should be used ; and more economical results are ob-

tained by the use of six layers of Linofelt. A recent test made
in the summer months with heavy insulation by a transcontinental

line shows that the addition of only one extra layer of Linofelt

made a saving of a ton of ice per car per trip from the fruit

district of California to Pacific Junction, 111. The better tem-

perature regulation obtained is shown by the thermograph chart

which is here illustrated and which was made from readings ob-

tained from a clock record on a refrigerator car from Los
Angeles, Cal., and Chicago. One car had two thicknesses of

Linofelt, and the other had six thicknesses. The saving in ice

amounted to 2,500 lbs. The temperature of the fruit after pre-

cooling was 51 deg. F. The temperature outside was measured

by a thermometer, and observations were made every six hours.

The upper line in the chart shows the fluctuation in outside

temperature, which was lowest about midnight and highest at

noon. The full lower line shows the temperature in the in-

terior of the car with only two thicknesses of Linofelt, and al-

though it remained down to about 45 deg. F., it followed the

changes of the outside air as indicated by the upper line. The
dotted line indicates the more uniform temperature of the air

as obtained inside the car having six layers of Linofelt. The
extra layers of felt cost about $42 per car for each layer, and

the higher value of the fruit taken from such a car will soon

pay for the extra expense.

The development of refrigerating engineering has led in the

last five years to a careful study of the economy of heavy ii-

sulations in cold storage buildings. This idea of increasing the

insulation in refrigerator cars, therefore, is in line with modern

scientific thought.

Oct 6 OCT 9 OCT lo OCT II OCT IZ OCT 13 OCT m- OCT IS OCT i6 OCf If
i3tt /h^ &»t IT^ Stm loen 4fn ^^ <«l Iffn <**• /l/im 6^ neen 6fim /ftlm fj^

Thermograph Records for Refrigerator Cars; Los Angeles, Cal., to Chicago.
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IN our issue of February 17 we printed a report on locomotive

smoke in Chicago by Paul P. Bird, chief smoke in.spector

of that city, and in this issue will he found a discussion of that

paper by C. A. Seley, in which the accuracy of some of the conclu-

sions reached by Mr. Bird is questioned. The principal data which

the inspector tried to obtain covers the amount of coal burned

by the railways in the city and the percentage of the total smoke

produced by them. The main conclusion reached by him was

that although locomotives burn only 18^ per cent, of the coal

they make 43 per cent, of the total smoke ?nd over one-half the

dirt in the city. Mr. Bird also says that his study indicates

clearly that electrification offers the only final and satisfac-

tory solution of the locomotive smoke problem, and that the use

of special fuel for preventing smoke on steam locomotives is

only a makeshift and will not satisfy the public. The railways

are not satisfied that Mr. Bird's data is entirely correct. One
of the principal reasons is that the time element has not been

properly recognized in the calculations. While stationary boil-

ers and house heating furnaces are consuming coal constantly

and making smoke a large portion of the day and night, the

locomotives are not constantly employed, and it is probable that

the total number of engines reported in operation in the city are

not in operation more than one-half the time. To take proper

account of this time element would materially affect the figures

given in Mr. Bird's paper and his conclusions as to the propor-

tion of smoke chargeable to railways. Another objection to

his figures is that it is not possible to obtain accurately the

amount of coal burned by locomotives in the city limits, as the

accounts are not kept with reference to such territory but rather

to the local railway divisions which, as a rule, extend beyond

the city limits. Mr. Seley also points out that the observations

were made principally at junction points, where it is difficult to

control locomotive fires and where it is probable that the largest

amount of smoke is seen, and, therefore, maximum results are

reported by the observer.

IF the question of electrification is to be decided on a showing

relative to the proportion of smoke produced by the railways,

it is important that the facts in the case be accurately and defi-

nitely determined. The Chicago smoke inspector has made an

earnest effort to get at the truth. As the railways are not

satisfied with his figures, it would seem they should take some

measure to get at the facts with greater accuracy. Even if

it can be shown that 43 per cent, of the smoke in Chicago is

made by the railways it is not reasonable to require the roads

to spend millions of dollars for electrification in order to stop

that smoke while the owners of stationary boilers are allowed

to continue making their usual proportion. It would be as

reasonable to require that most of the stationary boilers and

heating furnaces in Chicago be replaced by vast power houses

for light, heat and power, while railway smoke was left un-

regulated. These agitations for smoke reduction should not look

to electrification alone as a remedy for locomotive smoke, but

the city should first seek, in co-operation with the railways, for

a reduction in the amount of switching done in the city and

in the number of freight trains entering and departing from it,

and, consequently, in the number of engines which make smoke

inside its limits. These things can be accomplished by the more

general construction and use of outside yards and terminals,

which would make the problem of electrification within the city

limits much simpler. The people of Chicago should also care-

fully consider, before they take definite action requiring electri-

fication, whether they are prepared to pay the price. The cost

would be very great and, as it would be incurred entirely for the

benefit of Chicago, in the long run the people of Chicago prob-

ably would have to, as they certainly ought to, bear a great part

of it in the rates paid by them. Probably electrification in

Chicago 'must come sooner or later; but it should not be re-

quired until a thorough investigation by experts shall be made,

in which all parties interested shall be given full hearing and

all of the important questions involved shall be rationally

determined.

THE Idaho legislature, after a bitter debate in which a good

many recriminations were bandied back and forth, refused

last week to pass a bill to create a state railway commission.

There are two interpretations which may be put on its action.

One is that the people and law-makers of the state are not satis-

fied that the work of the commissions in neighboring western
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stales has becti beneficial to tlie public. The other is that, in

view of the fact that railway mileage in Idaho is small, they

think public regulation should be deferred until it is larger. The

latter interpretation seems, in the light afforded by the del)ate,

to be the more nearly correct. Those who opposed the bill

used language indicating that they believed the state should

wait until it got more railways before beginning to regulate

them ; in other words, tliat it should wait until it catches its

hare before beginning to skin it. The argument that seemed

to carry the day was that adoption of a commission bill would

prevent railway development. But, obviously, any measure

which would now prevent railway development would, if passed

later, do injustice to capital which hereafter may be invested in

railways; for if regulation were reasonable and just it would not

prevent railway development. The argument, then, that regu-

lation ought to be postponed until the state gets more railways

seems to resolve itself into a contention that it ought to get

railways under false pretenses. The fact that even those who
argued and fought against the bill opposed it on such a ground,

or at least felt that they must give this reason for public con-

sumption, well illustrates the unfortunate attitude toward cap-

ital invested in railways which is so generally assumed in the

country west of the Missouri river. There seems to be only

one way to change it, and that is to conduct the sort of edu-

cational campaign which the Oregon Short Line has been waging

with success in Utah, Idaho, and other states along its lines dur-

ing the last few years. That the educational work of the Oregon

Short Line has contributed much toward the defeat of the Idaho

bill there can be no question. Furthermore, it seems hard to

believe, and we cannot believe, that it has not helped to create

a much more intelligent sentiment regarding railway affairs than

otherwise would have existed.

THE acquisition of half-control (the New York Central

had 52 per cent, of the Rutland preferred, so the New
Haven now owns 26 per cent.) of the Rutland Railroad by the

New York, Hew Haven & Hartford has several significant points

of interest. It is one of those rare, if not almost unprecedented,

cases in American railway policy where two large railway sys-

tems have voluntarily joined in the control of a third system

by the transfer of half of its interest by one of them ; and in

that aspect it seems to herald closer co-working of the New
York Central and the New Haven. As the policy of the New
Haven has been to equalize in itself the interests of its two

chief allies, the Central and the Pennsylvania, one is not sur-

prised now at the announcement that the long-delayed Hell Gate

bridge connection (by which the New Haven gets direct rail

connection with the Pennsylvania lines on Long Island) is to

be pushed through ; and it will be recalled that not long ago the

Pennsylvania bought in a large block of New Haven treasury

stock. Physical and traffic aspects of the Rutland deal are also

suggestive. It gives to the New Haven, along with traffic rights,

practically a line of its own from Southern New England to

Montreal 16 miles shorter than the old route, with better grades

for freight traffic, and invading Grand Trunk territory—this

being somewhat of a counterstroke to the Grand Trunk's Provi-

dence plan. It opens a new rail and water route to the West
via the Rutland's Ogdensburg branch and its fleet of Lake

steamers ; and it may be regarded especially as a new outlet

westward for Boston and that large region of dense popula-

tion and large factory product formed by eastern Massachusetts

and southern New Hampshire. By closer examination of the

railway map and the coming extension of the New Haven's

White Plains branch to Danbury, Conn.—shortening by some

11 miles the route to the Berkshires—one can work out some

other possibilities. For, in that case, a new line of only some

eight miles to connect with the Rutland would give the New
Haven an eligible route between New York City and Montreal.

But such a project uses some miles of the Boston & Albany,

and, as it cuts the New York Central's existing long haul to

Montreal on the Hudson river route, it may be deferred for

the present. I'inancially, what the New Haven undoubtedly

looks fur in its Rutland investment is a repetition of its

strikiiig Central New England experience—briefly, making a

non-profitable system profitable by feeding it trafHc from a

bigger system. And, in that direction, reciprocity with Canada
would be ;in important factor.

THE FREIGHT RATE DECISIONS.
'

I

' liE decisions of tlie interstate Connnercc Commission in

* the rate advance cases came not merely as a surprise but

as a shock to railway officials. Few expected that the com-
mission would grant all the advances sought, but almost r\()

railway man doubted that it would permit some. The imme-
diate effects on business, of course, may not be as bad as many
fear. During the period of uncertainty about what the commis-
sion would do, railway managers postponed numerous expendi

tures which were really needed. It seems probable that they

will within the next few months place many delayed orders.

So far as can be learned, no orders for equipinent have been

cancelled, and prices of railway stocks have recovered within

one or two points from the sharp break which followed the

announcement of the decisions. Also, it is probable that the

immediate effects will be good in that unreasonable demands
for lower rates and higher wages will not get the public support

they have had heretofore.

But it is impossible for us to be optimistic about the ultimate

effects of the decision. It is a long step toward government

ownership. Railway executives such as Presidents Ripley,

Brown, McCrea and Willard went on the stand and swore they

believed that the rates the railways desired to make were reason-

able, and that the roads needed increased revenue which could

be secured only through higher rates. Although in the course

of the two opinions the commission repeatedly says that it does

not want to take the management out of the hands of the present

managers, still it seems to place less reliance on the business

judgment of these railway men than on its own opinion.

Throughout the commission's history, railway managers have

regarded it as being unfair to the roads. Before the passage

of the Hepburn act, successful appeals from its decisions were

repeatedly made. They hoped that its experience of numerous

defeats in the courts and the increased powers given it by the

Hepburn and Mann-Elkins acts would increase its sense of

responsibihty, conservatism and fairness. The decisions in these

cases tend to dissipate such hopes. They indicate that the com-

mission is not equal to the responsibihty put on it. If it had

considered these cases with an eye only to the greatest good to

the whole country it could not, if it felt any reasonable doubt

as to whether or not the increases were justified, have done

otherwise than to grant them. The loss to the shippers would

be much less than the gain to the whole country, including these

same shippers, accruing from the extensive purchases of mate-

rial and suppHes which the railways would have made in the

event of a favorable decision.

In face of the fact that the efficiency with which American

railways have been m.anaged has been one of the modern won-

ders of the world, the commission reflected on their manage-

ment by saying that "Before any general advance can be per-

mitted, it must appear to a reasonable certainty that' carriers

have exerted proper economy in the purchase of their supplies,

in the payment of their wages," etc. However, in both decisions

the extravagant Brandeis claims were belittled. The suggestion

that railways must prove proper economy in wages raises

the question as to whether the commission thinks the

roads have been improvident in increasing wages, and

will co-operate with them in resisting future unreason-

able demands regarding wages and conditions of employ-

ment. It never has done so. Every member of the commis-

sion who has arbitrated a labor dispute has given higher wages.

The commission's remark implies a demand for greater economy

in operation ; the public constantly demands the improvement

of service. Between these upper and nether millstones there
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is danger that any reasonable profit to the stockholders will be

ground pretty fine. If the economies suggested were practiced,

the result would be apt to be that the public would not get the

service it demands and that labor would be dissatisfied. While,

as the commission says, earnings in the Hscal year 1910 were the

largest in history, railway men have felt that figures for the

calendar year 1910 tell a different story. In the first six months

of the calendar year, net revenue increased 6.8 per cent. ; in the

last six months of the calendar year net decreased 6.6 per cent.

The difference was caused mainly by wage increases. The total

operating revenues during the calendar year increased about

$216,000,000, leaving an apparent net increase of $4,200,000;

but if this be apportioned on the basis of increased mileage

it shows a net decrease of $40 per mile. Of the increase in

operating expenses, $122,000,000 was due to conducting trans-

portation, in which wages constitute the largest item. The com-

mission refused to consider these recent figures, saying that the

period covered was too short to have a bearing on the question.

Aside from the question of accounting (monthly statements can-

not agree with averages arrived at after a full year's figures

are available for examination) these recent statements do not

necessarily indicate a continued decline in net earnings. For

instance, when the movement for increased rates began, earnings

were on the decline and there seemed to be good reason to fear

a long pull of decreased revenue; yet the year 1910 proved to

be one of the most prosperous in railway history.

The law puts on railways the burden of proving that any

higher rates they propose are just and reasonable. The roads

sought to show, first, that the rates they proposed would be

reasonable and, second, that they needed to make advances in

order to earn enough money to pay fair dividends and give

good service. The commission, though not in so many words,

admits that specific increases asked for were reasonable in them-

selves, but it really decided the cases on the basis of earnings

and credit. It confined itself to the question of whether or

not the roads' need of money was so great as to require an

increase in rates. Accepting this as a basis for judging rates

(and the commission, it seems, cannot out-grow its idea that

there is such a thing as a "theory" of rate making by which all

rates can be regulated) it studied the earnings of the stronger

roads. It held that advances ought not to be made because,

while weaker lines needed them, stronger lines did not. For fear

that some might be made unnecessarily prosperous others must

continue to suffer adversity. Though the commission is criti-

cised for this, it could not have done otherwise in the premises.

If a weak road is taken as the basis and its rates raised so as

to allow it to earn dividends (and, of course, rates of stronger

competing lines raised also) it would amount to a tax on the

public throughout the territory affected in order to subsidize a

road weak through unfavorable location or bad financing. The
impression that its decision was based solely on the theory that

even the more prosperous roads should not be allowed to earn

more than the so-called fair return is supported by this statement

in Commissioner Prouty's opinion in the eastern rate cases

:

"There is no testimony tending to show the cost of reproducing

these properties. It is plain that physical valuation would intro-

duce into the calculation a new element which might lead to a dif-

ferent conclusion." Neither the United States Supreme Court nor

any other court of competent jurisdiction has held that physical

valuation is a proper basis for calculating the reasonableness of

an entire schedule of rates. In the case of Smythe vs. Ames, the

Supreme Court specifically held that the market value of stocks

and bonds, density of traffic, operating expenses, and other

factors affecting value as a going concern must be considered.

In Cotting vs. Godard it specifically said that a public service

corporation is entitled to reasonable compensation for each

service, and that it never had held that rates might be so regu-

lated as barely to avoid confiscation. Yet apparently in these

cases the commission definitely committed itself to the theory

that rates, as a whole, should be so regulated as to restrict

stronger railways to comparatively small return.

The railways have apparently decided to accept the commis-
sion's decision and try to work out their salvation under exist-

ing rates. This certainly will afford the best test as to whether

commission or the managers are right in their opinions of rail-

way needs. If the commission turns out to be wrong, both the

roads and the public suffer much more than if the commission

had granted advances and subsequent developments had shown
them unnecessary. The roads might take the commission's

hint and demand valuation as a means of demonstrating, in the

only way that apparently will satisfy the commission, that rail-

ways are not earning fair return. This would be dangerous

because in the eyes of the public it would commit them to

acquiescence in a policy of regulating rates on the basis of

valuation.

The extent of the commission's authority under existing laws,

whether or not it has exceeded that authority, the constitution-

ality of present laws and the extent of control over railway

rates and profit which Congress itself may exercise or delegate

to the commission are all unsettled questions. The decisions in

these cases show that the commission is committing itself to a

theory of regulation which railway managers cannot accept and,

at the same time, try to keep faith with their stockholders. It

is only a matter of time until the question as to whether the

public management of public utilities while they continue to be

private property is constitutional must be litigated for final

settlement. These decisions of the commission have brought

this litigation nearer, and it would seem that, since it is inevit-

able, the sooner a case directly presenting the great issues in-

volved is got on its way to the Supreme Court the better it will

be for all concerned. The existing uncertainty about public's

power and stockholder's rights is calculated to steadily discour-

age development not only of railway business but of all busi-

nesses directly or indirectly affected.

MISSOURI PACIFIC.

IT
is as an indication of what the Missouri Pacific should be

able to do, rather than as a record of what has been done

in the past, that the company's report for the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1910, is of especial interest. Before, however, an ex-

amination is made of the condition of the property, as indicated

by the report, and of traffic possibilities, as forecast by last

year's showing, it is important to see what arrangements the

Missouri Pacific has made for financing future additions and

betterments. In 1909 the finances of the company were reorgan-

ized and a new mortgage made for $175,000,000. In addition to

this a mortgage for $25,000,0(X) was placed on the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern. The two properties are treated as one in

discussing the results of operation. Under the Missouri Pacific

mortgage $29,806,000 5 per cent, convertible bonds were issued.

Of this amount, $19,700,000 was partly for refunding outstanding

bonds and paying floating indebtedness, and under the terras

of the mortgage it was provided tliat $4,653,250 out of the pro-

ceeds of this $19,700,000 should be deposited with the railway

company to pay for improvements and additions. In addition

there were $4,640,500 sold for improvements and additions. This

makes a total of $9,293,750. Under the terms of the mortgage

$85,993,000 were reserved for refunding bonds and $19,-

700,000 were reserv""d to exchange for St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern bonds. The remaining $5,300,000

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern bonds out of the total

issue of $25,000,000 having been issued to provide for bet-

terments. This leaves, therefore, $52,866,500 bonds which may

be issued for additions and betterments to the Missouri Pacific,

and $19,700,000 which may be issued for additions and better-

ments to the Iron Mountain, a total of $72,566,500. In addi-

tion, there are $6,500,000 refunding bonds reserved to retire

equipnient notes. Since these refunding bonds are selling in the

neighborhood of 95, this arrangement for the issue of new bonds

gives the Missouri Pacific and the Iron Mountain a satisfactory

means of raising the new capital that is so badly needed for im-

provement of the physical property.
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In the fiscal year omicd June 30. 1910, tlie Missonri Pacific

system spent :f8,()(K),0(K) lor aikiitions and hetternients, the two
largest items beiiit- $l/)70,000 for ballast and $1,230,000 for ad-

ditional main track. The company also spent .$470,000 for new
equipments and improvements to equipment, in addition to the

amount ($706,000) credited to property account through the sale

or destruction of old equipment.

In 1910 there was 185 miles of new 85-lb. rail laid in track,

partly on the main line between Omaha and Kansas City, and
partly on the main line between Kansas City and St. Louis and
on the lines in Kansas. On June 30, 1910, there was over 2,200

miles of main track laid with 56-lb. rail and 414 miles laid with

52-lb. rail, while 1,861 miles of main track was laid with 85-lb.

rail. This exhibit alone shows strikingly how much will have
to be spent on the improvement of the property before it can

be put in the same class with such competitors as the .Santa Fe.

There are still 21 miles of iron rails in main track.

During the fiscal year 1910 a total of 691 miles of track was
ballasted with gravel and 20 miles with rock. Of the total sys-

tem in operation on June 30, 1910, 2,555 miles was unballasted,

something over 1,800 miles ballasted with gravel, and over 900

miles with cinders. If the passenger department of the Missouri

Pacific is to have a fair show at competitive business, a great

deal of track now unballasted will have to have either good
gravel ballast or rock.

The increase in operating expenses was about evenly divided

between transportation and maintenance ; but the transportation

expenses are as high as they should be now, while maintenance
expenses may need to go even higher, although the following

table showing the unit costs of maintenance would seem to

indicate that last year the Missouri Pacific spent large sums
on maintenance

:

1910. 1909.

•Maintenance of way per mile $1,995 $1,098
tRepairs per locomotive 2,858 2^971
Repairs per passenger car 1,130 li040
Repairs per freight car 81

' 64

*Per mile of main and branch line tracks, no account being taken of
sidings and switch tracks.

tRepairs only, no allowance being made for renewals, depreciation or
overhead charges.

The traffic department of the Missouri Pacific is good. It

has plenty of handicaps to work under, but the geographical
position of the Missouri Pacific and its terminal facilities, espe-

cially on its roads running out of St. Louis, gives the traffic

department a naturally strong position in competing for business.

In 1910 there were 11,400,000 passengers carried, an increase of

6 per cent, over 1909. The average distance, however, that each
passenger was carried decreased from 41.49 miles in 1909 to

40.38 miles in 1910. Total passenger revenue last year amounted
to $10,200,000, an increase of IS per cent, over 1909. The aver-

age amount received per passenger per mile was 2.2 cents.

The total number of tons of freight carried amounted to

20,200,000, an increase of 14 per cent over the previous year;
the average haul of revenue freight being 232 miles, just about
the same as the year before; and the average revenue per ton

per mile was a little over eight mills last year. This is a long
average haul and a high ton-mile rate.

The prospects of the Missouri Pacific under a new regime
and backed by a strong association of bankers was commented
on in these columns last week.

The following table shows the results of operation for the

system in 1910, with a comparison for 1909:

1910. 1,909.

Average mileage operated 6,775 6,489
Freight revenue $38,201,784 $33,280,482
Passenger revenue 10,210,358 8,893,885

Total operating revenue 53,019,137 46,385,543
Maintenance of way and structures 8,000,104 6,999,729
Maintenance of equipment 7,687,429 7,042,448
Traffic 1,368,745 1,157^524
Transportation 18,889,986 17,237,366

Total operating expenses 37,547,372 33,926,513
Taxes 1,903,004 1,715,758
Net operating income 13,568,761 10,743,272
Gross corporate income 15,462,491 12,437,315
Net corporate income 2,759,411 1,064,509

THE OPINION IN THE EASTERN RATE CASE.

In ic-im'cstiiiati(»i of the adziances in rates by carriers in

oiTicial classiUcalioii territory. Opinion by Commissioner
I'routy*

'I he burden of proof to justify the proposed increase in rates

is placed by law on the railways. The advances arc justified

on the ground that the cost of operation has so increased that

although gross operating income has continued to grow, the net

operating income has become, and is, insufficient. The question

l)resentcd to the commission is: are these defendants justified

in laying this additional transportation burden on the public

for the purpose of obtaining greater net revenue? It might

not follow, even though the commission were of the opinion that

these carriers were entitled to additional revenue, that they

ought to obtain it from an advance in these particular rates.

As this case is presented as a preliminary to the consideration

of this further question, the commission must dispose of the

basic question as above. The commission must stand for the

entire public, including the railways; it cannot accede to the

mere wish of any class. Next to agriculture, railways are the

greatest single industry. Railway extension would mean the

employment of additional labor and the purchase of additional

material and equipment ; and besides asking for increased rates

on the ground of the necessity for greater revenue, it is urged

by some interests that to grant increased rates would stimulate

business, and would put into circulation additional money.

So far as such expenditures are legitimate, they ought to be

encouraged. Railways should be kept in a high state of ef-

ficiency, and railway charges should be sufficient to permit this,

but to the extent that an artificial impulse might be given to

railway building and kindred industry, the efifect would be in the

end baneful, even though the temporary result might seem

beneficial.

It must be conceded that railway rates and the treatment of

railways should be such as will make the long-time railway bond,

which bears a proper relatioi\ to the value of the security, a

favorite to the investing public. Comparisons which have been

introduced between the selling price of railway bonds and

municipal bonds would seem to demonstrate that the price of a

railway bond is better to-day, as measured by the price of the

municipal bond, than it was ten years ago, and this would in-

dicate that in the last decade the credit of the railways has

gained and not lost. Never before has the gross amount paid ,

in dividends been as large as in the year 1910, and yet the

press, through railway influence, has been filled with forebodings

of the disaster. If the railway company is still sound, either

at home or abroad, it is not because of, but in spite of, the

declarations of railway operators. It would be much better

for the government to guarantee bonds than to permit the people

and the industries of this country to bear the burden of un-

reasonable transportation charges.

The railways seek to justify the advances by showing an in-

creased cost of operation, due to increased wages. Figures

show that taking the 41 railways involved in this proceeding,

the increase in wages for the year 1909 would have amounted

to nearly $35,000,000, while the revenue from the proposed ad-

vances would only have been $27,000,000.

A comparison has been made between the English act of

1892 and the present United States law. The English act pro-

vides that the carrier shall justify the "increase of the rate."

Our act provides that the burden of proof shall be on the car-

rier to show that the "increased rate" is just and reasonable. The
English act presumes that the rates in effect December 31, 1892,

were reasonable, and the justice of an increase must be tried by

that standard. Our act does not intend to say that rates in effect

January 1, 1910, are just; on the contrary, any shipper or the

commission may attack such a rate. The law was passed at a

*The opinion has been much condensed, but as far as possible the lan-

guage of the commission has been preserved.
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time when the air was filled with rumors of advances in freight

rates. The question before the commission is still the same as

before the new law, and it is on the reasonableness of the rate

in effect, or of the rate to be put in effect.

It appears that during the year ended June 30, 1910, the net

earnings of these 41 railways aggregated $51,000,000 more than

during the year 1909. The question then, is, to what net earn-

ings are these carriers properly entitled? And the commission

follows the United States Supreme Court, in Smyth v, Ames,
and holds that. a reasonable rate is one that affords a fair return

on the value of the property. There are two methods of deter-

mining value : the cost of reproduction, and the money actually

invested in the property. The commission believes that the mar-

ket value of securities issued against railway property should

be taken in consideration in determining a reasonable return.

The commission is not fixing the value of a collection of ties

and rock and steel rails, but of a railway equipped for doing busi-

ness. What is that railway worth as a railway for the transac-

tion of a railway business? The market value of railway

securities depends largely on the rate which has been charged;

and to assume that the market value is a fair index; of value

for rate-making purposes, is to assume that the rates charged

have been in the main reasonable, and these rates were origin-

ally in most instances fixed by competition. The commission

cannot, of course, allow such rates as will in all cases guarantee

prices at which railway stocks have been bought, but in view

of the entire situation, it should have that price in mind. The
last item mentioned by the Supreme Court in the question of the

determination of a reasonable rate is the probable earning

capacity of the property under particular rates prescribed by

statute, and the sum required to meet operating expenses, which

means information necessary to determine the net revenues

which will accrue from the application of particular rates. This

information the commission has. Outside of the United States a

majority of railway mileage is to-day owned and operated by

the government ; but in this country a vast amount of private

capital has been induced to invest in railway construction and

operation. It is therefore not only a matter of justice, but in

the truest: public interest that an adequate return should be

allowed on railway capital.

At the same time the railway rate is in final analysis a tax on

nearly every species of property, and also on every sort of

activity, and there is no reason why all other kinds of property

should be required to pay to this particular species of property

an undue compensation. The element of risk is less in railway

investments than in most industrial operations. There is little

fear of competition. What business can be more attractive to

the investor than this in which no rival is to be apprehended;

where the amount of business is assured, and where the price

for the transaction of that business is protected by the funda-

mental law of the land? At the present market value, the 4

per cent, preferred stock of the Baltimore & Ohio yields a return

of 4^ per cent. It seems probable that any railway stock which

was certain to pay a dividend of 5 per cent, year after year

would sell readily at par.

The railways contend that besides maintaining their property

and paying dividends, they should also earn sufficient to make

improvements and additions to those properties of .a permanent

character. In the Yellow Pine Lumber case, in which the com-

mission was sustained by the Supreme Court, the commission

held that in fixing a fair return on railway property for the

purpose of determining whether a given advance is reasonable,

the railway ought not to treat as part of its operating expenses

the cost of permanent improvements. It is contended that rail-

ways cannot raise the necessary funds to make improvements,

and should therefore be allowed to impose rates that will pro-

vide these funds. This argument does not appeal to the com-

mission.

By way of illustration, take the elevation of ^rack. On the

whole it is an expenditure which adds nothing to the net income

uf the railway, but just how is that a reason why this improve-

ment should be paid for out of the present earnings? In other

words, where lies the difference between a revenue producing
and a non-revenue producing improvement? So long as the im-

provement is for the future, the present must not be entirely

taxed to provide it.

On the other hand, it is a wise thing for a nation, as well as

an individual, to lay up something for the future; but if we lay

up a fund for future generations to offset the tendency to in-

crease prices, is there any assurance that the fund when provided

could be made available? The carriers in the proceeding now
before us claim they should be allowed to invest in improve-

ments an amount equal to that paid in dividends. In the year

1910 railway dividends aggregated $405,131,650. If this sum were
to be invested in our railways annually for the next half century,

it would amount at the expiration of that period to $20,256,582,-

500, not regarding the item of interest. This sum is far in excess

of the present total capitalization of our railways. Until the

status of the railway surplus is determined by judicial inter-

pretation, the commission cannot properly permit the advance in

rates for the purpose of an accumulation of surplus.

It is also said that railways should be allowed to accumulate

a surplus for the purpose of providing for the time being for in-

terest charged on new capital which represents an improvement
which is necessary and will finally be profitable, but does not pay

an immediate return. To this claim within certain limits the

commission assents, but to this surplus fund stockholders should

l)e required to contribute by reasonable reduction in dividends.

As to the item of obsolescence, under the present system of

accounting railways are required to make a depreciation charge

on equipment, but they make no such charge for way and struc-

tures, and it seems proper that the accumulation of a surplus

should be allowed in this view.

Some of the 41 roads might show an actual need for higher

freight rates, while others, like the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, might show no such need. The commission, therefore,

had the question forced on it as to what line should be examined

for the purpose of determining whether net revenues may prop-

erly be increased, and the commission decided, as in the Spokane

case, that it must have regard not altogether to any one partic-

ular railway, but to the whole situation. On the whole, it seems

fair to include with the Pennsylvania the New York Central

Lines on the north, and the Baltimore & Ohio on the south, and

to take this group of roads as typical of all the rest.

The railways insist that the unit cost of operation has in-

creased. Including taxes as a part of this expense of operation,

operating expenses have increased by a much larger percentage

than operating income, in the case of nearly all of these de-

fendants. On the Baltimore & Ohio, the Pennsylvania, and the

New York Centra! & Hudson River, the commission finds that

in every case the percentage of operating expenses to operating

revenues was greater in 1910 than in 1904, and greater than the

average for the seven years. On the other hand, the Pennsylvania

Railroad shows the cost per ton mile of handling freight traffic,

and according to its reports the cost to the company for the

calendar year ended December 31, 1909, was lower than for any

other year in its whole history, with the exception of 1901. The

inference from the figures given by the Pennsylvania is that, since

1894, the unit cost of handling freight has remained about

stationary. In the future there is likely to be some advance in

the price of coal, but the general cost to the railway of its sup-

plies will not be greater in the immediate future than it has been

in the immediate past, and it is fair to assume that wages will

not immediately make a further increase. The demands of the

public for better service, etc., will continue to add both to the

expense of operation and to the cost of plant. It is also prob-

able that taxes will continue to increase more rapidly than the

increase in the value of the property.

The railways say that this increase in expense can no longer

be offset bv the introduction of further economies. Grades have
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been reduced ami curves oliniiuated, so that little remains to be

done on first-class railway systems. 'J lie shippers claim that by

the introduction of what was termed ".•icientilic management,"

the purpose of which was in various ways to make labor more

efficient, at the same time increasing tiie wage paid the laborer

himself, much more than the amount of these advances could be

saved. The witness who apparently had most to do with originat-

ing and applying these methods, testified that they were in actual

operation in not over one-tenth of 1 per cent, of all the manu-

facturing establishments of this country. The system is every-

where in an experimental stage. Representatives of labor have

said that these methods could not and should not be introduced

in railway work, and the commission can hardly find that tliese

methods could be introduced to any considerable extent, and

that therefore the defendants cannot make good any part of the

actual advance in wages by the introduction of scientiiic

management.

The railway is a monopoly. It is also well understood tliat

the same men who are potential in the United States Steel Cor-

poration and the American Locomotive Works arc influential in

directing the policy of the railways. Now, if the steel trust is

to determine the price that should be paid for rails and bridges

and if the locomotive trust is to determine the price of engines,

the car trust of cars and the labor trust of labor, and if the

railways have only to meet the demands made by these combina-

tions and charge over to the public, by an increase of rates, what-

ever is paid, a most unfortunate situation is developed. Busi-

ness, both freight and passenger, will continue to increase, but

not probably at the same ratio as for the past fifteen years. The
increase in traffic may, under certain circumstances, be a disad-

vantage instead of an advantage. For instance, when it requires

double tracking the increase may not be sufficient to pay the in-

terest on the money invested in the second track but may be

great enough to forbid economical operation on a single track.

Statements filed by the Baltimore & Ohio, the Pennsylvania

and the New York Central, show that on these lines the freight

tonnage and the freight revenue of 1907 have never since been

equaled, yet the Pennsylvania spent between June 30, 1907,

and June 30, 1910, $68,000,000, the New York Central $38,000,000

for additions, and the Baltimore & Ohio $16,000,000 for better-

ment. As a general proposition, it may not be at all certain but

that increase of business in densely populated sections may, even

in the long run, be a damage rather than an advantage, mainly by

reason of the enormous terminal expenses. There have, how-

ever, been forces at work in the past few years which have

tended to increase the revenue of the railways, as, for instance,

the fact that rebates are no longer given. While the gross

amount of the increase resulting from all sources cannot be

definitely known, it is indicated in official classification territory,

by the advance in the rate per ton mile, that the average per

ton mile rate of the Pennsylvania in 1900 was 5.04 mills; in

1910, 5.80 mills ; of the Baltimore & Ohio, in 1900, 4.56 mills ; in

1910, 5.77 mills; of the New York Central, in 1900, 5.58 mills;

in^l910, 6.25 mills.

Answering the question "Should the published tariff be ad-

vanced with respect to the three systems selected as typical?"

the commission should inquire : What were the net revenues for

the year 1910? What would those revenues have been had the

present wage scale been applied to the operations of that year?

Would the revenue resulting from the application of the

present wage scale to the operation in 1910 have been sufficient

for that year?

Will the revenue which would have resulted in 1910 from the

application of the higher wage scale be likely to increase or de-

crease in the future, and, if sufficient in 1910, will it continue to

be adequate?

BALTIMORE & OHIO.

From 1901 to 1910, the total operating revenue of the Baltimore

& Ohio increased 91.4 per cent.; total operating income 60.2 per

cent. ; income per single track mile, 16.2 per cent. ; income per

all-track mile, 5.1 per cent. If the company is to preserve its

tinancial integrity on the basis of its present capitalization and
maintain its credit, it is true that it must be allowed to earn a
sullicient amount to pay its interest, its preferred 4 per cent,

dividend.s, a dividend on its common stock and have remaining a

substantial surplus. The commission is of the opinion that the

sum remaining after the payment of fixed charges, including as

a fixed charge the dividend on the preferred stock, should be

equivalent to between 7 and 8 per cent, on the common stock.

The company should have sufficient earnings to pay a dividend

of 5 per cent, on its common stock, and carry 2}^ per cent, sur-

plus, or pay 6 per cent, and carry IVz per cent, surplus. This

is on the assumption that the capitalization does not exceed its

actual value.

Had the increased wage scale been in effect during the entire

fiscal year ended June 30, 1910, the Baltimore & Ohio might
have paid on its common stock a dividend of 6 per cent., carry-

ing forward a surplus of $2,776,000. Or it might have declared

a dividend of 5 per cent, and had a surplus of $4,296,000. In

the commission's judgment these net earnings would be ex-

tremely liberal to the Baltimore & Ohio, considering its present

capital stock and its past history. The commission does not

believe that 1910 was an abnormal year, and does not accept the

showing made by the road in the seven months since the close

of that fiscal year as conclusive. Allowing for interest on the

new $40,000,000 notes, the Baltimore & Ohio might have paid a

dividend of 5 per cent, on its common stock, and had $2,500,000

surplus. Moreover, the Baltimore & Ohio has a surplus of

$22,000,000 accumulated in the last 11 years. It is to tide over

just such periods as that intervening between the time when the

interest on the $40,000,000 notes begins to be paid and the time

when that $40,000,000 begins itself to earn money through

economies of operation, etc., that the commission has approved

of the accumulation of a surplus.

Should the cost of operation continue to increase, this company
may find it necessary in the future to make a general advance in

its rates in order to maintain its credit on the basis of its present

capitalization, but this record does not contain any satisfactory

evidence that this is now necessary.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

The operating revenues of the Pennsylvania Railroad were

$95,000,000 in 1901, and $166,000,000 in 1910, an increase of 74.4

per cent, while the net revenue during the same period increased

from $33,000,000 to $44,000,000, only about 33 per cent.

The operating income of the Pennsylvania Railroad for 1910

was $44,000,000; its rents and interest $21,000,000, leaving avail-

able for dividends and surplus $23,000,000. Dividends amounted

to nearly $22,000,000, and a 6 per cent, dividend on the total

amount of stock outstanding June 30, 1910, would be almost

$25,000,000. The Pennsylvania is a great stock-holding corpora-

tion, and income on the securities owned amounted in 1910 to sub-

stantially $17,000,000; so it appears that during 1910 approx-

imately $18,000,000 remained after the payment of taxes, rent,

interest and dividends; so that if the wage scale had been in

effect and expenses been $7,000,000 higher, the company would

still have had a surplus of $11,000,000. The commission again

does not take the showing made m the past seven months as

conclusive evidence. While it may be true that in the future, as

in the past, the ratio of operating expenses to gross income will

somewhat increase, there is nothing to account for such increase

in these seven months, and the commission would not be justified

in assuming that this increase will continue until actual circum-

stances has demonstrated the fact. In view of the munificent

earnings of this company in the past, there is not any hardship

in asking that these rate increases be deferred until their neces-

sity has been shown.

PENNSYLVANIA COMPANY.

Whether the commission examines the Fort Wayne route,

either from a standpoint of the owners of the Pittsburg, Ft.

Wayne & Chicago, or from the standpoint of the Pennsylvania

Company, which now leases and operates it, there is certainly
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no suggestion of any necessity of increased revenue, by reason

of advanced wages.

PITTSBURG, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO & ST. LOUIS.

After the payment of rents, interest, etc., tliere was $5,854,000

available for dividends on the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, and the company paid 5 per cent, on its common
stock, and 5 per cent, on its preferred stock, leaving a surplus

of $2,873,000. Considering the high capitalization per mile of

this road, it is impossible for the commission not to feel that its

earnings for 1910, even when reduced by the full amount of the

wage advance, will be extremely liberal for that property.

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER.

The operating revenue of the New York Central & Hudson
River increased from $54,000,000 in 1901, to $101,000,000 in 1910,

an increase of 85.2 per cent.; while operating income increased

from $17,000,000 in 1901 to $23,000,000 in 1910, or 33.3 per cent.

These figures have less significance, since during the decade the

system has increased by the taking-on of several important

properties. The commission finds that if the wage increase had

been in effect in 1910 and the new interest requirements had also

been in effect, the New York Central could not have maintained

its present rate of dividends without obtaining more money from

some source. As to the arguments made by the railway that its

income from other sources was unusually large last year because

of the 6 per cent, extra dividend on the Lake Shore stock owned,

the commission finds that the Lake Shore is probably amply

able to pay every year 18 per cent., which includes this extra 6

per cent. The New York Central & Hudson River came into

existence in 1869 by the consolidation of the New York Central

Railroad and the Hudson River Railroad, and the evidence shows

that the capital stock now contains $57,000,000 par value, for

which nothing was ever paid, and there has been paid out on this

$57,000,000 stock at least $120,000,000 in dividends. In looking

at the financial condition of these companies for the purpose of

determining what a reasonable rate should be, the commission

cannot entirely close its eyes to bits of history like that.

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN.

?Iad the increased Avage scale been in effect during the year

1910, it would have added to the operating expenses of this com-

pany $1,500,000, and would have diminished its net by that

amounl. During the year 1910, therefore, the Lake Shore could

have paid the higher wages and declared its dividend of 18 per

cent, and had remaining $5,000,000. It might during that year

have easily paid a further dividend of 6 per cent.

MICHIGAN CENTRAL.

The Michigan Central does not present as strong a case as the

Lake Shore, but it would have no diflficulty in paying the ad-

vanced wages and showing a substantial surplus after declaring

a dividend of 6 per cent. The three railways together, the New
York Central, the Lake Shore and the Michigan Central have

certainly made a much stronger showing for an increase in

rates than the other two systems previously examined. It should,

however, be noted that the present necessities of this system

arise mainly from the fact that it is forced to make changes at

this time and large outlays, which, while profitable finally, will

not yield an immediate return on a considerable part of the

amount invested.

The commission, on the whole, finds that the advances have

not been justified, but since there may be some cases where the

commodity rates may need to be adjusted, the commission dis-

likes to tie up by hard and fast order, these commodity rates,

and has concluded as to all the rates involved in this proceed-

ing, to simply require the defendants to cancel on or before

March 10, their advance tariffs on file and restore their former

rates, which are the rates now in effect. If this requirement is

not complied with, the proposed rates will be suspended, the

necessary findings of fact made, and the usual two-year order

issued as to all the tariffs involved.

OPINION IN THE WESTERN RATE CASE.

In re investigation of advances in rates by carriers in Western
trunk line trans-Missouri and Illinois Freight CommUtce terri-

tories. Opinion by Commissioner Lane.

More than 200 railways operating in Wisconsin, Iowa, Mis-
souri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and Mon-
tana are parties to these rates. The present American law„

placing the burden of proof on the railways to justify increased
rates as reasonable, should be distinguished from the English'

law. The English commission has to deal with the increase itself'

in the rate, and not with the increased rate. This distinction is^

fundamental in the consideration of the laws of the two govern-
ments. The American law places the question of reasonableness-

not on the increase but on the rate. The purpose of Congress-

was to give the commission the same plenary power over ia-

creased rates that since the enactment of the Hepburn act it has
enjoyed over other rates. The assumption of the law is that the

railway which increases its rate takes such action knowing that

the law casts on it the "risk of non-persuasion." The carriers in

the present proceeding have assumed this burden. The common
ground for these common advances may be epitomized in the

language of the leading witness for the carriers, "we need the

money."'

Later it became manifest that the purpose of the carriers was
not so much to secure approval of their specific rates as to dis-

cover the mind of the commission with respect to the policy

which the carriers might in future pursue, and to secure, if pos-

sible, some commitment on our part as to a nation wide policy

which would give the carriers a loose rein. The carriers charged

with the public trust were given a free hand in the institution of

their own rates until within the last four years, and they now
appear asking the protection of a law to increase their rates,

which, under the play of economic forces, they say never have
been higher. President Ripley, of the Santa Fe, being asked if,

in his opinion, the result of operating revenues without regula-

tion had resulted in not making a proper return to the carriers,

answered emphatically "I do." "And now that we have regula-

tion, rates should be put on a paying basis." "Is that your

opinion?" he was asked, to which his answer was "Yes." Could

there be any position less reasonable than to cry out against

restrictive legislation and in the same breath ask benefits under

this legislation which never were, and admittedly never could

have been, in the open field of unlimited competition?

While there doubtless has been spasmodic and demagogic

effort in various sections of our country which made for the

injury of carriers, the trend of control of regulation, as a whole,,

has been conservative, wise and sympathetic towards the in-

vestors in such enterprise.

On July 1, 1901, there were in the United States reporting to

the commission, 195,561 miles of railway, yielding a gross operat-

ing revenue of $1,572,960,868, or $8,043 per mile. The net operat-

ing revenue amounted to $577,221,171, or $2,951 per mile. On
July 1, 1910, there were 238,411 miles of line, with $2,818,411,419-

gross income, or $11,822 per mile. The net operating revenue

reached the unparalleled figure of $932,848,978, or 3,913 per

operated mile, an increase of 50 per cent, in net per mile over

the figures of ten years ago.

Coming to a consideration of the return to holders of Amer-

ican railway stocks, we find a result equally gratifying. It is

almost axiomatic that the investment in an American railway is

not represented by its capitalization. This generalization is sub-

ject to a few exceptions. In 1888, 38.56 of stock was paying divi-

dends, and the average rate on the dividend paying stock was

5.23 per cent. In 1910, 67.20 per cent, of the stock was paying

dividends, and the average rate on dividend paying stocks was

7.47 per cent. Thus we see that at the very time that the car-

riers in the East and in the West were taking united action to

increase their rates, they were compiling their annual state-

ments, which show from the standpoint of net revenue and of
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«li\ iilciitls vn st«n.'k lliai tlic railuay.s oi tlic Llnitcil Sl.ilos, as a

whole, have never before prospered, not even in tlie lieydey of

1907, as they did in 1910, wliieh, he it remarked, was but two

years removed from the tinancial panic of 1907-^.

As to ability to raise money abroad, the American railway

man is placed in an awkward dilenmia. European shareholders

insist on larger dividends because of increasing profits, while he

is demanding higher rates in order that his credit at home and

abroad may be sustained.

In the Western hearings the bunlen of supporting llie increase

in rates has been assumed largely by the Santa Fe and the

Burlington; but the conunission has also studied the iigures of

the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and the Chicago ik

Alton. On a capitalization of $84,000 per mile the Santa Fc

earns approximately 4 per cent, on $44,000 bonded debt, 5 per

cent, on $20,000 preferred stock and 9 per cent, on $20,000 cmn-

niun stock. From a glance at the income statement of the Bur-

lington it will be seen that its net profit in 1910, after deducting

all operating expenses, taxes and fixed charges, amounted to

nearly $14,000,000, which allowed an 8 per cent, dividend on its

stock and a balance or surplus of $5,108,000, or the equivalent of

12 per cent, on the common stock. The railways of the United

States in ten years have floated mortgage bonds on their prop-

erty to the extent of upward of $4,025,000,000. Their mortgage

indebtedness increased 77 per cent., while their mileage in-

creased but 36 per cent. ; and on this mortgage debt interest was

paid in 1899 at the rate of 4.55 per cent., while in 1909 it was

paid at the rate of 3.90 per cent.

So far as the bond buyer is concerned, no matter to what

elevation rates might be raised, it would not increase by a frac-

tion of a cent the interest which he would receive. The one

interest, therefore, that a bondholder has, or the bond buyer has,

is in the stability of his security. The stockholder, on the other

hand, has an interest in railway revenue, because his interest in

the property is necessarily speculative. Railway financiers them-

selves, w'ho but a short time ago were so reckless in the issu-

ance of stock, which, as they admitted, had no immediate value,

but was a capitalization of the future, are taking a position that

is more responsive to the best public sentiment.

We next come to the consideration of surplus. The carriers,

even under the rules of the commission obtaining only during the

last two or three years, are given in the widest latitude as to

charges that shall be made against the maintenance accounts. The
carriers of the United States have accumulated unappropriated

surplus amounting to $800,642,923, whereas in 1899 their surplus

as given in the books of the carriers was but $194,106,367. In

ten years, with an increased rate of dividend, an increased

maintenance charge and a vastly increased fixed charge for in-

terest, these carriers have accumulated a surplus of $606,536,556,

an increase of 312 per cent, on 1899, while the mileage has in-

creased 36 per cent. In the last analysis a surplus is a matter

of bookkeeping. Rates might be doubled in this territory and

leave the surpluses of the carriers where they are to-day. It may
well be that with a larger surplus, bonds or stocks might have

sold at a higher figure, but this is problematical ; and, further-

more, it may be asked, is it wise or necessary to accumulate a

surplus much more rapidly than at the rate of 100 per cent, in

ten years?

There is much persuasiveness in the argument that surplus

should be treated as a public fund, out of which the carrier may
create facilities which will produce more efficient and satisfactory

service without adding to the liability. A premium must be put

on efficiency in the operation of the American railway. Rates

cannot be increased with each new demand of labor, nor should

rates be reduced with each succeeding improvement in method.

The standard of rates must be so high that the needed carrier

which serves its public with honesty and reasonable effort may
live. And yet rates should be still so much below the possible

maximum as to give high and exceptional reward to the especially

capable management, the well co-ordinated force and plant.

1 ills is llie ideal uureali/ed, perliap.s, Init it iioinls the way.

However, since tlie commission cannot declare that accumulated

surplus shall ii<it lie capitalized, the adoption of a plan to treat

it as a public Iniul rests entirely with the carriers. A railway

is justified im dduht in maintaining a surplus which will insure

dividends in its stockholders during the years, and it may
accumulate tli rough years funds to meet obsolescence in plant

unless this charge is taken care of in maintenance. The one other

legitimate end for which the surplus may, in reason, be accumu-
lated is to supply facilities in the nature of luxuries, which can-

not be made to yield adequate return on the capital invested.

The Burlington claimed that it had a legal right to increase

its charges because it is not now receiving a fair return on the

value of the property which it uses, value being estimated as

cost of reproduction. What did the Burlington cost to build?

What is its present value? Whence came this value? Is such

increase in value a basis for increase in rates? The total in-

vestment ill the property from the sale of securities was $2,580,-

000. The company claims its present value is $530,000,000. The
difference, $270,000,000, represents investment made out of earn-

ings, an increased value of right of way and terminals. It re-

mains for the supreme court yet to decide that a public agency,

such as a railway created by public authority, may continuously

increase its rates in proportion to the increase in its value either

because of betterment made out of income or because of the

growth of the property in value. The commission's position is

that a railway may not increase rates on shippers for this reason,

and as an outgrowth of the fact that it has accumulated out of

rates a balance of profit which has been invested in the property.

In considering what is a reasonable rate. President Ripley

testified that a reasonable rate was "what the traffic would bear

and still move most freely and enable the products and manufac-

tures of one part of the country to be used to the utmost extent

in the other." While this definition sounds most philanthropic,

it was doubtless not intended to convey any more subtle or

philosophic meaning than this : that an individual rate should

not be made with reference to the cost of the service to the rail-

way, nor should it be made with regard to the return which it

would yield to the capital invested in the plant. It should be made
so low that as great a body as possible of that character of traffic

should move, but all the time there must be borne in mind the

fact that out of its aggregate rates the property must be made to

pay.* "What traffic would bear" carried to its last degree permits

indefinite discrimination between individuals as well as between

communities. The traffic manager of one of the leading roads

was asked to assume that one man owned all of the roads in

that territory and to give any reason why rates should not be

raised to the class basis, or 200 per cent. The traffic manager

answered, "Because the advance would be too great of itself."

"It would be a shock to my sense of propriety and to my sense

of justice," and that was the ultimate word. Rates are no higher

than they are, not because there is any maximum standard based

on the cost of service or the return to the carrier, but because

to increase them would not "be fair, or decent, or proper" ; in

short, would not appeal to the conscience of the traffic manager

;

and this same witness was unwilling to acknowledge that his

judgment of what was proper, reasonable or just should be

subject to review by this commission or any tribunal, a position

which may fairly be characterized as a modern extension of the

ancient principle of divine right. Possibly it is not too much to

hope that in some good day some traffic manager will announce

the principle that a railway function is to sell transportation at

a fair rate, and that it is beside his place to be the ultimate

regulator of economic conditions of the country. To be sure,

we can never depart from the ad valorem principle in making

rates ; no government railway system does.

While the commission finds the carriers contending uniformly

that in making a reasonable rate the cost of service is practically

a negligible factor, yet the contention is herein made that the

carriers should be allowed to increase their rates on that ground

;

in short, that addition to cost of service justified increased rates.
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An analysis of operating costs shows that an approximation of

the unit cost of performing transportation service may be ob-

tained. Once the commission has learned the comparative cost

for various services, it is not fanciful to say that a schedule of

rates may be made which will approach justice as between

services.

As to increased costs—there is no general conclusion to be

drawn from the figures which have been prepared as to the price

of coal; but it is probably fair to say that, as to the average

road, $1 worth of fuel in the last five years in the decade would

carry a ton of freight as far as it would in the first five years

in the decade.

While the standard white oak tie costs five or ten cents more,

the general increase in this expenditure is almost unnegligible.

It will increase the cost of maintenance less than $50 per mile

per year.

[The wage increases of 1910 were in effect during the six

months from July 1 to December 31 of last year. This period,

therefore, is compared with the previous six months, and with

the corresponding six months of 1909 and 1908, and the follow-

ing figures are abstracts from a number of tables comparing each

road considered with itself on a per mile basis.]

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy's operating income per

mile of road in the last six months of 1910 was $1,718, as com-

pared with $1,039 in the first half of 1910, and $1,368 in the last

half of 1909. (Operating income is the net return after the

payment of expenses, taxes and any deficit from outside

operations.)

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific's operating incon'.e per

mile of road in the last half of 1910 was $1,221, as compared with

$661 for the first half of 1910, and $1,204 for the last half of

1909.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul's operating income per

mile of road in the last half of 1910 was $1,176, as compared with

$1,031 for the first half of 1910, and $1,330 for the last half of

1909.

The Chicago & North Western's operating income per mile

of road in the last half of 1910 was $1,415, as compared with

$1,032 for the first half of 1910, and $1,454 for the last half of

1909.

The Illinois Central's operating income per mile of road in the

last half of 1910 was $1,743, as compared with $1,348 for the first

half of 1910, and $1,290 for the last half of 1909.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe's operating income per mile

of road in the last half of 1910 was $2,126, as compared with

$1,711 for the first half of 1910, and $1,986 for the last half

of 1909.

The carriers have passed through the period of immediate

experiment under these added costs, and found there is promised

a continuance of the prosperity this year which was their's in

1910. These six months' figures establish beyond reasonable

doubt, taking the carriers as a whole, that the increase in wages

does not come out of net, but out of increased gross. If these

increased rates are to be allowed must we not say, with Mr.

Ripley, that in the past all rates have been too low, and that by

force of our power to protect these carriers against intense

competition between each other, we will aid in the raising of

rates on to a higher level?

A strong plea is made on behalf of what are known as the

poorer roads in this territory. It is almost axiomatic that rates

cannot be made so as to give high rates to a poorly placed, in-

differently operated or isolated road without making the rates

absolutely extortionate.

In concluding, the strength of the carriers' case is in these two

contentions: (1) That the roads are not earning a fair return

on the value of their property; (2) that the cost of operating has

increased because of increased wages. It is true that cost of

operation has increased by the amount shown as allotted to

labor and addition to wages ; but it is also true that operating

revenues have increased so as to more than absorb increased

operating expenses, as is shown in the six months' statement

above. Moreover, ihe figures furnished would indicate that

under skillful management an additional tonnage may be handled
under a higher wage schedule without increasing the cost of

service given.

We are dealing here with a difficult problem involving multi-

tudinous facts and an infinite variety of modifying conditions,

which make the establishment of principles and the framing of

policies a matter of slow evolution. Congress has laid down a

few rules. These rules we are attempting to apply. The rail-

ways may not look to this tribunal to negative or modify the

expressed will of the legislature. They have laid before us the

facts and law, which would make for a justification of their

cost in the increasing of rates. To our minds, their justification

has not been convincing.

We do not say that the carriers may not increase their income.

We trust they may, and confidently believe they will if the time

does come when through changed conditions it may be shown
that their fears are realized, or approaching realization; and
from a survey of the whole field of operations, there is evidence

of a movement which makes against the security and lasting

value of legitimate investment, this commission will not hesitate

to give its sanction to increases which will be reasonable.

HAVANA PASSENGER STATION.

The new passenger terminal in Havana, Cuba, which is in the

course of erection for the Havana Terminal Railroad Company,
will be one of the finest and most up-to-date structures in Cuba.

It is situated on what is known as the Arsenal site near the

harbor, and will be built in connection with wharves, warehouses,

and all the other necessary terminal improvements.

The building will be used by the United Railways of Havana,

the Havana Central, and the Marianao Railroad, thus serving

as the union passenger terminal for the city of Havana. As
tourists' traveling is becoming more important every year, the

station has been designed to take' care of this need, and has a

capacity which will suffice to satisfy all requirements for many
years to come.

The station building itself is 240 ft. x 70 ft, and will be a

three-story and attic structure. The main waiting room is 72 ft.

X 128 ft., and extends all the way up to the roof, having a clear

height of some 60 ft. It will be finished in Italian marble with

Mosaic floor, and will have adjoining it the usual men and

women's retiring rooms, toilets, etc. These toilets will be divi-

ded up into two classes ; that is, the first-class toilet will have the

nickel-in-the-slot idea, whereas the second-class toilet is the

ordinary free arrangement.

The cafe is 40 ft. x 52 ft., and is on the most attractive corner

of the building. This cafe will have a high wainscot of elabo-

rate Spanish tiles, and a marble bar. The cafe is entirely open

with the street on two sides with a sufficient sidewalk to allow

placing cafe tables there, as is done in European cafes. A large

baggage room, with the usual mail and parcel rooms, occupies

the other end of the building. In addition to the large waiting

room, there is a concourse 50 ft. x 200 ft, provided with seats

to take care of a large part of the traffic.

On the second and third floors will be the offices of the United

Railways of Havana. These offices will surround the main wait-

ing room. These floors are served by two electric elevators in

cne of the towers of the building, and a freight elevator in the

rear.

The exterior of the building is in the style of Spanish Renais-

sance, and will be built of American terra cotta. A great deal

of color will be introduced throughout the building to conform

to the tropical climate and the wealth of color which one finds

in Cuba. Distinctive features of the front elevation are the twin

towers, arising 130 ft. above grade. These towers will contain

water tanks of 20,000 gal. capacity, to be used for fire and stor-

age purposes. The towers will also form an excellent point of

observation for visitors to Havana. The roof will be covered
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with red Spanish tile, wliich is used freely on Ciil);ui buildings.

A pecular feature of the building is that there will be no glass

in the windows, with the exception of a small panel in the shut-

ters, and also panels in the toilet room windows. Double sets

of shutters have been provided for all the windows; the exterior

set with fixed louvres, to be closed in the case of an ordinary

rain-storm, and an interior set with reinforcing bars and extra

heavy bolts to be used when the famous Cuban hurricwies come

along. The light penetrates so far into the buildings in Cuba,

that even with all the shutters closed the rooms seem as bright

fur storiuK and tr;ul^bhipping it at the eastern end of the lake

haul. The new elevator at Victoria Harbor has been built at

a cost of $1,100,000, including the necessary wharf. The wharf

is of concrete, 800 ft. long, and is carried down to provide for a

depth of water of 25 ft.

Grain boats are unloaded by two marine towers, 150 ft. high,

built of structural steel and covered with corrugated iron. These
towers are supported on 40 wheels each, the wheels being ar-

ranged in standard frieght trucks, and each is self-propelled in-

dependently along the double track which parallels the wharf.

Havana Passenger Station; United Railways of Havana.

as in an ordinary American building with everything open. In

fact, two of the principal problems in Cuban construction arc

keeping the light out and keeping the roof on.

The construction work of the building, the wharves, the

terminal, the yards, and the elevated railway on which all trains

will be brought to the station, will be performed by the Snare

& Triest Co., constructing engineers. New York City, who have

had much experience in this class of work, having built the

Hoboken terminal of the Lackawanna, the Staten Island ferry

house, and the Whitehall street ferry terminal, in New York City.

The building has been designed by Kenneth M. Murchison, of

New York City, who has built the Hoboken terminal and the

Scranton station for the D. L. & W., and is now engaged on

the Baltimore union station and the Newark station for the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

CANADIAN PACIFIC GRAIN ELEVATOR.

The Canadian Pacific recently completed at Victoria Harbor,

Ont., on the Georgian bay, an unusually large elevator for un-

loading the grain boats from the head of Lake Superior. The
company had already provided ample elevator capacity at the

upper lake ports for transferring to boats the grain shipped

down from western Canada, but there was a lack of facilities

This movement is obtained by housing sufificient motor equip-

ment in the base of the tower to operate a large drum winding^

up a cable which is passed out of the tower, around a fixed

block and back to a fixed connection on the tower. This allows

both towers to work to full capacity regardless of hatch spacing

or hold capacities of incoming boats. The marine legs are

specially designed to enter passenger boats as well as freight.

The towers have an elevating capacity of 20,000 bushels an hour.

The grain unloaded from boats may be stored or reshipped in

cars direct. The storage capacity of the elevator plant is at

present 2,000,000 bushels, but arrangements have been made to

allow for future extensions that will increase this amount to

10,000,000 bushels. There are 32 storage tanks, cylindrical in

shape and 35 ft. inside diameter, built of reinforced concrete,

and there are 31 interspace bins, each of which has about one-

fourth the capacity of the cylindrical bins. All bins have hop-

pered bottoms and are thus self-emptying. When cars are to be

loaded direct from the boats, grain is handled from the unload-

ing towers, en conveying machinery above the storage bins to

the working house shown on the right of the accompanying pho-

tograph, into which cars to be loaded can be run direct.

The electric power for the operation of the entire plant is

furnished by two 500-k.w. turbo-generators in the power plant,

which is in the foreground of the view shown. All conveying
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and hoisting apparatus is motor operated. All electric wiring is

carried in metal conduits, and the building is fireproof in every

respect. Electric lights are provided so that work can be done
readily at night, the installation including 750 incandescent lights

and 12 arc lamps. Telephones, electric signal light and hell

systems, and dust collectors have also been provided.

The construction of the entire plant was under the direction

of J. G. Sullivan, assistant chief engineer, and under the super-

vision of G. G. Ommanney, resident engineer. The plant was
designed and built by the John S. Metcalfe Company, Montreal,

should not be a difficult matter tu obtain the amount of coal

used in a stationary boiler plant, provided one has access to the

accounts, but for locomotives the question is complicated. For
instance, the Chicago city limits are from nine to twelve miles-

from the railway depots. Every through train, most of the

suburban trains, and many transfer trains of freight cross the
line daily, and the proportion of coal actually burned within the

city limits is very difficult to estimate. Some of these engines
are housed within the city limits, others bring their trains to the

depot, and in a half hour are out of the city again. Others arrive

Victoria Harbor Elevator; Canadian Pacific.

Que., and most of the conveying and elevating machinery was
furnished by the Dodge Manufacturing Company, Toronto, Out.

LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE IN CHICAGO.

In our issue of February 17, we pubHshed a full abstract of a

paper on locomotive smoke in Chicago by the city smoke in-

spector, Paul P. Bird. In the discussion of the paper at the

Western Society of Engineers' meeting, C. A. Seley, mechanical

engineer of the Rock Island Lines, presented the railway side of

the question. Following is an abstract of his remarks :

At a meeting of the Western Railway Club in November, 1909,

Mr. Bird made the following statement : "As to the exact pro-

portion of Chicago's smoke that is made by locomotives, it is

a very hard thing to even make an estimate of. It is largely a

matter of opinion." It would now seem as though Mr. Bird

believes that he has reduced the matter to an exact science, and
in doing so he finds the railways as the chief off'enders in the

making of Chicago smoke.

I will not question the distribution of the annual consump-
tion further than to say that each of the items are estimated and
could hardly be arrived at otherwise. The item of railway coal is

said to be accurately estimated, because made by the railways,

but we decline the compliment for the following reasons : It

from the outside, take their trains to the yard and go out of serv-

ice, possibly until the following day. Some switching engines are

in continuous service within the city limits, while others are not.

Railway accounts are made up for the terminal divisions, which

extend beyond the city limits, so that the amount of coal burned

within the city limits is entirely a matter of estimate.

Not only is this true of the coal consumed within the city

limits, but of the number of engines within the limits at one time,

so that there are two variables in the estimate. The influence

of these may be shown by analyzing some of the figures on the

last page of Mr. Bird's paper. The total number of engines in

Chicago at one time divided into the total tons of coal burned

daily is about four tons per engine per day. The individual

roads quoted run from 1.4 to 28 tons per engine per day.

It is stated that a special observer made over 11,000 observa-

tions of the density of locomotive smoke in October and No-
vember, 1910. Assuming fifty-two working days in that period

and eight hours per day, this would make 26.4 observations per

hour. As many hours, and perhaps days, had weather that did

not permit accurate comparative observation, the rate must have

been higher than this. Observations of a stationary stack can be

taken for as many minutes as may be desired and the smoke
density classified by the Ringlemann charts. The observer and

the stack are in a fixed relation, but with a moving locomotive
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tlic ilislanco alUiiiK-d Irom the observer in (Mic miiuile may 1)0

as much as one-half mile, and, no doubt, many of the 11,000 ob-

servations were long distance records. The point of observation

is stated to be frequently at junctions of two or more railv^ays.

Everyone knows that such points are always approached with

caution and frequently stops are required, and it is impossible

under such conditions to as fully control the fires and smoke as

at other points. As a matter of fact, the table of location of

points of observation shows mainly points where such adverse

conditions obtain rather than a fair average over the entire line

within the city limits, and explains the high percentage of smoke

density to a considerable degree.

The smoke densities on the lake front are very low, as com-

pared with all others, indicating that the background of the

lake influences the observations as compared with those taken

where the atmosphere is already laden with smoke from other

sources. I do not believe that my good friends on the Illinois

Central will claim to have any better engines or appliances than

we have. Many of them are identical in design and operation,

and the men are under practically the same rules and instruc-

tions. The coal is practically the same, and yet the roads away

from the lake front and among other sources of smoke produc-

tion are shown with greater percentages of smoke density. These

features, together with the lack of opportunity for a continuous

observation with a fixed relation of the observer and the locomo-

tive leads to the conclusion that the statements made as to

density are not fair to the railways. Even if they were, they

are in regard to a machine that in most cases is in the city for a

limited number of hours, is out of commission and smokeless

often for many hours of the twenty-four when in the city, and

is never worked continuously to capacity for any great length of

time. Yet its record when at work is compared with stationary

plants of all kinds, nearly all of which are in continuous opera-

tion. In other words, the smoke density of a locomotive which

is in service in the city one-half of the twenty-four hours has

the same record as if it was operating continuously, so far as

these statistics are concerned.

The statement as to the amount of cinders thrown from stacks

of locomotives is overstated. There are only a couple of testing

plants in this country where experiments have been made to

ascertain the amount of cinders passing out of stacks and even

these are not exact. During the St. Louis exposition of 1904 the

cinders discharged from the stacks and those caught in the front

ends amounted to about 10 per cent, of the total weight of fuel

burned. These engines were worked at full capacity at various

speeds, whereas the engines in Chicago work at full capacity only

a portion of the time, so that 10 per cent, is entirely too high.

This is particularly true of switch engines, where actual mileage

per day is very low, and this class of engine is predominant in the

city. The throwing of cinders is probably greatest on suburban

engines, which make numerous stops and have to accelerate

rapidly.

Although, as stated, I disagree with the conclusions in Mr.

Bird's paper, believing that the railways do not make the pro-

portion or density of smoke credited to them, I do agree to the

principle of smoke regulation insofar as it can be economically

enforced and with due regard to the public health and comfort.

Furthermore, I believe that the railways are generally of that

opinion and are endeavoring to co-operate with the city to that

end. My use of the word economy is in the broad sense. Pitts-

burgh could not make steel for the world and be a smokeless city,

neither can Chicago be the distributing point and clearing house

of industry of the middle west and be a smokeless city. True
economy means a wise use of our natural resources and a check-

ing of waste. The steam locomotive, as Mr. Bird truly says, is

a highly developed machine and, contrary to what many people

think, is a highly economical machine. The locomotives in this

country, except a few in the anthracite territory, or where oil is

available and cheaper than coal, use soft coal and make more or

less smoke. Pocahontas coal is cited as making less smoke than

others, wliirh is true, jjut would (lie inisiiiess interests of our

vicinity regard the use of Pocahontas coal on locomotives as of

economic advantage to the community at large? The expendi-

tures of Chicago railways for fuel should go to build up the

business interests of Illinois and Indiana, rather than of Virginia.

Considerations of economy in this sense, therefore, lead us to use

local fuels, but in connection with approved appliances and

constant vigilance to keep the smoke to a minimum.

Allusion is made in the paper to electrification as the panacea,

"the only final and satisfactory solution of the smoke problem."

This is a large question and a debatable one, and I can only

touch on a very few points. Although fifteen months have passed,

I see no reason to change the views expressed in a paper which I

read before the Western Railway Club in November, 1909. I in-

vite you to consider the situation in Boston. That city rather than

New York is similar to Chicago as regards electrification require-

ments. It has water on one side and radiating lines of passenger

railway tracks of about 600 miles within the district; it is esti-

mated that it would cost $39,000,000 to electrically operate the

passenger traffic. Freight and switching movements have not

been considered. Boston recognizes that it would have to pay

for that electrification in increased fares or rates and after con-

sideration of the question by a commission of sixteen members

and the two railways involved, it was decided by nine members of

the commission* that it is not wise nor in the public interest to

exact legislation compelling any electrification of railways. A
minority report of five members dissented from the above to the

extent of recommending legislation that would require a com-

mencement of actual work of electrification at a date to be fixed

by the general court or some public agency designated to extend

the time for good cause shown. A second minority report signed

by two members dissented from the above idea of any compulsory

legislation, but would require continuance of investigations and

studies as to plans and estimates, taking up the question of rates

as well as costs.

According to Mr. Bird's figures, Chicago has about 670 miles

of main lines, which compares closely with that of Boston and has

in addition over 1,500 miles of sidings, all of which have to be

considered for complete electrification. Can Chicago pay the

price, as it will undoubtedly have to do if electrification is to be

an accomplished fact on her railways? If the public can afford to

pay the price for electrification a certain degree of smoke and dirt

reduction may be accomplished, but it is doubtful if the general

atmosphere of Chicago would be greatly cleared. The enormous

quantity of, soft coal otherwise used is too great a factor. As
regards the matter of health, an examination of the death rate of

various American cities does not put one in fear of a Chicago

residence as being extra hazardous.

*A summary of the conclusions reached by the Massachusetts Joint Board
on Metropolitan Improvements is as follows: Electrification is desirable
because of comfort and convenience of the public and some advantages
to the railways. Best methods are still undetermined. Electrification of
terminals under the present conditions does not result in economy but
increases expense, aside from the interest incurred. If greatly increased
traffic would result from electrification, the expense per unit would be
reduced. Electrification would oblige railways to make charges to oper-
ating expenses, due to property abandoned or replaced, in addition to in-

terest on new capital and increased expense of operation. Electrification

would require an increase of passenger fares to produce the revenue to pay
for it. Electrification, while desirable, is not necessary nor required on
the grounds of public safety. To compel electrification would postpone
other expenditures demanded by considerations of increasing traffic, etc.

Railways are already hampered in obtaining capital by other regulations of
the state and government. As a result of the foregoing conclusions, the
Board believe that it is not wise nor in the public interest to enact legis-

lation compelling any electrification of railways.

Boston passenger and suburban service is nearly three times that at the

Grand Central station. New York, and the number of lines, as compared
with New York, makes the expense in Boston much greater than in New
York. (This is a consideration which would also rule in Chicago.) It is

believed that rates should be raised for both passenger and freight traffic

to provide necessary capital if both classes of traffic are required to be

moved electrically. Such increase in rates should be borne by Boston busi-

ness interests. The benefit of electrification in Boston will accrue mainly
to commuters and short distance traffic, and owners of property along the

lines electrified. An increase of suburban fares will discourage the develop-

ment of suburban territory and divert travel. For reasons connected with

evolution of electric traction, also the demands for increasing traffic in other

directions, it is believed that these matters should be allowed to work out

themselves without legislative enactment. The report calls attention to

the partnership of the public in all such improvements without risk, and
its attitude should be to encourage a legitimate and economical expenditure

of capital with fair compensation.
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'HE first prize of $35 in the car department competition,

* which closed February 15, has been awarded to Robert G.

Bennett, motive power inspector of the Pennsylvania Railroad

at the South Pittsburgh shops, Pittsburgh, Pa. The second prize

of $20 was awarded to A. G. Pancost, draftsman, Elkhart, Ind.

Both of these articles appear elsewhere in this issue. The freight

car material storehouse described in Mr. Bennett's article is in-

expensive and provides a simple, easy and efficient means of

caring for this class of material.

C'NGINE house kinks is the subject of the competition which—
' closes March 15. The engine house is a critical point in

the operation of a division and the rapid and accurate handling

of locomotive cleaning and repairs is of utmost importance.

Labor and time saving kinks are absolutely necessarj-. Most of

them are simple both in construction and operation. .Send in

sketches, photographs or drawings of the best two in your engine

house, together with a clear and thorough description of them.

A first prize of $35 will be awarded for the best collection of two

kinks, and a second prize of $20 for the second best collection.

Others that are accepted for publication will be paid for at our

regular space rates. More than two kinks may be submitted, if

desired, allowing the judges to base their decision on what they

consider to be the best two in each collection.

KTOW is the time to start work on your contribution to the

•^ ^ competition on the instruction of workmen and the educa-

tion and development of apprentices, which closes April 15.

You have great difficulty in developing good mechanics. Are

you entirely blameless? Should you not give more attention

to their instruction? What are you doing to develop and make

good workmen of the younger and brighter laborers and handy

men? What results have you obtained from the use of shop

demonstrators? Are they not just as essential, or more so, in a

day work as in a piece work or bonus shop? This problem

of the instruction and development of workmen is vital to the

best interests of your shop and road. Then there is the ap-

prentice problem. Much has been written and published about

modern apprenticeship on railways. Many shops now have ap-

prentice drawing room and shop instructors. A new field has

thus opened up within the past few years. We want to know

what problems you have met in the prosecution of this good

work and how you have solved them. Are you getting practical

results from your efforts to develop the apprentices? Two
of the larger systems, the New York Central Lines and

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe have elaborate drawing and

problem courses and have well equipped schools at each of

the larger shops. What are the difficulties met with in this

work and how are they overcome? Are these systems a

practical success? By the use of traveling instructors the Santa

Fe is reaching the smaller shops. But what about the smaller

railway systems which cannot handle the work on such a large

scale. What methods have they found successful in developing

and thoroughly educating the apprentices in the various trades?

What does the apprentice boy think about the efforts that are

being made in his behalf? How can we exert the proper and

best influence on him? Is our duty done when we have taught

him how to be a skilled workman, or should we not aim to make

a better man and a better citizen of him as well? Should he

not be better paid, and can he retain his self respect on the

small wage that he is often paid in some shops. Does the rail-

way shop really afford a good opportunity for a bright boy? The

education of workmen and apprentices is a vital matter to the

railways and to the nation. The questions above are only a few

suggestions. There are many other equally important features

of this work. We want this competition to be one of the best

we have had. The articles should contain from 500 to 1,500

words. A prize of $35 will be given for the best article and $20

for the second best. Articles not awarded a prize will be paid

for at our regular space rates if accepted for publication.

CHOP kinks will be the subject of the competition to close

*^ May 15. Shop kinks or handy devices of all kinds used in

connection with the maintenance and repair of the rolling stock

and equipment in charge of the mechanical department will be

eligible for entry. A first prize of $50 and a second prize of

$25 will be awarded for the two best collections of three kinks.

A greater number of kinks may be submitted, if desired, allow-

ing the judges to base their decision on what they consider the

best three kinks in each collection. Kinks accepted for publi-

cation, but not awarded a prize, will be paid for at our regular

space rates.

SO mucli has been said about the value of time studies that

we have asked Mr. Morrison, who has made hundreds of

these studies in railway shops to tell just how they should be

made. He speaks of one man making a time study and another

establishing the standard time or schedule based on it. This

could be done in cases where the schedule maker was thoroughly

familiar with the machine and the work which was to be done,

,-ind had made previous schedules for such work ; otherwise it

would be necessary to have the time studies made by an experi-

enced man who could not only take a record of the operations

and times in which they were done, but who in a broad way could

study the machine, the operator and the surroundings with a view

to improving the conditions and increasing the efficiency.

IN the articles submitted by our readers in the competitions or>

increasing shop output and promoting shop efficiency, which

have been held during the past year, one factor or phase of the

question has been emphasized time and again—the importance

of knowing the men and understanding how to handle them.

One of the greatest mistakes that has been made by efficiency en-

gineers, and which is considered in the article in this issue on The

^Mistakes of the Efficiency Men, has been their failure to realize

the importance of this factor. Undoubtedly they will deny this,

and those in charge of the betterment work whicii was done

on the Santa Fe will point to the elaborate pamphlet which was

distributed to all of the mechanical department employees shortly

after this work was inaugurated, explaining in detail and illus-

trating by interesting examples the benefits that the workmen

would derive from the installation of the bonus system. It

was all very beautiful, and from the standpoint of pure reason-

ing should have appealed to the men. Why then was there so

rhuch opposition to it? Simply because this abstract way of

dealing with the men did not and could not appeal to them.

The same mistake has been made by railway executives who,

suddenly becoming convinced that piece work was a good thing,

have issued orders that it be installed within a certain definite

period, anywhere from 30 days to six months. Even if all the

details could be developed and perfected in such a short time,

and men properly trained to install the system were available,

it would be impossible to successfully put it into effect, because

it takes far longer than this to overcome the prejudices of even

a few men in one shop or department, and get them to under-

stand, to realize that the management does not intend to impose

on them. Here is where the real executive who understands the

human element is absolutely necessary. Without him the work

cannot be done successfully. Why have the efficiency engineers

failed to realize this?
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THE FAILURE OF LOCOMOTIVE CROWN SHEETS.

Till: cMacliuciil I'l .1 Icdcral law lor k>coiiK)livc boiler iiispcc-

tii>ii makes the subject of the causes of boiler failures

of lunely interest. The most complete ami reliable statistics

relating to locomotive boiler explosions, failures and casualties

are found in the 1910 report of the Master Mechanics' committee

on the Inspection of Locomotive Boilers. They cover a period

of nearly five years from January 1, 1905, and represent 75 per

cent, of the locomotives of the country. When equated for the

whole number of locomotives, estimated at 58,000, they will fairly

represent the total number of boiler failures which are in the

nature of an explosion. The equated figures show a total of

800 failures per year. It should be understood that the figures

cover only those failures which resulted in personal injury or

death, and the total number of failures, including those in which

there was no personal injury, is still larger. Of these, 5 were

due to explosions of boiler shells ; 68 to explosions of fireboxes,

and 700 to damage by burning. Those due to explosions of

fireboxes and to damage by burning may be considered as crown

sheet failures, since as a rule they are confined to the crown

sheet. We, therefore, have a total of 768 failures of crown sheets

per year causing personal injury, and an additional number not

reported which did not result in personal injury.

The report shows that 98 3 per cent, of the failures were due

to low water, and all of these, with the exception of 1.4 per

•cent., were caused by the neglect of the men in immediate charge

of the locomotive to maintain a proper supply of water in the

boiler. The only real locomotive boiler explosions which may be

charged to the weakness of the boiler are those classed as ex-

plosions of the boiler shell, and the average number per year for

all the engines in the United States is 5.6, or less than 1/100 of 1

per cent, of the locomotive boilers in service, which is smaller

than in any other service, stationary or marine.

The serious damage to locomotive boilers is, therefore, largely

due to the failure of crown sheets and, including those which

do not cause injury to persons, the average number in the United

States per year is now probably 1,000, or about 2 per cent, of

the locomotives in actual service, and the number is increasing.

Over 98 per cent, of these failures are chargeable to the engine-

men. Under such conditions there is little hope for any very

substantial improvement by any change in boiler design, by the

use of better material, or by more efficient inspection. To make

the boiler stronger would only increase the violence of the ex-

plosion if it should occur ; the practice on some roads is to use

crown bolts without heads, so that when the sheet is overheated

it will strip the threads and blow down before a very destructive

pressure is accumulated. On other roads the front rows of

crown bolts are left without heads on the fire side for the same

purpose, and then only the front portion of the crown sheet is

blown down when overheated. Automatic devices, either to

maintain the water supply or to act as an alarm when the proper

supply is not provided, have had proper consideration, but it has

been determined that such devices are unreliable, and decrease

the sense of responsibility of the enginemen.

When so much depends on the regulation of the water level

the gage cocks and water glass must be regarded as of prime

importance, as they are the only means provided for detecting

low water. Considered as safety appliances in a critical position,

both of these fixtures should be used as a check on each other.

The water glass does not seem to be used to the extent one

wouhl expect, although it has been materially improved in a

number of ways. It has been made more safe against breakage,

and the visual indication is more distinct. The Master Mechan-

ics' Association has frequently discussed the advisability or

necessity of using the water glass, and in 1893, in considering

recommendations looking to increased safety, adopted a resolu-

tion "that the water glass, although a convenience and an addi-

tional precaution against low water, was not absolutely neces-

sary to the safe running of locomotives." This was reafifirmed

in 1900, but since that time boiler pressures have increased, the

conditions of operation are more (liflicult, and the water glass

has been improved.

The testimony ui the locomotive builders at the hearing before

the Mouse of Representatives conmiiltee indicated that about

one-half the new locomotives are not equipped with water glasses,

showing that their use is by no means general. In its most im-

proved form the water glass is not an expensive fixture, and

would pay for itself as an additional insurance against burnt and

blown down crown sheets, to say nothing of the greater safety

assured the enginemen. The gage cocks should be substantial

fixtures, and the openings into the boiler for them, as well as

lor the water glasses, should be frequently inspected to prevent

stoppage by mud and scale.

With such provisions and precautions, the prevention of crown

sheet failures due to low water depends entirely on the care

and vigilance of the enginemen. Where their own lives are en-

dangered, the occasional failure to maintain a proper level of

water in the boiler, like the disregard of signals, may be due in

rare instances to mental lapse, but as a rule it can be attributed

to the men taking the chance that when the water is out of

sight in the glass there may be 3 in. depth still on the crown

sheet and that the injector will soon gain on the consumption so

that water will presently appear. They find by experience that

in some cases the water may be low and the sheet scorched or

overheated without blowing down or doing any damage, and

this leads to carelessness and willingness to take risks. The
failure of crown sheets is, then, as a rule, a personal matter

rather than one coimected with the construction of the boiler,

its strength or its inspection, and the effort to reduce these

failures should be directed to the cultivation of greater care and

watchfulness on the part of the enginemen.

EFFICIENCY.

THE following quotation from the opening chapter of

Frank B. Gilbreth's book on Motion Study,* is deserving of

thoughtful attention since it is based on the practical experi-

ence of an engineer and employer, whose work as a contractor

in the construction of buildings and other engineering work
has met with more than ordinary success. "There is no waste

of any kind in the world that equals the waste from needless,

ill-directed, and ineffective motions. When one realizes that in

such a trade -as bricklaying alone, the motions now adopted

after careful study have already cut down the bricklayer's work

more than two-thirds, it is possible io realize the amount of

energy that is wasted by the workers of this country. . . .

By motion study the earning capacity of the workman can surely

be more than doubled. Wherever motion study has been ap-

plied, the workmen's output has been doubled. This will mean

for every worker either more wages or more leisure." The

editor of Industrial Engineeri)ig, in which Mr. Gilbreth's book

was first published as a serial article, was so impressed by it

that he decided, as an experiment, to apply some of the principles

of motion study to the handling of the outgoing mail in the

circulation department. As a result the output of the girls who
had charge of folding and enclosing the letters in envelopes,

and sealing them, was increased fourfold.

The first stage of motion study is to discover and classify the

best practice. To do this Mr. Gilbreth recommends (1), re-

ducing the present practice to writing, (2), enumerate the mo-

tions used, (3), enumerate the variables which affect each mo-

tion, (4), reduce th^hest practice to writing, (5), enumerate the

motions used, (6), enumerate the variables that afifect each

motion. The variables group themselves into three general di-

visions : Variables ^of the worker; variables of the surroundings,

equipment and tools ; and variables of motion. A chapter is de-

voted to each of these three general divisions in which the prin-

cipals are outlined; examples are given of the application of

•Published by the D. Van Nostrand Company, New York. Price $2.00.

Cloth, 5 in. X 8 in. 116 pages.
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the principals, most of the illustrations being taken from the

bricklayers' trade.

Is the book of value to a railway officer or foreman, and if so,

how ? Let us consider the mechanical department which has

been singled out by the efficiency engineers as the one which is

most in need of scientific management. An important feature,

which has been developed and emphasized by the efficiency engi-

neers, is that of making scientific time studies of the different

operations in order to eliminate waste motion and establish the

proper piece work price, or the standard time in which the

work should be completed, if the bonus system is used. Such

time studies, if properly made, are invaluable and are just as im-

portant in a day work shop as in one operated on a piece work

system, for in either one it is essential for those in charge to

know that the work is being done efficiently and that the men are

delivering a fair return for the wages paid them. To properly

make a time study, in our opinion, it should be done by an

experienced man who is properly trained not only in observing

and timing the various operations that are required to complete a

given piece of work, but who is broad enough to study the worker

and his characteristics, to analayze the conditions surrounding

him, to study the tool he is working on to see if it can be im-

proved, and to take into consideration the many other details

that may have some influence, direct or indirect, on his work.

To men who wish to tackle the problem in this way Mr. Gil-

breth's book is invaluable.

Whether the large saving mentioned by Mr. Gilbreth could

ever be made in a railway shop is a question. The large num-
ber of different operations that are performed and the number

of trades represented would undoubtedly make it inadvisable

to go into the detail which would be warranted in a single

trade in which the number of operations and motions are limited.

However there arc great possibilities of improvement in most

railway repair shops. Time studies should be made of the more

important operations, and standard instructions should be pro-

vided for doing the work. In doing this the variables mentioned

by Mr. Gilbreth should receive proper consideration. In the

classification the variables of the worker includes anatomy,

brawn, contentment, creed, earning power, experience, fatigue,

habits, health, mode of living, nutrition, size, skill, temperament

and training. The variables of surroundings, equipment and

tools are appliances, clothes, colors, entertainment, music, read-

ing, heating, cooling and ventilating, lighting, quality of mate-

rial, reward and punishment, size of unit moved, special

fatigue eliminating devices, surroundings, tools, union rules

and weight of unit moved. The variables of motion are accelera-

tion, automaticity, combination with other motions and sequence,

cost, direction, effectiveness, foot-pounds of work accomplished,

inertia and momentum overcome, length, necessity, path, "play

for position" and speed.

In developing this study in the bricklayers' trade, Mr. Gil-

breth found it advisable to relieve the bricklayer of much work

which could easily be done by laborers. Union rules and regula-

tions would not allow this to be done in most trades, and to

obtain the best results it will be necessary to re-classify the

trades and standardize them. This would prove such a tre-

mendous task, that Mr. Gilbreth suggests that it be done by a

permanent bureau, sustained by and under the direction of the

government.

Few jobs in a railway repair shop can be compared to the

bricklayer's trade. There are, of course, some classes of work

where the operations are short and the worker performs them

many times a day. In these cases it might be well to carry the

motion study to the extreme advocated by Mr. Gilbreth. On the

other hand, there are a great number of jobs which are so com-

plicated or extensive that no considerable advantage could be

gained by making a study of the exact motions which were re-

quired. When the cost of making such a study for the dozen or

more trades represented in a railway shop is considered, its folly

can be realized ; but on the other hand many of the variables sug-

gested by Mr. Gilbreth can be investigated for all the operations

and undoubtedly a considerable improvement can be made by

rough studies of this kind. It must be kept in mind, however,

that there is a certain critical point beyond which this work can-

not be carried without a greater expenditure than would be war-

ranted by any returns which might be gained from it. Even in

a trade such as the bricklayer's, where the men go through ex-

actly the same motions hundreds of times during the day, it

takes much time and patience to induce them to adopt stand-

ard methods. They have become so used to doing things in the

way in which they learned to do them when apprentices, and have

so seldom been rigidly trained to use a certain number of definite

motions, that it is a difficult matter to get them to work accord-

ing to standard methods.

EXCESSIVE WEIGHTS OF LOCOMOTIVE MACHINERY

IN nearly every article that has appeared in the Railvcay Age
* Gazette relating to steel car design, we have called attention

to one important objection which is characteristic of American

practice—that of excessive weight. Comparison with foreign

practice will show that the weight of such cars has been increased

in this country to a point which is not justified either by con-

siderations of safety or good engineering. The excessive weight

of cars has naturally led to the requirement of more powerful

locomotives, and in the designs for these general dimensions in

some instances have reached the maximum limits which roadway

clearances will permit. In the construction of these gigantic

machines there appears to be little effort made to obtain the most

powerful machine with the least weight per horse-power, but,

on the contrary, there is a strange pride on the part of both

locomotive builders and railways in the production or ownership

of the "heaviest locomotive in the world."

The disregard of any relation between weight and strength of

materials is seen in the practice of some railways that use

wrought iron for driving axles, main and side rods and other

parts of the locomotive machinery. The tensile strength of this

material never exceeds 45,000 to 48,000 lbs. per sq. in., and the

elastic limit is rarely as high as 25,000 lbs. Compare this with

machinery steel having an ultimate strength of 85,000 lbs. and an

elastic limit of 45,000 lbs.; or with the alloy steels having an

ultimate strength of 100,000 to 125,000 lbs., and an elastic limit

far exceeding the ultimate strength of the best hammered iron.

The alloy steels are now generally used for those parts of ma-

chine tools and marine engines that are subjected to heavy

stresses, and, in fact, in these fields they have almost entirely

replaced the ordinary carbon steels formerly used.

For locomotive machinery it is now possible to obtain at

moderate cost steel having an elastic limit double that of wrought

iron, and if the areas of sections are made inversely proportional

to the elastic limit it should be possible to reduce the weight

of the parts 50 per cent, without exceeding the safe working

unit strength per sq. in. The reason why there is a distrust of

steel by some railways, and also why advantage is not taken of

its superior strength in the proportions of locomotive machinery,

is partly because the steel has been forged by the railways and has

not received proper heat treatment. High carbon steel, when

heated and cooled in the same manner as wrought iron, develops

internal stresses that are liable to cause failure under loads not

exceeding those imposed on the much weaker wrought iron; the

crude treatment of steel is thus responsible for the persistent

use of iron, which requires the sections to be much larger and

the weight of the finished parts considerably greater than

necessary.

Steel crank pins failed frequently by fracture when first intro-

duced ; on some railways the remedy applied was to increase the

diameter at the hub fit; others retained their standard sizes and

had the pins forged and given proper heat treatment at the steel

works. This will largely explain why on most lines locomotive
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sled forcings have increased in si/.e far hevdiul llie strergtli

requirciiieiits. 1 he pnrcliasiiig agent and tlie master nicclianic

arc to l)hinic wliere ordinary steel is bought for rods and pins

and forged in the railway smith shop in order to save the extra

expense for special steel ft)rged and treated at the steel works.

The specifications foi new locomotives should also take account

of this difTcrence between hoiue-made and specially treated forg-

ings, and the designs should show a closer relation between the

strength of the material and the area of section than is ordi-

narily found in present practice.

The disregard for this relation is especially to be deplored in

the excessive weights of reciprocating parts. The difference be-

tween American and foreign practice in this respect may be illus-

trated by a comparison between the weights of the pistons, cross-

heads and main connecting rods of a recently designed American

compound locomotive and the corresponding parts of a French

balanced compound of the same class and capacity.

Weight in Per cent.

Pounds. French
to

American. l-'rench. American
High pressure piston and piston rod 332 198 60.

High pressure crosshead and pin 310 238 77.

_

Low pressure piston and piston rod 481 344 71.5

l.ow pressure crosshead and pin 310 238 77.

_

High pressure main rod 668 310 46.5

Low pressure main rod 623 440 70.5

Total 2,724 1,768 65.

The weight of the reciprocating parts of the French locomo-

tive, including the entire weight of the main rod, is only 65 per

cent, of the corresponding parts of the American locomotive

of the same cylinder capacity. The disturbing effect due to the

inertia of the reciprocating parts at high speeds reaches large

proportions when these parts are unnecessarily heavy. Consider-

ing the weight of the front end of the main rod and the other

weights as given, at a speed in miles per hour equal to the diam-

eter in inches of the drivers, the force due to inertia is about

10 tons more at the end of each stroke in the American engine

than in the French engine, due to this unnecessary increase in

the weight of the reciprocating parts.

The same disregard of the use of materials of high tensile

strength for reciprocating parts is seen in the design of American

piston heads. In marine practice and in French locomotives

these are made of forged steel having a tensile strength of 85,000

lbs. or more per sq. in., while in American practice they are

usually made of cast iron with an average tensile strength of

20,000 lbs. or less. For a boiler pressure of 200 lbs. a IS-in.

piston of marine design weighs 91 lbs. ; for the French locomo-

tive, 104 lbs. ; while the American locomotive cast iron piston

weighs 218 lbs. Even in the larger diameters of pistons, cast iron

is usually retained, and the relation of the w-eights is as follows

for a 2S-in. piston : Marine design, 193 lbs. ; French locomotive,

233 lbs.; American locomotive, 362 lbs. The 15-in. marine piston

w^eighs only 42 per cent, and that for the French locomotive

only 48 per cent, of that for the American locomotive, while the

25-in. marine pistons have only 53 per cent, and the 25-in. French

locomotive pistons only 65 per cent, of the weight of the Ameri-

can piston of the same diameter.

The Pacific type locomotive now in general use for fast heavy

express service has a large margin of weight on drivers beyond

that required for adhesion, and, as there is ample opportunity

for a reduction in its weight this improvement should commence

with the reciprocating machinery. The designs for these parts

should be revised so that advantage will be taken of the greater

strength of alloy steels.

When the Walschaert valve gear was first introduced in this

country strong claims were made for the reduction in weight

as compared with the Stephenson gear, but that merit has been

long forgotten, and the more recent designs for the former ap-

pear to show little regard for economy of material and good

proportion. The housings for the pin-connected valve gear are

also as formidable in size. The trailing trucks w-ith outside bear-

ings for lx)th Atlantic and Pacific type engines are complicated

and heavy to a degree wholly unwarranted by necessity, and here

also there is opportunity for a modified design which shall be

imich simpler and lighter.

The proportion of dead weight in both locomotives and cars of

.American design iias increased enormously in recent years, and

wlien its first cost, the expense for repairs, and -the cost of haul-

ing excess weight at high speeds are considered, there will be

found g<ii d reason for a wholesale revision of the designs for

.American rolling stock so as to make them lighter but amply

strong. We have referred to some of the principal locomotive

details which should be reduced in weight, but, with the excep-

tion of the boiler, the same fault extends throughout the whole

engine.

MECHANICAL ARTICLES DURING FEBRUARY.

TilE following articles of special interest to mechanical de-

partment readers, and to which Shop Number readers

may wish to refer, have appeared in the weekly issues of the

Railway Age Gazette since that of February 3

:

Locomotive Boiler Inspection Legislation. Editorial comment on the new
bill, as amended and passed. That it is fairly satisfactory is due largely

to the fact that the railways did not oppose legislation on the subject, but

insisted that any law that might be enacted should be fair and wise; ta

accomplish this they tendered the services of their experts.-—February 10,

page 266.

Nickel and Chrome -Alloys for Chilled Iron Car Wheels. Robert C. Tot-

ten, in a communication, directs attention to the great improvement in cast

iron car wheels due to the use of these alloys.—Februarj' 10, page 368.

Scientific Management. F. Lincoln Hutchins, in a communication on this

subject (February 10, page 268), severely criticized the article on The
Mistakes of Efficiency Men in the issue of February 3. Mr. Hutchins'

letter was replied to in detail by the author of the above UK-ntioncd article

in the issue of February 17, page 311. Editorial notes on these communi-

cations appear on pages 265 of the issue of February 10 and 307 of the

issue of February 17. Other communications on the subject appeared on

pages 310 and 311, February 17, and pagq 344, February 24.

The Supply Department. The last of the series of articles by H. C.

Pearce, general storekeeper of the Southern Pacific, deals with the system-

of buying under contracts or agreements and explains how to install the

plan without disorganization; also considers the weakness and strength ot

the present supply system.—February 10, page 276.

Mallet Locomotive with Articulated Boiler Rebuilt froip Old Power. By
M. H. Haig, mechanical engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc. A detailed

description of an experimental Mallet rebuilt from two Prairie type loco-

motives. A flexible boiler with a ball joint is used and is said to be giving,

satisfactory results.—February 10, page 279.

The Repair Track and Its Relations to Traffic. A brief article from the

yard-master's viewpoint.—February 10, page 290.

Federal Boiler Inspection. The value of the new law will depend

largely on the ability and wisdom of the inspector general who will have

charge of its administration.—February 17, page 308.

Locomotive Smoke in Chicago. The department of smoke prevention in

Chicago has made a scientific study of this subject. The results were

given in a paper read before the Western Society of Engineers by Paul B.

Bird. An abstract of the paper appears in the issue of February 17,.

page 321.

Pacific Type Superheater Locomotive; Chicago & North Western. These

locomotives, which were placed in service last July, have given such good

results that superheaters have been specified for 30 of an order of 50 con-

solidation locomotives which are now being delivered to this road. A.

description of the locomotive and supei heater appears on page 325 of the

February 17 issue.

New York State Boiler Inspection. Editorial comment on the results

which have been obtained by the regulations in force in New York state.

This sort of inspection is of value to both the railways and the public and

the expense to the latter is limited to the salaries and traveHng expenses of

two men.—February 24, page 342.

Brooks Spark Arrester. This device, which is described in detail, has

been tried out on 75 locomotives on the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound:

and has given such good results that it is being applied to the other loco-

motives as fast as opportunity affords.—February 24, page 348.

Mallet Locomotives on the Santa Fe. The Baldwin Locomotive Works

has built two Mallet locomotives for this road having flexible boilers; also-

38 with rigid boilers of the separable type. One of the flexible boilers

has a bellows type connection and the other a ball joint arrangement.—Feb-

ruary 24, page 351.

Superheated Steam in Locomotive Service. A liberal abstract from a

report on this subject made for the Carnegie Institution at Washington by-

Dr. W. F. M. Goss.—February 24, page 357.

Steel Sleeping Cars for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Fifty-nine-

of these cars have been received from the Pullman Company.—February

24, page 359.
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THE MISTAKES OF THE EFFICIENCY MEN.*

BY ONE WHO HAS WORKED WITH THEM.

III.

Neglect of the Human Element.

Criticism of the theories of the efficiency men may be more
or less a matter of opinion, but criticism of methods and prac-

tices, based on actual results, and backed up by the evidence

of practical men who have intimate knowledge of the working

of the so-called efficiency systems, ought to bear weight. And
it is not to their credit that the efficiency men dismiss such

evidence with scant consideration. Of the mistakes that have

been made some are recognized so universally that it is to be

wondered at that the efficiency men themselves fail to appreciate

and correct them—so far reaching are they in their effects.

Among these mistakes, perhaps none has been moie apparent

or more surely fatal than their failure to recognize the human
element, in other words, their ignorance, at least in practice, of

human nature. The millennium has been a long time coming,

but most of us are willing to accept a little less than perfection,

as we understand it, because we have learned by experience

that perfection is an ideal to be striven for—seldom to be

reached. There are practical and visionary idealists ; the one

appreciates the limitations of men and the frailties of human
nature without sacrificing his ideals, the other, living apart in

a world of fancy, can be satisfied only by perfection—and there-

fore forever remains unsatisfied.

This fundamental mistake is not confined to the relations of

efficiency men to the rank and file of workmen; it extends

alike to foremen, superintendents, managers and those in execu-

tive authority. How the efficiency men can expect to receive

a favorable audience for presenting their cause after fol-

lowing the course they usually pursue is hard to imagine. What
has been their general attitude toward these various classes?

They have criticized railway executives because their philo-

sophical discussions have not been taken seriously, forgetting

that they are men of action rather than of words. They have

charged railway and industrial managers with incapacity in

dealing with intricate problems that have resulted from the

growth and consequent complexity of their business, ignoring

the power that comes only from intelligent and intimate knowl-

edge of actual conditions. They have referred to superintend-

ents, foremen and others in direct charge of operations as "of

the old school," and to their management as "rutty," because

they have depended on a practical experience and an ability to

handle man rather than on artificial systems, to secure perma-

nently good results, forgetting that the standards attained by such

men have not been generally improved upon under any so-called

efficiency system. They have substituted for comparatively

simple methods of determining costs and earnings, complicated

and theoretical schemes without preparing the way for a clear

understanding of their elements. In all of this, however

worthy their object and however correct their reasoning, they

have depended more on the force of logic to carry their plans

to a successful conclusion than on a reasonable attitude which

takes into account the elements of human nature that are com-

mon to the large majority of men. They have talked and writ-

ten too much, and it is not surprising that the term- "scientific

management'' has been given little serious thought in certain

quarters.

One of the leading efficiency men has stated that "it is not

men or materials, money, machines and methods that count,

but more potently theories and principles." We shall not quar-

rel with them regarding the principles that underlie all success-

ful industrial and railway management. Efficiency men are not

alone in recognizing them. Abstract reasoning has its place,

but in itself cannot make two blades of grass grow where one

•The first article appeared in the January 6 issue and considered the

extravagant statements and claims made by efficiency engineers. The second
article, in the issue of February 3, considered the failure of many of their

theories when brought to the test of practical application.

grew before, nor turn the wheels of industry. Great as

imagination is, and however necessary a part it plays in broad
and comprehensive plans for the improvement of the human
race, it must be translated into the concrete before it is really

vital. And it is not true that what is correct in theory is like-

wise always correct in practice. Scientific management of rail-

ways and industrial plants is not a system of philosophy; it is

common sense applied to the working out of the problems that

cannot be solved except through men—practical men, men who
know.

A number of years ago one of the now leading efficiency en-

gineers was engaged in a large industrial plant to introduce a

piece work system. For two years he labored. Stop-watch in

hand, he timed the various operations and tabulated the results.

His attitude toward the workmen was impersonal. He was a
scientist (?) in his laboratory. He was a man apart. The
men around him recognized him as such. Lacking their con-
fidence, co-operation was impossible. But from the standpoint

of the efficiency engineer this was unnecessary; his faith was
in his theories and principles. Consequently, when he appeared
in the shop and began his observations, machines would often be
slowed down with loss of output or speeded up with damage to

tools. Every device known to the various trades was resorted

to to block him at each turn. The result was that after two
years of effort the establishment of a satisfactory piece work
system was as far from realization as it had been when the

task was started. Then a practical man was called in. He ac-

quainted himself with the machines and their capacity. He
mingled with the men and gained their confidence. He ex-

plained that the object in view was two-fold, to increase the

output at a reduced cost per unit to the company, and at the

same time to enable the men to earn more. Within six months he

had accomplished results that the efficiency man had spent two
years in an effort to secure. Why? Because he appreciated

the importance of the man element.

Yet they tell us that practical men follow the rule of thumb,

that they have not had the time and do not possess the ability

to analyze closely the successive steps in the almost myriad

operations of a large shop, that because of a lack of scientific

knowledge they are not competent to determine proper methods

of work or secure the best results from operation. It is un-

doubtedly true that many practical men lack the peculiar qual-

ities required by the efficiency engineer. Not a few successful

men would be more successful if they possessed more fully the

faculty of analysis and co-ordination and had a more lively ap-

preciation of the theory of scientific management. But are the

efficiency men assisting them in this direction? Rather, are

they not practically ignoring the experience of practical men
in their endeavors to establish the efficiency system, or to clarify

the atmosphere surrounding it? Do they not give too little

credit to the capacity of such men—inherent in some, acquired

by many—to handle men, to convince them of their mistakes, to

gain their sympathy and to establish that esprit de corps without

which no organization is efficient? Under these conditions,

efficiency engineers should not be surprised that practical men
view with distrust their efforts in fields in which they have had

no actual training. While there is perhaps no little prejudice

back of such an attitude, it is nevertheless a real situation, and

the success or failure of many an attempt in scientific manage-

ment, as interpreted by the efficiency men, has been fore-

shadowed by the extent to which the confidence has been se-

cured of the men behind the guns.

An understanding of the psychology of the crowd as rep-

resented by a shop filled with workmen, possessed in large meas-

ure by most successful factory and railway managers, master

mechanics, round house and shop foremen, cannot be re-

placed by a theory of management nor ignored with impunity

in introducing efficiency methods. Of two men entering a shop

apparently equally equipped, one was found to be analytical

and critical both in respect to the details of his work and his
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fellow workmen, but lacking the niaynelisni that makes for

leadership. 'I'he other, with less analytical abilit)' and often

wrong in iiis theories, possessed a personality that gave iiim an

inlluence over the men around him. Which, . naturally, became

the leader, afterwards the foreman, tiien the superintendent?

Sucii men, by tiic law of selection, represent the great majority

of those wiio manage our railways and superintend our industrial

and railway shops. Whatever their failings, they are to be

reckoned with.

Why have so many of the plans of the cllicicnc}' men mis-

carried? It is not because the principles of scientific manage-

ment arc wrong. The cause is manifold: high overhead costs,

impracticable methods, untrained men, impossible standards,

labor diflicultics, lack of harmony, distrust, impatience for re-

sults, but chiefly because the efficiency man has considered his

system as a thing apart from knowledge gained through experi-

ence, depending for success not on men, but "more potently on

theories and principles." Gaining the confidence of the work-

men is often subordinated to the desire to prove the correctness

of his theories, irrespective of the attitude of those whose inter-

ests are most intimately concerned.

An eminent efficiency engineer was retained to establish the

efficiency system in a large and important shop. A reduction

in costs of at least 30 per cent, had been assured after he had

made the usual special investigation. At the end of a year,

although certain somewhat spectacular reductions in cost had

been eff'ected, which were cited as evidence that the system was

making good, it was found that the cost per unit had remained

practically the same. The efficiency system was in disfavor.

The confidence of the men—the first essential—had not been

gained. Early in the following year a new superintendent was

employed. lie made the best use he could of the efficiency

methods, but at the end of the second year the reduction in

costs has been very slight. The efiSciency system was in greater

disfavor. Overhead costs had increased and practically offset

any reductions that had been attained in direct costs. There-

upon the efficiency system was discontinued. At the end of the

third year it was found that costs had been reduced more than

three times as much as the combined reductions of the first

two years. What caused the change? Ample time—much longer

than had originally been called for—had been given to estab-

lish the efficiency system. The principles and the theories were

both present. A factor had been absent, however, without which

the system was but an empty shell—a man who understood men.

The new superintendent knew how to bring men around to 'his

point of view. He gave fair treatment and received like treat-

ment in return. He recognized their abilities as well as their fail-

ings. He was firm in discipline but impartial. It would be in-

correct to say that he had no system. He could not have suc-

ceeded without it. But his was a system based on practical ex-

perience, not evolved in the closet by a theorist. This was not

all—he understood human nature and was able to accomplish in

twelve months what the efficiency engineer would never have

accomplished.

While many a shop foreman, superintendent or master me-

chanic may have no proper appreciation of the beauties of the

philosophy of efficiency, may be unable to follow the line of

reasoning of the efficiency men, may be mistaken in his belief

that his men are more efficient than the "assays" have shown,

and may have much to learn, he has usually reached his position

because of certain qualifications possessed in greater measure by

him than by the other men with whom he has been associated.

And in introducing efficiency methods in his department it is a

fatal mistake to omit the first essential, his good will, because al-

most invariably except through him the good will of the men
cannot be secured. Too often the system is worked out with in-

sufficient consideration being given to the men most closely af-

fected ; whose suggestions given with the best of intentions are

ignored. Little pains are taken to explain the details of the sys-

tem to those who must understand and favor it if it is to succeed.

1 he word has gone out that the old system must give way to

the new, and short shrift is given to the opposition. Thus it

happens, that while this is farthest from their thought, the atti-

tude of the efficiency man and that of the foremen and work-
men are antagoni.stic. Lacking the initial meeting of the minds
and agreement on essentials, clHcicncy plans are foreordained
to fail.

\ leading efficiency engineer has recently said that their claims

have been "received with astonishment, skepticism, ridicule and
anger because they have been misunderstood." In all fairness,

it should he said that they are not intentionally misunderstood.

It would be untrue to say that the efficiency men are to blame
for all misunderstandings that have arisen. But they should

put themselves in the other fellow's place, and perhaps they

would be able tlicn the better to appreciate his point of view.

Instead of accepting the evidence of practical men, those who
work and those who direct alike, they insist that all criticism

is prejudice and assume the attitude of laissez faire—"let us

alone." There are weaknesses in their structure, and the ef-

ficiency man is wise who gives greater place in his system to the

greatest of all studies

—

the study of man.

BOILER SHOP TOOL ROOM PRACTICE.

BY L. M. STEW.\RT AND R. B. V.\N WORMER.

Foreman Boiler-Maker and General Foreman, Atlantic Coast Line,
Waycross, Ga.

A systematic and satisfactory method of handling and main-

taining the small tools in the boiler shop is in efifect at the Way-
cross, Ga., shop of the Atlantic Coast Line. 'Each boiler-maker

and boiler-maker apprentice has a number for checking in and

out. When first employed he gives his name and check num-
ber to the tool room keeper, who makes a record of it, and

furnishes him with six tool checks and a small iron tool box

with a number on it corresponding to the check number. The
tool room man sees that each tool box is at all times equipped

with three flat chisels, three cape chisels, two round nose

chisels, one center punch, one 12-in. monkey wrench, one stand-

ard alligator wrench, one hand hammer, one electric light exten-

sion cord and lamp, three drift pins and two hand calking tools.

The tool boxes of men assigned to certain classes of special

work are also temporarily supplied with the tools that may be

required. The tool boxes are returned to the tool room every

Saturday night ; they are checked over, and all broken or badly

worn tools are replaced with repaired or new tools.

All other tools required by a boiler-maker, including pneu-

matic tools, are checked out under the tool check system. The

number of checks furnished to one man is limited to six in

order to prevent any one workman having more tools than

actually required, and at the possible expense of other work.

If he should require additional tools he can exchange with some

of the six tools already checked against him. This reduces the

number of tools required to a minimum, and their time in act-

ual service to maximum. No boiler-maker or apprentice is al-

lowed to keep any tools in his clothes locker or private box,

as such practice keeps a large number of tools out of service,

which cannot be easily located. The boiler-maker has his helper

carry the six checks, which are secured to a >^-in. brass wire

safety pin that can be fastened to the jacket. The boiler-

maker sends his helper for the tools and holds him responsible

for the checks. The boiler-maker is, however, held responsible

for both the tools and the checks.

All pneumatic tools must be returned to the tool room every

night. The hammers are stored in a tank of oil over night.

The air motors are placed on suitable racks and every morning

both the air drills and the hammers are thoroughly oiled for

service. Every small or portable tool used in the boiler shop is

kept in boiler shop tool room. All wedge bars and holding-on

bars are stored on a rack adjacent to the tool room and under

supervision of the tool room keeper. W'e have adopted a stand-
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ard make of air hammer and air motor, and keep a small num-

ber of repair parts in stock at the tool room to facilitate rapid re-

pairs to all air tools, including those sent in from outlying

points.

We have experienced decided success in driving staybolts

with a long stroke air hammer and find it results in the saving

of time, as well as giving excellent results in bad water districts.

STOREHOUSE FOR FREIGHT CAR MATERIAL.

FIRST PRIZV: ARTICLE IN CAR DEPARTMENT COMPETITION.

BY ROBERT G. BENNETT.

Motive Power Inspector, Pennsylvania Railroad, South Pittsburgh Shops,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

An economical and efficient means of storing and accounting

for the material for freight .car repairs was recently installed

at Thomson, Pa., on the Monongahela division of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad. The enclosure in which the material is

stored is somewhat similar in outside appearance to a stockade,

and is 40 ft. wide and 85 ft. long, and constructed of rough hem-
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Fig. 2—Arrangement of Storage Bins.

the bins, which extend along the four sides. These bins contain

the smaller material, a large part of which it is necessary to

protect from the weather and keep in a dry place. A small

office building, 8 ft. 2 in. by 8 ft. 2 in., is placed near the center of

the enclosure. The upper portion of the four sides of this

structure contains a large amount of window area, as indicated

on the drawing, thus enabling the man in charge, while doing

such clerical work as may be necessary, to see that the workmen
are promptly waited on at the delivery counter.

The bins along the four side walls are divided into sections,

designated by the letters A, B, C, D, E and F; the remaining

space in the enclosure is divided into two sections, G and H.
An iron rack, with a roof, and a knuckle rack are also placed

within the enclosure, as indicated. Sections G and H are used

for storing such material as journal boxes, stake pockets, brake
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Fig. 3—Marking Stake for Floor Spaces and Label for Bins.

lock boards. The floor is made of old car sills which extend

4 ft. beyond the side walls on the outside so that material may
easily be trucked to and from the storehouse. A plan of the

enclosure is shown in Fig. 1, and the details of the construction

of the storage bins in Fig. 2. As shown on the plan, access

may be had to the enclosure at two points only, one of which

is used for delivering the material to the workmen and the other

for receiving material from the cars. A roof is provided over

shoes, etc., which cannot conveniently be placed in the bins and

which are not greatly affected by climatic conditions. Section I

on the outside is used for storing couplers and section J for

brake beams and couplers. This material is too heavy to be

passed over the counter and is kept outside on either side of the

entrance where the attendant can supervise its distribution.

The class of material that is kept in each of the sections of

bins is shown in Table 1. In order to accurately designate the
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location of material, cadi section is divided into rows, and llic

bins in each row are numbered consecutively. Table No. 2

shows the rows and bins into which section A is divided and the

class of material that is carried in each bin. Table No. 3 shows
the rows and spaces into which the floor section H is divided

and the material that is kept in each space. A tin label, of

the dimensions shown in Fig. 3, is used for marking the bins.

use of the freight car pool sheet shown in Fig. 4. A separate

sheet is used for each section and covers a period of one month.
The sheet is fastened to the board shown in Fig. 5 by the

thumb tacks A, and is held in place at the lower end by the

plate washers B, which are tied to the screw eyes at the top

of the board by cords. During inclement weather and at night

the boards are detached and placed in the office. Each board is
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It is tacked at the top of the bin and the kind of material and

the casting number are painted on it. A flag marker, as shown

in Fig. 3, is used for indicating the floor spaces. On one side

of the marker the row and bin number are painted, and on the

opposite side the stock book reference number.

The accounting of the material in each bin is done by the

located near the center of its respective section ; those for sec-

tions G and H are placed on the side of the office building near-

est the section to which they refer. The board is shown in its

working position in Fig. 5. On the pool sheet, Fig. 4, the sheet

number and section are shown in space A ; the contents of the

bins in space B; the inventory account number and stock book

Bin. Row A. Row B.

1. Empty. -3^-in. gas pipe elbows.
2. Empty. yi-in. gas pipe elbows.
3. Empty. l-in. gas pipe elbows.

4. 8-in. packing leathers. lJ4-i"- gas pipe elbov/s.

10-in. packing leathers, f^-in. service elbows.
8-in. triple union gaskets. j4-in. service elbows.
10-in. triple union gask's. l-in. service elbows.
V-510 tee bolts. V-494 draft supports.
V-1991 fulcrums. V-486 draft supports.
V-627 door slides. V-2878 double sheaves.
V-626 door slides. V-149 brake shaft hgrs.
Empty. V-3212 brake shaft hgrs.
Empty. Brake heads, National

hollow.
V-62S door slides. V-142 ratchet wheels.
V-4790 brackets. V-4123 ratchet wheels.
V-1347 door handles. Empty.

D-71 door stops. V-532 box washers.

V-39 door stops. V-660 box washers.
V-37 door slides.

V-906 key-hole plates
V-909 tee bolts.

22. V-1380 eye bolts.

23. V-2897 truss rod seats
24. V-3405 shaft bearings
25. V-3406 operating levers
26. V-4337.
27. V-905 door hasps.
28. V-4791 brackets.
29. V-2744 door handles

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

IS.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
21.

Table 2.

material as arranged in section a.

Row C. Row D.

\'A-in. service elbows. 5^-in. unions.
1/4 in. X 1 in. elbows. H-in. unions.
y«-m. sleeves. l-in. unions.

7^-in. sleeves.

^-in. sleeves.
l-in. sleeves.
1^-in. sleeves.
V-1649 journal bearings.
V-360 journal bearings.
V-3243 journal bearings.
V-2540 journal bearings.
Empty.
V-1407 Christie brake

heads.
V-1899 side bearings.
V-844 side bearings.
V-848 Graham draft fol-

lowers.
Empty.

Empty.

lJ4-in. unions.

l-in. triple unions.
1 14 in. X 1 in. bushings.
l}4-i"- triple unions.
Second-hand bearings.
V-3244 journal bearings.
V-2682 journal bearings.
V-2752 journal bearings.
Empty.
V-1331 truss rod seats.

V-593 truss rod seats.

V-1330 truss rod bridges.
Empty.

Westinghouse friction
draft gears comp't.

Empty.

Row E.

^-in. leather gaskets.
yi-iri. leather gaskets,
l-in. union gaskets, Pc.
No. 1778.

\%-\r\. union gaskets, Pc.
No. 2183.

Air hose gaskets.

J^-in. nut locks—2-hole.

5^-in. nut locks—2-hole.

Row F.

%-in. nut locks, single,
l-in. nut locks, single.
Ij4-in. nut locks, single.

Ifi-in. nut locks, single.

lJ4-in. nut locks, single.
5^-in. nut locks for dfts.

Empty.
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reference number in space C ; the amount of material with-

drawn, and whether old or new, in space D ; the totals for each

column in space E; the amount of each class of material which

Table 1.

general arrangement of material in all sections.

Section. Contents.
A See itemized table of contents.
B Small iron castings, carriage bolts, nuts, plate and cast washers,

wire nails, lag screws, and spring cotters.

C Square head bolts.

D Small iron castings, small W. I. pieces, bolts and nuts.
E Air brake material, small W. I. pieces, chain, and pipe fittings.

F Small W. I. pieces, small iron castings and rivets.

G Iron castings, large W. I. pieces, iron rod, and pipe.

H See itemized table of contents.
I Couplers.

J Brake beams and couplers.

is reclaimed in space F, and the row and bin number in which

the material is stored in space G. This sheet replaced the old

card system and offers a convenient means by which the division

storekeeper may check the consumption of material at the re-

Scre)v Hook in

WallofBin.

Scretv £ye
Board

riVa/ZofBIn

Z 8uW
Hinge

Fig. 5—Detachable Support for Freight Car Pool Sheets.

pair point as the pool sheets are forwarded to him at the end

of each month.

The car repair yard at Thomson handles from 80 to 100 cars

in a day of 10 hours, and two men are required for handling

the material in the storehouse. One is in charge and does such

Table 3.

material as arranged in section h.

Bin. Row A. Row B. Row C.

1. V-2751 journal Single stake pock- V-S470 brake
boxes. ets. shoes.

2. V-2539 journal St'd chafing irons. V-173 brake
boxes. shoes.

3. V-6091 journal 3J/$ in. x S in. Gr. sill steps.
boxes. stake pockets.

4. V-2766 journal 4 in. x 4 in. Gl. sill steps.
boxes. stake pockets.

5. V-1646 journal Empty.
boxes.

6. V-6092 journal 8-in. cylinder and
boxes. 8-in. reservoir

combined.
7 1 0-in. reservoirs,

Pc. 21838.
8 Kelso knuckles.
9 Kelso knuckles.

10 Pitt knuckles.
11 Melrose knuckles.
12 Latrobe knuckles.
13 Latrobe knuckles.
14 Buckeye knuck's.
15 Monarch knuck's.

16 Monarch knuck's.
17 Chicago knuckles.
18 Munton knuckles.
19 Major knuckles.
20 Gould knuckles.

Row D.

R. E. Janney
knuckles.

R. E. Janney
knuckles.

Detroit knuckles.

Emergency
knuckles.

Empty.

Empty.

Empty.

Empty.
Tower knuckles.
Tower knuckles.
Empty.
Empty.
Climax knuckles.
Empty.
10-in. cylinders,

Pc. 4868.
Empty.
Gla; sill steps.
Ge. sill steps.
Empty.

clerical work as is necessary and keeps up the stock; the other

distributes material at the counter. When giving out material

the attendant makes the proper entry in column D on the pool

sheet. Good material, which can be picked up in the yard and

returned to the storehouse, is placed in the proper bins and en-

tered on the pool sheets under "reclaimed material." At the end

of the month these sheets are totaled and checked with the stock

books. The balance, which is computed, should agree with the

supply in the bins. The proper handling of freight car material

at outlying points, so as to keep a thorough account of its con-

sumption as well as to keep down the stock, is an important

item in economical management, and this method of housing,

caring for and accounting for material offers a ready and cheap

solution of the problem.

CAR INSPECTORS' KINKS.

SECOND PRIZE ARTICLE IN THE CAR DEPARTMENT COMPETITION,

BY A. G. PANCOST, Draftsman, Elkhart, Ind.

The following two kinks may be used to advantage by car

inspectors. They are simple but greatly increase the efficiency

of the inspector.

CAR inspector's PINCHERS.

Few tools used by car inspectors can be put to as many uses

as the pinchers shown in Fig. 1. The tool weighs very little

Fig. 1—Car Inspector's Pinchers.

and may be carried in the pocket without inconvenience. The
two parts are forged from a good grade of tool steel and may
be polished if desired. The end of one part of the handle is

tapered to a sharp point, while the other is flattened and shaped

for use in pulling tacks. The tool as it is used for removing

a rubber gasket from an air or steam hose is shown in Fig. 2.

Every inspector is familiar with the trouble that is experienced

Fig. 2—Removing a Gasket from Air Hose Coupling.

in removing these gaskets, especially old ones, which often

stick in the recess. Should any of the pieces of gasket or dirt

or scale remain in the recess, they can easily be removed by in-

serting the sharpened end of the handle and scraping them off.

In placing a new gasket in the coupling it is necessary to double

it up and force it through the opening, which is, of course, con-

siderably smaller than the overall diameter of the gasket. In

some instances the gasket does not fit properly in the recess and

kinks up. By placing the nose of the pinchers in the opening

in the gasket, as shown in Fig. 3, and turning the tool around

several times, pressing down at the same time, the gasket may

be spread and forced into the proper position. In replacing
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broken glass mi cars it is often neecssary to remove nioklings. (lie lug. lucn if the nut was in such a position that it could
This can be done without injury to the molding by the use easily be gotten at, this is a tedious job; but considering the

of the pinchers, as shown in Fig. 4. Ihe tack puller end of angle at which it is set and the short distance between it and
the handle can be used to pry up the molding and loosen the the top of the rail, it is almost necessary for a man to lie flat

brads. The latter can then easily be pulled out. Car inspectors on his back to adjust it. A simple method has been devised for

overcoming this inconvenience, so simple that it is strange that

it was not discovered sooner. The heads are received from the

maker with the lug drawn back ready to slip over the beam.

When tliese are received a wedge is driven in at X to hold

Fig. 3— Forcing Gasket to Seat Properly.

do not like to carry tacks with them. When equipped with these

pinchers it is not necessary to do so, for they can easily re-

move a tack from the side of a car at any time it is needed.

Flat places are left on the pinchers so that they can be used to

advantage in driving tacks.

APPLYING BRAKE HEADS.

Diamond Special brake beams have heads arranged as shown

in Fig. 5. The head is held to the beam by a cast lug, which is

s:

Fig. 5—Simple IVlethod of Applying Brake Head to Diamond
Special Brake Beam.

forced into a recess in the beam by a strong spring. The posi-

tion of the lug when the head and beam are locked is shown

by the dot and dash line on the sketch. The usual method of

releasing the spring S is to turn the nut N a distance of about

1% in. along the threaded end of the bolt, which is fastened to

Fig. A—Removing Brads from Molding.

the lug in this position. The nut is then removed and a block

of wood about 2 in. square and 1% in- thick and having a §^-in.

hole through its center, is slipped over the bolt. The nut is

replaced and securely tightened. When the head is slipped

over the beam the piece of wood is given one blow with an

inspector's hammer, breaking it to pieces and allowing the lug

to fly into the recess with a snap, locking the brake head to the

brake beam.

HOW TO MAKE A TIME STUDY.

BY C. J. MORRISON.

The time study is nothing more or less than a record of the

time of each motion comprising any given operation; con-

sequently time studies are as various as are operations. Any
trained observer can make a time study regardless of whether

or not he understands the operation. Possibly one of the sim-

plest time studies would be that of a man sweeping a measured

section of a shop floor and might appear about as follows

:

Time in hours.

Running. Elapsed.
Movements.

0.00... ...0.00...
0.10... ...0.10... . .Look for broom.
0.15... ...0.05... ..Going to assigned section.

0.45... ...0.30... . . Sweeping.
0.55... ...0.10... ..Talking to other workmen.
0.75... ...0.20... . .Sweeping.
0.95... ...0.20... ..Borrowing chew.
1.20... ...0.25... . . Sweeping.
1.45... ...0.25... ..Away from work in another section.

1.75... ...0.30... . .Sweeping.
1.90... ...0.15... ..Getting wheelbarrow.
1.95... ...0.05... ..Oiling wheelbarrow.
2.05... ...0.10... ..Taking up sweepings.
2.10... ...0.05... . .Resting.
2.30... ...0.20... ..Wheeling sweepings to dump.

Total. 2.30

Area swept, 1,800 sq. ft.

Summary 1.55 hours useful work.
0.75 hours wasted.

Unless the man who made the time study has sufficient ex-

perience to set the standard time, his responsibility would end

here and some more experienced man would set the standard

for sweeping 1,800 sq. ft.

Another simple time study is that for laborers trucking mate-

rial. A series of such studies in one shop showed that 1.5

hours was used for oiling each truck each day, and that

empty trucks went in both directions. As in this particular

shop there was practically always rough material to be trucked

in one direction and finished material in the other, there was
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no excuse for empty trucks, and in setting the standard time

only loads were considered. What constituted a load was also

defined. The result was that empty trucks became rare, one oil-

ing a day was found to be sufficient, and, by the use of brains

in loading, Ij^ to 2 loads were carried each trip.

From these simple studies pass to the more complex, where
considerable preliminary work is necessary. Consider the case

of operations on an engine lathe. Here it is necessary to know
the speed of cut and the feed for every possible combination,

the rough and finished dimensions of the work, the kind of

material, the tools used, and the condition of the machine. A
sample time study would be something as follows

:

BRAKE HANGER ANGLES.

Drawing No. 17289.—Material, Cast Steel.

Tools. Cuts. Speed. Feed.
A-11 1 3 4
A-Il 2 4 4
B-17 3 6 3

Time in hours.
Motions.

<uiinin g. Elapsed.

0.00. 0.00....
0.40. 0.40 . . Set up work.
G.90. 0.50.... ..Look for blueprint.
0.95. 0.05.... . .Set tool.

1.-35. 0.40.... . .Cutting (1).
1.45. 0.10.... . .Look for calipers.
1.65. 0.20.... . .Grind tool.

1.70. 0.05.... . .Set tool.

1.72. 0.02 . . Caliper work.
2.27. 0.55 . .Cutting (1).
2.57 0.30.... . .Awav from machine.
2.59. 0.02.... . .Caliper work.
2.79. 0.20.... . .Grind tool.

2.S4. 0.05 . .Set tool.

3.24. 0.40.... . .Cutting (2).
3.34. O.IO.... . ..\way from machine.
3.74. 0.40 . .Cutting (2).
3.80. 0.06 . .Change tools.

4.50. 0.70 . .Cutting (3).
4.70. 0.20 . .Clean up for noon.
4.90. 0.20 . .Get out blueprint, calipers, etc.

S.OO. O.IO . .Cutting.
5.40. 0.40.... . .Wait for helper.
5.70. 0.30.... ..Take out work and set on floor

Total 5.70

Summary 3.90 hours useful work.
1.80 hours wasted.

The time study can now be placed in the hands of the trained

man, who, with the aid of the data table on this machine, and

the blueprint, will be able to set a standard time. After a

number of time studies have been made on any given machine

and these are tabulated with the actual performances, a trained

man can set standard times for work on that machine without

the necessity of first making a time study. One well known

firm of machine tool builders has for a number of years kept

records of time studies and actual performances on their ma-

chines, and now make a practice of supplying customers with

standard times and operation charts for work on their machines.

These times are remarkably accurate, and by following the opera-

tion charts customers all over the world have been able to at-

tain the standards set. As an illustration; one purchaser was

dissatisfied because the machine purchased took 32 minutes on

a certain operation. A blueprint of the work was sent to the

builder, who set a standard time of IS minutes and furnished an

operation chart to show how this time could be achieved. A
little later the customer reported that the work was being done

in 18 minutes, and after a few weeks announced that the average

time was 14 minutes.

There is an infinite variety of time studies, but the principles

are the same in all. The essential elements are a trained ob-

server, common sense and a stop-watch. A trained observer is

not of necessity a man familiar with the business. A young

man taken from a stock broker's office made an observer who
was able to carry a five or six time studies simultaneously. Time

studies made by this man on work with which he was entirely

unfamiliar were used in setting standard times that proved en-

tirely satisfactory both to the company and the workmen. His

only instructions were : "Take the stop-watch and record the

time of every movement." These instructions, combined with

common sense are the keynote of successful time studies.

BY R. W. BURNETT.

General Master Car Builder, Canadian Pacific.

The noticeable tendency of certain wheels to slide, in investi

gating the causes of wheel sliding, led to a careful consideration

of the brake hanger angle. From the results of this investiga-

tion, as well as from those of other tests, it can be shown that

the standard angle of brake beam hanger recommended by th«!

Master Car Builders' and Air Brake Associations is not the

proper angle for service conditions. A moving car cannot be

stopped by any force within itself, but must be stopped by a

force or resistance applied from some external source. It is

not the friction of the brake shoes which actually stops the

car; the brakes merely make the wheels hard to turn. It is

the resistance of the rail at the points of contact with the

wheels which keeps them rolling against the brake shoe pres-

sure. It is this resistance which stops the car. The truck

is therefore held back by this force at the rails but is

shoved ahead by the momentum of the car body. These
two forces acting in opposite directions produce a transfer of

load from rear to forward truck, also a tilting or upsetting

tendency in the truck itself and a consequent transfer of weight

from the rear to the forward pair of wheels directly propor-

tional to these forces, the wheel base of the truck and the height

of the center casting of the truck above the rail. This transfer

of weight may be calculated as follows

:

Let Z = The actual weights of the wheels on the rail (4-wheel truck).
N = Normal weight of a pair of wheels on the rail.

Y = Transfer of weight from the rear to the forward truck.
X = Transfer of weight from the rear to the forward pair of wheels

of each truck.

Y
Then Z = N ± X ±

2

Let Y = Transfer of weight from the rear to the forward truck, as above.
H =: Height of center of gravity of car body above face of center

casting.
B := Distance between centers of center castings.W ^= Weight of car body.
P r= Ratio of brake shoe pressure to weight of wheel on rail.

C r= Co-efficient of friction.

W X P X C X H
Then Y =

B

Let X rr Transfer of weight from the rear to the forward pair of wheels
in each truck, as above.

Hi = Height of center casting above rail.

Ha = Height of center of gravity of truck above rail.

Bi = Wheel base of truck.

Wi = Weight of car body on center casting.
Wo = Weight of truck.
P =: Brake percentage or ratio.

C =: Co-efficient of friction.

Wi X P X C X Hi W, X P X C X Hz
Then X =

1

Bi Bi

Example (Fig. 1)

:

Weight of car body 70,000 lbs. = W
Weight of car on center casting 35,000 lbs. = Wi
Weight of truck 15,000 lbs. = W,
Distance between centers of center castings 52 ft. = B
Wheel base of truck 8 ft. = Bi
Height of center of gravity of car body above center

casting 3 ft. = H
Height of center casting above rail 3 ft. = Ht
Height of center of gravity of truck above rail 15^ft.=: Ho
Ratio of brake percentage to weight 1 = P
Co-efficient of friction .20 = C

Transfer of weight from rear to forward pair of wheels in each truck

35,000 X 1 X .2 X 3 15,000 X 1 X .2 X 1.5
= 1 = 3,187.5 lbs.

Transfer of weight from rear to forward truck

70,000 X 1 X .2 X 3

= = 807 lbs.

52

807
Actual weights. 25,000 ± (3,187.5 ± )= 28,950,22,220; 27,780, 21,410 lbs.

2

Normal weights = 25,000, 25,000; 25,000, 25,000 lbs.

Equalizer spring compression due to the pull of the brake

beam hangers must not be considered as affecting the weight of

the wheels on the rails. Whatever pull is exerted downward by

a brake hanger on a truck is caused by an equal upward pull on
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the wliccl, and vice-versa. TIic pressure of the wheel on the

rail is therefore unchanged. With unequal weights on the

various pairs of wheels under a car during a stop, equal brake

shoe pressures on all these wheels will produce unequal tenden-

cies to wheel sliding. The rear pair of the rear truck (4-wheel)

will be most likely to slide with the rear pair of the forward

CM'V^ Qm>
y SZO

Fig. 1—Diagram of Car Considered in Calculating Transfer of

Weight on Wheels Due to Braking.

truck next; the forward pair of the forward truck will be least

likely to slide.

When a brake beam hanger is so hung that a line drawn
through the centers of its connection pins is at right angles to a

line drawn through the center of the brake shoe and wheel, the

brake shoe pressure should neither be increased nor decreased

by a difference in the direction of motion of the car. This is

the present standard practice. If the angle formed by the hanger
is greater than 90 deg. on an inside hung four-wheel truck, when
the wheel is turning upwards toward the bottom of the hanger
the brake shoe pressure will be increased, or when the wheel
is revolving downward away from the bottom of the hanger the

brake shoe pressure will be decreased. This alteration of the

brake shoe pressure due to the varying angles of brake beam
hangers is calculated as follows

:

Let S =r Shoe pressure against wheels.W = Weight of pair of wheels on rail.

P = Ratio of brake shoe pressure to weight of wheel on rail.
C = Co-efficient of friction.

T = Tangent of angle formed by variation of hanger angle from
M. C. B. standard.

Then S = WXP(1±CT)
Example (Fig. 2) :

Weight of pair of wheels on rail = 25,000 lbs.
Ratio of brake shoe pressure to weight of wheel on rail = 1

Co-efficient of friction r= .2
Tangent of angle formed with M. C. B. standard (30 deg.) . . = .577
Shoe pressure against wheels 25,000 X 1 (1 ± .2 X .577).. = 27,890

and 22,100 lbs.

When the brake beam hangers on an inside hung four-wheel

truck are hung away from the wheels at a greater angle than

90 deg., the brake shoe pressure on the rear pair of wheels of

Fig. 2—Illustrating Variation of Brake Hanger -Angles.

each truck will be decreased and the brake shoe pressure on
the forward pair increased. But as there is a transfer of weight

from the rear to the forward wheels in making the stop, if the

brake hanger angle is properly proportioned, the alteration in the

braking power can be made closely proportionate to the transfer

(-f weij^iil ;iii(l llie lial)ility of wiieel sliding will be considerably

reduced. '1 he transfer of weight and the alteration of the brakt

shoe pressure due to the angle of the hanger arc alike dependent
on the co-efificient of friction, .-ind if calculated for any one co-

efficient will be proportionate fur all. The comparative brake
shoe pressure and weights of wheels on the rail for different

brake hanger angles and rates of travel arc shown in Table 1.

These make the effect of an alteration of the hanger angle very

apparent.

The principle of vaiyinji the brake beam hanger angle to offset

the transfer of weight in stopping may be applied to other types

of trucks. The angle of the brake beam hanger on the center

I)cams in six-wheel trucks should always be 90 deg. Outside

hung beams on any class of truck should have the beams hung
at angles of less than 90 deg. Ample allowance must be made
for slack in the hangers, pedestals, boxes, etc., in addition to the

wear of shoes and tires, all of which will tend to increase the

angle of the hanger in service. The angle assumed should

the average angle in service, that is, with the shoes, tires, etc.,

half worn.

The actual brake beam pressures and the increase or decrease

of that pressure due to the friction between the shoe and the

wheel and the angle of the brake beam hanger have been con-

sidered. This has been tabulated with the transfer of weight

due to the retardation of a car in making a stop. There are

many conditions which affect the pressure delivered to the brake

beam, such as the height at which the brake beam is hung, the

angularity of the brake beam hangers as compared to the line of

pull of the brake rods, release springs, and transfers of weight

in six-wheel trucks due to the pull of the hangers, angularity of

brake rods and levers, etc. These should be calculated in de-

signing the foundation brakes, and are not considered here as

they have no direct bearing on the transfer of weight nor the

alteration of the brake shoe pressures due to the angle of the

brake beam hanger.

The principle of varying the standard brake beam hanger

angle is a big departure from previous practice. It is most im-

portant on passenger equipment. While it will not be advisable

to adopt angles quite as radical as the calculations indicate, the

general facts outlined are worthy of careful consideration and

will be borne out by the past experience of those who have had

the opportunity to observe wheel sliding under various condi-

tions of road service and brake hanger angles.

INCREASING SHOP OUTPUT.*

BY W. H. SNYDER.

Assistant General Foreman, New York, Susquehanna & Western,
Stroudsburg, Pa.

An important recent addition to our equipment was the in-

stallation of a radius planer attachment on a 32-in. planer, for

planing links and link blocks. Formerly we filed and straight-

ened all links by hand. All new links and link blocks were

shaped or slotted and then filed to a finish. The addition of

the radius planer decreased the time required for doing this

work and greatly improved the workmanship.

Piece Work.—The introduction of piece work has increased the

output. The men we have working entirely on piece work are

'Submitted in the competition which closed December 15, 1910.

Table 1.

Co-
efficient

Speed in miles per hour. of
Friction.

Standing

Up to 10 miles per hour 2

From 10 to 20 miles per hour.. .15

From 30 miles per hour upwards .10

Hanger at 90 deg.

,
^

,

1st 2na 3rd 4th
Pair. Pair. Pair. Pair.

S 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000
i 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

J 28,590 22,220 27,780 21,410
1 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

S 27,690 22,910 27,090 22,310
j. 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

; 26,790 23,610 26,390 23,210
( 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

Hanger at 105 deg.

,
"

1st 2nd 3rd
Pair. Pair. Pair.

25,000 25,000 25,000
25,000 25,000 25,000

28,590 22,220 27,780
26,340 23,660 26,340

27,690 22,910 27,090
26,000 24,000 26,000

26,790 23,610 26,390
25,670 24,330 25,670

Hanger at 120 deg.
A

4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Pair. Pair. Pair. Pair. Pair.

25,000 25,000 25,000 25.000 25,000
25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

21,410 28,590 22,220 27,780 21,410
23,660 27,890 22,110 27,890 22,110

22,310 27,690 22,910 27,090 22,310
24,000 27,170 22,830 27,170 22,830

23,210 26,790 23,610 26,390 23,210
24,330 26,440 23,560 26,440 23,560

Weight of wheel on rail.

Shoe pressure on wheel.

Weight of wheel on rail.

Shoe pressure on wheel.

Weight of wheel on rail.

Shoe pressure on wheel.

Weight of wheel on rail.

Shoe pressure on wheel.
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ambitious and are on the loi.kout for new ideas which often

result in good shop devices.

Turning Driving Wheel Tires.—We have a good system for

turning driving wheel tires. The operator can determine before

he starts turning just how much he has to take off the tire to

make a full flange. With the old system of turning tires at

random the wheel lathe operator took a good big cut. When
he came to finish it lie often found that he could not get a stand-

ard flange and it was necessary to take another cut. Sometimes
he would get the cut too deep, thereby wasting the tire. Make
a gage, A, from No. 16 or IS boiler steel. Put a line at B cor-

responding to the standard thickness of the flange, graduating it

back about J/^ in., as shown. Put a straight-edge across the in-

side of tire, and read the amount tlie flange is worn as indicated

by the gage. Opposite this amount in the table the depth of cut

will be found in column B and the reduction in diameter in

column C. If the flange i,-- worn ^4 in., as shown in the illustra-

A.

Flange
Worn.
1/32 in.

1/16 in.

3/32 in.

y» in.

5/32 in.

3/16 in.

7/32 in.

'A in.

9/32 in.

5/16 in.

11/32 in.

H in-

13/16 in.

7/16 in.

15/32 in.

y2 in.

B.

Depth
of Cut.

1/16 in.

Vs in.

3/16 in.

'A in.

5/16 in.

11/32 in.

H in.

7/16 in.

Vi in.

17/32 in.

9/16 in.

s/s in.

21/32 in.

11/16 in.

ii in.

25/32 in.

Reducing Tire
in Diam.

Vs in.

A in.

H in.

1/2 in.

H in.

11/16 in.

3A in.

Vs in.

1 in.

1 1/16 in.

1 'A in.

\A in.

1 5/16 in.

1^8 in-

1 'A- in.

1 9/16 in.

Gage and Table Used for Turning Driving Wheel Tires.

tion, the depth of cut will be 7/16 in. and the reduction in diam-

eter % in. Caliper the smallest diameter of the tire with the

worn flange and close up the calipers % in., and you are ready

to turn off the proper amount accurately and with no guess-work.

The table can be printed on good paper with a typewriter and

put in a small frame and hung up at the wheel lathe so that it

may be referred to conveniently. It has given splendid results

in our shop.

The secret of shop output is to get right after the weak points

and make a special effort to help the machine or the department

that is always behind. Often a slight change of equipment or of

method will greatly increase the output of a certain dlass of work.

The successful shop foreman is the one who makes a careful

study of the dispositions of the men under his supervision. He
must see that his men have sufficient work laid out for them,

for the average man is better satisfied if he has plenty of work

ahead. If he does not know what his next job is to be he will

naturally hold on to the one he has and make it last as long as

he can. The successful foreman must also look ahead when he

knows of a certain job coming and should get all the informa-

tion possible pertaining to it. If he is a machine foreman he

must get busy and find out what machine the job can best be

performed on so there will be no delay when the operator is

ready to go on the job.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING IN EUROPE.

liV CWFTAIN GOm-ItEY L. CAKUEN, U. S. R. C. S.*

The past ten years have witnessed signal advances in loco-

motive building in Europe. This is especially true in Germany,
Sweden, Belgium, France, Italy, Austria-Hungary and Russia.

1 here was a time when American locomotives were necessary

to the continental market ; that time has passed. Today Europe
buys from us when her own shops are unable to meet the de-

mands. In the course of two years' inspection work abroad
the writer has visited many locomotive building plants. Practice

it was found differed in different countries, but without excep-

tion the standards maintained are very high. These standards

are generally indicated by state railways' authorities, which in

turn means government plans and government inspection.

'1 he question of whether American locomotive works can suc-

cessfully compete in Europe today rests largely on our ability

to construct European designed locomotives at a profit in Amer-
ican shops. On all orders emanating from Europe the foreign

railway authorities rnay be depended on to insist on their own
designs and to supplement the designs with specifications of an

exacting character.

The greater part of the machine work on European loco-

motives can be handled by American tools. At the same time

there are a number of special tools in service abroad which pos-

sess merit. The latter machines are of foreign origin and ap-

pear to have been built especially for the locomotive trade.

BORSIG WORKS, GERMANY.

The Borsig Works at Tegel on the outskirts of Berlin em-

ploys about 5,300 men, and is one of the best all-round ma-
chinery works in Germany. Borsig is turning out 300 loco-

motives per year; the greatest number built in any one year

was approximately 350. It is doubtful if any other works ex-

cept those at Cassel, Germany, are exceeding this output. Few
of the European locomotive works find it possible to devote

their entire attention to locomotive building, in other words, to

specialize. The Borsig shops, for example, are engaged in build-

ing hydraulic presses, steam engines, ice machines, boilers, com-

pressors and locomotives, and yet the tendency at Borsig's is to

specialize, for not long ago, it dropped the building of gas

engines. However, there was no work in hand more important

than the locomotive orders. The Borsig shops are building for

Russia, Sweden, Chile, Argentina and the far East. For Ar-

gentina, American type locomotives are furnished. I'y that

I mean, the general type of the locomotive is .American.

Practically all the locomotives built at Borsig's are of the

plate-frame type of construction. These plates are cut out by

oxygen-gas tools, the work being done quickly and in a most

economical manner. The oxygen-gas tools are obtained in

Berlin. At the Breslau shops in Germany hydraulic presses

stamp out the plates. The general practice, however, in the Ger-

man shops is to punch out the plate frames and to finish off with

special types of milling machines. Chemnitz and Offenbach ma-

chine tool makers are offering special lines of milling machines

for this plate frame work. The opinion was expressed by a

director of one of the foreign locomotive shops that there did

not appear to be available a good American line of heavy ver-

tical millers.

At the Borsig shops and elsewhere in Germany copper fire-

boxes and copper stay bolts are the rule. These are specified

by the Prussian State Railways' authorities.

Building French Locomotives at Borsig's.—At the time of the

writer's visit, Borsig was building French locomotives for 1

mark 10 pfennigs (26.2 cents) per kilo (2.2 pounds). Borsig

officials declared that they were losing money at this rate. At

•Captain Cardan was detailed for two years in Europe as special agent

for the Department of Commerce and Labor. His duties required him to

repoit on the general machinery situation, especially with reference to

machine tools. During this service he visited several hundred plants. The
reports covering these visits are on file in the Bureau of Manufactures at

Washington.
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the same time they were adviseil that an oriler for French loco-

motives had been taken by the American Locomotive Works
at a rate which amonnted to 85 pfennigs (20.2 cents) per kilo.

It is since understood that the American Locomotive Works was
only inconvenienced in respect to receiving essential elements

from abroati which the designs specified should be mcorporated

in the locomotives.

IVagcs.—At the Borsig works good tool men are expected to

make at least 85 pfennigs (20.2 cents) per hour. Two work-

men picked out at random were questioned by the shop man-

ager for my benefit as to wages they were earning. One man
received five marks ($1.19) per day on an eight hour basis,

while the second said he was making about seven marks ($1.66)

per day. The manager declared that the first man was not earn-

ing as much as the shop permitted. In other words, it is possible

to earn seven marks per day if a man puts forth the efifort.

Fireless Locomotives.—Fireless locomotives form an important

part of the construction work at Borsig. So far as the writer

knows this type of engine is practically unknown in America.

The fireless locomotives use superheated water and when leav-

ing a charging station the pressure is 170 lbs. At the Borsig

Works one of these fireless locomotives was in almost constant

service throughout the day and I was informed that it w-as only

necessary to connect up twice during the working hours with

the boilers of the power plant—in the morning before work
commenced and again during the noon hour. Connection was
made with the plant to the front end of the locomotive through

flexible pipe and about fifteen minutes suf^ced to charge. These

are in much demand in Scandinavian logging camps and are

especially recommended where insurance might be prejudiced

through the use of electric or fuel-fired engines. It was found

in practice that even at pressures of one to two atmospheres

considerable work could be accomplished and at a pressure ot

one-quarter to one-half an atmosphere the engine was still able

to go to the filling tank. The Borsig engine which I had occa-

sion to examine while in service seldom required to be filled

oftener than once in four hours.

HANOVER LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

The Hanover Locomotive shops employ about 3,300 men.

These works have built more than 5,000 locomotives, and their

latest type of high-speed passenger engine is specially well

spoken of. It is known as the Atlantic type and resembles closely

the American locomotive of the same class. In this type one ob-

serves the bar-frame construction, but generally speaking the

plate frame form is adhered to. The Hanover shops apparently

build as many bar frame engines as they do plate frame, while

Borsig's build more plate than bar. Borsig, however, supplies

bar frames when his customers prefer them, but says that he

has not found it necessary to provide special tools for the pur-

pose of making bar-frames, which would indicate that plate-

frames can be made with the same tool equipment as bar-frames.

The Hanover shops are sending about 30 per cent, of their

locomotive output abroad. To the year 1907, when locomotive

No. 4800 was completed, 22 per cent, of this company's output

was for foreign countries.

Lents Poppet-Valve Gear.—For all high-speed engines for the

Prussian State Railways the poppet valve gear of the Lentz

type* is used. I was assured by the Hanover Works that there

was a saving of not less than 20 to 25 per cent, when a com-

parison is made between the poppet valve gear using super-

heated steam and slide-valves operating with saturated steam.

One high-speed locomotive of the Prussian State Railway had

already run 60,000 miles using this type of valve gear. Twenty-

three engines of the International Works at Vienna had this

type of gear installed on all the high pressure cylinders and in

one year's time the entire cost of the change was saved in coal

'The Lentz poppet valve gear has four valves; two on the inside for
admission, and two on the outside for exhaust. They are actuated by a
cam rod and are weighted by springs. They have given good service at

high speeds, working safely and exactly at three hundred revolutions per
minute.

coiisuniption. The nianaycnienl of the ijower plant of the

Leipsic St nil C ar Railways not long ago, it was stated, con-

verted four steam engines and ecjiiipped 'nsc boilers with super-

heaters; as a result of tlie utilization of the poppet valve gear

with superhialed steam 48,35o marks (about $12,000) was saved

per year.

The Hanover shops are using the Pielock type of superheater

with the Lentz poppet valve gear. It was stated that the intro-

duction of this type of poppet valve was brought about largely

because of the obstacles arising from using superheated bteam.

The Prussian State Railways arc not using superheaters with

compound arrangements. This is, however, at variance with the

views of the engineers at the Hanover shops. From what I can

learn, the success of the poppet valve gear has proved so great

from an economical standpoint that it is now quite common for

locomotives in service to be altered and provided both with

superheaters and poppet valve gears. The change necessitates a

new cylinder, as well as valve chest, since the poppet valve box
and cylinder are cast in one piece.

Wages.—At the Hanover shops expert men at ihc machine

tools receive on an average 70 pfennigs (16.6 cents) per hour,

which is about 15 pfennigs (3^ cents) less than the men at

Borsig's are paid. The Hanover shops own about 150 houses,

which are rented at an average of 15 marks ($3.57) per month.

The income is sufficient to keep up repairs, and no attempt is

made to derive a profit.

OTHER GERMAN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

The Hohenzollern A. G. Locomotive Works are located near

Diisseldorf and employ about 1,400 men. The plant is turning

out about 140 locomotives a year. These shops employ plate-

frame construction almost exclusively, and all plates are cut cut

by punching machines. Pielock and Schmidt superheaters are

used, but I could not learn of any special valve gear being em-

ployed. This firm is building for Scandinavia and Indian

railways.

Still other locomotive shops in Germany are those at Cassel,

Breslau, Altoona and Munich. The Schwartzkopff shops are

not far from Berlin and the general practice there resembles

closely that at Borsig's.

Wages.—At the Hohenzollern Works expert tool men receive

about 70 pfennigs (16.6 cents) per hour. The rate paid in the

Berlin territory is higher than elsewhere in Germany. The low-

est rate paid is in the Chemnitz district, where expert machine

men seldom receive over 50 pfennigs (11.9 cents) per hour. The
rates in the Rhine territory and in the Hanover district are

about equal, namely 70 pfennigs (16.6 cents) per hour for good

machine tool men.

LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT IN GERMANY.

During the past five years locomotive development in Ger-

many has tended toward higher speeds and greater economy.

The general increase in the size and power of locomotives is

due to continental traffic conditions. Superheaters appear to be

coming more and more into use. On the Prussian State Rail-

ways the authorities have limited the maximum steam pressures

to 170 lbs. In Saxony and Bavaria four-cylinder compound

locomotives are much in vogue, and some of the lines have been

experimenting with this system in connection with super-

heaters. Balanced compounds are much liked abroad, due to

ability to construct a stronger engine frame.

There has been little change in the matter of finish and form

on the continent for a number of years, and the opinion is gen-

eral that the standards exacted are onerous. The German loco-

motive builders found the recent French contracts especially

hard. Many of the parts were required to be case hardened

and the designs called for slide-valves of a particular kind of

bronze. The standard metal which could be supplied readily and

easily, and which the experience df years had indicated was

excellent, would not suffice. It was almost a universal comment

in Germany that the French when they prepared their designs
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had plenty of money to spend. Where a standard German de-

sign would require only one slide bar, the French, it was pointed

out, had managed to incorporate four slide bars. I asked one
German director if his firm expected to make much money on
these contracts. His reply was: "We shall at least gain con-

siderable experience and shall know what to expect when we
take a second contract." There is no question that the finish

and form demanded abroad is expensive, but the trade apparently

demands it.

It was my practice whenever opportunity presented to chat

with the engineers of the high-speed locomotives of the Prussian

railways. These men are for the most part clever and intelli-

gent, and exhibit a certain self-reliance which may be expected

of men in their calling. They invariably praised the poppet

valve gear and declared that it gave no trouble and where used

with superheated steam, was a great saver of coal. The Prussian

engineers regard briquettes as poor fuel for high-speed loco-

motives, declaring that they pack too hard on the fires and do

not permit of the spread which can be obtained with loose coal.

The Metcalf feed-water heater seems to be in general service

throughout Germany. The Hanover shops, however, are de-

veloping a new type of feed-water heater, from which much is

expected.

In counter-distinction to the German practice, the Belgians

seem to favor non-compound engines with superheaters, and

this form of engine is common in the express locomotive serv-

ice. For freight engines the Belgians are utilizing the two-

cylinder non-compound engines with superheaters.

Germany is exporting approximately 400 locomotives per year.

In 1907, for example, Germany exported 395 locomotives. This

number was absorbed by Belgium, France, Italy, Russia-in-

Europe, Turkey-in-Asia, Southwest Africa, Prussia, Egypt, India,

East Indies, Argentina and Chile. For 1907, France took

555,500 lbs. ; Italy, 504,460 lbs. ; Egypt, 594,600 lbs. ; Chile, 449,460

lbs., and Argentina, 446,160 lbs. Egypt took more than any

other country, followed in order by France, Italy, Chile, Argen-

tina and Russia-in-Europe.

FRANCE.

At Le Creusot in France, Schneider & Company are building

some of the best engines of French design. This firm is to

France what Krupp is to Germany, that is to say, Le Creusot

is the great ordnance establishment of France. In addition to

buildnig guns these works also construct both marine and sta-

tionary engines, railway equipment and locomotives. The shops

at Belfort will turn out more locomotives in a year doubtless

than Le Creusot, but for high grade work, there is nothing finer

in France than is produced by Schneider & Co.

SWITZERLAND.

The Swiss Locomotive Works at Winterthur employ about

1,800 men. This is one of the best locomotive shops in Europe.

Its engines are sent to all parts of the world, and it is doubtful

if there is a higher finish to be found on any European loco-

motive. This firm is about to undertake bar frame construction,

and at the time of my visit the first set of bar frames had just

been received. These frames were of forged steel and were re-

ceived from Germany. Among the engineers in charge of de-

partments was one gentleman who saw service in the Baldwin

Locomotive Works for several months and whose observations

on the general locomotive situation were among the best I have

heard in Europe. In fact, those engineers whom I met at the

Swiss Locomotive Works impressed me as being of very high

order. A large number of American machine tools were in use

in the Winterthur shops. I also observed a number of the

heavier types of English tooFs. English tools ten years ago

formed the major complement of most of the continental loco-

motive works, but in recent years few English tools are going

into these shops. When new tools are obtained, they are almost

invariably of German or American origin. There are a few

English tools which are offering sharp competition to American

machines. I refer particularly to Herbert of Coventry; Smith

& Coventry of Manchester, Darling & Sellers of Keigley ; Ken-
dall & Gent of Manchester, and Richards of Broadheath.

The three-cylinder compound engine has not been tried to any
great extent on the continent, although the Jura-Simplon Rail-

way, which is now the Swiss Federal Railway, has several mogul
engines of the three-cylinder compound type at work. This same
railway has mogul engines of the four-cylinder compound type.

The special three-cylinder compound type of engine which was
in use in the United Kingdom for a number of years has now
entirely disappeared. So far as could be learned superheaters

have not been applied abroad to Mallet locomotives.

ITALY.

At the Breda Locomotive Works in Milan the force employed
numbers approximately 4,500; of this number about 2,000 are

engaged in the locomotive department in Citta. Breda is turn-

ing out a new high-speed locomotive, designed for a

speed of 120 kilometers (74.5 miles) per hour. It is a beautiful

four-cylinder machine working compound and operating four

cranks. The compounding is independent for each side. Super-

heat is not uSed. About 40 of these engines have been turned

out for the Italian State Railways. Krupp and Bochum furnish

practically all the wheels and axles used. As elsewhere in

Europe, copper fireboxes and copper stay bolts are the rule.

Here, as in German shops, one is impressed with the great

amount of unnecessary work. In the finishing shops no less than

12 applications of paint and varnish follow filling. All this

filling, varnishing and painting, that is to say the exact number

of applications, are fully prescribed by the state engineers in the

specifications.

Breda bores all six cylinders on the new passenger loco-

motives simultaneously. He makes his own boring tools and

turns out a gang of horizontal borers designed, as above stated,

to take the two high-pressure and two low-pressure cylinders

and piston-valve chamber simultaneously. All the plate-frames

at Breda's are worked with triple slotting machines. I observed

no oxygen-gas cutters or hydraulic presses in use for stamping

out frame parts. I saw but very few German tools in these

works. The foundry is turning out especially fine cylinder com-

binations, readily made and in one casting. Only plate frame

form of construction is used and the steel comes both from Ger-

many and Italy. The Breda firm is representative of modern

and progressive Italy. Workmen receive about 40 centimes (7^
cents) per hour on an average throughout the year, ten hours

comprising the working day. The men are working fast, and

there is a care and attention bestowed on the locomotive work in

keeping, almost, with some of the best work I have seen in auto-

mobile shops. No superheaters are used. Breda builds almost

entirely for Italy, as the firm finds it difficult to compete abroad

with the Germans. A few locomotives, however, have been

built for Denmark and Roumania. The new engines for the

Italian State Railways are using the highest steam pressures

on the continent, 235 lbs.

The first cog-wheel railway of the Abt system in Germany

was opened .*in the Harz mountains 25 years ago. This

anniversary is called to mind by a list of the prin-

cipal railways, or parts of railways, of that system

now existing. There are 55 such lines, with an aggre-

gate length of 288 miles, on which the cog-wheel is used;

the engines are made to run by friction where the lines are level

enough. There are 7 in South America, 1 in Australia, 1 in Japan

and 2 in India. The only one in this country is the line up

Pike's Peak, which reaches a greater elevation than any other.

There are 317 Abt locomotives on these lines, the smallest weigh-

ing but 5,400 lbs., while on the Transandine railway is one weigh-

ing 92 tons. The inventor, Roman Abt, still lives in Lucerne,

Switzerland, and has held important positions on the Swiss

railways.
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PICKED UP ON THE ROAD.

BY GULF.

I was talking with tlie manager of a large machine tool works

the other day, and he was half deploring, half wondering at

the reason why, in all of his experience, no graduate of a tech-

nical school had ever developed into a first-class designer, where-

as a number of just plain boys, out of the high school, who
wanted to work at mechanics had evolved into brilliant suc-

cesses. His solution was that it was not because boys with a

natural aptitude for the work did not go to technical schools,

but because when they did go they were so imbued with ideas

of their own high value that they failed to realize the fictitious-

ness of that value until they had been ripened by experience

and so had not the patience to continue their preliminary train-

ing in the hard school of shop routine at ten dollars a week
until they were worth more.

It may as well be said of the engineer and designer, as of

the poet, that he is born not made, for there is something that

must be inate in the heart and soul and mind of a man that

enables him to instinctively detect the eternal fitness of things

and so blend the hard calculations of the pencil with experience

and what seems right, that the product shall be not only a

mechanical but a commercial possibility. It is this lack of

mechanical instinct that bars many a trained engineer from be-

ing a success as a designer; just as it is the failure to appre-

ciate the commercial necessities of a problem that has prevented

hundreds of natural born mechanics and prolific inventors from

being little more than a charge on the public and their friends.

It certainly is not all training that makes a successful engineer,

but that peculiar combination of adaptability, which, in one form

or another, makes for success in every walk in life.

From this talk and the criticism of the various aspects of

technical education that we see and hear, I am led to fear,

though I hope my fear is unfounded, that the faculties, indi-

vidually and collectively, are open to the same criticism that I

offered years ago regarding similar bodies of academic colleges.

This was to the eflfect, that they utterly disregarded the teach-

ing of experience, or rather barred experience from any en-

trance or effect on their own life and teachings. When a sen-

sible builder of steam engines sends out a sample of his wares,

he follows it up and learns of its performance, and so changes

his later designs that he overcomes the difficulties and defects

that were found to exist in the earlier ones. The academic

professors never did anything of the sort. They taught Latin

and they taught Greek in the same way for fifty years; and

they taught Latin and Greek utterly regardless and oblivious of

the good or ill efifects that it might have on their pupils or vic-

tims. They never knew and seemingly never cared whether

Latin and Greek were universal panaceas for all mental weak-

nesses, or whether their students left them only to curse them

for their stupid bigotry that could not see that every boy did

not want the same mental dose any more than every sick man
needs a dose of the same physic. In short they did not know
the value or lack of value of their own teachings. Their uni-

versal advice to rich and poor, brilliant and stupid, linguist and

mathematician, was to come to us and be filled or stupified,

according to its efifects, by the dope we have to ofifer. Is it

possible, then, that the teachers in the technical schools are

falling into the same pit? Do they never see that it will be

as impossible to make engineers out of some boys as it is to

make the mythical silk purse from ear of a sow? Do they

ever take such a boy aside and try to indicate the path he

should follow, even though it may be depart from their own
specialty? If they do not; are they not at fault? Are they

not disregarding what experience should have taught? Are

they not showing that it is fair to presume that they are

ignorant of the value of their own teachings? Fortunately many
of them have awakened, or are awakening to their responsibil-

ities and the possibilities of good that it is in their power to

accomplish. The imperative need is for more men of the type

of I'rof. Herman Schneider, of Cincinnati, who has done such

splendid work in introducing the co-operative courses in the

engineering department at the University of Cincinnati and of

introducing the continuation school (Railway Age Gazette, May
6, 1910, page 1171 and January 6, 1911, page 27) in connection

with the public school system.

PIECE WORK NOTES.

BY IIARRIE R. HAMER.

Piece Work and Sliop Methods Office, Canadian Pacific, Angus Shops,
Montreal, Can.

The workman must be in charge of a machine that will do his

ability proper credit. The foreman must see that the machinist

does not have to look for work, and must find it for hiin. The
men should not have to hunt for bolts or tools with which

to clamp a job in position. Bolts and nuts used for clamping

purposes, especially for repetition work, should be placed in

charge of a tool man, whose duty it is to replace any that re-

quire repairing. I have seen men waste from 10 to 15 minutes

looking for a couple of bolts. I have seen them pick up a bolt

with a damaged thread, and if it was the required length, go to

the tool stores for a set of dies, and run over the thread, using

another man's vise while doing so, thus keeping the vise-hand

from working, as well as leaving their own machines at a stand-

still. Even with an apprentice, this sort of thing should not be

tolerated. Can an expensive machine pay its owner by standing

idle for 10 or IS minutes, at intervals? Emphatically, No!
If a machine is not good, then it obviously cannot give good

results, and it will pay the owner to instal a good one. Penny

wise and pound foolish is an old adage the results of which I

have observed in many shops.

Apprentices should understand from the outset that the em-

ployer's interests are also their own. They should learn to read

a working drawing correctly and readily, and if they take an

interest in their work let them have plenty of scope in which

to prove their ability. Boys should not be kept on one machine

for 12 months, as I have seen done, but should be moved about,

thereby not only interesting them in their work, but also making

them of some account on the productive force.

Demonstrators are a great factor in the success of the system

and must be interested in their work. They must be capable of

actually demonstrating to the men in the shop what is to be done

and the best method of doing it. A demonstrator is placed in the

shop to demonstrate shop methods—not as an ornament. He
must possess tact and initiative. A demonstrator who would

rather sit in the office than be in the shop, cannot possibly be

interested in his work, therefore, the best results are not to be

expected. To be efifective he must be a man of action.

Another factor which materially affects a piece work system is

the question of belting. How often is a machinist, whose ma-

chine is belt driven, to be seen standing idle (not only the man,

but the machine) whilst waiting for a broken belt to be repaired.

The matter of belting, therefore, calls for a good belt upkeep

and repair system. I have noticed with interest the rapid prog-

ress in this direction which the Tabor Manufacturing Co. has

made.

A successful piece work system thus depends on several factors,

which are not always given the attention they deserve. These

details must receive proper consideration or the system will not

be a thorough success.

During the past 30 years the total mileage of electric rail-

ways in the United Kingdom has increased from about 300 to

2,562 miles. The capital expenditure has increased from $20,-

475,068 to $359,837,083, the number of passengers carried from

146,000,000 to 2,743,000,000, and the net receipts from $1,123,947

to $24,068,672.
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Five of the eighteen collections of shop kinks, which were

submitted in the competition which closed January 15, are re-

produced on the following pages. The first and second prize

articles and one other were published in the issue of February 3.

ELIZABETHPORT SHOPS; CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW
JERSEY.

BY FRANK J. BORER.

Foreman, Air Brake Department, Elizabethport, N. J.

Credit also due to William Alter, General Foreman Car Department.

S.\ND BLAST MACHINE.

A sand blast machine, mounted on a low four-wheel truck

not shown on the drawing, is illustrated in Fig. 43. This ma-
chine has been in use for two years and has sand blasted about

1,600 steel coal cars and 100 engine tenders. Two laborers can
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Fig. 43—Sand Blast Machine for Cleaning Steel Cars and

Locomotive Tenders.

J^-in. pipes near the bottom, which have J-'s-in. holes drilled in

them. Unless this provision is made all of the sand will not

flow out of the tank, particularly if it is at all damp. Air also

enters the tank through the ^in. T just below the cock C. It

also flows through the nozzle D in the 1J4 in- Y and joins the

flow of sand from the tank, thus forming a partial vacuum in

the Y fittings, causing the sand to flow uniformly in the proper

quantity, and at a velocity that will give the most efficient re-

sults. Hard crystal ore sand gives the best results, although

any sharp sand of medium fineness may be used. We have

used the same sand several times, but find that it does not cut

well after the vhird time. After it is useless for air blast pur-

poses, it may still be used to advantage on locomotives. The
screen shown in Fig. 44 is used when it is desired to use the

sand a second or third time. It will pass through the screen

and funnel into the tank as fast as two men can shovel it.

The track used for this work should be so arranged that

the cars or engine tenders to be sand blasted will run to and

from the sand blast machine by gravity, thus making the use

of a special engine to shift the cars unnecessary, or doing away
with the slow method of pushing the cars with pinch bars. In

order that no time may be lost in refilling the tank of the sand

blast machine, an old box car has been rebuilt and is used as

a sand storage car. It is filled with sand at the sand house

by means of two drop doors in the roof of the car. Two
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Fig. 44—Screen and Funnel for Filling Tank of Sand Blast
Machine.

sand blast a steel car complete in less than half an hour. The
machine is operated by compressed air at from 80 to 90 lbs.

pressure. The lJ4-in. cut-out cocks A regulate the flow of

sand from the machine. The cock B is always open while the

machine is in operation. The 54-in- cut-out cock C releases the

air pressure from the tank when the work of sand blasting is

discontinued, or when it is desired to refill the tank with sand.

In order to agitate the sand so that it will flow freely into the

two outlet pipes, air is forced into the tank through the two

pockets or hoppers are provided in the car, each holding about

10 tons of sand. Two small sliding doors are placed on one

side of the car, through which the sand may be run directly

into the tank of the sand blast machine. To open or close the

inlet to the tank, it is necessary to remove or replace six 1-in.

nuts and the cover plate. As there are two separate sets of air

inlet and air and sand outlet pipes, which are independent of

each other, two men may sand blast different parts of the car at

the same time, which is an important advantage.
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Before the sand blast was used for removing tlic rnst and
old paint from cars and tenders, we used steel brushes, scrapers,

revolving steel brushes operated by air motors, and other de-

vices, hut with very little success. They do the work only half

Fig. 45—Air Operated Machine for Cutting Air Hose Clamp
Bolts.

as well and require twice the time. The most important places

to be scraped and cleaned, which are around the rivet heads

and at the angles and joints, could not be cleaned at all, or not

very well, with these devices. The sand blast machine is simple

to operate and cleans tiic .steel aroinid the rivet heads and in

the joints and corners thoroughly. Two men can sand blast a
car at the same time, one working on each side. Because of

the agitator in the tank, damp or partly wet sand will not

interfere with the working of the apparatus. The supply of sand
to the hose is uniform and there is no waste of either sand or
air. The machine is also used to advantage for sand blasting

the brass trimmings from passenger cars, these parts thus be-

ing given the appearance of statuary bronze or old gold.

STRIPPING AIR HOSE.

The apparatus for stripping the fittings from air brake and
steam hose shown in Figs. 45 and 46 has caused a saving in

777//////////, g •/^//////rPTTZ.
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Fig. 47—Improving the Water Supply to the Shop Faucets.

time of from 60 to 70 per cent., and a saving in air hose clamps

of from 20 to 30 per cent, as compared with the methods for-

merly used. By means of the air hose clamp bolt cutting ma-
chine shown in Fig. 45, and the stripping machine shown in

Fig. 46, an ordinary laborer can cut the bolts and remove and

assort all the fittings for 100 air brake hose per hour, and this

without injury to the fittings. We have stripped about 45,000 air

brake and air signal hose and 2,000 steam hose with this appa-

ratus, which was constructed about a year ago. The bolts which

hold the clamps are first cut on the machine which is illus-

trated in detail in Fig. 45. It consists of an old 10-in. passenger

car brake cylinder fitted with a plain head. Air is admitted to
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Fig. 46—Machine for Stripping the Fittings from Air Hose.
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the upper end of the cylinder through the ^-in. three-way cock,

to the handle of which a coiled spring is attached from above.

The spring, which is not shown in the drawing, automatically

returns the three-way cock to the release position as soon as

pressure is removed from the foot lever. The standard brake
cylinder piston release spring returns the piston to its upper
position after each stroke. The stroke is limited to 2 in. by the

oak filling block which is 9^ in. in diameter and 10 in. long,

with a 6-in. hole through the center for the piston rod and the

release spring. The frame which supports the device consists

of two old li4-i"- by 5 in. arch bars, which are backed up by

two pieces of oak, 6 in. square. The upper part or shank of the

chisel which cuts the bolts fits over the end of the piston rod

and is held in position by a 5^-in. set screw which is not shown.

After the clamp bolts have been cut, the hose is placed in the

stripping machine, shown in Fig. 46. By operating the three-

way cock air is admitted to all three of the air cylinders at

the same time. The forked end of the piston rod of the air

cylinder underneath the table is connected to a lever which oper-

ates the clamps that grasp the hose firmly near its center. At

Fig. 48—Turning and Boring a Cylinder Bushing in One
Operation.

the same time the pistons ci the two cylinders at either end of

the top of the table move outward, pulling off the air hose

coupling, nipple and clamps. The three-way cock is then placed

in the release position and the pistons of all three cylinders are

forced to their normal positions by means of the ordinary brake

cylinder piston release springs. A filling block 4 in, thick has

been placed in each of the two top cylinders to shorten the

stroke ; the blocks are cut out at the center to make room for the

piston and release springs. The two top cylinders are old 8-in.

freight car brake cylinders and have been fitted with plain

heads on both ends, one head being fitted with a packing nut

and stud to allow the 1^-in. piston rod to pass through it. The

outer end of the piston rod is threaded for a distance of 2 in.

to take the heads which fit over the hose coupling and nipple.

WATER SUPPLY TO SHOP FAUCETS.

We had considerable trouble with the water supply from the

main water pipe to the H-'"- faucets in the shops. This was

due to the fact that the main water pipe runs parallel and close

to the main steam pipe, and also because the water main was

tapped at the top. After opening the faucets we would obtain

dirty and greasy water. The method of taking the supply from
the main water pipe was changed, as shown in the accompany-
ing sketch. Fig. 47, thus overcoming the difficulty.

WAYCROSS SHOPS; ATLANTIC COAST LINE.

BY R. E. BROWN.

Machine Foreman, Waycross, Ga.

BORING AND TURNING CYLINDER BUSHINGS.

A method of boring and turning cylinder bushings at one
operation on a vertical boring mill is shown in Figs. 48 and 49.

The rough bushing is made 4 in. longer than the cylinder, with a

flange at one end for clamping. After clamping it to the

Bushing

joTP:
FF^n

,F/ange on Bushing
\

5te
"^ fi^

Boring Ml/I

b
Fig. 49—Cylinder Bushing Clamped to Boring Mill Table.

table one head of the boring mill may be used for turning and
the other for boring. This requires about one-half the time of

the old method and eliminates any liability of the bushing be-

ing sprung out of round.

FINISHING TRUCK WHEEL CENTERS ON A BORING MILL.

Blocks for holding the truck wheel centers on a boring mill

table are shown in Fig. 50. Four of these are fastened to the
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Fig. 50—Blocks for Centering and Clamping Truck Wheel
Centers on a Boring Mill.

table by bolts through the flanges and are set in a circle 90

deg. apart. The tongues on the bottom of the blocks fit in the

slots in the boring mill table. The wheel is dropped on the
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I)l()cks, the spokes resting in tlic depressions, and is clamped to v-iii.ocKs iok im.aning crossukads on a crank planer.
them l,y adjustable clamps which tit over the spokes. The wheel V-l.locks used for supporting and clamping the piston rod
requires no further settmg, as the blocks in which the spokes .vlien planing crossheads on a quick return stroke crank planer
ht brmg It central. Our wheels have eight spokes. For wheels ^rc shown in detail in Figs. 52, 53 and 54. They are of simple
liaving an odd number of spokes, or a number not a multiple ^icsign, one being an ordinary V-block and the other having an
of four, the block could be bolted in the proper position on a overhang of some 10 in. to ,.rnvi<lc a more rigid support. Any
plate which could in turn be secured to the boring mill table.

MACHINING THE OUTSIDE OF SOLID ROD CUTS.

A device for machining the outside of solid rod cups, rocker

arm bosses, etc., on a drill press, is shown in Fig. 51. The

On /I Press'
K-- Spindle

<-\ ^44-Y-\-
\ \ I

I
I n I '
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Fig. 51—Tool for Machining the Outside of Solid Rod Cups.

sleeve at the upper end fits over the drill press spindle and is

held in place by a fiat taper key. The forked end is milled at

the ends of the two forks to take Yi in. by P^ in. tools which

are secured by set screws as shown. One of the tools is made
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Fig. 53—Ordinary V-Block for Use on a Crank Planer.

with a straight face for finishing the rod at the bottom of the

cup, and the other is rounded for the finishing cut and filleting.

The tool with the straight face at the bottom is set a little in

advance of the other tool and takes a roughing cut on the side

of the cup as it is fed down, the other tool following it with a

finishing cut. Cups may be finished on the outside in fifteen

minutes with this tool. A pin may be placed in the center of

the tool, which will act as a guide and furnish stability dur-

ing the operation. Different sizes of these pins may be used

for different classes of work; in turning a cup or boss a hole

is first drilled for the insertion of the pin. The tool may be

used with or without the pin, as the nature of the work requires.

Fig. 52—V-Blocks for Supporting, and Clamping the Piston

Rod When Planing Crossheads.

style of crosshead may be used with them, and as the crank

planer is much quicker in movement than other types of ma-
chines, it is evident that much time mav be saved. These blocks
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Fig. 54—Overhanging V-Block for Use on a Crank Planer.

are made of cast iron. The crossheads are planed with the

piston rods keyed to them to insure perfect alinement with the

rod. A master bar cannot be used because of the difference in

taper and the size of holes for the piston rod fit on different

classes of locomotives.

SUSQUEHANNA SHOPS, ERIE RAILROAD.

BY H. L. BURRHUS.

Assistant to General Foreman, Susquehanna, Pa.

FIRE RAKES.

Dies and tools for making fire rakes in three operations, after

the iron is cut to shape, are shown in Fig. 55. The machine

for bending the handle is shown at the lower part of lue illus-

tration. A roller A is fastened to the wheel under the bed

plate, which is turned by admitting air to the cylinder C, caus-

ing the pin or roller A to travel around in the grove B. A rod

is placed between A and D and is bent into proper shape for

the handle when the above operation takes place. A stop, not

shown on the drawing, is placed just beyond the letter B to
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gage the proper length of stock for the handle. The hot iron

must first be bent slightly so that the straight portion of the

bar will fit between the two parallel bars that are riveted to

the top of the table, while the hot end extends betv/een A and

fM\
Fork Dies.

h

Spring Tool for
Welding.

K.

o

B 1

n
Fork.

Fig. 55—Tools for Making Fire Rakes.

D and rests against the stop. A spring attached to the wheel

under the bed plate quickly brings the roller A back to the in-

itial position after the handle is bent.

The hook or fork part of the rake is sheared to the re-

quired length with the ends pointed as shown. It is then bent

in the dies, the point Z on the male die making the proper scarf

in the center of the fork to weld the handle to. These dies

can be made for a bull-dozer or for use under a steam hammer.
The handle and fork are welded together with the spring tool

shown in the upper right hand corner of the illustration. The
weld can also be made in an up-setting machine. The end of

the handle is cut at the necessary angle for properly welding

to the fork. These tools are inexpensive and may be made of

old material usually to be found about a railway repair shop.

REMOVING CAR WHEELS.

A scheme used in connection with a car wheel press, so that

car wheels may be applied or removed without changing the

heavy movable head on the press, is shown in Fig. 56. It is

simple and inexpensive, and saves considerable time ordinarily

A

U Chain
Ik-'

II

Fig. 56—Simple Device for Removing Car Wheels.

required for changing the press. The bar X may be made of

an old piston rod, and when not in use may be unhooked from

the supporting chains and placed to one side out of the way.

To remove the wheels from the axle, hang the bar on the

chains and roll the wheels in the press so that the inside face

of one wheel rests against the surface Y. The bar is hung on

rollers, as shown in the drawing, so that it may easily be moved

back and forth with the plunger.

PUNCH FOR STAYBOLT TELL-TALE HOLES.

A punch used in a bolt heading machine for punching and
countersinking tell-tale holes 1^ in. deep in staybolts at one
operation is shown in Fig. 57. The body of the punch may
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Fig. 57—Punch for Staybolt Tell-Tale Holes,

be made any size to suit the machine ; a tool of this kind will

punch from 2,000 to 4,000 bolts without bending or breaking.

It should be made of tool steel and in tempering care should

be taken not to make it too hard. If tempered to a light blue

it will give the best results.

SPEED REDLCER FOR AIR MOTOR.

A speed reducer used in connection with an air motor is

shown in Fig. 58. This device is especially useful in naming
holes, as it is powerful and runs smoothly. It does not operate

fast enough to burn the reamer, but makes a slight cut at every

revolution. Large holes may be drilled easily with this device.

It is also used to pull m valve or cylinder bushings when they

k-—
i<-

—
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Fig. 58—Details of Speed Reducer for Air Motor.

are put in cold and are pulled in with a rod and nut. In this

case it is necessary to have a hexagonal hole in the center gear

the size of the nut used on the drawing-in rod. The machine

is geared at a ratio of S to 1, and the bushing has to fit pretty

tight to stall the machine, after it has once started.

DRILLING KNEE OR "OLD MAN."

A servicable drilling knee or "old man" which is intended for

use in the boiler shop, but has been found useful in repairing

steel cars and also in the locomotive erecting shop is shown

in Fig. 59. The upright or support is made of 2-in. <;teel tubing

or heavy pipe about 30 in. long with a rod running through the

center; the knee or arm may be adjusted on the tubing by a

set screw. When once the upright is set a number of holes
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ni;iy often be drilled without cliaiiging the base. Another good

point is that on a rounding .surface the base may be blocked

with wood allowing the drilling knee to be set at almost any

angle. By bending the rud at its lower end and blocking the

Fig. 59—Drilling Knee or "Old Man."

base in this way it is possible to set the drilling knee at an ex-

ceptionally large angle from the position it would normally

occupy. The device is especially useful in drilling mud ring

corners.

SOCKET WRENCH.

With the wrench shown in Fig. 60 it is not necessary to use

a lever bar to tighten up a nut. The wrench is so designed that
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Fig. 60
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A Socket Wrench Which Does Not Require the Use

of a Bar.

good leverage can be obtained by grasping the projections ex-

tending beyond the bends. Wrenches of this kind can be made
all sizes to suit any work.

PREPARING CYLINDERS FOR AIR HOISTS.

A cheap and good way to prepare a piece of pipe for the

cylinder of an air hoist or an air jack is shown in Fig. 61. Fill

\ \ \ \Belffo5haff

Fig. 61

—

Device for Finishing the Inside of a Cylinder for an

Air Hoist.

shown in llie sketch; place the pipe nn \' blocks and revolve

by running an old belt around the center and over the line

shaft. The action of the sand and pieces of scrap on the inside

will smooth and polish it nearly as perfectly as it can be bored

on a machine. The long pieces of round iron wear down the

ridges or high sixits. Care should also be taken to select pipe

with as smooth an inside surface as possible. In one case in

which the pipe was quite rough on the inside we used several

pieces of round iron and pipe without any sand. After revolving

the pipe one day the bumps and ridges were worn down. When
once started in operation the device does not require attention

and it may be run two or three days, or until the inside is per-

fectly smooth. We have finished the inside of both cast iron

and wrought iron pipe from 48 in. to 84 in. long in this way.

BORING TOOL FOR BUSHINGS.

A handy tool for boring and turning air pump bushings is

shown in Fig. 62. It is so arranged that two cutting tools, %
square, both cut at the same time. One tool turns the outside

while the other tool bores the inside. Both tools may also be

n 1 5qoare \

(< le". -,i

Fig. 62—Boring Tool for Bushings.

used for boring a cylinder by turning one tool upside down and

reversing the tools so that they both face out from the holder.

When used in this way two cuts are taken on the inside at the

same time. While the tool is intended for machining air pump
bushings, it may be made any size to suit other work.

MACON SHOPS; CENTRAL OF GEORGIA.

Master Mechanic, Macon, Ga.

Credit also due to C. L. Dickert. (icncral Foreman.

SMALL AIR-OPERATED BENDING MACHINE.

The portable air-operated bending machine shown in Fig. 63

was built for bending small work, such as car brake hangers.

Fig. 63—Portable Air-Operated Bending Machine for Small

Work.

it about half full of sand and pieces of iron scrap; also two or stake pocket bolts, etc. The cylinder D is an old 12-in. brake

three long, pieces of round iron or pipe. Bolt a piece of wood cylinder with a suitable crosshead fitted on the end of the pis-

over each end with a rod extending through the center as ton rod. The bending arms A are pinned loosely to the table at
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their inner ends and are connected to the crosshead by links.

When the piston is forced outward the arms travel as indicated

by the arrows. The forming block B is shaped to give the de-

sired size and form to the parts that are being bent. The bend-
ing arms A have two holes drilled through them for bolting

on different sizes of forming plates. A treadle, fulcrumed to

the bottom of table, is connected to a grip block and clamps the

work to keep it from slipping while being bent. Fittings for

all kinds of bending are provided. This is a very handy ma-
chine for the smith shop.

CLINKER RAKES.

The dies shown in Figs. 64 and 65 are used to weld the forks

N

1

1

Right and Left Dies.

Ram or Plunger

total labor cost of making the rakes complete is Ay^ cents per
rake.

TIRE HEATER.

A portable oil tank and heater for use in connection with a
tire heating ring is shown in Fig. 66. This is a simple and
economical device for removing or applying driving or truck
wheel tires in an engine house. The oil tank A is an old 12-

in. X 33-in. auxiliary reservoir. A ^-in. feed pipe extends from
the tee just above the top head down into the tank and to

within one inch of the bottom. One end of the tee is connected
to the 54-in- supply pipe C, provided with a check valve, which
goes to the heater B. The other end of the tee is connected

CHX

3 L

Assembled.

Fig. 64—Dies for Welding Fork on Clinker Rakes.

of clinker rakes to the handles. The dies were designed for use

in a 2i/2-in. bolt heading machine, but this work may also be

done in a forging machine or a "bulldozer. Fig. 64 shows the

fork and handle in position for welding. After being welded

the fork is bent to shape in the bending machine shown in

Fig. 63. By this method the operator may weld and bend the

Takes in one heat ; 300 rakes have been welded and bent in nine

Fig. 65—Dies for Welding Fork on Clinker Rakes.

to the air supply, which may be throttled down to give the

desired mixture for proper combustion. At the side of the tank
is an air pipe connected to the air system through a reducing
valve set to 20 lbs. This gives the pressure necessary to drive

Fig. 66—Tire Heater.

hours. The fork is made of 1-in. round iron taken from scrap the oil from the tank A through the heater B to the ring. The

material and is cut to length and pointed in a bolt header or heater B, made from an old 12-in. air brake cylinder with 9 ft.

under a steam hammer. The handle is made of ^-in. round of ^-in. pipe coiled inside of it, heats the oil, forming a

iron and is cut to the length required. The handles are bent gas. This pipe comes out of the heater at D and is connected

• on an eye-bending machine, 500 being bent in nine hours. The to the pipe extending to the heating ring by a coupler at E.
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1 he lioiitir is lic.ititl l)y wood, cluircoal or by a bmiKT foil fioin

the oil pipe. The tire lieatiiig ring is made of 1-in. pipe, witli

openings ]/> in. long and the width of the liack saw blade used,

which gives a good wide flame. This arrangement comes in

very handy where driving tires are to be tightened at ontlying

points.

(VI.IiNDKK r.VCKING RING S.\W.

The maciiini' illustrated in Figs. 67 and 68 was devised to

save time and labor in cutting and fitting cylinder packing rings.

Ordinarily they are cut with a hack saw and filed to fit, which

mg weld. '1 JK' (lii's arc used in a 2;<2-in. bolt macliine. Reforc

using lliese dies a cross-rod must be welded to the end of the

r~

41
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Fig. 67—Cylinder Packing Ring Saw.

usually takes from 15 to 30 minutes ; with this machine the same

work may be accomplished in one minute, making a much better

fit. The 1/16-in. x 6-in. slitting saws are used with an adjust-

able collet between them to give the desired width of gap.

The ring is held in a swivel chuck, making it possible to cut the

rings at any desired angle. The chuck may be raised or low-

ered by the hand-wheel and %-in. screw. The rings are gripped

in the chuck by set screws. The machine as shown is belt

driven, but by extending the driving shaft with a suitable con-

nection either an air or electric motor may be used, and it may
then be readily converted into a portable machine, if it is de-

sired. It has been used for three years with splendid results.

ASH PAN HOES.

Dies for welding the blades on ash pan hoes are shown in

Figs. 69 and 70. Die A is cut away to the depth of the hoe

blade and is grooved to conform to the rods used. Die B is

cut to the depth of one-half the diameter of the rod and is

grooved to match A. The face of plunger C is made the full

width and length of the hoe blade, and is grooved with a

radius of 13/16 in., which is one-half the diameter of the rod

plus the thickness of the hoe blade. The groove laps the blade

half way around the hoe back, making a strong and neat look-

/

Fig. 68—Cylinder Packing Ring Saw.
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Fig. 69—Dies for Welding Blades on Ash Pan Hoes.
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handle similar to that used for the clinker rakes, the same dies,

Figs. 64 and 65, being used. After the desired number of cross-

pieces have been welded to the handles the dies are replaced in the

machine by those for welding on the hoc blade. The rods used are

roller C. The remainder of the carpet is then drawn slowly

through the machine by revolving the roller C by the hand
wheel at the side of the machine. When the carpet has been

wound on the roller C it may be removed by lifting the hinge E
on the frame. The frame is constructed of wood.

HOIST USED FOR RIVETING YOKES ON COUPLERS.

When riveting yokes on couplers it is desirable to have a

special hoist by which the coupler may easily be handled and

-^ h-/^

Fig. 70—Dies for Welding Blades on Ash Pan Hoes.

1-in. round iron taken from scrap and the blades are cut from

scrap boiler plate. One hundred and fifty of these hoes may be

welded in nine hours. The eyes in the handles are bent in an

eye-bolt machine.

BUFFALO SHOPS: PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

BY C. C. LEECH.

Foreman, Buffalo, N. Y.

PNEUMATIC CARPET CLEANER.

A simple arrangement for cleaning carpets with compressed

air is shown in Fig. 7. The carpet is first rolled on a wooden
roller, which is hung in the brackets A. One end is then car-

ried up over the rollers and underneath the air pipe B, which

has a 1/16-in. slot on its underside where it comes in contact

with the carpet. The air blows the dirt out of the carpet, which

is slowly moved along until the end can be made fast to the

K— 4^-^

Fig. 72—Hoist Used for Riveting Yokes on Couplers.

turned over. The hoist for this work, shown in Fig. 72, con-

sists of two ^-in. X 3 in. pieces of iron, between which iron

blocks are riveted at the top and bottom. The rack gear R is

used fo fighfen

iffainsf carped
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Pig. 71—Device for Cleaning Carpet with Compressed Air.
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raised ami lovvcii-il by the liaiul wlieel and tlie spur gears. At
tlie lower end of the rack is a wrought iron bracket B. The
piece A, which is fastened to the spindle S, is made of J/^ in.

boiler plate and is so designed that it fits freely into the coupler

and knuckle, and may be turned by the handle D. At the other

end of the bracket B is suspended a piece of J^-in. chain. In

lifting the coupler from the ground this chain is passed around
tile shank of the coupler, which rests in the piece E, and the

hook at the end of the chain is slipped into the loop L. The
coupler can be lifted to the proper height for riveting by oper-

ating the hand wheel and the rack R, and may easily be turned

over or swung into any position under the hammer. A lug con-

sisting of a piece of ^ by 2 in. iron is riveted on the inside of A
and is bent at one end, projecting beyond the edge of A. On the

other end it extends far enough beyond A to allow a pin to be

put in after the coupler has been dropped into place. This pre-

vents the coupler from falling out when it is turned over. An
overhead trolley, the details of which are shown in the drawing,

may be constructed, so that the coupler can readily be carried

to and from the hammer.

PORT.ABLE STRAIGHTENING PRESS.

The portable straightening press, vi/hich is shown in Fig. 73,

is used largely for straightening main and side rods and in

applying or removing bushings from them. The base of the

truck is an iron casting and is mounted on lOj^-in. wheels with

3-in. treads so that it may easily be moved from one part of

the shop to another. The uprights and the top cross piece are

forgings; the screw, which is 3% in. in diameter, is threaded

for a distance of about 20 in.

-4-M

roKTAiiLK hending and ui'.setting machine.

The portable bending and upsetting machine shown in Fig.

74 has for its base a 12 in. x 4K>-i'i- I-beam, which is reinforced
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Fig. 75—Details of Hinged Die Used on the Portable Bending
and Upsetting Machine.

Fig. 73

—

Straightening Press for Rod Work.

Fig. 74—Portable Bending and Upsetting Machine.
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at the sides on one end by ->^-in. steel plates. The 14-in. air

cylinder is bolted and strapped to the bed, as shown. The ma-
chine is especially useful in the blacksmith shop for upsetting

brake shafts, making brake hangers, bending uncoupling rods,

etc. The adjustable hinged die near the end of the machine
is shown in detail in Fig. 75, and is used for holding the shaft

EletfaHon h Leff of V-Z
i< 26-

Fig. 78—Eye-bolt Bending Machine.

at the point where it is to be upset to make the shaft large

enough to form the square part on which the ratchet wheel fits.

The square portion is formed under a steam hammer or in a

bulldozer. The bracket or stop near the other end of the ma-
chine is used for backing up the stock that is to be bent and may
be adjusted for various lengths of work by using the different

sets of holes in the web of the I-beam. The machine was

originally built for brake shaft work but was afterwards modi-
lied to do the other classes of work mentioned above.

BENDING CLAMP.

A convenient bending clamp for use in the boiler shop is

shown in Fig. 76. It consists of a cast iron base, supported at

its ends on substantial wooden blocks. The clamp is a 12-in.

steel I-beam, reinforced on either side along the web by ^-in.
steel plates, which are riveted to the web. It is operated by
the hand screws at each end, and is especially valuable where
there is not work enough to warrant the use of a power clamp.

TABLE OR REST FOR EMERY WHEEL.

A simple and convenient table for use with a grinding wheel
is shown in Fig. 11. It can be adjusted so that its surface is

rZ'-^

Fig. 77—Table or Rest for Emery Wheel.

slightly below the top of the grinding wheel, and will be found
especially useful for grinding light work.

EYE-BOLT BENDING MACHINE.

An air operated eye-bolt bending machine is shown in Fig. 78.

The rack P is forced upward by the air cylinder O, thus re-

volving the arm A, on the end of which is a pin over which
a roller, whose size depends on the size of the eye and the stock,

is slipped. The heated iron is placed in the machine just above
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Fig. 76—Hand-operated Bending Clamp.
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this lolK'i- ain,l is cl.imi)C(l liy upcratiiiK tlic foot lever H. This

forces llie large pin upward clamping the stock between its

head and an adjustable lug or .slop above. A pin wliose diam-

eter is the same as that rc(iuirod for the eye of the eye-bolt, is

forced inward by means of the lever D. Air is admitted to the

cylinder and the arm A describes a circle about this pin, the roller

forming a perfect eye on the stock. The pressure is then removed

from the foot lever and the stock is automatically relieved by the

action of the spring. The niachiiie may be adjusted for any size

eye-bolt or diameter of stock. Jt does not, of course, form a

vveldeil eye.

CAR INTERCHANGE.*

HV r. U. l)E.M.\RESTj

Superiiiteiuk'iit Motive Power, Pennsylvania Lines, Fort Wayne, Ind.

There is, apparently, more or less of a general impression

that, in order to facilitate the movement of freight cars between

connections with a minimum of delay, some positive change in

present methods is necessary. With the exception of some of

the larger terminals, the railways are supposedly governed by

the AI. C. B. rules of interchange. At many of the larger ter-

minals, to better meet the conditions, the M. C. B. rules have

been modified by local agreements which vary in detail.

Apparently, none of these have proven entirely satisfactory, as

there was presented to us some time since a proposed new code

to be known as the "run-repair-or-transfer-system." There is

only one general code to which all roads are amenable, i. e., the

M. C. B. code of rules, and, before advocating a new code, it

would seem pertinent to establish, first, that the M. C. B.

code is deficient, and, second, in what respect. The require-

ments of an adequate system of interchange are, first, safety;

second, protection to the car owner, and, third, maximum speed

of movement of the car and lading or car between connections

with a minimum of expense.

For the past three years the American Railway Association,

through its committee on car efficiency and the committee on

relations between railways, has given a great deal of attention

to the interchange of cars and reports of cars interchanged. So
many weaknesses developed that it requested the appointment of

a joint committee of the Master Car Builders' Association and

of the Association of Transportation and Car Accounting

Officers to investigate conditions throughout the entire continent,

if necessary, and to report on them. In response to this request

a joint committee was created by the action of the Master Car

Builders' Association, viz., the arbitration committee and the

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers, the

joint committee being created in June, 1909. This committee at

a meeting held January 26, 1910, at the headquarters of the

Master Car Builders' Association, Chicago, decided as follows

:

(1) To ascertain whether a system could be devised to improve

the accuracy of reports of cars interchanged; (2) To endeavor

to ascertain what, if any, modification should be made in the

M. C. B. rules as they exist which would tend to expedite the

movement of cars and at the same time conserve the safety of

operation. It was further decided that the only method which

would furnish definite data would be a practical test.

In view of the commanding position of Chicago as a railway

center and the consequent magnitude of interchange at that

point, it was decided that the test should be made in Chicago,

and, because of the compact situation and also because of the

report of a sub-committee appointed by the General Superin-

tendents' Association of Chicago, the Union Stock Yards dis-

trict was selected as the most desirable district in which to make
the test. The approval of the General Superintendents' Associa-

tion of Chicago was duly received and the test inaugurated July

1, 1910. After the plan had been in effect for ninety days, it

was extended to June 30, 1911.

Before inviting your attention to the results obtained, it seems

* Abstract of paper read at a meeting of the Western Railway Club,
February 21, 1911.

advi.s.iliU- to review the Kcneral (Hicstion of interchange in

Chicago, the various modifications made in the interchange

system and the conditions existing under the present system.

Ill reviewing this early history and various rules and agreements

covering the interchange of cars at Chicago and vicinity, we
find that at a convention of the railway superintendents and

master car builders held at Chicago on December 14 and 15,

1876, a revised set of rules was presented and adopted govern-

ing the conditions of and repairs of freight cars for the inter-

change of traffic. This code of rules, apparently, remained in

effect for a number of years, but, as its requirements were not

generally followed, defect cards not always being furiiLshed when
requested and cars refused and returned contrary to tiie rules,

causing delays, the question of improvement became necessary.

The late Peter H. Peck at the December, 1889, meeting of the

Western Railway Club, presented a paper treating on the con-

ditions as they existed at that time. This paper contained the

statement that the daily interchange ranged from 4,000 to 7,000

cars, and that 30 per cent, of the cars offered in interchange

were in a more or less defective condition with cardable defects.

The causes of the delays were very clearly brought out by Mr.

Peck, and he advocated the adoption of a joint inspection

arrangement and the formation of a committee to present a new
set of interchange rules. The committee was duly appointed

by the Western Railway Club, January 1, 1890, to recommend a

joint interchange card and a set of rules governing the use of

such a card in order to facilitate the prompt handling of loaded

and empty cars between lines centering in Chicago.

This committee recommended the use of the "Chicago joint

defect card," and rules providing for the use of this card for

old defects or missing material, and where the delivering line

inspector was located so far from the receiving yard that it

would be impracticable to procure a regular M. C. B. defect

card. The rules and the "Chicago joint defect card" were

adopted by a number of the roads at that time, and later on

(about September, 1893) the General Superintendents' Associa-

tion passed a resolution that the rules be adopted on all lines

at Chicago.

These rules also proved inadequate, and we find reference

made to a new interchange plan at the meeting of the Western

Railway Club, November, 1894, at which meeting the chairman

of the committee advised that two meetings had been held at

which a large number of roads centering in Chicago had been

represented and that they had formulated a small code of rules

for the interchange of ears, auxiliary to the M. C. B. rules of

interchange. Reference to this new agreement is also found

in the proceedings of the Western Railway Club for 1895.

[Here follows a history of the various changes in the use of

the defect card by the M. C. B. Association and the various

Chicago associations, governing inspection in the Chicago switch-

ing district and the stock yards, and covering a period of 17

years, from 1893 to 1910. The paper also contains an appendix

giving the various rules adopted by the Chicago associations

during this time.]

In effect, the interchange of cars in the Chicago switching dis-

trict is handled under the M. C. B. code of rules, with the vital

exception of Rule No. 8 of the General Superintendents' Associa-

tion of Chicago, reading as follows: "It is understood that in

the interchange of cars within the Chicago switching district the

parties to this agreement will accept, as their own, the record

of the receiving line, so far as the condition of the car is con-

cerned, and that M. C. B. defect cards will be furnished for such

defects when proper request is made, if based on M. C. B. rules

and this agreement." In other words, the cars are received on

notation, and defect cards are requested after receipt of the car.

In this connection, attention is also called to Rule No. 10 of the

General Superintendents' Association, reading as follows : "Defect

cards shall be issued by the delivering company when justified

under the M. C. B. code of rules governing the interchange of

cars, within sixty days from date of req'iest, .''
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Tlie consequences can readil}' l^e imagined, and we who are

interested in the intercliange at Chicago are all acquainted with

the results (1) tliat as the car is received on notation and request

for defect card made after car is received, it is not possible to

hold the car until the receipt of the card, and to avoid delay it

must be permitted to go forward; (2) that requests for defect

cards are not promptly honored, and in a great many instances

the receipt of the card is so delayed that the car is not only

away from the terminal but entirely off the line of the receiving

road before the defect card is received
; (3) there is brought

about an expensive system of tracing cars, not only on the re-

ceiving line, but also between connections. (To cover this

situation there has grown up the practice on some roads in the

Chicago interchange of applying to a car on receipt the so-called

"condition card" as a substitute for the M. C. B. defect card,

which "condition card"' shows all the information shown on the

M. C. B. defect card and requires the same length of time to

make out and apply)
; (4), failure to furnish defect cards by the

delivering line to the receiving line on request.

The number of unsettled claims for defect cards, as above, due

all lines became so great during the early part of the year 1908

that the lines interested decided that some arrangement must

be effected whereby defect cards due the various lines would be

furnished and the records closed. Meetings of the superin-

tendents of motive power of the various lines interested were

held April 21 and July 31, 1908. A. E. Manchester, superin-

tendent motive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

was elected chairman, and, after a thorough discussion, it was
decided that all roads be requested to send a representative to

a meeting to be held on August 23, with the further request that

each representative attending the meeting submit a statement

showing the number of unsettled claims against their con-

nections.

At the meeting held on August 23 representatives of twenty

roads reported a total of 17,886 outstanding claims for defect

cards due from connecting lines. While at this meeting the

representative of one of the lines interested reported having

settled 9,822 claims since the meeting of July 31, it appeared that

the general situation was no better than at the first meeting held

on April 21. A committee of seven was appointed to be known
as "The Special Committee On Defect Card Claims," with the

understanding that the matter would be taken up with the Gen-

eral Superintendents' Association and with the suggestion that

the special committee be given full authority to act for the Gen-

eral Superintendents' Association.

Since the above period the situation has been getting very

much worse, and at a meeting of the special committee held on

January 14, 1911, it was found that, although the committee had

settled a total of 97,730 cases from June 1, 1909, to January 1,

1911, and that 7,779 of these cases were settled during the month

of December, 1910, the total number of unsettled cases on

December 31, 1910, was 12,103. The special committee on defect

card claims is still endeavoring to devise some plan to better this

situation.

I think the injustice of the situation will be evident to all of

you. It would appear that a simple solution of the entire ques-

tion could be practically worked out, and that is by the applica-

tion of the defect card' upon receipt of the car.

In view of the general statements that have been made from

time to time that the M. C. B. rules which provided for the

above condition were not sufficiently elastic to apply to large

terminal interchange territories; in view of the variations made

from the M. C. B. rules at large terminals said to be on above

account; and in view of the general situation as it evists in

Chicago, the joint committee appointed by the American Railway

Association decided that, in addition to endeavoring to devise

a plan for improvement in the car interchange record, it would

also endeavor to ascertain in what respect the M. C. B. rules

were defective, with the view of not only reporting to the Amer-

ican Railway Association and the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion the success of the trial method and the car interchange

record, but also what changes it would be necessary to make in

the M. C. B. rules. The Union Stock Yards district was selected

as the district to be covered by the trial and a joint car inspec-

tion and interchange bureau established at that point July 1,

1910. This bureau, besides the usual work of inspecting and
carding cars in interchange in accordance with the M. C. B.

rules, carries, in addition to the physical condition record of
cars, a record of seals, commodity, point of shipment, final

destination, and time of interchange. The territory included

covers an area of about six square miles with approximately
200 miles of track, in addition to private sidings. The principal

interchange between the 29 roads interested, including the C. J.

and the C. R. & I., is handled at seven points, namely, Loomis
street, Ashland avenue, 47th street and Center avenue, 40th and
Halsted streets, Wabash Elevator, Santa Fe Elevator, and 34th

and Iron streets. There are approximately 3,000 cars inter-

changed at these points every 24 hours.

The work of inspection and recording of data required by the

car accountants is handled by a force of one chief interchange

inspector, four foremen (three day and one niglit, the time of

two of the foremen being almost entirely engaged in represent-

ing roads in making settlements for damaged cars with private

car owners), one chief clerk, one assistant chief clerk, three

clerks on miscellaneous work, seven typists and two messenger
boys. The expense of the bureau is divided on a basis of 45

per cent, to the transportation department and 55 per cent, to

the mechanical department, at an average cost per car

interchanged of about $0,028 and $0,037 respectively to each

department.

The bureau, as stated previously, was started July 1, 1910, for

a three months' trial period. On September 1, 1910, owing to

difficulties experienced in perfecting the organization due to the

necessity of educating the inspectors in regard to the proper

application of the M. C. B. rules and carding for delivering line

defects, also on account of the resignation of the chief inter-

change inspector and chief clerk, it was decided by the General

Superintendents' Association to continue the trial until July 1,

1911; it being understood that cars would be interchanged

strictly in accordance with the M. C. B. rules, except Rules Nos.

117 and 118 of the 1909 code and Rules Nos. 91 and 92 of the

1910 code, these rules pertaining to the responsibility of switch-

ing lines. The efficiency of the bureau has been constantly im-

proving as the men become more familiar with their duties and

as the different roads themselves arrive at a better understand-

ing, and we are confident that at the time the trial is ended its

operation will be practically satisfactory to all the roads in-

terested.

The M. C. B. rules, with the exceptions as outlined above,

have been in effect since the bureau was organized and cars

have been carded on receipt from the delivering line by the joint

interchange inspectors. Errors in making out the cards have

occurred, as is natural, also cardable defects have been passed

over, but the situation in this direction has improved steadily

and will continue to improve as the inspectors become more pro-

ficient in their duties ; it being understood that in this district

the majority of the interchange inspectors have never been

required to become familiar with the use of the M. C. B. defect

card. The joint committee to date has not been able' to find

that the interchange of cars is affected by the application of the

M. C. B. code of rules, although there are one or two minor

suggestions to make.

The Western Railway Club has always been deeply interested

in the car interchange situation, not only generally, but as par-

ticularly applied to the Chicago terminal interchange. The joint

committee appointed by the American Railway Association,

therefore, calls the matter to your attention with the suggestion

that the Western Railway Club appoint a committe* to in-

vestigate the operation of the joint interchange and inspection

bureau at the stock yards and report the adequacy or inadequacy
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of the M. C. 1>. ruKs to IkiikHc any iiilcrcliaugo situation, the

necessity for tlie Master Car liuilclers' Association making anj'

changes in its rules at the coming convention, and the feasibility

of applying the M. C. B. code of rules to the entire Chicago ter-

minal territory ; it being admitted, we believe, tliat a code of

rules which will prove adequate in Chicago will prove adeqnale

in any other terminal situation and obviate the presumed neces-

sity for special local agreements. [After prolonged discussion

the club appointed a committee in accordance witli tlie above

suggestion.]

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS IN SHOPS.*

BY JOHN CVLDICR.

Industrial accident reporting is stdl very incomplete in the

United States, yet Bulletin No. 78 of the Bureau of Labor, Sep-

tember, 1908, states that, among adult wage earners alone, the

yearly mortality from accidents is between 30,000 and 35,000.

The non-fatal injuries inflicted can not be much less than 2,000,-

000 additional. It is believed that, by proper supervision and
precautions in all plants and industrial processes and the culti-

vation of greater care by operatives, at least one-third of the

present annual sacrifice of life and limb can be prevented, thus

increasing our national assets, and obviating a large amount of

human suffering and sorrow. In analyzing many thousands of

industrial accidents, with a view to devising remedies, the author

has found the following to be the chief causes : Ignorance, care-

lessness, unsuitable clothing, insufficient lighting, dirty and ob-

structed workplaces, defects of machinery and structures, and
absence of safeguards.

Ignorance.—In spite of ample facilities now afforded to all for

the acquisition of some knowledge of mechanical principles, the

author has found some superintendents, a number of foremen,

many operatives and not a few managing owners of smaller

plants grossly ignorant of the nature of the forces and me-
chanical arrangements which it is in their power either to con-

trol, or to set free with resulting danger to themselves and
others. It has been a constant matter for regret that organized

labor with its unique opportunities has done so little to supple-

ment or complete the mechanical education of its members.

Accidents due to the culpable as well as excusable ignorance

of supervisors, engineers, millwrights, elevatormen, firemen and
guardians of general facilities are frequently very serious and
nothing but administrative vigilance in selecting and instructing

these employees for their own special risks will suffice to pre-

vent such occurrences.

Carelessness.—Sometimes combined with ignorance, sometimes

sheer thoughtlessness, folly or horseplay, carelessness by opera-

tives stands highest as a cause of industrial accidents from
the results of which nothing external can do much to shield the

worker and those whom he sometimes involves. All plant

executives know that many things workmen do and suffer under

this head would hardly be credited by the sympathetic outsider

with no knowledge of the facts. The bright and nervy American
workman, so admirable in many respects, is easily first in tak-

ing foolish and wholly unnecessary chances with his life and

limbs ; chances which in no way add to his efficiency or his

earnings. The exaggerated ego manifests itself frequently in

ostentatious independence full of danger to himself and to others.

The maintenance of strict discipline in the shops, the adoption

of salutary punitive measures and the firm elimination of the

dangerous employee is all that can be done, in addition to a

campaign of education throughout the plant.

Unsuitable Clothing.—Accident is caused at many machine

parts Vvdiich are necessarily exposed near the operator and with

which he would never come into dangerous contact but for

•Abstract of a paper on The Mechanical Engineer and the Prevention of
Accidents, read at the New York meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. Eebruary 14, 1911. Mr. Calder is manager of the
Remington Typewriter Works, Ilion, N. Y.

un^uilahlc or nogifctud liolliiiiK. 'Mu' ragged sleeve ends, loose

tics and open jackets of untidy machinists have again and again

been wound upon seemingly trivial ])arts in motion and through

the powerful effect of coil friction have inflicted frightful and

often fatal injuries. Not a few survivors have to thank the in-

ferior strenglii of Uu' overall or dust jiicket for escape.

InsiitUcicnl Lighting.— Insuflicienl lighting is the cause of

numerous accidents, and particularly of serious and fatal falls.

A maximum of accidents occurs towards the close and beginning

of each year, that is during November, December and January,

the months of minimum daylight. The accompanying illusfa-

tion shows the seasonal distribution for three successive years of

about 700 deaths annually from industrial accidents which were

reported with other injuries from an area embracing 80,000

plants of varying extents. The influence of the duration and

intensity of natural light in working hours on fatal and serious

accidents is particularly noticeable in such operations as have

to be carried on within large spaces, often entirely in the open

air and not easily illuminated artificially to the exclusion of deep

shadows.

Within plant buildings the intensity of artificial lighting at
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Influence of Daylight on Accidents.

the cutting point of tools, for instance, and on very limited

machine-tool or bench areas is frequently far above actual re-

quirements and a source of much physical discomfort, while all

around the operative a semi-darkness prevails which has a blind-

ing effect in the sudden transitions of the vision required by his

employment. It has been found by exact photometric observa-

tions of shop lighting conditions both during the day and at

night, that the concentrated illumination by means of shades of

ordinary 16 c. p. incandescent units on cutting tools in machines

and the area near them is often several times the intensity of

ordinary daylight on the same parts. It is difficult to convince

the operative that he is suffering from too much light at any

place and the call is constantly for more light. From the safety

point of view and from consideration of power economy this

excessive hard light on spots only, which causes eye-strain and

poor vision of surrounding areas with resulting accident, should

be eliminated by good illuminating engineering. A more gen-

erally diffused light of less unit intensity is now easily obtained

by the use of fewer but larger screened units experimentally lo-

cated to suit varying shop requirements and reflecting from

whitened wall and ceiling surfaces.

Dirty and Obstructed Workplaces.—Dirty and obstructed work

places are closely allied to defective illumination as a source of
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accident. The literal "shedding of light" on waste and rubbish
is often the sure forerunner of their removal and avoidance of
accidents due to them. Every management should see to it that

the cleaning of floors and passages and the removal of wastes
is systematically provided for. Sometimes this condition is due
to the habits of the employee himself and he has to be educated
to better w^ays. At other times floor space is economized and
machines and workers are crowded together without due regard
to safety in moving about in the confined area. The tidy shop

Safeguards for Saws.

1. Mesh Guard for Constant Diameter Overhung Saw Requiring Clear
Bench for Sliding Table Feed. 2. Automatic-Positioning Mesh Guard for
Variable Diameter Converting Saw. 3. Automatic-Positioning Bar Guard
for Variable Diameter Converting Saw. 4. Mesh Guard for Constant Diam-
eter Saw Requiring Clear Bench for Lumber. 5. Adjustable Mesh Guard
for Swing Saw and Belt. 6. Band Saw Guarded against Contact at any
part and also against Saw Breakage. 7. Adjustable Shield Guard for Va-
riable Diameter Converting Saw.

is less costly in the long run than the dirty one and has a

noticeable effect on the morale of the whole establishment.

Defects of Machinery and Structures.—It has been infrequent,

in the author's experience, to find machines or processes in op-

eration which were essentially dangerous because of defective

design or arrangement, or from lack of repairs or renewals, and

thereby liable to break down and cause injury. It certainly does

not pay any employer to keep a defective tool in operation;

nor is it in the interest of the employee, particularly if he is

paid by the task, to use imperfect apparatus which reduces

his possible earnings. On the other hand, it is by no means

infrequent to find workmen, who have their choice of the best

materials and apparatus and who possess the intelligence to
apply these correctly, showing a striking disregard for their own
safety and that of others, especially in framing structures and
arrangements of a temporary nature. Workmen persisting in

practices of this nature should be eliminated as unfit and danger-
ous employees and the ability of any untried operative to con-
struct safe facilities to be used by himself and others should never
be taken on trust. Overloaded machines and structures, de-
cayed gangways, worn-out floors and stair treads, unannealed
chains and hooks, frayed and stranded ropes and tackle and a
host of minor industrial equipment are items which should pass
under systematic and intelligent review from time to time as
possible sources of accident. Such attention to safety need be
no burden. In the daily routine of plants, whether large or small,

if machinery and other equipment is properly selected and in-

stalled, and hurry calls for repairs promptly responded to by
competent people, and the employees made to feel that sugges-
tions as to real or even imagined defects in the apparatus they
must use are welcomed, the team work of good organization will

help greatly to eliminate avoidable accidents from these causes,

which are usually a reflection upon the executives.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF S.\FEGUARDING.

Absence of Safeguards.—In many cases of injuries to

operatives caused by the absence of a possible safeguard it will

be found that it has been removed or rendered ineffective by
the employee for lack of supervision in such matters or that

protection has never been provided. Safeguarding absent at

one machine is sometimes actually afforded elsewhere under the

same roof and the accident is due to the operation of the prin-

ciple, that what is permitted to be everybody's or anybody's

business is in daily life nobody's business. The safety engineer-

ing of no plant should be left to the haphazard initiative of a

number of individuals. Some degree of finality is necessarily

attainable in the simpler forms of safeguards about power
houses, transmission machinery and dangerous details common to

all machines, and most failures to prevent accidents from these

are due to lack of consistency and thoroughness in applying the

recognized remedies.

The Machine Tool Builder and Safeguards.—The machine tool

builders accomplish a great deal of most useful safeguarding,

particularly in protecting the workman from the dangers of

toothed gears in metal working and other tools. Now and again,

however, a so-called guard is encountered which is simply no

guard at all but rather a snare, and which shows conclusively

that its designer had appearance rather than utility in mind.

Numerous instances might be cited of the vague notion expressed

in some current machine designs that anything which looks like

a cover for a part of a machine necessarily constitutes in daily

service an efficient safeguard ; sometimes no regard is paid to

the actual direction of rotation or to reversal of motion or to

the necessity for frequently removing a clumsy cover which is

as likely as not to be left off permanently. The real points of

danger in daily operation need to be studied before a satisfac-

tory protection can be provided. A well designed and neatly ap-

plied guard on a machine is seldom a prominent feature. Shafts

and spindles, low pulleys and belts, intaking sides of gears, nar-

row clearances between fixed and moving parts, couplings, pro-

jecting screws, nuts and pins and numerous similar risks on

moving parts of machines are best handled for protection by the

machine builder. In any case the safeguarding of these when
within the reach of the operator is usually obligatory upon the

employer and always desirable.

Guarding of Equipment Built Into Position.—Under this head

are embraced all power generators and a very large class of

machines and industrial apparatus whose accident risks at dan-

gerous parts depend on the environment, the manner of in-

stallation and the precise nature of the workmen's duty around

them. Protection against accident at such apparatus is not se-
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ciMid, as is somctiiius supposed, by guaiiling incrily tlic danger-

ous moving parts. All stationary portions of such prime mover

structures as may cause injury to attendants and others should

lie equally included in the scheme of protection. In power

iiouscs the edges of all stairs, platforms, ladders and gratings

should have low fenders of metal on both sides which will pre-

vent nuts, bolts, tools and other small parts rolling off into the

niaciiinery or striking employees in their fall. In addition a

dc)ul)lc metal railing not less than 3ft. high and not nearer

any moving part than 12 in. should be provided at all dangerous

places such as crank and flywheel pits, etc., and at the inside

and outside edges of all stairs and elevated platforms. Engine

attendants have necessarily to operate often where the footing

is slippery and insecure and should be safeguarded when reach-

ing out to bearings close to crank pits and other parts, or in pass-

ing around tail-rods and under low fly-balls and other similar

parts which can and do cause many serious and not a few fatal

injuries particularly on the older prime movers still in service.

Guarding of Transniission Machinery.—The extensive use of

multiplied motor drives, properly screened or at a safe elevation,

9 10

Safeguards for Jointers.

8. Adjustable Jointer Guard. 9. Telescopic Jointer Guard. 10. Auto-
matic-Positioning Jointer Guard.

lias done away with many transmission belts, shafts, pulleys,

collars and couplings in dangerous proximity to workmen. The
managers of many industries, however, have still to reckon daily

with the accident risks of the older type of buildings and trans-

mission arrangements and the latter when not safeguarded are

sometimes the cause of horrible fatalities and ought to be closely

scrutinized in every detail. Metal tube and disc guards should

be used for shafting, bearings and pulleys requiring to be ap-

proached closely while in motion. Seven feet clear of every

moving part is considered the least height from the floor level

without guarding and, even then, where a horizontal belt drives

across a frequented passage at this minimum elevation it is

well to have the lower side screened close to the belt to avoid

injuries caused by "whipping" when the belt breaks. Special

care should be taken to see that all belt shifting and machine
starting and stopping gears are positive in their action. Many
accidents have occurred at machines through inefficient or de-

fective fast and loose pulley and belt arrangements suddenly

starting a tool which was under examination or adjustment.

ESPECIALLY DANGEROUS MACHINERY.

No machine is effectively protected by any guard which ham-
pers a workman, reduces his speed and earnings and has not

been designed for the actual working conditions. Such inade-

quate apparatus is naturally removed by the workman or wholly

or partially put out of action at the first opportunity and the

particular safeguarding problem becomes the subject of a fruit-

less triangular controversy between the employer, the employee

and the factory inspector. To educate the employee to use

caution and foresight about dangerous machines is difficult

enough and it should not be rendered more so by calling upon

him to work with an impracticable safeguard. What is needed

in such a case is careful inquiry by a competent engineer ex-

perienced in the study of safeguarding problems into the condi-

tions under which the employee has to operate and a solution,

where such is possible, which will enable him to work with

IS 16

Safeguards for Grinding Wheels.

11. Safe Mounting of Grinding Wheels. 12. Adjustable Heavy Armor
for Disc Grinders Subject to Rapid Wear and Shock. 13. Releasing Grind-
stone Rest. 14. Safety Adjustable Hood for Disc Grinder. IS. Safety
Adjustable Hoods for Disc and Face Grinders. 16. Safety Cone-Formed
Grinding Wheel.

efficiency and safety or at least to reduce considerably the acci-

dent risk of his occupation.

Wood-working Saws.—A close approach by the fingers of work-

men to sharp cutting tools running at a very high rate of speed

is essential in operating efficiently many woodworking saws and

cutters. Consider first that king of accident producers, the com-

mon circular saw. In spite of claims to the contrary such an

article as a universal saw guard does not exist on the market.

On the other hand, except in the case of small diameter checking

and grooving saws covered by the work, it is quite possible to

safeguard all saws to varying degrees conditioned by the uses

to which they are put. An efficient as well as a safe saw guard

is one which may have to fulfil all or any of the following condi-
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tions : (1) The safeguarding must be strongly made and once

adjusted must be able to retain its position and form without

special care on the part of the operator. (2) It must so protect

the saw, both above and below the bench and before and behind

the saw, that no one can accidentally touch or fall on the saw.

(3) It must not permit the work in a ripping saw to close on the

blade, mount it, or be projected to the danger of those around. (4)

It must not obscure the workman's vision of the line of the saw.

(5) It must be especially adapted to the class of work done on

the saw bench and where required must leave all the area of

the saw table clear of obstruction and also the space above the

guard itself.

The ways in which these conditions for reducing saw accidents,

while maintaining efficiency, have been met in the author's ex-

perience are shown in the accompanying sketches.

Woodworking Cutters.—The common jointer accounts for a

large number of finger and hand amputations every year, and

three forms of effective guard are illustrated. In Nos. 8 and

10, two movements, vertical and horizontal respectively, are nec-

essary to adapt the guard to any given piece of work. In No. 9,

the guard supported on springs rises automatically when pushed

by the work and only the transverse sliding motion is necessary

for positioning. After the work has passed the guard the latter

returns automatically to a position close to the cutter gap. In

the other two types the guards maintain their height above the

table until readjusted. All these guards can be readily swung

out of the way for cutter adjustments and as easily returned

for use.

Emery and Other Grinding Wheels.—Emery wheels, grind-

stones and other abrasive tools when over-speeded, or when

strained or shocked while in motion within the limits prescribed

by the makers, sometimes burst with great violence and spread

death and serious injury in the path of their flight. Various

methods for confining the wheel fragments to the machine casing,

or at least rendering their velocity harmless, have been worked

cut, and a few are shown in the illustrations. In all of them

ample side clearance between the wheel and its casing is a

primary requisite. No. 11 shows the method of safely mounting

the wheel and avoiding all initial stress due to wedging, keying

and driving it on the spindle. No. 16 is the cone-sided wheel

so shaped that fragments due to a fracture starting at the wheel

center cannot escape beyond the washer plates. Nos. 14 and 15

show various forms of armoring successfully used to retain

fractured wheels on disc and face grinders. No. 12 is especially

armored for large wheels subject to shock. It has hinged sides

of plate steel and a strong cast-steel front guard also hinged.

The guard as a whole can slide parallel to the plane of the wheel

to take care of reducing diameter due to wheel wear and the

hinged front guard can be dropped to meet the same condition.

Wheels have been tested to destruction under all the guards

illustrated without projecting fragments. No. 13 is a form of

releasing grindstone rest which prevents accidents due to tools

catching between the usual fixed rest and the stone.

Durability and Identification of Safeguards.—Safeguards, where

at all possible, should be constructed of metal to secure durability.

Reinforced steel mesh work is preferred for all but the heaviest

machinery. It is superior to guards of opaque material since it

permits easy inspection without detaching the safeguard and

interferes as little as possible with lighting conditions. In steel

mills, foundries and heavy work plants of various descriptions,

where the wear and tear of equipment is very great, nothing but

strong castings or steel plate work should be used for the

majority of the guards. It is the practice of the author to have

all safeguards readily distinguished by painting the body of them

Vermillion and the reinforced edges black. This allows executives

to detect at a glance in going through the shops a displaced or

defective guard, such parts being often small in area, in incon-

spicuous places, and liable to be overlooked.

Warning and Caution Notices.—These should be sparingly

used and be as brief as possible. They give a possible legal pro-

tection from certain kinds of accident damage suits but they are

practically worthless in every sense if no attempt is made to en-

force them. The supervisory and educational efforts of fully

instructed and sympathetic foremen receiving full credit for the

safeworking of their respective departments and a few well-con-

sidered and enforced regulations prominently displayed in print

are far more eft'ective than a long catalog of works rules which

few will read and none will remember.

SHOP IMPROVEMENTS AT HUNTINGTON, W. VA.;

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO.

The Huntington, \V. Va., shops of the Chesapeake & Ohio
were constructed 30 years ago ; they were well built but arranged

without regard to the necessity for future extensions. Separate

steam engines were used for driving each of the line shafts,

necessitating the use of several engine rooms and boiler plants.

No facilities were provided for lifting the engines by power.

The larger number and the greater size of the locomotives to

Locomotive Hoist in Stripping Shop.

be repaired at this point necessitated the enlarging of the shops,

and after a careful study it was thought best to utilize the old

buildings as far as possible. To do this it was found necessary

to install a central power plant, a stripping shop, a planing mill

and a storehouse, and to make additions to the machine shop,

the boiler shop, the locomotive and freight car blacksmith shops

and the brass foundry.

Stripping Shop.—The stripping shop, which is 135 ft. long and

45 ft. wide, is elevated for 50 ft. at one end and is equipped with

a hoist which spans the two longitudinal tracks through the build-

ing and is used for lifting locomotives from their wheels and

placing them on trucks so that they can be pulled on the transfer

table and moved into the old erecting shop, at one end of which

the stripping shop is placed. When repairs have been completed

in the erecting shop, the locomotive is transferred back to the

stripping shop, and by means of the hoist is placed on its own
driving and truck wheels. Jacking up of the engines for remov-

ing and replacing the wheels, a difficult problem with the ex-

tremely heavy power recently placed in service, is thus obviated.

In the section of the stripping shop that is not served by the

hoist are pits where the locomotives can be completed after they

have been wheeled without transferring them back to the erect-
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ing shop. It was found necessary to change the drive of the old

transfer table from a pair of air engines to an electric drive.

Current for the motor is supplied from three overhead trolley

wires ; two mechanical speed changes are provided to prevent

overloading the motor when starting or when moving unusually

heavy loads. It is said tliat the introduction of the stripping

shop has assisted in doubling the output of the erecting shop and
has materially reduced the cost of locomotive repairs.

Machine Shop.—To provide for the additional machine tools

that it was necessary to install, an extension, 300 ft. long and

60 ft. wide, with brick walls, steel roof trusses and skylights in

the roof, was built along the wall of the old machine shop. As
it was necessary to build only one longitudinal wall, the cost

per unit of floor space was low.

Boiler Shop.—The boiler shop was formerly contained in a

building, one-half of which was used as a planing mill. The

Cooling Tower and Partial View of Power House.

planing mill was removed to a new building, allowing the old

one to be used entirely for boiler repairs. The old equipment

was re-arranged and a number of new tools were provided, the

most important of which were a sectional flanging press with an

extra large flanging and annealing furnace for firebox work; an

accumulator and hydraulic pump operating at 1,500 lbs. per

square inch to supply power for the press, and with sufficient

capacity for the future installation of a hydraulic riveter; an

outfit of staybolt machinery for the manufacture of staybolts

;

a horizontal flange punch ; bevel shear ; flue sheet and mud-ring

drill ; extra heavy punching and shearing machines with 60-in.

throats; stake riveter; staybolt breaker, etc. An electrically

operated five-ton walking gib crane, with a 25-ft. radius, operates

longitudinally through the shop. It is used for carrying material

from the machine to the erecting side of the shop. An extension

to this building, that was formerly used as a power plant, has

been converted into a flue shop, and another small addition has
been built alongside for the flue rattlers.

Locomotive Blacksmith Shop.—An addition, 100 ft. x 80 ft.,

has been made to the blacksmith shop, increasing the floor area
about SO per cent. The equipment has been rearranged, the

steam hammers being placed in the center of the shop, with a
row of double forges on one side and the bolt and forging

machinery on the other side. The heavy work and slabbing is

done under a 5,000-lb. steam hammer, near which is a large fur-

nace for heating the scrap and extra heavy forgings. An open
frame hammer for making repairs to locomotive frames is placed
in one corner. The steam hammers, furnaces and many of the

forges are served by gib cranes.

Brass Foundry.—The capacity of the brass foundry has been
increased by an addition 80 ft. x 40 ft. It is of wood construc-

tion to match the old building. To reduce the cost of the output

to a minimum, an automatic molding machine, a crude oil brass

furnace, sprue cutter, wire cutter, new tumbling barrel, magnetic
separator, and a ladle heater have been installed.

Planing Mill.—A substantial two-story fireproof structure,

268 ft. x 90 ft. and having brick walls, steel roof trusses and a

concrete slab roof, was erected for planing mill purposes. The
first floor is a concrete slab and has two standard gage longi-

tudinal tracks and a transverse track for transporting material.

The second floor is made of hollow tile and reinforced concrete

and is supported by the side walls and steel columns extending

through the center of the shop. The second story is used as a

cabinet and pattern shop and for the repair of cabs, hand
cars, etc.

The machinery is arranged in groups and is driven by induc-

tion type electric motors ; the two large planers have individual

motors. The planing mill is parallel to the yard tracks instead

of at right angles as formerly, making it more convenient for

handling the material from the mill to the repair tracks and the

passenger car shop. It is located about half way between the

lumber yard and the freight car repair tracks.

Freight Car Blacksmith Shop.—Brick structures, 100 ft. x 64 ft,

with wooden roof trusses, have been placed at each end of the

old freight car blacksmith shop. One of these is used for smith

bhop purposes and the other as a tin and pipe shop. The equip-

ment in the blacksmith shop was rearranged and several machines

were added, including a No. 9 Pullman type bulldozer, a large

furnace for straightening steel car material, bulldozers, power

hammers, rivet machines and an eyebolt machine.

Storehouse.—The space occupied by the old storehouse was

badly needed for other purposes and a new and thoroughly mod-

ern storehouse and ofiice building was placed opposite one end

of the machine and erecting shop and near the coach shop. It

is a two-story brick building, 200 ft. x 50 ft. At the end used

for office purposes a third story, 50 ft. long, has been added. A
platform 8 ft. wide has been placed along three sides of the

building; on the fourth side it has been extended 96 ft., this

part being used for the storage of castings and hea\-y forgings.

The building is equipped with an electrically operated freight

elevator.

Pozver Plant.—The arrangement of the power-house is unique.

The boiler room floor is approximately at the ground level,

while that for the air compressors is slightly higher. The floor

of the room in which the turbines are installed is 6 ft. above the

air compressor floor, and underneath one-half of it is a base-

ment 6 ft. deep. As the air compressors are run non-condensmg,

there is no need of having a basement under them, and the cost

of the installation was considerably reduced by having them at

the ground level. The large turbines require space underneath

them for condensers, and part of this space is also utilized for

feed pumps, return pumps, exhaust header, etc. The power-

house, which is 80 ft. x 93 ft., is fireproof throughout, having

brick walls on concrete foundations, steel roof trusses, and a

concrete slab roof. A 7y2-ton hand-power crane is installed in
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llic liirbiiio room. A coal bin uiulcriicaili an elevated track

with a trestle approach is placed alongside the power-house.

There is also an overhead ash bin with an electric hoist and

a bucket for elevating ashes. The bin is fitted with a spout

for loading the ashes into cars by gravity.

The power-house eciuipnient includes one 750-k.v.a. (iiinial

Electric turbine set operating condensing; one 125-k.v.a. (uiural

Electric turbine set operating non-condensing; tlie curnnt used

is three-phase, 60-cycle, 440 volts. One turbine and a iiiott)r-

driven exciter are provided for the alternating current genera-

tors. Space is left for the future installation of a 750-k.v.a. tur-

bine. The boiler equipment consists of live 271 h. p. Stirling

water tube boilers operating at 150 lbs. pressure. The furnaces

of these boilers are arranged to burn slack coal, and the boilers

are ordinarily operated at a 50 per cent, overload. The chim-

ney, which is 200 ft. high by 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter, is con-

structed of hollow tile and reinforced concrete. The old stack,

which was heavily constructed and too small for any possibility

of salvage, was pulled down by the use of a locomotive, a rather

da_\ .

'1 he installation of the new power plant has resulted in a

decrease of 50 per cent, in tlie coal consuinptiun, with an in-

irease of over 100 per cmt. in tlic amount of power supplied.

Ccneral.—The rebuilding of these shops has resulted in an

increase in the locomotive output of appro.vmiately 100 per cent.,

witli a material decrease in the cost of repairs per locomotive

and an increase of about 50 per cent, in the planing mill out-

put, with no increase in the cost of lal)or. 'i'iie work of extend-

ing the shops was carried on under tiie direction of J. F. Walsh,

general superintendent motive power; C. H. Terrill, superin-

tendent motive power; T. M. Ramsdeil, master car builder; W.
S. lUickley, master mechanic, and was designed and executed

by Westingiiouse, Ciiurch, Kerr & Co., New York.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Hungarian minister, who has had charge of the state rail-

ways declares that they can no longer make both ends meet

with the present rates. It will be a very unpopular thing to

Turbine Room in Power House, Huntington Shops; Chesapeake & Ohio.

unusual but inexpensive method. Two air compressors taken

from the old power-house were installed in the new one.

The supply of water available for condenser purposes was

small and it was necessary to erect a cooling tower having a

steel shell 90 ft. high and 20 ft. in diameter. Thirty feet at

the lower part of the shell contains a grillage of cypress plank-

ing having a surface of about 30,000 sq. ft. The water after

being used to condense the steam from the turbine is pumped

from the condenser and spread over the grillage by a system

of perforated pipes. As it falls in thin filaments over the sur-

face of the grillage it is sufficiently cooled by contact with the

air to be again used in the condenser. The movement of air

within the tower is accomplished by natural draft. The con-

denser is of the Westinghouse Le Blanc type, driven by an in-

duction motor directly connected to a shaft on which are

mounted both rotary circulating and air pumps. On one of the

hottest days last summer, with the thermometer 95 deg. in the

shade, a vacuum of 26 in. was easily maintained throughout the

raise them, but it must be done. Formerly the cost per ton per

mile was 0.73 cent, while the income was 1.32 cents. Now the

cost has gone up to 0.88 cent, while the income has decreased.

An increase of 8 per cent, in freight rates, which has been pro-

posed, will not be enough.

The many nationalities included in Austria,—Bohemians, Poles,

Ruthenians, etc.—are in many parts pretty well mixed with Ger-

mans and with each other. Several have secured laws providing

that in their provinces their own language shall be used by the

railway men, as well as German, and that all names on signs and

in time tables, etc., shall be so expressed. Further, there is apt

to be a good deal of friction if the larger number of the officials

with whom they come in contact are not of their race. The new

Austrian minister of railways, himself a Pole, says that in these

districts of mixed languages the situation of the officials is often

insufferable. The years which one spends there can only be

called years of conflict. They are continually appealing to their

superiors to transfer them to some other district.
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Officers of the New York Central say that they have filled the

places of the boilermakers who struck on February 21.

President Taft has awarded a railway life-saving medal to

Miss Nettie Caskey, of Fairmount, Ind., who at the risk of her

life saved a little child from being run over by a train.

The Upper House of the legislature of Oklahoma has adopted,

without debate, a resolution designed to repeal the provision in

the constitution of that state which forbids the sale of a domes-
tic railway to a foreign company.

A special train, consisting of an engine and three cars, carry-

ing officers of the road, was run over the Pennsylvania from
Altoona to Philadelphia, 235.1 miles, on February 28, in 3 hours,

29 minutes, or at the rate of 67.5 miles an hour.

According to a press despatch from Syracuse, N. Y., 248 rail-

way mail clerks have formed an association, and have affiliated

themselves with the American Federation of Labor. This
revolutionary action is taken, we are told, because the clerks

have been denied the right of appeal to the higher officers of

the post office department.

Officers of the Pennsylvania have denied reports published

last week, following the decisions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in the freight rate cases, that important retrench-

ment orders had been given. The shops at Altoona were closed

one day, February 25, because of the necessity of keeping the

expenditures for the month within a certain fixed appropriation.

According to a Buffalo paper, 25 bill-clerks in the freight

office of the Pennsylvania in that city, struck and left their

work last week Friday, their grievance being that a new division

freight agent had prescribed unreasonable regulations. The prin-

cipal thing objected to seems to have been a rule making each

bill-clerk responsible for losses of money due to errors in

billing.

The Barge Canal Terminal Commission of the state of New
York has submitted to the legislature its final report. It recom-

mends that the state appropriate the sum of $16,500,000 to be

spent for the construction and equipment of public terminal fa-

cilities for the canal, such sum to cover the purchase of neces-

sary lands where such lands are now not publicly owned.

The express car of a train of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern was robbed, last Tuesday night, about 8 o'clock, in

the city of St. Louis, the robbers having boarded the train at

Broadway station and walked through the passenger coaches

to the express car. They are said to have secured about $2,000.

After binding the messenger hand and foot, they jumped off

the train as it approached Tower Grove station.

According to a press despatch from El Paso, railway traffic

in Mexico south of Chihuahua is tied up in many places, on ac-

count of the destruction of bridges and tracks by insurgents.

The National lines are running only second-class coaches and are

using only the oldest locomotives. In the northern part of

Mexico, railway traffic, which has been interrupted for a month

because of insurrection, is somewhat improved.

The Western Union Telegraph Company has so largely in-

creased its business by the introduction of low rates for night

letters, that it announces that it will accept "day letters" also at

reduced rates ; but these will be transmitted only when the

wires are clear of regular day messages. For night letters the

rate for 50 words is the same as for a regular ten-word day

message; for day letters the rate will be 50 per cent, higher than

for night letters.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has dismissed a large

number of shop employees and some men in the track and other

departments. This news was given out the day following the

announcement of the Interstate Commerce Commission's de-

cisions in the freight rate cases, the explanation given being

that the officers of the road feared that the decision would cause

a slackening of business in the Northwest. On Thursday, be-

fore the rate decision was announced, the St. Paul, it is said,

had offered its telegraphers an increase of 6 per cent, in wages,

but on Friday it was withdrawn.

The War Department has denied the applications for exten-

sion of the piers in the North river. New York City, which
applications were made because of the need for providing dock
room for the White Star Line's new steamships, which are

about 100 ft. longer than the longest New York dock. The
denial is based on the recommendation of the Harbor Line
Board, and applies not only to the application of the steam-
ship companies, which wanted to extend their piers 100 ft. into

the river on the New York side, but also to that of the

Riparian Commission of New Jersey, which desired a general

extension between Fifteenth street, Hoboken, and VVeehawken
Cove. The new ships are to be put in commission within a

few months. It is said that they could find convenient docks
at New London or Boston ; and Mr. Peters of the Long Island

Railroad says that a pier to accommodate them could be, built

at Montauk Point by June.

Boiler Inspector Appointed.

President Taft has nominated for chief inspector of locomotive

boilers, under the law recently passed, John F. Ensign, of Colo-

rado; and for assistant chief inspectors Frank McManamy of

Oregon and G. P. Robinson of New York. Mr. Ensign is a

member of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and Mr.
McManamy, of the Firemen's Brotherhood, and both are now
safety appliance inspectors of the Interstate Commission. Mr.
Robinson is chief inspector of locomotive boilers for the New
York State Public Service Commission, second district. The
good results of the New York state inspection have recently

been noticed in the Railway Age Gazette.

Rail Production in 1910.

Statistics prepared by the American Iron and Steel Association

show that the total rail production of all kinds in the United

States in 1910 amounted to 3,634,029 tons, as compared with

3,023,845 tons in 1909. The increase over 1909 was 610,184 tons,

or over 20 per cent. Rail production in this country reached

its high water mark in 1906, when the total tonnage was 3,977,-

887. Only 172,856 tons of rails were rolled during 1910 from

purchased ingots or blooms, crop ends, seconds or renewed or

rerolled rails, while 3,460,943 tons were rolled from ingots made
by the rail manufacturers. The remaining 230 tons were iron.

The rail production, according to weight for the last eleven

years, was as follows:
45 lb.

Kinds of rails. Under and less 85 lb. Total.

Gross tons. 45 lb. than 85. and over. Gross tons.

Bessemer rails 190,455 861,591 865,854 1,917,900
Open hearth rails 31,977 424,381 1,259,541 1,715,899

Iron rails 230 230

Totals for 1910. . .222,662 1,285,972 2,125,395 3,634,029

Totals for 1909 255,726 1,024,856 1,743,263 3,023,845

Totals for 1908 183,869 687,632 1,049,514 1,921,015

Totals for 1907 295,838 1,569,985 1,767,831 3,633,654

Totals for 1906 284,612 1,749,650 1,943,625 3,977,887

Totals for 1905 228,252 1,601,624 1,546,053 3,375,929

Totals for 1904 291,883 1,320,677 672,151 2,284,711

Totals for 1903 221,262 1,603,088 1,168,127 2,992,477

Totals for 1902 261,887 2,040,884 645,162 2,947,933

Totals for 1901 155,406 2,225,411 493.822 2,874,639

Totals for 1900 157,531 1,626,093 602,058 2,385,682

"Labor" Legislation Galore.

[A general manager quoted in the Wall Street Journal.}

Proposed labor legislation, which directly attacks the treasuries

of the railways, has never been more voluminous in the legis-

latures and Congress than at present. This tendency has now

assumed alarming proportions. The recent successful conclu-

sion reached in the wage negotiations by the employees has made

them arrogant. The ease with which they secured increases in

wages ranging from 10 per cent, to 100 per cent, has convinced

them that they can safely go to any lengths. The result has

been a flood of bills introduced all over the country, which al-

thf ugh labeled "for the public service," are nothing more than

effcu'ts by employees to secure for themselves shorter hours, less

work and more pay. In this the employees are aided by politi-

cians who are willing to lend their aid to these measures in re-

turn for the labor vote.

In Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Nebraska and New York, we are
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compelled con.stantly to light this adver.sc loRislation. Tlie Clear-

ance Bill now before Congress, which, if passed, will cost the

railways over $440,000,000, is bnt one example of the extremes to

which this labor legislation has reached. The full crew bill in

Indiana is another. An extra brakeman has to be carried on
every train. It will be hard to find any general manager who
considers this anything but a useless expense.

In Indiana, a bill has just been introduced into the legisla-

ture providing that a railway cannot employ a man as a switch-

man nntil he has had a year's experience. The bill does not say

what experience is necessary. This bill, instead of being re-

ferred to the regular Committee on Transportation, was referred

to a special connnittee made up wholly of labor's representa-

tives in the legislature. Although presumably for the public

safety, if passed it will make it impossible to employ new men
in case of a strike. The penalty provided is $1,000 fine for each

offence. When this was objected to by a railway representative

at the hearing, it was proposed to make the penalty $500 fine and

five months' imprisonment.

In Ohio a bill has been introduced requiring that all cabooses
shall be 24 ft. long. This will mean that our road alone would
have to buy 1,000 new cabooses.

The situation has reverted into one where the railways are

compelled to constantly fight their own employees. Every labor

organization maintains a lobby at the state capitals and at Wash-
ington. They have their own representatives in the law-making
bodies. Candidates are pledged before election, nor can they

ignore their pledges after. Everybody can play politics but the

railways, and there is no single interest that has more legisla-

tion directed against it than the railway interest.

Last week the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of

the Arkansas full crew law. This effectually forestalls carry-

ing any further the fight against the Indiana law. We can now
expect that similar bills pending in the state degislatures of New
York, New Jersey, Ohio and Illinois will be passed. Eventually
it will mean that all of the states will adopt such laws.

Extension of Time on Safety Appliances.

Following the hearing by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion at Washington, February 27, it was announced that the

commission would soon issue an order extending the time with-

in which railways must comply with certain provisions of the

law of April 14, 1910, requiring uniform running-boards, hand-
holds, hand-brakes and other safety appliances. After confer-

ence with representatives of the railways and of the employees'
brotherhoods, a form of order was drawn up providing that the

time for complying with the law respecting brakes, ladder-clear-

ances and certain other features of freight cars, should be ex-

tended for five years from July 1, 1911; the time to make sim-

ilar changes on passenger cars for three years from the same
date ; on road locomotives two years, and on switching loco-

motives one year. The bill now before Congress, appropriating

money for the expenses of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for the next fiscal year, contains a clause empowering the

commission to postpone the date of compliance with this law, not

only as regards old cars but also as regards cars put in service

up to July 1, 1911. As the law was passed, originally, the com-
mission could not extend the time limit except in relation to cars

which were in service April 14, 1910.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.

The eighth annual convention of the Railway Storekeep-

ers' Association will be held at the Hotel Pfister in Mil-

waukee, Wis., May 22-24. The subjects to be discussed are as

follows: Regular subjects: The Need of Standard Material

Classification and Disbursements in Order to Intelligently Com-
pare the Work of the Various Supply Departments and the

Relative Stock of Material Which They Maintain ; The Rail-

way as a Manufacturer; The Standardization of Tinware; The
Standardization of Storehouses, Oil Houses, Scrap Docks, Sup-
ply Cars, etc.; Timber Treating. Topical subjects: Stock Up-
keep and Stock Reduction; Outline of Methods in Handling
Navy Department Stores; Return of Cement Sacks, Carboys,

Drums, etc. ; Standard Railroad Electric Light Fixtures. Com-
mittee reports will be received at the convention from the com-
mittee on Recommended Practice; Piece Work; Scrap Classi-

fication ; Accounting ; and Membership.

Engineers' Club of Kansas City.

The Engineers' Club of Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo., was
organized in January, 1911, and now has a membership of 100.

The club was established for the purpose of bringing together

representatives of the engineering profession to engage in gen-

eral discussions of matters of professional interest, and to cul-

tivate friendly social relations. The first dinner meeting of the

club was held on February 17, and was followed by an illustrated

talk on the Detroit river tunnel by W. S. Kinnear, president of

the Kansas City Terminal Company, and formerly chief engineer

of the Detroit River Tunnel Company. The officers of the club

are as follows: President, John Lyle Harrington; vice-president,

F. W. Pratt; secretary, A. Ilurlbut. The headquarters are in the

rooms of the University Club of Kansas City.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The sixty-third meeting of the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers will be held in Pittsburgh, Pa., on May 30 to

June 2. The executive committee, consisting of E. M. Herr,

chairman ; George Mesta, J. M. Tate, Jr., Chester Albree, D. F.

Crawford, Morris Knowles and Elmer K. Hiles, secretary, will

have charge of these meetings. An attendance of 300 or 400

is expected. There will be professional sessions when papers

will be read and discussed. There will also be inspection trips

through the leading local industrial establishments.

American Institute of Consulting Engineers.

At a meeting of the council of the American Institute of

Consulting Engineers New York on February 24, it was de

cided to oppose all the bills now pending in the New York
legislature to license civil engineers. The president, Mr. Boiler,

and the committee on legislation of the institute were instructed

to attend the hearings on these bills at Albany, and to use all

legitimate means to prevent their passage ; also to co-operate

with other engineering bodies having a like object in view.

Central Railway Club.

At the regular meeting of the Central Railway Club at

Buffalo, N. Y., March 10, John P. Kelly will present a paper

on the Influence of Gravity on Trains Descending Grades, and

Brake Power Necessary for Safe Control. The standing com-

mittee on rules of interchange will also present its report of

recommendations for the consideration of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

held on March 1, a paper by Albert R. Raymer, M. Am. Soc.

C. E., entitled the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Cantilever

Bridge over the Ohio River at Beaver, Pa., was presented for

discussion.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

At a meeting of the mechanical section of the Canadian Society

of Civil Engineers, March 2, a paper by Col. Alex. Bertram on

Recent Advances in Machine Tool Construction, was read by the

author and illustrated by lantern slides.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention. May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East
St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.
American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York.
American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;

May 17, New York.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &

N. W., Chicago; next meeting, March 22, Chicago.
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,

1911, Chicago.
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American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart St L S W
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911, Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun Bl'oom-
ington, 111.

'

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th StNew York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August, New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York; next convention, May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa!

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—(i G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911, New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I Chi-
cago; May, 1911, Montreal, Can.

''

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June, Washington, D. C; annual,
November, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

'

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P
Conard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Waren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,
St. Paul, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday,
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; next convention July 25-27,
Chicago.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;
2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday,
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March

20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20, Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential

bldg., Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., April, August and Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual. May 6, 1911, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual.
May 8, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.
Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

©raffir 'HtmiSi.

An agricultural instruction train is to be run over the standard
gauge lines of the Denver & Rio Grande in Colorado, the
railway company co-operating with the Colorado Agricultural
College.

The Los Angeles Traffic Club, Los Angeles, Cal., is to be
reorganized, and representatives of shippers will be admitted to

membership. Hitherto, the club has been composed wholly of
railway men. The president of the organization is E. S. Blair,

traveling freight agent of the Missouri Pacific.

The New York State Barge Canal Terminal Commission has
made its report to the legislature. It covers the location and the
estimated expense of the terminals recommended, the character of
facilities necessary for the trans-shipment of freight and maps
indicating the places in the several cities in which the terminals
are recommended. There is a full description of prominent
European waterways and terminals, and an extended compilation
of the port dues and charges at leading seaports and inland

harbors.

A press despatch from Decatur, Ala., says that the suits which
have been filed in the courts against the Soutiiern Railway and
the Louisville & Nashville, in connection with fraudulent bills of

lading on cotten sent to Europe, number 37, and the aggregate
damages demanded will 'amount to $2,000,000. These suits have
been transferred to the Federal court, and will be tried at Hunts-
ville in April. The plaintiffs are English and German creditors

of Knight, Yancey & Co., the cotton firm which failed for about

$6,000,000.

At a largely attended meeting at the Western Trunk Line
offices in Chicago on Wednesday, it was decided to make no
appeal from the recent decision of the Interstate Commerce
Commission denying the roads the right to increase freight

rates. It was argued that if the roads comply with the decree

without objection, there will be an opportunity at a later date

to submit advances on certain rates, some of which may meet
with favor.

The legal officers of prominent roads met in New York and

considered the commission's decision, but no action was taken.

The Southern Railway will next week run an agricultural edu-

cational train over the lines of its Richmond division, the Vir-

ginia State Department of Agriculture and Immigration co-

operating with the officers of the railway. A similar train is to

l)e run in Kentucky in co-operation with the Department of

Agriculture and the College of Agriculture of that state. In

connection with other railways the Southern is furnishing free

of charge a train with which the State College of Agriculture of

Georgia is making a 47-day tour of that state. This large ex-

pense is borne by the railways in the belief that their interests

are identical with those of the farmers.

Southern Commercial Congress.

The first session of the Southern Commercial Congress which

is to be held at Atlanta, Ga., meets March 8. The congress is

the guest of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce. The program

gives the names of a large number of men who are to speak at

the first session. Among others who will give external views of

the South are : James Wilson, secretary of the Department of

Agriculture, who will speak on the agricultural obligations of

the South
; Judge Gary, who is invited to speak on the manufac-

turing obligations of the South ; George Westinghouse, who will

speak on electricity in the development of the South, and many
others. Chairman Clements of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, has been invited to speak on public service corporations;

President Hadley, on the valuation of stocks and bonds, and

Charles Hansel, on the valuation of railway property.

Financial Results of Mexican Railways.

Since the National Railways of Mexico do not report to the

Interstate Commerce Commission their earnings are not included

in our table of monthly earnings. An officer of the railways

has furnished figures regarding the financial results of the opera-

tion of these lines during the six months ended January 1, 1911.

The lines whose results are included in the statement are the
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National Railways, Intcroceanic Railway, Mexican Southern and
Texas-Mexican Railways, liaviiip; a niileagc of 7,385 miles, 'llie

Veracruz & Isthmus is not included.

Gross earnings during this period were ^3(i,5()l,5S6 as com-

pared with $32,021,387 in the same months of 1909, an increase

of 12 per cent.; operating expenses $21,715,718, as compared with

$20,423,440 in 1909, an increase of 6 per cent., and net earnings

$14,845,808, as compared with $12,197,946 in 1909, an increase of

21 per cent., all in Mexican money. The estimated earnings of

the National Railways of Mexico alone for the month of Janu-

ary, 1911, were $6,150,970, an increase over the same month of

1910 of $342,743, or 5 per cent., and for February, $1,350,267, an

increase of $157,007, or 13 per cent.

In transmitting the above statement the officer in question

said : "In view of the stories you have heard in regard to revo-

lutionary conditions in this country, the above statement of our

earnings is the best refutation of them ; at least they show the

results of the revolutionary efforts are very local, being confined

to the state of Chihuahua, and not affecting business generally."

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 89-A, giving a summary of car shortages

and surpluses by groups from Oct(jljcr 27, 1909, to Inbruary 15,

1911, says:

"There was a further increase in the surplus of 19,254 cars,

making a total for this report of 175,609. There was practically

no change in the box car surplus, the increase being entirely in

coal and miscellaneous cars. The surplus at present is about

three times as large as for the same period last year, the greatest

difference being in coal cars, of which class there was a very

small excess in February, 1910. It is probable that this difference

is due less to a reduced traffic than to the comparative freedom

from congestion which has been the result of favorable weather

conditions existing during the present winter."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by

groups for the last period covered by the report and the charts-

give biweekly totals for 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910 atid 1911.

Work of the Railway Ticket Protective Bureau.

The Railway Ticket Protective Bureau has issued a statement

regarding its work since November 12, 1909. Boston has been

entirely cleared of the ticket scalping evil. Owing to conditions

beyond the control of the officers of the bureau, one ticket scalp-

ing office is being operated in New York City. A temporary in-

junction prohibiting the ticket brokerage business at Syracuse,

N. Y, has been made permanent. In several instances, brokers

Date.

Group*!.—Febiiuuy 15, 1911.
2.— " 15, 1911.
3.— " IS, 1911.
4.— " IS, 1911.
S.— " 15, 1911.
6.— •' IS, 1911,
7.— " 15, 1911.
8.— " 15, 1911.
9.— " IS, 1911.
10.— " 15, 1911.
11. 15, 1911.

Total 162 40,349

•
Car Surpluses AND Shortages.

—Surpluses (
CUrt.,-*-^ _^_

Coal, Coal,
No. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

8 253 1,377 3,068 179 4,877 SO 8 58-

23 4,186 575 19,266 8,964 32,991 8 2 16 26.

24 5,706 1,603 39,064 5,385 51,758 100 100 16 216
10 3,680 91 4,208 1,918 9,897 193 193
17 1,958 481 S,7S0 994 9,183 45 50 95
22 8,836 1,175 4,729 5,745 20,485 11 8 34 167 282
3 433 96 1,271 822 2,622

IS 6,479 770 5,596 3,028 15,873
13 3,301 377 345 784 4,807 7 7
21 5.460 2,780 3,364 9,996 21,600 2 4 6
6 57 668 42 749 1,516 727 332 1,059

9,993 86,703 38,564 175,609 810 346 236 550 1,942

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Croup 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Croup 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Croup 11—Canadian lines.

Shoriage •Shortage 1908 Surplus
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Car Surpluses and Shortages.
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who formerly operated at Buffalo and Niagara Falls tried to

re-establish offices. Evidence was collected under which they
were fined from $50 to $250, and this has suppressed the prac-

tice there. Scalpers tried to establish offices at Toledo to deal

in Sunday excursion tickets, but injunctions prohibiting their

operations were secured. Ticket scalping is still being carried

on in the vicinity of the union station at Columbus, Ohio, but

the bureau v/ill try to secure action either by the courts or the

city council that will correct the situation. There are no regu-

lar scalping offices maintained in Indianapolis, and with the co-

operation of the city's police department and local railway rep-

resentatives the bureau was able to suppress a traffic in week-
end or Sunday excursion tickets which was carried on principally

by boys and young men. Injunctions issued by state and federal

courts closed all the scalping offices in Detroit. Six brokerage

offices were operated in Chicago last summer, four of which were
obscurely located in basements and conducted in conjunction

with other businesses. Early in the season three were compelled

by the bureau to close, and the proprietors of two were prose-

cuted under the Interstate Commerce act for dealing in railway

passes and fined $50 each. Against the other a similar indict-

ment is pending. One conviction for contempt of court, con-

sisting in the violation of an injunction, was secured, and the

judgment was suspended by the court on condition that the

offender permanently retire from the ticket scalping business.

Two other trials for contempt are yet to take place.

Frequent investigations have shown that no open effort has

been made to re-establish ticket brokerage at St. Louis, although

in some cases live stock passes have been sold. Several scalpers

at Kansas City successfully resisted the efforts of the bureau to

put them out of business for a long time. After months of

patient investigation, however, the bureau was able to lay before

the state and municipal authorities proof of the criminal nature

of their transactions. As a result, the brokerage offices in the

city were closed, and the persons arrested were held for the

grand jury. Indictments were obtained and the trials are now
in progress.

Decrees issued by the courts at Salt Lake City two years ago

closed the regular brokerage offices, but it developed later that

hotel clerks, porters, cab drivers and keepers of cigar stands

were dealing in returned portions of tourist and excursion tick-

ets. Copies of the injunctional decrees were served on these

persons, and with the co-operation of the hotel proprietors scalp-

ing was stopped at both Salt Lake City and Ogden. Despite

the fact that the bureau has succeeded three times in closing

all the brokerage offices in Denver, the business of scalping has,

in one form or another, been as often re-established. Most of

the scalping has been done in the suburbs of the city. Litigation

to put the brokers at this place out of business is already in

progress. Last summer two brokerage offices were opened at

Los Angeles. The proprietor of one has been twice indicted

by the grand jury for violating the law by offering tickets for

sale through the mails at less than the lawful published rates.

Hearing on the second indictment is now pending.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until June 28, certain tariffs,

on grain, filed by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

The commission has suspended until September 15, tariffs

showing increased rates on coal from West Virginia and Vir-

ginia to points on Lake Erie, filed by the Baltimore & Ohio, the

Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk & Western.

Reparation Awarded.

Miller & Lux, Inc. v. Southern Pacific et aJ. Opinion by Com-

missioner Lane:
Rate collected on shipment of live stock found unreasonable

because released valuation was not written in live-stock con-

tract. (20 I. C. C. 129.)

George D. Henry v. Eastern Railway of Netu Mexico et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:

Rate imposed on shipment of sheep in double-deck cars from

Vaughn, N. Mex., to Kansas City, Mo., fed in transit at Pampa,

Tex., found to be unreasonable. (20 I. C. C. 171.)

Browne Grain Co. v. Gulf, Colorado & Sante Fe et al. Opin-
ion by the commission:

Rate of 52^ cents per 100 lbs. for transportation of snapped
corn in carloads, Erath, La., to Miles, Tex., found unreasonable,
and rate of 31 cents prescribed for the future. (20 I. C. C. 163.)

National League of Commission Merchants of the U. S. v.

Atlantic Coast Line. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

Rates on vegetables from Charleston, S. C, district to Buffalo,

N. Y., and Pittsburg, Pa., found to be unreasonable to the extent

that they exceed the combinations on Baltimore, Md. (20 I. C.

C. 132.)

Complaint Dismissed.

W. L & J. R. Thompson v. Louisville & Nashville et al. Opin-
ion by the commission:
Charges on carload of plows from Evansville, Ind., to Hunts-

ville, Ala., not unreasonable. (20 I. C. C. 161.)

William D. Scott v. Texas & Neiv Orleans et al. Opinion by
the commission:
Rate of $3.30 per net ton on coal, Carbon Hill, Ala., to Herbert

switch, Tex., not found to be unreasonable. (20 I. C. C. 167.)

B. E. Blake & Son Hardware & Mfg. Co. v. Baltimore &
Ohio et al. Opinion by Commissioner Prouty:
The rate on shipments of wrought-iron pipe from Youngs-

town, Ohio, to Liberal, Kan., is not found unreasonable, or in

violation of section 3 of the act. (20 I. C. C. 139.)

Reduced Rate to Meet Competition.

Georgia-Carolina Brick Co. v. .Southern Railway et al. Opinion

by the comtnission:

The reduction by carriers of a rate via a long route to equal the

rate via the short line is not of itself conclusive evidence of the

unreasonableness of the higher rate, and claims for reparation

based on the ground that the rate was reduced to meet such

short-line rate must be denied. Menefee Lumber Company v. T.

& P., 15 I. C. C, 49, and Commercial Coal Co. v. B. & O., 15 I.

C. C. Rep., 11, reaffirmed. (20 I. C. C. 148.)

Commodity Rate Not Covered by Missouri River Case.

Wheeler & Matter Mercantile Co. v. Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

Proportional third class rate applicable only on shipments from

Atlantic seaboard territory, established under order of the com-

mission in the Burnham, Hanna, Munger case, 14 I. C. C, 299,

did not, and does not, apply to the movement of cotton piece

goods, for which carriers maintained a commodity rate. (20 I.

C. C. 141.)

Lower Rates via Silver Bow Prescribed.

E. P. Stacy & Sons v. Oregon Short Line et al. Opinion by

Commissioner Clark:

Rates on apples and other deciduous fruits from Utah points

to points in North Dakota, made in full combination on Silver

Bow, Mont., and in excess of rates from same points of origin

to same destinations via Omaha, found to be unreasonable. (20

I. C. C. 136.)

Restriction on the Freedom of Contract.

Baltimore Butchers' Abattoir & Live Stock Co. v. Philadelphia,

Baltimore & Washington et al. Opinion by Commissioner Lane:

The refusal of defendants to deliver to the sidetrack of com-

plainant, at Gwynn's Run, Baltimore, the live-stock shipments

consigned thereto found unreasonable and in violation of law.

Order issued that such delivery be hereafter made.

Carriers should not make contracts which abrogate the act to

regulate commerce ; they should not refuse, because of their own

contract, to furnish a delivery that is reasonable on tracks which

they use as a terminal for the shippers; and they should not

discriminate between commodities in the delivery which they

give, where no reason exists for such discrimination excepting

the presence of a contract made with a private corporation, as

in this case. (20 L C C. 124.)
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Followed Routing Instructions.

West Oregon Lumber Co. v. Astoria & Columbia River Rail-
road et al. Opinion by the commission:
A carrier does not misroute a shipment when the routing in-

structions given by the shipper are observed, and it is not liable

to the shipper for charges applicable over such route in excess
of the charges over another available route. (20 I. C. C. 151.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

Dubuque Bridge Charge Not Unreasonable.

Board of Railroad Commissioners of Iowa v. Illinois Central
Railroad et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
A total charge approximating 30 cents per passenger, consist-

ing of a toll of 25 cents and mileage, for passage across the

Dubuque bridge found not to be unreasonable when viewed from
the standpoint of all the carriers participating in the traffic.

The net revenues of a carrier have often an undoubted and
important bearing on the question of the reasonableness of its

rates, but the fact that they are greater than the returns on ordi-

nary business enterprises is not sufficient in itself to justify a

finding that the rates are excessive; the value of the service

and other factors that ehter into the construction of rates must
also be taken into consideration. (20 I. C. C. 181.)

Given a Lard Substitute Rate.

Nucoa Butter Co. v. Eric et al. Opinion by Chairman Clem-
ents:

Complainant refines cocoanut oil, and ships, under trade names,
a pure cocoanut oleine, which is chiefly used as a substitute for

lard, and a pure cocoanut stearin, which is used as a substitute

for cocoa butter. Defendants, under the Official Classification,

rate complainant's oleine with cocoanut oil and rate its stearin

with cocoa butter. Cocoanut oleine competing mainly with lard

and lard compounds should be rated not higher than lard and
lard substitutes, and that this record furnishes no ground on
which to modify the present rating of cocoanut stearin. (20 I.

C C. 174.)

Failure to Load Properly.

Consolidated Water Power & Paper Co. v. San Pedro, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake et al. Opinion by the commission:
A tariff provided that when more of an article is shipped on

one day by one consignor to one consignee than can be loaded

in one car, if the first car is loaded to its full visible capacity,

the balance may be carried in a second car at the carload rate

on the actual weight. It appears that though the shipment herein

could have been so loaded as to bring it within the privilege of

this rule and both cars shipped on the same day, or could have
been so loaded that the weight in each car would have exceeded
the minimum weight applicable thereto, it was not done. The
complainant is not entitled to reparation for the difference be-

tween the minimum weight on the part carload and the actual

weight thereof. (20 I. C. C. 169.)

South Western Rate Decision.

On February 24 the commission announced three important
decisions. Two of these, affecting large numbers of roads, are

noticed in another column. The third was the case of the Rail-

road Commission of Texas against the Atchison, Topeka &
Sante Fe and other carriers, known as the Southwestern rate

case. In this the commission decline to disturb the commodity
rates or the first class rates complained of, but orders the de-

fendants to reduce the second class rates, which were increased

from $1.21 to $1.29, to $1.25. On the remaining classes the roads

are required to restore the rates in effect before the increased

rates were published. The opinion was prepared by Commissioner
Harlan. The amount of the increased revenue involved in the

proposed advances was not so considerable as in either of the

other cases. The increases were defended by the carriers, how-
ever, on the same grounds of insufficient revenues and in-

adequate returns on investments. In the general rate re-

vision made by the roads the first class rate from St. Louis

to Texas common points was increased from $1.37 to $1.47, and

corresponding increases were made in the other classes. The
commodity rates also were substantially increased. Commis-
sioner Harlan finds that the roads in the Southwest have not

prospered as have many in other parts of the country and he

declines to disturb the increased first class rate.

Henry Jastremski has been elected secretary of the Railroad
Commission of Louisiana.

Winfield A. Huppuch has been appointed a member of the
New York State Public Service Commission, Second district, in
place of John N. Carlisle, whose term has expired.

'3 COURT NEWS.

The Full Crew Law Decision.

The Supreme Court of the United States has sustained the
law of Arkansas, regulating ihe number of men to be employed
on freight trains, as briefly reported in the Railway Age Gazette
last week, page 366 (February 24). The suit was that of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific against the state, the supreme
court of Arkansas having sustained the law.

The law requires an engineman, a fireman, a conductor and
three brakemen on every freight train of 25 cars or more,
"regardless of any modern equipment." Railways not over SO
miles long are excepted

; penalty $100 to $500 for each violation,

but the penalties are not to apply during strikes of trainmen.
The train with which the offense was committed was equipped
with both air brakes and automatic couplers and it had two
brakemen ; and the company declared that the requirement of a
third man was unnecessary, and therefore a taking of its prop-
erty without due process of law.

The decision, by Justice Harlan, says that the principle sus-
taining this law has been fully settled by former decisions, but
quotations are given from a few of these earlier decisions. In
the case of the Alabama law requiring locomotive enginemen
to have licenses. Justice Matthews laid down the dictum that

legislation might affect commerce without constituting a regu-
lation of it. The Alabama license requirement only indirectly,

incidentally and remotely affects interstate commerce, although
the engineman in the case tried ran regularly to and from a
point in Mississippi. The Alabama color blind law was decided
in the same way. The law was not directed against commerce
and affected it only incidentally.

The New York law, forbidding fires in passenger cars, was
assailed by the New York, New Haven & Hartford as repugnant
to the constitution, but the court held that it was for the protec-

tion of all persons traveling in the state of New York; and
interstate passengers are entitled to as full protection as others.

There may be a doubt as to the wisdom of such regulations, but
that is a matter for the state to determine. Even if interstate

trains were delayed and passengers inconvenienced, such in-

convenience cannot be avoided so long as the individual statcg

are sovereign. This law, like the Arkansas Full Crew law, does
not apply to short railways, but this exception was justified by
the court on the ground that the law-makers had undoubtedly
deemed it more important to protect heavy through trains. The
contention that the statute denied the plaintiff the equal protec-

tion of the laws, was therefore rejected.

Justice Harlan holds that in Arkansas passengers on interstate

trains are as fully entitled to the benefits of local laws as are
citizens of the state. The state has never surrendered its power
of caring for the public safety, and the validity of such statutes

is not to be questioned in a federal court unless they are
clearly inconsistent with some power granted to the general

government, or with some right secured by the federal consti-

tution, or unless they are purely arbitrary in their nature. The
Full Crew law was enacted in aid, not in obstruction of inter-

state commerce. There is room for controversy as to the wis-

dom of the law, but it is not so unreasonable as to justify the

court in condemning it because of its arbitrariness. It is a

means employed by the state to accomplish an object which it

is entitled to accomplish, and such means, even if deemed un-

wise, are not to be condemned if they have a real relation to

that object. Undoubtedly Congress in its discretion may take

entire charge of the whole subject of the equipment of interstate

cars and establish such regulations as are necessary and proper

for the protection of those engaged in interstate commerce; but

it has not taken action in regard to train crews, and until it

does, the statutes of the state, if not arbitrary, and if they really

relate to the rights and duties of all within the jurisdiction,

must control.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Ricli;ird Vipon Taylor, whose election as vice-president and

general manager of the Mobile & Ohio, with office at Mobile,

Ala., has been aiuiounced in these cohunns, was l)orn on An-

gnst 11, 1859, at New-
bern, N. C. Mr. Taylor

was educated at Barton

Academy, in Mobile,

Ala., and began railway

work on September 27,

1877, as a clerk in the

accounting department of

the Mobile & Ohio. He
held various positions,

including that of gen-

eral bookkeeper, in that

department until 1888.

He was then appointed

general auditor, remain-

ing in that position until

October, 1904, when he

was made general man-
ager of the same road,

which position he held

at the time of his re-

cent election as vice-

president, in addition to _
r , .. , R. V. Taylor.
his duties as general

manager. Mr. Taylor is also vice-president and general manager
of the Southern Railway in Mississippi.

Charles Edmund Pugh, first vice-president of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company, whose retirement on March 1, under

the pension rules of the company, has been announced in these

columns, was born at

Unionville, Chester
county. Pa., February

25, 1841. He was edu-

cated in the public

school of his native

town, and at the State

Normal School at Mill-

ersville, Lancaster
county. Pa. On gradu-

ation he went to work
in the office of his

father, Elijah Pugh,
who was in business as

a merchant. Mr. Pugh
entered the service of

the Pennsyiwania Rail-

road as agent at New-
port, Perry county, Pa.,

on October 1, 1859. Pe
served as a passenger

conductor for six

months. In 1864 he was
appointed train de-

spatcher of the Phil-

adelphia division, and in August, 1870, was made general agent

at Philadelphia. On April 1, 1879, he was appointed general

superintendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad division ; and in

October, 1882, was appointed general manager. He was elected

in March, 1893, third vice-president; and on February 10, 1897,

second vice-president. In this position his duties were prin-

cipally concerned with the operating department of the road,

including motive power. On March 24, 1909, Mr. Pugh became

first vice-president in charge of the purchasing, insurance, real

estate and pension departments. He was also first vice-president

of the Northern Central, the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washing-

ton and the West Jersey & Seashore ; and a director of the Long
Island Railroad and of many other companies in the Pennsyl-

Charles E. Pugh.

vania system. The following is an extract from the minutes
adopted by the board of directors on February 24: "As vice-

president he was charged with the supervision of the trans-

portation, enginering, real estate, purchasing and insurance de-
partment. He has also been a member of the advisory board
of the Pennsylvania Railroad employees' voluntary relief de-

l)artment since its organization in 1886, and a member and chair-

man of the board of officers of the pension department since its

establishment in 1900, and in both of these departments has al-

ways manifested a lively interest, and has been a potent factor

in their development and administration. For eighteen years he
has sat in the highest councils of the company, contributing to

their deliberations the benefit of his intimate knowledge of its

properties, and of an experience gained in thirty-four years of

actual contact with practical railroading during the period of
its greatest development. Mr. Pugh's value to the service is not
measured solely by his ability and skill as a transportation and
executive officer. Endowed by nature with a happy combination
of firmness of character and a most gentle and lovable dispo-

sition, he has ever been held in high esteem as well by the army
of employees over whom he exercised authority as by his official

associates, and the conspicuous loyalty of his subordinate officers

is attributable as much to their personal afifection for him as

to the esprit de corps which is the stronghold of the Penn-
sylvania Railroads organization. In recording his retire-

ment, the board bear testimony to the value of his long, ef-

ficient and intelligent service, and to the fidelity to duty and
earnestness of purpose which have characterized half a century's

devotion to the interests of the company, and while congratu-

lating him upon the attainment of a well earned relief from the

burden and strain of official responsibilities, express the hope
that it may bring with it many years of health and happiness,

and that the severance of official relations may serve to bind

closer the personal ties which have existed for so many years."

David Bosnian, secretary of the Erie Railroad, at New York,

has been elected vice-president and secretary, and F. H. Wright
has been appointed an assistant secretary, both with offices at

New York.

Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been

elected president also of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with

office at Baltimore, Md., succeeding William Cotter, who has re-

signed from that company, but retains the presidency of the

Pere Marquette. G. F. Randolph, first vice-president of the

Baltimore & Ohio, has been elected vice-president also of the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, in charge of traffic, with office

at Baltimore.

Sydney Rhodes Prince, whose appointment as general counsel

of the Mobile & Ohio, with office at Mobile, Ala., has been an-

nounced in these columns, was born September 11, 1876, at

Mount Sterling, Ala. He graduated from Barton Academy,
Mobile, in 1893, and three years later was given the degree of

A. B. by the University of Alabama, and in 1898 he graduated

from Georgetown University law school. He was appointed per-

sonal injury attorney for the Mobile & Ohio, January 1, 1901,

and in December, 1906, was made attorney for the Mobile &
Ohio system. He was appointed assistant general counsel in

January, 1908, which position' he held at the time of his recent

appointment as general counsel.

Operating Officers.

Thomas F. Brennan, general superintendent of the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh, has been appointed general manager, with

office at Rochester, N. Y.

M. J. Wise has been appointed superintendent of the Southern

Railway in Mississippi, with office at Columbus, Miss., succeed-

ing H. Hatcher, resigned to go with another company.

G. L. Griggs, trainmaster of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

at Sterling, Colo., has been appointed trainmaster, with office

at Omaha, Neb., succeeding J. B. Austin, assigned to other

duties. W. F. Pate succeeds Mr. Griggs.

Otto Holstein, whose appointment as trainmaster of the

Central Railway of Peru, with office at Lima, Peru, was re-

cently announced in these columns, has been promoted to operat-

ing manager (superintendent of transportation), succeeding

W. E. Paige, resigned.

I
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H. E. Warner, superintendent of the Southern division of

the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton at Springfield, Ohio, has had his

jurisdiction extended over the Northern division, with office

at Springfield, succeeding on the Northern division W. M. Lock-
ard, assigned to other duties.

H. Hatcher, superintendent of the Southern Railway in Mis-
sissippi, has been appointed superintendent of the Georgia, South-
ern & Florida, instead of general superintendent, as previously

announced in these columns, with office at Macon, Ga. O. M.
Grady, general superintendent at Macon, having resigned to go
into other business, that position has been discontinued.

James T. Robertson, assistant general manager and general

freight and passenger agent of the Cumberland & Pennsylvania,

has been appointed general manager, with office at Cumberland,
Md., succeeding C. L.

Bretz, deceased. Mr.
Robertson was born in

1873, at Ocean, Md., and
was educated in the pub-

lic schools. He began
railway work in May,
1890, on the Cumberland
& Pennsylvania as a

messenger at Lonacon-
ing, Md. He studied

telegraphy, and in 1891

was appointed telegraph

operator at the same
place, remaining in that

position for three years.

He was then transferred

to the general offices in

Cumberland as clerk and
stenographer to the gen-

eral freight and pas-

senger agent and to the

superintendent. In June,

1904, he was appointed

chief clerk to the gen-

"eral manager, remaining in that position until July, 1907, when
he was made general passenger and freight agent. He was later

appointed assistant general manager and general freight and
passenger agent.

Harvey Rittenhouse, engineer maintenance of way of the

Cumberland & Pennsylvania, has been appointed assistant gen-

eral manager, with office at Cumberland, Md. Mr. Rittenhouse

was born in Mont-
gomery ccJunty, Pa., in

1868, and was educated

in the public schools,

and later at the Norris-

town (Pa.) high school.

He then took a course

in civil engineering at

the Polytechnic College

of Pennsylvania. He be-

gan railway work in

July, 1889, on the Nor-
folk & Western as as-

sistant supervisor, and
was later, supervisor,

roadmaster and assist-

ant engineer. In No-
vember, 1899, he was
appointed assistant en-

gineer maintenance of

way on the West Vir-

ginia Central & Pitts-

burgh, now a part of

the Western Maryland,

and in August of the

following year left that company to go to the Denver & Rio

Grande, where he was engaged in location, construction and

maintenance work. From November, 1903, to March, 1904, he

was in charge of a party making preliminary surveys in Utah

for the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, and from August to

J. T. Robertson.

H. Rittenhouse.

September, 1904, he was roadmaster of the Rio Grande
Southern. He was appointed engineer maintenance of way of
the Cumberland & Pennsylvania in September, 1904, which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment.

Henry W. Thornton, whose appointment as assistant general
superintendent of the Long Island, has been announced in these
columns, was born November 6, 1871, at Logansport, Ind. Mr.

Thornton was educated
at St. Paul's school,

Concord, N. H., and
later studied civil en-

gineering at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania,

graduating in 1894. He
began railway work in

December of the same
year as draftsman, in the

chief engineer's office of

the Pennsylvania lines

west of Pittsburgh, and
held various positions in

that office and the con-

struction department
until June, 1897, when
he was appointed super-

visor at Columbus, Ohio.

From November, 1897,

to April, 1899, he was
assistant engineer of

the Cincinnati division,

H. W. Thornton. and then for seven

months was engaged in

special work under the general manager. He was appointed
engineer of maintenance of way of the Erie & Ashtabula divi-

sion November 1, 1899, and in March, 1901, was made superin-

tendent of the Marietta division. He went to the Cleveland,
Akron & Columbus as superintendent in April, 1902, and re-

turned to the service of the Pennsylvania System as superin-

tendent of the Erie & Ashtabula division in December, 1903,

which position he held until his recent appointment as assistant

general superintendent of the Long Island.

Traffic Officers.

A. E. Yardley has been appointed a traveling freight agent of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary, with office at Chicago.

S. C. Baird has been appointed traveling passenger agent of

the Illinois Central, with office at Chicago, succeeding R. An-
derson, promoted.

J. F. McDoel having resigned as commercial agent of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, with office at La Fayette,

Ind., that office is abolished.

J. E. Bell has been appointed a commercial agent of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office at McAlester, Okla.,

succeeding A. D. Aiken, transferred.

A. A. Poland, agent of the Rutland Transit Company at

St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed westbound agent of the New
York Central Lines, with office at St. Louis.

R. D. Jones, freight solicitor of the Empire Line at Chicago,

has been appointed agent, with office at Milwaukee, Wis., suc-

ceeding F. L. Wolfe, resigned to go into other business.

William W. Ruth has been appointed a commercial freight

agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md.,

succeeding H. W. Atkinson, resigned to go into other business.

F. D. Colby, special agent coal traffic of the New York Central

Lines east of Buffalo, N. Y., with office at New York, has re-

signed to go into other business, and that position has been

abolished.

Charles Reid has been appointed agent of the Western Rail-

way Weighing Association and Inspection Bureau, with office at

Little Rock, Ark., succeeding E. F. Crehore, resigned to engage

in other business.

C. K. Bothwell, district passenger agent of the Missouri Pa-

cific at Joplin, Mo., has been appointed district passenger agent.
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vvitli ollicc at VVkhit;!, Kaii. l''r;iiil< V. I'robscr, city passenger

and ticket agent at Joplin, succeeds Mr. Bothwell.

R. A. Chadwick, assistant general freight agent of tlie Ten-
nessee Central at Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed general

freight and passenger agent, with ofiice at Nashville, succeed-

ing Theodore A. Rousseau, resigned, and his former oflice has

been abolished.

Paul D. Warren, general agent in the passenger dci)artinent

of the Michigan Central, the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office

at Toledo, Oliio, has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Toledo & Ohio Central.

E. A. Niel, traffic manager of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Rail-

road and the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railway, at Buffalo, N. Y.,

having resigned, that office has been abolished and the duties of

tliat position will be performed by W. E. Farris, general freight

and passenger agent, with office at Buffalo.

H. G. Elliott, assistant general passenger agent of the Grand
Trunk, at Chicago, has been appointed general passenger agent,

with office at Montreal, Que., succeeding George W. Vaux, re-

signed. J. D. McDonald, district passenger agent, at Toronto,

Ont., succeeds Mr. Elliott, and A. E. Dufif, district passenger

agent, at Winnipeg, Man., succeeds Mr. McDonald.

George W. Luce, general freight agent of the Southern Pacific

at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed assistant to the vice-

president in charge of traffic, with office at San Francisco.

Thomas A. Graham, assistant general freight and passenger

agent at Los Angeles, Cal., succeeds Mr. Luce. John G. Stubbs,

assistant general freight agent at San Francisco, has been ap-

pointed a general freight agent of the Southern district, and

F. E. Batturs, assistant general passenger agent at San Fran-

cisco, has been appointed a general passenger agent of the South-

ern district, both with offices at Los Angeles.

George H. Bower, whose appointment as assistant general

passenger agent of the Illinois Central and the Indianapolis

Southern, with office at Chicago, has been announced in these

columns, was born August 29, 1868, at Newark, Ohio. He
graduated from a private high school at Pomeroy, Ohio, and

began railway work in 1884 in the passenger department of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Cleveland, Ohio. In June,

1887, he went with the Missouri Pacific at St. Louis, Mo., as

assistant chief rate clerk, and in January of the next year he

became chief clerk to the general passenger agent of the Louis-

ville, New Orleans & Texas, now the Yazoo & Mississippi Val-

ley, at Memphis, Tenn. He went with the Illinois Central in

March, 1892, as a rate clerk, and has been promoted consecu-

tively to chief rate clerk, chief clerk, and assistant general pas-

senger agent, as above. It was erroneously stated in our issue

of February 24, that Mr. Bower was formerly general baggage

agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at Parsons, Kan.

Engineering and Roiling Stock Officers.

J. H. Bransford has been appointed a general foreman of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, with office at Thurmond, W. Va., succeed-

ing Frank J. Walsh, resigned to go to the Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Company.

M. R. Smith, master mechanic in charge of terminals of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville at Lafayette, Ind., has been

appointed shop master mechanic, with office at Lafayette, suc-

ceeding O. S. Jackson, resigned to go to another company.

E. N. Layfield, division engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio

Chicago Terminal Railroad (and formerly chief engineer of

the Chicago Terminal Transfer) at Chicago, has resigned to

become a member of the grade separation commission of Grand
Rapids, Mich.

A. C. Adams has been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, with office at Port-

land, Ore. He will have charge of the maintenance of the

motive power, machinery and equipment, and conjointly with

the general superintendent, the operation of the same.

W. J. Lank has been appointed a division engineer of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office at Clovis, N. Mex.,

succeeding R. J. Gatewood. G. E. Hanson has been appointed

a roadmaster on the Eastern division, with office at Topeka,

Kan., succeeding John liauke. W. EgliiUun, roadmaster on the

Middle division at Mulvane, Kan., has had his headquarters

changed to Arkansas City, Kan., and Leroy Bradley has been

appointed roadmaster on the Colorado division, with office at

Pueblo, Colo., succeeding J. G. Butcher.

Purchasing Officers.

R. J. Moore has been appointed a division storekeeper of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office at Argentine, Kan.,

succeeding A. P. Kephart.

W. R. Shrodes has been appointed chief clerk and purchasing

agent of the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City and the Iowa &
St. Louis, with office at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding L. A.

Irwin, resigned.

W. L. Cooper, assistant storekeeper of the Chicago & Alton

at Bloomington, III, having resigned to accept service with an-

other company, the duties of that office are combined with those

of the general storekeeper, and the title of assistant storekeeper

has been abolished.

Special Officers.

Charles G. Hall, general advertising agent of the Chicago &
North Western, with office at Chicago, has resigned to join the

staff of the Curtis Publishing Company.

Stanley D. Roberts, assistant advertising manager of'the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been appointed advertising

agent, succeeding Charles S. Young, resigned.

OBITUARY.

Daniel Carmichael, formerly engineer of construction work of

the Union Pacific, died at Los Angeles, Cal., on February 24,

at the age of 67 years.

Frank K. Kelly, traveling freight agent of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, with office at Chicago, died at his home in

Milwaukee, Wis., on February 19.

W. H. Bradford, formerly for many years general agent at

Milwaukee, of the Great Western Railway of Canada, and the

Detroit & Milwaukee, both now parts of the Grand Trunk, died

recently in Milwaukee at the age of 86 years.

Charles D. Simonson, one of the oldest and best known freight

men in the East, died on February 15, at his home in Brooklyn,

N. Y., after a short illness, as previously announced in these

columns. He was for-

merly on the Pacific

coast, representing the

old Sutton Line of packet

ships, just before the

overland railways were
built. Then he was for

a number of years gen-

eral eastern agent of

the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, at New York,

from which position he
resigned ten years ago to

become the general east-

ern agent of the Colo-

rado Midland. While
representing that com-
pany he secured an un-

usually large, amount of

business for such a com-
paratively small road. In

July, 1910, the Colorada
Midland having merged
its outside agencies with

those of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, Mr. Simonson was appointed special agent,

freight department, of the Rock Island, which position he held

at the time of his death. He was a man of great energy, always

cheerful and courteous, and he easily won the friendship of

those in authority and of the many others with whom he came
in business contact in transportation circles. He is survived by a

widow and one daughter.

C. D. Simonson.
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Jlatltttay (Hon^iruHion,

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alexandria & Western.—An officer is quoted as saying that
this road is to be built in the near future from Alexandria, La.,

westerly towards Leesville and eventually into Texas. \V. H.
Larson, secretary and treasurer; L W. Sylvester, chief engineer.
Fort Worth, Texas. (April 1, p. 917.)

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—According to press reports,

this company will build an extension under the name of the
Pecos Valley & Northeastern from Pecos, Texas, south about
150 miles to Boquillas.

Badger Railway & Light Co. (Electric).—This company is

about to begin work on a line between Lake Geneva, Wis., and
Whitewater, 22 miles. The company will carry out the work
with its own men. G. Prickhard, chief engineer, 711 Majestic
building, Milwaukee. (February 10, p. 301.)

Blue Ridge.—Organized with $600,000 capital, to build a 30-

mile line from near Winchester, Va., to a connection with the

Southern Railway. Mrs. A. M. Moore, Cleveland, Ohio, is the

principal promoter.

Buckhannon & Northern.—The Patterson, Moran & Luck
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., who have the contract for building a

30-mile section from the Pennsylvania-West Virginia state line,

to Rivesville, W. Va., have sub-let the work as follows : The
first five miles to G. S. Fogel & Co., St. Albans, W. Va. ; second
five miles to Zeverly & Co., Morgantown; the next 15 miles to

the Pennsylvania Contracting Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., and five

miles to Marshall, Sale & Co., Roanoke, Va. Grading work will

be started at once. The line will open up a coal district in West
Virginia. (February 17, p. 335.)

Canadian Northern.—Announcement is made that work on
the connecting line from Ottawa, Ont., west to Port Arthur, is

to be started this coming spring. In addition, plans have been
made to build about 1,500 miles of branch lines in the prairie

provinces. (August 26, p. 372.)

Canadian Pacific.—An officer writes regarding the reports

that contracts are to be let soon for building between Toronto,

Ont., and Smith's Falls, that the question of carrying out this

work is under consideration, but the work has not yet been

authorized. (February 24, p. 368.)

This company is ready to receive bids for the construction of

the second section of 30 miles of the Kootenay Central. The
line is projected a distance of 175 miles and when completed will

connect Golden, B. C, on the main line, with a point near Gallo-

way, on the Crow's Nest extension. The first section of 10

miles was completed some time ago. The line is to be built in

sections of about 40 miles, as circumstances in the British

Columbia new settlement district seem to warrant.

Chicago & North Western.—Under the name of the St.

Louis, Peoria & Northwestern, it is said that this company will

build a 100-mile line from Peoria, 111., into the Illinois coal fields.

Announcement has been made by the Chicago & Northwestern

Railroad that about $700,0(X) is to be spent in improvements at

Boone, la. A new yard of three times the present capacity will

be installed.

Cleveland, Akron & Columbus.—An officer writes that sur-

veys for a proposed change of line between Brinkhaven, Ohio, and

Danville, three miles, have been made, but the company does

not intend to carry out this work in the near future.

Eastern Utah.—Incorporated in Utah with $500,000 capital,

to build about 60 miles of line from Wellington, Carbon county,

Utah, southwest to Emery, Emery county, about 60 miles. The
incorporators include : H. Wade, president, Price ; O. Seely,

vice-president. Castle Dale; N. V. Maloney, secretary, and I. R.

Parsons, treasurer, both at Price.

Fort Smith & Western.—According to press reports, this

company will take out a charter in Oklahoma in the near fu-

ture for the purpose of building an extension from the present

western terminus of the St. Louis, El Reno & Western, at El

Reno, Okla., southwest to a connection with the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient, near the Red river.

Frederick Railroad.—An officer writes regarding the reports
that a number of extensions are to be built, that the company is

increasing its terminal facilities, but does not contemplate build-
ing any lines through Middletown valley. The company now
operates a 17-mile line from Thurmont, Md., to Frederick.

Garden City, Gulf & Northern.—An officer writes that an
extension is being built under the name of the Scott City North-
ern, from Garden City, Texas, north to Scott City, thence via
Logan county, to Winona, on the Union Pacific, 50 miles. It

is expected to have the line finished by July 1, 1911. Track has
been laid on 20 miles. The work is heavy and includes handling
about 15,000 cu. yds. per mile. Maximum grades will be 0.7

per cent. There will be 10 trestle bridges, to have a combined
length of one mile. The line is being buih to carry live stock,
sugar beets and farm products. Contracts have been let to

A. L. Sedbrook, S. S. Shaw, H. W. Harper, A. J. Canady,
S. Brown, all of Scott City, and the Midland Bridge Company,
Kansas City, Mo. (December 2, p. 1096.)

Georgia Roads.—J. N. Searwood, president of the Searwood
Lumber Co., Brooklet, Ga., writes that this company which now
operates six miles of line from Brooklet, south, is planning to
build an extension either to Pembroke or Groveland, about 20
miles from Brooklet; also, that an extension may be built north
to Oliver, 12 miles. It is the intention of the company to com-
plete four miles of the southern extension at once, for which
rails have already been received.

Grants Pass & Rogue River.—An officer writes that con-
tracts are being let and work is to be started early in March on
a line from Grants Pass, Ore., to the head of Williams valley,

30 miles. The line is being built to carry lumber, fruit, ore and
agricultural products. A. D. Bowen, president, Spalding build-

ing, Portland; J. E. Gardner, chief engineer. Grants Pass.

Hawkinsville & Western.—An officer writes that this com-
pany is building from Hawkinsville, Ga., northwest via Brown-
dale to Perry, 22 miles. Grading has been finished on about 12

miles. The work is being carried out by day labor and section

work. There will be one steel bridge, 100 ft. long, and about

1,200 ft. of trestle work. The line is being built to carry cotton,

farm products and live stock. T. B. Ragan, president, and J. J.

Gilline, chief engineer, Hawkinsville. (February 24, p. 368.)

Kansas, Oklahoma & Panama.—An officer is quoted as say-

ing that construction work will be started in the near future

south through Elk Cit}-, Okla., Port, Carter and Sentinel to

Mangum. The company already has a section built from Man-
gum south towards the Red river. F. A. Mosher, secretary-

treasurer. Port, Okla. (February 3, p. 256.)

Kentucky-Tennessee Traction.—An officer writes that con-

tracts are to be let early this spring to build from Hopkinsville,

Ky., southeast via Salubria Springs, Pembroke and Trenton to

Guthrie, on the Louisville and Nashville about 25 miles. There
will be three steel bridges and one overhead railway crossing.

Plans are made to put up a power house and substations. The
Arnold Co., Chicago, are the engineers. Charles Vanden Burgh,

general manager, Hopkinsville. (October 28, p. 810.)

Kootenay Central.—See Canadian Pacific.

Laramie, Hahn's Peak & Pacific.—According to press re-

ports, financial arrangements have been made to extend this

line from Fox Park, Wyo., across northwest Colorado into east-

ern Utah.

Licking River.—An officer writes that the plans call for a

line from Yale, Bath county, Ky., southwest along Beaver

creek, via Scranton to Frenchburg, in Menifee county, about 12

miles. Contracts are to be let in March for some of the work.

Seven miles has been finished and is now in operation. There

will be a 40-ft. steel bridge, also a station building at French-

burg. J. H. Fulmer, Jr., president, and J. O. Johnson, general

manager, Yale.

Madison County.—An officer writes that half the work is

finished on a 10-mile line which the company is building with

its own forces from Union, N. C, to Allenstand. The work

is difficult, being mostly mountain work. The line is being

built to carry lumber, minerals, iron ore, etc. A. G. Betts, pres-

ident; Stackhouse and W. N. Garrett, engineer, Hot Springs.
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Miin.ANi) Penn.syi.vania.— 'lliis company, uliicli was incor-

porated in rcniisylvania in I-'cbriiary, 19iU, is Ijuildiiig a line

from Millcrsburg, Dauphin county, I'a., northeast via Kiihuger,
Berryshurg, Gratz, Sacramento, Vallcyvicw, IJcgins, and Mabel
to Ashland, Schuylkill county, 44 miles, over a private right-of-

way, 00 ft. wide. There will be about 10 miles of sidings. W.
E. Harrington, president; J. 11. Williams, secretary, Pottsville.

(September 23, p. 558.)

New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago.—An officer is quoted as

saying that the company is planning to begin construction work
at once on an extension north towards the Ohio river.

Oklahoma Roads.—Plans are being made to build from
Chickasha, in Grady county, Okla., west to Anadarko, thence
northwest via Weatherford to Woodward, about 140 miles.

James Gordon, Atlanta, Ga., is the principal promoter.

Oregon Trunk.—Announcement is made that this company
has started freight and passenger trafiic over this line, from
Clarke, Wash., on the north side of the Columbia river, south

to Madras, Ore., 115 miles, through the Dcs Chutes valley, pro-

viding a direct line into Oregon in connection with the Spokane,
Portland & Seattle, as well as making about 5,000,000 acres of

government land immediately accessible. The line is to be
eventually extended south to Bend.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—
Trains are now in operation on four miles of the relocated main
line between Portland, Ore., and Yoakum, and the remaining 12

miles will be opened for traffic soon. The bridge at Coe was
completed recently, as well as the 543-ft. tunnel at that place,

and a 400-fL cut at the east end. The new line is over a mile

shorter than the old line and eliminates the horseshoe curve.

Pecos Valley & Northeastern.—See Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe.

Pueblo & Southeastern.—An officer writes that a contract

has been given to Joe Nix, Pueblo, Colo., to build 3.5 miles of
line between Pueblo and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and
Missouri Pacific at Nepesta. The work will involve handling
about 5,000 cu. yds. a mile. Maximum grades will be 0.3 per
cent, and maximum curvature 1.5 deg. There will be 575 ft. of

trestle on this line. Additional contracts are to be let at once for

work on the line, which is to have a total length of 50 miles.

B. H. Tallmadge, president, Topeka, Kan.

Scott City Northern.—See Garden City, Gulf & Northern.

Stephenville, North & South Texas.—An officer writes that

grading work is nearing completion on the extension from
Hamilton Junction, Texas, which is 5.5 miles north of Ham-
ilton, via Gustine, to Comanche, 31.5 miles. The work in-

cludes a number of steel bridges and three trestles. Brick
passenger stations are to be put up at Lamkin and at Comanche.
The line is being built to carry cotton, agricultural products, live

stock and merchandise. Thompson & Scott, St. Louis, Mo., are

the contractors. (October 7, page 674.)

St. Louis, Peoria & North Western.—See Chicago & North
Western.

St. Louis, El Reno & Western.—See Fort Smith & Western.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—Announcement is made that the
extension from Brady, Tex., southwest to Menard, 37 miles, has
been finished and regular freight and passenger service is now
in operation.

Uintah Railway.—According to press reports, this ccimpany
will start work soon on a nine-mile extension in eastern Utah
and western Colorado, northeast towards White river. An officer

is quoted as saying that the existing 54-miIe line from Mack,
Colo., northwest to Dragon, Utah, will be made standard gage
and that some heavy work will be carried out eliminating the

grades.

UiNiON Pacific.—A contract has been let for building a

SO-mile section of the Laramie cut-off from Northport, Neb.,

northwest to Gering, paralleling the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy tracks. This extension will eventually be built to a

.connection with the present main line near Medicine Bow, Wyo.,
and will form part of the through route, considerably reducing

the grades of the Omaha-Ogden line.

Bailtttaij iFinanctal Netu0.

Cairo & Thebes.—This road is to be leased to the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern at an annual rental of 4 per cent,

on the $2,000,000 bonds. The road runs from Cairo, 111., to a
bridge across the Mississippi river at Thebes, 25 miles. It

was built by what was understood to be an independent com-
pany, although it was rumored that the road would be leased

to the Louisville & Nashville. The passenger and freight

terminals at Cairo are of standard modern construction.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Speyer & Co., New York,
are offering $10,000,000 or i2,000,000, St. Paul & Kansas City

Short Line first mortgage A'/- per cent, bonds, due 1941, at

93'/4, yielding 4.90 per cent, income. Roberts Walker, chair-

man of the executive committee, says in part:

"The new railway company has contracted to acquire sub-

stantially all of the stock and bonds outstanding of St. Paul
&. Des Moines, which operates a line from Des Moines north-

ward to Mason City, Iowa, connecting with the Chicago-
St. Paul line of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and will

build from Allerton, on the Chicago-Kansas City line of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, northward to Carlisle, near

Des Moines, with the right to operate from Carlisle into Des
Moines, including terminals at that city. The "Short Line"

will give the Rock Island lines the shortest and most direct

line between Kansas City and the so-called "Twin Cities" of

St. Paul and Minneapolis, will traverse a well-settled agri-

cultural country and will open large coal fields in Lucas and
Marion counties, Iowa, reducing the fuel cost of the Rock
Island lines and furnishing valuable traffic."

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.—This company has sold to

J. P. Morgan & Co. 110,000 shares of the common stock of the

Pere Marquette Railroad Co.

The transaction includes arrangements for financing sub-

stantial improvements to the Pere Marquette Railroad to be

commenced at once. In that connection the Pere Marquette
Railroad Co. has authorized and will issue $8,000,000 of five-

year 6 per cent, notes under collateral indenture, the notes

being secured by the deposit of $16,000,000 of 50-year 5 per

cent, bonds, issued under an improvement and refunding gen-

eral mortgage.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—The directors at

their monthly meeting have taken no action toward declaring

a dividend on the $47,056,300 common stock. In 1908, 1 per

cent, was paid; in 1909, nothing; in 1910, 4 per cent.

Erie Railroad.—J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, have bought

the entire issue of $12,500,0(X) three-year notes of the Erie,

recently authorized by the New York Public Service Com-
mission.

Norfolk Southern.—The stockholders have authorized an in-

crease in the issue of bonds from $12,000,000 to $35,000,000.

The capital stock of $16,000,000 will remain unchanged. Of the

old authorized $12,0(X),000 bond issue, there are outstanding

$5,780,000, with $3,220,000 reserved to retire underlying securi-

ties.

The United States Circuit Court has discharged the re-

ceivers of the Norfolk & Southern Railroad.

Pere Marquette.—State Railroad Commission of Michigan has

authorized the Pere Marquette to issue $8,000,000 five-year 6

per cent, notes, of which amount, it is stated, $2;500,0(X) will

be used for improvements and extensions. See also Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—Officers are quoted as saying that

the company is contemplating an issue of $4,200,(KK) addi-

tional stock. Formal action on such a proposition is expected

in the near future.

Southern Pacific.—Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New York, have made
arrangements for the sale to a syndicate of French banks, of

250,000,000 francs ($50,000,000) of Central Pacific 4 per cent.

35-year bonds. These bonds are guaranteed by the Southern

Pacific Company and will be issued in denominations of 500

francs each.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—See Cairo & Thebes.
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The Cincinnati Car Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, has increased

its capital from $100,000 to $1,500,000.

The Buckeye Mfg. Co., Alliance, Ohio, has increased its capital

stock from $30,000 to $50,000, fully paid.

The Chicago Bearing Metal Company, Chicago, has increased

its capital stock from $250,000 to $500,000.

William B. Mason, president of the Mason Regulator Com-
pany, Boston, Mass., died on Saturday, February 4.

The Ohio Seamless Tube Company, Shelby, Ohio, has in-

creased its capital stock from $350,000 to $1,000,000.

The Rail Joint Company, New York, has moved its Chicago
office from the Monadnock block to the Railway Exchange.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, at the meet-

ing of the board of directors, February 20, re-elected the retiring

directors with the exception of J. W. Duntley, who is succeeded

by J. H. Ward. Mr. Duntley has retired to engage in other

business.

The Railway Steel-Spring Company, New York, at the recent

meeting of the board of directors elected the following to mem-
bership on the board : H. K. Devereux, succeeding Julius E.

French; George B. Motheral, succeeding Philo N. French, and
Charles Scott, Jr., succeeding George G. McMurtry.

Percival Roberts has been elected a member of the finance

committee, of the United States Steel Corporation, succeeding

W. E. Corey. Mr. Roberts was president of the American
Bridge Company, New York, when it was taken over by the

steel corporation. He was elected a member of the board of

directors, but resigned in June, 1902.

The employees of the Yueh-Han Railway, China, are organ-

izing a railway club, and with it a library. For this purpose

catalogs of all sorts of railway supplies, and more particularly

of rolling stock and shop equipment are desired. E. C. Chang,

assistant storekeeper of the Yueh-Han Railway, 32 Fung Yuen
Ching street. Canton, China, may be addressed.

The annual report of the Union Switch & Signal Company,
Swissvale, Pa., for the year ended December 31, 1910, shows
gross sales of $6,256,824, an increase of $3,645,168 over 1909.

The total income was $6,259,093, an increase of $3,633,960 over

1909. The balance for dividends was $1,231,507, an increase of

$905,525 over 1909. The dividends were $299,784, an increase

of $612 over 1909, and the surplus was $931,723, an increase of

$904,913.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has let contracts to the American Bridge Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., for 3,000 tons of structural steel to be used in

building two new foundries at Trafford City. Work will be

begun within a few weeks. The Westinghouse company has

bought 30 acres near Trafford City, and it is planned to have

all castings for the various Westinghouse companies produced

at these foundries.

Louis A. Shepard, formerly vice-president and general man-

ager of the Titan Steel Castings Company, Newark, N. J., with

which company he was connected for seven years, has opened a

sales office at 30 Church street. New York, room 517, and will

make a specialty of handling railway timber, including cross ties,

cross arms, piling, poles, etc. Previous to his conn-ection with

the Titan Steel Castings Company, Mr. Shepard was chief en-

gineer for Cornelius Vanderbilt.

The new fiscal year of the Western Electric Company, Chi-

cago, began with January. The earnings for that month were

slightly in excess of January, 1910, in spite of the fact that in

December every effort was made to clean up orders on hand, in

order to make the carry-over as small as possible. The com-

pany is in a strong financial position and will be able to con-

tinue its policy of concentration at Hawthorne, 111., this year,

without incurring further funded obligations.

The Hayes Track Appliance Company, Geneva, N. Y., has

bought ground at Richmond, Ind., where it is building a factory.

It is the intention to close the Geneva plant and occupy the new
one about April 1. This change is made to secure a location

nearer the center of demand. The company has recently se-

cured a standardization contract with the Harriman lines for

Hayes derails, and in addition to other large orders in this coun-
try has secured a promising export trade, especially in South
Africa, India and Australia.

M. H. Westbrook, foreman of the Grand Trunk shops at

Battle Creek, Mich., who was awarded the first prize in the
Railway Age Gazette shop kink competition which closed Janu-
ary 15, has accepted a position with Joseph T. Ryerson & Son,
Chicago. The esteem in which Mr. Westbrook was held by the

employees at the Battle Creek shops was shown by a farewell

reception, which was given him by 500 of the employees, when
they presented him with a handsome gold watch and chain, a

Masonic fob and a traveling bag.

The Boss Nut Company, Chicago, announces that it has ac-

quired from the B. M. Osbun Company, Chicago, complete
rights to the Boss nut. The Boss nut has been used on the

equipment of 46 large railways and 52 smaller railways and
private car lines, and has also been widely used on special cross-

ing work. Several companies manufacturing frogs and crossings

are now using the Boss nut as standard. The officers of the

company are : President, Charles Gilbert Hawley ; vice-president

and treasurer, B. M. Osbun; secretary, John R. Lefevre.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has re-

ceived orders from the New York Central & Hudson River

for the following apparatus, for the extension of electrification

to Irvington, on the Hudson division : Four 2,000-kw. rotary

converters of the commutating pole type, 12 735-kw. 11,000 volt

transformers, two 20,000 cu. ft. per m. blower set's. Three of

these rotaries with their step down transformers and the blow-

ers will be installed in the new substation now in course of con-

struction at Irvington, while the remaining one with transform-

ers will be installed in the substation at Yonkers.

The Nickel-Chrome Chilled Car Wheel Company, Newark,
N. J., was incorporated on February 23. The officers of this

company are as follows : President and treasurer, Robert C.

Totten ; vice-president and general manager, Stephen D. Barnett

;

secretary, Charles A. Millington. The New York office of the

company is in the Hudson Terminal building, and the Pittsburgh,

Pa., office is in the Frick Annex. The purpose of the company
is to furnish nickel chrome alloy to makers of chilled car wheels.

It is claimed that, on a mileage basis, the cost of nickel chrome

wheels is but one-fourth that of steel wheels and one-half the

cost of cast iron wheels.

The annual report of the Lackawanna Steel Company, New
York, and subsidiaries, for the year ended December 31, 1910,

shows gross sales of $31,302,760 as compared to $25,296,661 in

1909. The net income from manufacturing and operating was

$6,330,470 in 1910, and $4,709,823 in 1909. The balance in 1910,

after fixed charges was $2,533,105, or 7.25 per cent, on the cap-

ital stock, as compared with $778,109, or 2.2 per cent, on the

capital stock, in 1909. Compared with 1907, the best previous

year in the history of the corporation, the shipments show an

increase of 9.15 per cent, and the balance after fixed charges

shows an increase of $89,259, or 3.65 per cent., notwithstanding

the fact that the average prices of 1910 were 4.36 per gross ton,

or 13.1 per cent, less than those of 1907.

The properties of the Hicks Locomotive Ik Car Works, Chicago,

consisting of the entire plants of the company at Chicago Heights,

III., the good will and all the assets, were sold by William

Mclnnes, trustee of the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works, m.

bankruptcy, to William Barbour of New York, on February 21.

Mr. Barbour is president of the Linen Tliread Company, New
York, and a director of the Hanover National Bank. He and

his associates have now effected an organization to be known

as the Central Locomotive & Car Works, with office in the

Fisher building, Chicago, which has succeeded to the business of

the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works. William Mclnnes, wiio with

F. M. Hicks, founded the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works, will
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actively direct the policies of the new company as president and
general manager. A. M. Gardner, llie vice-president, was for-

merly connected with the Linen Thread Company. Mr. Barbour
will be treasurer. C. B. Bruce, the secretary, has been with the

Hicks company as assistant superintendent at the works for

the past ten years. He will be assistant superintendent at the

works at Chicago Heights. A. M. Hicks, formerly of the Hicks
Locomotive & Car Works, will be the purchasing agent of the

new company, with headquarters at Chicago. The Central Loco-
motive & Car Works will make a number of substantial im-

provements in the two plants at Chicago Heights, consisting

of new machinery and shop tools. It will make a specialty of

new coaches, new freight equipment, rebuilt passenger cars,

freight cars and locomotives.

Robert Mather, chairman of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., referring to the seiz-

ure of the books of the Russian Westinghouse company in St.

Petersburg on February 23, by the police, said : "The Westing-
house Russian company had a contract for the electrification of

tramways at St. Petersburg. That contract was completed some-
thing more than a year ago. In the course of the execution of

the contract the municipality withheld from time to time sums
of money which it called 'fines' on account of alleged delays by
the Russian company in the performance of the work under the

contract. The Russian Westinghouse company claims, on the

other hand, that those delays had been caused by the municipal-

ity itself or by other contractors or other causes for which the

Russian company was not responsible. A claim has been pending
hefore the municipal council of St. Petersburg for the payment
of those withheld amounts. That claim is at the present time

in process of investigation by a committee of the municipal

council. So far as the business of the Russian Westinghouse
company is concerned, this reported action can have no effect

at all, because not only the factory but the general office and
staff and all of the affairs relating to the business of the Russian
company are in Moscow and not in St. Petersburg." A cable-

gram later received from Mr. McCarter, manager of the St.

Petersburg branch of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, to the New York office said : "Our position satis-

factory. All companies having large contracts with municipal-

ities have had their books and papers taken for investigation by
-a special commission appointed by the government."

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Switch Box.—Bulletin No. 121 of the General Railway Signal

Company, Rochester, N. Y., is an illustrated folder describing

<the universal switch box model 5, form A.

Electric Railway.—The Stone & Webster Engineering Corpo-
ration, Boston, Mass., has published a 12-page illustrated book-

let on the Seattle-Everett Electric Railway, built by it in Wash-
ington. This is a reprint of an article which appeared in the

Electric Railway Journal.

Tramrails ; Furnaces.—The Rockwell Furnace Company, New
York, in bulletin T illustrates the advantages of the Moyer tram-

rail in modern foundry practice. Bulletin 27 of this company
argues the superiority of gas and oil-burning rivet heating fur-

naces over the coal and coke-fired forge.

Corrosion-Resisting Metal.—The Canton Culvert Company,
Canton, Ohio, has published a useful little booklet on'No-Co-Ro
metal. This booklet is an interesting treatise on corrosion and
its causes, and includes the results of some tests which show
the superiority of No-Co-Ro metal over ordinary iron and steel

in purity, homogeneity and resistance to corrosion.

Coal.—The American Locomotive Company, New York, Has

issued bulletin No. 1008, giving the classification, analysis and
comparative heating values of different grades of coal. This
bulletin is a condensed report of tests made by the United States

Geological .Survey at the fuel testing plant at St. Louis, Mo.,
and is compiled with the idea of making a handy reference for

railwa}'S.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Bellingham, Wash.—The Northern Pacific is planning to

put up a large station at Bellingham.

Berkeley, Cal.—The Southern Pacific is asking for bids for

putting up a power station at Berkeley, to be used in connection
with the electrification of its lines in that section.

I'.UKLiNGTON, Vt.—An officer of the Central Vermont is quoted
as saying that plans have been made for building a new passenger
station and a new freight house at Burlington. It is understood
that the improvements will cost about $75,000.

Calgary, Alb.—The Canadian Pacific is said to have bought
land at Calgary as a site for a hotel, to cost $250,000.

Cascade, Mont.—The Great Northern station at Cascade has
been destroyed by fire.

Comanche, Tex.—See Stcphenville, North & South Texas,
under Railway Construction.

Farmington, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commis-
sion, Second District, has ordered the elimination of the present

grade crossing of the Lehigh Valley at the Manchester-Victor
road in the town of Farmington, Ontario county. The highway
is to be carried over the tracks on a steel superstructure, to

have a clearance above the top of the rail of not less than 22 ft.,

with proper approaches. A temporary crossing is to be main-
tained during the construction of the overhead crossing and
approaches. The viaduct will cover a space sufficient for six

tracks. The present line has but two tracks, and the excess in

cost to span six tracks is to be paid for by the Lehigh Valley.

The work will cost about $70,000.

Frenchburg, Ky.—See Licking River, under Railway Con-
struction.

Kelso, Wash.—The Northern Pacific has plans made for put-

ting up a new station at Kelso.

Lamesa Springs, Cal.—The San Diego & Cuyamaca is said

to have plans made for putting up a new passenger station at

Lamesa springs.

Letha, Idaho.—The Payette Valley has had plans made for

building a station at Letha.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Southern Pacific will spend $500,000,

it is said, for improvements to its shops and to the shops of the

Pacific Electric, at Los Angeles. This includes an additional

building, to cost $100,000, on which work is to be started at once.

Medford, Ore.—The Oregon Trunk has secured land to be

used as a site for a station, also for a freight house at Medford.
The construction work will be started at once.

New Haven, Pa.—Plans are being made by the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie and the Western Maryland to jointly build a

stone and brick passenger station, 38 ft. x 100 ft, at New
Haven. The cost of the building will be about $50,000.

North Pomona, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Coast Lines will enlarge and improve the passenger station at

North Pomona.

Pasadena, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast

Lines, it is said, will build an addition to its passenger station

at Pasadena.

Pecos, Texas.—Local press reports state that plans and speci-

fications for a $30,000 passenger station have been prepared by

the Texas & Pacific.

Portland, Ore.—The Oregon Trunk Railway has let con-

tracts for the steel bridges on that line as follows : The
American Bridge Company and the Pennsylvania Steel Com-
pany under separate contracts will supply manufactured steel

for all bridges, including the one over the Columbia river.

Porter Brothers, Portland, Ore., have the contract for the sub-

structure of the Columbia river bridge, and Bates & Rogers,

Chicago, for the sub-structure of all other bridges. The Mis-

souri Valley Bridge & Iron Company, Leavenworth, Kan., has

the contract for the erection of all steel.

RiPON, Wis.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul will put

up a new passenger station at Ripon, to cost $10,000.

Salem, Ore.—The Salem, Falls City & Western has asked for

permission to build a bridge over the Willamette river at Salem,

to cost $100,000.

Seattle, Wash.—The Columbia & Puget Sound will build a

bridge, it is said, over the Black river.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Long Island has ordered 2 switching locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Bingham & Garfield has ordered 1 Mallet locomotive from
the American Locomotive Company.

The Southern Railway is in the market for 25 mikado loco-

motives, 15 Pacific type locomotives and 15 switching loco-

motives.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis is said to have ordered

25 mogul locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
This is not yet confirmed.

last summer. The prices have not gone up with the increase

in orders. One of the reasons for this is the recent over produc-

tion. It was made known, however, that the prices might be

raised at any moment, and the result was that the buying move-

ment was immediately stimulated. The export business is still

responsible for a large share of the daily bookings, and it is

interesting to note that the only equipment order of even a

moderate size, placed last week, was for a foreign road.

SIGNALING.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has ordered from the

General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y., equipment

for automatic block signals on 35 miles of its line from Clarion

Junction, Pa., north of Johnsonburg, south to Falls Creek, Pa.

This line is double track throughout. The signals will be three-

position semaphores, the arms moving in the upper quadrant.

CAR BUILDING.

A Velocipede Motor.

The Western Maryland is in the market for 500 coal cars, and
is rumored to be making inquiries for 25 passengers cars.

The Southern Railway is in the market for 35 first class

coaches, 20 postal cars and 10 combination passenger and bag-

gage cars.

The Northern Pacific is not in the market for 18 wooden pas-

senger cars as mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of Feb-

ruary 24. This is a part of the inquiry of the Spokane, Port-

land & Seattle mentioned in the issue of February 3.

The Cuban Railway has placed orders with the American Car
& Foundry Company for 100 flat cars, 50 box cars, 3 sleepers,

2 first-class coaches, 6 second-class coaches, 3 baggage cars and
1 inspection car.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 25 coaches and 4 com-
bination passenger and baggage cars from the Pullman Com-
pany. This line is in the market for from 1,200 to 1,400 steel

underframe box cars, 100 steel underframe flat cars and 50 steel

underframe phosphate cars.

The Escanaha & Lake Superior has ordered fifteen 40-ton,

41-ft. flat cars, as mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of Feb-

ruary 24. The order was placed with the National Railway

Equipment Company, Chicago, instead of the Ryan Car Com-
pany, as stated in the previous mention.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Southern Railway has ordered 1,800 tons of 85-lb. rails

from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Cleveland, Akron & Columbus has ordered 2,000 tons of

rails from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Oakland Traction Company, Oakland, Cal., has ordered

1,000 tons of rails from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Pan American of Uruguay has ordered 45,000 tons of 65-

ib. rails from the United States Steel Products Company.

The Bangor & Aroostook, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette oi February 17 as being in the market for 13,000 tons

of rails, has ordered 13,500 tons of rails from the Pennsylvania

Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—The falling ofif in orders since

the rate decisions has been very slight, and it appears that even

this depression is only temporary. Orders for what the roads

need will not be held up any longer. The daily bookings of

the United States Steel Corporation during February were

between 35.000 and 40,000 tons, as compared with 30,000 tons in

January. This means that the corporation is now operating at

a larger percentage of its capacity than at any time since early

The Concrete Form & Engine Company, Detroit, Mich., is

manufacturing a small gasolene engine which may be easily

applied to velocipede cars ; the price is so low that it is being

used by signal men and track foremen, who equip their cars for

Gasolene Engine for Velocipede Cars.

power in this way at their own expense. The cost of a 2y2-h. p.

gasolene engine, including accessories, is $49.15. The engine,

which is here illustrated, measures 11^ in. high from center

of the crank shaft, and weighs only 73 lbs. It will drive a car

from 5 to 30 miles per hour and uses one pint of gasolene per

h. p. hour. It will also operate with kerosene or alcohol. The

engine is strong and durable, as has been proved by its use in

motor boats and velocipedes which have been equipped with it

during the past few years. In its application to rail velocipedes

a sprocket is keyed and fastened to the outside of one of the

drive wheels of the car, and is driven by a chain from a sprocket

on the motor. Blueprints and complete instructions to show the

proper mctliod of installation are furnished with each engine.
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Steam Hose and Coupling for Cars. tuniccl on. This oullct is cut conical, so that when tlicre is no
An altogether new and practical steam hose ;uul cnuplinp, pressure the valve will fall from its seat and allow the water

as shown in the accompanying illustrations, has liocn designed to drain from the hose and coupling. Dirt is prevented from
and patented by Edward K. Gold, president of tlie Gold Car obstructing the trap by the strainer shown. This trap not only

Gold Wire Wound Steam Hose.

Heating & Lighting Company of New York. It was designed

to meet the conditions of the present improved train service,

and is not only durable, reliable and strong, but may be con-

sidered as a safety appliance as well. The hose is 5-ply, bound
around by covered wire, which makes it stronger than the ordi-

nary 8-pl.y hose. It is easier handled by the trainmen, the wire

not materially afifecting its pliability. The wire also gives it a

protection from being cut or chafed not found in ordinary hose,

and prevents any undue swelling from high pressure steam. The

Gold Improved Steam Hose Coupling.

hose is clamped to the nipples by a two-piece clamp especially de-

signed to withstand the high pressures.

The coupling is an improvement on the Gold coupling now
used with the addition of a device which gives a positive lock

to the connection after it is coupled, preventing vibration from

working it loose. This lock is simply a curved piece of round

iron held in a bearing on the coupler by a split pin on one side

and flatened projection on the other. In this projection, and

oflf the center line of the bearing, is located a thumb screw,

serves to drain the coupling and keep it from freezing, but also

may be used by the trainman to ascertain if the steam is shut off

before he uncouples the hose, thus eliminating danger of scald-

^_^/VWVW\

Gold Gravity Trap for Hose Coupling.

ing. A steam tight joint is maintained in the coupling by two
gaskets made of vulcalebston, which have ball joint seats insur-

ing a perfect connection.

Burdette Chainless Hand Brake.

A new hand brake rigging designed to take the place of a

chain on the brake staff is shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. It consists of a short lever, marked "eccentric" with a

square hole which fits on the brake staff and is secured to it by

a dowel pin. The other end is connected to a curved link by a

pin. This link operates the hand brake rod, which is connected

to the cylinder lever by a pin working in a long slot. The up-

per view shows the hand brake in full release with the eccentric

and link in line with the brake rod. The revolution of the

Brake
Cylincfer Hand Brake fiocf

o
\ C(///ncfer

Le^r

Brake
Ct/linder

Full Release.

Hand Brake Rod

Link

fccenfnc

Hand Brake Set

Application of the Burdette Chainless Hand Brake.

^
\\ tT^^.v^zink^VT ^^JTi-LinH

which when turned bears on the coupling and rotates the round

iron in its bearing, bringing the curved end hard down on the

opposite half of the coupling, and holding it in place.

An improvement to the gravity steam trap is also included in

this coupling and is shown in the accompanying illustration.

It consists of a small valve with a fiber disc on its under side,

which seats against the outlet as soon as the steam pressure is

brake wheel causes the eccentric to wind the link about the

brake shaft, the hand brake rod moving 12^ in.

When the air brake is set the pin connecting the cylinder lever

to the brake rod slides forward in the slot without moving the

rod, and when air is released it returns to the end of the slot

again, there being no slack, as in chain-connected brake rig-

ging. The brake staff stirrup is dispensed with as a winding
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bearing on the staff is not required, and the brake staff can
be made shorter. The device has been successfully tested in

railway service, and special designs are made for its use on
street railwfay cars. The forgings for the chainless hand
brake are supplied by the Pacific Railway Supply Company,
Great Northern building, Chicago, the general offices of the
company being in the Pacific Electric building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Electric Locomotives for the Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered nine more direct

current, 600-volt, electric locomotives, aggregating about 40,000
horse-power, from the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., which are to be completed by July
1, 1911. The new locomotives will be of the same type as those

which are now being operated in the Manhattan Terminal, New
York, and will supplement the 24 already in use. The cabs,

frames, running gear and xnechanical parts will be built by the

Pennsylvania Railroad at its Juniata shops. The air brakes will

be supplied by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company; the elec-

trical equipments will be built and the complete locomotives

assembled at the East Pittsburgh works of the Westinghouse

two or more locomotives to be coupled together and all to be
operated from either end of any one cab, and affords flexibility

of speed regulation. It gives two additional running notches,
and at the same time economizes power consumption during
acceleration. These locomotives are designed to start and
accelerate a 550-ton train on 2 per cent, grades. The following
are some of the principal dimensions

:

Weight of locomolive, complete 156 tons.
Weight on drivers 200,000 lbs.
Weight on each driving axle 50,000 lbs.
Weight on each truck 57,000 lbs.
Total length overall, inside knuckles 64 ft., II in.
Rigid wheel base of each half 7 ft., 2 in.
Total wheel base of each half 23 ft., 1 in.
Total wheel base of locomolive 55 ft., 11 in.
Diameter of drivers 72 in.

Contract tractive effort 60,000 lbs.

Maximum drawbar pull (recorded on test) 79,200 lbs.

Normal speed with full train 60 mi. per hr.
Frames Cast steel.
Motors D. C. Interpole.
Weight of each motor complete with cranks. . .43,000 lbs.

Height of motor frame above cab floor 5 ft., 6^ in.

Height of center of shaft above cab floor 2 fi., 1J4 in.

Since the opening of the Manhattan Terminal on November
27, 1910, all through passenger trains of the Pennsylvania have
been handled through the tunnels by electric locomotives of this

Electric Locomotive with Cabs Removed; Pennsylvania Railroad.

Electric & Manufacturing Company. These are the most power-

ful electric locomotives ever built. They are articulated, of

double cab design, each half carrying its own motor and complete

equipment, and are coupled together at their driving-wheel ends.

The frames, driving wheels and trucks of the running gear are

similar in general character to those of an American type steam

locomotive.

Each cab is provided with the Westinghouse automatic and

straight air brake equipment, apparatus for train lighting,- elec-

tric head lights, pneumatically operated whistle and sanders, as

well as its motor unit switches and master controller. The
coupled ends are fitted with permanent couplings of twin draw
bars and Westinghouse friction draft gears, so arranged that

the leading half serves as a leading truck and the other half as

a trailer in whichever direction the locomotive may be moving.

The wheel and motor arrangement was selected only after care-

ful experiments with several other forms, the governing motive

being to secure the greatest possible steadiness at high speed.

The machines are so arranged that in event of one motor being

cut out, the entire machine may be operated from either cab

with the remaining motor. The halves are interchangeable, and

if one is out of service it may be replaced by another half while

repairs are being made. The unit switch field control permits

type without a hitch and to the entire satisfaction of the operat-

ing force. Heavy trains, far beyond the capacity of the usual

passenger locomotive, have been handled over the tunnel grades

with ease.

Low-Pressure Turbine for the Bettendorf Axle Co.

BY P. BENDIXEN, Master Mechanic.

About two years ago the Bettendorf Axle Company, of

Davenport, Iowa, made a thorough investigation of the various

prime movers suitable for an addition to its power plant. The

power equipment at that time consisted of two 100 k.w. direct-

connected, high speed, tandem compound, engine-driven units,

a number of hydraulic pumps, and an air compressor, all ex-

hausting into one header, making an ideal arrangement for

connection to an exhaust turbine. Taking into consideration the

heating of the shops in winter and the fact that the old power

plant was running non-condensing, it was decided to install a

500-k.w. horizontal low pressure Curtis turbine built by the

General Electric Company of Schenectady, N. Y. This was put

in operation in September, 1909, and has been in service about

fourteen hours a day since. It supplies all electrical power re-

quired by the plant, which at present amounts to 250 k.w. aver-
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a^e load; tliis jxnvcr is used mostly for the operation of cranes,

tlio lighting of sliops and for lifting magnets.

Altliongli the turbine is fed from the exhaust of llie prime

movers, an auxiliary live steam supply is provided through a

4-in. by 8-in. Foster pressure-reducing valve in case the exhaust

steam supply should be shut off or be reduced. This arrange-

ment works .satisfactorily, as the valve operates within a range

of one-half pound drop in pressure. The average back pressure

is about three pounds, and to take care of an excessive back

pressure the exhaust header is provided with a 12-in. relief

valve set to operate at five pounds pressure. All steam to the

tmhiiu- p.issos tIiroii.L;li ,in IS-in. two stage separator, wliich

Curtis 500 K. W. Low-Pressure Turbine for the Bettendorf

Axle Company.

separate all oil and moisture from it. A 3,150-ft. Worth-
ington condenser is installed, the condensed steam being re-

turned to the boiler feed water heater. While no data are avail-

able to substantiate a statement as to the exact performance

of the turbine, it is thought that when running with a 28-in.

vacuum, 75 per cent, of the energy delivered to the pumps, com-

pressors, and reciprocating engines is recovered. In cool

weather it has been possible to run for weeks with a vacuum of

from 29 to 29i/2-in. ; this, of course, makes quite a difference in

the steam consumption. In order to maintain a good vacuum,

it has been found necessary to pipe the steam seal in which

the carbon packing rings are located with high pressure steam

to insure against any leakage of air around the shaft. The
amount of steam required for this purpose can best be found

by experiment, and when once adjusted requires little attention.

Before putting the turbine in service it was run for a few

days under various loads, the generator being loaded on a water

box. It was found that sufficient exhaust steam was available

to furnish 425-k.w. continuously and as much as 575-k.w. for

short periods. Six boilers of about 120-h.p. each were in service

at that time. The results of the test would indicate that 75 to

80 per cent, of the energy delivered to the engines and auxiliaries

was recovered.

The governing of the turbine is good, as with a load fluctu-

ation of about 500 amperes the variation in potential does not

exceed two or three volts. The lighting load consists of en-

closed arc, flame arc, mercury vapor and incandescent lamps, all

of which show up much better when operated by the turbine

than when the engine-driven units carry the load. This im-

proved performance is due to the better regulation of the tur-

bine. The emergency governor is tested regularly once a week;

it has never failed to respond to an increase in speed, invariably

tripping the stop valve on the turbine.

In operating the turbine, a practice is made of drawing a few

buckets of oil from the tank every two weeks and adding the

same amount of fresh oil; this seems to keep the oil in good

condition. No trouble has been experienced in keeping the

bearings cool, this being accomplished by means of circulating

water. In order to maintain a uniform flow the water is taken

direct from the mains and is passed tlirough a reducing valve

which takes care of any fluctuation in i)ressure in the main sup-

ply. 'I'he attention required by a turbine generator of this size

is not as nuich as that demanded by one of the engine-driven

units. Clood results arc obtained without the use of a receiver

generator between the units and the turl)ine, as the reducing

valve makes up for any deficiency in the steam supply.

The longest continuous run so far made with this turbine has

been five days and nights. No shut-downs due to trouble of any
kind with it have occurred since the turbine was first put in

operation, and the Jiettendorf Company can conscientiously

recommend the installation of a low pressure turbine in any
l)lace where a sufficient supply of exhaust steam is available for

its operation.

Ohio Seamless Tube Works.

The manufacture of seamless cold-drawn steel tubes in the

Ihiitcd States is a comparatively new industry. The first tube
factory for this purpose in America was built in the town of

Sliclby, Ohio, in 1889, and soon developed a successful and
flourishing business. It passed into the hands of the United
States Steel Corporation, and was destroyed by fire in 1908.

Soon after this the Ohio Seamless Tube Company was organized,

and the new tube works, here illustrated, were built on the site

of the old Shelby factory. The local officers of the original

concern became stockholders, and were given the management
of the new company. The old employees also invested in stock

and were employed, so that the large experience of both officers

and workmen, which was obtained in developing the Shelby

Tube Company, has been used to advantage in the management
of the new company, and in the designing of the buildings and
the machinery for the new works.

The seamless tube business now requires a wide variety of

machinery for the manufacture of special work, such as is re-

quired for automobiles, locomotive, marine and stationary boiler

tubes, and for the high-grade tubes required by the government.

The cold drawing operation tends to harden the metal, and in

order to adapt the tubes to their various uses they are an-

nealed and cleaned of scale by pickling. The annealing process

is varied according to the requirements of the user, and desig-

nated as soft, medium or hard anneal. The soft anneal is fur-

nished where tubes are subjected to severe physical stress requir-

ing ductility; the medium anneal where there is but little stress.

Ohio Seamless Tube Works, Shelby, Ohio.

and the hard anneal where rigidity or stiffness is required. Un-

less specially ordered, the cold drawn tubes are furnished with

medium annealing. Where higher strength and elastic limit

are required higher percentages of carbon are used in the tubes,

and to meet exceptionally exacting conditions a nickel alloy is

used up to 3^ per cent.

A. C. Morse, general manager of the Ohio Seamless Tube

Company, was employed by the Shelby mill when it was first

started, and he has grown up with the business, learning the

process of manufacture in all its details. H. E. Brubaker, the

present superintendent, also served with the Shelby company as

an assistant under Mr. Morse. The capacity of the new plant
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when working day and night gangs is normally about 1,000 tons,

but this can be increased if necessary to 1,500 tons per month.
The Ohio Seamless Tube Company carries a large stock of
finished tubes in standard sizes, and this stock is available for
all concerns that use tubing in small quantities, as well as large.

The company makes a specialty of furnishing tubes for auto-
mobiles and mechanical purposes of all kinds, and has a com-
plete equipment for doing this kind of special work.

New Motor Car.

A new Sheffield motor car in which many novel and interesting

features are embodied is made by Fairbanks, Morse & Co., of

Chicago. It is intended for all purposes where a small one to

three man car is required. The frame is made of pressed steel,

square steel tubing and steel stiffcners. The pressed steel mem-
bers are made from one piece of steel, being stamped to the proper
form, while in the flat sheet and then flanged and bent to the

required shape. The necessary holes in the frame are drilled in

a jig at one setting so that the frames are absolutely inter-

changeable. They have a decided advantage over those of

wooden construction in that they are more easily braced, more
durable, and if any part of the frame becomes bent it may be
straightened and used again. The most important improvement
in the car, however, is in the engine, which instead of driving

the rear axle, the method usually adopted for this type of car,

is arranged to directly drive the front axle, the cylinders and
crank cases being partly under the frame of the car ; the lower

flange of the frame is sloped up towards the front to allow of

this construction.

The engine has two cylinders, 314 in- x 4 in., and is of the

two cycle, three port, air-cooled type. The cranks are enclosed

so that there is no opportunity for dirt or sand to get into the

Sheffield Motor Car.

working parts, vvrhich materially increases the life of the en-

gine. The use of the two cycle principle introduces several ad-

vantages which can not be obtained with an engine of the four

cycle type. There are no valves of any kind, which does away
with the springs, cams, chains, etc., which are necessary for their

operation. This in itself reduces, by a large amount, the diffi-

culties which ordinarily appear in such cars. Lubrication of the

whole engine is accomplished by mixing the oil with the gaso-

lene in the supply tank and allowing the mixture to pass through

the carbureter to the crank case and cylinders, the oil enter-

ing as a spray while the gasolene is vaporized. This gives a

thorough and economical lubrication to all parts of the engine

and leaves no opportunity to burn out bearings, for as soon as

the engine starts lubrication begins.

The car may be made for any gage over 24 in.; its wheel

base is 3 ft. 10 in., and the length over-all is 7 ft. The wheels

are 17 in. in diameter, with wooden centers. The car is con-

trolled by levers on the seat, regulating the spark, throttle and

the brakes. It will seat three persons and will run 30 miles per

hour; the 4-h.p. engine consumes about 2% gallons of gasolene

for each 80 miles. The total weight of the car is about 400 lbs.

^hop ?£quti^mcnl»

Quick Clamping Wood Vise.

The Eureka Rapid Transit vise, made by The Emmert Manu-
facturing Company of Waynesboro, Pa., is the result of three
years of experimenting and investigating on rapid acting and
securely locking vises for woodworkers. This vise is locked
or unlocked automatically by simply turning the handle about
one-quarter turn, either to the right or to the left. The essential

Locking Device for Eureka Rapid Transit Vise.

feature of these vises is this positive locking device which works
on the screw B and engages with a case-hardened %-'\n. square
steel lock * rod D, placed within 3/16 in. of the main screw
of the vise. The nut A and the screw B have full threads which
gives the vise the strength of a common screw vise. The lock

rod passes through the nut and is gripped firmly on two sides,

by the nut on one side, and the triangular shaped toothed wedge
C, which is contained in the nut on the other. This wedge oper-

ates against a slanting surface in the nut, so that when the main
screw of the vise is turned to the right the nut moves forward

Eureka Rapid Transit Vise, Upright Position.

lifting the toothed wedge directly upward, meshing it with the

grip rod. This is accomplished without any pressure being ap-

plied to the main jaws of the vise. The toothed wedge and

grip are of case-hardened steel and will wear indefinitely. After

the toothed wedge has been forced into position, as described,

the nut becomes rigid with the grip rod and may then properly

be considered a part of the rear jaw of the vise. The screw then

Eureka Rapid Transit Vise, Reverse Position.

passes through the nut, drawing the front jaw inward against

the work and compressing the spring E. The toothed wedge

once in position cannot be displaced without reversing the screw

and relieving the jaw pressure. This locking device has been
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subjectcil to every possiljlc test for inure tliaii a year aiul lias

never failed to give a positive lock and at llie same time with-

out any noticeable wear of the parts.

A tilting or angle jaw is provided for holding tapers or wed^e
like shapes. Each of the main jaws of these vises is provided

with slotted holes so that a wood pad form may be attached to

the angle jaw, and if a greater angle is desired this wood pad

may be of a wedge shape. The vises are also provided with vise

stops or holding dogs which are concealed within the vise jaw
when not in nse. The ilUistrations show the Eureka Rapid

Transit Vise No. 130 in the upright and reverse position.

Sand Blast Apparatus.

The Mott sand blast apparatus as used by the Goodman Car
Co. at Stickney, just outside of Chicago, is shown in the accom-
panying illustration. This apparatus is simple and economical.

In the Goodman shop one man is able to clean three steel

cars a day ready for the painter. The work, formerly done

by hand, required fourteen men three days. The sand blast

does the work more effectively because it leaves a clean,

smooth surface, smootliing off all rusted places and get-

ting into the corners around the bolt heads and rivets, where

hand tools did not do effective work. The Mott apparatus will

work with any air pressure, from five to one hundred pounds.

The ninety pounds usually available in railway shops is more
tlian is needed for economical work. The manufacturers, the

IMott Sand Blast Mfg. Co. of Chicago, have made the price of the

apparatus low, preferring to install more machines than to get

a high price for a few. The Mott sand blast is also used to

cams, giving the belt its necessary tension. This device is al.so

useful when shifting tlie belt from one step to another. The
lever H, in front of tiie motor, controls the clutch in the large

spur gear, making it possible to stop the machine independently

Mott Sand Blast for Cleaning Steel Cars.

clean steel bridges and the exposed frame work in steel buildings

before painting. In cleaning steel bridges it is possible to take

air pressure direct from locomotive air brake supply.

Opening Die Machine.

An interesting motor application to a standard combination
opening die machine, made by the Wiley & Russell Manufactur-
ing Company, Greenfield, Mass, is shown in the accompanying
illustration. It is equipped with patented quick-change opening
dies, and may be used as a bolt-cutter, nut-tapper, pipe-threader

or cutting-off machine. The motor rests on a shelf secured to a

bracket which is fitted and bolted to the bed of the machine.
This shelf is hinged at the back, and has finished projecting
lugs that rest on cams, which are operated by the lever A. By
swinging this lever the shelf may be raised or lowered on the

Combination Opening Die Machine.

of the motor. The 2-h.p. motor runs at constant speed, is back-

geared and is fitted with a rawhide driving pinion. Reversing

or non-reversing motors may be furnished for direct or alter-

nating current. The arrangement is strongly and carefully con-

structed, and the machine is guaranteed to cut bolts and pipe up

to 2 in. in diameter. The total weight of machine and motor is

2,300 lbs.

Cement for High Temperatures.

Engineers have experienced difficulty in the proper mainten-
ance of brick settings of furnaces of all types and have been

compelled to depend largely on the ordinary fire clay as a bond-
ing material ; as this fuses at a comparatively low temperature,

the bond between the bricks is rapidly destroyed, opening up
cracks in the walls which eventually cause it to collapse. Also
refractory bricks become porous and clinkers from the coals soon
form on the surface ; in removing them the bricks are often

broken.

After several years devoted to research work on refractory

cements to overcome these troubles, the H. W. Johns-Manville

Company, New York, are now offering to the trade a line of

cements called J-M refractory cements, which are rated to resist

temperatures as high as 3000 deg. F. These cements may be

used for the following purposes : Furnace setting of various

types, cupolas, lining brass furnaces, assayers' crucibles, oil burn-

ing, tilting and rotary furnaces, and for patching and facing

bricks in place on the fire zone under various conditions. They
have also produced a coating for walls known as J-M Brickline

cement, which seals the pores of the brick and prevents clinkers

from adhering to them. Realizing that there are variable con-
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Lucas Precision Boring, Drilling and Milling Machine.

ditions under which these cements are used, they have been

made so that they may be modified to meet conditions as they

exist. The Johns-Manville Company will be glad to make a

careful investigation into troublesome conditions, and offer

suggestions tending to overcome the difficulties.

Precision Boring, Drilling and Milling Machine-

A boring, drilling and milling machine of new design and con-

struction, and one that will find extensive use in railway shops.

has recently been placed on the market by the Lucas Machine
Tool Company, of Cleveland, Ohio. This machine, shown in

the accompanying illustration, is the result of ten years of

development and improvement. The feature that is common
to all Lucas type machines is the raising and lowering of the

spindle head which, being a constant weight, may be more
accurately compensated for than the raising and lowering of the

table with its great variety of loads. This feature gives the

opportunity of properly distributing the metal to the best advan-

tage. Its construction allows the use of a deep bed of great

Lucas Precision Boring, Drilling and Milling Machine Arranged as a Vertical Milling Machine.
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stilTiiess vvhicli gives a solid fduiiihition ; llic wciglit is so <Iis-

tributcd tliat the nuicliinc may be satisfactorily operated without

placing it on a foundation, 'ilu' 24 in. x 48 in. platen is of cxtrji

size and weiglit, providing a large working surface of ample
strength and rigidity, 'i'hc greatest distance from the top of the

l)laten to the center of the spindle is 24 in. The adjustable back
rest which carries the tail block is well proportioned, and its

base has liberal bearings on the bed of the machine. It may
easily be removed from the base to accommodate e.\tra long

work without impairing the general rigidity of the machine.

The spindle head and the tail block are raised and lowered

together, being ct>nnected by a siiaft and planed jjevel gears.

The tail block has long V bearing.s, wiiich make it impossible for

the back rest to spread, so that when the tail block and nack

rest are bound togetiier, they liecome practically one piece. Ihe

spindle drive is transmitted, in tlie most direct manner possible,

from the source of power to a gear of large diameter on the

spindle sleeve. The back gears are on the head, where they

should be, and are operated by a convenient lever.

The principal feature in this machine, wliich differs from

former machines, is the feed mechanism. It has a i:onstant

speed quick return wliich may he applied wherever the feed is

being used. It is operated by the lever A which, when in the

left-hand posit inn, gives the (piick return, and when in the right-

used as a vertical milling machine. The cross rail is bolted to

the spindle head and the outer support. On it slides a head,
carrying the verticle .spindle which may be fed along the rail

either by hand or power. The verticle spindle is constructed
along the same lines as the horizontal spindle, which is of forged
steel, and has a large taper front bearing. It runs in a solid

hronzc bushing in the solid head of the machine, with a collar

between the shoulder on the end of the spindle and the end of

the bronze bushing. This makes a solid construction, and a

slight reduction in the thickness of the collar allows for any ad-

justment that may be necessary after long use. The rear bear-

ing is straight, but the split bushing is taper on the outside, and
can be adjusted by the locking nuts to compensate for all wear.
Milling cutters of large diameters like the 12 in. cutter shown,
may be bolted directly to the spindle flange. The combined
movement of the head and platen gives this form of machine a

wide range for surfacing work.

High Duty Lathes.

Although the high duty lathes here illustrated are strictly new
in design, they are by no means in an experimental stage, as they

have been installed in shops and iiave performed service that has

exceeded the expectations of the makers, the American Tool

American High Duty Lathe, Arranged for Motor Drive.

hand position allows the feed to operate. The feed is operated
by two levers controlling sliding gears and giving nine changes
for either position of the spindle back gears, which gives a total

of eighteen changes ranging from .004 in. to .600 in. per revolu-
tion of the spindle. These feeds may be applied to the spindle,

spindle head and tail block, saddle and platen; they are so

arranged that not more than one feed can be engaged at the

same time. All feed screws are true to pitch, and are provided
with dials graduated to read to thousandths of an inch, which
allows the work to be done accurately and interchangeable parts

produced without the use of jigs. The machine may be driven

by belt or by a direct connected motor. If by belt, the speed
should be such as to drive the 16 in. pulley on the machine 300
r. p. m. ; if electrically driven, a 7j^ h. p. constant speed motor
running at 1,000 to 1,200 r. p. m. should be used. These speeds
give the spindle a range of from TY-z to 150 r. p. m. The machine
will take work 6 ft. long between the face plate and the outer

support, and has a 36 in. cross feed provided with an automatic
trip. Its total weight, skidded for shipment, is about 12,000 lbs.

The machine is also shown with a cross rail allowing it to be

Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. As an illustration of their

capacity, a 20-h.p. motor is recommended for the electrically

driven machines, and the makers guarantee that the lathe will

work in continuous service without being strained with a 50 per

cent, overload on the motor. The lathe is made specially heavy

and the metal is placed where it is most needed to' give the re-

quired rigidity, thereby overcoming the possibilities of chatter

and vibration. The bed is of deep section and is thoroughly

braced by cross box girths at short intervals throughout its entire

length, and is further strengthened by a web cast through the

center. The wall of the bed at the tailstock end is cut out to

permit of slipping the tailstock off without taking out the bolts.

The lathe may be driven by motor or belt, the belt being ap-

plicable to both the geared head, with a single pulley, or to the

regulation cone pulley. If motor driven a constant speed motor

is recommended with a speed between 700 and 1,000 r.p.m., but

if a variable speed motor is preferred, a speed variation of only

35 per cent, will be required, on account of the range of spindle

speeds obtained from the gears in the headstock. The geared

head is of the triple geared type and is connected to the main
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driving shaft through spur gearing. Sixteen spindle speeds are

provided by means of positive clutches, of the "selective type,"

and slip gears, the teeth of which are rounded causing them to

slide easily into mesh. Eight of these speeds are obtained di-

rectly through the spindle gear and the other eight through the

face plate drive.

A sensitive but powerful friction clutch, the handle of which is

without stopping the initial drive of the machine, thus enabling
the operator to quickly make the various speed changes. The
positions of the levers for the various spindle speeds are plainly

indicated on the index plate, a copy of which is shown here-
with. This plate has been carefully worked out and the simplicity

with which each spindle speed is obtained will be appreciated.

An important feature of the lathe, and one that was designed

American High Duty Lathe, Arranged for Cone Pulley Belt Drive.

shown to the right of the pulley in the illustration of the belt

driven lathe, is provided, which facilitates making speed changes

without shock to the parts. The gears are made with a coarse

pitch and wide face and are all mounted on long bronze sleeves

which are oiled by means of sight feed oilers from the outside

of the head. All the driving is either done through short shafts,

or sleeves, which eliminates the possibility of binding or chat-

tering sometimes found in long shafts under excessive torsional

entirely on original lines, is the quick change gear mechanism.
Forty-eight changes are provided for feeding or screw cutting,

32 of which are obtained by simply arranging the levers as di-

rected by the index plate, and the others through a compound
quadrant gear on the end of the bed. These different feeds

are all obtained from the same driving speed, which feature

gives this lathe a distinct advantage. The range of threads for

screw cutting is from Yz to 28 threads per inch, including a

American High Duty Lathe, Geared Head.

stress. The spindle is made of high carbon, hammered steel

in taper form, a construction common to heavy wheel lathes,

and has only one gear which is set close against the front bear-

ing. This arrangement adds greatly to the life of the bearings

and the alinement of the spindle itself. Bearings throughout

the head are all bored from the solid and are lined with massive

phosphor bronze bushings. All speed changes may be made

W/z-'ya. pipe thread, and the range of feeds is from 4 to 224

cuts per inch, or just eight tunes the corresponding screw

threads. The feed box is a complete unit, embodying what is

usually carried in two sections, and consists of a gear box on

front of the bed with two levers and a steel sliding tumbler,

the latter working in conjunction with a cone of eight steel gears.

The cone of the gears and the tumbler gear are of the Brown &
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Sharpe 20-dcg. involute pointed tootli type, which provides a

strong tooth and permits of instant engagement wliile running,

without the gears riding on the top of one another hefore drop-

ping into place. The clutches used are of the "selective t)pe,"

making tlie engagement practically instantaneous. An important

feature of this unit is the arrangement of gears so that coarse

'^ THE AMERICAN TOOL WORKS CO.,H
CINCINNATF, U.S.A.
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threads and feeds are al! secured witli tlie direct drive, tlicrcby

doing the heaviest work with the least amount of gearing. A
reverse plate at the spindle gear arranges for either right or

left hand threads. The index plate shown herewith is placed in

full view of the operator, on front of the gear box, and shows
the exact setting for each thread or feed.

The carriage is very heavy and is particularly deep, due to the
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drop V bed which is a special feature in this lathe. It has a

full continuous bearing of SOyi in. on the V and additional

bearings on the top and inner surface of the front tail stock V.
The apron is tongued, grooved and firmly bolted to the carriage.

It is double which gives all shafts passing through it a double
bearing. Both the longitudinal and cross feeds are reversed by
a lever from the front of the apron, which is much more con-

venient than that in most lathes where these feeds are reversed

in the headstock. The tailstock is of heavy construction, having
ample bearing on the ways. It is moved along the bed by a

crank and gear and is held in place by a pawl, engaging in a

rack cast in the center web of the lathe, in addition to its quad-
ruple clamping studs. It is provided with a taper attachment

of the offset type which allows the compound rest to be set in

a plane parallel to the bed. The accompanying illustrations show
these lathes arranged for motor and belt drives. They are built

in sizes of 36 in. and 42 in., both having the same general

dimensions.

Power Bender and Straightener.

A machine for bending pipe, structural iron and round and flat

bars of various kinds and sizes, has been developed by H. B.

Underwood & Company, of Philadelphia, Pa. It is capable not

only of bending, but also of straightening material in a quick and
efficient manner. Instead of requiring a multiplicity of dies or

formers, as in most machines, it is only necessary to have a set

of formers for the different diameters. These may be set in

different locations and permit of bending an infinite variety of

shapes, as well as radii. Being belt driven, with a tight and
loose pulley on the shaft, it is much more economical than com-
pres.scd air, and may be used where the latter is not obtainable.

A much greater power may also be brought to bear on the work.
The ram is actuated by an eccentric shaft of small throw, which
moves with a fixed stroke. This shaft is powerfully back-geared,
givmg the ram considerable power. Sliding in the ram is an-

Power Bender and Straightener.

other shaft which carries the former to be used, and is moved
in or out by a screw operated by the hand wheel. This gives a

delicate means of adjusting the formers so the work may be bent

to the exact shape, and any number of pieces may be bent to the

same shape by noting the last position of the hand wheel.

But little skill is required to operate the machine ; there is no
complication, and by just moving the pipe along and turning the

hand wheel the work is given the desired shape. The formers

or resistance studs slide in a T slot on each edge of the bed.

T slots are also placed across the bed so that the formers may
1)6 fastened therein, thus allowing many different arrangements.

The effect of bending in this manner, by the former following up

the work and exerting at each stroke a little more pressure, is

much better for the material than a sudden severe bend, or try-

ing to shape the piece in one movement. Pieces of pipe, bars,

etc., that have been bent in various shapes have been straight-

ened easily and quickly.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The section of the Cape to Cairo railway from Broken Hill,

Rhodesia, north to the Star of Kongo mine in the Belgian Kongo
has just been opened. At present the most northerly places of

importance in the Kongo to which communication will be main-

tained are Elizabethville and the Star of Kongo mine, the latter

on a branch line about seven miles from Elizabethville. The length

of this extension from Broken Hill to the Kongo border is 132

miles, and thence about 60 miles to the Star of Kongo mine. A
semi-weekly train service has been arranged for this extension,

being continuations of the trains de luxe leaving Buluwayo, British

South Africa, on Tuesdays and Fridays. The Belgian authorities

are arranging for the further extension of the line to the north

to open up the Kongo, and it is expected that a contract will be

let for this work early in 1911.

A bill h.ns been introduced in the Cuban congress for rail-

way construction as follows : To authorize the Executive to

grant a subvention not exceeding $9,500 per mile on the plain

and $16,000 per mile in the Cordillera de los Organos, to the

company which will build the following lines: (a) From
Guanajay, connecting Cabanas, Bahia, Honda, Rio Blanco, La
Palma, and Vinales with Pinar del Rio, (b) from Los Arroyos

de Mantua, connecting Mantua, Montezuelo, Luis Lazo, Isabel

Maria, and Cabezas with Pinar del Rio, (c) from La Palma, to

connect with San Diego de los Banos and Paso Real de San
Diego, Herradura and Dayaniguas, and (d) from Paso Real de

Cuane, through the tobacco zone to Los Remates by way of

Cayuco, Las Martinas, La Grifa, and La Fe.
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THE twelfth annual convention of the American Railway-

Engineering & Maintenance of Way Association, which

will be held in Chicago on March 21-23, will bring together the

prominent engineers of th? railway systems of the United States,

Canada, and Mexico, and the interest shown indicates that the

attendance this year will exceed that of any previous convention.

Among the reports to be considered which merit special attention

are important and lengthy studies of the steel rail problem and

of the effect of impact on bridges, with special reference to the

effect of moving loads on these structures. Both embody the

results of extensive investigations and are examples of the highly

valuable work of the committees of the association. No one

realizes this value more than the railway companies themselves

;

and the association has practically their unanimous support. In

order that its effective work may continue and grow along its

present lines, it is often necessary for the various committees to

collect data derived from the actual results of operation of the
individual railways. The responses to requests for this material
often have not been satisfactory. While there may be some data
which a road may have good reason for not giving out, resulting,

perhaps, from the use of some special operating device or method
developed on that one road, there is not much that cannot
properly be given to the association, especially in view of the
fact that, as it is its practice to refer to the different roads
furnishing data by some letter or symbol, rather than by name,
when this is desired, the source of information is not necessarily
disclosed. For these reasons it would seem that the railways
often should more freely and fully furnish information requested
by the committees. So long as railways sometimes withhold
important data because of the fear of publicity, or, perhaps,
because of the cost of compiling it, so long will the association
be seriously hindered in accomplishing the full measure of work
it has laid cut for itself. When the various members of the
committees, all busy men, devote their time gratuitously to its

service, the item of cost in furnishing data should not be con-
sidered by the railway. In such an organization problems
common to all the roads can be worked out for the benefit of
all at the cost of but a single investigation. The sooner the full

support of all the railways is secured the earlier will the Amer-
ican Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way association
be able to attain the full measure of its ambitions and possibil-

ities, and the greater will be the resulting benefit to all the
railways.

yVTHILE the unit system of organization as developed by
''* Major Hine is in u^ on the Sunset lines of the Southern

Pacific, as well as on the Union Pacific, the Oregon Short Line
and the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation, a modifi-

cation of the Hine system has been in effect for over six months
on the lines west of El Paso. The officers themselves speak
of it as the "consolidated" organization. As on the other Harri-
man lines, the superintendent has authority over all branches of

the service on his division and reports to a general superintend-

ent. He has an assistant superintendent, who is a first-class

operating man, entirely capable of taking the superintendent's

place whenever the superintendent may be absent. The positions

of master mechanic and division engineer, as well as their titles,

are retained ; but the idea of consolidation is to get them all,

with their clerks, into one common ofiice which connects with the

superintendent's private office. There is one common office file

for operating, engineering and mechanical correspondence, and
there is one superintendent's chief clerk, over whose desk all

of the correspondence of the consolidated office passes. The di-

vision engineer and the master mechanic each have their own
bureau, which handles exclusively engineering or mechanical

matters; but by having one chief clerk the undoubted advantages

that the Hine system has, of doing away with an enormous un-

necessary correspondence between different departments of the

same division, is retained. Those who have tried the sytsem and

are strongly in favor of it claim that certain disadvantages of

the Hine system are done away with; and certainly the system

has strong points in its favor. The advantages of having al-

ways in the office, an operating man rather than an assistant

superintendent who may be a mechanical man or a division en-

gineer, are claimed to be great. The advantages of retaining the

title of master mechanic and giving him duties that have to do

with -the mechanical department almost entirely are worth con-

sidering. The same is true of the division engineer. The objection

that another man, the assistant superintendent, is added to the divi-

sion organization applies also we undertsand to the Hine system.

We believe that the Hine system does not specifically call for

an extra officer. It has been the general experience on the

Harriman lines that this addition to the force becomes necessary.

The forces are brought together through frequent meetings in

the superintendent's office. Of course, just how close a relation-

ship is established between the superintendent and his various

stibordinates, and between the subordinates themselves, depends
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largely on the personality of the suiieriiilendent. On one division

of tlie Southern Pacific it is a regular custom after dinner to

have the heads of departments in the superintendent's oflicc,

when lie is there, for a discussion; not a formal conference hut

really a chat about how things are going. The dilTcrent dc-

partn;ents are made to feel at liberty to make criticisms and sug-

gestions in regard to each other's work, and to tell their own

problems as well as point to their own achievements. By hav-

ing an assistant superintendent who is really the office man, the

superiiiteiuient is enabled to spend a great part of his time out

on the division. He spends at least 20 days out of each month

on the line, and because of the high class of men who arc being

selected as assistant superintendents he feels free to turn over

the routine work of the division to his assistant and devote him-

self to any special problem that presents itself. For instance he

can go out and camp beside some water station, that he thinks is

being run economically and make a tliorongh study of it. Me

can perfcrm one of the most important duties of an executive:

he can drop work and think. This, on a long, busy division, is

enough justification for an additional man in the organization.

Tilb: Iiuliaiia legislature has finally given the railway com-

mission complete authority to require tlic use of the block

system throughout the state, en both steam and electric railways,

and with no limitation as to the earnings of the roads. The

new law is highly commendable in spirit, but slovenly in its

language. It goes into effect January 1, 1912, and makes it

unlawful after that date to run any train or car on any railway,

unless such railway has in operation an automatic block system,

or ether sy.stem approved by the railway commission . . .

unless the time therefor be extended by the commission. Power

is conferred on the commission to extend when it shall be made

to appear that reasonable necessity for such an extension shall

exist. Power is conferred also to relieve a carrier from the

obligation of the law, if the volume of traffic is such that "the

same can be despatched without substantial hazard to life and

property" ; also to permit, in place of the automatic, either a con-

trolled manual or a manual block, or a "despatcher's block," or

any ether form of block or other signal ... if it shall be

made to appear that such other form shall reasonably conserve

the safety of life and property. The penalty for a violation of the

law is $1,000 a week, applicable to any person, firm, corporation,

receiver, or lessee. The use of "automatic" as the initial word

in the most important clause indicates a well-meaning preference

fcr the best; but in view of the violent difference between the

cost of block signals, which are really automatic (and satisfac-

torily efYective) and the resources of the poorer roads, this

phrase, implying that the commissioners ought to try to have

automatics introduced everywhere, is hardly the one one might

expect. One is inclined to think that the word has been used

in mere carelessness or ignorance, as it has been used in the

past by the national convention of railway commissioners. What

is meant by "despatcher's block" is also a puzzle. In most of

the reports that we have seen where this mongrel term has been

used in discussion the speakers referred to the ordinary train-

order system; that is to say, to roads having no space-interval

system whatever. Possibly, however, our friends in the Indiana

legislature refer to the tripartite manual block system, which is

•in use on the Erie Railroad in that state. On that section of

the Erie the despatcher directs all of the movements of the

block signal men. As that system has made a very good record

on the Erie for over 20 years, it is well that the law should

recognize it, of course; but "manual block system" would suffi-

ciently describe it in the statute. The clause of the new law

giving the commission power to postpone the date for com-

pliance will give the members of the board a great heap of

trouble, without apparent compensating advantage. The added

financial burden imposed by the introduction of the block sys-

tem cannot be made anything but a burden in the beginning,

at least, and there is no use in trying to disguise it. It might

have been better for the legislature itself to set a later date

(requiring compliance this year on a part of each company's

line) rather than impose on the commission the difficult task

of adjudicating the varying financial pleas of different compa-

nies. The discretion which the commission is charged to exercise

as to what kind of block system each particular road ought to

have, also means perplexity. If the connnission is able to sec

that each road has some means which will effectively maintain

a space interval between trains, it will be doing all that ought

to be expected of it.

RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT IN CANADA AND THE WESTERN
UNITED STATES.

IT is well known that railway construction is taking place much
^ faster in proportion in Canada than in the United Stales, or

even than in the less developed parts of this country. In a re-

cently published supplement to the London Statist dealing with

American railways, there are some comments on the extent to

which railway development in Canada is being stimulated by the

example of the prosperity of the Canadian Pacific which ought to

contain a lesson for the people and the railway regulating author-

ities of the United States. The Statist says, in part

:

Everyone is aware, cf course, that the developmer.t of the Northwest
was originally brought about by the er.terpiise of the men who built the
Canadian Pacific; but the existii g direct aid ir.direct influei^ce of the Cana-
dian Pacific in causii g the western diitiict cf Canada to be rapidly opened
up to population is net so generally recognized. The Canadian 1 acific

itself has in recer t years built aid opered up a great amount of new
mileage in Mai.itoba, Saskatchewan ar d Alberta. . . . But the advan-
tage to Canada of the Canadian Pacific is much greater than the provision
of this great system. . . . Undoubtedly the success of the Canadian
Pacific has done move than anything else to impress irvestors with the ad-
vartages of Canada as a field for ii vestment ai d has induced them to find

capital both fcr the construction fcr the great amount of new mileage
built by the Canrdian Pacific and of the va^t amoun.t of mileage that has
been and is being constructed by the Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian
Northenn. The developmei t of ("anada was retarded for many years by
the unprofitableness of the Grand Trunk Pacific, but the prosperity of the

Canrdian PaciPc has entirely removed the ill-effects of the disappointing
results of previous investments.

Many persons would say that the chief incentives to new con-

struction of the new lines in Canada have been the large subsidies

that the Canadian government has granted. These subsidies have

helped. But they alone would not have induced much invest-

ment. A government subsidy reduces the amount of private

capital which must originally be put into the enterprise. A guar-

antee, such as has been given in some cases by the Canadian

government, of a limited return on a limited part of the private

capital invested reduces the risk that the private investors take.

But the intelligent capitalist knows that in the long run he must

rely on the net earnings of the property for an adequate return.

Canada thus far has allowed the owners of the Canadian Pacific

to enjoy the fruits of the remarkable courage and enterprise that

they showed in building the road, of the skill used in locating

it and of the great ability that has been exercised in managing it.

It is apt to be said further that the Canadian Pacific's increasing

prosperity has been due to the rapid development of the country.

But this is only part of the truth. The rapid development of the

country has also been due to the enterprising policy of the Cana-

dian Pacific. Furthermore, if its management had not efficiently

handled the business that came to it the road's profits would

not have risen as they have. As the Statist points out, the aver-

age revenue trainload increased from 229 tons in 1901 to 340.25

tons in 1910, or 49 per cent. These figures illustrate a marked

increase in efficiency of operation. The railways of Canada have

experienced advances in the wages of labor and the costs of

materials similar to those in the United States; and there, as

here, without increase in the efficiency of management the growth

of traffic would not have been sufficient alone to cause anything

like the increase in net earnings that has taken place. Even with

an increase of 137 per cent, in the density of its freight traffic in

ten years, the Canadian Pacific pays from earnings from opera-

tion dividends of only 7 per cent., the other 3 per cent, of the

dividends declared this year being derived from sales of land,

outside investments, etc.

It is interesting to note the extent to which differences in the

attitudes of regulating authorities toward investment in railways
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affect the attitudes of investors, as illustrated by the cases of

the Union Pacific and the Canadian Pacific. Both reads now pay
10 per cent, 6 per cent, of the dividends of the Union Pacific

being derived from earnings from operation and 4 per cent, from
outside investments. The capitalization of the Union Pacific is

much larger per mile than that of the Canadian Pacific, but, on
the other hand, it operates through a much more highly devel-

oped territory, and in consequence both its gross and net earn-

ings per mile are much larger. On tiie whole, therefore, but for

one thing, investors probably would regard Union Pacific stock

as highly as they do Canadian Pacific. This one thing is that

while the Canadian government seems disposed to permit the

owners of the Canadian Pacific to continue to enjoy the fruits

of judicious investment and wise management, the Union Pacific

is under attack in a suit to dissolve its combination with the

Southern Pacific and practically dissolve its combination with

the Southern Pacific, and practically all of its rates are the sub-

ject of litigation in the so-called intermountain cases. Conse-

quently, while Canadian Pacific common sells for 213, Union
Pacific ccmmcn sells for only 171.

The territory in Canada which is not provided with railway

facilities is much larger than in the United States, but there are

large areas in this country which need railways as much as does

any part of Canada. The line of the Chicago, Milwaukee fk

Puget Sound fcr some distance in Montana follows closely that

of the Northern Pacific, and nowhere are they more distant from
each other than fifty miles. North of them there is a territory

in this state bounded by the Milwaukee and the Great Northern
which is three-fourths the size of the state of Illinois, and which
has not a mile ot railway. Illinois has 11,834 miles of railway,

being in point of mileage second among the states, Texas being

first. There are equally large sections in Texas without railway

facilities; and in some of the older states, such as Missouri, and

even in some of the Eastern states, notably Maine, there are

large areas without them.

I'here is no tariff on capital ; no reciprocity arrangement is

necessary to enable it to pass from the United States into Can-

ada, and already a large amount of American capital has found

investment in Canadian railways. If the Canadian government
continues to follow its present liberal policy in dealing with rail-

ways, and government regulation in the United States continues

to become more restrictive, it is hard to see how it can be

doubted that transportation development on the other side of

the border will continue to be faster than on this side. Railway

development means the development of the country. As there is

no tariff on capital, so there is none on men ; and the main thing

that is attracting thousands of immigrants from the United

States to Canada annuallj' is the opportunity which is being af-

forded by the rapid increase of railway mileage in western Can-

ada, for acquiring lands cheaply and rapidly getting well fixed by

its cultivation and increase in value. It is passing strange that

the people of the western part of the United States do not see the

significance of these facts. They indicate as plainly as anything

can be that it is to their interest to encourage, as Canada is doing,

the construction of new railways and the improvement of the ex-

isting lines by leaving them free to manage their affairs without

interference and to earn as large profits in proportion as other

concerns, as long as they give good service at reasonable rates.

But they are not doing so. The average number of miles of

railway in the United States per hundred square miles of terri-

tory is eight ; the number of miles of line per hundred square

miles in the state of Montana is 2.85, and yet at the present ses-

sion of the Montana legislature there have been introduced 78

bills for the regulation of railways, an average of 1^ for each

working day of the session. If all or even a considerable part

of them were passed they would put restrictions and burdens on

the railways in that state which would greatly retard both the

improvement of the existing roads and the construction of new

ones. If all the rate reductions which are seriously sought in

the West were made, the earnings of the railways in that terri-

tory would be so reduced, and the confidence of capitalists in

the safety of investment in them so seriously impaired, that the

development of the whole territory would be seriously retarded
fcr years.

If the people of the western part of the United States desired

that capital should seek investment on the north side of the na-

tional boundary line rather than on the south side, they could

not adopt a policy better adapted to producing this result than

that of continuing to attack and harass capital invested in rail-

ways and other corporations. On the other hand, if the leaders

of public opinion and politics in Canada continue to be wise,

they will recognize the fact that they cannot in any way better

promote the development of their great areas which are yet un-

touched by the plow of the farmer or the pick of the miner than

by continuing to let the capital invested in railways alone so long

as the roads give good service at rates which are reasonable in

view of the conditions under which the service is rendered.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

/^NCE again the Pennsylvania directors suggest that they
^^ may have plans for large improvements which will cost

many millions of dollars, and which, like the New York pas-

senger station, cannot be expected to earn a sum anywhere near

commensurate with their cost. The Pennsylvania has continu-

ously to make large expenditures for new facilities to keep its

property up to the pressing demands of new business ; but this

source of expenditure, such as, for instance, the proposed fifth

and sixth track between Morrisville and Trenton, make directly

for more economical operation and quicker handling of busi-

ness, with consequent greater earnings, both gross and net.

In his annual report for the calendar year ended December 31,

1910, President McCrea says: "The Broad street station and

approaches have previously been gradually improved and en-

larged, but with a consequent increase in the number of pas-

senger trains, which, based on track capacity, is not exceeded in

any other large terminal in this country, it is evident that fur-

ther extensions and improvements to accommodate properly the

passenger traffic in and out of Philadelphia must be undertaken

on a larger scale."

The preparation of plans fcr this work in Philadelphia has

been put in the hands of a board of engineers, who are to sub-

mit their findings to an advisory board consisting of the execu-

tive, engineering and operating officers. How great the ex-

penditures on the Philadelphia terminal will have to be the

officers themselves, of course, do net know, but the New York
Central's experience in rebuilding the Grand Central station

shows to what extent it may be necessary to enlarge a terminal

which only a comparatively few years ago was considered amply

large enough for any increase in business that the company

might fairly be expected to get.

In 1910 the Pennsylvania Railroad—that is, the five grand di-

visions directly operated east of Buffalo—carried 20,280,000,000

tons one mile and 1,694,000,000 passengers one mile. This is

an increase of slightly over 6 per cent, in ton mileage, and is

the largest ton mileage of any year with the exception of 1907,

when the road carried 21,473,000,000 ton miles. Passenger busi-

ness was 9.42 per cent, more than in 1909, and was the largest in

the history of the company.

Gross earnings kept pace with the increase in business. Total

operating revenues were $160,500,000 in 1910, or $10,900,000 more
than in 1909. The average receipts per ton per mile were 5.83

mills in 1910, or .03 of a mill less than in 1909; and the average

receipts per passenger per mile were 1.959 cents in 1910, or .05

of a m.ill less than in 1909.

Since the determination of the rate advances cases by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and the elaborate statement

of theories of railroading held by the commission, it becomes
more than ever necessary to examine a road's accounts to make
sure that the company has spent sufficiently large sums, as well

as to see w'hat economies have been effected. In this regard the

Pennsylvania Railroad may fairly be said to be the most notable

example of conservatism and far-sightedness among all the rail-
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ways of tlic United Stales. On any basis of comparison that wc
know of, the Pennsylvania's maintenance charges have been

high and their expenditures for adilitions and betterments paid

for out of income have been very great. With the change in the

form of accounting prescribed by the Interstate Conunercc Com-
mission, it became necessary for the Pennsylvania Railroad to

change somewhat the language in which it informed its stock-

holders tliat it was building up their property out of earnings,

as well as adding to it through the issue of new securities ; but

it is a change in form only. The policy and the principles which
have made the Pennsylvania what it is today are being ad-

hered to as religiously as ever before.

In 1910 the company spent $21,800,000 for construction, equip-

ment and real estate on the main line between New York and
Pittsburgh, of which $7,500,000 was charged to capital account,

$6,900,000 against net income, and $1,000,000 against the extraor-

dinary expenditure fund, created out of net income, set aside in

1909. President McCrea says: '"Ihese two latter expenditures,

aggregating $7,900,000 were necessary to maintain the earning

capacity and the value of the railway facilities, and in effect off-

set depreciation and obsolescence." In addition the company
set aside out of the 1910 net in-

come $3,700,000 as a reserve for

additions and betterments. Fur-

tlier than this, in 1910 the com-
pany wrote oflf and debited to

profit and loss $12,400,000 from

the amount applied toward the

construction of the New York tun-

nel extension, and also wrote off

$12,995,000 as amount applied in

the reduction of cost of securities

and adjustment of other accounts.

In 1910 total operating expenses

amounted to $114,800,000, an in-

crease of $12,600,000 over 1909.

After the payment of taxes, the

company had operating income

amounting to $37,960,000, which is

less by $3,700,000 than the oper-

ating income in 1909. There was

an increase, however, in income

from sources other than operation,

and a considerable decrease in

fixed charges, due to the retire-

ment of funded debt, both of

which will be commented on more

fully below. Net corporate income

amounted to $37,800,000 in 1910, an

increase of $2,800,000 over 1909.

Transportation expenses increased out of proportion to the

increased cost in maintenance. The increase itself was due to

the higher wages paid during the last four months of the year

and to the larger business handled. In 1910 transportation cost

$57,200,000, an increase of $7,800,000. Maintenance of way and

structures cost $20,300,000, an increase of $1,500,000; and

maintenance of equipment cost $31,100,000, an increase of

$2,700,000.

The details of operating expenses show clearly the effects of

the increase in wages, and also apparently show an increase in

the salary of men not belonging to the brotherhoods. What we
mean is illustrated by the fact that superintendence, under main-

tenance of way, cost $1,024,000 in 1910, an increase of $96,000

over 1909 ; superintendence under maintenance of equipment

cost $1,077,000, an increase of $129,000; superintendence under

traffic cost $223,000 for the passenger department and $372,000

for the freight department, a total increase of $42,120; and su-

perintendence under transportation was $2,047,000, an increase of

about $300,000.

On the basis of comparison for units of maintenance, the

Pennsylvania spends very large sums.

The following table shows the unit costs of maintenance

:

•Maintenance of way and stiudurcs $2,625
tKepairs per locomotive 3,015
Kc|)aiis per passenger-train car 908
Kci)airs per freight-train car 113

1909.
$2,462
2,693
898
116

*Per mile of first, second, third, etc., track, two miles of sidings being
taken equal to one mile of main track.

tRcpairs only, no account being taken of renewals, depreciation or over-
head charges.

While the ton mileage increased 6.14 per cent., freight train

mileage increased 7.32 per cent. The average train load was
649 tons, a decrease of 7.27 tons. On the other hand, the av-

erage number of loaded cars in a train was 24.20, which is a

decrease of but 0.18 cars; while the average number of empty
cars in a train was 12.36, a decrease of 0.94 cars. The average

haul was 156.17 miles, a decrease of 2.51 miles. It will be seen

that the slightly .smaller train load is not accounted for by a

larger empty car movement, and it is not accounted for by a

larger proportion of high-grade freight. Every class of com-
modity under products of mines showed a larger tonnage in

1910 than in 1909, and the heavier and lower grade products un-

der manufactures also showed a larger tonnage last year than

Pennsylvania Railroad.

the year before, while the tonnage of dressed meats, poultry and

game, etc., and also the tonnage of lighter articles was less

in 1910 than in 1909. Last year, of the total 129,900,000 tons

carried on the Pennsylvania Railroad, 85,600,000 tons, or 66 per

cent., of the total was products of mines, about half of these

products of mines being furnished by bituminous coal.

The Pennsylvania has continued its experiments with the

dynamometer car and with tonnage tests, especially over the

Middle division. It may be recalled that the Pennsylvania began

making these tests something over two years ago, and the very

large increase in train load in 1909 over 1908 was ascribed in part

to use made of the information furnished by these tests. The
decrease in train load in 1910 is but 1.1 per cent., and the fact

that the company did not show an increased train load last year

may be due to a great number of small causes, among which

might be mentioned the severe weather in January and February,

and experiments which the company made with various classes

of locomotives in an attempt to furnish faster freight service.

The Pennsylvania Railroad's finances are on such a vast scale

that only by the liberal use of cyphers is it possible to discuss them.

Last year $82,500,000 was raised by the sale of stock at par, and
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from the proceeds of this sale $60,000,000 short term notes, which

matured March 15, 1910, were redeemed and $20,000,000 general

mortgage bonds, which matured July 1, 1910, were paid off. This

accounts for the considerable decrease in fixed charges pre-

viously mentioned ; but it must be remembered that money to

pay off these bonds and notes was raised by the sale of stock

on which the company is paying 6 per cent, dividends, and on an

investment of stock like the Pennsylvania, adequate dividends

amount to what one might call a morally fixed charge. There

is now $22,000,000 stock authorized but unissued, in addition to

the stock reserved to be exchanged for outstanding convertible

bonds. The directors have asked the stockholders for authority

to increase the authorized amount of capital stock by $100,000,000,

to be issued as the directors see fit. The present needs of the

company will require about $40,000,000, and the directors expect

to raise this sum by the issue of a 10 per cent, allotment at par,

which would amount to about $41,000,000, of which $22,000,000

would be provided by the stock at present authorized. When,
therefore, the new $100,000,000 stock is authorized, there will

remain available for future issue about $80,000,000.

During the year the Pennsylvania bought considerable blocks

of both Norfolk & Western stock and New York, New Haven &
Hartford stock. In 1909 the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
owned $1,000,000 New Haven stock and $23,000,000 Norfolk &
Western common, in addition to $5,500,000 adjustment preferred.

During 1910 the company added $2,500,000 New Haven stock to

its holdings, making a total of $3,500,000, and added $8,660,000

Norfolk & Western common, a total of $31,660,000 common out of

the $68,975,000 total outstanding Norfolk & Western common.
The balance sheet of December 31, 1910, is in the form pre-

scribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the 1909

balance sheet has been recast to make comparisons possible be-

tween these two years. Total working assets amounted to

$70,970,000 at the end of 1910, of which $32,400,000 is cash. This

is a decrease in the cash held of $75,400,000 from 1909. Total

working liabilities amounted to $34,200,000 at the end of 1910.

This is more by somewhat over $4,000,000 than working liabilities

in 1909, and is mainly due to an increase of $3,900,000 in loans

and bills payable, the total in 1910 being $3,950,000. The table be-

low shows the results of operations in 1910 as compared with 1909:

1910. 1909.
*Average mileage operated 4,045 4,015

Freight revenue $117,434,920 $109,759,101
Passenger revenue 32,687,423 29,996,558

Total operating revenue 160,457,298 149,593,833
Maint. of way and structures.. 20,342,489 19,800,162
Maint. of equipment 31,117,989 28,390,615
Traffic 2,221,803 1,969,093
Transportation 57,200,886 49,423,716

Total operating expenses 114,812,628 102,190,430
Taxes 6,374,736 4,767.029
Operating income 37,960,546 39,637,697
Gross corporate income 53,241,503 53,403,538
Net corporate income 37,775,484 35,022,088
Equipment trust certificates 3,418,658 3,597,710
Extraordinary expenditures 3,504,597 9,581,810
Dividends 24,410,860 19,173,743
fReserved for additions and better-

ments 3,700,000 2,000,000
Surplus to profit and loss 2,432,847 450,400

*The accounts given for 1909 are not the same as were given in last

year's report, because this year the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley, which
was operated separately in 1909, is included in the operations of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad and the accounts have been readjusted in 1909 to make
comparisons accurate.

tThis is after the payment of certain charges for the purchase of securi-
ties, and in 1909 for sums credited to sinking funds. See also remarks
in regard to profit and loss account.

ST^tter^ to the lEdilon

LOOSE JOINTS IN TRACK.

NEW BOOKS.

The Pittsburgh Transportation Problem. Report to the Mayor of Pittsburgh
by Bion J. Arnold, consulting engineer.

This is a book of 202 pages, 6 in. x 9 in., with 21 maps and

diagrams on sheets 9 in. x 12 in. Mr. Arnold has made a very

thorough study of the immediate and future needs of the sur-

face street railways in Pittsburgh and vicinity, and this book

embodies his conclusions. Seventeen pages are taken up with

a review of the development in public utility control, with special

reference to street railways ; a valuable condensed history of

what has been done the last dozen years in Chicago, Cleveland,

Philadelphia and other cities.

February 24, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railw.-w Age G-^ZETTE.

The track foreman, like a doctor, must make a correct

diagnosis before he can apply the proper remedy. He is often

much perplexed to locate the cause of a rough spot, especially

if it is at a joint; and it usually is.

The illustration here given shows how a cause of difficulty

may creep in and, because the source of the trouble cannot be

seen, go undetected for sometime

:

It is commonly known that splice bars are

designed to take up whatever wear develops

at A and B. This is done by drawing the

splice bars closer together periodically by

tightening the bolts. This wedging effect

at the ends of the rails keeps the joints

solid. When the splices have been drawn

to the web of the rail they are worn out

and new ones are substituted. The cut shows that bond wires

behind the splices may prevent the drawing of the splice bars

to the rail, and any wear at A or B will result in lost motion.

This lost motion will cause the splice plates to wear very fast

and the trackman will scratch his head searching for a cause of

that loose joint. Even though the wires are carefully put in

just over or just below the bolts, the expansion of the rails will

cause the wire to "blow" and get in position to cause the trouble.

Bond wires are generally applied outside the splice bars ; but

the facts suggested illustrate a cause of trouble which was some-

what common in the days when this method of applying bond

wires was common, and which may account for some rough

spots in tracks where this method is still followed. w. M. p.

TELEPHONE LINES IN FOGS.

February 6, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have read the article which appeared in the Railway Age

Gazette of January 13, entitled "A Despatcher Who Does Not

Like the Telephone," and I think that the writer should have

told us more about his neighbors' experience. How many other

despatchers agree with him? Our experience with the tele-

phone shows that operators answer with more promptness than

they did with the telegraph. The telephone bell can be heard

farther than the telegraph, and agents whose work often calls

them outside the office consequently answer the telephone when

they would not hear the telegraph.

The objection made "that everybody butts in on the tele-

phone" is, of course, an exaggeration ; this fault is not due to

imperfection of the telephone, but to the method of operation.

It is entirely within the power of the management to make the

telephone as exclusive as the telegraph, and prevent its us by

anyone but the despatchers and operators, if thought best to

do so. The company for which I work has thought best not to

confine it exclusively to the* use of the despatchers and operators

;

telephones have been installed in section houses at different

points and also in foreman's car, so that these men can get in-

formation from the despatcher as to the movement of trains.

This is unquestionably of great convenience to the maintenance

of way department, but if it is carried to too great an extent,

the company must understand that it consumes time; and if

business is heavy, additional help will be required in the

despatchers' office, or this feature of the work must be cut out.

We do not find that "everybody butts in on the line"; those

who use the telephone besides operators are foremen, signal

maintainers, and trainmen asking for information as to trains.

We find the telephone superior to the telegraph in the following

ways: Absolute freedom from fog trouble, whereas the tele-
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graph wires are often useless for hours at a time, on account of

heavy fogs from the ocean ; the labor and time consumed in

raising operators is practically cut out
;
greater speed with equal

safety; much better for getting information at first hand from

train and enginenien, also foremen, and otiiers who are not

operators ; less friction between the dcspatchers and operators,

as well as trainmen, with whom they do business.

ONE WHO HAS HAD A YEAR's EXPERIENCE.

MISCELLANEOUS ANNOYANCES.

New York, Dec. 20, 1910.

To THE Editor of the I-i.MLWAV .Ace Gazette:

I have traveled a considerable mileage, but never on the

, and on my last journey home I decided to try it. The

results of this trip may be of interest to tliose who have fol-

lowed what you have written regarding courtesy and good service.

I arrived at the Union Station, famous for the incivility of

its employees, at 10:05 a. m. to take a train starting at 10:30.

The first unpleasant incident that awaited me was trouble with

the baggage express company, which it would take too much

space to explain here, but which lost that company one patron

and his family for good.

After taking my family through the gate I asked the Pull-

man conductor, who was standing between the observation car

and the adjoining sleeper where car No. 2 was, to which he

replied "two cars ahead" ; but I found that the car next to

which he was standing was car No. 2, according to the letter

on its head end. I then returned to straighten out the baggage

question, and after paying what the expressman demanded, in

excess of a prearranged price, which had been prepaid, was al-

lowed to have our small baggage which was to go in the draw-

ing room and stateroom. There were several heavy pieces (as

we were moving to New York for good), and the next five

minutes were spent searching the station for someone re-

sembling a porter to help me. Finally I found a man on the

sidewalk ("express transfer" on his cap), who helped me load

the baggage. So far the service was woefully in contrast to

that at the other company's station.

The plush seats in our rooms were filthy and could not have

been really cleaned or beaten in a long time. At night I

"turned in" early, intending to use the much advertised feature

of the new cars—lights in the upper berths—but found that

neither of them would light; therefore I started to go to sleep.

I was about accomplishing that feat when a noise like thunder

woke me up. I realized we were in the station. An en-

gine was next to us, under the shed, with a heavy drag of cars,

working very hard, and making enough noise to wake the dead.

(On the road where I work all noise next to sleepers at night

is carefully avoided.)

Next morning I started for breakfast and reached the diner

after squeezing my way past the Pullman conductor—the same

one that I had encountered the previous forenoon—sprawled

across the aisle, sitting on a berth arm and talking to the porter.

With much pomp a waiter, after being told by the head waiter,

spread a clean napkin in front of me over the dirty table cloth,

and about two seconds later spilled the greater part of the con-

tents of the cream pitcher over it, right under my nose. He
made no attempt to clean it up, so I finally mopped it up myself.

There was a defective triple valve on our car which went into

emergency every time, a few seconds after the brakes were applied,

giving one's neck a successful jerk by no means pleasant or neces-

essary. All of the above incidents are trivial by themselves, and

mostly all are the fault of the Pullman Company, but nevertheless

they are not what the traveling public has a right to expect on a

supposedly high class train, on which extra fares are paid. I

am employed by one of the best railways in this country and

am a strong supporter of the railways, but this gave me an ex-

cellent chance to see matters from the public's point of view,

and made me reaUze that seemingly small things, if there be

enough of them, can make a trip unpleasant. A subscriber.

EFFECT OF UNDULATING GRADES ON TRAIN VELOCITY.

BY !•". S FOOTE. jr.

Many writers on railway location have assumed, like the late

A. M. Wellington, that a line of undulating grades, where all

the rise and fall is similar to that in Fig. 1, requiring neither the

use of brakes nor the shutting off of steam, may be operated as a

virtually level line, the velocity being allowed to vary from a

maximum at the bottom of each sag to a minimum at each

summit. This view would be exactly correct if the train re-

sistance and draw bar pull could be maintained constant at the

velocity changes. To the contrary, however, we know that train

resistance increases as the speed increases. Also with a nearly

constant power output by the engine (i. e. throttle and reversing

lever unchanged, as assumed in this case), the engine exerting

full power throughout, the draw bar pull exerted will decrease

as the speed increases, since the steam making capacity of the

boiler is limited. From these facts it would appear that a train

])assing through a sag, ABC, Fig. 1, acquiring comparatively high

velocity, would have delivered to it by the engine less work

(force X distance) than if the grade had been uniform between

points A and C, and in the case of the sag more of the work

actually delivered by the locomotive would be used in over-

coming train resistance on account of the higher resistance

due to higher velocity. If this is true, then the train should

arrive at C with a velocity less than it would have had, had it

run over a uniform grade from A to C. As an example, con-

sider the following problem :

Let s = Space passed over in feet

a = Acceleration in feet per second per second
V r= Velocity in feet per second
f = Force (drawbar pull) in pounds
g = Acceleration due to gravity
w = Weight in pounds
V = Velocity in miles per hour

5,280
V = V

3,600W = Weight in tons
w = 2,000 W

v2

By the law of falling bodies, h =
2g

Similarly, s ^

2 s

But, force = mass X acceleration

- iL
w

Equating values of (a),

•V- f g

2 s w
v^ w

f =
2gs

r 5,280 1 2 r 1 "I

f = \ V \ 2,000 W -!
\

[3,600 J L2gsJ
66.9 V2 W

s

If the force / is to accelerate the load from velocity Vi to velocity V;

66.9 (Ni— Vi^) W
f =

s

If W = one ton, / being expressed in pounds per ton,

66.9 (Va^— Vi^)
f

Making an average allowance for the work necessary to accelerate the

rotation of the wheels, in the case of a freight train,

70 (V2=— Vx^)
f =

s

70 (V2= — Vi=)

f

If Vo = V, + 1

70 (2Vi + 1)
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Assume a consolidation locomotive of the following dimensions:

Total weight 232,500 Ihs.

Weight on drivers 207,000 lbs.

Weight on trucks 25,500 lbs.

Loaded tender 149,600 lbs.

Diameter of drivers 63 in.

Cylinder, diameter and stroke 23 in. x 32 in.

Boiler pressure 200 1I)S.

Total heating surface 3,705 s(|. ft.

1

Coefficient of friction

4.5

The tractive effort of this engine is limited:

1

1. Bv adhesion to 307,000 X = 46,000 lbs.

4.5

0.85 P d= s

2. By cylinder power to approximately = 45,677 lbs.

D
Where P := Boiler steam pressure

d r= Cylinder diameter
s = Stroke
D = Driver diameter

3. By boiler capacity. Using a slightly modified form of the
formula developed and published by Professor Goss:

li d= s 1

T =161 3.8 — w (2 H -V) — 0.11 V-
V D 4

In which

H = Heating surface of boiler
V = Velocity in miles per hour
d = Cylinder diameter
s = Stroke
D =: Driver diameter
w = Weight on truck and tender wheels, in tons.

Substituting the values of this problem:

Table I.

V. T. V. T.
10 58,224 23 24,178
11 52,778 24 23,071
12 47,234 25 22,048
13 44,386 26 21,104
14 41,085 27 20,226
15 38,218 28 19,410
16 35,706 29 18,645
17 33,488 30 17,931
18 31,514 31 17,261
19 29,743 32 16,631
20 28,142 33 16,038
21 26,701 34 15,477
22 25,384 35 14,946

Our conclusion as to the change of tractive effort with changes

of speed, with this particular engine, would he that below 13

miles per hour the pull is limited by the cylinder power to

45,677 lbs., and at 13 miles an hour and above, it is limited by

the steam making capacity of the boilers to the figures shown

in the table. On a minus 1 per cent, grade the draw bar pull

A C

would be increased by an amount equal to 1 per cent, of the

total weight of the engine and tender, or decreased by the same

amount on a plus 1 per cent, grade. Assume the engine loaded

to its full capacity for a speed of 20 m. p. h. on a level tangent.

Referring to the experimental results of the

University of Illinois train resistance tests

for cars averaging 45 tons in weight (Table

II) we have five pounds per ton as the

train resistance. The draw bar pull (Table

I) is 28,142 lbs. We have then a train of

28,142 »
:= 5,628 tons behind the tender, a

very heavy train.

Let us consider our train as concentrated

at its center of gravity and as entering the grade all at once.

This involves some error, especially with a long train and such

a comparatively short sag as this one proves to be, the center

of gravity of the train not descending to the bottom of the sag,

but it seems to be the only feasible method of solving the .prob-

lem. Let us solve for the length of down grade AB necessary

to accelerate the train from the velocity of 20 m. p. h., with

which it approaches A on the level track, to 30 m. p. h., the

locomotive working full power throughout. Dividing the

tractive effort of the engine at various speeds by the above value

Table II.

Resistance.
Speed. Pounds
M.P.H. per ton.

20 5.0

21 5.1

22 5.2

23 5.3

24 5.4
25 5.5

26 5.6
27 5.7

28 5.8
29 5.9

30 6.0

of the train load we have the tractive effort in pounds per ton

for each speed on level track. Dividing 1 per cent, of the weight
of the engine in pounds by the train load in tons, we get in

this case 0.7 lbs., the quantity by which the tractive effort in

pounds per ton will be increased on a minus 1 per cent, grade

and decreased on a plus 1 per cent, grade.

Table III.

Tractive effort in pounds per ton.

Speed. On
level.

20 5.0
21 4.7
22 4.5
23 4.3
24 4.1

25 3.9
26 3.8

27 3.6

28 3.4

29 3.3

30 3.2

Now apply our formula, s

On On— Ipei cent. + 1 per cent.
grade. grade.
5.7 ^.3
5.4 ^.0
5.2 3.8
5.0 3.6
4.8 3.4
4.6 3.2
4.5 3.1
4.3 2.9
4.1 2.7
4.0 2.6

3.9 2.5

W
70 (2 V, + 1), letting W =

f

1, and f = tractive effort available for acceleration in pounds

per ton for a speed which is the average of (Vj) and (Vi) miles

per hour; / being (on a down grade) the quantity from Table

III, column 3, plus the accelerating force due to grade, minus

the train resistance in pounds per ton, this giving us the force

available for acceleration.

On minus 1 per cent, grade:

70 (40 + 1) 70 X 41
S (20-21) =

S (21-22) =

S (22-23) =

S (23-24) =

S (24-25) =

S (25-26) =

S (26-27) =

S (27-28) =

S (28-29) =

S (29-30) =

20 -+- 5.55 — 5.05

70 X 43

20 + 5.3 — 5.15

70 X 45

20 + 5.1 — 5.25

70 X 47

20 + 4.9 — 5.35

70 X 49

20 + 4.7 — 5.45

70 X 51

20 + 4.55 — 5.55

70 X 53

20 + 4.4 — 5.65

70 X 55

20 + 4.2 — 5.75

70 X 57

20 + 4.05-5.85
70 X 59

20 + 3.95 — S.9S

= 140

= = 149

On plus 1 per cent, grade:

S (30-29) =

S (29-28) =

S (28-27) =

S (27-26) =

S (26-25) =

S (25-24) =

S (24-23) =

S (23-22) =

S (22-21) =

S (21-20) =

--70 X 59

2.55 — 5.95

-70 X 57

20

2.65 — 5.85

-70 X 55

20

2.8--5.75
-70 X 53

20

3.0--5.65
-70 X 51

20

3.15 — 5.55

-70 X 49

20

3.3-— 5.45

-70 X 47

20

3.5--5.35 —
-70 X 45

20

3.7--5.25
-70 X 43

20

3.9-— 5.15

-70 X 43

20

19.55

70 X 49

19.25

70 X 51

19.0

70 X 53

18.75

70 X 55

18.45

70 X 57

18.20

70 X 59

18.00

70 X 59

— = 159

168

= 178

= 209

219

177

= 172

4.15 — 5.05 — 20

21.55

70 X 43

21.25

70 X 41

20.9

168

= 164

159

= 155

= 151

= 146

= 137

1,571

The vertical drop from A to B is then 18.37 ft., and the rise

from B to C is 15.71, a loss of velocity head of 2.66 ft., which is
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the price we pay for the higlier average speed from A to C,

and this loss is greater witli a deeper sag. It appears that

altliough vvc may, by proper changes of velocity, very greatly

reduce the grades on the virtual profile when the track profile

shows an undulating grade line, it is not proper to consider that

virtual profile as an unbroken horizontal line.

TIES PURCHASED IN 1909.*

The total number of wooden cross-ties purchased by the steam
and electric railways of the United States in 1909 was 123,751,000.

This represents an increase of 11,285,000 ties, or 10 per cent.,

over the number purchased in 1908, but a decrease of 29,952,000,

or 19.5 per cent., from the number reported for 1907. Nearly
16,437,000 ties, or 13.3 per cent, of the total number, were re-

ported as purchased for new track in 1909, whereas in 1908 only

7,431,000 ties, or 6.6 per cent, of the total purchased, were for

this use. Of the ties bought for new track in 1909, the steam
railways reported 13,822,000, or about 84 per cent., and the elec-

tric roads 2,.61S,000. The tics purchased for new track by steam
roads formed 12 per cent, of all ties purchased by them, while
the corresponding proportion for the electric roads was 31.4 per

cent. More than 63 per cent, of all ties purchased were made
from some species of oak or from the Southern yellow pines.

The following table shows

—

Cross-ties purchased in 1909, classified according to method
by which made and kind of wood.

Kind of Wood. Total. Hewed. Sawed.
Total 123,751,000 95,499,000 28,252,000

Oak 57,132,000 48,009,000 9,123,000
Southern pine 21,385,000 17,452,000 3,933,000
Douglas fir 9,067,000 1,952,000 7,115,000
Western pine 6,797,000 4,466,000 2,331,000
Cedar 6,777,000 4,964,000 1,813,000
Chestnut 6,629,000 5,026,000 1,603,000
Cypress 4,589,000 3,994,000 595,000
Tamarack 3,311,000 2,981,000 330,000
Hemlock 2,642,000 2,215,000 427,000
Redwood 2,088,000 1,770,000 318,000
White pine 556,000 179,000 377,000
Lodgepole pine 487,000 459,000 28,000
Gum 378,000 332,000 46,000
Spruce 225,000 155,000 70,000
Beech 195,000 163,000 32,000
All other 1,493,000 1,382,000 111,000

The two leading timbers were the same as in 1908. Oak, with

an increase of 9,022,000 ties, contributed a slightly higher pro-

portion of the total number of ties purchased in 1909 than in

1908. Southern pine, on the other hand, furnished a slightly

smaller number of ties than in 1908 and a smaller proportion of

the total. The increasing use of relatively unimportant tie

woods, especially gum, spruce, and beech, is noteworthy. The
number of gum ties purchased, which in 1907 was only 15,000,

increased to 262,000 in 1908, and reached a total of 378,000 ties

in 1909. Spruce and beech also showed heavy gains during the

past two years. The increasing use of these species which are

lacking in decay-resisting qualities is evidence of the growing
use of methods of wood preservation through chemical treat-

ment.

Approximately 77 per cent, of all ties purchased in 1909 were
hewed. Although the proportion of hewed ties was lower than

in 1908, it was the same as in 1907 and higher than in 1906. In

the case of cedar ties the number of hewed ties shows a steady

and heavy decrease since 1907, while the number of sawed ties

has increased correspondingly. The steam roads purchased

115,432,000 cross-ties in 1909, or 93.3 per cent, of the total

quantity purchased. Of these, 77.9 per cent, were hewed and

22.1 per cent, sawed. The electric roads purchased 8,319,000

ties, or 6.7 per cent, of the total in 1909, a gain of 1,894,000 ties

over 1908. Of these, 67.5 per cent, were hewed and 32.5 per

cent, sawed. Next to oak ties the electric roads purchased more
ties made of chestnut than of any other species. The less durable

woods are little used by the electric roads, doubtless because

these roads lack facilities for preservative treatment. The total

cost of all cross-ties purchased in 1909 was $60,320,700. The

•Census Bulletin; Forest Products, No. 8.

table below shows the average cost of tics purcliascd by steam
and electric roads in l';09, 1908 and 1907:

.tvcragc Cost.

Kind of Wood. 1909. 1908. 1907.
Total 10.49 $0.50 $0.51

Oak 0.51 0.51 0.53
Southern pine 0.52 0.54 0.54
Douglas fir 0.41 0.45 0.47
Western pine 0.53 0.51 0.50
Cedar 0.46 0.49 0.50
C'licstnul 0.44 0.49 0.48
Cypress 0.41 0.44 0.46
Tamarack (1.41 0.50 0.49
Hemlock 0.33 0.38 0.34
Redwood 0.53 0.51 0.59
White pine 0.43 0.47 0.41
Lodgepole pine 0.46 0.48 0.50
Gum 0.52 0.45 0.23
Spruce 0.49 0.47 0.39
Beech 0.36 0.44 0.40
All other 0.45 0.38 0.44

It appears that in the case of eacli of the leading kinds of tie

timbers, except western pine, the average price was less in

1909 than in 1907, though tlic prices paid for chestnut, tamarack

and hemlock were greater in 1908 than in 1907. Western pine

ties showed an average cost of 53 cents in 1909, as compared
with 51 cents in 1908 and 50 cents in 1907. Sawed ties of this

timber were purchased for less in 1909 than in 1908 or 1907;

but there was a remarkable increase in the cost of the hewed
ties, due probably to the inclusion in the reports of large num-
bers of ties which had been treated with a preservative before

purchase.

In 1909 the steam roads and electric roads each paid the same

average price for hewed ties. Sawed ties were purchased for

the same average price (49 cents) as hewed ties by the steam

roads, but the electric roads paid 4 cents more for sawed ties.

Although the average tie used by the electric roads is smaller

than that used by the steam roads, the price paid for it is gen-

erally greater. This is due not only to the disadvantages in-

cident to contracts for smaller quantities of material, but also

to the fact that the electric roads are more likely to purchase

ties at points where the price includes railroad transportation

charges.

The highest average price reported by the steam railways was
64 cents for sawed redwood ties and the lowest 33 cents for

hewed hemlock. The electric roads paid as high as 82 cents

for hewed Western pine ties, these being practically all treated,

while the lowest average price paid by them was 31 cents for

hewed hemlock. •

Of the 78 species of timber which the different specifications

of the steam railways of the United States permit to be used

as cross-ties, over one-half are acceptable for such use only after

the application of a preservative. Among the woods most com-

monly treated are pine, red or black oak, Douglas fir, hemlock,

gum, spruce and beech. The remarkable increase in the use of

Western pine, gum, spruce and beech cross-ties, apparent in the

reported purchases of ties in 1909, is doubtless due to the use

of wood preservatives.

The following table shows the number of ties reported as

purchased already treated or as treated after purchase

:

1909.

Class of railway Total Treated be- Treated after
purchasing. treated. fore purchase. purchase.

All railways 22,033,000 7,663,000 14,370,000

Steam railways 21,198,000 7,081,000 14,117,000
Electric railways 835,000 582,000 253,000

1908.

All railways 23,776,000 10,973,000 12,803,000

Steam railways 23,157,000 10,566,000 12,591,000
Electric railways 619,000 407,000 212,000

1907.

All railways 19,856,000 8,389,000 11,467,000

Steam railways 19,192,000 7,975,000 11,217,000
Electric railways 664,000 414,000 250,000

There are now more than 70 wood-preserving plants in the

United States. A number of the large steam roads possess ex-

pensive plants fitted to handle large quantities of timber in a

very efficient manner. The principal preservatives used were
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steel Frame Box Car; Canadian Pacific.

creosote oil, and, to an almost equal degree, a solution of zinc

chloride.

Many of the ties are treated with an emulsion of creosote

oil and a solution of zinc chloride, and one road treated large

quantities of its ties with a heavy injection of crude petroleum.

Other preservatives are also used. The electric railways own
but a few cylinder-treating plants, and these companies are gen-

erally obliged to purchase treated ties or to use some less ex-

pensive method of treatment, such as dipping the ties in a bath

of the preservative. Many different preservatives are used in

this manner.

STEEL FRAME BOX CARS; CANADIAN PACIFIC.

About three years ago the Dominion Car & Foundry Company
built 500 box cars for the Canadian Pacific, in which the framing

was of steel throughout. These cars were so satisfactory that

2,000 additional ones of the same design were ordered and placed

in service, and these have been followed with an order for 2,000

more, which has recently been given the Canadian Car & Foun-

dry Company for early spring delivery. The cars are of un-

usual appearance, the framing being entirely outside the lining.

Thev are of 80,000 lbs. capacity, 36 ft. inside length, 8 ft. 8 in.

Steel Frame of Canadian Pacific Box Car.
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inside width, and weigh light about 36,900 lbs. The floor, side

sheathing and roof are the only parts made of wood.

The two 14 in. channels set 12% in. apart and continuing

from end sill to end sill form the center sills. The side sills are

8 in. channels and are set with their top faces 1J4 in. above the

level of the top flange of the center sills. The other longitudinal

sills are 3 in. Z bars located midway between the sides and

center sills and resting on top of the body bolsters and cross bear-

ers. The floor is bolted to the 3-in. Z bar stringers, using one bolt

through each board ; this is the only fastening between the floor and

the underframe of the car. The body bolsters are pressed steel

diaphragms built up with J/2-in. cover plates, top and bottom.

The bolsters extend below and beyond the side sills which are

connected to them by angles and corner brackets. Near the

center of the underframe, just below the door posts, are two
built up cross bearers composed of pressed steel diaphragms
with 6 in. x J/2 in. cover and bottom plates, neither of which

extend all the way to the side sill connection. Both the body

bolsters and the cross bearers are constructed to permit the

intermediate sills, 3 in. in depth, to rest on them.

The end sills are 10 in. channels pressed to permit the Z bar

end posts being secured back of them. Between the bolsters and
the cross bearers are two cross braces consisting of channels

secured between the side and center sills. There is also a diag-

onal brace from the corner of the car to the connection between

the center sills and the bolster. The side framing is composed of

3-in. standard Z bars secured outside the side sills and to an

angle-iron plate ; the top connections are reinforced wi^h gusset

Secfion A-A

End Sill Construction; Canadian Pacific Box Car.

End l^ievy

Body Bolster; Canadian Pacific Box Car.
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plates. The corner posts are 5 in. x 5 in. angles and tiie two
center end posts are 4 in. Z bars, the intermediate end posts be-

ing 3 in. Z bars. These are secured to the steel end carlins,

which are of Z section. The other carlins are of pressed steel

U section; they are arranged to lip over the side plate and arc

secured by a rivet through tlie vertical flange of the plate.

Tile inside lining or slieathing for tiie sides and ends is Ij^ in.

X 5 in. pine, tongued and grooved, bolted to the Z bar members

these strap tie bars at each end of the car and four on either

side; by screwing up the nuts at the bottom of the straps a total

adjustment of 3 in. may be obtained.

The cars have standard 5 ft. side doors, and some of them
Iiavc two end doors, the iip|)cr and larger one being for lumber

loading, and the small door near the floor for steel rails. These
cars are easily repaired wlien damaged, the outside posts and

braces serving as a protcclioM to tlic slicatliing wliicli is seldom

injured. The inside of the car presents a smooth surface and is

well adapted for carrying grain, or similar lading. The Amer-

ican patents for cars of this type are owned and controlled by

Wm. V. Kelley, R. P. Lament and W. W. Butler.

Secfion A-B.

End Door Construction; Canadian Pacific Box Car.

of the frame with Yz. in. bolts, the holes for the bolts through

the steel posts and braces being slotted. This provides for the

necessary adjustment due to shrinkage when the lumber from

which the sheathing is made is green or not perfectly dry when
it is applied. The sheathing extends about 3 in. above the bot-

tom of the plates, and if it dries out or loosens up sufficiently

to develop cracks between the planks, the bolts may be slacked

ofif and the sheathing pulled together by means of steel strap

rods, which extend up on the inside and hook over the top

board ; the bottom end is forged round and extends through

the steel side sill and is threaded for a nut. There are two of

MR. CLAUSEN ON SIGNAL ASPECTS.

L. R. Clausen, superintendent of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, at Chicago,, and formerly president of the Railway

Signal Association, read a paper before the Canadian Railway

Club at Montreal, on Tuesday of this week, replying to that of

Mr. Rudd, of the Pennsylvania, which was read before the same

club last November. Mr. Rudd is chairman of the committee

of the Railway Signal Association, which has reported the well-

known scheme for a uniform system of signaling, and Mr.

Clausen is one of the leaders of the minority of that committee

which objects to some of the conclusions of the report. Mr.

Rudd took occasion at Montreal to set forth his views on the

general subject which had been dealt with by his committee, and

now Mr. Clausen presents the opposite side.

Mr. Clausen gives a brief sketch of what has been done since

the subject of aspects was first taken up in a systematic manner

six years ago, noting that before that it was dealt with by Mr.

Sperry, in a paper before the Signal Association in May, 1903, and

by a committee headed by C. H. Morrison in November of that

year; by a committee of the Pennsylvania Lines in 1903, and by

a committee of the New York Central Lines appointed in 1904.

The first report of the Rudd committee was made at Wash-

ington in 1906; in this 24 indications being provided for. At

Milwaukee in October, 1907, a revised report was made, which

was approved by the association. In March, 1908, this report

was presented to the M. W. Association at Chicago, and sub-

stantially approved by that association. At Washington, in Oc-

tober, 1908, the Signal Association committee presented another
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report, containing a new list of indications and otherwise modi-

fied. This report was accepted as a progress report. It came up

again before the M. W. Association in Chicago the following

March, when Mr. Stevens of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

a member of the committee, presented an additional list of

aspects, 23 in number. At this meeting it came out that Mr.

Stevens, Mr. Clausen and others were not satisfied with the

report of the majority. In October, 1909, a third report was

presented, further modifications having been made. This report

provided for 16 primary indications and 4 secondary, and recom-

mended among other things the use of lunar white lights. The

minority presented a brief dissenting statement. This report

when sent to letter ballot, failed of adoption. In the following

March the differences in the committee came out again at the

M. W. Association, and so the committee was instructed to take

the whole matter before the American Railway Association;

and there it now rests, the committee of that association having

taken no action.

Continuing, Mr. Clausen said

:

Present Differences of Opinion.

As a member of the minority referred to, I desire to take this

opportunity to explain some of the differences of opinion that

resulted in a minority report. I also wish to state the minority's

position clearly and remove any wrong impression you may
perhaps have gained from the paper read before this Club by

a prominent member of the majority some time in November.

I refer to Mr. Rudd, of the Pennsylvania Lines East, who is

justly celebrated as a signal engineer, and whom I claim as a

warm personal friend.

As to the Nmnher of Indications and Aspects.

The majority recommends a system of signaling which in-

cludes 14 primary indications and 4 secondary. It requires a

large number of aspects or pictures to represent them, nearly

60 in all. We, the minority, take the position that there is no

demand for such an elaborate scheme and that it is impracticable,

unnecessary, and confusing to the runner and other train em-

ployees. We believe that, regardless of the large number of

aspects used to represent the indications, train employees will

classify certain of them as meaning stop, certain of them as

meaning caution, and the remainder as indicating proceed. The

engineer frequently is compelled to read signals under very

adverse weather conditions and, if he is to run safely, he should

never be in doubt as to the meaning of a signal. A signal should

mean something perfectly definite to him, which he cannot

mistake, under any conditions of wind and weather. The en-

gineman has no time to hesitate or deliberate over the meaning

of a signal when he is running at high speed.

The aspect and its meaning must be so simple and so distinct

that it immediately produces an impression on the mind of the

runner, without the necessity for any intervening thought or

mental process. If this impression should be followed by an

involuntary action to comply with the signal without mental

process we have a still more desirable condition and one that

makes for safety and immunity from accident. To obtain these

results the number of indications and aspects must be limited

to a very small number, we believe less than half a dozen, and

signals must be acted upon as a train meets them, and not at

some point in advance, as the majority recommend.

As to the Use of Three Stop Indications.

Because of the fact that the majority has provided several

different proceed aspects, it is necessary for them to use three

stop aspects. That is to say, if several different arrangements

of signal arms are used to indicate proceed, it results in several

different stop aspects when those arms are restored to their

normal position. These aspects are called

:

1. Stop until authorized to proceed
2. Stop and proceed
3. Stop and investigate

The minority is unable to see why it is necessary to show on

the face of a signal why a train must stop, or what it may or

must do after it has stopped, before the stop is made. ITie

all important and the only necessary information is that the

train must stop. Why telegraph ahead by a specially shaped

signal what the stop is being made for? One kind of signal

will stop all trains just as effectively as three or more kinds.

As to Use of Three Arms on Interlocking Signals.

The majority has assumed that there are three permissible

speeds at interlocking plants, viz. : normal, limited, and low.

Each speed is provided with a signal arm, the normal-speed arm
being at the top of the mast and each arm arranged for opera-

tion in three positions. This arrangement makes it possible to

give a considerable variety of information. The limited-speed

indication is designed to make possible a speed of thirty to

fifty miles per hour through long crossovers.

The mmority feels that the method now largely used of pro-

viding a two-arm signal, giving a proceed indication by means
of the upper arm for the normal speed or through route, and

a caution indication by means of the second arm for all diverg-

ing routes, is entirely sufficient for practical purposes. We favor,

however, the use of the same proceed and caution aspects as

are used elsewhere, which make it unnecessary to use more than

one arm on signals used at interlockings. It seems unnecessary

to say more than "Proceed" when the normal or through route

is set up, and if so, why not use the same proceed aspect as is

used elsewhere for proceed? In the same way we now give

with the second arm, what is, in effect, a caution indication

when a diverging route is set up, why not then use the caution

aspect we already have available and dispense with the use of the

second alarm? We believe that the indications stop, caution and

proceed, given by the three positions of a one-arm signal, are

entirely practical, sufficient and adequate to safely control the

movement of trains at interlocking, as they will elsewhere. The

simplicity of the arrangement is apparent.

The Interpretation of the Caution Indication.

The majority has provided no caution aspect per se, but has

attempted to provide separate indications and aspects for each

of the conditions arising on a railway that require caution. The

45-degree position of the arm has been limited to repeating sig-

nals in advance. In the various discussions of these matters,

the majority has held that the word "caution" described the

"function of a distant signal." Also it has been held that the

45-degree position of the arm should "imply and assure clear

track to the next signal." The same aspect, modified by the

addition of a distinctive mark for both day and night, is recom-

mended for the permissive manual block signal. The distinction

is made because the first indicates

"Proceed with caution to a known point."

and the second,

"Proceed with caution to an unknown point."

Also for the further reason, the members of the majority state,

that trains shall be allowed to pass the distant signal at any

speed provided they can be stopped at the next signal. They

state further that serious delays to traffic would follow if en-

gineers were compelled to observe the distant or caution signal

at the signal. The indication is worded "Proceed—Prepare to

stop at the next signal," which leaves it optional with the en-

gineer when he shall cease regarding the first part of the indi-

cation and begin to regard the second part.

The minority regards this interpretation of the distant or cau-

tion signal as erroneous, dangerous and productive of laxity in

the observance of signals as well as accidents. A number of

serious and fatal accidents in the past few years, wherein the

engineman failed to properly observe the caution signal, but

fully intended to stop at the next signal, testify most conclu-

sively to the correctness of our position in this matter.

We hold that:

1. It is impracticable to provide a separate signal for each of
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tlic coiulilions on a railway requiring cautious nuininf^; and

to maintain tlic line-iiaircd distinctions necessary to their inter-

pretation.

2. It is unnecessary, and in fact dangerous, to tell the engine-

man by lixed signal how he shall control his train at some point

in advance.

3. Advance information so given is misleading and unrelia-

ble, as it is subject to change without notice and, therefore, the

cngineman can not safely use it. If he does so use it, it is

done at the expense of safety.

4. The conditions of modern railway operation do not re-

quire trains to be run at full speed past caution signals, and

that any time gained by this practice, is gained at the expense

of safety.

5. Each signal should indicate stop or caution or proceed and

have no relation to signals in advance or in the rear.

6. That each signal should be observed in turn as the train

comes to it and not at some point in advance at the option of

the engineman.

7. That with signals properly located, it is time a train shguld

be run with caution if it has reached a point so close to pre-

ceding trains or stop signals in advance that a caution signal is

received.

8. That no proceed or caution indication should "imply or

assure clear track to a point in advance." That railway sig-

naling devices and our methods of communication have not

reached the perfection that will admit of this being done.

We cannot know positively if the track is clear and further, it

may not stay clear. We are under a moral obligation not to

give such misleading information.

9. That the giving of information by signal indications about

conditions in advance, whether it be regarding the next signal

or the next station or any other object or condition, is wrong

practice, productive of laxity and a fruitful source of danger

and accident.

10. That it will be difficult, if not impossible, to maintain

discipline and proper observance of the great variety of cau-

tion indications proposed by the majority because of the fine

distinctions involved.

As to Low Speed Indications.

In the majority's recommended scheme appear

Indications 13—Proceed at low speed.

14—Proceed at low speed, prepare to stop.

We feel that a simple caution indication, combined with ordi-

nary judgment on the part of employees, will avoid the use of

these indications and the separate aspects used to represent

them. Why use two? If the engineer is running at low speed,

he is already prepared to stop.

As to Number of Red Lights Displayed.

One of the principal objections made by operating officials

and train employees to signal practice at interlockings in the past,

has been with regard to the number of red lights displayed.

Also, objection has been made because it is necessary for engine-

men to disregard and run by one or more red lights on a mast

when passing a signal having more than one arm. A glance

is sufficient to show that the number of red lights would be

very largely increased under the plan recommended by the ma-

jority. This is principally due to the use of the red marker

light on nearly all signals. We feel that it is against the

principles of good operation to provide so many red night

signals, and especially those that are not used. We also feel

that all red lights that are not absolutely necessary should be

eliminated.

Harmony With Standard Code.

Attention is called to the fact that the standard code of the

American Railway Association shows at present but four indi-

cations. The majority feels that the code is incomplete and

should be amplified by the addition of 10 more primary and

se\iral nxire secondary indications. We arc of tlie opinion

lli.il llir cndc contains all the indications that are necessary

and needlul.

Present Status of Signaling.

At the present time—speaking in general terms— the signaling

of America is represented by a small mileage rather intensely

signaled and a very large mileage with a very few signals.

One, at least, of the causes contributing to this condition is

the fact that much of the signaling already installed has been

so elaborate that the expense has been prohibitive for thinner

traffic lines. Further than this, the "elaboration of interlock-

ings at many of our crossings, junctions and terminals has

been carried to a foolish limit of unnecessary and impracticable

attempts to tie up every human action, leaving nothing to dis-

cipline and good sense of employees. Also, great expense has

been unnecessarily incurred to overcome human frailty by in-

stalling more complicated lockings and appurtenances than are

demanded by the conditions."

It has been our custom to spend large sums of money on

appliances for checking the work of the individual employee

but, on the other hand, very little or none on the man himself.

Each new accident has called for additional checks and devices

when the true remedy for the condition lay with education,

discipline or, perhaps, some similar action. We are in all the

United States, prone to make new laws or legislation for every

condition or abuse, when old laws, properly enforced, will take

care of the situation. It is the same in the operation of railways.

It should always be borne in mind that it is impossible to

prevent all accidents by means of new checks or devices, as

these appliances are all subject to failures and do fail in the

same ratio as other signal devices. Further, all of these checks

tend to laxity on the part of employees, which is, in itself, a

source of accident. New circumstances always arise, whatever

checks and appliances are installed. Everything cannot be done

by machinery and apparatus; something must be left to human
intelligence.

Because of certain accidents, we have heard much recently

with regard to automatic stops. I do not, personally, recall

any that could not have been prevented by the proper instruc-

tion of employees and good discipline. From the often-quoted,

records of the English railways in handling passengers, I judge

that travel on English railways is reasonably safe and that the

record is fairly satisfactory. Let us not forget that this record

is made without the use of automatic stops or other checks

and under conditions that are substantially worse than exist

in America, on account of the prevalence of fogs.

True Function of a Signal.

The true function of a fixed signal is to control train move-

ment. It is not the function of a fixed signal to show in its

aspect or appearance the specific purpose for which it is being

used. I know of no better definition than the one in the Stand-

ard Code, which reads as follows

:

"A fixed signal covers such signals as slow boards, stop

boards, yard limits, switch, train order, block, interlocking, sema-

phore, disc, ball or other means of indicating stop, caution or

proceed."

The function of a stop signal is to stop trains, not to in-

dicate by its appearance why the stop must be made. The

same is true of a caution signal.

The signal engineer, with his intimate knowledge of the me-

chanical and electrical construction and inter-connection of sig-

naling devices, sees circumstances and opportunities under which

slightly increased speed may be maintained. To obtain this re-

sult, an elaborate scheme of indications and aspects has been

recommended which involves refinements designed to give shades

of meaning that are unnecessary, confusing, and bound to be

very expensive to install and maintain. We believe that any

benefits to be derived are imaginary rather than real ; that any

increase in speed will be at the expense of safety.
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The complicated scheme advanced introduces fine differentia-

tions of caution and speed indications which require prompt

reading as they are met, and remembrances for execution when
some point in advance is reached. We believe that there are

too many localities and sets of conditions to permit of repre-

senting each of them by fixed signals. The signal engineer has

assumed a burden in attempting to do this, which is not justi-

fied by the experience of operation of trains.

Generally speaking, the simplest scheme of signals and the

smallest number of indications and aspects that will do the

work is the best one to use. We believe that the indications

Stop, Caution and Proceed, with corresponding three aspects,

will do the work and take care of practically every operating

condition, if due investigation is made. We believe further that

the present diversity of practice, which has finally resulted in

the recommendation of the elaborate scheme presented to the

Signal and Maintenance of Way Associations, is due to the

adoption and use of new forms of indications and aspects with-

out full investigation of the signaling principles involved or the

possibilities of the simple scheme. Stop, Caution and Proceed.

It should not be overlooked that the relative chance of error

on the part of train employees under any two signal schemes,

is probably represented by the ratio of the respective squares

of the number of aspects.

THE NEW HAVEN VALUATION.

The valuation of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

properties, just completed under the order of the Massachu-

setts legislature, is a pioneer valuation of its kind. State valu-

ations have heretofore been made by Michigan, Texas, Washing-

ton, Wisconsin and Minnesota; but that made by Massachu-

setts is the first to include an interstate railway system, one

operating in four states. Moreover, it has been undertaken not

merely with the assent but with the eager co-operation of the

railway itself, seeking validation by Massachusetts of the com-

pany's securities—the expense to the company being about

$100,000. The Massachusetts Board of Railway Commissioners,

the Tax Commissioner and the Bank Commissioner as official

principals in the valuation have had under them a host of ex-

perts headed by Prof. G. F. Swain of Harvard, who makes the

leading report and whose investigations have reached into every

branch of the property—physical, financial and historical—and

have covered several months of time. A report follows that

fills more than 300 typewritten pages, of which Prof. Swain's

section alone comprises 163. The valuation, subject to some

minor criticisms to be made later, is of commendable thorough-

ness both in method and material. It has relied, in part, on the

valuation of Vice-president Stevens, made by him as an officer of

the company and completed some two years ago ; but as the ex-

perts brand his valuation conservative the appraisal gains rather

than losses in its accuracy by that fact.

Coming immediately to the figures, the physical valuation gives

the following comparisons in its more important items

:

Stevens' New Depreciated
Appraisal. Valuation. Valuation.

Engineering $4,470,894 $5,574,0J8 $5,574,038
Right of way and station grounds 55,935,451 62,789,016 62.789,016
Real estate 3,289,573 5,240,052 5,240,052
Bridges, trestles and culverts 20,496,112 20,917,682 17,780,030
Ties 2,404,764 4,646,658 2,787,995
Grading 28,224,823 30,263,853 30,263,853
Rails 6,918,565 8,777,985 7,022,388

Ballast 4,946,114 3,970,389 3,970,388

Crossings and signs 4,856.374 4,989,436 3,492,605

Shops, engine houses and turn tables.. 1,879,713 2,725,112 2,043,834

Docks and wharves 5,128,766 7,573,705 5,301,593

Electric power plants and property 1,266,107 6,215,690 5,594,121

Equipment 33,684,640 77,557,514 54,145,056

Including interest and commissions, the totals of the Stevens

valuation was $283,024,858. As appraised by the commissioners,

the physical property is valued at $279,871,460, excluding trolley

lines. The latter are held by stocks and bonds as of subsidiary

or holding companies and are, presumptively, excluded from

both the Stevens and commission valuations of physical property.

As distinguished from comparative valuations of physical and
other properties, the general summary of the commissioners
shows the contrasts of book values with their appraisal. They
have applied in the case of the securities various tests depending
on the nature of the securities held—such as earning power of

the various properties, their physical valuation based on replace-

ment, market values and their dividend returns. In some cases

book values sink greatly, in others they go up. But the net re-

sult is a large gain, as was to be expected, in the surplus of

the company as compared with the balance sheet of the last

annual report, where it was returned as $14,1%,253. Contrasted
with those figures the "readjusted surplus" of the commission
appraisal now rises to $102,133,237 on a total valuation of $496,-

280,081—this not including certain "intangible" assets, franchises

among them to be referred to later.

Some of the details in these subtractions and additions are

interesting. Thus in the Rhode Island trolleys the New Haven's
interest is valued at about $6,000,000, or one-quarter of its cost

to the New Haven. In the case of the New England Naviga-
tion Company, the so-called "cold storage" holding corporation

of the parent company, there is a reduction from book values

$17,569,572 to $8,710,174. So in the case of the New York, West-
chester & Boston—the New Haven's White Plains extension,

with its Bronx terminal—the New Haven is allowed but $12,-

066,921, as against actual investment of $21,279,594. On the

other hand there is the great increase of the Harlem & Port-

chester appraisal to $41,222,191, as against a book value of

$25,334,833; and of the New Haven company's Central New
England investment, where at the commission's valuation of

stock alone the book value of $1,582,066 would rise to $4,470,450,

saying nothing of two or three millions more increase in the

income and other bonds—and the commission valuation of the

Central New England shares, especially of the common stock,

is apparently low. The appraised value of investment securities

is $184,319,763, which compares with a book value of $204,866,998.

The commission excludes from its appraisal "intangible" assets

of the company, which, however, it describes as very valuable,

including the franchises. Among them and of somewhat special-

ized interest is the New Haven's traffic contract between Wood-
lawn and the Grand Central station, which on the basis of

taxation the commission estimates at $5,940,428, but as "in-

tangible" excludes from its valuation. The commission could have

emphasized its views on franchise value still further by refer-

ence to franchise taxes or—in the specific case—the millions paid

by the New Haven for the "Milbrook" franchises underlying its

New York, Westchester & Boston extension. But omission of

such indeterminate values, expressed by final analysis usually in

the earning power of a corporation, was undoubtedly the better

theory for a state commission charged with the validating of

securities by appraisal of concrete assets. It would hardly, how-

ever, have been amiss for the commission to have pointed out

more clearly than it has the relations of copious stock watering

to values in the case of the Rhode Island and Connecticut trol-

leys, in which the investment holdings of the New Haven are

so large. An "intangible" value there—besides their obstructive

value as against competing parallels—is their steady expansion

of earnings. But it is a value not yet realized.

In his own very able section of the report Prof. Swain sets

forth at length his views of the principles guiding such a valua-

tion, in which views students of railway affairs will find a

wealth of suggestion. Railway valuation, he says, can be consid-

ered from several viewpoints—as a basis of taxation, as a

basis of present capital, of issue of securities, of rates, of es-

timate of wealth of the nation. He holds that physical valua-

tion is not a measure for rates and that, if rates are not unreason-

able in themselves, a fair return should be allowed on total

capital, including the risk of the undertaking ; that physical valu-

ation is not a scientific basis for estimate of public wealth, for

that wealth depends on the value of the property as a going

concern; that as to securities held the value now is the proper
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basis of capital; tluit a railway should be allowed to earn a proper

income on appreciated capital ; that replaceiucnt value is nut an

absolute test—a seasoned roadbed, for example, being more valu-

able than a new one; that a railway as a whole, should practically

be kept in operation as good as new, and the cost of doing it

charged to operating expense, while the company should be al-

lowed rates sullicient for lull repairs and renewals. To quote

Prof. Swain's words : "Physical valuation, either for the purpose

of justifying rates or capitalization, should fairly allow the ap-

preciated value of real estate and any other elements which have

appreciated . . . provided the property is maintained in good

condition." It will be undoubtedly a source of gratification, both

to the corporation and the public, that Prof. Swain reports the

physical condition of the New Haven's property remarkably good.

The main body of the commission report reviews at great length

the legal—and illegal—relations of the New Haven Company to

the state of Massachusetts, and refers to the discontinuance of the

state and federal suits. In that connection the commission does

not say that for thirty .years or more Massachusetts, in law vul-

gate, "slept on her lights," and did not wake up until the New
Haven began to acquire trolleys in the State. Nor does the

commission explain that the transfer of the trolley holdings and

the Boston & Maine share to individuals and to a "sympathetic

relation," which could not be legally assailed, was the real block

to both the federal and state suits. Coming to remedies, the

commission wisely urges that the new and brave liberal policy of

the state in the matter of railway capitalization and acquisition

of securities and properties be made to square with her law.

Attacking next the knotty problem of the divergent and, indeed,

rival policies of Massachusetts and Connecticut and the New
Haven Company's claim of general rights under its Connecticut

charter, the commission insists on the co-ordinate and restrictive

power of Massachusetts as regards general acts of the corpora-

tion and matters not localized in another state. But, admitting

the difficulties of the past and danger of their recurrence, the

commission urges uniform legislation in all the New England

states. Should the New Haven continue to disregard Massa-

chusetts law and policy, the commission recommends as penalties

the taxation of New Haven stock in the hands of resident hold-

ers, the closing of the savings banks and other financial institu-

tions of the state against the company's securities, and the per-

sonal liability of the corporation's officers.

The commission refuses to validate $50,000,000 of new stock

issued by the company and three-quarters paid in on a basis of

$125 per share, on the ground that the new issue must receive

approval of the Massachusetts authorities or the company file

affidavit that the proceeds are to be used outside the state. But

it validates $394,147,563 of the company's liabilities, eliminating

$56,616,818 from the corporation's last annual report.

The report and the appraisal of the railway property have

several points of acute interest for railway men ; but two of

them stand out prominently. At the end of several years of

controversy involving the legislature and costly litigation in the

courts, and at one time reaching out into state politics, Massa-

chusetts has now so far surrendered as to leave the Boston &
Maine under New Haven control and validate the great mass of

New Haven securities, many of them held by her courts to have

been illegally issued or acquired. But the state still leaves in-

valid the New Haven's acquisition of several hundred miles of

trolleys in the state, while submitting to the fiction under which

the New Haven maintains control by the indirection of a hold-

ing company, individual control of that company and a "sym-

pathetic relation" to the real corporate owner. And the state

still leaves the bars down for future and indefinite friction amid

the conflicting statutes and policies of New England common-

wealths. This is one point. The other is that the official ap-

praisal of the New Haven, a work of remarkable skill, thorough-

ness and fairness when the short time allowed and the com-

plexion of the property are considered, gives a surplus of more

than $100,000,000 in a general balance sheet—very much more

if intangible assets arc reckoned in. On the basis of the valu-

ation, the stock of the company is shown to be worth at least

175, while selling in the market at some 25 points less, and the

company not quite earning its 8 per cent, dividend. Such a con-

trast between valuations much increased from book value, but a

part of the corporation's necessities, while defective in separate

earning power is impressive. But the appraisal has at least the

value of impairing public (Criticism of dividends and rate charges

based on a "fair return" on the property. Finally, there is a

phase of the matter bearing specifically on the New Haven's

financial and physical policy. It has greatly expanded its system

and is still^cxpanding it, paying high prices for new lines and for

some of its extensions. During this transition period of rapid

growth a large divergence between capitalization and valuation,

on the one hand, and net earning power, on the other, must be

expected. One cannot yet foresee what the net earning power
will be later when the system becomes more closely welded,

when revenues from 1,400 lines of trolleys increase, when ad-

vances like the $21,000,000 already plowed into the New York,

Westchester & Boston extension begin to make returns from

operation—and when reciprocity with Canada, if that comes

about, supplies new traffic.

PERFORMANCE OF PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVE; PENN-
SYLVANIA LINES.

A heavy passenger locomotive of the Pacific type that had

been built for service on the Pennsylvania Lines West for haul-

ing heavy trains between Pittsburgh and Chicago was described

in the Railway Age Gazette of August 30, 1907. The locomotive

has cylinders 24 in. in diameter with a piston stroke of 26 in.,

and weighs 272,500 lbs., in working order, of which 183,900 lbs.
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Type Locomotive During August, 1909.
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are on the drivers. The average vi^eight per driving wheel is

(but 30,650 lbs.; the front drivers carry 61,000 lbs., or 30,500

lbs. per wheel. The driving wheels are 80 in. in diameter and

the boiler has a total heating surface of 4,448 sq. ft.

One locomotive of this class was built and in service a jear

before the publication of a description was authorized. The
reason for its construction was that the weights of trains on

the Northwest system had become so great that the ordinary

engines were having difficulty in handling them. It was un-

decided whether the weight of the locomotive should be in-

creased or whether the trains should be divided and run in

lighter sections. The engine was designed therefore, somewhat

in the nature of an experiment and in order to be prepared for

the construction of a class of heavy engines if the management

should decide to operate the heavy trains. The Pacific type

was chosen in order that the weights per driving wheel might

be kept about 30,000 lbs.

The locomotive was put in service in August, 1906, and from

that time on was closely watched in all of its daily performances,

in order to correct any defects that might develop and to be

certain that in a duplication of the design no mistakes should be

made. The results obtained in this long trial have been so

satisfactory that orders have been placed for a number of these

engines for the lines both East and West, some of which have

been delivered.

These locomotives were designed for service between Pitts-

Detentions due to

Springer hanger broken 1

Piston rod broken 1

Coupler knuckle broken -. 1

Tender wheel broken 1

Transmission bar broken 1

Main driving axle broken 1

Total detentions 36

The form in which the record was kept is shown in the illus-

tration ; the central line indicates schedule time and the hori-

zontal lines extending to the right and left the minutes

made up or lost on individual runs. The diagram shows the

service rendered during the month of August, 1909. It is taken

at haphazard from a number that are available and shows that,

for that month, the engine either ran on scheduled time, or

made up time in every case but one, when there was a delay

of 80 minutes due to a broken tender wheel. It was hauling

trains Nos. 403 and 8 between Pittsburgh and Crestline. No.

403 from Pittsburgh to Crestline might be called a fast local.

It makes IS stops in 175 miles and hauls 11 cars; the schedule

time is 4 hr. and 40 min., or an average of about 37.5 miles per

hour. This, of course, means a much higher speed between

stations and a rapid acceleration. No. 8 from Crestline to Pitts-

burgh is a slightly heavier train and has a slower schedule. It

makes the run in six hours with from 12 to 13 cars, and with

13 stops. This -gives an average speed of 29.2 miles per hour,

including stops.

Pacific Type Locomotive; Pennsylvania Lines.

burgh and Chicago, via Crestline and Fort Wayne. The line

is divided into three divisions with terminals at Crestline and

Fort Wayne. The lengths of the divisions, starting from Pitts-

burgh, are 188, 148 and 131 miles, respectively. The line has an

undulating profile with maximum grades of about 1 per cent.

The trains hauled varied in length from 8 to 13 cars, with

an average for the express service of about 12 cars. Accom-

modation trains are shorter. A resume of the log of the engine,

working under these conditions and covering the period from

August 1, 1906, to January 1, 1910, is as follows:

Performance of Locomotive 7067 in Passenger Service.

Made time 133 trips 21.6 .per cent.

Made up time 446 trips 72.S per cent.

Lost time 36 trips 5.9 per cent.

Total number of trips 615

Total mileage 117,137

Detentions due to

Not steaming 10

Hot driving boxes 10

Hot crank pins 1

Injector failure 1

Pump failure 2

Loose wedges 1

Steam hose 1

Taking coal 1

Flues leaking 1

Gage cocks leaking 1

Lap and lead lever broken 1

The diagram shows, by the way in which time was made up

as occasion demanded, that the engine could really play with

these trains. On the 10th of the month for example, 75 minutes

were made up on No. 8, cutting the running time down to 4 hr.

and 45 min., or a speed of 36,8 miles an liour with 13 cars and

13 stops in 175 miles. There was hardly a run on which some

time was not made up.

The engine steams freely and the fireman has no difficulty in

maintaining the steam pressure over a division. And finally the

machine rides easily and, for a locomotive, quieth'. It is, there-

fore, on the basis of these performances that the design has

justified itself and that the class will continue to be used in

the heavy traffic of the Pennsylvania lines both East and West.

Final plans for the extension of a branch of the Central of

Brazil Railway which will connect the station, G. Portella, on

that railway with Vassouras on the Spaucahy Railway, also for

the extension of a short line to Itacurussa have been approved.

One of the most important of the recent extensions on the Cen-

tral is to be a branch to Monte Claros, 37 miles long, and to

cost $800,000. Twenty-one miles of the line running north from

Lafayette are to be changed to broad gage in accordance with

the general plans for the standardization of the main line of

the Central of Brazil running into the state of Minas Geraes

from Rio de Janeiro.
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE RATE CASE DECISIONS.

Railway nun ii.i\iiiK rcctivcud lioin the Ihsl .shock of the

decisions of the hitcrstatc Conuuorco Commission in the rate

advance cases, have had time to do a little reflecting about

the principles on which they were based. One point which

the decisions settle is that the commission ought not to use

its authority to control advances in rates in the same way the

English commission does. As Commissioner Lane points

out, what the English law requires the commission to do is

to determine whether "tlie increase of the rate (ir cliargc is

reasonable." On the other hand, what the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is required to do is to find out whether

the increased rate is reasonable. The English commission

construes the law under which it acts to mean that the car-

rier must show that there has been an increase in the cost

of handling the specific commodity on which it is proposed

to raise the rate. As the amended Interstate Commerce act

only requires the Interstate Commerce Commission to ascer-

tain if the increased rate is reasonable, it is unnecessary for

it to inquire whether there has been an increase in the cost

of handling the specific commodity; for it is possible a rate

may be too low as compared with other rates, and, therefore,

an advance in it may be reasonable even if accompanied by

an actual reduction in the cost of transporting the particular

commodity. The burden of providing the reasonableness of

the higher rate is put on the carrier; but this is a very dif-

ferent thing from putting on it the burden of proving that

the specific advance itself is reasonable. It is curious that

while the commission fully recognized the fact that it was

its function to decide, not whether the advances in rates were

reasonable, but whether the advanced rates were reasonable,

it really did decide, as the language of its opinions plainly

show^s, not that the advanced rates were unreasonable, but that

the advances were unreasonable.
^ :^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "^

The commission, especially in Mr. Prouty's opinion in the

eastern rate case, fully and explicitly recognized the fact that

whether a railway or a group of railways is or is not earning a

fair return on its mere physical valuation is not the sole criterion

of the reasonableness of its rates as a whole; and it discussed at

considerable length the other factors in the value of a rail-

way which the Supreme Court, in Smyth v. Ames, said must

be considered. But its language plainly implies that it be-

lieves that preponderant consideration should be given to the

cost of physical reproduction, and it indicated that a physical

valuation would introduce into the question of rate advances

an element of great importance. In fact, its general tone in-

dicated that if it had had available a valuation as a guide its

decision might have been different. In other words, it has

been able for years without the aid of a valuation to deter-

mine that rates ought to be reduced; but it is unable to de-

termine without the aid of a valuation that they ought to be

raised.

The railway which most directly presented the question

of valuation was the Burlington. Its counsel contended that

it had a constitutional right to earn at least a fair return on

the physical value of its property, and that while the original

investment was about $29,000 per mile of road, it was en-

titled, owing to the increase in the value of its property, to

earn a return on about $60,000 per mile of road. Commis-

sioner Lane, in the opinion in the western case, struggled

long and desperately to escape from this logic. He said:

Our position is that a railway may not increase rates upon shippers for

the reason and as an outgrowth of the fact that it has accumulated out of

rates a balance of profit which has been invested in the property.

Again, commenting on the contention that the railway is

entitled to earn a return on its "unearned increment," he

said:

In a very real sense, these added land values do not come to the railway

as a railway, but as an investment in land which has been dedicated to a
public use; and being so dedicated it may be strongly urged that the in-

crement added thereto from year to year by communal growth is an imposi-

tion of additional rate burdens upon the public.

Again, he said:

It is a conservative statcnicnl of the l.iw to liold that a railway may not
increase the rates upon a number of comiiKjdilics solely because its real

estate has risen in value.

It is no doubt true that a common carrier may not increase

the rates on a number of commodities solely because its real

estate has risen in value. Nobody contends that a railway

may charge excessive rates in order to earn a fair return, or

any return, on its value. But suppose it seeks to raise its

rates, not solely because of an increase in the value of its

real estate, but because its operating expenses have in-

creased, because the value of its property has increased and

because the advanced rates are reasonable in themselves.

Then an entirely different question is presented. The valua-

tion theory, as enunciated by its advocates, seems to be a

jug-handle affair. According to their view, if it can be shown
that a railway is earning more than a fair return on its valua-

tion based on its cost of reproduction, its rates should be

reduced or, at least, should not be permitted to be raised;

but if it be shown that, owing to the increase in the value

of real estate and other causes, it is not earning a fair return

on the physical value of its property, it may not be permitted

to raise its rates. The Railway Age Gazette long since

pointed out that the valuation scheme is a two-edged sword,

and that its logical use would involve, as real property in-

creased in value, increased in rates to enable the roads to

earn a fair return, rather than reductions, to prevent them

from earning more than a fair return. The Supreme Court

of the United States, in the Consolidated Gas Company case,

held in express words that the value to be considered is the

value of the property at the time the rates in question are

under consideration, and that if the value of the property of

a public service corporation had risen, this increased value

must be taken into consideration. In view of its past deci-

sions, it is very hard to believe that the Court will ever agree

with Mr. Lane, that physical valuation should be used as a

basis for reducing rates, but that an increase in physical

value caused by an increase in the value of real estate or

investment of earnings, cannot be used to justify advances.

We have never taken much stock in the valuation theory;

but if it is to be accepted as a basis for railway regulating

policy, it must be adopted as a whole, and under all circum-

stances, and not merely in those instances where it will jus-

tify reduction, or the prevention of advances, in rates.

Table—Eastern Roads.

Passenger
Passenger train Freight Freight
density revenue density revenue
per mile. per mile. per mile. per mile.

Average for groups I, II,

and III 231,700 $4,989 1,862,000 $12,146
Pennsylvania R. R 367,489 9,014 4,409,694 24,982

Pennsylvania Co 260,073 6,591 3,682,407 22,102

New York Central 474,153 10,473 2,293,914 14,221

L. S. & M. S 334,965 8,946 3,421,211 17,823

Michigan Central 185,216 4,523 1,565,257 9,697

Baltimore & Ohio 172,127 4,019 2,313,510 13,444

If the policy of limiting railway profits is to be adopted,

it would seem that, as the commission said in the Spokane

rate case, the whole situation should be taken into considera-

tion. The rates must not be made with reference merely to

what the stronger lines or the weaker lines can earn on

them, but with reference to what the average road can earn.

The language of the commission in the rate advance opinions

would indicate that it accepted and applied this principle in

these cases. The facts show it did not. In the eastern rate

cases it took the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Pennsylvania

Company, the New York Central, the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, the Michigan Central, and the Baltimore &
Ohio as "typical" roads, and investigated their situation for

the purpose of determining what are the needs of the rail-

ways in general in Official Classification territory. Official

Classification territory is composed of what are designated

in the statistics of the commission as groups I, II and III.

The above table gives the average passenger and freight
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densities per mile and the average passenger train earnings

-and freight train earnings per mile of all the roads in these

groups in 1909, and also of the roads used by the commission

as typical:

It will be seen that the passenger densities and the passen-

ger train earnings of all the roads used as typical, except

the Baltimore & Ohio and the Michigan Central, are greater

—in some cases very much greater—than the average for the

territory, and that the freight density and the freight revenue of

every road taken as typical, except the Michigan Central,

are greater than the averages for the territory. The roads

selected as typical are not typical at all, but are very much
better situated and more prosperous than the average.

The roads taken as typical in western territory are the

Santa Fe, the Chicago & Alton, the Burlington, the North

Western, the St. Paul and the Rock Island. The following

table for western territory corresponds to the one given for

•eastern territory:

T.^BLE

—

-Western Ro.\ds.

Passenger
Passenger train Freight Freight
density revenue density revenue
per mile. per mile. per mile. per mile.

Average for groups VI,
VII and VIII 97,304 $2,315 675,764 $5,683

Santa Fe 123,905 3,163 678,717 6,956
Alton 210,263 4,622 1,342,532 7,656
Burlington 117,058 2,721 733.745 5,790
North Western 122,092 2,754 636,972 5,713

C, M. & St. P 89,736 2,190 672,485 5,637

C. R. I. & P 122.914 2.709 530.131 4.935

It will be noted that every railway in the group, except the

St. Paul, has both a greater passenger density and greater

passenger train earnings per mile than the averages for the

group; that three of the so-called "typical" roads have a

greater freight density than the average, and four greater

freight earnings per mile. The selections made in western terri-

tory are not open to as severe criticism as those made in eastern

territory. Just the same, everyone knows that these roads

are generally recognized as better located and managed than

the average road in the middle west.

In his opinion in the eastern rate case, Commissioner

Prouty said, "No general advance in rates should, however,

be permitted until the carriers have exhausted every reason-

able effort toward economy in their business." This state-

ment is unexceptionable. It recalls, however, a story about

a conversation between Madame de Stael and Sir James

Macintosh. "Napoleon," said Madame de Stael, "is not a

man. He is a system." Sir James loudly applauded the

statement. But a hard-headed gentleman who was sitting

by disturbed the serenity of the occasion by saying, "Yes,

it is fine; but what does it mean?" That the carriers should

not attempt to impose an added burden of rates on the public

to increase their net earnings until they have done all they

"reasonably" can to get their operations on an economical

basis is a truism. But what economies are reasonable?

Would a reduction in wages be reasonable? The railways

between Chicago and St. Paul recently, in order to effect

economies, have taken off some trains and lengthened the

schedules of others. Is that reasonable? The roads could refrain

from spending such large sums as many now are on hand-

some passenger stations. Would that be reasonable? They

could very substantially increase minimum carload weights

and compel shippers to load the large cars now in service

much nearer to their capacity. This would effect a great econo-

my. Would it be reasonable? There is no man connected

with or familiar with the -railway business who cannot sug-

gest scores of ways in which great economies could be ef-

fected. But there is hardly a method that could be adopted

without incurring antagonism and opposition either from

employees or travelers or shippers. There are many econo-

mies which railway men firmly believe it would be reasonable

to make, and the language of the commission in these opin-

ions gives them a good right to ask that, when they try to

make them, they shall have at least the moral support of the

commission.

The commission, like many others, seems to overlook the

fact that there is a difference between efficiency from the

standpoint of the railway manager and owner, and efficiency

from the standpoint of the railway user. Unquestionably,

there are many ways in which efficiency from the standpoint

of the manager and the owner might be introduced without

impairing the service rendered to the public. Never does a

week pass when the Railway Age Gazette does not suggest

or describe some new plan which ought to be or has been

adopted to effect small or great economies. But the greatest

economies that at the present time are possible are perhaps

impracticable because of the opposition they would receive

from the railway brotherhoods and the public.

It is seriously questionable if wages ought to be reduced

to a lower basis. The wages of employees engaged in office

work ought to be substantially raised. But in view of this

decision of the commission, the roads should and must in

the future powerfully resist demands from the railway broth-

erhoods for further raises in wages and modifications in con-

ditions of employment which will tend to increase expenses.

Rather, the effort must be to get more and better labor for

each dollar of wages.

On the other hand, the railways ought not to take any

steps that will impair the services rendered to the public.

Shortcomings in and inadequacy of the service have con-

tributed much toward creating the present hostile, public

sentiment towards the roads; and impairment of the service

will tend to nullify all efforts that may be made to educate

public sentiment on the railway question. In the long run

it will be best to give the best service practicable; and if

developments show that in doing so a fair profit cannot be

earned without higher rates the roads should again go to the

public and the Commission, and if necessary to the courts,

with a demand for rate advances.

The coinmission in discussing the question of railway efficiency

broadly intimated that owing to the dominance of the same

financiers in large industrial corporations and in the railways

the roads are paying higher prices than they ought to for

supplies. There is no question that certain powerful combina-

tions have been able to a large extent to dictate the prices that

the railways have paid for some supplies. But this may not be

due wholly, or even mainly, to the fact that the same financiers

are dominant in many industrials and many railways. The roads

also have had to pay in recent years much higher prices for

lumber than formerly, more or less because of concerted action

by the big lumber interests. Now, the controlling factors in

the lumber industry are not strong factors in the railway business.

The increases in railway expenses have been mainly due to the

activity of monopolies in whose affairs the big financiers can

scarcely be said to have much influence. These are the labor

combinations.

The Commission specifically says that before the railways can

be allowed to raise their rates they must show that they have

exercised reasonable economies in the purchase of supplies, labor,

etc. It especially disavows any intention to constitute itself the

general manager of the railways. But obviously if it is going

to determine the reasonableness of rates with a view to the

reasonableness of the wages and prices that the railways pay for

labor and supplies, it must determine whether the prices paid

for supplies and the wages paid for labor are reasonable. It

already controls the receipts of the railways. If it is to deter-

mine the reasonableness—in other words to control—their

expenditures, also, it will be their general manager indeed.

When the railway managements go into the market for supplies

and labor, and the manufacturers ask excessive prices for

supplies and labor asks excessive wages, they can do only one of

two things. They can pay the prices and wages demanded, or

they can refuse to buy the supplies and labor. A deadlock in

the railway supply and labor market would mean quick deterio-
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ration, or even cessation, of the railway's service to tlic public.

For this the public would hold the railway managers, and not

the government, solely responsible. If tlie government is to

extend its control over railway operations as far as it logically

must to regulate rates on the principles apparently laid down by

the Commission it should and must either step in and actively

defend the roads against the exactions of excessive prices and

wages, or become the nominal as well as the actual manager,

and also the owner, of the properties, so that the public may hold

it to a direct accountability for the results of its management.

Public management and private ownership will in the long run

prove incompatible.

There is one most important point about the relations between

the large industrial concerns and the railways on which the

commission neglected to comment. Those in control of the big

industrial concerns have much oftener used their power to extort

unfairly low rates than to get unfairly high prices. The conse-

quence has been, and is, unjust discrimination. The law makes
it the commission's duty to attack these discriminations. The
influence of big industrial concerns in rate-making was written

all over the tariffs involved in these cases. Certain of these

discriminations- were specifically referred to by some of the

witnesses. We regret to note that while there are many criti-

cisms of railway tariffs in the decisions, there is not one word
in them about this most glaring and harmful vice in them.

Commissioner Lane in his opinion discussed at length the

question of the proper basis for rate-making. Many of his

criticisms of the railways for not having developed a more
scientific method of cost accounting, and for having repudiated

cost of service as a principle in rate-making, and having advo-

cated the value of the service as a basis in very sweeping terms

are just. The cost of the service not only ought to be, but is,

a very important factor in rate-making. If rates were made
regardless of cost of service they would be like postal rates

—

the same regardless of distance. Cost of service is recognized

by trafiic men not only in making the rates for different distances

but in framing the classifications. Of two articles having the

same value per ton, but having different bulks in proportion to

their weights, every traffic man would, if other conditions per-

mitted, put the more bulky commodity in the higher class.

Railway men would do themselves more justice, and present their

cases more effectively, if they would disillusionize themselves of

the idea that they do not base their rates largely on cost of

service and frankly admit to themselves and others that rates

should be and are based, both on the cost of the service and the

value of the service, the principle which governs in any particular

case depending on conditions. Rates often do not depart from
the cost of service basis as far as many are apt to think, nor,

sometimes, as far as they ought. We are apt to say that the

reason why coal is often hauled for 4 mills per ton per mile

while a rate of perhaps 2^/2 cents per ton per mile is charged

on first-class, is due to the difference in the values of the services

of hauling coal and dry goods, for example. But the cost of

the service of hauling a 90,000 pound carload of coal and a 15,000

pound carload of dry goods are substantially the same, and a

rate of 4 mills per ton per mile on such a carload of coal and a

rate of 2>^ cents on such a carload of dry goods would yield

almost exactly the same revenue per car per mile. Now, in this

case, while the costs per 100 pounds of hauling the coal and the

dry goods would be widely different, the costs per car-mile of

hauling them probably would not be substantially different ; and

the cost per car-mile is the true unit of cost and not the cost per

100 lbs. The one rate is about 500 per cent, higher than the

other, and yet on a strictly cost of service basis the difference is

justifiable. Contrary to the general opinion the application of

the cost of service principle to the rates for different distances

probably would cause a very much greater revolution in railway

tariffs than its application to rates on different commodities.

Its use as the only basis of. rate-making or rate regulation would

be destructive of the best interests of the railways, the shippers

and the public; but its use as one of the main principles of

rate-making is essential.

* *

The practice of making many permanent improvements from

earnings has been so peculiarly characteristic of the railways of

the United States that it has been called the "American plan."

One of the main contentions of the carriers in these cases was
that this was a wise policy because it prevented the upbuilding

of an excessive capitalization, and that they should be allowed

to charge higher rates in order that it might be continued. The
commission said that there was some merit in this contention,

but it pointed out that the question whether, when earnings have

been invested in the property the owners are entitled to earn a

return on the part of its value thereby created, has never been

settled by the courts. It cited the decision of the Supreme Court

in I. C. R. R. V. I. C. C, 206 U. S. 441, in which the court said

that on principle "it would seem as if expenditures for additions

to construction and equipment, as expenditures for original con-

struction and equipment, should be re-imbursed by all of

the traffic they accommodated during the period of their duration,

and that improvements that will last many years should not be

charged wholly against the revenue of a single year." It, there-

fore, held, in effect, that railways should be permitted to earn

only enough to pay reasonable interest and dividends and to

accummulate the surpluses in fat years that will tide them over

lean years ; and that all permanent improvements should be made
from new capital. It is a very interesting question what effect

this will have on the future financial management of the rail-

ways of the United States. Between 1889 and 1909 railway

capitalization in this country increased only $11,200 per mile,

or 23 per cent. This was very much less than the amount of

money spent per mile on permanent improvements. If all perma-

nent improvements are hereafter to be capitalized, increase in

capitalization is apt to take place much faster in future than it

has during the last two decades. The result will be to keep

down the amount that the present generation must devote from

earnings to permanent improvements, and, on the other hand,

proportionately to increase the amount that the next generation

will have to apply from earnings to interest and dividends on

the new capital that must be invested in permanent improve-

ments if they are to be made. If the change in railway policy

suggested takes place, the next generation probably will regard

it with less favor than the present one. We talk much in these

days of the conservation of our national resources for the

benefit of future generations. Evidently, some of us do not

believe in the application of this principle to railway trans-

portation.
* * *

There is a marked difference between some things that were

said by many regarding the need for advances when the rate

cases were pending and the comments of the same persons on

the decisions of the commission. The Raihcay Age Gazette

never believed that a favorable decision would raise the railways

to the heights of affluence or that an unfavorable decision would

reduce them to the depths of bankruptcy. We believed that

advances should be granted, not because the railways- were finan-

cially worse off than in many past years, but because we believed

that railway rates and earnings were and had been too low on

the average. When the railway business was full of speculative

possibilities it was practicable, in spite of the low average return

to investments in it, to get a great deal of capital which was

attracted into it mainly by these speculative possibilities. Under
government regulation the average return becomes of more im-

portance because such regulation tends to eliminate the specu-

lative possibilities. We believed that some action to increase the

average rates and earnings was desirable in order adequately

to stimulate improvements and new construction. The decisions

do not change this opinion ; they confirm it. The commission's

analysis of the financial condition of the leading railways in the

East and Middle West shows that even most of them are not
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extremely prosperous and that those of them that recently have

been making the largest expenditures for improvements and
extensions are the ones most in need of larger revenues. The
commission fully recognizes the need for enterprise, skill and
efficiency in management. It may be that increases in traffic and

better methods of management virill enable the roads to increase

their net earnings much more than is now generally anticipated.

The commission, having recognized the need for enterprising

management and having insisted that the roads must show
efficiency in management before asking for higher rates, hardly

can consistently, in future, if efficient management does increase

net return, reduce the rates in order to reduce the net earnings

merely because the shippers say the net returns are too high.

Nor is it very likely that the railways themselves, under condi-

tions which have practically eliminated competition in rates, and
after having so loudly demanded higher rates, will, soon at least,

make any very substantial reductions. In view of these facts

it seems probable that rates in the territory from Missouri river

common points to the Atlantic sea-board and north of the Ohio
and Potomac rivers will not undergo any material reductions for

some years to come. The main change in these rates that is to

be hoped for in the near future is the elimination of the unfair

discriminations in favor of certain large industries to which
reference already has been made. It is questionable if this can

be accomplished unless the commission is given and exercises

the power to raise rates that are too low, as well as to reduce

rates that are too high, and legislation giving and requiring it

to exercise this power should be the next step in government
regulation of railways. It is a power the possession and proper

and effective exercise of which by the commission would be of

more importance to the public than a physical valuation of

railways.

EFFECT OF ELECTRICITY ON REINFORCED CONCRETE.

The Revue Industrielle reports that according to some in-

vestigations made by Dr. Rohland, who is a professor at Stutt-

gart, it seems that electricity has an injurious effect on reinforced

concrete. The electric current serves to destroy the metal en-

cased in the concrete. With a current intensity of 0.1 ampere

continued for a few weeks, it has been possible to produce

quite heavy rust deposits. It is not the occasional currents of

high tension and great intensity that are to be feared, but

rather the currents of low tension and weak intensity that cir-

culate frequently and regularly through the metal. These lat-

ter quickly destroy the close adhesion of the metal to the con-

crete, which it may cut down to from 33 to 93 lbs. per sq. yard.

Then the concrete serves no longer as a protection to the metal;

the dampness and the oxygen of the air penetrate the mass,

bringing about the conditions favorable to tlie production of rust.

In order effectively to protect reinforced concrete, it is neces-

sary to render it water-proof by coating it with a tar or as-

phalt paint, for drj'ness is the best factor for the prevention of

the generation of an electric current.

Attention is also called to a curious fact cited by the Elec-

tricien. Reinforced concrete construction, even when not pro-

vided with a lightning rod, seems to be protected from lightning.

A sufficient number of observations are not yet available to es-

tablish this hypothesis; but it also does not seem impossible that

the nest of metal in reinforced concrete is amply sufficient to

carry a lightning current, in case it strikes, to the ground with-

out injury to the structure, especially if the foundation is in

contact with underground water. There is no doubt that the

metallic framework will then be traversed by a current, but

without any great risk to the building.

DEMURRAGE COLLECTED REGARDLESS OF RAIN.

[From Statement of E. E. Mote, Manager Pacific Car Demurrage Bureau.]

In our report for November, 1910, we took occasion to refer

to the heavy increase in uncollected demurrage as shown by the

September reports of fourteen other demurrage bureaus which
had adopted the National demurrage code and among the other
causes contributing to such increase v?e ventured the opinion

that this was partially due to the "weather rule" which makes
it possible to avoid or at least defer payment by the mere claim

of consignee that because of the weather he was unable to

employ men or teams to load or unload, or that in process of

removal to or from the car the freight would be seriously in-

jured. As the rules of the Pacific car demurrage bureau pro-

vide that "no allowance in free time or demurrage will be made
on account of weather conditions," it seems to be taken for

granted by those who are not informed of the actual facts, that

the climatic conditions in our territory are at all times so fa-

vorable that the removal of freight to or from the car would not

be prevented on that account.

While it is true that the weather conditions with us are gen-

erally favorable throughout the greater portion of the year,

it must not be understood that we are entirely free from rain

or snowfall. Our rainfall during two or three months is suffi-

cient to last the entire year, and when it does rain, the windows
of the heavens are opened.

The rainfall in San Francisco during the month of January,

1911, according to the official reports of the Weather Bureau

was 13.79 inches or 2.51 inches greater than the heaviest rain-

fall at Chicago in any single month during the last forty years.

That the rainfall in San Francisco was not permitted to inter-

fere with "the removal of freight to or from the car" and that

our consignees did not use the pretext that it would be seriously

damaged if so removed is indicated by the fact that but one car

out of a hundred subject to the $6 demurrage rate was held over-

time, this being with a single exception the lowest percentage of

cars held overtime in any month since June, 1909. The percentage

of $1 cars held overtime was 9.35, that being precisely the

monthly average on such cars during the past nineteen months.

During the time in which we made allowances for weather con-

ditions 20 per cent, of the entire amount refunded was m set-

tlement of weather claims. This only goes to show that in

placing the full responsibility for prompt removal of freight

with the consignee, he may be depended upon to adopt the

means necessary to that end, and our own observation and ex-

perience has been that no particular hardship has resulted either

in exposure of men and teams or damage to freight while being

removed.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

Recent dispatches from Peking show that the Chinese govern-

ment is anxious to complete as early as possible the Canton-

Macao railway. The strategical importance of this line is thor-

oughly realized by the government.

The formal opening of the Rosario and Puerto Belgrano

Railway, Argentina, took place on December 15, 1910. This line

was built by a French company under a concession from the

federal government. It traverses the provinces of Santa Fe and

Buenos Aires, between the points named, a distance of approxi-

mately 490 miles, and passes through a fertile agricultural region.

There w^as recently a change in the Austrian cabinet, in con-

sequence of an adverse vote in parliament, and among those re-

tiring was the railway minister, Wrba, who had been for more

than forty years in the service of government in connection with

railway affairs and who had much to do with the measures which

have recently brought the principal lines in the country into the

state system. He is succeeded by Dr. Glombinski, who for most

of his life has been professor of political economy in the Uni-

versity of Lemberg, but who has been also an active member of

parliament for 18 years. Dr. Glombinski is well known for his

works on economics and finance, published originally in the Polish

language.



(^txtJ^rai News ^^ictton.
Tlie LcIurIi Valley lias increased the pay of its firemen, the

increase taking efTect March 1.

At Gainesville, Ga., March 3, three train robbers were sentenced

to imprisonment for 20 years, 15 years and 15 years each, for

robbing the express car of a train on the Southern Railway a

few weeks ago.

Sir Thomas Roes Price, Commissioner of the South African
railways, arrived in New York this week, on a visit to America
for the purpose of studying the railways of the country on behalf

of the South African government.

Annual card passes are to be issued by the Baltimore & Ohio
to all freight and ticket agents who have been in its service for

three years or more. The passes will be good over the division

on which the recipient is employed.

On Sunday last Lieut. Bague in a Blcriot monoplane flew from
Antibes, near Nice, France, over the Mediterranean sea, to the

Island of Gorgona, off the coast of Italy, 125 miles, the longest

flight ever made entirely over water. Lieut. Bague was not
accompanied by any boat.

The pay of track men on the Canadian Pacific has been in-

creased from I2I/2 per cent, and on some divisions 15 per cent.,

as a result of the decision of a Board of Conciliation. According
to a press dispatch from Winnipeg, the rates now adopted by the
Canadian Pacific will also be adopted by the Canadian Northern.

In a flight from St. Cloud, near Paris, France, to Puy-de-
Dome, last Tuesday, Eugene Renaux, carrying a passenger, made
the distance of 217 miles in five hours and eight minutes, and
won a prize of $20,000. Puy-de-Dome is 4,800 ft. above the
level of the sea. Renaux made a stop of 17 minutes at Nevers.
He used a Farman biplane.

Professor H. C. Adams was the last witness before the rail-

way securities commission, of which President Hadley is chair-

man, at the last public meeting which was held in New York
March 7. There will be no further formal public meetings of

the commission, but the definite recommendations of the full

report will not be made for some time.

The Chateau Laurier which is being built by the Grand Trunk
Railway at Ottawa and which will be opened next Autumn, will

be one of the finest railway hotels in the world. The naked shell

now completed cost over $1,000,000 and it is expected that another
million will be expended in decorations and furnishings and on
the grounds. The same company is building a magnificient union
station at Ottawa.

The committee on railroads of the Illinois house of repre-

sentatives has reported favorably a full crew bill, and vigorous
arguments for and against the bill were made before the commit-
tee by representatives of the labor brotherhoods on the one hand
and the general managers of the railways on the other. A
full-crew bill has been the subject of hearings before a legisla-

tive committee at Albany, N. Y.

In 1910 there was a total number of tickets sold on the
New York subway of 270,221,490, as compared with 256,-

768,981 in 1909 and 220,991,212 in 1908. Of the total number
of tickets sold, 12.4 per cent, were sold at Brooklyn stations
in 1910, 11.08 in 1909 and about 10 per cent, in 1908. The
first station in Brooklyn (Borough Hall) was opened in

January, 1908; three more stations in May, 1908.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has appointed a commit-
tee on "Office Methods and Practices," with the object of in-

vestigating the methods in use in various company offices and if

possible determining the standards to govern this work. The com-
mittee includes LeRoy Kramer, assistant to second vice-presi-

dent, chairman ; F. D. Reed, assistant to vice-president ; L. K.
Luff, auditor of disbursements; E. S. Gentle, district accountant,
and F. J. Easley, superintendent.

On the Pennsylvania Railroad last year 228 lectures on First

Aid to the Injured were given to the employees, and about 7,000
men listened to them. This year it is intended to do even more
in this direction. As a supplement to the lectures there has been

printed a pocket card, containing in brief language the main
points to be remembered in cases of hemorrhage, fracture, burns,
shock, fits and sunstroke. The lectures now deal fully with the
methods to be used for resuscitation from electric shock.

The Sundry Civil Appropriation bill passed by Congress last

week includes a provision authorizing the president to designate
any member of the Interstate Commerce Commission, or of the

Court of Commerce, to exercise the power and duties of a mem-
ber of Boards of Conciliation in railway labor disputes, the

power and duties heretofore devolving by law exclusively on the

chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission (acting in

conjunction with Dr. Neill of the Department of Commerce and
Labor).

Acting under this law, President Taft has designated Judge
Knapp, chief judge of the Commerce Court, to perform the

functions indicated. Representatives of railways or of em-
ployees who desire to take advantage of the Erdman law pro-

viding for conciliation will therefore have the same men to deal

with in the future as in the past, Messrs. Knapp and Neill.

The Secretary of War has decided to permit the construction

of a temporary extension to one of the Chelsea piers, New York
City, for the benefit of the White Star Line, which this summer
will put into commission two steamships each 882 ft. long. The
steamship people, and others interested, appealed to the secretary

from the decision of the Board of Engineers, who had refused

to recommend an extension of the piers, and he gave them a

hearing on Monday last. The extension will consist simply of

clusters of wooden piles of sufficient size and stability to protect

a vessel lying at the dock from being struck by others moving
up or down the river; and after the War Department, in con-

junction with the Governors of New York and New Jersey, has

agreed on a permanent plan for the accommodation of long

vessels in some other place, the Chelsea extension will be

removed.

New Railway Laws in Indiana.

The new block signal law of Indiana is noticed in the editorial

columns. There has been passed in that state also a law pro-

viding for the appointment by the Railway Commission of a loco-

motive boiler inspector at a salary of $2,000, and one forbidding

the use of cabooses less than 24 feet long. The date set for

complete compliance with the caboose law is January 1, 1914.

Howard Elliott Not to Head Missouri Pacific.

Despatches from St. Louis stating that Howard Elliott has

refused the presidency of the Missouri Pacific have been con-

firmed by Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New York. Mr. Elliott's refusal

was based on his failure to secure the consent of George F.

Baker and other Northern Pacific people who have stood back

of him since he assum.ed the presidency of the Northern Pacific.

Mr. Elliott did not wish to leave the Northern Pacific against

the wishes of these men. So far as he is concerned the matter

is, therefore, closed.

Mail Car Requirements.

The law designed to compel the use of stronger mail cars, as

passed by Congress last week, to go into effect July. 1 next, is as

follows

:

. . . That no part of the [appropriation for mail cars] shall

be paid for the use of any car which is not sound in material

and construction, and which is not equipped with sanitary drink-

ing water containers and toilet facilities, nor unless such car is

regularly and thoroughly cleaned : Provided further that after

the first of July, nineteen hundred and eleven, no pay shall be

allowed for the use of any wooden full railway post-office car

unless constructed substantially in accordance with the most ap-

proved plans and specifications of the Post Office Department
for such type of cars, nor for any wooden full railway Post-

office car run in any train between adjoining steel cars or be-

tween the engine and a steel car adjoining, and that hereafter

additional cars accepted for this service shall be of steel, or with

steel underframe, if used in a train in which a majority of the
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cars are of like construction : Provided further, That after the
first of July, nineteen hundred and sixteen, the Postmaster
General shall not approve or allow to be used or pay for any
full railway post-office car not constructed of steel or with steel

underframe, if such post-office car is used in a train in which a
majority of the cars are of steel or of steel underframe con-
struction.

Wages Increased on Wabash.
After conferences lasting about two months, the Wabash has

made settlements regarding wages with its enginemen and
trainmen west of Chicago and Tilton ; and also with trainmen
east of these points, where the enginemen already were being
paid according to the western scale. West of Chicago and Til-

ton the advance for both classes is 10 per cent., taking effect

March 1. These rates will conform to the scale which was
agreed to by the other western roads on the first of last Janu-
ary. East of Tilton and Chicago the trainmen receive an ad-
vance of 6 per cent., bringing their wages up to the level of
the rates paid by the Pennsylvania Lines and the New York
Central; and the men are promised that on July 1, 1912, the

Wabash will pay the same rates in this territory as on its

western lines. The enginemen and trainmen employed by the

Wabash on its trains running over the Grand Trunk between
Detroit and Buffalo will have, after January 1, 1912, the scale

which has been agreed to in that territory by the Grand Trunk,
namely, the Canadian Pacific scale. The advances now granted

by the Wabash will increase its pay rolls $350,000 annually.

The men had demanded that all of the increases above noted

should be granted at once, but finally consented to the deferred

dates. This change in dates makes the burden on the com-
pany about $60,000 less than it would have been otherwise.

Gasolene Passenger Cars on the Ann Arbor.

The Ann Arbor Railroad has bought five McKeen gasolene

motor cars, to be run on certain light runs, in place of regular

passenger trains. The cars are 70 ft. long and 200 h. p. each.

It is intended to run these cars on schedules which will permit

them to stop at highway crossings, the aim being to afford

passengers the same accommodations that they get on inter-

urban electric lines.

Steel Corporation's Share in Total Output of Iron and Steel.

Notwithstanding the hundreds of millions of dollars the

United States Steel Corporation has spent for new construction

and the acquisition of new properties, its relative position from
the point of production of steel to the country's total output

is not as strong as it was at the time of organization. The
Steel Corporation has increased its capacity in the neighbor-

hood of 75 per cent, since organization, but its competitors ap-

pear to have made even heavier gains. The following table gives

the Steel Corporation's per cent, output of pig iron, steel in-

gots and steel rails in 1901, 1908 and 1910, compared with the

country's total percentage output of similar products

:

Pig Iron:

—

43.2
56.8

100.0

1910. 1908. 1901.
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Produced by U. S. Steel 43.2 43.5
Produced by other manufacturers.. 56.8 56.5

100.0 100.0
Steel Ingots:

—

1910. 1908.
Per cent. Per cent.

Produced by U. S. Steel 56 56.4

Produced by other manufacturers.. *44 43.6

100.0 100.6
Steel Rails:

—

1910. 1908.
Per cent. Per cent.

Produced by U. S. Steel 57.9 54.7

Produced by other manufacturers.. 42.1 45.3

100.0

1902.
Per cent.

64.8
35.2

100.0 100.0 100.0

*Estimated.

If the furnaces and mills were allowed to operate fully, the

United States Steel Corporation could turn out annually close

to 14,500,000 tons of pig iron, between 17,000,000 and 18,000,000

tons of ingots, between 3,000,000 and 3,500,000 tons of rails,

and 13,500,000 tons of finished steel "for sale." It would be dif-

ficult to make comparisons based on actual capacity. It has been

stated that the country is in a position to turn out at least

35,000,000 tons of pig iron if the furnaces were able to operate
full for 12 months. The Steel Corporation's 14,500,000 tons
would, therefore, represent about 41 per cent, of the country's
ma.ximuni capacity. 'Hie Steel Corporation's ingot capacity is

greatly in excess of itS pig iron capacity. The following table

shows the production of certain classes of iron and steel of the
United States Steel Corporation from 1902 to 1910, inclusive,
in tons

;

Steel Steel Finished
Pig Iron. Ingots. Rails. Steel.

I'^IO 11,800,000 14,150,000 2,100,000 "11,100,000
iy09 11,618,350 13,355,189 1,719.486 9,859,660
I'JOS 6,934,408 7,838,713 1, 050,-^89 6,206,932
1907 10,819,968 13,099,548 1,733.814 10,376,742
1906 11,267,377 13,511,149 1,982.042 10,578,433
1905 10,172,148 11,995,23') 1.727,055 9,226,386
1904 7,369,421 8,406,378 1,242,646 6,792,780
1903 7,279,241 9,167,960 1,934,315 7,635,690
1902 7,975,530 9,743,918 1,920,786 8,197,232

*Estimated.

New steel construction over the last five years was more pro-
nounced than in the preceding five years. The Steel Corpo-
ration, as well as the independents, have been aggressive in this

direction, but it is believed that extensions will be limited over
the next five-year period. This will be due to the fact that the

country's steel capacity is now believed to be in excess of actual

consumptive requirements. The corporation has been spending
at the rate of about $40,000,000 a year for new construction for

five years back and relatively heavy expenditures have been
made by the independents.—Abstracted from an article in the

Wall Street Journal.

New York Railroad Club.

The next regular meeting of the New ^'ork Railroad Club
will be held on March 17 at the building of the United Engineer-
ing Societies, New York. The Committee on Electrification

which expected to make a formal report has decided not to do
so as it finds that the one made a year ago represents the situa-

tion up to date. It has, however, arranged for short addresses

by a number of recognized experts and authorities, including

the following: Prof. George F. Swain, of Boston, Mass.;
Samuel M. Vauclain, of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Phila-

delphia, Pa. ; C. L. Bardo, superintendent electric division, N. Y.

C. & H. R. ; H. Gilliam, electrical superintendent, N. Y., N. H.
& H. ; and W^illiam McClellan. Invitations have also been ex-

tended to and affirmative replies hoped for from J. R. C. Arm-
strong, H. G. Stott, W. B. Potter, A. J. Armstrong, L. B.

Stillwell, W. S. Murray, E. W. Rice, Thomas F Mullaney, and
Frank J. Sprague.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

At the meeting of the .American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers co-operating with the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, to be held on March 10, at the United Engineering

Societies building, New York, the topic for discussion will be

The Cost of Power Generation. Representatives of the large

power stations, small isolated plants, and the public service com-
mission? will discuss the question and present figures of ac-

tual costs of power production.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, Juno 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East
St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.
American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York.
American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;

May 17, New York.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &

N. W., Chicago; next meeting, March 22, Chicago.
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion.— E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,

1911. Chicago.
American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.

Rv., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911, Detroit, Mich.
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American Kaii.way Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Tavlor, Old
Colony building, ChicaRo; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Ambuican Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Ilarroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelpliia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,

Nfw York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August, New
York.

Amkrican Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Ilancr, 13 Park
Kow, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.

Amkruan Society or Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Kice, 29 W.
39th St., New York; next convention, May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911, New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911, Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June, Washington, D. C. ; annual,
November, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transtortation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement II. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.
Engineers' .Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Waren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209

East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday,
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; next convention July 25-27,
Chicago.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railway Club.—C. I.. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday,

Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.
Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk.; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.-—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. AUeman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March
20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.— T. P. Murphy, Box C, CoUinwood,
Ohio; annual, May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20, Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential

bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., April, August and Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual, May 6, 1911, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—"T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual.
May 8, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

©rafftr Kcm^,
The Canadian I'acillc will tliis .spring .start 50 towns on the

lines of its branch railways in Saskatchewan and Alberta,

which were built last fall.

The trunk lines, like the roads west of Chicago, have de-

cided to comply with the requirements of the recent decision

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and withdraw all

propositions to increase freight rates.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has withdrawn
from the agreement under which the railways leading west
from New York City pool the immigrant traffic to western
points, and there is much talk of a possible disruption of

the pool and consequent cutting of rates.

The package" express service from Philadelphia to suburl^an

points on the Philadelphia & Reading, which has been handled

for the past twenty-two years by the United States Express
Company, will be transferred to the direct control of the railway

April 1. The tariffs now in force will be little changed, but the

radius of territory to which the package rates will apply has been

extended to include 300 stations in all, an increase of about thirty

stations.

The Western Passenger Association lines have decided to

adopt the uniform baggage rules, making them effective

May 1. Under these rules an extra charge will be made for

the transportation of any trunk or other piece of baggage
whose greatest dimension exceeds 40 in., the extra charge
for each additional inch to be equal to the charge for 10 lbs.

excess baggage.

The Railway Business Association has published in its

Bulletin number 6 a story of the freight rate advance cases,

written by its secretary, Frank W. Noxon, under the title

"The Rate Decision and Railway Credit." Mr. Noxon's re-

view of the cases was intended to be entertaining as well as

instructive, and it is both to a marked degree. It is an un-

biased and very interesting abstract of and commentary for

the testimony and the decisions.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is understood to have made a con-

tract, running about two years, under which coal from mines
on the line of the Chesapeake & Ohio, destined for Lake Erie,

will be carried over the Norfolk & Western, from Kenoova to

Columbus. From Columbus the coal will go by the Hocking
Valley. This arrangement will probably continue until the Hock-
ing Valley shall have been double-tracked, so as to be able to

take these shipments direct from the Chesapeake & Ohio.

Railway officers in Chicago have been advised that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission has changed its ruling regarding

the issuance of free or reduced transportation to employees on

private or special cars which are not the property of the common
carriers. The commission held in a former ruling that free or

reduced transportation could not in such cases be given. It has

more recently ruled that where the employees are necessary to

the operation of these cars they may be regarded as train

employees.

For about a year Mr. Anderson, of the National Claims
Bureau, New York, and R. J. Donovan, also of New York,

have been engaged in a suit before the Interstate Commerce
Commission endeavoring to get lower express rates to and

from England. The commission has ordered a reduction of

25 per cent, to and from New York and Brockton, Mass.,

Whitman, Taunton, etc., effective February 6, applying, how-
ever, only on boat and rail line shipments. The rate was
formerly $1 per 100 lbs. by rail, or rail and water. To secure

the reduced rate of 75 cents, packages must be marked "boat

and rail."

Complying with an order of the New Jersey Public Utilities

Commission, the Pennsylvania Railroad has reported relative to

passenger train service on the New York division, answering a

complaint that local trains were retarded through discrimi-

nation in favor of express trains for the month of February,

the records show that of the 2,499 trains arriving at Jersey City

92 per cent, made the schedule. Forty of those late were express

and sixty-eight were local trains. Thirty-one locals were de-
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layed because the right of way was given to through trains.

The longest delay was 12 minutes ; there were two delays of

10 minutes, and the others averaged about 5 minutes.

Commissioner Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission
took testimony at Chicago last week in the case brought by T. H.
Sinclair & Company, meat packers at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in

which it is alleged that the railways discriminate against this

concern in favor of the large meat packers in the rates on dressed

meats. Sidney E. Sinclair, president of the company, in his

testimony pointed out that while the rate on dressed meat from
Omaha, Neb., and St. Joseph, Mo., to Chicago is 23J/2 cents per

100 lbs., this company has to pay 11 cents per 100 lbs. to transport

live hogs to its plant at Cedar Rapids and a rate of 13 J^ cents

per 100 lbs. on the dressed product to Chicago, a total of 24>^
cents.

Walter E. McCormick, attorney for ten independent salt

companies, has forwarded a petition to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission alleging that 175 railways are giving ex-

cessive divisions of through rates to the Michigan, Indiana
& Illinois steamship line, which is controlled by the Morton
Salt Company and to the Ludington Transportation Com-
pany, controlled by the Stearns Salt and Lumber Company
of Ludington, Mich. It is alleged that the control of these

boat lines by the large salt companies makes these excessive
divisions equivalent to rebates to the controlling companies.
The case is really one between the independent and the large

salt companies, as many railway men concede that the al-

lowances given are excessive.

Traffic Club of Chicago.

The Traffic Club of Chicago will hold its annual meeting
at the La Salle Hotel on March 28, when the election of

officers for the ensuing year will take place. The nominating
committee suggests the following names: For president,

Frank P. Eyman (Chicago & North Western); first vice-

president, F. B. Montgomery (International Harvester Co.);

second vice-president, V. D. Fort (Illinois Central); third

vice-president, W. D. Hurlbut (Wisconsin Pulp & Paper
Mfg. Co.); secretary, Guy S. McCabe (Pennsylvania Co.);

treasurer, John H. Grace (Great Northern); directors for two
years, John T. Stockton (Jos. Stockton Transfer Co.); L. T.

Jamme (Union Transfer Co.), W. J. Lynch (New York
Central), L. Richards (Quaker Oats Co.).

Special Tourist Car Trains on Union Pacific.

The Union Pacific will run special trains composed of tour-

ist cars from Omaha to the Pacific coast on March 11, 12 and
13, and April 8, 9 10 and 11, for the accommodation of col-

onist traffic. The tourist cars will originate on the Chicago
& North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the

Chicago Great Western, and the Illinois Central, mainly at

Chicago. They will leave Chicago on various trains on these

roads the day before they are to be taken out of Omaha by
the Union Pacific. Usually during the first few days of the

period during which colonist rates to the Pacific coast have
been in effect, the Union Pacific has had to handle a large

number of tourist cars on its various trains. It was decided

that it would be more economical for the road and more
satisfactory to its patrons if these cars were consolidated

into solid trains and run through on fast schedules. The
schedule will be eight hours faster than tourist service pre-

viously afforded. The trains will leave Omaha at about 5

p. m., and will be en route two days and three nights, arriv-

ing at San Francisco at 8 a. m on the third day, at Los An-
gelos at 2:30 p. m. of the third day, and at Portland at 11:15

a. m. of the third day. It would be practicable to make the

run in two days and two nights, but it is felt that this would
not be satisfactory to the travelers, in as much as it would
land them in San Francisco and Portland at night.

It was originally planned to put lunch or cafeteria cars in

service on the Union Pacific for the accommodation of the

tourist-car passengers, but the cars could not be got ready

in time, and, in consequence, each of these special tourist

trains will have a dining car in which meals will be served

at popular prices. A meal consisting of ham, or bacon and
eggs, potatoes, butter and bread will be served for 30 cents.

If passengers choose to carry their own provisions, they
may get to use with them coffee, fruit, etc., in the dining cars
at low prices. The railway rates charged on these trains will

be the regular colonist rates of $33 from Chicago, $32 from
St. Louis, and $25 from Omaha, and the tourist sleeping car
rates will be the usual rates of $7 from Chicago, $6.50 from
St. Louis, and $5.75 from Omaha.

President Finley Before the Richmond Chamber of Commerce.

Believing that the highest degree of prosperity can be
brought to the south by a full utilization of southern re-

sources, it is the policy of the management of the Southern
Railway Company to encourage, in every way that it prop-
erly can, diversification in agriculture and in manufacturing.
Bearing in mind that the south has a great economic advan-
tage in its practical monopoly of producing the cotton supply
of the world, the management of the company is co-operating
with the United States Agricultural Department and the
agricultural authorities of the several states to encourage
the more general adoption of those methods of growing cot-

ton which will result in larger average yields per acre. The
effect of this will be to enable our section to supply the in-

creasing demand of the world for cotton, and, at the same
time, permit our farmers to devote part of their lands to

other crops, particularly corn, and to live stock growing.

The industrial development of the south is being built up
on the solid foundation of the manufacturing of southern raw
materials. Formerly by far the greater proportion of such
materials were shipped out of our section to become the
basis of profitable industries elsewhere. To a constantly
greater extent are now being put through at least the

first processes of manufacture in the south, and our people
are adding the profits of these industries to the profits of pro-

ducing the raw materials. The next great step forward, and
one which the management of the company is constantly
urging upon the southern people, is the more general develop-
ment of secondary industries which will use as their raw ma-
terials the products of the primary industries of the south.

Notwithstanding the great progress that has been made in

recent years in the use of structural steel and of reinforced

concrete, the demand for forest products in the United States

still continues at a rate in excess of the annual growth of our
forests. It follows that any state having considerable areas

of timber lands possesses a natural resource of great and
constantly increasing value. A practical problem confronting
the people of such a state is that of so using this resource as

to obtain the greatest benefits from it. In the European coun-

tries it has been demonstrated that forest lands can be made
the sources of continued income, and, at the same time, be
preserved as sources of wealth for future generations. I be-

lieve the same results can be accomplished in the United
States, and that the owners of considerable tracts of wood
lands will find it profitable to practice forest conservation by
cutting only the mature timber and insuring a constant re-

production of the more valuable species.

Consideration of the relation of the Southern Railway

Company to Virginia should not be narrowed to its relation

as a carrier only of those things that arc produced and also

consumed within the state. In measuring its relations to Vir-

ginia it should always be kept in mind that it furnishes a high-

way, by means of direct transportation over its own rails, to

the wide markets of the south for the agricultural, industrial,

and commercial interests of your state. It brings to your
manufacturers the raw materials of other states. Through
the extensive industrial development on its lines in this and
other States it furnishes a market for a large proportion of

the coal mined on the lines of other railways in Virginia.

Furthermore, through its direct touch with the coal develop-

ment of southwestern Virginia, it markets the production of

the operators in that region in connection with the steam and
domestic requirements of the south and also will afford them
an opportunity for export shipments.

The Southern Railway Company is a citizen of Virginia.

As a citizen, owning, maintaining, and operating a great

property employed in a public service, it is vitally interested

in the governmental policies of the state. While abstaining

from political activities, in the sense of securing, or endeav-
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oriiipr to secure, the success of men or of parties, it is never-

theless its right, as a citizen and a property owner, to be

heard in argument or in protest before the bar of public

opinion on all matters afTocting its intcrest.s and its public

relations. It stands before the law on an equal footing with

every other citizen of Virginia, and is entitled to the same
protection by the law and by public opinion that is accorded

to all its fellow citizens. I have no fear that the enlightened

public opinion of Virginia will not always recognize this.

As a result of the intimate relations between the interests

of the people of the state and the interests of its railways, and

of the degree to which these relations may be affected

beneficially or injuriously by governmental policies, it is of

the highest importance that railway officials and employees
on the one hand, and the general public on the other hand,

siiould understand the economic principles underlying these

relations. For this reason I believe that those of us who are

engaged in the management and operation of the railways of

the United States should study these matters closely and
should embrace every proper opportunity to present the case

of the railways to our fellow citizens. We may do so, I be-

lieve, with full confidence in the fairness and justice of the

American people and with the assurance that the ultimate

effect of those policies which are fair and just to the railways

and which encourage investments in railway enterprises will

be beneficial to all of the people. As a result of the general

discussion of these matters within the past few years, they

are already coming to be better understood, and I believe

that, in our section, at least, we may look forward to an

era in which the railways and the people, working together

in harmonious co-operation, will unite in the upbuilding of a

greater and more prosperous south.

Crop Indications.

Ihc crop reporting board of the Department of Agriculture

estimates that the quantity of wheat on farms, March 1, 1911, was
about 179,690,000 bushels, or 25.8 per cent, of the 1910 crop,

against 173,344,000 bushels, or 23.5 per cent., of the 1909 crop on

farms March 1, 1910, and 154,031,000 bushels, or 23.3 per cent.,

the average for the past ten years. About 54.5 per cent, of the

crop will be shipped out of the counties where grown, against

59.3 per cent, of the 1909 crop, and 57.0 per cent., the average of

the past ten years so shipped.

The quantity of corn on farms March 1, 1911, was about

1,265,634,000 bushels, or 40.5 per cent, of the 1910 crop, against

1,050,865,000 bushels, or 37.9 per cent., of the 1909 crop on farms

March 1, 1910, and 953,100,000 bushels, or 38.3 per cent., the

average for the past ten years. About 22.2 per cent, of the crop

will be shipped out of the counties where grown, against 23.1

per cent, of the 1909 crop and 20-7 per cent., the ten-year average

so shipped. The proportion of the total 1910 crop which is

merchantable is about 86.4 per cent., against 82.6 per cent, of the

1909 crop and 83.6 per cent, the ten-year average.

The quantity of oats on farms March 1, 1911, was about

421,535,000 bushels, or 37.4 per cent, of the 1910 crop, against

363,159,000 bushels, or 36.1 per cent-, of the 1909 crop on farms

March 1, 1910, and 317,985,000 bushels, or 36.4 per cent, the

average for the past ten years. About 31.2 per cent, of the crop

will be shipped out of the counties where grown, against 32.7

per cent of the 1909 crop, and 28.1 per cent., the ten-year average.

The quantity of barley on farms March 1, 1911, was about

31,062,000 bushels, or 19.1 per cent, of the 1910 crop, against

41,220,000 bushels, or 24-2 per cent., of the 1909 crop on farms

March 1, 1910. About 50.4 per cent will be shipped out of the

counties where grown, against 51.7 per cent, of the 1909 crop.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended tariffs presented by the Chicago

& Alton, naming allowances to be granted to the Manufacturers

Railroad of St. Louis. The allowances were to have gone into

effect on March 17, but are now suspended until May 1, pending

an investigation.

The commission has announced that applicants for relief from

the long and short haul provision of the Interstate Commerce
law—the fourth section—as regards passenger fares must if

possible relieve the situation themselves by readjustment of

tariffs. In order to give the carriers ample time to make the

suggested readjustments, the commission orders:

First—That not later than July 1, 1911, all carriers nuist iiave

on file tariffs of fares between points upon their individual lines

which observe the rule of the fourth section, except in so far

as a departure has been autiiorizcd by specific orders of the

conmiission. In all cases where the carrier intends to insist upon
charging a fare in disregard of the rule of the fourth section it

must, by April 1, 1911, file with the commission a written state-

ment, pointing out the specific fares upon which it will insist, or

it may file a new application covering only these fares.

Second—Not later than December 1, 1911, all carriers must
have on file joint passenger tariffs which observe the rule of the

fourth section, except as relieved by specific orders of the com-
mission, in case of all fares within the several passenger

[association] territories. If carriers intend to insist upon main-
taining joint fares within these territories which disregard the

rule of the fourth section, they must, on or before May 1, 1911,

file a statement, etc.

Third—On March 1, 1912, all the passenger tariffs, both joint

and individual, of all carriers on file or in effect must observe

the rule of the fourth section, except as relief has been granted

by specific orders of the commission. If any carriers intend to

insist, etc., they must by June 1, 1911, file with the commission a

statement, etc.

Demurrage Charges Reasonable.

Riverside Mills v. Charleston & Western Carolina et al. Opin-
ion by the commission:

On account of damage to complainant's mill and stock, occa-

sioned by flood, complainant was unable to receive and unload

promptly inbound shipments, although carriers were in a position

to make deliveries. Nevertheless, the assessment of demurrage
charges was not unreasonable. (20 I. C. C. 153.)

Exception to Cheapest Route Ruling.

Crescent Lumber Co. v. Illinois Central et al. Opinion by the

Commission

:

Two routes, over which the same rate applied, were available

from points of origin to destination. Over one of said routes

reconsignment in transit was permitted by proper tariff publica-

tion, but such reconsignment was not permitted over the other

route. In the absence of routing instructions by the shipper, or

notice that its shipments were to be reconsigned in transit, the

initial carrier is not liable in damages for failure to forward

the traffic over the route via which the reconsignment privilege

was available. (20 I. C. C, 228.)

The Sugar Lighterage Question at New York Settled.

Federal Sugar Refining Co. v. Baltimore & Ohio et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

A carrier is not warranted under section 15 of the act in

making an allowance to one shipper who provides a facility and

performs a service in the transportation of his own property,

while refusing a similar allowance to another shipper, competing

in the same markets and in the same line of business, who
provides a similar facility and performs the same service in the

transportation of his property. The allowances paid by the

defendants on the sugar brought by Arbuckle Brothers on floats

and lighters to their regular freight stations on the Jersey shore,

no allowances being paid to complainant on sugar brought by it

on lighters to the same stations, result in inequalities, preferences,

and discriminations and are unduly prejudicial to the complainant

as a shipper over the defendants' lines in competition with

Arbuckle Brothers in the same markets. The fact that Arbuckle

Brothers operate their dock in Brooklyn as a terminal for the

defendants does not justify an allowance to them for lightering

their sugar to the regular stations of the defendants on the

Jersey shore so long as an allowance to the complainant for

lightering its sugar to the same stations from Pier 24 is refused.

A receiving station operated for carriers by a competitor in the

same line of business is not a reasonable facility of transportation

to offer a shipper. (20 I. C. C, 200.)
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STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Miiuicsola Railway Commission will begin an investiga-

tion of the reasonableness of the express rates in that state in

St. Paul on March 29.

J. H. Hale, of South Glastonbur)-, has been appointed a member
of the Connecticut State Railroad Coniniissioii, in place of

William O. Seymour, deceased.

The Wisconsin Railway Commission has issued an order
requiring the Chicago & North Western, Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul and Green Bay & Western to reduce the rate on
bituminous coal from Milwaukee, Sheboygan, Manitowoc and
Green Bay to points in the Fox River valley paper mill

district, from 75 to 65 cents a ton. The order was issued on
petition of thirty paper and pulp manufacturers. The com-
mission refused the petition of manufacturers of the Wis-
consin River Valley, of a like nature, and decided that the
existing tariff of $1 a ton was equitable and not excessive.

.%r-yp-s!? ' COURT NEWS.

Iowa Law Regulating Employees' Insurance Sustained.

The decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, sus-

taining the law of Iowa, forbidding railway companies to re-

quire from members of relief associations an agreement that

if they accept the benefits of the association they will not sue

the company for damages, was briefly noticed in the Railway
Age Gazette of February 24, page 366. The suit was an appeal

from a decision in which C. L. McGuire recovered $2,000 from
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy for an injury. The law,

which was passed in 1898, says, in substance, that railways shall

be liable for damages due to neglect of agents and no contract

which restricts such liability shall be binding; also that the ac-

ceptance of relief, insurance, benefit or indemnity shall not con-

stitute a defense to any cause for action; but settlements made
between the employer and the employee after the injuries have

been received, are not forbidden.

The decision is by Justice Hughes. He does not discuss the

merits or demerits of the relief plan, as the only question be-

fore him is whether the statute is repugnant to the federal con-

stitution. It is clearly within the competency of a legislature

to prescribe the measure of responsibility of a railway cor-

poration for injuries to employees. The legislature, provided

it acts within its constitutional authority, is arbiter of the public

policy for the state. If dealing only with the common law, a

court might uphold or condemn contracts according to its own
view of public policy, but where the legislature has acted, the

court must yield to the legislature's will, if expressed in ac-

cordance with the organic law. The legislature has not placed

any obstacle in the way of insurance, nor does it forbid a settle-

ment of damages which an injured employee may make fairly

after an injury is received. The statute merely nullifies a stipu-

lation, made m advance of an injury, that the subsequent ac-

ceptance of benefits shall constitute full satisfaction of claims for

damages.

This, it is claimed, violates the constitutional right to make
contracts ; but freedom of contract is a qualified, not an abso-

lute right. The guaranty of liberty does not withdraw from
the legislature the power to provide restrictive safe-guards. The
government may rightfully restrain some individuals from all

contracts as well as all individuals from some contracts. De-
cisions are here quoted sustaining the right of the federal gov-

ernment to regulate matters of national concern and of the

states to regulate hours of labor, the sale of intoxicating liquors,

the sale of cigarettes without license, the making of contracts

for options on grain, the employment of women in laundries

more than ten hours a day, etc. Where legislative action is

arbitrary and has no reasonable relation to a purpose which it

is competent for the government to effect, it is unconstitutional.

But the court in deciding the question of power must not con-

fuse that with considerations of policy. Whether the law is

wise or unwise is to be settled by the legislature. If the legis-

lature may require the use of safety devices, it may prohibit

agreements to dispense with them. If it may restrict employ-

ment in mines to eight hours a day, it may make contracts

for longer service unlawful. The interference with the right to
contract is incidental to the main object of the regulation.
Employers and employees often do not stand on an equality.

]'2mpIoyers may lay down rules which the employees are prac-
tically constrained to obey. The self-interest of the employer
is often an unsafe guide and the legislature may properly inter-

pose its authority. The state may have a duty to protect a man
against himself. It retains an interest in his welfare, however
reckless he may be. In the Iowa law under review, the legis-

lature extended the liability of the common law by abolishing
the fellow-servant rule. Having authority to establish this regu-
lation, it is manifest that the legislature was also entitled to

insure its efficacy by prohibiting contracts in derogation of its

provisions. In the exercise of this power the legislature was
not limited with respect either to the form of the contract, or
the nature of the consideration, or the absolute or conditional

character of the engagement. It was as competent to pro-
hibit contracts, which on a specified event, or in a given

contingency should operate to relieve the corporation from
the statutory liability which would otherwise exist, as it

was to deny the validity of agreements of absolute waiver.

If the legislature had the power to prohibit contracts limiting

the liability imposed, it certainly could include in the prohibition

stipulations of that sort in contracts of insurance, relief, benefit

or indemnity, as well as in other agreements.

But if the legislature could specifically provide that no con-

tract for insurance relief should limit the liability for dam-
ages, upon what ground can it be said that it was beyond the

legislative authority to deny that effect to the payment of bene-

fits, or the acceptance of such payment, under the contract?

The asserted distinction is sought to be based upon the fact

that under the contract of membership the employee has an
election after the injury. But this circumstance, however appro-

priate it may be for legislative consideration, cannot be re-

garded as defining a limitation of legislative power. The power
to prohibit contracts, in any case where it exists, necessarily

implies legislative control over the transaction, despite the ac-

tion of the parties. The payment of benefits is the performance
of the promise to pay contained in the contract of membership.
If the legislature may prohibit the acceptance of the promise as

a substitution for the statutory liability, it should also be able

to prevent the like substitution of its performance.

Whether the policy declared by the statute in question is ap-

proved or disapproved, it cannot be said that the legislative

power has been exceeded, either in defining the liability or in

the means taken to prevent the legislative will, with respect to

it, from being thwarted.

It was claimed that this act denies the equal protection of the

laws because there are members of the relief association to

whom it does not apply ; but, says the decision, it was entirely

competent for the legislature in enacting the prohibition, for

the purpose of securing the enforcement of the liability it had

defined, to limit it to those cases in which the liability arose.

Life Passes Unlawful.

The Supreme Court of the United States has reversed the de-

cision of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky, in the case of

Mottley and wife, who had a contract for a life pass through-

out the lines of the Louisville & Nashville, but who were de-

prived of the pass after the amendment of the Interstate Com-
merce Law in 1906, because the road held that to continue it

would be contrary to the law.

The decision is by Mr. Justice Harlan. Mottley and his

wife were injured in a collision in 1871, and the contract for

free rides was given in liquidation of damages. The first ques-

tion is, whether Congress in adopting the law in 1906 intended

to invalidate a contract like this which had been running 35

years ; it being admitted that the contract was lawful at the

time it was made. The Interstate Commerce Law, as passed

in 1887, prohibited the transportation of any person for "a

greater or less compensation" than was exacted from other

persons. The amendment in 1906 made this read "a greater or

less or different compensation." It cannot be supposed that

Congress introduced the two additional words without a distinct

purpose. The aim was to cure a defect in the law ; to prohibit

carriers from receiving compensation except as indicated in

their published tariffs. The Louisville & Nashville therefore,

could not lawfully accept from Mottley any compensation dif-
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ferent in kind from that mentioned in its published tariffs. And
it cannot be doubted that the tarifif rates were payable only in

money. They cannot be paid in any other way without produc-
ing the utmost confusion and defeating the policy of Congress.
It would be of no avail for a prospective passenger to examine
the published tariffs if the rates therein could be disregarded
in special cases by the acceptance of property of various kinds
and of such value as the parties immediately concerned chose to

put upon it. A ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission
to this effect is quoted with approval. If a person reading a

tariff cannot be sure that it tells him what will be exacted from
all other persons, the door is opened to the grossest frauds upon
the law.

Congress in passing the law made exceptions; certain classes

might receive free transportation ; but it did not make any ex-

ception for existing contracts. On the contrary, the prohibition

applied to "any" carrier for "any" services. Congress having

made a number of exceptions, the court cannot add an exception

which Congress forbore to make.

It is further said that Mottley's pass was not strictly a free

pass, as the railway received a valuable consideration; but this

argument is not sound, for the pass would be illegal by reason

of not being paid for in money.

On the question of whether Congress in 1906 may thus in-

validate a contract made in 1871, innumerable past decisions

settle the right of Congress to regulate commerce among the

states, with no restrictions except those found in the constitu-

tions. In numerous similar cases heretofore decided, the court

has held that contracts must be assumed to have been made
subject to the contingency that the law might be changed. For
example, the Union Bridge Company (204 U. S. 364,400) had
lawfully erected a bridge, but to facilitate navigation the gov-
ernment afterward compelled the bridge company, at its own
cost, to make certain changes and alterations. The bridge com-
pany, says the court, had erected the bridge subject to the pos-

sibility that Congress might at some future time, when the pub-

lic interests demanded, take action to protect navigation. No
obligation of a contract can extend to the defeat of legitimate

governmental authority. That the exercise of constitutional

power by Congress may be hampered by contracts previously

made between individuals is inconceivable. The framers of the

constitution never intended any such state of things to exist.

There can in the nature of things be no vested rights in an

existing law which precludes its change or repeal, nor vested

rights in the omission to legislate on a particular subject. If

the legislature had no power to alter its police laws when
contracts would be affected, then the most important and valu-

able reforms might be precluded by the simple device of entering

into contracts for that purpose.

On the question of whether Mottley may recover damages
from the railway, on account of loss of his rights under the

contract, the court expresses no opinion.

JUatltttay (Biiicev^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Exchange of Transportation for Advertising Illegal.

The Supreme Court of the United States on February 20,

sustained the circuit court of the northern district of Illinois,

in holding illegal a contract between the Chicago, Indianapolis

& Louisville, and Mtinsey's Magazine, under which the road for

a one-page advertisement was to grant $500 worth of passenger

transportation. Suit was brought by the government under the

clause of the Interstate Commerce Law which provides that the

Interstate Commerce Commission, having reasonable ground
to believe that a carrier is carrying passengers at less than

the published rates, may ask the circuit court to summarily in-

quire into the circumstances. The contract was for the year

1907, and the petition alleged that for the first three months
the transportation granted by the road amounted to $145.10,

while the only compensation received was a quarter-page ad-

vertisement, which was valued at $125.

The decision, by Justice Harlan, is based on the same con-

siderations as those in the case of Mottley, above reported.

Money has a certain value known to all, while commodities have

not. The railway company in its defense, cited an Indiana

statute prohibiting free transportation but excepting that issued

in payment for printing and advertising, but of course no state

enactment can be of any avail as regards interstate commerce,
where Congress has taken contrary action.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

The officers of the Jonesboro, Lake City & Eastern, which
was recently reorganized, are as follows: R. E. Lee Wilson,
president; C. T. Coleman, vice-president and general counsel;
Wright H. Smith, vice-president and general manager; Dos-
well Brown, secretary and general passenger agent, and
J. E. Parr, treasurer, all with offices at Jonesboro, Ark.

Charles E. Pugh, first vice president of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, having retired, as has been announced in these columns,
Samuel Rea, second vice-president, has been elected first vice-

president; J. B. Thayer, third vice-president, has been elected
second vice-president; Henry Tatnall, fourth vice-president, has
been elected third vice-president; W. W. Atterbury, fifth vice-
president, has been elected fourth vice-president, and W. H.
Myers, general manager, has been elected fifth vice-president,
all with offices at Philadelphia, Pa.

Samuel Rca, second vice-president of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, has been elected first vice-president, succeeding Charles E.
Pugh, whose retirement has been announced in these columns.

Mr. Rea was born in

Hollidaysburg, Blair
county. Pa., September
21, 1855. His first posi-

tion on the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad was in

the engineering depart-
ment in 1871, as a

chainman and rodman
on the Morrison's Cove,
Williamsburg and Bloom-
field branches. The panic
of 1873 stopping all en-

gineering work, he en-

tered the office of the
Hollidaysburg Iron &
Nail Company early in

1874. In the spring of

1875, he re-entered the

service of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad on the
engineering corps, and
was stationed at Con-
nellsville. From 1875 to

1877 he was assistant en-
gmeer ni the construction of the chain suspension bridge over
the Monongahela river in Pittsburgh, and on its completion was
appointed assistant engineer of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,
then in course of construction, with which he remained until
the completion of that road. In 1879 he returned to the Penn-
sylvania system as assistant engineer in charge of the construc-
tion of the extension of the Pittsburgh, Virginia & Charleston.
From 1879 to 1883, he was the engineer in charge of surveys in
Westmoreland county and of the rebuilding of the western Penn-
sylvania to make it a low-grade freight line. This work was
under the direction of J. N. DuBarry. In 1883 Mr. Rea was
transferred to Philadelphia as assistant to vice-president DuBarry,
with the title of principal assistant engineer, which he held until

1888, when he was made assistant to the second vice-president.
In 1889, he resigned to go to Baltimore as vice-president of the
Maryland Central, and chief engineer of the Baltimore Belt.

In 1891, on account of ill health, he resigned and left Baltimore,
doing no active work for a year. After an absence of three

years from the Pennsylvania Railroad, Mr. Rea was on May
25, 1892, chosen assistant to the president of that company. On
the day of his appointment he left for London, where he made
an examination of the railways terminating in the English
metropolis, and of the underground railways—then constructed
and proposed—and, subsequently, he made a special report

thereon. The result of this experience was afterward put to

good service on the Pennsylvania Railroad's New York tunnel

extension. After the death of vice-president DuBarry in 1892,

Mr. Rea was assigned to general construction work then in

Copyright, Almnn & Co.

Samuel Rea
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progress, the acquisition of riglit of way and real estate for

same, tlie promotion of all new lines or branches, and the linan-

cial and corporate work incident thereto. These duties, with

the exception of construction work, have since been discharged

by him. On February 10, 1897; he was appointed first assistant

to the president, and in June, 1899, following the election of

A. J. Cassatt as president, Mr. Rea was elected fourth vice-

president. On October 10, 1905, he was advanced to third vice-

president, and on March 24, 1909, to second vice-president, and

in addition to his former duties was placed in charge of engi-

neering and accounting. Mr. Rca is also second vice-president

of the Northern Central Railway, Diiladclphia, Baltimore &
Washington and West Jersey & Seashore Railway companies,

and a director of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, and many
other railway and financial corporations. He is a member of

the American Society of Civil Engineers and of the Institution

of Civil Engineers of London. He is the author of "The Rail-

ways Terminating in London," a comprehensive study based on

laborious personal investigation of the physical and financial con-

dition of the English railway system. For many years he was

interested in the project to bridge the Hudson river from Hobo-

ken to New York City, and thus establish in the metropolis a

terminus for the railways using ferries from the New Jersey

side. He was one of the incorporators of the North River

Bridge Companjs chartered by an act of Congress. The
other railways failed to join the Pennsylvania Railroad in the

project to bridge the Hudson, and after a very careful exami-

nation and report on the entire project by engineering experts,

the Pennsylvania Railroad determined to build its own tunnel

and terminal in the city of New York. After this plan had been

fully approved by President Cassatt and the board of directors

of the Pennsylvania, Mr. Rea was given direct charge of the

work.

Operating Officers.

Ernest Stenger has been appointed general manager of the

St. Joseph & Grand Island, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

E. E. Lillie has been appointed superintendent of car service

and telegraph of the Oregon Trunk, with office at Portland, Ore.

W. H. Roberts has been appointed superintendent of the

Jonesboro, Lake City & Eastern, with office at Jonesboro,

Ark.

W. R. Davidson has been appointed a trainmaster of the

Middle division of the Grand Trunk, with office at Hamilton,

Ont.

John B. Munson, vice-president of the Georgia, Southern &
Florida, has been appointed also general manager, with office

at Macon, Ga.

C. L. Bardo, superintendent of the electric division of the

New York Central & Hudson River^ at New York, has resigned

to go to the Lehigh Valley, with office at Bethlehem, Pa.

E. P. Tatum, chief despatcher of the Vicksburg, Shreveport

& Pacific, has been appointed trainmaster, with office at Shreve-

port, La., succeeding C. W. Gable, resigned. L. Pridgen suc-

ceeds Mr. Tatum.

J. L. Blake having resigned as general manager and traffic

manager of the Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern at

Boone, la., the duties of general manager will be assumed by

the vice-president.

R. E. Stanfield has been appointed superintendent of the

Macon & Birmingham, with office at Macon, Ga., succeeding

O. M. Grady, resigned, and the position of F. W. Scott, master

of trains, at Macon, has been abolished.

J. C. Hanrahan, assistant trainmaster of the Pennsylvania

Lines West, at New Castle, Pa., has been appointed division

operator, with office at New Castle, succeeding F. J. Perry, pro-

moted. J. B. Patterson succeeds Mr. Hanrahan.

Robert V. Massey, division engineer of the New York

division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed

superintendent of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk,

with office at Cape Charles, Va., succeeding Elisha Lee,

promoted.

Simon C. Long, general superintendent of the Western Penn-

sylvania division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Pittsburgh,

Pa., has been appointed general manager, with office at Phil-

adelphia, succeeding W. II. Myers, promoted. R. L. O'Don-
ncl, general su|)erintendent of the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley
division, at Buffalo, N. Y., succeeds Mr. Long. J. G. Rodgers,
assistant to general manager, at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeds Mr.
O'Donnel. Elisha Lee, superintendent of the New York, Phil-

adelphia & Norfolk, at Cape Charles City, Va., succeeds Mr.
Rodgers. M. Trump, general superintendent of transportation,

at Philadelphia, Pa., has been assigned to special duties on
transportation problems in connection with the regulations of

the national and state railway commissions, with office at Phil-

adelphia. C. M. Sheaffer, superintendent of passenger trans-

portation, at Philadelphia, succeeds Mr. Trump. D. C. Stewart,

assistant superintendent of the Pittsburgh division, at Young-
wood, succeeds Mr. Sheaffer, and Joseph H. Gumbes, engineer

en the Pittsburgh division, at Pittsburgh, succeeds Mr. Stewart.

Traffic Officers.

David H. Street has been appointed traveling freight agent of

the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. O'Donnell has been appointed a commercial agent of

the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, with office at Fort Worth,
Tex.

H. D. Harvey has been appointed traveling passenger agent
of the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific at Denver, Col., suc-

ceeding C. T. Turner, deceased.

W. B. Morgan has been appointed a traveling freight

agent of the Central of Georgia, with office at Macon, Ga., suc-

ceeding B. P. O. Edwards, resigned.

The title of James Gass, New York State passenger agent of

the Wabash Railroad, with office at Albany, N. Y., has been

changed to district passenger agent.

H. H. Kamp has been appointed a traveling freight solicitor

of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office

at Richmond, Ind., succeeding W. H. Phillips, promoted.

C. H. Crooks, general freight and passenger agent of the

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, has been appointed
traffic manager, with office at Boone, Iowa, succeeding J. L.

Blake, resigned.

"SI. J. Costello has been appointed a district passenger agent

of the Northern Pacific, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeed-

ing J- J- Gartner, traveling passenger agent, resigned to accept

service elsewhere.

M. G. Buffington, traveling freight agent of the St. Louis

& San Francisco, has been appointed division freight agent,

with office at Tulsa, Okla., succeeding W. L. Coleman, re-

signed to engage in other business.

Charles H. Hagerty, district passenger agent of the Pennsyl-

vania Lines West, at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed an as-

sistant general passenger agent, with office at Louisville, and

his former position has been abolished.

, H. K. Deale has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Georgia, Southern & Florida, with offices at Atlanta, Ga., suc-

ceeding W. H. Oliver, resigned, and H. W. Watson has been

appointed a traveling freight agent, with office at Cordele, suc-

ceeding J. L. Lashley, transferred.

D. Aspland, assistant general agent of the Tonopah & Tide-

water and the Bullfrog Goldfield, at Goldfield, Nev.', has beer*

appointed general agent, with office at Goldfield, succeeding

W. W. Keith, resigned, and the position of assistant general

agent at Goldfield has been abolished.

L. C. Shirah, formerly soliciting freight agent of the Georgia,.

Southern & Florida, and recently in the general passenger de-

partment of the Denver & Rio Grande at Denver, Colo., has been-

appointed soliciting freight and passenger agent of the Saiv

Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with office at Denver.

W. P. Kenney, assistant traffic manager of the Great Northern,

at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed acting general traffic

manager, with office at St. Paul, succeeding W. W. Broughton,,

general traffic manager, resigned to engage in other business.

Mr. Kenney will have entire charge over all traffic matters.

E. E. Gibson has been appointed commercial agent in the-
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freight department of the Missouri Pacific, with office at Lake
Charles, La., succeeding J. W. Ilailey, resigned. II. C. Young,
traveling passenger agent at Pittsburgh, Pa., has had his juris-

diction extended to include the Cleveland territory, excepting

the city of Buffalo, N. Y., which is assigned to the general

eastern passenger agent at New York City, and the office of

traveling agent at Cleveland has been abolished.

Robert A. Chadwick, whose appointment as general freight

and passenger agent of the Tennessee Central, with office

at Nashville, Tenn., has been announced in these columns,

was born February 9, 1869, at Huntsville, Ala., and was edu-

cated in the public and private schools of his native town.
He began railway work August 1, 1888, with the Mem-
phis & Charleston, now a part of tlie Southern Railway, re-

maining with that company until 1900. He was then with
the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, now a part of the

Southern Railway, for a short time in 1901, and returned to

the Memphis & Charleston the same year, remaining with
that company until 1902. His next position was in the general

freight office of the Georgia Pacific, at Birmingham, which
was absorbed by the Southern Railway in 1903. He remained
in that position until 1907, when he went with the Alabama
Great Southern as chief clerk to the general freight agent,

and was later appointed soliciting agent and then assistant

freight agent. In November, 1908, he went to Nashville,

Tenn., as assistant general freight agent of the Tennessee
Central, which position he held at the time of his recent

appointment as general freight and passenger agent of the

same company.

Harry Judd Phelps, whose appointment as general passenger

agent of the Illinois Central and tlie Indianapolis Southern,

with office at Chicago, has been ainiounced in these columns,

was born September 3,

1861, at Elmira, N. Y.

He was educated in the

public schools and at

Elmira Academy, and

began railway work in

July, 1882, with the

Illinois Central. He
was a telegraph opera-

tor until 1887, and was
then promoted consecu-

tively to station agent

at Onawa, Iowa ; ticket

agent at Sioux Falls,

S. D. ; freight and pas-

senger agent at Baton
Rouge, La. From No-
vember, 1894, to July,

1905, he was city pas-

senger agent and then

city passenger and ticket

agent at Chicago. His
next promotion was to

division passenger agent
at Dubuque, Iowa, which
office he held until the time of his appointment to general
passenger agent.

Eugene Mock, who has been appointed general freight agent
of the Midland Valley, with office at Muskogee, Okla., as was
previously announced in these columns, was born May .17, 1878,

at Coatesville, Mo. He received a common school education,
and began railway work in June, 1894, as a messenger for the
Keokuk & Western, and he was promoted consecutively to opera-
tor, agent, relief agent, relief clerk in various departments, and
traveling auditor. In June, 1900, he became a clerk in the ac-

counting department of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at

St. Joseph, Mo., and six months later went with the St. Joseph
& Grand Island at St. Joseph with the same title. He was ap-

pointed traveling freight and passenger agent of the Choctaw &
Northern, now part of the Rock Island Lines, at Geary, Okla.,

in April, 1901, and the next year became chief clerk to the di-

vision freight agent of the Rock Island at Oklahoma City, Okla.

In October, 1902, he was made auditor of the St. Louis & Gulf
and the St. Louis, Memphis & Southeastern, and in June, 1904,

went with the St. Louis & San Francisco at St. Louis, Mo.

H. J. PMps.

He was apopinted chief clerk to the traffic manager of the
Midland Valley at Ft. Smith, Ark., in August, 1904, and from
February, 1907, until February 13, 1911, when he was appointed
to the above position, he was traffic manager of the Oklahoma
Coal Operators' Association at McAlester, Okla.

Eugene W. Clapp, who has been appointed assistant general
freight and passenger agent of the Southern Pacific and general
freight and passenger agent of the Arizona Eastern, with office
at Tucson, Ariz., as was previously announced in these columns,
was born February 25, 1874, at Memphis, Tenn. He was edu-
cated in the public and private schools of Memphis, and spent
two years in Webb Brothers' School for Boys, at Belle Buckle,
Tenn. He began railway work in October, 1891, as a stenog-
rapher to the assistant general superintendent of the Southern
Pacific at San Francisco, Cal., and soon afterward was trans-
ferred to Tucson, Ariz., as stenographer-clerk to the division
superintendent. In November, 1895, he was transferred to
train service, and the next year became a ticket clerk at Lords-
burg, N. M., where he was promoted to chief clerk and cashier
in January, 1897. Six months later he was made agent and
assistant trainmaster. He was promoted to traveling freight
and passenger agent at San Francisco in November, 1905, and the
next year to district freight and passenger agent at Reno, Nev.,
in charge of Nevada territory and part of California, where he
remained until November, 1909. He was then transferred to
Fresno, Cal., as division freight and passenger agent, and to San
Francisco as chief clerk in the general freight office in August,
1910. In November, 1910, he was appointed general agent of the
Sunset Route and the Atlantic Steamship Lines, with office at
San Francisco, from which position he has just been promoted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

The position of chief engineer of the Macon & Birmingham
held by W. C. Shaw, Jr., at Macon, Ga., has been abolished.

G. C. Nichols has been appointed master mechanic of the
Jonesboro, Lake City & Eastern, with office at Jonesboro,
Ark.

F. H. Reagan has been appointed superintendent of the
Scranton (Pa.) locomotive shops of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western.

A. C. Watson has been appointed assistant division engineer
of the Pennsylvania Company, with office at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

succeeding A. S. Bland, transferred.

C. N. Page, trainmaster of the Lehigh Valley, at Auburn,
N. Y., has been appointed also master mechanic, with office at

Auburn, succeeding J. N. Mowery, resigned.

R. L. Doolittle, master mechanic of the Atlanta, Birmingham
& Atlantic, with office at Fitzgerald, Ga., has been appointed
superintendent of motive power, a new position, and his former
office has been abolished.

A. C. Adams, superintendent of motive power of the Spo-
kane, Portland & Seattle, has been appointed superintendent

of motive power also of the Oregon Electric and the United
Railways Co., with office at Portland, Ore.

G. P. Palmer, assistant engineer of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Chicago, has been appointed division engineer of

the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal, with office at Chi-

cago, succeeding E. N. Layfield, resigned.

D. K. Colburn, bridge engineer of the Galveston, Harrisburg

& San Antonio and the Louisiana Western at Houston, Tex.,

has been appointed engineer of maintenance of way, with office

at Houston, succeeding A. V. Kellogg, deceased.

T. A. Lawes, master mechanic of the Chicago, Terre Haute &
Southeastern at Terre Haute, Ind., has been appointed mechanical

engineer of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at

Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding L. B. Morehead, resigned.

John Vv'^illiams Corcoran, supervisor of roadway and track of

the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, has been retired under the pension

rules of the company. Daniel F. Harvey has been appointed

supervisor, in charge of roadway and track of Sub-district

No. 3, with office at Beaver Falls, Pa.

G. J. Duffey, assistant master mechanic of the Lake Erie &
Western, the Fort Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville and the

Northern Ohio, at Lima, Ohio, has been appointed master me-
chanic, with office at Lima, succeeding F. H. Reagan, resigned.
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to accept service with anotlur company. W. T. Kiihn succeeds

Mr. DiitToy.

Miiiot K. .Smilli, wliuM' aiipointinnil as master mechanic of

the Chicajjo, liuliaiiaptilis & Louisville, witii ollice at Lafay-

ette, 1m(1., has been announced in these columns, was born

November 5, 1870, at Erie, Pa. He was educated at Marshall

Collego. Huntington, W. Va., and began railway work in 1886

as a machinist apprentice on the Chesapeake & Ohio at Hunt-

ington. In 1890 he went to Covington, Ky., as a machinist with

the Kentucky Central and its successor, the Louisville & Nash-

ville. He then returned to the Chesapeake & Ohio, going first to

Lexington, Ky., and then to Covington, where he was at different

times machinist, tool-room foreman and gang foreman. In

1904 he was transferred to Russell, Ky., as general foreman,

remaining there for six years. His next position was machine

shop foreman of the Louisville & Nashville, first at Louisville

and then at New Decatur, Ala. He was appointed master me-

chanic in charge of terminals of the Chicago, Lidianapolis &
Louisville at Lafayette, Ind., in December, 1910, which position

he held until his recent promotion.

Purchasing Officers.

W. A. Hopkins has been appointed supply agent of the

Missouri Pacific, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding

C. A. How, promoted.

F. H. Greene, general purchasing agent of the New York

Central Lines, at New York City, has resigned to become

president of the Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Special Officers.

Dr. Guy G. Dowdall has been appointed chief surgeon of the

Illinois Central, with office at Chicago, succeeding Dr. John E.

Owens, assigned to consulting duties.

Charles C. Custer has been appointed general advertising

manager of the Chicago & North Western, with office at Chi

cago, succeeding Charles G. Hall, resigned.

OBITUARY.

J. W. Maxwell, general superintendent of the St. Louis

Southwestern, died at Tyler, Texas, on March 7.

W. B. Gwyn, formerly secretary of the Norfolk & Southern,

now the Norfolk Southern, was killed in an elevator accident on

March 3, at Norfolk, Va.

C. M. Case, assistant engineer of the St. Louis & San

Francisco, with office at Fort Worth, Tex., died on March 4.

Mr. Case was formerly chief engineer of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Gulf.

Harry Hickley Hall, general counsel of the New Orleans

& Northeastern, the Alabama & Vicksburg and the Vicksburg

& Shreveport, at New Orleans, La., died March 7. Mr. Hall

was born February 12, 1846.

J. G. Searles, formerly general coal freight agent of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, died at Philadelphia, Pa., March 7.

Mr. Searles was born in Tiffin, Ohio, December 20, 1848, and

was educated in the district schools. At the age of sixteen

he entered railway service as a clerk on the Dayton & Michi-

gan, and in June, 1865, went to the Atlantic & Great Western.

On March 1, 1867, he was appointed agent of the Farmers'

Railroad at Petroleum Centre, Pa., and in October, 1871, he

was appointed joint agent at Irvineton, of the Philadelphia

& Erie, Empire Line, and Oil Creek & Allegheny River. In

June, 1875, he was transferred to Erie as agent of the Em-
pire Line, and on March 1, 1877, he was transferred from

Erie to Baltimore, as agent of the Empire and Anchor Lines.

He was appointed division freight agent of the Baltimore

division of the Northern Central and the Baltimore & Poto-

mac, with office in Baltimore, in July, 1885, and in May, 1892,

he was promoted to coal freight agent, having special charge

of the coal and coke traffic of the Pennsylvania Railroad

and the making of rates therefor. On June 1, 1903, the or-

ganization having been changed, he was made general coal

freight agent, and on account of ill health, on May 25, 1910,

Mr. Searles was assigned to other duties.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Akizona Eastern.—The Grant I'rolhcrs Construction Com-
pany, Los Angeles, Cal., has been given a contract for changing

the line near llayden, Ariz., and Winkelman. The present line

between llayden and Kelvin is to be relaid with 90-lb. rail.

Atlanta, Waycross & Northern.—Contracts are to be let

in about 90 days to build from tidewater at St. Marys, Ga.,

northwest via Garrant, Barrows Bluff and Abbeville, to a point

north of Grovania, about 200 miles. The prospects of building

the line are good. Track has already been laid on 12 miles, and

work is now under way completing the surveys. The plans

call for putting up terminals, wharves, etc. B. G. Zeigler, con-

sulting engineer. Rocky Ford.

Bedford & Hollidaysburg.—See Pennsylvania Railroad.

British Columbia Electric.—This company proposes to

double-track its line between Vancouver, B. C, and Eburne.

Canadian Northern.—An officer is quoted as saying that the

line between Montreal, Que., and Ottawa, Ont., will be finished

during 1911, although it is not expected to be ready for pas-

senger traffic this year. Work on the new line from Ottawa to

Toronto will probably be finished during 1911.

Work is to be started at once by the Cowan Construction

Company, it is said, on about 200 miles in Alberta from the

Pembina river, westward to the Yellow Head Pass.

This company has commenced work, it is said, on lines in

the island of Vancouver, B. C. The first work to be carried out

will be from Victoria, northwest to Alberni.

Canadian Roads.—Plans are being made by C. J. Leyland,

Haggerstown Castle, Scotland, who owns coal property near the

Yellow Head Pass, B. C, to build a 20-mile line to connect

the mines with the Grand Trunk Pacific.

Central Vermont.—See Grand Trunk.

Eastern Maine.—Application has been made for a charter in

Maine. The plans call for building from Brewer, Me., north to

Houlton, with trackage rights over the Maine Central from

Bangor to Brewer. The route from Brewer runs east about 20

miles, thence north crossing the Vanceboro division of the Maine

Central at or near Bancroft. E. H. Blake, A. Warren, C. P.

Thomas, S. H. Woodbury and A. G. Thomas, are interested.

DuRANGO & Llano Grande.—See National Railways of

Mexico.

Erie Railroad.—An officer writes regarding the reports that

double-tracking work is to be carried out west of Salamanca,

N. Y., during 1911, that the company is simply going ahead with

the double-tracking work, but has no definite plans at the pres-

ent time.

Fresno, Hanford & Summit Lake Interurban.—This com-

pany has entered into a contract with the Hudson Counties Com-
pany, New Jersey, for building from Fresno, Cal, southeast to

Kingsburg, thence northwest via Sanger, returning to Fresno.

The work includes putting up some station buildings. A sub-

contract has been given to the Pinkerton Construction Company,

Philadelphia. All the work is to be finished within one year.

Georgia & Florida.—The Sparks Western, which has been

taken over by this company, expects to have construction work

finished within 30 days and the line open for operation from

Sparks, Ga., to Moultrie, 22 miles.

Grand Trunk.—This company has finished the work of re-

placing the 80-lb. rail between Montreal, Que., and Toronto,

Ont, with 100 lb. rail and will continue similar improvements

during the coming summer between Niagara Falls and London,

Ont. It is the intention to lay 100-lb. rail with rock ballast on

the entire double-track system.

Surveyors are now at work laying out a 50-mile line to be

built by the Central Vermont between Windsor, Vt., and Brattle-

boro, to avoid using the Boston & Maine tracks.

Details are being arranged with the various towns and vil-

lages through which the extension of the Grand Trunk to Provi-

dence, R. L, is to pass. Right-of-way is being secured, and it

is expected that all the preliminaries will have been completed

by the coming spring. (June 17, p. 1568.)
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Isothermal Traction Co.—An officer writes that this com-

pany will take out a charter under the name of the North

Carolina Interurban, to build from Gastonia, N. C, which

will probably be changed to Charlotte, west via Dallas, Cherry-

ville, Waco, Shelby, Forest City, Rutherfordton and Chimneyrock

to Asheville, about 75 miles, with branch lines from Cherryville,

south to Kings Mountain; Cherryville, north to Hickory;

Shelby, north to Morgantown ; Rutherfordton, southwest to Tryon,

and from Asheville, north and west. The work will not be

difficult outside of the section crossing the Blue Ridge moun-
tains. Maximum grades from Gastonia to Rutherfordton will

be 2 per cent, and from Rutherfordton to Asheville, in the

mountain section, about 3 per cent. Maximum curvature, 16

degrees. There will be 12 steel bridges, varying in length

from 25 ft. to 125 ft. each. All plans and estimates for the

section from Rutherfordton to Asheville have been finished,

and for the section from Rutherfordton east, will be finished

soon, as well as for power houses to be built at Chimneyrock.

Contracts will be let about June 1. Construction on one or

two short sections will probably be started in the near future.

The company will consider any applications from good reliable

firms or corporations to carry out the work. The line will

carry products from cotton mills, as well as timber. The offi-

cers of the company are L. L. Jenkins, president, Asheville

;

Geo. L. McKay, general manager, and Wythe M. Peyton, chief

engineer, both of Rutherfordton.

Kansas & Southeastern.—An officer writes that a contract

has been given to the St. Louis Construction Company, and the

prospects of building the line are good. The plans call for a

line from Almena, Kan., southeast to Anthony, 250 miles. There

will be a number of concrete bridges. The principal commo-
dities the line will carry are wheat and other grains and coal.

S. V. Wardall, president, and E. W. Wardall, chief engineer,

Larned.

Kettle Valley.—According to press reports, this company
proposes to let contracts in the near future, and expects to have

the 60-mile gap between Merrit, B. C, and Midway finished by

August.

KooTENAY Central.—Bids are to be asked in April, it is said,

for building a section of 50 miles south of Golden, B. C.

Lawton, Duncan & Ardmore.—A preliminary survey has been

made from Lawton, Okla., southeast via Duncan to Ardmore,

and construction work is to be started soon. This is the first

section of a line which is eventually to be extended southeast

from Ardmore to Denison, Texas, or Sherman. A bonus of

$100,000 has been raised by residents of the city of Ardmore
and a similar amount is to be given by Lawton, and Duncan
will subscribe about half that amount, as well as 21.5 miles of

the right-of-way. The Lawton Board of Trade was the original

promoters. The Development Corporation of Philadelphia has

since become interested, and the railway company was chartered

recently with $2,000,000 capital. E. R. Sutton, president, Phila-

delphia. Dr. Herbert M. Howe, associated with R. L. Robertson

and J. L. Hamon, Lawton, are interested.

Lock Haven & Jersey Shore (Electric).—This company pro-

poses to build from Lock Haven, Pa., northeast along the Sus-

quehanna river to Jersey Shore. Right-of-way has already been

secured, with the exception of the section through Woodward
township. L. M. Patterson, president, Lock Haven. C. E.

Covert, Harrisburg; R. S. Walton and A. M. Hoagland, Will-

iamsport, and G. J. Patterson, Pittsburgh, are interested.

Maine Central.—A bill has been introduced in the Maine

legislature, authorizing this company to build under the name of

the Rangeley Lakes & Megantic, from the Rangeley Lakes ter-

minal of the Main Central, north about 40 miles to a junction

with the Canadian Pacific and Quebec Central, at Lake Megantic,

Que.

Mahoning & Shenango Railway & Light Co.—An officer

is quoted as saying that this company will spend $500,000 dur-

ing 1911 for improvements to be made between Leavittsburg,

Ohio, and New Castle, Pa. Some of the existing lines are to

be double-tracked.

Marshall & East Texas.—An officer writes that an issue of

$5,000,000 of bonds has been authorized to secure funds for

building extensions and for reconstructing the present line

between Marshall and Winnsboro, Texas, 74 miles. It has not

yet been decided when this work will be started. The company
now has 92 miles of railway in operation from Winnsboro south-

east to Elysian Fields. (May 13, p. 1237.)

Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester & Dubuque (Electric).

—

An officer writes that contracts are to be let in March, April
and May to build a 70-miIe extension from Northfield, Minn.,
south via Faribault, to Owatonna, thence east via Dodge Center
and Kasson to Rochester, about 65 miles. The company already

has 40 miles of track laid. The work involves handling about

12,000 cu. yds. of earth a mile. There will be some cuts 32 ft.

wide, and fills of 16 ft. Maximum grade will be 1.5 per cent,

compensated and maximum curvature 5 deg. There will be

three or five steel bridges, each 80 ft. to 125 ft. long, and few
trestles over 150 ft. long. F. G. L. Hunt, chief engineer,

Minneapolis.

National Railways of Mexico.—According to press reports,

the National Railways of Mexico will build the line from Dur-
ango, Mcx., southeast to Gutierrez, Zacatccas, which is on the old

main line of the Mexican Central, 155 miles. The government
of Durango has granted a subsidy of about $600,000 for that

portion of the line through Durango, and it is understood that

the state of Zacatecas has granted a subsidy for a similar

amount. (October 21, p. 759.)

Work is being pushed on the Durango & Llano Grande, build-

ing from Durango, Mex., westerly to Llano Grande, about 65

miles. (November 25, p. 1023.)

North Carolina Interurban.—See Isothermal Traction Co.

North Coast.—See Oregon—Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company.

Oakland & Antioch (Electric).—Application has been made
in Contra Costa county, Cal., for a franchise to build from

Concord to Castle Rock, at the base of Mount Diablo.

Oregon Roads.—According to press reports, plans are being

made to build a line from Madras, Ore., southeast to Prineville,

about 35 miles. F. S. Forest and G. Nelson, officials of the In-

land Empire Development Co., are said to be interested. This

is thought to be a project of the Hill lines. It is understood

that there will be a race between the Hill lines and the Harri-

man lines to secure right-of-way for a branch to Primeville.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—
Contracts were recently let for work on about 40 miles of the

North Coast between Spokane, Wash., and Ayer, on the Snake

river, which are 103 miles apart as follows: G. A. Carlson &
Co.., W. L. Trimble, and George Chew, Spokane, and Eschbach,

Bruce & Co., North Yakima. The work includes piercing nine

tunnels and all the work is to be finished within 18 months. A
large force of men will be put to w'ork at once. (February 17,

p. 334.)

Panama-David.—The Panama government has announced that

it will ask for bids until June 30, to build from the city of

Panama, west to David, near the Costa Rican frontier. The line

is to have a total length of 362 miles. Surveys have been made

for a long time. The new line is to be the Panama link of the

proposed Pan-American Railway, through Central America to

a connection with the Mexican extension of the Southern Pacific.

(February 10, p. 302.)

Pennsylvania, Monongahela & Southern.—See Pennsyl-

vania Railroad.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—The report of this company for the

year ended December 31, 1910, under date of March 3, 1911,

shows that in addition to the Filbert street extension leading into

Broad Street station, Philadelphia, Pa., further extensions and

improvements at the Broad Street station are contemplated to

accommodate the passenger traffic in and out of Philadelphia.

Plans for this work are now being made. Satisfactory progress

was made revising the grade and completing the four-track

system through Greensburg, including a new passenger station

and the elimination of the Greensburg tunnel. Two additional

tracks through Greensburg have been finished and the old tunnel

abandoned. Work is nearing completion on the Northumber-

land classification yard, and the new line between the Williams-
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port and Siinbiiry divisions in connection with tliis work lias

been fmishcd. A large amount of grade elimination work in

New Jersey and Pennsylvania was carried ont during the year.

It is cxjiected that w^ork will he finished this year on the elimina-

tion of the grade crossings in the city of Bristol, Pa., which
called for the construction of a new line through the city. Con-
struction work on the eastern section of the relief line between
Newark, N. J., Trenton and Morrisville will be started. Con-
tracts for rebuilding the Cortlandt street ferry, New York City,

necessitated by establishing new street and harbor lines, have
been let and it is expected the work will be finished in 1912. It

is also expected that the new rapid transit line, which included

the electrification of the present tracks, from the Hudson &
Manhattan tunnel system, near Summit avenue, Jersey City, to

Manhattan Transfer, and a brancli from that place to Park place,

Newark, will be finished during tlie summer of 1911. Elevation

work on the Kensington branch, including the elimination of all

grade crossings on that branch, has been finished, as well as

improvements in the Kensington station. The Harrison yard
and its facilities, now known as Manhattan Transfer, near
Newark, N. J., was placed in operation in November, 1910. The
New York tunnel extension was finished during 1910 and the

East river division from the Pennsylvania station. New York
into Long Island, is now in operation. The western portion,

from the station, in the borough of Manhattan under the

North river to Harrison, N. J., has also been opened for traffic.

The remaining work on the tunnel extension at Harrison, N. J.,

and at Sunnyside yards. Long Island, and the electrical and
station facilities and equipment will be fully completed in the

early part of the present year. Extensive improvements were
made on the Buffalo division, Western New York & Pennsylvania
Railroad, including changes of line and grade, also additional

track and sidings. The extension of the Bedford & Hollidays-
burg Railroad was completed and opened for operation from
Imler, Pa. 'to Brooke's Mills, 10.81 miles. Further work was
carried out on the Rice's Landing extension of the Pennsylvania,
Monongahela & Southern, to provide track and station facilities.

The new yard and engine house at Orangeville, Md., near Balti-

more, is nearing completion, and considerable progress was made
on the construction of the new passenger station at Baltimore,
and the enlargement of the facilities and rearrangement of the

tracks. On the West Jersey & Seashore the elevation of tracks

from Wright avenue to Spruce street in Camden, N. J., has been
completed and placed in operation. See comments of this com-
pany elsewhere in this issue.

Rangeley Lakes & Megantic.—See Maine Central.

Southern Railway.—The Southern Railway's new cut off

around Lynchburg, Va., which is ten miles long and cost

$4,000,000, was opened for freight traffic March 1. Passenger
trains will use the new line in about one week.

Sparks Western.—See Georgia & Florida.

St. Louis Southwestern.—This company has given a mort-
gage to secure funds for the new extension under construction

from Stuttgart, Ark., north to Hazen, 45 miles, and from
England, east to Stuttgart. All the grading has been finished

and track laid on 30 miles. It is expected to have all the track

laying finished during March.

St. Paul Southern (Electric).—An officer writes that grad-

ing work will probably be started early this spring on a line

from St. Paul, Minn, southeast via Hastings, Wacouta and
Lake City to military camp grounds, 57 miles. There will be
about 17,000 cu. yds. of material to be handled a mile. The
work includes a 400-ft. bridge, with approaches, over the Missis-

sippi river north of Hastings. Address W. L. Sonntag, gen-

eral manager of the St. Paul Railway Promotion Co., St. Paul.

West Jersey & Seashore.—See Pennsylvania Railroad.

Western New York & Pennsylvania.—See Pennsylvania

Railroad.

West Penn Traction.—An officer writes that the company
now has work under way on three extensions as follows: Leis-

enring, Pa., southwest to Uniontown, eight miles; Greensburg
to Jamison, seven miles, and Masontown to Martin station,

three miles. Material has been bought and contracts have been
let for the work. (February 24, p. 369.)

Bailmut) i^tuancial Nettie.

Atchlson, Toi'eka & Santa Fe.—Augustus D. Julliard has been
elected a director, succeeding Paul Morton, deceased.

Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic.—The Pennsylvania Rail-

road and the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington have
been granted permission by Maryland Public Service Commis-
sion to buy at $70 a share the $478,100 minority preferred

stock of the B. C. & A. deposited with the Colonial Trust Com-
pany of Baltimore. The Pennsylvania already owns all of the

$1,000,000 common and 78 per cent, of the $1,600,000 preferred.

Boston & Maine.—A press despatch from Boston says that the

Vermont Valley Railroad, a subsidiary of the Boston & Maine,

has bouglit the interest held by the Sortwell estate in the

Montpelicr & Wells River, the Barre Bridge Railroad and the

Barrc Railroad. The Montpelier & Wells River runs from
Wells River, Vt., to Montpelier, with a branch to Barre, a

total of 45 miles.

BuFi'ALO Creek Railroad.—The New York Public Service

Commission, Second district, has authorized this company to

make a mortgage securing $5,000,0(X) first refunding mortgage

5 per cent. 50-year bonds. The company is authorized to issue

$1,000,000 bonds to retire at par its 5 per cent, bonds of

1891. In addition, the company is authorized to issue

$1,021,000 bonds to make additions to its property.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—Kuhn, Loeb & Co.

and the National City Bank, both of New York, have bought

$25,000,000 first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 1909-1949,

principal and interest unconditionally guaranteed by the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

The Commercial & Financial Chronicle, in a recent issue,

says that an initial dividend of 2 per cent, had been declared

on the $100,000,000 stock of the Puget Sound, all of which is

owned by the St. Paul.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—This company and the Chi-

cago & North Western have made a bargain with the New
York Central interests as a result of which the North West-

ern and the St. Paul will each acquire 20 per cent, of the

Indiana Harbor Belt's stock and 20 per cent, of its outstanding

notes. It is planned that the Indiana Harbor Belt shall au-

thorize the issuance of $12,000,000 more bonds, the proceeds

to be used in completing its second track and enlarging its

track facilities at junction points. The Indiana Harbor Belt

now connects with the St. Paul at its Franklin Park yard

and with the North Western at its Proviso yard. The acqui-

sition of interest in it by the North Western and the St.

Paul no doubt indicates that it is to be in future a more im-

portant connection between the New York Central lines and

these roads for the transfer of cars which do not need to be

moved into or out of the business district of Chicago.

Chicago & North Western.—See Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul.

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern.—F. J. Lisman & Co.,

New York, are offering the unsold portion of $3,100,000 out-

standing first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of

1910-1960 at 98, yielding about 5.10 per cent, income. The
balance of the $20,000,000 authorized bonds are reserved for

extensions, additions and improvements and for retiring un-

derlying bonds. This company bought the properties of the

Southern Indiana and the Chicago Southern. There are about

298 miles of main line and 52 miles of branches. The bonds

are a first mortgage on the line between Chicago Heights

and the Indiana-Illinois state line, about 114 miles, with some
equipment.

Corvallis & Alsea River.—A press despatch from Monroe,

Ore., says that this road and the Portland, Eugene & Eastern

are to be merged, and when the lines are completed they will

be electrified.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—Application has been made to the

federal court for permission to issue $500,000 receivers' cer-

tificates in order to meet pay rolls, repair road and bridges,

etc.
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Illinois Central.—^The New York Stock Exchange has listed

$2,740,000 additional refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds,

due 1950. These bonds have been issued in exchange for

$78,000 St. Louis division and terminal 3Vz per cent, bonds and
$2,662,000 purchased lines 3^ per cent, bonds.

Indiana Harbor Belt.—See Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

JoNESBORO, Lake City & Eastern.—We are informed that

the ownership of the capital stock of this company has changed
hands and that the company has been reorganized. See the

new officers under Railway Officers.

Lake Superior & Ishpeming.—Stockholders are to vote March
30 on the question of authorizing the issue of new first mort-
gage bonds. The last of the first mortgage bonds of 1896

were called for payment on January 1, 1911.

Lancaster, Oxford & Southern.—John A Nauman has been
appointed receiver of this company, which owns and operates

a narrow gage line from Quarryville, Pa., to Peach Bottom.
The petition for receivership is by the stockholders.

Long Island.—Holders of the $1,000,000 Brooklyn & Montauk
first mortgage 5 per cent, and 6 per cent, bonds, matured
March 1, 1911, are offered the privilege of exchanging their

bonds for Long Island refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds
maturing March 1, 1949, guaranteed principal and interest by
the Pennsylvania Railroad. The refunding bonds are taken at

97, and the difiference of $30 will be paid in cash at the time

of exchange. Bonds that are not exchanged are redeemed
in cash.

Marshall & East Texas.—Directors have authorized a mortgage

to secure $5,000,000 bonds, to be sold as required for extensions

and improvements.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—This company
has made a mortgage securing $1,358,866 equipment trust cer-

tificates. These certificates are to be issued to pay for steel

cars of various kinds.

New Orleans Terminal Co.—This company has sold to Lee,

Higginson & Co., Boston, Mass., $4,000,000 first mortgage 4

per cent, bonds of 1903-1953. The bonds are guaranteed prin-

cipal and interest jointly and separately by the St. Louis &
San Francisco and by the Southern Railway, and are part of

an authorized issue of $15,000,000, of which $14,000,000, in-

cluding this issue, are now outstanding. The bankers are

offering these bonds at 88, yielding about 4.65 per cent, in-

come.

New York Central & Hudson River.—The directors have de-

clared a quarterly dividend of 1J4 per cent, payable April

15. In 1907 the rate was increased to V/i per cent, quarterly;

in 1908 it was reduced again to 1J4 P^r cent.; in March, 1910,

it was increased to lyz per cent, quarterly.

Northern Central.—The Maryland court of appeals has af-

firmed the decision of the circuit court of Baltimore holding

the lease of the Northern Central to the Pennsylvania as not

redeemable under Maryland laws.

Oneida Railway.—See West Shore.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—For the first time the Pennsylvania

Railroad and the Pennsylvania Lines West have prepared their

monthly statements of operating revenues and expenss, which

they distribute to interested stockholders and bankers, so as to

show the total amount of operating revenues and of operating

expenses and the increase or decrease, as compared with the

corresponding month of the year before. The statements are

made up for the various companies operating the lines west

and there is also a statement showing the combined revenues

and expenses for the entire system east and west. Heretofore

the Pennsylvania has made monthly statements simply showing

the increase or decrease from the corresponding month of the

year before. See Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic

Pittsburgh, Binghamton & Eastern.—The property of this

road, which was projected to run from Binghamton, N. Y.,

to Keating Summit, has been sold under foreclosure. It is

understood that the part in Lycoming and Clinton counties

was sold for $25,000 to a subsidiary of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River. The remainder of the road and the

grading was sold separately.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—The directors have voted an increase

in capital stock of $4,200,000 giving the privilege to stock-

holders to subscribe in the ratio of 20 per cent, of holdings at

par. The directors have also declared a cash dividend of 25

per cent., payable March 31.

Southwestern of Texas.—The Railroad Commission of Texas
has authorized the company to issue $35,000 stock and $354,-

905 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1907-1937, secured on
the 30 miles of road in operation from Henrietta to Archer
City.

St. Joseph & Grand Island.—The Union Pacific offers to buy
the minority holdings of stock at $53.91 per share of first pre-

ferred, $37.49 per share of second preferred and $20.07 per
share of common. Judge Lovett says in part

:

"In view of the inquiries from time to time respecting the

prospects for dividends, especially on the first preferred stock,

the following is submitted

:

"All the bonds issuable under the mortgage of the railway

company have been issued, except $1,000,000 reserved ex-

clusively for the construction of additional lines of railway,

and even those can be issued only at a rate of not exceeding

$6,000 per mile of new railway. The company is without
other means of raising money for the additions and better-

ments absolutely necessary to bring the property up to the

condition in which it must be maintained to secure and prop-

erly handle the traffic it should enjoy, and to buy the neces-

sary engines and other equipment.

"Its earnings are the only source to which the company can

fairly look for the money with which to meet these expendi-

tures, at least until the condition of the property and the com-
pany's business are such as to establish for it a credit that

will enable it to borrow the money at reasonable rates, not-

withstanding the existing mortgage. How long this will be is

uncertain. It seems plain, however, that the board of directors

would not be warranted in declaring dividends at this time.

"The St. Joseph & Grand Island was for a number of years a

part of the Union Pacific system, but became detached through

foreclosure and reorganization proceedings. It seemed, how-
ever, that the former relations should be restored, and to that

end the Union Pacific in 1906 acquired a considerable amount
of the stock of the St. Joseph & Grand Island. During the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1910, purchases were resumed, as

shown by the published annual report of the Union Pacific

for that year, and at this date it owns 58.07 per cent, of the

entire capital stock. The average prices paid for all stock

purchased since such purchases were resumed during the last

fiscal year are as follows : For first preferred shares, $53.91

per share; for second preferred shares, $37.49 per share; for

common shares, $20.07 per share."

St. Louis & San Francisco.—William Salomon & Co., New
York, have bought $2,700,000 4 per cent, refunding bonds of

the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis of 1901. Tlie bonds

are guaranteed principal and interest by the St. Louis & San

Francisco. Of the proceeds of the sale of these bonds,

$2,055,300 will be used for refunding purposes.

St. Louis Southwestern.—This company has sold to the Guar-

anty Trust Co. and Rhoades & Co., both of New York, $800,-

000 Central Arkansas & Eastern first mortgage 5 per cent,

bonds of 1910-1940, guaranteed principal and interest by the

St. Louis Southwestern. These bonds are a first mortgage on

the new extension under construction from Stuttgart, Ark.,

to Hazen, and from England to Stuttgart, a total of 45 miles.

See this company under Railway Construction.

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario.—The Province of On-

tario is to borrow $5,500,000, of which $2,500,000 is to be ad-

vanced to a hydro-electric project and the remaining $3,000,000

will be advanced to the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario.

Union Pacific.—See St. Joseph & Grand Island.

West Shore.—Tlie Oneida Railway has asked the New York

Public Service Commission, Second district, to approve an

;igreement running 475 years providing for the operation by

third rail of passenger and express cars by the Oneida com-

pany over the West Shore between Utica and Syracuse.



j^ufiftly (Fradc ^ccti^n.
Tliere arc now in service over 100,000 Willard train-lij-liting

cells, made by the Willard Storage Hattcry Coinpanv, Cleveland,
Ohio.

The JMiiiitrcai Locomotive Works, Montreal, Que, has received
orders from the Canadian Pacific for two steam shovels and
from the Grand Trunk Pacific for one steam shovel.

F. H. Greene, general purchasing agent of the New York Cen-
tral & Hudson River, has resigned to become president of the
Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Company, Piiiladclphia, Pa.

The Pay-As-You-Enter Car Corporation, New York, and the
Pay-Within Car Company, Philadelphia, Pa., have been merged
into one organization. The new company will be the Prepayment
Car Sales Company, with office at 50 Church street, New York.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has re-
ceived an order from the Sand Springs Interurban Railway
for one 70-ft. gasoline motor car. This will make 41 railways
either having these motor cars in operation or on order at
the present time.

The Bowman-Blackman Machine Tool Company, St. Louis,
Mo., is the successor to the firm of Albert B. Bowman, dealer
in machine shop equipment. The formation of the new company
is due to the entrance into the firm of G. H. Blackman. Mr.
Blackman is a graduate of the mechanical engineering depart-
ment of the Missouri State University, and is an experienced
machine tool man. He has been with the Bowman company for
several years.

The Acme universal uncoupling device, made by the Acme
Railway Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa., is being applied
to the following cars: Four hundred and fifty hopper cars and
gondola cars, being built for the New York, Ontario & Western

;

2,150 miscellaneous cars and 30 locomotives being built for the
Pittsburg & Shawmut, 1,000 miscellaneous freight cars being
built for the New York, New Haven & Hartford; and 800 box
and hopper cars being built for the Lehigh & New England.

The Portland Railway, Light & Power Company, Portland,
Ore., has ordered six 1,000-k.w. motor-generators sets from
the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Four of
these will furnish power to the electric railway system and each
will consist of a 1,060-h.p. 10,000-volt 3-phase synchronous motor
connected to a 1,000-k.w. 600-volt direct current generator. The
other two will furnish power for lighting and each will consist
of a 1,060-h.p., 10,000-volt 3-phase synchronous motor direct

connected to a 1,000-k.w. 300-volt direct current generator.

The annual report of the Railway Steel-Spring Company, New
York, for the year ending December 31, 1910, shows that gross
sales were $10,035,435, an increase of $2,192,143 over 1909. Tlie

surplus, after fixed charges, was $810,077, or 6 per cent, on the

$13,500,000 common stock, as compared with 5.32 per cent, earned
on the same stock in 1909. At the annual meeting Otis H. Cut-
ler, president of the American Brake Shoe & Foundry Com-
pany, Mahwah, N. J., was elected a director to succeed the late

Frank S. Layng. The officers of the company and the other di-

rectors were re-elected.

The annual report of the Cambria Steel Company, Johnstown,
Pa., for the year ended Deceber 31, 1910, shows that the earn-
ings or income from operation, after all expenses incident to

same (including those for ordinary repairs and maintenance)
had been deducted, added to other income was $5,461,336 in

1910, compared with $3,329,849 in 1909. The net income was
$4,553,332 in 1910, compared with $2,538,087 in 1909. The divi-

dends paid out in 1910 were $2,250,000 compared with $1,800,000

in 1909. The balance carried to profit and loss was $113,294 in

1910, compared with $38,087 in 1909.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, as mentioned
in our issue of January 20, has acquired from the Duntley Manu-
facturing Company, Chicago, the right to make and sell the

Rockford gasolene motor cars. The manufacture will be con-

ducted on a larg;e scale ahd workmanship and material will be

maintained at the same standard that the company insists on

fur its pneumatic tool products. All parts will be made to jig

and templet, insuring interchangeability and thereby facilitating

repairs. Tiie frames will be entirely of welded steel and a

number of other improvements are being made which have been
suggested by the experience gained in the operation of some
800 cars in actual service. There are at present cars of the Rock-
ford type in use on 132 railways, all of which have been put
in service during the last two years.

The Kennicott Company, Chicago Heights, 111., announces
that to provide adequate facilities for its steel car department an
extensive addition is being made to its plant and the most mod-
ern machinery and appliances are being installed to economically
handle heavy steel work. The car department is one of the newer
lines of the Kennicott company, and is becoming a very important
part of its business. The department is prepared to handle
structural steel freight and passenger equipment, steel under-
frames for all classes of equipment, steel tank cars complete,

steel re-enforcers or strengtheners for wooden equipment, trucks

and mine cars and general plate construction. An order has just

been taken for 10 steel box car underframes for the Erie; and
250 steel twin hopper underframe and six steel postal car under-

frames have just been completed for the same company.

The Consolidated Concrete Tie Company, Cairo, 111., has been

organized to make and sell concrete ties under the Sneed and
Cowan patents. The capital stock is $100,000, and is fully sub-

scribed. The officers of the company are : J. R. Sneed, presi-

dent; A. E. Reader, first vice-president; D. W. Heilig, second

vice-president; H. B. Eshleman, secretary and treasurer; R. J. D.

Cowan, general manager. The Sneed patent covers a one-piece

tie of reinforced concrete with wood or paper cushions to take

the shock of the rolling stock. The Cowan patent covers a

three-piece reinforced concrete tie which also uses wood or paper

cushions as above. The company is at present making the one-

piece type and test ties are being placed in a number of stretches

of track on various railways. The Illinois Central has had 12 of

these ties in service in a side track at Dongola, 111., since Oc-

tober 15, 1910. Up to the present the ties have shown no signs of

deterioration.

Frank H. Greene, general purchasing agent of the New York
Central Lines, has resigned to become president of the Hale &
Kilburn Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Greene

was born on April 3,

1868. At the age of 17

he entered the railway

service as clerk in the

purchasing department

of the Grand Trunk.
Since then he has been,

consecutively, chief clerk

in the general stores de-

partment of the Chicago

& North Western ; sec-

retary to the superin-

tendent of motive power
of the same road ; and
traveling auditor in

charge of material and
supplies for the same
road. In July, 1899, he

was made secretary to

the superintendent of

motive power of the

Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern. From Janu-
ary, 1900, until January,

1906, he was purchasing
agent of tlie Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Lake Erie

& Western and the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, with offiice at Cleve-

land, Ohio. On January 1, 1906, Mr. Greene came to New York
to fill the position which he has just resigned. Mr. Greene is

a member of the Engineers Club, the New York Railroad Club
and the Western Railway Club.

Frank H. Greene.
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TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Geo.rgia, Florida & Alabama.—The traffic department of the

Georgia, Florida & Alabama has published a booklet describing

the communities along its line that offer special agricultural and

commercial opportunities.

Ingot Iron.—The American Rolling Mill Co., Middletown,

Ohio, has published a 35-page booklet on American ingot iron,

giving results of tests, a list of articles made of this metal and
tables of dimensions and prices.

Southern Pacific.—This company has published exception-

ally attractive booklets on the Walla Walla Valley, Wash.

;

on Eugene, Ore. ; on Salem, and on Oregon City. The oppor-

tunities, resources and industries are so illustrated and de-

scribed that from a hasty glance one can get a good idea of

what these regions offer.

Motors.—The Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J., has pub-

lished Bulletin No. 126 on polyphase induction motors. These
motors vary from J/2 h. p. to 250 h. p. and can be applied to nearly

all forms of industrial machinery. This booklet describes these

motors and gives illustrations of the interiors of some industrial

plants in which they have been installed.

Storage Batteries.—The Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio, has devoted Bulletin No. 34 to Willard storage

batteries. Descriptions and illustrations of the stationary types

for use in railway signaling and tables of dimensions and prices

are included. Bulletin No. 29 is a folder describing the con-

struction and qualities of the Willard standard plates for signal

service.

Locomotives.—The Hannoversche Maschinebau-Actien-Gesell-

schaft, Hannover-Linden, Germany, has published folders No.

1003, 1005 and 1007, giving the principal dimensions and gross

ton loads for different gradients for 45-ton switching locomotives,

67-ton consolidation locomotives and 74-ton double-ender tank

locomotives, respectively. The data in these folders is printed in

different languages, including English, and valuable conversion

tables are given on the back of each.

Car Ventilators.—Burton W. Mudge & Company, Chicago,

are distributing a handsomely illustrated booklet covering the

special features of their Garland system of ventilation for pas-

senger coaches, street cars and freight equipment. The illus-

trations show in the best way possible the application and ad-

vantages of this system. Drawings are also included to illustrate

the suction effect which is produced by the moving car and

which is a feature in this ventilating system.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Southern Railway has given a contract

to R. W. Walker, Atlanta, for putting up a three-story

freight house and a six-story office building on Madison ave-

nue, in Atlanta. The freight house is to be built of reinforced

concrete, and the office building is to have a reinforced con-
crete frame with pressed brick face. The buildings will be

50 ft. wide, and together will have a total length of 740 ft.

Augusta, Me.—The governor has signed a bill allowing the

closing of Court street in Augusta. This will permit the Maine
Central to build a new passenger station on the site selected.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Coney Island & Brooklyn, is planning

to spend $100,000 for a new terminal on Surf avenue, Coney
Island.

Calgary, Alb.—Bids are wanted until March 22 by the division

engineer of the Canadian Pacific, at Calgary, for 26 section houses,

five stations and freight sheds, three stations, two bunk houses

and two 6-stall roundhouses, to be built in Alberta and Sas-

katchewan.

Chimneyrock, N. C.—See Isothermal Traction under Railway
Construction.

Eagle Lake, Texas.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has let

the contract for building a new combined passenger and

freight station at Eagle Pass to cost between $8,000 and $10,000.

Everett, Wash.—The Great Northern is having plans made
for a new station at Everett, to cost $500,000. (January 20, p.

147.)

Gre.\t Falls, Mont.—The Great Northern, it is said, is planing

to put up a freight house at Great Falls, to cost $80,000.

Hastings, Minn.—See St. Paul Southern (Electric) under
Railway Construction.

Lebanon, Pa.—The Hummclstown & Campbellstown Railway
is planning to put up a car barn and power plant in Lebanon.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Southern Pacific, according to state-

ments of President Lovett, is to build a new passenger sta-

tion on the site of its present station. Negotiations for

building a union station have not met with the favor of the

railways interested, and it is not likely that an agreement can

be reached.

Marquette, Mich.—The Lake Superior & Ishpeming has let

the contract for its No. 2 ore dock. The dock will be of steel

and concrete construction, and it is estimated to cost $1,250,000.

Medicine Hat, Alb.— It is understood that the Canadian Pacific

will make improvements at Medicine Hat, to include a double-

track steel bridge to cost $314,000.

Montreal, Que.—An officer of the Canadian Northern is

quoted as saying that the company has definitely decided to

enter the center of Montreal. It is the intention of the com-

pany to build a large terminal instead of continuing to use the

old Moreau street terminal on the outskirts of the city.

Nebraska City, Neb.—The Missouri Pacific has agreed to an

ordinance that was passed by the city council some time ago

granting the right to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy to close

South Sixth street in order to build a passenger station and a

subway. The Missouri Pacific is interested in this subway on ac-

count of the fact that it will carry the Burlington under a por-

tion of the Missouri Pacific right of way.

New Haven, Conn.—According to press reports, the New-

York, New Haven & Hartford will make extensive improve-

ments at New Haven, in connection with the new roundhouse

and machine shop plant on the Quinnipac meadows.

New London, Conn.—According to press reports, a new rail-

way bridge is to be built over the Thames river at a point 400 ft.

north of the present structure, for which plans have been made.

It is expected that the work will be started during 1911.

New York.—The Board of Estimate has approved the spend-

ing of $605,742 for strengthening the end spans of the Williams-

burg bridge over the East river, to permit the operation of

subway trains over the structure.

Oakland, Cal.—The Southern Pacific has filed a building

contract for improvements to its pier at Oakland, to cost $14,700.

Portland, Me.—The Portland Union Railway Station Co.

proposes to change its name to the Portland Terminal Company,

and to eliminate grade crossings in the cities of Portland, South

Portland and Westbrook.

South Bend, Ind.—A bill authorizing the elevation of rail-

way tracks in South Bend has passed both houses of the state

legislature.

Spokane, Wash.—The North Coast is said to have given a

contract for building a bridge over the Spokane river.

St. Louis, Mo.—The St. Louis Southwestern has bought land

in the heart of the terminal district of St. Louis at a cost of

about $1,250,000. This land will be used for freight yards and

a freight station when plans now under way have been com-

pleted. The property covers three blocks and measures

about 900 ft. by 275 ft., situated directly between the freight

terminals of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Burlington.

Tracks of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, in

which the St. Louis Southwestern holds an equal interest

with fourteen other lines, run on both sides of the property.

This will make the facilities offered by the new location un-

surpassed. Increase in the Cotton Belt's traffic in and out of

St. Louis made these arrangements necessary.

Sydney, N. S.—The Intercolonial station was damaged by

fire recently, with an estimated loss of about $60,000.

Vancouver, B. C—The Great Northern will put up a new

freight house, it is said, at Vancouver.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

'I III' I'erc Marquette is said to be making inquiries on 50 loco-

motives.

The Kansas City Soutltcni is said to be making inquiries on 20
locomotives.

The San Antonio &- Aransas Pass is in the nu^rket for 4
mogul locomotives.

'J'he Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 29 locomotives from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Western Maryland is in the market for 30 consolidation
locomotives, 5 Mallets and 5 Pacific type locomotives.

The Pan American of Uruguay is said to have ordered 8 loco-
motives from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Company.

The I.aurinburg &- Southern has ordered one 10-wheel loco-
motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The dimensions of
the cylinders will be 18 in. x 26 in., and the diameter of the
driving wheels will be 56 in.

The Louis-ville, Henderson & St. Louis has ordered 1 six-
wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The dimensions of the cylinders will be 20 in. x 26 in., and the
total weight in working order will be 132,000 lbs.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railway Age Gazette of
January 20 as being in the market for 5 Pacific type locomotives,
20 consolidation locomotives and 20 mikado locomotives, has or-
dered 40 mikado locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 35 loco-
motives from the American Locomotive Company. This order
includes 15 consolidation locomotives, 7 mogul locomotives, 7 six-

wheel switching locomotives and 6 eight-wheel passenger loco-

motives.

The Crystal City & Uvalde has ordered one mogul locomotive
from the American Locomotive Company. The dimensions of the

cylinders will be 18 in. x 24 in., the diameter of the driving wheels
will be 54 in., and the total weight in working order will be
120.000 lbs.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle has ordered 2 ten-wheel loco-

motives from the Baldw'in Locomotive Works. The cylinders of
these locomotives w-ill be 22 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the

driving wheels will be 72 in., and the total weight in working
order will be 160,000 lbs.

The Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Company, New Glasgow, N.
S., has ordered one six-wheel switching locomotive from the

Montreal Locomotive Works. The dimensions of the cylinders

will be 19 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving wheels 50 in.,

and the total weight in working order 124,000 lbs.

Corrigan, McKinney & Company, Cleveland, Ohio, have or-

dered 2 six-wheel switching locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will be
19 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 50 in.,

and the total weight in working order will be 123,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Montreal Street Railway is in the market for 50 pay-as-

you-enter cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is said to be making in-

quiries on 1,450 freight cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio is said to have ordered 1,000 box cars

from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The New York, Ontario & Western will be in the market
shortly tor 350 coal cars and 100 gondola cars.

The Birmingham Southern is in the market for 55 gondola

cars, 20 flat cars and 25 steel underframe box cars.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has placed with the

American Car & Foundry Company an additional order for 100

box cars.

The Boston Elevated has ordered 40 subway cars from the
Standard Steel Car Company and 20 coaches from the Pressed
Steel Car Company.

The New York Central Lines have ordered 25 all-steel postal
cars from the American Car & Foundry Company and 25 all-

steel postal cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Algonta Central & Hudson Bay has ordered 175 forty-ton

steel underframe flat cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry
Company and 50 fifty-ton ore cars from tiic Hart-Otis Car
Company.

The Illinois Central has authorized the building of 500 forty-

foot thirty-ton steel underframe refrigerator cars at its shops at

Burnside, III. The cars will be equipped with Bcttendorf under-
frames and trucks.

The Ann Arbor, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of
February 17 as being in the market for 110 freight cars, has
ordered 50 steel underframe box cars and 60 refrigerator cars

from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, mentioned in the

Railway Age Gazette of January 27 as being in the market for

400 freight cars, has ordered 200 forty-ton flat cars and 100

forty-ton automobile cars from the Haskell & Barker Car
Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, mentioned in the

Railway Age Gazette of February 17 as being in the market for

12 milk cars, has ordered this equipment from the American
Car & Foundry Company, and is now in the market for 3 com-
bination smoking and first-class coaches.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, mentioned in the

Railway Age Gazette of February 24 as being in the market for

50 box cars and 50 flat cars, has ordered 50 steel underframe box
cars from the Standard Steel Car Company. Orders for the

50 flat cars will be placed in the near future.

The Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal, mentioned in the Railway

Age Gazette of February 10 as being in the market for 1,000

coal cars, has ordered 500 steel hopper cars from the Pressed

Steel Car Company and 500 steel hopper cars from the Standard

Steel Car Company.

The Lehigh & New England, as reported in the Raikvay Age
Gazette of February 24 has ordered 500 all steel hopper cars

from the Cambria Steel Company and 300 steel underframe box

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company. The hopper

cars will be built at Johnstown, Pa. Their capacity will be SO

tons and they will weigh 34,000 lbs. The inside measurements

will be 30 ft. long, 9 ft. 5^4 in. wide and 6 ft. 10^^ in. high. The
over-all measurements will be 31 ft. 6 in. long, 9 ft. 11^ in. wide

and 10 ft. high. The box cars will be built at Berwick, Pa. Their

capacity will be 30 tons and they will weigh 34,000 lbs. The
inside measurements will be 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 7 ft.

914 in. high. The over-all measurements will be 37 ft. long,

9 ft. 4^ in. wide and 13 ft. 7 in. high. The special equipment

on both types will be identical except where indicated.

Bolsters, truck .... Gould.
Brakebeams Davis solid truss.

Brakeshoes Am. Brake Shoe & Fdy. Co.
Brakes Westinghouse.
Couplers Gould.
Draft-rigging Farlow on hopper cars.

Draft-rigging Miner twin spring.

Journal bearings. .Ajax.
Journal boxes Gould on 250 hopper cars and on box cars.

Journal boxes Symington on 150 hopper cars.

Journal boxes Union Spring & Mfg. Co. on 100 hjopper cars.

Paint Dixon's silica-graphite on hopper cars.

Paint Nobrac on box car underframes.
Paint Metallic brown on box car bodies.

Springs Union Spring & Mfg. Co.
Wheels National Car Wheel Co. on hopper cars.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Llarriman Lines will place orders for 150,000 tons of rails

shortly.

The Havana Central is 1,000 tons of 45-lb. rails and 200 tons

of 70-lb. rails.

The Pan-American of Uruguay is in the market for about

40,000 tons of rails.
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The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 1,600 tons of rails from
the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 2,000 tons of rails from
the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Manila Railways have ordered 10,000 tons of rails from
the Lackawanna Steel Company.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern is in the market for

1,700 to 1,800 tons of structural steel.

The Pennsylvania Lines West are in the market for 2,000 tons

of structural steel for grade crossings.

The Cleveland, Akron & Columbus has ordered 10,000 tons

of rails from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Georgia Coast & Piedmont has ordered 1,500 tons of

structural steel from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered 4,000 tons of structural

steel from the McClintic-Marshall Construction Company for

use in its shops at Watervliet, N. Y.

The Transcontinental (for eastern section of Grand Trunk
Pacific) has ordered 61,000 tons of rails. The Algoma mills will

roll 35,000 tons and the remaining 26,000 tons will be furnished

by the Dominion Iron & Steel Company.

The Canadian Pacific, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of February 24 as being in the market for 100,000 tons of rails,

has placed this order with the Lake Superior Iron & Steel

Company and the Dominion Iron & Steel Company. This road

is still in the market for 20,000 tons of rails.

General Conditions in Steel.—The new orders of the United

States Steel Corporation during February averaged 40,775 tons

a day, the largest reported since early last year. This is an

increase of 18 per cent, over the January average. The true

conditions in the industry, however, cannot be ascertained until

after the period of suspense is over regarding the Oil and
Tobacco decisions and the tariff revision. The orders now on

the books are sufficient to warrant average operations of about

75 per cent, through March and April, and it is generally believed

that daily orders in March will even exceed those of February.

ing of the nipple. The maintenance of the 30 deg. angle is im-

portant, as it results in the brake hose being held in the position

most favorable for coupling and uncoupling, and prevents kinks
in the hose v/hich interfere with the free passage of air through
it. The Monogram bracket has been in successful use for sev-

MACHINERY AND TOOLS.

The Carolina & Northwestern is in the market for a number
of machine tools.

The Illinois Central has authorized the purchase of a list of

machine tools to cost about $30,000. The following machines
are included in the list, upon which prices are now being received

:

One 600-ton wheel press, two 2-in. bolt cutters, two 2-in. pipe

cutters, one 72-in. radial drill, one 48-in. milling machine, one
cold saw, one \y2-m. bolt header, one 36-in. by 12-ft. engine

lathe, one 24-in. by 10-ft. engine lathe, four 20-in. by 8-ft. engine

lathe and one 30-in. by 12-ft. engine lathe, one crank shaper, one
10,000-lb. hoist, one air compressor and a set of straightening

rolls for steel car work.

Bracket for Brake Angle Cock.

The M. G. B. standard for air brake train pipes, adopted in

1904, specifies that the hose angle cock threaded to the end of the

train pipe should be located 13 in. from the center line of the

coupler, and 13 in. from the face line of the knuckle, and that

the angle cock should be set at an angle of 30 deg. On an in-

spection trip made recently through the switching yards and
terminals at Chicago, on nearly 70 per cent, of the cars examined
the angle cocks were not in the required position, and the train

line pipes were loose and easily shifted on account of insecure

fastenings. The appliances in general use are made of two
pipes of wrought iron bolted together and clamped around the

train pipe, but these are not effective enough to hold the pipes

rigid in the proper position, and no provision is made to insure

the angle cock being held at the proper angle.

The Monogram bracket, here illustrated, will overcome these

derangements, and thereby eliminate train pipe repairs due to

broken and leaky joints, caused by the movement of the train

pipe through the brackets now in general use. It will positively

lock and hold the angle cock in a 30 deg. position, thus reduc-

ing the loss of the angle cock and hose on account of the break-

Wood's "Monogram" Bracket for Brake Angle Cock.

eral years, and has so demonstrated the advantage above de-

scribed that it has recently been applied to a large number of

cars for several large railways. It is manufactured and sold by
Guilford S. Wood, Great Northern building, Chicago.

Railway Appliances Association.

Final preparations are being made for the exhibition of rail-

way appliances to be held in the Coliseum, Chicago, during the

convention of the American Railway Engineering and Main-

tenance of Way Association. The exhibition last year was so

great a success that a resolution was passed by the Maintenance

of Way Association recognizing its high merit, and commending
the Railway Appliances Association for its efforts. The num-
ber of engineers attending the exhibition was large, and plans

are being made to care for an equal number this year. Free au-

tomobile service will be provided for all delegates from the

Congress Hotel to the Coliseum, making it easy to reach the

exhibit whenever spare time is available.

The musical program at the Coliseum this year will be fur-

nished by the Ellis Brooks' Band, which will give a popular pro-

gram each afternoon and evening.

The feature of greatest interest to many will no doubt be the

monorail car, which is to be in daily operation at the south end

of the balcony. It has been arranged to present this model car

to one of the engineering universities for a permanent exhibit.

The university wliich is to be so favored will be determined by

vote of the railway officials attending the exhibition.

The exhibit this year will be larger and better than any pre-

vious one. A total of 49,211 sq. ft. of floor space will be occupied

by exhibitors. This includes the entire main floor, the entire

annex and practically the entire balcony. A few good spaces are

still available on the balcony, which may be secured by applica-

tion to John N. Reynolds, secretary, 303 Dearborn street, Chi-

cago. See floor plan on following page.
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CINCE the supreme court has upheld the constitutionality

**^ of the corporation income tax law, we may expect to

have considerably more publicity given to the affairs of

corporations. It can make no difference with the accounts

of railway corporations, since these already have about as

much privacy as the life of Louis XIV, but with a corporation

such as the Standard Oil Company, for instance, the new law,

which among other things provides that a stockholder may
have access to the returns made to the tax commissioner,

should throw a good deal of light on the business methods of

these corporations, which heretofore have been known ex-

clusively by a few insiders. While presumably the supreme

court did not bother itself with details of how the new law

was to be administered, it would be rather interesting to

know how carefully the secretary of the treasury is carrying

out the strict letter of the law and how far he finds it im-

possible to do this, and therefore makes rules for his own
guidance. The added expense to the railways is compara-

tively slight. Railway taxes have increased from $245 per

mile in 1899 to $401 per mile in 1909, or 64 per cent., and the
additional increase imposed by the new law, in the face of
such large increases, is simply an additional annoyance rather
than a serious hardship.

<4'~r'i:IE law," someone has said, "is the last interpretation
of the law given by the last judge." Similarly, what

is "reasonable" in legislation affecting railways is what is

held to be so by the last court in its last decision. The su-
preme court of Kansas has rendered a decision upholding as
reasonable a law of that state which few students of railway
affairs would accept as such if the august court had not so
determined. In 1905, the Kansas legislature fixed "single
line" and "double line" rates to be charged on shipments of
oil, the former in each case being lower for a given distance
than the latter. For example, the single line rate for 6
miles or less is 2j^ cents per 100 lbs.; the double line rate, 4
cents; the single line rate for 50 miles and over 40 miles, is

5^ cents; the double line rate, 7 cents, etc. The rates are
the same per pound regardless of weight; for example, a 10-

Ib. can of oil takes the same rate per pound as a 100-lb. can,
or as a tank carload. The universal rule of rate-making is

to apply a minimum charge, which is the same for 100 lbs.

or any less amount, and to make a distinction between ship-
ments in carloads and less than carloads. The principal
reason for making these distinctions, of course, is that if

costs more per pound or per ton to haul a small shipment
than a large one. It seemed reasonable to the traffic men and
lawyers of the railways affected by this legislation to con-
strue single line as one line, and double line as two lines,

and, when a shipment moved over three lines, to charge the
sums of the double-line and single-line rates; when it moved
over four lines to charge the sum of the double-line rates,

etc. But when the law was tested in the Kansas courts, they
held that the making of the same rates per pound, regardless
of weight, was reasonable, and that double line meant any
number of lines exceeding one. Under the law as thus in-

terpreted, the shipper can route freight through whatever
junction points, and over whatever number of railways, that

will enable him to get the lowest combination rate, and it

often happens that a consignment of trifling weight and
yielding insignificant revenue is routed over six or seven
roads. For example, there recently was forwarded from
Neodosha, Kan., to Haddam, a tank car containing 47,694

lbs. of gasolene. It was routed from Neodosha to Fredonia,
13 miles, via the 'Frisco; from Fredonia to Emporia, 74

miles, via the Santa Fe ; from Emporia to Junction City,

62 miles, via the Missouri, Kansas & Texas; from Junction
City to Clyde, 56 miles, via the Union Pacific; from Clyde
to Concordia, 15 miles, via the Missouri Pacific; and from
Concordia to Haddam, 31 miles, via the Burlington. From
the transaction the 'Frisco earned $2.55; the Santa Fe, $14.77;

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, $12.37; the Union Pacific,

$11.17; the Missouri Pacific, $3, and the Burlington, $6.22. In

moving 251 miles the car had to be switched to and from
the tracks and trains of six different railways; and the total

revenue received from this very expensive haul was $50.08,

or but 8 mills per ton per mile! The agent of the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas, recently was offered a shipment of

40 lbs. of oil, routed via the Katy from Chanute to Eldorado,

via Pickway and the Missouri Pacific, a distance of 98 miles.

The double-line rate between these points is 8^ cents per

100 lbs., so the revenue of the roads from the shipment

would have been just 3 cents. The shipper, under the law,

could have tendered the 40 lbs. of oil in a tank car and com-
pelled the roads to transport it 98 miles for a little more than

the price of a postage stamp! That the Kansas court, in

view of the absurdities and injustice that the law in ques-

tion results in, could hold it "reasonable" and constitutional,

ilustrates the fret, that common legal sense does not always

influence court.' in determining which is reasonable.
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TRACK SCALES.

IN the general iiiii)iovciiu'i)ts in nictliods of nicasurcinent the

railways have kept pace with industrial establishments. It

is a remarkable fact, however, that the instrument used in weigh-

ing heavy and bulky commodities in carload lots, from whose

transportation a large part of the railways' total earnings are

derived, is notoriously inexact. Track scales are a develop-

ment of the simple system of light levers which is employed in

weighing wagons. In adapting this mechanism to the heavier

requirements of the railway business, the makers have produced a

scale that may answer for low capacity cars, but which in several

respects has not been adequately developed with the increasing

weights of cars and lading. In designing the mechanical part of

track scales, and in constructing their foundation, and wooden

parts, the roads usually have simply followed the traditional

plans. The conseiiuence is that as a means of weighing

the larger cars with their heavy loads the scales are apt to be

found defective and inadequate. The Minnesota Railway Com-

mission says in its recent annual report that a scale expert in-

spected all the track scales in the state, 128 in number. Of these

37 were found to work correctly ; 66 to weigh less than standard,

and 25 more than standard, by substantial amounts. Eight were

found to be broken ; 10 to have poor foundations ; on 20 the levers

were shifted; 15 had worn out pivots; and binding impaired the

accuracy of 23.

The principal defects in track scales are due to poor founda-

tions which cause the main bearings to rest unevenly, thus placing

irregular stress on, and causing twisting of the levers. The use

of timber for the principal longitudinal members and main frames

has 'been continued under loads which are too heavy for such

material, and there is certainty of decay in a short time, so

that the wooden structures do not have the required stability

or permanence. The levers, although apparently heavy and stifif

enough, have been found to deflect a sufficient amount to prevent

correct registration of the load. Even pivot bearings as ordinarily

made are often found worn out and not in true adjustment. One

of the worst features of the usual track scale construction is the

introduction of the permanent third rail. This requires columns

to project through the main scale structure, preventing the best

lever arrangement and seriously interfering with the proper in-

spection of the lever bearings. These and other defects have

contributed to the unsatisfactory condition of track scales and

prevented the weighing of cars and their lading with accuracy.

During the past two or three years the Pennsylvania Railroad

has made a careful investigation of scales as usually constructed

to ascertain their principal defects and how they could be over-

come. The chief scale inspector, with the assistance of the me-

chanical engineer's department, has made some notable improve-

ments, involving the introduction of several novel and interesting

features.

We illustrate elsewhere in this issue one of the new scales re-

cently installed at Brownsville Junction, Pa. A comparison of

• this substantial machine with the scales usually found on rail-

ways is instructive. The massive foundations and pit walls are

of solid concrete. The third rail has been omitted and a system

of toggles operated by a torsion shaft and air cylinders relieves the

bearings of load and shock when they are not required for weigh-

ing. The only wood used is that for the cross ties, and the main

scale frame is built up of heavy eye beams which insure a per-

manent construction that will remain in alinement for years, in-

stead of requiring constant inspection and repairs ; and there is

no deflection to interfere with the accurate operation of the

levers. The levers have been redesigned and made larger and

heavier, and careful attention has been given to the design and

making of the knife edges and their bearings. The weight and

cost of this new and improved track scale may be regarded as

excessive and unnecessary, but as it is the chief instrument for

determining the amount of money that should be received for the

transportation of freight in car loads, true economy requires what-

ever expenditure is necessary to secure the greatest accuracy

in its operation.

DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA &. WESTERN.
' I 'HE Delaware, Lackawanna & Western would not have made

•*• much of a showing in an argument for increased rates

based solely on the need for additional profit, but Mr. Truesdale's

objection to the testimony presented to the Interstate Commerce
Commission in regard to efficiency of railway managements is

certainly well taken. He pointed out that the D. L. & W.
handled 60 per cent, more tons of freight in 1910 than in 1900,

and handled 80 per cent, more tons one mile. The road handled

80 per cent, more passengers in 1910 than in 1900, and 77 per

cent, more passengers one mile. This service was rendered with

an increase of 5 per cent, in freight train mileage and 8 per

cent, in passenger train mileage. The increase in tons handled

per freight train mile was 74 per cent., the earnings per freight

train mile 65 per cent, and per passenger train mile 60 per cent.

Mr. Truesdale says : "Operations of the government in any

branch in this country cannot show such progress in efficiency

. . . Surely it is time that the people of the country should

insist upon their representatives in congress, the legislatures, and

elsewhere turning their attention to the question of producing

greater efficiency and the reducing the profligate waste in ad-

ministering the affairs of government, that the enormously in-

creased burden of taxes paid more or less directly by the people

may be reduced as it can and should be."

The Lackawanna as has often been pointed out before, is a

unique railway company in a number of different respects. It

owns larger anthracite coal fields, situated nearer tidewater,

than those of any other large railway company. Since the

charge for hauling coal from the mines to tide water must be

the same, whether the haul be long or short, the Lackawanna
receives a high ton mile rate. It is a company without bonded

debt, and with a very low nominal stock capitalization. Its

earnings, therefore, expressed in a percentage on par value of

capital stock, are very high as compared with other railway

companies. In 1910 it paid its regular 10 per cent, dividend

and its regular extra 10 per cent, a total of 20 per cent

The total operating revenue amounted to $36,050,000, in 1910

an increase of $1,200,000 or 3.56 per cent over 1909. The total

operating expenses amounted to $20,600,000, an increase of

$1,900,000, or 10 per cent. Thus the company operated on a

57.20 per cent, ratio last year, as against 42.80 per cent, the year

before.

The following table gives the unite cost of maintenance of

equipment

:

1910. 1909.
*Repaii-s of locomotives $1,820 $1,732
Repairs of passenger train cars 614 601
Repairs of freight train cars S3 52

*For repairs only, no account being taken of renewals, depreciation or
overhead charges.

The "additional income" amounts to $4,500,000 in 1910

as compared with $8,500,000 in 1909, and after the payment

of fixed charges and dividends and a charge of $2,500,000 for

renewals and betterments, the company had a surplus of $4,-

700,000 in 1910 as agamst $10,100,000 in 1909. The substantial

decrease in "additional income" was due to the fact that in 1909,

the profits, amounting to $2,500,000, from the sale of Lehigh

Valley stock were included in additional income, and also to the

fact that the coal department earnings were less in 1910 than

in 1909.

The Lackawanna owns and operates its own coal mines, and

until the Commodities Clause was passed as a law it also sold

its own coal at tidewater. After the Supreme Court had up-

held the Commodities Clause the Lackawanna formed the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Company, distributing the

coal company's stock to its own stockholders, and the coal com-

pany now buys Lackawanna coal at the pit's mouth. In 1909

this arrangement had only been in effect during five months, so

that during the other seven months the profits from the sale

of coal were included in the Railroad company's additional in-

come. In 1910 the Railroad company mined about 373,000 tons

more coal than during 1909, the cost per ton of coal produced

being slightly more than during the preceding year.
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The traffic statistics of the Lackawanna show general pros-

perity in the coal trade as well as in the general business of

the territory which the road serves. The total number of tons

of coal carried one mile amounted to 1,681,000,000, a very slight

increase over 1909, while the total number of tons carried showed
a decrease and the average rate per ton per mile also showed a

decrease, being 8.37 mills in 1910 as against 8.61 mills in 1909.

This decrease in ton mile rate with an increase in average length

of haul illustrates the point previously mentioned in regard to

the rate on coal being a flat rate, regardless of the number of

miles carried.

The total number of tons of merchandise freight carried one

mile was 1,788,000,000 in 1910, an increase of 9.88 per cent, over

1909, while the total number of tons carried increased 14.46 per

cent., the average haul being 6 miles less last year than the

year before, and the average rate per ton per mile being 6.96

mills in 1910 as against 7.00 mills in 1909.

Passenger traffic as well as merchandise freight traffic showed

an increase in 1910. There were 26,000,000 passengers carried,

an increase of 1.28 per cent, over 1909. The average distance

each passenger was carried was 19 miles, and the average re-

ceipts per passenger per mile were 1.454 cents in 1910 and 1.385

cents in 1909. It will be recalled that during the year the

Lackawanna made increases in its commutation rates in and out

of New York. The Lackawanna spent a considerable per cent,

more for traffic expenses, that is for soliciting freight and pas-

senger business last year than it did the year before; and the

substantial gain in merchandise tonnage may be, and probably,

is in part due to the greater activities of the traffic department.

In 1910 the company earned $854,000 from the transportation of

milk, an increase of $58,000 over 1909; and the president's report

commenting on this fact, says that it demonstrates that this

branch of the company's traffic is capable of further development.

The Lackawanna is a road that has not only succeeded in

actually giving a high class of service to its patrons, both to

the traveling public and to shippers, but has succeeded to an un-

usual degree in convincing the public that this is a fact, with the

consequences that it has an unusually loyal set of patrons. The
annual report lays special stress on the high standard of up-

keep, which has been adopted for the company. In laying new
rails and ties the most modern methods of construction were

followed as respects the use of heavy tie plates and screw spikes,

at a largely increased cost for both labor and materials used.

The report says that the standards adopted by the management
as to track construction will, it is believed, within a few years

result in the company's tracks being brought to a condition

equal in every way to those of any railway in this or any other

country. It is interesting to note that through expenditures

made last year for the construction of new telephone train

despatching lines the work of this character on all the main

lines and branch lines of the company has been completed.

Mr. Truesdale says the "condition and outlook for the anthra-

cite coal industry as a whole seems to be most satisfactory . . .

the general business conditions remain good throughout the en-

tire country, and the outlook for the year 1911 indicates with

reasonable certainty that in all lines of activity the volume of

business will continue on as large a scale at least as during the

year just closed. The probabilities favor a further in-

crease . . ."

The results of operation of the D. L. & W. for 1910 as com-

pared with 1909 are as follows

:

1910. 1909.
Average mile operated in 957 957

Coal freight reverne $14,067,778 $14,464,221
Merchandise freight revenue 12,443,473 11,393,860

' Passenger revenue 7,290,943 6,825,430
Total operating revenue 36,052,932 34,815,011

Maintenance of way and structures 3,804,932 3,298,389
Maintenance of equipmeait 5,034,605 4,797,073
Traffic 716,347 651,888
Transportation 10,379,455 9,340,845

Total operating expenses 20,623,448 18,743,509

Operating income 14,121,315 15,039,687
' Gross corporate income 18,669,311 23,513,595

Net corporate income 13,264,101 18,078,650
Renewals and betterments 2,542,117 2,099,454

Dividends 6,028,800 5,831,586

Surplus 4,693,184 10,147,609

THE FUTURE OF THE RAILWAY WAGE EARNER.

VV/HATEVER may be the doubts as to the influence of vari-

'" ous forces in decreasing the net earnings of the railways,

there will be accord as to the major cause. Considerable stress

will be laid on such elements as the increased cost of railway

supplies, the public demand for facilities and other factors. But

the wage question and its collateral problems stand out by them-

selves. Nor is that question a simple one expressed in the mere

sum total of the millions of dollars that show the wage increases.

It is complicated by the continued and increasing assertiveness

of labor ; by its successful demand for shorter hours and more

limited runs; and its resistance to piece work and its diminished

efficiency due to that and other causes, with reliance on the

union replacing loyalty to the corporation and responsibility to

the operating manager. Not the least suggestive of the comments

of some of the leading railway heads on the recent rate de-

cisions has been their opinion that, had higher rates been grant-

ed, organized labor would ere long have tried to absorb them.

As the case stands the situation in regard to the future of the

railway wage earner is economically a very interesting one. While

it cannot be stated positively, there are the strongest indications

that the upward wage movement has reached the summit of its

curve. Earnings of the railways, save in a very few and excep-

tional cases, can stand no further wage increases, which during

the calendar year 1910 are estimated at a minimum of $100,000,000

to which are to be added other millions since the opening of

the present year. The tendency on the other hand must be

toward getting more work done for a dollar. It will take the

shape which the railway managers had about agreed on early in

1908, when the Roosevelt letter to the Interstate Commerce
Commission interfered—namely the normal all-round wage reduc-

tions of a post-panic year. Or it will take the alternative form

(and has already in some cases) of the 1908 reduction of force

and the translation of reduction of pay into reduction of the

number of men on the payroll. Operating in the same direction

is the important element of cost of living, on which the demand

for increased wages has been successfully based. Cost of living

has not yet very palpably or practically gone down. But, like

wages, it has apparently reached its highest curve. Some com-

modities are actually lower and there are signs as to others.

The magnitude of the question in politics and its dominance in

the Canadian agreement are indications not to be ignored. Nor

to be disregarded are the forecasts of our best economic prophets

who tell us that two changes—liquidation of labor and liqui-

dation of commodities—Are necessarily ahead before the bed-rock

of solid prosperity is reached and the strong reaction upward is

begun. If their prognosis is correct, the responsibility for peace-

ful or violent readjustment of railway conditions will rest with

the wage earner. Two phases of such a possible readjustment,

whether it is far or near, attract speculative attention. Hitherto

the policy of the unions has been the acceptance of arbitration

in labor disputes. To a certain degree it has been a cheering

sign as avoiding the sinister and calamitous alternative of the

strike. The unions have, as a policy, opposed the theory of com-

pulsory arbitration, but voluntary arbitration they have usually

not merely accepted but have urged as a policy. But it has been

arbitration on an ascending wage scale—arbitration not for a de-

crease but for an increase, and where, at the worst for labor,

the old wage would stand. Suppose, however, the revised condi-

tions in which, owing to lowered cost of living and other

relevant causes, the railway corporation appeals to arbitration

for a decreased wage. Will the unions then accept the old fash-

ioned dictum that it is a poor rule that does not work both

ways, and be as hospitable to arbitration downward as they have

been to arbitration upward? And, as the second phase of the

situation, will they go a step further and accept the maxim that

wages, high or low, are not money and its denominations but

what the money buys? Will the railway wage earner recog-

nize the fact that the $2.50 a day that buys more is higher pay

than the $3.00 a day that buys less?

Coming down to actual figures, the best returns available,
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tliose of the Interstate Coininerce Conunissioii, indicate that wage
increases on the railways iiave even now outrun the cost of

living.

l'\'r the ten years wliich eiulod in 1*X)8 the pay of engine

nu'u Ii;ul increased 20 per cent.; of lirenien, 25 per cent.; of

conducti>rs, 22 per cent.; and of trainmen, 34 per cent. To
these wages, at a very moderate estimate, 10 per cent, would
have to be added for increases since 1908, especially if shorter

runs and hours be counted, though saying nothing of lowered
efticicncy. The campaign of higher costs of living are much
more difficult, owing to the variation of prices in different

regions of the country, and llu- varying amounts in which
different articles enter into consumption. But the best

estimate based on both prices and consumption in a recent

arbitration indicated a rise during the last year of somewhat
less than 19 per cent. Taking the returns comparatively,

there can hardly be the slightest doubt that railway wages
have gone above costs of living during the last ten years.

If now those costs are to recede, the logic and consistency of

the railway wage earner will be put to a severe test should

arbitration downward be rejected after the benefits of arbi-

tration upward had been welcomed and received. It may not

come to that. It is not impossible that the railways, after

their trying experiences with labor during the last two years,

may, even on a descending scale of costs of living, sacrifice

logic to peace. But the outlook has contingencies which

make the future attitude, action and policy of the railway

labor organizations a matter of extreme import. If not a

prime solvent or marplot, as the case may be, of the railway

problem, it has in it a most conspicuous place.

NEW BOOKS.

Comparative Analysis of Railroad Reports for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1910. H. H. Copeland & Son, New York. Ten charts bound sepa-

rately in folders 10 in. x SJ^ in.; published annually.

As a general rule, any manual of railway statistics contains an

abstract of figures published by the railway companies, with

possibly certain derived figures added ; as, for instance, the fig-

ures worked out on a per mile of road basis. These analyses of

railway reports are in no sense abstracts, and in the case of

nearly every road covered there are figures given in the charts

which cannot be derived from the annual reports of the railway

companies. Each folder contains two charts, one showing the

income, the expenditures, and the profit and loss accounts of

about 15 roads in the same general geographical territory, and

in addition there is a column showing the average for the roads

in that group. The second chart shows the balance sheet figures

in the form prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission

for each of the roads, the capital changes during the year, and

a group of physical statistics selected with care. No matter how

familiar a man may be with the returns made by railways to their

stockholders, when he comes to compare these statistics with the

returns to the Interstate Commerce Commission he encounters

a great number of difficulties. In the first place, roads like the

Pennsylvania and the New York Central report to their stock-

holders for the calendar year, and to the Interstate Commerce

Commission for the fiscal year ended June 30. The analyses

of railway reports have been made up both from the annual

reports of railways and from the returns to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, but they have been carefully and intelligently

readjusted so as to show figures for all roads on the same

basis, and show all roads for the fiscal year ended June 30.

It is hard to do full justice to as careful a piece of analytical

statistical work as these charts show in the space of a single

review. Under income the total revenue from operation is

shown, both as a total figure ; as per mile of road operated

;

per revenue train mile
;
passenger, freight and average

;
per ton

mile
;
per passenger mile, and as a per cent, of operating revenue.

Freight and passenger, etc., revenue is shown on the same

basis. Under expenditures, expenses of operation are shown as

a liital and arc dixided into a nunihcr of very interesting and

illuminating separate accounts. I'dr instance, the total c(jst of

labor is shown as a total and on per road miles operated, a per

train mile basis, and as a per cent, of operating expenses, and

also per mile of all tracks and sidings, excluding trackage rights.

Under physical statistics, to mention but a few, there are fig-

ures showing the miles of straight line and per cent, of total

and miles of level line and per cent, of total, average weight of

rails per yard, miles ballasted and per cent, of total, average

age per unit of each class of equipment, and the princijial com-

modities carried, with their density.

The charts are in no sense a work of handy reference. An
expert statistician might, with the expenditure of a very con-

siderable amount of time, make such an analysis of one road

as is given in these charts, providing he could have access to all

the figures furnished the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Naturally such an analysis as this can only be used to advan-

tage by some one who is thoroughly familiar with the use of

railway accounts. To such a one it is of the very highest value.

Any comparisons made between different roads are apt to be

misleading unless full allowance is made for their limitations,

but such a comparison as is made in these analyses, when taken

intelligently, has great instructive value.

2Jellei*0 to the I^dilon

ONE OF THE COMMISSION'S ARGUMENTS.

New York, March 4, 1911.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age Gazette :

I note your reference to $57,000,000 of New York Central

stock having been issued without payment, and the intimation,

at least, that dividends thereon could hardly be expected.

Is this old stock watering of 1869 to hang over the road in-

definitely, like William H. Vanderbilt's celebrated sentiment?

Presuming there was such a stock watering as you mention 42

years ago, has not much more than $57,000,000 of the stock-

holders' money been put back into the road in the intervening

years in the shape of payments from surplus? If such is the

case, it constitutes a legitimate solidification of the water, so-

called, and dividends on the amount thus plowed into the prop-

erty are in order. Not long ago the Ontario & Western man-

agement—very reputable and conservative people—not only took

credit for surplus earnings invested, but issued bonds against

such investment.

So why not say a word of favorable comment concerning the

New York Central episode of 1869? Ycurs truh',

F. W. SAWARD,
General Manager The Coal Trade Journal.

[The reference that Mr. Saward refers to was an abstract

of Interstate Commerce Commissioner Prouty's opinion in the

eastern rate case, and the reference was just about in Commis-

sioner Prouty's own words. The argument of the .commission

was that on an average about 6 per cent, had been paid on New
York Central stock since 1869, and this is not far from right as

given in Poor's Manual ; and that therefore the money that ac-

cording to Mr. Saward had been plowed back into the property

was not stockholders' money primarily, but money earned

through presumably excessive freight rates; in other words, that

the surplus earned and put back into the property was in the

nature of a tax on the general public to pay off the debt of the

incorporators of the company to the property. Our opinion as

to the soundness of the commission's argument has been stated

elsewhere, since it vvas not possible to publish the full opinion

of Commissioner Prouty in these columns, we state his argu-

ment as we understand it. From the point of view of the stock-

holder, there is, of course, no doubt that long ago all of this

water has been solidified.

—

editor.]
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NORTHUMBERLAND FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION YARD;
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

BY WILLIAM FORSYTH.

Associate Editor, Railway Age Gazette.

The movement of freight traffic on the Pennsylvania Railroad

from western -Pennsylvania to the southern portion of the state

and to New England has in recent years been more and more
diverted from the main line to the Williamsport division, and

this passing to the terminal at Sunbury, which is congested with

traffic from four other divisions, has made it necessary to build

a large classification yard at Northumberland, Pa. In the con-

struction of this yard, which is almost completed, advantage has

been taken of the experience of the Pennsylvania Railroad in

building and operating several large classification yards and loco-

motive terminals, and the Northumberland yard is interesting as

rmbodying the results of the careful study of these and of classifi-

cation yards of other railway systems. This relates not only to

the size and arrangement of tracks in the different yards, but

to the design and construction of the various buildings required.

The study of traffic conditions in the neighborhood of Sunbury,

Large Culvert Crossing the Yard Between the Engine House

and the Coal Wharf.

Pa., was an obvious preliminary, as it was found necessary to

transfer the classification yards bodily from Sunbury to

Northumberland.

The freight traffic at Sunbury now requires the handling of a

maximum of 4,000 cars daily, and two separate yards are used

—

one at the north end of the town and the other at the south end.

The space at each yard is contracted and the operation of the two

separate yards is unusually expensive and inconvenient. Sunbury

is a natural location for a freight terminal, so far as direction and

density of traffic are concerned, but space for a large yard with

tandem tracks is not available. Three divisions of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad and two of the Northern Central concentrate

at this point: the Williamsport, the Lewiston and the Sunbury

divisions of the Pennsylvania Railroad ; and the Susquehanna

and the Shamokin divisons of the Northern Central.

The number of cars passing through the yard at Sunbury in

1900 was 804,000, or an average of 2,203 for each day in the year.

The normal movement is now about 3,500 cars per day or 85

trains, the passage of a car into and out of the yard being con-

sidered one, and not two cars.

In order to provide better facilities for increased traffic, three

locations were considered : first, an extension of the present

yards at the south end of Sunbury; second, Augusta, on the

opposite side of the Susquehanna river, about two miles farther

south; and, third, a tract on the west branch of the Susquehanna

river at Northumberland. To determine the best location from

an operating standpoint, the traffic was analyzed to find the

average daily reverse movement for each location for 3,500 cars,

which is the average maximum movement. The result of this

analysis, showing the percentage of the entire movement going

to and coming from each of the radiating roads, was slightly in

favor of Northumberland. The probabilities of changes in the

routing of traffic which would affect reverse movements were

also considered. There are four things which may affect these

movements : first, through freight in either direction now routed

over the low grade line between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg may
be sent over the line by way of Red Bank, Driftwood and Sun-

bury at such time as the Enon line may be built for traffic to

and from the west which is now going through the Pittsburgh

district; second, traffic from the middle division, which formerly

moved over the high grades of the Lewistown division, is now
routed via Tyrone and the Bald Eagle Valley branch to foreign

line connections at Wilkesbarre and Mt. Carmel, and conies into

Sunbury from the west; third, through trains between the anthra-

cite coal region and Harrisburg may be established when the

volume of business warrants; fourth, the anthracite coal move-

ment on the Sunbury and Shamokin divisions westward over the

Williamsport division is growing.

In regard to the first and second items, the yard at North-

umberland would be in the line of direct movement for the

traffic, while the one at East Sunbury or Augusta would produce

reverse movements. The third item relates to through coal

trains between Harrisburg and the anthracite coal region at

Shamokin and Nanticoke. This movement will be taken care

of by the retention of a few sidings in the old yard south of

Sunbury, thus avoiding backward movements in the Northumber-

land yard. The fourth item relates to the increase of westbound

anthracite shipments. This business will be in direct movement

through the Northumberland yard, but would be reverse for the

other two locations.

It was decided that the cost of building a yard at Northumber-

land would be less than at either of the other locations con-

sidered, the figures for grading, tracks and buildings at that

point being approximately $2,800,000; land, $200,000, including

the cost of a new connecting curve with the Sunbury and Wilkes-

barre division, on the east side of the north branch of the Sus-

quehanna river, and a new one connecting with the Bloomsburg

division of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, on the west

side of that branch.

PLANS AND GRADING.

In the preparation of plans for the Northumberland yard, the

necessity of departure yards and the proper length of classifi-

cation yards were thoroughly discussed, and it was finally de-

cided to use the departure yards, and that classification yard>

need be only of an average length of 35 cars. It is believed that

in addition to other reasons, a departure yard is necessary in

order to properly comply with the laws relating to safety ap-

pliances, and especially the testing and inspection of air brake

fixtures. The loaded car movement in both directions exceeds

the empty car movement.

The photographs show the general contours during the grading

period. The tract selected occupies the former level of farm

lands along the west branch of the Susquehanna river, about 3

miles long, having a maximum width of 1.500 ft., and comprising

350 acres. The portion farthest from the river extends into a

ridge which provided ample material for filling and raising the

general level well above the river flood heights. The yard will

be graded for 100 miles of track, but only 75 miles will be laid at

present. These are shown in full lines on the plan, while future

tracks are indicated by dotted lines.

The work was begun in July, 1909, and in 14 months 3,000,000

cubic yards of earth and rock cutting had been handled. It is
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expected tliiit the 3 aid will be lull)- coiiipleteil and in operation

by May, 1911. The contractor for the grading and concrete

foundation.s, culverts, etc., was the Eyre Shoemaker Constrnction

Co., Philadelphia. Ta.

The tirst work consisted in transferrinjj; the main tracks, which

occupied the miiklle of the tract, to a high baidc along the river,

l his fill, about 45 ft. high and 3 miles long, was raised from the

river bank and made ready for trains in three months. The
tracks are ballasted with material from the old blast furnace

slag banks at Bellefonte. Yellow pine ties have been used, and

the partly worn rails from the main track are here utilized in the

yard sidings, except at switches and turnouts.

Near the center of its length, between the engine house and

coal wharf, the yard is crossed by a concrete culvert 12 ft. wide

;

a finished portion of this is shown in a photograph. Further

provision is made for carrying ofif storm water from the neigh-

boring hillsides by three other concrete culverts 4 ft. wide

;

tiieir location is indicated on the plan view. Referring to the

plan of the yard, it will be seen that it begins directly at the

junction of the north and west branches of the Susquehanna

river, witii the initial interlocking tower at the east end, directly

opposite the passenger station. Here the main line tracks

diverge, the westbound passing along the extreme west side of

the yard and the eastbound on the high embankment along the

river shore. There are also through tracks, called thorough-

fares, for movement in each direction, passing between the east

and westbound yards. These provide clear entrance to the

various minor yards, repair tracks and transfer sheds, and

are the principal avenues for locomotives to and from the engine

house.

ENGINE MOVEMENT.

Advantage is taken of the high elevation of the hump between

the eastbound yards in providing an archway with double circular

tracks passing under the hump, and these, in connection with the

thoroughfare tracks, provide the entrance to the engine house

and at the same time turn the engines without requiring them to

go to the turntable. To illustrate the movement, westbound trains

are handled by road engines to the end of the westbound receiv-

ing yard. Here the engine is cut ofif, and it passes around the

kite-shaped track or loop to the inspection pits, ash pits and

coal wharf. If repairs are needed it enters the engine house ; if

not, it goes to the storage yard and is headed in proper direc-

tion for an eastbound train.

An engine in the eastbound receiving yard having arrived from

Renovo or other points west would saw out of the yard at the

point "A," marked on the plan just west of the loop, and it would
then enter the engine house tracks and after receiving mspectlon

and supplies go to the storage yard, still headed east. This dis-

poses of inbound engines from the east and the west. It is ex-

pected that 66 *per cent, of the engines will not require turning,

and all inbound engines when they are in the storage yard will

be headed east. All locomotives at this terminal being pooled,

there will be little selection in despatching them, except as to

size, and the majority of the engines are of the consolidation

type. It will require 15 switching locomotives to operate the

yard, and 152 road engines will be tributary to it.

If an engine is required for Sunbury, Wilkesbarre, Lewis-

town or Harrisburg, it will move directly from the storage yard

head on to the eastbound departure yard and take its train.

An engine wanted for Renovo or other westbound trains would

be headed east in the storage yard, but it should, however, be

headed west for its train. Such an engine would move out of

the storage yard and back around the loop, cross over the in-

bound track at "B" and having gone around the loop would be

headed west. Therefore, all engines in the storage yard are

headed east and can be moved directly east, or around the loop

west, as may be necessary.

YARD CAPACITY.

The ladders at the yards are on a No. 7 angle, and the frogs

are No. 8. The capacity of the yard is based on a length of 40

II. per car. Tile westbound receiving yard when entirely laid

with rail will have 12 tracks and a capacity of 1,163 cars. The
tracks have a capacity of 11 to 110 cars each. Eight of the

shorter tracks will be laid at present. The weighing require-

ments at Northumberland are not such as to warrant the use of

scales at the humps, and the 63 ft. scales are on a straight through

track. The westljound classification tracks will be entirely com-

pleted at present, and there will be 20 tracks with a total capacity

of 859 cars.

Between the westbound classification and departure track;*

there is a small grid of 8 tracks with a capacity of 8 cars each.

This is called the "station order sifter," where the cars for small

local freight trains are classified.

The westbound departure yard is planned for 8 tracks, with a

capacity of 90 to 100 cars each, and a total capacity of 733 cars.

Only one-half of the tracks will be laid at present. At the west

end of the yard there is the cabin hump with only two tracks, but

ample space is graded for further enlargement, and there is a

cabin storage yard, with a capacity for 34 cars.

The eastbound yards are arranged tandem like those above

described, but with larger capacity. The receiving yard will have

8 tracks of full train length, and a total capacity of 750 cars. The
rails will be laid for 5 tracks at present. The two tracks at the

east end of the yard pass over the concrete arch at the hump, and

a switch with inclined track permits road and yard engines to

descend to the lower level in order to reach the coal wharf and

engine house.

The eastbound classification yard has the largest number of

tracks, but they are shorter, having a capacity of 28 to 50 cars.

The yard is graded for 30 tracks, with a total capacity of 1,170

cars, and rails will be laid on these with the exception of 6
tracks. The east end of this yard has three outlets, one leading

directly to the station order sifter. Directly north of the sifter

there are two yards for crippled cars, one with a capacity of 158

cars; the other is graded for 5 tracks holding 65 cars. The
other two outlets lead directly to the eastbound departure yard,

which is graded for 10 tracks to hold full length trains with a

capacity of 805 cars. This yard terminates at the east end, with

a cabin yard for 72 cars and a cabin hump with three tracks.

The usual movement of the engine after leaving the house is to

back into the cabin yard, get its cabin car and place it on the

adjoining hump. It then pulls the train out of the departure

yard with its rear end beyond the cabin hump, when the cabin

car descends the grade and attaches itself to the train auto-

matically.

A subsequent article will take up the locomotive terminal

buildings and other structures.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

A large increase in the trade, both import and export, of

Yunnan, China, is reported to be following the opening of the

French railway to Yunnan-fu. Several large foreign houses are

stated to have already opened in that city. The Chinese govern-

ment has sent officials into the province of Yunnan to make in-

vestigations and surveys with a view to opening more marts in

that province to international trade.

For nearly 10 years the Chinese have been bent on building

the Szechuen railway in China themselves. Considerable energy

was shown in inducing investors to buy shares, and for years

money was collected until a total sum of about $10,000,000 was
realized. The subscribed shares are about 25 per cent, of the

whole, the remaining 75 per cent, being derived from various

taxes. According to a statement made a few months ago by

the president of the railway, the company had then about

$600,000 on hand, and there was an annual income from shares

and other sources of over $1,200,000. The chief engineer and

the acting chief engineer were instrumental in building the

Peking-Kalgan railway, the successful completion of which shows

much abilitv.
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MALLET ARTICULATED LOCOMOTIVE;
GREAT WESTERN.

CHICAGO

'J'he Chicago Great Western has recently placed in operation

between Oelwein, Iowa, and Duhuque ten Mallet locomotives

having the 2-6-6-2 wheel arrangement, which were built by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. The engines are intended to

operate between Oelwein, Iowa, and Stockton, III, where a new
terminal is very nearly completed. The high pressure cylinders

are 23 in. x 32 in., the low pressure cylinders, 35 in. x 32 in.,

and the driving wheels 57 in. in diameter. These engines are

not fitted w^ith a feed water heater or a superlieater, and the

boiler is of the ordinary construction. The cast steel dome is

shown in detail and it will be seen that it has the openings for

the high pressure steam pipes cast integral with flanges for

connection by ball joints to the throttle valve, making a simple

and direct design. The steam pipe is 5.56 in. inside diameter,

the body being wrought iron pipe fitted to cast iron flanges and

caulked with a 1/16 in. copper gasket.

The exhaust from the high pressure cylinder is placed on the

center line of the boiler with the ball joint at the back end, which

coincides with the center of the articulated frame connection.

Thus the variation in the length of this receiver pipe is due to

temperature changes only, and to compensate for this the slip joint

is provided. The high pressure cylinders are bolted to the saddle,

while the low pressure cylinders are cast with the saddles which

are joined at the center line. The valves are of the plain flat

Steam Dome Showing Throttle Arrangement.

type, but balanced, and are controlled by the Walschaert valve

gear. The Ragonnet reverse gear is used in which the cylinder

ports are arranged so that the motion of the hand lever is the

same as the usual reverse lever ; that is, a forward position of

the lever controls a forward motion of the engine.

The main frames are cast steel, with the rear ones in one piece

and the forward ones having a separate front rail. The main
frames are 5 in. wide and the auxiliary front frames A]/2 in. wide.

The locomotives are equipped with pneumatically operated cylin-

der cocks for the low pressure cylinders, and there is a force

feed oil pump for lubricating them. The high pressure cylinders

and the air pumps are oiled from a lubricator placed in the cab,

and a separate oiler is provided for the power reverse cylinder.

There are two sand boxes for the front group of wheels, which

are placed over the front deck plate, and the back group is sup-

plied with sand from a large box placed over the boiler in the

usual way. Following are the principal dimensions and ratios :

General Data.

Type 2-6-6-2
Service Freight.
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive effort 81,000 lbs.
Weight in working order 353,100 lbs.
Weight on drivers 307,000 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 505,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 29 ft. 8 in.
Wheel base, total 45 ft. 4 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender 71 ft. 11^ in.

Ratios.

Total weight H- tractive effort 4.36
Weight on drivers -H tractive effort 3.79
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -f- heating surface 801.
Total heating surface — grate area 74.
Firebox heating surface -^ total heating surf., per cent.. 3.92
Weight on drivers -^ total heating surface 53.2
Total weight -=- total heating surface 61.1
Volume equivalent simple cylinders, cu. ft 24.1
Total heating surface -4- vol. cylinders 370.
Grate area — vol. cylinders 3.24
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Sections of Mallet Locomotive; Chicago Great Western.

Mallet Locomotive; Chicago Great Western.

Seciion C-D.

Low Pressure Exhaust Pipe for Mallet Locomotive.
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Cylinders.

Kind Compound
Diameter 23 in. and 35 in.

Stroke 32 in.

Valves.
Kind Slide

Wheels.

Driving, diameter over tire 57 in.

Driving, journals, main, diameter lOJ^ in. x 12 in.

Engine truck, diameter 30 in.

Engine truck, journals 6 in. x 12 in.

Trailing truck, diameter 30 in.

Trailing truck, journals 6 in. x 12 in.

Boiler.

Style Straight top
Working pressure 205 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 86 in.

Firebox, width and length. 96 in. x 117 in.

Tubes, number and diameter 450

—

2% in.

Tubes, length 21 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 5,540 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 226 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 5,766 sq. ft.

Grate area 78 sq. ft.

Tender.

Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals 55^2 in. x 10 in.
Water capacity 8,000 gals.
Coal capacity 16 tons

NATIONALIZATION OF RAILWAYS.*

BY ERNEST R. DEWSNUP,

Professor of Railwray Administration, University of Illinois.

As a matter of practical politics, the problem of the desirable

relationship of the state towards the railway has been settled in

most countries of the world by the adoption of a policy of na-

tionalization. In but three or four of the more prominent coun-

tries does the state take no part in railway management, and,

in the case of England, one of the two great strongholds of in-

dependent railway enterprise, it is interesting to note, that, in

in nearly all of her colonies, possessions, and protectorates, the

imperial or colonial governments have freely undertaken the

responsibility of railway management. The record of the last

few years shows very clearly that the tide of railway national-

ization is strong and steady. The acquisition, by the state, of the

Western Railway of France, of the West of Flanders Railway of

Belgium, of the railways of Japan and Switzerland, the extensive

purchases of private lines by Austria, and the resumption of

state operation by Italy, are examples in very recent years of the

vigor and vitality of the movement. The forces underlying this

development have been very complex. Political unity, social

amelioration, industrial progress, and financial gain have all been

influential motives, varying in relative intensit}', of course, in

different countries. If, however, one examines the history of

that period from which the substantial growth of nationalization

really dates, namely the third quarter of the nineteenth century,

the importance of political motives in promoting this movement

is very conspicuous. Thus, in Belgium, as in Switzerland a

quarter of a century later, the fear of foreign financial control

of the railway system was a powerful factor in inducing the re-

sumption of state activity in the railway industry. In Austria

and Italy the relation of the state railway system to political

harmony and to military strength was regarded as a very im-

portant one. Because of this fact, the rehabilitation of state rail-

way systems inaugurated in the decade 1868 to 1878 must not

be viewed as a vindication, justified by the history of the pre-

vious generation, of the economic benefits of state as against

private management of railways. The record of state railway

management up to that time had been a very discouraging one.

In Belgium, for instance, for five years after the opening of her

first mileage, the state constructed and operated all railways,

but the financial results were so unsatisfactory that the exten-

sion of the system was entrusted to private enterprise. In Aus-

tria and Prussia the inability of the state to secure adequate

financial returns from its railways led to the temporary abandon-

*A paper read before the American Economic Association, December,
1910, at St. Louis, Mo. Reprinted from the Papers and Discussions of the

Twenty-third Annual Meeting, March, 1911.

ment of the policy of state expansion. Similar experiences, it

will be remembered, were the lot of certain states of this Union.

There were no facts in 1870 which could be adduced to establish

the economic advantage of state railway systems. On the other

hand, there were conspicuous examples of the successful work-

ing of private roads in America, in England, and even in con-

tinental Europe. At the very time when the Prussian Diet ex-

pressed itself in favor of continuing further with the project

of a national system, private enterprise was clamoring for rail-

way concessions, in spite of all restrictions that the government

had imposed upon construction and working. One of the con-

siderations that induced the Belgian government, in 1871, to

resume its railway activities was the too successful competition

of the private companies with the state lines. Some companies,

it is true, had not met with success, but the financial failures of

such roads seem to have been mainly due either to the excessive

restriction of governments mclined to paternalism or to the fact

that they had been located, under the influence of the state, in

regions of scanty population and poor economic possibilities.

Apart from ideas of the promotion of political unity or po-

litical aggrandizement, some fear was entertained that this new

industrial power, promising to become of huge magnitude, might

become a political danger, if left in private hands. The un-

conciliatory and undiplomatic spirit, manifested, at times, by

some of the railway managers, served but to foment such a

feeling. A more general influence in favor of the movement

towards nationalization was the reaction against the laissez-

faire teachings of the Smith school, which by this time, had

gained considerable strength, as is concretely evidenced by the

economic congresses of Eisennach and Milan in the early and

middle seventies. There was thereby induced a more favorable

attitude towards the intervention of the state in the field of

economic production than at any previous period of the century.

Since that time the affection of the peoples of continental

Europe for government paternalism has, if anything, grown

greater, and, as a whole, they are inclined to accept, without argu-

ment, the theory of the beneficence of state railways. Nor is this

feeling imited to these countries. Twenty-five years ago. Pro-

fessor Hadley, in concluding his book on railway transportation,

said, "There is a strong popular feeling, to a large extent un-

suspected by those in authority, in favor of government owner-

ship of railways as a system." Undoubtedly, in England and

America, there are today, among the working classes particularly,

strong leanings in this direction—the doctrinaire product of

social idealism but nevertheless to be reckoned with in the near

future. A similar, though less extensive, impression has appa-

rently been made on other classes of society. I have sometimes

wondered whether the large increase in the number of state em-

ployees, which has naturally accompanied the growth of entre-

preneurial and regulative functions on the part of the state, has

not had an appreciable influence upon public sentiment. The

ideas of the majority of such employees as to the functions and

capacity of the state are apt to be affected by their very relation-

ship to it, and these would easily be disseminated, by their me-

dium amongst a considerable section of the public. This concept

of the general beneficence of state policy has fostered the be-

lief that, under the ultimate influence of state management, the

railway system may be so organized as to promote the social

amelioration and industrial progress of the community in a

manner impossible under conditions of private operation. Dur-

ing the last generation, governments undertaking railway nation-

alization, and other advocates, have laid increasing emphasis

upon this assumption. They have unrolled before their audience,

the people, an attractive picture of railway systems without

capital charges, levying minimum rates and fares, with in-

numerable resulting advantages for every one. To what ex-

tent this picture has found realization in actual conditions we

shall shortly see. But, however, that may be, its influence on the

progress of nationalization is unquestionable.

Interwoven with the strands of this medley of politics and
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social idealism, here and tiicro appears tlic motive of aitilicial

stimulation of economic development. The desire of relatively

undeveloped communities to hasten tiie natural growth of their

estates is not a surprising one, nor is it strange that they sliould

select the state management of railways as their means to that

end. Whether their object is best attained in this way is an-

other matter. 'I'he construction of a larger amount of railway

mileage may be thus secured, with attacliing increments of traflic,

but this does not in itself justify the policy. The direct linancial

losses usually involved, the indirect losses arising from an ar-

bitrary diversion of national resources of labor and cajiital from

other interests, the effect of the distraction of the attention of

the government from those very important elements of national

welfare which are not economic, the possibility of the stimulation

of private enterprise, under judicious supervision and with suit-

able aid, into the accomplishment of its aims, all need to be

taken into full account ; but, unfortunately, such communities

scarcely ever take the time to cast a trial balance of gains and

losses.

Such are some of the leading influences that have led towards

nationalization, each one of which would form a most interesting

study. Obviously, only the bare outlines of the general move-
ment could be sketched in this paper, sufficiently distinctly to in-

dicate that, from the point of view of permanent public welfare,

there is still justification for further discussion of a problem which

practical politics has declared settled.

The leading aspects of such a discussion are twofold, (1) the

effect of the state upon the railway; (2) the effect of the rail-

way upon the state. Under the former head falls the question

of the financial remunerativeness of state railways, an important,

though not conclusive, test of efficiency. Varying conditions of

construction and operation render the correct application of this

test a very difficult one. For instance, to attribute greater ef-

ficiency to Australian railways as against British railways, be-

cause of a 4 to 4^/4 per cent, dividend as against a 3^^ per

cent, would be ridiculous. Owing to the value of land, state

regulations, and standards of construction, the capital per mile

of railway in Great Britain is five times that of Australian rail-

ways, some of the recent extensions of which, by the way, have

been made at the low figures of $5,000 per mile, sufficient to lay

down but the flimsiest of tracks with the absolute minimum of

facilities. Differences of capitalization and of rate levels may
make interest rates incomparable things. A still further diffi-

culty appears in the frequent unreliability of the financial state-

ments of state undertakings of large capital and revenue ac-

counts. The utilization of other state funds for the reduction

of railway debt is an attractive financial manipulation which has

notably vitiated the significance of quite a few capital accounts.

Discussing the industrial domain, with particular reference to fac-

tories for the provision of army and navy supplies, Bastable

says, "On purely financial grounds, state industries of the kind

are open to serious criticism, owing to the very defective system

of keeping accounts which is characteristic of such establish-

ments. The amount of invested capital is hardly ever properly

estimated ; receipts that should go to capital are assigned to

revenue, and expenditure that ought to be met from revenue is

defrayed from other state funds or by borrowing." And as he

reminds us in a footnote, Richard Cobden, in his last speech

in the British Parliament, now some forty-six years ago, pro-

tested that, "Throughout the inquiries before Parliamentary com-

mittees upon our government manufactories, you find yourself in

a difficulty directly you try to make the gentlemen at the head

of these establishments understand that they must pay interest

for capital, rent for land, as well as allow for depreciation of

machinery and plant." In his illuminating articles upon the

Belgian state railway system, published some four years ago

in the Revue Politique et Parlementaire, M. Marcel Peschaud

charged the state's system of railway accounts with the greatest

confusion, credits relating to the railway having been distributed

among five different budgets. Among other defects, he noted

tin' fictitious nature of amortization as represented in the rail-

way accounts, witli tlie result tiiat, "it is not possible," be said,

"t(j lix witii accuracy tlie actual amount of capital expenditure,

nor, in consequence, the real charges relating to this capital."

This same element of iictitiousness in the amortization accounts

appeared, he stated, in the Prussian railway accounts. Else-

where he remarked, "Nothing is more diflicult than to ascertain

exactly tlie linancial results of a state enterprise. This is true,

no matter what may be the country or the industry concerned.

While simplicity and clearness of accounts are the law of pri-

vate industry, complication, fiction, and obscurity are the rule in

state industries." In state railways, therefore, we need appre-

hend no danger of understatement of capital percentages of sur-

plus earnings, and while such figures, whether correct or in-

correct, are not adequate indications of relative efficiency, they

may still be used, in a rough sort of way, to throw some light

upon the general financial productiveness of state railway sys-

tems. Generally speaking, the results have been poor. For in-

stance, in 1907, quite a favorable year for railway traffic, the

state systems of Europe, excluding Prussia and Saxony, earned

possibly 3 per cent, upon their reputed capitals. Thus France

(I'ancien reseau de I'Etat) 1.87, Italy 2.18, Norway 2.64, Sweden
2.75, Denmark 2.92, Wiirtemburg 2.47, Austria 3.01, Belgium

3.29, Bavaria 3.45, Hungary 3.50, Imperial Railways of Alsace-

Lorraine 3.58, Switzerland 3.62, Baden 3.90 per cent. In 1908.

when the effects of the economic depression which commenced
in the United States in the fall of 1907 really began to be felt,

the average return fell considerably below 3 per cent. Such re-

sults indicate that most of these railways, on a proper rep-

resentation of capital probably all of them, were actual burdens

upon the finances of their respective states, for the latter have

usually had to pay from 3j/2 to 4 per cent., or even more, for

the necessary capital. It has been urged that most of the state

railway systems of Europe show little or no financial success

because the governments have used their railways, not for pur-

poses of gain, but for the promotion of trade and industry by

low transportation charges. The. argument is a very sophistical

one. If this were a characteristic of state management, then the

most important state railway administration, that of Prussia,

would not have been paying dividends of 5, 6 and 7 per cent,

for the last thirty years. Bismarck, it is true, promised the

Prussian diet that, if the purchase of the private railways were

authorized, railway surpluses should be used for improvement

of the system, not for the financial benefit of the treasury. But

fat railway surpluses have proved too much even for Prussian

self-restraint, and the state has hugely enjoyed them. There

is not a railway-owning government of Europe but would be

glad to secure help to its national finances from the profits of

railway working. The low railway charges of such countries,

in so far as they are low, are to be largely credited to the ir-

resistible pressure of very limited individual purchasing power.

But while passenger rates are low, there is reason to doubt

whether this can be said of freight rates, an adjustment which

savors more of political expediency than of economic advantage.

Attempts to make state railways more profitable have not been

unknown. But recently, Austria and Hungary have appreciably

raised their charges. Russia, Denmark, and other states, at dif-

ferent times, have made general increases, in some instances real-

izing to their discomfiture that such increases may destroy suf-

ficient traffic to leave unaltered, or even to reduce, gross rev-

enue. In countries where the average income of the great mass

of the population is low, charges that appear low from the stand-

point of, say, an American, may actually be as high as the traffic

can be made to bear. It is not denied that, in a number of in-

.stances, the taking over of private lines has been signalized

by some reduction of rates and fares, a preliminary taste as it

were of the future good things that the government had in re-

serve, but the process has hardly been a continuing one. Take,

for instance, the state railway system of France as against the

private companies, and one finds that, whereas, from 1888 to
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1908, the state receipts per tonne-kilometre increased from 5.15 to

5.23 centimes, tliose of the private companies fell from 5.66 to

120 centimes. Even in passenger kilometre receipts, the favorite

altar for the propitiatory sacrifices of government, the decrease

in the state system was but 9>}'4 per cent, as against 28 per cent,

in the case of the private companies. The passenger receipts of

the state are still slightly the lower, though part of the difference

can be put down to its appreciably higher proportion of third

class traffic.

Saxony has had somewhat better fortune than the states just

dealt with, for though the percentage earned on reputed capital

was but 3.78 in 1908, for some few years preceding 4 and 5 per

cent, surpluses were the rule. Prussia, however, is the one ex-

ample of marked financial success over a period of considerable

length. This unusual achievement was favored by the fact that

active state control was undertaken just about the time when

the great economic advance of Germany was commencing.

Financial prosperity was assured in advance. It is fair to in-

quire whether under such conditions, the Prussian state railways

nave accomplished for the economic development of their country

all that might reasonably have been expected from them.

Despite statistics showing the growth of the commerce and

industry of Prussia, which prove nothing, as no one can tell

what would have been the results with a different system of

management, I am inclined to think that they have not done

so. So far as my reasons for this opinion can be expressed in

brief they are as follows : Prussia is operating her railway

system under peculiarly advantageous conditions, namely, com-

pact territory, dense population, favorable physiographic con-

ditions, unity of railway management arising from the fact of

state operation, low labor cost, low taxation, a people tempera-

mentally and by military training inclined to take severe re-

strictive control as a matter of course. For instance, Prussia

has five times as many people per mile of line and twice as many
miles of line per unit of area as the United States. The enor-

mous physical obstacles to economical operation offered by the

Rocky Mountains are absent. The practical monopoly enjoyed

obviates many expenses of organization and of competition for

traffic. Taxes per mile of line are little more than half those of

the United States. Railway labor cost per individual averages

about half that of this country. Add to these the high average

intelligence of its people and the rapidity of economic progress,

and all the elements of efficient and economical operation, mak-

ing easy the combination of very low charges with high rates of

profits, are present. Yet what has been accomplished? For one

thing comes the reply, extraordinarily low passenger rates, rather

less than one cent per passenger mile, in 1908, as against 1 9/10

cents in the United States. But there are several points to be

noted in connection with this. In the first place, Prussia, with

its denser population, affords to the railways a passenger den-

sity of four and a half times that of the United States, and

such enormously greater density, in the case of traffic that

handles itself, lowers the cost per mile very considerably. In

the second place, the third, and especially the fourth class in

Prussia represent facilities which the average American traveler

would not put up with for the small annual amount he would there-

by save. In the third place, the cheapest accommodation that can

be properly compared with that of American passenger trains,

the second class, averages 1 6/10 cents per passenger mile, a

charge which represents quite as much to the average German

as 1 9/10 cents does to the average American. In the fourth

place, though operating costs are low, there is ground for sus-

picion that Prussian fourth class rates are more helpful politic-

ally to the government than profitable to the railway. Passen-

gers, however, bring in but 28 per cent, or so of total operating

income, while freight traffic produces about 65 per cent., a sim-

ilar ratio to that of the United States. Moreover, of the two

branches of the service, freight traffic is the one which calls

for the exercise of most skill ; it is also readily susceptible to

reductions of cost. The Prussian Railway Department seems

to have failed to realize its opportunities. From 1880-1908

freight transportation charges in Prussia decreased about 15 per

cent.; in the United States, during the same period, they de-

creased nearly 40 per cent. The average ton-mile receipt of

Prussian railways, in 1908, was 1.24 cents; in the United States

.754 cents, nearly 40 per cent, less, really about 60 to 65 per

cent, less if equivalent purchasing power be taken into account.

The Aushahme tariffs, covering wagon loads of 22,000 lbs. and

over, and accounting for 21,144 million tonne-kilometres out of

a total of 32,810 million, very largely coal, ores, lumber, stone,

earth, raw materials and grain, worked out at an average receipt

per ton mile of 90 cents, in spite of the depressing influence of

political export rates, a figure very appreciably higher than the

average for all classes of goods here. The normal tariffs for

wagon loads, accounting for 9,600 million tonne-kilometres, gave

an average receipt of 1.5 cents per ton mile. These figures are

only averages and easily liable to misinterpretation, but the dif-

ferences indicated are so great as hardly to leave room for any

doubt as to the superior economy of American freight transpor-

tation to its users. There is a much closer similarity in the

general make-up of the tonnage than some writers have supposed.

Nor can the difference in average haul have any greatly disturb-

ing effect on the comparison, for the great bulk of the tonnage

in both countries is low class carload traffic, loaded and un-

loaded by shippers and consignees. Terminal charges for han-

dling this class of traffic are comparatively light, and therefore

cannot be responsible for the difference of costs, such as oc-

curs in short and long distance hauls of freight that has to be

loaded and unloaded by the railway. Then it has to be borne

in mind, in connection with this carload freight, that increase in

length of haul means increase in the number of division yards

that have to be passed through, involving rehandling in the case

of most trains ; also that wages of enginemen and trainmen,

cost of fuel and supplies, and cost of maintenance of rolling

stock tend to keep pace, more or less exactly, with increase of

haul. The density of freight traffic, it should be observed, i3

nearly the same in both countries.

Further, throughout the whole comparison, the different wage
costs need to be borne in mind. In the United States, 60 per

cent, of total operating expenses is consumed by wages and
salaries, and the average rate of pay of the American railway

employee runs at least 100 per cent, greater than that of Prus-

sian employees, including all allowances and so forth. This

means that, if American employees were paid on the same basis

as Prussian, freight rates could be reduced to just half Prussian

rates and passenger rates to the same level, while net income

would actually be greater than it is now.

The contrast between the freight and passenger rates of

Prussia is such as inevitably to create the impression that the

former constitute more or less of a tax upon facilities, and this

feeling is emphasized when one bears in mind the severe restric-

tions, such as those of the demurrage and loading regulations,

to which the freight traffic is subjected. It may be good political

policy to maintain passenger fares at a low level, but, if this

means that profits have to be bolstered up at the expense of

freight charges, it is unfortunate. Since an infinitely smaller

proportion of the income of the average individual is spent

on railway passenger traffic than on freight transportation, low

passenger fares are, in general, of much less economic importance

to the community than low^ freight charges.

Like state managements in general, that of the Prussian rail-

ways seems to be inelastic. Some half dozen years ago, the

Prussian operating ratio was about 62 per cent. : it was 62.67

in 1905. In the three following years, it rose 12 points, reaching

the unprecedented figure of 74.62. In France the increase was
from 52 to 58, in England from 62 to 64; in the United States

from 66.78 to 70. In all these countries the same economic in-

fluences were at work during the period, a general upward move-

ment in the cost of railway labor and supplies, and, during the

last year, the pressure of the financial panic which commenced
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abruptly in the United States towards the close of 1907. A
similar relationship is revealed when the ratio of the state rail-

ways of France are compared with those of the five great private

lines (the Western being excluded because of the embarrass-

ment of its working by anticipations of purchase). The former

increased its ratio from 72.2 in 1905 to 80.69 in 1908, while that

of the latter lines increased from 50.2 to 54.8. I do not wish to

make the mistake of laying undue emphasis upon figures which
represent the results of the action of complex and varying com-
binations of forces, but such dissimilarities as do exist seem
hardly capable of explaining away the criticism of state man-
agement involved in the comparison. One of the most eminent

students of international railway policy, M. Colson, said but re-

cently, "Les administrations d'Etat, generalement (sont) nioins

habiles que les compagnies a serrer les prix de revient, a

decouvrier et a realiser toutes les economies possibles."

Yet, in some ways, the railway administration of Prussia has

been inclined to push economy to the extreme. In 1906 an

expenditure of $50,000,000 on equipment was authorized, and
much has been made of this action as an illustration of the ad-

vanced policy of enliglitened state management. But, as a matter

of fact, the conditions of car service had become absolutely la-

mentable, and the government did not undertake this expendi-

ture until it was actually unavoidable. The 1907 report of the

Chamber of Commerce of Essen says: "... the increase of

our roadway accommodations, and the provision of rolling stock,

etc., has not taken place in a manner corresponding to the de-

velopment and the necessities of traffic, and, further, . . .

no progress of general importance has been made in the mat-

ter of our good traffic." Charges of this kind are common in

the history of the Prussian state railways. Ten years ago, Pro-

fessor Dr. Arthur Bohltingk, in his pamphlet "Unsere Deutschen

Eisenbahnen", wrote: "Although his Excellency Von Thielen has

not once been able to provide sufficiently for the demands for

rail transport, and although he has repeatedly declared that the

railways had reached the limits of their capacity, he seems to

have thought less than ever of making them equal to such de-

mands by means of additions and improvements."

Short of an exhaustive analysis impracticable within the limits

of this paper, sufficient evidence has been brought forward, per-

haps, to indicate how little reliance can be placed upon the argu-

ment for nationalization which is based on the results of Prus-

sian railway management. In spite of all its apparent success,

I am convinced that the state government has failed to live up

to its opportunities. With all the disadvantages and defects of

Jhe privately managed American railway system, and not-

withstanding the restrictions placed upon its working by federal

and state governments, it has contributed far more to national

economic development than has the state system of railways in

Prussia.

There are certain other features of state railway manage-

ment, a brief statement of which must suffice, though their im-

portance is considerable. There can be no question but that,

where economic conditions render it at all practicable, state

railways will endeavor to make profits. The history of Prussia

indicates very clearly that, under such circumstances, there is a

great probability of too intimate a relationship being established

between the financial and railway departments of the state. This

is likely to lead, as it has led in Prussia, to a subordination

of the economic interests of the industry to the fiscal necessities

of the treasury. Again, with the nationalization of the railway

system, the experts of that branch of industry become govern-

ment servants, and as such liable to less searching criticism than

when, as the representatives of private enterprise, the sword of

government investigation and regulation was constantly suspended

above their heads. Like individuals, government is not apt to

criticize itself. The depressing effect of government manage-

ment upon the initiative and self reliance of employees is an

old charge, and I will do no more than quote from the report

of the recent Board of Trade investigation of Italian railways:

"There is one clement in connection with the transfer from pri-

vate working, and that is the change which has taken place in

the management of the personnel. Numerous removals have
been effected consequent on promotions being made in order of

seniority, which is not in all cases compatible with merit. One
hears traders who have had close associations with the officials,

in the days of private ownership, deploring the disadvantages

caused by the removal of local officials possessing intimate

knowledge of the working, and their replacement by officials from
probably quite a different part of the country, owing to some
claim of seniority. Again, in the staff themselves there has

been noticed, it is said, a change occasioned by the transfer from
private to state ownership. As state officials, there does not

seem to be quite the same amount of willingness to take respon-

sibility; the strict letter of the rules and regulations is the

boundary line over which there is no disposition to step."

So much for the influence of state management upon the rail-

way. We may now ask what is the effect of the state railway

upon general state administration. This question is worthy of

a much more elaborate answer than I can possibly give at the

present time, and I shall not attempt to do more than outline

some of the leading considerations. First, then, the entry of the

state into general or specific industrial competition with its own
citizens is neither wise nor proper. Its natural position as the

disinterested and unbiased dispenser of justice, revealer of

frauds, and adjuster of inequities is prejudiced thereby. Con-

fidence in its impartiality becomes weakened, capital hesitant,

private initiative less keen, with corresponding retardation of the

material growth of the community. Secondly, the duties neces-

sarily imposed upon the executive of the modern state in connec-

tion with the fundamental functions of administration of justice,

protection of the community from physical and moral violence,

whether in social or strictly economic relations, and guardian-

ship of its physical and mental health, constitute a heavy burden

in themselves; and an efficient discharge thereof is far from be-

ing attained in the most advanced countries. To superimpose

upon these duties the responsibilities of the industrial entre-

preneur is to diffuse the energies of the state through a still

wider field, over which it is likely to exercise a still less satis-

factory control. The capacity of government is not unlimited.

Thirdly, in so far as the railways are productive of surpluses, to

that extent the executive of the state is relieved from drawing

upon the pockets of the taxpayers. It is admittedly difficult

even in the most democratic states to keep the executive in

responsive relationship to the legislature and to the public. The

more dependent the executive is upon funds raised by taxation,

particularly direct taxation, the less arbitrary can it become.

The ultimate political well-being of the democracy rests upon the

practical recognition of this canon of government. Fourthly,

fiscal reliance upon railway earnings is apt to prove embar-

rassing to state finances, at recurring periods, from shrinkage

of receipts—a difficulty that is accentuated by the apparent in-

ability of government railways to adjust themselves readily to

economic vicissitudes.

From the point of view either of the influence of the state

upon the efficient management of the railway system, or of the

influence of the responsibility of railway management upon the

efficiency of state administration, there is reason to dispute the

advantage so loudly claimed for nationalization. The real mean-

ing of railway nationalization is the substitution of uncontrolled

state management for controlled private management, and the

change is unfavorable to economic progress and effifcient

government.

The Mogyana Railway and Navigation Company has been au-

thorized to build and operate a railway extending from Igara-

pava, in the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil, to Uberaba, state of

Minas Geraes, to be incorporated with the Jaguara-Araguary

Railway. By the terms of the contract, the line must be con-

cluded and opened to traffic by September 30, 1912.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE BUSH TRAIN SHED.

In the Bush train sheds heretofore designed, concrete has

been used only for certain details. In the belief that it might be

advantageously used to a much greater extent in some localities,

Lincoln Bush has made some determinations in reinforced con-

crete for train shed construction, and found that the structure

could be satisfactorily built entirely of this material. The ac-

companying drawing shows the design he has worked out.

The top cord of the main rafter would be a T-shaped section,

and the smoke duct purlins and curbs supporting the skylights,

with one longitudinal strut on the center line between columns,

would form the longitudinals without any intermediate rafters,

the roof slab being built directly into the purlins referred to.

The drawing shows the top of the T-section of the main rib

rafter flush with the top of the concrete roof. The drainage

would be satisfactorily taken care of by carrying the wrought

iron drain pipe down inside the center of the concrete column,

surrounding this drain pipe with a cast iron hollow pipe which

would have about 2 in. larger internal diameter than the outside

diameter of the drain pipe. The cast iron shell referred to would
form an air insulating chamber between the drain pipe and the

The live load of 20 lbs. per sq. ft. is somewhat under a

good many specifications for snow roof load ; but, in the opinion

of the designer, the roof is seldom loaded with a greater weight

of snow than 20 lbs. An increase, however, of 10 lbs. per sq.

ft. live load would not very materially increase the sections, as

the dead load in this structure is relatively heavy in comparison

to the live load.

The drawing shows an alternative square column design. It

occupies less area by 6 in. on the platforms than the octagonal

column does, but its appearance would not harmonize so well

with the rest of the structure. The lower part of the square

column would have its corners protected by metal angles, while

the lower part of the octagonal one would be entirely incased.

TRACK SCALE WITH MECHANICAL HUMP; PENNSYL-
VANIA RAILROAD.

The increase in the weight of rolling stock during the last

few years has rendered many track scales incapable of sustaining

the heavier loads without serious deflection of the members.
Of course, scales are not expected to weigh locomotives daily,

but travel of the engines over the scale must be safe. Failure

B
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Design for Bush Train Shed in Reinforced Concrete.

cast iron shell ; and the cast iron shell would also take the place

of reinforcement in the concrete column and would not rust.

It is not thought safe to take chances in freezing climates by

running the concrete around the wrought iron drain pipe.

A careful estimate of the cost of one full bay 27 ft. long and

42 ft. wide center to center of columns, with liberal unit prices,

indicates that the cost, with a good fair margin of profit for the

contractor, would be, complete, $1.47 per sq. ft. This is

substantially the same cost as that of the Hoboken shed of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western (the first Bush train shed

erected) which was $1.50 per sq. ft.; but the Hoboken shed

had very much larger areas of skylights in proportion, which in-

creased the cost materially per sq. ft. over this design in which

the skylight areas are considerably reduced, but are of ample

areas to give an abundance of light.

The loads and stresses are as follows : Live load assumed to be

20 lbs. per sq. ft. ; dead load estimated to be 38 lbs. per sq. ft.

for 3 in. concrete slab, and for slag roofing 5 lbs. per sq. ft.

;

column load = 56 tons, approximately; maximum stress in con-

crete = 650 lbs. per sq. in. ; maximum stress in steel = 16,000

lbs. per sq. in. ; columns are spaced 27 ft. center to center,

longitudinally.

of the foundation or supporting substructure, which in all cases

bears a fixed relation to the support of the dead-rail, would be

serious. During the travel of a loaded steel car over the scale

it imposes a high stress successively on all the scale members.

It is by free and unimpaired motion that a lever or any series

of levers can fulfill their given functions. The magnitude of

frictional effort increases in motion, and where the greatest arc

of motion is performed the greatest care must be exercised to

obtain the least friction. But, at the same time, friction in-

creases with pressure, manifesting itself when the scale is loaded

to its capacity by the prevailing sensitiveness. Where serious

deflection occurs, as in weak scales, it increases the errors ir-

regularly with the velocity at which any load may be applied

to the scale platform.

To overcome these defects the Pennsylvania Railroad under-

took the design of a new standard 52 ft. scale. The first one

of these to be installed was at West Brownsville Junction on

the Monongahela division. It has several original and unique

features, including the suspension bearings supporting the plat-

form, the mechanical relieving, gear which eliminates the dead-

rail, and the mechanical hump which provides the proper control

of the movement of cars over the scale. It will be seen from
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iMg. J, which shows ;i loiij'itiulimil section tliroiigli llic so.ilc ami

the iiR'chaiiical luimi) that all wooden snbslriictiuc has been

eliminated and that the main bearings are of the suspension type,

providing greater freedom of action of the platform, in that

ihoy get rid of the gyration of the knife-edges across the face

of the liardcned steels. They also provide greater freedom of

action of the platform, due to the greater arcs of motion from

the point of platform suspension to the base of the scale rail.

In anaiy/ing this bearing, which is shown in detail in Fig. 4,

it nuist he understood that tiie main lever is rigidly supported

from the bed-plate castings and tiiat a saddle block, with coin-

l)ensating steel inserted, engages the knife-edge. From this,

in turn, two links are suspended, supporting the yoke casting

at eight different points, it being a four-section scale. These

yoke castings are bolted to Bethlehem section I-beams, forming

a metal bridge from which the scale rails receive their direct

support.

With this form of construction it is possible to secure for

the platform in a longitudinal direction an oscillating motion

("cradle principle") with sliding friction at the supporting ends

of the links. Transversely, however, an undisturbed pendulous

motion is secured, while uniform stresses are obtained at all

times for the links by the compensating steels in the saddle

blocks. All of the main lever stands and the extension lever

stands supported from the four main bed-plates are provided

with self-compensating steels wherever a pivot contact is made.

Means have also been provided to maintain the independent

alinement of each individual lever by suitable adjustments at

their connections, and leveling pads are provided on all levers,

with the faces machined in the same plane with the neutral

axis line through the levers.

The scale is provided with a beam reading to 300,000 lbs., and

is equipped with a poise operated on specially designed bah

bearings, which reduces the resistance of the poise from about

four pounds to three. or four ounces. A mechanical adjustable

spring has also been provided to operate the latch in order to

insure its perfect seating in the teeth of the beam at all times.

In this type of scale wind pressure or snow and ice on the

platform will not affect the empty balance, as the surface plat-

form is supported entirely independent of the scale mechanism.

The tipping of the platform and the overhang at the ends of the

scale have been eliminated, and all the vital parts of the scale

are accessible. The lever system has been scientifically worked

out, and 100 per cent, has been allowed for impact, so that the

stresses are entirely within the field of experience. This is a

point that has been given practically no consideration in the past.

Considering the design of the scale with special reference

to the length of the knife-edge and pivot contact, a maximum
load of about 4,000 lbs. was provided for each lineal inch of

knife-edge, whereas in some of the older types of track scales

each inch of knife-edge under a maximum static load had to

support as much as 10,000 lbs. or more. Notwithstanding the

fact that the length of the knife-edge and pivot contact has been

i;icatl_\ inert ased, and in some cases liie weight of the levers

lias i)een increased three or four times, the sensibility of the

scale has not been materially affected. This is due, in a meas-

ure, to more machine work that has been done on the scale

tiiroughout, causing all parts to he suspended in more perfect

repose; and by this same means the neutral axes of the various

levers are more nearly preserved. It is also partly due to the

fad tiial more uniform distribution of the load on the lever sys-

tem can be maintained, owing to the permanent means provided

in the main supporting bearings for overcoming inequalities due
to wear. All of the friction steels and contact points are made
of special vanadium steel. They are said to be less susceptible

to corrosion and to give longer life and more enduring,

accuracy.

Four-section type scales are superior in most respects to those

with any greater number of sections, for the reason that all

parts in suspension (except the fifth lever) are supported di-

rectly from the foundation. When more than four sections are

used in a track scale connecting levers must l)e introduced.

Fig. 1. Standard Scale Office; Pennsylvania Railroad.

which have no multiplying function but simply transmit the

motion, and by their use additional fulcrum points are intro-

duced, which are not necessary.

Probably the most radical departure from the old form of

construction is the introduction of the relieving gear, taking

the place of the rigid dead-rail system with its cumbersome

supporting columns that practically fill the vault, preventing

proper inspection and maintenance of the bearings and other

vital parts of the scale. It also eliminates the second track

over the scale, as well as the approaches and switches at either

end, leading to and from the scale. The primary construction

of the relieving gear consists of a series of eight toggle lever

jacks, supported in pairs by the universal bed-plates as shown
in Fig. 5. These jacks are operated by the torsion shaft with

suitable link connections at each of the four sections. This

shaft is, in turn, operated by a double-ended cylinder (Fig. 6)

controlled by the weighmaster in the scale-ofifice. The control-

ling power used is either air or water, air pressure being prefer-
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal Section Through the Scale and the Mechanical Hump.
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able. In case the power gives out, however, tlie apparatus is

provided with a hand-operating mechanism that can be quickly

connected.

When it is desired to make a dead track of the scale track,

the weighmaster simply operates a four-way control valve, which

causes the four pairs of toggle jacks to move so that the ver-

tical pistons or plungers travel upward against the I-beam sup-

porting the metal bridge. This action raises the platform from

a position of repose on the suspension links by taking all weight

off the knife-edges without causing their contact on the bearing

steels to be disturbed. It will, therefore, be seen that the throw-

ing in and releasing of the relieving gear is accomplished with-

out changing the original alinement of any part of the scale

system, and, as the knife-edges do not leave their seats on

the steels when the platform is raised, the balance of the scale

is practically maintained when the bridge is again lowered on

the knife-edges, and the perfect repose of all parts in suspension

is practically maintained. When the jacks are operated for the

purpose of making the scale track a dead track, the semaphore

arms at either end of the scale (which are indirectly connected

U- 4'//-—>l

Fig. 3. Cross Section Through Scale.

to the torsion shaft) are simultaneously operated, the position

of the arms always indicating when the scale can be used for

weighing or when the dead-rail has been set for the use of

locomotives, etc.

The total weight of the platform is about 38,000 lbs.

;

with about 80 lbs. pressure per square inch in the

cylinder the bridge can be raised so that a loaded class

"H-6" engine and part of the tender (about 267.000

lbs.) will not show any weight on the beam when going over

the scale. It will, of course, be impossible to work the operating

gear under a superimposed load, but this is not necessary,

since the average interval between the cuts of cars is only

about 18.6 seconds, and the relieving gear can be operated in

one second.

MECHANICAL HUMP.

The object of the mechanical hump is to provide simple and

effective means whereby, with the minimum of attendance, cars

Grade = 2 in /OO___
_^

,8x4 Joists
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may be passed rapidly and without stoppage over the platform

of the scale with the proper velocity to permit each car to be

weighed regardless of variations (within the usual limits) in the

lengths of successive cars. To accomplish this, the track over

which the cars pass to the scale platform is provided with a

hump having a fixed apex at a short distance from the adjacent

edge of the scale platform so that when the cars are pushed
at a uniform rate up the side of the hump remote from the

scale, and are uncoupled from each other, before or while be-

ing pushed up the hump, each car will run down the hump and
on the scale platform with the proper velocity to permit it to

be accurately weighed.

Cars passing over a railway scale located at the head of a

classification j'ard are not of one type, and the distances

between the front and rear wheels varies on different cars.

With the advent of the mechanical hump, however, this variation

in wheel-base length is, in a measure, automatically compen-
sated for. When the side of the hump adjacent to the scale

platform is short, as it should be, the increase in velocity ac-

quired by the cars running down that side of the hump varies

inversely with the length of the wheel-base of the car, other

things being equal. This is at it should be, for the interval in

which a moving car may be weighed is that between the time

when the rear wheels pass on the scale platform and the time

when the front wheels pass off, and, in order to keep this inter-

val down to the desired minimum, cars having a long wheel-

base should move more slowly across the scale platform than

cars having a shorter wheel-base. For rapid and accurate

weighing, it is desirable to have the scale platform and the side

of the hump nearest the scale as short as possible, and in prac-

tice it has been found advisable to make the side of the hump
adjacent to the scale platform about equal to the distance

between the centers of the truck wheel bases of the cars havmg
the shortest wheel-base.

The hump has been so constructed that the elevation of its

apex above the scale platform can be adjusted in order to get

the desired relations insuring proper rates of speed of the cars.

For instance, the elevation of the hump required in a given

installation depends on and changes with the season. In w-in-

ter, when everything is taut from contraction, the ape.x of the

hump should be somewhat higher than in the summer, when
the cars form less rigid structures. The lubricant also becomes

stiff, which affects the free running of the cars. With reference

specially to yards at which nothing but loaded cars are classified

and weighed, or at points where necessity demands that loaded

cars should be weighed and empty cars classified over the same

hump, a compromise may be effected by changing the elevation

of the apex.

It has been common practice to provide artificial humps in

classification yards using track scales to facilitate the distribu-

tion of cars, etc., but the mechanical hump provides a track

running to the scale platform, having its apex at a fixed and

determined distance from the scale platform. It also provides
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal Section Through the Scale and the Mechanical Hump.
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Fig. '1—Important Details of Scale Construction; Pennsylvania Railroad.

a structure of such character that the slope of the hump and

the location of its apex will not be changed in time, either by

the cars which pass over the hump forcing the cross-ties down

in the ballast, or in the repairing of the roadbed by the track-

men. So far as we know, the mechanical hump installed at

Fig. 5. Torsion Shaft and Toggle Levers for Operating the
Relieving Gear.

Fig. 6. Cylinder and Torsion Shaft for Operating Relieving

Gear; Also Middle Extension Levers Connected
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Fig. 7. Ratchet and Toggle for Raising Hump.

West Brownsville Junction is the first to provide a hump struc-

ture in which the elevation of the apex of the hump can be

definitely adjusted as desired.

The construction of the hump provides for two sets of box

chords or girders, amounting to four in all, running parallel

with and directly under each rail forming the track overhead.

These two sets of box chords are supported at the center (which

forms the apex of the hump) by rigid steel castings located

parallel with the track, and these are in turn supported by abut-

ments on either side, to which bed-plates are bolted. These same

abutments also support on either side (directly under a vertical

center line through the rails) two toggle lever jacks of the

Sampson screw type, which are universally connected by an

extension socket and are operated by a hand ratchet with a

lever arm at the center (Fig. 7). At the four ends of the box

chords are bolted pivotal castings which are also supported by

bed-plates on the abutments. Surfaced hard wood ties are bolted

to the box chord system, to which in turn are bolted square cast

iron columns which project through the platform covering the

top of the inclosure, and to these columns the rails forming

the track over the hump are bolted with rail clips. The present

construction of mechanical hump provides for a vertical rise

of eight inches at the apex, the latter being located about 25 ft.

from the scale.

When the apex is raised to suit the requirements, distance

pieces or liners are inserted under the center casting, after which

the jacks are released. This method rigidly supports the center

casting at the apex at all times, the jacks not being used to sup-

port the superimposed load, but merely providing means for rais-

ing and lowering the apex. Means are also provided for taking

care of the change in the length of rail due to raising or lower-

ing the apex, also any change in the length of the rails on the

hump and approach due to expansion and contraction caused by

atmospheric changes. This is accomplished by simply placing

a bronze friction plate at the base of the four pivotal castings

on either end, which permits a free change in a longitudinal

direction of the four pivotal castings bolted to the box chord

of the scales.

Standard plans have been adopted for heating the vaults of

these track scales by a hot water circulating system ; also of

Fig. 8. Metal Bridge and Girder Supports for Mechanical Hump.
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the electric lijjlits for lipilitiiiK the vaults wluu ni^pcitioii is to

1)0 made, as well as the lighting of tlic \ar(l in close i)rox-

imity to the scale. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company is

to be connnendcd f(n- having worked out such a substantial and

accurate system of Hack scales as it has opened up a new era

Fig. 9. Method of Checking the Metal Bridge When in Position;

Track Scale, Pennsylvania Railroad.

in the weighing of freight cars. Most of the features in this

railway track scale have been covered by patents, which were

taken out by A. W. Epright, scale inspector of the Pennsylvania

Railroad.

FACTORS SOMETIMES FORGOTTEN IN PUBLIC CON-
TROL OF PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS.

BY CLARENCE P. FOWLER.

Consulting Engineer.

With our rapid industrial expansion many changes have come

in our commercial methods, in order to cope with the new order

of things. Not one of the least of these signs of the times, has

been the evolution of the corporation, the existence of which has

been brought about largely owing to the growing complexity of

our business relations, which have given rise to various draw-

backs to the conduct of many afifairs by individuals or partner-

ships. As chief among the reasons why individual effort has

been supplanted by corporate enterprise, may be mentioned

:

(a) Interruption to business caused by death of the individual

or individuals involved.

(b) The unlimited liability of business men hampers develop-

ment through the necessity of excessive caution in contracting

obligations.

(c) Economies of operation resulting from concentration.

(d) Ability to attract and retain the highest order of man-

agerial talent, owing to large scale organization.

(e) Limitations incident to individual wealth.

It is clear, then, that modern business conditions have created

a demand for a new type of enterprise, wdiich the corporation

supplies, the public service corporation being a typical example.

In the earlier days, public service corporations were enabled

to meet this demand under unobstructive circumstances, as then

new enterjjrises were so welcome to the public that it received

them with open arms. This public attitude is well illustrated by

the provisions of the charters granted by the state of Massa-

chusetts to three of the hrst railways in this country, organized

in 1829 and 1830, which stated that "rates of fare and freight,

the construction of the roads, the form of cars and all other

matters and things in relation to the use of the roads should

be wholly within the di.scretion of the directors." At that time

tile total railway mileage in the United States was less than

twenty-five miles and the public naturally, for many subsequent

years, continued to be more vitally interested in the establish-

ment and development of transportation facilities than in how
it could impose new burdens upon these public servants through

the agency of governmental regulation and control. This ex-

perience of the early steam roads was repeated when the street

railway was introduced in 1852, and its successor, the electric

railway about 1886; also when the telephone and electric light

made their first appearance in commercial use in 1876; for the

territories which they served were soliciting their introduction

and gave no thought to their regulation.

All this stands out in marked contrast with the state of afifairs

surrounding public service corporations at present, when govern-

mental control is moving forward with giant strides in practically

every part of the United States. In fact, in this connection it ic-

interesting to note that in their messages to the legislatures

which have convened since the first of the present year, the gov-

ernors in practically all of the states have either recommended

the formation of public utilities commissions where none now
exist or advised enlargetnent of the powers of existing commis-

sions, and it is now the rule to find public service corporations

within the control and regulation of public governing bodies in

respect to capitalization, debt, rates, service and general conduct

of the business of such undertakings.

Various reasons have been assigned for the difiiculties under

which public service corporations labor to-day, due in many in-

stances to unbusinesslike supervision, antagonistic legislation and

adverse public sentiment. Looking broadly at these differences

between the public service corporation and the public it serves,

it would seem that while the former, at times, has played the

role of the offender, the past few years have witnessed so much

antagonistic legislation, in accordance with popular demand, that

all concerned have not yet had time properly to digest what

has taken place, resulting in much confusion in the public

mind.

It is generally conceded that not a little of this agitation has

been instigated by those who with selfish motives, seek to pro-

voke prejudice of the public against all corporate interests, irre-

spective of whether the latter are good, bad or indifferent. It

is obvious from this, that if the well-meaning public service cor-

porations would receive fair treatment at the hands of the pub-

lic it is essential that an endeavor be made to bring the public

and the corporations to a better mutual understanding.

Some of the salient features of public service corporations

about which the public needs enlightenment are what may

be termed economic peculiarities of these public servants. These

should be considered in connection with some of the 'benefits

such enterprises confer upon the communities they serve.

An important economic advantage favoring the ordinary manu-

facturing enterprise as compared with the public service under-

taking is that the former makes a conimodity while the latter

renders a service. In the case of the public service enterprise,

the service furnished cannot, for lack of a present demand, be

stored away and kept for a better market. If it is not sold to-

day, because no fair price can be obtained for it, it can never

be sold. On the other hand, a commodity may be made at a

uniform rate of production, with all the attendant economies,

and after manufacture it may be placed in storage, and kept

until the manufacturer can sell to best advantage.

Another economic feature peculiar to the services rendered by

quasi-public enterprises, such as gas, electric light, telephone,
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electric and steam transportation companies is that while these

services have done much to mold the trend of our civilization,

they do not comprise, so to speak, the fundamental requisites

of life, such as food, clothing, shelter and fuel, all of which

latter things form the basic elements necessary to perpetuate

human existence. As bearing upon this question it should be

nofed ihat authentic statistics show that the public have for years

suffered without comment, the steadily advancing prices of these

necessities of life (during which time the average cost to the

public of practically all classes of services furnished by our pub-

lic service corporations showed a marked declme) and still it

insists that the best standards of light, communication and

transportation be maintained at a further reduction in the rates.

In fact, actual statistics recently collected by a "Cost of Living

Commission" in one of our eastern states reveals the fact that

public utilities, in general, are conspicuously absent from the

list of contributory causes responsible for the growth of the

family budget. The results of the investigations of this commis-

rAon show that the maximum net price charged for gas and elec-

tricity in practically all cities in the state subject to inquiry, dur-

ing the period from 1890 to 1910 have sufifered a reduction per

unit of service of about 50 per cent., and it is well known that tele-

phone rates have decreased by substantial amounts during the

same period. With the street railway the same condition is

prevalent. Its fares are stationary, extensions of transfer sys-

tems, improved standards of equipment and service, together

with lengthened mileage, all resulting in decreased cost of trans-

portation and improved service to the public.

This condition of afifairs is all the more peculiar, when one

stops to consider some of the further economic advantages that

industries, supplying the necessaries of life, enjoy when compared

with th(.ise furnishing public service. This arises primarily from

the greater flexibility of the former class of enterprise as com-

l)ared with the latter, to meet varying conditions. For example,

if a manufacturer in times of depression, wishes to economize

in expenses he lays off hands and shuts down his plant. OuE

most recent period of depression supplied ample illustration of

the truth of this statement. Again, if a manufacturer finds ad-

verse local conditions becoming burdensome, such as increased

taxes or high labor costs, he can, at least as a last resort, move

to a locality where circumstances will be more conducive to

economical operation. Think of trying to stop operations tem-

porarily in transportation, lighting and communication simply be-

cause times are "hard." To carry the idea further it is at once

apparent that if a public utility corporatioir finds labor, taxes or

expenses toe high in one locality it cannot "move" its property

to another possessing more favorable characteristics. Then,

again, the field for marketing the manufacturer's product is broad,

he being able to ship it to considerable distances, while the

public service company may sell its service only to the community

it serves and may then be subjected to ruinous competition,

in a territory which is incapable of properly supporting even one

company.

That the public utilities are subject to further economic limi-

tations not common to manufacturing enterprises will be under-

stood, when it is remembered that the latest and most authentic

statistics show that it requires an investment of from three to four

times as much capital in the former as in the latter, to produce

the same net return, which ratio may be expected to increase

with the enactment of additional restrictive legislation.

As a result of this large amount of capital required for estab-

lishment of public service enterprises, together with some of the

features inherent in the operating expense statement of such

corporations, a large part of the total expenditure made is fixed

and independent of the volume of business done. It will be

seen, therefore, that this unfortunate circumstance tends to

further aggravate the condition previously referred to, viz., that

the public utility enterprise finds itself debarred from most of

the economies, of which other industries can avail themselves in

times of necessity.

These examples of the disadvantages under which the public

service companies struggle for an existence could be multiplied,

but a sufficient number of typical instances have been cited, it

is hoped, to indicate their general character. It is important to

keep in mind the fact that these disadvantages of the public

service company are inherent—a characteristic that the most im-

proved form of equipment and economical management of the

highest order, cannot overcome. That these drawbacks, always

peculiar to the public service industries, in addition to the steady

rise in the cost of operation, have militated against the possi-

bility of obtaining anything like an adequate return on the cap-

ital invested in such enterprises is shown by the following fig-

ures which may be regarded as typical.

Reliable statistics show that for the last quarter of a century

the steam railway stocks in the United States averaged a rate

of less than 2^/^ per cent, per annum. If only the last half of

this period be considered, it will be found that the average

rate was still well below 3 per cent, per annum. It is significant

that in the same period, returns in the states of greatest popu-

lation, density, and volume of traffic, the average rates were still

below 6 per cent, per annum. It may be claimed that the aver-

age rate of dividend is low on account of "watered" stock, but

the amount of so called "watered" stock is probably counter-

balanced, in some degree, at least, by stock that has been de-

stroyed by foreclosures. The capitalization of steam railways

in the United States is not much more than one-half as much

per mile as the lowest, and not more than one-quarter of the

highest capitalization per mile found in the case of European

roads. In fact, the railway commission of the states of Min-

nesota and Washington etsimated that the cost of reproducing

the roads in their states would be much greater than the capital-

ization of such roads.

Another serious condition of affairs is indicated in the elec-

tric railway industry of one of the most densely populated

New England states. The official connnission's preliminary re-

port lor nine months ending June 30, 1910, shows that out of

78 companies reporting operations, only 35 paid dividends and

only 5 paid 7 per cent, or over, only one paying 10 per cent.

The operation of these roads was directed by a high grade of

managerial talent, as is evidenced by a systematic reduction in

the operating ratio; and that cultivation of traffic was evident

is shown by the increased gross receipts per car-mile.

Surely most of the rates of dividends just quoted can hardly

be said to constitute fair compensation to investors in these en-

terprises for the risk they take; and if the service of additional

capital is to be freely enlisted for the creation and development

of these necessary public service industries, they must not be

unnecessarily hampered by unreasonable governmental restraint,

but must be afforded every reasonable opportunity for economic-

ally conducting their businesses. It is not natural to expect

that an investor will willingly take the risk of putting his funds

into the stock of a new public service enterprise and pass

patiently through the earlier years of unprofitable exploitation,

only to find that when the property has reached the successful

stage he is limited to a rate of return upon his capital which is

little better than savings bank rates.

It should be further borne in mind that any arbitrary legis-

lation which reduces the income below a reasonable return ad-

versely affects the interests of the small investor, as the general

public holds a large proportion of the securities of the public

service undertakings.

The many conveniences enjoyed by the public through the

services furnished by various public service corporations have

now become so common-place that the public gives little thought

to the many ways that these enterprises have been its bene-

factor.

The vast territory of the west and south would still be a

wilderness if pioneer railways had not developed it. Without

the widespread efficient service which railways are rendering

today, land values in these states would be vastly less than
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tlicy aro. Not only did tlu- railways ])ush their tracks tliiouyh

wide areas of uiiinliabited prairie land and then fill up the coun-

try with settlers, but they stocd l)y lluse pioneers in solving the

hard proi)lenis of a^rieidture in an arid soil. h'rec seed was

distributed, 1)\' the roads, experiiiunlal stations established and

farmers tau};ht what and liow lu plant. In the southwest tiie

railways helped the farmer light the grasshopper and drought.

In the northwest they helped him to select seed and raise the

best wheat in the world.

Without fast freight and refrigerator cars live stock and per-

ishable fruits from the west could not have endured the long

journey cast, and an inexhaustible market would not have been

opened up to the west. To-day a number of western trunk lines

are running fast freight trains at short intervals, almost on

passenger schedules, to enable the shipper to deliver his fruit

in Chicago in first-class condition and obtain high prices. No
less important have been the achievements of the roads of the

eastern half of the United States, which have taken the products

gathered by the western roads from the farms and forests, and

distributed them to the markets and consumers of the east. As
American progress and prosperity rest mainly on the growth of

her agricultural production, the importance of the work of bring-

ing the new lands into cultivation and increasing the productiv-

ity of the old, made possible through adequate transportation

facilities, can be hardly overestimated.

Consider, now, some of the monetary and sociological ad-

vantages that accrue to communities served by the electric

street railway.

By the extension of modern systems of rapid transit the value

of outlying real estate is increased, thus adding to the amount

of assessable property, thereby tending to act, as a check upon

the increase in the local tax rate. It is interesting to note that

the outlying portion of one of our largest metropolitan centers

grew over 1,000 per cent, in value from 1882 under the cable

car system to 1909 under the electric street railway. This same

extension of lines also results in an advantageous redistribution

of population by lessening its congestion, which in turn results

in greater ownership of homes, securing of low rental with

better sanitation, which means a lower death rate. As bearing

upon this matter it is interesting to note that recent statistics

show that the street railways serving some of the larger cen-

ters so actively pushed their lines into sparsely settled territory

during the period from 1902 to 1907, that they show consider-

ably decreased earnings per mile of track. The trackage re-

ported by companies in the above class in 1907 was 87.7 per cent,

greater than the trackage reported for 1902 with an increase of

only about 75 per cent, in gross receipts.

It should be further pointed out that the value of the time

saved as a result of modern rapid transit, by the total number of

passengers carried, even when estimated at a very conservative

rate, would total up to a sum of vast proportions. The re-

distributing power of the wages and salaries of a large number of

employees is an invaluable asset to any community, and, as

with other gigantic undertakings, the large amounts spent by

street railways for maintenance and renewals contribute largely

to the general prosperity.

In conclusion, it may be said that in a discussion of this

length it is, of course, possible to touch only some of the "high

spots" of so broad a topic, but an endeavor has been made to

show that public service corporations, even under the most

favoring circumstances, are, owing to their very nature, at a de-

cidedly economic disadvantage when compared with other forms

of enterprise, not to mention the good they do for the com-

munities they serve.

In all fairness to these undertakings, it would therefore seem

that what is most needed today is a better appreciation of these

and other facts, by the public, which is not an unreasonable

body and which, it is believed, would, with a better understand-

ing of the situation, set its stamp of approval upon wiser legis-

lation to the end that there may be a nearer approach to the

conservation of all interests concerned.

THE IMPORTANT FUNCTION OF THE ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENT.

I lie r.ite controversy has l)r()uglit into court as never before,

tlie railway iiieoiiie accounts. Its factors have been under

closest scrutiny. I heories of public railway policy have been

evolved on this as a text. This income account is the especial

custody of the Accounting Department, which is charged with

gathering the myriad items that go into its totals, verifying

those items, classifying and accumulating them to grand totals

and certifying to these totals. With the greater attention to the

detail significance of this income account, the duties of the de-

partment compiling it are receiving greater emphasis.

The function of the Accounting Department is to make and

to keep the records which are the inventories of property and

transactions afifecting the values of property. The department

is the outgrowth of the "Auditor" function. The Auditor's first

concern is with cash and money values, and from this, the scope

of his work widens to include things of indirect money signifi-

cance. Before taking into his records a property or a trans-

action afifectiug his property he audits the transaction, that is,

he identifies it against a specific authorization of the organ-

ization, and next he identifies it against average practice. This

is the process of auditing. Incidental to this operation are de-

veloped the functions of accountancy, which is the method of

gathering facts and grouping them by factors to verify them.

Still further as an incident of auditing, in order to identify a

thing against average standards to locate inefEciencies, the au-

ditor develops the statistical method, which differs from the ac-

counting in that the groups are now by one factor and now
by another until there is inductively involved the principle of

classification for each set of facts.

The auditor as record man comes to bear the relation of the

court of review to the rest of the organization. He reaches to

every part of it; he is in touch with all rules and regulations

which in a subordinate way define authority, and also with all

standards of efficiency which qualify the acts under specific au-

thority. His function carries back to the highest seat of au-

thority—namely, the president, the board of directors, the stock-

holders and the state. This recognition of his position is estab-

lished in the Interstate Commerce law when it provides that the

commission, through its statistician, shall prescribe the forms of

all accounts and shall permit no accounts except by this au-

thority. Such a conception of the function of the auditor for the

public is carried over into the railway organization to give a

defined status to that part of the organization which performs

that function for a particular road. The growth of the idea is

necessarily slow, and different on different roads. On some

the "Auditor" has not advanced beyond the position of a "neces-

sary evil" whose prerogatives have been grudgingly yielded by

a sort of usage rather than by specific definition, and are limited

to those phases about which there can be no dispute—such, for

instance, as watchfulness over the cash accounts of the railway

and responsibility for accounting in certain routine ways for

revenues and disbursements. At inventory time he may or may

not be recognized as a factor. Gradually as a matter of con-

venience to the operating offices he may accumulate a file of

contracts whereby he clerically checks disbursements.

On other roads his definition of function has been more speci-

fic and more embracing, but this definition has been made by

the President, and therefore, at last, the activities of the "Au-

ditor" are limited to the consent of the President. On other

roads still, this authority is carried up to the form of a specific

resolution of the Board of Directors ; for it may be embodied in

a by-law of the corporation, and finally, the "Auditor's" status

has now come to be defined, so far as responsibility is concerned

within certain area, by the requirement that he shall personally

swear to the exhibits which he makes.

Having arrived at this point of ultimate court in stating in the

balance sheet and income account of the road, what is and what

is not, the next stage is to give the "Auditor" facility, with a
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larger organization, to verify his figures at each stage of their

compilation. That is, to give official status to his prerogative

as accountant and statistician whereby he may by any method
of evidence which is found available, prove to his own satis-

faction the facts which he records ; and this is accountancy.

Furthermore by proper means he may determine qualifying fac-

tors; and locate, for the benefit of the executive, the board and
the public, the efficient and inefficient phases of operation ac-

cording to well-established standards of practice; and this is

his function as statistician.

The character of his work on the one hand as a gatherer of

data for his totals, embraces the whole scope of operations re-

gardless of departmental lines, and also extends, so far as may
be found desirable, to the first source of information, to the

actual contact with men and conditions from which his records

are made. And on the other hand, because his facts are, in

different stages, information of value for every part and grade

of the organization, his compilations should be accessible from

the lowest to the highest ranks, and as a by-product of his work
he becomes a ready index to these facts—a student of their

significance, and by that token a Counselor in the formulation

of the ultimate policies of the road. * * *

of France, the wlieel arrangement of which also included a

leading truck. In this design of cylinders, the exhaust passages

HEAVY LOCOMOTIVES FOR NATAL
RAILWAYS.

GOVERNMENT

The Natal Government Railways of South Africa have two

heavy experimental locomotives in service that were built by

the American Locomotive Company, one being of the Mallet and

the otlicr ( f the 4-8-2 type. The work that has been done in

Steam Pipe Connection at Dome; Mallet Locomotive.

are so arranged that the steam exhausts through openings in

the front of each cylinder casting into a Y pipe which is con-

nected to the exhaust pipe in the smoke box by means of elbows

and a pipe fitted with a slip joint. This arrangement was neces-

sary in order to increase the length of the exhaust pipe so as to

reduce the angle of its deflection when the locomotive passes

through sharp curves, which on some parts of the line have

Mallet Locomotive for Natal Government Railway.

this country with the Mallet locomotives and their restricted

construction to heavy designs, is apt to cause one to overlook

the fact that M. Mallet originally intended his design for light

railways, so that an expression of surprise at the adaptation of

the Mallet locomotive to narrow gage work is not well founded.

The gage of the Natal Government Railways is 3 ft. 6 in., and

these locomotives are the heaviest of their class that have been

put into a service, which is necessarily severe because of the

heavy grades, rising to 3.3 per cent. As heavy Mallets go, the

locomotive is not very large ; it weighs only 196,000 lbs., and

has a tractive effort of but 46,600 lbs.

In general both locomotives follow American practice in their

design, although they have a number of purely English features,

such as copper fireboxes and staybolts, bronze driving boxes

and the automatic vacuum brake on the tenders. Except for

the application of the two-wheel leading truck, the design, as far

as the characteristic features are concerned, follows the builders

usual practice for this type of locomotive.

The high pressure cylinders are 17i^ in. in diameter by 26 in.

in stroke, and are equipped with piston valves, while the low

pressure cylinders are 28 in. in diameter, and are equipped with

Allen-Richardson slide valves. The low pressure cylinders are

similar in design to those of the Mallet articulated compound

locomotives built by the same company for the Eastern Railway

radii as low as 300 ft. In order to provide room between the

bottom of the smoke box and the top of the low pressure cylin-

der castings for the flexible exhaust pipe connections, it was

necessary to flatten the bottom of the smoke box so as to give an

offset of 5 in.

Both high and low pressure valves are operated by the

Steam Dome; Mallet Locomotive.

Walschaert valve gear and the arrangement of the reversing

mechanism is such that the link block of the high pressure gear is

lowered while that of the low pressure gear is raised when being

thrown into forward motion. In this way the weights of the
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jiiirls 111' till- two .sets of val\c motioii.s couutt'iiiiilaiioc caili otlicf.

As tile high pressure valves have inside admission, and tlie low

pressure outside admission, the eccentric cranks lead their re-

spective main ])ins ui liotli sels <il' \:\\\r motions. Reversing is

eft'eclod hy means ol" a screw and hand wheel. WrouRht iron

frames 4 in. wide are u^vil througiiout, and llicre is a single

articulated ccmnection between the iront and rear engines. That

part of the weight of the boiler which is carried on the front

system, is supported by a single self-adjusting sliding l)earing

wliich is l(K-ated between the first and second pair of driving

wheels.

Tiie 4-8-2 ty|)e locomotive is fitted witli a superheater and

the steam pressure is cut down to 160 lbs. on tliat account. I lie

superheated steam is distributed to the cylinders hy 11 in. pis-

ton valves. The Walschaert valve gear is oi)erated by a re-

versing screw and hand wheel. The boilers are of the extended

wagon top type for the Mallet and tlie straight top with a Bel-

paire firebox for the 4-8-2 types. In the Mallet locomotive the

dome is a steel casting with a steam belt running around the

front half having openings at the side for the high pressure

steam pipe connections. On the center line there is an opening

for the throttle, as shown on the engraving which is reproduced

herewith.

The barrel of the boiler measures 66 in. in diameter at the

front end and is fittetl with 172 2^-in. tubes and 15 5j':]-in.

tubes which contain the superheating pipes. The tubes are 18

ft. 9 in. long and the total heating surface of the bciler is 2,417

I'dllowing are

comotives :

the ))riiieipal data and dimensi(jns for these

Type
Service
Fuel
Tractive effort
WciKlit in working oidcr
WfiKlit on drivers
Weight of engine ami loiuli

working Oidcr
Wheel base, rigid
Wlicel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

Cjcitcuil Data.

4-8-2

Freight
Kit. eoal
41,.120 lbs.

172,000 lbs.

126,700 lbs.

271,200 lbs.

12 fl. y in.

22 fl. 6 in.

49 ft. 7 in.

Kali

Total weight ~- tractive effort 4.16
Weight on drivers -H tractive effort 3.61
Tractive effort X diani. drivers -f-

heating surface 778
Tractive elTort X diani. drivers -r-

eqnivalent heating surface* 637
Total heating surface -f- grate area. 68.2
Total eciuivalenl heating surface*

-f- grate area 83.5
Firebox heating surface -H total

heating surface, per cent 6.16
Firebox heating surf, -r- total equiv-

alent heating surf.,* jicr cent.... 5.05
Weight on drivers -r- total heating

surface 52.4
Weight on drivers -^ total equiva-

lent heating surface* 42.9
Total weight -H total heating surface 71.16
Total weight -^ total equivalent

heating surface* 58.20
\'olunie equivalent simple cylinders,

cu. ft 12.54
Total heating surface H- vol. cylin-

ders 192.17
Total equivalent heating surface* -r-

vol. cylinaers 235.5
Grate area -f- vol. cylinders 2.82

2-6-6-0

Freight
Hit. coal
46,600 lbs.

196,000 lbs.

179,500 lbs.

295,200 lbs.

8 ft. 4 in.

.13 ft. 2 in.

60 fl. 2}i in.

4.20
3.85

832

63.6

4.9

70.5

'7'6.9

11.44

222.6
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Experimetal 4-8-2 Type Locomotive for Natal Government Railway.

sq. ft., of which the tubes contribute 2,268 sq. ft. and the fire- CvHiutc-s.

box the remainder. The superheater is of the firetube type, with ^^^'^ Simple Compound
^

. _ r . ,
Diameter 24 in. 17J/2 in. and 28 in.

side headers, and lias a heating surface of 358 sq. ft. Full ad- Stroke 24 in. 26 in.

vantage has been taken of the opportunity afforded by the use l\il:cs.

of trailing wheels to provide a deep firebox. Kind Piston f Piston and Allen
,„,.,. ,..,,.,.,,. , I Richardson
ihe traihng truck is of the radial outside bearing type and Travel 5^ in. s in. and 5;/^ in.

the design is of a modification of that previously used by these LelTd™ forward gear! !! ! /in"" ^

'"b/ie^in
'""

builders. This modification consists principally in the elimination iriwcls

of the supplementary frames and the use of a special design of Driving, diameter over tire 45^ in. 4514 in.

spring saddle guide, thus simplifying the construction. The Myng journals, main, diam 9 in x 10 in. 8 in x lo'in.

, ,

i' J & h-ngine truck, diameter 28'/2 in. 28J^ in.

semi-elliptic spring v.'hich transmits the load to the iournals, Engine truck, journals S>4 in. x 9 in. S'A in. x 9 in.

,j, V- 1 • ^ ^
11-" 1

J.
Trailing truck, diameter 30 in.

rests on a spring saddle, which in turn rests on a sliding plate Trailing truck, journals 6 in. x 12 in.

provided with a circular boss which fits into a recess in the top Boiler.

of the journal box. A projection on the bottom of the spring Style Belpaire Ext wagon top

saddle fits into a diagonal slot in the top of the sliding plate. KMa'^eY'r^f "firsV Hng: ! ! ! ! i
^66 In" 65°S "in.

This slot is at right angles to the line passing through the radius ^'.''ebox, width and length 63 in. x 81 in. 60 in. x 96 in.

, ,
"

, , , , . ,
, ,

Firebox, plates, thickness i^ in. i^ in.
bar pin and the center of the box, thus serving to keep the truck Firebox, water space 4 in. and 3 in. 4 in. and ZYz in.

in positive alinement at all times and also to relieve the radius Tubes, number and diameter
I 'J5Z5J/ ;"'

|

230—254 in.

bar of undue strains. The spring seat is guided vertically Tubes, length 18 ft. 9 in. 18 ft.

, , . ^
, ,

. , ,, .,,.,. Heating surface, tubes 2,268 sq. ft. 2,422 sq. ft.

between the jaws of the cast steel spring saddle guide, which is Heating surface, firebox 149 sq. ft. 125 sq. ft.

rigidly bolted to the rear frame. The trailing truck is equalized g-[|„"| -^c"- ^.^^ ing! :::'.: 'I58 H ft!
'''''.!'. .'"

with the rear driving wheels and all the driving wheels on each Heating surface, total equivalent*.. 2,954 sq. ft.

., i-TA-^ ^- r ^ c J.^ 1- 1-1 Grate area 35.4 sq. ft. 40 sq. ft.

side are equalized. An interesting feature of the design, which Top smokestack, above rail 12 ft. 6 in. 12 ft. 5'A in.

dififers from American locomotive practice, will be noticed in the Tender.

use of plain tires on the leading driving wheels. The engine Wheels, diameter 30 in. 30 in.

truck is of the three point suspension swinging bolster type and Sl^ca^adty*^. ............'....;:
! '*'°9°tons''' ''''g^'tons'''

is designed to give a lateral play of 4 in. on each side of the -—;

—

Total equivalent heating surface equals total heating surface (2,417
center. sq. ft.) plus 1;/. times the superheating surface.



^i^n^rixi ^cm& ^^ction.
Passenger trains of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas now run

to and from the new Union Station at Houston, Texas.

The public utilities commission bill and the anti-pass bill intro-

duced in the Utah legislature have both been defeated in the

senate.

Suit has been begun by the Government in the Federal Court
at St. Louis against the Wabash Railroad, to recover penalties

for 53 violations of the federal law limiting the hours of work of

trainmen.

The American Express Company has established at Los An-
geles, Cal., an industrial department. It is in charge of Wm. H.
Lovesay. This department, for the benefit of farmers and fruit

growers, is claimed to be the first of the kind ever created by an
express company.

Five Mallet locomotives, each weighing 461,000 lbs., which is

said to be 51,000 lbs. heavier than any locomotive now in serv-

ice, have just been shipped to the Baltimore & Ohio from the

Schenectady works of the American Locomotive Company. The
tender weighs 181,000 lbs. loaded, making the combined weight

of the engines and tender 642,000 lbs. The new locomotives will

be used on the mountain division.

The strike which was declared some weeks ago by the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers on the Southern Pacific Lines in

Mexico and the Sonora Railway has proved a complete failure.

The roads employed Mexicans to take the places of the Amer-
icans who quit work, and the former employees have withdrawn
from the scene and have sought employment on the Southern
Pacific and other roads in the United States.

The California State Railroad Commission recently issued an

order reducing from $6 a day to $3, the rate to be charged as

demurrage on delayed freight cars, but subsequently it was de-

cided to further consider the question, and the order has been

vacated. Under the new railway law of California, which was
noticed in the Raihvay Age Gazette of February 17, page 324,

the commission has full power to fix demurrage rates and also

to prescribe regulations in regard to the collection of demurrage.

The stockholders of the Union Switch &- .Signal Company .'it

their annual meeting this week adopted a profit sharing plan.

The directors were autliorized to sell or otherwise dispose of

2,000 shares of the authorized and unissued common stock to or

for the benefit of such employees whether stockholders or not

(excluding directors and general officers) as tlie board shall

deem proper. The directors have the power to fix the price,

not less than par, and to make all suitable conditions and
regulations.

The California legislature has started already to amend its

new railway law—again illustrating that as long as a legislature

is in session nothing is safe from disturbance. The senate has

passed an amendment adding to the list of those who may be

granted free passes executive officers of mercantile organizations

traveling for the advancement of trade or development of in-

dustry, and another empowering the commission to require one

railway to switch to private tracks of shippers on its own line,

the cars of a connecting railway, and to regulate compensation

for such service.

The unfilled tonnage of the United States Steel Corporation

at the close of February was 3,400,543 tons compared with 3,110,-

919 tons at the close of January. The increase in February over

January was 289,624 tons, which is less than the gain of Janu-

ary over December, which was 436,162 tons. This, however, is

explained by the fact that the shipments in February were 29,000

tons a day compared with 24,000 tons a day in January. Had the

shipments been the same in both months the February increase

would have exceeded the gain of January. The February unfilled

tonnage was greater than any month since last August, when
it was 3,537,128 tons.

The amounts set aside annually for pension allowances for em-

ployees of the Pennsylvania and controlled lines east of Pitts-

burgh and Erie now aggregate more than $850,000. The num-
ber of employees entitled to pensions on December 31 was 2,505.

Tlie Pennsylvania basis for payment of pensions provides that

there shall be paid for each year of service 1 per cent, of the

average regular pay for the ten years immediately preceding re-

tirement, the monthly allowance being determined by ascertain-

ing the total amount of wages the employee actually earned and
for which he was carried on the pay-rolls during the ten year
period, and dividing that amount by 120 calendar months.

About 1,000 drivers and helpers of the Adams Express
Company in New York City, struck and left their work
last Saturday on the ground that the company had not kept
the agreement which was made in the settlement of the
strike which occurred several weeks ago. The company
seems to have moved nearly all of its perishable freight

without much delay, and by the fourth day it was said that
the strikers were beaten. There was a good deal of violence
in the streets and a number of drivers were wounded by
stones and other missiles. Officers of the company declare
that the dismissal of three men, which seems to have been
the cause of the strike, was because of flagrant misconduct.

The Baltimore & Ohio has lately set up a large number of

new machines in its Baltimore shops and in connection with the

installation of the new machines, improved methods of safe-

guarding the men employed to operate them were adopted. Ex-
posed parts of the machinery that would in any way jeopardize

the safety of the mechanics have been protected so that it is

almost impossible for a man to come in bodily contact with them.
Guard rails have been built to enclose belting, and exposed gears

have been encased under metal covers. Notices have been
posted on these guard rails that it is against the rules for em-
ployees to oil, adjust or repair tools while running. The large

traveling cranes have been equipped with gongs as a protection to

employees. All elevator shafts have been protected by guard
rails and automatic drop gates. The foremen of the shops have

been instructed to keep aisles free from obstructions. These
methods for the protection of men are being carried out at all

the shops on the road. Bridges are being equipped with safety

platforms for the protection of men working on the track.

White firemen employed by the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific went on a strike on March 9 in pursuance of an

order from a committee of the Brotherhood of Firemen. The
action was taken after a long conference with Vice-President T.

C. Powell. While the brotherhood representatives were ordering

the strike Mr. Powell was telegraphing to Washington asking for

mediation by the federal authorities under the Erdman act. The
union officers declined to join the railway in asking for media-

tion, asserting that their experience had led them to believe that

the men would lose by it. The strike is due to a dispute regard-

ing the status of negro firemen. The union holds that they shall

not be employed except on local and slow freight trains and yard

engines. The railway maintains that the negroes are entitled to

work on the same terms as white men. Press despatches of Sun-

day, Monday and Tuesday reported that there had been a

good deal of shooting along the line and that nine men had

been killed, including negroes employed as "strike breakers,"' and

two detectives. Enginemen were afraid to stay on their engines

and it was with difficulty that passenger trains were kept running,

even with heavy guards. The company brought large numbers of

detectives from St. Louis and asserted its determination to

maintain its right to employ negro firemen. The railway

company offered a reward of $500 for the arrest and con-

viction of any person interfering with the traffic of the road.

At Kings Mountain, Ky., several trains were stopped by a

so-called vigilance society and the men in charge intimidated.

Two of the fatal shootings occurred at this place. From a

report from Somerset on Tuesday, it appeared that twelve

men had been badly injured in conflicts along the line or

that day. W. S. Carter, head of the Firemen's Brotherhood,

held a long conference at Washington with Judge Knapp.

"Ready-Made Farms."

.According to an officer of the Canadian Pacific, the scheme

by which that company has induced settlers to take up new

lands in western Canada, by making preparations for them
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befort'liand, is being introduced in South Africa and Australia.

The applications presented at the Canadian Pacific oflices for

these farms come in faster than they can be supplied. As
adopted for introduction in Australia, the plan provides for

setting apart farms of 100 to 1()0 acres each, and building fences

around such parts of the land as may be necessary ; then 10

acres will be prepared for planting cotton ; a house will be built

and a well dug, and each settler will be supplied with a cow,

some poultry and enough seed for the first year. Payment will

be made in ten annual payments.

Possibilities of Hertzian Waves.

The frequency of the electrical waves sent out by some forms

of wireless transmitters approaches a million per second, and by

either an increase in the amplitude of these vibrations or by a

more sensitive receiver, the distance over which these waves

(which un(loul)tcdly e.xtcnd to an infinite distance) may be

recorded, can be greatly increased.

In an experiment made by Doctor Peter Cooper Hewitt with

powerful wireless tranmission apparatus, including a mercury

vapor interrupter, it was found that the eflfect of the high-

frequency discharge upon the iron in the building occupied, such

as water and heater pipes, quickly produced incipient fires within

the room where the apparatus was erected, thus demonstrating

the wonderful power of this mcomprehensible force and suggest-

ing great possibilities in the transmission of electrical energy

without wires.

The transmission of electric energy without wires will be

especially valuable for signaling purposes and for the control of

machinery at a distance.

—

George IVestinghouse, before Southern

Commercial Congress.

Proposed Freak Legislation in Texas.

An oflScer of one of the railways in Texas has sent us a copy

of a bill recently introduced in the senate of that state, which he

believes "takes the palm" among all the freak measures that have

been introduced in that state. It is Senate Bill No. 218, and is

entitled "An Act to render more equitable the relations between

master and servant." Its provisions, summarized, are that any

employer who shall engage an employee "with the intention of

keeping him in such service for any indefinite length of time

and shall not make a specific date when .such service shall

terminate, but shall keep such employee in such industrial rela-

tion by holding out to him inducements in the way of pro-

motion, advancement or other forms of apprentice agreements

and contingent emoluments, shall use due diligence to keep

such promise, and shall at any and all times be held amenable

to the rulings of the proper civil court for the equitable adju-

dication of such emoluments when such employee shall bring

into the proper court a properly certified statement of such

services. . .
." It is further provided that the operation of the

act shall not apply to contracts where the considerations to be

rendered by both parties shall have been definitely stated both as

to volume and quality.

Value of the Static Transformer.

Twenty-five years ago it was the general conviction that elec-

tricity would be limited to local use in the lighting of densely

populated districts or the supply of power to adjacent factories,

but it was demonstrated that considerable electric power could

be cheaply transmitted if means could be found to utilize safely

high-voltage current. It often happens, when something is greatly

needed for any great purpose, that invention or discovery meets

the demand, and so it was in the matter of invention and dis-

covery which gave us a simple static device, consisting of two

coils of copper wire surrounded by sheets of iron, which could,

without an appreciable loss of energy, transform alternating elec-

tric currents of high voltage and small quantity, dangerous to

life, into low voltage currents of large quantity, safely available

for all power, light, heat and other purposes.

To the part I took in bringing forward in the '80's of the last

century the alternating current system of electric generation and

distribution, I owe much, if not all, of the reputation accorded to

me as one of the many pioneers in what is now a great and im-

portant industry. The introduction of alternating current ap-

paratus was bitterly opposed by those who were then exploiting

direct current apparatus, and legislation was sought to prohibit

its use because of its alleged danger to life. This incident shows
that restrictive laws are not always advantageous, for had the

legislation sought for by the opponents of the alternating cur-

rent system been secured and enforced, I would not now have any
justification for this address, because the influence of electricity

in the development of the South would be too unimportant to

entitle it to consideration on this occasion.

—

George Westinghouse,

before Southern Connnercial Congress.

Recording Depreciation on Rolling Stock.

Keeping equipment depreciation accounts, as a whole or by

series, is unsatisfactory in many ways and offers no check on
mistakes that may be made by neglecting to write off equip-

ment retired from service, or to make proper entries for cars

converted from one class to another. By the use of the form
shown here, it is an easy matter to obtain at any time the

value at which any car is carried upon the books and also

the amount of accrued depreciation. These forms may be kept

either on cards or preferably as sheets in a loose-leaf binder,

indexed according to car numbers.

When equipment is built or purchased, a form is made out

for each car and the amount charged to additions and better-

1
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ments is entered as the record value. The life of the car is

then estimated and the annual rate of depreciation ascertained.

One-twelfth of the annual depreciation is thereafter charged

monthly to operating expenses and credited to the replacement

fund. The accrued depreciation for each car is entered upon
the form but once each year, and at that time the total of the

depreciation columns of all the sheets, should of course, cor-

respond with the general ledger account "reserve for accrued

depreciation," likewise the totals representing record value

should agree with the sum of the ledger accounts, "Cost of

Equipment to June 30, 1907," and "Cost of Equipment since

June 30, 1907."

Philadelphia Street Car Service.

Ford, Bacon & Davis, of New York, have filed with the State

Railroad Commission of Pennsylvania a pamphlet summary of

their report in the matter of the complaints filed at various times

against the service rendered by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co., operating street surface, elevated and subway railways in

Philadelphia. This firm was commissioned on May 27 last to

make an examination of the service and equipment, and in its

detailed report to the commission it presents a series of tab-

ulated statements, maps and diagrams, representing the principal

features of the information gathered and forming the basis for

the conclusions and recommendations contained in the sum-

marized report.

In brief it is found that the Philadelphia company's car equip-

ment and rush-hour car service is inferior to that furnished by

companies operating in cities of as large and larger population,

notably New York, Brooklyn, Boston and Chicago. In their

observations covering a period from July 12 to February 1, 1911,

they find that the company runs in winter about 39 per cent, more

cars, and in summer about 45 per cent more cars during the

evening rush hour, than on its schedules for the middle of the
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day, whereas other large transit companies have as many as 100
per cent, more cars in service during the rush hours than in the
middle of the day. They find the seating capacity of the cross-

seat cars which are used in Philadelphia to be 40 and the stand-
ing capacity 29, or a total of 69. If equipped with large prepay-
ment platforms this total capacity could be brought up to 16,

bringing the standing capacity up to from 75 per cent, to 90 per
cent, of the seating capacity ; and it is recommended that the

company furnish sufficient rush-hour car service to bring the

capacity up to this basis. To provide the service as recom-
mended the company would require 2,265 cars, or 489 cars more
than it now has. Of the 3,292 cars owned by the company about
two-thirds are of the small single-truck type ; that is to say, about
70 per cent, of the total equipment is unsuited to present condi-
tions. The experts criticize the general plan of seating, etc., in

the Philadelphia standard pay-within cars, and recommend the

equipment of all surface cars with mechanical sanders, automatic
wheel-guards and non-projecting draw-heads. They estimate

that at least 100 more cars per year will be required to provide
for the growing traffic. The experts also submit a tentative plan

of rerouting cars throughout the city.

Need of Consolidation of Industrial Enterprises.

The advantages of co-operation in the development and supply

of electricity cannot be overestimated. Further co-operation in

this great work for the benefit of the public, if not voluntary in

the future, should, in my opinion, be an enforced one, notwith-

standing the outcry which has been raised by the ill-informed

with reference to an imaginary monopolization of the water-

power of the nation. Encouragement should be given to the in-

vestment of capital in the development of these enterprises under
wise and reasonable regulation.

In the larger industrial developments which I foresee for the

South there are other important factors which equal in importance
the development of the waterproof resources. I have particularly

in mind those existing restrictions which make it difficult and
expensive for a small corporation to carry on conveniently and
in a simple manner its business with ramifications in several

states, which restrictions, however, the great corporations of the

country can easily surmount by reason of their financial ability.

A Federal Incorporation Act, which the President advocates,

under which all companies doing an interstate business could

organize, would be a solution of difficulties which are now almost

insurmountable, and which are being added to in an alarming

manner in the endeavor of the legislatures of the several states

to curb a few of the tens of thousands of companies and firms

doing an interstate business.

—

George WesUnghouse at Southern

Commercial Congress.

Our Government Railway.

The medicine which the government applies to the railway

business is not the medicine which it takes itself, as appears from

the redistribution of the freight rate via Panama. For four

years the total annual freight across the isthmus both ways

averaged 46,000 tons, but this year 51,000 tons moved in one

direction in four months, and 49,000 tons in the other direction.

In other words, the business is growing, and the profits ought to

be rising. The railways have been told that they ought to look

to this for their larger expenses, and that they ought not to

advance rates when their business is growing, and the cost per

unit is falling.

But Uncle Sam thinks otherwise regarding his railway. He
has been collecting 30 per cent, of a rate of $8 per ton for

everything moving. He now substitutes commodity rates, and

takes 40 per cent, as his share, thus reducing the share of the

connecting steamship lines from 70 to 60 per cent. The reason

is that he is embarrassed by his own prosperity. The connecting

steamship lines are in a war with the Tehuantepec route, and

reduced their rates to such an extent that the Panama railway

had more business than it could do and take care also of the

canal business. So it was thought that a reduction of the shares

of the connecting steamship lines would give them less leeway

to cut rates . . . The cutting of rates by any member of a

pool to which the United States belongs is something which we

hesitate to characterize.

The government shows good business management also in

prohibiting the private carriers from competing with the govern-

ment steamship line. They are allowed 22 per cent, of the com-
modity rate, but they have not yet received permission to run to

Philadelphia. The Panama railway holds that Philadelphia is

within its sphere at the port of New York, and wishes to reserve

New York, including Philadelphia, for itself. Far be it from us

to criticize anything the government does to get the money it

needs. But the government wants diflferent treatment for its

railways from that administered by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. By the way, why was not this matter brought be-

tore the commission, the decision delayed for ten months instead

of being rendered after a talk among gentlemen, and a result

reached which surprised everybody?

—

New York Times.

Alaska's First Railway.

On March 15 the Copper River & Northwestern was form-

ally opened. This is the first truly Alaskan railway, if we except

the short Canadian White Pass and Yukon mining road; the

latter merely enters Alaska for a few miles near Skaguay.

The Copper River & Northwestern runs from Cordova bay

for 200 miles up the Copper river valley to the Bonanza mine.

The road was intended as the beginning of an extended plan of

development which would open up the best coal and metal-mining

fields of Alaska. It was also expected to develop agricultural

possibilities, which are of greater extent than is commonly real-

ized. Great hopes were based on the economies resulting from

closely associated copper mines, smelteries and coal. Plans were

under way to develop an enormous industry which would supply

the entire Pacific seaboard with Alaska's anthracite and high-

grade bituminous coal, and permit the economic smelting of iron

ores along the Pacific coast from Alaska south to Lower
California.

Then from a clear sky there fell the thunderbolt of govern-

ment interference. Regardless of locations already made; re-

gardless, too, of the expenditure of over $1,500,000 by bona-fide

prospectors (exclusive of such sums as are at all alleged to bear

any evidence of taint), Alaska's coal deposits which it was

planned to develop were totally withdrawn from entry.

The plans of empire building in Alaska have been brought to a

halt, let us hope but temporarily. It appears pretty certain that

the investment of $15,000,000 in the present railway would never

have been made could present conditions of government interfer-

ence have been foreseen. Contracts were already in force, how-

ever, and could not be abrogated. Further investments to meet

with the original plans, are now out of the question.

The misdirected ardor of uninformed government employees,

and the vacillating attitude of boneheaded and backboneless

politicians catering at Washington to the approval of the voting

masses, are to blame for present conditions.

Alfred H. Brooks, in charge of the Alaska division of the

United States Geological Survey, asserts that "it is a mistaken

policy that would compel the 30,000,000 people of the west to

continue to pay toll to the railroads and steamship companies for

hauling their coal, coke, iron and steel from the east. Alaska's

coal should be made available for the use of the manufacturers of

the Pacific coast." A better informed and more able authority on

Alaska than Doctor Brooks, it would be impossible to find. A
couple of weeks ago the Mondell royalty bill on Alaska's coal, a

bill which would have offered some, at least, temporary relief,

was defeated in Congress.

—

The Mining World.

Railway Proposals in Canada.

In the Canadian House of Commons last week, Hon. G. P.

Graham presented the annual railway budget statement, announc-

ing definitely that a vote will be included in the supplementary

estimates for a start on the Hudson railway. The government

proposes to establish terminal facilities at either Nelson or

Churchill, and to arrange for a steamship service to Europe.

Mr. Graham grew enthusiastic over the possibilities of the

road, declaring that it would be an ideal route for the western

cattle trade. He estimated the cost roughly at $30,000,000. Re-

ferring to the arguments for the construction of the Georgian

bay canal Mr. Graham declared that the fears of diverting traffic

through the enlarged Welland by way of Oswego and New York

were groundless. Even with the deepened Erie canal, the aver-

age draught would only be 12 ft., and it would take a vessel

seven days to reach New York, owing to the frequent locking.

Compared with the Lake Erie and St. Lawrence route to Mont-
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real, the Oswego rmite had many drawbacks, and Mr. Graham
advocated bringing the terminal facilities at Montreal to snch a

high state of equipment that that gateway should be more than

ever in a position, not only to compete successfully with New
York, but to take away trade from that port.

Mr. Graham reminded his hearers that transportation had as

much to do with the prosperity of a country as tariffs. Unless
good facilities were provided for getting products to markets,

the good effect of tariff legislation was nullified. It was the

policy of the government not to give any further land grants

to railways. Land was too valuable, and it was more practical

to give aid in money. He had no fears as to the future pros-

perity of the Canadian railways.

Mr. Graham paid a tribute to the work of the railway com-
mission, whicli he declared was doing better work than any
similar tribunal in the world. An operating department had re-

cently been added to the board. There had been suggestions

that a counsel for the public should be appointed, but by the

democratic system under which the commission was operated

every man with a grievance which he desired to have redressed

had merely to communicate with it, and if he had grounds for

his complaint prompt justice would be meted out.

Speaking of the improvements being made by the great rail-

ways, Mr. Graham said that the Canadian Pacific improvements
now under construction at the two cities of Calgary and Toronto
alone will involve an e.xpenditure of $17,000,000. At Calgary a

million dollars will be devoted to the building of a huge hotel.

The railway station, new only two years ago, is to be greatly en-

larged. At Toronto new stations, new freight sheds and a

huge sixteen story building are to be erected.

Railway Signal Association.

The programme for the March meeting of this association,

which is to be held at the Congress hotel, Chicago, next Mon-
day, beginning at 10 a. m., provides for the submission of com-
mittee reports at the forenoon session. At the afternoon ses-

sion there will be presented two papers, one by A. H. McKeen
on Portable Storage Batteries as Used on the Harriman Lines,

and one by L. F. Howard on Alternating Current Signaling.

The report of Committee No. 1 is devoted wholly to symbols
to be used in signal drawings, and the committee presents a

revised code of such symbols, filling 12 pages of the journal.

Committee No. 10 submits for discussion some proposed
paragraphs for specifications of materials.

Secretary C. C. Rosenberg reports that all of the subjects

which were referred to letter ballot at the annual meeting of the

convention, which was held at Richmond last October, have
been acted on affirmatively, with the exception of drawings 1045 A
and 1046 A, showing signal aspects. These drawings received a

majority of favorable votes but not the necessary two-thirds.

Most of the votes showed a very large affirmative majority, but

the semaphore lamp and specifications, and the lamp equipment,

were adopted with very few votes to spare. The conclusions of

the committee in regard to desirable characteristics of automatic

stops and cab signals were adopted by a vote of 354 to 118.

St. Louis & San Francisco's New Cold Storage Process.

In an address before farmers of the Rio Grande valley at

San Benito, Texas, B. F. Yoakum, chairman of the board of

the St. Louis & San Francisco, announced the adoption by that

road of a new cold storage process called the intermittent

vacuum precooling process.

This cooling device, used successfully by the Southern Pacific,

will make it possible for the 'Frisco to deliver vegetables froni

the Texan coast country to cities of the far north in good
condition.

Mr. Yoakum said, in part : "There are north of Fort Worth
and Dallas in St. Louis, Kansas City, Chicago, the Twin Cities

and Denver more than 5,000.000 people, who will take vegetables

from the farms of the Gulf coast country of Texas. We will

furnish transportation if the farmer will furnish the products.

"Besides encouraging the growth of products which are profit-

able to the grower and in order to carry vegetables from Texas
to northern points, we are going to construct a cold storage

plant, which we believe has passed the experimental itage."

Congress of Technology.

A Congress of Technology will be held in Boston, .April 10'

and 11, in celebration of the fiftheth anniversary of the

granting of the charter of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Boston. The fifty or more papers which will be pre-

sented at the congress will be written by graduates of the in-

stitute, and will thus serve to record the part the alumni of the

institution have taken in the development of scientific industry.

The papers will cover a wide range of subjects, including Me-
chanical Handling of Materials and the Necessity of Improve-
ment in Present Methods at Rail and Steamship Terminals,
by Richard Devens, M. I. T. '88, of the Brown Hoisting Ma-
chinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio; Mail Handling Machinery at

the Pennsylvania Terminal and the New United States Post
Office in New York, by J. E. Woodwell, M. I. T., '96, consulting

engineer; The Scientific Thought as Applied to Railroad Prob-

lems in Contrast to the Methods of the Practical Railroad Man,,

by B. S. Hinckley, M. I. T., '99, engineer of tests for the New
York, New Haven & Hartford.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.

The semi-annual convention of the Association of Railway
Electrical Engineers will be held in the Washington Terminal
station, Washington, D. C, June 16-17. The annual conven-
tion v\'ill be held at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago, November
6-10. The entire nineteenth floor of the hotel will be re-

served for the meeting and the exhibits of the members of
the Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.

The convention will open with a reception on the evening-

of November 6.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.

The ninth annual dinner of the Traffic Club of Pittsburgh

will be held on March 30 at the Fort Pitt hotel. The honor
guests will be George F. Baer, president of the Philadelphia &
Reading; J. T. McCleary, secretary of the American Iron &
Steel Institute, New York ; Frank S. Black, former governor
of New York. Willis L King, vice-president of the Jones &
Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., will be toastmaster.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,,

held on March 15, a paper entitled Dams on Sand Foundations

:

Some Principles Involved in Their Design, and the Law Govern-

ing the Depth of Penetration Required for Sheet-Piling, by Al-

fred C. Koenig, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E., were presented for

discussion.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,

held on March 16, a paper on The Upper St. Lawrence River

—its International History, Development of Navigation, and
Future Possibilities was read by Henry Holgatc.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annua)
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East
St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39tb
St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-
tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago; March 21-23,

1911, Chicago.
American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.

Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911, Detroit, Mich.
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-American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August, New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York; next convention. May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911, New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911, Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. VV. Ky., Chicago; senii-unnnal, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.

;

annual, November 6-10, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135

Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' .Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Ilarrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Waren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,
St. Paul, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday,
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; next convention July 25-27,
Chicago.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;
2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
AND Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. I„ Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday,
Richmond, Va. ; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. AUeman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; March

20, Chicago; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20, Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential
bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., April, August and Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual. May 6, 1911, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last
Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, BaJtimore, Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st
Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual.
May 8, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

©rafftr N^tU!^;.

The United States district attorney at Chicago has broiiyht
two suits against the Rock Island and ten against the Indiana
Harbor Belt charging violation of the 28-hoiir law governing
shipments of live stock.

The Santa Fe has distributed among its employees buttons,
which are to be worn on the lapel of the coat, bearing the words
"Get the Safety Habit." "A mental tickler," is the way it is de-
scribed by J. D. M. Hamilton, claims attorney of the road, at
whose suggestion the buttons were got up.

Attorneys for the Burlington have notified Attorney-General
Major of Missouri that on March 20 they will file in the United
States Supreme Court a motion for a re-opening and re-argument
of the Missouri maximum freight rate and the two-cent passenger
rate cases, which were argued before the supreme court about five

months ago and taken under consideration by it.

The Texas legislature has passed a bill to authorize the ex-
change of newspaper advertising for intrastate railway transporta-
tion. It is understood that Governor Colquitt favored permitting
an exchange of advertising and transportation, but the bill as
finally passed permits the issuance of free transportation to so
many classes of state and federal officers that he may veto it.

The eastern lines have decided to make summer tourist rates
from Chicago and St. Louis to Atlantic coast points slightly
higher than last year. The round trip rate from Chicago to the
Atlantic coast on the differential lines last year was $25.50 and
on the standard lines $28.20. Tiiis year the rate on the differen-
tial lines will be $26 and on the standard lines $30. From St.

Louis the rates will be, respectively, $32 and $35.

Suit has been begun in the Federal Court at Buffalo against the
Pennsylvania railroad, for granting illegal rebates to the Stand-
ard Oil Company in 1905. It is said that the shipments on
which this suit is based are the same on which was based the
long pending criminal suits against the New York Central and
the Standard Oil Company, which were recently decided in favor
of the government. The oil was transported from Olean, N. Y.,

to points in Vermont.

The railways entering Chicago have decided to apply the
schedule of switching rates for the Chicago district, which was
published in the Raikmy Age Gazette of November 18, 1910,
page 979. These rates are intended as a substitute for the rates
fixed by the Illinois railway commission in its so-called "rule 23,"'

and it was understood that their application would settle the
question of switching rates in Chicago. The prospects now are
that the question of the validity of the commission's rule 2'd

will be litigated to a conclusion in the federal courts. Seven of
the roads have objected to the rates adopted by the railways.

The Secretary of War, exercising his authority over the opera-
tion of the Panama railroad, has notified the steamship compa-
nies that on freight from San Francisco to New York, the rail-

way company, for its share of the haul from Panama across the

isthmus by rail and thence by steamer to New York, will de-

mand 40 per cent, of the through rate ; 18 per cent, to go to the

railway and 22 per cent, to the Atlantic steamship. Secretary
Dickinson proposes to adopt a freight classification in place of

the present rate of $8 a ton, applicable to all commodities. It is

further decided that through rates will not be made with steam-
ships on the Atlantic side other than those belonging to the

Panama road, except on shipments to places other than New
York and Philadelphia.

The secretary of agriculture announces that 11,000 square miles

of additional territory has been released from quarantine for

Texas fever of cattle. This action is taken as a result of good
progress made during the past year in the extermination of

cattle ticks which spread the disease. The total area released

from quarantine since the eradication of the ticks was system-

atically undertaken in the summer of 1906 by co-operation

between federal, state and local authorities now amounts to

nearly 140,000 square miles, and includes territory in the states

of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Ken-
tucky, Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas and
California. The territorv released bv the recent order is in
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Virginia North Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, Oklahoma and

Texas.

Commissioner Clark of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and counsel for the railways and shippers have

reached an agreement as to a basis for settlement of a large

number of claims presented by shippers growing out of the de-

cision of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Denver
rate case. The connnission's order reducing the rates from At-

lantic seaboard territory to Denver would have become effective

on July 1, 1909, but because they were suspended by an injunc-

tion of the federal circuit court which finally was dissolved by

the Supreme Court, the reduced rates were not actually made
effective until October 26, 1910. The stipulation entered into is

that the date of the delivery of goods to the shipper at Denver

shall determine the question of the validity of the claim, and

that on all shipments which, as shown by the expense bill, reached

Denver after July 1, 1909, and prior to October 26, 1910, repa-

ration will be made. Ordinarily the rate in effect at the time a

shipment begins to move is controlling, and the decision to make
reparation with reference to the date on which shipments were

received was agreed to save the trouble and expense of tracing

back to find the date of origin of the various shipments.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the ccjnnnittce on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association in the committee
presenting statistical bulletin No. 91, giving a summary of car

shortages and surpluses by groups from November 10, 1909, to

March 1, 1911, says:

"This report shows a further increase in the surplus of 17,064

cars, making a total of 192,673. This increase is practically all

in groups 2 (Eastern), and 3 (Middle), and is made up almost

entirely of coal and gondola cars. While the situation so far

this year is unprecedented, as regards increases in the surplus

during the first three months of the year, it will be noted that the

box car surplus has remained stationary since the first of the

year, with a slight reduction in this bulletin. This seems to bear

out the theory that the difference between the surplus this year

and last year is due largely to milder weather conditions exist-

ing during the present winter, coupled with the increase in avail-

able equipment, which amounts to practically 100,000 cars as

compared with a year ago."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by

groups for the last period covered by the report and the charts

show total biweekly figures for 1907 to 1911 inclusive.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

I
Surpluses ^ ,-

Shortages ^

Coal, Coal,

Date. No. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Bo.x. Flat, and hopper, kinds. Total. Box. Flat, and hopper, kinds. Total.

Group'l.—March 1, 1911 8 79 1,300 3,033 246 4,658 220 50 21 291
•' )_ " 1 1911 24 2,038 387 21,845 10,222 34,492 24 24

3_ " l' 191l' 27 5,963 2,371 51,524 4,431 64,289 125 301 426
4_ " i' 1911 10 2,699 141 7,172 1,808 11,820 39 201 240
5_ " l' 1911 18 2,686 687 5,397 1,233 10,003 33 56 4 93
6— " 1 1911 22 8,860 1,242 5,037 5,726 20,865 60 8 30 107 205
7_ " l' 1911 .. 4 999 114 1,592 1,243 3,948

8.— " l! 1911 15 6,804 728 4,850 2,843 15,225 3 3

9_ " 1 1911 11 3,279 370 310 750 4,709
10— " 1 1911 19 5,425 2,747 2,955 10,016 21,143 2 4 6

11.— " 1, 1911 5 49 771 27 673 1,520 1,227 316 1,543

Total "T63 38,881 10,858 103,742 39,191 192,673 1.704 261 86 780 2,831

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3

—

Ohio,

Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-

gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.
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Iowa Railway Commissioner Favors Abolition of Iowa Long

and Short Haul Law.

.\t .1 liiiK- wlioii tlic (lucstion of llic applu-ation of tlic lono and

sliort liaiil clause of llic Interstate Commerce act is pending, it

is of interest and siKuiticancc that N. S. Kctchum, one of tlie

members of the Iowa railway commission, has expressed himself

in favor of tlie repeal of the long and short haul clause of the

Iowa law. Iowa is the only state in whicli tlie long and sliort

haul rule lias been steadfastly and consistently insisted on. I he

Iowa law prohibits a railway from reducing its rates between

two points, where it is a long line in order to meet short line

competition, unless it shall make proportionate reductions

between otiier points on its lines. Mr. Ketchum's statement is

as follows:

"I favor llic al)olilion of the long and short haul clause of

the Iowa freight tariff. 1 would not restore to the railways the

power to make these rates. I would leave that power to the

discretion of the railway commission. The present tarifT abso-

lutely throttles competition. Marshalltown and Des Moines are

on the North Western and Short Line railways. A man wishing

to ship goods from Des Moines to Marshalltown naturally uses

the Short Line because it is a shorter distance and the North

Western, under the laws of the state, if the North Western made
a rate as low as the Short Line rate, then it would be com-

pelled to establish a low^ rate for the same distance in every

part of Iowa. That would be manifestly unfair, for in some

parts of the state the rate might be confiscatory.

"Again the North Western was the first road between Carroll

and Council Bluffs. Many factories and mills were built along

the line of this road. In later years the Great W^estern has

cut across the North Western and formed a short line between

Carroll and Council Blufifs. Yet the North Western cannot put

in operation the short-haul rates to meet the Great Western com-

petition because if it puts them in there it must establish them

over its entire system. With many factories and mills on the

North W'estern the owners pay a higher rate than they really

should.

"Now, my plan would be this : Abolish the long and short

haul clause, leaving the rates the same, and then let the rail-

way commission use its discretion in applying these rates. If

this was the situation we would tell the North Western to put

in the short-haul rates between Marshalltown and Des Moines

which are used by the Short Line, and at the same time we
could let the road use the long-haul rates for the same long

distances in other places. Giving the commission this power

would restore the competition between Marshalltown and Des

Moines."

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Reparation Awarded.

Carsteiis Packing Co. v. Southern Pacific ef al. Opinion by the

commission:

Charges assessed for transportation of eight carloads of live

stock from Klamath Falls, Ore., to Portland, Ore., via Weed,

Cal., not found to be unreasonable. (20 I. C. C. 165.)

\V. F. Maxzvcll v. Wichita Falls & Xorthzccstcrn cf al.

Opinion by the Commission:

Rates of 6^ cents per 100 lbs. on house blocking, Burkburnett,

Tex., to Devol, Okla., and 11 cents per 100 lbs. on fence posts,

Devol, Okla., to Olney, Tex., found unreasonable in so far as they

exceeded, respectively, 3]i cents and 7 cents. (20 I. C. C. 197.)

C. B. Havens & Co. v. Chicago & North JVestern. Opinion

by the commission:

On a shipment of anthracite coal from Chicago to Sturgis, S.

Dak., for government use, the complainant is not entitled to the

benefit of a land-grant rate not published when the trafific moved,

although subsequently made applicable to similar trafific for a

time by lawful publication. (20 I. C. C. 156.)

Pacific Coast Biscuit Co. v. Oregon Railroad & A'az'igafion et

al. Opinion by the commission-'

A transcontinental tariff provided one rate on wax or gummed
paper and a lower rate on wrapping paper. The paper shipped

by complainant was slightly waxed with paraffin, and although

sometimes used as an outside wrapper, it was what is known
to the trade as wax paper. Having establislied a specific rate on
wax paper, defendants were compelled to apply that rate to all

grades and (lualities of wax paper, regardless of the use to which
It miglit l.e put. (20 I. C. C. 17«.)

Rate on Sash Weights Reduced.

//'. A', lleniterson Iron IVorL'S & Supply Co. v. Texas &
I'aciftc. Opinion by the commission:

Rate of 23 cents per 100 lbs. from Shreveport, La., to Marshall,

Tex,, found unreasonable, and a rate of 6'/2 cents per 100 lbs.

established for the future. (20 I. C. C. 159.)

Rates on Vegetables from Charleston Reasonable.

Truck Growers Association of Charleston v. Atlantic Coast

Line et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
Rates on potatoes, cabbages, and vegetables, n. o. s., from

Charleston, S. C, to New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

and other northern markets found not to be unreasonable in

themselves or when compared with the water-compelled rates on
tlie same commodities from Norfolk and producing points in that

district. Rates from the same points of origin to the same des-

tinations found not to be out of line with the current rates on
the same commodities from Florida points ; the control of these

markets enjoyed by Florida growers shown to be due not to

rates but to climatic and other conditions. (20 I. C. C, 190.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Minnesota Railway Commission has postponed its investi-

gation into the reasonableness of express rates in that state at

St. Paul from March 29 to April 5.

The State Railroad Commission of Pennsylvania has caused
action to be taken in the court of Dauphin county, to compel
compliance by the Baltimore & Ohio with an order of the com-
mission, directing the reduction of passenger rates.

The Louisiana railway commission has issued a notice stating

that in its investigation into the reasonableness of express rates

and charges it will consider all phases of the question, including

the establishment of a new graduate scale of charges to apply on
packages weighing less than 100 lbs., should the investigation

prove that the present graduate charges are excessive or un-

reasonable. Hearings will be held on the general question of

express rates and service at Monroe on March 27, Shreveport

on March 28, Alexandria on March 29, and at New Orleans on
March 30.

COURT NEWS.

The federal court at Sioux Falls, S. D., on March 10 issued a

restraining order prohibiting the South Dakota railway commis-
sion from making a general reduction in rates in the state west

of the Missouri river. The case is set down for hearing on

April 13.

Judge Ross of the federal circuit court at Los Angeles, Cal.,

on March 13, threw out of court the suit brought by George E.

Roberts and others to dispossess the Southern Pacific of a large

amount of oil lands in the Midway and Maricopa fields in Kern
county. The ground on which the suit was brought was alleged

false entry.

The Kansas supreme court on March 11 rendered a decision

holding unconstitutional a state law requiring the railways to

haul members of the State National Guard when on duty for one

cent a mile. The law was originally passed in 1895. The rail-

ways did not contest its validity until after the state railway

commission issued an order establishing the two-cent fare in

that state. The court held that the law improperly discriminated

between members of the National Guard and other persons.

The Federal Circuit Court for Nevada has rendered a decision

holding that state rates have no bearing on interstate rates. The

Nevada Railway Commission ordered reductions in intrastate
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rates. The railways attacked them on the ground that their

apphcation would interfere with interstate commerce, and the
court held that the only question to be considered was whether
the state rates were reasonable, and that if the state commission
made reasonable rates the order making them could not be held
unconstitutional because the rates conflicted with rates fixed by
the railways for interstate trafific.

The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals, in the case of

Larned vs. Central of New Jersey, has affirmed a judgment for

the plaintiff, holding that a railway checking baggage on a pas-

senger's ticket assumes entire control of it, and thereby takes it

primarily as a carrier. The fact that the passenger does not take

the same train on which the baggage is carried does not modify
or change the responsibility of the company. The court says.

"The methods of carrying baggage have changed greatly of late

years, even to the extent of running trains exclusively for bag-

gage, and it is notorious in many cases, especially at certain sea-

sons, the passenger has no assurance whatever that his baggage
will go on the same train as that which he takes himself, even
when checked in due season for that purpose."

The Galveston Terminal Case.

The decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, sus-

taining the order of the Interstate Commerce Commission for-

bidding discrimination by the Southern Pacific Terminal Com-
pany at Galveston, which was briefly noticed in our issue of

February 24, gives interesting details of an unsuccessful attempt

of the Southern Pacific to legally lease a part of its docks at

Galveston to a factory. The deed and charter under which the

docks are owned and operated contain strong provisions dedi-

cating the lands to public transportation uses.

The decision is by Mr. Justice McKenna. One of the three

piers owned by the company was leased to E. H. Young for

$15,000 a year; and, buildings having been put up for him, he

used the premises for grinding cotton seed meal, the cotton seed

being received by rail from points in Texas and other states,

and the meal being shipped by sea to foreign countries. Wharf-
age being charged on shipments of all other parties, while Mr.
Young paid no wharfage (except his rent), he rapidly took the

cotton seed meal business away from his competitors, being able

to undersell them to the extent of 30 or 40 cents a ton. The
other dealers complained.

The original deed for the property to C. P. Huntington stipu-

lated that it should be used for terminal facilities for the South-

ern Pacific railway and steamship systems ; and the city of Gal-

veston, in surrendering the right to lay out streets on or near the

property, made a similar stipulation. There was also a clause

subjecting the wharfage charges to regulation by the State Rail-

way Commission, and it was required that the railway tracks

should connect with other railways and that the terminal com-

pany should not consolidate with' the Galveston Wharf Company
or any other rival.

The Southern Pacific tracks are the only tracks having con-

nections with those of the terminal company, and the S. P.

does all of the switching. The terminal company has no en-

gines and issues no bills of lading. It publishes a wharfage tariff,

which, however, is not filed with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. The tariff, naming 20 cents a ton as a charge on cotton

seed meal and cakes, does not show that any exception is made
as to the dock occupied by Mr. Young. Piers A and B are

sufficient for the business of the company ; and pier C, for the

use of Mr. Young, was built on land to the westward, lying

idle and not needed. Mr. Young pays a yearly rent of $15,000,

and agrees to route all shipments over the terminal and its con-

nections (that is to say, the Southern Pacific) ; but if rival lines

should make lower rates, he must give the Southern Pacific a

chance to meet such lower rates. Mr. Young's machines on the

dock represent an investment of $50,000.

The order of the Interstate Commerce Commission, requiring

the railway to cease favoring Mr. Young, was to. run for a term

of two years, which would end November 15, 1910;- but the court

holds that this expiration of the order cannot hinder it from

deciding the case. The issues involved are continuing issues

and considerations affecting them are not to be defeated by short

term orders. In the case of the Trans-Missouri Freight Asso-

ciation, there was an attempt to defeat the purpose of the suit

before the court by a voluntary dissolution of the agreement, but
the court adjudicated the questions at issue, there having been no
extinguishment of the rights of the public.

Four principal claims were made: (1) The commission had no
jurisdiction over the terminal company, and (2) had no power to

declare the lease illegal; (3) the lease is not an unlawful dis-

crimination within the meaning of the act to regulate commerce;
(4) the commission, by its order, assumed to control intrastate

and foreign commerce not subject to the act to regulate

commerce.
These claims are based largely on the assumption that the

owners' title to the property was absolute, but this overlooks
the conditions in the deed and in the city ordinance (and also

in an act of the legislature). It was claimed that the terminal
company was a purely wharfage company, having no power to

act as a common carrier, but in point of fact it did construct

tracks and terminal facilities, to accommodate the export and
import traffic of Galveston. These are instrumentalities of traffic

;

wharfs are as essential as steamships and railways. Again,
the property is controlled by the Southern Pacific Company
through stock ownership. Verbal declarations cannot alter the

facts; the control and operation by the Southern Pacific of the

railways and the terminal company have united them into a sys-

tem and the terminal company is a necessary part of the system.

It was contended that stock ownership did not make a union,

but the court says that the record "does not present a case of

stock ownership merely, or of a holding company which was
content to hold." In support of the contention that the traffic

was not interstate and was not foreign commerce of the class

covered by the Interstate Commerce Law, it was urged that the

cake and meal were shipped to Galveston for delivery, and Gal-

veston was the final destination of the shipments ; but the court

brushes this argument aside. Some of the meal and cake were
bought at points north of Texas and directly exported. The
shipments were in fact all destined for export and by their de-

livery to the Southern Pacific must be considered as having been

delivered for transportation to their foreign destination.

Corporation Tax Law Sustained.

The Supreme Court of the United States has unanimously
sustained the corporation tax law. The decision by Mr. Justice

Day, was issued last Monday. The Court says :

The tax is imposed not upon the franchises of the corporation

irrespective of their use in business, or upon the property of the

corporation, but upon the doing of corporate or insurance busi-

ness, and with respect to the carrying on thereof, in a sum
equivalent to 1 per centum of the entire net income over and
above $5,000, received from all sources during the year. It is a

tax upon the doing of business with the advantages which inhere

in the peculiarities of corporate or joint stock organizations of

the character described. The income is not limited to such as is

received from property used in the business, strictly speaking,

but is expressly declared to be upon the entire net income above

$5,000 from all sources, excluding the amounts received as divi-

dends on stock in other corporations . . . also subject to the

tax.

After Justice Day had given the interpretation which the court

had put upon the provisions of the act he proceeded to answer
objections. He first took up the contention that it was a direct

tax and unconstitutional, for the same reason that the famous

income tax law was declared unconstitutional in 1895. He
pointed out that the income tax was held by the Court to be direct

because imposed upon property simply because of its ownership.

But in the present case the tax is not payable unless there is a

carrying on or doing of business in the designated capacity. On
the objection that a tax levied upon the exclusive right of

a state to grant corporate franchises, the opinion says that

such business activities, though exercised because of state-

created franchises, are not beyond the taxing powers of the

United States. If it be true that the forming of a state corpo-

ration would defeat this purpose, by taking the necessary steps

required by the state law to create a corporation and carrying

on business under rights granted by a state statute the federal

tax would become invalid, and that source of national revenue

be destroyed, except as to the business in the hands of individual

or partnership. It cannot be supposed that it was intended that

it should be within the power of individuals acting under state
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autliority to thus impair and limit the exertion of authority

which may he essential to national existence.

Justice Day next addressed himself to the ohjection that the

tax was unequal and arbitrary. He said there was a substantial

difference between the carrying on of business between corpor-

ations taxed and the same business when conducted by a private

firm or individual. The tax is laid upon the privileges whicli

exist in conducting business with the advantages which inhere in

the corporate capacity of those taxed, and which are not enjoyed
by private firms or individuals. The continuity of the business,

without interruption by death or dissolution, the transfer of

property interests by the disposition of shares of stock, the ad-

vantages of business controlled and managed by corporate di-

rectors, the general absence of individual liability, these and other

things inhere in the advantages of business thus conducted, which
do not exist when the same business is conducted by private in-

dividuals or partnerships. It is this distinctive privilege which is

the subject of taxation.

Measurement of the tax by the net income of the corporation

is not so unequal and so arbitrary and baseless as to fall outside

of the authority of the taxing power. The right to select the

measure and objects of taxation devolves upon the Congress
and not upon the courts, and such selections are valid unless

constitutional limitations are overstepped.

The court held that it was no part of the essential govern-
mental functions of a state to provide means of transportation,

supply artificial light, water and the like. Therefore it was
determined that the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad and the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York are subject

to the tax.

As to the so-called publicity features of the act which require

certain returns to be made to the government as an aid in the

assessment of a tax, it is for Congress to determine what means
are appropriate and adapted to the purposes of making the law
effectual.

The opinion thus summarized covers fifteen of the eighteen

cases in which the constitutionality of the tax was assailed. The
non-applicability of the act to real estate trusts was decided in

the other three cases. The Department Store Trust and the

Gushing Real Estate Trust, both of Boston, were not organized
under the statutes of the state or of the United States, but ex-

isted merely under the common law. The Minneapolis Syn-
dicate was held not liable to the tax because the real estate

which it held before a recent reorganization had gone out of its

control, and therefore the syndicate was not "doing business"
within the meaning of the law.

Fines for Rebating.

In the United States Court at Buffalo Wednesday the Penn-
sylvania Railroad pleaded guilty to twenty counts on an indict-

ment found in 1907 for granting preferential rates on shipments
of oil made by the Standard Oil Company. The New York Cen-
tral pleaded guilty at the same time to twenty counts of one
indictment and fifteen of another indictment for the same offence
growing out of the same shipments. These indictments were
based on shipments made in 1905. The Standard Oil Company was
convicted of securing preferential rates on the same shipments
in the United States Court at Buffalo some months ago, its

conviction affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sec-
ond Circuit, and at the present term the United States Su-
preme Court refused to grant a writ of certiorari to review such
judgment of affirmance. The railway companies plead guilty,

the Pennsylvania Railroad being fined $20,000 and the New
York Central $35,000. This disposition of the case was had
pursuant to an agreement with the government, and the court
in imposing the fines, which were promptly paid, expressed
himself as approving the disposition so made. The transaction

out of which the offences grew occurred six or seven years ago.

The department was satisfied that they had ceased, and for that

reason pleas of guilty and the payment of these fines were
accepted as a sufficient vindication of the law."

J. B. Thayer.

For the information of those who would find a great market
for our grain in China, it may be noted that the Chinese Eastern
Railway is blocked by the deliveries of grain at the Man-
churian stations. At a single station not long ago 1,500 car-

loads were waiting for cars.

Hailtttatj ODffir^r^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Jolni Borland Tliaycr, who was recently elected second vice-

president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was born on April 21,

1862, at Philadelphia, Pa. After leaving the University of Penn-
sylvania, in 1881 he en-

tered the service of the

Pennsylvania Railroad as

a clerk in the Empire
Line office, and about
eighteen months later

was transferred to the

general freight depart-

ment. Upon the reorgan-

ization of that depart-

ment he was appointed

chief clerk. Three years

later he was appointed

freight solicitor of the

United Railroads of New
Jersey division. From
February, 1889, to May,
1892, he was out of rail-

way work. He returned

to the service of the

Pennsylvania Railroad in

May, 1%92, as division

freight agent of the

Northern Central, with

headquarters at Balti-

more. On December 1, 1894, he was promoted to assistant gen-

eral freight agent, with office at Philadelphia, and in March,
1897, was made general freight agent in charge of through traffic.

In May, 1899, he was appointed general freight agent, also of

the Northern Central, Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore,

and West Jersey & Seashore railway companies. Mr. Thayer
was elected fifth vice-president in charge of traffic on June 1,

1903, and in October, 1905, he became fourth vice-president. On
March 24, 1909, he was elected third vice-president. Mr. Thayer
is a director of the Long Island Railroad and various subsidiary

companies.

Henry Tatnall, whose election as third vice-president of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has been

announced in these columns, was born April 30, 1855, at Wilming-
ton, Del. He is a grand-

son of Edward Tatnall,

one of the organizers

of the Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore,

now a part of the Phil-

adelphia, Baltimore &
Washington. Mr. Tat-

nall was educated in pri-

vate schools of his native

town, and at Westtown
Boarding , School. His
first position was in a

real estate office at Wil-
mington, and in 1879 he

entered the service of the

Girard Trust Company
of Philadelphia as a

clerk. Two years later

he became the treasurer,

and from 1885 to 1900

was the vice-president of

that company. In 1900

he became president of

the Franklin National
Bank of Philadelphia, and on June 1, 1904, was elected sixth

vice-president and treasurer of the Pennsylvania Railroad. He
was elected fifth vice-president and treasurer in October, 1905,

and in March, 1909, was elected fourth vice-president in charge

Henry Tatnall.
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W. W. Atterbury.

of the company's finances; and now becomes third vice

president.

William W. Atterbury, fifth vice-president of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, who has been elected fourth vice-president, with office

at Philadelphia, Pa., was born at New Albany, Ind., January
31, 1866. After receiv-

ing a liberal preparatory

education, Mr. Atterbury
was graduated from
Yale University, and be-

gan railway work in

1886 as an apprentice in

the Altoona shops.
From 1889 to 1892 he

served as assistant road
foreman of engines on
various divisions of the

Pennsylvania and the
Philadelphia, Wilming-
ton & Baltimore. In
1892 he was promoted
to assistant engineer of

motive power in the
Pennsylvania Company's
Northwest System, and
in 1893, to master me-
chanic of the Pennsyl-

vania Company at Fort
Wayne, Ind. On Oc-
tober 26, 1896, Mr. At-
terbury was advanced to general superintendent of motive power
of the Pennsylvania Lines East of Pittsburgh and Erie, and
was appointed general manager of the Pennsylvania Lines East

of Pittsburgh and Erie on January 1, 1903. On March 24, 1909,

he was elected fifth vice-president, in charge of transportation,

and now becomes fourth vice-president. Mr. Atterbury is a

member of the Rittenhouse, Union League and many other

clubs of Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington and Baltimore.

He is also a member of the American Academy of Political and

Social Science, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

and the American Society of Civil Engineers.

William Heyward Myers, general manager of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, who has been elected fifth vice-president, with

office at Philadelphia, Pa., was born in San Antonio, Tex.,

April 9, 1856, and was
educated in private
schools and at the

School of Mines of Frei-

berg, Germany. Mr.
Myers began railway

work on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, January
17, 1876, as rodman in

the office of the general

supervisor at Altoona. He
was appointed assistant

supervisor at Downing-
town in June, 1876; su-

pervisor at Lancaster in

April, 1879; assistant en-

gineer of the Tyrone di-

vision in January, 1881

;

assistant engineer of the

Middle division in Sep-

tember, 1881 ; assistant

engineer of the Phila-

delphia division^ Janu-
ary 1, 1884; superintend-

ent of the Bedford di-

vision, April 1, 1889; superintendent of the Belvidere division,

September 1, 1889; superintendent of the Schuylkill division,

January 1, 1891 ; superintendent Middle division, January 1, 1899.

Mr. Myers was appointed general superintendent of the Phil-

adelphia & Erie division and Northern Central, August 1, 1900,

and on March 24, 1909, he succeeded W. W. Atterbury as gen-

eral manager of the Pennsylvania, which position he held until

his recent election as fifth vice-president. It is understood that

W. H. Myers.

in his new position Mr. Myers will have charge of the purchasing,
real estate and insurance departments, the same departments
which heretofore were under Mr. Pugh.

Charles R. Webber has been appointed an assistant to the

general counsel of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Bal-

timore, Md.

B. E. Eaton has been appointed general counsel of the
Gulf & Ship Island, with office at Gulfport, Miss., succeeding

J. li. Neville.

E. W. Clark, superintendent and general freight agent of the

Pacific Coast Railway, at San Luis Obispo, Cal., has been elected

vice-president.

H. M. Atkinson, receiver of the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic, has been appointed also receiver of the Fitzgerald,

Ocilla & Broxton.

W. J. Oliver has been elected president of the Savannah, Au-
gusta & Northern, with office at Knoxville, Tenn. ; L. L. Lewis
has been elected vice-president, with office at New York, and
L. W. Armstrong, general manager and general freight agent, is

now auditor and general freight agent, with office at States-

boro, Ga.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle has taken over under long

lease the lines of the Northern Pacific between Willbridge, Ore.,

and Coble. All of these lines from Willbridge to Holladay, in-

cluding the line from Warrenton to Fort Stevens, and the Port-

land terminals, will be known as the Astoria division of the

Spokane, Portland & Seattle, and all employees of this new divi-

sion will report to the general officers of that companj'.

Operating Officers.

L. E. Wooten has been appointed general manager of the

Savannah, Augusta & Northern, with office at Statesboro, Ga.

D. Sullivan has been appointed trainmaster of the Missouri,

Oklahoma & Gulf, with office at Calvin, Okla., succeeding

E. N. Gates.

W. H. De Witt has been appointed superintendent of the

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, with office at Boone, Iowa,

succeeding Frank Arnold.

J. M. Sims has been appointed superintendent and general

freight agent of the Pacific Coast Railway, with office at San
Luis Obispo, Cal., succeeding E. W. Clark, promoted.

W. C. Loree, superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has been appointed general manager of the Cincin-

nati, Llamilton & Dayton, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio. E. A.

Peck, superintendent of the Pittsburgh division of the Baltimore

& Ohio, succeeds Mr. Loree, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

H. F. Clark has been appointed a trainmaster of the Rock
Island Lines, with jurisdiction over the territory from Winnfield,

La., to Eunice, and roadmaster also of the territory from Mile-

post 195 to Eunice. Sam Crawford has been appointed a special

agent in the operating department, with jurisdiction over the

Louisiana division, succeeding R. E. Love, resigned.

M. J. Buckley, whose appointment as acting general manager
of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company at

Portland, Ore., was announced in the Railway Age Gazette of

February 10, page 299, has resumed his former position and
duties of assistant general manager. J. D. Stack, who was also

an assistant general manager, and who temporarily succeeded to

the duties of Mr. Buckley, resumes his former office, and L. R.

Fields, who temporarily succeeded Mr. Stack, resumes the super-

intendency at Portland.

Marion J. Wise, whose appointment as superintendent of the

Southern Railway Co. in Mississippi, at Columbia, Miss., has been

announced in these columns, was born August 16, 1883, in St.

Louis county. Mo. He was educated in the public and high

schools, and began railway work January 11, 1901, as a clerk

in the claim department of the Mobile & Ohio, and in

June was appointed a clerk in the rate department. In

March of the following year he was transferred to the general

manager's office. From April, 1903, to February, 1907, he was

secretary to the general manager, and was then appointed chief

clerk to the superintendent of transportation. In December,
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1907, he was appointed chief clerk to the gciicr.il inaiiagcr, which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment as super-

intendent.

T. H. Williams, has been appointed assistant superintendent of
the Stockton division of the Southern Pacific, witii oflice at

Stockton, Cal., succeeding G. D. Wright, assigned to other duties.

Mr. Williams was born on March 10, 1877, and began railway
work in May, 1892, as car record clerk and car accountant in the

office of the Chicago & Alton. From August, 1896, to September,
1906, he was consecutively freight brakeman, switchman, train

gateman, clerk in the superintendent's oOicc and chief clerk to the

superintendent of car service on the same road. He was then
for about ten months car distributor on the Soutliern Pacific at

Oakland, Cal. In July, 1907, he went to the Indiana Harbor
Belt Railroad as superintendent of car service and the following

November was appointed train and station inspector of the

Southern Pacific, which position he held at the time of his recent

appointment as assistant superintendent of the Stockton division

of that company.

Daniel C. Stewart, whose appointment as superintendent of
passenger transportation of the Pennsylvania Railroad has been
announced in these columns, was born on April 2, 1862, at New
Florence, Pa., and was educated in the public schools of his

native town. He began railway work on December 1, 1878, with
the Pennsylvania Railroad, as mail carrier, and in September,
1880, became telegraph operator. In July, 1884, he was appointed
train despatcher of the Pittsburgh division, remaining in that

position until November, 1895, when he was made assistant

trainmaster, and from March, 1900, to July, 1902, was assistant

trainmaster at Derry. He was then appointed division operator
of the Pittsburgh division, becoming passenger trainmaster in

July, 1903, and in March, 1905, was made superintendent of

telegraph. In April, 1907, he was appointed assistant superin-

tendent of the Pittsburgh division, which position he held at

the time of his recent appointment as superintendent of passenger
transportation.

Elisha Lee, who was recently appointed assistant to the gen-
eral manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was born in Chi-

cago, September 24, 1870. He was graduated from the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology in 1892, and in November of that

year, entered the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the

office of the assistant engineer of the Tyrone division. He was
made a rodman in 1897, and on April 17, 1899, was promoted to

assistant supervisor on the Western Pennsylvania division. He
was then consecutively to August, 1903, assistant supervisor

West Jersey & Seashore, assistant supervisor Philadelphia division,

supervisor Eastern division Philadelphia & Erie Railroad, super-

visor Philadelphia division. On August 20, 1903, he was pro-

moted to division engineer of the Bufifalo & Rochester division,

and three years later, was appointed division engineer of the

Philadelphia Terminal division. On April 1, 1907, he became
principal assistant engineer of the Philadelphia, Baltimore &
Washington. On March 24, 1909, he was promoted to super-

intendent of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk Railroad,

which position he held until his latest appointment.

Robert V. Massey, whose appointment as superintendent of

the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk Railroad, with office at

Cape Charles, Va., has been announced in these columns, was
born at Dover, Del, on September 29, 1871. He graduated from
Yale University in 1892, and the same year began railway work
in the engineering department of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

In 1895, he was attached to the office of the principal assistant

engineer at Altoona, and on November 1 of the same year, he
was appointed assistant supervisor on the Western Pennsylvania
division. On April 1, 1897, he became assistant supervisor of the

Baltimore division, and in April, 1899, assistant supervisor on
the middle division. Mr. Massey was promoted to supervisor on
the Schuylkill division August 1, 1900. In 1902, he went to the

Maryland division in the same capacity, and on December 15,

1905, was transferred to the Pittsburgh division. He became di-

vision engineer of the Schuylkill division on April 1, 1907, and
on January 1, 1909, was appointed division engineer of the New
York division, which position he held until his recent appoint-

ment as superintendent of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk.

Michael Trump, whose appointment to special duties in con-

nection with transportation problems, on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, has Ix-en announced in these columns, was born March 14,

1854, at Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Trump was educated at the

l'>iends High .Sciiool, Philadeliihia, and at the Polytechnic Col-

lege of Pennsylvania, from which he was graduated as a civil

engineer in j une, 1874. He entered the service of the Pennsylvania

Railroad in July, 1880, and was assigned to special duty on the

Pittsburg, Virginia & Charleston. The following month he was
transferred to the office of the assistant engineer of the Pitts-

burgii division, and in April, 1881, he was appointed assistant

supervisor of Division 10, at Brinton station. In August of

the same year he was made assistant supervisor and assistant

trainmaster on the Southwest Pennsylvania, and one month later

was appointed assistant engineer of the West Pennsylvania

Railroad division, at Blairsville. On October 1, 1882, he was
transferred to the Pittsburgh division as assistant engineer, and

one year later was appointed assistant superintendent. In Feb-

ruary, 1897, he was appointed general superintendent of trans-

portation, which position he held until his recent assignment

to special duties on transportation problems in connection with

the regulations of the national and state railway commissions.

Charles Miller Sheafifer, who has been appointed general

superintendent of transportation of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

with office at Philadelphia, Pa., was born on March 4, 1858, at

Pittsburgh, Pa., and

graduated from the

commercial department

of the Pittsburgh Cen-

tral High School in

June, 1874. He entered

the service of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad on
April 1, 1877, as a mes-
senger in the super-

intendent's office of the

Pittsburgh division, and
has been in the con-

tinuous service of the

company ever since ; con-

secutively as telegraph

operator, yard master,

train despatcher and di-

vision operator. From
July 1, 1901, to June,

1903, he was superin-

tendent of telegraph ; he
was then promoted to

superintendent of pas-

s e n g e r transportation,

which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as

general supermtendent of transportation.

Clinton Lloyd Bardo, whose resignation as superintendent of
the electric division of the New York Central & Hudson River
was recently announced in these columns, has been appointed as-

sistant to the general manager of the Lehigh Valley, with office

at South Bethlehem, Pa. Mr. Bardo was born on October 24,

1867, at Montgomery, Pa., and began railway work May 30,

1885, with the Pennsylvania Railroad as an extra operator on
the Eastern and Susquehanna divisions, Philadelphia & Erie

Railroad division. The following December he was appointed

an operator at Beaver Valley and Tamanend on the Catawissa
division of the Philadelphia & Reading. From May, 1886, to

November of the following year he was telegraph operator and
supply agent of the Tidewater Oil Company in the construction

department at Mauch Chunk, and then went to the Lehigh Val-

ley as telegraph operator and train despatcher at Wilkesbarre.

In May, 1892, he was appointed assistant trainmaster of the

Wyoming division, and in September of the same year was pro-

moted to trainmaster of the same division of the Lehigh Valley.

He was transferred in May, 1901, to the New York division,

and in November, 1904, he went as freight trainmaster to the

New York division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

at Harlem river, N. Y. From December, 1905, to June, 1907, he

was assistant superintendent of the same division, and since

June, 1907, was superintendent of the Grand Central station and

the Electric division of the New York Central & Hudson River.

As superintendent of the Electric division and Grand Central

terminal Mr. Bardo has had to handle what is perhaps the

C. M. Sheaffer.
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most congested traffic in the country. Between the terminal and
the Mott Haven yards

—

^Yz miles—there are 700 movements in

24 hours. During the past three years the traffic has been
handled without interruption in the midst of confusion of an
entire reconstruction of the terminal. Mr. Bardo is especially
known for his success in dealing with his men. While other
superintendents have been harassed by labor organizations and
have seen their forces demoralized, he has enforced without
compromise an even handed discipline. The morale has been
steadily lifted and held inflexible on an unusually high basis. It

is interesting that this rigid insistence on discipline has come not
only to command the respect of the men individually, but the
active official co-operation of their brotherhoods. This has had
formal expression in the visit at different times of committees
instructed to assure the superintendent that his vigorous dis-

cipline had their endorsement. The "investigations" have been
model procedures, penalties have been visited with certainty,

but with explicit statement of the offenses and explanation of
the automatic character of the penalty. The discipline has been
without fear or favor, and without the admixture of the personal
element, which so often defeats the ends of corrective measures.

Simon Cameron Long, whose appointment as general manager
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been announced in these col-

umns, was born September 7, 1857, near Harrisburg, Pa., and
was educated in the

public schools of Pine
Grove, and at Lafayette

College, from which he
graduated in June, 1877,

with the degree of C. E.

He began railway work
with the Philadelphia &
Reading upon leaving

college, and went to the

engineering department
of the Pennsylvania
Railroad April 3, 1881,

and in April, 1882, he

was transferred to the

general superintendent's

office at Altoona. From
November, 1882, until

May of the following

year he was assistant su-

pervisor in the Pittsburgh

yard, when he was trans-

ferred in the same capac-

ity to Walls, now Pit-

cairn, and in August, 1884,

he was again transferred in the same capacity to the Philadelphia

yard. He was promoted to supervisor in February, 1885. From
November, 1889, to January, 1893, he was assistant engineer of the

Delaware division, and was then transferred to the Maryland

division. On August 1, 1900, he became superintendent of the

Bedford division, and in May, 1902, was transferred to the River

division of the Allegheny Valley Railroad. Mr. Long was appointed

superintendent of the Pittsburgh division in January, 1903, and

on April 1, 1907, was promoted to general superintendent of the

Western Pennsylvania division, which position he held at the

time of his recent appointment as general manager.

Traffic Officers.

L. D. Bell has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Missouri & North Arkansas, with office at Joplin, Mo.

W. H. Waters has been appointed a soliciting freight agent of

the Mobile & Ohio, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

J. C. Ewing has been appointed a commercial agent of the Fort

Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, with office at Minneapolis, Minn.

A. V. Harger, traveling passenger agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio, with office at Chicago, has resigned to engage in other

"business.

E. Harding has been appointed a commercial agent of the Rock

Island lines, with office at McAlester, Okla., succeeding A. D.

Aiken, promoted.

C. R. Coughlin, coal agent of the Chicago, Terre Haute &
•Southeastern at Chicago, has been appointed a commercial agent,

•with office at Chicago.

S. C. Long.

C. U. Helpling has been appointed chief of the tariff bureau
of the Western Pacific, with office at San Francisco, Cal., suc-
ceeding H. G. Toll, resigned.

J. W. Piatt has been appointed a traveling freight agent of the
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific, with office at Cincin-
nati, Ohio, succeeding R. Hamilton, transferred.

M. R. Sutton, formerly general agent of the Colorado Midland
at Kansas City, Mo., has been reappointed to that position. The
office was abolished on June 30, 1910, and is now reopened.

G. L. Albert has been appointed secretary of the Southern
Demurrage and Storage Bureau, with office at New Orleans,
La., succeeding R. L. Jones, resigned to accept service with the
Missouri Pacific.

A. G. Busch, formerly traveling freight agent of the Mis-
souri Pacific, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed a com-
mercial agent of the Louisiana & Arkansas, with office at
Shreveport, La.

H. B. Tooker, general freight and passenger agent of the
Ray & Gila Valley, at Kelvin, Ariz., has been appointed also
general freight and passenger agent of the Bingham & Gar-
field, a road under construction in Utah.

L. B. Shepherd, city passenger agent of the Chicago & Alton
at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed a traveling passenger
agent, with office at Denver, Colo., succeeding C. J. Kays, re-
signed. T. M. Sommers succeeds Mr. Shepherd.

F. H. Judson, soliciting freight agent of the Union Pacific at
Kansas City, Mo., has resigned to engage in other business, and
J. M. Mills, also a soliciting freight agent at Kansas City, suc-
ceeds to the duties of Mr. Judson. R. A. Peters succeeds
Mr. Mills.

Isaac Benson, traveling freight agent of the St. Louis & San
Francisco at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed commercial
agent, with office at Indianapolis, Ind., a new agency. J. J.

Gartner, traveling passenger agent of the Northern Pacific at

Cincinnati, has been appointed a traveling freight agent of the

Frisco, with office at Indianapolis. L. B. Williams, soliciting

freight agent at Cincinnati, succeeds Mr. Benson as traveling

freight agent, and Robert McDowell succeeds Mr. Williams.

John A. Scott, who has been appointed general passenger
agent of the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Val-
ley, with office at Memphis, Tenn., as was previously announced

in these columns, was
born March 1, 1865 at

Memphis. He was edu-

cated in the public

schools and began rail-

way work in September,

1880, in the superintend-

ent's office of the Louis-

ville & Nashville at

Memphis. Two years

later he was made as-

sistant ticket agent ; for

four years from 1884 he

was city passenger agent,

and was then ticket

agent for five years. In

1893 he became general

agent of the Kansas
City, Ft. Scott & Mem-
phis, and returned to

the Illinois Central and
the Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley as division pas-

senger agent in 1896.

He was promoted to as-

sistant general passenger agent at Memphis in 1903, which posi-

tion he held until he was appointed general passenger agent on

March 1, 1911.

T. R. Farrell, chief clerk in the general traffic department of

the Wabash at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed an assist-

ant general freight agent, with office at St. Louis, succeeding

W. H. Wylie, resigned to engage in other business. W. E.

Creamer, traveling freight agent at Kansas City, Mo., has

J. A. Scott.
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been appointed a Rcncral agcMit, with office at St. Joseph,

Mo., succeeding George A. Mcl"\irland, who takes Mr. Far-

rell's place as chief clerk in St. Louis. L. C. llodkins, con-

tracting freight agent at Kansas City, succeeds Mr. Creamer.

Harry George Elliott, whose appointment as general passenger

agent of the Grand 'rrunk, with ollice at Montreal, Que., lias

been announced in these onluinns, was liorn on .VuRust 22, 1X60.

He began railway work
in 1882, as city ticket

agent of the Central

Vermont, at Montreal,

remaininji in that posi-

tion until April, 1897.

From May to June,

1897, he was ticket agent

of the Grand Trunk, at

Montreal, and in July

of the same year he

was made excursion

clerk in tlic general

passenger and ticket de-

partment. From Au-
gust, 1899, to April,

1900, he was chief clerk

in the same department,

and was appointed as-

sistant general passenger

and ticket agent in May,
1900, remaining in that

position until June,

1909. The following „ G. Elliott,

month he was appointed

first assistant general passenger agent at Montreal, and since

June 15, 1910, until his recent appointment, he was first assistant

general passenger agent of the same company, at Chicago.

James D. McDonald, whose appointment as assistant gen-

eral passenger agent of the Grand Trunk, with office at

Chicago, has been announced in these columns, was born at

Toronto, Ont., August 27, 1855. He received his education

in the public schools and began railway work in September,

1868, with the Grand Trunk. In 1869 he was made assistant

ticket clerk at Toronto, and six years later was appointed

ticket agent at Buffalo, N. Y. He was promoted to city pas-

senger and ticket agent at Buffalo in May, 1896, and six years

later was appointed district passenger agent, with office at

Toronto, which office he held until he was appointed assist-

ant general passenger agent as above.

James Alfred Stewart, whose appointment as general passenger

agent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office at

Topeka, Kan., has been announced in these columns, was born

September 8, 1867, at

London, Ont. He re-

ceived a high school edu-

cation, and began rail-

way work December 5,

1881, as a messenger in

the freight department of

the Great Western Rail-

way of Canada. Two
years later he was ap-

pointed ticket clerk, and

in 1885 went with the

Union Pacific, first as

freight clerk at Abilene,

Kan., and then as chief

clerk at Salina, Kan. He
went with the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific in

May, 1888, as freight

clerk at Kansas City,

Mo., and he was then

promoted consecutively

to traveling passenger

agent at Chicago, south-

eastern passenger agent

at Pittsburgh, Pa., traveling passenger agent at Kansas City,

Mo., and city passenger agent and division passenger agent at

Des Moines, la. In April, 1901, he was appointed general agent
at Kansas City, Mo., and was later promoted to assistant gen-
eral freight agent, remaining in Kansas City until December,
1909. He was then appointed first assistant general passenger
agent, with office at Chicago, which office he held until his re-

cent promotion to general passenger agent at Topeka.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

C. II. Montague has l)ecn appointed master mechanic of the
Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, with office at Milan, Mo.,
succeding A. W. Quackenbush.

A. S. Bland, assistant division engineer of the Pennsylvania
Lines West at Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed assistant

engineer on the Chicago terminal division, with office at Chicago.

G. B. Herington, division engineer of the Sacramento division

of the Southern Pacific, at Sacramento, Cal., has resigned to

become superintendent of construction of the Mountain Quarries
Co. Railroad, with headquarters at Auburn.

C. H. Niemeyer, division engineer of the Conemaugh division

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been trans-

ferred to the Pittsburgh division, and F. W. Smith, Jr., super-

visor of the Philadelphia Terminal division, at West Philadel-

phia, succeeds Mr. Niemeyer, both with offices at Pittsburgh.

C. I. Leiper, division engineer of the New York Terminal divi-

sion, at New York, has been transferred to the New York di-

vision, with office at Jersey City, N. J., and J. H. Harris, division

engineer of the Delaware division, at Wilmington, Del., succeeds

Mr. Leiper; W. F. Greene, division engineer of the Philadel-

phia Terminal division, at West Philadelphia, Pa., succeeds Mr.
Harris, and W. T. Covert, division engineer of the Williams-

port division, at Williamsport, succeeds Mr. Greene. G. R. Sin-

nickson, supervisor of Division No. 2 of the Philadelphia divi-

sion, at Paoli, has been appointed division engineer of the V/ill-

iamsport and Susquehanna divisions, with office at Williamsport

;

J. Schimmel, Jr., supervisor of the Schuylkill division, at Read-
ing, succeeds Mr. Sinnickson ; D. C. Baird, assistant supervisor

of the Pittsburgh division, at Pitcairn, succeeds Mr. Schimmel,

and M. J. Jones, assistant supervisor of the Bellwood division,

succeeds Mr. Baird. S. E. Holland, supervisor of the Cresson

division, at Barnesboro, has been transferred to the Philadelphia

Terminal division, with office at West Philadelphia ; R. R. Nace,

assistant supervisor of the Maryland division at Lamokin, suc-

ceeds Mr. Holland ; N. D. Vernon, assistant supervisor of the

Monongahela division, at Dravosburg, succeeds Mr. Nace, and

W. T. Bevan, transitman in the office of the engineer maintenance

of way, succeeds Mr. Vernon. R. L. Fleming, transitman in the

office of the engineer maintenance of way, has been appointed

assistant supervisor of the Conemaugh division, with office at

Blairsville.

Purchasing Officers.

F. M. Johnston, auditor of the Fort Dodge, Des Moines &
Southern, at Boone, Iowa, has been appointed also purchasing

agent, succeeding in that capacity J. L. Blake, resigned to engage

in other business.

OBITUARY.

J. A. Stewart.

Edward W. Madden, assistant trainmaster of the middle divi-

sion of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Harrisburg,' Pa., died on

March 5.

W. R. Kelly, general counsel of the San Pedro, Los Angeles &
Salt Lake at Los Angeles, Cal., and formerly general solicitor

of the Union Pacific at Omaha, Neb., died in Los Angeles on

March 9. Mr. Kelly was born in Perry county, Ohio, in January,

1849, and received his training as an attorney at Clinton, 111. He
became general solicitor of the Union Pacific in 1895, having

previously had charge of the law business of that road in

Nebraska. He went to Los Angeles in 1906, and has been with

the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake since 1907.

John Sloan, formerly roadmaster of the St. Louis, Iron Moun-
tain & Southern at Arkadelphia, Ark., died recently at Conway,

Ark. Mr. Sloan was born in Ireland and came to Illinois

when a child. He worked at grading and construction work on
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different Illinois roads in the sixties, and was consecutively track
foreman, roadmaster and general roadmaster of the old Indiana,
Bloomington & Western, now the Peoria & Eastern. He then
went to the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern as roadmaster,
and he retired about ten years ago on account of ill health. He
was one of the early presidents of the Roadmasters' Association.

Howard E. Laing, for twenty-five years city passenger agent
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, died in Chicago Tuesday.

Kenyon Cox, formerly a prominent railway man, died at his

home at Long Beach, Cal., on March 13, at the age of 80 years.

He was interested in the construction of the Canada Southern
and in other railway enterprises. He leaves a widow, a son, and
a brother, Charles F. Cox, treasurer of the Michigan Central

and other New York Central Lines west of Buffalo.

Hale D. Judson, general superintendent of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy, with office at Galesburg, 111., died at Rock-
port, Texas, on March 11. Mr. Judson was born May 30, 1853,

at Waupaca, Wis., and began railway work in 1872 as a telegraph

operator on the Chicago & Iowa. A year later he was pro-

moted to agent, was train despatcher for ten years from 1875,

and from 1885 to 1890 was general superintendent. When the

Chicago & Iowa was absorbed by the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy he was appointed superintendent of the Chicago division

of the Burlington and in 1902 he was made superintendent of

the Illinois lines. Two years later he was promoted to general

superintendent, with office at Chicago, and in February, 1910,

was transferred with the same title to Galesburg, 111.

Joseph W. Maxwell, general superintendent of the St. Louis

Southwestern and first vice-president and general superintendent

of the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, with office at Tyler,

Tex., died at his home in Tyler on March 7, as was previously

announced in these columns. Mr. Maxwell was born October 18,

1851, at Urichsville, Ohio, and began railway work as a messen-

ger for the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis in 1866. The next

year he was promoted to telegraph operator, and in 1870 went
with the Missouri Pacific as a train despatcher. From 1871 to

1882 he was train despatcher at different times for the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.

He was then made trainmaster of the latter road, and held the

same office consecutively on the Wabash, the St. Louis, Arkansas

& Texas and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas until January, 1887,

when he was appointed division superintendent of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas. Five years later he was promoted to superin-

tendent and in 1895 to general superintendent. He was appointed

assistant general manager in July, 1903, and held that office until

three years ago, when he went with the St. Louis Southwestern

as vice-president and general superintendent in Texas.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The legislature of the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil, has author-

ized the construction of a line between Itiacy and Campinas.

This line will connect all the lines of 3 ft. gage of the states of

Minas Geraes, Sao Paulo, Goyaz, Matto, Grosso, Parana, Rio

de Janeiro and Espirito Santo with Rio Grande do Sul and the

republics of the River Plata and Paraguay on the southern

frontier.

In some respects the Sunning railway is the most promising

line in all China. It was capitalized, planned, engineered, and

constructed by Chinese, without any foreign help whatever. If it

has technical faults and is not run altogether in accordance with

foreign ideas, it is nevertheless an effective line, prosperous and

well managed, so far as results can show, and is a standing ex-

ample of what Chinese effort and Chinese talent will accom-

plish in China in the near future.

The most active railway construction work being carried on

in the north of Brazil is that at present in the hands of the

South American Construction Comp'iny in connection with the

system in the state of Ceara, known as the North Eastern Rail-

way. Final approval has been given by the government for the

construction by the contractors of a total of about 100 miles

of line, comprising 49 miles from M. Calmon to Iquatu, 13 miles

for a branch to Cedro and 37 miles for a branch connection

between the Sobral and the Baturitc railways. The total appro-

priation for this work is $2,348,000.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Birmingham & Northwestern.—An officer writes that bids

will be let about April 1, to build from Dyersburg, Tenn., south-
east via Friendship, Crockett Mills, Alamo and Bells to Jackson,
about 45 miles. The work will be light and calls for handling
about 10,000 cubic yards a mile. Maximum grades will be 0.5

per cent, and maximum curvature 3 degrees. There will be a
70-ft. steel bridge and a trestle over Forked Deer river. R. M,
Hall, president, and Mike Harvey, chief engineer, Dyersburg,
(October 28, p. 809.)

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—A contract has been
given to the Miller Construction Company, Lock Haven, Pa.,

for work between Mount Jewett, Pa., and Johnsonburg. This
includes handling about 300,000 cu. yds. of earth and reducing
the curves and alinement.

Burr's Ferry, Browndel & Chester.—An officer writes that

there is -no immediate prospect of extending this line to Burke-
ville, Texas. The company is in the market for a 100-ft. steel

bridge.

Canadian Northern.—This company is said to be making sur-

veys from Cook, Minn., on the Rainy Lake division, to Point

island and east of that place.

Canadian Pacific.—The railway committee of the Canadian
House of Commons has approved a bill which authorizes this

company to build about 1,000 miles of branch lines in the west-

ern provinces of Canada, and also authorizes the company to

issue securities amounting to $30,000 a mile for such lines.

Circuit Terminal.—An officer writes that this company ex-

pects to lay about 31 miles of track around Indianapolis, Ind.,

during March. The work is being carried out by the company
with its own men. There will be six steel bridges, four trestles

and one tunnel. O. W. Johnson, president ; H. Holton, general

manager, and J. A. Shafer, chief engineer. Meridian Life build-

ing, Indianapolis

Colorado, Oklahoma & New Orleans.—Incorporated in Okla-

homa with $55,000,000 capital and headquarters at Oklahoma City,

Okla. The company was organized to build from Trinidad, Colo.,

southeast through Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana to

New Orleans. W. J. Thompson, W. L. Peck, L. T. Poole, C. F.

Woodward, S. A. Horton and D. J. Grigsby, Oklahoma City,

Okla., are incorporators.

Connecticut Roads (Electric).—A contract has been given to

the Aetna Construction Company, New Haven, Conn., to build

an electric line from Bridgeport, Conn., to Danbury. The work
is to be started at once, and includes a 400-ft. steel bridge, and

some small concrete bridges.

Copper River & Northwestern.—See item regarding this

company on page 513.

DuLUTH & Iron Range.—A new branch, called the Eastern

Missabe branch, has been opened for business from Missabe,

Minn., north to Boulder, 11 miles.

Farmington, Albuquerque & Gulf.—Residents of Farming-

ton, N. Mex., have organized this company. Surveys will be

made, and rights-of-way will be secured soon, it is said, from

Farmington, southeast to Albuquerque, about 150 miles.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—This company is pushing work on a

60-mile branch from Edson, Alb., which is 129 miles west of

Edmonton, southwesterly to reach large coal fields that are be-

ing developed in the Yellow Head Pass country.

This road has been extended from Edmonton, Alb., west to

Edson, 130 miles.

Indianapolis & Delphi Traction.—Incorporated in Indiana

with $100,000 capital, to build from Carmel, Ind., northwest to

Delphi. The first section to be built will be from Carmel to

Sheridan, about 15 miles, on which grading work is to be started

socn. H. L. Smith, Indianapolis; M. E. Cox, W. M. Menden-

hall, Westfield, and E. Thistlewaite, Sheridan, are incorporators.

Lake Erie and Northern.—The Railway Committee of the

Canadian House of Commons has passed the bill authorizing

this company to build from Port Dover, Ont., on Lake Erie, via

Simcoe, Waterford and Brantford to Paris, thence to Gait,
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with a branch from Paris to Glcnmorris and Ayr. The com-
pany is authorized to issue securities for an amount not to
exceed $30,000 a mile. J. Muir, R. Ryerson, W. S. Brewster and
W. D. Schultz, all of Brantford, arc interested. (January 13
p. 104.) ^

'

Mexic.xn PACiric—Final arrangements have been made to
build this road, it is said, from Salina Cruz, Mexico, west tiirough
the territories of Oaxaca and Guerrero to Acapulco harbor on
the Pacific coast. Joseph Castlelot, vice-president, Mexico City,
Mexico.

Mexican Roads.—According to press reports, tiie Oaxaca Coal
& Iron Co. has plans well under way for building an extensive
system of railways in southeastern Mexico. The company owns
large iron ore fields in the state of Oaxaca, and a line will be
built to connect the iron deposits with the coal fields. A north
and south line from Puebla is to be built through Oaxaca and the
Rio Verde valley.

National Railways of Mexico.—Contracts are said to have
been given by this company for building new lines in Durango,
Mex., and Zacatecas, as follows: To the Campania Brancaria de
Obras y Bienes Raices, for building about 105 miles out of Dur-
ango City, and to the International Contracting Company to build
from Canitas, Zacatecas to Sombrerete.

Northern Pacific—An officer is quoted as saying that con-
struction work will be started at once on the line between the
Tacoma, Wash., water front and Tenino. The right-of-way
around the west water front of Tacoma has been secured. The
work will be heavy and includes piercing two tunnels. (January
20, p. 143.)

Oregon Roads.—A company has been organized in Kansas City,

Mo., with a capital of $50,0()0, to build a line to connect Hart-
ford, Ark., Huntington, Mansfield and Midland. The head-
quarters of the company will be at Huntington. It is under-
stood that the Rock Island interests are back of the project.

Panuco Mountain & Monclova.—This road is now in opera-
tion from Monclova, Mex., southeast to Panuco, 42 miles.

Pittsburgh, Butler, Slippery Rock, Grove City & Northern
(Electric).—This company, which was recently chartered in

Pennsylvania, expects to begin work about June 1. The plans
call for building about 66 miles of line at a cost of $3,500,000. A
line is to be built from Butler, Pa., to Grove City, 26 miles,

from which point it is to be extended to Meadville. Right-of-

way has been secured on the first 26 miles from Butler.

C. Gibson, Jr., president, and J. H. Barrett, engineer. J. C. Kerr,
Slippery Rock, and W. N. Galbraith, Pittsburgh, are directors.

Pittsburg & Shawmut.—A contract has been given to the

Miller Construction Company, Lock Haven, Pa., for grading
nine miles of the Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern east of Kittan-

ning. There will be a large number of cuts, and the work in-

volves handling some 800,000 cu. yds. of rock and earth.

Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern.—See Pittsburg & Shaw-
mut.

RocKPORT & Port Arkansas.—An officer writes that as soon as

the location of the harbor line has been made contracts will be let

for work between Rockport City, Tex., and tidewater on Harbor
island. About half the grading has already been finished. There
will be a large amount of fill work. Maximum grades will be 4

degrees. About two miles of trestles are to be constructed,

mostly through boggy lands, and there will be one steel bridge.

The company expects to put up docks, wharves and buildings.

C. G. Johnson, president ; Percival & Son, engineers and con-

tractors, both at Rockport.

San Antonio, Rio Grande & Tampico.—According to press

reports, work has been resumed on this line, which is to be built

from San Antonio, Tex., southwest to a point in La Salle county,

about 90 miles, and eventually extended to a point in Mexico.

Grading work has already been finished on a section of 25 miles

north to Jourdanton, and grading is now under way between

Jourdanton and San Antonio. Right-of-way has been secured

for the first section of 90 miles, which it is expected will be

finished during 1911. J. F. Edwards, president, St. Louis., Mo.,

and G. W. Nock, chief engineer, San Antonio, Tex.

St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.—The new Brownsville-

Matamoros international railway route is to be formally opened
for through freight and passenger traffic about April 15. It is

planned to inaugurate a through Pullman service between New
Orleans and the city of Mexico via the new route.

St. Louis, Oklahoma & Southern.—This company has re-

cently been reorganized and it is understood that work will be
jjushed to completion on a line from South West City, Mo., south-
west via Tahlequah, Ok!a., to Muskogee. The line is evcntuallv
to be extended to Honey Grove, Tex. Grading has been finished

to Tahlequah, and some of the ties have been laid. The northern
terminus will eventually be at Joplin, Mo. C. E. Thomas, E. A.
Peters, St. Louis, Mo.; S. Cook, East St. Louis, 111; J. B. Mc-
Donald, New York, and A. D. Marshall, Dover, Del., are in-

terested.

Tuscaloosa Mineral.—According to press reports, this com-
pany is securing rights-of-way from Tuscaloosa, Ala., east to

Brookwood, 20 miles, and it is expected that construction work
will be started at once. TJic company plans to put up a new
station in Tuscaloosa, to cost $30,000. F. G. Blair, president.

Woolsey Finnell, Tuscaloosa, may be addressed. (December 2,

p. 1907.)

Twin City Light & Traction Company.—This company, it

is said, will extend its line to a connection with the Grays
Harbor & Puget Sound.

Union Pacific.—An officer writes that this company has au-

thorized laying double-track between Council Bluffs, Iowa, and
Ogden, Utah, as follows: At Lexington yard. Neb., 0.27 miles;

from O'Fallon to Julesburg, Colo., 64.52 miles, and Dana, Wyo.,
to Rawlins, 29.92 miles, a total of 94.71 miles. The company al-

ready has double track in operation between Council Bluffs, Iowa,

and Ogden on 534.54 miles, and between Julesburg, Colo., and
Denver on 4.81 miles.

United Railways Company (Electric).—Train service on this

road has been extended from Burlington, Ore., to North Plains,

11.2 miles.

Utah Roads.—The Union Coal Co. will be incorporated in

Utah with $1,500,000 capital, to develop coal lands and to build

a railway from Helper, Carbon county, Utah, west about eight

miles. J. H. Moyle and R. Van Cote, Salt Lake City; A. N.

Holdaway and G. M. Smoot, Provo, and J. Barbeglie, Helper,

are interested.

Winston-Salem Southbound.—Train service has been ex-

tended from Whitney, N. C, to Albemarle, 10 miles.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

In view of the increasing volume of traffic to Rhodesia, Africa,

from the south, the Mashonland Railway Company, by which the

whole line from Beira to Broken Hill is at present worked, has

decided that the headquarters of the railways should be removed
from Umtali to a more central position. Buluwayo, British

South Africa, has been selected, because it is the most important

railway junction on the system, and the transfer will be effected

as rapidly as possible.

A concession has been granted by the Spanish government to

MacArthur Bros. & Co., an American firm, to build a railA^ay

which will parallel the Northern. This road has been in project

since 1892, when a Spanish company obtained the concession for

its construction, but little more was done by this company than

to purchase the right of way. It is undertsood that the American
company has secured a majority of the stock of holdings of the

old Spanish company.

The short section of the Sunning railway between Kung-yik

and Tow-shan, China, which was opened to traffic last

year, has proved profitable and its extension to Sun-

wui, whence it would have water connection with Hongkong,
is expected in the near future. The earnings of the railway

have averaged about $10,000 a month. The road was built with

funds three-fourths of which were raised by Chinese from the

Sunning district living in California and the remainder locally.

All of its cars and most of its locomotives were made in the

United States. The promoter of the railway was a Chinese

who had spent many years in America.
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Eailtttiit} iFinancial Netti^,

Astoria & Columbia Ru'er.—See Spokane, Pdrtland & Seattle.

Fitzgerald, Ocilla & Broxton.—H. M. Atkinson has been ap-

pointed receiver of the Fitzgerald, Ocilla & Broxton by Judge
Whipple of the Cordele Circuit. The F. O. B. is a subsidiary

of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlanta, and runs from Broxton,
Ga., to Fitzgerald, 23 miles.

F"ONDA, Johnstown & Gloversville.—Ladenburg, Thalniann &
Co., of New York, have purchased the balance of Fonda,
Johnstown & Gloversville 4^/^ per cent, bonds, due 1952, un-

issued under the first consolidated general refunding mortgage,
making it a closed mortgage. Ihese bonds were recently au-

thorized by the Public Service Commission for the Second
district of New York.

Hocking Valley.—A press despatch from Columbus, Ohio, says

that attorneys for the Hocking Valley have made a proposition

to Attorney General Hogan of Ohio that both sides unite in

making the Ohio Supreme Court hear as soon as possible all

of the ouster suits which have been brought against the com-
pany ; and the attorneys agree to abide by the Ohio Supreme
Court's decision as final.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—The directors

have authorized an increase of 21 per cent, in the capital stock.

Each stockholder will have the right to subscribe at par for

seven shares of preferred and 14 shares of common for every

100 shares of stock held.

Missouri Pacific.—At the annual meeting of stockholders on
March 14, Paul M. V/arburg, E. D. Adams, E. L. Marston,

George J. Gould, Edwin Gould, Kingdon Gould, E. T. Jeffrey,

F. T. Gates, Cornelius Vanderbilt, E. B. Pryor, S. F. Pryor,

Charles S. Clarke and R. Lancaster Williams were elected di-

rectors. This election, it is understood, carries out the agree-

ment made between George Gould and the banking interests

which have recently announced their intention of taking an

active part in the management of the property. R. Lancaster

Williams is a member of the banking firm of Middendorf,

Williams & Co., of Baltimore, and he is understood to rep-

resent independent stockholders, of whom Frank Gould has

the largest individual holdings. A few days before the annual

•election a statement was given out by Frank Gould in which he

said that he had given his proxies to Mr. Williams, believing

that the best interests of the property would be served by hav-

ing a director on the board who should represent neither the

banking interests nor the Gould estate interests. A statement

to the same effect was given out by Middendorf, Williams &
'Co. It is understood that C. S. Clarke, who is vice-president

•of the Missouri Pacific, will resign from the board of directors

when the new president of the Missouri Pacific is appointed.

New York Central & Hudson River.—The New York Public

Service Commission, Second district, has given the company

authority to issue its $30,000,000 three-year notes, to be sold

at a price which shall cost the company not more than 5 per

cent, for its money.

Norfolk Terminal Railway.—Stockholders are to vote March

20 on the question of authorizing $2,000,000 mortgage bonds^ to

provide money to pay for terminal facilities and build a station

and railway. Stockholders are also to vote on the question of

making a lease of these facilities to the Virginian Railway and

Norfolk & Western and the Norfolk Southern. The company

was incorporated in 1910 to build a union passenger station.

Northern Pacific—See Spokane, Portland & Seattle.

Old Colony Railroad.—The company sold at auction on March

15 $800,000 par value stock recently authorized by the Massa-

chusetts Railroad Commission.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—Stockholders have voted to approve

of increasing the capital stock by $100,000,000, and have voted

to approve the increases in pensions made by the directors and

the acquisition of the Ridgeway & Clearfield Railway.

Reading Co.—The New York Stock Exchange has listed $9,155,-

000 Reading Company and Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron

general mortgage 4^ per cent, bonds, due 1997, with authority

to add $11,188,000 additional bonds on the notice of sale. Of

the total $20,343,000 bonds, $1,532,000 were issued to pay for

new equipment and $18,811,000 were issued to retire a like

amount of consolidated mortgage bonds due June 1, 1911.

Spokane, Portland & Seattle.—This company has bought the

property of the Astoria & Columbia River Railroad, and the

Columbia River has ceased to be an operating company. The
S. P. & S. has also leased for a long period the Northern
Pacific line between Willljridge, Ore., and Goble. The rev-

enues and operating accounts heretofore kept under the name
of the Astoria & Columbia River and leased lines will become
a part of the accounts of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—Frank J. (iould, R. M.
Galloway and O. L. Garrison have been elected directors, suc-

ceeding John T. Terry, H. B. Henson and Lawrence Greer.

St. Louis, Oklahoma & Southern.—See Railway Construction

News in regard to sale of this property.

Temple & Northwestern.—In connection with the recent sale

of this property to interests represented by C. F. Carter, the

assistant attorney general of Texas has been asked to give an

opinion as to whether the Texas Central can legally lease the

Temple & Northwestern. The Temple & Northwestern in part

parallels the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, which controls the

Texas Cenfral.

Texas Central.—See Temple & Northwestern.

Texas & Pacific.—E. L. Marston has been elected a director,

succeeding Winslow S. Pierce, resigned, and John L. Milbank
succeeding Thomas P. Eckert, deceased. Other directors were
re-elected.

Underground Electric of London.—The entire issue of £1,000,-

000 ($5,000,000) 5 per cent, prior lien bonds, callable at

par but due in 1920, have been called for redemption. The
company has sold in order to make this payment part of the

4 per cent, preferred stock of the London Electric Railway

comprised in the collateral security for the prior lien bonds

and junior issues.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—The Wall Street Journal of

March 13 says : "By far the most important development of

the past six months in the reorganization and affairs of the

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal is an agreement just entered

into between the Chaplin and the Wallace first mortgage pro-

tective committees, by which the two committees will effect a

consolidation and will hereafter co-operate in bringing about

the reorganization of the properties. On every point at issue

between the two committees the Chaplin committee has won a

signal victory. The entire membership of five comprising the

Chaplin committee will be on the new consolidation commit-

tee, while only five of the Wallace committee will remain and

five will be dropped. The new committee will act without a

chairman, but a sub-committee will be appointed, composed

of James N. Wallace and Haley Fiske, of the Wallace commit-

tee, and James C. Chaplin and Richard Sutro, of the Chaplin

committee. Mr. Wallace will be chairman of the sub-

committee."

Wisconsin & Michigan.—It is understood that control of this

property has been bought by John Marsh, a railway con-

tractor of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Emilio Carrasco, the concessionaire of a trans-Andean line

which will start from Salta in the Argentine Republic, has

selected the port of Mejillones, Chile, as the terminus of the

line on the Pacific ocean. According to the concessionaire, the

selection of Mejillones is due to the unusual advantages which

it offers to the shipment of nitrate, particularly that produced

m the southern section of the department of Tocopilla. This

zone abounds in nitrate, but the deposits have never been ex-

ploited, because of the lack of adequate transportation facilities.

Mr. Carrasco will begin the construction by first building the

section between Mejillones and the nitrate zone, in Aguas

Blancas and Boquete, so as to expedite exploitation. When
the bill granting subsidies to private railways shall have passed

the national congress, he will then extend the line to Salta.

The concessionaire is also considering the construction of a

branch line from Mejillones to Antofagasta, connecting the

trunk line.
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TIic Istlimian Canal Coniinission will receive bids until April

5 on lubricating oils and greases for all types of engines. Cir-

cular No. 624. Bids on cross and switch ties will be opened
April 10. Circular No. 625.

H. E. Crcer, general car foreman of the Missouri Pacific at

Atchison, Kan., has resigned to become mechanical expert for

McCord & Company, Chicago, succeeding the late D. J. McOscar,
who died on December 22, 1910. Mr. Creer's headquarters will

be in Chicago.

The Pawling & Harnischfegcr Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

has elected the following directors : S. H. Squier, W. H. Has-
senplug and F. P. Breck. Mr. Squier has been elected also sec-

retary, and Mr Hassenplug, formerly sales manager, has been
elected also second vice-president.

The Wilmington Institute Free Library, Wilmington, Del.,

has for several years been developing its department of applied

science and is now anxious to obtain a full line of trade cata-

logs published by the various manufacturing concerns through-

out the country. Any trade catalog will be of value to this

collection and will be appreciated.

The American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association,

George Keegan, secretary, announces the opening of an ofifice

at 165 Broadway, New York City. This office will be the head-

quarters of the association, and out of town members are in-

vited to use the rooms for the receipt of their mail and for

carrying on correspondence, while in the city.

W. R. Hulbert, manager of sales for the Goldschmidt Thermit
Company, New York, lectured on the Thermit welding process

before the Cleveland (Ohio) branch of the American Chemical
Society, at its March meeting. In addition to a general descrip-

tion of the process and its various applications, with lantern

slides, Mr. Hulbert gave a demonstration of Thermit welding,

comprising a number of experiments to show how the process

is used commercially for repairing wrought iron and steel sec-

tions, and for welding pipes up to 4 in. in diameter.

The gros': sales of the Western Electric Company, Chicago, for

February were not only 20 per cent, larger than the correspond-

ing month in 1910, but established a record for February busi-

ness. In January the making up of returns for last year may
have thrown some of the business into February which other-

wise would have come into the January sales-returns, but that

will not account for the entire increase. On the basis of two
months for which reports have been received, gross sales for the

year should be about $71,000,000. This would exceed by

$2,000,000 the previous high record of 1906. Western Electric's

sales for twelve years, if the present year turns out as indicated,

will total well over half a billion dollars. Favorable weather

conditions in the west and southwest point to a good demand
for telephone equipment from agricultural districts this year,

and the company is well prepared for the expected enlargement

in sales. At present there are 24,000 persons in the company's

employ.

Judge Rellstab in the United States circuit court for New
Jersey recently rendered a decision in a suit brought by the

National Malleable Castings Company against the American

Steel Foundries, holding that the patents owned by the National

Malleable Castings Company on the Climax coupler are valid

and are being infringed by the American Steel Foundries. The
infringement, he held, consists in the manufacture and sale of

locks intended for repair purposes with the Climax coupler. A
final decree has been entered for the complainant. The case

is reported in 182 Fed. Rep., page 26. The decision will prevent

the further making and sale of repair parts for a patented coupler

by others than the original maker. The American Steel Foun-

dries has issued a statement saying that in consequence of this

decision it can no longer lawfully furnish for repair purposes

knuckles, locks, etc., for patented couplers, except those the

patents for which it owns itself, whether these parts are them-

selves subject to separate patents or are simply parts of a gen-

eral coupler patent.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

rriction Clutches.—'i'hc Carlylc Jolinson Machinery Co., Man-
chester, Conn., has devoted catalog E to the descriptions and
advantages of its friction clutches. This catalog is illustrated,

contains 35 pages and includes dimension tables and the latest

price lists.

Side and Center Bearings.—Edwin S. Wood & Co., Chicago,
have published a 45-page booklet describing the Woods side

and center bearings, and giving some valuable data on the gen-
eral subject of rollers under load, concerning which there is

little reliable information in print.

Track Jacks.—Templeton, Kenly & Company, Ltd., Chicago,
have prepared a special catalog. No. 12, on Simplex track jacks,,

for the use of officers of seven western railways, including the

Southern Pacific, the Union Pacific and the San Pedro, Los.

Angeles & Salt Lake. The booklet lists four types of track

and car jacks, giving full information concerning each.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Bronxville, N. Y.—The New York Public Servic'e Commis-
sion, Second district, has decided on the plans for the elimina-
tion of the grade crossings on the Harlem division of the New
York Central & Hudson River in Bronxville, made necessary by
the electrification of that road. The plan adopted provides for

the construction of an undergrade crossing, 50 ft. wide, at about
the location of the present station. The cost will be about

$150,000. The commission has also ordered the elimination of
the Main street grade crossing in Irvington. An overhead cross-

ing is to be built about 300 ft. north of the present grade crossing,

and a subway for pedestrians is to be constructed about on
the line of the present Main street crossing. The total cost of
this improvement will be about $80,000.

Burlington, Vt.—An officer of the Central Vermont writes-

that the question of building a new station at Burlington is now
under consideration, but no definite plans have yet been made
to carry out the work. (March 3, p. 436.)

Council Bluffs, Iowa.—The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

transfer elevator at Sixteenth street and Twelfth avenue was-

burned on March 8, the loss including eight box cars.

DoAKTOWN, N. B.—See Marysville, N. B.

Everett, Wash.—The Seattle & Everett Railroad and the

Everett Railway, Light & Water Company will jointly build

a passenger station at Everett, for which bids are now being,

asked. The cost of the improvement will be about $60,000.

Irvington, N. Y.—See Bronxville, N. Y.

London, Ont.—Bids are wanted up to noon, March 25, by

A. L. Hertzberg, division engineer of the Canadian Pacific, at

Toronto, for constructing a 22-stall engine house, also a boiler

and machine shop at London.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Union Pacific has given a contract tO'

the Foundation Construction Company, New York City, for re-

building its bridge over the Kaw river to conform to the plans of

the Kaw Valley Drainage Board.

Marysville, N. B.—The Intercolonial will put up a new steel*

bridge, it is said, over the Nashwaak river above Marysville r

also a steel bridge near Doaktown.

Memphis, Tenn.—According to press reports, the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis will spend a large amount of money
for terminal improvements at Memphis. The work includes put-

ting up a freight warehouse and enlarging the roundhouse.

Port Arthur, Texas.—The Southern Pacific has let a contract

to McKnight & Co., Beaumont, Texas, for building a brick pas-

senger station 88 ft. x 38 ft., to cost about $20,000.

Tuscaloosa, Ala.—See Tuscaloosa Mineral under Railway-

Construction.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Pennsylvania Lines West are said to be considering an
order for 2 locomotives.

The Atlantic Coast Line, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette
of March 10 as having ordered 29 locomotives from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, is still negotiating with this company. No
contract has been consummated.

The Solvay Process Company, Syracuse, N. Y., has ordered
1 six-wheel switching locomotive from the American Locomotive
Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 19 in. x 24 in.,

the diameter of the driving wheels will be 51 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 122,000 lbs.

The Bingham & Garfield, as mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of March 3, has ordered 1 Mallet locomotive from the
American Locomotive Company. The dimensions of the cylin-

ders will be 26 in. and 41 in. x 28 in., the diameter of the driving
wheels will be 51 in., and the total weight in working order will

be 454,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The St. Louis & San Francisco is in the market for 11 postal

cars.

The San Diego & Arizona is in the market for 30 forty-ton

box cars and 90 fifty-ton flat cars.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass is in the market for a

number of box cars and stock cars.

The Kansas City Southern is in the market for 125 ballast cars,

two tseam shovels, one .ditcher, one wrecking crane and one pile

driver.

The New York, Westchester & Boston has ordered 30 seventy-

two-foot all steel passenger cars from the Pressed Steel Car
Company.

Tlie Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, mentioned in the Railway
Age Gazette of March 10 in an unconfirmed item as being in

the market for 1,450 freight cars, is not in the market for any
freight equipment.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Grand Trunk has ordered 65,000 tons of rails.

The Pere Marquette has ordered 20,000 tons of rails.

The Canadian Northern has ordered 75,000 tons of rails.

The Chicago & Western Indiana has ordered 1,000 tons of rails.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has ordered 5,000 tons of

rails.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 390 tons of

structural steel for a viaduct.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 1,750 tons of rails from
the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Neiv York, Westchester & Boston has ordered 5,600 tons
of rails from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific has ordered 1,000 tons
of rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The St. Louis & San Francisco is said to have ordered 3,000
tons of rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has ordered 1,800 tons
of structural steel for six bridges, the order being divided between
the American Bridge Company, the King Bridge Company and
the McClintic-Marshall Construction Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—Since the first of the month
there has been a slight falling off in orders, but the steel men
feel that the lull is only temporary and are confident that condi-
tions will show a marked improvement very soon. Prices have
held in spite of this decrease and no reduction is expected at
the conference of steel manufacturers to be held in New York
this week. Although orders are small, inquiries are large, so a
boom is predicted for the near future.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS.

The Union Pacific has issued a list of machine tools calling
for bids on about $25,000 worth of machinery.

SIGNALING.

The Alabama Great Southern is to install automatic block
signals between Tuscaloosa, Ala., and Moundville. The Ala-
bama Great Southern is now equipped with automatic block
signals as follows: Wauhatchie to Batelle, 28 miles; Wood-
stock to Tuscaloosa, 26 miles; and Livingston to Meridian, 36
miles. The completion of the 17 miles just authorized will give
107 miles protected by automatic block signals, or about 36 per
cent, of the entire mileage of the road. It is the intention of the
officers to ultimately equip the entire line from Chattanooga
to Meridian with automatic block signals. The northern sec-
tion of the Queen & Cresecent Route—the Cincinnati, New Or-
leans & Texas Pacific, Cincinnati to Chattanooga—has long been
thus equipped.

The Whipple Car Shops.

The Whipple Car Company occupies the plant that replaced
the old car shops of the Chicago, New York & Boston Re-
frigerator Company, which were burned in 1907. The original

plant was used to repair the refrigerator cars of the New York
Despatch and the National Despatch lines, but the new one was
built with the intention of entering the field of car construction.

Since its opening the company has built a large number of re-

frigerator cars for the Baltimore & Ohio, about 5,000 new under-
frames for the Santa Fe, and quite a number of steel under-
frames for tank cars, as well as keeping up the repairs on the

cars of the refrigerator lines, as in former years. These shops
extend from Fifty-first street to Fifty-fourth street, Chicago,

directly west of St. Louis avenue, and are near the Elsdon yards
of the Grand Trunk. They also have connections with railways

entering Chicago by means of the Belt railway and the Balti-

more & Ohio Chicago terminal. Referring to the plan, the first

building to the left is the wood car erecting shop, which has a

capacity of 50 cars on the five tracks extending the full length

of the shop. This building is 80 ft. x 500 ft., and is of steel

Whipple Car Shops.
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construction. The siilcs and ends arc covered with galvanized
iron and the doorways with the Kinnear roller curtains. At
the side of this shop there is a small brick building which in-

cludes the paint shop, pipe and tin shop.

The steel erecting shop is 80 ft. x 500 ft., and is of similar

construction to the wood car erecting shop, except that it is pro-

vided with a 7j^-ton Niles crane, which has a span of 78 ft. The
scaiTold platforms in this shop arc supported from the roof trusses

leaving the floor space free. A brick lean-to, 35 ft. x 160 ft.,

is used as a machine shop, and is equipped with axle lathes,

wheel boring mills and wheel presses, all of which are made by
the Niles-Bement-Pond Company and are motor-driven. This

shop is spanned by a 1-ton Sprague traveling crane, the opera-

tion of which is controlled from the floor by the use of pendants.

The planing mill is a brick structure 60 ft. x 180 ft., and a small

portion af one end has a second story which is occupied as a

pattern shop. The planing mill is equipped with sufficient wood
working tools of modern designs to finish material for 25 new
cars per day in addition to the usual amount of repair work
required. These tools are also motor-driven.

The power house is arranged in three divisions : two used for

the boilers make a structure 50 ft. x 80 ft. ; and the engine house
is 50 ft. X 100 ft. There are seven horizontal boilers which
have a total capacity of 840 h. p. The brick chimney is 125 ft.

high, 5 ft. in diameter at the top and 7 ft. at the bottom. The en-

gine room is lined with white enamel tile, and is equipped with

three direct connected d. c. generators to engines having a total

capacity of 570 h. p. There is also one small spare generator of

6 k.w. capacity for emergency lighting, a Franklin air compressor

with a capacity of 420 cu. ft., and an Ingersoll-Rand compressor

of 740 cu. ft. capacity ; also one fire pump with a capacity of

100,000 gal. per min., at a pressure of 100 lbs. The storehouse,

50 ft. X 180 ft, is of brick and steel construction; between it and
the steel erecting shop is a 5-ton Niles traveling crane having a

span of 100 ft. The space which this traverses is used for the

storage of heavy material, which may be handled by the crane

to the shops or to the cars either in receiving or shipping. The
office is a brick building, 38 ft. x 54 ft., two stories high. The
first story is occupied by the general superintendent and his

clerks, and the second contains a drafting room, dining room and

kitchen. The president of the Whipple Car Company is Wal-
ter W. Whipple, and the superintendent of shops is George T.

Anderson. The Chicago office of the company is in the Com-
mercial National Bank building.

Vitrified Grinding Wheels.

A group of unusual grinding wheels made by the Carbo-

rundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y., is shown in the accom-

panying illustration. The largest is the one numbered 2. It is

48 in. in diameter and is said to be the largest vitrified grinding

wheel ever made. It is made of Aloxite, the new steel grinding
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Vitrified Grinding Wheels.

abrasive recently put on the market by this company, and is to

be used for tool grinding by one of their customers in France.

This group shows wheels used for a variety of purposes. No. 1,

made of silicate Aloxite, is 48 in. in diameter by 3 in. thick, and

is to be used for grinding cutlery steel. Nos. 3 and 4 are drums,

39J4 in. in diameter by 16^ in. thick, and are to be used for

hulling grain. No. 5, made of silicate Aloxite, is 40 in. in diam-

eter by 14 in. thick and is to be used to grind mower sections.

No. 6, made of vitrified Aloxite, is 36 in. in diameter by 9 in.

thick, and is used for pointing cast steel wire. No. 7, made of

silicate Aloxite, is 39 in. in diameter by 3 in. thick, and is to be
used in glass grinding. No. 8, made of vitrified Aloxite, is 36
in. in diameter by 4 in. thick and is to be used in grinding angle
iron. No. 9, of silicate Aloxite, is 40 in. in diameter by 4 in.

thick and is to be used in grinding corset steel. No. 10 is 40
in. in diameter by 8 in. thick, and is to be used in grinding struc-

tural steel. No. 14, made of silicate Aloxite, is 36 in. in diam-
eter by 4 in. thick, and is to be used for tool grinding. The
other three, made of vitrified carborundum, are 12 in. in diam-
eter by 26 in. long and are to be used to grind vitrified tile. The
net weight of this group of wheels is 8,350 lbs. The Carborun-
dum Company not only has a ready supply of regular or stand-

ard shapes and sizes, but can supply any special shapes and sizes.

Thirty-Ton Hoisting Crane.

A 30-ton crane built by the Northern Engineering Works, De-
troit, Mich., is shown in the accompanying illustration. The
crane has a main hoist of 30 tons capacity and an auxiliary

hoist of five tons capacity, the latter being for high speed service.

A separate hoisting mechanism is provided for each hoist. The
crane difYers somewhat from the usual design in that all the

hoisting machinery is located on the end post and is so ar-

30-Ton Crane for Loading and Unloading Cars.

ranged thai in emergencies it can be operated by hand power.

All controlling apparatus is located in the upper cab shown on

the extreme right. The housing for the hoisting mechanism is

shown just below the cab. This crane is now in service in the

Lehigh Valley yards in New York City, being used for trans-

ferring freight from wagon to car and from car to wagon
The machinery is motor operated, the motors receiving power
from an alternating current circuit.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The minister of transportation and public works of Brazil has

approved the plans for the extension of the Goyaz Railway

from Ipamory to Antas, a distance of 159 miles, the first-named

station being 122 miles above the initial station of the road.

In another order further plans for the extension of the same

railway from Perdicao to Palestina have been given final ap-

proval. This section of the line is to be 263 miles in length and

will cost $2,100,000 to build, accordmg to specifications now
accepted.

The minister of industries and public works of Chile has ap-

proved the final plans for the construction of a railway from

Cajon to Llaima. The distance to be covered by this line will

be 28 miles.
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New Bettendorf Steel Car Plant.

The stc^l car plant at Bettendorf, Iowa, which was built in

1902, was described in the Railway Age Gazette of October 16,

1908. In the past two years it has been enlarged to such an
extent that the plant of 1908 is only a small corner of the present
one. The original tract for the old plant covered 40 acres, while
the factory grounds now cover an area of 100 acres, and the
buildings have an aggregate area of 800,000 sq. ft., or 18 acres
under roof. The drawing showing the arrangement of the plant

gives a good idea of its size and arrangement as it now stands.

a total capacity of 2,000 gals, per min. Six hydraulic pumps are
provided, giving a pressure from 350 to 3,000 lbs. per sq. in., and
having a capacity of 1,230 gals, per min. These pumps supply the
hydraulic presses throughout the plant and are governed by
three weighted and two actuated accumulators, the last two being
designed and built by the Bettendorf company to suit the require-
ments of the plant. Compressed air is obtained from three com-
pressors having an aggregate capacity of 3,400 cu. ft. of air per
min. Electric power is obtained from an exhaust steam turbine

New Car Shop and Steel Foundry; Bettendorf Axle Company.

and the photographic views serve to illustrate to some extent the

character of the buildings and some of the equipment.
The original shop is a brick structure 700 ft. x 240 ft., and in

the recent improvements there has been added to it a main
fabricating and erecting shop 1,400 ft. x 255 ft. x 60 ft. high,

which is of steel frame and brick construction, thus making one
building 2,100 ft. x 255 ft. In addition to this there has been
erected, a 540 ft. x 440 ft. steel foundry arranged with wings
on the bays. This set of buildings covers 160,000 sq. ft. and lies

directly east of the main shop. The engine and pump house, lo-

cated south of the main shop, is 220 ft. x 50 ft. The boiler

direct-connected to a SOO-k.w. direct-current generator, as de-
scribed in the Railway Age Gazette of March 3, and from two tan-

dem compound engines each direct-connected to a lOO-k. w. direct-

current generator. There are also generator and dynamo sets

for lighting the streets and homes in the town of Bettendorf.

From the power plant extends a large 1,263 ft. concrete tunnel

carrying the hydraulic, air power lines and the electric conductors
to the foundry. Another tunnel carries the hydraulic, air and oil

lines to the main shop where they are placed overhead and tapped
at the various presses and machines.

The main shop in which the underframes and cars are made
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New Bettendorf Steel Car Plant; Bettendorf, Iowa.

house is 80 ft. x 50 ft., and is located directly south of the en-

gine and pump house. East of the engine room is the ma-
chine shops, 380 ft. x 50 ft., and the storehouse, 320 ft. x 160 ft.

The boiler house is equipped with four vertical water tube

boilers, and two more may be added to meet the demands of the

growing business. These boilers are equipped with automatic

chain grate stokers, economizer and a conveying equipment, with

automatic coal weighing hoppers, that will handle the coal and

ashes. The engine house contains two duplex fire piimps having

is equipped with 15 electric traveling cranes of 3 to 10-ton capac-

ity, having approximately 60 ft. and 70 ft. spans. The old part

of this building, or the original shop, is divided into five bays,

the two south bays being devoted to the manufacture of bolsters

and the two north bays for the manufacture of small car parts

and truck spring plants. One end of the center bay is used

principally for storage and the other end for the assembling

and manufacture of underframes. At this end of the center bay

and connecting it to the new addition is a transfer bay equipped

Bettendorf Steel Foundry.
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with necessary appliances (cranes, magnets, etc.) for distributing

material from the old shop to the four bays of the new addition.

The two north bays in the new addition are used for the fabri-

cation and erection of underframes and steel cars. The south

center hay is used for the application o-f floors and sides to the

underframes and the south bay for the storage of small car

parts and specialties. There are 39 hydraulic presses in this

shop, ranging in capacity from SO to 2,500 tons, which were
especially designed and built by the Bettendorf Axle Company
to meet the requirements of the Bettendorf construction. Near
the center of the two north bays are located a series of subways

arc 45,000 now in use, arc made in this shop; all have their

longitudinal sills continuous from end to end. They are made
from commercial rolled shapes and have attached to them the

draft sills in which the necessary draft gear stops, lugs and
pockets are cast integral. This gives better alincment and
eliminates the possibility of shearing draft gear stop rivets.

These underframes have also continuous end sills body bolsters

and needle beams which pass directly through the center sills

transmitting the load on the cross members directly to the

center sills and from member to member without depending on
the medium of rivets and gussets to sustain the load. Rivets

Painting and Loading Department for Steel Underframes; Bettendorf Steel Car Shop.

for assembling and riveting the underframes which is done by
means of compression gap riveters, above which are located electric

or air hoists suspended from small overhead cranes or trolleys

for handling the heavy sills, etc. Numerous Bettendorf low pres-

sure air furnaces are used to heat the rivets and other mate-

rials requiring hot shaping. Running through this shop longi-

tudinally are eight standard gage tracks connecting with the

various yard tracks. Two locomotives and three locomotive

cranes are used for transportation of material over the tracks

at this plant, which have a total length of eight miles. The
heating of the shop is supplied by the Evan-Almiral hot water

system, having 75,000 sq. ft. of radiation, which is found to

comfortably warm this large shop.

The Bettendorf underframes for freight cars,* of which there

and gussets are used only to hold the various members in posi-

tion, thereby reducing the weight and number of parts and mak-
ing inspection, repairs and painting less difficult. Complete
gondola, flat and tank cars are made in this shop and are de-

signed in the same manner as the underframes, their respective

members transmitting the load from member to member directly.

The Bettendorf I-beam bolsters are also made here, and like the

other products of the plant are made from commercial rolled

teams shaped cold, in specially designed hydraulic presses, to

prevent forging stresses, and to which, after shaping, are riveted

the necessary cover plates, side bearings, column guides, and

center plates. There are over half a million of these bolsters

in service. Since the erection of the steel foundry, described

later in this article, the Bettendorf Axle Company is prepared

One Half Erecting Bay; Bettendorf Steel Car Shop.
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to furnish either the built-up bolster or those made of cast steel.

Aside from the specialties described above, this concern is

gradually drifting into the manufacture of cars in their en-

tirety. An all steel box car was built and is now being tried

out in service. In each design the eftbrt is made to eliminate

most of the objections to steel superstructures which have so

frequently been raised. I'his company has also designed several

other kinds of cars for special service and is prepared to design

2500-Ton Hydraulic Press for Center Sills; Bettendorf Steel

Car Shop.

and build any type of freight car demanded by the railways.

Sills, etc., are shaped cold in hydraulic presses to prevent in-

ternal forging stresses and are punched and sheared in such a

manner that one sill is completed in two strokes of the press,

which insures perfect alinement of all holes. The necessity of

drifting and reaming, to make rivet holes match, is thereby

eliminated and the fractures in metal caused by drawing up are

prevented. All sills are interchangeable with no variation in the

spacing of holes. These sills are handled between machines by

powerful lifting magnets and are fed into the presses by com-
pressed air handling, turning and feeding trucks especially de-

signed by the company.
The main machine shop is devoted entirely to the building

and repairing of the hydraulic presses, machines and the elabo-

rate dies used in the presses throughout the plant. It is a well

equipped, up-to-date and strictly modern shop equipped with

motor-driven tools, such as planers from 28 in. x 28 in. x 5 ft.

single head to 48 in. x 50 in. x 20 ft., with 40 ft. bed open side,

double head; lathes from 18 in. x 8 ft. to 2>2 ft. x 16 ft; 2 in.

and 3 in. turret lathes ; 4 ft. 6 in. to 6 ft. radial drills ; 18 in. and
24 in. crank shapers ; saws; and bolt cutting machines; also drill

presses of various sizes. To assist in setting the work a 5 ton
49 ft. span traveling electric crane is employed. The blacksmith
shop is used exclusively for making and trimming shop tools

and is a well equipped modern shop with the necessary forges,

hammers, press and hardening furnaces with electric pyrometers
as well as a bolt and rivet iieading machme. This shop is lo-

cated in the machine shop building and occupies 80 ft. of the

.^('^O ft. shop. The electrical department, which is located within
the main shop, is well equipped and affords facilities for winding
and baking armatures and held magnets and repairing motors.

'1 he steel foundry, located directly east of the main shop, is a

steel brick structure divided into wings or bays and designed to

permit of ample enlargement. It was commenced in 1^09, and
the first heats were taken from the furnaces in the summer of
1910. The furnace bay, 70 ft. x 440 ft., is equipped with two
5-ton, 70 ft. span, electric traveling cranes for handling molds
and castings; one 3-ton electric traveling wall crane; one 35-ton,

70-ft. span ladle crane with a 35-ton main hoist and a 5-ton

auxiliary hoist and two 3-ton jib cranes for handling the furnace

spouts. Through this department is a continuous sand conveyor
for handling sand and conveying it to the sand mixers in the

Machine Shop; Bettendorf Steel Car Plant.

sand room. The two molding rooms, each 260 ft. x 50 ft., are

equipped with two 5-ton, 48 ft. span, electric traveling cranes

and miscellaneous jib cranes, pneumatic ramming tools, Betten-

dorf molding machines and core machines, and a continuous

sand conveyor delivering sand at the various machines from
the sand mixer. The sand ropm, 240 ft. x 50 ft., is equipped

with concrete bins for sand storage, one 5-ton, 48-ft. span, electric

crane with Yz yard grab bucket, two 25-ton continuous heavy

sand mixers and two 15-ton facing sand machines. The annealing

and chipping rooms, arranged in two bays each 400 ft. x 50 ft.,

are equipped with two continuous annealing ovens of the Bet-

Sand Mixer and Conveyor; Bettendorf Steel Foundry.
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tcnc'.orf dosiRii wliicli greatly expedite the process and render

castings of a uniform quality. A Betteiidorf hydraulic press,

of 775 tons capacity and specially designed for this service, is

used to straigliten and test truck frames to insure perfect aline-

nient. Five ton, 48-ft. span, electric traveling cranes are used

to carry castings to the various parts of tlicse dei)artmcnts and

for loading castings on cars.

A metal pattern and machine sluip, 2(X) ft. x 50 ft., occnpics

another hay of this structure and is equipped with the necessary

up-to-date moti r driven tools to Iniild and repair tlie metal pat-

frames of the truck together, they heing tied by means of a sprmg
phmk with the i)ivot connections at the side frames, which ren-
ders the truck free to adjust itself to track irregularities. There
are now about 250,000 of these truck frames in service, and
they are guaranteed against failure by breakage. On account
of their simjjlicity and the great reduction in the number of
pieces, the cost of repairs is much less than that of the arch
bar or trucks of other designs using more pieces. The Bet-
tendorf cast steel center sill ends are also jjroduccd here and
possess that peculiarity so common to the Bettendorf construc-

Annealing Furnaces; Bettendorf Steel Foundry.

terns, molding machines and otlier machinery used throughout
the foundry. In another bay, 140 ft. x 50 ft., is the wood pat-

tern shop on the upper floor, equipped with motor driven, auto-

matic start and stop planer, joiner, pattern grinder, saw tables,

"band saw, lathe, and revolving oil stone. On the ground floor of

this building is a well arranged locker room, lavatory and swim-
ming pool for the convenience of the employees.

In this foundry are produced the Bettendorf one-piece cast

steel truck frames, with the arch bars, columns and journal boxes
cast into one piece, thereby producing a truck having a low cost

of maintenance, light weight due to reduction in number of parts,

great strength, and flexibility due to the method of tying the two

tion—reduction in the number of parts and weight, together
with increased strength.

The town of Bettendorf now has a population of about 1,500

people, and is to a large extent under the control of the Betten-
dorf Axle Company, through a town improvement company.
This company under franchises obtained from the town coun-
cil has put in a system of water works to supply the town from
an artesian well and a stand pipe located on a blufif. The im-

provement company also supplies electric light to the town and
private houses, the current being obtained from the shop engine

room. It has spent about $100,000 in putting in the water and
lighting plants for its employees' homes.

Pouring Room in Bettendorf Steel Foundry for Truck Sides.
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The exhibition of signaling apparatus at the Coliseum this

week gives a good idea of the remarkable development that

has taken place in this department of railway engineering

during the last year. The devices which are being shown

exemplify many improvements in the design, use, and manu-

facture of signaling materials. A number of new devices

are being introduced, and the makers of signals and inter-

locking plants are taking full advantage of the excellent

opportunity afforded by this annual exhibition to show them

to railway men. There is probably no line of railway work

in which such marked progress has been made during the

last twelve months as in signaling, and while recent develop-

ments in connection with government regulation may affect

for a time the general tendency of railways to spend money
for improvements, it does not seem probable that signal-

ing will be much affected. There are two main causes for

this. One is the fact that legislative bodies are showing

considerable activity in the framing of compulsory safety

measures, and the other is that railway managers seem at

last to have come to recognize that signals will actually

Increase the operating capacity of a track to an extent that

will more than repay the interest on the investment neces-

sary to install them. For these reasons the exhibitions of

signal appliances are proving exceedingly interesting and

instructive to many officials who probably never before took

occasion to examine them, and, on account of the many en-

gineering problems involved in the recent developments and
new designs, signalmen will be more interested than ever

before. It is interesting to note that the committee on signal-

ing, which was appointed some time ago by the Railway
Commission of Indiana to investigate the various systems
of block signaling now available, is planning to have a meet-
ing in Chicago during this week, with a view to studying the

various types of signals for steam and electric roads which
will be on exhibition.

Custom permits the prefixing of the term "progress" to

almost any kind of committee report, whether it really in-

dicates progress or not. Thus there are some so-called

progress reports presented at various association meetings
which do not mean very much. In some cases these take the

form of excuses rather than records of actual work done.

It is plain to be seen, however, that there is no necessity

for questioning the propriety of this term with respect to

the work of the Railway Signal Association committees, for

most of the reports submitted at its stated meetings indicate,

not only a comprehensive grasp of the work assigned, but

also substantial progress toward its completion. And yester-

day's meeting was no exception in this respect, for the re-

ports in the main show that the committees are taking hold

of their respective subjects in a way that promises well for

the quality of the reports representing the year's work, which
will be submitted at the annual meeting next October. In

view of the fact that it is only about two months since the

committees were appointed, they are to be congratulated upon

the excellent showing already made. The "neighborhood

meetings," which were tried in 1910, and which proved very

helpful, will, no doubt, be found even more profitable this

year. In general, the present committees, while they realize

that their predecessors have done some excellent work, seem
determined, to exceed even the high mark of last year in

the quality of their own reports.

The morning session of the Railway Signal Association

meeting was devoted largely to a discussion of the proposed

standard symbols submitted by Committee 1. The subject

of standard symbols is one in which every man in the signal-

ing profession is vitally interested, and it was only to be

expected that many opinions would be expressed. It was

recognized from the beginning of the committee work that

the formation of a system of symbols would necessitate

some arbitrary conclusions, and, as a few of the members
stated, the committee several times despaired of reaching

a satisfactory working basis. Then there was the question

of the number of situations to be covered, which alone is

a big problem, and in the minds of some has received too

little attention at the hands of the committee. For example,

there was a demand by some for a system of symbols that

would be so complete as to tell at a glance the type of power

used to actuate a signal, and many more details that would

seem to be evident in the average case "from the context,'"

1. e., fully explained by the general characteristics of the

particular installation in question. Others thought that there

were too many symbols in certain parts of the report. It

was brought out, too, that while the symbols which shall be

decided upon will be, perhaps, of more value to manufacturers

than any one else, still an effort should be made to present

them in such shape that they will be equally intelligible to

the signalmen of all the railways interested in joint facilities.

Mr. Mountain of the board of railway commissioners of

Canada raised the point that there should be some provision

for symbols representing changes at plants, or substitutions

or alterations with which manufacturers have little or nothing

to do. His comment, from the standpoint of one who has

to approve or disapprove of proposed schemes, brought a

third factor into the work, which probably will require more

consideration than has been given to it, though a way of
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distinRuishing between functions that are to be taken out,

to remain intact, or to be added, is found in the use of

colors, as was brought out. On the whole, however, the re-

port is a long step forward, and furnishes a basis for a sys-

tem of conventional signs that will require comparatively

few changes to put into good shape for adoption. This sys-

tem will, of course, suffer more or less change when it is

put in uso by tlio different signal departments, but any sys-

tem, no matter how much discussion and worlt were put on

it by the committee and the association, would be subjected

to such modifications.

One of the most valuable activities of the Railway Signal

Association is the recent publication, in pamphlet form, of

various committee reports, which are sold at a low cost to

those interested.

This method of handling the reports ought to prove a good

revenue producer, for some of the committees have made

such thorough and exhaustive studies of the subjects assigned

to them that the pamphlets containing the results of their

work embody nearly all there is to be said on the matters in

question. A notable instance of this is the "Index to Signal-

ing Literature," compiled by Mr. Eck's committee on the

promotion of signaling education, which is a very valuable

addition to technical literature. The report of Committee X
on electric signaling for electric railways, is another ex-

cellent work and one that will undoubtedly be very highly

appreciated by electric railway signalmen particularly. The

various specifications are also now available in a form con-

venient to supply the demand for them, which has grown to

considerable proportions in the last few years.

At a meeting on March 19, 1911, Committee X of the Rail-

way Signal Association made several changes in its report,

and in consequence, the form in which it was presented to the

association on Monday, March 20, was not the same as that

in which it was published in the advance sheets. The re-

vised portions of the report were read by Mr. Balliet, and are

included in the proceedings published elsewhere. They in-

clude some important changes and make the report much

more complete. The committee also added outlines for line

fixtures, switch indicators, electric locks, junction terminals,

lighting arresters, number plates and numbers, locks, signal

lanterns and lamps, concrete and paint, and also a number

of definitions involving the meaning of terms relating prin-

cipally to alternating current installations on electrified lines.

The committee practically completed the outline of its year's

work, and probably its future labors will be mainly for the

purpose of filling in this outline.

The heavy advance registration and largely increased num-

ber of early arrivals for the twelfth annual convention of the

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way As-

sociation, opening this morning, forecast a very profitable

convention. This interest shown and the earnest and intelli-

gent work done by the committees during the past year, indi-

cate a state of healthy growth and activity. When one con-

siders the amount of really constructive work which has been

done by the association in its short life, he realizes the im-

portant place it occupies in the engineering—and especially

in the railway engineering—field. Its scope is constantly

broadening and the possibilities of study becoming greater,

particularly with respect to the subjects of electricity, rail

and impact tests on iron and steel structures. The investiga-

tions of these matters are but fairly begun. While much

has been done in the study of economics of railway location,

a very large portion of this field is still undeveloped. In fact,

each year's study opens up other worlds for conquest. When
busy men, such as the members of the association, voluntarily

take the time, not merely to attend the conventions, but the

much greater time required for committee work, the pros-

pects are bright for a continued forward movement by the

association.

President Dennoy's ruling limiting the discussion of Mr.

McKcen's paper to the relative merits of the storage and

primary batteries from an operating standpoint, was well

taken, as by it he avoided what might have proved an em-

barrassing situation. The discussion would have resolved

Itself Into a comparison of figures by representatives of man-

ufacturers, and, as Mr. Dennoy said, it is not within the prov-

ince of the association to decide such questions. His view

was that the association is not in possession of the facts

necessary to a determination of the matter. They are all In

the hands of the supply men. Mr. Shaver's speech, published

in the proceedings, was an admirable statement of the case.

It is useless to compare results as between roads, or even

parts of roads, as conditions are always different, and mere

variations in plant are not a sufficient criterion of the varia-

tions in practice needful for the satisfactory operation of

the different roads. In other words, conditions govern prac-

tice, and practices, therefore, cannot be accurately compared

unless conditions are similar.

SIGNAL ASSOCIATION REPORTS.

The subjects which have occupied the attention of the

various standing committees of the Railway Signal As-

sociation have become each year more nearly standardized,

until now practically the only treatment some of them re-

quire consists of revising the work of previous years. Mean-

while, however, new subjects growing out of the increasing

importance of signaling and its rapid extension to a greater

mileage are constantly arising. When one of these has proved

important enough to be handled by a special committee, the

Signal Association has quickly met the situation by appoint-

ing the needed new committee.

After the 1909 annual meeting at Louisville, Ky., Com-

mittee X was appointed to report on electric signaling for

electric railways, and special committees were created to

study thoroughly methods of recording signal failures and

the promotion of signaling education. The report of Com-

mittee X, explaining the principles of the use of alternating

current on electric lines and describing a number of in-

stallations, forms an exceedingly valuable addition to the

work of the association, while Mr. Eck's index to signaling

literature has already become well-nigh indispensable.

Since the last annual meeting at Richmond, Va., in October,

1910, two other new committees have been appointed,—XI

on the Manual, and XII on Contracts. The making of a

Manual of Recommended Practice, which is to be the work

of Committee XI, is decidedly worthy of the association's best

efforts; and if it shall succeed in producing a Manual which

shall represent accepted practice in signaling as well as the

Manual of the Maintenance of Way Association represents

standard engineering practice, it will indeed have done a

work of which to be proud. Signaling standards are now in

such shape that there is no reason why a good start cannot

be made on the Manual, and substantial results obtained

within a comparatively short time.

The subject of contracts, assigned to Committee XII, is a

live one in signal departments. Agreements between the

different roads interested in the construction, maintenance,

and operation of joint interlocking plants very often are

prolific sources of trouble and inconvenience, most of which

would undoubtedly be removed by the adoption of a standard

method of apportioning this joint expense. In cases where

special contracts must be made to cover local conditions

the standard form of agreement could at least be used as a

basis. The work of this committee is, therefore, extremely

important, and it should be given the hearty support and

co-operation of every member. It is true that a few of its

conclusions may of necessity be somewhat arbitrary, or at

least appear so to some, but unless those who think thus

are willing to give way to the majority and abide by the

arrangement that shall be adopted, the troubles that make a

standard form desirable will not have been overcome. The
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objections that may be brought up after standard values for

each function, or unit, have been agreed on are the same
objections that operate against the determination of these

values in the first place. In other words, they are funda-

mental, and if the majority agrees that they have not suffi-

cient importance to prevent the adoption of arbitrary values

they should not be brought up as arguments against the re-

port after it is accepted as the Signal Association's standard.

Therefore, every member who has an opinion on this sub-

ject of the division of expense and the proper value to be
given each function, or unit, should make it known while

the matter is under consideration by the committee in order

that when the work is done it may stand as the association's

accepted practice, and not be nullified by repetition of the

very objections that may be disposed of by the committee.

PAPERS READ AT SIGNAL ASSOCIATION MEETING.
The papers which were read and discussed at the stated

meeting of the Railway Signal Association, and which are

reprinted elsewhere, cover two subjects of much interest to

the signaling profession.

The source of the power for the control and operation of

a signal system is as much of a factor in its ultimate success

or failure as any part of it, and, perhaps, has more to do

with its eflSciency. This subject is dealt with in A. H. Mc-
Keen's paper on Portable Storage Batteries.

Unfortunately, however, Mr. McKeen does not seem to be

judicial in his attitude toward his subject. His somewhat
partisan attitude is emphasized most strongly in his sum-
mary of estimated and known costs of portable storage

batteries, as compared with primary batteries. For example,

no account is taken of the cost of the steel battery receptacles

at the bases of the signals, which are necessarily for storage

batteries, but are not needed for primary cells. It is true

that the case in question accommodates the relays also, there-

by obviating the need for separate relay boxes, but there

is a decided difference in cost, nevertheless. Although not

specifically so stated, one is led to believe that more help

would be required per mile of track with primary than with

storage battery, but such is actually not the case, as many
prominent roads using the former type employ less men, as

no special storage battery man is needed. It is also possible

to effect important economies by the use of separate line

batteries with a primary system, which is frequently done, for

one of the chief sources of current drain is the line circuits.

No account has been taken of this.

The most interesting and valuable feature of the paper

is the set of instructions for handling storage batteries.

These instructions embody an important feature too often

overlooked, viz., lucid and concise explanations of the neces-

sity for the various rules. Few maintenance men have

sufficient technical knowledge to comprehend without such

explanations the reasons for the particularly careful handling

which a storage battery requires, and generally these explana-

tions are rather difficult to obtain. Such a set of rules should

have great value in stimulating the interest of the men in

charge, and in inciting them to do their work with intelli-

gence and understanding, rather than as a mere matter of

routine.

Now that alternating current is coming rapidly to the

front as the source of energy for the operation and control

of signals, both for steam and electric roads, a thorough

understanding of the various systems offered by the makers

of apparatus is an important item of the signal engineer's

stock in trade. For this reason the paper on the funda-

mental principles involved, by L. Frederick Howard, is very

apropros. But to do such a subject complete justice would

require treatment at a much greater length than Mr. Howard

had time or space for, and he was thus forced to condense

at the expense of clearness. This was necessary to such

an extent that many who are less expert than he in the

theory of alternating current could follow him only with

difficulty.

Of the two committee reports published in the advance
notice, that of Committee No. 10, consisting of specifications

for alternating current signal material, is hardly more than
an outline, with plenty of blank spaces to be filled in as
desired. It is interesting to note that it contains provisions

for lower-quadrant and left-hand signaling, two subjects not
recognized officially by the association. In fact the associa-

tion is on record by letter ballot as specifically committed
to upper-quadrant signaling exclusively.

The same criticism applies also to the report of Committee
I, which consists of a revised system of symbols for signal

drawings. Provision is here made also for lower-quadrant
indications. Otherwise the system is consistent within itself,

though the method of representing the functions and aspects

of signals appears rather awkward, and in many instances

strained. There are, in addition, many omissions of im-

portant functions and aspects, which are supposed to be
provided for under the heading of specials. The question

naturally arises, why not provide a complete system and
secure uniformity on all roads, since that is the avowed
object of such a system, and the only excuse for its treatment

by the association? Pehraps a simpler system, one capable

of being more easily and quickly applied to drawings, could

be devised by the use of numbers and letters placed on the

blade. In the matter of apparatus, the symbols do not differ

materially from those adopted by the manufacturers some
time ago and now in general use. There is, however, room
for amplification of the matter. For example, should there

not be a distinction between an inductive resistance and a

non-inductive resistance? Further, it is a matter of experi-

ence that workmen have some difficulty in properly inter-

preting the present signal circuit controller symbols, chiefly

on account of their positions with respect to the olade. The
scheme now recommended does not remedy this, but seems

likely to lead instead to further confusion. Several new
and useful symbols have been added, however, and many
inconsistencies eliminated. It is earnestly to be desired that

before the report goes to letter ballot a complete and con-

sistent scheme will have been worked out from the present

one, which is in many respects superior to anything here-

tofore in use.

PROGRAM.

The twelfth annual convention of the American Railway

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association will open

in the Florentine room of the Congress Hotel Tuesday,

March 21, at 9 a. m. It will adjourn at 12:30 p. m. for

luncheon, reconvene at 2 p. m. and adjourn at 5:30 p. m.

Evening Session.

At 8 o'clock on Tuesday evening an illustrated lecture

on steel rails, being a digest of the investigations made
by the rail committee, will be given by M. H. Wickhorst,

engineer of tests for the rail committee.

Following the lecture there will be an informal smoker

in the Florentine room, admission to which will be by

membership or guest badges.

Reception and Dinner.

At 7 o'clock on Wednesday evening there will be a re-

ception given by the president and officers of the associa-

tion, to which all members are invited. This will be fol-

lowed by the annual dinner in the Gold room.

Exhibition of Railway Appliances.

The Railway Appliances Association will hold its exhibi-

tion at the Coliseum during the week of the convention, to

which all members of the Maintenance of Way and Signal

associations and their friends are invited.

Association Headquarters.

Room 1166 will be used as an office during the conven-

tion. Members are requested to register at this room im-

mediately on arrival. Each member on registering will

receive a badge and his membership number, a copy of
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the official program, and a complete set of committee re-

ports in loaflot form. Unless members desire to do so, it

will be unnecessary to bring their copies of bulletins to

the meeting.

Convention Program.

(Order may bo i-liangod by a two-thirds vote of conven-

tion or by time required for consideration of reports.)

Morning soBsion, each day, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.

Afternoon session, each day, 2 p. m. to 5:30 p. m.

FIRST DAY.
Tuesday, March 21.

President's Address.

Reports of Secretary and Treasurer.

Reports of Standing and Special Committees.

XII. Rules and Organization.

X. Signals and Interlocking.

XVIII. Electricity.

Special: Brine Drippings from Refrigerator Cars.

XIV. Yards and Terminals.

VII. Wooden Bridges and Trestles.

XV. Iron and Steel Structures.

XVI. Economics of Railway Location.

Evening Session.

8 p. m.

Illustrated Lecture on Steel Rails, by M. H. Wickhorst.

engineer of tests for the rail committee, being a digest of

the iavestigations made by the rail committee.

Informal Smoker.

SECOND DAY.
Wednesday, March 22.

II. Ballast.

III. Ties.

V. Track.

IV. Rail.

VIII. Masonry.

XIII. Water Service.

IX. Signs, Fences and Crossings.

Annual dinner at 7 p. m.

THIRD DAY.
Thursday, March 23.

XI. Records and Accounts.

XVII. Wood Preservation.

Special: Grading Rules for Maintenance of Way Lumber.

VI. Buildings.

I. Roadway.

Special: Uniform General Contract Forms.

XIX. Conservation of Natural Resources.

New Business.

Election of Officers.

Adjournment.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ASSOCIATION
COMMITTEE.

SIGNAL

AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORTATION BETWEEN COLISEUM
AND HOTEL.

Four automobiles have been provided by the Railway Ap-

pliances Association for the convenience of railway officers

who desire transportation between the Coliseum and the

Congress Hotel. These cars can be identified by streamers

bearing the letters, "M. O. W." They leave both the Coliseum

and the Congress seven minutes apart, and are available

throughout the day for the conveyance of all persons wear-

ing badges indicating their membership in the American

Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association,

or the Railway Signal Association.

THE INFORMAL SMOKER TO-NIGHT.

Admission to the smoker in the Florentine room, Congress

Hotel, to-night, will be by "member" and "guest" badges only.

M. H. Wickhorst's lecture on Steel Rails, which will precede

the smoker, will begin at 8 o'clock, and be about 30 minutes

long.

The commiltee on signaling of the American Electric

Railway Association, of which J. M. Waldron, signal en-

gineer of the Intorborough Rapid Transit, New York City,

Is chairman, will hold a meeting at 9 a. m. Wednesday, March
22, 1911, at the Congress Hotel.

ANNUAL MEETING, RAILWAY APPLIANCES ASSOCIA-
TION.

The annual meeting of the Railway Appliances Association

will be held at the Coliseum to-day (Tuesday) at 11 o'clock

a. m., in the room above the annex at the south end of the

building. Each exhibitor will be entitled to have one voting

representative, and such voting representatives are requested

to sit on the delegates' side of the hall. The officers to be

elected are president, vice-president, secretary-treasurer and
six members of the executive committee.

ADMISSION OF RAILWAY OFFICERS TO COLISEUM.

All railway officers are entitled to free admission to the

Coliseum. Tickets can be obtained from John N. Reynolds,

secretary-treasurer of the Railway Appliances Association.

Any railway officer who goes to the Coliseum without a ticket

can gain admission by showing to the doorkeeper any evi-

dence of his railway connection, such as a personal card, a

railway pass, or an envelope addressed to him. The door-

keepers have instructions to honor every evidence indicating

that an applicant for admission is a railway officer.

SPEAKERS FOR THE ANNUAL DINNER.

The following have been invited to make addresses at the

annual dinner of the American Railway Engineering and

Maintenance of Way Association, in the gold room of the

Congress Hotel, on Wednesday evening: B. L. Winchell,

president Frisco Lines; S. M. Felton, president Chicago Great

Western; John F. Wallace, chairman board of directors,

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.; Sir Thomas R. Price,

commissioner of South African government railways and

harbors; W. B. Poland; Dr. F. W. Gunsaulus; Rev. R. A.

White, and John Barton Payne, general counsel of the Chi-

cago Great Western.

All the speakers have sent acceptances. No subjects have

been assigned them.

CHICAGO SIGNAL CLUB.

On Tuesday, March 21, at 8 p. m., the moving pictures

taken at Richmond, Va., during the annual meeting of the

Railway Signal Association will be shown at the rooms of

the Western Society of Engineers, seventeenth floor of the

Monadnock building, Chicago, under the auspices of the

Chicago Signal Club. These pictures were taken, by repre-

sentatives of the Edison Companies, and they furnish an

exceedingly interesting record of some of the doings at

the convention. The annual baseball game between the

East and the West is especially well pictured.

These pictures were shown in Chicago in January under

the auspices of the Chicago Signal Club, and signalmen

from Chicago and vicinity found them a source of great

enjoyment. It is extremely fortunate that they can be

seen again during convention week, as many more signal-

men can see them than would be possible during almost any

other week in the year. The club invites all visiting signal-

men and their friends to view the pictures.
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P^ra<*^^dm9^*
The stated meeting of the Railway Signal Association

at the Congress Hotel, March 20, was called to order by
President C. E. Denney (L. S. & M. S.) at 10:15 a. m.
The Report of Committee I was presented by J. C. Mock
(Detroit River Tunnels), chairman of Sub-Committee 1.

SIGNALING PRACTICE AND STANDARDS.

This committee was instructed to (a) continue investigation

of, and report on, a uniform system of signaling, (b) Con-
tinue work on standard designs and submit progress reports
at the March and June meetings; and (c) advise the chair-

men of Committees II., III., and IV., through the chairman,
of the work to be performed by his committee which will

affect the work of these committees.
Committee I. consists of A. H. Rudd (P. R. R.), chairman;

L. R. Clausen (C, M. &. St. P.), vice-chairman; C. C. An-
thony (P. R. R.); H. S. Balliet (G. C T.) ; o. A. Christofferson
(N. P.) ; C. E. Denney (L. S. & M. S.) ; W. J. Eck (Southern)

;

time and was quite universally adopted. Since that time the
growth of railway signaling has been so extensive that all

have come to realize that advancement must be made in the
graphic representation of signal apparatus as well as in the
apparatus itself. Railroad companies, as well as signal com-
panies have, therefore, been forced to the adoption of certain
Bpecial symbols to supply their own demands. This sort of
procedure naturally breeds confusion. The manufacturing
companies, realizing the necessity for expansion and revision
of symbols, recently called together a committee composed
of one representative from each signal company to revise
the book issued by them in 1906.
Meetings of the manufacturers' committee have been held

as follows:

At New York, July 28, 1910, August 19, 1910, August 31, 1910,
September 23, 1910, October 7, 1910, November 18. 1910;
at Buffalo, December 29, 1910; at Albany, January 12, 1911,
January 13, 1911.
The sub-committee on Standards had introduced this sub-

ject into its program and it was considered important that
the two comittees work together. The manufacturers having
done most of the work, the joint meetings between Sub-com-
mittee No. 1 and the manufacturers were more in the nature

C. E. Denney, President. C. C. Anthony, Vice-President.

W. H. Elliott (N. Y., C. & H. R.); G. E. Ellis (K. C. T.) ; A. S.

Ingalls (L. S. & M. S.) ; J. C. Mock (D. R. T. Co.); E. P.

Patenall (B. &. O.) ; J. A. Peabody (C. & N. W.); W. B. Scott

(Harriman Lines) ; A. G. Shaver (C, R. I. & P.) ; T. S. Stev-

ens (A., T. & S. F.); H. H. Temple (B. &. O.); and J. C.

Young (U. P.).

SIGNAL SYMBOLS.

At the annual meeting, November 10 and 11, 1903, at De-

troit, Mich., there was submitted to the association and
discussed, the questicn of standard symbols. At that time a

committee was appointed on definitions and nomenclature, but

as very little was done by this committee, the manufacturers,
about four years ago, united in compiling a code of symbols
for the representation of apparatus on signal plans. This
code was considered quite adequate for the demands of that

cf reviews and revisions. Joint meetings were held at Buffalo,

December 28, 1910, and January 25, 1911. At the last meet-
ing, it was decided that the symbols be re-drawn by Sub-

committee No. 1 and published in the advance notice for the

March meeting.
The effort has been to supply symbols that will be ade-

quate and practical, and the importance of simplicity from a

draftsman's standpoint has been kept in view. It has also

been the purpose throughout to produce a systematic scheme
that will be logical and easy to read. Arbitrary features

have been avoided as far as possible, and the committee has
sought to avoid any more radical changes from former prac-

tice than are absolutely necessary.

Pages 6 and 7 have to do with symbols for signals. On ac-

cotmt of the very great recent development, not only methods
of control, but also in the number of aspects which signals

are made to display, it is here that the most radical changes
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have becoino necessary. II will be noted on puRe (] tliat tlie

horizontal column of characteristics, which nuKht be termed
the cliaractoristics of operation, are grouped under six liead-

ings, with a seventh to cover special or unusual features.

By "non-automatic" signal is meant a signal which is in no

way controlled by a traclv circuit, wliile "autt)niatic," of course,

refers to a signal, the primary control of wliicli is tlie tracli

As to wlietlicr it is, or is not, interlocked will l)e apparent
from its position on the plan and its relation to other signals.

It is to be understood that tliis manual control is direct and
that a signal is not to be considered "semi-automatic" be-

cause^ some feature of its control is dependent upon another
signal whicli is jnanually controlled. By "sticiv Kcmi-auto-

niatic" signal is meant a semi-autoiuatic signal wliicii will not

MicMMCM Power

^4IUU„£^ OtoTS'OlQSO

l:u

!so

k/'

S«

PS

FT.

F"

ft

I A3
I

I A4

La tD
I B3 I B4

n
I 04

H ;

FS

toy ;;"

I B6 I e?

M»ST.

L-X

G»0JND M»iT WITH

Cantilever Att«:m*t,

Cantilever

Bracket Post.

I 06

T

T

|E24

NOTE : Arms shoulc alvviys ec shown in normal position ,

SeiZM.- 3 Position Noh-Automatic , to 45 .

StMi-AgTOMATic Stick , 45 to 90

.

Special- 3 Position Non- Automatic, Oto4S.
Semi -Automatic Non-Stick, 45 to 90.

Home Home

Proceed. Stop.

Distant Distant Double

Proceed. Caution . FuncTioheo.

'

I Absolute Stop Signal.
;

< Distant Signal.

! > Permissive Stop Sional.
j

( Train Oroer Sional. Bight Hano

; !
Location .

^""""1
Fl^EO ARM.

r--

'f""'. Upper (uadrant Sional. J
i h
1_'"] LOWER (lUAIRANT S16NAL. "j—

!.

'' '''

',0 > Marker Lights. Diagrams of proportions for max-

n ^'"-

|

Hanou LEFT Signal

n
Right Hand Signal.

/ TRACK ANO TmE

DIRECTION or

TRAFFIC Of* PLAN,

[ tnTHANo

Insulated Rail Joints.

TwACK Circuits

Both Direction

Track Circuit On

Left, None on Bight

Track Circuit on

i^iOMT, None on Left.

CZD
Station. CR0'i'>iNO Gate Power Hojw. Sub-Station.

(ii«ifS-. oi«i.wiie Wf/nto)

4::::^=^
Tunnel. BRiooe op Viaduct. Draw Bridge. Lift BRiDoe

Wat£R Tawk

M=# -r+-

Overheao Signal HiChv/ay Railway Proposed Ry. Water Column

Bridge. Bridge. Crossing. Crossing. Crossing.

NOTE: 5FECIIY »«EtWB lli.M

OR ELECTPIC PAiLMAY CROSSING .

-^- 5

Stop. Clear. Stop. Clear. Track Torpedo

Manual. Automatic Instrument. Wachine

Train Stops.

±
Power Switch

Machine.

Turn -Out Outlying Switch Loc«.

rJD Switch Stand (ELECTRICAL)

Standard Signal and Location Symbols. (Pages 6 to 8.)

Interlocked Switches &. Derails.

s^
INTERLOCKED SWITCHES, DERAILS, ETC

.

Switch - Sey fo« Tubn-out.

yrF"

DfOilL - PO'NT Type
" Oeoailing

"

Berail- LifTino Pail Typf
" Derailing

"
Derail- Lifting Rail Type

" NoN- Derailing
"

Derail- Lifting Block Type.
" MoN- Derailing

"
Derail- LifTiNO Block Type.

" Derailing "

note : non- interlocked switches ano derails to 8e shown same as above

E«CEPT shading in TRIANGLES OMITTED

t - SiMP.E Tubn-3u»

2 - Simple CrOSS-3vER

3 - Derail - PjiN- Trae

4 - Snole Si.R Sw-'C-

SiiiOlE Line Plan

EXPLANATION

5 - OouBU Slip Siitch

6 - MOrtSLE Point Crossin

T-SinClE JLiP SmrcM »i

8 -Double Slip Switch w

, r»os. (MPr)
- U P F.

T» M P.F

Rocking Shaft Lead-out

Bolt Locks.

,-Way. 2-Way 3-Way.

Arrow indicates DIRECTION

OF MOVEMENT 01 PIPE LINE-

NORMAL TO REVERSE .

ID

PIPE LIN!—
-"aj P WHEEL

Oil Enclosed

Pipe Line . Crank Lead-out.

i-Way Crank 2-\Nay Crank 3-Way Crank.

S. L.M.= Switch and Lock Movement. F.RL.= Facing Point lock.

TRACK
"~~

^^ 5ISNAL TOWERS. \>=A
*- -* ShOwIN& REHTIVE POSITION 0*

Operator Facing Track. "">" •
operator ako track, operator with Back to Track

note : Unless otherwise speciheo oh plan it wm 8E assumed thai where an

interlocked signal is shown clear or a derail is shown in NON-DERAILING POSITION

The controlling lever IS REVERSED, AND THAT ALL OTHER LEVERS ARE NORMAL.

Q m
vertical cranks

Deflecting Bar lead-out

Location Symbols. (Pages 9 and 10.)

•Ircuit, or perhaps more properly, it is a signal which auto-

matically gives indication in regard to the integrity of the

traclc through its block. The term "slotted" is only made
to cover a mechanical signal equipped with an electric slot.

A. "semi-automatic" signal is taken to be a manually-con-
trolled automatic signal and may, or may not, be interlocked.

clear automatically after it has been put to stop by interrup-

tion of the track circuit until the lever controlling it has been
restored to normal and reversed again. A "non-stick semi-

automatic" signal is taken to be a signal which will operate

automatically as long as the controlling lever is reversed.

Again referring to page G, it will be noted that the vertical
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column of characteristics has to do with the positions which
the signal is capable of assuming. In "three-position" sig-

naling these characteristics are represented by lines, which
are not necessary in the case of "two-position signaling." The
distinction between "two-position signaling" and "three-posi-

tion signaling" should not be lost sight of. "Two-position
signaling" is understood to include signaling where a distinct-

horizontal to the vertical. When this signal is shown on the
plan in the 90 deg. position, it has the line drawn in the

same position with respect to the outline of the blade, but
Is horizontal with respect to the signal mast, and, therefore,

indicates that the signal is capable of moving from vertical

to horizontal. The deg. to 45 deg. signal has a diagonal line

sloping downward from the signal mast. Theoretically, this

Relays , Indicators and Locks .

EiuvwPLES OF Combinations

O.CRELW- Neutral - tNEROizto -
One Independent Front Contact Clo«o -

One independent Bao« Contact Open

O.C. RELAY - Polarized - Eneroizeo -

Two Combination Front and Bac* neutral Cohtacts —
Two Polarized Contacts Closed —
Two Polarized Contacts Open

O.C. INDICATOR - Semaphore Tvpe-Enebgizeo -

Three Front Contacts Closed »
6ell Attachment

O.G.INDiCATOR- Semaphore Tvpe-arm horizontal t-

Energized -Without Contacts.
MOTH : lNoic*TOBs(ofl repeatebs) witmoot contacts smoolo be shown

with armatures to INDICATE WHETHER ENER&IIEO OR OE-INER-

eiZED.

A.C.RELAY-One Energizing Circuit Type (Single Phasc)

Energized- One Front Contact.

A.CRELAY-Two Energizing Circuit Typc- Eneroizeo-

Wire Wound Rotor —
Two Neutral Front Contacts .

"KX A.C. relay-Two Eneroiiing circuit type- Enesoheo,—

j> « Wise Wound Rotor —
f J Two Polarized Contacts.

~^E[ A.C relay-Two Energizing Circuit Type- Energiieo^

ji Stationary Windings —
* • Out Neutral Front Contact —

_J^J^ TWO 3- PosmoH Contacts.

k<Q B.C.INTERLObKEO RELAY,

rj O.C. ELECTRIC BELL.

MStSNATt BlStSTANCf IN OHMS OP ALL 0. C. RELAYi . INDICATflW AMD L««.

Relays, Indicators and Locks
Element! of Stmbols r-V
TO BE COHBINEO AS J—I-

Circuit Controllers Operated by Levers .

M

o

-o-
'x.T OR Tv'i OR T:-:!'

jj^ 4,-;tt ifi^.i.

^r

D C Electro Macne^.

A.C. Electro Magnet.

Coil Energized or De-energiicd.

Neutral Front Contact - Closed or Open .

Neutral Bac« Contact -Closed or Open

Polariieo AriwATu"! - Wiimout or w.th Contacts.

S-PosiTiO.-, APMATuAE- Without oft With Contacts.

High Current Contact.

Waonetic Blow-out Contact.

Bell Attachment.

Double Windino -SptcifY if Difeerential.

Slow Actins

Disc type Indicator. = Disc Invisibli. •Disc Visible

Semaphore Type Indicator.

Wire Wound Rotor.

Single FUNcriOM.

N - Full Normal Position or Lever

B-NOBMAL Indication Position-

C- Intermediate Position.

0-PcvEPSE Indication Position.

B-FuiL Reverse Position.

-&- +

-(^

-(^
-®-
-(§>-

-<^
-<§)-

-#-
-®-

Stationary Winding.

oouBll Function.

N - FuiL NORUAL POUTON.

D - NoRuAi iNOitATm Position to ix 8««t.

RR-FuLL Reverse Position to tnj Bight.

8 - NORMAi. l«DiC<T,o« P0SIT« TO T«e LEFT.

PL- Full Reverse Pistion to the Left

-@K i

-@-'

Electric Lock- Show Segments for Lever in normal
Position .

(see next page for examples of comBinatioiis.)

HEAVY horizontal LINES INDICATE PORTION OF

CYCLE Of LEVER THROUGH which CIRCUIT IS CLOSED

Symbols for Circuit Plans. (Pages 12 to 14.)

GiRCUiT Controllers Operated by Signals .

UPPER ElUADRANT. LOWER QUADRANT.

J-POJITHW

Si««iU.S.

I\

»-TO M
Sl6»»AL5

Closed at Onl-

Closed at 45 Ohv

Closed at 90 Only.

Closed to 45

Closed 45 to 90

Closed at O Only.

Closed in Clear

Position Only.

"T

•-n
•-k

•->

•J
.

P
•-* "IS n

Manuai. Time Release
(electric)

Manual Time Release .

(El-ECTRO-MECHAN't.)

-) ^
r

-^ •
.-»

•-> -»

^ T • •^ .

Automatic Time Release
(electric)

Emebcency Release .

(electric)

f( n OPEN . CLOSED

Floor Push. 1 atch Contact. Track Instrument Contact

Knife Switches

Battery .

Cells in Multiple. Cells in Series.

Specify Type and Number of Cells .

= Dry Battery.

5 = Gravity »'

P = POTASH ••

S = Storage "

(EXAMPLES; 16P, ios:etc.)

ULlMiu

Transformer .

UJ AC TERMWALi

•

D.C TermwalS,

Bloseo.

Open.

Switch Circuit Controller

Circuit COHTROLLta Operatco 6r Lockw*

Mechanism or a Switch MovEMfKT.

&s^

«, Bridge Circuit Controller.

Rheostat. Single Pole. Double Pole. Sinsle Pole . ,pouBLE Pole .

Single Throw. Double Throw.

Quick Acting Circuit Controllers may be Distinguished by the Letter 9

—yvw^— —yvW— i

Fixed Resistance . Variable Resistance. Fuse.

P«(.E CMANGiNf. CiROuir Controller.

Spring hano ket op Push Button.

i_
Circuit iwncn.

—nmw^—
Reactance without

Iron Core .

Reactance with

iron Core .

Symbols for Circuit Plans. (Pages 15 to 17.)

(M)

A.C Ceneratoh.

D C.Generatoa .

D.C.-DC. Motor-Generator. AC-OC Moior-Generatw,

^)-

Incandescent Lamp.

enerati

(mMg)
;.Mdtor-Gener,

voltmeter.

I
Lightning Arrestia.

-J L

AC. MOTOR,

^5>-
WATTMETER.

±

' Common " Wire .

Track Circuit Wire.

Other than ' CCmmon'WiRC

liRECTiON OF Current.

Ive arm is used to display the distant indication, while "three- line should be at an angle of 45 deg. flora the upper loft-hand

position signaling" includes signaling where one arm may give corner of the signal arm, but. for simplicity in drafting, this

both the home and distant indications. is shown in the 45 degree position the same line °;eans that

Referring to the deg. to 90 deg. signal in "three-position movesL from the horizontal to the diagonal. \Vhere the signai

glgnaling:" It will be noted that this is distinguished by a ia shown in the 45 degree positon, the same line means that

rertical line, meaning that it is capable of moving from the it moves to the horizontal. The symbol of 4a deg. to 90 deg.
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signal has the lino in the reverse position, and the symbol
for the signal taking all three positions— deg., 45 deg. and 90

deg.—has both of these lines. It will be noted that the symbol
for the fixed arm is absolutely In accordance with the same
basic principle.

The committee is thoroughly aware of the fact that there

are a great number of different conditions that may enter

into the control of a signal; in recognition of this fact, the

column headed "Special—Requires Reference to Notes" has

been provided. Also two of the more generally used special

ccnditlons of control are covered by the two special symbols

E24 and E25.
Other features having to do with signal symbols are shown

on page 7 and need no explanation. The remaining pages are

quite self-explanatory, covering "Location Symbols" and
"Symbols for Circuit Plans." An attempt has been made to

bring about uniform practice along this line. Heretofore no
uniform scheme has been followed. In order to afford as large

latitude as possible, both letter symbols and graphic symbols
have been provided. Letters have been assigned to the

basic positions over which a lever passes—full normal, normal
indication, intermediate, reverse indication, and full reverse.

Graphic symbols for each of these positions are given, by com-
bination of which all necessary symbols may be derived.

The committee, therefore, respectfully submits this matter
to all those interested in railway signaling and asks for hearty
co-operation in its universal adoption.
The report is signed by J. C. Mock (D. R. T. Co.).

Discussion on Standards.

Mr. Mock: "If the chairman of the committee on sig-

naling symbols is here, I would like to have him help me
out. If Mr. Hovey is not here, I would like to have Mr.

Wight. The sub-committee on standards has been re-

quested to supply some material for each of the stated

meetings for discussion. We have to offer to this meeting

a preliminary report on signal symbols," Mr. Mock then

read the introduction to the report, and moved to insert,

after paragraph 2, the following: "The following ex-

planation and interpretation of the symbols is substantially

as submitted by the manufacturers' committee, and ap-

proved by Sub-Committee No. 1."

W. H, Elliott (N. Y. C. & H. R.): It is my understand-
ing that this is a report of Committee No. 1. I would
like to inquire whether the remarks of the members of

the association to-day will be referred to the sub-committee
or the committee for final adoption later by the association.

The President: Yes, it is hoped that we can fully dis-

cuss the symbols at this meeting, and unless the sub-

committee between now and the June meeting changes
them, they can again be discussed at that meeting, so that

by the time of the annual meeting, the sub-committee
and Committee No. 1 and the entire association will be
so well satisfied, or have the ideas that they have in mind
so fully explained, that there will be no question about
adopting them at the annual meeting; and I assume that
the sub-committee will, after securing the advice of the
March and June meetings, or whenever they see fit,

refer It to Committee No. 1, to be submitted as a part

of the annual report of that committee.
Mr, Elliott: Then imy understanding is correct, that

any action that is now taken is with reference to the
recommendation of Committee No. 1 to consider such sug-

gestions.

The President: Yes, and for the advice of the sub-

committee on standards. In other words, I believe the
sub-committee wants to have the opinion of this meeting
on the symbols for their further information,

Mr. Elliott. I would like to ask if it is the intention

to discuss each one of these symbols by groups, or as a
whole?

Mr. Mock: There was need for quick action on the

part of the committee, in view of the urgent request on
the part of the manufacturers that a scheme of symbols
be adopted at an early date. They have given, as you
know, very considerable study to the subject, and, in

connection with the report which is submitted for dis-

cussion at this meeting, it was hoped that all points, where
changes are to be made, might be settled upon at this

meeting. I have written the chairman of Committee No. 1,

who advises that it is not necessary that the whole com-
mittee approve the report until it is ready for submission
to the annual meeting.

Mr. Elliott: In looking over this report there are sev-

eral minor changes which seem to me might be suggested,
and in order to have each one separately considered and
discussed, I would like to bring up, in connection with

the first chart suggested on page 6, which is the most
important one, and the one we are most vitally interested
in, that the scheme suggested Is very complete. At the
same time, however, it changes several fundamental sym-
bols, as I would consider it, which we have been using
for a number of years, and makes such a wide departure
that I think the matter should certainly be given careful
consideration. It is very complete, but at the same time
I notice that the symbols make use of an outline diagram
as well as a diagram which has been partly filled in.

The use of these symbols will make it impossible, or at

least difficult, for us to show on a plan those signals

pertaining to the work shown on that plan, and other
signals with which the plan is not concerned, or with
which work is not to be done. And yet, while installing

the signals, it is desirable to represent on the plan other
signals already installed at such places. We use the broad
distinction in filling in certain parts of the represented
scheme of the signals for such signals as are to be worked
on, or are concerned with the particular contract. We
use signals in outline, to show that certain signals are
In existence, but are not concerned in any work for

which we are writing a specification. This distinction

makes a very necessary difference which we wish to

.have shown on the plans. If these symbols are adopted
it will be hard to make that distinction.

Then, again, I notice there is a wide difference is

that the slant of the line shown on the face of the arm

A. H. Rudd,

Chairman, Committee on Signaling Practice and Standards.

diagonally in one direction to show to 45 deg., and
diagonally In the opposite direction, to show a travel of

45 to 90 deg. We have been using these lines to make
a distinction between upper and lower-quadrant signals,

and have found that to be a desirable and easily followed

out distinction. The method adopted by this plan to dis-

tinguish between an upper and lower-quadrant signal is

shown on the lower part of page 6, by two little dotted
or solid lines, on the left side of the "masters" repre-

sented. This does not seem a sufficient distinction to

enable us to look at a plan and realize what kind of

a signal is called for. It is more important, in my opin-

ion, to distinguish on the plan between lower and upper-
quadrant signals than between signals of 0-45, or 45-90

deg. Then, again, the particular arrangement of outline

diagrams would have the effect that a large part, or

practically nearly all, of our plans of signals would be
shown In outline, and very few with the solid characteris-

tics. I believe it would be desirable to simplify the

symbols between the two-position, 0-90 deg., and the three-

position, to 45, or 90 deg., because with the three-

position to 45, and 45 to 90, the control in the move-
ment is covered In the lower set of diagrams which are
marked E, and the other would follow as a matter of

specification. I think one of the lines might be elimi-

nated, and fewer distinctions shown by the symbols.

T. S. Stevens (A. T. & S. F.) : Unquestionably every

one of us can find something to criticize in these symbols.

They will bump up against something which we have
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been using continually for years. But the manufacturers
present to us here a set of symbols which are consistent,
which none of the symbols we have had before this have
been; and they are the people who are vitally Interested
in this proposition. It seems to me a signal engineer
should know what kind of a signal he is designing for
some point, and should not care what the symbol is;

and the only thing we want, it seems to me, is some
consistent scheme which we can put on our plans and
submit to all the manufacturers, so that they can bid
intelligently on the work we want done. I think we
should discuss this present report, but I believe it ought
to be adopted as something which has been given a great
deal of thought, and upon which a considerable sum of
money has been spent in its preparation.

W. H. Arkenburgh (C. R. I. & P.). In regard to the dis-

tinction between the upper and lower-quadrant signal, I

do not see that that is of any particular importance,
inasmuch as the association is on record as being in

to in the report would indicate that the first scheme
submitted was not adopted unanimously.
W. G. Hovey (Hall Signal Co.) : I met with the manu-

facturers' committee, and we had three distinct schemes,
before we were able to agree upon one. We spent ser-
eral days on one scheme that looked pretty good to us,
when we discovered that the committee was divided on
it. Then another scheme was proposed, and we spent
several days on that. We got along, we thought, pretty
well, and it seemed to be working out nicely. But there
were things it did not cover, it was too elaborate, and it

appeared finally that we could not agree. Then a certain
gentleman on the outside had some suggestions to make
that sounded pretty good, and we got busy on them,
dropped the first two plans, and worked on the new one,
and finally discovered that it was better in our estimation
than either of the other two, and we did succeed in
getting together. Finally the committee agreed to adopt
it, and that is the scheme we are offering you here.

B. H. Mann, Vice-President. C. C. Rosenberg, Secretary.

favor of the upper-quadrant signal exclusively. Perhaps
it might be as well to have something to show that, but
as far as the lines in the main scheme and its indication
are concerned, I do not think it makes any difference.

The President: The association has approved certain

upper-quadrant signals, but distinctly states in the pro-

ceedings that anything is approved which does not dis-

credit existing good practice. Now, we must realize that
the manufacturers want to know, when they receive plans,

with or without specifications, whether or not the signal

is upper or lower-quadrant. While, as Mr. Elliott says,

the diagram shown on page 6 would probably not all

be used by any one railway, the manufacturers must
feel that they are all necessary in order to secure the
information which they desire from the railway companies.

I think it would be well if some representative of the
manufacturers' committee would give their side of the
case, and also state the basis on which this scheme was
arrived at. I believe I am safe in assuming that it wae
not the first one tried. The number of meetings referred

We understand fully that other schemes might be pre-

sented that would be just as good, and, possibly, better,

and that changes could be made which would possibly
improve it, but we spent about 15 or 20 days on it, and
believe that this is a scheme that covers the present
situation fairly well. As to symbol changes that are de-

sired to be made, we are inclined to be liberal, but we,
as manufacturers, would like to have some scheme that

we would be able to use, a uniform scheme, and this is

what we are offering. We believe that we can use it,

and we are asking this association to think it over care-

fully, and see if they can join with us.

Mr, Arkenburgh: I think my remarks were misunder-
stood altogether. I simply wished to bring out the fact

that I did not think it was of sufl!icient importance to

initiate the scheme.
The President: I want to make clear, in replying, that

we have both upper and lower-quadrant signals in service,

and that if a scheme of symbols is adopted, it will nat-

urally lead to some confusion in railway plans, but more
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with manufaclurers, who have plans from everybody; that

Is, the old i)lans won't bo right. If, for example, it is

desired to p>it in some three-position signals on a plan
that shows some two-position signals, it is necessary, if

the plan is to be used after the change is made, to dis-

tinguish between the two. For that reason, and because
the manufacturers naturally want it, as they are selling

a great many lower-quadrant signals, it seems it is as
necessary to distinguish one as the other.

Mr. Arkenburgh: I agree with you thoroughly, but the
point I make is that the scheme here provides as good
a distinction as any, and the mere matter that it is not
specific, is not of sufficient imi>ortance to make the com-
mittee revise the whole scheme to provide something else.

Mr. Mock: ' As has been said, in particular instances
we might improve, but I hope that this committee will

be willing to accept the general scheme, and, in order
to make it specific, I move that the general scheme as
shown on page 6, be accepted.

Mr. Stevens: I think Mr. Elliott brought out an impor-
tant point, in that there is no provision made to show
signal forms on the present plan. I would like to ask
if the scheme for showing the form signals could not be
shown, and if they would not include a note to that
effect.

Mr. Elliott: Answering the point made by Mr. Arken-
burgh, I will state if we use signals that do not apply
to a particular diagram, we will be in difficulty showing
the signals. We have observed on the plans that we
now make dotted lines for signals that are to come out
and solid lines for those that are to come in.

Mr. Mock: That point was very carefully discussed in

the committee, and it was felt that we cannot, by diagram,
explain everything. It is a very small matter to make
a note on a plan. It is hardly possible, if you have a
complicated interlocking system, and part of it is lower-
quadrant signals, and part upper-quadrant signals, some
to go in and others to go out, that you can show that all

clearly by symbols. I think, to avoid any confusion, you
should add a note of explanation. I don't believe it is

possible, when you consider all of the symbols that are
to be learned by the draftsman, which have to be looked
up by the ordinary man who looks over the plan, that
you could get all of that in without a great deal of
confusion. I think we have plenty on the plan now.

Mr. Elliott: I believe it is possible to arrange a scheme
of symbols that will give practically all the information
here shown, along the line suggested by me, and if the
committee will give the matter consideration, I will be
pleased to draw the matter up and send in such a dia-

gram. One was almost worked out by me, but there
are several little things in it I would like to change.
I believe one scheme can be worked out, giving all this
information, and yet will let us have outline signals
represented as being those that do not refer to a par-
ticular plan, and are not aiSected by a contract, and
reserve dotted line signals for those which are to be
taken out.

J. M. Waldron (Interborough Rapid Transit) : There are
some roads which must use the upper left-hand quadrant
symbol. There ar-^ no symbols here representing that.

Mr. Mock: We cover that by note.
Mr. Waldron: I agree with the chairman, that the upper

left-hand quadrant signal would have to go on the left-

hand side of the post. There is no doubt about that,

but why should not that be covered in a report of this

character? It seems to me that the report ought to be
large enough to cover the whole field of signaling.

Mr. Stevens: I suggest that any gentleman who feels
that way should apply to Mr. Patenall, who will send
him a blue-print covering this floor, showing the different
things that we can provide symbols for in a signaling
system. I have one of them, and I hadn't room for it, and
had to put it out of the window.
Mr. Shaver (C. R. I. & P.) : It is my recollection that the

association has adopted, or one of the committees has worked
on the subject, and presented a report on the shape of
the ends of blades, and it is my recollection, too, that
the train or signal blade had the round end outward. If

that is so, I would suggest that this aspect on page 6,

the third paragraph, train order signal, be revised to
show the curve outward, and then it will be with the
shape of the blade as recommended.

Mr. Rhea: I will say that the committee considered
that point in detail, and what we have shown in the
present instance seemed to be the best knowledge that
we could get from the Maintenance-of-Way Manual, and

what we found available. It was our effort to make as
lew changos in the existing signals as possible. There-
lore, we loft it as we now uiidcrHlaiid it is shown, and
that is the intent of the present symbols.

'J'he President: I belie V(> that affects no other symbols.
Mr. Rhea: I might say in that connection, we also

considered some of the existing practices, and the New
Haven has the practice that the round end of the inter-

locking signal is not a train order signal.
II. Fernstrom (Virginian Ry.): I would like to ask the

committee if, in answer to Mr. Elliott, it would not be
i;ossible to show the signals dotted, and then use the
letters to indicate the character of the signal? In answer
lo Mr. Waldron, it seems to me you simjjly show the
indication on the left hand, and then it makes the report
complete. If that does not make it complete, then I think
we ought to call on Mr. Waldron to assist.

Mr. Rhea: You will notice in this scheme that we show
only an arm that is filled in solid. We would be willing
to accept an amendment that an arm of an existing
signal, on which no information whatever was intended
to be conveyed, would be shown solid. I think you will

find that a position that will not disturb anything.
The President: You understand that the action of this

committee is not final, so far as the association is con-
cerned. I think the principal question involved on page
6 is whether the general scheme is all right. The com-
mittee will, without doubt, refer to the proceedings of

this meeting and take care of any special points which
they can, but unless the whole scheme is wrong, it would
seem advisable to vote on the basis of the scheme rather
than on the details. The discussion in regard to the
signals displayed to the left of the post can possibly be
better taken up as a part of page 7, on which a reference
is made to left-hand signaling. Is there any further dis-

cussion on page 6? If not, I think it advisable to secure
an expression of opinion page by page, and then on the
entire motion.
Mr. Waldron: It will take up very little additional

space to have this report repeated for the right-hand side

of the lower quadrant, and for the left-hand side of the
upper quadrant, and then it seems to me there would be
no occasion for anyone going astray.

G. H. Dryden (B. & O.) : The committee must have
decided to change not only the dotted line that we use
to indicate a signal that is not intended to be included
in an interlocking plant, but also an automatic signal,

semi-automatic signal, three-position signal, two-position
signal, and every other symbol as far as I can see that

we are using to-day. I fail to see the necessity for a
change, unless it is in being able to adopt something that
will stand, not for to-day, but forever. If the symbol
shown for an automatic signal to-day is wrong, and it

is necessary to make a change, we should make a per-

manent change. We ought to be able to look at the plans
and tell what any plan means by the signals shown.
Nothing has been shown on these plans to tell us whether
or not a semi-automatic signal is to be operated by high
voltage or low voltage, whether it is to be operated
by d. c. or a. c. current; whether it is to be an indicating or
non-indicating signal, whether it is to be a battery indi-

cating, high voltage indicating, or induction indicating.

Considering the advanced stage of the signaling art, I,

personally, feel that the committee has done very poorly,

for the reason that the general plan that they propose to

use is not flexible. We cannot add to it. The old symbols
were adopted, I believe, four or five years ago, and are
found to-day to be inadequate. Next year this system
may have proved inadequate. I must agree with Mr.
Waldron, that if the present symbols are to be changed,
we should have a method that covers every branch of

the signaling art.

Mr. Mock: I think Mr. Stevens replied to that when he
said that by a number and letter scheme you can quickly

pick out all the characteristics of any signal on any plan.

Mr. Balliet: That is a fine report, regardless of the

knocking it is getting I am going to accept your offer

to take this report, page by page, and make suggestions
to the committee. I suggest that, on page 7, under right-

hand location, at the bottom of the page, it would be
well for the committee to show, in arrows, in both
diagrams, the track to which the signal mast or the arms
relate. I have been mixed up by that with half a dozen
men, trying to find out what those indications are in-

tended to be. You can translate them several ways.
Assume that, in the upper diagram, we call the top set

of lines track A, and the bottom track B. I assume that
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the committee means that the two signals relate to track

A and should be so arrowed. In the lower diagram they
relate to track B and they should be so arrowed.

Mr. Elliott: Acting along the line suggested by Mr.
Balliet, that sufficient information will be obtained by the
committee, if we merely criticize and pass on without
taking definite action, I would make the suggestion that,

at the top of page 7, the word cantilever be changed to

oiTset, meaning opposite bracket post rather than can-

tilever bracket post. I have been using the word offset,

and believe it more clearly distinguishes the type of con-

struction.

Mr. Shaver: I did not quite get through with page 6.

I have a suggestion that came to me that I think is a

very good one, which I would like to offer the com-
mittee. That is for a fixed arm tied to the mast, with

a diagonal line underneath—something on the order of

the cantilever; then the middle line might be done away
with, and used for some other symbol.

The President: Page 6, without doubt, covers the por-

tion of the report which was most discussed by the sub-

committee. I am assuming these things, but our discus-

sion here would indicate that. Mr. Dryden referred to

the fact that the present symbols were almost discarded,

and for that reason he did not believe that these would
be permanent. That is, the old ones were four years

old and had become of no use, and then this scheme was
complete. I believe the manufacturers' association can
give us a little more information as to how they first

started this proposition. They said they had two schemes
that were started, and I believe this was the third or

fourth. It may clear the matter somewhat in our minds, if

they will tell us how they first started, and why they
had to change and finally get down to this.

Mr. Rhea: In answer to Mr. Dryden, I stated that we
tried to confine ourselves to existing symbols as far as

possible. The slotted mechanical signal is identically the

same as shown in the present recognized symbols; the me-
chanical signal No. 1 is only partly shaded because we
wanted to have some way of indicating the characteristic

lines. The power-operated signal is the same as the pres-

ent symbol. And, when it came to the question of the

semi-automatic signal, we left that as at the present, when
it was used, as we term it, as a "stick" power automatic
signal. That requires the operation of some lever or but-

ton to clear it the second time. As to the "stick" signal,

which we considered it necessary to provide for, we sim-

ply considered it a step toward the direct automatic.

Therefore, we did not shade that part, but simply put

a line there, and the automatic signal is as shown by
the present symbols. Therefore, I do not see that that

top line of characteristics has been very materially changed.
In answering the question as to whether we would dis-

tinguish between a 10-volt signal and a 55-volt signal, or

a 210-volt signal and a 2,200-volt signal, we went over

that subject pretty thoroughly, and we found that about
the only possible thing that could be done was to use a

scheme of nomenclature, to have seven characteristics,

instead of two, as we have now. We considered the

practical operation of this, and therefore made as few
changes in the symbols as we possibly could; and while

I contended very strenuously for another arrangement, I

have finally adopted this as a good, comprehensive sys-

tem. The upper vertical line characteristic is that a two-

position signal needs no suggestion as to what its other

position is from the normal. There are only two positions.

The three-position signal is based on the idea that the

arm would be shown in a normal position and the lines

drawn through the arm will show the position to which
that signal shall move. That is the basic principle of

the vertical characteristics. The two characteristics put

together show your system of symbols, and we believe

that that is as far as you can go practically, and we
also believe, from our standard as manufacturers, that

they will give us the necessary information to figure in-

telligently on plans that come to us; and I think that

we may be warranted in considering the thing as knowing
and having experience as to the plans that are being

prepared and submitted the country over. The committee,

I feel, worked on this thing very thoroughoughly, and
we had in the committee men who have had a good deal

of different experience with the handling of plans that

came from all over the country, and were unanimous
in feeling that this scheme of signals is consistent and
will give us information that will not be changed to-

morrow or the day after. The present scheme of signals

was formulated something over five years ago, and it is

easy to go back and see the radical changes that have
come in the art of signaling within the last five years,

and that is perfectly obvious to anyone why the scheme
of signals which was worked out some eight or nine
years ago, in reality and actually put in the form of a

pamphlet some five years ago, would, in that time, be
found more or less inadequate to cover the present prac-

tice, which has been changed so radically by the very
large adoption of three-position signaling when before it

was almost universally two-position signaling. Now, when
you go to analyze the subject from the standpoint of
showing the methods, the way of control, the character
of signaling, the currents and the kind of relay you will

operate with, I think you will readily see it will carry
with it such an enormous amount of information that the

only possible way to do it is with a scheme of nomen-
clature, and if you use that, you will have to work up
some sort of a dictionary to carry around with you.

J. Beaumont (C. G. W.) : I rise to the support of the

committee and the manufacturers' committee. It seems to

me that the scheme as outlined constitutes a compre-
hensive basis of signaling, and that every possible con-

dition is covered here that we might meet in future

practice. There are cases where it might be necessary

to show additional information, which could be very
readily done in the case of one or two exceptions that

might not be covered here, where some unusual practice

was followed. Now, with reference to the existing prac-

tice, there is not a shadow of a doubt but what the New
York Central and some other lines will be inconvenienced to

some extent in making this change, but as a general propo-

sition I believe that the committee should be supported by
this meeting here to-day and that they should carry the

endorsement of the association as represented here, ex-

cepting only that they should pay proper consideration to

the various criticisms and suggestions ofi'ered with a view

to improving the report, if possible, for presentation at the

next meeting, and if I am in order I move that the report

as presented be recommended by this committee of the

whole.
A. R. Raymer (P. & L. E.) : Referring to the bottom of

page 6, the symbols about the upper-quadrant and lower-

quadrant signals placed on the left-hand side of the symbol,

I would suggest it might be a little confusing when used in

connection with, for instance Dl, where the signal is in

the vertical position. I will suggest that the right-hand

side of the blade be extended a quarter of a length above

or below for upper or lower-quadrant, as the case may be,

instead of the little block at the left-hand side of the

symbol.
H. M. Sperry (General Railway Signal Company): The

committee has done a great deal of hard work and has fol-

lowed its work somewhat closely. Mr. Rhea has pointed

out that the present symbols have been in use about nine,

or suppose we say ten, years. That would mean that, in

a century, we might have to make ten changes. It seems to

me the association can stand for ten changes in a century.

I suggest that the association instruct the committee to

pay attention to what has been said here and go ahead

and get this thing finished.

The President: I believe the understanding will be that

if the association approves the general scheme the com-

mittee will be perfectly free to act on the suggestions as

to page 6, made at this meeting.

Mr. Waldron: If the association approves page 6, will the

committee act on the suggestions made here?

The President: Surely.

Mr. Waldron: If the association approves the report as

it is now, that will put it up to the committee as being

adopted by this association and they will have no authority

to change it. We ought to look into that carefully and

word it so it will not confine the committee to this particu-

lar report, that they should have a full opportunity to take

advantage of all suggestions that have been made here.

Mr. Mock: The purpose is to have the suggestions by the

members in exactly the way that Mr. Raymer has put it.

If you do not adopt the general scheme and you want to

present something different from this scheme, we have'

got to change our methods; in other words, this no longer

needs any discussion, and the new scheme will be handed

up to the committee and they will work that out. We have

regarded this as sufficient, in that we are particularly bound

to this until we get something better.

The President: In answering Mr. Waldron's question, this

meeting can either approve or disapprove what has been

submitted. The June meeting may do the same thing. At

the annual meeting the report of the committee will come
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up lor liiiiU adoption by letter ballot. That is the only
ofllt-iiil action we take. Therefore, we can feel perfectly
free to either approve or disapprove the committee's report
at this meeting, for the information of the sub-committee
making the preliminary report, as stated at the beRlnnlng.

(leo. A. Mountain (Hoard of Railway (.'ommlssioners for
Canada): Acting on the privilege of addressing the meet
iug, I ask the committee If they have provided anything
which would show a plant that Is being changed. Mr.
Mock will understand what I mean. We get several plans
before the Dominion railroad board, to which I have to give
advice, some from the Michigan Central, the Canada South-
ern division, which Indicate the old location and i)osition,

and show the old semaphores taken down. We desire to

have such information in approving a few notations. 1

admit it has nothing to do with the diagram that is sub-
mitted to the manufacturers for their bids, but I would
like to ask Mr. Mock if he has made any provision for

that. Our commission desires to have such information to

know what changes are proposed.
Mr. Mock: The idea of the committee in joint meeting,

that the way in which you could show such a signal was
to refer to it in a note with an arrow showing the signal
that was to come out, or to be moved a certain distance.
There is so much variation in the practice that it is pretty
hard to cover it by symbol, except by the dotted line, which
is our practice now, or was formerly, and I would like to
ask Mr. Rhea if he sees any reason why the dotted line

will not Indicate that sort of condition?
Mr. Rhea: It is our idea that the prevailing conven-

tionality should be carried out and a dotted line indicate

a signal to come out. We expected that this would be
shown by indicating the symbols of all the apparatus on
the plan, and in case of apparatus which was not changed.
It would be shown in ordinary language in the blue print
which would show white on the tracing, but on plans on
which added apparatus is going in, that would be shown in

red, which is the conventional practice. That is the gen-
eral practice in the case of plans presented to railway com-
missions in my experience, to show in dotted lines the ap-
paratus which comes out, and in full lines the apparatus
which remains intact, and in red the apparatus which is

added.
Mr. Elliott: If we could get the committee to show that

point Mr. Rhea brings out, that the dotted line is to repre-
sent signals to come out, it will make the proposed scheme
more complete and desirable.

Mr. Arkenburgh: I wish to criticize Mr. Rhea's remarks.
The colors may show different on the blue prints, but they
will not do so on the tracings.

Mr. Stevens: As a matter of record, I ask whether it is

a fact that the railroad board is very much interested in

apparatus that is coming out. If such boards are shown
the plan as it is intended to be installed, is not that all that
is of interest to them?

Mr. Mountain: There are now in Canada a great many
crossings that have the old primitive style of four sema-
phores, with any old blade, which the board is ordering to
be changed into complete interlocking systems. To get
thorough information regarding these plans, I require, as
chief engineer of the hoard, that a railway submitting a
plan for a new interlocking plant shall show me what sys-
tem was in use previously, with the location of the sema-
phores to guide me in saying whether the new ones are in

proper position. We do the same thing when plans are
submitted for tracks. When the railway submits a new
yard crossing it shows the old tracks in dotted lines and
the new ones in full lines. I agree with the gentleman
who spoke last as to the difficulty of showing these mat-
ters in colors on tracings. My idea is that what is old
and is to be eliminated shall be shown in dotted lines, and
what you are to put in shall be shown in full.

The President: The committee can consider these points
in submitting its report. Page 6 refers to the showing of
signals from an operating standpoint, primarily, what the
signals are to do, and they can well extend the report, no
doubt, to cover practices for showing additional informa-
tion on the plans.

Mr. Rhea: The committee, being largely a committee of

manufacturers, is on somewhat delicate grounds on some of
these matters. We are not presuming to tell the railways
how to prepare plans to submit to railway commissions.
We are undertaking to work out signal plans covering con-
ventionalities. As to showing what shall come out and
what shall go in, I think that is foreign to the subject we
have covered. I have had experience with colored plans
and do not think there is any way in which you can so

effectively aiui clearly indicate what you are doing as by
the use of colored plans. I have in a number of instances
submitted plans of the existing apparatus, and then
submitted i)lans of what wo proposed to do, making two
distinct and sei)arate plans. That is sometimes necessary,
particularly in complicated situations.

Mr. Mock: Will It be necessary to change the scheme
submitted if we use the dotted line for sigiials to come out?

Mr. Rhea: I do not think it will.

Mr. Mock: Is that acceptable to the committee, Mr.
Hovey ?

Mr. Hovey. I do not believe our committee would have
any objection to it, as it is not a symbol but merely a

characteristic, and I can see no reason why it should not be
used for signals to be taken out of the plant.

The President: The committee appears to be in this
position: the manufacturers' committee has offered a scheme
which they have submitted through sub-committee 1. If

we agree that the scheme submitted is correct, then it will

be necessary to ask committee I to extend the scheme and
ask the manufacturers if what has been proposed as to the
application of the symbols will be satisfactory to the man-
ufacturers, and at that time the points brought out in the
discussion can be taken care of.

The amended motion that the general scheme as pre-
sented in page 6 be approved, subject to revisions which
have been suggested at this meeting, which the committee
will take Into consideration when submitting the scheme
for further discussion and final approval, was carried.
The President: Is there any further discussion of page

7 (second figure)

?

Mr. Stevens: I would not like to see the association ac-

knowledge that, in connection with the diagram at the
bottom of page 7, an arrow should be attached to the sig-

nal to point to the track which it governs.
Mr. Mock: We would not have the other track if the two

signals applied to one track. To make it clear I offered a
suggestion that an arrow be drawn from the line of track
to the signal to which it refers.

The President: It would seem that the plan could be re-

vised without the arrows, if we are to use these symbols
on plans where we will not use arrows. I think it is prin-

cipally a question of proportion in so far as the bottom of

this plan is concerned, and can no doubt be revised by
changing the proportions.
Mr. Balliet (N. Y. C.) : It is a coincidence that the signals

are set opposite, and in my opinion it is only a question of re-

arranging the plan to make the matter clear.

C. C. Anthony (Pennsylvania R. R. ): We will have to

make a careful distinction between the work of preparing
symbols and the work of recommending good practice in

signaling. I think we all agree that good practice in sig-

naling is to locate signals so the engineman can tell what
track they relate to, but unfortunately not all railways
in the country locate all signals in that way. If the signal
happens to be without a protecting post and happens to

be one track over from that on which it governs trains, it

will be necessary on the plan to use an arrow point or
some indication of the track to which it relates, so that

I am heartily in favor of the use of the arrow points.

A motion to refer the diagrams on the bottom of page
7 back to the committee for further consideration was
carried.

The President: Is there any further question on page 7?
There has been no motion in regard to page 7 other than
the one just passed.

E. A. Everett (Michigan Central) : I would like to see

some form adopted for unprotected crossings.

The President: The symbol need hardly be anything
more than the tracks. If you have one of those boards,

with two lanterns on it, perhaps that would be a good indi-

cation of the unprotected crossing.

Mr. Mountain: In reference to the last remark, the double-
bladed semaphore at a crossing is a death trap. A locomo-
tive driver may do the most serious damage and yet not
pass the semaphore. So far as Canadian practice is con-

cerned, that type of a semaphore is abolished.

The President: We will now take up page 8.

Mr. Elliott. In connection with the track pan diagram,

I would like to make the suggestion that there be a double

line on the inside between the rails rather than these
semi-circles. We have been using that as a darkened sec-

tion in between the rails and It has worked out very nicely.

Mr. Mock: The answer is that the indication here is the

one adopted by the Maintenance of Way Association.

Mr. Balliet: As representing the interests of one of the

committees, I would like to suggest on the same set of dla-
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grams, line 2, that "inductive bond" be changed to "im-
pedance bond." That is what Committee 10 has been in-

structed to use in all its literature.

Mr. Rhea: Is not Mr. Balliet narrowing the use to one
particular application? The inductive bond and impedance
bond are different when you analyze them as to finalities.

Mr. Elliott: I would like to suggest the elimination of

the circle In connection with the power switch machine.
We have been using the little square opposite the switch
and found that satisfactory. In reference to the insulated
rail joints, we mark the widened line parallel with or from
the rail line rather than across it. It is a line very much
easier to put in and can be arranged to show as distinctly

by a little offset line in the corner as well as parts which
are equipped with the track circuit. The mere writing in

of these cross lines requires that the draftsman will turn
his triangle and rule it with the pen, whereas If the
widened line was adopted it could be put In free hand and
show very nicely.

Mr. Mock: I think the difficulty is in showing the joint
so that it will indicate that the track is to the left or to

the right of the track circuit.

Mr. Elliott: I think a little line or corner piece that
Would readily represent the same thing might be put on.
Comparatively few of these lines have track to the left

and track to the right, and when this is the case it would
be possible to use the present indication.

Mr. Shaver: I think it would be a good plan if the cross
marks representing rail joints were shown the same width
of line as the tracks themselves. I wish to call attention
to the fact that in some places we have to show obstruc-
tions along the right-of-way, and I do not see any symbols
to represent houses, buildings, trees, hills or mountains.
We should have something of that sort, I believe.

Mr. Mock: In regard to showing all the physical char-
acteristics along the line, it seemed to be desirable in

some place, but very confusing when you have signals to

put in at the same place. I think that is additional in-

formation that would be useful but hardly necessary.
Mr. Rhea: The manufacturers' committee considered that

entirely foreign. We considered the nomenclature of sym-
bols and similar matters entirely out of our range. We
might put in a note referring to the journal of the Main-
tenance of Way Association. That is the authority we have
looked to.

Mr. Waldron: In "train stops" the symbols represented
are manual and automatic, but semi-automatic have been
omitted, and I think it would be a good thing if the com-
mittee would give this a little further consideration.

Mr. Rhea: If we are going into the question of auto-

matic train stops in the same way as we have gone into

the indication of symbols, we would have to show illustra-

tions of manual, automatic, non-automatic, mechanical,
stick, semi-automatic, non-stick, etc.

Mr. Waldron: It is not necessary to print two or three
pages of pictures to represent what you will do. When
they are in a vertical position they stop tfi'e train; when
they are in a horizontal position, that means go ahead.
But you have the manual and the automatic, and I think
you should also show the semi-automatic.
Mr. Mock: That can be shown by the half circle, shaded.
Mr. Rhea: Cannot you have a non-automatic stop which

would be power-operated just as you have a power-oper-
ated signal? The one would be power-operated and the

other would be pipe-connected, and it seems to me that the
situation is somewhat analagous.

Mr. Waldron: On page 8 (the last figure) you have au-

tomatic, mechanica and semi-automatic signals. On page
8 (the third figure) we have manual stops. They may be
mechanically connected, electrically connected, or electro-

pneumatically connected. There are places where they use
semi-automatic in connection with interlocking. Why not
include that?

Mr. Mock: Perhaps it would satisfy Mr. Waldron if we
present another view with the circle half filled to repre-

sent the semi-automatic.
Mr. Waldron: Yes, that would do it.

Mr. Rhea: We would like to ask Mr. Waldron whether
the signal immediately adjoining the stop will indicate the
character of the stop?

Mr. Waldron: I hardly think so. I think it would give

you better results to have the character of the stop indi-

cated separately from the signal. There is a different

aspect when you are running in two directions on one
track and the train stops would have to indicate for both
movements.
Mr. Balliet: Station symbol, line 2, page 8 (third fig-

ure), has a platform added to it, because tlie elongation
of the platform in its relation to the station has a great
deal to do with signal location on many roads. This point
will come up also in another committee report.
The President: You will see that there is a foot note

"unless otherwise specified." It may be that the commit-
tee had that in mind.
Mr. Balliet: Between "power house" and "sub-station"

on the same line, I suggest the committee add a symbol
for "signal sub-station." It is very important. The sub-
station in the report of Committee 10 will be handled In
that manner.

Mr. Rhea: It is not the intention that these signal sub-
stations shall be called by a distinctive name. I think the
suggestion is a good one, to make a distinction between the
power sub-station and the signal sub-station, because It is

very desirable to have that brought out.
Mr. Everett: In the designation "track pan," would It not

be as well to put in an elongated rectangle there?
The President: The designation of track pan is in ac-

cordance with the maintenance-of-way standard. We were
really in that position in regard to a good many symbols.
Mr. Balliet: Again in the interest of Committee 10 I

suggest that we have this track pan enlarged and add on
to it a symbol for a railway with electric propulsion and
electric signals to show that there is a double-rail track
circuit bonded with power bonds. I would also suggest
that the committee consider In this track diagram a sym-
bol for a single-rail track circuit under the same conditions,
because one of the rails will be a signal rail and should be
differentiated from the power return rail for the electrical
engineer. This will give the matter very clearly in our
joint relations with the other association. We also need
a symbol for the third rail alongside of the right-of-way
as well as a trolley overhead.
Mr. Waldron: Mr. Balliet did not go far enough. That

is a question of the necessity of showing the upper left-
hand quadrant signals.

Mr. Balliet: On the same page, in the fifth set of sym-
bols, I would suggest that the committee consider placing
a symbol for track gongs. They are used extensively.
This recommendation is suggested by the symbol "torpedo
machine." I have another suggestion on page 8. The last
symbol in the lower right-hand corner is apparently in-
tended for a switch lock, a hand operated switch in a given
position in automatic territory, and not an out-lying switch
control for an adjoining or adjacent inerlocking plant.
There seems to be a symbol short.

I would like to make the- suggestion with reference
to the switch box location, that the cross be shown
instead of the circle. The cross there seems hardly distinc-
tive enough to be considered a symbol. I would suggest
that the indicators be shown vertically along the line,
rather than horizontally. There are few places between
the tracks where indicators may be shown horizontally on
account of clearances, and a vertical arrangement would
seem to be a better one. As to the dotted lines for the
connections between the battery and the rail, in the case
of the track battery, I would suggest that these lines be
shown full.

Mr. Arkenburgh: I think we are again short a symbol.
We use two indicators on a ground post for the same pur-
pose as they are shown on the cable post. Also, this sym-
bol for track battery is rather inconvenient to make. It is

very seldom that we get a plan drawn to the scales shown
in these illustrations, and on the Rock Island we have
adopted a little letter "b" to set in between the rails. It

serves our purpose admirably, and can be made very
handily.

W. J. Eck (Southern): In the interest of the draftsman,
I suggest on the cable posts, and their lay-out, we leave off

the diagonal lines at the top, and join the circles that indi-

cate relays by a straight line drawn perpendicularly to the

post and adjoining the circumference of the circles. It will

make it very much easier to draw.

Mr. Balliet: At the bottom of page 10, I take exception

to the committee's calling this building a signal tower. The
Railway Signal Association, the Maintenance of Way Asso-

ciation, and the American Railway Association all call them
Interlocking stations.

Mr. Shaver: I doubt whether If we call them Interlocking

stations, that expression will be used. They are always called

interlocking towers. That term is almost universally used,

and the sooner we adopt It the sooner we will be In line with

customary practice.

The President: I do not know that we can revise what
the American Railway Association or some of the other
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associations arc doing. 1 do not believe that wo will bo
criticized if we call these towers, in our every-day expres-
sions, or something different from their names as printed in

the proceedings.
Mr. Elliott: I would suggest that symbol 4—"Derail, Lift-

ing Block Typo" under "Derailing" be inverted and shown
with the point touching the rail rather than to show a small
apace between the triangle and rail as the difference between
the non-derailing and derailing type.

Mr. Eck: In (he same symbol, I suggest (he block be shown
belwecn (he rail as being more nearly a picture of the actual
conditions.

Mr. Elliott: I suggest the symbols representing the relay
contacts bo arranged directly undor each other, rather than
overhead as shown, because I find on our circuit plans it is

necessary and desirable to arrange them vertically, and we
put the relay contact in the line circuit rather than to bring
the line up to the relay contact, and by showing the contacts
directly below the magnet, a clearer diagram is made. I

would also like to suggest under the direct-current electric
bell that the circle be placed outside of the square, similar
to the highway crossing bell, except that the cross lines from
the magnet be omitted.

Mr. Waldron: I do not agree with Mr. Elliott about the
indication of the contact points in the relay, especially if you
have six, eight or ten contacts there. It is a pretty difficult

proposition to get the wiring diagrams made out as desired.
I think the committee is right as they have represented this.

Mr. Balliet: I wish to call attention to the note which
reads: "Designate resistance in ohms of all d. c. relays,
indicators and locks." Would it be permissible to suggest
to the committee tliat that sentence be reframed so as to
state that the resistance be shown within the circle or
within the outline of the apparatus? It is quite an easy
matter where you get a good deal of apparatus on a plan
to miss that resistance, or to misunderstand just what it

relates to.

Mr. Griffin: I believe that would be confusing with the
designation of the relay itself. Very often it would be
necessary to get four figures inside of some of the symbols
we make, and that would be hard, and possibly not clear.

Mr. Arkenburgh: In line with Mr. Waldron's remarks on
the clearness of the plans, as I read the instructions, it

will be necessary with the track relay to draw two lines
from the relay to the rail, representing the two wires.
The President: I assume that is what is meant.
Mr. Arkenburgh: I have found it is much easier to draw

and understand if you have one line. There may be a
dotted line going from the relay to the point at which it

is controlled. On all Rock Island circuit plans we show
one dotted line. That does not represent wires, but merely
shows two of the points in the track circuit and relay at-
tached.

Charles Stephens (C. & O.) : I suggest the symbols show
one polarized contact open and one closed.
Mr. Elliott: With reference to knife switches, I would

make the suggestion, as simplifying the drawing, that the
knife switch be shown as a quadrangle, and that the posts
be shown square rather than circular. It can be put in
more readily. With reference to "track circuit wire," I

suggest that it be shown in full line rather than dotted
line, the committee having admitted that a dotted line rep-
resents something to be taken out; and also in connection
with the symbol for direction of current, that the symbol
be eliminated.

J. E. Saunders (A. T. & S. F.): I believe that Mr. Mal-
lett's suggestion concerning the substitution of "impedance"
for "reactance" would probably cause different symbols.

Mr. Stevens: I do not like to see the elimination of these
different symbols for the different kinds of wire, as sug-
gested by Mr. Elliott.

Mr. Dryden: It is very convenient to have a symbol show-
ing the direction of current, particularly where the current
flows in both directions in the wires at various times. I

do not know of any better way of showing that than by
arrows.
The President: That refers to the last page of the sub-

mitted symbols and the committee will be governed by the
suggestions which have been made, in completing their work.
Wr. Waldron: In discussing the flow of current, it seems

to me that brings up a question we do not know much about.
I think we had better leave the arrows off.

Mr. Balliet: We have a symbol for a. c. terminals, which
look like a turn-buckle. I appreciate that this is an electrical
symbol, representing terms for electric circuits, but suppose
we get this symbol on a mechanical interlocking plant, who
is going to find out whether it is a turn-buckle.

Mr. Rhea: It is on the wire.

Mr. Halli(>t: I ;im not in u position to make a suggestion
for something better, because it just caiight my eye. I think
the comniittoo should give it some consideration.
The Prosldont: Unless the (;hairman of the Sub-Commit-

tee on Standards has something further to submit, we will
pass on to the next report.

Mr. Mock: The chairman has not anything to offer to the
association in the way of standards further than these sym-
bols. I might say here, however, that your letter ballols have
turned down some of these standards, which necessarily puts
the committee in a position where they do not know just
how to go forward. The reduction of the spacing of arms has
not been considered by the committee since the return of
the letter ballot, but as I see it, we have a good many of our
plans to revise, and, of course, that work cannot be under-
taken until we know something as to what the association
would like to have. The spacing of arms has been presented
to the association for three years, and at each meeting has
had the approval of (he association. When it came to the
taking of a letter ballot, it failed to carry. On the basis on
which our work was undertaken, we have endeavored to get
standards of ladders and lengths of pole which were very
much needed and desired for the manufacturers, and I think
perhaps that a great many of you do not realize how much
work is required to get a standard of -what seems to be an
insignificant piece of apparatus in signaling, but it takes a
lot of time. That spacing of arms is a vital question, and
much depends upon the spacing of arms in the apparatus
that we will design in the future. It seems to me that the
work of this meeting is not too pressing to admit of a dis-

cussion, or some expression, of what spacing should be given.
Mr. Stevens: I was rather surprised to see the associa-

tion vote on that subject as it did, because while I am ab-
solutely opposed and always shall be to that spacing of arms,
still I was led to vote for it in committee because the spac-
ing was used by railways in the country, and the function
of committee 1 was to provide the necessary posts and lad-

ders to provide that spacing. I was unfortunately too late

to register my vote. I had intended to vote for that draw-
ing, with the proviso that it did not carry any approval of

the spacing of the arms. That was my understanding of the
way we should vote, not on the spacing of the arms, but as
to the desirability of the parts which would make up that
spacing of arms.

Mr. Shaver: I think it is a fact that a large number of
the members do not appreciate the work involved in pre-

paring drawings and specifications for details of such ap-
paratus. It is evident that in voting for the standard posts
and ladders, and projecting the drawing to which Mr. Mock
has just referred, that they did not carefully consider what
it meant. The same thing is true with respect to many of our
specifications. We still never get anywhere if the member-
ship does not give more attention to the work in hand, and
if they will not work with us, and do not have more confi-

dence in their committees. The members of the committees
work these things over and reach the conclusion which in

their mind is best. I am inclined to think that the individual
ideas are allowed to govern more largely than a considera-
tion of a majority vote.

The President: The association appears now to be in the
unusual position of having approved the plant of all details

and turned down the general plan. As a matter of fact, prac-
tically everything shown on the two plans rejected, namely
1045-A and 1046-A (pages 287 and 288, Vol. VII, 1910 Proceed-
ings), have been approved in the following plans, and I as-

sume that the committee would like information as to what
action shall be taken by them during this year in regard to

1045-A and 1046-A, which is a complete scheme for one, two
and three arm signals, whether they shall attempt to change
the signals or resubmit them. If any change is made in the
general plan, then all the detail plans which have been
adopted, must be discarded, and others made.

Mr. Stevens: I would like to say a little about the turn-

ing down of that plan and also about the general make-up
of our reports. A short sentence put in the report of
Committee 1 explaining that it is not a question of signal
aspect, but the question of the parts of signals, would
probably change that vote. If these symbols had been
presented to this meeting with a slight argument as to the
basis on which they were designed, we would probably have
cut out a good deal of the discussion which has fallen place
to-day, but I do not believe in any of our reports that we
explain enough This puts the association in the peculiar
position of having approved the details and not the general
design. I feel that it was done by error on the part of the
members. We have voted for aspects and not the mechan-
ical designs and signals.

The President: On the basis of your remarks, you would
prefer to see the plans revised by omitting "aspects," mak-
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ing 1045-A read: Diagram of poles and signals, and 1046-A,
which shows the bridge and bracket arms, a diagram of
signals rather than a diagram of aspects.
Mr. Stevens: That would help the matter. I understand

it and told you how I would vote.

The President: It seems unfortunate that the association
could not have approved plans of one, two and three-arm
upper-quadrant signals. That is what it amounts to. The
road can determine whether or not it wants to use the
Signal Association standard, but if it does want the three-
arm signal, it has an approved plan to work to.

Mr. Stevens: If we do not want to use the three-arm
signal, we still have the one and two-arm signals which
could be used.
The Secretary: The word aspect should be removed and

the vote be taken on the one, tv/o and three-arm signal. It

occurs to me it might not be out of order if I would give
the chairman the vote as against this proposition, and he
could take this up with the members individually and see
what their objections were. Possibly the members did
not understand it. If it is the sense of the convention that
this should be done, it might help us out to know whether
or not to revise the plan.

The President: The only person who could authorize
that would be the voter. It might be well for the secretary,
if desired by the committee, to ask the various members if

they agree to have their votes made known to the com-
mittee. If so, the committee can then be advised and it

can be taken up with them.
Mr. Elliott: I move that be done by the secretary.
Mr. Beaumont: In my opinion, the committee were in

error and not the membership. The word aspect should
never have been placed before the membership, with the
possibility of having to vote on the aspect rather than on
the design itself. The vote against the proposition was
undoubtedly a vote against the aspect; there is no doubt
about that.

The President: It has been moved and seconded that the
secretary ask the members who voted against sections
1045-A and 1046-A, if they wish to have their votes made
known to Committee 1 and to discuss it with the com-
mittee.

Mr. Beaumont: As an amendment to the motion, I move
that the two questions at issue be submitted to letter bal-

lot with the word "aspect" removed. I do not see why
that could not be done, in view of the fact that the com-
mittee was at fault in the first place in asking advice on
something that clouded the subject before the member-
ship.

The President: The committee submitted it, and the an-
nual meeting approved and submitted it to letter ballot.

This was done and the matter was rejected. Under our
constitution this is as far as we can go with it now.

Mr. Beaumont: Is there anything to prevent a letter bal-

lot on the diagram of signal designs?
The President: We call for a letter ballot on the dia-

gram of signal aspects 1045-A and 1045-B, and they have
been rejected, and we must have a revised plan on which
to vote. The plan is complete in itself and the vote is

required on the passing of the plan. If it is the sense of
the meeting that this committee shall take up with the
members who voted against it the matter of its further
discussion, we have again to submit a plan revised as the
committee may see fit, at the next annual meeting, which
can then be resubmitted without any change in the actual
drawing, and adopted. It seems an easy way out of it.

The motion was carried.

Mr. Mann: On this question of revision, I would like to
consider the question of the lamp. If you remember, we
adopted a five-inch lens, whereas the tentative vote seems
to say 5%-in. lens as the one in favor. I would like to

know how the committee understands that, whether they
consider that vote as binding on the association, that the
standard lamp has a 5-in. lens in view of the tentative vote?
The President: In reply to Mr. Mann's question, I think

it is unfortunate that the vote carried just as it did on
the lamp, because it was really more definite than the
opinions expressed at the last annual meeting. But the
vote must stand, although the committee may revise a plan
this year on the basis of the vote on the lens, or on the
basis of their further opinion of the fact as to whether or
not the lamp as now approved, shall be shown in the Manu-
al, will rest with the Committee on Manual and the Board
of Direction.

Mr. Mann: It seems that we are unfortunate in this

scheme. The lamp is apparently adopted with a five-inch

lens, whereas, as a matter of fact, in voting for the lamp.

some of the members voted for it apart from the lens,
having in mind, as we had a tentative vote on the size of
the lens, that the vote which carried for the lamp did not
standardize the lens. It is a matter of error in the under-
standing of the members, of the vote as submitted by the
committee, and it should be handled in the same way as
the question of the aspect. If the members did not vote as
they intended, and we are now tied up to a lamp with a
five-inch lens as the standard of the Association, we should
be able to change that vote.
The President: I will read Mr. Mock's motion at the

annual meeting, found on page 330; bound volume VII.

A motion to submit semaphore lamp No. 1100-B to a tent-

ative letter ballot to get an expression from the Signal
Association on the standard size of lens, and to approve
the other dimensions and the general arrangement was
carried.

Mr. Mann; I think that the members voted with that

motion in mind, and with the idea that the result of the
vote was not final, but was simply to get a tentative vote

to show which size should be adopted, and I think Mr. Mock
had in mind probably to revise the size of lens. I would
like to have that brought out clearly, that the drawing of

the standard lamp, as adopted by the association, does not

fit the size of the lens,—that any road may feel that it is

using the standard R. S. A. lamp regardless of the size of

the lens.

The President: I think the vote indicates that.

MECHANICAL INTERLOCKING.

This committee was instructed (a) to investigate and
recommend a device or arrangement that, with slotted or

power-operated home signals, will equally secure the safety

of operation of mechanical interlocking apparatus that is at

present afforded h- the bolt lock in mechanical plants with

pipe-connected units. (b) Reconsider specifications for

concrete foundations for signal apparatus, considering re-

ports submitted by various committees at the last annual
meeting and the specifications of the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, and submit
reports for discussion at the March and June meetings, if

possible, and for adoption at the annual meeting, (c) Pre-

C. J. Kelloway.

Chairman, Committee on Mechanical Interlocking.

pare specifications for interlocking for draw-bridges, and
specify particularly the requisites for locking rails and in-

terconnecting rail-locks, bridge-locks, and wedges, and the

interconnection of these with derails and signals protecting

the drawbridge; and (d) submit floor and lead-out plans

for mechanical interlocking cabins.

Committee II., Mechanical Interlocking, consists of C. J.

Kelloway (A. C), chairman; F. C. Stuart (Sunset Lines),

vice-chairman; S. T. Brotzman (L. V.); L. Brown (A., T. & S.

F.); P. H. Buchanan (Vandalia); G. W. Chappell (N. Y., N.

H. & H. R.); .1. Diefenbach (St. L. & S. F.); E. C. Graham
(B. & A.); E. Hanson (G. C. & S. F.) ; William Hiles (C, C,
C. & St. L.); J. A. Johnson (M., K. & T.) ; T. A. .Tones (P. R.

R.); T. E. Kirkpatrick (L. S. & M. S.) ; J. W. McClelland
(P. & R.); E. E. Mack (C. & E. I.); W. B. Morrison (D. L. &
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W.); S. Mlskelly (('., I{. 1. & I'.); Cluirles Htopheiis (C. &
O.); J. I. Vernon (N. Y., H. & H. R.); C U. WioRand (N. Y.
C. & H. R.); and W. F. Zane (C, B. & Q.).

Discussion on Mechanical Interlocking.

Mr. Sliaver: 1 think there should be a specllicatiou for

a drawhridge or at least a revision of the mechanical inter-
locking siHH'idcations necessary to apply to drawbridges. I

do not believe that the present mechanical interlocking
specifications can be interpreted as covering it as fully as
it ought to be covered.
The President: The chairman asks if it is the opinion of

this meeting that the specifications for drawbridges should
begin where the mechanical interlocking specifications now
stop; in other words, if it should be confined to the inter-
locking of the draw-span. It would seem that points cov-
ered in the specification we now have would not need to be
repeated in the interlocking specifications of the drawbridges.

Mr. Stevens: It strikes me that all this material which
the chairman has placed before us is in the nature of prac-
tice more than it is specifications. I doubt whether this
association properly ruled on this last question. The use
of home and distant signals is more or less governed by the
speed over the division and the physical location of the draw-
bridge, and it seems to me it is not proper to be embodied
in the specification.

The President: I think we must finally confine our specifi-
cations to the methods of installing and protection, rather
than to determine the protection to be installed. The mem-
ebrs of the association may disagree, but that has practically
been our practice in the past.

Mr. Stevens: That is my understanding.
Mr. Kelloway: I have been holding out for home signals

and referring to distant signals, etc., as adjuncts, which are
so termed by the American Railway Association. To my
mind. I think we should refer to home signals only, and then
refer to adjuncts, and the Icca] conditions will have to
govern the man who is going to install the plant, and he in
turn will be controlled by the local conditions.

Mr. Beaumont: It would seem on the face of it as
though the drawbridge specification on which the committee
desires action should begin at the home signal. It is from
the home signal that all the protection in connection with
the drawbridge has to deal. The points outside of the
home signal are points that run with the ordinary inter-
locking, and it seems to me that this association should
keep that in mind, and I suggest that all the specifica-
tions that have to do with the drawbridge location, or the
protection of drawbridges, begin at the home signal.

Mr. Waldron: Let those gentlemen who are in favor of
having a home signal on the drawbridge state whether they
use the distant signal in connection with the home signal.
It is a very vital thing to protect the drawbridge.
Mr. Kelloway: It depends on locations. I know of a

number of drawbridges that are interlocked, and if you put
up a distant signal you would have to put it uptown some-
where, because the home signal is right in the yard. There
are other points where you could use distant signals to
good advantage, and there are points where it would be
good practice to put in derails and other places where it

would not.

Mr. Waldron: In that case, it would be in the yard lim-
its. Where the speed is high, do you not use distant sig-
nals in connection with the drawbridge?
Mr. Kelloway: That is the usual practice.

Mr. Waldron: Should they not include it in the specifi-

cations? Is it not necessary to give absolute protection at
drawbridges? It seems to me it is one of the most impor-
tant points to protect.

Mr. Kelloway: The point is, we cannot make a concrete
recommendation which will apply in all cases. There are
certain points where you require distant signals, and there
are other places where you will not need them.
Mr. Waldron: I agree with you. There are certain points

where you cannot use distant signals, and do not want to

use them, but still we provide for them in our specificat-

ions. Here we have a case where we must use distant
signals, and why not provide for them?
The President: It seems to me if the committee will

specify the interlocking of the drawbridge functions, which
is a subject not covered by the present mechanical inter-

locking specifications, and also make the specifications for

the remainder of the interlocking as complete as the me-
chanical interlocking specifications are, but not make any
recommendation as to the amount of protection to be in-

stalled at drawbridges—simply specify the way to do it

after you decide what you wish to Install—their work
would be about complete. We have had some quostions
come up several times in regard to the proper or necessary
protection to bo recommended that we have made no rec-
ommendations of that kind.
The meeting then adjourned until 2:15 p. m.

POWER INTERLOCKING.

This committee was instructed to (a) continue investiga-
tion and submit the following typical plans for electrical In-

terlocking, circuits for one-arm signal and single switch,
circuits for selecting signals, switch detector circuits, route
locking circuits, and approach locking circuits, (b) Investi-
gate and recommend a device or arrangement which wlU
equally secure the safety of operation of electric interlock-
ing apparatus that is at present afforded by the bolt lock in
mechanical plants with pipe-connected units, (c) Reconsider
and complete specifications for electro-pneumatic interlocking
on the lines of the specifications for electric interlocking;
and (d) submit plans, similar to inose mentioned in (a),
for electro-pneumatic interlocking.
Committee III., Power Interlocking, consists of B. H. Mann

(M. P.), chairman; W. F. Follett (N. Y., N. H. & H. R.),
vice-chairman; W. H. Arkenburgh (C, R. I. & P.); W. A. Bart-
ley (I. R. P.); E. J. Clark (P. R. R.) ; M. H. Collins (H. &
M. T. Co); J. R. Decker (M. C.) ; G. B. Gray (Penna.); W. H.
Harland (N. Y., O & W) ; R. C. Johnson (N. Y. C. & H. R.)

;

H. K. Lowry (C, M. & St. P.); W. N. Manuel (G. R. & I.);

G A. Motry (B. & O.) ; H. H. Orr (C. & E. I.); W. M, Post
(P. R. R.); I. S. Raymer (P. & L. E.) ; A. H. Rice (D. & H.);
D. W. Rossell (N. Y. C. & H. R.); Hal Smith (U. P.); F. B.
Wiegand (L. S. & M. S.) ; E. Winans (A., T. & S. F.) ; A. H.
Yocum (P. & R.); and G. A. Ziehlke (U. P.).

The committee requested suggestions from any members
who have found points that are not covered in the specifica-

tions that have now been in use two or three years.

Sub-Committee A was not ready to make a report, but an-
nounced two meetings and announced that plans and specifi-

cations would be presented probably at the June meeting and
surely at the annual meeting.
Sub-Committee B held a number of meetings and has made

investigations of the subjects assigned, but was not prepared
to make any recommendations.
Sub-Committee C presented as a progress report typical

plans covering circuits for one-arm signal and single switch,
and for selecting signals, and switch detector, route locking^
and approach locking circuits, and also, plans for wood trunk-
ing and petroleum asphaltum for "pitching-in" wires.

Sub-Committee E reported progress on the revision of
specifications for electro-pneumatic interlocking as suggested
in the discussion at the annual meeting. Chairman Johnson
requested advice of the association as follows:

Mr. Johnson: There is one matter about which there is

considerable difference of opinion in the committee and upon
which I would like to have an expression of opinion here.

That is the voltage test of electric apparatus. In drawing
the specifications which were submitted at the annual meet-
ing we copied this voltage test exactly from the specifications

for electric interlocking, that is, 3,000 volts. The criticisms

at the meeting seemed to show that that was too high and
that 1,000 volts was the proper test. One of the members
of the committee says 3,000 is too low; that it ought to be
5,000. I would like to know what some of the other members
of the association think about it.

Discussion on Power Interlocking.

The President: You have heard the question on which the

committee wishes advice, as to the voltage test to be applied

to apparatus. Are there any replies to that question?

Mr. Mann: Is there a representative of the manufac-
turers that will say why the ordinary voltage test that w©
use in other signal apparatus should not apply in this case?

The President: By "the ordinary voltage test" you mean
3,000?

Mr. Mann: Yes.
The President: Are there any signal companies' repre-

sentatives who care to advise in regard to that?

L. F. Howard (U. S. & S. Co.): So far as the insulation

is concerned it is the equal of that on other pieces of ap-

paratus, but it would be somewhat diflicult, possibly, to

provide the 3,000-volt test in some cases. That is merely
around the shell and there is considerable distance be-

tween the winding and the shell.

The President: In the absence of any further informa-

tion the committee will have to use its best judgment.
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ELECTRIC SIGNALING FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

This committee was instructed to (a) continue investiga-
tion and make furtlier report on the various systems in satis-

factory operation, and (b) prepare specifications for A. C.
operated automatic signal installations on electric railroads.

Committee X., Electric Signaling for Electric Railroads,
consists of H. S. Balliet (G. C. T.), chairman; C. H. Morrison
(N. Y. N. H. & H.), vice-chairman; W. P. Allen (Penua.);
Wm. A. Hartley (I. R. T.); M. H. Collins (H. & M.) ; W. F.

Follett (N. Y., N. H. & H.) ; E. C. Grant (U. P.) ; W. F. Hud-
son (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; John Leisenring (I. T. S.) ; H. A.
Logue (C. v.); W. W. Morrison (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; C. A.
Peddle (I. R. T.) ; John Roberts (N. Y., W. & B.) ; J. E. Saund-
ers (A., T. & S. F.) ; B. B. Smith (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; W. N.
Spangler (P. T. & T.) ; H. S. Towle (Erie) ; H. C. Ware (N. Y.
C. & H. R.); and F. E. Wass (N. Y. C. & H. R.).

This committee submitted a progress report of detailed spe-

cifications for material made up by Sub-committee "B." This

H. S. Balliet.

Chairman, Committee on Electric Signaling for Electric

Railways.

report includes specifications for electric motor signals; alter-

nating current line-circuit and track-circuit relays; alternating

current supply for operating signals, track-circuits, line-

circuit relays and indicators, and signal lighting; circuit-

breakers for movable-point frogs, switches, or derails, lever

and latch circuit-breakers, drawbridge circuit-berakers and
special circuit-breakers; bonding materials including copper,
galvanized-iron, and copper-clad bond wires, tinned, copper,

and copper-plated channed pins, and impedance bonds; elec-

trical conductors including rubber-covered wire, line wire,

and cables for low voltage circuits, and line wire and cables

for high-tension circuits; wire conduits, including wood
trunking, vitrified clay, fiber, and iron; insulations, includ-

ing rail joints and fiber and switch-rod, pipe-line and tie-

plate insulations; and transformers and gird resistance shel-

ters.

Since the report has been printed the chairman has re-

ceived a number of compliments from manufacturers, and I

believe it is only fair that I read, if the chair will permit,

taking a little additional time, the corrections which the

committee proposes to incorporate in the printed literature,

so you will know where we will stand. As a matter of fact,

unless there is some decided action indicated; the chair-

man proposes to leave the specification stand as it is here
printed and present it at the annual meeting. That will

let everyone interested get in communication with the

chairman during the year before we go to press with the
annual meeting proceedings, and anything that is vital or

that should be incorporated as a committee report will re-

ceive its consideration in the full committee. In that way
we hope to go to the annual meeting with this report and
have quick action. We find that the heading "Detailed
Specifications for Material" is very misleading and the
committee proposes to have it read: "Automatic block sig-

nal a. c. signal system where d. c. propulsion is used.
Requisites of Apparatus and Material."

Now, the next heading, "1, Signal A," now reads "Electric-

motor signals," and should be corrected to read "Sema-
phore signals" Under A, 1, should read: "Semaphore sig-

nals shall be of the electric-motor type, right, left-hand,
upper, lower-quadrant, two, three, position." In other
words, we find that "two and three-positions should be in-
serted and that it should specifically state that they are
signals of the semaphore type. We have added "c" in
brackets, which, as the correspondence indicates, should in-
clude a subject as follows: "The general design, dimen-
sions and structure shall be according to the following
drawings"; and we propose to incorporate under that sub-
heading a one-arm signal according to the standard adopted,
two and three arms, bracket, mast, bridge mast, etc. In
other words, build up the signal structure to which the
semaphore mechanism is fastened or included, as it might
be, in a mechanism case. Then we want to have another
subdivision as follows: "Electric light-type signals," and
that shall then be subdivided just the same as the sema-
phores are. In other words, we find that the light signal
is coming in use very rapidly and should not be omitted.
Then we find that circuit breakers should really be circuit
controllers.

Those are the only corrections of the report as printed
that are important. I have before me, however, the pro-
ceedings of March 19, which completes the report. If the
chairman would like to have me read that I can do it.

Discussion on Electric Signaling for Electric Railways.

The President: On account of the time I believe it is best
to hold to the printed report of the committee, but if there
are any parts to which the members take exception or any
additional points which they believe should be covered so
far as the committee has gone, we would be glad to hear
from them. There must be some questions on this new
subject.

Mr. Waldron: Under A, where it says: "The signals
shall be of the electric motor type," does that include signals
of the electro-pneumatic type and solenoid signals? Why
not make it general enough to include all the types?

Mr. Balliet: It is not possible to make it general. We
have worked two or three months on that attempt and that
is why we suggest that we make another paragraph, "B." We
are perfectly agreeable and willing to incorporate electro-
pneumatic and solenoid signals. In other words we will

make it "C" and continue indefinitely.

Mr. Stevens: The association has several specifications
already prepared along certain lines, and I would like to ask
the chairman of the committee if the specifications for the
a. c. work could not be prepared along the same general lines
as the specifications for d. c. work and mechanical and elec-

trical interlocking have been prepared.
Mr. Balliet: In answer to Mr. Stevens I will say, as an-

nounced in the preliminary report, this is a duplicate of the
report made by Committee No. 4 and accepted at Richmond
last year. In other words, we have simply adapted the terms
to the a. c. conditions. We have coined a new word, and
forgotten that there is such a thing as a slotted signal. We
find that we cannot adapt it to the new method of things, so

we have decided in our committee to call it a holding-device
and have framed a definition as to what a holding device Is.

I would like to have everyone give this pretty serious thought,
as we have substituted holding-device for slot.

Mr. Balliet: This entire report is framed for the sole pur-

pose of giving it to the layman on a trolley road, or a steam
road, so that a man who desires a signaling system can buy
a signal system. That is all that the committee was asked
to do.

Mr. Kelloway: There is one point under "bonding," No. 5,

paragraph A, article B, galvanized iron bond wire. I would
like to know if any members here are obtaining iron bond
wires. I have recently got Into contention with our pur-

chasing agent, and he with the wire manufacturers, that
there is no iron wire made to-day. We are getting steel.

We have rejected a number of bond wires, with the result

that we will have to take steel. I wrote the chairman of

Committee 9, which is handling the wire and cable specifica-

tions, and sent him copies of letters which were sent to the

wire manufacturers, and he advises that he will handle it

with the committee and eliminate the word "iron." I would
like to see the word "iron" used and obtain iron wires in-

stead of steel wires, if possible.

Mr. Elliott: On the point mentioned by Mr. Kelloway, I

did not think this subject would come up and left the letter

of Roebling & Sons upstairs, but at any rate they write that

while they have previously furnished EBB wires on a specifi-

cation reading EBB iron bond wires, and considered that the

wire they furnished complied with the specifications, they
have recently had some orders returned because the bond
wires furnished were not actually iron, and they suggested
that the specification be changed to cover the kind of ma-
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terlal now furnished. It seems thcit practically no straight
Iron wire is now made, and that if the association wants It

It will have to be made out of Norway iron, which is two or
three times as expensive as the wire we are now buying.
What is furnished as EBR bond wire Is a very mild steel,

properly tempered and galvanized to serve as a bond wire,
and I b»>lieve that the specification should be changed to
eliminate the word iron in the title. This matter has just
como up. and I have not yet had a chance to bring it before
Committee No. 9, but expect to do so at the next meeting, and
with the approval of the members to suggest at the Mainte-
nance of Way meeting to-morrow that the word "iron" be
eliminated from the title of the specification.

Mr. Waldrcn: It is information that we are after. Iron
shows much longer life than steel. Would not the same ap-
ply to bond wire?

Mr. Elliott: As I understand this matter, we have been
specifying iron EBB bond wires for years in the past, have
been receiving mild steel wire, and that practically nothing
but mild steel or the quality of iron we are now using has
been furnisned us for the last ten years or more, and al-

though we had iron in the title and have ordered it, iron has
not been received.

Mr. Kelloway: We will all admit that we have received
steel wire, but in that case two wrongs do not make one
right. Formerly we have used an iron bond wire which has
given twice as long service as the present steel bond wire.
I know wrought iron bond wire that has been put in the track
that have lasted nine years. We cannot obtain that in steel.

If the price is gcing to be more, it is better to specify iron
and obtain iron than to specify steel and have to renew the
bond wires in four or five years.

The President: While this is interesting, as referring to
bond wires, I think it is a subject that should come up in the
discussion of the report of Committee 9, because Committee
10 simply referred to the work dene by Committee 9.

The President: Yes, I am referring particularly to our
newly-printed specifications, which may not be correct.

Mr. Elliott: I would like to say the specifications were
worded to cover EBB bond wires and not iron wires; so in

order to have the proper title for the specification as worded,
the word "iron" should be eliminated, and if it is desired that

a straight iron bond wire specification be made up, another
one will have to be drawn.
Mr. Balliet: The chairman suggests that, insomuch as the

material which is printed in the state meeting literature is

in type, it be corrected to date and reprinted with the minutes
of this meeting and that the remainder of the specifications

be printed with that as information, and that all manufac-
turers and others who have signals of this type and are
interested communicate with the chairman in the next two
months, so that we can bring it up at the general meeting
and have the report in concrete form for the annual meeting.
The report was accepted.

AUTOMATIC BLOCK.

This committee was authorized to (a) reconsider specifica-

tions for direct-current relays, which were referred back to

that committee at the last annual meeting, and submit new
specifications based, as far as possible, on the association's
present specifications, (b) Continue work on detailed speci-

fications for material, taking them up in the order shewn in

the report submitted at the last annual meeting; and (c)

supply typical automatic signal circuits for single and
double-track railroads.

Committee IV., Automatic Block, consists of A. G. Shaver
(C, R. I. & P.), chairman; J. M. Fitzgerald (N. Y. C. & H. R.),

vice-chairman; E. L. Adams (L. S. & M. S.) ; B. A. Allen (N.
P.); J. G. Bartell (L. V.); L. R. Clausen (C, M. & St. P.);

G. R. Cowherd (A., T. & S. F.) ; G. E. Ellis (K. C. T.); E. A.
Everett (M. C); J. C. Finch (M. P.) ; A. R. Fugina (L. & N.);

J. E. Gilmor (P. R. R.) ; W. H. Higgins (C. R. R. of N. J.);

A. B. Himes (B. & O.) ; S. P. Hull (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; W. R.
Hastings (C, R. I. & P.); E. W. Kolb (B. P. & P.); E. W.
Newcomb (O. S. L.) ; F. W. Pfiegling (U. P.); H. J. Rhinehart
(D, L. & W.); A. H. Rice (D. & H.) ; T. S. Stevens (A., T. &
S. F.) ; F. E. Wass (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; C. P. Woodson (Penna.
West).
The committee on automatic block reported that the sub-

committees have made considerable progress in their work
and that the specifications for caustic soda primary battery,

switch and tower indicators, and fiber, are under way, some
of these requiring revisions only.

Discussion on Automatic Block.

Mr. Shaver: In this regard the chairman ran up against a

stumbling block in trying to harmonize some of the various

details of the specifications. I am inclined to think that it
will be necessary for the committee on manual to meet with
these committees and help to straighten out the details of
paragraphing and numbering, in order that all the specifica-
tions will harmonize and that each be put where there Is a
specification that is common to all, and you can refer to it

and there will be no conflict. This committee No. 4 is open

A. G. Shaver.

Chairman, Committee on Automatic Block.

to receive suggestions with respect to any specifications which
may have been made, or are to be made, and I think the com-
mittee on relays would be very glad indeed to get any sug-
gestions that any member may have to offer. I know that
Mr. Stevens has been writing out to a number of the signal
engineers to get information.
The President: We will next take up the paper submitted

by Mr. McKeen on "Portable Storage Batteries as Applied
to Automatic Signals on the Harriman Lines."

PORTABLE STORAGE BATTERIES AS APPLIED TO AUTO-
MATIC SIGNALS ON THE HARRIMAN LINES.

A. H. McKeen, signal engineer, Oregon-Washington Railroad
& Navigation Company, read the following paper:
The application of portable storage batteries to signal cir-

cuits on the Harriman Lines began in the year 1890 on the
Western division of the Southern Pacific, under the direction
of W. W. Slater, then master of signals of that company. At
the time there were no motor-operated signals on the Southern
Pacific lines and the use of portable storage batteries was
confined to operating highway crossing bells and indicator
and locking circuits at hydro-pneumatic interlocking-plants.
The type of battery then in use was crude, heavy, and of gener-
ous dimensions for its capacity. No charging plants were in
service, and it was necessary to charge the batteries on an
arc circuit, carrying approximately 2000 volts. It was found
that a considerable saving was effected through the use of
these portable storage cells as compared with the cost of
operating the circuits with primary and gravity cells and with a
view of extending the use of storage cells to several instal-

lations of single track electric automatic block signals that
were contemplated, tests were carried on for several years
with various types of portable storage batteries on the mar-
ket. The results of these tests were so satisfactory that in
1899 and 1901 when these several installations of automatic
signals were completed, the experimental stage had been
passed and portable storage cells were decided on as being
the least expensive and most satisfactory source of energy
for operating the motor circuits.

Gravity batteries were used for the line and track circuits^

although later on, the gravity line batteries were dispensed
with and the storage battery served the double purpose of
operating both line and motor circuits. Each of the above-
mentioned signal installations consisted of approximately 20^

miles single track. At the foremen's headquarters of each
installation a charging outfit, consisting of a two horse-
power gasoline engine, belt connected to a 1-kilowatt gen-
erator was installed; the foreman attending to the work of
charging and inspecting the batteries, and distributing them
to the nearest stations on local passenger trains where
they were taken to the battery locations by the maintainer
on a velocipede or motor car; the discharged batteries be-
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ing returned to the charging plant in the same manner. From
this small beginning, the operating officers of the associated
lines, comprising the Harriman System, recognized the ad-

vantages of automatic signaling as a means of facilitating

and safeguarding traffic, with the result that each year,
additional mileage of automatic signals was authorized, the
amount of such mileage usually being the maximum that
could be installed by the signal departments of the various
lines during the year. With the close of 1910 the entire
main lines of the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific from
Omaha, Neb., to Oakland, Cal., a distance of 1779 miles, is

protected for the entire distance with automatic block sig-

nals, except about 100 miles over the Sierra Nevada moun-
tains, where the electric train staff is in service. Also the
main lines of the Oregon Short Line and the Oregon-Wash-
ington Railroad & Navigation Company between Granger,
Wyo., and Portland, Ore., are protected in a like manner, for

the entire distance of 941 miles.

The main lines of the Southern Pacific from Portland, Ore.,

to El Paso, Tex., and the Sunset Lines from El Paso to New
Orleans, a total of 3226 miles, are protected with automatic
signals for a distance of 1938 miles, or G0% of the entire
distance, and it is calculated that the remaining 1288 miles
will be completely signaled within two years. The total

mileage of road protected by automatic signals on the entire
system, on December 31, 1910, was 4719 miles of single track,

and 703 miles of double track, or a total of 6125 miles of

track so protected. On this mileage there are 12,050 auto-

car. The center part of the car is used as a battery room
and is suitably fitted up with a battery bench, lead-lined
sink and a large water tank for battery washing purposes.
The other end of the car is arranged as living quarters for
the batteryman. The car is equipped with heavy draught
gear in order to avoid any damage due to rough handling
while in transit. During the three years that this portable
arrangement has been in service, it has given the best of re-

sults, handling on one district 832 cells monthly on a territory
of 150 miles of single track signals. An important advantage
in this method is that on the 150-mile district referred to, only
80 extra cells are required for changing out purposes; this
being only 10% of the total number of cells in service on the
district.

On the Harriman Lines there are 52 charging plants, each
of which (except the portable plants) is located at the head-
quarters of the assistant supervisor, where a shop building
is provided, and part of this shop building is used to house
the charging machinery, hence no special building is neces-
sary. The average territory covered by each plant is 104
miles. Whenever current can be obtained from local power
companies, a mercury arc rectifier or motor generator set
is installed and at other locations where electric power is

not available, a gasoline engine and generator charging outfit
is used. Each charging plant is in charge of a special bat-
teryman, whose duties consist of charging, inspecting and
cleaning the batteries and assisting the maintainers in chang-
ing out the cells on their districts. All cells are returned to

Battery Car.

matic signal blades, practically all of which are operated
by portable storage battery. There are in all 9026 battery

locations with a total of 48,516 type SS-7 cells in service, of

which 12,412 cells, or 25%, are extra cells used for charging.

The methods of transportation to and from the charging
plants vary with local conditions. On portions of the line

where local passenger service is available, the batteries are

loaded into the baggage car and distributed at each station

by the batteryman, who accompanies the batteries. From
the stations they are taken to the various battery locations

by the maintainor on a velocipede or motor car, the dis-

charged batteries being returned in the same manner to the

station, where they are picked up by the batteryman and
brought back to the charging plant on the return train in

the evening. On other sections of the line the batteries are

loaded into a specially arranged battery car and handled
on local freight trains, stops being made at each battery

location, where the batteries are changed by the battery-

man and the maintainer on that district. The car con
taining the discharged batteries is sent back to the charging
plant on the first freight train. Another arrangement consists

of a charging plant built in a box car, which car is moved on
the daily way freight and is set out at each alternate sta-

tion; the batteries being changed out in each direction from
the station by the maintainer. This charging car is fitted

up in three compartments; in one end of the car is located

the gasoline engine, generator, switchboard, and cooling

tank. A large gasoline tank holding suflacient gasoline

for one month's supply is suspended under the body of the

Charging Plant.

the plant monthly and are thoroughly inspected and cleaned

before being put on the charging circuit. A record is kept
in a book, provided for the purpose, of the voltage, specific

gravity and condition of each cell on arrival at the plant

and each cell is examined for short circuits or other faults;

the hard rubber covers and connectors are cleaned and sedi-

ment removed if necessary. Once a year the old electrolyte

is replaced with new in order to discard all impurities held

in solution.

In the case of stationary batteries it is the usual practice

to give an overcharge several times a month, the overcharge
having the effect of driving the sulphate out of the plates and
keeping them in a healthy condition. Portable cells which
are charged once a month only, are subject to considerable

sulphating and therefore require a long charge to bring them
up to capacity. It is the practice to continue the charge for

two or three hours after the voltage and specific gravity

has ceased to rise. The uniform gassing of all cells on
charge is a good indication of their condition and the failure

of any cell to gas is investigated before the charge is con-

tinued. During the charge, voltage and specific gravity read-

ings are taken and recorded in the book and any cells not

coming up to the proper voltage and gravity are closely

watched and given special treatment if necessary. Main-

tainers are required to make weekly inspection of all cells in

service, examining them for loose connections, taking volt-

age readings and replacing any evaporation of electrolyte

that may occur during the time the cells are in service. In

replacing the evaporation only water whose purity has been
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previously passed on is used. In localities where pure water
is not obtainable, distilled water is provided.
For the guidance of signal dei)artment employees the fol-

lowing instriulion relative to the care of portable storage
cells are printed in tlie book of rules and regulations of the
maintenanee of way department:

Assembly and Putting Into Commission.

After unpaclving and before assembling the parts, carefully
remove from them all packing material or other foreign sub-
stance, and make an examination for broken lugs or plates.

Also examine the rubber jars for cracks or holes made by
nails improperly driven into the packing case. Assemble
the cell by placing between each positive and negative plate

one each of the perforated hard rubber and treated wood
separators, the former adjacent to the positive plates. The
smooth side should be placed against the negative plate.

After slipping the assembled element into the hard rubber
jar, fill with electrolyte of 1,210 specific gravity to a point
about one-fourth inch below the cover, and allow the cell

to stand in this condition for from six to 12 hours before

Batteries in Signal Case.

beginning charge. No harm will be done by allowing it to

stand as much as 24 hours, but this is unnecessary. During
the standing period and throughout the charge the height
of the electrolyte should be watched (some of the electrolyte
is absorbed by the plates and separators) and kept well
above tJie top of the plates and separators, by adding 1.210
electrolyte, but not so high that it will overflow when gassing
starts.

Charging should be commenced at the rate of five amperes,
and this rate should be maintained throughout the entire
length of the initial charge. In fact, it will be found a very
practical and convenient rate for charging either new or old
cells at all times.
As the initial charge progresses, the cells should be watched

closely for the first few hours, and any cell developing a ten-

dency to rise in temperature should receive special attention.
If the cell confinues to rise until a temperature of 100 degrees
Fahrenheit seems liable to be reached, it should be cut out of
circuit, to be examined for internal short circuit or faulty
connection. It rarely occurs that a cell will show such ten-
dency to rise in temperature, and in such cases the cause is

usually apparent upon examination.
The initial charge should be of 40 to 50 hours' duration, not

necessarily continuous, but such that the total amount of

current delivered to the battery shall be approximately 200
ampere hours.
Note carefully, however, that the mere fact that a cell has

received 200 ampere hours' charge is not to be taken as proof
that It is In fit condition for service. From the time the Initial

charge is first begun, a complete record of each cell should
be kept, particularly as to voltage, temperature and specific
gravity, in a manner to be more fully described later, and
this record should be the basis upon which the condition of
)the cell is determined. After 200 amper hours' charge, a
new cell will register approximately 2.55 volts and specific
gravity of electrolyte will stand at 1.300 or perhaps a little-

less. All cells approaching these figures at that time may
be considered ready for service. Never on any account beglu
charging with specific gravity above 1.300.

Ordinary Recharging.

In charges subsequent to the initial charge, the general rule-

is that the amount of current put into the cell should be twice
the amount delivered by the cell during the 30 or less days,
elapsing since the next previous charge. Under normal con-
ditions and service, the amount of current required of a cell

will vary from 45 to 75 ampere hours per month; and the
amount of current the cell should receive on recharge will

correspondingly vary between 80 and 150 ampere hours. Id

this connection it should be borne in mind that while the
type SS-7 cell has a capacity of only 51 ampere hours at its

normal discharge rate, the capacity developed through a dis-

charge extending over a period of 30 days may be as high as
100 ampere hours.

On account of the nature of the service, however, it can-

not be known definitely just what amount of current has
been delivered from the battery during the month, and it

becomes necessary to determine just how many hours the-

battery shall be charged entirely from voltage and specific

gravity readings taken during the progress of the charge.
Just before the cell is placed on charge the voltage and

specific gravity should be taken and recorded, and during
the progress of the charge similar reading recorded, taken at

intervals of about three hours. It will be found that both
voltage and specific gravity will gradually rise until a point

is reached where charging for two or three hours fails ta

raise either. Then, and not until then, is the cell fully charged
The maximum voltage at this time will vary for cells of differ-

ent ages, although constant for any particular cell over a
period of several months, but the specific gravity of the elec-

trolyte at this point should always be adjusted, if below
1.270, to 1.300 for cells of all ages. It will be found that ir

cells have not received good care in the past and acid has
been added unnecessarily, that the specific gravity will con-

tinue to rise greatly above 1.300. This indicates excessive
sulphation of the plates, and in such cases the electrolyte-

should be successively reduced by dilution with pure water,

the charge continuing uninterruptedly, until the cell no-

longer exhibits a tendency to exceed that point. It rarely-

occurs that a cell will fail to rise to 1.270, but in such an
event, and the cell fails to show any rise during a period of
six hours' charging, it should be taken off charge and dis-

charged at about 10 amperes to a voltage of 1.5 volts. The-

electrolyte, which will then register probably about 1.150 or

less, should be replaced with new electrolyte of 1.170 specific-

gravity and the cell recharged. The usual source of such
trouble is in the electrolyte having been spilled from the cell

while out on the road and replaced with water. Replace-

ment for ordinary evaporation should be made with pure

water only, but in replacement for acid spilled of course a

certain amount of electrolyte must be used.

Each month, as the cells are returned to the charging sta-

tion, they should be superfically examined for damaged part«,

and the outside of wood cases and tops of rubber jars thor-

oughly washed. The terminals should receive sp'eclal at-

tention and all corrosion thoroughly cleaned off and a wlpQ
of vaseline applied. All connectors should be taken apart

and rinsed well in bi-carbonate of soda, then in water, and
finally, when dry, dipped in some light mineral oil. It is

important that corrosion be not allowed to accumulate on ter

minals and connections where it is almost certain to find

its way into the cell.

Special Treatment.

Once In six months each cell should be taken apart and'

closely examined for damaged or defective parts. The sedi-

ment should be cleaned from bottom of jar and the plates-

lightly washed before being replaced. The same electro-

lyte may be used again. The principal object of this ex-

amination is to discover any cell which should be discarded

as too old or too much worn to continue in service for an-

other six months, the determination In this case being based:

principally upon the mechanical condition of the plates witt.
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regard to the amount of active material that has been lost

out of them. A system of record should be adopted to insure
that all cells receive the examination.
Once each year, the cell, after being charged in the or-

dinary manner, should be discharged at a rate of 10 amperes
to 1.5 volts and a record kept of the ampere-hour capacity of

the cell as thus developed. The old electrolyte at this

time also should be thrown away and immediately replaced
with new electrolyte of the same specific gravity. This
is done in order to discard all impurities held in solution
in the electrolyte, as it has been found that after a year's

work in this service the electrolyte is almost certain to

contain a greater or less amount of such impurity. This
discharge and subsequent charge are important in more ways
than one, and should not be neglected, in that they give a
reliable estimate of the value and condition of the cell. Some-
times a cell which has become so badly sulphated as to appear
worthless, and one which no amount of continuous charging
seems to affect in the least favorably, will be again brought
up to first-class condition merely by charging and discharg-
ing a few times. If a ceil fails to register 40 ampere-hours or

more on the first discharge, it should be charged and dis-

charged a second time, and if necessary this process repeated
until the requisite capacity is developed or the cell discarded
as worthless. If the cell registers 40 or more ampere-hours'
capacity on the first charge, a subsequent charge of 25 or 30
hours at five amperes will place it in condition for service.

Cells temporarily out of service should be kept in a fully

Wood Carrying Case.

charged condition by being given a freshening charge of 4

or 5 hours' duration twice per month. If it is not convenient
to give them this freshening charge, they should be placed
entirely out of commission in the following manner: First,

give them a full charge, then remove the plates from the
electrolyte and place the negatives and positives separately
in water for about one hour to remove all acid. After drain-

ing and drying, the positives are ready to store away. If the
negatives In drying become hot enough to steam, they should
be rinsed or sprinkled with water a second time. When
dry, completely immerse the negatives and allow them to

stand for three or four hours in electrolyte of about 1.210

specific gravity. After washing and drying as before, they are
ready to be stored away. Rubber separators should be rinsed

in water and saved, but the wood separators are not worth
saving unless comparatively new and in good condition. If

saved, they should be kept immersed in water or weak elec-

trolyte. In putting such cells into commission again, treat

them as entirely new cells, being governed by the rules

relating to placing new cells into commission.
The batteries are arranged four cells to a set, each set

being assembled in a wooden carrying case with wood separa
tors between the jars. The weight including the case is ap-

proximately 5G pounds per set. On some divisions the jars

are set in compound in the carrying case and the tops of

the cells sealed, although the majority of the signal supervis
ors favor having the jars and covers unsealed in order to
facilitate inspection of the cells. Where cells are not sealed,
the rubber covers are fitted with soft rubber lipped edges,
which fit snugly to the sides of the jar and prevents sloppage
of electrolyte. The cell terminals consist of a No. 6 copper
wire cast into a projecting three Inches above the pillar
post on both positive and negative groups. The connections
between cells are made with a brass battery connector.
The variety of temperatures experienced on different parts

of the system has no apparent effect on the batteries and
therefore no special housing is necessary to protect them from
extremely cold or hot weather. On parts of the line through
Idaho, Utah and Nevada the temperature frequently goes as
low as 30 degrees below zero, yet no trouble is experienced
from electrolyte freezing or batteries failing to operate the
signals the required 30 days. During the hot summer months,
it is necessary to replace the evaporation of electrolyte
occasionally.
The batteries are housed in the lower case of the signal,

which makes them easily accessible for inspection. The
lower signal case also serves to accommodate the track and
line relays. At the end of sidings on single track or other
locations where two signals are opposite each other, one set
of batteries is used to operate both signals and after the
batteries have been in service fifteen days, the malntainer
interchanges them with the batteries at the distant signal,
this having the effect of equalizing the discharge to a consid
erable extent on all cells In service and avoids the necessity
of charging cells for different lengths of time on their re-
turn to the charging plant and also eliminates the possibility
of cells being discharged to a point that might result in a
signal failure. During the first six months of 1910 there
were a total of only 61 signal failures due to weak, dead or
defective storage batteries and only 13 failures from poor or
broken connections on storage batteries, or a total of 74
failures from all such causes on the entire system, which wac
less than five per cent of the total number of failures from
all causes. The total number of signal movements during
the same period was 48,758,000, and the number of move-
ments per failure from storage battery causes amounted to
659,000, which is no doubt a more creditable showing than
would be possible if primary batteries were used. In ad-
dition to the reliability of operation thus secured, the econom
ical advantages of the portable storage battery over the pri
mary battery, both for installation and maintenance is an
important consideration.

Cost of Storage Cells.

1 cell SS-7 storage battery, complete >4.8fr
2 battery connectors, @ 8c each 16
Electrolyte 03
Freight charges 30

Total cost $5.34
Cost of charging- machinery and apparatus in 52 plants,

@ $450 each | 23,400.00
Cost of 48,516 storage cells, complete, including freight

charges 259,076.44
Cost of 12,129 carrying cases, @ $2.60 each 31,535.40

Total cost $314,010.84

Cost of Primary Cell.

1 850-ampere-hour primary cell, complete $2.00
Freight charges 20

Total cost $2.20
Cost of 178,480 primary celle, complete, including freight

charges $392,856.00
Cost of 9,026 concrete battery wells, $25 each 225,650 00
Freight charges on 9,026 concrete battery wells, each

weighing 1,600 pounds, @ $20 each 180,520.00
Charges for work train and locomotive crane or derrick

with crew for unloading and placing 9,026 battery
wells, 90 days (fii $50 per day (estimated) 4,500. '"0

Cost of labor for digging holes and setting 9,026 battery
wells, @ $10 pe.- well (estimated) 90,260.0ti

Total cost $898,686.00

Cost of Maintenance of Storage Cells Per Year.

Interest on investment of $314,010.84, & b% $ 16,700.54

Depreciation on 52 charging plants costing $23,400, at 10% 2,340.00

Depreciation on 48,516 positive groups, costing $1.57 each,
@ 22% 16,757.43

Depreciation on 48,516 negative groups, costing $1,835
each. @ 25% 22,256.71

Depreciation on 12,129 carrying cases, costing $2.60 each,
@ 10% 3,153.64

Cost of renewals of broken Jars, covers and separators on
48,516 cells, at 9 cents per cell per year 4,366.44

Cost of electrolyte renewals on 48,516 cells, @ 3 cents per
cell per year 1,465.48

Cost of current, gasoline, oil, etc., at charging plants per
year, @ 18 cents per cell 8,732.88

Total cost $74,763.02
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Cost of Maintenance of Primary Batteries, Per Year. year is 134 cents. With storaRc battery, using a motor car
or liaiul volocijiede car the time of tiip to each signal

Co8ro'f^eLl;"lffC;'l^8?80*S^^^^^^^^^ ^vomd he shorten than for caustic soda cells, but would
Cost of renewals of broken Jars and covers on 178.480 need to be made twelve times per year, or twenty-four times

cells per year, @ 7 cents per cell per year 12,493.60 to one for caustic soda cells.

Total cost $2:ir),6r)2.90 Assuming on tlie Michigan Central that it would be safe
for one $2 man to carry two sets of storage batteries on

With reasonable care, the average life of SS-7 portable cells i,is car, and (Iiat lie could change them out and return in
and their component parts are found to be as follows: ,,,e ^.^j^^^^ amount of time it takes to carry out material, re-

Positlve elements 4 ^^ years "ew i)rimary battery and return, the cost per signal for
Noi;ativo olenienls 4 years changing storage batteries would be 34 cents per month, or

ullbbeT covlrk'.][[]]'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'.\'.'.'.]'.'.'.'.'.'.]'.'.'.['.'.'.]]'.'.]M) yearl $4.08 a year. To this must be added labor for handling at
Rubber scparatoTs. .'.'...'.'.'.'.'.'...'.'..'..'...'....'.'.'.

..'....'.'.'.'.'.'a() years stations and charging plants, including shipping in bag-
M'ood separators 2 years jrage cars or otherwise. Estimated conservatively under
Carrying cases 10 years

conditions such as would prevail on the Michigan Cen-
No charges are made for transporting storage batteries tral, this would cost 30 cents per month per battery, or

either when handled on passenger or freight trains and even $3.00 a year, making a total for labor in handling storage
though a nominal charge should be assessed, the amount battery cells of $7.G8 per battery per year, as against 34
would not exceed the freight charges over foreign lines for ^ents for the caustic soda primary battery
renewals for primary batteries. This item is therefore not ^ f^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ g^^g^^j different makes of
Included in the foregoing cost of mamtenance of storage or

o^table storage batteries, but found that the cost of han-
pnmary batteries neither is the expense for labor for charg- ^y ^^^ transporting was prohibitive,
ing. inspecting and changing out storage cells or making re- ™r „ *„ mu „ i *.• • • ^ t^ t-i t- j
newals to primary cells taken into consideration, for the ^^^,

f^^^'^i^''^" J^^/T -^ criticism is from E. E. Rud-

reason that so far as it can be ascertained from Western roads «°" ^^ the Edison Manufacturing Company

using primary battery, the cost for labor for maintaining pri- ^
E. E. Hudson (Edison Mfg. Co.)

: I have read Mr. Mc-

mary batteries is practically the same as with portable stor- Keen's paper, entitled "Portable Storage Batteries, as Ap-

age battery. The batteryman looks after the charging Plied to Automatic Signals on the Harriman Lines," with a

of the storage batteries on a district averaging 104 miles, S^^eat deal of interest, and believe a liberal discussion can-

the maintainers assisting in distributing the batteries, which not fail to be of value to all members of the association,

requires on an average two days time of each maintainer It seems unfortunate, however, that the paper is of such

monthly. Maintainers' districts range from 14 to 20 miles a nature as to bring forth a discussion of the relative

according to the number of signals, local conditions, etc. merits of two devices from a commercial standpoint, in open
The average district Is approximately 16 miles with 32 signals. meeting of the association. It is with the greatest reluc-

Maintainers have no helpers and are required to look after tance, therefore, that I felt impelled to resent a few re-

all work in connection with the maintenance of signals on marks in criticism of some of the statements contained in

their district including the care of signal lamps. the paper.

The prices as shown for both portable storage batteries A careful analysis of the figures discloses a number of
and primary batteries are the regular list prices less the apparent inaccuracies, and for this reason I feel, in justice

usual trade discount. The freight charges are figured on an to my company and the other primary battery manufactur-
average basis for the entire system and are reasonably ers, as well as to those signal engineers who have installed
accurate. primary batteries in large quantities, that accurate data
The cost for current for operating motor-generator sets should be presented.

or arc-rectifier plants varies from one-half cent to five cents Under the caption of "Cost of Primary Cell," Mr. Mc-
per kilowatt and the cost for generating current with gasoline Keen gives the price of one 350 A. H. cell at $2; freight
engine-generator sets is about ten cents per kilowatt. Taking charges, 20 cents; total cost, $2.20. The prevailing price
an average for the entire system, the annual cost for charg- ^j ^ 4OQ ^ jj. primary cell complete, meeting R. S. A.
ing current is 18c per cell. specifications, is $1.95 in less than carload lots, with freight
The foregoing is intended to cover the conditions existing allowed to points east of or on the Mississippi River. In

on the Harriman Lines only and is the result of the experience carload lots the difference in freight between C. L. and
of 2'0 years with the use of portable storage batteries on those l C. L. to Chicago reduces the cost per cell to $1.90.
lines. The conditions on many Eastern roads are no doubt

^j^^ .^^^ ^j 20 cents per cell for freight is probably cor-
radically different. The item of freight charges on material

^^^^ ^^^ shipments from New York to Pacific Coast or Rocky
which is purchased in the East or Middle West is a heavy fountain points, but it is greatly in excess of what would
expense for roads m the Far West although even with the

^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^.^j 1^^ ^^ average shipments to Harriman
elimination Of these charges from the cost of installation and

especially after deducting the allowance made to
maintenance, the results under the operating conditions in ^nnnliVp PhiVao-n deiiverv
the Far West, would still leave a substantial difference in

equalize L^nicagoaeuveiy

favor of the portable storage battery installation.
The most serious objection to the figure shown as rep-

•' resenting the cost of primary battery, however, is that the
Discussion on Portable Storage Batteries. whole cost of the complete cell, including the active ele-

The Secretary: I have two criticisms on the paper, and ^ents and the freight thereon, is shown as a part of cost

following the usual custom, if there is no objection I would of installation; whereas, the storage cells are received in

like to read them. The first one is by Mr. Everett, signal ^n unchanged condition and the cost of maintenance starts

engineer of the Michigan Central ^''^^ ^^^ ti™® *^^y ^^® ®^* "P ^^^^ ^^^ advance notice,

Mr. Everett: The average life of caustic soda primary "Assembling and Putting into Commission"). In other

battery on the Michigan Central, where the battery oper- ^^J^^'
the figures supposed to represent the cost of mstal-

ates the motor and slot only on normal clear signals, with Nation of primary cells include practically all of the cost of

an average of ^"^ movement^ ner dav i^ about 24 months maintenance for a year or more, and a like charge is not

WeT.l7"rnliy\^TsTole.e^^^^ Jr^"''^? ^?
t^b°^'-

"' fT^'r^'lrtZ^Z ^^rt" n^'-^Jr r^ul
over three years on one charge, and some that are ap-

^^^ ^^'^ f *\^ inactive or permanent parts of primary cells

nroachine four vears We seldom find it necessarv to ^^ properly chargeable to cost of installation or first cost.

^I^!^ 3 I Zffl ••

"'^.s^^^o™
ii

necessary to
^j^ j j ^^^ ^ -^ renewal complete is 96 cents.renew primary batteries during severe cold weather. „„, ^J /i„/i„„+;,,„ +!,,•„ *,.^w. +1, ^^;^^^f 4.u^ « 1^4.

r<«c+ +^ -,,0/011 «„„c+5« r,^A^ K„t+ .. /Ann ™ I, \ and after deducting this from the price of the complete

BaUeylpSSSenTpa ts of 14 ce 1^^^^^ ^
'' '''' ^Tl7 ^^" ^' ^'' ^^°«^ '^' permanent parts of 99 cents per'cell

Shelter ?con^rete bStery b^x) ^^ ! i ! ^

i^,.L- C L. shipments and about 96 cents per cell in carload

Labor -^ ^ shipments.
• The shipping weight of the complete renewal is almost

rp I J ^„..
„„ exactly one-half that of the complete cell; freight on the

Maintenance'caustic"soda'battery'per'year: "
Permanent parts only should be considered as a part of first

Det'e\tt'ion"of Trent's' ' """" """'
^'bO

''^"
^^^^^ "^ ^'''''' ^"^^^ ^^"^ '' "^''^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^

i^eprecid-Lion 01 ^ cenxs .bu
^^ ^ ^^g.^ ^^^ figuring cost, but he does not explain how he

^ost or renewals :•••••
^-^V arrived at this figure. The storage battery costs are based

Labor (one-third day each two years at $2 per day) .. .34 ^^ 9 026 battery locations. The number of signal locations_,.,., »o en ^^ ^ot given. I can see no good reason, however, why more
lotai per signal per year $8.69 tjj^n iq primary cells per battery location, or a total of
Mr. McKeen does not show labor cost. With caustic 144,416, should be considered necessary, as, if it is consid-

soda cells, the cost for labor to maintain per signal per ered safe to use a battery of four lead-type storage cells
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for two signals at double location, it is certainly equally
as safe to use a single battery of 16 primary cells of recent
standard construction for the same purpose. In most of
the cases with which I am familiar where a single series
of primary cells is used for two signals, there are 20 cells

to a battery, but in these cases the operation of the signals
is more vigorous and clearing is accomplished in a shorter
period than with 16 cells on a single signal.

The remainder of the figures in Mr. McKeen's estimate
of cost of Installation of primary cells relate entirely to
the cost of concrete battery wells and the cost of trans-
porting and placing them in position, amounting to $500,-

930 in a total of $893,586. In these costs Mr. McKeen has
assumed the installation of a well of the type for which
prices are given at each of the 9,026 battery locations. I

am of the opinion, however, that even if it had been de-

cided to use primary battery at these 9,026 locations, it

is hardly likely that the Harriman Lines' engineers would
have installed such wells at about two-thirds of these loca-

tions at points where cold weather is not experienced.
In making my estimate of costs I have not considered the

use of wells for two reasons— (1) in nearly all of the cases
that I know of where wells have been installed they are
not used solely for the housing and protection of soda or
potash batteries, and (2) because there are some roads
using Edison Primary Cells in large quantities, which use
wooden battery boxes. The cost of these boxes varies
slightly, according to conditions, the average being about
$10 each installed.

Using the foregoing corrected figures as a basis of cal-

culation, the cost of primary battery equipment for a single
installation similar to that on the Harriman Lines will be
as follows:
Cost of 144,416 cells, less cost of first "renewals". $138,639.36
Cost of freight in carload lots to average point on
Harriman Lines, after deducting freight on ac-

tive elements and manufacturer's allowance 5

cents per cell 7,220.80

Cost of 9,026 bat*ery boxes, installed $10 each... 90,260.00

Cost of labor for digging holes and setting 9,026
battery wellls at $5.00 per well 45,130.00

$236,120.16

I have figured on the cost of cells and that part of the
freight to be borne by the railroad as in carloads not only
because all cells would be shipped in carloads on an in-

stallation of this size, but also because it requires only
1,600 complete cells to make a carload, and any representa-
tive job would include sufficient cells to secure carload
rates.

The cost of the cell is the regular price to railroads, no
deduction being made because of the quantity involved,
notwithstanding that it is altogether probable these cells

could be purchased at somewhat lower prices in lots of
100,000 or more.

I have not included any charge in the above estimate for

labor cost of installing cells, as this was not considered by
Mr. McKeen for either type of battery; furthermore, I have no
figures covering this point either for primary or storage cells.

C. F. Massey, president of the C. F. Massey Company, has
furnished me with the following figures representing the esti-

mated cost of battery wells for such an installation as that on
the Harriman Lines.

3,009 for points where extremely cold weather pre-

vails during winter months at $22.00 each $66,198.00

6,016 wells for ether locations at $15.00 each.... $90,255.00

The transportation charges estimated by Mr. McKeen on
battery wells at $180,520.00 or $20.00 per well may be elimin-

ated almost entirely, as figures given above by Mr. Massey
contemplate delivery at some central point on the Harriman
Lines.
Mr. Massey states that from his experience and records

of cost in setting up those types of battery wells, $5.00 per
well would pay for the labor of digging the holes and placing
the wells in position.

Revised cost of installation of primary battery using the
foregoing corrected figures as a basis for calculation would be
as follows, for a primary battery equipment for a signal in-

stallation s'milar to that on the Harriman Lines.

Cost of 144,416 cells less cost of first renewals $138,639.36
Cost of freight in carload lots to average point on

the Harriman Lines after deducting freight on
active elements, and manufacturer's allowance,
$ .05 per cell 7,220.80

Cost of 3009 style "F" Massey wells at $22.00
each, complete 66,198.00

Cost cf 6017 style "E" Massey wells at $15.00 each,
complete 90,2'55.00

Charges for work train and locoomtive cane or
derrick with crew for unloading and placing
9,026 battery wells, 90 days at $50,00 per day... 4,500.00

$351,943.16
The figures shown as representing the cost of interest on

investment will be reduced materially because of the reduc-
tion on first cost of permanent equipment.

Mr. McKeen assumes one renewal per primary cell per
year, but the method employed in arriving at this estimate
is not given. He states, however, that the total number of
automatic signal blades on the entrie system on December
31st, 1910 and 13,050, and that the total number cf signal
movements during the first six months of 1910 was 48,758,000.
Assuming the number of blades to have been about the same
during the last six months as during the first six months of
the year, the average number of movements per blade per
day would have been 221/^. Under ordinary conditions, a set
of primary cells cf 400 A. H. capacity would last very much
longer than a year on one charge with this amount of work;
or even if we assume that a considerable number of addi-
tional blades had been installed during the last six months
of 1910, and the number of movements or even 30 a day, a
set of primary cells would still last very much longer than
12 months on one charge under ordinary conditions.
The amount of energy upon which Mr. McKeen's estimate

of the cost of storage battery operation is based may be
determined, fairly accurately, by using the figures he has
given, and in this way the probable life of primary cells in
performing the same service ascertained.
The cost of charging current from small one K. W. plant

is given as about $.10 per K. W. hour, and for motor-gen-
erator sets arcrectifiers one to $.05 per K. W. hour. As the
amount of charging from the two latter methods probably
represents a very small percentage of the total, it would
undoubtedly be reasonable to assume that the average cost
of charging is about $.09 per K. W. hour.
The cost of charging current is given at $.18 per cell per

year which would cover an average of 2 K. W. hours per cell
per year, or a total input fcr 48,516 storage cells of 97,032'
K. W. hours per year. With this information, it is only neces-
sary to determine the efficiency or effective output from the
cells to ascertain the amount of current used per year in
the operation of the signals on the entire system. This can
also be determined approximately by the use of figures
given.

It is stated in reprint from the book of rules and regula-
tions of the maintenance of way department, under the head-
ing "Ordinary Recharging" (see Advance Notices) "Under
normal conditions and service, the amount of current required
of the cell will vary from 45 to 75 A. H. per month; and the
amount of current the cells should receive on recharge will
correspondingly vary between 80 and 150 A. H." In other
words, the ampere hour output is only one-half of 50 per cent,
of the ampere hour input. The watt hour efficiency is much
less, however, because of the difference between the voltage
on charge and discharge. The charging voltage must be about
2.6 per cell, while the mean discharge voltage is 1.98. there-
fore, it reqires an input of 260 watt hours to obtain an effec-
tive output of 99 watt hours, the efficiency in service on this
basis being 38 per cent, under normal conditions. But if

we take into consideration the current used in a special
treatment of cells, as required by the book of rules, as well
as the various other losses due to local action, reduction
of output in cold weather and the charging of cells net fully
discharged in order to avoid sulphation, and we will probably
find that the actual efficiency in service does not exceed '60

per cent.

Taking this percentage of efficiency as a basis, it will be
seen that from an input of 97,032 K. W. hours for the 48,-

516 storage cells the effective output is 29,110 K. W. hours.
To find the equivalent ampere-hour capacity in primary

cells necessary to reduce this amount of energy it is only
necessary to take the total of 144,416 primary cells required
to displace the total number of storage cells, multiply by
.6 the mean working voltage per cell under such conditions
as prevail on the Harriman Lines, and divide the product
(86.650 volts) into 29,110,000 watt hours (29.11 K. W. hours).
This will give us a result of 336, representing the average
ampere-hour consummation per year if primary cells were
used on this installation.

At this ratio, cells of 400 A. H. capacity would last 14%
months on one charge. This estimate compares favorably
with the service that is being obtained on other roads where
the conditions cf service are about the same as those on the
Harriman Lines.

At a cost of $.96 per renewal, this makes the renewal cost

per cell $.80 per year, without considering the value of the
scrap. But as an allowance of $.16 each is made for the ex-

hausted copper oxide and zinc plates when returned to the
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inanuliicturor ii still liirllicr reduction should be iniido. This
allDWJince will not I ho railroad conipany, at'tor doduotinp;

rrolRht. ahoiit $.11 por coll, or $.12 por ooU per year in this

ORSo makinj; the not cost of the renewal $.G8 per cell per year

Instead of $1.00 as shown.
The third item of $.07 per cell per year for the replacement

of l)rokon jars and covers is entirely too hiph. In order to

deterniino just what this amounts to, I went through our

records coverinp; shipments of extra jars and covers for one
year to a numher of roads representinR a total equipment
of ahout 110,000 cells, and found that we had shipped to

tht^so roads S7() extra jars and 4:^2 extra covers during the

year. Assuming all of these jars and covers to have been

required for replacing broken ones, the annual percentage

of breakage would be 7-10 of one percent or about 2-3 of

one cent per cell per year, including freight.

With these figures we are able to arrive at the annual

cost of maintenance, for such an installation would be as

follows:

Interest on investment of $236,120.16 at 5 per cent. .$11,806.00

Cost of renewals for 144,416 cells per year at $.68

each 98,202.88

Cost of renewals of broken jars and covers on 144,-

416 cells at 2'-3 per cell per year 962.78

$110,971.66

I cannot agree with Mr. McKeen in his assertion that the

cost of labor in handling storage battery is not greatly in

excess of that required for the renewal of primary cells.

Even if we assume that there would be thirty-two sets of

battery on each maintainer's section, the renewal of this

number of primary cells would not require more than two
days a month that is now devoted to the distribution of

storage cells. This leaves the entire cost of the special

batterymen chargeable to storage battery maintenance, as

being in excess of the labor rquired for th care of primary

cells. As each of these men cover a section of 104 miles, I

take it there are about 52 on the entire system, and if we
place the salary of these men at $100 per month there should

be added $62,400 a year for the cost of storage battery main-

tenance.

The revised figures for maintenance, after including these

additional items, are as follows:

Original estimate $ 74,763.02

Interest on cost of lower battery cases and instal-

lation of power houses, $269,702', at 5 per cent. . 13,485.10

Fifty-two special batterymen at $1,200 per year 62,400.00

$150,648.12

The President: Gentlemen, we are full of figures. This

paper is without doubt interesting as a description of portable

storage batteries as applied on the Harriman Lines. We
have had. Mr. McKeen's statement of the cost of the storage

battery and the estimated cost of the primary batteries and
we have heard that it is not all so. We cannot devote much
time to the discussion of cost in this connection. I do not

think it is advisable to do it, at any rate. Are there any
questions in regard to relative merits of service given by
either types which would be of information to other mem-
bers? We can well spend some time in going over it, but we
cannot begin to dispute figures, because we haven't any
figures. They have them all, and it is hardly within the prov-

ince of the association to decide whether primary or storage

batteries should be used by the railways of the United States.

Probably they want to use both. Conditions may vary some-
what. I think the remarks should be confined to the relative

operating merits of the scheme. We have heard both sides

as to cost, and if there are any questions relating to methods
of charging or details of operation we can spend a few
minutes on discussion.

Mr. Shaver: I would like to quote a few figures, as a

matter of record and information for the association. They
are actual figures. We have kept an account of some of

the details of work constructed last year, and we found

that the actual cost of setting 224 battery wells, of the kind

listed in the Massey Company's catalogue as Style C, cost

us $5.67 each. The cost of setting up 3,520 cells of potash

battery, which includes unpacking and disposal of the

rubbish and the like, was thirteen cents a cell. I might
explain that this can be done more cheaply, but we have

learned to use a great deal of care in setting up a primary
battery, and our men take suflacient time to be absolutely

sure that all the caustic soda is dissolved and the tem-

perature right before putting it in the well. In giving

this question study we have found that battery boxes can be

used with good results, such boxes as we have used cost-

ing us about $7.00 each, but special care is necessary in

the maintenance in some of the colder climates. Then
again we find that it is an advantage to have one recepta-

cle in which wi; can i)laco giavity battery. Therefore, we
are using a batt(!ry well. In our southern territory we
can use a well that is more shallow and costs loss money.
Wo i)aid about $18 each for those wells, while in the
northern territory wo have; been using a deeper well that
will keep the gravity battery bf^low the frost line. Such
batteries have cost about $45 each. As to the life of a
caustic soda battery, a great deal is dependent uiK)n the
circuit and tho style of signaling used. We have some
signals installed with control circuits that lead from the
potash battery that operates the signal, and a very care-

ful record kept of that battery showed an average life of

a little better than 11 months; in some cases it ran as
high as 13 or 14 months. Wo have other signals with
different circuits, where the life of the battery is not so
long. Then, again, climatic conditions cut some figure. So
I believe it is impossible to make a comparison as be-
tween railways. It is, however, possible, to make a com-
parison as to the cost between different parts of the same
road where climatic conditions and the circuits are the
same, but unless the circuits and traffic conditions are the
same no good comparison can be made.
Mr. Dryden: Nothing has been said concerning the method

of charging by means of gravity cells. On the Baltimore &
Ohio we have 500 signals operated from a storage battery
charged by a gravity battery. On a four-track road one group
of six cells of storage battery operates four signals and lights

four signals. The charging circuit is from 18 to 22 cells

of gravity battery. The life of these batteries is frorrj five to

six weeks. The efficiency is all that could be expected.
Mr. Shaver: If Mr. McKeen's article is included in the lit-

erature of the association it would be of considerable benefit

if we could have a plan of circuits showing the resistance of

the various relays and slots, together with a statement of traf-

fic. That, with the figures given, would be a basis for any-

one to make comparisons with his own line if he wishes to

do so. A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. McKeen.
The President: We will take up the next paper, "Principles

Governing the Selection of Alternating Current Signaling
Apparatus," by L. Frederick Howard.

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE SELECTION OF ALTER-
NATING CURRENT SIGNALING APPARATUS

FOR RAILROADS.

L. Frederick Howard presented the following paper:
The object of this paper is to state the principles which

call for attention in the selection of alternating current sig-

naling apparatus, and to discuss their bearing on the system
embodying such apparatus. Both electric and steam road con-

ditions are considered.

Inductive Bonds.

From the point of view of the signal engineer the inductive

bond constitutes a leak from rail to rail for the alternating

signaling current, the same as do the ballast and ties.

Referring to Fig. 1 it will be seen, however, that, while the

leak through the ballast is distributed through the bonds
is concentrated at the ends of the track circuit, being the

greatest of course through the bond nearest the transformer

where the voltage is highest.

Furthermore, since the bonds constitute an inductive leak,

while the ballast and ties constitute an ohmic leak, the actual

sum of the two kinds of leakage is less than the arithmetical

sum.
The leakage through the ballast increases with wet weather.

The leakage through the bonds increases when for any rea-

son unequal amounts of propulsion current above a certain

value flow through the two halves of the bond winding.

When this inequality exists the bond is said to be "unbal-

anced."
The unbalancing current is the difference between the val-

ues of the propulsion current carried by each rail, and flowing

in either half of the winding. The iron core of the bond is

magnetized by this unbalancing current as well as by the

signaling current. The measure of the magnetizing force of

the propulsion current in ampere turns is the unbalancing

current in amperes multiplied by one-half the number of

turns in the bond. Under ideal conditions no unbalancing

exists, each rail carrying an equal portion of the total pro-

pulsion current.
Now when iron is magnetized to a certain point, an in-

crease in magnetizing force does not produce as great a

change in the degree of magnetization of the iron as it would

if the iron were not magnetized to that point.

Hence it comes about when unbalancing occurs, that the

iron core being magnetized to a certain point by the "un-

balancing" portion of the propulsion current, the alternating

signaling current passing through the windings does not pro

duce as great a change in the magnetization as if equal
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amounts of propulsion current were flowing in the two halves
of the winding, which would be the ideal condition. The re-

actance therefore decreases and more alternating current
leaks through as the unbalancing increases.
To decrease the variability of the leakage through the

bond with variation in the unbalancing, there is introduced
in the magnetic circuit of the bond an element which, while
It will not allow as much magnetic flux to pass with a given
magnetizing force, will always, when considered by itself,

give a change in flux corresponding to the change in magnetiz-
ing force. This element is air. In other words, an air gap
is provided in the magnetic circuit of the bond.
The iron may be looked upon as the element which gives

to the bond a low but variable value of leakage, making
the bond sensitive to unbalancing.
The air gap may be looked upon as the element which gives

a high but more constant value of leakage, and lesser sen-
sitiveness to unbalancing.
The typical curves, Figs. 2 and 3, illustrate this. The ordin-

ates show the amounts of alternating current which will

leak through the bond when the A. C. voltage marked on
each curve is applied across the terminals of the bond, and
when the values of unbalanced propulsion current correspond
to the abscissae.

In one set of curves there is no air gap in the magnetic
circuit of the bond. In the other there is an air gap of 0.05 in.

With 0.4 volt A. C. across the bond terminals it will be seen
that with no unbalancing the "leak" is 2.5 amperes in the
first case, and 4.5 amperes in the other. For the same A. C.

voltage but with 160 amperes unbalancing the "leak" is 5.0

amperes and 4.0 amperes respectively.

The decrease of the "leak" with small amounts of unbal-
ancing, (Fig. 3) is due to the fact that at certain stages of

the magnetization of iron a given change of the magnetizing
f roe (in this case the alternating current) produces a greater
corresponding change in the degree of magnetization, and
consequently the reactance increases.

The point at which the leak through the bond increases
is not necessarily of course the failing point of the track
circuit, for this depends also on the factor of safety allowed In

the supply of energy to the track circuit.

That is to say, so far as the signal engineer is concerned,
he can avoid signal failures due to unbalancing by using a
bond with no gap or small one, and using a sufficiently high
voltage on the track circuit to take care or the variations due
to unbalancing, or by using a large air gap and taking more
current initially. In both cases, however, the provision for
unbalancing means an expenditure of energy, but with the
advantage in favor of the bond with the air gap, because
of the increased stability of the track circuit and consequent
reduction of voltage variations across the terminals of the
relay.

As stated before, the magnetizing force due to the unbal-

anced propulsion current may be expressed in ampere turns.
Therefore, if an unbalancing of 300 amperes, for example,
exists in a bond with eight turns, and the tap at the middle,
the magnetizing force due to the unbalancing is 1200 ampere
turns.

For tne purpose of testing how this degree of magnetization
is going to affect the "leak" of the alternating signaling
current, we can, where a current of say 300 amperes is not
available, use a test coil of a large number of turns and taking
correspondingly less current.

We cannot apply our alternating voltage to the same coil,

however, for the meters would not differentiate between the
two kinds of current, so another winding is necessary for

the alternating signaling current preferably of low enough
resistance to give no appreciable resistance drop.

But the first coil will now act as a secondary to the coil

carrying the alternating signaling current, and an A. C. volt-

age will be set up in it causing reactions on the coil carrying
the alternating signaling current which would vitiate the
readings. Two bonds with their test coils are, therefore, con-

nected as shown in Fig. 4 to neutralize this transformer
action in the coils carrying the propulsion current.

The desirability of a small leak through the bond is ac-

centuated by the fact that all the current leaking through the

bond at the relay end of the track circuit has to be trans-

mitted over the rails, with an increase in the voltage across

the rails opposite the transformer, over the voltage across

the rails opposite the relay, sufficient to compensate for the

drop in the rails. The more the current taken by the bond
the more the drop over the rails and consecuently the higher
the average voltage across the rails. This in turn means
greater leakage through the ballast, and through the bond
opposite the transformer.

±3Ut for the same reason that the actual sum of the bond
leakage and the ballast leakage currents is less than their

arithmetical sum, that is because of their being out of phase,

due to the reactive component of the bond impedance, so

the drop in voltage over the rails is less than the arithmetical
sum of the drops due to the two leakage currents. The two
currents will have the greatest phase displacement when the
reactive component of the impedance of the band bears the
greatest ratio to the ohmic component.
To sum up then, to keep down the power consumption for

the signal system the bond should have low resistance, low
iron losses and high reactance, or in other words, if the bond
is energized with alternating current and properly connected
with a ammeter, voltmeter, and wattmeter, it is desirable
that the quotient obtained by dividing the volts by the am-
peres should be as large, and the watts as small, as possible.
In this test the voltage should be the same as that to be used
in service.

In addition to the reasons already mentioned, there are two
others why it is desirable that the ohmic resistance of the
bond should be low. Resistance Is one of the factors In de-
termining the temperature rise of the bond due to the how
of the propulsion current. It is also a factor in determining
the value of the propulsion current voltage to which the relay
is subjected when "unbalancing" exists.
Suppose in Fig. 1 the resistance of the two parts of the bond

winding from A to B and A to C to be 0.0002 ohm each and
that 2000 amperes are flowing in each rail. Then as the
watts lost by a current flowing in a conductor are equal to
the square of the current multiplied by the resistance of the
conductor, the watts lost in the bond and connections due

2

to the propulsion current, will be 2 X X 0.0002= 1600,
1000

or a little over two horse-power.
This loss shows itself in the form of heat, and the radiating

surface of the bond should be sufficient to keep the tempera-
ture rise down to a point below that at which the insulating
materials used in the bond begin to deteriorate.

As a rule this point is much higher than for most electrical

apparatus.
Whether or not the capitalization of the loss would war

rant the use of a larger size of copper depends on the cost

of the propulsion current.

There is another important result due to unbalancing.
Supposing in Fig. 5 that unbalancing exists to the extent

that 2500 amperes are flowing from A to B and 1500 amperes
from A to C, then if the resistances from A to B and A to

C are each 0.0002 ohm, the voltage drop from A to B is C X R
or 2500 X 0.0002 = 0.5 volt. From A to C the drop is 1500

X 0.0002 = 0.3 volt.

The difference between these two drops, i. e., 0.2 volt, is

the voltage across the rails, due to the unbalanced propulsion
current, tending to cause the propulsion current to flow
through the windings of the relay or transformer connected
to the rails at that point.

It is easily seen from these examples that while resistance
in the winding of the inductive bond is objectionable, its

effects can be predetermined and allowed for in the design
and selection of both the bond itself and the related appara-
tus. The exact value of the resistance to be used can be de-

cided on when its various effects on cost and operation have
been considered.

For the electric railway engineer direct current inductive
bonds have at first thought just one point of interest, i. e.,

circular mils. This is because he always thinks first of the
cross sectional area of his rail joint bonds.
What he is really interested in is the resistance Introduced

by the inductive bond in the return path of the propulsion cur-

rent, and this resistance depends upon the length of the
winding of the bond as well as on its cross section.

Furthermore, the inductive bond may be used only once
in a mile of track, while the rail joint bonds occur every
rail length, so it is at once apparent that so far as the elec-

tric railway engineer is concerned, the winding of the induc-

tive bond may have a much smaller cross section and a much
higher resistance than the rail joint bonds, and nevertheless
Introduce only a small percentage increase in the resistance

of the return path of the propulsion current.

What has been said so far concerning reactance bonds has
been said with the bonds in mind which are used on
D. C. electric roads. The same principles apply In the
case of the bonds for A. C. propulsion roads except In the

case of unbalancing.
The trolley voltages used with A. C. propulsion are much

higher than with D. C. propulsion, and the propulsion current
is correspondingly lower. For instance, where 2000 amperes
per rail were assumed in a previous example, supposing
500 volt D. C. propulsion, for 11,000 volt A. C. propulsion
the current would be, say 100 amperes per rail.

It is at once apparent that the heat generated in the bond
by the A. C. propulsion current will be much less than with
the D. C. current with a given resistance of winding.
The A. C. propulsion current being small, a given percent-
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age of allowablo unbalancing means also a small actual value
of unbahuuHHl current to be provided for.

Now, the most common cause of unbalancing, I. e., the in-

troduction of resistance in one side of the rail circuit by
poor bonding, is common to both A. C. and D. C. propulsion.

The effect of resistance in the two cases is different, however.
With the I). C. current, doubling the resistance of one side

of the rail circuit would mean that one-half as much pro-

pulsion would flow on that side as the other, and we would
have 3;i% per cent unbalancing.
The impedance offered by the rails to the flow of the A. C.

propulsion current consists of both resistance and reactance
however, and the resistance component is larger than the re-

sistance offered by the rails to direct current because the al-

ternating current tends to flow through the shell of the rail.

Therefore, if we introduce the resistance, say a poorly-bonded
joint which caused an unbalancing of thirty per cent with
direct current propulsion, the unbalancing will be about eight

per cent with the 25 cycle propulsion, neglecting the trans-

former action of the bond.

The fact that the unbalanced currents to be provided
against with A. C. propulsion, are so much smaller than with

D. C. propulsion, is very fortunate, on account of the trans-

former action which takes place in the bond when unbalanc-
ing occurs.

Referring to Fig. 5 it will be remembered that with equal

amounts of current flowing through the two halves of the

winding there is no magnetic effect on the core of the bond.

"With unequal amounts of direct current flowing it was
shown that the core became magnetized, and a difference of

D. C. potential appeared across the terminals of the bond
equal to the value of the unbalanced current in amperes
multiplied by the resistance from the middle of the bond to

the rail.

With the unbalanced alternating propulsion current the

difference of potential appearing across the rails, due to the

propulsion current flowing through one-half the winding of

the bond would be small, if the resistance only were con-

sidered, for we have shown that the amount of the unbalanced
current against which it is necessary to provide is small. We
have, however, shown that it is very desirable to have a bond
of high reactance to keep down the leakage from rail to

rail of the signaling current. But the flow of the unbalanced
alternating propulsion current is also opposed by the react

ance and we have a potential set up between the middle part

of the bond and the rail, the value of which is proportional

to the frequency and amount of the unbalanced current,

and the reactance of the bond.
Moreover, as the magnetic circuit of the bond is common

to both halves of the bond winding, the other half of the

winding will act like a secondary to the first, and we will

get twice the potential across the rails which is developed
by the unbalanced propulsion current flowing through one-

half of the bond wiring. It is seen, therefore, that when
the reactance of a bond for A. C. propulsion is increased

to reduce the leak of the signaling current, the selective

track relay must be able to take care of a correspondingly
higher value of the potential across the rails due to unbalanced
propulsion current.

Track Relays.

Fig. 6 illustrates one way in which a relay on a steam road
may be subjected to the influence of foreign or stray cur-

rent. A steam road is shown paralleling an electric road
for a short distance and finally running into the town where
the power for the electric road is generated. The return
current from the electric road passes on to the steam road
rails, and back over them by way of ground and pipes to

the negative side of the propulsion generator. In so doing
it may pass through the steam road relay.

In the same manner Fig. 7 shows how a track relay on what
has become known as a single rail track circuit of an electric

road, may be subjected to the influence of the propulsion cur-

rent.

Fig. 5 shows the same thing for what is knov?^n as the
double rail track circuit for an electric road where unequal
amounts of propulsion current are flowing in the two rails be-

cause of a defective electrical joint, say at the terminals of one
of the inductive bonds or at a rail joint. In Fig. 5 the amount of

foreign current voltage to which the track relay will be sub-
jected will be extremely variable, and dependent on such un-
known and variable quantities as the resistances of the var-

ious paths through which the current flows.

In Fig. 6 the amount of foreign current voltage to which
the track relay circuit will be subjected can easily be as-

certained, and increased for estimating purposes to represent
any condition of bad track bonding desired. Its value is the
resistance of the continuous rail between points A and C
multiplied by the maximum amount of propulsion current
which can flow between A and C. The value of the voltage
due to the propulsion current which will exist across thn

terminals of the track relay, will bear the same proportion
to the propulsion current voltage between points A and C
as the resistance measured across the terminals of the re-

lay bears to the resistance between A and C by way of B.
Where the relay is shunted by a coil to divert the propul-
sion current, the resistance measured across the terminals
of the relay is of course the parallel resistance of relay and
shunt.

In Fig. 5 the propulsion voltage which would exist across
the rails at the inductive bond, when unbalancing exists, has
been discussed in detail under reactance bonds.
Having determined the voltage due to the propulsion cur-

rent to which the track relay may be subjected in service,
this voltage should be applied to the track winding of the
relay being considered and the effect on the speed of action
of the relay and on its temperature rise noted. The lattter

should be well below the point causing any binding due to
expansion, and below the point at which the insulation would
soften on the hottest summer day.

If the relay has two energizing windings the effect should
also be tried of short circuiting the terminals of the track
winding and setting the moving element in various posi-
tions both with the other winding open and with it ener-
gized to various degrees with the frequency of alternating
current which it is proposed to use.
Where the relay is designed to give protection against

broken down insulated joints, the track winding should also
be subjected to a voltage differing in phase from that norm-
ally supplied, by the smallest amount which could occur in
practice. Under these conditions the contacts should of
course open. The relation of the pick-up and drop-away volt-

ages should be tested for mechanical reasons.
Transformers.

The selection of transformers for signaling purposes should
comprise a consideration (in addition to that of cost) of in-

sulation, regulation, and efficiency.

The insulation should be equal to that of the transformers
of the best manufacturers. The ground shield is probably
desirable for the same reasons as the grounded secondary
of the commercial transformer for which it is a substitute.
The regulation of a commercial transformer pertains to the
change in secondary voltage which takes place between full

load and no load. A signal transformer generally has two
or more secondaries. Its load generally consists of a
constant part and a variable part, the latter being due in
most cases to changes in load on track secondary or secondar-
ies due, for instance, to the presence or absence of a train on
the track circuit, and to the operation of the signal motor.
The voltage variation to which the connected apparatus

may be subjected being less, therefore, than that which
occurs on going from full load to no load, the signal en-
gineer should from his track circuit plan determine for each
secondary the conditions which give the maximum and mini-
mum loads on the transformer coincidentally with the maxi-
mum and minimum load on any secondary, and specify the
voltage variation allowable on that secondary for those con-
ditions.

As regards efficiency, the customer should know the losses
in his transformer in order to determine whether or not
their capitalization indicates any change of conditions, either
in his system or in the transformer, which would insure
an ultimate saving. The losses which occur in the trans-
former when carrying its prevailing load should of course
be the determining factor, and not the losses occurring when
the signals are clearing or the track circuit occupied, if this
occurs but seldom.
The losses occurring under these latter conditions should

be given due weight, however.
When a transformer serves the double function of supply-

ing current, and also regulating the amount of current under
short circuit conditions, the transfomer losses, should be
credited with the losses which would be entailed if some
other means of regulating the current were used.

Signal Motors.

The choice of the motor for the signal is influenced by
very much the same considerations as for other purposes
except that the actual eflficiency of the motor, i. e., the ratio

of watts input to watts output, is a negligible factor in the
energy consumption of a signaling system, since the total

energy consumed in clearing the signals is relatively neg-
ligible. That is to say, if we are considering steam road
conditions, where the power taken by the signal motor is,

relatively, of the most consequence, the track circuit, slot, lamp,
and transformer losses will probably take an amount of power
which at three cents a kilowatt hour would cost a trifle

over five cents a day, while the cost of power for fifty opera-

tions of the signal, even by a single phase induction motor,
would not be over 0.04 of a cent, or less than one per cent of

the total power.
The apparent eflBciency of the motor, i. e., the ratio of
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apparent watts input to the actual watts output, is of interest in
but two ways: First, as affecting the increase of the normal
supply of current to the signal system in case it has been
interrupted, and it is necessary to clear all signals at once
(and even here it is seldom of much importance if the trans-
formers on the system have been provided with taps for
taking care of normal line drop). Second, as affecting feasibil-
ity of distant signal control without the use of line relays.
As regards commutator motors versus induction motors,

the balance as regards reliability and ease of maintenance
will probably, as in the industrial field, work out in favor of
the induction motor. With the single phase induction motor,
increased economy gained by phase splitting devices involv-
ing contracts, should only be chosen after a full considera-
tion of the degree of reliability likely to be sacrificed.
For signals having a low ratio of gearing, the commutator

motor becomes almost a necessity on account of the high
torque which it is necessary to develop, the current consump-
tion of the induction motor being, comparatively, almost
prohibitive for this condition, unless possibly an exception
might be made of the polyphase induction motor. For signals
with a high ratio of gearing either a commutator or induc-
tion motor has suitable torque characteristics.
Having decided on the lowest voltage at the terminals of

the motor at which it will be required to operate, the motor
should be tested in the signal with the spectacle, roundels,
blade, up and down rod, or other parts with which it is to be
used. With the semaphore and connected mechanism in the
stop and caution positions it should be ascertained if the
application of the minimum allowable voltage decided upon
will clear the signal with the voltage maintained constant.
Another test should be made by bringing the motor to a

full stop at about every five degrees of the stroke by lowering
the voltage. The voltage should be raised after each stop
to determine the minimum voltage at which the motor will
clear the signal at that position. This series of readings wili
show the voltage at which the motor will clear the signal
from any position.

Discussion on the Selection of Alternating Current Apparatus.

Mr. Balliet: I think this is a good time for Mr. Howard
to bring up this question of inductive bonds, for the pur-
pose of harmonizing our literature and keeping things
straight.

Mr. Howard: I would be perfectly willing to accept the
term "impedance bond." The term would be truly descrip-
tive, and would also offer a description of the action of the
bond. It is a word which everybody understands. If you
impede anything you hinder it, and the bond impedes the
flow of the signaling current.

Mr. Balliet: That is practically the term the committee
has accepted, but we are going to eliminate "inductive."
Mr. Hawkins: Mr. Howard's paper refers to track relays

of the two-windings of type. I should like to ask Mr. How-
ard whether he has any recommendations to make in
regard to the use of the two-winding relay as compared
with the one-winding relay. In my opinion the two-wind-
ing relay possesses two advantages over the one-winding
relay for track circuit work; first, efficiency, since the
greater part of the energy required for operating the relay
is to be supplied directly instead of through the track cir-

cuit; and second, it offers complete protection against
broken-down insulated joints without any special connec-
tions, which have certain disadvantages. I cannot agree
with Mr. Howard that the use of a transformer ground shield
is desirable. In the first place a ground shield occupies a valu-
able place for the transformer, and decreases its reliability.

If no ground shield is present, a breakdown cannot take
place through the two weakest points. The only reason for
the use of a ground shield is to protect the low-voltage or
secondary lines from the high or primary voltage. But the
ground shield does not give complete protection against
such a contingency, but does protect against a breakdown.
Mr. Howard: No doubt after you get it to a certain,

length of track circuit you can work more efficiently with
the relay with the two windings. With the two-winding
relay, economy of power consumption is obtained by put-
ting most of the energy into the line or local winding, and
very little into the track winding. All the power that goes
into the track winding of the relay has to be transmitted
over the rails, and a consequent rise in voltage takes place
towards the transformer, resulting in consequent loss of
power in the rails themselves and in leakage through the
ballast, so it is preferable to keep down the energy you
put into the track winding relay, and the more you have
to transmit over the rails, the greater the rise of the volt-

age. If you can make a relay with a single winding, so
that it will take less power than the local winding relay
with two windings, up to a certain length of track circuit,

it is advisable for many reasons to use the relay with the
single winding. In usir:g short track circuits the train
entering the circuit whose transformer is holding the suc-
ceeding signal clear through the broken down insulation
joint, will shunt the transformer and put the signal to
danger, as it should be, exactly the same as is the case
with the standard direct-current relays, which are in use
everywhere on steam railroads. So that the danger from
this source may be less than with relays of two windings.
Now as to the ground shields. I am with the last speaker
from the manufacturers" point of view. From the point of
view of the maintainer, who may be on the pole working
on the transformer, however, I fail to see why he is not
given the much greater degree of protection, that ho would
have when a plate of copper is placed between the pri-
mary and secondary windings, and this plate of copper is
properly grounded, than he would have if no ground sBield
were used. "

Mr. Howard: I wanted to take up the question of the
expediency of using the ground shield, as it was referred to,
with the inference that this was accompanied by a decrease
in the insulation used. I did not mean to imply that that
was my idea of a ground shield. We use as high insulation
with the ground shield as we do without it. But I fail to see
how, if you have a shield of copper between two coils, and the
copper is grounded, a man is going to get a shock from that *

transformer by the high-voltage current passing out of the pri-
mary windings into the secondary windings when it has
got to go through the copper plate to do it.

Mr. Rhea: I would like to ask Mr. Howard whether or
not in the event of a broken-down joint and a train in the
block ahead and a train coming in the second block with a
broken rail, the signal will stand clear, It certainly will under
those conditions. There are two combinations that happen
simultaneously, that will give you a clear signal.

Mr. Waldron: Where is the broken rail?
Mr. Rhea: In the second block back we will say.
Mr. Waldron: Back of the insulated joint?
Mr. Rhea: Yes, sir.

Mr. Rhea: Mr. Howard mentions the test for the double-
winding relay. Are there any tests necessary for a single-
winding relay?

Mr. Howard: A single-winding relay should be subjected to
the influence of a direct current as well as a double-winding
relay.

Mr. Waldron: What will be the difference in cost of in-
sulation in the track circuit between single and double-
winding?
Mr. Howard: It depends on the arrangement of the signals.

It would be the difference of cost between single and double-
winding relay, and you are working on high-tension lines,
I do not think it would cost $200.00 to do that.

After the discussion of Mr. Howard's paper, a vote of thanks
was given him by the association, and the meeting adjourned.

RESULTS OF LETTER BALLOTS.

The reports which were presented at the annual meeting of
the Railway Signal Association at Richmond, Va., in October,
1910, and ordered submitted to letter ballot, have been voted
on by the members of the association with the following re-
sults:

The report of the committee on Signal Practice and Stand-
ards, recommending that the Railway Signal Association,
while not condemning upper left hand quadrant signals, should
recommend the use of upper right-hand quadrant signals for
new work and renewals, was adopted.
The semaphore spectacles, 1040, design "A," and 1041,

design "B," shown on pages 284 and 285 of the 1910 Journal
of Proceedings (all references are to bound Volume No. 7 of
the Railway Signal Association Proceedings for 1910), were
adopted by a substantial majority. The spectacle rings (1042),
ladders and ground masts (1026), ladder clamps and stays
(1029), ground signal masts (1035), base for bracket and
biidge signal masts (1036), bracket posts and bridge signal
masts (1037), lamp bracket (1049), pinnacles (1050 and (1051),
ladder foundation (1052), terminal block (1055B), nut and
washer for binding posts (1070B), concrete foundation (1080),
semaphore lamp and specifications (llOOB) and lamp equip-
ment (1101) were adopted. The diagrams of signal aspects
(1045A and 1046A) failed of adoption. These standards are
shown on pages 286 to 288, and 290 to 303, inclusive, of

the Journal for 1910.

There was a tentative vote on the question of standard
size for the lens of semaphore lamp No. IIOOB, according

to the resoluticn presented by J. C. Mock at the annual
meeting in October, 1910 (page 330, Vol. 7.) This expression

of opinion showed 155 votes for the 5 inch, 3 87 for the 5%
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Inch, one for the 5»^ inch, 18 lor the 6% inch, 20 for the 6%
Inch and one for the 8% In diameter. The tentative vote on
the recommendations and specifications for one-Inch Bl^nal

pipe (pages 331 to 333, Vol. 7) stood 2D0 to G7 for adoption.
The Committee on Mechanical Interlocking recommended

the use of pipe connected home signals at points where the
automatic return to normal position is not required, ex-

act locations where special conditions exist, where the in-

stallation, maintenance and efllciency of operation make the
power type preferable, and the use of power-operated signals

at mechanical interlocking plants at points where three-posi-

tion signals are required to return to the stop or caution

position automatically, and at all points where three-position

automatic block signals are now in use or are contemplated
(page 225, Vol. 7). These were adopted, as were also a num-
ber of changes In the wording of general and detail speci-

fications and the recommendation for using the electric lock

to prevent a return of the home signal lever latch to normal
position except when the circuit is completed through springs

on the distant signal In its normal position (pages 223 to 228,

Vol. 7).

The specifications for D. C. low-voltage motor semaphore
signals (pages 349 to 355, Vol. 7), tinned channel pins (365

to 358), wood trunking (362 and 363), and caustic soda pri-

mary battery cell (1053D, pages 359 to 361), were adopted.

The revised specifications for double-braided, weather-proof,

hard-drawn copper line wire; rubber-insulated, signal wire;

galvanized E. B. B. iron bond wires; double-braided, weather-
proof, galvanized B. B. Iron line wire; aerial, braided cables;

rubber-Insulated, lead-covered, armored, submarine cable;

and double-braided, weather-proof, hard-drawn, copper clad,

steel wire, were adopted (pages 466 to 490, Vol. 7) ; as were
also a form of wire Inspection report, and a revised table of

stranded conductors and flexible conductors for cables (pages

465 and 466, Vol. 7).

The definitions of the terms "blade-grip" and "blade," as

Bubmltted by Committee No. 7 on Subjects and Definitions

(page 460, Vol 7), were favorably received and adopted.

The requisites and adjuncts submitted by Committee No.

6 on Automatic Stops and Cab Signals (pages 450 to 455, Vol.

1), were adopted, and the conclusion of the committee that

the requisites of Installation and the desirable characteristics

embodied In this report form an adequate basis on which to

design and construct a system of automatic stops and cab

signals was adopted by a majority of 41 over the required

two-thirds.

The Chicago & Northwestern Is planning the Installation

of considerable single-track automatic block signaling dur-

ing this season, and the system of operation probably will

call for an arrangement of signals and overlaps similar to

that recently put In service on the Northern Pacific.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is installing three-

position upper-quadrant automatic block signals on its South

Chicago line, 3% miles of double track between Gresham

and Stony Island avenue, Chicago, 111. The Installation

provides for alternating-current operation of the signal sys-

tem. The construction work is nearly completed, and the

signals will be put in service In the near future.
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Liberty St., New York, N. Y.

Brixey, Richard, Pres., Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., 30

Church St., New York, N. Y.

Brown, E. W., Salesman, Edison Mfg. Co., 34 Cambridge

Ave., East Orange, N. J.

Cameron, F. C, Corning Class Works, Corning, N. Y.

Camp, W. M., Editor, Railway Review, Manhattan Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

Cook, W. J., Pres., Cook Railway Signal Co., 1067 Gas &

Electric Bldg., Denver, Col.

Cook, W. L., U. S. Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Corey, F. B., General Electric Co., Railway Sig. Dept., Sche-

nectady, N. Y.

Delavie, F. J., Mgr., Bat. Zinc Dept., Grasselli Chem. Co.,

Cleveland, 0.

Ferguson, H. K., Railway Sig. Dept., General Elec. Co., 631

Rugby Road, Schenectady, N. Y.

Foster, W. E., Ingalls-Shephard Forging Co., McCormick

Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Gifford, H. E., care of American Conduit Co., East Chi-

cago, Ind.

Hall, G. L., Vice-Pres., Q. & C. Co., 90 West St., New York,

N. Y.

Hawkins, L. A., Elec. Engr., Sig. Dept., General Electric

Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hovey, M. H., Room 405, State Capitol Bldg., Madison, Wis.

Hovey, W. G., Hall Signal Co., 25 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Hudson, E, E., Mgr. Sales, Primary Battery Dept., Edison

Mfg. Co., Orange, N. J.

Hulmes, W. A., Gen. Ry. Signal Co., Chicago, 111.

Johnson, Sidney, Gen. Sales Mgr., Union Switch & Signal

Co., 30 Church St., New York, N. Y.

Langdon, J. L., General Railway Signal Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Lepreau, F. J., Edison Mfg. Co., 304 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

111.

Lorenz, J. M., Salesman, Central Electric Co., 270 5th Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Macdonough, G. H., General Railway Signal Co., Monadnock

Block, Chicago, 111.

Marshall, Edw. L., Chem, Engr., National Carbon Co., 118

S. Wood St., Freemont, 0.

Moore, A. G., Ry. Sig. Dept., General Electric Co., Sche-

nectady, N. Y.

Moore, P. W., Gen. Mgr. P. & M. Co., Chicago, 111.

Murphy, John, Elec. Engr., Dept. Railways and Canals, 174

Maclaren St., Ottawa, Canada.

Piper, H. L., Hiram L. Piper Co., Ltd., 17 Normand St.,

Montreal, Can.

Poor, C. O., Gen. Supt., General Railway Signal Co., Ro-

chester, N. Y.

Smith, F. C, American Conduit Co., East Chicago, 111.

Sperry, H. M., Sales Mgr., General Railway Signal Co., Ro-

chester, N. Y. P. O. Box 1052.

Thompson, A., Jr., General Railway Signal Co., Rochester,

N. Y.

Thompson, H. G., Mgr., R. R. Dept., Edison Storage Battery

Co., Orange, N. J.

Weld, Harold K., Asst. Sales Rep., McRoy Clay Works, The

Rookery, Chicago, 111.

White, F. J., Salesman, The Okonite Co., 253 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.

Workman, W. S., General Ry. Signal Co., 129 Hobart St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

RAILWAY APPLIANCES ASSOCIATION.

At the last annual mooting of the Road and Track Supply

Associalion, the name was chaiiKod to Railway Appliances

Association.

In the Daily Railway Age Gazelle of March 15, 1910,

page 5G0, there appeared an article which outlined the work
of the Road and Track Supply Association from its inception

in 1894. We print herewith pictures of the officers and mem-
bers of the executive committee elected in March last.

The president of the associalion, T. W. Snow, who, until

a month ago was president of the Otto Gas Engine Works,

is now making a spe-

cialty of water appli-

ances and coaling sta-

tions for railways. His

identity with the rail-

way supply business

dates back to 1878,

when he entered the

employ of the Pennsyl-

vania Steel Company,
under George W. Par-

sons, then superintend-

ent of the frog, switch

and signal departments.

Ten years later Mr.

Snow was appointed

assistant general agent

of the United States

Wind Engine & Pump
Company at Batavia,

111., and he devoted

most of the next ten

T. W. Snow,
President.

years to building waterworks plants for villages, towns and

railways. From the end of 1898 until his election to the presi-

dency of the company in 1906, Mr. Snow was manager of

the western branch of the Otto Gas Engine Works at Chicago.

Robert E. Belknap, the vice-president of the association,

is Chicago sales agent for the Pennsylvania Steel Company
and Maryland Steel

Company. His connec-

tion with railway work
dates back to 1898,

when he was engaged

in building the Eighth

avenue and Sixth ave-

nue underground trol-

ley conduits for the

Metropolitan Street
Railway, New York
City, as assistant to the

engineer for the Na-

t i o n a 1 Contracting

Company. In 1901 he

joined the sales force

of the Pennsylvania

Steel Company, and

Maryland Steel Com-
pany and after workitig

in all the different de-

partments, especially

the rail, frog and switch departments, billet mill, steel

foundry and bridge shop, and the forging, machine and marine

departments, he was attached to the general sales ofBce at

Steelton. In July, 1902, Mr. Belknap was transferred to the

new Chicago sales office as assistant sales agent and western

representative, and in 1906 was made sales agent.

Both Mr. Snow and Mr. Belknap were elected members of

the executive committee in 1908.

The secretary and treasurer, John N. Reynolds, whose pic-

Robert E. Belknap.

Vice-President,
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Azel Ames.
A. P. Van Schaic"\ W. F. Schleiter.

George Stanton. John McKinnon.

T. R. Wyles. John N. Reynolds,

Secretary-Treasurer.

George C. Isbester.

OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE RAILWAY APPLIANCES ASSOCIATION.
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tine appears on tlu' page picucMling, is wt'storn niaiiaKor ol'

tho Railway Ape Gazette.

The other members of the executive committee are: John
McKlnuon, secretary and general manager, Kalamazoo Rail-

way Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.; George Stanton,
sales agent, Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland,
Ohio; W. F. Schloiter (ex-offlcio), secretary, Dilworth. Porter
& Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. P. Van Sehaick, Lackawanna
Steel Company, Cliicago; Maj. Azel Ames, in charge of rail-

way department. Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company,
New York

; T. R. Wyles, vice-president, Detroit Graphite Com-
pany. Chicago, and George C. Isbester, vice-president, Q. & C.

Company, Chicago.

fiEPAIRS TO THE LA SALLE STREET STATION TRAIN
SHED ROOF, CHICAGO.

Extensive repairs, made necessary by the deterioration of

the concrete in the slabs, have just been completed on

the train shed roof of the La Salle Street Station, Chicago.

When the roof of the train shed of the La Salle street

station, Chicago, was first built the steel framework was
covered with cinder concrete slabs reinforced with No. 10

expanded metal having about a 3-in. mesh. These slabs

were covered on the outside with a shell of cement and

sand concrete about % in. thick. The roof surface of the

train shed was broken up into vertical panels by the use

of molded wooden strips of an irregular shape but approxi-

mating a 4-in. x 6-in. section, spaced 2 ft. 6 in. between cen-

ters, the idea of the wood ribs being to break the monot-

ony of the flat surface and to take care of expansion. The
roofing used was the H. W. Johns-Manville Company (New
York), special Manville brand of asbestos roofing, which was
put on vertically and turned up against the sides of the ribs,

the edges being cemented to these ribs. A cap of this same

material was then put over the vertical ribs and securely

nailed with copper nails, after which the whole surface was
mopped with a special asphalt roofing coating.

In the original application and fastening of these ribs

there was a tendency to crack the concrete shell, allowing

some moisture to get in from the top. The fumes and the

exhaust steam from the engines penetrated this thin shell,

and, coming in contact with the cinders which contained

more or less unslacked coal, produced a chemical action

which in many cases reduced the steel to absolute rust.

This steel, when it began to corrode, exjjanded and cracked
the lower shell, allowing further gases and moisture to

penetrate the slab from below.

The first warning that such an action was taking place

was given when a piece of the lower shell, about 18 in.

square, fell, taking with it a piece of reinforcement which
was entirely disintegrated along the edges of this piece. A
very thorough examination of the roof was then made by
a bridge erecting gang, and it was decided to renew the

upper or flat portion of the dome. When the roof was.
opened up, however, and a more careful examination of the
lower portions could be made, it was decided to remove
the entire roof covering.

The sides of the original dome were dotted about every
GO ft. with glass dormer skylights, which, being flat on top,

simply formed pockets for the gases to accumulate. In

these portions of the roof the steel framework was almost
entirely eaten out and the copper bars forming the frame-

work for the glass were eaten entirely through in many
places. ' There had also been some sloping skylights along

the monitor between the slat louvres. In making repairs

to the roof these skylight dormers and sloping skylights

were eliminated and permanent sash put in on the moni-

tors. Long vertical hooded slots were put in on each side

to allow the fumes and exhaust from the engines to get

out of the shed more quickly, where originally all these

gases had to travel up the dome of the roof to the monitor

to escape. At the north end of the shed five large stacks

of steel framework covered with asbestos board were also

built to facilitate the escape of these gases.

In making the new slabs a rich concrete of one part

Portland cement, two parts torpedo sand and four parts

fine crushed stone were used, except on the outside edges,

where a 1 to 1 mixture was put in, a woven wire reinforce-

ment being used. Special care was taken in the construc-

tion of the frames so that the slabs were of exact dimen-

sions. While drying, the slabs were stacked in the yard

with air spaces between them and they were constantly

sprinkled while setting. They were waterproofed on all

sides by the use of ironite. The slabs were originally de-

signed with four hook bolts, one at each corner to secure

them to the iron framework of the roof, but on account of

the slot which it was necessary to leave in the slab to receive

U Ll uuuumiu
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Train Shed; La Salle Street Station, Chicago.
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the nut weakening the corner and making it liable to

crack, the number of bolts was reduced to two for each
slab. Small wooden blocks were also inserted in the con-
crete to facilitate nailing to the vertical wooden ribs. The
joints between the slabs were filled with Portland cement
mortar and the roofing used was the same as that on the
original roof. Some 9,000 slabs, each 2 ft. wide by 5 ft.

long and 2% in. thick were required for this work.

We are indebted for this information to A. T. Hawk,
architect of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, under
whose direction this work was done.

THE EXHIBIT.

With several thousand invitations out to the offioers of

railways, to presidents, general managers, superintendents

and chief engineers, to come or send their subordinates to

see the show at the Coliseum, it devolved on the manage-
ment of the exhibit to make good and produce something that

would come up to the expectations that so lavish a sum-

mons warranted. That these expectations have been more
than met cannot fail to be the testimony of any visitor,

whether it be as a mere lay observer to whom the mass

of black and colored objects in their multitude of forms

is a meaningless aggregation, or as a student and expert

to whom it represents, what it really is, a collection of the

latest and best in the development of track and roadbed and

the appliances for the most economical methods of their

construction and maintenance, as well as those for insuring

the greatest safety in the conduct of transportation.

In a case like this, where the same parties are responsible

for the results, comparisons cease to be odious, but become
the natural method of showing growth and development.

So, if we recollect what was done a year ago, excellent as

was the impression produced, we at once see that there

has not only been a great improvement in the general aspect

of the show, but that manufacturers have reached a fuller

realization of what it really means, and of what it is worth,

and have come in greatly increased numbers to exhibit of

their best and latest. Of the general appearance, taught by

the experience of the past, there is a uniformity in the

method of display and announcement that gives an air of

harmony to the whole, which lends an artistic touch that is

very pleasing to the eye.

It is impossible here to do more than indicate in the most
cursory manner a few of the prominent characteristics of

the display, without attempting any detailed description.

Apparently it was desired to bring the signal exhibits to the

fore, for immediately in front of the entrance and occupying
the center of the building, there are four semaphore posts

with their arms and attachments. This may have been mere
chance, but surely the signal men have come well to the

front in what they have to show. Some of it is acknowl-
edgedly experimental and is shown with as much of a desire

to sound the opinions of the members as to the desirability

or advisability of certain changes, as with the expectation of

their immediate adoption. Such a case is to be found in

the arrangement for using a light indication for a day
signal, instead of a semaphore. This was necessitated by
some of the local conditions at the Pennsylvania terminal
in New York, and the success attending the venture evi-

dently led to this more advanced proposal. If any one thing

could be said to be brought more to the front than another,

it might be the use of the electric motor for the operation
of signals and switches. The development from the old

hand-operated devices has been very rapid during the past

few years, until now the motor is accepted as a matter-

of-course, and the makers have passed the point where it

is necessary to argue the point with the engineer. One of

the interesting features of signal operation will be found

in the uj-e of an automatic system of permissive blocking for

a single track road. With this trains moving in the same
direction may be admitted successively into a block between
two passing sidings, while there is an absolute block against
any movement in the opposite direction.

Closely allied with the signals are the exhibits of lamps
for the various purposes demanded. Here, too, there are

some novelties, as well as some very beautiful and artistic

displays. The advance in the art of signaling has been
paralleled with the care with which the lamps are designed
and made. Not only is the mechanical work of the raoet

substantial character, but we find that the lamp men have
stopped buying lenses that were not designed, but "just

growed" like Topsy, and are having them really designed
for the purpose for which they are to be used. A casual
inquiry from several of the exhibitors who were enlarging
upon the value and effectiveness of their wares, as to "who
designed the lenses," brought the prompt naming of one or

two optical experts noted for their scientific attainments and
their skill in the designing of this class of work. In this

way manufacturers are putting out lamps that have not
only a greater power of illumination, but are capable of throw-
ing that illumination in all its intensity over a wider visual

angle and so obtaining results that were not considered pos-

sible a few years ago.

But signals and lamps are not all that there are to be seen.

There are many notable examples of track, switch and cross-

ing construction, some of them old friends and many with

a new wrinkle or improvement attached that adds to their

value. In this the trend of the modern railway that looks

for a substantial construction rather than a minimum of first

cost is very apparent. This is particularly noticeable in the

matter of derails. A few years ago, any old thing that would
ditch a car was all that was required. It was something
that must be cheap, but to-day we find that there are elab-

orate means of connecting the derails to the switch and in-

terlocking movements, that the parts are made for service

and endurance and that the insurance of their operative

effectiveness is of as much importance as to have something
that could be called a derail to show good intentions.

Then, there is a multiplicity of co-related objects: things

that the chief engineer and his roadmasters must use and
have for their daily work. If they wish to ride, it would
be an exacting and carping official, indeed, who cannot find

something in what is shown to carry him, his men or his

tools to the point where work is to be done, or an inspection

made. There is everything from the push-car and the rail

wheelbarrow, to the elaborate gasolene-driven motor car

with speed capabilities well up to the safety limit.

These are impressions of the show, but when it comes to

the last analysis it would seem that nearly everything is

there. The chief engineer can walk into the Coliseum and
equip a party with transits, levels, rods, tapes, chains and
all the paraphernalia for a survey, and then he can find der-

ricks and excavators to do his grading; he can find ties and
rails, and ballast and concrete and culvert pipe for the com-
pletion of the work, he can get spikes and joints to hold his

rails; he can find barrows and mauls and shovels and picks

for its maintenance; he can get poles for his wires, and
wires that are bare, are copper covered, or insulated, to carry

any sort of current that he wishes; he can bond or insulate

or play any electrical trick that may please him, with his

rails; he can build crossings and lay out sidings with the

material ready to his hand; he can carry from the building

the signals and interlocking that will make his road the model

of efficiency and operation, and then he may add the ex-

ternals that come within his province. He can erect his sta-

tions and roundhouses and warehouses, and may even harvest

the ice that is to keep him cool in summer, or install the

heating apparatus that is to keep out the winter's cold. In

fact, there is little left for him to do beyond what 1)(> can
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here fliul tlie moans of accomplishing. And tlicn, when ho

has gone througli it all and absorbed as much as his brain

can liold. ho will be quite willing to acltnowledge the truth

of our opening statement as to the comprehensiveness of the

exhibit and its value to any railway engineer who wishes to

keep posted and know of what is latest and best in the mat-

ters pertaining to his department.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS.

The following is a complete list of all exhibits in place or

being installed in the Coliseum yesterday (Monday) after-

noon :

Adams & Westiake Company, Chicago, 111.—Signal lamps,
lanterns, railway specialties. Represented by Walter H. Bald-
win, G. L. Walters, A. S. Anderson, C. B. Carson, W. J. Pierson,
H. G. Turney, E. H. Stearns and Frank N. Grigg. Spaces
83-84.

Ajax Forge Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented by P. G.
Bradley, H. G. Elfborg and H. C. Hutchins. Spaces 195-196.

Alamo Manufacturing Company, Hillsdale, Mich.—Gasoline,
gas, kerosene and distillate engines for railway service, pump-
ing outfits, charging storage battery plants. Represented by
L. A. Hopkins, J. L. Benedict, B. L. Winchell, Jr., R. A. Pater-
son, R. C. Bristol and Wm. Prideaux. Space 189.

Alexander Crossing Company, Clinton, 111.—Continuous-rail
non-pounding crossings. Represented by Louis Alexander,
I N. Brown and Robert Johns. Spaces 199-200-213-214.

Allegheny Steel Company, Pittsburg, Pa.—O. H. steel plates,
sheets, stamping steel, deep drawing steel, electrical sheets,
"Reliance" steel and charcoal iron boiler tubes and locomotive
flues, pipe, steel castings, stamped steel specialties, plate
washers. Represented by T. G. Seixas and A. P. Scott. Spaces
244-245.

Allith Mfg. Company, Chicago, 111.—Door hangers, approved
fire door, warehouse door, continuous parallel door, merchan-
dise carrier and rolling store ladder equipment. Represented
by W. D. Jameson. Space 116.

American Concrete Pile and Pipe Company, Chicago, 111.

—

Concrete culvert pipes and piles. Represented by S. W.
Crocker and J. M. Watrous. Space 191.

American Guard Rail Fastener Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Anchor guard rail clamps, tie-plate guard-rail fasteners and
Vaughan automatic rail anchors. Represented by D. F.
Vaughan and Chas. Z. Vaughan. Space 119.

American Hoist and Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.

—

Complete life-size "American Railroad Ditcher," mounted on
flat car. Represented by F. J. Johnson, W. L. Manson and
W. O. Washburn. Spaces 201-202-203.

American Rail Joint Company, Toronto, Ont.—"Reinforced
angle bars." Represented by Thos. D. Beddoe. Space 253.
American Railway Signal Company, Cleveland, O.—Electric

automatic signals, electric switch locks, electric dwarf signals,
tower and switch indicators, relays and electric interlocking
apparatus. Represented by G. L. Weiss, H. M. Abernethy,
H. D. Abernethy and J. L. Burrows. Spaces 21-22.

American Railway Steel Tie Company, Harrisburg, Pa.

—

Section of track with their steel ties. Represented by John
G. Snyder. Spaces 22'0-221.

American Steel and Wire Company, Chicago, 111.—Right-of-

way fencing, gates, signal wire, rail bonds, tie-marking nails.

Represented by J. M. Holloway, L. P. Shanahan, S. F. Deems,
H. A. Parks, B. H. Rider, H. S. Durant and C. S. Knight.
Spaces 50-51-69-70.

American Valve and Meter Company, Cincinnati, O.—Poage
automatic water columns, tank valves and fixtures, Fenner
drop spout. Economy switch stands, Anderson interlocking
switch stands and safety switch locks for main line switches,
track devices. Represented by J. T. McGarry and F. C. An-
derson. Spaces 130-131-132.

American Vulcanized Fiber Company, Wilmington, Del.

—

Original vulcanized fiber for rail joint insulation, steel tie

insulation, mechanical use. Represented by John Barron.
Space 136.

America Well Works, Chicago, 111.—Deep well and centrif-

ugal pumping machinery with any style of power, air com-
pressors, well drilling and prospecting machinery. Repre-

sented by Geo. W. Igo, C. O. McLean and A. W. McLean.
Spaces 14-15.

Armspear Mfg. Company, New York, N. Y.—Pressed steel

switch lamps, one-day and long-time burners, semaphore and
train order lamps, automatic classification and train markers,
steel and wire guard lanterns. Represented by F. D. Spear,

C. K. Freeman and F. A. Buckley. Space 184.

Asbestos Protected Metal Company, Canton, Mass.—Two
sheets of asbestos protoc'ted motal. Represented by Wilmot
W. Hurritt. Si)aces 78-97.

Asphalt Ready Roofing Company, New York, N. Y.—Pro-
tection brand asi)halt roofing, sand and gravel surfaced, with
6-lnch lap, wliich can be laid with no nails exposed on the
outside; Anow brand, sand and gravel surfaced roofing;
Stonehenge, smooth surfaced roofing; Hudson brand asphalt
felts. Represented by Harry H. Huested and A. Brewster
Clark. Space 168.

Banks Electric and Mfg. Company, New York, N. Y.—Banks'
signal batteries. Banks' track l)atteries. Represented by W.
C. Banks, Geo. W. Davis and John H. Bush. Space 280.

Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.—Roof-
ing, floor protection particularly adapted for wooden floors

in repair shops and freight houses, bridge waterproofing,
waterproofing and damproofing for masonry. Represented by
L. P. Sibley, W. S. Babcock, H. B. Nichols and C T. Bilyea.
Space 106.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y.—Engi-
neering and surveying instruments, transits and levels, etc.

Represented by W. Louis Johnson. Space 96.

Beaver Dam Malleable Iron Company, Beaver Dam, Wis.

—

Tie plates and rail braces. Represented by Lawrence Fitch,
J. V. Cowling, F. S. McNamara, E. A. Hawks, W. L. Douglass
and D. P. Lamoreaux. Spaces 165-166.

Blocki-Brennan Refining Company, Chicago, 111.—Carboxide
elastic metal preserver and some of the bi-products. Repre-
sented by W. F. Brennan and James C. Cleary. Space 261.

Bossert Mfg. Company, W. F., Utica, N. Y.—Triple-lock
switch stand, Bossert insulated rail joint, Nickerson safety
switch point lock, Bossert improved switch point adjuster,

tie plate and guard rail clamp, semaphore blade clasps. Sim-
plex and Duplex track drills. Represented by F. L. Guil-

laume, Wm. F. Bossert, H. C. Williams, R. E. King and Willis
C. Squire. Space 118.

Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Fort Wayne, Ind.—Oil storage
systems, self-measuring pumps for handling oils, gasoline, var-
nishes, etc. Represented by C. A. Dunkelberg, W. T. Simpson,
F. T. Hyndman and E. H. Barnes. Space 186.

Bryant Zinc Company, Chicago, 111.—Signal supplies, bat-

tery supplies, fiber conduit, Gould storage batteries, crossing
bells, battery vaults and chutes, electrical instruments, track
and linemen's tools. Represented by A. F. Klink, E. M.
Deems, R. N. Baker, Stanley Bryant, H. J. Hovey, R. N.
Chamberlain and J. W. Cremerius. Spaces 153-154-155-156.

Buda Company, Chicago, 111.—Railroad motor cars and
velocipedes, track drills, drill grinders, switch stands, ratchet
jacks, ball-bearing jacks, adjustable switch rods, solid man-
ganese crossing, replacers, electric crossing gates. Repre-
sented by H. K. Gilbert, L. M. Viles, Wm. P. Hunt, Jr., W. B.

Paulson, J. T. Harahan, Jr., Geo. B. Shaw, L. Hamill, A. R.
Dyer, J. J. Card and H. S. Evans. Spaces 87-88-89-90.

Burroughs Railway Nut Lock Company, Jacksonville, Fla.

—

Positive railway nut lock. Represented by Oliver B. Bur-
roughs and J. A. Agnew. Space 281.

Buyers' Index Company, Chicago, 111.—Book, "Railway Sup-
ply Index-Catalogue and Purchasing Agents' Buying List."

Represented by Lloyd Simonson, Horace E. Frame, Alexander
Smith, D. J. Beaton and F. B. Cozzens. Space 190.

Cambria Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa.—Rails, 100 per
cent, splice bars, Morrison guard rails, "Coffin Process" axles.

Represented by J. L. Replogle, A. Morrison, C. J. Ellis, H. P.

Hubbell and J. L. Adams. Space 177.

Carey Company, Philip, Cincinnati, O.—Roofing, asbestos
and magnesia products, insulating materials. Represented by
J. L. Morse, W. C. Ignatius, E. S. Main and Frank Carter.

Space 170.

Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburg, Pa.—Section of railroad

track, constructed with steel cress ties and Duque'sne joints,

with various types of fastenings, including insulated wedge
fastening; steel cross ties which have been in track since

1904, with information showing weight, service, etc.; light

ties for portable track; assortment of Duquesne rail joints;

large display of nickel-plated samples, showing representative

shapes rolled by Carnegie Steel Company; steel sheet piling,

U. S. and Friestedt; bolt and spike tests; steel freight car,

engine truck, passenger car and street car wheels; bolt and
spike kegs, showing steel hoops. Represented by N. M.
Hench, Edwin S. Mills, C. B. Friday, Herbert VanZant, F.

Rys, P. W. O'Brien, H. C. Griswold, Kent Porter and Robert

Coe. Spaces 52-53-71-72.

Carpenter & Co., GeO. B., Chicago, 111.—Cordage, cotton

duck, tackle blocks, rubber goods, switch ropes, track tools.

Represented by Henry W. d'Evers. Space 157.

Ceresit Waterproofing Company, Chicago, 111.—Concrete

and cement mortar slabs waterproofed with Ceresit subjected
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to high water pressure, proving the water repelling qualities

of Ceresit. Represented by P. H. Hansen. Space 2G2'.

Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, Chicago, 111.—Model of
an all-steel water tank; pictures of bridges, retorts, steel coal
chutes and tanks. Represented by Geo. T. Horton, H. B.

Horton, M. J. Trees, B. G. Ladd, C. S. Pillsbury and E. W.
Steinmueller. Space 176.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.—Section
motor cars, pneumatic and electric tools. Represented by
C. E. Walker, J. G. Osgood and C. B. Coates. Space 68.

Chicago Steel Tape Company, Chicago, 111.—Implements for

field surveys such as steel tapes, leveling rods, lining poles,

marking pins, stadia rods, targets and repairing devices.
Represented by L. A. Nichols and S. A. Holland. Space 113.

Cleveland Frog and Crossing Company, Cleveland, O.

—

"Hard Service" manganese frogs and crossings, improved
spring rail clamps, interlocking switch appliances, etc. Rep-
resented by G. C. Lucas, Geo. Stanton, A. Peabody, L. G.
Parker and Geo. Arnold, Jr. Spaces 102-103-104.

Collins & Co., W. P., Chicago, 111.—Lubricating oils and
greases, Kapak (Elaterite) paint, ready roofing, Lardoilene
cutting compound. Represented by W. P. Collins, J. J. Col-

lins, D. Risley, A. B. Cross, J. Roskilly and C. S. Kennerly.
Space 282.

Concrete Form and Engine Company, Detroit, Mich.—^Col-

lapsible steel form for building concrete culverts, conduits,

sewers, etc.; railroad velocipede equipped with Belle Isle

gas engine; stationary engines for all purposes. Represented
by W. C. Shanafelt, F. S. Freer, L. K. Rumsey and W. D.
Waugh. Space 283.

Conley Frog and Switch Company, Memphis, Tenn.—Couley
patent frogs, manganese frogs, railway track appliances. Rep-
resented by John E. Conley. Space 164.

Continuous Frog and Crossing Company, Reinforced Rail

Joint Company, St. Louis, Mo.—Railroad frogs and rail joints.

Represented by W. G. Brown. Space 219.

Cook's Standard Tool Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.—Stand-
ard bonding drills, Standard track and car jacks. Climax track
drills, Magic tool grinders. Magic chucks and high speed
bits. Represented by Eugene Cook and F. C. Butler. Space
115.

Crane Company, Chicago, 111.—Cranetilt steam traps, motor
operated steel gate valves, special valves for creosote and
zinc-chloride, locomotive safety valves, brass valves, am-
monia valves and fittings, cast and malleable iron fittings,

Crane railroad ball joint unions and fittings and special fit-

tings for steam, water, gas and air, especially recommended
for railroad work. Represented by F. D. Fenn, F. C. Sabln
and J. B. Jordan. Space 146.

Detroit Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich.—Paint for

bridges, buildings, structural steel, etc. Represented by T. R.
Wyles, L. D. Mitchell, Edwin Booth, A. H. Kuerst and B. O'F.
Randolph. Space 77.

Detroit Steel Products Company, Detroit, Mich.—Solid steel

Detrolt-Fenestra windows. Represented by Chas. R. Ayars.
Space 180.

Paul Dickinson, inc., Chicago, 111.—Cross sections of stand-
ard roundhouses showing various styles of buildings, latest

designs in smoke jacks, cast-iron chimneys and ventilators.

Represented by J. A. Meaden and A. J. Filkins. Space 86.

Eugene Dietzgen Company, Chicago, 111.—A complete line

of modern surveying instruments, leveling rods, ranging
poles, tapes, rail profile machines and other supplies which
are used by engineers both in the office and in the field.

Represented by W. E. Cook, W. O. Phillips, G. C. Moore and
C. S. Breckinridge. Space 2.

Dilworth, Porter & Co., Ltd., Pittsburg, Pa.—Railroad spikes
and tie plates. Represented by W. F. Schleiter and Chas.
Johnston. Space 26.

Dixon Crucible Company, Joseph, Jersey City, N. J.—Dixon's
Silica-Graphite Paint. Graphite productions. Represented by
H. W. Chase and E. R. Smith. Space 1G9.

Dressel Railway Lamp Works, New York, N. Y.—Switch,
semaphore, tower, station, engine, tail-marker, caboose, cross-

ing gate and water-trough lamps, oil pots, long-time and stand-

ard railroad lamp burners, etc. Represented by F. W. Dressel,

Robert Black, H. S. Hoskinson, E. W. Hodgkins, A. P. Grenier
B. P. Claiborne and F. E. Edmunds. Space 105.

Drouve Company, G., Bridgeport, Conn.—"Anti-Pluvius"

puttyless skylights and the "Lovell" and "Straight-Push" sash
operators. Represented by William V. Dee, George J. Adam
and R. S. Adam. Space 163.

Duplex Metals Company, Chester, Pa.—Miniature pole line

showing results from heavy snowstorm; samples of all kinds

of copper-clad steel wire and products, such as nails, cotter

pins and bolts. Represented by Frank R. Chambers, Jr., Wm.
T. Kyle, Geo. P. Fondersmith, W. W. Lampkiu and E. M.
Fondersmith. Spaces 38-39.

D. & A. Post Mold Company, Three Rivers, Mich.—"D. &
A." cement post machines, molds, posts, reinforcements, car
steam curing unit for posts; mold and reinforcement for con-

crete poles for telephone and telegraph service. The "Shak-
ing System." Represented by G. H. Dougherty, O. Dougherty
and L. R. Dougherty. Spaces 134-135.

Eastern Granite Roofing Company, New York, N. Y.

—

Granite roofing, Evertite crushed stone roofing, "Tisbest"
smooth surface roofing, Palmoid smooth surface roofing. Rep-
resented by H. Henning, C. F. Barstow, A. E. Roever and
A. W. Turner. Space 129.

Economy Separable Switch Point Company, Inc., Louisville,

Ky.—"Economy" separable switch points, "Economy" adjust-

able head rods, "Economy" separable claw bar, "Economy"
foot guard, positive rail anchors, positive rail anchor-tie

plate combination, positive malleable tie plates. Represented
by W. M. Mitchell, W. M. Mitchell, Jr., R. H. Johnson, Geo.
A. Johnson and D. C. Byrne. Spaces 187-188.

Edison Mfg. Company, Orange, N. J.—Primary batteries for

signal work, automatic block signals, crossing bells, telephone
circuits and gas engine ignition. Represented by E. E. Hud-
son, E. J. Lepreau, E. W. Brown and P. A. Garrity. Space 151.

Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.—Storage
batteries of various types, portable and stationary, for railway
signal application; car lighting and ignition batteries. Rep-
resented by H. G. Thompson. Space 152'.

Edison, Thomas A., Inc., Orange, N. J.—Business phono-
graphs. Represented by L. D. Dexheimer and E. B. Bost-

wick. Space 287.

Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

"Chloride Accumulator" batteries for drawbridge operation,

and Chloride, Tudor and Exide types for car lighting, electric

interlocking plants and automatic block signal work; couple

types for small lighting plants, telephone and telegraph serv-

ice. Represented by G. H. Atkin, T. Milton, R. E. Baird and
T. A. Cressey. Space 158.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, 111.—Motor cars for section

work and inspection, also for signal and telegraph depart-

ments; gasoline pumping engines, steam pumps, railroad

pumping windmills, standpipes, gasoline and gas engine gen-

erating sets, motors and dynamos, track and bonding drills,

ratchet, ball-bearing and hydraulic jacks, scales. Represented
by S. F. Forbes, C. W. Kelly, A. A. Taylor, F. M. Condit, L. H.
Matthews, E. M. Fisher, G. J. Akers, A. F. Young, P. V. Roy,

L. Norvell, H. D. Smith, A. C. Dodge, F. H. Douglas, W. H.
Stearns and C. T. Fugitt. Spaces 73-74-75-76-92-93-94-95.

Federal Signal Company, Albany, N. Y.—Electrical and
mechanical signaling and interlocking apparatus. Represented
by J. T. Cade, A. Dean and W. H. Reichard. Space 149.

Frank M. Foster, Columbus, O.—Foster interlocking switch

stands with independent facing point lock and distant signal

operated with one movement of one lever. Represented by
Frank M. Foster and George E. Kalb. Space 138.

Franklin Manufacturing Company, Franklin, Pa.—Asbestos
corrugated roofing and siding; asbestos "Century" shingles;

asbestos building lumber and smoke jacks; 85 per cent,

magnesia locomotive lagging; steam pipe and boiler cover-

ings; special journal box packing; wool and cotton waste.

. Represented by R. J. Evans, L. B. Melville, E. R. Rayburn,
A. L, Landry, Geo. Stewart and F. S. McNamara. Space 6.

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.—Railway sig-

nal and accessory and supply devices, mercury arc rectifier,

gasoline engine generating set and railway signals in opera-

tion. Represented by Frank Rhea, H. K. Ferguson, P. B,

Corey, L. A. Hawkins, W. W. Brown, A. G. Moore, H. L.

Monroe, Chas. Ives, R. E. Russell, A. W. .Tones, A. P. Jenks,

L. G. Crawford and J. S. Button. Spaces 35-36.

General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y.—Elec-

tric interlocking machines. Model 2-A, electric motor signals

for automatic block and interlocking systems, relays and
other devices. Represented by W. W. Salmon, G. D. Morgan,

M. Wuerpel, W. K. Howe, F. L. Dodgson, H. M. Sperry, J. L.

Langdon, C. O. Poor, J. B. Evans, M. R. Briney, F. H. Jones,

G. H. Macdonough and W. R. Young. Spaces 56-57-58-59.

GIfford-Wood Company, Chicago, 111.—Ice handling ma-
chinery and ice tools. Represented by N. H. Williams and

Geo. B. Vernier. Spaces 142-143.

Goheen Mfg. Company, Canton, O.—Preservative coatings

for iron and steel and galvanized iron. Represented by Geo.

L. Clapper and John G. Thompson. Space 182.

Goldie, William, Pittsburg, Pa.—Steel railroad tie, method
of surfacing track and tie plugs. Represented by Wm. Goldie,

Sr., Wm. Goldie, Jr.. and E. E. Williams. Space 247.

Gray & Sons, Peter, Boston, Mass.—Signal lamps and lan-

terns, as follows: Switch lamps, semaphore lamps, engine

classification and tail lamps, train tail lamps or markers,

platform tail lamps, bridge lamps to government specifica-

tions, Gray's chimneyless long-time burners, switch and
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seinapliore lamps (oil), switch aiul aomaphore lamps (elec-

trically equipped). Repreaeuteil by Coo. M. Gray and Jos. M.

Brown. Space 100.

Greenlee Bros. & Co., ChicaRO, 111.—Railrcad tie machinery,

automatic tic adzing and horinR machines, screw spike driv-

inp umcliinos, tie dowellinp: machines. Koprosented by J. A.

I.o>inHl)ury. O. V. IlaoRs and F. Birtel. Spaces 7-8.

Grip Nut Company, Chicago, 111.—Grip nuts. Represented

by E. R. llibbard, .T. W. Hibbard, B. C Wilt. W. G. Wilcox-

son, Thos. P. Swan, .1. VV. Cuddy and A. E. Magurn. Space 55.

Hall Signal Company, New York, N. Y.—Automatic signal

appliances. Represented by W. J. Gillinsham, H. I.. Hollister

and \V. H. Lane. Spaces 70-80.

Handlan-Buck Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Handlan Special lanterns, protected, direct top draft, signal

lamps, Ions-time burners, locomotive train number Indicators,

McPartland rail clutches, track tools, metallic track and train

flags, government standard bridge lights. Represented by

A. H. Handlan. Jr.. and R. L. Cairncross. Space 126.

Harry Bros. Company, New Orleans, La.—Corrugated metal

culverts, corrugated iron tanks, knock-down portable galvan-

ized iron houses. Represented by W. W. Chandler, W. H. D.

Wheat. T. C. Harry, Jr., J. S. Cave and H. L. Harry. Space
193.

Hart Steel Company, Elyria, O.—Tie plates and spikes.

Represented by W. S. Miller, W. T. Bentz, Willis McKee,
G. S. Wood, A. W. DeRocher, H. W. Davis and J. M. Van
Harlingen. Space 101.

Hayes Track Appliance Company, Geneva, N. Y.—Hayes
derails and attachments. Represented by S. W. Hayes, W.
Harding Davis, Wellington B. Lee and Arthur Gemunder.
Space 140.

Heath & Milligan Mfg. Company, Chicago, 111.—Mindura,

an iron and steel preservative. Cement Coating, for water-

proofing and decorating cement; stone, stucco and brick

surfaces. Represented by A. M. Heath, J. H. Vance. F. J.

Morse, Chas. F. Smale, Jr., Elmer F. Smith and W. S, Mor-
gan. Spaces 275-276.

Hobart-AIIfree Company, Chicago, 111.—Smyth derailers,

Freeland derailers, Newton car replacers and Newton divided

car replacers. Represented by E. H. Allfree, W. H. England
and J. Fremont Murphy. Space 17.

Hoskins Rail Joint Company, Chicago, 111.—The continuous
girder rail joint. Represented by Zach. T. Hoskins and N. L.

Towle. Space 264.

Hubbard & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—Railroad track tools, shovels

and scoops, bolts, nuts and washers, pole line hardware.
Represented by R. L. Mason, J. A. McLaughlin and B. S.

Handwork. Spaces 197-198.

Hunt Company, C. W., West New Brighton, New York,
N. Y.—Models of Skip hoist coaling station; automatic rail-

way; conveyor; grab bucket, wheel and axle car with wheel
and axle on It; turntable; curve, straight track and switch;

charging car; shop car; Duplex valve and Simplex valve;

coil of rope and couplings; photographs and drawings, section

of conveyor. Represented by C. T. Anderson and A. C. Sim-
mers. Spaces 222-2'23-224.

Ideal concrete Machinery Company, South Bend, Ind.

—

Concrete block machines, concrete block power tamper, con-

crete brick machine, concrete stone products. Represented
by H. I. Purcell, E. M. Blcse, G. B. Pulfer and M. Wetzstein.

Spaces 217-218.

Indianapolis Switch and Frog Company, Springfield, O.

—

Manganese frogs, crossings, switches, etc.; a special showing
of I. Sw. & F. Company model R-N-R maganese frogs and
crossings and tests. Represented hy E. C. Price, W. H. Thomas,
W. L. Walker, T. D. Hanley, G. S. Shaw, J. A. Foulks and
J. C. Jameson. Spaces 12-13.

Ingalls-Shepard Forging Company, Chicago, 111.—Standard
mechanical interlocking parts. Represented by W. S. Foster.

Space 3.

Interlocking Nut and Bolt Company, Pittsburg, Pa.—The
Clark nut lock. Represented by R. A. Clark. Space 185.

Iowa Gate Company, Cedar Falls, la.—Farm, crossing and
stockyard gates. Represented by Jos. B. Clay. Spaces 287-

288
Johns-Manville Company, H. W., New York, N. Y.—Asbestos

and magnesia materials, electrical supplies, roofings, smoke
jacks. Represented by J. W. Meek, J. C. Younglove, F. M.
Gilmore, P. C. Jacobs, G. A. Nlchol, C. E. Murphy, H. G. New-
man, F. W. Doty, W. J. Hennessy, Geo. Christensen and G.

W. Gearhart. Space 117.

Jordan Company, O. F., The, Chicago, 111.—Steel constructed

Jordan spreader and snow plows. Represented by M. J.

Woodhull and M. Parks. Space 182.

Joyce-Cridland Company, Dayton, O.—Railway jacks. Rep-
resented by F. I. Joyce, George W. Llewellyn, Chas. D. Derby
and N. Kohl. Space 11.

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

Manufucturers of hand, push and velocipede cars. Improved
track drills, jacks, pressed steel wheels, crossing gates and
other track appliances. Represented by John McKinnon, Don-
ald A. Stewart, W. I. Clock, Geo. W. Mingus, C. A. Wallace,

W. N. Sidnam. Chas. B. Hays, IT. P. Kanffer and Frank R.

Lay. Spaces 23-24-25.

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago, 111.

—

Railway telephone equipment, Including train dispatching sets,

various types of portable telephones, siding telephones and
ordinary telephones for use on both steam and electric roads.

Intercommunicating sets, composite telephones, insulated

telephones and private branch exchanges. Represented by

J. C. Kelsey, G. A. Joy, Wm. Booth and Archibald Wray.
Space 249.

Kennicott Company, Chicago, 111.—Water softening plants,

steel storage tanks, steel care, steel tinderframes, general

steel plate construction. Represented by Cass L. Kennicott,

B. J. Flemmlng, Herman Nieter, Thomas Windes, Frank Dun-
ham and Geo. Pratt. Space 16.

Kerite Insulated Wire and Cable Company, New York, N.

Y.—Kerite Insulated wires and cables. Represented by R. D.

Brixey, Azel Ames, P. W. Miller, .L A. Renton, Watson In-

sulated Wire Company, Chicago, 111.; J. V. Watson, B. L.

Winchell, Jr., and E. B. Price. Spaces 60-61-62.

Kerlin Automatic Post Machine Company, Delphi, Ind.

—

Concrete fence post machine, reinforcements for concrete

posts; lineal concrete railway tie. Represented by W. F.

Kerlin, E. W. Bowen, E. R. Smock, Levi Riley, Stewart Bene-

flel, Wm. Donlin and Robert O'Connor. Spaces 210-211-212.

Kernchen Ventilator Company, Chicago, 111.—Ventilators for

passenger coaches, roundhouses and all buildings; chimney
caps. Represented by G. E. Greer, W. A. Walkup and E. H.

Miller. Space 278.

Keuffel & Esser Company, New York, N. Y.—Drawing ma
terlals, mathematical and surveying Instruments, measuring
tapes. Represented by Rudolph Link. Space 98.

King Fifth Wheel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Interlocking

roller-bearing car pivot. Represented by Amos O. Cha«!e.

Space 285.

Lackawanna Steel Company, Buffalo, N. Y.—Rails, rail

joints, structural and bridge material, reinforced concrete
bars, steel sheet piling and track supplies special alloy steels,

including Ferro Titanium, Bessemer rail steel. Represented
by A. P. Van Schalck, C. H. Hobhs, G. A. Hagar, F. E. Ab-
bott, Paul J. Kalman, H. H. Cook, J. L. Hench, John C. Chand-
ler and A. H. Weston. Spaces 30-31-32-33-34.

Lansing Wheelbarrow Company, Lansing, Mich.—Ware-
house trucks and track barrows. Represented by H. H. Ames.
Space 254.

Lehon Company, Chicago, 111.—Roofings, waterproofings, in-

sulating products and paints; Roofrite roofing with over-

seal lap; car and cab roofing; waterproofed canvas for pas-

senger cars, Lehon's car roofing, car sill covering, and Mule-
Hide roofing, Per-Bona insulating paper, Dry-Art insulating

paper, Lehon's Duplex refrigerator felt, Niagara waterproof
paper, Roofine paint, Damptite waterproofing compounds,
Staylastic paint. Represented by Tom Lehon and J. H.

Brown. Space 171.

Lidgerwood Mfg. Company, New York, N. Y.—Hoisting en-

gine. Represented by Frank B. Knight, W. G. Wilmot and
E. C. Reeder. Space 2'06.

Link-Belt Company, Chicago, 111.—Elevating and conveying
specialties as applied to the handling of coal, freight, etc., by
railways. Represented by J. C. Nellegar, W. W. Sayers and

R. C. Turner. Space 128.

Lorain Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa.—Track Material

—

Solid manganese crossing; built-up crossing, 3-rail type; solid

manganese frog: 4-rail manganese center frog; 6-rail man-
ganese center frog; manganese wing rail frog; expansion

joint; manganese split switch point; "Tadpole" tongue
switch; guard rail clamp; heavy pattern cast steel combina-

tion joint; samples of electrically welded joints; sections of

deep tee and M. C B. guard rails; track skate. Represented

by S. P. McGough, A. S. Littlefield, S. J. Cotsworth, Carroll

Burton, F. J. Drake, A. L. Verner and H. C. Stiff. Spaces
204-205-208-209.

Luck Cement Post Mold Company, Aurora, 111.—Galvanized

molds in which concrete fence posts are made; also posts

made in our system of molds. Represented by John G. Birt-

ness, C. G. Birtness, M. J. Griffith, C. H. Klenze and F. S.

Townsend. Space 274.

Lufkin Rule Company, Saginaw, Mich.—Measuring tapes of

all descriptions, steel rules, etc. Represented by Theo. Huss,

S. B. McGee and F. G. Brown. Space 121.

Lupton's Sons Company, David, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lupton

steel sash, Lupton rolled steel skylight. Pond continuous

sash. Pond operating device, details and large photographs
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of shop construction. Represented by Clarke P. Pond and
P. A. Sanborn. Space 54.

Luther Grinder Mfg. Company, Milwaukee, Wis.—Hand and
foot power tool grinders, grinders of all description, with
special attachments for sharpening chisels and twist drills.

Represented by C. J. Luther. Space 255.

Lutz-Lockwood Manufacturing Company, Aldene, Union
•County, N. J., P. O. Roselle, N. J.—Gordon primary cells,

"SX" ignition dry cells, "SX" magneto, Aldene dry cells. Rep-
resented by Geo. Marloff and W. M. Kinch. Space 133.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York, N. Y.—Rail-

way and machinists' tools and supplies, electric traveling
•cranes, Schmidt hack saw machine and other specialties will

be shown. Represented by F. L. Peterson, R. S. Dean, R. R.
•Cuthbertson and C. H. Schmidt. Space 279.

C. F. Massey Company, Chicago, 111.—Illuminated signais
for highway crossings, Massey battery wells and battery
chutes, reinforced concrete culvert pipe, relay boxes, posts
and markers, rubber covered insulated wire, roofing material.
Represented by Chas. F. Massey, R. J. Collins, Geo. R. Boyce,
P. F. Lyons, B. J. Libbe and Chas. Pflasterer. Space 114.

Matthews & Brother, W. N., St. Louis, Mo.—Matthews' guy
anchors, cable clamps, cable splicing joints, lamp guards, guy
•clamps and other money saving specialties. Represented by
Claude L. Matthews, W. N. Matthews, Victor L. Crawford,
Walter E. Bischoff and A. P. Eckert. Space 137.

Matthews & Rothermel, Chicago, 111.—Steel sash for rail-

way cars; Model of furnace door for locomotives. Repre-
sented by E. M. Matthews, W. E. Rothermel and Arthur Doer.
Space 2'37.

McKinnis Switch Lock Company, Chicago, 111.—Represented
by C. E. Rosenfels, Spaces 259-260.

Merillat Culvert Core Company, Winfield, la.—Adjustable
-collapsible cores for making concrete culverts. The Merillat
system of culvert construction. Forms in operation. Sam-
ples and pictures of work dome. Repr sented by P. C Meril-
lat and C. C. Merillat. Spaces 256-257.

Alexander Milburn Company, Baltimore, Md.—Portable
acetylene lights up to 10,000-candlepower for railroad con-
struction, wrecking and inspection work. Represented by
A. F. Jenkins and C. R. Pollard, Jr. Space 216.

Morden Frog and Crossing Works, Chicago, III.—Manganese
frogs and crossings, Unity stand with facing point lock and
•distant signal, "G. L. M." automatic switch stand, compromise
joints, facing point lock for Mansfield stands, guard rail,

clamps, switch adjustments, rods and plates. Represented
by Arthur C. Smith, H. M. Macke, W. J. Morden and D. H.
-Cusic. Spaces 107-108.

Mudge & Co., Burton W., Chicago, 111.—Adams Motor Car.
Represented by Burton W. Mudge, Herbert Green, Geo. E.
;Simmons, Otto P. Hennig, W. E. Adams, J. L. Phillips and
•Geo. W. Bender. Space 183.

Municipal Engineering and Contracting Company, Chicago,
111.—Concrete mixing machinery, Chicago improved cube con-
crete mixer. Represented by C. E. Batrick. Space 37.

Nachod Signal Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Electric rail-

-way track model operating actual signals, high speed trolley

-contractors, signal relay. Represented by Carl P. Nachod
-and F. W. Kulicke. Space 263.

National Corrugated Culvert Company, Warren, Pa.

—

American ingot iron corrugated culverts. Represented by
'G. H. Charls, G. F. Ahlbrandt, Ray Frazer, Joe DeFrees, A.
B. Wilder and H. W. Forie. Spaces 99-100.

National Indicator Company, New York, N. Y.—Indicators
for announcing the arrival and departure of trains. Repre-
:sented by J. Hutchinson and B. M. Smith. Space 238.

National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J.—Exhibiting
nut locks and special testing apparatus showing power ex-

erted by spring washers under compression, and toughness
•of steel structure. Represented by P. B. Archibald, R. L.

Brown, F. B. Buss and J. B. Seymour. Space 12*5.

National' Malleable Castings Company, Columbus, O.—Mal-
leable track specialties. Represented by F. R. Angell, H. I.

Hiatt, J. J. Byers and L. W. DeWitt. Space 144.

National Roofing Company, Tonawanda, N. Y.—Security
-wide-weld roofing,^ surfaced with gravel and feldspar; other
grades of cheaper roofing; asphalt roof coatings; asphalt
paints; graphite paints; stack and metal protecting paints;

pure lead, zinc and linseed oil paints; cement waterproofing,
etc. Represented by P. E. Sinnett, T. M. Orr, A. E. Arbuckle
and D. A. Bonitz. Space 277.

National Surface Guard Company, Chicago, 111.—Surface
•cattle guards, track wrench, lock washers, steel grain doors.

Represented by J. T. Hall, I. L. Bolinger and C. H. Luthman.
Space 175.

Nichols & Bro., Geo. P., Chicago, 111.—Electric turntable
•tractor. Represented by Geo. P, Nichols, S. F. Nichols and
Henry Fries. Space 173.

Ohio Post Mold Company, Toledo, O.—One battery of six

post machines designed for making 30 poured concrete fence
posts at one time, one battery of four post machines for
making 20 poured concrete fence posts at one time, several
sample posts. Represented by A. M. Smith. Space 258.

Okonite Company, New York, N. Y.—Okonite wires; aerial,

underground and submarine cables for all kinds and condi-
tions of electrical service; potheads; cable joints; Okonite
and Manson tapes; samples of crude rubber. Represented
by L. G. Martin, F. J. White, J. M. Lorenz. H. M. Cox and
C. E. Kacin. Space 18.

Patterson Company, W. W., Pittsburg, Pa.—Double extra
heavy wood tackle blocks for manila rope, double extra heavy
steel tackle blocks for wire cable. Represented by W. W.
Patterson, Jr. Space 147.

Paterson Nut Lock Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Paterson
nut lock. Represented by D. S. Paterson. Space 293.

Pease Company, C. F., Chicago, 111.—Automatic blue and
white print machinery in operation. "Pease" Peerless Com--
bination Equipment, for printing, washing and drying both
the blue prints and the "Pease" Direct White Prints by one
continuous operation. Motor driven trimming tables and
other blue print apparatus. Represented by C F. Pease,
P. M. Morgan, Thos. Lord, T. K. Murney and C. A. Green.
.Spaces 161-162.

Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa., and Maryland
Steel Company, Sparrows Point, Md.—No. 10 solid Manard
frog, design 165; No. 10 Manard anvil face frog, design 160,

made for Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company; No. 15 ditto,

made for Pennsylvania Railroad Company; No. 16 ditto, made
for Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Company; No.
10 Manard anvil face spring rail frog, right-hand, design
278, made for Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburg, right-

hand Manard switch point, complete with housed stock rail,

made for Pennsylvania Railroad Company; No. 8 Manard
knuckle rail, design 710, complete with 2 open hearth mov-
able points, made for Pennsylvania Railroad Company, New
York terminal; straight double-groove tongue switch, Manard
hard center construction, complete with lever box, made of

9-in. girder. Section 263, made for New York Central & Hud-
son River Railroad Company, and used in paved streets,

Syracuse, N. Y.; low New Century adjustable switch stand,

model 51-A; low Steelton positive switch stand, model 52-A;

Intermediate New Century switch stand, model 50-E, with
semaphore attachment; intermediate main line safety switch
stand, model 56-B; Acme rail brace, made of half-inch stock,

to fit section 1001; sample Neverslip interlock switch plate,

complete with detector brace and rail section; two sample
Q. & C. Bozano compromise joints, model of steel coast

line boat as built by Maryland Steel Company, marine de-

partment. Represented by G. S. Vickery, J. Drew Allen,

Walter H. Allen, H. C. Banks, H. G. Barbee. E. Goodwillie,

Stanley Smith, R. L. Weaver, R. E. Belknap, C. F. Rowland,
John F. Hennessy, M. W. Long, W. M. Henderson, J. G.

Miller, N. B. Salsich, C. Langdon and Thomas Earle.

Pittsburg Metal Products Company, Pittsburg, Pa.—Genu-
ine American ingot iron, 99.94 per cent, pure plates, stack

iron, sheets, locomotive jacket steel, boiler tubes, locomotive
flues, pipe, merchant bars, angles, channels and rivets. Rep-
resented by T, G. Seixas, W. Lester Walker and A. P. Scott.

Spaces 244-245.

Pneumatic Jack Company, Louisville, Ky.—Pneumatic lift-

ing jacks and accessories. Represented by J. S. Leake. Space
240.

Pocket List of Railroad Officials, New York, N. Y.—Pocket
list of railroad ofllcials. Represented by J. Alexander Brown,
Harold A. Brown and Chas. L. Dinsmore. Space B.

Potter-Winslow Company, Chicago, 111.—Reinforced con-

crete battery chutes, storage battery containers, concrete
foundations, posts, signs. Represented by Frank H. T. Pot-

ter, A. C. Heidelberg and George H. Davis, Jr. Space 174.

P. & M. Company, Chicago, 111.—P. &. M- anti-rail creepers,

arc lamp lightning arresters, bond wire protectors, photo-

graphs of P. & M. anti-creepers, in service. Represented by
Philip W. Moore, Fred A. Preston, Alvar R, Sutter, L. W.
Kent, Geo. B. Johnson and David T. Hallberg. Space 123.

Q. & C. Company, New York, N. Y.—Q. & C. Bozano joints,

rolled steel step joints, cast-steel step joints; Bozano in-

sulated joints, anti-rail creepers; rail benders; portable rail

saws; guard rail clamps, rail braces, track re-laying machine;
Kimball concrete tie. Represented by C. F. Qulncy, G. C.

Isbester, G. L. Hall, J. V. Westcott, H. E. McCormick, J. A.

Bodkin, C. C. Rossire, A. R. Horn, J. J. Quinn and T. B,

Bowman. Spaces 120-139.

Rail Joint Company, New York, N. Y.—Continuous, Weber
and Wolhaupter types, base supporting rail joints. Repre-

sented by V. C. Armstrong, L. F. Braine, W. E. Clark, J. A.

Grer, Percy Holbrook, H. C. Holloway, J. G. Miller, F. A.

Poor, E. L. Van Dresar, B. Wolhaupter and F. C. Webb.
Spaces 81-82.
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Railroad Supply Company, Chiciigo, III.—Tie platos, dcrail-

ers, signals. UcM)iosonte(l by E. 11. Bell, C. P. Cogswell, Jr.,

J. M. Comcrfoid, E. W. Vogol and A. H. Smith. Space 85.

Railway Age Gazette (Maintenance of Way Daily) and The
Signal Engineer, Now York, N. Y.— Iloprosontcd by Kdward
A. Siinmoiis, Sanuiol O. DunTi, Lnciiis 11. Shorniaii, John N.
Reynt Ids, Honry Loe, Frank S. Uinsnioro, Cecil 11. Mills,

Bradford Boardman, E. T. Howson, William Forsyth, W. E.
Hooper. A. D. Cloud, H. H. Simmons, E. S. Faust, Kenneth
G. Cloud, Harold D. Horton and T. E. Grossman. Spaces
44-C3.

Railway List Company, Chicapo, 111.—The Monthly Official

Railway List, Railway Master Mechanic, Railway Engineer-
ing and Maintenance of Way. Represented by Wm. E. Ma-
graw, C. S. Myers, C. C. Zimmerman, J. M. Crowe, Warren
Edwards, L. F. Wilson, N. F. Rehm and O. W. Midletf>n.

Space 112.

Railway & Engineering Review, Chicago, 111.—Represented
by Willard A. Smith, Walter M. Camp, Clyde F. Burns, J. M.
I.ianimedee, Robt. R. Groig, A. E. Hooven, G. E. Ryder, P. G.
Stevens and Harold A. Smith. Space 20.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.—Automatic safety
switch stands; manganese pointed switches, manganese cen-
ter frogs, solid manganese reinforced frogs, rolled manga-
nese steel rail, guard rail, rail clamps; special switch slide

plates, etc. Represented by Arthur Gemunder, W. B. Lee,
W. C. Kidd, F. S. Stcwell, James B. Strong, J. Edgar David-
son and W. W. Snow. Spaces 91-110.

Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, 111.—Working model
of a Holmen fireproof structural steel locomotive coaling sta-

tion, working model of a Sauerman Siamese ccal breaker,
enlargements of photographs of various types of locomotive
coaling stations. Represented by Edward E. Barrett, Clyde
P. Ross, Charles T. Malcolmson and James S. Shannon.
Spaces 78-97.

Robertson Company, William, Chicago, 111.—Plans and
photographs of ash conveyors, sand dryers, pneumatic hoists,

sand tower and sand valves. Represented by Thomas F.

Lynch and William Robertson. Space 290.

Robinson & Co., Geo. M., Dubuque, la.—Metallic railway tie

and fastenings. Represented by Geo. M. Robinson. Space
172.

Sandwich Electric Company, Sandwich, 111.—Selective tele-

phone and signal apparatus. Represented by E. C. Hennis.
Space 248.

Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Company, Chicago, III.

—

Models, photograpas, designs, plans, drawings and literature.

Represented by Albert H. Scherzer, Fayette F. Soule, C. L.

Keller, J. I. Vincent, J. T. Dickerson, W. F. Martin, H. D.
Harting, R. W. Flowers and F. Roman Aszman. Space 178.

Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.—Tie plates,

angle bars, "Sellers Anchor Bottom Tie Plate." Represented
by J. M. Sellers, J. T. Markham, L. S. Gordon and T. J.

Hopkins. Space 124.

T. W. Snow, Chicago, 111.—Railway water appliances. Space
179.

Spencer, Otis Company, Chicago, 111.—Tie plates called
"Economy Tie Plates;" also exhibiting the American Kron
scale. Represented by W. L. DeRemer, Carter Blatchford,
L. D. Rockwell, Geo. Ringhausen, W. D. Thompson, C. G.
Rank, Chas. A. Coons, H. T. Hart. A. S. Flowers. H. G. Fennel,
O. M. Olson, Avery Robinson and G. H. Goodell. Spaces
122-141.

Standard Asphalt & Rubber Company, Chicago, 111.—Sarco
products and methods as applied to waterproofing railway
structures. Represented by W. H. Lawrence.
Standard Paint Company, New York, N. Y.—Ruberoid roof-

ing, Ruberoid car roofing, insulating papers, railway equip-
ment and bridge paints. Represented by John H. Thomas,
B. C. Beckman and H. A. Inwood. Space 159.

Standard Scale & Supply Company, Chicago, 111.
—"The

Standard" scales, freight and warehouse trucks, Eclipse low
charging concrete mixer. Represented by M. H. Reed, Jos.

Simpson, W. A. Browning, F. F. Gillett and A. N. Hundley.
Space 49.

Standard Underground Cable Company, New York, N. Y.

—

Bare and insulated copper wires, bare and insulated copper-

clad wires. Represented by H. P. Kimball, R. G. Harris, E. J.

Pietzcker, Russell E. Green and B. S. Stewart. Space 286.

Steam Shovel & Dredge Journal, Chicago, 111.—A journal
devoted to railroad construction work, railroad contractors'
supplies and equipment of every description. Represented
by T. J. Dolan, Matt. Brady and James F. Conigan.

Sterling Varnish Company, Pittsburg, Pa.—Sterling iron
enamel paints, Sterling Row refined linseed oil. Represented
by W. V. Whitfield and W. F. Heberd. Space 150.

Strait Scale Company, Kansas City Mo.—Strait Standard
heavy special railroad pattern track scales, also other pat-

terns and odicr scales used by railroads. Strait improved
type registering beams. Represented by Wm. M. Welsh.
Space 194.

Straussi Bascule Bridge Company, Chicago, 111.—Photo-
rai)hs, plans am! modles of Strau.ss bascule bridges. Repre-
sented by J. B. Strauss and C. S. Davis. Space IGO.

Taylor Lock Nut Company, Salt Lake City, Utah.—Lock
nuts, showing their api)licati()n to track and car work. Repre-
sented by R. E. Gr;iy and E. W. Tnylor. Space 2'52.

..Templeton, Kenly & Company, Ltd., Chicago, 111.—Simplex
track and car jacks. Represented by A. E. Barron, J. H.
Hummel, W. B. Templeton and W. Harding Davis. Spaces 4-5.

Union Iron Works, Hoboken, N. J.—Steam and air pile driv-

ing hammers and equipment. Contractcrs' equipment. Rep-
resented by Max Schalscha. Space 215.

Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.—Interlock-
ing and signaling apparatus for steam and electric railways,
including electro-pneumatic, electric and electro-mechanical
interlockings in operation; signals, relays and other apparatus
for A. C. or D. C. automatic block signaling; staff system for

use on steam and electric railways of the "Operator" and
"No-Operator" type; electric crossing gates and bells. Key-
stone insulated rail joints, mechanical interlocking derails,

etc. Represented by Col. H. G. Prout, J. G. Schreuder, S. G.
Johnson, J. S. Hobson, G. A. Blackmore, H. W. Griffin, T. H.
Patenall, W. M. Vanderslius, J. L. Brastow, W. H. Fenley,
J. P. Coleman, L. F. Howard, M. D. Hanlon, W. H. Cadwallader
and J. D. Taylor. Spaces 40-41-42-43.

United States Electric Company, New York, N. Y.—The Gill

selector, railway signals and electrical devices. Designers
of railway telephones. Consulting Electrical Engineers. Rep-
resented by W. L. Cook., Edw. E. Backus and M. E. Laun-
branch. Space 250.

U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.

—

"Diamond" tapered steel poles; Wolfe automatic rail joint

lock; Columbia lock nuts, St. Louis surfacer paints and
target enamels. Represented by A. A. Hegeman, Jr., Chas.
C. Castle, F. C. Dunham and Arthur Masters. Space 19.

U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, 111.—Water
columns, tanks, tank fixtures, steel sub-structures (all in

model), switch stands. Represented by L. E. Wolcctt, A. J.

Anderson and C. E. Ward. Space 111.

Universal Metallic Tie Company, Salt Lake City, Utah.—

A

steel cross-tie. Represented by J. W. Johnson and B. S. Rupp.
Space 207.

Verona Tool Works, Pittsburg, Pa.—Track tools, track jacks,
track gauges, nut locks. Represented by W. D. Hechler,
Space 148.

Waterloo Cement Machinery Corporation, Waterloo, Iowa.
—Polygon concrete mixer mounted on trucks with gasoline
engine and automatic loader. Polygon contractors' and build-

ers' gasoline hoist. Represented by C. D. Walworth, F. H.
Clarke and H. F. Worden. Space 192.

Weir Frog Company, Cincinnati, O.—Railway frog, switch
stands, guard rail clamp, maganese frog. Represented by N.
O. Goldsmith and P. W. Allen. Space 226, Balcony.

Weir & Craig Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.—Elec-

tric turntable tractors, compressed air turntable tractors,

pneumatic and hydraulic drop pit tables, transfer tables,

electric portable hoists, compressed air portable hoists, loco-

motive drop pit jacks (pneumatic and hydraulic). Repre-
sented by Fred G. Whipple and R. W. Young. Space 145.

Weisell Nut Lock Company, Chicago, 111.—A nut-lock in the

form of a lock nut. Represented by C. J. Grady, M. G. Cheney
and E. H. Stolz. Space 167.

Western Electric Company, New York, N. Y.—Railway tele-

phones for train dispatching, siding telephones, portable
telephones for train crews and all telephone apparatus, fan

motors, arc lamps, installation material; Buffalo grips, Mazda
lamps, bells and buzzers. Represented by H. L. "Porter, D. C.

Guest. M. A. Oberlander, G. K. Heyer, W. H. Doherty and
H. L. Grant. Space 181.

C. H. Whall & company, Boston, Mass.—"Whall's Special
Railroad Fibre" for insulating rail joints, etc. Fusees for

train protection. Represented by F. R. Whall and John B.

Given. Space 127.

Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Manganese steel switches, frogs, crossings and movable
points; switch stands, guard rail clamps, anti-creepers, models,
photographs, etc. Represented by V. Angerer, L. R. Ash-
hurst, Jr. ; R. C. McCloy, W. B. Cooke, W. McLain and Arthur
S. Partridge. Spaces 9-10-28-29.

Whitehead, Jos., Farmington, 111.—Composite tie, metal and
concrete railway tie. Represented by Jos. Whitehead, Space
291.

Winan's Improved Patent Rail Joint Company, Portland,

Ore.—A base supported rail-joint. Represented by Audobon
Winans. Space 185^^.
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At the (Eoli^^nnt
R. E. Derby, formerly in the sales department of Fair-

banks, Morse & Co., Chicago, recently has become associated

with Joseph M. Brown, 303 Great Northern building, who is

local representative for Peter Gray & Sons, Boston, Mass.,

manufacturers of railway and signal lamps and lanterns.

The Concrete Form & Engine Company, Detroit, Mich.,

exhibits the Belle Isle, 2 to 2i^ h. p. gasoline engine, designed

for track velocipedes used by signalmen. It weighs only 73

lbs. and costs less than $50. The company has at the

Coliseum a giant telegram, giving an account of an emergency
run made by R. F. Smith, Myerstown, Pa., with one of the

Belle Isle engines.

The Vanadium Sales Company of America, Pittsburgh,

Pa., recently secured a remarkable test of Vanadium steel

taken from cast steel pinions after their final treatment.

The tensile strength was 112,010 lbs., the elastic limit 63,180

lbs., the elongation was 20 per cent, in 2 in., and the reduc-

tion in area 49.6 per cent. This company predicts that rail-

ways will be using Vanadium steel castings for wheel cen-

ters, as well as locomotive frames, in the near future.

R. N. Baker, who has been identified with the signal supply

business for a number of years, resigned his position with

the Bryant Zinc Company, Chicago, last week, to go to the

Western Electric Company, Chicago, in one of the depart-

ments which are not connected with railroading. Mr. Baker
was formerly with the Batteries Supplies Company, now
owned by the Edison interests, and was in the sales depart-

ment of the Western Electric Company previous to his en-

trance into the signal field.

RESTORED WHARTON MANGANESE STEEL FROG.

The restored frog in the exhibit of Wm. Wharton, Jr., &
Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., is one of a number of man-
ganese steel frogs that the Wharton company has brought

back to life, so to speak. The process is a patented one
belonging to the company, and consists of releveling the

surface of the manganese part by bending and grinding aad
fitting the frog with new rails. The important feature

about the frog on exhibition is that this is the second time

it has been restored. The original frog was in service a

number of years before it was rejuvenated, and almost the

same length of time after the process was applied. After

the convention the frog is to go back into the track for

the third time.

VALVES AND POWER PLANT FITTINGS.

The Crane Company, Chicago, is exhibiting an extensive

line of valves, fittings and specialties, for use in power plants,

wood preserving plants, and for railway service in general,

in space 146 at the Coliseum.

One of the most interesting features of this exhibit is a

straight-way valve for creosote with a clean-out pocket. The
company is equipped to furnish these valves in both the wedge
gate and double disc parallel seat types and for all working

pressures. These valves are made from materials that will

best withstand the deteriorating effects of creosote or zinc

chloride. A working exhibit of steam traps is another unique

feature. These steam traps, connected up with other appara-

tus, illustrate clearly, by actual operation, the inexpensive

up-to-date method of removing condensation from steam lines

or separators of a power plant and returning it to the boilers.

The pipe bends, which span the Crane Company booth, are

products of its plant. No expense has been spared in the

equipment of this department of the factory. To meet the

requirements of modern power plants, the Crane Company
recommends motor-operated gate valves. These valves are

among the foremost of steam specialties. One of them is on
exhibition, connected up as it would be in a power plant.

In addition to the other articles, a complete line of valves
for locomotive service is shown. These are especially de-

signed for use in connection with injector, hose sprinkler, air

pump, blower, lubricator, steam heat and throttles. These
valves are of durable construction, have long threads, and all

wearing parts are made to withstand the severest and most
trying service.

TIE PLATES.

A few years ago manufacturers of tie plates offered the trade
only a few designs to choose from and engineers were com-
pelled to order the one that seemed to be best suited for their

needs. The requirements of the different lines, on account of

the variation in traffic conditions and also on account of the
different kinds of ties used, have necessitated the designing
of many new plates to meet the particular requirements of the
several roads. The Hart Steel Company, Elyria, Ohio, has
recognized this situation and has equipped itself to manufac-
ture a large line of plates. Starting with a flat top flanged
plate and a corrugated top flanged plate, it has introduced
a four-flanged shoulder plate and a central flanged shoulder
plate, besides numerous designs of tie plates which are rolled

with or without any flanges on the bottom or with short

flanges parallel to the shoulder. It also rolls the heavy double
shoulder plate used by the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. Besides
these designs, the company offers a large number of screw
spike tie plates, some of which have novel features. Numer-
ous samples are on exhibition at Booth 101 in the Coliseum.

POSITIVE RAIL ANCHOR.

Most rail anchors depend on the gripping of the edge of the

rail flange for stopping rail movement, but the Positive rail

anchor, which is here illustrated, takes advantage of the

natural wedge shape of the base of the rail and obtains the

desired result by the use of a wedging jaw. This is a one-

piece rail anchor with no bolts, keys, rivets, wedges or set

screws. No wrenches or special tools are required for its

application, and a light hammer is all that is necessary for

this purpose. The manner of application is illustrated in the

cuts. In Fig. 1 the small jaw is placed over the edge of rail

base and is driven on with hammer until the back wall of the

small jaw is in contact with the edge of base. The anchor

is then lifted into place, engaged with the wedging jaw, and

is then moved forward until its foot is in contact with the tie.

The small jaw is then driven forward with a few light blows

and this will wedge the large jaw firmly on rail base. The
operation is finished by driving the bendable lug on the cap
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of small Jaw, down on side of rail baso, as shown in Fig. 2.

This will comjjletely lock the anchor on rail.

To remove the anchor drive a chisel, or wedge the end of

a track spike under the back end of bendable lug until It Ib

sprung back to Its natural position, then drive the small Jaw

back from tie. The wedging hook can then be removed and

the anchor becomes loose. The Positive Rail Anchor Com-

pany is incorporated, and the president's office is at 2910 High

street, Louisville, Ky. The secretary and treasurer's office is

at Marion, Ind.

STEEL WINDOWS.

Many architects and engineers are familiar with the mer-

its of Detroit Fenestra solid steel windows for industrial

construction, manufactured by the Detroit Steel Products

Company, Detroit, Mich., and will be interested to know
that this company has just become exclusive distribvitor

In the United States for the metal casement windows man-

ufactured by the Crittall Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,

London, England. These metal casement windows are used

In office buildings, banks, public buildings and residences.

The company is now prepared to furnish designs and esti-

mates for steel casement windows for this class of con-

struction.

BOND WIRE PROTECTORS.

During the past year the use of the bond wire protector

has been widely extended. The function of this devise is

to hold bond wires in such a position with regard to the bolts

and nuts in the splice, that they will be free from interference

TYfe-B
HOOK fOffM

Riveted Design, Style 3,

Type A.

Bolt Head Design, Style 1,

Type B.

and breakage by track men and incapable of disturbance by

malicious persons. During the rapid increase in track mileage

under automatic signals, proper maintainance of bond wires

has been overlooked in some cases, as shown in the cut here-

with.

Only a small percentage of bond wire breakages is ever re-

ported to the signal engineer. In the majority of cases when
one bond wire is found broken, the other being in good shape,

no signal failure results and the maintainer simply re-bonds

the particular broken wire. Bond wire breakage is, however,

a very common source of trouble to the maintainer, and

quite a source of expense to the railway company. Aside

from the large number of breakages which do not cause

Protected Bond Wires.

signal failures, there are a certain number of cases of break-

age which do cause signal trouble. The bond wire protector

largely does away with such breakage, can be applied at low

first cost and requires practically no attention after applica-

tion. The bond wire protector is offered in two general

types. One design Is held in place by the bolt head, the sec-

and design is riveted into the angle bar with the usual 9-32 in.

bonding rivet, the clip being furnished complete with the

rivet. Both designs are furnished at the option of the pur-

chaser to hold the wires either above or below the bolts.

Unprotected Bond Wires.

When properly applied, the track bonding presents a very

neat appearance.

The bond wire protector is standard on several of the

largest railway systems in the country, and its use is extend-

ing rapidly. The P. & M. Co., Chicago, which was formerly

known as the Railway Specialty & Supply Co., has been mar-

keting this device for the last several years, each year seeing

a large increase in sales over the preceding year. A very

complete exhibit of bond wire protectors as applied to the

rail may be seen at booth No. 123 of the P. & M. Co., at the

Coliseum this week.

SCHER2ER ROLLING LIFT BRIDGES.

The pronounced tendency in railway development during:

the last few years both In the United States and abroad

has been the concentration of traffic on existing rights-of-

way by means of double and multiple track construction

rather than the building of adjacent competing lines. On
many of our prominent railways traffic has Increased so-

rapidly during the past few years as to require two, four,

six and even eight parallel tracks for its accommodation

and economic building.

An inherent limitation of the center pier swing bridge

for railway traffic is the fact that It cannot be enlarged

or widened to accommodate additional tracks, necessitating

its being discarded and removed, frequently when only a

few years old. This difficulty Is overcome by the bascule-
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bridge, designed by the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Com-

pany, Chicago, which can be constructed as a single-track

structure and enlarged to a double or multiple track bridge

at any time, without disturbing traffic or interfering with

the existing bridge, by simply adding any number of new
bridges alongside of the existing structure as they are

needed. They can be operated as separate units or can be

linked together and operated as one structure.

Some of the more notable Scherzer rolling lift bridges

are the four-track bridge for the Metropolitan West Side

Elevated, Chicago, which has safely carried more than 1,500

trains daily during the past fifteen years; the double-track

bridge of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Transfer

at the entrance to the Grand Central station—the longest

span and most frequently operated bascule bridge in the

world. In service for more than ten years; the eight-track

bridge at Chicago used by the Pennsylvania Lines, the l^al-

timore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Transfer and the Chicago

Junction, the widest movable bridge ever constructed; the

single-track bridge for the Big Four at Cleveland, Ohio;

the double-track bridge used jointly by the Big Four, the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the Erie at Cleve-

land; the two adjacent double-track bridges used by the

Newburgh & South Shore and Baltimore & Ohio at Cleve-

land; the 230-ft. span single-track bridge for the Baltimore

& Ohio at Cleveland; the double-track 160-ft. bridge at

Cleveland, for the New York, Chicago & St. Louis; the two

double-track bridges used by the Central of New Jersey,

the Reading and the Baltimore & Ohio across Newark bay,

New Jersey; the double-track bridge for the Boston, Revere

Beach & Lynn, and the six-track bridge at the entrance to

the South terminal station at Boston, for the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, in service for more than twelve

years. This company in the process of multiple tracking

its lines has built four-track Scherzer rolling lift bridges at

Neponset, Mass., Bridgeport, Cos Cob and Westport, across

the Housatonic river, Connecticut, and a long span double-

track bridge across the Connecticut river; also a double-

track bridge across the Seekonk river at Providence, R. I.

' Six-track bridges, consisting of three independent double-

track bridges side by side, have also been constructed by

this company across the Bronx river and across Eastchester

bay on the Harlem river branch of their New York division.

The New York Central Lines have constructed a double-

track Scherzer rolling lift bridge across Wappinger creek

on the main lines of the Eastern division, to be four-

tracked in the future; double-track bridges for the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern and Chicago, Lake Shore &
Eastern have been constructed at Indiana Harbor across

the new East Chicago canal. The Norfolk & Western in

the process of double-tracking its lines has constructed two
Scherzer rolling lift bridges, one across the Southern and

the other across the Eastern branch of the Elizabeth river

at Norfolk. The Seaboard Air Line has constructed a long

span single-track Scherzer rolling lift bridge across Hills-

boro bay at Tampa as a part of the new terminal improve-

ments being made at that point. It has also this month
completed a Scherzer rolling lift bridge across the Savan-

nah river at Savannah, Ga. A single-track Scherzer rolling lift

bridge has been constructed by the Norfolk & Southern,

forming a movable span in its very long trestle across

Albemarle sound between Edmonton and McKay's Ferry. A
single-track Scherzer rolling lift bridge has been completed

across Rainy river for the Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winni-

peg and Canadian Northern. The San Pedro, Los Angeles

& Salt Lake has also completed a long span Scherzer roll-

ing lift bridge across the San Gabriel river at Long Beach,
Cal. Other prominent Scherzer rolling lift bridges have
also been recently completed or placed under construction

for the following railways: The Georgia & Florida at Hazle-

hurst, Ga.; the Long Island at Long Island City; the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh at Rochester; the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit at Coney Island; the Southern Pacific, Gould Lines

and the Santa Fe as a part of the Galveston Causeway,
Texas; the Baltimore & Ohio, Cleveland; the M. St. P. &
S. S. M. at Portage, Wis.; the E. J. & E. at Whiting, Ind.;

the Southern at Augusta, Ga.; the Central of New Jersey

at Elizabeth.

The Scherzer rolling lift bridges constructed or placed

under construction for foreign railroad service are very
numerous, the more prominent being the double-track bridge

for the South Eastern & Chatham across the Swale river,

England; the double-track bridge for the Fishguard &
Rosslare Railways & Harbors Company across Suir river,

Ireland, on their high-speed connection with the Great West-

ern Railway of England; three bridges for the Dutch Rail-

road Company, Holland; two double-track and one single-track

bridge for the Buenos Ayres Great Southern at Buenos
Ayres, Argentina, a 220-ft. span bridge for the Burma Rail-

ways near Rangoon, India; two bridges for the Tehuantep-

pec Railway at Salina Cruz, Mexico; the long span double-

leaf bridge for the South Indian Railway, connecting their

system with the railway systems of the Island of Ceyloa;

the Canadian Pacific at Fort William, Ontario; the Furness,

England, and the Cape to Cairo Railroad at Port Soudan.

More than eighty single and double track Scherzer rolling

lift bridges have also been constructed and placed under

construction to accommodate local and interurban electric

railway traffic, nearly all of these bridges accommodating

double electric railway tracks.

ECONOMY ADJUSTABLE HEAD ROD.

The Economy Separable Switch Point Company, Louisville,

Ky., makes an adjustable head rod, shown in the accompany-

ing cuts. It is made of a solid bar of iron or steel, ready for

Installation in the track. The bars when installed are strong

' %\.^^

Economy Adjustable Head Rod. Adjusting Attachments.

and rigid and require no attention after installation. The

adjusting attachments allow for an adjustment of li;^ in. at

each end, and are applied at the points of greatest stress in

the head rod, forming reinforcements, as well as adjust-

ments. The makers claim for this rod a high efficiency, ease

of adjustment, rigidity and strength.

Economy Adjustable Head Rod.
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ELECTRO-MECHANICAL INTERLOCKING MACHINE,
STYLE P.

The olectro-inochaiiical machine applies inaiiy ot the ad-

vantages of iKJwer interlocking to a mechanical plant, re-

quires less energy for its operation, provides a reliable

means for switch and signal indications, permits the use

of electric detector locking eliminates facing point locks, bolt

locks and detector bars, and, in addition, reduces the size

of the tower required.

The large machine is of the Saxby & Farmer type and

is furnished in standard sections, the levers being spaced

5 in. center to center. The miniature levers, spaced 2^^ in.

centers, are mounted above the large levers and so ar-

ranged that the small controlling switch levers are directly

over the large levers controlled by them. The miniature

signal control levers are placed between the switch levers

and are for control of power-operated signals. The me-

chanical locking between levers is actuated entirely by the

miniature levers, thus reducing to a minimum the liability

of forcing or straining the locking.

The actual operation of a switch is accomplished by the

large lever, and the mechanical locking is actuated and the

indication taken from the miniature one. The electric

levers are fitted with the electric lock and spring combina-

tion features identical with those used on the electro-pneu-

matic interlocking machine.

The miniature levers are made in multiples of two, and

the operation of a switch lever is as follows:

1st. Throw the miniature lever to the middle position,

actuating the locking and releasing the large lever for the

operation of the switch. 2d. Operate the large lever. 3d.

Complete the stroke of the miniature lever after the indica-

tion is received, which locks the large lever and also com-

pletes the stroke of the mechanical locking, releasing the

signal levers.

This machine is made by the Union Switch & Signal

Company, Swissvale, Pa.

SACRAMENTO BRIDGE; SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

The Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Co., Leavenworth,

Kan., recently completed the substructure for a bridge

over the Sacramento river at Sacramento, Cal., for the

Southern Pacific. The piers for this structure were sunk

Sinking Pivot Pier, Sacramento River Bridge of the South-

ern Pacific.

in hard gravel by the pneumatic process, the caisson pivot

pier being 54 ft. in diameter. The accompanying view

shows the general layout of the work during the construc-

tion of this pier, the piles of sand near the pier having

been placed there by the government while deepening the

channel. A very economical arrangement of concrete plant

was used on this work, materials being received in cars

on an elevated track back of the bins, which were located

above and just back of the mixer. Concrete was delivered

from the mixer to the piers by a small locomotive. No
wheeling or shoveling was required in the entire operation

of placing tiie concrete.

UNIVERSAL METALLIC TIE.

The Universal Metallic Tie Company, Salt Lake City,

Utah, has on exhibition at Booth No. 207, at the Coliseum,

several of its Universal Metallic ties. This tie is now in

service on several roads and installations are being made
on others.

The design is the trough type, being a G-in. x 8-in. x 8-ft.

steel channel. Holes are cut in the web of the channel on

Universal Metallic Tie in Pennsylvania Lines Tracks.

each side of the rail, and this metal is bent up vertically

on each side of a wooden block which fits in the channel

under the rail. Clamps, fitting over the base of the rail and

extending down vertically outside these bent-up portions of

the channel, bind the block, rail and tie together. The
clamp on the gage side of the rail extends through the hole

in the base of the channel about 4 in. into the ballast, giv-

ing an additional bond with the roadbed. A holt with a

tapering head at one end and with a tapering washer at the

other end holds tlie connection tight. An insulating fiber

is inserted between the rail and the clamp. The weight

of this tie is 175 lbs.

The makers claim that with such a tie track work is

much simplified, and that spikes, tie plates, rail anchors

and braces are eliminated, materially reducing the number of

parts to be watched by the section forces. The accompany-

ing photograph shows these ties in service in the main line

of the Pennsylvania Lines West, near Emsworth, Pa., where

they have been in service since last November. The New
York Central is also using them in main line at Fort

Washington, N. Y., while they are in the main track of the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, near Pittsburgh. They are in-

stalled in the main line of the Santa Fe, near Twenty-first
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street, Chicago, and at Newton, Kan., while they have just

been put in the main freight line of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, near Western avenue, Chicago.

PEASE BLUE PRINT PLANT.

The C. F. Pease Company, Chicago, is now placing on

the market the complete equipment shown in the illustration

and known as the Pease Peerless continuous electric blue-

printer. The methods first employed in reproducing plans

were very crude, consisting of a sun frame projected from

the window, subject to the caprices of the weather, and

resulting frequently in damaged tracings by a sudden

shower. Then came the vertical electric printer, which

was a long step in advance but still subject to great lim-

itations and involving a large amount of labor in loading

and unloading, necessitating the printing of log tracings in

sections. Following this came the continuous electric

printer, permitting the printing of tracings of any length in

one piece, but still the methods of washing in trays and

drying by looping over sticks prevailed, resulting in uneven

drying and distortion of the prints. By the process de-

scribed below, printing, washing and drying can be done

Pease Automatic Blue Print Machine.

automatically, greatly reducing the labor as well as the wear
and tear on tracings and producing better prints.

The tracings are placed on the sensitized paper face up-

ward and are carried by an endless canvas belt past the

bank of specially designed arc lamps, enabling the operator

to see the work as it progresses and immediately give it

the proper exposure for best results. All tracings are re-

turned direct to the operator, thereby giving the least possi-

ble wear on the tracings and enabling him to handle long

tracings from the roll to the roll without kinking, while

small tracings can be handled with equal facility. Sixty

changes of speed can be made directly through the motor,

and it is possible for the operator to make these changes

instantly to suit the work without leaving the front of the

machine. The endless canvas belt is held in place by ten-

sion springs, so that the contact is perfect at all times,

and there is no shifting of the belt. At the same time it

is possible, by means of the foot treadle, to release a trac-

ing at any moment, thus allowing the printing of a portion

of a large tracing. The sensitized paper, immediately after

leaving the printer, passes through the Pease automatic

washing and drying machine, by which the prints are thor-

oughly washed and dried as fast as they are printed, wind-

ing up automatically at the end of the machine, ready to

be cut off at any time. The result of this continuous

method of washing and drying is that the prints are free

from stick marks and wrinkles and are dried evenly with-

out distortion.

This company also makes a combination machine with

which it is possible to make both ordinary blue prints and
Pease direct white prints from a tracing without negatives.

These white prints are fast color and will not shrink.

They are largely used for material bills, statistical matter
and maps. It is possible to change this combination ma-
chince from direct white prints to blue prints, or vice versa,

without stopping its operation. The combination features

in this machine effects a considerable saving in space, do-

ing away with large washing trays and also in labor, as the

entire work of washing and drying the prints is eliminated.

The Pease Company, in designing the above equipment,

has paid a great deal of attention to mechanical details

with the idea of producing the largest volume of prints at

the smallest operating expense and maintenance cost.

This apparatus can be seen during the week of the con-

vention at the Coliseum, sections 161 and 162.

EIGHT-TRACK ROLLING LIFT BRIDGE.

The accompanying cut shows the eight-track Scherzer
rolling lift bridge over the Drainage Canal at Thirty-first

street and Campbell avenue, Chicago. This bridge, which
is the largest structure of its kind in the world, has four

Eight-Track Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Over Drainage

Canal, Chicago.

154-foot spans, each of the single-leaf type and each designed

for an EJ-55 loading. This structure replaced four incom-

plete Scherzer bridges of the two-leaf type which had been

built in 1901 without segmental girders or operating ma-

chinery. The bridges were to have been completed later,

and in the meantime were used as three hinged arches.

When it became necessary to provide movable spans it was

found that the new bridge as actually built would cost but

little more than to complete the structure then in place.

It was accordingly decided to replace entirely the old struc-

ture, which was done without interruption of traffic, only

one leaf being out of operation at one time.

Some idea of the weight of the bridge may be gained by

considering the fact that each of the eight segmental gird-

ers, with a radius of 28 ft., weighs 55 tons, and each of the

eight track girders weighs 65 tons. Of the eight tracks, the

Pennsylvania Railroad has four, the Chicago Junction two,

and the Chicago Terminal Transfer two. The general con-

tract for this structure was let to the Chicago Bridge &
Iron Works, Chicago, who completed the work about July

1, 1910.
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SEMAPHORE OIL.

Semaphore long-time burning oil, which is manufactured

and sold only by (he Maloney Oil & Manufacturing Com-

I>any, Scranton, Pa., is refined to meet the exacting de-

mands of signal work. It is produced from a high-grade

Pennsylvania crude oil which contains no sulphur. Tests

show that it will burn for over 150 hours without causing

the lampwick to be crusted over and retains a high candle

power until burned out. In one test the lamp was kept

burning for four months and the Incrustation was so slight

that the flame was not materially affected.

This oil Is produced at the company's refinery at Oil

City, Pa., and is placed in new barrels especially prepared

for that purpose. It will remain clear at zero temperature

and does not show a cloud at 10 deg. below zero, which

qualifies it for winter service as well as summer. The fact

that it lasts longer and gives a better light more than com-

pensates for the price being a little higher than for ordi-

nary oil. In fact, the saving in labor of attendance alone

will overcome the difference in price. The Semaphore brand

is copyrighted.

RECENT INSTALLATIONS OF STRAUSS BASCULE
BRIDGES.

The Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, Chicago, has made
exceptional progress in the installation of large movable

bridges during the past year. This company now devotes

itself exclusively to movable bridges and in particular to

the Strauss bascule bridge. This design has been perfected

to a high degree and the company has been rewarded for

Strauss Bascule Bridge at Buzzard's Bay.

its efforts by a large number of contracts from the railways

in the United States and Canada.

Among the large bridges now under way are the follow-

ing: A single leaf, double track, double deck bascule

bridge, 186 feet long, for the Canadian Pacific at Ft. Will-

iam, Ont., which is the first of its kind; a single leaf,

four-track bascule bridge for the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern at Port Clinton, Ohio, also the first of its particu-

lar design; a double leaf cantilever bascule bridge for the

city of Portland, Ore., which is 278 feet center to center

of piers and 71 feet wide, one of the largest bridges in the

world; the bascule span of the Palace bridge at St. Peters-

burg, Russia, one of the most ornate designs in the world.

The Peoria & Pekin Union, the Transcontinental of Canada,

the Northern Pacific, the Chicago & Western Indiana and

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, each have large

single leaf, heel trunnion bascule spans, which will soon

be in operation. The Erie, the Boston & Maine, the Bal-

timore & Ohio, the Florida East Coast, the Lake Shore &

Michigan Southern and the New York, New Haven & Hju^
ford all have bridges under construction, which will be put

in service sometime during the summer of 1911, and sevoral

other roads will complete important movable bridges of

Strauss design during 1912. Among the new orders re-

ceived by this company is an ornamental bascule span fci

the double deck concrete viaduct of the Boston Elevated

Railway.

C. S. Davis, formerly chief engineer of the Toledo-Massil-

Ion Bridge Company, and vice-president and manager of th*

Massillon Bridge & Structural Company, has severed hi»

connection with those companies to take charge of the

business of the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company in eastern

territory. Phil L. Kaufman is in charge of the business oa
the western coast, John Irving and C. H. Sutherland are

Canadian representatives, and K. Hajgaard is European
agent for the company. With this representation the com-

pany confidently expects large increases in its business.

Models of the bascule type bridge are on exhibit In booth

160 at the Coliseum.

GAS ENGINE AND GENERATOR OUTFIT.

An interesting feature of the Fairbanks, Morse & Oo.

exhibit at the Coliseum, is one of their 9-horse-power gae

engines, direct-connected to a 5%-kilowatt generator whick

is furnishing current for the additional lighting which is

being used in their space. This company has so developed

its electrical business "in synchronism," so to speak, with

Fairbanks-Morse Gasoline Engine Direct Connected to

Generator.

its engine business, that they are now producing electric

outfits driven by belt or direct connection from internal

combustion engines, and these outfits are being used gener-

ally by railways not only for lighting, but for charging

storage batteries for operating signals and drawbridges.

The engine in the generating outfit now on exhibition i&

known as a special electric engine, being fitted with a spe-

cial governor that gives a very close regulation, which i&

necessary in the production of electric current, especially"

for electric lighting. This machine has been developed

from the ordinary "hit and miss" type of engine and the

regulation is as close as can be obtained by steam or other

power. This special electric direct-connected outfit is made
in sizes from 2 to 150-horse-power, in vertical and horizoB-

tal machines and is designed to operate on gasoline, gas,

kerosene, crude oil, distillate, alcohol, or producer gas.

In connection with isolated plant work, this company has

recently issued a bulletin entitled, "Catechism on Direct

Current Apparatus," which has been much in demand, and a.
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large number of copies have already been distributed on

application of engineers and other railway officers. This

company makes a feature of co-operating with the rail-

ways for the development of products to meet their special

requirements.

BRACH ARRESTERS.

The L. S. Brach Supply Company, New York, has re-

cently introduced an enclosed type of lightning arrester.

This new arrester consists of an insulating shell of special

Type 21 Arrester.

moulded metal made in bell shape. A recess is provided

inside to accommodate the operating parts. Means of ac-

cess to these parts is secured through a threaded plug

Type 23 Arrester.

which screws into the bottom of the bell-shaped insulator.

Every precaution has been taken to protect all the parts

from moisture. Line terminals are moulded in the shell,

and the ground terminal attached to the screw plug is

protected by a double petticoat flange, which is in harmony
with the best electrical engineering practice.

Among the interesting features in connection with this

instrument is the fact that it may be either hung to the

wire or clamped to the cross-arm, pole or building. A
length of wire for making connections enters the top and
bottom of this arrester, so that a splicing connection may
be made. Another type of the same instrument is provided
with a Fahnstock clip for easy and rapid installation. As
the Brach arrester cannot become grounded, it can be

seen that this type may be put anywhere on the circuit

without providing for inspection. Vents of special design
in this arrester take care of the accumulation of gases by
heavy discharge.

This arrester is being shown at the Coliseum this week
and is also illustrated in the L. S. Brach Supply Com-
pany's catalogue No. 2, which was recently issued.

CUBE MIXER.

The first form of machine to be extensively used for

mixing concrete was a cubical box journaled at diagonally

opposite corners and having a door in one side through

which the charge of cement, sand, stone and water was
filled and the batch of mixed concrete was emptied. While
this old, home-made machine was slow of operation, it

turned out a concrete so uniformly mixed that no hand-

mixed product could compare with it. This same idea of

cube has been retained in the Chicago improved cube mix-

ers, made by the Municipal Engineering & Contracting

Cube Mixer.

Company, Chicago. In these mixers there are no scoops,

paddles or shelves, but the batch is treated as a unit, be-

ing shifted six times in each revolution and given a criss-

cross motion. The material is constantly folded over on

itself, is having its shape continuously changed and is

under constant squeezing and pressure. In this way, as

the entire batch is always in motion, each particle is con-

stantly rubbing against some other particle as the mass is

folded and refolded on itself, and there is a great crushing,

grinding and kneading of the ingredients, every pebble or

piece of stone being perfectly smeared with the coating of

cement paste.
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ROCKFORD GASOLINE MOTOR CAR.

Tho control luul inaiinracture of the HocUford motor car,

originally introduced by tho Duntley Manufacturing Com
pany, Chicago, have been acquired by the Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Company, Chicago. This company has bought all patterns,

patents, goodwill, etc., and made the necessary arrangements

for making the cars, and for supi)lying repair parts. During

the two years the Rockford car has been in service, It has

shown its advantages in the saving of time and energy, the

longer hours of work possible and better condition of the men

when at work, and in other ways. Many voluntary letters from

the practical men in charge have been written commending

the service of these cars under widely varying conditions. The

frame construction is of welded steel channels and angles, in-

suring stability and durability. The power is a two-cylinder,

four-cycle engine, direct connected to the driving axle, develop-

ing 3^ to 15 h. p., according to style and intended service.

The control is so arranged that the speed can be easily regu-

lated.

These motor cars are built in several styles, for regular

service in maintenance of way, for inspection purposes,

and for extra heavy service, bridge, telegraph and signal

work. All these cars are built to pass switches and curves

with certainty of staying on the rail, but are easily and

quickly removed from the track.

COAL WASHING PLANTS.

Coal washeries are built to remove from screenings as

mined impurities, such as sulphur, slate, fire-clay or other

substances foreign to the coal itself, hy a mechanical proc-

ess called "washing," and after removing the impurities

to separate the washed coal into the established market

sizes, such as washed egg. No. 1 washed nut, washed pea,

washed slack, etc.

Fig. 1 illustrates a coal washing plant having a capacity of

900 tons per day. The screenings, including all coal 3%
in. in size and smaller, are conveyed from the tipple at the

coal mine by a belt conveyor to the unwashed coal storage

bin of the washer and from this bin are fed automatically into

the washing machines, called "jigs," where the separation of

the impurities from the coal takes place. The screenings are

immersed in a receptacle containing water which is given

a pulsating motion by fast moving eccentrics. This causes

the impurities to separate from the coal, the heavier par-

ticles or impurities falling to the bottom of the jig and being

removed therefrom separate from the coal. The coal is of

a lighter specific gravity than the impurities (or refuse)

and is floated off the jig at its top surface by the pulsating

motion of the jig.

The washed coal on leaving the jigs is sluiced with the

washing water to perforated bucket elevators and screens

for the purpose of removing the water from the coal and

separating the washed coal into the desired market sizes.

Each size is put in a separate bin having a capacity of

75 tons, or more than enough for one railway car.

The plant shown first prepares the washed coal in seven

sizes and is said to be the only washer operating on

bituminous coal that is successfully making this perfect

sub-division of sizes. It is just as important to si/.e the

coal properly as it is to wash it properly. The refuse is

removed from the jig by perforated bucket elevators which

deliver it to a small refuse car. This car is actuated by a

small hoisting engine, which pulls it up a small incline

to the refuse dump. The refuse material is valueless and is

simply wasted over the country adjoining the plant.

The plant is provided with adequate settling tanks

which permit the coal to settle from the water. The water

in the tanks is allowed to overflow and is then recovered

and pumped back to the jigs, providing a continuous cir-

culation of water. This is permissible only where the nature

of tho impurities is such that they will not pollute the water,

as happens when an excessive amount of fire-clay Is mined

with the coal.

Each coal washing proposition is a problem in itself, as a

plant suitable for Illinois would not be suitable at all for

Pennsylvania or Mexico coal. The quality of coal and the

market for it must be carefully considered and tho plant

designed to suit.

The other picture shows a plant ])uilt for the Pittsburg-

Coal Washing Plant at Pana, III.; the Bituminous Coal

Washing Company.

Westmoreland Coal Co. at Weaver, Pa. It is of reinforced con-

crete and brick construction throughout, having a washing ca-

pacity of 1,800 tons per day, and is equipped with a reinforced

concrete washed coal storage bin having a capacity of 1,800

tons.

The operation of this washery is similar to that of the

plant above described except that it was designed to remove

from the screenings sufficient ash and sulphur to enable

the company after washing this coal to make a marketable

coke, which would not have been possible had the screen-

ings not been washed. The washing of coal for coking

Coal Washing Plant at Bentleyville, Pa.; Pittsburgh-West-

moreland Coal Company.

purposes is another interesting study, and in this case it is

also of the utmost importance that a careful study of the

coal with its analysis be made together with the mining

conditions before designing the coal washing plant.

The Roberts & Schaefer Co., Chicago, designed and

built the plants described above, this being one of the

specialties of that company. In addition to coal washeries,

the Roberts & Schaefer Co. has departments devoted to

locomotive coaling stations, complete coal mining and coal

briquetting plants.
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The committee on wooden bridges and trestles went very

thoroughly into the practice of pile driving this year, consid-

ering both the driving of wood and concrete piles. The prin-

ciples of practice recommended for publication in the Manual
have been worked up very carefully, as the few changes made
by the convention in spite of the very thorough discussion

show. Appendix B, including the principles of practice which

were recommended for publication in the Manual, is to be

commended for its conciseness. The Manual has been criti-

cised at various times for the amount of explanatory matter

included. To fully comply with its use as a guide for refer-

ence and not as a text book, the committees should be very

careful to boil down their recommendations, and all explana-

tory matter should be excluded. Only by watchfulness in this

regard can the Manual fuUfil its best purpose.

The important subject of brine drippings and its relation

to the corrosion of the metal portion of track and track struc-

tures is apparently disposed of, and dependence is now placed

on the master car builders' ability to so construct refrigerator

cars that this expensive destruction will be largely eliminated.

Refrigerator cars are now being built in large numbers, and

the total equipment is becoming enormous. A slight neglect

on the part of a few lines would tend to cause continuance

of the corrosion, requiring expensive renewals of track ma-

terials. While the Maintenance of "Way Association may re-

gard the subject as virtually closed, it is evident that the

action of brine drippings on track is one of those evils which

require eternal viligance, and further action is required by

the Master Car Builders' Association and the American Rail-

way Association, in formulating rules and penalties govern-

ing the matter.

The treatment of the report of the committee on Signals

and Interlocking of the Railway Engineering and Mainte-

nance of Way Association was chiefly noticeable for lack

of discussion. This was a natural consequence of the fact

that all the subjects presented had already been acted on

by the Signal Association, and the action of this association

was simply ratified. The only subject that provoked any

remarks was that of bond wires. As was also brought out

at the Signal Association meeting, it appears that though

iron bond wires have been specified by the Signal Asso-

ciation and the individual roads since this device has been

in use, for the past several years true iron has been

unavailable and steel has been furnished instead. What
is now sought is to make the specification conform to com-

mercial possibilities. Apparently no one believes that true

economy could be secured by the use of true iron, for

though such bond wires are known to have lasted in service

twice as long as mild steel, the cost is more than three

times as much.

As will be seen by those who read the report on elec-

tricity, it strongly resembles the celebrated lecture of Josh

Billings on "Milk," in which no mention is made of the

subject in hand. The report dealt for the most part with

the third rail and third rail clearances, and with the ex-

ception of the last two paragraphs of the recommendations,

which deal with organization, it centers about the mechan-

ical features of the third rail. The same holds true of

the discussion. The recommendations of the committee

were usually accepted without a word, while in cases where

there was discussion it usually centered about some bit of

verbiage rather than any real essential. For instance, the

major portion of the debate was in regard to the deter-

mination of the gage line of the third rail, and, disregard-

ing a mere word advocating the retention of the center

line as the point of measurement, the talk was as to the

whereabouts of the gage line and the definition of gage.

So in the case of maintenance. The adoption of the rec-

ommendation turned on the use of the word "existing," it

being specified that the work should be done by the ex-

isting maintenance of way organization. The word was

finally left in place, with the understanding that some

reference to electrified steam roads should be inserted.

The discussion, therefore, while perhaps important, was

perfunctory.

The question of providing adequate passenger terminal fa-

cilities is receiving unusual attention throughout the entire

country. The enormous increase in passenger travel has out-

grown most stations both in large and in medium-sized cities.

Probably at no time have as many stations been in course of

construction or under consideration as at the present time.

Those of the New York Central and the Pennsylvania at New
York; of the North Western at Chicago, and the Michigan Cen-

tral at Detroit, Mich., the union station at Kansas City, Mo., the

two union stations at Memphis, Tenn., and the union station at

Tacoma, Wash., are but a few of the many large terminal sta-

tions under way; and there is a still larger number of places

where plans are now being prepared and construction is but a

short way off. The experience of the New York Central at
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New York (Mty and the North Wostorn at ChicaKo whoiild im-

press on the engineer the necessity of estimating very lijj-

erally the denuuuls of future traffic. As Mr. Kittredge said

yeslerday in the discussion of the report on "Yards and

Terminals," when the ordinance providing for the recon-

struction of the Grand Central terminal expired in 1908, the

amount of the station and terminal then finished was over

100 per cent, of the original estimate of the entire station, and

the work- done at that time provided but 40 per cent, of the

facilities it was then necessary to plan to provide. The con-

vention very wisely altered the recommendation of the com-

mittee by increasing the time for which demands must be

anticipated from ten years to twenty years. The expenditure

necessary for a passenger terminal is so great that much

care should be talten to see that the full benefit be realized

from it by securing the normal life from the building and

layout. The committee called attention to the need of not

only anticipating the demands of the future as far as it is

possible to foresee them, but of also so malting the design

that expansion will be practicable should the increase in

traffic exceed expectations. As the determining factors in the

capacity of any terminal are facilities for free movement of

trains in and out of train shed, and for the handling of ex-

press and baggage, special attention should be given to these

factors. Trains must be able to move in and out at the same

time without interference. With increasing state and munici-

pal legislation, requiring the separation of street and railway

grades, the number of stations with track levels either above

or below the street level is increasing. This facilitates the

handling of the baggage either above of below the track level

—probably more commonly below. In separating these levels,

greater facility is secured in handling both the baggage and

the passengers.

THE TERMINAL ELECTRIFICATION PROBLEM.

President Fritch's address yesterday directed attention

forcibly to the fact that government regulation now ex-

tends to every branch of the railway business. It first

dealt with rates; it later was extended to safety appliances

on equipment, and now it deals with so many phases of

railway operation that it has become of direct importance

to engineering, as well as other departments. The agita-

tion of the subject of electrification in cities, for example

—

to which Mr. Fritch especially referred—is, of course, of

particular interest to engineers.

There are two ways in which the railways can deal with

questions such as this. One is to try to so educate public

sentiment regarding railway affairs that the people will

better understand what it is desirable and practicable to

require of railways. The other is, to show public spirit

and progressiveness by making such studies of the various

questions of public interest that arise as Mr. Fritch sug-

gested regarding the subject of electrification of terminals.

When the public believes that the railways ought to do

anything, it is the duty of railway officers to the public

and to their stockholders either to show the public that the

thing ought not to be done or to begin at once the neces-

sary steps for accomplishing it. The Chicago railways

long neglected to take such action as they ought in deal-

ing with the agitation for electrification of their terminals.

They are now beginning to set an excellent example in

dealing with this subject. The presidents of the North-

western, the Chicago & Western, Indiana and the Burling-

ton and the vice-president of the New York Central Lines

have accepted appointments on a commission appointed by

the Chicago Association of Commerce to make an investi-

gation of the entire subject of terminal electrification. A
chief engineer and a staff of assistants are to be appointed

to do the work, and the railways have agreed to pay all

the expenses involved. This is a move in the right direc-

tion. Tilt' fair s|)irit shown by tlu; roads cannot fail to

impress i)ublic opinion favorably, and the results of an
investigation directed by a commission, including city offi-

cials, an eminent engineer, such as Dean Goss of the

University of Illinois, prominent citizens and railway officers

cannot fail to be much more enlightening than the results

of one conducted by a body less representative.

A few years ago the city council of St. Louis created

a Municipal Bridge and Terminals Commission to study

the local terminal problem. Leading business men were
appointed to it. The mayor was ex-officio chairman. After

a thorough investigation the commission made certain rec-

ommendations to the railways for revision of their rates

and improvement of their physical facilities. The roads

made the rate changes suggested; they acquired at great

expense the real estate necessary to make the physical

improvements desired; and then the city council refused

to pass the ordinances recommended by the city's own
Bridge and Terminals Commission, and which were neces-

sary to enable the roads to benefit by their purchases of

real estate and make the needful improvements in their

physical facilities.

The course of the city of St. Louis was utterly unfair

to the roads. It is to be hoped that the Chicago lines will

deal as fairly with their city as did the St. Louis lines,

and it is to be hoped that if they do the city of Chicago,

unlike the city of St. Louis, will give the roads in return

a "square deal."

The results of the work of this Chicago commission will

be followed with interest throughout the country, for, as

President Fritch said, the question of electrification of

terminals has become a live issue in several leading cities

and the example set by Chicago in dealing with its very

complicated terminal problem is apt to be followed by
other cities in dealing with their much simpler terminal

problems.

IMPACT TESTS.

The work done by the committee on iron and steel struc-

tures during the year 1910 is not as fully set forth in Bulle-

tin 130 as the importance of the work done deserves. In

Bulletin 125, published in July, 1910, are given the results of

the work of the sub-committee on Impact up to that time,

and in this report there is material which will repay study,

flot alone by maintenance officers or bridge engineers, but

by operating and motive power officers as well. In the

theoretical discussion of impact the counterbalancing of

engines is shown to be the prime factor, while the design

of the bridges is apparently one of less importance than it

has, in the past, been considered. In the table showing

the centrifugal force in percentages of the static load on

drivers are some comparisons of engines of various types,

used in the committee's tests, from the point of view of

the amount of excess weight imposed on the rails by en-

gines running at 60 miles an hour. In the last column of

this table the percentage of increase over the static weight

is shown for each engine, and in the wide variation be-

tween the several percentages, not only in the engines on

different roads but also between different engines on one

road, there is a suggestion that there may be room for

improvement in methods of counterbalancing. It is hardly

to be questioned that anything which will reduce the effect

of impact on permanent way, whether it be on bridges or

solid bank, will be a step toward both economy and safety.

It is of course true that in the table referred to both

passenger and freight engines are shown, and that a speed

of 60 miles an hour is probably more than should be used

in determining the proper amount of counterbalance for a

freight engine. At the same time the table shows several
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passenger engines which have nearly a maximum effect at

the assumed speed, and there is no doubt that these can

be improved.

This work opens up an interesting field to the engineer,

whose decision is final as to the running of a certain type

of engine over existing bridges, some of them old and light.

The amount of impact may be the determining factor in

the unit stress computed, so that it becomes necessary to

know with some exactness what should be the allowance.

It is evident if the formula suggested by the committee be

used in such a case, that if the engines concerned are

counterbalanced to the best advantage the impact computed

will be far in excess of the actual impact from the engine,

and possibly the latter would be prohibited from running

over bridges perfectly capable of carrying them with safety.

It becomes plain, then, that investigation into the amount

of excess counterbalance possessed by the engine being

considered will be desirable, and with this determined it

will be sufficient to apply a factor to the formula proposed.

Of course, as plainly stated in the report, the committee

does not propose the formula as an impact formula for

general use, but suggests only that it fairly represents the

maxima results of the tests. It seems likely, however, that

the formula as presented will, as in the case of the specifi-

cations for steel bridges, find wide use. Aside from the

publication of results, including the comprehensive theo-

retical discussion, the sub-committee has done little in the

past year. It is proposed to extend the tests this year to

the investigation, by new and more delicate devices, of

short spans, including some of reinforced concrete; suf-

ficient funds, previously furnished by various railways, are

available for the purpose. While the determination of im-

pact on short spans has heretofore resisted all attempts at

accuracy, there is good reason to believe that the commit-

tee will succeed in obtaining results comparable with those

from its work on longer spans. It is worth the trial, and

the support, both of the association and of the railways,

should be given the work. As a matter of fact, the con-

tinuance of such tests, year by year, would, at very moder-

ate cost, give the railways and the engineering profession

data which would be of great value, in ways which may
perhaps be obscure now but which will in time be evident.

In Bulletin 130 the committee presented specifications for

bridge erection for discussion by the association and recom-

mended their adoption. There is no doubt that these also

will be valuable and will admirably supplement the specifi-

cations already worked up by the committee and adopted

by the association.

MEETING OF SIGNAL APPLIANCE ASSOCIATION.

PROGRAM.

Convention Program.

(Order may be changed by a two-thirds vote of the con-

vention or by time required for consideration of reports.)

Wednesday, March 22.

Morning Session, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.

Afternoon session, 2 p. m. to 5:30 p. m.

XVI. Economics of Railway Location.

II. Ballast.

III. Ties.

V. Track.

IV. Rail.

VIII. Masonry.

XIII. Water Service.

IX. Signs, Fences and Crossings.

Reception and Dinner.

Reception at 7 p. m. in Francis I room, Congress Hotel, fol-

lowed by annual dinner in Gold room.

The Signal Appliance Association held an informal meeting
at the Coliseum at 11 o'clock Tuesday morning, March 21.

The meeting was called to discuss arrangements for the an-
nual convention at Colorado Springs next October, and vari-

ous matters in connection with the action of the association
at that time were discussed. It was decided to appoint a
committee to look into the matter of transportation and rates
to and from the place of meeting, and a formal meeting of the
committee is planned for Thursday, March 23.

ENGINEERS' VISIT TO THE EXHIBIT.

It was decided at yesterday's meeting that the convention
shall adjourn at 4 o'clock p. m. to-night, in order to give the
members of the association an opportunity to go in a body
to inspect the exhibit of railway appliances at the Coliseum.

In announcing the early adjournment of the convention for
the purpose of making this trip to the Coliseum, President
Fritch said: "The Railway Appliance Association has done
itself proud this year in establishing one of the finest ex-
hibits of railway appliances ever made, and I think it is due
to the Railway Appliance Association that we show our
appreciation of their efforts and visit this exhibit as much as
our time will permit."

INVITATION TO VISITING ENGINEERS FROM CHICAGO
ENGINEERS' CLUB.

Robert Isham Randolph, secretary of the Chicago Engineers'
Club, has sent to President Fritch of the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, the fol-

lowing invitation to visiting engineers on behalf of the board
of directors of the club:

"The Board of Directors of the Chicago Engineers' Club
extends a cordial invitation to the members of the American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association
to make use of the rooms and facilities of the Chicago En-
gineers' Club during the week of your convention. Guest
cards can be obtained from Frank Coates, on the first floor

of the Auditorium Annex."

MEETINGS OF BURLINGTON SIGNAL DEPARTMENT EM-
PLOYEES.

The signal department of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
is planning to hold meetings of the employees at regular in-

tervals, to discuss matters pertaining to the work of the de-

partment. The lines east and the lines west will have sep-

arate meetings. This plan will be put into effect immediately,

and the first meeting will be held on Wednesday, March 22.

The supervisors who will be in attendance will take advan-

tage of the opportunity to visit the exhibition at the Coliseum
during the day.

ANNUAL DINNER TO-NIGHT.

President Fritch will be toastmaster at the annual dinner

of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of

Way Association in the gold room of the Congress Hotel

to-night. The dinner will be preceded by a reception at 7

o'clock, in the Francis I room, which immediately adjoins

the gold room, and the receiving party will include the prin-

cipal officers of the association and some of the past-presi-

dents. The attendance at last year's dinner was 304, and

present indications are that this year's attendance will be

350, or, perhaps, even 375. Among the invited guests who
have indicated their intention to attend is Daniel Willard,

president of the Baltimore & Ohio, who is president also of

the American Railway Association.

The list of speakers has been somewhat changed, owing to
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tho inability of John F. Wallace and U. L. Wincholl to bo

present. The speaktMS, in their order, i)rol)al)ly will be as

follows:

S. M. Felton, president Chicago (ireat Western; Rev. Dr.

F. W. Ciunsaulns; Judge John Barton I'ayne, general counsel

Chicago IJreat Western; Sir Thomas R. Trice, commissioner

of South African government railways and harbors; William

B. Poland, vice-president and chief engineer, Philippine rail-

ways, and Rev. R. A. White, pastor of the People's Liberal

Church, Chicago.

Tickets can be i)rocured from the arrangements commiitee,

room IIGG. Music for the dinner will be furnished by Klohr's

orchestra, which also furnished it last year.

SIGNAL ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE MEETINGS.

Quite a number of the Railway Signal and the Maintenance

of Way Association committees are taking advantage of the

fact that all or nearly all of their members are here this week

to hold committee and subcommittee meetings. Among these,

the Committee on Methods of Recording Signal Failures of

the Signal Association will hold a meeting at the Congress

Hotel at 9:30 Wednesday morning, March 22. J. C. Young,

signal engineer of the Union Pacific, is chairman of this com-

mittee. Committee II on Mechanical Interlocking of the Sig-

nal Association will meet at the congress Hotel at 10 o'clock

Wednesday morning, March 22.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY OFFICERS INSPECT SIGNAL
EXHIBIT.

The Committee on Signaling of the Central Electric Rail-

way Association held a meeting Tuesday morning and visited

the Coliseum in a body and made a thorough inspection of

the signaling exhibits. The members were particularly inter-

ested in the systems of signaling which have been designed

for the handling of interurban traffic at a cost which can be

met by the small railway. These systems are constructed

with a view to their amplification and extension as con-

ditions warrant, so that any road can use them as a basis for

ultimate complete block system protection. This committee

is to make a report to the Indiana Railroad Commission.

A RECORD-BREAKING ATTENDANCE.

It is probable that the attendance at the Maintenance of

Way Convention yesterday broke all records for a first day's

session. The registration of members up to 5 o'clock p. m.,

numbered 314. Last year the registration up to the same

hour was only 251; and that compared very favorably with the

record of any previous year. The meeting room was pretty

well filled during both the morning and afternoon. It being

officially the first day of Spring, the weather man ran the

temperature up pretty high; and there was considerable com-

plaint about the meeting room being too warm, in spite of

the fact that it was well ventilated.

EXTENSIVE ADDITIONAL TRACK ELEVATION IN

CHICAGO.

An ordinance has been presented to the city council of

Chicago providing for the elevation of the tracks of the

Illinois Central from Seventy-ninth street, the end of the

present elevation, south to Kensington avenue, a distance

of about five miles, together with the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific s South Chicago branch from State street to Jef-

frey avenue, the Chicago & Western Indiana from State

street to Stony Island avenue, the Dolton branch of the

Chicago & Western Indiana from One Hundred and Elev-

enth street to the Illinois Central at One Hundred and

Nineteenth street, the Belt Railway of Chicago from Pull-

man Junciion to Jeffrey avenue, and the New York, Chi-

cago & SI. Louis from Seventy-ninth street to Stony Island

avenue.

The essential details of this ordinance have been agreed

to by the city track elevation department and the railways

concerned, and it is expected that the ordinance will be

passed within tho next ten days. The separation of the

grade crossings at Burnside and Kensington, and the Nickel

Plate-Illinois Central crossing are left optional with the

roads concerned. The estimated cost of the Illinois Central

portion of this work, exclusive of the additional cost of

separating grade crossings, will approximate $2,250,000, while

the cost to the other roads will at least equal that amount.

The ordinance requires that the Illinois Central, the Michi-

gan Central and the Kensington & Eastern (Illinois Cen-

tral) have their work completed in 1916, while the other

roads have until 1918.

The amount of track Involved is approximately as fol-

lows:

Location

—

Roadway. Track.

Illinois Central, East 79th street to Kensington

avenue 4.85 69.07

Nickel Plate, East 79th to East 95th street 2.21 29.02

Rock Island, South State street to Jeffrey ave-

nue 2.38 5.56

Western Indiana, South State street to Stony

Island avenue 2.23 12.00

Same, East 111th street to Illinois Central tracks 1.30 3.10

Belt Railway, Pullman Junction to Jeffrey ave-

nue 72 2.41

Kensington & Eastern, East 111th street to

Kensington avenue 50 1 .00

Michigan Central, East 113th street to Kensing-

ton avenue 38 .72

Total 14.57 122.88

ELECTRIFICATION OF CHICAGO TERMINALS.

The Chicago Association of Commerce has been investi-

gating the electrification problem of the Chicago railway

terminals for the past 18 months. As a result of this study

a commission of 17 railway executives, city officials and

business men has been appointed to make a thorough inves-

tigation of this subject, going into all of its phases. The

railways are co-operating in thi's movement and they have

agreed to pay all the expenses of the investigation. In

order to attain the best results possible a chief engineer

and a staff of assistants will be engaged to study the

engineering problems involved. A permanent organization

will be effected at an early date.

The following men were appointed on this commission:

W. A. Gardner, president" Chicago & Northwestern.; H. G.

Hetzler, president Chicago & Western Indiana; Darius Mil-

ler, president Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; C. E. Schaff,

vice-president New York Central Lines; Paul P. Bird, chief

smoke inspector of Chicago; Dr. W. A. Evans, commissioner

of health; Milton J. Foreman, chairman local transportation

committee of the city council; W. F. M. Goss, dean of

College of Engineering of University of Illinois; E. R.

Graham, of D. H. Burnham & Co.; Richard C. Hall, presi-

dent Duck Brand Company; Jesse Holdom, attorney at law;

Harrison B. Riley, president Chicago Title & Trust Com-

pany; John W. Scott, of Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.; Fran-

cis T. Simmons, of Francis T. Simmons & Co.; Mason B.

Starring, president Northwestern Elevated Railroad; Fred-

erick H. Rawson, president Union Trust Company.

The personnel of this committee is largely the same as

that of the railway terminal commission appointed by

Mayor Busse. (See Railway Age Gazette, February 24,

page 372.)
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE RAILWAY APPLIANCES
ASSOCIATION. |fra<*^^dtn00*

The Railway Appliances Association held its annual meet-

ing in the Coliseum Tuesday morning. The minutes of the

last meeting were read and approved. The treasurer's report

showed a surplus of $4,869.92 in hand from last year, and a

satisfactory estimate of the probable expense of the exhibit

now being given.

The election of officers resulted in the selection of Robert

E. Belknap, Pennsylvania Steel Co., president; A. P. Van
Schaick, Lackawanna Steel Co., vice-president; John N.

Reynolds, Railway Age Gazette, secretary and treasurer.

The executive committee selected is composed of C. W.
Kelly, Fairbanks, Morse & Co.; Thomas R. Wyles, Detroit

Graphite Co.; George C. Isbester, Q. & C. Co.; N. M. Hench,

Carnegie Steel Co.; S. W. Hayes, Hayes Track Appliance

Co.; H. M. Sperry, General Railway Signal Co.; T. W. Snow,

ex-president, ex-officio, on board of directors.

FOREIGN OPINION OF THE A. R. E. & M. OF W.

ASSOCIATION.

Just after the opening of the afternoon session yesterday,

William McNab, principal assistant engineer of the Graaid

Trunk, and a past president of the association, took occasion

to make a statement illustrating foreign opinion of the work
of the association.

"Before the committee on yards and terminals presents its

report," said Mr. McNab, "I want to quote from a letter

which I received two months ago from the general manager
of one of the leading railways of Great Britain to show in

what esteem this association is held in Europe. The quota-

tion is in connection with this particular committee. I had

sent him a copy of our transactions of last year. He says:

" 'I have delayed replying to you until I could find an oppor-

tunity to peruse the volumes. I have now done so. I must

say that I found them most interesting. I was in particular

interested in the plans of the terminal stations, and I have

shown this part of the report to our chairman, Chas. Ren-

shaw, in connection with the reconstruction of a large termi-

nal station, which we have under way at the present time.'

"I present this extract from this letter, not to throw any

bouquets at this committee, but to show the whole association

that we are recognized across the seas."

BRENNAN MONO-RAIL CAR.

One of the features of the exhibition at the Coliseum this

week which is attracting universal attention is the model of

Brennan's Mono-Rail Car, which makes trips from one side

of the balcony to the other at the south end of the building.

Mr. Brennan, the inventor, gives daily demonstrations and

lectures on the remarkable and little understood gyroscope

principles involved in his car. These lectures take place in

the morning at 10, 11 and 12 o'clock; in the afternoon at 2, 3,

4 and 5 o'clock; and In the evening at 8, 8:30 and 9 o'clock.

There are two models of the car on exhibition, the larger one

having five times the power of the smaller. These are shown
running on a cable swung free from one side of the balcony

to the other, and also running on a curved track. The smaller

model is the style usually used in schools, but the large one

was made especially for this exhibition and is to be pre-

sented to one of the universities or technical schools of the

United States at the close of this exhibit. The award is to be

made by a vote of the railway officials present, the vote to be

by ballot. These ballots may be obtained at the Bureau of

Information, Booth "A," in the center of the main aisle.

The first session of the twelfth annual convention of the
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association was called to order at 9:30 a. m. on Tuesday,
March 21, in the convention hall of the Congress Hotel, by
the president, L. C. Fritch, chief engineer of the Chicago
Great Western.
The minutes of the last meeting were approved, without

reading, and the president then read his annual address.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineers and
Maintenance of Way Association:
The progress made by the association during the year

just passed has been gratifying, and the thanks cf the asso-
ciation are due its committees for their efficient and pains-
taking labors and the splendid results secured. That interest
and enthusiasm in the work has been sustained, is attested by

L. C. Fritch, President.

the fact that all of the twenty-two standing and special com-
mittees have presented valuable and comprehensive reports

fcr consideration at this convention.
It is noteworthy that in the midst of the busy lives of

the members, time is found to accomplish so large an amount
of work, and to perform it in the efficient and thorough
manner in which it is presented. This feature is all the

more praiseworthy, when it is considered that this organiza-

tion is a voluntary one, and the time devoted by the mem-
bers to committee work is frequently given at a great personal

sacrifice and at the expense cf much-needed rest.

Prior to the formation of the association few railways
pursued the same methods, or used similar appliances or

devices, in so far as railway engineering and maintenance
of way work was concerned, even under similar climatic,

physical and commercial conditions, and there was little, if

any, approach to uniformity as to methods and practices.

A fertile field seemed, therefore, to exist, in which it was
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believed much good nilsht be accomplished, by formulating;

principles of practice and dlsspmlnalinK laiowledge pertain-

ing to niaint(Mianco of way worlc.

Tliis as.soclation was fornuMl for "tli(> advancement of

knowledge iiortaining to the scientific and economical loca-

tion, construction, oi)erati(ni and maintcniance of railways,"

and to attain those ends it was deemed essential to investi-

gate matters pertaining to the objects of the association
through standing and special committees; to hold meetings
for the discussion of papers ar:d reports; to publish its con-

clusions and to maintain a lil)rary.

Tlie founders of the association wisely concluded that the
best results would be obtained through committees, the
meml)ers of which should be selected with due consideration

of their qualifications to deal with particular subjects.

The work of the association was laid out on unique lines.

The entire field of railway engineering and maintenance of

way work was originally divided into sixteen divisions, and
a committee appointed to deal with each subject. Now we

(lie only or main function of our association. The collection
and dissemination of knowledge pertaining to the scientific

and (H'onomical location, (;(;ns(ructi()n, oix-ration and main-
tenance of railways is quite as im|)ort.ant, and it will bo
conceded that along these lines the association has made
an envial)le record. Since the fornuition of tlie association
there have l)een issued over twenty thousand pages of printed
matter, all of it live and useful material pertaining to our
profession.
While it may be true that not all of our recommendations

have met with universal approval, nevertheless they have
served as a guide to the engineer in arriving at a solution
of his problems. It would be practically iini)Ossil)le to for-

mulate principles of iiractice applicable to all sections of the
country, with its diversity of conditions of soil, climate and
commercial requirements.
Some of our critics have said, "your association is gather-

ing an immense amount of valuable information, but your
conclusions are not always sound. Your committee reports

W. C. Gushing, First Vice-President. C. F. Loweth, Treasurer.

have nineteen standing committees, and additional special

committees to consider matters not coming within the prov-
ince of the regular committees.
Each committee is given a particular phase of the general

subject, and they are requested to collect all available in-

formation on the subject in hand, to digest carefully the
data obtained, to draw therefrom such conclusions as the
information seems to warrant, and to submit to the associa-
tion its recommendations thereon. Committee reports are
to be formulated on the following general plan: An historical

review of the subject under discussion, with an outline of

its origin and development; an analysis of the most impor-
tant elements of the subject-matter; an argument, showing
the disadvantages of the old and the advantages of the
recommended practice; and, finally, the conclusions of the
committee, giving in concise language and in logical sequence
its conclusions and recommendations. That these methods
have been productive of excellent results is abundantly
shown in our proceedings for the past decade.
However, the formulation of principles of practice is not

need boiling down, the wheat needs winnowing from the
chaff."

My own opinion is that there is no foundation for these
criticisms, which is evidenced by the fact that our proceed-
ings are used as works of reference by the ablest engineers,

not only of this country, but cf the world.

There is a Roman adage that says, "whatever you do, do
it well, and always consider the consequences of what you
do." This is wise counsel, and, in my judgment, it applies

to our own work. We should be careful net to spend too

much time and effort on details and peculiar methods and
neglect underlying principles upon which all good practice

is founded. We should aim at principles that may be uni-

versally applied. For example, good, sound specifications

covering the materials of engineering, which are susceptible

of universal application, are of more use than methods or

particular plans or designs, which have only limited applica-

tion. The work of our association that will stand out promi-
nently is that which is of the greatest use to the greatest
number.
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Perhaps too much stress is laid upon the establishment of
standards. In a progressive art, such as ours, there should
be no such word as "standard." What is standard to-day
may be obsolete to-morrow. Improvement and advancement
is the order of the day, and in no profession is this truer
than in our own.
The progress of railway engineering during the past year

is perhaps best exemplified in the opening for service of the
New York terminals of the Pennsylvania, including the
tunnels under the Hudson and East rivers. This great
achievement, made possible only by the ability, foresight
and courage of that splendid type of man and engineer, Alex-
ander J. Cassatt, is a fitting and lasting tribute to his genius
and memory. It marks an epoch in railway progress, being
the first large trunk line railway terminal, complete' in its
operation with the use of electric traction. This installation
awakens us to the sense of a new responsibility that is

who have aided us in placing this association on its high
plane of usefulness. Among those who have gone to that
"ether country from whose bourne no traveler ever returns"
are Octave Chanute and Samuel M. Rowe, both pioneers in
the art of wood preservation; E. P. Dawley, an efficient
member of the committee on electricity; John F. Hinckley
a valued member of the rail committee; Ira G. Rawn, an
able member of our first committee on yards and terminals-
J. E. Schwitzer, late chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific
a valued member of the committee on economics of rail-
way location; H. L. Laughlin, an efficient member of the
committee on track.
A notable achievement made during the past year, through

the co-operation of the Master Car Builders' Association and
our association, is the final solution of the question of the
disposal of brine drippings from refrigerator cars, which has
been the bane of railways for nearly thirty years The

Chas. S. Churchill, Second Vice-President.

placed upon us as engineers, and that is, that we should
prepare ourselves for the new problems that it will be our
duty to solve. It will devolve upon the engineers of our
railways to determine to what extent this new power is justi-
fiable in heavy trunk line service. The question of electrifica-
tion cf trunk lines, and its application to terminals in large
cities, has assumed the proportions of a public question in
the cities of Boston, Philadelphia, Bialtimore, Washington,
St. Louis, Chicago, and its extension in New York City to all
classes of service is being considered.

It is a problem of great magnitude and involves not only
technical skill, but judgment of the highest order, and its
solution must, in the final analysis, be made by railway men,
familiar with the intricacies of railway operation and its
needs. My advice, therefore, would be, that railway engi-
neers prepare for this economic change that has already
begun, in order that the problems that demand solution may
be solved on a sound basis, and that costly mistakes which
ignorance would otherwise impose, may be avoided.
We will miss some familiar faces at this convention—men

E. H. Fritch, Secretary.

conclusion reached provides for retaining the brine drippings
in tanks between icing stations, and draining them at given
points, where facilities are provided for that purpose. This
will result in preventing injury to maintenance of way struc-
tures and equipment costing the railways in the past thou-
sands of dollars.

There are two important matters coming before this con-
vention for final vote. The name of the association, which
has been unfortunately cumbersome in its length, is to be
changed to one of shorter length, a desirable innovation.
The proposed change in the constitution, which will grant

to the membership at large a voice in the selection of officers
of the association, is one that will meet with universal ap-
proval.
The railway industry is being circumscribed by govern-

mental regulations to the extent that its operations, to the
minutest details, are being regulated by law or prescribed
by rules of commissions created under federal or state
authority. Some of these regulations are wise and beneficial,
and were necessary to purge the railway business of its
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past sins of omission and commission. However, many of

tlie regulations, conceived by irresponsil)le i)ersons and for

sinister purpcsos, are a positive menace to tlie pul)lic tliey

w(>re desif-'ned to benefit; tliese will serve no good purpose,

but prove a positive check to railway development. In this

feature we are vitally interested, and it devolves upon us as
citizens, true to our calling;, to educate the public to a real-

ization of the rights and the justice that Is due the railway
industry.

It has been asserted that railways are extravagant and
wasteful in their methods of operation, and lack system in

conducting their business. These charges are not in accord-
ance with the facts as we know them. Organizations similar
to our own are giving their best thought to the improvement
of methods and to the promotion cf efliciency in all depart-
ments of railways.
We have an abiding faith in the fairness and common

sense of the American people, and that our incomparable
country will progi-ess with undiminished momentum. New-
lines of railways will continue to be built, existing lines will

be revised and rebuilt, and herein lies our duty.
The charter of our existence provides that we shall de-

vote ourselves to the "advancement of knowledge pertaining
to the scientific and economical location, construction, opera-
tion and maintenance of railways." We maintain that our
association has justified itself and that in the future, as in
the past, we will endeavor to do our work honorably, thor-
oughly and conscientiously, irrespective of regulations, as is

the desire of every member of the American Railway Engi-
neering and Maintenance of Way Association.

In closing the term of office as president, I wish to thank
the board of direction for its hearty co-operation, the secre-
tary for his untiring devotion to duty, and the committees
for the splendid work which they have accomplished.
The report of the secretary and treasurer showed the fol-

lowing statements:
Total membership at last annual convention 869

Withdrawals during the year 11
Deceased members 7

Dropped for non-payment of dues 20

38 38

831
Additions during the year l;](,

Total membership, March 15, 1911 967
Consisting of:

Active members 908
Honorary members 3
Associate members 56

967

Geographical Distribution.

The geographical distribution of the membership ir, in-

dicated in the following table
United States 838
Dominion of Canada 76
Mexico 14
Japan 7

Cuba 6

China 5

New Zealand 4

Philippine Islands 4
India 2
Korea 2

Panama 2

Australia 1

Brazil i
Germany i

Great Britain 1

Guatemala 1

Peru 1

Russia 1

Total 967

Classification cf Members.

The positions held by the members are indicated in the
following table:
Presidents 16
Assistants to President 3
Vice-Presidents 28
General Managers 18
Director Maintenance and Operation 1
Assistant Director Maintenance and Operation 1
Assistant General Managers 6
General Superintendents 10
Assistant General Superintendents 2
Division Superintendents 34
Chief Engineers 114
Assistant Chief Engineers 24
Principal Assistant Engineers 15
Chief Engineers Maintenance of Way 6
Assistant Chief Engineers Maintenance of Way 1

Engineers of Construction 12
Engineers Maintenance of Way 89

Bridge Engineers 28
lOngineers Surveys i

'J'unnel Engineers 1
Division Engineers 90
Assistant Engineers 97
District Engineers 14
Electrical Engineers 4

Inspecting Engineers 11
Supervising Engineers 3
A rchitects 5
Locating Engineers 3
Engineer Track Economics 1
Engineers Track and Roadway 5
Designing Engineers 2
Maintenance of Way Accountant 1

Engineer B. & B 1

Office Engineers 7
Chief Draftsmen 5

General Roadmasters :
2'

Roadmasters 14
Master Carpenters 3
Rail Expert i

Superintendent Bridges and Buildings 3
Supervisors 2

Resident Engineers 30
Signal Engineers 20
Assistant Signal Engineer 1
Managers Timber Department 5
Timber Inspector (Chief) 1

Forester 1
General Foreman Water Works i
Supervisor Materials i
Chemists and Eng. Tests 2

Metallurgical Engineers 2
Engineer River Protection 1

Professors in Colleges 16
Associate Professors 16
Government Employes 13
Civil Engineers 59
Consulting Engineers 75
Contracting Engineers 20
Engineer Grade Elimination 2

Purchasing Agent 1

General Agents 2

Receiver 1

Editors 3

Miscellaneous 6

Total 967

Financial Statement.

Balance on hand March 12, 1910 $15,382'.57

Receipts during the year 26,423.95
Expenditures during the year 28,593.49

Excess of expenditures over receipts $ 2,169.54

Balance cash on hand March 15, 1911 $13,216.62

Wm. McNab (Grand Trunk Railway) : Before the business
of the association begins, may I be allowed to express to

the members of the association the regret of Past-President
Howard G. Kelley at his inability to be present at these ses-

sions? Mr. Kelley is in Southern California, having taken
his wife there to recuperate after a severe illness. This
is the first convention since the inception of this association
that Mr. Kelley has missed. His disappointment at his non-
attendence is keen, but I do not think it is any more so
than the members of this association feel at the present
time at his absence. I ask your indulgence in allowing me
to make these remarks, so that Mr. Kelley's regrets may go
on record.

RULES AND ORGANIZATION.

In connection with the work of the committee, books of

rules of 61 American railways have been secured and a com-
pilation made showing the subjects covered by them. A few
of these rules have been selected and are now presented as
an appendix to this report. These rules cover the following
subjects:

I. Absence from duty.
II. Accidents.

III. Ballast—covering the purpose for which ballast is used.
material, cross-section, preparation of sub-grade, hand-
ling, tamping, surfacing, etc.

IV. Batteries—covering the duties of battery-men and care

of batteries.

V. Cars—relative to loading and unloading of roadway ma-
terial.
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VI. Deportment.
VII. Discharging men.
VIII. Drainage.
Under the first of the instructions of the board of direction

the committee recommends the following changes in the
Manual:
Rule 4 under "General Notice" shall be revised to read:
"4. Employees must exercise care and watchfulness to pre-

vent injury to themselves, other employees and the public, and
to prevent damage to property. In case of doubt they must
take the safe course. They must know that all tools and ap-
pliances are in safe condition before using. They must move
away from tracks upon approach and during passage of trains,

and, so far as practicable, prevent the public from walking on
tracks or otherwise trespassing on the right-of-way."
Under the heading "General Notice," add two additional new

rules as follows:
"10. Employees must not without proper authority absent

themselves from duty, exchange duties with others or engage
substitutes."

"11. Employees must conduct themselves properly at all

times. They must be civil and courteous to fellow employees
and patrons of the road. Employees who are dishonest,
vicious, quarrelsome, or use profane, vulgar or immoral lan-

guage, must be discharged."
Under "Rules Governing Track Foremen, Bridge and Build-

ing Foremen and Signal Foremen," Rule 4 in each case shall

be revised to read:
"4. They shall employ men as the (Title) directs.

They must treat employees with consideration, and see that
they properly perform their duties. They must discharge men

J. O. Osgood.

Chairman, Committee on Rules and Organization.

who are incompetent or neglect their duties, but in no case
shall they discharge men without cause. They must keep the
required records of the time of their men and of the materials
used."
Under "Rules Governing Track Foremen," Rule 5 shall be

revised so that the last clause shall read:
"Foremen must provide themselves with reliable watches,

and, when possible, compare time daily with a standard clock
or with the watches of other employees who are required to

have the standard time."
Under the second instruction of the board of direction it is

recommended that Rules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, under the heading
"Inspection of Track," now published on page 66 of the
Manual, be omitted in future revisions.
Under the third instruction it is recommended that the in-

structions to next year's committee provide that rules in the
nature of specifications or instructions regarding the conduct
of work be prepared, making use of the recommendations of

the various committees dealing with these subjects, and of

the best practice of the railway companies as embodied in

their Books of Rules, with a view to providing material which
may be of assistance to railroads formulating maintenance of

way rules.

The report is signed by: Jos. O. Osgood (C. R. R. of N. J.),

chairman; F. L. Nicholson (N. & S.), vice-chairman; F. D.

Anthony (Q., M. &-S.), G. D. Brooke (B. & O.), S. E. Coombs
(N. Y. C. & H. R.), E. J. Correll (M. P.), B. T. Elmore (Virgin-

Ian), A. S. More (C, C., C. & St. L.), G. L. Moore (L. V.),

D. B. .Johnston (Pennsylvania Lines), D. W. Richards (N.
& W.).

APPENDIX A.

Suggestions for New Rules.

In connection with the work of the committee this year
books of rules of 61 American railways have been secured
and a compilation made showing the subjects covered by
them. These rules have been studied and suggestions for

new rules are here made for a number of subjects.

Absence from Duty.

Employees must not without proper authority absent them-
selves from duty, exchange duties with others or engage sub-

stitutes.

Accidents.

General.—Track foremen must, in case of accident, promptly
render all assistance in their power, whether the accident
occurs on their own or adjacent sections. They shall investi-

gate and report on Form No all accidents occurring on
their sections, which may be attributable to, or result In

damage to, track,* roadbed or structures, and preserve all mate-
rials which may assist in determining the cause.
Watchmen.—Track foremen must, in case of accident,

promptly render all assistance in their power, whether the
accident occurs on their own or adjacent sections, and when
necessary appoint watchmen to guard the premises and pre-

vent stealing. They shall investigate and report on Form
No all accidents occurring on their sections, which may
be attributable to, or result in damage to, roadbed or struc-

tures, and preserve all materials which may assist in deter-

mining the cause.
Accidents to Individuals.—Employees must exercise the

greatest care and watchfulness to prevent injury or damage to

themselves, other employees, the public and to property, and
in case of doubt take the safe course. They must know that
all tools and appliances are in safe condition before using,

move away from tracks upon approach and during passage of

trains, and, so far as practicble, prevent the public from walk-
ing on tracks or otherwise trespassing on the right-of-way.

Ballast.

Purpose.—Ballast is used for the purpose of securing a solid

bearing for the ties, holding them firmly in position and sup-

porting the tracks as uniformly as possible, distributing the

trainloads over the roadbed, providing rapid and efficient

drainage, and preventing as far as possible the freezing of the

roadbed.
Material.—Ballast shall be of broken stone, gravel, slag,

cinders, chats, chert, burnt clay, gumbo or disintegrated gran-

ite. The selection of the particular kind of ballast to be used

shall be determined by the title.

Quality and Size—Broken Stone.—Broken stone ballast

shall be clean, free from earth and all foreign substances, of

the quality and sizes required under the company's specifica-

tions for stone ballast.

Quality, Etc., of Gravel.—Gravel ballast shall be of a uni-

form size, clean and free from fine sand, loam, clay and stones

which will disintegrate or cause rough riding track.

Quality, Etc., of Cinders.—The use of cinders as ballast is

recommended for the following situations: On branch lines

with a light traffic; on sidings and yard tracks near point of

production; as sub-ballast in wet, spongy places; in cuts and
on fills; as sub-ballast on new work where dumps are settling,

and at places where the track heaves from frost. It is recom-

mended that provision be made for wetting down cinders imme-
diately after being drawn.

Quality, Etc., of Burnt Clay.—The material should be black

gumbo or other suitable clay free from sand or silt. The suita-

bility of the material should be determined by thorough test

ing in a small test kiln before establishing a ballast kiln.

The material should be burned hard and thoroughly.

The fuel used should be fresh and clean enough to burn

with a clean fire. It is important that a sufficient supply be

kept on hand to prevent interruption of the process of burning.

Burning should be done under the supervision of an expe-

rienced and competent burner.

Ballast should be allowed to cool before it is loaded out of

the pit.

Absorption of water should not exceed 15 per cent, by

WGlffllt

Depth of Ballast.—The depth and slope of the ballast shall

conform to the standard section for the particular kind of

ballast to be used.
Preparation of Subgrade.—Track centers and grade lines

shall be given by the engineer previous to ballasting track.

The subgrade shall be properly prepared for ballast; all un-

suitable material above the bottom of the ties removed, and
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banks widened to retain the ballast and secure good drainage.
The track shall then be thrown to line and the ballast
delivered.
Open Track, Etc.—Track shall be kept in good line and sur-

face when ballasting, and shall be carefully watched to avoid
rail buckling and throwing track out of line.

Mixinj; Ballast With Old Material.—Care shall be taken in
handling ballast to prevent mixing with earth, or with old, un-
suitable niatcMial between aJid around the ends of ties, or
wasting down the slopes of enibaiiknients. Ballast forks
should bo used exclusively for handling broken stone and slag
ballast.

Embankments Not Well Settled.—On embankments that are
not well settled the surface of the roadbed shall be raised with
suitable material. Material for this purpose shall not be taken
from the slopes of the embankments.

Tanii)ing.—Ballast shall be well and thoroughly tamped at
each end of the ties, directly under and about 15 in. on each
side of the rails. The center shall be filled and lightly tamped.
Tamping picks shall be used for tamping broken stone and

slag ballast.

Bonded Rails.—Ballast shall not be allowed to come in con-
tact with rails where bonded. At points where it is impossible
to prevent such contact, broken stonfe or clean gravel ballast
shall be used.

Surfacing.—The general surface of track must not be raised
without proper authority.
Trimming, Etc.—After ballast is placed it shall be neatly

trimmed, track accurately gaged and properly surfaced and
lined to conform to the standard drawing.

Filling Between Tracks.—The space between double tracks
up to the underside of the ties shall be filled with coarse stones
and then be leveled off with standard ballast up to the tops
of ties.

Heaving, Etc.—When track becomes foul, churns, heaves, or
wet spots develop, the bad material shall be removed to the
depth and in the manner required to secure drainage and the
space filled up with good material.

Batteries.

Batterymen.—Batterymen shall report to, and receive in-

structions from, the (Title.)
Responsibility.—They shall be responsible for the proper

inspection and safe condition of all batteries and connections
under their charge.

Batteries (Inspection).—They must inspect all batteries in
their districts at least once each week and make renewals as
frequently as necessary to maintain constant voltage.

Records.—They must keep detailed records of the perform-
ance of batteries, and of the materials used.

Relieving Others.—They must, in case of emergency, render
all assistance in their power to the (Title) and
at other times, when not interfering with their regular duties.
Maintenance of Batteries.—They shall follow the special

instructions, and the directions furnished by the different
manufacturers, for maintaining batteries.

Care, Etc., of Materials.—They shall be responsible for the
proper care and use of tools and materials necessary for the
eflicient performance of their duties, and shall make requisi-
tion to the (Title) from time to time, as
additional supply becomes necessary.

Changes.—They must not make nor permit any permanent
rearrangement or change in wiring or connections without
proper authority.

Battery Wells, Etc.—They shall keep all battery wells,
chutes, boxes, cupboards and houses neat and clean, and locked
when not in use.

Care of Batteries (Protection).—They shall keep batteries
at as even a temperature as possible and protected from
extreme heat or cold.

Renewing Batteries.—They must not keep more than one
cell out of service at one time when renewing track batteries,
or more than two cells when renewing main or signal bat-
teries.

Batteries—Jars.—They shall handle jars with care to pre-
vent breaking or disturbing the elements, and keep them
clean, bright and free from creeping salts. All cracked or
broken jars shall be taken out of service immediately.

Battery Solution.—They must not empty battery solution in
streams, on roadbed, ties, bridges, or where the solution may
come in contact with wires on top of or under the ground.

Batteries (Jumpers).—They shall use jumpers when remov-
ing cells to prevent opening normally closed circuits, except
where batteries are connected in multiple.

Scrap.—They shall collect all old scrap zinc, copper and
other materials and ship to storekeeper once each month.

Cars, Unloading, Etc.

They (track foremen) shall be responsible for the prompt
loading, unloading and forwarding of cars containing roadway

material. They shall conform to the Master Car Builders'
rules governing the loading of material on cars.

Deportment.

General.—Employees must conduct themselves properly at
all times. They must be civil and courteous to fellow-
employees and patrons of the road. Employees who are dis-

honest, vicious, quarrelsome or use profane, vulgar or immoral
language will be discharged.
Discharging Men.—They shall employ men as the

(Title) directs. They must treat employees with
consideration, and see that they properly perform their duties.

They shall discharge men who are incompetent or neglect
their duties, but in no case shall they discharge men without
cause. They must keep the required records of the time of

their men and of the materials used.

Drainage.

Special attention must be given to the proper drainage of

the roadbed for the maintenance of good track. This is essen-
tial, and the farther water can be kept away, or the sooner
it can be diverted from the roadbed, the better the track will

be protected.
Construction.—Ditches shall be constructed in accordance

with the standard drawing of the sizes necessary to thoroughly
drain the roadbed and afford free flow of all water during
heavy rains. The line of the top edges of ditches must be well
and neatly formed, and be parallel with and at the standard
distance from the rails, except at inlets and outlets, where
ditches should diverge from the roadbed to prevent damaging
embankments.

Ditches should be drained into natural waterways. At loca-

tions where this is impossible or impracticable, special instruc-
tions must be obtained from the proper authority previous to
starting work.
Washing at Ends of Cuts.—When the roadbed is endangered

by water from ditches or other waterways approaching too
close thereto, causing washing of the soil, the gullies shall be
filled up, and special efforts made to prevent continuance of

the wash.
Cross-Drains.—Cross-drains shall be installed where neces-

sary. They shall conform to the standard drawing and be
placed at the depths and to the grades required to obtain
proper drainage.

Surface Ditches.-—Surface water should be intercepted by
surface ditches on the upper side of cuts when necessary or
practicable.
Road Crossings.—Road crossings shall be drained in accord-

ance with the special instructions given by the proper author-
ity in each particular case.

Wet Cuts, Etc.—When side ditches in wet cuts afford insuf-

ficient drainage, drain pipes shall be used. The pipes shall be
of the quality and dimensions required and shall be laid, as
directed, by the proper authority.

Disposition of Earth.—Material taken from ditches or else-

where must be deposited on the slopes of embankments, below
the ballast, and not be put on the tops or slopes of cuts.

Maintenance, Etc.—The construction of ditches or drains,

for public or private use, on lands of the company, must not
be permitted except by proper authority.

Adjoining land owners must not be permitted to connect
ditches or drains with, or divert water into, the company's
ditches or drains without proper authority.
Adjoining land owners must not be allowed to obstruct the

company's ditches or drains.
Water must not be diverted through private lands or from

its natural channels, along the right-of-way, except by proper
authority.

Discussion on Rules and Organization.

Mr. McNab: In regard to this new rule 11, I think this

association should not go on record as limiting -the range
of politenessi to be extended by employes of any road. I see

here, "Employes must conduct themselves properly at all

times. They must be civil and courteous to fellow employes
and patrons of the road." It seems to me, if an employe is

courteous or civil to a man or a woman, not a patron of the
road, they might be induced to become patrons of that road.

I think there sho Id be something to take away the limiting

of the range of politeness or courtesy. It seems to me it

is not right to limit it to the patrons of the road.

C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C. & H. R.): I quite agree with the
views expressed by Mr. McNab. These rules are to be in-

serted in the manual, and I think they should be expressed
in the plainest Anglo-Saxon that we can get. I think that

clause might well stop with the word "courteous"—they shall

be civil and courteous. I have one other objection, and that

is to the opening paragraph, 4, which reads, "employes must
exercise care and watchfulness, to prevent injury to them-
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selves, other employes and the public, and to prevent damage
to property." I think the word "take" would be better than
the word "exercise." I think the words "and watchfulness"
are redundant and unnecessary. I think the first part is

addressed to the employe and the latter part is addressed to

the employer. The word "must," in the last line, should
be "will"—will discharge—giving warning to the employe
that he will be discharged if he violates the rules.

Jos. O. Osgood (C. R. R. of N. J.): Then the next sen-
tence would read, "employes who are dishonest, vicious, quar-
relsome, or use profane, vulgar or immoral language will be
discharged."

P. C. Newbegin (B. & A.) : It would hardly seem to me
that we want to go on record that the employes will be dis-

charged if they use profane language. It is best, in my judg-
ment, to have no rules that are not to be enforced.
Azel Ames (U. S. Block Signal & T. C. Board): I do not

think it is proper in any rule of a railway to state, "if you
do this, you will be discharged." It is assumed that a man
will be discharged for non-obedience to the rules, if that
non-obedience is flagrant or frequent enough, but I do not
think any specific rule should embody in it the threat that
if the man does not obey that particular rule he will be dis-

charged.
Mr. McNab: Mr. President, I think the last clause of this

rule should not stand. I think it would require unusual per-

ception to determine what is the degree of vulgarity or dis-

honesty or any other feature connected with these qualifica-

tions. I think that any well-regulated railway will see that
employes are discharged if they are guilty of that.

A motion to eliminate the last clause of rule 11 was car-

ried.

A motion to insert a clause in rule 4, saying—"when em-
ployes are working on double tracks, they should get off of

both tracks when trains are approaching"—was defeated.
Mr. Lindsay: I ask if the committee will omit the words

"without proper authority" on the first line of rule 10.

The President: That is satisfactory to the committee.
Prof. S. N. Williams (Cornell College): If it is the inten-

tion to shorten the rules, might not the words "civil and" be
eliminated, so as to make the rule read, "they must be cour-
teous to fellow employes," etc. Or it might be better to have
the rule read, as follows: "Employes must conduct them-
selves properly at all times, and be courteous to fellow em-
ployes and patrons of the road," etc.

The President: That is acceptable to the committee.
Mr. McNab: If these rules are to be incorporated in the

manual of recommended practice, I think there should be no
ambiguity as to the meaning of any word. A man may com-
pare his watch and put it in his pocket, and do nothing more
than that. I think the word "verify" would be a better word
to use. I ask the committee if they will accept the word
"verify" instead of "compare."
The President: That change is acceptable to the com-

mittee.
The convention is open to suggestions from the

members on the future work of this committee. It is

very useful to the committee to know what the wish
of the association is with reference to its work, and along
what lines it should proceed. It will be found that this

committee has done an immense amount of work during
the year. It examined the rules of sixty-one railways, and
tabulated and compiled the information, which in itself is

a large task. These rules were classified under eight differ-

ent heads, and conclusions were drawn therefrom.
Mr. Osgood: The eight selected represented a very small

portion of the rules examined. We found, after making a
record of the rules, that there were certain variations, and
we then selected a certain number which seemed best to us,

and have submitted them as an appendix.
E. P. Wendt (P. & L. E.) : I think this committee is work-

ing along a line which will result in much good for railways,
and the recommendation which they have submitted is cer-
tainly one which should be adopted, and the subjects for
next year will be along that line. A number of prominent
railways have, at the present time, standard books of rules
for the government of Maintenance of Way departments, but
such books are not in general use. It seems to me that the
committee should continue the good work which has been
begun, and produce finally a book of standard rules for the
Maintenance of Way department, these rules being of general
application.

H. A. Lloyd (Erie) : In reading over some of the rules,

I notice they have entirely different sets of rules govern-
ing the track foremen, the bridge and building foremen, and
the signal foremen. Since a lot of clauses and paragraphs
are applicable to each one, this makes a voluminous book.
It seems to me that could be eliminated.

The President: The committee in formulating its work in

the preparation of a general book of rules, and wherever it

is possible to make a general rule applicable to all employes,
it will compile it as a general rule, so as to avoid repetition.

SIGNALING AND INTERLOCKING.

Seven subjects were assigned, as follows:

(1) Revision of Manual;
(2) Continue investigation of outline and description of

a complete and uniform signal system suitable for general
adoption, conferring with proper committee of the American
Railway Association on the subject;

(3) Revise mechanical interlocking specifications pre-
sented in Bulletin 108, and include wrought-iron pipe as
well as steel;

(4) Review and resubmit electric interlocking specifica-
tions, with statement of the results from experience;

(5) Confer with committee on ties, and make report on
the effect of treated and metal ties on track circuits;

(6) Confer with committee on yards and terminals, in
regard to capacity of terminal layouts;

(7) Make concise recommendations for next year's work.
The following sub-committees were appointed:
Revision of Manual: Messrs. Ames, Balliet, and Wendt,

chairman. Uniform Signal System, Sub-Committee "B": To
prepare statement to be submitted to the proper committee
of the American Railway Association, Messrs. Stevens and
Anthony. Met in Buftalo, April 5, and completed its work.
Sub-Committee "J": Elected by the entire committee to rep-

resent it when called into further conference by the Com-

A. H. Rudd

Chairman, Committee on Signaling and Interlocking.

mittee on Transportation of the American Railway Associa-

tion, Messrs. Anthony, Clausen, Patenall, Stevens, and
Rudd, chairman. It has not been called. Sub-Committee
"C": To report on the indications after the Committee on
Transportation has made a decision on the points of differ-

ence between the majority and minority as brought out at

the last annual meeting, Messrs. Baker, Besler, Cable,

Causey, Clausen, Harahan, Ingalls, Scott, Temple, and Rudd,
chairman. No m.eetings. Sub-Committee "A," on Aspects:

Messrs. Patenall, Peabody, Stevens, Young, and Anthony,
chairman. No meetings.

Mechanical and Electrical Interlocking Specifications.

Messrs. Anthony, Patenall, Peabody, Stevens, and Mock,
chairman. Met at Chicago, November 14, all members
present.

Effect of Treated and Metal Ties on Track Circuits:

Messrs. Christofferson, Elliott, Eck, Hovey, Mock, Rhea,

and Denney, chairman. No meetings held.

Conference with Committee on Yards and Terminals:

Messrs. Balliet, Eck, Peabody, Wendt, Young, and Elliott,

chairman. One meeting.

Recommendations for Next Year's Work: Messrs. Ames,
Clausen, Denney, and Rudd, chairman. One meeting.

Conference with Committee on Track—Special. Messrs.

Ames, Anthony, Elliott, Patenall, and Rudd, chairman. Mock
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afterward substituted for Rudd, as chalrmcan. Two meet-
ings.

REVISION OF MANUAL.
Specifications for rubber-covered wire were adopted

March, 1909, and are in the Manual. New specifications

have been accepted by the Railway Signal Association and
sent to letter-ballot for approval.

It has been the policy of this association to let the Rail-

way Signal Association work out details of signal appliances

and to adopt only after adoption by the Railway Signal

Association. The committee, therefore, offers for the rea-

sons set forth in the report this conclusion: "That the

revised specifications for mineral matter rubber compound
Insulated signal wire be adopted by the association and
printed in the Manual."
The changes from present specifications are as follows:

Title has been changed by inserting the words "Mineral
Matter Rubber Compound," as being indicative of the gen-

eral character of the insulation this specification was drawn
to cover, and which is, with the exception of certain other
compounds, the type of insulation generally required.

In Clause 1, Conductors, the words "weld or joint" have
been inserted as more fully explaining the requirement that

a conductor is desired that is of one piece as coming from
the wire-drawing machines.

Clauses 2 and 3, Rubber Insulation, have been changed
to eliminate all references to quantities which are given

under Clause 17, and the word "Upriver" has been inserted

as specifying the quality of rubber desired, there being a

number of grades of Para rubber.
Clause 4, Braiding, has been changed to eliminate the

taping, which was useful only as a mechanical protection,

and, besides being quite expensive, was not deemed neces-

sary.

Clause 5, Acceptance, is new and is required to enable
the purchaser to assure himself as far as practicable before
the product has been manufactured that a satisfactory com-
pound will be furnished. This clause is as follows.

"Acceptance.—5. The product of those concerns only will

be accepted who have satisfied the purchaser that the re-

quirements of this specification will be complied with. The
decision as to the quality of the wire furnished and the ac-

ceptance of the same shall be made by the purchaser."
Clauses 6 and 7, Tests, are practically the same as in

the present specification, while clause 8, in regard to in-

terpreting the result of the chemical analysis of the com-
pound, is new. The necessity for this clause is obvious if

an analysis is made of the compound. Clause 8 is as fol-

lows:
"8. At the option of the purchaser the wire, after being

tested, shall not be shipped from the factory until an an-

alysis of a sample has been made by a chemist chosen by
the purchaser, and the results of such analysis, as in-

terpreted by the purchaser shall be sufficient ground for

rejection should the wire or insulation not conform to the
requirements of this specification."

Clause 9, Physical Test of Copper Conductors, has been
changed to eliminate all tests except those of elongation
and the simple bending tests, these being ample to insure

the desired quality of material.

Clause 10, Conductivity Test of Copper, and clause 11,

Test of Tinning, are unchanged, while clause 12, requiring

an excess of sulphur in the sodium sulphide solution, has
been added, as, without this requirement, the test for tin-

ning is valueless. Clause 12 is as follows:
"12. The sodium sulphide solution must contain an ex-

cess of sulphur and should have sufficient strength to thor-

oughly blacken a piece of clean untinned copper wire in

five (5) seconds."
Clause 13, Tests of Braiding, is unchanged.
Clauses 14, 15 and 16, Physical Tests of Rubber Insula-

tion, have been changed to specify the rate at which the

sample shall be stretched, that the tensile strength, per

square inch shall be 1,000 instead of 800 pounds, that the

test shall be made on a separate sample from that on
which the stretching test is made and that the specific

gravity shall be not less than 1.75. The increase in tensile

strength is recommended, as, when properly made, a thirty

(30) per cent. Para rubber compound will meet this re-

quirement, and a compound which contains less quantity

of rubber or is of an inferior grade of rubber cannot so

readily be made to meet this requirement.
The specific gravity of the rubber compound is specified

with the idea of securing a compound of a certain density,

and to make unlikely the use of fillers which have but
little body.
Clause 17, Chemical Tests of Rubber Insulation: This

clause calls for the thirty (30) per cent, of rubber and
seven-tenths (0.7) per cent, of free sulphur which is re-

quired by the present specification, but in the other re-

quirements is practically new and calls for the best prac-

tice from a chemical standpoint that could be devised. In

connection with chemical analysis, these requirements are
regarded as of the greatest importance as insuring to a

greater extent than any of the other requirements that a
compound will be obtained which will contain the desired
quantity of rubber and be of a satisfactory chemical com-
bination.

Clause 18, Electrical Tests of Rubber Insulation, is the
same as the present specification, the one-third (%) increase
in insulation resistance thought advisable by the committee
having been opposed by the manufacturers and, at their re-

quest, any recommendations on the subject have been post-

poned with a view to giving time for the manufacturers to

demonstrate the correctness of the position taken by them.
Clause 19 has been changed to require that the wire

will be arranged in coils for testing to permit of an easy
inspection, which is not possible when the wire is wound
on a reel.

Clauses 20, 21 and 22, specifying the length of the wire
and size of coils, are new, and are required owing to the
practice now being followed of making a wire continuous
from one binding post to the other and eliminating joints.

Clauses 23, 24 and 25, Packing for Shipment, are new, and
prescribe the methods to be followed when wire is to be
shipped.

CONCLUSIONS.

Specifications for cables, weatherproof wire, etc., are
closely related to the question of rubber-covered wire, and
the committee, although not specifically instructed to do so

by the Board of Direction, submits specifications for the
following:

(1) Mineral matter rubber compound insulated aerial

braided cables for current of 660 volts or less;

(2) Mineral matter rubber compound insulated, lead-

covered, armored, submarine cable for 660 or lower voltage
service;

(3) Double-braided weatherproof, hard-drawn, copper line

wire

;

(4) Double-braided, weatherproof, galvanized, B. B. iron

line wire;

(5) Double-braided, weatherproof, hard-drawn, copper
clad, steel line wire;

(6) Galvanized E. B. B. iron bond wires;
and offers the conclusions that these specifications be
adopted by the association and printed in the Manual. The
committee further submits the conclusion that the strand-
ing table given on page 156 of Vol. 10, No. 1, of the 1909
proceedings, be changed, and that the following tables for
stranded conductors and for flexible conductors be ac-

cepted by the association and printed in the Manual:

STRANDED CONDUCTORS.

Approximate Size, Number of Actual
B. & S. Gage. Strands. Circular Mills.

2000000 127 2000250
1500000 91 1502592
1000000 91 1003275
900000 91 900900
800000 91 804076
700000 61 698389
600000 61 597861
500000 37 506493
400000 37 400192
350000 37 • 351722
300000 37 299700
250000 37 248788

0000 19 211470
000 19 167884
00 19 132468

19 105450
1 19 84018
2 19 66139
3 52274
4 41503
5 33327
6 26047
8 16464
9 12943
10 10374
12 6300
14 4375
16 2527
18-7 No. 26 1778
20-7 No. 28 1113
21-7 No. 29 889
22-7 No. 30 700
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Approximate Size,
B. & S. Gage.

0000
000
00

1

2

3

4
6
6
8
9

10
12
14
16
18-7 No. 26

FLEXIBLE CONDUCTORS.

Number of
Strands.

37
37
37
37
37
37
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

Actual
Circular Mills.

210900
168572
133200
105894
83472
66822
52364
41971
3351C
26011
17011
12844
10051
6498
3990
2508
1501

The previous table was confined to 7, 19, 37 and 49

stranding wire with sizes of strands B. & S. G., 11 to 33

inclusive.

The committee finds it desirable that a standard form of

report on which the results of physical and electrical tests

of wire insulation may be shown should be used, and rec-

ommends that the sheet be adopted by the association and
printed in the Manual:

(Size of Sheet—Sy2"xl:5%")

WIRE INSPECTION REPORT No

igi

Mamifactiirer

Location of factory Reqii. No .

Whose order , • Order No

GENERAL DEbCKH'TION

I est of

To be located at . Working voltage

Single conductor : Length. .. .ft. Size. . . .B. & S. Wall... in. Reels....

Length . . .ft. .'Krjnor. . . .B. & S. Lead sheath . . in. Reels

Composition

No. of Cond. Size, B. & S. Xo. of Strands. Size of Strands. Wall. Cable.

SI'ECIFIC.ATIO.N KEOUIREMENT.S.

Voltage volts A. C for niin. Insulation resistance. . .megs per mile

at 6o deg. F.

Tensile strength of insidalion. . . .lbs. per sq. in. Tensile strenglh of cop-

per lbs. per sq. in.

Permanent set of insulation, 20% Conductivity, 98% at 60 deg F

Elongation of insulation, .ijo'-r. Pure Para rubber, 30%.

PHYSICAL TESTS

Conductor. Insulation.

Elongation % in inches Elongation % in inches

Torsion twists in inches Permanent set..% in inches

Tensile strength. .. .lbs. per sq. in. Tensile strength. .. .lbs. per sq. in

tHE.MRAI. TEST.S

Conductor timiing test Inuuersed times before blackening

insulation—Pure Para ruljber '/c. Sulphur .%. Dry nu"neral matter. .7^

BRAIDING TESTS.

(^ain ..."/< of weight of braid after. .. .hours. Immersion at... deg. F

ELECTKICAI, TESTS.

1 Voltage test: Lfnbraidcd wire tested. .. volts A. C. for Min

Remarks
2 Conductivity test % of Matthiesseu's standard at 60 deg. !•"

3. Insulation resistance test : Temperature. .. deg. F. Constant. . .Megs.

Time inuuersed Hrs Voltage of cells volts

Coil Nos. Length. Dells. Meg. Mile. Coil Nos. Length. Dcfls Meg
Mile:

. Inspector

UNIFORM SIGNAL SYSTEM.

On account of the differences of opinion in the commit-

tee, its report on this subject was, by vote of the associa-

tion, referred back to it in March, 1910, with instructions to

confer with the proper committee of the American Railway

Association. Such conference was held June 8. A Sub-

Committee of three was appointed by the committee on

transportation to further report to the entire committee, it

being understood that their conclusions, when arrived at,

would be transmitted to us. To date we have received no
word from them.

MECHANICAL AND INTERLOCKING SPECIFICATIONS.

The committee reports that the Railway Signal Associa-

tion has only this year practically completed the specifica-

tions for mechanical interlocking, including wrought-iron

pipe and electric interlocking, which are shown in Vol. 7

of its Journal for 1910, and the committee will arrange and
report complete specifications on both of these subjects

(Nos. 3 and 4) in 1911.

EFFECT OF TREATED TIES AND METAL TIES ON
TRACK CIRCUITS.

No meetings were held, as the chairman of the committee
on ties advised that that committee would not take up the

subject this year, and the committee on wood preservation

did not invite the sub-committee to confer with it.

Special Conference with the Committee on Track.

Conferences were held as outlined above, but the entire

committee has had no opportunity to pass on this impor-

tant subject. The committee therefore recommends that

if any matters of switch point drilling, spacing of ties,

insulation, etc., require consideration after the annual meet-

ing, they be the subject of the joint action by Committees
V and X.
The report is signed by A. H. Rudd, Pennsylvania,

chairman; L. R. Clausen, C, M. & St. P., vice-chairman;

Azel Ames, Train Control Board; C. C. Anthony, Penn-
sylvania; H. Baker, Q. & C; H. S. Balliet, N. Y. C. & H. R.;

W. G. Besler, C. R. R. of N. J.; W. B. Causey, G. W.; C. A.

Christofferson, N. P.; C. E. Denney, L. S. & M. S.; W. J.

Eck, Southern; W. H. Elliott, N. Y. C. & H. R.; W. J.

Harahan, Erie; M. H. Hovey, Wisconsin Railway Com-
mission; A. S. Ingalls, L. S. & M. S.; J. C. Mock, D. R. T.;

F. P. Patenall, B. & O.; J. A Peabody, C. & N. W.; Frank
Rhea, General Electric Company; W. B. Scott, Harriman
Lines; Thos. S. Stevens, A., T. & S. F.; H. H. Temple.

B. & O.; Edwin F. Wendt, P. & L. E.; J. C. Young, U. P.

Discussion on Signals and Interlocking.

Mr. Ames: There is a misprint in clause 12, on page 134,

in describing the covering to be placed over the armoring
on submarine cables. It says: "Over the armoring a layer

of closely woven jute braiding shall be placed." It should

read: "Over the armoring a layer of twisted jute roping

should be placed."

B. H. Mann (Mo. Pac.) : The question of language in the

conclusions as recommended by the committee is important.

The first specification we adopted was for mineral matter

rubber compound insulated signal wire, and that was adopted

as being in accordance with the best practice. It seems,

though, the mere fact that it was voted to put that in the

manual is no reason why we should leave that wording out,

for the reason that in the specification under discussion the

conclusion reads: "That the specifications for double braided,

weatherproof.hard drawn copper line wire presented as prescrib-

ing the best practice, be adopted by the association and printed

in the manual." There is a doubt, it seems to me, as to

whether the committee means that the double braided,

weatherprcof, hard drawn copper line wire is the best sort

of weatherproofing, or whether they mean this will be speci-

fied as the best for the double braided wire. As far as the

question of whether the double braided insulation is better

than a triple braided insulation, or some other sort of insula-

tion, it does not seem to me that this is the time to take

that up, and as far as the adoption of the specification by the

Signal Association is concerned, it was put through just as

the first conclusion we have adopted, leaving out the words

"presented as prescribing the best practice." In that way,

we will obviate any possibility of some of the railways in-

ferring that the Maintenance of Way Association has said

that the double braided, weatherproof wire is the best for

insulation.

Mr. Elliott: The committee has no objection to acceptmg

the suggestion made by Mr. Mann.

Mr. Mann: Is that a typographical error, the use of the

BB instead of the "Extra B?"
Mr. Elliott: It should be "BB" in the title, and not Ex-

tra B."
The President: That correction will be made.

Thos. S. Stevens (A. T. & S. F.) : I would call attention

to the fact that the conclusions are apparently in the wrong

place. It is a matter for the secretary to take care of when

the report is printed.

The President: This order was submitted by the com-
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niittee. It is true that the conclusions sliouUl bo in another
place, and should follow the specifkationB.
Mr. Elliott: The coniniittee asks to eliminate the word

"iron" both in the title of the specification and in the second
line, as the revised title, "double braided, weatherproof, gal-

vanized BB line wire," more correctly specifies the material,

which is furnished, and which is used for this purpose.
Mr. Mann: It is understood the committee reports for the

adoption of the association that the use of BB weatherproof
line wire is the best practice, and a specification for BB
iron lino wire, or double B galvanized line wire, is desirable,

but it does not say that the extra "BB" is the best.

Mr. Elliott: The two things I understand Mr. Mann has
in mind are the use of the word "iron," and whether the
double B wire is to be preferred to the extra BB. The com-
mittee has drawn up a specification for BB line wire, and
finds that is the quality of wire most used for the purpose.
Another specification would be drawn for extra BB line wire,
if it is desired to have such a specification. The specifica-

tion, in its revised form, eliminating the word "iron," covers
the material as furnished and produced commercially. It is

in order to prevent any confusion or difference between the
purchaser and the manufacturer that the word "iron" is

eliminated. The committee asks permission to eliminate
from the second line of the conclusion regarding galvanized
E. B. B. bond wires the words: "which calls for the best practice
in the furnishing of this product." The committee also asks
to eliminate the w^ord, "iron," both in the title of this specifi-
cation, and in the first line of the conclusion, as the revised
title, "galvanized E. B. B. bond wires," correctly specifies
material which is furnished and used for bond wires.

C. H. Ewing (A. C. R. R.) : I would like to call atten-
tion to Subject 2. As I understand it, the subject of uni-
form sigral practice is in about the same condition as at
the last meeting, with the exception that it has been
referred to the American Railway Association committee.
It would be of very particular Interest if the committee
could advise us if they have had any meetings on this
subject, and if they have been able to reconcile any of
their ideas.

Mr. Elliott: The committee had a conference with the
Transportation Committee of the American Railway Asso-
ciation at Niagara Falls last June, and a full hearing and
discussion was had. There was a good deal of interest on
both sides. I understand the committee of the American
Railway Association, having this matter under considera-
tion, has had three or four meetings, and has about con-
cluded its recommendation or decision. At this time we
have not had any report as to what that conclusion would
be, and until it is finished this committee does not expect
to do any further work or take action on the subject. The
committee was dismissed with the thanks of the associa-
tion.

In introducing the report of the committee on Electricity,
Chairman Kittredge read the letter which Mr. Berg, a for-
mer president, read to the committee at the time the sub-
ject was first discussed.

ELECTRICITY.

The following subjects were assigned:
(1) Clearances: G. A. Harwood, R. D. Coombs, A. O.

Cunningham, W. S. Murray, George Gibbs, E. B. Katte.
(2) Transmission lines and crossings: R. D. Coombs,

A. O. Cunningham, G. A. Harwood, W. S. Murray.
(3) Insulation: J. A. Peabody, R. D. Coombs, W. S.

Murray, E. B. Katte.
(4) Maintenance organization: J. B. Austin, Jr., E. P.

Dawley, C. E. Lindsay, E. H. McHenry.
(5) Electrolysis: W. W. Drinker, W. S. Kinnear, J. A.

Peabody.
(G) Relation to track structures: C. E. Lindsay, E. P.

Dawley, E. H. McHenry, J. B. Austin, Jr.

CLEARANCES.

Third-rail clearance line.—Lines beyond which no part
of the third-rail structure shall project.
Equipment clearance lines.—Lines beyond which no

part of the equipment shall project. Allowance to be made
by equipment manufacturer for new equipment for wear
on journals and brasses, on axle collars, on rail, on wheels,
compression of springs, sagging of center of car, construc-
tional variations, end play, broken springs, etc.

Third-rail gage.—Distance, measured parallel to plane
of top of both running rails, between gage of running rail

and center line of third rail.

With the adoption of electric traction by railroads
using steam equipment, the question of what would consti-

tute safe clearance lines lor locating third-rail structures
and overhead working conductors immediately presented
itself. Most of the roads using steam equipment con-
structed their third rail so that it would clear the existing
equipment, but it was deemed advisable also to fix a limit

so that new equipment should not be built to encroach on
the space occupied by third rail. Each road could adopt
such equipment clearance lines as would meet Its require-

ments, but this would not prevent complications in regard
to interchange of foreign e(|ui|)iiient and therefore the
American Railway Association api)ointed a committee to
establish recomincMided clearance lines for both third-rail

structures and for eciuipment.
The study of existing third-rail structures, together

with the clearance lines adopted by the American Railway
Association, has led the sub-committee to recommend the
attached diagram, entitled "Recommended Clearance Lines
for Equipment and Third-Rail Structures, submitted by the
Committee on Electricity."

Owing to the overhang of equipment passing around
curves, it is advisable to change the lines adopted by the
American Railway Association so that the limits shown on
attached sheet will be applicable in all cases where the

radius of curves is 800 ft. or less.

It has been the experience of steam railways operating

a portion of their territory by third rail that, in spite of

rigid requirements that equipment be not allowed to extend
beyond the line of maximum equipment, cars frequently

have to be cut out of service in the electrified territory

because of heavy loading, defective springs or other reasons
causing the equipment to project beyond the limiting lines.

G. W. Kittredge.

Chairman, Committee on Electricity.

Principally on account of this reason it is thought that the
distance of one-half inch between the outline of maximum
clearance for structures and the outline of maximum equip-

ment is too small, and that if structures and equipment
are allowed to approach so close there will be trouble from
fouling in the event of adverse conditions. The sub-com-
mittee recommends a distance of 1%-in. apart for these two
vertical and horizontal lines and a distance varying from

it in. to i§ in. apart on the inclined part of the diagram
which takes care of the side inclines at approaches to the
curves, and specifies that "equipment shall under no cir-

cumstances project beyond line of maximum equipment ex-

cept as provided for on curves of 800-ft. radius and less.

Structural variation, end play and wear of equipment shall

be provided for by the equipment manufacturer inside this

line.

TRANSMISSION LINE CROSSINGS.

The sub-committee has worked in conjunction with the

National Electric Light Association and has issued a prog-

ress report, which is included in bulletin No. 127. The
increase in the number of high-tension transmission lines

and the development in the protective regulations enforced

by public service corporations and municipal authorities

have created a demand for special methods of construction.

The attention now given to the subject is due in large part

to the presence of occasional lines of relatively high volt-
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age. Any voltage over 250 volts with the currents gener-
ally used may cause painful, and, under exceptional con-

ditions, fatal injury. It has, therefore, become necessary

to consider all phases of the question as well as all volt-

ages, but as the probability of danger to life or property
Is mainly confined to the immediate vicinity of the power

MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION.

In connection with the sub-committee on relations to

track structures, this sub-committee sent out a circular ask-
ing for information concerning the effect of electric trac-

tion on the maintenance organization and what changes
were made necessary in the track standards; also what

line and particularly to the space over or under the same, had been the effect of electric equipment on the track and
the committee has discussed in this report the so-called steel structures. From a study of the organizations now
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"crossings" and not the construction of the power line

itself. The more common forms of accidents, together
with their causes and results, are discussed. The conditions

of loading, cradles, grounding, size and material of wires,

insulators, pins, clamping devices, insulated wire, and pre-

servative treatment of cross-arms and poles are dwelt upon
in this report, which also includes tables giving the prop-

erties of the various forms of wire in common use.

existing the sub-committee believes that the officer in

general charge of maintenance of way of a railway oper-

ated by steam or electricity, or both, is, or should be, fully

equipped to superintend the maintenance of the various
appliances that have been introduced in connection with
electrical installation, but should have on his staff an elec-

trical engineer, or be able to consult with one.

Similarly, the division officer in charge of maintenance
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of way should have on his staff a man with sufllcient

knowledge of electricity peculiar to the Installation that

will enable him to inspect the work of maintenance per-

formed by the department.
The maintenance of towers or bridges for the sup-

port of transmission lines being work of no different

nature from that actually performed by the bridge men,
there is no reason why it cannot be done under the
supervision of the head of the bridges and building forces.

The maintenance of the buildings occupied as power
houses, sub-slatlons, battery houses, circuit-breaker houses
and cable terminals, is such as is usually done by the
building department, and there is no reason for this

work being done by any other or by any special depart-
ment, the only unusual condition being the presence, in

some cases, of transmission lines carrying electric current
of high voltage, and there is no difficulty in educating
men erecting, repairing, painting, etc., around these trans-
mission wires to take the necessary precautions for their
safety and for preventing the interruption of the service.
The maintenance of aerial cables, wires, suspension bridges
of the catenary type composed of wires involves no special
knowledge or training that the man in charge of the
maintenance of bridges and buildings should not possess.
The only care being necessary is to educate the traction
linemen actually employed in the work in protecting them-
selves against personal injuries from high-tension currents
and taking the necessary precautions to avoid interruption
to the service. This applies with equal force to roads
having the third-rail type of contact or the overhead
type of contact.

The work of maintaining third rail and appurtenances
and track bonds is so closely associated with the work
of maintaining track that the section foreman is the logical
and proper man to be in charge of all such work on any
particular section. The bonds,' being usually of the con-
cealed type, necessitate the removal of the joints before
they can be inspected or repaired; the third rail is usually
supported on the track structure and is in intimate relation
with it, so that repairs to the one usually involves repairs
to the other, demanding the presence of the section
forces, and therefore the section foreman should be the
man in control. These remarks apply with equal force
to the removing of snow, ice or other obstructions. In
yards and at other congested points where there is a
number of tracks the work of bond maintenance may
be of sufficient amount to warrant having bonders on the
section forces, or may be sufficiently great to warrant
the organization of an extra gang of bonders, working
under an extra gang foreman under the control of the
supervisor of track, or, in the event of stretches of ter-

ritory where the work of bond maintenance would not
warrant the employment of a man on each section for

that purpose, it could be cared for by bonders under
the direct supervision of the supervisor of track, these
men to work under the immediate supervision of the
section foreman while on his territory.

The work of the patrolman, which, on some roads, has
been devoted exclusively to the inspection and minor
repair of third rail and its appurtenances, is closely as-

sociated with that of the trackwalker, and there is no
reason why one man could not perform the duties of

both and also give such attention as may be necessary
to the mechanical inspection of aerial wires and cables,

territories being so arranged as to be reasonably within
the physical capacity of the patrolman and so as to give
inspection sufficiently often to safeguard traffic and avoid
delay thereto.

The electrical supervisor above mentioned who reports

to the division officer in charge of maintenance is under-
stood to exercise general supervision over all the elec-

trical work done by the supervisor of track and the officer

in charge of bridges and buildings, with a view to securing
adherence to standards and proper methods of work, prin-

cipally from an electrical standpoint.

The committee wishes to emphasize one important
feature of this proposed organization, namely, the fact that

the classification of expense accounts as established by
the Interstate Commerce Commission and by various state

commissions places in the maintenance of way the expense
of maintenance of transmission lines, contact lines, power
houses, etc., so that it seems to be exceedingly logical

that the actual supervision of the work of maintenance
should be done under the supervision of the maintenance of

way organization.

In conclusion the sub-committee recommends:

(1) The adoption of the definitions given for Electrical

Supervisor, Bonders, Traction Linemen and Patrolmen.
(2) That the work of maintenance should be done

as far as possible by the existing maintenance of way
organizations, with such modifications as may be necessary
for the special work involved in the electrification.

(3) That a Maintenance of Way Organization, as

shown on exhibit attached, will be productive of efficient

results.

(4) That these recommendations be printed in the

Manual.

RELATION TO TRACK STRUCTURES.

Bond.—A metallic means for connecting two rails to

permit of passage of electric current.

Cable.—A rope composed of wires for the transmission

of electricity.

As the sub-committee has not received reports from
many of the roads on which electric propulsion has been
introduced, it does not feel warranted in drawing con-

clusions at this time.

Recommendations.— (1) That the definition of bond and
cable be adopted. (2) That the committee continue its

investigations along the lines outlined in the circular of

inquiry.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE WHOLE COMMITTEE.

Third-Rail Clearance Lines.—Lines beyond which no
part of the third-rail structure shall project.

Equipment Clearance Lines.—Lines beyond which no
part of the equipment shall project. Allowance to be made
by equipment manufacturer for new equipment for wear
on journals and brasses, on axle collars, on rail, on wheels,
compression of springs, sagging of center of car, con-

structional variations, end play, broken springs, etc.

Third-Rail Gage.—Distance, measured parallel to plane
of top of both running rails, between gage of running rail

and center line of third rail.

Electrical Supervisor.—An officer on the division staff

qualified to supervise the maintenance of the electrical

transmission and working conductors outside of the power
station.

Bonders.—Employes qualified to maintain rail and other

bonds and their appurtenances for all railroad voltages.

Traction Linemen.—^Employes qualified to maintain wires

and cables and their appurtenances.
Patrolmen.—Employes qualified to inspect and make

minor repairs to track and third-rail structures, cables

and wires, and to use hand signals for the protection of

trains.

Bond.—A metallic means for connecting two rails to

permit of passage of electric current.

Cable.—A rope composed of wires for the transmission
of electricity.

(2) The lines shown on diagram B as third-rail clearance
lines.

(3) The lines shown on diagram B as equipment
clearance lines.

(4) The principle that electric maintenance should,

as far as possible, be performed by existing maintenance
of way organization, with such modifications as may be
necessary.

(5) A maintenance of way organization, shown on
diagram A, will be productive of efficient results.

The report is signed by George W. Kittredge, chairman.

Discussion on Electricity.

Mr. Kittredge: I would like to make a few corrections.

Under the heading, "definitions," in the conclusions of the

whole committee, third rail gage should be the distance
between the gage of the running rail and the gage of the

third rail, instead of the center line of the third rail. In

the definition of "bonders" the last four words, "for all

railroad voltages," should be omitted. Those four words
properly belong to the next paragraph, which should read:

"Employees qualified to maintain wires and cables, and
their appurtenances for all railroad voltages." The com-
mittee desires to remove from the conclusions recommended
for adoption subdivisions 2 and 3; the lines shown on
Diagram B as third rail clearances, and the lines shown
on Diagram B, as equipment clearance lines, and consider

these as reports of progress. It is expected that before

the next meeting we can agree with other railway asso-

ciations on lines that will be satisfactory to all and we
think it would be better to have our recommendation of

them postponed until the next meeting.

The recommendations of the committee under the head
of "definitions" were adopted.
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J. C. Mock (Detroit River Tunnel Co.) : I should like a
little explanation of the definition of third-rail gage. We
have been accustomed to use the center line of the third
rail. I would like to have explained just what the gage
line would be.

Geo. Gibbs (P. T. & T. R.) : In trying to define any
third rail gage, the clearing point of the third rail, we are
working on very close clearance and we are trying to har-
monize close dimensions on both sides. The center of the
third rail does not fix any point. The third rail may
be two or four inches wide, making a difference of an
inch, and that is very important.

Robt. Trimble (Penna.) : I suggest that the word "line"

be omitted, if you are going to change the word "center
gage."

Mr. Ktitredge: The committee will accept that amend-
ment.

C. C. Anthony (P, R. R.) : Mr. President, as this is a
definition of third rail gage and it evidently means the
gage of the distance between two lines, should not the
word "line" appear in both cases in the body of the defi-

nition, "between the gage line of the running rail and the
gage line of the third rail"? And if that is submitted,
will it not then be necessary to define the gage line of the
third rail?

Mr. Lindsay: I think it will be necessary to adopt the
same measuring point on the third rail as on the running
rail. The gage is measured at a point one-half inch below
the top of the running rail, and that same distance should
be adopted on the third rail.

E. B. Katte (N. Y. C.) : Because of the very wide dif-

ference in the cross section of the third rail, it would
not be a very definite line. It would seem to me it should
be the distance between the perpendicular line of the third
rail and the gage of the running rail.

Mr. Katte: We are interested in a question of clearance,
and what we want to know is the space between the vertical
plan of the third rail, and the gage line of the running rail.

"Gage," I think, is generally understood as being the distance
between the verticals.

Mr. Anthony: I would like to emphasize the fact that this
definition, as it stands, is not correct in that third rail gage
is defined by third rail gage. I cannot see why in the world
lines should not appear twice in the gage definition—"gage
line of the running rail and the gage line of the third rail."

Mr. Gibbs: Mr. Anthony is entirely correct, but the gage
of the track rail is a well-known term, and as we are simply
trying to find the measurement between that point and a
similar point on the third rail, it will be better defined if

we use that term than by any other explanation we could
give.

W. M. Camp (Ry. & Eng. Rev.) : This is a definition which
should be considered pretty carefully. In the gage of track
rails, we have the rails right side up, but with the third rail,

we may have that rail standing with the head upward or with
the head downward. Do we want the third rail gage for the
purpose of clearance or is it desired for the purpose of meet-
ing the requirements of the reach of the collector shoe on
the car? If the latter is the requirement, then the center

of the third rail would be a more desirable point to measure
to than the gage line of the head. If the rail is inverted
with the head downward, the measurement to the gage side

of that head for gage purposes might not be satisfactory,

because the base of the rail might be nearer the gage line

of the running rail. I would like to ask the chairman what
the purpose of this gage is. Is it to determine clearance or
to determine the proper distance to the rail for determining
the reach of the collector shoe?
Mr. Kittredge: For both purposes. It is essential for

one, and essential for the other, too.

Mr. Kittredge: The committee is willing to accept Mr.
Anthony's amendment by inserting the word "line" after the

word gage, in each case, in the last line of the paragraph.
H. Baldwin (C. C. C. & St. L.): In trying to establish

clearance distance why not omit the word "gage" in the sec-

ond instance? The distance between the gage line of the

running rail and the third rail is the question.

Mr. Gibbs: The important point of the third rail is the

side of the head which establishes the point where we must
place the approach blocks for the side of the inclines on which
the shoe will ride it. The top corner and side on the con-

tact part of the rail is the important point, and we must fix

that. The other parts will take care of themselves.
Mr. Mock: The distance from the standard rail to the

gage line of third rail is not fixed by this definition, because
of the great differences of rail sections. It seems to me
the line should be fixed, and then whatever the form of rail,

it must be placed in a certain relation to that.

Mr. Kittredge: There should not be a confusion between
the gage line and the clearance line. The gage line of the
third rail is not necessarily any clearance line, either for

equipment or structures.
Mr. Kenly: I understand the thing to be determined is

the third rail clearance lines, not the location of the third
rail itself. Then the next thing is to get the third rail loca-
tion, so that your contact shoe will reach it, and if the center
line of that third rail is measured from your gage line, will

not that fix the whole thing?
Mr. Lindsay: I think one great diflSculty with the adop-

tion of the center line as the measuring point is the fact
that rails are not all symmetrical around the center lines, and
where you have an unsymmetrical section, it is difficult to

say what is the center line. I think it would be well to drop
the track gage as a point from which to measure to the run-
ning rail, but take the center of the track, and say that no
part of the running rail above a certain level shall be nearer
the center of the track than a certain distance.

Mr. Kittredge: It occurs to me that that is fixing the third
rail clearances, and not defining third rail gage. This
definition is for the third rail gage, and not clearances.

Mr. Camp: I don't believe we can make this definition
suit both clearances and gage. I understand Mr. Kittredge
to say that the rail might be at the gage and still not have
the desired clearance. To establish clearances, you must
measure to the nearest part of that third rail. But if you are
going to get it in order to determine the length of the reach
of the shoe, then you must use that part of it which comes
in contact with the shoe. Unless something more is added,
I don't see how the definitions can specify both clearance
and gage.

Mr. Trimble: Isn't the point that Mr. Camp raises cov-
ered by the definition of third rail clearance lines?

L. S. Rose (C. C. C. & St. L.) : As I understand it, defi-

nition 1 establishes two lines, one on each side of the
track. The third rail would have to be placed within these
two lines. The gage line of this third rail will be located
according to the third definition.

Mr. Ewing: The matter to be determined is not a stand-
ard gage distance. That varies according to the type of

rail used. The purpose of this definition is simply to indi-

cate where measurements shall be taken; and perhaps the
best measurement can be secured from the center of the
rail rather than from the side.

Mr. Gibbs: It is difficult to explain to the association,
without diagrams, just what we are after. In laying down
a third rail on a track, the shoe must be so adjusted that
it has sufficient contact area on the top of the rail or on
the bottom of it. That generally means that the third

rail shall lap over about two-thirds of the head, if the
head is about two and a half inches wide. A very im-
portant consideration is getting that shoe, which is hanging
down off of the rail, up on to the rail when it approaches.
A motion to adopt the definition was carried.

Mr. Porter: In the second definition, "allowance to be"
starts the second sentence. Shouldn't that be "shall be" or
"will be?"
The President: The committee recommends the words

"must be" instead of "to be."
Mr. Kittredge: In the fourth definition, the committee

would add, "and sub-stations."

The other definitions were accepted as submitted.
Mr. McNab: It seems to me that the word "existing" in

paragraph 4 is not necessary. What is existing today may
not be existing six or twelve months from now. I think
you will cover the same ground if you leave the word
"existing" out.

Mr. Kittredge: I do not see that it is essential that that

word be taken out. As a rule the installation of electrical

operation comes about after the steam operation. It is

not necessary that it should, but in the majority of cases
it does, and the idea expressed by this is that a new
organization for maintenance is not essential. Any exist-

ing organization can be developed and expanded and
brought up to the point where it can take care of electrical

organization as much as steam organization.

A motion to leave out the word "existing" in this paragraph
was defeated.

Mr. Kittredge: I suppose there is more opportunity for

discussion on conclusion 5 than on any other conclusion that

this committee has recommended. The plan that has been
outlined in this paragraph is a plan of organization. We
don't say that it is the only plan, or the best plan. It is a
plan which will bring efficient results. The conditions which
exist on various railways are very different. It may be
necessary to enlarge certain parts of the organization on
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some roads and on otliers tho duties of three or four persons

named here, might be given to one person.

The Prosidoiit: If there Is no objection, this will be ac-

cepted as information.

Mr. J. U. Austin, Jr. (L. I. U. R.): We iiavo boon talking

about third rail organizaticn and not about signal organiza-

tion. If you want to bring the signal engineer under the

electrical engineer, that is a matter for each road to settle

for itself.

Mr. Lindsay: The committee purposely eliminated the sig-

nal side of the question from its outline of organization.

Signaling is, in itself, a great and important specialty, and

there Is nctliing in this outline of organization that interferes

in any way with the introduction of the electrical system.

Mr. Mann: In connection with the definition of the elec-

trical supervisor, his duties, are not clear to me. He is

qualified to do certain things, but to have those things done,

he must go to a co-ordinate clRcer, the master car builder.

He is in a sense responsible under this title of electrical

supervisor, but if he wants a wire repaired, and the men
who repair the wires are repairing a building, is it neces-

sary for him to go to a division engineer and ask that the

master carpenter be instructed to do the work?

Mr. Kittredge: In the definition of electrical supervisor,

we have made no attempt to describe his duties. We describe

the man. An electrical supervisor on one road may confine

his attention to one or two things. On another road he may
be a very busy man and not have the title of electrical

supervisor, and still be the electrical supervisor.

The committee was excused with the thanks of the asso-

ciation.

BRINE DRIPPINGS FROM REFRIGERATOR CARS.

The Master Car Builders' Association has experimented

with a plan which provides that the brine drippings from

refrigerator cars be retained in the tanks Inside of the

cars between icing stations and the tanks emptied at icing

stations or points where cars are usually re-iced. Some
tests had been made, but they were not satisfactory and

were to be continued under extremely high temperature

conditions. Accordingly, in August, 1909, the committee

conducted an eight-hour day test at the Armour Car Line

shops, Chicago. The tests extended from August 4 to

J. C. Mock.

Chairman, Committee on Brine Drippings From Refrigerator

Cars,

August 11, inclusive. The maximum temperature was 94

degrees, between four and five o'clock, August 8. The com-

mittee states the tests justify them in making the following

recommendations

:

"1. All salt-water drippings should be retained in the ice

tanks and drained off only at icing stations.

"2. The total capacity of drain openings should not ex-

ceed the capacity of traps, and the capacity of drains and

traps should be sufficient to release all drippings within the

time limit of icing the train.

"3. The mechanism adopted for handling drain valves

should be simple and positive, and so designed as to insure

closing the valves before hatch plugs can be returned to
their places.

"4. Salt drippings should be conducted from Ice tanks
through the drain valves above described and thence to the
outside of cars through the regular traps and drain pipes.

"The packing comiuuiies have co-operated with your com-
mitlee in their investigation, and have expressed their

willingness to put into effect the practice recommended by
your committee, if these recommendations meet with the
approval of the Master Car Builders' Association."
As the above report was ai)proved by the Master Car

Builders' Association, June, 1910, your committee is of the
opinion that the present status of the subject does not re-

quire submitting of further data, showing the damage caused
to railroad property because of the present practice, and
concludes:

(1) That this association should request the American
Railway Association to approve the recommendations of the
Master Car Builders' Association as satisfactory.

(2) That this association should request the maintenance
of way departments to provide the facilities needed to dis-

pose of the brine drained from cars at the re-icing stations.
The report was signed by: J. C. Mock, chairman; C. H.

Cartlidge, C. B. Hoyt.

Discussion on Brine Drippings from Refrigerator Cars.

The President: I think the thanks of this association
and of the railways are due to the M. C. B. association
committee, and the committee of this association for finally
reaching a conclusion on this matter.

R. G. Kenly (M. & St. L.) : I think if we pass this re-

port up to the American Railway Association as having
been adopted by this association, we have done our duty
and we should not attempt to influence that association by
telling them what to do.

The President: The M. C. B. association has already
submitted a report to the American Railway Association,
and it seems to the Chair that it would be proper for us
to request prompt action in the matter in order that we
may get relief from this burden. The committee of the M.
C. B. association did most of the work and they are enr

titled to the credit for it. It seems to the Chair that the
conclusions of the committee are very well taken in the
matter.
The report was adopted and the" committee discharged

with the thanks of the association.

YARDS AND TERMINALS.

The subjects assigned were:
(1) Consider revision of Manual.
(2) Development of mechanical handling as a means of

promoting rapidity and economy in the handling of freight.

(3) Submit typical track layout for passenger terminal
of medium size, both dead-end and through, and analyze
graphically the train capacity of the layout, conferring with
Committee on Signals and Interlocking.

(4) Make concise recommendation for next year's work.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

Minor changes in wording only were made.

MECHANICAL HANDLING OF FREIGHT.

Such developments as have been made relate almost ex-

clusively to the handling of cargo at steamship piers in
ocean and inland ports. Nothing appears to have been done
in the application of mechanical apparatus to ordinary
freighthouse work. The cost of freight handling at termi-
nals, however, is entirely out of proportion to the low cost
of transportation in modern railway service, and there are
possibilities of considerably reducing this terminal cost by
the introduction of mechanical appliances.

DESIGN OF PASSENGER TERMINALS OF MEDIUM SIZE.

This subject has been treated as a continuation or sup-

plement to our report on the subject of passenger terminals

in the tenth annual report. Typical track layouts are sub-

mitted for both dead-end and through stations that we be-

lieve to be susceptible (in their main features) of quite gen-

eral application. In the design and construction of terminal
facilities the object should be to provide such arrangement
of tracks as will permit the greatest freedom of movement
with the least interference, to the end that incoming and
outgoing trains may be handled without serious interrup-

tion or delay. In this way will be secured the maximum
efficiency of tracks and facilities and the minimum expendi-

ture for installation.
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In the operation of terminal stations many, and in some
cases most, of the trains handled have to be hauled out of
the station after they are unloaded, and placed In a car-
cleaning yard. Unless the facilities are ample, they must
be moved again after cleaning, and placed on storage
tracks. From the storage tracks they are shifted in proper
order and placed on a track in the station for outward
movement.

If it is necessary at any time to provide for trains arriv-

ing or departing (or both) in rapid succession It Is very
important that the track layout be so arranged that the
inbound and the outbound movements will not conflict to
any great extent. This will make it possible not only to
permit trains in many cases to enter stations at the same
time that other trains are departing, but also to fill vacant
tracks in the least possible time after outgoing trains have
left them. This, in turn, will secure maximum efficiency

and will reduce to a minimum the number of tracks in a
station to properly handle the business.
The train capacity of tracks depends largely on the facili-

ties provided for rapid handling of the baggage and express
matter that is loaded and unloaded while trains are standing
at station platform. It follows, therefore, that in order to

handle the largest number of heavy trains within a given
time these facilities must be the best that conditions will

permit, and, if possible, such arrangements should be made
as will eliminate interference with the movement of passen-
gers. To this end it is suggested that where it is possible

F. S. Stevens.

Chairman, Committee on Yards and Terminals.

to do so, baggage and express should be received, deliv-

ered and handled below the train floor and raised and low-
ered by elevators located near the baggage and express cars.

This will avoid trucking long distances on platforms used by
passengers, to the great discomfort of all concerned and
the loss of much valuable time.
There is a very wide variation in the time required to

load and unload passengers, baggage and express at sta-

tions, depending largely on the character and volume of the
business handled by different trains and the facilities pro-

vided to insure rapid movement. As a rule the passengers
can be loaded on long-distance trains in much less time
than is required to handle the baggage and express, but
with the short distance and suburban trains (on account
of the comparatively small amount of baggage and express
to be handled) the conditions may be reversed. In any
case it is evident that to secure the greatest efficiency in

handling a passenger terminal the time required to load
passengers and ordinary baggage and do necessary shifting

must be considered as the time interval between the de-

parture of trains on any tracks. Therefore, the express,

theatrical and other extra heavy baggage should be loaded
prior to making up and placing such trains at the passenger
platforms.
The operating oflJicers in charge of the large number of

stations covered by the investigations place widely divergent
estimates of maximum capacity of station tracks, ranging
from 2 to 12 trains that could be handled on one track,

with an average of 6.5 trains per hour. These figures no

doubt represent a very close approximation to the very
best results that could be accomplished for a period of time
not exceeding one hour and only after preparation had been
made, and therefore do not indicate results that could be
expected if a continuous performance were required. At
the same stations we find that the actual performance is

from 2 to 8 trains, with an average of 4.1 trains handled on
one track during the busiest hour. It follows, therefore,
that under average

. existing conditions the actual perform-
ance during busiest hours is approximately 4 trains per
hour on busiest tracks and that a maximum average of 6.5
trains per hour could be accomplished on some tracks. It
is to be noted, however, that the stations at which high
estimates of efficiency are made either have through tracks
or do a large suburban business with light trains.

If, however, facilities can be provided that will permit
continuous and rapid handling of baggage and express with-
out interference with the movements of passengers, it is

believed that results approximating the best estimates can
be maintained for much longer periods of time, and that the
average of 6.5 trains per hour is well within the limit of
efliciency that can be secured. But to do this it is conceded
that the station, the track layout and all facilities must be
designed in harmony and with the principal object of saving
time in handling, and thereby securing results that would
ordinarily require a larger installation. With this object
in view, we have considered the subject of track layouts at
terminal passenger stations, both dead-end and through,
and present for your consideration diagrams showing typical
layouts embodying and illustrating the suggestions sub-
mitted.

Statistics have been gathered showing the general char-
acteristics of 2G passenger terminals of medium size located
In cities in this country, and this information has been
tabulated in the accompanying tables. From these it ap-
pears that a number of stations at important points are
now working close to the limit of their capacity and are
showing very creditable efficiency as to operation. But as
they are being worked beyond the limit for which they
were designed, it is reasonable to suppose that the cost of
operation is excessive and that, therefore, some rearrange-
ments and improvements would be advantageous, to save
time and reduce cost of handling.

In the diagram representing a dead-end station with
eight platform tracks, the double-track arrangement at the
entrance is preserved to the greatest possible extent, so
that the use of station or platform tracks may be made
practically continuous. Results are thereby secured closely
approximate to the best that could be secured in a station
with through tracks and the same length of platforms. It

is suggested that where large numbers of passengers arrive
in quick succession (as in the case of suburban traffic), full

consideration should be given to the question of providing
the passages for egress with inclined floors instead of stairs,

with the object of increasing capacity and preventing con-
gestion. It is recommended that the grade or fall of such
sloping floors be not greater than one in ten (or 10 per
cent.), and that all such floors be kept rough at all times, so
that slipping may be avoided.
At stations of either type the time required to place a

train on a station track, load it, and clear the track for

another train is the minimum time interval between depart-
ures of trains from any one track. Therefore, to secure
maximum eflSciency the track layout must permit operation
practically without interference, as in stations with through
tracks, and baggage and express handling must not retard
the movement of trains beyond the time needed to properly
handle the passengers. In regard to the track layout for a
through station, it will be noted that the location is shown
at a junction of two double-track roads. A separate station
platform is provided for the movement in each direction.

All trains making the station stop must be switched from
the main track to one side or the other of one of these
platforms, thus clearing the main line while the stop is be-

ing made. In some station plans a middle platform sep-

arates the two pairs of tracks, but it is the opinion of the
Committee that it is unnecessary to switch trains across
one of the through tracks (as with a three-platform plan).
Therefore, the double station or double platform plan was
adopted, the two main tracks being continuous and on their

proper line through the station.

It will be noted also that a station of this kind has
almost unlimited capacity, and, therefore, there is com-
paratively little necessity for much additional trackage.
The platforms being of ample size, four ordinary trains can
stand at the platform at one time. As these platforms are
approached from the bottom, and the baggage and express
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are handled by elevators, there would be very little inter-

ference and the station would be found to have very great
capacity.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) To avoid excessive cost in providing passenger ter-

minal facilities largely in excess of ordinary requirements,
it is imperative that provision be made for economical,
efficient and practically continuous operation of the terminal
during the periods of greatest activity which may reason-

ably be expected within a period of, say, ten years. To
this end the track layout must be designed to permit in-

coming and outgoing movements to be made at the same
time, without interference, as far as it is possible to ar-

range this.

(2) At passenger terminals where large quantities of
baggage and express must be handled, and it does not ap-

pear desirable or expedient to provide intermediate plat-

forms to be used exclusively for this service, it is recom-
mended that (where conditions permit), baggage and ex-

FACILITIES AND TRAFFIC AT PASSENGER TERMINALS.
SUMMARY OF TERMINAL" DATA.

STATION. LOCATION.

ll Dearborn..

.

2D. L. &W..
3 Erie
4jLong Isl'd..

SiUnion. .

6| Union
7| Union
8| Union
9| Union
lOjB. &0
11 B. &0
12[B.&0
13| Union
14| Union
15j Union
16!p. & R. Ry
J7|Penna.R.R
181 Union
19 C.M.& SLP
201 Union,
aiiUnion
221 Union
23! Union

24J Union
25[ Union
261 Union

Chicago. Ill

Hoboken, N. J
JerseyCity, N. J..

Kong Island, N.Y
New Orleans, La..
Cincinnati, O
Louisville, Ky
Savannah, Ga
Columbus. Ohio.

.

Philadelphia. Pa..
Baltimore, Md
Baltirnore, Md...

.

Peoria, III

Troy.'N. Y
Albany, N. Y
Reading, Pa
Harrisburg, Pa. .

.

Ririningham.-AIa.
Milwaukee, Wis..

.

MinneapdIi.s.Minn.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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33
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12
30
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12
78
25
17

30
30

20
30
37

"is'

42'

10 (see Plan).,

M-13'0" C.-G.

:

10-15'0"C.-C..
24-24'-0" C.-C.
4-24'-0"C.-C...
S.

6-26'&20'C.-C.
9-14'to25iC-C.
8-Il'-0- C.-C.
6-12'&13'C.-C
.5-12' C.-C. ..

7-12'&50'C.-C.
7...

7-12' C.-C

8-12' C. C
10-12' C. C...
,')-I3'&20'C.-C.

6-26' C C

1,3-12' C.-C...
10-20'&28'C-C
n.l?':2.r&13'.

]4-26'&13'C-C
11-12' C.-C...

See Plan
8-20'; 1-17'...,

5-l.y
,

9-14'

2-17'

4-13' & 15'. . .

.

3-17'; 2-11'....

4-15'; 3-10'....

l-n';3-I7'....
2-23'; 1-12'....

Shed Area
3-15' <.

l-I8';3-12';l-f)'.

4-12'

3-28'; 1-27'....

1-20'; 2-15'....
5-37'-22'

5-19P
Shed Area
Shed' Area
Shed -Area.. .

.

.3-26'

5-20'. 4-11'....

:.W:r..\i\'....

S-16'

4 18'

670'

700'

650'-700'

760'

704'

1-600'; 3-650'.
450'-600'

600'

2-678'; 2-774'.
700'

426'

610'

480'

3-400'; 1-310'.

650'-850'

1100'

765'-860'.

3-620'; 2-770'.,

1000'—Max. ..

1200'

.').50'-75n'.

fi.')0'-1248'

800'

200'

"jTangent
"jTangent
'Tangent
"Tangent
"[Tangent
"Tangent
"Tangent
", Tangent
'jThngent. ..a
"JTangent
'iTangent
"Tangent
"iTangent
"Tangent ,

"Tangent
'Tangent
"Tangent
" Tangent
"Tangent
'Tangent
'Tangent
'Tan2ent& Curve.
"Tangent.
. Tangent
'iTangent
'iTangent

•S

No.
Yes
Yea
Yes
Yes
No.
No.
Yea
No,
Yes
Yes
Yes
No.
Yes
Yes-
Yes
Yes

No.
No,

No.
Yes
Yes
No
No^;

SUMMARY OF TERMINAL DATA.—Continued.

STATION. LOCATION.

<^'3
-_ I-i

O o

2 is

<

I!

M

2 bO

\^ 3

.!§

u S
'E'ri
3 U

Dearborn iChicago, HI Switch Engines.

.

D. L. & W... Hoboken, N. J . . . . ISw.En;' AGravit
Erie Jersey Citv, N. J. . |Sw. &Road Engs
Long Island.. Long Island, N. Y.iSw.&RoudEng's.
Union New Orleans, La...

j

Union Cincinnati, Ohio.. .\..\

Union Louisville, Ky
j
Switch Engines..

Union Savannah, Ga iSwitoh Engines^,

Union Columbus, Ohio . . Yard Engines..,

.

10 B. & O Philadelphia, Pa... Switch Engines.

.

11 B.-& O Baltimore, Md .... 1 Yard Engines

—

12 B. & O . . Baltimore, Md
j
Switch Engines.

.

13! Union Ptoria, 111 1... :
'.

14, Union Troy, N. Y I

15 Union Albany, N.Y
16!P. & R. Ry . Reading, Pa Switch Engines.

.

17Penna, R. R. Harrisburg, Pa Switch Engines.

.

18 Union Birminghain, Ala.. Yard Engines

—

19;C. M. & St.P Milwaukee, Wis
20:Union Minneapolis, Minn.. ,

21iUnion Indianapolis, Ind... YardEngines

—

22! Union Toledo, Ohio
23 Union Nashville, Tenn. . . Switch Engines..

24 Union Richmond, Va Switch Engines..

36 Union St. Paul, Minn.
26iUnion Seattle, Wash

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes SkH'per.'--&Dincrs

Yes Seldom,
Yes AsTraflicChange
Yes ])iners

No. 1 Sleeper to N.Y
No. Occasionally
No
Yes No
Yes Yes, Connections
No. Yes, Connections
Yes Yes
Yes Yes, Connect ions

Yes Added ;I.ocalSer.

No. As Required—
Yes Yes
Yes AsTraflicChang..
Yes Sleepers & Diners
Yes Yes
No. Yes
Yes As Required

None.
None.
Ndiie.

None.
None.

I

Trucks
jTruoks&Cars..

.

jTrucks
Sw.Eng.&Truclcs

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

[Trucks
|Truks & Sw.Eng.

I
Trucks &Tloats.
|Trucks
iTrucks
iTrucks
Trucks.

None . .

,

Trucks....
Truck.s and Elev.
Trucks* Cars...
Truck.s and Elev.
Trucks and Elev.

Trucks and E!cv.

None. . .iTrucks. .,

Trucks
ITrucks
Trucks and Elev.
Trucks and Elev.
Trucks and Elev.

None
Thru Sta. Master..
Semaphores
Thru Sta. Master..
Thru DispatchOff.
Telegraph
Telegraph
IVlegraph
Telegraph .'

. .

.

Station Wire
Thru Sta.Mrster..
Sta. Mas. & To.Tirer

ThruDispatch.Off
Mcss^nge^
None

om . .

.

1800'.

800'..,

im...

1800'...

2&4m..

Thru Sta. Master..
Telegraph

Telegraph
Teleg. & Telechone
ThruDispatch. Off.

Telegraph
Messenger
Telegraph

im
2.500'...

3000'...

Hm...
Im
i'm
Im
4150'...

Mm...
2m

\ to IJm
Adj't...
800'

^-3. 7m..
|m
None...

5 . Giti

600'

70O'-4500'

im

2800'

.

9300'.

2500'...

2500'..

Adj't..
Ini...
Adj't..
Adj't..
650'....

Mm...
Im....

\ to \\m*
Adj't....
800'

i-3.7m...
^m
1000'

2 .5

Own'c Co. handle?
Not.

'

'

Not.
Not.
Not.
Sep. sta. cmprees.

Not.
Not
Not.
Sep. sta. cmpl'ei's.

Sep. sta. cmpl'ees.

Not.
Not.
Not.

Sep. sta. empl'ees.

{Sep. sta. empl'ees.'

* Indianapolis.—Car storage yards \ to IJ miles distant; except Pullman yard, 600 feet.
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press be received, delivered and handled below the train

floor, and raised and lowered by elevators, conveniently

located, to avoid Interference with the movement of pas-

sensers.
Tlio Terminal Officials' Association of Chicago appointed

a fonuuittoe to investigate the handling of interchange

traflic and tlio congestion of a year ago. This committee
presented a rei)ort at the meeting of that association in

September (see Railway Age Gazette, October 14, 1910),

extracts from which are included in this committee report.

In this report the Terminal Officials' Association committee
recommended that outside terminal yards supplement the

local facilities, and that while several railways and belt

lines are providing additional engines and yard facilities,

some more radical step is needed than the improvement
of these individual facilities.

The report is signed by: F. S. Stevens (P. & R.), chair-

man; E E. R. Tratman (Engineering News), vice-chairman;

Hadley Baldwin (C. C. C. & St. L.) ; W. C. Barrett (B. &
O.); G. H. Burgess (D. & H.) ; L. G. Curtis (B. & O.) ; A. H.
Dakin, Jr., New York, N. Y.; H. T. Douglas, Jr. (W. &
L. E.); A. C. Everham (C. H. & D.) ; M. J. Henoch (L. &
N.); H. A Lane (B. & O.) ; L. J. Mclntyre (N. P.); B. H.
Mann (M. P.); A. Montzheimer (E. J. & E.) ; W. L. Seddon
(S. A. L.); C. H Spencer (W. T. Co.); A. Swartz (Erie);

E. B. Temple (Pennsylvania).

Discussion on Yards and Terminals.

E. R. Lewis (Mich. Cent.) : In the definition for ex-

port pier will it be acceptable to the committee to say, "a
pier" instead of "a covered pier?"

The President: The committee accepts that suggestion.

Prof. Williams (Cornell College) : It would seem better

to put the word "and" in the definition for coach cleaning
yard, making it read "located near terminal station and
track should be of sufficient length," etc.

The President: That is acceptable to the committee.
Mr. McNab: I do not see why the word "conveniently"

is necessary there. We all know that a coach cleaning
yard should be in a convenient location to the terminal
station. Why put in the word there? Let the clause read

—

"The coach cleaning yard should be located near terminal
station, etc."

The President: The committee accepts that amendment.
Mr. Rose: Referring to the last paragraph under "out-

bound freight house," it seems to me the freight could be
handled more economically by building the freight house
alongside the track, and switching the cars to the freight

house, rather than trucking the freight down alley ways,
at right angles to the freight house.
The President: The committee wishes to retain the

definitions now in the manual referring to separating yards
and to switching district. It is necessary to include these
definitions in the committee's recommendations.
A motion to accept the committee's definitions and recom-

mendations was carried.

Mr. Stevens: The typical track layouts that submitted
with the report on passenger terminal design are intended
to illustrate the text of the report, and most of the features
that are shown are merely incidental. The principal object
for submitting the diagrams is to really state the manner
in which it is proposed to get trains in and out promptly.
The location, of engine houses, water cranes, etc., are inci-

dental features which we do not consider have any par-
ticular bearing on this case. They are merely inserted to

show what might be done in a terminal of that character,
if conditions permitted.
The President: The Chair would like to ask the com-

mittee, if in place of ten years, it would not be wise to ex-

tend the time of the provision for economical, efficient and
practically continuous operation during the periods of great-

est activity, which may be reasonably expected to twenty
or twenty-five years. Ten years is a short period.

Mr. Stevens: The ten year period was discussed at our
meeting and was agree as a reasonable time limit to be
placed on that.

George W. Kittredge, (N. Y. C. & H. R.: I think a
period of ten years is too short a time for which to design
a terminal station. I venture that any plant of considerable
magnitude which only provided for a ten years growth
would be outgrown before it is completed.

Mr. Stevens: If it is proper, I would like to invite atten-

tion to the fact that this report is based on the considera-
tion of passenger terminals of medium size.

Mr. Kittredge: The medium station of today is the large
station of tomorrow, and I think my remarks still apply.

Mr. McNab: I ask Mr. Kittredge when the Grand Central
Station improvements were made a few years ago, how

long they were figured for. Within my recollection, which
does not go so very far back, there have been three changes
made in tliat terminal.

Mr. Kittredge: 1 am sorry I cannot answer Mr. McNab
as to wliat my predecessors figured on as to future growth
when the last revision was made, but it was not ten years
after they made the revision in 1899 or 1900 that they be-

gan to rebuild on the present basis. As an example of

what growth has taken place since work started on the
present terminal, I will say that the first contract with the
city provided for the work being completed in five years
from the date of beginning, or July 1st, 1908. Prior to

July 1, 1908, we had to go to the city for an extension of

time. We showed the city at that time that so far as exca-

vation and construction work is concerned, we had then
completed 108 per cent of all the work contemplated in

1903, when the improvement was begun, but as a matter
of fact, it was only about forty per cent of what was then
under contemplation.

Mr. McNab: No doubt that is an exceptional case, but I

think the committee's report and its recommendation would
stand in that respect.

A motion to amend the conclusion to extend the time to

twenty years instead of ten years was carried.

Mr. Kittredge: In conclusion 2 why should baggage and
express be "received, delivered and handled below the train

floor," rather than "below or above?"
Mr. Stevens: The reason "below" is given is because

general conditions will permit that construction better, and
the head room can be very much less. If the handling of

the baggage and express is above the train floor, probably
not less than 18 ft. clear would suffice. If it is below 12 ft.

is ample, probably 10 ft. would suffice.

Mr. Kittredge: In connection with the terminal at New
York, where we have a double deck structure, we find it

much more economical to handle baggage and mail and ex-

press that comes in on the upper level, above the tracks,

and that which comes in on the lower level below the
tracks. I think the words "above or below" should be
substituted for the word "below."

E. B. Temple, (Penna.) : I think that is a good sugges-
tion. I am glad to know that you have made the change to

twenty years instead of ten years. At the Broad Street sta-

tion, Philadelphia, we find that the business increases 50

per cent every ten years. For thirty years we have been
enlarging, every ten years, and are now up against the
problem again.

W. H. Courtenay, (L. & N.) : The discussion is being
based on the largest terminals we have in the United
States, and my understanding of these conclusions is that
they apply to passenger terminals of medium size. Passen-
ger terminals like that of the New York Central, and the
Pennsylvania in New York City and the Pennsylvania in

Broad Street, Philadelphia, are not terminals of medium
size. It would seem to me that a terminal of medium size

was a terminal in a city of 100,000 people or less. In cities

of medium size, where the ground is of reasonable cost, it

would be cheaper to handle the baggage on the same level.

I do not think the committee should recommend for pessen-

ger terminals of medium size that the baggage should be
handled on a separate level, because in such cases it is

very expensive, and hardly justified.

Mr. Temple: We consider that the ideal terminal should
be either above the street level or below it, and it does not
take any more costly facilities to have the baggage placed
on a truck and run on an elevator in the case of such a
station, and it is much easier to elevate the baggage to the
platform in this manner. If the tracks are in the subway
itself, it is as easy to move the baggage from the street

level down, as to run it out to the end of the platform.

We were dealing more particularly with the • ideal station.

Mr. Courtenay: I would like to know what the commit-
tee considers the population of the city in which a passen-

ger terminal of medium size would be located.

The President: The committee wishes to ask if you have
any alternative conclusion to offer in place of No. 2, which
expresses their opinion as to the requirements of a medium
sized passenger terminal?

Mr. Courtenay: My opinion is that in passenger terminals

of medium size it is better to handle the baggage on the

same level. So far as I know, passenger stations of

medium size are generally located on the ground surface,

neither above nor below. For such a terminal the cheapest
way to handle the baggage is to handle it on the same
level. If there is much baggage to be handled, it would
seem desirable to provide intermediate platforms.

Mr. Webb: It might simplify the matter if the con-

station improvements were made a few years ago, how
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larger size, where large quantities of baggage and express
must be handled," etc., and then follow it with another
recommendation as to what the committee thinks ought to
be done in these moderate sized terminals, because what
is very proper and necessary for a terminal like those in

New York City would not be acceptable in a city of 75,000
to 100,000 people. I think we should differentiate between
the two classes of terminals and it will make the situation
clearer.

C. H. Spencer, (Wash. Term. Co.) : A number of states
are agitating the question of the elimination of grade cross-
ings. Some have already passed laws requiring grade cross-
ings to be eliminated. This means that your terminals are
bound to be elevated or depressed. In presenting this re-

port the committee presented what they thought was an
ideal terminal to meet what may be expected in legislation
of this class. Certainly the ideal condition is the terminal
that does away with the necessity of grade crossings of
any kind.

G. H. Burgess, (D. & H.) : In the committee's list of 26
terminals that are considered medium sized terminals, 13
are either above or below the street level. It seems to me
that that largely answers the question Mr. Courtenay has
raised.

C. H. Spencer: I would suggest that the committee con-
sider the question from the standpoint of the amount of
business done in the station rather than the population of
the city where the station is located. You will notice in
the table, that the number of trains originating and de-
parting gives an idea of the amount of business being done
in the stations. That is what should govern rather than
the size of the city.

Prof. Williams: Would it not be better, since we changed
the previous paragraph to twenty years, to take into ac-
count the possible growth in business of these terminal
stations during the next twenty years and is it not likely

that the business will increase to such an extent as to make
it desirable to have this arrangement of the terminal facil-

ities from the present time on?
Mr. Stevens: The committee considered the question, of

providing facilities very greatly in excess of the present
requirements, but considered that would be somewhat ex-
travagant.

Mr. McNab: As brevity with efficiency is desired by this
association, I would ask the committee if they would con-
cur in eliminating the words "desirable or" in the second
line of conclusion 2.

The President: The committee accepts that.

A motion to adopt the committee's conclusions was
carried.

The President: We would be glad to hear from Mr.
Condron, a description of the telpher system being in-

stalled in the M. K. & T. freight house in St. Louis, Mo.
T. L. Condron, (Con. Eng.) : The freight station, is

designed for both inbound and outbound 1. c. 1. freight.

The building is of structural steel, 400 ft. long by 240 ft.

wide, and is built so that the street on the east is about
20 ft. below the street on the west. The lower level of the
station is on the level of the street to the east, or about
twenty feet below the level of Broadway, and on. this lower
level are twelve tracks, 400 ft. long, providing for 120
freight cars of average length. Between the freight cars
are twelve 12 foot platforms, and over the platforms are
hatchways into the floor above. The second floor on the
level of Broadway has four driveways, each .38 ft. wide,
running across the entire width of the building, with a
platform on each side of the driveway to which teams can
back up or drive alongside. The platform space of the
second floor is 3 ft. 9 in. above the street level and covers
something over one acre of ground. The freight will be
received from the wagons that come into the freight house
on these platforms, ready to be weighed and distributed by
means of overhead telphers, running on mono-rails, to the

various hatchways. Likewise freight coming in will be
lifted by means of these telphers to the platform level

above, and distributed to the wagons. The telphers are

carried on, I-beam runways suspended from the structural

steel framing of the third floor, the story height between
the first floor and the third floor being 34 feet; the column
spacing in the building is 40 ft. in one direction and 38

ft. in the other. The telphers will pick up the freight

which, in the case of small packages, will be loaded on
flat boards having small castor wheels under them and
suspended from a frame, so that they can be picked up by
the hook of the telpher and raised through the hatchways
or raised above the team floors, and passed over the area.

The President: The Chair believes that this is the first

application of the telpher system to the handling of 1. c. 1.

freight in a freight station in this country, and it will be
very interesting to watch the development of this particu-
lar installation.

A. W. Thompson, (B. & O.): The telpher or Sprague
system has been in operation about a year on the Baltimore
& Ohio pier in Baltimore, Md. This system is similar to
the one just described.
The President: Have you much 1. c. 1. freight to handle

there or is it car load freight?
Mr. Thompson: It is both. The largest percentage Is

1. c. 1. It is quite similar to the business done in an ordi-
nary freight house.
The committee was dismissed with the thanks of the

association.

WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES.

The work assigned was:
(1) Consider the revision of Manual.
(2) Continue to co-operate with Committee Q of the

American Society for Testing Materials, and other asso-
ciations, in the preparation, revision and adoption of uni-
form standard specifications for structural timber.

(3) Continue the study of principles and methods of
pile-driving, including information on pile-drivers and equip-
ment, analysis of practical experience in pile-driving, the
strength of sheet piles, recommended types of equipment.

H. S. Jacoby.

Chairman, Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles.

of sheet piles, of concrete piles, and of formulas for bear-

ing power.
(4) Make concise recommendations for next year's work.
The following sub-committees were appointed:
To consider further revisions of the Specifications for

Southern Yellow Pine: F. H. Bainbridge.
To consider further revisions of the Specifications for

Douglas Fir and Western Hemlock: Ij. J. Hotchkiss.

Piles and Pile-driving: R. D. Coombs, chairman.
(a) Sheet Piles: C. C. Wentworth, chairman; L. J. Hotch-

kiss, I. L. Simmons, Hans Ibsen, (b) Details: W. S. Bou-

ton, chairman; J. A. Lahmer. (c) Mechanical Pile Protec-

tion: J. A. Lahmer. chairman; F. H. Bainbridge. (d) Pile

Records: F. B. Scheetz, chairman; Hans Ibsen, (e) Con-

crete Piles: P. H. Wilson, chairman; R. D. Coombs, J. A.

Lahmer, L. .1. Hotchkiss. (f) Pile-drivers: F. B. Scheetz.

chairman; W. S. Bouton, G. R. Talcott. (g) Analysis of

Practice: F. H. Bainbridge, chairman; F. E. Bissell, H. S.

Jacoby, I. L. Simmons, (h) Bearing Power and Formula:

F. E. Bissell, chairman; R. D. Coombs, F. B. Scheetz. (i)

Water .let: G. R. Talcott, chairman; L. .1. Hotchkiss. F. B.

Scheetz, C. C. Wentworth. (j) Overdriving: L. .1. Hotchkiss,

chairman; H. S. Jacoby. (k) Enlarged Foot, Screw and

Disc Piles: P. H. Wilson.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

No revision of the Manual in regard to the specifications

for southern pine or for Douglas fir and western hemlock

is recommended, as it is considered that these specifica-
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tioiis should be given a longer commercial use in order to

develop points for i)ossible modification.

CONCLUSIONS.

The committee recommends:
(1) That the Pile Record Form be adopted as a standard.

(2) That the Principles of Practice for Pile-driving be

adopted.
(3) That the report on Piles and Pile-driving be received

as information.

(4) Piling can be protected against marine wood borers

by filling sand between the piles and vitrified clay pipe

placed around the piles from a point a foot or two below

mud line to the same distance above high tide. The ex-

pense is such that it is not advisable to apply this treat-

ment to piling which has not been protected against decay.

The report is signed by: Henry S. Jacoby (Cornell Uni-

versity), chairman: F. H. Bainbridge (C. & N. W.), vice-

chairman; F. E. Bissell (Civil Engineer); W. S. Bouton
(B. & O.); R. D. Coombs (Consulting Engineer); L. J. Hotch-

kiss (C. B. & Q): Hans Ibsen (M. C.) ; J. A. T.ahmer

PILE RECORD FORM.

Pile Record of Bridge

LOCATION •

Weight and Kind of Hammer. Date .- 19

Bents Numbered from North or East End Piles nnmbered from Left tn_gi^t

Dbu K>nl No. »(

r.io

s,„. ,., .„,. 1 55 s-
Bas&rall

to Ground
Total /^y- i*« ^'""- '""H Kind ol

SoilTip En.l Uutl liiid U'nt;lli Penolrat. Drop ol ain't I'lMictrst;

"

i

1

(K. C. S.); F. B. Scheetz (K. C. Bridge Co.); I. L. Simmons
(C. R. I. & P.); G. R. Talcott (B. & O.); C. C. Wentworth
(N. & W.); P. H. Wilson (Civil Engineer).

APPENDIX B.

Pile-driving—Principles of Practice.

(1) A thorough exploration of the soil by borings, or pre-

liminary test piles, is the most important prerequisite to

the design and construction of pile foundations.

(2) The cost of exploration is frequently less than that

otherwise required merely to revise the plans of the struc-

tures involved, without considering the unnecessary cost of

the structures due to lack of information.

(3) Where adequate exploration is omitted, it may result

in the entire loss of the structure, or in greatly increased

cost.

(4) The proper diameter and length of pile, and the

method of driving, depend upon the results of the previous

exploration.

(5) Where the soil consists wholly or chiefly of sand,

the conditions are most favorable to the use of the water
jet.

(6) In harder soils containing gravel the use of the jet

may be advantageous, provided suflicient volume and pres-

sure be provided.

(7) In clay it may be economical to bore several holes

in the soil with the aid of the jet before driving the pile,

thus securing the accurate location of the pile, and its

lubrication while being driven.

(8) The water jet should not be attached to the pile

but handled separately.

(9) Two jets will often succeed where one fails, in spe-

cial cases a third jet extending a part of the depth aids

materially in keeping loose the material around the pile.

(10) Whore the material is of such a porous character

that the water from the jets may be dissipated and fail to

come up in the immediate vicinity of the pile, the utility

of the jet is uncertain, except for a part of the penetration.

(11) A steam or drop hammer should be used in connec-

tion with the water jet, and used to test the final rate of

penetration.

(12) The use of the water jet is one of the most effect-

ive means of avoiding injury to piles by overdriving.

(13) There is danger from overdriving when the hammer
begins to bounce, provided the head of the pile is not

broomed. Overdriving is also indicated by the bending,

kicking or staggering of the pile.

(14) The brooming of the head of a pile dissipates a

part, and in some cases all, of the energy due to the fall

of the hammer.
(15) The weight of the hammer should be proportioned

to the weight of the pile, as well as to the character of the

soil to be penetrated.

(16) The steam hammer is more effective than the drop
hammer in securing the penetration of a pile without in-

jury, because of the shorter interval between blows.

(17) Where shock to surrounding material is apt to

prove detrimental to the structure, the steam hammer
should always be used instead of the drop hammer. This

is especially true in the case of sheet piling which is

intended to prevent the passage of water. In some cases

also the jet should not be used.

(18) In general, the resistance of piles, penetrating soft

material, which depend solely upon skin friction, is materi-

ally increased after a period of rest. This period may be as

short as fifteen minutes, and rarely exceeds twelve hours.

(19) In tidal waters the resistance of a pile driven at

low tide is increased at high tide on account of the extra

compression of the soil.

(20) Where a pile penetrates muck or soft yielding mate-
rial and bears upon a hard stratum at its foot, its strength

should be determined as a column or beam; omitting the

resistance, if any, due to skin friction.

(21) Unless the record of previous experience at the

same site is available, the approximate bearing power may
be obtained by loading test piles. The results of loading

test piles should be used with caution, unless their condition

is fairly comparable with that of the piles in the proposed
foundation.

(22) In case the piles in a foundation are expected to

act as columns the results of loading test piles should not

be depended upon unless they are sufficient in number to

insure their action in a similar manner, and they are

stayed against lateral motion.

(23) Before testing the penetration of a pile in soft

material where its bearing power depends principally, or

wholly, upon skin friction, the pile should be allowed to rest

for 24 hours after driving.

(24) Where the resistance of piles depends mainly upon
skin friction it is possible to diminish the combined strength,

or bearing capacity, of a group of piles by driving additional

piles within the same area. ,

(25) Where there is a hard stratum overlying softer ma-
terial through which the piles are to pass to a firm bearing

below, the upper stratum should be removed by dredging

or otherwise, provided it would injure the piles to drive

through the stratum. The material removed may be re-

placed if it is needed to provide lateral resistance.

(26) In general, timber piles may be advantageously

pointed to a 3-in. or 4-in. square at the end.

(27) Piles need not be pointed when driven into com-

paratively soft material.

(28) Shoes should be provided for piles when the driv-

ing is very hard, especially riprap or shale, and should be

so constructed as to form an integral part of the pile.

(29) The use of a cap is advantageous in distributing

the impact of the hammer more uniformly over the head of

the pile, as well as to hold it in position during driving.

(30) The specification relating to the penetration of a
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pile should be adapted to the soil which the pile is to

penetrate.

(31) It is far more important that a proper length of a
pile should be put in place without injury than that its pen-
etration should be a specified distance under a given blow,
or series of blows.

Discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles.

The first conclusion was accepted without discussion.

Hunter McDonald, (N. C. & St. L.) : I move that we
add to paragraph 4 of appendix B "and the purpose for
which they are intended."

Mr. Jacoby: The committee accepts that suggestion.

W. H. Courtenay, (L. & N. R. R.) : I think exception
might reasonably be taken to paragraph 7. In the prac-
tical operation of driving piles, unless the district is a
sandy one, where facilities are ready for the use of a jet,

it is quite an expensive matter to get together the appa-
ratus for the jet. In ordinary clay, there is no diflBculty in

driving a pile sufficiently without jetting, to give all the
adequate bearing you can expect a pile to give. A jet does
not work very well in clay, and unless the clay is mixed
with a very large proportion of sand, I doubt if much good
would be obtained by boring holes with a jet for the pur-
pose of placing a pile. In, my own experience jets have
been used for the purpose of making holes to put piles in

for the sole reason that our height of base of rail above the
ground was so small that we couldn't get the 70-ft. piles

we intended to use in 50 ft. leads, so we had to make holes
to put the piles In to get them In the leads, so the hammer
could strike them. For that purpose, the cheapest exped-
ient we could devise was to put jets in the ground to start

the holes, to get them deep enough to start the pile driver.

As soon as that was done, we had no further use for the
jet. We have attempted to jet piles in, several cases, and
have always had difficulty with it. The hole is very likely

to close. I do not think this committee should go on record
as saying it may be economical to bore several hole in the
soil with the aid of the jet, before driving the piles for the
purpose of lubricating the piles going down. I do not be-

lieve those things would be necessary in order to satis-

factorily drive piles in clay soil.

L. J. Hotchkiss, (C. B. & Q.) : The paragraph in ques-
tion refers more particularly to the driving of concrete
piles. I have seen several cases myself where it was quite
difficult to drive the piles without the jets, without batter-

ing up the heads of the piles, but by using the jjt as men-
tioned in this paragraph, the piles went down without any
particular difficulty. They went straight and they were got
dov/n to a penetration that could not have been reached
without the use of the jet. This particular method would
only apply in certain kinds of clay, clay with a certain
amount of sand or loam. If it were a very stiff clay, the
jet would not penetrate. I know since we have been driv-

ing concrete piles on the C. B. & Q. we have gotten into

the use of the jet to an extent we never have before, and
we can get piles down more economically and quickly with
the jet than ever before. We have not used It very much
in driving wooden piles.

W. F. Steffens (B. & A.): The committee has limited
paragraph 7 to boring holes with the water jet. Another
case may arise. There is a quality of soil in North Carolina
through which it is almost Impossible to drive piles even
with metal tools. In that soil the use of an earth or clay

augur would be advisable. The material so loosened can be
removed, leaving a cavity into which the pile can be
dropped and then seated, perhaps, with a hammer. I have
in mind a case where the use of the jet was advised as a

lubricating method and the augur produced a result the

committee is seeking to produce entirely by the water jet.

The President: Do you recommend amending pa,ragraph

7 by the addition of your suggestion?
Mr. Steffens: I will oifer that to the committee as a sug-

gestion.

Mr. Cartlidge: Such an important matter as that to

which our attention has been called should be considered
by the committee, and some additional statement brought
in later to apply particularly to such a case. I would pre-

fer that the committee bring in a supplementary statement
next year.

The President: Is that satisfactory, Mr. Steffens?

Mr. Steffens: I think that would be more desirable.

Mr. Courtenay: I think paragraph 8 Is a little too sweep-
ing. On the L. & N. we are now driving piles 100 ft. long
through 55 ft. of water. The bottom is sand. We get the
piles down very satisfactorily with the aid of a jet to a
depth of about 10 ft., and then we strike a stratum of hard

material, and we have great difficulty in getting it through.
The current is exceedingly strong there—it is tidal current,
first north and then south, depending on whether the tide

is running In or out. In the case which I cite, I think it

would be impossible to jet the piles without the jet being
attached to the piles. The current Is so swift in the water
that a deep-sea diver can't hold himself to the pile without
being practically chained to it. In many places, where
there is occasion to jet piles down, the jet pipe must
necessarily be attached to the pile. Otherwise the two
would become to widely separated the jet would do no
good.

H. B. Dick (B. & O. S. W.) : It used to be the practice
on the construction of government jetties to attach the gal-

vanized iron pipe, one to either side of the pile, and a flex-

ible rubber hose was connected from the top of the pipe
to the pump. That seemed to be the only successful way
in which they could put down piles in sand.
Mr. Hotchkiss: My personal experience with the jet and

the pile has been that the jet caught so fast you could not
get it down. I remember in one case where the jet was
broken.

Mr. Courtenay: We use wrought iron pipe attached to
the pile with staples. It would be impossible in 50 ft. of
water, with a swift current, to sink a pile with a jet except
by attaching the jet and the jet pipe to the pile.

Mr. Hotchkiss: If we could say in this paragraph under
consideration that the water jet should not be rigidly at-

tached to the pile, I think that might meet the condition.
Mr. Courtenay: As this matter is general, I think it best

to omit No. 8.

Mr. Steffens: What would happen in the case of a con-
crete pile, cast with the jet hole in the middle? Would
the jet be attached on the outside?
Mr. Jacoby: I think there is more difficulty in the jet

clogging when it it is a part of the pile than in any other
case, and certainly the trend of present practice is to han-
dle the jet separately.

Mr. Courtenay: I move No. 8 be modified to read: "water
jet should not be attached to the pile, and should be
handled separately when piles are driven in dry ground,
but not when they are driven through water."

Mr. Jacoby: Would not Mr. Courtenay's idea be satisfied

if we should say "in general the water jets should not be
attached to the pile, but handled separately."

Mr. Courtenay: I have no objection to that, but I think
Mr. Jacoby: The Committee will insert the words "in

general."
Mr. Courtenay: I would suggest the elimination of the

words "provided the head of the pile is not broomed," in

paragraph 13. Piles may be damaged by over-driving when
heads are broomed as well as otherwise.

Mr. Jacoby: The Idea is that if the head is allowed to

be broomed the effect of the hammer then becomes lost in

large part and the bouncing of the hammer will not indi-

cate any injury in any other part of the pile. It is true, in

many cases, that the brooming of the head of the pile

indicates also that the driving should be stopped, but the
rapidity with which the brooming develops and other indi-

cations should show to the one in charge what the condi-

tions really are.

Mr. Courtenay: I think those words are misleading. I

have seen piles absolutely broken when their heads were
broomed, and as a general proposition I would say that

when the heads are badly broomed, you may expect more
damage has been done to the piles than when the heads
are not broomed. On driving piles on several occasions, I

have had to take them out. I have found them badly
broken in a variety of ways, and the heads were broomed.

E. H. Fitzhugh, (G. T. Ry.) : It is almost the universal

custom in driving piles now to use a cap, and when the

cap is used, there is no bromming.
Mr. Courtenay: We drive many thousand piles a year

and we don't cap them, we ring or band them.

A motion to eliminate the words: "provided the head of

the pile is not broomed," in paragraph 13, was carried.

Mr. Loweth: Referring to paragraph 15, I do not see

how we can. readjust the weight of the hammer every

time we have a different length of pile. I suggest that

we modify that to read, "the weight or the drop of the

hammer."
The President: That is satisfactory to the committee,

Mr. Jacoby: The committee desires to change the num-
erals in paragraph 26 from 3 In. or 4 in. to 4 in. or 6 in.,

because a square of 3 in. is too small.

Mr. Courtenay: I would like to see paragraph 26 elimi-

nated. If a pile could be driven without an iron shoe, I
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would not advocate pointiiiK thnn at all. Personally, I am
pretty suspicious of piles that are driven with an Iron shoe.

I think a largo proponiou of them are damaged.
A. J. Ilimes, (N. Y. C. & St. L.) : I have driven piles

through the material in the beds of streams in Pennsylvania

that were full of largo pieces of llat rock and boulders

witliout the use of shoi^s, without any difficulty.

J. H. Jenkins, (B. & O. R. R.) : I have often found

pointing very advantageous. I have made it a practice to

drive them witliout pointing when I could, however. Fre-

quently it has been difficult to get them in at all without

pointing
E. n. Temple, (Penn.): In hard material piles should be

pointed or they may split at the lower end and may not

drive sate.

H. D. Porter. (B. & L. E.): If you eliminate paragraph

26, I am afraid it will give the impression that this con-

vention does not believe in pointing piles. Where you are

driving piles into soil that is broken up you can get them
to go the way you want them to go better by pointing

them, as they will not be deflected by small stones or

hardened material. Where we drive piles in an old road

bed we point them, as a rule, and in a great many cases

use steel points.

A. F. Robinson, (A. T. & S. F.) : There are many places

where there are boulders and cinders and it is almost im-

possible to drive a pile unless it is pointed. In other cases

where the soil is such that the piles have to be sharpened.

If we cut out the paragraph about pointing our piles, then

we will have to modify the paragraph covering the shoe

which almost necessarily means the pile must be sharpened.

R. G. Kenly, (M. & St. L.) : There are certain times

when piles should be pointed, and I move as an amendment
to Mr. Courtenay's motion that the two words "in general"

be omitted from that paragraph and let the latter part of

the rule stand as it is.

Mr. Porter: If we say that piles may be advantageously

pointed to a 4-in. or 6-in. square at the end, you indicate

that that can be done under any and all circumstances, and

I do not think any one is trying to advocate that. There

must be some modifying expression In place of "in general"

without saying "timber piles may be advantageously

pointed."

J. P. Snow (B. & M.): Let Mr. Kenly change his amend-

ment so we can put in "in some cases," and allow the word
"advantageously" to remain.

Mr. Kenly: That is satisfactory, but I do not see the

necessity for it.

The amendment to make the paragraph read "timber

piles may be advantageously pointed in some cases to a

3-inch or 4-inch square at the end" was adopted.

William McNab: I ask the committee what they mean
by using the word "comparatively" in that clause? Their

idea of comparatively may be different from ours. If it

has any meaning it is all right. If it has no meaning, I

move to strike it out.

Prof. Jacoby: This is quite a large country and the soil

conditions certainly vary very considerably, and the in-

terpretation of a word like "comparatively" must have con-

siderable latitude in itself.

Mr. McNab: The word "comparatively" is all right for

the present moment, but when it appears in our Manual

and comes before us in print we do not know what the

committee's meaning of comparatively was, and you can

get the same meaning in this clause if you leave out the

word.
The President: The committee is willing to accept your

suggestion, Mr. McNab.
Mr. McNab: Is clause 29 necessary? Is it necessary to

tell the association that the us of a cap is advantageous?

Prof. Jacoby: I think it may fairly be said without any

reflection upon the engineering profession that the advan-

tage of the use of a cap is not adequately appreciated

throughout the entire country. I might refer to one in-

stance in which a large number of the very finest long-

leaf yellow pine piles were to be driven in a certain loca-

tion. Rings were employed and the results were not satis-

factory and then the cap was used. At first, in order to

see whether the cap would be of special value, a thin plate

was placed on the pole and it was found the piles could

be gotten into position without apparent injury, which,

without the plate, could not be done. The cap was sent

for and used with entire satisfaction.

Mr. McNab: I move that clause 29 be eliminated as su-

perfluous to the report.

Mr. Stevens: It may be pertinent to remark that I have

seen piles driven by the use of caps of thin boards of soft

wood, where it was aboslutely impossible to force them
down by the use of rings. The piles would split in spite

of the rings, and with the use of caps of soft wood the
piles would drive without any apparent injury. As a gen-
eral i)roposition the piles will drive better with a cap of
soft wood ai'rosH the top of the pile than rings.

Mr. Kittnulge: I would amend Mr. McNab's motion and
retain the paragraj))! in this form: "The use of a cap is

sometimes advantageous."
L.. J. Ilotchkiss, (C. B. & Q.) : In this question we are

considering not only the driving of timber piles with which
we are all familiar but the driving of concrete piles as
well, with which many of us perhaps are not familiar.

There is no way of driving a concrete pile without a cap
unless you want to smash it to pieces.

The amendment was put to a vote and was not agreed to.

Hunter McDonald, (N. C. & St. L.) : I move that the
word "need" in paragraph 27 be stricken out and the word
"should" be substituted in. its place. The reason is in No.
20 we are told a pile driven in soft material must be
treated as a column and nothing is said about how much
power you figure on for the column.
The President: The committee accepts your suggestion

changing the word "need" to "should."
Mr. Himes: We use pile foundations and permit the con-

crete to rest directly on the piles and to cover a situation

of that sore I would suggest that we say "Where masonry
is to bear directly on the piles such portions of the piles

as may have been injured by contact with the hammer
should be removed."
The President: That matter will be considered by the

committee and reported on next year.

The principles of practice for pile driving included in

conclusion 2 were adopted.
G. D. Brooke (B. & O.) : I would like to go back to the

"pile record form." To bring this form into conformity
with the form of the Committee on Records and Accounts,
it should be headed with the letters A. B. and C. R, R.
and with the size of the sheet stated.

The President: The committee accepts that suggestion.

Section 3 of the conclusions was received as information
without discussion.

H. A. Lloyd (Erie) : Instead of adopting conclusion 4, I

move that we accept it as information. It may or may not
be true. I think it is just as valuable for the public at

large and this association if it is adopted for information.

The motion was carried.

The committee was dismissed with the thanks of the
association.

IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES.

The subjects assigned were:
(1) Revision of Manual.
(2) Report findings on effect of impact on bridges.

(3) Recommend specifications for bridge erection.

(4) Report on secondary stresses.

(5) Report on influence of theory, experiment and ex-

perience on bridge design.

(6) Rules for instruction and guidance of inspectors
in mill, shop and field.

(7) Make concise recommendations for next year's work.
(8) Make definition of the word "culvert" as distin-

guished from "bridge."
In addition, the chairman was advised by the board of

direction to hold a joint meeting with the Roadway Com-
mittee for the purpose of reconciling the specifications for

clearances in bridges and tunnels. This meeting was held
on December 30, 1910, in Chicago. The committee re-

ported to the board that it would recommend the insertion,

in paragraph 2 of the specifications for Iron and Steel Struc-

tures as printed in the edition of 1910, after the word dia-

gram in the second line, the following, "the height of rail

shall, in all cases, be assumed as 6 in."

In the case of subject (1) the committee has no
changes to recommend, except to correct minor typograph-
ical errors. In appendix "A" will be found a report by the
chairman of the sub-committee on Impact. In appendix
"B" are submitted specifications for bridge erection. In

Appendix "C" is a report from the sub-committee on Im-
pact, concerning secondary stresses.

The time at the disposal of the committee has not been
sufficient to make a proper report on the other subjects

put before it, and it is requested that they be referred

back to the committee for further consideration.

With regard to next year's work, your committee would
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suggest the employment of a reporter on subjects con-
nected with design and maintenance of steel structures,
whose duty it will be to collate reports of prime interest
and report them to the committee, as information, which,
after being considered and passed upon, may be laid be-
fore the Association to be printed in bulletins, so as to be
accessible to the membership. The committee recommends
that a study of the design of large columns be taken up,
and suggests that collaboration with an existing joint com-
mittee, appointed for the same purpose, would, perhaps,
bring about valuable results.

CONCLUSION.

The committee recommends the adoption of the specifi-

cations for bridge erection for publication in the Manual.
The report is signed by: C. H. Cartlidge (C. B. & Q.),

chairman; A. J. Himes (N. Y. C. & St. L.), vice-chairman;
J. A, Bohland (Gt. Nor.); Charles Chandler (C. G. W.)

;

C. L. Crandall, professor railway engineering, Cornell Uni-
versity; J. E. Greiner, consulting engineer, Baltimore;
B. W. Guppy (B. & M.); Charles M. Mills, consulting engi-

neer. New York; C. N. Monsarrat (C. P.); C. D. Purdon
(St. L. S. W.); A. F. Robinson (A. T. & S. F.) ; C. C.

Schneider, consulting engineer, Philadelphia; I. F. Stern
(C. & N. W.); F. E. Turneaure, dean of College of Engl-

C. H. Cartlidge.

Chairman, Committee on Iron and Steel Structures.

neering. University of Wisconsin; J. R. Worcester, consult-

ing engineer, Boston.

APPENDIX A.

Impact Tests.

Organization.—The importance of the subject of Impact
and the lack of adequate information relating to it has
been the cause of frequent discussion in the Association,

and especially in its committee on Iron and Steel Struc-

tures, Funds provided by the railways for a series of tests

on structures in service, with the special object of study-

ing the effect of moving loads on such structures. Experi-

ments were conducted in the field during the seasons of

1907 and 1908, and the data from these field tests have been
worked up in this report.

Instruments.—The instrument used was designed espe-

cially for these tests by the chairman of the sub-committee,
and was described at the annual meeting of the Associa-
tion in 1907.

Test Trains.—The test train used in each case was
made up of a selected type of locomotive followed generally
by a sufficient number of loaded cars to cover the span.
By the arrangement adopted speeds of 60 miles per hour
or over were generally obtained, even with freight locomo-
tives.

General Method of Conducting the Tests.—In the case
of truss bridges it was the aim of the committee to secure
data relative to the deflection at or near the center of the
span, and the deformations in all the various kinds of
members. With the 12 extensometers in use it was possi-

ble to cover the various kinds of members reasonably well
with a comparatively few changes of instruments. Gener-

ally the tests on the upper and lower chords were confined
to one panel, but in most cases at least two of the eye-
bars composing a chord member were tested. The same
thing is true of diagonal members composed of eye-bars.
In carrying out the tests the train was headed in the
more favorable direction for speed, and was moved back
and forth over the structure at various rates of speed.
Such speeds were selected as to cover fairly the range
from about 20 miles per hour to the maximum attainable,
A few movements were made at from 10 to 15 miles per
hour. Little difference was noted in the results at various
speeds below 15 miles per hour, and, in general, the results
at 10 miles per hour may be considered as practically equal
to static stresses. The speed of the train was determined
by the use of stop-watches and signals made by observers
stationed at the ends of a 500-foot base line. (In the case
of very high speeds a 1,000-ft. base line was used.) The
locomotive was generally working steam when crossing
the span, but in some cases it was not. Differences in this
respect caused no noticeable differences in results, so far
as the field observers were able to judge, although this

point was considered mainly with respect to the higher
speeds.

Results.

Causes of Impact in General.—'The following may be
enumerated as the chief factors in causing impact: (1)
unbalanced locomotive drivers; (2) rough and uneven
track; (3) flat or irregular wheels; (4) eccentric wheels;
(5) rapidity of application of load; (6) deflection of beams
and stringers, giving rise to variations in the action of the
vertical load.

The term "impact" is here used to include any effect

of the moving load which results in stresses exceeding the
static stresses. Where caused by open joints or rough or
flat wheels, this impact is more or less of the nature of a
"blow" on the structure; but where caused by the other
factors mentioned, it amounts in effect to a varying load
or a series ol impulses acting upon the structure. In either

case the result is to produce deflections and stresses in

excess of the static values, such excess of stress being
commonly called "impact" stress, or simply "impact."
The experiments obtained in these tests as well as

the results obtained in former tests indicate that with track
and rolling stock in good condition the main cause of im-
pact is the unbalanced condition of the drivers of the ordi-

nary locomotive. The result aimed at by the mechanical
departments is to so counterweigh the wheels as to secure
a reasonable compromise between the effect of the rotat-

ing parts and the reciprocating parts. This requires the

use of counterweights considerably in excess of the amount
necessary to balance the rotating parts. So far as the ver-

tical effect on the track is concerned the reciprocating parts

are of little influence, but by whatever amount the rotating

parts are overbalanced, just so far will there be a variation

in pressure on the rail, due to the centrifugal force of

such overbalance.
In consequence of the action of these centrifugal forces

during the passage of a train, the load acting upon
the bridge is a varying one. It varies with each rotation

of the driver, and thus acts as a series of impulses tending
to set the structure into vibration. In the case of short

span bridges these impulses will be repeated only two or

three times during the passage of the locomotive, but in

the case of long span bridges they will be repeated many
times. If now these impulses correspond in period with
the normal rate of vibration of the loaded structure, the

effect will be cumulative and the vibrations will be greatly

increased. Such cumulative effect cannot occur for bridges

of very short span length, as the normal rate of vibration

of such structures is higher than the rate of rotation of the

drivers at the highest practicable speeds. It may and fre-

quently does occur in structures of span lengths as low as

75 ft. and sometimes less. The speed at which the im-

pulses here discussed show a cumulative effect may be

termed the critical speed. This is discussed more fully in

following paragraphs.
Other causes of impact are less readily studied than

that of locomotive counterbalance. The condition of track

and wheels can be defined in rough, general terms only.

The effects of these elements, as shown by the tests,

were also in most cases such as to make it difficult to ex-

press them quantitatively. In same cases the behavior of

the loaded cars was such as to cause large impact.

Time of Vibration of Bridges.—A theoretical deduction

of a convenient formula which expresses the time of vibra-

tion of a loaded bridge in terms of weight of structure and
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Its load, and the static deflection due to the live load will

give

7"=^
w^p

X d,

in which y = time of vibration of loaded structure in sec-

onds.
M?=zdead load per foot, assumed as uniform;
p = live load per foot, assumed as uniform;
d = static deflection In feet due to load p, as deter-

mined by direct measurement.
Critical Speeds.—The speed of the train which will

produce cumulative vibration, as described above, depends
on the natural rate of vibration of the loaded structure and
the diameter of the locomotive drivers. During the passage
of a train the total weight on the structure varies to a con-
siderable extent and hence the normal rate of vibration
of the structure also varies. Exact agreement, therefore,
between driver rotation and vibration period of the struc-
ture will exist only for a short time, and hence the cumu-
lative effect will not continue during the passage of the
locomotive entirely across a long span structure. The re-

sults show clearly the importance and significance of crit-

ical speed on all bridges exceeding about 100 ft. in span
le'^gth. In all such spans it was found that the excess of
deflection or stress at high speeds, over the static effects,

was due almost wholly to cumulative vibrations, produced
at or near this critical speed.
Law of Impact at Critical Speed.—A theoretical an-

alysis of the ideal case of the effect of a rotating weight
on the deflection of a beam when such rotation is in phase

Maximum Impact Percentages, Plate Girders and Main
Members.

with the vibration period of the beam itself and there pro-
ducing cumulative effect shows the amplitude of deflection
due to the centrifugal force of such rotating weight is

Gr
given by the expression x=z2Trn , in which (?r=: weight

2W
of arm, ?• = arm of rotating body, TF= weight of beam,
assumed as concentrated at the center, and n = number of
revolutions of weight from beginning of motion. The effect
of friction or other resistance in absorbing the energy is
not taken into account in this theoretical analysis.
The case of a bridge supporting a rolling load consist-

ing of unbalanced wheels is somewhat similar to the theo-
retical case here analyzed. The masses are distributed
instead of being concentrated and the absorption of energy
prevents the development of vibration to the extent as-
sumed by the theory, but the relations brought out in the
analysis may be useful in interpreting results. Where the
rotating wheels synchronize with the natural period of
vibration of the loaded structure then the vibrations will
be cumulative somewhat as assumed in this analysis.
We would then conclude that the amplitude of vibra-

tion in such a case would be proportional to the moment
of the counterbalance and inversely proportional to the
weight of the loaded structure. Such vibrations would also
increase in amplitude with the number (n) of impulses
due to the rotating weight. Obviously the amplitude will
not increase indefinitely as the impulses are repeated, but
will soon reach a maximum limit where the energy ab-
sorbed balances the energy applied by the rotating body.
Maximum Impact Percentages for Truss Spans.—While

the individual results vary somewhat, it is thought that an
average value for the main truss members will be more
significant than the maximum obtained from any one.
The extensometer measurements are affected more or less
by secondary stresses, and the instruments themselves are
not quite as reliable as the deflectometer, so that on the

whole, an average value for these main truss members
was considered to be a fair measure of maximum impact for
all similar members, it will be seen that the impact values
determined from these main members are somewhat greater
than tlie values determined from the deflection records. This
is to be expected, partly on account of the effect of second-
ary stresses, and partly on account of the fact that the
deflection itself represents In a measure an average of all

of the truss members, and should be somewhat less than
the average of a few members.
Effect of Position of Counterbalance.—It is not to be

expected that the exact position of counterbalance would
have any appreciable effect on spans of any considerable
length; but on short-span girders, whose length does not
exceed two or three times the circumference of a driver,
it would seem that there would be an appreciable difference
in impact whether the counterbalance happened to be down
or up at the time when the drivers were centrally located
on the span.

A marked tendency to give the maximum impact when
the counterbalance was in its lowest position was noted,
although the variations due to other causes are so great
as to mask this effect to a large extent.

Effect of Speed in Application of Load.—Assuming the
track perfectly smooth and all of the rotating parts per-

fectly balanced, the effect of a load moving over a structure
at a high rate of speed depends wholly upon the vertical

curvature of the track and the effect which this curvature
has upon the path over which the center of gravity of

the load travels. If the load causes the structure to de-

flect so that the curvature of the track is concave upward,
the pressure of the load upon the bridge will be in excess
of its weight by reason of the centrifugal force caused by
such curvature. If the track has an initial camber so that
when the load passes over the structure the deflection pro-

duced is just sufficient to bring the track into a straight
line, then there would be no centrifugal force developed
and the pressure of load upon the track will be constant
and exactly equal to the static load. The impact in that
case will be zero.

If we assume the track originally straight and abso-

lutely rigid, the amount of impact or centrifugal force re-

sulting from the deflection of the structure can be approxi-
mately determined on theoretical grounds. Such an an-

alysis has been made by Dr. H. Zimmerman for the case of

a single rolling load, and a formula which is very closely

approximate to his exact formula is as follows:

1

Fz=zP
gP/16ifd— 3

in which F= centrifugal force, P = weight of rolling load,

I) = velocity in feet per second, d = deflection of structure
and 1 = span length.

Considering the fact that for spans or any considerable
length the track is cambered, and the abutments not rigid,

we may conclude on theoretical grounds that the impact
due to speed of application for spans greater than 50 ft.

is of no consequence.
The experimental data with reference to this point are

very difficult to obtain by reason of other elements which
are always present. The results obtained from balanced
compound locomotives and electric locomotives are, how-
ever, very significant and indicate that under very favor-
able conditions as to track and rolling loads the impact is

of very little consequence even for short spans.
Effect of Rough TracK.—The effect of low or open joints

in the track was directly noticeable on stringers and short

span girders, and sometimes on floor beams and hip ver-

ticals where the rail joints were near the floor beam. It

was not noticeable on main truss members or long span
girders. The effect produced was, however, very difficult

to determine quantitatively. Under these conditions the
extensometers were so jarred and shaken up as to make
the diagrams unreliable.

Effect of Design.—The most noticeable effect of differ

ences in design is to be seen in the results obtained on
stringers and floor beams. The extreme condition of rigid-

ity is illustrated in the results obtained in bridge No. 5

where the rail was supported on steel channels riveted di-

rectly on closely spaced crossbeams, and these in turn
into the lower chord of the truss. No observations were
here made on the crossbeams, but the records obtained on
hip verticals indicate a very severe jarring effect trans-

mitted from the rail into the floor system. Many similar
results were obtained with the ordinary open floor where
the stringer spacing was such as to bring the rail nearly
over the stringer. In this case the ties would afford but
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little elasticity and the jarring effect resulting from rough
track or wheels was very noticeable in nearly all such
cases. Where the stringers were widely spaced the elas-

ticity due to long ties relieved this jarring effect very
greatly and in most cases gave records nearly or quite free
from instrumental vibration.

The effect of a ballasted floor on the results obtained
on floor beams was even more marked than that of widely
spaced stringers. The most noticeable effect of elasticity

of bridge floor was freedom from jar, as shown by lessened
instrumental vibration. The actual effect on impact per-

centage is very difficult to estimate because of the unre-
liable character of the records taken on the more rigid
floors.

The effect of length of panel was not detected, although
the deflection of the stringers undoubtedly has some influ-

ence on the cumulative vibration when the panel lengths corre-

spond approximately with the driver circumference or the
car length.
The effect of design on main girders and truss members
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Is difficult to determine. In considering this problem it

should be kept in mind that the main factor in causing
impact or excess of stress in main girders and truss mem-
bers is the cumulative vibration set up by the unbalanced
locomotive drivers. This effect cannot be eliminated by
the most perfect design for the reason that the structure
is an elastic body and subject to deflection and vibration
from such causes as here considered.

It is to be noted that anything which decreases the
rate of vibration of a structure tends to reduce the impact
by reducing the critical speed which causes maximum
impact. This rate of vibration is reduced by an increase
of span length, by an increase of mass and by an increase

of deflection under a given load. In the case of short span
structures not affected by cumulative vibration the same
general influences prevail, excepting that the rate of vibra-
tion does not directly enter, since the critical speed is not
reached.
Impact Under Cars and Effect of Flat Wheels.—Dur-

ing the progress of the special tests the sub-committee on
Impact made such observations as it could relative to the

effect of flat spots on car wheels on the stresses in bridges.'
In one series of tests a car with a wheel having a very
decided flat spot was purposely used, and in other tests
wheels with flat spots were occasionally noted in the test
trains. In one case the tires of the locomotive were badly
worn and quite rough. From these observations it is im-
possible to report any quantitative results. A distinct
effect was noticeable on such members as stringers ahd
floor beams. This effect was similar to that produced in
the case of rough track. The effect of flat spots on main
truss members of a bridge was not definitely noticed in
any case.

Maximum Probable Impact as Indicated by These
Tests.—In attempting to derive an expression which will
represent maximum impact, it is necessary to distinguish
between short-span structures, for which the maximum
speed is less than the critical speed, and long-span struc-
tures, for which the critical speed is likely to occur. It

seems reasonable to consider as a basis of conclusions the
impact percentages plotted in plate IX. This diagram rep-
resents impact percentage for plate girders and trusses
based on deflections, and also those based on flange stresses
and stresses in main members of trusses.
For short spans a percentage of 100 would appear to

be high enough. For long spans, such that the maximum
impact is dependent upon the critical speed, theoretical
considerations indicate that the impact varies inversely with
the span length. Following this suggestion from theory, a
curve has been plotted on plate IX, represented by the formula
/ = 60//, where / z= impact percentage and I — span length.
This curve is shown by the dotted line. It seems to accord
fairly well with the results of the tests, but it may be
considered that there are perhaps too many values above
this line.

It is very desirable that the law of maximum impact
be expressed by a single formula. Adopting as approxi-
mately correct the two expressions above mentioned for

short and long spans, namely, / = 100 for short spans and
60

/=— for long spans, a single formula may be derived
I

which will represent fairly well the entire range of span
lengths. Such a formula is represented on the two dia-

grams by the full line. Its equation is

100
1 =

P

20000

On the whole, this single curve fits the observations
quite as well, or better than the two lines representing
the different groups of span lengths. This curve is not pre-

sented here as a general impact formula, but simply as a

curve which represents satisfactorily, in the judgment of

the sub-committee, the maximum impact percentages ob-

tained in this series of tests.

Summary of Results.

The following summary of results relates only to the
series of tests which have been made by the sub-com-
mittee:

(1) With track in good condition the chief cause of

impact was found to be the unbalanced drivers of the loco-

motive. Such inequalities of track as existed on the struc-

tures tested were of little infiuence on impact on girder

flanges and main truss members of spans exceeding 60 to

75 feet in length.

(2) When the rate of rotation of the locomotive
drivers corresponds to the rate of vibration of the loaded
structure, cumulative vibration is caused, v/hich is the
principal factor in producing impact in long spans. The
speed of the train which produces this cumulative vibration

is called the "critical speed." A speed in excess of the
critical speed, as well as a speed below the critical speed,
will cause vibrations of less amplitude than those caused
at or near the critical speed.

(3) The longer the span length the slower is the
critical speed and therefore the maximum Impact on long
spans will occur at slower speeds than on short spans.

(4) For short spans, such that the critical speed is

not reached by the moving train, the impact percentage
tends to be constant so far as the effect of the counterbal-
ance is concerned, but the effect of rough track and wheels
becomes of greater importance for such spans.

(5) The impact as determined by cxtensometer meas-
urements on flanges and chord members of trusses is

somewhat greater than the percentages determined from
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measurements of deflection, but botli values follow the

same general law.

(G) The niaxinuun imi)act on web meinbers (excepting

hip verticals) occurs under the same conditions which
cause maximum impact on chord members, and the per-

centages of impact for the two classes of members are

practically the same.
(7) The impact on stringers is about the same as on

plate girder spans of the same length and the Impact on
fiooi- i>(>ams anil hip verticals is about the same as on plate

girders of a span length equal to two panels.

(S) The maximum impact iiercentage as determined

by these tests is closely given by the formula

Discussion on Iron and Steel Structures.

Mr. Cartlidge: There are three changes desired by the

committee. In the first paragraph of section 3 of Appen-

dix li we desire to interpolate a sentence after the word
"erection" in the second line, reading: "False work will

be built by blank." In the last line in that paragraph the

words "railroad company" to be replaced by a blank space.

In the last paragraph in this section, interpolate in the

second line between "used" and "by": "as far as practic-

able," so that this sentence will read "false work placed

by the railroad company under an old structure or for

carrying trafllc temporarily over a new opening may be

used as far as practicable by the contractor during erec-

tion; provided it is not unnecessarily cut and wasted."

Each one of these blank spaces is to have a dagger refer-

ring to the footnote at the bottom of the page, as follows:

"Insert railroad company or contractor, as the case may
be"
(The secretary then read paragraph 4.)

Mr. Loweth: I don't like the wording of the second

paragraph of section 4. The contractor has to get certain

authority from the engineer, according to the first line,

and certain other authority from the railway company,

according to the last line. I think the contractor should

be obliged to take from the same person all the informa-

tion and direction necessary in the conduct of this work,

and I would suggest that that clause be changed to read

"tracks shall not be cut nor shall trains be subject to any
other delay except a reduction of speed, other than author-

ized by the engineer."

The President: The committee accepts that amendment
Mr. Earle: In the first clause of section 4 it says, "and

so as not to interfere with the work of other contractors."

In doing work of that kind, if there are two or three con-

tractors, it is absolutely necessary that one will interfere

with the other, and as the work is done under the super-

vision and in accordance with the directions of the engineer,

it seems to me it would be better to leave those words out.

The President: The committee is not willing to accept

that.

Mr. Steffens: In the last clause of No. 4 is the usual

flagman provision. On some railroads there is a ques-

tion of the responsibility of the flagman involved, and the

specifications for contracts all read that the flagman shall

be at the service of the contractor, in order to place respon-

sibility.

Mr. Loweth: I should think that section 5 is in conflict

with section 4. They may not be in conflict always, but

there are methods of erecting steel bridges whereby these

clauses would be in conflict. It is provided in the first

clause that there shall be no work train service furnished

free, except for unloading material. I know that frequently

material is unloaded direct from the cars and put into the

structure direct, and some times it is taken from the near-

est yard and unloaded, and put into its place in the work.

I think the two paragraphs in the heading 5, may be in

confiict in a number of methods the contractor might

adopt for erecting steel bridges.

kr. Snow: I have found it necessary in cases like Mr.

Loweth has instanced, to make an estimate of what would
be a fair charge for unloading. If the material is put

right in place, of course the contractor must expect he is

going to have free service, while he is erecting his bridge,

and in that case, you can simply make an estimate of how
long it will take the train crew to unload the material, in

the ordinary way. I think the clause is pretty good as it

stands. The word "only" helps the matter out.

Mr. Porter: In clause 5 I would like to suggest omitting

the words "free of charge." Then in the next sentence I

would suggest omitting the word "free." This service,

under the Interstate Commerce Act, I understand, cannot

be furnished unless it is a part of the contract by which
the structure is furnished so that it is not necessary here

to know whether It is fr(!(> or whether it is to be paid for,

but is simply a guide In showing what kind of service
should bf furnished to the contractor, which may either be
l)aid for by the contractor or may be furnished free, in

accordance with the contract, so that it would read: "When
work train or engine service is furnished the contractor,
such s(>rvic(> shall consist only in unloading nialerials, and
in transferring tlin sam(> from a convenient siding," etc.

Mr. Steffens : I would like to see the second sentence
in (clause 7 stricken out so that it will simply read: "The
railroad company's engineers will establish lines and eleva-

tions."

The President: The committee makes the point that it is

not advisable to eliminate this, because they want the con-

tractor to check the measurements and be a check on the
work.

C. E. Smith: It has been my experience that unless you
have that clause in the contract and a penalty attached to
it, the contractor will go ahead with the work until he
finds a discrepancy, and he will notify the engineer, and
unless you put a clause in there to make him responsible
for his work, he will not be so careful.

Mr. Robinson: This paragraph is intended to prevent
long delays or the getting out of a lot of material on to a
a bridge for assembling, only to find out, after they get a
couple of hundred tons of metal that something is incorrect.

The engineer who has established the levels and the lines,

is usually not on the ground when the superstructure is

erected, and what was intended in this specification was ad-

vice to the contractor that before he commences running
out iron on to his false work, he should make his necessary
rough checks to see whether the distance from base of rail

to masonry would allow his iron to go in or whether he
could get his iron in between the parapet walls or one the

piers.

C. E. Smith: I would like to state a case that happened
on the main hne of the Iron Mountain about three years
ago. They were putting in a small bridge, I think a 36-ft.

span. They got the span ready to put it in. The contract
provided that the contractor was to check the masonry
work before he put it in. He slid his span out, and tried

to get it in, but could not because the steel was a little

bigger than the opening. The main line was tied up about
twelve hours, and I don't doubt but that there are other
members who could give similar experiences. There was no
redress against the contractor, because the specifications

simly said he should "check."
A motion to refer paragraph 7 back to the committee was

carried.

The President: In the second paragraph of section 9,

beginning with the second sentence, the committee proposes
to eliminate the sentence "any changes desired to be made
by th railroad company for insuring greater safety to traffic

shall be made by its own forces." We also omit the word
"and" and begin the sentence "no claim on the part of the
contractor for delay or damage on account of such changes
will be allowed."

C. E. Smith (Mo. Pac.) : Paragraph 8 appeares to assume
that all the material will be delivered by a contractor.

While this is possible in the case of one or two bridges
of considerable tonnage, it is not likely in the case of a
large number of bridges of small tonnage, that the contrac-

tor will run up excessive demurrage charges and have his

men running around from point to point. I move that there
be inserted at the beginning of the third line preceding the
word "materials" the following: "Where steel work is to

be unloaded by the contractor the material shall be placed

on skids above the ground," etc.

Mr. Steffens: This sentence as it now stands makes a
contractor liable for demurrage charges, and it might be,

as Mr. Smith cites that the railway company is under
obligations to unload. There might be a case in which the
railway does not unload its own material.

Mr. Steffens: The first sentence of paragraph 10 implies

the structure is going to be used again, that is, it shall

be dismanteled without unnecessary damage, the second
sentence begins "when the structure is to be used else-

where." It would be well to have the first sentence begin
"unless otherwise ordered" because there are a large num-
ber of old bridges coming out to-day that are scrapped
immediately.
The President: The committee changes the words "steel

work" in the first line of section 11 to "material."
Mr. McNab: Will the committee consent to remove the

words "or abuse" at the end of the first sentence?
The President: The committee accepts that.

Mr. Steffens: I should like to ascertain the views of
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the members as to whether it is good practice to depend
entirely on the bolts without pins to carry the traffic.

There is nothing relative to additional rivets required be-
yond the usual number, plus the excess. Also, if the con-
tractor loses a number of rivets, should not the rivets that
he needs to finish the structure be furnished at his own
expense? It seems to me that should be incorporated as
a fiinal clause.

Mr. Cartlidge: Mr. Steffens' suggestion as to the limit
of rivets is well taken and the committee will incorporate
it in a reconsideration of the specifications.

Mr. Courtenay: Referring to section 12, it frequently
happens that there are a number of misfits in bridges, and
it does not seem to me to be necessary to specify that the
engineer shall be there or his accredited representative,
always, to actually watch the rectification of the minor mis-
fits. They are reported at the engineer's office, and he can
take such steps in connection with the matter as he con-
siders necessary. The question for debate is whether the
man shall stand there and see the mechanical work done.

Mr. Cartlidge: That is the idea of the committee. The
presence of the engineer during the correction of minor
misfits is not necessary, but there are many cases when
the engineer is necessary when misfits of a major char-
acter are being remedied, and the committee has felt that
is a point which should be watched by the engineer and it

is good practice to recommend that it be done.
Mr. Steffens: Is it necessary to specify that the hole

shall be drilled after the metal is placed? There are cer-

tain examples I personally know of where it was a de-

cided advantage to drill them in advance, where it was not
contemplated to imbed the bolts in the masonry at that
time. The holes were drilled in advance of the steel

work.
Mr. Cartlidge: There is no rule without its exceptions.

It is very likely that some occasions might arise in which
it is preferable to drill holes in the masonry before the
steel work with shoes is set, but it is undouljtedly a fact

that there are a thousand cases where the contrary is the
fact, and we cannot in a specification as general as this

cover all the little variations which may occur in carrying
them out.

C. F. Loweth (C. M. & St. P.) : I hope in reconsidering
this the committee will find a way in which they will per-

mit the use of sheet lead in bed plates in paragraph 14.

Mr. Steffens: I hope the committee will see fit to cut
that clause out. This matter is one that depends upon
the accuracy of the engineering.

Mr. Cartlidge: The committee considered the use of

sheet lead and decided against it. This question is en-

tirely apart from the levels of the masonry, or the posi-

tion of the castings. It is something which provides an ac-

curate bearing for bed plates upon a more or less rough-
ened surface. It is impossible to make the bed plate and
bridge seat so smooth as to be an ideal bearing surface and
the use of a joint between the casting and a bridge seat
in good practice. v._

The President: The committee recommends the elimina-
tion of the words "The railroad company" in paragraph 15,

putting the figure with the footnote as on the first page,
and the insertion of the words "frame and" between the
words "place" and "the."

The committee desires to change the word "contractor"
in the first line of paragraph 16 to a blank.
The committee desires to change the second line of para-

graph 18 by inserting between the words "employee," and
"skilled"; the word "only."

Mr. McNab: Clause 20 says he shall assume all respon-
sibility for injury to the workmen or the public. I think
it would be better language to say "to the workmen and to
the public."

The President: The committee accepts that.

Mr. Snow: Could not the last paragraph of clause 20,

where it says: "he shall comply with the local and govern-
ment laws," be omitted? I cannot see the necessity of
saying that a man shall conform to the laws of the land.

Mr. Cartlidge: It is necessary to call attention to the
fact that in the place he may be going, there may be local

ordinances to which he must accommodate himself and be
governed. This is a clause that would tend to keep him
out of trouble.

Thomas Earle (Penna. Steel Co.) : Is it the intention
of the committee that the contractor shall be responsible
for any injury to passengers of the railway company when,
through negligence of the railway company they go through
a bridge of false work which the contractor has in place.
Mr. Cartlidge: Nothing that the committee may do or

say in these specifications will affect the responsibility

for an accident caused by negligence. The law is clear
as to where the responsibility shall be placed. The rail-
way company is necessarily responsible to the public under
the law.

Mr. Earle: We have had advice that the contratcor can,
if he wishes to, insure the railway company, and the exe-
cution of this specification if made a part of the contract
might in certain courts be so construed that the con-
tractor would insure the railway company.

Mr. Cartlidge: That is the intention, to make an in-
surance clause out of this. Clause 21 says the contractor
shall carry such liability insurance as is necessary to
protect himself against loss or damage caused by injuries
to his men, etc.

C. E. Smith: We have been informed by our legal de-
partment that it is satisfactory for some contractors on
erection to do their work without liability insurance. We
have recently finished up a contract for erection with a
contractor in which the contractor did not carry liability
insurance. We took the matter up with the legal depart-
ment, and they in turn took it up with the bonding com-
13any, and the bonding company stated it was their loss if
there was any. They investigate the financial standing of
the erection company. If they are not satisfied that the
erection company is financially sound to carry their own
liability they do not issue a bond. I suggest that the
committee consider that statement.
Walter Loring Webb: I want to call attention to the

fact that there is a matter in clause 9 which will not stand
in the courts. It is perfectly conceivable, and perhaps has
happened that a railway company has made changes which
they might excuse on the ground of greater safety, which
would actually make increased cost to the contractor. In
a case of that kind, the court would unquestionably allow
the contractor damages, and there is no use in putting in
a clause saying that the contractor must do tliat, if the
court would not sustain the specification at all.

Mr. McNab: In regard to clause 22 what is the differ-
ence between the "accredited representative of the chief
engineer" and the "properly accredited representative of
the chief engineer."
The President: The committee is willing to have the

word "properly" eliminated.

A motion that the specifications be referred back to the
committee was carried.

Prof. Jacoby: I desire to offer the following which has
a bearing on the matter of secondary stresses:

In connection with steel bridges there is hardly any ma-
terial available in published form relating to the lessons
taught by the observation of bridges under traffic condit-
ions. All over the country bridge inspectors are making
their rounds, looking at the details of bridges and making
records of conditions discovered and recommendations as to
repairs required. After the repairs are made the incident
is closed for that structure, and so the matter goes on year
after year. There must inevitably be some important les-

sons taught by the extensive experience of these inspectors
which should influence design much more largely than it

apparently does. One reason is that the maintenance de-
partment is entirely separate from the bridge department
in which the designs of new structures are developed.
There are doubtless also other influences at work. Design-
ers and draftsmen have but little opportunity to become
familiar with these matters by direct observation. It seems
that each railway does not get the full benefit of the ex-
perience of the maintenance department, thus leading to
the continued construction of some faulty details because
the designers do not learn, except incidentally, of the
actual behavior of bridges previously designed by them.
For example, certain designs of brackets on end floor

beams perform their duty in an excellent manner under
heavy modern live loads, and the conditions of adjacent
track, while others show marked defects; yet the defective
designs are built over and over again on the roads in

which the maintenance of way department has discovered
their weakness.

This condition is not confined to steel bridges. I am
convinced that some railways are losing at least two or
three years of service in their Howe trusses because of the
lesser relative efficiency of the splices in the lower chords.
This is an indication that there are details in timber fram-
ing which are not receiving sufficient study by designers,
although similar timber structures have been used for many
years. This is probably true because the conditions under
which failure occurs are not brought to the attention of de-
signers.

The committee was discharged with the thanks of the
association.
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MR. WICKHORST'S TALK ON RAIL MANUFACTURE.

Last liveuiiij; fit eight o'clock, M. H, Wlckhorst, engineer

of teats ol' tlu' rail coiumltte, gave a talk on the manu-

facture of steel rails and a short description of some of

the results of the extensive tests he has conducted for this

committee during the past year.

In opening Mr. Wlckhorst described the reduction of the

ore in the blast furnace, then the three processes for mak-

ing rail steel, the open hearth, the Bessemer and the

electric. The latter process is just now coming into use,

and possesses the advantage of not requiring a fire at the

furnace, as the power may be secured from some distant

point. Mr. Wlckhorst then went into a discussion of the

structure of steel, especially its chemical composition, ex-

plaining the relations of the pure iron or ferite, and the

carbon element, or pearlite. He compared the rail steel

to concrete, with the varying portions of ferite and pearlite

intermingled. Slides were shown indicating the position

from which sections were removed from rail for analysis

aJid tests, and the reasons for selecting the various loca-

tions explained.

He showed a number of sections of rail with split heads

and pipes and also slides of sections of rail which showed

quite plainly inclusion of tie-plates in the rolling. He dwelt

some length on the results of investigations made by the

rail committee which are included in the report of the com-

mittee, and will be discussed more in detail today.

The talk was heard by a crowd that filled the Florentine

room.

THE SMOKER.

The first "smoker" in the history of the American Railway

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association was given

in the Florentine room of the Congress hotel last night. In

past years the association has stuck exclusively to the very

serious business for which its conventions are held, except on

the evening of its annual dinner. This year the Committee

on Arrangements decided the members needed a little more

diversion; and they had it.

The smoker followed M. H. Wickhorst's illustrated lecture

on steel rails, and was attended by a crowd that filled the

room and overflowed into the lobby. The entertainment was

started with a generous distribution of sandwiches, cigars,

beer in large, white steins, and ApoUinaris water for those

who taboo anything stronger than mineral water. Frank

Coates, of the committee on arrangements, announced that

Caruso was singing in New York City at that moment, and

that the committee had made arrangements to transmit the

music directly to the Florentine room. The medium of

transmittal proved to be a "leetle German bant" of six pieces

—

mostly punk—which strenuously discoursed the strident airs

with which it is accustomed to coaxing coins from the pockets

of passersby on the streets. They say the committee tried to

hire the band for the evening at a fixed stipend, but that it

refused to come if denied the opportunity of passing the hat

as usual; so it was allowed to pass it. With the band for ac-

companist and professional entertainers for choristers the

crowd sang all the familiar smoker airs, including "We're

Here Because We're Here," "The Good Old Summer Time,"

"How Dry I Am"—for which there was no provocation

—

"When Good Fellows Get Together" and "What the 'Ell Do We
Care?"

In the midst of the singing a tramp vaudevillian blew in at

one of the doors of the room asking for "My friend, Lou

Fritch." When he found his friend, and began combing out

his tangled back hair with his hand, Mr. Fritch caused a laugh

by begging him "not to comb them off in here; they might

crawl."

The evening's entertainment was concluded by the in-

troduction of three typical street piano playing Italians

—

two men and one woman—with their hurdy-gurdy. They
played the airs which begin to become familiar to every

townsman at about moving time.

The novel entertainment features were intended mainly

to furnish amusement for the entertained while they were
mixing socially, and they served their purpose well. Never
in the history of the association did so many of its mem-
bers get together merely to spend a few hours' in getting

better acquainted as men can only on such an occasion.

The committee on arrangements of the maintenance of

way association is composed of W. A. Wallace, chairman

;

W. A. Christian, F. R. Coates, A. S. Baldwin, J. B. Cox, E.

H. Lee and O. J. West.

SIGNAL ASSOCIATION MOVING PICTURES.

The Edison moving pictures taken at the last annual meet-

ing of the Railway Signal Association at Richmond, Va., were
shown under the auspices of the Chicago Signal Club at the

rooms of the Western Society of Engineers, Monadnock
Building, Chicago, Tuesday evening, March 21. A large num-

ber of signal engineers were in attendance, and many who
were at the convention had the pleasure of seeing themselves

in action in the parade, and at the baseball game. The pic-

tures were supplemented by some excellent new Edison films

never before shown in public.

WESTERN RAILWAY CLUB.

The Electrification of Chicago Railways was the subject of

a paper read by C. A. Seley, of the Rock Island, at the regular

meeting of the Western Railway Club last evening. The paper-

dealt largely with the report of the Boston Commission, and

discussed in detail its various conclusions, by comparing the

conditions in Boston and Chicago and showing the similarity

of location and requirements, Mr. Seley said that at Boston

the conclusion was reached that "Electrification, while desir-

able, is not necessary, nor is it required on grounds of pub-

lic safety. It is desirable mainly on account of added con-

venience and comfort, and the author believes the same ap-

plies to Chicago." The paper was discussed briefly by W. K.

Barnum, Dr. W. F. M. Goss, W. E. Symons, A. E. Manchester

and J. F. DeVoy.

A contract has been given to J. D. McArthur, to build a

branch line of the Canadian Pacific from Estevan, Sask., to

a point 55 miles west of that place. Contracts are said to

have been given recently by this company for building lines

in Western Canada as follows: Two lines out of Swift Cur-

rent, Sask., 80 miles; from Moose Jaw, 35 miles, and from

Lacombe, Alb., 60 miles, to Foley, Welch & Stewart, St. Paul.

Minn.; three branch lines out of Wilkie, Sask., 82 miles, to

W. A. Dutton, Calgary, Alb., and for double-track work from

Moose Jaw west for 23 miles and east for 10 miles, to J. G.

Hargrave & Co., Winnipeg, Man. An officer writes that con-

tracts have been let to Janse, McDowell & Co., Calgary, Alb.,

for building 42 miles of the Kootenay Central south of

Golden, B. C.

MECHANICAL PROTECTION OF PILES AGAINST MA-

RINE WOOD BORERS.*

On the Louisville & Nashville the methods most exten-

sively used to protect piles against marine wood borers are:

(1) Encasing the piles in a rich mixture of Portland

cement and sand, or Portland cement, sand and fine gravel

filled between the piles, and removable flasks of wood, or

wood and iron.

(2) Filling sand between the piles and vitrified clay pipe

*From Appendix E of a report presented by the Committee on
Wooden Bridges and Trestles at the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.
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slipped over the tops of the piles (after heads of piles have
been freed) and left in that position, pitch being mixed with

the sand at the top.

The cost of the first method is reported to have been in

the neighborhood of $1.50, and of the second about $1.10

per linear foot of pile protected. Better results were ob-

tained from the use of Portland cement concrete than from

a mixture of cement and sand.

The mortar or concrete filled between the flask and the

pile mixed with the mud at the bottom to such an extent

that the lower part of the protection often broke off. It

was found impossible to overcome this entirely. A more
serious fault was the cracking and breaking off of the upper
part of the encasement. The second method was adopted

to avoid these weaknesses. It is reported that this method

gives fairly good results, and has been in general use on

the Louisville & Nashville Railroad since 1893. When a

section below the top fails it is removed and the upper sec-

tions are lowered, after which a new section is formed at

the top by fastening cast iron casings (which come in two

halves) around the pile and filling as before.

On the Louisville & Nashville the protection was ap-

plied to creosoted piles, which Mr. Courtenay, chief engi-

neer, states had been standing in sea water for a sufficient

length of time to be no longer immune from the teredo.

In 1902, the Port Arthur Canal & Dock Company, a sub-

sidiary of the Kansas City Southern, protected a large

number of untreated pine piles at Port Arthur, Tex., by

placing a 24-in. sewer pipe around the piles and filling a

mixture composed of one part Portland cement and one part

sand between the piles and the sewer pipe. Part of the

decks of the wharves were renewed at the sam time. In

case the pile to be treated came under a portion of the deck

that was renewed, the sewer pipe was dropped over the

head of the pile. In case the cap was not displaced, the

sewer pipe was cut into halves longitudinally, and after

being placed around the pile was fastened together by

means of wire. The protection extended from a foot or

two below mud line to a little above high tide.

OVERLOADING OF PILES.

In an endeavor to tabulate the general indications of

overdriving, in order that it may be avoided as much as
possible, the following suggestions are given for discussion:

(1) In the majority of instances, overdriving is indicated
by the behavior of the pile.

(2) The use of a drop hammer instead of a steam ham-
mer and the absence of a water jet often lead to over-
driving.

(3) Splices, unless made with great care, are a possible
cause of overdriving.

(4) A gradual decrease in the penetration per blow, fol-

lowed by a sudden and large increase, is often caused by
overdriving.

(5) Brooming, shattering or buckling of the pile may all

be indicative of overdriving.
(6) The bouncing of the hammer is often an indication

that further hammering will result in overdriving.
(7) The dull sound of the blow during overdriving is

said to be of sufficient difference to be readily distinguish-
able.

THE WATER JET.

The first authentic use of the water jet was in 1852, during
the construction of a wharf at Decrous Point, Texas. The jeL
was in general use during the Civil War and tradition gives
the early forties as the date of its discovery. It is said that
a government engineer standing in the soft mud around a
pile-driving operation could not extricate his feet, and that
on turning a hose on them he sank deeper and kept sinking
as long as he applied the water. After he was extricated he
tried his discovery on the piles, reasoning that if he sank into

•From Appendix C to the report of the Committee on Wooden
Bridges and Trestles, presented at the annual meeting of the
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation.

the mud when a jet of water was applied at his feet, the piles
should either sink likewise or offer less resistance to driving.

In the late fifties or early sixties a civil engineer named
Stevens applied this method in driving screw piles. In.

order to facilitate the work of screwing the piles into place
he attached a pipe to the side of the pile, passing the noz-
zle through a hole cut in the disc, thus bringing the water
to the point of the pile, the idea being merely to loosen
the material and facilitate the screwing down of the pile.

On the application of the water it was found that the pile
sank readily into place by the action of the jet alone with-
out the use of the screw point.
The water jet is essentially a stream of water forced

through a pipe or hose alongside the pile. The flow of
water loosens the material, and either washes it out, leav-
ing a depression into which the pile sinks, or by lubricating
the surface of the pile reduces the side friction. The use
of two jets is generally advantageous in securing a more
accurate direction or control of the pile.

Water simply poured on the ground around a pile while
driving, not applied as a jet, will in some soils materially
facilitate the driving, in one instance on record reducing
the number of blows of the hammer nearly 50 per cent.
Piles driven this way showed a bearing power equal to
those driven on the same work without the use of water.
The jet may be used alone or in conjunction with some

other method of driving, or, when the material is suitable, a
hole may be jetted, the jet removed and the pile dropped
into it and brought to bear by hammering.
When the jet has been used in rather dry, light soils it

has been shown by tests that the action of the water tends
to puddle the material around the pile and that as soon as
the water has been absorbed by the surrounding earth or
has been drained away, the jetted piles show a greater skin
friction than piles driven in the same material without the
use of the jet.

There is a difference of opinion upon the part of engi-
neers as to the relative merits of keeping one or all of the
jets near the foot of the pile, or of having at least one jet
between the surface of the ground and the foot.

In either method the jets should be kept moving in

order to facilitate the flow of the water around the pile
and to prevent the so-called "freezing" or sticking fast.

In some cases two jets have been used placed on opposite
sides of the pile, in order to obtain sufficient volume of
water and to keep the pile in alinement. In other cases a

single jet, slightly in advance of the pile, has given satis-

factory results.

In sand, where the jet acts for some distance, a number
of piles may be sunk together. It is claimed that in sand
the volume of water is the principal consideration, but that
In gravel, etc., a considerable pressure is also required and
that holes can be jetted near the foot of the pile into
which a boulder will roll out of the way of the pile. On
the other hand, it is also stated that in coarse gravel the
jet washes out the sand and allows the boulders to roll t6

the foot of the pile and impede its progress.
There appears to have been very little development in

the water jet since its first introduction, and but two U. S.

patents; the improvements which have been made are in

the method of handling. One of the patented devices uses'

the water pressure to handle the jet pipe, which acts as a

movement of the plunger or jet pipe is controlled by valves
at the lower end plunger inside of a pipe suspended from
a derrick or pile-driver; the vertical of the suspended pipe.

It does not seem desirable to use a jet pipe smaller than
about 2 in. in diameter, on account of the loss of head, due
to friction, in the smaller sizes, but this should be reduced
at the nozzle in order to increase the velocity, as it is the
velocity which loosens the material; the quantity, however,
is necessary to bring the material to the surface.

Satisfactory results have been obtained with pressures
ranging from that furnished by a single hand pump up to a
pressure of 200 lbs. per sq. in. at the pump. The quantity
of water supplied at the nozzle runs as high as 500 gallons
per minute, 250 gallons per minute giving satisfactory re
suits in compact sand.

STEAM HAMMERS.

Steam hammers are of two general types—single-acting
and double-acting.

In the former and older type the steam pressure is ap-
plied to the under side of the piston and raises the ham-
mer, which falls by gravity. The force of the blow depends
upon the length of the stroke and the movable weight, and
the number of blows depends upon the pressure.

In the double-acting type the steam pressure both raises
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and lowers tlio haininor; the force of the blow, aa well as
the rapidity. bein>; a function of the pressure.
The later ajjparatus Is more compact, lighter and oper-

ated with much greater rapidity.

DESIRABLE FEATURES OF A TRACK PILE-DRIVER.

(1) Steam hammer. To secure greater rapidity in driving
and with less injury to the pile than secured by the drop
hammer.

(2) Water jet apparatus.
(;>) Turntable allowing practically a complete rotation.

In most cases the work can be done from either side, and
in many of the remaining cases it is possible to foresee the
nature of the work and to head the driver in the proper
direction at the nearest "Y" or turntable. Sometimes, how-
ever, the turning facilities may be far distant, or a pile-

driver may be caught between two washouts when It be-

comes essential to be able to turn the machine to perform
the work at both places.

(4) Swinging leads. The leads require an efficient rig-

ging to permit driving piles with a batter In either direc-

tion. When driving across the track on such work as
driving bents for an adjacent track, it is convenient to be
able to drive with the leads not fully raised, so as to
secure the proper batter.

(5) Self-propelling mechanism. The greater the tractive
force and speed the more independent is the pile-driver

from locomotive service. They should preferably be suf-

ficient to dispense with a locomotive except for long hauls.

(6) Restricted projection on the side opposite the leads
when swung across the track and without unnecessary
weight.

(7) High-speed power device for raising the leads. On
a main line it is frequently possible to drive only one or
two piles before running to a siding. In some cases the
character of this apparatus to raise the leads determines
whether a single pile can be driven between trains or de-
laying a train.

(8) Adequate overhang. To enable machines to drive
piles as far ahead of the leading wheels and as far side-

wise as possible. On work for double-tracking the sidewise
reach should be sufficient to drive a bent on the new track
from a position on the old track.

(9) Facilities for driving below the track.
(10) Ability to shift the hammer when the leads are

down.
(11) No obstructions in the view of the engineman and

niggerhead operator.

(12) Length of leads. To accommodate the longest piles
practicable.

(13) Strength and rigidity of supports for leads and ham-
mer. They should be adequate to handle the hammer and
the heaviest wooden pile without damage. It is now becom-
ing important to be able to handle concrete piles.

(14) Stability. The driver, while standing on its own
wheels, without any jacks or special supports, should be
able to pick up and drive a pile in any position within its

reach.

(15) Flush ends. For convenience of transportation in
freight trains, no part projecting beyond the drawheads.
Otherwise an idler is required, which then may be used as
a tool car.

(16) No lengths of steam hose that might be replaced by
""ipe.
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more, Md.
Bergen, W. J., Asst. to C. E., N. Y., C. & St. L. Ry., Cleveland,

Ohio.

Beye, John C, Loc. Eng., C, R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, 111.

Billman, H. E., Div. Eng., Mo. Pac. Ry., St. Louis, Mo.
Bissel, F. E., Civil Engineer, Cleveland, Ohio.

Black, R. P., Eng. M. W., Kanawha & Michigan Ry., Charles-

ton, W. Va.

Blaiklock, M. S., Eng. M. of W., Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,

Can.

Bland, J. C, Eng. Bridges, Pennsylvania Lines, Pittsburg, Pa.

Blundell, E. C, Gen. R. M., C, St. P., M. & O., Eau Claire,

Wis.

Boardman, H. E., Senior Asst. Eng. Maintenance of Way De-

partment, Missouri Pacific Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

Bohland, J. A., Bridge Engineer, G. N. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.

Bonsai, W. R., Prest. and Treas., North & South Carolina Ry.,

Hamlet, N. C.

Bouton, W. S., Eng. B. and B., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Bowser, E. H., Chief Timber Insp., I. C. R. R., Memphis,
Tenn.

Boyd, G. E., Roadmaster, I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Brooke, G. D., Spl. Agt., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Brooks, N. E., Div. Eng., C. P. R., Calgary, Alberta, Can.

Brown, E. C, Chief C. E., Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Brown, E. T., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bucholtz, Carl, Div. Eng., M. P. Ry., Nevada, Mo.

Burke, James, E. M. W., Erie R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.

Burgess, G. H., Ch. Eng., D. & H. Co., Albany, N. Y.

Burpee, T. C, Eng. M. W., Intercolonial Ry., Moncton, N. B.

Byers, M. C, Chief Eng.-Operation, St. L. & S. F., St. Louis.

Camp, W. M., Editor Railway & Eng. Review, Chicago, 111.

Campbell, J. L., E. M. W., E. P. S. W. Ry. System, El Paso,

Tex.

Canty, J. P., Supt. B. & B., B. & M., Fitchburg, Mass.

Causey, W. B., Supt., C. G. W. Ry., Des Moines, Iowa.

Chandler, Charles, Bridge Engineer, C. G. W. R. R., Salem,

111.

Christian, W. A., Asst. Eng., C. G. W. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Christofferson, C. A., Signal Eng., N. P. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.

Clausen, L. R., Supt., C, M. & St. P. Ry., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland, G. C, Asst. Ch. Eng., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Cleveland.

Condron, T. L., Consulting Eng., Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Conner, J. K., First Asst. Eng., L. E. & W. R. R., Indianap-

olis.

Cook, C. C, Asst. Eng., B. & 0. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Courtenay, W. H., Chief Eng., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Crandall, C. L., Prof, of Ry. Eng., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.

Crawford, Carl G., Gen. Man. American Creosoting Co., Chi-

cago.

Crumpton, Arthur, Asst. Engineer, G. T. Ry., Montreal, Can.

Cunningham, A. O., Chief Eng., Wabash R. R., St. Louis, Mo.

Curtis, W. W., Consulting Eng., Chicago, 111.

Darrow, F. T., Eng. M. of W., C, B. & Q. Ry., Lincoln, Neb.

Davidson, Geo. M., Chemist & Eng. Tests, C. & N.-W^ Ry.,

Chicago.

Davis, C. S., Consulting Eng., Toledo, Ohio.

Dawley, W. M., Asst. Eng., Erie R. R., New York.

Denney, C. E., Signal Eng., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Dickson, J. B., General Agent, Erie R. R., Chicago, 111.

Dorley, A. F., Div. Eng., Mo. Pac. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.

Douglas, H. T., Jr., Chief Eng., W. & L. E. R. R., Cleveland,

Ohio.

Downs, L. A., Supt., I. C. R. R., Ft. Dodge, Iowa.

Doyle, John, Contracting Engineer, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Dunham, Chas. A., Signal Eng., Gt. Northern Ry., St. Paul,

Minn.

Eck, W. J., Electrical Eng., Sou. Ry., Washington, D. C.

Edwards, L. N., Asst. Eng., Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal, Can.

Elliott, W. H., Signal Eng., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Albany,

N. Y.

Ellis, G. E., Sig. Eng., K. C. Term. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.

Ewing, C. H., Supt. Atlantic City R. R., Camden, N. J.

Fake, C. H., Chief Eng., M. R. & B. T. Ry., Bonne Terre, Mo.

Falconer, R. C, Asst. Eng., Erie R. R., New York, N. Y.

Falkinburg, F, H., Asst. Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Balti-

more, Md.
Felt, C. F. W., Chief Eng., Santa Fe Ry., Topeka, Kan.
Finke, W. F. H., Tie and Timber Agt., Sou. Ry., Washington,

D. C.

Fithian, C. B., Div. Eng., M. P. Ry., Van Buren, Ark.

Ford, Edward, Asst. to Prest., N. O. & N. E., New Or-

leans, La.

Fritch, E. H. (Secretary), 962 Monadnock, Chicago.

Fritch, L. C. (President), Chief Eng., C. Gt. W. R. R., Chi-

cago.

Funk, A. M., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Newcastle, Pa.

Garman, H. O., Instructor C. E., Purdue Univ., Lafayette,

Ind.

Gersbach, Otto, E. M. W., C, I. & S. R. R., Gibson, Ind.

Gibbs, George, Ch. Eng. Electric Traction, Pennsylvania Tun-

nel & Ter. Railroad, New York.

Gibson, W. S., E. M. W., Union Railroad, Fort Perry, Pa.

Goltra, W. F., Prest., Goltra Tie Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Gransaull, L. R., Res. Eng., Grand Trunk Pac. Ry., Wain-
wright. Alberta, Can.

Graves, G. J., Div. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., odge City, Kan.
Greenwood, H. S., Asst. Ch. Eng., Canadian Northern Ry., To-

ronto, Ont.

Greiner, J. E., Consulting Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Griswold, H. C, Asst. Inspecting Eng. I. St. Co., Chicago, 111.

Hadley, E. A., Eng. Designs, Mo. Pac. Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

Hale, H. E., Prin. Asst. Eng., Missouri Pacific Ry., St. Louis,

Mo.

Harrington, J. L., Consulting Eng., Kansas City, Mo.
Harris, G. H., Div. Eng., Michigan Central R. R., St. Thomas,

Ont.

Hartley, L. C, E. M. W., Chicago & Eastern Illinois R. R.,

Chicago, 111.

Harvey, A. E., Div. Eng., K. C. S. Ry., Mena, Ark.
Haugh, J. C, Res. Eng., N. O. & N. E. R. R., New Orleans, La.

Hendricks, V. K., Off. Eng. M. W., St. L. & S. F. Ry., St.

Louis, Mo.

Herrold, G. H., Eng. M. W., C. G. W. R. R., St. Paul, Minn.
Hickey, T. H., Roadmaster M. C. R. R., St. Thomas, Ont.

Hill, C. C, Div. Eng., M. C. R. R., Niles, Mich.
Hill, G. D., Assistant Eng., L. & N. R. R., Evansville, Ind.

Himes, A. J., Eng. Gr. Elim'n, N. Y. C. & St. L., Cleveland, 0.

Hotchkiss, L. J., Asst. Bridge Eng., C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago.

Houston, W. 0., Asst. Eng., Michigan Central R. R., St.

Thomas, Ont.

Hovey, M. H., Wisconsin Railway Commission, Madison, Wis.

Howard, C. P., Cleveland, Ohio.

Hughes, Wm. M., Consulting Bridge Engr., Chicago, 111.

Humphrey, Richard L., Consulting Engr. and Chemist, Phila-

delphia.

Ibsen, Hans, Bridge Engineer, M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.

Jacoby, H. S., Prof, of Bridge Eng., Cornell Univ., Ithaca,

N. Y.

Janney, A. D. P., Res. Eng., Erie R. R., Portageville, N. Y.

Jenkins, J. B., Asst. Eng., B. & 0. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Johns, C. W., Eng., M. W., C. & O. Ry., Hinton, W. Va.
Johnson, J. E., Div. Eng., H. V. Ry., Logan, O.
Johnson, Thos. H., Consulting Eng., Pennsylvania Lines,

Pittsburg, Pa.

Johnston, A. W. (Past President), Gen. Man., N. Y. C. & St.

L. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.

Johnston, D. B., Div. Eng., Pa. Lines, Louisville, Ky.
Jordan, S. A., Eng. M. W., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Katte, E. B., Ch. Eng. Electric Traction, N. Y. C. & H. R.

R. R., New York, N. Y.

Kenly, R. G., Engineer M. W., M. & St. L. R. R., Minneapolis.

Kenney, E. F., Met. Eng., Cambria Steel Co., Johnstown, Pa.

Khuen, Richard, Res. Eng., Am. Bridge Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Kittredge, George W. (Past-President), Ch. Eng., N. Y. C. &
H. R. R. R., New York.

Knickerbocker, C. E., E. M. W., N. Y., 0. & W. Ry., Middle-

town, N. Y.

Kuehn, A. L., Genl. Supt., American Creosoting Co., Chicago.

LaFountain, N. H., Asst. Supt., B. and B., C, M. & St. P. Ry.,

Chicago, 111.

Lamphere, F. E., Asst. Eng., B. & O., Chicago Ter. R. R., Chi-

cago, 111.

Landon, H. C, Div. Eng., Erie Railroad, Hornell, N. Y.

Lane, H. A., Ast. Eng .Surveys, B. & 0. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Lawton, L. C, Div. Eng., A., T. & S. F. Ry., Newton, Kan.

Lee, Frank, Div. Eng., Can. Pac. Ry., Winnipeg, Man.

Leffler, B. R., Br. Engr., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Cleveland, 0.

Lehn, Henry, M. W. Acct., N. Y. C, New York.

Leisenring, J. G. M., Sig. Eng., 111. Trac. System, Peoria, 111.

Lindsay, C. E., Div. Eng., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Albany,

N. Y.

Lloyd, H. A., Asst. Eng., Erie R. R., Jersey City, N. J.

Long, M. A., Architect, B. & 0. R. R., Baltimore, Md.

Loweth, C. F. (Treasurer), Ch. Eng., C, M. & St. P. Ry.,

Chicago, 111.

McCaslin, Walter R., Nokomis, 111.

McCormick, R. S., Ch. Eig., Algoma C. & H. B. Ry., Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont.

McDonald, Hunter (Past-President), Chief Eng., N., C. & St.

L. Ry., Nashville, Tenn.

Mclntyre, L. J., Asst. Eng., Nor. Pac. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.

McNeil, J. E., Insp. Tr. and Roadway, Santa Fe Ry., Los

Angeles, Cal.

Mann, B. H., Signal Eng., Mo. Pac. Ry. System, St. Louis, Mo.

Martin, L. B., Eng. M. W., Illinois Tract'on Co., Decatur, 111.

Meade, J. M., Engineer E. L., Santa Fe Ry., Topeka, Kan.

Merrell, G. W., Asst. to G. M., N. & W. Ry., Roanoke, Va.

Millard, C. S., Engr. Tr. and Roadway, Big Four Ry., Cin-

cinnati, 0.

Mitchell, W. M., Ch. Eng., K. & I. B. & R. R. Co., Louisville.

Mock, J. C, Electrical Eng., Detroit River Tunnel Co., Detroit.

Modjeski, R., Cons. Engr., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

Monsarrat, C. N., Eng. of Bridges, C. P. Ry., Montreal, Can.

Montfort, R., Cons. Engineer, L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.

Montzheimer, A., Ch. E., E., J. & E. and C, L. S. & E.,

Joliet, 111.

Moore, G. L., E. M. W., Lehigh Valley R. R., South Bethle-

hem, Pa.

Moore, W. H., Br. Eng., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., New Haven.

Moorshead, T. C, Chief Eng., 111. Terminal R. R., Alton, 111.

More, A. S., Eng. M. W., Big Four Ry., Mt. Carmel, 111.

Morse, C. A., Ch. Eng., Santa Fe Ry. Sys., Topeka, Kan.

Mountain, G. A., Ch. Eng., Can. Ry. Commission, Ottawa, Can,

Mullen, Joseph, Eng. M. W., Big Four Ry., Mattoon, 111.

Nelson, J. C, E. M. W., S. A. Line, Norfolk, Va.

Neubert, John V., Eng. Tr., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., New York.

Newbegin, P. C, Maint. Eng., B. & A. R. R., Houlton, Me.

Osgood, Jos. O., Ch. Eng., C. R. R. of N. J., New York.

Page, A. D., Civil Engr., Chicago, 111,

Paquette, C. A., Asst. Ch. Eng., C, C, C. «fe St. L., Cincinnati.
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Parris^, F. J., Eng. M. W., K. & I. B. & R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Passel, I^. S., Div. Enp., C, H. & D. Ry., Chillicothe, O.

Patenall, F. P., Signal Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Patterson, F. M., Asst. Eng., C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Patterson, J. C, Asst. C. E., Gr Nor. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.

Patterson, J. C, Asst. Eng,, Chicago Great Western R. R.,

Chicago, 111.

Peabody, J. A., Signal Eng., C. & N.-W. Ry., Chicago, 111.

Pearce, R. M., Res. Eng., P. & L. E. R. R., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pet5;i, Philip, Div. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Parkersburg, W. Va.

Pifer, C. W., Roadmaster, I. C. R. R., Dubuque, Iowa.

Porter, H. T., Ch. Engr., B. & L. E. R. R., Greenville, Pa.

Power, C. W., Res. Engr., Grand Trunk Ry., Toronto, Can.

Prout, H. G., V.-P. & G. M., U. S. & S. Co., Swissvale, Pa.

Puder, F. R., Asst. Engr., C, T. H. & S. E. Ry., Chicago.

Purdon, C. D., Ch. Eng., St. L. & S. W. Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

Purdy, W. F., Chief Engr., Wabash Pitts. Ter. Ry., Pittsburg,

Pa.

Quigley, C. N., Asst. Eng., M. C. R. R., Bay City, Mich.

Ransom, C. L., Res. Eng., C. & N. W. Ry., Omaha, Neb.

Ray, G. J., Chief Eng., D., L. & W. R. R., Hoboken, N. J.

Raymond, W. G., Dean, Col. Appl. Sc, State Univ. Iowa, Iowa
City, Iowa.

Reinholdt, J. H., Div. R. M., M. & St. L. R. R., Watertown,
S. D.

Rex, George E., Manager, Treating Plants, Santa Fe System,
Topeka, Kan.

Rhea, Frank, Eng. Sig. Dept., Gen. Electric Co., Schenectady,

N. Y.

Richey, C. W., Master Carpenter, P. R. R., Pittsburg, Pa.

Rickert, 0., Div. Eng., Mo. Pac. Ry., Atchison, Kan.
Robinson, A. F., Bridge Eng., Santa Fe Ry. System, Chicago,

111.

Rockwell, Samuel, Ch. Eng., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Cleveland, 0.

Rohbock, W. L., Asst. to Ch. Eng., W. & L. E. R. R., Cleve-

land, 0.

Rose, L. S., Sig. Engr., Fig Four Ry., Cincinnati, 0.

Rossiter, L. P., New York, N. Y.

Rote, R. O., Jr., Prin. Asst. Engr., L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.

Safford, H. R., V.-P., Edgar Allen American Man. Steel Co.,

Chicago Heights, 111.

Schall, F. E., Bridge Eng., L. V. R. R., So. Bethlehem, Pa.

Schneider, C. C, Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Schultz, W. F., Eng. Const., Memphis Un. Sta. Co., Memphis,

Tenn.

Scott, Guy, Engr. M. of W. Pa. Lines, Toledo, 0.

Scribner, G. H., Jr., Contr. Engineer, Chicago, III.

Senter, S. S., Div. Eng. M. W., W. & L. E. R. R., Canton, 0.

Sesser, John C, Asst. Eng. M. W., G. N. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Shurtleff, A. K., Office Eng., C, R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago.
Simmons, I. L., Bridge Engr., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, 111.

Smith, C. E., Bridge Eng., Mo. Pac. Ry., St. Louis, Mo.
Smith, C. H., Div. Eng., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Cleveland, O.
Smith, F. A., Civil Engr., Chicago, 111.

Smith, Sherman, Asst. Eng., Grand Trunk Pac. Ry., Earl,
Sask.

Smith, W. A., Res. Eng., Erie Railroad, Belfast, N. Y.
Snow, J. P., Ch. Eng., Boston & Maine R. R., Boston, Mass.
Spencer, C. H., Engr., Washington Term. Co., Washington,

D. C.

Spielmann, J. A., E. M. W., B. & 0. R. R., Wheeling, W. Va.
Sprague, Willson, Div. Eng., N. Y., C. & St. L. R. R., Con-

neaut, O.

Starbuck, R. D., Asst. Ch. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Steffens, W. F., Engineer Structures, B. & A. Ry., Boston,
Mass.

Stein, C. H., Eng. M. of W., C. R. R. of N. J., Jersey City.

Stelle, C. A., Div. Eng., W. & L. E. R. R, Canton, 0.

Sterling, E. A., Forester, Pennsylvania R. R., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Stern, I. F., Engr. Bridges, C. & N.-W. Ry., Ch':cago, III.

Stevens, F. S. (Director), Eng. M. W., P. & R. Ry., Reading,

Pa.

Stevens, Thos. S., Signal Eng., Santa Fe System, Topeka,
Kan.

Stuart, Francis Lee, Ch. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Sullivan, J. G., Asst. Ch. Eng., C. P. Ry., Winnipeg, Can.

Swallow, W. A., Chief Eng., G. & F. Ry., Augusta, Ga.

Swartz, Albert, Div. Eng., Erie R. R., Huntington, Ind.

Swingly, G. D., Div. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Connelsville, Pa.

Sympson, H. T., Asst. Eng., Vandalia R. R., St. Louis, Mo.

Talbot, A. N., Prof. Mun. & San. Eng., U. of 111., Urbana, 111.

Talcott, G. R., Asst. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Taylor, E. B., Jr., Div. Engr., Penna. Lines, Logansport, Ind.

Taylor, W. D., Chief Eng., C. & A. Ry., Chicago, 111.

Tebbetts, G. E., Br. Eng., Kansas City Term. Ry., Kansas

City, Mo.

Temple, E. B., Asst. Ch. Eng., Pennsylvania R. R., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Thomas, Chas. E., Gen. Foreman Water Works, 111. Cent.

R. R., Chicago, 111.

Thompson, A. W. (Director), General Manager, B. & O. R. R.,

Baltimore, Md.
Tomlinson, A. T., Dist. Eng., Grand Trunk Pacific Ry., Coch-

rane, Ont.

Thompson, F. L., Engr. B. & B., I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Thrower, D. W., Roadmaster, Y. & M. V. R. R., Memphis,
Tenn,

Tuthill, Job, Asst. Eng., C. H. & D. Ry., Cincinnati, O.

Von Schrenk, Herman, Dr., Supr. Timber Pres., R. I.-F. Rys.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Walker, W. K., Div. Eng., Mo. Pac. Ry., Wichita, Kan.

Wallace, W. A., Chicago, 111.

Warren, G. T., Div. Eng., B. & 0. R. R., Parkersburg, W. Va.

Webb, Walter Loring, Con. Eng., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wentworth, C. C, Prin. Asst. Eng., N. & W. Ry., Roanoke, Va.

West, 0. J., Cons. Eng., Chicago, 111.

Weston, C. V., President South Side Elev. R. R., Chicago.

Weston, George, Board Sup. Eng., Chicago Traction, Chicago.

White, R. C, Div. Eng., Mo. Pac. Ry., Little Rock, Ark.

Wickhorst, M. H., Eng. of Tests, Rail Committee, Aurora, 111.

Wiggins, W. D., Div. Engr., Penna. Lines, Pittsburg, Pa.

Williams, S. N., Prof. C. E., Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, la.

Wirth, A. A., Div. Engr,, Penna. Lines, Pittsburg, Pa.

Wishart, J. A., Ch. Draftsman, C, R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago.

Wood, B. A., Chief Eng., M. & O. R. R., Mobile, Ala.

Woods, A. A., Res. E., A. & V. and V. S. & P. Rys., Vicksburg.

Yager, Louis, Div. Eng., Northern Pacific Ry., St. Paul, Minn.

Young, J. C, Signal Engr., Union Pacific R. R., Omaha, Neb.

Zinck, K. J. C, Civil Eng., Winnipeg, Can.

Zook, M. A., Eng. Const., C. G. W. R. R., Chicago.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

Buehler, Walter, Minneapolis, Minn.
Dufour, F. 0., Asst. Prof. Str. Engr., Univ. of 111., Urbana,

111.

Earle, Thos., Supt. B. & C. Dept., Penna. Steel Co., Steelton,

Pa.

Foote, F. S., Jr., Inst. Ry. Eng., Univ. 111., Urbana, 111.

Fulks, E. B., American Creosoting Co., Chicago. 111.

Harton, W. H., Eng. M. W., S. C. & C. St. Ry., Newport, Ky.

Howson, E. T., Civil Eng. Editor, Railway Age-Gazette, Chi-

cago, 111.

Kammerer, A. L., Consulting Timber Engineer, St. Louis, Mo.
Mordecai, Augustus, Consulting Engineer, Cleveland, Ohio.

Ritter, Louis E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago.

Shipley, G. B., Prest., Pitts. Wood Pres. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Sperry, H. M., Res. Man., Gen. Ry. Signal Co., Rochester,

N. Y.

Stewart, A. H., Eng. M. W., N. Q S. S. Ry., Cleveland, O.

Tate, N. S., Res. Eng., Grand Trunk Pac. Ry., Watrous, Can.

Wilson, P. H., Civil Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
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At ih^ (E^li^euttt

On account of space limitations the exhibits in the balcony

at the Coliseum are smaller than some of those on the ground

floor, but their size is no criterion of their interest. It was
thought that there would be much less attention paid to

the balcony exhibits than to those more prominently situated,

and it was hoped that the Monorail Car would serve to call

the attention of visitors to those exhibits which could not be

accommodated on the ground floor. But the car and the ex-

hibits are both interesting enough in themselves and are at-

tracting large numbers to the balcony.

An indication of the great interest that is being shown
in methods of highway crossing protection is found in the

large number of devices for this purpose which are to be

seen this week at the Coliseum. There are crossings with

bells of many shapes and sizes, and warning signs in every

style that is calculated to attract and hold the attention of

drivers and automobiles. The bells and signs are mounted
on iron posts and some are even shown surmounting rein-

forced concrete poles. The bells are adaptable to every con-

ceivable condition of track circuit and track arrangement,

and, on the whole, represent a quality of apparatus and a

general neatness in design that permits of their use in city

streets and where crossing protection of the kind they afford

is considered necessary.

On account of the great interest which electric railway

managers are now manifesting in signaling apparatus, the

exhibition of various forms of signals which are designed

especially for alternating-current operation is attracting a

great deal of attention. Some of the signals which are con-

structed for indications of this kind are to be seen in a number
of exhibits. There are signals adapted to give both day and

night indications by means of colored lights which are so care-

fully designed and arranged with respect to eflBciency that

their indications can be distinctly seen from a 1,000 to 2,000

ft. in daylight, and almost as far in bright sunlight. In ad-

dition to the light signals there are many forms of semaphon-s

giving indications in both the upper and lower right-hand

quadrant, and the lower left-hand quadrant. There is al^jo

quite a showing of standard steam railway semaphores and

their operative mechanisms, and one company shows a disc

signal of the same type that has been used for many years on

railways which is designed to protect the users of highway

crossings. The red indication is controlled by the presence of

a train within a mile or so of the crossing, and is supple-

mented by a warning sign printed in large letters on the face

of the box enclosing the disc and mechanism.

USES OF VANADIUM STEEL.

Vanadium cast steel locomotive frames are being called

for in locomotive specifications by railways that have used

them for the last three years. Considering the readiness

with which these castings are made, and the satisfactory

service they give, the Vanadium Sales Company of America,

Pittsburgh, Pa., expects that for many purposes the more
expensive forgings will be replaced by this steel.

METAL STOCK GUARDS.

The subject of surface stock guards for railway crossings

has been an open one for several years, and is still being

discussed by railway engineers. Many designs in both wood
and metal have been tested.

These years of experimental work have demonstrated that

a satisfactory stock guard must embody the principles of

moderate first cost, low maintenance cost, strength, and

durability. It must be of strong construction, and at the
same time have enough vibration after being installed to

frighten animals that attempt to cross, also be rigid enough
to cause pain should the vibrating qualities be insufficient,

but not rigid enough to injure permanently either employes
or stock.

Owing to the difficulties of building a surface guard of

wood that will meet those requirements, some railways are
again turning toward steel. The initial cost of steel guards
has been an important item in the past, but, owing to the in-

crease in the cost of suitable lumber for guard construction,

the difference in cost has greatly decreased and the greater

first cost Is offset by the lower cost of maintenance. A metal

guard of p^roper construction requires little attention after

being installed, but gives effective service during its natural

life, or until accidentally destroyed.

Some have raised the question as to the life of a steel

Metal Surface Guard.

guard on account of the corrosion caused by exposure to

salt water drippings from refrigerator cars. Such objection

has been recognized by metal guard makers, but It Is being

eliminated by the growing tendency to equip refrigerator

cars with drip tanks.

The accompanying illustration shows one of the seven

designs of stock guards made by the National Surface

Guard Company, Chicago. This company has spent a

number of years in experimenting and developing these dif-

ferent types and has tried to cover the field entirely, furnish-

ing a suitable guard for territories where conditions require

special construction, and at a reasonable price.

WHARTON UNBROKEN MAIN-LINE SWITCH.

The unbroken main-line switch, made by Wm, Wharton

Jr. & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., was first brought out more

than fifty years ago, and it is a curious fact that this

switch, in an improved form, is still used to a considerable

extent on a number of roads throughout the country.

The Wharton exhibit, in spaces 9, 10, 27, 28 and 29, in-

cludes one of these switches, made in accordance with the

Chicago & Alton standard.

TRIPLELOCK SWITCH STAND.

The importance of safely operating and locking railway

switches at junction points and cross-overs has long been

realized. Apparatus has been devised to care effectively

for the proposition where switches are grouped, but single

switches in the main track, where the trains run at a

high rate of speed, have not received any great amount of

attention. The interlocking plant for groups of switches Is

an expensive Installation for a single switch. The Triple-

lock switch stand has all the features of an interlocking

plant. While it is very simple in construction, It Is strong

and reliable, rigidly locking the switch-points mechanically

both in the stand and with duplex bolt locks. It has the de-

railer movement and deraller lock under the control and
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operation of the switch and signal levers. It also controls

the mechanical or electrical signal and can bo operated

either from a distant point or by the approach of trains

through the action of the track circuit. All stands have an

Triple-Lock Switch Stand, Equipped for Controlling Mechan-

ical Signal.

Triple-Lock Switch Stand, with Circuit Breaker for Use in

Automatic Territory.

automatic manual control lock, making it impossible to in-

sert padlock unless the lever arms are in a normal position.

This device is made by the W. F. Bossert Manufacturing

Company, Utica, N. Y.

RAIL JOINTS.

Over fifty thousand miles of track are now equipped with

the base-supported joints illustrated herewith, wliich are

made by The Rail Joint Company, New York. They are

rolled from the best quality of steel billets and are made

to any desired length and to fit any section. Contraction

Continuous Girder Rail Joint.

and expansion of the rails are well taken care of, and the

joints are also designed to give adequate support to the

rail base, maintain rail alinement, eliminate low joints, com-

municate the load wave uninterruptedly from rail to rail,

control all vertical action between the rail ends, and pre-

vent crystallization and the breaking of copper bonds or

terminals. These features give smooth riding and reduce

the cost of maintenance of both track and rolling stock.

The cost of the Joint is but little more than that of angle

bars and its life is much longer. The same general design

Continuous Rail Joint.

Wolhaupter Rail Joint.

Weber Rail Joint.

of base support is used in the manufacture of compromise

or step joints and insulating rail joints, the latter being

made in the Weber and Continuous type only. These joints

received the highest award at the Paris exposition in 1900

and at Buffalo in 1901, and the gold medal award at St.

Louis in 1904.

REINFORCED CONCRETE FENCE POSTS ON THE
PENNSYLVANIA LINES.

The Pennsylvania Lines are now making cement posts

at nearly a dozen points, and in many instances the posts

have been shipped from those plants to neighboring divisions

for experimental purposes. One of the plants is on the P. F.

W. & C. at Warsaw, Ind., and is representative of those

operated by this company. Large numbers of posts have

been made at this plant, and most of these have been set

along their right of way near Warsaw, though several car-

loads have been sent to neighboring divisions for setting.

The location of this plant seems ideal for making concrete

posts for many reasons, the principal one being that it is

located in an old gravel pit, where an abundance of the finest

materials for their manufacture is at hand. The conditions

for curing the posts are also ideal, for the gravel has been

taken out till the ground level is only about one foot above

water level, so the surface of the ground is always moist.

High banks on three sides break the wind, which is detri-
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mental to the curing of concrete of any kind, and the ground,

being soft, is easily leveled, so that posts have bearing full

length while curing.

Equipment manufactured by the D. & A. Post Mold Com-
pany, Three Rivers, Mich., is used by the Pennsylvania Lines

This equipment consists of what are termed gang molds,

and a frame called a shaker, which supports the individual

molds up from the ground about two feet. The individual

molds are U-shaped in cross-section, making a post with a

round back and flat face. There are no corners or crevices

to fill in molding, no projections or holes through the post,

and no corrugations to weaken the post so it will break in

handling. No staples or fence fastening device of any kind

are inserted in the post while molding, though they can be

easily placed if desired. The fence is fastened by short

pieces of wire called tie wires, which go round the post-3

and wrap the line wires of the fencing, which are intended

to be placed on the flat side of the post. It is possible to

fasten the fence at any place on the post, at a cost of not

to exceed about one cent per post.

The open face of these molds allows the use of any kind

or style of reinforcement, such as plain or two-ply cable wire,

corrugated or twisted steel or iron bars of any kind, or any

of the trussed reinforcements. While these special trussed

or roughened reinforcements are necessary in dry-tamped

concrete in order to supply mechanical bond of the concrete

to the steel, it is considered unnecessary where wet con-

crete is used. It is true that these special forms, or manu-

factured trusses, make good posts, but the cost for reinforce-

ment alone is as much, and often more, than the cost of

a post equally strong, of same size and shape, properly re-

inforced with the hoop reinforcement. Reinforcement to be

most efficient should be near the surface, and should be

distributed in units of small cross-section.

The U-shaped cross-section makes a nearly square post,

with the objectionable exposed corners of a square post elim-

inated. It is believed by some that the triangular post

possesses merits by reason of the saving of materials over

the square, but if the fence is placed along one flat side it

will be found that the half of the post next the fence contains

three times the materials the opposite half or corner does,

and with equal reinforcement in each corner the concret3

will crush on the back corner under about one-half the load

necessary to crush the flat side. The square post has a larger

cross-section, allowing the use of a coarser aggregate, thereby

saving cement.

The shaking for settling the concrete gives the post a

very smooth, dense surface, which makes it almost impregna-

bl« to the action of the elements, thus preserving the rein-

forcement to a maximum degree. Further facts are given

in "Concrete Posts and How to Make Them," a fully illus-

trated booklet published by the D. & A. Post Mold Company.

SINGLE TRACK HIGH-SPEED INTERURBAN SIGNALING
ON A LARGE SCALE.

The Illinois Traction System, through Vice President-Exe-

cutive H. E. Chubbuck, recently has contracted with the Union
Switch & Signal Company for the largest amount of signal-

ing apparatus ever installed on a trolley interurban road.

Semaphore signals to the number of 131 will be placed on

the lines between Peoria, Bloomington, Decatur, Danville,

Springfield, 111., and St. Louis.

These signals are being distributed over four sections of

continuous blocking for the protection of sidings and curves,

101 being employed for a total of 27 sidings and 60 miles of

road. The remaining 30 signals will protect 35 miles of road

divided into 15 "curve protections" of two signals each.

The blocks in the continuous signaling average two miles

in length, and extend from siding to siding. The meeting of

trains and the operation between sidings are controlled by

home signals and their respective distant signals located in

the immediate vicinity of the sidings.

In addition, at a number of points where the view is ob-

structed, signals have been provided to protect train move-
ments.

The Illinois Traction System, on which these signals are

to be installed, is a high-speed interurban road operating

about 500 miles of line through the most thickly populated

section of Illinois. It traverses a very rich farming and coal

mining territory, and reaches most of the large cities of the

state, thereby making possible an extensive express and
through passenger business in addition to the handling of

grain, coal and miscellaneous freight.

This installation is receiving the personal attention of Mr.

Chubbuck on account of its extensive application to the pro-

tection of this class of traffic, while the erection is being di-

rected by John Leisenring, signal engineer of the road.

Q. & C. BONZANO ROLLED STEEL STEP JOINT.

For a good many years it has been necessary to make step

or compromise joints of cast steel, or maleable iron, or to

upset angle bars. Within the past year, however, the Q. & C.

Co., New York City, has perfected and placed on the market
the Q. & C. Bonzano Rolled Steel Step Joint which combines

the advantages of strength, simplicity of design, and conse-

quent ease of application with low cost. It is claimed that

this step joint develops about 500 per cent greater efficiency

than cast steel step joints of corresponding sections.

One of the principal points of advantage claimed for the

Q. & C. Bonzano rolled steel step joint is that it makes the

joint as strong as the larger section of the rail in the com-

bination to be joined. This is accomplished by making the

joint of the same cross section throughout, which cross sec-

tion equals that of the larger rail in the combination.

The Q. & C. Bonzano rolled steel step joint is made of open

hearth steel, annealed, and the fit is absolutely perfect.

These joints are on exhibition at Spaces 120 and 139 at the

Coliseum.

SIGNAL LAMPS.

One distinct feature that is of interest at the exhibit of

the Armspear Manufacturing Company, New York City, is the

Twentieth Century signal lamp, which is built to spread light

over a wide visual angle. This feature is appreciated by loco-

motive engineers who are able with a lamp of this type to

get a good signal on curves. This lamp is also built for train,

engine and semaphore service.

The Armspear bayonet catch outside wick adjustment steel

guard lantern No. 106D does not require the opening of the

top and removal of the globe in order to light the wick, and

this improvement has effected a large saving in the breakage

of globes.

A full line of steel signal lamps, including the Railway Sig-

nal Association recommended standard semaphore lamp with

perfect watershed, is also on display.

EXHIBIT OF ADAMS & WESTLAKE COMPANY.

The exhibit of the Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago,

at the Coliseum, spaces 83 and 84, is one of the most attrac-

tive there. The company made special preparations this year

to get up an exhibit that would do justice to its products.

The entire exhibit is made up of the standard Adams & West-

lake lamps, especially made of solid brass and finished with

gold lacquer. The lamps are all of the standard size, shape,

and style that the company furnishes for every conceivable

use in connection with railways, and they only differ from

the stock lamps in the material from which they are made.

In addition to the lamps, there is an interesting collection
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of lanij) sections and parts, from whicli it Is easy to see iiow

each piece of material tliat enters ln(o the construction of a
railway lamp or lantern is mado, and how the finished prod-
uct is put together. The name "Adlake" is shown over one
of the entrances in illuminated letters which form the front

of one of the company's train indicating lamps. The line of

padlocks, one of the Adams & Westlake specialties, is also

prominently displayed. Prom the balcony the red, green and
yellow lights look like a miniature yard at night.

The train indicating lamp Is adapted for carrying train

numbers, both regular and special, for day and night indica-

tions so that they may be easily read and errors in train

identification avoided. The locomotive lamp is placed on the
side of the boiler, back of the headlight, in a position where
the numbers are not dimmed by the headlight; and the angle
at which the lamp Is placed is such that train numbers may
be easily read by approaching and passing trains. The lamp
will also permit of being carried on the caboose, where the
easily readable letters and numbers can hardly fail to be
properly observed.

VELOCIPEDE CAR MOTOR.

REINFORCED ANGLE BAR.

The reinforced angle bar joint, manufactured by the Cam-
bria Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa., is designed to obtain
the maximum section and carrying capacity. In this bar
provision is made to overcome the weakness of the upper
•Ide of the ordinary angle bar, which breaks because of the
joint springing upward between the wheel loads and causing
a tensile stress in that member, instead of the compression
which occurs when the load is directly over the joint. An-
other weakness of the common angle bar is that the base
member is too thin where it unites with the web, frequently
resulting in buckling. In correcting these defects, the web
of the reinforced angle bar is moved far enough from the

/7(§ Lbs. per Foot.

Reinforced Angle Bar.

web of the rail to permit of the strengthening of this base
member and provide ample clearance for a square nut on a
1-in. bolt. The moving of the web of the angle bar from the web
of the rail also makes possible an increase in area of the head
in addition to that of a laterally extending reinforcing rib
to provide against breaking of the bar at this point. The
spring washer fulfills two functions: first, that of provid-
ing a flat frictional surface of large area for the nut, and
second, that of a spring washer of great strength, requiring
a compression load of from 10,000 to 15,000 lbs., or from
five to seven times more than the ordinary nut locks. The
bars are made in standard open-hearth steel; in open-hearth
steel from .45 to .55 carbon and hot finished; and in open-
hearth steel from .45 to .55 carbon, hot finished and oil treated.

The Kalamazoo Railway Supi)ly Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.,

has on exhibition at spaces 2.'?, 24 and 25, in the Coliseum,

a motor designed for use with a velocipede car. This motor
can be installed on a car by anyone, without previous ex-

perience. The engine is small and compact, being only

W-Vk in. high from the center of the crank shaft. It weighs

ICttHkLXf'if
\

Ppl^^ )

^ -m^,- —
^'^tL

Velocipede Car Equipped with Kalamazoo Motor.

but 73 lbs., and yet is strong and durable. It develops about

2 h. p. when running at normal speed and if operated at

higher speeds can develop 2^^ h. p. The accompanying cut

shows this motor attached to an ordinary 4-wheel car. Such

a car is very convenient for signal maintainers, telegraph

linemen, section foremen, or others desiring a light car for

inspection purposes.

SEPARABLE SWITCH POINT.

The Economy Separable Switch Point Co., Inc., Louisville,

Ky., makes the Economy separable switch point, which is

being placed on many roads in this country. A considerable

saving in cost of switch maintenance is claimed for this

point, especially when applied to new switch points. New
Economy points can be applied to old switch points without

taking the switch out of the track, and this operation can be

repeated as often as necessary, until the entire switch point

is worn out.

The Economy separable switch points are manufactured

I -O
V-'rf»u !&••>.

.D. a^
Running Side of Economy Separable Switch Point, Attached

to an Ordinary Point Ready for Installation in the Track.

from a high grade of open-hearth acid process steel, especially

prepared for resisting wear, to enable them to adjust them-

selves to the worn condition of the main or stock rail, thereby

avoiding the expense of changing the stock rail in installing

the switch points in the track. They are also made of the

highest and most reliable grade of manganese steel.

This company has contracts with some of th6 largest and

Side of Economy Separable Switch Point, Designed to Fit

Against the Stock Rail.

best equipped frog and switch companies in the country,

viz.: Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio;

Ajax Forge Company, Chicago; Conley Frog & Switch Com-
pany, Memphis, Tenn.; Elliot Frog & Switch Company, East

St. Louis, 111.; Weir Frog Company, Cincinnati, Ohio; Kilby

Frog & Switch Company, Birmingham, Ala.; The Guerber
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Engineering Company, Bethlehem, Pa., and the St. Paul Foun-
dry Company, St. Paul, Minn. To these companies the rail-

ways ship their old and worn switch points (thereby saving

them from the scrap pile) for application of the Economy
separable switch points.

FENESTRA.

Fenestra solid steel window sash, for factories, power
houses, etc., manufactured by the Detroit Steel Products Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich., is a new product of steel. For scores

of large new plants that have been built recently, this ma-
terial has been specified. In several important large plants,

steel columns and curtain walls of Fenestra design have
replaced the customary brick wall, with satisfactory results.

It makes a wall of glass with a steel frame that offers the

least obstruction to the light, so that the interior of a build-

ing is flooded with soft light, instead of depending on small

windows in a brick or concrete wall. When the usual window
is retained, the Fenestra sash makes it possible to have larger

openings with a convenient plan of ventilation.

The Fenestra sash is made of steel bars, rolled in a special

section. It is made in units, each unit containing as many
panes of glass as may be specified. The peculiar and original

feature of this steel sash, covered by patents, is in the joint

where the bars cross. The bar, which is to form the vertical

member in a sash, has a slot punched in the web. The head

and the remaining outer edge of the web are then spread

so the horizontal bar can be inserted. The portion of the

web which has been bent out is then pressed into a notch in

the horizontal bar. This makes a very strong joint, and

makes it possible to build walls with openings of large area

Application of Fenestra to the Plant of the Detroit Steel

Products Company.

with light steel bars. While it is not expected to meet the

aesthetic requirements of an oflice or public building, it is

particularly suitable for factories, warehouses and other

structures in which perfect light and economy in cost and

maintenance is the prime consideration. Its application to

the factory of the Detroit Steel Products Company is here

illustrated.

Double flange bars are used for the outside members of

the sash, of a special section which is adapted to either

brick work or concrete. Only two sections of bars are used

in the manufacture of the standard sash, the T-bar for the

inner mullions and the double flange for the outer members.
The sash is shipped in units, unglazed, and the standard con-

struction is adapted to take standard sizes of glass from

10x16 in. to 12x18 in. panes. One of the important features

in the construction of windows or walls of this type is the

opportunity for ventilation. Each unit of the sash is readily

arranged to carry a tilting inner sash, or two ventilating sec-

tions, which open and close together by the same mechanism.
In this way, 20 to 30 per cent, or more of the total area can
be used for ventilation.

While the cost of steel window sash is necessarily a little

greater than wood, the maintenance and depreciation charges
are light. If the mullions are kept painted their life is prac-

tically indefinite, and even if painting is neglected corrosion
does not have the same effect that it would have on sash
constructed of sheet steel. The maintenance of windows in

a large plant is usually a considerable item of expense.
Light has been found an important factor in efliciency,

especially where a large number of operatives are engaged
in work which requires constant attention of the eye. A large

window area affords the largest possible volume of soft light

which does not throw shadows on the work, and at the same
time it creates a more cheerful atmosphere for the opera-

tives. An appreciable gain in efliciency has been noted in

large plants where the Fenestra system of lighting has been
adopted. The perfect ventilation secured by this construc-

tion has also been found to have a marked influence on the

health of the operatives.

ANDRESEN-EVANS GRAB BUCKETS.

The accompanying illustration of an eight cubic yard grab
bucket in operation on a large conveyor bridge on a coal

dock at Superior, Wis., shows a grab bucket that

has been perfected by the Andresen-Evans Company, Chi-

cago, for handling all kinds of bulk materials, especially

coal, crushed stone, gravel and sand, and for excavating
and dredging. These grab buckets are made in all sizes,

from one cubic yard to eight cubic yards capacity, and
for operation with two, three or four lines.

The distinctive features claimed for these grab buckets

Andresen-Evans Grab Bucket.

are: The path of travel of cutting edges and inclination

of trays are such as to cause the scoops to dig into, and
not out of, the material; the direction of pull of the closing

chains pulls the scoops down into the material; the open-

ing is 50 per cent, greater than clam shells. The wide
opening is of especial advantage in unloading boats, barges

or cars, reducing hand shoveling to a minimum and get-

ting loads where clam shells would not.

These buckets can be used on locomotive cranes, travel-

ing cranes, derricks, dredges, skid excavators, or any equip-

ment having two drums for hoisting, one drum for the

closing and hoisting line or lines, and one drum for the

hold or dumping line or lines. They axe especially adaptable

for locomotive coaling stations, in connection with locomo-

tive cranes, and show economy in that the ratio between
the dead weight of bucket and weight of material handled
is a minimum. The builder reports that in a recent test,

unloading a large lake boat, one of these grab buckets

averaged 62 per cent, more coal per trip, when taking out

the coal directly beneath the hatch, and 71 per cent, more
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coal \)cr trij), wlion iloaniiifj; ii]), tliaii a claiii shell of the

Baiiio ratod capacity. They have also been used for slrii>-

ping work in hard clay, sand and gravel, lor concrete mix-

ing plants, and by contractors in excavating for dam sites,

sewer work, digging channels, etc. For many classes of

excavating these grab buckets, when mounted on long boom
excavator machines, will handle material cheaper than

eteam shovels, on account of the long reach and the ability

to dig any required depth, making unnecessary frequent

shifts of machinery and tracks.

KENNICOTT WATER WEIGHER.

The Kennicott Company, Chicago Heights, 111., manufac-

tures a water-weighing device that furnishes a continuous,

dependable record of the weight of boiler feed water evap-

orated. Where a continuous record of the boiler feed water

evaporated is not kept there is usually loss of money both in

buying and burning the fuel. In a 500-h. p. plant, operating

12 hours per hay, if the saving amounts to only 1% cents

per 1,000 pounds of water evaporated the total will be over

$1,000 per year.

The Kennicott water weigher receives water from open
heater, standpipe or any other source and delivers it in unit

charges of uniform weight into any suitable storage

Kennicott Water Weigher with Storage Tank.

tank. When used in connection with a storage tank,

as shown in the accompanying illustration, the supply to

the weigher may be regulated by a balanced valve in tha

inlet, governed by a ball float in the storage tank, which
insures that the storage tank is always full of water. A
counter registers each unit charge delivered by the weigher
and an accurate record of the weight of water is thus ob-

tained.

The wide fluctuations in rate of supply, which are so com-
mon in boiler feeding, cause inaccuracy In meters and some
other measuring devices. The Kennicott water weigher is

unaffected by variations in rate of supply, weighing with

equal accuracy whether water is delivered to it at a low

or at the maximum capacity of the weigher. Each Kenni-

cott weigher is given a most careful test for accuracy and
capacity at the actual temperatures at which it is' to be

used. Each weigher is assembled and receives an individual

test and calibration, the unit charges being accurately weighed

on scales, and the exact weight of the unit charge thus de-

termined. A test report and certificate of guaranteed ac-

curacy and capacity accompanies each weigher, which is

guarante(>d to record the correct weight of water to within

Vz of 1 per cent, of absolute accuracy.

GALVANOIVIETER TYPE A. C. TRACK RELAY.

The Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.,

makes a galvanometer type a. c. relay, designed originally

for use on electric roads. When used on steam roads the

mechanical construction is the same, the winding only be-

ing changed. The two large coils constitute the field wind-

ing, which is connected to a local source of alternating

current. The moving coil is the armature winding, which

is connected to the track. The shaft carrying the moving
coil is connected by cranks and a link to a second shaft

which carries the contact springs.

To operate the relay it is necessary to have current flow-

ing to both windings, and these currents must be in a cer-

tain direction relative to each other. In case direct cur-

rent flows through the armature it cannot operate the relay

since the fields are energized with alternating current. The
relay contains no iron in its magnetic circuit, and therefore

it cannot be held closed by direct current flowing through

the armature after the alternating current has been shunted

off. If the polarity of adjacent track circuits is reversed,

current coming from the adjacent track circuit in case the

insulation joints are broken down, will tend to open the

relay contacts. The clearances in the relay are large, and

all parts are easily inspected.

STRAUSS BASCULE BRIDGE.

The accompanying illustration shows the Strauss trunnion

bascule bridge over the Chicago River on Polk street, Chicago.

It is a highway structure carrying a double-track street rail-

way line. It has a clear span 140 ft. The bridge is of the

cantilever type, with the exception that there is no anchorage,

the lower end of the bottom chord coming to a bearing on

Strauss Bascule Bridge at Polk Street, Chicago,

the front of the pier at a sufficient distance in front of the

trunnion so that the live load on the leaf is overbalanced

by the total dead reaction on the trunnion. This feature

of the Strauss cantilever design contributes materially to

the rigidity of the cantilever type and this rigidity is further

increased by a motor-driven lock which connects the leaves

at the center.

This bridge is the first deviation of the city of Chicago

from its standard type of trunnion bridge. The design

originally selected for this crossing cuts off one of the tracks

of the Chicago Great Western on the east side of the river,

and, as a result of a suggestion by the railway company, the

city took up the question of finding a design which would

leave this track unchanged and still give the full width of

clear channel without exceeding the appropriation provided

for the construction.

It was found that the Strauss design fully met these re-

quirements, the cost being about $24,000 less than the city's
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own type, and the city, therefore, contracted with the Strauss

Bascule Bridge Co., Chicago, for the plans and royalty. The
structure has now been in service about nine months and

has given excellent satisfaction. This bridge, and also the

Strauss bridge at Kinzie street, on the Chicago & North

Western, can now be seen in operation.

PEASE STANDARD CONTINUOUS BLUE PRINTER.

The tendency on the part of manufacturers and railway

engineers toward the use of smaller blue prints for shop

use has induced the C. F. Pease Company, Chicago, to

introduce a small continuous blue printer. The illustration

shows the Pease standard continuous blue printer for trac-

ings up to 30 in. wide, with only three arc lamps of low

amperage. The 24-in. machine uses but two arc lamps and

has a capacity of fifty to seventy-five 24-in. x 36-in. prints

per hour, or double that quantity of 18-in. x 24-in. prints,

which fulfills the requirements of many manufacturers,

while to those desiring a larger output or larger prints the

Pease Printing, Washing and Drying IVIachine, with Gas

Dryer.

machines can be furnished in any width up to 54 in., the

number of lamps depending on the width of the machine.

The 24-in. printer occupies no more space than a small

drafting table and can readily be placed in a corner of the

drafting room, as it is almost noiseless. This printer will

compare favorably in price with the vertical printer and
occupies no more space, while it is always ready for instant

use and no time is lost in loading and unloading. All trac-

ings are fed over the feeding table, on top of the sensitized

paper right side up. The printer may be used for printing

either from sheets or rolls as desired. The paper and trac-

ings are carried down past the bent glass by an endless

canvas belt and drop into the tray below, as shown in the

cut, from which they can be taken out by the operator from

the front of the machine. Any width sheet up to the width

of the machine can be printed and the prints can be made
up to the width of the machine and the prints can be made
any length in one place. It is possible also to print any
portion of a tracing without running the entire tracing
through. With one of these printers it is possible to con-

nect at any time with the Pease automatic washing and
drying machine and the Pease direct white print a.pparatus,

equipping the operator to print, wash and dry by one con-
tinuous operation, doing away with the time and labor con-
sumed in washing and drying, and producing prints free

from stick marks or distortions.

Where space is too limited to warrant the installation of

an automatic washing and drying machine in connection
with the printer, much room can be saved by the installa-

tion of a Pease sheet washer instead of a flat tray and the
necessary drying rods. These sheet washers are placed
against the wall and the washing and drying apparatus
takes up no more room than a radiator, while it is possible

to wash all sizes of prints up to 42 in. x 72 in. This also

avoids wet or sloppy floors, as the prints are washed with
a spray of water which passes oiT into the drain pipe. Thus
only fresh water is used and better prints are obtained.

This sheet washer is illustrated herewith. These machines
can be seen in operation at the Coliseum, sections 161-162.

NO. 28 MOTOR CAR.

About the time the first automobiles were brought out,

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, began to make gasohne
motor cars for railway service. The first cars built were
like the first automobiles, rather crude and cumbci-some,

but they did run and were the basis on which to work for

perfection. In those days the problem of obtaining a good
combustible mixture of gasoline and air was one of the
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No. 28 Fairbanks-Morse Motor Car.

most difficult to overcome. All kinds of mixing valves and

carburetors were tried and used, but the automatic float-

feed type had not been perfected. The first Fairbanks-

Morse motor cars were equipped with a large galvanized

iron shell, inside of which was a fine wire gauze over which

the gasoline passed. The air drawn through this shell

evaporated the gasoline on the gauze, forming a mixture

which could be exploded when drawn into the cylinder,

compressed and ignited by a spark. The spark was pro-

duced mechanically, which called for complicated moving

parts to wear out and get out of adjustment. Now all this is

changed. The most highly perfected automatic float-feed

carburetor is furnished on all cars and the jump spark

system of ignition employed.

This company has developed cars to meet the needs of
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all tho ofllcers of a railway for rapid and convenient trans-

portation over (ho line. Tho superintendent's car Is, of

course, of the automobile type, having comfortable seats

for long trips and is usually operated on train orders, being

too heavy to lift off and on the track readily. For other

railway men, track supervisors, bridge Inspectors, signal-

men, linemen, etc., smaller inspection cars have been de-

signed, having a carrying capacity of two or three men,
but with the weight kept down so that one man can remove
them from the track.

The No. 28 car exhibited by Fairbanks, Morse & Co. is

their latest car of the light type and after a year's testing

and experimenting is being offered to railway men this

spring. It has several new and interesting features. The
frame is all steel, pressed to shape, all boring being done
by jigs at one time, insuring interchangeability. The engine

Is of the air-cooled, two-cycle type, which eliminates all

valves, pawls, cams, sprockets and chain. It is direct con-

nected, one on each side, to the front wheel axle, which
is in reality the crank shaft. Cylinders are enclosed and
cannot be damaged by dirt or sand cutting them. Lubri-

cation is an important feature, the oil and gasoline being
mixed before they are placed in the gasoline tank. This
mixture passes from the carburetor into the crank case,

then into the cylinder, insuring a positive and automatic
lubrication system, which stops when the car stops. Two
switches are provided so that one cylinder can be cut out
entirely, with no waste of gasoline, as the intake pipe is

fitted with a valve to cut off supply of gas to either cylin-

der. The car's speed is from 8 to 30 miles per hour under
absolute control of the operator.

THE WATERPROOFING OF THE BRANDYWINE ARCH
ON THE BALTIIVIORE &. OHIO RAILROAD.

In connection with the general work of strengthening
bridges on the Philadelphia division of the Baltimore &
Ohio, a new double-track stone arch viaduct has recently
been completed over Brandywine creek, Wilmington, Del.,

replacing the pin-connected double-track deck Pratt truss
erected in 1882. On account of a general realignment the
new structure was built 140 ft. south ' of the old bridge.

The viaduct is 746 ft. long and 114 ft. high from mean low
water to the top of the coping. It is composed of a series

of seven semi-circular arches, three of 100-ft. spans, two of

90-ft. spans and two of 80-ft. spans, arranged symmetrically
about the center. The arches were supported by six piers

and two abutments, the center piers being 12 ft. wide at the
springing line, while the two piers at the intersection of the
80-ft. and 90-ft. arches were 11 ft. wide. At the outer ends
of the 100 ft. arches abutments were built having a width
of 17 ft. at the springing line. The entire structure, except

the foundations, was built of composite masonry faced with
Ohio sandstone.

From the nature of the situation, the work was planned
to be distinctly permanent. Consequently, great care was
taken to select a waterproofing material to protect the
structure from the damaging action of water and frost. Be-
cause of the high fill over the structure any repairing to the
waterproofing would be very expensive; also it was neces-

sary to use a method and a material sufficiently adaptable
in its make-up and application to be flashed into the sharp
angles and over the steep slopes readily with no danger of

forming air pockets or bad joints. To meet these conditions

the following specifications were drawn up:

"On the clean and dry surface of the concrete there shall

first be applied, with brushes, a coating of Sarco concrete

primer, which coating, as applied, shall be thin enough to

penetrate the recesses of the concrete, forming an anchorage
for the subsequent waterproof coating. After the priming
coat has been allowed to dry there shall then be applied, with

mops, a heavy coating of Sarco No. G waterprooJing, which
lias been heated to a temperature of 450 deg. F., and while the

material is still hot there shall then be introduced a layer of

8-cz. Open Mesh Burlap, all carefully laid down and free

from folds or pockets. The surface of this burlap shall then
be heavily mopped with waterproofing and two more layers

of 8-oz. Open Mesh Burlap laid in the same manner, making
a 3-ply burlap waterproof mat, all thoroughly saturated,

cemented and bonded together and to the concrete with
waterproofing. While the final swabbing coat is still hot it

Fhall be sanded with Torpedo sand to a walking surface."
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Applying the Waterproofing.

In doing the work a 3-ply waterproof mat was first laid

over the tops of the arches, into the valleys between the

crowns of the arches and up the parapet walls as high as it

was possible without the use of staging, the strips of bur-

lap being laid lengthwise of the bridge. The mat was then

applied to the parapet walls, the strips being laid perpen-

dicularly up the walls and lapping over that portion already

laid lengthwise of the structure. Painters' platforms slung

from rails laid from coping to coping were used in applying

the mat to the parapet walls. In the valleys between the

crowns of the arches the height to the coping was 25 ft..

The Brandywine Arch.

making it necessary to use two sets of staging. The top edge

of the waterproof mat was sealed in the recess left under the

coping by filling the Tecess with pure Sarco No. 6 water-

proofing, the material being held until cooled by a clay

stop. This seal was then plastered over with cement grout

to carry the water from the coping out toward the center

of the bridge.

The drainage of this arch structure was in the valleys be-

tween the crowns of the arches, downspouts carrying the

water to deep holes leading out of the masonry piers. Great

care was taken to flash around the drains to obtain a per-
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fectly tight seal. After the completicn of the waterproof

mat a 2-in. layer of concrete was laid over the crowns and

valleys of the arches and part way up the side walls, to pro-

tect the mat from mechanical injury, due to the dumping of

the filling material, consisting of dirt, cinders, quarry chips

and clay, from the level of the top of the coping. On comple-

tion cf the fill the structure was ready for the track-laying.

The care taken in this work is an example of the advance

made in the design of permanent structures and a recogni-

tion of the fact that in order to be permanent a structure

must be waterproof and thus be free from all decompositions

resulting from the presence of water in the masonry or con-

crete.

The waterproofing work was at all times directly in charge

of the Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co., Chicago, 111., and

under the direction of one of its engineers. It was under the

supervision of the following officers of the Baltimore & Ohio:

A. W. Thompson, chief engineer; W. S. Bouton, bridge en-

gineer; J. T. Wilson, district engineer; F. W. Strouse, as-
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Construction Work Under Way.

sistant engineer and J. G. Teders, resident engineer on the

on the ground. Charles A. Sims was the contractor for the

construction of this arch.

FIREPROOF COALING STATION FOR ELGIN, JOLIET
& EASTERN.

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has recently had built at its

roundhouse at Waukegan, 111., a new fireproof structural steel

locomotive coaling station, which is illustrated herewith.

The station has a storage capacity of 100 tons of bituminous

coal and 8 tons of dry sand, and is designed to coal and sand

locomotives on two tracks. The coal is brought to the station

on the receiving track at the rear of the plant in hopper bot-

tom cars and dumped into a 26-ft. concrete receiving hopper.

The rails of this receiving track are supported over the hop-

per on 24-in., 80-lb. I-beam girders. The track hopper is

lined with 1 in. of neat cement, sidewalk finish, with well-

rounded valleys to the measuring feeder. This method of

lining track hoppers has proved more successful than wood
plank lined with steel, which will eventually rot out.

The coal from the receiving hopper flows by gravity into a

Barrett revolving measuring feeder, which measures 1^/^

tons of coal and discharges its load automatically into the

elevating bucket, preventing overflowing of the bucket and
flooding of the pit. This device is so designed that when in

the act of discharging a measured quantity of coal into the

elevating bucket, it closes the opening in the track hopper as

an undercut gate. As the bucket is elevated, the revolving

feeder automatically rotates back into its original position,

opening the gate in the receiving hopper; and it is then in a

position to receive another measure of coal. It rests in this

position until the returning empty bucket descends and is

again filled from the feeder.

This plant is designed to elevate 40 tons of coal per hour
with a single bucket balanced with counterweight. The bucket
elevator is operated by a 15-h.p. General Electric motor, tak-

ing 3-phase, 60-cycle alternating current at 220 volts, and
equipped with solenoid brake, circuit breaker, special con-

troller with Hatch limit switch, a device to cut off the current
and stop hoisting when the bucket is carried beyond the dis-

charge point by a careless operator. This device makes the

station fool-proof. The motor is directly connected to a

15-h.p. reversible hoisting drum.
The round tank receptacle of the pocket which holds the

coal is made of i^-in. and %-in. steel plate, properly reinforced

with a plate girder at the base to prevent distortion. The bal-

ance of the station is of structural steel, the columns being of

built-up angle and plate construction.

The hoist house and canopy over the tower are covered with

Coaling Station at Waukegan, III.

corrugated steel. The entire structure rests on concrete foun

dations, and the bucket pit is waterproofed.

The contract for this complete "counterbalanced bucket"

plant was awarded to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chi-

cago, the original promoters of the Holmen balanced bucket

type locomotive coaling station.

A small operating model of the coaling station described

above may be seen at this company's exhibit in the Coliseum,

spaces 78 and 97.

BRIDGE FOUNDATION WORK.

The Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Co., Leavenworth, Kan.,

is now building a bridge across the Sacramento river at

Sacramento, Cal., for the Northern Electric Company. At

this point it was necessary to resort to pneumatic caisson

methods. One of the caissons was constructed on a barge

and then moved into place, as shown in the accompanying

photograph. With some of the other piers it was possible
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to build the caissons on shoii> ;iiul then float tlioin Into i

position.

lu addition to tlio usual run ol' smaller work tills com-

pany has recently comi)leted the construction of new con-

crete piers extending 70 ft. below low water by the pneu-

matic process in connection with the rebuilding of the

Building Caisson, Sacramento River Bridge of the Northern
Electric.

bridge of the St. Louis Southwestern across the Arkansas
river at Rob Roy, Ark. This company also had charge of

the'reinforcing of the Pecos viaduct across the Pecos river

in Texas on the line of the Southern Pacific, and it re-

cently took a contract for a number of deep foundations

for the National Railways of Mexico.

STEEL WATER TANKS.

The accompanying cut of water tanks on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad at' Charleroi, Pa., shows the difference in

appearance between wood and steel tanks. The steel tank
shown is one of the patented tanks built by the Chicago

Bridge & Iron Works, . Chicago. Its special features are

the elliptical bottom and the large riveted steel riser pipe

Water Tank on Pennsylvania Railroad at Charleroi, Pa.

or mud drum. The mud drum is made of suflBcient diameter

to prevent freezing, thereby eliminating the need of any
temporary wooden frost casing and putting the tank into

the class of permanent structures. The mud drum also acts

as a settling basin and is equipped with a wash-out valve

at the bottom so that sediment can be washed out at any

Unio without interruiiting the service of the tank. 'i'lie

elliptical bottom not only does away with the excessive

weight of an I-beam platform but it also makes all the tank
plates readily accessible for inspection and painting. At
tlie same time the head to be pumped against is no greater

tlian for the ordinary flat bottom tank. Tanks of this de-

sign are in use by 28 of the railways of this country, in

capacities up to and including 500,000 gallons, while the

builders claim that such tanks can be built iii capacities of

over 1,000,000 gallons.

CONCRETE MIXER CHARGING ELEVATOR.

Loading concrete mixers by hand labor has long been re-

garded as an expensive method, especially on small jobs,

where it was necessary to move the machine frequently,

requiring the building of a platform runway at each setting

of the mixer. To eliminate this the Municipal Engineering

& Contracting Company, Chicago, has constructed a large

elevator to be used in connection with its Chicago im-

proved cube mixers. This elevator has an important fea-

ture of special value in railway work, in that it requires no
ground supports, and it is, therefore, immaterial whether

the surrounding surface be higher or lower than the ground

on which the machine is located. Another advantage is

that such an elevator offers no extra difficulty in moving
the mixer. The elevator consists of a double track, or

guides, set at an angle and firmly attached to the mixer

Chicago Improved Cube Mixer, With Elevator.

frame. On this track is mounted a traveling carriage and a

bucket of sufficient capacity to hold an entire batch. The
bucket is filled within 12 in. of the ground and drawn to

the top by a cable wound on a hoisting drum, which is also

attached to the mixer frame, and the operation of the

hoist, attending of the engine and charging and dis-

charging of the mixer are all performed by one man.

When it is desired to lift the bucket, or hopper, the hoist

is started and the bucket rocks over until guide flanges on

either side engage the supporting rails of the carriage;

and in this position it is carried erect to the top

of the elevator, when the door in the bottom is released,

instantly discharging the entire batch into the mixer. The

hopper is then immediately lowered to the ground to be

refilled while the batch is being mixed, and, since the

mixer is in constant operation and the charging and return-

ing of the bucket to the ground require but a moment, no

time is wasted. All the heavy work of elevating the mate-

rial is done by the machine and consequently fewer men
are required.
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It does seem as though a great deal of time and energy

are wasted in some sessions of the Maintenance of Way
Association in discussions of the Manual. One is at times

reminded of the chronicle of the proceedings of the

French Academy, which, for the past hundred years, have
read: "The Academy held a session last evening. They
were engaged upon the dictionary." No one expects the

dictionary to be finished. So to some it seems the chroni-

cle of the proceedings of this association might read:

"The association met. They were engaged on the Manual."

The Manual is very valuable, but, after all, is only recom-

mendatory and carries no obligation to use it, and much
of the time spent in its compilation might well be more
profitably employed in discussing some of the really ex-

cellent work that has been done in committee. For in-

stance, to ignore such an important and masterly piece

of work as the impact tests and spend time in discussing

the verbiage of a proposal regarding the unloading of ma-
terial looks like subordinating what is very important
to what is relatively unimportant. It is not possible that

all of the knowledge on a subject is embodied in the

reports, excellent as they are, and even if such were the

case, it seems as though the association ought at least to
extend the courtesy of a discussion to those who have
done such good work. The association in giving so much
discussion to the Manual is apt to deprive its members of
golden opportunities lor personal and professional im-
provement.

The statistics recently published, giving the production of
rails in the United States for 1910, are of much interest as
indicating a gradual change in the composition of the rails

being rolled. While the production of all kinds of rails

for the year did not reach that of the maximum year 190C,
when nearly 4,000,000 tons were rolled, the total was 3,034.-

029 tons, an increase of 20.1 per cent, over 1909. Of this

1,715,900 tons were of open-hearth steel, as compared with
1,256,674 tons of this steel rolled the previous year, or an in-

crease of 36 1^ per cent. The tonnage of special alloy steel

rails rolled in 1910 amounted to 200,621, of which 195,408
tons were titanium and 390 tons were manganese steel, as
compared with only 50,724 tons of all kinds of special alloy
steel rails rolled in 1909, or an increase of over 330 per cent.
The amount of Bessemer rails rolled last year reached a total
of 1,917,900 tons, or an increase of but 8 14 per cent, over
1909. These figures indicate the growing dissatisfaction with
the Bessemer rail, which has been rolled during recent years,
and the growing realization of the necessity of securing some
other steel. While but little of the open-hearth or special

alloy rail has been in track long enough for reliable data
to be secured concerning their service, the unsatisfactory
service of the Bessemer rail is fully known. The necessity
of getting a better rail is so pressing that the railways are
more than usually willing to investigate new materials, and
the very great increase in the rolling of special alloy steel

rails has an instructive bearing on this phase of the subject.

Largely untried as they are in service, this increase of over
300 per cent, in their manufacture shows how strong is

the feeling of the railways that they must get some other

and better material. In spite of the increased cost, they
are willing to pay the price for these newer rails, in the

hope of getting really satisfactory steel. The original cost

of the rail is but a proportion of its total cost. The greater

danger of accident, together with the increased vigilance

and patrol they make necessary, and the greater cost of

replacement their use involves, all tend to offset the lower

initial cost of inferior rails.

While the committee on economics of railway location

was largely unable to accomplish the work it set out to do

during the past year, an investigation which bears promise

of giving very important results has nevertheless been car-

ried on under its supervision in the study of train resistance

on the Baltimore & Ohio. When the data secured in these

tests is worked up and the results published, they will un-

doubtedly bring out some very valuable facts. Work of this

nature is of the greatest importance to the railways, as it

directly affects the actual cost of the conducting of their

main business—the transportation of traffic. Tests were
carried on to ascertain the resistances of trains under var-

ious speeds and also in starting after long and short stops.

From these studies, as well as from the results of investi-

gations reported last year, it appears so far that the re-

sistance varies but little for changes in speed between 5

and 35 miles per hour. The effect of stops, both long and
short, on train resistance has been but lightly touched on

as yet. This offers an important field for further investiga-

tion, for the starting resistance may be the limiting factor

in determining tonnage rating. T^e question has been

raised as to what is the lowest rate to which it is practi-

cable to reduce the gradient. A more thorough investiga-

tion of this initial train resistance will largely help In

answering this question. In discussing these tests, Mr.
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nogien (losiiibecl one test with a freight train loaviug Iho

Ne\viul<. Oiiio, yard of the Baltimore & Ohio, where a

puslior was necessary to start the train out of the yard.

The resistance reached 20 lbs. per ton and did not fall

to the normal until the train had been out of the yard

about two hours. As a result of this test, in the construc-

tion of new yards at two different points the Baltimore &
Ohio has reduced the grades below the ruling grade for

some distance out of the yard to equate for this initial re-

sistance, since It Is especially important that the trains

move readily just out of the terminals. This indicates

another important point to be considered in laying out

grade line.

THE MANUAL AND CURRENT PRACTICE.

The question is worthy of the serious consideration of

the association whether too many details of methods and

structure are not being adopted as recommended practice

and, as such, put into the Manual. The American Railway

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association is the

great authority on all matters pertaining to railway engi-

neering and maintenance of way in North America. Its

word is generally regarded—and properly so—as the last

word on all the subjects with which it deals. When it

adopts anything as recommended practice, it is bound to

be generally assumed—whether the association desires it

to be or not—that this has been done, not merely be-

cause the association regards the thing in question as

good practice, but because it regards it as the best prac-

tice. This being true, it would seem that only those things

should be adopted as recommended practice which the

association regards as (1) of very material importance,

and (2), not as the best ideal practice, but as the best

practice that will be practicable under the actual condi-

tions with which railway engineers have to deal to-day.

Now, in many cases the association has not conformed

to this rule. It has adopted, and still is adopting, numer-

ous things as recommended practice which are of relatively

minor importance. It also has adopted as recommended

practice numerous things, which, if we may judge by the

action of a great majority of the roads, are not regarded

as improvements or essential. Numerous methods and de-

vices have been recommended in the Manual which were

being used at the time by only a small minority of rail-

ways, and which were not subsequently adopted by any

considerable number of them. Now, in these cases one

of two things has been true: Either the practice recom-

mended has not been widely adaptable to the actual con-

ditions with which the railways have to deal, or the

railways have been greatly at fault in not making their

practice conform to them. Suppose an accident happens

which can, by any stretch of the imagination, be attri-

buted to the use of a method or device which has been

employed contrary to the judgment of the association as

expressed by the Manual, but some person who is injured

sues the railway concerned for damages. It may very

well be that the method that has been employed or the

device that has been used is actually more expensive and

better than the recommended practice, but juries know
nothing about these technical matters, and the introduc-

tion of evidence showing that the practice on which the

association had set the seal of its approval had not been

conformed to would in most cases be enough to cause

the road to be mulcted in damages. Again, government
regulation is rapidly being extended to every detail of

railway operation. When the legislatures and commissions

decide to do some regulating of construction and mainte-

nance they naturally will turn to the Manual for light on

what requirements they shall impose. They have a right

to assume that whatever the association has recommended .

as standard is both good and entirely practical; and the

railways are apt to wake some morning and find that they

have been required by statute to do certain things at once,

and at great expense, which have been set up merely as

iiigh ideals to be aimed at and which those who recom-

mended them expected to approac^h only gradually and

did not expect to be attained for years.

It Is not intended to imply that there should be any

hesitation about adopting as recommended ])ractice any

method or device which is of first-rate importance and

which experience has shown to be desirable. Standards

regarding numerous matters are very desirable, because

when many railways buy standard articles the makers

can turn them out at relatively low cost to themselves

and at relatively low prices to the purchasers. For ex-

ample, there should be great insistance on a high standard

of recommended practice for the manufacture of steel rails,

bridge timber, cement, etc., and a stronger insistence

than there has been in the past on the manufacturers

making such materials and supplies according to specifica-

tions. But is it not a mistake to specify one location of

a freight house with reference to the tracks as preferable

to any other arrangement, and to specify a platform on

the track side, when local conditions very generally decide

what is best and the recommended plan may be entirely

unsuited to many locations? Again, the Committee on

Water Service recommended the dome roof for specifica-

tion for wooden water tanks, whereas this is but one of

several styles of roofs that are equally good. It would

seem that in such cases as this it would be better to

accept the committee's report as information—valuable

information, indeed, when investigations have been ac

thorough as they ought to be, and as many are—but never-

theless, so far as the association is concerned, merely

information. It has been suggested that perhaps it might

be well to embody such recommendations of committees

in a separate volume merely for the information of mem-
bers of the engineering profession, and include such ma-

terial as—while important—is not in wide enough use to

warrant its being recommended practice. The recommenda-

tions of a committee of a half dozen or a dozen members,

however able and painstaking, are a very different matter

from a recommendation by the united voice of the asso-

ciation. There is nothing to prevent the roads from act-

ing individually on such recommendations; but unless the

matters' dealt with are of very material and the recom-

mendations entirely practical in view of existing condi-

tions, it would seem that the association itself ought not

definitely to commit itself to them.

RAIL SPECIFICATIONS.

Conditions relating to the manufacture of rails to specifi-

cations approved by the railways do not appear to be any

more favorable or encouraging than in the past two or three

years. At the last convention of the Maintenance of Way
Association the rail committee reported that as far as was

known no railway had purchased rails to specifications dur-

ing the past two years which were entirely satisfactory. Con-

ditions during the past year have not materially changed,

and it is safe to say that 90 per cent, of the roads which have

ordered rails have agreed to accept rails made under the

steel manufacturers' specification. The Pennsylvania Rail-

road, the New York Central and the Canadian lines are the

principal exceptions, and these roads, after some degree of

stubbornness in insisting on rails made to their own ideas

as to specifications, have been able to secure some changes

in the right direction.

The principal feature of the American Railway Association
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specification, whicli is the cause of dispute with manufac-

turers, and which has not yet been accepted by them, is the

clause requiring all test pieces which do not break under the

drop to be nicked and tested to destruction, and steel manu-

facturers are not yet willing to permit the rejection of rails

which are shown to have physical defects revealed by this

opportunity to examine the structure of the broken test

pieces. It has been already demonstrated that good rails

can be made having either the A or B section, but the adop-

tion of these sections is not sufficient to secure the manu-

facture of sound rails, and the principal difficulty now is to

eliminate mechanical defects due to poor methods in the man-

ufacture of the steel ingots. The work which has already

been done by some of the railways in having rails nicked,

broken and tested to destruction has furnished abundant

proof that some defects which are found in these test pieces

sooner or later appear in an exaggerated form in the broken

rails.

Rail failures, as revealed by records relating to rails of re-

cent manufacture, may be divided into two classes; first, those

in which the rail is completely broken in pieces, indicating a

brittle steel; and, second, those in which the head is crushed

or split. The former are caused by irregularity in the com-

position of the steel, due to carbon and phosphorus much
higher than the specifications, which produces brittleness.

The defects in the head are mechanical ones, which can be

traced back to segregation, dirt and gas in the ingots which,

rolled out into the head, still remain as seams which are not

completely closed up. Rails having a composition showing too

much carbon and phosphorus should be detected under the

drop; and if they are not, the drop should be adjusted so that

it will detect such defects, and a sufficient number of test

pieces made to discover the brittle rails in any heat. The de-

fects of most rails which fall on account of crushed and split

heads could be detected by a stricter enforcement of the

specification requiring an inspection of the fracture after

sample has been nicked and broken.

The use of carbon up to .83 per cent, in open hearth rails,

with phosphorus .03 per cent., has resulted in a good wearing

steel, but where the carbon is so near the critical point the

process of manufacture must be watched more carefully. A
good wearing rail can only be made by unusual care in the

manufacture of the steel; the problem of making rails free

from physical defects, once partially attributable to the rail

section, is almost entirely dependent on proper methods in the

manufacture and treatment of the steel ingots.

The committee on rail reports only progress in the prepara-

tion of a specification, and it thinks it necessary to carry on

more tests and experiments before recommending a final

specification. Judging from the size of the report on rails

this year, there is danger of becoming buried in statistics and
accumulating a mass of material relating to steel manufac-

ture which from its mere bulk will render more hopeless a

final conclusion as to a proper specification.

Sufficient information is now at hand for the preparation

of a specification which, if faithfully followed by the steel

works and mills, would produce satisfactory rails, and at a

cost which would secure to the manufacturer an ample profit.

Most rail defects can be traced in one way or another to rapid

manufacture; sufficient time is not allowed for the steel to

settle in the ladle or for it to soak to a uniform temperature
in the pit, and there is also too rapid reduction in the rolls.

The time element is the most important one which needs
adjustment. It is unfortunate, therefore, that the past few
months have been virtually wasted in the output of rails, and
the year's requirements will be turned out in six months at

high speed with no improvement in quality. If the orders

could be so placed that the mills could be operated steadily on
a smaller output per day and at a slower rate in all proc-

esses of manufacture, the quality of the product would im-

prove and many of the defects which are now shown up with

such apparent satisfaction by some investigators would dis-

appear.

The advantage of slower methods in rail manufacture Is

shown by the results obtained in the countries north and south

of us. In Canada and Mexico, where the converters are not

on such a grand scale or the mill machinery so ingenious and

powerful, the quality of the rails produced is much superior

to the average rail made in the United States.

The roads represented in the American Railway Associa-

tion could do more toward securing improvement of American

rail manufacture and reduction in the number of defective

rails by giving the mills sufficient orders to keep them run-

ning steadily at moderate speed than it will ever accomplish

by tests and analyses and the publication of vast tomes of

reports on defective rails.

PROGRAM.

(Order may be changed by a two-thirds vote of convention

or by time required for consideration of reports.)

Thursday, March 23.

Morning session, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.

Afternoon session, 2 p. m. to 5:30 p. m.

XIII. Water Service.

IX. Signs, Fences and Crossings.

XI. Records and Accounts.

XVII. Wood Preservation.

Special: Grading Rules for Maintenance of Way Lumber.

VI. Buildings.

Roadway.

Uniform General Contract Forms.

Conservation of Natural Resources.

New Business.

Election of Officers.

Adjournment.

I.

Special:

XIX.

RAILWAY PASSES GOOD AT THE COLISEUM.

It should be remembered by railway men that their passes

are good for admission to the Coliseum any time during

the week. It is only necessary to show them at the door,

and separate admission tickets are not necessary.

MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

A meeting of the board of directors of the American Rail-

way Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association will

be held in Room 1166 at the Congress Hotel immediately

after the adjournment of the convention today.

PROFESSOR PENCE COMING TODAY.

Prof. W. D. Pence of the University of Wisconsin, editor

of the Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering

and Maintenance of Way Association, is expected to arrive

in Chicago in time to attend at least the afternoon session

of the Association today. Professor Pence has been in

Panama but is trying to get here before the adjournment.

LUNCHEON TO B. & O. MEN ATTENDING THE CON-
VENTION.

A. W. Thompson, general manager of the Baltimore &
Ohio, gave a luncheon at the Congress Hotel yesterday to

50 officers of this road who are attending the Maintenance

of Way convention. After the luncheon brief talks were

made by Mr. Thompson; Francis Lee Stewart, chief engi-

neer; J. E. Greiner, consulting bridge engineer; Earl

Stimson, chief engineer maintenance of way; F. P. Patenall,

signal engineer; and Major Pangborn, of the president's
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staff. President Willard was in tlie city and expected to

attend tlie lunciieon but was called away by business. Mr.

Thompson, in his remarks, urged the Baltimore & Ohio men
Individually and collectively to take an Interest in the work

and participate In the discussions of the Association, saying

that this would be beneficial both to them personally and

to the road. It is an interesting fact that the Baltimore &
Ohio has more representatives among the members of the

Association than any other railway. Mr. Thompson is

among them, being a director in the Association.

STUDENTS VISIT THE EXHIBIT.

Students from the technical schools in and near Chicago

are finding the Coliseum a great attraction this week, and

many of them are taking advantage of the opportunity there

presented to see the latest and best in railway supplies.

Northwestern University, Armour, Purdue, Illinois, Wiscon-

sin and Indiana are particularly well represented.

LARGE CROWD AT THE COLISEUM.

The attendance at the Coliseum on Wednesday afternoon

broke all records for this year, and compared favorably

with even the highest attendance last year. During the

latter part of the afternoon, especially, the exhibits both on

the ground floor and in the balconies were well filled. The
association adjourned soon after 4:00 o'clock, and many of

the members went to the Coliseum.

NEW PURCHASING AGENT OF THE NEW YORK
CENTRAL.

Sydney B. Wight, purchasing agent of the New York
Central & Hudson River, has been appointed general pur-

chasing agent, succeeding F. H. Greene, whose resignation

has been announced in the Railway Age Gazette. W. C.

Bower, chiefWlerk in the ofllce of the president, succeeds

Mr. Wight, with office at New York.

A MEMBER CRITICIZES ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES
OF THE SMOKER.

W. F. Steffens, engineer of structures of the Boston &
Albany, yesterday sent the following letter to President

L. C. Fritch:

Chicago, March 22, 1911.

Mr. L. C. Fritch, Pres. American Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way Association,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Mr. Fritch:—
Following out the policy of the association as to full dis-

cussion of the various matters affecting its interests, I

should like to present a personal view of the "smoker"

held Tuesday evening.

The fundamental idea of the "smoker," so well known
in engineering societies, is an informal gathering at which

members and their guests may mingle for conversation and
light entertainment, with the usual accessories of refresh-

ments and smoking included. The idea of this association
incorporating a "smoker" evening is thoroughly appreciated

by the members.
As an individual member, voicing, however, the thought

of several other members, I wish to emphatically protest

against a recurrence of such vaudeville and low-class com-
edy features as were introduced last night. It savors too
strongly of the ten-cent theatre variety, and in the opinion

of some is vulgarity at its best. For future "smoker" enter-

tainments I would suggest that if music is to be provided
this be of a high class order as opposed to the street band
and hurdy-gurdy sort.

For one, I feel that the entertainment (?) of last evening
was an infliction that prevented the members from holding

conversation as they had expected would be possible from
the announcement.

I have expressed my views freely in the hope that they

will be received in the same spirit with which sent, and in

the further hope that future entertainments will be of a
higher order, as suggested.

Yours very truly,

W. F. STEFFENS.

CHICAGO & WESTERN INDIANA TRACK ELEVATION ON
FORTY-SIXTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

The Chicago «fe Western Indiana is at present completing

the work of elevating its Belt Railway tracks between Ogden
avenue and Adams street on Forty-sixth avenue, near the

western limits of the city of Chicago. The principal work of

filling and building abutments for street subways was done
during the season of 1910, and only the lining and surfacing of

the track, the completion of subway abutments and improve-

ment of the subways remains to be done this year.

This work is on that part of the Belt line which extends from

a connection with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, near

Grand avenue, south on Forty-sixth avenue to Seventy-fourth

street. The line has been elevated from its northern end south

to Adams street, under the terms of two ordinances, one

passed in 1898 and the other in 1902. The line has also been

elevated from Ogden avenue to West Twenty-sixth street,

provision for this work being made in an ordinance passed

September 30, 1882, by the town of Cicero prior to its an-

nexation to the city of Chicago. In addition to the two street

subways included in this latter piece of elevation, there is an

overhead crossing with the four-track line of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy just south of Ogden avenue. The work

that is now being completed was provided for in an ordinance

passed October 22, 1906. It will connect the two sections

previously elevated, making a continuous grade on high level

from Grand avenue to Ogden avenue.

The Belt line handles a very heavy interchange traffic which

requires large classification yards, and to meet the additional

requirements in this vicinity a new 23-track yard was built

on the new elevation between West Twelfth and West Twenty-

Plan of Track Elevation Work on the Beit Railway of Chicago.
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second streets. The accompanying map shows a sketch of the

layout of the yard, which is of the "push and pull" type,

laid on a level grade. It will have a capacity of 2,000 cars. A
water tank, coaling station and cinder pits will be provided

at the south end of the yard to care for the switching en-

gines, and switchmen's, car inspectors' and agents' buildings

will be provided near West Twenty-second street. The Met-

ropolitan West Side Elevated maintains a coal storage yard

adjoining the south end of the Western Indiana yard, coal

being delivered from a switching track east of the north-

bound main track of the Western Indiana. Team tracks are

provided at the north end of the yard just south of West
Twelfth street.

The building of the yard involved no particular difficulty,

as it was only necessary to keep two through tracks open for

traffic. A trestle was built from which to start the fill. By
shifting the service tracks from one side to the other, the fill-

ing was carried on without interrupting traffic. Outside of the

yard the method of raising one track at a time and diverting

traffic to the other was used. The sand for filling was handled

by the railway company in side dump gondolas from Dune
Park, Ind., a distance of about 50 miles. The total fill amount-

ed to about 700,000 yds.

The elevation work included the building of 14 subways,

two of which were for steam railway crossings, one for the

crossing of the Metropolitan Elevated and one for a private

subway at the plant of the Western Electric Company. One
of the steam railway subways is to provide for the separation

of grades at the main line crossing of the Baltimore & Ohio

Terminal Transfer. All clearances in street subways are

12 ft. on streets without car lines and 13 14 ft. where surface

cars must be provided for. The subways are of the Western
Indiana's standard concrete abutment and I-beam type, the

only special work being at the skew crossing provided for the

Baltimore &~ Ohio Terminal Transfer "Y" connection and
the private Western Electric subway.

Ij^roceedin^!^.

CHICAGO & ALTON TRACK ELEVATION IN CHICAGO.

An ordinance was introduced in the city council of Chicago

last Monday evening for the elevation of the tracks of the

Chicago & Alton from South Albany avenue to beyond Kedzie

avenue, Chicago, a distance of about three-quarters of a mile.

The terms of this ordinance have been agreed to by both

the city track elevation department and the railway com-

pany, and it probably will be formally passed at the next meet-

ing of the council. Under its provisions the main tracks

must be elevated on a temporary structure at Kedzie avenue

by September 30 of this year, to provide for the construction

of a street car line. By November 30, 1912, the main tracks

must be elevated at Washtenaw, California and South Albany

avenues, and all main and yard tracks at Kedzie avenue.

While only four tracks are to be elevated under this ordi-

nance, eventually the entire Brighton Park yard will be raised.

The estimated cost of the work under the main line, includ-

ing subways, is $750,000, while $500,000 additional will be re-

quired for the elevation of Brighton Park yard.

FROM ALL THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE EARTH.

Some very widely separated parts of the world are repre-

sented by men who are attending the meeting of the Main-

tenance of Way Association. Two of the speakers at the

dinner last night were William P. Poland, who is from the

Philippine Islands, and Sir Thomas R. Price, from South

Africa. Among those who come from widely separated

parts of North America are G. A. Mountain, chief engineer

of the Canadian railway commission, Ottawa, Ont. ; B. A.

Wood, chief engineer of the Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.; R.

J. Arey, engineer on the Coast Lines of the Santa Fe, Los
Angeles, Cal., and Sherman Smith, assistant engineer of the

Grand Trunk Pacific at Earl, Sask.

The Wednesday morning session of the American Rail-
way Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association was
called to order at 9:30 o'clock, by President Fritch.

BALLAST.

The following sub-committees were appointed:
Revision of Manual: F. J. Stimson, chairman; W. J. Ber-

gen, C. B. Brown, Jr.

Completing Physical Tests of Stone for Ballast: F. J.

Bachelder, chairman; C. S. Millard, C. T. Brimson.
Proper Thickness of Ballast: H. E. Hale, chairman; J. M.

Egan, S. N. Williams.
Review Report on Gravel Ballast: J. M. Meade, chair-

man; J. S. Lemond, C. C. Hill, G. D. Hicks.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

A few minor changes in wording were recommended.

PROPER THICKNESS OF BALLAST.

Some of the reasons for the use of ballast in track con-
struction are:

(a) To provide drainage which will lead any water that
may accumulate away from the ties; or to provide a protec-

J. V. Hanna.

Chairman, Committee on Ballast.

tion for the subgrade from water, as in the case of cement-
ing gravel.

(b) To distribute the load from the ties more uniformly
over the subgrade than would be done if the ties rested

directly upon the subgrade.
(c) To provide a material which can readily be "worked"

or tamped in all kinds of weather and which will not ma-
terially lose its carrying power or change its position as a
result of the action of the elements.
The proper depth of ballast under the ties will depend,

among other things, upon the following:

(a) The character of the subgrade: (1) rock, (2) firm ma-
terial, as firm gravel, (3) soft material, as gumbo; (b) the

kind of ballast; (c) the number and size of ties per rail

length; (d) the stiffness of the rail; (e) the weight and
magnitude of the wheel load and the number of applica-

tions in a given period; (f) the cost of materials used In

construction of the track.

Character of Subgrade.—If the subgrade is of rock it will

not be deformed by wet weather and it will carry all the

load that can be put upon it by a timber tie; therefore, the

depth of ballast required in this case is only sufficient to

provide an equal bearing under the tie and sufficient ma-
terial for tamping purposes.

If the subgrade is soft, then it is necessary to provide a
dejith of ballast which will produce as nearly as possible a
uniform pressure on the subgrade.
Between solid rock and soft material, such as gumbo,

there exists material used for subgrade of various capacity

for supporting the load of the track. The softer the ma-
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terial used In the subgradc, the deeper should be the ballast

(within certain limits), to provide as uniform pressure on
the Bubgrade as possible.

Kind of I3allast.—The required depth of ballast under the
tie Is not materially affected by the kind of ballast, al-

though it Is generally the practice to provide a less depth

Name of Railroad.

•Baltimore & Ohio.
I

•_

Boston & Maine

1^
Canadian Pacific

Chicago & Alton

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy

Chicago Great Western.

Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul

Dcnxei- & Rio Grande.

New York, New Haven
\ & Hartford

Pennsylvania
I

-

t
~^.

Rock Island Lines

St. Louis Southwestern

St. Louis & San Fran-
I Cisco

Texas & Pacific

Wabash

Height and Slope of
Shoulder.

lOitit. from Top of Tie
to Top of Shoulder.

1>/. In.

ly. in.

1V6 in.

1 in.
Bottom of tie

Top tie roclc
Others 1 in.

Top tie rock, hot. gr'v'l

IM: in.

Top of tie. bot. for
cementing gravel

11/2 in.

11/2 in.

iy2 in.

.\bout 1 in.

About 1 in.

About 1 . in.

.\bout 1 in.

Width of Uuadbed.

Top tie rocR
Others 3 in.

Top .rock and cinder
1 in. above bot. gravel

11/2 in.

1^/2 in.

!¥> in.

Top tie rock, bot. sand

IVz in.

11/2 in.

11/2 in.

Slope.

clV^ to 1

1>/^ to 1
1>^ to 1

1»^ to 1
Curved

Curved
Curved

IVi to 1 curved

Kock 11/2 to 1

Others - to 1

Ivi to 1

1% to 1

1% to 1

Cuts.

15 ft.

16 ft.

14 ft.

19 ft. 5 in.

18 It.

IG ft.

14 ft.

18 ft.

18 ft.

Fills.

20 ft.

18 ft.

If. ft.

IG ft.

II ft.

IS ft.

IS ft.

to 1 J

to 1 :

to 1 I

1 in. from bottom, top
tie rock

Top of tie
Top of tie

Curved
Cur\-eil
Curved
Curved

1-1
2-1-

rock
otlTers

m to 1

I

to 1

to 1
to 1

^Vi to 1

2
'2

2

to 1

to 1

to 1

1V2
1 to

to 1
1 rock

IS ft.

IS ft.

IS ft.

IS It.

IC ft.

1-1 ft. S'/a in.

Curved
Curved

20 ft.

15 ft.

16 ft.

17 ft.

20 ft.

18 ft.

IC ft.

18 ft.

18 ft.

IC ft.

20 ft.

IS ft.

IG ft.

21) ft.

,
20 ft.

I 20 ft.

. 20 ft.

IG ft.

21 ft. SV- in.

20 ft.

IS ft.

lu ii.

1 S ft.

20 ft.

18 ft.

16 ft.

1" ft.

18 ft.

IG ft.

Til'; Drains.

') & S in. i;ir.c

luirttM- t'ilcli

; ir. <'. I. iiir'O

ci CSS drain

Cross drain
wliere needtd

Remarks.

slag.'
side-

clay,
from

a Includes hard slag.
b Incl. granulated slag.

c Slope Is being changed
from c'rv'd to l*^ to 1.

d Roadbed has trans-
verse slope % in. to 1

ft. In wet ledge cuts,
depth of ballast is

sometimes increased
to 2 ft.

e Includes furnace
f Cinders used in

tracks only.
g Includes bui nod

Ballast varies
3 in. in sand to 18 in.

in clay.
h Includes burned gum-

bo. Depth of ballast
\'aries from G in. to 12
in. with local condi-
tions and variation ir,

voltmie of tialfic.

k Rock used on double
and 4 track. Only 4-

track section shtiwn:
sub-grade had trans-
\ erse slope 'A in. to
1 ft.

m Includes slag and dis-
integrated granite.

n Includes chats. Depth
of ballast varies with
nature of soil.

* Shoulder is dressed to
bottom of tie in ce-
menting gravel.

o Includes slag and dis-
integrating granite.

p Includes chats. Depth
of ballast varies with
nature of soil.

* "Variation from stand-
ard made account of
scant supply of bal-
last.

r Kind of ballast not
stated. Standard not
followed in sidetracks.

%^ .

ox
m ed

^t0^

A

;C

A
B

B
C ;

A
B
C

A
B
C
D

A
B
C

*

A
B
C

;

•

' A

DEPTH OF BALLAST UNDER TIE.

Naine of Railroad, Center Of Tie—Kind of Ballast. End of Tie—Kind of Ballast,

Rook. Gravel. Cinders. Sand. Rock. Gravel. Cinder. Sand.—
al2 in.

9 in.

6 in.

bl2 in.

9 in.

6 in.

12 in.

9 in.

« in.

'al2 in.

9 in.

€ in.

bl2 in.

9 in.

6 in.

12 in.

9 in.

6 in.
l^ltiinore & Ohio

Boston & Maine . . . .

.

12 in.

12 m. '.ly.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':

12 in.
15 in.

Canadian, pacific ... . - Tin. 7 ih.

Tin.
T in.
Tin.

9 in. ' 9 in,

91/4 in.

9 in.

91/4 in.
,

Chicago ic Alton.. el2in. 12in„ fl2 in. elSi^ in. nVi in. fl2 in.

Chidaigo, Bnrlington &
8 to 12 in. 8 to 12 in. 8g to 0I2 in.

1

1 S'tOlZin. 8 to 12 in. g8 to 12 in.

Chicago Great Western,.
12-ia
9 in.

6 in.

12 in,

9 in.

,6 in.

12 in.
'

9 in.

6 in.

...... .^ ,,,

.

lit Hi.
•10 in.

•T in.

13 in.

10 in.

Tin.

13 in.

10 in.

Tin.

.1

Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul......

hl2 in.

hlO in.

h8 in.

12 in
10 in.

8 in.

6 in,

12 in.

10 in.

Sin.

hl2 in.
hlO in,

hS in

12 in.

10 in.

8 in.. .y.y...
^

-^

tai

12 in.

10 in.

Sin.
6 in.

Denver & Rio Grande...; '

New York, New fiaven
& Hartford,-» 9 in. Tin. T in. Tin. k8 & 10 in. 9% in. 9y2 in. 9% in.

Pennsylvania .- . ^ . . .-
'

6 in 6 in. 6 in.

'

T in. Tin. Tin. ^ ^

Rock" Island Lines ...,..,.

m6 to 10 in
6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

'6 to 10 in
6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

•6 to 10 In.

G-to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

n6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

»tol0in.

me to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 In,

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in,

n6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

St. Louis Southwestern. 12 in. 12 in. 12 In. 12 in. 13 in. 13 in. 13 in. 13 in.

St. 'Louis & San Fran,-
cisco- '..:,

ofe to 10 in.

6 to 10 in
6ta-10in.

6 to ifl in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 In.

^ to 1« in
6 to 10 in
6 to 10 ir.

p6 to 10 in.

6vto 10 In.

6 to 10 in.

06 to ,10 in.

« to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in,

fi to 10 in.

6 to 10 In.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

t)6sto 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

6 to 10 in.

•8 in. Sin Sin, d in. 9 in. Sin.

Wabash ^.. rSin.
rl2 in. v^y.';'.v.'.'.'.

','.
..... '

rl2 in.

rSin.
-.
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of stone ballast than gravel ballast. (This is probably
largely affected by the high cost of stone.)

Number and Size of Ties per Rail Length.—The number
of ties per rail length, where the roadbed is soft, materially
affects the depth of ballast, for the fewer the ties the
greater the weight on each tie, and a greater depth of bal-

last will be required to distribute the load more uniformly
over the subgrade.

Stiffness of the Rail.—The stiffness of the rail materially
affects the depth of ballast, for with the stiffer rail the
wheel load is distributed over a greater number of ties and
therefore the load on each tie is reduced. The unit weight
being less, it is not necessary to distribute same as uni-

formly on the subgrade.
Weight and Number of Wheel Loads.—The greater the

weight and number of wheel loads the greater the necessity
for increased depth of ballast, so as to distribute the
weight on the subgrade as uniformly as possible.

Cost of Material Used to Construct the Track.—From an
economic standpoint the proper depth of ballast frequently
depends on the cost of the various materials of which the
track is constructed; for example, where ballast is very
expensive it may be advisable to increase the weight of rail

and cut down the depth of ballast.

Dimensions of Ballast Section.—As information a state-

ment is given showing the dimensions of the ballast sections
on various railways.

CONCLUSION.

On account of the complicated conditions which govern
the proper depth of ballast, the sub-committee feels un-
willing to recommend any definite rule for the proper depth
of ballast, but offer the above information as a guide to

determine the proper depth of ballast where the local con-
ditions are known.
Sub-committee B submitted no report.

Sub-committee D did considerable work upon the subject
assigned to it and submitted a report to the general com-
mittee, but as the committee deemed it advisable to con-
sider the subject of gravel ballast further before adopting
the report, it was referred back for further investigation.

The committee asks that the recommendations contained
in the report on the Revision of Manual be adopted.
The committee requests that the other matters assigned

to it be referred back for further consideration. Some, if

not all, of the members feel that there is much valuable
Information to be gained by further investigation of the
subject of proper thickness of ballast; that independent
investigations, with possibly some instrument designed for

the purpose of measuring actual pressure transmitted by
ballast, can be made with profit.

The report is signed by: John V. Hanna (K. C. Term.),
chairman; C. A. Paquette (C. C. C. & St. L.), vice-chair-
man; F. J. Bachelder (B. & O.); W. J. Bergen (N. Y. C. &
St. L.); C. T. Brimson (Q. O. & K. C.) ; C. B. Brown, Jr.

(C. P.); J. M. Egan (L C); H. E. Hale (M. P.); G. D. Hicks
(N. & St. L. R.); C. C. Hill (M. C.) ; J. S. Lemond (South-
ern); J. M. Meade (A. T. & S. F.) ; C. S. Millard (C. C. C.

& St. L.); F. J. Stimson (G. R. & I.); S. N. Williams (Cor-
nell College).

Discussion on Ballast.

The sub-committee on gravel ballast secured at a late
hour the results of some extensive experiments, which have
been made in Germany, on the proper thickness of gravel
ballast, but the translation of the article which gave the
results of these experiments was not obtained in time to

present as part of the proceedings. We expect to use this

at a later date, in connection with the work of this com-
mittee. There was a joint meeting of the committees on
roadbed and ballast on Monday, at which the committees
considered the question of the range of the unit pressure
on top of subgrade or bottom of ballast. The sub-committee
recommended that the article on "Gravel as Ballast," by C.
Brauning, published in the Zeitschrift fur Bauwesen, Vol.
LIV, 1904, which Mr. Dawley has translated, be published
in the proceedings of the association.
Hunter McDonald: (N. C. & St. L.) Referring to the

report of sub-committee A, I see no reason for the inser-

tion of the clause, "it shall be free from dirt, dust or
rubbish," especially with regard to dust. Dust will certainly
pass through a %-in. screen. I think that clause should
be amended that it shall be free from foreign matter.

C. A. Morse: (A. T. & S. F.) You might have rock with
dust in it that would go through a %-in. ring, but there are
roads in the country that do not make a practice of screen-
ing their ballast. I think that clause would make it the
sense of the association that ballast should be screened. Re-

garding the size of the large ring, I would rather have it

2%-in. than 2i^. I do not think 2V^-in. represents the prac-
tice at this time.

Mr. Williams: The committee made a very thorough in-

vestigation a year ago, to obtain the results of the practice
from about 37 different railways throughout the country,
and we found that about one-half gave the maximum as
stated.

J. M. Mead: (A. T. & S. F.) As one of the members of
that committee, I argued against that large-sized stone. It

is almost impossible for the section men to surface the
track or even smooth it up with 214-in. rock, and it was my
judgment that that size should not be recommended. I would
favor changing it to 1%-in., or even smaller.

Mr. McDonald: Does not the manual now provide for sizes
of 214-in. and %-in.?
The President: The manual says at present: "The maxi-

mum size of ballast shall not exceed pieces which will pass
through a screen having 2-in. holes."

Mr. Mead: At the last convention the association approved
the 21/^-in. stone, but that action was not printed in the
manual.
The President: The manual has not been reissued. This

is an opportune time to make any change so that it may be
incorporated in the new manual.

Mr. McDonald : I move that the wording of the clause
regarding the size of the stone, as presented by the com-
mittee, be retained, with the exception that the dimension
of 2 in. be restored, as it formerly appeared in the manual.
Mr. Morse: I would amend that to reduce the lowest size

to % in., making it 2 in. for the maximum and % for the
minimum.

Mr. McDonald: I think that one of the principal matters
to be considered in the purchase of ballast is the question
of commercial sizes, and if you get the size down so small
as that, you will render the amount of screenings derived
from it so small that there will be very little money in get-

ting out the ballast. I prefer to retain the sizes as 2 in. and
% in.

Prof. Williams: The committee would like to have an
expression of the members on this point.

W. H. Courtenay (L. & N.) : I express the opinion that
the 2y2 in., as specified by the committee, should remain.
M. L. Byers: (Mo. Pac.) I think you can separate the

stone-ballasted track into two classes, the first being the track
for passenger service. In that case you want a clean ballast,

the ballast that will give you the minimum amount of dust.

There is a great deal of track to which that argument does
not apply with any very great force. There is much track
in which you are not particularly interested in securing
freedom from dust, but you are interested in maintaining the
permanence of the position of your track. We have been
obliged to do considerable reballasting work on a lot of track
which was evidently ballasted with broken stone. I think
the specification as to the upper limit probably was that

the stone must go between the ties. Now, in that condition,

the track is very hard to maintain, and it is hard to get

any accurate surface on the track, and yet by filling that

track in with smaller material and raising it sufficiently to

put the coarse rock down below the bottom of the tie, we
have practically formed a macadam surface, in which the

ballast below the bottom of the tie has become practically

a solid mass, and above the bottom of the tie, and, perhaps,
for an inch below the bottom, we have a fine material,

which can be cheaply worked. I think it is fairly well known
that a man can put in a great many more ties per day in

gravel ballast than in sand ballast, the reason being he has
a finer material to work with. For track in a soft subgrade,
there is no very material necessity for 2i^-in. upper limit.

Our experience shows that we can use G-in. stone to very
good advantage, provided there is mixed with that G-in. stone

a finer material, just the same as is used in building a

macadam highway. That distributes the pressure from the

tie to the subgrade to good advantage, and that is one of

the principal objects of using the ballast. So I am inclined

to think that in our discussion we should keep clearly in

view the two requirements: first, the stone ballast for im-

portant passenger line, where it is desirable to eliminate

dust, and second, where we simply wish to have ballast for

the purpose of distributing the pressure from the tie to the

subgrade and consequently we want as solid a combined ma-
terial as we can get.

Prof. Williams: In our investigations we found that the

Pennsylvania Lines, the B. & O. and some other roads are

using large sizes up to 3 in., and that the lines of great pas-

senger traffic are favoring the larger rock, 21/^ and 3 in., and

so we did the best we could, and made it 2% in., instead of

3 in.

Mr. Morse: If we could have ideal conditions, there is
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no quostion we could go from 2»^ to 1 in. ballast, but it has

not been found practicable to handle It. In the last lift, it

is desirable to use fine ballast. As a rule, the larger the

ballast used, when the road is first ballasted, the larger the

subsequent ballast must be. When you get 2i^-in. stone to

surface on, you must make a 2i^-in or 3-in. lift every time you
want to resurface.

Mr. Byers: I think that difficulty can be practically avoided

by unloading the ballast in two different unloadings. It

means unloading enough ballast to raise the track up to

within practically an inch of the final gi-ade, then following

that with finer material, unloaded from a center dump,
Rodger ballast car, and finishing the raising and ballasting

of tiie tracks with that finer material.

C. E. Lindsay: (N. Y. C. & H. R.) In specifying the

maximum size of ballast you add to the cost. The stone

that is larger than 21/2 in- has to be re-elevated, and again

passed through a crusher with additionel waste, and there-

fore the manufacturer seeks a larger compensation. It would
be interesting if the committee would decide what pro-

portion of a given quantity of ballast should be of the dif-

ferent sizes, varying by half inches; how much 214-in. stone,

how much 2-in., how much l^/^-in., and now much 1-in. Our
stone is not all 2%-in. stone, nor all %-in. stone. It is a

mixture depending on the sizes and character of fracture

of the rock. In my experience with limestone and flat rock,

we do not find, with 2 %-in. stone, there is any diflSculty in

keeping the track in first-class alignment.

C. H. Stein: (C. of N. J.) I note the committee says:

"Of such size that they will, in any position, pass through
a 214-in. ring," I believe it would be very hard for the rock
quarries to produce such stone as would in any position pass

througu a 2i/^-in. ring. According to the fracture of the rock,

a great deal of it is somewhat slabby, and, while it may have
a thickness and breadth of 2 in., it may be 3 or 4 inches long,

and you would find a large proportion of the ballast that

would not pass through a 2 %-in. ring in any position, al-

though it would make good ballast.

Mr. Begien: It should be clearly understood that it is not

necessary in the use of 2%-in. ballast to use all 2%-in. stone

to raise the track. The section foreman in cleaning out

would select a smaller size stone to make a i/4 or % In. raise.

W. J. Bergen: (N. Y. C. & St. L.) It is clearly the in-

tention of the present recommendation to eliminate those

long pieces. If you specify 2 %-in. ring, without saying, "in

any possible direction," you are likely to get long, scaly

pieces, which will powder and will not make good ballast.

Mr. Osgood: I have very strong doubts whether the 2%-in.

stone, which is frequently used for ballast, ever meets this

requirement without being much smaller than what we are

accustomed to call 2 %-in. stone. The difficulty is that in

screening the stone, it passes through a screen which has

holes of the desired size. There is no possible way of get-

ting the stones so arranged that you will have them in every

direction. If you are going to enforce this specification liter-

ally, you will not have a 2%-in. stone, but nearer a 1%-in.

stone.

Mr. Moss: I move that we change the lower limit to %-in.

diameter.
Mr. Stimson: I think it would be a mistake to lower it

below % in. We have found that for trap rock and granite
%-in. is a good minimum size, but for limestone and soft

stones, that break up easily, 1 in. gives the best results.

C. C. Cook: (B. & O.) If ihe minimum size is too small,

a great deal of the fine stone will pass through the fork,

in cleaning, and it will be loaded with the dirt thrown down
the bank. A great deal of ballast is bought by weight. We
pay as much for the fine stone as for the large, and we get
the use of the stone for two to five years, and it is thrown
away.

Mr. Kittredge: A %-in. ring would be all right for trap
rock, and very hard stones, but for the majority of cases I

think % in. should stand. There are many limestones that
are good in the %-in. size, which would not be in the smaller
size. They would pulverize and become dusty.

Mr. McDonald: I make the point that it was disposed
of last year, and we are already on record as having adopted
the 2% in. and % in. sizes, and I don't understand that the
committee intended any change at this time in that recom-
mendation, but simply to change the wording of the resolu-

tion, how it should appear in the manual. Now to reopen
the question of size, I think, before this house, while a
discussion is all right, would not be profitable, and if we
wish further action we should instruct the committee to

further consider it, and not reverse ourselves in this meeting.
The President: Of course the Chair must entertain any

motion made by a member to change any previous action
of the association. As I understand, the motion is to change
the minimum size from that now adopted, to another size.

The motion to change the lower limit from % in. to % in.

was voted upon and was lost.

Mr. McDonald: The words "dust, dirt and rubbish"

should be stricken out, and the words "foreign matter" be
substituted.

After a short discussion on the wording of the report, the

recommendations of the committee were adopted.

ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION.

The following work was outlined:.

(1) Consider revision of Manual.
(2) Continue the consideration of all questions con-

nected with railway location, grades, lines, and improve-
ment of grades and lines affecting the economic operation
with relation to traffic, tonnage, ratings, speed, density of

traffic and financial considerations, with the special aim
in view of establishing uniform methods and unit values
for investigating and analyzing the relative changes and
costs of comparative routes or proposed grade reductions
and line corrections.

(3) Make concise recommendations for next year's work.
Realizing that authentic data with reference to opera-

tion of railways was necessary in order to proceed much
further with the work as outlined, and knowing the nature
of the "walls" with which the railway companies surround
their statistics, the chairman of the committee wrote to
the secretary on April 6, 1910, suggesting that if the direct-
ors and officers of the association, as well as such com-
mittee members as could do so, would furnish from their
own roads the data required, it would give the committee
substantial material to work on. The committee would
hold all such information confidential, and in their reports
would refer to the roads either by some designating num-
ber or letter. The following information was desired: (1)

A statement of the percentage to nearest one-hundredth
per cent, that each of the primary accounts bears to the
total operating expenses, based on the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's classification of June, 1907. (It is

desirable to have this cover a two-year period if possible.)

It is particularly essential that the following accounts be
subdivided, if possible, in order to make a proper analysis:
"Other track material;" "railway and track;" "bridges,
trestles and culverts;" "buildings, fixtures and grounds;"
and where possible it is particularly desirable that the fol-

lowing be divided between passenger and freight service:
"Station employees;" "road enginemen;" "fuel for road
locomotives;" "road trainmen;" "train supplies and ex-

penses." (2) Operating expense per freight train mile.

Operating expense per passenger train mile. (3) Trains
per annum per mile of road; freight; passenger. (4) Ap-
proximate average running speed; freight; passenger. (5)

Approximate tons train, including equipment; freight; pas-
senger. (6) Number cars per train; freight; passenger.

(7) Number pounds coal per train mile; freight; passenger.
If fuel oil is used, the quantity per train mile for each
class service should be given. The (2) to (7) data should
be given for each class of track covered by reports re-

ceived under clause (1). The committee also needs further
information with reference to relative wear of rail on
curves, compared to wear on tangent under same traffic

conditions. This is essential as one of the elements en-

tering into the value of curvature.

On September 19, 1910, the president sent a letter to

each member of the board of direction, requesting that' they
furnish the desired information. Four replies have been
received to the president's letter up to December 13, 1910.

Other members of the board may be compiling the informa-
tion requested. It is certain that nothing of real value can
be done by this committee if they are not furnished with
sufficient information on which to base conclusions. The
work of this committee is vitally connected with the eco-

nomic operation of railways, and its work must cease if the
railways represented in this association cannot furnish the

required statistics. Neither can the railways expect mem-
bers of this committee to devote hundreds of dollars' worth
of time to the work If the roads take the position that

they do not care to assume the expense of gathering the

information. The chairman and some of the members are

making such investigation as they may have time for,

along the lines of the committee's work, but these are

individual studies which cannot extend beyond the narrow
field of statistics immediately available. The chairman
recommends that the committee be discharged from fur-

ther study of the question, unless the board considers the
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work of sufficient Importance to furnish such Information
as may be required from time to time.

The report is signed by A. A. Shurtleff, chairman.
R. N. Begien: I am sorry Mr. Shurtleff is not here to make

a statement to the convention with regard to the failure of

the various railways to furnish data for the committee to

work on. Up to the present time I believe answers have
been received from about seven railways, those being the
ones represented by the members of the board of direction.

The sub-committee, which had in charge the subject of
tonnage rating with respect to economical operation, has
conducted certain tests on the Baltimore & Ohio this year
to determine train resistance. In order to make those tests
final, and as conclusive as possible, engineering corps were
organized to run the profiles of the various divisions, which
we were to examine. We made, first, tests of passenger
trains. There were fourteen runs, aggregating four thousand
miles. Then there were 12 runs made of fast freights, with
an idea of examining particularly speeds between 20 and 50
miles an hour of freight trains, and after that, about 6,000

miles of slow freight runs were made. We were able to

examine the resistance on two divisions only, owing to the
time between the finishing of the runs and the time of this

convention. On these runs we took observations for coal

consumption, water, steam, the train line, position of the
reverse bar, and the throttle, and in examining the water
consumption, both the calibration of the tank was made and
the number of minutes that the injector was in service. We
have all of the material for making a very complete report,

but it will take considerable time to do it. A year ago the
committee reported that on slow freight work but little

change of resistance was noted between 5 and 35 miles per
hour. After examining the work on our Newark division,

between those same speeds, I believe that we are justified

in still making that contention. There have been some ex-

periments made during the year which would not seem to
bear out that contention, but I believe that on mixed trains
containing cars of various weighty, it can be safely said that
for all practical purposes, there is little change in resistance
between 5 and 35 miles per hour. Another point of interest
was noted in connection with temperatures. One train was
taken out of our yard at Newkirk, Ohio, which had been
standing all night. It took two engines to get it out of the
yard, although the grade was slightly below the ruling grade.
For nearly two hours after the train had started it was
noticed that the resistance was high. On leaving the yard the
train resistance was about 20 pounds to the ton, and stayed
up to that point for half an hour, and it was not until the
train went over the summit nearly two hours later, that
the normal resistance began to be noted, which averaged
very close to what was established in the formula adopted by
this convention last year. In fact, I might say that up to

date the net results of the experiments have been that the
formula published in the proceedings last year, appears to be
a fairly good formula for practical use.

The President: The board of direction has given careful
thought and attention to this committee, and there is one
recommendation which the chairman of the committee made,
which the board of direction and the association is not ready
to adopt, and that is that this committee be discharged from
further study of the question. The members of the board
of direction, at least, expect to make every possible effort

to furnish information to this committee. Mr. Shurtleff has
given a lot of his valuable time, energy and skill to this

work, and we are not ready to accept his resignation. I

think the association should give this committee all the
assistance and support possible in the way of information,
because without information this committee cannot carry
on its work.

Mr. Kittredge: I want to say possibly in justification of

those who have not given the committee the data they desire,

that there is really very little information available in actual

figures and tests. We all know and appreciate the advantages
derived from economic location and changing grades, but
very few of us have any figures that we can put into print,

showing the actual economics that have been accomplished
by changing grades. I appreciate the position of the com-
mittee, and yet I do not think it is putting the roads that

have not furnished the information quite in the proper light

to leave the impression that they have been negligent. We
have not been negligent; we have been unable to give it in

the way it is wanted.
Mr. Thompson: (B. &. O.) : The results of the dynamo-

meter tests which Mr. Begien has mentioned, will be platted

up, and the full result and report will be gotten up by the

B. &. O., and given to the committee. With due respect to

the remarks of Mr. Kittredge, I think some of the roads
have not felt the importance of the committee's work, and
they probably thought that they did not have any data on

this subject. I believe that if each railway would at least rec-

ognize the committee's letters, the committee would go farther
than they have gone in making an intelligent report. To
show the value of one point that Mr. Begien makes, of the re-

sistance of trains out of yards, we are spending on two
new yards that we are completing, an additional amount of
about $00,000 to reduce the grade out of the yards to give
the trains a chance to get out promptly. That point demon-
strates how slowly trains move out of the departure yards.

TIES.

Sub-committees were appointed as follows:
Revision of the Manual: E. E. Hart, chairman; W. F.

H. Finke, G. W. Merrell.
Statistics: L. A. Downs, chairman; P. G. Jonah, Edward

Lass.
Metal, Composite and Concrete Ties: W. F. H. Finke,

chairman; H. S. Wilgus, E. D. Jackson, F. R. Layng.
Use of Cypress as Tie Timber: F. G. Jonah, chairman;

A. F. Dorley, H. C. Landon.
The sub-committee on revision of the Manual has no

recommendation to make for changes in the present ver-

sion.

Under Appendix A will be found the report of the sub-
committee on cross-tie statistics.

Supplementing its previous reports on the subject of
metal, composite and concrete ties, this sub-committee
presented a progress report. A circular letter was sent
to the roads using the various metal and composite ties,

and their replies indicate that there has been little change
In the condition of these ties from that reported last

year, and that these ties are still generally giving sat-

isfactory service. No new type of practical design has
been patented or installed.

As opportunity has offered, the sub-committee has exam-
ined ties removed from track by sectlonmen In the regular
work of renewals, and measurements to determine depth
of cut were made by means of a straight edge and a
wedge-shaped graduated gage. It was found that where
ties are not protected by tie-plates the cutting or abrasion
of the ties by the rails and the outward tilting of the
rails is marked on tangents as well as curves, and adzing
of the ties at intervals is necessary on both curves and
tangents to maintain the rails in position perpendicular
to the plane of the tie. The measurements taken show
the maximum cutting of the ties, as all ties examined had
been removed from track. From observations and from
information obtained, the sub-committee Is of the opinion
that flanged tie-plates of suitable width and thickness and
properly applied on tangents as well as on curved track
will lengthen the life of cross-ties from one to two and
in some cases three years, and in the meantime the
track will have been maintained in better gage, line and
surface, and at less cost, than the same track could have
been without tie-plates.

CONCLUSION.

The committee presents this report as a report of prog-
ress. The report is signed by: E. E. Hart (N. Y. C. &
St. L.), chairman; W. F. H. Finke (Southern Ry.), vice

chairman; A. F. Dorley (M. P.); L. A. Downs (I. C);
W. F. Goltra, Cleveland, Ohio; E. D. Jackson (B. & O.)

;

F. G. Jonah (St. L. & S. F.) ; H. C. Landon (Erie) ; Edward
Laas, Los Angeles, Cal.; F. R. Layng (B. &" L. E.);

G. W. Merrell (N. & W.) ; L. M. Perkins (N. P.): H S.

Wilgus (P. S. & N.).

APPENDIX A.

Statistics of Cross-Ties.

The sub-committee issued the following circular of In

quiry:

"In endeavoring to collect data relative to statistics of

cross-ties, the Committee on Ties has concluded that few
railroad companies, if any, have complete or reliable in-

formation concerning the life of ties. Most railroad com-
panies have good records of renewals of cross-ties each
year, and, in many cases, keep such records by miles.

"It is believed that the approximate life of ties can be
arrived at in the case of new track, built within the last

ten or fifteen years, the number of ties originally placed
in the track being known and also the total number in the

whole length of track and the number taken out of track

each year.

"During the past ten years you have probably built

extensions of some kind, or built new second track, or
had grade reduction work where certain kinds of tles^
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eithor ticiiti'd or unt realfd, liavt" been i)ul in oul of face.
It Is iimiiaforial if tlie trark is ono mile or 200 inilos in
lengtli. Inl'orniution of tliis cliarartcM- is wliat (lu> com-
mittro desires.

"I<]n(l()sed lierewitli is a blanlt form wliicli can easily
be filled out during tlie year the tics were laid, tlie

number removed each year to date and the kind of ties
used, whether treated or untreated.

'•Date constructed; between wliat two cities or towns;
state; length of track in miles; number of ties per mile;
total number of ties; kind of ties; number of ties used
In renewals, according to years, as follows: 1895. 1896,
1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906,
1907. 1908. 1909. 1910."

The replies received in answer to this circular have
been tabulated and are given in Table 1.

APPENDIX C.

The Use of Cypress as Tie Timber.

The increasing use of cypress as a tie timber has led
the committee to make some investigations concerning

same, and accordingly a postcard inquiry was sent out to
proper officers of all the roads operating in the South
Atlantic and Gulf states, where cypress ties are most
generally used. The following questions were asked:
Numl)er of Cyi)ress ties in track; Dimensions; Kind of
Cypress; Red, White, Yellow; Pecky, Clear; Average life;

Remarks.
Replies were received from a great many roads giving

the information wanted. Several roads replied that they
had many cypress ties in track, but had no accurate record,
and consequently gave no figures, while a number made
no reply. The information obtained is tabulated and pub-
lished in the appended table.

Discussion on Ties.

Mr. Wendt: I promised the committee to give them some
data on the cost of labor in connection with the two ex-
perimental sections of track on the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie. This track was originally laid in 1907 and was not
resurfaced for fifteen months. In the fall of 1908 both sec-

DATA ilELATING TO CYPRESS TIES.

Name of Road Official Reporting
No. of
Ties in

Track

Dimen-
sions

Kind of
Cypress

Clear or
Pecky

Average Life
in Track Remarks

Oantia] of Georgia C. A. Lawrence,
Chief Engr.

1,334,739 7x8x9 Red and black No accurate
date; 10 to 12

y^ars when
protected
with tie

plate.

The number given is the number of red
and black cypress ties that have been
put in track since 1900, averaging
133,474 per year.

Charlotte & Weetem Carolina R. R. A. H. Porter,
Engr. R'dway

.

440.000 7x9i8H Red and black 12 to 14 years White and yellow cypress not used in

this section. Will not last more than
2 or 3 years. Tie plates required
Where traffic is heavy and on curves.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific J. B. Berry,
Cliief Engr.

None Think of trying some pecky cypress in

Louisiana.

Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago &
8t. Louis R. R

C. S. Millard,
Engr. Track <&

Roadway

2,200 1,000 on Cairo Division. 1,200 on Vin-
cennes Division in Illinois, been in

about 7 years, are in fair condition.

Florida Central Ry J. H. Davidson,
Gen. Supt.

None We will use red and black cypress after
this year.

W. A. Swallow,
Ch. Engr.

Superintendent,

10,000
20,000

Red
Red and white

Clear O. K. with tie plates.

Georgia & Florida Practically all ties new within last

2 years.

T. S. Williams,
Roadmaster

50,000 6x8 to 7x10 Red and white
All classes

Georgia Railroad W. M. Robinson,
Roadmaster

30.000 7x8x9 Red, black and
yellow

Pecky Have been in use about 4 years. As
cross-tie timber white cypress is of
little value.

niinoifl Central A. S. Baldwin,
Chief Engr.

2,000,000 6x8x8
7x9x9

Red, black and
yellow

Some pecky
mostly clear

We find the average of white or yellow
cypress ties, if M sap, 2 to 3 years; if

all heart, 8 to 12 years; red, 12 to 15

years.

International & Great Northern 0. H. Crittenden,
Chief Engr.

200,000 6x8x8 Red and yellow 20% pecky
80% clear

12 years More than ^ wear out, life of other
i4 about 12 years.

Louisiana Railway & Navigation Co. C. R. Mee,
Roadmaster

95% of

333 miles
6x8x8
7x9x9

Red Red, 11 years;
yellow and
white heart,
8 years.

Cypress is the tie for this climate.

Louisville & Nashville W. H. Courtenay,
Chief Engr.

1,397,915 7x9x9 Red, white and
yellow

All laid on divisions south of Mont-
gomery.

Missouri Pacific Railway M. L. Byers,
Chief Engr. M.
ofW.

100,000 6x8x8 Red and white Both Would not recommend using cypress
ties unless I could get all h^rt".

"

Mobile & Ohio B. A. Wood.
Chief Engr. of

Maint.

10,000 7x9x8.5 Red and white Both Red and yellow cypress ties are the
best, from 2 to 4 years longer than
white oak under similar conditions.

Norfolk & Western C. S. Churchill,
Chief Engr.

Up to 1890 this road used large
numbers of cypress ties, secured along
its line in eastern part of Virginia.
We found their life to be from 12 to 14
years. The demand for cypress for
shingles, etc., became so great, no
longer put on market for cross-ties.

We ceased buying cypress for ties in
early nineties. Last few years have
been using red cypress ties in track
in tunnels.

St. Louis & San Francvaco M. C. Byers.
Chief Engr.
Operation

175.000 6x7x8
6x8x8
6x8x9
7x10x8

10 to 15 years
for red and
yellow

50,000 red cypress treated ties in Okla-
homa, 115,000 red cypress untreated
ties S. E. Mo. and N. E. Arkansas.
Will outlast oak. White cypress not
good. Peoky cypress will last long
time but will not hold spikes.
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tioas were resurfaced, the cost of labor being the cost of

track labor.

Three thousand steel cross ties, Carnegie design, with
clip and bolt rail fastenings, were placed in northward
freight track, McKees Rocks, Pa., in September, 1907, by
the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. These steel ties are laid in a

stretch of track 4,400 ft. long. The succeeding 4,400 lineal

ft. of the same northward freight track was laid at the

same time with new No. 1 white oak ties. New steel rails,

90 lbs. A. S. C. E. section, were laid on these ties, and new
limestone ballast was used throughout the entire length

of 8,800 ft. of track. The track was originally surfaced in

September, 1907, the depth of ballast being about 8 in.

Since that time a careful record of all labor expenses in

connection with the maintenance of both steel and wooden
tie sections of experimental track has been kept. After be-

ing originally built and ballasted, these two sections of

track were not surfaced a second time for a period of

about fifteen months. In November, 1908, both sections

were resurfaced, the cost of labor being: Cost of track
labor per mile per year where wooden ties are used, $417;
cost of track labor per mile per year where steel ties are

used, $280. During the following 12 months these two pieces

of track were simply patrolled, no labor being expended on
either line of surface. In November, 1909, both stretches

of track were resurfaced with the following result: Cost
of track labor per mile per year where wooden ties are
used, $95; cost of track labor per mile per year where steel

ties are used, $153. During the succeeding 12 months the
track with steel cross ties was resurfaced three times,

while the track with wooden ties was resurfaced on ce, with
the following result: Cost of track labor per mile per year
where wooden ties are used, $128; cost of track labor per
mile per year where steel ties are used, $428. These ex-

perimental sections being part of the northward freight

track in the four-track system, electric circuits in connec-
tion with automatic signals are in use, and it is interesting
to know that during the 42 months in which these steel ties

have been in use the fiber insulations have given no special

signal trouble. The track at the present time is in good
line and surface, and while all bolts and clip fastenings on
the steel ties are tight, it is a fact that the fiber insulations
are considerably worn, and this condition permits the rail

to creep in the direction of traflic, which results in the ties

being slued. The* drainage of this track is good. During
1909, 20 broken angle bars were removed from steel tie

joints. During 1910, 18 broken angle bars were removed
from steel tie joints. The speed of freight trains at Mc-
Kees Rocks, where this track is located, averages about 30

miles per hour.
These figures simply represent the annual results in con-

nection with an experiment which has now been in progress
three and one-half years. The data is interesting but is

not conclusive, for the reason that the relation of the ex-

pense in connection with a wooden tie track and a steel

lie track varies. In the early days of the experiment, one

DATA RELATING TO CYPRESS TIES—Continued.

Name of Road' OflBcial Reporting
No. of

Ties in

Track

Dimen- Kind of

sions Cypress
Clear or
Pecky

Average Life
in Track

Remarks

St. Louia, Brownsville & Mexico E. C. Burgess,
Bngr. M. of W.

207,775 Red. white and
yellow

Both

Seaboard Air Line J. C. Nelson,
Engr. Mainte-
nance of Way

2.000.000 7x9x9 ' Red and black 1 Both If you are gathering data to get up
specifications. I would siiggest that
you omit the names of different kinds
of cypress and simply specify heart
cypress. My experience has been
that the names are simply local, and
that what is known as yellow and red.

etc., in one state, may be entirely

different in another, but the heart of

any c>-pres3 in any state, no matter
what its local name may be, is all

right. On the other hand, cypress
known as red, black or yellow is

worthless, unless it has heart. We
get cypress in North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida. Alabama
and some little in Eastern Virginia.

Timbermen insomeof these sections

will tell you that yellow cypress is all

right, and another will say that it is

worthless, and after some years' ex-

perimenting and groping in the dark,
I found that the name cuts no figure,

and while along the line of our road
we use the names red and black, it

really means nothing and we are very
careful io specify the heart dimen-
sions.

Sunaet Lines, Atlantic System A. V. Kellogg,
Engr. M. of W.

5.705,667 6x8x8
7x8x8
7x9x8
7x9x9

8x10x10

White Clear

Tampa & Jacksonville F. C. Parrigin,

Engineer
7.000 7x9x8.5 White Clear These ties have been put in, in last 24

months. Indications are they will

last about 4 years.

TnTnn fr Pn'^'fi'' Ry , B. S. Wathen,
Chief Engr.

2,633,664 7x9x9
6x8x8

Yellow, red
and black

Clear We have not had any cross-ties of this

class in use longer than 7 years; be-

lieve 10 years about the averace life.

Viekabarg, Shreveport & Pacific
New Orleans & Northeastern

E. Ford.
Asst. to Prest

175 miles
46,000

7x9x9
7x9x9

Red and yellow
Red and yellow

1

Both 12 years V. S. & P. Delta Point to Shreveport;

175 miles laid with cypress tics, 2.816

to the mile, only receive red or yellow
cypress. Do not object to pecky
ties if they are not so pecky as
to prevent holding spikes; yellow
cypress ties do not last as long as red
cypress tics but last considerably
longer than pine or oak ties. V. S.

& P . has no curvature exceeding on©
degree; have but little trouble with
cvpress ties on curves. The cross-

ties on the N. O. & N. E. would get

too soft and have to bo taken out from
mechanical wear instead of from
decay. Cj^rcss ties on N. O. &
N. E. are of poor quality and will not

last as long as ordinary pine ties.

total No. of Ties in Track, 17.780,076.
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TABLE l-aTATI6TIC8 OF CROas-TIBS. TABLE 1-C0NTJNUED-8TATIST1C8 OF CROSS-TIES.

KlmlolTlw Ntinber male

NUMBER OF TIES REPLACED FOR THE YEARS
VoiUid "

1I9S

I

I8«« 1897 I8V8 1899 l««0 1001 1002 1003 1004 1906 1906 1907 lOOS loot Mt

A.T.AS F. Ry.,OliKl*DUt. Burwtllnd Ahwon Pino II.M7
aoi,t)(yj

,
4S1,HIU

4J37.eM
40.HM
179..UV

m.iu
313,808

4»o,ioo

M,600
7,500

101,700

176„«)0

318,100
137,200

7,500
8.00J

e<M,300
1,433.248

n,ll7
83,200

1,075,700
10,<in7

9.82«

21,280
41,200
28.400
38,400
48,000

351,600
390,600

57,000
p.wo
44,920

t36,ll»

Cnliforou».. ..
OhUi ,. .

Snakatchownn
N. J.nndPenna
Illinois

Illinois

Mis(«>uri

Nobnuikjl
Wyoming

Wyoming and Mnntann
Illlnoi.,

Iowa .....,

Ut9 1,014

3,864
69,072

450,6<t

»06
4.278

64,825

403,405

1,096

.'2,173

63,156
206,617

17

41

166

13.011
606

3,202

22,034
37,187

2IM,663
'478

106
1,021

3,820

' '6,971'

605
27.608

J.077
)7.071
«7.A86

207.lf78

178
1.641

4.026
33,414
2.98«

0,649
6.088
696

38,424

2.411

34.697

67.086
408.942

781

1,666

16,000

3,226

686

21,607
6,586
695

22.162
19,108

17.367

6.216
2.420
1.023

78.655
308.907

1.70O

1.760

190.090

2.600
4.350
4,137

1,342
342

2,134
1,460

11,356

64.789
6,459

83.828
2.112

74,176

6.725

24,058
68,836
46.446
1.532

100
33,686
6,770
1,729

800
1,876

9,065
234

96

10,393

65,205
35,192

680
l.lSf

780B.*0. R.h Oak 1899-1800
1891

Vanoua
1904

"
866

' iM "4,326 M,ioo
364,018

41,488
346,991

66.036
347,606

'

64,394
263,022

Ouadiu Puritlr R. It

Ciiautil lUilroulofN.J
C. PA Q. K. R

Tamarack
Oak, YHk>w Pino. ChMtaul
Trxialml lllnck Oiik
•Whih-Oak
White Dnk «n<l C)prea«
Tttjoarik'k. C<Hlar, Pioo

323
8,266'
28,520«

C. H. AO. R. R
r.B.AQ.K.U
r. B. AJi. H.n

1U06
1903-1901
MO5-1906
1900 •,

1901 ':

1899 ,

1900

1903

'.'.'.'.'.'.

c.b.aQ. h. k

18,602»

""3411'

6,781
12,431
10,350
6,264
2,630
266

mm
600

2.600
I65.666

1.320

3.460
10,661

468
1,800
1,824

1,262

4J,660
.88,000

2,760
18,460
!!,470

33.180

C.B.4Q.K.R

Chicxo. Indiua A Soutben..
C.M.ASi.P
C.R.I.4P

TrMiuvl I'lne. Kir. l'ntroat«l Pine
Fir. Collar . ,

lUxlunil WhitoOak
Yaltow Pine
WhileOak
Cvprm, Gum, W, Oak, Pint . .

WliiloOak
C.R.I.4P 1907
C.R.I A !• 1U06-1907 12 8,206

640
460
250

116,400
318.948

1.760

800
104.000

1,809

1,376

2.102
82

257
1,350
8.18

36.232
40,650
10,154

12,152

3,821

36.550

3,145

6,384

70,248
21,649

328
200

30,688
4,360
1,153

1.475

C. R. I. * P White Oak 1907
D^lh A Iron ItAHfO
ErtalUilnwd
Kt. Smith A Wogtom
Ft. WortS A DtnvorCily

Oak •. Ohio
Oklalionin .,

Miohiinui
Canada
Ohio
Iowa

1003
1901-1902

im.'.'.'.". .y.'.'.V.'.

1900
1874-76-81.'J 118,400 iid,'4bb 135,450

ItMiSi

126,311

149,089 202,075

137,900

231,320

162,006

i66,66'6 2i3,868' 200,236' I3'0','717'

615
26,090

169,432

1.890

59.768

314,128

Oak. Yellow Piao
Pino :

Grand lliipitla A IihImiw Oak.CedM

124,700 120,000
I.«43

)36,36o' 156,660'

1,656

134,500
592

126,306'

1,307

632

Whilo ud Hiiad Oak

Kentucky 1905-1906
RodOak
RwlOak .......I

1903..

UliBOU Cxntral Tonno.'iace 1905

1904

1903

::::::Rod Oak 1, ....•....•... .. Tenne.vKT
Tennessee
lowu
Indiana, Uichigan.Ohio
Micbigan

Illinoia Ct\Dtral Red Oak :

White Oak ,

White OaV.... •

WhiteOak -.

White and Post 0«k

Illinois C<-ntn>l

Lake t^hoiv A Mirh. .SoutUom.
Lnki' Superior A Ishpemiiig. .

.

1899 :.

1833-1862
1896 /.

1903

1895 '

1905

«8
38.196

1^200

460
39,676

'e.MO

250
33,620
3,008

"'3,662

5,922

31,495
4,464

80
1.482

36,073
28.724
6,866

66
3,628

24,656
33.473
0,096

66
3,873

400

16,994

47,253
15,196

2,624

4,825
2,100

LoiiuvijIcA Na.ibville . WhileOak
C>Tjrvss. Red and White Oak.-...

.

Kentucky.-. ..-;

Arkansas

Oak...
WhiteOnk
Oak... ..-. •....-.

Pine ,

White and Post Oak...,

118,400

342,400
646,031
U8,63l

0,758

14,688

150,0)8

16,915

21,805

5,760
2,810

127,902

20,219
32,256
65.725

110,880

375.000
397.440
153,000

137,000

Ix)uisiana and Arkansas
Missouri and Arkansaa.
.Mi&s. iind Alaliama . . ^

Miss, and Alabama . .

Mi-wouri
New York
Pennsylvania .

Pennsylvania
Peansylvania

1906 20,378

30,810
66,637

ilt. L. I. M. A S
MobtlpAOhio :....

1905
1897

'

1,264

6,341

8.964
12,521

43,961

48,131

'•45,905'

60,089
43,l'24'

64,408
' '

'
306'

11,696

' '48,664'

60,092
181

400
15,292

'3'5,'o6'l'

26,843
354
200

15,296

734

610
69,732
24.148

233
100

34,342
2,806
210

1,325

Mix. River A BoBBO Terra . .

.

N. Y.C.4H.R.R.R
N. Y.C.AH. R. R. R
P.*R

1902 470

White, Rock, Red Oak, Chestnut
White Oak..

1901-1902 2,086 9,201 10.007

2,200
6,340

P. 4R Yellow Pin*..: 1901

P, 4K. (Little Schuylkill and
364 6461897 760

470
0,116

669

'""m

P.4R 1903....
10.057 8,973 16,104 17,872 13,389Ohio .

.' 34,481 10,694 10,670 10,223 0.254 8,230

81'

16.256

66,225
10,123

421

White Oat. Yellow Pine
White Oak, Yellow Pine
White Oak, Yellow Pine
Cedar, Tmnamck, Hemlock,
Spruce and Pine

Oak

1902
1909.

1902

Pgh. Shftwmut A Northern.

.

Pennsylvania and N. Y.
New York

Vermont :

Texas
Ontario

1899-190^ . . .
'

6,786

43,464
21,606
46,708

3.390
498

7,*t7
59,187
60.925

1882-1894 96 66,539 61.677 68,725 92,844 40.786 43,764 38.371 40.888
T.4 N.O Hemkwk, Cedar and Tamarack .

106
Wliite Oak »nd Yellow Pine District Columbia 1904-1906. .1 sau

character of track could be maintained with a less amount
of labor, while in the latter experiment the situation was
changed. It is not apparent at this time just what the re-

sults will be at the end of the fifth, seventh or tenth year.

RAIL.

The worlv outlined was as follows:

(1) Consider revision of Manual.
(2") Continue the investigation of the breakage and failure

of rails and present summary of conclusions drawn from re-

ports received.

(3) Report on the results obtained from the use of open-
hearth and special alloy steel rails, and chemical composition
of such rails.

(4) Present reports on the results of tests made in con-
junction with the Manufacturers' Committee on the various
kinds of rail, made by means of the special machines at the
Pennsylvania Steel Company's mill and the Sparrows Point
mill of the Maryland Steel Company.

(5) Report on any recommended changes in specifications

for steel rails.

(6) Present recommendations on standard rail sections.

(7) Present report on rail joints, showing results of all

tests at Watertown Arsenal, and recommend design and speci-

fications.

(S) Reconsider and report any , recommended change in

standard drilling for rails, as given "in the Manual.
(9) Make concise recommendations for next year's work.

EEVISIOIf OF MANUAL.

It is believed by the committee that the subject matter on
Temperature Expansion for Laying Rails, 1907 edition, page
53, belongs to committee V, Track, and recommends that it

be transferred to the chapter containing the recommendations
of that committee.

In view of subsequent changes adopted, it is recommended
that the Form for Reporting Rail Failures in Main Tracks,
M. W. 1200, in the supplement to the Manual, bulletin No. 103,

pp. 16 and 17, be withdrawn and replaced by Form M W. 404,

Report of Rail Failures in Main Tracks.
The revision of this form was undertaken on account of the

suggestion of C. E. Lindsay at the annual convention in

March, 1910, that there ought to be a method for indicating
the "Gage Side" of the rail, and this deficiency has been
supplied by the addition to Question No. 39. At the same
time, the nambering of questions was changed to eliminate
the letters, and some of the questions were rearranged in

what was thought to be a somewhat better order.

STATISTICS OF RAIL FAILURES.

While statistics of rail failures for the six months' period
ending October 31, 1909, were published in bulletin No, 121
last year, data from a number of the roads was not received
in time to be included. Therefore, the previous work in this

bulletin has been included with the data since received in

appendix B of this report.
This information is the most complete on the subject ever

published. It has been stated by some that they do not be-

lieve these statistics furnish any information of value, but the
committee believes that a careful study of the information
will not warrant this conclusion. There are many hints to

be derived from their study, and one of special importance
is that differences in the production of ingots and the finished

rail made from them may annihilate all advantages derived
from any particular rail section.' The design of rail section

is not, therefore, the main cure for poor material.

EXPERIMENTS AND TESTS.

M. .H. Wickhorst, the engineer of tests for the committee,
has been conducting experiments and tests under the direc-

tion of the committee for the past year, and the results of

his work are issued as appendix E of this report. In connec-

tion with the eleven separate reports made by Mr. Wickhorst,
a statement of the results believed to have been accomplished
by this work up to the present time is furnished.

SPECIFICATIONS.

Of course, the principal work of this committee is the
preparation of a standard set of specifications for steel rail,

and the large amount of data and statistics being published
in these reports from time to time by the committee are to

enable the members of the association, as well as the mem-
bers of the committee, to determine upon a set of specifica-

tions which will bring about the manufacture of "good steel

rails." The subject is a very intricate one and its study
carries one back through all the processes of manufacture.
It will, therefore, be readily seen that a large amount of time
is required for this study, involving, as it does, the making
of tests and the carrying on of experiments.

It is believed by the committee that no rails have as yet

been purchased under the tentative specifications, but the

differences between them and the specifications used by some
of the large railroad systems are not very great. They are

being brought nearer together all the time.

RAIL SECTIONS.

No attempt has as yet been made by the committee to

design a new rail section, as many of the large systems have
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begun to use the two types, A and B, designed by the Amer-
ican Railway Association, and it has been thought advisable
to obtain information derived from service, relative to these
sections and others of special design, which may be in use,
before making any new recommendations. These new designs
are being watched, and it is hoped that in the course of time
some definite information will be obtained. At present there
are two parties, one favoring type A, representative of the
high stiff design with thin head, and the other type B, repre-
sentative of the lower and more flexible design, with heavy
head.

In order to throw some light on the controversy between
those representing the thin head, on the one hand, and the
heavy head, on the other, Mr. Wickhorst made his study on
the "Strength of Rail Head," in his report No. 9 of appendix
E. This study was intended also to give some information
relative to the claim that the head of a rail is broken down
by the excessive equipment loads of the present day, even
though there be no physical defect in the interior of the rail

head.
TESTS OF RAIL JOINTS.

The first series of these tests, made at the Watertown
Arsenal, were published in bulletin No. 123, as appendix A,
and are to be be regarded only as a progress report, as the
«ntire series cf tests have not been completed. Very guarded

leor

•60 .65 ^AppoM ,70 .75

Relation of Carbon Content to Deflection.

use should be made of the information in these tests, as the
material in the different splice bars varies so widely that it is

difficult to judge of the value of the different designs. The
state of affairs is the same as in the case of the rail section,

when the committee pointed out that all differences in rail

section can be annihilated by the quality of the material.

STANDARD DRILLING FOR RAILS.

This study has been commenced, but has not yet proceeded
far. Only progress, therefore, is reported.

MISCELI^NEOUS.

Mr. Churchill has made a valuable study, involving the
compilation of a large number of tests, which is included
with this report as appendix C, Statement of Drop Tests and
Chemical Analyses of Rails Rolled for the Norfolk & Western,
giving results of various heights of drop on rails of known
composition, and a comparison of rail analyses with mill

analyses.
A tabulated statement of the different practices in connec-

tion with rail rolling in American mills has been compiled
and is submitted herewith for the information of the mem-
bers.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR V^^ORK IN 1911.

As nearly all of the different items of work of the rail

committee are leading up to the preparation of a standard
set of specifications for steel rail and the design of a standard
rail section, together with the appliances that go with the

rail, and as these specifications and designs have not yet
been completed ,it is recommended that the outline for the
committee's work during the coming year be the same as that
for the past year.
Under item No. 4 the committee desires to make a close/

study of ingot making, as the principal defects connected with
rail manufacture seem to have their origin in the making cf

the ingot. It is true that the temperature of the bar during
manufacture and the amount of work done upon it have a
strong effect on the subsequent quality of the finished rail,

but the studies of your committee lead it at present back to

the ingot as the source of our most serious defects, viz:

brittleness, unsoundness and segregation.
The committee also hopes to study the relationship of the

chemistry to the deflection under the drop, for the purpose
of making a deflection formula, and in this ccnneclion it may
endeavor to establish a relationship between the tensile

strength and the elongation, or between the permanent set,

as given by the drop test, and the elongation, so that the
ductility of the metal shall be valued in the acceptance or

rejection of the material, by means of a co-efflcient, as has
already been done by Professors Tetmajer and Dormus. Work
in this line has already been done for the New York Central

Lines by Dr. P. H. Dudley, and his own statement of his

practiice is submitted as appendix F.

CONCLUSIONS.

The committee presents the following conclusions;
'. That the subject matter on Temperature Expansion for

Laying Rails, Manual, 1907 edition, page 55, be transferred

to the chapter in the Manual containing the approved resolu

tions of committee V, on Track.
2. That the Form for Reporting Rail Failures in Main

Tracks, M. W. 1200, be replaced in the Manual by Form M. W.
404, Report of Rail Failures in Main Tracks.

3. That the changes in Form M. W. 405 (old No. 2002-B)

be approved, and the form included in the Manual.

4. That the drawing showing Standard Locations of Bor

ings for Chemical Analyses and of Tensile Test Pieces be

adopted and included in the Manual.

5. That the form for tabulating Results of Drop Tests and

Surface Inspection of Rails be adopted and included in the

Manual.
The report is signed by: Charles S. Churchill (N. & W.),

chairman; R. Montfort (L. & N.), vice-chairman; Robert

Trimble (Penna. Lines), E. B. Ashby (L. V.), J. A. Atwcod
(P. oc L. E.), A. S. Baldwin (I. C), J. B. Berry (C. R. I. & P.).

M L. Byers (M. P.), W. C. Cushing (Penna. Lines), F. A.

Delano (Wabash), Dr. P. H. Dudley (N. Y. C), C. H. Ewing
(Atlantic City R. R.), John D. Isaacs (Harnman Lines).

Thomas H. Johnson (Penna. Lines), Howard G. Kelley

(G. T.), J. W. Kendrick (A. T. & S. F.), George W. Kittredge

(N. Y. C), D. W. Lum (Southern), Joseph T. Richards (Penna.

R. R.), J. P. Snow (B. & M.), A. W. Thompson (B. & O.).

M. H. Wickhorst, engineer of tests, rail committee.

APPENDIX B.

Rail Failure Statistics for Six Months' Period Ending October

31, 1909.

Statistics fcr this period were first published in bulletin

No. 121, but, owing to the desire to have the report ready

for the annual convention in March, 1910, the reports for a

number of railways which were late in coming, were omitted.

After the convention it was decided by the rail committee

that it would be advisable to re-tabulate the information,

using all the reports which had been received in answer to

A. R. A. circular No. 9G6. The statistics are for the greater

number of the larger railway systems, and the number of

tons reported is 7,445,82'5.

In considering the number of failures, all lots less than

1,000 tons have been ignored, as they usually lead to exagger-

ated results.- It should be borne in mind that these records

are for six months only and in some cases the failures have

not begun, while in ethers the poor rails have been pretty

fairly weeded out.

Tarking all the reports, the failures are divided into: broken

head failures, web failures and base failures, according to

the following percentages: Broken, 19 per cent.; head. 66%
per cent.; web, 8^4 per cent.; base, 6 per cent.

The above are divided for the different weights of rail and

between Bessemer and open-hearth steel as follows:

These figures do not show that the breakages of the heavy
sections are fewer than the li^ihtcr sections, excei>t in the

case of 75-lb. rail. The head failures, however, of the 100-lb.

rail seem to be materially less than those of 90-lb. and 85-lb.

rail. With the Bessemer steel the head failures are the most
numerous, those for the 90-lb. being slightly more numerous
than for the others. Those for 85-lb. and 100-lb. rails come
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next, and are nearly tlie same. The number of breakasea
ia closely the sfinio in all cases, while the web and base fail-

ures are quite insignificant. With the open-hefirth steel the
head failurer, cf the 80-lb. rail are the most noted. In draw-
ing comparisons between different sections of Bessemer rail,

the head failures of P. S. SSlb. rail are the most noticeable,
amounting to ;?5.8 per 10,000 tons laid, t)ut the explanation
given is that tliey are principally from a lot of 2,045 tons on
the Northwest system of the Pennsylvania Lines West of

Pittsburg of Carnegie 1909 rails. During the month these
rails were relied many defective heats were found, indicat-

ing that the failures were caused by the quality of the mate-
rial and not the rail section. Broken rails are comparatively
few. the most noticeable being the C. S. 75-lb. and then the
P. R. R. 100-lb.

In comparing the sections of open-hearth rail, the head
failures are the most numerous in the A. S. C. E. 90-lb., G. N.
85-lb., C. S. 90-lb., and A. R. A.-B. 90-lb. There is consider-
able difference between the A. R. A.-A and the A. R. A.-B 90-

lb., but it will be found that the greater number of failures

come from Bethlehem, which simply happens to be in this case
the A. R. A.-B section. The failures of the same section of

rails from the Gary mills are much less in number. This
last statement gives the clue to the real cause of the failures

and further studying into these statistics will bring out this

fact more strongly, viz: that the cause of failures is in the
quality of the material and not the design of the rail section.

In making a comparison of failures for different lengths

AI'l'ENDIX C.

Drop Tent of Rails.

This report gives statements and tables of drop tests and
chemical analyses of open-hearth rails rolled for the N. & W.
Railway, giving results for heights of L^j ft., 18 ft. and 20 ft.,

and a comparison of the mill analysis with analysis of the
borings from the rail. They were all 8r)-lb. rails of the A. S.
C. K. section, except some 100-lb. A. R. A. section, type B
made at Gary.
The tests were arranged for by C. S. Churchill, and made

by J. A. Colby, inspector, at the various mills, through the
aid of the manufacturers; and the chemical checlc analyses
and reports thereon were made at th(> laboratory of the
N. & W. Railway by J. H. Gibboney, chemist of the N. & W.
Railway. The tests were made on a few melts of a regular
rolling.

One piece for drop test was cut from extreme crop end of
an "A" rail of each melt and subjected to test in a standard
machine to a drop of 15 ft., and a very short section from
this same piece was sent to Roanoke, Va., for analysis. In
same manner two more pieces from other "A" rails of same
melt were subjected to drop tests of 18 ft. and 20 ft.

The tup was 2,000 lbs., the anvil 20,000 lbs., spring sup-
ported and supports 3 ft. apart. The sets, also elongation of

base and contraction of head under these tests, were noted
over six 1-in. spaces.
From the first "A" rail, also from a lower rail from an
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of time, it is pretty generally known that most of the fail-

ures of any lot of rails occur during the first four years.
The marliing of the rails to distinguish the position in the

ingot has become very general, but, of course, the position
of most of them is still unltnown. In general, the failures of
"A" rails are the most numerous, but it is noteworthy that
there are many failures down to "D" and "E" and occasional
ones in "F." In some cases they are very numerous in "D"
rails.

Thoughts Resulting from the Study.

(1) The study of these general statistics does not furnish

accurate and specific information so as to determine the value
of different sections of rail because:
The condition of traffic are different. The conditions of

roadbed are different. The conditions of ingot making and
rolling practice are so different that the quality of the mate-
rial varies widely, and this difference in the quality of mate-
rial eliminates differences in section.

(2) The study of these general statistics tends to disclose
unusual results.

(3) The general statistics are also important in showing
the relation between broken rails and failure of head, web
and base.

(4) The tabulation of the statistics discloses the differ-

ences between steel companies when the sections and chem-
ical composition are practically the same.

ingot, taken at random from same melt, very short pieces
were cut out for chemical analysis to furnish a comparison
between the mill analysis and that of the rails, and the posi-

tion of these chemical test pieces is noted in the statements.

Carbon and Deflection of Rails in Drop Test.

This report covers a study of the influence of carbon on the
deflection of a rail in the drop test and is based- on the
results of the drop tests given by C. S. Churchill. For this

study the permanent deflection at 15 ft. was used and the
analysis by Mr. Gibboney was used of the sample represent-
ing the outer part of the section of the rail, as the outer
fibers have more influence on the deflection than the interior

ones. Only those results were used where the outer and the
interior samples show about the same composition.
The element having the most influence on the deflection is,

of course, the carbon, and, judging from our knowledge of the
influence of the elements on the tensile properties, it is prob-

able that phosphorus exerts an influence and perhaps manga-
nese does, also. Sulphur need not be considered, and probably
silicon has only a minor influence, if any, in the quantities that

exist in rail steel. At any rate, it cannot be considered in a pre-

liminary investigation. In order to show up concisely what
relationships may exist between carbon and deflection in

the various lots of rail tested, I have plotted, in Fig. 1, the
carbon-deflection diagrams for the Carnegie, Tennessee and
Bethlehem rails, showing the per cent, of carbon horizontally
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and vertically the permanent deflection of the base side of

the rail under a 15-ft. drop.

In drawing the deflection curves, the "average" points or
"centers of gravity" were given a weight according to the
number of single points they represent. A few points that
fell entirely out of their "zone" were ignored in drawing the
curves. The curves are represented as straight lines and no
attempt at closer fitting has been made, as with the small
amount of data in hand and their small range, there must be
considerable doubt as to even the slope of the line, let alone
Its curvature.
Of course, the deflection lines discussed above represent

the combined effect of all the stiffening elements, although
the slope would be due to carbon, providing the other stiffen-

ing elements were constant. It may be said that in general
the phosphorous variations have had no influence on the
slope of the carbon-deflection lines shown in Fig. 1. It seems
probable that in the Carnegie and Tennessee rails that man-
ganese has had no material influence on the slope of carbon-
deflection curve.

It will be noted that within a carbon range from about .60

per cent, to about .75 per cent, the stiffening effect in these
tests of a change .01 per cent, carbon was about .009 in. for
the Carnegie rails, about .026 in. for the Tennessee rails, and
about .021 in. for the Bethlehem rails, all being 85-lb. rails

of A. S. C. E. section, with a nominal moment of inertia
of 30.0

Very roughly, then this investigation indicates that above
.60 per cent, each .01 per cent, carbon increase causes a
decrease of deflection of base side of about .02 in. on 85-lb.

O. H. rails of A. S. C. E. section when tested in the standard
rail drop machine with tup of 2,000 lbs., span 3 ft. and height
of drop of 15 ft.

The above study gives us some idea of the quantitative
effect of carbon on the deflection of a rail in the drop test,

but offers no information as to the effect of other elements.
It would seem desirable, however, to Imow the exact quanti-
tative effect of each factor having an influence on the
deflection, so the information could be summarized in one
or more formulas, and it is hoped that experimental work
may be continued with this end in view, particularly since
such information would seem very desirable for use of the
sub-committee dealing with specifications.

In this connection I wish to offer some thoughts as to the
form the formula should take. Starting with soft iron with-
out any hardening elements, the deflection under a given
height of drop would be decreased with each increment of
hardening material. It would be increased with an increase
In the height of drop and decreased with an increase of the
moment of inertia of the section and, perhaps, temperature
of rolling should also be taken into account. The formula
for deflection would then take the following form:

d = (K—cC—pP—mMn)—
I

where
d= deflection
K=r constant for soft iron

C= carbon
c = constant for carbon
P= phosphorus
p=constant for phosphorus
Mn =: manganese
m = constant for manganese
h= height of drop
I= moment of inertia

It is readily possible or even probable that the constants
would change with different classes of steel, but the above
form of the formula would probably be suitable for all cf

them, except we may find that the manganese factor may be
omitted, and possibly also the phosphorus in special cases,

and again, as stated, temperature of rolling may have to be
reckoned with.

APPENDIX D.

A Study of Forty Failed Rails.

This report, made by W. C. Gushing, covers a study of

forty rails which failed in the main tracks on the Southwest
System of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh during

the year 1909. The detail reports of the individual rails cover

In most cases: 1. A statement of track conditions. 2. Gen-

eral photographs of the failure. 3. Photograph of the etched

section. 4. Microphotograph in some cases. 5. Chemical
analysis, from interior of head. 6. Physical test, from in-

terior of head.
Sixteen broken rails were examined, and thirteen out of the

sixteen were broken in or at the splices. Of these thirteen,

two were Weber joints, one Bonzano, and ten six-hole splice

bar. Each of these rails was considerably worn in the

splicing space, but the metal of five of them was hard and
brittle, and in some cases the constituents were considerably

segregated.
The result of the eaxmination of twenty-four rails which

failed from crushed or split heads showed that all of the

failures were caused either by hard, brittle, unsound or segre-

gated metal, or a combination of two or more of them. In

three cases investigation showed that foreign material was
rolled in the rail section. In one case it was very apparent

that this foreign material was an old tie plate. The trouble

appears to have occurred from the practice at the Gary mill

FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSE& FOR TENSILE TEST PIECES.

To be of moximum diametci

NOTE
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OPPOSITE CORNER

Fig. 1. Standard Locations of Borings for Chemical

Analyses and Tensile Test Pieces.

of throwing pieces of scrap on the stool to prevent its cut-

ting during the casting of the ingot.

Mr. Gushing concludes that these forty cases of rail fail-

ure point out very clearly that the prime cause of rail failures

is the poor quality of the material, as indicated by hardness,

brittleness, segregation and unsoundness, all of which must

be corrected in the ingot. Only two cases of faulty rolling

were found in this lot.

A Study of Sixty-Eight Failed Rails.

This report covers a study of sixty-eight additional rails

which failed on the Southwest System of the Pennsylvania

Lines West of Pittsburgh, except a few which failed on the

Rock Island System.
From this study Mr. Gushing concludes that it is quite

Figopes below are percentages of total failures
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clear that the new rail sections, neither the P. S. section with

the heavy he^d, nor the A. R. A. A. section with the thinner

head, have yet brought about any improvement in the quality

of the metal by reason of better proportionate distribution

of the material in the head, web and base, respectively, in

the hope that the conditions of rolling would be so improved

as to produce sound material.

The defects must be remedied at the blast furnace, and

the changes of improvement must bring about less segrega-

tion of the elements and smaller inclusion of gas bubbles and

slag, in whatever way the results are to be accomplished,

whether it be by more time for the mixing of the elements
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and the 08cai)o of the gas, or in soino other way not yet dis-

covered.
In disciissinp Mr. Cushlng's results, Mr. Wickhorst says

that rail failures may he roughly divided in two classes,

"broken" rails and "split" rails; the first class including

square breaks, angular breaks, and perhaps also broken bases,

and the second class including split heads and split webs.
Broken rails, according to this lot of failures and the failures

summarized on page 259 of part 1 of the 1910 Proceedings of

the AnuMiean Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association, constitute about .'^O i)er cent., and the split rail.s

about 70 per cent, of all rail failures. The material in about half

of the broken rails shows satisfactory on test, while the
material in the other half shows more or less defective. This
means, it would seem, that poor quality in the rail is a con-

tributory rather than a primary cause for the break.

The split rails generally show segregated material from
the upper part of the ingot. In fact, this condition is so fre-

quent that we may say that in general split rails are confined

to this kind of material.

APPENDIX E.

Tests and Conclusions by M. H. Wickhorst.

Eleven reports have been made, covering the following sub-

jects:

Nos. 1 and 2. Tests of Bessemer Rails—Maryland Steel

Company.
No. 3. Tests of Titanium Bessemer Rails—Lackawanna

Steel Company.
No. 4. Tests of Bessemer Rails—Illinois Steel Company,

South Works.
No. 5. Tests of Open-Hearth Rails—Gary Works.
No. 6. Tests of Bessemer Rails—Edgar Thomson Works,

Carnegie Steel Company.
No. 7. Investigation of a Split Head Rail.

No. 8. Segregation as Influenced by Fire-Clay on Ingot.

No. 9. Strength of Rail Head.
No. 10. Drop Test of Rails—Effect of Impact Energy Vari-

ously Distributed.
No. 11. Flow of Rail Head Under Wheel Loads.
Drop Test.—The height of drop that a piece of rail will

stand depends upon its position in the ingot. Starting from
the top of the ingot, the height that is just sufficient to break
the rail at first decreases until a "brittle zone" is reached,
when the rail may only stand a few feet fall of a weight of

2,000 lbs. Passing this, the allowable height rapidly increases
and remains roughly uniform for the rest of the rail bar.

The heights called for in various specifications vary from
fifteen feet to twenty feet. Close to the top of the ingot the
rail may stand such a height, but in the brittle zone, with
some makes of material, the rail may stand only five feet

or less. In the lower part of the ingot the rail may be able

to stand heights of forty to eighty feet, or even more. Just
where the brittle zone is in different materials and with
different size ingots has not been determined, but an exten-

sive investigation should now be undertaken to work this out.

Segregation.—When molten steel is poured into the ingot

the different constituents that compose the liquid mass do
not stay together when solidifying, but the carbon, phos-

phorus and sulphur tend to collect or "segregate" toward the
interior and upper part of the ingot. The region of maximum
segregation seems to correspond in location with the brittle

zone developed by the drop test. The tests indicate that a
small amount of segregation is not harmful, but the allowable
limit has not been determined.
The problem of ingot making apparently consists of con-

trolling segregation as to maximum allowable limit, and as

to location in the ingot, so a small discard wrill always
remove it.

Split Heads.—It has been shown that at least some rail

failures, such as are ordinarily classed as split heads, are due
to excessive segregation, which results in very fragile metal
in the interior of the rail, as explained in detail in report No. 7.

Pipes and Laminations.—Our tests show that laminations
occur most frequently in rail from near the top of the ingot,

but may occur in any part of the rail bar. They also show
that laminations, in themselves, have no relation to the re-

sults in the drop tests. Some of the worst drop tests have
shown no laminations, while the worst laminations noted
have been attended by some of the best results in the drop
tests.

Rolling—Our work so far does not show very definitely the
influence of such matters as speed of rolling, number of

passes in reducing from ingot to rail, temperature of rolling,

distribution of rail sections, etc., but they indicate that such
matters are of relatively small importance.

Conclusion.—In conclusion, our work of the last nine
months has shown fairly definitely that the matter of making

safe rails, and In which the different rails of the lot will wear
uniformly, is almost entirely a matter of making a good ingot
fre(! from excessive segregation, or of cropping off sufficient

from the top to remove such excessive segregation.

Investigation of a Split Head Rail.

This report covers a study and tests of a very Interesting
and instructive rail that failed due to a split head, and is in-

tended to throw some light on the cause of failure. This rail

was one of a number that failed in a somewhat similar man-
ner in a lot of 80-lb. A. S. C. E. rails laid in about October,
1909, by the Wabash R. R. on straight track in its main line

near Adrian, Mich. It was a 33-ft. Bessemer rail, made at the
Edgar Thomson Works at Braddock, Pa., of the Carnegie
Steel Company, in September, 1909, heat number 11508. It

was removed from service in May, 1910. The rail had no let-

ter showin'? its position in the ingot. The total tonnage over
this rail was about 4.3 million freight tons and the passenger
trains additional. The heaviest engines that ran on this rail

weighed 103 tons, with a maximum weight of 14 tons per driv-

ing wheel. The bearing on the ties as shown by the rust
marks on the bottom of the rail averaged TV2 inches and the
tie spacing as determined by measuring from center to center
of the rust marks averaged 22 in.

The examination consisted of etchings with copper potas-
sium chloride of a large number of transverse and horizontal
longitudinal sections cut from the rail, chemical analyses,
tensile tests of specimens cut from the rail and microscopic
examination.
A rail in service tends to widen at the upper part of the

head, that is, the upper part of the head extends transversely.
The amount of widening varies considerably with different
rails, some showing but little and others a large amount. The
compressive effect of the rolling wheels evidently causes the
metal to flow transversely, and this flowing seems always to
be greatest at about the top of the rail. The metal at the top
of a rail is practically always ductile material, but the metal
in the interior of the head may sometimes be brittle and in-

capable of transverse extension, and in such a case, when the
top flows and widens, the interior metal, as it cannot stretch
likewise, must develop a crack. Of course, anything which
takes away the ductility of the metal in the head in a trans-
verse direction would allow of the formation and development
of cracks, as, for instance, slag enclosures, seams and lami-
nations, due to gas holes and pipes, or bad segregation. In

the case in hand the splitting of the head seems to have been
due to bad segregation of the carbon and phosphorus. The
metal seems to have been good metal in the ladle, but it evi-

dently went to the bad in the making of the ingot, although
the dangerous segregation could, indeed, have been removed
with a sufficient discard from the top. This suggests that it

would be desirable to make a somewhat comprehensive study
of such matters as size and shape of ingot and other condi-

tions influencing segregation.
After a crack has opened up, the metal above it, of course,

tends to flow into it under the action of the wheel loads, and
after this metal has reached the limit of its ductility in com-
pression, it shears along diagonal lines, resulting in the
"wedge" generally seen above a crack. The crack generally
comes to the surface at the underside of the head at its junc-

tion with the web, although occasionally it runs down into the
web and comes to the surface at the side of the web.

Segregation as Influenced by Fire-Clay on Ingot.

This report covers tests made to investigate the effect on
segregation of putting fire-clay on the ingot directly after
pouring. During the regular pouring of a heat of Bessemer
steel of six ingots, two of the Ingots were selected for test,

one of which was without any covering, and the other of
which was covered directly after pouring with a half-shovel-

ful of fire-clay, equal to about two pounds, - They were made
at the Edgar Thomson Works of the Carnegie Steel Co. at
Braddock, Pa., on August 9, 1910, heat 5,101. Mixer metal and
scrap steel were blown and poured into the teeming ladle,

liquid spiegel being poured in at the same time. The metal
was then poured at once into the molds, without any other
addition. The ingots were 18%xl9% at the bottom. The
stools and molds had been sprayed with a wash of fire-clay.

The metal set quietly in both ingots. The uncovered ingot

hardened quickly on top, while the covered ingot remained
liquid on top for some time.

After being in the soaking pit for about 1 hr. 40 min., the

ingots were bloomed to 9^/^x9% inches, and instead of making
the usual discard from the top, as little as practicable was
sheared off. The usual practice at this mill is to cut the

bloom into two billets, making the large discard from the top

and a small one from the bottom. Each of these billets

makes two rails. In the present case, as stated, only a small

amount was sheared from the top, and the rails from the top
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billet were reserved for this investigation, which happened to

be 90-lb. A. R. A. type B section. Previous to rolling into rails,

the billets were run through a reheating furnace.
The investigation consisted of drop tests, chemical analyses

and etchings of sections. The A and B rails of each ingot
were divided into units.

This study seems to show that with a Bessemer ingot
weighing about 5,000 lbs. the effect of covering it with fire-

clay directly after pouring is to cause the greatest segrega-
tion to go higher toward the top of the ingot and also to in-

crease its concentration. A small discard, say less than 10

per cent, from the top, does not remove the zone of maximum
segregation from either the plain or covered ingot, and the
segregation would be. worse in the covered ingot. A large
discard of 20 per cent, or over removes it more effectively

from the covered ingot. This whole study, however, can be
taken only as an indication and seems to show strongly the
need for a thorough study of the whole subject of ingot-mak-
ing. Ingots cf different sizes and shapes, made of both Bes-
semer and open-hearth steels and with different treatments,
should be made and thoroughly studied, by testing the rails

made from them and, what is perhaps more important, by
also testing the ingots themselves. Etchings and analyses
should be made of various ingot sections to determine
accurately the distribution of the various metalloids and of
cavities, slag, etc.

Strength of Rail Head.

This report covers tests made to determine the strength of
the head of the rail with the load concentrated at the edge of
the top surface. Tests were made with a 200,000-pound test
machine by canting a piece of rail 18 inches long and apply-
ing the load at the edge by means of a block with a radius of

16% inches to represent a car wheel where it came in contact
with the rail. Other tests were made with a reciprocating
machine representing a loaded wheel rolling back and forth
on the edge of the canted rail. These tests were made at
Sparrows Point, Md., at the works of the Maryland Steel
Company, who kindly furnished all the material and facilities

for them, and were made especially for the sub-committee
dealing with rail design. For these tests a rail was taken
from stock and six pieces, each 18 inches long, were cut from
it for test in the stationary test machine, and six similar
pieces were used for test in the reciprocating machine. In
order to have the material as uniform as possible through-
out the section and in the different pieces a C rail was
selected, that is, the third rail from the top cf the rail bar.

The rail was a 90-pound A. R. A. type B section and the
pieces were planed down to thicknesses of head at the side of

% in., Yz in., % in., % in., % in., and 1 in., two pieces of each
thickness, one for each kind of test. In each case the brand
side of the head of the rail, which was the bottom side as
rolled, was planed vertical to a width of l^x; inch from the
center line.

The arrangement used for making the stationary tests is

intended to represent a 33-inch car wheel resting on the edge
of the top of the rail. The head is thus tested as a cantilever,

the load tending to sag the head locally and to also bend the
web.
The load was applied in increments of 10,000 lbs. up to

60,000 lbs. and then in increments of 2'0,000 lbs. up to 200,000

lbs., the capacity cf the test machine. The sag of the head
was determined by measuring the distance by means of divid-

ers, between prick punch marks placed on the side of the
head n6ar the bottom and on the base, the load being on
while taking the reading. The marks on the base were
placed about one inch from the web, by gouging some of the
metal so as to have a vertical surface on which to prick
punch the mark. The amount that the opposite side of the
head elevated or the "lift" was determined in a similar

manner.
The curves show that a load of 10,000 lbs. does not sag the

head with the load applied to the edge of the top side, with
any thickness down to % inch, and probably neither does a
load of 20,000 lbs., although, as the load was on when the
measurement was taken, we cannot say how much of the sag
was elastic and how much permanent. A load of 30,000 lbs,

seems to cause a permanent sag with the %-inch head, but
not much, if any, with the heads of greater thickness. It had
been hoped to determine by these tests the maximum load

which each thickness of head would carry, but it is now clear

that in any future work of this kind the measurements should

be taken after releasing each load, as well as while it is vn,

and it would also be desirable to make the measurements
with a micrometer reading to .001 inch. With these changes it

would seem that this test should give this information in a
reasonably satisfactory manner.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the web
seemed to stand the load of 200,000 lbs. successfully.

Tests were also made with a reciprocating machine In
which a piece of rail is moved back and forth under a wheel
to which a load can be applied by means of a system of
levers.

DROP TESTS OF R^ULS.

The tests described in this report were made to compare
the results of a given amount of impact energy, variously dis-
tributed, as, for instance, in one blow, and the same foot-
pounds divided among several blows; also, fcr instance, the
relative effects of tups of different weights, but with heights
adjusted to deliver the same foot-pounds of impact.
The drop tests were all made with the base in tension, the

rail being placed with its base downward on supports 3 ft.

apart with radii of 5 in. The permanent deflection or set was
measured both en the top side, including the depression
caused by the tup, with a striking radius of 5 in., and on the
base side, which latter measurement gave only the actual
permanent bending of the rail.

FLOW OF RAIL HEAD UNDER WHEEL LOADS.

The tests covered by this report were made to determine,
if possible, what change is made in the microstructure of the
head of the rail by the rolling over the rail of heavy wheel
loads. At the same time, measurements were made of the
spread of the head and the width of the bearing produced.
The tests were made at Sparrows Point, Md., at the works
of the Maryland Steel Co., who kindly furnished all the
material and all the shop and laboratory facilities to make
them. They were made on the reciprocating machine by
moving a piece of rail back and forth under a loaded cast
iron car wheel. The desire was to simulate rather severe
service conditions, and a light thin head rail was used. A
70-lb. Bessemer rail was selected frcm stock, and in order
to have material fairly uniform throughout the section and in
such several pieces as might be used for test, a "D" rail, that
is, the fourth rail from the top of the rail bar, was used, heat
45,437 and fourth ingot of the heat. The piece of rail tested
was 12 ins. long, which was set up between two other similar
pieces, which acted as end pieces onto which the wheel could
roll when leaving the piece under test. The piece tested had the
sides of the head planed vertical to a width of head of 2 ins.

This width was used partly to accentuate the test and partly
to do away with the rounded corner, so as to allow of meas-
uring the width closer to the top of the head, and the sides
were made vertical so the measurements could be made
satisfactorily with a micrometer along the whole depth of

the head.
The test was started with a load of 30,000 lbs. applied to

the wheel, using 1,000 double strokes or 2,000 rollings of the
wheel over th-? rail under test. The bearing assumed a width
of .64 in. The only effect on the width of head was to spread
the top of the head .002 in., and the load was therefore in-

creased at once to 60,000 lbs. and the test continued until the
head seemed to no longer spread as measured with the
micrometer.

It is also seen that under the conditions of this test and
with the load and material used, abcut .8 of the maximum re-

sults was produced by the first 5,000 rollings, and almost the
maximum by the first 10,000 rollings. The 22,000 rollings be-

yond this produced but little additional spreading of the head.

Discussion on Rail.

Mr. Churchill: Referring to the form for reporting rail

failures, it is an important matter to show, in case a rail

fails, which side of the track the rail was taken from.

Mr. Lindsay: The section foreman's information is not
always reliable. He will report that the track was all

right, joints all right, road bed all right, yet the track

broke. I believe we should have a question in there, "did

the rail have a full bearing upon the tie plate"?

Mr. Churchill: I am a little afraid that we woulld get

the same sort of an answer. I believe where a break oc-

curs that is not very clearly explainable at first sight on
the foreman's report, there should be an examination by
somebody else much higher up than the track foreman,
and I think that is the practice on most of the roads today.

I am afraid, if we make our report too cumbersome, we
will not get it answered in any intelligent manner.
Mr. Lindsay: Referring to the changes recommended in

Form 405, I do not understand that it will be necessary to

change our definition of a broken rail
—

"this term to be
confined to a rail which is broken through, separating into

two or more parts. A crack which might result in a com-
plete break will come under this head." In consultation
with the officer of Public Service in the state of New York
on this subject, the definition of a broken rail, for the pur-
poses of report to the state, reads as follows: "For the
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jjurposos of this yearly roport, a rail sliall bo considorod as
havitij;: hrokon wIumi comijlete fracture into two or more
l)arts has taken ijlacc, wiu'ii (here is any break in the head
of the rail on the j^aiige side, or wlien there is any other
break necessitating eitlior the Immediate removal of the rail

from the track or its reinforcement."
Mr. Cushint;: The classilicalion as adoi)t(>{i by (he rail com-

mittee is based on the common classilication generally given
by the men who see tiu> failures in service and is intended
to explain tliem as nearly as one would exi)lain them by seeing
them on the track. The jierson reporting this, knows nothing
about internal defects and consequently we have attempted
to have the different classifications about as they are generally
described. The informaticm for the public service commission
can be given from these reiiorts by adding together several
classifications given by the committee to make up what the
public service commission calls a broken rail.

Mr. Lindsay: Conclusion 4 covers the general method of
taking borings for chemical analyses. Last night we saw a
section of an ingot showing the way segregation takes place.

I would like to ask the committee if that segregation is reason-
ably symmetrical around the vertical axis.

Mr. Churchill: Yes, it is approximately so. The great mass
of material at the bottom of the head brings the center of

segregation or defective material, from whatever cause, near
the junction of the head and the web. It of course extends
down, as you saw in the jncture, through the web and into

the flange, but the web is so thin, if you attempt to take bor-

ings, you will get mixed material. For this reason, if for no
other, the best location is near the base of the head, where you
are sure to get a mass of material that is questionable, in a
questionable rail.

C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C. & H. R.): In looking over reports
of causes of our broken rails I find that a very large per-

centage of the breaks occur on the left hand rail; as high as

90 per cent in some months. In looking further, I have been
able to locate some defects due to defective equipment, and
in tracing that up, I have reports of flat wheels passing over
the road. Following that up, I always found that the car
inspector's report showed that the wheel was examined be-

fore it left the terminal, and the flat spot was within the
limits prescribed.

Would it not be possible to put a flat wheel on the machine
that was shown last night for testing the pressure of wheels
on the rail to see the effect of flats of different lengths on
the rail and whether it is possible to break a rail with a flat

wheel?
Mr. Wickhorst: That machine you saw illustrated last

night moves at slow speeds, and we could not get the speed
effect in it. Mr. Lindsay will find in the proceedings of the
American Society for Testing Materials, several years back,
some discussion I presented on the cause of breakages on the
left hand side. The reason that is given there is that the
locomotive is so built that when the counter-balance is down,
giving the heaviest vertical load, the engine noses to the left

at the same time.

E. F. Wendt (P. & L. E.): During certain months of the
winter one hundred per cent of the broken rails occur on the
left hand side of the track. The system of records now in

use is so complete that we have before us this data.

Mr. Churchill: You are speaking of what must be classed

as broken rails under the definition?

Mr. Wendt: I am speaking of rails actually broken and
removed promptly.

Mr. Wickhorst: That preponderance of broken rails on the
left hand side applies probably to what you would call cross
sectional breaks or base breaks. It does not seem to apply
to longitudinal breaks such as split heads. I have tried to

notice that point in looking over track, and what little infor-

mation I have secured indicates that it does not make much
difference with the latter class of breaks.

W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C. & H. R.) : The data on the blow or

pressure on the rail for various points of counter-balance of a

locomotive wheel were worked out very fully in 1892 in the

proceedings of the Master Mechanics' Association. It was then
shown, as I recall it, that the left forward driver of an Amer-
ican locomotive is the heaviest of the four driving wheels, but
there did not appear to be a difference in blow delivered on
the rail to account for such a great difference in the breakages
between the left and right hand rail. I would suggest that

this matter be taken up with the Master Mechanics' associa-

tion by our committee, and the blow or weight of the wheels
for the drivers of the Pacific type of engines be determined.
This matter, I believe, was very fully considered by that asso-

ciation in connection with the wear of tires to account for

the driving wheels almost universally wearing more at a

certain point midway between the crank position and the

counter-balance. It is not directly opposite the counter-bal-

ance, but a little ahead of it.

II. N. IJegien (H. & ().) : This is a matter which wo now
have under consideration. We have noticed, on our Chicago
Division, that practically !)() per cent of breakages in the
rails occur on the left hand side. Possibly the use of a
heavier rail on the left hand side might be bett<!r.

Mr. Kenly: The thought o(tcured to me that i)robably the
broken rails on double track r(>sult from loose, or relatively

loose track, on the inside rail, due to the fact that the track,

is not so well drained at the middle between the double
tracks, as it is on the outside, and that probably the number
of loose ties, or loose heads in the inside rail on the double
track, is more the cause of the broken rails than is the
thrust, or impact of the engine on the left hand side. I do not
know whether we have any information to show that there
is more bad surface on the inside rail than (m the outside rail,

but it occurs to me that that is the cause for broken rails in

the case of double tracks.

The President: The committee suggests that is a matter
for investigation by the committee on track.

Mr. Churchill: In the matter of specifications, we are
somewhat in the same position we were a year ago. We
have not gotten much closer. The difference, however, was
not very great and we expect during this year to get to-

gether. As to the matter of rail sections, we cannot de-
termine at this date with so few rails of the newer sections
in use for such a short time which are better, but these
reports that are coming in and will come in during this

year, and the additional investigation by Mr. Wickhorst
and by others interested will help us.

Mr. McDonald: In the matter of the testing of rail jointB,

I have heard it stated by representatives of manufacturers
that some of the joints submitted had been specially pre-

pared for that test and that others had not. I think In

order to avoid that it would be well in future for the com-
mittee to select their samples from the general run rather
than have any special samples.

Mr. Churchill: I think in every instance the joints were
taken from stock. There was probably one instance of a
joint that came from a manufacturer. Any joint that hap-
pened to be in the storehouse was taken on my road. I

know that other roads did the same thing. If our report
points to anything it is the importance of looking out more
carefully for the character of the steel used in rail joints,

whoever makes the joint.

TRACK.

The following sub-committees were appointed:
Frogs and Crossings: L. S. Rose, chairman; J. C. Nelson,

R. M. Pearce, R. H. Howard, C. H. Stein, R. C. Falconer.
Switch Points: H. T- Porter, chairman; S. S. Roberts,

P. C. Newbegin, G. J. Ray, R. A. VanHouten, J. R. Leighty,
T. H. Hickey.
Track Fastenings with Treated Ties: Dean Wm. G. Ray-

mond, chairman; Garrett Davis, F. A. Smith, W. D. Wig-
gins, J. L. Downs.

Spirals: J. B. Jenkins, chairman; Dean Wm. G. Ray-
mond,

REVISION OF MANUAL.

After giving that portion of the Manual pertaining to

track much discussion, it was decided that changes be rec-

ommended as follows:

(1) Maintenance of line, section (b), for the adjustment
of curves, should be changed to read as follows:

"Longer easement curves than the minimum lengths
recommended may be used to advantage, and even with
increased convenience in their application, but any consid-
erable increase in length is wholly unnecessary and, should
never be made without careful consideration as to the
effect on cost. For minor curves, an increase in length of
about 50 per cent, over the minimum is recommended when
such increase will not seriously affect the cost, nor ad-

versely affect the degree of curve. The minimum length
recommended should be used in all cases where greater
length would adversely affect the degree of curve."

(2) Following the last paragraph under section (b), the
following should be added.
"The 10-chord spiral, computed by dividing the spiral

into 10 equal parts, is recommended. Chords of any length
may be used in staking out the 10-chord spiral when the
central angle is small. Chords approximating one-tenth the
length of spiral should be used when the central angle ex-

ceeds 15 degrees."
(3) Maintenance of Surface. The third paragraph fol-

lowing the table of elevation of the outer rail should
read as follows: "Ordinarily an elevation of eight inches
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should not be exceeded. Speed of trains should be regu-
lated to conform to the maximum elevation used."

(4) Maintenance of Surface, section (a), recommended
practice. The following paragraph should be stricken out:
"In ordinary practice it is recommended that the elevation
be run out at the rate of one inch in GO feet, but this will

be modified by the same conditions that would vary the
length of the easement curve used."

(5) Maintenance of Gage, section (a). Paragraph 1

should read as follows: "Tie plates are recommended
in all cases where economy in maintenance will result from
their use."

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING OR CONTRACTING FOR
FROGS, CROSSINGS AND SV^ITCHES.

Manufacturers shall submit for approval detail shop draw-
ings showing construction and dimensions of all parts to be
furnished in accordance with these specifications. The
drawings shall be on sheets twenty-two (22) in. wide, with
a border line one-half (%) in. from the top, bottom and
right-hand edge, and one and one-half (IVz) in. from the
left-hand edge. The standard length of drawings shall be
thirty (30) in., except that, when necessary, longer sheets
may be used and folded back to the standard length.
Drawings of one subject only shall appear on a sheet.
Scale of general drawings shall be 1% in.= 1 ft, details

not less than 3 in. zn 1 ft. Conventional shading shall be
used in sectional drawings. All dimensions and distances
sh.all be shown plainly in figures.

The title shall be placed in the lower right-hand corner.

C. E. Knickerbocker.

Chairman, Committee on Track.

All drawings are intended to form a part of the specifi-

cations. Anything which is not shown on the drawings but
which is mentioned in the specifications, or vice versa, or
anything not expressly set forth in either, but which is

reasonably implied, shall be furnished the same as if

specifically shown and mentioned in both. Should anything
be omitted from the drawings or specifications which is

necessary for a clear understanding of the work, or should
any error appear in either the drawings or specifications
affecting the work, it shall be the duty of the manufac-
turer to notify the company and he shall not proceed with
the work until Instructed to do so by the company.

SWITCHES.
Lengths.

1. 11 ft., 16 ft. 6 in., 22 ft. or 33 ft.

Throw.
2. 5 in. at center line of No. 1 rod.

Gage of Track.
3. 4 ft. 81^ in.

Switch Rails.
4. Side planing and bending shall conform to a spread

at the heel of 6 1,4 in. between the gage lines of the stock
rail and the switch rail. The gage lines of switch rails

shall be straight. The head of switch rail shall fit neatly
against the head of stock rail from point of switch rail to

point of divergence. The face of web at the point shall be
in a vertical line with the inside edge of the head of stock
rail.

Top planing shall conform to the measurements shown
on Fig. 1 and Table 1.

TABLE 1.

Switch. A B
33 ft. 12 in.

22 ft. 9 in.

16 ft. 6 in. 5 in.

11 ft. 5 in.

Bottom of switch rail shall be planed to fit neatly on
base of stock rail where bases overlap.
The point of switch rail shall be as shown by Fig. 2.

Holes for switch rod lugs and stop blocks shall be 25/32
in. in diameter and 5 in. center to center. Holes for rein-
forcing bars shall be 25/32 in. diameter. Number and loca-
tion as provided under Reinforcing Bars.

Lugs.
5. Lugs shall be as deep as the section of rail will per-

mit and of standard design, as shown in Fig. — . Distance
between centers of holes for bolts running through the web
of the rail shall be 5 in., diameter of holes shall be 25/32 in.

Distance between web of rail and center of switch rod
bolt holes shall be 5 in. Switch rod bolt hole shall be 1 1/32
in. in diameter.

Switch Rods.
6. Switch rods shall be of the standard design, as shown

in Fig. — . Rods shall be %x2% in. and shall be held in
a horizontal plane. Bolt holes shall be 1 1/32 in. in diam-
eter. There shall be at least IM in. of metal at end beyond
bolt holes.

Rods shall be stamped with %-in. letters showing the
weight, section of rail and number of rod, the point rod be-
ing No. 1.

Reinforcing Bars.
7. A reinforcing bar %-in. thick shall be riveted to each

side of each switch rail and point ends shall be made flush
with point of switch rail. The bars shall be as long as the
heel connections will permit. Bars shall fit against web
of rail and shall fill the space between head and fiange of
rail. There shall be %-in. clearance between outer bar
and head of stock rail where the bar projects under head
of stock rail, and the top of inner bar, where it projects
beyond the head of switch rail, shall be not less than 1%
in. below the top of stock rail.

Bars shall be fastened to rail with %-in. rivets, except
that the first, second, fifth and the holes through which
the lugs are fastened shall be bolted. Center of first hole
shall be 1% in. from point and center of last hole in bar
to be 2 in. from heel end of bar. Intermediate rivets shall

be spaced so that there shall be fastenings at intervals
not greater than 12 inches.

Stock Blocks.
8. Stop blocks shall be of approved design with two

holes 13/16 in. in diameter and 5 in. apart. Blocks shall
be spaced after switch is placed in track as nearly as prac-
ticable at equal intervals between the end of planing and
heel of switch.

Bolts and Nuts.
9. Bolts fastening lugs and stop blocks and foot guards

to switch rails shall be %-in. in diameter. Bolts connecting
lugs with switch rods and the switch-stand connecting bolt
shall be 1 in. in diameter and machine turned. All bolts
shall be provided with nut locks and cotters. Nuts shall

be hexagonal.

Plates.
10. There shall be on each tie two plates, %-in. by 7 in.,

planed down to receive the stock rail and braces. Three
ig-in. holes outside and two inside are required for %-in.
lag screws or screw spikes on all switch ties, except the
two head ties, where there shall be three outside and four
inside.

Braces.
11. Braces shall be of such a design that 2%-in. clear-

ance for detector bars may be obtained. Three holes for

%-in. lag screws or screw spikes shall be provided.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MANGANESE IN FROGS, CROSSINGS AND
SWITCH POINTS.

The committee has investigated so far as has been prac-
ticable this year the question of specifications for man-
ganese in frogs, crossings and switch points, but thinks
that this subject should be further investigated and that
careful records and experiments covering a period of years
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should be rocuided before it is in a position lo recommend
a specification that will meet with approval.

TRACK FASTENINGS WITH TREATED TIES.

The followins statements seem to be warranted by a

study of tlio replies to circular letters:

(1) Tie plates with some form of fastening which can

be removed and replaced at will without injury to the wood
fibers aie desirable. Your committee feels that such a fas-

tening has not as yet been fully demonstrated.

(2) In shoulder tie-plates the holes for outside fasten-

ings should be so placed that the base of the rail bears only
against the body of the fastenings.

(3) Tie-plates should be llat bottomed, as projections of

any kind tend to destroy the tie. One striking photograph
is shown of a treated bridge tie entirely sound except
where the projections of the plate have injured the fiber.

This effect would perhaps be lessened if the tie-plate were
independently fastened to the tie by screws other than the

rail fastenings, and by use of the principle mentioned in

paragraph 5.

(4) The bearing surface of tie-plates should be propor-

tioned by each road to the resistance of the wood most
largely used for ties on its line. In general, plates six

Fig. 1.

inches wide for hard woods and seven inches wide for soft

woods should be sufficient, but some roads report trouble

with plates of these widths.

(5) A tie-plate thicker through the whole or a part of

the middle of its length than at the edges, with only a
central bearing, is suggested for trial as theoretically sound.

There would be less tendency for such a plate to rock
under the action of the passing load and less pressure
tending to force first one edge and then the other into the

tie, and the plate would be strongest where the bending
moment is greatest. The essentials of such a plate are

the thicker central portion and the central bearing of the

rail.

CONCLUSIONS.

The committee recommends:
(1) That the changes in the Manual, as proposed, be

adopted.
(2) That the title of the specifications for spring and

rigid frogs adopted by the convention of 1910 be changed
to read: "General Specifications for Frogs, Crossings and
Switches."

(3) That the General Instructions for Ordering or Con-
tracting for Frogs, Crossings and Switches, as given in the
report, shall be prefixed to the specifications mentioned
above.

(4) That the plans for rigid and spring frogs, submitted
with the report, be adopted and added to the specifications

for the frogs, crossings and switches.

(5) That the specifications for switches submitted be

:ul()i)tcd and added lo the specifications for frogs, crossings
and switches.

((i) That the report on Track Fastenings used with
Treated Ties be acc(>ptod as a i)rogr(!8s report.

(7) That the rej)ort on Sjiirals bo adopted.
The report is signed by: ('. E. Knickerbocker, N. Y. O.

& W., chairm;in; J. B. Jenkins, B. & O., vice-chairman;
Garrett Davis. C. R. I. & P.; J. h. Downs, Y. & M. V.; R. C.
P^alconer, Erie; T. H. Hickey, M. C; R. H. Howard, Chi-

cago, 111.; C. B. Hoyt, N. Y. C. & St. U; .lohn R. Leighty.
M. P.; J. C. Nelson, S. A. L.; P. C. Newbegin, B. & A.;

R. M. Pearce, P. & L E.; II. T. Porter, B. & L. E.; G. J.

Ray, D. L. & W.; Wm. G. Raymond, State University of

Iowa; S. S. Roberts, Louisville, Ky.; L. S. Rose, C. C. C. &
St. L.; C. H. Stein, C. R. R. of N. .1.; F. A. Smith, Civil Engi-
neer, Chicago, 111.; R. A. Van Houten, L. V.; W. D. Wiggins.
Pennsylvania, committee.

APPENDIX A.

Spirals.

A preliminary examination was made of a number of
curves to determine their relative adaptability for use as

a railroad spiral, the examination comprising the cubic
parabola, a curve whose deflections vary as the square of

the distance, the Searles spiral, the Stevens six-chord

spiral, a curve whose radius is inversely proportional to

the length of arc, as developed by Crandall and Talbot, a
curve whose degree increases with the number of 100-ft.

chords, and a curve whose chords subtend a constant and
inflexible series of central angles. All the above curves
accomplish the required results in easing the approach to

a circular curve, some less perfectly than others, but still

satisfactorily; but in attempting to derive formulas for the
various spirals, seme one of the following difficulties was
experienced in each case. (1) If simple, approximate for-

mulas were used they were not sufficiently accurate. (2)

Accurate formulas were too complex. (3) The curve could
not be expressed by formulas. (4) Formulas were of the
endless-series class. (5) Complex field methods were re-

quired to make the field work agree with formulas with
spirals of large central angles.

The committee then investigated • a practical adaptation
of the spiral as developed by Crandall and Talbot in which
the curve is considered to be measured by ten equal
chords; this curve was found to be susceptible to expres-

sion by definite formulas which compare favorably as to

simplicity with those of other spirals, the formulas being
accurate beyond the degree of accuracy attainable in the
most careful field work if the application of the formulas
be restricted to such spirals as may actually be required

in practice. Tables developed from this formula were
presented.
The committee also submitted a diagram indicating graph-

ically the minimum length of easement curve as recom-
mended by the association.

The committee recommends the following changes in the
Manual:

Maintenance of Line and Alinement.

(b) Adjustment of curves, with consideration as to ease-

ment curves:
Longer easement curves than the minimum lengths rec-

M/MIMUM LENGTH OF SPIRAL IM FEET
o'to ZOO 500 ^^^

A.R.E.&M.W.ASSH.
COM. V. TRACK.

Minimum Length of Easement Curve.

Limiting Curves .

For all curves which are liable to limit the speed of trains, the length or

spiral should eouol-^at indicated on the line morked/superelevation 8 inches'

Lonserspjrals may be used , if the increosed lenjth does not adversely affect the

decree of curve or seriously affect the cost of construction.

Minor Curves
For minor curves the length of spiral should never be less than that indica*

ed by the didQram ; an increase of about 50% over the indicated length nnay

be desirable where costis not seriously affected.
Spirals need not be used when superelevation reouired for h\^he$T

permissible speed is less than fwo inches.

Minimum Length of Easement Curve.
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ommended may be used to advantage and often with in-

creased convenience in their application, but any consider-

able increase in length is wholly unnecessary and should
never be made without careful consideration as to the
effect on cost. For minor curves, an increase in length of

about 50 per cent, over the minimum is recommended 'when
such increase will not seriously affect the cost, nor ad-

versely affect the degree of curve.

The minimum length recommended should be used in all

cases where a greater length would adversely affect the
degree of curve.

(Following the last paragraph.)
The ten-chord spiral, computed by dividing the spiral Into

ten equal chords, is recommended. Chords of any length
may be used in staking out the ten-chord spiral when the
central angle is small. Chords approximating one-tenth the
length of spiral should be used when the central angle
exceeds fifteen degrees.

Discussion on Tracl<.

Mr. Knickerbocker: In article 3, "Maintenance of Sur-
face," under "Revision of Manual," we wish to have that
part of the second paragraph which appears in italics

stricken out. The words are: "Speed of trains should be
regulated to conform to the maximum elevation used."

In section 2 of the statements on track fastenings with
treated ties, we want to insert between the word "rail" and
the word "bears" in the second line the two words "does
not" so that it will read: "Rail does not bear."

In forxnula No. 13, under spirals, the T should be T sub S.

In the same portion of the report, the E in the last line
of the table of notation should be E sub S.

Under A B in table I, under general instructions for or-

dering frogs, crossings and switches, the dimensions should
be feet instead of inches.

Mr. Lindsay: May not the words "are intended" in the
beginning of the 5th section be omitted?
The Chairman: The committee will omit the word "in-

tended."
G. H. Tinker (N. Y. C. & St. L.) : It does not seem to me

that tue first and last paragraphs of the introduction are quite
consistent. The last paragraph says that all drawings are
to be a part of the specifications. The first paragraph says the
manufacturers make the drawings. If the railway company
made the drawings, all right. It seems to me that is the
proper procedure in any case. Our road makes its own plans,
submits them to the manufacturers, and the manufacturers
proceed according to the plans, and in that case they are a
part of the specifications.

Mr. Knickerbocker: A great many railways cannot afford to

make the plans, and these railways ask the manufacturers
to submit plans for certain crossings, and they do it. Many
railways do not have the opportunity to make these plans,

and sometimes they are in a hurry for the crossing and
cannot wait to make the plans, and they ask the manufac-
turers who make the crossings to submit a plan with a pro-

posal for furnishing the crossing, and it is a quick way to

obtain a crossing, which you cannot get in any other way.
J. P. Snow (B. & M.) : There is a distinction between the

first and last paragraph. The first paragraph recites that
the manufacturer shall make his own shop drawings, because
his shop nomenclature differs from the practice of others,

and for this reason he is called upon to make detailed shop
drawings. The last paragraph refers to drawings made by
the railway company, which may be nothing but a line draw-
ing showing the layout of the crossing.

Mr. Lindsay: In connection with the paragraph on switch
rails we will have to take into consideration the drawings
which do not show the bend in the stock rail, and therefore

are not complete. The web has two faces, and 1 think it is

proper to say that the outer face of the web shall be in a

vertical line with the inside edge of the stock rail. It would
be better, however, if the words "gage side" were used.

Mr. Knickerbocker: We found in some cases, where the

manufacturer did not put in a stock rail, and we had to put

that in the track, that the distance from the bend in the

stock rail is not uniform. That is matter for consideration
another year.

Mr. Lindsay: I move that the committee be instructed to

define the bend in the stock rail.

Mr. Rose: If a manufacturer has the point of the switch
rail itself given to him, he does not need to know where the

stock rail is bent.
Mr. Byers: I move to amend Mr. Lindsay's motion to

the effect that the committee be asked to report on this

question of the bend of the stock rail as an independent
proposition later. Upon vote, amendment to the motion
was defeated.

Mr. Rose: If it will satisfy Mr. Lindsay, I think we can
add to these drawings the distance from the toe of the
switch to the bend in the stock rail as previously figured
out by this committee, and that can be readily added to
these drawings.

Mr. Lindsay: That is satisfactory.

A motion to insert the words "inner face of the" between
the words "between" and "web" was carried.

Mr. Kenly: I would like to ask if the committee has
investigated the proposition to make all of the switch rods
exactly the same length between the bolt holes and vary
the distance from the web to the center of the hole in the
lug for the different weights of rail?

Mr. Knickerbocker: We have thought about that a great
deal. It would be an advantage for the lugs to be marked

Mr. Lindsay: I move that in clause 7, the distance of one
eighth inch be increased to one-quarter inch, and that after
the words "top of stock rail" there be added "The reinforcing
bar shall be bevelled to an angle of 45 deg. where it projects,
beyond the head of the rail. That is the New York Central
practice at the present time. The motion to increase clear
ance was lost. The committee accepted the insertion sug-
gested by Mr. Lindsay.

B. H. Mann (Mo. Pac.) : I would like to know if there
would be any objection to changing the sketch of switch point
details to show the complete length of the point. Then, if a
16 ft. 6 in. point becomes broken, so that it can be planed
down to a point that is 11 ft., all that will be required will be
to cut the reinforcing bars, using the same holes for the
rivets with the new length and at the same time the inter-
locking feature will be protected.

Mr. Knickerbocker: We would like to do that but until we
can determine whether we can use the same distance from
the point to the center of the throw rod of a hand thrown
switch as with an interlocked switch, we cannot do it.

W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C. & H. R.) : The drilling shown in the
diagram is the best from the standpoint of the signal en-
gineer. It provides for the best possible signal construction
and enables us to better support the point than we can with
the drilling which has been used.
A motion that the committee provide in the plates which

go on the two head block ties two holes in each plate of
the proper dimension and properly located so that the
switch can be spiked when disconnected from the switch-
stand or from the interlocking apparatus, was carried.

E. F. Wendt (P. & L. E.): I would not like to see an
action taken which would commit the association to a

standard which might be used in court against the railway
company. The switches as proposed are the very best that

could be designed from the standpoint of slide plates and
brasses, for illustration. There are few railways in this

country, if any, which use switches of this standard, be
cause these switches are of a much higher standard than
are now in use in America. You will notice that the tie

plates extend two ties beyond the heel of the switch. There
may be only one, one or two, or possibly three roads in

the country that have a standard of that kind, and while
I admit it is the best standard, there certainly can be but
very few roads that go that far. If it is necessary to bur-
den the railways with all the expense for additional slide

plates and additional braces, let us say so, and then let us
advocate the appropriation of the money for the work. We
do not spend the money for switches of this standard, how
ever, and I take the position that this extreme number of

braces for one point is unnecessary from the standpoint of

safety. I am using this point simply by way of illustration,

so that we may not commit ourselves to any standard
which might be used in a court against the railway com-
panies.

Mr. Patenall: If railroads do not follow improved meth-
ods, I am afraid we would get into a bad state of retro-

gression. However, I do not see that we are taking any
great responsibility, in point of law, by applying such im-
provements as may become necessary, and I believe the
committee ought to be sustained in its report.

L. S. Rose (C. C. C. & St. L.) : I think if we follow that
reasoning to the limit, every action we take would come
under the same heading.
Mr. Knickerbocker: Some railways use two tie plates with

two spikes and some with three spikes. There are other roads
that use the tie plates with a brace on each end. We took
the position in our report that we thought was proper. We
can not get a general standard to fit all conditions.

H. T. Porter (P. & L. E.) : We were not asked to get up a
switch that would simply be safe. We could have gotten up
one very much similar that would be safe under such rea-
sonable inspection as switches get on a railway, but we did
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try to design a swilcli thai would ride smoothly and com-
fortably, as far as wo were able. We also endeavored to de-

sign a switch that had the longest possible life. Railways are

gradually adding more rail braces to their switches.

W. M. ("ami): 1 tliink the committee is rather extravagant
la the use of rail braies. The object of rail braces at a
switch is to take the unusual side thrust of the locomotive
or car in taking the switch, and that comes at the point where
the track changes direction, and according to my observa-

tion it is not usual to have braces all the way to the heel

of the switchpoint, especially when rails 33 ft. long are used.

I do not see how safety is promoted by having braces back of

the rod which comes at the end of the planing. All of the

force of the thrust comes against the stock rail on one side

and the through rail on the other side when the train takes

the switch. That is the part to be protected. It looks more
substantial to see braces running back to the heel joint, but I

do not consider that it is any safer than to omit, say, half

the braces on the 33-ft. side. Two spikes can be put down
through the plates w^hich will hold the rail very securely.

A motion to adopt the amended conclusion was lost.

A motion to adopt the recommended drilling of the switch

point included in the general instructions for ordering, was
carried.

A motion to receive the conclusion as information was
carried.

The fourth conclusion was received as information.

Prof. A. N. Talbot: In the report on spirals, I desire to

suggest two slight modifications in the table of deflection

coefllcients. Instead of the word "deflections" in the head-

ing, substitute the words "deflection angles." The table

should be changed in form so that the coefficients read
down the column for the transit at any given point instead

of across the page. This will be very much more con-

venient for use.

Mr. Gushing: The suggestions are accepted.
Prof. Talbot: In the upper left-hand part of the diagram

of minimum length of easement curve is given a limit of

length of curve for superelevation of two inches. It will be
seen by using these formulas that the amount of throw of

track from what it would be for a tangent and circular

curve is less than one-quarter inch for all of those opposite

that particular dotted line. The last sentence of the printed
matter reads: "Spirals need not be used when supereleva-

tion required for highest permissible speed is less than two
inches." I would suggest the addition of the sentence:

"Nor when the distance between the tangent and the paral-

lel tangent of the offset of curve is less than 0.2 ft." I am
not anxious about that particular value.

Mr. Jenkins: Taking thirty-minute curves at a speed of

about 80 miles an hour, I think a spiral would be preferable
there, because it would greatly reduce the shock of con-

tact between the flange of the wheel and the outer rail,

and in fact for any lighter curves than one degree at speeds
of about 60 miles an hour the same thing would be true.

The committee covered that point last year in a discussion

of the effect of the very short spiral when the offset was
slight and cut that out where the spiral would not govern
the path of the wheel at all, but where the spiral would
produce any effect on the motion of the train, it was intro-

duced. A great many spirals ought to be introduced in all

cases, regardless of how small the offset is. In the answers
we received some favored the spirals in all instances and
some favored spiral distance of 100 to the foot instead of

0.2. The committee took 0.04 as about the minimum.
Prof. Talbot: I would like to make sure that this asso-

ciation feels that the track can be put down at 0.01 ft., as
just mentioned, and that it would pay to put down a spiral

where the track would not be shifted from a tangent and
circular curve more than 0.02 of a foot, or 14 in.

A motion to add the sentence suggested by Prof. Talbot
was lost.

Mr. Jenkins: For light spirals, it would make very little

difference whether we use the formulas derived by Prof.
Talbot or Prof. Crandall, or some others. When you come to spi-

rals of high central angle, then the character of the formu-
las makes considerable difference and there are certain, ap-
proximations that will apply also to all spirals of small cen-
tral angle. If you try to make the same formulas apply to

spirals for a one degree curve, or a spiral 300 feet long to
a one degree curve, and try to make the same formulas
apply to a spiral 200 feet long, to a 20 degree curve, the
formulas will not apply at all. The track committee has
obtained formulas that will apply in all cases up to the
practical limit of 45 deg. total central angle.
A motion to express to the committee the thanks of the

association for its work was unanimously carried.

MASONRY.

The following sub-committees were appointed:
Revision of Manual: Richard L. Humphrey, A. H. Grif-

fith, G. H. Scribner, Jr.

Waterproofing of masonry, covering methods, results,

cost and recommended practice: George H. Tinker, L. N.
Edwards, W. J. Backes, F. E. Schall, F. L, Thompson.

Define monolithic construction; revise report on dura-
bility of all monolithic construction in arches or large
abutments with wing walls: W. H. Petersen, C. W. Boyn-
ton. Job Tuthill.

Typical plans of retaining walls and abutments, plain

and reinforced, with comparison and recommended prac-

tice: T. U Condron, W. W. Colpitts, B. Douglas, R. T. Mc-
Master.

Investigation and report on the use of reinforced con-

crete trestles, typical designs and cost: A. N. Talbot, C. H.
Moore, G. J. Bell.

Recommendations for next year's work: entire committee.
To co-operate with the joint committee on standard

specifications for cement: Howard G. Kelley, C. W. Boyn-
ton, C. H. Moore.
To co-operate with the joint committee on concrete and

reinforced concrete: C. W. Boynton, L. N. Edwards, A. H.
Griffith, F. E. Schall, G. H. Scribner, Jr., F. L. Thompson,
Job Tuthill

REVISION OF MANUAL.

Minor changes in wording were made and the follow-

ing new paragraph was added to the recommended practice

for designing reinforced concrete structures:

"Shrinkage and temperature reinforcement: Reinforce-
ment for shrinkage or temperature stresses, in amount
generally not less than one-third of 1 per cent., and of a
form which will develop a high bond resistance, should be
placed and be well distributed near the exposed surface of

the concrete."

WATERPROOFING OF MASONRY.

A circular requesting information concerning current
practice in the waterproofing of masonry was sent to the
members of the association, this circular being substan-
tially a duplicate of circular 122, issued at the request of

the committee in 1909. Fifty replies were received, of

which 27 contain no information. Some of the replies con-

tain detailed descriptions of structures. An abstract of all

replies containing pertinent information is presented with
this report. These, together with the replies received last

year, are summarized in table I.

The last column contains certain information as to

cost. The 1909 replies included very little information upon
this subject. It was thought that its publication might lead

to unwarranted conclusions. More replies have been re-

ceived this year, but the conditions are so widely different

that hardly any two replies cover the same conditions.

Under these circumstances an average cost for any one
type of waterproofing would likely be far from the true
cost. It is also evident that several of the figures are
erroneous, sq. ft. and sq. yd. having been confused, each
figure should be considered in connection with the particu-

lar example to which it refers.

The masonry structures usually waterproofed are the
floors of solid-floor bridges and arches over city streets, to

prevent the leakage of ballast water; roofs and walls of

subways, to prevent the leakage of ground water; basement
and building walls, concrete roofs of buildings and retain-

ing walls, to prevent the leakage of rain or ground water;
reservoir and tank walls, to prevent loss by leakage.
The subject of waterproofing may be considered from

two points of view. It may be an investigation as to the
imperviousness of various substances or it may be an in-

vestigation of the methods of treating certain masonry struc-

tures so as to prevent the leakage of water through them.
The first is a laboratory problem and has not been
touched by the committee. The second is a practical prob-
lem and is the one considered by the committee. There is

involved, in a report upon the condition of a structure
from this point of view, the element of suitability to use
and also the personal equation of the person making the
examination. A reservoir wall may be permitted to leak

a few gallons daily; a bridge floor must not allow water
to drip; in some situations a stain or discoloration would
be objectionable and must not be allowed. Different ob-

servers might report compliance with any of these con-

ditions as "perfectly satisfactory." In comparing different

methods of waterproofing this element must be eliminated.

Another table was presented, grouping the information
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shown in table I in four general classes. Class 1, desig-

nated as "exterior envelopes," included all those processes
of waterproofing by which the masonry is covered with a
thick coating of more or less impervious material, generally
applied in several layers and generally including tarred
felt or similar fabric or burlap. The waterproofing mate-
rials used are coal tar pitch, asphalt or bituminous prod-
ucts of petroleum. Class 1 was further divided into four
subheads: "a" including all examples of the use of felt

and coal tar pitch; "b" felt and asphalt; "c" burlap and
either pitch or asphalt; "d" mastic, this being a bituminous
material mixed with sand and concrete and applied in one
or more thick layers. Class 2 included examples of mate-
rials mixed with concrete. Class 3 was designated as "ex-
terior coatings," and included all those coatings of the
nature of washes or paints. Class 4 comprised those exam-
ples in which no waterproofing is used.

In class 1, out of a total of 23 examples under sub-
division "a" 13 showed no leaks, 2 leaked slightly, and 8
leaked badly; out of a total of 55 examples under sub-
division "b" 16 showed no leaks, 9 leaked slightly, and 30
leaked badly; out of a total of 13 examples under sub-
division "c" 5 showed no leaks, 4 leaked slightly, and 4

leaked badly; while of the 5 examples under subdivision
"d" 1 showed no leaks, 2 leaked slightly and 2 leaked badly.
With 8 examples in the second class, 5 showed no leaks, 1

leaked slightly, and 2 leaked badly. In the third class out
of a total of 42 cases 6 showed no leaks, 9 leaked slightly,
and 27 leaked badly. Out of 4 examples in class 4, where
no waterproofing material was used, 1 showed no leaks
and 3 leaked slightly.

A study and analysis of the replies indicate:
(1) No method of waterproofing has proved entirely satis-

factory.

(2) Some cases are reported in each class showing no
leaks.

(3) The difference in efficiency between the various
classes does not appear lo be great. It does not appear to
what extent success is due to the quality of the masonry.

(4) Failures are due to faulty details, poor workman-
ship, poor materials and the formation of cracks in the
masonry.

(5) To secure dry work, it is necessary that details
should be carefully designed; this includes the details of
the masonry as well as of the waterproofing. The mate-
rials must be carefully placed by skilled workmen. The
supervision m.ust be constant and efficient. Shrinkage and
temperature cracks should be prevented by reinforcement.

(6) Concrete masonry designed and placed as above
indicated, with properly designed temperature and shrink-
age reinforcement, may be made waterproof without the
addition of special waterproofing materials.

TABLE 1.

No.

11
12

13
14

17

18

19

20

Character of Structure

Roof of Car Barns

Roof and Walls of Subway.

Culvert Tops
Brick "Wall

Reservoir
Reservoir, 4

Arches, Retaining Walls
Bridge Floors

Arches, Bridge Floors

Roof of Magazine
Bridge Floor

Bridge Floor
Bridge Floor
Bridge Floor

Bridge Floor
Bridge Floor

Trough Bridge F^oor Ma-
sonry Arch ,

Bridge Floor Concrete Arch

Retaining Walls.

Bridge Floors . .

.

Masonry Arches with Con-
crete Backing Cellar Wall

S'tone and Brick Arch.

Reinforced Concrete Arch

Reinforced Concrete Arch
Reinforced Concrete Arch
Bridge Floor-plate
Bridge Floor-plate

Bridge Floor-trough

Cellar
Concrete Wall

Materials Used

Reinforced against shrinkage...

Walls, reinforced against shrink-
age

Roof, rock asphalt mastic
Bad work repaired with Wun-

ner's bitumen emulsion
Medusa compound and truss-con.
Mortar mixed with soap and
alum

Crushed dust
1 Soap and alum and elaterite.

.

3 Soap and alum and asphalt . .

.

5 -ply burlap, pitch and asphalt.
2-ply burlap and pitch

Rich mortar plastering
6-ply felt and pitch

1-2 mortar
Sarco and burlap
4 or 5 ply felt and pitch or as-
phalt

Sarco and burlap
Asphalt

5-ply felt and asphalt
Young's mixture

Mastic

5-ply felt and asphalt

Asphalt paint
Cement and coal tar
Felt and pitch
Mastic
3-ply burlaps saturated with as-
phalt

3-ply plain burlap, asphalt and
mastic

Young's mixture
Sarco mixture

Young's mixture
Winslow's compound
Tar paper and pitch

4-ply felt and asphalt
Anti-hydrine damp-prooflng
4-ply felt, asphalt and brick...
Cerian paint and %-inch asphalt
Cerian paint and 1-inch a.sphalt.

2-ply felt, 1 burlap and mastic.
Hydrex felt

Asphalt concrete and %-inch
mastic

3-ply tar paper and asphalt
3-ply Barrett felt and asphalt...

Results

8 leaks in 3 acres; 3 years.

No leaks except at bad joints;
5 years

No leaks ; 5 years

No leaks
No leaks; 1 year.

No leaks; 3 years
No leaks; 3 years
No measurable leakage.

No measurable leakage.

Good results
No leaks; 3 years.

Not perfect
No leaks except along webs of
girders

Just as good; 2 years
Good

Few leaks; 8 bridges, 2 leak, 6

O. K

One leak
Some leaks around rail joints.

Practically water-tight.
No leaks

9 bridges; 2 tight, few leaks In 7

9 bridges; 2 tight, few leaJis in 7

Can be scraped oft
Penetrates
Difficult to handle, abandoned.
Cracked, abandoned

Good results, expensive.

Few leaks; tore over columns.,
Leaks
O. K., 1 year

Failed I N. B.—Conditions
O. K. 18 mos. f different
Leaked badly; waterproofing
cracked; 1 year

No leaks ; 4 years
Leaked badly
No leaks; 2 years
No leaks
No leak? ; 5 years
Leaks along webs of girders. . .

.

Small leaks over columns; 1

year

No leaks in waterproofing.
No leaks; 3 years
No leaks; 3 months

Costs

Two coats soap and alum, 43c per
100 so. ft.

Asphalt, $1.04 per 100 sq. ft.; Elat-
erite, $1.52 per 100 sq. ft

Placed by contractors, approxi-
mately 20c per sq. ft.

Approximately 6c per sq. ft.

About 8c to 38c per sq. ft.

About 5c per sq. ft.; protection over
waterproofing, about 714c per sq.
ft.

15c per sq. ft.

24c per sq. ft., including labor and
material.

9.1c per sq. ft.

Chemical cost, $290.85; Concrete,
including chemical cost, $10.23 per
cu. yd. or 6.3c per sq. ft.

Natural rock asphalt mastic, 45o
per sq. ft.; Hydrex felt, with
brick, 25c per sq. ft.; positive Seal
felt. 23c per sq. ft.; Special as-
phalt mastic, 30c per sq. ft.

Natural rock asphalt mastic, 45c per
sq. ft.; Hydrex felt, with brick,
25c per sq. ft.; positive Seal felt,

23c per sq. ft.; Special asphalt
mastic, 30c per sq. ft.

About 16c per sq. ft.

15c per sq. ft.. Including material,
tools and labor.

40c per sq. ft.

31 ^c per sq. ft.

lOc per sq. ft.

About 6c per sq. ft.

5.8c per sq. ft.
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TABLE NO. 1—Continued.

Character of Structure

Subway—Plate Roof.

Uasemont

Itetninins Walls.
Dust Line

Subway Walls

Roof—Concrete Arches.

Tio.ugli Bridge Floor.

Plate Floor
Train Shed Floor
Concrete Slab; Bridge Floor

Floor Slabs

Floor Slabs
Floor Slabs
Block and Tile Wall.

Bridge Floors..

Masonry Arch.

Subway

Cellar

Bridge Floors.

Reservoir . . .

,

Bridge Floor.

Bridge Floor.

.

Reservoir ....

Bridge Floors.

Bridge Floors

.

Materials Used

5-ply felt and asphalt; also red
load paste and brick in asphalt
on roof

G-ply felt and pitch

'/8-inch pitch
3-ply tar paper and pitch.

4-ply felt and pitch; hollow tile.

3-ply felt and pitch; brick

Iron bark
5-ply llydrex, 3 tracks..
1-ply lianeit. 2 tracks..
Iron bark, 2 tracks
5-ply ilydrex, 1 track...
4-ply Barrett, 1 track...
Iron bark, l track
5-ply ilydrex, 1 track...
5-piy llydrex, 3 tracks.

.

4-ply Barrett. 1 track...
iron bark, 1 track
5-ply llydrex, l track...
iron bark, 5 tracks
5-ply ilydrex, 5 tracks..
5-ply Hydrex, 1 track...
4-piy irlydrex, 1 track...
4-ply Barrett, 2 tracks..
3-ply ilydrex, driveway.
4-ply Hydrex, 3 tracks..
4-ply Barrett, 1 track...
iron bark, 1 track
5-ply ilydrex, 1 track...
Iron bark, 5 tracks
5-ply iiyarex, 5 tracks..
4-ply Hydrex, 3 tracks..
4-ply Barrett, 1 track...
3-ply ilydrex, driveway.
t)-ply Barrett. 1 track...
4-ply Barrett. 1 track...
4-ply Hydrex, 2 tracks..
Iron bark, 1 track
5-piy Hydrex, 1 track...
iron bark, 5 tracks
5-ply Hydrex, 5 tracks..

4-ply Hydrex, 2 tracks
4-ply Barrett, 2 tracks
ti-ply Barrett, l track
4-ply Hydrex, 2 tracks
Iron bark, 2 tracks
5-ply Hydrex, 2 tracks
6-ply Barrett's, brick protection.
5-ply Hydrex

Pitch
Mastic
5-ply felt, 1 burlap and pitch.

3-ply burlap, Sarco

Mortar, pitch
Felt and pitch
Klaterite
Bay State cement coating.
Coal tar and cement
Asphalt mastic

Asphalt

Asphalt,
brick

felt, burlap, Sarco,

Hydrolithic cement.
5-ply Barrett's

Felt ..

Mastic

Asphalt
4-ply felt and slag on matched
flooring

Barrett's
Medusa
Pitch on matched flooring.

.

4-ply burlap and elaterite
creosoted plank....

1-ply burlap and Sarco

Results

No leaks; 6 years.
No leaks; 6 years.

Fairly satisfactory
Uii.succch'.^ful; expansion causes
cracks

No leaks

No leaks.

Failed
1 dry, 2 leak; 2 years...
1 dry, 1 leaks; 4 years..
No leaks; 4 years
No leaks; 3 years
Leaks badly; 3 years
Failed; 1 year
L,eaks badly; 2 years
Leak badly; 3 years....
Leaks badly; 3 years
Failed; 1 year
Leaks badly; 2 years
Removed; 1 year
Leak badly; 2 years
Leaks badly; 3 years. . .

.

Leaks badly; 3 years
Leak badly; 3 years
Leaks badly; 3 years
2 dry, 1 leaks; 3 years.
Leaks badly; 3 years
Removed; 1 year

Removed; 1 year
Leak badly ; 2 years
Leak badly ; 3 years
Leaks badly; 3 years
Leaks badly; 3 years
No leaks ; 3 years
Leaks badly; 3 years
Leak badly ; 3 years
Removed; 1 year
Removed; 1 year
Removed; 1 year
2 dry, 2 leak, 1 leaks badly; 2

years
1 dry, 1 leaks
No leaks
No leaks; 3 years
1 dry, 1 leaks badly; 3 years...
Removed; 1 year
1 dry, 1 leaks
No leaks; 1 month
1 leak; 1 year

Leaks through boltholes.
Lracked and leaks
No leaks; 15 months

No leaks
Small leaks; 2 years
Cracked and curled up; 1 year..
Wore off; 1 year

Leaks along girders; mastic
cracks

Prolonged life 10 years

Bottom and sides, 1 leak per 100

sq. ft

Roof leaks a little; 2 years.
No leaks; 1 year

No leaks
3 out of 7 bridges show leaks
along girders

Good results

Many leaks.

No leaks; 4 months
Reduced leakage; 1 month,
i^'ailed after about 5 years.

Failed second winter
1 bridges, no leaks; 1 bridge
leaks slightly; 1 year

Costs

5c per sq. ft. for 3-ply; 10c per sq.
ft. for 6-ply; contract price.

3.18c per sq. ft.

5.91c per sq. ft.

Hollow tile, 18.5c; waterproofing, 5c
per sq. ft.; total, 23.5c per sq. ft.

Waterproofing, 3.82c per sq. ft.;

brick protection, 9c per sq. ft.;

total, 12.82c per sq. ft.

95c per sq. yd.
iCVsc per sq. yd.

Tli/^c per sq. yd.

57c per sq. yd.

241/20 per sq. yd.

13.2c per sq. ft.

95c per sq. yd., including material,
tools and labor.

151/^c per sq. ft., including 10 year
guaranty.

Floor slabs, L. 7.7c, M. 12.5c per
sq. ft.; back of walls, L. 1.0c, M.
1.0c per sq. ft.

Between 40c and 50c per sq. ft.

Maximum cost, about 30c per sq. ft.

M. $1.00, L. 10c per 100 sq. ft.

M. $2.60. L. 30c per 100 sq. ft.

M. 10c, L. 10c per 100 sq. ft.

ISV^c per sq. ft. in place.
15c per sq. ft., including removal of

fill and supporting of tracks dur-
ing work.

13c per sq. yd., including brick en-
casing.

About 12c per sq. ft. labor and ma-
terial.

About 8c per sq. ft. for felt and
slag only; done under traffic.

15c per sq. yd.

GOc per sq. ft.

11.4c per sq. ft.

Note—Numbers in the first column refer to the abstracts of replies having the corresponding numbers, which should be read in

connection with the table.
•Nos. 1 to 20 refer to abstracts published in Bulletin 119 and in the Proceedings of the 1910 Convention.

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION.

Monolith, of Concrete.—A singles mass of concrete made
•without joints by a continuous operation of construction.

Monolithic concrete construction is the building of a
single mass of concrete without joints by a continuous
operation.

In order to judge of the merits of monolithic constTUc-

tion we should examine the various causes which bring

about the failure of masonry construction to ascertain

whether or not monolithic construction will either prevent

or delay failure when masonry is subjected to conditions

that are likely to occur during their lifetime.

Below are given causes for various masonry failures as

taken from reports of various railroads, and a report by
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Prof. Swain, which was gathered from various periodicals
for the use of the committee:

(1) Faulty Design: (a) Where masonry is placed on
grillage above the water line, the grillage rotting and allow-
ing masonry to settle, (b) Where grillage rests on piling
and where the designer used too high a unit stress for tim-
bers in compression. (c) Where U-abutments have their
wings built too light, (d) Where the designer has allowed
too high a unit pressure on the earth in front of the
abutment or on piling upon which it may rest, (e) Settle-
ment which frequently causes a crack to appear where the
wing leaves the main portion of the abutment, (f) In case
of arches, the wings sometimes separate from the body of
the arch or the arch will frequently crack from 10 to 20 ft.

on each side of the center line of the track, depending upon
the height of the fill, (g) Lack of proper drainage.

(2) Poor material or poor workmanship.
(3) Temperature cracks.

(4) Disintegration of the masonry: (a) On account of

the freezing and thawing of exposed surfaces of masonry,
particularly where water drips through an arch ring or
where the masonry near the ground is exposed to alternate
freezing and thawing, fb) On account of masonry being ex-

posed to salt water, alkalies, acids or heat.

(5) Improper filling.

(6) Scouring Away of the Material Underneath the
Masonry: (a) On account of unusual freshets, (b) On ac-

count of driftwood, wagon bridges, etc., lodging against the
masonry, (c) Account of ice gorges, (d) Account of the
size of the opening being too small, which causes the water
to rise during a freshet and which increases the velocity

of the stream sufficient to scour away the material under-
neath the masonry.

(7) Material sliding and carrying the masonry with it.

Cause 1.—If the settlement in cases (a), (b). and (d)

was not uniform in a large monolithic structure they would
probably crack unless they were reinforced so as to pre-

vent settlement cracks. If the structure was an ordinary
single-track abutment up to about 20 or 25 ft. in heieht it

would probably settle without cracking. If the abutments
were built in sections the different sections would be
divided in a vertical plane and prevent unsightly cracks.

In the case of arches under hish fills and on ordinary
soils it is difficult to prevent cracking of the arch abutment
and ring unless reinforcement is used, on account of the
pressure on the foundation in the center of the arch being
very great when compared with the pressure at the end
of the wing walls. The monolithic character of the arch
abutment and the arch ring are not strons: enough to dis-

tribute the load uniformly over the foundation, and when
a slight settlement occurs in the center it causes cracks
that are unsiehtly but seldom dangerous.

Cause 3.—^Several railroads reported temnerature cracks

In their abutments, while other roads reported abutments
built of plain concrete in lengths of f^-om 60 to 100 ft. with-

out crackitig, and when the abutment was reinforced in

lengths of 150 ft. without crackiner. There is evidently a

wide difference of opinion as to the effect of chansres of

temperature on large monolithic structures. The front of

the abutment has no forces to prevent its free contraction

and expansion on the back, side and bottom of the abut-

ment; however, the concrete contracts and expands more
than the material adjoining it and hence when the move-
ment occurs the stnicture must be stronpr enoueh to over-

come the friction between it and the adjoining material, or

crack.

Causes 5 and 7.—A monolithic structure wpII dpsiened

will resist failure from both of the causes better than an
abutment built in sections.

Cause 6.—In desisning waterway openings the size o*

the opening is selected to take care of the maximum
amount of water that is likely to come to the opening. It

freauently happens that the amount of water has bpen un-

derestimated or that the opening: has been blocked by
driftwood, ice gorges or other material which ha<5 induced
scour In the bed of the stream or raised the hich-water
mark, or both. When the scour line is below the founda-

tions of the abutments they are apt to move and tip for-

ward or settle bodily downward. When this happens a

monolithic abutment will rpsist the pressure back of it bet-

ter than one built in sections, bepause when one portion

of the abutment is undermined the balance of the abut-

ment will assist in preventipg failure, and. even if the

abutmppt does tin forward, the movpment at times is slow,

and failure can be prevented by relievine the pressure at

the bark or puttinar in props across the hridp-e opening.

In building abutments for subways It is frequently im-

practicable to build them as a single monolith, and, even
if it were practicable, the abutment when underneath a
number of tracks would be long, not very high and any
slight settlement would cause an unsightly crack. The
abutment would be in a prominent place, where any crack
would be observed by the general public and create un-
favorable comment.
Again, when abutments are built in horizontal layers

and the work is not done continuously, wherever the work
has been stopped long enough to allow the lower portion
to set before placing the upper portion a seam has been
found in the concrete, and when the back filling has been
made and become saturated with water the water will pass
through the concrete through this seam. In city work
this seepage is unsightly, it will form ice on the sidewalks
In the wintertime and the action of the frost will disinte-
grate the concrete. For these reasons it is desirable that
when abutments are built in sections they be built of such
length that each section can be built continuously.

Conclusions: These conclusions are based upon the suppo-
sition that the structure is well designed and that the founda-
tion is good:

(1) That monolithic concrete construction may be
used without danger of cracking for abutments of any
length that the working conditions will permit, provided the
length does not exceed about three times the height.

(2) That where abutments with wing walls are not
of monolithic construction, joints should be provided at
the intersections of the wing walls and the body of the
abutments.

(3) That reinforced concrete abutments may be built
In units of any lentrth that economic conditions will permit.

(4) That monolithic concrete construction may be used
for arches where the conditions will permit, otherwise the
arch ring should be constructed with radial joints.

RETAINING WALLS AND ABUTMENTS.

The committee reports progress and suggests that the work
be reassigned.

REINFORCED CONCRETE TRESTLES.

Through the secretary, a circular letter was sent out
on October 26 to a large number of railroads, asking for
the extent of the use of reinforced concrete trestles, the
length of time they had been in service, their present con-
dition and apparent durability and the approximate cost for
ordinary conditions. Forty-six replies to this letter have
been received. The C. M. & St. P., C. B. & Q., C. R. I. & P.

and N. P. railways have built such trestles, while the
G. N. and C. G. W. railways have made plans for similar
structures. The other replies state that the roads have
not used this type of construction, though a number of
them use decks of reinforced concrete and structures built

in places.

In view of the limited time this form of structure has
been in use, it does not seem best to present typical plans
for reinforced concrete trestles at this time.

The report is signed by: W. H. Petersen (C. R. I. &
P.), chairman: G. H. Tinker (N. Y. C. & St. L."), vice-chair-

man; W. J. Backes (Cent. N. E.) ; G. J. Bell (A. T. &
S. F.): C. W. Boynton (Univ. Port. Cem. Co.); W. W. Col-

pitts (K. C. M. & O.) : T. I.. Condron. consulting enginepr,

Chicago: B. Douelas (Detroit River Tunnel Co): I... N. Ed-
wards (Grand Trunk): A. H. Griflith (B. & O.) ; Richard
L. Humphrey, consulting engineer, Philadelphia; Howard
G. Kelley (Grand Trunk); R. T. McMaster (P. & L. E);
C. H. Moore (Erie); F. E. Schall (L. V.) ; G. H. Scrlbner,

contracting engineer, Chicago; A. N. Talbot, professor mu-
nicipal and sanitary engineering University of Illinois;

F. L. Thompson (111. Cent.); .Job Tuthill (C. H. &. D.).

Discussion on Masonry.

The recommendations for revision of the manual were
accepted with very little discussion.

The definitions of monolithic construction, and the con-

clusions of the committee for publication in the Manual
were accepted.

Mr. Steffens: In the matter headed. "Investigate and
report on the use of reinforced concrete trestles, typical

designs and cost." there is mentioned particularly the flat

slab trestle construction, which has been used so extersively

by the roads in Chicaeo. The Southprn railwav has built

anothpr type of flat slab trestle in North Carolina, a trestle

of girder construction, of reinforced concrete, and it mieht
be well for the committee to see if plans can not be ob-

tained and a not" made in the prnccedirgs.

Mr. Loweth: We have been building something that Is
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closely akin to a concrete trestle for a good many years, in

the form of reinforced culvert toiis. The concrete trestle in

one way is a larger develoi)ment of the riMiiforced concrete

culvert tops. We have gone into it (iuil(> extensively and so

far as our experience goes it will warrant a more extensive

use. We find thiit the cost, speaking generally, is about

thirty dollars a foot, sonietimes a little less and sometimes
a little more, depending on the question of the amount of

the work and the difficulties under which it is prosecuted.

Sometimes we are able to build the slabs under trafhc, but

that is not often the case—inoie usually they have to be made
on one side and moved in, or built some distance from the

bridge and taken to the bridge and put in. We feel that in

many cases there is a field of usefulness for the concrete

trestle and that it gives a permanent construction at a cost

much less than steel construction. We have in many cases

steel spans of greater or less length crossing the main chan-

nel, and the approaches to the spans over flats that are sub-

ject to overflow only are of concrete trestle type construc-

tion. We have used spans up to eighteen feet; the standard

being about 15 ft. G in. or IG ft. We have to be careful to use

them only in the places where we can use comparatively

short spans. I.ately there has been more or less apprehen-

sion concerning our timber bridges, due to fire caused by

cinders dropping from the locomotives. When we get the

new ash pan required by law and the concrete trestle we will

get away from that danger. Of course, the same thing would

be accomplished with a creosoted timber and ballasted floor

and while we have used considerable of that type of con-

struction, yet it does not afford the permanency we expect to

get out of the concrete.

A. S. Baldwin: There is a suggestion I would like to make,
arising from Mr. Loweth's remarks, with reference to the use

of creosoted trestles; that is, in a comparison of the two
methods of construction it is very important that the lia-

bility of the creosoted trestle to take fire should be con-

sidered. Our losses during the last year from fires in con-

nection with creosoted trestles have been very heavy. We
have had several thousand feet of these trestles burn.

The President: Open deck or ballasted floor.

Mr. Baldwin: Ballasted floor decks. In some cases we
have not been able to trace the exact cause of those fires.

Investigations show that as a general thing when you
capitalize the cost of a creosoted structure, it does not,

compare favorably with the concrete structure. At the

same time, I believe if reliable statistics could be obtained

as to the amount of loss in creosoted structures by fire,

that the results would be very different, and we are now
endeavoring to get some actual data as to that.

Mr. Loweth: There is an illustration in the report of

some of our designs for concrete trestles, but in the light

of the experience we have had, we are going to make some
modifications. They will be quite minor, but som modifi-

cations will b-^ made. We shall probably put a metal plate

between the slab and the top of the pier, so as to make a
greater resistance in the top of the pier against any slight

movement in the slab.

Mr. Smith: I have looked into the question of re-

enforced concrete trestles, and I have not found where we
would be iustified in adopting them. Our trestles cost us
about $8.00 a running foot, our maintenance about 7.5 cents

p°r foot, our fire losses about 5 cent per foot. The interest,

at 5 per cent on $8.On per foot, is 40 cents, making a total

of $1.20 for the timber trestle. As against that, the re-

enforced concrete trestle costs $30 per foot, would have an
interest charge of $1.50. to which we would add 20 cents

per foot for track maintenances, which would be $1.70 or
approximately a difference of 50 cents per foot increased

cost for the concrete trestle. We have about 155 miles of

timber trestles, or 800.000 lineal feet. Of that number,
?oo 000 feet will ultimately be disposed of, either by filling

or by replacement by steel structures. The other 500,000

feet at 50 cents per foot, would increase the cost to the

railroad company, $250,000 per year, if we were to adopt
reenforced concrete trestles.

W. L. Seddon, (Seaboard A. L.) : I would like to ask
whether there has been any other experience of fire losses

as suggested by Mr. Baldwin. We have not used creosoted
trestles long enough to get any data on that, but I hadn't
expected a very great amount of loss from creosoted
trestles. Creosoted telephone poles went through the fire

at Jacksonville, Fla., and were the only things of wood
that stood that fire.

Mr. Baldwin: Our experience shows that there is less

daneer of a creosoted pi°ce of timber catching fire than of

a piece of old defective timber. A spark on a piece of de-

fective timber will start fire very rapidly, whereas if it

conies against a sound piece of creosoted timber, it does

not light, and does not take Are readily; but after the flre

starts in tiiose structures, it is so fierce as to be almost
uncoiitrol.al)le. Tliat is the case with creosoted ties that

liave been placed along the right of way. I do not think
they catch (luite as readily as other timber. They certainly

do not catch as readily as old timbers, but after they start,

you cannot do anything with them, the flre is so fierce and
the heat is so intense, it is impossible to control the fire.

Mr. Seddon: Has your loss been from fires originating

on the right of way?
Mr. Baldwin: In one case the loss was from an adjoining

structure. In several other cases we have not been able

to flnd out what was the cause of it.

Mr. Seddon: I examined the poles at Jacksonville after

the fire there and they seemed to be charred about an
eighth of an inch, and then the fire seemed to have choked
itself.

The President: I think there is a general theory that

after the lighted oil evaporates from the surface the chance

of creosoted material catching fire is remote.

i\Ir. Smith: We have kept a good record of our fire losses

for about two years and we have found that about 95 per
cent, of the fires start on top. A good many start from
cinders that drop down. A good many of them could be
averted by covering the deck with galvanized sheet iron. I

understand some roads have used galvanized sheet iron on
top of the stringers, which would prevent the stringers

catching fire. By placing galvanized iron on top of the ties,

at the end of the bridge, over the back walls, the fires

would be eliminated.

Mr. Loweth: Last year the St. Paul company fireproofed

the timber decks of about en miles of bridees, and we shall

probably do as much more this year. That is an added
expense, not only for the cost of first construction of the

fireproofine, but because it makes the future maintenance
of the bridge and the inspection of the bridge more expen-

sive. However, it is forced upon us because there seems to

be an increasing danger of fire to timber bridge floors on
account of the chanees in the locomotive fireboxes which
have recently been brought about. All of the timber bridge

floors on the coast extension of the St. Paul road are fire-

proofed from one end to the other, and I feel that we will

eventually have to come to protection of that kind on prac-

ticallv all of our timber floors; perhaps not for timber floors

on steel structures, but certainly for timber floors where
the ties are of timber resting upon timber stringers. Our
practice has been to carrv the metal protection clear across

the full length of the bridge, and at first I tried to elimi-

nate it between the rails, but found that that did not give

the full measure of safety, and it was necessarv to carry

the protection out to and over the outer guard timber. In

a great manv cases we have put in gravel protection. We
are trving out both methods. The gravel protection consists

in putting in board strips between the tops, blocking them
up above the stringers, and then putting gravel on top of the
ties and the board strips. It takes', however, a prettv coarse
gravel. In some cases we could not get the gravel that was
suitable and we used crushed stone. There is some diffi-

culty, of course, in maintaining the gravel, because the
tendency is for it to work to one side or the other. I be-

lieve if we compare the cost of an ordinary pile of timber
structure with any other prominent type of construction that

we must take into consideration the cost of fireproofing

timber structures. We have not been able to justify on
the score of economy alone the large use which we have
made of reenforced concrete trestles, or even creosoted bal-

last trestles; but I think that we must concede something
for better construction, even if it is not economy.
Mr. Smith: We have recently been offered by the me-

chanical department a lot of scrapped car roofing, which we
figure can be applied to our old trestles at a cost of 10 cents
per running foot, which is practically no increase in cost.

The stringers in our trestles last us eight to twelve years; in

the south a relatively shorter period, perhaps eight years.

Mr. McDonald: We have been using galvanized iron as

protection for strineers and caps for ten years. We have had
a great deal of difficulty in keeping galvanized iron on the

stringers. It has a tendency to creep. The cause of creeping
we have been unable to determine absolutely, but we have
discovered measures that we can depend upon. I have dis-

covered that pine stringers, which have been well covered
for ten years, have been in good condition, as good as they

were w^hen they were put in. Our fire losses last year on
trestle work, out of a total of 7 miles, amounted to 24 lineal

feet. Those trestles are all decked. My attention was first

called to the question of protecting stringers with galvanized

iron by noticing the experience of the Cincinnati Southern.
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They had a lot of stringers that were put in in 1871. I had
occasion to examine them after they were taken out, in
1889, and notwithstanding the fact that the galvanized iron
had not been talten care of, had been permitted to be per-
forated, and other things, wherever that iron remained over
the stringers, those stringers showed almost no rot whatever.
They were made of white pine. I find that it costs us 50
cents a lineal foot of trestle to cover, in a very elaborate
way, our stringers and caps. A red oak or gum cap can be
made to last ten or fifteen years. Ordinary galvanized iron,

bought in the open market, when applied to trestle work,
will last on some branch lines five or six years, and on the
main line, where sand is dropped from the locomotive, it

lasts only about three years. Recent experiments have justi-

fied us in the adoption of the modern pure iron, as it is called,
and we think we are going to get at least an average of seven
years life out of that metal, and I expect to fully realize
twenty years life out of the timber by that method of pro-
tection.

THE ANNUAL DINNER.

The annual dinner of the American Railway Engineering

and Maintenance of Way Association was given in the

gold room of the Congress hotel last night. President

Fritch of the association, was toastmaster. While the

dinner was in progress the diners sang a number of songs

which had been written for the occasion. Most of them
were printed on a pink sheet entitled "Maintenance of

Way Extra," but which was generally referred to as the

"Sporting Extra." Subsequently, a green, "Double Extra,"

came out containing the story in song of the "Brownsville

Trestle," a tale attributed to Frank R. Coates.

The first speaker was S. M. F'elton, president of the Chi-

cago Great Western, whose subject was "Economy and

efficiency on Railways." The speeches were as follows:

President Fritch.

We are assembled tonight to celebrate the twelfth annual

convention of the American Railway Engineering & Main-

tenance of Way Association. It may be well to state here

that on account of the pressure brought upon the railways

to enforce economies we have decided, as in other matters,

to set the pace and economize by changing the name of

our Association to the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation. (Applause.) A reduction of just exactly 50 per

cent, which is true economy.

We have an interesting program before us tonight, and

in addition to the prominent speakers who are to address

you, the committee on arrangements has provided some
surprise entertainments, which will either condemn or

commend them, and we will reserve our judgment until

the entertainment has been rendered.

The rehabiliation of the railways has been the most

wonderful development in our modern industrial age.

The original lines of the most important railways in this

country have been almost entirely rebuilt, and in, many
instances several times. This has been brought about in

order to meet the ever increasing demands upon transpor-

tation, and the ever decreasing returns for its performance.

There is no man in our country today who has taken a

more prominent part in this work than our first speaker,

who is justly entitled to the term: "R. R. D." or doctor of

railways, if such a term could be invented.

S. M. Felton.

When I was asked to speak at the dinner of your association

this evening, I expected to be able to find sufficient time to

prepare an address on the subject of efficiency and economy

of railways that would be more complete than theTew re-

marks I am about to make. Unfortunately, other pressing

matters have prevented my treating the subject as exhaus-

tively as it deserves.

The recent decision of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion in denying to the railways the right to advance their

rates, is said, in a great measure, to have been influenced

by the plea that the roads were not economically and effici-

ently managed. The statement has been made, as you are all

doubtless aware, that a sum of one million dollars per day
might be saved if scientific management was inaugurated.
This amount would represent a reduction of 21 1/2 per cent,

in all operating expenses and an amount equivalent to the
entire item of maintenance of equipment expenses, where it

was claimed the principal saving could be made.
There are ways and means in the railway service, as in all

other lines of industry, to effect economy and promote effici-

ency by the application of scientific methods and principles.

That they are in effect at the present time in the operation of

railways is too well known by gentlemen like you, who have
been responsible for many of the economies already effected.

The maintenance of way and structures of our railways
call for an annual expenditure of approximately three hun-
dred millions of dollars, every dollar of which is expended
with intelligence, honesty and effectiveness. Proof of this

fact is evident from the good physical condition of our
railway properties. It is not claimed that perfection has
been reached by any means, in the application of sound
engineering principles in the construction and maintenance
of our railways, but that the advance made in the application
of scientific principles, economical methods and high grade
of efficiency have been applied to a greater extent in the
engineering departments of our railways than in any other in-

dustrial activities.

The very object of ycur association is "advancement and
knowledge pertaining to the scientific and economic location,

construction, operation and maintenance of railways." That
this has been most assiduously and earnestly followed is

evidenced by the splendid work which you have dene. No
railway organization, considering the time your association

has been in existence, has accomplished as large an amount
of work and obtained as good results as the Maintenance
of Way Association, and it is through its wcrk that the rail-

ways must largely look for the more economic and efficient per-

formance of their operations.

The rehabilitation of the railways of America is a monu-
ment to the ability of the engineering profession. There is

scarcely an important railway in this country which has
not been practically rebuilt within the past twenty years.

Millions of dollars have been expended to carry on this work
and the economics effected thereby have been justified almost
v/ithout exception by the reduced cost of transportation which
is immediately transferred to the benefit of the public in the

form of reduced rates, greater facilities and improved service.

The capitalization of railways in the United States as com-
pared with other countries is gi-eatly in our favor. As an
illustration: The cost of construction of the English rail-

ways is placed at approximately six billion, four hundred
million dollars, and the cost of the railways in the United

States at thirteen billion, five hundred million, or the English

railways have in the ratio of one-tenth the mileage at one-

half the cost of our railways. Carrying the comparison a

little further, the service of the American railways is less than

that of any other country in the world, save a few small

countries having a limited mileage and inferior railways. In

1908 the average receipts per ten mile for freight transporta-

tion in England were 2% cents, while in the United States

they were % of a cent, or less than one-third.

The ability of American railways to furnish the best serv-

ice at the lowest rates is largely due to the efforts of the

engineering profession which has evolved economies in the

form of grade reduction, curve elimination, improvements in

track and other structures, which have greatly reduced the

cost of maintenance of property.

This work in the past twenty years has contributed largely

to the increase in the average net tonnage per train, which

raised it from 176 to 388 tons, or IIG per cent.

The committee on rail is performing most excellent service

in the studies which are being carried on to perfect a set
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of specifications wliidi shall give to the railways a "good steel

rail." The public gonorally little appreciates the amount of

time and earnest thounht that is belns given to the various

problems entering into the operation of railways. The worlt

of the engineer is done quietly and without display. He does

not sound his trumpet but works quietly in the laboratory and

work shop and his reward conies in the satisfaction of work

well done.

Economies which are being effected in the preservation of

ties and timber used In railway construction will soon show
their effect upon the expenses of operation. One of the larg-

est items of the expense of maintenance of track is the re-

newal of cross ties. The annual requirements of American
railways on this item alone are from 125 to 130 million ties.

Your association has accomplished a splendid work along the

lines of conservation of our natural resources by practically

increasing the life of our ties from an average of about seven

years to from 15 to 20 years. The economies in the way of

reduction in maintenance of ties will be effective some years

in the future, or after the treated ties have outlived the

average untreated tie. A like economy has been effected in

the use of treated timber in the construction of bridges and

trestles, which has resulted in the increase of the life of the

structures of from 100 to 200 per cent.

During the early period of railway building, the use of

masonry and steel in the construction of bridges and trestles

was very limited, largely due to the high cost and to the

light unit loads of equipment used. As the traffic increased

and the weight of locomotives and cars increased, it has been

necessary on many lines to renew wooden structures every

ten years. The introduction of masonry and steel and the

use of concrete in bridge construction has been one of the

most interesting developments in the maintenance of our

railways. The economies effected in the use of the latter ma-
terial have been applied in railway operation perhaps to a

greater extent than in any other one line of industry. Your
association has done a valuable work in its technical investi-

gation of the stresses and strains due to impact on our bridge

structures, the actual tests having been made under careful

observation with trained, skilled men. The result of these

investigations will prove of great economy in bridge design

and construction.

In building construction the engineering departments of

our railways have devised many methods for economical and

efficient operation. The development of the modern coaling

station has reduced the cost of handling coal for locomotive

use from the cumbersome methods of twenty years ago, when
it cost from 15 to 20 cents a ton, down to one or two cents

per ton. Maintenance of way work has been made more
effective and economical through the introduction of labor

saving devices, such as power hand cars, the use of power

drills, ditching machines, track laying machines, modern der-

ricks and pile drivers and a superior quality of track tools.

The methods of carrying on the work today, in contrast to

the crude method of former years, are systematized and intel-

ligently directed and conducted, all of which has resulted in

producing economies. These methods apply to the laying of

rail, placing of ties, ballast, installing frogs and switches,

cleaning right of way, erection of bridges and trestles, the

general maintenance of line and surfacing of tracks and other

operations having to do with the maintenance of the roadbed

and track.

There is, however, one item in the cost of operation of

railways that should be largely reduced, and that is the

item of taxes and assessments. Unfortunately, this mat-

ter is entirely beyond the control of the railways, but lies

within the power of authority which likewise prescribes

the limit of its revenue.

The reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission
show that the total amount of taxes and assessments paid

by the railways of the United States for the year ended

June 30, 1909, was $90,333,559, or at the rate of $401 per

mile of line. In 1889, twenty years ago, the total taxes

paid were $27,590,394, or $179 per mile, an increase of

$02,743,1(55, or 227 per cent., being $222, or 124 per cent,

per mile of line. The net capitalization per mile of line

in 1889 was $48,021, and in 1909, $57,902, an increase of

20.7 per cent. Therefore, taxes per mile of line Increased

six times as much as net capitalization.

The Inequality of taxes levied upon railway property as

compared with other corporate and private property Is

most unjust and in all fairness requires a correction.

A recent investigation in the revenue system of one of

our largest states revealed a condition of affairs which
shows the extent to which railways are being overtaxed

and other corporate and private property undertaxed. In

other words, the railways are paying the taxes that are

justly due from other corporations and private property.

A just basis of taxation is that every dollar of property

be taxed alike, whether it be railway, other corporate or

private property. In the state referred to the railway

property is assessed at its true value, while other property

is assessed at an average of 46 per cent, of its true value.

The proportion of corporate property, including railway, in

the state is 16 per cent., while private property is 84 per

cent. The proportion of taxes paid by corporations (in-

cluding railways) is 55 per cent., while private property paid

but 45 per cent. In other words, corporations owning less

than one-sixth of the property paid over one-half of the

taxes, while private owners with over five-sixths of the

property paid less than one-half the taxes.

The amount of taxes paid on investment of $10,000 in

railway property was $19.20, while the same investment in

private property paid only $9.20, or less than one-half.

This state places three sets of valuations upon railway

property, namely:

First, by the railroad commission for the purpose of reg-

ulating the issue of securities and rates, at $210,000,000;

second, by the tax commission for the purpose of taxation,

$409,700,000; third, by the local assessors, at $330,000,000.

The investigating committee which developed these facts

very properly concluded that, "A merchant who would have

three yardsticks in the regular course of his business

would have trouble with the grand jury, and the state

should certainly practice the same standard of honesty that

it requires of its citizens."

It is likely that a comparatively similar condition prevails

in other states of the Union and that the railways are gen-

erally greatly overtaxed and are bearing the burden of taxa-

tion of private owners whose very property has been en-

hanced in value by the construction of the railways.

A fruitful field is open for a committee on efficiency and
economy, to see that railways pay only their just propor-

tion of taxes and assessments, and no more.

It must be remembered that the operation of railways is

unlike that of any other branch of industrial activity. In

the majority of commercial industries the operations are

confined to narrow and prescribed limits and every detail

can be closely supervised and instantly corrected, if found

faulty. On railways the operations extend over thousands

of miles and authority must be delegated to men not con-

stantly under the watchful supervision of a trained author-

ity, A certain amount of waste under such conditions is

almost inevitable and it requires constant vigilence and un-

tiring energy to produce the results obtained.

While much has been done in the past in the way of

establishing a high grade of efficiency, in the operation of

railways, much yet remains to be done. The evolution in

railway service is rapid. New problems are constantly

arising and the ever decreasing rates of transportation

enforce the application of scientific methods which will

reduce the unit cost of transportation to the lowest pos-

sible point. Much responsibility, therefore, rests upon the
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engineer in a diligent search for further economies to

bring about the desired results, and I am sure the solution

of a large part of this intricate problem lies with you

gentlemen, members of the Maintenance of Way Associ-

ation.

Sir Thomas R. Price.

When you were good enough to invite me to be present

at this gathering I very gladly accepted your invitation as

offering me the opportunity of being among railway com-

rades in the United States of America, if you will permit

me to regard you as such, but that pleasure was consid-

erably minimized when I heard that it was expected of me
to address a gathering such as this in a country where
there are so many capable and not a few eloquent speakers.

I think I might have been inclined to deny myself the

privilege of being present, notwithstanding my desire to

make the acquaintance of railway men in this country of

yours, but for the fact that I was glad to have this oppor-

tunity of testifying as only I am able to do, how greatly

I appreciate and how greatly the government I represent

will appreciate the friendly good will and the unmeasured
cordiality and assistance the railway administrations of

this country and their officers have extended to me.

It may seem Invidious to single out any particular railway

administration, or any particular officers, who have extended

this cordiality, remembering that one and all have desired

to do so, and I believe would have extended similar assist-

ance in carrying out the mission entrusted to me had the

opportunity offered, but the assistance that has been given

to me by some of the railway administrations and officers

has been so conspicuous that I feel I ought to mention them
particularly. One of those I desire to mention is the gentle-

man who has just spoken. When the purpose of my being in

this country was explained to him, nothing could have been

more ready and cordial than the manner in which Mr. Felton

not only offered valued facilities, but went out of his way to

get the inforrpation that he himself possessed. Similarly I

ought to mention Mr. Underwocd, president of the Erie

Railroad, and Mr. Cook, the general traffic manager. I wish

also to convey my thanks in this public manner to the presi-

dent and officials of the Burlington Railway who gave me sim-

ilar facilities for seeing for myself the conditions under

which you carry on the operations concerning which we in

South Africa desired to have the benefit of your experience.

The other reason that I felt myself warranted in trespass-

ing on your time was to take the opportunity of bearing tes-

timony of those from whom I come of their high regard of the

railway men of America, and the great things which you are

accomplishing. I want to refer to some of the people in our

country. I shall not mention any of those who are living, be-

cause I shall hope that they will continue to do the great

things they have been doing in the past in South Africa, and

if it should happen that they ever leave that country (I

make you a present of this statement), they are very likely

to come back again. But I will mention a few things as

indicative of what your people do when they go to a country

that really ought to be almost as dear to you as it is to us

and that is some portions of the British Empire.

I will instance three men; they have gone to their rest

and I am glad to have the opportunity of just mentioning

the experience because I am able to speak from personal

knowledge. Probably none of you approved of what was

known in South Africa as the Jamieson raid. I am not

here to defend it; am not here to explain it. I am a

government official now, I was a government official then,

and therefore in any case my mouth would be closed. But

amongst the reformers who went to Pretoria jail, there was

more than one who came from your own country and who
are so far as I know, still citizens of America. One of

them was an old man—his wife is still living, and one of

the sweetest women I have had the privilege of knowing.

That old engineer of yours and his wife, in the Pretoria

prison were the comfort, the life, and, shall I say, the sup-

port, of the hundred men who were locked up in the build-

ing out of which they could have gotten any day in the

week. Now that is the type of man that endears your

countrymen and your country to the British Empire where-

ever the English language is spoken.

In the late war in Kimberly one of the men who stood

out most conspicuously, and who rendered magnificent

service during the siege, was again an engineer and a

countryman of yours. Under the greatest possible difficulty

he proceeded to manufacture guns and ammunition, he was
a leader and guider and an able man in deed and in action

in connection with the defense of Kimberly during the

siege. And he did what those who are dear to him ever

will be proud of, he gave his life to the country that he

had made his home, and for the benefit of his associates

with whom he was in daily contact. During the war, just

when he was performing very, very able service, his life

was cut short by a stray bullet that came from the be-

siegers. I honor him, and you may well honor the memory
of such a man.

The third man I would like to make particClar reference

to is a man that perhaps some of you may have known,
many of you have heard of, and that is your countryman,

Louis Seymour. Louis Seymour again threw in his lot with

those with whom he had been associated before the war
began, and I am able to testify that he believed he was
justified in doing so, and that the circumstances justified

the action he took. Now, what did Louis Seymour do?

When they had to leave Johannesburg, he came down and
was the life and the active associate of all the others who
were taking action, not only to do the best he could, and
they could, for the cause they believed to be right, but he

promptly occupied his time in devising means for improv-

ing the working of the gold fields as soon as the war was
over. And I had the great pleasure of being associated

with him in planning a type of trestle that you had been

using in America, and adopting a type of truck that we
know as the Hopper gold trucks— (you call them dumping
cars, I think). While the war was on, the plans were pre-

pared so as to have everything ready immediately the war
was over, and we proceeded to place orders in America

for the necessary trucks to arrive, so as to have them in

time to commence the work. Not only that, but as soon

as the war was over he offered his services, and then

gave them magnificently in the position he was placed in,

in charge of the repairs and renewals of the broken bridges

along the railway lines. The work that he did in the re-

pair of a bridge such as Norvalen Punt, adjoining Cape

Colony, in the Free State, and following the British Army
on and on, to repair the bridges that were broken, is a

standing monument to Louis Seymour, and his memory is

held very bright and very green in Johannesburg. The

Seymour Library in connection with the Technical College

at Johannesburg, is the best reference library in the south-

ern hemisphere. No money was spared in establishing that

library; no money is spared in maintaining it as the best

library in South Africa. He gave up his life for the cause

that he believed to be just, and at all events he gave up his

life fighting with his comrades at a time when that fighting

took the form of re-erecting a very important bridge and

also defending the operation against attack. When you

have such men as these—and I have only mentioned those

who have gone to their homes—can you wonder that we,

when we get the best type of your countrymen amongst us,

marvel why it is that there should be any difference be-

tween you and ourselves— (applause)—and can you wonder

that, when I come among you and am received with the

welcome and cordiality that has been extended to me, I re-

gard you in the same light that we regard so many of our

countrymen who are in South Africa and whom we feel
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delighted to have the opportunity of regarding both as com-

rades and as friends?

I am not going to weary you with the details of the railways

in South Africa. You know about them in the same way that

we know about your railways, but tluM-e may bo one or two

facts that would interest you that I should mention in pass-

ing. The first Is that you gauge is known as the standard

gauge practically the world over; ours is the gauge of 3 feet

G. Many of the appliances you have, we have. We have the

opportunity of knowing what you are doing. We take advan-

tage of that opportunity. In some cases we do not follow

your practice because we believe that local conditions and

the solving of the problems have required different methods.

The only line that 1 would like to mention, by way of illus-

tration, is the line that used to be considered visionary, viz.:

the line from the Cape to Cairo. That line has already

reached Congo Free State from the south. Roughly speaking,

the distance from Cape Town to the terminus of that railway

is about the distance that it is from here to San Francisco.

People think that it is a visionary project, but I believe you

will live and others will be living who are now alive, and in

middle age, who will regard it as altogether a mistake to

think the Cape to Cairo Railway is visionary.

I would like to say one last word, and that is to refer to

the impression that my second visit to your country is likely

to form on my mind. It is too soon yet to finally determine,

but so far as I can judge the impression will be not so much
that of an education, because, as I say, we keep ourselves

informed on what you are doing, but rather of an inspiration

and incentive, and I know of no place better than Chicago

to bring about that feeling. Here you are in the center of

America. You have no minerals immediately within your

borders, and yet you are in a town that, less than eighty years

ago, I am told, was reported upon by your government as a

spot that ought to be abandoned, the soil was no good, the

whole place should be left to its fate. Less than eighty years

has brought about, if you will permit me to say so, the estab-

lishment of your railway communication that gives you about

the largest city in the world; that has enabled you to be-

come prosperous on traffic and at rates that are considered

to be usually unremunerative. That is due, as Mr. Felton

rightly said, to your endeavors and the result of railway com-

munication. I shall go away with the feeling that you have

inspired us, you have set us an example that it will be our

business to copy and emulate, and mixed with that feeling

will be the pleasant memory of the cordiality you have ex-

tended me, the very warm welcome you have given me and

the remembrance of the service I have received at the hands

of my comrades in the United States. The honor that I

have received here tonight from you who have so patiently list-

ened to what I have imperfectly said, will be a particularly

pleasant memory to me and to those who care for me in years

to come. (Applause.)

Prof. Louis C Monin.

As a substitute for my chief in this splendid gathering,

following the distinguished speakers of this evening, I feel

indeed like the little girl who was playing one day in front

of her house. Mother was watching her and Mother thought

Elsie was naughty. Mother said, "Elsie, come in; I want to

speak to you." Elsie said, "Mother, before you speak to

me, will you permit me to say my prayers?" Elsie went

to the corner by her mother's permission; she knelt down

and said, "Oh, Lord, if ever you want to do something for

Elsie, now's your chance."

I appreciate very much the honor I have this evening in

addressing a gathering like this, and on a topic so broad

—

a topic which has been discussed so often that it would

seem there is hardly anything new to be said—the topic of

Education.

The only qualification that I have, I think, which will per-

mit me to stand up amongst you as engineers is the one,

that at five o'clock, our president said to me, "You must

go and address the gentlemen in my behalf." I obeyed
orders. It is the best a man can do, and I think you will all

sympathize with me in my endeavor to obey orders.

A few years ago a Spanish nobleman, the Duke of Medinah,

inherited, by the death of liis father, his estates and his

vast realii.s. According to the custom in Spain, the young
gentleman had to present himself before the Queen Regent at

the time when the entire court was assembled. He had to

enumerate the valiant deeds of his ancestors, and show
why he should be entitled to succeed to the dukedom. To the

great astonishment of Queen Christiana, and her court, the

young man, instead of making a long address, enumerating

what his ancestors and forefathers had done, with a very

few words laid at the feet of his sovereign, the diploma which

he had just received when he had finished his course at the

Polytechnic Institute at Madrid and received the diploma

of civil engineer. He said: "This is my claim to the duke-

dom of my fathers." (Applause.)

This young man may have valued his diploma somewhat too

much and yet I think he did it in the right spirit, and he did

it in the spirit which we should like to inculcate at the

Armour Institute of Technology in the young hearts and in

the minds of those who are going to follow you in your

work; for it is not merely for material matter that the

engineer is working, but for human welfare in general.

With this point in view, I am sure you will pardon me if I

dwell for a few moments upon the ideals sought in the educa-

tion of an engineer. What are the things that we must
teach? First, we must give the student all that he needs for

his own development; second, we must fit him for that which

the community needs, and is going to^ ask one day from him.

In the foreground of our endeavors of work, of course, is

the daily task, which comes to every man who has to perform

his work. He is to be an engineer; he has to make a

living, he has to be an intelligent producer—these ends

have to be kept in the foreground in working out the ciricu-

lum of an engineering school.

In the back ground, however, is the idea of the personality.

Performance and personality complete the man. This per-

sonality is made up of general culture, of character, of a

great purpose. Behind the work is the man, behind the en-

gineer is the citizen, behind the living is the life, behind

the intelligent producer is the intelligent consumer. It

would seem often as if our educational agencies were think-

ing perhaps a little too much of training the intelligent pro-

ducer, and not giving enough time and thought to the

training of the intelligent consumer. Dickens says: "Income,

20 shillings, expense 18 shillings, balance—happiness. In-

come, 20 shillings, expense, 21 shillings, balance—misery."

It is a good engineering lesson to teach to our boys.

In regard to the performance of the work, what is

needed in the performance of every man's work, and

especially in the performance of the work of the engineer?

I wish to bring before you vividly and sharply the ideals

as we conceive them, that ought to be implanted in the

hearts of our young engineers. Performance means .to be

master of one thing; be in sympathy with a great many
things, but be master of one thing. The man must have

enough power in himself to make an effort. The engineer

knows that he can gage mechanical and other work by

units. We have the horse power, the ampere, the volt,

but fortunately we have not come to gage human effort

by such units. It would be a splendid thing if every man
could be given a ticket and holes punched in the ticket

according to the work performed by him—for so many
units of work, so many units of meals, of sleep, and house

and dress, and what-not, but we cannot do it.

Our educational work has gone on within the last twenty

years in a way that is not quite fitted to develop fiber

in young men. We have been told we must make it inter-

esting. A father came to me once and said, "I don't want
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this boy to be bothered with mathematics. It is not in the

family." I answered, "Why, my dear sir, it ought to be."

(Applause.) You don't make an athlete by putting him in

an easy chair, never letting him go out into the field and
practice until his muscles have grown strong. If you keep
him in an easy chair, and all at once you send him to

battle and expect him to win victories, you are disap-

pointed. You must teach him to do the uninteresting

things well; to make the commonplace significant, and
first of all, he must know his business.

Chesterton says the only way to become a successful whist

player is to learn the rules of the game in the first place, and
then play it a little better than everybody else, or cheat.

(Laughter.) Of course, gentlemen, I suppose that none of

us, especiallj^ anyone occupying the position of an educator,

would give the last advice to the student. Learn the rules of

the game. That is well to tell our boys. Study your subject.

The least we can require from you when you graduate from
our school, is that you know your business. You do not need

to be petted or sent on a trip abroad as a reward for what
you have done in your studies. You will have to learn these

things later on. It is only by expert service that we climb up

the ladder of success. We tell our men to learn the rules

of the game, and when they go out into the world to play a

little better than everybody else, and they will be successful.

In regard to the characteristics and character of an en-

gineer I have hunted for many years for information, and so

far I have succeeded in getting together thirty-six prominent

characteristics necessary for a prominent engineer. (Laugh-

ter.) I will not weary you, as we weary our Juniors and

Seniors, by giving an hour's lecture on each, but at the bot-

tom of it all it seems to me that the character most needed

by an engineer is one that sees the difference in life between

that which is fundamental, that which is merely supplemental

and that which is incidental. The great trouble with our

boys is that they devote their lives between the fundamental

and the incidental, so much studying and so much fooling, and

there is nothing between.

We think in our institution that the man who can divide

his life's work, his reading, his energies, the attention he

gives to his profession, to state, church, school, social insti-

tutions in the right proportion of, say about 60 per cent, to

the fundamentals; making your living, about 15 to 20 per

cent to the supplementals that go to make life livable; art,

social intercourse, etc.; and perhaps only 10 per cent, to

the incidentals—the moonshining and the lovemaking. Be-

hind all these ought to be the greater purpose, the man
with an outlook, the man who can make the greater effort,

the man who is not bothered when things go wrong with

him, for whom the whole horizon is not clouded when the

machinery is broken.

Above all, gentlemen, we must try to inculcate a spirit

of courage, a spirit of patience. Let us say with the old

statesman of France, Thiers, whose watchword was, "I shall

begin again!" When he was thrown down, whenever he

lost a i>osition, whenever his opponents threw him out of

the cabinet, all he would say was, "I shall begin again." I

think this is the true engineering spirit, and if you add

to this what every citizen, what every true man must add

—

the three S's, that I should call preeminently the symbol of

the engineer's work and the engineer's life and character

—

sincerity, simplicity and service—you have an engineering

education that beats the world. According to the German
poet, "He only deserves liberty as well as life who is to

earn and win them by his daily toil." These are our ideals.

(Applause.)

Hon. John Barton Payne.

I have been thinking, as these gentlemen have been talking

and we have been listening, about maintenance of way. Omit
"maintenance of" and you have "way." Do you recollect what
"way" means; how, from the dawn of civilization, the ways
of the world, its roads, its highways, have marched for-

ward as the leader of civllzation? How, in Rome, her civiliza-

tion was evidence by the fact that she built roads and bridges
throughout the remotest sections of her empire? To-day,
in Spain and the lower countries and other places far from
Rome, you see the roads and the bridges built by the Roman
emperors. Water was brought to Rome by these great crea-

tions which now the engineer represents. In the early history
of our own country it was regarded as a feat of so much mo-
ment to build a national highway out through the west,
and not very far west, that Henry Clay has a monument
standing to his name to-day near Wheeling, W. Va., because
he originated the national road. Compare the railways of the
United States and the railways of other civilized countries
with that phase of civilization. The men who guide, create
and direct the railways of this country should be the leaders
of thought as well as the leaders of action.

Ways dominate civilization always. I do not think we
should be disturbed about the phase of legal difficulties

through which we are now passing. It is merely a phase
and we will outgrow it, grow out of it, triumph over it as
clearly and distinctly as we have over difficulties which
confronted railway building when we were compelled to build
railways throughout the west by country subscriptions.

You know the history of the past in dealing with railway
construction. We were simply marching toward the west.
We were simply leading the van of civilization through the
west, and now that civilization has settled down in some
sort, difficulties which confronted railway construction and
operation are now exemplified by the 46 or 47 or more state

commissions and the great commission of the United States.

We must be wise enough to adjust ourselves to these condi-
tions. We must be bright enough to lead in these conditions;

we must be strong enough to impress upon the people of the
country our conviction of the right in dealing with these
conditions. We are growing through state commissions,
through every state through which a railway goes; there is

the commission to deal with, and that commission restricts,

interferes with and, in some sort of way, controls by its often

unwise and restricted and selfish action, the dominating
power of the United States. What must be the result of this?

After a while the United States Commission, by the addition

of power given by congress, so far as congress has the right,

and by the construction of the constitution which the supreme
court of the United States must ultimate make, will assert and
exercise the power of dominating rate making and railway leg-

islation to such an extent as to dwarf the power of the state

commissions, and when we reach that condition— (applause)—
we shall so have impressed ourselves upon the power of con-

gress and upon its wisdom, that congress will give to the

railways of this country that power and encouragement which
will enable the railways to take the place which the ways of

the world have always taken and held. (Applause.) And
the only word from the legal department of our road is that

we shall be wise and patient and that we shall not beat our-

selves against the pricks, but deal with these conditions

wisely, because it is a phase of civilization through which we
must pass. (Applause.)

W. B. Poland.

I am going to assume that you don't know anything more
about the Philippines than I did when I went out there,

which was almost* nothing, and give you a few facts in re-

gard to them.

First, the Philippines lies about 20 deg. north of the

equator. You will see that they are somewhat nearer to

the equator than Cuba and Porto Rico. The climate Is

divided into two seasons, the wet and the dry seasons.

They are about six months each. During the dry season,

which is from September to the end of May, the climate is

almost ideal. During the rest of the year it is very hot,

until the rains begin, and then it is quite comfortable,

although it is disagreeable until a man becomes accustomed

to the rainy season and accustomed to being wet two or
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three times a day. As to the general healthfulneas, If a
man does not drink too much whiskey and carries out a

few precautions such as drinking boiled water and eating

only vegetables which grow out of the ground, he will have
the very best of health, probably better health than he
would have In the United States. In fact, the percentage

of deaths per thousand is much less among the Europeans
in the Philippine Islands than it is in the United States.

That of course is largely due to the fact that they are more
or less picked men out there, and there are not so many
women and children.

Now, the area of the Islands is about 115,000 square miles.

About half of that is arable productive land, and the other

half is mountainous country. A good deal of it, however, is

good grazing land, and is capable of producing a good deal of

revenue. The population is about 8,000,000 and, of that eight

million, seven million is so-called civilized. The remaining
one million consists of the hill tribes, which are, although

not altogether, principally savage. They are, however, being

civilized very fast and made into a productive people.

It is rather interesting to consider the races which are in

the Islands. Apparently they were first settled by what I

call Negritos, who have a good many traits of the Africans;

but they are very small people, not over five feet in height,

and they are very timid. These Negritos were driven to the

tops of the hills by what are now called the Montascos, mean-
ing the people living in the mountains. These people un-

doubtedly originally lived in the lowlands, but as the Malay
invasion, which populated the Japanese Islands and Kamst-
chatka, and afterwards undoubtedly the Aleutian Islands, and
our Alaskan Coast, flowed over into the Philippines, being a

good fighting people they drove these Montascos up into the

mountains. So we have three sets of people there—first, the

Negritos, who are the very primitive people, in fact, live in

trees to a large extent, and probably not more than 500,000 alto-

gether; then the Montascos, who probably number about 750,-

000; and then the present Filipino population, which is

composed of the Malay invasion, associated with the Japa-

nese and Chinese, principally Chinese and an admixture of

other races, which have come in within the last hundred
years, as, for instance, the English, and largely the Spanish,

and French and other European races. Now, the Filipinos

who live in the lowlands are what are usualy referred to as

the Filipino people. They are not a homogeneous people.

They associate very little, one part with another, so that the

people who live on one Island know very little of the language
and customs of the people who live on even a closely ad-

jacent island; they do not even speak their language. So
that it has been very hard to get any national spirit there.

For that purpose, the Filipino Government has instituted

the teaching of English, all over the islands, and at the pres-

ent time there are more English-speaking Filipino than

there are those who speak any other language.

You may be interested in the form of government there.

There is first, a governor general, who was appointed by the

president of the United States; he is supported by a council

of seven commissioners, four of whom are Americans and
three are Phillipinos. That forms the Philippine commission.

Then there is the Philippine assembly, which is an elective

body, and consists, as I remember, of about eighty or one

hundred members. Any laws in the Philippine Islands must
be passed by both the Philippine commission and the assem-

bly, and approved by the governor general. The islands are

then divided into provinces, over which there is a provincial

governor, who is elected by the people; and under him the

province is divided into municipalities, over which there is a

municipal presidente, and a council. Those are all Filipinos.

There is a supreme court which is composed at the present

time of a majority of Americans—a majority of one, I think.

The Filipinos on the supreme court are very able men, and
there is no question as to racial decisions. A number of

times, when questions have come up between Americans and

PhllUplnos, they have shown an absolute impartiality; so that
there Is quite a complete confidence in the decisions of the
supreme court in the Philippine Islands, although there is

only a majority of one American on it. In order to develop the
resources of the Philippines the Washington administration

decided that railways were very necessary. Concessions
were given for the construction of 800 miles on the great
island of Luzon, of which about 375 miles have been con-

structed. In the Vicene islands, concessions were given for

the construction of 250 miles of railway, of which about 133

are in operation. In the building of these railways there were
a great many difficulties encountered; the labor was very
poor, indeed; there was lots of it but we couldn't get it. I at

one time went to the presidente and told him that I must
have 500 men on the work; he told me he would have them
the next day. The next day came, and the men didn't, and
when I went to the presidente, he said, "Well, senor, I went to

the men in my district and told them that they must report

to you for work, but they told me that they had two sacks

of rice in their cabins, they had cocoanuts growing in their

yards, they had fish in the streams, potato patches in front

of their cabins, and they didn't see why they should work, and

I really did not."

The real problem of the Americans in the Philippines is

to make the natives unhappy, and make them want what
they have not now—make them want shoes and clothes

and better costumes for their women, and then we will

make them work. Until we can make them unhappy, we
cannot expect to get very much out of them. (Applause.)

That is what we are trying to do now.

In regard to the construction of the lines in the Philip-

pines we found at the outset it was necessary to adopt a
very high standard. The depreciation in the tropics, as

you know, is very rapid. We had to abandon wooden con-

struction almost entirely. Everything is of reenforced con-

crete or steel. The surveys were very expensive. The
men who went out on the surveying parties found them-

selves up against very hard conditions to overcome in

transportation. They could not get food in the interior, and
they had to hack their way through a dense tropical under-

growth which was almost overpowering in the heat and
steam of the tropical sun. We had to build ladders for

them to see over the brush, which grows from five to seven
feet high on the plains. One of the great costs of the

work there is the expensive drainage. The drainage areas

are very small and the rainfall is frequently from fifteen

to seventeen inches a day in the rainy season, which makes
a small drainage area require a very large bridge opening.

The equipment is all steel framed throughout. We use

60,000 to 80,000-pound capacity cars as a rule on a three-

foot six-inch gage track. That is the so-called oriental

gage, the same as adopted in the South African railways.

The roadbed is about 16 feet, with 12 inches of gravel or

stone ballast. The rail is 60 to 70 pounds, and the ties are

of the native Philippine hardwood. They are supposed to

last from 20 to 30 years, and they cost us $1 in the track.

The buildings are all of reenforced concrete. The Philippine

government guaranteed the interest on the bonds at the

rate of 4 per cent, for the actual cost of construction in the

Philippine islands that was necessary in order to interest

foreign capital in the construction in a remote country.

In regard to maintenance, we find that the Philippines

are very satisfactory track laborers after they have learned

how to use a jack and the ordinary track tools. We had

a good deal of trouble at first, because they put the wheel-

barrows on their heads when they were working instead

of running it on the wheels. Now, we have gotten to a

force of one foreman and two men for a five-mile section

of single track and they keep the track up in very good

shape under eight or ten trains a day. The operation is

largely by Philippine labor. Our track men are Filipinos

or Chinese and are becoming more and more Filipinos
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all (he time. Of the train men, about three-quarters are

Philiipinos. and they make very excellent engine men after

a year or two of training. The engine men get about $30

a month and the conductors about $25 a month, so the

operation is very economical. The section men get $15

in gold a month. The principal problem there that all the

railways have is, to build up the country along their lines.

There is probably no more productive land than that of

the Philippine islands, but it is very little worked. I do

not suppose they produce 25 per cent, of what they could

produce, and the work of the Philippine government as

well as that of the Philippine Railway Company has been

to develop the sugar, rice, corn, copra and hemp products

of the section, and we are meeting with very good suc-

cess. We have doubled the output of the section adjacent

to our lines, and it looks as if within the next four or five

years it would be trebled or quadrupled. If that is done, it

will make the investment in railways in that country a

very satisfactory one from the standpoint of the investors in

the United States.

The real turning point with the Philippine Islands came

when the Payne bill was passed. Previous to that we had

destroyed the Spanish market for the Philippines and had

not substituted anything for it. The reducing of the tariff

on Philippine products opened up a new market. The total

production of the Philippine Islands, as to exports and im-

ports in 1909, before the Payne bill went into effect, was

$58,000,000. In 1910, it was $76,000,000, which shows very

well what we have accomplished by that very concise legis-

lation. Most of this represents a gain in trade with the

United States.

The work which the Philippine government has before

it might be summarized in this way: as to education, there

are some 450,000 Philippino children, who are now in the

schools, and it is easy to be seen that in the course of a

year or two, or possibly five or six years, that will produce

a good deal of effect on the Philippino people. Road con-

struction is being taken up very vigorously by the provincial

governments through the direction of the governor general.

There are fine highways—turnpikes you would call them

—

being built between the different cities of the islands.

There is a great development of harbor and river improve-

ments, light house construction, etc., all of which tends

toward the development of Philippine commerce.

One of the principal things which the administration is to

be given credit for, is that of sanitation. There has been

a very satisfactory sanitory organization put in all over

the islands. The epidemics of smallpox, which used to

carry off every two or three years some 200,000 or 300,000

people have been eradicated, and smallpox has been almost

blotted out. Cholera, although you may say it is indegenous

to the Philippines, as an epidemic, is almost unknown.

This change has been brought about through the work of

the Bureau of Public Works.

The whole effort of the government in the Philippines is

to train the people for local self government. Just as fast

as they show that they are able to properly handle their

own administration of affairs without the help of American

officers, districts are turned over to them, so that the num-

ber of American administrators is steadily being reduced,

and the number of governors, and mayors and presidents is

constantly being increased; also the number of Philippine

ofiice holder in the civil government is constantly being

increased as they show their capacity for government.

This is an important thing for us to realize, because it

does not seem to be appreciated by the opponents of the

administration in their attacks in congress.

The development of the islands through agriculture, is

being carried on through the agricultural department, which

has a very efficient administration. They are introducing

better grades of corn and rice, and teaching the people

how to raise more from a given area of land than before,

and the increase is very marked, in certain sections as

much as 50 per cent. I think it will show an increase in

(lie exports of the islands of nearly 100 per cent within

the next five years.

The political situation in the Philippines is Hot, and prob-

ably never will be satisfactory. We expect the Filipino to

recognize what the American government is doing for him and
to be grateful for it, but he does not do that, and he never will

in my opinion. It is the old, old case of the antagonism of an

inferior people toward a superior people. We see the same
thing in Egypt toward the English government, and in Java

toward the Dutch government, and in India toward the

English government. We never can expect anything else, but

we have put our hand to the plow, and we must see the work
through.

It was very interesting to me in making the trip from the

Philippines to the United States to be able to compare what
they were doing in the Philippines with what some of the

other governments who are carrying on Colonial forms of

administration were accomplishing. In Java, for instance .they

will tell you that they have a very much more satisfactory

form of government. In a way it is so, but the people of

Java are almost slaves. The Dutch governors there have as

nominal rulers executives who are called sultans, and they

will say to one of the native governors, "you must have
your people cultivate this tract of laud next year." That
tract of land will be cultivated, and well cultivated, and
the people will win from it a very good revenue, and they

will be as you would think, content and happy. Undoubtedly
their physical condition is much superior to that, for instance,

of the Filipinos, but the reason that they do cultivate the

land is because they know, from past experience, if they do

not do it, they will be coerced, they will be forced physically

to work even by means of the lash. That is not necessary

now, because they have learned their lesson, and have
become very docile. The result is that Java is a wonderfully

cultivated island. Taking into account its natural resources,

its production is probably three or four times that of the

Philippines islands, but the people are nevertheless virtually

slaves.

Going from Java into the Federated Malay states, which
are under English control, we find there one of the most
ideal colonial governments that there is probably in the

orient. The whole country is governed by a handful of

Englishmen who play the game to a finish. The country is

being developed fast. It is being developed, however, by
bringing into the country Chinese coolies, or the tamal or

coolie labor from India. The result is that as far as the

administrators are concerned, the country is advancing fast,

but probably fifteen or twenty years from now you would
find it difficult to discover any of the real inhabitants of the

Federated Malay states. They are being driven out by this

foreign invasion. The same thing to a less extent is going

on in England's colonial estate in Burma. In India, the social

condition is very complex indeed. In the past there is no

doubt that England has entirely disregarded the interests

of the people, but of late years that has been forced more
and more upon them, and they are coming now to a realiza-

tion that India must be governed in the interests of the India

people, that is, they are coming to the American ideal of

colonial government, which is that the country must be gov-

erned as a trust for the people of the country. In Egypt,

England seems to have had that ideal before her more than

in any other of her colonial possessions, but looking over

the whole field, in making the trip from the Philippines to

the United States, in passing through these colonial posses-

sions, an American cannot but feel that we have performed

a very creditable work and that we have marked out a new
path in colonial government, and that as far as we have gone,

we are making good. (Applause.)
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ELONGATION AND DUCTILITY TESTS OF RAILS FOR
NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES.

By P. H. Dudley.

The acceptance of rails under a single drop tect of 2,000

lbs., falling a given height, rejects only those of less

ductility thaa is required to take up the energy of the

drop before rupture. This range of rejections varies from

a small percentage of 1 per cent to 3 per cent of the out-

put, and all in manufacture should be avoided.

Experience has shown that there are likely to be a num-

ber of heats of Bessemer and occasionally a melt of open

hearth rails in which the ductility is just sufficient to ab-

sorb the energy of a single blow of the drop and pass

the rails. The butts, however, will break from a second

blow without giving any increased elongation, while a num-

ber of the rails are so severely strained by gagging in the

straightening presses that the strains develop into checks

and detailed fractures from service in the tracks.

The percentage in plain Bessemer ranges from 2 to as

high as 15 per cent in some rollings, and is yearly increas-

ing in this class of rails. Eighty to 90 per cent of the heats

of Bessemer or of the melts of open hearth require two or

more blows under the drop to break them, giving a desired

range of 12 to 18 per cent of ductility in the rails for service

as girders, which experience shows has rendered excellent

service in New York Central Lines, where the temperatures

often fall to 30 and 40^ deg. Fahr. below zero. It is only

natural that railway officers should try to secure as good

or better material as was possible from 1890 to 1900, in.

rails for their constantly increasing wheel loads and speeds.

The 1890 specifications of the Boston and Albany and

New York Central & Hudson River for the low 0.06 phos-

phorus and 0.60 to 0.65 carbon Bessemer rails, required a

drop test from each heat and that 90 per cent should stand

a test of 2,000 lbs. falling 20 ft. without breaking for either

the 80, 95 and 100 lb. sections. To this requirement, then,

was soon added, "That a butt which broke, yet gave 4 per

cent maximum elongation per inch, the rails of the heat

would be accepted." It is but proper to say that while a

few of the rails had a minimum range of 4 per cent ductil-

ity, the majority had from 8 to 16 per cent, and compara-

tively few breakages occurred. The surface wear and

flange abrasion were of slow rates, the rails lasting two

and three times as long as more recent Bessemer rails.

To carry the present high speed wheel loads, the former

minimum elongation of 4 per cent per inch has been raised

to 6 per cent for the maximum inch or two consecutive

inches must each give 5 per cent. The ductility of the

metal must be exhausted in the test butt from Bessemer

heats in which the equivalent of one-tenth of 1 per cent of

metallic titanium has been used in the bath of steel. The
range of ductility secured in this steel is the minimum
specified to 18 per cent per in., though the range of the

majority of the heats is from 11 to 16 per cent. The Bes-

semer heats each, according to weight of section, makes

from 18 to 30 rails accepted or rejected by one ductility

test.

The basic open hearth melts of 60 to 80 tons each mak-

ing from 100 to 150 rails, according to section, are accepted

or rejected upon the results of three ductility tests, one

from the second ingot, one from the middle ingot of the

melt, and a third from the next to the last ingot teemed.

To accept the rails of the melt each test must show 6 per

cent maximum elongation for 1 in., or 5 per cent each for

two consecutive in. The ductility of the metal is exhausted

in rotation from each of the different tests of the melt and

we thus ascertain the general uniformity of the steel of

the first to the last teemed. This has tested, but not con-

firmed, a published statement that the first steel teemed is

liable to have so high a temperature that it will be brittle;

while the middle ingot will have a proper temperature and

be tough, the last ingot will be teemed of steel so cold that

it will be brittle. This does not seem to apply to these

large melts of rail steel, as shown by the ductility tests.

Basic open hearth rails have been, rolled under these speci-

fications at Bethlehem, Buffalo and Gary.

The three tests per melt on the open hearth rails call

attention definitely to several conditions of mill practice

which in hot metal must proceed at the right temperature

in a logical and orderly manner. A melt or two at first

did not pass, but the causes for failure could be quickly

ascertained and remedied in the following melts, the mak-

ing and rolling of the steel proceeding in a more satisfac-

tory manner to both the manufacturer and customer. The

specifications provide that a distinction must be made be-

tween a chilled butt and one that is brittle, before accept-

ance or rejections of rails are made, while the full ductility

tests give the low as well as the high range, facts not be-

fore available for the manufacturers to study, and guide

their efforts to secure the desired range.

The specifications are intended as an aid to good com-

mercial work in manufacture for the necessary quality for

present service as well as output. Attention is called to

good mill practice after the ingots are teemed and set on

top; they should be promptly stripped, weighed and charged

into reheating furnaces. This is to avoid unnecessary cool-

ing of the metal developing large shrinkage cavities in the

ingots from the inexorable law that molten or hot steel has

a greater volume than when cold.

The management of one rail mill has organized a rail-

way service for uniform prompt delivering and charging into

the reheating furnaces of its large ingots, with the result of

nearly entire elimination of piped rails, under the commer-

cial discard.

CHICAGO PASSENGER SUBWAYS.

Bion J. Arnold, chief subway engineer of the city of Chicago,

has prepared general plans for a complete subway system for

the city, in a report transmitted to the mayor and the commit-

tee on local transportation of the city council under date of

January 31, 1911. Detailed construction plans for the complete

work are not yet finished, pending the decision of the city

council on the financial policy to be adopted. The informa-

tion compiled by Mr. Arnold in preparing his report is very

complete, covering foundations, underground utilities, occu-

pancy of sub-sidewalk space, the character of soils and other

difficulties that would be met in this construction.

The building of a passenger subway for the city of Chicago"

has long been considered and many plans have been proposed.

In 1900 a plan prepared by John M. Roach, president of the

Union Traction Company, was presented to the council's

committee on local transportation by all the street railway

companies operating in the city at that time, the intention be-

ing to build a system of terminal loops to accommodate sur-

face cars without providing for any through routes. These

plans were not acceptable to the city council, and In pointing

out some of the defects in them, John Ericson, city engineer,

drew up a tentative plan, embodying the features that were

thought essential, but no definite action was taken on his

proposal.

The building of the conduit or tunnel which was begun by

the Illinois Telephone & Telegraph Company, and which, after

changing ownership several times, is now operated as a freight

tunnel by the Illinois Tunnel Company, complicated the design

of plans for a passenger subway, since its depth below street

level made it extremely difficult to provide for a two-level pas-

senger subway above it.

In 1904 the government ordered the dredging of the chan-
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nel of the Chicago Hivt>r, to iillow lUiviKtition ul' the river by

large hike KteanuMH. ThJB lu-ceBsilaled the lowering of the

three river tiinncla that had been built to remove street car

trafilc from the brldKea. In planning for the rebuilding of

these tunnels the question of a subway was again revived

and the council committee on transjiortalion had one of the

assistant city engineers prepare plans for two subway loops

connecting the Washington street and La Salle street tunnels

and the Washington street and Van Buren street tunnels. It

was the Intention to run all surface cars using the tunnels

through these subways in the loop district.

George W. Jaclvson. who was the builder of the freight

tunnels, proposed a plan for passenger subways as early

as 1902, and in 1904, in accordance with a commission by

the city council, he presented a report covering the com-

plete local transi)ortation situation, in which he advocated

Subway Proposed by John Ericson, City Engineer.

building of passenger subways, with two routes to the south

side, two to the west side, and one to the north side.

In 1908 the mayor sent a communication to the city coun-

cil, asking for an investigation of the passenger subway
problem, in order that the municipal government could

seriously consider the question of providing such transporta-

tion. In accordance with this request, Mr. Ericson, the city

engineer, prepared a very complete report on the subject,

which was transmitted to the city council under date of Jan-

uary 2, 1909. Plans submitted with this report provided

for the traffic on the elevated roads, as well as those of the

surface lines, which further complicated the problem, since

no previous plan had been drawn which had in mind the

•provision of facilities for handling the trains of the elevated

roads in the subway. A great amount of local transporta-

tion data was collected upon which to base conclusions

in the design of tiie subway. These statistics showed that

the population of the Chicago center was 2,172,000 in 1906,

and according to the best estimates would be 6,000,000 in

19r)0. Since It is known that the ratio of increase in t he-

number of passengers in a local transportation system is

greater than the city's population, it was estimated from
the statistics of past trallic that the number of rides annually

per capita in 1940 would have; reached 404. The figures

for i)ast years were as follows: In 1885, 100 rides per capita,

population 850,000; 1908, 2:50 rides per capita, population 2,-

.'500,000.

The routes for subways proposed by Mr. Ericson are shown
in the accompanying map and were intended simply as the
first steps in the building of a complete system of rapid

transit for the city. The plan as outlined includes three

main subways, a north and south line extending through the-

business district on Wabash avenue, and two east and west

subways forming loops on .Tackson boulevard and Randolph
street and Adams street and Washington street. The terminal&

of these subways are arranged so that elevated trains can

be diverted to them, as well as surface lines, from a large

district radiating from the termini. Since the north and
south lines of the loop subways are on State street, there

are no crossings involved in this system, and the entire

length could be built at the high level.

Various other systems for providing for rapid transit have
been proposed by engineers interested in the city's develop-

ment. One of the most recent of these is the shuttle system,

outlined in a paper presented before the Western Society of

Engineers on February 8, 1911, by A. S. Robinson. This

plan proposed building a through north and south subway
on La Salle or Clark streets and a loop from the west side

on Washington, Clark and Van Buren streets, with the addi-

tion later of four or five parallel north and south lines, and

as many more additional loops from the west side radiating

to the northwest and southwest, so as to eventually serve

the entire residence district of the city. This plan was not

strictly a two-level design, although within the loop district,

where crossings were numerous, Mr. Robinson planned to

avoid grade crossings by depressing one of the lines under

the other. No stations were planned for the low level, how-

ever, to avoid requiring passengers from any section of the

city to use the lower stations.

Bion J. Arnold was appointed chief subway engineer of

the city in 1910, and proceeded at once to submit a report.

In preparing his plans, Mr. Arnold seems to have eliminated

most of the undesirable or impracticable features of the

numerous plans that have been advanced, and it now seems
probable that some definite action upon his report will be

taken at an early date. This report includes two alternative

plans, one for a comprehensive subway system to care for

surface, elevated and high-speed subway cars, and the other

for a system providing exclusively for surface cars, with

the object of relieving the present congestion in the business

district.

Mr. Arnold says in his letter of transmittal that no sub-

way plans should be adopted involving any system of loops

which would prevent the building of a high-speed subway sys-

tem which will ultimately cover the entire city, for no exten-

sive sujDway building can be justified as an investment unless

the operation of such high-speed trains resulting in low operat-

ing costs is provided for. The report does not attempt to deal

with the financial aspects of the situation, as it is held that

regardless of the possibility of justifying the investment

from a financial standpoint, the building of the subways is

desired by the city to relieve the present congested condi-

tion. The complete system should provide for through opera-

tion from southern to northern termini, for similar opera-

tion on east and west lines, with loop terminals in the busi-

ness district, and eventually diagonal subways on diagonal

streets to connect these north and south and east and west
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lines. The complete system has been divided in the report

into a number of parts, with the idea that the parts can be

built consecutively as the available capital and other condi-

tions warrant. The portions included in each step are ar-

ranged to afford their proportionate share of relief for present

conditions, the relief being commensurate with the invest-

ment necessary for building each part. The first step would

provided a through north and south subway and a double

loop from the west side, to relieve much of the surface line

congestion in the loop district. The second step would

furnish a north and south line to care for the trains of the

Northwestern Elevated and the South Side Elevated, and

two loops from the west side, one for the Chicago & Oak
Park, and one for the M.etropolitan Elevated trains. The
building of this second section would make possible the

removal of the present elevated loop. Step No. 3 would

connect the two west side loops for elevated trains, allow-

ing through routing and a more universal service. The fourth

step would provide a loop on Chicago avenue, Michigan

avenue and Twelfth street, which, in addition to the sec-

tions previously built, would furnish a connection between

all steam railway passenger terminals in the city. The ac-

companying map shows the combination of these four steps,

with all the stations recommended by Mr. Arnold. Further

steps are provided in the report, to care for future needs as

the city expands, but these cannot be accurately forecasted

and must be largely conjectural at present.

The bore of the subway, according to the plans submitted,

would be of reinforced concrete steel construction, with

combination eye-beam and concrete construction in some

instances. The size of the bore would be such as to allow

the cars now used on the elevated railways to pass through

with ample clearance, although the provision for this size in-

volves some additional expense over a subway intended only

for surface cars.

The plans proper do not seriously interfere with the struc-

ture of the Illinois Tunnel Company, although at some points

this tunnel will have to be slightly changed. The design
permits a shallow construction on the high level subways,
allows sufficient room for the low level subway to pass
under the high level and over the Illinois tunnel, and also

allows the low level passenger subway to be placed almost
as close to the surface of the streets as the single-decked

subways of other cities where mezzanine floors are used.

On account of the fact that the freight tunnel is so near the
surface that the general use of stations with mezzanine floors

is impossible, it will be necessary to increase the width of

sidewalks on some of the streets to provide direct stairways

from sidewalk to the platform of the high-level subway. The
accompanying cut shows one of the recommended stations,

the tracks being so located that the entrances to the station

can be made directly from the sidewalks without the use
of a mezzanine floor. In the stations as designed the cars

of the high-level subway will be easy of access from the

streets, and passengers will be able to reach the low-level

subway without excessive exertion by using the escalators.

The general arrangement of the stations provides straight

train or car platforms of sufficient width for all traffic, to

or from which passengers may pass expeditiously. Conges-

tion will be avoided by providing that traffic in one direction

will not be crossed by traffic in another direction, and at

stairways to be used jointly by passengers entering and leav-

ing, railings will be provided where practicable, to separate

the traffic going in opposite directions. In general, the island

platform type of stations will be used, which is one with

its train or car platform between two tracks, so that pas-

sengers may be discharged from or loaded upon trains on

either side of the platform. If the traffic is to be handled

by trains, the platforms will be long enough for trains of

ten cars, or 500 feet in the clear, which will permit passengers

ScAue IN Fect.

Cross Section of Subway Station Looking Nortii in State Street at Jackson Boulevard.
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to outer or leave through tho vestibules at the end of each
car in the train, or llirough side or middle car entrances.

The width of the Island station platform is limited by the

amount of space available for tracks and stations between
the building lines of streets in which the subways will be

located, thus limiting the width to 16 feet in most cases, yet

giving sufticient capacity for the passenger traffic of trains

on the two station tracks at the same time. The stations

for passengers using cars of the surface linos not running
in trains will have platlornis not less than 250 feet long,

to porniit the operation of cars in strings of at least four

cars, not coupled together, but with suHlcient space between
for sale operation. In addition to the length of train or car

platforms required for passengers to enter and leave trains

or cars, additional space will be required at each end to

;
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Combination of First Four Steps Recommended by Bion J.

Arnold.

provide room for stairways from the street surface, tickel

booths, news-stands, telephone booths and public comfort

rooms.

The types of high-level subways suggested have sufficient

space on each side of the subway structure for utilities. The
low-level subways in general permit the location of utilities

overhead in galleries, either outside or inside the curb line,

and except when the open-cut method is under way at sta-

tions, existing utilities need not be distributed.

Mr. Arnold's report includes a detailed estimate of costs

of the various steps recommended, which are briefly ex-

tracted below: Step 1 will include a two-track subway
having 4.128 miles of single track and four stations, at $726,-

710 per mile, a total of $3,000,000, and 3.663 miles of single

track subway and six stations, at $1,364,950 per mile, a total

of $5,000,000. Step 2 includes a four-track subway with
10.184 miles of single track and five stations, at $708,550 per
mile, a total of $7,750,000, and a two-track subway with 9.5

miles of single track and 14 stations, at $1,421,100 per mile,

a total of $13,500,000. Step 3 provides for a two-track sub-

way with 5.954 miles of single track and nine stations, at

$1,049,710 per mile, a total of $6,250,000; and step 4 is a
two-track subway with 8.78 miles of single track and four
stations, at $1,104,780 a mile, a total of $0,700,000. This
makes a total estimated cost of $45,200,000 for the first four

steps suggested.

NEW CHICAGO PASSENGER TERMINAL OF THE CHICAGO
& NORTH WESTERN.

The new passenger terminal of the Chicago & North Western
at Chicago, the general design and construction of which have
been described in the Railway Age Gazette from time to time,

is now nearing completion. The building of this terminal

includes not only the constructoin of the terminal building and

train shed but elevated approaches connecting with the main
lines west about two miles out from the station and north

about a mile and a quarter.

The terminal station building has an east and west frontage

of 320 ft. on the north side of Madison street, and a north

and south frontage of 218 ft. en Canal and Clinton streets.

It is a four-story structure of the early Italian Renaissance

style of architecture, with a lofty Doric portico at the Madi-

son street entrance, supported on a colcnuade of six granite

columns. Immediately back of this colonnade and entered

by three great arches is a vaulted vestibule, 132 ft. wide,

22 ft. deep and 40 ft. high. At the end of this vestibule

are broad granite staircases leading to the main waitingroom.

The interior arrangement of the building was fully described

in the Railway Age Gazette of August 14, 1908.

The train shed is of the Bush type, consisting of a connected

series of arched girder spans, spanning two tracks and

brought down close to the smoke stacks of the locomotives,

with a smoke duct running the full length of the shed over

each track. (Railway Age Gazette, July 10, 1909, and March

17, 1910).

The power station for light, heat and power is on a tri-

angular piece of ground bounded by Lake street, Clinton

street and Milwaukee avenue. It is of mottled gray brick,

matching the train shed enclosing walls, with a granite

base 6 feet high. The equipment in the power plant was

described in the Railway Age Gazette of July 15, 1910.

A comprehensive system of electric lighting has been pro-

vided for the terminal, one feature of which includes a pro-

jector over the entrance to the Washington boulevard sub-

way on the Canal street side, from which a vertical beam

of light will be thrown into the air, making the terminal

location conspicuous at night. Complete elevator, telephone

and fire alarm systems have been provided and a special

system for snow melting has been installed. A pneumatic

tube system connecting the incoming and outgoing baggage

rooms has been installed. The tubes are oval or elliptical

in shape, 3 in. by 6 in., and the cartridges are 9 in. in length,

in length.

The approaches to the terminal station and the terminal

station tracks north of Lake street are laid on sand filling

between concrete retaining walls, being carried across the

street on concrete trough floor steel viaducts resting on con-

crete abutments and center piers.

Preliminary studies on the general plan were begun in De-

cember, 1905. Work was started on the detail plans in the

following November and the wrecking of the buildings on the

site was begun at the same time. The first construction

work was started on October 27, 1908. Some difficulties were
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New Chicago & North Western Station Building at Chicago.

Looking North Over Train Shed from Station Building.
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met in sinkiug wells, wheu line ruuuing saud and water were

encountered, making it necessary to use compressed air and

requiring the sinking of the wells to rock. These wells wera

filled with concrete, the last one being completed June 1, 1909.

Cast base setting for the steel work was started in the latter

part of March, 1909, and th work of setting the foundation

girders commenced the first week of April, 1909. The last

steel was placed in position on March 22, 1910. Granite

setting commenced the second week in May, 1909, and was

completed on April 16, 1910.

In the train shed, pile driving for the foundation was com-

menced on October 1, 1908. Thirty-six caissons, each 6 ft.

in diameter, were sunk under the approach to the Washington

boulevard subway and were completed June 18, 1909. Pile

driving for the foundation of the powerhouse was started

August 6, 1909, being completed October 4, 1909, and was

followed immediately by the concrete capping and the con-

struction of the retaining walls. Brick-laying commenced

February 1. 1910.

At the present time almost all the work has been com-

pleted except the installation of signals and some finishing

on the interior of the building. This work is being rushed as

much as possible, and it is expected that the station will

be open for service within a few months, although no definite

date has as yet been set.

IMPACT TESTS ON REINFORCED CONCRETE TRESTLE.

COMMITTEE ON SIGNALING OF THE AMERICAN ELEC-

TRIC RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

The committee appointed by the American Electric Railway

Association to investigate and make a report on signaling

systems for interurban railways met at the Congress Hotel

a,t 9 o'clock Wednesday morning, March 22, 1911. Repre-

sentatives of seven signal companies were present, and

arrangements were made for them to present the claims

of their various systems at stated times during the day.

The committee asked for suggestions as to the best method

-of procedure in its study of the principles involved, and

Frank Rhea, of the General Electric Co.; L. F. Howard, of

the Union Switch and Signal Co., and W. K. Howe and

M. R. Briney, of the General Railway Signal Co., offered

some excellent ideas.

It was the consensus of opinion in the m-eeting, as it is

elsewhere among engineers and railway officers who are

interested in the subject, that the proper course for elec-

tric railways to pursue in signaling their lines is to cover

the dangerous points first with apparatus so designed that

it will form a basis for future extension and an ultimate

complete and comprehensive system of protection. The

committee occupies a peculiar position, and its work is

going to be very important in the development of pro-

tective measures. The problems to be solved are in the

main the same that have been so well handled by steam

road signal engineers, but they differ in many minor

particulars which only a thorough knowledge of operating

requirements can reconcile with the technical necessities

involved.

As was said in the meeting, the first thing to do is

to prepare a plan of the situation to be signaled, and then

the proper protection can be applied. The committee's

"data sheets," which are being sent to all electric rail-

ways, are doing this in a general way, and will give the

association information regarding practically all of the

important conditions which will be dealt with in its work.

TWO-DAY MEETING OF SIGNAL ASSOCIATION.

The Railway Signal Association is planning to make the

meeting which will be held in New York City during June

this year a two-day meeting.

By J. H. Prior, Assistant Engineer, C. M. & St. P.

Some tests to determine the amount of impact on a trestle

of reinforced concrete under train loads have recently been

comi)leted by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, under the

direction of C. F. Loweth, chief engineer. The tests were

made on the reinforced concrete trestle, shown in Fig. 2 and

Fig. 4, by R. L. Stevens, assisted by an instructor from the

University of Wisconsin, experienced in such work.

An examination of Fig. 4 shows the trestle to consist of

two beams supporting the slab, forming a double

T-beam. The total depth of this beam is 3 ft. G in., but if

the parapets are considered as part of the beam this depth is

increased to 5 ft. 4 in. As the span is only 16 ft. center to

center of piers, the concrete beam has a large ratio of depth

to span. Some unexpected difficulties were encountered in

this work, due to this ratio of depth to span, and also to

the fact that the girders are practically continuous over the

supports.

The information mostly sought in these tests was the unit

stress in the steel, due to the total loads on the structure,

including impact, as this information is of fundamental im-

portance in the design of similar structures. On account of

the great depth of span compared with its length, and the

partial continuity of the beam over the supports, which had

been only partly relied on in the design, the unit stresses in

the steel were low and the consequent distortions were so small

that errors of the smallest magnitude affected the results

by large percentages. On account of this, the results as a

whole are somewhat unsatisfactory, but are thought worthy

of publication in order to mark out a little progress in the

subject and save others from traversing the same ground.
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Flg. 1. Test Train.

Table 1 gives most of the important results of the tests.

The following is a description of the manner in which these

results were obtained: The test train, shown in Fig. 1, con-

sisting of the railway company's class A-2 engine, one gondola

car, loaded with sand, and a caboose, was used for making

the test. The trestle spans were designed for an E-50 load-

ing, but the above train was equivalent only to about E-35

loading. An engine class A-2 was selected because in this

type, which is a four-cylinder compound, the unbalanced

weights on the drivers are rather excessive and were ex-

pected to produce greater impact than other classes of loco-

motives. A marker was placed on one driver so 'that the

location of the counter-weight might be determined for the

various runs.

Table I. Summary of Results, Showing Percentage of Impact.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Extensometer Extensometer Extensometer Extensometer
Speed No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12.

m. p. h. Engine. Car. Engine. Car. Engine. Car. Engine. Car.
Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per

8 Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent.
20 16 11 14 25 15 54 18 32
45 * 16 32 14 31 18 24 20 21

50 33 32 36 40 33 24 45 27

60 41 38 46 31 42 39 54 27

21 14 29 19 15 42 12 18

63.5 38 46 27 87 18 30 33 18

The four extensometers and the deflectometer used in the

tests were loaned by the University of Wisconsin. The tests

were conducted in a manner similar to those made by the

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way As-
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sociation. (See Bulletin No. 125, American Railway En-

gineering and Maintenance of Way Association, .July, 1910.)

The four extensometers were attached to the bars, which

had been built into the girder, so as to project a short dis-

tance, as shown in Fig. 2. One extensometer was located on

the side of each girder. The projecting bars are located

in the same plane as the lowest reinforcing steel in the

girders, so that the deformations measured were the actual

deformations of the steel reinforcement. The deflectometer

was attached near the center of one of the girders. The de-

flections were so slight, however, that no records of any

value were obtained from this instrument, consequently no

results from it are mentioned in this report.
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Fig. 2. American Plan of Bridge.

In Fig. 5 are shown some diagrams obtained from the ex-

tensometer to a scale enlarged two times. The "ordinates

measured," which are shown in column 2 of table 2, were ob-

tained from these diagrams by scaling on the diagram the

distance between the curve and a base line drawn to connect

the zero stress ends of the curves. An examination of these

diagrams shows the presence of some lost motion, due either

to the projecting bar, or to the imperfection of the extenso-

meter. On account of the small amount of the distortions,

this lost motion, if not corrected, would introduce a substan-

tial error. The amount of this lost motion was determined

as follows:

A theoretical investigation of the properties of the section

of the spans tested, comprising the girders, floor slab and
parapet, showed that if all were assumed to act together, the

section has a resisting moment in inch-pounds of 1,081 times

the unit stress in the steel in the lower portion of the beam.

For the test train this gives a unit stress in the reinforcing

steel of but 680 lbs. per square inch, and 65 lbs. per square

inch tension in the concrete at the top of the parapet wall

over the piers. On this same assumption, for a full E-50

loading, impact and dead load, the corresponding stresses are

3,960 lbs. per square inch in the steel and 344 lbs. in the

13'— 0'

concrete. Since this bridge has never in its lifetime been
loaded to this amount, it seems justifiable to assume that the

concrete on the tension side has never been ruptured, and
therefore that the entire section acts effectively to resist

bending.

Using the above assumptions, there is shown in the 4th

and 5th columns of table 3 the calculated stress in the steel

for the test train with its corresponding ordinates. These
ordinates were assumed to be correct for static loads.

Table II.

Extensometer No. 9.

J^^ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Speed Ordinate Ordinate Static Excess Excess
m. p. h. Mea.sured, Corrected, Corrected, Over Static, Impact,

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Per Cent
8 0.012 0.073 0.073

20 0.024 0.085 0.073 0.012 16
45 0.024 0.085 0.073 0.012 16
50 0.036 0.097 0.073 0.024 33
60 0.042 0.103 0.073 0.030 41
21 0.022 0.083 0.073 0.010 14
63.5 0.040 0.101 0.073 0.028 38

It is reasonable to assume that the error of lost motion
mentioned is a constant, and that it affects all of the "ordi-

nates measured," column 2, table 2, by the same amount.
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Fig. 3. Location of Extensometers and Position of Coun-

terbalances.

If these "ordinates measured" contain a constant error, this

constant error will be eliminated whenever we are consider-

ing the differences between two "measured ordinates." Now
it is known that for speeds of 8 miles per hour the impact

is practically nothing, and that the difference between "meas-

ured ordinate" for 8 miles per hour and the "measured or-

dinate" for 20 miles per hour gives the increase in ordinate,

due to impact at 20 miles per hour. The difference between

the "measured ordinates" for speed of 8 miles per hour and

M3~~0^ MUD"
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tho "ineaBured ordiiiatoa" for speed ol' 20 iiiilos por hour in

table 2 Is .012. This diff(>rtMU>e. divided by Ibc total calculated

ordinate for instrument No. 9 in colunin .'i. table ;!, is .2, which,

if our assiiniplions are right, would show an impact of 20 per

<!ent. for a speed of 20 miles per hour. The value of 20 per

cent, just calculated was obtained from a reading of only

one instrument, extensometer No. 9. The records of two

other instruments, not shown, give values of 1.^) per cent, and

18 per cent. The values given by the 4th instrument are

divergent, but can be accounted for by the irregular char-

acter of the quantity measured. Of these values, an impact

of 15 per cent, was selected because it agrees in a reason-

nble way with the values obtained for a speed of 20 miles

per hour in a large number of e.xperiments on steel struc-

tures. (Bulletin No. 125, previously quoted.) When the im-

Table III.

Extensometer. Calculated Stresses . Static Ordinates.
(1) (2) (3) "Corrected."
No. of Length of (4) (5) (6) (7)
Exten- Lever Rod "L," Stress, Ordinate, Ordinate Stress,
someter. Ratio. Feet. Pounds. Inches. Inches. Pounds.

9 47.0 4.38 680 0.059 0.073 840
10 47.2 4.40 680 0.059 0.073 840
H 52.5 4.35 . 680 0.066 0.067 690
12 48.5 4.25 680 0.061 0.133 1,480

pact for 20 miles per hour has been determined, it is an easy

matter to make an approximation of the lost motion and to

correct the "measured ordinate" by the calculated lost mo-
tion, so as to obtain the values in the third column of table

2, called "ordinate corrected." This "ordinate corrected" is

obtained by the following equation, in which, in the first

member of the equation, "a" is the corrected ordinate, and
where values in the second member of the equation are the

second, sixth and first items in column 2 of table 2:

115 per cent, a— 100 per cent, a =1/2 (.024 _|_ .022) — .12

15 per cent, a= .011

a =: .073

From the above we get "calculated ordinate" for speed of

8 miles per hour, .073. "Measured ordinate" for speed of 8

miles per hour is .012, in the second column of table 2. Their

difference is the constant error, .073— .012 = .061. If the

constant error thus determined is added to the "measured
ordinates" in column 2, table 2, we obtain column 3, table

2, marked "ordinate corrected."

The difference between the ordinates corrected of column
3, table 2, and the "static corrected," column 4, is the "ex-

cels over static," column 5. The values in column 5, divided

EXTENSOMETER NO. 9

by llie values in column 4, give tho percentage of impact,

colunin (i.

Column (> of table 2 is the 2nd column of table 1. The
other columns of the "Summary of Results," table 1, were

obtained in same manner from tables similar to tal)le 2,

but not shown in this report. The "corrected static ordinates"

for the extensometers 10, 11 and 12, obtained in a similar

manner to extensometer No. 9 of table 2, are shown in the

Cth column of table 3, where they are compared with the

calculated ordinate shown in the 5th column of the same
table. Considering the small quantities involved, the agree-

ment is fair and seems to justify the assumptions made.

Incidentally table 3 shows that the structure does not re-

ceive anything like the stresses for which it was designed.

The longitudinal joint "c," Fig. 4, between the slab and the

parapet wall, which it was thought inadvisable to count in

the design for transmitting longitudinal shear, seems to be

entirely effective for that purpose, making the -entire span

a monolith, and suggests that possibly the design of the

parapet walls of similar slabs might be modified so that there

might be no doubt as to the ability to carry the stresses,

which they unquestionably receive.

The location of the counter-balances on the locomotives in

their lowest position with regard to the center of the span

is shown by diagram in Fig. 3 for two runs. These runs

are typical of the others, and from them it does not seem
that the location of the counter-weight in its lowest position

with regard to the center of the span had influenced particu-

larly the amount of impact obtained. However, as the structure

consists of five spans fully continuous and integral with the

piers, it is hardly expected that the effect of the counter-

weights would be as clearly defined as in simple spans, al-

though the unbalanced weights may be just as effective in

producing impact, especially if the span had been the ordinary

shallow slab, not built in place.

As shown in table 1, the maximum impact obtained under
the engine was between 50 and 60 per cent., although the

number of observations made was hardly sufficient to warrant
the conclusions that no higher values might be expected.

As a fund of definite information on this subject is of

economic value in the design of reinforced concrete struc-

tures, the subject seems to be worthy of further study and
investigation, and Mr. Loweth has at present in mind some
further tests to be made on shallower and longer spans, if

possible.

#REC.'^S-aOM.PH.

REC*I0-45M.PH

-^^^^^**^ REC. 11-50 M.PH.

REC.'*'l2"6QM.PH.

RE9 <5-63.5M.PH.

Fig. 5. Extensometer Diagrams.
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Hammel, W. A., Asst. Eng., A. B. & A. R. R., Atlanta, Ga.

Hawk, A. T., Architect, Rock Island Lines, Chicago, 111.

Hoyt, C. B., Supt. Tr., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Bellevue, O.

Hynes, M. V., Div. Eng., C. H. & D. Ry., Dayton, Ohio.

Johnson, J. M., Prest., L. B. & I. Co., Louisville, Ky.

Kinsman, A. M., Cons. Eng., B. & 0. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Markley, A. S., Master Carpenter, C. & E. I. R. R., Danville,

111.

Michel, Wm., Ch. Eng., Hocking Valley R. R., Columbus, O.

Milburn, J. H., Ch. Draftsman, B. & 0. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Ogden, William, Asst. Div. Eng., P. M. R. R., Saginaw, Mich.

Palmer, G. P., Div. Eng., B. & O., Chicago Terminal R. R.,

Chicago, 111.

Roach, J. H., Div. Eng., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Cleveland, 0.

Sellew, W. H., Prin. Asst. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.

Shillinger, J. G., Eng. M. of W., C, C, C. & St. L. Ry.,

Gallon, O.

Smith, E. v., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Cleveland, O.

Smith, F. W., Const. Eng., C, C, C. & St. L. Ry., Cincinnati.

Smith, J. E., Instr. C. E., University of 111., Urbana, 111.

Spell, W. A., Draft, and Eng. Tests, A., B. & A. R. R., At-

lanta, Ga.

Stimson, F. J., Div. Eng., G. R. & I. R. R., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

Stocker, J. A., Ch. Eng., Toledo & Ohio Cent. Ry., Colum-

bus, 0.

Stone, A. H., Office Eng., Kansas City Term. Ry., Kansas

City, Mo.

Storey, W. B., Jr., Vice-President, Santa Fe System, Chicago.

Tinker, G. H., Br. Eng., N. Y. C. & St. L. Ry., Cleveland, O.

Wadsworth, Geo. R., Cleveland, 0.

Walker, G. M., Jr., Asst. Eng., K. C. T. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.

Webb, G. H., Ch. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.

Young, E. C, Supv., N. Y., P. & N. R. R., Cape Charles, Va.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Cherrington, F. W., Mgr., Timber Pres. Indian Refining Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Curtis, N. P., Inst. Ry. Eng., Univ. Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
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It has been decided that no space for the 1912 exhibit

will be given out by the secretary or by the executive

committee of the Railway Appliances Association before the

first day of November, 1911.

One exhibit that is attracting attention from railway men
are the four sample boards of lead covered "Okonite" signal

cables. These boards show the 139 different styles of cable

recently manufactured by The Okonite Company, New York,

for a large railway terminal in Chicago.

Visitors to the exhibit of the Adams & Westlake Company,

Chicago, have been much interested in the significance of

the "flush" over the south entrance to the spaces. The

"flush" appears on the face of one of the standard engine

indicating lamps made by this company, which forms a small

part of its exhibit of standard and special railway lamps and

lanterns.

The exhibit of the Universal Metallic Tie Company, Salt

Lake City, Utah, at Booth 207 in the Coliseum, in charge

of J. W. Johnson, secretary, and B. S. Rupp, manager of

contracts and construction, is attracting much attention

from railway men. The features of the Universal Metallic

Include the absence of spikes, tie plates, rail anchors and

rail braces. These ties are now in service in Chicago In

the main line of the Santa Fe, near Twenty-first street, and

in the line of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, near

Western avenue, where they may be seen by visiting engi-

neers.

Methods of instruction in signal departments are receiving

the attenticn of signal engineers pretty generally throughout

the country, especially since signaling has come to occupy

such an important position in railway operation; and many

signal engineers are turning their attention to improvements

in the methods of instructing their signalmen, or to establish-

ing systems of instruction where none has been in use before.

One of the signal companies has anticipated this in a nice way

by getting up sets of model signals which can be used for

instruction purposes, and is showing these signals at the

Coliseum.

The following completes the list of exhibits published

in The Daily of March 21:

Andresen-Evans Company. Chicago, 111.—Grab buckets.

Represented by D. J. Evans, R. B. Randall, F. V. Carroll and

F. E. Mather. Space 215A.

Columbia Nut & Bolt Company, Bridgeport, Conn.—Lock

Nuts. Fred Atwater, H. N. Powers and J. N. Eipper. Space 19.

M. & S. Steel Company, Munhall, Pa.—Steel tie. Repre-

sented by W. W. Mechling. Space 171A.

Williams Company, G. H., Cleveland, Ohio.—Grab buckets.

Represented by G, H. Williams. Space 112.

The Hobart-AUfree Company, Chicago, space 17, is showing

its standard derailers, the FVeeland mechanical-throw, and the

Smyth hand-throw. These derailers are made with a lip

which fits over the head of the rail, taking all the side

thrusts caused by a derailment and relieving the supporting

brackets of the strain which would otherwise be put upon

them. The derailing blocks which fit ever the rail are speci-

ally designed for effective work. The Smyth derailers, which

are operated by hand, vary from four ft. to 20 in. in the

length of the derailing block, while the type of Freeland de-

railers, which is for operation by hand, is made in one model

only, 2 ft. 8 in. long. The Freeland types designed for

mechanical throw are furnished in three models which have
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the sanio {^euonil design, bill vary in tlio loiigUis ol' the de

railliiB blocks. The company has recently had its derailers

tested on a number of Eastern lines, and reports that the

tests have been successful in every case. One road in par-

ticular has tested these devices with a view to their adoption

as standard; and it was announced to the members of the

company in charge of the exhibit that the tests have been

exceedingly satisfactory. The derailers also have many
friends in the West, and their use in that part of the country

Is constantly on the increase. The Hobart-Allfree Company
is represented iu the East by the L.. S. Brach Supply Com-

pany, New York, which reports a very satisfactory business

in the derailers.

The question of securely anchoring rails so as to prevent

their longitudinal creeping, especially at crossings, switches,

and in and about interlocking plants, is one of great im-

portance to both the maintenance of way engineer and the

signal engineer, and inventors have been almost as prolific

along this line as in devising nut locks. Many good rail

anchors are now on the market, and it would seem that

most of them are now on exhibition at the Coliseum. At

any rate the "old reliables" which have been giving good

service for a long time are there, and there are some others

which are newer, perhaps, but nevertheless are built upon

such good principles and are so ingenious in their con-

struction that they would seem to be worthy competitors of

the older types.

The development of the caustic soda primary battery is a

matter of only a comparatively few years; but this type of

cell has been brought up to such a high standard of eflBciency

and is now applicable to so many conditions that it can be

considered as practically perfected. It is interesting to

look back over the different stages through which the prim-

ary cell has passed in its very rapid growth. The Edison

Manufacturing Company, Orange, N. J., has a very effective

representation of this remarkable development in its ex-

hibit, space 151, in which are shown sample plates of every

type that this company has ever manufactured during the

evolution of its cell, together with a full line of the latest

types. The exhibit is in charge of E. E. Hudson, F. W.
Brown, F. J. Lepreau and Phil. Garrity.

STYLE C ELECTRIC SWITCH-AND-LOCK MOVEMENT.

The style C electric switch and lock movement, made by

the Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., re-

quires small space, is entirely enclosed in a cast-iron box,

and can be secured to three ties of ordinary spacing. The
slide bar and escapement crank are similar to the standard

mechanical switch-and-lock movement, except that the es-

capement crank has arms of equal length. The movement
Is driven by a motor through a train of reduction gears and

a screw shaft and floating nut. The signal circuit controller

depends not alone upon the position of the movement, but

also on the correct position of the points themselves, the

lower contacts being mechanically connected to the switch

point so that the opening of the switch one-eighth of an

Inch will break all of the signal circuits.

THE CRANE COMPANY'S EXHIBIT.

The exhibit of valves, which the Crane Company, Chicago,

has in space 146 at the Coliseum, is something which every

railway man engaged in work where such products are re-

quired should make it a point to see. There are valves for

almost every conceivable purpose connected with railway

operation, including locomotive blow-off valves, operable

from the cab at any time whether the engine is runnig or

standing still, hose valves warranted never to leak, hydraulic

valves for pressures up to 2,500 lbs., locouK-tives pop valves,

creosoting valves, motor-operated gate valves, improved pop

safety valves for all kinds of steam boilers, and still other

types for many different purposes. The exhibit also includes

pipes and pipe-bends, and a working model of the Cranetilt

direct-return and non-return steam traps. The exhibit is in

charge of F. D. Fenn, manager of the railroad sales depart-

ment; S. B. Sabln, manager of the specialty department, and

.1 V. Jordan.

WHARTON TRACK WORK.

The exhibit of Wm. Wharton Jr. & Co., Inc., Philadel-

phia, Pa., includes a solid manganese steel single frog, in

addition to manganese steel center frogs of different types.

One of the frogs of the latter type was in the track under

service for a number of years and then restored to a con-

dition as good as new. There is also a Wharton railway

switch of improved type, besides a manganese steel-faced

guard rail, switch stands, the company's new rail anchor,

the Wharton guard rail clamp and models of movable point

crossings, with manganese steel parts, etc.

One of the recent jobs made entirely out of manganese

steel that the Wharton company has turned out is a solid

manganese steel double crossover, which was made for the

Central of New Jersey. Unfortunately, circumstances were

such that it was necessary to install this piece of work
immediately upon completion, making it impossible to ex-

hibit even a part of it, but photographs and prints in the

Wharton space will give an idea of the extent of the job

and the size of the manganese steel castings. The com-

pany claims that this is the first job of the kind ever at-

tempted by any manufacturer on account of the diflSculty in

making castings of the size required. The Wharton com-

pany occupies spaces 9, 10, 27, 28 and 29.

A STEEL TIE AND FASTENINGS.

The American Railway Steel Tie Company, Harrisburg, Pa.,

is showing, in spaces 220 and 221, a variety of improved

fastenings for steel and wood ties, and a steel tie which is one

of the most interesting, to say the least, of the many improved

ties now on the market. The fastenings are designed to pre-

vent the mechanical wear or abrasion of the ties under the

rails, and they embody a plate which is placed between the

rail and the tie, and adjustable clips or clamps which

hold the plate to the base of the rail. These clips are held

to the plates in such a way that there is no tendency for

them to work loose. In other words, when they are once

in place they "stay put." They furnish an adjustment by

which it is possible to keep the rails to gauge at all times,

and also to avoid the destructive effects of spikes when

they are used with wooden ties. The steel tie made by this

company consists of a steel shell with flanges so arranged

that it is perfectly feasible to tamp the tie properly, as the

round corners make it easy for the tamping bar to get under-

neath the body of the tie. The shell is filled with a mixture

of asphalt and stone. These ties are provided with the

adjustable clips and locking plates. They are made in the

standard length, and the weight of the tie complete, when

filled with this mixture, is about 600 lbs. Maintenance of

way engineers cannot fail to be impressed with the fact that

the type of construction offered by this tie gives many advan-

tages of strength and solidity which cannot be secured with

wooden ties. If it is desirable, however, to use wooden

ties, the adjustable clips and locking plates furnish a way to

do this and still make the ties last much longer than they
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would if the ordinary spikes were used. The exhibit is being tied in to the stringer by means of metal flashing driven

•conducted under the direction of John G. Snyder, vice-presi-

dent of the company.

WATERPROOFING WORK IN THE CHICAGO & NORTH
WESTERN TRAIN SHED AT CHICAGO.

The accompanying cuts show the train shed of the Chi-

cago & North Western at Chicago, while waterproofing work

was in progress, and a cross section of the track construc-

tion and the method of waterproofing along the wooden

stringer carrying the rail.

In the cut of the train shed, the rock asphalt layers are

shown in the act of placing the mastic wearing surface on

the concrete platforms. In a similar manner, mastic pro-

tection was placed over the waterproof membrane between

rails, as defined in the cut of the cross-section. The mastic

was carried up to within 1% in. of the stringer and an

opening provided by means of oiled strips which were re-

moved after the mastic hardened and the opening them
filled with Sarco No. 6 waterproofing, which provided a

seal along the wood stringer.

The critical point in this waterproofing work was natur-

ally along the edge of the stringer. While the stringer

rested directly on a longtitudinal girder which was as solid

a foundation as was possible, it was expected that there

would be a slight weave throughout the length of the

stringer from engine loads; so to provide against the

slightest hair crack, it was deemed necessary to keep the

mastic protection away from the wood and introduce ani

elastic and adhesive seal which would follow the slight

movement in the stringer without opening up. As there

^•dn»

Track Construction and Method of Waterproofing.

were nearly 60,000 lineal I'eet all told, or nearly 12 miles

of this construction Involved, the possibility of leakage

was enormous. Not satisfied even with this precaution, and

to make assurance doubly sure, the waterproof membrane,

which in this case consisted of Sarco No. 6 waterproofing

reinforced with open mesh burlap in three-i)ly, was securely

into the wood. This metal flashing was held firmly in po-

sition by the friction of the wood on the driven leg of the

flashing, and still further secured by 1% in. wood drive-

screws spaced 12 in. on centers. This provides an effec-

Waterproofing the Chicago & North Western Train Shed,
Chicago.

tive mechanical seal and, along with the natural seal pro-

vided by the Sarco No. 6 waterproofing, effectively prevents

any water working down along the sides of the stringer.

The cast iron pockets for the hook bolts which were set

in the concrete flush with the top flange of the girder, were

filled completely with Sarco No. 6 waterproofing, which

was poured into the bolt holes and worked its way down
along the bolts, thoroughly sealing up these openings and

at the same time affording protection to the metal.

While the general method of waterproofing construction

employed in this work is well known and practically

standardized by its extensive use on many railways, the

construction details were entirely new and original and

were developed by the railway and waterproofing depart-

ment of the Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co., Chicago,

ospecially to meet the difficult conditions imposed.

POND SASH OPERATING DEVICE.

The cuts illustrate the interior view of one side of the

monitor on Deere & Co.'s forge shop at Moline, 111., on

which the Pond operating device and Pond continuous

sash were used. The Pond truss is a new type, designed

particularly for lighting and ventilating forge shops and

foundry buildings. It is used on buildings .50 ft. to 170

ft. wide, of single monitor construction. Each side of

the monitor is equipped with two lines of vertical and

two lines of sash, inclined 30 degrees, as shown. As the

center line of columns in the building and the roof of

monitor slopes toward the center to down-spouts which

attach to the main column, this form of construction de-

flects the gases toward the sash, and the height of the

building provides better ventilation and ideal lighting con-

ditions. On account of the heavy load of sash on the

sloping section of the monitor, spirals are used to offset
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the varying \oi\(i, as illustrated, exactly couiiteibalaucinK

the varying load of sash. Large photographs and complete

details arc shown in Space r)4 at the Coliseum, fully illus-

trating tlie lifts and other installations of Liipton steel sash,

Pond continuous sash. Pond operaling device and Lupton

Pond Operating Device and Pond Continuous Sash.
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Pond Continuous Sash and Operating Device.

rolled steel skylights, manufactured exclusively by David

Lupton's Sons Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

AMERICAN INGOT IRON CULVERTS.

On the electric railway being built from Kansas City,

Mo., to St. Louis one of the most serious problems con-

fronting the engineers in charge was the culvert proposi-

tion. A series of exhaustive tests were made on all forms

of culvert corstruction and the results obtained from these

tests justified the engineers in recommending the use of

American ingot iron corrugated culverts for the entire

work.

The cuts herewith show one of the severe service tests

made on this form of culvert construction. Fig, 1 shows

a 36-in. pipe and a 48-in. pipe lying side by side and

placed directly under the ties. This, of course, is a more

severe condition ilian the culverts would encounter in

iictual service; l)ul it i)roved conclusively the strength of

this form of culvert construction. Fig. 2 shows a 90-ton

engine placed directly over these culverts. The deflection

was less than % in. This test convinced the engineers

of the strength of these culverts.

By carefully analyzing the plates used in the construc-

tion of these corrugated culverts, it was found they were

Fig. 1. American Ingot Iron Culverts in Loose Sand, for

Test. St. Louis-Kansas City Electric Railroad.

made from iron which is almost chemically pure, the

analysis being as follows: Sulphur, .019 per cent.; phos-

phorus, .005 per cent.; carbon, .015 per cent.; manganece,

trace; silicon, trace. Material of that composition will

last a lifetime.

In consideration of the excellent results obtained in both

Fig. 2. St. Louis-Kansas City Electric Railroad Test of

American Ingot Iron Culverts.

the strength and chemical tests, the St. Louis-Kansas City-

Electric Railroad has decided to use American ingot iron

culverts for all its culverts, ranging from 12 in. to 48

in., inclusive. The actual order placed amounted to over

30,000 ft. of culvert pipe. The engineers in charge highly

recommended American ingot iron culverts because they

are strong, durable and easy to install, and, last, but by

no means least, they reduce the cost of construction.

SOME CAUSES OF CREEPING RAILS AND ONE METHOD
OF MEETING THEM.

Creeping rail, due to the constantly increasing weight of

locomotives and rolling stock and the increasing speed and

weight of trains out of proportion to the progress in road-

bed and track construction, is met with in various forms.

The most common instances are where heavy loads are

running down grades of over 0.5 per cent. On these

grades, heavy freights are constantly applying and reapply-

ing brakes, which, in addition to the usual wave motion
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of the rail, constantly grips the track and tends to drag it

along with the train.

Curved track is another fertile source of creeping. Curves

cannot be elevated to suit varying speeds, but must be

adjusted for a speed between high and low. The result

is that high speed trains grip the high rail tightly in tak-

ing the curve and have a tendency to draw the rail along

with them. If a freight takes the curve at low speed, the

tendency is to throw the weight on the low rail. Obser-

vation indicates that in most instances the high rail is

affected a great deal more than the low.

Soft or swampy roadbed is probably the worst cause of

creeping that a track man has to face. The train in

passing over such a spot catches the excessive wave motion

in the rail caused by the soft substructure at the highest

point of the wave. This will force level and tangent track

to slide more rapidly than on severe grades. Bridges and

trestles often may also be considered in the same class

as soft substructure, but here we have the added obstacle

B9ltless P. & M. Anti-Rail Creeper in Position on Rail.

in the fact that the rail is very seldom spiked at the angle

bars, which are left free to slide as they will. ThisT it

is evident, is very troublesome in cases of draw bridges.

As soon as the track creeps, proper expansion spaces

are lost, resulting later in kinks. With angle bars spiked

in the slots and with broken joints, the joint ends of the

joint ties are dragged off the tamped ballast, causing a

low joint and even breaking a joint; the gage is distorted,

spikes are sheared, and switches, frogs, crossings and inter-

locking connections are thrown completely out of line.

Such a case of heavy creeping is shown in one of the

accompanying illustrations.

Within the last four years there has been developed a

two-piece boltless anti-rail creeper. This is the P. & M.

The quantity of these anti-rail creepers applied varies

with conditions; generally four to a rail is sufficient, and

in some cases two to a rail. Extreme conditions, however,

demand extreme remedies, and applications as high as 12

and 16 to a rail have been made in which the use of this

device has saved its cost sometimes in six months and
frequently in a year and a half.

The best practice in applying anchors where broken
joints are used is to spike the angle bar in its slots and

Joints Driven Out of Place by Creeping Rails.

then apply the creepers on the opposite ends of the joint

ties, which must then be forced bodily through the bal-

last. There can be no skewing and the tie moves with much
more difficulty than if it were free at one end and spiked

to the joint at the other. Where four anchors are desired,

the other two are placed at quarters of the rail. Where

Two P. & M. Anti-Rail Creepers at the Quarters of the Rail.

additional quantities are desired per rail, they are dis-

tributed evenly along the rail length and the opposite ends

of the ties are also anchored on the rail.

The P. & M. Company, Chicago, which markets this de-

vice, was formerly the Railway Specialty & Supply Com-
pany. Its interest in the device does not cease when the
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sale is nuulo. An (.'llhiiMii (•^^|l^s oi iiisUuclors luul iu-

spoclors is iiuiiiilaiiicMl at (ho company's expense, and these

men are constantly on the road. It is their duty to see

that the customers of the P. & M. Company get all pos-

sible benefit that they should got from the device. They

instruct new men in its apiilication, they see that the de-

vice fits properly and is manufactured of proper material

and is the proper design. They see that the railway com-

pany applies the proper number of anti-rail creepers, not

too many where the creeping is not severe and not too

few where the creeping is too severe. The road may lose

many of the benefits this device offers by trying to apply

too few where conditions are severe. To put all the creep-

ing pressure against one tie will cause that tie to move
more easily than if the creeping pressure were distributed

over several ties. Creeping pressure may even be severe

enough to break the device where only one creeper is ap-

plied, whereas the application of two or four would do

away with all breakage, properly distribute the creeping

pressure and save the railway the cost of the device in

a very short tim?.

The P. & M. Company has just issued Bulletin T-2111,

describing the latest and most economical means of ap-

plying the P. & M. anti-rail creeper. This bulletin is issued

annually and by a liberal use of half-tones shows in detail

the proper way of handling the anchor. A complete exhibit

of full size anchors on the rail, as well as many large pho-

tographs of the device in track at various points in this

country, may be seen at Space 123 at the Coliseum.

SCHERZER ROLLING LIFT BRIDGE FOR BALTIMORE &
OHIO AT CLEVELAND.

The Baltimore & Ohio has just finished and placed in

service a long span bascule bridge of the Scherzer type

at its crossing of the Cuyahoga river at Cleveland, known

as bridge No. 402. The new bridge, which is a single

loat double track sii iictiiic, icplaces a single track center

pier swing bridge.

Competitive designs and proposals were called for in

the summer of 1909 and the contract was awarded to the

Pennsylvania Steel (Company in July of that year on the

design submitted by the Scherzer Rolling I..it't Bridge Com-
pany.

The outline of the structure is in accordance with the

Scherzer standard design of single leaf through truss rail-

road bridge, having an inclined top chord from the counter-

weight box to the front end post. The moving span is

200 ft. long center to center of bearings, being the longest

double track single leaf bascule bridge in the world. It

is only exceeded in length by the 230 ft. span single track

single leaf bridge of the Scherzer type built for the same
railway at Cleveland in 1907. The trusses are spaced 30

ft. center to center, with a depth at the main post of 53

ft. and 30 ft. at the front post. In the third panel from

the front end the depth of stringers is reduced 12 in. to

provide that amount of additional underneath clearance

for small water traffic. The moving span is counter-

weighted by plain concrete, with an average unit weight of

146 lbs. per cubic foot. The concrete is carried In a box

of steel plates running across between the trusses and

in wings in the plane of each truss. This method of coun-

terweighting makes the counterweight an economical fixed

part of the moving leaf and provides a very rigid bracing

between the trusses, the entire leaf, both steel and coun-

terweight, being one simple and substantia] structure, with-

out trunnions or flexible connections.

The bridge is operated by two alternating current elec-

tric motors, having a rated capacity of 75 h. p. each. The
motors are placed on the moving leaf on a machinery plat-

form in front of the counterweight box. The power of the

motors is applied through simple gearing to shafts pass-

ing through each truss of the moving leaf at the center

of roll, this point moving in the operation of the bridge

Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge for the Baltimore & Ohio at Cleveland.
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in a line parallel with the top surface of the track plates

upon which the bridge rolls. Pinions attached to these

shafts engage with racks placed on fixed rack supports

outside of the plane of the trusses. The simplicity of

this method of operation is one of the particular merits of

the Scherzer type of construction. As the bridge is in

balance in all positions, the power required for operation

is slight, but a small part of the capacity of the motors

being required under ordinary conditions. The machinery

is designed so that the bridge can be operated by hand

power, should the current be cut off or the electric equip-

ment be out of service, by driving the pinons by means
of chains passing over sprocket wheels on the shafts. The
operating machinery is interlocked with the fx'ont lock

holding the bridge in the closed position and with the

railroad signals, so that the front lock cannot be with-

drawn and the bridge operated until the proper railroad

signals are set.

The operation of the bridge is controlled by a controller

for each motor placed in the operator's house, the two

controllers being so connected that they may be operated

together. The operator's house, in addition to devices for

the control of the electric operation of the bridge, contains

indicators which show to the operator, both day and night,

all positions of the bridge during operation.

The entire structure was designed and built under the

supervision of W. S. Bouton, engineer of bridges of the

railway. The design of the bascule span was prepared by

the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Company, Chicago, Albert

H, Scherzer, president and chief engineer, the steel work
being fabricated and erected by the Pennsylvania Steel

Company, Steelton, Pa., Thomas Earle, superintendent.

for use in redriving. The claws of the Economy bar come
"rights and lefts," and are furnished in pairs. They weigh

ECONOMY CLAW BAR.

The Economy claw bar, illustrated herewith, is made by

the Economy Separable Switch Point Company, Louisville,

Ky. Fig. 1 shows the parts, and Fig. 2 the bar complete.

This claw bar is made of a high grade of steel and the claws

are forged separately, insuring a more perfect contour than

2% lbs. each, so that they can be readily carried, and thus

allow the section man to insert a new one if the bar is broken.

POSITIVE RAIL ANCHOR.

The Positive rail anchor and tie plate is here shown
with the rail removed so as to illustrate more clearly the

tie plate feature. Fig. 1 showing a top view and Fig. 2

Fifl. 1.

is possible when the bar is forged as a whole. The perfec- the bottom view. Attention is directed to the wedging

tion of contour enables section men to fasten the claws to jaw, which utilizes the wedge shape of the base of the rail

a spike head quickly and certainly, and the shape is such instead of gripping the edge of rail base, as is the usual

that the spike is pulled without bending, thereby saving it method in other rail anchors oi anti-creepers. It is made
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to lit any rail soctiou and coiiihiiies in a singlo piece a
positive rail anchor and tie plate lor koei)ing rails from
turning over, creeping or spreading, even on heavy curves.

The plate is made by the Marion Malleable Iron Works,
Marion, Ind. The omce of secretary and treasurer of the

Positive Rail Anchor Company is in the same city.

THE INFLUENCE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION ON FAC-
TORY COSTS.

By Henry W. Dakin.

[Mr. Dakin is secretary-treasurer of the Detroit Steel Prod-
ucts Company, Detroit, Mich., maker of Fenestra solid steel

window sash.]

The influence of light and air on health is now well under-
stood. No man can do his work efficiently in an ill-lighted

and ill-ventilated shop. Accuracy and speed require, not only
knowledge and skill, but proper conditions under which to

labor. In practically all manufacturing institutions it is well

known that the day shift turns out more work and better

work than the night shift. In many parts of the country
the heads of large manufacturing concerns are awakening
to the fact that to get the most work out of their men they
must provide working conditions under which they can get

the full benefit of the life-giving rays of the sun, and several

well-known factories have lately been rebuilt, changing the

form of construction from brick walls and wooden sash to

steel construction with steel sash.

Records relating to the efficiency of men working under
the two kinds of construction show clearly the good effect

of daylight construction and in every instance the factory

costs have been lowered since the occupation of the new
buildings. For example, under the old conditions the average
number of parts turned out by a man for six months was 52,

and in the new factory the average was 74 a day. This in-

crease was made by the same man with the same machine
making the same kind of parts, and the increased production

was the result of working under new conditions. In day-

light factories men can see over and under their work and
all sides of it in its true light. This of itself has a tendency
to increase the rate of production.

It is essential that steel-constructed factories with large

window space, be fireproof, and the steel window sash has
made this possible. Solid steel window sash properly made
will resist fire until the wire glass has melted away from it,

and it will stop the spread of fire in a group of factory build-

ings, where wooden sash would soon burn out, allowing the

glass to fall and permitting the flames to penetrate the in-

terior of the building. This fact was clearly demonstrated
a short time ago at a fire of the Vera Chemical Works at

Stoneham, Mass. The fire started in a wooden shed in which

2,000 barrels of rosin were stored. Adjacent to this shed

was a small building fitted with solid steel window sash. Al-

though the fiames and smoke from the burning rosin com-

pletely enveloped this building for hours and all hope of

saving it was abandoned, little damage was done excepting

the melting of a few panes of glass. The contents of the

building was not damaged in the least.

KALAMAZOO MOTOR CAR.

With the increase in attention being given to the use

of motor cars for section forces by maintenance of way and
operating men in general, the Kalamazoo motor car, shown
by the Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo,
Mich., at spaces 23, 24 and 25, in the Coliseum, is of par-

ticular interest.

The engine of this car is an air-cooled 2-cylinder horizontal

engine of the reversible 4-cycle type. It is a long-stroke

engine, with the resulting greater efficiency. The air-cooling

is aided by the radiating flanges running lengthwise of the

cylinders, increasing the cooling service three times, and
also by the use of an auxiliary exhaust port, which relieves

the cylinder of at least 60 per cent, of the heat left in the

gases at the end of the firing stroke, and, in turn, relieves

the main exhaust valves from the high temperature of these

waste gases.

The engine is complete in itself and independent of the

car body. The cylinders are bolted rigidly to a base con-

taining the crank and cam shafts. All valve mechanism is

part of this same unit. The transmission consists of cut

steel gearing, the ratio of which can be changed to suit de-

mands, enabling the purchaser to determine the speed at

which his cars can be run. The car can be run at the

same speed in both directions.

In designing this car special care was taken to see that

Kalamazoo Motor Car for Section Forces.

all parts requiring attention could be easily reached from

the car platform. By the removal of four bolts the entire

body of the car can be removed, leaving the engine and

running gear exposed. The controlling levers, switch and

battery box are so arranged that they can be locked when
the car is not in service.

HUNDRED PER CENT. RAIL JOINT.

The Hundred Per Cent, joint is designed to provide a maxi-

mum area of section economically distributed and a depth of

girder sufficient to bring its carrying capacity up to that of

the rail it unites, in the belief that the weakness of the

ordinary angle bar and the base plate joints is largely due

to their limited girder depth. The girder depth of this joint

is obtained by an inwardly inclined depending fiange extend-

ing below the base of the rail at an angle of 45 deg., so as

not to interfere with the tamping of the ties. The web of

the joint is moved far enough from the web of the rail to

permit the proper proportioning of the base member and to

provide ample clearance for a square nut on a 1-in. bolt, in

this way obtaining full value from this member, as well as

transmitting the load to the depending flange and maintain-

ing its position up to the full efficiency of the joint. The
moving of the web of the joint from the web of the rail al-

lows an increase in area in the head member, in addition

to that of a laterally extending reinforcing rib, in this way
providing metal where it is most needed to take care of the

upward movement of the joint between wheel loads. This

joint is equipped with a spring washer, and is made in the

standard open-hearth steel and hot finish; in open-hearth

steel from .45 to .55 carbon and hot finish; and in open-hearth

steel from .45 to .55 carbon hot finish and oil treated. The
high carbon steel increases the strength from 45 per cent,

to 55 per cent., as well as retarding the cutting of the bars
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under the head of the rail. The oil treatment increases the

carrying capacity over the high carbon steel from 25 to 35

per cent., and also largely diminishes the corrosion of the

bars.

Hundred Per Cent. Rail Joint.

The Hundred Per Cent, rail joint is manufactured by the

Cambria Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa., and is on exhibition

in space 177 at the Coliseum.

VELOCIPEDE MOTOR CAR.

The accompanying cut shows the velocipede car of Wm.
D. Tilley, signal maintainer on the Philadelphia & Reading

at Lees Cross Roads, Pa., equipped with a 2% h. p. gas

engine, manufactured by the Concrete Form & Engine

Company, Detroit, Mich. Mr. Tilley says that he can mako
30 miles an hour with his velocipede and has never dared

open it up as far as it would go, for fear of the car leav-

ing the track. The fuel consumption for this speed is one

pint of gasolene per h. p. per hour, and the lubricating oil

and grease required is a very small item. Mr. Tilley has

hauled the signal foreman and two of his assistants with

their tool bags, which would weigh nearly as much as a

fifth man. Another owner of a velocipede similarly

equipped is V. C. Burgner, Philadelphia & Reading, at Hum-
melstown. Pa. Mr. Burgner says that his engine has held

its own summer and winter, and he would not sell it for

Velocipede Equipped witli Gas Engine Carrying Two Pas-
sengers.

three times its original cost if he could not get another one.

Mr. Burgner says that in installing the motor all he had

to do was to cut a notch on the frame for the commutator.

His experience has shown that one pint of gasolene lasts

five miles and that 15 cents' worth of lubricating oil and

pressure grease will be enough to last eight or ten months.

Blue prints are furnished with the engine, showing how
to install it, and its operation is simple enough to allow

any man on the road to handle the car.

SIMPLEX SPAN BASCULE BRIDGE.

The accompanying cut illustrates a Strauss double-leaf

simple span railway bridge of 336 ft. span, the con-

struction of which will shortly be begun. This bridge

is the first practical example of a double-leaf simple span

structure ever built, and should be particularly interesting

-'-n

Strauss Simple Span Bascule Bridge.
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to railway men, as it affords a satisfactory solution of the

problem of tlie long span bascule bridge. It is applicable

to two and four track structures of lengths up to 400 ft.

The center lock is a positive device which couples auto-

matically the moment the leaves come into position. A
secondary lock, involving nothing more than the ordinary

end lock of the single-leaf bridge, comes into play after

engagement and acts with the main lock to convert the two

leaves into a single or unitary structure. One tower is

placed on rollers of the usual standard type, so that the

entire structure is free to expand as a whole when the bridge

is closed. During operation the tower is locked in position

by means of a toggle, and the process of opening and clos-

ing is then completed in the ordinary way. The reactions

on the piers are vertical and constant, and divided into the

leaf load and the counterweight load, as in the Strauss heel

trunnion type. The Strauss simple span bascule is economi-

cal, pleasing in outline, and is adapted to conditions and

situations where it heretofore has been difficult to satis-

factorily use the bascule. The above design was made by

the Strauss Bascule Bridge Co., Chicago.

GRAIN ELEVATOR PROTECTION.

The Kansas City Southern has built a water tower to pro-

tect from fire the grain elevators at Port Arthur, Tex. The

tank has a capacity of 100,000 gallons, and the height of

the maximum water line is 214 ft., which gives sufficient

head to throw a stream the entire height of the elevator.

The water is in the tank, ready to use at the critical moment.
This system does not depend on any pumps or compressors,

and there is no danger that any machinery may fail at the

wrong time. The certainty that the gravity tank will do

that for which it is designed makes the water tower par-

ticularly adaptable to a fire protection system. The struc-

ture shown in the cut and described above was designed

and built by the Chicago Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago.

Mckinley bridge.

The accompanying view shows the traveler engaged in

the erection of the 523-ft. span of the McKinley bridge of

the Illinois Traction System across the Mississippi river

at St. Louis, Mo. This structure includes three spans

across the river, 521 ft., 523 ft. and 521 ft. long, respec-

tively; two shorter river spans of 250 ft. in length each,

and three shore spans of 150 ft. each, together with steel

elevated approaches on each end. The entire length of the

bridge and approaches is over 8,000 ft. The three main
river spans are riveted through Pratt trusses, while the

five shorter spans are riveted deck trusses. The total

width over all is 65 ft., the clearance above high water 50

ft, and above low water 85 ft. The four large river piers

are built of red granite and Bedford limestone backed with

Erecting 523-ft. Span of McKinley Bridge at St. Louis.

concrete. They are 150 ft. from the bedrock to capstone,

26 ft. thick and 76 ft. wide at the bottom. This structure

was formally opened on November 10, 1910, and is now in

regular service. This structure was erected by the Mis-

souri Valley Bridge & Iron Company, Leavenworth, Kan.

KENNICOTT SPREADER.

Steel Water Tank for Fire Protection Service.

The Kennicott Company, Chicago Heights, 111., manufac-

tures a combination machine that can be used as a bank

shaper, snow plow, bank builder, ballast spreader, grain ele-

vator, ditcher and flanger.

The accompanying cut shows the Kennicott spreader. The

main spreader wings are operated by opening two air cocks.

The wings lock down automatically and are released by the

operator applying his foot to pedal and applying the air to

cylinders. There are no struts or braces to put in or take

out. The folding snow plow is built strong enough to stand

the work and is carried in folded position when not needed.

When required it can be lowered to position and secured

ready for work in ten minutes. The 24-inch plows are built

of cast steel thick enough to give the required strength,

and the use of plow share, mold board and landslide,
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makes a plow that will plow a furrow and not drag

through the ground. The ingathering wings are used for tak-

ing filling ballast material from the sides of track for rais-

ing grades, ballasting track, etc. The bank shapers make
it possible to shape up banks to a true surface, shoulder and

bank slope, which is an expensive task for section men.

The flanger blades attached to ingathering wings when

after they have been run in an automatic printing, washing
and drying machine. The tables as regularly furnished are

4 ft. wide by 6 ft. long, but any width up to 8 ft. can be
supplied. This table is also furnished in widths up to 42

in., arranged for operating the cutting knife by hand instead

of with motor. The cutting machinery is all self-contained

and can be furnished separately if desired, so it can be

Kennicott Spreader.

lowered form a perfect flanger operated by air; to be used

when snow plow is in service or separately as desired. The
bank builder makes it possible to raise grades eight feet

parallel with track, and also build up areas to that height

without using piling to build tracks on. At a small addi-

tional cost the roof can be extended the entire length of

the car and the sides closed up, furnishing a compartment
for carrying tools which might be desirable in some instances.

The ingathering wings form center dump ballast spreading

wings when car is moved ahead, and set of wings imme-
diately ahead perform same service when car is run in op-

posite direction. The complete machine weighs 94,000 lbs.

PEASE MOTOR DRIVEN CUTTING AND TRIMMING
TABLE.

The accompanying illustration shows the Pease motor
driven cutting and trimming table, arranged with a light-

proof box for blue print paper. This trimming table will

be found a great convenience to all makers of blue prints,

and it can also be used to excellent advantage for cutting

tracing paper or cloth, detail paper, etc. The table is pro-

vided with a parallel clamp, operated with a foot treadle,

which holds the paper, tracing cloth or print securely while
the revolving cutting knife is used. This device is rapid
and convenient in operation and will trim a very narrow
strip from the paper or print. The revolving cutting knife
is motor driven and is rotated positively by mechanical
means not depending on friction against blade or paper,
and therefore will cut the thinnest paper or will cut five to

ten sheets at once. The knife is electrically operated in

either direction at will, is stopped or started at any point
by a specially designed wrist-controlled switch which leaves
both hands of the operator free to handle the paper or
prints. The table is of hardwood, with metal trimmings,
arranged to be easily knocked down for shipment. Electric
equipment is complete and is arranged so it can be con-
nected to any incandescent light socket. The top of the
table is scored in inches and is provided with figures along
the front edge, so that any size sheet can be measured. A
sizing diagram can also be provided for the top of the
table, which gives at a glance the size of any tracing or
print and the square foot measurement.
These tables are also furnished with a basket on the end

in stead of a light-proof box, designed for cutting prints

Pease Cutting and Trimming Table.

bolted on any table of appropriate width, and the cutting

device can be used with or without the parallel clamp. This
table can be seen in operation a', the Coliseum at the
exhibit of the C. F. Pease Company, Chicaco, in sections

161-162.

WATER STATION APPARATUS.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, have on exhibition at

the Coliseum an Eclipse double-acting pump, a 10-in. and
7-in. X 12-in. duplex steam pump, and a 10-h.p. combined
gasoline engine and pump as one unit on one solid base.

These pumps are only a few of the complete line of pump-
ing machinery carried by this firm in addition to the com-

plete water stations which it builds.

The internal combustion engine has found a large field

on account of economy in operation, and the makers say

that the railways are rapidly adopting the combined

pumper for water stations wherever possible. This pumper
is made in sizes from 5 to 25-h.p., with capacities from 55

to 495 gallons per minute. The pump is rigidly attached to

the engine frame, making a compact, self-contained unit re-

quiring only an ordinary foundation and ordinary pipe con-

nections. A pinion on the main crank shaft meshes with

a large gear which operates the pump, this large gear be-

ing arranged to give three different lengths of stroke. A
friction cone clutch is provided so that the engine may be

started independently of pump and under no load. This

clutch is operated by a long lever, permitting its use with-

out possibility of danger to operator. The pump is so conr

structed as to permit a large range of capacity and use in

handling different liquids. When desired an automatic stop-

ping device can be furnished which will shut down the

engine when tank or standpipe is full, open the drain

cocks of water cylinder and cooling pipe connections, shut

off fuel supply and disconnect batteries. This is one of

the features that makes the gasoline pumper a desirable

and economical proposition, as the station agent or section

foreman can attend to it, simply starting the engine, which

will stop when the tank is filled, or one waterworks man
can easily take care of three or four stations.

For deep-well pumping, Fairbanks, Morse & Co. have de-

signed a "geared base" engine. This is a standard internal

combustion engine, made in sizes 5 to 15 h.p., with a large

gearwheel to which is connected a pitman rod for operating
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a deep well pump. This machine is also fitted with ex-

tended shaft and pillow blocks when desired to place it

away from the well, and the largo gear is also provided

with sultablo means whereby several lengths of stroke can

be had to accommodate the requirements of the well. Both

the coiubinod pumper and the geared base engine can be

furnished to operate on gasoline, gas, kerosene, alcohol,

crude oil or distillate.

In connection with their pumping machinery, Fairbanks,

Morse & Co. also have on exhibition a No. 10, 10-in. tel-

escopic spout standpipe. This standpipe is equipped with

a water-balanced valve, which means that the water is on

both sides of the valve and at the same pressure as in the

main, insuring no leakage and a minimum amount of wear.

The pipe is regularly furnished with an automatic relief

Fairbanks-Morse Combined Gasoline Engine and Pump.

valve which prevents water hammer, which is so destructive

to pipe lines and tanks. The telescopic spout feature will

accommodate the largest or smallest engines, with no waste

or dripping of water. This is an important factor if the

water station is barely large enough for requirements, and

It also prevents softening of track by dripping water. The
No. 10 standpipe is a one-man standpipe and does not re-

quire the baggageman or head brakeman to unlock it from
the ground and turn it around for the fireman. The pipe

is securely locked parallel with the track and can be un-

locked and turned by the fireman on the tender without
help from the ground. When, the engine is watered the

pipe w'ill automatically lock in position when swung back
from the tender.

Catalogue No. 126-A, issued by Fairbanks, Morse & Co.,

describes their pumping machinery, water stations, etc.,

completely.

FRANKLIN GASOLINE-DRIVEN AIR COMPRESSORS.

The substitution of power-operated machinery for manual
labor has not been carried as far in maintenance of way
work as most other departments of railway engineering.

This applies particularly to the use of compressed air tools,

now considered indispensable in the shop, and is due largely

to the fact that maintenance of way work at any particular

point is usually of short duration, and the time required to

set up and put in operation a steam-driven air compressor,

with its accompanying boiler, is greater than the saving to

be effected by the use of pneumatic tools will warrant.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has recog-

nized the need in this field and its Franklin gasoline-driven

compressor is designed to supply the demand for a com-

pressor for small installations.

This machine has many features which recommend it for

this class of work. The absence of the boiler makes the

first cost of plant and equipment much lower than with a

steam plant, and perhaps an even greater advantage is the

reduced weight and portability. The whole machine is

extremely simple and ccmpacit, there being no gearing as
found in the few gasoline outfits previously available, even
that ordinarily required for the valve gear having been
eliminated. The engine is of the two-cycle type, there being
no valves to leak or adjustments to be tamjjered with. In
addition, since with a two-cycle (>ngine an impulse is received

each revolution, the weight of fly-wheels necessary with the

four-cycle type can be reduced. Since the impulses are received

twice as often as in a four-cycle engine, and consequently
the forces are correspondingly less, a reduction in the
weight of various parts transmitting power to the shaft is

possible.

The elimination of boiler, water and coal supply is a mat-

ter of considerable importance in a portable outfit, and in

addition to this there is a further advantage in reduction

of fuel expense, due not only to greater efficiency in the use

of fuel, but also to the fact that there are no "stand-by"

losses, the fuel consumption beginning with the work and

ceasing immediately upon its completion.

CONCRETE MIXER LIFTING ATTACHMENT.

In constructing piers, abutments and walls in railway

work it is often necessary to deposit the concrete at a

considerable elevation above the ground. The accompany-

ing illustration shows the way in which such a problem was
solved by the use of equipment of the Municipal Engineer-

ing & Contracting Company, Chicago. A Chicago improved

Chicago Improved Cube Mixer, With Lifting Attachment.

cube mixer was placed on a platform built at such a height

that it could discharge directly into the wall and a charg-

ing elevator was built to the ground. This elevator was

filled in the usual way at the ground level and carried to

the top, where it was discharged directly into the mixer.

In this instance the material was delivered to the mixer

at the rate of 1^^ batches per minute, and the machine kept

in constant operation ten hours a day for sixty days with-

out a breakdown.
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I
'HE differential made by the Pullman Company between its

* rates for upper and lower berths has thus far had little or

no effect. The ticket agents report that, as before the change in

rates was made, practically all passengers, in buying sleeping car

tickets, ask for lower berths. It seems to us that this is as it

should be. A bonus of 40 cents a night could hardly be expected

to attract the average passenger into a place which he considered

undesirable ; while the sum serves very well as a nominal con-

solation to a passenger when, by force of circumstances and of

his respect for the principles of economy in transportation, he is

obliged to use an upper.

'

I
'HE Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered a reduction

* in passenger fares frankly for the reason that the railway

company is grossly over-capitalized. The reason is not stated

baldly in just these words; it is said that besides considering

thf facts disclosed by the record, the commission has examined
"other circumstances and conditions pertinent to the issues in-

voi\ ed" ; but tlic slock and bonds of tlic company aggregate

$207,895, a mile, while by implication the connnission finds

(without giving any facts to support the finding) that about

irSO.UOO a mile would be a reasonable figure: and a reduction of

iZYi per cent, is ordered. The case is that of Beall vs. the Wash-
ington, Alexandria & Mount Vernon, an electric line from
Washington, D. C, to Alexandria, \'a. The distance from

Washington to Alexandria is lYz miles, and the single trip

fare is 15 cents. To stations about two miles nearer Washing-
ton the fare is 15 cents also, and the complaint is from pas-

sengers at these stations, which are included in the Alexandria

zone. Twenty-five tickets between Washington and the com-
plaining stations are sold for $2.50, making a rate of about two
cents a mile. The order of the commission requires that single

trip tickets be sold at this rate (10 cents a ticket; two cents

a mile). The line has been in operation 14 years, and api)a-

rently, says the commission, it has been economically and ef-

ficiently managed. Other suburban lines entering Washington
charge 10 cents for similar distances. Ten cents to the com-
plaining stations gives the same revenue per passenger mile as

the 15-cent rate to Alexandria. The defense of the company
was, first, that the travel from the complaining towns was light;

second, that the dividends paid by the company have been very

meagre; and, thirdly, that the company is not subject to the

Interstate Commerce law. To the argument that the revenue

derived from the business at these small stations does not pay
for the service rendered, the commission replies that it may well

be assumed that as the trains must be run, to accommodate
Alexandria, this additional trafific is clear gain ; and secondly,

the financial condition of the company is not so distressing as

is claimed. Of the capital, about 60 per cent, consists of bonds

on which 5 per cent, has been paid, while for the last three

years dividends have been paid on the stock of 1 per cent, 2

per cent., and 2 per cent., with a considerable surplus each year.

If no money had been retained as surplus, 5 per cent, could have

been paid on the stock; while if the stock and bonds together

had amounted to only $50,000 a mile, the earnings in 1910

would have paid 16 per cent, on the investment. If the 20,(XX)

trips between Washington and the complaining stations had

brought in a revenue of only 10 cents each, the net loss to the

road would have been $1,(X)0, and it would still have been able

to pay 2 per cent, on its stock and laj' aside a good surplus.

The claim that the road was not subject to the Interstate Com-
merce law was not seriously pressed.

|\4R. PARK, now vice-prcsidcnl of the Illinois CeiUral and for-
^"^ mcrly for several years an ofificer of the Union Pacific,

makes the |)i.sitive statement, as refreshing as it is unusual, that

the Union Pacific and other Harriman lines have abolished avoid-

able train accidents ! He has adopted certain Union Pacific meth-

ods on the Illinois Central, and the statement comes out in connec-

tion with the announcement that the I. C. and its controlled lines

(luring the past calendar year carried 30,728,211 passengers, of

whom not one was killed in a train accident; and this includes

passengers carried on freight trains. The passenger mileage was
about 800 millions; passenger train mileage 15 millions, and

freight train miles 22'/^ millions. The number of train accidents

of all kinds was equal to 7.43 accidents per million locomotive

miles, which he says is nearly 50 per cent, less than the munber
occurring in the preceding year. Mr. Park says that the improve-

ment over former records is due largely or mainly to surprise

cliecking. The division officers now report very few misunder-

standings or violations of rules, showing that the natural preju-

dices of the men against surprise checking have been largely

overcome in the short space of time since Mr. Park introduced

the methods which he had found so successful on the Union

Pacific. His reference to the Union Pacific's efficiency tests,

which have now been conducted for several years, is to the effect

that they "have practically eliminated avoidable accidents." He
includes the company's policy of giving publicity to the causes of
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(rain afiidi-nts as an imixntaiit factnr in iinpniviu}- tlir siTvicc.

I'listiniptivc evidence ot llic correctness o\ tlii.s ileclaralioii, as

rej^anls tlic llaninian lines, is fouiui in tlie report of those lines,

recently publisiiecl. showing; complete freedom from fatal train

accidents to i)assengers dnring the past year. Hoth on these

lines anil on the IlHnois Central the rules for surprise checking are

systematic and rigid. C)ne of tliem recpiires that wlien a passen(.ier

train is stopped i)y a flag or torpedo, or i)y an unusual signal, the

conductor siiail confer with the engincman I)efure proceeding.

J'or the last month (February, 1911) the surprise checking on
the 1. C. resulted in tlie following percentages of efficiency:

Chicago division 77; St. Louis division 83; Springfield division

7S; Peoria tlivision S3; Freeport division 90; Dubuque division

()7 ; and Chcrokee-Oniaha division 100. Mr. Park says that on

the llarrimaii lines the efficiency of employees has been brought

to that degree of perfection that on block-signaled lines a flag-

man is not required to go back if the signal can be seen at "stop"

one half mile in tlie rear. No other road in this country has

such a rule, and very few officers would be willing to put their

efficiency to tlio test of an abolishment of flagging to the extent

that the liarrinian Lines have done. As Mr. Park well says,

this degree of perfection could have been attained only after

both officers and employees had undergone a very systematic and

exhaustive (h'ill in efficiency.

'

I
'HE Pemisylvania also reports having killed no passengers in

* a train accident in 1910, and the number of passengers car-

ried was 13o millions; and during the last three years when the

number of passengers carried on the lines east of Pittsburgh and

Erie^was 372 million, only one was killed as a result of a collision

or derailment of trains. These statistics include the traffic of the

Cumberland Valley, the Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic and

the Long Island roads, as well as those more closely affiliated

with the Pennsylvania. Attention very properly is called to the

fact that the Pennsylvania has a heavier traffic per mile of road

than any other large system in the country. The passenger

train mileage was 124 millions and the freight train mileage was

113 millions. Passenger trains nieet^ freight trains so frequently

that the passengers' view of the scenery along the line is seriously

interfered with ! To maintain those thousands of freight cars,

freight-car doors and trucks, in the high degree of perfection

necessary to assure complete immunity to the passing passengers

is one of the greatest achievements of the railway art. The

number of passengers injured in train accidents on the Pennsyl-

vania in 1910 was only 84, and this was but one half the number

injured in the year 1909. These figures include every case requir-

ing surgical or medical attention. There were no collisions

affecting passenger trains on the Pennsylvania Railroad proper

in 1910, and there were only two on the subsidiary lines. The

total number of derailments on all of the lines in 1910 was 203,

of which only 16 affected passenger trains. The number of col-

lisions and derailments shows a decided decrease each year since

1907. Records like these may serve to remind us that the govern-

ment accident bulletins do not constitute a complete picture.

THE Supreme Court of the United States, in a decision by

Mr. Justice Holmes, lias sustained the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe in its claim to legally keep a telegrapher at work
from 6 :30 a. m. to 6 :30 p. m., with three hours off in the middle

of the day ; this in an office assumed to be kept open continuously

night and day, which assumption seems to be endorsed by Judge

Holmes, in spite of the 3-hour intermission. The suit had to

do with the telegraph office at Corwith, 111., near Chicago, which

was kept closed from 12 o'clock to 3 o'clock by day and by

night, but open the rest of the time. The government claimed

that this was in violation of the law forbidding the confine-

ment of operators to their work in day-and-night offices, over

jiine hours ; and a verdict was secured in the district court ; but

"the circuit court of appeals (which is now sustained by the

supreme court) reversed the judgment. Judge Holmes says it

is impossiliic to extract the re(|nirenicnl of fifteen lioin-s' con-
tinuous leisure from tlie words of the statute by granunatical
ct)nstruction alone. The proviso does not say nine "consecutive''

hours, as was said in the earlier part of the section [referring lo

trainmen J, and if it had said so, or even "for a longer period
tlian a period of nine const-cnli\e injurs," still tlie defendant's
conduct would not have conlra\eiied the literal meaning of the
words. A man employed for six hours and tlien, after an inter-

val, for three, in tiie same twenty-four, is not employed for a
longer period than nine consecutive hours. And the Court says
that in order to accomplish the purpose contended for by the

government it would have been necessary to add a provision re-

quiring 15 consecutive hours off duty. As the word "consecu-
tive" was used earlier in the statute and was not used here, the

judge reaches the conclusion that there was no oversight in

the choice of words. This is a fine example of how we make
laws. The leaders of the telegraphers' brotherhood knew just

wliat they wanted. They wanted to compel the employment in

each office of three operators for eight consecutive hours each,

three such tricks making a day of 24 hours. They made the

clause read "nine hours," so as to allow for a little flexibility.

They intended to make Congress see their view and adopt it.

The congressmen, however, satisfied themselves, no doubt, that

they had done their duty when they had given the telegraphers

just what was asked for. Now comes Mr. Justice Holmes and
gravely assumes that the congressmen really gave careful

thought to the matter and intended to allow split tricks ad
libitum. As this hours-of-labor law, in spite of some good in

its purpose, and perhaps some beneficial results in its operation,

is nevertheless crude and wasteful, anything that will mitigate

its pressure is to be welcomed ; but no one acquainted with

the railway station service can interpret Judge Holmes' de-

cision as other than a nullification of the well-understood pur-

pose of the law. The judge thinks that Congress intended to al-

low split tricks aggregating nine hours. If any congressman
did so intend he was trying to fool the telegraphers ; and who
ever heard of a congressman treating a labor leader other

than with the highest respect? But to restore to the law its

intended meaning it will only be necessary to pass an amendment,
and that, of course, the brotherhood can have for the asking.

THE FRICTION OF FREIGHT TRUCKS.

\Y71IEEL flange friction and wear, while always a matter of
'" concern, is becoming one of large importance, because it

calls for such heavy expense for car maintenance. A constant ef-

fort is being made to discover the principal causes of flange

friction and the means by which it may be reduced. The subject

is one which may be regarded as aiifecting expenses for car re-

pairs in the renewal of wheels and of means by which the flange

life may be prolonged by improvement in the quality of metal

in the flange ; or it may be considered as one of the principal

causes of train resistance on curves, resulting in increased ex-

pense for fuel in hauling the train and for rail renewals. In

the latter case, ihe whole truck structure may be taken as con-

tributing more or less to this wear and resistance, and the con-

troversy over the relative merits of the square truck and the

loose truck in causing sharp flanges is one of long standing.

The use of cast steel in the manufacture of freight trucks has

led to the design of decided modifications and departures from

the arch bar type of truck, which was the standard for many
years, and there are now in service so many trucks which differ

from it in essential particulars that it is important that their

action on the track and especially on curves be accurately

measured.

The experiments at Granite City, 111., which were conducted

by Professor Endsley under the auspices of the American Steel

Foundries, are perhaps the most complete and accurate tests of

the friction of freight trucks on curves which have ever been

conducted, and we devote considerable space in this issue to
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the publication of the principal part of the report which describes

them. The testing of trucks separate from the car body is new,

and we believe little or no work of this kind has been pre-

viously attempted. The methol of obtaining the desired veloc-

ity in the contracted space of a shop yard and without a loco-

motive is ingenious, but adequate. The loading of the truck

with heavy masses of metal in the bolster and on top of it, so

that the weight on the track was equal to that of half an empty

car, was also an original method of testing, but we confess to

sharing the doubts of those who question whether the results so

obtained would be the same with loaded cars and trains. The
center of gravity of the test truck is much nearer the track and

the action of the load is through a more rigid mass directly to

the wheel fiange than in the case of a loaded car body resting

on the truck, for in this case the load is concentrated probably

2 ft. higher from the rail, and its application is through a roll-

ing motion which is more flexible than in the more compactly

loaded truck. On the other hand, there are some advantages

in testing flange friction by the use of the truck separately, for

in this way differences in truck construction are alone responsible

for differences in results, while with the loaded cars in a test

train the results are complicated by the uncertainties due to the

friction of the center plates and side bearings and to the lack

of normal flexibility in the drawbars and draft rigging.

With steel cars having stiff body bolsters, the variable con-

dition of side bearings may be largely eliminated and tests of

loose or square trucks under the same car bodies should eliminate

the principal disturbing factors. We trust, therefore, that the

experimental work on freight trucks which has been so thor-

oughly commenced, may be continued with loaded cars in trains

by a committee of the M. C. B. Association, so that results may
have the sanction and authority of that body. The report states

that such tests have been conducted with loaded cars, and that

the results present a striking confirmation of those obtained at

Granite City, and we hope to publish the facts relating to these

road tests when they are available.

We have not included in our abstract any figures relating to

the experiments with trucks on tangents, as the difference in

square and loose trucks as revealed by these tests are so slight

that they may be regarded as almost within the limits of error

in testing. The important conclusion reached as a result of the

experiments with a truck on curve is that the resistance increases

as the trucks get out of square, and, therefore, that type of

truck which is provided with means for preventing the truck

sides from shifting with respect to each other will run with less

resistance than that which allows the wheels to jam on the

curve as a result of the shifting of the truck sides.

The diagrams bring out the fact that the resistance was not

materially affected until the truck was at least 1 in. out of

square. When this figure reached 1^ in. the increase in re-

sistance was 10 lbs. per ton more than that offered when the

trucks were out of square ^ in. or less, so that there seems to

be a point somewhere near 1 in., beyond which the resistance

per ton is materially increased. In view of this fact, the tests

led to the classification of trucks into two general types—loose

and square. Those which went out of square Yt. in. or less in round-

ing the 22 deg. curve were classed as square trucks,' and those

which went out of square Ij/^ in. or more were classed as loose

trucks. The method of measuring the degree of squareness is

well illustrated by the photographs which accompany the report.

The main conclusion drawn from the experiments is that a

truck which is constructed in such a way that it will remain

square and hold the axles radially with the curve will cause less

resistance than one which does not remain square and allows the

axles to shift. This difference in favor of the truck which is

lield square increases with the curvature. On a 5 deg. curve it

amounts to 3 lbs. per ton, or 22.8 per cent. ; on a 10 deg. curve

the difference is 6.2 lbs., or 29.7 per cent.; on a 15 deg. curve

tVie difference is 9.3 lbs., or 33. per cent., and on a 20 deg. curve

Jt is 12.4 lbs., or 35 per cent.

The wide publicity which is given to the results of these truck

tests by the distribution of the elaborate and handsomely printed

pamphlet, and by our own abstract, should serve to excite an
unusual interest in the subject of truck design as materially af-

fecting train resistance and the cost of wheel maintenance, and
show it to be worthy of further investigation.

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER.

EH. HARRLMAN and W. C. Brown, the latter at that

. time senior vice-president of the New York Central &
Hudson River, were the men who first began the agitation for

higher freight rates in 1907. Mr. Brown was one of the most
active supporters of the railways' contentions during the entire

campaign for higher rates, and, therefore, his attitude toward
the commission's action in refusing to grant these higher rates

is of unusual interest. It is all the more interesting because

the Interstate Commerce Commission itself was free to ac-

knowledge that the New York Central made a much stronger

showing in its plea for higher rates than did either the Penn-
sylvania or the Baltimore & Ohio. We have Mr. Brown's view
in the annual report of the New York Central & Hudson for

the calendar year ended December 31, 1910, just issued:

"The decision has been accepted in good faith, and every

method of economy that can be enforced without resulting

deterioration of the property or impairment of the efficiency

of the service is being adopted. . . . If the forecast of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, that increased volume of

business and such economies as can wisely be adopted will off-

set the large increase in cost of operation, is realized the rail-

ways will very gladly acknowledge that they were mistaken in

their apprehensions.

"On the other hand, if the results of operation as they shall

be developed month by month demonstrate that these apper-

hensions were not entirely groundless, further appeal will in

due time be made to the commission, with full confidence that

needed relief will be granted."

And President Willard, of the Baltimore & Ohio, when first

told of the commission's decision in the rate cases, remarked

that he hoped the commission was right.

The New York Central & Hudson River, which operates

3,785 miles of road, of which about 800 miles is owned, is pecu-

liarly situated in regard to the cost of its service. It is a road

that runs through a densely populated territory which demands

a high class of service and where conditions of operation are

more nearly akin to conditions in England than to conditions

in the western part of the United States. Moreover, the New
York Central has the departmental form of organization com-

mon on English roads, and the Central is the only large rail-

way company in this country that has frankly adopted this form.

During the last three years a great deal has been done to make

this organization an effective machine for operating a railway,

and, while there is still a good deal to be accomplished toward

better team work, the progress that has been made since 1907 is

very great.

In the calendar year 1910 the New York Central's expenses

increased out of all proportion to the increases in gross. Last

year total operating revenue amounted to $99,000,000, an in-

crease of $6,700,000, while operating expenses totaled $74,100,000,

an increase over 1909 of $9,500,000. If this heavy disproportion-

ate increase in expenses were shown for the New York Central

alone, it might with some justice be claimed that it was due

to lack of operating efficiency, but since it is general for all

roads, and especially so for roads operating in Official Classifi-

cation territory, it is necessary to look to some more general

cause than lack of efficiency in one particular organization.

The wage increases of the fiscal year 1907 were made toward

the last of the year, so that only a small part of the effect of

this increase was felt in that fiscal year, and early in 1908 the

panic and its resulting depression had compelled the railways to
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weie laid off early in IWS. There was no decrease in waives,

hut since the pay-roll was so much smaller, the operating ex-

penses as a whole never clearly reflected the effects of the raise

in wages of 1907 until the end of 1909 and the heRinninn of

1910. when the roads found it necessary to lar.yely add to their

force of eniiiloyees. These new men were iiired at the incieasid

wage rate, and, in addition to this, tlu- railways were again

forced to make a general increase in wages.

As a matter of fact, therefore, in 1910 for the lirst time rail-

way expenses showed fully the effects of tlie wage increases

of 1907, showed the wage increases of 1910, and showed the in-

crease in expenses tiiat was due to delayed maintenance and

repair work which had been cumulative through 1908 and a good

part of 1909. Now, the wage increases arc a iiermanently added

expense, but the cumulative repair work is temporary, and with

a larger gross business it is fair to assume that each unit can

be handled more economically.

The New York Central & Hudson River's operating ratio is

;ire alwa\s at diuc inrl by string op|)osilion from the traveling

piililir.

in I'MO the total tons of revenue freight carried one mile im

the New York Central & Hudson River was 9,277,(XX),0(X), an in

cri'ase of 647,000,000 ton miles, •or 7.5 per cent. This increased

business was handled by 22,220,000 freight train miles, an in-

crease over 1909 of 880,000 train miles, or 4.1 per cent. Tlic

total freight car miles amounted to 819,000,0(X) in 1910, an in-

crease of 18,000,0fX) freight car miles, or but 2.3 per cent.

The tnt.il numl)er of revenue jjassengers carried one mile

amounted to 1,771,(XX),000, an increa.se of 112,000,000 passenger

miles, or 6.8 jjcr cent., while the passenger train mileage in-

creased 5.4 per cent. In other words, the company found it

possible to handle each unit of increased freight business con-

siderably more economically, but this rule did not hold good

with passengers. The average number of passengers per train

mile was 66 in 1910, which is the same as in 1909. The average

freight train load was 417.25 tons in 1910, an increase of 12.83

tons over 1909.
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The New York Central Lines.

The map sliozvs, in addition to the roads whose reports are reviewed in this issue, the smaller New York Central Lines, like the Lake Erie &
Western and the Rutland.

high. The percentage of expenses to revenue was 74.15 in 1910

and 69.33 in 1909. An examination of the freight and passenger

trafSc statistics suggests one of the reasons for this high oper-

ating ratio. The total number of tons of freight carried one

mile per mile of road, that is, the freight density, on the New
York Central & Hudson River was 2,500,000 tons in 1910. This

is a smaller freight density than that of either the Pennsyl-

vania or the Baltimore & Ohio. On the other hand, the num-

ber of revenue passengers carried one mile per mile of road was

506,301 in 1910 on the New York Central. This is a very much

greater passenger density than is shown by either the Pennsyl-

vania or the Baltimore & Ohio. As the Pennsylvania has

demonstrated in its accounts where passenger and freight ex-

penses are separated, the margin of profit on passenger busi-

ness is very much less than on freight business, and any

economies that a road may wish to make in passenger service

The average receipt per ton per mile was 6.30 mills in 1910

and 6.31 mills in 1909. The average length of haul was 197.10

miles last year and 195.37 miles the year before.

The tonnage of most of the heavier commodities showed a

considerable increase in 1910 over 1909, and the tonnage of grain

also showed a considerable increase last year. The New York

Central moved 1,995,000 tons of grain in 1910 as against

1,871,000 tons in 1909. The tonnage of grain, however, is no

longer of such great importance to the New York Central as it

was 10 or 15 years ago. This is illustrated by the fact that in

1910 the New York Central hauled 1,223,000 tons of castings

and machinery, 1,136,000 tons of bar and sheet metal, 1,977,000

tons of cement, brick and lime, not to mention 11,900,000 tons

of bituminous coal and 5,700,000 tons of anthracite coal. In

all of these heavy articles mentioned the tonnage was consider-

ably more last year than the year before.
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The usual uuit costs appear for 1910 as follows:

1910. 1909.
*Maintonam,'e of w-iy and slruulines per

track mile $1,792 $1,615
IRepairs of locomolivs.s 2,363 1,963
tRepairs of passenger train cars 710 664
tRepairs of freight train cars cSJ 92

"According to the Railway .Igc dasctte fornuila, track mileage is ob-
tained by adding together all Inst, second, third, etc., main and braiich
line tracks and one-half the mileage of switch tracks and sidings.

tRepairs on.ly, and does not include renewals, overhead charges or
ilepreciation.

Progress on tlic new Grand Central station at New York City

is, of course, still one of the most interesting features of a New
York Central animal report. During the entire year 1910 the

work of rehuilding a great terminal station was carried on

under traffic, and dmdng the entire year operating costs were

higher hy just so much. There was spent and charged to cap-

ital account for the terminal improvements $4,300,000. As
was mentioned in our comments on last year's report, the

company is building over the tracks a series of large commercial

office buildings. One of these buildings is now complete and

will be the source of income from now on. This experiment

of making the space above tracks leading out of a terminal

earn revenue is unique in this country, although it has been

successful in Europe. The New York Central & Hudson River

will itself own the building and act as renting agent. The
New York, New Haven & Hartford, however, also has an inter-

est in the property.

There is one incident in connecction with the New York, New
Haven & Hartford which took place since the close of the calen-

dar year, and, therefore, is not mentioned in the annual report, but

is nevertheless of considerable interest. The New "^'ork Central

iK: Hudson River has owned for a nmnber of years a majority

of the outstanding preferred stock of the Riitland Railroad.

This investment has never been a profitable (iie. The preferred

stock calls for cumulative dividends, and these dividends now
amotmt to a very large percentage due. The company lias liet'U

unable to mortgage the property in any way or sell any addi-

tional capital securities until these cumulative dividends have

been paid. It was impossible, therefore, to im])rove the property

through expenditures charged to capital account, and all im-

provement work has had to be paid for out of net earnings. The
Rutland has an entrance into Montreal over the Canadian Pacific,

and the New York, New Haven & Hartford, in its contest with

the (irand Trunk, greatly desired to get an entrance of its own
into Montreal, it having always depended on the Grand Trunk.

The New Haven, therefore, offered to buy a half interest

in the New York Central's majority stock of the Rutland,

and this half interest the New York Central was will-

ing to sell, at presmnably a fair figure. The New ^'ork

Central, therefore, has gotten rid of a part of a rather

unprofitable stock holding, and has i)robab!y made the

remainder of that holding more \aluable. The Rutland is

now in excellent physical condition, and it seems probal)lc

ih.it with the new^ arrangement with the New Haven it will

get a considerably increased traffic, giving it the prospect of

resinning dividends on its preferred stock. It should be men-
tioned that the common stock was convertible into preferred,

and there is now almost no common stock outstanding.

One large expenditure of the New York Central that ought to

be appreciated by the traveling public, is that of nearly two mil-

lions on signaling. The company spent $428,000 for interlocking

and automatic sign;d apparatus under the head of improvements
to proijcrty, and alsn spent under the head of maintenance of way
$1,527,000 on signals and interl.ickin- plants. This is $500,0(X)

UKjre for maintenance of signals than was spent in 1909.

I he balance sheet as of December M. 1910, shows the com-
pany rather in neerl nf additional working cajiital. Total work-
ing assets amomited lo $83,200,000, with working liabilities of

I'uf $23,100,000, but .>f the w.rking assets but $6,800,000 was
cash, which is r.allier a small annumt of cash for a road doing a

business of $100,000,aX) a year. During 1910 $44,997,300 stock

was issued, and $5,000,000 of the debentures of 1904 were sold.

Last year the New York Central paid dividends of 6 per cent.,

and, while these dividends were not earned from operation, they
were provided for by an extra dividend on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern stock, and after the payment of 6 per cent,

the New York Central & Hudson River had a surplus of $900,000
comparing with a surplus of $4,800,000 in 1909. It must be borne
in mind, however, that dividends in 1910 called for 6 per cent.

on $222,729,300 stock, while in 1909 dividends called for but 5

per cent, on $178,632,000 stock. Since the close of the calendar
year the directors of the company have decided to put the stock
back on a 5 per cent. l)asis.

In the New York Central situation there are certain very hope-
ful features. For one thing, the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
is apparently quite capable of continuing to pay an extra divi-

dend of 6 per cent, besides its regular 6 per cent, dividends. In
regard to the New York Central & Hudson River itself, the fact

that gross earnings are increasing so fast and that the road in

1910 handled almost as great a ton mileage as in 1907 should,
as was pointed out at the beginning of these remarks, tend, in

the long run considerably to increase net. The New York Cen-
tral is in a quite different situation as regards handling increased
business from that of the Pennsylvania Railroad. It is estimated
by those who are in closest touch with the operation of the Cen-
tral that in conection with its two tracks on the west shore of the
Hudson river, it could handle 35 per cent, greater ton mileage
than it is now handling without materially increasing any of its

facilities except to add more cars and engines.

The following table shows the results of operation in 1910, as

compared with 1909:
1910. 1909.

Average mileage operated 3,785 3,782
I'reight revenue $58,41 1,234 $54,449,'281
Passenger revenue 30,992,856 29,001,91

1

Total operating revenue 99,908,498 93,171,861
Maintenance of way and structures 14,060,178 11,494,023
Mairtenancc of eciuiimient 16,936,253 15,421,648
'traffic 2,487,228 2,273,828

'Iransportation 37,938,527 33,309,315
Total operating expenses 74,079,087 64,593,826
'i'axcs 4,697,826 4,434,504
Operating income 21,012,787 24,349,498
(iross corporate income 36,459,120 35,742,357
Net corporate income 1 4,288,672 ) 3,695,420
liividends 13,363,758 8,931,600
Snr|)lns 924,914 4,763,820

This surplus was appropriated for additions and betterments

in 1910.

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN.
|\ /lANY of the conditions which affected the operations and
^^^ earnings of the New Y'ork Central & Hudson River,

commented on elsewhere, also tended to increase the expenses
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern out of proportion

to the increased business handled, but the report for the calen-

dar 3ear ended December 31, 1910, shows two conditions that

affect the Lake Shore individually. From a financial standpoint,

tlie Lake Shore at the end of 1910 was in need of cash, which

need has been supi)lied, since January 1, at least in part, by the

sale of $15,000,000 bonds. From an operating point of view, the

Lake Shore apparently did not get as nnich out of its motive

power in 1910 as it did in 1909.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, operating 1,663 miles

of road, earned in 1910 $49,400,000, which is more by $4,300,000

than the gross in 1909. Expenses, however, totaled $34,900,000

last year, which is an increase of $6,900,000 over the year before,

and makes the operating ratio 70.66 per cent, in 1910 as coin-

pared with 62.12 per cent, in 1909. After tlic payment of 18 per

cent, dividends in 1910, which called for $8,900,000, the company

had a surplus n\ $4.<)00,000. In 1909 12 per cent, dividends

were paid, calling fur $5,900,000, and leaving the company a

surplus of $6,980,000.

The comment made above, that the Lake Shore was not get-

ting as much out of its power last year as it did the year be-

fore is borne out by the fact that while the company handled

6,243,000 revenue ton miles in 1910, which is an increase of

slightly less than 9 per cent, over the ton mileage of 1909, the

locomotive mileage for freight service totaled 11,890,000, which
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is ;iii iiuic;i.si' (imt I'HJW .if slinlilly <«\n 1-1 iht iriit., Jintl

rcviiiiu- lri-ij.;lit tram iiiiirs amoiiiitcil Id 10,.S(H),(KM), nr ;il)()iit 14

piT itiil. iiioio lli;m 111 !''()''.
I lu' .ixciam' liaiii In. id vv;is .S93.6

lulls, .1 (liAHMM' ul ,H).() tuns liuin tlu- axcrayt' lor V)(Y). I'".vcii

Willi this (ii'iTcasi', liuucMT, llu' l,al<i' Slmrc's train lo.ui is an

impressive limiro. far luadiiig was hcltor in l*'l() Ihaii in I'W,

hi'.t tliorc wcri' un an average fewer luadid ears per (rain and

also fewer empty cars per train, wliicli would seem fu indicate

qnite clearly that the locomotives were hauling less uii an aver-

age last year than the year before. Ihe Lake Shore's freight

density, was 3,803,178 in 1910. The average receipts per ton per

mile last year were 5.23 mills and S.hS mills the year before.

The receipts per passenger per mile averaged 1.866 cents in 1910

and 1.818 cents in 1909.

A large proportion of tiie Lake Shore's tuimasic is low grade

commodities. Ont of the total of 37,000,000 tons hanled in

1910, 9.700.000 tons was bitnminons coal, which is an increase over

the lonnagc of this commodity in 1909 of 1,700,000 tons; and

6,4(X),(XX) tuns was ore, which is an increase in the tonnage of

this commodity over 1909 of 940,000 tons.

.\ttcntiun has been called over and over aj^aiii to the large

sums the company has put back into its property from net

earnings, and how high its standards of maintenance are, but

it is only fair in any discussion of the operation of the property

to repeat this comment. Last year $4,600,000 was spent for

improvements and additions to roadway and bridges, and charged

to capital account, and $1,700,000 was spent for stations and

other structures, the principal item being $1,080,000 spent on the

Ashtabula harbor and dock improvements. In addition, the

company charged to income $1,400,000 for payments on the

1907 and 1910 trust equipment notes of the New York Central

Lines.

Maintenance of way and structures cost $7,500,000, an increase

over 1909 of $2,100,000. Maintenance of equipment cost

$7,900,000, an increase of $1,100,000, and transportation expenses

amounted to $17,400,000, an increase of $3,500,000. President

Brown says: "In mantenance of way and structures there

were included large expenditures for ballasting 315 miles of

main line track with stone, changing traffic from left-hand to

right-hand running, and general repairs and renewals of bridge

structures, buildings and fixtures. There was also a large in-

crease of maintenance of roadway and track expenses due to

additional main track built and resulting greater mileage of

main tracks to maintain. Maintenance of way employees were

granted an increase in wages in the early part of the year,

which added $297,761 to maintenance expenses."

The following table shows the unit costs of maintenance as

worked out on the usual method used in these comments

:

1910. 1909.

•Maintenance of way and structures per mile

of 'rack $2,276 $1,771

{Repairs per locomotive 2,429 1,895

fRepairs per passenger car 982 765

tRepairs per freight car 63 78

*Accor(ling to tlie Railway Age Gazette formula, traclc mileage is ob-

tained by adding togetlier all first, second, third, etc., main and branch
line tracks and one-half tlie mileage of switch tracks and sidings.

tRepairs only, and does not include renewals, pverhead charges or

depreciation.

The need for additional cash, previously mentioned, is very

strikingly shown by an examination of the balance sheet as of

December 31, 1910. While working assets are sliown at tlic

very impressive figure of $123,400,000, cash amounts to but

$4,290,000, and the principal item under working assets is

$97,600,000 marketable securities. The marketable securities of

the Lake Shore are a very valuable asset, but it is hardly con-

ceivable that the company would choose to raise money by the

sale of these securities. In 1910 working liabilities amounted to

$17,000,000, which included $10,200,000 loans and bills payable.

In 1909 cash on hand amulintcd to $13,998,000, and working li-

abilities $8,300,000, of which $1,700,000 was loans and bills pay-

able. During 1910 the company borrowed $8,500,000 on its notes

payable March 15, 1911, .ind idesumably the sale of $15,000,000
bonds since January 1, provided fur the i)ayinent of tlie.e notes.

During the year llu' (unii)any bought a half interest m the

Kanawha & Michigan, and all uf the Toledo ifi Ohio Central out-

standing stock, and sold its (Jiie-si.xth interest in the Hocking
Valley stock to the Chesapeake & Ohio. This gives the Lake
Shore a line of its own from Toledo south to a connection with

the Kanawha & Michigan, .md a juint line from that puiiit sunlli

to the Ohio river and to a cuiiiiection with the Chesapeake &
Ohio. Across the river from the terminus of the Kanawha &
Michigan is the northern terminus of the Virginian, and there

is a clause in the agreement between the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern and the Chesapeake & Ohio which provides that if

either company desires it and the Virginian and the Kanawha
& Michigan each pay one-half of the cost, a bridge may be

built across the Ohio ri\er to connect the Rogers road with

the K. & M. Diu-ing the year there have been various rumors
of the Vaiidcrbilt lines desiring to acquire roads south of the

Ohio river, but so far as is generally known, nothing has actu-

ally been done with this in view.

The traffic agreement between the rittsburgh & Lake lu-ie,

a Lake Shore subsidiary, and the Western Maryland was com-

mented on in our discussion of last year's Lake Shore report.

During 1910 the 90-mile line comiecting the Western Maryland

and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has been built, and was de-

scribed in the Raihvay Age Gazette of February 10 and 17.

The following table shows the results of operation in 1910 as

compared with 1909:

1910. 1909.
Average mileage operated 1,66.3 1,663

Freight revenue $32,646,536 $29,735,277

Passenger revenue 11,130,125 10,154,220

Total operating revenue 49,420,211 45,110,997

Maintenance of way and structures 7,549,661 5,468,363

Maintenance of equipment 7,873,217 6,811,551

Traffic 1,153,165 1,101.596

Transportation 17,442,858 13,914,957

Total operating expenses 34,920,933 28,023,661

Taxes 1,720,182 1,458,905

Operating income 1 2,729,380 1 5,549,524

Gross corporate income 23,181,467 21,763,790

Net corporate income 13,787,035 12,917,548

Dividends 8,903,970 5,935,980

'Equipment 1,365,297 1,263,186

Surplus 3,517,768 5,718,382

*In 1909 this was for additional e.juipuient, and in 1910 was for the

installments due on 1907 and 1910 equipment trust certificates.

MICHIGAN CENTRAL.

IN commenting elsewhere on the showing of the New York

Central & Hudson River in 1910, mention is made of the

increase in expenses being due to both the increase in the wage

rate and the increase due to a larger number of names on

the pay-roll. This is well illustrated by the report of the Michi-

gan Central, which separates the increases in labor cost as

between these two causes. For instance, under maintenance of

way and structures, increased expenditure's for labor amounted

to $378,000, of which $213,000 was due lo the increased rates

of pay. Under niaintenance of equipmer.t the increased account

of labor aniounted to $171,000, of which $74,000 was due to in-

creased rates of pay, and under transportation expenses, the in-

creased account of labor aniounted to $1,347,000, of which

$459,000 was due to increased rates of pay.

In 1910 total operating revenues on the Michigan Central,

from the operation of 1,803 niiles, amounted to $29,700,000, an

increase over 1909 of $2,300,000, and operating expenses of the

year amounted to $21,600,000, an increase of $3,100,000. The

operating ratio was 42.84 per cent, in 1910 and 67.48 per cent, m

1909. The Michigan Central, unlike the New York Central

and the Lake Shore, does not own large amounts of stock in

other companies, nor does it own a cuntrolling interest in large

subsidiaries. It was unable, therefore, lo make up the loss

in net through increased dividends received from subsidiaries

or frojB other sources of income, so that after the payment of
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its 6 per cent, dividends, whicli called for $1,124,280, its surplus

in 1910 was $593,000, as against $2,300,000 in 1909.

Tile Detroit river tunnel was opened last year, and has been

in operation for regular freight and passenger service since

October 16, 1910. The total cost of this tunnel, including inter-

est on money advanced for construction, was $8,900,000, this

after the payment of an estimated $200,000 for additional work
still to be completed. The acquisition of terminal freight and

passenger yards, and station buildings by the tunnel company
will require a considerable sum in addition to the amount above

mentioned.

The Michigan Central's share of the equipment acquired under

the New York Central Lines' equipment trust of 1910 was 67

locomotives, 13 passenger train cars and 3,298 freight train cars.

The cost of maintenance of equipment in 1910 was $4,124,000,

which was $368,000 more than maintenance of equipment cost

in 1909. The following table shows the unit costs of main-

tenance :

1910. 1909.
*Maintenaiice of way and structures per mile

of track $1,377 $1,179

fRepairs per locomotive 2,523 2,162

tRepairs per passenger car 573 549

tRepairs per freight car 105 100

*According to the Ruilivay Age Gazette formula, track mileage is ob-
taintd by adding together all first, second, third, etc., main and branch
line tracks and one-half of the mileage of switch tracks and sidings.

tRepairs only, and does not include renewals, overhead cliarges or
depreciation.

Maintenance of way and structures cost $4,035,000, or $577,000

more than in 1909. Last year the company laid 12,246 tons of

100-lb. rail as against 20,975 tons in 1909; and placed in track

1,072,719 ties, mostly oak and chestnut. In 1909 there were

placed in track 910,814 ties. The cost to Michigan Central of

its ties is natnrally comparatively light, but it is worth noting

that the average price at distributing points last year was 69

cents, as against 61 cents the year before. It may be recalled

that the Interstate Commerce Commission in its opinion in the

Western Rate case brushed aside rather lightly the argument

of the roads that the price of materials was continually increas-

ing, but increases like the one just mentioned, while small in

themselves, can foot up to an enormous sum when taken in the

aggregate.

The Michigan Central has a light traffic density as compared

with the three other New York Central lines whose reports

we have reviewed. Last year the ton mileage was 3,261,000,000

tons one mile, an increase of 219,600,000 tons, or about 5 per

cent., and the freight density last year was 1,700,000 tons one

mile per mile of road. The average train load was 419 tons,

as compared with 406 tons in 1909. The average receipts per

ton per mile were 6.29 mills last year and 6.26 mills the year

before. The better train loading is probably due to a greater

proportion of low grade heavy commodities and also to a smaller

empty freight car mileage. The mileage of locomotives in

freight service was 8,400,000 in 1910, an increase of but about

2.4 per cent.

Passenger revenue on the Michigan Central furnishes a

greater proportion of total than on the average road in the

West. In 1910 passenger revenue amounted to $7,400,000, an

increase of $749,000 over 1909, and express revenue amounted

to $1,500,000, an increase of $275,000. The increase in passenger

revenue, the report says, was due to a large excursion travel,

and general improvement in both local and interline business.

The total number of passenger carried one mile last year was

373,000,000, which is about 9.4 per cent, more than in 1909, the

average receipts per passenger per mile being 1.983 cents in

1910 and 1.95 cents in 1909. Passenger locomotive miles totaled

6,600,000, or about 9.1 per cent, more than in 1909.

There was considerable curiosity at the time, some few

months ago, when the Michigan Central placed a loan of

$10,000,000 in France, as to what interest the company had

to pay for its money. The only mention of this loan in the

annual report is in the profit and loss account, which shows
a debit of $240,355, "for discount, commission and expenses in

connection with the New York Centra! Lines' equipment trust

certificates of 1910, Michigan Central-Grand River Valley bonds
and Michigan Central one-year francs notes."

The balance sheet shows loans and bills payable of $18,100,000

on December 31, 1910. This compares with the loans and bills

payable of $4,450,000 at the end of 1909. Total working assets

amounted lo $10,173,000 at the end of 1910, with total working
liabilities of $23,400,000, which included the bills payable men-
tioned aliove. Working assets at the end of 1909 amounted to

$10,960,000, and. working liabilities to $9,400,000.

During the year the company sold $1,500,000 Michigan Central

(jrand River Valley bonds, and assumed its share of the liabil-

ity for the New York Central Lines' $30,000,000 equipment

trust certificates, which in the case of the M. C. amounted
to $8,500,000. The company retired at maturity on February

1, 1910, $10,000,000 3-ycar 5 per cent, notes.

The following table shows the operations of the company in

1910 compared with 1909:

1910. 1909.
Average mileage operated 1,803 1,746

Freight revenue $19,282,288 $18,267,530

Passenger revenue 7,404,476 6,655,699

Total operating revenue 29,694,816 27,415,467

.Maintenance of way and structures 4,035,261 3,458,165

Maintenance of eciuipment 4,124,366 3,756,582

Traffic 882,151 777,668

Transportation 12,023,589 10,050,690

Total operating expenses 21,628,906 18,499,528

Ta.xes 1,357,020 1,121.532

Operating income 6,652,574 7,743,255

Gross corporate income 7,746,254 8,684,736

Net corporate income 1,717,331 3,421,422

Dividends 1,124,280 1,124,280

*Equipment 250,000 548,925

Surplus 343,051 1,748,217

*This was for additional equipment in 1909 and on account of 1910
proportion of New York Central Lines 1907 and 1910 equipment trust

certificates in 1910.

CLEVELAND, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO &. ST. LOUIS.

"T^llE lines of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis

* run through as highly competitive territory as any in the

United States. They connect such cities as Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Toledo, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Chicago, and the rates

that this company and its competitors in this territory can

charge have in the past been forced down to the lowest possible

minimum through the keenness of the competition. In this ter-

ritory the management of the railway and the character of the

service is so largely dictated by competitive conditions that the

management of any one individual road has little or no choice

as to what shall be done. As President Brown points out in

his letter accompanying the annual report of the C. C. C. &
St. L., for the year ended December 31, 1910, the Interstate

Commerce Commission in refusing to grant increase in rates,

did not take into consideration such roads as the Big Four,

and it is just such roads which more than any others clearly

illustrate one point that the railway attorneys and witnesses

strongly insisted on. This was that freight rates are now too

low and have been too low in the past.

In 1910, operating 1,982 miles of road, the Big Four earned

$30,400,000, but was able to save for net only $6,900,000, the

operating ratio being 77.23 per cent., as against an operating

ratio of 71.27 per cent, in 1909. Operating income, after the

payment of taxes and the deficit from outside operations,

amounted to $5,880,000 in 1910, and to $7,000,000 in 1909. After

the payment of rentals, interest charges and 5 per cent, divi-

dends on preferred stock, and 2 per cent, on common stock,

the Big Four had a surplus of $34,371 in 1910, as against

$1,335,000 in 1909.

The average revenue per ton per mile of the C. C. C. & St. L.

is 5.46 mills, which is very slightly greater than the average

in 1909. Since freight rates cannot be raised, the only way of
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rc(liiciii>i opi'iatiiiy cosl.s is cillk-r lo icdiici- iiiaiiiU'iiaiur and

up-kocp charges, or to make siicli changes in the inctlidil of

liaiidliug freight and passengers as will efTet-t iicinoinics. ,\s

has been pointed out, this is particularly dilncult In do in i\\v

territory served by the C. C. C. & St. L., hnl at the present

time there is an attempt being made by the roads operating in

part of this territory to handle their freight in larger train

loads and to move it slower. Naturally, this sort of a reform

must be carried out by all the roads competing, and it is very

likely to be strongly opposed by shippers.

It would seem that in a case like this one a fnmtion of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, which that commission

has heretofore never taken very seriously so far as we know,

might well be exercised to great advantage. That is, to protect

the roads against the shippers. We are not forgetting what tlie

Interstate Commerce Commission claims it has done through

the abolition of rebates, but there is some doubt as to how
nuich credit the commission should have for this and how much
credit rightfully belongs to certain s'trong railway presidents.

In any case, here in the territory served by the C. C. C. & St. L.,

the commission might find a good opportunity lo try its hand

at something new in the way of regulation.

Maintenance charges on the C. C. C. & St. T,., as a whole

increased by $1,299,826 in 1910, while transportation expenses

increased by $2,300,000. Transportation expenses totaled $12,-

700,000 in 1910, and consumed 41 .82 per cent, of operating rev-

enue. One reason why these expenses were so high in 1910

was that fuel cost 11 cents per ton less in 1909 than in 1910, and

the handling and storing of coal was considerably more ex-

pensive during the coal miners' strike.

The following table shows the unit of maintenance prepared

in accordance with the formula generally used in these com-

ments :

1910. 1909.
*Maintenance of way and structures per

track mile $1,427 $1,158
I
Repairs per locomotive 3,615 2,787

jRepairs per passenger car 820 708
tRepairs per freight car 94 84

*Per niiie of first, second and third track, two miles of switch tracks
and sidings being taken as equal to one mile of main or branch line tracks.

tFor repairs oiily; does not include renewals, depreciation or overhead
charges.

Of the increase in maintenance of way expenditures, most of

the additional money spent was for rails, ties and other track

material. Twenty-one thousand tons of 90-lb. rail were laid

in 1910, as against 5,000 tons of rail laid in 1909. There were

978,520 ties put in track in 1910, of which about two-thirds were

treated and one-third were oak. In 1909 there were 887,323

ties put in track, about the same number of treated ties being

used as in 1910, but fewer oak ties being used. The average

price at distributing points was 76.80 cents in 1910 and 73.00

cents in 1909.

During the year the company sold $1,000,000 general mortgage

bonds and 50,000,000 francs ($9,650,000) 20-year 4 per cent.

debenture bonds of 1910-1930. The balance sheet at the end of

1910 shows total working assets of $9,046,000, of which

$2,866,000 was cash; and working liabilities of $5,756,000, with

no loans or bills payable. In 1909 there was on hand $2,630,000

cash and working liabilities of $7,273,000, which included

$3,000,000 loans and bills payable.

The following table shows the results of operation in 1910 as

compared with 1909:

1910. 1909.
Average mileage operated 1,982 1,982

Freight revenue $19,922,901 $17,975,363
Passenger revenue 7,812,012 7,169,670

Total operating revenue 30,423,005 27,657,741
Maintenance of way and structures 3,934,281 3,159,609
Maintenance of equipment 5,177,765 4,652,610
Traffic 998,697 914,505
Transportation 12,724,100 10,434,269

Total operating expenses 23,495.620 19,711,495
Taxes 949,548 878,328
Operating income 5,879,655 7,011,380
Gross c.:>rporate income 6,700,469 7,634,613
Net corporate income 1,475,497 2,776,372
Dividends 1,441,126 1,441,126
Surplus 34,371 1,335,246

NEW BOOKS.

S,i,-iilili, MciiuiKriiiriil. Hy l.ouis 1). liiandcis. I'nlilisli.-d by llir l.umi
nceriuK M.-itia/inc, New ^'ork. 'I J. p;iges; (i>.. in. x V/i m. ('lolk
I'ricc, $.'.

I his volume reproduces that ijurtion of Mr. Brandeis' brief

which relates to scientific management and which was submitted

lo I he Interstate Commerce Commission in the recent rate hear-

ing at Washington. It is a digest of the testimony given by

Harrington ICmerson, 11. L. Gantt, Frank B. Gilbreth, H. L.

Hathaway, James M. Dodge, Hem-y K. Towne, H. V. Scheel,

Charles P>. (ioing and others, and relates largely to the profitable

results from the use of efficiency methods, which ;ire claimed to

have been accomplished by manufacturing concerns, and which

the above mentioned gentlemen believe can accomplish equally

.uratifying results if applied to the operation of railways.

Railroad Field Geometry. By Wm. G. Raymond, professor of civil engineer-
ing and dean of college of applied science. State University of Iowa.
New York: Jolm Wiley & Sons. Morocco, 255 pages and 136 figures,

4 in. X 6J^ in. Price, $2.

'I'his book is intended primarily for class room use, and em-

bodies the results of Professor Raymond's 25 years' experience

as an instructor. The author goes into the discussion of the

various problems more fully than is customary in some works,

to fix in the student's mind the connection between the theory

and its application to practical problems. Problems most com-

monly met with in the field are discussed, and are illustrated in

several cases by photographs to bring out the points the author

is endeavoring to develop. The chapters covering the re-running

of old lines and right of-way descriptions are new for books of

this kind, filling an existing want of the student. More than

usual space is given to the subject of earth work computations,

mass diagrams and over-haul. None of the customary field

tables are included.

Tl>e Earning Power of Railroads, 1911 edition. Edited by Floyd W.
Mundy, of James H. Oliphant & Co., New York. Published by
Moody's Magazine book department, 35 Nassau street. Cloth. Price
$2.50.

The Earning Power of Railroads for 1911 covers 150 of the

principal railway systems of the United States, Canada and

Mexico. The mileage, capitalization, earnings over a period of

years, operating expenses, maintenance costs, operating ratio,

etc., are given, and earnings and expenses, etc., are also worked

out on a mileage basis. In addition to the statistical tables the

book includes 292 pages of classified notes giving information as

to dividend and bond issues. The ten preliminary chapters ex-

plain the fundamental principles to be applied by investors in the

study of the tables. The 1911 edition is considerably larger than

the previous editions and gives figures for a number of roads

not heretofore covered. The greatest usefulness of the book lies

in the handiness with which the figures may be gotten at.

Electric Railway Transportation. The American Academy of Political and
Social Science, Philadelphia, 1911. 200 pages; 7 in. x 10 in. Price,

$1.00.

The January, 1911, number of the Annals of the American

Academy of Political and Social Science is devoted almost en-

tirely to Electric Railway Transportation. Part I considers

traffic and financial problems, and Part II, the public regu-

lation of electric railways. The various articles were written

by experts in their respective fields, and hiclude The Urban

Transportation Problem, by Bion J. Arnold ; The Decreasing

Financial Returns Upon Urban Street Railway Properties, by

Thomas Conway, Jr. ; The Depreciation Problem, by Wm. B.

Jackson ; Methods of Increasing the Efficiency of Surface Lines

in Large Cities, by Williston Fish ; The Investigation of Traffic

Possibilities of Proposed Subway Lines, by Wm. S. Twining

;

Possibilities of Freight Traffic on Interurban Lines, by Frank S.

Cummins ; Express Business on Interurban Lines, by A. East-

man ; Economy Factors in the Selection of Cars for Urban

Service, by Samuel M. Curwen ; The Relations of the Electric

Railway Company to Its Employees, by C. D. Emmons; The

Strike Problem on Electric Railways, by Daniel T. Pierce;
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Educating tlic I'uljlic to a Proper Appreciation (jf Urban Street

Railway Problems, by A. W. Warnock; The Presentation of

Interurban Problems io the Public, by A. D. M. Van Zandt.

Under Part 1 1 public relations are treated as follows : V'aki-

ation of Intangible Street Railway Property, by Frank R. Ford

;

The Indeterminate Permit as a Satisfactory Franchise, by Will-

iam Osgood Morgan ; State Supervision of Electric Railways

in Wisconsin, by B. H. Meyer ; The Fruits of Public Regulation

in New York, by Milo R. Maltbie ; Supervising Engineers and

Street Railway Service, by George Weston. While this vol-

ume is in paper cover and is part of the proceedings of an

association, it will probably be so highly valued by those inter-

ested in either the financial or operating departments of elec-

tric street railways that they will find it worthy of a cloth bind-

ing and a place in their libraries. '

'SJi^iUr^ to th^ T^diion

EFFECT OF UNDULATING GRADES ON TRAIN
VELOCITY.

New >'<.kk, Marcli 15, 1911.

To THE EUITOK Ol'- THE R.MLWAV ACE Ca/.KTTE :

The article On the ElYccI of Undulating Grades, by F. S.

l'\)ote, Jr., in }our issue of March 10, is most interesting, but

the inference which may be drawn from his opening statement,

that writers on railway location and engineers generally accept

unreservedly Mr. Wellington's theory on this matter, is hardly

warranted. It was long ago recognized that Wellington's theory

should only be applied with great caution ; in fact the writer

went so far as to advocate (Railroad Location, Surveys and Es-

timates, page 124) that not over 50 per cent, of the values given

in Wellington's table of velocity heads should be used in cal-

culating the operating cost of undulating grades, unless extremely

good reasons could be shown for using higher values.

Mr. P'oote adopis the results of Prof. Schmidt's experiments,

which seem to show that resistance increases with the velocity.

The American Railway Engineering & Maintenance of Way
.\ssociation, together with many prominent engineers, seem in-

clined to favor the theory that resistance does nnt increase with

the velocity at ordinary freight train speeds. It seems to the

writer that the variations in operating conditions are so great,

and there are so many factors which cannot be expressed in

figures and which will vary with different roads and different

conditions, that the slight theoretical difference shown by Mr.

Foote should only be considered as a mathematical demonstra-

tion of one of these factors under certain conditions, and that

to be on the safe side, it is advisable to have a great deal more
leeway than is shown by Mr. Foote as necessary. fred lavis.

TELEPHONES FOR TRAIN DESPATCHING.

Fort Scott, Kan., February 15, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Rah^way Age Gazette:

Referring to an article in the Railway Age Gazette of Janu-

ary 13, under the caption, "A Despatcher Who Does Not Like

the Telephone," I would like to offer my experience for the

benefit of your readers who may have been prejudiced against

the use of the telephone for train despatching by the article men-
tioned. I have been despatching trains for 22 years by telegraph

and have been on many of the heavy tricks throughout the west.

I looked upon the advent of the telephone into the train despatch-

ing field with many misgivings, but can now say enthusiastically,

"Give me the 'phone." I have given the telephone a thorough

try-out covering a period of 10 months, and my views seem to

be in direct contradiction to the experience of the writer. of that

article. I will answer each of his objections in the order in

which they appear.

I find that operators answer the 'phone bell much more
I)romptly than they did the telegraph, for the logical reason that

they can hear it at a much greater distance. They can hear it on

the freight platform, or in the freight house, which is not true

of the telegraph, and there are few operators who will de-

liberately refuse to answer with reasonable promptness when they

hear the despatcher calling. Another factor in getting an opera-

tor to answer the 'phone is the fact that helpers, who may
not be telegraphers, can hear the 'phone ring, and call the

operator from distant places. This company has a circuit for the

"train despatcher only," and when an operator hears the bell

on this circuit ring (the message circuit bell having a differcMil

tone) he knows that the despatcher wants him, either for orders

or messages pertinent to the movement of trains.

I find no difficulty whatever in "breaking" operators on the

'phone whenever necessary, and have not yet found it necessary

to have an operator repeat "an entire order" on account of being

unable to "break him." I have found it quite handy to be able

to take "O S" and get other information from operators while

the .selector is working and find no trouble in holding the man
called while I finish any other business that may have "come in

on the line" while the selector was working, or in telling the

operator who "came in" to "wait a minute" if that suits me
better.

1 am interrupted frequently throughout the day, and have had

no trouble in holding either, or both operators, as the case

demanded. I simply tell them to "wait a minute," adding what

for, which takes but a few seconds, not nearly as long as it

takes to "stand an operator off on the telegraph.

Questions on my circuit are no ukuc numerous now than they

were on the telegraph, and 1 can certainly answer them more

quickly, and more satisfactorily, and I can answer them while

leaning back in my chair without moving.

I am always glad to give operators information regarding

trains, and as they are required to keep their bulletin boards

posted, I do not think any despatcher should consider such ques-

tions "troublesome."

It is true that "all telephone circuits are installed with a set of

rules," ours being no exception. We enforce those rules, there-

fore the despatchers are not "troubled with roundhouse foremen,

roadmasters, etc.," using their circuits for promiscuous service.

This matter is entirely within the regulation of the despatcher

himself, for no person but the despatcher can "call" or "ring" on

his circuit, as he has the only "selector" on the circuit.

On an average, messages can be handled as rapidly on the

'phone as on the telegraph, and I have it from the manager of

the telegraph office that they are handling as many messages on

the "local 'phone circuit" as were handled on the local telegraph

circuit, and in addition leaving plenty of time for long distance

conversations between the division officers and general offices,

thereby eliminating a vast amount of telegraphing that would

otherwise go over the through telegraph lines.

With the installation of the 'phone, the despatcher's troubles

with sleepy operators have become a thing of the past, and our

records will show that not one operator has been reprimanded

or dismissed for "sleeping on duty" since the 'phones were in-

stalled on this division. I would like to see the color of the

operator's hair who would cut out the 'phone bell, admitting

that he knew how, in order to sleep undisturbed.

My "halter" is long enough to allow me to reach the water

cooler, the window or either of the other two despatchers with-

out "cutting out," but should I desire to go further, it takes but

a second to slip the plug from the "jack box" and go where I

will, for while I am "cut out" if an operator wants me, he

simply turns a crank on his generator a couple of turns, and rings

my bell.

I have also found that the 'phone not only reduces the physical

strain at least one half, but largely increases my capacity without

adding to that strain. w. c. b.\ranger,

Despatcher, St. Louis & San Francisco.
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STRUCTURES AT NORTHUMBERLAND YARD; PENN-
SYLVANIA RAILROAD.*

BY \VILL1.\M FORSYTH.

A^iociat« Editor, Railway Ag« Ga*ctle.

LOCOMOTIVE TtRMIN.AL.

Near tlic center ol the yard ami directly south of the east-

boiiiid classitication tracks is the large locomotive terminal

with its ample storage yards, engine house, machine shop, power

plant and other auxiliary structures. The storage yard is graded

lor 15 tracks, each 1,000 ft. long; 5 tracks will be laid for coal

storage and 7 for locomotives. The two inspection pits are lo-

cated 1,400 ft. from the engine house portal and the four asii

pits 800 ft. from the same point. Both the inspection and the

ash pits are similar to those previously constructed by the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, and already described in detail in articles on
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Arrangement of the Oil House.

tlie East Altoona locomotive terminal in the Railivay Age

of January 19, 1906, page 86, and The Railroad Gazette, March

16, 1906, page 259. The inspection pits are 75 ft. long and

3 ft. 6 in. deep from the top of the rail ; they are connected

at the center by an underground passage 3 ft. wide. The ash

pits, 230 ft. long, have concrete walls, with box ribbed cast iron

caps for the rail supports. They are 4 ft. deep and have track

rails at the bottom for small dump ash cars, which are hoisted

by 10-in. air cylinders suspended from steel bridges. There are

two of these bridges crossing each pair of pits.

The oil house is a substantial brick building with concrete

floors and an asbestos shingle roof. It is 40 ft. x 97 ft., with

a basement 11 ft. 5 in. high for the large cylindrical oil storage

tanks. The main floor is divided into four compartments, as

shown on the drawing ; a space 30 ft. x 40 ft. for a locker room

;

a kit room, 31 ft. x 32 ft., for hand tools and oil cans; a waste

•A general description of this yard appeared in our issue of March 17.

room, also 31 ft. x 32 ft., and an oil ruum, H'/e ft. x 63 ft., where

liie ine;isurin)4 fanrtts ami I'unnels arc located. The oil is raised

hdin the lia.scuK'nl by air pri'ssme. The eight large tanks have a

rapacity of 4,1(X) gal.

I lu' coal wharf was designed and built by the Roberts &
.'^chacfcr Comjiany, Chicago, it is equipped with duplicate hoist-

ing equipment, consisting of two pairs of Z'/z-ton Ilolmen buck-

ets with their operating mechanism. There are two receiving

hoppers each 24 ft. in Icn.nth, the coal being fed from the re-

ceivin;.; hoppers to Ilie iloliiicn buckets l)\ means of Barrett re-

Coaling Station at Northumberland Yard.

volving feeders. The overhead storage pocket is divided into

eight compartments for passenger coal, freight coal and wet

sand. The bin has a total storage capacity for 1,000 tons of

coal and 100 tons of wet sand. The hoisting equipment is so

arranged and the bin is so divided that each pair of buckets

handles and properly distributes freight coal and passenger coal,

and in addition one pair of buckets handles the wet sand.

The overhead pocket delivers coal and sand to two tracks, one

on either side of the pocket, and each side is provided with five

f/lxA. Hrrf

Cross-Section Through Engine House Showing Roof Construction.
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coaling aprons and one sand spout. Underneath the overhead

wet sand pockets, which have concrete floors, are two sand dry-

ers in fireproof compartments. The sand gravitates through the

dryers over the screens, and into air drums, from which it is

elevated to dry sand tanks overhead. From these tanks the dry

sand is supplied to the locomotives as required. The hoisting

equipment is operated by electric motors of a special type, pro-

The columns at the inner circle have a core of steel forming

a built-up post, to which is attached the castings for the door

hinges. These castings have holes at each edge of the column,

so that although the doors are arranged to swing in they may
be arranged to swing out in case more room is desired. This

steel inner post is entirely covered with concrete, making a

column 11 in. X 13 in. outside. The next intermediate column is

''•I Sechon Through Office Building.
7 Wr&3(^-==-^^-:^^

Engine House Construction Showing Arrangement of Smoke Jack and Ventilator.

vided with specially designed limit devices to prevent accidents

to the machinery.

ENGINE HOUSE.

The engine house has been designed for an ultimate capacity

of 52 stalls; 36 stalls have been built. The turntable is 100 ft.

in diameter ; the distance from the center of the table to the

inside wall is 107 ft. 7% in., and the width of the house, center

to center of walls is 90 ft. 8^^ in. The contractors for the en-

gine house, power house and machine shop were Brann, Stuart &
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., and the cost of the engine house

above the foundation, piers was $84,000. The building is entirely

fireproof and is constructed almost wholly of concrete. The
spaces between the pilasters are filled in with brick, and the

glazed sash are all steel. An unusual feature is the concrete

roof, which is 4>^ in. thick and is ribbed up box-shaped at the

openings for the ventilators and smokejacks. The house is 22

ft. 10 in. high from the floor to the under side of roof beams

at the outer circumference. There is a straight slope in the

roof to the inner wall, where the height is 16 ft. 8 in. clear.

15 in. square, and the one next the outer wall is 16 in. square.

These columns and the reinforced concrete roof beams, as well

as the roof itself, are shown in detail on the drawings and are

worthy of careful attention, as they represent the latest prac-

tice of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the construction of engine

houses. The cast iron ventilators and jacks are also shown on

one of the drawings. The j-ack is fixed and the lower portion

of the hood is 8 ft. long and 40 in. wide ; the diameter of the

circular part above the roof is 40 in. In the central panel of the

house there is a cast iron ventilator 40 in. in diameter over each

pit with a damper operated by chains and a sliding weight on a

bar. These jacks and ventilators were supplied by Paul Dick-

inson, Inc., Chicago.

The pits, which are shown in detail on the drawings, are en-

tirely of concrete and are 3 ft. deep at the lower end. The pit

rails rest on 8 in. x 12 in. white oak stringers, which are bolted

to the wall and extend over the pit to protect the radiating pipes.

The pit walls are widened at the outer end and at the center to

provide additional support for jacking up the locomotives. One

|< . ^230- 4< ZS'Ss- »i< 30'o'- i4< 3Z'o"-

[ngin* Houst Pit Construction and Plan of Extension Containing Offices; Northumberland Yard.
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iiiLmiSi^

Concrete Engine House Showing a Part of It Under Roof.

pit track passes through the outer wall to the niachiiie shop.

The drop wheel pits are grouped around this track. One large

80-in. drop wheel pit extends underneath it and the track on
either side. On one side beyond this large pit is another pit

for 62-in. wheels, extending under two tracks, and on the other

side is a pit for 47-in. wheels under two tracks. This latter

is intended for engine truck wheels. These pits are similar in

construction and differ only in the size of the pneumatic jacks

used. The arrangement of the jack and its truck for the 62-in.

wheel pit is shown in detail. The pits for the jacks are cir-

cular, and, as may be seen, there is a separate jack for each

three positions. After the wheels are dropped on the pit truck

the jack disappears into its pit and the truck may then be rolled

to other positions. When over the central jack the wheels can

be raised to the shop floor. Next to the pit for the engine truck

wheels is a large drop table 55 ft. long, which is operated by

large screws and an electric motor similar to that at the East

Altoona engine house.

The turntable is to be operated by a 22 h. p. electric motor,

the mechanism for which was supplied by George P. Nichols

& Bro., Chicago. The house will be heated by 2-in. coils in

the pits and around the outer walls, and will be lighted by 37

arc lamps. An extension at one end of the engine house is

used for the offices of the foreman and the despatchcr. This

is 29 ft. wide and extends along two stalls, making each office

23 ft. long. There is a lobby 8 ft. wide between the engine

Concrete Foundations for Engine House; Northumberland Yard.

/
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house and the offices. It has two doors, one into each office,

and a desk 20 ft. long along the wall, pf the house. There is an

opening in the office partition for engineers to register.

SHOP BUILDING.

The shop building is a brick and steel structure 123 ft. 8 in.

X 80 ft. 6 in. outside. It is divided into three rooms. One of

these is for the machine shop proper, 53 ft. x 79 ft. inside. The

smith shop extends entirely across one end and is 40 ft. x 80 ft.

;

there is a storeroom 24 ft. x 79 ft. in the same building. The

building has a raised roof at the center, in which will be a

small traveling crane with a span of 29 ft. 3 in. The exterior

WATER SUPPLY.

The water supply for the shops and yards will be from two
sources, one for drinking purposes from the Molly Bullion

spring, which has a capacity of 225,000 gal. in 24 hours, the other

for boilers and condensation from the Susquehanna river. The
main water pipes extending through the yards will be supplied

from the spring under normal conditions, but they are fitted

-23 7g -+ 3/44 * 23 7^

Cross-Section Through the Shop Building

wall at the machine shop end has an opening, so that this crane

may pass to the material yard outside, where the crane girders

are supported on a steel structure. The side walls of the build-

ing are filled almost entirely with glazed sash and the end walls

also have very large windows, so that the shop will be well

lighted.

1238-

Plan of the Shop Building.

with check valves so that in case of fire it will be possible to

put on a higher pressure of 100 lbs. per sq. in. and supply a

larger volume of water from the river. There are four steel

tubs, each of 50,000 gal. capacity, on structural steel supports,

all on the same level of 85 ft. At the center of the power house

is a deep pit for the pumps which have their suction pipes be-

Drop Pit for Trailing Truck Wheels; Northumberland Engine House.
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low th« river level,

through a 30-in. cast

gravjly irom ih< river

^ under Uie purtips.

rOWEK HOUSE.

The povcr house is a brick structure similar in architecture

tc
• •- ^ - It is 85 ft. X 92 ft. 9 in. inside with an

e\ , c house side 28 ft x 50 ft. for the boiler

u:.> :-.iL p.ir.i, J .*:c engine room is 45 fL 3 in. x 85 ft., and is

.^S •• .^ m from the floor to the under side of the roof truss.

T - - nned by a hand power traveling crane with a

cj. -iS. The height from the floor to the top of the

rail on the longitudinal crane girders is 21 ft. 6 in. There are

tioiial bc'iler of ihc same size. Green chain grates are provided;

the basement is arranged with partition walls, so that a large part

of the drip of good coal from the grates will pass to the con-

veyor and be used again, while only the consumed coal dropping

from the end of the diain grates will go to the ashpit proper.

This arrangement is shown in the cross sectional view of the

power hcuse.

The pump pit is equipped with two 16 in. x 12 in. x 10 in.

duplex Worlhington pumps for fire purposes, and two Dean
16 m. X 26 in. x IS in. vertical direct-acting pumps for the regular

water service. Tliere is a combined vacuum and jet condenser

at each pump. The operation of the coal conveyor and the ash

cf Pcv,e.- ri; .e Ncrir. -.:".: ,- Yard: Pennsylvania Railroad.

three General Electric 250 k. v. a. 240-Yoit, 2-pbase, 60-cydle

geDeradng sets. The exigines have a capacity of 525 h. p. eadh

and were sopfdied hf the Uarrisborg Mac}iiii:)e Company. There

are two Ingersoll-Raiid air compressors, two-stage compound
vitb aotooatically operated air valves and Corliss valve gear.

Each of fliese has a capacity of 2;,SQ0 co. ft. of free air -per

minutic. This large provisicm of oon^ressed air is ^inc^ally

for operating the switches at the hmnp trades, and for pneu-

matic hoists in the engine house and sht^s. The teick-lined

sled stack is 7 ft. in diameter inside and 1^ ft hi^ The
boilens are of die Heine type; bmh by die Keder Company,

VYiDiam^ort. Pa. There are tittle of these, each with 4jOGO

sq. ft of heating surface; floor space is provided for an addi-

coEvex^or is also indicated on the drawing; Ihe^e were sup-

plied by the Link-Belt Company of Philadelpliia.

The plant for boiler washing was supplied by the National

Bofler Washii^ Conqpany of Chicago. It is guaranteed to blow

out two locomotive boilers, wash two boilers and fill two boil-

ers at the same time, and is capable of washing 30 locomotive

boilers in 24 hours. The storage capacity for this sj^stem is

24J00O gaL, and t3je pump capacity 1,000 gaL per minute. This

is one of the largest boiler washing plants installed by the Na-

tional cxm^any, which also installed the vacuum steam heat-

ing system for die roundhoose, a steam blower line and com-

pressed air line in the same house, and the complete pneumatic

ofl house system, indndii^ tanks and accessories.
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AUXILIARY STRUCTURES.

In addition to the larger permanent structures built of brick

or concrete, which have just been described, there are a number

of smaller auxiliary structures, most of them built of wood.

These include the car repair shops, scrap bins, loaded car trans-

fer, stock pens and the transfer sheds.

Car Repair Yards and Shops.—-The car repair tracks and shops

23 Cars

structures 40 ft. wide. The planing mill is 112 ft. long; the

storehouse and office, 224 ft. long; the boiler room, wheel, pipe

and smith shop, 128 ft. long. A 100-ft. space between the store-

house and wheel shop is occupied by cross tracks for the storage

of mounted wheels. The wheel shop will contain two axle lathes,

one wheel press, two car wheel borers, and one steel-tired wheel

lathe. New wheels and scrap are stored at the opposite end of

Car Repair Yard at Northumberland; Pennsylvania Railroad.

eOOO Lengfh of Cribs -
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Arrangement of Tracks at the Scrap Bins.

are located between the westbound receiving tracks and the east-

bound departure tracks; in this long space are also situated two

yards for cripple cars and the large scrap bins. The general

arrangement of the repair yard, showing the location of the car

shops, is shown on one of the drawings. The tracks have a

capacity for 132 cars, and are arranged on the south side of

this yard. Between the alternate standard gage tracks are narrow

gage tracks for the distribution of material to cars under repair,

and there are two cross tracks leading to the shops with turn-

tables at the intersections. The car shop buildings are all wooden

the wheel shop where there is a depressed track and an over-

head structure fitted with an air hoist for transferring the wheels

from the cars to the track entering the wheel shop.

Conveniently located near the yard entrance and also adjacent

to the car shops, is a large building, 70 ft. x 208 ft., which is

intended as a shop for the wreck gang. This shop has three

through standard gage tracks and one narrow gage track con-

necting it with the car shops.

Scrap Bins.—The scrap bins, which are directly north of the

car shops, are imusually large for a place of this kind, as it is

/OSuefion 8 /nj. /OSix://'on

Section Through the Boiler and Engine Rooms of the Power House; Northumberland Yard.
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intended to concentrate scrap from several divisions at this point

and have it classified and rc-shipped; it will thus serve as a clear-

ing house for that material from all lines west of Sunbury to

Erie. The construction and arrangement of the scrap bin is

shown on one of the drawings. The central portion has a pit

10 ft. (leep witli a track in the bottom so that high-side gondolas

of auxiliary structures there will be noticed on tlie plan tlie slock

pens, which arc served by a siding.

Transfer Sheds and Platforms.—The transfer of freiglit from

one car to another will be an important part of the work in the

westbound departure yard. Here are located large transfer sheds

and platforms. The platforms arc supplied by 8 tracks and are

(,
/eo

h s'o----j- sb'-^

T/es ex/Ox80 rp
lengfho/CnbeOO/f

Section Through the Scrap Bins and Cribbing; Northumberland Yard.

can be easily loaded. The bins are arranged on each side of this

pit and are 400 ft. long, divided into 25 bins each 16 ft. long.

They are 7 ft. high and are built up with 6 in. x 8 in. framing and

3-in. plank. Tracks for incoming scrap are arranged on the out-

side of the bin, and a running board made of 3 in. by 12 in. plank

extends along the top of the bins for convenient access to either

the cars or the bin.

Transfer Trestle.—Another wooden structure near by and con-

venient to the car shop is the loaded car transfer trestle. This is

for the purpose of transferring crippled loaded coal cars, which

are so badly damaged that they cannot be forwarded. The trestle

consists of an elevated track 19 ft. above the lower track. It is

made up of 7 bays, each 12 ft. long; at the center is a hopper

over which the crippled car is placed, and the coal is allowed to

run down into another car on the lower track. In the same group

560 ft. long. They are arranged as main platforms and sub-

platforms, with two tracks between. Instead of cars being in

solid lines, they will be divided at intervals, and a temporary

bridge will connect the main platform with the sub-platform, so

that it will not be necessary to truck through from one car to

another.

With ample room and the tracks arranged for the most direct

movement of cars in making up trains, convenient outlets for

crippled cars and good facilities for repairing them ; with the

best engine house equipment and free avenues for the movement

of locomotives, the operation of the new yard at Northumber-

land should be effected at a much lower cost than at Sunbury.

It should also be attended with fewer fatalities and personal in-

juries than unfortunately accompanied the operation of the two

old yards at Sunbury.

Transfer Trestle in the Northumberland Yard; Pennsylvania Railroad.
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ELECTRIFICATION OF STEAM ROADS.

The seventh annual electrical night of the New York Railroad

Club was held last Friday evening and proved to be a big suc-

cess. In contrast with the meetings of a few years ago, there

was an almost entire absence of the controversal spirit, and one

could not help but be impressed by the broader and more tolerant

views which the electrical engineers are taking concerning the

electrification of steam roads. W. J. Harahan, vice-president of

the Erie, as chairman of the standing committee on electrifica-

tion, stated that while much progress had been made in develop-

ing the details of the electrical equipment during the past year,

there had been no important general development in the sys-

tem of electrification. Several different systems have been in

service on steam roads for a considerable time, and the com-

mittee invited a number of operating men to be present to tell

of their experience.

James A. McCrea, general superintendent of the Long Island,

was not able to be present but sent a communication. The traffic

which had been developed on the western end of the road where

the multiple system is in use had grown to such proportions that

it could not possibly be handled in any other way. The multiple

unit system is especially adapted for heavy suburban service. At

the present time the Long Island has 62 miles of road operating

electrically, including 164 miles of track. The system has proven

thoroughly reliable. In five years there has been only one serious

delay which could be charged to the electrical equipment. The

motor troubles at the present time are slight, and the difficulties

with the third rail are being overcome. Snow does not inter-

fere with the operation of the road. Trains can be operated at

a higher speed and on a shorter headway. It is, of course, neces-

sary to make radical changes in the operation of the terminals

from steam railway methods. The multiple unit system makes

it possible to handle eight or ten trains per hour per track at

the terminal, this good showing being largely due to the de-

creased amount of switching which is required. People who
live in the suburbs do not want to spend more than 60 minutes

in traveling to their work, and with steam operation this means

that the suburbanites must live within a radius of 24 miles of

their places of business. With the multiple unit operation it is

possible to live at a 25 per cent, greater distance, or 30 miles

away, and still keep within the time limit of one hour ; or the

time of going to and from the office may be shortened. In the

operation of steam roads no special attention has been paid to

the cost per car mile, but with the multiple unit system, where

this cost is from six to eight cents, the operating men watch

matters closely and do not use any more cars than necessary.

With the multiple unit system the number of cars in a train may
vary widely and is not limited by the capacity of a locomotive,

as in the case of the steam roads.

Prof. George F. Swain, of Harvard University, who is -a

member of the Massachusetts Joint Board on Metropolitan Im-

provements, told in a most interesting way of how this board

had considered the problem of electrification as applied to Boston

and its suburbs. He treated the matter from the broad economic

and financial standpoint and not as an electrical engineer. A
summary of the conclusions of the Joint Board were published

in the Railway Age Gazcife of March 3 in connection with Mr.

Seley's discussion of the paper on Locomotive Smoke in Chicago,

presented before the Western Society of Engineers. Conditions

in and about Boston are peculiar. Three main steam lines enter

the city, but there are 21 lines or branches within a radius of

from 10 to 15 miles from its center, which is as far as the

suburban district extends. The public wants electrification be-

cause of the absence of smoke, the greater speed of trains and

the improved values of real estate along the right of way due to

the absence of smoke and noise. Electrification is of advantage

to the railways in the saving of power ; the reduction in loco-

motive repairs and the corrosion of overhead structures, which

is quite a serious problem on steam roads because of the smoke

and gases from the engine ; the utilization of the space over the

terminal tracks for buildings, which is largely a real estate prob-

lem ; and the saving in switching where the multiple unit system

is used. With these facts in mind, the majority of the com-
mittee, after careful investigation and study, reported that it

was not wise to enforce electrification by compulsion, for the

following reasons.

The railways reported that it would cost $40,000,000 to electrify

for passenger traffic in the suburban district, which, as previously

staled, covers an area from 10 to 15 minutes from the center

of the city. In New York City the cost of electrifying two lines

for a 30-mile radius was only half of this. It is difficult to

electrify small branches or stubs as compared with longer lines

Very little is saved in the cost of steam operation where the

road is electrified for a short distance, and the electric loco-

motives have to be exchanged for steam locomotives for the rest

of the run; the cost of the electrical operation is practically added

to it. The problem is, of course, different where it is possible to

electrify an entire division so that it is not necessary to change

the locomotives. If the railways electrified for passenger traffic

by an expenditure of $40,000,000 it would not remove the smoke
nuisance, for it would still be necessary to handle the freight

trains with steam locomotives. The New York Central and
the New York, New Haven & Hartford report that the electrical

operation, independent of the interest on capital, is not more
economical than steam.

If by electrification the traffic could be' greatly increased the

rates would not be affected, but otherwise it would be necessary

to increase them to bring a proper return on the investment.

The conditions on the Long Island Railroad, where there is a

heavy suburban service and the traffic is largely passenger, is

very different from that at Boston, where the freight service is

of much greater importance. If the state intends to compel the

roads to electrify, then it should guarantee a return on the in-

vestment. The electrification would undoubtedly necessitate an

increase in rates, and this would be hazardous in Boston because

of the short length of the lines which it is proposed to electrify,

and also because the same area is covered by competing electric

street car lines and subway systems. An increase in rates would

divert the traffic to the surface lines and the cost of electrifica-

tion would therefore have to be charged against long distance

traffic. Boston is an important port at the present time. It is

much more expensive to take freight to Boston from the West

than it is to take it to New York, for in the former case it has

to be transported over mountain grades, while in the latter it

follows the valley of the Hudson river. If this expense is in-

creased, due to the cost of electrifying the lines at Boston, it will

seriously affect the importance of Boston as a port. Professor

Swain believes that the government regulation of railways is

very good if not carried too far. It should control the issue of

securities, insure the safe operation of the railways by the safety

appliance laws, and control the freight and passenger trains.

These are proper because they safeguard the interests of the

public; but the electrification is a luxury. Can the pubhc afford

to pay for it?

Another reason which influenced the members of the Joint

Board in making its majority report was the moral effect which

its action would have. If one district or state demands electrifica-

tion, others will be inclined to follow the example. This would

require the expenditure of an enormous capital, but adequate

returns on it would not be assured. The railways require a

large amount of money annually to take care of their natural

growth. If the states required electrification, it would be diffi-

cult to secure the necessary additional capital, because fair re-

turns on it could not be promised. Another reason which

actuated the joint Iward was the fact that the electrical engineers

are not as yet agreed as to standards. Suppose the roads about

Boston did electrify and each used a different system. There is

no telling how soon certain combinations will take place which

will make it extremely advisable to have all of the roads in that
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district use the same system. Since the joint board made its

report, a case of this kind has come up. The New Haven road

has petitioned the Massachusetts state legislature to allow them

to build a tunnel under tlic harbor in order to connect and oper-

ate its trains over a road which it previously had no direct con-

nection, and until recently no one expected it ever would have.

The minority report stated that the majority report would dis-

courage electrilication, but if the New Haven builds a tunnel

underneath the harbor it will be absolutely necessary for them to

operate it by electricity, and it would therefore seem that the

minority report was wrong in its surmise. The question as to

compulsory electrification is still before the legislature, but it is

not to be hoped that it will decide against it.

H. Gilliam, electrical superintendent of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, said that in operating over the 33]^ miles

from the terminal, current was only used for 12 miles, or, during

the 50 minutes required for covering the 33J/2 miles, current

was only on for 17 minutes. He believed that by offering some

special incentive, the engineers or motormen could reduce the

amount of current used to a minimum, thereby decreasing the

cost of operation. Heating the coaches by electricity had proven

very satisfactory, as a uniform temperature could be maintained

in each of the cars. Steam locomotive engineers can easily

operate the electric locomotives by a few hours instruction a

day for two weeks.

Wm. McClellan, another member of the committee on elec-

trification, stated that very little progress had been made in

electrification during the year from the standpoint of the elec-

trical engineer. The side rod electric locomotives had been intro-

duced on the Pennsylvania, but no data was as yet available

concerning their performance. It had been his experience that

the officers on steam operated roads which had electrified por-

tions of the road were frank to admit that electrical operation

was more reliable than steam. Three large systems are now
operating electrically in and about New York City, and, in Mr.

McClellan's opinion, the problem had passed beyond the experi-

mental stage. Thus far no standards for the equipment or the

system of electrification had been adopted. This matter should

be thrashed out and a conclusion arrived at as soon as possible.

It was useless for engineers to discuss the minor shortcomings

of the systems which they were criticising, but in order to reach

a proper conclusion it would be necessary for them to tell what

they knew about the good and bad points of the system with

which they were most familiar. In times past the advocates of

the various systems had criticised the other systems because of

complexity. The different systems had, however, all given

successful service results and the argument of complexity was

broken down. The engineers who had developed the different

systems were enthusiastic about them. As they were equally re-

liable, the matter as to which system should be used should be

decided entirely on the question of cost. This is not a local

problem. It is impossible to tell when different roads will be

combined, and the equipment of one may have to operate over

the other. There will finally be one approved system, and the

railways will eventually be put to an enormous expense if this

question is decided in a haphazard manner. It cannot be de-

cided until complete data for the various systems in operation

is available. Thus far the railways have not thought it advisable

to publish this data.

Frank J. Sprague stated that the electrification of steam roads

was a private development and an economic problem, and the

government should not interfere. The steam roads are not

ready for electrification at the present time. There are other

developments and improvements which must be attended to, and

which are far more important than electrification. These develop-

ments will, however, all go to increase the efficiency of operation

and to prepare for the final application of electrical operation.

This will be some considerable time in the future, and at that

time the electrical engineers will be far better prepared to de-

cide what system is best fitted for the work. Mr. Sprague was

a member of a committee which studied the advisability of elec-

trifying a division of the Southern Pacific over the Sierra

Nevada mountains. The committee, after an exhaustive study

of the problem, decided that it was advisable to electrify, and
drew up specifications for the equipment to be used. It had
been impossible to secure equipment from the manufacturers

to the specifications, although it was expected that it might be

possible to do so in the near future. In considering the elec-

trification in a large city, such as Chicago, the municipal author-

ities and the railways should get together and select a thoroughly

competent commission to investigate and report. The questions

which the commission should consider would be, "Is it practical

under the conditions to electrify? What will the financial result

be, and how can it be done at a minimum of expense?"

W. S. Murray, electrical engineer of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, thought that the single phase system would
prove to be the most economical for operating trunk line service

under any conditions. The New Haven now has 100 miles of

single track electrified between Woodlawn and Stamford. The
operation over this division has proven so successful that the

directors have ratified the electrification of a six-track Harlem
branch and yards, so that all trains west of Stamford, both

freight and passenger, will be operated by electricity. In the

immediate budget, the electrification of over 372 miles of track

has been authorized, including the electrification of the Hoosac
tunnel. The conditions in this territory are diversified. While

Mr. Murray believes that direct current is good for use in and

about large cities, the conditions of trunk line service are abso-

lutely different and should be handled by the single phase sys-

tem. This system has always been found best where it was

necessary to transmit great quantities of power and over long

distances. The first cost of the single phase system is consider-

ably less than that for other systems. It has proven perfectly

reliable. The average delays for all electrically operated trains

on the New Haven were such that a train could cover a distance

equal to that from the Grand Central station to San Francisco

and back 11 times with a delay of one minute.

W. B. Potter, of the General Electric Company, thought that

the electrification of steam roads was an economic problem, and

must be settled on that basis. He spoke at considerable length

on the advantages of the self-propelled car in which a gasolene

engine was used for operating an electric generator, thus supply-

ing current for the electric motors. This system provides a

greater flexibility of operation than does one in which a gasolene

engine is used in connection with mechanical transmission. Ebc-

perience had shown that where the self-propelled cars were

used on branch lines, thus making a more frequent service pos-

sible, the amount of travel had greatly increased.

I\Ir. Zimmerman, who had been connected with the Spokane

& Inland Empire, as a consulting engineer, stated that unfor-

tunately conditions were so different on that road that it was

practically impossible to get a fair comparison of the cost of

operation of the direct current system as compared with the

single phase, and that it was equally impossible to compare

either one of these to steam because of the great difference in

conditions under which the different parts of the. road were

operated. He did not believe it was necessary to standardize

the system of electrification which should be used for trunk line

service. At the present time, on many roads, the class of steam

power used on one division is radically different from that used

on others, and in many cases a steam locomotive from one

division would not give satisfactory results on another. If steam

locomotives do not go off the division, why should it be necessary

to have the electric locomotives do so?

A. H. Armstrong, of the General Electric Company, thought

that there was no question but what it would be economical to

operate electrically on mountain grades. For a considerable time

last year he had made a study of steam road conditions and

found that when a locomotive was in operation, about 8 lbs. of

coal were required per brake horse-power hour. If the standby
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losses were taken into consideration, including the time that

the locomotive was standing on sidings or idle, but still burning

coal in order to keep up the fires, this amount would increase

to 12 lbs. of coal per actual horse-power hour. A steam loco-

motive must be cleaned after it has run over the division, and

it requires considerable attendance in the roundhouse for both

cleaning and repairs. On the New York Central the electric

locomotives run from 1,200 to 1,300 miles between inspections.

FREIGHT CAR TRUCK EXPERIMENTS.

A preliminary account of the tests of the friction of freight

trucks on curves, made by Professor L. E. Endsley, of Purdue

University, at Granite City, 111., for the American Steel Foun-

dries, was published in the Railway Age Gazette of December 2,

1910, page 1058. The complete results of these tests are now
available and have been published in a handsome pamphlet. The
purpose of the tests was to determine the difference in frictional

resistance of loose and square trucks, a loose truck being one

in which the side frames are free to move forward and back-

ward parallel to each other, allowing the wheels on one side

to get ahead of the wheels on the other side of the truck in

going around a curve. A square truck is one in which some

Fig. 1— Incli.ne Used for Starting Trucks.

form of construction is employed to hold the side frame from
moving forward and backward, not allowing the wheels on one

side to get ahead of those on the other side, and in this manner
holding the truck square. Some trucks which were found loose

were tested in this condition, after which they were squared and

again tested.

The tests were conducted on a piece of experimental track

located at the plant of the American Steel Foundries, Granite

City, 111. The track consisted of an incline having a drop of

36 ft. This incline is shown in Fig. 1 and has a short tangent

of about 30 ft. ; a 22 deg. curve of 303.3 ft, having a radius

of 262 ft., the outer rail being raised 4^A in. above the inner;

a tangent of 257.2 ft. ; and an incline having a vertical rise of

about 20 ft. The gage of the track was 4 ft. 8^ in. on the tan-

gent and was increased to 4 ft. 9 in. on the curve. The in-

cline was equipped with an electric hoist for pulling the truck

up. By means of a figure four trip and a dead line, the truck

could be released at any desired point. Later a second piece

of straight track was constructed consisting of a tangent of

600 ft. which ran directly out from the incline, at the end of

which was an incline having a rise of approximately 25 ft.

TRUCKS TESTED,

Different types of freight car trucks and different modifica-

tions of the same type of truck were tested. The trucks tested

were taken from under cars in regular service owned by 13

representative railways. Some 24 trucks were tested, including

six specially constructed test trucks. All the trucks taken from

cars, with the exception of one, were from cars of 100,000 lbs.

capacity. All brake shces and brake beams were removed prior

Fig. 2—Method of Holding Arch Bar Trucks Square.

to testing to eliminate any friction which might result from the

contact of the shoe with the wheel. For convenience in record-

ing data, the wheels were numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4. Wheels 1 i

and 2 were on one axle and 3 and 4 on the other axle. Nos.

1 and 2 were the wheels (when under the car) which were
;

nearest the end of the car. By this method of numbering, '

wheels 1 and 3 were on the inner side of the curve when 1 and
,

2 were leading, and 2 and 4 were on the inside when 3 and 4 i

Fig. 3—Method of Holding Bettendorf Trucks Square.

were leading. It is, therefore, obvious that wheels 1 and 3

were on the same side of the track. In the further description

of the trucks, the above notation of the wheels will be main-

tained. The 24 trucks tested on the curved track are desig-

nated by letters A to X, inclusive, and the three trucks tested

on the 600-ft. tangent are designated by letters A, Ai and Aj.

METHOD OF TESTING. .

The truck was first weighed carefully, after which it was
placed on the experimental track and pulled up the incline to

the desired height, being released a number of times until the
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distance the truck would run before stopi)ing became constant.

When the testing was on the curved track five record runs were
then made. l">oni these live record runs, the average velocity

at the beginning and the end of the curve was determined. The
same method was employed in obtaining the velocity on the tan-

gent track at the end of the curve, with the exception that as

this tangent was so short and the loss in velocity so small, the

average of ten runs was used. The testing on the 600-ft. tan-

gent track, which was level, was conducted by continuing the

testing from four to six hours by alternately running the truck

loose for two runs and square for two runs. Tiic average dis-

tance of all the runs loose and all the runs square was taken as

the performance of the truck in each condition.

All of the trucks tested on the curved track were tested witli

wheels 1 and 2 in front, and all but four were also tested with
wheels 3 and 4 in front. Of the 18 trucks from railways tested

this distance was obtained from the record made on the drum;
from this the velocity in feet i)cr second was computed.
From the velocity obtained at difTerent points along the track,

in the method described above, the resistance in pounds per ton

was obtained by tiic use of the following formulas:

/ G, 2

~ 2g 2g
L = Ki — Kg

,

L
~

I)

F
~ T

Where
P =^ Force in ijounds per ton.
V r= Velocity of truck in feet ])er second.W = Total weight of truck.

Fig. 4—Clock and Electric Chronograph for Measuring Speed; Freight Car Truck Experiments.

on the curved track, 7 of those found loose were squared and

again tested. All of the experimental trucks were tested both

loose and square. The method of squaring arch bar trucks is

shown in Fig. 2, and for Bettendorf trucks in Fig. 3. Most of

the tests on the curved track were conducted by raising the truck

to a height which, when released, would give it a velocity of ap-

proximately 19 mi. per hr. at the foot of the incline. AH of the

tests on the 600-ft. tangent track were conducted at an initial

speed of approximately 23.5 mi. per h., the exact velocities being

shown in tables that accompany the report.

The velocity at any point was determined by means of an

electric chronograph, which is shown in Fig. 4. The apparatus

consists of a drum which can be driven at any constant velocity

by a properly geared centrifugal governor (two pens, which

are mounted on a transfer table of the machine, are driven by

means of a screw, and draw spiral lines around the drum as

it rotates. One of these pens was connected to a clock, by

means of an electric current, which caused it to beat half sec-

onds. The other pen was connected up with a track circuit),

and as the truck passed the contact points on the track, this

pen recorded it on the drum. These contact points were placed

exactly 20 ft. apart, and the time that it took the truck to go

Wi^ Weight of wheels and axles.

T = Weight of truck in tons.

R ;= Radius of wheel in feet.

K = Total kinetic energy.
Ki = Kinetic energy at any point of track.

K2 = Kinetic energy at another point of t:ack.

L = Loss of kinetic energy.
D = Length of track in feet for which the loss in kinetic energy

was obtained.
F := Average force in pounds acting on the truck.

G = Radius of gyration in feet of a pair of wheels and axles
about the center line of the axle. It was necessary to
know this radius of gyration in order to determine the

kinetic energy in the truck due to the rotation of the
wheels and axles. This was done experimently by swing-
ing a pair of wheels and axles as a pendulum and using
the formulas,

/Gl2
= '^V

—

' a- «

G"'= Gi^

I t^ g s

In which
t = Time of a single oscillation.

s = Distance in feet from center line of axle to the knife edge
supports.

Gi = Radius of gyration about the point of support.

The radius of gyration as obtained for a pair of 700 lb. 33-

in. cast-iron wheels and their axle was .573 ft., and for a pair

of 53-in. Davis cast-steel wheels and axle was .559 ft.

i
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The two methods used in determining the movement of one

side frame with respect to the other, are shown in Fig. 5. One

of these methods consisted of measuring the increase and de-

crease in length of the diagonal from the top of one journal

box to the top of the other. This was done by having a wooden

arm, carrying a pencil at one end, pivoted to the corner casting

on the truck, reaching diagonally across to the other corner,

as shown. A suitable board was fastened on the corner to which

a card was attached. When the truck was about to be started

down the incline, the pencil was placed in contact with the paper

and lightly held there by a rubber hand. As the truck ran

around the curve, this pencil would record the increase or de-

crease in length of the diagonal. Whether the diagonal was

lengthened or shortened depended on the direction in which the

truck was running. The diagonal on which this measuring device

was arranged was such that if the truck was going out from the

incline, the distance would be increased, and if the truck was

coming back towards the incline, the distance would be short-

ened. As the pencil was in contact with the paper during a com-

plete run of the truck, that is, during the time of running out

to the further incline and back to the first incline, the total

movement of the pencil on the paper recorded the difference

between the maximum and minimum length of the diagonal.

This motion recorded is only 74 per cent, of the total move-

ment of one side frame with respect to the other. The reading

of 74 per cent, was obtained by taking cards simultaneously on

the diagonal as described above and on another apparatus at the

end of the truck as shown in the same illustration. This second

arrangement consisted in having two bars of iron fastened on

top of the journal boxes. One of these bars had a 90 deg. bend

which caused it to reach across the track as shown. It carried

a suitable board on which a card could be fastened. The other

bar of iron constituted a support for the free end of the first

bar and was also equipped with a suitable arrangement for hold-

ing a pencil, as shown. This arrangement recorded the exact

motion of one side frame with respect to the other.

One-half the length of this line as drawn on the paper as

the truck passed around the curve and back again gives the

amount the truck went out of square in going around the curve.

It was found that as the trucks would go out of square the

flanges of one wheel would not be in line with the flanges of

the wheel in front of it. The arch bar truck in Fig. 6 is shown
at rest about half way around the curve. A straight edge placed

against the rim of the following wheel falls 2^ in. away from
the rim of the leading wheel. This indicates to what extent the

loose truck may be out of alinement when passing around a

curve.

Some of the results obtained on the curved track are given

in Table I.* Column VIII gives the kinetic energy in foot-

pounds that the truck had at the beginning of the curve. Col-

umn IX gives the kinetic energy at the end of the curve. Col-

umn X gives the loss in kinetic energy on the curve and is

obtained by subtracting the values in Column IX from the values

in Column VIII. Column XI gives the total average force in

pounds on the truck. This was obtained by dividing the values

in Column X by 303.3 ft., this being the length of the curve.

Column XII gives the resistance in pounds per ton on the curved
track. This was obtained by dividing the values in Column XI
by the weight of the truck in tons. Column XIII gives the

force in pounds on the truck, when on the curve, corrected for

a level track. This was obtained by subtracting tfom the values

in Column XII 25.7 lbs. This 25.7 lbs. is the force necessary

to overcome the resistance due to the rise in grade. Column
XIV gives the total movement of one side frame with respect

to the other. These values were obtained by the methods de-

scribed in a previous paragraph. One-half of the value given

in this column is the amount that the truck gets out of square

while going around the curve.

Truck A was an experimental arch bar truck, conforming

closely to standard practice in its design and construction. This

truck had a specially constructed cast-steel bolster which, being

considerably heavier than commonly used, made the weight of

the truck 12,520 lbs. No spring plank was used. The truck

had 650 lbs. cast-iron wheels. The wheel base was 5 ft. 4 in.

*A number of tables are included in the report showing similar data for
all the trucks tested on the curved track and on the tangent.

Table. I.

Tost
Xo.

Truck
Wheels
Front

Average Speed in

Feet Per Second
Average Speed in

-Miles Per Hour
Kinetic Energy ia

Foot-Pounds
Loss in

Kinetic

Energy
on Curve
Ft.-Lbs.

Total
Force on
Truck
on Curve
Pounds

Resistance

on Curve
Lbs.-Ton

Resistance

on Curve
Corrected to

Level Track
Lbs.-Ton

Total
Movement

of Side

Frame
Inches

At
Beginning
of Curve

At End
of Curve

At
Beginning
of Curve

At End
of Curve

At
Beginning
of Curve

At End
of Curve

I 11 ni IV V VI VJI VIII IX X XI Xll XIII XIV

1 A 1 and 2 33.84 26.80 23.07 18.27 246,442 1.54,.556 91,886 302.95 48.39 22.69 None

2 A 1 and 2 34.33 24.92 23.40 16.99 251,268 132,384 118,884 391.93 63.21 37.51 3.78

3 A 1 and 2 27.83 15.66 18.97 10.68 165,115 52,280 112,835 372.00 60.00 34.30 3.78

4 A 1 and 2 27.87 18.55 19.00 12.64 167,137 74,039 93,098 306.95 49.03 23.33 None

5 A 1 and 2 24.69 13.74 16.83 937 131,533 40,613 90,920 297.69 47.65 21.85 None

G A I and 2 24.53 9.32 16.73 6.34 128,280 18,516 109,762 361.69 58.36 32.66 3.78

7 A 1 and 2 22.98 11.01 15.67 7.50 113,532 26,087 87,475 288.31 46.05 20.35 None

8 A 1 and 2 22 98 4.17 15.67 2.84 112,476 3,701 108,775 358.63 57.84 32.14 3.76

9 B 1 and 2 23.80 11.84 16.25 8.08 213,254 52,773 160,481 529.11 46.25 20.85 None

10 B 1 and 2 23.66 5.30 16.15 3.62 210,786 10,572 200,214 660.11 57.70 32.00 3.78

11 B 1 and 2 25.51 10.80 17.42 7.37 245,001 43,906 201,093 663.01 57.95 32.25 3.78

12 B 1 and 2 25.31 14.74 17.25 10.05 241,183 81,796 158,388 525.51 45.95 20.23 None

13 B 1 and 2 28.44 19.39 19.39 13.22 312,656 141,654 171,002 563.80 49.28 23.58 None

14 B 1 and 2 28.24 16.46 19.25 11.22 300,257 102,004 198,253 653.65 .57.13 31.43 3.78

15 B 1 and 2 34.90 27.51 23.79 18.75 458,594 284,993 173,661 572.57 50.49 24,79 None
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Altlioiigli tlic wIkcIs were cast several years ago, they were not

worn, never having been in service except on the experimental

track. The treads and flanges were in good condition. The
wheels taped Iar)L;er than tlic standard 33-in. wheel by the fol-

niade that tlic anicunit that I he tmck went ont of square is equal
to one-half of the recorded movement of the side frames with
respect to each other. During a niunber of tests an observer
rode the truck and observed the movement of the recording pen-
cd, which seemed to indicate tiiat the amount that the truck

went out of square was practically the same for both the out-

ward and the inward trips around the curve. The results were
plotted in the order in which the trucks went out of square
and it is apparent tliat tiic friction in pounds per ton on the
curve decreased in the same order. Tu more clearly show
this, all of the results of tests have been separated into five

groups. These groups were selected according to the amount
that the trucks went out of square. The average resistance in

pounds per ton for each group was plotted in Fig. 7. It will

be seen that the average resistance in pounds per ton for all

tests where the trucks went out of square more than 2 in. was

Fig. 5—Methods Used to Determine the Movement of the

Side Frames with Respect to each Other.

lowing amounts: No. 1, 1/16 in.; No. 2, ^ in.; No. 3, ys in., and

No. 4, 5/16 in. M. C. B. journal boxes and brasses were used.

The boxes were freshly packed with cotton waste.

Truck B was the same as truck A, previously described, with

the exception that a casting weighing 10,366 lbs. was added,

thus making its total weight 22,866 lbs. In no other manner
did truck B differ from truck A.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

In order to show more clearly the relation between the re-

sistance in pounds per ton on a curve and the amount that the

truck gets out of square, the results of all tests on the curve

track were plotted. The values were obtained by dividing the

values in Column XIV of Table I, by 2, the assumption being

Fig. 6—Showing How the Wheels on a Loose Truck Get Out
of Line Going Around a Curve.

39.7 lbs. ; the average resistance in pounds per ton for all tests

where the trucks went out of square between 1^ in. and 2 in.

was 36.8 lbs. ; the average resistance in pounds per ton for all

tests where the truck went out of square between 1 and 1^ in.

was 34.7 lbs. ; the average resistance in pounds per ton for all

Table II.

1 DEGREE OF CURVE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

2
Resistance, Pounds Per Ton, Loose
Truck

7.83 9.28 10.73 12.18 13.64 15.09 16.54 17.99 19.45 20.90 22.35 23.80 25.25

3
Resistance, Pounds Per Ton, Square
Truck , . , .

7.21 8.04 8.87 9.70 10.53 11.37 12.20 13.03 13.86 14.69 15.52 16.36 17.19

4 Pounds in Favor Square Truck .62 1.24 1.86 2.48 3.11 3.72 4..34 4.96 5.59 6.21 6.83 7.44 8.06

5 Per Cent in Favor Square Truck 7.9 13.3 17.3 20.3 22.8 24.6 26.2 27.5 28.8 29.7 30.5 31.2 31.9

1 DEGREE OF CURVE 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

2
Resistance, Pounds Per Ton, Loose
Truck -

,

26.71 28.16 29.61 31.06 32.52 33.97 35.42 36.87 38.33 39.78 41.23 42.68 44.13

3
Resistance, Pounds Per Ton, Square
Truck ,,-.,.......,....

18.02 18.85 19.68 20.52 21.35 22.18 23.01 23.84 24.68 25.51 26.34 27.17 28.00

4 Pounds in Favor Square Truck.,,-. .. 8.69 9.31 9.93 10.54 11.17 11.79 12.41 13.03 13.65 14.27 14.89 15.51 16.13

5 Per Cent in Favor Square Truck. ,-. . . 32.5 33.0 33.5 33.9 34.3 34.7 35.0 35.3 35.6 35.8 36.1 36.3 36.5
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tests where the truck went out of square between J/2 and 1 in.

dropped to 26.7 lbs. ; and the resistance in pounds per ton for

all tests where the truck went out of square less than Yi in. was

24.6. It is evident that the amount that the truck went out of

square had very little effect on the resistance in pounds per ton,

until the truck was at least 1 in. out of square. The re-

sults obtained when the truck was out of square between 1 and

13^2 in. showed the increase in resistance to be 10.06 lbs. over

(

Res'isfa

7 /

nee in Pc

2

wnds /V

3

r Ton on

4

Cur^e

y—7njckoufofs<iuare over 2 inches

— Jruckoufo'fsqu(7re.befn'een 1^ and 2Inches

— Track outofsquare bef^veen ^ and /inch

—Truck oufofsquare be^yveen Oand ^inih

Fig. 7—Average Resistance of Trucks for all Tests on the

Curved Track.

the resistance offered when the trucks were out of Square less

than y2 in. ; so that there seems to be somewhere near 1 in. a

point, such that if the truck gets out of square beyond it, the

resistance in pounds per ton is materially increased. In order

to distinguish between a square and loose truck, in view of the

foregoing, it was assumed that all trucks tested that went out of

square J4 in. or less would be classed as square trucks, and all

of those that went out of square more than 1J4 in. would be

classed as loose trucks.

All of the values of the tests obtained for trucks that went

out of square less than Yt, in. were averaged and a resistance of

24.68 lbs. per ton obtained. Also the result for all tests of loose

trucks were averaged and a resistance of 38.33 lbs. per ton was

o z 4- 6 8 'O /e /* /^ ta 20 zs z-f <?6

Fig. 8.—Resistance of Loose and Square Trucks for Different

Degrees of Curvature.

obtained. These two average resistances for square and loose

trucks have been plotted in Fig. 8, together with the average

resistance on the short tangent, which resistance amounted to

6.38 lbs. per ton. With the tangent resistance as an origin, a

straight line was drawn between the tangent resistance and the

two curved resistances as shown, the upper line representing

results for loose trucks or those getting out of square V/i in.

or more, and the lower line representing the square truck or

_. _
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those getting out of square J^ in. or less. These two lines were
drawn straight because it is generally accepted that the resistance

due to curves is in direct proportion to the degree of curvature.

From these two lines the results in Table 2 have been computed
and the resistance for any degree of curvature up to 26 deg.

is given. It will be seen from the values in Table 2 that the

per cent, of saving in favor of the truck squared varies from
7.9 per cent, on a 1 deg. curve to 36.5 per cent, on a 26 deg.

curve, and taking 4 deg. as the average main line curve, the

saving is 20.3 per cent, in favor of the truck squared.

Those who have read the preliminary account of these tests

may detect that the values do not exactly check the values given

in Table 2. This is due to the fact that the table in the pre-

liminary statement was based on the results of 15 tests of trucks

loose and 15 tests of trucks squared, while Table 2 is based on
the results of 45 tests of trucks square and 28 tests of trucks loose.

CONCLUSIONS.

From the data obtained from the curved track it is obvious
that a truck which is constructed in such a way that it will re-

main .square and hold the axles radially with the curve, will go
around the curve with considerably less resistance than a tiack

otherwise constructed.

From the tests conducted on the 600 ft. tangent track it would
seem that where the wheels of the truck are not well mated, a

method of construction which will hold the axle perpendicular

to the track will tend to slightly reduce the resistance. The
tests so far conducted have suggested several interesting

things, which could not be developed owing to the lateness of

the time in the fall, so it has been decided to continue the tests

next summer, at which time it is hoped that sufficient data will

be obtained to clearly demonstrate several interesting as well as

important matters. To this end three additional pieces of ex-

perimental track are being constructed, having a curvature of

3, 6 and 12 deg. respectively. After tests are run on these three

curves, there will then be available data as obtained from four

different degrees of curvature, whereby a more satisfactory

comparison can be made between the resistance of square trucks

and loose trucks on different degrees of curvature.

THE COURSE OF RAILWAY. SECURITY PRICES.

BY WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY.

Professor of Economics, Harvard University.

The fluctuations of railway security prices are like the wa-
ters of the sea; they move in tides, waves and ripples.* The
great tidal sweeps, both for railway and industrial security

prices, are mainly defined in recent years by the panic of 1893

and its ensuing four years of industrial depression. Both be-

fore and after this event quotations attained high-tide levels,

although in different degrees. The first great tide began just

after the panic of 1884—distinctly a railway disturbance—in a

great upward sweep culminating just before the Baring collapse

in 1890. After this brief interruption the upward swing continued

until the sharp break of 1893. At this point low tide prevailed for

about four years ; but by 1898 it would appear that recovery had

just about reestablished the general level of prices of 1885-92.

From the latter part of 1898 dates that second and more remark-

able general uplift which has now lasted for a number of years.

This second great movement is of compelling economic inter-

est, because, by reason of its magnitude, it is evidently far be-

yond the control of any speculative clique, however powerful.

It represents a great tide whose causes are fundamental. But

in order fully to understand these, the minor influences on the

surface must be briefly treated by themselves.

The great tidal sweeps, judging by these diagrams, are over-

*The diagram covering the period since 1884 is from a bulletin

of the Statistical Department of Thomas Gibson 'of New York. James
Brookmire of St. Louis has also published an excellent chart

_
of stock

exchange movements for about the same period. The larger diagram is

based upon an index number carefully compiled for many years by the
Wall Street Journal. This index comprises 20 railroads and 12 industrial

companies, the curves for each group being separately shown upon the chart.
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laid l)y a series of secondary movements, some of them extend-

ing over several years. Among the earlier ones, 1886-7, 18<X)

and 1892 stand forth; wliile on the surface of the last great

tide the years 1901-2 and 1905-6 appear as secondary waves.

These are more clearly the result of artificial influences; but

the part played by organized speculation, as distinct from cither

Natme, politics or the world's business affairs, begins to be

discernible. This is evidenced by certain differences l)etween

the curves for railways and industrials.

The year 1898 set the speculative niarinnettes dancing; but its

interest lay principally in the fields of industrial promotion.

Unparalleled credit balances against Europe, and keen recol-

lection of tlie dire results of unrestrained industrial competition

during the preceding four years of hard times, brought about

an extraordinary activity in the promotion of trusts. The rail-

ways were little involved. Their time did not come until two

years later, when the second eruption of speculative mania oc-

curred. The year 1901 was the time of great industrial under-

writing syndicates, often utilizing the unwieldy surpluses of the

New York life insurance companies. It was the year of the

formation of the United States Steel Corporation. More to

our purpose, however, is the fact that 1901 witnessed the

spread of the consolidation movement over into the field of

way mergers of the preceding years about as the ill-considered

Internationa! Mercantile Marine combination did to the flotation

of tlie United States Steel Corporation. Ry this time credits

liad become over-expanded; and the inevitable penalty was
i)aid in the ])anic of 1903. But the railways were relatively

little involved in this disturbance except speculatively. The
collapse was more notably among industrial corporations. They
were all tried by fire, and a number of them, such as the ship-

building, asphalt and bicycle companies, paid the price of reck-

less or dishonest promotion and management in bankruptcy and

reorganization. 'I'iie value of railway shares suffered consider-

ably less in proportion than those of the trusts. The absolute

fall of their index number was of course greater. Railway shares

fell during 1903 l)y approximately one-fourth. But the index of

industrial quotations dropped from about 67 to 42, or nearly 40

per cent. Moreover the benefits derived by the suppresison of

competition and of steadily advancing rates for transportation

enabled the railways to recover more quickly whatever ground

that they lost.

During the speculative wave of 1905-6 the tables were turned.

This time the railways lagged behind the industrial companies.

There was witnessed, to be sure, a culmination of quotations

manifestly higher than in 1902 and prolonged over a greater
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transportation. Great railway companies were bought and sold

almost like eggs over the counter, the necessary funds being

obtained by the issue of collateral trust bonds, secured by the

deposit of the stocks thus purchased. The peculiar activity in

railway consolidation, putting up market quotations un-

precedently, is shown by the relatively great rise of the upper

curve on the large diagram during 1900-1. The gap between

railway and industrial index numbers, which formerly ranged

from five to ten points, now becomes for several years 50 or more

units. The widest separation between the two is in the late sum-

mer of 1902, when the index for industrials was about 67,

while the peak of railway quotations carried them simul-

taneously almost to 130. The two indices stood for a season of

ratios of almost one to two. A speculative pyramid was thus

erected, finally embracing the general public on an un-

precedented scale. On April 30, 1901, no less than 3,200,000

shares of industrial companies and railways exchanged hands.

After a brief interruption, due to European interference based

upon alarm at our financial excesses, the succeeding year 1902,

was characterized by a renewal of speculation. But this

time it fell into the hands of more reckless and financially ir-

responsible leaders. At this time the belated Rock Island plan

was announced—chronologically related to the successful rail-

period of time. This could not be otherwise with the record of

net earnings then being made, as will shortly be described. But

the great campaign for the Federal and state regulation of com-

mon carriers was in full swing and operated to restrain an un-

due speculative enthusiasm. Whatever heights were attained

by railway security prices were due to the phenomenal increase

of business which the growth of the country had brought about.

Prices could not well be "boosted" in the face of the political

agitation then under way. Moreover the insistent -pressure for

funds for improvements and extensions, projected or actually

under way, received little encouragement or satisfaction from

a money market often drained of funds for purposes of

speculation. No such positive legislative program concerned

the "trusts." They likewise were prospering under their newly ac-

quired earning powers. Their weaker members had been eliminated

or been materially reorganized. So that in consequence the in-

dustrials, and mining and land promoters basked in a veritable

sunshine of speculative favor. The railway financial sky, while

moderately clear, was rendered hazy by the shadow of Con-

gress. Matters thus went on for nearly two years, again with

the inevitable result. Credit was overstrained, dishonesty de-

veloped, or rather was brought to light; and the panic year 1907

was the result. During this period, as the chart shows, the two
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curves of index numbers were again becoming closer. The gap

between them now narrows to about 30 or 40 points. So far

as railways are concerned, recovery from this depression of

1907 was again retarded by a continuance of political agitation,

finally leading up to the Federal act of 1910. And in the mean-

time the steadily increasing costs of operation, especially in so

far as caused by widespread demand for higher wages, became
more and more insistent. Despite these restraining influences,

prices again rebounded after 1907, but scarcely attained the

heights reached in 1905-6. On the other hand, they threatened

in no wise to drop back to the levels of the preceding decade.

Even the severe decline extending for over a year in 1909-

10 does not bring the index numbers anywhere nearly as low

as either in 1903 or 1907.

There yet remains for the briefest mention the speculative

ripples upon the surface of the markets. These are for the

most part seasonal, corresponding to the regular routine of

crops, of the exigencies of banking and of general trade. At-

tentive consideration over a period of many years reveals what
may be called a normal cycle. But the exceptions are so fre-

quent that no confident prediction is ever possible.

Speculative campaigns "for the rise," so called, are usually

favored by the periods of easy money in late winter and early

vailed? Momentous issues, such as the reasonableness of pres-

ent capitalization, and the fairness of increased rates for ser-

vice in future, hinge upon it for their determination. A negative

answer is alone possible. Whereas the "waves" of prices in

the eighties fluctuated above and below 70, according to the

Wall Street Journal scale, and dropped in 1893-7 to a general

level of about 50; they now seem to rise and fall about a stand-

ard as high as 110. In other words, the mean tide is upwards of

50 per cent, higher than it was before the panic of 1893.

The general level of the years before the panic seem to have

been about reached by 1900. But the results of growth up to

that year merely afforded a new base upon which to construct

an enormous advance, which has been in the main held ever

since. Whatever fluctuations occur, and, as we shall see, they

appear to be wider than ever before, none of them drops to any

figure comparable with the price levels of the close of the last

century. Nor is there the slightest doubt that conditions have

become permanently established upon a higher financial plane

as a result of the changes which have occurred since the

year 1900.

On the other hand, the price chart bears evidence of a certain

fixity or rigidity of financial status, particularly since 1903.

There is great activity, with wide fluctuations above and below

/S37 /89a 1899 1900 1901 /90Z I903 /904 I90S 1900

Comparative Prices of Railway and Industrial Securities.

fall. June and January "rises" are traditional, but are of

course, when they occur, the periods during which professional

speculators expect to dispose of their holdings, accumulated
during the preceding dull months of easy money. Not in-

frequently also, plans are laid for uplifted prices, based upon
advance crop news in August or early September. Such an

advance enables the professional manipulator to dispose of any

stocks on hand. He then prepares to buy again at such lower

prices as are apt to prevail during the crop moving period

when "money is tight," public speculation lags, and Congress
and the state legislatures convene. But all of these fluctu-

ations have little to teach in a large way. The cycle is as apt

to occur in the hollow of a great wave, as at its crest. Such
matters must be of daily importance to the banking community
or the stock broker, but have little significance for the student

of transportation in any large way.

Turning now to the general conclusions to be drawn from
consideration of this evidence, a most important large question

is raised by the relative heights of the great tidal waves before

and after 1893-7. Has the general level, the mean tide, of prices

reached an elevation permanently higher than that of 1885-92?

Or may the downward movement now under way in 1910 carry

us back to conditions substantially like those which then pre-

what appears to be a more or less horizontal line. But there is

less evidence of up-grade in the general range during the last

five years than for the first half of the decade. Prices seem

somehow to have reached a sticking point. This is so important

a matter that it merits examination with the utmost precision.

Fortunately a very careful study of the prices cf railroad secur-

ities, as compared with those of commodities in general, has

recently appeared.* It has the advantage moreover, of being

entirely independent of the Wall Street Journal index, alread}'

charted. Thirty-five railways and five express and allied com-

panies, all affording continuous records since 1890, are compre-

hended in the series. Roads like the Burlington, Lake Shore,

and even the Rock Island, are omitted because of change of

financial status within the period. Moreover, the list excludes

preferred shares in the main as being less sensitive to changes

of sentiment or conditions. In this regard the index differs

widely from our former series. In short this is really a more

scientific selection than that of the Wall Street Journal. It is

probably more reliable than any other evidence to be had. The

index numbers for commodities are the well-known ones of the

United States Bureau of Labor, slightly modified for purposes

'Professor W. C. Mitchell, of the University of California, in the Journal
of Political Economy, XVIII, 1910, pp. 345-380.
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of precision. For both securities and general prices, the average

for the decade 1890 99 is taken as 100; and tlie aritliinclical mean

for each year is based tliereon.

In addition to the valuable data of Mitchell as to market quota-

tions, the course of net income of American railroads, as a whole,

is essential to know, This is afforded by the ofTicial Statistics

of Railways of the Interstate Commerce Commisson. But in-

stead of taking it by miles of line, it seemed best to reduce all

income to a unit basis of trackage operated. Yards and sidings

are excluded, but all the great improvements of double and even

quadruple tracking of the last ten years are taken into account.

And then, finally, in order to show with scientific precision the

relative changes in each of the data compared, all the results

have been plotted, not upon an absolute but a logarithmic scale.

Such a scale, as is well known, indicates graphically by the slope

of the curves the ratio of change in each case. It eliminates all

differences of absolute magnitude. Everything is reduced to a

It is the course of events since 1902 which has the most sig-

nificance. The net income year by year has gone on increasing;

but, on the other hand, security prices seem to be fluctuating up
and down about a horizontal rather than an ascending line.

This would be even plainer were precise results for 1910 to be

added ; for the curve turns sharply down again, as it did in

both 1903 and 1907. Both years of notable depression, in security

prices, have only entailed slight halts in the upward course of

income. This result in general may be shown in another way:
Compare the reasonably comparable periods, 1890-2, and 1907-9,

for example. Brief calculation for each of these three-year

periods shows that in this interval of eighteen years, while

market quotations for railroads have about doubled, the net in-

come per mile of operated track has increased more than three-

fold. Gross earnings per mile of line have during the same
period only a little more than doubled. The surpassing rate of

growth of income becomes even more striking if brought down
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Logarithmic Chart Comparing Income and Prices of Securities.

matter of proportional change or rate of growth. The figures

for interpretation as to absolute amounts are given on the right

hand side of the chart. The lower half of the scale applies to the

index numbers of price; those upon the upper half enable readings

as to the net income per mile of track operated. But the really im-

portant features of the chart are not absolute amounts at all, but

the relative slopes of the various curves for identical periods.

Unless this point be firmly grasped, the real significance of

logarithmic presentation is lost.

The first noticeable feature of this diagram is the rather close

parallel between the movement of net income and prices of

securities up to about 1902. Certain differences in individual

years appear, as for 1896; but for the most part the two curves

rise and fall together. They thus keep about the same distance

apart. Between 1896 and 1902 growth of income seems to have

anticipated stimulation of market prices; but the net result

measured in percentage of growth is about the same for each.

to the latest date. While official data from Statistics of Rail-

ways for yearly periods are not yet available, a careful com-

parison by months covering the three years 1907-9 shows

that operating income rose by about 20 per cent. The year 1910,

so far as revealed, stands about 25 per cent, ahead of 1907—the

last year included upon the chart. At this ratio, net income per

mile of track operated in 1910 would be approximately three and

one half times that in 1890-2, as compared with market prices

enhanced at little more than half that rate. The latest indica-

tions for 1910-11 are for a distinct slackening of this rate of

growth of net income.

This remarkable record of income is not due alone to an

increase in the volume of business. Density of freight traffic has

only about doubled within the same period. It is the character

of the business which has perceptibly improved. In the early

nineties the crops were all-important, and directly so. But there

has been no increase in the volume of American agricultural
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production commensurate with this augmentation of market

prices and of net earnings. Xliere was raised in 1890-2 about

three billion bushels of cereals. The normal average production

at the present time is scarcely 50 per cent, greater, not 100 or 200

per cent. One cannot therefore correlate the rise of income with

the growth of our agricultural production. The statistical phe-

nomenon which most closely corresponds in advance to that of

railroad security prices and net income is the aggregate of bank

clearings for the United States. These have gone on their up-

ward way in much the same fashion evinced by railway financial

phenomena. This is as it should be. For careful analysis of rail-

road traffic shows that it is steadily rising in grade. That is to

say, mere raw agricultural products have become relatively less

and less important and the general conditions of trade more
and more so. It goes without saying, of course, that trade

depends to a considerable degree upon crops ; but the relation to

railroad finance is considerably less immediate than it was a

generation ago. Hence it should follow that bank clearings,

taken as an index of trade conditions, ought normally to follow

much the same onward course as the earnings of railroads;

much more so than mere cereal production. It would be of

great interest, were there available data, to compare the course

of these two generally reliable criteria of trade activity, the

earnings of railways and bank clearings, with a third one, the

percentage of unemployed labor. This again often clearly reflects

the state of business; but statistical practice in the United States

is not yet sufficiently advanced to afiford data, except in a few

commonwealths like New York and Massachusetts.

There appear to be a number of distinct explanations for this

relative retardation of security prices. It may be caused by an

undue increase in capitalization as compared with earning power.

It may be because of new and large entirely unproductive invest-

ments demanded by the public. It may be because of heavy

capital obligations, ultimately productive but not yet utilized

profitably to a large extent. It may be due to the competition of

other forms of investment for the available surplus funds of the

country. And, finally, it may be influenced by a change in the

general rate of interest. Each of these factors seems to have

played a part in encompassing the general result. And several

of them seem to have acted quite independently of such other

coincident influences, as the rise of commodity prices, increasing

costs of operation or rising rates for service rendered. Two
variables, market prices and revenue power, which, according to

all economic laws, ought to move in unison, have somehow
failed to do so. Positive explanations for so unusual a phenom-

enon are certainly needed as an aid to elucidation of the impend-

ing issue of government supervision of capitalization.

As for the first factor, above named, it is certain that many
railroads have vastly increased their outstanding issues of

stocks and bonds within the last decade. Some of them have

surely allowed this enhancement of capitalization to outrun the

growth of earnings. The New Haven road is a conspicuous

example of financial expansion of this sort. But in all such cases

the conclusion is entirely untenable that such expansion has

enriched individual investors at the expense of the community.

Often the result has been just the reverse. Market quotations

of shares have progressively declined because of doubt as to the

ability of the companies to continue their regular dividend

policies. The fact is that within the period under consideration

enormous increases in railway capital per mile of line have been

made for purposes of improvement. Double and even four

tracking, steel in place of wooden bridges, heavier rails and

rolling stock, and especially much enlarged terminal facilities,

have necessitated vast expenditures. Average capital invested

per mile of line has greatly increased, although unfortunately we
have no exact means of knowing how much. Such an increase

requires far heavier net income per mile for its reasonable

support. Had net earnings trebled, and had nominal capitaliza-

tion also trebled during the same period, prices, instead of

responding to the advance of revenue power, would have

remained just as before. Such, in fact, or even worse is the

condition of afifairs in England. So grievously have they erred

in allowing their volume of security issues to expand, even

faster than their increments of revenue, that prices of securities

have actually declined in the face of -a- moderate expansion of

traffic.

In the United States there is yet another feature of this in-

creased capitalization which goes to explain in fact the relative

inertness of quotations. Wherever such new capital has been

obtained by extensive issues of shares at par or below the

market price the effect, of course, is to reduce proportionately

the market quotations. The value of "rights" comes off the price

of the stock. On roads like the Great Northern or the Lacka-

wanna such deductions for rights have been very great. Thus
the relativity between income and quotations is disturbed in a

twofold manner. It can scarcely be doubted that the relatively

slow rise of our security prices tends to show that the enhance-

ment of earning power has been appreciably outrun by the

growth of capital obligations.

The second explanation offered is that large expenditures have

been called for in recent years which are not in themselves

directly productive of revenue. This is peculiarly true in the

more densely settled districts east of the Mississippi and north

of the Potomac and the Ohio rivers. Demands from the public

have come thick and fast, both for better service and for safer

service. The latter form of expense is, perhaps, financially, the

more burdensome. Safety devices of all sorts, block and signal

systems, air brakes and improved couplers for freight trains arc

becoming the rule. And, as involving still larger outlay, the

growth of population brings an irresistible demand for aboli-

tion of grade crossings, not only in large cities, but all along

the right of way. Larger and better stations and terminal

facilities are also demanded. Many of these improvements,

although entirely proper, add nothing to the revenue capacity of

the roads. Nor are they ever expected to add to it directly. Never-

theless the funded capital investment which they entail becomes

a direct charge upon earnings and takes priority over tiic capital

stock. It is inevitable that any growth in this form oi expendi-

tures must operate to retard the rise of quotations. The recent

statement of President McCrea of the Pennsylvania in the freight

rate hearings was highly significant. He reported an outlay of

$108,000,000 on the New York terminals, for a large part of

which no additional return could reasonably be expected. Prestige

and strategical position undoubtedly count for much ; but, on the

other hand, an improvement in public service for which the public

in general may well congratulate itself follows as a matter of

course. Yet such enormous outlay has directly affected the

quotations for the shares.

Enormous outlays have been required in recent years, not

only for public purposes quite unproductive of revenue, but also

in order to lay a secure foundation for the traffic of future years.

Such expenditure differs from the preceding sort in that while

both may be for the moment unproductive, this latter class is

intended ultimately to brii>g about a profitable use. Many com-

panies, such as the Pennsylvania or the Chicago & North West-

ern, have been forced by the growth of their traffic to make enor-

mous actual investments of capital either from outside subscrip-

tion or from reinvestment of surplus incomes, which capital

has not as yet begun to yield a fair return. All over the United

States a point seemed to have been reached a few years ago

when the physical plant suddenly became outgrown.* Single

track lines were swamped with traffic and terminals became

congested beyond endurance. Great additions were made, in

some cases sufficient to care for growth for many years ahead.

Sometimes these additions were paid for by outside subscrip-

tions of capital, sometimes by reinvestment of surplus earnings;

but in either case the new increment of capital could not in the

nature of things be utilized to its full capacity; that is to say made

to yield immediately a normal rate of return in and of itself.

The result was an apparent "watering" of capitalization. Only

moderately increased revenues had to be distributed over a much

wider capital base than before. Only gradually, as the growth of

*Fully discussed by the author in the Railway Age Gazette for Septem-
ber 4, 1908.
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traffic "takes up tlie slack" of the new capital invcstiiKiit, will

this apparent "watering" disappear. The present status of tiie

Pennylvania Company perfectly illustrates this point. Having

now largely completed additions and improvements, adequate for

the needs of years to come, its securities may with some con-

fidence be expected to appreciate in value even more than com-

mensurate with the growth of traffic or earnings from year to

year. The present market price on its stock is not low because it

has been unduly watered, but because it has to bear for a time

a disproportionate burden of capital cost incurred to meet tlie

need of future years.

The fourth factor, partially accountable for the laggard move-
ment of market prices, is the competition of other forms of in-

vestment. There can be no doubt that the great and successful

industrial combinations have heavily drawn upon the available

supplies of capital for investment. And this tendency has been

particularly potent since the panic of 1903. In this connection

the divergences between the courses of the two index number
curves in recent years, already commented upon, are significant.

The closing up of the gap between the price indices of railways

and industrials within the last five years has been due to the rela-

tively greater rise for industrial securities. Their steadily ex-

panding earnings, now that the weak ones have been eliminated

;

their immunity from price regulation by governmental authority,

and the adoption of policies of financial publicity—all these in-

fluences have brought them into high favor. Moreover, the won-
derful expansion of the world's copper consumption has necessi-

tated great promotion of mining ventures. There is only about

so much new capital available year by year for purposes of in-

vestment. And every share of the United States Steel Corpo-

ration, of American Tobacco or Sugar or of the Amalgamated
Copper Company becomes a competitor with the securities of

the railways. The potency of such competition cannot be doubted.

A factor finally to be reckoned with in comparing the general

movement of prices is the possibility of a change in the general

rate of return upon all capital investment. Any increase in the

normal interest rate would necessarily bring down market quota-

tions to a corresponding degree, even in the face of a constancy

in the rate of net earning power. This intimate relation of the

money market to prices was well exemplified in the fall of 1906

and the ensuing spring. Money was very "tight." First of all,

this brought down the quotations for all classes of bonds ; long-

term securities were entirely unsalable at fair prices. The
railways were compelled to issue notes as prices to yield nearly

6 per cent. This, in turn, induced the holders of stocks yielding

less than this rate at going prices, to sell them down to an

equilibrium. The drastic decline of the first quarter of 1907

was largely due to this cause. Imagine such a process, operat-

ing in either direction, to become chronic instead of acute, and

permanent changes in price level must inevitably follow.

Taking into view all the complex factors set forth in the pre-

ceding paragraphs, one cannot entirely avoid the conclusion that

one main reason for the retardation of market prices behind the

advance of net market earnings has been a somewhat in-

ordinate increase in merely nominal capitalization of our Amer-
ican railways. Almost every financial operation tending to an

addition to capitalization; pure stock dividends following long

continued reinvestment of surplus earnings in the property, or

even offered without such warrant; additional subscriptions ot

new capital in order to increase facilities—nearly all of these

operations ofifer in some form or another a bonus to stockholders

or bond syndicates. There must be liberal "commissions" or

stockholders' "rights" in order to encourage participation. And
the result is that net earnings are to some degree distributed

over a wider base than before. Were this not so, market prices

of many roads—Lackawanna or Great Northern, for example

—

would unquestionably be far higher than they are to-da}'.

Whether the new capital for expansion or improvement could

have been obtained withput such substantial encouragement must

remain largely a matter of opinion. Similar "plums" by in-

dustrial combinations certainly tempt new capital away from

railways. And such competition, of course, has to be counter-

acted in some way. On the other hand, for roads like the Penn-
sylvania, the gradual process of completer utilization of plant,

built to accommodate years of growth ahead, will greatly lessen

the apparent force of whatever indictment these comments may
seem to imply. An entirely reasonable and proper explanation

for the relatively retarded rise of market prices may be found

within certain limits in the piiilosophy of railway finance herein

contained.

Attention is drawn by the diagrams of security prices to yet

another large issue. Can there be any question, after perusal of

these charts, that the secondary waves of prices, as distinct from

tlic great tidal sweeps, are more marked of late than they used

to be? Are not the crests and hollows since 1898 much wider

apart than they were prior to 1893? Shall we be content with

the reply that inasmuch as the tidal depth is increased, the sur-

face waves may properly be greater? A range of twenty units

on our scale sufficed to define a "wave" in the earlier period.

This was between one-third and one-quarter of the general

elevation of the index number. Nowadays between crest and
hollow forty units range is not unusual. This, to be sure, is

still not far from one-third of the now substantially raised gen-

eral level. But does that explanation suffice? One inevitably

correlates this phenomenon with the great movements toward

consolidation in operation, and concentration of control. This

movement embraces, not railways and industrials alone ; it

comprehends within its sweep all manner of financial agencies.

Banks and trust companies, especially in New York, are arrayed

in great groups, with a resultant unprecedented power of domi-

nation. The great insurance companies, happily enough, have now
been in a measure forced to stand somewhat apart. But all other

agencies of importance in the game of organized speculation now
co-operate to a common end as they never did before. And it

is, of course, almost too well recognized to warrant mention

that speculation creates or exaggerates ; because it lives upon

change, all of the normal fluctuations of prices determined from

year to year by the weather, politics or fortuitous events.

Another matter, too technical to be fully treated at this time,

but worth a passing comment, is the relation in time between

changes of prices for railway securities and other commercial or

industrial events. The stock market is very properly described as

a barometer of trade conditions. It is its function to forecast

the future. It is rarely concerned with happenings of the day,

except they be sudden disaster. And, even then, it proceeds at

once to consideration not of present status but of future effects.

What then is the relation between the course of railway earnings

and of the securities dependent upon them for returns? The
answer may, of course, confidently follow that the security

fluctuations regularly antedate the course of earnings. This is

as it should be. It was well exemplified in the panic of 1903.

Throughout most of that 3'ear security prices were crumbling

away, and had actually begun to recover, according to our chart,

before net earnings fell off. It was not in fact until January,

1904, that this occurred. Gross earnings might respond more

quickly, owing to the ease with which expenditures may be post-

poned. But net earnings at this time were certainly very slow

to respond to changes in general business. And much the same

thing seems to have happened four years later, although the

collapse was, if anything, more sudden.

But how about the course of railway earnings in relation to

other commercial results of panic, such as changes in the volume

of general business, tlie proportion of unemployment of labor,

and more important still, the ups and downs of prices and of the

costs of living? Is it indeed true, as has been confidently affirmed

of Germany in 1900, "that the railroads are last to show the

effects of depression and the first to recover? On the other

hand, labor was the first to feel the depression and capital was

the last to recover." If this be true of the United States as well,

it has large importance for the owners of railway property. For

it gives assurance of a stability of returns greater than that

probable upon any other forms of investment. A most interest-

ing and valuable vein of statistical research is uncovered extend-

ing over into fields hitherto not at all worked.
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Thi Intercolonial—the government-operated railway of Can-

ada—has made an increase of 10 per cent, in the wages of freight

train men and of 20 per cent, in those of train men in the

freight yards ; all to take effect as of January 1 last.

The Highway Commission of the state of New York has

opened bids for building 275 miles of wagon roads, and the con-

tracts will soon be let. By these contracts nearly $4,000,000 is

to be taken from the state treasury for the benefit of certain

towns of the state.

W. J. Jackson, vice-president and general manager of the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois and the Evansville & Terre Haute,

has been appointed chairman of the General Managers' Associa-

tion of Chicago, succeeding R. H. Aiston, vice-president of the

Chicago & North Western.

Luis Jackson, industrial commissioner of the Erie railroad,

says that on one division of the Erie, where the tracks have re-

cently been relocated, so as to reduce the ruling grades, the

number of locomotives required to move the freight of the di-

vision is now 27 less than formerly.

On Monday last all trains in the Interborough Subway, New
York City, were stopped and held motionless for two minutes,

as a mark of respect to the memory of John B. McDonald, the

head of the company that built the subway, whose funeral took

place on that day. The ticket offices at the stations in the sub-

way are draped in mourning.

The government has entered suit in the Federal Court at

Pittsburgh, Pa., against the Pennsylvania and its western con-

nections, to recover penalties for 33 violations of the law gov-

erning the transportation of cattle. It is charged that the time

limit of 28 hours for the confinement of cattle in cars was ex-

ceeded by more than 10 hours.

On complaints alleging violations of sixteen-hour law for

freight train crews, in 55 separate instances, the Indiana Rail-

load Commission has directed the attorney general of the state

to file as many suits against the Pennsylvania lines for violation

of the law on the Richmond division. A like action is now
pending against the Cleveland, Cincinnnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

Mrs. D. M. Tillotson, an operator in the office of the West-
ern Union Telegraph Company at Chicago, has been retired

on a pension after a service of 50 years. Mrs. Tillotson was
born in New York state and was the first woman operator em-
ployed in the Chicago office. She has never used the type-

writer, but in a test, eight years ago, she handled 60 messages
an hour.

The legislature of the state of Washington has passed a bill

for a full crew law. Besides requiring three brakemen on each

freight train of 25 cars, it requires two brakemen on every pas-

senger train of four cars or more and conductors on all engines

running without trains. A press despatch of March 15 said that

the governor had received a hundred telegrams asking him to

veto the bill.

The legislature of Manitoba has sent a memorial to the

Dominion Government at Ottawa asking that the Canadian rail-

way law be so amended that railways may be compelled to put

in telephones at all stations. Some of the farmers have com-
plained that where there is no competition the railway com-
panies refuse to install telephones, and that to the farmers this

is a great inconvenience, especially in winter.

Charles R. Richards, chief of the college of engineering of the

University of Nebraska, has been appointed professor of me-
chanical engineering, in charge of that department, at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, effective September 1, 1911. George A.

Goodenough, who for many years has been associate professor

of mechanical engineering at the University of Illinois, has been

promoted to the grade of professor of thermodynamics.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second
district, calls attention to the fact that of the 9 persons killed

and 307 injured in boiler accidents in the United States in the

three months reported in the last government accident bulletin

(bulletin No. 37), none of the deaths and only two of the in-

juries occurred in New York state, though New York has about
one-seventh of the locomotives in the whole country. During the

past year the number of boilers actually inspected by the two
inspectors of the New York commission was 2,649; and they

found 725 of these defective.

The general manager of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
is quoted as saying that a number of retrenchment orders have
been issued by this road and that probably some intended im-
provements will not be made. News items of this kind have
been printed relating to affairs on the Chicago & Alton, the

Illinois Central and the New York Central, but all of these

items are brief and somewhat vague. The New York Central

has dismissed considerable numbers of firemen; the Illinois Cen-
tral has reduced office forces and the telegraph force and the

Alton has laid off shop men at Bloomington.

The new railway law of California is already under discussion

in the legislature for amendment, and the lower house has
adopted almost unanimously a resolution looking to a consti-

tutional amendment allowing the number of railway commis-
sioners to be increased from three to five ; the five to be ap-

pointed by the governor at large ; but this proviso seems to be

modified by a clause empowering the legislature to divide the

state into districts. The increase in the number of members is a

part of a movement to give the commission supervisory power
over all public utilities. An Employers' Liability Bill, to apply

to common carriers, has passed the lower house without oppo-

sition. This bill proposes to follow the federal law on the sub-

ject, doing away with the fellow-servant defense, etc.

The Indiana Railroad Commission announces that practically

all of the interurban roads are observing the recent orders of

the commission relative to discipline and other matters. The
rule requiring a year's experience in the case of new motormen
is being carried out without exception. The new law requiring

a separate compartment for the motorman is being carried out as

rapidly as the cars can be prepared. Only one company is dis-

posed to question the necessity of such a rule. The expense to

the companies in preparing separate compartments for motormen
is from $25 to $75, according to the style of the car and kind of

partition installed. The carrying out of the order of the com-

mission to introduce the block system on interurban lines, now
explicitly required by law, will be taken up by a committee with

the commission on April 18.

When city or town authorities are too severe in the require-

ments which they impose on street railways, the New York
State Public Service Commission (Second district), now and
then takes a hand in behalf of the traveling public. In the vil-

lage of Mamaroneck the trustees have been withholding their

sanction to the construction of new turnouts (needed to facili-

tate the running of street cars more frequently), unless cer-

tain conditions, involving considerable expense to the company,

shall be complied with ; and the commission, having considered

the situation has ordered the railway company, the New York
& Stamford, to lay the turnouts before July 1, so that cars may
be run at intervals of 10 minutes this coming summer; this fre-

quency being held to be necessary to properly serve the public.

The company is directed to secure municipal sanction; and what

will happen if this sanction is refused remains to be seen.

The Ohio legislature has before it a bill to enlarge the powers

of the state railroad commission. It is House Bill No. 325, intro-

duced by Mr. Winters. It seeks to change the name of the

commission to that of the Public Service Commission of Ohio.

The bill was scheduled to be reported for action this week. The
attitude of the shippers is non-committal, so long as the efficiency

of the commission is not impaired, and at the meeting of the Ohio

Shippers' Association in Columbus recently, this point was em-

phasized. The present commissioners are O. P. Gothlin,

Oliver E. Hughes and J. L. Sullivan. Their tenure of office is

six years, each governor having the appointing power of a

representative thereon in each two year term. Commissioner

E. E. Williamson of the Cincinnati Receivers' & Shippers' Asso-

ciation says : "We wish to recognize any and all good features

of the proposed bill in so far as it operates for the public good,

but we do not want to see the efficiency of our present commis-
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sion undcniiincil or weakened by having a load of additional

work tlirust upon it." The Joint Civic Committee of Cincinnati

laid before the House Committee some criticisms. Under the

new law the Cincirmati Traction Company would be exempt
from supervision by the new Utilities Connnission because a part

of its lines arc used for by an interurban railway. Also it was
contended that the bill should provide for recording the true

values of the corporations as nearly as could be determined, in-

stead of the capital stock. Under the section wliich permits
corporations to issue bonds for expenditures made within five

years previous to the application of the law all the public serv-

ice corporations of Ohio would be able to capitalize the money
they have paid out in that period for wages. Wages not be-
ing an investment should not be capitalized. Another objection
is that the law gives the commission no general grant of power
to summon and compel the attendance of witnesses and to force

them to testify.

Wages of Railway Machinists in Canada.

The wages of machinists in the railway shops of Canada
average $2.98 a day, the same as in the United States. This
statement is printed for the purpose of correcting an error

which appeared in an account of Canadian railways, which
was published in the Railway Age Gazette of January 6 last.

The error arose from a mistake in copying the number of days
worked by machinists, in the report of one of the prinicipal

railways.

Safety Appliance Law Requirements.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its formal
order under the safety appliance act of April 14, 1910, extending
the time to be allowed the railways to equip cars with uniform
hand holds, hand brakes and other appliances required by the act.

The commission adopts the recommendations made to it by the

committee of railway officials and employees, namely, freight

cars in service before July 1, 1911, to be equipped so as to con-
form to the law by July 1, 1916; passenger cars by July 1, 1914;

road locomotives, July 1, 1913, and switching locomotives July
1, 1912.

The original order of the commission in this matter, issued

last October, was noticed in the Railway Age Gazette, October
7, 14 and 21, and November 11. The law requires all cars to

have sill-steps and efficient hand brakes ; requires ladders and
running-boards to be secure and suitable, and authorizes the

commission to enforce uniformity in number, dimensions, lo-

cation, etc. The order now issued contains the following ex-
ceptions in regard to freight train cars

:

(a) Carriers are not required to change the brakes from
right to left side on steel or steel-underframe cars with plat-

form end sills, or to change the end ladders on such cars, ex-
cept when such appliances are renewed, at which time they

must be made to comply with the standards prescribed.

(b) Carriers are granted an extension of five years from
July 1, 1911, to change the location of brakes on all cars other

than those designated in paragraph a to comply with the stand-

ards prescribed.

(c) Carriers are granted an extension of five years from
July 1, 1911, to comply with the standards prescribed in respect

of all brake specifications contained therein, other than those

designated in paragraphs a and b, on cars of all classes.

(d) Carriers are not required to make changes to secure

additional end-ladder clearance on cars that have ten or more
inches end-ladder clearance, within 30 in. of side of car, until

car is shopped for work amounting to practically rebuilding

body of car, at which time they must be made to comply with

the standards prescribed.

(e) Carriers are granted an extension of five years from
July 1, 1911, to change cars having less than 10-in. end-ladder

clearance, within 30 in. of side of car, to comply with the stand-

ards prescribed.

(f) Carriers are granted an extension of five years from

July 1, 1911, to change and apply all other appliances on freight

train cars to comply with the standards prescribed, except that

when a car is shopped for work amounting to practically re-

building body of car, it must then be equipped according to the

standards prescribed in respect to handholds, running-boards,

ladders, sill-steps and brake staffs : Provided, That the exten-

SK.n of time herein granted is not to be construed as relieving

carriers from complying with the provisions of Section 4 of the
Act of March 2, 1893 [requiring hand-holds in ends and sides
of all cars used in interstate conmiercc].

(g) Carriers are not required to change the location of hand-
holds (except end-handliolds under end-sills), ladders, sill-steps,

brake wheels and brake staffs on freight train cars where the

appliances arc within 3 in. of the required location, except
that when cars undergo regular repairs they must then be made
to comply with the standards prescribed.

Buffalo, Rochester & Eastern Hearing.

The hearing before the New York Public Service Commission
on the application of the Buffalo, Rochester & Eastern Com-
pany for authority to build a double-track railway from Buffalo

to Troy was formally closed on Thursday. The attorney for

the B. R. E. in summing up said

:

"The control of the railway situation in this state by the New
York Central is complete. It has its grip firmly fixed on
everything, or nearly everything, in the neighborhood. Its rami-

fications are powerful and extensive. Six tracks and present

facilities owned and controlled by the New York Central from
Buffalo to the river should be the limit of their control, on
broader ground, than the mere question of whether they are able

to handle the transportation business naturally moving over

such tracks or not.

"This case is a matter far reaching, bigger than delays,

schedules, train service, estimates of tonnage and involves a

fundamental consideration which strikes at the very root of the

business prosperity of New York and New England and the ter-

ritory served from the Niagara frontier and involves the pros-

perity of millions of people outside the territory directly served

and the prosperity, comfort and happiness of hundreds of thou-

sands of people in the territory directly to be served."

Electrification of Chicago Railways.

About a year and a half ago C. A. Seley, mechanical engineer

of the Rock Island Lines, presented a paper on this subject

before the Western Railway Club of Chicago. At a meeting of

this club last Tuesday Mr. Seley presented another paper on the

same subject, which was intended to cover the developments

which had taken place since his first paper was prepared. He
drew attention to the fact that the electrical engineers are not

at all agreed as to the best method to be used for operating the

roads electrically, and that there is at present no complete elec-

trification of any railway or railway terminal comparable in size

to the principal railways in Chicago. A considerable portion of

his paper was devoted to the report of the Massachusetts Joint

Board on Metropolitan Improvements, which was referred to in

Mr. Seley's discussion of Paul P. Bird's paper on Locomotive

Smoke in Chicago. Mr. Bird's paper was published in the

Railway Age Gazette of February 17, page 321, and Mr. Seley's

discussion of it appeared in the March 3 issue, page 385. A brief

account of why the Massachusetts Joint Board decided against

compelling the railways to electrify in and about Boston appears

in another part of this issue in connection with the account of

the electrical night of the New York Railroad Club. Mr. Seley

also reproduced portions of the reports of officers of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford and the Boston & Albany show-

ing that the roads in the vicinity of Boston could not be elec-

trified without greatly increasing the fixed charges and the

operating expenses. Reference was also made to a paper by

F. Darlington, chief engineer of the railway department of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., read before the

Canadian Railway Club, in which it was shown that unless elec-

trical power can be generated in very large plants and with a

good load factor, the results will not be economical. The load

factor in this case is defined as the ratio between the average

load and the maximum or peak load. As the average load

factor for principal plants generating power for railways is

between 20 and 35 per cent., and as the fixed charges are neces-

sarily based on the complete plant and the maximum output, it

places a heavy burden on the actual production.

Chicago Electrification Studies.

A commission of railway officers, city officers, merchants and

others has been appointed by the Chicago Association of Com-
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merce to further investigate the electrification problem in that

city; and this commission will appoint a chief engineer, who,

with a stafif of assistants, will make a systematic study of the

engineering problems involved. The commission is made up

largely of the same men appointed by the mayor a month ago

to act as a railway terminal commission (see Railway Age
Gazette, February 24, page 372). Among the railway officers on

the commission are president Gardner of the Northwestern

;

president Miller of the Burlington, and vice-president Schaff of

the New York Central. Dean Goss of the University of Illinois

is also a member.

Chicago Track Elevation.

The officers of the city and the engineers of the railways have

practically agreed on the plans for elevating about 15 miles of

railway in Chicago during the next six years, most of the work
to be completed in four years. The most important sections are

the Illinois Central, Seventy-ninth street to Kensington avenue,

five m.iles ; New York, Chicago & St. Louis, Seventy-ninth street

to Ninety-fifth street, two miles; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

South Chicago branch, two miles ; and Chicago & Western In-

diana, State street to Stoney Island avenue and on the Dolton

branch, 3y^ miles. Other sections are on the Belt railway, the

Michigan Centra! and the Kensington & Eastern. The cost of the

proposed work will be probably $4,500,000.

•'Accounting Series" No. Z9999X.

"Conductor Zerbe, of Lock Haven, running a passenger train

on the Pennsylvania Railroad, last Thursday collected what

proved to be the oldest ticket picked up in many years. At
Milesburg a lady got on board and presented a ticket dated

March 25, 1871. The ticket was in a splendid state of preser-

vation."

The foregoing, from a local newspaper, is reprinted here for

two reasons ; first, to congratulate the lady on the fact that

her ticket was not one of a "reorganized" company unable to

honor its outlawed obligations and, second, to call the attention

of Professor Adams to the necessity of issuing a ruling to cover

such cases. Think of the money, rightfully belonging to the

public, which has accumulated in the railway's treasury, during

those long years, in the shape of interest on the value of that

ticket ! Who knows but what thousands of such tickets are out-

standing? One thousand sold at a dollar apiece in 1871 would
represent today a large sum of money in the company's treasury

—from $4,000 to $10,000, according to the rate of interest per-

mitted or authorized by the government statistician. Let us

have no more fussing with shadowy questions about obsolescence

and suspense accounts, when such clear-cut issues as this remain
unsettled

!

Howard Elliott on Railway Efficiency.

Howard Elliott, president of the Northern Pacific, has given
out the following statement, commenting on the remarks of the

Interstate Commerce Commission in its opinions in the rate

advance cases on the subject of scientific management:
"Railways have always kept pace with other American busi-

ness institutions (and it is to be hoped they always will) in

adopting better methods and ideas, as fast as their merit and
practicability have been clearly established. Railway managers,

officers and employees are banded together in numberless organ-

izations, formed solely to study railway business, formulate new
ideas and encourage better efficiency. These, with the many
journals devoted to technical matters of railway business, are

an indication that officers and men alike want the newest and
best ideas and are striving for efficiency.

"The work of these men, coupled with a broad policy on the

part of the owners of railways to give the public the best pos-

sible service, has made the railway of today hardly recognizable

as compared with the railway of twenty or even ten years ago,

and has placed the efficiency of the American railway far ahead

of the railway in any other country in the world. The business

man can reach farther with his goods, enjoys better and more
prompt service than he formerly dreamed of, and the public

never enjoyed the use of better, faster or more luxurious trains,

and at rates so low that students of the subject of transportation

who come here from other countries are amazed.

"The railways are constantly working to give the public bet-

ter service and to make their methods of work more scientific,

but if, in the face of rapidly growing expenses and diminishing

net earnings, the public still insists on the increase of the al-

ready burdensome restrictions under which it has placed all of

our railways, it will obviously have to do without what the rail-

ways would be glad to provide if they could. Railways must
either earn or borrow money with which to meet the expense
of improving old lines and the cost of new lines, and for fur-

nishing better trains and better service. They are suffering,

the same as do individuals, from the rising cost of living, yet

they are paying a bill of $20,000,000 a year imposed by the

people through board and commission control, much of which is

very doubtful value. It might be better for all business to give

the railways a breathing spell, eliminate much of the useless

and unnecessary restriction under which they work, and give

them a chance to work out their problem of giving the public

the service it wants by friendly discussion with that public,

rather than to have constant friction and bickering."

Firemen's Strike on the Queen & Crescent.

The movement of freight appears to be improving, but press

despatches give very little reliable information. Press despatches

in the past appear to have been highly sensational, as an officer

of the road informs us that there has not been anyone killed

and not more than six persons have been injured. "Most of

the shooting and intimidation referred to in press reports

emanated from sources other than persons living along the line."

This officer says that passenger trains have been run regularly ex-

cept one short-trip local passenger train, and that some freight

has been moved every day. Embargo notices were sent to con-

necting lines in order to enable the public to take advantage of

other railways, where possible. The only time that negro firemen

have been employed north of Oakdale was during the first few

days of this strike (March 10-14). An officer of the company
in a letter to the citizens of Lexington, said that the reports

that employees and special agents had been killed were abso-

lutely false. The company offered a reward of $500 for the

conviction of law breakers and applied to the governor of Ken-

tucky for the appointment of 34 of its employees as special

policemen. There is no serious accumulation of freight at any

point on the line.

H. Baker, general manager, issued the following statement re-

garding the strike

:

The white firemen left the service on March 9. The railway

is divided into three operating districts. The third district is

the one between Chattanooga, Tenn., and Oakdale, Tenn., a

distance of 84 miles. In 1904, before the present management

had charge of the road, it was not possible to secure enough

white firemen to operate trains between Chattanooga and Oak-

dale, and because of this the company was forced to employ

negroes as firemen and has had negroes in service constantly as

firemen since 1904 on that part of the line. The agreement

between the management and the firemen applies to all firemen.

The committee representing the white firemen demanded that

the company should, within 90 days, discharge from the position

as firemen all colored men so employed and to agree that there-

after no negroes be employed as firemen. The company declined

to grant this demand, and, thereupon, the committee representing

the white firemen gave notice of their purpose to leave the serv-

ice of the company. The committee gave this notice to take

effect in less than 24 hours—in conflict with article 45 of the

agreement dated July 1, 1910, which provides that 30 days' writ-

ten notice shall be given of any purpose to revise or abrogate

the agreement. The management immediately filed protest

against this action, but, although an investigation was prom-

ised, no final answer has been given by the committee rep-

resenting the firemen or by the officers of the firemen's organ-

ization. The Erdman Act provides for mediation between a

railway and its employees, and at the last conference, on March

9, before the strike order took effect, the committee represent-

ing the firemen was urged to consent to mediation. This was de-

clined, but, as the law provides that either party may make ap-

plication to the mediators, a telegram was at once sent by the

railway company to Judge Martin A. Knapp (appointed by

President Taft as one of the Board of Mediation, Washington,

D. C), requesting him to immediately use his good offices with

the firemen to bring about mediation. Although the management
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of the railway has been always willing to accc|)t the services

of Juilfje Kiiapp as mediator, the ofVicers of tlic tirciiieirs orsaii-

i/atioii ami the coiniuittec representing the firemen have (Kclined

to accept his services.

The company has at all times f.iithfiilly canied (Uit liie provi-

sions of the contract l)elween the comi)any and tlic liremen.

Negroes are not employed as locomotive engineers, and the

company will not employ negroes as engineers. Only white lire-

men are promoted to position of engineer. When the white
firemen left the service of the company on March 9, on less

than 24 honrs' notice, it became necessary for the company to

obtain such firemen as could be obtained to move the passenger
and freight trains and meet the needs of the public. The com-
pany has always endeavored to give good service to its patrons
and to meet in every way as a common carrier the needs of the

public. It is recognized throughout the entire country as a

high class railway, and the management will appreciate any as-

sistance which can be rendered by the citizens in sections

through which the railway runs- in restoring the former satis-

factory service. This statement of the situation is made so that

all persons interested and the public generally may know the

actual conditions.

Spokane Transportation Club.

The Spokane Transportation Club held its annual banquet and
election of trustees on February 25, 1911. Covers were spread
for 131 persons, every railway entering Spokane or doing busi-

ness there being represented. Waldo G. Paine, vice-president

and traffic manager of the Spokane & Inland Empire, acted as

toastmaster. Among the speakers of the evening were J. B.

Campbell, secretary of the Spokane Merchants' Association

;

Robert E. Strahorn, vice-president of the Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation Company, and H. G. Hawkins, of the

Chicago Great Western. The following persons were elected as

the executive committee : Waldo G. Paine, Spokane & Inland
Empire ; A. MacCorquodale, Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company ; H. S. Collins, Chicago & North Western

;

E. C. Fleming, Great Northern ; A. W. Doland, Spokane Drug
Company. On March 2 the following officers were elected for

1911: Waldo G. Paine, president; A. W. Doland, first vice-

president; H. S. Collins, second vice-president; J. W. Macin-
tosh, secretary; R. L. Ford, treasurer.

The Transportation Club of Detroit.

The officers of The Transportation Club of Detroit, Mich.,

are as follows : President, Walter G. Norvell, traffic manager,
Parke, Davis & Co. ; vice-president, L. M. White, commercial
agent, Missouri Pacific ; second vice-president, William Ferguson,
traveling freight agent, Wabash ; third vice-president, Frank E.

Snow, agent, Lehigh Valley Despatch ; secretary, W. R. Hurley,

chief clerk, superintendent's office, Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern ; treasurer, Harry R. Ruse, ticket agent, Pere Mar-
quette. The membership of the club is nearly 400.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Atr Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East
St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-
tion.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock building, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911, Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Ilarroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philndi-lphia, Pa.

American Society op Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August, New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin \V. Rice, 29 W.
39lh St., New York; next convention, May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911, New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. 1., Chi-
cago; May, 1911, Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; seiniannual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.

;

annual, November 6-10, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135

Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dash^^r, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Waren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,
St. Paul, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday,
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; next convention July 25-27,
Chicago.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;
2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. I-. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday,
Richmond, Va.; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, III.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20, Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential
bldg., Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., April, August and Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual. May 6, 1911, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual,

May 8, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.
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The census bureau has gathered statistics of the cotton crop

for the past year and reports that, including linters, there will

be over 12,000,000 bales. This is 500,000 bales more than the

number estimated by the Agricultural Department last December.

In the first seven weeks of this year the station agents of the

Southern Railway in Georgia reported the receipt of about 40 per

cent, more commercial fertilizers than in the same period of

1910—35,712 tons this year and 25,607 tons last year. It is be-

lieved that this increase is due, not so much to an increase in

acreage, as to the determination of the farmers to secure larger

crops on each acre.

A man has complained to the Pennsylvania State Railroad

Commission, because he could not get, for 25 cents, a seat in a

sleeping car for a ride of about 50 miles, in the middle of the

night. The Pullman conductor informed him that after 11

p. m. the charge would be the same as for a berth all night,

$1.50. The Pullman Company holds that the ordinary hour for

retiring should be 10 :30 p. m., and, in its answer, so advised the

commission.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has denied the request

of western railways for a further hearing regarding the question

of the readjustment of passenger rates under the fourth section

of the Interstate Commerce act. The roads had appointed a

committee composed of Gerrit Fort, passenger traffic manager
of the Union Pacific

;
John Francis, general passenger agent of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; W. J. Cannon, assistant gen-

eral passenger agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and
B. H. Payne, general passenger agent of the Missouri Pacific,

to present their case to the commission, but Commissioner
Prouty notified the committee that the commission had finally

decided to require the roads to conform strictly to the provi-

sions of the fourth section and that they must get their tariffs

revised by April 1, so that they will show the specific fares, and
by July 1 must make all their tariffs conform to the long and
short haul clause, except in cases covered by specific applications.

Traffic Club of New York.

The Traffic Club of New York will hold a meeting at the

Waldorf-Astoria, Tuesday March 28, at 8 p. m. Alvin Hun-
sicker, general manager of the Standard Oilcloth Company, will

speak on "Our Business and Our Relations to the Public and
Carrier."

Traffic Club of Chicago.

William Ellis, commerce counsel of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, was a speaker at the monthly luncheon of the Traffic

Club of Chicago on March 14. Mr. Ellis's subject was Govern-
ment Regulation. He said that regulation itself is so firmly es-

tablished that the question of whether there ought or ought not

to be regulation is beyond discussion. Continuing Mr. Ellis

said in part

:

"Today the different states by means of their commissions

regulate part of the service, part of the rates and part of the

operation of railways. The commerce commission regulates part

of the service, part of the rates and part of the operation, and
the several legislatures regulate part of the rates, service and

operation. Out of all this mass of diverse regulation comes a

conflict of interest costly to the railways and necessarily reflected

in additional burden on the public.

"The real reason underlying this difficulty is that no practical

railway man serves on any railway commission and no practical

railway man could be elected to any legislature, so that these

questions requiring for solution knowledge which can come only

with experience, are decided by those who lack such experience.

The remedy would seem to be in strengthening the power of the

commissions and in enlarging their fields. There could be ap-

pointed to these bodies a minority of practical railway men, in-

cluding both expert traffic men and expert operating officials.

I would have the legislatures pass no laws whatever affecting the

railways, and when in their judgments additional regulations are

necessary they should proceed by resolution setting forth what
they think should be done, to be referred to the commission

with direction to investigate and, with proper delegation of

power, to act.

"It would seem that such regulation as this would result in

broader and more technically intelligent action. There probably

would be little difficulty in finding for both state and federal

positions railway officials to whom such service in the interest

of both carriers and public—for their interest is a common one
—would be a fitting conclusion to a career of railway service."

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission on March 20, issued a circular outlining its

proposed course in regard to telegraph and telephone companies,
which by the law of last June are included in the term "common
carrier," and made subject to the Intertsate Commerce Law, as a
regulation of interstate business. The commission holds that

each and every telegraph and telephone company transmitting

interstate messages is subject to the act; but that if an intrastate

company transmits an interstate message to another company,
it is not subject to the provisions of the .let unless there be an
arrangement between the two companies for through continuous
transmission. If two or more lines connect and are used for

an interstate conversation the transmission of that conversation

is interstate commerce ; companies thus participating must con-

form to the provisions of sections 1, 3, 15 and 20, requiring that

charges shall be reasonable and just, limiting free service, for-

bidding undue preference and regulating the keeping of accounts

and memoranda. The commission withholds its views regarding

other questions.

Fares on Electric Line Reduced.

Beall V. Washington A. & M. V. Opinion by the commission:
Single passenger fare of 15 cents, Washington, D. C, to Mount

Ida and other points in Virginia, about 5 miles, found unreason-

able and ordered reduced to 10 cents. (20 I. C. C. 406.)

Long and Short Haul Rules.

The commission has issued a circular regarding the questions

arising under the fourth section of the act to regulate commerce
as amended June 18, 1910, ordering in substance, as follows

:

"1. The fourth section applies to all rates and fares, but

in determining whether its provisions are contravened rates and

fares of the same kind should be compared with one another,

that is proportional rates should be compared with proportional

rates ; excursion fares with excursion fares, etc. It would not

be in violation of the fourth section, for instance, if the com-
mutation fare to or from a more distant point were lower than

the regular fare to or from an intermediate point.

"A proportional rate is one which applies to part of a

through transportation which is entirely within the jurisdiction

of the act to regulate commerce ; that is, the balance of the

transportation to which the proportional rate applies must be

under a rate filed with the commission. A rate to a port for

shipment beyond by a water carrier not subject to the provisions

of this act would not be a proportional rate.

"An excursion rate is one which provides for a return to the

initial point or some corresponding point.

"2. . . . Owing to the very general practice of absorbing

switching charges from competitive and not from non-competi-

tive stations, and in view of the fact that much benefit and little

complaint results, the commission will, by general order, permit

a continuance of this practice, reserving for consideration and

determination individual cases which may require special con-

sideration.

"3. If a carrier has been given authority to maintain from

or to non-competitive intermediate points rates higher than those

from or to more distant competitive points and a new inter-

mediate station is opened, rates from or to such intermediate

station which are in harmony with those authorized may be es-

tablished without special authority.

"4. If a carrier is authorized to maintain rates to or from

a given point which are not in conformity with the fourth sec-

tion it may establish rates upon branch lines connecting with

the main line at these points which are higher than such inter-

mediate rates by arbitraries or by the branch line locals, without

special authority from the commission."
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COURT NEWS.

The decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in

the suit against the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in relation

to the working hours of telegraphers, is noticed on the editorial

page.

In the Federal Court at Philadelphia last week, a fine of $1,000
and costs was imposed on a passenger who had ridden from
New Brunswick, N. J., to Philadelphia, Pa., over the Pennsyl-
vania railroad on a ticket which bore the name of another per-

son. Subsequently the fine was reduced by the court to $100,

in response to a plea for leniency.

The United States Supreme Court, in a decision by Justice

Lamar, has decided the suit of the government against the Bal-

timore & Ohio Southwestern concerning the law forbidding the

confinement of animals in cars more than 28 hours. The govern-
ment contended that the number of ofifences for which a car-

rier should be punished should be measured by the number of

shipments, while the railway contended that each train load

should be considered as a unit, regardless of the number of

shipments; in other words that there should be but one pen-

alty for a whole train. The court accepts neither view. Justice

Lamar says

:

Penalties are to be fixed by reference to the times of loading

and unloading. He held the road liable to nine penalties, be-

cause nine times it failed to unload live stock carried in a train

more than the 28-hour period. The Government claimed eleven

penalties because there were eleven shippers. The railway was
willing to pay one penalty, all the stock having been carried in

one train. A year ago the court was divided four to four and
so affirmed a decision of the Ohio Federal Court that the ship-

ment of the separate consignor should be the unit. The present

decision is unanimous.

In the United States District Court at Savannah, Ga., March
17, the Atlantic Coast Line and the Seaboard Air Line each

pleaded guilty to violation of the law in the transportation of

grain from Philadelphia, Pa., to Jacksonville, Fla., and were
fined $2,000 each ; the decision being by Judge Emory Speer.

The grain was carried at 10 cents per 100 lbs., when the tariff

called for a rate of 15 cents. The Merchants & Miners' Trans-
portation Company (a water line) had been convicted of the

same offense, on 24 counts, and as a result of this decision the

railways named pleaded guilty on one count of each indictment

against them. The government's attorney decided, in view of

this action of the railways, not to prosecute the other six counts,

which he had presented against each company.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals, third circuit, in

a decision prepared by Judge Bufifington, has confirmed the ac-

tion of the lower court in the Sand Patch air-brake case. The
lower court, after hearing the case for a week and examining a

large number of witnesses, threw the suit out of court; and

Judge Bufifington confirms this action because the record is so

mixed that it is impossible to tell just what the evidence was.

The suit was that of the Government to impose penalties on the

Baltimore & Ohio for violating the safety appliance law in using

hand-brakes to control the speed of freight trains descending the

steep Sand Patch grade, in Pennsylvania. The gist of the opin-

ion of the lower court was that the law did not prohibit the

use of hand-brakes, as an additional precaution, if the railway

company had a sufficient number of cars in each train with the

air-brake apparatus connected to the engine so that by means
of the air brakes the enginem.an could control the train, within

the meaning of the law. Judge Buffington says

:

"Each of the judges of this court separately and all of them
jointly have examined and discussed the voluminous testimony,

and owing to the way in which it was taken we are unable to

intelligently apply it to the. cars mentioned in the numerous
counts. Nor are we aided in that respect by the briefs in a

specific reference to testimony applicable to particular cars or

particular counts. Under such conditions we are unable to

determine whether there was or was not evidence to go to the

jury on particular counts, or indeed, to ascertain with certainty

the actual facts involved and thus have an assured basis with

reference to which the statute could be construed. In the ab-

sence, therefore, of any satisfactory showing that the Court

below committed error in withdrawing the case from the jury

and without expressing any opinion as to the construction placed
by it on the statutes, we affirm its action in refusing to take
off the non-suit."

Commission Reversed on Willamette Valley Lumber Rate.

The last of the decisions handed down by the Supreme Court
of the United States on February 20, was that in the case of
the Southern Pacific against the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to secure the annulment of the commission's order reduc-
ing rates on rough lumber from points in Oregon, south of
Portland, to San Francisco. The decision, by Chief Justice
White, is in favor of the railway company.
To make a market for the lumber of the Willamette Valley,

the Southern Pacific about 1898 established a rate of $3.10 a ton
to San Francisco. In 1907, concluding that the lumber inter-
ests had become prosperous, the rate was advanced to $5, the
road declaring that the former rate was unreasonably low.
Moreover, the shippers by this time had found an eastern mar-
ket by way of Portland. The shippers complained to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, and the commission ordered the
$5 rate reduced to $3.40. Some of the towns embraced in the
order were within a few miles of Portland, but Portland was
not given the benefit of the reduction; the commission holding
that Portland enjoyed the benefit of water competition, and
therefore did not need the reduction. The road defended its

$5 rate not only on the ground that $3.10 was abnormally low,
but also because of a great increase in the cost of the operation
of the road since 1898. Even if the $3.10 rate were to be found
reasonable on an ordinary railway, it was unreasonably low
here because of the mountainous country traversed, making the
cost of train running much greater than the average. The cir-

cuit court, to which the commission's order was appealed, de-
cided against the railway, holding that as the commission had
found that a rate of $3.40 gave some remuneration above the
cost of operation, there was no power to interfere.

Before the supreme court, the railway company admitted that

where the commission finds a rate in and of itself unreasonable,
its order making a reduction, should not be subject to be re-

viewed by the court; but it was argued that the order of the
commission was in excess of the power conferred upon it by
law. The question, therefore, is : What was the nature and
character of the order made by the commission? Answering
this. Chief Justice White says

:

"The contention is, that although the order made by the com-
mission may have been couched in a form which would cause it,

superficially considered, to appear to be but the exercise of an
authority to correct an unreasonable rate, yet if it plainly re-

sults from the record that the order of the commission was not
the exercise of such an authority, but was based upon the as-

sumption by that body of the possession of a power not con-

ferred by law, the mere form given by the commission to its

action does not relieve the courts from the duty of reviewing

and correcting an abuse of power. Applying these propositions,

the insistence is that both in form and in substance the order of

the commission is void because it manifests that that body did

not merely exert the power conferred by law to correct an un-

just and unreasonable rate, but that it made the order which is

complained of upon the theory that the power was possessed to

set aside a just and reasonable rate lawfully fixed by a railway

whenever the commission deemed it would be equitable to ship-

pers in a particular district to put in force a reduced rate. That
is to say, the contention is that the order entered by the com-
mission shows on its face that that body assumed that it had
power not merely to prevent the charging of unjust and un-

reasonable rates, but also to regulate and control the general

policy of the owners of railways as to fixing rates, and con-

sequently that there was authority to substitute for a just and

reasonable rate one which in and of itself in a legal sense might

be unjust and unreasonable, if the commission was satisfied that

it was a wise policy to do so or because a railway had so con-

ducted itself as to be estopped in the future from being entitled

to receive a just and reasonable compensation for the service

rendered. On the other hand, the commission in the argument
at bar does not contend that it possessed the indeed abnormal

and extraordinary power which the railways thus say was ex-

erted in rendering the order complained of, a power which if it

obtained would open a vast field for the exercise of discretion, to

the destruction of rights of private property in railways, and
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would in effect assert public ownership without any of the rc-

sponsibihties which ownership would imply. While it is not de-

nied on behalf of the commission that that body may have con-

sidered the prior rate prevailing in the Willamette Valley, the

period during which it had been in force, and the effect upon

the business situation in the valley of a change to a higher

charge, all of these things it is insisted were not made the basis

of the power exerted, but were simply taken into consideration

as some of the elements proper to be considered in the ul-

timate exertion of the lawful power to forbid an unjust and un-

reasonable rate and fix a reasonable one."

The court concludes that the commission's order was void, be-

cause it was made in consequence of the assumption by the

commission that it possessed the extreme powers described.

The thing complained of was not the intrinsic unreasonableness

of the $5 rate, but the injury it was thought would be suffered

from not continuing the old rate in force.

Continuing, the court says:

"While it is true that the opinion of the commission may
contain some sentences which, when segregated from their con-

text, may give some support to the contention that the order

was based upon a consideration merely of the intrinsic un-

reasonableness of the rate which was condemned, we think

when the opinion is considered as a whole in the light of the

condition of the record it clearly results that it was based upon

the belief by the commission that it had the right under the law to

protect the lumber interests of the Willamette Valley from the

consequences which it was deemed would arise from a change

of the rate, even if that change was from an unreasonably low

rate which had prevailed for some time to a just and reason-

able charge for the service rendered for the future. Manifestly,

this w^as deemed by the commission to be the power which was

being exerted, since Mr. Commissioner Harlan, joined by the

chairman of the commission, dissented on the ground that the

order was an exertion of a power not possessed to give efifect

to a supposed equitable estoppel, and no language was inserted

in the opinion to indicate to the contrary."

The exclusion of Portland from the benefit of the reduced

rate confirms the view that the commission was not merely ex-

ercising the right to correct an unreasonable rate.

It was further claimed that the suit should be dismissed, be-

cause the order of the commission had expired by the two-year

statutory limitation, but the court rejects this argument on the

same grounds as those set forth in the case of the Southern

Pacific Terminal Company, reported m the ]\.ailway Age Gaseile

of March 17, page 519. Moreover, it is possible that the railways

will be liable for reparation, because of the influence and effects

of the existence of the order of the commission.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

Plans are well under way for the construction of an 800-mile

railway in Asia Minor. The line will start at Ymurtalik, on the

gulf of Alexandretta in the eastern Mediterranean, and run

westerly bisecting the Bagdad Railway at Urfi ; thence to Lake

Van on the confines of the Persian province of Azer Bidjan.

It will be a single line, standard gage. It is said that the Ger-

man opposition is confined to commercial circles. The enter-

prise is backed by a group of American financiers under the

chairmanship of Charles A. Moore of New York.

The report for the whole German empire for 1909 shows that

it then had 36,320 miles of railway, an increase of 19.2 per cent.

in ten years. There was 1 mile for every 1,872 inhabitants in

1909 (against 1 mile to 380 inhabitants in the United States).

The traffic in 1909 was equivalent to a movement of 789 passen-

gers and 1,267 tons of freight each way daily over the entire

system, an increase of 52 per cent, in the density of passenger

traffic and 24.4 per cent, in the density of freight traffic in ten years.

In the United States in 1909 the passenger traffic was equivalent

to 174 passengers and the freight traffic to 1,320 tons each way

daily. Thus the density of passenger traffic was 4^ times as

great on the German roads; but the density of freight traffic

was 4 per cent, less than in the United States. The average

passenger rate was 0.904 cent per mile in Germany and the

average freight rate 1.27 cents per ton-mile, against 1.928 cents

per passenger mile and 0.763 cent per ton-mile in this country.

Itatln^atr CDfftr^ri^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Stanley A. Beard has been appointed a general attorney of the

Sabine & Northern, with office at Houston, Texas.

Kingdon Gould has been elected a vice-president of the Texas
& Pacific, an additional vice-presidency having been created.

George J. Gould has resigned as president of the Missouri
Pacific, and has been elected chairman of the board. The presi-

dency has been left vacant with the expectation of filling it in the

near future.

Operating Officers.

John C. Collins, general manager of the Bartlett-Florence

Railway, with office at Bartlett, Texas, has resigned to accept

service with another company.

J. F. Hickey has been appointed an assistant division super-

intendent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at

McAlester, Okla., succeeding R. L. Gardner, resigned.

J. W. Farrell, trainmaster of the Third district of Grand Trunk,

at Richmond, Que., has been appointed trainmaster of the First

district, with office at Island Pond, Vt. R. P. Smallhorn succeeds

Mr. Farrell.

E. F. Potter, general superintendent of the Chicago division

of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, has been ap-

pointed assistant to the general manager, with office at Min-

neapolis, Minn., and his former position has been abolished.

E. S. Koller, division superintendent of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy at McCook, Neb., has been appointed general super-

intendent of the Illinois district, with office at Galesburg, 111.,

succeeding Hale D. Johnson, deceased. E. Flynn, superintend-

ent of the Omaha division at Omaha, Neb., succeeds Mr. Koller,

and A. G. Smart, trainmaster at McCook, succeeds Mr. Flynn.

Richard Lincoln O'Donnel, who has been appointed general

superintendent of the Western Pennsylvania division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., as has

been announced in these

columns, was bom on
November 5, 1860, at

Philadelphia, Pa. He
graduated from the Phil-

adelphia High School

in 1877, and from the

Polytechnic College of

Pennsylvania in 1882.

Mr. O'Donnel began

railway work in the

same year as a rodman
on the Cornwall & Le-

banon, and in 1883 en-

tered the engineering

department of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. From
1884, to November, 1886,

he was draftsman in the

assistant engineer's office

of the West Penn divi-

sion, and then became
assistant engineer at Al-

toona. In March, 1887,

he was appointed as-

sistant supervisor at Hollidaysburg, and in February of the fol-

lowing year, was transferred in the same capacity to the Phil-

adelphia division. In 1889 he was again transferred to the Pitts-

burgh division, and in November he was made supervisor in

the Altoona yard. In April, 1891, he became assistant engineer

of the Tyrone division. From December, 1894, to February,

1897, he was assistant engineer of the Pittsburgh division, and

was then promoted to assistant superintendent, becoming super-

intendent in January, 1902, of the same division. Mr. O'Donnel

was appointed general superintendent of the Buffalo & Allegheny

R. L. O'Donnel.
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Valley division in January, 1903, which position he held at the

time of his recent appointment.

C. B. Gorsuch, superintendent of the Wheeling division of the

Baltimore & Ohio, at Wheeling, W. Va., has been appointed

superintendent of the Pittsburgh division, with office at Pitts-

burgh, Pa., succeeding E. A. Peck, promoted. A portrait of

Mr. Gorsuch and a sketch of his railway career were published

in the Railway Age Gazette of May 13, 1910, page 1232. John F.

Keegan, trainmaster of the Cumberland division, at Keyscr,

W. Va., succeeds Mr. Gorsuch.

Traffic Officers.

W. H. Bartlett has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Illinois Central, with office at Owensboro, Ky.

G. N. Snyder lias been appointed assistant coal traffic manager
of the Pennsylvania Lines east of Buffalo, N. Y., with office at

New York.

H. M. Tait has been appointed a general agent in the pas-

senger department, Atlantic service of the Canadian Pacific, with

office at Minneapolis, Minn., succeeding T. J. Burns, resigned.

Henry E. Jarman, traveling freight and passenger agent of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at San Francisco, Cal., has

been appointed Pacific coast agent, succeeding H. N. Butterfield,

resigned.

T. H. Jones has been appointed a traveling immigration agent

of the Southern Railway, with office at St. Louis, Mo., and J.

B. Finster has been appointed a traveling immigration agent, with
office at Washington, D. C.

C. H. Pugh, live stock agent of the Missouri Pacific at East

St. Louis, 111., has been appointed a traveling freight agent,

with office at Houston, Texas, succeeding W. F. Bellairs, re-

signed to engage in other business.

R. Creelman, assistant general passenger agent of the Canadian
Northern, at Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed general pas-

senger agent of the lines west of Lake Superior; Osborne Scott

succeeds Mr. Creelman, both with offices at Winnipeg.

David Northup, contracting freight agent of the Chicago

Great Western at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed a com-
mercial agent, with office at Omaha. Ralph G. Adams has been

appointed a traveling freight agent, with office at Omaha, suc-

ceeding J. H. Cummings, resigned.

C. F. Smith, general agent of the Louisiana Railway & Navi-

gation Company at Dallas, Texas, has been appointed a com-
mercial agent, with office at Oklahoma City, Okla., and the

office of traveling freight agent at Oklahoma City has been

abolished. E. L. Whitney succeeds Mr. Smith at Dallas.

L. W. Landman, general passenger agent of the Lake Erie &
Western at Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed general pas-

senger agent of the Michigan Central, with office at Chicago.

J. S. Hall, assistant general passenger agent of the Michigan
Central at Detroit, Mich., succeeds Mr. Landman at Indian-

apolis.

Daniel C. Fisk, Jr., traveling freight agent of the Union Pa-

cific, the Oregon Short Line and the Oregon-Washington Rail-

road & Navigation Company, at Philadelphia, Pa., has been ap-

pointed contracting freight agent, with office at New York, suc-

ceeding F. A. Bradley, resigned. Roger B. Hollinger, soliciting

agent at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeds Mr. Fisk, and Howard E. OhI

succeeds Mr. Hollinger.

B. F. Moffatt, general agent in the traffic department of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central at St. Paul,

Minn., has been appointed a commercial agent, with office at

Omaha, Neb., succeeding Morel! Law, assigned to other duties.

W. E. Witherspocn, city passenger and ticket agent at St. Paul,

Minn., succeeds Mr. Moffatt. G. W. Harris has been appointed

a traveling freight agent, with office at Mason City, Iowa.

Malone Joyce, formerly general agent of the Colorado Midland,

with office at Los Angeles, Cal., has been reappointed to that

position, the company having reopened its office at that place.

P. J. Murphy, formerly contracting agent at Denver, Colo., has

been appointed a general agent, with office at Omaha, Neb., and

C. L. Brown, traveling freight agent at San Francisco, Cal., has

been appointed a general agent, with office at San Francisco.

F. A. Nancekevell has been appointed general agent of the
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, at Toronto, Ont., a new
agency. R. G. McCraw, traveling freight agent at Detroit, Mich.,
has been transferred to Toronto, Ont., and George C. Wilson,
traveling freight agent of the Ontario district, has been appointed
traveling freight agent of the New York territory, with office at
Buffalo, N. Y., succeeding F. F. Johnson, who has been trans-
ferred to Boston, Mass.

E. J. Naylor, general agent in the traffic department of the
Chicago & Alton, and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western at Los
Angeles, Cal., has been appointed general agent in the traffic

department, with office at San Francisco, Cal., succeeding C. B.
Condon, resigned to engage in other business. J. A. Fitzpatrick,
general agent in the traffic department at Buffalo, N. Y., suc-
ceeds Mr. Naylor, and C. F. Vigor, traveling freight agent at
Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeds Mr. Fitzpatrick. John H. Waikmeyer,
chief clerk to the general agent in the freight department at
Pittsburgh, succeeds Mr. Vigor.

Engineering and Roiling Stock Officers.

M. H. Sheeley, roadmaster of the Iowa Central, with office

at Marshalltown, Iowa, has resigned to engage in other business.

F. Hume has been appointed superintendent of machinery of
the Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, with office at Boone,
Iowa.

P. H. Rephorn, general foreman in the motive power depart-
ment of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at Scranton, Pa.,

has resigned to go to E. L. Post & Co., New York.

Charles Nathan Page, whose appointment as master mechanic
of the Lehigh Valley, with office at Auburn, N. Y., has been an-
nounced in the!-e columns, was born on June 25, 1868, in Fred-

erick county, Md., and
was educated in the

common schools. He
.began railway work in

1884, as a machinist's

apprentice on the Balti-

more & Ohio, resigning

from that position in

1886. He was then for

five years in the quarter-

master's department of

the United States Gov-
ernment. Mr. Page re-

turned to railway work
as a locomotive fireman

on the Baltimore &
Ohio, and was later pro-

moted to engineer. Tn

1893, he went to the

Lehigh Valley in the

same capacity, and in

1902 was made road fore-

man of engines, with

office at Buffalo, N. Y.

He was appointed train-

master in 1910, and was recently appointed master mechanic, in

addition to his duties as trainmaster, with office at Auburn.

Frank H. Reagan, whose appointment as superintendent of

shops of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at Scranton,

Pa., has been announced in these columns, was born August 13,

1872, at Corry, Pa. He was educated in the common schools and
began railway work in 1892 as a machinist on the Lehigh Val-

ley. The following year he went to the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern as a machinist at the Buffalo shops, and was later en-

gine house foreman at that place. He was then appointed as-

sistant engine house foreman at West Seneca, and later was
made night engine house foreman at Collinwood, Ohio. His

next position was engine house foreman at Youngstown, and he

was later appointed general engine house foreman at Ashtabula.

In May, 1907, he was appointed erecting shop foreman at the

Collinwood shops, and in November of the same year was pro-

moted to general foreman. He was appointed assistant super-

intendent of the Collinwood shops in May, 1909, and the follow-

ing April was promoted to superintendent of the same shops.

Mr. Reagan left the service of the Lake Shore in May, 1910, to

C. N. Page.
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become- nwistiT imiliaiiic oi tlio l.;il<c I'.iio & W'l'stnii, wliicli

position he lu'kl at tlic time of liis recent appointment as snper-

inteiulent of shops of tlic Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at

Scranton, Pa.

Purchasing Officers.

Sj'dney B. Wight, purchasing agent of the New York Central

Lines, at New York City, has been appointed general purchasing

agent, succeeding F. PL Greene, whose resignation has already

been announced in these columns. W. C. Bower, chief clerk

in the oflice of the president, succeeds Mr. Wight, with oftice

at New York.

OBITUARY.

Nathaniel Thayer, a director in the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, and many other railway companies, and also in the

United States Steel Corporation and the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, died at his home in Boston on Tuesday of

this week, at the age of 59. Mr. Thayer had taken an important

part in the construction of a number of railways in the West.

F. H. Lord, formerly for 10 years (1891-1901) general pas-

senger and ticket agent of the Chicago Great Western, died re-

cently at his home in Oakland, Cal. Mr. Lord was born De-

cember 12, 1849, at Utica, N. Y., and entered the passenger de-

partment of the Detroit & Bay City, at Bay City, Mich., in 1873.

He was later a traveling passenger agent of the Canada South-

ern and then went to Chicago as district passenger agent and

land agent of the Northern Pacific. He went to the Chicago,

St. Paul & Kansas City in 1889, remaining with that company

and its successor, the Chicago Great Western, until 1901. In

that year he resigned and was appointed district passenger agent

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Des Moines, Iowa.

David H. Moffat, of Denver, Colo., president of the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific, died suddenly in New York City, March

18, the cause of death being given as heart disease. Mr.

Moffat has been one of the most prominent capitalists in Colo-

rado for many years, having been interested in real estate and

railways. At one time he was said to have had extensive inter-

ests in 125 mining companies. He was born in Orange county.

New York, in 1839, and went West at an early age. He organ-

ized the First National Bank of Denver, when that city was a

mere settlement ; and was prominent in the construction of the

Denver & Rio Grande, the Denver Pacific, the Denver & New
Orleans and the Florence & Cripple Creek. The D. N. W. & P.

is Mr. Moffat's latest enterprise. The road is now in operation

from Denver to Steamboat Springs, Colo., 214 miles.

John B. McDonald, the well-known railway contractor, and

builder of the first New York subwaj', died at his home in New
York City on March 17. Mr. McDonald was born in Ireland in

1844, and at the age of three years came with his parents to

this country. He became a contractor at an early age, but for

a time he was inspector of masonry on the Fourth avenue tunnel

of the New York Central & Hudson River. Some of his im-

portant railway construction contracts were on the West Shore;

in the Potomac valley; on an extension of the Illinois Central

from Elgin to Wisconsin; the Trenton cut-off of the Pennsyl-

vania; and the extension of the Baltimore & Ohio from Balti-

more to Philadelphia. He was a subcontractor on the Boston,

Hoosac Tunnel & Western; on the Canadian Pacific, and on the

extension of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western from Bing-

hamton, to Buffalo. He first came into national prominence

when he built the two-mile underground line of the Baltimore

& Ohio through the city of Baltimore in 1890. This line, cut

through a busy street for its whole length, involved many dififi-

culties. In January, 1900, he took the contract to build the sub-

ways in New York City, for $35,000,000, and formed a company

for the purpose. He had general oversight of the work up to

the time of its completion, and it was finished within the stipu-

lated time.

The number of 'passengers killed or injured in Germany per

1,000,000 carried was 0.58 in 1900 and 0.42 in 1909, which latter

year was distinguished by the exceptionally fatal Miilheim dis-

aster. The average number of passengers killed in the last ten

years is 0.9 per million carried.

Bailtttrttt (llon^irudton.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Ai.nFRTA Centrai,.— Bi<ls arc now Ixing asked, it is said, for

bi;il(ling tliis line. The headquarters of the company are at

Letlil)ri(ige, All).

.Ahdmokk, Duncan & Lawton.—This company has not yet

completed its organization. The plans call for a line from Law-
ton, Okla., southeast via Duncan and Ardmore, to Sherman,
Texas, about 125 miles. It is expected that contracts will be
let during the latter part of May. There will be about six

steel bridges, a number of station buildings and shop buildings.

R. L. Robertson, Lawton, may be addressed. (See Lawton,
Duncan & Ardmore, March 10, p. 479.)

Arkansas City, Wellington & Northwestern.—This com-
pany was recently incorporated in Kansas to build from Ar-
kansas City, Kan., northwest to Hutchinson, about 85 miles, and
a construction company was organized to carry out the work.

G. H. Hunter, president, Wellington.

Buffalo, Lockport & Rochester (Electric).—An officer writes

that work is now under way laying second-track on 3.5 miles,

and on another section of 1.5 miles on the eastern end of this

road ; also, on the elimination of a grade crossing at South
Greece. All the work will be carried out by the company's men
and is expected to be finished early in June. Grading for this

second-track, with the exception of the elimination of grade
crossing was done on the original construction.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—An officer writes that the

Miller Construction Company, Lock Haven, Pa., has a contract

for work on two miles of line revision and double-tracking

between Hutchins, Pa., and Midmont. (March 17, p. 525.)

Canadian Northern.—According to press reports, contracts

have been given to the Cowan Construction Company and the

Northern Construction Company, amounting to $8,000,000, to build

new lines. The most important line to be finished during 1911

will be the one from a point near Red Deer, Alb., south to Cal-

gary. The company expects to finish about 200 miles of main
line west of Edmonton this year.

Canadian Pacific.—A contract has been given to J. D. McAr-
thur, to build a branch from Estevan, Sask., to a point 55 miles

west of that place.

Contracts are said to have been given recently by this com-
pany for building lines in western Canada as follows : Two
lines out of Swift Current, Sask., 80 miles ; from Moose Jaw,

35 milts, and from Lacombe, Alb., 60 miles, to Foley, Welch &
Stewart, St. Paul, Minn. ; three branch lines out of Wilkie.

Sask., 82 miles to W. A. Dutton, Calgary, III, and for double-

track work from Moose Jaw, Sask., west for 23 miles and east

for 10 miles, to J. G. Hargrave & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

An officer writes that contracts have been let to Janse,

McDowell & Co., Calgary, Alb., for building 42 miles of the

Kootenay Central south of Golden, B. C. (March 10, p. 479.)

The line between MackHn, Sask., and Korrobert has been

opened for traffic.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—This company is building a 10-mile

branch into the property of the Cole & Crane Co., consisting

of 90,000 acres of coal and timber lands in West yirginia. The

line is being built to secure an outlet for the timber of the

Cole & Crane Co., via the Chesapeake & Ohio, to Cincinnati,

Ohio. It is expected that the line will be in operation by Au-

gust. C. Crane is general manager of the C. & C. Co., Cin-

cinnati.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—See report of

this company elsewhere in this issue.

Crystal City & Uvalde.—An extension is to be built from

Gardendale, Texas, east about 30 miles. Some of the right-

of-way has been secured.

Durham & Danville.—Incorporated in North Carolina to build

a 51-mile line. It is expected that the work will be finished dur-

ing the next two years. The incorporators include: J. F. Wily,

W. F. Carr, C. C. Thomas and W. B. Guthrie.
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Eastern Maine.—A favorable report has been made by the

committee on the application of this company for a charter in

Maine, but neither branch of the state legislature has yet acted

on the bill. The company asks permission to build 108 miles

of line from a point at tidewater in Brewer, Me., opposite the

city of Bangor, Penobscot county, easterly via Holden, Edding-
ton, Clifton, thence northerly via Amherst, Great Pond, Lake-
ville Plantation, Springfield, Carroll and Prentiss, thence north-

erly via Bancroft, Haynesville and Hodgdon to Houlton, Aroos-
took county. The incorporators include : E. H. Blake, W. L.

Miller, A. A. Merrill, C. P. Thomas, A. Warren and A. G.

Chambers. (March 10, p. 478.)

Grand Trunk Pacific.—Considerable progress has been made
on the construction of the mountain section, both westward
from Wolf creek and eastward from Prince Rupert, B. C. There
remains only about 400 miles of line not yet under contract, for

which bids will be asked during the next two months. When
these contracts are let, the entire line from Prince Rupert, east

via Edmonton and Winnipeg to Fort William, at the head ot

Lake Superior, 2,188 miles, will be either under construction or

completed.

Great Northern.—The branch from Bainville, Mont., north

to Plentywood, 53.44 miles, was opened for business on March 13.

(December 2, p. 1096.)

Kootenay Central.—See Canadian Pacific.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.—See report of this com-
pany elsewhere in this issue.

Lawton, Duncan & Ardmore.—See Ardmore, Duncan &
Lawton.

Lehigh Valley.—According to press reports, this company
has recently decided to make the single-track line, now under

construction from Lumber Yard, Pa., to a connection with the

main line at Hayes creek, 12 miles, a double-track line. The
original cost, which was $1,500,000, including classification yard,

engine house, shop for car repairs and fuel and water facilities,

it is understood, will be increased to $2,200,000. Hyde, McFar-
land & Burke are the contractors. Grading work on the line is

more than half finished. (August 19, p. 332.)

Michigan Central.—See report of this company elsewhere in

this issue.

Milwaukee Northern (Electric).—This company contem-

plates double-tracking its lines in the near future from Milwau-
kee, Wis., north to Cedarburg. Also, building an extension from
Cedarburg northwest, via West Bend, Barton, Kewaskum,
Campbellsport and Eden to Fond du Lac.

Milwaukee, Peoria & St. Louis.—Incorporated in Illinois

with $5,000 capital, to build from Peoria, III., north through the

counties of Tazewell, Woodford, Marshall, Putnam, Bureau,

Lee and Ogle to Rockford, in Winnebago county, about 120

miles. The headquarters of the company will be at Chicago. The
incorporators include : E. C. Morton, F. C. Vehmeyer, J. H.

O'Neil, F. B. Reed and F. Gardiner, Chicago.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—An officer is

quoted as saying that a line is to be built during 1911 from the

Brooten-Duluth line, near Foxboro, Wis., south to Frederic, 65

miles; also, that a line from Fordville, N. D., west to Drake

will be built when conditions warrant.

New York Central & Hudson River.—See report of this com-

pany elsewhere in this issue.

Oregon Electric.—An officer is quoted as saying that work
is to be started soon on an extension from Salem, Ore., south to

Eugene, about 65 miles.

Oregon Trunk Railway.—An officer writes that there is no

immediate prospect of building this line south of Bend, Ore.

Track has already been laid on 115 miles, from Fallbridge, Wash.,

to Metolius, Ore. No further contracts will be let at present.

The grading work on the first 110 miles from Fallbridge was

carried out by Porter Brothers, Portland, Ore., and from that

point to Bend, 46 miles, by H. C. Henry & Co., Seattle, Wash.

The first 110 miles follows the Des Chutes and Willow creek

canyons; the work on this section was extremely heavy, being

practically all through solid rock. The remaining 46 miles to

Bend is through a scab rock country, requiring an even number
of cuts and fills. The material handled was mostly rock. The
roadbed has been graded to Bend. Maximum curvature. Fall-
bridge to Madras, Ore., 6 deg. ; Madras to Bend, 3 dcg. Maxi-
mum grade, Fallbridge to Metolius, 0.6 per cent., with 20 miles
of 1.3 per cent, pusher grade from Mecca to Metolius. This grade
is all ascending towards Metolius. Maximum grade from Meto-
lius to Bend is 1 per cent, against southbound, and 0.5
per cent, against northbound trains. There will be a steel
bridge over the Columbia river, 2,427 ft. 8 in. long, with ap-
proaches of 1,734 ft.; also one at the first dossing of the Des
Chutes river, 465 ft. long, and another at the second crossing,
510 ft. long. Steel bridges will also be built over White river,
Wapinitia creek, Nena creek. Eagle creek; third crossing of Des'
Chutes river, and over Trout creek, varying in length from 112
ft. to 175 ft. each, and a steel bridge over Crooked river, 460 ft
long. There is also a large amount of trestle work. The steel
bridges, including substructures, have all been designed and are
being constructed under the direction of Ralph Modjeski. A
terminal yard, including fuel, oil and engine house facilities, is

being built at Fallbridge, and a freight terminal is under con-
struction at Metolius. The principal commodities to be carried
on the line are: wheat, live stock and lumber, from central
Oregon, and merchandise and manufactured goods into central
Oregon.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—A
contract has been given to the Twohy Brothers Construction
Company, Pendleton, Ore., to build the Echo-Coyote cut-off in
Oregon. (See Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company, Sep-
tember 10, p. 483.)

Paris & Mount Pleasant.—This company, which operates
23.6 miles of line from Paris, Texas, to Bogota, is planning to
extend the line southeast to Mount Pleasant, 32 miles.

Payson Electric.—This company is planning to build a line
from Salt Lake City, Utah, south to Payson, about 60 miles.
The headquarters of the company are at Salt Lake City.

Pennsylvania Roads.—According to press reports, plans have
been made by the Stony Brook Lumber Company, to build an
eight-mile line to a connection with the Lehigh Valley, at Lopez,
Sullivan county. Pa.

Quebec & Saguenay.—An officer writes that contracts are to
be let at once to build from a point 30 miles northeast of Quebec,
Que., on the north shore of the St. Lawrence river, at the pres-
ent terminus of the Quebec Railway, northeast to Murray bay,
63 miles. Much of the work will be heavy rock work, involving
the handling of about 30,000 cu. yds. a mile. There will be five

steel bridges and probably two short tunnels. The line is being
built to carry wood products, iron and other ores. R. Forget,
president, and Arthur H. N. Bruce, chief engineer. Castle build-

ing, Ottawa, Ont, and Quebec, Que. (February 17, p. 334.)

Richmond & Urbanna.—An officer writes that the plans call

for a line from Richmond, Va., east to Urbanna, about 55 miles.

The company has secured seven miles of electric line now in

operation, with terminals in Richmond. It has not yet been
decided when work will be started on the line, or whether steam
or electricity will be used for the motive power. J. C. Robin-
son, Richmond.

Sioux Falls & Sioux City (Electric).—An officer writes that

the company plans to begin work at once from Sioux Falls, S. D.,

south via Canton, Beresford and Elk Point to Sioux City, Iowa,

about 90 miles. The general contract has been given to O. F.

Spaete, Sioux Falls, S. D. There will probably be two small

steel bridges over Big Sioux river. The plans call for putting up

car barns, stations, etc. J. Wolflin, superintendent, Sioux Falls.

Southern Pacific.—This company, it is said, will build the

line through the Sacramento Valley, from Arbuckle, Cal., north

to Hamilton. (July 22, p. 174.)

St. Louis & San Francisco.—An officer writes that work is

now under way laying about eight miles of yard tracks at Bele-

vue, Tenn., near Memphis, and making other improvements, to

include one 175-ft. steel bridge, a six-stall roundhouse, a 120-ft.

cinder pit, and a 7S-ft. turntable. The grading contract has been

given to J. H. Weatherford, Memphis, and for the buildings to
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the Jarrctt Constructiim Company, Spriiij-lickl, Mo. Laying and
surfacing tracks will be carried out by the company's men.

Si'G.\RL.\Nn & Arcoi..\.—This company is building an extension

from Areola, Texas, south to the port of Velasco at the mouth
of the Hrazos river, and arrangements are being made for tlic

early construction of a northern extension from Sugarland to

Hempstead, about 55 miles. Tiie proposed extensions will ag-

gregate more than 100 miles. The road is at present only 14

miles long, running between Sugarland and Areola. When fin-

ished these extensions will form a new north and south line

through the rich valley of the Brazos river.

Tennessee, Alab.\ma & Georgia.—According to press reports,

work has been started on the extension between Rockmart. Ga.,

and Rome, 29 miles, and work will be started soon from Harris-

burg, east to Gore, eight miles. (Jan, 20, p. 144.)

Texas Roads (Electric).—According to press reports, the

Stone & Webster, Boston, Mass., interests, are planning to build

a line from Waxahachie, Texas, north to a connection with the

Northern Texas Traction at Oak Cliff, about 30 miles. Right-

of-way will be secured at once, and it is expected to have the line

in operation this year.

Trinity Valley Traction.—An officer writes that the com-

pany plans to build this year from Dallas, Texas, southeast via

Waxahachie and Corsicana to Palestine, 118 miles. About three-

quarters of the line will be over a level prairie and the remain-

ing quarter will have some cuts and fills. There will be three

small bridges, and two power plants. J. V. Watkins, 304 Scol-

lard building, Dallas.

Utah Roads.—An officer of the Union Coal Company, Salt

Lake City, Utah, writes that contracts will be let in April to

build an eight-mile line from Helper, on the Denver & Rio

Grande, north to coal fields in Carbon county. There will be one

steel bridge, about 50 ft. long. A. N. Holdaway, vice-president

and acting manager, 504 Mclntyre building. Salt Lake City.

(March 17, p. 526.)

Valdosta, Moultrie & Western.—An officer writes that con-

tracts will be let at an early date to build an extension from

Moultrie, Ga., west. The work includes building a drawbridge

over the Flint river.

Vera Cruz, Tabasco & Campeche.—According to press reports,

surveys are now being made from Santa Lucrecia, Mex., on the

Tehuantepec National, east to Campeche, on the United Railways

of Yucatan, 490 miles. Donato de Chapeaurogue, president, and

A. L. Van Antwerp, secretary, Apartado 870, city of Mexico.

(August 19, p. 332.)

Winnipeg Northern.—Surveys are now being made from

Winnipeg, Man., northerly along the east .shore of Lake Winni-

peg. George Franklin, Selkirk, Man.; is interested.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

In New Zealand during 1910 ten new sections of railways were

opened, aggregating 61 miles.

The Argentine congress has recently enacted a law author-

izing the construction of a narrow-gage railway line which,

starting at the village of Tinogasta, in Catamarca, will run

as far as the Chilean frontier in San Francisco pass. The

line will cover a distance of 147 miles, and is estimated to cost

$8,122,000. At San Francisco it may connect with a branch

line of the Copiapo or the Taltal Railway, thus forming another

trans-Andean line.

In 1906 a tax on railway tickets was imposed throughout the

German empire, only fourth class tickets being exempt. The

most notable effect of this tax has been the diversion of travel

from the higher to the lower classes. This has occurred espe-

cially in the first class. In 1905 there were 2,681,000 first-class

tickets sold, in 1909 only 1,624,000. The first-class earnmgs,

which normally would have increased in this period $1,200,000,

actually decreased by $600,000. There has also been a diversion

from the second to the third class; but this has in good part

been due to improvement in the third-class service; most of

the fast trains now having third-class cars. The tax is to be

continued, but is to be modified.

Cincinnati, Blufkton & Chicago.—The order of the court for

the sale of this road on March 15 was not carried out, no
bids having been received. The sale is now set for March 25.

Great Northern.— In the table of earnings and expenses of

railways, page 298 of the Railway Age Gazette of February 10,

net operating revenue for the Great Northern was shown as

$2,646,558 for the month of December, 1910, whereas the cor-

rect figure IS $2,011,558. The error was a typographical one
and did not affect any of the other figures given.

Middletown, Unionville & Water Gap.—Suit has been begun
in the supreme court of New York, in Orange county, to

foreclose the second mortgage of $250,0(X), which was due on

June 1 last, and which has not been paid. The bondholders'

committee is represented by G. M. Gumming. The road is leased

to and controlled by the New York, Susquehanna & Western.

Missouri, ICansas & Texas.—The 5 per cent, notes of this com-
pany, amounting to $10,000,(XX), which are to be paid on May
1, will be taken up by the issue of two-year notes at the same
rate, and which have hecn sold to Speyer & Co. The bankers

have offered the notes for sale at 99, deliverable on May 1,

but it is said a large portion of the amount offered was taken

up by buyers on the first day. The new issue amounts
to $12,500,000, and 2^^ millions will be used for making im-

provements and for buying new cars and engines.

Missouri Pacific.—The recently elected Board of Directors

has chosen George J. Gould as chairman, leaving the presi-

dency vacant, with the expectation that the place will soon be

filled. F. T. Gates, George J. Gould, E. D. Adams, E. T. Jef-

fery, Edwin Gould and Cornelius Vanderbilt were elected to

the executive committee. Messrs. Gould, Gates and Adams
have been appointed a special committee to find a president.

The directors of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern have

appointed as executive committee George J. Gould, Kingdon

Gould, E. T. Jeffery, E. L. Marston, E. D. Adams, Paul War-
burg and R. M. Gallaway. The directors of the Texas & Pacific,

which is classed as still a "Gould road," elected Kingdon Gould

a vice-president, and E. L. Marston, of Blair & Co., a member
of the executive committee to succeed J. J. Slocum, who, how-

ever, remains a member of the board. Henry Cooper was

elected a director to succeed Alvin Krech, resigned.

Pennsylvania.—The Bedford & Hollidaysburg Railroad Com-
pany has increased its capital stock from $30,000 to $600,(XX).

The Pennsylvania has sold to Speyer & Co. first mortgage

4 per cent, gold bonds of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Wash-
ington to the amount of $4,500,000. These bonds, due in

1943, are issued to retire 6 per cent, bonds of the Baltimore

& Potomac falling due April 1 and July 1 next. It is under-

stood that holders of the old bonds, wishing to exchange, will

be given by the bankers the first opportunity to take the new
bonds.

Pere Marquette.—Five year notes of this company, amounting

to $8,000,000 and bearing interest at 6 per cent., have been

sold in New York. The proposal to issue these notes v.^as

agreed upon by the dominant interests last month, when J. P.

Morgan & Co. bought from the C. H. & D. an important in-

terest in the P. M., as noted in this column March 3, page 434.

Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.—The State Railroad Commis-

sion of (Georgia has given authority for the issue of $8,100,000

in stock and bonds by this company. The bonds, amounting

to $5,000,000, are to be used in part to pay the debts of the

predecessor company, the Chattanooga Southern; and the re-

mainder, together with the stock, will be used for new con-

struction, principally the proposed line to make a direct con-

nection with Atlanta, as noticed in the Railway Age Gazette

December 23, page 1205, and January 20, page 144. The trus-

tee of the bonds is the Empire Trust Company, New York City.

Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis.—This electric inter-

urban railway was sold at Annapolis Junction, Md., last week

by order of the United States Court to satisfy the first mort-

gage of $3,000,000, and the second mortgage of $1,000,000. The

property was bid in for $2,501,000 by G. A. Craig, representing

a re-organization committee.



M'npply (Erade ^ectmn.
p. H. Rephorn, general foreman of the Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western at Scranton, Pa., has resigned and is now with E. L.

Post & Co., New York.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company is in the market for

two secondhand standard gage, six-driver switching locomotives

to weigh SO to 75 tons on drivers, for prompt delivery.

The Link Belt Company, Chicago, announces the change in

location of its Boston sales office from 84 State street to 131

State street. Lawrence Spillan will be in charge of the new
office.

Clarence E. Delafield has been made a district manager of the

Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J., succeeding R. N. C.

Barnes, resigned. Mr. Delatield's headquarters will be in Bos-

ton, Mass.

The Wiliard Storage Battery Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

started work on an addition to its plant during the first week
of March. When completed this new building will add 8,000

sq. ft. of floor space to the present plant.

Theodore L. Condron, civil engineer, 1214-15 Monadnock
Block, Chicago, announces that he will continue under his own
name the engineering practice lately carried on by Condon &
Sinks. Mr. Sinks has withdrawn to locate in Seattle, Wash.

A. Eugene Michel, advertising engineer. New York City, an-

nounces that Professor W. F. Schaphorst, of the mechanical
engineering department of the New Mexico College of Mechanic
Arts, has resigned to become a technical writer on his adver-

tising staff.

The Okadee Company (not incorporated) has taken offices

in the Old Colony building, Chicago. This company will make
and sell the Okadee blow-off valve and other railway devices.

A. G. Hollingshead is president and manager, and H. L. Wnis-
low is vice-president and treasurer.

A. B. Saunders, formerly manager of the electrical department
for John B. Watson, Philadelphia, Pa., has established a similar

business, including steam railway and contractors' equipment,

under the title of A. B. Saunders & Company, with offices at

the Witherspoon building, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Mcintosh Car .Seal & Manufacturing Company, Greeley,

Colo., expects to install considerable new machinery and en-

large its business several fold within the next thirty days. This
company has been in existence for the last three years and has

been operating on a rather small scale, its capacity being about

30,000 seals per day.

T. W. Williams, who has been associated with the General

Electric Company, of Schenectady, N. Y., in the gear and pinion

department for the past 18 years, has become associated with the

Whipple Supply Company of New York, in the capacity of

vice-president in charge of sales, and will devote the major por-

tion of his time in the interests of the Tool Steel Gear and
Pinion Company's products which this company represents.

The Railway Supply Company, Westfield, N. Y., manufac-
turers of automatic cylinder cocks, valves and injectors, have

been granted one acre of land in Conneaut, Ohio, by the business

men's association of that town. The conditions state that they

shall start building their factory within 90 days and have it

completed within six months. The company has placed some
of the contract for a brick structure 100 ft. long and 60 ft. wide.

Tracy W. Guthrie has resigned as president of the Republic

Iron & Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., to engage in other busi-

ness. Mr. Guthrie will continue to temporarily serve the com-
pany in a consulting capacity. The vacancy caused by his resig-

nation has been filled by Thomas J. Bray, formerly vice-president.

Henry L. Rownd, formerly secretary and treasurer, has been

chosen vice-president and treasurer, and Richard Jones, Jr.,

the general attorney, will also act as secretary.

The annual report of the United States Steel Corporation for

the year ended December 31, 1910, shows that the gross sales

were $703,961,424, an increase of $57,579,173 over 1909. The net

earnings in 1910 were $116,738,157, an increase of $8,965,057 over
1909. After deducting bond interest and bond sinking funds

and $25,219,677 for preferred dividends, the balance earned for

the $508,302,500 common stock was $62,187,508, or 12.23 per

cent, as compared with $78,525,250, or 10.59 per cent, earned in

W. B. Dickson, vice-president of the United States Steel Cor-

poration, has resigned, effective May 1. Judge Gary, referring

to the resignation, said in part: "Mr. Dickson has tendered his

resignation as vice-president, to take effect May 1, much to my
regret, for he has been a most efficient and loyal officer. The
resignation will, of course, be accepted. Mr. Dickson has the

best wishes of all his associates for the future." Mr. Dickson

has been associated with the United States Steel Corporation

since its organization. At the time of the merger in 1901 he

was assistant to Charles M. Schwab, president of the Carnegie

Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. He entered the Steel Cor-

poration as one of the vice-presidents, and has held that posi-

tion ever since. The vice-presidents of the corporation are not

classified, but since the resignation of James Gayley about two

years ago, Mr. Dickson has been called first vice-president. It

is not yet known whether or not a successor will he appointed

to fill the vacancy.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Southern Pacific.—In four separate booklets the passenger de-

partment of the Southern Pacific illustrates and presents in a

most effective way the many attractions and advantages that

may be found at Eugene, Ore., Salem, Baker City and Attalia,

Wash.

Vanadium Steel.—The American Vanadium Company, of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has issued the first number of a publication, which

will be issued periodically in the interests of "Amervan" ferro

vanadium. It contains a description of the chemical element

vanadium, its uses in steel forgings and castings, and gives the

physical properties of the steel in which it is used.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The passenger department of the

Denver & Rio Grande has published a schedule for the special

agricultural demonstration train of the Colorado Agricultural

College, which was run March 5 to 16. In addition to the train

schedule, the pamphlet lists the exhibits in the different cars

and the faculty of the College which had charge of the train.

Southern Railway.—This company has published an 85-page

booklet, giving a full list of the fruit, vegetable and melon

growers and dealers in the states tapped by the Southern. The
information is arranged by states and towns, and includes the

names of the growers and dealers, their addresses, the products

which they grow or sell, and the number of acres or trees

cultivated.

Lubrication.—McCovd & Co., of Chicago, have recently pub-

lished a 37-page booklet giving a short treatise on the subject of

friction and showing the advantage of perfect lubrication. It

fully describes the McCord system of force feed locomotive lu-

brication and gives the necessary information to obtain the best

results with this lubricator. This company will gladly send a

copy of the booklet to any one interested in the subject.

Georgia Southern & Florida.—The land and industrial de-

partment of this subsidiary of the Southern Railway has issued

a pamphlet list of the fruit, vegetable and melon growers and

shippers in the territory tributary to the Georgia, Southern &
Florida. The list shows the shipping point, the name of the

shipper, his post office address, whether he is a grower or dealer,

kind of fruit or vegetable and the number of trees or acreage.

The vegetable farms run from a half acre in potatoes and an

acre in strawberries to 250 acres in various vegetables, while

some of the fruit farms run as high as 60,000 trees.

Northern Pacific.—This company has published a novel little

booklet whose pages are cut in the form of a large red apple.

It is called "From Office to Orchard," and is the story of a man
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who broke away from a city onice witli an assured salary and
started an apple orcliard in the Northwest. Briefly and clearly

he tells what this change has done for him and what it will do
for others. Two other illustrated booklets published by the

same company, one on Southwestern Wasiiington and the other
on Kittitas Valley, Wash., tell of the moderate prices of land in

that region and of the great productivity and diversity of
resources.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Bellevue, Tenn.—See St. Louis & San Francisco under Rail-
way Construction.

Berkeley, Cal.—A contract has been given by the Southern
Pacific to Robert Trost, San Francisco, at $17,000, for putting
up the new power station at Berkeley. (March 3, p. 436.)

Brownville, Texas.—It is expected that work will be started

at once by the Trinity & Brazos Valley on a new two-story brick
warehouse. The cost of this structure will be about $60,000.

Calgary, Alb.—Work is to be started during April, by the
Canadian Pacific, it is said, on two bridges to be built over the
Elbow river, each to cost about $150,000. Also on new stations

to be built at Calgary, Lacombe, High River and at Claresholm.

Chehalis, Wash.—The Northern Pacific will build a station

at Chehalis.

Chester, Pa.—The Baltimore & Ohio and the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Company, it is said, will jointly construct a sub-
way under the tracks of the Baltimore & Ohio at Prospect
Park.

Claresholm, Alb.—See Calgary, Alb.

Dover, Del.—A contract has been given by the Pennsylvania
Railroad, it is said, to Irwin & Leighton, Philadelphia, Pa., to

build the new passenger station at Dover. (September 2, p. 442.)

Everett, Wash.—Announcement is said to have been made
by the Columbia & Puget Sound that the company will at once
complete its Everett extensions ; terminal facilities and stations
will be built, and the block system installed.

The Great Norlhern has given a contract to Caughren & Wil-
son for the foundatioji work on the steel fuel oil tanks at Ever-
ett. (December 23, p. 1208.)

Fallbridge, Wash.—See Oregon Trunk Railway under Rail-
way Construction.

Fresno, Cal.—The Fresno, Hanford & Summit Lake is hav-
ing plans made for building stations at Fresno, at Kingsburg
and at Sanger. The general offices will be located in the station

at Fresno, which is to cost $50,000. The plans are being made
by Mathewson & Clark, architects, Fresno.

Garden City, Kan.—The roundhouse of the Garden City, Gulf
& Northern was destroyed by fire on March 13. A locomotive
was badly damaged, and the loss included a carload of lumber,
tools, pumping engines and other equipment.

Granger, Wash.—See, Vale, Ore.

High River, Alb.—See Calgary, Alb.

Kingsburg, Cal.—See Fresno, Cal.

Kingsville, Texas.—Plans and specifications for the three-

story brick general office building which the Trinity & Brazos
Valley proposes to build have been accepted, and it is expected
that work will be started at an early date on this structure,

which will cost about $100,000.

Lacombe, Alb.—See Calgary, Alb.

Metolius, Ore.—A contract has been given by the Oregon
Trunk to the Herrick Construction Company, for putting up a

new station at Metolius. See Oregon Trunk Railway under
Railway Construction.

Mertztown, Pa.—The Philadelphia & Reading, it is said, will

construct a subway at a dangerous grade crossing in Mertztown.

New Haven, Conn.—The New York, New Haven & Hartford
* has decided to build the new passenger station on the site of

the present station, fronting on the harbor, about half a mile
from the business center of the city.

North Billercia, Mass.—The Boston & Maine has bought
about 500 acres of land at this place, about 25 miles from Bos-
ton, on which it intends to build car shops. It is understood that

the improvements will cost $3,000,000.

Orella, Cal.—The Southern Pacific will build a combined
passenger station and freight house at Orella.

Sanger, Cal.—See Fresno, Cal.

Security, Texas.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe expects to

build a station to cost between $3,000 and $4,000.

Shibley, Ark.—^The Arkansas railway commission has or-

dered the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern to build and
equip an adequate freight and passenger station at Shibley, to

extend its tracks '300 ft. at Newark, and to build a passenger
station at Warren.

Vale, Ore.—The North Coast is planning to build a station

at Vale, to cost $20,000. A station is to be built at Wapato,
Wash., and a contract has already been let to Harry Boyer,

Granger, for building a station at Granger.

Wapato, Wash.—See Vale, Ore.

Warren, Ark.—See Shibley, Ark.

Wichita, Kan.—At a conference between representatives of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the St. Louis & San Francisco, and the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient and Mayor C. L. Davidson, it was agreed that

work will be commenced within 90 days on the new union sta-

tion, which is to cost $2,000,000.

Winnipeg, Man.—Bids are wanted by the division engineer

of the Canadian Pacific at Winnipeg, Man., until March 27, for

building the substructures of bridges and culverts on the Mani-

toba division, also for a culvert at Kenora, Ont.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

Arrangements have been made for floating a loan of $19,-

300,000, to be taken up by French banks, for the construction

of a railway in southern Asia, which will connect Saigon, Cochin
China and Bangkok, Siam. The road is to be built from Bat-

tambong, a frontier city, peopled by Europeans, to Pnom Penh,

and from the latter place conveyance will be by boat to Saigon.

The government of Brazil has approved a contract entered into

with the Companhia Amparo Industrial for the construction of

a line 62 miles in length from Villa Nova, on the Leopoldina

Railway, to Santa Rosa, en the banks of the Muriahe river;

and thence to Cardoso Moreira, on the same railway, together

with a branch running along the Muriahe river as far as Campos,

in the state of Rio de Janeiro.

A French syndicate has the contract for the construction of a

railway in Ecuador from Bahia de Caraquez to Quito, work on

which has already commenced. Formerly a number of Ameri-
can civil engineers were employed in connection with the build-

ing of the railway from Guayaquil to Quito, but as the road is

completed, all with a few exceptions have left the country. It

is possible that this road may be extended and other roads built

in the next few years.

During 1910 considerable activity was shown in the initial

construction of the Szechuen-Hupeh Railway, China. Early in the

spring nearly 10,000 coolies were employed and in November no

less than 15,000 were at work on the road. In the construction

of this line the best engineering knowledge is necessary, the

work being far more difficult than that of any other railway in

China. In 15 miles from Ichang through to Wanhsien numerous
tunnels through solid rock will have to be constructed. The
longest tunnel is about 6,200 feet long, and is 50 miles dis-

tant from Ichang. The contract for this tunnel was let and

construction commenced some months ago. Twenty-five miles

from Ichang two tunnels of about 1,000 feet each have also been

contracted for, and the work begun. The first tunnel of 700

feet on the second section, 15 miles from Ichang, has just been

completed. All of the tunneling is done by hand-blasting.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Western Maryland, mentioned in Railway Age Gazette of

March 10, has ordered five Pacific type locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The New York, Ontario & Western has ordered four 10-

wheel passenger locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company, with cylinders 20 in. x 26 in., driving wheels 69 in.,

and total weight in working order 178,000 lbs.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has ordered six con-

solidation freight locomotives and nine 10-wheel locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company. The consolidation

locomotives have cylinders 19 in. x 28 in., driving wheels 63 in.,

and total weight in working order 172,000 lbs. The 10-wlieel

locomotives have cylinders 19 in. x 24 in., driving wheels 63 in.,

and total weight in working order 145,000 lbs.

The Pere Marquette, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of March 10 as being in the market for SO locomotives, has or-

dered 35 consolidation freight locomotives, 10 six-wheel switch-

ing locomotives and five Pacific type passenger locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company. The consolidation loco-

motives have cylinders 22 in. x 30 in., driving wheels 61 in., and

total weight in working order 215,000 lbs. The switching loco-

motives have cylinders 20 in. x 26 in., driving wheels 51 in., and
total weight in working order 136,000 lbs. The Pacific type

locomotives have cylinders 22 in. x 28 in., driving wheels 77 in.,

and total weight in working order 215,000 lbs.

The Illinois Central has ordered 40 Mikado locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, as mentioned in the Railway

Age Gazette of March 10. These locomotives will have the

following dimensions and special equipment

:

Dimensions.

Gage 4 ft. 8^ in.

Weight on drivers 217,000 lbs.

Total weight 280,000 lbs.

Diameter of cylinders 27 in.

Stroke of pistons 30 in.

Diameter of drivers 63 in.

Type of boiler Radial stay.

Working steam pressure. .. i .... 175 lbs.

Tubes, outside diameter 2 in. and SJ^ in.

Tubes, length 20 ft. 6 in.

Firebox, length 1205^^ in.

Firebox, width 84 in.

Firebox, material and maker. .. .Otis steel.

Grate area 70 sq. ft.

Tank capacity for water 9,000 gal.

Coal capacity 15 tons.

Special Equipment.

Axles, main Heat treated, Standard Steel Works.
Axles, others Open hearth steel.

Bell ringer Gollmar.
Brakes New York.
Brake beams Creco.
Brake shoes .American.
Couplers Sharon.
Driving boxes Cast steel.

Headlight Commercial acetylene.
Injector Simplex.
Piston and valve- rod packings. . .Paxton-Mitchell.
Safety valve Consolidated.
Sanding devices Viloco.
Sight-feed lubricators Nathan.
Springs Railway Steel Sprirg Co.
Stay bolts Tate.
Steam gages Ashcroft.
Superheater Schmidt.
Tires Latrobe.
Tubes Shelby.
X'alve gear \Val:;chaert.

CAR BUILDING.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is said to be in the market for

1,000 hopper and 1,000 gondola cars. This item has not been

confirmed.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 1,400 box cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company, and 50 steel underframe
phosphate cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Louisville & Nashville has placed orders for 500 steel

underframes for gondola cars, which are equally divided between

the Mount Vernon Car and the American Car & Foundry com-
panies.

The Western Maryland is said to have ordered 15 vestibule
passenger, 2 combination, 2 baggage and 4 mail and express cars

from the Barney & Smith Car Company of Dayton, Ohio. This
item has not been confirmed.

The St. Louis & San Francisco, reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of March 17 as in the market for 11 postal cars, has
ordered from the American Car & Foimdry Company eleven
60-foot steel exterior and wood interior postal cars for the Kan-
sas City, Ft. Scott & Memphis.

The Ann Arbor Railroad, as reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of March 10, has ordered 50 refrigerator cars and 55

box cars from the Standard Steel Car Company. The re-

frigerator cars will have a capacity of 80,000 lbs. The inside

measurements will be 39 ft. IJ/2 in. long, 8 ft. 4 in. wide and 7

ft. 7^ in. high; the over-all measurements will be 40 ft ^ in.

long, 9 ft. 2 in. wide and 13 ft. 1 in. high. The box cars will

have a capacity of 80,000 lbs. The inside measurements will be

36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 8 ft. high; the over-all measure-
ments will be 37 ft. Sy2 in. long, 9 ft. 2 in. wide and 13 ft. 8^
in. high. The bodies of both types will be of wood and the

underframes of steel. The special equipment on both types will

be identical except where indicated.

Axles Open hearth steel (Carnegie Steel Co.).
Bolsters, body Steel.

Bolsters, truck .\m. Steel Foundries.
Brakes New York Air Brake Co.
Couplers Simplex (Am. Steel Foundries).
Draft gear Farlow ; Symington.
Insulating and lining Keystone & Neptune (refrigerator).
Journal boxes McCord.

jjQQfg j Hutchins—inside iron (box).
( Hutchins plastic (refrigerator).

Side bearings Susemihl (Am. Steel Foundries).
Springs Railway Steel Spring Co.
Trucks Andrews steel side frames.
Wheels Standard Steel Car Co.

The Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal, as reported in the Railway
Age Gazette of March 10, has ordered 500 steel hopper cars from
the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 500 steel hopper cars from

the Standard Steel Car Company. The first 500 will be built at

McKees Rocks, Pa., and the second 500 will be built at Butler,

Pa. The capacity of all the cars will be 100,000 lbs., and they

will weigh 37,000 lbs. Their inside measurements will be 30

ft. long, 9 ft. 5j/2 in. wide and 7 ft. % in. high. Their over-all

measurements will be 31 ft. 6 in. long, 10 ft. wide and 10 ft. 3

in. high. They will be all-steel self-clearing hopper cars. The
specifications on both makes will be identical, except where

indicated.

Axles Open hearth steel (Carnegie Steel Co.).

Bolsters, body Car Co.
Bolsters, truck implex (Am. Steel Fdries.) on Standard Steel cars.

Bolsters, truck Cast steel (Scullin-Gallagher) on Pressed Steel cars.

Brakes "Vestinghouse.
Brake beams Waycott.
Brake shoes American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.
Brasses Climax Bearing Co.
Couplers Am. Steel Foundries.
Doors Cei ter dump.
Door fastenings Ei terprise Ry. Eq. Co.
I^raft gear Mi- er tandem on Standard Steel cars.

Draft gear T. Ii. Symington on Pressed Steel cars.

Journal boxes f^ort Pitt Mall. Iron Co. on Standard Steel cars.

Journal boxes deluded in truck frame on Pressed Steel cars.

Side bearings Sta- dard Car Truck Co.
Springs Railway Steel-Spring Co.
Trucks Am. Steel Fdries. on Standard Steel cars.

Trucks P.'tte' dorf Axle Co. on Pressed Steel cars.

Wheels Car Co.

Other Special Equipment.

Imperial uncoupling device Andreon Mfg. Co.
Byers wrought iron pipe ard Dart unions throughout.
Republic Rubber Co.'s air brake hose.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Queensland Government Railway is in the market for

25,000 tons of rails.

The Great Northern has ordered 10,000 tons of rails from the

Illinois Steel Company.

The New Zealand Government Railway is in the market for

10,000 tons of 70-lb. rails.

The Chicago & Northwestern has ordered 5,000 tons of rails

in addition to the 40,000 tons mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of February 24.

General Conditions in Steel.—Stad producers report a slight

improvement in orders this week as compared with the corre-
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spoiiiliiig period ol l;ist wcoU. 1 Iicii- has l)C(.n a l)cltir l)usiiK>s

ill structural slei'l and plates. Tlic heavy steel mills are ()])er-

atiii>{ about 50 j)er cent, of their capacity, although the United

States Steel Corporation expects to be operating about 75 jht

cent, of its blast furnace capacity by the end of the current

nHinlii.

Power Plant for Passenger Car Yard.

The new power plant of the Lake Shore & Michigan SoutluMn,

at Root and State streets, Chicago, is a good illustration of tiie

substantial work now done by railwavs in tiicir shop, round-

house and yard iniprovenients. The plant is intended to supply

compressed air, steam heat and light for the passenger car yard

in which the coaches, Pullman cars, dinging cars, etc., which
come into the La Salle street station are cleaned and repaired.

The power house is 44 ft. x 52 ft., and the brick chimney is 175

ft. high. There is space in the boiler room for four 207 h. p.

Babcock & Wilcox boilers, making a total capacity of 828 h. p.,

but as yet only three boilers, having a total capacity of 621

h. p., have been installed. The power equipment consists of one

Ingersoll air compressor with a capacity of 1,200 cu. ft., one

small turbine engine for lighting, one vacuum pump and one

wash-out pump. On the outside are four large tanks used as

reservoirs for the compressed air and a system of small pipe

condensers for cooling it.

All the piping in the power house, and that connecting the

air tanks outside, including the high-pressure steam lines, ex-

haust steam lines and the feed and compressed air lines, was
installed by the Horace L. Winslow Company, Chicago. The
boilers are fitted with automatic stop checks and emergency

\al\'es. The main iiigh pressure lieader is 8 ins. in diameter and
IS connected with curved connections, having a 5-ft. radius, to

the automatic slo]) valves. These pipes are extra heavy and all

\al\es and fittings over 2. ins. are Hanged. The general design

Compressed Air Reservoirs and Coolers.

of the pipe work in this plant is of ample size, with full provi-

sion for expansion and contraction, and has ample area for the

free flow of "Steam, air and water with minimum friction. Ex-
ceptionally strong hangers, clamps and anchors have been used,

and, as a whole, it may be regarded as a good example of sub-

stantial and economical pipe installation.

Power Plant for Passenger Car Yard; Lake-Shore & Michigan Southern.
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ANNUAL REPORTS

St. L. & A. Railway: interest,
rental, etc

N. Y. & Ottawa Railway: in-
terest on bonds

Other deductions

1910.

$74,000.00

58,240.00
91,866.67

1909.

$74,000.00

58,240.00
75,366.67

Total Deductions from Gross
Corporate Income $22,170,447.89 $22,046,936.46

Net Corporate Income $14,288,672.07 $13,695,420.36
Dividends, four each year*.. 13,363,758.00 8,931,600.00

FORTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT, NEW YORK CENTRAL AND HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD COMPANY: FOR THE
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1910.

To the Stockholders of
The New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company:

The Board of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended
December 31, 1910, with statements showing the results for the year and
the financial condition of the company.
The mileage embraced in the operation of the road is as follows:

Miles.
Main line and branches owned 805.49
Proprietary lines 3.06
Lines leased* 2,621.11
Lines operated under contract 81.70
Trackage rights 273.67

Total road operated 3,785.03

The slight increase in road mileage operated is due to change of aline-

ment and measurement at various points on the system and the extension
of two branches of the Beech Creek Extension Railroad by 2.94 miles.

A statement showing in detail miles of road and track operated will be
found upon another page.

The capital stock authorized to December 31, 1910, is $250,000,000.00

There was issued and outstanding on December 31, 1909 $178,632,000.00
There was issued during the year 1910 44,097,300.00

the amount outstanding on December 31, 1910, being $222,729,300.00
leaving a balance authorized but not issued of 27,270, 700.00

The funded debt outstanding on December 31, 1909, was. .$249,914,845.00
There has been issued and sold during the year a part of

the issue of gold debentures of 1904 amounting to 5,000,000.00

Surplus for the Year $924,914.07 $4,763,820.36
Appropriations for Additions
AND Betterments 924,914.07

Balance for Year Carried to
Profit and Loss

Increase
or decrease.

$16,500.00

$123,511.43

$593,251.71
4,432,158.00

-$3,838,906.29

924,914.07

Note: Decrease designated by minus sign, —

,

'Dividend in 1910, 6% on 2,227,293 shares o
1,786,320 shares.

763,820.36 —$4,763,820.36

f stock; in 1909, 5% on

making the total bonded debt outstanding on December 31,

1910 $254,914,845.00
There has also been placed upon the general books of the

company its pro rata liability in connection with the certifi-

cates issued under the trust agreements, as follows:
Equipment trust certificates of 1907 $10,317,581.54
Less payment in the month of November 793,660.12

Net amount outstanding December 31, 1910. $9,523,921.42
Equipment trust certificates of 1910 6,509,466.30 16,033,387.72

150,000.00Mortgage on real estate in the city of New York

bringing the total funded debt as shown on the balance
sheet of December 31, 1910, to $271,098,232.72

*The Dunkirk Allegheny Valley and Pittsburgh Railroad, 90.51 miles, is

also leased by this company, but its mileage and operations are not included
in this report. Separate accounts are kept and independent returns pre-
pared in its behalf.

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOME.
Increase

1910. 1909. or decrease.
Operating Income. 3,785.03 3,781.83 3.20
Rail Operations. miles operated, miles operated, miles operated.

Revenues $99,908,478.17 $93,171,860.69 $6,736,617.48
Expenses 74,079,086.58 64,593,826.35 9,485,260.23

Net Revenue from Rail
Operations $25,829,391.59 $28,578,034.34 —$2,748,642.75

Percentage of expenses to

revenues (74.15%)
Outside Operations.

Revenues $4,791,030.30
Expenses 4,909,808.90

Net Revenue from Out-
side Operations

Net Loss on Outside Op-
erations $118,778.60

(69.33%)

$4,517,996.90
4,312,028.96

$205,967.94

(4.82%)

$273,033.40
597,779.94

Net Revenue from All
Operations $25,710,612.99 $28,784,002.28

Taxes Accrued 4,697,826.30 4,434,504.32

—$324,746.54

-$3,073,389.29
263,321.98

Operating Income $21,012,786.69 $24,349,497.96 —$3,336,711.27

Other Income.
Joint facilities rents $1,451,212.04
Miscellaneous rents 319,527.90
Dividends on stocks owned or

controlled 11,150,915.74
Interest on funded debt owned 573,754.67
Interest on other securities,

loans and accounts 1,595,601.41
Miscellaneous income 355,321.51

$1,274,627.35
506,611.57

7,692,497.79
577,901.13

1,080,595.14
260,625.88

$176,584.69
—187,083.67

3,458,417.95—4,146.46

515,006.27
94,695.63

Total Other Income $15,446,333.27 $11,392,858.86 $4,053,474.41

Gross Corporate Income.. .$36,459,119.96 $35,742,356.82 $716,763.14

Deductions from Gross Cor-
porate Income.

Rentals of leased lines ..$10,058,290.85 $9,943,576.81 $114,714.04
Hire of equipment 972,557.08 959,684.09 12,872.99
Toint facilities rents 538,131.73 449,441.42 88,690.31
Miscellaneous rents 504,395.88 83,057.29 421,338.59
Interest on funded debt 9,162,019.59 8,913,651.53 248,368.06
Interest on equipment trust

certificates 630,097.20 548,948.26 81 ,148.94
Other interest 80,848.89 940,970.39 —860,121.50

Balance to credit of profit and loss December 31, 1909 $15,409,187.67
Against this there has been charged:

Discount or loss on sundry securities $35,352.33
Uncollectible charges, sundry adjustments,

etc. (net) 323,033.96
Commissions, discounts and expenses ac-

count of Equipment Trust of 1910 141,376.76
Abandoned property at various places 979,650.41
Cash payments and 1910 installments on

account New York Central Lines Equip-
ment Trusts transferred to appropriated
surplus 1,592,157.84 3,071,571.30

Balance December 31, 1910. $12,337,616.37

For the year covered by this report the revenue from transportation was
$98,685,744.75, an increase of $6,447,221.47; revenue from operations other
than transportation was $1,222,733.42, an increase of $289,396.01; revenue
from outside operations (connected with, but in addition to transportation
by rail) was $4,791,030.30, an increase of $273,033.40.
The total gross revenue from all operations was $104,699,'S08.47, an in-

crease of $7,009,650,88. All sources of revenue from transportation have
shown an increase with the exception of the mail service.

Freight revenue was $58,411,234.14, an increase of $3,961,952.67. The
revenue freight carried amounted to 47,066,839 tons, an increase of
2,894,885 tons over last year, nearly reaching the tonnage of 1907 which
still represents the highest level. Substantial increases show in all com-
modities with few exceptions, the largest increases occurring in coal and
other minerals, metals and building material.
The revenue from passengers amounted to $30,992,855.71, an increase

of $1,990,944.53. An increase in the number of local passengers carried
of 1,317,999 and an increase of 967,489 in commutation passengers carried,
with a slight increase in the average distance of travel and in the average
receipts per mile, show that the passenger traffic over this company's lines
continues in a satisfactory condition.
The revenue from express traffic was $4,122,283.51, an increase of

$40,708.02 due to an enlarged volume of business. The expenses of rail

operations amounted to $74,079,086.58, an increase of $9,485,260.23.
The operating expenses, by groups, were:

Maintenance of way and structures $14,060,177.83
Maintenance of equipment 16,936,253.24
Traffic expenses 2,487,227.74
Transportation expenses 37,938.526.75
General expenses 2,656,901.02
Outside operations 4,909,808.90

In maintenance of way and structures the cost has increased largely in

every item due to a greater amount of work being necessary than in the
previous year; 12,094 tons of new rails, most of them of the 80 lb. size, at
an increased average cost, having been laid in excess of the total of the
year 1909 and approximately 300,000 additional new ties placed; these two
items accounting for $578,072.29 of the increase. Signal and interlocking
plants called for an outlay of $503,165.24 larger than in 1909; buildings,
fixtures and grounds an additional $346,531.12, and repairs of bridges,
trestles and culverts added $204,617.58 to the total increase.

In maintenance of equipment an increase of $1,514,605.03 is shown due
mainly to a largely increased charge for repairs of steam locomotives and
passenger cars. Traffic expenses, being those charges incurred in solicit-

ing and procuring traffic outside of its actual movement by rail, amounted
to $2,487,227.74, an increase of $213,400.06 mainly due to larger payments
for outside agencies and expenses of fast freight lines.

To obtain the locomotives and cars necessary for immediate requirements,
The New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company, together with
The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Company, The Michigan
Central Railroad Company, The Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago & St. Louis
Railway Company and the Chicago Indiana & Southern Railroad Company
has become a party to an equipment trust agreement and lease dated
January 1, 1910, known as the "New York Central Lines Equipment Trust
"of 1910." This agreement provides for an issue of $30,000,000 of equip-

ment trust certificates, bearing interest at 4'/2% per annum, being 90% of

the total cost of the equipment to be furnished under the terms of said

agreement. These certificates are to be paid off in fifteen annual install-

ments of $2,000,000 each, the first installment being payable January L,

1911. The cost of the equipment to be leased under the terms of the agree-

ment by this company will be $7,232,740.33, and its pro rata liability for

certificates representing 90% of the cost is $6,509,466.30. Full particulars

as to the character of the equipment acquired will be found upon another
page.

The cost of transportation shows large increases in nearly all of the
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accounts, the most iu)ticc;il)l<- ln-iiin in fuel for locomotives, those engaged
in yanis being charged with $176,481.65 more than in 1909, and those in

general service on the road $1 ,000.2-(8.S.i due to increased cost and to tlie

greater amount of work performed, represented by an increase of 3,610,899
miles, each engine having averaged 1,486 more miles. The new rates of

pay arranged in the early part of the year have been responsible for

neavy increases in the cost of transportation. Engiiiemen have received

$817,569.48 and trainmen $1,14.?,989.46 more than in the year 1909. Some
of these increases are due to larger operations, indicated bv the greater

mileage of locomotives, an increase of 2,531,528 miles travelled by trains,

and of 26,939,577 miles by cars, but the larger portion of them is caused
by the increase in the rates of wages. The total increase in cost of trans-

portation is $4,629,211.93, nearly \4%.
(icneral cxj>enses show an increase of $561,888.46, principally in the

items of j)ensions and general office clerks and expenses. The increase in

pensions is due to the development of the pension plan which was adopted
on November 10, 1909, by which, effective January I, 1910, employees who
had reached seventy years of age, or were incapacitated for further work
by reason of disabilities were, under certain restrictions, granted a life

pension based on previous compensation and service, in lieu of the former
rule of granting gratuities. The increase in the item of general office

salaries and expenses was due to a great extent to the increasing exactions

of the federal and state commissions, affecting the executive and accounting
departments, together with the unusual number of elaborate and exhaustive
studies, reports and data prepared during the year.

In outside operations a loss of $118,778.60 is shown. Deficits of $287,-

756.66 in harbor terminal transfers, $209,093.82 in the operation of dining
and special cars, and $90,157.81 in ferry lines have been more than the

profits from other outside operations could offset, although electric light

and power plants, gas producing plants, grain elevators, stock yards, freight

storage plants and the restaurant services have all produced fairly satis-

factory profits.

Taxes have increased $263,321.98, in which is included $150,564.54 for

the tax on the income of corporations levied by the Federal Government
and paid by this company on behalf of itself and various leased lines.

In other income an increase of $3,458,417.95 is shown in dividends on
stocks owned or controlled; and an increase of $515,006.27 in interest on
other securities, loans and accounts. The increase in dividends is due
principally to an extra dividend of six per cent, declared and paid by the

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway Company in March.
In deductions from gross corporate income rentals of leased lines in-

creased $114,714.04 due principally to the charge for interest on improve-
ment bonds issued in 1910 by the Boston and Albany Railroad Company
and a full year's interest on similar bonds issued in 1909.

Interest on bonds of this ;ompany shows an increase of $248,368.06 due

to the issue during 1910 of $5,000,000 additional Gold debentures of 1904

and the payment of a full year's interest upon the Spuyten Duyvil and
Port Morris Railroad mortgage bonds. Interest on equipment trust certi-

ficates increased $81,148.94 due to the issue of certificates under the trust

agreement of 1910. Other interest decreased $860,121.50 due principally

to the retirement of the three year gold notes of 1907.

The surplus for the year, after paying a dividend of $13,363,758.00 repre-

senting six per cent, upon the capital stock, was $924,914.07, which amount
was appropriated for improvements made upon the property.

Extraordinary expenditures during the year were as follows:

For additions to property, other than equipment. $4,960,177.90

For equipment, in excess of value of equipment retired.... 6,272,537.62

For construction work on leased lines and for

Grand Central terminal improvement $10,492,007.60

Less amount refunded from proceeds of

securities of lessor companies 2,000,000.00 8,492,007.60

$19,724,723.12

In addition to the above, there has been added to the property, under
the head of trust equipment, $16,873,001.65, to cover the value of the

equipment delivered under the agreements of 1907 and 1910; the value of

the remaining equipment, represented by outstanding certificates, is covered

by a special deposit in the hands of the Guaranty Trust Company awaiting

the delivery of the equipment, and appears in its proper place on the

balance sheet.
Details of the above mentioned expenditures are shown on subsequent

pages.
The operation of trains by electricity has been extended to Hastings on

the Hudson River Division for trains equipped with the multiple unit

system, and the extension of electric operation on the Harlem Division

from Wakefield to North White Plains has been accomplished.
Satisfactory progress has been made in the work on the new Grand

Central Terminal and increased facilities for the operation of trains have
been provided.
The new office building on Lexington Avenue was occupied by the

executive, financial and accounting departments early in the year and other

departments followed as space was provided. The old Grand Central Sta-

tion building was abandoned and is now almost eritirely demolished. Work
upon the street viaducts has been vigorously carried forward and this por-

tion of the improvement is expected to be completed by the end of the year

1912. The new main station building is far advanced and the engineers

in charge of the project estimate that it will be ready for use by the

middle of the year 1912. The Merchants Loft Building, erected on a

portion of the Terminal site as a joint investment of this company and the

New York New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company, is nearing com-
pletion.
The company acquired in exchange for $5,000,000 gold debentures of

1904 the entire issue of preferred stock of the . Geneva Corning and
Southern Railroad Company, amounting to $5,000,000.

The Board of Directors has recorded the death of two of its active

members and of two who had formerly been Directors.

Darius Ogden Mills, who was elected a member of the Board January
24, 1900. died on January 3, 1910.

Hamilton McKown Twombly, who was elected a member of the Board
April 21, 1897, died on January 11, 1910.

Charles Cameron Clarke died on May 25, 1910. He entered the service

of the Hudson River Railroad Company early in 1854 and was appointed
Auditor on June 6 of that year, became Treasurer July 25, 1856, and on
December 9, 1871, was appointed Treasurer of The New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad Company. He was elected a Director May 4, 1883,

and on the same day was appointed First Vice President. He resigned

from the directorate January 27, 1909, and died at Briarcliffe Manor at the

age of eighty-seven years. His life was a busy one, characterized by extra-

ordinary energy and unswerving loyalty to the company during a period

covering more than forty-five years.

Edward V. W. Rossiter, one of the oldest and most valued officers of

the company, died December 11, 1910, and his loss was felt as a personal

one by all who had been his associates or subordinates. He entered the

service of the company as a boy of sixteen in the year 1860, became
Cashier seven years later and Treasurer at the age of thirty-three. Able.

I.iithfiil, hard working .uul patient, he iiilluii;eed all who caim- in contact
with him, and fully deserved the jjromotioiis which he received. During
the last period of his life he was Vice i'resident, in charge of the tinanccs
of this company and nine allied companies, and from .April 15, 1903, to
November 10, 1903, was a member of the Hoard of Directors.
The results of the operation of the property for the fiscal year have

not been as favorable as, at the beginning of the year, it was expected
they would be.

Early in the year demands were made by employees in train, engine and
yard service on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad for an increase in pay.
After prolonged negotiations, in order to avoid a strike, the question was,
under the provisions of the Erdmaii Act, referred to the Chairman of the
Interstate Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of Labor. The
result substantially increased the wage scale of the employees involved.
Reference is here made to this decision because it formed a basis for
demands upon all otliei carriers in eastern territory.

Our employees in train and yard service immediately presente3 demands
for the adoption of the Baltimore and Ohio schedule of pay. Conferences
were held and every jiossible effort exerted to avoid making any increases.
These conferences linally resulted in a deadlock, the organizations insist-

ing on their full demands which the management felt could not be conceded.
A vote of employees was taken, resulting almost unanimously in favor

of a strike. A further conference was then had and arbitration under the
Erdman Act suggested, which was declined by the employees. It was then
suggested that the matter be left to the New York Public Service Commis-
sion and this suggestion was also declined.

Finally, in order to avoid a strike, which would have been disastrous
to the railroads, the employees and the communities served by our lines,

an offer was made to submit the matter to Mr. E. E. Clark, a member of
the Interstate Commerce Commission and formerly Grand Chief of the
Order of Railway Conductors, and Mr. P. II. Morrissey, formerly Presi-
dent of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. After twenty-four hours'
deliberation the proposition was accepted.

By this arbitration an increase of about $3,600,000 per annum in wages
of employees was made and changed conditions of service included in the
finding very materially increased this amount.

Similar increases were demanded and, by similar arbitration, enforced,
on substantially all the lines between Chicago and the Atlantic seaboard.
After carefully measuring the effect of this increased cost of operation,

it was felt that an increase in revenue must be provided, which could
best be accomplished by an increase in class rates and certain commodity
rates, on which little or no increase had been made in something like

thirty years, during which time wages and the cost of materials used in

railroad service had greatly increased. Tariffs were filed with the Inter-
state Commerce Commission on May 31, 1910, which would, under existing
law, have become effective thirty days thereafter. A bill had been intro-

duced in Congress very largely increasing the authority of the commission,
including, among other things, the right to suspend the taking effect of
any proposed increase in rates for a period not exceeding ten months,
and it was feared that the filing of the tariffs might be construed as an
effort to evade the provision of the proposed law. This company, therefore,
in conjunction with other roads in interest, announced through the press,
and subsequently advised the President of the United States and the
Interstate Commerce Commission, that the rates filed would be subject
to the provisions of any amendment to the Interstate Commerce Law that
might be passed and that the commission could fix the date on which the
increased rates should become effective.

Under this arrangement, successive suspensions of the proposed in-

creases were made by the commission, the last one on January 30 to
March 15, 1911.
On February 22, while this report was being compiled, the case was

decided by the commission, denying all increases asked for, requiring the
withdrawal of the proposed tariffs on or before March 10, 1911, and
giving notice that if they were not so withdrawn, an order would be
issued directing the maintenance of the present rates for a period of
two years from that date.

The amendment to the Interstate Commerce Act above referred to,

which was introduced and became effective after the filing of the tariffs,

contained a provision that:

"At any hearing involving a rate increased after January 1, 1910, or
of a rate sought to be increased after the passage of this act, the burden
of proof to show that the increased rate or proposed increased rate is

just and reasonable shall be upon the common carrier."

The increased expenses became effective April 1 ; the public hearings on
the applications for increased rates began during the summer, and were
concluded in November.

In deciding the case in the territory east of Chicago, the commission
said in part: "Upon a view of the whole situation we hold that these de-

fendants have not established such a need for additional revenue as justi-

fied, at this time, an increase in these rates.

"It has been several times stated in the course of this discussion, and
should be repeated here, that in view of the complex character of this

problem, nothing but an actual test can satisfactorily determine the finan-

cial results from the operations of these several carriers. There is no
evidence before us which establishes the necessity for higher rates. The
probability is that increased rates will not be necessary in the future.

In view of the liberal returns received by these defendants in the past

ten years, they should be required to show, with reasonable certainty,

the necessity before the increase is allowed."
The earnings of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1910, were the largest

in the history of the carriers in Official Classification Ter.ritory, reflecting

the rebound from the depression of 1908-09, coupled with a full, normal
crop of agricultural products; while the year previous, with which com-
parison was frequently made, showed the smallest gross earnings of any
year in the five-year period, 1906 to 1910, inclusive. Furthermore, the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1910, included but three months of the aug-
mented expense of operation caused by the increase in wages, and the
carriers felt that it could not be regarded as a normal year, or be ac-

cepted as a safe basis for judging the probable results of future operations
upon the higher basis of expenses.

In presenting the case to the commission, the evidence adduced by the
carriers, of necessity, consisted largely of expressions of opinion and
estimates based upon the best judgment and experience of the witness.

Under these circumstances, success was doubtful. Under the test exacted
by the commission that "nothing but an actual test can satisfactorily de-

termine the financial results from the operation of these several carriers,"

it was impossible, because the time available between the filing of the

proposed tariffs and the decision of the case did not admit of the applica-

tion of that test.

To apply a rule of this character to every appeal for relief on the part

of the carriers might involve preat injustice and it should be stated that

the language of the decision indicates that it applies only to this particular

case. The decision is qualified as follows:
"If actual results should determine that our forecast of the future is

wrong, there might be grounds for asking a further consideration of the

subject.
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"But it should be further said that, before any general advance can
be permitted, it must appear with reasonable certainty that carriers have
exercised proper economy in the purchase of their supplies, in the pay-
ment of their wages and in the general conduct of their business."

This assurance of the commission of its willingness to give further
consideration to this subject, if results shall demonstrate that the forecast
upon which the decision is based was mistaken, is eminently fair, and
no exception can be taken to the conditions imposed that the carriers
must show that proper economy in the payment of wages, purchase of
supplies, etc., is exercised. In this connection, however, it is due the
management that the shareholders be advised that over the one item of
wages, representing from sixty-three to sixty-five per cent, of the total
operating expense, the railroads have been by statute deprived of very
substantial control.
Under the Erdman Act passed by Congress in June, 1898, it is pro-

vided among other things:
"That whenever a controversy concerning wages, hours of labor or

conditions of employment shall arise between a carrier subject to this act
and the employees of such carrier, seriously interrupting or threatening
to interrupt the business of said carrier, the Chairman of the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of Labor shall, upon the
request of either party to the controversy, with all practicable expedition,
put themselves in communication with the parties to such controversy,
and shall use their best efforts, by mediation and conciliation, to amicably
settle the same, and if such efforts shall be unsuccessful, shall at once
endeavor to bring about an arbitration of such controversy in accordance
with the provisions of this act."
The act provides that one arbitrator shall be named by the carrier or

employer, another by the labor organization to which the employees
directly interested belong; the two thus chosen to name the third, and in
the event of a failure to so name a third arbitrator, then the Chairman
of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of Labor
shall make the selection. Arbitration almost invariably means compromise,
and this is especially true where labor is involved on one hand and an
employing corporation on the other.
Labor is so thoroughly organized that a strike on one system would

very rapidly spread to all roads in common territory, and the effect of
such a struggle would be so wide-spread and so disastrous that no rail-

road would, even with the most ample justification, undertake it except
as a last resort. With the aid of public opinion, inspired by a statement
from the Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Com-
missioner of Labor, that in their opinion a demand for an increase in

wages was not justified, a railroad might enter upon a contest of this
kind with hope for a favorable result; without this support, the struggle
would be well nigh hopeless.
Without entering upon a discussion of the fairness of the general basis

of wages paid employees of the carriers, it may be said that the present
level is largely the result of successive mediations and arbitrations under
the Erdman Act, and is higher than can, in the judgment of railroad
managers of long experience, be continued by many of the roads upon
the present basis of freight and passenger rates in the territory east of
Chicago.
Increased cost of living, the rising cost of commodities of almost all

kinds, has been a compelling argument in favor of advancing wages. In
recognizing these conditions as affecting the employee, it is not unreason-
able to hope the commission will realize that the same conditions apply
to the employer, and that increases to the former made effective by
mediation or arbitration involve some measure of responsibility for the
effect of such increase upon the ability to pay, of the latter.

In regard to the purchase of the millions of dollars worth of supplies
and materials bought by the railroads annually, while absolute honesty
and the highest conunercial ability may not be found in every transaction,
it is doubtful if, taken as a whole, any other business of like magnitude
will show a cleaner record.

Fuel represents nearly one-third of the cost of all material used by the
roalroads, and investigation will show that the railroads buy coal at a
substantially lower price than almost any other large consumer; as a
rule, at a price that leaves an exceedingly slender margin above cost.

Fuel, rail, ties, lumber, locomotives, cars and other large items in the
list of material and supplies, are purchased very largely on contracts,
which are open to the inspection of agents and inspectors of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, who have as full access to the books and
records of the roalroads as National Bank examiners have to those of the
national banks. In any investigation which the commission may find

necessary or desirable, the responsible officers of the railroad in any de-partment may be required to submit, under oath, to the most rieid
examination. "^

Under these circumstances, substantially exact knowledge is possible, andany doubt that may exist in the minds of the commission may be con-firmed or dissipated by such an investigation.
Pursuant to the suggestion of the commission, the advanced tariffs havebeen withdrawn.
The decision has been accepted in good faith, and every method ofeconomy that can be enforced without resulting in deterioration of the

property or impairment of the efficiency of the service is being adopted.
In March, 1910, it was the judgment of your Board of Directors that

the financial results of the year ended December 31, 1909, and the
outlook for the ensuing year, justified increasing the rate of dividend on
the capital stock of the company from five to six per cent, per annum
T^it u^ a^ measure of retrenchment, at a meeting of the Board held onMarch 8, 1911, the dividend was reduced to a five per cent, basis.

If the forecast of the Interstate Commerce Commission that increased
volume of business and such economies as can wisely be adopted wUI
offset the large increase in cost of operation is realized, then the railroads
will very gladly acknowledge that they were mistaken in their appre-
hensions.
On the other hand, if the results of operation, as they shall be devel-

oped month by month, demonstrate that those apprehensions were not
entirely groundless, further appeal will, in due time, be made to the
commission with full confidence that needed relief will be granted.
The management is under renewed obligations to the Public Service

Commissiotis of the State of New York and to the Massachusetts Board
of Railroad Commissioners for helpful co-operation in improving the
service and in fostering cordial relations between the road and its patrons.
The following appointments were made during the year: February 1,

Richard A. White, General Auditor; July 15, William K. Vanderbilt, Jr.,
Assistant to the President; September 1, Loren F. Vosburgh, General
Passenger Agent.

Appreciative acknowledgment is made of the faithful, efficient per-
formance of duty by employees in everv department of the service during
the year. William C. Brown,

President.

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET. DECEMBER 31, 1910.

Assets.
Property owned as investment:

Physical property owned $255,315,444.49
Securities owned 131,557,710.90
Other permanent investments 49,674,553.05

Total property owned as investment $436,547,708.44
Working assets:
Cash $6,777,901.21
Treasury stock 300.00
Marketable securities 27,681,683.42
Loans and bills receivable 24,724,471.58
Net traffic, car mileage and per diem balance 3,226,409.78
Net balance due from agents and conductors 3,439,085.49
Miscellaneous accounts receivable 8,171,738.05
Materials and supplies 9,144,817.29 83,166,406.82

Deferred debit items 22,522,028.75

Total assets $542,236,144.01

Stock: Liabilities.

Capital stock, common $222,724,400.00
Consolidation certificates 4,900.00 $222,729,300.00

Mortgage, bonded and secured debt 271,098,232.72
Working liabilities 23,098,687.42
Accrued liabilities not due 8,111,805.95
Deferred credit items 3,134.56
Additions to property through income since June 30, 1907.. 4,857,366.99
Profit and loss: Surplus 12,337,616.37

Total liabilities $542,236,144.01

FORTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT, LAKE SHORE AND MICHIGAN SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY:
ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1910.

FOR THE YEAR

To the Stockholders of

The Lake Shore and Michigan Souihern Railway Company:
The Board of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended

December 31st, 1910, with statements showing the results for the year
and the financial condition of the company.
The mileage embraced in the operation of the road is as follows:

Miles.
Main line and branches 871.03
Proprietary lines 289.32
Leased lines ^^^''•'

Trackage rights 87.83

Total road operated 1,662.91

A statement, showing in detail the miles of i oad and track operated,
will be found upon another page.
There was no change in capital stock during the year, the amount author-

ized and outstanding December 31st, 1910, being $50,000,000.00.

The funded debt outstanding on December 31st, 1909, was.. $150,400,000.00
It has been increased during the year by the

issue and sale of twenty-five year, four per
cent, gold bonds of 1906, out of a remaining
unissued balance of $15,000,000.00 $9,280,000.00

There has also been placed upon the general
books of the company, its pro-rata liability in

connection with the certificates issued under
the New York Central Lines equipment trust

agreements of 1907 and 1910 19,585,005.97 28,865,005.97

Total $179,265,005.97

It has been decreased during the year by the
retirement of three year five per cent, gold
notes issued by the company February 1st,

1907, aggregating $15,000,000.00

Also by the payment on November 1st, of the
company's pro-rata of the third installment
on the equipment trust certificates of 1907. $447,226.18 $15,447,226.18

Total funded debt December 31st, 1910. $163,817,779.79

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOME.
Increase

1910. 1909. or decrease.
Operating Income. 1,662.91 1,662.79 .12

Rail Operations. miles operated, miles operated, miles operated.
Revenues $49,420,210.99 $45,110,997.15 $4,309,213.84
Expenses 34,920,932.90 28,023,661.04 6,897. 271.8«

Net Revenue from Rail
Operations $14,499,278.09 $17,087,336.11 —$2,588,058.02

Percentage of expenses to

revenues (70.66%) (62.12%) (8.54%)

Outside Operations.
Revenues $559,376.73 $422,399.56 $136,977.17
Expenses 609,092.28 501,306.73 107,785.55

Net Deficit from (Jutside
Operations $49,715.55 $78,907.17 -$29,191.62

Net Revenue from All
Operations $14,449,562.54 $17,008,428.94 —$2,558,866.40

Taxes Accrued 1,720,182.33 1,458,905.00 261,277.33

Operating Income $12,729,380.21 $15,549,523.94 —$2,820,143.73

Other Income.
Hire of equipment $383,818.19 *$272,621.06 $656,439.25

Toint facilities rents 350,446.54 381,596.15 —31,149.61

Miscellaneous rents 70,209.43 43,070.37 27,139.06

* Debit.
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OriiiiR Incomi!.
(Continued) 1910.

JJiviilemls on stocks owned or
controlled $7,755,013.50

Interest on funded debt owned 164,946.87
lntcrc.>it on other securities,

loans and accounts 1,005,914.11
Miscellaneous income 721,738.05

$4,550,205.62
231,310.00

1,268,721.45
11,983.69

Increase
or decrease.

$3,204,807.88
—66,363.13

—262,807.34
709,754.36

Total Other Income. , .$10,452,086.69 $6,214,266.22 $4,237,820.47

Gross Corporate Income. . .$23,181,466.90 $21,763,790.16 $1,417,676.74

Deductions from Gross Cor-
porate Income.

Rentals of leased lines $2,268,573.56 $1,858,691.23 $409,882.33
Joint facilities rents 336,967.91 277,237.45 59,730.36
Miscellaneous rents 8,122.88 5,051.46 3,071.42
Interest on bonded debt 5,454,783.05 5,920,000.00 —465,216.95
interest on equipment trust

certificates 542,595.54 309,331.46 233,264.08
Other interest 410,222.83 75,181.93 335,040.90
Dividend on guaranteed stock 96,030.00 64,020.00 32,010.00
Other deductions 277,135.80 336,728.52 —59,592.72

Total Deductions erom Gross
Corporate Income $9,394,431.47 $8,846,242.05 $548,189.42

I

Net Corporate Income. .. .$13,787,035.43 $12,917,548.11 $869,487.32
Dividends (18% 1910, 12%

1909) 8,903,970.00 5,935,980.00 2,967,990.00

Surplus for the Year $4,883,065.43 $6,981,568.11 —$2,098,502.68
Additional equipment 1,263,186.28 —1,263,186.28
1910 installments on 1907 and

1910 trust equipment 1,365,297.22 1,365,297.22

Balance to Credit of Profit
and Loss $3,517,768.21 $5,718,381.83 —$2,200,613.62

Note: Decrease designated by minus sign —

.

Balance to credit of profit and loss for the year 1910 $3,517,768.21
Amount to credit of profit and loss, December 31, 1909 27,166,038.10

Add:
Profit from sale of Jamestown, Franklin and

Clearfield Railroad "Company bonds $1,430,000.00
Profit from sale of Hocking Valley Railway
Company stock 177,300.00

Deduct:
Discount on $9,280,000.00 gold bonds of 1906. $741,321.25
Discount, commission and expenses on account

of New York Central Lines equipment trust

certificates of 1910 299,565.71

Commission and expenses on one year franc
notes 11,920.40

Initial payment of ten per cent, on New York
Central Lines equipment trust of 1910, cred-

ited to appropriated surplus 1,481,937.25

Net loss in adjustment of sundry accounts 35,122.65

Balance to credit of profit and loss, De-

cember 31, 1910

$30,683,806.31

1,607,300.00

$32,291,106.31

2,569,887.26

$29,721,219.05

The operating revenues for the year were $49,420,210.99, an increase of

$4,309,213.84 as compared with the previous year. Revenue derived from
transportation of freight amounted to $32,646,535.52, an increase of $2,911,-

258.90, due to the greater tonnage handled; the principal increases being

in isituminous coal, ores, other mineral and manufactured products. Pas-

senger revenue was $11,130,124,78, an increase of $975,904.61, due to a

larger number of both interline and local passengers carried. The rev-

enue from transportation of mails was $2,124,214.11, an increase of $27.41.

Revenue from express traflSc was $1,649,342.83, an increase of $147,320.75.

Other passenger train revenue, including excess baggage and milk,

amounted to $689,425.30, an increase of $51,501.09. Switching and other

transportation revenue amounted to $679,648.33, an increase of $75,466.34,

due principally to larger receipts from switching service. Other than

transportation revenues were $500,920.12, an increase of $147,734.74, due

mainly to larger collections of car demurrage and additional revenue de-

rived from the rental of buildings and other property. Operating ex-

penses for the year amounted to $34,920,932.90, an increase of $6,897,-

271.86. Operating expenses and increases therein by groups were:

Increase.

Maintenance of way and structures $7,549,661.40 $2,081,298.22

Maintenance of equipment 7,873,217.06 1,061,666.40

Traffic expenses 1,153,165.10 51,568.63

Transportation expenses 17,442,857.80 3,527,900.82

General expenses 902,031.54 174,837.79

In maintenance of wav and structures there were included large ex-

penditures for ballasting 315 miles of main line track with stone, changing

traffic from left-hand to right-hand running and general repairs and re-

newals of bridge structures, buildings and fixtures. There was also a large

increase in maintenance of roadway and track expenses due to additional

main track built and resulting greater mileage of main tracks to maintain.

Maintenance of way employees were granted an increase in wages in the

early part of the year, which added $297,761.00 to maintenance expenses.

Increases in maintenance of equipment expenses during the year were

largely attributable to the following causes: advances in rates of pay

granted to shopmen, aggregating $151,979.47; higher prices paid for materials

purchased representing an increased cost of $203,700.00; heavy charges in

repairs due to equipping a large number of locomotives with improved

devices such as stokers, superheaters, etc. The remaining increases are

principally due to additional mileage of equipment in service during the

^^Increased traffic expenses were principally due to large expense in

printing tariffs. . • n -. rr ^ j i, ii.

Transportation expenses show an increase in all items affected by the

movement of traffic, which is partially attributed to the substantial gain in

freicht and passenger business. Demands made upon the company by

switchmen and trainmen for an increase in wages were submitted to arbi-

tialion and were followed by a general arbitration affecting the wages of
practically all einployeas of the transijortation (U-partment, resulting in
increased wages to enginemen, conductors and other trainmen, yardmen,
station forces and telegraph operators, creating an additional charge to
transportation exinjnscs within the year, through said increased rates of
pay, of $644,467.27. The strike of bituminous coal miners in the Illinois
fields during the greater part of the year forced the company to obtain fuel
coal from other fields at a considerably advanced cost, which partially
explains the large increase in the fuel for locomotive items.

In general expenses arc included the payments made by the company
during the year to aged and disabled employees who have been retired
under the pension plan effective January 1, 1910, and the payment of a
large premium due to placing fire insurance on practically all of the com-
pany's buildings and passenger equipment, effective January 1, 1910, it
having been the |)olicy in prior years to insure only a very small portion
of the company's property.

Outside operations show a decreased loss for the year of $29,191.62,
principally due to the comjjany's commercial ice supply plants having been
operated at a gain through the reduced price at which ice was obtained.

Taxes accrued amounted to $1,720,182.33, an increase of $261,277.33. Of
this amount $137,739.75 is due to the income tax of one per cent, imposed
by the federal government, the balance being distributed to all states in
which the company operates.
Other income for the year was $10,452,086,69, an increase of $4,237,-

820.47 as compared with the previous year, due to additional amounts
received by the company for use of its equipment on foreign lines, larger
revenue received from dividends on stock owned and increase in miscel-
laneous income.

Deductions from gross corporate income were $9,394,431.47, an increase
of $548,189.42 as compared with the previous year. This is attributable
to the following causes:

Rental of Jamestown, Franklin and Clearfield Railroad increased
$209,062.71, due to payment of interest for the full year on
$11,000,000.00 bonds issued by that company as compared with a half
year's interest paid in 1909 and rental of the Mahoning Coal Railroad
increased $200,819.62, due to the larger volume of traffic handled over
that road, a total increase of $409,882.33 in rental of leased lines.

Joint facilities and miscellaneous rents increased $62,801.78.
Interest on equipment trust certificates increased $233,264.08, through

the participation of the company in the trust certificates of 1910 issued
during the year.

Other interest increased $335,040.90, principally attributable to in-
terest accrued on one year franc notes issued by the company March
17, 1910.

Interest on bonded debt decreased $465,216.95, largely due to the
retirement of three year gold notes.
Other deductions decreased $59,592.72, due to reduction of the com-

pany's proportion of deficit of Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad Company.

From the net corporate income of the company for the year, of $13,-
787,035.43, three dividends, aggregating 18 per cent, amounting to $8,903,-
970.00, were paid, leaving a surplus for the year of $4,883,065.43, from
which there was deducted installments for the year 1909, on trust equip-
ment certificates of 1907 and 1910, amounting to $1,365,297.22. In 1909,
the sum of $1,263,186.28 was deducted from income for additional
equipment.
The work of changing the main line between Buffalo and Chicago, from

left to right hand running, which commenced in 1909, was completed on
December 27th, 1910, at a total expense to the company of approximately
$1,150,000.00.
The company issued as of March 17, 1910, its notes payable March 15,

1911, to the extent of 44,000,000 francs, equivalent to $8,502,415.46.
To obtain the locomotives and cars necessary for immediate requirements.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway Company, together with
The New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company, The Michi-
gan Central Railroad Company, The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
St. Louis Railway Company, and the Chicago, Indiana and Southern Rail-

road Company, has become a party to an equipment trust agreement and
lease dated January 1, 1910, known as "New York Central Lines Equip-
ment Trust of 1910." This agreement provides for an issue of $30,000,000
of equipment trust certificates, bearing interest at four and a half per cent,

per annum, being ninety per cent, of the total cost of the equipment to be
furnished under the terms of said agreement. These certificates are to be
paid off in fifteen annual installments of $2,000,000 each, the first install-

ment being payable January 1, 1911. The cost of the equipment to be
leased under the terms of the agreement by this company, will be $15,301,-

184.00, and its pro-rata liability for certificates representing ninety per cent,

of the cost is $13,771,065.60. Full particulars as to the character of the

equipment acquired will be found upon another page.

During the year the company acquired by purchase 40,271 shares of stock

of the Kanawha and Michigan Railway Company, 60,001 share of stock of

the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad Company, all of the outstanding
capital stock of the Toledo and Ohio Central Railway Company, being

37,014 shares of preferred stock and 58,463 shares of common stock, and
$80,000.00 of Toledo and Ohio Central Railway Company, St. Mary's
Division, first preference income bonds.
The company sold during the year 11,540 shares of stock of the Hocking

Valley Railway Company and $11,000,000.00 of Jamestown, Franklin and
Clearfield Railroad Company first mortgage bonds.

Cost of road and equipment on December 31, 1909, was... $101,322,482.58

It has been increased during the year as follows:

Expenditures for additions and betterments

to the property as shown in detail else-

where $6,371,015.98

To show upon the company's books the cost

of the equipment acquired under the New
York Central Lines' Equipment Tiusts of

1907 and 1910, viz.: _ ^ ^^
Equipment I rust of 1907 5,739,402.67

Equipment trust of 1910 14,766,060.11 26,876,478.76

$128,198,961.34

Amount credited to equipment replacement

fun(j $1,373,738.59

To which fund there was charged the cost of

additional equipment acquired consisting of

2 locomotives, 2 steel buffet cars, 132 caboose

cars, 3 snow plows, 1 wrecking crane, 2

steam shovels and other miscellaneous equip-

ment .... 386,914.08 986,824.51

Cost of road and equipment, December 31, 1910 $127,212,136.83
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The Board records the death, on January 3, 1910, of Mr. Darius O. Mills,

and on January 11, 1910, of Mr. Hamilton McK. Twombly, both directors
of the company.

To fill these vacancies Messrs. James Stillman and Marvin Hughitt were
elected directors.

The Board also records the death, on December 11, 1910, of Mr. Edward
V. W. Rossiter, who had been a vice-president of the company since July
1, 1904.

The following appointments were made during the year:

•January 1, Richard M. Huddleston, General Auditor; George M. Glazier,
Auditor; Leroy V. Porter, Assistant Auditor; William A.
Terry and James Webster, Assistant Freight Traffic Man-
agers.

January 5, Frank H. Wilson, Assistant General Superintendent.
January 15, Wallace W. Ryder, General Superintendent of Telegraph.

February 1, John W. Daly, Assistant Passenger Traffic Manager, and Lester
A. Robinson, General Passenger Agent.

April 18, Herbert J. Merrick, General Superintendent Freight Transpor-
tation, and Orin C. Smith, Superintendent Car Service.

May 16, Donald R. MacBain, Superintendent Motive Power.
June 1, Roscoe B. Kendig, General Mechanical Engineer.
July 15, William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., Assistant to President, and Samuel

H. West, Assistant General Attorney, Cleveland district.

October 1, Edgar Freeman, Assistant Treasurer.
October 31, Joseph F. Farrell, General Tie Agent.

Appreciative acknowledgment is made of the faithful, efficient perform-
ance of duty by employes in every department of the service during the
year.

WILLIAM C. BROWN,
President.

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER 31, 1910.

Assets.
Properly investment $134,380,847.20

Working assets:
Cash $4,290,339.07
.Securities issued or assumed—held in treasury:
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Ry.

Co. stock 6,741.50
Marketable securities 97,632,374.05
Loans and bills receivable 6,627,000.17
Traffic and car service balances due from

other companies 2,663,283.04
Net balance due from agents and conductors 971,022.23
Miscellaneous accounts receivable 6,823,730.23
Materials and supplies 4,250,202.82
Other working assets 184,644.74 123,449,337.85

Accrued income not due:
Unmatured interest, dividends and rents receivable.

Deferred debit items
1,049,689.52

15,055,117.22

Total assets $273,934,991.79

Liabilities.
Stock $50,000,000.00
Mortgage, bonded and secured debt 163,817,779.79
Working liabilities 17,014,928.02
Accrued liabilities not due 4,171,607.49
Deferred credit items 364,134.39
Additions to property 8,845,323.05
Profit and loss 29,721,219.05

Total liabilities $273,934,991.79

TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT, CLEVELAND, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILWAY COMPANY:
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1910.

To the stockholders of
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company:
The Board of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended

December 31, 1910.
The mileage embraced in the operation of the road is as follows:

Main line 1,680.95
Branches 166.64
Trackage rights 134.62

Total length of road operated 1,982.21
Second track 378.10
Side tracks 1,074.94

Total mileage of track 3,435.25

The total mileage of track operated has been increased during the year
as follows:

Second tracks: increased 39.47
Side tracks: decreased 9.33

Total additional tracks. 30.14

A statement showing in detail the mileage of road operated will be found
on another page.
The following is a statement of the capital stock authorized and outstand-

ing on December 31, 1910:

Preferred stock authorized $10,000,000.00
Common stock authorized 50,000,000.00

Total preferred and common stock authorized $60,000,000.00
Preferred stock issued and outstanding $10,000,000.00
Common stock issued and outstanding 47,056,300.00 57,056,300.00

Balance common stock authorized but not issued, December
31, 1910 $2,943,700.00

The funded debt outstanding December 31, 1909, was $70,187,155.00

It has been increased during the year as follows:
C C C & St. L Ry general mortgage bonds;

issued for additions, improvements, double
tracking, equipment, etc $1,000,000.00

C C C & St. L Ry 4% twenty-year debenture
bonds, dated June 1, 1910, maturing June
1, 1930, issued for purpose of funding
floating indebtedness, and for construction
and improvements to an aggregate amount of
50,000,000 francs, equivalent at date of issue
to 9,650,180.94

C C C & St. L Ry general mortgage bonds
issued for retirement of prior lien bonds. . . . 78,000.00

There has also been placed up>'on the general
books of the Company its pro rata liability in
connection with the certificates issued under
the New York Central Lines Equipment
Trust Agreements of 1907 and 1910 6,201,354.84 16,929.535.78

$87,116,690.78

Prior lien bonds and equipment trust certificates retired during the year:

Equipment trust certificates due November 1,

1910
C I St L & C Rv Co first mortgage bonds. . . .

C I St L & C Ry Co general first mortgage
bonds

$246,689.81
6,000.00

72,000.00 324,689.81

Total funded debt outstanding December 31, 1910 $86,792,000.97

There was expended during the year for additions to the property, im-
provements, double tracking, equipment, etc., and charged to cost of road
and equipment, the sum of $9,217,391.17. as follows:
Cleveland Division $1,304,012.54
Cincinnati Division 879,560.25

St. Louis Division $318,673.28
Chicago Division 629,269.56
Cairo Division 540,025.15
Michigan Division 27,617.56
Interest and commission 264,669.39
For new equipment 5,253,563.44

Total 3,217.391.17

A detailed statement of the above will be found upon another page.
During the year there was advanced for construction of the Evansville,

Mt. Carmel and Northern Railway, $1,341,931.50. This company was in-

corporated under the laws of the State of Indiana, and articles of association
filed August 1, 1906. for the purpose of constructing a railroad from Evans-
ville, Indiana, to the Illinois State Line, near Mt. Carmel. November 7,

1906, articles of association were also filed in the State of Illinois, for the

incorporation of a railroad company named the Evansville, Mt. Carmel and
Northern Railway Company, for the purpose of constructing a railroad from
Mt. Carmel to the Indiana State Line, intersecting the railway of the Indiana
company. On October 17, 1910, the Company so incorporated in Indiana
acquired, by purchase, the property rights and franchises of said Company
of Illinois. On November 1, 1910, the Indiana company entered into an
agreement with the C. C. C. & St. L. Ry. Co., under which the latter is to

operate the line of the former. It is expected that the road will be opened
for traffic on June 1, 1911.

The Saline Valley Railway Company was organized under the laws of the

State of Illinois, April 6, 1907, for the purpose of constructing a railroad

from Harrisburg, Saline County, Illinois, to Marion, Williamson County,
Illinois. There has been advanced on account of this property, during the

year, $20,068.95.
There has been advanced on account of the St. Louis Short Line Division

for construction during the year, $12,702.42.
This companvs' proportion of the deficit in operation of the Central In-

diana Railway for the year 1910, amounting to $62,465.00, has been charged
of as a "Deduction from Income."
There have been purchased during the year by the Central Trust Company,

Trustee for the sinking fund of the C. C. C. & St. L. Ry. Companv's St.

Louis Division first collateral trust bonds. 24 bonds, par value $24,000.00.

making a total of 566 bonds at par value of $566,000.00, now held by the

Trustee.
To obtain the locomotives and cars necessary for immediate requirements.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company, together

with The New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company, The Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Company, The Michigan Central Rail-

road Company and The Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company has

become a party to an equipment trust agreement and lease dated January 1.

1910, known as the "New York Central Lines Equipment Trust of 1910.'

This agreement provides for an issue of $30,000,000 of equioment trust

certificates, bearing interest at 4^1% per annum, being 90% of the total cost

of the equipment to be furnished under the terms of said agreement. These
certificates are to be paid off in fifteen annual installments of $2,000,000

each, the first installment being payable January 1, 1911. The cost of the

equipment to be leased under the terms of the agreement by this company
will be $3,327,097.00, and its pro rata liability for certificates requiring 90%
of the cost is $2,994,387.30. Full particulars as to the character of the

equipment acquired will be found upon another page.

During the year there was expended and charged to capital account, for

new equipment $5,253,563.44, including $3,168,832.18 account of the New
York Central Lines Trust of 1907 and $2,589,139.00 account of Equipment
Trust of 1910, less credit balance in equipment replacement fund at close

of year, $504,407.74. Thii credit balance represents original cost of various

classes of equipment retired during the year, amounting to $530,459.25 less

$26,051.51 charged to the fund on account of additions to equipment dur-

ing the year.
The annual installments on Equipment Trust certificates and cash pay-

ments on Trust Equipment, amounting to $705,229.53, have been charged

to Profit and Loss and credited to Appropriated Surplus as additions to

property through income.
All the principal sources of revenue have shown increases.

The increase in freight revenue of $1,947,547.94 (10.83%) is due to in-

creased volume of business, as there was an increase of 2,266.303 tons

carried (10.97%) over last year, and an increase in revenue tons carried

one mile of 344.760.832 (10.43%.), while the average receipts per ton per

mile and average haul of revenue freight showed only insignificant

variations.
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFUCTING INCOME.

Oi'EHATiNc Income.
Kaii, Operations.

Kcvrnvit'S
Expenses

1910. 1909.
1,982.21 1.982.21

miles operated, miles ofH-rated.
.$.i0.423,004.78 $27,657,740.99
. 2J,495,620.12 19,711,494.56

Incicasc
or decrease.

$2,765,263.79
3,784,125.56

ol Ihc increased expenditures necessary lo keep tlic track up
. Tliere were 21,000 tons of new rail laid in 1910 as against

Net Revenue krom Kail
Operations $6,927,384.66

Percentage of expenses to

revenue (77.23%)
Outside Operations.

Revenues $335,702.20
Expenses 433,883.69

$7,946,246.43 —$1,018,861.77

Net Deficit from Outside
Operations $98,181.49

(71.27%)

$305,324.92
361,863.38

$56,538.46

Net Revenue from All
Operations $6,829,203.17

Taxes Accrued 949,548.00

(5.96%)

$30,377.28
72.020.31

$41,643.03

$1,060,504.80
$71,219.74

Operating Income $5,879,655.17 $7,011,379.71

Other Income.
foint facilities rents $329,149.90
Miscellaneous rents 203,603.48
Dividends on stocks owned

or controlled 141,503.90
Interest on funded debt owned 45,160.00
Interest on other securities,

loans and a^ccounts 91,689.56
Miscellaneous income 9,706.68

Total Other Income $820,813.52

Gkoss Corpor.'Vte Income... $6,700,468.69

$309,155.40
132,489.89

98,274.90
44,260.00

36.177.43
2,875.25

$19,994.50
71,113.59

43,229.00
900.00

55,512.13
6,831.43

Deductions from Gross Cor-
porate Income.

Rentals of leased lines $120,000.00
Hire of equipment, car mile-

age and per diem balances.. 680,209.94
Interest on equipment trust

certificates 215,931.68
Joint facilities rents 533,661.18
Miscellaneous rents 142,868.82
Interest on funded debt 3,187,574.66
Other interest 238,818.92
Proportion loss operation Cen-

tral Indiana Ry 62,465.00
Discount on debenture bonds. 43,441.29

Total Deductions from Gross
Corporate Income $5,224,971.49

$120,000.00

482,156.54

170,627.10
499,006.81
142,109.70

2,925,848.00
465,851.70

52,640.92

$198,053.40

45,304.58
34,654.37

759.12
261,726.66

—227,032.78

9,824.08
43,441.29

Net Corporate Income. $1,475,497.20

4,858,240.77

$2,776,371.81

$366,730.72

-$1,300,874.61

Dividends preferred, four, ag-
gregating 5% $500,000.00 $500,000.00

Dividends common, one. 2%.. 941,126.00 941,126.00

Surplus for the Year.

$1,441,126.00 $1,441,126.00

$34,371.20 $1,335,245.81 -$1,300,874.61

Note: Minus sign (—) designates decrease.

Amount to credit of profit and loss December 31, 1909.
Surplus for the year 1910

Add:
Adjustment of sundry accounts

$3,021,953.22
34,371.20

52,082.44

$3,108,406.86

Deduct:
Cash payments 1910 trust equipment
1907 trust equipment installment
1910 trust equipment installment
Discount on C. C. C. & St. L. Ry Co. gen-

eral mortgage bonds .

Expenses C. C. C. & St. L. Ry Co. de-
benture bonds

Discount, commission and expenses N. Y. C.

lines equipment trust 1910

$258,913.90
246,689.81
199,625.82

74,815.00

70,488.93

65,13^.72

Balance December 31, 1910.

915,671.18

,192,735.68

The increase in passenger revenue of $642,342 (8.96%) is similarly due to

increased business handled: $381,179.97 of the increase being in interline
business and $261,162.09 in local business. There was an increase of 545,651
passengers carried (7.65%) and 33,758,388 passengers carried one mile
(8.41%), with practically the same average receipts per passenger per mile
as last year.

Express revenues showed an increase of $127,480.74 (16.25%) reflecting

increased volume of business handled for express company.
The decrease in revenue from operations other than transportation of

$27,688.57 is altogether attributable to change in distribution; the great

majority of items appearing last year under "Rents of buildings and other
property" being transferred this year to "Miscellaneous rents," under
Other income," the latter item this year showing an increase of $71,113.50.
Revenue from car service (demurrage) shows an increase of $37,125.47.
Details of operating expenses on another page show the various fluctua-

tions in items of expenses. The increases and decreases by departments are
as follows:

Maintenance of way and structures increased $774,671.47
Maintenance of equipment repairs increased $700,702.02
Maintenance of equipment renewals decreased 175,547.06 525,154.96

Traffic expenses increased 84,192.37
Transportation expenses increased 2,289,830.87
General expenses increased 1 10.275:89

Of the increase in maintenance of way expenditures it will be noted that

$400,308.70 was in the three items of rails, ties and other track material

oil accuuiil
to standard. ineic weie ii.uuu ions oi new ran laia in lyiu as agaii:_.
less than 5,000 tons in 1909. The new standard of track material used is

more expensive tlian old dcsijjns and a greater average of renewals was
necessary on account of conditions existing at beginning of year.
The increase in ballast is due to extensive distribution of gravel neces-

sary on Cleveland and Michigan Divisions.
increases shown in grade crossings, signals and interlocking jilants are of

a general character due to necessary installation of crossinjj bells and
crossing repairs and rebuilding and remodeling signals and interlocking
plants on various divisions.
Of the increase shown for buildings, fixtures and grounds, amounting to

$122,828.14, iiiii/urtanl items were: $65,400.00 for operating expense projior-
tion of cost of new passenger station at Springfield, Ohio; $10,000.00 for
similar proportion of new freight house at Columbus, Ohio; with extensive
repairs lo louiulhouses at Indianapolis and Cincinnati, freight houses at
East St. Louis, Cincinnati and Indianapolis and to shop buildings at Bright-
wood, aggregating about $25,000.00. A very important factor in this, as
in otlier departments, was the increase necessary in all expenses of which
labor was a component part; the increase in the maintenance of way
department due to increased rate of wages paid employees amounting to
$156,399.65, for the year.

Increase in maintenance of equipment was principally in locomotives and
freight cars and due to increased train, locomotive and car mileage made
necessary by increased traffic, also to increased rate of wages paid em-
ployees of various classes which, in this department, amounted to
$169,131.86.

Increase in traffic expenses is explained by larger payments on account
of expenses of fast freight lines and other agencies for soliciting and pro-
curing, traffic and the largely increased expenditures for tariffs, under
present laws, reflected in the increase in stationery and printing expense
of $38,564.80.
A very important factor in the increase in transportation expenses, is, as

in other departments, the increased rates of wages paid various classes of
labor. The increased expense in the transportation department from this
source amounted for the year to $564,877.21. Fuel for locomotives in-

creased $645,255.19, of which approximately $207,000.00 was due to increase
in price of 11 cents per ton over 1909 and $438,000.00 due to increased
consumption and increased cost of handling coal stored to operate the road
during coal miners' strike effective April 1. The increase shown in personal
injuries, $147,679.20. is due mainly to an unusual number of casualties in
1910. Except as above noted, the increased transportation expenses are due
to increased business.

In general expenses the only item of increase calling for special mention
is that of pensions, which shows an increase of $27,282.65 under the new
plan for pensioning employees, effective January 1st, 1910.

Renewals of equipment decreased $175,547.06 due principally to the fact
that in 1910 only 8 locomotives were retired from service, while 30 were
retired in 1909, and 3 passenger cars in 1910, against 8 in 1909. The num-
ber of freight cars retired in 1910 was 666, as compared with 544 in 1909.
The effect of the increased ratio of operating expenses to revenue (5.96%)

is shown in the fact that with an increase in operating revenues of
$2,765,263.79, there is a decrease in net operating revenue of $1,018,861.77.
The increase in net deficit from outside operations, amounting to

$41,643.03, is accounted for by the heavier loss from the operation of
dining cars.

An important item in the increase in taxes, amount $71,219.74, was the
Federal Income Tax. $31,613.12.
Other income increased $197,580.65, due to increase in rents, dividends,

interest and miscellaneous minor items.

The increase in deductions from income of $366,730.72 is principally due
to increased interest on funded debt, account of issue of debenture bonds
and general mortgage bonds and larger payments for hire of equipment,
the result of per diem charg/ts increased, from 25 cents to 30 cents per day
for five months of the year and to 35 cents per day for seven months of the
year.
Out of the net income for the year of $1,475,497.20 there were paid

dividends of 5% on the preferred stock and 2% on the common stock,

leaving a surplus for the year of $34,371.20.
On the pages following will be found the general balance sheets and

tabulated statements showing results of operation for the year.

Separate reports have been issued showing the financial condition and
results from operation of the Peoria & Eastern Railway and the Cincinnati
Northern Railroad for the year.
The operation of the Kankakee and Seneca Railroad (for which separate

accounts are kept) shows earnings for the year $85,723.60. operating
expenses and taxes $91,663.82, additions and betterments, $3,273.05, deficit,

$9,213.27.
The Mt. Gilead Short Line (for which separate accounts are kept) shows

earnings for the year $5,923.06, operating expenses and taxes $7,649.70,
deficit $1,726.64.
The Board records the death, on January 11, 1910. of Mr. H. McK.

Twombly. a director of this company since June 7, 1889.

To fill the vacancy caused by the death of Mr. Twombly. Mr. Lewis
Cass Ledvard was elected a director.

The Board also records the death, on December 11. 1910, of Mr. Edward
V. W. Rossiter, who had been vice-president of this company since January
31, 1905.
The following appointments were made during the year:

On January 1. 1910, Richard M. Huddleston was appointed General
Auditor.
On January 1, 1910, Oatley B. Cockrum was appointed Assistant General

Land and Tax Agent.
On January 1, 1910, Edwin E. Pettibone was appointed Assistant General

Land and Tax Agent.
On January 1, 1910, Barrett B. Mitchell was appointed Assistant to Vice-

President.
On January 1, 1910, William A. Terry was appointed Assistant Freight

Traffic Manager.
On January 1, 1910, James Webster was appointed Assistant Freight

Traffic Manager.
On January 15, 1910, Wallace W. Rider was appointed General Superin-

tendent of Telegraph.
On February 1, 1910, William A. Wildhack was appointed Auditor.

On February 1, 1910, John W. Daly was appointed Assistant Passenger
Traffic Manager.
On April 18, 1910, Herbert J. Merrick was appointed General Superin-

tendent of Freight Transportation.
On July 15, 1910. William K. Vanderbilt. Jr.. was appointed Assistant to

President.
On October 1. 1910, Edgar Freeman was appointed Assistant Treasurer.

On October 31, 1910, Joseph F. Farrell was appointed General Tie Agent.

Early in the year, railroad companies generally were compelled to make
heavy advances in the rates of wages of their employees. This increase

amounted for your Company to something in excess of twelve hundred
tliousand dollars per annum, and changed conditions of service included

in the findings of tlic arijitrators very materially increased this amount.
The I'nited States has the lowest freight rates of any country in the
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world, and it was thought that a moderate increase in those rates was
justified in order to offset the larger labor cost and to make possible a
reasonable return to shareholders. This Company, and many other lines
east and west, filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, in May
last, tariffs, under which freight rates on certain classes and commodities
were advanced and which would have increased its earnings in about the
same amount as the increase in wages. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, of its own motion, instituted an investigation as to these proposed
advances, and, after extended hearings, declined to allow them to go
into effect.

Among other things, the Commission said that the new wage scale had
not been in force long enough to show what the actual result of operating
under it would prove to be.

So far as this Company is concerned, it can hardly be said that there was
any necessity to wait for experience to show what efifect these added
burdens would have upon its net revenue. The Commission took as typical
roads, the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore & Ohio, and the New York Central
(with the Lake Shore and the Michigan Central) ; and it was after analyzing
their condition and necessities that it reached the conclusion that the pro-
posed increase in freight rates was not justified. It is not to be expected
that the power to regulate rates will be so exercised as to permanently pre-
vent companies such as this, which serve large cities and a populous terri-

tory, from charging rates sufficiently high to insure a fair return on the
money invested. Such a policy must, if continued, result in the gradual
lowering of efficiency and character of service of the roads to which it is

applied, with some measure of injury to the communities they serve. It is

unfortunate, therefore, that the Commission found no practical way to give
relief to this and other Companies similarly affected, where the need of
larger net revenues was so clearly shown.
The Company for the present must carry the additional load of these

increased wages without any corresponding advance in freight rates.

The present high level of wages in railway service is the result of suc-
cessive mediations and arbitrations under the Federal Statute known as the
Erdman Act; the practical effect of which has beeft to deprive the roads in

very large measure of control over this most important item in cost of
operation, representing as it does between sixty-three and sixty-five per cent,

of the total.

Without entering upon a discussion as to the fairness of the present wage
basis, it may be stated that, in the opinion of railroad managers of long
experience, it is higher than can be maintained by many of the roads on
the present basis of passenger and freight rates in the territory between
Chicago and St. Louis, and the Atlantic Seaboard.

Appreciative acknowledgment is made of the faithful, efficient perform-
ance of duty by employees in every department of the service during the
year.

WILLIAM C. BROWN,
President.

CONDESSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER 31, 1910.

Assets.
Property owned as investment.

Physical property owned $135,894,782.72

Assets.
Securities owned $1,978,577.00
Other investments 1,126,555.22

„, Total $138,999,914.94
Working assets.
Cash 2,866,045.28
Securities issued or assumed held in treasury 86,555.00
Marketable securities 110,001.00
Loans and bills receivable 320i631.59
Traffic and car service balances due from other companies 963,688.15
Net balance due from agents and conductors 865,546.81
Miscellaneous accounts receivable 2,240,206.65
Materials and supplies 1,593,432.22

Total working assets $9,046,106.70
Deferred debit items 5,733,613.54

Total assets $153,779,635.18

Liabilities.
Stock.

Capital stock:
Common stock $47,056,300.00
Preferred stock 10,000,000.00
Cincinnati, Sandusky & Cleveland Railway
preferred stock 428,997.45

Stock liability for conversion of outstanding
securities of constituent companies 10,791.01 $57,496,088.46

Mortgage, bonded and secured debt.
Funded debt:
Mortgage bonds $56,183,730.00
Collateral trust bonds 10,000,000.00
Plain bonds, debentures and notes 14,653,605.94
Equipment trust certificates 1907 2,960,277.73
Equipment trust certificates 1910 2,994,387.30 86,792,000.97

Working liabilities.

Audited vouchers and wages unpaid $4,947,662.72
Miscellaneous accounts payable 10,909.80
Matured dividends, interest and rents
unpaid 678,905.22

Working advances due to other companies.. 112,086.78
Other working liabilities 6,561.78 5,756,126.30

Accrued liabilities not due 823,472.30
Deferred credit items 1 3,981»94
Appropriated surplus 705,229.53
Profit and loss—Surplus 2,192,735.68

Total liabilities $153,779,635.18

SIXTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT, MICHIGAN CENTRAL RAILROAD
DECEMBER 31, 1910.

COMPANY: FOR THE YEAR ENDED

To the Stockholders of

The Michigan' Central Railroad Company.
The Board of Directors herev/ith submits its report for the year ended

December 31, 1910. with state-nents showing the results for the year and
the financial condition of the company.
The report covers the operation of the following mileage:

Miles.
Main line 270.07
Proprietary lines 345.05
Leased lines 1,091.66
Lines operated under trackage rights 92.01

Total road operated (as shown in detail on another page) 1,803.29

The total road operated as shown in the report for 1909 was 1,746.46
miles. The increase of 56.83 miles shown for this year is accounted for
as follows:

Added:
Detroit River Tunnel, opened during the year 2.42
Operated under trackage rights, not heretofore shown

in table of tracks 78.01 80.43

Deducted

:

Jackson, Lansing & Saginaw railway track (Saginaw
Bay & Northwestern branch) taken up

Net

23.60

56.83

There was no change in capital stock during
the year, the amount authorized and out-
standing being

The funded debt outstanding December 31,
1909, was

It has been increased during the year ended
December 31, 1910, by the issue of this com-
pany's fifty-year four per cent, bonds out of
an authorized total of $4,500,000.00 (secured
by mortgage executed by this company and
the Grand River Valley Railroad Company,
dated September 1, 1909), for the purpose
of refunding a like amount of Michigan
Central-Grand River Valley six per cent,
bonds, maturing September 1, 1909 $1,500,000.00

There has also been placed upon the general
books of the company its pro rata liability
in connection with the certificates issued
under the New York Central lines equip-
ment trust agreements of 1907 and 1910.. 8,472,004.13

$18,738,000.00

42,159,000.00

It has been decreased durintr the year ended
December 31, 1910, as follows:

Michigan Central three-year five per cent,
gold notes, maturing February 1, 1910, sur-
rendered and paid $10,000,000.00

Installment on New York Central lines equip-
ment trust certificates of 1907, paid Novem-
ber 1, 1910 260,425.45

9,972,004.13

$52,131,004.13

10,260,425.45

Total funded debt December 31, 1910 (detail

on another page)

The total amount charged to road and equip-
ment on December 31, 1910, was
$64,807,028.32, as follows:

Amount charged against main line to Decem-
ber 31, 1909

There was charged for additions and better-
ments in 1910, as shown in detail on
another page.
Against capital account:

For road $439,688.42
For equipment 8,246,527.10

$41,870,578.68

$37,960,988.29

3,736.215.52

Against income account:
For equipment 1,487,299.26 10,223,514.78

$48,184,503.07Total main line
Amount charged account leased lines to De-
cember 31, 1909 , $15,621,291.46

There was charged for additions and better-
ments in 1910 against capital account for
road, as shown in detail elsewhere 1,001,233.79

Total leased lines

Total to December 31, 1910.

16,622,525.25

$64,807,028.32

The construction of the double tube tunnel under and across the Detroit
River, begun in October, 1906, by the Detroit River Tunnel Company,
the enti.e capital stock of which is owned by this company, as referred to
in a previous report, has been practically completed, and has proved an
entire success. It was put into experimental use for through freight
traffic October 9, 1910. The Chief Engineer of the Canadian Railway Com-
mission inspected and approved the work and the Commission issued its

order authorizing the use of the tunnel October 14, 1910. Regular freight

and passenger service was inaugurated October 16, 1910. There still

remains some work to be done, consisting principally of the interlocking
system and additional equipment for the electrical sub-station, which it is

estimated will cost $200,533.00, making the total cost, including interest on
the money advanced from time to time by the Michigan Central, $8,922.-

165.00. The acquisition of terminal freight and passenger yards and
station buildings by the Tunnel Company will require a considerable sum
in addition to the amount above mentioned.
The important litigation pending for a number of years between this

Company and the State of Michigan relative to this Company's claim
against the State growing out of the repeal of its special charter, and the
counter claim of the State against this Company for alleged non-payment
of back taxes during the years 1855 to 1893, was adjusted in June, 1910,
by the payment to the State of $125,000.00.
To obtain the locomotives and cars necessary for immediate require-

ments. The Michigan Central Railroad Company, together with The New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company, The Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway Company, The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis Railway Company and the Chicago, Indiana & Southern Rail-
road Company has become a party to an equipment trust agreement and
lease dated January 1, 1910. known as the "New York Central Lines
E(iaipmcnt Trust of 1910" This agreement provides for an issue of
$30,000,000 of equipment trust certificates, bearing interest at 4J^% per
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annum, being 90% of the total cost of the equipment to he furnished under
the terms of said agreement. These certificates arc to he paid off in fifteen

annual installments of $2,000,000.00 each, the first installment being payable

January 1, 1911. The cost of the e(|uipmcnt to be leased under the terms

of the agreement by this company will be $5,651,637.00 and its pro rata

liability for certificates representing 90'/n of the cost is $5,086,473.30. Inill

particulars as to the character of the equipment acquired will be found
upon another page.

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOME.
Increase

1910. 1909. or decrease.

Operating Income. 1,803.29 1,746.46 56.83

Rail Operations. miles operated, miles operated, miles operated.

Revenues $29,694,815.71 $27,415,467.20 $2,279,348.51

Expenses 21.628,906.26 18,499,528.24 3,129,378.02

Net Revenue from Rail
Operations $8,065,909.45 $8,91 5,938.96 —$850,029.51

Percentage of e.rpeiises to

revenue (72.84%) (67.48%) (5.36%)

Outside Operations:
Revenues $543,636.69 $489,927.04 $53,709.65
Expenses 599,951.82 541,079.10 58,872.72

Net Deficit from Outside
Operations $56,315.13 $51,152.06 $5,163.07

Net Revenue from all
Operations $8,009,594.32 $8,864,786.90 —$855,192.58

Taxes Accrued 1,357,019.92 1,121,531.99 235,487.93

Operating Income $6,652,574.40 $7,743,254.91 —$1,090,680.51

Other Income
Joint facilities rents

'

$229,289.51 $185,157.79 $44,131.72
Miscellmeous rents 2,676.02 3,011.19 —$335.17
Dividends on stocks owned or

controlled 287,241.50 248,153.85 39,087.65
Interest on funded debt owned 46,880.00 33,760.00 13,120.00
Interest on other securities,

loans and accounts 440,969.02 471,397.82 —30,428.80
Miscellaneous income 86,623.87 86,623.87

Total Other Income $1,093,679.92 $941,480.65 $152,199.27

Gross Corporate Income... $7,746,254.32 $8,684,735.56 —$938,481.24

Deductions from Gross Cor-
porate Income.

Rentals of leased lines $585,310.00 $510,310.00
Hire of equipment

Car mileage and per diem
balances 1,073,983.18 714,640.99

Interest on equipment trust
certificates 261,523.99 180,127.61

Joint facilities rents 620,568.83 516,400.76
Miscellaneous rents 6,069.24 5,959.84
Interest en funded debt 2,535,398.33 2,451,584.32
Other interest 746,367.95 747,290.52
Other deductions 199,701.96 137,000.00

Total Deductioxs from Gross
Corporate Income $6,028,923.48 $5,263,314.04

Net Corporate Income .. . $1,717,330.84 $3,421,421.52
Dividends, Two, Aggregat-

ing 6% 1,124,280.00 1,124,280.00

Surplus $593,050.84 $2,297,141.52

Additional equipment $548,924.72
On account 1910 proportion of

New York Central Lines,
1907 and 1910 equipment
trusts $250,000.00

Balance to Profit and Loss. $343,050.84 $1,748,216.80

Note.—Minus sign ( — ) designates decrease.

$75,000.00

359,342.19

81,396.38
104,168.07

109.40
83,814.01
—922.57
62,701.96

$765,609.44

-$1,704,090.68

—$1,704,090.68

—$548,924.72

250,000.00

-$1,405,165.96

Balance to Profit and Loss for Year 1910
Amount to Credit of Profit and Loss December 31, 1909..

Deduct:
Balance of 1910 proportion of New York Cen-

tral Lines 1907 and 1910 equipment trust
installments $349,523.67

Ten per cent, payments account of equipment
trust of 1910 481,807.00

Discount, commission and expenses in connec-
tion with New York Central Lines equip-
ment trust certificates of 1910, Michigan
Central-Grand River Valley Bonds and
Michigan Central one year francs notes... 240,356.38

Payment to State of Michigan in considei»ation
of discontinuance of pending litigation... 125,000.00

Deficit from operation Detroit Terminal Rail-

road prior to 1910, property abandoned and
sundry uncollectible accounts

Balance to Credit of Profit and Loss, Decem-
ber 31, 1910

$343,050.84
9,965,978.28

$10,309,029.12

60,389.96 1,257,077.01

$9,051,952.11

The total operating revenues were $29,694,815.71, an increase of $2,279,-
348.51 as compared with the previous year. The freight revenue was $19,-

282,288.45, an increase of $1,014,758.01. This was due to increased move-
ment of coal, stone, forest products and miscellaneous commodities. The
passenger revenue was $7,404,475.66, an increase of $748,776.81, due to

a large excursion travel and general improvement in both local and
interline business. The express revenue was $1,519,949.67, an increase of

$275,204.53, due to an enlarged volume of business. The revenue from
the transportation of mails was $431,625.32, an increase of $22,413.09, due

principally to additional compensation allowed by the United States Gov-
ernment, from July 1st, 191(), for carrying through mails. The operating
revenue from all other sources increased to $18,196.07 over the previous
year. The total expenses of operation were $21,628,906.26, an increase of
$3,129,378.02, due very largely to increased cost of labor, cost of fuel
consumed and material used.

Maintenance of way and structures increased $577,695.54, due to addi-
tional expenditures for repairs to roadway, track, bridges, buildings and
separation of grades; increased expenditure for labor amounted to $377,-
640.46, of which $212,719.16 was due to increased rates of pay.

Maintenance of equipment increased $367,783.79, account of extensive
repairs to and renewals of locomotives and cars of all classes. The increase
account of labor amounted to $170,511.92, of which $74,081.46 was due to
increased rates of pay. Traffic expenses increased $104,482.86, due largely
to tentative changes in tariffs.

Transportation expenses increased $1,972,899.20, due to the heavy volume
of traffic handled and the large increase in cost of labor and fuel. Increase
account of labor amounted to $1,347,207.73, of which $458,816.94 was due
to increased rates of pay. Increase account of fuel consumed amounted to
$407,605.05, of which $99,719.13 was due to increase in price. General
expenses increased $107,116.63, which includes an increase in pay roll ex-
penditure of $23,498.53, of which $5,995.00 was due to increaseci rates of
pay.

There was an increase in the deficit from outside operations of $5,163.07
over the previous year, due to additional expenditures in the operation of
dinirig car service and grain elevators, offset by increased revenue from
stock yards service and restaurant service. The operating income was
$6,652,574.40, a decrease of $1,090,680.53. Other income was $1,093,679.92,
an increase of $152,199.59, due to additional amount received from
rentals, also interest and dividends from securities.

Total deductions from income amounted to $6,028,923.48, an increase of
$765,609.44, due to interest on gold debentures and equipment trust cer-
tificates, additional rental paid (Janada Southern Railway Company in ac-
cordance with the terms of the lease; increased amounts paid for hire
of equipment and rentals of joint facilities; and proportionate share of
deficits from operation of Indiana Harbor Belt and Detroit Terminal
Railroads. The profit from operation for the year, after payment of 6%
in dividends upon the capital stock, and proportion of 1907 and 1910 trust
equipment installments chargeable to the current year, was $343,050.84,
which has been carried to the credit of profit and loss.

Mr. Ashley Pond, Advisory Counsel of this Company, died January 12,
1910. Mr. Pond became a director of the company in 1878, and with the
interval of the two years between 1883 and 1885, remained a director until

1906, when he retired from active work, but continued as Advisory Counsel
until his death. He was also for a time General Counsel of the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern Railway Company. The great value of his serv-
ices, the benefit of the wise and sound advice of so eminent a member of
the profession, the kindly character of the man, and his loyalty to the
company and its interests, cannot be too highly expressed. The Board
records the death, on January 11, 1910, of Mr. Hamilton McK. Twombly,
a director of this company since December 21, 1899. The Board also

records the death, on December 11, 1910, of Mr. Edward V. W. Rossiter,

a vice president of this company since June 23, 1904.
On March 1, 1910, Mr. Lewis Cass Ledyard was appointed a director to

fill the vacancy caused by the death of Mr. Twombly.
The following appointments of officials were made during the year: Janu-

ary, Richard M. Huddleston, General Auditor; Barrett B. Mitchell, Assist-

ant to Vice President C. F. Daly; Edwin E. Pettibone, Assistant General
Land and Tax Agent; Otley P. Cockrum, Assistant General Land and
Tax Agent; Malcolm T. Wright, Superintendent of Terminals, Detroit;
William H. O'Keefe, Division Superintendent, Jackson; Wallace W.
Ryder, General Superintendent of Telegraph; February^ John W. Darly,
Assistant Passenger Traffic Manager; March, Nathaniel E. Slaymaker,
Real Estate Attorney; April, Herbert J. Merrick, General Superintendent
of Freight Transportation; June, Roscoe B. Kendig. General Mechanical
Engineer, succeeding Frederic M. White, resigned; July, Arthur C. Thomas,
Car Accountant; William Hutchinson, Land and Tax Agent, succeeding
Nathaniel E. Slaymaker, transferred; Sept., J. Walter Dohany, Attorney,
succeeding George L. NadoUeck, retired; October, Edgar Freeman, As-
sistant Treasurer; October, Joseph F. Farrell, General Tie Agent, suc-

ceeding William F. Goltra, resigned.

Appreciative acknowledgment is made of the faithful, efficient perform-
ance of duty by employes in every department of the service during the

year.
WILLIAM C. BROWN,

President.

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER 31, 1910.

Assets.

Property investment, total cost of road and equipment $64,807,028.32
Securities 7,039,191.50
Other investments 3,570,755.22

Total property owned as investment $75,416,975.04
Working assets:

Cash 10,173,066.46
Accrued income not due:
Unmatured interest, dividends and rents receivable 1,024,493.81

Deferred debit items 11,545,748.65

Total

Liabilities.

Capital stock—common
Funded debt—

-

Mortgage bonds:
Michigan Central first mortgage
Grand River Valley first mortgage
Detroit & Bay City first mortgage
Kalamazoo & South Haven first mortgage.
Michigan Air Line first mortgage
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw first mtge.
Joliet & Northern Indiana first mortgage.

Plain bonds, debentures and notes:

Gold debentures
Equipment trust certificates, 1907
Equipment trust certificates, 1910

Total capitalization
Working liabilities

Accrued liabilities not due
Deferred credit items _

Appropriated surplus: Additions to property through income
since June 30, 1907

Profit and loss : Surplus

$98,160,283.96

$18,738,000.00

$14,000,000.00
1,500,000.00
4,000,000.00
700,000.00

2,600,000.00
1,725,000.00
1,500,000.00

7,634,000.00
3,125,105.38
5,086,473.30 41,870,578.68

$60,608,578.68
23,402,006.57
1,026,946.03
401,954.45

3,668,846.12
9,051,952.11

Total $98,160,283.96
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The report of the committee on buildings was of unusual

value and interest. It dealt entirely with roofing, and may
be regarded as almost a complete treatise on the subject.

Naturally, a generous portion is occupied with bituminous

materials, asphalt and the tars, as large quantities of

these materials' are used by the railways for roofing, and

a. good specification for built-up roof employing them is

included. These, as well as the iron or steel roofings,

must be regarded as temporary in a measure, and for

more permanent construction slate and tile are to be pre-

ferred. Among the newer materials is reinforced concrete

tile, and, while it has been extensively used, the extent

of its endurance is regarded as largely experimental.

The principal objection which may be offered to reinforced

tiles is the fact that small cracks will allow moisture to

penetrate to the expanded metal used for reinforcing, and
as corrosion proceeds the metal expands or increases in

volume, and a tendency to crack the tiles and open up
larger spaces for leakage is the result. Fire protection

was also fully considered, especially with respect to roofing,

and two papers on this branch of the subject were in-

cluded in the appendix. One relates to the tests at under-

writers' laboratories in general, and the other illustrates

a number of fire tests of roofing made by the Underwriters'
Laboratory at Chicago. These tests must have an important
influence on the development of fireproof roofings, as little

work of real value has been done in this line heretofore.

The way committee reports are presented focuses atten-

tion on the conclusions of the committee. This is as it

should be, so far as the association is an executive body
which is to pass on recommendations for the manual. But
it does not get out of the convention the informative dis-

cussion which should be aroused. The committee might
direct attention in its report to the specific points on which
there is disagreement, and especially those points on which
more information is wanted. These could be made as prom-
inent as are the conclusions, and, like them, be taken up
seriatim for discussion. Also, more might be done by the
members of the committee in getting hold of the men who
should lead the discussion. Committee men might profit-

ably spend more of their time after arriving at the scene
of the convention in looking up the men with whom they
have been in correspondence and others from whom they
should expect valuable contributions. By getting personally
in touch with these men, a committee can best get the dis-

cussion that it and the rest of the association need.

The "American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of
Way Association" went out of existence yesterday and the
"American Railway Engineering Association" was bom.
"The king is dead; long live the king!" The new name
is a distinct improvement in one way: As President Fritch
said at the annual dinner, it requires 50 per cent less
time for utterance than the old one, which is economizing
at a most exemplary rate. The captious might complain
that the name is too comprehensive, as the mechanical
department is also an engineering department; but the
words "engineering" and "mechanical" have come to have
clear and distinct meanings in the railway business. Main-
tenance of way and structures is so decidedly the most
important part of the work ordinarily performed by the
engineering department—at least in point of expenditures
involved—that it was not inappropriate to emphasize it in

the old name. But the word engineering embraces all

the work done by the engineering department, including
maintenance of way, and is therefore adequately indicative
of the function of the association.

The discussion in the convention yesterday showed that
the Daily Railway Age Gazette in its editorial on "The Man-
ual and Current Practice," which was published yesterday
morning, did not exaggerate the importance of mere care be-
ing taken in future regarding the things that shall be adopted
as recommended practice and, as such, put into the manual
of the American Railway Engineering Association. The mat-
ter was one which evidently was in the minds of a large
number of the leaders of the Association. It was brought
squarely before the convention in the afternoon by a motion
introduced by Hunter McDonald providing for the abolition

of the manual. The remarks which this evoked showed
that few, if any, of the members would like to see the

manual abolished. Mr. McDonald frankly stated that he did

not desire to see this done, but merely made the motion In

order to get the entire question of what shall be put into

it in future before the convention. No one who took part

in the discussion controverted the contention that many
things have been adopted as recommended practice in the
past which ought not to have been adopted; all recognized
the need for reform In this respect. The only question

vas as to how the reform should be effected. Mr.
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McDonakl's proposal that a board of review composed of

men not on the board of direction should be created to pass

on all committee suggestions regarding recommended prac-

tice before their submission to the association seemed to

receive quite general approval. Probably the decision to

refer the whole question to the board of direction for such ac-

tion as it may deem proper, was the best that could l)e made.

The s(>ntiment of the Association that some action should

be taken was made so clear that the board, no doubt, will

take the question up for early disposition. Certainly noth-

ing has yet occurred to indicate that the manual should

be entirely abolished. Reform, not revolution, is what is

needed. It should be made less bulky. Its contents should

deal only with matters of real importance, it should include

only widely accepted practice, which has been justified by

experience; it should be in every case an expression of the

"wisdom of the Association," as Mr. Wendt phrased it, and

not a repository for expressions of the opinions of a compar-

atively small number of its members, even though they be

those who, as committeemen, have given the most consider-

ation of the particular subject dealt with. As Mr. Trimble

of the Pennsylvania Lines said, there is often pressure to

put things into the manual merely for the purpose of uphold-

ing the committee which has recommended such action, and

often things are put into it when they are supported by

only a small majority, or, perhaps, not even by a clear

majority. Certainly the manual cannot properly be con-

sidered the "wisdom of the Association" unless its contents

clearly express the results of the mature consideration of

a very substantial majority of its members. It may be for-

tunate, or it may not be, that the time has come when every

department of a railway must transact its business in the

bright light of publicity, where it is subject to severe and

often unfriendly scrutiny. But that this time has come is

not open to controversy. Public men are constantly seeking

new worlds of railway regulation to conquer. This is no

reason why the Association should not incorporate in the

manual as recommended practice anything which it believes

all the railways should for their own good and for the

good of the public adopt. But on the other hand, it is one

of several very good reasons why the Association should

not put into the manual anything that conditicns may not

make it entirely desirable for the roads to live up to in

their actual practice.

RAIL SECTIONS.

The month of March is usually a convenient time for a re-

view of the conditions surrounding the purchase of rails, as

the report of the committee on rails of the American Railway

Engineering Association is then published, and by this time

most of the railways have placed their orders for their yearly

requirements for rails. This year, however, while some of the

eastern roads have placed liberal orders, the western lines

apear to be ordering only about one-third their usual require-

ments. However, a suflacient number of rails have been

ordered to indicate the general trend of opinion in regard to

the sections. The prevailing types of rail sections may now
be divided into two general classes which have character-

istics corresponding with the A. R. A. sections A and B, the A
section having a thin head and medium size flange and the

B section having a thick head and a thick flange, and for a

given weight the B section is shorter than the A. The sec-

tion used by the Pennsylvania Railroad, while not exactly

like the standard B type, has most of its characteristics,

with the exception of the shape of the head.

The American Society of Civil Engineers section is similar

to the A type, but with a thicker head and thinner flange.

The New York Central section is quite similar to that recom-

mended by the American Society of Civil Engineers, but with

a thicker head. The 90 lb. A. R. A. rail is now used on a

majority of the western prairie roads, with the exception of

the Northwestern and the Northern Pacific, which use the B
section. The B section is also used on the group of coal

roads In Maryland and Virginia—the Baltimore & Ohio, the

Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk & Western. The Cana-

dian Pacific uses the 85 lb. A section. While the B section

is more perfectly balanced with regard to the areas of the

head and base, experience in rolling the A section shows that

these areas are sufflciently near alike to secure good work in

the mills and little trouble from too much camber. The thick-

ness of the flange in the A section is also sufficient to permit

of proper temperatures at the last pass in the finished rail.

The principal advantage of the A section is its greater stiff-

ness, due to the height for a given weight of metal, and the

proportion of the head area to other portions of the rail is

such that the head obtains more working and compression

under the rolls, thus consolidating the metal and making the

steel a sounder structure. The B section is preferred by

some roads because it is thought that a longer life will be

obtained before the head is worn sufficient to condemn the

rail. The heavy wear on the side of the rail is only found

on curves, and the B section may, therefore, be best suited

for roads having unusually heavy curvature. Other roads,

like those on the prairies of the western states, do not need

to provide for this wear, as the greater part of the track la

straight or has comparatively light curvature. It is here pos-

sible to take advantage of the lighter head and the greater

amount of work done on it in the rolls. On the straight roads

the wear is principally on the top of the head, and the thin

head of the A rail will permit of wear in this direction until

the general surface is so uneven and wavy that the rails

have to be condemned for that reason rather than for their

lack of strength or irregular section. We have here then a

good explanation of the reasons which have led to a prefer-

ence for the A section on the prairie roads and the prefer-

ence for the B section on the more crooked roads of the east,

especially those in the mountains of Pennsylvania, Virginia

and Maryland.

There are additional reasons for favoring one or the other

section. Some regard the B rail best on account of its

greater flexibility, not admitting that the extra stiffness of

the A rail is a real advantage. This may also be a case

where the rail section should have some relation to the char-

acter of the roadbed.

It is also claimed for the thick head of the B rail that it

will not break down under the heavy wheel loads now im-

posed as easily as the thinner A head, even though there are

no physical defects in the interior of the rail head. This is

not sustained by the tests made by Mr. Wickhorst to deter-

mine this point. The A rail head is l^/i in. thick at the edge

for the 100 lb. rail. The 90 lb. section is almost as thick; and

there is only i^ in. difference in thickness of the heads of the

A and B 80 lb. sections, which are over 1 in. thick. The
Wickhorst tests showed that there was no sag of the 1 in.

head under 60,000 lbs. rolling load (about double the weight

on one driver of the heaviest locomotives), and there is no

sag under 30,000 lbs. rolling load until the thickness of the

head is reduced to % in. The tests show that the head of

the A rail in sections 80 to 100 lbs. has sufficient thickness

to sustain the heaviest rolling loads now imposed by regular

service, and it permits of a margin of wear which would

render the surface unfit for main track before it is so thin as

to sag under heavy wheel loads.

The expense to the mills for a variety of rail sections must

be paid eventually by the railways, and it is in the interest of

economy that the number of sections be reduced to as few as

possible. It ought to be possible for those railways which

are using special sections to agree on either the A or B sec-

tion, or on such modifications of those sections as will be ac-

ceptable to most railways, including those now using the A or

B section.
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ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION.

The standing committee on the economics of railway loca-

tion was organized about seven or eight years ago. It was
understood that if it did the work outlined for it it would

be among the most valuable of the association's important

committees. The committee made its first report in 1907,

before the eighth annual convention, and has reported reg-

ularly each year since. Its reports for 1907, where prac-

tically all that was known about train resistance was tabu-

lated and discussed, and its report for 1910, where it at-

tempted to lay out a foundation for computing the relative

economic value of various line locations, were particularly

valuable. During the past year, however, the committee

has made very unsatisfactory progress, apparently through

no fault of its members.

The committee for the current year received, among other

instructions from the board of direction, the following:

"Continue the consideration of all questions connected

with railway location, grades, lines and improvement of

grades and lines affecting the economic operation with relation

to traffic, tonnage, ratings, speed, density of traffic and finan-

cial considerations, with the special aim in view of establish-

ing uniform methods and unit values for investigating and

analyzing the relative changes and costs of comparative routes

or proposed grade reductions and line corrections."

Its answer by its chairman at the end of a year's work
was in effect that in order to carry its work further it must
have information of a special character from the various

railways, which information the roads either hold as con-

fidential or consider that the compiling of the same in the

form that may be of use to the committee requires the ex-

penditure of more time and expense than they are willing

to bestow. And the chairman concluded his report by

recommending that the committee be discharged from fur-

ther study unless the board of direction considered the work
of sufficient importance to furnish such information as the

committee might require. The chairman said in so many
words that the work of the committee "must cease if the

railways represented in this association cannot furnish the

required statistics."

It is earnestly to be hoped that the board of direction will

not consider for a moment the idea of discontinuing the

work of this committee. There is probably work of more
permanent value to future engineers and railway operators

yet to be investigated and standardized by this committee
than by any other committee of the association, except pos-

sibly the committee on electricity. No one knows yet what
it is worth to any road of a given character of traffic to take

out a degree of curvature or to reduce its grades by a tenth

of one per cent. We have Wellington's, Webb's, Raymond's
and Berry's individual conclusions on the subject, but we
need the consensus of opinions from educated, practical en-

gineers and railway operators on the subject. We need the

results of the best examples of this kind of work tabulated,

and conclusions drawn therefrom by experts in this field, so

that we will have something more on these subjects than

mere judgments or opinions.

Engineers are all agreed that there is an inferior limit

for a road of given character and volume of traffic, beyond
which it does not pay to reduce grades. Mr. Berry, in Bulletin

49, placed this inferior limit as probably at 0.4 per cent, for

any road, but certain large roads in quite recent years have

spent large sums in bringing their grades as low as 0.2 per

cent. Has this money been wasted? Let this committee

be kept at work till it answers this question for us. Let

this committee be continued until it has told us definitely

how we can learn when it will pay a road of given character

and volume of traffic to double track its line and when it

has double tracked it, how much greater per mile of road

under the same traffic the maintenance of a double track will

be than the single track. There are many similar problems

to be solved. The committee outlined in its 1907 and 1908
reports the many desirable things there were for it to do.

If the large roads of the country that have made improve-
ments in adding main tracks, in grade reductions, curve
eliminations, etc., are really reticent about giving out an
account of the effect of the changes on the cost and facility
in operation it might reasonably be inferred that such im-
provements have generally not resulted as favorably as had
been anticipated. No doubt there are such cases, and such
cases are just what are needed to render valuable the work
of the committee. There ought to be no difficulty in devising
a satisfactory means of publishing such data without at
the same time furnishing means of identifying the road.
Any conclusion that such improvements have generally been
found unsatisfactory is probably untenable because many
of the large roads that are operated by some of the best
railroad men in the country have adhered for years to certain
plans and policies of improvements, and such plans and
policies would certainly have been altered or abandoned en-
tirely if they had proven unsatisfactory or unremunerative.
The difficulty that the committee is experiencing in secur-

ing information is probably rather to be largely accounted
for by the fact that the work of compilation of the information
for the purposes of the committee is greater than the roads
have as yet been able to undertake. This might easily be
accounted for by the fact that in recent years in the offices

of most of the roads the requirements of the various state
and interstate commissions have kept every available spare
man busy on accounts and reports for those regulating
bodies.

In view of the difficulties the committee has encountered
in getting information suitable for its use, it has been sug-

gested, without any reflection whatever upon the members
of the present committee, for that committee in the reports

already made has earned the gratitude of the association,

that the work be placed in charge of a smaller committee
made up of a somewhat different personnel. A committee
of from three to six members only, and composed of mem-
bers occupying the highest railway positions on large sys-

tems in the East, the Central West, the South, the Southwest
and the Northwest, together with one special engineer stu-

dent connected with one of the larger universities, has been
suggested. Such a committee could much more easily re-

ceive the confidential information necessary. If it is feared

that such a committee would not be able to do the necessary
work for lack of time, perhaps the association could devise

some means of meeting the expense of having the bulk of

the work done by one or more engineers employed by the

committee. The railways contributed freely to have the work
of the committee on iron and steel structures carried on,

and there is good reason to believe that if it is necessary,

funds could be similarly raised for the important work of

this committee.

STUDIES ELECTRIFICATION OF AMERICAN RAILWAYS.

Knutt W. Bildt, mechanical and electrical engineer of

the Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Mining Company, Kiruna,

Sweden, was in attendance at the convention yesterday.

Mr. Bildt is concerned in plans that are being made by

the Swedish government for the electrification of certain

of its railways, and is seeking light on the subject of

electrification from American railway engineers who have

had practical experience in dealing with the matter.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western expects to install

40 miles of automatic block signals on single track on the

Utica division, and 20 miles on the Phillipsburg branch. This

road also expects to install electro-pneumatic interlocking ma-

chines at Scranton and Port Morris.
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The Thursday morning session of the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association was
called to order at !>:oO o'clock by President Fritch.

SIGNS, FENCES AND CROSSINGS.

The following subjects were assigned:

(1) Consider revision of Manual.
(2) Report on ways and means for securing a proper

quality of fence wire to resist corrosion and secure dura-

bility.

(3) Continue investigation of the use of concrete fence
posts and submit recommendation.

(4) Continue investigation as to the best form of track

W. D. Williams.

Chairman, Committee on Signs, Fences and Crossings.

construction and fiangeways in street crossings and paved
streets.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

No changes are recommended further than those submitted
in the report for 1909, which 'the committee recommends to

be adopted and included in the manual.

PROPER QUALITY OF FENCE WIRE.

The committee has been energetic in pursuing its in-

vestigations, scrutinizing and testing out every new theory
advanced pertaining to the preservation of wire and prov-

ing its merits or demerits. Thus far, however, no new
process has been discovered which offers any advantage
over the old, and it is the opinion of the committee that

applied galvanized coating, by special treatment, is the
best and only known economical process for protecting

wire used in railway fences against corrosion.

Conclusion: The committee recommends the use of wire
which has received a special galvanized coating to stand a

test of four one-minute immersions in the standard copper
sulphate solution, the galvanizing to be done preferably after

weaving.

CONCRETE FENCE POSTS.

The tests, observations and use of concrete fence posts
during the current year indicate:

(1) That concrete fence posts are practicable, durable
and economical.

(2) The eight-foot post is recommended.
(3) Posts of cross-section approaching a square form

are easiest made and most suitable for fencing.

(4) Spacing, same as recommended for wood posts.

(5) Stone or gravel used in mixing concrete for fence
posts should pass a half-inch square mesh. Concrete should
be mixed wet, in a batch mixer, and poured into the
moulds. The poured posts are a little over 25 per cent,

stronger than tamped posts of the same size, mixture and
reinforcement; they are also better able to withstand the
action of frost and alkali. Experience shows that extra pre-

caution should be used In the selection of material, mixing
of concrete and handling and curing the posts. For the
best results, posts should be allowed to remain in the yard
undisturbed for at least sixty days after coming from the
moulds.

(G) Breakage In handling and transportation should not
exceed three-tenths of one per cent.

Conclusion: Concrete fence posts are recommended for
railway fences.

FLANGEWAYS IN STREET CROSSINGS.

On this subject the committee reports progress. The
sub-committee having it in hand have worked hard to for-

mulate plans and make recommendations, but the subject
is of so much importance, the committee feel that more
time should be given for their investigation.

The report is signed by: W. D. Williams (Cin. Nor.),
chairman; K. J. C. Zinck (Gr. Tr. Pac.), vice-chairman;
A. M. Funk (B. & O.), W. H. Hoyt (D. M. & N.), E. R.
Lewis (Mich. Cent), .Joseph Mullen (C. C. C. & St. L.),

W. J. Burton (Mo. Pac), C. H. Stein (Cent, of N. J.), E. J.

Steinbeck (111. Cent).

Discussion on Signs, Fences and Crossings.

Mr. Zinck: The committee asks that the association re-

fer this report back to them for further work during the
coming year. I make a motion to that effect.

The President: You will note that the committee has
made certain recommendations, but without further con-
sideration, they think it is proper to refer the matter back
to the committee in order that they may make a more
complete report next year.

The motion was carried.

WATER SERVICE.

The following sub-committees were appointed:
Revision of the Manual: Robert Ferriday, A. D. Scher-

merhorn.
Water tank specifications: J. L. Campbell, G. H. Her-

rold. W. A. Parker, C. A. Morse.
Water stations for track pans: E. G. Lane, L. P. Ros-

siter, H. M. Church, James Burke, A. Mordecai.

C. L. Ransom.

Chairman, Committee on Water Service.

Recommendations for next year's work: C. L. Ransom,
Robert Ferriday, J. L. Campbell, E. G. Lane.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

No further revision was suggested at this time.

WATER TANK SPECIFICATIONS.

The reinforced concrete tank was considered as rather

a new departure, and the following specifications and de-

sign are submitted as a progress report only:

Specifications for a Reinforced Concrete Water Tank.

1. The tank shall be of reinforced concrete, as shown on

the drawings.
2. The capacity of the tank shall be within the limits
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of 50,000 and 106,000 gallons, exclusive of the lower 20 ft.

of the tank. The height of the tank from bottom to top

of shell shall be 40 ft. A diameter of 30 ft. is recom-

mended. On this basis the drawings have been made.
The latter shall be made to meet the requirements of the

height and diameter selected by the engineer.

3. The tank is designed to deliver water to locomo-

tives through water columns. The floor of the tank shall

not be lower than the tracks served.

4. In earth, the excavations for the foundation and
pipes shall be as deep as the lowest frost line, with a

minimum depth of 4 ft. In rock, only the trenches for

the pipes shall be carried below the action of frost. In

earth, the bottom of excavations shall be thoroughly

tamped to discover and compact any soft places. If the

earth will not sustain the total load, including wind pres-

sure, without material or unequal settlement, the foundation

shall be supported on piles of the number, size and ar-

constructed, as shown, giving its surface a sidewalk finish

without plastering.

8. The reinforced concrete shell shall be constructed, as
shown, building in the concrete fillet in the angle at the
bottom.

9. The reinforced concrete roof, including manhole and
cover, shall be constructed, as shown, finishing top of roof
as specified for the floor. Where ice will not form to an
injurious or troublesome extent and sunlight will not
cause vegetable growth in the water, this roof may be
omitted at the discretion of the engineer.

10. The tank shall be equipped with cast-iron piping
and standard gate valves, as shown. There shall be a tank
supply pipe, a water column supply pipe, an overflow pipe
and a washout pipe, the latter two being combined in the
valve box beyond the valve closing the washout pipe.

W. C. Gushing, President. Chas. S. Churchill, First Vice-President.

rangement as determined by the engineer. Such piles shall

conform to the specifications of this association for piling,

as selected by the engineer.
5. The foundation shall consist of a disk of concrete,

as shown. If the depth of frost is excessive, this disk may
be carried on broken rock compacted in the bottom of the
excavation, but the minimum vertical thickness of the con-
crete foundation, exclusive of the tank floor, shall be 42 In.

6. The valve box for the piping shall be constructed
as a part of the foundation, as shown. The top and bot-

tom of the box shall be reinforced by steel rods laid both
ways and doubled around the pipes and the manhole. The
manhole frame shall be in one piece of first-class cast-iron

with a double seat and a double cover. The latter shall

preferably be of wood. When low temperatures require
to prevent freezing within the valve box, an air space
shall be constructed in the middle of that portion of the
box walls outside of the tank foundation. When the ab-
sence of low temperatures permit, the air space and the
lower manhole cover may be omitted.

7. The reinforced concrete floor on the foundation shall be

There shall be no valve in the overflow pipe. For a gravity
supply, the tank supply pipe shall be carried to the top of

the tank and be capped by a float valve. The washout
pipe shall terminate flush with the tank bottom. The
water column pipe shall extend several feet above the bot-

tom but not higher than the top of the water column. All

piping shall pass through the bottom of the tank, preferably

in cast-iron stuflSng boxes with lead joints, as shown, but

other forms of stuffing box and joint may be used.

All pipes and castings, in quality, manufacture and
inspection, shall fulfill the requirements of the specifica-

tions of the New England Water Works Association for

cast-iron pipe.

The weights and diameters of the pipes shall be deter-

mined by the engineer. No pipe shall have an inside diam-

eter less than 4 in.

11. The cast-iron sludge pipe shall be carefully con-

structed, enclosing in the concrete and doubling the rein-

forcing rods around it, as shown. When absence of sedi-

ment in the water justifies, this pipe may be omitted.

12. The tank shall be equipped with a gage, indicator
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and float, actordiiiK to tlio design or selection of the engi-
neer.

13. The steel ladder shall be constructed, as shown
and as designed, or selected by the engineer. The ladder
shall be carried by connecting straps or angles resting on
the roof. It sliall not be anchored to the tank shell. The
steel sliall conform to the specifications of this association
for steel bridges.

14. The concrete in the tank foundation and the side
walls of the valve box shall be a 1-3-5 mix, made and laid
in accordance with the specifications of this association
for Portland cement concrete.

15. The top and the bottom of the valve box and the
tank floor, shell and roof sliall be made of reinforced con-
crete.

16. Reinforced concrete shall be a thoroughly uniform
mixture of ctMiieiit, sand, stone and water completely en-
veloping the reinforcing rods.

17. The volume of the stand shall be .5 per cent, in

22'. The surface of concrete sliall be clean and wet
when concrete! is laid thereon. The surface, if hardened,
shall also be nioj)i)ed with cement grout immediately in ad-
vance of placing fresh concrete. Smooth or finished mor-
tar surfaces shall be avoided where additional concrete
is to be placed. If necessary, as in the joints between
the tank floor, shell and fillet, old surfaces shall be tooled,
cleaned and grouted before concrete is placed thereon.

23. A rapid drying out of concrete shall be prevented
by regular, frequent and continued wetting until all dan-
ger of arrested setting and hardening is past, as the engi-
neer shall direct.

24. Freezing of concrete before it has finally sot shall
be prevented.

25. Any concrete broken or displaced in any manner
after having set shall be removed from the work.

26. The cement shall conform to the specifications of
this association for Portland cement. It shall retain its

origln;il i)iiri(y and (iualitl(>s until it is ineoriiorated into

Edwin F. Wendt, Second Vice-President,

excess of the volume of the voids in the stone. The vol-

ume of the cement, considering 100 lbs. of it as 1 cu. ft.,

shall be 25 per cent, in excess of the volume of the voids
in the mixed sand and stone. The engineer shall determine
the voids and proportions.

18. The volume of the water shall be sufficient to give
the concrete a fluidity that will cause it to flow and mould
itself in the forms without tamping.

19. The concrete shall preferably be mixed by mixing
machines. The method used shall yield a complete and
even mixture.

20. All dirt and foreign matter shall be excluded from
all materials, concrete and stages of the work.

21. The concrete, after mixing, shall be poured and
worked into flnal position in the forms before its initial

set is complete, and it shall not thereafter be disturbed.
As it is thus placed, it shall be thoroughly worked by
long, flat, thin-bladed tools in a manner that will eliminate
all voids and air pockets and produce unbroken mortar
faces against all forms and secure perfect contact with
every part of all reinforcing rods.

G. H. Bremner, Treasurer.

the work. Deteriorated or otherwise damaged cement
shall not be used.

27. The sand shall be clean, sound and' sharp and it

shall be of graded sized grains giving a minimum of voids.

28. The stone shall be clean, sound and durable. The
word "stone" includes broken rock and gravel. The stone
shall be of graded sizes giving a minimum of voids. All of
it shall be able to pass through a circular hole having a
diameter of % in.

29. The water shall be clean and free from anything
injurious to the concrete.

30. The concrete forms shall be made cf metal or of

dressed and matched lumber. They shall be accurately
made and erected, be water tight, and shall have ample
strength and rigidity to prevent bending and warping under
the load and action of the concrete. They shall be erected
in such sections and courses as will permit the concrete
to be poured and worked as above specified. No device
for holding the forms that would leave a hole through the
concrete shall be used. Wires passing through the con-

crete shall be nipped off beneath the concrete face.
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31. Any break in the concrete surfaces not impairing
tlie integrity of the structure shall be pointed with cement
mortar, as the engineer shall direct. Any other imperfec-
tions in the concrete shall be treated and remedied as the
engineer shall direct.

32". The concrete shall be reinforced by steel rods of
the form, size, number and arrangement, as shown. They
shall be wired at intersections with each other and be
maintained in required position as they are buried in the
concrete, at which time they shall be free from dirt and
scale. Splices in rods shall be lapped 42 diameters or
sides. No splice shall be opposite a splice in an adjacent
line of rods. Throughout the splice the ends of the rods
making it shall be 1% diameters or sides apart in the
clear. There shall be not more than four splices in the
circumference of a tank 30 ft. in diameter. Unnecessary
splicing shall be avoided.

33. The reinforcing rods shall be plain or deformed.
Their tensile strength per sq. in. shall be between 60,000
and 90,000 lbs. Their elastic limit shall be not less than

Yz of their tensile strength. They shall not be stressed
more than one-third of their elastic limit. Any rod shall

be capable of being bent cold on a radius of three diam-
eters or sides through 180 degrees without sign of fracture.

34. A dense, even mixture of concrete as herein speci-

fied for reinforced concrete shall be the primary expedient
to secure water-tight concrete. This may be supplemented
by mixing with the cement some form of waterproofing
compound of proved eflBciency and now obtainable from
manufacturers.
Where the concrete can be worked before it has set,

the surface shall be thoroughly troweled until a dense mor-
tar face is secured. Concrete surfaces already set may
be plastered by rich cement mortar, but surfaces so
treated shall first be cleaned and roughened by steel

brushes or equivalent, and the plastering shall be applied
on a fresh coat of cement grout mopped on the surface.

In addition, if necessary, separate and alternate washes
of soap and alum in the order named shall be applied to

the dried and hardened concrete surface. The number of
washes should be not less than two of each, with a 24-hour
interval between each. The proportion should be approxi-
mately % lb. of soap and % lb. of alum per gallon of

water. These proportions may be varied if better results

are thereby secured. The soap wash shall be applied
boiling hot, without causing frothing. The alum wash
should have a temperature between 60 and 80 degrees
Fahrenheit.

In lieu of these washes approximately 1 per cent., by
weight, of powdered alum may be evenly mixed with the
cement, in which case the same proportion of soap shall

be dissolved in the water in making the concrete.
In lieu of soap and alum, waterproofing paint having

an asphalt base to be applied hot or cold, and now obtain-

able from manufacturers, may be used. In all washing or
painting the concrete surface treated shall be dry and
clean and the temperature should be above the freezing
point.

35. The weight of water shall be assumed to be 63 lbs.

per cu. ft. Wind pressure, acting in any direction, shall be
assumed to be, in pounds, thirty times the product of the
height by two-thirds of the diameter of the tank, in feet.

Specifications for Wooden Water Tank.

1. The tank shall be a wooden tub carried on timber
I>osts supported on concrete piers, as shown on the draw-
ings. These specifications provide for an all-wood structure
above the foundation, as shown.

2. A diameter of 24 ft. and a height of 16 ft. (outside
measurement) are recommended for the tub of this tank.
Other dimensions may be used, but the design shall con-
form to the requirements of these specifications.

3. The tank is designed to deliver water to locomo-
tives through water columns. The bottom of the tub shall

be not less than 20 ft. above the tracks served.
If water columns are not used, the location of the

tank and the necessary tank fixtures shall be selected by
the company.

4. Water shall be assumed to weigh 63 lbs. per cu.

ft. Wind pressure in pounds acting in any direction on
the tub shall be assumed to be thirty times the product
of the height by two-thirds of the diameter of the tub.

The wind pressure on the substructure shall be assumed
at 30 lbs. per sq. ft. of its surface acted on.

5. Necessary anchorage shall be provided to the foundation
on the basis of an empty tub, as the enginee- shall design and
require.

6. In earth, the excavation for the piers and frost pit

shall be deep enough to permit the pipes to be laid below
the frost line, with a minimum depth of 4 ft. In rock, only
the excavations for the frost pit and the pipe trenches shall
be carried below the action of frost.

On earth, the total load including wind stress shall not
exceed the safe load for that earth. If the earth will not
carry this load without material settlement, piling shall be
put in as the engineer shall direct. Such piling shall con-
form to the specifications of this association for piling, as
selected by the engineer. Earth foundations shall be thor-

oughly tamped to detect and compact any soft places
therein.

7. The piers and frost pit shall be of concrete of a
1-3-5 mix, made and laid according to the specifications of
this association for Portland cement concrete and to the
forms and dimensions, as shown, including the proper set-

ting of all anchor bolts.

8. The substructure shall be constructed, as shown.
The timber shall be pine, oak, cypress or redwood, S 4 S
for painting, and conforming to the specifications of this

association for No. 1 R. R. bridge timber. It shall be
accurately framed and erected, properly tightening all bolts

and tie rods.

9. All rods and bolts shall be iron or steel of the qual-
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Reinforced Concrete Water Tank.

ity hereinafter specified for tank hoops. O. G. washers shall

be used under heads and nuts of bolts and tie rods.

10. The tub shall be made of pine, cypress or redwood,
sound, seasoned, out of wind, free from shakes, sap, pitch

pockets or streaks, unsound knots, loose knots, knots in

clusters, and large knots extending through the material.

Small, loose or unsound knots may be bored out if the

holes are thoroughly plugged. Material having knots in

its edges will not be accepted.

11. The bottom of the tub shall be made of 3-in.

planks, S 4 S, and accurately cut and planed to uniform

thickness and width. The ends shall be cut to the true

circle of and shall fill the croze in the staves. Each plank

shall be in one piece without joint or splice. The planks

shall be joined by %-in. by 3-in. wood dowels on 30-in. cen-

ters along each joint. The bottom shall be laid directly on

the floor joists.

12. The staves shall be of uniform width, end to end,

and shall be made of 3-in. planks, S 4 S, with edges ac-

curately planed on radial lines from center of tub. Each
stave shall be in one piece, without joints or splice. The
croze in each stave shall be accurately cut to uniform

dimensions on one circle for all staves. The croze shall be

3 in. in the clear from the end of the stave.

13. The tub hoops shall be half oval, half round, or
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round. They shall preferably be made of wrought-iron.

They may be made of steel.

Wrought-iron shall be made of pure i)U(ldled Iron hav-

ing a tousilo strength of 50,000 lbs. and containing of

Sulphur not more than .02 per cent.

Phosphorus " " " .005 "

Carbon " " " .02

Manganese " " " .00 "

Silicon • .00

Steel shall conform in physical and chemical proper-

ties to the spocificutions of this association for steel bridges.

Each hoop shall be in three equal sections.

14. Each hoop shall be cleaned (preferably at the fac-

tory) of dirt, rust and scale, and in that condition shall

be heated to 300 degrees Fahrenheit and be dipped in pure
asphalt having that temperature which shall be maintained

having a diameter of 25 ft. G in. and cutting the ends of
tiie joists, as shown.

20. On the roof joists, 1-in. by Gin. sheathing shall be
laid solid and shall be cut to a circle having a diameter
of 26 ft., as shown.

21. The roof eave shall be finished by 1-in. lumber and
quarter rounds built on the ends of the joists, as shown.

22. The sheathing shall be covered by metal, bitu-

minous felt or burlap roofing, tar and gravel, asphalt, mas-
tic, or other prepared waterproof roofing, limiting the selec-

tion to brands of proved efficiency. If other than the dome
form of roofing is used, shingles or barn boards may be
used.

23. The manhole in the roof shall be constructed as shown.
24. When required for frostproofing the roof shall be

sealed, as shown. Where ice will not form to an injurious
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during the immersion which shall continue not less than
one minute.

15. Hoops shall have round threaded ends passing
through lugs. The joint used shall be as designed or se-

lected by the engineer. It shall be as strong as the hoop.
16. Hoops shall be of one size with the spacing varied,

limiting the maximum space to 24 in. c. to c. of hoops.
17. Hoops shall be so spaced that, for wrought-iron,

the stress per sq. in. on net section shall not exceed 10,000
lbs., and for steel 12,000 lbs. Threaded hoops shall pref-

erably have upset ends, but a larger hoop giving the re-

quired area under thread without upsetting may be used.
18. The roof shall preferably be built in the form of

a flat dome, as shown, but other forms may be used.
19. Each joist of the dome form shall preferably be in

one piece of full-sized 2-in. lumber, but the longer joists

may be built up to an equivalent section. The top of each
joist shall be cut to a template having a radius of 84.5 ft.,

each end of the joist having a depth of 4 in. The length
of each joist Is determined by its position within the circle

or troublesome degree and sunlight will not cause vegetable
growth in the water, the entire roof and ceiling may be
omitted.

2'5. The frost shaft, extending from the frost pit to

the bottom of the tub, shall be constructed, as shown, en-

closing it by multiple walls of 1-in. by 6-in. lumber, SIS
and 2 E, separated by 2-in. by 4-in. studding on edge or
side. Each wall shall have two courses of lumber separated
by a layer of heavy tar felt. The outside course shall be
tongued and grooved. The number of walls shall be suf-

ficient to prevent water in the enclosed pipe from freezing.

A frostproof door in one side of the shaft shall be con-

structed as designed by the engineer.
Where ice will not form, the entire frostproofing, including

pit, may be omitted.
26. All lumber in the roof and frostproofing shall be

No. 1 common, as rated by the Lumbermen's Association

for the district supplying the material.

27. The tank shall be equipped with a tank snpply

pipe, a water-column supply pipe and an overflow pipe, as
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shown. The first two shall be provided with gate valves.

For a gravity supply the tank supply pipe shall be carried

to the top of the tank and capped by a float valve. The
sizes of the pipe shall be determined by the engineer. No
pipe shall have an inside diameter less than 4 in. All

pipes shall pass through the bottom of the tank by two
standard flanges full bolted with gaskets. For a pressure
gravity supply, a stuffing box in lieu of flanges for the tank
supply pipe may be used if necessary to prevent leakage.

All pipes shall be enclosed in the frost shaft and pit and
. leave the latter below the frost line.

28. In the bottom of the tank outside of the frost

shaft a sludge hole with plug shall be constructed as de-

signed or selected by the engineer.

29. When the tank is finished, the hoops properly
tightened and the wood saturated, the tub shall be water
tight. No foreign material shall be used in making the
joints in the tub.

30. The tank shall be equipped with a gage, indicator

and float as designed or selected by the engineer. The
clearance between the gage board and the tub shall not be
less than 1 in.

31. The ladders shall be constructed, as shown, and
as designed, or selected by the engineer.

32. All exposed woodwork shall be painted with one
priming and two finishing coats, using the company's stand-

ard paint and colors for such work. All wood to be
painted shall be dressed.

Specifications for an Iron or Steel Water Tank.

1. The tank shall be of iron or steel on a foundation,

as shown on the drawings.
2. The capacity of the tank should be within the lim-

its of 50,000 and 100,000 gallons, exclusive of the lower
20 ft. of the tank. The height of the tank from bottom to

top of shell should be within 12 in. of 40 ft. A diameter
of 30 ft. is recommended. On this basis the drawings have
been made. The latter shall be made to meet the require-

ments of the height and diameter selected by the engineer.

3. The tank is designed to deliver water to locomotives
through water columns. The floor of the tank shall not be
lower than the tracks served. If water columns are not
used, the location of the tank and the necessary tank
fixtures shall be such as shall be selected by the company.

4. See specification No. 4 for reinforced concrete tank.

5. The foundation shall consist of a ring of concrete
under the shell of the tank enclosing a broken rock foun-
dation, as shown. Under the broken rock the earth shall

be excavated, back filled and tamped to such depth and in

such manner as may be necessary to secure proper sup-
port.

6. See specification No. 6 for reinforced concrete tank.
7. When wind pressure requires, the tank shall be an-

chored to the foundation by anchor bolts and lugs, as
shown, and as designated or approved by the engineer.

8. The concrete in the foundation of the tank and the
side walls of the valve box shall be a 1-3-5 mix, made and
laid inaccordance with the specifications of this associa-
tion for Portland cement concrete. In the top and bottom
of the valve box the concrete shall be a 1-2-4 mix, made and
laid in accordance with the specifications of this associa-
tion for reinforced Portland cement concrete. The ex-

treme fiber stress on concrete shall not exceed 600 lbs.,

and in steel shall not exceed 12,000 lbs. per sq. in. as given
by the straight line formula.

9. These rods and bolts shall be of steel and in qual-
ity they shall fulfill the requirements of these specifications
for the steel in this tank.

10. See specification No. 10 for reinforced concrete tank.
11. A sludge hole shall be constructed in the side of

the tank at the bottom, as shown, and as designed or ap-
proved by the engineer. This opening shall preferably have
a reinforcing ring and a cover plate, as shown, but other
forms, including cast-iron, may be used.

If the absence of sediment in the water justifies, this
opening may be omitted.

12. The tank roof shall be constructed of metal, in-
cluding manhole, as shown. If necessary to prevent ice
forming to an injurious or troublesome degree over the
water in the tank, a ceiling shall be constructed under the
roof of doubled 1-in. by 6-in. lumber, No. 1 common of the
Lumbermen's Association for the district supplying the ma^
terial, with a layer of heavy tar felt between. This ceiling
shall be nailed to 2-in. by 4-in. nailing strips, bolted to the
top of I-beams carrying the ceiling. The latter shall be
standard beams of proper weight and spacing for the span
and load and shall be carried by the shell of the tank
through standard connections.

Where ice will not form, as specified above, and sun-
light will not cause vegetable growth in the water, the
entire roof and ceiling may be omitted, in which event
finish top of lank shell by a %-in. by 3-in. by 3-in. angle.

13. The ladder shall be constructed, as shown, and as
designed or selected by the engineer. The metal in this
ladder, in quality and manufacture, shall fulfill the re-

quirements of these specifications for the metal in the
tank.

14. Metal Specifications.—The metal in these tanks shall
be wrought-iron or open-hearth steel.

The iron shall be manufactured from pure puddled iron
having a tensile strength of 50,000 lbs. per sq. in. This
iron shall contain of

Sulphur not more than .02 per cent.
Phosphorus " " " .005 "

Carbon " " " .02

Manganese " " " .00 "

Silicon " " " .00-

The steel shall conform in physical and chemical prop-
erties to the specifications of this association for steel
bridges.
The rivets shall be %-in. in diameter.
15. The weight of water shall be assumed to be 63

lbs. Wind pressure, acting in any direction, shall be as-

sumed to be, in pounds, thirty times the product of the
height by two-thirds of the diameter of the tank in feet.

16. Unit stresses shall not exceed the following:
For Iron:

(a) Tension in plates, 10,000 lbs. per sq. in. on net
section.

(b) Shear in plates, 8,500 lbs. per sq. in.

(c) Shear on rivets, 10,000 lbs. per sq. in.

(d) Bearing pressure on field rivets, 18,000 lbs.

per sq. in.

For Steel:
(a) Tension in plates, 12,000 lbs. per sq. in. on

net section.

(b) Shear in plates, 10,000 lbs. per sq. in.

(c) Shear on rivets, 10,000 lbs. per sq. in.

(d) Bearing pressure on field rivets, 18,000 lbs.

per sq. in.

17. Plates forming the shell of the tank shall be cylin-

drical and of different diameters, in and out, from course
to course.

18. All workmanship shall be first-class. All plates

shall be beveled on all edges for caulking after being
punched. The punching shall be from the surface to be in

contact. The plates shall be formed cold to exact form
after punching and beveling. All rivet holes shall be ac-

curately spaced. Drift pins shall be used only for bringing
the parts together. They shall not be driven with enough
force to deform the metal about the holes. Power riveting

and caulking should be used. A heavy yoke or pneumatic
bucket shall be used for power-driven rivets. Riveting
shall draw the joints to full and tight bearing.

19. The tank shall be made water tight by caulking

only. No foreign substance shall be used in the joints.

The caulking shall preferably be done on the inside of tank
and joints only. No form of caulking tool or work that

injures the abutting plate shall be used.

20. The minimum thickness of plates in the cylindrical

part of tank shall be i/i-in. and in the bottoms ^-in.

21. Lap joints shall be used for all horizontal joints

and for vertical joints in plates not more than %-in. thick.

AVith thicker plates, double butt joints, with inside and
outside straps, shall generally be used. The edge of the

plate in contact at the intersection of horizontal and ver-

tical lap joints shall be drawn out to a uniform taper and
thin edge.

22. The diameter of rivet holes shall be ^ in. larger

than the diameter of the rivets used. The punching shall

conform to the specifications of this association for such

work on steel bridges. A close pitch, with due regard for

thickness of plate and balanced stress between tension on
plates and shear on rivets, is desirable for caulking.

23. The tank shall be equipped with a gage indicator

and float, according to the design or selection of the engi-

neer.
24. After being completely erected, caulked and cleaned of

dirt, rust and scale, all exposed metal work shall be painted

or treated with such coat or coats of paint or metal preserva-

tive as shall be selected by the railway company.
The report is signed by C. L. Ransom (C. & N. W.),

chairman; Robert Ferriday (C. C. C. & St. L.), vice-chair-

man; James Burke (Erie); J. L. Campbell (E. P. & S. W.);
H. M. Church (B. & O. S. W.) ; G. H. Herrold (C. G. W.)

;

E. G. Lane (B. & O.) ; A. Mordecai, consulting engineer;
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C. A. Morse (A. T. & S. F.); VV. A. I'iuUcm- (St. Jos. & Cld.

Is.); Ji. P. Hossit*'!-, Ha/olwood, Pa.; A. 1). ScluMiiuMiiorn (Uu.
Pac).

Discussion on Water Service.

(Tho siHictary thru read I'ar. 2, 3, 4 and &.)

.1. I.. Caiuiiholl (\<:. \\ S. W.): I would suggest that it

would 1)0 better if we would transpose the i)hrase in

paragraph r>, nialviiig it read: "Necessary anchorage to
the foundation shall l)(> |)rovided.''

The President: If there is no objection, that will be
done.

J. I'. Snow (H. &. M.): I object to having the concrete
so definitely specified in paragraph 7. The foundations
might be nuide of stone masonry and be nuide all right.

It says, "the piers and frost pit shall be of concrete." I

think that is a bad word to put in the manual in that
connection.

The President: The committee will accept Mr. Snow's
suggestion, and will change that to "masonry."

Mv. Stephens: I think that the comma after "small" in
paragraph 10 should be eliminated, so that it would read,
"small loose or unsound knots."

]\lr. Campbell: It is the intention of these specifications
to distinguish betweeu small knots and loose knots.
H. A. Lloyd (Erie): It seems to me the specification

for the kind of wood is a little too general. The family
of pine is very large, and in using Norway pine you might
get bad results.

Mr. Campbell: In the word "pine" the committee in-
tended to include any wood that would properly come un-
der that general class of timber, which would include
yellow pine, white pine, douglas fir, and possibly other
classes of pine that would be entirely suitable.

G. D. Brooke (B. & O.) : I hardly think it is the in-
tention of the committee that a large loose knot should
be bored out and the hole plugged.
W. H. Courtenay (L. & N.) : It seems to me it would

be better to omit the comma.
The President: The committee will accept that.
C. H. Stein (C. of N. J.): In reference to the first line

of the paragraph, there should be something more spe-
cific in regard to the kind of pine. If we place a specifica-
tion like this in the hands of the contractor, he might
make a tank out of some species of pine which is very
objectionable, and I would like to ask, for information,
whether any kind of cypress would be suitable for a
water tank?
Mr. Ranson: Quite a number of southern firms are

making tanks out of cypress and many southern roads are
using them.

Mr. Ranson: The committee would be glad to have sug-
gestions as to changing this reading to make it plainer.

A. K. Shurtieff (C. R. I. & P.): My suggestion is that
this be left blank, to be filled in by the company selecting
the wood they desire the tank to be made of. The specifi-
cation should be specific.

Mr. Campbell: This committee last year brought in a
specification for tanks full of blanks, and the association
wanted the blanks filled in. The idea in the preparation
of these specifications was to cover the quality of the
wood—to make it as general as the committee thought
permissible, and then specify the quality. It is true that
"pine" would admit any kind of pine, but the specification,
says it should be sound and seasoned. I believe it is the
opinion of the committee that any sound and seasoned
wood would be durable, provided it was kept saturated.

A. F. Robinson (Santa Fe) : I would like to suggest that
you make that first line read "the tub shall be made of
suitable pine" or "the tub shall be made of acceptable
pine."

The President: The committee will accept that.
Mr. Loweth: I should like cedar put in there for the

staves and fir for the bottom.
The President: The committee will accept that.

Mr. Campbell: I suggest we add to the sentence in
paragraph 11, in regard to the length of plank, these words,
"for all tanks having a diameter not greater than 24 feet."

The President: The committee will accept that sugges-
tion.

The chairman suggests that tlie word "each" be substituted
for the word "the" in the first line of paragraph 12.

Walter Loring Webb: I notice that the stave shall be
of uniform width end to end, etc. That practically limits
these tubs to the cylindrical style rather than the conical.

Is it the intention to cut out the use of conical tubs?
Mr. Ranson: Yes.

Mr. Webb: Is that not a distinct departure from com-
mon i)ractl<e?

Mr. Hanson: It is a departure from common jjractice
of twenty years ago, but not a dei)arture from modern
practice.

O. K. Selby (C. C. C. &. Si. L.) : 1 see nothing in the
s)>ecifi('ation to limit the width of the staves. The tendency
of the manufacturers is to make the staves as wide as
they consistently can, because It makes the job cheaper,
and I suggest that the limiting width of ten inches be
inserted.

Mr. Ranson: I think there is not much trouble to be
anticipated on that score as it is difficult to get lumber
of this quality that is wider than 8 inches.

Mr. Selby: We have found there is likely to be diffi-

culty where the width is not limited, as the manufacturers
will put in staves up to 10 and 11 inches wide, and they
do not give satisfactory services. It is not hard to get
timber of the quality demanded in fir and yellow pine, and
in cypress, up to widths of 12 inches or more.

I\lr. Robinson: There is an increased cost per thousand
feet, board measure, for timber over 10 inches wide, and
I do not think we need to worry about the manufacturers
putting in many 12-inch planks, when they can use 10 inch,
at $2 per thousand feet, board measure, less cost.

C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C. & H.) : While it may be true
that the conical tub is a thing of the past, many railways
are still using them, and as a conical tub has the merit of
taking advantage of the force of gravity in keeping the
hoops from falling off entirely in the event of shrinkage,
I would like to endorse the conical tub.

W. M. Camp: The same question was up before the
American Railway Bridge & Building Association last Oc-
tober, and the sentiment expressed in the discussion there
seemed to conform to the committee's report, that cylin-
drical tubs are now preferable, since adjustable hoops
have come into service. In former years, when solid
hoops were used and had to be driven down, of course
it was desirable to have the conical shape of tub.

(The secretary read Section 13, Tub Hoops.)
Mr. Brooke: I suggest that the last paragraph of Sec-

tion 13, reading, "Each hoop shall be in three equal sec-

tions," be combined with the first paragraph, which would
then read: "The tub hoops shall be half-oval, half-round,
or round, and shall be in three equal sections."

Mr. Campbell: There has been some question raised as
to the advisability of having three joints in the hoop. I

suggest we change it to read: "Each hoop shall be in

not more than three sections," and we will accept the
suggestion and change the reading.

Mr. Courtenay: If this association is to go on record
as abandoning the flat hoop, I think it would be desir-

able to go the whole length, to the round hoop. I am
not able to see the advantage of a half oval or half round
hoop as against a round hoop. The round has the simpler
form of the three, it is generally easier to get, and I am
unable to see any advantage which the half round has
over the round. I think to some extent the half round
would offer some of the disadvantages of the flat hoop;
that is, it would rust speedily on the flat side in contact
with the tub. That has been the overwhelming objection

to the flat hoop. I have known of many cases of failures

of the flat hoop, where the outside of the hoop appeared
to be sound. If we are to change to some form of approx-
imately round, it seems to me it would be better to adopt
the round and leave out the half oval and half round.

Mr. Campbell: There is the objection to making one
specification for round hoop that shall limit the recom-
mendation to one thing. The committee believes the half

oval or half round hoop is a decided improvement over
the flat hoop, on account of the greater concentration of

the metal and smaller surface exposed to corrosion, and
in the preparation of the specifications the committee
endeavored to avoid mentioning any one specific article,

where we could avoid doing so, particularly where other
equally good forms could be included.

Mr. Snow: I seriously object to limiting this to a round
hoop on account of the trouble arising from dust and dirt

collecting above the round hoop, and moisture on the out-

side of the stave. It might be supposed that you could

keep the hoop filled with paint, but the hoop will drop
away from the paint and you will have a groove there and
it will rot the stave.

Mr. Lindsay: Is there anything about the round hoop
or oval hoop that requires three adjusting points? We
have been able to maintain tanks successfully and econom-
ically with one adjustment, both on round hoops and flat

hoops.
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Mr. Ranson: The only object in having a large number
of joints is that we believe the tension can be more evenly
distributed on the staves, giving a tighter and better tank.

Mr. Kittredge: I do not like to see flat hoops ruled
out altogether. It is entirely possible that by getting a
proper quality of metal, either pure iron or something
that approaches it, we can get flat hoops that will give

us good service. These specifications should be broad
and cover all good practice. I thoroughly agree that if the
hoop is made of steel, the flat hoops would probably better

be ruled out, but I don't like to see them ruled out under
all conditions.

Mr. Smith: I would like to know if any members of

the association have had experience in the use of flat

hoops of a suflficient thickness to indicate what would
happen if a thick hoop were used. It seems to me the
flat hoops have been condemned on account of failures

that have occurred in hoops % in. and 3-16 in. thick.

Mr. Courtenay: We have used square hoops. One ob-

jection to a square hoop is that in putting it on it is hard
to keep it from turning, so that one of the corners cuts
into the wood. We have a round hoop on a tank that

has been in since 1886. Our experience has been that
staves do not rot any more quickly when in contact with
round hoops than at other places. It is a bad proposition

to make a good joint with a wide, thin, flat hoop. I

have had tests made with several forms of friction joints

in different ways, and none of them that we have tested
will develop the strength of the hoop. It is an easy matter
to make a good connection with a round hoop.

Mr. Ranson: The committee would like to quote from
correspondence with the inspection department of the As-
sociated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies, who
have made a specification, for wooden tanks for use on
tops of buildings in connection with fire protection.

"The strength of a tank depends chiefly on its hoops.
Experience shows that flat hoops, especially those of steel,

rust from the back side, where they bear against the
staves, and serious accidents have happened by hoops
bursting on account of this unobserved corrosion. Some-
times galvanizing or painting is depended upon to prevent
rusting, but there is always the possibility that spots of
the protective coating will be knocked off in handling,
and one spot left unprotected may result in the failure

of the hoop. Round hoops are, therefore, advised for all

tanks, since, for a given cross section of metal, these hoops
have the advantage of presenting the least surface to cor-

rosion. Nearly the whole surface can, moreover, be exam-
ined or painted while the hoops are in place. In setting
up a tank with round hoops there is little probability of
tightening the hoops to such an extent that when the tank
swells the hoops will burst; for the round hoops will

simply indent the wood more as the tank swells, and
the strain in the hoops is not likely to be increased to
the breaking point."

Mr. Kittredge: I move that this article be so modifled
that it will permit the use of flat hoops.

Mr. Selby: Our road has had experience with flat hoops
about twice the thickness of the average manufacturer's
standard, running from % in. to % in. and in width from
4 in. up to 6. Of course these hoops are stronger, and
last longer, resist corrosion longer than the thin hoops
ordinarily used, but we have abandoned them for round
hoops. Mr. Kittredge suggests that the objection to flat

hoops may be overcome by the use of some rust resisting
material, ingot iron or some material of that kind. The
rapid corrosion is only one of the objections to flat hoops;
the other is the difficulty in making proper connection with
the lug and the unsatisfactory performance of the connec-
tions after they are installed. There is a tendency to
pull the hoop away from the tub at the heel of the lug.
The connection to the lug is necessarily eccentric, and the
pull on the draw bolts tends to pull the hoop away and
bend it immediately at the heel of the lug. This makes
a weak point in the hoop, and makes a point where decay
can start in the staves under the hoop.

Mr. Kittredge: I objected to flat hoops exclusively a
year or two ago, and I object just as much to-day to the
round hoops or oval hoops exclusively. I am in favor of
round hoops, but I do not want to see specifications of
this association leave out flat hoops. I am sure the design
and structure of a flat hoop can be so worked out that
it will be efficacious. I have known flat hoops to last the
life of a tank. If the flat hoops are included the clause
which says they may be made of steel will probably have
to be modified, as well as the remarks about the fiat

hoops. There is a large number of flat hoops in use in

this country, and we don't want it to be understood that
there are no good flat hoops.

Mr. Stephens: I have known flat hoops three-eighths
inch thick protected by two coats of red lead and placed
on the painted surface of the tub, to be corroded through
and burst off in less than eight years.

F. H. Falkinburg (B. & O.) : We have found that using
the round hoops, the space at the bottom of the tub, be-
tween the hoops, being greater than the width of the
hoops, it is possible to renew the hoops on an old tank
by beginning at the bottom, which cannot be done where
flat hoops are used, because flat hoops are wider than the
spaces between them.

Mr. McDonald: I think the province and object of our
association is to find out what is the best thing. Although
I recall an instance of a red cedar tub with flat hoops that
has stood forty years, I recall a great many other in-

stances where flat hoops have failed that have been on
only seven or eight years, and I think we ought to go
on record as favoring round hoops.

Mr. Loweth: Although it is the practice of the St. Paul
road, and has been for some time, to use round hoops,
I think we ought not commit ourselves to one line of
action. The committee has done its work with a great
deal of painstaking care, and has turned in an admirable
report, but I think in a measure we are putting the cart
before the horse. It would be much better, I think, if

this committee—and I use "this committee" as an illustra-

tion of a genral propositon—had come in with a report
giving the reasons for and against these various things
that are stated in these specifications, and this convention
could very profitably have considered such a report. Let
us have all the information in favor of the flat hoop, in

favor of the other kinds of hoop, in favor of iron hoops,
in favor of steel hoops, and all the other details that enter
into a tank, and after that has been threshed out, per-
haps we can agree on a specification. We have a great
deal of discussion now because the committee asks—and
properly, in view of our past practice—that these specifications

be adopted. While it brings in a great deal of valuable
discussion, it would be much better if these specifications
were accepted as information. It seems to me this body
of men can be relied on, if the information is furnished, to
make their own specifications. We spend a great deal
of time haggling over specifications that each one of us
can settle for ourselves. Our committee work is largely in

the nature of getting information, compiling it and get-
ting data and the experience of others, and not in formu-
lating hard and fast specifications. I think our work should
stand for a great deal more than that.

The motion to include flat hoops was put to a vote and
was defeated.

Mr. Snow: Will the committee agree to omit the specifi-

cations for iron? It is impossible to obtain this except from
one or two concerns.

Mr. Ranson:,The committee is not willing to accept that,

as iron of this character can be purchased at the present
time.

Mr. Courtenay: As a matter of information, I would
like the committee to inform the association who does
manufacture this quality of iron.

Mr. Ranson: The American Rolling Mill Company, Mid-
dletown, Ohio.

Mr. Tinker: I would like to say that there are a great
many mills in the country that manufacture that quality

of iron.

Mr. Campbell: It seems as if it were entirely practicable

to produce this quality of iron, and if the association calls

for that quality of iron, we will get it. I fail to see the
force of the objection to including this specification for

iron in these specifications, provided the specification itself

is all right.

l\Ir. Brooke: I would like to state that the Baltimore
& Ohio purchased a number of tanks last spring and had
no great difl^culty in getting wrought iron hoops.

Mr. Loweth : Why is asphaltum better than paint for

coating tank hoops? It is harder to get and much harder
te apply, according to this specification. I am not satisfied

that it will preserve the hoop any longer.

Mr. Campbell: Probably the specification might be im-

proved in that particular. I believe the committee is not
wedded to asi)haltura. I think coal tar might be all right,

and there are paints which might be good substitutes for

the material specified here.

Mr. Coburn: Speaking about pure asphaltum, the nomen
clature of asphalt is a rather indefinite matter. Pure as-

phalt, as I understand it, is an asphalt with a considerable
portion of oil. That is rather misleading.
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Mr. Hanson: 'J'ho commit too would !icc'ei)t the sugges-
tion and add a sentence to the paraKiuph saying "or sucli

othor coating as the engineer shall approve." leaving It

open to coat the hoop in any manner the engineer sees fit.

Mr. Loweth: If paint is added last, it would seem
that asphalt coating is preferred to paint. We have a
good many steel and iron structures that are painted, and
if paint is good for tliose, why is not i)aint good for iron

hoops on a tank? We don't want paint last, as though
it were something we might use, but ought to use the
other.

Mr. Campbell: It has been my experience that the coat-

ing that adheres most closely to the iron is the coating
that Is placed there when both the material and the iron

are hot. By heating the steel and immersing it in a
bath of asphalt it gives a coating that adheres tenaciously
to the material, and in that way I believe it is much
superior to applying cold paint to cold iron.

Mr. Steffens: In case of bridge iron or other structures,

the surfaces are accessible very largely. The back of a
hoop is inaccessible and protected from the air. The mois-
ture conditions, and the hoop that is in contact with the
wood, which is to a large extent porous, must eventually
break down the oxygen from the linseed oil. The asphal-

tum recommended by the committee has been known to
stand, under such circumstances, over forty years. I hope
the recommendation of the committee will stand as to the

asphaltum coating and that we will not permit the linseed

oil paints to be introduced.
The President: The amendment to the clause is the

insertion of the words, "or such other coating as the
engineer shall approve."
Mr. Loweth: Will it be implied that any other coating

will have to be applied to the hoop by dipping or im-
mersion? There are two requirements in the specification.

One is that coating shall be asphalt and the other is that

it shall be applied by dipping into a hot mixture. What
you add should not require it to be dipped in paint, but
permit paint to be applied with a brush.

The President: The committee will accept that sugges-
tion and insert the words, "the application of such other
coating." The clause will then read: "Each hoop shall

be cleaned (preferably at the factory) of dirt, rust and
scale, and in that condition shall be heated to 300 degrees
Fahrenheit, and be dipped in pure asphalt, or the applica-

tion of such other coating as the engineer shall approve."
The clause will be amended in that form.

Mr. Smith: Clause 13 says, "the tub hoops shall be half-

oval or half-round," and Clause 15 says, "they shall have
round thread ends." How does the committee propose to

make the transition from the half-oval to half-round ends?
It will conflict with our steel bridge specifications, which
do not permit steel welding, if the hoops are of steel and
the joint is welded.

Mr. Ranson: Paragraph 15 should be changed to read,

"round hoops shall have round thread ends, passing
through Jugs. The joints used on half-round hoops and
all others shall be as designed or selected by the engineer."

(The secretary then read Par. 17.)

Mr. Loweth: Why is it preferable to require upset ends
in paragraph 17?

Mr. Campbell: An unnecessary amount of metal would
be used if the ends were not upset. The strength of the
rod would be limited by the strength of the metai under
the thread, and these hoops are quite long. It makes a
very material difference in the weight of the metal.

Mr. Loweth: At the same time I contend that for these
small rods, the upsetting would cost more than the extra
metal.
Mr. Campbell: The specifications say the rods should

be preferably upset, but it was left to the individuals of

the association to use either one.
Mr. Loweth: I move that we omit the last two lines

of article 17.

The President: The last two lines will be omitted.
Mr. Lindsay: I would like to know what particular vir-

tue the dome roof has. It does not appeal to me from
an esthetic standpoint, and I cannot see any economy in

it. It is difficult to make and difficult to maintain.
Mr. Campbell: The committee believes that the form

of roof shown is simple and economical, as much so as
any other form of roof, and probably more easily con-
structed than the more ordinary forms of roof. The spe-

cifications leave the description of the form of roof op-
tional.

Mr. Lindsay: Will the committee substitute the word
"will" for "shall" in the first line?

The President: That is acceptable to the committee.

Mr. J.,owctli: 1 agree that tliis form of roof is (luito

satisla(;tory. I think it will look well, and cost but a
trifle more than the ordinary cone roof, but I would like

to know why wo should say the dome roof is preferable
to anything else. I move that the word "preferable" be
stricken out.

The President: The committee suggests the use of the
word "may" instead of "shall."

Mr. Shurtleff: It seems to me that instead of going into

spccilications, our specifications are going into designs
which will be covered by plans. I move that the para-
graph be stricken out entirely and that a new paragraph
be provided specifying that the roof shall be according to

standard plans, which will cover the details, but the plans
should not be specified in the specifications.

Mr. Campbell: On that basis we could make our speci-

fications very short. We could simply say: "The tanks
should be built according to the plans."

Mr. Loweth: Has the committee any information as to

the number of railways that have built this form of roof?
The committee comes and asks the association to adopt
specifications in which it is stated that this type of roof

is preferable. I do not know of any considerable number
of roads anywhere that have been using this type of roof.

Mr. Ranson: Two years ago we attempted to get stand-
ard plans of tanks from the railways of the country. We
received many answers to our inquiry, which indicated
that the bulk of the railways apparently have considered
the question of tank design a secondary matter, and paid
very little attention to it.

Robert Ferriday: If the consensus of opinion in the
association is that this form is not desirable, we would
like some pretty full discussion, so that some form may be
decided on in the convention here, that could be shown
in our plans.

Hunter McDonald: I believe we have reached a point

in the conduct of the affairs of this association when we
should lay down a principle on which our work should
be prepared in the future. Every time plans are presented
there is continual objection, and we have never succeeded
in introducing a set of plans into our manual. If we
are making a mistake in instructing our committees to

bring in definite specifications and recommendations, then
the association, should so express itself. Last year, when
this question came up, the committee presented detailed
specifications, and the criticism was that they were not in

sufficient detail, and it was instructed to again take up
the subject and bring in specific recommendations. The
committee has followed the instructions in the report it

has presented at this convention. If this is wrong practice,

our committees in the future, it seems to me, should be
instructed to bring in only the underlying principles and
leave the sketches out. I believe our convention should
express itself on that theory so that our work may be
properly arranged for the future, and we may not be called

upon to consume the time of the convention in discussing
this question of design, which is constantly meeting with
opposition on account of varying standards on the dif-

ferent roads.

The President: Mr. McDonald's remarks are very op-

portune. I believe it is the province of the board of direc-

tion to lay down in its instructions to the committees some
specific rules of procedure.

J. B. Jenkins (B. & O.): It seems to me it might be
well for this convention to request the board of direction

to draw up a preamble or preface to our manual, which
would state in effect that the practice recommended in the
manual is considered good practice, but that it does not
exclude any other methods or plans or specifications which
may arrive at the desired result.

The President: For the information of the association,

I will state that the board has practically agreed on such
a rule, which will appeal in the new manual.
The motion to strike out clause 18 was put to vote and

lost.

The President: Paragraph 18 will be amended to read:

"the roof may be built," etc. It will be necessary then to

amend 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 to conform to 18. These para-

graphs will be referred to the committee for amendments.
Mr. Lindsay: Does paragraph 25 confine us to the par-

ticular type of frost proofing described? There are other
forms much more economical in material and as satisfac-

tory.

P. C. Newbegin: I do not think this frost proofing as

shown, would answer for a very cold climate. Up in north-

eastern Maine, we have temperatures down to 40 degrees
below zero, and the only way we found we can keep our
tanks free from ice, is to enclose the entire bottom of the
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tank and put in a stove, and run a pipe from the stove

through the water in the tank and keep a fire continually

in, the stove.

Mr. i^loyd: I was brought up in the northwest, where
they have as cold weather as in Maine, and we arranged
our frost proofing in the same way as outlined in the re-

port. We did not find it necessary to have a stove.

Mr. Loweth: I ask the committee if it is always neces-

sary to have the water supply pipes and the discharge
pipes separate? There are many cases where the two can

, be combined in one. This design, is prefaced with the
statement that the tank is designed to deliver water to

locomotive through water columns. I think the practice is

to separate the two pipes.

Mr. Lindsay: Our experience recently has been that the
floating valve can be very much improved by the use of

an automatic valve in the frost pit. The floating valve in

places where you are troubled with considerable ice, is

very often frozen up, and does not indicate the continuity
of the supply. While I judge the specification does not pro-

hibit the use of such a device, I call it to the attention of

the association. There is also an improvement that can be
made in the elbow in the frost pit, at the base of the sup-

ply pipe, where the supply pipe rises to supply the tank.

If this is made a T instead of an elbow, and provided with
a plug, the sediment which gathers at the foot of the
supply pipe, and interferes with the supply can be blown
out.

Mr. Loweth: I wish to take exception to the chairman's
statement that the best practice involves the use of two
pipes. That is not always true. There are times when
money is saved by putting in one pipe, and letting it serve
both purposes.

Mr. Lindsay: Referring to paragraph 28, a sludge hole
in the bottom of the tank is a very dirty and uneconomical
arrangement. When you open the hole and let the sludge
out, it goes all over the substructure, and you must wash,
or repaint it. There should be a pipe from the sludge hole
to a suitable point on the ground. I think the sludge
hole should be equipped with a better device than a plug
of wood. There should be a recessed cast iron cap that
could be put on the hole and tightened down so as to pre-

vent leakage.
Mr. Lindsay: The definitions in paragraph 33, should ap-

pear in paragraph 1.

The President: The committee accepts the suggestion.
Mr. Wendt: The association is now twelve years old and

there is a very sharp difference of opinion as to whether a
manual should be published or not. There is also a very de-

cided difference of opinion as to what should enter into the
manual. I believe we have reached a point where the manual
should contain less subject matter. The original purpose in

publishing a manual probably has never been stated. I do
not know what that original purpose was, except as we find

on the index page of the manual, but it is my personal opinion
that the greatest value of the manual should lie in the fact
that it contains these general specifications, which will enable
railways to obtain competition in the purchase of materials.
It should contain well defined principles which could be fol-

lowed by engineers generally.
It may or may not be desirable to introduce standard plans

in the manual, but I think it is quite out of the question to

introduce into the manual standard designs of structures. We
have reached the point where it would be fair to lay down the
general principles that committees may well prepare standard
plans, not with the object of having them adopted as parts of

the manual, but for the purpose of having them approved as
information, as to best designs suitable to definitely pre-

scribed conditions. I move that the report of this committee
on specifications for wooden water tanks be received as in-

formation.
The motion was carried.
After some discussion as to the time available for consid-

ering the report of the committee, a motion that the report be
received as information was carried.

WOOD PRESERVATION.

The following sub-committees were appointed:
Revision of Manual: Octave Chanute, chairman; V. K.

Hendricks, G. M. Davidson, Walter Buehler.
On Specifications for New Processes: V. K. Hendricks,

chairman ; A. L. Kuehn, E. H. Bowser, G. E. Rex, W. Buehler,
E. Stimson, H. F. Weiss.
On Grouping: H. F. Weiss, chairman; Octave Chanute,

E. A. Sterling, A. L. Kuehn.
On Specifications for Timber and Piling: Hermann Von

Schrenk, chairman; L. Bush, W. H. Courtenay, W. K. Hatt.

On Statistics: Octave Chanute, chairman; W. H. Courte-
nay, E. A. Sterling.

On Track Scales for Weighing Ties: Hermann Von
Schrenk, chairman; Earl Stimson.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

Certain changes have been recommended in the specifica-
tions for creosote oil, which are summarized as follows:
Paragraph 1. The definition of creosote oil restricts its

origin to coal tar, and allows an admixture of refined coal
tar to the creosote oil.

Paragraph 2. Fixes the per cent, of insoluble matter at
2 per cent. This is necessary to control the amount of free
carbon in the oil when coal tar is added thereto.
Paragraph 3. Places an upper limit of 1.10 on the

specific gravity. This limit is placed arbitrarily, for as the
gravity of oil for paving blocks has been fixed at from
1.10 to 1.15, it would seem that the oil for treatment of
ties and timbers should not have any higher gravity than the
paving block oil.

In paragraph 5 it is specified that the fraction between 210°
and 255° C. shall deposit naphthalene salts on cooling, and the
fraction between 315° and 355° C. shall yield solids on cool-
ing. The demand that the oil shall not show any evidence
of decomposition as indicated by the presence of dense
white fumes in the condenser is intended to guard against
adulteration from water-gas tar.

The committee recommends an additional paragraph to
the recommended practice providing for accurate tests of

W. K. Hatt.

Chairman, Committee on Wood Preservation.

the life of ties, in an especially selected and carefully in-

spected test track. While it is thought that the use of the

dating nail in each tie is justified by its educative value to

trackmen and others, yet the accurate determination of the

relative life of ties, and their behavior under service, de-

mands a more careful supervision at the hands of trained

assistants than is possible under the present system.

The sub-committee for piles and timber to be treated

proposes an addition to recommended practice providing for

the framing of timbers before treatment.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR NEW PROCESSES.

The sub-committee on specifications for new processes

reports that it is impracticable to write specifications for

patented processes. They have, therefore, obtained from
the persons in control of such processes an accurate de-

scription of the method of conducting them.

GROUPING.

The sub-committee on grouping presents a progress re-

port.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR PILES AND TIMBER TO BE TREATED.

The sub-committee presents a draft of such specifications

for discussion. The present standard specifications of the

association have been followed, as far as possible, except

that sap restrictions have been removed. With the en-

deavor to call the attention of the mill men to the desire

of the consumer to obtain material with a large amount of
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sap, ratluM- tliaii all lu>ar( i)iiH08, the statement is made in

the spccillcations that sa]) wood Is to be preferred. Tlie

reasonable exception is that this (;hange would operate

to reduce the eost of material.

TRACK SCALES FOR WEIGHING TIES.

The speclflc^ations adopted last year for tie tr(>atnient

provided for the occa.sional weighing of buggy loads, in

and out of the cylinder. The subject of track scales has
been investigated by the sub-conunittee, which finds that

track scales for weighing ties are now being used occa-

sionally in treating plants in this country and quite gener-

ally in Europe. It recommends that a track scale be in-

stalled at every treating plant wherever possible.

STRENGTH OF TIES TREATED WITH CRUDE OIL.

Last year's report on Strength of Treated Timber men-
tioned certain tests of ties treated with crude oil. Subse-
quent tests on the same ties show that the temporary soft-

ening of the surface had disappeared upon exposure, but
that the reduction of the spike-holding power in the treated
ties still remains.

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF TREATED TIES.

The committee presented the results of investigation of

the passage of electrical current through treated and un-
treated ties of various species.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) That the revised specifications for creosote oil be
adopted for publication in the Manual.

(2) That the two paragraphs recommending the selec-

tion of a section of track for testing the life of ties, and
recommending the framing of timbers before treatment be
added to the recommended practice of the association.
The report is signed by: W. K. Hatt, Purdue University,

chairman; W. H. Courtenay, L. & N., vice-chairman; E. H.
Bowser, I. C; Walter Buehler, Kettle River Company; Lin-
coln Bush, Consulting Engineer; G. M. Davidson, C. &
N. W.; George E. Rex. A. T. & S. F.; V. K. Hendricks, St.

L. & S. F. ; A. L. Kuehn, American Creosoting Company;
E. A. Sterling, Pennsylvania; Earl Stimson, B. & O.; Hermann
von Schrenk, R. L; Howard F. Weiss, United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, committee.

APPENDIX H.

The Electrical Resistance of Timber as Affected by Treat-
ment with Preservatives.

An investigation to determine the resistance of ties as
affected by treatment with preservatives was made by Mr.
J. T. Butterfield, of the School of Electrical Engineering
at Purdue University, in the spring of 1910.

The material available for the tests consisted of four ship-
ments of ties. The specimens tested vary in size from half
a tie to a small section cut from half a tie.

The resistance was measured by the method commonly
used for measuring the insulation resistance of electrical
machinery, namely, by means of a direct current volt-

meter of known resistance. This method was applied in
two ways: (1) The contact surface for flow of current in

the ties was a sawn surface as nearly plane as possible.
Contact pressure of 250 lbs. per sq. in. was applied in a
Riehle testing machine by means of sheet-iron pans, placed
one above the other and filled between with dry sand, by
which constant surface resistance was obtained. (2) After
some of the fundamental laws were investigated, the resist-

ance of the various ties was compared by measuring the cur-
rent flowing between two spikes driven 20 in. apart in the
face of each tie. Then the relation of these latter tests,

between the two spikes, to the conditions obtaining in a
full tie with rails spiked thereto was investigated.

In beginning the tests the principal elements which cause
the resistance to vary were determined and investigated in

the following order:

(1) Amount of moisture present. (2) Kind of wood. (3)
Treatment. (4) Direction of grain. (5) Contact pressure.
(6) Temperature. (7) Amount and time of current flowing.

(8) Dimensions of specimen.
The results obtained tend to establish the following con-

clusions:

Timber is ordinarily classed with the non-conductors.
When dry and well seasoned, it has a very high dielectric
strength and practically infinite resistance. When green or
moist, however, timber becomes a kind of electrolytic con-
ductor of comparatively low resistance. The treatment
with zinc preservatives has the simple effect of producing

in the wood a stronger electrolyte and hence a better con-
ductor of current.

(1) The resistance of timber varies directly with the
length and inversely with the cross section.

(2) The resistance of timber varies almost inversely

with the amount of moisture present, between the limits of
If) and 50 per cent.

i'.i) The resistance of timber is lowest when measured
along the grain, and highest when measured tangentialiy
to the growth rings.

(4) When treated with a soluble salt such as zinc chlo-

ride, the resistance varies approximately inversely as the
amount of the salt present.

(5) Treatment with such a soluble salt does not change
the behavior of the resistance with respect to the per cent,

moisture present. Only the amount of the resistance la

changed.

(6) The resistance of timber varies almost inversely
with the temperature between the limits of zero and 30
degrees Centigrade.

(7) The resistance of non-porous woods, such as the
pines, is higher than that of porous woods, such as the
oaks and red gum.

(8) Treatment of timber by different creosote processes
does not greatly change the natural resistance of the tim-
ber.

(9) Finally, all the data taken go to establish the view
that the conductivity of wood is due primarily to the pres-

ence in the pores of an electrolyte formed by an aqueous
solution of the salts found in the natural timber, or of
these salts and others artificially introduced.

Assuming the worst condition for leakage covered by the
test, i. e., red oak ties treated with zinc chloride laid in

wet ballast and wath wet rail bearings, the resistance be-

tween the rails of a block one mile in length would ap-
proximate 30 ohms. This would permit a leakage current
of .05 ampere to flow with the battery voltage of 1.5 volts.

The leakage loss would, therefore, be .075 watt, or about
30 per cent, of the power required to operate the relay.

This should not seriously interfere with the operation of
signals, as leakages up to 60 per cent, exist without such
serious interference.

It is to be regretted that determinations of resistance
were not made with wet ties or with ties and rails partially

immersed in water, as is sometimes the case in practice,

for it is believed that under sucli conditions the leakage
current would probably be sufficiently large to interfere

with the successful operation of relays.

As a final conclusion, it should be noted that since the
above results show only a reduction in resistance of a tie

of from 26 to 53 per cent, when treated with zinc chloride,

depending upon the percentage of moisture, while a change
of resistance by the ratio of 25 to 1 may be effected by
varying the kind of wood, a change of 33 to 1 by varying
the pressure upon the tie sufficiently, and of 3.7 to 1 by
temperature changes, it 'follows that the treatment of ties

with preservatives should not interfere with the operation
of signal circuits, except possibly in exceptional cases in

which the resistance of the leakage paths is abnormally low
from other causes.

Discussion on Wood Preservation.

Mr. Courtenay: The committee requests that no considera-

tion be given to conclusion (1), 'That the revised specification

for creosote oil be adopted for publication in the manual,"
and that the association refer that conclusion back to the
committee for future consideration. The committee would
also desire to withdraw from the consideration of the asso-

ciation Appendix A.

The President: The committee is willing under conclusion

(2) that the recommendation with reference to the selection

of track for testing the life of ties be submitted to the board
of direction for its action. The recommendation of the com-
mittee in conclusion No. 2 that the framing of timbers before

treatment be added to the recommended practice of the asso-

ciation is open for discussion.

C. E. Smith (Mo. Pac.) : It is not practicable in all cases

to frame the timbers, including the boring of holes, before

treatment. Take, for example, a cap on a pile. It would not

be practicable to bore the hole in connection with the sway
brace before it was put on. It would not be practicable to

bore the holes for the chord bolt through the stringers. I

think the committee should specify a treatment for such tim-

ber as must be worked in the field after the timbers have been

treated.

Mr. Courtenay: The only thing that can be done is to mop
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such surfaces with creosote oil, which is a very simple
process.

Mr. McDonald: Where it is necessary to bore holes in

timber after they have been treated, if the holes are vertical,

they should be plugged, and filled with creosote, and the cre-

osote allowed to soak in. Where it is necessary to frame
small timbers which can be handled, it will be found the best

treatment to immerse the frame end in hot creosote, per-

mitting it to remain for about twenty minutes, taking it out,

and immersing it in cold creosote, and permitting It to remain
a similar length of time. That cannot be done where you
saw off the end of piles, nor in the case of large timbers.

Something better than mopping should be insisted upon, if it

is possible to do so.

Mr. Courtenay: The Louisville and Nashville has been using
creosoted timber in its trestle structures on a considerable
scale since 1876. For that reason, our bridge supervisors
have accumulated a great deal of experience with this ma-
terial. We have adopted various expedients and endeavored
so far as possible to frame creosoted material before it is

creosoted, and have gone to the length of taking green tim-

ber, framing it, regularly erecting it in the structure, to

insure a fit, and then taking it down to creosote it. After
a long observation in the use of creosoted bridge timber, we
find that with good hard yellow pine, it is almost impenetrable,
that we can hardly get a penetration of the creosote of one
quarter inch. We have creosoted timber in these structures

which has been there since 1876, and is apparently very good
today. We have tried mopping with hot creosote oil, and have
endeavored to get information concerning it from our super-

visors of bridges and buildings over about fifteen divisions.

There is a difference of opinion as to whether it is effective.

It is the best thing we have been able to devise at reasonable
cost.

Mr. Smith: I do not think this association should ex-

press its approval of putting frame timbers in a structure
and then taking them out and shipping them to some point
for treatment, and I trust the committee will amplify this

portion of the subject by giving some method of treatment
in the field.

C. F. W. Felt, (Santa Fe) : On the Galveston viaduct, we
used a marine treatment. We have no trouble with decay
on that bridge. We used the 24 pound per cubic foot treat-

ment. It is our rule to mop the timbers with hot creosote,

and also with asphalt on the ordinary ballast deck con-
struction.

Mr. Courtenay: In 1882, a pier was constructed at
Pensacola, Fla. Alongside of that pier, at every opening,
there were a number of mooring piles standing high above
the pier. The tops of the piles were exposed to the sun.
They were necessarily cut off to the proper height above
the top of the pier. The tops of the piles were mopped
Mith creosote oil and in addition had a thick covering of

hot pitch with some lime mixed with it. In 1887, the heart
wood in the tops of a number of these mooring piles was
so rotten that a man could pick out a conical shape plug
with his fingers. Other piles lasted much better. Nearly
all of them are exposed to the rays of the sun. When, a
pile is creosoted, and driven, and you cut off the top of
the pile to get proper bearing for the cap, the top of the
pile under these conditions does not rot. We had creo-
soted timber, heart pine, put in trestle structure between
IMobile and New Orleans and covered with two feet of sand,
put there in 1886, and the timber is good today, and as far
as I know, they are the first ballast deck trusses of creo-
soted wood put in such a manner as to be protected from
the action of the sun and to avoid the exposure of the
creosoted portion. Our experience is that pick holes in the
sides of the piles will not hurt them much, but if a man
scrapes along the sides of the piles, in order to make the
bracing fit better, he is ruining his material.
W. F. Goltra: The demand for a speedier and more effi-

cient method of kiln drying or seasoning ties is well
known to those who have given that subject any attention.
The seasoning of ties in the open air is slow and unsatis-
factory. They can be artificially dried at much less ex-
pense and very much quicker than they can by open air
seasoning. Ties or timber have to be dry, before they can
be treated, and it has been the custom of railways and
some manufacturers who use wood for implements for
furniture, etc., to stack the material in the open air. The
ties can be dried artificially at an expense of only 1^4
cents each for fuel. That is less than the interest on the
capital which is held up by ties stacked in the open air for
seasoning, and is much less than the deterioration of the
ties which takes place while they are seasoning. Should
not this committee be instructed to investigate the kiln
drying of ties or timber versus the open air seasoning?

BUILDINGS.

The following sub-committees were appointed:
Roof Coverings: Maurice Coburn, chairman, H. M. Cryder,

C. H. Fake. P. F. Gentine, H. Rettiughouse, C. W. Richey.
Tool Houses: William T. Dorrance, chairman, George W.

Andrews, .1. P. Canty, D. R. Collin, M. A. Long.
Reinforced Concrete Coaling Stations: E. N. Layfield,

chairman, John S. Metcalf, O. P. Chamberlain.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

The committee recommends no further revision.

REINFORCED CONCRETE COALING STATIONS.

A number of reinforced concrete coaling stations have been
built since the report of last year, notably one by the Phila-
delphia & Reading at Philadelphia, with a capacity for hand-
ling 700 tons of coal per day of 10 hours and with a storage
capacity of 2,000 ton.5.

The committee has no further report to make, but desires
to have the subject referred back to it for the purpose of
noting and reporting on the operation of the stations already
built and the progress in designing new ones.

TOOL HOUSES.

The committee reports progress on the subject of tool
houses.

BITUMINOUS ROOFING MATERIALS.

Information concerning the relative value of the bituminous
materials for roofing is not easily available. The detailed
knowledge held by the leading concerns preparing the ma-

O. P. Chamberlain.

Chairman, Committee on Buildings,

terials has been acquired by expensive experience and is

regarded as a valuaole asset not to be shared by possible
competitors and the ignorant purchaser.
The bitumens are compounds cf many different hydro-

carbons with different chemical formulae and widely-varying
melting points. They are always accompanied by greater
or less amounts of impurities, and are obtained either naturally
or as the heavier distillates or residues of coal, petroleum
or other organic substances. Their distinguishing character-
istics are their elasticity and binding power or adhesiveness,
their considerable immunity from action by water and their

solubility in oils and certain other organic compounds.
Asphalt.—The term asphalt is ordinarily considered as re-

ferring to bitumens found naturally in the solid state and will

be so used in this discussion.
The asphalts are generally stable in the atmosphere. As

found naturally, they are not commercially available, even
after the impurities are removed, being too hard and brittle

for most purposes. This is ordinarily remedied by soften-
ing or fluxing with various oils, an operation requiring skill.

The character cf the fluxes has a most important effect upon
the finished product. Petroleum products are ordinarily
depended on for this purpose. The fluxes should be sufficiently

stable to insure against too rapid hardening of the fluxed as-

phalt. They should be free from deleterious constituents and
should be of such a character that they will combine with the
asphalt to be fluxed so as to make a homogeneous and per-
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foct solution. Coilain Hiixos which woiiv woll witii certain
asphalts are not at all suitable for use with other asphalts.
Poor results are souK-tinics sui)pos(>(l to be duo either to
chemical action In the (luxes or to chemical action between
the lluxos ami tlie asphalts. Tars are sometinu^s employed
for fluxing piirposes, but th(\v do not mix easily with the
asphalt. As as|)haltic compounds ai;(> tliey tcMid to become
brittle and hard, h sing their elasticity and binding power.
Poor fluxes hasten this process.

TARS.

Coal Tar.—^From the distillation of l)itumino>is coal, either
in a plant for the production of illuminating gas or in a by-
product coke oven the i)roducts may he reughly divided into
four classes, the gas, tlu^ ammoniacal liquor which is the
scrubbing water with the mat(>rials which it has absorbed
from the distillates and which it holds in solution, the coal-

tar, a heavy liquid containing the distillates insoluble in water
which have settled away from the ammoniacal liquor and the
coke.

The coal-tar contains some water, various impurities, and
free carbon which after the water has been removed, is ordi-
narily from five to thirty-five per cent of the total. This
is carbon formed by the cracking of the hydrocarbons and
is in a very finely divided condition. The percentage varies
with the method of manufacture. The distillates or bitumen
are composed of hydrocarbons which have widely-varying
melting points, and degrees of volatility. These may be roughly
classified into light oils, creosotes and pitches. The character of
the tar varies with the coal used and the manner in which the
process is carried on. The greater the heat, the moTe the
hydrocarbons are cracked into their constituents and the
greater the amount of free carbon and of gas found and the
less the amount of ccal-tar. The question of the relation
between the free carbon and coal-tar is one of considerable
importance. It is generally considered to be a valuable
adjunct to roofing tars and pitches. Free carbon makes the
material less affected by changes in temperature. Comparing
two pitches of similar consistency at normal temperatures
the one having the greater amount of free carbon must have
to neutralize it a greater per cent of the lighter, more elastic
and to some extent more volatile hydrocarbons and less of
the heavy ditches. When it is cold the pitch is less brittle

and when it is hot does not flow so readily because of the
carbon present. Thus a tar of a given consistency may not-
withstanding the fact that it contains large quantities of
an inert material apparently have more life than another
with less of the free carbon.
When coal-tar pitch is exposed to the weather there is

found upon its surface a thin layer, hard and brittle, the
residue after the drying out of the volatile oils. This acts
as a sort of protective coating to what is underneath. As
soon as it is disturbed, exposing fresh pitch, the process is

repeated. High carbon tars seem to weather better than
low carbon tars, the increased amounts of free carbon seem-
ing to aid in the foundation of the skin or protective coating.
Watergas Tar.—Watergas is made by passing steam over hot

coke or anthracite coal, which decomposing the steam, forms
carbon monoxide and hydrogen. This does not possess sufficient
illuminating power, and to enrich it, there is added a gas
produced from petroleum which leaves a tar often used in
place of ccal-tar. In the process which it undergoes the oil

residues are so changed by the high heat as to lose many of their
characteristics and to acquire some of those of the compounds
found in coal-tar. Compared with coal-tar, its oils have less
antiseptic properties. As obtained from the gas manufac-
turers it is thinner, containing more water, more light oils

and less of the pitches and no free carbon. It is distilled

down and treated much as is coal-tar and its pitch is very
similar in appearance to that of coal tar.

Watergas tar decomposes easier than coal-tar. It often
contains some paraffine though ordinarily not in sufficient
quantities to affect the product. The crude watergas tar is

also much more affected by water and is capable to a con-
siderable extent of forming an emulsion with it. Good coal-
tar is practically unaffected by water, and it deteriorates
from the surface only. Oil tar products like the oil fluxes used
with asphalts are liable to undergo chemical changes which
may tend to make the entire mass hard and brittle.

Not long since practically the only use of tar was for roof-
ing and the entire supply came from the manufacture of
illuminating gas from coal. The situation has been changed
by the increasing supply from by-product ovens, by the man-
ufacture of watergas in large quantities, by the great de-
mand for creosote oils and other by-products, by the use
of coal-tar for waterproofing masonry, by its use for briquett-
ing coal slack and by its adoption for use as a road binder
as a protection against the ravages of the automobile.
With skill in compounding, based on a thorough working

knowle<!ge of IJu maierials used, asphaltic compounds <an
be prei)ared of natural asphalts and oil residuals witii valuable
(piaiities for many different roofing needs, whose durability
under known conditions can be foretold with considerable
accuracy. The same can be said, perhaps with more cer-
tainty as to results, of the differcuit tars. Either can suffer
from adulteration and jioor i)reparation. Considering first-

class materials the coal-tar is cheaper, more easily affected
by temperature changes, and is not acted upon by water nor
is it liable to internal chemical changes.

FELTS.

The felts used with almost all bituminous roofings play a
very essential part in the final product.
The desirable qualities of the felt vary with the saturating

material to be used. With asphalt, saturating power is the
main desideratum. For coal-tar which under heat is much
more liquid, this quality is not so necessary. All must be
strong enough to avoid damage in handling before saturation.
The strength of the finished product is due to a great extent
to the saturation.
The felts are mainly made of ra'g stock which is chiefly cot-

ton rags. The best felts for saturation by asphalt rarely con-
tain more than 25 or 35 per cent of wool, and those for use
with coal-tar contain much less. As ordinavily used the term
wool-felt applies to a soft felt with very Jittle wool in it.

The methods of manufacture have a considerable effect
on the quality of the material. The felt must be well beaten
to avoid large lumps, which are sources of weakness. The
felt is made on a machine similar to that used for making
ordinary paper and variations in its operation determine
the quality of the finished products.
The dry felts are sold by weight. The standard is the

amount v/hich would lay 480 sq. ft If a felt weighs 28 lbs.

to 480 sq. ft., it is known as No. 28. For this reason felts

sometimes have their weight increased by the addition of

a mineral filler. This is nothing more than an adulterant
which intereferes w'itli the saturating power.

Felts of asbestos are not used in one or two roofings. These
are poor saturants and are more in the nature of protection

to the asphalts. They will not burn or decay.

BUILT-UP ROOFS.

The main use of tar for roofing has been in the con-
struction of built-up roofs where layers of felt saturated
with tar are nailed down and by the use of a tar pitch
protected and cemented together.
The following specification accompanied by the necessary

diagrams give what is considered as good practice in the
construction of a flat built-up roofing on wooden sheathing.

Specification for Felt, Pitch and Gravel or Slag Roofing Over
Boards.

Incline.—This specification should not be used where roof
incline exceeds three (3) in. to one foot. For steeper in-

clines modified specifications are required.

Specification.

Roofing.—First, lay one (1) thickness of sheathing paper,
or unsaturated felt, weighing not less than five (5) lbs. per
hundred (100) sq. ft., lapping the sheets at least one (1) in.

Second, lay two (2) plies of tarred felt, weighing fourteen
(14) to sixteen (16) lbs. per hundred (100) sq. ft., lapping
each seventeen (17) in. over the preceding one, and nail as
often as is necessary to hold in place until remaining
felt is laid.

Third, coat the entire surface uniformly with straight run
coal-tar pitch.

Fourth, lay three (3) plies of tarred felt, lapping each sheet
twenty-two (2'2) in. over the preceding one, 'mopping with
pitch the full twenty-two (22) in. on each sheet, so that in

no place shall felt touch felt. 2 Such nailing as is necessary
shall be done so that all nails will be covered by not less

than two (2) Plies of Felt.

Fifth, spread over the entire surface a uniform coating of

pitch, into which, while hot, imbed not less than four hun-
dred (400) lbs of gravel, or three hundred (300) lbs. of slag,

to each one hundred (100) sq. ft. The gravel, or slag, shall

be from one-quarter (%) to five-eighths (%) in. in size,

dry, and free from dirt.

Flashing.—Flashings shall be constructed as shown in de-

tailed drawings.
Labels.—All felt and pitch shall bear the manufacturer's

label.

Inspection.—The roof may be inspected before the gravel

or slag is applied by cutting a slit not less than three (3) ft.

long at right angles to the way the felt is laid.

N. B.—To comply with the above specifications, the ma-
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terial necessary for each one hundred (100) sq. ft. of roof

are approximately as follows: 100 sq. ft. sheathing paper,

80 to 90 lbs. tarred felt, 12'0 to IGO lbs. straight run coal-tar

pitch, 400 lbs. gravel, or ,300 lbs. slag.

In estimating felt, the average weight is practically fifteen

(15) lbs., per one hundred (100) sq. ft, and about ten per cent

(10 per cent) extra is required for laps.

In estimating pitch, the weather conditions and expertness
of the workmen will affect the amount necessary for the
moppings, and to properly bed gravel or slag.

In the final coating of a coal tar roof the effort is to get the
maximum amount of pitch coating which can be kept in place.

The flatter the roof the greater the amount of pitch that can
be used and the better both pitch and gravel will stay where
put. The best results are obtained when the slope of the
roof is only enough to allow it to thoroughly drain. When
it gets above two inches to the foot many object to its use,

but the above specifications are considered by others as good
practice up to three inches to the foot.

Where thorough inspection is not provided during con-

struction the roof can be inspected by cutting a strip three
feet long at right angles with the way the felt is laid before

the gravel is applied. This can be readily repaired so that

no damage is done to the roof.

As an indication of what can be dene in territory adjacent
to Chicago and St. Louis the following figures may be of

interest. They show actual costs on a roof of about five

hundred squares laid according to the specifications given
above. The work was seventy-five miles from the gravel
supply and one hundred and seventy-five miles from the head-
quarters of the contractor, Avho paid all freight and fare.

This work was done close to a railroad track, so that nothing
was necessary for hauling to the work. Nothing is included
for overhead or fixed charges or for profit.

Cost per square:
5 lbs. sheathing paper $0.12

155 lbs. pitch at GOc per cwt 93
85 lbs. felt to square at $1.40 per cwt 1.19

Nails and caps 05
Cleats for flashing 05

Gravel (about one-seventh of a yard 23
Labor, including hauling, board and railroad

fare 1.15

$3.72

Plastic Roofing.—This is a sort of built-up roof used es-

pecially on steep slopes, where in place of using ordinary
roofing pitch we have a compound of some fine inert sub-
stance with tar or some other bituminous material which is

plastic when warm and which can be applied with a trowel.
It is not extensively used and its application is mainly con-
fined to the eastern part of the country. Except for steep
slopes it has little value, as it lacks elasticity and because
it requires considerable skill to get the proper proportions.

Built-Up Asphalt Roofing.—Built-up asphalt roofs have been
used with considerable success. Asphalt is much less affected
by temperature changes. For a roofing cement it must have
considerable proportions of flux to make it easy of application.
Coal-tar felts are often used with asphalt roofing cements.
With asphalts, the dry sheet can ordinarily be avoided. Where
first-class material is used it is ordinarily expensive and it ia

harder to handle. Except for steeper slopes than are suitable
for coal-tar, its use is not recommended unless unusual condi-
tions make it more economical.

Built-Up Asbestos Roofing.—There is on the market ma-
terials for a built-up asbestos and asphalt roof. The as-

bestos, besides its well-known fire-resisting value, has the
advantage that, being mineral, it will not decay. It is not as
absorbant as felt and acts more as a protection to the bitu-

mens than as a saturant. This roofing is ordinarily applied
only by the manufacturers. The fire-resisting value of the
asbestos is perhaps overrated and the wearing qualities of the
top layer are quetioned.

PREPARED OR READY ROOFINGS.

To compete with it and to meet some of the conditions
where a built-up roof is not satisfactory or too expensive,
innumerable prepared or ready roofings have been put on
the market. These ordinarily come in rolls accompanied
by the nails and cement necessary to apply them. They
vary from a very light felt with the cheapest possible sat-
urant and enough sand or soapstone coating to prevent stick-
ing in the rolls, to a sheet so heavy that it cannot be rolled,

built up of heavy felts and strengthening materials and
saturated and protected by carefully prepartd compounds,
possibly protected also by a coating of crushed stone.
The saturant should be liquid enough at workable tempera-

tures to thoroughly impregnate the felt. The protective

coating shonld be stable and nooeasiJy affected by the elements.
The saturation of the felt is a very vital feature. This must
retain its life and elasticity to keep the roofing efficient. A
protective coating of material similar to the saturation is often
used with the idea of helping to maintain the life of the
saturating material.
The prepared roofings may be divided into two general

classes—smooth and stone-surfaced. The stone-surfaced roof-
ings are to a certain extent an ada.ptation of the built-uproof-
ings. They frequently have at least two felts cemented together.
The gravel or slag used must be uniform in size and finer
than that available for built-up roof. The steeper the roof
the more chance they have to lose their stone coating. The
amount of material that can be used in the heavier brands
is limited to the amount that can be successfully rolled.
If the stone be too large, it may damage the felt in rolling;
if too small, the amount of pitch is limited.
Tarred felts in which there are two or three plies of felts

cemented together with pitch are sold ready to be laid. They
must be covered with a tar coating upon laying and at fre-
quent intervals to show any value at all.

The asbestos roofings are made to include one or more
plies of asbestos felt, with possibly a jute center. They are
cemented together by asphaltic cements. In the heavier
brands they are expensive. The asbestos felts are poor
saturants. These roofings have given promise of good results
and are widely used. The asbestos will not burn, but the
amount used is so small that its insulating value is not great,
and the value of these roofings from the standpoint of fire
protection is probably frequently over-estimated.
Burlap or jute canvas is used in ready rcofings as a

strengthening material. It is not a good saturant and must
be kept thoroughly coated, as otherwise it goes to pieces
readily. It is employed in conjunction with either felts or
asbestos sheets. We question its value, feeling that better
results can be obtained from a proper quantity of ordinary
felt.

The use of tin caps under the head of nails to secure pre-
pared roofing should be avoided. When used, they must
be kept constantly coated to prevent the rapid disintegration
of the steel plates of which they are composed. If this occurs
the nail head stands clear of the roofing, which is then an
easy prey to wind storms. Care should be taken in the
fiashing and around the edges of the roof to have it thoroughly
fastened down. Nails of a No. 12 gage wire with a cap
made of cold-rolled hoop steel welded on in the factory are
used for this purpose. Some recommend nailing every two
inches, but with large-headed nails every three inches is

usually considered enough.
One of the chances for trouble with many of the ready

roofings is their tendency to stretch and wrinkle and the
difficulty in laying them absolutely tight and fiat. As the
roofing grows older and brittle the wrinkles become danger
spots which are liable to crack if walked on. The roofing
should be as thoroughly stretched as possible in laying.
Knot holes should be covered before applying the roofing. In
cold weather it is well to warm the rolls to avoid any chance
of cracking.
The ready roofings usually commence to show deterioration

after they have been kept in stock for three of four months.
In purchasing care should be taken to avoid old material.
The ready roofings are of value for small and isolated

buildings where the cost of laying a built-up roof wculd be
excessive and for temporary structures where a roof of long
life is not necessary. They can be laid without the expert
help required for a built-up roof and most brands can be
used on any slopes, although cn flat slopes extra precautions
must be taken to prevent leaking. They can be obtained at
almost any desired price, but ordinarily cheaper than a good
built-up coal-tar roof.

Most of the ready roofings are sold under a five or ten
years' guarantee, and many contracts for built-up roofs are
similarly prepared. To depend upon these guarantees alone
does not give satisfactory results even though the manufac-
turer be financially responsible. He can expect more im-
mediate profit by preparing a roof which he is sure will last

six or seven years and selling it under a ten years' guarantee
than by preparing a roof which he is sure will last for ten

years. At best the life will be uncertain and with good luck

a roof built for six or seven years or even less might last

twice as long. If it should need extensive repairs before the

guarantee runs out there is considerable chance that the man-
ufacturer will not be called on to make the repairs, and if

he is, the loss is not great. Guarantees are liable to be so
worded as to afford various loopholes for avoiding expense
and they should, if relied on, be carefully scrutinized. A
good roofing should last much longer than any possible

guarantee can provide for. If the guarantee is made good,

there still may be nothing left at its expiration.
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WOOD SHINGLES.

A wcod sliiiiKl(> roof propiM-ly laid and of nood nialcrial

will last lor many yoars. (Jood sIiImkU-s c-an still hv ohtaiiuMl

from the I'acitic Coast lor a icasonablo i)ri<o. though not

equal to the white i)iue lormerly oblainahle. The nails ordi-

narily rorrcde het'ore Rood shingles have dctcMiorated

noticeably, allowing the shingles to become loosened and liis-

placed. If the shingles are dipped in linseed oil or creosote

their life will be e( nsiderably increased, rainling after lay-

ing with a linseed oil paint induces decay and should be

avoided. The nuiin objection to shingles is their fire hazard.

When the roof is old and a little out of shape, it is especially

dangerous, providing a chance for the lodging of sparks. It

must have a pitch of not less than six inches to the fcot.

To avoid the chance of one joint coming over another, they

should always be laid with at least three laps. With a IG-inch

shingl(> not more than 4% inch(>s should be exposed. There
should be two and only two nails in each shingle.

SI.ATE.

Slate comes with considerably varying qualities. It should

be hard and tough and have a well-defined vein which must
not be too coarse. If too soft it will absorb moisture. If

too brittle, it cannot be cut and punched withcut splitting,

and it will easily be damaged by walking on the roof.

Crystals are sometimes found which disintegrate on exposure

to the weather. Acid gases in the air and freezing of absorbed

water tend to cause a disintegration of the slate. A clear

metallic ring when struck is an indication of soundness. A
cracked or soft slate gives a muffled sound.

Slate should should not be laid on a roof having less than

a one-quarter pitch, and a one-third pitch is better. When
it is flatter than this it is liable to leak from capillary at-

traction. Finely powdered snow, driven under the slate by
high winds and, later on, melting and freezing, is liable to

cause damage to a slate roof. To be sure of the best

results it should be laid on a good waterproof felt. In nail-

ing slate each piece should be secured by two nails. Where
exposed to gases the nails should be as far as possible non-cor-

rosive, as they frequently determine the life of the roof.

In laying, care should be taken to avoid cracking the slate

by driving nails carelessly cr too tight.

TILE.

Clay roofing tile, nnglazed without being hard burnt, is

more or less porous and moisture is liable to cause damage
in freezing weather. If glazed, the glaze, if improperly made,

is liable to decompose on exposure to the elements. Properly

made, good roofing tile cannot be excelled for durability.

With tile, it is a little harder to get a tight roof than with

slate. Interlocking shapes have been devised, giving very

good results in this respect, although there is liable to be

danger from driving rain or snow. Sometimes the tile is

bedded in a plastic cement, but ordinarily, to be sure of the

best results, it is laid on a good waterproof felt. When laid

on a close wood sheathing it is held in place by battens

nailed horizontally on top of the sheathing and is fastened

down by wire. Copper wire, not less than No. 12 gage, could

be used for this purpose. Steel wire or bands are liable to

corrode.
Tiles should not be used on a roof having a pitch of less

than six inches to the foot.

IRON OR STEEL ROOFINGS.

The further the material varies from pure iron the more
liable it is to corrosion, and a great deal of the trouble in

such roofing is due to the poor steel used, which will not

last more than a few years, no matter how protected.

During the past few years a very pure iron, made by new
processes has been put on the market. Laboratory tests would
indicate that excellent results may be expected from this

material. It is cheaper than charcoal iron, but more expensive

than steel. We believe that its extensive use is justified but

that it has not yet been tried in actual service long enough

to warrant any positive recommendations.
Corrugated Iron or Steel.—Owing to the difficulty in getting

good iron for this purpose this roofing is ordinarily avoided

for railroad work. Galvanized, it does not give good results.

If pure iron can be obtained, this material may be valuable for

use in roofing certain buildings, such as some types of shop
buildings and open umbrella shelter sheds.

Asbestos protected metal, lately introduced, is corrugated

steel which is used with a bituminous coating covered with

asbestos as a protection to the steel plate. This has not been

in use long enough for any definite opinion to be given in

regard to it.

Metal Shingles.^—Metal shingles are used to some extent

by different railroads. Of good material and properly pro-

tected, they have their uses.

Tin Plate.—Tin plate has a body of iron or steel. The
coaling is in most cases an alloy of lead and tin, with lead
usually |)rc(l()minatiiig. When tin is specified, th(! coating
shouhi consist of not less than !!() per cent, pure tin, nor
mor(> than 70 per cent, pure lead. Not less than 20 junrnds of
the coating should be used per box of 112 sheets 14 inches
by 20 inclics.

Where the coating is all of lead, it is called ternc; plate, and
is used when cheapness is an objc^ct.

(Jood tin i)late for roofing can still be had, and where it

is desired to use this material for roof covering, one of the
reliable brands of hand-dipiied plate, not less than IX or
No. 28 gag(>, should I)e selected. Polled tin plate should not
b(' used for roofing, guttering or valleys.

One method employed in the preparation of steel for

roofing purposes is to pickle the steel in acid baths to
cleanse the sheets of scale and dirt. Unless this process
is most carefully followed by thoiough cleansing, minute
l)articles of acid remain to form within the i)]ate itself an
agent for its final destruction.

Tin roofing must be painted, and with a good paint, to
preserve it. Tin roofings can Ije shown which have lasted
twenty or thirty years on railroad structures, but the dan-
ger of securing poor material and the cost of maintenance
have made conservative builders very cautious in its use.

It has the great advantage of being availal)le for all slopes
and it is adaptable to special and difficult conditions.

Plates for tin roofing should be prepared in the shop, and
one side for use next to the sheathing given a coat of good
paint. In soldering these sheets rosin and, not acid should be
used, as the latter may find an opening in the tin coat and
attack and destroy the body.

MISCELLANEOUS METALS.

Sheet Lead.—Sheet lead has been used abroad considerably.
Its main value is due to its immunity from action by acid
gases, but it is expensive. It has a tendency to cold flow
from its own weight and it expands rapidly under heat.

Copper.—Good copper is not easily corroded, but it has
a high rate of expansion and is expensive. It is not always
possible to secure it of good quality, and impure it corrodes
much more rapidly than it should. It is only desirable for

railroad buildings in rare cases.
Copper and Nickel Alloy.—For expensive building an alloy

of copper and nickel is sometimes used which is said to
be practically non-corrosive. It works much like sheet copper,
but is harder.

CONCRETE ROOFINGS.

Reinforced concrete tile, several square feet in area, have
been used to a considerable extent on large sheds and factory-

buildings where the slight leakage from their somewhat open
joints is not objectionanle. They are usually placed directly

on the purlins and kept in place by wire to the framework.
They must be carefully made from good materials and made
as dense as possible. Improved methods of forming under
pressure may improve their quality. Their use as yet is

largely experimental.
Small cement tile are in use to a limited extent and the

criticism given concerning the reinforced tile also applies to

them. They are less expensive than clay tile but are more
absorbent and brittle. Improved methods of manufacture
and further tests may later develop their merits for some
purposes, but no economy has so far been shown by their use.

Asbestos shingles and corrugated sheets made of Portland
cement and asbestos under pressure give promise of good
results. They can be made in different colors and have some
desirable advantages. They have not been in use long enough
to prove their merit.

METHODS OF APPLICATION.

Sheathing.—Wooden sheating improperly laid, has caused
the value of many good roofings to be underestimated. Green
lumber should never be used for this purpose, as it will shrink
in drying, with a resultant distortion of the covering material.

With a prepared roofing the felt will be given a wavelike
appearance and the seams or joints forced open. With a slate

roof the slate will be liable to be broken or loosened. Tin
or copper coverings may be subjected to open seams and on
a tile roof the shoulders in an interlocking type will be
broken off. Sheathing boards should be surfaced to a uniform
thickness, and ordinarily a plain board will be satisfactory.

The sheathing should be thick enough to prevent the roofing

nail from going through it. On some types of buildings the
building should be stiffened by running the sheathing diag-

onally to the rafters and purlins. The nailing should be re-

duced to a minimum.
Gutters.—The use of gutters on railway shops and on build-

ings close to the track should be discontinued where it can
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be done without causing inconvenience. The cost of cleaning
and maintenance are considerable because the sparks and
shop dust that accumulate at such points contain injurious
acids. The roof drainage can frequently be taken care of
by a cement gutter on the ground to carry it to sewers or
drains.
For railway purposes copper gutters are ordinarily the

most economical when metal is used. Hand-dipped tin plate
of the quality prescribed for roofing is better than galvanized
iron.

For buildings covered with a prepared or built-up roofing
the gutters can, if prepared with the proper care, give good
results if formed in the roof and cf the same material as the
roofing.

Hanging gutters are frequently made of considerable length
and must be strongly built, as otherwise they are liable to

-deflect from a uniform grade. They should be placed below
the plane of the roof to avoid damage by sliding snow.

Flashing.—Saturated felt, properly coated with good asphalt
•or pitch preparations, will ordinarily give better results than
metallic flashings for buildings subjected to gases and fumes.
The metallic flashings are ordinarily suitable on a building
not exposed to gases. The importance of the thorough con-
struction of flashings and work around openings cannot be
overestimated and the subject deserves a thorough dis-

•cussion.

FIRE PROTECTION.

What should be one of the most important considerations
in the selection of roofing is its fire-resisting qualities, es-

pecially if the building be where it can be exposed to fire

from adjacent structures A roofing should, as far as possible,

protect the structure from danger due to surrounding fires.

In congested districts a flat roof will have better fire-re-

sisting value than a steeper one, as it is not so easily
attacked by the flames and radiant heat, though it would
afford a better resting place for flying brands. In large fires

trouble frequently results with some types from the roofing
being loosened about the edges, allowing it to curl up and
the flames to get at the material underneath. Care should
te taken to prevent this.

CONCLUSIONS.

The annoyance and indirect expense occasioned by leaky
and short-lived roofs are rarely compensated for by any
possible saving in flrst cost.

In selecting a roofing there should be considered:
(1) Chance of leaks due to character of construction.

(2) Probable life, including chance of damage by the ele-

ments and by wear from other causes.

(3) Fire-resisting value.

(4) Cost of maintenance.
(5) Cost of materials.

(6) Cost of laying.

The ordinary practice of depending merely upon guar-
antees in selecting roofings cannot be trusted to secure
proper results.

Where proper materials and the requisite skill in appli-

cation are available, built-up roofs of coal-tar felt, coal-tar

pitch and gravel or slag are recommended for roofs with
a pitch of two inches or less to the foot.

Where the roof is to be subjected to wear and where the
character of the construction warrants the expense, flat tiles

or brick should be used as a protective coating to the roofing
instead of gravel or slag.

As a general proposition railroad buildings should be de-
signed to accommodate this type to allow it to be used, and
laecause of economy in construction and of decreased fire haz-
ard. A pitch of from one-half to one inch to the foot is better
than anything steeper. Nothing but straight-run pitch should
'be used.

No contracts should be made for a built-up roof without
a complete and positive specification including flashings, and
the contract prices should not be less than those of the ma-
terials specified, plus a reasonable amount to cover the cost
of laying and profit. Thorough inspection of workmanship
and material is recommended.
For slopes of from two to six inches to the foot fair re-

sults can be expected if the top coating of pitch be especially
prepared. This can be successfully done only by skilled work-
men, who are also necessary for its application. Especial
care must also be taken in the selection and application of
the stone or slag coating.

Asphaltic compounds have value for a built-up roof for the
top coating on slopes of from two tc six inches to the foot.
They may also be desirable at points where good coal-tar
-cannot be obtained, except at a cost appreciably greater. They
should not be used except where they can be obtained from
Teputable dealers with complete information as to their con-

stituents and where they can be applied by men skilled in
their use.

Ready or prepared roofings are recommended for use on
small, temporary and other buildings, where the cost, con-
sidering maintenance, of more expensive buildings, is not
justified. They are of value for steep slopes where a built-up
coal-tar roof cannot be used, and for locations where the skilled
Jabor necessary for a built-up roof is net available. The
steeper th^? slope the greater their relative value and the
wider their economical field. The heaviest varieties are, in
general, the more desirable becaus? of their chance for longer
life and their greater fire-resisting value. In making selec-
tions the reliability of the manufacturer, service tests and
the cost should be governing factors.

In the laying of built-up and prepared roofings thoroughness
in the preparation of flashings and work around openings is
of vital importance.

Slate and tile of suitable quality, properly protected and
fastened, can be recommended on roofs with a pitch of six
inches to the foot or over, where expense is not the gov-
erning feature, and where they aid in producing the desired
architectural effect, except that v/here there is much chance
of driving snow, eight inches to the foot should be the flattest
slope allowed.

Wood shingles, except in isolated locations where there is
small danger from sparks, should not be used.

Steel or impure iron materials should be avoided, no matter
how protected.

The report is signed by O. P. Chamberlain, (C. & I. W.),
chairman; Maurice Coburn, (Vandalia), vice-chairman; George
W. Andrews, (B. & O ), J. P. Canty. (B. &. M.), D. R. Collin,
(N. Y. C), H. M. Cryder, Wm. T. Dorrance, (N. Y. C)
C. H. Fake, (M. R. & B. T.),P. F. Gentine, (M. P.), E N
Layfleld, (B. & O. C. T.), M. A. Long, (B. & O.), John S.
Metcalf, Civil Engineer, H. Rettinghouse, (C. & N-W ) C W
Richey, (P. R. R.).

Discussion on Buildings.

Mr. Lindsay: The committee has recommended the built-
up roof of coal tar for pitch of two inches or less to the
foot, and has permitted the use of asphalt only for on outer
covering, in pitches of more than two inches. Is this asso-
ciation prepared to limit itself to the use of coal tar ex-
clusively for roofing?

Mr. Coburn: We say that asphaltum compounds are valu-
able on the steep slopes. "They may also be desirable at
points where good coal tar cannot be obtained except at a
cost appreciably greater." We don't say they are not good on
fiat slopes. We do say coal tar is better under ordinary
conditions.

A motion to adopt the recommendations was carried.

ROADWAY.

Subjects assigned were as follows:

(1) Consider revision of the Manual.
(2) Collect all known formulae for determination of size

of waterways and tabulate them in such manner that they
may be intelligently compared. Also consider whether, by
the introduction of factors suiting local conditions, a general
formula for waterways could not be used in all cases.

(3) Unit pressures allowable on the roadbed of different
materials.

(4) Tunnel construction and ventilation.

(5) Investigate and report on the question of agricultural
drainage in levee and marsh districts as they affect railways:
(a) Laws and assessments, (b) Methods of construction
of drainage channels through railways.

(6) Make concise recommendations for next year's work.
Sub-committees were appointed as follows:

(1) Revision of Manual: S. B. Fisher, chairman; Duncan
MacPherson, J. R. W. Ambrose, H. J. Slifer.

(2) Formula for Waterways: W. D. Pence, chairman;
John C. Beye. J. A. Spielmann.

(3) Unit Pressures on Roadbed: W. M. Dawley, chairman;
Moses Burpee, J. G. Sullivan, Walt Dennis.

(4) Tunnel Construction and Ventilation: J. E. Willough-
by, chairman; D. J. Brumley, C. Dougherty, W. P. Wiltsee.

(5) Drainage Districts: W. C. Curd, chairman; R. C.

Young, Paul Didier, .T. C. Sesser.

(6) Recommendations for 1911: The entire roadway com-
mittee.

REVISION OF THE MANUAL.

The sub-committee has several changes to suggest for the
Manual, more especially in the matter of revising definitions,

and expects to make its recommendations in the future.
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FORMUI.AK FOFt WATERWAYS.

The sub-coniniitteo has nuulo a very thorough investigation

of all l<nown foniuilao and reports as follows:

SIZE OP WATERWAYS.

Actins; under substantially the same instructions during

the previous vear, the sub-conimiltee charged with this mat-

ter compiled a large amount of valuable material much of

It then freshly gathered from the members of the association,

relating to current practice in connection with fixing the size

of waterways. As a result of the studies made up to that

time the roadway committee submitted to the annual con-

vention in March", 1900, the following preliminary or tentative

conclusions wliich were adoi)ted by the association:

"(1) In determining the size of a given waterway, careful

consideration should be given to local conditions, including

flood height and flow, size and behavior of other openmgs

In the vicinity carrying the same stream, characteristics of

the channel and of the watershed area, climatic conditions,

extent and character of traffic on the given line of road and

probable consequences of interruptions to same, and any other

elements likely to affect the safety or economy of the culvert

or opening. . ^ j «
"(2) (a) The practice of using a formula to assist in flx-

Ing the proper size of the waterway in a given case is war-

ranted to the extent that the formula and the values of the

terms substituted are known to fit local conditions.

"(b) Waterway formulae are also useful as a guide in fixing

G. H. Bremner.

Chairman, Committee on Roadway.

or verifying culvert areas where only a general information

as to the local conditions it at hand.

"(c) The use of such formulae should not displace careful

field observation and the exercise of intelligent judgment on

the part of the engineer.

"(d) No single waterway formula can be recommended

as fitting all conditions of practice."

The concluding paragraph (d) of the foregoing conclusions

represented the practically unanimous opinion of the mem-
bers of the roadway committee, but it seemed desirable in

view of the widespread interest displayed in the inquiry that

the matter should be the subject of some further study. To

this end it was suggested to the board that the topic should

again be assigned, and this was done.

The studies during the past year have taken the form of

an extended library search made for the purpose of bringing

together "all known formulae for determining the size of

waterways" as nearly as practicable in conformity with the

board's instructions. After some discussion, approval was
given to the plan of undertaking these further compilations

through the medium of a thesis investigation under the di-

rection of Prof. W. D. Pence, chairman of the sub-committee

having the investigation in charge. The results of their in-

vestigations, in somewhat condensed form, are submitted as

Appendix A to the present report. The inquiry began with

a general survey of the literature of the subject, and this

was supplemented among other features by a critical examina-

tion into the merits of the so-called "Dun Waterway Data'

as a means of approach to the derivation of the general water-

way formula contemplated in the board's instructions.

AHliough the matter thus brought together is lacking In

completeness in certain of its aspects, the results were deemed
worthy of j)re8ervation in permanent form as a progress re-

port upon the subject, especially in view of the increasing
iiiter(\st displayed in tiiis matter by engineers engaged both
In the dimensioning of projiosed new structures for carry-
ing water through the roadbed and in defending their older
structures under the fire of court attack.
The committee, after careful consideration of the results

of its further investigations, although not prepared to modify
the conclusions heretofore submitted to the Association that
"no single waterway formula can be recommended as fitting

all conditions of practice," nevertheless feels warranted in

calling particular attention to certain relationships which give
much promise in the direction of such general formula. The
relationships referred to are best illustrated by introducing
a graphical chart of the waterway data gathered by the late
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Fig. 1. Dunn Drainage Table; Santa Fe System.

James Dun in his exhaustive analysis of the practice of the

Santa Fe system, covering many years' observation of the

behavior of actual waterway openings under the widest pos-

sible range of conditions. The Dun figures are reproduced
in numerical form in Table 1, and graphically in Fig. 1, cov-

ering the remarkable sweep of watershed area ranging from
0.01 square mile (6.4 acres) to 6,500 square miles (4,000,000

acres;, and of waterway areas from 2 square feet to upward of

15,000 square feet cross-section.

In attempting to reconcile the widely varying values of ex-

ponents applied to the values of watershed areas in the various

formulae proposed for calculating culvert areas, it has been sug-

gested in a previous report of this committee that the various

authorities may have been dealing with run-off data observed

from watershed areas of widely varying characteristics and
shapes.

It should be stated that the committee has not, as yet, given
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more than casual consideration to the hydraulic features of

the culvert proper. It is respectfully suggested that in the

assignment of work for the coming year that phase of the

subject be assigned to this committee for investigation, with
liberty to report further progress, if any, with reference to

the general waterway formula contemplated in the board's

instructions for the past two years.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) There is a general relationship between the best-

known waterway and run-off formulae. This relationship may
be expressed by two terms, a varying coefficient and a varying
exponent.

(2) The extent of this relationship for large and small

areas is indicated by the Dunn waterway data, given in Fig. 1,

and shown graphically by Fig. 2.

UNIT PRESSURES ON ROADBED.

The sub-committee has compiled considerable data and will

hold a joint meeting with the Ballast Committee to consider

this subject on Monday, March 20, 1911.

TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION AND VENTILATION.

This sub-committee would report progress.

DRAINAGE DISTRICTS.

The sub-committee dealing with this subject has made an
exhaustive study of the laws of the various States and has
compiled a complete list of the laws of Arkansas, Alabama,
Arizona, J:iorida, Georgia, Virginia, Kentucky, Idaho, Maine,
Texas, New Mexico, Tennessee, Mississippi, New York, Mich-
igan, South Carolina, and North Carolina.

The following States have no drainage laws in effect:

Colorado, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont and Wyoming.
As these laws are very voluminous, the committee de-

cided not to publish them in the Proceedings until tney
have been abstracted, and the sub-committee is now mak-
ing up a compilation with that portion of the laws which
affects railroads. This we also hope to publish in a later

bulletin.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1911.

The committee would recommend continuing each of the
subjects assigned for the past year, with the exception of

sub-committee II—Formula for Waterways, and for this the
committee would substitute the study of Hydraulic Features
of Culverts and Waterways, to be continued as a supplement
to the subject, Formula for Waterways.
The report is signed by: Geo. H. Bremner, C. B. & Q.,

chairman; S. B. Fisher, M. K. & T., vice-chairman; J. R. W.
Ambrose, G. T.; John C. Beye, C. R. I. & P.; D. J. Brumley,
I. C; Moses Burpee, B. & A.; W. C. Curd, M. P.; W. M. Daw-
ley E. R. R.; Walt Dennis, K. C. S.; Paul Didier, B. & O.; C.

Dougherty, C, N. O. & T. P.; Duncan MacPherson, N. T.;

W. D. Pence, University of Wisconsin; .lohn C. Sesser, G. N.;

H. J. Slifer, C. G. W.; J. A. Spielman, B. & O.; J. G. Sullivan,
C. P.; J. E. Willoughby, L. & N.; W P. Wiltsee, N. & W.;
R. C. Young, L. S. & I. & M.

APPENDIX A.

Waterway for Culverts.

This paper is a digest of the material compiled in the
course of a thesis investigation by A. F. Gilman and G. W.
Chamberlin in 1909-1910, under the direction of Prof. W. D.
Pence, University of Wisconsin.
The following compilation of formulas for culvert areas

and for the determination of run-off is believed to include
all the better known formulas besides several not custom-
arily used by American railroad engineers. The nomencla-
ture is taken without change from the original sources.
The Myers Formula.

A = c vu;
where A =r the area of waterway required, in square feet.

M = the area drained, in acres.

0=1 as a minimum for flat country.
c= 1.6 for hilly compact ground.
c =: 4.0 as a maximum for mountains, rocky country.

Major Myers recommended this formula as applying well
to the water courses which he had been able to examine,
which lay chiefly on the line of the Richmond, Fredericks-
burg & Potomac Railroad.
The Talbot Formula.

,

A= c V M»,

where A = the waterway area necessary, in square feet.

M= the area drained, in acres.

This formula is not intended for use for drainage areas of

more than 400 square miles. It was derived with especial
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rot'eri'iict' to aroas iiiulcr 77 square iiiiU's in size: "Kor
rolling,' country subject to floods at a time of nieltiuK snow,
and witli a lengtli ol' valley three or four times the width,

let c be one-third. For valleys with stream longer in pro-

portion to the area, decrease c. In districts not affected by
accumulated snow and where the length of the valley is

seveial times the widtli, (>n(>-Iiftl> or one sixth or even less

may be used. Kor steep side slopes, especially where the
upper part of the valley has a much greater fall than the
channel at the culvert, e should be increased."

This formula is used very generally in tiie southwestern
and western portion of this country and appears to give

excellent results for the smaller areas.

The Peck Formula (better known as the Missouri-Pacific

formula.
Drainage area in acres

Area of waterway in square feet=:
c

c varies from 4 to G, depending on the country.

In very mountainous country, where slopes of hills and
mountains are steep and abrupt, c is equal to 4. In ordi-

nary flat rolling country, such as is found in good agricul-

tural sections, c is equal to 6.

The Wentworth Formula.
a =r d%,

where a =^ the sectional area of the waterway, in square feet,

d =: the drainage area, in acres.

This formula was derived in connection with work on the
Norfolk & Western Railway and is especially fitted to the
conditions along that line, and in general to the conditions
in the Southeastern States. In cases of less rainfall, or if

the ground be quite flat, the author states that the two-
thirds power of the drainage area is too great for the
square feet of area needed in the waterway. In the observa-
tions of Mr. Wentworth, 60 per cent, of the resulting area
may be taken as the lower limit.

The Murphy Formula.
Q Q

A =—=
V C VRS

where A = area of waterway, in square feet.

V=:mean velocity, in feet, per second
R= hydraulic radius = range in stage in time of flood.

(See explanation below.)

b c

a + - + -
n S

1 +
S

where a, b and c are constants
and n is the coefficient of rough-
ness of the bed.

V R
S = slope of surface.

"It can be shown that the hydraulic radius

A r (I-f2d)X

P [(I_f2d) V (1+X^)%J
(3)

in which I is the bottom width of a trapezoidal section, d
is the depth and X is the slope of the sides. It can be seen
from equation (3) that for any given values of d and X, R
approaches d as I increases; for the case of floods, there-
fore, it may be assumed that R = the difference in stage
between high and ordinary low water."

"This method of finding the waterway at a given place on
a stream consists in finding the drainage area in square
miles above the place under consideration, the greatest
change in stage of the stream at this place and the slope
of the surface. By multiplying the drainage area M by q
(the maximum discharge in second-feet per square mile
that is to be expected in that portion of the country), we
find Q; dividing Q by V, using for R the maximum range of
stage, and for S the measured slope of surface of the
stream, we have the necessary area of waterway. The
greatest error in the use of this method will result from
an incorrect measurement of the slope. The formula calls

for the slope of surface, and surface slope of a stream is

not necessarily the slope of the bed. The slope is not the
same at all stages nor always the same for a given stage.
If the place under consideration is near the mouth of a
large tributary the slope of the main stream will be affected
by the stage of the tributary. Overflow and flooding of low-
lands is frequently the result of backwater, due to reduc-
tion of surface slope. The smaller the slope used the
greater will be the computed waterway. If there is a pos-
sibility of the waterway becoming partly clogged with drift,

logs or ice, or its being in the influence of backwater from

a tril)ulary, the computed area must be increased by a lib-

eral amount."
The Dun Data.
A reproduction of the 1900 table may be found in the

accomi)anying Table 1. This data was derived principally
from observations made along the lines of the Santa Fe
Railway in Missouri, Kansas, Indian Territory and Texas.
The C, IJ. & Q. Fornmla.

.'5000 M
Q =

3 -f 2 \/'W, or using V= 10 ft. per second,
300 M

A=
3 + 2 VM

where Q= the total discharge from the area in cubic feet

per second.
M = the drainage area, in square miles.
A =3 the waterway in square feet, using the velocity

through the culvert as 10 ft. per second.
The Cooley Formula.

No. ] . Q = 200 M%, or A = 20 M%.
No. 2. Q — 180 M%, or A =z 18 M%.
Notation is the same as for C, B. & Q. formula.

The Tidewater (Virginia) Railway Formula.
A= 0.62M'i,o

where M = area drained (watershed) in acres.

A = Neat area of waterways, in square feet.

"Where the stream has a flat fall, add 30 per cent.; where
double openings are used, add 20 per cent, to total cross-sec-
tion area."
The El Paso & South Western Railv/ay Formula.

Q= 17V
8000

where Q = the maximum run-off per square mile of drainage
area.

A= the total drainage area in square miles.

This is practically the formula by Mr. Joseph P. Frizell,

which he worked up from the records of flow over the
Holyoke dam, Massachusetts, for a period of 50 years, and
it appears in the original form in his book on hydraulics.
The Lauterberg Formula.

1,000,000
Average discharge of a river= ^ = ChF

31,530,000
= 0.03171 ChF

where 4) =: average quantity discharged per second.
F= the area drained in square kilometers,
h =: the total yearly rainfall in inches,

c = 0.20 for marshy soil.

= 0.25 for level plains.

= 0.30 for rolling ground.
= 0.35 for low hills.

=^ 0.45 for hilly country like the Ardennes, the Od-
enwald and the Eifel.

= 0.55 for the Black Forest and the Vosges.
= 0.70 for high rocky mountains.

Lauterberg endeavored to frame a rational estimate as to

the probable discharge of streams by means of the above
formula, which is based upon data collected in Switzerland.
The Fanning Formula.

Q= 200MNe
where M is the area of watershed in square miles and

Q is the volume of discharge in cubic feet per second.

The Dredge Formula.
M

Q = 1300
L%

Notation the same as in the Fanning formula.
L= the length of drainage area in miles.

The Dickens Formula.
Q= c X 27 M%.

Q =z 200 M%, for Madras Presidency, India.

Q = 500 M%, for Central Provinces, India.

Q = 825 M%, for Bengal and Bahar, India.

Q=: 1,200 M%, for Upper Kaveri, India,

Q = 2,200 M%, for Gadamatti, India.

The O'Connell Formula.

Q = 458 [V (640 M + 4.58) — 45.8].

This formula is best adapted to small districts.

The notation is the same as that of the Fanning formula.

The Kutter Formula (derived by Ganguillet and Kutter in

1869).
1421 M

Q =
0.311 4- \rMr
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This formula is adapted to Swiss streams. The notation

is the same as that of the Fanning formula.

The Hering Formula.
DM V D M V

Q =: or
L, ti

where Q and M are the same as those of the Fanning formula
and

L:=the length of the river.

V =: the mean velocity of the stream.
D = the entire depth of rain flowing off during a storm,

ti = the time taken for a drop of water falling near
the periphery of watershed to reach the cul-

vert.

The Possenti Formula.
R

Q
M,]

Ul 3 J

c, r=a coefiicient with an average value of 1,010.

R2 z= the depth of rainfall in inches for 24 hours.
Mj^the area of hilly or mountainous part of watershed,

in square miles.

Ml = the area of level or flat part of watershed, in square
miles.

Li =r the length in miles of the stream from its source to

the point of observation.
This formula applies especially to mountain streams of

moderate size in the Apennines.
The Burkli-Ziegler Formula. ^

q r= c r V s/a
where q = the water reaching the sewer in cubic feet per

acre per second,
r := the average intensity of rain during heaviest fall

in cubic feet per acre per second.
s z= the general grade of the drainage area in feet per

hundred,
a = the area drained, in acres,

c = a coefiicient, for average areas it equals 0.625.

The observations extended up to slopes of 10 ft. per 100,

but were limited to small areas of less than 50 acres. This
formula is especially applicable to sewer design.
The Coghland Formula.

P = tcR»»
where P= the inches of rainfall discharged by stream.

t =a coefiicient for time, the value of which is gov-
erned by the length of time the freshet lasts.

c = a coefficient of rainfall varying with the quantity
of rain.

R =: the average daily rainfall in inches during the
freshet.

This formula is applicable to drainage districts of moderate
size in New South Wales.
The following values of t and c are given by the author:

Length of freshet in days. .350

Length of freshet in days.. 300
Length of freshet in days.. 250
Length of freshet in days. .200

Length of freshet in days. .150

Length of freshet in days.. 100
Length of freshet in days. . 50
Length of freshet in days. . 25
Rainfall in inches 0.40

Rainfall in inches 0.35

Rainfall in inches 0.30

Rainfall in inches 0.25

Rainfall in inches 0.20

Rainfall in inches 0.15

Rainfall in inches 0.10

The Craig Formula.

Value of t in inches. .2.6

Value of t in inches. .2.5

Value of t in inches.. 2.

4

in inches. .2.2

in inches. .2.1

in inches. .2.0

1.9

1.8

in inches. .0.95

0.90

Value of t

Value of t

Value of t

Value of t in inches
Value of t in inches
Value of c

Value of c in inches.
Value of c in inches.
Value of c

0.85

0.80in inches
Value of c in inches. .0.75

Value of c in inches.. 0.70

Value of c in inches.. 0.65

Q = 440 X B X N hyp. log
8L'

B
where Q = the total discharge in cubic feet per second.

N ^ c V i, where v = the velocity toward the culvert
in feet per second,

i =3 the number of inches of rainfall.

c=zthe coefiicient of discharge.
L:=the extreme length of the drainage area.
D = the mean width of the drainage area.

The McMath Formula.
5

Q = c v V S A*= A c V V s/A
where c = the proportion of rainfall that reaches sewers.

Vr=the number of cubic feet of water falling upon an
acre of surface per second during the period of

greatest intensity of rain. It is practically the
same as the rate in inches per hour.

s = the mean surface grade in feet per thousand.
A = the area drained in acres.

Q = the discharge in cubic feet per second.
This formula was derived with especial reference to St.

Louis conditions.
The Chamier Formula.

Q = 640 X R X C X M%
where Q= the discharge in cubic feet per second.

R = the average rate of the greatest rainfall anticipated
in inches per hour for such duration as will
allow the flood water flowing to the outlet
from the farthest extremity of the catchment
area,

c =:a coeflScient of surface discharge, giving the pro-
portion of rainfall that may be expected to
flow off the surface.

The above formula has been tested by Mr. Chamier on
streams in India having drainage areas of from 20 acres to
400 square miles.

The Cramer Formula.
C3R3mM (S.,)'/3

Q^
9+ (0.0658 mR,M)'/3

where Q =the discharge in cubic feet per second.
R2=:the mean annual rainfall in inches.

ei + e^

S.^= = the mean slope and declivity of the
1

whole basin; ei being its average altitude in

feet, e2 being the altitude of the point of dis-
charge, and 1 being the average distance in feet
traveled by the water from the boundaries of
the watershed to the point of measurement.

C3 := a variable coefficient.

1= 186 for rough natural basins of rivers.

= 697 for smooth, comparatively level and imper-
vious areas like well-built cities,

m depends on the total area M, the flat area F,

which is likely to be inundated in freshets, and
the mean annual rainfall R^, such relation being
expressed by:

709 F
m =:

'
=: 1 — sin I — tan— 1

)
^ MR., '

for the simple case

when F is distributed in an approximately uni-

form manner throughout the whole basin,

whereas if F is concentrated only at the lower
end of the basin, we must place

/ 1418 F.
m = 1 — sin (

— tan —1
)

^ MR,/
The Italian Formulas.

Q =

Q='

1819 M

0.311 + VM
2600 M

(1)

(2)

0.311 + V M
The notation in these formulas is the same as that of

the Fanning formula. No. 1 is applicable to streams in

northern Italy, and No. 2 to small brooks in the same
region.

The Kuichling Formulas.

44,000

q = + 20(1)
M + 170

127,000

q = + 7.4 (2)

M + 370

Here q = the discharge in second-feet per square mile,

and M = the drainage area in square miles. These equa-

tions were derived from conditions similar to those in the

valley of the Mohawk River. They were obtained from a

great amount of flood data on both American and European
streams. Equation No. 1 gives the discharge during floods

which may occur occasionally. Equation No. 2 gives the

discharge during floods that occur but rarely.

The IMurphy Formula.
46,790

q= +15
M + 320

The notation here is the same as that of the Kuichling

formulas. This equation was derived from a large amount
of flood data on streams of the northeastern United States

which Mr. Murphy had collected.
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The (!ray Fonmila.
Q — 5.89 A%

where Q = the discharjj;e in second-feet per acre, and

A — the drainage area in sqnare miles.

In liis discussion of loKaritliniic diagram of (he Dunn
data, rrof. W. D. Pence found that by drawing tangents to

the curve at various points the exponents of the equations

of tlieso tangents varied from unity for very small areas to

one-half for the largest areas drained. This is a very in-

teresting discovery, and it may be that it represents the law

for which engineers have been continually looking, but

without further verification of the Dun figures it is impossi-

ble to draw any final conclusion In regard to the matter.

Discussion on Roadway.

Mr. Churchill: I believe there should be an investigation

all over the United States with a view to finding a general

waterway fornuila by which a change in the coefficient will be

applicable to the different sections, and I believe that this

committee is in better shape to take up such a formula than

any other body in the United States.

Prof. Pence: If the members of the association will sup-

port the committee by responding to the circular which the

committee plans to send out, by platting a few points on the

diagram, it is believed that considerable progress can be

made.
A motion to receive the report as information was carried.

RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS.

The Board of Direction assigned the following work:

(1) Recommend a form and system for keeping sidetrack

records.

(2) Continue the study of estimate forms for construction

and maintenance work.
(3) Consider revision of the Manual.

(4) Make concise recommendations for next year's work.

The following sub-committees were appointed:

Sidetrack Records: M. C. Byers, chairman; C. W. Pifer,

Thomas Maney.
Bridge Estimate Forms: Edward Gray, chairman; R. W.

Willis, E. E. Hanna.
Building Estimate Forms: W. H. Sellew, chairman; J. H.

Milburn.
Water Service Estimate Forms: C. H. Gerber, chairman;

J. M. Brown.
.

Section Foreman's Material Report: Henry Lehn, chair-

man; J. E. Turk, T. H. Gatlin.

SIDETRACK RECORDS.

The work outlined for this sub-committee was as follows:

(1) To collect data in the nature of forms and methods

used by railroads for keeping sidetrack records. (2) To for-

mulate a definite recommendation for a method of preparing

and keeping such records, with particular attention to the

following features: (1) Reporting completion of sidetracks.

(20 Keeping permanent record of same. (3) Periodically

checking location and length to insure the record always

being correct.

The iniormation considered desirable for such a record gen-

erally consists of the following: Location of sidetrack by

mile post and station; length; alinement; gradient; actual

cost, and by whom assumed; character, age and weight of

•rail;' character and size of ties; description of bridges and

culverts; date of construction; memorandum of agreement,

if any, covering construction and maintenance; title to prop-

erty occupied.
The investigation developed that the railway companies

have not as a general thing devised very complete systems

for keeping sidetrack records, although the necessity for such

is generally admitted but not fully appreciated. There would

seem to be no reason why the same care should not be given

to maintaining careful records of sidetracks as is given to

keeping records of main tracks and other physical assets of

a railroad company.
In the analysis of the subject the sub-committee came to

the conclusion that a sidetrack record should be used for the

following reasons:
x . ^ ^ -i

(1) To provide data for compiling reports to state rail-

way commissions and the Interstate Commerce Commission.

(2) To provide data lor annual reports. (3) Keep a record

of ownership of sidetracks. (4) Keep records for taxation

purposes. (5) Provide a convenient method by which the

oflacers of a railway in direct charge of maintenance or chang-

ing of sidetracks may become familiar with the conditions

under which the tracks are constructed and maintained. This

is especially valuable in connection with sidetracks which

are owned wholly or in part by private parties or corporations.

the mainl(>nanco of which is pcM-formed by the railroad com-
pany and the cost charged against the owner.

Failure to keep accurate sidetrack records has resulted in
mucli controversy between int(>rosted parties and oftentimes
endless search through correspondence files in order to de-
velop the information which ought to be readily found and lor
which there is constant call. In a large percentage of indus-
trial tracks there are oth( r than railway interests. The title

to the track and property and maintenance of same makes it

just as imi)ortant to keep a complete and accurate record,
which should supplement the written contracts, as to keep
•records of titled property. In addition, there is necessity
for keeping better records on account of constantly increas-
ing demands of local and national authorities for data in

connection with physical condition of property, for which
reliable records must be within easy reach. It is felt that
the importance of this feature of railroad records cannot be
too greatly emphasized and that it has not heretofore been
given the prominence it deserves.
The committee presents to the association for adoption the

form proposed for sidetrack records.
The general scheme of the form is to have a permanent

record, which will bo corrected annually, and which will, as
far as possible, show accurately the track situation at all

times, and it is so planned as to permit additions or reductions
in length to be indicated immediately upon completion of the
work without causing the form to be rewritten.

The form needs very little explanation, as the headings of

the columns show exactly what information is to be recorded.
In presenting this form the committee has in mind the neces-

H. R. Safford.

Chairman, Committee on Records and Accounts.

sity for a form that will fit all conditions, and this accounts
for four or five columns which show in different methods the
location of track, as the same method for indicating the loca-

tion could not be used under all conditions.

It is proposed that this form be printed on tracing paper,
so that as many copies as are desired can be taken from it by
blueprinting, the original to be retained in the local office.

At the end of the year or other prescribed period, the local
officers should correct the report and send new prints to the
office of the chief engineer or whatever general officers may
require such information.

In detailed explanation of the use of the columns the fol-

lowing instructions are proposed to accompany this form:
Column No. 1. Show location of sidetracks referred to

mile posts, which method would be used for tracks which are
not a part of yards or within station limits. In such cases
the m.ile post location will be the mile and plus of the switch
nearest the mile post measured in the direction in which the
mileage is carried.

Column No. 2. Give reference indicating that the sidetrack
is on the right or left side of the main track.
Column No. 3. Give name of station at which track Is

located.
Column No. 4. Give name of county and state.

Column No. 5. Give name or number of township or school
district.

Column No. 6. Give name or number of track, as it may
be designated.
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Column No. 7. Indicate whether the track is a spur or
connected at both ends.
Column No. 8. Show construction authority number.
Column No. 9. Give number of contract, if any exists, cov-

ering construction, operation or maintenance.
Column No. 10. Show date sidetrack was completed.
Column No. 11. Give character, age and weight of rail.

Columns Nos. 12, 13, 14 and 15. Show actual length of
track at the end of prescribed record year, dividing the owner-
ship between the railway and outside interests.
Columns Nos. IG, 17, 18 and 19. Show changes which may

be made to track during the record period. In these columns
the plus sign should be used to indicate track length which is

added, and the minus sign should be used for track length
which is taken up.
Column No. 20. Show any miscellaneous information that

has a bearing upon the track and which is not provided for by
separate column.
A space should be provided between the various stations

to permit of additional sidetracks being recorded withcut
making a new sheet.

All totals and all figures indicating changes during the year
should be shown on the tracing paper in pencil, also the last
two figures of the year in which the report is made, but all

other figures should be made with India ink. The local officers

preparing the sidetrack record should retain the original
form and at the end of the period for which the report is to

be made, should, after correcting their previous reports to

date, send the necessary sets of blue prints to the office of the
chief engineer, one for use until a new report is made, and the
others to be filed as a permanent record. The tracing paper
form should not be used for reference but be filed in a dust-

proof box until It is necessary to correct it or make necessary
blue print copies.

All tracks should be reported on the sidetrack record in

linear feet of track.

In reporting weight of rail with which the original track
was constructed, this should be reported as linear feet of

track.

The committee recommends to the association for adoption
in the Manual of Recommended Practice the proposed form
for sidetrack record shown as Exhibit A.

BRIDGE ESTIMATE FORMS.

This sub-committee was instructed to continue the study
of this subject, which was begun but not completed in the
1909 report, following the general idea of having a form
which would provide a uniform method for making such esti-

mates and furnishing a guide to the estimator to avoid errors

of omission. They very soon determined that it would not

be practicable to attempt to follow in the preparation of this

form the scheme of printing the various items that enter
Into general bridge work. The character of construction
varies too much to make such a plan feasible, and it was
therefore concluded by the sub-committee, which conclusion
was indorsed by the general committee, that in the design
of such a form the front page should be left blank as far as

the list of items is concerned, but that on the reverse side of

the sheet should appear a list of the principal items which
enter into various kinds of bridge construction and which
would be a guide to the estimator, and insure uniform arranee-
ment of items in the estimates and prevent omission of im-
portant features.

In the preparation of this list of items it was found quite
easy to include too much detail, and the committee has there-
fore not attempted to go beyond the principal items. The
situation in regard to an estimate for bridge work which
would fit all classes of structures is somewhat different from
the preparation of a similar form for track estimates, but
in the design of the face of this form an attempt has been
made to make it consistent in arrangement with the form
recommended and adopted for track estimates, with the ex-
ception of printing the details.

The instructions to sub-committees C and D were of the
same general character as those given to sub-committee B,
and forms of a similar design were presented.

SECTION foreman's MATERIAL REPORT AND REVISION OF THE
MANUAL.

The committee does not offer any suggestion or changes
with reference to the general subject of revision of the Manual.
The committee has been unable to do much more than com-
plete the work on estimate forms and preparing sidetrack
record, and while some attempt was made to study several
of the forms, particularly these applying to section foreman's
material reports, adopted by the association, nothing con-
clusive was determined in this direction.
The report is signed by: H. R. Safford (Edgar Allen Amer-

ican Manganese Steel Company)', chairman; H. J. Pfeifer

(Terminal Railroad Association), vice-chairman; .1. M. Brown
(C. R. I. & P.), M. C. Byers (St. L. & S. F.), T. H. Gatlin
(Southern), C. H. Gerber, consulting engineer; Edward Gray
(Southern), E E. Hanna (M. P.), Henry Lehn (New York Cen-
tral), Thcs. Maney (L. &. N.), J. H. Milburn (B. & O.), C. W.
Pifer (111. Cent.), W. H. Sellew (Mich. Cent.), J. E. Turk
(P. & R.), R. W. Willis (C. B. & Q.).

Discussion on Records and Accounts.

Mr. McDonald: I would like to ask the committee whether
they gave consideration to the question of large yard groups.
Is it the intention that each track in a group shall be placed
on this blank, or are they to be treated as groups?

Mr. Safford: The idea was that a condition of that kind
cannot be handled as a group. You cannot individualize every
track in a large yard.

Mr. Brooke; There is one omission that I would like to
see taken care of. Nearly all private sidings are covered
by an agreement, and this would be a convenient place
for it.

Mr. Safford: Column 9 covers it. It should be contract
number instead of "Construction number."

President: That will be corrected.
A motion to adopt the form was carried.
Mr. Kittredge: I would like to ask for some explanation

of the item of "general expense," in the form for "water
service estimated."

Mr. Safford: That was intended to mean a general
heading for what might follow in the way of miscellaneous
items that were not listed. The classification of the things
that are ordinarily met in estimates of that kind appears in
items 1 to 8. From that point on, it is miscellaneous that
we did not feel like listing.

Mr. Kittredge: I was wondering why it did not appear
in the other blanks.

Mr. Safford: It should have appeared in the others.
That was an over-sight.
The President: The Committee will add that to the

blanks in which it does not now appear.
Mr. Kittredge: Engineering and train service are grouped

together in Article XIII, while in Article VI, the article
"Train Service" is given again. Is there some special kind
of engineering and train service covered?

Mr. Safford: That is another typographical error.
The President: "And train service" will be omitted.
Mr. Brooke: I suggest "Miscellaneous expense" be

substituted for "General expense."
The Piesident: That is acceptable to the committee.
A motion to adopt the form was carried.

UNIFORM GENERAL CONTRACT FORMS.

The committee was instructed to take up the following
work:

(1) Review and revise uniform general contract forms
presented at Tenth Annual Convention.

(2) Make concise recommendation^ for next year's work.
The committee has thoroughlv considererl the report made

at the 1909 convention and published in Bul'etin 108. and has
made a study of the principal contracts in use. The plan of
having an agreement form of two pages separate from the gen-
eral contract conditions, is approved by the committee, and
the aereement form presented in that report has been re-
considered and revised and is presented herewith with recom-
mendations for adoption.

In small or unimportant contracts this agreement form,
which is designated as Form A, mav be used alone, but in
larger contracts the "General Conditions" statement desig-
nated as Form B may be inserted, using the agreement form
as a folder with the introductory page at the beginning of
the contract and the signatures at the end.

Specifications relating to the particular work can either
be included in the folder or attached to the back.
The committee has, in the agreement, made the "Contrac-

tor" the party of the first part, and the "Company" the party
of the second part and has. therefore, in preparing the "Gea-
eral Conditions," placed the provisions relating especially
to the duties and rights of the "Contractor" first and those
relating to the duties and rights of the "Company" last.

The committee has outlined for future meetings the forma-
tion of the remaining sections which, in general, will cover
the following terms: Property and right of entry; temporary
suspension of work; annulment; measurement and approval
of work; estimates and payments.

CONCLUSIONS.

The committee especially presents for approval:
(1) The general scheme of having the two-page general

agreement, Form A, as a folder within which the other per-
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tions of the contnict can bo bouiul, thus permitting a concise

contract form or a large contract form, according to tlie re

quiromonts of tlio case.

(2) The ai;rocmont—Form A—as prosontcd hcrcwitli:

Tlic conimitttco ])roaonts for discussion and suggcslious:

(1) Tlie sclicme of arrangement of B— General Condi-

tions.

(2) The composition of tlie 28 sections enumerated.
For next year's work it is recommended that preparation

of a standard contract form be continued on the lines al-

ready begun.
The report is signed by: J. C. Irwin (R. Railroad), chair-

man; W. G. Brimson (Q., O. & K. C), vice-chairman; E. F.

Ackerman (L. V.); F. H. Alfred (C., H. & D.) ; Wm. Archer
(B. & O. S.); William Ashton (O. S. L.); W. G. Atwood (L.

E. & W.); W. L. Breckinridge (C, B. & Q.) ; E. H. Lee (C. &
W. I.); F. W. Smith (C. C, C. & St. L.) ; W. F. Tye (Civil

Engineer); C. A. Wilson (Consulting Engineer).

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT.

Agreement.

This agreement, made this day of

in the year by and between
party of the first part, herinafter called the Contrac-

tor, and
party of the second part, hereinafter called the Company.
WITNESSETH, That, in consideration of the covenants

and agreements hereinafter mentioned, to be performed by the

J. C. Irwin.

Chairman, Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms.

parties hereto and of the payments hereinafter agreed to be
made, it is mutually agreed as follows:
The Contractor will furnish all the necessary transportation,

materials, superintendence, labor and equipment and will

execute, construct and finish in an expeditious, substantial
and workmanlike manner to the satisfaction and acceptance
of the Chief engineer of the Company.

in accordance with the plans hereto attached or as herein-
after described and the following general conditions, require-

ments and specifications, forming part of this agreement.
The work covered by this contract shall be commenced

and be completed on
or before the day of 191

And in consideration of the completion of the work de-

scribed herein, and the fulfillment of all the stipulations of

this agreement to the satisfaction and acceptance of the
Chief Engineer of the Company, the said Company, its suc-

cessors or assigns hereby agree to well and truly pay, or
cause to be paid, to said Contractor, the executors, adminis-
trators, successors or assigns of said Contractor, as the case
may be, the amount due the Contractor, based on the follow-
ing prices >

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The parties hereto have duly
executed this instrument in duplicate the day and year first

above written.
WITNESS:

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT.

General Conditions.

1. Bond. -The Contractor agrees, at the time of the execu-
tion and delivery of I his contract and before the taking effect

of the same, to furni.sh and deliver to the Company a good
and sufficient bond of indemnity to the amount of

dollars, as security for the faithful per-
formance, by the Contractor, of all the covenants and agree-
ments on the part of the Contractor contained in this con-
tract. The security in such bond of indemnity must be satis-

factory and acceptal)le to the Company.
This bond shall remain in force and effect in such amounl,

not greater than that specified, as shall be determined by thf.

Chief Engineer, until the final completion and acceptance of

the work.
2. Contractor's Understanding.—It is understood and

agreed that the Contractor has satisfied himself by careful
personal examination as to the nature and location of the
work, the form of the surface of the ground, the character,
quality and quantity of the materials to be encountered, the
character of the plant, structures, equipment and facilities

needed preliminary to and during the prosecution of the
work, the general and local conditions, and all other matters
which can in any way influence this contract, and no informa-
tion upon any such matters derived from the maps, plans, pro-

files, drawings or from any source whatever, shall in any way
affect any risk or obligation, or relieve him from fulfilling any
of the terms of this agreement. No verbal agreements or

conversations with any oQicer, agent or employe of the Com-
pany, either before or after the execution of this contract,
shall affect or modify any of the terms or obligations herein
contained.

3. Intent of Plans and Specifications.—All work that may
be called for in the specifications and not shown on the plans,
or shown on the plans and not called for in the specifications,
is to be executed and furnished by the Contractor as if de-
scribed in both these ways; and should any work or material
be required which is not denoted in the specifications or plans,
either directly or indirectly, but which is nevertheless neces-
sary for the proper carrying out of the intentions thereof,
the Contractor is to understand the same to be implied and
required, and is to perform all such work and furnish any
such material as fully as if they were particularly delineated
Or described.

4. Permits.—The Contractor shall, at his own cost and ex-

pense, except as specifically provided in this contract, se-

cure the necessary permits for the work included in this con-
tract and will be responsible for violations of any laws, rules
or regulations.

5. Protection.—Whenever the local conditions, laws or
ordinances require, the Contractor shall furnish and maintain,
at his own cost and expense, necessary passageways, guard
fences and lights and such other facilities and means of

protection as may be required.
6. Rights of Various Interests.—Whenever work being

done by Company forces or by other Contractors is contiguous
to work covered by this contract, the respective rights of the
various interests involved shall be determined by the En-
gineer, to secure the completion of the various portions of

the work in general harmony.
7. Consent to Transfer.—The Contractor agrees not to let

or transfer this contract or any part thereof (except for the
delivery of material) without consent of the Chief Engineer,
given in writing. Such consent does not release or relieve

the Contractor from any or all of his obligations and liabilitie?

under this contract.
8. Superintendence.—The Contractor agrees to constantly

superintend all the work embraced in this contract in person
or by a duly authorized manager acceptable to the company.

9. Timely Demand for Points and Instructions.—The Con-
tractor shall not proceed until he has made previously timely

demand upon the Engineer for, and received from him, such
points and instructions as may be necessary as the work pro-

gresses. The work shall be done in strict conformity with
such points and instructions.

10. Report Errors and Discrepancies.—If the Contractor, in

the course of the work, finds any discrepancy between the

plans and the nhysical conditions of the locality, or any errors

in plans or in the layout as given by said points and instruc-

ions, it shall be his duty to immediately inform the Engineer.

Any work done after such discovery, until verified, will be
done at the Contractor's risk. ,

11. Preservation of Stakes.—The Contractor must carefully

preserve bench marks, reference points and stakes, and in

case of wilful or careless destruction he will be charged with

the resulting expense and shall be responsible for any mis-

takes that may be caused by their unnecessary loss or dis-

turbance.
12. Inspection.—All work and mterials shall at all times be

open tA the inspection, acceptance or rejection of the Engineer
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or his duly authorized representative. The Contractor shall

at all times provide sufficient, safe and proper facilities for

such inspection.
13. Defective Work or Material.—Any omission or failure

on the part of the Engineer to disapprove or reject any work
or material shall not be construed to be an acceptance of

any defective work or material. The Contractor shall remove,
at his own expense, any work or material condemned by the
Engineer, and shall rebuild and replace any work or material
so condemned without extra charge, and in default thereof
the same shall be done by the Company at the Contractor's
expense—or in case the Chief Engineer should not consider
the defect of sufficient importance to require the Contractor
to rebuild or replace any imperfect work or material, he shall

have power, and is hereby authorized, to make any de-

duction from the stipulated price that he may see proper.

14. Indemnity.—The Contractor agrees to indemnify and
save harmless the Company for and from all claims, demands,
payments, suits, actions, recoveries and judgments of every
nature and description brought or recovered against it, for

or on account of any injuries or damages received or sus-

tained by any party or parties by reasons of any act or omis-
sion of the said Contractor, his agents or employes, in the
construction of said work or by or in consequence of any negli-

gence or carelessness in guarding the same.
15. Settlement for Wages.—Whenever, in the opinion of the

Chief Engineer, it may be necessary or conducive to the prog-

ress of the work to secure to any of the employes of the
Contractor any wages which may then bedue them, the Company
is hereby authorized to pay such laborers the amount due them
or any lesser amount, and the amounts so paid them, as shown
by their receipts, shall be deducted from any moneys that

may be or become payable to said Contractor.
16. Liens.—If at any time anyone employed by the Con-

tractor, either to perform work as a sub-contractor or laborer
or otherwise, or to furnish any materials, shall file or give
notice of any mechanic's or other liens therefor, the Company
is hereby authorized to pay and discharge the same if it shall

deem best so to do, and to deduct the amount so paid from
any moneys which may be or become due and payable to the
Contractor.

17. Work Adjacent to Railroad.—Whenever the work em-
braced in this contract is near the tracks, structures or build-

ings of this Company or of other railroads, the Contractor
shall use extraordinary care and vigilance to avoid injury to

persons or property. The work must be so conducted as not
to interfere with the movement of trains or other operations
of the railroad; and if in any case such interference be neces-
sary, the Contractor shall not proceed until he has first ob-

tained specific authority and directions therefor from the
proper officer of the Railroad Company and has the approval
of the Engineer.

18. Risk.—The work in every respect shall be at the risk

of the Contractor until finished and accepted.
19. Order and Discipline.—The Contractor shall at all

times enforce strict discipline and good order among his

employes, and any employe of the Contractor who shall ap-

pear to be incompetent, disorderly or intemperate, or in any
other way disqualified ofr or unfaithful to the work entrusted
to him, shall be discharged immediately on the request of the
Engineer, and he shall not again be employed on the work
without the Engineer's written consent.

20. Contractor Not to Hire Company's Employes.—The
Contractor shall not employ any of the Company's employes.

21. Intoxicating Liquors Prohibited.—The Contractor shall
not permit the sale, distribution or use of any intoxicating
liquors upon or adjacent to the work, or allow any such to

be brought upon, to or near the line of the railway of the
Company.

22. Cleaning Up.—The Contractor must, before the work
is finally accepted, at his own expense, clear away from the
Company's property and from all public and private property
all temporary structures, rubbish and waste material result-
ing from his operations.

23. Engineer and Chief Engineer Defined.—Wherever in
this contract the word Engineer is used, it shall be under-
stood as referring to the Chief Engineer of the Company,
acting personally or through an assistant duly authorized
in writing for such act by the Chief Engineer, and wherever
the words Chief Engineer are used it shall be understood as
referring to the Chief Engineer in person, and not to any
assistant engineer.

24. Power of Engineer.—The Engineer shall have full

power to reject or condemn all work or material which, in

his opinion, does not conform to this agreement; to direct the
application of forces to any portion of the work which in his
judgment requires it; to order the force increased or dimin-
ished, and to decide every question that may arise between
the parties relative to the execution of the work.

25. Adjustment of Dispute.—All questions, differences or

controversies which may arise between the Contractor and
the Company, under or in reference to this agreement, or
its performance or non-performance, or the work to which
It relates or in any way whatever pertaining to or connected
with said work, shall be subject to the decision of the Chief
Engineer, and his decision shall be final and conclusive to both
parties.

2G. Order of Completion; Use of Completed Portions.—The
Contractor shall complete any portion or portions of the work
in such order of time as the Engineer may require. The
Company shall have the right to take possession of and use
any completed or partially completed portions of the work,
notwithstanding the time for completing the entire work
or such portions may not have expired; but such taking pos-
session and use shall not be deemed an acceptance of the work
so taken or used or any part thereof. If such prior use in-
creases the cost of the work, the Contractor will be entitled
to such extra compensation as the Chief Engineer may de-
termine.

27. Changes.—The Company shall have the right to make
any changes that may be hereafter determined upon, in the
nature or dimensions of the work, either before or after its
commencement, and such changes shall in no way affect or
void this agreement, but the difference in the value of the
work shall be adjusted by the Engineer. If such changes
diminish the quantity or extent of the work to be done, they
shall not, under any circumstances, be construed as constitut-
ing, and shall not constitute, a claim for damages or for an
ticipated profits on such work.

In case of any work being done under a lump-sum contract
price, and the quantity of work actually furnished upon com-
pletion of the work should vary and prove more or less
than the quantities shown on the original plans and provided
for by the specifications, then the contract lump-sum price
is to be aujusted in the final payment accordingly. If the
contract provides a schedule of unit rates for variations in
the work, then the adjustment is to be made on the basis of
such unit rates, either adding or deducting the corresponding
amounts according to whether the quantity of each class of
work was increased or decreased over the amounts originally
covered by the lump-sum bid; if the contract does not contain
such a schedule of unit rates, then the value of all such ad-
ditions or omissions is to be established by the Engineer,
and the adjustment madf> accordingly.

28. Extra Work.—No bill or claim for extra work or mate-
rial shall be allowed or paid unless the doing of such extra
work or the furnishing of such extra material shall have been
authorized in writing by the Engineer, and the price to be paid
fixed by the Chief Engineer in writing before any part of such
work was done or material furnished.
The Chief Engineer, in fixing the price for the doing of

work or the furnishing of material not provided for in this
agreement, may either fix a unit price or a lump-sum price or
may, if he so elects, provide that the price shall be determined
by the actual cost, to which shall be added per cent
to cover general expense and superintendence, profits, con-
tingencies, use of tools, Contractor's risk and liability. If

the Contractor shall perform any work or furnish any material
which is not provided for in this agreement, or which was
not authorized in writing by the Engineer previous to the
doing of the work or the furnishing of material, said Con-
tractor shall receive no compensation for such work or mate-
rial so furnished, and does hereby release and discharge the
Company from any payment therefor.

If the Contractor shall proceed with such extra work or the
furnishing of such extra materials after receiving the writ-

ten authority therefor, as hereinbefore provided, then such
work or material, stated in the written authority of the
Engineer, shall be covered, governed and controlled

by all the terans and provisions of this agree-
ment, subject to such prices as may be agreed upon or de-

termined by the Chief Engineer.
If the Contractor shall decline or fail to perform such work

or furnish such extra material as authorized by the Engineer
in writing, as aforesaid, the Company may then arrange for

the performance of the work in any manner it may see fit.

the same as if this agreement had not been executed, and
the Contractor shall not interfere with such performance
of the work.

Discussion on Uniform General Contract Forms.

The report was accepted as information without dis-

cussion.

GRADING AND INSPECTION OF MAINTENANCE OF
WAY LUMBER.

In the classification of lumber the question of the absence
or presence of defects is one of the greatest importance, and
the various lumber associations of the country have adopted
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standard grades for the kinds of lumber which (hey manufac-

ture, according to which they grade their product by Klzes

and by the (lualily. as determined by the absence or presence

of certiiiu standard defects.

To insure uniloruiity, it is obviously desirable that in or

dering and inii chasing lumber, the railroads follow standard

siiecilkations which shall bo considered as such by both the

producer and consumer. This jjrinciplo has been recogni/.ed

in the association in the adoption of the standard specifications

for Southern yellow pine bridge and trestle timbers, which are

now the standard specifications of the Yellow Pine ManuJ'actur-

ers' Association and of the American Society for Testing Mate-

rials.

Since the adoption of these standard specifications, the

Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association and American Society

for Testing INlalerials have issued these standard specifica-

tions in the form of a suuill pamphlet, and the manufacturers

have attempted to live up to these specilications in the manu-
facture of grades of timbers applied to bridge and trestle

construction. Apart from these specifications, comparatively

little has been done in the way of formulating standard rules

for the grading of maintenance of way lumber that are recog-

nized both by the railways and manufacturers.

At the 1909 convention of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion a committee was appointed to act in conjunction with

similar committees from the American Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association, the Railway Storekeepers' Association

and the lumber manufacturers' associations throughout the

country and to prepare specifications and grading rules for

car and locomotive lumber.

At the 1910 convention of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion a report was submitted on this subject, which was sub-

sequently adopted by the above referred to railway and lumber
manufacturers' associations. This report consisted of a de-

scription of the various woods used by the railway companies

for car and locomotive lumber, a list of standard defects, with

appropriate photographs illustrating these, and the grading

rules for each kind of lumber.
A great deal of the matter contained in these specifications

is applicable to maintenance of way lumber, and several of the

manufacturers' associations have submitted to this com-

mittee specincations for maintenance of way lumber, using

the descriptions of woods and standard defects already

adopted by these associations. These specifications are print-

ed in full as an appendix to the report.

In submitting these specifications as a matter of information

to members of this association, the committee wishes to em-

phasize that it is desirable to adopt a series of specifications

of this character at the earliest possible date. The splendid

results obtained from the joint adoption of such standard

rules for bridge and trestle timbers has already been pointed

out. The various lumber associations have indicated their

readiness to co-operate with the members of this association

for the purpose of having similar rules adopted for mainte-

nance of way lumber.
The committee suggests that the work assigned to it for the

next year consist in the preparation of similar specifications

for classes and kinds of lumber not included in the speci-

fications submitted in this year's report, and the considera-

tion of those submitted with a view towards recommending
the adoption of standard specifications for maintenance of way
lumber.
The report is signed by: W. H. Sellew, M. C, chairman;

F. H. Bainbridge, C. & N. W.; E. O. Faulkner, A. T. & S. F. Rail-

way; R. Koehler, S. P.; Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk, St. L. &
S. F.; B. A. Wood, M. & O.

Discussion on Grading Rules for Maintenance of Way
Lumber.

Dr. Herman Von Schrenk, (R. I. Frisco) : The idea of

the committee was to request the various manufacturers'
associations to present concrete rules for the various

classes of railway material under which they would be able

to furnish railway lumber. The chief criticism which the

committee has found hitherto was that the lumber manu-
facturers generally criticized the railway specifications, say-

ing that they were numerous and various; that what they
would like to see was a standard specification for one class

of material, adopted by the railway organizations. The
committee therefore requested that th6 manufacturers'
associations submit such specifications as they believed

would be standard, and those have been printed preliminary

to their general adoption, and the lumber manufacturers'
associations have on their part agreed that unless they are

very materially changed, they would issue those as standard
specifications on their part.

J. H. Waterman (C. B. & Q.) : The Railway Storekeepers'
Association, at the sixth annual convention, 1909, passed the

following resolution:

Resolved, That a committee of five be ajjpointed by the
president to confer with the Master Car Builders' and Master
Mechanics' Associations, and request the adoi)tion by them of

the commercial grading rules as the standard of lumber speci-

fications by the railways:
This commitlee went to Atlantic City in 1909 and attended

the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' conventions,
prosenled tlie r<>solution, and succeeded in having a commit-
tee appointed from each association to act jointly with the
committee from the Railway Storekeepers' association to

draft standard specifications to cover all classes of lumber
used in cars and locomotives.
The committee met several times and was assisted very

materially by the manufacturers' associations north, south,

east and west. The manufacturers were very glad to co-

o])erate with the joint committee referred to above and
change any of the established rules which they had to con-
form witli the rules which the committee felt were best.

This enabled the committee to make a complete report to

the convention of the Master Car Builders and Master Me-
chanics which met at Atlantic City in 1910 and present stand-

ard specifications for all classes of lumber used in cars and
locomotives. This report was adopted unanimously by the
Master Mechanics' Association and the Master Car Builders'

Association.
In August, 1910, we learned that the American Railway En-

gineering and Maintenonce of Way Association had appointed
a committee on rules for the grading and inspection of main-
tenance of way lumber.
We immediately wrote your president, Mr. Fritch, on

August 23, and offered your committee, through him, any
information which we had gathered in connection with our

work in preparing the standard specifications which were
adopted by the Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders'

associations.
On August 30 your president acknowledged receipt of the

letter and advised:
"I wish to thank you for your letter and will instruct our

committee to avail themselves of your kind offer." We have
met with your committee during the past year and have given

them what assistance we had at hand.
The question arises:

We ask you to take some action endorsing what your
committee has done and continuing them with authority.

We will co-operate with them if you think best.

We hope that in the very near future there may be a
standard specification adopted which will be uniform. We
do not want to be understood as advancing a proposition

that all roads should use the same class of lumber in the
same place. We would like the American Railway Engi-
neering and Maintenance of Way Association in their own
way to say that as the various lumbermen's manufactur-
ing associations of the United States have adopted rules

and specifications for the grading of all classes of lumber
which we use, the railways will accept these grading rules

as their standard for the inspection of all lumber which
they buy, and designate the lowest grade inspected under
the commercial grading rules, which will be acceptable to

the railways of this country for each particular purpose.
Favorable action by this association can result in only

one thing; greater ease, more uniformity, less frequent
disputes in connection with the inspection of lumber, and
a greater certainty of an adequate supply being promptly
secured especially in busy times.

E. T. Brown, (B. & O.) : The Baltimore & Ohio has re-

paired, during the past year, a good many miles of second
and third class, and they have needed a good deal of main-
tenance of way lumber, switch timbers and bridge lumber
for special or temporary work. I know that orders were
placed for lumber, ard at the end of six months that lum-
ber was not furnished, and the railway company had to

ship lumber from west of the Alleghenies to the east side

of the Alleghenies to do the work at the time it had to be
done. I think it would be a great saving in many ways to

the railways to have a standard under which one road could
buy the same lumber from a mill that the other would, and
the stock would be the same.
A motion to receive the committee's report as informa-

tion, was carried.

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES.

In pursuance of the request from President Baker of the
National Conservation Congress, a report was transmitted
to Thomas R. Shipp, executive secretary of that organization,

on September 3, 1910, by the chairman, of which the follow-

ing is a part:

"On May 13, 1909, an elaborate report was transmitted to
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the committee by the National Conservation Commission,
through its secretary, Mr. Shipp, containing valuable sug-
gestions as to the possibilities cf railway companies assisting
the work of conservation by thorough methods of prevention
and control of forest fires, and the cultivation of timber for
railroad purposes, the use of sawed instead of hewed ties,

the use of treated timber, and the necessities for the exten-
sion of the supply of creosote, and other features- relating to
timber resources. This report was transmitted by the com-
mittee, to the American Railway Engineering and Mainte-
nance of Way Association, published by the association, and
distributed throughout the country in one of its bulletins.
"Dealing directly, as it does, with those features of con-

servation that affect the railway companies and their patrons,
and having a circulation among railway officers covering the
United States, as well as large portions of Canada and Mex-
ico, the results should be exceedingly beneficial to the cause
of conservation.

"In March of this year the special committee was estab-
lished as one of the standing committees of the association,

at the same time the personnel was largely increased, bring-

ing into membership a number of prominent railway officers

of this country and Canada.
"The work of the committee has been divided into sub-

committees for the purpose of specialization, with an outline
for investigation as follows: (1) tree planting and general
reforestation. (2) coal and fuel oil resources. (3) iron and
steel resources.
A sub-division of the work, as per statement following,

was recommended: (1) Tree Planting and General Refor-
estation, (a) extent of existing forests considered in connec-
tion with increase of growth and consumption, (b) judicious

selection of tree varieties for planting, the locality and soil

conditions considered. Possibility of value from growth on
cut-over land, (c) methods of planting and cultivation, with
cost of same, considering possibilities from cut-over lands.

(d) anticipated results at maturity from trees so produced.
(e) methods and cost of caring for and protecting existing
forests. (2) Coal and Fuel Oil Resources, (a) extent of ex-

isting supplies, considered in connection with consumption,
(b) extent of waste in production, (c) economic consump-
tion, giving consideration to practical use of by-products. (3)

Iron and Steel Resources, (a) supplies of raw material, con-

sidered in connection with consumption, (b) waste in pro-

duction, (c) best methods cf protecting finished products
from destructive influences.

"The committee will continue on the lines of investigation
as shown, and holds itself in readiness to co-operate with the
National Conservation Commission and its kindred and sub-
sidiary organizaiions, as well as other national societies for

the furtherance of the great principles of conservation of the
national resources."
The very serious forest fires that occurred in the fall of

1910 were the subject of thorough discussion at a meeting of

the Lake States Forest Fire Conference, held in St. Paul
under the auspices cf the Minnesota State Forestry Board and
Minnesota Forestry Association, December G and 7, at which
meeting the following was included in the resolutions adopted:
"We further recommend that the burning of all debris on

the rights of way of the various railways be under the con-
trol and direction cf the State Forest Patrol. Further, That
under special conditions directed by ths State Forest Patrol,
the railway companies maintain a patrol, properly equipped,
following their trains; also that all railway and logging loco-
motives and traction engines must be equipped with the most
practical spark-arresting devices (subject to inspection and
approval of the commission)."
The report is signed by A. S. Baldwin (I. C. R.), chairman;

E. O. Faulkner (A. T. & S. Fe.), vice-chairman; Moses Burpee
(B. & A.), W. A. Bostwick (Carnegie Steel Company), F. F.
Busteed (C. P. R.), E. B. Cushing (S. C. L.), W. F. H. Finke
(S. R.), J. W. Kendrick (A., T. & S. Fe), A. L. Kuehn (Ameri-
can Creosoting Company), G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway
Commission), William McNab (G. T.), C. L. Ransom (C &
N. W.).

Discussion on Conservation of Natural Resources.

A motion, to receive the report as a progress report was
carried.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
The following were elected officers of the association for

the ensuing year:
President, W. C. Cushing; vice-president, Edwin F.

Wendt; secretary, E. H. Fritch; treasurer, G. H. Bremner;
directors, three years each, A. S. Baldwin, C. F. Loweth.

PRACTICE REGARDING THE MANUAL.
The President: The subject of practice regarding the man-

ual will be a fruitful topic for discussion. Before we proceed

with that, I would like to read from our fourth annual pro-
ceedings the remarks made by Mr. Berg: "It is desirable for
the board of direction to consider the question of appointing
a standing committee on standard specifications and deflni-
lions, whose duty it shall be to prepare final standard speci-
fications and definitions, based on the adopted reports of the
various existing standing or special committees on investiga-
tion, presented heretofore, or to be presented hereafter to
the association; the work of this committee to be in the
nature of a board of review, or revision, so that it can present
to the association uniform and complete specifications or lists
of definitions, which, if adopted by the association, shall be
known and published as the recommended standards of the
association.

Mr. McDonald: Without any idea of casting doubt on what
Mr. Berg did, I would say the manual, as shown by the
minutes of the board of direction, was first suggested by A. W.
Sullivan, our vice-president. It was done in the earlier davs
of the association, but was not put into effect until some tirne
later. There seems to be quite a strong sentiment among
a large number of our members that we should not publish
a manual as representing the selected subjects and matters
which this association has acted upon, and I think it is due
to the board of directors that they should know it, so we can
abandon the plan of adopting standard specifications, and
create ourselves into a body for the purpose of eliciting in-
formation from its members, and publishing it broadcast.
We must pursue one course or the other, and I think it should
be our aim to endeavor to promulgate specifications which
can be used in securing competitive prices by the purchasing
agents. I believe that board of review should be appointed,
and it should not be from the board of directors, but from the
membership at large.

Mr. Kittredge: I should be very sorry indeed to see the
manual done away with. I appreciate that it is very difficult
for an association with such a large attendance to discuss
thoroughly and put into final shape, the reports of more than
one or two committees. I think the remarks by Mr. Berg in
regard to the manual contain a good deal that is worth con-
sidering. The question of appointing a board of review, out-
side of the board of direction, is rather a new thought to me,
but if such a board could be obtained—and I have no doubt it

could—I believe it would be better than to have it made a
part of the duty of the present board. The members of the
board of direction, when they get together, have a great many
things to discuss. The work of editing and collecting, com-
paring and adjusting the various recommendations so that
there will be no two in conflict, will take an enormous amount
of time and careful study. I think it is absolutely essential,
now that our manual has reached the size it has, that it

should be very carefully and closely edited in all its parts,
so that there may not be discrepancies between the different
parts.

Mr. McDonald: In order to get an expression and discus-
sion on the question, I move that we discontinue the publica-
tion of the manual.
Motion seconded.
Mr. Brooke: It would be a great loss, not only to the asso-

ciation and all its members, but to the railway world in
general, to discontinue the publication of our manual, which
goes all over America and to foreign countries as a reference
book. It would be a great advantage to have the matter thor-
oughly reviewed and edited before being published, and all

unnecessary and conflicting matter eliminated or brought into
conformity.

Mr. Byers: It seems to me the question of the desira-
bility of publishing the manual is not entirely what some
of us have in mind. The manual is a source of informa-
tion, is a very desirable and useful thing and it is very de-

sirable that we shall continue to collect information of the
character that we are placing in the manual, and bring it

together as it is brought together in the manual. It seems
to me the question, is the degree of backing that this asso-
ciation shall give to what the manual states is recom-
mended practice. There are several reasons why it is not
entirely desirable that we shall give too much backing to

these recommendations. I think most of us have occasion,
at times, to deal with the courts, and sometimes I think
there has been an experience that the manual can be used
in the courts to increase the difficulties of the engineers in

dealing with the problems that he must confront in that
way. The manual is apt to be taken as being not a recom-
mended practice, but the only recommended practice. That
is certainly not the case.

Mr. Rose: The necessity for the manual is to bring dis-

jointed reports together, where one can find easily the
work of the association. If the manual were discontinued,
it would be necessary to search Uirough all the volumes of
the association's proceedings to find out what the associa-
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tion tlioimlil about different things. It has occurred to mo
that wo niiglit liavi- two manuals, one called "The Manual
of HecomuHMuhMl I'racticc" and tlio other, "The Digest <Ji'

tho Committees' l{oeommondations," or "Conimittoos'
Reports."
Tho President: "Manual lor Railway Engineering and

Maintenance of Way Work."
l\lr. Trimble: Tno aim was to get a title for that book,

which would not indicate (hat the practice embodied in the

book was tho only jn-actice that might be acceptable.

Mr. Lowoth: Tlie manual is good or bad, depending upon
what is put into it. It seems to me we might very well

have just the discussions and the votes that we take here
in the convention, and then before anything go(>s into the
manual, have it voted upon by letter ballot, so that nothing
will go into the manual, unless it is approved by a majority
vote of the membership of the association.

Mr. Camp: If the manual was not to be used I would be
in favor of some kind of an index which would refer the
reader back to the volumes of the proceedings in which the
subject might be fourd. The manual should aim to cover
principally the fundamentals of the subject, the underlying
principles. If it is attempted to go into detail as largely

as has been the case heretofore, the manual will not be
successful, because we will have to keep revising it every
year or two. In regard to the responsibility of the associ-

ation in recommending certain things, I think it would be
a splendid thing to have on the title page of the proceed-
ings of the association and of the manual a statement to

this effect: "It is the desire of this association that it

be distinctly understood that practice which does not con-
form to the recommendations herein is not necessarily bad
or incorrect practice."

Mr. Trimble: May I ask for the reading of the notice
which it is Intended shall be published In the manual of

recommended practice and in our publications. It might clear

up some of this discussion.

The President: The extract from the constitution is as
follows: "The object of this association is the advancement
of knowledge pertaining to the scientific and economical loca-

tion, construction, operation, and maintenance of railways.

Its action is recommendatory and not binding upon its mem-
bers.

F. S. Stevens: It appears to be generally conceded that
the manual should be continued. It is also the general
opinion, I think, that there should be a board of review or a
committee on revision. I would offer, therefore, as a sug-

gestion, that a board of review should Include, ex-officlo, the
chairman of all committees, so that in the matter of review
they would have an opportunity to be heard. I think also we
should have all ex-presidents on such a board as these men
have had the advtantage of knowing everything that has
passed before, and possibly we should also add some of the
other officers. A board constituted in this way would be able

to review the manual in a very satisfactory manner, I think,

and greatly Improve the value of the publication.

Mr. Wendt: At the present time the next issue of the
manual is in print, subject to the modifications that this con-

vention will make. Therefore, the money has already been
spent. I am strongly in favor of a continuation of the pub-
lication of the manual because It enables us to readily turn to

the results of the work of the convention, without looking
through the large number of volumes which are already on
the shelves of the libraries. Furthermore, the proceedings of

this year are going to mean three volumes Instead of two
last year and one volume in former years; so that the number
of volumes of our proceedings issued each year Is Increasing

very rapidly.

The manual ought to be an expression of the wisdom of

this association. It Is not such today. There are conclusions

In the manual that do not represent the wisdom of the en-

gineers of this country and they have gotten into the manual
by virtue of a lack of consideration. The legal responsibility

of the manual need hardly be considered except from this

standpoint: If a lawyer undertook to Introduce the manual
into a court he would be immediately required by the rules of

evidence approved by the courts to test the manual by evi-

dence, and unless he could prove by competent evidence that

the principles outlined In our manual were the common, or-

dinary and usual principles which govern railways in the dis-

trict over which that court had jurisdiction, the manual would
have no standing. This is simply an application of the rules

of evidence of the courts. We do get into trouble today be-

cause some portions of our manual have not been thoroughly
considered. For illustration: An attorney called me up some
time ago and asked: "Will you come over to court and testify

for our company in a damage case that the American Railway
Engineering Association has decided that a certain clearance

is required?" I said: "No, sir, I will not; firstly, because it

has made no such decision; and secondly, if it has made any
.ouch decision, it would be unwise." Tho attorneys are being
told by somebody (iiat there is such a tiling in existence as
the manual, that is ai)Ove reproach, that is infallible, that
contains the wisdom of the engineers of the country. That
is not the fact, because adequate consideration has not been
P.iven to this question.

I think we should continue the manual, but divest our
niirds of any thouglit of issuing it in a way to indicate
that it represents that which Is infallible, or that which
does not admit of variable application. It docs seem to me
that we could well al't'ord to have a manual that would con-

tain standard specifications under which ballast can be
purchased; standard specifications under which rails can
bo purchased; standard specifications for track bolts, track
nut-locks, spikes, screw spikes, tie plates, frogs, switches,
guard rails, etc., specifications which would enable railways
to get competition, in the matter of prices, and specifica-

tions that would enable the railways to reduce their stock
piles.

In my judgment the specifications contained in our pro-

ceedings are just as binding from the standpoint of re-

sponsibility when published in the proceedings as when
published in the manual, and the specifications submitted
by the committee on frogs and switches this year, and the
specifications submitted last year are the best specifica-

tions ever put out in this country at the present time. I

have compared them with the New York Central and
Pennsylvania Lines specifications and I make that state-

ment. So far as the manual is concerned, we can well
afford to delay the publication of certain standard specifi-

cations, using one Illustration, until such time as we are
confident that they are complete and that they represent
the best practice under which railways could make pur-

chases all over the country.

I hope, gentlemen, that there will be no decision to dis-

continue the manual, because the voluminous proceedings
of this association require that there shall be a digest.

We should divest our minds of the Idea that the manual
commits us In any further degree from the standpoint of

legal responsibility than the proceedings.
M. C. Byers: I move as an amendment to the motion

before the house, that the governing committee present
to the association a letter ballot giving the members an
opportunity to decide upon which one of the three follow-

ing things they wish done:
First, the abolishment of the manual; second, the con-

tinuation of the manual as at present; third, the continua-
tion of the manual In a modified form as suggested by the
governing committee at the time of sending out these
bulletins.

Motion seconded.
Mr. McDonald: My object in presenting the original mo-

tion was to draw out discussion on the matter, and I think
the discussion has been quite Illuminating. With the per-

mission of the gentleman who seconded me, I now desire to

withdraw the motion.
Motion withdrawn.
Mr. McDonald: My own opinion is, instead of taking any

action it should be delegated to the board of direction for

such action as they see fit.

The matter was referred to the board of direction for

such action as it deems the Interests of the association war-
rant.

CONCLUDING BUSINESS OF THE CONVENTION.
Resolutions V were unanimously carried expressing appre-

ciation of the efforts made and the results obtained by the
Railway Age Gazette and the Railway and Engineering
Review in publishing daily editions during the convention.

It was announced that the change in name of the asso-

ciation and amendments to the constitution, submitted to

letter ballot, had both passed.
A resolution was passed expressing the thanks of the asso-

ciation to the committee on arrangements for Its earnest

efforts. The committee on arrangements presented the retir-

ing president with the first pin bearing the new name of the

association. The convention then passed a resolution ex-

pressing appreciation of the work of the retiring president,

and the convention adjourned.

VISIT TO THE NEW NORTH WESTERN TERMINAL.

A party of members and guests of the association were

taken yesterday afternoon by C. A. Llchty, inspector of pur-

chases of the Chicago & North Western, for a tour of this

road's new passenger terminal.
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NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS.

The exhibition of the Railway Appliances Association will

close Friday night at 10 o'clock. Boxes will be brought up

immediately afterward and the exhibitors may begin to

get exhibits ready for shipment. They may make arrange-

ments for removal any time after the hour for closing.

THE VOTING CONTEST FOR THE MONO-RAIL CAR.

The voting contest to determine which of the technical

schools in the United States shall receive the model of the

mono-rail car being demonstrated by Mr. Brennan at the

Coliseum furnishes a good chance for the railway officers

visiting the Coliseum to do a good turn for their, alma

maters. This little car was built especially for the appli-

ances exhibition, and it embodies all the features of the

large car which has been in successful operation. The bal-

lots may be secured at the bureau of information, space A,

in the very center of the Coliseum. The award will be

made after the exhibition closes.

REGISTRATION—AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING
ASSOCIATION ACTIVE MEMBERS.

Blaess, A. F., Asst. Eng. M. W., I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Brimson, W. G., V.-P. and G. M., Q. O. & K. C, Kansas

City, Mo.

Chamberlain, O. P., Ch. Eng., C. & I. W. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Cowper, J. W., Worden-Allen Company, Chicago, 111.

Hanlon, W. B., Civil and Mining Engineer, Cleveland, Ohio.

Kent, A. S., Eng. M. W., C. I. & L. Ry., Chicago, 111.

Liggett, Thomas, Jr., Ch. Eng., Western Allegheny R. R.,

New Castle, Pa.

Pence, W. D. (Editor of Publications), Prof. R. R. Eng.,

Univ. of Wis., Madison, Wis.

Pfeifer, N. J., E. M. W., Ter. R. R. Assn., St. Louis, Mo.

Ringer, Frank, Pr. Asst. Eng., M. K. & T., Parsons, Kan.

Thorne, J. O., Master Carp., C. B. & Q. Ry., Beardstown, 111.

Young, G. F., Asst. Div., B. & O. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.

Young, R. C, Ch. Eng., L. S. & I. and Munising Rys., Mar-

quette, Mich.

RAILWAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS.

C. C. Rosenberg, secretary of the Railway Signal Asso-

ciation, is distributing a circular to the members, giving a

list of the publications printed by the association which

are now available. These are as follows: Vols. I and II,

Digest of Proceedings, 1895 to 1905, inclusive; Vol. IV,

Proceedings of 1907; Vol. V, Proceedings of 1908; Vol. VI,

Proceedings of 1909; Vol. VII, Proceedings of 1910, and The
Index to Signal Literature. These are cloth-bound and
all $1 per copy. The Index is complete to April, 1910, con-

tains 185 pages, and gives alphabetical lists of books, pam-
phlets, catalogues, etc., and a list of articles relating to

railway signaling that have appeared in periodicals, pre-

ceded by a list of these periodicals. Paper-covered pam-
phlets may also be had, as follows: Specifications for wires

and cables; double-braided weatherproof hard-drawn copper

line wire; rubber insulated signal wire for current of 6G0

volts or less; aerial braided cables for current of GGO volts

or less; galvanized E. B. B. iron bond wires; double-braided

weatherproof galvanized B. B. iron line wire; rubber insu-

lated lead-covered armored submarine cable for 660 or lower
voltage service; double-braided weatherproof hard-drawn
copper-clad steel line wire; all at 25 cents per copy. The
report of the committee on electric signaling for electric

railways is also available at 25 cents per copy, and the

standards (59), as approved by the association, size 10 in.

by 14 in., in blue-print. Van Dyke positive, or Van Dyke
negative form, may also be had. Prices of these will be
given on application. The price of the membership certifi-

cates is $1.25 each.

AMENDMENTS TO CONSTITUTION.

After carefully considering a petition signed by ten active
members, the board of direction of the association acted fa-

vorably on a proposition to amend the constitution, and the
amendments proposed were submitted to letter ballot on Janu-
ary 18, 1911, which resulted in an affirmative vote. The
important changes in the constitution include the following:

In article I, the name of the association was changed to the
American Railway Engineering Association. This change was
considered so important that it was voted on separately. The
only other change in this article was the addition of a clause
stating that the action of the association shall in all cases be
recommendatory and not binding on its members.

In article II, on membership, the grade of "active member"
is changed to simply "member." In the eligibility clause the
word has been changed in several cases, without effecting any
real change in the requirements for membership. Honorary
members are to be exempt from the payment of dues. A
clause has been added which defines the word "railway" as
one "operated by steam or electricity as a common carrier
dependent on transportation for its revenue." This clause
provides that engineers of street railway systems and of rail-

ways which are used "primarily to transport materials or
products of industries to and from a point on a railway which
is a common carrier, or those which are merely adjuncts to

such industries," shall be eligible only as associates. The
clause referring to persons engaged in the sale or promotion
of railway supplies is changed to read that "persons whose
principal duties require them to be engaged" in such lines

shall not be eligible for membership. It is further provided
that any member who shall become subject to the operation
of this clause shall, if he again becomes eligible, be admitted
to membership without the payment of a second entrance fee.

In article III, on admissions and expulsions, the wording of

the first clause was changed to take into account the fact

that the charter membership is now completed. The provi-

sions for election, reinstatement and expulsion remain prac-

tically the same.

No important change was made in article IV, on dues.

In article V, on officers, the number of directors is increased

from G to 9, making it necessary to elect three directors at

each annual convention instead of two as at present. The
board of direction is made to include the last five instead of

the last four living past presidents. A clause is added which
requires candidates for president and vice-president to be
selected from the members of the board of direction. It is

provided that the office of president shall not be held twice

by the same person, the former provision on this point being

that a president should not be eligible for re-election to that

office until a period of eight years had elapsed after the expira-

tion of his previous term. Clauses were added which provide

that a vice-presidency shall not be considered vacant when
one of the vice-presidents is filling a vacancy in the presi-

dency; that any vacancies for the unexpired term in the mem-
bership of the board of direction shall be filled by the board;

that an incumbent of any office for an unexpired terra shall be

eligible for re-election to the office he is holding, with an

exception applying to directors who were elected within six

months after the term commenced; and that when an officer

ceases to be a member of the association as otherwise pro-

vided his office shall be vacated and filled according to other

provision.

In article VI, on nomination and election of officers, a nomi-

nating committee is created which shall consist of the five

latest living past presidents and five members not officers who
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are to be elected annually when the ofTloors of the association

are elected. It is the duty of tliis committee to nominate can-

didates to fill uH ofTlces and also vacancies in the nominating

committee caused by expiration of term of service. The num-
ber of candidates to be nominated is specified, there being

only one In the case of president, vice-president, treasurer and
secretary; nine directors, of whom three are to be elected;

and ten members of the nominating committee, of whom five

are to be elected. It is further provided that the senior past

president shall act as permanent chairman of the committee

and issue calls for meetings. Nominees for offices are to be

agreed on at a meeting held prior to December 1 of each year

The names of these nominees are to be announced by the

permanent chairman to the president and secretary not later

than December 15, and the secretary is to report to the mem-
bers of the association on a printed slip not later than Janu-

ary 1 following. At any time between January 1 and Feb-

ruary 1, any ten or more members may send to the secretary

additional nominations. Not less than 30 days prior to the

convention the secretary shall issue ballots to all members m
good standing, who may erase names from the printed ballot

and substitute other names, the number voted for not exceed-

ing the number to be elected. Ballots are to be returned in a

sealed envelope endorsed with the name of the voter before 12

o'clock noon on the second day of the annual convention, at

which time three tellers are appointed to count the ballots.

The persons receiving the highest number of votes for the

respective offices are declared elected. In case of a tie the

members present at the convention are to elect the officer by
ballot from the candidates so tied.

In article VII, on management, a clause is added providing

for the auditing of the accounts of the secretary and treasurer

by a public accountant under the direction of the finance com-

mittee of the board of direction. A provision is made for spe-

cial meetings of the board of direction, which shall be called

on the written request of five members of the board. The
board quorum is increased from 5 to 7. To the list of board

committees is added one on "outline of work of standing com-
mittees," which is to consist of five members. The duties of

the library committee are made to include the direction of

expenditures for books and other articles of permanent value

to be used in the offices of the secretary. The new committee
on outline of work of standing committees is to present a list

of subjects for committee work during the ensuing year at the

first meeting of the board of direction after each annual con-

vention. A clause is added to this article providing that an

act of the board of direction which receives the express or

implied sanction of the membership at an annual convention

shall be deemed an act of the association and shall not after-

wards be impeached by any member.
In article VIII, on meetings, the principal change is a pro-

vision for special meetings of the association to be called by

the board on request of 30 members, who shall state the pur-

pose of such meetings. The call for a special meeting «hall be

issued not less than ten days in advance and shall state the

purpose and place thereof, and no other business shall be

taken up at such meeting.

No essential changes are made in article IX, on amendments.

ASPHALTIC OILS FOR TIE PRESERVATION.*

The results obtained in the asphaltic crude oil treatment

of railway ties by the Santa Fe and the National of Mexico
have shown that waterproofing asphaltic crude oils have a

claim for serious consideration as successful wood pre-

servatives.

An investigation of the asphaltic crude oils located in sec-

tions of the country other than California or Mexico dis-

closes the fact that, in their natural condition, the crude

asphaltic oils foreign to these two localities are too volatile,

highly inflammable, and not sufficiently viscous to prove
of value as a wood preservative; therefore it is necessary
to refine oils having an asphaltic base In other localities,

thereby securing preservative oils which are similar and In

some instances superior to the western asphaltic oils.

The attached table shows a complete analysis of three

asphaltic oils, viz., the Western Bakersfield (Cal.) asphaltic

crude oil now in use by the Santa Fe at Albuquerque,

N. M.; the Mexican Ebano asphaltic oil, and finally the

refined product of an asphaltic crude oil found in the central

United States.

COMPARATIVE TESTS OF PRESERVATIVE OILS.
Central U. S.

Mexican
Ebano.

Flashes in clo.sed tester (dog. Fahr.)..176
Flashes in open tester (deg. Fahr.)...190
Desrees Beaumg at 60 deg. Fahr 12.1
Specific gravity at 60 deg. Fahr 98

Distilling tests, using a retort (per
cent, coming over):

deg. C. to 100 deg. C. per cent
100 deg. C. to 1.50 deg. C. per cent 1.0
150 deg. C. to 300 deg. C. per cent 20.1

Distilling tests, using flash thermome-
ter opposite take-off:
dog. C. to 100 deg. C

100 deg. C. to 150 deg. C 1.1
150 deg. C. to 300 deg. C 22.6

Evaporation tests, placed in open
dishes in air oven at 140 deg. Fahr.;
oil 1.4 in. deep:

In 24 hours, per cent 6.8
In 96 hours, per cent 9.4

Evaporation tests, placed in open
dishes in air oven at 200 deg. Fahr.;
oil 1 in. deep:

In 24 hours, per cent 9.8
In 96 hours, per cent 11.4

California Timber-
Bakersfi eld. asphalt.

256 410
268 470
11 ,9 19.2

19 .9867 .938;

15.0

16.0

2.3
4.6

4.8
11.5

23.5

.033

.132

Fractional Distillation (Standard Method).

California
Bakersfield.

0.965

Central U. S
Timber--
asphalt.

0.928

0.50 water 0.333

0.500.60 naphtha and water
1.50 light oil

6.70 gasoline 34.166

65.00

California Ti mber- Creo-
Bakersfield. asphalt. sote.

1,565 595 18
238 115 16
44.5 32 15
31.5 23 11
22 20 11

.—11 seconds.)

From a paper presented by F. W. Cherrington at the annual
meeting of the Wood Preservers' Association.

Creosote
Specific gravity at 38 deg. C. . 1.04
Below 210 deg Not more

than 5 per cent.
210 deg. to 235 deg Not more

than 25 per cent.
235 deg. to 270 Ceg
270 deg. to 315 deg
315 deg. to 355 deg 14.50 kerosene

Residue 75 . 00 asphaltum
Spec. grav. of residuum at 38 deg. C. 0.99

Note.—Bakersfield oil has been exposed in an open pan for one
year and so far has shown practically no loss by evaporation.

Viscosity tests, using Scott's viscosimeter in which 200 C. C. oil

is put in the viscosimeter and the number of seconds required to
pass 50 C. C. through a small artifice is recorded. The standard
for this machine is 11 seconds for 50 C. C. distilled water at
60 deg. Fahr.

Oil Heated Mexican
to

—

Ebano.
100 deg. Fahr 3,000
150 deg. Fahr 339
200 deg. Fahr 110
220 deg. Fahr 70
250 deg. Fahr 40.5

(Water 60 deg. Fahr.

During the month of April, 1910, various tests were made
at the C. B. & Q. experimental plant at Galesburg, 111., to

thoroughly investigate the properties of a refined grade of

an asphaltic crude oil as a wood preservative. Tests were

run to determine whether this more economical oil could

be used as a substitute for creosote oil in the card process.

In these tests a mixture of 23 per cent, asphaltic oil and

77 per cent, of a 5 per cent, zinc chloride solution was used.

The results from this experiment proved that asphaltic oils

could not be used in the card process, because of the forma-

tion of a viscous emulsion, or saponification, which per-

mitted the zinc chloride to penetrate the wood in large

quantities but prevented the entrance of the asphaltic oil

into the wood. The fact that the zinc solution separated

from the emulsion and penetrated the wood, leaving a thick

mass of oil and emulsion distributed either irregularly

through the wood or on the exterior of the timber, proved

the futility of trying this process further, especially as the
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mixture was exceedingly hard to handle in the pumps and

valves.

After determining the fact that the asphaltic residual oil

could not be successfully used in the card process, ad-

ditional test runs were made to determine with what de-

gree of success the straight asphaltic oils could be injected

into the wood, and finally a mixture of 75 per cent, of

asphaltic oil to 25 per cent, of creosote.

The experiments at Galesburg demonstrated that fairly

good penetration could be secured on the various oaks, elm,

beech, gum, etc., ties when injecting all the preservative

the ties would absorb. This maximum amount was found to

be about 7 lbs. per cubic foot. Pine trees (short leaf) were

found to readily absorb the straight asphaltic oil in good

quantities with thorough penetration.

The treatment with 25 per cent, creosote to 75 per cent,

asphaltic oil proved that the viscosity of the oil was

greatly reduced by the addition of creosote, and about the

same penetration and absorption could be obtained as with

straight creosote with a greatly reduced cost of treatment.

In order to determine whether the same proportion of 25

per cent, creosote to 75 per cent, asphaltic oil existed in

the tie after its injection, a sample of the borings extracted

from several ties injected with this mixture was taken and

analyzed by a competent chemist, which proved that the

mixture remained in a stable and homogeneous combination.

From the results secured in the comparative analyses

of the oil extracted from the borings of the treated ties,

the original creosote oil and the original mixture of 25 per

cent, creosote to 75 per cent, asphaltic residual oil, it is

safe to state that the mixture found in the treated ties

approached the original proportions, and that the mixture

injected into the ties contained about the same proportion

as the original mixture before injection; hence, the mixture

of creosote and asphaltic residual oil remained in homo-

geneous solution before, during and after its injection into

the wood.

In the fall of 1909 a large tank car of heavy asphaltic

residual oil was shipped to the low-pressure plant of the

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Company at

Columbus, Ind. At that time a co-operative agreement was
entered into between the refining company to furnish the

oil, the traction company to furnish the plant and ties, and

the United States Forest Service to supervise the tests and

to record the experimental data. This initial test at Co-

lumbus, Ind., proved a failure because of the inability of

the small capacity pressure pump at the treating plant to

handle the thick, viscous asphaltic residual oil which was
at that time a grade very much heavier than the product

which has eventually been adopted by the refining com-
pany as a more satisfactory material. Before this test was
completed, however, it was found that the asphaltic oil

resisted the forcing of zinc chloride solution through an
injection of 3 lbs. of asphaltic oil per cubic foot to a very

much greater degree than the same quantity of creosote.

This proved the superior waterproofing quality of the as-

phaltic oil, as it is safe to assume that a material which
would resist the forcing of a water solution through such a
limited injection of 3 lbs. per cubic foot would successfully

resist the action of water even under abnormal conditions

to which treated material is generally subjected.

One other test made at the laboratory of the above-

mentioned refiner may prove of interest in showing the
additional waterproofing quality of the asphaltic oil. A
paving block of standard size was treated with residual

asphaltic oil to the amount of 16 lbs. per cubic foot. It

was then dried in an oven of a temperature of 120 deg.
Fahr. for a period of 24 hours, weighed and then immersed
in clear water for a period of 24 hours. The gain in

weight was found to be 0.02 of 1 per cent. The same

block, if treated with 20 lbs. per cubic foot of creosote,

would have been allowed to absorb as high as 3 or 4 per

cent, of the water by weight.

The most recent test on asphaltic oils occurred in No-

vember, 1910, when several tank cars of asphaltic residual

oil was shipped to the Mount Union plant of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad for a trial in the large cylinder at that plant.

At this test three charges were run with straight asphaltic

oil and three with a mixture of 33% per cent, creosote to

66% per cent, asphaltic oil. When this proportion of asphal-

tic oil and creosote was exhausted, more creosote oil was
added as required until the proportion again assumed 100

per cent, creosote.

Sections sawed out of the center of the pine ties showed
complete penetration through the sap wood to the heart,

this being an equivalent penetration to that secured by the

use of creosote.

It was found that the red oak, beech, elm and gum ties

varied in the penetration secured, being dependent upon
the amount of sap and heart wood in each tie. The pene-

tration was not equivalent to that secured by creosote in

all cases, but approached very nearly the results secured

through the use of creosote. When the difference in vis-

cosity between the two oils is considered this result is not

remarkable.

In each of the straight asphaltic runs, eight ties were
marked and weighed before treatment, being selected as

average samples from among the 500 ties composing each

charge, and placed in various positions in the cylinder.

After the process of treatment had been completed the ties

were again weighed and the absorption results of two
charges with straight asphaltic oil secured.

The results secured on the mixture of creosote and as-

phaltic oils proved in every instance, as far as absorption

per tie and the element of time for treatment may be con-

cerned, equivalent to the results secured by the use of

straight creosote oil. It must be admitted, however, that

the asphaltic oils when used alone require a larger period

of time for injecting an equivalent quantity of creosote,

which quantity has been observed to be, in most cases, on

hard woods, the maximum quantity.

Following these tests in the large cylinder, tests were

made in the experimental cylinder on the Rueping process

in the treatment of mixed oak and pine ties with straight

asphaltic oil. The absorption obtained in the limited num-

ber of tests made on the Rueping process were very satis-

factory, as the same penetration was secured- by a limited

quantity of oil as was secured by a larger quantity of oil

in the straight asphaltic oil pressure process. This experi-

mental test merely proved the applicability of asphaltic oils

for use on a large scale in the Rueping process, although

it is readily admitted that there are no long-time practical

tests to emphasize the theoretical deduction that the treat-

ment would be a good one. It is also readily admitted that

the only value of asphaltic oil obtained from the central

United States, as a wood preservative, would be in using

a parallel treatment to that in which the Santa Fe has ob-

tained such excellent results, viz., the injection of maximum
quantity of oil into the wood. The only object in citing

the experiment on the Rueping process is to show that the

asphaltic oils are at least applicable.

As the distillation data in the table demonstrates that

the fractions of asphaltic residual oil possess high boiling

points, comparing in this respect very favorably with good

coal-tar creosote and at the same time comparing favorably

with the analysis of the Bakersfield oil, it seems reasonable

to assume that it has great value as a wood preservative.

It has been claimed that if the asphaltic oils were in-

jected in maximum quantities into the various specie of

red oak, beech, elm, gum, etc., the quantity which would be
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absorlxHl per tie would bo so great that there could be iio

economy in its use. The attached data and the cross-sec-

tion samples taiven from the ties in the several tests made

on these specie of wood with asphaltic residual oil prove

that this is not the case. Good penetration has been se-

cured by not over an 8 lb. per cubic loot injection of asphal-

tic oil, which also jiroved to be the average amount the

various timbers would absorb.

This proves the case with all except the short leaf pine

ties, and even with that species the amount of oil neces-

sary to secure a maximum injection was not found to be

prohibitive from the standpoint of economy.

The Santa Fe and the National of Mexico have demon-

strated by a practical test, under abnormal conditions of

about nine years' duration, the value of asphaltic oils when
injected into pine ties to refusal. Some of the ties which

successfully withstood tliis test contained a small amount

of oil, yet it was in all cases the maximum quantity which

the ties would absorb.

The foregoing data is the result of observations and ex-

periments extending over several years with the asphaltic

base oil to be found in such immense quantities throughout

the central part of the United States.

TRACK ELEVATION AT NINETY-FIFTH STREET AND
SOUTH CHICAGO AVENUE, SOUTH CHICAGO

In connection with the elimination of highway grade cross-

ings which has been so vigorously prosecuted by the railways

in Chicago for the past 15 years, there has been a very marked
tendency for the roads to do away with grade crossings with

each other wherever possible. While making the heavy ex-

penditures necessary to get above the streets, the roads

have decided in most cases to spend enough more to avoid the

steam road crossings, with their expensive delays to traffic,

which delays are continually becoming more serious as the

business increases. From the very nature of the conditions,

such double elimination of crossings is very costly, and in-

troduces many complications, not the least of which is the

handling of all construction work without delay to traffic.

At no other point has the work assumed such magnitude or

become so general as at Chicago.

A very good example of the problems met with is presented

at Ninety-fifth street and South Chicago avenue, South Chi-

cago, where work has recently been started. At this point the

double-track main line of the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chi-

cago and the three-track main line of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, running northwest and southeast, cross the

single-track lines of the South Chicago branch of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific and the Chicago & Western Indiana belt

railway running east and west. The Baltimore & Ohio double-

track main line parallels the Lake Shore from the southeast to

the crossing where it connects with the Rock Island, passen-

ger and time freight trains using these tracks west for about 6

miles in entering the city. Freight trains on the Baltimore &
Ohio other than time freights turn north at the crossing instead

of connecting with the Rock Island and proceed to the Balti-

omre & Ohio yard at Ninety-second street, where they are

arranged for distribution in the city. After classification,

Baltimore & Ohio transfer engines take them to the city

by way of Ninety-fifth street and the Rock Island tracks.

Just south of the crossing the Cummings branch of the Fort

Wayne turns off to the south and extends into the manu-
facturing district on the north bank of the Calumet River.

A similar line owned jointly by the Rock Island and the

Belt railways turns off from these roads a short distance

west of the crossings and, crossing the Fort Wayne branch

about 700 feet south, runs parallel to it for some distance,

connecting with the Irondale branch of the Rock Island,

I I

I

I I

Fig. 1. Final Track Layout for Grade Separation at South

Chicago.
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which leaves that line about half a mile west of the cross-

ings, and forming a loop. In addition, Y connections are main-

tained between the Rock Island and Fort Wayne, the Rock

Island and Lake Shore and between the Baltimore & Ohio and

the Rock Island on three sides.

All passenger and freight trains of the Fort Wayne and

Lake Shore entering Chicago cross these crossings, as do all

Baltimore & Ohio trains, freight trains passing over them

twice, going to the Ninety-second street yard and then into

the city. With the exception of the Baltimore & Ohio passen-

ger trains, the Rock Island track is used for freight service

only, this branch extending from a connection with the main

line to the South Chicago industries, while the Belt railway

is used exclusively for freight service. Both the Rock Island

and Belt railways have transfer yards a short distance west

of the crossing, that of the- Belt containing 32 tracks. At

these yards deliveries are received from eastern roads and the

very heavy tonnage from the steel mills, elevators and other

large industries of the Calumet district is classified. All busi-

ness from this territory routed via the Rock Island is delivered

directly to this road, which also receives that destined for

the Illinois Central, delivering it to the latter road at Burn-

side, about three miles west of the crossing. An average

of 2'0,000 cars per month is handled in this yard by the Rock
Island. At certain seasons of the year traffic originating in

this district equals that handled by the Rock Island in all the

rest of Chicago combined. During the latter part of the

month tbe grain business for the elevators is very heavy,

often reaching 200 cars daily for its two elevators. The
traffic handled by the Belt in its yard averages about 35,000

cars monthly, consisting almost entirely of transfer business.

Considering the amount of traffic handled in this territory,

one would expect the number of train movements across this

crossing to be very high. A record was kept for several days

last Summer, and the total number of train movements of all

kinds across these crossings reached over 500 during the

daytime and nearly 400 at night, or a total of about 900 during

the 24 hours. Of these there are 149 scheduled passenger

trains, the maximum interval between the passenger trains

during the daytime being 35 minutes, with a general average

of about 7 minutes. As many of the freight trains are long

and hold the crossings several minutes when passing, they

are not permitted to proceed on the time of passenger trains,

resulting in constant delays. These delays are especially

heavy shortly before midnight, when the various roads are

endeavoring to deliver their transfers to save the per diem

charges.

The ordinance for this work was passed by the city council

of Chicago on June 25, 1906, and required that all work should

be completed before December 31, 1911, except that on the

Rock Island and Belt railways west of Colfax avenue, which

must be completed by December 31, 1916. In compliance

with this and other ordinances the Fort Wayne and Lake

Shore have already completed their elevation work from the

city to the Indiana state line, with the exception of this one
piece across the crossings and extending south about 2,000

feet across the Calumet River. The Baltimore & Ohio has

also completed its work south of the river. Previous to last

Fall neither the Rock Island nor the Belt railways had done
anything on elevating their tracks. This ordinance provider

for the elevation of their tracks from Jeffrey avenue east

to include the crossings, or a distance of about 2 miles.

Preparation of plans for the entire project as far as it has

effected the various roads at the crossings has been held up

by the recent decision of the United States government to

widen the Calumet River, necessitating a change in bridges

CUMMINGS BRANCH

PFW.&C. RY.

Fig. 3. Cross Section South of Crossing.

from those now in. Last December the government ordered

the present bridges removed and submitted two options to

the roads, defining the class of structures which would be

satisfactory to it, one providing for two 90-foot clear openings

with a center pier and the other for one 140-ft. clear opening.

The roads have recently accepted the latter option and are

DOW working on designs of these structures, but have not

submitted plans to the government for approval.

While many of the detailed designs of walls and subways

are not completed, the general plan has been definitely fixed

by the ordinance and by agreement between the roads con-

crned. The Rock Island and Belt railways will start elevat-

Fig. 2. Profiles of Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and Chicago & Western Indiana Belt.

Fig. 2a. Profile of Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago and Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
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Ing thoir tracks about 800 feet east of the croBsing and rlso

to an elevation of 15.3 feet, Chicago City datum, at the

crossings. Hoyond this point they will rise to an elevation

of 19.5 feet, about 15 feet above the old grade, and continue

at this height to the limits of the work. The Baltimore &
Ohio will cross the Calumet River at an elevation of 23.0 and
Ninoty-flfth street at an elevation of 17.8 feet and then descend

on a 0.7 per cent, grade (o the connc>ction and crossings of the

Rock Island. North of the crossing the grade will rise to an

elevation of 20.5 feet at Ninety-third street subway. The Fo'-^

Wayne and the Lake Shore will cross the Rock Island and the

Belt at an elevation of 35.7 feet, which, allowing for 3.4 foot

depth of bridge floor, provides 17 feet clearance at the

crossings. They will descend on each side on 0.3 per cent,

grades, to connect with their previously completed work.

In planning for this work provision has been made for

additional tracks. Five tracks in all are planned for the Lake
Shore, while the Fort Wayne Is providing for four. A double-

track Is to replace the present single-track of the Rock
Island, while the Cummlngs branches of both the Fort Wayne
and the Belt railways will be double-tracked. The Y connec-

tions between the various roads will be quite radically changed
to fit the new conditions, the final layout being shown In Fig.

1. The present connection between the Lake Shore and the

Rock Island (shown on Fig. 5) will be taken up and a new one

built on a smaller radius and on a level grade until it crosess

the Baltimore & Ohio-Rock Island connection, after which
it will run parallel to the Lake Shore on a 1 per cent grade

until it reaches the elevation of the main tracks. The three

Baltimore & Ohio-Rock Island connections will be on nearly

level grades. Due to the burning of a large elevator near

the river on the east side of the Baltimore & Ohio tracks

recently and the probability that It will not be rebuilt, the
connection southeast of the crossing may not be built, as It

was us(>d only for this elevator business. .Just west of the Fort
Wayne tracks the most complications are Introduced. The
Rock Island-Fort Wayne connection will turn parallel to the
Fort Wayne and then rise on an 0.8 per cent grade to the level

of the Fort Wayne tracks. The double-track Fort Wayne
Cummlngs branch will leave the main line just north of the
crossings. Instead of south as formerly, and continue at the
main line elevation until It has crossed the Belt line Cum-
mlngs branch as well as the main lines. In this way another
grade crossing is entirely eliminated. Entrance to a boiler

works and a gas plant a short distance south of the crossings
complicate matters and tracks to the.se plants will be entirely

rearranged. Just south of the crossing on the west side, the
low tracks of the Rock Island-Fort Wayne connection and
the Belt railway's double-track Cummlngs branch are be-

tween the high Fort Wayne main tracks and their Cum-
mlngs branch tracks, presenting a cross section as shown in

Fig. 3.

The agreement made by the roads provided that each
road do the work under its own tracks except at the South
Chicago avenue subway, where the Baltimore & Ohio will

make the plans and do the work. The roads crossing at the

lower level pay a proportion of the increased expenses In-

curred by the Fort Wayne and Lake Shore in crossing over-

head.

Late last Fall the crossings were raised to the final grade
of the lower tracks by the Rock Island and the Western
Indiana, with temporary run-offs to the old grade. In raising

these tracks across South Chicago avenue, the street had to

be raised accordingly about 8 feet in order to maintain street

Subways at Ninety-fifth Street.
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car and team traffic. This year a subway will be built here

and the street level lowered 7 feet below what it originally

was.

The Rock Island has started work within the past month on

their elevation west of the crossing. Six subways will be built

with the standard clearance of 12 feet required by the city

in all cases where there are no street cars, and 13 1^ feet

where there are street cars. On several of these structures

the subways will be of steel construction, with all the steel,

including pillars, cross girders and I-beam floors, entirely

encased in concrete.

The Rock Island will increase its present yard from 8 to 10

tracks this year and plans are made for 7 additional tracks.

In elevating the yard the outside new tracks will be raised

to grade, after which the other tracks will be raised by spread-

ing from the adjacent high track. Temporary pile structures

will be built across the streets, which will be left open and
the permanent subways built after all the tracks are up. This
year's work will require 350,000 cubic yards of filling, which
will be brought in by contract. It is probable that the method
followed last year, of bringing in sand over the Lake Shore
from Dune park, the loading being done by contract and the

unloading by company forces, will be followed. Because of the

lightness of this sand, it will be covered with cinders as fast

as the tracks are brought up to grade, to hold it down, ex-

cept under the two main lines, where rock ballast will be
used. In all, about 50,000 yards of cinders and 7,000 yards

of crushed rock will be required for this work. For hauling

Fig. 5. Construction Track Layout at South Chicago Avenue Subway.
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the sand 2(»0 Hart oonviMtil)lo cars will be iistul. In addition,

three frei^lit loconiotlvos. three switch engines, 40 flat cars

and one spreader have been allotted to this work. One lO-ton

locomotive crane with dam shell will l)e used to load cind<Ms

which have been stored during the winter.

The Hock Island's Irondale branch will be carried across

Ninety-fifth street on the elevation, necessitating a subway

under each leg of the Y. South of Ninety-llfth street the

track will run down to the old level. In the Y and next to the

yard tracks a four-stall frame engine house will be built for

the use of the switch engines. An air hoist coaling plant,

cinder pit, lir),000-gallon steel water tank, and three cranes

will be installed. A now yardniasters' office will be built and

a new depot is contemplated. East of the crossings the run-

off built last year will be extended, requiring the raising of

the tracks in the elevator yards to the doors of the elevators.

In connection with this work the entire layout will be

changed and rebuilt under traffic.

A very complicated problem is met with in the construction

of the subways at Ninety-fifth street and South Chicago ave-

nue, shown in Fig. 4. By agreement, the Baltimore & Ohio

will construct all of the South Chicago avenue subway, while

each road builds that part of the Ninety-fifth street subway

under its own tracks. The opening at Ninety-fifth street Is

a new one, the street not having been used previously. A
large part of the piling for the temporary structure at this

street has already been driven and the excavation is well

under way. The difficulties due to the various water and gas

mains are indicated by Fig. 4. In driving piling under its

tracks, the Baltimore & Ohio hit a gas main, emptying a

large tank a short distance away in a few minutes. One ^

foot sewer had to be moved laterally SVz feet to provide room

for the base of a column and all the gas and water mains

had to be lowered. The 48-inch sewer in South Chicago ave-

nue, which turns into Ninety-fifth street, is so high that the

oval top will have to be removed and a flat cover inserted

to give the necessary clearance for a short distance in

Ninety-fifth street.

In planning the construction of the subway on South Chi-

cago avenue, estimates were prepared on two methods of

handling the traffic during construction. One way was to

follow the customary plan of driving piling and carrying the

tracks on timber structures on their present location. The

other was to lay temporary tracks on the bank to one side

and then complete a part of the structure while the traffic

was turned over to these temporary tracks. Estimates of the

cost of the pile structures which would be necessary totaled

$20,000, and of the temporary tracks, including seven new

crossings, amounted to $7,000. In addition to the saving of

$13,000 by using the latter plan, the interference with traffic

would be very much less, and in driving piling there is th-^

constant danger of hitting pipes and gas mains. The second

plan was decided on. The temporary track arrangement, to-

gether with the order of building the subway, is shown in

Fig. 5.

The ordinance provides that Harbor avenue be raised

about 4 feet and paved for about 700 feet, descending into

South Chicago avenue subway. As South Chicago avenue was

raised about 8 feet last Fall, and now has to be lowered 7

feet the original level or to an elevation of minus 0.5, the ex-

cavation quantities will be large. It is planned to move the

dirt with a steam shovel and small cars and use the material

to fill Harbor avenue. After the first section of the sub-

way is completed, the operation will be repeated on the

balance. The floor of the subway being 0.5 feet below lake

level, a new sewer must be built to drain it.

After the work is completed, grade crossings will still exist

between the Rock Island and Belt and the Baltimore & Ohio

freight tracks, and also between the two Y tracks northeast

of the crossing. There will also be the junction of the Balti-

nioie &. Oliio tracks with the Rock Island. An interlocking

i)lant is i)ropos(>d for this, l)ut no i)lans liave l)een drawn.

We are indebted for the above infoiination largely to the

following officers, who are in charge of this work for their

resi)o(tive roads: .1. B. Berry, chief engineer, and C. W.
I'etorsen, engineer track elevation of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific; F. L. Stuart, chief engineer, L. G. Curtis,

engineer maintenance of way, and F. G. Toeniges, engineer

track elevation, Baltimore & Ohio; Thomas Rodd, chief en

ginoer, R. Trimble, chief engineer maintenance of way, and

D. M. Craig, engineer track elevation of the Pennsylvania's

Northwest System.

WATER STATIONS FOR TRACK PANS.*

Track pans are primarily used to enable trains to take water

while in motion. Their use up to the present time has been

almost entirely confined to fast passenger trains making long

runs between regular stops, but with increased efficiency from
design of pans, methods of feeding and keeping water from
freezing and improved scoops, the track pan is being adopted

for freight trains, especially where it is desirable to keep trains

moving, and in consideration of the excess cost of stopping

and starting, the wear and tear of rolling equipment and the

danger of breaking draft gear. The relative economy of the

delivery of water to locomotives by the track pan and by the

tank spout or standpipe is dependent from an operating stand-

point upon: First cost, interest, depreciation, maintenance,

operation, including cost of water, loss of energy expended in

drawbar pull overcoming the dynamic pressure of water from

pan or scoop, speed of trains, ruling grade, loss of time and
cost of stopping and starting, including wear and tear on roll

ing equipment, etc. These factors will have a wide variance

for different location and designs; hence each particular case

should be figured separately.

The track pan should preferably be located on tangent,

although it is possible to place same on curves up to three

degrees and obtain fair results. The Pennsylvania and the

Philadelphia & Reading have pans on two-degree curves which

have proven satisfactory. The disadvantage of placing pans

on curves, besides some additional first cost and cost of main-

tenance, are the difficulty of keeping pans in surface and some
additional waste of water from spray and water washing over

sides.

The pan should be laid on a level grade with grade of ap-

proaches such as to allow minimum speed required over pan

to properly take water, and for this reason track pans should

be away from stations, yards, railroad crossings, drawbridges,

etc.

Pans are set directly on ties, the ties being dapped out about

two inches and width of pan to form seat and allow top of pan

to be the same elevation as top of rail. The pan is held in

position and anchored by side lugs fastened to ties by ordinary

or special form of spike or bolt with proper allowance for

expansion and contraction of the material. The section of

tie should be larger than ordinary and of white oak or other

hard wood. On account of the large amount of waste water

thrown over sides of pans, special attention should be given

to drainage. The length of pan is one of the factors which

determines the capacity. The economical length is dependent

on the width of pan, size and adjustment of scoop, quantity of

water to be taken into locomotive tanks during a given time

and speed and time taken to fill pan. The length of the pan

varies from 1,200 ft. on the Baltimore & Ohio to 2,000 ft. on

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with a width varying

from 19 in. on the Baltimore & Ohio, New York, New Haven

& Hartford and Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, to 23% in-

on the New York Central and 29 in. on the Pennsylvania. The

depth varies from 6 to 7^/^ in.

Appendix A, report of Committee on Water Service, presented
at the annual meeting- of the American Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way Association.
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The accompanying table shows the average number of gal-

lons of water taken into locomotive tank with the correspond-

ing number of gallons removed from tank and wasted per foot

of length of pan by a scoop of cross-section Gi/^ in. by 12 in.

and pans 19 in. and 29 in. wide for speeds of from 20 to 60

miles per hour.

The different pans in use at the pres-'ent time are almost

exclusively of built-up steel sections, although pans of cast-

iron and wood have been used with less success. The type

L S. a M S. (2y
Figure VI

Si-

Penr7sylvania R K.

Fijur. V 1

1

N Y N. H fit H. R e
Figure Vlll

Sections of Standard Track Pans.

of section is a matter of structural detail. The important con-

siderations are rigidity, life and first cost. The depth should

be 7 in. to 71/2 in. so as to allow top of pan to be at same

elevation as top of rail with a maximum dap in tie of not

more than 2 in. to 2^^ in. A width of 19 in. has been found to

be the most efficient and economical for the operation of fast-

speed trains and combined fast and slow-speed trains. The

larger width of 29 in. has some advantage in the quantity water

a

£ = •a

Number of Oallons Taken
Into Locomotive Tank

Number of Gallons Taken
Out of Track Pan ^ 100% Per

Cent
Per Ft

of
Length
of Pan

For
Length
ofPan=-
1200 Ft

For
Length
of Pan=
2000 Ft.

Per Ft
of

Length
of Pan

For
Length
of Pan=
1200 Ft

For
Length
of Pan=
2000 Ft,

of
Waste

19 20 1 70 2040

2280

2400

3400 2 10 2520 4200 .19

13 .30 1.90 3800 2~20 2640 4400 .14

19 40
., 2.00 4000 2.20 2640 4400 .09

19 50 1 85 2220 8700 2.35 2820 4700 .21

19 GO 1 70 2040 3400 2 80 3360 1 .""-SOO 39

29 20 2 20 2640 4400." 2.90 34SO 5^00 24

29 30 2.30 2TG0 4600 2.90 3!80 5800 21

29 40 1.90 2280 38C0 2.6.5, 3180 5300 .28

29 •50 1.70 2040 340O -

3000

2.70. 3240 5400 .37

" 60 1.59 1800. 3.00 3C0O 6000 . 50

the body of pan forming ends. The rate of incline in direction

of travel, in and out of pan, should not be more than %-in. to

1 ft. in. of length and of perfectly smooth surface.

The size and number of supply pipes should be determined

from the pressure, number of openings and minimum time

required to fill pan. For expansion and contraction proper

provision should be made in the form of corrugated or rubber

hose, or by packed or special joints. The placing of pipes in

cross tunnels at inlets allows the taking care of water run off

from broken pipes, assists in drainage and facilitates repairs.

There are two methods of regulating the filling of pans, viz.:

(1) by man operation; (2) automatic valve. The latter method

is generally the more dependable, and under average condi-

tions should give the more economical and satisfactory result.

The inlet should be so designed as to allow the minimum dis-

turbance by flow of water into pan with corresponding mini-

mum loss from friction. The deflector, enlargement of section

of pipe at inlet and perforated plates are used at the present

time.

To keep the temperature of water in pan below the freezing

point or to raise the freezing point to avoid or remove the

formation of ice at top of pan so that water can be taken

during freezing temperature, the following methods are used:

(1) Blowing steam in water through nozzles in sides of

pans spaced at intervals of 20 ft. to 30 ft. along length

of pan.

(2) Circulating the water in pan by means of a pump and

heater or an injector.

The results obtained by the steam heating method have

been mostly satisfactory, but on account of the large amount

Performance of Track Pans.

taken into locomotive tank per foot of length of pan for slow

speeds, but this is partly offset by the additional waste. Figs.

4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 show different sections of pans that have

been found to meet the requirements. The end inclines should

be substantially built to resist the larger amount of impact to

which they are at times subjected by badly adjusted scoop,

hanging under gear, etc. They should be built as a part of

Fig. 1.

of energy expended and the number of connections, etc., to

keep up there is a general tendency towards the use of the

circulating method, although results obtained up to the present

time have not been entirely satisfactory.

The action of the scoop while taking water from the pan

is more or less as a blunt plow. At speeds above thirty miles

per hour it is very apparent that the velocity of the water en-

tering into the scoop is less than the velocity of the tender; this

has the effect of throwing out of the pan, especially at higher

speeds, the water on either side of the point of the scoop and

between it and the sides of the pan. As the speed diminishes

below thirty miles per hour a wave action is set up in front

of the dipper, the water being piled up until it falls over the

sides. This wave increases in size up to the point where the

velocity imparted to it is less than that necessary to overcome

the resistance due to gravity and friction, when, of course, no

more water is lifted.

The dynamic pressure exerted by a surface moving in still

water is equal to that produced by a stream flowing with the

same velocity against a surface at rest. By the action of the

scoop in the pan a dynamic pressure is produced in the oppo-
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site direction to tlie motion of scoop, the rosultiint, of which,

is counteracted by the drawbar pull.

Let F=: Force of impulse in pounds.

Let F'=Comi)onont of F in direction of initial motion.

Let P= Dynamic pressure in i)ounds produced in direction

of Initial motion = Drawbar Pull.

TaM \V= Weight of water removed from pan per second.

Let V= Velocity of scoop in pan in feet per second.

Let G = Acceleration due to gravity =: 32.2.

V
F = W — (1)

g
The water from pan entering the inside surface of scoop

and the impact produced, by water coming in contact with the

outside surfaces of scoop, develops the dynamic pressure and

drawbar pull. The dynamic pressure produced by the water

entering the inside surface of scoop depends upon its change

of direction from Fig. (1).

Prr:F— F'=F (1 — COS ^) (2)

Substituting for F its value as given in (1)

V
P = (I — cos e) W — (3)

g
Assuming ($^70 deg., which is a very fair approximation

for the scoops used at the present time, and substituting in

(3) the values for (1— cose) and g.

P= .02043 W.V (4)

The quantity of water which enters the inside surface of

scoop is equal to the quantity of water taken into tank and

the difference between this quantity and the total quantity

removed from pan is the waste which produces the impact by

coming in contact with outside surfaces of scoop. The effect

of this impact cannot be determined, but a fair assumption is

that it will produce the same dynamic pressure as the same
quantity of water entering scoop. Neglecting friction and

other minor disturbance which are practically negligible the

value of P as given in (4), in which W= weight of water

removed from pan per second, is a fair approximation of the

drawbar pull.

Drawbar pull =: P =: .02043. W.V.
Using the values of W and V for 19 in. pans as derived from

table 2—the drawbar pull is found to be:

Speed in Miles Drawbar Pull in Developed Horse

per Hour. Pounds. Power.

20 308 16.00

30 727 58.00

40 1292 137.00

50 2156 287.00

60 3698 592.00

These values of the drawbar pull are in close approximation

with values as found in actual tests. It will be noted that the

drawbar and corresponding developed horsepower, for high

speeds, would consume a large part of the available horse-

power of the locomotive, but as the increase in the kinetic

energy of the moving train is in much greater proportion, for

the higher speeds, the retardation effect of the scoop in water

will not be very apparent, although it will effect some slowing

up of the train.

In considering the efficiency of a particular scoop and pan,

the two important considerations are:

(1) The total amount of water taken into the locomotive

tank from the pan.

(2) The total amount of water wasted from the pan.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is planning consider-

able signal work on the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound. This work includes 50 miles of automatic train

staff between Haugen, Mont., and Avery, Idaho, which will be
installed by the signal department forces. The staff installa-

tion will control the tracks over the Bitter Root mountains.
Two-arm approach signals will be used at each station, one
at each end of the passing track.

At the (Hcli^emtt

The Union Switch & Signal Comi)any, Swissvale, Pa., hau

adopted the plan of furnishing visitors to its very extensive

and comi)lete exhibition with a permanent record of the

occasion in the shape of one of its standard Bulletins No. 54.

The bulletin contains 100 pages and describes the entire ex-

hibit, wliich represents nearly all of the devices made by the

Union Switch & Signal Company. Among these are several

improvements which have only recently being introduced, in-

cluding the Style "E" signal, the Style "T" signal, the

dwarf and light signals for electric traction, the automatic

"no-operator" type of train staff, the new universal switch

circuit controllers, the radial contact and galvanometer type

relays, the spiral detector bar, and a full line cf forgings

of mechanical parts.

RAMAPO SHOULDER SWITCH PLATE,

The Ramapo 6-inch switch plate is a new pattern of

shoulder tie plate for switch slides, with solid rolled

shoulder and riser. It is exhibited by the Ramapo Iron

Works, Hillburn, N. Y., at spaces 91 and 110, at the Col-

iseum.

This switch plate gives the same advantage to the switch

that the standard shoulder tie plate provides for regular

'+

%(, METAL

Ramapo Switch Plate and Rail Brace.

track. The solid rolled plate, shown by the illustration,

gives a shoulder for each side of the stock rail; where

braces are used there is another shoulder back of the rail

brace. A shoulder one-half inch high under the rail brace

holds the rail effectively to gage. The principal office left

for the rail brace is to afford greater support for the rail,

fitting closely under the rail head and against the one-half

inch solid shoulder on the plate.

This plate is recommended for every tie under a switch

with one-quarter inch elevation, so that the plates may all

be interchangeable. This makes the base of the switch

rail level throughout its entire length, and the elevation

may be run off in the lead rails by graduated riser plates

back of the heel of the switch. Switches installed in this

way will carry wheels with worn tires or doubled flanges

over the stock rail without permitting them to strike against

the side of the head, leaving no tendency for the stock rail

to overturn.

There has never been as much attention paid to switch

tie plates as to tie plates on common track, and it is com-
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mon to see a much lighter plate used under the switch

than in the track adjacent. Light switch plates are now

most commonly used, and but few of them; also, many roads

have pressed-up risers in these light plates which more

than half cut the plate in two right at a critical point un-

der inner edge of the base of the stock rail, where

light plates in any case soon become bent and broken. This

is all wrong; the switch, especially on account of the mov-

ing rails, requires better support than the adjacent track,

and there is more necessity for a solid shoulder tie plate

under the switches than under the regular track.

Stock and switch rails having bearings on the heavy

Ramapo riser plates throughout the length of the switch

make an easy riding turnout and one that is easy to main-

tain in surface, while switch rails having vertical bends and

light plates are not apt to get a bearing on every tie and

may be found constantly working up and down excessively

under every wheel on some of the ties, resulting in con-

siderable wear on the plates and in all the fastenings.

LIGHT AND VENTILATION.

Light and ventilation in machine shops, power houses

and factories are recognized industrial necessities. Artifi-

cial light is an important item in operating expenses; but

work done under poor or insufficient daylight is extrava«

gant. Naturally the more daylight we can utilize, the better

both from the point of view of economy and efficiency.

The Detroit Fenestra solid steel window sash is an illustra-

tion of the tendency of the age to utilize every natural ad-

vantage. It is designed to provide sufficient strength to sup-

port the large area of glass that modern work shops require,

and, by doing away with all heavy mullions and substituting

the smallest steel sash, to increase immensely the light

^^^^^^^ " ,^^« i^j^^^SBBSBStK^Jl^^L/^^/gU^llt
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Installation of Detroit Fenestra Solid Steel Sash.

space of the interior. With this type of structure, ventila-

tion is easy and sufficient and may be arranged to suit

almost any requirements by the use of the desired single

unit or by a combination of unventilated sashes with those

provided with ventilations.

Other strong features of the Fenestra installation are that it

is fireproof and that the appearance of the sash is attractive,

the natural curve at each joint relieving the monotony.

An exhibition at space 180 explains the construction of the

Fenestra joint. W. F. Schmeltz, Detroit Steel Products

Company, Detroit, Mich., is there with a display of lantern

slides and photographs of recent railway installations, in-

cluding the roundhouse at Frankfort and the shops at Gales-

town, Md., of the Pennsylvania Railroad and 17 views of

the new Chicago & North Western buildings in Chicago.

HAYES DERAILS.

The Hayes Track Appliance Company is now building a
new factory at Richmond, Ind., and expects to move from
Geneva, N. Y., where it has been located, to the new head-
quarters in a short time. The rapidly growing business of

this company, which is due directly to the excellent results

that over 300 railways of the country are obtaining from the

Hayes derails, requires a more centrally located distribut-

ing point and much larger manufacturing facilities than

have heretofore been available. Beth of these are going

to be obtained in the new location.

Hayes derails are meeting with considerable favor in

several foreign countries, where quite a number are being

used particularly in South Africa and South America. This

device has also recently been adopted as standard on a num-
ber of the leading railways of the United States.

The Hayes Track Appliance Company is exhibiting in

space 140 at the Coliseum, and the exhibit is in charge of

S, W. Hayes, W. Harding Davis, Wellington B. Lee, Arthur

Gemunder, E. L. Ruby and S. W. Wallace.

INDIANAPOLIS MANGANESE PRODUCTS.

The same physical tests of manganese shown a year ago

at the Coliseum by the Indianapolis Switch & Frog Com-
pany, were in evidence this week at spaces 12 and 13, but

on a more elaborate scale. Including not only their R-N-R

type of solid manganese frogs, but also crossings.

The accompanying cut shows the distorting of one of their

solid manganese pieces after having been subjected to 165

blows of a 1,200 lb. to 2,500 lb. weight dropped from heights

varying from 3 ft. to 23 ft, aggregating 1,679,375 foot pounds.

Indianapolis iVlanganese Products.

The showing of an installation of R-N-R crossings and

frogs in miniature demonstrated the riding of worn wheels

over the entire layout without impact or pounding at joints

or intersections and demonstrated the efficiency of this

construction, which, together with its general line of man-

ganese, is now in use on over 50 of the largest railway

systems.

The general offices of the Indianapolis Switch & Frog

Company are located at Springfield, Ohio, with sales offices

at New York, Chicago, Richmond, Va., Kansas City, Spokane

and San Francisco.

ALLITH HARDWARE DOOR EQUIPMENT.

Among the devices of the Allith Manufacturing Company,

Chicago, which are meeting with favor is the Allith parallel

door equipment, which has been in service at freight sta-

tions and warehouses for a number of years and has re-

cently been successfully applied to engine-house doors.

The Allith fire and warehouse door hardware for inside

or outside sliding doors or shutters, for fire wall or other

openings, are also meeting with favor. They are simple

and easy to install, and service tests of long duration have

proved that they and their attachments are strong and

durable. This fire door hardware is regularly inspected and
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laht'lcd uiuUt tlic suixMvision ol the UnderwritciH' I.al)or;i-

torioH, Inc., iiml(>r (he dirocllon of )lu» National IJoard of

Fire Underwiiters.

The Allith Manufacturing Company is planning tlie mov-

ing of its factories from Chicago to Albion, Mich. This

company lias just recently bought the plant, equipment,

business and good-will of the T. C. Prouty romi)any of

Albion, Mich.

The Allith exhibit, space IIG, is in charge of W. D. Jame-
son, who for the past eight years has been at the head of

(he railway department.

D. & A. CEMENT POSTS ON THE C. & N. W.

One of the first railways to manufacture and use rein-

forced concrete fence posts was the Chicago & North-Western,

which purchased equii)mcnt for (he manufac(ure of these

pos(s in quantities in the fall of 1908. Posts made at Dun-

lap, Iowa, have been set along the lines in western Iowa,

and, after being in the ground with fences attached, are

reported in perfect condition.

The D. & A. machine, which is in use at this point, con-

sists of ten individual U-shaped steel molds, grouped on .i

frame called a "shaker," which holds the molds up from
the ground about two feet, making them readily accessible

for filling. The insides of the molds are greased slightly

with some thin oil. and the concrete is then shoveled, or

dropped from a mixer, filling the ten molds level full at

one time.

For the reinforcement, hoop steel is recommended, as it

has large surfaces for bonding with the concrete and is

easily and quickly placed in definite positions by the use

of a placing device, furnished with the outfits. For line

posts, four of these reinforcing strips are used, placed about

% in. from the surface of the concrete. Concrete of about

the consistency of mortar for plastering houses is used, and
when the lower two reinforcements are placed the bed of

molds is vibrated horizontally on the springs of the support-

ing frame, or shaker, for ten to fifteen seconds. This settles

the concrete in all ten molds at cue time evenly and thor-

oughly, in less time than one post could be tamped. This

shaking not only settles the concretee, but gives a better

bond to the reinforcement, so that no deformed or corrugated

Or twisted reinforcement is necessary. As the shaking con-

tinues, bubbles of air and the surplus water rise to the top

or face of the post, making the initial set of the cement
take place more quickly than if a surplus of water remained
in the concrete. After shaking, the upper reinforcements

are placed just beneath the surface of the post, and the

molds refilled if necessary, owing to the steeling of the con-

crete. The flat faces of the posts are troweled level.

The filled molds are then transferred individually from the

frame to soft, level ground, the square ends holding them
upright, where they are allowed to remain to take the initial

setting, which takes from 6 to 24 hours, according to weather
conditions. Then the molds are rolled half over, the large

ends removed, allowing the sides of the mold to spriu-^

slightly away from the post, and the molds lifted off. The
posts ar allowed to remain with the flat side on the ground
to season for several days, when they may be piled on end
if desired, to economize space. It is preferable to sprinkle

the posts while lying on the ground, and also after standing

on end, and in many instances they are covered for a couplo

of weeks so that they will not dry out.

Being heavier than wooden posts, the cost of setting con-

crete posts is about 25 per cent higher than for wooden
posts, but, once set, they are permanent and require less

attention and repairs. They are all of uniform size, shape,

color and length, and make a neat and sanitary fence.

Steam curing may be employed if desired, and instead of

transferring the filled molds from the shaker to the ground.

they can be transferred to curing cars. 1'lie molds can be

racked one layer over another on cars holding from :{() to

no posts each, and run into steam curing chambers, similar

to dry kilns for wood. In one week, or less, they are sufP-

ciently seasoned for setting in fencing.

The D. & A. machine used by the C. & N. W. at this point

is manufactured by the D. & A. Post Mold Company, Three
Rivers, Mich. One of these 10-mold machines is on exhibition

at the Railway Appliances exhibition. The company also

shows a st(>am curing unit consisting of steam car and .30

molds, maniifa(dured posts, reinforcements, janchor posts,

anchor molds, etc.

The mold for telephone and telegraph poles is being shown
for the first time, and the method of reinforcement is worth

considerable attention, owing to its simplicity and durability.

The first cost of concrete poles does not exceed that of wooden
poles of the same lengths, and in the larger sizes and lengths

there is a saving in favor of the concrete poles. The com-

pany has recently made up whistling post molds, suitable

also for mile posts, for one of the leading railways, using

the regular fence-post molds.

In addition to the C. & N. W., the following companies

are now using D. & A. molds and machines: P. C. C. & St.

L., Mo. Pac, Mich. Cent, Clev., Ak. & Col., M. R. & B. T., D. L.

& W.. E. & P. and P. F. W. & C.

The D. & A. company is putting out a neat illustrated cata-

log entitled, Concrete Posts and How to Make Them, which

quite fully describes and illustrates the shaking system, ac-

companied by quotations and estimates of the cost of con-

crete posts.

CONSTRUCTION WORK ON THE OREGON TRUNK.

An officer of the Oregon Trunk Railway writes that there

is no immediate prospect of building this line south of Bend,

Ore. Track already has been laid on 115 miles, from Fall-

bridge, Wash., to Metolius, Ore. No further contracts will

be let at present. The grading work on the first 110 miles

from Fallbridge was carried out by Porter Brothers, Portland,

Ore., and from that point to Bend, 46 miles, by H. C. Henry

& Co., Seattle, Wash. The first 110 miles follows the Des

Chutes and Willow creek canyons; the work on this section

was extremely heavy, being practically all through solid

rock. The remaining 46 miles to Bend is through a scab

rock country, requiring an even number of cuts and fills. The

material handled was mostly rock. The roadbed has been

graded to Bend. Maximum curvature, Fallbridge to Madras,

Ore., 6 degrees; Madras to Bend, 3 degrees. Maximum grade,

Fallbridge to Metolius, 0.6 per cent., with 20 miles of 1.3 per

cent, pusher grade from Mecca to Metolius. This grade is

all ascending toward Metolius. Maximum grade from Me-

tolius to Bend is 1 per cent, against southbound and 0.5 per

cent, against northbound trains.

There will be a steel bridge over the Columbia river 2,427

ft. 8 in. long with approaches of 1,734 ft.; also one at the

first crossing of the Des Chutes river, 465 ft. long, and another

at the second crossing, 510 ft. long. Steel bridges will also

be built over the White river, Wapinitia creek, Nena creek.

Eagle creek, third crossing of the Des Chutes river, and over

Trout creek, varying in length from 112 ft. to 175 ft., also

a steel bridge over Crooked river, 460 ft. long. There is also

a large amount of trestle work. The steel bridges, including

substructures, have all been designed and are being con-

structed under the direction of Ralph Modjeski. A terminal

yard, including fuel, oil and engine house facilities, is being

built at Fallbridge, and a freight terminal is under construc-

tion at Metolius. The principal commodities to be carried

on the line are: wheat, live stock and lumber from central

Oregon, and merchandise and manufactured goods to that

territory.
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SCHERZER ROLLING LIFT BRIDGE AT INDIANA
HARBOR.

In order to develop the industrial and manufacturing

possibilities of the vacant lands between South Chicago

and Gary, the East Chicago Canal Company was organized

to build a canal from Lake Michigan, at Indiana Harbor,

extending inland to a junction with the Calumet river

at Hammond, Ind. The canal company negotiated with

the railways entering Chicago from the southeast for

building movable bridges to accommodate the passage of

large lake vessels in the canal.

During the past three years a number of movable bridges

have been completed across this canal, including three

Scherzer rolling lift bridges, as follows: One double-track

bridge for the Chicago, Lake Shore & Eastern, one double-

track bridge for the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, and

a single-track bridge for the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.

The accompanying illustration shows the Chicago, Lake
Shore & Eastern bridge, being the first structure crossing

the canal adjacent to the lake.

This bridge, which is a single-leaf through-truss standard

railway bridge of the Scherzer type, has a span length

Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge at Indiana Harbor.

of 86 ft. 6 in. center to center of bearings, with a width
of 30 ft. center to center of trusses. The counterweight
is concrete, placed in a steel box running across between
the trusses, to which it is rigidly attached, forming a

substantial and economical bracing and making the entire

moving leaf one simple, rigid and self-contained structure.

This combination of steel and counterweight in one piece

without links and flexible connections is one of the special

advantages of the Scherzer rolling lift bridge, and makes
possible its economical adaptation to many varying con-
ditions.

The operating machinery and equipment is also simple
and effective. Power for operation is obtained from two
25 h. p. direct current electric motors located on the
moving leaf in front of the counterweight box, the motors
driving pinions which engage with fixed racks outside of

the plane of each truss. Only a small part of the capacity
of the motors is required in operating the bridge " under
ordinary conditions, as the moving leaf is in balance in

all positions. Hand power may be used for operation
should the current be cut off, or the operating equipment
be out of service. The operator's house contains, in addi-

tion to the motor control, a simple but complete arrange-

ment to enable the operator to know the position of

the bridge at all times during operation, both day and
night. The operating equipment is interlocked with the
front lock holding the bridge in its closed position and
with the railway signals, so that the lock cannot be drawn
and the bridge operated until the railway signals are set.

The bridge was designed and built under the direction

of Arthur Montzheimer, chief engineer of the Chicago,
Lake Shore & Eastern, the design of the bascule span
being prepared by the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Com-
pany, Chicago. The steel work was fabricated by the

Lassig plant of the American Bridge Company, F. W.
Denser, engineer, and erected by the Pittsburgh Construc-
tion Company.

WATER TANKS.

The exhibit of the Kennicott Company of Chicago Heights,
111., in Booth 16 contains, in addition to the model water
softener, photographs of steel storage tanks for railways
and cities. A recent installation is an elliptical bottom
tank for the Northern Pacific at Brainerd, Minn., a photo-

Kennicott Steel Water Tank at Brainerd, Minn.
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graph o[ wliicli is ahown liorewilli. Tlu; llarriman Lines

have sixty-five Keiniicott tanlis on their sysK^m.

WHARTON GUARD RAIL CLAMP.

The chimp in the exhibit of Wni. Wharton Jr. & Co., Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pa., is one that was brought out a number

of years ago by this company. The yoke is the same as

was used in the original clamp, but improvements have

Wharton Guard Rail Clamp.

been made in both the fillers and the wedge. The clamp

has been found to be most effective.

SPIRAL SWITCH GUARD.

The general construction of the spiral switch guard, or

bar, is the same as the motion-plate detector bar in gen-

eral use, but its motion in operation is that of a spiral in-

stead of an inclined plane. The form of the motion plate

is such that the guard or bar is caused to advance along

the side of the rail and at the same time and by the same

movement pass upward and over the top of the rail. If an

attempt is made to move the bar at the time there is on

the rail a wheel whose flange projects beyond the head of

the rail, the motion of the guard or bar will be arrested as

soon as it comes in contact with the wheel tread. If, how-

ever, owing to excessive width of gage on account of worn

wheels and rails, the outer face of the wheel does not pro-

ject beyond the rail, the spiral motion of the guard or bar

will bring it in contact with the face of the wheel and the

further motion of the bar will be prevented. This guard

is made by the Union Switch & Signal Company, Swiss-

vale, Pa.

WATERPROOFING CONCRETE SLAB BRIDGE FLOORS.

Concrete slab subways are rapidly coming into more

general use in track elevation work. This form of con-

struction is at present more extensively used in those

cities where the regulations do not absolutely require a

clear span over the entire street and sidewalks.

This type of subway possesses many advantages in the

way of permanence and low maintenance charges, and

calls for permanent protection in the way of waterproofing

at the time of original construction. The requirements for

waterproofing are usually twofold, the city regulations

generally demanding this protection for users of the sub-

way, and railway engineers being fully alive to the neces-

sity of protecting the structure itself by the exclusion of

moisture. Unless the structure is waterproofed, the rein-

forcing steel is liable to corrosion; and the presence of

moisture in the concrete under the action of frost, causing

the concrete to cap and sliell on the underside of the

slab, will in turn cxjjose the reinforcing rods.

The acconii)anying cut shows clearly the Sarco method

of waterproofing this type of structure. The work illus-

trated is that on the Sixteenth street, Chicago, track

elevation of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. The mastic

layers are shown in the act of placing the mastic pro-

tection over the waterproof membrane on the slope at

the juncture of the deep, or street, slabs and the shallow

slabs over the sidewalk. The concrete slope is placed

after the street and sidewalk slabs are set and should

have a system of anchorage to one or the other of these

slabs and a grade of not less than 1 to 3. The work in

this case consists of Sarco No. 6 waterproofing, reinforced

with open mesh burlap in five-ply, and protected with a

ly^ in. coating of sand mastic, consisting of Sarco No. 6

waterproofing and sand in the proportion of 1 to 4 by

volume. A general specification for this class of work

is as follows:

On the clean and dry surface of the concrete floor, fascia walls

and end walls of the bridge there shall first be applied, with
brushes, a coating of Sarco concrete primer, which coating as
applied shall be thin enough to penetrate the recesses of the con-
crete, forming an anchorage for the subsequent waterproof coating.

After this priming coat has been allowed to dry there shall then
be applied, with mops, a heavy coating of Sarco No. 6 water-
proofing, which has been heated to a temperature of 400 deg. Fahr.,

and while the material is still hot there shall be introduced a layer

of 8-oz. open mesh burlap, all carefully laid down and free from
folds and pockets. The surface of this burlap shall then be heavily
swabbed with Sarco No. 6 waterproofing and two more ply of 8-oz.

open mesh burlap laid in the same manner, making a 3-ply.

burlap mat, all thoroughly saturated, cemented and bonded together
and to the concrete with Sarco No. 6 waterproofing.
On this waterproof mat there shall then be laid one layer of

Sarco asphalt felt and the edges lapped at least 3 in. and sealed

with Sarco No. 6 waterproofing.
The surface of the felt shall then be covered with 1^ in. thick-

ness of Sarco mastic laid in 2-ply with lapped joints, and the

Sarco Method of Waterproofing Concrete Slab Bridge Floors.

same carried up the side walls to the ballast line to protect the

waterproof mat from puncture by the rock ballast. The surface of

this mastic shall then be heavily swabbed with Sarco No. 6 water-
proofing and given a sand finish while the material is still hot.

The Sarco mastic as laid shall be worked evenly m convenient

widths and the two layers lapped at least 12 in. It shall be spread

to the required thickness with wooden spreaders and floats, the

thickness being gauged by % in. strips held in position by proper

weights, and enough pressure applied to the mastic to eliminate

all voids and blow holes, making a homogeneous mass throughout.

Before the Sarco mastic has been applied on the bridge floor

there shall be laid over the concrete end walls a burlap curtain in

3-ply, which shall extend down over the black walls for 3 ft. This

burlap curtain shall be thoroughly saturated, cemented and bonded
together, and to the concrete with Sarco No. 6 waterproofing.

At the bottom of this burlap curtain there shall then be laid a
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line of 6-in. farm tile, and back filled with cinders or quarry cliips

to provide a drain for the water from the bridge floor and the fill,

and to prevent seepage through the concrete back walls on to the
bridge seats.

The critical points in this waterproofing work are the

handling of the membrane over the slope and the tying

in of the same with the adjoining track work. These sub-

ways are sometimes 10 and 15 tracks wide; and the

waterproofing must of necessity be made continuous, or fail

entirely in its purpose. Great care must be exercised in

handling the work at these points, and a special system

of tying be adopted.

This membrane method of waterproofing has already

shown in service its adaptability to this type of perma-

nent subway construction, and is an example of one of

the successful methods developed by the railway and

waterproofing department of the Standard Asphalt & Rub-

ber Company, Chicago.

begin to move. Then when the points are in the reverse

position the last part of the movement of the switch lever

and adjusting rod operates to push the locking bar upward
through the slot in the base plate and locks the other point

against the stock-rail. This device is extremely simple. It

can be put on any switch and furnishes an effective lock

which holds the points at the one place where effective

protection is necessary. The safety switch lock can be
attached to any ordinary switch-stand, and at a slight In-

crease of cost can be connected with either the target of

the switch-stand or with the home or distant signal, so that

these will indicate when the points are unlocked.

MORRISON GUARD RAIL.

NICKERSON SINGLE-LEVER SAFETY SWITCH LOCK.

The Nickerson single-lever safety switch lock, made by

the W. F. Bossert Manufacturing Company, Utica, N. Y., is

designed to solve the problem, which every signal and
maintenance of way engineer has found a troublesome one,

of locking switch points at noninterlocked switches. This

The Cambria Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa., is exhibit-

ing in space 177 at the Coliseum its Morrison guard rail.

The theory underlying the design of this guard rail is the

same as that which accounts for the outer rail of a curve

not overturning under a fast-moving train; that is, the

wheel load on the main rail is greater than the centri-

fugal force or lateral thrust of this same load. This was
demonstrated in practice by an accident on an eastern

road, where a large freight engine with a loose driving

wheel entered a yard lead from the main track. The loose

Nickerson Adjustable Head Rod.

is a difficult matter, and many attempts have been made
to devise a lock which would hold the points. The Nicker-

son device is designed to take advantage of the slight loss'

of motion which exists between the switch lever and the

switch points. In this apparatus a locking bar is arranged

to project upward through a slot in the base plate outside

Nickerson Single Lever Safety Switch Lock.

of each stock-rail, thereby holding the switch point firmly

to the stock rail. The arrangement is such that the locking

bar locks only the point that is in the closed position

against the stock rail. The switch lever and an adjusting

rod give motion to the locking bar, which depresses it and
unlocks the switch-point just an instant before the points

P/an of Tie Plafe

Morrison Guard Rail.

wheel dropped inside the rail and ran over four common
guard rails, which alternated with three Morrison guard

rails. The common guard rails were forced over on their

sides, while the Morrison guard rails were not disturbed,

and no damage was done further than the cutting of a

groove in the rail where the driver struck it and mounted.

The wheel load exerted no controlling influence on the

common guard rail, but it gave stability to the whole Mor-

rison guard rail structure.

There are two forces acting on a guard rail—vertical or

overturning and horizontal. The former is controlled by the

6-in. lug on the tie plate, which engages the guard rail at

a point farthest removed from the fulcrum point, and the

latter by a shoulder on the plate engaging the outer base
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of the guard rail. The spikes merely hold tho outer base

of the guard rail down to place. The guard rail is adjust-

able for wear by moving it and the plates closer to the

main rail and si)iking in one of the staggered holes at the

outer edge of the main rail, in this way obtaining several

times longer service than obtained from a common guard

rail.

WHITE PRINTS vs. BLUE PRINTS.

STEEL COALING STATIONS.

The 300-ton all-steel coaling station recently built at

Gary, Ind., by the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, is of interest

since it shows the present tendency toward the use of

steel in the building of coaling stations. When wood is

Steel Coaling Station at Gary, Ind.

used for such a purpose there is great danger of fire from

both engine sparks and spontaneous combustion. While for

stations or less than 200 tons capacity wood has the advan-

tage of lower first cost, yet for stations of larger capacity

even this temporary advantage is largely lost. The station

shown serves the two outside tracks, while the hopper track

runs between the posts which support the tank.

This station is one of the number which have been re-

cently designed by the Otto Gas Engine Works, Chicago,

and for which the steel has been furnished by the Chicago

Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago.

The advantages of white prints, or prints with sharp

blue lines on clear white background, are apparent, but

up to quite recently white prints had to be made by the

negative process, and the uncertainty of the results and
the time and expense involved, have prevented their use

in any considerable quantity.

The C F. Pease (-onipany, Chicago, recently invented

a process and apparatus for making white prints direct

from the tracing automatically, without the use of a nega-

tive. These white prints are regularly made on high-

grade parchment paper, but it is possible to use paper

of the same grade as that used for ordinary blue prints,

and by the Pease automatic process the original whiteness

of the paper is retained, while the blue lines produced are

sharp and clear. These prints can be made up to 54 in.

wide, and any length, in one piece. The prints as they

come from the automatic machine are almost without

Pease Printing, Washing and Drying Machine, with Electric

Dryer.

shrinkage, and have fast color, the strongest sunlight

having no effect on them.

The company furnishes a special eradicator and a special

blue ink by the use of which alterations and additions

can be made on white prints without defacing the print.

For reproducing proposals, reports, contracts, tabulations,

etc., satisfactory copy for this machine can be made by

typewriting the material on transparent paper, using a

black ribbon and backing up the sheet with a fresh black

carbon. In this manner any number of clear and distinct

copies on white paper can be made.

The C. F. Pease Company operates a large plant in

Chicago, where they receive tracings from all over the

United States for printing. The company also manufactures

and sells the machines with which the direct white prints

are made, and a number are now in use by railways and
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manufacturers. The accompanying illustration shows the

Pease peerless printer, coupled up with the Pease auto-

matic washing and drying machine.

This company is also making a combination machine

with which direct white prints or blue prints may be made
with equal facility, the operator being enabled to change

from one to the other without stopping the machine. The

equipment is automatic throughout, the paper being printed,

washed and dried continuously, and delivered at the end

of the dryer, automatically rolled up, ready for use. The

entire equipment, which occupies a space only about &V2

ft. square, can be handled by one man, and it is possible

to print, wash and dry from 50 to 100 yards of either

the Pease direct white print paper or electric blue print

paper per hour. One hundred and twenty changes of speed

can be made directly through the motor with one gear

change, thus enabling the operator to obtain great accuracy

in exposure. No belts or friction devices are used; all

parts are readily accessible for cleaning and trimming,

without the use of screw driver or wrench. The white

print apparatus is placed between the printer and washer,

and is independent of either. It is so arranged that the

time of development can be changed to suit varying con-

ditions.

This company has just issued a 100-page catalogue, fully

describing its line. Its exhibit during the week of the

convention is in sections 161-162, at the Coliseum.

GOLDIE TIE PLATES AND SPIKES.

In the exhibit of Dilworth, Porter & Company, Limited,

Pittsburgh, Pa., in space 26 at the Coliseum, are shown
several types of Goldie tie plates, including the Dilworth

shoulder flange plate and the Har-

riman type plate. Standard track

spikes and the Goldie Perfect spikes

are also being shown.

The Goldie tie plates are designed

to unite with the tie and furnish

the necessary resistance to spread-

ing rails on curves. The four claws

on the base of the plate serve as

additional spikes, so that it is claimed

that it is never necessary to use

more than the usual two spikes to

hold the gage on the sharpest curves

and under the heaviest traffic. These
plates are being used on the Park
Street loop of the Boston subway,

where no tie rods or rail braces

have been found necessary, although

the track is on a 50-degree curve.

The Glendon flange and Dilworth

shoulder plates are alike except that

the former has no shoulder on the

top side. The Glendon flange plate

is adapted for use on treated ties

on tangent track (where the top

shoulder is not as necessary as on
curves), on account of its combina-

tion of strength and light weight.

In designing the flange and Dilworth

shoulder plates, special attention was
given to the shape of the flanges,

and these are so proportioned that

a maximum holding power of a

flange plate is obtained at a mini-

mum damage to the grain of the wood.

The Harriman type of tie plate, as manufactured by
Dilworth, Porter & Co., is in use on some of the largest

Goldie Standard Spike.

roads in the country, being used on treated and soft-wood

ties on tangent track, where it is not so necessary to

have a gage-holding plate. This type of plate is the stand-

ard on all the Harriman Lines. This plate combines the

necessary strength with lightness.

Dilworth, Porter & Co. have been manufacturing track

spikes for over 50 years, and the spikes are now in

use all over the United States. Every size of spike in

general use is made by this company, the sizes ranging

Goldie Tie Plate.

from 2% in. by fa in. to QVz in. by % in. All sizes of

bolt and drift spikes are also made. The sharp-pointed

spike, commonly known as the Goldie point, has greater

adhesion in all kinds of wood than spikes of equal cross-

section and length, since the sharp point affords easier

penetration of the tie and destroys less fibre than does a

chisel pointed spike.

WEED KILLING.

Weed destruction and elimination has been a permanent

item of considerable size in the upkeep of the roadbed.

The Atlas Preservative Company, London, has been for

years meeting successfully the demand for a process which

deals economically with this evil. Its experiences have

been largely in the tropics where weeds and grasses grow

in a very prolific manner. Many of the best known rail-

Flying Grass, on the Great Southern Railway.

ways in India, Argentine Republic, Borneo, Cape Colony,

New Zealand and Brazil have tested this method for a

number of years and have found it most successful. This

process of weed killing consists of spraying the roadbed

with water in which a solution of Atlas "A" has been

mixed. Sprinkling cars of different types may be used to

make the application. The active principle of Atlas "A" is

the same which gives the preservative effect to Atlas boiler
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compound. Atlas paints and Atlas \vo<k1 preservative. Thus

this moans of killing vogotation is dosignod to happily com-

bine this offoct with tht; quality of preserving wooden ties

from decay and keeping rails, bolts and plates free from

corrosion. Some of the results obtained sliow remarkable

economies. Thus, on one of the leading railways in the

Argentine Republic the use of the preservative over a 50-

mile section (distributed by means of an engine hauling a

sjHinkling tank, and accompanied by three men to mix the

solution and watch over the distribution) has resulted in

saving at the rate of $117 per mile per year, after allowing

10 per cent, for depreciation of the tank. In another case,

on a New Zealand line, the action on the rails and ties

themselves is declared to have been very beneficial. The
disappearance of rust makes the bolts easy to tighten with-

out risk of fracture, and the ties are kept clean and hard.

The first system to carry out practical tests on a suf-

ficient scale and for a sufficient time positively to demon-

strate results was the Buenos Aires Great Southern, which,

after experimenting with preservative "A" from 1898 to

1901, steadily increased the mileage to which it has been

applied, until in 1906 it was close to 800 miles.

The illustration shown herewith of a cut on the Great

Southern of Argentina indicates clearly the nature of the

difficulties with which railway engineers in that part of the

world liave to contend. The grass shown across the railway

track is not growing on the line, but it has been blown

there. At certain seasons of the year this grass becomes

detached from its roots, and, the country being very flat,

is blown long distances and becomes arrested in railway

cuts, exactly in the same manner as snow. Being at the

same time dry and full of seed, the latter is naturally

deposited on the track in great quantities and there ger-

minates unless preventive sterilization by Atlas preserva-

tive "A" lias been resorted to.

The iM)int of particular interest to American railway men
is that the Atlas Preservative Company is now beginning

active work in the United States through its American
company, the Atlas Preservative Company of America, The
comjiany confidently expects that the success it has had

in other countries will be duplicated here. This company's

office is at 95 Liberty street. New York, with agencies In

the principal cities of the United States.

FROGS AND CROSSINGS.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa., is ex-

hibiting at tiie Coliseum in spaces 45-48, inclusive, and 64-

67, inclusive, its line of rails, Manard steel frogs, switches,

crossings and staple track appliances.

This company's plant occupies an extended area along

the banks of the Susquehanna River east of Harrisburg,

Pa. Its coal and ore mines, blast furnaces, Bessemer and

open-hearth furnaces, rail mills, merchant steel mills, steel

foundry, bridge and structural works and frog and switch

works enable the company to keep every process of manu-

facture in Its own hands.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company manufactures rails of

all standard patterns, girder rails, including Trilby, half-

groove, full-groove and girder guard types, high tee or

Shanghai, flat or tram rails for bridges, slot and conductor

rails for underground trolley construction. Its open-hearth

furnaces have a capacity of 45,000 tons per month.

The bridge and construction department of the company
built the Queensboro and Williamsburg bridges across the

East River, New York, the Niagara arch bridge, the Gok-

Manard Crossings on Pennsylvania Railroad at Sunbury, Pa.
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Solid Manard Crossings for Ontario Construction Company.

Manard Crossings on Baltimore & Ohio.

Manard Crossings on Pennsylvania Lines West at Bucyrus, Ohio.
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telk viaduct in Hiiriuah, lUilish India, and nunioious stool

structures in tlie larger cities of the country.

The frog and switch department covers 25 acres and the

output of track work is said to be larger than that of any

similar eslablishmont.

The Manard anvil face frog, design 160, is a hard centre

frog for main line trafllc. The centre is made of Manard
steel, a high quality of manganese steel. Solid Manard
frogs, switches, mates, crossings and special work layouts

for all conditions of service are specialties. Switch stands

of ail approved designs are manufactured. The switches

for steam roads made under the Vaughn patents are also

manufactured in the frog and switch department.

The Never-slip interlock switch plate, rolled from the

finest steel blooms, with solid riser and a turned shoulder

to hold the brace tightly against the stock rail, forms a

I)ractical rail lock and has met with favor, superseding in

many cases the forged plate with struck-up, hot-pressed

riser.

HYDRAULIC RAIL BENDER.

The now i)orlabIe rail i)ender shown in the accompanying
ilhisl ration has been put on the market by Richard Dud-
geon, New York. It is different from the usual hydraulic

rail bender in tliat it is made on the principle of the Uni-

versal jack and uses a pressure of 6,000 lbs. per sq. in.,

which is somewhat less than ordinarily used in rail benders.

Where possible its parts are made the same as those In

the Universal jack, which make repairs less difficult and
reduces the number of necessary repair parts where both

these machines are used.

The frame of the bender is made of high-grade steel cast-

ings and the cylinder, ram and similar parts are made of

steel forgings. The ram is fitted with a rack and pinion

by which it may be run out against the rail, thus eliminat-

ing the labor of pumping it out, the chamber behind the

ram being filled with the fluid by suction so that the first

stroke of the lever is against pressure. The pump is

Dudgeon Hydraulic Rail Bender.

The Never-turn bolt has a head forged to fit the head and

flange of the rail, set at an angle to make the lateral fit to

the web of the rail. To further provide against the loosen-

ing of the nut, the bolt is split before being threaded and

a long nut is furnished. After the nut is tightened the

split is spread to engage the threads of bolt and nut firmly,

thus obviating the use of a nut lock. As the bolt stretches

under strain the nut may be removed and again placed on

the bolt, which is split as before, and this operation may
be repeated as often as necessary. Tests have shown that

the Never-turn bolt has many times the resistance to vibra-

tion of the ordinary bolt.

Among the many recent installations secured by this

department are the track work for the New York terminal

of the Pennsylvania Railroad and that of the Vera Cruz

terminal in Mexico. These consisted of an entire equipment

in each case of frogs, switches, slips, crossings and all con-

nections, and an innovation in frog construction was intro-

duced for the Vera Cruz terminal in that a solid base plate

was a integral part of a solid cast Manard frog.

equipped with two plungers, A and B, so arranged that A

may be thrown out of service when the final pressure Is

applied. This feature saves time and labor. To throw

plunger A out of service, the handle D is turned so that it

extends downward. This handle operates a cam which

pushes the bushing B down on the stem of the stop valve C,

forcing it from its seat and thus by-passing the fiuid under

plunger A back to the reservoir. By turning the handle D
another quarter turn to the right the bushing E is forced

still further down, forcing all the valves from their seats.

The pressure is thus released from behind the plunger,

which may then be pulled back by the pinion and rack.

By this arrangement the valve seats may easily be kept

clean, as the fluid can be made to pass both ways over them,

washing away any grit that should by chance collect there.

The valves are easily removed by unscrewing the bonnet F

in the bottom of the pump, and the piston and plungers by

unscrewing the plate G. The other parts are as conveniently

removed, making the machine as simple in repairs as in

operation.
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ST. LOUIS MUNICIPAL BRIDGE.

The municipal bridge which is now being built across the

Mississippi River at St. Louis, Mo., is a double deck struc-

ture with a highway on the upper level and railway tracks

on the lower, being designed to carry two railway tracks,

two trolley tracks on a 30-ft. roadway, and two 6-ft. side-

walks. The bridge is carried on piers sunk to rock by

the use of pneumatic caissons. The contract for the four

river piers was let to the Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron

built in units, making their direction easy and allowing the

removal of any pane of glass without difficulty.

The frame is composed of a supporting bar made of a
high carbon steel, containing inverted stirrups at intervals

of 16 to 20 inches. Flat plates covered with strips of hair

felt rest on these stirrups and support the skylight glass.

A similar strip of felt is placed on the upper side of the

Pier Being Launched From Barge.

Company, Leavenworth, Kan., and work on them began in

the latter part of 1909. The caissons were built Inside

pontoons or barges and launched from them into the river.

Fig. 1 shows one of the caissons about ready for launch-

ing. Fig. 2 shows the masonry complete above the water

level with the barge lying back of the pier. At present

pier No. 1 is completed and piers 2, 3 and 4 are completed

End View of Train Shed.

glass and is held in place by a metal cap. Brass studs are

screwed into the stirrups and project up through the plates

between the panes of glass. They are equipped with phos-

phor bronze springs which bear on the upper side of the

metal cap and on the under side of a shoulder provided

near the upper end of the stud. This spring furnishes an

Pier Completed to Water Level.

below the water line. Piers 3 and 4 will be completed first in

order to allow the building of the east span as soon as the

high water subsides.

THE, ANTI-PLUVIUS SKYLIGHTS.

Sometime ago it became necessary to renew the roof of

the train shed at the Grand Central station, Chicago, which
includes 24,600 square feet of skylight surface. The roof

as completed is shown in the two photographs reproduced
herewith. The skylights are fitted with "Anti-Pluvius"

metal frames and wire glass. These skylight frames are

Side View of Train Shed, Showing Skylights.

elastic pressure to hold the skylight glass securely in place.

The stirrups in the steel supporting bar hold the glass

above the lips of the bar so that in locations where con-

densation on the skylights is common a large part of the

trouble is eliminated since the glass is not in contact with

any of the metal in the frame. The hair felt used is a non-

rotting material which has been produced after consider-

able experimenting. Inverted "U" bars are carried on the

upper shoulder of the brass studs at a distance of a few

inches from the glass. These bridges are easily able to

bear a man's weight and provide a means of ready access

to all parts of the skylight. All the exterior metal trim-
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mlriMs of these I'laiues are ol' 'roucan iiictal, wtiicli has ex-

ceptional rust and corrosion resisting properties.

These skylight frames have been used in many train shed

Installations throughout the country and are also being

extensively used for street railway car barns. Two of the

large ear barns of the Chicago Street Railways Company
are equipped with them and two bays have recently been

adiied to tlie barn at Tliirty-eighth street and Archer ave-

nue, requiring a large quantity of these puttyless frames.

The Anti-Pluvius frames are made by the G. Drouve Com-
pany, Bridgeport, Conn., and models are on exhibit in Booth

163 at the Coliseum.

JACKS.

AH railway men interested in lifting jacks will appreciate

the large display of ratchet, geared, ball-bearing and hy-

draulic jacks by Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, at the

Railway Appliances Exhibition, spaces 73, 74, 75, 76 and

92, 93, 94 and 95, at the north end of Coliseum. The dif-

ferent departments of railways require different types of

jacks. The quick acting ratchet lever jack has been adapted

to track work, and is now an absolute necessity to many
track men. The standard No. 1 track jack has a capacity

of 10 tons. Next comes the 15-ton capacity jack used for

heavier track work, and also for light car repairs in the

mechanical department, but as 15 tons is about the limit of

BALL BEARING - R

Cri v^
Fairbanks-Morse Ball Bearing Duff-Bethlehem Hydraulic

Jack, Sectional View. Jack, Sectional View.

easy operation with a ratchet jack, the geared jack has been

brought out, having from 20 to 40 tons capacity, and has

displaced, to a certain extent, the slow moving screw and

hydraulic jacks. Until a short time ago the heaviest geared

jack was of 35 tons capacity. However, with the adv6nt of

heavier rolling stock, particularly the steel gondolas and

large steel frame box cars, the necessity arose for a heavier

jack, which has been perfected by the Duff Manufacturing

Co., and styled "No. 400," of 40 tons capacity. Special

features distinguished this jack from the lighter ones and

all parts have been worked out with the idea in view of

having a well proportioned, safe jack, exceptionally large

bearings, and an independent set of raising and lowering

parts outside of the gear and pinion.

The distinguishing features of the ball-bearing jacks sold

by Fairbanks, Morse & Co. are clearly shown in the sec-

tionalized jack they have on display. In these jacks, the

balls are made very large and are separated from each

other by a brass cage, each ball being free from the other,

minimizing the friction. The balls do not run on a flat

surface, but in a groove, which gives a greater bearing and

results in the balls standing a heavier load without crush-

ing than if on a Hat plate. Anotlaa- distinctive feature is

the roller thrust bearing back of the bevel gear, to reduce
wear on the gears and make operation of the jack easier

by reduction of friction at that point.

The new Duff-Bethlehem hydraulic jacks exhibited by
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. are made of forged steel, thereby

reducing the weight about one-third without reducing the

capacity. Another important feature of this jack, probably

the most important and one that appeals instantly to rail-

way men experienced in handling hydraulic jacks, is the

absence of any joint and packing at the base. The base
and cylinder are in one solid forging, giving no opportunity

whatever for leakage, which is the most common trouble.

The head is cast steel and the ram is forged integrally with

the pump, having no threads. The valves are only two in

number, parallel system, working independently of each other.

These jacks can be used at any angle.

HOLMEN COALING STATION AT DELMAR, IND.

The coaling station illustrated herewith is a 500-ton Hol-

nien plant, built at Delmar, Ind., for the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis by the Roberts & Schaefer Com-
pany, Chicago, under the jurisdiction of O. E. Setby.. Cincin-

nati, Ohio, engineer of bridges and buildings of the rail-

way.

The railway now has under construction at Mattoon, 111.,

a Holmen plant of this general design but with a storage ca-

pacity of 800 tons of coal, and at Greensburg, Ind., it is having

built by the same contractors a 500-ton Holmen plant, simi-

lar to the Delmar station, with the exception that in the

latter case the entire sub-structure and bin trusses are

structural steel encased in concrete.

The station at Delmar consists of a frame superstructure,

with steel bin trusses supporting a 500-ton bin for coal, which
is elevated on posts high enough to let the coal flow from a

storage bin by gravity into the tenders, this being accom-

plished by the installation of standard ur.dercut gates with

hooded aprons over the two main line tracks.

At the right of the bucket tower is a 36-ft. concrete re-

ceiving hopper under the unloading tracl: on which loaded

cars are run in. This hopper is covered with a canopy

roof with side enclosure to protect men from the vreather

when unloading coal. The coal from the track hopper passes

into two Barrett patent revolving measuring feeders, which

measure a given quantity of coal and automatically dis-

charge this load into the two 1%-ton Holmen buckets. It

is not necessary for the operator to watch the loading of the

buckets, as this is accomplished automatically. The two Hol-

men buckets are located alongside each other and are ele-

vated alternately. When one bucket is in the bottom of the

pit being filled, the other is at the top of the plant discharg-

ing its load of coal into the storage bin.

Each bucket is attached to a %-in. crucible steel wire

cable connected to a reversible steam hoist. The sheaves

at the top of the tower are of liberal size to insure long life

and easy movement of the cable. The small amount of

machinery necessary in a Holmen station insures a mini-

mum expense for up-keep.

The bucket elevating the coal is opener! at the top auto-

matically at the proper elevation to deliver the coal to the

pocket with a minimum amount of l)reakage and is also

closed automatically after being emptied. As the bucket de-

scends, it is immediately filled at the bottom with coal ty the

revolving feeder in the pit.

The operation of filling the buckets and hoisting the coal

and delivering it to the storage bin is under the control

of one man, who merely operates the lever on the hoisting

engine to put in operation the feeders and elevating machin-

ery.

The average time required to fill and elevate a bucket of
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coal is usually about one minute, and with two 2i^^ton Hol-

men buckets an elevating capacity of 125 tons per hour can

readily be attained. This machinery is also designed to ele-

Holmen Coaling Station at Delmar, Ind.

vate 40, 60 or 75 tons per hour, according to the require-

ments of the station, the plant built at Delmar being de-

signed with a 60-ton elevator.

CHICAGO IMPROVED CUBE MIXER.

In drawing up plans and specifications . for work the

engineer usually insists that none but the best material

shall be used and that the manipulation of the material

shall be such as will result in a finished product which

Chicago Improved Cube Mixer, With Boom.

will be the best that can be obtained by the most modern
methods. In doing this work the contractor looks for

means to comply with these specifications with the mini-

mum of cost to himself. In selecting a mixer he investi-

gates carefully the speed of charging, speed of mixing,
speed of discharging, strength and uniformity of concrete
and cost of maintenance. A large number of important
public and private works, among them the Panama canal
and the Michigan Central tunnel under the Detroit River,
on which the Chicago improved cube mixers, made by the
Municipal Engineering & Contracting Company, Chicago,
were used exclusively, testify to the way in which they
fulfil these requirements. The accompanying view shows
a cube mixer mounted on skids in connection with a steam
engine and boiler. It is equipped with a charging elevator
and a boom attachment for delivering concrete at some
distance.

A MODERN FORM OF LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

Arc Damp Lightning
Arrester.

The lightning arrester problem has always been a difficult

one for the signal department to solve. It has been no less

difficult for the manufacturer who went into the problem
with sincere intention of aiding the signalman in his troubles.

At first glance, the problem seems simple. An alternating

current in one line will induce

similar currents in a parallel

line, and, to a less extent, iu

its own line. Prior to the

great demand for arresters for

signal material there had de-

veloped a large field for ar-

resters in telephone, telegraph

and power circuits. Arresters

designed for each of these

types of service have given

quite satisfactory results, but

a careful study shows that they

have been designed by men
thoroughly familiar with the

subject and that they are in-

capable of transfer from one branch of service to another.

Arresters for the three types of service just mentioned,

each have one prime function, namely,, to save the appa-

ratus which they protect by immediately destroying the

use of the circuit for the time being.

Arresters for signal service must fill just the opposite re-

quirement in this regard. They are not located at convenient

points in power houses or sub-stations, but are scattered out

along the line at the different signals and relay boxes, and
they must not put the line out of business, but must immedi-

ately restore it to working order as soon as the abnormal

conditions in the atmosphere disappear. It was on this point

that the ordinary choke coil with saw teeth, discharge gap

and ground plate, early developments in the making of an ar-

rester for signal service, ultimately failed to fill the require-

ment. Practically all such arresters were designed with a

fuse in series, and it was not uncommon to have a discharge

blow the fuse and put the signal entirely out of service until

the fuse was replaced.

Careful laboratory study revealed another serious defect in

the usual open-gap choke coil arrester. None of these ar-

resters would arc to ground at less than 2,000 or, possibly,

3,500 volts. If the easiest path to ground was between two

saw teeth, it is apparent that with each discharge the gap

between the teeth was widened by burning off the point and

the ordinary breaking down voltage was raised with each

successive discharge.

Insulation tests of coils, relays and other apparatus in-

dicated that they could be punctured by 3,000 volts, and in

some cases less than this, and that the insulation around the

binding posts would also break down at about the same press-

ure. Taken at the best it was a question whether the light-

ning arrester would protect the relay, or the relay would
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/CLASSIFIED returns to the Connecticut Railway Commission
^ of the freight tonnage in the fiscal year 1910 of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, give figures bearing on

Canadian reciprocity, which we have already analyzed in the

case of the "border system,"—the Boston & Maine. The total

tonnage of the New Haven for the year was 22,738,981. Of this

—

excluding lumber—hay, fruit and vegetables, poultry, game, and

fish and "other products of agriculture," represent practically the

only commodities which by any strain of imagination can be

lowered in price to the producer by the Canadian agreement.

They comprise together only 796,628 tons or about 3j^ per cent,

of the total tonnage. Lumber formed a little more than 5 per

cent. But the benefits of cheaper lumber, on the one hand, and

the vakte of the fast expiring lumber forests of northern New
England, on the other, need only be stated as facts to be an

argument for reciprocity. Moreover, of the lumber freight only

about one-fifth originated on the New Haven system; and of the

agricultural products cited only 199,579 tons, or considerably less

than 1 per cent, of the total tonnage. Contrasted with such

relative trifles we find manufacturing merchandise and mis-

cellaneous freight making up approximately 44 per cent, of the
New Haven's total freight, and owing to its high rate obviously

a much higher proportion of its freight receipts. Taking the

New Haven and the Boston & Maine freight tonnage together,

it is 45,554,509, of which nearly one-half is made up of manu-
factures and merchandise, a very large part of the remainder
being commodities entirely exotic to New England and possibly

1 per cent, local farm products liable to be affected by lower
prices due to reciprocity.

T7OR many years there has been acute public agitation at New
•*• Haven, Conn., over the subject of a new railway passenger
station to replace the somewhat antiquated and outlived struc-

ture fronting on the harbor and about half a mile from the
business center of the city. After years of delay the railway
cotnpany became responsive to the public sentiment. It bought
some additional land near the old station site, had the plans

for a station drawn, planned also for a street railway subway
under the track and for an outlying steamboat wharf—the whole
to cost not less than $3,000,000. But a better approach was needed
and the whole plan was held up by exhorbitant demands of land

speculators and an alternative project of a smaller station pro-

posed near the center of the city. The result has been a kind of

referendum of an unofficial but expressive character, and which
may be generalized thus: Do the residents of a city of 133,000 in-

habitants prefer a minor station central or a major station at the

municipal outskirts with marine annex? Or, stating the case a

little differently, does accessibility alone in the matter of such

an improvement outweigh all other conveniences? There has

been, as we have said, no regular local referendum on the ques-

tion. But, strangely enough and quite to the amazement of Presi-

dent Mellen, with whom the decision rested, there has been a de-

cided preponderance of New Haven sentiment in favor of the

central station, where the .company already has the land—or most
of it—and a big sum would be saved in construction. It is per-

haps illogical to reason from New Haven to other cities. They
differ in local conditions and in municipal temperament and taste.

Yet the New Haven case is at least suggestive as a measure of

popular feeling on the distance factor in location of a railway

station—and, incidentally, is somewhat unique as an instance in

these days where public approval is on the side of a railway

economy. President Mellen has begun condemnation proceedings

for the outskirt station, and appears to have decided pretty

positively against the central station plan, on such grounds as

undue congestion, difficulty of handling large crowds, and the

smoke trouble. But the public agitation in the city for "cen-

trality" and nearness as against other conveniences—and a

much more esthetic station—has continued.

IN 1877, when the Erie and the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

were building south from the lakes into Pittsburgh territory

and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie was building north from Pitts-

burgh territory towards the lakes, an agreement was entered

into whereby an east and west line was drawn about 70 miles

north of Pittsburgh extending across the entire country and the

business of the country from and to the Pittsburgh territory

was partitioned out between the Erie and the Lake Shore. The

Erie was given all the territory south of this line, the Lake Shore

was given the territory north. With changes in conditions, and

especially since the passage of the Mann-Elkins Act, which gives

the shipper the right to prescribe, as between two competing

carriers on any part of a route, which railway his shipment shall

move over, this old agreement of 1877 has become unsatisfactory

in working and impossible to enforce, in so far as the dividing line

feature is concerned. A new agreement has been made between

the New York Central Lines and the Erie, by which the re-

strictions both as to the New York Central traffic men compet-
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iiig for tralVic south of tliis liiu- ;iu(l luic tralVic uu'ii coiiii)ctiii)<

for hiisiiK'ss north of the line, li;ivc hccn entirely removed. I lie

Erie ean today compete in Pitt.shiirgli with the Lake Sliore for

traffic for Chicago, and the Lake Shore can compete witli the

Erie for traftic for tlie territory southwest of Pittshurgh. The

Pjttshurgh & Lake Erie, therefore, l)etween Youngstown, Ohio

(the southern terminus of the Erie) and Pittsburgh is in a cer-

tain sense the conunon agent of both the Eric and the Lake

Shore. Sharon, Pa., is about 60 miles south of Lake Erie, and

south of it about 20 miles is New Castle, while Youngstown lies

southwest of Sharon. Now, the Sharon branch of the Erie,

which runs from New Castle to Sharon, and forms the base of

an equilateral triangle whose apex is Youngstown, connects the

P. & L. E. at New Castle with the Lake Shore at Sharon. The
P. & L. E. and the Lake Shore form the two legs of the tri-

angle connecting at Youngstown. The Erie has agreed to give

the P. & L. E. trackage rights over this Sharon branch, con-

tinuing, of course, to operate its own trains also over this branch.

The advantages of this arrangement to the Pittsburgh & Lake

Eric are obvious. It gets into that territory with its coke as

well as with other business. The advantages to the Erie lie

largely in the development of the business on this branch. Here-

tofore, for instance, the Erie could not take Chicago business off

its own Sharon line. The present agreement was under con-

sideration before negotiations began for the 99-year traffic agree-

ment between the Western Maryland and the Pittsburgh & Lake

Erie, in connection with which the Western Maryland is build-

ing its new line from Cumberland north to a connection with

the P. & L. E. at Connellsville.

of ninnerous otiur iinijortaul duties and (often) by insufficient

experience in such strenuous lighting—or, in euphonious phrase,

"diplomacy." Labor troubles will not be got rid of so long as

this inetiuality continues. And labor troubles are not going to

turc themselves, or die out for lack of fuel to feed their fires,

so long as a considerable percentage of employees on trains are

receiving 50 to 75 per cent, more pay than similar ability re-

ceives in f)tlicr common employments.

nPHE correspondent in Albany, whose letter we print in this

•*• issue, sets forth a sober fact of which we need frequently to

remind ourselves—the fact that neglect or inefficiency in railway

offices has been the cause of much of the success of the em-

ployees' brotherhoods. Possibly this is past history; but it

suggests another fact, equally sobering, which must be looked

upon as important both for the present and the future ; the fact

that in so far as the success of the brotherhoods has been in

violation of economy, good practice or fair dealing, it needs to

be combated and destroyed, and that the only way to accomplish

this is by a reversal of the official tactics and policy (or want of

policy) which have produced unhappy results in the past. Our
correspondent is a trifle too severe on the superintendents, for

many of them have worked hard to improve discipline, and, even

where unsuccessful in this, they do not always whine about the

oppressiveness of the brotherhoods. In his abundance of cour-

tesy, he speaks of the employees' action as a demand for

equitable wage scales ; but the cold fact is that their leaders

have sought the highest possible scale. Possibly railway man-

agers have ignored equity also, making two wrongs ; but the

error of the labor leaders was the one that succeeded. Our
correspondent says that the employees did not aim to secure

contracts which would tend to encourage insubordination

;

they wanted a reign of laws, not of men. This statement,

however, only serves to throw into strong light the ugly

fact that in most of the cases where there has been trouble

between a railway and its employees the "contract" was only a

frame work ; the real contest did not hinge on what should or

should not go into a written contract ; rather it was a measur-

ing of the rival personal forces ; the railway officers on one

side and the brotherhood leaders on the other. The fact that

for a long time all the prominent railway labor disputes have

been settled in favor of the employees has been due not entirely

to the increase in the cost of living or to the dangers of riding

on a double-header, or in a four-wheel caboose, not by any

means; but largely to the fact that on one side were expert

negotiators, fully posted concerning every labor fact in the

United States, and devoting their lives to this one object, while

on the other was a superintendent or manager hampered by

having constantly to refer to higher authority, by the demands

A PROBLEM PESSIMISM WILL NOT SOLVE.

T~'lll-". tive-minute si)cccli made by John liiirlon Payne, general

counsel (>f the Chicago Great Western, at the annual dinner

of the Ameiican Railway Engineering .Association in Chicago, on
March 22, was one of the sanest of recent utterances about the

railway situation. Mr. Payne represented the Cireat Western in

the western rate advance case. It might be expected that the

result of that case would make him pessimistic. But he was
formerly a judge. The judicial temper which nature gave him
has been developed by experience. He is, therefore, able to be

judicial even in defeat—a rare accomplishment. Surveying the

field with an eye that can see the tendencies working to benefit

as well as those working to harm the railways, he said, in

substance

:

"I do not think we should be disturbed by the pliase of legal difficulties
through which we are now passing. You know the history of the past in
dealing with railway construction. We were simply leading the van of
civilization through the West; and, now that civilization has settled down
in some sort, difficulties which confronted railway construction and
operation are exemplified by the 46 or more state commissions and the
great commission of the United States. We must be wise enough to
adjust ourselves to these conditions. After awhile, the United States
commission, by the addition of power given by Congress and by the con-
struction of the Constitution, which the Supreme Court of the United
States must ultimately make, will assert and exercise the power of
dominating rate-making and railway regulation to such an extent as to
dwarf the power of the state commissions, and when we reach that con-
dition we shall so have impressed ourselves upon the power of Congress
and upon its wisdom that Congress will give to the railways of this
country that power and encouragement which will enable the railways to
take the place which the ways of the world have always taken and held.
And the only word from the legal department of our road is that we shall

be wise and patient, and that we shall not beat ourselves against the pricks,
but deal with these conditions wisely, because it is a phase of civiliza-

tion through which we must pass."

No man can forecast the future of American railways with an

approach to accuracy who does not recognize the present as dis-

tinctly a period of transition. Until a comparatively few years

ago each railway was an isolated unit. Its manager's two prin-

cipal functions were to run his own road and to carry on war

or negotiate with competing roads. Railway consolidation and an

aroused and antagonistic public sentiment giving effect to itself

in govenmient regulation have created new conditions. The

tendency of consolidation, of course, was to produce monopoly.

Such a tendency, if not accompanied by, was bound to call forth,

government regulation. Government regulation was bound to re-

strict the railway manager's freedom of action and his authority.

Railway managers are human. Being human, it was inevitable

they should resent and resist—often unreasonably—attempts to

restrict their freedom of action and curtail their authority. Rail-

way regulating authorities are human. Being human, it was in-

evitable they should seek constantly—often unreasonably—to ex-

tend their sphere of action and authority. Hence, to a large

extent, the wide differences of opinion regarding government

regulation and the struggles about it, resulting in the "phase of

legal difficulties" which Mr. Payne mentioned.

Government regulation has come to stay. The sequel of the

present controversy and struggle will be either a form of regula-

tion satisfactory both to the public and the owners, managers and

employees of the railways, or public ownership. Which it shall

be will depend mainly on the railway men of America—including

not merely the owners and the officers of the roads but their

more than a million and a half of employees. There already has

been much government regulating which is regretable, and which

should be undone. But there has been nothing done which is

irremediable. Take, for example, the recent decisions of the

Interstate Commerce Commission in the rate advance cases. They
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are regarded by most railway officers and employees as unjust.

But if they shall prompt managers and men to deal with the

present situation as they ought to it may develop that this loss of

a battle was the beginning of the winning of a campaign.

The general discussion of the question of rate advances had

convinced the public that the railways were not rolling in wealth

as it had thought. Public sentiment was in a condition of

unstable equilibrium. If the commission had allowed any ad-

.vances, the public would have said that the roads had got all that

-—or, perhaps, a little more than—they were entitled to receive.

The unqualifiedly adverse decisions, if we may judge by the

comments on them, both of individuals and the daily and

periodical press, caused a feeling that the roads are being rather

hardly dealt with. No other important decision of the commis-

sion was ever received by the public with so much doubt as to

its justice or with so much sympathy for the roads. If the

decisions had been favorable to the roads, employees probably

would have been encouraged to make demands for further ad-

vances in wages which would liave exceeded the resulting in-

creases in earnings ; and as the increased rates were asked for

largely on the ground that they were needed to make it practicable

to pay high wages, public sentiment would have sympathized with

the employees. The commission having denied any increases in

rates, both the owners and employees must look to increased

efficiency for a higher return on their investment and for higher

wages for their labor. The wages of labor constitute 62 per cent,

of the total operating expenses of the railways. Obviously,

therefore, the sort of increased efficiency which will tend most

powerfully to increase the incomes of the security holder and of

the worker is increase in the efficiency of labor. Surely there is

enough sense and justice among the managers and the employees

to work out a plan or plans by which increase in efficiency and a

fair division of its fruits can be obtained. One does not have

to accept the Munchausen estimates of efficiency engineers as to

the possibilities of efficiency methods to see that by better co-

operation between managers and men substantial improvements

in operating results can be obtained.

The conditions created by the rate advance decisions are

typical of all the conditions created by government regulation.

These conditions make it of constantly more pressing importance

for them, on the one hand, to deal judiciously with public senti-

ment, and, on the other, to labor harder to so operate the proper-

ties as, while meeting all the reasonable and many of the unrea-

sonable demands of the public, to produce net earnings which will

adequately reward and attract capital. Almost every one of the

many struggles over the question of regulation in recent years

has gone against the railways. No wonder, then, that railway

officers in general have become temporarily the champion

pessimists. But pessimism does not win victories. One of our

most popular contemporary philosophers has defined an optimist

as "a man who takes the lemons that are handed to him and

makes lemonade out of them." It has been by years of exercise

of that sort of optimism that hundreds of individual railway men
have risen from switchmen, firemen and telegraph operators to

general managers, vice-presidents and presidents. They dealt

with conditions as they were, troubling themselves not over

much with conditions as they wished them. They would have

been untrue to themselves if they had done otherwise. They need

to display the same spirit now—as many of them are doing—in

dealing with the difficulties that confront the great enterprises

with the duty and responsibility of whose management they have

been charged. They must learn to make lemonade as well out of

the lemons that are handed to their railways as out of those

handed to themselves. If they do learn this the problem of

government regulation will be satisfactorily solved. If they do

not we shall go from one extreme of regulation to another until

both the owners of the railways and the public will welcome

government ownership as the oitly avenue of escape from the in-

tolerable condition that must result from attempts at public

management of private property.

RAILWAY HISTORY VERSUS STOCKHOLDERS' RIGHTS.

f N its recent finding against the raising of railway rates, the

* Interstate Commerce Commission harked back in one case

42 years ago for an argument. It cited the New York Central-

Hudson River consolidation of 1869 and the carrying by the

company of $57,000,000 of capital stock unpaid for. This refers,

or, at least, refers mainly, to the old 80 per cent, stock dividend

of the times of Commodore Vanderbilt. It is true the commis-

sion does not cite the case very emphatically. But it does say

that it is a bit of history to which it cannot entirely close its

eyes. By the strongest of implication the commission says that

in the fixing of new rates old annals and old acts of capitaliza-

tion are to be taken into account, and, if tlie metaphor may be

allowed, a kind of ancestral charge raised against original sin

and levied on the present railway generation. In other words the

stock waterings of the fathers are to be used to drown the profits

of posterity.

In the last ethical and financial analysis it may be that the term

"original sin" may be applied to the old time railway hydraulics.

Yet, if so, it must be applied with qualification. Every error,

even unto direct offense against the Decalogue, must be measured

by its times. The Puritan fathers, stiff in their theology and, at

many points, in their morals, did not hesitate to raise funds for

public purposes by the lottery against which our generation aims

the penal code. So with the capitalization of the railway. At

its early and through its middle stages the capitalization of the

railway was done with a free hand. There was, it is true, a

charter limit. But the limit was technical and within it the ratios

of cash and concrete values on the one hand to book and stock

capitalization on the other were ignored both by authority and

by public sentiment. Few railway commissions existed and where

they did exist they were phantom bodies. Capitalization rested

mainly on earning power, and large allowance was made not only

in the mind of the public but of the investor for the initial risks

of new railway enterprise—this in times, too, when the natural

return on extremely conservative investment was 7 per cent, or

higher. It would have been safer and better for posterity, no

doubt, if stock capitalization had paid closer attention to plant

and to the future rather than to mere earning power—a matter

upon which New York Central's present stockholders in the shade

of their recent reduction of dividend will agree. But free capital-

ization was elemental in the times. There was, for example, a

New England railway company which, besides its 12 per cent,

regular dividends, declared stock dividends over and over again

in the decade 1860-70. And if the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion is to refer to the New York Central's $57,000,000, might it

not also refer to that company's two-cent-a-mile charter restric-

tion of the passenger rate which the public has enjoyed ever

since?

Stress may also, in the line of economic reasonings, be laid on

railway changes since the times of those successful stock water-

ings. One may cite justly the generally lowered passenger and

everywhere lowered freight rates, the costly terminals, the higher

standards of public necessity and convenience to which the rail-

ways have conformed, the offsets to original water in the in-

creased valuation of plant, and the other and very large offsets

represented by reorganizations which have snuffed out original

capital paid in. But these are secondary to a final and vital con-

sideration that lies at the root of the case.

That consideration is the transfer from an old generation to a

second and third generation of stockholders. Even assuming that

the first generation was guilty or, at least, careless and lacking

in foresight, the later generations stand absolutely innocent of

the past. There has been no breach of law in their own case or,

for that matter, of their fathers before them. Their shares are

legal, bought in the open market, or inherited under conditions

where executors in distribution have set railway shares at market

price against bonds, against realty or other forms of value not

of a railway character—or they may hold such shares as trustees

after repeated settlements of an estate. Again, in their utilitarian
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relation arc such stockholders to be set down on a plane lower

than the outside investor? Is the railway a minor public

beneficence as compared to the factory or the farm? Yet, ap-

parently, from the viewpoint of the commission, the railway stock-

holder must be the victim. He must stand sponsor for the remote

and ancestral act, shoulder the responsibility of $57,000,000 in-

jected into New York Central capital four decades ago, by parity

of reasoning carry the sins of the Credit Mobilier scandal in the

first Pacific roads or bear the burden of undue profits of a con-

tractor in building an early pioneer line. That is the rcductio ad
absurdum to which historical responsibility for antique railway

financing inexorably leads—as though the logical economic sequels

of earlier misdoing in such instances as the Erie were not

enough.

,
The reference of the commission to ancient capitalization of

the New York Central would be unpleasant as a bit of unjust

reasoning if limited to itself. But, unfortunately, it is but part of

that greater visual defect of the public which sees the railway

only from one side. It views it almost solely as a great char-

tered organization. Its mental vision pauses upon the outward
expression in thousands of miles of track, great stations, its cen-

tral office of huge structure, its functions as carrier of men and
goods. Unseen or not seen at all in the background is the stock-

holder who is the real corporation with rights, so far as pertains

to his investment, identical with those of the man who builds a

factory or owns a shop. That analogy now so strangely con-

fused cannot be too soon clarified. It will not be clarified by

official allusion to original and far away acts for which a pos-

terity of railway shareholders are as blameless as for the error

in Eden.

'SJciUr^ to the TJdilon

GENESIS OF RAILWAY BROTHERHOODS.

Albany, March 11, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

The communication published in your issue of February 7

wherein your correspondent administers a mild rebuke to the

exponents of "efficiency methods" for their seeming disregard

of the variable nature of the human factor is particularly interest-

ing when viewed in connection with the circumstance that of all

organizations fdr the conduct of business within the limits of the

United States there are none that have paid so little attention

to this same principle as the transportation companies and their

managers. In the work of loading and transferring freight per-

sonality counts for something, in office work it counts for a little

more; and in shop work it is of still greater value; but in the

business of train operation it at present constitutes almost the

entire problem. Constructors and mechanical engineers, aided

that greater public strabismus which sees the railway corporation

by cheap steel, have succeeded in at least partially solving their

share of the problem connected with safe train operation, but the

managers and operating officers who are directly responsible for

;he human factor, have left their part just as they found it twenty

or more years ago—unsolved. The stock excuse advanced by

operating officers for their failure to improve the quality of the

human element, is, that they are and have been hampered in this

direction by the malign influence of the labor organizations. But,

it may be asked, who is responsible for the existence and power

of these dangerous combinations? They did not leap forth full

armed like Athene from the head of Zeus, any more than did

"efficiency methods" ; they are the result of conditions that it

should have been somebody's business to note and inquire into,

with the idea of forestalling so threatening a movement as labor

combinations are generally alleged to be, by eliminating those

conditions.

The forces that have operated to energize the railway labor

union into life and activity are quite dissimilar from those that

have brought tlic trade unions into existence and sustained them
in their activities. In the trades the forcing process resulting

from the "closed shop," and long association during the formative

period of youth with union journeymen which operates on the

apprentice in such a way that he comes to regard his entrance

into the union on becoming a journeyman as a natural and neces-

sary step, both combine to add to the strenght of trade unionism,

and to furnish an explanation for it; but in railway operation

neither of these conditions obtains.

Railway men were not compelled by the economic menace con-

tained in the law of the closed shop, nor by an impulse arising

from association to become unionized; but rather by circum-

stances wholly within the power of the railways to eliminate;

desire for a more equitable wage scale and determination to

nullify the petty tyrannies of under officers. And of these two
factors the latter was the more powerful. It is this factor that

has frequently produced a situation quite inexplicable from the

viewpoint of the general public, who have often witnessed with

astonishment that railway unions were more anxious and de-

termined to secure the ratification of certain seemingly unim-

portant articles in their "agreements" than they were for increases

in pay. These articles would probably be intended to protect

them from the "snap judgments" of officers who would consider

it prejudicial to discipline to reopen the case even when entirely

convinced of their error, and to eliminate unnecessary hardships

resulting from carelessness and inattention on the part of minor

bosses.

To illustrate the extent to which the management's neglect of

the human factor aided in the establishment of railway unions

let me cite a case. Not many years ago the freight crews located

at a certain terminal of one of our great trunk lines were called

by two half grown boys, who instead of being required to keep

in touch with the "run" of freight and to call men within a

reasonable time of their being required for service, were permitted

to simplify the matter by calling a certain number of crews at

stated intervals whether they were required for immediate service

or not ; so that a man called at 9 p. m. would often remain about

all night, and frequently would not be needed for service until

late the following day. No one will deny that this was an unnec-

essary hardship, and could have been avoided if the caller's office

had been conducted in a businesslike manner and with some

thought of the welfare, to say nothing of the operating efficiency

of the men
;
yet the practice remained in vogue until the labor

unions on that particular road became strong enough to compel

the management to agree that the men should be paid for every

hour they were called and not put in service. Of course little

overtime was paid, but the crews were not called until they were

needed, which was the end desired.

It was not the aim of the railway labor unions to formulate

"agreements" that would enable their members to escape from

the control of their superiors, but with the instinctive desire for

justice which seems to form part of the mental equipment of the

average Anglo-Saxon they desired to make the subject a matter

of law and not an aflfair of men; and it is to the fact that railway

managers were not watchful enough nor acute enough to detect

this tendency and forestall it that the railway labor unions owe

their present vitality and energy. And the real problem that con-

fronts the average railway management today is to direct this

energy and vitality into channels where it will operate to the

mutual advantage of the public, the railways, and the men. To
think of turning back is mere Bourbonism, and to speak of "hand-

ling men" is an anachronism. Officers are compelled by the very

force of circumstances to deal with men, and as a consequence to

study them, and to come to know their weaknesses and their

strength. With this study of the human factors will come a

better appreciation of the conditions under which that factor is

required to operate, and when they have reached that point rail-

way managers have taken the first long step towards the solution

of all the operating problems which involve the element of

personality. one of the cogs.

I
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TRAFFIC AND OPERATION OF THE VIRGINIAN
RAILWAY.

BV GEORGE L. FOWLER,

Associate Editor, Railway Age Gazette.

An article was published in the Railroad Gazette of March

15, 1907, dealing with the location, construction and adopted

standards of the Tidewater and the Deepwater railwaj's, now
combined and operated as the Virginian Railway. At that time

the road was under construction, the arrangements of the

Norfolk terminal were up for consideration, but had not even

reached the paper stage of its development, and the energies

of the officers were being directed solely towards the completion

of the grading, the erection of the viaducts and the laying of

the rails. Attention was, however, called to the very substantial

manner in which all work was being done, and the high grade

of engineering that was manifested in the location and con-

struction.

Briefly summarized, the road started from Deepwater on the

Kanawha river, and ran south through an exceedingly rough

and totally undeveloped country for 96 miles to Princeton, near

the summit of Stone Ridge mountain. From Princeton there

is a pusher grade of 0.6 per cent, for 2 miles and then there is a

run down the eastern slope of the mountain to the valley of

the New river, where the crossing is made over the spectacular

piece of location described in the previous article and of which

the high New river bridge and viaduct form a part. Here, east

of Glen Lyn, after following the New river for 30 miles, the

climb of the Alleghenies begins. This is done with a maximum
grade of 0.6 per cent., which involves a pusher grade 8.5 miles

long. The run down the eastern slope of the Alleghenies is

on a 1.5 per cent, grade, beyond which is the valley between

the Alleghenies and the Blue Ridge, then through a gap in the

Blue Ridge and across the coast plains of Virginia to the sea,

with a maximum grade of 0.2 per cent, against eastbound traffic.

It is quite apparent what this meant in the way of heavy work,

even in so easy a country as that through which the road passes,

in its last hundred miles to the coast.

It was laid out essentially as a coal road, without any inten-

tion of attempting to develop a large passenger traffic, though

its scenic attractions are very great, but with the expectation

that mines would be opened along its route to such an extent

and of sufficient capacity to supply a paying traffic to the line,

which, when handled with proper terminal facilities, would put

the property on a firm financial basis. With a low-grade line

of the character described, the calculations were to run trains

averaging 80 cars, each of 50 tons capacity with a possible 10

per cent, overload, so that the net tonnage from Princeton to

the sea would be about 4,000 tons of paying load.

To care for this at Norfolk, a terminal w^as built capable of

handling 30 car loads an hour into the holds of vessels along-

side, and to keep this up day in and day out, if it were required.

This gave a terminal facility of 15,000 tons for 10 hours' work,

a condition that has been met in the one pier already built, the

details of which will be given in a separate article. The main
points to be considered here are the development of traffic that

has followed the construction of the road, the growth of the

towns along the route, the mines that have been opened and the

possibilities of future expansion, each of which has a bearing in

emphasizing the soundness of the judgment that financed the

road and stood by the enterprise to its completion.

The road could not be opened for traffic until the Norfolk
terminal was completed, and this had its first efficiency test in

April, 1909, so that it is only fair to assume the first month
of real operation to have been that of July, 1909. At that time
there were three mines in operation along the line of the road;
their daily output was about 2,350 tons, and, with them, the

total tonnage handled by the road was 85,661 tons. Since that

time (up to December 1, 1910) the number of operations on
the line of the road has increased to 14, with the result that

the tonnage hauled during November, 1910, was 240,909 tons,

which was an increase of 106.95 per cent, as compared with the

same month of the previous year. This gave an increase of 89
per cent, in gross revenue and of 264 per cent, in net revenue
for that month.

In handling this traffic no changes have been made from the

plan originally laid down. With the undeveloped resources that

will be seen to exist, coupled with the high character of the

product, it is evident that there is likely to be a western move-
ment as well as the one towards the seaboard, and that there

should be such a movement has been assumed in the calculations

from the first; also, that this movement should reach the lake

ports.

These lake ports, such as Cleveland, Sandusky, Conneaut and
Ashtabula, are equipped with facilities for rapidly handling heavy
bulk cargoes. There are rapid unloaders for the ore and car

dumping machines for coaling and loading vessels. Where the

car dumping machines are located, the gondola car is the one
that is used. The hopper bottom car has been practically dis-

carded for this trade. For eastern and tidewater de-
livery, on the other hand, the hopper bottom car is

in use. It is pushed up a high trestle, dumps its load into a

pocket or chute and returns to grade by gravity. To meet these

two methods of operation, two types of cars are required. From
the operating and maintenance standpoints the handling of two
classes of equipment is objectionable, and it was, therefore, de-

cided by the management of the Virginian Railway that it would
have but one. Furthermore, for ordinary purposes where but

few cars are handled the hopper bottom car serves its purpose
well, but where it is to be handled rapidly and in large numbers
it often gives trouble in spotting accurately over a chute and
quite frequently fails to clear when dumped, especially if the

load has been wet and afterwards frozen. Taking this in con-

nection with the methods of handling lading on the lakes, the

hopper-bottom car was practically debarred, and the gon-
dola was the one adopted. It had to be adapted for

use in a car-dumping machine, and such a machine had to be in-

stalled for taking care of the tidewater traffic. As to how this

has been done will appear later from the description of the

plant at Sewell's Point. Briefly, the tidewater traffic from the

West Virginia mines is handled exclusively in fiat bottom
gondola cars, delivered to a Hewlett car dumping machine.

These cars were described in the Railway Age Gazette of June
12, 1908, and their service performance will be taken up else-

where. The locomotives used for hauling this traffic are of the

mikado (2-8-2) type with some Mallets (2-6-6-0) for pushing

service. The general dimensions of these engines are as follows

:

Mikado. Mallet.
Cylinder, diameter, H. P 24 in. 24 in.
Cylinder, diameter, L. P 36 in.
Piston stroke 32 in. 32 in.
Steam pressure 190 lbs. 210 lbs.
Heating surface, tubes 4,277 sq. ft. 5,377 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 164 sq. ft. 234 sq. ft.

Heating surface, arch tubes.. 25 sq. ft. 30 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 4,466 sq. ft. 5,641 sq. ft.

Grate area 51 sq. ft. 78 sq. ft.

Driving wheels, diameter.... 56 in. 56 in.

Weight on drivers 207,450 lbs. 356,780 lbs.

Weight on truck (front) 20,850 lbs. 31,540 lbs.

Weight on truck (rear) 25,700 lbs.

Weight, total 254,000 lbs. 388,320 lbs.

Tractive effort 53,157 lbs. 92,000 lbs.

Of these engines it has been found that the mikado is the most

satisfactory for road service. It can haul 40 cars of 50 tons

capacity each at an average speed of 15 miles an hour on the

mountain grades. On the more level sections of eastern Virginia

it can handle 80 cars and give no trouble with steaming.

It was thought that Mallet engines might be used for road

service, but they have not been found to be as well adapted for

this as was expected, especially because of their inability to drift,

so that they have been confined to pusher work. It is in

this service that they are needed the most. All of the ton-

nage offered can be handled with comparative ease after it

has been delivered in the Princeton yard. It is the assembling
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(if tlic lo.ids and ncttiiijj; tliom over the hills that now occupies

the attention of the tralhc department. Elmore, :it the foot of

tlio suniinit ntirth of Princeton, is the throat of the road, and it

is toward preventiii{j; congestion and delay here that the energies

of the ollicers are directed. On this hill, from Klmore to Clark's

Gap, the Mallets are doing their most ctlicient work.

While the coal traffic is the main reliance of the road, and will

form the basis of its prosperity, the construction of a railway

through a new and hitherto untouched territory cannot fail to

bring out other latent possibilities. So, in the district of south-

ern Virginia, through which the road passes, new towns have

sprung into existence. Altavista, at the crossing of the

Southern RaiKvay, is a case in point. Two years ago the site

of the town was a corn field. Today it has a population of

1,400; the streets have asphalt pavements and there is a good

hotel that cost $25,000. Victoria, a division terminal 120 miles

west of Norfolk, is a thriving village of 1,200 inhabitants that

has sprung from the same cornfield condition. Princeton, the

headquarters of the mechanical department, is an old town, the

county seat of Mercer county, but the location of the yards and

shops here has given it an onward impetus until now it has a

population of 6,000. The same holds true for other places, one of

which shipped 2,000,000 lbs. of tobacco last year where none

had originated before. These indications of what is following

in the train of the operation of the road are but repeating the

history of other pioneer enterprises. Still, it is not on this

growth that the prosperity of the road depends, although it

may prove a strong contributing element.

Thq possibilities of the future must be judged by studying

the coal fields. The road starts, as we have seen at Deepwater,

W. Va., and runs for 87 miles through one of the richest coal

countries of the world, rich not only in the thickness of the

beds but in the quality of the coal. For 20 miles south of Deep-

water station, the road runs through the Kanawha gas and

splint coals, and then passes into the New River and Pocahontas

measures. It is of an exceedingly uniform character and is found

in beds ranging from 4 ft. 3 in. to 6 ft. thick. In some of these

thicker veins there is only a trace of bone, while in others it

is nearly a foot thick. The average of five analyses taken hap-

hazard from one of these mines iS as follows

:

Moisture 88 per cent.

Volatile matter 18.72 "

Fixed carbon 77.26 "

Ash 3.31

Sulphur 657 "

British thermal units 15366

In these analyses the ranges are for:

Volatile matter, from 17.93 to 19.86 percent.

Fixed carbon, from 76.18 to 77.97 "

Ash from 2.98 to 3.76 "

There is thus a variation of less than 2 per cent, for any of these

fundamentals.

Some other mines will show even better results, the fixed car-

bon running over 78 per cent., the volatile matter about 16 per

cent., the ash about 4.75 per cent., the sulphur .75 per cent., and

the moisture .5 per cent., developing nearly 15,000 B. t. u. This

coal is equal to the best of the Pocahontas, which will average

17.27 per cent, volatile matter, 11 !]"] per cent, fixed carbon, and

4.71 per cent. ash.

With the steaming qualities of the Pocahontas and New river

coals, so well known, the market for the output of the fresh

field has grown naturally and rapidly to the figures given. In

addition to the 70 miles of this coal territory traversed by the

main line, there are already about 37 miles of branches, so that,

all told, the road has nearly 120 miles of track, every inch of

which is in position to originate traffic. Besides this, spurs

have been run out to old workings to the east, so that in the

near future two groups of mines of 13 each, will be added to

those contributing to the traffic; it is expected that about 40

carloads a day will be received from each of these groups.

The Kanawha gas coal is also of a high grade, an average

analysis being about as follows

:

Moisture 0.47 per cent.

Volatile matter 35.41

Fixed carbon 58.47
"

Ash 5.65
"

Phosphorus 0.004 "

Sulphur 1.06
"

ISritish thermal units 14650

As for the quantities in sight immediately tributary to the

railway, it is only possible to make a roughly approximate es-

timate. This area of the New river coal field may be placed

at about 1,000 sq. miles, and of the Pocahontas at about 250

sq. miles, while the probable contained tonnage of New river

would be about 3,000,000,000 tons, and af the Pocahontas

1,000,000,000 tons. It is in assisting in the development of this

property and then in the transportation of it to market, that the

owners of the road are counting, for the road itself owns no

coal land.

In considering this as a mining proposition the topography

of the West Virginia mountains must be taken into account. It

is to be borne in mind that they are very steep, that they are

formed of a series of narrow ridges and deep ravines ("hollows"

in the vernacular). The coal seams are generally outcropping

and come to the surface far up the sides of the mountains, so

that drift mining is the almost universal practice. The coal,

when brought to the surface, is easily sent down to the tipple

and loaded into the cars, very little sorting being required,

though a rigid inspection is maintained for the removal of the

bone, which is a low grade coal containing about 32 per cent, of

ash and occurs in thin veins in the best of the Pocahontas

mines. The mining and delivery of this coal to the tipples is,

therefore, comparatively easy, and there is little danger from gas.

In handling the traffic the Virginian Railway follows closely

the methods of the older roads of the district. In the Poca-

hontas field the original rating of the operations for car distri-

bution was based on the number of coke ovens at work. But

no such basis was possible on the Deepwater division of the

Virginian, because the mines were newly opened and there were

no ovens. Up to the present the equipment of the road, con-

sisting of 3,000 gondolas and 1,000 hopper bottom cars, has been

quite sufficient to take care of all of the traffic offered and to

give to each mine operator as many cars as he asked for. But

while the emergency has not yet arisen, it is possible that this

condition of affairs may not always obtain, and it is to guard

against any contingency in the way of a shortage that a pro-

visional arrangement has been made, the fairness of which the

mine owners have recognized.

The output of each mine for the month of its maximum was

taken, and an average struck from this of the number of cars

loaded per day. The number of cars owned by the road was

then divided by the total of these averages of cars loaded, and

each individual average multiplied by the quotient, the result of

which gave the number of cars that each owner was entitled to

have under load, and he can draw on the supply until his quota

is reached. In fact, it is not until this is exceeded by a hundred

or more cars that it has been found to be necessary to put an

embargo on empty car deliveries to any one mine.

The delivery of empties and the removal of the loads is done,

for the most part at night. The loads are hauled out on the

main line in strings of from 10 to 20 cars, and taken down as

far as Elmore, about 30 miles from Princeton, where they are

brought together in trains of about 45 cars and sent up to Clark's

Gap with three locomotives. At Princeton the assembled

cars are run in on an eastbound receiving yard, where they are

weighed and distributed over a hump into an eastbound classi-

fication yard. Here they are made up in trains of from 60 to

80 cars each, pushed up over the summit and hauled to Sewell's

Point with one engine as already described.

It must not be understood from this that the road is com-

J
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pleted, that all things are done and that "finished" can be writ-

ten on all of the original plans. The yards and passing sidings

are still in process of development, the stations are not all built,

and the road is not completely ballasted with rock, though three

crushers are kept at work. Some of the cuts are still a little

soft and the fills have not yet done with their settling. But all

of these things are receiving attention according to the pressure

of their demands. Roundhouses of approved design are being

erected, some of the details of which will be dealt with else-

where, and yard work is being pushed so as to keep abreast of

the demands of the traffic. At Princeton the main assembling

yard has been laid out with a full appreciation of the demands

of a heavy traffic, but all of the rails are not yet down or the

grading done. The plans call for a yard that, when finished,

will have a length of about two miles and a capacity for 1,400

cars. And when it is considered that this yard will be straight

from end to end, and that the location was secured in a country

of steep ridges and narrow, crooked valleys, the skill of the engi-

neers who laid it out may be appreciated. The yard lies on one

side of the main line, so that it is not crossed by either the

entering or leaving traffic.

So at Sewell's Point, the yard there is called upon to work

under peculiar conditions. The mines are not pooled, and each

has its own selling agent. These agents order ships to the pier,

to carry away the particular carloads that their mines have

shipped, so that these cars are first held back in the classification

yard, where they are lined up according to owners, of which

HEAVY PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVES; NEW YORK
CENTRAL LINES.

The Pacific type locomotive has for the past few years been

the object of considerable study by the officers of the New York
Central Lines, who have regarded it as the type of locomotive

best suited to meet the demands of modern heavy through pas-

senger traffic. In the early part of 1907 the American Loco-

motive Company built several heavy passenger locomotives of this

type for service on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. These
engines were at that time the heaviest passenger locomotives in

actual service, and were so successful in the operation of heavy

trains that thereafter they became the standard heavy passenger

locomotives for the New York Central Lines. Although these

locomotives met the conditions in 1907, it has since been found

necessary to seek for still greater power, to meet the require-

ments of improved modern passenger service. As the boilers

of the previous locomotives had nearly reached the maximum
size permitted on engines of this type, the use of superheated

steam was considered as a possible means of increasing the

boiler capacity.

In May and October of 1910, tests of a Pacific type super-

heater locomotive, which are described elsewhere in this issue,

were made on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. The re-

sults of these tests were such that fire-tube superheaters of a

little greater capacity than generally used were decided on for

an order of 20 Pacific type locomotives recently built by the

Pacific Type Superheater Passenger Locomotive; New York Central Lines.

there are seventeen. They cannot be moved from this point un-

til the vessel that is to receive their contents is actually docked.

They are, then, pushed over the hump and dropped down into

the barney yard, whence they are run by gravity to the dump, as

will be described elsewhere.

Again in the case of the shops. A clear-cut definite plan of

construction has been devised, and this is being followed in thfe

construction as it progresses, but up to the present the whole

is far from complete.

And finally the work of organization is in the transition stage

of development. It has been necessary to start with a long line

of rails and no traffic, and keep building up an organization to

take care of an exceedingly rapid growth, and this, too, without

the possibility of offering any great inducement to skilled men
to come from outside. The country in the mountains is rough,

might even be called uncivilized, it contains none of the comforts

and conveniences to which men living in the older communities

are accustomed, and these disadvantages could not fail to have

an influence in keeping out men who were obliged to consider

their families. Even the inducement of a probable promotion

to passenger service could not be held out to the train men.

It has, therefore, been necessary for the management to build

up its organization out of its own raw material and to pick out

that material, hew it into shape and place it with great rapidity

in order to keep pace with a traffic that more than doubled in

the last twelve of its first eighteen months of existence.

American Locomotive Company. The general design of these

engines presents no unusual features, except in the application

of the steam pipe, the design of the cylinders, and a new type

of Walschaert valve gear crosshead and guide.

The superheater is of the top header type, and is made of

32 sections. The steam pipes pass from the header through the

side of the smoke-box directly to the steam chest, as shown on

the accompanying illustration. This arrangement was used in

order to obtain a maximum free area for the waste gases under

the diaphragm. It provides an open smoke-box, with easy ac-

cess to the superheater connections and also greatly simplifies

the cylinder casting, allowing the walls of the cylinder to be

made stronger and more uniform in thickness. The cores are

larger and the whole casting is much easier made. The cylinder

dimensions were changed to 23J/2 in. x 26 in. from 22 in. x 28

in., used on the earlier locomotives, as the tests, above mentioned,

demonstrated that better results were obtained with these di-

mensions. By the use of the Walschaert valve gear crosshead

and guide, the cros.shead and valve are sure of absolute aline-

ment, and are convenient for inspection and repairs. The guide

is secured to the valve head and is centered by the bore of the

valve chamber. The other details of the valve gear, however,

are substantially the same as on the original design.

The builder's latest type of radial outside bearing trailing

truck with single bar frame construction, substantially the same

as applied to many recent Pacific type engines, is used because
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of its lightness and accessibility for repairs. The double bar

frame construction was used on the previous engines. Another
feature, which while common abroad, is a novelty in American
practice, is the use of a single U shaped heavy pressed steel

plate bumper instead of the conventional steel casting or hcavj

wooden beam with plate backing.

In the same order were 60 Pacific type locomotives for fast

freight service, 10 of which were equipped with superheaters.

They are of the same general design, the only changes being

those necessary to adapt thein to their special service. The
drivers were decreased 10 in. in diameter, and the cylinders were
made larger, increasing the tractive elTort. The size of these

orders shows the faith the railway has in the ability of this

type of locomotive to handle heavy passenger and fast freight

service. The following general dimensions and ratios are given

for all three classes of locomotives, and by comparing them with

Steam Pipe Connection on Superheater Locomotive; New
York Central Lines.

those given in the article on Tests on a Pacific Type Locomotive,

contained in this issue, the development of this type of locomotive

in the past four years may be noted.

General Data.

Type 4-6-2 4-6-2 4-6-2
Service Pass. Freight Freight
Fuel Bit. coal Bit. coal Bit coal
Tractive eflfort, lbs 30,900 36,890 38,970
Wt. in working order, lbs 269,000 263,000 266,000
Wt. en drivers, lbs 171,500 172,000 170,700
Wt. of engine and tender, lbs 424,000 410,000 413,050
Wheel base, driving 14 ft. 12 ft. 6 in. 12 ft. 6 in.
Wheel base, total 36 ft. 6 in. 33 ft. 7 in. 33 ft. 7 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender 67 ft. 11 in. 66 ft. Syi in. 66 ft. Syi in.

Ratios.

Total wt. ~- tractive eff 8.71 7.13 6.83
Wt. on driv. -=- tractive eff 5.55 4.66 4.38
Tractive eff. X diam. driv. -;- htg.

surf 712 546 713
Tractive eff. X diam. driv. -;- equiv.

htg. surf.* 535 545
Total htg. surf, -i- grate area 60.6 83.5 66.9
Total equiv. htg. surf.* -H grate area 80.6 87.3

Smoke-box Arrangement of the Superheater Locomotive.

Ratios.

total htg. surf..Firebox htg. surf.
per cent

Firebox htg. surf. -^ total equiv.
htg. surf.,* per cent

Wt. on driv. -f- total htg. surf
Wt. on driv. — total equiv. !itg.

surf.'
Total wt. -i- total htg. surf
Total wt. -^ total equiv. htg. surf.*
Volume both cyl., cu. ft

Total htg. surf. -=- vol. cyl
Total equiv. htg. surf.* -r- vol. cyl.

Grate area -r- vol. cyl

5.96'

4.48
50.1

37.6
78.5
59.0
13.05

262
349

4.33

4.38

37

56.5

16.0
291

3.53

5.36

4.09
45.3

34.6
70.6
54.0
13.6

277
363

4.15

Waischaert Valve Gear Crosshead and Guide.
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Cylinders.

Kind Simple
Diameter, in 23 }4

Stroke, in 26

Valves.

Kind Piston
Diameter, in 14
Travel, in 7

Steam lap, in • 1 Ji
Lead, constant, in 'A

IV li eels.

Driving, diam. over tire, in 79
Driving, tire, in Syi
Driving, jour., main, diam., in 10}^ x 12
Driving, jour, others, diam., in lOJ^ x 12
Engine truck, diam., in 36
Engine truck, jour., in. 6J/2 x 12
Trailing truck, diam., in 50M
Trailing truck, jour., in 8x14

Boiler.

Style Conical
Working pressure, lbs 200
O. D. of first ring, in 72
Firebox, width and length, in 7 5 'A x 108%
Firebox, plates, in J^
Firebox, water space, in 414
Tubes, number and diam 175

—

2 'A in.

Tubes, number and diam. (super.).. 32—5H in.

Tubes, length 21 ft. 6 in.

H't'g surf., tubes, sq. ft 3,193
H't'g surf., firebox, sq. ft 204
H't'g surf., arch tubes, sq. ft 27
H't'g surf., total, sq. ft 3,424
H't'g surf., superheating, sq. ft.... 755
H't'g surf., total equiv.,* sq. ft 4,556.5
Grate area, sq. ft 56.5

Tender.

Tank, style Wat. bott.

Frame 13 in. Ch.
Wheels, diameter 36 in.

Journals, in 5 }^ x 1

Water capacity 7,500 gal.

Coal capacity 12 tons

Simple Simple
24 26
26 26

Piston Piston
14 14

6'A 6y2
1 1

'A 'A

69 69
3H 3^

10"^ X 12 10J4 X 12
10^ X 12 10y2 xl2

3i 33
6}^ X 12 6J^ x 12

45 45
8x 14 8x 14

Conical Conical
200 180
74^ 74 /a

75J4 X108J4 75A X 108^
Vs H

4K. 4./a
424—2 in. 248—2 in.

34—5Ji in.

20 ft.20 ft.

4,422 3,539
204 202
28 28

4,654 3,769
775

4,931.5
56.5 56.5

Wat. bott. Wat. bott.

13 in. Ch. 13in. Ch.
33 in. 33 in.

5/2x10 5y,x 10
7,500 gal. 7,500 gal.

10 tons 10 tons

•Total equivalent heating surface equals total heating surface plus lyi
times superheating surface.

RAILWAY RATE MAKING IN THE SOUTH.*

The South is divided into two main groups for the purpose

of rate making, known as the Southeastern Freight Association

territory and the Southwestern territory. The first embraces all

that territory lying south of the Ohio to the Gulf, and east

of the Mississippi to the Atlantic Ocean. The second com-
prises Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas. The rates

to the Southeastern Territory were originally made to South
Atlantic and Gulf Ports, first by sailing vessel, steamships

latterly coming into use from North Atlantic Manufacturing

points.

First among the factors that have influenced rates in the

Southeastern states must be placed the physical geography

of that section, and the consequent influence of water trans-

portation, the eastern and southern boundaries of this sec-

tion being the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, the

western boundary the Mississippi River, the northern

boundary from the Atlantic ocean to Cairo, 111., by way of Ohio

and Potomac rivers. Numerous streams leading south from

the Ohio and north from the Gulf, made possible a certain

amount of water transportation to the interior. When the

railways were first built, they found certain commercial and
transportation conditions already established, which it was
impossible to disregard. As a result of these conditions,

there are several classes of what are known as basing points

in the South. First, there are the seaports from Norfolk to

New Orleans, through which the products of the interior are

*From an address by Charles S. Fay before the Tulane Society of
Economics.

Cylinder Casting; Pacific Type Superheater Locomotive.
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shipped, and througli which goods from Nortli Atlantic

Coast ports and foreign countries were broiiglit in. Then
came the development of distributing centers along the Ohio
and Mississippi rivers from Cincinnati to New Orleans, and

of a secondary series of distributing points at the head of

navigation of the principal rivers flowing into the Atlantic

and the Gulf. Examples of these interior trade centers at

the head of navigation were such points as Richmond, Va.;

Columbia, S. C; Macon, Augusta, Columbus, Ga.; and Mont-
gomery, Ala.; all of which were in existence before the

building of railways, and were points at which products of

the surrounding territory were collected, and from which

goods were distributed by wagons. Where railways were
built, these trade centers already having been established,

the railways necessarily adjusted their business to existing

and controlling trade conditions. Still another class of bas-

ing points grew up with the development of railway systems,

at gateways, such as Atlanta and Birmingham, Ala., where
railway competition without water transportation, had the

effect of creating distributing points. The only practical

means of distribution was to ship to these trade centers. Sub-

sequently, of course, other distributing points grew up as

the result of additional railway building, bringing about more
competition. Economic conditions in the South aided the

perpetuation of that system. The planters bought their

supplies in bulk, in order to supply their labor, and the prac-

tice which later grew up of giving credit to planters until

the crop was harvested also tended to concentrate trade in

the hands of dealers at the larger and financially stronger

centers. On account of its long coast line, and its numerous
rivers, there is scarcely a locality in the South, the rates to

which do not feel the influence of water rates to a greater or

less degree. It is apparent, of course, that the rail rates be-

tween the cities of the Atlantic and the Gulf coasts are

necessarily controlled by water rates, which makes it neces-

sary for the railways to make the same rates as charged for

water service, in addition to any value that might attach to

service by rail being somewhat more prompt, due to the

fact that shipments can be made daily by rail, which is sel-

dom the case by water, and moreover, to the railway rate

can be added the cost of insurance that would apply on goods
moving by water. Through rates to interior southeastern

points are, of course, controlled by the water rate to the

port, plus the rate by river to the interior. As an example,

the rail rate from New York to Augusta, Ga., has for its

controlling factor the ocean rate from New York to Savan-
nah, plus the river rate Savannah to Augusta; likewise, the

rates from St. Louis to Memphis and New Orleans are

controlled by steamship rates on the Mississippi River.

This condition is further complicated by the influence of

an all-rail rate from the port to the interior, resulting in a

control of all-rail rates between the points involved. As an

example of this, take the rate from North Atlantic ports

by water to Charleston or Jacksonville, plus the railroad

rate to an inland point like Atlanta. This combined rate

controls the all-rail rate from New York to Atlanta, and in-

cidentally this same combined rate from New York to

Atlanta exerts a controlling influence on traffic from Cincin-

nati, Chicago and St. Louis to Atlanta, in order to enable

merchants and manufacturers of these cities to, in a measure,
compete with the merchants and manufacturers of New
York. It was largely this competition between the East and
the West which resulted in Atlanta being made a basing
point, and this is only an illustration of a number of such
points in the Southeast. It will be seen, therefore, that the

controlling influence of water competition is not confined to

that traffic having origin and destination on the water, as

here the competition of markets comes in that makes it neces-

sary to, in a measure, equalize these water rates between
points having no water service. This influence can also be

seen in competition between the interior base points served

only by rail, as against basing points having the advantage
of water routes, making necessary a depression of rail rates

from such interior cities to those points having direct water
service. To illustrate: Chicago could not compete with St.

Louis or New York for the trade of New Orleans, unless its

rates bore some reasonable relation to the water rate from
St. Louis and New York to New Orleans. Cincinnati could
not market goods in Savannah, Charleston or Jacksonville,

unless consideration was given to Baltimore and other East-

ern Cities enjoying direct water communication with those

ports. In order to equalize these conditions, the railways

have found it necessary to make lower rates to these basing

points than they could afford to make to points directly in-

termediate, for if compelled to make these low rates at all

intermediate points, it could only be done with such conse-

quent loss as would make the total business unprofitable

and lead to bankruptcy.

The above outline, explaining how the rates to the basing

points have been evolved, it will be sufficient to say that the

rates to the interior local points are usually made by adding

the local rail rates from such basing points to the local points,

in order to make through rates.

The rates to Louisiana are made in a very similar manner

to those in the Southeast, the controlling factor first being the

water rate from New York and Atlantic Ports to New Orleans,

with the local railroad rate added to the interior point in Lou-

isiana, thus fixing the adjustment from the Atlantic Seaboard

makes it necessary that the rates so established be considered in

making rates from St. Louis, Chicago and other interior cities,

the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, of course, being controlling

factors from St. Louis, Cairo, Louisville and Cincinnati, for while

there is no actual water transportation at present from those

cities by way of the rivers, the potential competition afforded by

them is just as effective as if the boats were in actual opera-

tion, as the moment the rail rates were advanced beyond the

figure that was previously created by the River Route, it would

be an immediate incentive for the establishment of boat lines.

There is scarcely a through rate in use today for which water

competition, either actual or potential, is not in a measure

responsible.

On account of the public nature of the railway transporta-

tion business, the Government has thought wise to take a hand

in its regulation, and to this end almost every state in the

Union is provided with a railway commission, with greater or

less power given it in the exercise of such control. Most of

the commissions have been established by legislative act. Our
own commission, in the state of Louisiana, as brought into being

by a constitutional amendment. The Louisiana commission is

composed of three commissioners, the state being divided into

three railway commission districts, each represented by a com-

missioner. This is undoubtedly a mistake, and it would be

better if the commissioners each represented the state at large,

for, under the present system, it is possible for the commissioners

to agree to let the representative of each district decide those

cases involved in his particular territory, which would result in

a one-man commission, although its creator said it was to be

composed of three members.

The powers of the Louisiana commission in the regulation

of railways are almost absolute, except for the limits that

may be placed upon them by the courts, to whom the railways

have the right of appeal. However, this does not always prove

effective, as many courts take the view that the commissioners

have been elected by the people for the purpose of rate-making,

and have not interfered except in some of the most aggravated

cases. One of the principal objections to railway commissions

as now constituted is the short period for which they are elected,

this period usually being four years, and railroad men of ex-

perience know that a bright young man in the railroad business

does not often become a competent rate clerk within that period.

It generally happens, therefore, that before one of the Commis-
sioners has an opportunity to become more or less expert in

J
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rate matters, his term of office expires, and he is succeeded by

some one who has been more active in politics, perhaps, and the

process of education begins all over again. This brings about

a condition involving the rights of millions of dollars worth of

property, and the rights of millions of stockholders, by those

whom, though they may have the best intentions, do not have the

proper time to gain the necessary knowledge and experience to

properly administer with equal justice to all, so great a trust.

In the state of Texas there is a commission similar to our

own, composed of three members; but they are representatives

of the state at large, which is one improvement upon our own
commission. Since the inauguration of the Texas commission,

it has been their policy to hold Texas for Texans, and through

the enaction of the emergency rate law by the Texas legislature

some few years ago, the commission of Texas has been able

to exercise a controlling influence on interstate traffic, this

emergency law giving them the right, when they deem it ad-

visable, to put in what is known as an emergency rate, with-

out a hearing on the part of the railroads, and without giving

any explanation of their actions. In one instance, a rate on

canned goods was established from Baltimore to Galveston, by

sailing vessels, which was even lower than the cost of trans-

portation by a steam vessel, and the railways leading out of

St. Louis, in order to protect, in a measure, the canning establish-

ments in Illinois, made a reduction in the interstate rate on

canned goods from St. Louis to Texas points. To offset this,

the commission, under the emergency rate law, published a

rate of 3 cents per 100 pounds on canned goods, in carloads,

from Galveston to every point in the State of Texas, and re-

quired the railroads to haul them, some times as much as five

or six hundred miles, at $6.00 per car of 20,000 pounds. Of
course, the railroads could not stand this, and were forced to

advance the rates from St. Louis to Texas points, regardless of

the cheap sailing vessel rate to Galveston. On another occasion,

rates into Shreveport from Eastern Texas had been arranged so

as to concentrate cotton at Shreveport, which was afterwards

shipped to New Orleans for export. In order to hold this cotton

to the Texas ports, the railway commission of Texas notified

the lines serving Shreveport with these rates that unless they

were withdrawn, the rates to Galveston would be reduced fifty

per cent., and if that did not have the desired effect, they would

reduce them still further; but it had the desired effect, and the

rate to Shreveport was cancelled, and this cotton, contrary to

the desire of the railroads serving Shreveport, was forced to

Texas ports, to the detriment of Shreveport and New Orleans.

Thus it will be seen that the Texas railway commission is in

position to put a rate barrier around the commerce of that state,

that is just as effective as would be an import tariff.

All of the other southern states are provided with com-

missions similar to those in Louisiana and Texas, and from all

of them a plaintiff usually gets what he asks for, and generally

without regard to the merits of the case. In this way, the

Government has more effective control, than it would by owner-

ship, as in this manner it controls the earning power of the

roads, without assuming any responsibility for their expenses.

The original Interstate Commerce Act, Fourth Section, known
as the long and short haul clause, contained the words "Under

substantially similar circumstances and conditions."

Under the old law, the railways had depended upon those

words for their right to continue the commercial relations in this

country along the lines upon which they had been built up, but

the removal of these words from the act prevents them from
doing so, except they first make application to the Interstate

Commerce Commission and gain the necessary authority. Now,
I will attempt a little nearby illustration, which will, I think,

make clear to you what this prohibition means

:

The M. L. & T. R. R. & S. S. is building and expects to have

in operation on January 1, a line from Lafayette, La., to Baton

Rouge, which will be fifty-two miles in length, the distance from

New Orleans to Lafavette is one hundred and fourtv-four miles,

which will make the total distance from New Orleans, by way
of Lafayette, to Baton Rouge, one hundred and ninety-six miles.

The distance from New Orleans to Baton Rouge, by the Y. &
M. V. is eighty-nine miles. Baton Rouge, as you know, is

situated on the Mississippi River, where there is actual water
competition, making the rates exceedingly low, the distance by
way of the L. R. & N. is only seventy-eight miles. Now it might
happen that the M. L. & T. would like to participate in the

carriage of merchandise from New Orleans to Baton Rouge,
when it has a line with which to do so; but, if Baton Rouge
were an interstate point, the fourth section of the long and short

haul clause would prevent the M. L. & T. from engaging in

the transportation of merchandise to Baton Rouge, unless the
same rates were applied at all intermediate points, including,

say, Lafayette, which is one hundred and forty-four miles from
New Orleans, and not subject to water transportation. The con-
ditions are entirely dissimilar; Baton Rouge has the same rate

today that it will have after the line is completed from Lafayette
to Baton Rouge. Some of the brightest lawyers of this country
hold that it is beyond the constitutional competency of the
United States, as well as of the states, to prevent the legitimate
use of property, and if in order to meet conditions already in

effect, the M. L. & T. makes lower rates, say, to Baton Rouge
than to intermediate points, it has the right to do so, the con-
ditions beng entirely dissimilar.

In others words, it is the view that this road would have
the right to use its railways in handling traffic to Baton
Rouge, without any bearing on the rate to Lafayette, so long
as the rate to Lafayette was in itself reasonable; but, in

granting that it is so, as a matter of fact, it is not within
the constitutional competency of Congress to say that it is

not so, contrary to the fact, and it is not within the con-
stitutional authority to forbid it, and Congress has no power
to do so.

There might be thousands of similar cases cited in the
United States, where a rate to an intermediate point was
justifiably higher than to a more distant point. Naturally,

the shortest line between two points make the rate, and
where there is a longer line between the two points, it

must meet the rate of the short line in order to do any busi-

ness at all, but it cannot do this at its intermediate points,

without severe loss. If it did not meet the rate to competi-
tive points, the intermediate points would not be affected,

and conditions would not be changed; the rate to the com-
petitive point would still apply via the short line, and the

only effect would be to deprive the longer line from en-

gaging in that traffic, and it would likewise deprive the ship-

per located, say, at New Orleans on the M. L. & T from
reaching Baton Rouge in competition with a like industry

located on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, as he would
have to pay a shipping charge to get his goods from the

M. L. & T. to the Y. & M. V., in order to take advantage

of the short line rate. Of course, this is all on the supposi-

tion that the traffic to Baton Rouge were an interstate propo-

sition, and it is simply used as an illustration; but, being

an intrastate proposition, the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has no control.

Interstate rates being regulated by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and fhe different state rates being con-

trolled by local State Commissions, there is constantly a

conflict of interests between these bodies that will, in the

opinion of the best posted traffic men, ultimately bring about

a demand that all rates, both State and Interstate, be con-

trolled by a single Government body, without which chaotic

conditions in rate-making will be bound to result, from the

multiplicity of agents interested in making them from purely

local or selfish considerations.

The new extension from Nanowmine, New South Wales, to

Peak Hill, was opened on December 10, 1910. The extension

is 37 miles long and cost about $605,000.
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TESTS OF PACIFIC TYPE SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVE.

The use of high degree superheated steam in high speed loco-

motives for heavy passenger service has proved of such value

that tests made by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern on a

large Pacific type locomotive hauling the Twentieth Century

Limited, between Toledo, Ohio, and Elkhart, Ind., are of special

interest. The first series of tests was made May 12-14, 1910,

with engine 4,821, which was equipped with a fire-tube super-

heater of the side header type having 24 elements. The cylinders

were 24J/3 in. in diameter, with a 28-in. stroke; the steam pres-

sure was 180 lbs. The trains on each of the three trips con-

sisted of seven Pullman cars, weighing 443 tons, which with the

engine and lender made a total of 643 tons. The boiler of the

the degree superlieat) ; speed in miles per hour; steam pressure

in boiler; steam pressure in dry pipe; steam pressure in steam
chest (all pressure readings were taken by gage) ; lift of throttle

valve in inches; and inches cut-of? in cylinder at which engine

was working. At the completion of the test the indicating

pyrometer used in obtaining the steam temperature was calibrated

by testing it with a standard thermometer in an oil bath, the oil

being heated by means of Bunsen burners. In this way the

proper correction on the pyrometer was obtained throughout the

entire range of temperatures met with on the test.

In general, the results were as follows : The degree of super-

heat was found to have held fairly constant throughout all the

runs. Making the proper corrections on pyrometer readings, the

superheat was found to have been at all times between the limits

Pacific Type Superheater Locomotive; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

locomotive has a combustion chamber 4 ft. long, and its heating of 160 deg. and 199 deg. Fahr. An average shows approximately

surface is as follows: 177 deg. Fahr. for all conditions. On the run with train No. 26,

Firebox and arch tubes 290.3 sq. ft. May 12, the superheat temperature reached 562 deg., giving 197

^24liy""in."5ub«,^l?'ft.°'long: ! ! ! ! !

.'

! ! ! ! ! !

.'

! !
! ^'590:7 H ft deg. superheat, considering 144 lbs. as the steam chest pressure.

^ , "T777T i-
This was due to the fact that after working the engine hard and

lotal 2,915.6 sq.ft. . i /- i • i , , i , • r
96—154 in. superheater tubes 493.0 sq. ft. gettmg a hot fire the engmeer reduced the throttle openmg for

The general results of the first tests are given herewith and a short time. In this way a comparatively small volume of

may be regarded as preliminary to the later tests which show im- steam passed through an exceptionally hot boiler, giving a high

proved conditions due to changes in the locomotive. In order to temperature reading.

show the results graphically all readings taken during the three The test showed, as might be expected, that there was some

tests under varying conditions are plotted, these readings being drop in pressure caused by the steam passing through the super-
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Profile, Between Toledo, Ohio and Elkhart, Ind.; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

taken regularly at five-minute intervals throughout the runs.

These runs were made at a time when all the test apparatus was

in such condition as to cause no doubt as to the reliability of the

figures obtained. Locomotive 4,821 was used on all three tests,

and each trip was made with seven cars. The working conditions

were as follows: May 12, on train No. 26, was an average

run; May 13, on train No. 26, was a hard run, the train was be-

hind time all the way; May 14, on train No. 25, two engines were

used, the other one being 4,823. This record represents a light run.

The curves shown on the charts are as follows : Temperature

of superheated steam in steam chest, degrees Fahr. (taken by

means of thermocouple and indicating pyrometer) ; temperature

of steam in steam chest if it were in the saturated instead of

superheated condition (the difference between these curves gives

heater. This locomotive has 24 superheater elements, but as a

result of the tests engines now being built for this company will

have more elements. From the measurements of coal during the

tests, compared with a test of an engine without a superheater

on the same runs, the superheater engine shows an economy of

15 to 20 per cent, over other engines of the same class. The

most remarkable difference was in the water consumption, for in

comparing figures for the water cunsumption of a superheater

engine with those obtained from an engine without a superheater

running on the same trains, it was found that the superheater

engine showed a saving of over 25 per cent.

Summing up, the average superheat for these tests was 177

deg. based on 150 lbs. steam chest pressure. The coal consump-

tion was 15 to 20 per cent, less than with similar engine without

I
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superheater. The water economy was about 25 per cent, greater.

The flash point of the valve oil when carefully warmed was

590 deg. Fahr. The engine used on an average 5 pints of valve

oil over the division, as compared with 3j/2 pints for the non-

superheater engines. This includes the oil used in the valve

chest, cylinders and air pump. Considerable trouble was experi-

enced with the lubrication of the engine until a valve was ap-

plied, here illustrated, which admitted steam to two Y fittings

located at the lubricator in the oil pipes leading to the steam

chests. The steam chest choke plugs were drilled out, so there

was a M-in. clear opening from the lubricator choke plug clear

into the steam chest. The auxiliary valve is mounted in such

a position that the stem comes in contact with the throttle lever

and it commences to open after the throttle has been opened two

or three notches. The action of this device is to keep a continual

current of oil and saturated steam flowing into the steam chest.

It will be noted that the auxiliary valve is supplied with steam

direct from the boiler so that the pressure available is always

greater than the pressure in the steam chest, consequently, the
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Results of Test on October 19; Cross-Over Pipe Out.

flow of oil is continuous. The drawing shows a separate dry pipe

to supply this valve, but later designs take steam for the valve

from the right hand steam turret. The Y fittings should be ap-

plied with the branches pointing up so that the oil will not flow

back into the auxiliary valve. The locomotive is lubricated by

two bull's-eye lubricators ; the one on the fireman's side has one

feed running to each cylinder, being tapped into the cylinder at

the middle and as close to the top as possible. The middle feed

is not used. The lubricator on the engineer's side has a feed

running to each steam chest and the third feed supplies the air

pump. The Y fittings for the auxiliary valve are screwed on the

lubricator. The oil pipes leading to the steam chest are branched

at the steam chest, one feed going into each end just inside of

the bushing. Practically no difficulty has been experienced in

lubricating the engine since the above device was applied. New
locomotives are being equipped with a single 5-feed lubricator

instead of two triple feeds.

SECOND SERIES OF TESTS.

The second series of tests with the same locomotive, 4,821,

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Superheater Test of Engine 4821.

Showing effect of crossover pipe joining steam pipes in smokehox.

Av. rev. Av. press. Av. press.

Tons Was lever Av. throttle drop drop in Av.

wt train Crossover notches lever Av. Av. Av. through steam chest degrees

including No. pipe in Av. speed, from notches boiler dry pipe st. chest super- (during super-,

Date—1910 Train. Locomotive. Cars. place? M. P. H. center. from zero. press. press. press. heater. admission), heat.

Oct. 15 26 706 8 Yes 62.8 8.12 6.92 207 184.3 172.6 11.7 14 181.5

Oct 23 26 643 7 Yes 61.6 8.12 4.92 205.1 156.5 140.0 16.5 5.5 84.5

Oc 25 .. 26 833 10 Yes 60.0 8.25 7.97 206.7 189.3 170.4 8.9 17.5 174.0

Oc. 17 26 833 10 No 61.8 8.48 7.64 208 191.1 172.5 8.6 30.3 161.8

Oct. 19 26 833 10 No 59.8 8.40 7.20 208 186.4 169.0 17.4 27.5 153.9

Oct. 21...... 26 770 9 No 60.3 8.04 5.65 203.8 177.0 162.0 15.0 28.5

"

*iFoTE.—Diameter of cylinders, 22 in. Engine should carry 200 lbs. boiler pressure. Same engine crew throughout tests. All tests run over Air

Line Division.
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Results of Test on October 21; Cross-Over Pipe Out.
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Cross-Over Pipe as Applied to Superheater Locomotive; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
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was made October 15 to 25, 1910, on train No. 26. During the

preceding test the engine was run with 180 lbs. boiler pressure,

and the cylinders were enlarged to correspond. The perform-

ance of the engine under these conditions was economical as re-

gards coal and water consumption, but in the handling of the

train there was very little difference between it and any of the

other similar engines without superheaters. It was felt that if

the steam pressure was raised to the normal working pressure of

200 lbs., the cylinders reduced to the regular diameter of 22 in.,

and an equalizing pipe applied to connect the two sides of the

superheater just above the cylinders, the performance of the

engine would be improved, and the second test was made to

determine these points. In these tests the number of cars in
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Results of Test on October 25; Cross-Over Pipe In.

the train varied from 7 to 10, and the total weight carried, in-

cluding the locomotive, was from 643 to 833 tons.

The results of the tests, as shown by the accompanying tables

and indicator cards, verified the conclusion that the effect of the

equalizing pipe was to maintain a much more uniform pressure

in the steam chest during the admission period than was obtained

without this pipe. This test also showed that there was still a

considerable drop in pressure through the superheater, and, as

stated previously, the new locomotives are being furnished with

a greater number of superheater elements which it is expected

will reduce the drop in pressure to a reasonable amount, and at

the same time will increase the degree of superheat obtained.

The degree of superheat on days when the cross-over pipe

was in place shows higher than on days when it was removed.

This was true of all three runs, indicating that the figures may
be taken as reliable. The difference may be partly due to the

fact that on the three days with the cross-over pipe in place the

engine was worked slightly lighter, as shown by the columns

headed "average throttle" and "average steam chest pressure."
The charts show graphically data similar to that obtained in

previous tests and at intervals of five minutes throughout each
test run. The speeds obtained on this second test, considering

the number of cars and weight of train, show an excellent en-

Drop cfuring admission 17 Drop c/i/riny adm/ssion

Cross-over pipe out.
October 17, 1910.

Time—4.45.
Speed—52.4 m.p.h.

Boiler press.—208 lbs.

Cross-over pipe in.

October 23, 1910.
Time—4.40.

Speed—48.3 m.p.h.
Boiler press.—206 lbs.

Indicator Cards Showing Effect of Cross-Over Pipe.

gine performance, and completely justify increasing the boiler

pressure and reducing the diameter of the cylinders.

The general dimensions of these locomotives, which were built

by the American Locomotive Company, are as follows

:

General Data.

Type Pacific
Tractive effort 29,200 lbs.
Weight in working order 262,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 170,700 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 424,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 14 ft.

Wheel base, front truck 6 ft. 8 in.

Wheel base, rear driver to trailing truck 10 ft. 11 in.
Wheel base, total 36 ft. 6 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender 67 ft. 10 in.

Top View of Superheater for Pacific Type Locomotive.

Ratios.

Total weight -^ tractive effort 8.98
Weight on drivers -H tractive effort 5.85
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -- heating surface 792
*Tractive effort X diam. drivers — equivalent h't'g surf. 631
Total heating surface -— grate area 518
*Total equivalent heating surface -H grate area 649
Firebox heating surface — total heating surface, per cent. 9.5

•Firebox heating surface -— total, equivalent heating sur-
face, per cent 7.94

Weight on drivers -=- total heating surface 586
•Weight on drivers -f- total equivalent heating surface

—

467
Total weight -=- total heating surface 899
•Total weight — total equivalent heating surface 717
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft 12.35

Total heating surface — vol. cylinders 236
•Total equivalent heating surface -4- vol. cylinders 296
Grate area -j- vol. cylinders 4.56

•Total equivalent heating surface equals total heating surface (2,915.6

sq. ft.) plus lyi times superheating surface = 3,655.1 sq. ft.
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Diameter
Stroke . .

Kind

Driving, diameter over tire

Engine truck, diameter
Trailing truck, diameter....

Superheater for Pacific Type Locomotive; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

Cylinders. Tender.

Tank, style Water bottom
Wheels, diameter 36 in.
Water capacity 8,000 gal.
Coal capacity 14 tons

*Total equivalent heating surface equals total heating surface (2,915.6
Wheels. sq. ft.) plus 1 J4 times superheating surface = 3,655.1 sq. ft.

Valves.

22 in.

28 in.

Piston

79 in.

36 in.

50 in. PENNSYLVANIA CLEARANCE CAR.

Conical
200 lbs.

Boiler.

Style
Working pressure
Outside diameter of first ring 72 in.

Firebox, width and length 75 in. x 108 in.

Tubes, number and diameter 217—-2 in.

Tubes, number and diameter (superheater) 24— 5 J4 in-

Tubes, length 18 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,625.3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox and arch tubes 290.3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,915.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheating 493 sq. ft.

*Heating surface, total equivalent 3,655.1 sq. ft.

Grate area 56.3 sq. ft.

Center boiler, above rail 9 ft. 9 in.

Top smokestack, above rail 14 ft. 7^ in.

The Pennsylvania has just put in service a new clearance

car designed in the ofifice of the Engineer of Maintenance of

Way and built at the Altoona shops. It is now being run over

all divisions to secure correct measurements of the distances

from the track to projecting portions of station buildings, tun-

nels, bridges and other objects. The car has an apparatus for

indicating automatically while moving on curves the elevation

of the outer rail and the degree of curvature.

The car is 54 ft. 8^ ins. long over all, and 30 ft. between

truck centers. It is built entirely of steel, and is equipped with

air brakes, steam fittings and electric lights. The main floor

is 4 ft. 5%. ins. above the top of the rail and at the front end

of the car where the templets are located is a second floor at

an elevation of 9 ft. 8 ins. above the rail. Both floors are for

use in taking measurements from the templets. The second

floor is reached by steel stairways on each side of the main
templet.

^"^^f^vz^

Lubricating Arrangement on Superheater Locomotive; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
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All nica.siiroinents are taken at the center of the front truck,

from which clearances are conipnted. The main templet, which
is erected directly over the center of the trnck, has a width

of 10 ft. between elevations 2 ft. and 12 ft. above the top of

the rail, e.xclnsive of the Ihigers or feelers attached to the

sides. I'Voni an elevation of 12 ft. above top of rail, the templet

recedes towards the middle of the car at an angle of 45 degs.,

reducing the width of the templet to 4 ft. at the top, at an ele-

vation of 15 ft. above top of rail.

Inuuediately in front of the main templet there is an au.xiliary

templet, designed to measure overhead bridges, tunnels and
other objects between elevations 17 ft. and 20 ft. above the top

of the rail. This auxiliary templet has the same dimensions as

that part of the main templet between elevations 12 ft. and 15 ft.

It is supported on a center shaft enclosed in an upright cylinder

and is capable of being raised by a crank and ratchet to a height

of 18 ft.

Enclosed in steel cylindrical boxes with translucent glass

fronts facing the templets is a series of electric lights which
extend from the floor of the car on each side to a height of

15 ft. above top of rail. The well-diffused light thus obtained

makes it possible to take measurements at night, as well as in

dark tunnels.

The fingers or feelers attached to the sides and the top of

the templets are 2 ft. long and are spaced 6 ins. apart. They
are hinged to the templets and are held in the different positions

by friction. Attached to the feelers and the sides of the

templet are graduated scales which indicate automatically the

distance from the rim of the templet to a side or overhead ob-

ject. In addition, a small board equipped with a set of feelers

spaced one inch apart has been provided to measure cornices

of roofs, of shelter sheds, or other irregular objects close to

the track. This board is detachable and can be fastened to the

side of the templet at any point desired. It is shown in Fig. 2

just above "9."

As the car passes over a curve, an attachment on the rear

truck of the car indicates the degree of curvature on a scale in-

side of a cabinet which has been erected in the middle of the

car. In this cabinet there is suspended a long pendulum which
indicates automatically the elevation of one rail of the track

over the other.

With all of the attachments working automatically, it is

Fig. 2—Pennsylvania Clearance Car; Main Templet.

possible to take clearance measurements while the car is running
at a speed of four miles an hour. Two men can operate the

car, one taking the readings of the scales and the other record-

ing them
; but where clearances are close and irregular three

men are required.

Fig. 1—Pennsylvania Railroad Clearance Car.
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JOHN M. FORBES IN ILLINOIS.*

The possibility of getting a European market for the grain

of the West was another matter that engaged Forbes' thoughts.

He was full of schemes for articles m Am.erican magazines and

for letters in the London Times showing how much lower the

price of grain would be wlien the West was provided with ade-

quate railway transportation. Nothing came of these plans, but

curiously enough, toward the end of the Crimean war, Forbes

was employed as agent in the purchase of large supplies of

breadstufifs to be sent to France. Though the orders came

through Baring Brothers, it was known that the buyer was Louis

Napoleon.

Forbes was deeply interested in the project for a railway

from the Mississippi to the Pacific. Ever since the beginning

of the gold fever in California he had made ventures with clip-

per ships, "practically yachts from 1,500 to 3,000 tons measure-

ment, racing day and night around the Horn, making wonderful

passages and getting wonderful prices for their goods," and his

brother-in-law, Robert S. Watson, had established a commission

house in San Francisco. From Forbes' knowledge of conditions

in California he felt strongly the political and military, as well

as the economic importance of a railway to the Pacific ; and he

repeatedly urged upon members of Congress the necessity of

federal aid for it.

Illinois, like her sister states, failed in her early efforts at

"internal improvements," the panic of 1837 dashing all hopes.

Even as late as 18.S0, all that she had to her credit were a canal

connecting the Illinois river with Lake Michigan, a few miles

of isolated railway in the middle of the state, and a number of

unused railway charters. In 1850, however, the first waves of

the returning tide bearing both population and capital, reached

Illinois, and the Thirty-first Congress reversed the policy of

its predecessors, and in September, 1850, passed the first of the

acts granting public lands to aid railway development.

By the terms of this act the Illinois Central was to receive a

right of way two hundred feet in width, and on each side of it

every other square mile or "section" of land for a distance of

six miles. The wealth granted to the Illinois Central by the

government and the state gave it credit in Europe and building

was at once begun. The men of the Michigan Central were

naturally on the alert. Here was a means by which they could

secure entrance to Chicago. The first construction done by the

Illinois Central was to lay a dozen miles of track out of Chi-

cago to connect with the Michigan Central, and, in return, the

older road stood ready to supply as much as $2,000,000 in ready

money ; but a $5,000,000 loan which was presently secured by

the Illinois Central through Baring Brothers made it unneces-

sary for the Michigan Central to furnish more than $800,000.

The Illinois Central, however, although it was sure to bring

a large amount of business to the older road, could not be an

adequate outlet for the expanding energies of the Boston cap-

italists, since it was under New York control. Yet go ahead

the Michigan Central must, for the Michigan Southern had no

sooner reached Chicago than its owners began the construction

of the Chicago & Rock Island Railroad, and, building with in-

credible rapidity for those days, accomplished the distance

of 181 miles to the Mississippi river in twenty-two and a half

months. True gamblers, they borrowed recklessly and built

lightly, at the same time forcing men more prudent and more
honest to enter into their game.

Thus it came to pass that, early in 1852, the Michigan Cen-

tral men began to look into Illinois railway charters. There

were plenty such in the hands of local capitalists, who, having

been unable to make use of them, were ready to sell out. Of
the Chicago & Aurora 13 miles had been built; beyond that,

* From a forthcoming biography of John M. Forbes, who, at his death
in 1898, was chairman of the board of directors of the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy. His service with that company and with the Michigan Central
made him a prominent railway man for fifty years. Previous articles deal-
ing with Mr. Forbes' activities as a pioneer appeared in our issues of
December 2, page 1039, and December 23, page 1188.

Stretching to the southwest, and touching the Mississippi at

two points, had been planned the Central Military Tract Road,
the Northern Cross Road, and the Peoria & Oquaqua, or

Oquawka—"Phoebus, what a name!" exclaimed Forbes as he
wrote it. In order to make the charters acceptable to eastern

capitalists, amendments were secured at a special session of the

Illinois legislature in June, 1852, which permitted the extension

of the lines to make necessary connections, and which put the

roads on an equal footing with the Illinois Central as regards

the clear possession of rights to establish rates for passengers

and freights.

Forbes' work now began. . . . Forbes went from one man
to another, confident in the validity of his large vision of the

future, and yet never losing his sense of precisely what could

be attempted and accomplished at any given moment, men and
things being what they were. By his aid the first amounts were
raised without much trouble—for the Chicago & Aurora was
an undoubted bargain ; but in the next few years, as it became
plain that the road was destined to be, not a local feeder of the

Michigan Central but part of a trunk line between Chicago and
the Mississippi, he was drafted for heavier work than that of

"following the lead" of others. It was the story of the Michigan

Central over again, only the pace was more rapid. The Chicago

& Aurora and the connecting road to the West—the Central Mili-

tary Tract—were soon combined under the name of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, the western management being in the hands

of James F. Joy, the shrewd and enterprising Detroit lawyer.

It presently became clear that the roads further West, building

from Galcsburg towards Burlington and towards Quincy, could

not, with local management, command the necessary resources

to enable them to reach the Mississippi in any sort of season.

The C. B. & Q. directors, therefore, in order to hold their own
against the Rock Island, which had already crossed the state,

voted money to complete the construction of the two roads. The
whole thing was so much in the future, and to outsiders appeared

so vast and so uncertain, that the additional sums had to come

chiefly from the men who were already involved. Thus, in order

to take his director's share in one of these loans, Forbes sold at

70 $100,000 of manufacturing stock which he had bought at par.

At another time he had to endorse alone notes to the amount of

$60,000 to pay for the first ten locomotives needed by the Peoria

& Oquawka and the Northern Cross.

Fortunately the return on this heavy investment was both largp

and immediate. Plenty of business was waiting for the new roa<l

at the Mississippi river, and it also commanded for a time all

the traffic from the South over the main line of the Illinois Cen-

tral. It is small wonder, then, that in six months of 1856 the

Central Military Tract paid 15 per cent, dividends in cash and

stock, or that Forbes was able to write of the C. B. & Q. : "Their

earnings are so large that if they accumulate them and then di-

vide largely, it may have a bad effect among the country people

who pay them freight."

This, indeed, was the time of glad, confident morning, never

again to occur in the history of railway building in the United

States. No one exceeded Forbes in faith in the future of western

railways
;
yet the loose management invited by such rapid build-

ing constituted a danger which few saw so clearly as he.

... A final obstacle to the orderly upbuilding of a system of

western railways was the lavish extension of federal aid ; for

with the land grants in 1850 to the Illinois Central and the Mobile

& Ohio, Congress had let down the bars. The local need of in-

significant towns on the west bank of the Mississippi in Iowa

and Missouri with plans for "Pacific" railways, was indubitably as

great as it had been in Illinois, and, with the acceleration of

western expansion since 1849, the importance of these roads to

the country at large could also be plausibly urged. On all such

applications Congress was now almost certain to act favorably.

These prospects of railway building made easy portended seri-

ous things to the men interested in the Michigan Central and

the C. B. & Q. Having built roads successfully with their own
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resources, tlicy could iwl but nbjcct to a sclicme wliicli would

force tliem into a ruinous competition with roads having tlie

advantage of Kovernincnt aid. . . . N'iclding ti) chinn)r, Con-

gress passed land grant acts in 185J, 1853, 1856 and 1857, on an

increasing scale of lavishness. Clear as had been the interest of

Forbes and his friends in preventing, if possible, these donations,

they could mt alTord to bend over backwards by refusing to have

anything to do with the lines thus favored. Since roads were

now sure io lie l)uilt across Missouri and Iowa which would con-

nect with their roads at Quincy and at Burlington, it would be

folly to let these enterprises fall into rival hands. The first of

the roads for which Boston capitalists were thus forced to find

money was the Hannibal & St. Joseph, a line some 200 miles

long, planned to cross the northern part of Missouri from the

Mississippi to the Missouri river. Besides having a land grant

of over 600,000 acres, it possessed the guarantee of the state

for its bonds to the amount of $1,500,000. In spite of its aus-

picious beginning, however, the road for some years made little

progress in construction. Its local management was ineffectivf,

its eastern interests were in the charge of Forbes, who, over-

loaded with railway work, was beginning to break down; finally,

the contract under which the work of construction was to be

done was a preposterous agreement which enabled the contractor

to have his own way about everything all the time. For a num-
ber of years all that this costly investment meant was that Mis

souri was safe from the control of any rival of the C. B. & Q.

Again in 1856 the bounty of Congress compelled the men in tlic

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy to scurry for capital. Stretching

westward from their terminus at Burlington, Iowa, was the Bur-

lington & Missouri River, a little road for building which bonds

bearing 10 per cent, interest had been sold at 60 cents on the

dollar, and which, after four years of effort, had succeeded in

struggling 12 miles toward the goal of its ambition, the western

boundary of the state. Now it leaped to fame by being one of

four railways in Iowa to receive land grants, its allotment, the

smallest of thcni all, being 359,000 acres. With this dowry it

awaited the overtures of the East.

Early in 1857 James F. Joy appeared in Boston eager to demon-

strate to the C. B. & Q. directors the importance of this Iowa

road as a feeder to their line. Forbes himself needed no con-

vincing. As far back as the summer of 1853, only a year after

the Michigan Central had entered Chicago, his railway-building

imagination, leaping westward a state at a time, had seen the

value to the Michigan road of this route across Iowa, and at a

considerable expense he had had preliminary surveys made over

the whole line. Now, after four years of feverish "development''

in Illinois, Iowa's turn had come. But however great the op-

portunity here, in the East, Forbes' prophesy of evil days was

beginning to be fulfilled. The market was glutted with railway

securities, and the Boston banking house of John E. Thayer &
Brother, on which he had always relied, failed him. Discourage-

ment and opposition, however, always the most effective stimuli

to Forbes, spurred him to put the thing through with a rush.

Beyond question, the financing of western railways in the fifties

was to be classed among occupations as "extra hazardous." Not

only were these undertakings on a larger scale than had been

known in this country and in a field of industry the laws of

which were imperfectly worked out ; but the greed of the people

had not permitted for them a normal and even development.

The clamor for national aid had increased in inverse proportion

to the justifiable need of the district which made the demand;

and at last Congress, misguidedly enacting the will of a mis-

guided people, had committed the supreme act of demoralization

in its lavish gifts of land.

In connection with the Hannibal & .St. Joseph, however,

Forbes' power as a railway reorganizer was brilliantly shown.

When after the panic of 1857 he was called upon to set things

going again, he found himself engaged in a contest with a "self-

made man, shrewd, hard, and rich," "the very type of a railway

contractor," who wished to build a "cheap contractor's road to

sell," while Forbes was determined to have "a solid one, adapted

to being held and used for business purposes." Finally, in des-

pcrati(;n, after a "four-months' nightmare," Forbes threatened to

throw over the enterprise aitogetlu-r, under wliicli jirc-ssurc llu-

contractor gave in.

'1 he conse(|iiciue (}|" tjiis success was the obligation to raise the

million and a half of money necessary to complete the road.

'I his task h'orbcs set about after much the same fashion in which
he had atliicvccl the sale of Miciiigan Central bonds six months
before.

With the help of Baring Brothers, and of his ever reliable

Quaker friends in New Bedford, sure to have money to invest

in a good thing at a low price which he might have to offer,

Forbes' list was made up. The bonds were taken at 60, and

under the strong management which he had provided, with

John W. Brooks at the head, Forbes felt that the road could

now be left to take care of itself. Early in 1859 it was success-

fully completed; the other railway in Missouri aided at the same
time by a land grant was ten years longer in getting across the

state.

These long labors for the rehabilitation and reorganization of

the Hannibal & St. Joseph, and the Burlington & Missouri River,

after the panic of 1857 constitute the best commentary on the

values of Forbes' warning in 1853 concerning the evil of land

grants. It is true that the grants accelerated the development

of certain states; and if acceleration of development is in itself

a benefit, that much is to be put to their credit. As for the aid

to the railways, the need of which was so plausibly urged, what-

ever accrued there was confined chiefly to those systems that

were large and powerful enough to have done without it. The
many local roads that the grants brought into existence or main-

tained in a semblance of life could not command men of suffi-

cient ability, honesty, and financial resources to avail themselves

of the advantage thus given them. Even the Illinois Central,

with its auspicious beginning, met disaster twice in the first

seven years of its life. When, on the other hand, as in the case

of the roads dominated by the C. B. & Q. interests, the land

grants were managed with care and foresight, they ultimately

sold at prices averaging nearly ten times the original value of the

land. Thus in the end the result was exactly the opposite of

what Congress had intended.

With his success in putting into good condition the roads

which constituted western extensions of the C. B. & Q. systems,

the first period of John M. Forbes' career as a railway builder

came to an end. Covering the years from 1846 to 1860, it was,

in its general limits, co-incident both in time and in place with

an important epoch in the development of the railway system of

the country. The western roads built in these years were in

the nature of things speculative undertakings, and money would

not be risked in them except by men hoping for large profits.

Sometimes these profits came through participation in generously

estimated construction contracts, sometimes in ways still less

creditable, even to downright dishonesty. On the other hand,

when men of integrity were in charge their returns must come

from high rates of interest on money lent, and from the earn-

ings of the road. Consequently it was their policy to build in

regions where competing lines were not for some years likely to

be constructed, and where the tariffs could be kept at a re-

munerative figure. In this latter class, John M. Forbes was

among the few foremost.

Successful as speculations though Forbes' railway under-

takings were, this fact should not so occupy the foreground tl'at

his great qualities of imagination and leadership are not seen

in their true proportion. Filled with the vision of a land made

populous and rich through a means of transportation, as yet

in its infancy, he was also endowed with the personal qualities

which could help largely to bring that vision to pass. Further-

more, in the excitement of that era, he was among the few men

who, by their coolness and resoluteness could command the con-

fidence of others; thus, when the crash came and the land was

strewn with wrecks of railways, his undertakings stood out, not

only undamaged, but sounder than ever before.
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RAILWAYS IN INDIA.

ARTHUR R. S. ROY, PH.D.'^

They say in the Orient, "First comes the Bible, then the British

and then the railways." All three generally come to stay. In

India the three are working admirably.

India now possesses a vast railway system that stretches from

Trichinopoly on the sea coast in the extreme south to the Khyber

Pass in the further northern frontier among the high Himalayas;

from Indus in the west to Brahmaputra in the east. And now
the railway lines are penetrating the mountain fastnesses of Belu-

chistan to Quetta. They are also going down through wild coun-

try, through forests and over hills, southward beyond the Brah-

maputra to meet the lines from Rangoon and Mandalay in Bur-

niah. Between these furthest points the system has shot out many
trunks and innumerable branches all over the great plains, con-

necting remote cities and industrial centers. All the chief cities

of India are connected by railways. In fact they would not

rank among the principal cities if they did not possess a rail-

way station. Every year more towns and cities are entering the

zone of the locomotive whistle, and the lines are breaking into

new fields. The development is rapid.

The immense system is composed of six separate parts

or nuclei working in harmony. They are: (1), the East

Indian Railway (E. I. R.) ; (2), the Great Western Railway

(G. W. R.)
; (3), the Great Indian Peninsular Railway (G. I.

P. R.) ; (4), the Bengal Nagpur Railway (B. N. R.)
; (5), the

North Western Railway (N. W. R.)
; (6), the Southern Indian

Peninsular Railway (S. I. P. R.) . Beside these six distinct branches,

which cover practically all India, there are many smaller systems

that serve the districts in the interiors and parts far away from the

main trunk lines. The E. I. R., the oldest of the systems, covers

the eastern parts with its terminus at Hawrah, a suburb of Cal-

cutta. The G. W. R. has its headquarters in Bombay, which is

the terminus of other lines as well. Nagpur is the central sta-

tion of the B. N. R., which accommodates the public of the

central provinces. The S. I. P. R. is focused at Madras on the

east coast of the southern Indian peninsular. The names are a

good guide to the regions each system supplies.

All these systems, forming one great unit, although nominally

the enterprise of private companies, are heavily subsidized by the

Indian government and are more or less under its control. This

is almost a necessity, for the rails were primarily laid for the

easier transportation of troops. Under such conditions there is

no competition,' and though the service is efficient it lacks the

stimulus of competition.

In the native independent states, the railways are built, main-

tained and managed by the state treasuries. The officers and

higher employees, even of the independent native states, rail-

ways are nearly all Europeans. The station master, the engine

driver, and the guards are Europeans. The guards or con-

ductors on some lines are Parois and Hindus, but only a very

small number occupy this position. Perhaps in all India there is

not one engine driver who is a native of the land, though there

are many Indian station masters in small, out-of-the-way places,

where, perhaps, only one passenger train stops in twenty-four

hours. The clerks and telegraphers are mostly Indians. It is

of course British policy to maintain such a personnel, for there

are many efficient natives, well able to perform the duties of the

various departments.

Each train for passenger service is made up of four classes:

First class, second class, intermediate class and third class. The
first and second classes are used by government officials and the

wealthy. The intermediate is used by middle class Indians and the

poorer Europeans. The third class is used almost exclusively

by the Indian traveling public. In both the intermediate and
third classes separate compartments are provided for Europeans
and women.

• Dr. Roy is not a practical American railway man, but he is a good
observer, and makes a clear picture of what he has seen.

The first and second classes are well furnished. The long

seats are covered with leather and are soft and springy. At
night they are used as sleeping bunks. In each compartment,
and there are two in each car, are hung two hammocks for sleep-

ing purposes. In the day time they are pushed up out of sight.

Sometimes the inner walls of the compartments are fitted with

folding bunks, such as one finds in the cabins of old-fashioned

steamers. The first and second classes are invariably supplied

with bathrooms, so that the traveler can enjoy the luxury df the

tub. The water which is carried on the roof is replenished fre-

quently at the larger stations. In summer the windows are

fitted with rotating fans, that force moist, cooled air through

dripping khus khus (a species of tall grass) mats. These lux-

uries are a necessity in the burning sun of the Indian plains.

The intermediate and third classes are fitted with long bare

wooden benches that stretch across the width of the car. Each
compartment contains two such benches facing each other. The
compartments, of which there are six in a car, are divided by
long iron bars, and look for all the world like a traveling cir-

cus cage. Sometimes even the windows are barred. There is

no kind of sleeping accommodation, and absolutely no pretense

of comfort. The poor unfortunates, who are obliged to ride in

these cages are huddled together like wild beasts. No Siberian

transport carrying exiles could be much worse. Yes, the pas-

sengers do complain, but—

—

The track is broad gage ; that is, 5 ft. gage. That is one

reason why Indian cars look so heavy and cumbersome. But

plenty of elbow room is required in that hot climate. The sub-

way and Brooklyn Rapid Transit crushes would mean apoplexy

and sudden death. It cannot be said, for all that, that Indian

cars are luxurious and up to date. There is no competition,

therefore the railway companies do not find themselves called

on to furnish anything more than bare necessities. They still

use those antediluvian gas lamps, dropped in at sunset from the

roof. It is impossible to regulate their glare, generally the weary

traveler pulls a green shade over it when he wants to sleep.

Or just at the exciting part of a railway penny dreadful the

gas gives out and the compartment is left in darkness. These

are some of the inconveniences that the Indian traveler suffers.

Yet, one must be thankful that there is a train at all.

Although there is not much fear of accidents, on the busiest

lines, every train is fitted with vacuum brakes. A collision in

India must partake of the nature of a phenomenon. Except at

about a score of points not four trains run through in an hour.

There are countless numbers of stations through which only

one passenger train passes in twelve hours. However, the serv-

ice is sufficient. It is not so very long ago that railway trains

were regarded with fear, as something preternatural, by the

ignorant peasantry of outlying districts. Today the fear is gone,

still the train is viewed with much curiosity. To travel in a

train is stall a great achievement with untold thousands. The

traveler will return to his village and, as the people gossip at the

noon hour under the spreading banyan tree in the middle of the

village, will relate his experiences as something of surpassing

wonder; and his fellows will look up to him as one who has en-

tered a field outside the realms of human labor and invention,

and straightway he gains a prestige in the community ; even a

reputation for wisdom, as one who has ridden in a train and

seen something of the vast world beyond the shades of the vil-

lage roofs. These simple villagers call trains "howah garry,"

meaning "air carriages." How near they are to the truth these

innocent hamleteers dc not imagine

!

The railway is undoubtedly one of the greatest blessings that

has followed in the wake of the British occupation of India.

Great cities have grown greater, and scores of insignificant towns

have developed into centers of immense industries. Fertile lands

difficult of access have been brought within the scope of profit-

able commerce. The farmers can sell their products more eas-

ily, and buy the conveniences the cities supply without much

trouble. Employment is offered to thousands, who would other-
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wise find it harder to live. Large tracts of country, liiddcn in

oblivion for centuries are opened up for improvement. Homl)ay
has been brought near to Calcutta and Delhi to Madras. That
in itself is a great achievement, in a country where people seldom
travel beyond the limits of their landlord's territory; v^rhere the

next village, a few miles away, is too far to reach in a lifetime.

Good government is made possible, something utterly beyond
the imagination in India without easy and rapid modes of

transit, for it is a country half the size of America with a popu-
lation nearly three times as great. But above all, the railway

has helped to circulate common ideas, new ones, from village

to village, from city to city, from east to west and north to

south. What that means to and for India no one who has not

lived in India and studied Indian life will be able to realize.

No country in the world, not even China, has such a hetero-

geneous population, with heterogeneous creeds, beliefs, ideas,

ideals and languages as India. The railway has made possible

a common standard of civilization in India, and is knitting

together three hundred million individuals into one compact
mass of humanity with a potential energy for good or bad that

no imagination has yet dreamed of calculating. What greater

work can any human invention do in any clime?

A TALE OF TWO RAILWAYS.

In Connecticut more than 60 years ago there were opened for

operation two railways that were almost the pioneer lines of

the state. The Housatonic was chartered in 1836 and opened in

1840. The Naugatuck was chartered in 1845 and opened in 1849.

Each line had its southern terminal at tide water at Bridgeport,
Conn., now the second largest city in the state. The Housatonic
line reached northward to the Massachusetts border, 74 miles as

referred to in the old railway reports ; the Naugatuck to Winsted,
Conn., 57 miles. The Housatonic, in days when water power
was the fundamental unit of factory growth, ran through the

valley of the same name, drained by a large, swift river, navi-

gable near its mouth and, in its mid and upper waters, supplying
almost unlimited water power not seriously affected by summer
drouth in those days of the unshaven forests. The Naugatuck
had its water power valley too, but shorter, drained by a much
smaller stream, sometimes running almost dry in hot weather.
The two parallel valleys are much alike in situation. But the

Housatonic railway line, in its priority of time, its larger dis-

tance, its later extension northward to Pittsfield, Mass., and its

superior water power, had by far the best outlook for prosperity.

Both these sub-pioneer lines of New England and Connecticut
are now merged in the New Haven system and, save locally, have
lost even their names. They have no separate reports, so it is

impossible to point out in dollars and cents the strange disparity

in their annals of success and the reverse. It is a subject to

which, in these columns, we called attention some seven years
ago, using necessarily a test based on the Federal census of 1900,

showing the remarkable difference in the growth of the two
valleys and the townships in them tapped by the two lines. The
new Federal census (1910) for Connecticut towns enabled us

now to show that difference in fresh and more vivid colors.

The Housatonic line was opened, as stated, in 1840. Using the

census of that year the annexed table shows the change during

70 years in the population of the intersected towns of the state,

leaving out Bridgeport, the terminal of both lines

:

TOWNS SERVED BY THE HOUSATONIC.

Population. Population.
1840. 1910.

Trumbull 1,204 1,642
Monroe 1,351 1,002
Newtown 3,189 3,012
Brookfield 1,255 1,101
New Milford 3,974 5,010
Kent 1,759 1,122
Cornwall 1,703 1,016
Canaan 2,166 2,873

Total 16,601 16,778

In the table the town of Canaan includes North Canaan, set

ofT from the parent township in '1858. The table, which happens
to be made up of country towns, indicates how a railway in itself

may not develop a rural region.

Contrast with the Housatonic valley in the state the develop-

ment of the contiguous Naugatuck, opened in 1849, during a

period ten years less:

•.o^^^s SERVED nv the naugatuck.

Population. Population.
1850. 1910.

.Stratford 2,040 3,657
Milford 2,465 4,366
Orange 1,476 11,272
I'erby 3,824 24,143
Seymour 1,677 4,786
Naugatuck 1,720 12,722
Waterbury 5,137 73,141
Litchfield 3,953 3,686
Torrington 1,916 16,840
Winchester 2,179 8,679
Plymouth 2,568 8,554

Total 28,955 171,846

In this table the township of Derby is credited with the popula-

tion of the urban township of Ansonia, set off from her in 1889;

Litchfield with the town of Morris, set off in 1859; and Plymouth
with the town of Thomaston, set off in 1875. The census return

for Stratford in 1910 is missing, and that for the census of 1900

is substituted ; moreover, its increase of population, as well as

those of Milford and Orange, has been connected with the New
Haven rather than the Naugatuck railway. But the contrast be-

tween the Housatonic and the Naugatuck railway annals remains

amazing in its disparities. Taking the returns as they stand

with both time and original physical advantages in favor of the

Housatonic valley, it continues stationary; while the Naugatuck
has waxed about fivefold, or 494 per cent. Again, in the case of

the Naugatuck such increments as those of the towns of Water-
bury, Naugatuck, Plymouth, Torrington and Winchester—from

13,520 to 119,936—are remote from that tidewater toward which

New England factory enterprise is commonly assumed to drift.

In the case of the two valley regions, each with its early rail-

way and peopled by similar races, the causes of the contrasted

degrees of development are, in a measure, involved in mystery.

But there are some clues. The Housatonic line in its early days

was the victim of narrow and unenterprising management. Its

rates were inordinately high, almost prohibitory, its equipment

of the poorest, its road bed and rails likewise, its improvements

slow. By comparison, while not absolutely exalted in the rail-

way scale, the Naugatuck started better and was managed better.

It was paying dividends when the Housatonic line was on the

verge of bankruptcy. But it and its region owed their prosperity

and growth more to what seems to have been the good fortune

that took to the Naugatuck valley a small but able body of man-

ufacturers, pioneers in metallic industries. From their first ven-

tures others sprung, reached from one township to another on

the line and built up centres of population that begot diversified

industries. The lesson reaches the original values of good rail-

way management at its beginning; a certain specific value in rail-

way policy of that element prized in mercantile life as "good

will," throws a shadow on the "tidewater" argument, and shows

how the first factory on a line may be the starting point and nu-

cleus of many. In the story of the two roads it may also be worth

remark that while public regulation had nothing to do with the

backwardness of the one, the high prosperity of the other (and

of its patrons) was built up without it—and, lastly, that we may
learn things from the history of short lines as well as from big

railway systems.

The construction of another link in the proposed Pan-American

Transcontinental Railroad has been commenced in Uruguay. This

part of the road is known as the Durazno-Trinidad branch. It

will run from Durazno, which is the center of a rich agricul-

tural district of Uruguay, to Conolia, on the River Plate, and

froiTi thence about 350 miles to San Luis in the province of

Rivera on the Brazilian frontier. From that point the road will

continue to Bage, Brazil, which already is connected with the

railway that eventually will reach Rio de Janeiro.
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The Denver & Rio Grande has increased the pay of its loco-

motive enginemen about 9 per cent., and has also issued revised

working rules more satisfactory to the employees.

The new ore handling plant of the Erie Railroad at North

Randall, near Cleveland, was damaged by dynamite on the night

of March 25 to the extent of $100,000. There is no clue to the

persons who did the deed.

At Douai, France, March 2Z, Louis Breguet carried in his

aeroplane 12 passengers ; and at Mouzan on the following day,

Roger Sommers carried 13 persons, weighing 1,430 lbs. Breguet

flew two miles, and Sommer two-thirds of a mile.

The Northern Pacific and the Spokane, Portland & Seattle

have given their despatchers, trainmasters and roadmasters an

advance of 10 per cent, in their wages, effective March 1. It is

expected that the other railways in the northwest will do like-

wise, and that about 2,000 men will be affected. Despatchers

formerly receiving $140 are raised to $175; chief despatchers

from $175 to $190; night chiefs from $150 to $165; trainmasters

from $175 to $190, and district roadmaster from $140 to $155.

The largest locomotive in the world has recently been built

by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in its Topeka shops. This
locomotive is a Mallet compound, with a rigid boiler, and is

equipped with superheater, reheater and feed water heater. It

is of the 2-10-10-2 type, the tender having two six-wheel trucks.

The over-all length of the engine and tender is 121 ft. 7 in., and
it weighs approximately 750,000 lbs. It carries a boiler pres-

sure of 225 lbs., and will be put in service on the mountain
grades in Arizona.

A northbound passenger train on the St. Louis, Iron Moun-
tain & Southern was stopped by six robbers near Coffeyville,

Kan., March 25, and the safe in the express car was blown open.

It is thought that the amount of money taken was about $500.

The place where the train was stopped was about three miles

from any habitation and the robbers spent nearly an hour in

assorting the packages found in the safe. The passengers were
not disturbed, but bullets were fired along the sides of the train

to intimidate them.

The Lehigh Valley has increased the pay of between 2,500

and 3,000 trainmen, the increase to go into effect on April 1.

Freight flagmen's pay will be increased from $2.30 to $2.52^/2 a

day, and freight trainmen's from $2.30 to $2.42. In passenger

service trainmen will be advanced from $2.35 to $2.45, and bag-

gage men from $2.45 to $2.65. -In yard service day conductors

who now get $3.30 will receive $3.50, and night conductors who
get $3.40 will receive $3.70. The day yard trainmen will be ad-

vanced from $2.90 to $3.20, and the night men from $3 to $3.40.

The increase averages from 6 to 10 per cent.

The working time of most of the men in the shops of the

Pennsylvania has been reduced from 55 hours a week to 45.

This order affects about 12,000 men. At Pittsburgh some of

the shopmen are temporarily laid off. The shops of the Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas at Sedalia were closed for the last five

days in March because the month's appropriation had been used
up. At the shops of the Southern Pacific in Sacramento, the

working time has been reduced to eight hours a day and five

days a week. The shops of the Chicago & Alton at Blooming-
ton, closed a short time ago, were re-opened this week.

The assertion that the United States has no merchant marine
is false. We have no ships in foreign trade, but in our domes-
tic trade we have great fleets. The merchant marine fleets of

Germany, France and Norway, Continental Europe's three great

maritime nations, aggregate in gross tonnage only 6,829,496,

whereas the fleet of the United States has a gross tonnage of

7,508,082 tons, or 678,586 tons more. The merchant marine fleets

of ten other countries of Continental Europe—Russia, Sweden,
Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Italy and

I

Austria-Hungary—put into one fleet, aggregate only 6,514,155

\

tons, nearly one million tons less than the merchant marine of

I

the United States.

—

International Marine Engineering.

B. F. Yoakum, of the St. Louis & San Francisco, finds that in

the southwest the legislatures have shown a better spirit toward

railways. In Texa.s tlie legislature has adjourned without pass-

ing a single railway bill, for the first time in fifteen years. The
Missouri legislature passed only one railway bill of importance,

and that one not so injurious that it cannot be endured. The
Arkansas legislature .«o far has done nothing antagonistic to the

railways and does not seem disposed to do so at this session.

The only railway legislation of importance in Oklahoma was a

joint resolution to submit to the people of the state the question

of changing their constitution, which now forbids any railway

outside of Oklahoma to build or acquire a road in the state.

C. S. Clarke, first vice-president of the Missouri Pacific, says

that repeated rumors as to his ill-health and intended retirement

are misleading and without foundation, and he has given pub-

licity to a memorandum of what he said to the board of directors

at New York on March 21, on the occasion of his re-election as

first vice-president. He told the directors that as it was their

wish that for the present he should continue as resident execu-

tive at St. Louis he felt it to be his duty to comply, and until

such time as they could perfect an executive organization he
would give his best efforts to holding the present organization

together. He said that for more than six months his resignation

had been in the hands of the chairman of the executive commit-

tee, as George J. Gould knew, and that he had hoped to be re-

lieved so that he could give time and consideration to important

personal business which had had but little of his attention during

the last six years.

Tipping the Conductor.

On the street railways of Prague, Austria, the conductors ex-

pect and usually receive from each passenger a tip of two hellers,

which amounts to one-fifth of a cent. The amount realized in

this manner doubtless amounts to about as much as the con-

ductor's regular compensation.

—

Consular Report.

Products of Wood Distillation.

The value of wood distilled in the United States in the year

1909, according to a bulletin issued by the Department of Com-
merce and Labor, was $4,000,000, and the products of distillation

were valued at $8,328,484. More than nine-tenths of the wood
used was hard wood, and the products were charcoal, crude al-

cohol and gray acetate ; charcoal, 53,075,102 bushels ; alcohol,

8,468,083 gallons
;
gray acetate, 149 million pounds. The products

of the soft wood were turpentine, 682,702 gallons; charcoal,

2,403,401 bushels, and tar, 1,364,984 gallons.

Valuation of Harriman Lines.

A thorough investigation of the probable cost of reproducing

the Harriman Lines is being made under the direction of E. Hol-

brook, formerly chief engineer of the Central of Georgia. This

action was suggested by the widespread agitation for physical

valuation of railways and by the fact that in numerous rate cases

the Harriman Lines and other roads have been called on to give

estimates of the value of their physical properties. The work

has been under way for some time and it will take several months

more before it is finished. The valuation will include all of the

railway properties.

Governors as Traffic Solicitors.

No G. P. A. ever missed a good thing because he was so

modest that he did not dare to ask for it. A new illustration

of this trite truth has been brought to our attention in the

shape of two proclamations which have been issued, one by

Governor Oswald West of Oregon, and the other by Governor

M. E. Hay of Washington, each setting apart a day to be called

Colonist Day, and each exhorting all citizens to write to their

friends in the East and remind them that ticket agents through-

out the United States would, for a short time, sell them reduced

rate tickets to enable them to visit that highly favored section

of the country. We are informed by an officer of one of the

Oregon roads that as a result of the proclamation, hundreds of

thousands of letters were written to eastern friends. One of
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tlio pnu-lamatioiis sajs fliat by virtue of llio reduced rates ofTcred

by the railways it is possible for home seekers to get out tliere

"at a trilling cost." To farmers who seldom see a ten dollar

bill this may seem rather an extreme statement. However, tiicre

can be no question that any farmer who accepted the invitation

of one or both of these governors found himself amply repaid

for his expenditure of time and money.

Six Passengers Killed at Alapaha, Ga.

By the derailment of train No. 95, the Dixie Flyer, of the At-
lantic Coast Line, southbound, on a trestle bridge near Alapaha,
Ga., on the morning of March 25, about 7 o'clock, six passengers
and four trainmen were killed, and nine passengers and one ex-

press messenger were injured. Some of the victims were
drowned, the first and second-class coaches and one sleeping car

falling through the bridge into the Alapaha river. A statement
from the office of the general superintendent of the road says

that the derailment was caused by the breaking of a driving

wheel axle. The trestle was destroyed for a length of about 400
ft. Alapaha is between Albany and Waycross. The Dixie Flyer
runs through from Chicago to Jacksonville.

Mine Rescue Car.

The Mine Rescue Station Commission of Illinois, organized
last August, has made its first report to the governor of the
state. The chairman of the commission is J. A. Holmes, of
Washington, D. C , representing the Federal Bureau of Mines,
but all the other six members are Illinois men, representativ^es

of the mine workers, the mine operators and the mine inspectors

;

and the seventh member, H. H. Stoek, who is the secretary,

represents the mining department of the University of Illinois.

The commission is going to establish three rescue stations, and
it will have three rescue cars One of these cars is described
in the report. It is a converted sleeping car, having been bought
from the Pullman Company for $750. About half of the car is

occupied by six sleeping sections and the rest by a kitchen, an
office and a general room containing the apparatus, the principal

features of w^hich are o.xygen tanks and other first-aid supplies.

The second of the three cars was contributed by the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the third by the Chicago & North
Western.

Extension of University of Illinois Commercial Courses.

The trustees of the University of Illinois have recommended
the appropriation of $150,000 for a building to be used by the
department of business administration, and the legislature has
also been asked to increase the appropriation for business courses
from $25,000 to $50,000 a year. The railway officers who visited

the University last November (See Raihuay Age Gazette, No-
vember 18, 1910,) expressed their approval of the scope of the
training and the quality of work that is being accomplished in

the course in railway administration. The business courses have
gained steadily in number of students since 1901, when they were
first offered. There are now 774 registrations in this depart-
ment and 180 are enrolled for the four-year courses. The facili-

ties offered for these classes are wholly inadequate for present
needs. In the work in railway administration additional library

equipment is needed, and space should be provided for the filing

of railway tariffs and reports.

The Grand Trunk Pacific.

The Grand Trunk Pacific has let contracts for the construction
of 885 miles of line to be built this year. These contracts pro-
vide that the main line, which is now in operation to Edson,
Alberta, 130 miles west of Edmonton, shall be extended west 265
miles farther; and for the building of branch lines aggregating
620 miles. The total estimated expenditures, aggregating

$17,000,000, will also include the grading of additional branch
lines to the extent of 200 miles. The company now has in opera-

tion west of Fort William, 1,217 miles of main line and about
500 miles of branches. The Canadian Government officers esti-

mate that the Grand Trunk Pacific has spent $18,765,000 on its

mountain section, of which $11,765,000 was advanced by the

government on its guarantee. On the prairie section the ex-

penditure to date is $34,463,000, the government guarantee being

$10,735,000 of that amounl, and government loan, $10,000,000,

making total sums advanced to the company, $32,496,000. The
company has expended $14,744,000 on rolling stock.

Meals Served in "Family Style."

The Northwestern Employees' Magazine for March describes

a combined dining and observation car, which has been in use
on the Chicago & North Western, on the Sioux City division,

for the last 16 months, and which is operated by C. W. Garnier
and his wife. This car is run on Chicago trains Nos. 17 and 20.

From 30 to 40 persons take meals in it daily. Mrs. Garnier is

the waitress, and Mr. Garnier is conductor and assistant waiter.

Eighteen persons can be seated at one time. The chief cook
had served six years in that position on the Canadian Pacific

before going to the North Western.
According to a press despatch the Copper River & North-

western is now running a dining car between Cordova and in-

terior points in Alaska—the first dining car ever run in that

northern region. The car was converted from a paSsenger car.

Like the car on the Chicago & North Western, this one is man-
aged by a man and his wife, with a cook and an assistant cook;
a fashion which would seem to justify the title which we have
put at the head of this item.

Easy Passes in Texas.

The anti-pass act passed by the Texas legislature at its recent

session will be permitted by Governor Colquitt to go into effect

without his formal approval. The governor objected to the

measure, because it is so worded as to permit free transpor-

tation to be given to a wide variety of persons. In fact, the

legislators might very properly be charged by the "common
people" with unfair discrimination, inasmuch as it has author-

ized free transportation to be given to almost all classes of per-

sons except the "common people." A list of the classes of per-

sons to whom under this "anti-pass" law transportation may be
given fills a newspaper column and includes such persons as

state railway commissioners, peace officers, representatives of in-

dustrial fairs, farmers' congresses and farmers' unions, deputy

sheriffs. United States marshals, deputy United States marshals,

volunteer firemen and confederate veterans, the state game, fish

and oyster commissioner and his two chief deputies, state and
county health officers, government representatives accompanying
fish for free distribution in the streams of the state, the pure

food commissioner and two chief deputies, persons who have

been instrumental in securing the passage by the United States

Congress of statutes providing for the equipment of railway

trains with safety appliances, constables, members of the state

militia in uniform when called into service, and members of the

live stock sanitary commission, or other inspectors in Texas, not

exceeding 25 in number. The act specifically provides for the

exchange of free transportation and for advertising in news-

papers and magazines, the said exchange to be on the basis of

value received in all cases and the contracts to be approved by

the railway commission. The Texas legislature has for some
years been very stringent in restricting the amount of revenue

that the railways might receive for the services that they ren-

dered, but it has no conscientious scruples at all, apparently,

about allowing them to give their services free to all classes

of persons except the aforesaid "common people."

I. C. C. and Funerals.

Give the efficiency engineers half a chance and they will simply

overwhelm you with facts and figures, the truth and practical

utility of which no man in his senses will attempt to gainsay. The
real problem for the manager today is not how to run his busi-

ness upon the most economical and scientific principles, but how
to run it at all. Some people have an idea that the government

can regulate the other side of the problem, collective labor, in the

same way that the manager and capital can be regulated. A
greater delusion never existed. The levelling process in modern

industry, the blocking of individual initiative and the elimination

of personal responsibility are beyond the reach of human laws.

Every railway in the country is honey-combed with illustrations

of the impediments that are thrown in the way of any manage-

ment at all by the schedule and the government regulator. Take

the regulations in regard to the hours of labor. Time was when
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if I wanted to get oflf duty for some urgent personal reason I

could, with the permission of the superintendent, call upon one

of the other men to help me out. For twenty-five years I

watched this method of handling the men in a human and
scientific manner and never knew it to be abused.

Today if you want to change shifts with another man in order

to go to a funeral you will be referred to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission; no man can exceed his time limit of nine

hours except in case of emergency, and according to the ruling

you cannot plead emergency for anything that you can foresee.

When a man is dead you can easily foresee the funeral. There-
fore the only funeral a towerman can go to is his own. Of course

if there happens to be a spare man handy you can get away by
losing a day's pay ; but what becomes of scientific management
and economy in such cases from the employee's point of view?

—

/. O. Fagan.

Q. & C. Firemen's Strike Settled.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific (Queen & Cres-

cent route) raised its freight embargo March 23, having suc-

ceeded in doing away with most or all of the congestion, and on
March 25 an agreement was reached with the strikers, through

the mediation of Judge Knapp, and the strike was declared off.

Following is the agreement, which was signed by General Man-
ager Baker of the railway company and Messrs. Teat, Payne and
others for the firemen

:

(1) The pending strike to be declared off at once.

(2) The employees in the service of the C, N., O. & T. P.

Railway Company on March 9, 1911, who struck on that day, to

be reinstated within fifteen days under the provisions of the

schedule of July 1, 1910, governing rates of pay and conditions

of service, which schedule shall continue in effect, with their

former seniority standing and rights and without prejudice on the

part of the company, except that the company shall not be

obliged to retain in service any fireman or other employee
against whom charges shall be made within thirty days from the

date hereof, and who shall be found, upon investigation, to have

committed acts of violence or been guilty of misconduct during

or in connection with the strike which would justify his dis-

charge or suspension.

(3) Negro firemen not to be employed on any part of the

company's line north of Oakdale, provided a sufficient number of

competent white men can be secured.

(4) On the district between Oakdale and Chattanooga, known
as the third district, the percentage of colored firemen hereafter

employed not to exceed the percentage in service on January 1,

1911, provided a sufficient number of competent white men can be

secured.

(5) Negro firemen on this district not to be assigned to more
than one-half of the passenger runs, nor to more than one-half

of the preferred freight runs, and in no case to be assigned to

passenger or preferred freight runs unless entitled thereto by

seniority and fitness for such service.

(6) In case any question shall arise as to the meaning or

application of this agreement which the parties cannot settle

among themselves, either party may appeal to Judge Martin A.

Knapp, of Washington, and his decision shall be final and binding

upon both parties.

Railway Regulation and Efficiency.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down its

decisions on the proposed increases in freight rates. I. think

three things may be affirmed about these decisions

:

First.—They have put at least one brake upon higher costs

in this country.

Second.—They have put another brake upon voluntary re-

ductions of rates because, under the new law and these de-

cisions, the burden of proof for future increases or restorations

is upon railways.

Third.—The present law amply protects the shippers of this

country against extortionate rates. America has already the

lowest rates and the highest wages in the world and apparently

is to retain both.

I made no predictions before the decisions were rendered ; I

make none now as to their ultimate effect. There is one bright

and shining sentence in them, to wit: "Our railway manage-
ment should have wide latitude for experiment; it should have

such encouragement as will attract the imagination of both the
engineer and the investor." The response which the country
will, in the long run, give to this sentiment is the important
and far-reaching answer. The crop of short-term railway notes
now coming out would indicate that the country's "imagination"
is still a little near-sighted, but it may get over that and we
hope it will. We hope the Interstate Commerce Commission is

right. Some phases of the decisions might have been appealed
to the newly created Interstate Commerce Court, but the rail-

ways have accepted the verdict of the commission and are go-
ing ahead to do the best they can. They look forward, not
backward.

During the discussion a new slogan

—

Efficiency—has captured
the country. ... I read in the Sun one day last week that

the average cost of a cold in the head is $44.34. What a
railway official wants to know is this : If his company can re-

duce the cost of the cold in its head from $44.34 to $37.34, who
will get the seven dollars f . . .

It is particularly appropriate at a Canadian club dinner that

we look at Canada. As I understand it, your form of govern-
ment is in one respect just the opposite of ours, viz., your
Dominion government has all the powers not granted to the
provinces, while our states have all the powers not ceded to

the federal government. What has that to do, you say, with
railways? This: When our United States roads fall ill from
their own indiscretions or otherwise, 47 doctors step in—that

is, 46 states and the federal government—whereas under your
form of government a railway chartered by the Dominion is

regulated by the federal government only. See the enormous
loss in efficiency and the great strain on the patient under our
methods as compared with yours. This winter there have been
introduced in the state legislatures of the United States 469 bills

affecting the mere operating questions of railways, besides scores

of other bills affecting railways in a multitude of ways. Of the

469 bills, 56 are so-called "full crew" bills, each of which, if en-

forced, will add to the railways' cost of living. . . .

Railways in England are permitted to work out joint econ-

omies. France is districted off and wasteful duplication of

railway service is absolutely eliminated. Each company has a

monopoly in its district. One French railway corporation pays

dividends of 18 per cent, a year on its stock; the others pay 7

per cent, or more. And out of their revenues an amortization

or sinking fund is also paid to the owners under which the

republic will become the proprietor of the railways about the

middle of this century. . . .

If any of your methods as to government, or banking, or labor

questions, or railways, are better than ours, perhaps we will

be wise enough to borrow some of them. While we are depend-

ing upon the imagination of the investor for railway development,

you are right now engaged in what is practically a profit-sharing

arrangement with the investors in your railways. If the option

to take out a federal charter for a railway is good for you,

perhaps such an option will be good for us. Maximum efficiency

will require us, sooner or later, to eliminate all burdens on

interstate commerce. We will learn to say, "The United States

is a nation," not "The United States are a nation." The Bran-

deis idea is right. What we need is more efficiency. Let every

man apply it in the activities of his own life, and let all of us

together adopt it on a wider and wider scale—and incidentally

use it to augment international trade. The more we study ef-

ficiency, the more we will discover that the Interstate Commerce

Law amply protects the country against extortionate rates and

discriminations. The anti-trust laws, at least so far as railways

are concerned, involve an appalling waste of energy. We do

not need both laws for the railways any more than a state needs

two governors. Maximum efficiency entitles the people to have

the commerce of this great country sent over the lines of least

resistance. Duplication of train service, wasteful car supply, un-

necessary hauls of empty cars, duplication of capital, and all

that sort of thing ought to be cut out. If this could be done I

have no doubt that one hundred million dollars a year could be

saved in the operation of American railways with which to

tempt "the imagination of both the engineer and of the investor."

In efficiency, American railways have been pioneers, not lag-

gards. All things considered, they already are the most effi-

cient in the world, and if "scientific management" of the anti-

trust laws could be adopted, our railways would excite the ad-

miration of even our own countrymen. Let us drop the old quo-
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tation : "In time of peace prepare for war," and in its stead

say to our neighbors, "In time of friendship let us prepare for

more friendshii)." In time of ellicicncy prepare for more cfTi-

ciency. More abundance for the many. Let things be cheaper

—

and men, women, and children more valuable. The welfare of

our race, and therefore the welfare of all races, is bound up in

the one word. Efficiency.—l-nuik Trumbull, before tlic Canadian

Club of New York.

Foundrymen's Conventions.

The annual conventions of the American Foundrymen's Asso-

ciation, the American Brass Founders' Association and the

Associated I'^oundry Foremen, will take place May 23-26, 1911,

at Pittsburgh, Pa. The secretary and treasurer of the Amer-
ican Foundrymen's Association is Dr. Richard Moldenke, Watch-
ung, N. J. ; the secretary and treasurer of the American Brass

Founders' Association is W. M. Corse, care Lumen Bearing

Company, Buffalo, N. Y., and the secretary and treasurer of the

Associated Foundry Foremen is Hugh McPhee, Tarrytown,

N. Y. At the joint session at 10 a. m. on May 23 papers will

be rtad on Production, Cost and Economy Foundry Insurance.

At the session of the American Foundrymen's Association at

2 p. m. on May 23, papers will be read on the Use of Borings

in Cupolas and the ElYect of Alloys in Cast Iron. At the ses-

sion of the American Brass Founders' Association at 2 p. m.

on the same day papers will be read an Vanadium in Non-
Ferrous Alloys and on the Determination of Nickel in Bronzes.

At the joint session at 9:30 a. m. on May 24, papers will be

read on Rotary Blowers and on Pattern Making. At the session

of American Foundrymen's Association at 2 p. m. on May 24

papers will be read on Acid and Basic Open Hearth Pressures;

on Electric and Converter Furnaces for Steel Castings, and on

the Eflfect of Vanadium and Titanium on Steel. At the session

of the American Brass Founders' Association at 2 p. m. on the

same day papers will be read on the Corrosion of Brass Foundry
Products and on Non-Ferrous Foundry Economies. At the joint

session at 9.30 a. m. on May 25 papers will be read on the Use
of Alloys and on Shot in Castings.

Chicago Signal Club.

The Chicago Signal Club held a meeting on Monday, March
27, at Room 402 Plymouth building, Chicago. E. F. Bliss of

the signal department of the General Electric Company, gave an

illustrated talk on alternating current signaling with special refer-

ence to the General Electric wireless controlled system. Leon S.

Brach of the L. S. Brach Supply Company gave a talk on light-

ning arresters, explaining the theory of the air-gap and non-air

gap types as applied to the operation of signal circuits. The
club has been studying electric interlocking during the past few

months, and at the next meeting, which will be held on April

10, various indication schemes will be taken up.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

ArR Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention. May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Local Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East
St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
building, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9, 1911, Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.— J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society op Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wednesdays, except June and August, New
York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39lh St., New York; next convention. May 30-Juiie 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American IUilway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911, New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May, 1911, Montreal, Can.

Association op Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Cliicago; sc-iiii-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C;
annua], November 6-10, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park Place, New York; June 20-21, 1911, Cape May
City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month; annual, October 9, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, March, May, Sept. and Nov.; Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Waren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,
St. Paul, Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday,
Chicago; annual, July 29, Chicago.

Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &
D., Indianapolis, Ind.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; next convention, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue dc Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; next convention July 25-27,
Chicago.

International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

lowA Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;
2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
AND Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P.; 4th Saturday,
Richmond, Va. ; 20th annual, June 21, 1911, St. Paul, Minn.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Blk. ; second Wed.
Railway Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. AUeman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, ColHnwood,
Ohio; annual, May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis;
annual, Oct. 20, Atlanta.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Prudential
bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., April, August and Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday; annual. May 6, 1911, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; 1st Sat. after 1st

Wed.; annual, Dec. 11, 1911.

Transportation Ci.ub of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S. Ry.,

Detroit, Mich.; annual, Feb. 10, 1912.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August, 1911, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August; annual,

May 8, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3a

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

i
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The railway men and industrial traffic managers of Dallas,

Texas, are planning to organize a traffic club.

The Lehigh Valley has offered to the farmers along its lines

in New York state, the use of land on its right-of-way, where
available, for the cultivation of alfalfa.

At the annual meeting on March 28 of the Traffic Club of

Chicago, the officers named by nominating committee were
elected for ensuing year, as published in these columns March
10, page 471.

The Norfolk & Western has notified the Interstate Commerce
Commission that, beginning April 1, it proposes to base its rates

for carrying bituminous coal on tons of 2,000 lbs. each, instead

of 2,240 lbs. as at present; in effect, an increase of 12 per cent,

in the rates.

The North German Lloyd steamship "George Washington,"
which sailed from New York this week, took to Europe 2,710

passengers; all of the cabin accommodations having been en-

gaged several weeks ago. New York steamship men say that

the number of passengers booked for Europe to sail in the

month of April indicates that the eastward movement across the

Atlantic in that month will exceed any previous record.

Representatives of railways carrying coke from Pennsylvania

and Virginia to western states, met in New York this week and
discussed a proposed revision of tariffs. At present the rate to

Chicago is $2.35 a ton on coke to be used in blast furnaces and
$2.65 on coke for other uses. Following the rule laid down in

a recent decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission, that

differences in rates based on the uses to which goods are to be

applied are illegal, it is proposed to make a single rate for all

coke of $2.50.

Edgar J. Rich, general solicitor of the Boston & Maine Rail-

road, appearing before the Senate Committee on Judiciary of

New Hampshire, asked, because of the lack of action on the part

of the special committee which has been investigating railway

rates in the state, that the present rates be legalized until July 1,

1913, and that in the meantime the Public Service Commission
be instructed to make a full investigation of the subject and re-

port to the next legislature. During this investigation he would
give shippers the right to appeal to the commission for a deter-

mination of the reasonableness of their rates and give the rail-

way the right to appeal to the courts if not satisfied with the

findings of the commission.

The following have been chosen to represent their respective

clubs at the meeting, to be held in Cincinnati, Ohio, on April 3,

for the purpose of forming a national organization of traffic

and transportation clubs: G. C. Brown and C. H. Chevee, Buffalo

Transportation Club ; Carl K. Landes and C. C. Spalding, Cincin-

nati Transportation Club ; W. R. Hurley and Walter G. Norvell,

Detroit Transportation Club ; Wallace A. McGowan and James L.

I\Tarens, Kansas City Railroad Club; W. H. Simmons and B. T.

Breckenridge, Indianapolis Transportation Club; Charles Mil-

bauer and B. R. Price, Newark (N. J.) Traffic Club; F. A.

Bedford and V. C. Williams, Philadelphia Traffic Club; Thomas
Conlon and L. G. Macomber, Toledo Transportation Club;

Odell S. Smith and S. L. Heacock, Washington (D. C.) Traffic

Club.

Railway Legislation in Missouri.

Laws containing the following provisions affecting railways

were passed by the legislature of Missouri at its recent session :

Making it unlawful for any railway to charge a higher rate

for transporting passengers between any two points on its lines

than it charges between any other two points.

Giving the right to sue a railway company and its responsible

employee jointly for damages in any accident, the purpose being

to keep damage suit cases in the state courts.

Authorizing the railway commission to fix the maximum rates

for passenger travel within the state. The commission is au-

thorized to divide the state's railways into three classes, those

whose gross passenger earnings are more than $1,500 a mile a

year, those which earn more than $750 a mile, and those which

earn less than that sum. The maximum rates may be varied

according to this classification.

Requiring railways to install local exchange telephones and
answer inquiries as to trains.

Permitting the railway commission to compel railways to place
gates, automatic alarm bells or other mechanical devices, or a
fiagman at any grade crossing where it thinks it necessary.

Preventing railway or express companies from limiting liabil-

ity by any contract whatsoever with a shipper.
Making it unlawful for any railway to obstruct any road,

street or highway with cars for more than five minutes at a
time.

Authorizing the railway commission to require a sufficient
number of passenger cars on any train to seat all passengers.
Authorizing the railway commission to require cuspidors in

waiting rooms and on trains.

Empowering the railway commission to fix switching charges.
Requiring one passenger train to be run each day each way

on all railways more than 30 miles in length, where for six
months the earnings were at the rate of $1,000 a year.

Giving the railway commission power to regulate train
schedules and the number of trains on all roads more than 25
miles in length.

Giving the railway commission control over all express rates,

the proportion to be paid to the railways, and to fix free delivery
zones in all cities of over 1,000 inhabitants.

Regulating the size of caboose cars, and requiring them to
have platforms, toilet rooms and bunks, the railway commission
to be allowed to excuse any violation of the law in its discretion.

Authorizing the railway commission to regulate the crossings
of railways with each other.

Increasing the tax on express companies from $1.25 to $4 per
$100 of gross earnings per j/ear.

Making it a misdemeanor to interfere with train signals, the
crime to be punishable by fine of $25 to $500, imprisonment
for one to twelve months, or both.

Empowering the railway commission to require railways to

furnish sufficient depot storage and platform facilities at every
incorporated town.

Requiring every railway train, including fast mails and ex-

press trains, to stop at all country seats.

Requiring private steam or electric railways over three miles

in length to carry freight for the public.

Hearing Regarding Pacific Coast Rate Cases.

Hearings were held by the Interstate Commerce Commission
in Washington last week regarding the proposed readjustment

of rates both from the East and from the Pacific coast to

Spokane, Wash., Salt Lake City, Utah, and other western inter-

mountain points. The officers of the railways reported to the

commission the results of the check made to ascertain what
reductions in earnings would be caused by the reductions in

rates which the commission proposed in its decisions in these

cases. It was stated that the reductions in earnings on the

Northern Pacific in four typical months would have amounted to

$374,459, or at the rate of $1,040,000 a year; that the reductions

on the Great Northern would have amounted to $700,000 a

year, and on the Denver & Rio Grande to $156,000 a year.

It having been suggested in the arguments that water com-

petition to the Pacific coast does not amouilt to much, Charles

Donnelly, assistant general counsel of the Northern Pacific,

showed that the value of the commodities moving to the Pacific

coast via the Tehuantepec and Panama routes increased from

$27,500,000 in 1909 to $40,000,000 in 1910.

W. W. Cotton, general attorney of the Oregon-Washington

Railroad & Navigation Company, protested against the com-

mission calling the rates it proposed to fix to Spokane just and

reasonable. He said that if the commission called the tentative

Spokane scale reasonable there was nothing to prevent the state

commissions of Washington and Oregon from fixing the same

rates on state business. He said that his road's rates are lower

than rates once held by the commission to be just and reason-

able; that its competition is increasing; that its earnings are

practically stationary and that its operating expenses are in-

creasing. E. C. Lindley, general solicitor of the Great Northern,

said that the various valuations which had been made of this

road by the state commissions of Washington, South Dakota

and Minnesota, and the master in chancery in the Minnesota

rate case, indicated that its value is in the neighborhood of
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$450,000,000, ;iiul lu- said lliat il the CJrcat Northern is entilled

to earn as liigh a percentage on its vahie as the Supreme Court
of tlie United States said the Consolidated Gas Company ouglit

to be permitted to earn, there could be no just reduction in its

rates. Louis T. Brandeis appeared for the Atlantic seaboard
shippers and contended that they should continue to be given
the same rates to the Pacific coast and to interior points as arc

made from Chicago.

C. W. Durborow of the Southern Pacific, Gardiner Lathrop
of the Santa Fe, and J. C. JefTcry of the Gould Lines, all ap-

peared to present arguments against the reductions in rates

proposed by the commission to various points in Utah, Nevada
and Arizona.

Mr. Donnelly suggested, as a proper basis for fixing the rates

to Spokane, that they be made 75 per cent, of the rate from
the Atlantic seaboard to Seattle plus the local rate from Seattle

back to Spokane. H. E. D. Jackson, secretary of the American-
Hawaiian Steamship Company, was the first witness called by
the railways when the hearing on the long and short haul ques-

tion proper was begun on March 23. His evidence showed that

his ships carry about everything that a land carrier ever

handles. He said that his line can carry from two to three times

as much freight when the Panama canal is finished as it does

now via the Tehuantepec route, and that the cost of the service

will be reduced no matter what the tolls through the canal

may I)c, because he assumes that tiic UAh will be reasonable.
He said his line carried 239,000 tons westbound last year, an
increase of about 75,000 tons, and estimated that when the canal
is completed its present ships can carry 700,000 tons westbound.
He based his estimate on the belief that the opening of the
canal will reduce the running time between the two coasts from
30 to 20 days. While the route through the Panama canal will

])e 1,100 miles longer than the Tehuantepec route, the relieving
of the ships of the necessity of docking at the port of Mexico
and Salina Cruz will offset the longer distance that they must
go. He said that the engaging of the California & Atlantic
Line in the coast to coast business has reduced the maximum
rate that the steamship lines get from about $10 per ton to about
$6 per ton.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association, presenting sta-

tistical IjuUetin No. 91-A, giving a summary of car shortages

and surpluses by groups from November 27, 1909, to March 15,

1911, says

:

"The total surplus for this report is 208,527, an increase over

last report of 15,854 cars. This increase is principally in the

East and South, the western, northwestern and Pacific territory

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Date.

Group *1.—March IS. 1911
2.— " 15, 1911
3.— " 15, 1911
4.— " 15, 1911
5.— " 15, 1911
6.— " 15, 1911
7 — " 15, 1911
8.— " 15, 1911
9.— " 15, 1911
10.— " 15, 1911
11.— " 15, 1911

Total

'
—Surpluses-

Coal,
\ ' -Shortages

—

Coal,
^

No. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

8 1,047 1,411 4,032 196 6,()8o 20 7 27
24 3,377 1,149 29,412 10,171 44,109 5 1 6 12
25 4,379 1,924 53,478 4,649 64,430 294 294
10 2,299 133 7,893 1,597 11,922 25 312 337
19 1,916 634 7,022 1,543 11,115 23 50 50 123
22 9,480 1,193 4,907 4,908 20,488 55 8 27 152 242
4 1,021 186 1,779 518 3,504

15 7,708 585 3,243 3,626 15,162
11 4,295 466 214 929 5,904 50 50
20 5,758 2,821 2,914 10,272 21,765 6 2 9 9 26
5 1,834 722 25 861 3,442 126 29 155

11,224 114,919 39,270 208,527 290 392 87 497 1,266

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas "ines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Shori-age Shortage 1908 Surplus

200,000

^pr.

NOV. ..

Oec. A

100.000 ZOO.OOO 300,000

^H Box Cars.

Shortage Surplus Shortage 1911

Jan. 4

Fib. 1

Surplus

i

zoo,ooo

Box Cars.

Car Surpluses and Shortages from 1907 to 1911 Inclusive.
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showing little change. The increase in coal car surplus con-

tinues, groups 2 (eastern), and 5 (southern), contributing the

principal part of the increase of 11,177 cars shown in this bulletin.

There is also an increase of 4,233 in the box car surplus, due
principally to large increases reported from groups 1 (New Eng-
land), 2 (eastern), and 11 (Canadian). The surplus is over

four times as great as that reported for the corresponding date

in 1910, and even allowing for the increase in equipment since

that time, the reports indicate that there are twice as many idle

cars at the present time as there were in March, 1910.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until June 20, proposed ad-

vances in freight rates by the principal lines from points in

Oklahoma to points in Texas.

The commission has suspended until June 29 proposed ad-

vance in rates for transportation of cement in Central Freight

Association territory which were to have become effective

April 1 ; also proposed advances in rates and new tariffs affect-

ing transit privileges on starch, filed by the Illinois Central,

which were to have gone into effect April 1.

Reparation Awarded.

Gamble-Robinson Frtiit Co. v. Northern Pacific et al. Opinion
by the commission:

Rates $1.79, $1.75^, and $1.35 per 100 lbs. on citrus fruits in

carloads from Redlands, Prenda, Paohappa, Arlington, and
Porterville, Cal., to Miles City, Mont., found unreasonable so

far as they exceeded rate of $1.15 subsequently established. (20

I. C. C. 421.)

H. Rosenblatt & Sons v. Chicago & North Western et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The fabric known to the trade as "triplex cloth," frequently

made up of woolen or silk materials, but consisting in this in-

stance of a layer of cotton goods and a cotton shoddy lining

with an intermediate layer of reclaimed rubber, is not cotton

piece goods and therefore is not entitled to the cotton-piece-

goods rate. Generally speaking it may properly take the rate

applied to dry goods n. o. s. (20 I. C. C. 447.)

A. Geo. ScJiultz Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Pronty:

Complainant's shipment of wood-pulp cartons from Milwaukee,
Wis., to Spokane, Wash., was properly classified, and defendants

wrongly charged an additional sum at destination on a higher

classification. Reparation awarded for such additional sum and
for demurrage charges which had in the meantime accrued ; but

it does not appear in this case that reparation should be awarded
for an outlay in telegraphic charges.'

After the car was partly unloaded the delivering carrier notified

the consignee that, owing to a mistake in classification, additional

charges must be paid, and, when the consignee declined to pay

such additional charges, insisted that the portion of the carload

which had been already removed should be returned to the car,

which the consignee did. The expenditure due to removing and

restoring a part of the carload was the direct consequence of the

unlawful act of the delivering carrier in declining to deliver this

carload, for which reparation should be awarded. (20 I. C. C.

403.)

Complaint Dismissed.

Browne Grain Co. v. Fort Worth & Rio Grande et al. Opinion

by the commission:
Class rate of 56 cents per 100 lbs. corn shucks from Alex-

andria, La., to Brownwood, Texas, via a route 911 miles long,

not found to be unjust or unreasonable. (20 I. C. C. 410.)

Riverside Mills v. Georgia Railroad et al. Opinion by the

commission:
An informal complaint showing date of shipment, weight,

and rate charged, coupled with an allegation that the rate was
unreasonable, is sufficient presentation of a claim to come with-

in section 16 of the act. Memphis Freight Bureau v. St. L. W.

Ry Co., 18 I. C. C. Rep., 67, reaffirmed. For reasons stated in

the report. (20 I. C. C. 423.)

Clinton Bridge & Iron Works v. Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy. Opinion by the commission:

Where a shipper, without disclosing to a carrier the character
or size of its shipment, orders a particular kind of equipment,
loads its traffic thereon, and directs transportation of the ship-
ment as loaded, it must pay the rate lawfully applicable to the
class of equipment used, although a lower rate would have been
available had the freight been loaded in another kind of car.

(20 I. C. C 416.)

Dells Paper & Pulp Co. v. Chicago & North Western et al.

Opinion by the commission:
Where a tariff provides different rates for property dependent

on the value thereof and requires that the invoice value shall

be stated and receipted for in order to secure the lower rate,

the complainant must show that the requirements of the tariff

were complied with, or that they were unreasonable, before
reparation will be awarded on account of application of higher
rate to a shipment the value of which did not exceed that on
which a lower rate would have applied had the value been dis-

closed to the carrier. (20 I. C. C. 419.)

Change of Classification Denied.

W. E. Caldwell v. Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville et al.

Opinion by the commission:

1. Joint rates on tank material, Louisville, Ky., to Shawano,
Wis., Combined Locks, Wis., and West Port Arthur, Tex., found
unreasonable so far as they exceeded combination of intermediate

rates contemporaneously in force.

2. Differences in value of articles offered for transportation

cannot be precisely reflected in the comparatively small number
of classes now used for rate-making purposes ; and in the absence

of a showing that the rate resulting from the classification is un-

reasonable or otherwise unlawful, it must be proved that a par-

ticular article is not rated with other articles similar in value,

weight, and other essential transportation qualities, before the

commission will require a change in the classification. Applica-

tion of fifth class rates to wooden tank material (in the white) in

official classification territory not found unreasonable. (20

I. C. C. 412.)

A Plant Facility.

Kaul Lumber Company v. Central of Georgia et al. Opinion

by Commissioner Clements:

A lumber company doing business in Alabama had a railway

which was constructed under its general incorporation and con-

nected its mill, on the line of the Central of Georgia, with its

timber. In 1901 the lumber company made a contract with the

Central of Georgia under which it received a division of 2

cents per 100 lbs. of all rates on lumber shipped by it from its

mill, which 2 cents was supposed to represent the portion of the

through rate to which the lumber company was entitled for the

haul from the timber to the mill, through rates being made
from the timber, called "Wildwood," to various destinations.

Between June 22, 1903, and February 4, 1908, the rates on

yellow-pine lumber from the points of origin in Alabama to the

Ohio river and related points were advanced 2 cents per 1(X)

lbs. In the Central Yellow Pine and Tift cases, 10. L C. C. Rep.,

pages 505 and 548, the commission condemned similar advances

from competing and contiguous territory.

1. Without deciding whether this railway, owned and oper-

ated by the lumber company, is a common carrier or not, on

the facts appearing in its operations in hauling company material

for the Kaul Lumber Company it can be considered by this

commission only as a plant facility.

2. That, conceding for the purposes of this case that the ad-

vance of 2 cents per 100 lbs. on yellow-pine lumber was un-

reasonable and unjust, the complainant lumber company is not

entitled to any reparation thereon for the reason that it has

never paid the advance. If the railway of the lumber company

should be held to be a common carrier, as the complainant con-

tends it should, in such case it can not be heard to complain of

the advance in rates because it had concurred tacitly and ex-

plicitly in such advance. (20 I. C. C. 450.)
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Following the Common Law.

Southwestern Produce Distributers et al. v. Wabash Railroad.

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The public stations, depots, and grounds of carriers to a cer-

tain extent are also their private property subject to their own
control with respect to any private business carried on in them,

provided the use so made of the property is in itself reasonable

and contributes to the public convenience or to the advantage of

the carrier without creating preferences or discriminations as

between shippers or travelers. Station restaurants, news stands,

barber shops, and similar private enterprises at railway terminals,

ordinarily conducted by outside interests, add to the convenience

of the public before the transportation by the carrier has com-
menced or after it has been completed, and are no part of the

service undertaken by the carrier for the public under its pub-

lished tariffs. Complaint is by a rival auction company demand-
ing at the St. Louis terminals of the defendant the same facili-

ties for conducting its business as an auctioneer of fruits and
vegetables that are accorded exclusively to another auction

company. The complaint is without merit, the proof showing
that the latter company offers its services to all shippers at a

uniform rate and without preference or discrimination.

Formal Order on Railway Fuel Coal Rates.

In re Restricted Rates. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

The commission adheres to its ruling that "a tariff providing

for reduced rates on coal used for steam purposes, or that the

carrier will refund part of the regular tariff charges on presen-

tation of evidence that the coal was so used, is improper and
unlawful—that is to say, that the carrier has no right to attempt

to dictate the uses to which commodities transported by it shall

be put in order to enjoy a transportation rate."

It also adheres to its ruling that "a carrier, or a person or

corporation operating a railway or other transportation line

may not, as a shipper over the lines of another carrier, be given

any preference in the application of tariff rates on interstate

shipments, but it may lawfully and properly take advantage of

legal tariff joint rates applying to a convenient junction or

other point on its own line, provided such shipments are con-

signed through to such point from point of origin and are, in

good faith, sent to such billed destination."

Carriers ordered to cease maintaining tariffs which contain

rates applicable only on shipments for a particular consignee or

when the commodity transported is for a particular use, or rates

that are restricted to the use of certain shippers and not open
to all shippers alike.

Commissioner Prouty, dissenting

:

I agree that the rate cannot be varied according to the use

to which an article is put.

All traffic must move under some published rate, and this ap-

plies to property owned by a railway when moving over another

railway. Ordinarily, a railway does not consume its coal at the

junction point where it receives it from its connection, but hauls

it to some other point upon its line, where it is taken from the

cars for use upon its locomotives or for other consumption. If

a private individual shipped coal from the mine to this con-

suming point, the rate charged would usually be a joint through

rate materially less than the same rates up to the junction point

plus the local rate of the consuming road to the point of con-

sumption. Now, the commission holds that a railway may bill

its coal to the consuming point at the rate which a private ship-

per would pay. Since the joint through rate is usually so divided

between the producing road and the consuming road that the

amount received out of it by the producing road is less than the

local rate from the mine up to the junction point it results that

by this process the consuming road obtains its freight for less

than it would had the traffic been billed to the junction point

and received by it at that point. Otherwise stated, the rate upon
which this coal moves to the rails of the consuming road is the

division of the producing road.

To this system, in practical operation, the defendants urged

several objections:

The railway generally buys its fuel f. o. b. the mine. The
rate which it pays from the mine to the junction point is

the division of the joint rate. That division is a matter of con-

tract between the two roads. It is not published and is not,

therefore, necessarily known. It may be changed from day to

day without notice to anyone. Coal operators who desire to
sell for fuel supply complain that under this system they do not
know, and can not know, what the rate is, nor whether that
rate will be maintained, nor, if the rate is an unfair one, can
they apply to this commission for its correction. It is further
urged that there frequently has been and that there always
will be more or less manipulation in these divisions, with the
result that certain mines or certain lines of railway will be
preferred.

The answer of the commission to this objection is that it

may require from the carrier a statement of its division. We
may undoubtedly require carriers to inform us of their divi-
sions and to state from time to time any changes in those
divisions, but the divisions themselves are not a part of the rate
which carriers are required to publish. If they were published
there is no requirement which will prevent their change at the
will of the carrier. This commission has no jurisdiction to fix

these divisions except in case of a joint rate established by it

where the carriers have failed to agree between themselves upon
the division.

It seems clear to me that under the system which the com-
mission says must be followed the actual rate upon which this

traffic moves never can be known; that this rate may be changed
from day to day, and that it is entirely beyond the power of
the commission to correct it, if wrong. All this follows, of
necessity, from the fact that whatever the theory of the case
may be, in actual practice the rate on which this traffic moves
is the division of the producing carrier up to the junction point.

The system which the railways now have in effect was first

established at the request of the operators, but is now approved
by all parties concerned, the operators, the producing road, and
the consuming road. It is universally recognized that in no
other way can the actual rate of transportation be known. In
no other way can its maintenance be assured, and in no other
way could it, if wrong, be corrected by public authority.

The purpose of the act to regulate commerce is to facilitate,

not to impede, commercial operations. When shippers and rail-

ways unite in asking that a particular thing be done ; when that

thing is manifestly for the interest and convenience of all par-

ties ;
when no harm can result, but when, upon the contrary,

the fundamental purposes of the act will be promoted, I think
we should, if possible, put such a construction upon this statute

as will permit it.

It does not seem to be seriously claimed by the majority that

the present method of publishing these fuel-supply rates is at-

tended with any practical wrong, but it is said that the second
section of the act peremptorily forbids it and that it is therefore

unlawful and must be so declared by us.

The second section provides that where the service is like and
contemporaneous, the traffic of a like kind, and the circumstances

and conditions under which the transportation occurs sub-

stantially similar, the rate shall be the same. The majority hold

that a railway stands like any other shipper and that to accord

one rate when the shipment is for a railway and another rate

when it is for a private individual is to violate that section. I

concede this to be so if the only difference in the transaction

be that the freight money is in one case paid by a railway com-
pany and in the other case by a private party, but I think that

there are other incidents of the transaction arising out of the

circumstance that this fuel is for railway supply and is received

at the junction point by a railway, which excepts the case from
the operation of the second section.

If our court holds, as it apparently has indicated in the Wight
case, that difference of circumstances and conditions may be

shown by showing difference in cost of service, it is difficult

to see how it can avoid the conclusion that, when the cost of

service for any reason is less in transporting the freight of one

person than in transporting that of another, the second section

does not apply. It should be borne in mind that the third sec-

tion may prevent the making of the lower rate, even though it

be lawful under the second. The prohibition of the second

section is absolute within the sphere of its operation. If the

service is like and contemporaneous, the kind of traffic like,

and the circumstances and conditions of the transportation the

same, then the rate must also be the same. The third section is

more elastic. It forbids undue discrimination or advantage, and

it is for us to sa}', upon a consideration of all the facts, whether

that section has been violated.
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Il seems to me, therefore, that the eirciinistaiices and condi-
tions attending the transportation and dehvcry of tliis fuel coal

are different from those under which private coal is handled,
and that for this reason the second section does not foriiid the
making of difTcrent rates for the diflfercnt services, and if this

be so then the second section has no application whatever. I

think, however, that there is a broader and more fundamental
ground upon which the operation of that section can be distin-

guished. This fuel coal is not, to my mind, a like kind of
tralVic with private coal nor is its carriage a like service witiiin

the meaning of that section. Even though the physical service

performed be exactly the same it is not a violation of the second
section, upon the part of the carrier, to demand and receive a

different compensation for that service. (20 I. C. C. 443.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Minnesota Railway Commission has again postponed its

investigation into the reasonableness of express rates in that

state. The hearing will be held at St. Paul on April 13 instead

of April 5.

The Railroad Commissioners of California have revised the car

demurrage rules of that s-tate. The rate is reduced from $6 to $3
per car per day ; free time is made 48 hours, instead of one daj',

except in the case of oil tank cars where it remains at 24 hours

;

and there are detailed rules as to when the railways are required

to furnish cars on the request of shippers.

A bill has passed the house of the Iowa legislature, providing
for the establishment of the office of state commerce counsel.

The measure provides that the commerce counsel, who will re-

ceive $5,000 a year, will be appointed by the members of the state

railway commission. It will be his duty to investigate the

reasonableness of rates charged by all companies and individuals

under the jurisdiction of the commission and to assist the com-
mission in presenting cases before the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

The Public Service Commission of Maryland, to carry out

the requirements of the law of last year under which the com-
mission was established, has ordered a thorough inspection of

the physical properties of the railways of the state ; this to be

done with reference to the condition of track, bridges, cars and
engines, safety appliances and everything related directly to the

comfort and safety of passengers ; and similar inspection is to

be made of steamboat lines, electric railways and gas, electric

and water companies. The chief engineer of the commission,

Charles E. Phelps, Jr., is directed to make preparations for this

inspection and also to organize the necessary force to do the

work.

COURT NEWS.

The Oklahoma supreme court has rendered a decision uphold-

ing an order of the corporation commission requiring all rail-

ways operating in Oklahoma to establish general offices in that

state.

The federal court at Oklahoma City, Okla., has issued a per-

petual injunction forbidding the enforcement of the Oklahoma
law which forbids foreign corporations to transfer cases from
the state to the federal courts.

The Supreme Court of Kansas has declared unconstitutional

the law of that state requiring the railways to carry state militia

at 1 cent a mile, holding that it discriminates against the public

and is a confiscation of the railways' property.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals has held the tem-

porary injunction granted against the corporation commission of

Oklahoma by United States Circuit Judge Hook nearly a year

ago, enjoining Oklahoma from enforcing the two-cent passenger

fare law and a reduction in freight rates.

In the United States Circuit Court at Savannah, Ga., March
24, Judge Speer fined the Merchants' & Miners' Transportation

Company $20,000 for giving preferences in freight rates. It

was the conviction in this case that led to the making of pleas

of guilty by two of the railway companies in the same court last

week.

Hatltt^atj (f!)((icev!^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Peter 1'. Dunne, general attorney of the Southern Pacific, with
office at San Francisco, Cal., has resigned to engage in private
practice.

In regard to the resignation of C. S. Clarke from the first

vice-presidency of the Missouri Pacific, see a statement made by
Mr. Clarke on page 801.

E. J. Perry, superintendent and freight and passenger agent of
the Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield, with office at Spring-
field, Mo., has been elected vice-president.

J. C. Campbell has been appointed auditor of the Lehigh &
New England, with office at Philadelphia, succeeding Edward
Hughes, who has been appointed purchasing agent.

W. G. Evans, president of the Denver City Tramway, has
been elected president of the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific,

succeeding David H. Moffat deceased. F. G. Moffat was elected

vice-president.

Henry Tatnall, third vice-president of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, has been elected also president of the Erie & Western
Transportation Company, with office at Philadelphia, Pa. J. C.

Evans, manager of the Erie & Western Transportation Company,
has been elected vice-president and general manager, with office

at Buffalo, N. Y.

The officers of the Montpelier & Wells River Railroad and the

Barre Railroad are as follows: T. E. Byrnes, president, Bos-
ton, Mass. ; H. E. Folsom, vice-president, Lyndonville, Vt.

;

W. J. Hobbs, comptroller, Boston, Mass. ; W. A. Stowell, clerk

and treasurer, Montpelier, Vt. ; H. E. Fisher, assistant treasurer;

W. T. Rodden, auditor disbursements; W. H. Young, auditor

passenger accounts, and J. F. Turner, auditor freight accounts,

with offices at Boston, Mass.

Operating Officers.

George Brophy has been appointed an assistant division

superintendent of the Union Pacific, with office at Ogden, Utah.

T. A. Sweeney, trainmaster of the Chicago Great Western, at

Des Moines, Iowa, has been appointed assistant superintendent,

with office at Chicago.

M. Dailey, formerly superintendent of the Chicago Great West-
ern at Clarion, Iowa, has been appointed a trainmaster of the

Northern Pacific, with office at Seattle, Wash.

E. A. Gould, formerly assistant to the president of the Cincin-

nati, Hamilton & Dayton at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed

assistant to the general manager, with office at Cincinnati.

F. J. Evans has been appointed a trainmaster on the Pecos di-

vision of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and of the Eastern

Railway of New Mexico, with office at Clovis, N. Mex., succeed-

ing R. J. Woodward.

L. C. Badgley, trainmaster of the Chicago & Alton, with office

at Peoria, 111., having resigned, the jurisdiction of S. P. Hender-

son, trainmaster at Bloomington, 111., will be extended over the

Dwight and Rutland branches, succeeding Mr. Badgley.

Ernest Stenger, whose appointment as general manager of the

St. Joseph & Grand Island, with office at St. Joseph, Mo., has

been announced in these columns, was born in 1865 in Alsace,

and graduated from the University of Michigan in 1886. In the

same year he began railway work for the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy as a rodman. In 1888 he went with the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe as a draftsman, and two years later became an as-

sistant engineer on the Missouri Pacific. He was appointed di-

vision engineer of the Union Pacific in 1900, and was afterwards

promoted to assistant superintendent and then to superintendent.

He was appointed general superintendent of the Rio Grande

Western in 1907. Mr. Stenger's headquarters will be at St. Jo-

seph, Mo., instead of at St. Louis, as was previously announced.
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William C. Loree, whose appointment as general manager of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with office at Cincinnati,

Ohio, has been announced in these columns, was born in Oc-
tober, 1860, at Newark, N. J. He received a common school

education and began railway work m May, 1883, on the Penn-
sylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh. In 1889 he was appointed

engineer of maintenance of way on the Chicago division, and
then to a similar place on the Indianapolis division. He
was appointed superintendent of the Indianapolis division in

March, 1899, and in December, 1902, was appointed superintend-

ent of the Chicago division of the Baltimore & Ohio. In May
of the following year he was promoted to general superintendent

of the Pittsburgh system of the Baltimore & Ohio, and was
transferred to the Wheeling system in January, 1905, where he

remained until May, 1910, when he returned to the Pittsburgh

system, which office he resigned to become general manager as

above.

John G. Rodgers, whose appointment as general superintendent

of the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, with office at Buffalo, N. Y., has been announced in

these colunms was born
November 14, 1862. He
was educated at Lehigh
University and entered

the service of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad on

July, 20, 1882. Mr. Rod-
gers served through the

various grades in the

engineering department
until he reached the po-

sition of assistant engi-

neer of construction,

from which he was
transferred in January,

1888, to the maintenance

of way office at Aitoona.

He held various posi-

tions in that department
until January, 1900,

when he resigned as

supervisor of the Phil-

adelphia division to be-

come superintendent of

the New York, Phil-

adelphia & Norfolk. In March, 1909, Mr. Rodgers was ap-

pointed assistant to the general manager of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, which position he held at the time of his recent ap-

pointment as general superintendent of the Buffalo & Allegheny
Valley division.

Traffic Officers.

E. Copland has been appointed a general agent in the freight

department of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at

Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding F. K. Kelley, deceased.

Jarvis S. McCrea, commercial agent of the Lehigh Vallej', at

Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed division freight agent, with

office at Ithaca. N. Y., succeeding Charles W. Williams, resigned.

James E. Cummins has been appointed a traveling freight agent

of the Norfolk & Western, with office at Toledo, Ohio, succeed-

ing Frank J. Howell, resigned, to accept service with another

company.

O. F. Spindler, commercial agent of the Chicago & Alton and
the Toledo, St. Louis & Western at Cleveland, Ohio, has been

appointed agent of the Lackawanna Fast Freight Line, with office

at St. Louis, Mo.

H. W. Jackson has been appointed a general agent of the

Colorado Midland, with office in Chicago. Frank M. Townsend
has been appointed a general agent, with office at Pittsburgh,

Pa., where the agency has been re-established.

F. B. Rowley has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Lake Erie & Western, with office at Minneapolis, Minn., succeed-

ing George C. Knoche, deceased. E. J. Lewis has been appointed

a soliciting freight agent, with office at Minneapolis.

J. G. Rodgers.

F. J. Balch, general freight agent of the New York & Ottawa,
a subsidiary line of the New York Central & Hudson River, has
been appointed also general passenger agent, with office at Ot-
tawa, Ont, succeeding to the duties of Harry K. Gays.

W. G. Howard, commercial agent of the Chicago & Alton and
the Toledo, St. Louis & Western at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been
appointed commercial agent, with office at Cleveland, Ohio, suc-
ceeding O. F. Spindler, resigned, to accept service with another
company. C. D. Fortney, commercial agent of the Minneapolis
& St. Louis and the Iowa Central at Cleveland, succeeds Mr.
Howard at Cincinnati.

Incident to the consolidation of the traffic departments of the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, C. L. Thomas, general traffic manager of the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed
freight traffic manager of both roads, with office at Cincinnati.

O. P. McCarthy, general passenger agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern, has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, succeeding W. B. Calloway, who
has been appointed assistant general passenger agent of both
roads. S. T. McLaughlin, general freight agent of the Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern, has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, succeeding J. W. Allison, who
has been appointed freight tariff agent of both roads. Archibald
Fries, assistant general freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern, has had his jurisdiction extended over the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, succeeding Stuart Allen, who has
been appointed general agent in the freight department of both
roads ; all with offices at Cincinnati.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

George W. Trout has been appointed signal engineer of the

Pere Marquette, with office at Detroit, Mich., succeeding W. J.

McWain, deceased.

F. J. Smith has been appointed a master mechanic of the

Chicago Great Western, with office at Stockton, 111., succeeding

J. M. Robb, resigned.

J. C. Pratt, roadmaster of the Minneapolis & St. Louis at

Watertown, S. D., has been appointed roadmaster of the Iowa
Central, with office at Marshalltown, Iowa, succeeding M. H.
Sheeley, resigned.

R. J. McQuaid has been appointed a foreman in charge of

locomotive and car departments of the Rock Island Lines, with

office at Rock Island, III, succeeding V. W. EUet, resigned, to

go to the Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston,

Mass.

C. J. Stewart, master mechanic of the Western division of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford, at Waterbury, Conn.,

has been appointed master mechanic of the Boston division,

with office at South Boston, Mass., succeeding James Hocking,

resigned. J. N. Mowery, master mechanic of the Lehigh Val-

ley, succeeds Mr. Stewart.

C. E. Gossett, who was appointed master mechanic of the Min-

neapolis & St. Louis some months ago, requests us to announce

that his correct address is "Cedar Lake Shops, Minneapolis,

Minn.," and not Cedar Lake, Minn. Owing to an error made in

framing the circular announcing his appointment, much of his

mail is incorrectly addressed to Cedar Lake, Minn.

W. H. Kirkbride, division engineer on the Coast division of the

Southern Pacific at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed di-

vision engineer on the Sacramento division, with office at Sacra-

mento, Cal., succeeding G. B. Herington, resigned, to accept

service elsewhere. E. C. Morrison, division engineer on the

Shasta division at Dunsmuir, Cal., succeeds Mr. Kirkbride, and

F. M. Siefer succeeds Mr. Morrison.

C. I. Leiper, who was recently appointed division engineer of

the New York division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

office at Jersey City, N. J., as has been announced in these col-

umns, was born October 28, 1874, at Wallingford, Pa., and was

educated at Swarthmore College. He entered the service of

the Pennsylvania Railroad in September, 1897, in the engineer-

ing department, and in March, 1901, was appointed an assistant

supervisor. In September, 1903, he was promoted to supervisor,
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and ill Augii.-^t, \9(f), was ai)i)()iiitctl division ciiKineor of tlie New
York Terminal division, wiiicii position lie licid at tlie time of

his recent appointment as division engineer oi tlie New York
division.

J. II. Harris, vvliose appointment as division engineer of (lie

New York Terminal division of tiic Pennsylvania Railroad, has
been annonnced in these columns, was born December 8, 1867,

at Aldershot, Eng., and was educated at the University of Vir-
ginia. Me began railway work in the engineering department
of the Norfolk & Western, on the Ohio extension through West
Virginia, and in December, 1894, entered the engineering de-
partment of the Pennsylvania Railroad on the New York di-

vision. In June, 1899, he was transferred to Altoona, Pa., and
the following year he was appointed assistant supervisor. He
was promoted to supervisor of the Belvidere division, in No-
vember, 1901, and was transferred to the Maryland division in

December, 1905. Mr. Harris was appointed division engineer
of the Delaware division in April, 1909, and is now transferred

to the New York Terminal division.

A. C. Adams, who was recently appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, the Oregon
Electric and the United Railways Company, with office at Port-

land, Ore., as has been

announced in these col-

uinns, was born on Feb-
ruary 6, 1866, at Everett,

Kan. Mr. Adams was
educated in the public

schools and completed
the mechanical course of

the Scranton Inter-

national Correspondence
School in 1890. He be-

gan railway work in Au-
gust, 1884. as a machin-
ist's apprentice on the

Missouri Pacific, and in

October, 1887, went to

the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific as a machinist,

and was later, consecu-

tively, pit foreman,
roundhouse foreman,
general foreman and
master mechanic. He
left the service of that

company in September,

1906, and in November of the same year went to the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy as master mechanic. One year later he

went to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western as master me-
chanic, and since November, 1908, until his recent appointment,

was master mechanic of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford.

Purchasing Officers.

T. Moore has been appointed general storekeeper of the Vir-
ginian Railway, with office at Princeton, W. Va.

Edward Hughes has been appointed purchasing agent of the
Lehigh & New England, with office at Lansford, Pa., succeed-
ing J. B. Whitehead, resigned.

Sydney B. Wight, whose appointment as general purchasmg
agent of the New York Central Lines, with office at New York
City, has been announced in these columns, is a graduate of the
University of Michigan. In June, 1891, Mr. Wight was appointed
secretary to the president of the Michigan Central Railroad.
He remained in that position until July, 1896, when he was ap-
pointed assistant purchasing agent, and in August, 1903, was
promoted to purchasing agent of the same company, with office

at Detroit, Mich. In October, 1907, he was appointed purchasing
agent of the New York Central Lines, with office at New York,
remaining in that position until his recent appointment as gen-
eral purchasing agent.

William C. Bovver, who was recently appointed purchasing
agent of the New York Central & Hudson River, the West Shore,
the Boston & Albany and the New York & Ottawa, with office

A. C. Adams.

at New York, was born September 20, 1878, at Clarkston, Mich.,

and was educated in the high school of his native town and at

Ferris Instilute, Big Rapids. Mr. Bower began railway work
in December, 1897, as a stenographer in the trainmaster's office

of the Grand Trunk, at Battle Creek and was later stenographer
and clerk in the offices of the superintendent and the general
counsel of the Grand Trunk, at Detroit. From December, 1901,

to September, 1903, he was out of railway work. He was then

appointed stenographer to the president and vice-president of the

New York Central & Hudson River, and since April, 1905, has
been secretary and cliief clerk to W. C. Brown, president of the

New York Central Lines.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The total open mileage of the South African railways is now
7,045, of which Cape Colony has 3,328 miles. Natal 995 miles,

Orange River Colony 992 miles, and the Transvaal 1,730 miles.

With lines authorized and those under construction the mileage

will be increased nearly 1,000 miles.

The Union of South Africa now has, roughly, 7,000 miles of

railway, which earn $50,000,000 a year. Half of this sum is paid

out in working costs, the staff being 40,000, while nearly $10,000,-

000 goes for interest. With a further deduction of $8,325,000 for

betterment and depreciation and other charges, there is a balance

of about $5,625,000 as a clear revenue to the government, by

which owns and operates the railways.

An Asuncion, Paraguay, paper reports that in order to provide

the San Pablo-Rio Grande with resources for the reconstruction

of the lines connecting Asuncion with San Francisco, on the

Atlantic coast of Brazil, the Brazil Railway Co., the parent con-

cern, with headquarters in New York, floated a loan in Paris of

$16,694,500, represented by 173,000 4J4 per cent, bonds of the par

value of $100 each. The demand for the new securities so far ex-

ceeded the offer that only 60 per cent, of the subscriptions could

be satisfied.

The Frankfurter Zeitung reports that the project of an Ibero-

Afro-American railway is being pushed by a Spanish commit-
tee, after having been brought up by the Spanish representatives

at the Algeciras conference. In order to make the proposed
railway clearly international in character and avoid possible

conflicts between interested powers, the committee has suggested

that the Swiss government take the initiative of calling a confer-

ence to study the subject and eventually lead to the organ-

ization of an international company to undertake the building of

the road. The Ibero-Afro-American railway, as proposed, will

run along the western coast of Africa from the Straits of Gibral-

tar to Goree-Dakar or Bathurst—that is, to the point which is

nearest South America. The crossing from Goree-Dakar or

Bathurst to Pernambuco occupies only three days on the quiet-

est part of the Atlantic ocean, always free from fog and ice.

The crossing from Gibraltar to Africa, about 10 miles, can be

made in less than half an hour and cars will probably be fer-

ried across to avoid transshipment. The building of the pro-

jected railway will reduce the journey from Europe to South

America to five days.

The total expense of building the road is estimated at $135,-

100,000. The cost of a double track, including the right of way
for two additional tracks which is believed will f)rove necessary

later on, is placed at $68,000 per mile. The distance from
Gibraltar to Goree-Dakar is 1,740 miles. In case Bathurst is

chosen as terminus, the distance would be 1,864 miles. As the

line will follow the coast, work can be commenced at several

points at the same time. Cost of right of way will be insignifi-

cant. Labor will be cheap, it is believed, judging from experi-

ence with native labor in building harbor improvements in

Morocco. Material and transportation of same, as well as sup-

plies for laborers, will be expensive items. Certain stretches

will have to be supplied with fresh water and a permanent water

supply will have to be insured all along the line. Otherwise,

there are practically no natural difficulties to be contended with.

In addition to the great impetus given to European-South Amer-
ican relations by the new railway, it will open up Morocco as

well as French and English colonies in western Africa, besides

considerably reducing distance to South Africa.
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alaska Northern.—According to press reports a new sur-

vey is to be made from Cook Inlet, Alaska, to the coal fields

at Xanana, and it is expected to carry out some of the con-

struction work this year. The company has track laid on 71

miles from Seward north. O. G. Laberee, president and general

manager, Seattle, Wash. A. W. Swanitz, chief engineer, Ala-

meda, Ca!., and Seward, Alaska. (June 24, p. 1812.)

Alberta Central.—A contract for building 100 miles from

Stettler, Alb., westward to the Brazeau coal fields, has been

given to Janse, MacDonald & Co., Calgary. It is estimated that

the contract is worth $2,500,000. J. T. Moore, president and

J. G. McGregor, chief engineer, Red Deer.

Baltimore & Ohio.—An officer writes that, although reports

have been made by the engineers it has not yet been definitely

determined what improvement work is to be carried out between
Callery Junction, Pa., and Kane.

Canadian Northern.—The contracts recently let by this

company are as follows : Westward from Edmonton, Alb., 200

miles, Alsack to Calgary, on the Marysville extension, 200 miles,

Moose Jaw, Sask., to Redville, on the Marysville extension, 90

miles; North Battleford towards the Peace river country, on
the Jack Fish extension, 35 miles, and Shell Brook to Battle-

ford, 80 miles, to the Cowan Construction Company, Winnipeg,
Man. From Red Deer, Alb., to Calgary, 100 miles, and on the

main line, from Vancouver, B. C, eastward 200 miles, to the

Northern Construction Company. (March 24, p. 710.)

The Manitoba government has granted a subsidy of $13,000 a

mile to the Canadian Northern for building branch lines in

Manitoba, as follows : Oak Point extension, 50 miles ; Deloraine

branch extension, 60 miles; Ste. Rose du Lac to Winnipegosis,

53 miles.

Chehalis & Cowlitz River.—Financial arrangements are said

to have been made, which insures the construction of this line.

The projected route is from Chehalis, Wash., southeast to a point

on the Cowlitz river, about 20 miles, with a number of branch
lines. G. Robinson and H. C. Hoffman, Chehalis, are interested.

(January 20, p. 143.)

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.—The terminal

facilities at Altoona, Wis., are to be enlarged this year, it is

said, to relieve the congestion at Eau Claire. The improvements
will include laying about 20 miles of new track, putting up a re-

pair shop, 65 ft. x 100 ft., and extensions to the east yards.

Citrus Southern (Electric).—An officer writes that the com-
pany expects to let contracts this year for building a line from
Sanford, Orange county, Fla., south via Orlando to Kissimmee,
Osceola county, about 45 miles. T. K. Miller, president, Or-
lando, and J. J. Brophy, vice-president and engineer. Winter
Park.

CirLLMAN Coal & Coke Line.—An officer writes that this

company intends to build during the coming summer southwest

from Cullman, Ala., via Trimble and Bremen to Julianna. Track
has been laid on 6.5 miles. The work will be difficult and in-

volves a total excavation of 213,483 cu. yds. ; total borrow work,

157,433 cu. yds. Maximum grades will be 0.99 per cent., and
maximum curvature, 9 deg. Steel bridges, requiring 578 tons of

steel, will be put up, and 5,718 cu. yds. of concrete for piers and
abutments, of which 1,551 cu. yds. are now in place. The Virginia

Bridge & Iron Company, Roanoke, Va., has the contract for the

bridge work, and Arnott & Co., Birmingham, Ala., has the con-

tract for the concrete work. The line is being built to carry

coal, timber and agricultural products. G. H. Tenbroek, presi-

dent, and J. W. Jones, chief engineer, Cullman.

Eastern Indiana Traction.—Plans are being made to organ-

ize this company with a capital of $1,000,0(X), to build from
Union City, Ind., south to Cincinnati, Ohio. Residents of Rich-

mond, Harrison, Ohio City, Liberty and Brookville are back of

the project.

Ephrata & Lebanon.—Organized in Pennsylvania to build

from Ephrata, Pa., northwest, to Lebanon, 23 miles. All the

right-of-way has been secured. It is expected that it will cost

about $425,000 to build and equip the line. Residents of Schaeff-

erstown are back of the project.

Farmington, Albuquerque & Gulf.—An officer writes that

the plans call for a line from Farmington, N. Mex., southeast

via Jemez Hot Springs to Albuquerque, 190 miles. It has not

yet been decided when bids will be asked for the work. There
will be a plate girder bridge, 1,000 ft. long and another 500 ft.

long. The line will be built to carry coal, lumber, coke, fruit

and agricultural products. F. B. Fergusson, president, Albu-
querque. F. P. Hall, chief engineer, Farmington.

Genesee & Wyoming.—See Halite & Northern.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—An officer is quoted as saying that

the work to be undertaken this year calls for an expenditure of

$17,000,000. This includes 645 miles of branch lines, 265 miles

of main track, 200 miles of grading and 140 station buildings.

It is expected that the line from Tofield, Alb., to Calgary, will

be finished this year—80 miles of track has been laid between
Tofield and the Red Deer river, and 143 miles additional will be

laid during the year. On the Battleford branch, 59 miles is to

be built from Oban, Sask., north to Battleford, and the branch

line from Melville, Sask., southwest to Regina, 68 miles, will be

built. On a line from Bickerdike, on the main line, through the

Pacific Pass coal fields, as well as those of Yellow Head, to be

known as the Liberty coal branch, it is expected that 69 miles

will be finished this year, and a branch will be built to the Moun-
tain Park coal fields. In Saskatchewan 110 miles will be built

from the Regina boundary branch, from Regina to a point south

of Griffin, also between Regina and Moose Jaw, 49 miles. On
the Prince Albert branch 72 miles is to be built ; a contract for a

50 mile section between Biggar, Sask., and Calgary, Alb., has been

let. A large amount of grading work along the Regina bound-

ary will also be carried out. Foley, Welch & Stewart have con-

tracts for work on the main line, also from Biggar, Sask., to

Calgary, Alb., and nearly all branch work has been let to J. D.

MacArthur, with the exception of the Moose Jaw branch,

which has been let to Rigby & Hyland. Work is now under

way on two large bridges over the Red Deer river on the

Tofield-Calgary branch, to be 200 ft. high; another bridge west

of Prairie Creek on the same line is to be built, also one over the

Skeena river, which will be the largest bridge on the line.

Halite & Northern.—Application has been made to the New
York Public Service Commission, Second district, for a certifi-

cate of convenience and necessity to build a line in the towns

of Leicester and York in Livingston county, N. Y., 3.18 miles.

The plans calls for putting up a station. The line is to be leased

to the Genesee & Wyoming. W. A. Hazard, E. W. Brown and

A. Bigelow, New York, are incorporators. (December 9, p.

1129.)

Illinois Central Electric.—An officer writes that the com-

pany will be ready to receive bids within 30 days for building

an extension of 6.25 miles to Farrington, 111. It is estimated

that the work will cost $100,000.

Indianapolis & Delphi Traction.—An officer writes that con-

tracts will probably be let within 90 days to build from In-

dianapolis, Ind., northwest via Carmel, Westfield, Sheridan, Bur-

lington and Flora to Delphi, about 75 miles. Henry L. Smith,

general manager, and H. A. Mansfield, chief engineer, Indian-

apolis. (March 17, p. 525.)

Iowa City—Ottumwa Interurban.—A contract is said to

have been given to the Arnold Construction Company, Chicago,

at $2,196,000 for work on this line. The company, which was

organized to build from Iowa City, Iowa, southwest to Ottumwa,

70 miles, has decided to build the first half of the line to Keota

or Sigourney this coming summer, and the other half of the

line to Ottumwa is to be built in 1912. F. Tanner, vice-president,

Iowa City.

Kansas City & Memphis.—A contract has been given to the

W. R. Felker Construction Company to build from Rogers,

Ark., south to Fayetteville, about 30 miles. The line is to be

extended east eventually to Memphis, Tenn. Col. W. R. Felker,

former president of the company, will be in charge of the con-

struction. G. D. Locke, president; R. G. Hobbs, secretary, and

W. B. Felker, treasurer, Rogers, Ark. (December 23, p. 120.)
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Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—,\nnoiiiiccmcnt lias been
made by tliis company that the extension from San AnRclo,
Texas, to Mcrtzcn, 28 miles, will be opened for traflic March 31.

This will open a large slock shipping country. With that line in

ojieration the main line of the Orient will he in operation Iictwccn

Wichita, Kan., an San Angelo, Texas, 510 miles, also between
Marcpuv, Mexico, and Sanciiez, 2S7 miles, and Fuerte and Topo-
lobambo, 62 miles. The main line will eventually be 1,659 miles

long.

Kansas City Southern.—This company, wiiich recently com-
pleted plans for e.xtensive improvements to include track re-

vision, grade reduction and general improvements to roadbed,

as well as putting in heavier rail and other betterment work, is

said to have given a contract to Porter Brothers, Seattle, Wash.,
for revision work between Kansas City, Mo., and Neosho.
(February 17, p. 334.)

An officer is quoted as saying that the proceeds of a recent

bond issue are to be used for the general rehabilitation of the

line. The section from Shreveport, La., south to Beaumont,
Texas, is to be relaid with heavier rail and a large general repair

shop is to be built at Shreveport. Grading work will be con-

tinued from Kansas City, Mo., south.

Kettle Valley Lines.—Work will soon be started, it is said,

on a line through the Similkameen and Aspen Grove district,

connecting with the Columbia branch at Midway, B. C. (March
10, p. 479.)

Memphis, Dallas & Gulk.—An officer writes that this com-
pany has projected extensions to complete a through line from
Memphis, Tenn., southwest to Fort Worth, Texas, with a branch
from McLeod, Ark., north to Hot Springs. Contracts for grad-

ing most of the 45 miles from Murfreesboro, northeast to Ark-
adelphia, will be let in sections of from one to five miles each.

The company will carry out the track laying work with its own
men. There will be eight steel bridges, each 60 ft. long; eight

each 100 ft. long, and one 200 ft. long, on this section. There
will be about 16,(XX) cu. yds. of embankment work and 7,000 cu.

yds. of excavation a mile.

Michigan United Railways.—Work has recently been fin-

ished by William E. Tench & Co., Detroit, Mich., contractors, on
30 miles of line between Lansing and Owosso.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.—A grading contract is

said to have been given to Dunavant & Co., Knoxville, Tenn.,

for work between Lookout Mountain, Tenn., and Wauhatchie.
It is understood that the work will cost about $250,000.

National Railways of Mexico.—An officer writes that the

company has started work on the line from Canitas, Zacatecas,

Mex., west to Durango, in the state of Durango. Contracts for

the grading and bridge work were let in the general contract

to the Campania Constructora de Ferrocarriles for work on 100

miles, and contracts for the remaining section to complete the

line will be let by April 15. Maximum grades eastbound will

be 3 per cent., and westbound 1.2 per cent. There will be two
steel bridges, each 250 ft. long, and two each 150 ft. long. The
line, which is being built to carry ore, lumber and wheat, was
first projected from Gutierrez, Zacatecas to Durango, and after-

wards changed to connect with the old Central Line at Canitas.

(March 17, p. 526.)

This company is said to be assembling large quantities of

material at Tamos, Vera Cruz, which is 25 miles west of Tampico,
preparatory to resuming construction work on the Tampico

—

City of Mexico short line, on which work was started by the

Mexican Central about five years ago. Grading had been fin-

ished and track laid on 25 miles at the time work was suspended.

It is said that the new line will be 270 miles shorter than the

existing line between Tampico and the City of Mexico. Sur-

veys have been made from Tamos, south through Ozuluama to

a point within 24 miles of the port of Tuxpam, thence east to

that place. From the point where the line diverge? to Tuxpam,
the main line will continue southwest to Anita, Hidalgo, where
connection is to be made with the existing line to the City of

Mexico. From Tuxpam a branch is to be built southeast, fol-

lowing the coast of the gulf of Mexico to a connection with the

existing line at Salmoral. This branch will pass through the

gulfport of Nautla, at present undeveloped, where it is under-

stood the government has adopted plans for extensive harbor

and port improvements.

Nevada Roads.—The Yellow Pine Lumber Company is build-
ing a narrow gage line from Goodsprings, Nev., to Yellow Pine,
eight miles.

Oklahoma & Golden City.— .A contract has been given to
W. Love, Indianapolis, Ind., it is said, to build this line. The
first station to be built will be from Golden City, Mo., northeast
to Stockton, about 30 miles. The plans call for extensions south-
west to Oklahoma and northeast intocentral Missouri. The gen-
eral offices of the company are at Golden City.

Oregon Short Line.—An officer writes regarding the reports
that a number of short lines are to be built in the Brigham City
district, Utah, that the company is now negotiating for the right-

of-way, but the proposition is in an indefinite state at the present
time, and definite plans have not yet been made. If any work is

to be carried out in that section it will consist of short spurs
into the fruit producing sections to facilitate the handling of the

crop and assembling it in trainload lots at Brigham station.

According to press reports, bids are being asked for double-
tracking work on 22 miles between Farmington, Utah, and
Ogden ; also for seven miles both east and west from Mont-
pelier, Idaho. Contracts are to be let soon and the work will

probably be under way early in April. It is estimated that the

improvements will cost about $1,000,000.

Pacific & Peace River.—The bill incorporating this company
has not yet been passed. The plans call for a line from Bella

Coola, B. C, north via Fort Fraser, Port St. James, Fort Lac-

lede and Pine River Pass to Dunvegan, on Peace river, 480
miles. The line is to be built to carry wheat, timber, live stock,

ores and general merchandise. J. A. Ritchie, Ottawa, Ont,
is the solicitor.

Panama-David.—Bids are wanted until June 30, 1911, by the

Minister of Public Works of the Republic of Panama, for build-

ing the line from the city of Panama, west to David, about 361

miles, with branches to the province of Los Santos and the

town of Anton. Copy of the announcement can be secured from
the Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C. (March 10,

p. 479.)

Pere Marquette.—a contract has been given to W. E. Tench
& Co., Detroit, Mich., for 40 miles of double-tracking work
between Detroit and Toledo, Ohio. A large force of men and

teams will be put to work at once, between Romulus, Mich.,

and Alexis, Ohio.

Quebec & Saguenay.—Construction is to be begun next

month and completed this year. The contract has been let to

M. J. O'Brien, of Ottawa. The road will run from St. Joachim,

Quebec, to Murray Bay, along the north shore of the St. Law-
rence.

Richmond, Magog & Stanstead.—An incorporator writes that

the plans call for building a line from Rock Island, Que., and

Derby Line, Vt., on the United States border, north 50 miles,

via Smiths Falls, Fitch Bay and Georgeville, thence along the

shore of Lake Memphremagog to Magog, then through heavy

timber lands for about 20 miles to Kingsboro and via Melbourne,

to Richmond. The line will be built through a rich mining dis-

trict. The company expects to have about 25 miles finished this

coming summer. R. H. Fletcher, general manager of the

Fletcher Pulp & Lumber Company, Sherbrooke, may be ad-

dressed. (February 17, p. 334.)

Springdale & Long Lake.—Application has been made for a

charter in Oregon to build from Springdale, Stevens county.

Wash., northwesterly to a point four miles west of Kerby,

Spokane county, on the Spokane river, 23 miles. It is expected

that construction work will be started soon. The headquarters

of the company are at Portland, Ore. F. T. Griffith, F. J.

Lonergan and J. F. Phelan, are incorporators.

Union Pacific.—This company will start train service over the

new line between Denver, Colo., and Ft. Collins within 90 days,

it is said. The Ft. Collins branch, 66 miles long, will cost

$2,500,000, including $500,000 for terminals. The construction

of the line is estimated at $25,000 a mile.

Wisconsin & Northern.—Surveyors are now at work on the

extension to be built from Shawano, Wis., south to Appleton,

about 40 miles. Nearly all the right-of-way has been bought.

(November 11, p. 942.)
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I^ailtttat} iFinancial Nettie.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—The Paris correspondent of

the Journal of Commerce says "on excellent authority" that

negotiations for listing Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe receipts

for stock on the Parquet of the Paris Bourse have made active

progress during the last few days.

Boston & Maine.—The absorption by the Maine Central of

three subsidiary lines—the Somerset, the Washington County
and the Sebasticook & Moosehead has been approved by the

Maine legislature.

Canadian Northern.—Last week the remaining £358,888

($1,794,440) of an issue of £1,622,586 ($8,112,930) 3^ per cent,

guaranteed first mortgage debenture stock of the Canadian
Northern was offered in London at 94^. There was offered

at the same time and at the same price the entire issue of

£647,260 ($3,236,300) 354 per cent, first mortgage debenture

stock of the Canadian Northern Alberta. Both stocks are

guaranteed principal and interest by the government of the

Dominion of Canada.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Directors have asked the stockholders to

vote at a special meeting on April 29 on the question of mak-
ing a new mortgage to secure $125,000,000 5 per cent. 20-year

bonds, of which sufficient bonds are to be reserved to retire the

outstanding $11,000,000 general funding and improvement
bonds, due during the life of the new bonds ; the remainder
of the new issue to be available for new construction, im-

provements and the acquisition of new lines. The outstanding

convertible bonds, it is understood, will have an equal lien on
the Chesapeake & Ohio property with the new bonds, but new
bonds will have in addition a lien on the property acquired

by the Chesapeake & Ohio since the convertible bonds were is-

sued. This includes the controlling stock of the Hocking Val-

ley and the securities of the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana

(the Chicago line).

Chicago & North Western.—The $2,977,500 Madison extension

first mortgage 7 per cent, bonds, maturing April 1, 1911, are to

be paid in cash on presentation.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—The New York Trust Company
mortgage trustee and the protective committee of the general

lien bonds. Otto T. Bannard, chairman, have told the Ubited
States circuit court that they were dissatisfied with the opera-

tion of the D. T. & I. by three receivers, and asked that

Thomas Rhodes be made sole receiver.

Georgia Railroad & Banking.—A quarterly dividend of 3 per

cent, has been declared on the $4,200,000 stock, payable April

15. This compares with 2^ per cent, paid quarterly since

1888, and puts the stock on an annual dividend basis of 12

per cent, as compared with 11 per cent., the annual rate

heretofore.

Grand Trunk Western.—The Michigan State Railroad Com-
mission has given authority to the company to make a new
mortgage for $40,000,000 to extend and improve the road and
provide for the purchase of the Pontiac, Oxford & Northern,

which has been controlled by the Grand Trunk.

Green Bay & Western.—The calendar year 1910 of this com-
pany, which operates 239 miles of railway between Green Bay,

Wis., and La Crosse, shows total operating revenue amount-
ing to $659,561. Operating expenses last year amounted to

$441,115; and after the payment of taxes and operating ex-

penses, the company had an operating income of $177,100.

Dividends of 5 per cent, were paid on the $600,000 debenture

A's, and 5 per cent, on $2,500,000 stock, and half of 1 per cent.

on $7,000,000 debenture B's, calling for a total of $190,000.

The company ended the year 1909 with a surplus of $107,075,

so that after the payment of dividends in 1910 the surplus

was $94,174.

Kansas City Southern.—The New York Stock Exchange has

listed the $5,000,000 additional refunding and improvement
mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, due 1950, which were recently sold

by the company. Of the proceeds of these bonds $2,500,000 was
spent for the removal of the district terminal from Stillwell,

Okla.
; $2,500,000 for reduction of grade and for additional

equipment, and $2,250,000 for heavier rail, ballasting, etc.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.—The one year notes of
this company, largely held in France, amounting to 44,000,000
francs, and due March 15, have been retired by the issue of
new notes due March 4, 1912, which have been sold through

J. P. Morgan & Co. The new notes aggregate 60,000,000
francs, and the balance (16,000,000 francs—$3,200,000) not re-

quired for refunding will be used for improvements.

Macon, Dublin & Savannah.—This company asked the Georgia
railway commission for authority to issue $225,000 first mort-
gage bonds for new construction and improvements.

New York Central & Hudson River.—See Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—President Mellen has
given out the following statement

:

"The New York, New Haven & Hartford has not bought,
nor sought to buy, the Boston & Albany, and has no control

over its operations.

"The New Haven, however, has entered into arrangements
with the New York Central looking to an increased traffic by
way of Boston & Albany junctions, and will probably, in

the near future, perfect arrangements by which it will run its

own trains with its own power over portions of the Boston
& Albany lines, notably between South Framingham and
Boston, between Ashland and South Framingham, between
Ludlow and Springfield in connection with the projected

Hampden Railroad extension of the Central Massachusetts
division, and between Pittsfield and North Adams.
"These arrangements are so obviously in the public interest,

it is unnecessary to enlarge upon beneficial results that are

bound to follow."

Pennsylvania Railroad.—Stockholders have voted to authorize

the directors to increase the capital stock from $500,000,000

to $600,000,000; and, as was previously announced, the di-

rectors will issue in the near future $40,000,000 stock,

$18,000,000 of which will be new stock and $22,000,000 author-

ized stock in the treasury.

Pontiac, Oxford & Northern.—See Grand Trunk Western.

Southern.—Potter, Choate & Prentice, White, Weld & Co., and
Kissel, Kinnicut & Co. are offering on a 4% per cent, basis the

balance of $2,000,000 first consolidated 5 per cent, bonds of the

Southern Railway, maturing in 1994. This is the last block of

this issue which the railway can sell except to retire under-

lying securities. Future financing will probably be arranged

through sales of the development and general mortgage bonds.

The New York Stock Exchange has listed $1,500,000 addi-

tional first consolidated mortgage bonds, which were issued to

retire a like amount of underlying bonds.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—Of a bond issue of $85,000,000 in

1901, $67,719,000 bonds have been certified by the trustee, but

of that amount the Trust company was to hold $51,540,000 to

retire two underlying issues. The railway company has found

that $1,997,000 underlying bonds will not become due until the

new bonds have all matured, and therefore asks the Trust com-

pany to release $1,997,000 of the new bonds to be used for

other purposes by the railway. An order of the Appellate di-

vision of the supreme court has been asked for.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—The Wabash Railroad has

sold the remaining $3,218,000 Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal

bonds which it held. Originally the Wabash bought $6,600,000

of these bonds from the Terminal company, but it is claimed

that the only payment that was made was a payment to the

Wabash-Toledo syndicate. The money received from the

present sale of bonds by the Wabash will have to be deposited

in place of the Terminal company bonds, which were part

of the collateral securing a loan.

Wabash Railroad.—See Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.

A line is proposed to run from Techou, China, to Chengting,

to connect the Peking-Hankow and the Shantung lines when the

northern section of the Tientsin Pukovtr Railway has been com-

pleted.



Supply (Efttd^ !§>0cti0n.

Victor W. I'llct, general foreman of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, at Rock Island, 111., has resigned to go to the Hunt-
Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass.

The l.>^thniian Canal Commission will receive bids until April

14, on miscellaneous supplies, including dynamite, blasting caps,

detonators, safety fuse, insulating tape, etc. Circular No. 626.

Owen Leibert, who helped develop the Bessemer steel process

with John l""ritz and several others, died at his home in Beth-

lehem, Pa., on March 26. Mr. Leibert was with the Bethlehem

Steel Company, South Bethlehem, Pa., for 38 years, resigning

as chief engineer in 1891.

E. J. Caldwell, for 12 years with tiie Illinois Central, and for

six years private secretary to the president, has accepted a posi-

tion with the Barrett Manufacturing Company, Chicago, as

railway representative, with office at Chicago. This position was
created by the company especially for Mr. Caldwell.

Seely Dunn of New Orleans, La., has been appointed sales

agent of the Bullard Car Door Equipment Company, Birming-

ham, Ala., and will represent that company throughout the coun-

try in introducing its fixtures for freight car doors Mr. Dunn
was for several years a division superintendent on the Louis-

ville & Nashville ; later connected with several railways in the

West, and subsequently became manager of the Southern Car

Service Association at New Orleans.

The Allen & Garcia Co., McCormick building, Chicago, has

been incorporated by Andrews Allen and John A. Garcia. The
company will specialize in steel, concrete and timber structures,

including coal tipples, bank-heads, coal storage, screening and
power plants, bridges and foundations and drawbridges. Mr.

Allen is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, class of

1891, where he took the degree of C. E. in 1895. For the last

ten years he has specialized in the design and construction of

coal mining, screening and storage plants. Mr. Garcia is a

graduate of the St. Louis University, class of 1896, and received

the degree of mining engineer at the University of Missouri

School of Mines in 1900. Since entering professional work he

has been employed in developing mining properties and in the

construction of mining plants.

The 1911 M. M. and M. C. B. Convention.

The total number of square feet of exhibit space to be occu-

pied at this year's Atlantic City convention of the American

Railway Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciations is 76,000, or 5,000 sq. ft. more than in 1910; and all of

this space has been taken.

The Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, J. D. Con-

way, Oliver building, Pittsburgh, Pa., secretary, will issue cir-

cular No. 2 on or about May 1, which circular will give full par-

ticulars about the concerns designated by the association to pro-

vide furniture for the booths, floral decorations, special electric

work and shipping instructions, and such other details as the

exhibitors will need to complete their arrangements.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Motor Drive.—The General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y., has published a 25-page illustrated booklet setting forth

the advantages of the motor drive for metal working machinery.

Air Tools.—The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chi-

cago, has recently issued circular N, describing Thor air tools,

their uses and advantages. The capacities of Thor drills, pneu-

matic, grinders, reversible wood-boring machines and pneumatic

hammers are given in detail.

Headlights.—The Lacy Headlight Company, Houston, Texas,

has published a small booklet on the Anderson-Lacy electric

headlight. The descriptions of the lamp, the dynamos and the

turbine are clear and concise, and a diagram is included to

supplement these descriptions.

Boiler Room Tactics.—The Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Mo., in a small pamphlet gives a complete set of rules for caring

for boilers and superheaters. A full description of the Heine

boiler is also included, for the first rule for caring for any boiler

is to be thoroughly familiar with its construction.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Bloom INGTON, Ind.—The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville

has submitted plans for a new passenger station and freight

depot to the local commercial club. The plans call for a station

of stone with a tile roof. It will be 105 ft. x 30 ft, and is

estimated to cost $100,000.

BoNNERS Ferry, Idaho.—The Kootenai Valley Railway has

prepared plans for a new steel bridge over the Kootenai river.

The bridge will be 800 ft. long and will replace a wooden struc-

ture that has been standing for about 12 years.

Campbellton, N. B.—An officer of the Intercolonial writes

that the proposed new station will be of red brick with pressed

brick and stone trimmings, on concrete foundations, 32 ft. wide,

with the main building 112 ft. long, and wings at each end of

441^ ft., making a total length of 201 ft. Contracts were let

March 25, and work is expected to be started about May 1. The
offices for the division headquarters will be located in the sec-

ond f^oor of the building.

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Pennsylvania Railroad has let a con-

tract for an ore unloading plant on the lake front to consist

of four 17-ton unloaders and a 15-ton ore-bridge.

Council Bluffs, Iowa.—The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

freight house was burned on March 23. The loss included the

contents of the building and 12 loaded cars standing on an ad-

jacent track.

Edmonton, Alb.—The Canadian Northern will spend $140,000,

it is said, on yard improvements at Edmonton, to include a

roundhouse to cost $40,000.

The Canadian Northern will ask for bids soon, it is said, for

building a bridge on the main line west of Edmonton, to cost

$250,000.

Graham Station, Ont.—The Canadian Pacific is to receive

bids at an early date for building a concrete trestle about 500

ft. long.

Greenwich, N. Y.—An officer of the Greenwich & Johnson-

ville is quoted as saying that improvements will be made at a

cost of $30,000. The work includes putting up a passenger sta-

tion, a freight house and improving the freight handling facili-

ties in the yards at Greenwich.

HiNTONBURG, Ont.—The Canadian Pacific will build a 16-stall

roundhouse estimated to cost $60,000. The building will be of

reinforced concrete with fireproof roof. Work will begin at an

early date.

Memphis, Tenn.—Plans are being made by the Illinois Cen-

tral for putting up a new passenger station at Memphis. An
officer writes, however, that bids have not yet been asked for

the work.

Missouri Valley, Iowa.—The Chicago & North Western

shops are to be enlarged during the coming summer at an es-

timated cost of about $300,000.

Murray, Utah.—The Oregon Short Line has completed plans

for a new passenger station. It is announced that work will be

begun within 90 days. The site is south of the present station on

an extension of Fifth avenue. The building is to cost between

$11,000 and $12,000.

Oakland, Cal.—Plans are being made by Jarvis Hunt, a Chi-

cago architect, it is said, for a new station for the Southern

Pacific at Oakland. The estimated cost of the building is

$250,000.

Red Deer, Alb.—The contract for a steel bridge over the

Red river, for the Alberta Central, has been given to Goolie

& Jackson, Montreal, Que., and a contract for a bridge over

the Saskatchewan river has been given to Armstrong & Son,

Red Deer, Alb.

Shreveport, La.—See Kansas City Southern under Railway

Construction.

South Fork, B. C—The Canadian Pacific has let a contract

to Digbv & Grenier, Fernie, B. C, for building a bridge over the

Old Man river. The bridge will be 860 ft. long, 137 ft. high, and

will require 1,000 yds. of concrete, 500 piles and 2,000 yds. of

excavation.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is said to be in the market for

16 locomotives.

The Georgia Railroad has ordered 6 ten-wheel locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The dimensions of the

cylinders will be 20 in. x 24 in., the diameter of the driving

wheels will be 66 in., and the total weight in working order will

be 173,000 lbs.

The Illinois Central has ordered 5 Pacific type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company. The dimensions of

the cylinders will be 25 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving

wheels will be 75 in., and the total weight in working order will

be 239,000 lbs. These locomotives will be equipped with super-

heaters.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, as mentioned in the

Railii'dy Age Gazette of March 10, has ordered 35 locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company. The dimensions and
special equipment of these locomotives will be as follows :

Dimensions.

Type Consolidation Mogul
Number ordered 15 7
Gage 4 ft. SJ/i in. 4 ft. 8 J/2 in.

Simple or compound Simple Simple
Weight on drivers 206,000 lbs. 150,500 lbs.

Total weight 233,000 lbs. 171,500 lbs.

Cylinders 26 in. x 30 in. 20H in. x 26 in.

Diameter of drivers 57 in. 63 in.

Type of boiler Straight top type Straight top type
Working steam pressure 170 lbs. 200 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes 3,523 sq. ft. 2,148 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 205 sq. ft. 209 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,728 sq. ft. 2,358 sq. ft.

Tubes, number 446 304
Tubes, outside diameter 2 in. 2 in.

Tubes, length IS ft. 2 in. 13 ft. 6 in.

Firebox, type Semi-wide Semi-wide
Firebox, length 9 ft. 3 in. 8 ft. 6 in.

Firebox, width 6 ft. 3 in. 6 ft. 3 in.

Firebox, material and maker Worth Bros. Worth Bros.
Grate area 58 sq. ft. 53.4 sq. ft.

Tank capacity for water 8,000 gals. 6,500 gals.

Coal capacity 14 tons 19 tons

Type American Six-wheel Switching
Number ordered 6 7

Gage 4 ft. 8^ in. 4 ft. 8"^ in.

Simple or compound Simple Simple
Weight on drivers 104,500 lbs. 133,000 lbs.

Total weight 156,000 lbs. 133,000 lbs.

Cylinders 20 in. x 26 in. 19 in. x 24 in.

Diameter of drivers 69 in. 51 in.

Type of boiler Straight top type Straight top type
Working steam pressure 185 lbs. 180 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes 1,961 sq. ft. 1,690 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 179 sq. ft. 164 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,140 sq. ft. 1,854 sq. ft.

Tubes, number 280 269
Tubes, outside diameter 2 in. 2 in.

Tubes, length 13 ft. 4^ in. 12 ft.

Firebox, type Wide Semi-wide
Firebox, length 10 ft. 6 in. 7 ft. 6 in.

Firebox, width 8 ft. 4 in. 6 ft. 3 in.

Firebox, material and maker Worth Bros. Worth Bros.
Grate area 87.6 sq. ft. 46.3 sq. ft.

Tank capacity for water 5,500 gals. 3,300 gals.

Coal capacity 10 tons 6 tons

Special Equipment.

Axles Cambria steel.

Bell ringer Gollmar.
Boiler lagging Sectional magnesia.
Brakes A'estinghouse—American—Schedule^

E—T—

6

Brake beams Westinghouse.
Brake shoes Improved Perfecto type on drivers.

Brick arch None.
Couplers Sharon.
Driving boxes Cast steel.

Headlight Dressel.

Injector Hancock composite.
Journal bearings Magnus bearing.
Piston and valve rod packings. .United States.

Safety valve Consolidated.
Sanding devices Leach air and hand sander.
Sight-feed lubricators Nathan.
Springs Cast steel, D. L. & W. specification.

Staying Tate flexible bolts in breaking zone.

Steam gages Ashcroft.
Tires 3 V2 thick Latrobe flanged tires, all 5 '/j

wide.
Tubes No. 11 B. W. G. spellerized steel.

Valve gear Stephenson on American and switching
locomotives.

Valve gear Walschaert on mogu! and consolidation
locomotives.

Wheel centers Cast steel.

CAR BUILDING. 1

The Chicago, Bmiington & Quiiicy is in the market for 1,000

all steel gondola cars.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potmnac is said to be in

the market for 4 passenger cars.

The Bingham & Garfield has ordered 120 sixty-ton dump cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Minnesota, Dakota & Western has ordered 50 flat cars

from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

The China Copper Company is said to be in the market for

50 hopper cars. This item is not confirmed.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is said to have ordered

20 coaches from the Pullman Company. This item is not con-

firmed. ,j

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 11 seventy-
foot all steel combination cars and 30 sixty-foot all steel postal

cars from the Pullman Company.

The Bethlehem Steel Company, South Bethlehem, Pa., has or-

dered 100 fifty-ton steel coke cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company, to be built at the Berwick, Pa., plant.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie mentioned in an unconfirmed
item in the Railway Age Gazette of March 24 as being in the
market for 1,000 gondola cars and 1,000 hopper cars, is in the
market for this equipment.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, mentioned in the Rail-
ii.'ay Age Gazette of February 24 as being in the market for

freight cars, is in the market for a number of 30-ton box cars,

some 70-ft. vestibule passenger cars and some 36-ft. cabooses.

The Western Maryland, mentioned in an unconfirmed item in

the Railway Age Gazette of March 24 as having ordered 15 ves-

tibule passenger cars, 4 mail and express cars, 2 combination cars

and 2 baggage cars from the Barney & Smith Car Company,
has ordered this equipment from this company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is said to be in the market
for 14,000 tons of rails.

The Havana Electric has ordered 2,000 tons of rails from the

Lorain Steel Company.

The Pan-American of Uruguay is said to be in the market
for 4,500 tons of rails.

The Lehigh & Neiu England has ordered 4.000 tons of rails

from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Harriman Lines are said to have ordered 1,200 tons of

rails from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Central of New Jersey is said to have ordered 2,500 tons

of structural steel from the American Bridge Company.

The Western Maryland is said to have ordered 6,550 tons of

rails from the Bethlehem Steel Company and 4,050 tons of rails

from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—Orders have fallen off between

10 and 15 per cent, with the approach of the Supreme Court de-

cisions in the Oil and Tobacco cases. Production, however, has

increased. The Steel Corporation is now operating at 73 per

cent, of its capacity, and the Bethlehem Steel Company is operat-

ing at its full capacity for the first time in two years. The

increase in structural steel orders for other than railway use

has been very large. While the buying of the railways is ex-

ceptionally low, some large inquiries are expected next week.

The average daily orders of the United States Steel Corporation

for March are expected to be between 37,000 and 40.000 tons.

SIGNALING.

The Grand Trunk Western, which is the Michigan section of

the main line of the Grand Trunk Railway, in applying to the

state railroad comm.ission of Michigan for authority to issue

new bonds, includes in the proposed expenditures from the pro-

ceeds of the bonds an item of $850,000 for the installation of

block signals.
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Browning Railway Ditcher.

During llie past year a new niacliine, known as the Hruwn-
ing railway ditclier, has been introduced by the Browning En-
gineering Company of Cleveland, Ohio. It is a revolving steam

shovel used in widening cuts, opening ditches, and for light

gravel pit work or for handling rails and tics. It was originally

intended to be used on the top of a flat car, loading material

on the car, but by means of a portable track it may be moved
from car to car loading a whole train of flat cars. The portalile

track consists of two sections, lightly but securely tied .together,

which may be handled with a chain-sling by the ditcher itself.

The ditcher was developed to meet the need of a machine to

open drainage ditches on either side of the roadbed and works
on either side of the cars, loading them behind as it travels

toward the locomotive.

The traveling base of the ditcher is a single casting, mounted
on hammered steel axles and steel wheels. The axles extend

through the wheels far enough to provide means for securing

the machine to the car during transit. It is propelled by a hori-

zontal shaft driven by a vertical shaft through the center pin

by means of bevel gears. On top of the base casting is fastened

the steel rotating gear, on which the rotating base rests. The
pinion which meshes with a gear fastened on the top of the

traveling base is carried on the lower end of a vertical shaft.

Browning Railway Ditcher.

whose journal is a '-ast iron sleeve set in the rotating base.

When desired, this sleeve, with the shaft and pinion, may be

removed without disturbing the other machinery. All motions,

except raising and lowering the boom, are controlled by the

Browning patent steel friction clutches, which require little at-

tention if they are kept well oiled. Double clutches are provided

for both the traveling and the rotating motion, so that it is not

necessary to reverse the engine while operating. The boom
hoist drum is controlled by a combination wood V friction and

ratchet, with an independent brake hand to allow for rapid

hoisting and lowering of the boom for changing radii and han-

dling track sections. The main hoist and backing-up drums are

independently driven, each being controlled by a large brake

wheel operated by a foot lever. The clutches and reverse link

motion are controlled by a set of levers located near the front

and on one side of the rotating base where they are convenient

to the operator and allow him to have the necessary view of his

work. The vertical boiler, 42 in. in diameter, has 84 two-in.

drawn steel tubes and is jacketed with asbestos and galvanized

steel. A water tank, having 350 gal. capacity, is located near

the boiler, using short piping, which eliminates the danger of

freezing in cold weather. The engine cylinders are 8 in. in

diameter and have an 8 in. stroke. The operator and ma-

chinery are protected by a steel canopy of ample size and when

desired a complete steel house can be furnished. The boom is

built up of plates and angles, and is usually 25 ft. long. The
dipper is made of steel plates and holds about three-quarters of

a cubic yard of material. The complete machine, with a half

tank of water, two gages of water in the boiler, a half ton of

coal, a dipper full of dirt and one operator, will weigh ap-

proximately 45,000 lbs.

When desired, the dipper may be converted into a locomotive
crane for handling rails and ties, by removing the dipper and
the dipper stick and using a hook on the end of the hoisting rope.

Un a standard gage track without track clamps or locking, the

machine will lift the following maximum loads :

On lO-ft. radius 15,000 lbs.

On 20- ft. radius 9,000 lbs.

On 30ft. radius 5,000 lbs.

By using both the hoisting and backing drums, a clam shell,

orange peel or scraper bucket may be used. A pile-driving at-

tachment with a 2,000-lb. hammer which will drive an 18-in. pile

at 17 ft. from the center of the machine may also be used. This
machine is being used by the Erie, Lehigh Valley, San Pedro,

Los Angeles & Salt Lake, the Longville Lumber Company and
other large lumber interests. Its details and uses are well de-

scribed and illustrated in a booklet recently issued by the Brown-
ing Company.

Bolt Lock for Ladders on Freight Cars.

A new and ingenious method of securely fastening ladders to

freight cars is shown on the accompanying illustration. It is

accomplished by the use of the Monogram bolt lock, which is

made by the Grip Nut Company, Chicago. This bolt lock may
be applied by taking off a few boards of the outside sheathing;

it holds the shanks of the short carriage bolts used to fasten the

ladder to the car. -It is so arranged that the same sheathing

Monogram Bolt Lock for Car Ladders.

boards may be reapplied, the bolt lock being fastened to a strip

laid directly inside the sheathing. This arrangement is supplied

from the outside of the car, thus making no difference whether

it is loaded or empty, and making it of special value on re-

frigerator and other lined cars where it is undesirable to use

long through bolts which would interfere with the proper ap-

plication of the insulation. It also gives a secure ladder as re-

quired by the safety appliances laws, and is an improvement

over the insecure ladders fastened by common lag screws.

In German East Africa the Central Railway, which will ex-

tend from the coast at Dar-es-Salam west by north to Lake
Tanganyika at Ujiji, has reached Saranda, 237 miles from the

coast. This place is on the western side of "the Rift," the

great depression which extends from Lake Nyassa north,

between which and Tanganyika and Victoria there is a high

plateau. From Sananda to Tabora the distance is 170 miles,

and this is as far as the railway has been surveyed. Thence

to Ujiji is about 200 miles.

I
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WHEN the .Supreme Court passed on the commodities clause

of the Interstate Commerce Commission two years ago, it

said that ownership of stock in a coal company did not give a

railway such an interest in the coal produced as to prevent it

from lawfully carrying it. In its decision in the Lehigh Valley

case just handed down, it goes farther. The principle laid down
is clear so far as it goes. The court says that when the railway

directs the management of the coal company to such an extent

that the entity of the coal company as a corporation is in effect

lost, it cannot carry its coal. It would seem to be a question

of judgment as to just when the "entity" of the coal corpo-

ration is lost; the court says it is when the affairs of the coal

company are commingled in administration with the affairs of

the railway company so as to make the two corporations virtu-

ally one. It is evidently at least lost when the higher officers

of the coal company and of the railway company are the same

individuals, and when the railway company is supplying the

money by which the coal company meets current expenses. In

general, its principle is the same as that promulgated in the

Galveston Terminal case, where Justice McKenna drew the line

between a "holding company which was content to hold," and

the condition in which the powers of management given by stock

ownership were carried further. Probably this latest decision,

which allows the government to bring in an amended suit

against the Lehigh Valley, will also leave the way clear for pro-

ceeding against other anthracite carriers. They can escape these

actions by doing what the Lackawanna has done, that is, dis-

tribute the stock of its subsidiary coal company to its own

shareholders, who will select their own board of directors and

officers, so that the railway as such ceases to have any direct

interest in the coal company. This is not desirable from the

railway's point of view, because the coal company's stock will

not necessarily remain in the hands of the railway's share-

holders. In the case of the Lackawanna the stock is more

closely held, so that there is less danger of this than there would

be with most of the other coal roads.

THE Rock Island recently announced that it will inaugurate

a system of giving cash prizes to roadmasters for the pur-

pose of stimulating efficiency in track work. Probably in no

other branch of the railway service does the inefficiency of la-

bor cost so much as in the track department. It is universally

conceded that the quality of track labor has been steadly de-

teriorating in intelligence and efficiency for many years ; and the

railways, generally speaking, have done but little to combat the

tendency. The time is quickly coming when some radical meas-

ures will have to be adopted to better conditions. While the

track structure has developed with the demands of the traffic,

the same methods of maintenance are in vogue that were used

20 years ago. The time has come when precedent and custom,

or, as it might be called, the "fixed policy" regarding track work,

will have to be cast aside. New methods are necessary to meet

the new conditions. Means must be devised for increasing effi-

ciency. The system of awarding prizes to the individual fore-

men whose work shows the greatest improvement for a given

period i^ perhaps the best known and most widely adopted

method yet tried. The Pennsylvania and the New York Cen-

tral have followed this policy for many years. Among other

roads following the same general policy are the Queen & Cres-

cent and the Union Pacific, medals being awarded by the latter

road. The Santa Fe began an experiment a year ago with the

bonus system for roadmasters, foremen and laborers, whereby

the saving in maintenance charges is shared with these men.

The Union Pacific has established educational courses for track

laborers, foreign as well as native, a special course having been

prepared for its large number of Japanese laborers. Such plans

tend to stimulate efficiency by appealing to the men themselves.

Another method is that for providing tools or equipment to re-

duce the unproductive part of track labor to a minimum. The

motor car for section forces is an important device, being widely
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tMiii)l()yc-(i for this piirposo. It eiiahlfs greater efficiency to be

obtaiueci by reducing the iiiipnxTiictive lal)or used in going to

and from work to a inininiinn ; l)y increasing the length of time

employees actually are at work on tlie track; and by attracting a

better class of men. These developments are but indications of

the general demand for im])fovements in this field and of the

attention now lieiiig paid to the subject. 'I'liore i.s scarcely

another liekl of railway endeavor whicii lias so long

been allowed to lie fallow or will so richly repay iiUeliigent

cultivation.

/^N the Union Pacific and allied lines enginemcn are trusted

^^ to see semaphores; at least to the extent that the flag-

man at the rear end of a train is allowed to omit the use of

torpedoes and fusees in certain circumstances, provided he can

see the protecting semaphore and thus be able to testify per-

sonally to ocular evidence that the signal was in the stop posi-

tion in case an engineman should be found to have run past it.

This statement, printed in our issue of March 24, has brought

out the information from Vice-president Melcher of the Rock

Island, and from General Manager Goodell of the Northern

Pacific, that "there are others." Both of these roads have sub-

stantially the same rule that is in force on the U. P. The rule

of the Rock Island reads

:

"When a train requires protection within a, block controlled by an auto-

matic block signal, and such signal is' not less than one-half mile to the

rear of the train, the flagman need not go back beyond where the block
signal is plainly seen to display 'stop' and he must know that it continues
to display 'stop' while the train requires protection."

We are glad to see this rule. Our statement that the Harri-

man Lines were the only roads having such a rule was given

verbatim from a source believed to be authoritative, though we

did not use quotation marks. Even with correct knowledge of

facts a query sometimes remains. How is it that a brakeman

can ibe trusted to watch an automatic block signal, and be ready

effectively to jump in and take the place of it in case it wrong-

fully changes to clear, while he cannot be so trusted in the case

of a signal controlled by a signal man? The real difference

between this practice and that prescribed by the ordinary rule

seems to be (as we have said) the omission of torpedoes and

fusees, for the flag signal given by the brakeman would for all

practical purposes be scarcely more than a duplicate of the

semaphore indication. To omit the flag is simply to omit an

absurdity. A flag can be waved, while the semaphore indication

is motionless, but it is doubtful whether the flag, even with that

advantage is as good a signal as the post and arm. But per-

haps the most interesting question as to this matter of reinforc-

ing the automatic block signal (by having a brakeman watch

it) is that suggested by the fact that in hundreds of instances

every day trainloads of lives are trusted to unwatched sema-

phores, following trains being so close together that there is no

time to send out a brakeman in case of a sudden and unex-

pected stop.

IN another column we publish an article by a railway president

^ criticising the opinion written by Commissioner Lane, and

rendered by the Interstate Commerce Commission, in the west-

ern rate advance case. The strictures passed are severe ; but

the article accurately reflects the views of most executives of

western railways. No doubt this is partly because railway offi-

cers are partisans, and are not apt to relish the opinion in any

case that goes against them. But it is notable that when the

courts decide cases against either the shippers or the railways,

the defeated litigants, while they may question the correctness

of the conclusions reached, seldom attribute bias to the court

that arrived at them There is one important point about this

matter, however, which we think most persons overlook. This

is that with the laws as they are, and the commission appointed

as it is, it is a practical impossibility for it to be impartial. It

is not a court, although its procedure has the similitude of court

procedure. It is an adminstrative body. It owes its existence

primarily to tiie provision of the federal constitution which

gives Congress the power to regulate commerce among the

states and witli foreign nations, and .secondarily to a statute en-

titled ";\n Acl to Rcfiulatc Commerce"; and its business is to

regulate railways and not merely, like that of a court, to apply

the law to cases which may come before it. A court does not

institute proceedings; but the commission is authorized and re-

quired to institute proceedings on its own motion. Il must not

merely apply, but it must also enforce, tiie laws under which

it acts. In these respects it differs entirely from the English

railway commission, whicii is a court in the strictest sense of

the word; which is presided over by judges assigned from the

regular courts; and which has not the duty of enforcing the

laws at all. Railway officers had just as well reconcile them-

selves to the fact that, under existing laws, it is improbable that

the commission will ever be an entirely impartial body, no mat-

ter how much its members may desire, or how strongly they

may believe, it to be so. Usually, no doubt, its rulings and de-

cisions are fair; but it is perhaps significant that the number
of cases of first-rate importance which it has decided in favor

of the railways is small as compared with the number of such

cases in which the courts have overruled it. The fault is not

that of the commission ; a man cannot be at once an efficient

prosecutor and an unbiased judge. The fault is with the laws

creating the commission, prescribing its duties, fixing its au-

thority and specifying for what terms its members shall be ap-

pointed ; and we probably shall not have—and perhaps cannot

possibly have—entirely fair federal regulation of railways until

we shall have a complete revision of these laws.

PRESIDENT DELANO ON ARBITRATION OF RAILWAY LABOR
DISPUTES.

VV/E present elsewhere an interesting and thoughful letter

'" from President Delano of the Wabash, about the arbi-

tration of differences between railway managers and employees

over wages and conditions of employment. The discontent he

expresses regarding recent settlements is shared by most railway

operating officers. As he says the various arbitrations have

proved to be "compromises which rarely go deeply into the mat-

ter of the principle involved. Unlike decisions of a court, they

furnish no useful precedent for future action and are of prac-

tically no educational value." • An unexpected development is

the attitude that railway labor is assuming. Formerly it was

the managers who said that they had nothing to arbitrate and the

men who insisted on arbitration. Now the managers have be-

come converts to arbitration ; and on the other hand, in spite of

the fact that every recent arbitration has resulted in an increase

of wages, the men refrain from proposing it, and commonly seek

to avoid it when it is proposed by the managers. The change

raises the query whether they feel that their cause is less just

and justifiable than it used to be, or think that the ability of

their representatives as negotiators has so increased that they

have more to gain by dealing with railway officers directly than

indirectly through boards of arbitration.

Mr. Delano's suggestion for a permanent court of arbitra-

tion, composed of men largely freed from other responsibilities

and chosen for a reasonably long term, is extremely interesting.

Certainly, no effort should be spared to prevent strikes on rail-

ways in future. Now, serious disputes between employees and

managers are certain to continue to arise. Strikes recently have

been repeatedly threatened because the managers would not con-

cede as large wage advances as labor demanded. The demand

by the railways for more and better work in return for each

dollar in wages is going on—and should—grow constantly

stronger ; and strained relations are apt to result and even lock-

outs to be threatened, owing to efforts to secure greater effi-

ciency. If serious consequences are to be avoided, means to that

end must be provided. Whether the creation of a permanent

court of arbitration is the best means available merits serious

consideration. It would seem that such a court would be better
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adapted to its purpose than are the boards of arbitration which

are now formed to settle each of them a different controversy,

and which arc usually composed of one man representing one

side, another representing the opposing side and a third who

may be neutral, but who usually has no expert knowledge of the

matters in controversy and the surrounding conditions. The

great danger is that the proposed court of arbitration might not

be a court in fact as well as in name. If it were merely an ad-

ministrative body with a constantly changing membership and

an insatiable appetite of power, it would be susceptible to

political influence and popular clamor. In that case, as the rail-

way brotherhoods command more votes than the railway com-

panies, it is easy to foresee what the general tenor of its de-

cisions would be.

The entire subject is one of great importance, and we are

glad a discussion of it has been started by Mr. Delano. There

can be no question in the mind of any man familiar with exist-

ing conditions that the public interest requires that some action

shall be taken to bring the railway brotherhoods to the same

sense of their duty and responsibility to the public to which gov-

€rnment regulation has brought the railways. Time was, not

long ago, when as Mr. Delano says, the railway employer exer-

cised an excessive authority with little responsibility. That con-

dition is reversed, and now the railway 'brotherhood exercises

much too great an influence over railway affairs and over, the

service railways render in proportion to its responsibility. The
railway brotherhood has become morally as much a public service

institution as the railway corporation ; and the public cannot

effectively, salutarily or justly regulate the corporation without

also extending a firm and controlling hand over the brother-

hood.

AN UNSEEN FACTOR IN RAILWAY VALUATION.

TT is not amiss to point out one factor in valuation almost if

•* not quite unseen. It is that element which represents invest-

ment extinct and destroyed in the various railway reorganiza-

tions. It is unfortunately a branch of the subject where statis-

tics are defective and vague. Certain general facts appear in

figures but they cannot be analyzed in detail. The base line of

natural computation is the record of bonds and stocks of rail-

ways involved in foreclosure sales for 35 years since 1875. These

are returned at the enormous sum of $7,240,162,000. But it af-

fords almost no clue to the actual extinction of investment

values except so far as one may say that a moderate fraction of

so vast an amount must be a great absolute sum. It is also in-

complete in time. It does not antedate a point midway in the

long and successful period which began with the panic of the

autumn of 1873 and which did not fully end until seven years

later. Foreclosure sales during the last three years of that

period included roads with stocks and bonds amounting to

$828,801,000. During the next three years the total was but

$250,449,000. For the half dozen years preceding 1876 and in-

cluding nearly one-half of the long panic period, foreclosures

and extinction of investment must have been very large, espe-

cially in proportion to the total railway investment of the

country at the time.

How large has been the ratio of the total amount in stocks and

bonds eliminated in reorganizations is obviously a question that

cannot be answered in exact terms but on which some side-

lights can be thrown. The case of the railways of the State of

Connecticut may be cited as bearing on the point. It is a popu-

lous commonwealth with intensive factory industries. It has not

been a State where a railway once built has ultimately been

I reduced, in the old phrase, to "two streaks of iron rust and the

right of way," and nearly every line once built has continued in

operation. Yet of its eleven original lines of importance four

have gone through reorganizations that have involved large loss

of original investment. In one case, that of the old Boston,

i Hartford & Erie, afterward The New York & New England, the

i
extinct securities run far up into the millions. In "town aid"

subscriptions to new railway lines—that is to say, municipal sub-

scriptions to stock of projected lines—several millions of hard

cash went to the bad in the State ; and the "town aid" fever

rose to a temperature that had to be lowered by a constitutional

amendment absolutely prohibiting aid of the kind. In the case

of one minor town aid road after two reorganizations there were

three dollars lost by municipalities and private investors to one

dollar that survived. The experience of such a commonwealth
as Connecticut gives a suggestion of the extinct railway invest-

ment in other regions of the country where the rage for rail-

way building that followed the Civil War went to greater ex-

tremes and where in many cases State aid was joined to munici-

pal and private subscriptions for new lines which were unduly

rated as pledges of immediate prosperity. The reorganized

railways, or most of them, remain and have had their share

in the upbuilding of localities, particularly when absorbed in

great railway systems. But much of the original cash that con-

structed them survives only in the time-faded stock certificate

and as mere relics in the shape of bonds with their dismal ap-

pendices of coupons uncashed.

The $7,240,162,000 involved in the railway foreclosures of 35

years has also its historical suggestion. The earlier reorganiza-

tions were drastic, and junior securities were snuffed out re-

morsely. But during the last two or three decades there has

come in a "live and let live" theory, not only recognized by re-

organizers but by the courts acting through their receivers. Some-

times original stock has been left far outside of new inside liens

;

but more often reorganization has rested on a stock assessment.

Now and then the plan has worked out with unlooked for suc-

cess. Tlie Union Pacific case, for example, where stock has

beaten bonds in prosperity and profit is a conspicuous instance

But in reorganized railways as a whole a great volume of original

losses remain.

Where are those losses in the present theory and practice of

revaluation? Theoretically they operate to solidify capitaliza-

tion. The line originally and actually costing say $5,000,000. and

honestly capitalized at that amount in stock and bonds, but after

a period of adversity bought in at a half or quarter of the first

investment and made a subsidiary of a large railway system be-

comes an important, if unseen and remote, factor in valuation

which an estimate of replacement cost should disclose. Prac-

tically, however, it is hidden in the general valuation and in the

ratio of that valuation to new capitalization in stock and bonds

often based on the whole system. It is there, but disguised and

covered ; and the disguise is complete if the valuation is based on

earning power rather than replacement. The unseen factor ob-

viously varies also with different railway systems. One railway

system built up rapidly has paid relatively high prices for sub-

sidiaries ; another system, slowly expanding, has been more con-

servative and has waited for weak connecting lines or branches

to fall in. One system may adopt the practice of leaseholds;

another of purchase; and, finally, subsidiary and component lines

acquired far below original cost are partly offset by prosperous

lines acquired far above original cost. The margin that remains

of "solidification" in favor of the "bedrock" reorganized lines is

thus indeterminate. In the case of the four Connecticut roads

foreclosed, the reduction on original cost—including equipment

—

would probably amount to not less than 25 per cent., even allow-

ing for subsequent mortgages and other capitalization. Such a

ratio applied to the $7,240,162,000 of stock and bonds of lines in-

cluded in the foreclosures of the last 35 years would imply an

unseen factor of about $1,800,000,000 in a valuation of American

railways. Stated in different form, that amount would be a

coefficient in raising th& .valuation of all the steam roads of

the country based on replacement. The ratio is probably some-

what too high. It would not allow for duplicate foreclosures

and would have to be diminished by the amount of original

water in capitalization. On the other hand, the absolute sum

would be increased by foreclosures previous to 1876. But what-

ever its amount and its ratio to actual value, both, as having a

real existence, are an interesting subject of speculation. And,
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if any general valuation of our railways comes to pas.s and
extinctions of first investment are souRht out and aggregated,

tlio now unseen factor will become visible.

THE EFFICIENCY OF RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.
"T^IIE average capacity of freight cars and the average tractive
• power of locomotives have been greatly increased in recent

years. Has the work done by equipment increased as much as

it should in proportion to the increase in its capacity to do work?
At a time when the railways have just been told by the Inter-

state Commerce Conmiission that they must add to their net

earnings— if at all—by augmenting the efficiency of their opera-

tions, and not by advancing their rates, this is a question both

interesting and important. The difficulty of getting a satisfactory

answer is great. It cannot be got merely by study of statistics

;

one must know thoroughly the conditions under which the opera-

tions represented by statistics have been carried on before he

can safely say that the statistics clearly show one thing or an-

other; if more statisticians always bore this in mind there would
be more good statistics and fewer poor statisticians. But, never-

theless a comparison of the increase in the potential ability of

equipment to do work with the increase in the work that it has

been doing, based on statistics, is interesting and may be m-
structive. Certainly it will disclose some facts of the existence

of which many railway men are unaware.

The following table has been worked out to show the relative

increases in the tractive power of locomotives and in the traffic

handled by them. The comparisons have been made between the

years 1902, 1907 and 1909, because 1902 is the first year for which

some of the necessary figures are available ; 1907 was the year

of largest traffic movement, and 1909 is the last year for which

complete statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission are

available.
1907_ jg^^

' ^ ^ ' *;; ^

Per cent. Per cent.
inc. (or dec.) inc. (or dec.)

1902. ever 1902. over 1902.
Average tractive power per

locomotive, lbs 20,485 25,823 26 26,601 29.9
Average passengers per train 45 51 13 54 20.0
Average tons per train 296.47 357.35 20 362.57 22.0
Ton miles per freight loco-

motive per >ear 6,666,499 7,375,585 11 6,447,708 —3.3*
Passengers hauled one mile

per passenger locomotive
per year 1,908,309 2,163,146 13 2,185,877 14.5

Ton miles per lb. freight
locomotive tractive power
per year 357.6 289.9 —18* 245.5 —31.3*

Passengers hauled one mile
per lb. passenger locomo-
tive tractive power per
year 102.4 85.0 —17* 81.9 —20.0*

Locomotive tractive power
per mile of line 3,839.5 6,194.7 61 6,388.9 66.4

Tons moved one mile per
mile of line per year 793,351 1,052,119 33 953,986 20.2

'Decrease.

The Interstate Commerce Commission gives the numbers of

different kinds of locomotives, but it does not give the average

tractive powers of the different kinds. It was, therefore, ar-

bitrarily assumed in making the calculations on which certain of

the above figures are based that the average tractive power of

freight and passenger locomotives is the same. It will be seen

that while the increase in the average tractive power of all en-

gines between 1902 and 1909 was almost 30 per cent., the increase

in the average number of passengers per train was only 20 per

cent., and the increase in the average number of tons per train

only 22 per cent. To be valuable indices to transportation ef-

ficiency, statistics must represent not merely quantities hauled,

but also average movement. While the average tractive power

of locomotives increased 26 per cent, between 1902 and 1907, the

ton miles per freight locomotive per year increased only 11 per

cent. While the average tractive power per locomotive increased

30 per cent, between 1902 and 1909, the ton miles per freight

locomotive per year decreased 3.3 per cent. Still more striking

are the figures showing the number of tons hauled one mile

per pound of freight locomotive tractive power per year, and the

number of passengers hauled one mile per pound of passenger

locomotive tractive power per year. The ton miles per pound of

power decreased from 357.6 in 1902 to 289.9 in 1907, or 18 per

cent., and to 245.5 in 1909, a reduction as compaied with 19C2
of 31.3 per cent. The number of passenger per pound of power in

1902 was 102.4, and in 1907 it was 85, a decrease of 17 per cent.,

and in 1909 it was 81.9 per cent., a decrease as compared with

1902 of 20 per cent. Locomotive tractive power per mile of

line increased 61 per cent, between 1902 and 1907, and 66.4 per

cent, between 1902 and 1909. Tons moved one mile per mile

of line increased only 33 per cent, between 1902 and 1907, and
only 22.2 per cent, between 1902 and 1909. That the increase in

the average tractive power of locomotives has taken place faster

than the increase in the average traffic moved by them is quite

clear.

The following table shows the increases in the capacity of

freight cars and in the amount of traffic handled by these freight

cars:

1907. 1909.

1902.
Average capacity per freight

car, tons 28
Average ton miles per car

mile 11.8
Average tons moved per

loaded car mile 16.9
Ton miles moved per car per
year 101,732

Ton miles moved per year per
ton of car capacity 3,719

Average capacity freight cars
per mile of line, tons 211.3

Tons hauled one mile per
mile of line 793,351

Per
inc. (

over

^
cent,
or dec.)
1902.

Per cent.
inc. (or dec.)

over 1902.

34 21.4 35 25.0

13.82 17.1 12.7 7.97

19.68 16.0 19.3 13.8

118,801 16.7 105,518 3.7

3,527 —5.0* 2,992 —19.5*

294.7 40.0 310.7 47.0

1,052,119 33.0 953,986 20.2

*Decrease.

It will be seen that the average capacity of freight cars in-

creased 21.4 per cent, between 1902 and 1907, and 25 per cent,

between 1902 and 1909. The average ton miles per car mile

—

including both empty and loaded cars—increased over 17 per

cent, between 1902 and 1907, but less than 8 per cent, between

1902 and 1909. These figures reflect the heavy decline in traffic

following the panic, resulting in a large increase in empty mile-

age.

The average tons per loaded car mile increased 16 per

cent, between 1902 and 1907, and less than 14 per cent, between

1902 and 1909. The ton miles per car per year increased almost

17 per cent, between 1902 and 1907, but less than 4 per cent,

between 1902 and 1909. The ton miles per year per ton of car

capacity, which is the unit that really represents the capacity of

cars to do work and the work that they do, decreased 5 per

cent, between 1902 and 1907, and decreased almost 20 per

cent, between 1902 and 1909. This shows that the railways have

increased the ability of cars to do work, as well as the ability of

engines to do work, faster than they have increased the work

done by them.

Perhaps we should exclude from consideration the figures for

1909 as abnormal, because they are the resultant of abnormal

conditions. Comparing, then, 1907 with 1902, the total capac-

ity of freight cars increased 58^ per cent., and the ton miles

of freight increased only 50.42 per cent. A -failure to utilize

fully the increased capacity of cars might be due to any or all

of the following causes: (1) decrease in the percentage of

loaded movement; (2) slower average movement of cars (in-

cluding the time they are idle from lack of traffic) ; (3) de-

crease in the proportion of commodities producing a large ton

mileage per car mile ; or (4) decrease in average loading

efficiency.

The decline in work done as compared with working capac-

ity was not due to the first cause mentioned. The statistics

of the commission show that the percentage of loaded car

mileage to total car mileage increased from 69.7 per cent, in

1902 to 70.2 per cent, in 1907. It is natural that with an in-

crease in the density of traffic the percentage of loaded mile-

age should increase, unless there is a greater increase in the

I
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kinds of commodities that use classes of cars which cannot

generally be used for return loading. There was a slight in-

crease in commodities of this kind, but it was not sufficient

materially to affect the result.

As to the second possible cause referred to, it is probable

that there was little difference between the average daily

movement of cars in 1902 and in 1907. The statistics of the

Interstate Commerce Commission indicate that the average

miles per car per day in 1902 were 24.3, and in 1907, 24.5.

The statistics of the American Railway Association indicate

that the average miles per day in 1902 were 24.1, and in 1907,

24.0.

The third possible cause mentioned—decrease in the pro-

portion handled of commodities producing a large ton mile-

age per ton of car capacity—also was not operative, for the

statistics of the commission show that the percentage of prod-

ucts of mines hauled—which load the heaviest—to the total

traffic hauled, increased from 52.36 per cent, in 1902 to 53.39

per cent, in 1907.

The conclusion inevitable is that the increase in the traffic

hauled per ton of car capacity was due entirely to a relative

decrease in loading efficiency. The percentage of car capacity

utilized in loading decreased from 60.36 per cent, in 1902 to

57.94 per cent, in 1907. If the percentage of capacity utilized

had been as great in 1907 as in 1902, the load per car in 1907

would have been 20.5, instead of 19.68 tons, and the ton mile-

age produced by the loaded car miles made would have shown

an increase over 1902 of 56.07 per cent., instead of only 52.4

per cent. ; or, rather, the car miles necessary to produce the

ton miles which actually were produced, would have been less

in this proportion.

It might be thought that this relative decrease in loading

efficiency has been due mainly to the fact that the cubic capac-

ity of cars has not been increased in proportion to their ton-

nage capacity, and that, in consequence, there are many com-

modities of comparatively little weight in proportion to their

bulk which cannot be loaded to the marked capacity of the

car. But there is strong, although perhaps not conclusive, evi-

dence that the decrease in the relative loading efficiency has

taken place in the handling of commodities which easily can

be loaded to the marked capacity of the largest cars. The
total capacity of coal cars, including gondolas, increased from

16,432,314 tons in 1902 to 28,468,524 tons in 1907, 73.25 per

cent. The total capacity of other cars increased from 25,-

860,663 tons to 38,564,800 tons, or 49.12 per cent. Meantime,

the tonnage of products of mines originated increased from

304,634,808 tons to 476,899,638 tons, or 56.54 per cent., and the

tonnage of other products originated increased from 277,197,-

633 tons to 416,285,334 tons, or 50.17 per cent. In other words,

the tonnage of products of mines originated per ton of coal

car capacity was 18.53 tons in 1902, and but 16.75 tons in 1907,

while the tonnage of other traffic originated per ton of the

capacity of other cars was 10.72 tons in 1902 and 10.8 tons in

1907. While figures for tons are not as satisfactory as figures

for ton mileage, the former are the only data available, and,

anyway, experience shows that the tonnage and ton mileage

of coal traffic usually increase in about the same proportion.

The figures given show that the increase in tonnage of '^'other

products" kept pace with, and, in fact, slightly exceeded, the

increase in the capacity of "other cars," while the increase in

coal tonnage did not keep pace with the increase in the

capacity of coal cars, which forces us to the conclusion that

the decline in loading efficiency was confined to the latter class

of cars.

Such data as the foregoing does not necessarily prove that

the railways have not profited by the increase in the capacity

of their cars and the power of their engines Engines and
cars must be built. Their maximum capacity may often be

used, and the use of the additional units of capacity when
they are needed and available may, and no doubt does.

more than pay for the increase in the initial cost of equipment
that they cause, and the increased dead weight which they
make it necessary to haul. But, on the other hand, the figures

seem clearly to indicate that the railways have not benefited
by the increased power and capacity of their equipment to
the extent that it is desirable they should in their own interest
and in that of the public, whose welfare is promoted by every
reasonable reduction in the economic cost of transportation.
In order that the maximum practicable benefit may be derived
by both the railways and the public, it is essential that the
average movement, and the average load, of cars and trains,

shall be increased, and that the amount of empty mileage shall

be reduced. The more powerful an engine is, or the more
capacious a car, the greater is the economic waste involved
in having it run with a light load or stand idle on the side

track.

The railways cannot secure these desirable results without
the co-operation of shippers and railway regulating authorities.

The shippers opposed advances in freight rates on the ground
that the railways should secure such increases in net earnings
as they require by increasing the efficiency of their operations.

The Interstate Commerce Commission in its decisions in the
rate advance cases practically endorsed this view. The ship-

pers and the commission, therefore, can hardly consistently

refuse to co-operate with the railways in making the increases

in minimum carload weights, the modifications in demurrage
rules and the olher changes which seem essential to enable
the roads to get the maximum reasonable results from the use
of their equipment.

DELAWARE & HUDSON.
'"PHE Delaware & Hudson is one of the two most important
* anthracite coal carrying roads whose main source of

traffic is coal. It is a short road, operating but 843 miles of

railway, but it is a company with a long history. The annual

report for the calendar year ended December 31, 1910, is the

eighty-first report of the Delaware & Hudson Company. The
D. & H. Company both operates a railway and owns extensive

coal mines. After the commodities clause was upheld by the

supreme court and interpreted in such a way as to permit stock

ownership by a railway company in a coal sales company, which
shipped coal over the railway, the D. & H., which had hitherto

transported its own coal and acted as a selling company, began
on June 1 to sell the coal from its mines at the pit's mouth.

In 1910 the railway department earned $20,400,000 gross, an

increase of $900,000 over the gross of 1909. Operating expenses,

excluding taxes, last year amounted to $12,200,000 as against

$11,400,000 the year before. Net operating revenue, therefore,

in 1910 was $8,200,000, and in 1909, $8,100,000.

The coal department last year produced 6,647,659 tons of

coal, and produced and purchased in 1909, 6,238,653 tons. Last

year the revenue from the coal department amounted to $11,-

800,000, with $11,760,000 expenses, while in 1909 revenue totaled

$16,300,000, and expenses $16,100,000. It must be borne in mind
that up to June 1, 1909, the coal department revenues and ex-

penses both included the results of the operation of the Delaware

& Hudson as a coal selling company as well as a coal producing

company. During the whole of 1910 the D. & H. sold its coal

at the pit's mouth to the Hudson Coal Company, controlled by

the D. & H., or to other companies.

The increase in revenues of the railway department are due

to a more prosperous year in the anthracite coal trade; 1909 was

a bad year in this trade, and in consequence a comparatively

small tonnage of coal was shipped over the D. & H. Last year

the company earned $8,700,000 from coal freight traffic. This

is an increase of $400,000 over the earnings from this traffic in

1909. Merchandise traffic, which furnished $8,100,000 revenue

in 1910, showed an increase of $360,000 over 1909.

As was previously mentioned, operating expenses last year

amounted to $12,200,000, which is an increase over 1909 of
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$740,(XX); but out of this increase only $245,(KX) was increased

cost of eonduetinfi transportation, wliile ^J23,()(X) was an in-

crease in the cost of maintenance of way and structures and

$J45,(KX) an increase in the cost of maintenance of equipment.

W itli the increases in wages tliat have been put in efifect durinj.^

the hist year, this comparatively small increase in transportation

expenses, taken in comiection witli llie more lil)eral expenditures

for upkeep of the property, makes a rather exceptionally good

sliowing. After the payment of rentals, taxes and interest

cliarges, the company had a net corporate income of $5,300,000

in 1910 as against $5,200,(XX) in 1909. This is 12.54 per cent,

earned on the stock last year as against 12.22 per cent, earned on

the stock outstanding in 1909. Nine per cent, dividends were

declared from tlie earnings of last year, wliich were the same

as declared from the earnings of 1909.

Of the total tonnage of freight—18,800,000 tons—carried in 1910,

64.79 per cent, was products of mines ; anthracite coal alone

furnishing 8,300,000 tons of traffic, and bituminous coal 2,100,000

tons. ]\Ianufactures are the next most important source of

revenue tonnage, furnishing in 1910, 2,600,000 tons, or 13.89

per cent, of the total tonnage. The tonnage of products of mines

was greater in 1910 than in 1909 by 1,000,000 tons, while the

tonnage of manufactures was only very slightly more last year

than the year before, and the tonnage of lumber, live stock and

animal products, products of agriculture and merchandise was

all less in 1910 than in 1909.

The total number of tons of revenue freight carried one mile

in 1910 was 2.457,000,000, an increase over 1909 of 66,000,000 ton-

miles. The revenue freight density was 2,900,000 tons per mile

of road. The average haul per ton was 131 miles, which is

slightly less than the average haul in 1909. The average amount

received for each ton of freight was 88.647 cents, and the aver-

age receipt per ton per mile amounted to 6.8 mills. This is

more than the average ton-mile rate of 1909 by one-tenth

mill.

Train loading last year was considerably better than the year

before. The average revenue train load in 1910 was 432.06 tons,

an increase of 17.40 tons. There was on an average 18.10

loaded cars to each train and 7.68 empty cars. This is on an

average of a little more than one loaded car more in a train

in 1910 than in 1909, and a little less than one empty car less in

a train last year than the year before.

The balance sheet of December 31 shows cash on hand

amounting to $1,782,372, as against $1,850,765 cash on hand at

the end of 1909. There was loans payable at the end of 1910

of $4,494,320, this account having been increased during the year

by $169,320. Since the close of the fiscal year the company sold

$7,000,000 first and refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds, and

has paid of¥ this entire loans and bills payable. The annual re-

port says that in addition to the payment of this floating debt,

the proceeds of the bond sale are to be used to acquire a branch

line from Greenwich, N. Y., to Salem Junction, and to pay for

expenditures for additions and betterments to the property, the

total estimated cost being $2,208,640.

The following table compares the results of operation of the

railway department and of the Delaware & Hudson Company

for 1910 with the corresponding figures for 1909:

1910. 1909.

Average mileage operated 843 843

Coal freight traffic revenue $8,724,581 $8,311,479

Merchandise freight traffic revenue. 8,052,705 7,691,617

Passenger revenue 2,910,026 2,834,628

Total operating revenue 20,431,800 19,525,859

Maintenance of way and structures 1,557,913 1,334,546

Maintenance of equipment 2,842,069 2,598,566

Traffic 249,933 227,347

Transportation 7,066,049 6,821,392

Total operating expenses 12,198,287 11,458,'480

Taxes 316,739 301,421

Net operating income 7,916,774 7,765,958

Gross corporate income 10,664,875 10,391,999

Net corporate income 5,330,189 5,194,840

Dividends 3,825,180 3,825,090

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION.
"T^lll'; sales and earnings of all comjianics ai llie United States

••• Steel Corporation during the calendar year 1910 amounted
to $70.^,9(,(),(XK). This compares with total sales of $646,380,000

in l'X)9. learnings, that is, the net figure after the payment of

operating expenses, ordinary repairs and maintenance, and in-

terest on fixed charges of subsidiary companies, totaled $141,-

000,000 in 1910 and $131,000,000 in 1909. In both years the earn-

ings were about 20 per cent, of the gross business. Last year

$22,140,(XX) was subtracted from earnings for dei)reciation and

extraordinary replacement fund, and in 1909 $21,990,000. After

the payment of interest on outstanding bonds of the Steel Cor-

poration, and the deduction for replacement, etc., as above,

there was a balance of $87,400,000 in 1910; and after the pay-

ment of 7 per tent, on the preferred and 5 per cent, on the com-
mon there was a surplus net income of $36,770,000. In 1909 but

4 per cent, dividends were paid by the common, and there was
a surplus net income of $33,500,000. Last year there was set

aside for new plants and construction $15,000,000, as against

$10,000,000 the year before, and in addition there was specifi-

cally set aside for expenditures at Gary, Ind., $10,000,000, as

against $5,000,000 the year before. The balance carried to profit

and loss in 1910 was $10,770,000; in 1909, $15,320,000.

As is the case with the railways, the Steel Corporation's wage
costs were considerably higher last year than the year before.

The entire United States army is about 80,000 men. The aver-

age number of employees in the service of the United States

Steel Corporation and subsidiaries during 1910 was 218,435, an

increase of 11.7 per cent, over the 1909 average. The increase

in the amount of the pay rolls in 1910 over the year before was
15.3 per cent. Judge Gary says: "A general increase was made
during the year in the salaries and wages of a large portion of

the employees of the subsidiary companies, such advances ex-

tending to about 83 per cent, of the total number of employees.

Advances were made January 16, 1910, in the case of coke com-

panies, and May 1, 1910, in the case of the other companies.

The advances averaged, for all employees affected, an increase

of 6.23 per cent. . .
.''

Beside laying aside more for extraordinary repairs and re- L

placements in 1910 than in 1909, more was spent for ordinary "

maintenance and repairs last year than the year before. The

increase amounted to 20 per cent.

The iron ore mined last year totaled 25,250,000 tons, as
|

against 23,430,000 tons in 1909. The coke manufactured was

only slightly more in 1910 than in 1909, totaling last year 13,-

650,000 tons ; while the coal mined amounted to 4,850,000 tons in

1910 and 3,090,000 tons in 1909. The tonnage of rolled and

other finished steel products for sale was greater last year by

about 1,000,000 tons than the year before, and amounted in

1910 to 10,700,000 tons. It is rather interesting to note that the

production of steel car wheels, which is carried on principally

Iby the Schoen Steel Wheel Company, amounted to 98,105 tons

in 1910 as compared with 67,985 tons in 1909.

It is quite impossible to make a full analysis of the figures of

such a company as the United States Steel Corporation in the

space that can be devoted to it in these cojumns, but certain

general lines of development of the company can be traced. For

instance, the development of the export business is of very great

importance. The aggregate tonnage of rolled steel and other

finished products shipped to both domestic and export trade

was 10,730,000 tons in 1910, an increase of 10.7 per cent. Of

the total in 1910, 1,216,000 was for export. This is an increase

of 21.5 per cent, over the export shipments of these products in

1909. The company shipped 6,680,000 barrels of cement in 1910,

an increase of 17.4 per cent, over the cement shipments of 1909.

The cement plant at Buffington, Ind., has been extended during

the year and work on this plant will be completed some time

during the summer of 1911. Originally the addition was to

have produced 2,000,000 barrels of cement annually, but later it

was decided to double the size of the extension and increase
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the capacity to 4,000,000 barrels annually. When this extension

is finished, the plant of the Universal Portland Cement Company

will have a capacity of 40,000 barrels per working day, or a

total of 12,000,000 annually.

Another development of the Steel Corporation that has been

described and commented on quite fully at different times in

these columns is the development of the Gary plant on Lake

Michigan. The total expenditure for land development and con-

struction work at Gary up to December 31, 1910, was $69,-

980,000. The output of the plant in 1910 was 729,072 tons of

pig iron; 1,006,252 tons of open hearth ingots; 435,142 tons of

open hearth rails, and 340,993 tons of shapes, merchant bars

and miscellaneous steel products. To take care of the needs of

the subsidiary companies in the Chicago district, a number of

coal properties in Illinois and Indiana have been acquired. By
the end of 1910 55,624 acres of coal rights and 742 acres of

surface had been bought by the Steel Corporation, and the sub-

sidiary company already owned 3,742 acres of coal ; so that the

total coal territory owned in the Illinois and Indiana fields

amounts to 59,366 acres.

The voluntary accident relief plan, by which employees have

the privilege of receiving a fixed percentage of their wages when
injured, and also the old-age pension plan, have been previously

described in these columns. Judge Gary says in regard to the

accident relief plan that it has been well received by the em-

ployees, and it is considered entirely successful. During the

year employees were given the chance to subscribe to preferred

stock at 114, and common stock at 70. Subscriptions were re-

ceived from 26,363 employees for an aggregate of 19,229 shares

($1,922,900 par value) of preferred, and 29,119 shares ($2,-

911,900 par value) of common.

The balance sheet of the company shows $56,950,000 cash on

hand or subject to check, while total current liabilities amounted

to $52,830,000. Inventories under current assets are valued at

$176,500,000.

NEW BOOKS.

The How and Why of Freight Rates. A defense of American rate-making
on value of service plan. By F. H. Plaisted, assistant general freight
agent, Oregon Short Line, Salt Lake City, Utah; Tlie Desert Netvs.
Second edition. 1,000 copies, $51; 5,000, $160.40; 50,000, $1,343.

Mr. Plaisted has had years of experience as a railway traffic

officer. He has studied railway economics until he has become

a master of the theory of railway freight rates as well as of tho

practice of making them. He also has a gift for writing clearly

and interestingly. Possessing this combination of experience

and ability, he has produced in The How and Why of Freight

Rates a book which may without exaggeration be called the

"Coin's Financial School" of the discussion of railway freight

rate matters. The book corfsists chiefly of an imaginary colloquy

between Mr. Shipper and Mr. Railroader, in which Mr. Shipper

asks questions and Mr. Railroader answers them. This second

edition contains a supplement consisting of some interesting

correspondence between Mr. Shipper and Mr. Railroader. Mr.

Railroader succeeds completely in vindicating the value of service

method of making rates. No pamphlet better adapted to general

circulation for the purpose of educating public sentiment re-

garding railway rates has been written.

ST^tler$ to the lEbilttr.

PRESIDENT DELANO ON THE RAILWAY LABOR SITUA-
TION.

Chicago, March 29, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railw.w Age G.'vzette :

The controversies and arbitrations about wages and conditions

of employment that the railways of the United States have been

going through recently afiford some exceedingly interesting food

for thought. They demonstrate to my mind that some different

method of dealing with the question of the conditions of employ-

ment and wages of employees of public service corporations must
be adopted.

The officials of the labor organizations are, as a whole, pretty

able men, and men who realize to a considerable extent their

moral responsibility; still they also realize that they cannot

maintain their positions as leaders unless they accept the will

of those who are in the position of leadership below them. There
is a good deal of similarity in the position of the labor leader

and that of the politician. Regardless of his own views, he must
be a man of very extraordinary qualities of leadership to resist

what is called "public opinion." And public opinion in the labor

union, like public opinion of the proletariat, is largely a manu-
factured public opinion. The paid committeemen of the various,

organizations on the railways, like the walking delegates ia

the ordinary trade union, are men who hold their positions by

convincing their constituents of their own importance.

From the standpoint of the railway executive, the situation is

pretty bad. Railway labor organizations have a practical

monopoly of the employees of the engine and train service. The
railway manager recognizes that he will have scant sympathy
from the public and little or no protection in case of a strike.

There is no such thing as shutting down the factory and letting

things "cool off" a little until the men come to their senses.

The charter requirements of the railway, the necessities of the

public, railway expenses for maintenance and fixed charges
going on whether much business or no business is done, all

require an immediate resumption of traffic. Under all the

conditions, it seems to me the only thing a railway executive can

do is to show firmness and patience. Even though he may
realize that he has to yield in the end, there is a great deal to

be gained by firm, courteous and patient consideration of every

demand. When I say there is a great deal to be gained, I do
not mean necessarily in concessions, but in compelling the mem-
bers of the committees to understand the employers' point of

view. Furthermore, firmness and patience will give the public

time to get around to seeing that they are vitally interested in

these questions. Even if it were possible for railway corpora-

tions, as it is in some cases with other employers, to advance

wages and to put the resultant added expense upon the con-

sumer, it would certainly be undesirable to do so ; for I firmly

believe that nothing is more important for American railways

than to maintain their rates on as low a basis as the most

efficient methods and a fair return for capital invested will

permit. But at present the great public, upon whom the burden

of increased wages and of strikes and lockouts must largely fall,

takes only a small amount of interest and has, as a practical

matter, little or no voice in the settlement.

Most enlightened people concede that arbitration is far better

than actual hand-to-hand conflict. The whole judicial system

of civilized nations is built upon this theory ; but the arbitration

of labor disputes is a comparatively new thing and, as thus far

worked out in this country, is unsatisfactory both to the employer

and to the employee. I think this is due largely to the prevail-

ing method employed. Instead of arbitration of disputes by a

standing court which, by reason of experience and special train-

ing, is well fitted to settle such matters, in labor disputes the

arbitrating body is selected on the spur of the moment when

feeling is running high, with one man representing and advocat-

ing one side of the controversy; with another man representing

and advocating the other side ; and with a third man chosen by

the other two representatives, on account of his known or sup-

posed neutrality—or chosen by the court for the same reason

—

and he is the man who finally has to decide. In the nature of

things, these arbitrations have proved to be compromises

which rarely go deeply into the matter of the principle involved.

Unlike decisions of a court, they furnish no useful precedent

for future action, and are of practically no educational value.

As a matter of fact, the decision of these questions involves a

great deal of special study. The man or men who should decide

them should be largely freed from other responsibilities and
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clioscii for a n.'a.s()iuil)ly long term. A single able man, as has

been demonstrated in the experience of Canada, giving his

whole time and thought to the adjustment of controversies

between employers and employed, can do an immense amount

of good; and where a law exists, such as the Lemieux act of

Canada, which provides for mediation and uses the authority of

the government to compel both sides to a dispute to desist from

open hostilities until the matter has been fully ventilated and

carefully investigated, it is an eJicellent thing. The element of

time is in itself of great importance.

My opinion is that in the forming of a court there is a great

deal to be said in favor of having an even-numbered court. It

seems to me that the tendency of an odd-numbered court is to

throw the responsibility entirely on one man ; and it was this

which our forefathers must have had in mind when they made
the jury twelve men. An even-numbered jury or court is more

likely to consider the matter in an entirely judicial way than

an odd-numbered body—or, at least, so it seems to me—and

the fact that a decision carries with it a majority of two is

better than having a decision by only one majority.

Of course, in labor disputes that would mean that in some

cases there would be a deadlock and no decision arrived at, and

in this event the status quo ante would have to be maintained.

But isn't this a protection to which the public is entitled? A
fine example of an arbitration by an even-numbered board is

the Alaskan boundary dispute which was decided by a court of

six men and a decision rendered four to two in favor of

most of the American contentions.

I feel the greatest sympathy and have the greatest considera-

tion for the laboring man. I do not find fault with him for

having his labor unions or for trying to get all he can. At the

same time there must not be any foolish sentimentality in con-

sidering these problems. It is not to be expected that the

laboring man, rank-and-file, is any less selfish than men in other

walks of life; and even if this were so, it seems very clear to

me that the position of the labor leader or the paid committee

man compels him to adopt a purely selfish attitude. He is

chosen for his position as a paid advocate of favorable labor

legislation, increased pay, better working conditions, and reduced

hours of labor; and his ability to retain this position depends

wholly on his success in accomplishing these things.

Can the public leave this immense force entirely without an

acknowledged responsibility to the public, especially considering

the fact that public opinion has, little by little, taken away from

the employers the weapons of defense which they used to have?

Take it at the present time in the United States : Every employer

of labor connected with public service corporations is compelled

to show his exact financial status and is compelled by charter

requirements, as well as by state and federal laws, to render

certain specified service. How is it with the labor organization?

No public statements of their financial conditions or the earnings

of their organizations are required. We know in a general

way, from hearsay, that some of these organizations have become

very powerful and have accumulated large funds. We know that

they are able to keep in their exclusive employ able leaders,

good counsel, and a great multitude of paid committeemen. It

is very evident that they have great power and very little real

responsibility to the community at large, and while, in all fair-

ness, it must be admitted that the time was when the condi-

tions were reversed and the employer exercised an excessive

authority with too little responsibility, a medial position between

these extremes must now be sought. We have seen the pendu-

lum swing from the extreme of one side to the extreme of the

opposite position ; but the time is not far distant when the

public will recognize the importance of having a voice in settling

these great labor disputes, because it is the public, after all, who
must pay the bill, either in the form of higher rates and higher

prices, or by submitting to a poorer quality of service.

FREDERIC A. DELANO,
I

President, Wabash Railroad.

RETAINING WALL FOR THE MILWAUKEE AT ELGIN.

BY J. H. PRIOR,

Assistant Engineer, C. M. & .St. P.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has just completed, at

Elgin, 111., the construction of a long retaining wall of some-
what unusual design. This wall was designed and constructed

under the direction of C. F. Loweth, chief engineer, and the

circumstances which led to the selection of this particular type

arc described below :

A retaining wall can be usually described as a structure

such as is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, which prevents the em-
bankment "A" from spilling forward to whatever point "b" at

which the natural slope, "b-c," intersects the ground line.

Where it is necessary to build a retaining wall to keep the

embankment from encroaching on the ground to the left of

the line "d-e," it will also be often necessary to keep the foot-

ings from encroaching on the land to the left of the same
line, especially in centers of population or industry, where land

values are high.

\ £/T?banUrnen t "A
"

Ground Line.

Fig. 3
J [^
e.'^— Right of l^ay Line.

Fig. ^
Embankment Conditions.

Where the embankment which the retaining wall restrains

is surcharged, as shown in Fig. 1, the location of the toe of

the footing of the retaining wall can be moved from the point

"f" to the point "g," Fig. 3. The toe of the footing, having

been thus moved so as to be entirely on the land of its owner,

the designer has the choice of building the wall the height of

"h-l," and losing the use of the land of the width "i," or of

building the wall to the height of "h-2," and obtaining the use

of the land "i," the value of the land represented by the di-

mension "i" being compared with the additional cost of the

retaining wall "h-2" over the retaining wall "h-l," in making a

decision.

If, however, the top of the embankment is flat, as shown in

Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, and it is required that the footings should

not project beyond the line "d-e," the full use of the right

of way can only be obtained by removing in the design the

front projection of the footing, "j-k" in Fig. 4, and by extending

the footing beyond the rear of the wall whatever distance "n"

is required to give a stable retaining wall of plain concrete, or

else by using some special design in reinforced concrete.

The situation represented by Figs. 2 and 4 recurs often enough

in railway work to give the matter considerable general im-

portance, especially where the allowable bearing of the toe of the

footing upon the foundation is low. The same circumstances

which make it necessary to build a retaining wall to keep the

railway company's embankment within its own right of way

tend to make it also necessary to keep the footings of the

retaining wall itself within the railway company's right of way.

Such a situation occurs at Elgin, as shown in Fig. 4; the

right of way of the railway company at this point occupies
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a narrow strip of the west bank of the Fox river. The ground

to the left of the line "d-e" is occupied by a row of mills and

factories which abut on the right of way line, and so the foot-

ing could not project to the left of that line. The wall could

not be moved to the right, as shown in Fig. 2, in order to keep

the footings from projecting beyond the right of way line, as it

was necessary to maintain the present distance "w" of the side~

track "p" from the right of way line "d-e," the distance "w" being

determined by the use made of the side-track "p." Test pits

showed the allowable bearing on foundation to be about two

tons. Piles could not be driven, as their driving would inter-

rupt the use of the sidetrack and disturb the foundations of the

adjoining buildings.

To meet the above conditions, all the following types, shown

To (t Mam TrocK 15-0'

Table of Bearings in lbs. persQ ft.

Toe Heel
CQiel 5320 590
CascE 4570 f)50

COXM 5700 570

Concrete 4.33 CuYds Q6.00 = 2S98
5teel 40.8* e> -OZS = 102
Forms 4.IZ. 5Q.Yds&l.Z0 = 4.94
Total cost per lineal ft. *JI.94

Cost of Steel per Cu. Yd. *024
CObt of Labor and Material per Cu. Yd. 7/4

T'^E'A'FIG.S

Plain Gravity Wall.

in Figs. 5 to 9, inclusive, were designed. The five different types

are roughly as follows

:

Type "A," Fig. 5, plain gravity wall with footing projecting

on the rear of the wall.

Type "B," Fig. 6, reinforced retaining wall, cantilever type.

Type "C," Fig. 7, reinforced wall, buttress type.

Type "D," Fig. 8, cellular retaining wall filled with earth.

Type "E," Fig. 9, a longitudinal wall "t" supported on the

outside by buttress "u" with slabs "v" on top, the whole forming

a hollow retaining wall.

Each of the above walls was investigated for three conditions

of loading, namely:

Case I. Live load on sidetrack "P" only.

Case II. Live load on main track "O" only.

Case III. Live load on both tracks.

The type "A," plain concrete retaining wall, requires no ex-

planation. The drawing shows that the differences which are

developed between the loading of Case I and Case III are so

small for this design that they could have been neglected. The
different cases of loading are retained, however, both to show

the slight difference which exists between them and to show
the same information throughout all designs, instead of omit-

ting information which proved unimportant as the design was

worked up. This design has a maximum bearing on the toe

of footing of 5,700 lbs. per sq. ft, and its cost per lineal foot

of wall is $31.94. Notice that this cost covers only the items

tabulated, and does not include such special items as excavation,

falsework, etc., since they are subject to such wide variations

that it was thought best to omit them in this comparison, as

their insertion would introduce a large amount of guesswork.

The items shown are those which must be taken account of in

Base of Rail-^

Case I
CaseE
CaseE

To i. Main Track 13'-
O'

All longitudina/bars 2 a Z'-0"Centers

Table ofBearings in lbs, perso ft.

Toe
5360
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530
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^ Steel 148 ' &.0?5 = j. 70
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^ Total costper lineal foot =^29.05

fe Cost of Steelper Ca Yard = */26
^ Cost ofLaborandH^ater/ofper Cu rard =d 59

1-8800 M-9090
/r-7.5Qn

TYPE'B" FIG. 6.

Cantilever Type Reinforced Wall.

every situation, and the reader is left to add whatever special

items are required to cover conditions in other places.

The unit prices of concrete per cubic yard, steel per pound

in place, forms per square yard, which were selected, were

17-O'To iLf^ainTROcn

Table ofBearings in lbs persQ ft

roe Heel
raxi 5610
CaxM 4030 MP
CabcM' 5370

Concrete- Footing- 115 Cu. Vdi Q *6.00 '6.90

Concrde- Neaivi^K mCu Yd\ Q 7.SO = iO.SO

3tcel 151" e 025' 5.73

Forms 6.4 Sq. Ydt 1.20 =_m
Total C05t per lineal ft *Z9.26

Cost of 5ted Cu. Yd
. , ^ ^J'H
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\_\ ''M-^r-dri-.l
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Counterforts
flf-O
\l-6-
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'Wide

'i'Bars Z'O'Centers.

i'Bors

^/ TYPE 'C"F/6. 7

Buttress Type Reinforced Wall.

given values which would make them as general as possible.

The quantities being given, other unit prices can be substi-

tuted by the reader, if he desires. The maximum bearing of
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5,700 lbs. on llic ti)c of fuoliiiy was greater than tlic fomulatioii

would carry, causing the rejection of design "A."

AH the essentials of the type "H," cantilever retaining wail,

reinforcetl concrete, are sliown in tiie drawing. This wall has a

bearing at toe of footing of 5,470 lbs., and cost $29 per lineal

ro<tf*im7rocAiycf'

All Bars Souore

\CoseM- 41,560

Vase/- 39.690

CaseJI -32.560

\6300-I
\7670-lIanclM

Table ofBearmos /n IDs perso ft

Casel

CaseE

Toe
4PJ0 imo
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CoseMW^^OV/70
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TYPE D FIG. 8

Cellular Retaining Wall

Concrere Footing I. ?0 Cu Yds. 9 600 iW
Concrete NeottrorkZ.IZCu Yds & 7 50 15.90
Steel 270' @0025 6.75
forms 10.25So Yds @ 120 12 30
Total Costper lineal foot *4Z IS

Costof Steelper Cu Yd *203
Cost ofLaborand Materialper Cu Yard 10 65

foot; it was found unsuited for the situation for the same

reason as type "A :" excessive bearing on toe of footing.

The type "C," buttressed retaining wall, reinforced concrete,

is the ordinary buttressed retaining wall. The bearing on toe

wall was 5,970 lbs. per sq. ft., and the cost per lineal foot,

To iA7atn'^c/r-/3'0'

$29.26. It was rejected for the same reason as the types before.

'i'lie type "D," cellular retaining wall filled with earth, is

formed of two longitudinal curtain walls "q" and "r," con-

nected by transverse diaphragms "S." The vertical space be-

tween the parallel longitudinal walls "(f and "i" and the trans-

verse diaphragms "s" is filled witli earth. The maximum pres-

sure on toe of footing for this type is 4,250 lbs. Its cost per

lineal foot is $42.15. The design was also rejected on account

of high pressure on toe of footing.

The type "E," design of W. S. Lacher, wiiich is a new type

in reinforced concrete, as far as the knowledge of the writer

goes, is an old type in stone masonry, having been illustrated

in Benjamin Baker's Actual Lateral Pressure of Earthwork
(see pages 67 and 69, The Actual Lateral Pressure of Earth-

work, Benjamin Baker; D. Van Nostrand, New York, 1881)

30 years ago. The wall called type "E" consists of a footing

"y." which supports as longitudinal wall "t" and the cross walls

"u." The cross walls "u," which are spaced about 12 ft. on cen-

ters, connect at one end to the longitudinal wall "t" and at the

other end support the girder which spans from one cross wall

to another. Above the girder, the slabs "v" are supported at

one end by the girder and at tlie otlier by tlie longitudinal

wall "t." The drawings show the design in sufficient detail.

It will be noticed in this design the maximum pressure on the

toe of footing is only 2,580 lbs., which is only 61 per cent, of

the next lowest bearing, type "D," and 43 per cent, of the highest

bearing, type "C." The cost per lineal foot of this wall is

$42.75. As this cost is greater than that of any other type, this

design is only suitable to the situations described in the opening

paragraphs, namely: where the retaining wall must give full

use of the right of way, and have low bearings on the toe of

the footing. As this was the situation at Elgin, the design type

"E" was adopted and built.

In the retaining wall type "E" the greatest reduction in toe

pressure is brought about by eliminating the weight of the

earth directly above the footings, the space between the side-

walls "u" being an open and empty space in this design. As
the vertical loads on the footings are thus diminished and as the

horizontal loads are not much altered, the inclination of the

resultant of the vertical and horizontal loads is increased. In

S/ads spcfceafJ'O "c'eof^fy

t /IIfm//Barsi'

1-^6725^
M- 26/53^
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Hollow Retaining Wall; Chicago, Milwaukee &. St. Paul.
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the resultant, marked Case II, Fig. 9, the ratio of the horizontal

to the vertical components is .41, and as this ratio of .41 might

exceed the co-efficient of friction of the wall on a slippery

foundation, this wall is somewhat unstable if built on such a

foundation, and its tendency to slide is the principal weakness

'n the design. This weakness, of course, is partly remedied by

the depth and compactness of the back filling in front of the

wall.

In making these comparisons, it was not thought practical

to find the cost of the walls of different types having exactly

the same toe pressure, but, instead, each type was proportioned

in the manner which it was thought would show it in the most

favorable wav as a whole.

INDIANA RAILWAY LAWS OF 1911.

The law requiring the use of the block system after the first

of next January and giving the railway commission extensive

powers in this matter has already been noticed in the Railzvay

Age Gazette. Following is a list of other railway laws passed

:

The caboose law requires eight-wheel cabooses 24 ft. long, ex-

clusive of the platforms, by June 1, 1914, but the commission

may grant extensions of time. Cabooses sent to the shops after

April 1, 1911, for general repairs must be remodeled to conform

to the law. In the case of unusual demands of traffic, the com-

mission may give temporary permission to use cabooses not con-

forming to the law. The commission is directed to investigate

at once the condition of cabooses now in use in the state. The
law contains a long list of details of construction.

Senate bill 207 regulates signs at public highway crossings.

These signs must bear the word "danger," and where there are

two railways, the word "two"' must appear prominently on the

sign.

The "depot law" requires a new building to be put up

within six months if an existing building is destroyed, and for-

bids the use of box cars "for depot purposes" for a longer time

than six months; but the commission may extend the time.

House bill 170 requires railway officers to give "character"

letters to employees leaving the service, and such employees must

be paid their wages within three days after leaving.

Senate bill 44 makes railways responsible for fires set by

their locomotives. The railway may procure insurance on prop-

erty along its line.

Senate bill 275 forbids any railway to permit any section

foreman to put his men to work on track outside of yard limits,

unless two of the men in his gang are competent flag men.

Senate bill 365 provides for the condemnation of land for the

widening of a railway.

Senate bill 251 requiring Interurban lines to maintain suitable

waiting rooms, with separate water closets for men and women,

is made to apply to all cities having a population of 4,800 or over.

Senate bill 272 allows car trust agreements to run for 15 years

instead of 'O years as formerly.

Senate bill 328 requires storm windows on the cabs of loco-

motives. This law requires the windows to be so equipped and

adjusted that the man in the cab can see through them ivlicn

open, under all climatic conditions ; but as mention is made also

of trouble from rain, snow or ice adhering to the windows it

seems likely that what the law really aims to do is to provide

a double window, with a hot air connection to melt ice in cold

weather.

Senate bill 217 amends slightly the law of 1907 requiring auto-

matic bell ringers.

Senate bill 113 creates the office of locomotive inspector with a

salary of $2,000 a year, the inspector to look after defective

boilers. This law contains a long list of details: Enginemen

and firemen who report defects and do not get them remedied

shall then report to the railway commission. This act, like all

of the laws mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs, contains a

clause imposing penalties, but this one differs from the rest in

making the penalty apply to any director, manager or super-

intendent.

House bill 2)2 requires mixed trains on certain classes of roads

to proceed to the station and discharge passengers before at-

tending to freight, unless the train arrives ahead of schedule.

If the company lands the passengers at the station by the time

they are due, that is sufficient.

Senate bill 195 modifies the law regulating the running of

street cars across steam railway tracks. The conductor, in going

ahead to look for a clear road must watch for trains (with no
exception) and look not simply for trains which are in sight.

This crossing law does not apply to tracks leading to indus-

tries, etc., provided these tracks have gates or other protection

approved by the railway commission. A section of the law for-

bids making false reports that no car is approaching. Section

670 makes this law apply to enginemen, conductors and brake-

men of trains on steam railways.

Senate bill 385 amends the safety appliance laws. Seventy-

five per cent, of the cars in every train on a steam road, and

50 per cent, in the trains on interurban lines must have "ap-

proved" hand-brakes in addition to the power brakes already

required. The hand-brakes must be kept at all times of sufficient

capacity to control the speed of the train.

House bill 6 requires four trains to be stopped each way daily

at county seats of 10,000 or more population, except where there

is interurban service which accommodates the public. This bill

was passed for the specific purpose of compelling the Wabash
to stop its afternoon trains at Williamsport for passengers.

House bill 359 amends the law requiring the use of switch

lights by requiring such lights to be maintained close to every

main track derail.

Senate biU 70 requires a full crew on switching engines on

all lines having 25 miles or more of track. The foreman must

have two helpers, and he and one of the helpers must have

had at least one year's experience as conductor or brakeman.

Senate bill 209 authorizes a railway with a terminus near the

state line to acquire stock in a terminal company organized in

the adjacent state.

Senate bill 299 regulates the arrangement of electric light and

other wire lines which may be strung across a railway.

Senate bill 208 amends the railway commission act so as to

require accidents to be reported to the commission by telegraph

or telephone. Heretofore, these reports were accepted at any

time within five days after the accident.

Senate bill 213 amends three sections of the railway law passed

in 1907, and enlarges the authority of the commission to secure

evidence.

House bill 279 enlarges the power of the commission to correct

unjust transportation rates, and the law limiting to two years

the time during which an order of the commission shall be in

force is cut out. Heretofore the commission has only had power

to recommend new rates and to proceed in the court to enforce

them ; the new law seems to be designed to give the commis-

sion powers similar to those exercised by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission.

House bill 292 empowers the commission to suspend new

rates 30 days, and, if necessary for investigation, 60 days; and

the law puts on the carrier the burden of proving that an in-

creased rate will be just.

Two employer's liability bills are drawn in drastic terms, and

the Indiana Manufacturers' Bureau is preparing a criticism of

them, which will be published.

The Japanese government proposes the construction of vari-

ous narrow-gage railways in rural districts with an aggregate

length of approximately 150 miles. The consent of the Japanese

parliament for the construction of these railways has already

been given, so the work will probably be taken in hand without

delay. , ;jL.iIlLl
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC THROUGH-TRAIN CHART.

The chart shown on tlic opposite page is a facsimile, reduced

about one-half, of one prepared by G. F. Richardson, super-

intendent of transportation of the Southern Pacific, at San Fran-

cisco, for the convenience of those ofliccrs of the road who have

occasion to make frequent reference to the schedules and con-

nections of the principal through trains. The chart has no

scale and is only approximately correct geographically; but, as will

be readily understood by any one who has memorized a general

idea of the location of the different Southern Pacific lines, this is

not a fault. To sit in San Francisco and keep a good mental

grasp on this one feature of the Southern Pacific's business one

would find it necessary, no doubt, to distort his geography quite

materially. Only thus can the image in the mind's eye be

brought within the ordinary man's—or any man's—capacity.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN FEBRUARY.*

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that

occurred on the railways of the United States in the month of

February, 1911. This record is based on accounts published in

local daily newspapers, except in the case of accidents of such

magnitude that it seems proper to write to the railway manager

for details or for confirmation.

Collisions.

Kind of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

3. C, C, C. & St. L....Fern Bank. xc. F. & F. 1 2

•7. Grand Trunk Gorham, N. H. re. F. & F. 1

8. Southern McDonald. re. P. & F. 10

17. C, C., C. & St. I Springf'd.Ohio. xc. P. & F.

27. N. Y., N. H. & H... Putnam. xc. P. & F. 3

Derailments.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. derailmt. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

t4. Boston & M E. Jaffrey. unx. P. 1 3

S, St. Louis & S. F Nettleton,Miss. unx. P. 3

8. Southern Chattanooga. unx. P. 3

13. Southern Pac Martinez. d. track. P. OS
16. Atlantic C. L Clopton, Va. ms. P. 2

18. Phila. & R'd'g Lofty. malice. P. 1

20. Bait. & Ohio Randolph. boiler. F. 3 3

20. Southern Pac Palisade. b. rail. P. ..20
20. Kanawha & M Charleston. unx. P. 12

t20. Atchison, T. & S. F.. Stillwater. d. track. P. 3 10

22. Atchison, T. & S. F.. Garcia, N. M. unx. P. IS

26. El Paso & S. W Pastura. unx. P. 4

t27. Chi., R. I. & P Jennings. Kan. unx. P. 1 ..

The derailment at Lofty, Pa., on the 18th occurred at a switch

which had been blocked with a piece of iron so that the wheels

of the engine could not pass over it safely. The engine was

overturned and fell down a bank and the engineman was killed.

In the derailment at Palisade, Nev., on the 20th the engine and

first two cars passed over the broken rail in safety, but all of

the coaches but one were thrown ofif the track, and three of

them fell down a bank 30 ft. high. It was reported that the in-

juries of several of the 20 passengers who went down in these

cars would prove fatal.

At Smithville, Texas, on the 8th, there was a boiler explosion

(not a train accident), in which, accordmg to reports, 10 em-

ployees of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas were killed and 7

others injured. The boiler was that of a locomotive which had

just come out of the repair shop. The roundhouse was badly

damaged.

In a butting collision between a passenger train and a freight

engine on the Grand Trunk near Paris, Ont, on the 4th, five

* Abbreviations and marks vised in Accident List:

re. Rear collision be, Butting collision xc, Other collisions b.

Broken d, Defective unf, Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unex-
plained derail, Open derailing switch ms, Misplaced switch ace.

obst.. Accidental obstruction malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler, Explosion of locomotive on road fire, Cars burned while
running P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

persons were killed and one seriously injured. Both engines

were demolished and the wreck, which quickly took fire, was
mostly burnt up. An express messenger pinned under the wreck-

age and badly injured, finding that he could not be rescued from

the Hames, is said to have killed himself with a pistol. The
cause of this collision was the forgctfulness of the engineman

of the freight train. At the coroner's inquest he said that the

annoyances attendant upon difficulties with his engine, which

was a new one, had so absorbed his mind that he forgot the

schedule of the passenger train.

Of the nine electric car accidents reported as having occurred

in the United States in the month of February, one, a derail-

ment at an open draw-bridge at Sheboygan, Wis., resulted in

tlie dcatli of five persons, three of whom were drowned.

ROCK ISLAND PREMIUMS FOR EFFICIENCY OF ROAD-
MASTERS AND SECTION FOREMEN.

Announcement has been made from the second vice-presi-

dent's office of the Rock Island Lines that beginning with the

calendar year premiums will be awarded to roadmasters and

section foremen on certain main line districts and sections in

order to stimulate and reward individual effort and efficiency.

The roadmaster of the sub-division on a division or group of

divisions whose sub-division shows the greatest improvement

in condition during the year will be given a premium of $100,

while a premium of $50 will be given the foreman of the sec-

tion of each roadmaster's sub-division whose section shows the

greatest improvement. The award of premiums will be based

upon the improvement in condition of the following points

:

1. Line and surface, maximum value of 65 marks.

2. Ditches, drainage and roadbed, maximum value of 15

marks.

3. Frogs, switches and joints, maximum value of 10 marks.

4. Spacing ties, maximum value of 5 marks.

5. Right of way, fences and station grounds, maximum
value of 5 marks.

The inspection and award will be made by three committees,

one for each general manager's district. These committees will

be composed of the engineer of maintenance of way and four

superintendents. Two inspections will be made annually, one

before the season for track work opens, and the second at its

close. In measuring the improvements due regard will be given

to the force allowed, the material furnished and the weather

conditions obtaining during the period under consideration.

This plan will be put into operation at once on fifteen different

groups of sub-divisions, and will be extended to other parts of

the system as fast as conditions warrant.

A new route is projected for the Midland Railway, Eng., in-

volving the construction of a line through Bradford which

would give a shorter and more convenient route for the traffic

on the main line going north. At present the main line runs

through Leeds. Parliament has already granted powers to the

company to construct a line from Royston Junction to the main

line near Bradford, via Dewsbury. At Bradford it was to run

through a tunnel under the center of the city. The company

has now abandoned this scheme, but under the powers conferred

by the previous bill it has already built a line to Thorn Hill.

It now proposes to connect that line with the Lancashire

and Yorkshire system, and to run over that company's line to

Oakenshaw, from which place a new line would be built by the

Midland company in such a manner that instead of tunneling

under Bradford the railway would be carried across the city

by a viaduct. The existing station at Bradford would be con-

verted into a two-deck station, the new line, of course, running,

on the higher level. The company considered that this new

route would be much more convenient and shorter for the

Scotch traffic than the existing route through Leeds.
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NEW RAILWAY LAWS IN CALIFORNIA.

The 39tli legislature of (."alifoniia. rocciitl\ adjourned, was

favored by its nieiiihers duriu).; a ^essiou of 85 days witli 2,876

bills. Close to 800 passed liotli houses, and about 225 were signed

by the (.governor; and there wi're also 105 eoustilutinnal amend-

ments presented, 13 being adopted l)y botli houses. These lat-

ter go to the people for ratilieation at a special election to be

held Oct. 10 next. Seven bills and si.\ constitutional amend-

ments affect railways, as follows

:

Boynton ])ill ; required "full crews" on roads running four or

more trains each way each 24 hours. On passenger trains there

must be a conductor, an engineer, a brakeman and a baggage-

man; and if more tlian four coaches, there must l)e two brake-

men. On freight trains of fifty cars or less the same crew,

minus baggageman, and with two brakcmen ; on more than fifty

cars, three brakemen.

Boynton bill; provides that personal injury suits shall be tried

in the county in which injury occurred.

Roseberry bill ; provides for the creation of an industrial acci-

dent board, abolishing the "assumption of risk" and "fellow

servant" pleas as grounds for defense ; allowing indemnity equal

to 65 per cent, of average wages. Employers are given option of

liability or of coming under terms of bill.

Kehoe bill ; adopts the federal statute in regard to liability

of common carriers to employees in personal injury cases. It

is identical with the federal law covering liability of interstate

carriers. It abolishes the three defenses—assumption of risk,

fellow-servant plea and contributory negligence. It is more
stringent than the Roseberry employers' liability bill.

Williams bill
;
provides for the limiting of labor of trainmen

and train telegraphers to sixteen hours per day.

Beatty bill
; provides that railways shall not discriminate

against commercial travelers' sample trunks or catalogs in bag-

gage allowance.

Thompson bill; makes the penalty for wrecking trains life im-

prisonment instead of death, as heretofore.

Constitutional Amendments

1-—Enlarging the constitutional definition of eminent domain,
so that logging railways are included as common carriers.

2.—Giving the state railroad commission control over all pub-

lic utilities, with power to regulate and establish rates; declar-

ing the right of the legislature to confer powers upon the rail-

road commission respecting public utilities to be plenary, and to

be unlimited by any provision of the constitution. It is pro-

vided that the amendment shall not affect such powers of con-

trol over any public utility, vested in any city, county or incor-

porated town as, at the time of the special election, a majority

of the electors of any such municipality or county shall vote to

retain.

3.—Increasing the number of railroad commissioners from
three to five ; these to be appointed at large by the governor for

terms of six years (instead of elective, as now), the legis-

lature having the power to divide the State into districts for

such appointment. The amendment also gives the commission
plenary power over all transportation companies.

4.—Commission to have the power to require one railway

company to switch to private tracks of shippers upon its own
line, the cars of a connecting railway, and to regulate compen-
sation for such service.

5.—Prohibiting advances in rates without permission of com-
mission

;
prohibiting discrimination and providing that except by

commission's permission the charge for a long haul shall not

exceed the charge for the aggregate short hauls over the same
distance ; further that the commission may authorize a lesser

charge for a long than for a shorter haul. This power to fix

absolute rates is not to be subject to review by the courts,

except on a question of confiscation.

6.—The list of persons who may be granted passes is enlarged

to include traveling secretaries of Y. M. C. A.'s, and executive

officers of mercantile organizations Ir.iveliiig for the advance-

ment of trade or development of industr\.

7. - Stockholders of newspai)ers, wives and children of owners,

stockholders or employes, officers of railway men's religious

associations, officers of mutual lire insurance comi)anies and

agents of season resort hotels may use passes.

All these amendments will be presented to the peoi)le at a

special election.

COMMISSIONER LANE'S OPINION IN THE RATE CASE.

BY A R.\ILWAV PRESIDENT.

The opening paragraphs are devoted to showing the assumed

duties of the commissi(jn and its construction of the "burden of

proof" as defined by the law.

The opinion then proceeds to review the position of the car-

riers and states this to be primarily that "we need the money"

;

that the effort of the carriers was wholly directed to the effort

of securing from the commission a commitment to a "policy

which should give the carriers a loose rein."

As to this it may be said that the needs of the carriers for

money were, while very real, only incidental to their case, which

was mainly that existing rates were too low per se, judged by

any known standard of reasonableness.

The opinion says that the government has not undertaken to

become the directing mind in railway management, and the

commission cannot control expenditures, or direct improvements,

or enforce economies. This is a half-truth only. The commis-

sion has forced on the railways large expenditures, as well as

methods, which in many cases do not commend themselves to

railway experts as being necessary, or desirable, or economical,

and has constantly reduced their revenues.

The opinion then proceeds to deal specifically with the case

made by the Atchison company. It says that President Ripley

of the Atchison admitted that operating railways without regu-

lation had not resulted in proper earnings and claimed that un-

der government regulation rates should be put on a paying basis

;

that the railways had conducted a literary campaign to create

the impression that regulation had been injurious, and that it is

unreasonable to cry out against regulation and yet ask for bene-

fits which admittedly are not and could not be won in the open

field of competition.

. Here is another half-truth which tends to create a wholly

false impression. Mr. Ripley said that rates were too low. He
was not asked why, or he would no doubt have stated that it

was because of the prohibition of legal and binding agreements

between the carriers which is a part of our scheme of legal

regulation and which renders it possible for powerful combina-

tions or individuals to work upon the least responsible among
the carriers and renders it impossible for the latter to resist.

The commission itself is not responsible for this condition,

having on various occasions protested against it, yet this ab-

surd application of the Sherman law still prevails and cannot

be regarded other than as a part of the plan of regulation which

the commission denominates as so beneficent. The "literary cam-

paign" referred to consisted simply of an effort to get the facts

in the case before the people—an effort doubtless reprehensible,

but made necessary because the statistics published by the com-

mission have been generally incomplete and misleading.

Continuing, the opinion, after saying that the "investment" in

American roads is not represented by their capitalization—at the

time the carriers were taking action to obtain these advances

they were filing annual statements showing that they had never

before prospered as a whole as they did in 1910, and quoting

from the London Statist on the stability of railway securities

—

refers to the "awkward dilemma" of the American railway man
who demands higher rates in order to sustain his credit while

his English stockholders demand larger dividends because of ^tt
j

increasing profits. To all of this it may be replied that the ad- ^p
|

vances were asked for the present and future and not for the

i
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past ; that the railway men saw clearly what was in front of

them, which was certain depletion of revenue and that it is

small consolation to be told of former prosperity in the face of

their belief that it has gone.

Proceeding, the opinion gives various figures showing the

past prosperity of certain western roads and the increases in

the gross amount of dividends between 1901 and 1910 (without

mention, however, of the increase in mileage or investment),

and quotes as illustrating the policy that has been pursued, Mr.

Ripley's testimony to the efifect that he had relined with con-

crete a tunnel at an expense of $700,000, all of which had been

charged to operating expenses in one year. It also states that

the Atchison on a "capitalization of $84,000 per mile had earned

4 per cent, on $44,000 per mile of bonds, 5 per cent, on $20,000

of preferred stock and 9 per cent, on $20,000 of common stock."

The opinion overstates the Atchison capitalization by about SO

per cent., for which there would seem to be no reasonable ex-

cuse, as the commission's own statistics, if properly kept, would

refute the statement. As to the relining of the tunnel, it trans-

pired later in the evidence that Mr. Ripley, speaking from mem-
ory, had overstated the amount of the charge; also that a por-

tion of its cost had been actually charged to capital account. But

it is questionable if such a charge is proper. The tunnel was

originally lined with wood, 'but it proved to be not strong

enougli and it became necessary to substitute concrete. This

added nothing to earnings and probably would not save enough

in operating expenses to pay interest on its cost. Why, then,

should it not be treated as an operating charge?

The opinion then proceeds to discuss the question of the credit

of the roads and seems to find that because large amounts have

been borrowed in the past it will be equally easy to borrow in

the future. It is a novel theory that the credit of a commer-

cial concern increases with its debt and that the more it has

borrowed the more it may borrow. At first blush (if not later,

also), the contrary would seem to be the case.

In dealing generally with questions of capital and surplus the

opinion .=ays that the six typical western roads increased their

surplus from $108,000,000 in 1901 to $242,000,000 in 1910; that

there is merit in the argument for the accumulation of a surplus

which shall be in a sense a public fund out of which the carrier

may draw to create facilities for better service ; that rates

cannot be increased with each new demand of labor or decreased

with each improvement in method, and that society should not

take from the wisely managed road the benefits of foresight,

skill and organization ; that it is doubted if there can be ap-

plied a plan of automatically increasing capitalization as rates

decrease ; that one of the problems of the future is to discover

a method whereby the roads may receive adequate return on in-

vestment and share with the public the advantages of the sur-

plus ; that this cannot be done by the commission undertaking

to favor a certain return on the investment and additional re-

turn to go into surplus and remain uncapitalized, because the

commission has no control over capitalization.

It is mentioned that Mr. Ripley advocated a return of 6 per

cent, on stock and a like amount for uncapitalized surplus, but

that this dostrine would be quite impracticable because of

the divergent methods of capitalization as between stocks and

bonds.

Continuing, the commission denies that established carriers

should be permitted to amass surpluses so as to bolster their

credit and thus be able to extend their lines into territory now
insufficiently supplied, and says that this policy tends to create

a monopoly of new construction in favor of the stronger lines

and that it is doubtful if burdens should be laid on the shipper

for that purpose; but that a railway is justified in maintaining a

surplus for the meeting of obsolescence and to pay for those

facilities which cannot be made to pay any return on the invest-

ment; and says this is as broad a definition of legitimate surplus

as is required "when we consider that the maintenance ac-

counts of these carriers practically rebuild the roads every ten

years." The commission finally sums up by saying that the

roads say they need more money, but fail to show that their

credit is not good ; that they have been unable to secure more
money on current rates, or that they cannot make needed ex-

tensions or improvements because of lack of faith in their

solvency on the part of the investing public.

To all of which it is replied

:

That the increased "surplus" of the "six typical western

roads" (why typical, and why were only the most successful

taken for illustration?) has practically all been put into prop-

erty mainly for betterment and mainly without adding anything

to the capitalization and is in reality a "surplus" only in a book-

keeping sense ; that while it may be true that "rates cannot be

increased with every demand of labor" or "decreased with each

improvement in method" the whole historj' of the commission

is one of arbitrarily decreasing rates based on the assumption

that the carriers were able to afford it ; and that it is a poor rule

that does not work both ways.

It is agreed that one of the problems of the future is how the

roads may receive adequate returns on investment and share

with the general public the advantages of the surplus ; that is

what the roads want and what we think they have been

according.

Mr. Ripley said he thought Atchison ought to be permitted to

earn as surplus at least 6 per cent., but he did not lay this

down as a rule applicable to all roads, nor did he attempt to

announce any "doctrine" on the subject.

Whether it is desirable that surplus should be such as to

furnish the older and more stable lines with credit sufficient

to enable them to raise money for extensions is perhaps open

to argument. Commissioner Lane says such a policy tends to

monopoly and that shippers should not be expected to pay for

it. Does he realize that these extensions must be built? That

if built by independent corporations the public must furnish the

money and that those who live along their route must pay for

it? Does he also realize that local enterprise must pay higher

rates of interest and be content with inferior service ; and that

such a policy would greatly retard the development of those sec-

tions that most need it?

Perhaps the railways "failed to show that their credit was

not good," though the price of first mortgage bonds at the time

of the hearing and since should be an indication, but the rail-

ways were dealing with the future as they saw it; they did not

think the outlook for raising the necessary money at reasonable

rates was good and they do not think so now. If they are mis-

taken it will be a source of rejoicing to them and doubtless they

will be glad to admit their error in this regard.

The statement contained in the opinion to the efifect that the

maintenance accounts of the railways "practically rebuilds the

railways every ten years" is a remarkable one, and it is diffi-

cult to understand what is meant. In any case it has no bearing

whatever on the case. The money spent on maintenance is

irrevocably gone ; it adds nothing to assets except so far as bet-

terments may be included in maintenance, which is not likely to

occur to any extent under the book-keeping methods prescribed

by the commission.

In the Burlington case the opinion lays down some novel

principles, as, for instance, that if a carrier earns a net revenue

of $25,000,000 and its stockholders elect to take one-half that

sum in dividends and put the other $12,500,000 into the prop-

erty it may not increase its rates so as to yield return on that

investment ; that when double tracks or new terminals are needed

that fact "cannot justify adding burden on those already re-

ceiving service adequate to their needs"; and further, that "in-

vestment in additional property must be at the risk of stock-

holders and not at the risk of the shippers on the old prop-

erty."

Presumably investment for additional facilities is quite as

much in the interest of the present users of the property as of

new ones. There are few roads that have facilities "adequate

to the needs" of those who now use them. In the case of block

signals, for instance, should not the present traveler and shipper
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be called on to pay for additional safety and celerity ? The

Tift case quoted in the opinion is not in point. But accepting

the viewpoint of the commission the question still arises, Why
does it continually reduce rates notwithstanding the flood of

advancing expenses and increased investment? In particular,

the writer of this opinion has to his credit a long list of opinions

justifying reductions, largely on the ground that the carriers

are earning too nuicli.

In discussing the value of various railways the opinion quotes

the Wisconsin, South Dakota and Minnesota commissions on the

value of the Burlington and the St. Paul, and Governor Stubbs

of Kansas on the value of the Atchison in Kansas. The Min-

nesota valuation has been already discredited by the federal

courts, and of Stubbs it is only necessary to say that he is in

no sense a "practical railway contractor." The estimate so far

as regards Atchison is absurd on its face.

The opinion devotes much space to the danger of permitting

the carriers to fix their rates on the theory of the "value of the

service"; it admits that to have been the theory which has gov-

erned heretofore and under which the country has prospered as

no other country ever prospered, 'but it says that -to base rates

solely on the ability of the shipper to pay is pernicious. Of
course, they have never been so based, and the remark that this

theory entitled the carrier to examine the books of the shipper

is purely gratuitous.

Much credit is taken for the abolition of rebating, which it is

stated, formerly absorbed from 3 per cent, to 5 per cent, of

the earnings. Without going into details the accuracy of this

statement may well be questioned. It is our belief that it would

amount to less than half that amount. But the fact that as

soon as rebating stopped the larger shippers demanded and re-

ceived (in most cases) commodity rates quite as low as the net

rates they had formerly paid, is wholly ignored.

The opinion deals at length, and most unfairly, with Atchison

"cost of service" figures : It says the Atchison average earnings

were 10 mills per ton mile and that its "transportation costs"

for July, August and September, 1910, were 3.29 mills on the

Illinois and Missouri divisions. It is characteristic of the writer

of this opinion that out of a mass of figures he selects those

that best suit his purpose. In this case he takes the average

earnings on the entire system, including the far western and

desert lines where rates are necessarily high, and compares them
with the costs on the divisons of greatest density during the

busy months of the busiest year the property has ever known.

But this is not the worst of it—in making up these figures he

has left out everything except bare transportation costs. In a

previous paragraph he says : "cost . . . includes all

operating expenses including taxes, not merely the cost

of running a train over a track," hut he lias dis-

regarded his own rule. Had he included all the costs

according to his formula he would have stated it as 6.75

mills instead of 3.29. And, similarly, he quotes the six months
ending December 31, 1910, as typical notwithstanding the well-

known fact that the six months January to June are invariably

less favorable. Incidentally, the opinion states that the increase

in cost of ties is "almost negligible" it being estimated that it

amounts to less than $50 per mile. Assuming these figures to

be correct, this "negligible amount" would cost the six typical

roads something over $5,000,000 a year.

In fact, the whole opinion is the argument of a man who
starts with a preconceived opinion and then seeks justificatior)

for it, and so seeking distorts the facts to suit his needs. It

is notice to the best of the railways that they will not be per-

mitted to earn much, if anything, more than legal interest rates,

and to those less fortunate that they cannot hope for any
amelioration of their woes; it tends to kill enterprise and take

away all incentive to economy: it is notice to all concerned that

if the business increases the rates will be further reduced. And
it further demonstrates conclusively what railway men have all

along known, viz. : that the Interstate Commission is not fair

or judicial or impartial.

CAR ROUTING ON THE NEW HAVEN.

The chart printed herewith was adopted March 1, 1911,.

by the New York, New Haven & Hartford as a key for

station agents in routing carload freight between the New Haver*

proper and the Boston & Maine. Accompanying it is the fol-

lowing explanation

:

In order to obtain proper and uniform routing of all carload freight
each freight station on both roads has been given a reference number,
which is shown opposite the station name in the alphabetical lists; also a
routing chart and a list of routes have been prepared.

Example: If Lenox, Mass., on the New Haven, had a car for East
Lexington, Mass., on the Boston & Maine, the alphabetical lists should be
referred to and it will be found that Lenox is given reference number 23
and East Lexington reference number 5. Then refer to chart showing
the different route numbers, follow line opposite number 23 across to inter-

section with column 5 and the number 37 will be found which is the route
number. Route 37 shown on the list of routes is via Northampton, East
Deerfield and Lowell.

Routing of cars from Boston & Maine points to New Haven points will

be shown on manifests in reverse order to that given in the list of routes.

East Lexington to Lenox, for instance, will route via Lowell, East Deer-
field and Northampton.
The full routing must be shown on all manifests which are to be con-

tinued through to destination with car.

By the use of 50 index numbers as pointers, the chart shows

quickly the carload routings between more than 1,200 stations on

the two svstems.

Chart Showing Route Numbers Applying Between Stations on the Boston & Maine, the St. Johnsbury & Lake Champlain and the New York,
New Haven & Hartford.

N. Y., N. H.
& H. R. R.
Reference
Numbers.

1

2
3

4
S

10.

21.
22.
23.
24.

Boston & Maine R. R. Reference Numbers.

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

42
3

72
32
52

49
10
76
39
59

9
75
38
58

50
11

77
40
60

47
8
74
37
57

46
7

73
36
56

41
2

77
31
53

12
1

13
30
30

41
2

13
31
30

41
2

13
31
53

41
2

13
31
53

41
2

78
31
53

42
3

72
32
30

45
6

78
35
55

42
3

71
32
56

42
3

71
32
56

46
7

71
36
56

50
11
77
40
60

50
11
77
40
54

46
7

73
36
56

43
4

73
33
51

44
5

78
34
54

43
4
78
33
51

43
4

71
33
55

41
1

13
30
51

44
5

79
34
54

N. Y., N. H.
& H. R. R.
Reference
Numbers.

1

90 94
90 94
90 94

93
93
93

95
95
95

92
92
92

95
95
95

9 129 159 158 144 152 152 144
166 166 166 166 166 166 166

25 25 25 25 96 90 96
25 90 98 96 96 90 96
28 90 98 96 96 90 96
28 116 116 117 117 129 115

26 166 167 168 168 166 166

89 89 89 95
89 89 89 95
89 89 89 95

101 101 101 139
166 166 166 166

11 130 161 160 145 153 153 145
12 131 162 162 146 154 154 146
13 132 165 164 147 155 155 147
14 130 161 160 145 153 153 145
15 128 157 156 143 151 151 143

27 119 119 120 120 130 118
24 122 122 123 123 131 121
29 125 125 126 126 132 124
27 119 119 120 120 130 118
24 113 113 114 114 128 112

102 102 102 140
103 103 103 141

104 104 104 142
102 102 102 140
100 100 100 138

16 166 166 166 166 166 166 166
17 133 150 149 134 148 148 134
18 105 108 107 109 106 105 109
19 15 22 21 23 20 19 14
20 81 85 84 86 83 82 86

26 166 167 168 168 166 166 166 166 166 166 166 166 166

127 127 136 137 137 127 134 135 135 135 133 131 133 133

105 105 110 111 111 99 105 99 99 99 99 105 105 105

13 14 14 14 14 15 18 IS 15 19 23 23 19 16

13 13 13 13 87 81 87 80 80 80 86 86 82 82

62 66 65 67 64 63 67
131 163 162 146 154 154 146
32 39 38 40 37 36 31

15 22 21 23 20 19 14

13 68 69 70 70 62 61 61 61 61 67 67 63 63

13 122 122 123 123 131 121 103 103 103 141 146 141 121

13 31 31 31 31 32 35 32 32 36 40 40 36 33

13 14 14 14 14 IS 18 15 15 19 23 23 19 16

61 61 61 61 70
121 121 121 121 123
34 33 33 30 34
17 16 16 13 17

95 91 91 96 96 89 25 97 6
95 91 91 96 96 89 96 97 .7
95 91 91 96 96 89 96 97 8
144 139 lis 115 115 115 115 117 9
166 166 166 166 166 166 166 168 10

145 140 118 118 118 118 118 120 11

146 141 121 121 121 121 121 123 12
147 142 124 124 124 124 124 126 13
145 140 118 118 118 118 118 120 14
143 138 112 112 112 112 112 114 15

166 166 166 166 168 16
133 133 133 133 137 17
105 105 105 105 111 IS
17 16 16 13 17 19
87 87 80 13 88 :.20

.21

.22

.23

.24
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CC. LEECH, foreman of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Buffalo,

• N. Y., has been awarded the first prize of $35 in the engine

house kink competition which closed March 15. Mr. Leech also

had the largest collection, but it should be distinctly understood

that the judges awarded the prize on what they considered to be

the best two kinks in the collection. The second prize of $20

was awarded to H. L. Burrhus, assistant to general foreman,

Erie Railroad, Susquehanna, Pa. The other contestants, all of

whose collection have been accepted for publication, were Robert

G. Bennett, motive power inspector, South Pittsburgh shops,

Pennsylvania Railroad, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; B. N. Lewis, round-

house foreman, Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, Ender-

line, N. Dak. ; Thos. Naylor, roundhouse foreman, Chicago, St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, St. James, Minn. ; H. S. Ranch,

apprentice instructor. New York Central & Hudson River,

Oswego, N. Y., and F. Rattek, Brighton, Mass. The major por-

tion of Mr. Leech's collection appears in this number. The others

will be published in future issues.

'
I 'HE competition on the instruction of apprentices and work-
1 men, extended announcements of which were made in the

February and March Shop Numbers, will close April IS. The

articles should contain from 500 to 1,500 words. A prize of $35

will be given for the best article, and a prize of $20 for the

second best. Articles not awarded a prize, but accepted for

publication, will be paid for at our regular space rates.

QHOP kinks will be the subject of the competition to close

*^ May 15. Shop kinks or handy devices of all kinds used in

connection with the maintenance and repair of the rolling stock

and equipment in charge of the mechanical department will be

eligible for entry. A first prize of $50 and a second prize of

$25 will be awarded for the two best collections of three kinks.

A greater number of kinks may be submitted, if desired, allow-

ing the judges to base their decision on what they consider the

best three kinks in each collection. Kinks accepted for publica-

tion, but not awarded a prize, will be paid for at our regular

space rates.

D ECLAIMING scrap material will be the subject of the com-
'•^ petition to close June 15. For the benefit of those who are

doing very little or nothing in this matter we want to

know of the various methods that are being used in the mechani-

cal departments on other roads. For instance, a second-hand

material platform is used at a car repair shop and yard on which

material that is found on the scrap platform and is still suitable

for service is stored and is reused for freight car repairs. Some
of it does not even require straightening after it is taken from

the scrap pile; other parts are repaired in a small smith shop at

the end of the platform. A description of such a plant and just

how it is operated would be of interest. One road scraps all old

nuts and bolts ; another runs a tap through the old nuts and cuts

the battered ends off of long bolts and makes them into shorter

standard lengths. Does it pay and how is it done? One road

makes all its own bolts from old rods. We want to know the

details and as to whether the bolts are satisfactory and if much
of a saving is made. It is claimed that the smith shop can

utilize a considerable amount of certain classes of scrap to

splendid advantage. How, and with what saving? How can the

method of oxy-acetylene welding be used to advantage in reclaim-

ing damaged material? Does it really pay to use it for this class

of work? One shop is said to carefully sweep up all scrap pieces

of lagging from the floor about the locomotive, grind it up, remix
it and use it over again. What are the details and what saving

results? Is it worth while? There is undoubtedly a point in

each case beyond which it is impossible to go without spending

more in reclaiming the material than it is worth. How is this

point to be determined? What sort of an organization should

be formed for developing the proper methods of reclaiming the

scrap to advantage? These are only a few suggestions as to

subjects which might profitably be considered in preparing an

article for this competition. Make it as long or as short as may
be necessary to clearly tell your story. The best article will be

awarded a prize of $35 and the second best a prize of $20.

Other articles that are suitable for publication will be paid for at

our regular rates.

OHORTLY after the rate hearing at Washington, at which
*^ the efficiency engineers were so much in evidence, the Rail-

way Age Gazette, realizing that although the efficiency men had
made some pretty serious mistakes, and that, generally speaking,

they were not properly equipped to be of much assistance in rail-

way mechanical departments, but also knowing, as all railway

men do, that much inefficiency does exist, attempted with the

aid of its friends to pick out one of the mechanical officers who
gave the greatest promise of effecting a reasonable solution of

the problem. That is, who being a good executive with a large

amount of practical experience, was of such a temperament and

training that he could analyze the claims of the efficiency engi-

neers and, selecting what was good and really worth while, could

apply it properly. It did not prove a very difficult problem to

find such a man, but it was something of a proposition to get him

to go on record. He simply refused to, and for a long time

could not be budged. Fortunately for our readers he finally

relented and said he would tell us exactly what he thought in

the matter if we would not use his name. That explains why
the article in this issue on What Is Scientific Management?
appears under such an unpronounceable name. It is well worth

reading and studying.

D EFERENCE is made in the article on What is Scientific

•^ Management to certain improvements which have been

made in the operation of the machine shops of the Canadian

Pacific at Montreal. The time study work, which was the basis

of these improvements, was carried on under the direction of

H. L. Gantt, who has been known for many years as an engi-

neer who has made an exhaustive study of the science of man-

agement and has obtained good results in the application of his

theories to certain classes of work. In his book on "Work,

Wages and Profits,"* which is a collection of several addresses

and lectures which Mr. Gantt has presented at various times

before different societies, he tells of the results of his study.

Mr. Gantt believes that men suited to any particular kind of

labor, if supplied with the proper implements and intelligently

directed, can do on the average at least three times as much as

the average workman does, if the limiting factor is physical

exertion. The ratio would be even greater in work requiring

skill and planning. While these results may be possible on such

work as shoveling, or in operations where manual dexterity is

required and the operations are repeated steadily many times a

day, it is extremely doubtful as to it being applicable to any great

amount of work in a locomotive or car repair plant. Accord-

ing to Mr. Gantt the following four conditions must be fulfilled

to achieve the best results. First, complete and exact knowl-

edge of the best way of doing the work, proper appliances and

materials. This is obtainable only as the result of a complete

scientific investigation of the problem. Second, an instructor

competent and willing to teach the workman how to make use

of this information. Third, wages for efficient work high enough

•Published by The Engineering Magazine, 140 Nassau street, New York.
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to make a competent man feel that they are worth striving for.

Fourth, no increase in wages over day rate unless a certain de-

gree of efficiency is maintained. To get the men to do the de-

sired amount of work and to maintain this output from day to

day the manner of performing each job is specified and the

workman is paid a bonus for doing it in the standard time. In

a shop operated on this system, where each workman has his

task, one man, known as the gang boss, usually tends a group

of workmen, supplying them with work and appliances and re-

moving the work when finished. He is paid a bonus for each

workman who earns a bonus and an extra bonus if all of his

men earn their bonuses.

THE EFFICIENCY ENGINEER.

WHILE we have taken great pains to advise our readers

frankly of the mistakes that have been made by the ef-

ficiency engineers we have taken equal pains to reiterate time and

again our belief in the importance of giving more thought to the

principles which underly efficient work. The successful man

unconsciously follows these principles to a greater or

less extent, but ordinarily does not realize the impor-

tance of formulating them and using them as a guide, or

as a measuring stick of his own efficiency. The recent

discussion of so-called scientific management will undoubt-

edly be the cause of an immense stride in improved efficiency,

not because of the advertising it has given the efficiency engineer,

for his value as such is questionable, but because it has forcibly

directed the attention of thoughful and practical men to a study

of the principles which underly efficiency. The danger of this

discussion, as we have said before, is that some managers may

be deluded into thinking that the efficiency engineer or some of

the features commonly connected with scientific management, will

be the panacea for all his troubles and will jump from the frying

pan into the fire.

When the system craze spread over the country a number

of years ago many concerns who rushed into the introduction of

it on a large scale, overdid it and not a few of them were forced

into bankruptcy. A certain amount of it proved to be a good

thing, but the employment of some of the system engineers, who

sprang up like mushrooms in a night, proved to be anything but

advantageous. It is curious to watch the rapid development in a

similar manner of the crop of efficiency engineers—at least they

call themselves such—many of whom have had no practical ex-

perience in the application of the principles of efficiency and can

lay little more claim to the title than that they have read a book

or two on the subject.

We smile in a superior sort of way when we read of Ponce

de Leon in his search for the fountain of youth and yet we are

almost as credulous in these days. The fads and fancies that

have been adopted in the average manufacturing shop or on a

railway and then dropped like hot cakes bear witness to this.

What a scrap heap some of them have made ! Let us hope that

the principles of scientific management will not be adopted in

this way, but that each individual situation will be carefully

studied and receive the treatment it deserves. F. W. Taylor,

commonly known as the father of scientific management, can be

forgiven, if in his enthusiasm he goes beyond all reasonable

bounds in his expressions, of the value of his methods and the

possible range of their application, for if he had done nothing

more than to develop the study of the principles of efficiency, he

would have earned a high place in the regard of his fellows. It

is unfortunate, indeed, that he has not realized the limitations of

some of his methods and that they have not proved more

practical, but nevertheless practical men seeing these limitations

can modify the methods to suit the special conditions with which

they are confronted.

Just as the electrical engineers disagree among themselves as

to the best method of electrifying trunk lines—although many

good engineers believe it will never be accomplished—so the

efficiency engineers each seem to distrust his fellows methods.

We are accustomed to class Taylor, Gantt, Emerson, Barth,

Morrison and others together, but they do not interpret tiie doc-

trine of efficiency at all alike and in many instances they actually

contradict each other. Taylor himself has said that: "Scientific

management fundamentally consists of certain broad general

principles, a certain philosophy, which can be applied in many
ways, and a description of what any man or men may believe to

be the best mechanism for applying these general principles should

in no way be confused with the principles themselves." Let us

study the work under our care thougiitfully with the idea of

scientifically improving its efficiency, but let us go slow in making
any radical change which we may have cause to regret in the

future.

The article on The Mistakes of Efficiency Men in this number
suggests that some of them, who have placed themselves in the

lime light during the past few months, have been extremely care-

less in their statements. A railway officer, who is a keen student

of men, in speaking of one of these efficiency engineers said

recently: "As an expert statistician and a dreamer of lofty

ideals he has few, if any, equals. Those who know him best

regard him as one possessed of a born gambler's instinct ; not

necessarily with faro, roulette, or poker, but in taking long

chances on making statements that neither he nor anyone else

can substantiate, and trusting in Providence that they will be

accepted without verification." From the examples cited in the

above mentioned article, this statement is at least true of one

of them.

Judging from the newspaper reports the leading exponents of

scientific management seem to be spending a great part of their

time in addressing men's clubs and various other organizations.

This is all well enough, but occasionally they find that when it

comes to open debate they meet a different type of men from

the lawyers they encountered at the rate hearings at Washington.

For instance, it is reported that at a dinner of the Boston

Economic Club, William J. Cunningham, assistant professor of

transportation of the Graduate School of Business Administra-

tion of Harvard University, and formerly statistician of the Boston

& Maine, dissected "the pretensions of Mr. Brandeis in respect to

scientific management saving $365,000,000 a year in railway admin-

istration." Frank B. Gilbreth, of New York, followed Prof.

Cunningham and took up the cudgels in Mr. Brandeis behalf.

We like Mr. Gilbreth, who as a contractor has had such wonderful

success in improving the efficiency in the bricklayers' trade, but

in his zeal his vision has apparently become somewhat distorted.

Repairing cars and locomotives is quite a dififerent proposition

from laying bricks. The following report of his talk with Prof.

Cunningham is taken from the Wall Street Journal:

Mr. Gilbreth declared: "I don't believe anything Professor Cunningham
says. I only wish I had Mr. Brandeis here tonight to refute it. Professor
Cunningham never could have made the assertions he does, had he visited

the Plymouth Press at Norwood or the Canadian Pacific shops at Montreal.
I would like to ask Professor Cunningham if he has ever visited the

Canadian Pacific shops at Montreal." And quietly Professor Cunningham
responded, "I have." "Have you," said Mr. Gilbreth, "ever visited the

Tabor Manufacturing Co. of Philadelphia?" The professor modestly ad-

mitted that he had. "How much time did you spend there?" said Mr.
Gilbreth, and when the professor quietly responded, "forty-eight hours,"

Mr. Gilbreth was flabbergasted and proceeded to talk of Frederick W. Taylor
of Philadelphia and his stopwatch system. But Brandeis and his "system"
rested upon ice where Professor Cunningham had dissected it and laid

it out.

Very few people have realized that the Canadian Pacific was

doing anything along scientific management lines—that is as the

efficiency engineers would like to have us define the term

—

although by many Mr. Vaughan is considered to be one of the

best mechanical department managers on the continent. From

the testimony at Washington and the frequent but general

references that have been made to it from time to time, as at the

above mentioned meeting, one would imagine that so called

scientific management reigned supreme at the Angus shops and

that wonderful results were being obtained. It is true that the

Canadian Pacific did retain Mr. Gantt, but only for about three

days a month for a year or less and strictly in an advisory

capacity. Some good results have followed— it could hardly be

otherwise with Mr. Vaughan at the throttle—but apparently not

nearly what the efficiency engineers would like to have us believe.
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A considerable amount of time study work has been done, but

it has been restricted to the machine shops and it is doubtful

whether its use can be extended to other departments to any

considerable advantage. Mr. Gantt's system as far it was adopted

has been modified as explained in the article in this issue on

What Is Scientific Management and a saving has been made in

the machine shops of not more than 5 per cent, of 25 per cent, of

the machine shops pay rolls. This is good, but hardly to be classed

with the extravagant claims that have so persistently assailed us

for the past few months. It would undoubtedly fade away into

nothingness alongside an "assay" of the same shop by that

other well-known apostle of efficiency who has specialized in

railway work.

STRENGTH OF OXY-ACETYLENE WELDS IN STEEL,

A MOST interesting study of the strength of oxy-acetylene
** welds in steel* was recently made at the Engineering

Experiment Station of the University of Illinois by Herbert L.

Whittemore. Mr. Whittemore had had no previous experience

in this work and started the investigation by making and testing

50 welds of band iron, 0.135 in. x 1.344 in. In handling the

blowpipe and making the welds he followed the directions given

in the manufacturer's circular. A series of tests was then made
to provide practice in the use of the blowpipe and to determine,

if possible, the variables affecting the strength of the welds. The
efficiency of the welds, in general, proved to be low. However,

certain improvements were developed in the method of making

them which are described in the Bulletin as follows :

"Some workmen have found it preferable to work toward the operator

rather than awny from him, as was done in these welds. In working away
from the operator, almost necessarily the blowpipe flame is directed toward

the unwelded portion of the plates, making, perhaps, an angle of 60 deg.

with the completed wel(4. The blast from the furnace tends to force melted

metal from the end of the weld over upon the colder metal, with which

it does not unite, and to make it difficult to build up the filling material

to the required thickness. If, instead, the work progresses toward the

operator, the blowpipe being held as described above, except that the blow-

pipe head makes an angle of about 120 deg. with the finished portion of

the weld, the flame strikes the sloping surface of the molten metal at the

end of the weld more nearly perpendicularly and has less tendency to dis-

place this metal.

"Instead of welding in the bottom of the groove for a short distance,

then forming a pool of molten metal of the required depth above it, it

seems preferable to add constantly very small portions of the filling wire

to the advancing surface of melted metal in the groove. If the work is

done toward the operator, this procedure is comparatively easy. The sides

and bottom of the groove become melted by the time the weld reaches

them and the filling wire can be added uniformly to the comparatively

small area of molten metal forming the end of the weld. This area ad-

vances, gradually, parallel to itself at all times, which was not the case

when pools were formed. To assist in keeping the molten metal in place,

the plates may be inclined upward in the direction in which the weld is

advancing. A rise of about an inch to the foot is sufficient. Instead of

keeping the tip of the flame constantly in contact with the molten metal

it is advisable to increase the distance. If removed too far, the metal will

not melt rapidly, and satisfactory work is impossible, so that experience

shows that it is desirable to bring the flame in contact with the metal when
working on cocl metal, then gradually to withdraw the flame as long as

satisfactory progress is being made."

In the last series of tests the welds were made as described

above. In one case the weld was hammered during the blow-pipe

operation but this proved to be laborious and, if anything, de-

creased the strength of the weld. Preheating increased the weld-

ing rate and thus lowered the cost, but seemed to have little

effect on the strength of the weld. Forging the weld apparently

increased the efficiency about 10 per cent. Improper flame regu-

lation effected the efficiency only slightly. The welding rate

seemed to be very nearly constant, or 17.5 sq. in. of weld section

per hour. The cost of operation increases rapidly with the thick-

ness of the plates ; for a ^-in. plate the cost of gas and labor

would probably reach $4.00 per hr., assuming oxygen at about

three cents per cu. ft., acetylene at one cent per cu. ft., and labor

at 30 cents per hr. Mr. Whittemore concludes that skill in

handling the blowpipe may readily be acquired by an ordinary

'Bulletin Nc. 45, Engineering Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.

workman; that it is important to have thorough fusion of the

material in the weld; that too much emphasis has been laid oi*

the effect of flame regulation, pure oxygen and acetylene, pre-

heating, and hammering the weld on the efficiency of the weld;
and that an efficiency of 85 per cent, is as high as can be expected
in practice if the weld is the same thickness as the plate.

THE LIGHTING OF RAILWAY REPAIR SHOPS.
/^NE of the principal advantages of new shop buildings for
^-^ repairs to railway equipment is the change in construction

which provides large spaces in the sides and roof for the

admission of light, and on dark days and at night this is supple-

mented by artificial lighting by improved methods which are not

usually found in the old shops. An increase in production under
the new conditions has been observed in many instances, and
good lighting of shops and factories is now recognized as one
of the prime necessities for efficient operation. The construction

features of shop lighting have developed rapidly in recent years.

and this has materially affected shop architecture. These changes

relate to the side and end walls which have a large proportion

of glazed sash, and to the roof construction, which tends more
and more toward the saw tooth type.

The monitor ventilator or upper deck, which has been used so

generally for the lighting and ventilation of railway shops, is an

expensive and inefficient construction which still persists, but its

existence, except in the case of foundry or smith shop, cannot

be justified by satisfactory results either in allowing the escape

of gases and hot air, or the admission of light to the proper place.

The glazed sash in monitor decks are an extra expense in the first

cost of the roof, expensive to maintain, difficult to operate and

they increase the roof load and are wholly inefficient for lighting

purposes. The direct light from the sky which passes through

them only serves to light up some other portion of the roof and

scarcely reaches the floor in a diffused form. As a ventilator

the monitor deck is not required in summer when the side win-

dows and doors are open, and in winter it is so exposed to high

winds that it is more apt to leak cold air into the building than

to provide an exit for warm foul air.

During the past year the use of metal sash in new shops and

factories has become quite general, and it is also used extensively

for roundhouses and railway repair shops. The superior strength

of the metal sash makes it possible to use very large window

openings, which are unobstructed by the heavy mullions required

for wooden sash, and the spaces between the glass panes in the

metal sash are so small that a large increase in the amount of

light admitted is obtained for a given opening. The strength of

the metal sash also makes possible improved forms of saw tooth

roofs, where the maximum effect for illumination is obtained and

improved methods of operating the sash for ventilation are made

possible.

To obtain the benefits of large windows in the sides and ends

of shop buildings, it is necessary to locate the buildings with

sufficient space between to allow the light from the sky to pene-

trate the windows in a direct line, and when such space cannot

be obtained it is useless to provide large windows in the shop

walls, and necessary lighting should be obtained by skylights in-

the roof. This may be regarded as obvious and elementary, but

the simple principle involved is being constantly ignored, and

some new railway repair shops, scarcely completed, have large

windows in the side or end walls which are so close to other

buildings that the direct rays from the sky cannot penetrate them,

and they are almost useless except for ventilation in summer.

It is unfortunate that the term "skylight" is usually associated

with glass in the roof, and windows in the side walls are not

always considered as dependent on the light from the sky for

the illumination of the interior, but they are of little use unless-

they are so exposed. The Luxfer prism for lighting stores and'

offices on narrow streets causes the direct light from the sky

to be refracted at an angle so that it can enter the interior, but

plain glass will not do it, and unless this valuable light from the

sky passes through plain glass its efficiency for lighting even on
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the brightest days is very low. Two-story shops are objec-
tionable because tlie first floor is dark, and the best way to

obtain a well lighted sliop with two floors is to make the second
one in the form of a gallery with a large skyliglit over the well.

In this way the outside portion of the first floor is lighted from
the side windows and tlie interior portion of the same floor is

exposed to the skylight.

It is not sufiicient to provide a large area of glazed sash for

the side walls and roof, even for day work, for on dull days and
in the winter the early morning and late afternoon hours in the
best shops are too dark for efficient work and artificial lighting

must be the resort. There is often a loss of one or two hours
per man per day due to insufficient lighting. The ordinary
method is to install arc lamps for general lighting and carbon
filament lamps for machine tools and special work benches where
fine work is performed, but this is no longer considered a satis-

factory arrangement. The development of the metal filament

lamps with an efficiency three times that of the carbon filament

and with capacity up to 500 candle power per lamp, the vapor
lamp, and the flaming arc lamp, have so changed the possibilities

for efficient shop lighting that for the same expense, almost the

equivalent of bright day light may now be obtained.

The choice and arrangement of these new lamps for railway

shops and roundhouses is a matter which should be referred to

the illuminating engineer, and most electric companies and lamp
makers are satisfied to accept his advice. Under the new condi-

tions ample light should be provided at all parts of the working
zone. The illumination should be uniform and the lamps mounted
overhead. Individual lamps should seldom be necessary, and the

location and size of the larger units should be such as to prevent

the glare due to light from an intense source striking the eye.

In machine shops with low ceilings, 100-watt metal filament

lamps mounted overhead have been found a vast improvement
over carbon filament lamps at each machine. For higher ceilings

the 250 watt lamp of the same type makes a satisfactory

illumination, and very few drop lamps are necessary. For still

higher mountings, such as are required by the crane-ways in

erecting shops, the arc lamps and the mercury vapor lamps be-

come available, the constant aim being to obtain general illumina-

tion from an overhead source.

Having provided a good system of electric lighting, it should

be systematically maintained by daily inspection and necessary

renewals of filament lamps, the cleaning of reflectors and shades,

and repairs. Lamps should be installed with this end in view,

so as to be easily accessible for the purpose, although they are

often not so placed. The lighting of shops by day or night has

a close relation to the quality and quantity of work performed,

and the adequate provision made for it under modern conditions

will contribute to larger output as well as to brighter and more
cheerful surroundings for the workmen.

MECHANICAL ARTICLES DURING MARCH.
The following articles of special interest to mechanical de-

partment readers, and to which Shop Number readers may wish

to refer, have appeared in the weekly issues of the Railway Age
Gazette since that of March 3

:

Steel Frame Box Car. Detail description of a Canadian Pacific 80,000

lbs. capacity box car with a steel frame throughout. March 10, page 455.

Performance of Pacific Type Locomotive. The Pennsylvania Lines West
has thoroughly tried out the Pacific type for heavy passenger traffic and
as a result of the performance of one of these engines during the past

few years this type will be used for this class of service on the lines both

East and West. Details of its perfonnance are given on page 462 of the

issue of March 10.

Mallet Articulated Locomotive for the Chicago Great Western. Ten of

these locomotives, which are described in the issue of March 17, page 495,

will be used between Oelwein, Iowa, and Stockton, 111.

Heavy Locomotives for the Natal Government Railways. M. Mallet

originally intended his design for light railways but we are familiar with

the extremely heavy designs used in this country. The Mallets for the

Natal Government Railways, which are described in the issue of March 17,

page 509, weigh only 196,000 lbs. and are to be used on a 3 ft. 6 in. gage.

The Friction of Freight Trucks. Editorial comment on the American

Slecl Foundries experiments which show that a truck constructed in such
a way that it will remain s<iuare while going around a curve will cause
much less resistance. March 24, page 675.

Structures at the Northumberland Yard of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The locomotive terminal and car repair facilities at this important yard
represent the latest practice of the Pennsylvania Railroad. They are
described in a 7-pagc article in the issue of March 24, page 682.

KIcctrification of Steam Roads. The electrical engineers arc beginning
to take a saner and broader view of the electrification problem, realizing

that the clectiification of steam roads, except under special conditions, will

be decided from an economic and financial standpoint and th.it we still

have much to learn about the comparative costs of steam and electrical

service under trunk line conditions. An account of the "electrical night"
of the New York Railroad Club was published in the issue of March 24,

page 689.

Freight Car Truck Experiments. Prof. L. E. Endslcy of Purdue Uni-
versity has Made extensive experiments at the Granite City, 111., plant of
the American Steel Foundries, which show conclusively that trucks which
are built so that they will not get out of square in going around a curve
offer much less resistance than those which do. A complete account of

these experiments is contained in the issue of March 24, page 691.

Heavy Pacific Type Locomotives for the New York Central Lines. The
requirerrents of through passenger service demand a larger boiler capacity

than heretofore furnished on the standard Pacific type locomotive on the

New York Central Lines. To obtain this superheaters are being used on
the latest order of these locomotives for heavy passenger service. The
arrangement of the .=;tcam pipes and cylinders and certain details of the

Walschaert valve gear have been improved. Sixty Pacific type locomotives

have also been built for fast freight service, ten of which are equipped
with superheaters. March 31, page 787.

Tests of Pacific Tyoe Superheater Locomotive. During the past year

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern made several series of tests of a

Pacific type locomotive with a superheater hauling the Twentieth Century
Limited between Toledo, Ohio, and Elkhart, Ind. As a result certain

changes have been made including an increase in the boiler pressure and
the reduction in the diameter of the cylinders from that originally used.

The use of a cross-over pipe between the steam pipes was also found

advantageous. March 31, page 790.

NEW BOOKS.

Elements of Machine Work. By Robert H. Smith, Instructor in Machine
Work, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass. Pub-
lished by the Industrial Education Book Company, Boston, Mass.
Cloth; 192 pages, 204 illustrations; 5 in. x 8 in. Price, $2.00.

This volume has been written with the desire of filling a long

needed want in the instruction of the student or apprentice who

is beginning the study of machine work. It is the first of three

volumes on the subject and starts with a few principal defi-

nitions which the student must know in order to carry on the

work intelligently. It instructs him in the use of the necessary

instruments and their application. The elementary work, such

as laying out, chipping, filing, scraping, hardening and tempering,

pipe fitting, soldering, brazing and elementary millwright work

is presented in this volume in considerable detail. The book

contains many illustrations showing the method of performing

the different operations, which with the complete instructions in

the text will enable the most awkward mechanic to obtain fair

results.

Principles of Machine Work. By Robert H. Smith, Instructor in Machine
Work, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass. Published
by the Industrial Education Book Company, Boston, Mass. Cloth,

388 pages, 434 illustrations; 5 in. x 8 in. Price, $3.00.

This book is the second in a series of three on machine work

written with the desire of placing a text book at the service

of the student taking up this subject, either in the trade

schools or colleges. It is, however, of value to both the stu-

dent and apprentice. The former wiU find it more of a neces-

sity, as his study of the work is usually limited to a compara-

tively short time. The volume contains detailed descriptions

of lathes, grinding machines and drills, with the necessary in-

structions for their operation. It also describes in detail how

different work is performed on these machines, the numerous

illustrations adding greatly to value of the text. Here, as in

the previous volume, the instructions are so complete and minute

that the unskilled mechanic may by close application to the

book obtain a fair degree of accuracy in his work. An ap-

pendix contains tables and other useful data pertaining to the

text.

•
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WHAT IS SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT?

BY EXYL.

From reading the articles and discussions on scientific shop

management in the Railway Age Gazette, one cannot avoid

forming the impression that a definite claim is made that a large

majority of the railway shops are operated in an inefficient

manner, a state of affairs that might readily be rectified if the

railways would engage the services of a body of men, known

as efficiency engineers, and allow them to apply certain systems

of scientific management. The question naturally arises, What

is this scientific shop management that these engineers employ?

Is it a definite system that the efficiency engineers are acquainted

with, but unknown to the majority of the railway shop man-

agers; a system that if thoroughly understood might be applied

by the latter and result in considerable economies? Or is it

simply a case of substituting a man of extraordinary executive

and operating ability—the efficiency engineer—for a man of

ordinary ability in those lines—the railway shop manager? It

can hardly be the latter, for, apart from this reducing the whole

proposition to the single claim that the efficiency engineers are

men of such superior ability that their substitution for the men

at present employed would result in enormous improvements,

if there were only enough of them to go around, it would be

most unscientific to advocate a system of shop operation that

can only be successful under the charge of an extraordinarily

able man.

Surely it must be admitted that unless a shop is operated by

a system that can be administered by an able, intelligent, pains-

taking man, such as is to be found in charge of the majority of

railway and manufacturing shops, it is in an unstable condition

and could not in any way be considered as scientifically man-
aged. In addition, the number of men whose successful opera-

tion of railway shops and mechanical departments has led to

their selection for important positions in commercial concerns,

certainly precludes the possibility of any such invidious com-

parisons, as it must be admitted that there are plenty of "good

fish in the sea." We are therefore forced to conclude that the

first supposition is correct, and that the reason for the in-

efficiency that is claimed to exist in railway shops is not on the

whole so much that they are managed by inefficient men as that

these men are operating without knowledge of a system or

method of shop management, by the use of which millions of

dollars could be saved annually. We are then led to our

original question, but slightly changed, "What is this system of

scientific shop management?" To answer this, one must neces-

sarily turn to the writings and doings of those making the

claims as to the improvements that are obtainable.

As Mr. Emerson has taken such a leading part in this work,

he can hardly object to being considered as its exponent. Apart

from his interesting discussions of the effect of inefficiency upon

inefficiency, which closely resembles a demonstration of the fact

that 90 per cent, of 90 per cent, is 81 per cent, etc., it would

appear, although the statement is, of course, based on the

writer's attempted analysis of what this scientific shop manage-

ment really is, that Mr. Emerson's system really consists of the

following methods

:

First.—The bonus system.

Second.—The time study system;

Third.—The schedule system.

Fourth.—The work routing system.

Fifth.—Improved shop methods.

Sixth.—A thorough and logical investigation of the possibility

of economies in minor matters, such as belts, tools, etc.

Of these it may be considered that 1 is practically original

with Mr. Emerson ; 2, 3 and 4 are included in the Taylor system

of shop management, and 5 and 6 are matters that are con-

stantly in the minds of most shop managers, although, perhaps,

not clearly defined by them in a scientific way. However, let us

look into these methods a little more closely.

BONUS SYSTEM.

The bonus system is evidently very nearly our old friend,

piece-work, with a guaranteed day rate. Suppose a time is set

for any job at, say, one hour; then when a workman performs

this work in lj4 hours his efficiency is 66 2-3 per cent, and he

simply receives his day rate. If he does it in one hour he

receives a bonus of 20 per cent. ; if he does it in less than one

hour he receives an additional bonus of 1 per cent, for each in-

crease of 1 per cent, in his efficiency. In other words, if his ef-

ficiency is greater than 100 per cent., he receives a slowly decreas-

ing piecework rate. For instance, if the standard time was five

hours, he would receive six hours' pay if the work was done in

five hours, and 5j^ hours' pay if done in 2j4 hours. If this is com-

pared with a man paid by piece-work on the basis of six hours

for the same job, we find that the piece worker receives his day

rate only, unless he does the work in six hours. He receives

the same amount as under the bonus system, or six hours, if he

does it in five hours. If he does it in 2j^ hours he receives pay

for six hours against SYi hours under the bonus system. Com-

paring it with piece-work, the bonus system rewards the slow

worker more and the fast worker less. In view of the advocacy,

by some of the more advanced of Mr. Taylor's followers, of an

increasing piece-work system—one paying more and more per

piece as the time is reduced in order to spur the worker to the

maximum output—the bonus system cannot be considered as

efficient as the piece-work system.

During the past few years, with increase in wages and im-

proved output, the piece-work system with a guaranteed day

rate has possessed some important advantages, as will be recog-

nized by those who have operated under it ; advantages not com-

mon to straight piece-work or any system based on day rates.

It is a well-known system, as is also the ordinary piece-work

used in many shops for years past, and they certainly should

not be described as less scientific than the bonus system, nor

could any material saving be looked for on account of their

being superseded by the latter.

The bonus system may be of great value in inducing men to

work under a system very similar to piece work, who would be

unwilling to do so if it were called by another name, but it

does not reward labor as scientifically as does the piece-work

system. It does not have the advantage of the premium plan

in minimizing the effect of improper prices, as the reduction in

pay is too small to be of value if the time is unreasonably re-

duced. It has the disadvantage, as explained by a committee-

man to a manager of one of the large industrial concerns who

introduced its use, that "the trouble is when we go home we

don't know whether we owe you something or you owe us

something." How, then, can this factor of scientific managemen'.

lead to any hope for economy over the piece-work and guaranteed

piece-work systems that have been used so successfully for years

in many of our railway shops?

TIME STUDIES.

The time study, which is closely connected with a standardiza-

tion of work schedules, is without question an important evolu-

tion from the older and less definite methods of determining

prices and times. Its use in railway shops, even in those which

are best operated, is very limited, and there is little doubt that

much good will come from the publicity that it has recently

enjoyed. Standardization of work schedules is a development

that naturally follows the operation of several shops of a rail-

way under any of the various piece-work systems in which costs

have been compared for years. The difficulty has usually been

that while certain operations are easily compared, others, on

account of local differences in the method of handling the work

and the class of machines employed, present considerable

difficulty. It has frequently been decided that it would not pay

to change the method for the purpose of making a comparison,

but the possibility of the course has always been recognized.

By the use of the time study the relative value of different
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methods ;uul tlic compiiralivc ollicicncy with vvliicli the work

is performed may he determined with reasouahle accuracy with-

out necessarily disturhing convenient practices. The standard-

ization of work schedules and the time study are then not sup-

plementary, but the latter largely avoids the necessity for the

former, if comf>arisons are desired. The former has been used

and its extension is a matter of judgment; the hatter has been

little used in the railway shops and tlic question is one of the

saving that it may accomplish.

The time study is wholly the invention of F. W. Taylor. The
reasons leading up to its introduction are described in the mas-

terly paper on shop management read by him before the Amer-

ican Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1903. This paper was

more than a mere description or discussion— it was a presenta-

tion to the world of the methods used by Mr. Taylor in the

analysis of manufacturing operations and the operation of

manufacturing plants, and the system that he had devised for in-

suring work being performed in the quickest time and most

efficient manner. These methods were the result of a life's

work of a man who practically revolutionized the previous ways

of looking at this problem, and are just as far reaching in the

line of shop management as the discovery of high speed tool

steel has proved in connection with machine work—a discovery

that was really only an incident of Mr. Taylor's work. His use

of the time study dated from 1883, when he employed it in order

to more easily fix new piece rates. It was soon applied to split

operations into unit times, from which there came the careful

examination of the possible rates at which these elementary

operations could be performed.

Herein lies at once the strength and the weakness of the sys-

tem. Where the total time consists chiefly of machine work or

of frequently repeated manual movements, the unit times may
be compared with similar operations or known data ; where the

total time is largely composed of manual movements that vary

from time to time, or are not repeated in the same way each

time, it may be questionable whether the results obtained justify

the complications that are introduced. For instance, in

machining different sizes of axles the unit times may be closely

compared and the machine times checked up, not only from

similar axles, but from data obtained by experiment, or from

cutting similar material. This is a case where the total time

consists largely of machine work. In the examples of handling

pig iron, laying brick and the inspection of balls, given in Mr.
Taylor's paper, and in which wonderful results were obtained,

the work consisted in manual movements constantly repeated.

Now, even in these simple matters the compilation of a time

study is a fairly complicated matter, requiring for the opera-

tion of loading pig iron no less than six unit times; two were

variable depending on the distance the pig was carried, and two

were alternate, dependent on whether it was thrown down or

placed in a pile. This illustrates another requirement of time

study work, namely, the standardization of conditions.

Now, consider the application of this method to many of the

jobs in a railway repair shop, such as stripping engines or facing

shoe and wedge faces. No doubt the time study system can be

applied, but the question is: Would it pay? And before it was
really worked out, would it not be necessary to compromise by

letting a unit price go through that was not properly corrected

for every possible condition, or else get up a system so com-

plicated that an inspector would have to stand over each man
to keep a record of the variable conditions he encountered? For

instance, the man may be taking down an air pipe clamp. One
time the nut comes off in his fingers; another time he tries a

wrench, and finally has to chip it off. Of course it can easily be

arranged to adjust prices to conditions, but a shop may handle

60 or 70 different classes of engines, some to be stripped down
and some to be partially stripped ; in one case a bolt falls out,

while in another it has to be drilled out; in one case one bolt

has to be removed and in another six. Illustrations of this kind

could be multiplied indefinitely, but the gist of the matter is that

in a great nicijurily uf repair shop uperalions, the price paid for

the job is not based on the time required to do an accurately

defined amount of work, but is practically a contract with the

workman by which he accepts the variations in the amount of

the work to be done in consideration of an average price. That
this is the case on the Santa Fe is clearly shown by an inspec-

tion of its schedules, even though a closer account is taken of

the variation in the work to be done than in most railway

piece-work shops. It may, therefore, be assumed that Mr.

Emerson encountered the difficulty that is almost obvious with

regard to the application of the time study system to the work
on which the manual operations are varied, or in which the

standardization of conditions is too complicated, namely, that

it was more cumbersome and therefore less efficient than the

ordinary method.

By the latter is meant the setting of a price or time by a

practical man who judges the proper allowance by timing the

job as a whole and determining from general observation a

price which will reward the men when they are working in-

telligently and under average conditions and maintaining what

a shop man would call a good gait. This might be called the

aggregate system as opposed to the unit system, which is what

is meant when time study work is referred to. It must be

acknowledged that whether applied to small operations or large

ones, it has been the general one in use in determining repair

shop times and prices. It is no doubt not as scientific as the

time study. Neither are many short cuts scientific, but if they

are sufficiently accurate and avoid the expense entailed by m-ore

detailed but complicated systems, nothing can be gained by going

to the latter. There is no doubt, however, that, as previously

stated, time study will be far more used in the future and with

considerable benefit. It is, however, doubtful whether in

the average well-run shop the saving to be obtained from its

introduction will be sufficiently large to greatly lower the cost

of maintenance.

Scientific Management at the Angus Shops.—If you inquire at

the Angus shops of the Canadian Pacific Railway, where con-

siderable time study work has been carried on under the direc-

tion of H. L. Gantt, you will find that so far its use has

practically been restricted to the machine shops, and that its

extension to the remainder of the plant is hardly considered

practical for reasons very similar to those outlined above. In

addition, it is being used at those shops in a somewhat different

way from that usually outlined. The demonstrator, who in Mr.

Gantt's system is the pacemaker for the shop, is used as an

educator and devotes his time to getting the machine operators

to obtain the desired results and in devising better methods of

performing the work. With this modification, the Canadian

Pacific officials are exceedingly pleased with the system which

has reduced the costs and increased the men's earnings—a most

satisfactory condition. The reduction in cost has not, however,

thus far exceeded about 5 per cent, on 25 per cent, of the shop

pay roll ; so that while the work is going on steadily and

energetically, it certainly has not led to any enormous reduction

in expenses. Such a thing would hardly have been expected.

The shop has been operated under a good piece-vvork system for

years, and while an improved method of studying prices is a dis-

tinct step in advance, and its benefits will probably increase as

time goes on, yet the system is not going to revolutionize

matters. Neither will it do so in the average railway shop,

unless other conditions can be introduced. There are many

shops whose prices and costs are higher than those in charge

would like them to be, and if the time study system were in-

stalled and prices reduced, quite a substantial saving would

result. If the time study system were not installed and prices were

reduced, where this is already known to be possible, there would

also be a good saving; not quite so much, perhaps, but fairly

close. But the gentlemen who are trying to operate a com-

plicated proposition for the good of the whole road have to

balance the cost of fighting the matter out against the results
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that would be obtained from a small section of the combination

under their control, and understand their conditions sufficiently

well to be competent judges. Let us give the scientific time study

lots of credit; it has any amount of good points, but it is not a

panacea for all our troubles.

SCHEDULE AND WORK ORDER SYSTEMS.

The schedule and work order systems are also part of the

scientific management scheme. The schedule system is no doubt

good where it can be used, and it could no doubt be of con-

siderable advantage on the Santa Fe on account of their using

a 15-day schedule for repairing locomotives. At Altoona, where

an eight to ten-day schedule is in effect, the usual planning sys-

tem would be too slow. It would not be much use informing

a foreman that he was two or three days late with his work;

if he were he would upset the entire shop. The fact is that

the schedule system in various forms has been operated in rail-

way shops for years. Probably the first shop to repair engines

in a minimum number of days was the Chicago & North Western

at Chicago under Robert Quayle. The Altoona shop has, if

anything, gone Chicago one better, and the Roanoke shop of

the Norfolk & Western is doing practically as well. It is doubt-

ful if any manufacturing plant in the country does smarter work
than that of turning engines out of these shops. They have

been led to it by their conditions, viz., ability to increase their

machine shop facilities and difficulty in increasing the size of

the erecting shop. Now they regard it as an economical proposi-

tion; other railway shop managers do not. An engine costing

$15,000 is only worth about $2 a day for interest, and a week
more in the shop, costing $14 per engine, is easily lost in the

labor and material costs if the work has to be hurried. Evi-

dently this is a case of conditions and judgments.

The whole question of the schedule system is one as to the

length to which it is advisable to go. It may vary all the way
from the complete planning department advocated by Mr. Tay-

lor, which, however, was advocated by him for plants which

were not railway repair shops, down to a single statement of

the dates engines are to be turned out. It is a great question

whether close scheduling is advisable in the average plant, and

it will in general be found that in a shop doing straight repair

work, with a minimum number of days allowed in the shop,

the schedule is simple. If a variety of repairs, light and heavy,

together with a quantity of manufacturing work, is handled, a

more thorough scheduling is advisable. There is one principle

in this work that must be admitted, namely, that a system should

never be carried any further than is found advantageous. The
moment we begin to run a shop for a system instead of a system

for the shop we begin to lose money. Too much scheduling may
easily result in making work harder to handle instead of easier,

and the work order system has yet to prove its merit under

conditions as variable and complicated as those in the ordinary

railway shop. Let the system of scheduling work be given full

credit as an important adjunct of shop management, but it is

absolutely inaccurate to claim that its introduction would be an

important reform in the average well-run railway repair shop.

It has been used in them in a practical and successful form for

years.

LABOR SAVING DEVICES.

If there was one thing more annoying than another to the

railway shop man during the recent discussion it has been the

inference from the illustrations of the various labor saving

devices used on the Santa Fe that the idea of developing appli-

ances of that kind was broadly new. All must admire several

of the ingenious machines and methods that have been so freely

illustrated not only in the technical journals and pamphlets de-

scribing the work accomplished, but in the popular magazines.

Many no doubt have enjoyed seeing the product of their inven-

tive efforts given so much publicity, even though their names
were not attached. Of course, any shop man knows of the large

amount of ingenuity that has been expended in railway shops all

over the country, and the shop columns of the Railway Age
Gazette have brought out a collection of shop kinks which would

reflect credit on any branch of manufacturing work. There is

any amount of this work to be done, but it has never been a

neglected side of railway shop work, and it does appear as

though credit has hardly been given where it is due, when we
find a man in Mr. Going's* position illustrating in his examples

of betterment work on the Santa Fe the machine forging board,

the scrap reclaiming machines, the oil spray for trucks, air

hoists on tools, knock down truck for engines, car wheel drop

pit, a home-made bolt cutter, oil tire heaters, and a few other

familiar old stand-bys. Surely if he wished to be of value to the

benighted railway men he ought to have picked out a few new
ones. The fact is that most roads have paid pretty good at-

tention to this class of work.

Sometimes a just criticism might be made that devices have

been made up that will never pay for the time and expense

devoted to their development. That, however, is almost a

necessary evil in any business. The Railway Age Gazette should

publish its collection of shop devices in a properly edited book

form, and then ask any unprejudiced engineer—efficiency or

otherwise—if he does not consider that this detail of manage-

ment has received good attention.

MINOR ECONOMIES.

The investigation of the possibility of economies in minor

matters is another thing that will certainly do good by giving

it publicity. Railway shops, as a rule, do not have sufficient

supervision to take up these less important details as carefully

as they should. At the same time these minor economies, while

well worth following closely for their own sake, are not able to

effect seriously the total cost of maintenance. Mr. Emerson

has made a good deal out of the question of belt repairs. Most

shops have men especially in charge of this, although not, as a

rule, college graduates, as they have usually been considered of

more value in other work. After reading Mr. Emerson's state-

ment of the improvement made in this respect, and that the cost

of belt maintenance should not exceed 15 per cent., the writer

obtained figures as to the cost of maintenance and the value of

the belting in a large railway plant, in which both iron working

and wood working machinery were used. The annual cost was

about 20 per cent, of the total value, so that allowing for the

fact that during the year prior to the cost being reduced on the

Santa Fe a very large expenditure had been made for belting

—

and it was presumably pretty nearly all new—the railway shop,

with a good belt man in charge, does not show up so badly.

One cannot help feeling that Mr. Emerson was very unfor-

tunate—or shall we say fortunate—to strike a road on which

conditions in that particular respect were so bad.

There are, of course, numerous other items which deserve

closer attention than they receive in many cases. Conditions in

this respect are similar in both railway and manufacturing plants.

One manager gets after the little things better than another, and

yet they may both be good men in many ways. Most shops,

however, are careful about small things that cost money. They

soon get called down by their superiors if the supply requisitions

go up; and while, perhaps, economies may be effected in this

as in other lines, they are not great or anything like those

claimed. Railway shops are just like other shops in this respect.

Some have adopted a standard tool system; others have not.

Some are up-to-date; others are behind. But it is reasonably

safe to say that the average efficiency engineer will spend more

money than the railway man does in the maintenance of minor

items, and that plenty of railway men would spend more if

they could.

CONCLUSIONS.

In conclusion, without explaining that comparatively few

shops in the country, whether railway or commercial, have

adopted the Taylor system, Mr. Emerson has made the assertion

* In his book on Methods of the Santa Fe, published a couple of years

ago by The Engineering Magazine.
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that bj- iiitrodiKiiig the moditk-d form of it whicli he advocates,

enormous savings might be obtained. The results of his work

on the Santa Fe are quoted as an illustration of the economies

that are available. Without discussing what saving was actually

made there, no one would expect Mr. Emerson with his well-

known ability to fail to introduce substantial improvements.

There can be little question of his having been of great service

to the road. A well-posted up-to-date cfiiciency engineer would

in almost all cases be so in any railway shop. But it certainly

is unsafe to make sweeping assertions based on a comparatively

short experience on one road. It is well known that mainten-

ance costs cannot be judged on the results of a short period. It

has been a common saying that anyone can make a record for a

year or two, and on a railway in a normal condition this has

been done more than once. The conditions on the Santa Fe

must also have been favorable from some of the illustrations in

Mr. Going's book, showing Japanese and other men doing work

previously handled by machinists. Reductions in cost due to

the introduction of cheaper labor can hardly be credited to a

system. In many other ways conditions apparently existed

which afforded a good opportunity at the time to a capable shop

manager.

This is not, however, the question. Efficiency engineers, who-

ever they may be, cannot stand on the claim of their superior

ability. They must effect their economies by the introduction

of systems of management by which the present shop forces may
obtain improved results, not by a change in the force, unless it

is found incapable. They should therefore be able to explain

their system, just as F. W. Taylor explained his. Some people

believe that the Taylor system of management might introduce

great economies in every machine shop in the country, whether

railway or commercial. Others consider that under special con-

ditions the system may be applied in its entirety, but that in

general practice its application is limited. Mr. Emerson is one

of the latter, for in his work on the Santa Fe he has adopted

certain features of it and discarded others. Probably Mr. Tay-

lor would consider a shop operated under Mr. Emerson's system

inefficient, and with almost as much reason as the latter has for

stating that railway shops are inefficient.

We have, however, examined Mr. Emerson's system, and

wherein is the reason for the saving claimed? He advocates

several methods of shop management that are excellent things

in their way. The bonus system, time study and work schedules

are all important adjuncts to the general proposition of efficiently

running a shop. They are not, however, radically new dis-

coveries, and the fact is that each must be used to the extent

that it is advantageous. To advocate any particular system by

which to operate a shop, having such varied problems as a loco-

motive repair shop, is like advising that all plane surfaces should

be finished by milling. No doubt the introduction of milling

machines effected improvement reductions in the time required

to do certain classes of work, but the good shop manager is not

the man who therefore insists on its universal use. Systems are

like machines, they should be used for the purpose they are

adapted to, and the best results are going to be obtained not by

the Taylor system or the Emerson system, or the Gantt system,

but by using what is good and useful in each, combined with

good common sense management.

Mr. Emerson must know that there have been efficiently and

inefficiently managed railway shops just as much as in other

lines of work and that this has been largely a question of

the quality of their superintendence, or the restrictions placed

on them by the management. They are manufacturing plants

run by an institution that is not in the business of running

manufacturing plants. In many cases they have not been granted

the necessary appropriations to keep their equipment up; they

have not been allowed the proper supervision to watch their ex-

penditures; and the management has not, and in some cases

does not, realize the requirements of efficient shop operation and

sees little difference between the organization required for a

large repair shop and that for a section gang. In spite of that,

one general foreman after another has been faithfully doing his

best to get along with the facilities he had and turn out his

work as cheaply as possible ; making machines when he could

not buy them, and doing many things that were not strictly

efficient, but were the most efficient things to do under the

circumstances.

Luckily this state of affairs has pretty well passed away,

especially on the larger roads. Shops are now recognized as

important factors, and their proper equipment and superintend-

ence is given reasonable attention. There may still be some

inefficiency, but it is going to be cured by better men and

better management, and not by the use of a specific system.

Mr. Emerson's idea that the best sort of management is none

too good for a railway shop is all right. It is a pity to see a

railway man handling a shop with a $75,000 pay roll leave

because a commercial concern can pay him double the salary a

railway can. If he can induce the men in charge of railways

to realize the importance of retaining their able men, he will

have done some more good work; but it was unjust and mis-

leading to make claims that reacted on the efficiency of the

good shops and poor shops alike, and to prophesy such wonder-

ful results for a new system that is not new, and which many
employ in whole or in part.

I

I

TRIPLE VALVE PISTON PACKING RING GRINDING TOOL.

BY FR.^NK J. BORER,

Foreman Air Brake Department, Central Railroad of New Jersey, Elizabeth-

port, N. J.

The grinding of triple valve piston packing rings was for-

merly done at the Elizabethport shops by a tool made of a piece

of 54-in round steel, a hole being drilled in one end to receive

the piston stem and a handle being placed on the other end,

similar to the one shown on the accompanying sketch. The
piston stem was secured to the tool by a set screw ; this arrange-

ment was unsatisfactory because of the set screw slightly dam-

aging the end of the piston stem. We are still grinding most

of our triple valve piston packing rings by hand, as it is doubt-

-^jl^—-//I"-—-Hi^h- J4t^-|-'4h--/i'->t<-—-/f"--i

Triple Valve Piston Packing Ring Grinding Tool.

ful if any time can be saved, or better work be done, by the

use of a machine unless a number of men are engaged in this

class of work and a machine is provided that will grind at least

eight triple valves at one time. Experience has tayght us that

it is much more important to have the triple valve piston cylin-

der bushing and the triple valve piston packing ring groove put

in good condition, so that the triple valve piston packing ring

is a perfect fit in the groove and in the cylinder bushing. The

grinding of the ring is then a simple operation. If the triple

valve cylinder bushing is not in good condition, we roll it with

a special triple valve roller and also true up the triple valve

piston packing ring groove if it is necessary. The improved

tool for grinding the piston packing ring is shown in the il-

lustration. The adjusting nut A contains four jaws B, which

are held apart by the coiled springs D, In using the tool, the

piston stem is placed between the four jaws, and the adjusting

nut A is held in one hand while the stud C is revolved and

moved inward by means of the handle F, thus closing the jaws B.
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FIRST PRIZE.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD, BUFFALO.

BY C. C. LEECH,

Foreman, Buffalo, N. Y.

CLAMP FOR EXHAUST NOZZLE WHEN TESTING STEAM PIPES.

A clamp for exhaust nozzles, when the steam pipes are being

tested, is shown in Fig. 1. The cap A fits in the top of the

nozzle after the tip has been removed. A steam tight joint is

secured by placing a rubber gasket over the top of the nozzle.

The clamps B are moved inward along the bar C and fit under
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Fig. 1—Clamp for Exhaust Nozzle When Testing Steam Pipes.

the edges of the flange of the nozzle casting. When these have

been properly adjusted they are secured by the ^-in. set screws,

and the cap A is forced securely over the top of the nozzle by

turning the screw E.

REMOVING ECCENTRIC CRANK ARM OF WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR.

A device for quickly removing the eccentric crank arms of the

Walschaert valve gear is a necessity in the engine house. A
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Fig. 2—Block and Wedges for Removing Eccentric Crank Arm
of Walschaert Valve Gear.

block and wedges for doing this are shown in Fig. 2. The
block B is of wrought iron 9^ in. long, 6 in. wide and 6 in.

high, and is cut out to fit over the main rod bearing on the

crank pin. After the main rod strap and the rear brass have

been removed, and the rod has been pushed forward out of the

way, the block is slipped in in its place and fits easily between

the inside of the crank arm and the side rod bearing. The key-

ways in the block have a taper of J4 in- in 6 in., and the crank arm
is wedged off by driving the two soft steel keys in them. This
kink will easily start the most obstinate crank arm without de-

facing it.

OIL BURNER.

A simple and convenient portable crude oil burner is shown in

Fig. 3. The oil tank was made from a 16-in. x 33-in. air reser-

PlugCock-Venf

l^ippk. Shn^

Plan Shotring Genera/ ^rmnfftmenf of
Ptptnff on Top of Tank.

(Oil

Fig. 3—Portable Crude Oil Burner.

voir. Air is admitted to the tank through the connection at F,

the pressure forcing the oil . out through the ^-in. pipe and

hose. The construction of the burner is clearly shown in Fig. 4.

The supply of oil and air to the burner is controlled by the

globe valves. The oil tank may be refilled by removing the

j—/J--|-/i'-j

1 4
N) kSJ XHHiperinch

Fig. 4—Details of Torch on Crude Oil Burner.

plug at F. Air pressure is used at from 75 to 100 lbs. per sq.

in. The handles of the truck are made of ^-in. x 1^-in.
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wrouglit iron, and arc tied to each otiier by two J^-in. holts

on either side of the tank, the arms being properly spaced apart

by 6-in. lengths of pipe through which the bolts pass.

SAFETY CLAMP FOR BOILER TEST HOSE.

A strong safety c'amp for the hose whicli is used for test-

ing locomotive *)Oilers in the engine house, is shown in Fig. 5.

The large e'ld of the clamp, which is made of wrought iron, fits

over tl": hose, wliile tlic small end clamps over the nii)ple. Two

WAGON FOR MOUNTED WHEELS.

An imi)(irtant advantage of the wagon for mounted wheels,

which is shown in Fig. 7, is the fact tliat it will turn in its own
length, and can thus be used successfully in getting around

sharp corners in a crowded roundhouse. It is made of a 2-in. x
12-in. oak plank, 6 ft. long, which is hung from its center on the

wrought iron axle. The wheels are 10 in. in diameter and have

3-in. treads. The oak plank is stiffened and strengthened by
the two trusses of J^-in. x 2-in. iron, which lip over the plank
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Fig. 5—Safety Clamp for Boiler Test Hose.

of these double clamps are used—one where the hose is con-

nected to the engine house test line, and the other where it is

connected to the boiler.

PAINT SPRAYER.

A simple and efficient paint spraying apparatus is shown in

Fig. 6. The can is made of heavy galvanized iron, and the paint

is introduced through the opening A, which when the can is in

use is securely covered by the cap C. The cap has a rubber

disk on the inside at the top, making the joint air tight. A
hose from the shop air line is connected at B. By opening the

valve, which is controlled by the lever H, air is allowed to escape

through the nozzle G, which is an ordinary %-m. tee. As it

rushes out it syphons the paint through the pipe, which is con-

nected to the bottom of the oil can. The paint should be mixed

sufficiently thin to flow freely. A handle E is attached to the

side of the can for convenience in handling.
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Fig. 7—Wagon for Mounted Wheels.

at its ends and are securely bolted to it by the ^-in. bolts. A
bracket of ^-in. x 2-in. iron over which the truss straps extend

is bolted over the axle. A J^-in. x 2-in. strap is also placed

across the plank on the under side at each end. The top of

the wagon is only a few inches above the floor, and the wheels

can readily be rolled on it by using a set of iron, or iron faced

wooden wedges, which may easily be carried on the wagon.

These are usually made 6 in. wide and 18 in. long, and of the

proper height to suit the wagon. As the wheels are rolled on

the wagon they drop into the recessed parts C, which prevent

them from rolling off. The wagon may easily be moved about

by placing a rope through the eye-strap at the end.

Connect Hose here L /^"_.J

Fig. 6—Pneumatic Paint Sprayer.
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PNEUMATIC HOIST.

A pneumatic hoist with a trolley and an overhead track is a

most convenient means of handling heavy material about the

pits in an engine house. If the trolley tracks are arranged in

U shape, the legs of the U extending along each side of a pit,

each one of them will serve three pits, thus requiring a minimum

number of hoists. An air hose extending from above the center

Fig. 8—Pneumatic Hoist.

of the middle pit can be made to follow either leg of the U.

The hoist which is shown in detail in Fig. 8 has a capacity of

from 1,200 to 1,500 lbs., and can be made any desired length.

The cylindrical portion is made of brass, but heavy iron pipe

may be used after it has been properly smoothed inside, or cast

iron may be used. In the latter case, the wall should be not less
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than Yz in. thick. The construction of the hoist is clearly shown

on the drawing.

PNEUMATIC WHITEWASH MACHINE.

Large areas of wall space and roof in a roundhouse or shop

can be quickly whitewashed by the use of the pneumatic

machine shown in Fig. 9. It is made of an ordinary ^-in. tee,

having an air nozzle, A, connected with an air line, projecting

into one end. At the opposite end of the tee is a discharge

nozzle, D, which is flared out in order to spread the whitewash

—/S-
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Fig. 10—Cylinder Head Lifter.

to the best advantage. The globe valve G has its construction

modified so that the admisison of air from the pipe B to the

nozzle A may be controlled by means of the handle E. Air

from the supply line is used at a pressure of from 75 to 100

lbs. per sq. in. The whitewash is syphoned up through the

Y
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Fig. 11—Flue Auger.

rubber hose, H, and is sprayed out through the nozzle, D. It

is usually prepared in a barrel and is made quite thin, so as

not to clog the hose. The air pipes are standard j4-in. pipe, and

the various connections are of brass. An ordinary garden hose

will answer for handling the whitewash.

CYLINDER HEAD LIFTER.

A simple device for handling cylinder heads when they are

Fig. 9—Pneumatic Whitewash Machine.

removed or replaced with the aid of a portable crane, or by one

suspended from the smoke stack, is shown in Fig. 10. It is

made of soft steel, the end A fitting over the stud at the center

of the cylinder head. The other end is formed into a 2-in. eye

to fit in the crane hook.

FLUE AUGER.

A simple flue auger is shown in Fig. 11. The handle is made

of Yi-'m. round iron, to which is welded the flat twisted Y^-'m.
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X lJ/4-in. soft steel stock. This auger may be made in any length,

the three Icngtlis used in our engine house being shown on the

drawing.

PORTABLE Ij^-TON CRANE.

A port;il)Io 3,000-lb. crane, which may be used to advantage

in cither the engine house or the erecting shop, for such work

.--6
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Fig. 12—Portable 1^2-Ton Crane.

as liandling steam chests and covers, cylinder heads, guides,

crosshcads and bumper beams, is shown in Fig. 12. The base

of the crane, which is mounted on the wheels, is a heavy iron

casting, the general design of which is shown in Fig. 13. The

front axle is pivoted at the center and is offset; the handle

is rigidly fastened to this axle and when it is raised the

front of the bed drops until the lug A rests on the floor, thus

steadying the crane. The upper frames, B, of cast iron, are se-

curely bolted to the base and are reinforced by the ^-in. x

i

Fig. 13—Cast Iron Base of Portable IJ/a-Ton Crane.

Fig. 14—Pneumatic Hoist at Cinder Pit.
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2-in. ir(5n straps which pass through the lugs, S, at the upper

and lower part of the frame. The chain runs on the drum, D,

and passes over the sheave C. A ratchet and pawl are provided

for locking the drum and thus holding the load at any height.

PNEUMATIC HOIST FOR CINDER PIT.

The efficient operation of an engine house depends to quite

an extent on the facilities that are provided for handling ashes

and cinders at the ash pits. An admirable arrangement for do-

ing this is shown in Fig. 14. The framework for the hoist is

supported on a substantial concrete foundation, and consists of

12-in. channels, 20 lbs. per foot, at the sides, securely braced

by angle irons and straps as shown. The top cross members of

the framework are 12-in. channels, 32 lbs. per foot. The frame-

work extends over two tracks; one at the ash pit and one for

the cinder cars. The construction of the ash pit is clearly

shown on the drawing. The number of ash buckets, B, which

are supported on the four-wheel trucks, C, depends on the length

of the ash pit and the service which is required of it. When
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Fig. 15—Gas Furnace for Pipe Bending and Brazing.

one of the buckets, B, has been filled and run underneath the

framework the overhead hoist, which is supported from the small

truck which operates on top of the 12-in. eye beams, is placed

directly over the ash pit by manipulating the handle of the

valve on the column at the side of the pit. Valve V controls

the admission of air into the cylinder D, which is fastened to

the side of the framework. By the system of pulley-wheels

T, one of which is fastened to the end of the piston rod of

cylinder D, and by means of a wire cable which passes over these

pulleys, and which is fastened to the truck, H, the latter may

readily be moved back and forth over the two tracks at will.

To steady the piston rod it has a crosshead at the end which

runs in guides fastened to the side of the framework.

The 9-in. hoisting cylinder which is supported by the truck, H,

is operated by the three-way valve, and the piston rod may be al-

lowed to drop to such a position that a hook at its end may

be engaged with a link on the ash pit bucket. The bucket may

then be lifted from the truck, and by operating the valve which

controls the cylinder, D, may be transferred directly over the

ash car. Then by raising and lowering the bucket slightly and

allowing the upper end of arm A to strike the heavy iron ring

R, which is rigidly fastened to the bottom of the cylinder head,

the two halves of the bucket may be made to open outward,

allowing the ashes to fall in the car. Allowing the piston to

drop slightly, closes the bucket again and it may then be moved
over and dropped onto its truck, and another truck with a

full bucket may be run under the hoist, and be dumped in a

similar manner. The carriage of the truck, H, is fitted with a

cast iron yoke which allows the cylinder to swing a consider-

able distance in any direction. The ash bucket trucks are con-

structed of 2y^-in. X 2^-in. angle iron, and have heavy forged

axles with cast iron flanged wheels.

GAS FURNACE.

A simple and durable gas furnace used for pipe bending and'

brazing in the engine house is shown in Fig. 15. The box, which

is 6% in. high and about 24 in. x 10 in. inside, may be made

either of cast iron or of iron plates. It is partially lined with

fire bricks as shown. The gas which enters the 1-in. tee through

the 1-in. pipe is mixed with air, which enters through the J/2-in.

pipe; this mixture is forced into the furnace through the 1-in.

pipe, the opening in the fire brick increasing in diameter from

2 in., where the gas enters, to 4 in., where the fire brick ends

near the center of the furnace. That part of the pipe which is

to be heated is laid across the furnace in the depression O, where

the heat is intense. Fire bricks protect the back wall of the

furnace. The gas is used at a pressure of about 6 oz., and the

air at about 70 lbs. per sq. in. The furnace is placed on an

iron plate ^ in. thick, 16 in. wide and 30 in. long, which is sup-

ported on four legs of 1-in. pipe. The device is comparatively-

light and if desired may be moved about the engine house il-

suitable air and gas connections are provided.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING.*

BY R. W. CLARK,

Foreman Boilermaker, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Nashville, Tenn.

A number of service tests of welds in fireboxes of locomotives

indicates that the oxy-acetylene welding method is a success. On
one of our large passenger engines, steam pressure 210 lbs., we
applied two large patches on the side sheets. The engine then

went into service for nine months. When it came back to the

shop, we removed the side sheets because of cracks in different

places, such as the horizontal seams in the firebox and crack-

ing of the sheets above and below the stay bolts; the patches

also cracked in different places, but the weld was in good con-

dition. To apply any kind of a satisfactory patch at this place

is a very difficult job, and the oxy-acetylene weld was far superior

to any other that might have been made. The patch cracked

within one inch of the weld, but the weld stood.

We also have two other patches in the firebox of a smaller

boiler, carrying 160 lbs. pressure, which have made quite a record.

After making 65,000 miles the engine is now in the shop for

general overhauling and the patches are in good condition. It

is hoped that they will make double this mileage. These patches

are 5 ins. x 24 ins. and are directly under the brick arch. There

is also a small patch welded in over the fire door on the flanges.

This engine would otherwise have had to have received two new

side sheets twelve months ago. Patches applied at this place

with patch bolts will give no end of trouble in the round house

and will possibly have to be renewed once or twice.

We have two patches, 70 ins. x 24 ins., in one of our large

freight engines on both side sheets, just above the grate bars.

This boiler carries 195 lbs. pressure. These patches have been

•An extensive article on the methods of oxy-acetylene welding and cut-

ting, used in the Nashville, Tenn., shops of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, and prepared by William G. Reyer, general foreman, and Mr.
Clark, appeared in the Railway Age Gazette of August S, 1910, page 243.
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in service for five months and have given no trouble whatever.

This engine also has a flange welded at the fire door. When
the engine arrived in the shop, it would have been necessary to

apply two new side sheets and a half door sheet had it not

been for the o.xy-acetylene welding. The repairs were made at a

very small expense compared with what it would have cost to

remove the side and door sheets.

We have had several sets of half side sheets welded in. Two
of them have made their mileage and have gone through the

back shop for a general overhauling. On examination the welds

were found to be O. K. We have welded hundreds of small

patches in low-pressure boilers which have given no trouble what-

ever.

There are some places which cannot be welded successfully.

However, the method is only in its infancy, and there is appar-

•ently no end to the work which can be successfully done, if

handled in the proper way. We have more than sixty locomo-

tives with oxy-acetylene welds in different parts of the boiler.

This method of welding is also used for a great variety of work
in the erecting and machine shops.

For cutting purposes in the boiler shop it is invaluable. I have

often sent the operator in on a big job, and in three hours or

less he has done as much work as would have been done by three

or four boilermakers and helpers in several days of hard work,

and the operator used only one and one-half tanks of oxygen.

There is nothing better for cutting up old material.

SPLIT ECCENTRIC.

It is frequently necessary to use split eccentrics on locomotives,

and in some places it is preferred to the solid type. The accom-
panying illustration shows a strong construction for a split eccen-

tric that has been used on the Baltimore & Ohio, which does not

require that the division line shall be central with the axle, and
with which the bolts are relieved of all stress. The main part-

ing line A A' is on the center line of the axle, but the small side

CAST IRON WHEEL FOR 60-TON CARS.

The Utah Copper Company has received some steel hopper

cars from the Pullman Company having a capacity of 120,000 lbs.,

and the wheel and axle used under them are here illustrated.

The heaviest M. C. B. standard wheel for 50-ton cars with a

gross load of 152,000 lbs. weighs 725 lbs., and this may be com-
pared in its proportions with the 800-lb. wheel for the 60-ton cars,

which was designed and made by the Griffin Wheel Company,
Chicago. The gross load for the 60-ton car is 170,000 lbs. The
thickness of the tread in the heavier wheel is 2 in., the same as

the M. C. B. 725-lb. wheel. The thickness of the double plates

has been slightly increased, the outer plate to l^^ in., the inner

plate to Ij^ in. and the single plate to 13/16 in. The principal

change is in the inner projection beyond the flange, which makes
the total width of tread and flange very nearly 6 in., as compared
with 5^^ in. in the M. C. B. standard section for 50-ton cars. This
makes a novel shape for the flange and increases the thickness in

the direction where needed for

greater strength; it has been found

to make a proper blending of the

white and gray iron at this critical

point. The increase in the total

width at the tread will also add

materially to the strength of the

wheel. The thickness of the bracket

has been increased from lyi to 1%
in., and the height from 2 in. to 3 in.

The increase in the height of bracket

is due. to the fact that the single

plate in the new heavy pattern is located farther out on the

rim, so that the curve joining the plate and the rim increases

the thickness of the rim rapidly.

The large axle required for the 60-ton cars is shown on the

drawing, and it may also be compared with the M. C. B. axle for

50-ton cars designed to carry 38,000 lbs. The new axle should

carry 42,000 to 45,000 lbs. The length over all and the length of

the journal is the same for each axle. The diameters are in-

creased 1 in. all through, the journal being 6J/2 in., wheel seat 8 in.,

and center 6% in. These are convenient figures to remember and

to work to, but they may be larger than necessary, and it seems

desirable for the M. C. B. Association to adopt another stand-

ard axle suitable for cars with a nominal loading of 60 to 65

tons.

Split Eccentric.

of the eccentric has an overhang, B, with a lip engaging in a

recess in the larger portion. The two parts are held together by

a single bolt on each side with countersunk head and nut. With
this arrangement the bolts carry none of the stress of the eccen-

trics, this being taken by the lips and serve merely to hold the

two parts together. No hub is required and the eccentric is held

in place on the axle with a key and set screws in the usual

manner.
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Wheel and Axle for 60-ton Freight Car.
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THE MISTAKES OF THE EFFICIENCY MEN.*

BY ONE WHO HAS WORKED WITH THEM.

IV.

Unscientific.

The efficiency men are rightly to be judged both by their ut-

terances and by their success or failure to work out in a prac-

tical way the theories they stand for. In the case of the former,

much has been said and written to which as thoughtful men as

they have taken exception; as to the latter it will doubtless

be admitted even by the efficiency men themselves that their

success has in many, if not most, cases been questionable. The
attempts that have been made to establish their systems on rail-

ways have been so few that railway men are necessarily led to

investigate the claims that have been made of what has been

accomplished in manufacturing plants. Railway men are not

opposed to scientific management, although they have been so

represented. They do object, however, to the manner in which

so many of the efficiency engineers have exploited as a new and

wonderful departure in the field of industrial and railway opera-

tion, many of the methods that have been recognized as funda-

mental and have been worked out to a successful conclusion in

most of the representative railway shops of the country. The
same may as properly be said of manufacturing plants, in many
of which efficiency men have found it impossible to make suffi-

cient progress to warrant the cost of the introduction and es-

tablishment of their systems.

Much of what they have said and written has been allowed

to go unanswered. The popular publications have welcomed

them as the bringers of good news, who are to save us from

the slough of inefficiency. Their statements appear to be ac-

cepted as scientific deductions which require no further proof.

But merely to discuss scientific questions does not make one a

scientist, and one of the fundamental weaknesses of their po-

sition lies in the fact that, posing as scientists, they have made
statements and set up claims in disregard of the actual con-

ditions. In what respects then are many of the efficiency men
unscientific in their attitude and methods with reference to

scientific management ?

First, in basing their conclusions on incorrect, insufficient,

or immaterial data and in applying them to conditions v/hich

were absent in the initial investigation.

Second, in criticizing methods of operation without a full

recognition of what they have accomplished and in substituting

therefor a system which experience has shown to be impractic-

able.

Third, in their impatience for results.

UNSCIENTIFIC METHODS OF DRAWING CONCLUSIONS.

What is more common in their utterances than an imposing

array of examples of extremely low efficiency, submitted as evi-

dence that conditions call for heroic treatment, or of ex-

amples of high efficiency as a proof that their methods can alone

bring order out of the chaos? A mere citation of disjointed

facts, however, proves nothing. They are at best but half-truths,

and as such are not only out of place in a scientific discussion

of the questions under consideration, but are misleading. A dis-

interested seeker after the truth asks : "If the unsatisfactory

conditions that have been described actually exist, are they due

to a wrong system or to the absence of system ; do they cor-

rectly represent average conditions, or are they only exceptional

instances due to factors which are but local and transitory?"

Efficiency men claim to be scientific, as contrasted with prac-

tical men, who they say, follow the rule of thumb. But a scien-

tist publishes his conclusions only when, after extended ex-

periments and observations, he has found the evidence sufficient

*The first article, which considered the extravagant statements and claims
made by efficiency engineers, appeared in the January 6 issne. The second
article, on the failure of many of their theories when put to the test_ of
practical application, was published in the February 3 issue and the third,
on their neglect of the human element, appeared in the .March 3 issue.

to warrant giving them publicity. He is no scientist who
hastens into the limelight with evidence based on scattered ex-

amples, found amid varying conditions, and risks the odium of

his co-workers by announcing premature conclusions. Among
reputable physicians, chemists, biologists and other scientists, it

is customary to delay the announcement of important dis-

coveries even far beyond the time which would seem under all

the laws of logic to be required. The result is that when such

an announcement is made it is backed up by a series of facts so

closely related and so strongly fortified by innumerable ex-

amples bearing distinctly upon the question, that it is unusual,

indeed, for it to require alteration.

Is it scientific to use as evidence cases of low efficiency and
consequent high costs and unsatisfactory service, or of improve-

ments that have followed the introduction of efficiency methods,

without an equally fair statement of all the conditions that sur-

round the operations.^ Or to search through the records for an

especially poor performance to set alongside an especially good
one, irrespective of the causes and the general tendency in

either case? All thoughtful accountants appreciate how mis-

leading statistical data may be unless all the concurrent factors

are taken into consideration and proper allowances made for

them. Whatever the unit of measurement, it is unsafe and improper

to draw definite conclusions from too narrow a range of data.

A good record of one month may really be a poor one when
all the facts are known. For example, in an industry where the

different operations that precede the completion of a certain

unit are scattered over a period of several months, the output

during a particular month may, and usually does, bear no di-

rect relation to the cost of operations during the month in ques-

tion. In a shop building steam engines, machine tools, pas-

senger cars, or similar equipment, requiring perhaps two months

or more to assemble complete, it is the height of folly to as-

sume that the cost of the operations in a given month divided

by the output represents the cost per unit, and indicates whether

the results are satisfactory or otherwise. Yet this has been done

and has been submitted as evidence in proof of the alleged phe-

nomenal results that have followed the introduction of a certain

system of shop operation.

We can judge of the value of claims of this nature—dis-

jointed statistics that in themselves ought not to be accepted

as proving anything—only from those with which we are

familiar. In an article explaining the gospel of efficiency, writ-

ten by one of the chief of its apostles, an example is cited which

if accepted at its face value and as representative of average

conditions, is certainly a strong endorsement of a new system

which is claimed to be "as different from the old as the rifle is

from the bow." The example given is that of a large industrial

plant, the owners of which desired to increase the output from

13 to 23 units per month. It is said that the manager recom-

mended an expenditure of a large sum of money for the pur-

pose. The efficiency engineers, young lochinvars out from the

West, however, after making their usual investigation reported

not only that no expenditures for extensions were required, but

that the output could be increased 60 per cent, within a very

short period, without adding either to the equipment or the

force, or increasing the payroll more than 10 per cent, (the in-

crease that was anticipated undoubtedly represented bonus).

Evidence is then submitted for the purpose of proving that the

results were even greater than had been forecast. It is claimed

that within the time allotted the output had increased 69 per

cent., and that the payroll, far from increasing, had been reduced

15 per cent. Nothing is said about the expenditures for equip-

ment, but the conclusion is that the suggestions of the efficiency

engineers having been followed in other respects, were fol-

lowed as well with reference to property expenditures.

The writer has received authoritative information regarding

this particular case that throws a different light on the subject.

Bearing in mind that disjointed statistics cannot be relied upon,

what facts were ignored in citing this example as a proof of the
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results achieved by the cfliciency men? It was true that the out-

put for one month had been 22 units as compared with an

average during the previous year of 13. But one robin does

not make the spring. The actual results were: 1, For a period

of six months immediately preceding tlie introduction of the new

system, the average output had been 14. 2, For the next nine

months the average output was 15j/j, an increase of 1^, or 9

per cent. 3, For the month immediately preceding that in whicli

it was 22 (the ideal to be reached), it was 14. 4, During the

month immediately follozcnng the output was 7, and the plant

then closed down for want of work. It should also be stated

that a large amount of money was expended for improvements,

although the "assay" of the efficiency engineers indicated that

none was required, and that the reduction in cost of operations

per uvit was almost negligible. It is apparent from even a

cursory examination of these figures that the "evidence" was

to say the least, misleading. The output had not increased as

stated. There were local reasons why in the particular month

mentioned it was larger than previously. That it was not due

to any revolutionary change in the methods of operation is

apparent from the fact that during the month immediately pre-

ceding it, the output had been less than the previous average.

That the pay roll had been reduced, was due only to the fact

that many of the shops had been closed down, only the as-

sembling shop, where output is counted, running full. Further

interesting facts in connection with this particular case, which

were omitted in the article using it as evidence, are that the

system as introduced by the efficiency engineers was afterwards

discontinued, and that much better results are being secured.

From whatever point of view the example cited by the efficiency

engineer may be considered, the conclusions reached were cer-

tainly not arrived at scientifically.

Another instance, based on insufficient data, is the follow-

ing: In a recent discussion in one of the leading New York

dailies the statement was made by a prominent efficiency engi-

neer that "the losses occurring in many items of railway opera-

tion have been checked on a large scale," and it is asserted that,

based on such extensive checking, the conclusion is justified that

they mount into the hundreds of millions. This alleged loss

has been used as head-line material for many months and has

served as a text for numerous articles in current publications

by men who have accepted it as gospel. They have, however,

overlooked a still more pregnant statement in another article

by the same authority as follows : "The net earnings of the

railways in 1909 were only $1,078,132,735, but sympathy is not

so great as it would be if it were not so evident that wastes

were annually occurring, a very large part of them preventable

and aggregating a sum larger than the net earnings" (the italics

are ours). Evidently an error was made when it was stated that

the losses amount to a paltry $1,000,000 a day; they are actu-

ally $3,(XX),000 a day, "a very large part preventable." Are

these the conclusions of a scientist? Where and when have ef-

ficiency engineers checked railwaj' operations on a large scale?

Have 20 per cent, 10 per cent, or even 5 per cent, of the mul-

tiplicity of factors that aflfect railway economics been analyzed

by them? Is it not a fact that they have been checked only on

a few roads and that even where the conditions were subjected

to their scientific treatment, such treatment has failed? The
evidence of economies effected on the Santa Fe has already

been shown in the Railway Age Gazette to be such that it can

not be seriously accepted. As already stated, such statistics are

valuable only when covering a period of time sufficient to rep-

resent average conditions.

In a pamphlet going the rounds among railway and industrial

managers, an instance is cited of work being done by 40 men
through the introduction of a system of planning and routing,

on which 120 had previously been used. Another efficiency en-

gineer refers to a locomotive being repaired at a cost of over

$600, which should have cost $27. Without questioning the ac-

curacy of such statements we submit that their recital does not

prove that these unsatisfactory results are due to the failure of

systems of operation which arc well established in most rep-

resentative shops. They arc the result of mismanagement

and the absence of system, over which almost any definite plan,

however crude, would be an improvement. If an investigation

were made of conditions in the shops where marked reductions

in cost have been made by the introduction of the methods

employed by efficiency engineers, it would doubtless be found

that in many cases they had previously been allowed to run

themselves. It is, therefore, unscientific to make use of such

cases in a wholesale denunciation of the methods prevailing in

the average railway shop.

But the reader, left in such cases to his own resources to

separate the real from the unreal, is either the willing and un-

suspecting neophyte, accepting with wonderment the "evidence"

which has no established basis, or is obliged to reject it all as

unreal. It is unfair to those among the efficiency engineers who
are scientists in the true meaning of the term. There is danger

that their reputations will suffer and that their usefulness will

be limited because of the unscientific deductions and absurd

claims of the pseudo-scientists who ransack heaven and earth

for comparisons that only serve to mislead those who are not

in position to answer their arguments.

IMPRACTICABLE METHODS.

Efficiency men as a rule are opposed to piece-work as being

unscientific, expensive and tending toward too great effort on the

part of the men. As to the first, it may be admitted without

question that there have been, and are now, piece-work prices in

use which are unscientific in that they have not been determined

correctly. This, however, is a condition, not a principle, and

can be corrected as easily as similar conditions can be rectified

in connection with the standard time and bonus system which is

offered as a substitute. The prices paid for the various jobs in

shops which are recognized as having successfully introduced

the piece-work system are determined only after a careful in-

vestigation of all the factors that affect them. In certain shops,

as in the case of the Canadian Pacific, time studies are made

;

in others, the equivalent of the time study, observation by a

trained observer, although without resource to the stop watch,

is sufficient. In others, the prices now in use have been the re-

sult of an evolution, which has involved extensive checking and

comparisons, and are therefore accepted as satisfactory. What-

ever may be the actual situation in this respect, however, the con-

clusion is inevitable that any method that may be considered

practicable in the determination of standard times may be used

as well in establishing piece-work prices.

As to the expense, this can refer only to the amounts paid

for the work done. It cannot refer to the cost of introducing

the system, for the reason that in many plants the standard time

and similar systems have been found impracticable, if for no

other reason, because of the high cost involved in their intro-

duction and maintenance. Why piece-work should be more

expensive in so far as the cost of output is concerned is difficult

to understand. If it be said that high prices are necessary in

order to interest the workmen, it may be replied' that equally

high guaranteed day rates are demanded as an incentive to accept

standard time. And there are many successful managers, who
know from bitter experience that the latter is much more ob-

jectionable than the former.

It is one of the theories of the efficiency men that the ac-

ceptance of their various systems of shop operation carries with

it greater comfort to the worker. To quote from one of them

:

"It is the belief of scientific managers that men find more pleas-

ure in working quickly and well than in working slowly and

poorly, and especially would scientific management object to

automaton specialization and the exhausting strain so often in-

duced by piece rates." As to the first, " 'tis a consummation de-

voutly to be wished," in the search for which as much may be

done, and is being done, under a properly established piece-

I
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work system as under newer, but less practicable plans. As to

the second, it may be said that so long as competition remains

there will be those who choose, in spite of all that may be done,

to work rapidly in order to earn more. It is not the universal

testimony of managers of railway or industrial shops where piece-

work has been established that there is the "exhaustive strain,"

which is feared. As a matter of fact, it is seriously to be

doubted that such conditions exist to a marked extent anywhere

except in the shops usually known as "sweat shops." In any

event, such an objection holds with equal force against the

standard time and bonus system, for in any extensive effort to

establish it, if a pacemaker can be found to lead the shop, every

use is made of him. In practical operation, therefore, there is

no difference, so far as the pace is concerned, between working

for a high efficiency in order to earn a large bonus, and put-

ting forth extra effort toward completing a greater number of

pieces in order to increase one's earnings. The objections to

piece-work are for the most part academic and theoretical. Is

not the opposition to it on the part of the efficiency men due

largely to their general attitude of criticism of the "old ways,"

and their desire to introduce something new to justify their

position?

The impracticability of the standard time and bonus system,

as it is usually known, has been proved in scores of attempts

to introduce it. Under like conditions it has shown no economy

over a successful piecework system; on the contrary, in many
plants it has increased the cost of production. The expense

incident to its introduction and maintenance is usually prohibi-

tive ; especially is this true when a shop is running at materially

less than full output. It has led to prolonged and bitter labor

disputes, and even in quarters where piecework is opposed, the

opposition to the standard time system and bonus system is even

greater. Its chief appeal to serious consideration lies in the

stress it lays upon the necessity for a scientific study of all the

conditions in determining shop methods, and for an accurate

measurement of the time required in specific operations. These

factors, however, are taken into account in all well-established

piecework systems, which, in fact, have all the virtues of the

standard time system without its objectionable features.

IMPATIENCE FOR RESULTS.

Perhaps next to the failure of the efficiency men to ap-

preciate the importance of the human element, the most cer-

tainly fatal mistake they have made is their impatience for re-

sults. This comes often after many of the obstacles to their

success have been removed. It is not confined alone to them

;

many practical managers have failed for the same reason. But

in introducing a system of work that involves features, which

while the principles underlying them may not be new, are

strange to the men who are most vitally affected, impatience can

undo in short order what it has taken much time and expense to

build up. If it is true that man is a suspicious animal, the aver-

age workman has his full share when a new system is introduced.

If it has merit, its success should not be risked by premature

announcements or by assuming an uncompromising attitude

toward the men. If there is great waste in shop operation, and

this has been going on many years, why the impatience to change

it all in six months or a year?

Instead of establishing the system in one department, and

proving its worth so unequivocally that it is demanded in other

departments, certain efficiency men have urged its speedy ex-

tension to other departments, for the reason that unless it is

introduced into all and recognized as the established system,

there is danger that it will fail in the department in which it

was initially instituted. Such a necessity for its general ex-

tension is unworthy of any system which merits it. One of the

most unfortunate results of the impatience that has caused ship-

wreck of so many well intentioned plans, is the opportunity

that is given to labor to organize and present a solid front

of opposition to their establishment. It is both unnecessary and

unscientific to demand or expect permanently satisfactory re-

sults in introducing scientific management without giving it time

to grow in favor. If the efficiency men have profited by this

mistake, which has been the direct cause of many of their fail-

ures, they have gained much.

Just now scientific management is receiving consideration,

either favorable or otherwise, in many quarters. There arc

those who believe that it offers nothing toward a solution of the

problems that confront the industrial world. There are others

who consider it a panacea for all our economic ills. Perhaps
midway between these classes are those thoughtful men, some
trained in the hard school of practical experience and possessing

that true genius which is "an infinite capacity for taking pains,"

and others, with equal genius and with the instinct and training

of the scientist, who are to be depended upon to extend the es-

tablishment of its principles. The purpose of scientific man-
agement is not to displace existing institutions. It is to perfect

them. It has already been established on a much larger scale,

although it may not bear the name, than many of the efficiency

engineers are willing to admit. It is being further extended

through patient study of existing conditions and a recognition

of those factors which make for permanency. And while it is

to be regretted that it is being retarded through misrepresenta-

tion and unfair criticism, it is an encouraging sign that there is

a growing number of industrial and railway men of all ranks who
are not blinded to its merits by the fulminations of the school of

philosophers who may for the time being occupy the stage.

A CURIOUS CASE OF A WORN JOURNAL.

On October 22, 1910, a hot box was noticed on L. S. & M. S.

car 72071 at York, about 25 miles from Youngstown, Ohio.

The car was loaded with ore and was in a slow train. A Cook
cooler was applied. On arrival at Youngstown the standard 5j/2-

Curious Case of a Worn Journal.
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in. X 10-in. journal was found in tiic condition sliown on the

accompanying photograph. The axle was not bent, but the jour-

nal had been spun out and elongated from 10 ins. to 1234 i"s.

The journal bearing was found to be badly cut and conformed

to the shape of the journal. Why the journal, whicli must have

been quite hot in order to spin out as it did, did not bend under

the heavy load which it was carrying is a mystery. I. S. Down-

ing, master car builder of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

to whom we are indebted for this information, has never seen

anything like it in his experience.

TWENTY-TON HYDRAULIC WHEEL DROP; LAN-

CASHIRE & YORKSHIRE.

At the joint meeting of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers and the Institution of Mechanical Engineers of Great

Britain, Birmingham, England, a number of papers were pre-

sented on the subject of engine house practice. In the discus-

sion John A. F. Aspinall, general manager of the Lancashire &
Yorkshire, referred to the general practice in England by using

shear legs for removing driving wheels from locomotives, but

he thought that the drop pit was a much better method and de-

scribed the one used on his line in the engine house at Bolton.
Plan of Wheel Drop at Bolton.

/?am 8^'diam. Stroke lO'o'

lYorh'nff Pressure /SOO /is.

Hydraulic Wheel Drop, Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway.
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Wheel Drop in Normal Position with a Pair of Wheels About to be Dropped.

The accompanying drawings and photographs illustrate this

wheel drop.

The cast iron drop-table is 9 ft. 6 in. long, and is operated

by a hydraulic plunger 8^ in. in diameter with 10-ft. stroke,

under a working pressure of 1,500 lbs. per square inch. The

drop rails are supported on cast iron ribbed girders 28 in. deep,

and these are bolted to the plunger platform and guided by

cast plates secured to the end walls of the pit. A peculiar

feature of this wheel drop is the provision for two sets of sup-

porting rails. These are made necessary from the fact that the

Pair of Driving Wheels Partially Lowered.
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eii^iiiic house is i)f tlie type known in Enghmd ;i,s tlu' ilndUKli

running shed, anil after the wheels are dropped and rcniani

on the table rails in tlie pit, another set of rails must immt the

gap in order to allow other engines to pass through tiu' inuisc'.

These rails are supported mi a hinged struiline and arc thidwu

in or out of position hy nuans of levers and ruds wIiIlIi are

operated by the motion of the hydraulic lift. 1 he rails are se-

cured to rolled l-bcams, 14 by 6 hy ^s i'l-. :iii dlhese arc bolted to

cast iron brackets which have bearings on their lower ends

and arc keyed to 3-in. round shafts. These shafts arc coimected

by curved levers to rods which extend down to the plunger

platform. When the platform is raised the hinged rails are

thrown hack so they can he covered by a hatch forming a por-

tion of the floor. When the table rails descend the hinged rails

are autoniaticall_\- thniwn into i)o.siti(in as a part of the through

track. The h>(lranlic vaUes fcr the contrdl of the jjlunger are

include mathematics, phy.sics, mechanical drawing, mechanics,

nuchanism, strength of materials, machine design, expcrimentaf

tests and shop management. .\ immlldy report is made by
the head instructor and submitted to the general ofTicc of the

company and to the Pennsylvania State College. These monthly
reports, with the annual reports concerning each member of the

classes, when taken in connection with the regular records oi the

shop foreman, form an accurate basis fjii whicii to select and use

the men to the best advantage.

ATLANTIC TYPE CLASS E 6 LOCOMOTIVE; PENNSYL-
VANIA RAILROAD.

The large Atlantic type locomotive here illustrated was built

at the Juniata shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad in December,

1910, and since that time has rendered very satisfactory service

Wheel Drop in Normal Position, Except that Hatches at Side Are Removed.

operated by counter-weighted levers, and their location is shown
in the photographs as well as in the drawings.

APPRENTICE SCHOOL AT ALTOONA.

An apprentice school has been established at Altoona, Pennsyl-

vania, by the Pennsylvania Railroad, co-operating with the engi-

neering school of the Pennsylvania State College. It is for the

benefit of the regular apprentices in the shops at Altoona. Its

object is to give to apprentices a knowledge of the fundamentals

of mathematics, mechanics and drawing, thereby making them

better artisans. The large attendance shows that the men are

eager to make the most of the opportunities open to them, and

the company is more than repaid by the actual increase in the

efficiency of its workmen, and by the assurance of unswerving

loyalty for the men who have received all their training in its

service. English is taught with special reference to writing busi-

ness letters, filling out order blanks, time cards, and other details.

The work is arranged to cover three scholastic years of forty-two

weeks. Each appentice receives four hours of instruction a week,

or a total of 504 hours for the three years. The subjects given

in hauling high speed trains on the Middle division of that road.

Its best performance was shown by the making up of time on

the schedule of the "Pennsylvania Special" from Harrisburg to

Altoona with eight steel Pullman cars weighing 600 net tons.

It is usually found necessary to double-head this train when it

consists of more than six steel sleepers, even with locomotives

weighing more than the new class E 6. A profile of this portion

of the line with the schedule of the "Pennsylvania Special," or

train 29, is shown on one of the illustrations.

On February 28, this locomotive broke all speed records

between Altoona, Pa., and Philadelphia. The train consisted of

two coaches and the private car of G. W. Creighton, general

superintendent. It left Altoona at 8 a. m., and made the run

to Harrisburg, 131.1 miles, in 112 minutes, or six minutes less

than the best previous record. A large part of the run was

made at a speed of more than 70 miles per hour. The run from

Harrisburg to Philadelphia, 105 miles, was made in 97 minutes,

of 5 minutes better than previous records. The train stopped

only 3 minutes in Harrisburg.

The locomotive is remarkable for its large boiler and the

great weight on drivers. With present track conditions, the limit

for size, weight and hauling capacity of the Atlantic type loco-
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Cross-Section Through Firebox of Atlantic Type Locomotive.

motive has apparently been reached in this design. With the

introduction of the all-steel passenger equipment now used on

all through New York trains on the Pennsylvania, it became

necessary to provide high speed locomotives of an increased

hauling capacity. The Atlantic type having previously been

found satisfactory for high speed service, it was decided to ascer-

tain what results could be obtained with a locomotive of that

type somewhat heavier than those in use, the belief being that

with no greater tractive effort than that of the previous standard

Arrangement of Fittings in Cab; Atlantic Type Locomotive.

Atlantic type locomotive the larger locomotive would increase

the sustained hauling capacity at high speeds.

The general design follows closely that of other Atlantic

type locomotives on the Pennsylvania, the principal difference

being in the boiler, where increased heating surface was pro-

vided. To avoid the trouble experienced with long tubes, the

^.

Class E-6 Atlantic Type Locomotive: Pennsylvania Railroad.
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(liaiiK'tcr ul the l):ii!fr was iiuTi'a^cil mi as tn provide spaio fur

460 2-in. tubes, 13 ft. ll->8 in- long. The tirilmx lias a Ci)iiil)us-

tion chamber of im-diiim Icnjjth and to avoid loaky joints in

tills chanil)CM-, the number of joints has liecii rcchucd to a

mininuuu by llangin};.

The boiler is 83jj in. in diameter outride at tlic dome sheet,

and the two shell sheets are /s '"• lliiek. 1 lie dome is pressed

froiu a sheet 1 in. tliiek and lias a wide tlant^e, whicli per-

mits three rows of rivets. 1 he combustion cliaiiil)er has the

tube sheet set 42 in. from the tirehox slicet at tlie mud ring, and

the gusset portion is tlanged willi a large radius. Tlic water

space between the parallel slieets at tlie bottom of the combustion

chamber is 8 in. deep, and tliis, with the w'idc sweep of the sheets

toward the mud ring, allows a free circulation of water to the

side sheets. The RelpaiVe firebox is 12 in. wide and 110J4 in.

long, with a grate area of 55.13 sq. ft. The water spaces around

it are unusually large, the mud ring being 5 in. wide at the sides

and the ends; the staybolts at the upper end of the firebox are

9 in. long between the sheets.

The boiler drawing shows the injector pipe carried through

the boiler to within 30 in. of the front tube sheet and with an

outlet at the boiler head. The drawing of the back head fixtures

in the cab shows the arrangement of the injectors which lead

into this feed pipe. There is one No. 11 Nathan injector on the

left and a No. 11 J^ Sellers on the right. Water is supplied to

these injectors through 2^ in. pipes, and the overflow is con-

ducted through 3 in. pipes. The injector steam pipes are led

directly from the steam box on top of the boiler by short lines.

The drawing also shows the cast iron front of the cab with the

portions which fit against the sides of the firebox ; also the cab

ventilator, which consists of two shutters opening upward.

The ash pan, which is of the self-dumping type, is also shown
in detail. The hinged bottoms are supported on heavy shafts

extending along the outside of the ashpan, and these are con-

nected by cranks and levers to the drop lever at the side. This

type of ash pan has been used in large numbers by the Penn-

sylvania, and while meeting the requirements of the law has

been found fairly satisfactory and comparatively free from the

difficulties from warping and burning out which are usually

found in most self-cleaning ash pans. It will be noticed that

the connection of the lower portion to the upper part of the

pan is provided with a large area of netting, so that the air

supply to the grate cannot be restricted by dampers. The pan

is made of ^ in. tank steel and 2^/2 in. x 2j^ in. wire netting.

The weights of the engine ready for service are as follows

:

On engine truck, 51,270 lbs.; front drivers, 64,530 lbs.; main
drivers, 68,770 lbs.; trailer trucks, 46,930 lbs.; total, 231,500 lbs.;

weight of tender fully loaded, 158,000 lbs.; total locomotive

and tender, 389,500 lbs. The total weight on drivers is 133,300

lbs., and we believe the weights on the individual driving axles

are higher than those on any other locomotive in the world.

In spite of this extreme weight on the rail and the load per

square inch of journal, there have been no hot driving journals

or pins, although the engine "has made a large mileage on high

speed trains ; it is evident that it has been properly designed

and carefully constructed.

The cylinders are 22 in. x 26 in., and the driving wheels are

80 in. in diameter. The boiler pressure is 205 lbs. The tractive

effort per pound of mean effective pressure is 157.3 lbs., and the

maximum tractive effort with a mean effective pressure of 80

per cent, of the boiler pressure is 25,797 lbs. The total heat-

ing surface is 3,582 sq. ft., and the grate surface 55.13 sq. ft.,

the ratio of these being 65 to 1.

The valve gear is of the Walschaert type and has been worked
out with unusual care. It is different from that usually sup-

plied by the locomotive builders, especially in the size and
weight of the moving parts which appear to be considerably

lighter than those generally used on locomotives of this size

in the United States. The careful provision for lubrication will

-H.— 4>
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frame. The trailing truck is held in normal position by long

helical springs which arc placed in a pocket at the extreme

rear end of the truck frame. Directly below this is a special

brake cylinder for the brake shoes of this truck alone, and as

the movement of the truck frame is normal to the truck wheels

the brake shoes always have the proper position with respect to

the wheel tread.

The main frames have slab sections, both front and rear, and

while the bar portion is only 4 in. wide, it is increased to 7^
in. at the pedestals, making it unusually strong at these places

and providing a wide bearing for the driving boxes. The de-

sign of the frame is adapted to either wrought iron or cast

steel, but when cast steel is used not less than J4 '"• is allowed

for finish, and most of the corners are rounded with ^ in. radii.

Heavy Atlantic Type Locomotive; Pennsylvania Railroad.

be noticed on the drawings ; solid forged oil cups are used at

nearly every pin connection in the valve motion.

The trailing truck is one of the most difficult subjects for

satisfactory design found in the Atlantic and Pacific types. The
requirement for an outside journal box equalized with the in-

side driving box almost always produces an awkward con-

struction. In the present design the large equalizers are very

compact and are provided with a large ball bearing directly at

the side of the joint in the back frames, the bearing bracket being

secured by the same bolts which secure the two portions of the

Self-Cleaning Ash Pan for Atlantic Type Locomotive; Pennsylvania Railroad.
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Longitudinal Section Through the Boiler of Atlantic Type Locomotive; Pennsylvania Railroad.

It will be noticed also that the corners of the wrought iron

frames are chamfered in many places.

General Data.

Type 4-4-2

,,,.,, , , ,
.. ._ , ._., ,

Service Passenger
With the thoroughness characteristic of rennsyl vania Railroad Fuel I'.ituminous coal

methods, this new engine has been sent to the locomotive labo-

ratory at Altoona for a series of tests to measure its perform-

ance and to determine on minor changes before any large num-

ber of locomotives of this class are built. The principal di-

mensions of the engine are given in the table below

:

Tractive eftort
Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender in working order.
Wheel base, driving.

25,797 lbs.

231,500 lbs.

133,300 lbs.

51,270 lbs.

46,930 lbs.

389,500 lbs.

7 ft. 5 in.

Wheel base, total 29 ft. 7^ in.

Secfion A-B Looking Forivard. Secfion C-D Looking Backivard. Seciion E-F Lookiagr Fornyard. 5ecHon Through Cg/inder.

Walschaert Valve Gear as Used on Atlantic Type Locomotive; Pennsylvania Railroad.
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Trailer Truck for Atlantic Type Locomotive; Pennsylvania Railroad.

SecHon C-C.

Cylinders.

Kind . .

.

Diameter
Stroke . .

Ratios.

Total weight -^ tractive effort
Weight on drivers ~ tractive effort
Tractive effort X diameter drivers -=- heating surface...
Total heating surface -7- grate area
Firebox heating surface -^ total heating surface, per cent.
Weight on drivers -^ total heating surface

Simple
22 in.

26 in.

8.97
5.16

576
64.97
6.08

37.2

Total weight 4- total heating surface
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft

Total heating surface -=- volume cylinders.
Grate area -f- volume cylinders

Wheels.

64.6
11.40

314
4.8

80 in.Driving, diameter
Driving, journals 954 in. x 13 in.
Engine truck, diameter 36 in.

Engine truck, journals ."i.'^ in. x 10 in.
Trailing truck, diameter 50 in.

Trailing truck, journals 6J^ in. x 12 in.

Secfion ^/%'' r"^^
^./f t'l. Section

Tofal Lengfh ofFrame •

Frames for Atlantic Type Locomotive; Pennsylvania Railroad.
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I 'alics.

Type 14 in. Piston
Travel 7 in.

Lap 1 5/16 in.

Boili-r.

Working pressure 205 lbs.

Firebox, width and U'ligtli 72 in. x 1 10^^ ii

Tubes, number and diameter 460—2 in.

Tubes, length 13 ft. 11^ in.

Henting surface, tubes 3,364 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebo.x 218 sij. ft.

Heating surface, total 3.582 sq. ft.

<jrate area 55.13 sq. ft.

Center of boiler above rail 1 18 in.

Ileieht from rail to top of dome 15 ft.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING IN EUROPE.

BY CAPT.MN GODFREY L. CAROEN, U.S.R.C.S.*

II.

FLORIDSDORF LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

Locomotive building in Austria-Hungary is highly developed.

There are no better locomotives in Europe than those turned

out from the Floridsdorf Locomotive Works and the Budapest

Locomotive Shops. The former plant is located on the out-

'J ho tutal vvlicel base is 10,450 millimeters (34 ft. 3 in.). The
total weight in working order is 84.5 tons (186,200 lbs.). This
engine is capable of hauling 440 tons on a 1 per cent, grade
at a speed of over 60 kilometers (37.3 miles) per hour, and on a

straight road 440 tons at a speed of 100 to 105 kilometers (62.1

to 65.2 miles) per hour. It develops about 1,800 h. p.

The Floridsdorf Works employ about 2,400 men. The shops
actually cover about 21 acres, and about the same amount of

adjoining land is occupied by homes and gardens of the work-
men. It was at these works that the first 10-wheel freight engine

was brought out for the Austrian State Railways. It was also

designed by Charles Golsdorf. A specialty of the Floridsdorf

shops is rack railway locomotives, which include the Abt. type.

The heaviest of these engines weighs about 163,000 lbs. in work-
ing order. Still another specialty is crane or industrial loco-

motives, which are specially designed for handling castings in

steel works.

The machine tool installation at the Floridsdorf shops is a

splendid one. A Cincinnati milling machine of the new vertical

type (No. 4), which was probably the first one of its kind in-

stalled in Europe, was observed. This fact is mentioned to in-

dicate the readiness of the Floridsdorf management to purchase

I

Series "210" Locomotive; Built at the Floridsdorf Locomotive Works.

skirts of Vienna, and the latter in the city of Budapest. The
Floridsdorf works have recently brought out a type of loco-

motive known as "Series 210." This locomotive is the design

of Charles Golsdorf, who is a member of the State Railways'

staff, and is regarded as one of the leading authorities on loco-

motive design in Europe today.

Series 210 is a superb machine. The total length of the boiler

barrel is 4,280 (168>4 in.) plus 1,450 millimeters (57 in.), the

latter representing the length of superheating space. The length

of the firebox is 2,700 millimeters (106 5/16 in.). The total

heating surface is 292.4 sq. meters (3,147 sq. ft.) and the grate

area is 4.62 sq. meters (49.73 sq. ft.). This locomotive is a

four-cylinder machine with diameters for the high and low

pressure cylinders of 390 (15^ in.) and 660 millimeters (26 in.)

respectively, and a stroke of 728 millimeters (28^^ in.). The
driving wheels are of 2,140 millimeters (84 in.) in diameter, and

the trailers and truck wheels are 1,034 millimeters (40^ in.) in

diameter. The fixed wheel base is 2,200 millimeters (85 J^ in.).

*Captain Garden was detailed for two years in Europe as special agent
for the Department of Commerce and Labor. His duties required him to
report on the general machinery situation, especially with reference to
machine tools. During this service he visited several hundred plants. The
reports covering these visits are on file in the Bureau of Manufactures
at Washingfton. Captain Garden's first article on Locomotive Building in
Europe appeared in the Railway Age Gazette of March 3, 1911, page 399.

the latest in shop equipment. Many American machines were

at work, but the majority of the heavy tools were of Austrian

origin. The firm of "Vulkan," located in Vienna, is supplying

most of the heavy tools to Austrian machinery houses. There

are a few small machine tool works in Austria, but their out-

puts are limited. German and American tools are imported

to a large extent, especially of the medium sizes. For the year

1909, Germany exported more machine tools to Austria-Hungary

than to any other country.

The Floridsdorf shops build, on an average, 120 locomotives

per year. From an American viewpoint this is not a large num-

ber, but Floridsdorf is only one of the several locomotive plants

in Austria-Hungary. There are no less than three locomotive

plants in or near Vienna.

Many Sellers tools are in use in these shops. These machines

were purchased direct from William Sellers & Co., of Phil-

adelphia, Pa., and Director Hermann Gussenbauer of Floridsdorf,

declared that he would buy more American machines if he

could treat with the manufacturers at first hand, as with Sellers.

This view is a general one regarding American machine tool

sales in Europe. The Continental users of machines find that

they must deal through foreign importers in order, in most

cases, to secure American equipment. The general iinpression

I

I
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prevails that the prices charged for American tools by importers

are greatly in excess of the standard American prices. According

to the statements of many directors of foreign plants, they ask

for nothing better when buying American machine tools than to

be charged the prices asked in America plus the freight, in-

surance, and tariff.

There is much heavy milling work in the Floridsdorf shops,

and here again it was noticed that European machine tool build-

ers have furnished most of the tools. Reinecker of Chemnitz,

Grafenstaden, and Collett & Engelhard— all German firms—are in

evidence with heavy milling equipment. The Collett & Engel-

hard heavy millers are probably used more in European loco-

motive shops than any other one make.

Bohler tool-steel is used almost exclusively at Floridsdorf.

All shaft bearings are treated under roller presses for the final

finishing-ofif, or smoothing-up. Grafenstaden tools were doing

all the milling work on boxes and connecting rods. A motor-

driven Vulkan 3-frame slotting, boring, drilling and milling ma-

chine was in use. This tool was designed for working locomotive

frames in sets and is capable of handling frames having maxi-

mum dimensions of 12 meters (39 ft. 4^/2 in.) long, 1,600 milli-

meters (63 in.) wide, and 350 millimeters (13^ in.) high. It

was sold to Floridsdorf for 60,000 crowns ($12,180).

Good machinists at Floridsdorf receive on an average 65

hellers (13.2 cents) per hour. A week's work is 54 hours, or 9

hours a day.

WIERNER-NEUSTADT LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

The Wierner-Neustadt Locomotive Works are in the outskirts

of Wierner-Neustadt, a city of 28,000 inhabitants, and distant

about 1 hour by fast train from Vienna. It lies to the south of

Vienna. Ordinarily, the force employed in the Wierner-Neu-

stadt shops approximates 2,200. Locomotive output is about

the same as at Floridsdorf, or 120 locomotives per year. An
examination of the equipment record indicates that these shops

have not undertaken to build as heavy and powerful engines as

are built at Floridsdorf. The statement was made that 1,200

h. p. represented the heaviest locomotives, in point of power,

so far built. All locomotive work at Wierner-Neustadt is of the

plate-frame type. The plate frames are cut out by oxygen-gas

after the manner followed at Borsig.

Not a few American machine tools are in service here, but

there are many old foreign tools which might well be replaced.

The policy of the new management is to replace these old tools

as rapidly as possible with up-to-date ones. The boiler shops

are the most modern of the various departments. There is a

Vulkan machine in use on boiler work for drilling plates

15 meters (49 ft. 3 in.) long. There is also a special 5-spindle

machine made by the locomotive builder, J. A. Maffei of Munich.

Among the American tools in use were those of the following

houses : Prentice Bros. Company, Worcester, Mass. ; Bullard

Machine Tool Company, Bridgeport, Conn. ; Bement, Miles &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa. ; American Tool Works Company ; S. A.

Gray Company, Lodge & Shipley, and the Bickford Machine

Tool Company, all of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Gisholt, of Madi-

son, Wis.

The power for the shops is supplied by two Parsons' turbines

representing about 1,600 h. p. There are tools in the Wierner-

Neustadt shops that have been in service for 40 years. One
machinist stated that he had been working steadily at the same

machine for 28 years. This was a Sigl (Austrian) lathe for

turning crank shafts. This man received between 8 and 9

kronen per day (1 krone := 20.3 cents).

A day's work at Wierner-Neustadt is 9^/2 hours. Work com-

mences at 7 a. m. and stops at 6 p. m., with an interval of IJ^

hours at midday. On Saturdays the shops close at 5 p. m. The
men are paid on the basis of a fixed valuation for the work as-

signed. If the work is not completed by the week end, the work-

men are paid advances on the final price. The better class of

machinists at Wierner-Neustadt receive sums varying from 8

to 9 kronen ($1.62 to $1.83) per day. In a few instances as high

as 12 kronen ($2.44) are earned per day.

ST.ATE R.\ILVV.\Y LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

The State Railway Locomotive Works is located in the city

of Vienna, and is one of the oldest locomotive shops in Aus-
tria. It was here that the old locomotive "Philadelphia" served

as a prototype in the early history of Austrian locomotive build-

ing. These are the shops which were developed by the Scotch-

man, John Haswell, and to him the credit is given for the im-

petus early imparted to locomotive building in Austria.

The general design of the locomotives built at the State Rail-

way Works follow the ideas of Charles Golsdorf. In addition,

these works build both Atlantic and Prairie type locomotives.

The finished machines are marked examples of care and pains-

taking efforts. Here, as in the case of Floridsdorf, Austrian

machine tools are much in evidence for the heavier class of

work. Collett & Engelhard have supplied a four-spindle drill

for boilerhead work, and Vulkan has built a tool for milling the

edges of boiler shells. There was one heavy slotter in service,

the make of Fairbairn, Naylor & Co., which was working up

to 12 layers of locomotive frames, each of 30 millimeters (1.18

in.) thickness. One Austrian miller (Dania) was milling the

sides of connecting rods, the steel in the rods having a tensile

strength of 70 kilos per square millimeter (99,563 lbs. per. sq.

in.). Many Sellers' tools are in use, which were purchased

direct from the Philadelphia house. There was one Sellers'

boring mill at work (No. 276), which was referred to by an

official as truly a mystery, never having required any repairs.

He added that he knew none better. A Sellers' cylinder borer

(No. 731) came in for much praise. The same official declared

that he could finish up all boring work on one locomotive cylin-

der in 8 hours' time with the Sellers' tool. This includes, he

said, face cutting, reaming and boring. Attention was called

to a Sellers' planer (No. 1,057), planing off locomotive cylinder

bearings. This Sellers' tool was equipped with Sellers' patent

spiral gear, having six return speeds and a single belt. The

shop's director declared that he regarded the working of this

Sellers' planer as little short of wonderful. Other American ma-

chine tools in service were from the following houses : Gisholt

;

Gould & Eberhardt; Flilles & Jones; Brown & Sharpe; G. A.

Gray & Co., and Pratt & Whitney.

BUDAPEST LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

The Budapest Locomotive Works, essentially a state rail-

way's organization, is owned by the Hungarian state and con-

trolled by the Ministry of Finance. It may properly be referred

to as the Machinery Works of the Royal Hungarian State Rail-

ways. The number of men employed approximates 4,200, and the

machine tool installation comprises 2,000 machines of a great

variety of designs and makes. The most exacting work is done at

these shops in the building of not only locomotives, but gas

engines, engines for motor cars and locomobiles. In the entire

lot of 2,000 machine tools, the writer was able to observe only

16 machines of American origin. It was apparent that this fine

plant had been overlooked by the makers of American machine

tools. Why this should be is inexplicable. There is undoubtedly

a strong pro-American sentiment in Hungary, and American

machine tools should find a ready market in that territory.

It is the writer's opinion that the Budapest Locomotive Works

are turning out several types of locomotives more nearly ap-

proaching American standards than will be found, probably, in

any other European shops. This statement is made after per-

sonal visits to the leading locomotive plants of Germany,

Switzerland, Belgium and Austria. It may be said further that

the Prairie and Atlantic type locomotives built at Budapest are

unexcelled on the continent. These are complete American loco-

motives, but in a highly finished garb. Imagine one of our

standard size Prairie type locomotives, equipped with copper

fireboxes and copper staybolts, the valve gear of the highest

efficiency, with a machine finish on all engine parts fit for an
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exposition display, ;uh1 one lias a pictmc of every rrairic tyi)e

locomotive turncil out at Budapest. These Hungarian loco-

motives arc designed and built to last 20 years and more.

It is not to be taken for granted that the high finish on these

locomotives is a part of the builder's scheme. The state de-

signs call for this elaborate attention, and as the work is under

state inspection there is no gainsaying or going behind the speci-

fications. Several of the Budapest locomotive officials have ad-

vocated that copper fireboxes and copper staybolts be done away
with, and that tlie American type of steel firebox be substi-

tuted, thereby saving much expense. It is said that the ques-

tion has been discussed unofficially with the state railways au-

thorities, and with a view to taking action in the event of the

price of copper advancing materially.

Attention has been previously directed to the exacting de-

mands of the European locomotive market, due to the fact that

the standards are largely fixed by the designs emanating from

government sources. The government-issued designs have a

marked influence on locomotive building and largely affect the

private orders; that is to say, the private orders are apt to

specify elements and demand exactions called for by the State

Railways engineers. The pace has apparently been set in

Europe which admits of competition only on the part of en-

rc'(|uirciiiciits. That can best be done by Iniilding the European

locomotive per se.

There are many English tools in these works from the firm

of Alfred Herbert, of Coventry. The Herbert firm has induced

the locomotive works management to send five of the leading

workmen to Coventry for the purpose of familiarizing the men
with the various Herbert tools, and arrangements exist where

by an inspector from Coventry goes to Budapest at varied inter-

vals and personally advises relative to the running of the

machines.

There is probably no field in Europe today which lends it-

self more readily to the purchase of American tools than Hun-
gary. The sentiment is favorable to American advances, and it

is the fault of the manufacturers of the United States if they

do not take advantage of the situation. The Hungarians fre-

quently ask why it is that Americans do not come to them in

person.

The Budapest output for 1909 was, it is understood, 208 loco-

motives. These works are building four-cylinder compound
engines designed for working pressures of 16 atmospheres

(235 lbs.). Schmidt superheaters are employed whenever the

designs call for superheaters. The valve gear is of the Hen-
singer type, modified for a four-cylinder engine. The practice

High Speed Locomotive, Type In, Built by the Budapest Locomotive Works.

gines of the highest design and finish, and for these reasons

American locomotives of everyday knock-about type are apt

to compare unfavorably when judged in the light of finish and

form. This does not imply that our own builders cannot reach

European requirements. We have doubtless not thought it

worth while, due perhaps to the extraordinary demands in the

home market. The distinction between the European and the

American locomotive is largely one of environment and ac-

companying shop conditions, for most assuredly the require-

ments of the foreign and the home market are not the same.

There can be little doubt, based on actual knowledge of shop

conditions abroad, that European locomotives can be built

cheaper and quicker in the United States than in Europe, not-

withstanding the difference in wages. The advanced shop ef-

ficiency so apparent in many of our works over the average

European shop makes this result possible. It is largely a ques-

tion of seeing fit to assign to some one shop the building, ex-

clusively, of the European type of locomotive. The desired

result can hardly be secured if it is attempted to build the Euro-

pean locomotive in a shop where standard American engines

are being turned out. The job is a specializing one, and calls

for gangs trained to the particular line of work in hand, and

always with the one object in view, namely, to meet the foreign

is followed of casting in one piece the pair of cylinders required

for a compound engine, and then boring out the two cylinders

simultaneously. In the boiler shop a special type boiler head

drilling tool, manufactured by Mafifei of Munich, was observed.

The State Railways credit the Locomotive Works with 1.8

crowns per kilo (16.6 cents per lb.) on all new locomotive con-

struction. The gage of the Hungarian railways is 1.435 meters

(4 ft. 8^ in.). The Prairie type locomotive, as built by the

Budapest shop, has nearly reached the limit of height per-

missible on the Hungarian railways, and whatever further in-

crease is found possible must necessarily be slight.

The principal features of the high-speed locomotive, type In,

are as follows :

General Data.

Gage 4 ft. Syi in.

Length 42 ft. S in.

Width 10 ft. 2 in.

Height IS ft. in.

Wheel base, engine truck 8 ft. in.

Wheel base, rear truck wheel to driver 6 ft. 1 in.

Wheel base, driving 7 ft. 3 in.

Wheel base, rear driver to trailer 10 ft. 10 in.

Wheel base, total 32 ft. 2 in.

Weight in working order 164,000 lbs.

Maximum tractive effort 17,204 lbs.

Cylinders.

Diameter of high and low pressure cylinders 14 3/16 in. and 24J^ in.

I'i'^ton stroke 26 in.
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Wheels.

Driving, diameter 82^ in.

Engine truck, diameter 41 in.

Trailer truck, diameter 48 in.

Boiler.

Working pressure 227 lbs.

Length of boiler 31 ft. 2 in.

Diameter of boiler 63 in.

Tubes, number 291

Length of tubes over tube slieets 17 ft. 2'/: in.

Diameter of tubes outside 2 1/16 in.

Heating surface, tubes 2,687 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 1-^9 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,826 sq. ft.

Grate surface 42 sq. ft.

Tender.

Water capacity 4,750 gnls.

Coal capacity 8 tons

Diameter of wheels 34>/> i'J-

Wheel base 16 ft. 7 in.

GANZ WORKS.

The Ganz Electrical Works are located in Budapest. It was

Ganz who brought out the electric locomotives for the Italian

railways, which were later loaned for service in the Simplon

tunnel. These Ganz electric locomotives have a total rated out-

put of 2,000 to 2,800 effective horse-power. According to Ganz

they would give a maximum draw bar-pull of 42 tons, a rating

which is regarded as theoretical, as the adhesive weight is not

sufficient for hauling more than the 9 to 10 tons under favorable

conditions. Ganz early installed the three-phase current system for

heavy traction on main railway lines. The first railway on which

three-phase traction was employed is known as the Valtellina

line, in the north of Italy. The electrical equipment for this

road was built in 1902, and consisted of 10 motor cars, each

supplied with four 250-h. p. motors, and nine locomotives. Five

of these locomotives were of the power above mentioned, and

three of them were assigned for some time to duty at the

Simplon tunnel.

#hop IKink0.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

An important section, from Rayado to Papudo, of the Longi-

tudinal Railway, Chile, has been opened to traffic.

A survey is now in hand for a proposed 150-mile railway from

Tzaneen to Messina in the Zoutpansberg district, South Africa,

primarily to serve the Messina and adjacent copper mines and

to afford a short and direct line between the northeastern part

of the Transvaal and Rhodesia. It will also materially assist in

developing the agricultural and mineral resources of the area

between the Zoutpansburg range and the Limpopo river.

An underground railway has been built in Munich, Germany,

solely to carry mails from the main station to the post-office.

The tunnel has a rectangular section 7 ft. 9 in. wide and 5 ft.

11 in. high, with a troughlike depression in the center for

employees to walk in, and a narrow gage railway on either side.

It is 1,148 ft. long. Part of the line is below water level, and

the whole structure is water-tight. The little trains are run by

electricity.

It is argued in favor of a railway extending from the Asiatic

midland in Ferghana northeastward to a connection with the

Siberian Railway, that it would enable the province north of

Ferghana to supply Ferghana with grain, and enable the latter

to devote most of its land to cotton, which is already produced

there in considerable quantities. In Ferghana wheat costs more
than a dollar a bushel ; in the province north, perhaps 300 miles

distant, 17 cents.

By a decree of recent date, the government of Brazil grants

to the Sao Paulo-Goyaz Railway Company or to a company
which it may organize, the right to build 75 miles of

railway line from Monte Azul, in the municipal district of

Bebedouro, state of Sao Paulo, to the banks of the Rio Grande,

which divides this state from Minas Geraes. The line will

benefit especially the colonies Cresciuma, Portao do Ceo, and

Corrego Rico. The company will receive a subsidy of about

$8,000 for each mile of line built.

The following shop kinks are among those that were submitted

in the competition which closed January 15. Three, of the 18

collections which were entered in that competition, including the

first and second prize collections, were published in our issue

of February 3. Five collections were reproduced in the issue

of March 3.

SIOUX CITY SHOPS; CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS
& OMAHA.

BY T. E. FREEMAN.

General Foreman, Sioux City, Iowa.

Credit also due to A. G. Wright, Master Mechanic; J. L. Riley, Machine
Foreman; and M. J. Tiernay, Blacksmith Foreman.

AIR HOIST FOR CAR WHEEL BORING MILL.

A hoist for handling car wheels to and from a boring mill is

shown in Fig. 79. The hand crane attached to the boring mill

bed has been displaced by an air hoist of rather novel de-

Flg. 79—Air Hoist for Car Wheel Boring Mill.

sign. The cylinder, which is 5 in. in diameter and has an 18-in.

piston stroke, is mounted directly on the crane arm and swings

with it. The overhang of the crane arm is 4 ft. The air cylinder

is supported by the wrought iron braces.

TIRE WAGON.

A simple tire carrying wagon is partially shown in Fig. 81.

The wagon is pushed over the tire, straddling it, and the handle

is elevated, thus lowering the upright and allowing a pin to be

passed through the two parts of the upright and below the inner

side of the tire. By lowering the handle the tire is raised

a short distance above the floor. The wheels of the wagon

are 56 in. in diameter. The upright is constructed of 4 by 1 in.

iron ; the handle bars are 3 in. by ^ in., and are forged round

at the outer ends as shown. The uprights are braced to the

handle bars by the ^ in. iron rods.

AIR JACK FOR TLTRNING MOUNTED DRIVING WHEELS AT TRACK

INTERSECTIONS.

An air jack for raising and turning mounted driving wheels

at track intersection is shown in Fig. 80. It is simple and in-

expensive. The top section of the ram and the fork on which

the axle rests may be removed when the jack is not in use, so

as not to obstruct the floor or track. The air cylinder has an
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inside diameter of 14 in. TIic stroke of llic pistin is 16 in.,

altiiouj^h tlie adniissiuii of air to the cylinder may be regulated
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Fig. 80—Air Jack for Turning Mounted Driving Wheels at

Track Intersections.

by the air valve so that the wheels are only lifted a short dis-

tance above the floor. The piston rod is made of S-in. pipe.

rORT.\BLE AIR JACK.

A portable air jack is shown in Fig. 83. It is supported on

two pairs of wheels through two springs, in such a way that

when no load is on the jack the springs lift it from the floor,

Fig. 82—Jack for Loading Car Wheels.

making it portable. When the load is applied the springs com-

press, allowing the jack to rest on the floor. The advantage

of this provision is apparent. The cylinder is 14 in. in diameter

and the piston has a 16-in. stroke. The springs are 2 in. in

diameter and 8 in. high and are made of ]4'in. steel.

JACK von. I.OADINC; CAK WIIEICl.S.

A novel method of loading and unloafhng car wlieels

to and from flat cars is shown in Fig. 82. The cylinder of the

RSI
)%\{WJSI' /mmaii\SiwJ^H

Fig. 81—Driving Wheel Tire Wagon.

air jack has an inside diameter of 8 in., and the piston a stroke

of 5 ft., or sufficient to raise the wheel to the level of the floor of

a flat car. The wheel is kept in an upright position by the twa

Fig. 83—Portable Air Jack.

pieces of 3/16 in. boiler plate through which a bolt is placed, as-

shown, to prevent the wheel from rolling off endwise. The piston-

rod is made of 5-in. pipe. The cylinder is set in a bed of concrete.

GARRETT SHOPS; BALTIMORE & OHIO.

BY JOHN V. LE COMPTE.

Foreman, Garrett, Ind.

LUBRICATING HOLES IN HUB LINERS OF DRIVING BOXES.

It is generally accepted as necessary that the hub bearings

of driving boxes should be lubricated. Holes are drilled in

the box casting from the oil cavity to the bearing, but to main-

tain these holes after a new bearing has been cast on, although

it seems a simple proposition, is really a difficult task, for withi
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the hole covered with the liner and plugged up with the brass

the machinist has no means of locating exactly where it should

be, and when he attempts to drill it the chances are that he

will hit the hole in the casting a little off the center, which

usually breaks the drill. This operation of drilling through the

liner and redrilling the holes in the box requires, on the average,

about one hour. A device shown in Fig. 84 has been pro-

vided to do away with this difficulty. After the old brass

has been stripped off and the box is ready for its new bear-

ing, a small piece of round iron about 5/16 in. diameter

OilHo/e

z Copper
Pipe

-li'-—^ '3x re, D/'am.

Fig. 84—Device for Preserving Lubricating Holes When
Pouring New Hub Liners on Driving Boxes.

and 3 in. long is placed in the holes previously drilled in the

box, and over these pieces are placed ^-in. copper pipes,

about 1^ in. long, resting squarely against the face of the box.

The brass liner may then be poured on and when it has cooled

the round iron may be withdrawn, leaving the lubricating holes

clear. Care must be taken when pouring the brass to make
sure that the copper pipe is of sufficient length so that the brass

will not pour over the top, thereby preventing the removing of

the round iron. This device costs about one cent per box and

save about 25 cents per box when the cost of broken drills is

considered.

ADJUSTABLE CHUCK FOR HORIZONTAL BORING MILL.

In boring oil cellars, grease lubricators, trailer cellars, bear-

ings, etc., in a horizontal boring mill, the wrought iron chuck

shown in Fig. 85 has proved valuable in the saving of both

time and labor. Two of these chucks are adjusted suitable to

the length of the work to be bored, and are clamped to the

table of the machine with bolts in the holes provided for that

purpose. The tongue in the bottom of the chuck fits snugly in

the slot of the table, thus holding the two chucks parallel to

^ Sef Screivs

for C/ampino

20 H

Fig. 85—Adjustable Chuck for Horizontal Boring Mill.

each other. The work is clamped in the chuck by the set

screws, which are set at an angle, so as to hold the work se-

curely in place. After once adjusting the chuck and the table

for a given job, any number of similar pieces may be adjusted

by simply loosening and tightening the set screws in the chuck

as the pieces are removed and replaced.

OIL GROOVES IN DRIVING BOX SHOE AND WEDGE FACES.

The usual method of chipping oil grooves in driving box shoe

and wedge faces with a pneumatic hammer takes considerable

time and makes unsatisfactory grooves. By the method illus-

trated much better grooves are made in a shorter time. The

tool shown in Fig. 86 is applied to a drill press and is made so

that a small drill may be placed in the pocket in the center of

the bar and be adjusted to project the proper distance. It is

clamped in this position by a set screw. This drills a hole and
holds the bar rigidly in place, while the grooving tool, after be-

ing adjusted to the desired radius and clamped in place by the

o 111 o 11(1 o 1 1 .,
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Fig. 86—Tool for Making Oil Grooves in Driving Box Shoe and

Wedge Faces.

taper key, makes the oil groove. Grooves may thus be made
in 40 per cent, less time than if the center hole and groove were

made in two operations, and in 75 per cent, less time than re-

quired for chipping with a pneumatic hammer.

CYLINDER AND VALVE PACKING RINGS.

We make cylinder packing rings with the tools shown in

Fig. 87 in the following manner: A vertical boring mill with

two heads on the cross rail is used, and is operated at a cut-

ting speed of about 30 ft. per minute. The left head is used for

the roughing cut at a feed of ^ in. per revolution, and then

for a finishing cut at a speed of Y% to J.-2
in. per revolution. The

right head is used for cutting the rings to the desired width
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Fig. 87—Tools for Making Cylinder Packing Rings.

with the special tool shown in the upper right hand corner of the

drawing. It is made up of six ^ in. x 1 in. high speed

steel tools, separated from each other by strips of steel, whose

width is the width of the rings, plus the thickness of tissue

paper, this extra thickness being allowed for finish, which is

accomplished by slightly raising and lowering the head with

the parting tool after it has cut to the proper depth. The

pocket in the tool, which contains the six tools, should be 1/32
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in. less in depth tlian tlie thickness of the tools, so that the
cover plate when placed over the tools will hold them firmly.

The set screws at the top of the head also clamp the tools and
spacing strips firmly in place. After the first six rings are fin-

ished, if it is desired to groove them so that the bearing on the
cylinder walls may be reduced, another tool, A, should be in-

serted in the other side of the head. Very little time is thus
required for separating and finishing the rings, for while tlic

left hand head is roughing and finishing the outside of the
casting, the right hand head is separating and grooving the
rings. In boring oflF these rings it is not necessary to raise the
head to remove each ring separately, as they will ride in place
and time is saved by taking them off four or six at a time.

With this device we have been able to reduce the cost per ring
33 per cent. Forty-five rings from 20 in. to 22 in. in diameter
are finished in 10 hours. That part of the tool, or head, which
holds the grooving tool may be used for a variety of other
purposes, often making it possible to do odd jobs on the ma-
chine without removing the tool from the head.

ATLANTIC CITY ENGINE HOUSE; WEST JERSEY &
SEASHORE.

BY CHARLES MAIER.

Engine House Foreman, Atlantic City, N. J.

SPONGING TRACK AND PIT.

An arrangement for sponging journal boxes and removing
brasses is shown in Fig. 88. The track is equipped with air jacks
in a pit and the necessary tools and blocking are kept in a tool

chest nea;r by. Two air cylinders are used for removing tender
truck brasses and two for removing trailer and engine truck
brasses. These cylinders are 14 in. in diameter and have a 12 in.

lift, using air pressure from 100 to 135 lbs. per sq. in. Two chains
are provided with each pair of cylinders, which go under an iron
bar, that passes under both rails, and over the axle, holding the
wheel to the rail while the journal box is raised to remove the
bearing. Two water valves are located on each side of the pit to

which a hose is attached for cooling off hot journals. The cylin-

ders are piped together, but are so arranged that they may be
used independently if desired ; the piping may be connected either

Fig. 88—Pits and Jacks for Removing Journal Bearings.

to the shop air line or to the train line hose back of the tank.

The plungers of the cylinders are provided with removable pieces

E, which fit between the top of the cylinder and the under side

of the journal boxes.

LOCKING NUTS ON BOLTS.

A good scheme for locking nuts on bolts is shown in Fig. 89.

All nuts are drilled in jigs so that the outside edge of the hole

will just cut to the bottom of the thread. The nut is then

screwed on the bolt, and after it is tight, or is in the desired

position, the cutter C, which fits the hole in the nut, is driven

into the hole cutting oflF the exposed thread of the bolt. A piece

of round iron is then driven through the hole and is bent over
on each end. This positively locks the nut on the bolt and docs

'V
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Fig. 89—Device for Locking a Nut on a Bolt.

not damage the bolt appreciably. The diameter of the hole is

3/16 in. for Ya, in., ^ in. and 1 in. nuts and Ya, in. for larger ones.

HANDLING CYLINDER HEADS.

Cylinder heads of locomotives equipped with a footboard ex-

tending over the steam chest are difficult to handle. The jib

crane used for removing steam chest lids, cylinder heads, etc.,

cannot be used unless the foot plate is taken off. To overcome
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Fig. 90—Device for Handling Cylinder Heads on Locomotives.

the difficulty the bar shown in Fig. 90 is used. One end of it is

put over the cylinder head casing stud, the hanger near the end

is hooked into the jib crane chain and a man handles the tee

handle on the long end. This device, while exceedingly simple,

is a great convenience.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

A German locomotive engineer says that the trains are doing

much to destroy the birds. He has picked numbers of various

kinds from an engine which runs about dawn, when the birds

first seek food, and he estimates that this one engine kills some

hundreds every month.

The Saxon state railways reward workmen who have been in

their service 25 years and more with small sums of money, and

at the same time distinguish them with marks of honor. Re-

cently, on this small system, 30 men had served for 25 years, 22

for 30, 57 for 35, and 7 for 40 years.

The German lines had cost $109,054, per mile in 1909, which

was 14.4 per cent, more than in 1899, and they earned $18,754

gross and $5,740 net per mile. In the United States the average

capital was $59,259, gross earnings $10,356 and net earnings

$3,505 per mile. The capital invested is about $60 per inhabi-

tant in Germany, and $156 here.

The Cuban Railroad Company is soon to begin work on a new

road from Manicaragua to Fomento, in Santa Clara Province,

which will open up tranportation facilities to the cane growers

in that country. The franchise for building the road has recently

been granted by the government, and the terms stipulate that the

work must begin within two years.
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The Legislature of tlic State of Washington has adopted a

full-crew law.

The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has made increases amount-

ing to about $10 a month in the pay of yardmasters and their

assistants.

The Legislature of New Jersey has passed an employers' liabil-

ity law, abolishing the fellow servant doctrine, and abolishing or

modifying the rule that an employee assumes the risks of his

employment.

At Pablo Beach, Fla., March 31, an automobile was run 50

miles in 37 min. 34 sec. ; -70 miles in 52 min. 46 sec. ; 100 miles

in 74 min. 59 sec. ; 130 miles in 99 min. 30 sec. ; and 150 miles in

115 min. 18 sec.

The Mackinac Transportation Co. has ordered a new car

ferry steamer to cost $500,000. With this boat, the company
will have three vessels for carrying cars across the Straits

of Mackinaw.

At Dallas, Tex., the Government has entered suits against the

Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe and the Southern. Kansas Railway

of Texas, charging violations of the 16-hour law, relative to the

working time of trainmen.

The Supreme Court of Arizona has enforced a fine of $45,000.

imposed by a lower court, on the Grant Brothers Construction

Company, for violating the contract labor law in importing 45

aliens from Mexico to do common labor on railway grading.

The postmaster genera! has made a sweeping change in the

management of the railway mail service, appointing Theodore
Ingalls general superintendent, and sending the former general

superintendent, Alexander Grant, to St. Paul to be superintend-

ent of a division.

A press despatch from Kansas City says that the Atchison,

Topeka & Sante Fe has dismissed 62 conductors, brakemen and
porters, many of them long in the service ; and that some of

these men are to be prosecuted in the courts for irregularities in

the collection of fares.

The Twentieth Century Limited Express of the New York
Central eastbound, now has a regular sleeping car from Buflfalo

to New York. The train leaves Buffalo at 12.15 a. m. It does

not run into the station at Buffalo, and heretofore has taken no
passengers from that city.

A bill for a public utilities commission has been passed by
the lower house of the Iowa Legislature by a large majority.
The bill provides for a commission of five men and extends
and amplifies the railway law as has been done in New York
and as is proposed in Pennsylvania.

Two electric furnaces have been installed at the University
of Illinois for tljf purpose of investigating the changes in the

mechanical and physical characteristics of cast iron during a

"soaking"' process. One is a Hoskins resistance furnace and the

other a Colby induction furnace. Both are of 20 k. w. capacity.

Train service was inaugurated on the North Coast Railway
(the new line of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company) on March 24, when a gasolene car left North Yakima,
Wash, for Grandview, and a steam train left the same place- for

Walla Walla, Wash. The train dispatching is done by telephone.

The Oklahoma corporation commission has extended to Sep-
tember 1 the time in which the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, the St. Louis & San
Francisco and the Fort Smith & Western are required to estab-

lish general offices in that state.

At Issy-Les-Mouhneaux, France, March 31, Pierre Vedriene
in an aeroplane descended at 8:30 a. m., after having made a
flight of 208 miles in 132 minutes, or at the rate of about 90
miles an hour. The aviator was favored with a light breeze,
but he says that his machine will go 81 miles an hour in a calm.
He used a 50 h. p. Morane monoplane.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & Puget Sound will begin running through passenger

trains between Chicago and Puget Sound on May 28. One
through train will leave Chicago every morning and another
every evening. The same will be true of the service eastbound.
One of the trains will be called the "Olympian" and the other the
"Columbian."

The river section of the La Salle street tunnel under the
Chicago river at Chicago, was sunk into place on April 2. The
tunnel section was built in a plant near Halstcd and Twenty-
second streets, and was towed up the river to its place by tug-
boats. The section that was so built is 278 ft. long, 41 ft. wide
and 24 ft. high. The methods of building and placing this tunnel
are practically identical with those used in placing the Detroit
river tunnel.

The Chicago & North Western, co-operating with the Iowa
State Agricultural College, will run a special train over its lines
in Iowa from March 27 to April IS, to carry lecturers on live-

stock subjects. The train will consist of three cars, in one of
which lectures will be given on hog-raising; in another lectures
will be given to women on cooking meat, and in the third talks
will be given to boys and girls' on poultry, cows and packing-
house processes.

An increase of about 8 per cent, in wages was granted to the

1,300 telegraphers of the Illinois Central on March 31, the in-

crease to date from March 1. The men asked for an increase of
25 per cent., and demanded that 300 telegraphers who were dis-

charged within the last ten days be reinstated, but when advised
that the retrenchments were made to cut down expenses the
settlement offered was accepted as satisfactory. This advance
will add about $80,000 a year to the expenses of the Illinois

Central.

The Missouri Pacific, in connection with the Pennsylvania
Lines, now runs a fast mail train between New York and Kansas
City, by which eastern mail will reach Kansas City. The Penn-
sylvania train, which is composed of six mail cars, leaves New
York at 6.30 in the evening and arrives in St. Louis at 5.25 p. m.
of the next day, making the same time as the "24-hour St. Louis."

The Missouri Pacific train, which is also composed of six mail

cars, leaves St. Louis at 6 p. m. and arrives in Kansas City

seven hours later.

The Railway Benevolent Institution of England proposes to

perpetuate the memory of King Edward VII by raising a fund

to be used to provide annuities for poor widows of railway em-
ployees. It is to be called The King Edward VII Memorial
Fund, for relieving distressed widows of railway employees,

anywhere in the United Kingdom. A circular asking for sub-

scriptions has been issued by the president of the institution,

Chairman Claud J. Hamilton, of the Great Eastern Railway
and Mr. Butterworth (N. E. Railway), chairman of the board of

management.

The Legislature of Pennsylvania has now before it a bill

known as the Public Service Company Law, presented by
representative Alter, which, if passed, will create a public

service commission of five members, and abolish the present

railroad commission. The bill fills 63 pages, and, like the

existing law of New York, provides for complete control by
the State of railways and all public service corporations or

companies. Full power is given to the commission to change
rates, regulate facilities, establish standards, etc. The yearly

salaries named in the bill are: For commissioners, $8,000

each; secretary, $4,000; counsel, $7,500 and $4,000, and
marshal, $3,000.

Counsel for the so-called "beef trust" in proceedings in the

Federal Court at Chicago, have attacked the constitutionality of

the Sherman anti-trust act. The case is that grovying out of

the indictment of various packing companies and their principal

officers for alleged violations of this law. The ground of att.;ck

is stated as follows : "Section 2 of the act, with the violation of

which these defendants are charged, does not create any cri:;ie,

as it does not define any offense against the United States with

sufficient certainty to inform these defendants of the nature of

the offense or crime, with which they are charged, and in so far

as it undertakes to create a crime, is invalid, void and contrary

to the constitution of the United States."
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Carl K. Gray, senior vice prisidcnt of the St. Louis & San

l""rancisco, went to Jefferson City, llio capital of Missouri, on

March 29, as a representative of the Missouri railways" legisla-

tive coniniiltec, and set fortii ohjections wliicli tlie roads have

to a number of bills now in the hands of Governor lladley. The
measures opposed are: Tliat proiiibiting a railway from ciiarging

a higlier passenger rate between any two points on its line tiiaii

it does between any other two points; that giving the State Rail-

way Commission power to fix passenger rates witliin tlie maxi-

nuuu established by law; that requiring railways and otlicr cor-

porations to pay tlieir employees weekly or bi-monthly, and

tliat making it unlawful for a railway or street car company to

obstruct a street or crossing more than five minutes. Governor

lladley promised to give the railway officers a hearing on these

bills.

Tlie reports of the relief departments of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road system show that since these departments were establislied

25 years ago more than 30 million dollars in benefits have been

paid to members or their families. During the montli of Febru-

ary the benefits amounted to $230,338. The Long Island Rail-

road, now a subsidiary of the Pennsylvania, established an

lunployces Mutual Relief Association in the same year that the

Pennsylvania established its fund, and since that time $797,671

has been distributed in benefits to Long Island employees or tlieir

families. Out of a total of 7,959 employees on the Long, Island

on March 1, 6,499 were members of the Mutual Relief Associa-

tion. On the Pennsylvania lines east of Pittsburgh on March 1

the membership was 114,968 out of a total of 130,144 employees,

and on the lines west out of a total of 53,911 employees 46,523

were members of the fund.

The report of Paul P. Bird, chief smoke inspector of the

City of Chicago, made to Mayor Busse, covering the administra-

tion that is now closing, says that the railways arc the chief

contributors to the city's smoke nuisance, and recommends the

early provision of measures forcing the roads to electrify their

terminal lines. The new Association of Commerce Commis-
sion that is to investigate the problem of electrification was
organized at a meeting of the members April 1. Jesse Holdom
W'-as made chairman, T. E. Donnelly vice-chairman, and Frederick

W. Rawson secretary. A committee composed of Milton J.

Foreman, Harrison D. Riley, and W. A. Gardner reported that

in their opinion the investigation of the commission should in-

clude "First, the necessity for the proposed change ; second, the

mechanical practicability of such change ; and, third, the com-
mercial feasibility thereof." The committee's report was ac-

cepted and it was decided to take up the three portions of tlie

investigation simultaneously. Meetings of the commission are

to be held on alternate Fridays.

The appellate term of the New York Supreme Court lias

decided in a case prosecuted by Gimbel Brothers against per-

sistent loan sharks, who had lent money to employees of Gimbel

Brothers at from 175 to 390 per cent, per annum, that the loan

company has no valid right to the wages of the employees. The
law of New York provides that in order to obtain a valid claim

on the paymaster the claimant must have given proper notice

to the employer within three days after making a loan on
account of wages. It appears that, in order to carry out their

promise of secrecy, lenders of this class have delayed notifying

the employer until the borrower has defaulted in a payment.

The court holds that in such a case the loan company cannot

sustain its claim. Mr. Ham, agent for the Russell Sage Founda-
tion, reporting this decision, says that prominent drygoods

firms in New York have abandoned the rule forbidding em-
ployees to borrow money, and have established departments to

lend money to deserving employees when in temporary pressing

need; and he says also that tw^o railway companies and a large

telegraph company are among the concerns which recently have

taken action of this kind, looking to the benefit of the employees.

The Loetschberg Tunnel.

The Loetschberg tunnel, described in the Raihvay Age
Gazette of July 2, 1909, through the Bernese Alps, Switzer-

land, was holed through on March 31, after four and a half

years' work and an expenditure of about $20,000,000. This
tunnel, which is the third longest in Europe, is about nine

miles long-, as compared with the nine and a ciuarter miles of

the St. Gothard tunnel and the 12J/2 miles of the Simplon

tunnel. When the Loetschberg tunnel is completed, there
will be a direct route from Milan, Italy, to Berne, Switzer-
land, and thence to Calais, b'rancc, and Boulogne. The dis-

tance from Milan to Calais by this route will be nearly 80
miles shorter than tlie existing route. The tunnel will be
double-tracked tliroughout. At its highest point the tunnel
is about 4,054 ft. above sea level, it has an average grade
of 0.7 per cent, and a maximum grade of 2.7 per cent. The
gage is standard. Tlie tunnel is 36 ft. wide and 19>^ ft.

high. The contract for tiie tunnel, signed in August, 1906,

called for its completion in five years, the projector secur-

ing a 99-year franchise, b'ifty lives were reported lost dur-

ing^ the work, and several hundred laborers were injured.

Freight Car Demurrage in California.

The fact tliat the California State' Railroad Commission had
ordered a reduction in the rate of demurrage on freight cars

in that state from $6 a day to $3, was noticed in the Railway
Age Gazette last week. In view of the marked success of the $6
rate in reducing delays to freight cars, it will be interesting to

watch the result of this reduction of 50 per cent. For the month
of Feliruary last, Mr. Mote, manager of the Pacific Car Demur-
rage Pjureau, reports that six times as many one dollar cars

(those which are not subject to the California law, because

engaged in interstate commerce), were held overtime as six-

dollar cars. Will the proportion be the same when the higher

penalty is reduced one-half? These percentages, which have

been reported by Mr. Mote for 19 months, have been quite uni-

form, showing unquestionably that a high rate does accomplish

its purpose. In February, in Mr. Mote's territory, the number
of six-dollar cars held longer than the free time was .84 per

cent., or less than one car in a hundred. This is the lowest

percentage ever reported, notwithstanding the fact that the rain-

fall throughout California during the month of February was the

heaviest for years past. The percentage of one-dollar cars was
5.04. Continuing the comparison which he has been making of

conditions in California with those in other states, Mr. Mote
says

:

Does it not seem strange that, except in California, prac-

tically every public movement toward the prevention of car

shortages, blocked terminals, delayed and irregular movement of

frieght, has had a direct tendency to promote instead of prevent

such conditions? How can the situation possibly be bettered by

lengthening the free time limit to release cars ; to lower the

demurrage rate to a point below the value of the car for storage

or speculative purposes, making it possible for gamblers in cer-

tain commodities to block, corner and control not only the

terminals but the markets as well ; to allow extra time for stops

in transit; for diversion, rcconsignment, inspection, grading,

milling, surrender of bills of lading, payment of freight charges,

etc?

It has been charged that the California railways favor the $6

rate purely because their revenues from demurrage have been

increased sixfold over the period in which the $1 rate was

charged. The fatal defect in this charge lies in the assumption

that demurrage accrues at the $6 rate on the same number of

cars as at the $1 rate, while as a matter of fact, in proportion to

the number subject to each rate, there are practically six $1 cars

held overtime to each $6 car, and as the average delay is one

day longer on $1 cars than on $6 cars, and notwithstanding an

increase of 40 per cent, in the number of cars handled, the demur-

rage charged during the seventeen months after the adoption of

the $6 rate was approximately $30,000 less than during the same

period before its adoption; and had all cars been subject to the

same rate the reduction would have been approximately $46,000.

Head of Correspondence School Arrested.

George H. Baker, president and general manager of the

Railway Educational Association, Paul J. Gallagher, sec-

retary, and John A. Jenkins, a member of the board of

directors of the association, were arrested in Brooklyn,

N. Y., on March 31, by post office inspectors on the charge

of misusing the mails in obtaining money under fraudulent

pretenses.

Chief Inspector Dickson says that Baker and his associates

carried on a railway correspondence school for brakemen and
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firemen, with branch(;s in every important city in the country.

Complaints were received that the association advertised that

it would procure employment for those registered on its

books within thirty days or refund the tuition fees. It is

alleged that the men chosen and recommended for positions

were rejected because the association made no discrimina-

tion in accepting students (accepting those physically dis-

qualified for railway service) and that fees paid in were
never returned. Baker said that a year ago, in Washington,

before Judge Goodwin, assistant attorney general for the

post office department, the school was thoroughly inves-

tigated, every detail of it being discussed without a single

feature of the work being criticised.

Bills Affecting Railway Operation Introduced in the State

Legislatures.

The accompanying table showing the number of bills affecting

railway operation introduced in the various state legislatures

(luring the sessions of 1911 was prepared by the Special Com-
mittee on Relations of Railway operation to Legislation. It will

be noted that the bills referred to do not include those dealing

with traffic, accounting, etc., but I'elate entirely to operation.

The state in which the largest number of bills was introduced

was Missouri, where there were 64. It is an interesting fact

that one of the most active agitators against the railways in the

legislature of that state was William H. Phelps. Mr. Phelps

was formerly better known as the principal lobbyist of the

Missouri Pacific at Jefferson City, the capital of Missouri.

When the lobby was abolished, Mr. Phelps got himself elected

to the legislature, and during the last session he was as active

inside the legislature in promoting bills to regulate railways

as he formerly was outside of the legislature in opposing bills

to regulate railways.

The state where the second largest number of bills was intro-

duced was Indiana, with a total of 34. One is surprised to find

that the state in which the third largest number of bills was
introduced is Wisconsin, where it would naturally be supposed

that after so many years of anti-railway legislation laws to

regulate almost everything regulatable had been enacted. The
next state in the number of bills introduced is Kansas. The
railway regulating fever seems to be subsiding in some states

where it has in the past waged most fiercely. Only nine bills

for the regulation of railway operation were introduced in

Texas and only 11 in Oklahoma.

It will be noted that the largest number of bills. introduced was
for the purpose of regulating the experience and number of

employees serving in train crews, and the second largest for the

regulation of the equipment of passenger trains.

Legislative Proposals Affecting Railway Operation.
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Pittsburgh Traffic Club.

I lie Traflic Chil) of Pittshurgh at its ninth annual dinner, lieUl

at llie I'ort Pilt Hotel on the evening of March 30, entertained

a large niunher of prominent railway oiVicers from Piltshnrgh,

CMiicag^ Philadelphia, New York and other places. Two prom-

inent speakers were George F. Bacr, president of the Philadel-

phia & Reading, and ex-Governor F. iS. Black of New York.

Mr. Baer said, in part:

"No greater evil can befall a people than the uncertainty of

the law. Unintentional violation of it is followed by govern-

ment persecution and prosecution, and the thing becomes intoler-

able. Just now there seems to be a system of government spies

watching the details of operation, and when there is slight unin-

tentional violation of the law the railways are criminally pro-

ceeded against.

"In the wise system of laws instituted by our ancestors, in

order to constitute a man guilty of crime, criminal intention

must be shown ; but that wise ruling seems to have been lost for

the time being. Was it not Cicero who said : 'The rigor of the

law was the sum of injustice'?

"I think it is generally true, that whatever judgment one

may have on the wisdom of a ruling, if its meaning is made

clear you can, with more or less sacrifice, obey the ruling. And

it is necessary that you should obey it, otherwise organized so-

ciety becomes a rope of sand. I have always admired the stoical

philosophy of the Philadelphia German soldier, as told by former

Governor Pennypacker.

"In the West Virginia campaign one of Mosby's men cap-

tured a Pennsylvania Dutchman. In taking him to their camp

they said to him, 'You may prepare to be shot in the morning.'

He replied, 'Well,, ^f that's your rule, it's all right'

"

I believe, as a lawyer, that to the extent that the Interstate

Commerce Commission is given power, on its own initiative, to

make rates and thereby control property which the nation does

not own, it is a delegation of legislative power which—if it ex-

isted at all in Congress—cannot be delegated. The power will

fall by its own excessive weight. The Interstate Commerce

Commission, as a mere physical problem, cannot fix rates of

transportation for the railways of the United States.

Mr. Black said:

"The problems we deal with now are too large to be hurried.

The tariff, control of corporations, the rights of labor and money

in their joint results, amendments to the Constitution, questions

so vital and far-reaching that they involve both our progress

and stability—all these are on the table now and being settled

offhand by Solomons whose wisdom, unborn five years ago, is

now in full flower. These wise men are as much like the old

statesmen as the Rough Riders are like the old guard of

Napoleon. We shall keep going for a long time yet, but is it

not worth while to look around? ... I protest against the

spirit of suspicion and unrest that so distorts our views and puts

hostility in the place of friendship. I protest against those who

live on the credulity of their fellow men and would for their

own gain substitute revenge for hope.

"If I could reach all the people on all the railways out of Pitts-

burgh I would say, stop the constant nursing of your wrongs,

which have been proclaimed and magnified until they are almost

a National lamentation.

"Change these lonesome sons for National beautitudes; blessed

are they who are willing to shoulder part of the blame for their

own failure, and who know that to disagree is not always to be

dishonest; blessed are they who know that cheating in labor is

as bad as cheating in money, and that a 30-minute hour is as. dis-

honest as a 50-cent dollar ; blessed are they whose vision is clear

enough to tell a real from a fancied wrong, and who dwell

rather upon the blessings they see than upon the hardships they

imagine."

International Association of Navigation Congresses.

The International Association of Navigation Congresses will

hold its twelfth international congress in Philadelphia, Pa., some

time during the year 1912. A circular has been published by

the executive committee giving general information on the asso-

ciation, such as its history, methods, etc., then describing the

exact nature of the next congress, and ending with the regula-

tions and a list of membership. The subjects which will be dis-

cussed at this congress are under the two main heads. Inland

Navigation and Ocean Navigation. Under Inland Naviga-

linii, ;ini()ng otiicrs, pai)crs will be pie^cnlt'il on liiijjrov enieiit of

Inland Waterways, Dimen.sions of ('aiials and l'".(|inpment. Best
Methods for Facilitating the Tran.sfer of J'roiglit Jk-lween the

Waterway and Railway. Under Ocean Navigation, among
others, papers will be presented on Mechanical ICquipment of

Ports and I'ridges and Tunnels Under Waterways Used for

Ocean Navigation. All correspondence should be addressed to

the general secretary of the congress, Room 344, 'J'he P.ourse,

I'hiladclphia.

International Railway Fuel Association.

At the third annual convention of the International Railway
Fuel Association, to be held at the Hotel Patten, Chattanooga,
Tenn., May 15 to 18, the following papers will be presented for

discussion : Fuel Investigations Under the Bureau of Mines, by
Dr. J. A. Holmes, director of the Bureau of Mines; How to

Organize a Railway Fuel Department and Its Relation to Other
Departments, by T. Duff Smith, fuel agent of the Grand Trunk
Pacific ; Testing of Locomotive Fuel, by F. O. Bunnell, engineer

of tests, Rock Island Lines; Standard Locomotive Fuel Perform-
ance, by F. C. Pickard, assistant master mechanic of the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton ; The Railway Fuel Problem in Re-
lation to Railway Operation, by R. Emerson, engineer track

economics, Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe ; Petroleum, Its Origin,

Production and Use as Locomotive Fuel, by E. McAuliffe, gen-

eral fuel agent of the Frisco Lines.

American Railway Industrial Association.

The annual meeting of the American Railway Industrial Asso-
ciation will be held at the Hotel Cadillac, Detroit, Mich., May
9 and 10. The program, as now made up, includes talks from
Dr. J. L. Snyder, president of the Michigan Agricultural College,

and Walter L. Moore, secretary of the National Association of

Commercial Executives. Arrangements are being made for other

speakers.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers on
April 5, a paper entitled The Going Value of Water Works,
by Leonard Metcalf and John W. Alvord, members of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, was presented for discussion.

This paper was printed in the Proceedings for February, 1911.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.

The fifth annual convention of the International Master Boiler

Makers' Association will be held at the Rome Hotel, Omaha,
Neb., May 23-26.

American Society for Testing Materials.

The annual meeting of the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials will be held at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J.,

June 27-July 1.

Traveling Engineers' Association.

The annual convention of the Traveling Engineers' Association

will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, August 29-Septem-

ber 1.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.

The annual convention of the Association of Railway Claim

Agents will be held in Montreal, Que., May 24-26.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. NelHs, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual

convention, May 23-26, Chicago.
American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-

ton," Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—CM.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

_

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.
,r. /- f «

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. l-etter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39tti

St., New York. .„ . ,,, -kt v„,i,.
American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New Yoric.

May 17, New York.
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American Railway Bridge and Building Association. -C. A. Liclity, C. &
N. VV., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
151ocls, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. T.. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. r.ouis, Mo.; May 9-10, 1911, Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-JuIy 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., e.\cei)t June and August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park

Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th St., New York; next convention, May 30-Juiie 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911, New Orleans, La.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

cago; May 24-26, Montreal, Can.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &

N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, I). C.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135

Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,

Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-

ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.
Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th

Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.
Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d

Thurs. in Jan., and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Bo.x 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Waren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209

East Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &

D., Indianapolis, Ind.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York; May 23-26, Omaha, Neb.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, e^^cept July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;
second Wednesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,
New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept. Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

'Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgk,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich. ; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 173S Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.
Wood Prbse«vi»s' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank blag.,

Ckicsfo.

The Wells-Fargo Express Company has purchased the busi-

ness of the Alaska Pacific Express Company of Seattle, the

pioneer express company of the northern district.

Tlic Lehigh Valley has followed the Lackawanna in witli-

drawing from the Trunk Line agreement for the distribution

of the west bound emigrant traffic from New York City.

The Atcliison, Topeka & Sante Fe has been indicted by the
United States District Court at Los Angeles, on a charge of.

granting rebates to the Grand Canyon Lime and Cement Com-
pany.

Judge Smith McPherson, of the Circuit Court of Appeals at

Council Bluffs, Iowa, on March 29 temporarily enjoined the Iowa
railway commission from putting into effect the reduced express
rates which were ordered some time ago to become effective

on March 30.

The Chamber of Commerce and other commercial bodies of

New York City have again presented to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission their complaint against the differential sys-

tem under which freight rates between New York and the West
are higher than the rates to and from Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Newport News.

The National Wool Growers' Association has filed with the

Interstate Commerce Commission a petition for a general re-

duction in the rates on wool from the Pacific coast and Rocky
Mountain states to Boston, New York, Chicago and other

eastern markets. It is complained that wool in any quantity is

charged at the second-class rate, whereas textile fibres similar

in weight and value are given fourth-class rating in carloads

and are frequently moved on commodity rates at much less than

fourth-class rates.

The Pennsylvania Company and the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis have petitioned the Pennsylvania courts

at Pittsburgh to annul the 2-cents-a-mile passenger fare law.

Co-incident with this news comes the statement from the State

Railroad Commission of Michigan, that the Michigan Central

Railroad, whose passenger receipts in 1906 averaged $3,639 a

mile, earned in 1910, with a 2-cent fare, $4,306 a mile. Similar

increases in gross receipts, under reduced fares, are reported

from other Michigan roads.

The railways have asked the Interstate Commerce Commission
to postpone indefinitely hearings on the proposed increases in

class and commodity rates between St. Louis, Ohio river cross-

ings and southern points. The roads last August filed tariffs

providing for increases of 10 per cent. The Business Men's
League of St. Louis filed a complaint regarding the advance and

the proposed rates were suspended. The action of the roads

in asking for an indefinite postponement of hearings means that

the proposed advances will not be put into effect.

The Pacific Coast Steamship Company has announced heavy

reductions in its rates between San Francisco, San Pedro and

San Diego. This action has been taken to meet the competition

of the Pacific Coast Navigation Company, which is operating

two boats, the Yale and the Harvard. The rates between San

Francisco and Portland also have been reduced. The passenger

rate from San Francisco to San Pedro is reduced from $11.50

to $8.35 ; from San Francisco to Santa Barbara from $8.50 to

$7, and from San Francisco to San Diego from $14.50 to $10.

The Texas railway commission has ordered that suit be

brought against the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the

International & Great Northern, the Trinity & Brazos Valley,

the Texas City Terminal and the Galveston, Houston & Hender-

son, for failure to absorb loading charges, in accordance with a

ruling of the commission. The order for the suits states that

the roads absorbed the charges before the commission made its

ruling and that they must now continue to do so.

Total January Earnings and Expenses.

Logan G. McPherson, director of the Bureau of Railway

Economics in Bulletin Number 10 giving a summary of rev-

enues and expenses of steam roads in the United States for
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tlio moiilli of J;iiuiary, 1911, sa^s for the iiioiitli of JaiiiKiiy, 1911,

llicre vva.s an iiuTcaso in total operating rcvcinio, over the same
moiilh of 1910, of $4,''i^H),000 vvliicii, however, was almost wholly

acocmited for by the fact that the rejxirt covers 3,700 more miles

than ill 1*)10. The increase per mile of line was only $3.95 or

0.4 per cent. l'"or this trilling increase, passenger revenue was
almost entirely responsible, freight revenue per mile actually

declining 1.7 per cent. Operating expenses increased per mile

over the same month of the previous year 3.2 per cent., the

largest increase being in transportation expenses. There was a

decline of 4.4 per cent, in the per mile expenditures for main-

tenance of wajr. With this showing it was to be expected that

net operating revenue would show a falling ofif. On the per-

mile basis the decrease was 7 per cent. Operating income, which

is net revenue with taxes and outside operations included, shows

a decrease of 9 per cent.

Increase in operating revenues was almost wholly confined to

the southern group, where an increase per mile of 7.4 per cent,

is shown, the western group showing an actual decline, and the

eastern a nominal increase. This increase in the South is pres-

ent in both freight and passenger business, while in both the

other groups freight revenue decreased. In the matter of ex-

penses, the South shows the largest increase per mile, nearly

10 per cent., while an actual decrease occurred in the West of

2.1 per cent. In the East, the most significant increase was in

transportation expenses, 8.5 per cent. ; the South in maintenance

of equipment, 11.8 per cent. The statistics for the western roads

should be especially noticed, for they show a decrease per mile

of 15.8 per cent, in maintenance of way and nearly 2 per cent,

in transportation expenses. The results of this policy are re-

vealed in the statistics of net earnings. While the East shows

a decrease per mile of 16 per cent, in net revenue, and while

the South, in spite of its increased gross, shows an increase of

only 2.2 per cent, in net, the West with a decrease in gross,

shows an increase of 2.1 per cent, in net revenue. In other

words, western roads in contrast with roads of the other two

groups, were able to make heavy reductions in operating ex-

penses, even in transportation expenses, where labor is the prin-

cipal item, and were able in consequence to make practically as

good a showing in net revenue as the southern roads with their

increased gross earnings.

For the seven months of the fiscal year 1911, there is an in-

crease of operating revenues per mile for all roads of 2.4 per

cent, over the corresponding period of 1910. However, ex-

penses increased 7.5 per cent., with the result that net revenue

shows a decrease of 6.7 per cent. This decrease runs as high as

12 per cent, in the eastern group. In the southern group there

Fiscal year
Jaiuiary, ended

1910. June 30, 1910

12.2 13.4
16.9 LS.O
2.2 2.0

38.9 33.4
2.7 2.5

72.9 66.3

is a slight increase amounting to ] per cent. It is jjlain that the

decrease for all roads is due to increased expenses ralla-r than
(Krliuing revenues, the greatest advance in expenses being foimd
in the tran.sportation account where the wage increases are
mostly reflected.

The accompanying chart shows tlie variation in revenues, ex-

penses and net revenue for the separate months of the calendar
years 1909 and 1910, and for January, 1911. It is of particular

importance to note that there has been no improvement in Janu-
ary as compared with December, but rather a decline. For all

roads there is a decline in net revenue as compared with De-
cember, 1910, of $76 per mile. This decline amounts to $55 per

mile for the eastern roads, $56 for the southern roads and $91

for the western roads.

Ratio of Expenses to Total Operating Kevenues.

January,
1911.

Per cent, of total operating rcvcni.cs:
Maint. of way and structures 11.6
Maint. of equipment 17.2
Traffic e.xpen.ses 2.3
Transportation expenses 40.9
General expenses 2.8
Total operating expenses 74.9

Hearina Regarding Pacific Coast Rate Cases.

Testifying before the Interstate Commerce Commission at

Washington, D. C, last week, H. E. D. Jackson, secretary

and traffic manager of the Am.erican Line Steamship Com-
pany, detailed at length facts regarding water competition
between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. He stated that there

is both potential and actual water competition for trans-

continental traffic and that there is competition among the

water carriers. His company, operating in connection with
the Tehuantepec Railway, competes with German, Japanese
and other foreign lines. He predicted that water competi-
tion would become much more important when the Panama
canal is open. Regarding the relations between the railways

and the water lines, he said that the roads made rates of

30 cents per 100 lbs. from New York and New England
across the continent to drive the clipper sailing ships around
the Horn out of the business. They succeeded after a war
raging from 1893 to 1900. Rates would be made a great

deal higher across the country were it not for the water
lines. The tonnage moved westward by the transcontinental

roads between Atlantic coast and Pacific coast terminals is

about 3,000,000 tons annually. About 250,000 tons are carried

by water and by the Isthmian routes between the two sea-

boards every year, the water rates ranging from 20 to 50

All Roads.
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per cent, less than those of the railways. The rates via the

Tehuantepec Railway are divided into three parts, one-third

going to the steamship line on the Atlantic, another third

to the Pacific line and the last third to the Tehuantepec
Railway.
Mr. Jackson denied that the railways dictate what rates

his company shall charge. He testified that his line could

not continue in business if it were not for its contracts to

transport the Hawaiian sugar crop, amounting to 250,000

tons annually, to eastern ports of the United States. On
this traffic it gets $9.50 a ton. On westbound shipments the

company does business at Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Sacramento, Stockton, Portland, Seattle, Tacoma and some
other ports. There are 84 points in California which enjoy
terminal rates.

The meaning and constitutionality of the fourth section of

the Act to Regulate Commerce as amended by the Mann-
Elkins Act were discussed by a number of lawyers, including

Gardner Lathrop (Santa Fe) ; W. W. Cotton (O.-W. R. R.

& N. Co.); C. W. Durbrow (Southern Pacific); H. M.
Stephens, representing the shippers of Spokane; Byron
Waters, representing the Counties Freight Bureau of South-
ern California. Mr. Lathrop said that while the wording of

the law has been changed,, the only change in its meaning is

that, whereas formerly the roads could on their own initia-

tive apply rates disregarding the long and short haul prin-

ciple, now they must first get the consent of the commission.

Any departure from the long and short haul principle which
was legal under the old law is legal under the law as

amended by the Mann-Elkins Act. Regarding the provision

authorizing the commission to determine the extent of the

differential allowable between the long haul and the short

haul rates, Mr. Lathrop said that the commission could not

exercise arbitrary descretion, but must fix a reasonable

differential.

W. W. Cotton (Oregon-Washington Railway & Naviga-
tion Company) and Mr. Stephens of Spokane, agreed that in

authorizing the commission to determine what differentials

should be made. Congress had delegated legislative author-

ity, which is unconstitutional. Mr. Stephens contended that

eliminating this provision, which he regarded as unconstitu-

tional, left a law absolutely prohibiting a greater charge for

a short haul than for a long haul and that therefore the only
way the roads can get authority to disregard the long and
short haul principle in any case is to get the amended fourth

section held confiscatory in its entirety.

Testimony was given to the effect that the Southern
Pacific would suffer a direct loss of $800,000 and an indirect

loss of $3,700,000 yearly if Pacific coast terminal rates were
applied to intermediate points. George W. Luce, assistant

to the vice-president of the Southern Pacific, and Edward
Chambers, assistant freight trafific manager of the Santa Fe,

were examined at great length regarding rates to inter-

mountain and Pacific points. Much of the ground covered

had been covered already in the hearings which preceded the

rendering of the commission's opinion in the Pacific coast

cases.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has issued revised regulations to govern the

construction and filing of freight and passenger tariffs. One para-

graph of the order reads : "Tariffs should not contain volumes of

unnecessary rates, and it is undesirable to require the posting of

large numbers of tariffs at points from which no shipments are

likely to move. Therefore, until further ordered, carriers may file

tariffs containing commodity rates applicable from known points of

production without making such rates applicable from all inter-

mediate points." The regulations also provide that hereafter re-

ductions as well as increases in rates in a new tariff must be

indicated.

Connection with Competing Electric Line Ordered.

Cincinnati & Columbus Traction v. Baltimore & Ohio Soulli-

7vcstern et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan.
A local law under which an electrically operated interurban

line has no right to demand a switch connection and interchange
of traffic with a steam railway is controlling only in so far as

it relates to local traffic; it can not be permitted to operate as
an impediment to the movement of interstate traffic after the
Congress has legislated on the subject by requiring such con-
nection and interchange under certain conditions which in this

proceeding are shown to exist.

The commission ordinarily will not lend its aid to an effort

by one carrier to secure trafific that is reasonably tributary to

another line by compelling Ihe latter to join with it in through
routes and rates; but the theory as to what traffic is tributary

to a particular railway maist not be carried to such an extreme as

to impose on shippers the burden of an unduly long wagon haul.

Through routes and through billing denied to points on the
complainant's line where it parallels and closely approaches the

tracks of the defendants, but required, on the special facts of the

case, in the interest of shippers at other points from five to ten

miles distant by the wagon roads. (20 I. C. C, 486.)

COURT NEWS.

Reparation Awarded.

Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co. v. Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific et al. Opinion by Chairman Clements.

Through rate of 49 cents per 100 lbs. on shipment of chairs

from Malvern, Ark., via Thebes, 111., to Milwaukee, Wis., found
unjust in so far as it exceeded 39 cents.

The Supreme Court of the United States, in a decision by Chief
Justice White, has decided against the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western in the suit brought by that road to enjoin the L C. C.
from enforcing its order requiring the road to give carload
rates on freight consisting of equipment of shipments from dif-

ferent shippers, and made up by shipping agents.

The new Court of Commerce held its first public session at
Washington, April 3, numbers of railway men who were in

Washington on other business being present as spectators. The
first cases before the court were those concerning switching
changes in California, and the arguments of the first day were
on the question whether the court could hear testimony, or
should confine itself to an examination of the records of the
cases as made up by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Supreme Court of the United States, in an opinion by
Justice Lurton, has sustained the statute of Virginia prescribing
a penalty upon telegraph companies for failure to transmit
promptly messages filed with it. The case came to the Supreme
Court on a writ of error to the Supreme Court of Virginia,

which fined the Western Union $200 for failure to forward
promptly a message handed in for transmission to Brooklyn,
N. Y. The opinion was brief, and held that the fact that the

transaction was interstate did not deprive the state of Virginia,

in the absence of a Federal statute, from legislating regarding it.

The United States circuit court of appeals, at St. Louis, March
29, upheld a temporary injunction against the corporation com-
mission of Oklahoma granted by United States Judge Hook
nearly a year ago, by which the state of Oklahoma is enjoined

from enforcing the 2-cent passenger fare laws and a law re-

ducing freight rates. The court upholds the law to be con-

fiscatory and holds that section of the Oklahoma constitution

establishing the corporation commission is invalid under the

constitution of the United States. The decision was rendered

on the interlocutory injunction which the railways had obtained

and the petition for a permanent injunction will now be carried

to the highest court. The decision says that the corporation

commission of Oklahoma has no power to make rates, but it has

power to exempt railways from confiscatory rates.

The New York State Court of Appeals has handed down a

decision holding unconstitutional one of the two Employers'

Liability Acts passed in 1910; that one u«der which employers

of men in occupations defined in the law as dangerous, are re-

quired to make compensation to or in behalf of such employees

in case of death or injury caused by or incident to their work,

without regard to whether or not the employer is blameworthy.

The court observes that on economical, philosophical or moral

theories a law of this kind may be desirable; but to make an

employer pay for injuries which are not due to any act or neglect

on his part, and when he has disobeyed no law, violated no con-

tract, and done no wrong, is a taking of property without due

process of law, and therefore repugnant to both the federal and

New York state constitutions. The other law, that abolishing

the fellow-servant doctrine and modifying the rule of contribu-
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tory negligence, and otherwise favoring the employee, is not

touched by this decision. The court says that the legislature

has the power to make these changes. It is proper also to classify

certain occupations as dangerous ; but the law now condemned
goes farther. The right of property does not rest on philo-

sophical speculations or benevolence; nor on charity, or even

upon the dictates of natural justice, but rather in the written

constitution and laws ; and these can be changed only by chang-

ing the constitution (which in this case would mean the con-

stitutions of both the state of New York and of the United

States). Their other law passed at the same time, not con-

fined to dangerous occupations, provides for the voluntary pay-

ment of compensation by employers to employees ; the matter

to be arranged by contract ; but from the operation of this con-

tract clause of the law railways are excepted.

iHailmai^ (f^iiicer^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Commodities Clause Decision.

The "commodities clause" of the rate law of 1906, which
was the subject of a decision by the Supreme Court of the

United States two years ago has been further considered by
that court, and this week, in a decision by Chief Justice

White, it is held that the lower court had erred in refusing

to allow the government to amend its original petition

Justice White referred to the refusal as "an absolute abuse
of discretion." He said, however, that the abuse was "ob-
viously occasioned by a misconception of the character of

the action of this court and the scope of the mandate."
"While that decision expressly held," said the chief justice,

in referring to the holding of the Supreme Court two years
ago, "that stock ownership by a railroad company in a bona
fide corporation, irrespective of the extent of such owner-
ship, did not preclude a railroad company from transporting

the commodity manufactured, mined, produced or owned by
such corporation, nothing in that conclusion foreclosed the

right of the government to question the power of the rail-

road company to transport in interstate commerce a com-
modity manufactured, mined, owned or produced by a cor-

poration in which the railroad held stock and where the

power of the railroad company as a stockholder was used
to obliterate all distinctions between the two corporations.

That is to say, where the power was exerted so as to commingle
the affairs of both, as by necessary effect to make such affairs

practically undistinguishable, and therefore to cause both cor-

porations to be one for all purposes.

"It must be held that while the right of a railroad company
as a stockholder to use its stock ownership for the purpose
of a bona fide separate administration of the affairs of a

corporation in which it has a stock interest may not be
denied, the use of such stock ownership in substance for the

purpose of destroying the entity of a producing, etc., cor-

poration and of commingling its affairs in administration
with the affairs of the railroad company so as to make the

two corporations virtually one, brings the railroad company
so voluntarily acting as to such producing, etc., corporation
within the prohibition of the commodities clause. In other

words, that by operation and effect of the commodities
clause, there is a duty cast upon a railroad company purpos-
ing to carry in interstate commerce a product of the produc-
ing, etc., corporation in which it has a stock interest, not to

abuse such power so as virtually to do by indirection that

which the commodities clause prohibits, a duty which plainly

would be violated by the unnecessary commingling of the

affairs of the producing company with its own so as to cause
them to be one and inseparable."

The opinion reverses the decree of the Circuit Court for

the Eastern district of Pennsylvania in the case of the

United States, appellant, against the Lehigh Valley Railroad
Company. The lower court erred in refusing to permit the

Government to file an amended bill.

As the result of the present opijiion it is expected that the

Government will at once file its amended bill against the

Lehigh Valley alleging that the ownership by the carriers

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Company is a violation of the

commodities clause and that the cause will proceed to a

hearing on this issue. Furthermore it is believed that the

Department of Justice will promptly enter upon a searching
investigation of the relations of all the anthracite railroads

to determine just how far their relations with coal producing
companies are in violation of laws.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

F. D. Blue has been appointed claim agent of the New Or-
leans Great Northern, with office at Bogalusa, La.

W. G. Brimson, formerly vice-president of the Quincy, Omaha
& Kansas City, at Kansas City, Mo., has been elected president
of the Texas City Terminal, with office at Texas City, Mex.

W. O. Wall, freight claim agent of the Macon, Dublin &
Savannah, at Macon, Ga., has been appointed general claim agent,

and the positions of freight claim agent and claim agent have
been abolished.

E. A. Weber, cashier and office manager of Peabody, Hough-
teling & Company, Chicago, has been appointed treasurer and
auditor of the National Railroad of Hayti, with office at Port
Au-Prince, Hayti.

C. C. Barry has been appointed auditor of the Houston &
Texas Central and the Houston East & West Texas, with office

at Houston, Tex., succeeding W. C. Parker, resigned to take a
position in the office of the general auditor of the Harriman
Lines at Chicago.

Carl R. Gray, senior vice-president of the St. Louis & San
F'rancisco, and vice-president of the St. Louis, Brownsville &
Mexico and other Frisco lines, at St. Louis, Mo., has been
elected president of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, the Oregon
Trunk Railway, the Oregon Electric Railway, the Astoria &
Columbia River, the Pacific & Eastern and the United Railways
Company, with office at Portland, Ore., succeeding John F.

Stevens, resigned.

Frank V. Whiting, general claim agent of the New York
Central & Hudson River, has been appointed general claims at-

torney of the New York Central Lines, except the Boston &
Albany. Harry H. Downs has been appointed chief claim agent

and Willis H. Failing, assistant chief claim agent of the New
York Central & Hudson River, and leased and operated lines

east of Buffalo, N. Y., except the Boston & Albany, all with

offices at New York. The following chief claim agents have

been appointed on various New York Central Lines west of

Buffalo : Frank A. Hruska, Cleveland. Ohio ; Charles H. Myers,
Indianapolis, Ind. ; William H. McGarr, Detroit, Mich., and
Charles A. Theiss, Chicago.

W. C. Nixon, vice-president and general manager of the St.

Louis & San Francisco, and vice-president of other Frisco

Lines at St. Louis, Mo., has been elected vice-president, in charge

of maintenance and operation, with office at St. Louis, succeed-

ing Carl R. Gray, resigned to become president of the Spokane,

Portland & Seattle. W. T. Tyler, general superintendent of the

First district at Springfield, Mo., has been appointed general

manager, with office at Springfield, succeeding Mr. Nixon. J.

A. Frates, superintendent of the Third district, at Chaffee. Mo.,

has been appointed general superintendent of the First district,

with office at Springfield, succeeding W. T. Tyler, and E. D.

Levy, superintendent of transportation, at Springfield, has been

appointed assistant general manager, with office at Springfield.

Operating Officers.

W. E. Becker has been appointed a trainmaster of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & Gary, with office at Rockford, 111.

A. B. Kearsey, auditor of the Atlanta & St. .Andrews Bay, at

Dothan, Ala., has been appointed trainmaster. W. T. Steger

succeeds Mr. Kearsey.

J. F. Carten, assistant superintendent of the Pullman Company,

at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been appointed assistant district

superintendent, at St. Louis, Mo.

Frank M. Gates has been appointed car accountant of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with office at Minne-

apolis, Minn., succeeding B. R. Lewis, resigned.

John Ryan has been appointed superintendent of the fuel de-

partment of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at Pitts-

burgh, Kan., succeeding John Jopling, deceased.

The jurisdiction of J. E. Hutchinson, general superintendent

of the Second district of the St. Louis & San Francisco, will be

extended to cover the Third district, effective May 1.
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J. II. Franke has been appointed superintcntlcul of the Peoria

Railway Terminal Company, with oHice at South Bartoiiville,

III., and tiie ollicos of trainmaster and master mechanic liave been

abt)lislicd.

\V. 11. Wright, superintendent of the Central of Georgia, at

Savannah, Ga., having been granted 90 days' leave of absence, D.

F. Kirkland has been appointed acting superintendent, witli ollicc

at Savannah.

K. Tliomasoii, general manager of the Durham & Charlotte, at

Durham, N. C, having resigned to go to another company, his

position has been abolished, and all correspondence should in

future be addressed to J. E. Stagg, vice-president, at Durham.

C. E. McMullin, superintendent of the terminal division of

the Northern Pacific at Seattle, Wash., has been appointed

superintendent of terminals at Tacoma, Wash., a new office, the

yards at Tacoma having been taken out of the Tacoma division

to form a separate terminal division.

The statement made in our issue of March 31, that L. C.

Badgley, trainmaster of the Chicago & Alton at Peoria, 111., had
resigned and that the jurisdiction of S. P. Henderson, train-

master at Bloomington, 111., had been extended to include the

Dwight and Rutland branches, was incorrect.

Thomas P. McMahon, who was appointed assistant super-

intendent of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, at Du Bois,

Pa., was born May 18, 1870, at St. Mary's, Pa. He began
railway work on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Sep-

tember 8, 1888, as a telegraph operator, and in February,

1891, was promoted to copier in the despatcher's ofifice at

Bradford, Pa. In January of the following year he was
appointed despatcher and in April, 1901, he was made chief

despatcher. Mr. McMahon was promoted to trainmaster in

October, 1906, which position he held at the time of his

recent appointment as assistant superintendent.

C. J. Phillips, superintendent of the Buffalo division of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at Buffalo, N. Y., has been

appointed superintendent of the Morris & Essex division, with

office at Hoboken, N. J., succeeding to the duties of S. S. Stone,

acting superintendent, resigned. George A. Poore, superintend-

ent of the Syracuse and Utica divisions, at Syracuse, N. Y., suc-

ceeds Mr. Phillips. Frank Cizek, superintendent of the Bangor
& Portland division, at Easton, Pa., succeeds Mr. Poore. J. J.

McCann, trainmaster at Scranton, has been appointed super-

intendent of the Scranton division, with temporary jurisdiction

over the Bangor & Portland division, with office at Scranton.

P. F"raser, assistant superintendent of the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburgh, at Du Bois, Pa., has been appointed superintendent

of the Middle and Pittsburgh divisions, with office at Du Bois,

succeeding A. J. Johnson, assigned to special duties. A. B.

White, trainmaster at Punxsutawney, has been appointed as-

sistant supermtendent, with office at Punxsutawney. T. P.

McMahon, trainmaster at Du Bois, succeeds Mr. Fraser, and

G. W. Bennett succeeds Mr. McMahon. M. G. Mclnerney, train-

master at East Salamanca, N. Y., has been appointed assistant

superintendent of the Buffalo and Rochester divisions, with

office at East Salamanca, and R. G. Matthews has been appointed

terminal superintendent at Rochester.

Miles Bronson, superintendent of the Mohawk division of the

New York Central & Hudson River, at Albany, N. Y., has been

appointed superintendent of the Electric division, at New York,

succeeding C. L. Bardo, whose resignation has already been an-

nounced in these columns. A portrait of Mr. Bronson and a

sketch of his railway career were published in the Railway Age
Gazette of January 14, 1910, page 110. D. W. Dinan, super-

intendent of the Pennsylvania division, at Corning, succeeds Mr.

Bronson, and F. E. McCormack, superintendent of the Rochester

division, at Rochester, succeeds Mr. Dinan. A portrait of Mr.,

McCormack and a sketch of his railway career were published

in the Railway Age Gazette of June 24, 1910, page 1811. S. J.

Kearns, superintendent of the Ontario division at Oswego, suc-

ceeds .Mr. McCormack, and J. W. Evans, assistant superintend-

£nt at Jersey Shore, Pa., succeeds Mr. Kearns.

R. G. Stanfield, whose appointment as superintendent of the

Macon & Birmingham, has been announced in these columns,

was born October 4, 1864, at Americus, Ga., and was educated

in the common schools. He began railway work October 8, 1882,

as a telegraph operator on the East Tennessee, Virginia &
Georgia, now a part of the Southern Railway, and was appointed
train despatcher at Atlanta in November, 1884. The following

July, he was appointed agent at Jackson, resigning from that

position in August, 1898, to go to the auditor's office of the

Georgia, Southern & Florida, at Macon. For a short time in

1899 he was acting traveling auditor, and on January 1, 1900,

was made chief clerk to the local agent at Macon. In April of

the fcjUowing year he was appointed local agent at Cordcle,

which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as

superintendent of the Macon & Birmingham, at Macon.

Traffic Officers.

C. W. Browder has been appointed a traveling freight agent of

the Illinois Southern, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

J. C. Kimes has been appointed commercial freight agent of

the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

A. W. Northrup has been appointed a soliciting freight agent
of the Northern Pacific, with office at Winnipeg, Man.

Charles Hamilton has been appointed a traveling passenger
agent of the Wabash Railroad, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

W. D. Nelson has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Macon, Dublin & Savannah, with office at Jacksonville, Fla.

L. J. Blaker, commercial agent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Indianapolis,, Ind., has re-

signed to engage in other business.

Frank N. Dowler, city freight agent of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western, at New York, has been appointed general

eastern agent of the Colorado Midland, with office at New York.

Edward J. Sawyer has been appointed division passenger

agent of the Northern division and branches of the Chicago
Great Western, with office at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding

Charles A. Doherty, resigned.

A. L. Armstrong has been appointed a commercial agent of

the Minneapolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central, with office at

Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding C. D. Fortney, resigned to accept

service with another company.

Frank J. Howell, traveling freight agent of the Norfolk &
Western at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed a freight so-

licitor of the Union Line of the Pennsylvania Lines west of

Pittsburgh, with office at Detroit, Mich.

Lewis Snodgrass, traveling freight agent of the Delaware &
Hudson at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed a commercial
agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo., where an agency was estab-

lished on April 1. J. P. Stewart succeeds Mr. Snodgrass at Pitts-

burgh.

C. A. Talley, soliciting freight agent of the St. Louis &
San Francisco, at Oklahoma City, Okla., has been appointed
traveling freight agent, with office at Oklahoma City, suc-

ceeding M. G. Buffihgton, promoted. L. E. Moeller succeeds
Mr. Talley.

John R. Brophy has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Carolina Despatch, operating over the Atlantic Coast Line, the

Norfolk & Western and the Winston-Salem Southbound, with

office at Cincinnati, Ohio, and W. A. Cooper has been appointed

commercial agent, with office at Charleston, S. C.

Perritt A. Marr, traveling passenger agent of the Illinois

Central, at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed district

passenger agent, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa. J. F. Merry
has been appointed general agent, with office at Manchester,
Iowa. John C. Clair, industrial commissioner of the Illinois

Central, Indianapolis Southern and Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley, has been appointed industrial and immigration com-

missioner, with office at Chicago.

J. P. McBride, traveling freight agent of the Louisville &
Nashville, at Knoxville, Tenn., has been appointed general agent,

at Knoxville, succeeding G. W. Fuget, resigned. B. W. Strain

succeeds Mr. McBride. L. A. Dwelle, traveling freight agent

at Louisville, Ky., has been transferred to Jacksonville, Fla.,

succeeding Willis Calloway, resigned, and F. A. McHale suc-

ceeds Mr. Dwelle. William G. Marshall has been appointed a

traveling claim agent, with office at Montgomery, Ala., succeeding

B. W. Strain, promoted.
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L. D. Heusner, general western passenger agent of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &
Pittsburgh and the Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheeling at Chicago,

has been appointed assistant general passenger agent of the Mich-
igan Central, with office at Detroit, Mich., succeeding J. S. Hall

promoted. I. P. Spining, general agent of the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Michigan Central at Chicago,

has been appointed also general western passenger agent of the

Lake Shore and the other lines mentioned above, succeeding Mr.
Heusner.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

George Worling has been appointed master mechanic of the

Gainesville Midland, with office at Gainesville, Ga.

N. Kirb\' has been appointed master mechanic of the Alabama,
Tennessee & Northern, with office at Panola, Ala., succeeding

D. D. Briggs.

A. C. Everham has been appointed assistant chief engineer of

the Kansas City Terminal Railway, with office at Kansas City,

Mo., a new office.

C. E. Knickerbocker, superintendent of maintenance of way
of the New York, Ontario & Western, at Middletown, N. Y.,

has been appointed chief engineer, in charge of the road de-

partment, reporting to the general superintendent.

G. T. Hand, terminal engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, at llobokcn, N. J., has been appointed division en-

gineer, in addition to his former duties, he will assume the

duties of E. L Cantine, division engineer, at Hoboken, resigned.

D. Harley, roadmaster of the Utica division, at Utica, N. Y.,

has been transferred to the Syracuse division, with office at

Syracuse, succeeding R. C. Scofield, who succeeds Mr. Harley

on the Utica division.

Purchasing Officers.

J. L. White, purchasing and supply agent of the St. Louis,

Brownsville & Mexico at Kingsville, Tex., has had his head-

quarters removed to Houston, Tex., and his jurisdiction has been

extended to include the St. Louis & San Francisco lines in Texas.

OBITUARY.

J. C. Bailey, general superintendent of the Utah lines of the

Denver & Rio Grande, with office at Salt Lake City, Utah, died

at Salt Lake City on April 4.

John A. Scott, general passenger agent of the Southern
lines of the Illinois Central, with office at Memphis, Tenn.,

died at Memphis on April 1. Photograph of Mr. Scott and
a sketch of his railway life were published in the Raihvay
Age Gazette of March 17, page 523, shortly after his appoint-

ment to the above office.

David Brown, assistant superintendent of motive power and
equipment of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at Scran-

ton, Pa., died on April 2. Mr. Brown was born May 17, 1838,

in Canada, and began railway work in 1851 as messenger boy
on the Monmouthshire Railway & Canal Co., at Newport, Mon-
mouthshire, England. From August, 1870, to January, 1872,

he was a machinist on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at

Scranton, Pa., and was then appointed gang foreman. In 1886

he was appointed general foreman and four years later was
appointed assistant master mechanic. He was promoted to

master mechanic in 1891, and was later made assistant super-

intendent motive power of the same road.

Spencer Meade, superintendent of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Voluntary Relief Department, died April 4 at his home
in Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Meade was born in Philadelphia

January 19, 1850. He was graduated as civil engineer from
the Polytechnic College, state of Pennsylvania in the class

of '69, and began railway work in the engineering depart-

ment of the Allegheny Valley in August of the same year.

He held various positions in the engineering department of

the Pennsylvania Railroad and at the time of his appoint-
ment as superintendent of the relief department in July,

1900, he was superintendent of the Elmira and Canandaigua
divisions of the Northern Central.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—According to press reports,
surveys are being made to build a line around Pueblo, Colo.
The new line is to carry freight around the city instead of pass-
ing through the business section.

Beaumont & Great Northern.—Announcement is made that
the Weldon extension will be opened for freight and passenger
traffic from Trinity, Tex., to Weldon, 15.2 miles, on April 10.

Boston & Maine.—The House of Representatives of the New
Hampshire legislature has passed the bill permitting the Con-
necticut River Railroad, which is leased by the Boston & Maine,
to extend its line from Hinsdale, N. H., to Walpole, on the New
Hampshire side of the Connecticut river.

California Roads.—W. F. Holt, Redlands, Cal., is said to
have bought land in the Palo Verde valley, and a company will
te organized at once to build an 85-mile railway to connect with
the main line of the Southern Pacific in Imperial Valley, Cal.
Surveys are now being made.

G. D. Armstead, Escondido, Cal., is said to be back of a pro-
ject to build a line from San Bernardino, south to San Diego,
about 100 miles. Right-of-way has been secured from San
Bernardino to Fall Brook.
The Afterthought Copper Company, Ingot, Shasta county, Cal.,

will soon start work on a line from Ingot, southwest to Bella
Vista, 14 miles.

California Roads (Electric).—The Monterey County Gas &
Electric Company, Salinas, Cal., has applied for a franchise to

build from Monterey, northeast to Castroville, about 20 miles.

Canadian Northern.—A contract is said to have been given
to Foley, Welch & Stewart, St. Paul, Minn., for building from
Port Arthur, Ont, east.

Connecticut River Railroad.—See Boston & Maine.

Deering Southwestern.—Trains are now in operation between
Caruthersville, Mo., and Converse.

Fore River Shore Line.—Organized in Maine to build from a

point near Deering Junction, Me., to and along the South Port-

land water front of Portland harbor. W. F. Spear, president.

South Portland ; W. W. Thomas, treasurer, Portland.

Gary & Southern Traction.—It is understood that this com-
pany can now build its line from Gary, Ind., south about 15

miles to Crown Point, a suit having recently been decided by

the courts in its favor regarding the right-of-way. It is ex-

pected to have the line ready for operation in July of this year.

Georgia & Florida.—This company has absorbed the Sparks

Western, which has been extended from Pineboro, Ga., to

Moultrie, 7 miles. A branch line is under construction from
Sparks to Adel, and it is expected that this work will be fin-

ished about May 1. (March 10, p. 478.)

Georgia, Midland & Gulf.—Plans are being made to build

from Athens, Ga., south via Milledgeville to Dublin, about 120

miles, thence south to the gulf of Mexico. J. R. Crandall, Mid-
ville, and J. O. Hall, Toomsboro, are interested.

Glendale-Eagle Rock (Electric).—This company, it is said,

will extend its line through the La Crescenta (Cal.) and Sunland

districts to Monte Vista, seven miles.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—Surveys are being made for a line

from Lethbridge, Alb., south to the international boundary at

Coutts. It is understood that the line is to be extended eventu-

ally to Minneapolis, Minn.

Great Northern.—According to press reports, work is to be

started in June on the Midland of Manitoba, from Winnipeg,

Man., south to the international boundary; also on terminals to

be built at Winnipeg.

Greenville, Spartanburg & Anderson.—See Piedmont &
Northern (Electric).

Henderson Interurban.—Surveys are being made by H. U.

Wallace & Co., Marquette building, Chicago, for interurban lines
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to be built l)y tliis company, connectiiin 1 Iciulcrson, Ky., witli

Owensboro, Uiiioiitown, Morganficld, Sebrcc, Dixon and Provi-

dence.

I.OCK II.WEN & Jersey Shore (Electric).—An officer writes

that contracts will be let in about two months to build from

Lock Haven, Pa., northeast to Jersey Shore. There will be one

steel bridge, 500 ft. long on the line, also a large power plant

at North Fork. L. M. Patterson, president and George Roberts,

chief engineer, both of Lock Haven. (March 10, p. 479.)

M.\ine Central.—The Maine railway commissioners have au-

thorized the construction of seven miles of new line from a point

two miles cast of Cumberland Junction, Me., to a point about

eight miles northeast of Cumberland Junction. The new line is

to have double-track, and is being built to avoid the Walnut Hill

grade. It is expected to have the improvements finished by June.

(February 17, p. 334.)

Manistique & Lake Superior.—The McNeill branch has been

opened for business from Scott's, Mich., to Doyle.

Mexican Union.—An officer writes that this company's plans

call for a line from Torres, Sonora, Mexico, via La Colorado,

Represo, Tecolote, Pueblo, Diezo and San Raphael to Ures, a

total of about 65 miles. Contracts for the work have been let

to Henrique Cubillas, Hermosillo, and track has been laid for

over six miles. The work will be easy, the approximate cut and

fdl per mile will be 5,000 cu. yds. The line is to have maximum
grades of 2.5 per cent, and maximum curvature of 6 deg. The
company now owns and operates the Torres, Prietas & Represo,

and has 12 miles in operation from Torres, east to Minas Prietas.

Midland of Manitoba.—See Great Northern.

Midland Valley.—An officer writes that a contract has been

given to M. Tansey, San Saba, Texas, to build the Wichita &
Midland Valley from Arkansas City, Kan., northwest to Wichita,

55 miles, and work is now under way. (February 24, p. 368.)

Muscatine North & South.—Train service has been extended

from Oakville, Iowa, to Kingston, 10 miles.

New Brunswick Coal & Railway.—This company, which

operates a line from Norton, N. B., to Minto, 58 miles through

the coal fields of Queen county, is seeking permission to build

an extension from Minto to Frederickton, 31 miles.

North Carolina Roads.—Boston, Mass., and other northern

capitalists are back of a project to build from Winston-Salem,

N. C, southeast to Cameron, about 75 miles.

Ohio Roads (Electric).—Plans are being made to build a line

from Warren, Trumbull county, Ohio, north to the Ashtabula

county line, about 20 miles. Henry Orth has applied to the

county commissioners at Warren for a franchise to build the

line.

Oregon Short Line.—On the Montana division the Aberdeen

branch has been opened for business from Morcland Junction,

Idaho, southwest to Aberdeen, 282 miles.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.—The
Yakima division has been opened for traffic from Attalia, Wash.,

northwest to North Yakima, 98 miles.

Pacific Coast Railway.—Trains are now being operated over

the Suey branch between Suey Junction, Cal., and Sisquoc.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—The Hillman branch of the Bell-

wood division from Hillman, Pa., to Madeira, 6 miles, is now
open for passenger service.

People's Electric.—An officer writes that contracts are now
being let to build from Muskogee, Okla., via Fort Gibson,

Wagoner, Claremore, Tulsa, Bartlesville, Sapulpa and Shawnee,

to Oklahoma City. G. W. Risser, president, Oklahoma City.

Piedmont & Northern (Electric).—According to press re-

ports a contract has been given to W. J. Oliver, Knoxville, Tenn.,

to build the Greenville, Spartanburg & Anderson, which was
organized to build a line to connect Greenwood, S. C, and

Charlotte, N. C. J. B. Duke, Somerville, N. J., and B. N. Duke,

Fifth avenue, New York, are interested. (February 10, p. 301.)

Rock Island, Texas & Gulf.—An officer writes that this

company has not yet been chartered. Contracts will be let in

about 30 days to build from a connection with the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe in Parmer county, Texas, south via Knowles,
N. M., thence southea.st to Midland, Texas, about 200 miles.

The line is eventually to be extended to Kerrvillc, and will be
built to carry lumber, coal, live stock and merchandise. The
company would like to hear from contractors in a position to

carry out the work, which will be light. M. J. ilcaly, presi-

dent, Amarillo.

San Benito & Rio Grande Valley.—An officer writes that

this line is to be built to Santa Maria, Texas, which is about
25 miles from San Benito. Track has been laid on 10 miles, and
rails have been bought for 13 miles additional. The Hidalgo
Construction Company, San Benito, has the general contract.

The work is light, involving the handling of about 8,000 cu.

yds. a mile. The line is being built to develop the lands of the

San Benito Land & Water Company and adjacent properties.

Steam will be used as the motive power for handling freight,

which will consist of sugar cane, cotton, winter vegetables and
fruit, and gasolene motor cars will be used for passenger service.

S. A. Robertson, trustee, and C. E. Ensmingcr, chief engineer,

San Benito.

Shelby Northwestern.—Incorporated in Missouri with

$225,000 capital, to build from Shelbyville, Mo., to the northern

part of Shelby countv, 15 miles. The incorporators include:

H. M. Houck, J. A. Hope, J. H. Byrd, G. L. Houck, G. Houck
and J. A. Flapek.

Sierra Railway Company of California.—The Southern Pa-
cific is said to have secured control of this company, and it is

understood will rebuild the road which is now in operation

between Oakdale, Cal., and Angels, 60 miles.

Southern Pacific.—See Sierra Railway Company of Cali-

fornia.

Southern Railway.—Extensive improvements on the line

between Atlanta, Ga., and Macon, involving the laying of about

20 miles of passing tracks and revision of grades are to be made
at once by this company. The passing tracks will be of the lap-

sidings design, which greatly facilitates the movement of trains.

These tracks will be placed at intervals of about five miles, and
each will be long enough to accommodate four trains. During
the last few months the Southern has completed the work of

strengthening, the bridges on this line and is now operating its

heaviest locomotives over it.

Southwestern Railway.—This company, which now operates

a 30-mile line from Henrietta, Texas, to Archer City, will prob-

ably start work within the next 90 days on an extension.

Southern Traction.—Organized in Texas with office at Dallas,

Texas, to build from Dallas, south to Waco, 100 miles, with a

branch from Waxahachie, via Ennis to Corsicana, 30 miles. Con-

tract for making the surveys and other engineering work has been

let to the Fred A. Jones Engineering Company, Dallas. J. F.

Strickland, president, Dallas, is also president of the Texas Trac-

tion Company.

Sparks Western.—See Georgia & Florida.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—The Cairo branch of

the Illinois division has been opened for business from Thebes
Junction, 111., south to Cairo, 24 miles.

Texas Central.—According to press reports, this company has

amended its charter so that it can build an extension to com-

plete the line from De Leon, Comanche county, Texas, northwest

to Nolan. The line is now in operation from De Leon to Cross

Plains, 40 miles.

Texas Roads (Electric).—The Commercial Club of Belton,

Texas, is back of a project to build an interurban line from Bel-

ton to Holland, 16 miles.

Torres, Prietas & Represo.—See Mexican Union.

Vera Cruz, Tabasco & Campeche.—An officer writes that

preliminary surveys have just been started on this line. The
projected route is from Santa Lucrecia, Mexico, on the Tehuan-

tepec National, east to Campeche, on the United Railways of

Yucatan, 490 miles. Donato de Chapeaurouge, president ; A. L.

Van Antwerp, secretary, and David Coe, chief engineer, Mexico

City.

Wichita & Midland Valley.—See Midland Valley.
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)^ailtttat| iFinancial New^.
Arkansas, Oklahoma & Western.—See Kansas City & Mem-

phis.

Bartlett & Florence.—This property is to be sold at public

auction at Georgetown, Texas, on May 29 under order of the

district court. The road runs from Bartlett, Texas, to Jarral,

12 miles.

Canadian Pacific Railway.—Directors of the company have
formulated a plan whereby shareholders in the future may
receive greater advantages from the extraneous assets of the

company. Among the securities held by the company are

bonds and stocks of a face value of $46,000,000, on which the

company receives interest or dividends ; that land mortgages
and cash proceeds of land sales total $50,000,000; that there

are other land values conservatively estimated at $6,500,000,

consisting of land obtained by the company in connection with

the acquisition of branch line railways ; and that besides these

there are the unsold lands in the agricultural district, ap-

proximating 7,300,000 acres.

It is proposed in view of the practice heretofore observed

by the company in separating in the annual report the revenue

from land sales from the other income, to adopt the same
policy with reference to interest on investments, dividends,

rentals and other sources of income other than from railway

and steamship operations, incorporating the income from these

items in one fund from which the directors will make such

periodical distribution as m.ay be warranted by circumstances,

in addition to the regular dividends that may be declared on
the common stock of the company.

It is estimated that interest and dividend return from these

sources will be about $4,500,000 during the current year. The
above, with a comparatively small contribution from the land

funds, represents 3 per cent, on the common stock, and there-

fore it was decided to make a distribution on that basis.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Frank Trumbull, chairman of the board

of directors, in a circular in regard to the new $125,000,000

bonds to be authorized by the stockholders, says in part

:

"In considering their duty to you and to the public, in con-

nection with future requirements, the directors think it best

to avoid further divisional mortgages, and to provide a com-
prehensive mortgage which will furnish a unified and con-

venient medium for financing ; one which will enable the com-
pany from time to time to take advantage promptly of favor-

able money market conditions.

"In order to provide the means to pay for additional yards,

terminals, equipment and other additions, improvements, and
betterments, and to acquire or construct branch or connecting

lines, also to retire certain equipment and other obligations

(including $11,000,000 general funding and improvement mort-

gage bonds, which mature prior to the maturity of the pro-

posed mortgage, and may be redeemed upon due notice at any

time in the di.=cretion of the directors), and for other cor-

porate purposes, the directors recommend the creation of a

mortgage under which bonds may be iss'^td, limited to

$125,000,000, to mature in twenty years, and to bear such rate

of interest, not exceeding 5 per cent., as the directors or execu-

tive committee may from time to time determine. It is pro-

posed that the mortgage be made a first lien upon certain se-

curities now held in the treasury of your company, including

all bonds and stock of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Com-
pany of Indiana, which owns 261.7 miles of i-oad; a general

lien (subject lo prior liens and upon a parity, respecting lines

of railway owned on April 28, 1910, with the convertible bonds
under the company's trust indenture of that date) upon the

railways, equipment, and franchises now owned by your com-
pany; and become a lien upon any property acquired by the

use of bonds issued thereunder."

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.—Rhoades & Co.,

New York, are ofifering $1,500,000 Superior Short Line first

mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1895-1930 at 109%, yielding

about 4.30 per cent, income.

Cincinnati, Chicago & Louisville.—The receiver of this com-
pany, whose property was sold under foreclosure to the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, has been finally discharged.

Delaware & Eastern.—The trustee of the $1,000,000 mortgage
made in 1906 asks that the property of the D. & E. be sold
under foreclosure, the revenue for the last 11 months not
having been more than sufficient to meet operating expenses.
The Delaware & Eastern runs from Arkville, N. Y., to East
Branch, 35 miles.

Houston Belt & Terminal.—This company has applied to the
Texas Railroad Commission for authority to issue $2,200,000
bonds.

Kansas City & Memphis.—This company is to take over the
Arkansas, Oklahoma & Western and the Monte Ne Railway
about April 10. The lines completed are run from Rodgers,
Ark., to Siloam Springs, 31 miles, and from Freeman, Ark.,
to Monte Ne, six miles. The roads is standard gage 60-lb.

rail.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—This company has applied to

the Texas Railroad Commission for authority to issue

$469,000 bonds, to be secured on 13 miles of road between
San Angelo and Mertzon, against which no bonds have as yet

been issued.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—The $10,000,000 one-year 5 per
cent, notes of August 1, 1910, have been called for redemption
at par on May 1, 1911.

Monte Ne Railway.—See Kansas City & Memphis.

National Railways of Mexico.—The earnings and expenses
for February of the National Railways of Mexico, which earn-
ings are not shown in our weekly table of roads reporting to

the Interstate Commerce Commission, were as follows : Gross
in 1911, $5,025,832, comparing with gross in 1910 of $4,952,359;

operating expenses in 1911, $3,308,694, and in 1910, $3,021,887;

net earnings in 1911 $1,717,138, and in 1910, $1,930,473.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—A bill has been intro-

duced in the Massachusetts legislature providing for the pur-

chase by the Berkshire Street Railway, a subsidiary of the

New Haven, of the Springfield Street Railway property.

Pere Marquette.—The Bankers' Trust Company, the Guaranty
Trust Company, and White, Weld & Co., all of New York,
have bought from the railway and are offering to the public

an issue of $1,088,000 equipment trust 5 per cent, bonds of

series B, and also an issue of $1,024,000 equipment trust 5

per cent, bonds of series A. Series A mature $64,000 semi-

annually, beginning October 1, 1912, and are secured on 2,000

standard box cars purchased under an agreement dated April

2, 1906, and delivered in the ensuing six months, and in addi-

tion by the pledge of $375,000 Pere Marquette refunding 4
per cent, bonds. Series B are secured by 2,000 standard box
cars delivered in 1906, and the early part of 1907, and by the

pledge of $375,000 refunding 4 per cent, bonds. Series B
mature $68,000 semi-annually, beginning October 1, 1912. Both
series are offered at prices which yield 5% per cent, income for

all bonds except those maturing in 1912 which are offered on
a 5 per cent, basis.

Spokane, Portland & Seattle.—The Commercial & Financial

Chronicle says that this company, controlled jointly by the

Great Northern and the Northern Pacific, voted on Janu-

ary 28 to increase its capital stock from $25,000,000 to $62,-

500,000, and has now made a new $125,000,000 mortgage, se-

curing 5 per cent, first mortgage bonds of March 1, 1911-1961.

The new bonds are to be issued as follows : For corporate

purposes, $80,000,000; reserved to acquire stocks and bonds of

other companies and interest in terminal and transfer com-

panies, $25,000,000; reserved for improvements, not to exceed

$1,000,000 a year, $20,000,000.

Springfield Street Railway.—See New York, New Haven &
Hartford.

Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad.—This company, which is

controlled by the Central of Georgia, has sold to Jas. H. Oli-

phant & Co., New York, $100,000 first mortgage 5 per cent,

bonds, due 1958. The bonds were subsequently resold. This

is part of an authorized issue of $250,000, of which $200,000

are now outstanding, and the sale was made to provide funds

to purchase heavier rail, equipment, etc.



Supply (Frade ^^<*tion.
The Chicago offices of the American Locomotive Company,

New York, and of tlie Atlantic Equipment Company, New York,
will on April 8 be moved from the Railway Exchange to the

McCormick building.

Plans for the reorganization of tiie Southern Car Company,
High Point, N. C, have been completed. J. B. Duke, president

of the American Tobacco Company, Jersey City, N. J., and W. G.

Brokaw, of New York, have taken the lead in the reorganization.

At the annual meeting of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
Newark, N. J., the following directors were added to the board:
Harry Eronner, of Hallgarten & Company, New York; B. H.
Jones and E. C. Grace. The last two directors are associated

with the Bethlehem Steel Corporation in an official capacity.

John Langan, of the Okonite Company, New York, has re-

signed. His retirement from active business to take a much
needed rest is due to a recent illness. Mr. Langan is an asso-

ciate member of the Railway Signal Association, and the standard
specification of that association for 30 per cent, compound rub-

ber covered wire was the outcome of a movement started by him.

The annual report of the Western Electric Company, Chicago,

shows that the gross sales for the 13 months ended December
31, 1910, were $68,375,150. The cost of production was $63,-

442,286. Dividends were $1,700,000, and the amount carried to

surplus was $1,684,276. The number of orders received in

America during this period was 896,000, as compared with

695,000 for the 12 months ended November 30, 1909, an increase

of 19 per cent. The value of an order in 1910 was $72 as com-
pared with $62 in 1909.

The United States Metal Products Company, 203-205 West
Fortieth street, New York, whose organization was mentioned in

the Railway Age Gazette of February 17, has plans under way
for an addition to its Rapp plant at College Point, L. L, which
will involve the erection of a shop, 250 ft. x 600 ft., a dock, 75 ft.

X 600 ft, and an employees' bath house, 50 ft. x 60 ft. The
officers of the company are as follows : President, John W.
Rapp ; vice-presidents, H. C. Randall, C. J. Hale and A. J. Con •

nell ; treasurer, E. B. Wires, and secretary, C. A. Leonardi.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, of

Pittsburgh, Pa., has just received an order from the Georgia

Railway & Electric Company, Atlanta, Ga., for six additional

double equipments of No. 112B-2 motors with type K-35 control.

The Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern Railway of Findlay,

Ohio, has recently placed an order with this company for four

quadruple equipments of No. 304 interpole railway motors with

latest type HL (hand operated) unit switch control. An order

for five double equipments of No. 93-A motors with type K-ll-A
control has also been placed with this company by the Johns-

town Passenger Railway Company, Johnstown, Pa. This com-
pany has recently received an order from the Fairmount &
Clarksburg Railway Company, Fairmount, W. Va., calling for

four additional quadruple equipments of No. 306 interpole motors

with HL (hand-operated) unit switch control. The City Rail-

way Company, of Dayton, Ohio, has just placed an order

with the Westinghouse Company for ten double equipments

of No. 306 interpole motors with type K-36 control. An
order for four double equipments of No. 307 interploe mo-
tors and type K-35 control has recently been received by this

company from the Nashville Railway & Light Company,

Nashville, Tenn. The Cincinnati Traction Company has recently

placed with the Westinghouse company an order which calls for

nine quadruple equipments of No. 303-A interpole railway motors

and HL (hand operated) unit switch control. This company

has just received a contract from the British Columbia Electric

R. R., of British Columbia, for two 45-ton locomotives with

quadruple equipments of No. 301 interpole railway motors and

automatic unit switch control.

Sufifern & Son, certified public accountants, 165 Broadway,

New York, have established a department of "effective or-

ganization" which will be operated under the direction of

Clarke J. Morrison. Its object will be to obtain the most

effective organization in manufacturing and other business

through the elimination of unnecessary work, expenses or

investments and through turning unproductive into produc-
tive factors. Mr. Morrison received his early education in

the public and high schools at Washington, D. C, and his

technical education at Johns Hopkins University and Cornell
University, from the latter of which he was graduated with
the degree of mechanical engineer in 1901. During the four
years intervening between high school and college and dur-
ing the summer vacations, practical experience was obtained
with the Richmond Locomotive Works, Shelbyville Electric
Light and Power Company, Buffalo Traction Company, and
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, as machinist, en-
gineer, and assistant engineer of tests. After graduation he
was employed by the Northern Pacific as special apprentice,

assistant engineer of tests and material inspector. From
December 4, 1903 to June 30, 1909, he was variously employed
by the Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe as machinist, belt fore-

man, assistant to counseling engineer (Harrington Emer-
son), material supervisor, general erecting foreman, bonus
supervisor and standardizing engineer. From June 30, 1909,

to January 1, 1910, he was associated with The Emerson
Company as mechanical engineer and from January 1, 1910.

to March 17, 1911, worked independently as a consulting en-

gineer in New York.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Frogs.—The Continuous Frog and Crossing Company, St.

Louis, Mo., has devoted an unusually well-illustrated catalog

to the description and many advantages of the Roach continu-

ous frog. Diagrams are included.

Window Fixtures.—The O. M. Edwards Company, Syracuse,

N. Y., has published catalog E on its full line of window fix-

tures, which are especially adapted to railway use. This catalog

contains 60 pages and includes detailed descriptions and minute
diagrams.

Metal Culverts.—The Canton Culvert Company, Canton, Ohio,

has published the 1911 edition of its catalog on Acme corrugated

metal culverts, giving full information on this product and in-

cluding photographs of installations and also of some strength

tests to which these culverts have been submitted.

Derailers.—The Hobart-Allfree Company has just issued cata-

log No. 110, describing the Smyth and Freeland derailers for hand
and mechanical throw. In addition to the descriptions of the

various models, instructions for installing the derailers and a

number of good photographs of these devices in actual installa-

tion are included.

Lighting.—The Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, Hoboken,

N. J., has devoted a small booklet to the advantages of the

Cooper Hewitt lamp when used in industrial establishments.

Bulletin No. 36 was published to supersede bulletin No. 23, and

describes the Cooper Hewitt electric lamp, type P, for direct-

current automatic lighting.

Motor Car.—Burton W. Mudge & Co., Chicago, recently is-

sued a leaflet on the Adams motor car. This car may be used

in track and signal work and will carry three men with the

necessary supplies. It weighs less than 300 lbs., and is readily

handled by one man. The leaflet describes its construction and

service, giving its principal dimensions.

The Cause of Hot Boxes.—M.cCor6. & Company, Chicago,

printed in its advertisement in the Railway Age Gazette of Feb-

ruary 10, 1911, a diagram showing the cause of hot boxes. This

diagram has been reproduced on a card of convenient size for

distribution among railway employees, and the company is offer-

ing to supply any quantity to any railway upon request of the

proper official.

Titanium Steel.—The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Com-

pany, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has published a 44-page booklet on the

subject of Titanium in Steel. Its value as a steel alloy is dis-

cussed and acknowledged by various authorities in the iron and

steel trade. Its chemical action on the slag and steel and its

effect on the physical properties of the steel are described in

detail. The book also contains reports of numerous physical

and chemical comoarative tests made with steels of different
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manufacture with and without the titanium alloy. The method
of manufacturing the steel from open hearth, besse^ier or cru-

cible steels is also given in detail, as well as' Rossi's niethbd of

securing a titanium content.

Stjuipment anb ^upplW^.
LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Atchison, Kan.—The McKinley syndicate which controls a

number of interurban electric lines is promoting a new bridge

over the Missouri river ni which several steam railways have
become interested on account of the excessive toll charged on the

present bridge. Plans for the new structure have been com-
pleted, and its cost is estimated at $400,000.

Cascade, Iowa.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paiil bridge

over the Maquoketa river was burned on March 28. The fire

started from sparks dropped by a work train engine.

Centralia, Wash.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-
gation Company is having plans made for a station, it is said,

to be built at Centralia, at a cost of $25,000. The same company
has been ordered by the Washington state railway commission
to build a station in Pomeroy, on which work must be started

within 90 days, and completed within nine months.

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Pennsylvania and the Wheeling & Lake
Erie have agreed with the county commissioners to pay $90,000
of the total cost of $110,000, which it is estimated will be required

for building a viaduct to carry Dunham road over the railway

companies' tracks. The structure will be 48 ft. wide and will

have a span of about 800 ft.

Greenwich, N. Y.—An officer of the Delaware & Hudson
writes regarding the reports that improvements are to be made
in Greenwich at a cost of $30,000, including a new passenger

station, freight house and improving the freight facilities in the

yards of the Greenwich & Johnsonville, that details and plans

of this work have not yet been made. It is probable that the

work will be carried out by the company's men.

Marysville, Cal.—The Northern Electric is having plans made
for a new passenger station, freight sheds and yards, it is said,

to be built at Marysville. (November 11, p. 944.)

Mount Vernon, Wash.—The Great Northern, it is said, will

build a station at Mount Vernon.

North Fork, Pa.—See Lock Haven & Jersey Shore (Electric)

under Railway Construction.

Portland, Ore.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company, it is said, is planning to put up a new freight

house at Portland.

Quebec, Que.—A press despatch says that the contract for the

new Quebec bridge across the St. Lawrence, to replace the

partly built bridge which collapsed in August, 1907, has been

let to the St. Lawrence Bridge Company by the Minister of

Railways and Canals. The contract price is $8,650,000, 15 per

cent, of which, or $1,279,500, was deposited with the Canadian
government in cash by the bridge company as security. The
bridge is to be completed before December 31, 1915. It is to be

primarily a railway bridge, but it will have two four foot side-

walks. The St. Lawrence Bridge Company is a combination of

the Dominion Bridge Company of Montreal and the Canadian

Bridge Company of Walkerville, Ont., both of which guarantee

the contract. The St. Lawrence Bridge Company will erect a

plant costing $1,000,000 near Montreal to carry on the work.

Salem, Ore.—The Salem, Falls City & Western is planning

to build a bridge over the Willamette river at Salem, at a cost

of $100,000. (March 3, p. 436.)

Shelburn, Ore.—The Southern Pacific, it is said, will enlarge

its station at Shelburn.

ToppENisH, Wash.—The Northern Pacific is planning to build

a station and increase its yard and trackage facilities at Top-
penish. It is understood that the improvements will cost about

$80,000.

Vancouver, B. C.—The Canadian Pacific, it is understood, will

replace 13 wooden bridges with steel and concrete structures,

and will put up 30 new bridges between Vancouver and North

Bend.

Winnipeg, Man.—Bids are wanted until April 10, by F. Lee,

division engineer of the Canadian Pacific, Winnipeg, for building

a boiler shop and transfer table at Winnipeg.

The Charlotte Harbor & Northern is in the market for 1 pas-
senger locomotive.

The Intercolonial has ordered 4 switching locomotives and 3
passenger locomotives from the Canadian Locomotive Company.

The Salt Lake & Ogden has ordered one 30-ton electric loco-
motive from the McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Company,
to handle heavy freight traffic. The equipment w-ill include four
100 h. p., 700-volt, d. c, General Electric iiUcr-pol? motors with
forced ventilation, double and multiple unit control and Westing'
house combined straight and automatic air brakes. The loco--
motive is designed to handle 400 tons trailing load at llYz miles
an hour on a 0.7 per cent, grade.

The Dominion Iron, & Steel Corporation, Sydney, C. B., has
ordered 1 mogul locomotive and 1 consolidation locomotive from
the Montreal Locomotive Works. The dimensions of the cylin-
ders of the mogul locomotive will be 19 in. .x 26 in., the diameter
of the driving wheels will be 50 in., and the total weight in work-
ing order will be 129,000 lbs. The dimensions of the cylinders
of the consolidation locomotive will be 21 in. x 26 in., the diameter
of the driving wheels will be 50 in., and the total weight in work-
ing order will be 178,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Buffalo Creek & Gauley is in the market for 20 hopper
cars.

Ihe Chicago, Burlington & Qtiincy is in the market for 1,000

gondola cars.

I'hc New Jersey Zinc Company, New York, is in the market
for 8 gondola cars.

'The Mather Horse & Stock Car Company, Chicago, is in the

market for from 200 to 300 gondola cars.

I'he Seaboard Air Line is in the market for 1,000 steel under-

frame box cars and 200 phosphate cars.

'The Canadian Northern has ordered 200 steel underframe flat

cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.

The Birmingham & Southern has ordered 55 flat cars, 25 gon-

dola cars and 20 box cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Intercolonial has Ordered 70 thirty-ton box cars and 21

Hart-Otis steel dump cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry
Company.

The Charlotte Harbor & Northern is in the market for 25

forty-ton steel phosphate cars and 25 thirty- to forty-ton hopper

bottom gondola cars.

The Great Northern, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of

February 24 as being in the market for 15 baggage cars, 10

coaches and 10 combination cars, has ordered this equipment

from the Barney & Smith Car Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is in the market for 1,700

tons of bridge steel.

The Western Maryland has ordered 4,000 tons of rails from

the Maryland Steel Company.

The Harriman Lines have ordered 1,200 tons of rails from the

Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Chicago, Mihvaukee & St. Paul has ordered 5,000 tons of

rails from the Illinois Steel Company.

The George's Creek & Cumberland has ordered 6,500 tons of

rails from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Pere Marquette has ordered 700 tons of structural steel

from the American Bridge Company, and 500 tons divided be-
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twfen tlic KiiiK Biiilgc Company, llic Lackawanna liridge Coni-

l)any and tlie Wisconsin Bridge Company.

(jcneral Coiiditious in Steel.—The average daily orders of the

United States Steel Corporation in the niontli of March were

35,(XK) tons, 'lliis is a nindi belter showing tlian was anticipated

and l)rin.us now bookings in March secvral tlionsand tons a day

above actual shipments. Hased on shipments and new orders, a

gain of something like 100,000 tons in unfilled tonnage is e.\pcctcd

in March. This is in contrast with the estimates made over a

week ago that there would be a decrease of from 100,000 to

150,000 tons. The daily average in tlie first quarter of the year

was at the rate of more than 11,000,000 tons a year. When it

IS considered that the annual production of the Steel Corporation

has never exceeded 11,000,000 tons, these figures will be found

satisfactory. The falling off in daily orders in March as com-

pared with February is attributed in large measure to hesitancy

among buyers because of tlie impending Supreme Court de-

cisions.

SIGNALING.

The Warthcn automatic train stop is being tried on tlic Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburg, near Rochester, N. Y. Two locomotives

have been equipped for the purpose, and fixtures have been in-

stalled on about five miles of the line of the road. The pro-

prietors expect soon to have tests made by the Block Signal &
Train Control Board of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The contacting apparatus in this system is arranged above the

tops of the cars and engines. .

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

One hundred and fifty-two miles of the government railway

lines in Victoria, Australia, have been relaid during the years

1908-1910 with American rails, 142 miles of 80-pound rails and

10 miles of 100-pound rails.

A group of engineers have petitioned the municipal govern-

ment of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, for a concession to build and

operate an electric subway, connecting the center of the city

with the suburbs, similar to those of New York, London and

Paris.

An American company will soon undertake the construction

of a wharf in the port of Sal, on the Atlantic coast of Hon-

duras; also a railway, which will start from the banana plan-

tations in the northern zone of the republic and terminate at

the said wharf.

It is reported that the often-suggested railway between

Wuchow, China, and Nanning in Kwang-si is already under-

way. About $1,000,000 has been subscribed by Chinese born in

the United States. The line has already been surveyed and will

be about 250 miles long.

Complete electrification of the entire Prussian state system of

railways was made certain by the action of the Reichstag at

Berlin, when it adopted the railway budget March 28. In the

appropriation is an item of $10,000,000 for changing the steam

railway line between Magdeburg and Leipzig to electric power.

In all 360 miles of railway is affected and this is only the first

step in the plans of the Prussian government.

The board of control of the Swiss Federal Railways has ap-

proved the construction of a short line of railway between

Muenster and Legnan, a station on the line to Biel. The pro-

posed line, the object of which is to pierce the Jura mountains,

is to leave Muenster, 1,730 ft. above the sea, and is to run for a

great part of its course under the Grenchenberg by means of a

tunnel which will be over four miles long, or about half of

the total length of the line. The highest point to be attained

will be about 1,787 ft. No unusual difficulties are expected, but

it is probable that a large amount of water will be encountered.

The tunnel will take about four years to complete.

called fireproof buildings. There is on record, however, a

tire that was held in check by simply closing certain fire-

proof doors which kept it within the rooms in which it

started, thus saving considerable loss of property. This fire

took ])lace on September 16 of last year on the twenty-sixth
story of the Singer building in New York. The fire-proof

doors were made by the Dalilslrom Metallic Door Company
of Jamestown, N. Y., and included tliat company's metallic
triinmings, such as sills, etc.

There are so-called fireproof doors which are made of wood
covered with tin, but these have proved to be of little pro-
tection in a severe fire. Where the sills are made of wood
they give no protection whatever, as the sills will quickly
burn away and allow the door to fall from its position. In

the Dahlstrom metallic door and trim there is absolutely
nothing that will burn. They are made of the best sheet
steel, of not more than % in. in thickness and are so well

built and neatly finished that it would be hard to tell them
from a door made of the wood they imitate. The finish is

of special importance and the company will imitate any wood
the purchaser may desire. Over one-half the cost of making
the door is put into its finish as it takes from 19 to 25

separate operations to give the doors their final finish. That
these doors would have proved of great value in the fires on
Washington Place, New York, and at the capitol at Albany,
N. Y., had they been installed, is without question. The Fire

Department's official report on the Washington Place fire

stated: "There were two enclosed fireproof stairs with
wooden doors and jambs. These doors were consumed by
the fire and left the stairs open to the flames."

At present these doors and trimmings are installed in the

Singer building; the Grand Central post office, which contains

the offices of the New York Central Lines ; the United States

Express Company building. New York, and many other buildings

in which absolute fire protection is of prime importance.

Ratchet Brake Lever.

The H-R ratchet brake lever was designed to provide a

device that will double the power exerted at the brake shaft

and thus do away with the necessity of using any form of

multiplying devices. This arrangement is for use on both

freight and passenger cars. It is of special interest to the

railway world at this time for two reasons; it provides a

much more efficient hand brake, and a very simple means of

complying with the rulings of the Interstate Commerce Corn-

Metallic Doors and Trimmings.

Within the past two weeks the question of fire protection

has been brought vividly before the public eye due to the

loss of life and loss of millions of dollars by fires in so-

H-R Ratchet Brake Lever.

mission which require that on freight cars the clearance

between the edge of the brake wheel and the inside face of

the knuckle be not less than 4 in. when the horn of the

coupler is in its extreme backward travel. The minimum
outside diameter of the brake wheel which can be used is

15 in. There are a great many cars in service today on

which this clearance does not exist and on which it can not

be made to exist without a considerable expenditure. The
use of this device, which has an outside diameter of 5^ in.,

will not only give an efficient brake but will also permit of

the cars coming within the rulings referred to in this respect,

as it affords ample clearance.

^^
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On gondola cars the foot board is eliminated, since by
using a shorter brake shaft the trainman can stand on the

end sill to apply the brake. The free revolving cap at the

top, which is grasped with the left hand while operating, is

a safety device which gives the trainman a handhold in case

the chain should break while the hand brake is being applied.

A modification of the device for flat cars gives a mechanism
that is entirely out of the way and protected whether the car

is. empty or loaded. It cannot be put out of commission by
a shifting load and the brake is also available when cars are

loaded with twin loads. The operation of applying or re-

leasing the brake is simple and there are no intricate parts

or springs to get out of order. The illustration shows the

device attached to a brake shaft in the application position

with the teeth in mesh and also in the release position with

the teeth out of mesh. The only part attached to the shaft

is the lower gear, which is fastened with a pin. The top

part of the device is kept from slipping off by a pin through

the top of the shaft. The cap is held by a rivet extending

through its side and a groove in the top gear casting which
allows it to revolve at all times independent of the shaft.

To apply the device it is only necessary to remove the

brake wheel, cut off the shaft, drill two holes in the shaft

and two in the end of the car, slip the device over the shaft

and attach it to the shaft and the end of the car. Any
power desired may be obtained by using a length of operat-

ing lever to suit. With the usual leverage of 18 in. employed
on freight cars a pull on the brake chain of about 2,000 lbs.

is obtained, whereas with the 16 in. brake wheel commonly

JilUlllli LIJ^I'lMI

H-R Ratchet Brake Lever Applied to Gondola Car.

in use a pull of only about 1,000 lbs. can be obtained. By
using this ratchet lever the multiplying devices may be dis-

pensed with and we can obtain as much braking power as

we obtain theoretically, but not practically, when employing
the sheave wheel to double the power. With the sheave

wheel eliminated it is only necessary to wind up half the

amount of chain and the chance for the chain to foul is

reduced to a minimum.
At present the brake shaft must be extended above the top

of the car in most cases so that the brake wheel can over-
lap the car. With this device the top is usually placed
below the top of the car, making it impossible for anything
to strike the handle or bend the shaft. When the operating
handle is lifted the upper gears drop in mesh with the gear
attached to the shaft. The brake can then be ratchetted on
by moving the operating lever back and forth, the brake
pawl at the bottom being operated with the foot as usual.

As long as this pawl is in, the brake cannot release regard-
less of the position of the operating lever. When it is de-
sired to release the brake the operating handle is lifted and
a strain is put on the lever so that the brake pawl may be
released. The brake chain is allowed to unwind until the
lug on the upper ratchet casting engages with that on the
bracket casting; the shaft can then unwind no more. The
operating lever is then forced down to a vertical position.
In doing this the cam on the operating lever strikes the
bracket casting, disengages the gears, and allows the shaft
to revolve and unwind the chain. This device is in suc-
cessful operation and is handled by Robert H. Blackall,
Farmers Bank building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

^hop I£quiymcnl.

Motor Drive for Small Boring Mill.

Manufacturers of machine tools, in many cases, are modi-
fying their designs to include the individual electric motor
as an integral part of the machine. Radical changes have
been made to secure the best results from the use of the
motor. One of the latest designs is illustrated herewith.
It is a 30 in. vertical boring mill with a Westinghouse ad-
justable speed direct current motor. The motor is mounted
on a bracket at the top of the machine thus raising it out
of the way of the metal chips that fall from the work. It

is belted to a friction clutch pulley which replaces the cone
pulley used with the belt drive. This clutch is controlled by
a lever so that the machine itself may be shut down without

Motor Driven Boring Mill.

stopping the motor, if but a short stop is to be made. A
4 h. p. adjustable speed Westinghouse type SA direct current

motor with a speed range of 400 to 1,600 r. p. m. is used,

and its speed is controlled by a Westinghouse drum type

machine tool controller with sixteen speed notches. The
machine can take work 32 in. in diameter and 16 in. in

height, where a chuck is used, and 17 in. with the plain table.

There are 16 table speeds ranging from 3 to 106 r. p. m.

The turret slide has a vertical travel of 21 in., and may be

set at any angle up to 30 degs. on either side of the vertical.

A graduated scale attached to the slide is provided to in-

dicate the depth of the holes. The five sided turret has holes

2% in. in diameter and also -% in. tapped holes for attaching

special tools. In addition to the regular clamping device

for the tool holder shanks, special provision is made to keep

the tool holders from twisting under heavy cuts. The I'-'ck

bolt is of hardened steel ground perfectly true, and works
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in a Iiardoncd and ground .steel indc.K ring. Tai)cr gibs of
special design allow any \vear in the lock nut to be easily
and quickly taken up, thus keeping the turret holes in perfect
alincnicnt with the main spindle. ' A friction brake operated
by foot power permits the ready stopping of the machine
with the table in any desired position. The mill is made by
the Colburn Machine Tool Company, Franklin, Pa.

Portable Electric Radial Drill.

A portable electrically driven radial drill has been placed
on the market by the Lamb Electric Company of Grand
Rapids, ;\Iich. The service of this drill is apparent and its

univcrsitality is shown in the accompanying illustration. It

will save considerable time on large heavy work that cannot
be conveniently handled by large radial drills. It may be
clamped to the work as is the ordinary "old-man" and when
once clamped is ready for use, the adjustments necessary
being the raising or lowering of the drill by the handle at
the top. rotating about the steel column or rotating about
the drill arm.
The machine will bore holes up to 1 in. in diameter in any

postion. Its extreme height is 40 in., the greatest distance

Portable Electric Radial Drill.

from the spindle to the base being 28 in. The largest drill-

ing radius is Syj in., but any of these limitations may be
made greater to suit special conditons. The column is made
of steel tubing 2j4 in. in diameter. The spindle has a socket
for a No. 3 Morse taper and has a travel of 5 in. by means
of a rack and pinion which may be operated by the hand
wheel or by power through the worm and wheel as shown.
The machine may be equipped with a quick return when so

ordered. Two speeds will be furnished if desired and the
change from one to the other may be made instantly by
shifting a knob. The total weight of the machine is between
130 lbs. and 150 lbs. according to the kind of motor used.

Magnetic Switch for Motor Control.

The Electric Controller & Manufacturing Co., of Cleve-
land, Ohio, has developed a magnetic switch that is new

Type S Magnetic Switch.

in principle and operation. It has an operating coil which
is connected in series with the motor to be started, the
coil being composed of a few turns of heavy wire of fire-

proof insulation. The switch automatically closes its

contacts only when the motor current is below a pre-
determined value. This controlling feature makes it a combined
magnetic switch and current limiting relay; that is, if the

motor current exceeds the predetermined value the switch
will lock out and will not close until the cu-rrent has been
reduced by the speeding up of the motor. A series of these

switches cutting out starting resistance step by step provides

a method of motor acceleration which is automatic and pro-

tective, and the apparatus is so simple that its expense will

not prohibit its application for the starting of any electric

motor.
The operating coil is enclosed and protected by a cylindri-

cal iron shell mounted on a slate panel; at the top there are

two copper laminated brushes which, when the switch

operates, are short circuited, thereby cutting out a section of

resistance; at the bottom, a movable plug is provided for

adjusting the amount to which current must fall before the

switch operates. Screwing in this plug will increase the

lockout value and. of course, screwing out the plug will

reduce its value. The accompanying chart shows the operat-

ing characteristics of the switch. The vertical distances
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represent the current flowing through the operating coil and

the horizontal distances the positions of the adjusting plug.

The shaded area indicates the operating limits of the switch.

For example if the plug is at position a, the switch will lock

out at any current above 200 amperes, but will definitely

close as soon as the current falls to 200 amperes. Similarly,

with the plug at position b, the switch will lock out at any
current value above 300 amperes, but will operate when the

current falls to 300 amperes. The bottom of the shaded area

300
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Pos'ifion of Pluff.

Operating Characteristic of the Automatic Motor Starter.

indicates the minumum current at which the switch is opera-

tive although, of course, after it has once closed it will re-

main closed until the current has dropped to practically zero.

This company has developed a complete line of motor
starters embodying the use of this switch. They have been
standardized for 110, 220 and 550 volts direct current and
over a wide range of horse powers. In order to make them
as universally applicable as possible, the starters have been
laid out in six different forms, and with various numbers of

the accelerating switches. The simplest form consists merely

Series of Magnetic Switches Arranged as a Motor Starter.

of a series of these switches suitably mounted and connected
with the starting resistance. These are intended to be used
in connection with a knife switch exterior to the starter, but

if it is desired, the knife switch may be placed on the starting

panel as shown in the illustration. Where the push button
or automatic control is desired a shunt-wound magnetically

operated switch is used as shown. This starter includes the

type S magnetic switch and may also be equipped with an
overload cut-out giving complete circuit breaker features;

either of these modifications can be furnished with or with-
out knife switches.

The simplest form of these automatic motor starters

inherently provides no-voltage protection, for if the voltage
fails, all of the switches at once drop out inserting all of
the starting resistance in series with the motor and on the
return of voltage the motor is automatically accelerated in

the normal method. With such a starter it is merely neces-
sary to close the knife switch to start the motor, and to

open the knife switch to stop the motor. The acceleration

is entirely automatic and will be accomplished in the short-
est safe time. A diagram of the starting current, as in-

dicated by a recording ammeter, of a 5 h. p. motor, con-
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Ammeter Chart Showing Accelerating Current with an Auto-

matic Motor Starter.

trolled by an automatic motor starter equipped with three

accelerating switches, is shown. It will be noticed that the

current input during acceleration is uniform and does not at

any time exceed a safe value. This type of switch, of course,

also finds a large application in controller work and the

Electric Controller & Manufa-cturing Company is prepared

to furnish it in connection with either reversing or non-

reversing controllers for motors of practically any horse

power and of the common voltages.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The five "tube"' railway systems of London showed total gross

receipts of $4,574,043 for last year, the net receipts being

$2,306,448. After meeting prior charges, one line continued its

dividend of 3 per cent., another its l3^ per cent, another again

skipped a dividend, a fourth paid three-fourths of 1 per cent.

against none for 1909, and a fifth line, which paid nothing for

1909, paid 3^ per cent, for 1910. The total dividends aggre-

gated $1,182,236.

The board of control of the Swiss Federal Railways has

decided to have a second line constructed through the Simplon

tunnel. So far traffic has not been sufficiently heavy to war-

rant the construction of a second line, but the Lotschberg tun-

nel, with its two lines, is now approaching completion, and the

international trains running through it from eastern France and

from Germany will connect with the Simplon, with a consequent

increase of traffic. The Swiss Federal Railways voted the

money necessary to finish the second Simplon gallery as long

ago as 1907, and it was expected that Brandt, Brandau & Co.,

the contractors for the tunnel, would carry out the work; but

this has not been done, and tenders are now to be invited for

the completion of the second gallery and the laying of the sec-

ond line.



ANNUAL REPORT
The Delaware and Hudson Company.

GENERAL OFFICE.

New York, N. Y., March 31, 1911.
'1 o the Stockholders of

The Delaware and Hudson Company:
The President and the Board of Managers submit the following state-

ments of tlic affairs of the company for the year ended December 31, 1910:
The results from operation of the Coal Department were:

Coal produced

Revenue.

$11,806,887.89

16,340,290.43

Year. and purchased.

1910 t6, 647,659 tons

1909 6,238,653 "

Net
^Expenses. Revenue.

$11,764,965.16 $41,922.73

16,133,836.38 206,454.05

Decrease •409,006 tons. $4,533,402.54 $4,368,871.22 $164,531.32

t Including taxes.
• Increase.
t Produced only.

The results from operation of the Railroad Department were:

Percentage

Net of ex-

operating penses toMiles Operating

Year. operated. revenue.

1910 843.46 $20,431,800.43

1909 843.46 19,525,859.46

'Operating

expenses.

M2,198.287.13
11,458,479.58

revenue. revenue.

$8,233,513.30 59.70

8,067,379.88 58.68

Increase.

Excluding taxes.

$905,940.97 $739,807.55 $166,133.42

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT.

1.02

Revenue and Expenses.

The general distribution of the Operating Revenue and of the Operating
Expenses of the Railroad Department was as follows:

Increase or

Decrease.

$413,101.97

Revenue: 1910.

From Coal Freight Traffic $8,724,580.82
" Merchandise Freight Traffic

(including switching) 8,052,704.99

Passenger Traffic 2,910,025.98

1909.

58,311,478.85

7,691,617.44

2,834,628.48

361,087.55

75,397.50

Revenue: 1910. 1909.
From Express Traffic $209,210.11 $205,909.51

" Transportation of Mails 119,378.67 125,947.74
" Miscellaneous Sources 415,899.86 356,277.44

Total Operating Revenue. ..$20,431,800.43 $19,525,859.46

Expenses:

For Maintenance of Way and
Structures $1,557,912.63 $1,334,546.21

" Maintenance of Equipment.. 2,842,069.20 2,598,566.26
Traffic Expenses 249,932.55 227,346.94

" Conducting Transportation... 7,066,049.09 6,821,392.37
" General Expenses 482,323.66 476,627.80

Total Expenses $12,198,287.13 $11,458,479.58

Net Revenue from Operation $8,233,513.30 $8,067,379.88

Percentage of Expenses to

Revenue 59.70 58.68

— Decrease.

Capital Stock and Funded Debt.

Increase or

Decrease.

$3,300.60

—6,569.07

59,622.42

$905,940.97

$223,366.42

243,502.94

22,585.61

244,656.72

5,695.86

$739,807.55

$166,133.42

1.02

Additional Capital Stock of The Delaware and Hudson Company to
the amount of $1,000 was issued during the year, in exchange for $2,000
of The Delaware and Hudson Company's Debenture Bonds of 1916.

The amount of Debentures of 1916 shows a reduction of $2,000, two
bonds having been exchanged for Capital Stock of The Delaware and
Hudson Company.
The outstanding Debentures of 1914 were reduced $200,000, the bonds

maturing January 1, 1910, having been paid off and cancelled.

The amount of First Lien Equipment Bonds of 1922, outstanding De-
cember 31, 1910, was $9,707,000, bonds aggregating $293,000 having been
retired during the year through the operation of the Sinking Fund estab-
lished in connection with their issue.

The Board of Managers have authorized, subject to the approval of the
Public Service Commission, Second District, State of New York, the
issue of $7,000,000 of this Company's First and Refunding Mortgage
4 Per Cent. Gold Bonds. The proceeds of these bonds will be applied in
•payment of the $4,494,320 Floating Debt outstanding on December 31,

1910; in the acquisition of a branch line from Greenwich. N. Y., to

Salem Junction, N. Y., and in payment of expenditures which the Board

GENERAL INCOME ACCOUNT OF THE DELAWARE AND HUDSON COMPANY, YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1910, IN COMPARISON
WITH YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,

1910.

1909.

1909.

Coal Department:
Gross Revenue $11,806,887.89
Gross Expenses (excluding taxes of $316,739.00)... 11,448,226.16

Net Revenue
Railroad Department:

Operating Revenue $20,431,800.43

Operating Expenses (excluding taxes of $497,408.19).. 12,198,287.13

Net Revenue from Operation

Other Income:
Hire of Equipment , $196,168.29

Outside Operations Cr. 1,163.08

Dividends and Interest on Securities Owned 1,200,565.09

General Interest and Discount 563,929.41

Miscellaneous Items 110,873.81

Total Other Income

Gross Income
Deductions from Income:

Rentals $2,045,083.70

Taxes

Interest on 1st and Refunding Mortgage Bonds (1943).

Interest on 1st Mortgage Bonds (1917)

Interest on Debenture Bonds (1916)

Interest on 1st Lien Equipment Bonds (1922)

Interest on Car Trust Bonds (1909)

Interest on Equipment Debenture Bonds (1914)

Interest on Divisional Bonds
General Interest and Discount

Miscellaneous Items

814,147.19

828,160.00

350,000.00

559,001.11

443,621.25

28,000.00

75,000.00

191,672.42

$358,661.73

,233,513.30

$2,072,699.68

$10,664,874.71

$16,340,290.43

15,832,415.16

$19,525,859.46

11,458,479.58

$100,611.50

Dr. 2,684.51

1,088,013.71

504,519.36

126,283.67

$2,076,265.96

712,889.84

542,253.89

350,000.00

559,061.67

450,000.00

2,625.00

36,000.00

75,000.00

392,678.44

384.14

$507,875.27

?, 067, 379. 88

$1,816,743.73

$10,391,998.88

Increase.

$905,940.97

739,807.55

166,133.42

95,556.79

3,847.59

112,551.38

59,410.05

255,955.95

272,875.83

101,257.35

285,906.11

Decrease.

$4,533,402.45

4,384,189.00

149,213.54

15,409.86

31,182.26

60.56

6,378.75

2,625.00

8,000.00

201,006.02

384.14

Total Deductions

Net Income Carried to General Profit and Loss.

Percentage to Capital Stock

$5,334,685.67

$5,330,189.04

12.54% on

$42,502,000.00

$5,197,158.94

$5,194,839.94

12.22% on

$42,501,000.00

137,526.73

$135,349.10
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of Managers have authorized to be made on the Company's mortgaged
railroad property, at a total estimated cost of $2,208,640.

Sinking Funds.

During the year there was paid into the Sinking Fund under the First
and Refunding Mortgage the sum of $207,040, being 1 per cent, of the
par value of First and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds outstanding on
December 31, 1910, making the total paid in to December 31, 1910,
$342,430. In accordance with the terms of the trust agreement, this

money has been expended in additions and betterments to the property
coming under the mortgage.

A Summary of the operations of the Sinking Fund under the First Lien
Equipment Trust Indenture, from the date of its creation to December
31, 1910, follows:

Receipts:

Annual payment to Trustees, years 1908, 1909, and

1910, $650,000 per year $1,950,000.00

Interest on cash balances and investments 26,748.26

Total $1,976,748.26

Disbursements:

Thirty-six (36) locomotives purchased $860,260.32

Two hundred ninety-three (293) D. & H. First

Lien Equipment Bonds purchased and retired

(including accrued interest) 298,921.25

Securities and Cash in hands of Trustees 817,566.69

Total $1,976,748.26

At the Annual Meeting of the Stockholders held on May 10, 1910,
the ordinance passed on May 9, 1899, authorizing a Sinking Fund, was
amended and enlarged so that all amounts or accumulations standing to
tke credit of the Sinking Fund shall be applied to the cost to the Com-
pany of acquiring additional coal lands, either directly or through its

subsidiary companies, or to the acquisition of other property needed in
the Company's business, or to other capital purposes.

Pending any application of the Sinking Fund, any accumulations thereof
and any additions thereto may be invested in the securities of the Company
or of any corporation whose railroad the Company may have leased, or
upon whose securities the Company may have become liable to pay in-

terest or dividends.

Accordingly, the unappropriated accumulations in the Sinking Fund,
amounting to $1,201,538.87 on December 31, 1909, and which were in-

creased during the year 1910 to $1,631,957.96, were appropriated toward
defraying the advances to The Schuylkill Coal and Iron Company and
the Shanferoke Coal Company for the acquisition of anthracite coal lands
in Pennsylvania.

Dividends,

On December 28, 1910, a dividend for the year 1911, upon the out-
standing $42,502,000 cf Capital Stock of the Company, at the rate of nine
(9) per cent, upon the par value thereof, was declared out of the earn-
ings for the current and preceding years amounting in the aggregate to

$3,825,180, payable as follows:

Two and one-quarter (2^) per cent, upon the Capital Stock, in favor
only of the stockholders of record upon February 25, 1911, and pay-
able upon March 20, 1911.

Two and one-quarter (2}4) per cent, upon the Capital Stock, in favor
only of the stockholders of record upon May 27, 1911, and payable
upon June 20, 1911.

Two and one-quarter (2%) per cent, upon the Capital Stock, in favor
only of the stockholders of record upon A'jgust 28, 1911, and payable
upon September 20, 1911.

Two and one-quarter (2J4) per cent, upon the Capital Stock, in favor
only of stockholders of record upon November 27, 1911, and payable
upon December 20, 1911.

Taxes Accrued.

Taxes accrued, but not paid, show an increase of $203,969.14, largely
due to appeals being taken from the assessments levied by the Tax As-
sessors, which appeals were still pending on December 31, 1910. The
payments of these taxes are held in abeyance pending decisions on the
appeals.

GENERAL REMARKS.
Coal Department Operations.

The collieries and washeries of this and subsidiary companies produced
6,647,659 tons of anthracite coal out of a total of 64,905,786 tons pro-
duced in the region.

Increase in production of this and subsidiary companies was 448,617
tons and the increase in production of the entire region was 2,935,901
tons.

The Coal Department Expenses include Construction and Betterments
amounting to $766,673.73, as follows:

New Engines, New Boilers, Boiler Houses and

Fittings $241,149.37

Sinking Shafts and Shaft Improvements 130,524.87

Rope Haulage, Slopes, Planes and Ropes 112,331.23

Electric Plants and Machinery 44,922.72

New Pumps and New Pump Rooms 40,177.36

Tracks, Locomotives and Compressors 15,774.07

Improveme.its to Breakeis and Washeries 46,347.90

Tunnels and New Openings 51,224.22

Conveyors 21,150.65

Other New Buildings 12,915.09

Miscellaneous 50,156.25

Total $766,673.73

Taxes of the Coal Department for the year 1910 increased $15,317.78.
From June 1, 1909, all coal produced by The Delaware and Hudson

Company has been sold to The Hudson Coal Company.

Railroad Department Operations.

The total increase in Revenue from operation was $905,940.97.

The Revenue from Coal Freight traffic increased $413,101.97. The
Revenue from Merchandise traffic increased $361,087.55 and from Passenger
traffic increased $75,397.50, and that from other miscellaneous traffic in-
creased $56,353.95.

These increases were largely due to the business recovery following
the general depression that existed in the anthracite coal business in the
latter part of the year 1909 and early part of 1910.

The total increase in Operating Expenses was $739,807.55.

Maintenance of Way and Structures Expenses increased $223,366.42;
Maintenance of Equipment Expenses increased $243,502.94; Traffic Ex-
penses increased $22,585.61; Transportation Expenses increased $244,-
656.72, and General Expenses increased $5,695.86.

At the beginning of the year, the employees of practically every branch
of the service, other than those engaged in a clerical capacity, made a
general demand on the railways cf the United States for an increase
in wages, alleging an increased cost of living.

A number of the roads submitted the matter for arbitration under the
Erdman Act, approved June 1, 1898, the Hon. Martin A. Knapp, then
Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the Hon. Charles P.
Neill, Commissioner of Labor, acting as arbitrators. In every case an
increase in pay was awarded the employees, thus making it necessary for
other railways to make similar increases.

The increases granted by this Company averaged about 8 per cent.,
and became effective about April 1, 1910. The total annual increased
wages of employees is estimated at $400,000.

The ratio of Operating Expenses to Operating Revenue for the year
1910 shows an increase of 1-02/lOOths per cent, over 1909.

The expenditures during the year on account of Additions and Better-
ments to the Company's railroad amounted to $697,746.14, details of which
are as follows:

Right of Way and Station Grounds $407,075.03

Real Estate 1,186.27

Grade Reductions and Changes of Line 1,987.46

Bridges, Trestles and Culverts 12,628.73

Increased Weight of Rail 73,470.51

Track Fastenings and Appurtenances 6,317.38

Additional Main Tracks 40,795.67

Sidings and Spur Tracks 43,515.98

Terminal Yards 24,212.82

Improvements of Crossings Under or Over Grade. 886.24

Elimination of Grade Crossings 2,532.89

Interlocking Apparatus 4,719.42

Block and Other Signal Apparatus 1,752.36

Telegraph and Telephone Lines 1,335.43

Station Buildings and Fixtures 27,448.97

Roadway Machinery and Tools 510.00

Shops, Engine Houses and Turntables 15,110.21

Shop Machinery and Tools 25,867.27

Water and Fuel Stations (Cr.) 4,912.00

Other Additions and Betterments 11,305.50

Total $697,746.14

A large portion of the right of way occupied by the Company's railroad

in Pennsylvania was originally acquired in connection with purchases of

its coal lands, and the cost thereof has heretofore been carried in t"he

balance sheet under Real Estate. To conform with the rules of the

Interstate Commerce Commission relative to balance sheet, which were re-

cently promulgated, there has been transferred from the Real Estate

account to Road and Equipment account $388,688.50, being the appraised

value of that portion of the said lands which are now occupied solely

by the Company's railroad.

A contract has been entered into with the American Locomotive Company
for the purchase of four (4) Mallet Articulated Compound Locomotives
for use on the Pennsylvania Division; also for six (6) ten-wheel locomo-

tives and one (1) Consolidated Locomotive for use on the Chateaugay
Branch. The locomotives for the Chateaugay Branch are designed to use

either coal or oil as fuel, to comply with the orders of the Public Service

Commission, Second District, State of New York, requiring the Company
to use oil as fuel on this Branch from April 1st to November 1st in each

year.

These locomotives will be paid for from funds accumulated under tke

First Lien Equipment Trust Indenture.

The Board of Managers have authorized the construction of:

Classified locomotive repair shops, freight car repair shops, coacb clean-

ing and classification yard, and roundhouse terminal at Wa';ervliet,

N. Y.

New coal storage facilities, and a plant for transferring coal from
open to box cars; and construction of gravity yard at Glenville, N. Y.

Forty stall roundhouse, small electric and steam power plant to handle

shops and roundhouse, and change in location of ash pit and coaling

facilities at Carbondale, Pa.

Purchase of property for available yard use at Carbondale, Pa.

The estimated cost of the above work is $2,208,640, which will be paid

for from the proceeds of the additional $7,000,000 First and Refunding
Mortgage 4% Gold Bonds which the Board of Managers have authorized

to be issued

During the past four years, the freight car equipment of the Company
has about doubled in numbers and capacity and 79 locomotives have been

purchased or contracted for, of which ten are of the Mallet Articulated

Compound type, and the contemplated additions to the shop facilities of

the Company are necessary to take care of the increased maintenance

work caused thereby.

Additional yard facilities at Carbondale are needed to facilitate the

movement, while the proposed improvements for storing and transferring

coal will permit of more economical handling of the freight car supply.

Operation of Allied Steam Railways.

The Greenwich and Johnsonville Railway Company shows an increase

in Operating Revenues of $2,310.69 for the year 1910, as compared with
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previous year. The Operating Expenses show a decrease of $5,826.88,
making an increase in Net Operating Revenues of $8,137.57. The Net
Income for the year was $15,289.18, an increase of $3,760.10 over 1909,
and is 6.79% on the Capital Stock outstanding.

The Qnchec, Montreal and Southern Railway Company shows an in-

crease in tlpt'iating Revenues for tlic year 1910 of $42,611.90 as com-
pared witli previous year. The Operating Expenses show an increase of
111,683.95, making an increase in Net Operating Revenues of $30,927.95.
The Net Income, independent of interest charges due The Delaware and
Hudson Company, amounted to $178,556.74, an increase of $72,697.48.

The Quehcc, Montreal and Southern Railway Company (whose entire
Capital Stock is owned by Tlie Delaware and Hudson Company) has
received from the Canadian Federal Government a cash subsidy of $287,-
734.55, and from the Quebec Provincial Government a land subsidy '

105,876 acres for tliat jiortion of ils line between I'ierrcville and Fortier-
ville recently constructed and which was completed in 1909, $28,265.45
additional will be received upon the settlement of some claims which are
now pending.

A portion of the subsidies are alloted to each continuous and uninter-
rupted ten mile section of railway, in proportion to the cost of construction
of the whole line to be completed. In accordance with this policy. The
Quebec, Montreal and Southern Railway Company has received subsidies
for the completion of five ten mile sections, but as there have been built

55.14 miles, the subsidy on the sixth section has been partly earned but
is not due until the completion of an additional 4.86 miles of line.

The Napicrville 1 unction Railway Company shows an increase in Operat-
ing Revenues of $8,905.21 for the year 1910 as compared with 1909. The
Operating Expenses show an increase of $289.19, making an increase in

Net Operating Revenues of $8,616.02. The Net Income amounted to

$28,648.52, an increase of $10,867.87, and is 4.77% on the Capital Stock
outstanding.

Operations of Boat Lines.

The Champlain Transportation Company shows an increase in Revenue
from the operation of steamers on Lake Champlain and Lake George of

S
13, 530.69 for the year 1910 as compared with the previous year. The
operating Expenses show a decrease of $1,064.14. The Net Income

amounted to $18,377.63, an increase of $14,300.49.

Hotels.

On May 25, 1910, fire, caused by lightning, totally destroyed the Hotel
Champlain, located at BlufT Point, N. Y., on Lake Champlain. The loss

was covered by insurance. Both this hotel and the Fort William Henry
Hotel, located at Lake George, N. Y., which was destroyed by fire in

1909, are being rebuilt and will be opened for the tourist business during
the summer season of 1911.

The new buildings will be constructed of fireproof material, will be steam
heated throughout, and practically every sleeping room will be accessible

to a private bath. The hotels will be modern in all particulars and will
be comfortably, though modestly, furnished.

Electric Railway Revenues.

Increases in Net Operating Revenues were as follows: Hudson Valley
Railway Company, $31,874.13; .Schenectady Railway Company (including
electric express), $94,564.93; Plattsburgli Traction Company, $268.70.

The United Traction Company shows a decrease in Net Operating
Revenues of $47,661.22, the Troy and New England Railway Company a
decrease of $566.29, and the Mechanicville Power Plant a decrease of
$20,424.04. The decrease in the net return of the United Traction Com-
pany is mainly due to increase in pay of all employees, and to the un-
usually heavy fall of snow in 1910, which increased the charges for
removal of snow and the cost of Maintenance of Equipment.

Dividends of 4 per cent, for the year 1910 were declared on the Capital
Stock of the United Traction Company; 6y!i per cent, on that of the
Schenectady Railway Company; 4 per cent, on the Capital Stock of the
Troy & New England Railway Company, and 5 per cent, on that of the
Plattsburgh Traction Company.

Litigation.

In the litigation in respect to the contract under which this Company
is operating the Ticonderoga Railroad, the judgment by the Referee,
adverse to this Company, has been reversed upon appeal and judgment
directed in favor of this Company. The opposing parties have taken a
further appeal to the Court of Appeals which has not yet been reached for
argument.

After a long trial, the suit brought by Messrs. George M. Hull and
others (lessors to this Company of certain coal lands in Pennsylvania),
on account of alleged deficiencies in payments of rentals made, is now
before the Pennsylvania Court for decision.

Two suits have been instituted against the Company, based on alleged
irregularities in the issue of bills of lading and the deliveries of the
shipments covered thereby, which suits are being contested by the Com-
pany under advice of counsel.

The State of New York has begun suits against this Company and other
Railroad Companies operating in the Adirondack Mountain Region for
damages alleged to have been suffered by the State Forest from fires

caused by the escape of sparks from locomotives, which suits are still

pending.

On December 28, 1910, Mr. Archibald D. Russell was elected a Member
of your Board to fill vacancy caused by the death of Mr. J. Rogers
Maxwell.

By order of the Board of Managers,
L. F. LOREE,

President.

BALANCE SHEET.

Assets.

Items. 1910.

Unmined Coal Owned and Controlled , $16,828,496.90

Advances on Unmined Coal ' 598,125.72

Real Estate 4,730,624.12

Road and Equipment^The D. & H. Co 48,838,359.29

Road and Equipment—Canadian Lines 6,287,591.80

Floating Equipment 9,880.00

Coal Department Equipment, Cars, Motors, Mules, Horses, etc 1,179,953.82

Coal Handling and Storage Plants 270,309.76

Stocks and Bonds 23,967,687.46

Cash 1,782,372.47

Fire Insurance Fund 316,762.85

Equipment Trust Fund 817,566.69

Supplies on Hand 2,395,259.85

Bills and Accounts Receivable 5,778,401.10

Advances for Construction and Acquisition of New Lines 2,020,799.58

Total $115,822,191.41

Liabilities.

Items. 1910. .

Capital Stock $42,502,000.00

Bonds as follows:

1st and Refunding Mortgage Bonds, 1943, 4% $20,704,000

1st Mortgage Bonds, 1917, 7% 5,000,000

The Adirondack Railway Co. 1st Mortgage Bonds, 1942, 4J^%... 1,000,000

Schenectady & Duanesburgh Railway 1st Mortgage Bonds,

1924, 6% 500,000

Debentures, 1916, 4% 13,974,000

1st Lien Equiprment Bonds, 1922, 4^% 9,707,000

Equipment Debentures, 1914, 4% 700,000

51,585,000.00

Loans Payable 4,494,320.00

Interest, Dividends, etc.. Accrued 1,066,359.17

Interest, Dividends and Bonds due and not yet collected 196,848.10

Taxes Accrued 310,242.66

Sinking Fund ;

Audited Vouchers and Pay Rolls 3,088,773.52

Other Accounts Payable 181,807.92

Total Liabilities $103,425,351.37

General Profit and Loss, being excess of Assets over Liabilities 12,396,840.04

Total $11 5,822,191.41

1909.

$18,462,664.86

542,425.78

5,150,124.36

47,839,824.94

6,271,702.56

9,880.00

1,074,724.82

267,476.43

23,588,805.57

1,850,765.48

286,536.26

673,404.79

2,481,726.84

5.803,757.70

1,306,218.85

$115,610,039.24

1909.

$42,501,000.00

Increase.

$55,699.94

998,534.35

15,889.24

105,229.00

2,833.33

378,881.89

30,226.59

144,161.90

714,580.73

$212,152.17

Increase.

$1,000.00

52,080,000.00

4,325,000.00 169,320.00

1,076,951.67

178,554.60 18,293.50

106,273.52 203,969.14

1,201,538.87

2,840,346.86 248,426.66

220,888.22

$104,530,553.74 ".
. .

11,079,485.50 $1,317,354.54

Decrease.

M,634,167.96

419,500.24

68,393.01

86,466.99

25,356.60

$495,000.00

10,592.50

1,201,538.87

39,080.30

$1,105,202.37

$115,610,039.24 $212,152.17
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""Plll'^ relations of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

to the Pennsylvania and the New York Central, have long

been a subject of comment and speculation. They are especially

worth watching now. It will not escape attention that there

have recently been three progressive steps in New York Cen-

tral—New Haven affiliation. The two companies have joined

forces in equal ownership and control of the Rutland Railroad;

they have arranged for New Haven train service on subsidiary

lines of the Boston & Albany; and now comes the announce-

ment that the New Haven is to withdraw three of its heavy

passenger trains each way between New York, Portland and
Bar Harbor from the New London—Worcester route and shift

them to the Boston & Albany route via Springfield and Worces-

ter—the New Haven thus surrendering its own long haul for the

benefit of the Boston & Albany, which is leased by the New
York Central and has of late years been burdened by a deficit.

As to the Pennsylvania, it may be noted that the long deferred

ground breaking has begun for the line connecting with the

New Haven via Hell Gate and its prospective big bridge, a plan

presumably not heretofore viewed by the New York Central in-

terests with unalloyed satisfaction. We may also note the rep-

resentation of the two other companies in the New Haven's

directorate, and considerable direct and indirect holdings by them

of its shares. While general tendencies have of late years been

toward an equalization of New York Central-Pennsylvania rela-

tions with the New Haven in recent affiliations the New York

Central is visibly ahead.

""PIIE legislature of Indiana has decreed that old freight cars

* shall not be used for passenger station purposes. This

is a bit of thoughtful consideration of the wishes of a long

suffering public that almost warrants one in forgiving the

legislature for some of its other activities during the past win-

ter. However, it takes a whole newspaper broadside to print,

in fine type, those new laws which affect railways, so that if

we were to try to strike a balance we should be forced to con-

clude that the abolition of the freight car waiting room had

been bought at a costly figure. The numerous new laws af-

fecting carriers were abstracted in our issue of April 7, page

829. Three of them have to do with the elevation of tracks

and the abolition of grade crossings in particular cities—Indian-

apolis, Ft. Wayne and South Bend; two are employers' liabil-

ity bills affecting other employers, as well as railways, and one

or two are aimed particularly at electric lines, but all the rest

in the long list are aimed at the steam railways alone. These

railways employ thousands of trainmen, enginemen, firemen,

conductors and telegraphers ; these employees are banded in

brotherhoods which have the attentive ear of every legislator,

night and day, and the brotherhood leaders think that one of

the most useful works to which they can devote their time is

to tell the legislature how to run the railways; and so we have

laws on any and every subject concerning which a freight brake-

man happens to think that there ought to be a change in prac-

tice. As shown last week (page 869), almost 500 bills to regu-

late operating matters have been introduced in the various legis-

latures this year. The first impression made on the reader by

an examination of these Indiana statutes which were abstracted

by us last week, page 829, is that some one person drafted at

least three-quarters of them, and that he got them adopted

without any serious discussion of their merits. In many cases

the requirements are in line with good practice, and the require-

ment itself is not subject to criticism; but the question of the

ultimate effect of this kind of legislation is one which should

be seriously considered. If the best way to settle the question

of the number of water closets needed in a station which ac-

commodates 4,800 inhabitants is to refer it to a hundred legis-

lators who have never studied that branch of railway economics

and sociology, it is time to inquire whether the railway pro-

fession is fulfilling its proper function—or whether, indeed, it

any longer has any proper function.

JUDGE COOLEY, the first chairman of ihc Interstate Com-

merce Commission, in his work on Torts, remarked that

Anglo-Saxon peoples had always left a large amount of freedom

of action to all classes of persons, "justly considering"—as he

said—"that it is safer to allow too much liberty than to im-

pose too much restraint." (The italics are ours.) Such legis-

lation as that in Indiana, Missouri and other states shows

that we are rapidly drifting away from that Anglo-Saxon no-

tion of good government. How far in the opposite direction

are we going? Are we going to keep on until all the details

of business activity are regulated as they were in France just
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before tlie revolution? The conditions in that country at that

time the German liistorian, von IJolst, has described in tlie fol-

lowing striking language: "As the government cliarged itself

with attending to everything it was, of course, held respon-

sible for everything. Commanding, instructing, or at least ad-

vising, in regard to everything, was it not also its duty to fore-

see cvcrytliing up to the fancies of fashion, the whims of trade,

the freaks of the weather? The government became the terres-

trial Providence. One of the attributes of Providence is omni-

presence. If we merely look at the intendants and their subor-

dinates, who did nearly all the real governing, we get but a

very inadequate idea of how far government under the ancient

regime came up to this requirement. There was such an in-

numerable host of all sorts of public ofificials that one is

tempted to say that whatever a man did he was almost as sure

to have some kind of a public functionary at his side as he was

to be followed by his own shadow. If the peasant brought an

ox to market the inspector of cattle presented himself; the in-

spector of calves looked after the calves; the inspector of swine

took care of the pigs; and if it happened to be a sow with

young he was joined by the inspector of sucking pigs." Robert

Mather, on one occasion, after quoting this passage from

von Hoist in a speech, concluded with the words : "God save

us from the inspector of sucking pigs !" Present indications

are that this prayer will not be answered.

'"THAT the attitude of the federal government and of the

•'• states toward the railway corporations has had an adverse

influence on the value of railway securities it would be idle to

deny. But practically one would expect that railway stocks

rather than bonds would reflect the attack. One might even

go further and reason theoretically that honds—referring of

course, to the bonds of solvent and dividend paying roads

—

would be positively benefited by the transfer of investment from

shares to the senior and underlying securities. Railway bonds,

under the continuous "baiting" have not, for obvious reasons

connected with their higher security, suffered like railway

shares. But they have suffered considerably and to an amount

which may be estimated at from a quarter to one-half per cent,

in their interest return. That is to say the average railway cor-

poration borrowing must pay that increased rate annually for

its money, and that too during a period of very low rates for

money on call. Three causes appear most prominent in what

may justly be called this unnatural depression of the railway

bond of good security. One cause is psychological and lies in

the idea that the distrustful investor has probably let his timid-

ity as to railway shares extend to bonds also. The second cause

is to some extent a corollary of the first, namely the expansion

of the investment field outside of railways, notably to tractions,

power, electric light and water companies, corporations much
less subject to attack than the large interstate railway systems;

and the third cause is the influence of federal and state ac-

tion on the foreign demand for the American railway security.

In the order of importance very likely these three causes might

be inverted in their order of statement. Certainly no fact is

writ larger before the foreign investor than governmental policy

toward investment. He seeks a place for his funds in the coun-

tries outside his own where not only are law and order dominant,

but the policy of public authority as to the vested private fund

conservative, restrained, deftnite. How far does our national

policy and procedure during the last few years square with those

basic conditions of our foreign railway credit?

Kudd, printed today. For tlie issue lias been simple, after all.

Messrs. Stevens and (Hansen have been fighting for the minimum
of signaling, wiiile Mr. Rudd and iiis backers demand all the

signaling that can be profitably used. Probably the critics of the

majority would assert that we are wrong in italicizing that ad-

verb ; tliat the idealists have ignored economy and do not deserve

that degree of commendation. But the cold facts of experience

may be depended on to settle that point. However this may be,

the fact remains that the less information tlic signals give to

the enginemen the more must he use his "judgment," or guess,

unless he reduces speed. No signal engineer is going to admit

the propriety of guessing, and when fixed signals are introduced

the exercise of "judgment" is abolished. It is very distasteful

to the "old guard" to admit that fixed signals make this radical

change; but they do make it, all the same. So the real con-

troversy is on the question, Shall we expand our signal system

so as to admit of the highest speeds and eliminate all unneces-

sary stops? Mr. Rudd aims to do this. Mr. Clausen holds that

it is unnecessary. Again, it is to be observed that the question

of economy will take care of itself. Mr. Rudd says that his sys-

tem is already in successful use. If it does not provide what

the railways want its use will not extend. On the question

whether a poor road may omit parts of the elaborate system, and

still be consistent with the big roads, the committee seems also

to have made good. Unfortunately men's minds seem to be in-

capable of settling questions like this—and questions far less

obscure—by logic alone, so we must wait for the slow, process

of trial ; but, as we have intimated, the essential issue should

now be clear enough to enable any one who wishes to decide

it for himself to do so readily.

'

I
'HE controversy among signal engineers on the subject of

•'• signal aspects, which has been a general annoyance for

the last two years, seems now on the road to settlement. The
failure to settle it long before now must have been due to the

confused or incomplete presentation of the facts and arguments,

and this fault is now mainly or wholly cured by the paper of

Mr. Clausen, printed in our issue of March 10, and that of Mr.

/^NE point in which we think the minority is weak has not been
^^ sufficiently emphasized in any of the discussions, and not

even by Mr. Rudd. He touches on it where he says "there is

no doubt that they all mean stop." Not only this; those stop

aspects mean nothing else. The three aspects may fairly be

called one single aspect. The stop signal is always the same; a

horizontal arm or a red light; "the same kind you have always

bought," as the patent medicine man says. The alleged differ-

ences may be correctly described as minor modifications; for

they are not only minor, but are entirely negligible, until speed

has been reduced. After the speed of a train has been brought

under control all questions of signal aspects become simple, for

the runner can then take time to think. It cannot be too often

reiterated that the signal problem is the problem of providing for

high speeds. The present controversy should be a controversy

between superintendents rather than between signal engineers,

for the main question ought to be settled by those men (con-

trolled by the superintendent) who use the aspects, not by those

who make them. A dozen superintendents ought to take an

active hand in the discussion, and present the testimony of a

hundred of the best enginemen. The Pennsylvania some time

ago published the testimony of its enginemen in favor of the

three-position signal ; but a single exhibit is not enough. More-

over, the testimony of enginemen ought to be scientifically pre-

pared and collated. It would be the easiest thing in the world

to gather a lot of such testimony and on analysis find it worth-

less. If the superintendents do not come to the front the Rail-

way Signal Association should encourage enginemen to tell

their views. A prize of $200 would bring to light one or more

enginemen who would illuminate the aspect question in a way

different from any yet seen. We have had a great deal of talk

about the complication of the engineman's task; perhaps we

might hear something about its simplicity. The terrors of the

night have been expatiated on at length, and yet night signals

in some respects are simpler than day signals. The problem with

which the runner of a fast train has to deal at night is called

complicated, but it is not; it is simple, namely

—

To run at unlimited speed, I must see a green light at the top

of the signal post.
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To simplify the task of instructing engincmen, this might be

amplified into three paragraphs, as follows:

1. To run at unlimited speed, I must see a green light at the

top of the post.

2. Anything else must limit my speed.

3. If I am in doubt whether or not it is the top of the post

that I see, I must reduce speed until the doubt is removed.

Notwithstanding the interminable discussions of difficulties the

fact remains that large numbers of enginemen are running at

high speeds every night in the year, and making, so far as the

public can see, very fine records. It is not safe to assume that

these fine records are in all cases due to favoring circumstances,

and it is greatly to be desired that the art or knack by which

they are accomplished be made public.

MINNESOTA RATE CASE DECISION.

TV/E give elsewhere an abstract of the decision rendered by
" Judge Sanborn of the United States circuit court on

April 8 in the Minnesota rate case. There were involved both

passenger rates and class and commodity freight rates, which

had been fixed some by the state legislature, and some by the

commission. Charles E. Otis, the master in chancery who
took the evidence, made a report a few months ago in which

he held the rates unconstitutional, both because they inter-

fered with interstate commerce and because they were con-

fiscatory. His report was regarded even by railway m.en as

so favorable to the road that it might not be upheld. The cir-

cuit court has completely upheld it. The case will go to the

Supreme Court. Its decision, if it sustains the circuit court,

will mark an epoch in the history of railway regulation.

The vital points involved are whether the rates fixed by the

state unconstitutionally interfere with interstate commerce, and

whether they are confiscatory. The evidence showed that both

the freight and passenger rates prescribed were lower than

corresponding interstate rates, and that their direct and neces-

sary effect was to make the railways reduce the latter. Other-

wise they would unfairly discriminate against interstate com-

merce. The state of Minnesota contended that this did not

necessarily make its action an unconstitutional interference with

interstate commerce. It said it had a right to prescribe

reasonable state rates, and that it could not be forbidden to

exercise the power because this might force a reduction of

interstate rates. The railways replied that the power of the

federal government to regulate interstate commerce was su-

preme; that whatever interstate rate is permitted to be

charged it must be presumed to deem reasonable ; and that

the inferior authority of the state can not be used to nullify

the superior authority of the nation. Judge Sanborn upholds

the contention that any reduction of state rates which has the

direct and necessary effect of reducing interstate rates is un-

constitutional. This does not entirely deprive the states of the

rate-making power. 'To the extent that it does not sub-

stantially burden or regulate interstate commerce," says Judge
Sanborn, "a state may regulate intrastate commerce and the

fares and rates therein within its border, but no further. It

may enforce regulations of intrastate commerce and its fares

and rates which only incidentally or remotely affect interstate

commerce, but state laws, orders and regulations concerning

intrastate commerce or the fares or rates thereon which sub-

stantially burden or regulate interstate commerce or the fares

or rates therein beyond the powers of the state are unconstitu-

tional and void."

The decision passes most directly on the basis on which the

"fair return" to which the railway is entitled must be com-
puted and the percentage of this return. The Minnesota Rail-

way Commission finished a valuation of railways in 1908. (See
Railway Age Gazette, February 5, 1909.) It made practically

four appraisals: estimate A, cost of reproduction new; estimate

A, present value ; estimate B, cost of reproduction new ; and
estimate B, present value. The main difference between es-

timates A and B was that in the former the appraisal of land

was based on what it would now cost railways to get it for rail-

way purposes, while in estimate B it was based on the so-

called market value of the land—that is, its value for other
than railway purposes. The commission regarded estimate B as

the correct valuation. The Railway Age Gazette contended then,

and the court now holds, that the valuation must be based on
the cost of reproduction for railway purposes. Commissioner
Lane of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in the western
rate advance case, seems to contend that the valuation of a
railway should not include its so-called unearned increment.

Judge Sanborn holds the cost of reproduction new as the
proper basis of valuation. This means that the unearned in-

crement must be included. That the Supreme Court will sus-

tain him is indicated by the following language used by it in

the case of Wilcox vs. Consolidated Gas Company (212 U. S.

19, 41, 52) : "And we concur with the court below in holding
that the value of the property is to be determined as of the
time when the inquiry is made regarding rates. If the property
which legally enters into the consideration of the question of
rates has increased in value since it was acquired the company is

entitled to the benefit of such increase."

The percentage of return to which Judge Sanborn held the
railways of Minnesota are entitled on their valuation is 7

per cent. The Supreme Court in the Consolidated Gas Com-
pany case said the risk in the investment in a gas company
is reduced almost to a minimum, and that the court regarded
this as the most favorable gas situation in America. Six per
cent, was the return ordinarily sought and obtained on invest-

ments of that degree of safety in the city of New York.
'Taking all the facts into consideration, we concur with the

court below on this question and think complainant is entitled

to 6 per cent, on the fair value of its property devoted to the

public use." Now, the ' risk of investment in railways is

greater than in gas companies. The average rate of return on
investments in Minnesota, where the railways in question oper-

ate, is higher than it is in New York. Therefore, 7 per cent.

on the cost of reproducing the railways of Minnesota would
be no more, and probably would be less, than 6 per cent, on the

cost of reproducing the plant of the Consolidated Gas Com-
pany.

The purpose of the people and legislature of Minnesota was
to reduce the profits of the railways. They were egged on to

the assault by a lot of politicians seeking thereby to further

their own ambitions. The result, if the decision of the circuit

court is upheld, will be not to reduce the earnings or the rates

of the railways, but to give them the authority of the courts

to increase both. Neither their rates nor their earnings were
as high when the state sought to reduce them as the decision in

this case will permit them to be made. This is not the first

time that attempts to confiscate private property in the United
States have proved boomerangs, nor will it be the last.

The decision has a lesson not only for the state legislatures

and commissions, but for Congress and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. If the principles laid down by Judge San-

born in this case are correct, then the principles on which the

Interstate Commerce Commission decided the rate advance cases

are wrong and the railways, beyond any question, had and have,

a right to make the advances which the commission forbade.

The full import of the ruling that a railway is entitled to 7

per cent, of its valuation can be realized only when it is con-

sidered that, on the average, over half of the capitalization of

the railways of the United States is represented by bonds, and

less than half by stock. Their total capitalization is almost

$60,000 a mile, which probably is somewhat less than their cost

of reproduction new. Suppose a railway whose valuation and

capitalization are $60,000 a mile, $30,000 of the latter being stock

and $30,000 bonds. Seven per cent, net earnings on the total

valuation would be $4,2(X) a mile. Suppose the interest on

its bonds is 4 per cent., or $1,200 a mile. This would leave this

railway, having a capitalization almost typical of that of the
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railways of llic Ihiiud States as a wliolc, ^3,000 a mile, or 10

per cent., for its stock. If it should pay dividends of only 7

per cent, it would liave 3 per cent, left to apply to permanent

improvements. This would not make practicable the carrying

out of the policy advocated by various railway executives, of

l>utting one dollar into permanent improvements for every dol-

lar paid in dividends, but it would permit nuich closer approxi-

mation to it than the Interstate Commerce Commission in the

rate advance decisions indicated it was disposed to allow.

EFFICIENCY COMMITTEES ON THE CHICAGO & NORTH
WESTERN.

THE operating and maintenance department of the Chicago

& North Western is adopting a very interesting plan for

increasing cfiiciency.

This paper has described in its issues of September 2, 1910

(page 391), and February 24, 1911 (page 349), the organization

formed and the methods being used by the North Western to

reduce accidents. A safety committee composed of officers and

employees has been organized on each division, and there is

a central safety committee for the entire system, composed of

general officers, to which the division committees report. During

the fust six months of the campaign for safety waged by these

committees the number of personal injuries was reduced 20 or 30

per cent. This is not credited entirely to their work, for traffic

was not so heavy as during the same period of last year. But

that the improvement was mainly due to the work of the safety

committees is beyond question. The success of these efforts for

increasing safety has suggested and brought about the formation

of a similar organization and the adoption of similar methods

for increasing efficiency. There is an efficiency committee com-

posed of officers and employees on every division, 15 such com-

mittees having been formed already. The employee members

are chosen from all branches of the operating, mechanical and

maintenance of way departments, and it will be the object of the

division committees to study and adopt means leading to greater

efficiency in operation and maintenance, and particularly adapted

to the needs of each division. There is also a central efficiency

committee to which reports and recommendations will be made

by the division committees, and which will work out and adopt

policies for the entire system. The North Western has two

grand divisions—that west of the Missouri river, and that east

of it. The central efficiency committee will consist of the gen-

eral manager or the assistant general manager and the general

superintendent of each grand division, and of the following:

Superintendent of motive power, superintendent of the car de-

partment, superintendent of transportation, engineer maintenance

of way and superintendent of telegraph.

It is not the purpose to seek to apply the principles of so-

called "scientific management." The object is to bring about

co-operation between the employees and the officers that will in-

crease the efficiency of (1) men, (2) materials, and (3) ma-

chinery. It is felt that as railway systems grow larger the ave-

nues of communication between the rank and file and the gen-

eral—and even the division—officers are being closed. The ef-

fect is to cause employees to lose sight of the very direct in-

terest they have in the successful operation of the railway from

which they receive their compensation, and to keep them from

giving to their superiors the benefit of suggestions for improve-

ments growing out of their own experience and observation.

Probably no one fully appreciates the amount that railway man-

agements might gain annually by drawing on the great reservoir

of knowledge and ideas possessed by their thousands of em-

ployees.

The many shop kinks which have been published month

after month in the shop section of the Railway Age Gazette

show how innumerable are the labor-saving methods and devices

which have been contrived by shop officers and employees. Many
similar methods and devices have been contrived by subordinate

(iriiccrs in tlii' track (Ifp.irliniiil. Wlio can cslimatc how many
similar im])rovements could l)c suggested by the million and .i

half employees of American railways if opportunity and in

centive to do so were afforded? The plan adopted by the Nortli

Western will give all employees opportunity to connnunicate sug-

gestions for improvements to fellow cmphjyees belonging to tiie

division committees, and will provide a channel for transmitting

them to the division officers and the general officers. The re-

sults may be very interesting. However, even if the plan merely

increases the zeal of the employees in their work and stimulates

them to exercise more care and exertion it will in the long run

l)e of much value to both employees and employers.

One would think from some things recently said about rail-

Wciy efficiency that it is entirely a matter of economy. This is

far from true. The public demands, and has a right to re-

quire, good service. Efficiency, therefore, is operating only as

economically as may be consistent with the rendering of good

service. The management of the North Western clearly recog-

nizes this, and has specially instructed officers and men that

one of the main purposes of the campaign for efficiency is to

improve the service to the public in every practicable way, as

well as to increase the economy with which it is rendered. More
civility in the treatment of patrons ; more pains to keep stations

clean and sanitary; greater attention to preventing the unneces-

sary smoking of engines
;

greater efforts to reduce loss and

damage to freight; more strenuous endeavor to make passenger

trains and fast freight trains conform to their schedules; these

and other means to the improvement of the service are to be

particularly insisted on.

The managements of the railways believed when they gave

general advances in wages last year that they would be permit-

ted to offset them with increases in rates. They were not

allowed to do so. The increases in wages and the denial of

increases in rates have been followed by a decline not merely in

net, but, in many cases, in gross earnings. It seems clear that

if the roads in general are to be able to make needed extensions

and improvements and to continue to pay the present high wages

they must increase the efficiency of their operations. Greater

economy could be secured by reducing the quantity and quality

of the service, but this might incense public sentiment and cause

a renewal of recent attacks on the roads which would hurt both

them and their employees more than the economies introduced

would benefit them. The needed economies ought to be, and

most of them must be, obtained by greater efficiency in the use

of materials and in the working of the plants.

The efficiency engineers favor seeking to attain these ends by

"scientific management," including the time study, the bonus

system, etc. The leaders of the railway brotherhoods have ex-

pressed themselves as opposed to such methods. Many have con-

tended that greater efficiency must be secured by the enforcement

of sterner discipline. The power of the unions is so great, how-

ever, that attempts to enforce more rigorous discipline, like at-

tempts to introduce so-called "efficiency methods," are apt to

lead to serious struggles, and neither method best brings about

that most desirable and necessary spirit of cordial co-operation

so helpful in getting successful results.

There seems but one alternative to these methods. That is to

bring about by some such means as the North Western has

adopted, better co-operation between managements and men.

The piece work and bonus systems speed up the employee by

giving him the direct incentive of the prospect of larger individ-

ual earnings. They involve comparatively small increases in the

pay of the less capable workman, and comparatively large in-

creases in the pay of the more capable. The system of co-opera-

tion does not offer to the individual the stimulating prospect

of an immediate increase in wages for every increase in his

efficiency. But as the only source from which the wages of labor

and return to capital can be derived is railway earnings; as the

more efficiently the railway is operated the more there will be

for capital and labor to divide; and as past experience has
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shown tliat labor is quite capable of getting its share of increased

earnings, it would seem it should be obvious to employees that

every increase in efficiency which is secured by co-operative

methods is bound to inure in greater or less degree to the ad-

vantage of employees in general. And, from the brotherhoods'

standpoint, the co-operative method, which tends rather to

maintain the high standard wage than to increase the incomes of

individuals according to their special efforts and capabilities,

sliould he the most attractive way to effect the desired increase

of efficiency.

^i^tUr^ to the l^ditor.

NEW BOOKS.

American Ck'il Engineers' Pocket Book. Mansfield Merriman, editor-in-

chief. New Yoik: John Wiley & Sons. Morocco, 1,388 pages, 944
iigures and 495 tables, 4J4 in- x 7 in. Price, $5.

In getting out this pocket book the authors have kept in mind

the object of selecting the topics to which engineers desire to

refer, and then of so condensing the matter that the greatest

amount might be put in the assigned space. The great advantage

of such a book is that information on a wide variety of subjects

may be secured from it more readily than from the standard

text books or from treatises on the various topics. The subject

matter has been divided into 13 sections, each in charge of a

separate author who is an authority in his line, in this way

securing a book much stronger and rnore complete than would

be possible otherwise. All material was newly written and em-

bodies the latest approved practice in the various lines, the more

recent developments being treated especially full. The chapters

on "Railroad Location," by Professor Charles B. Breed, and

"Roads and Railroads," by Walter Loring Webb, give much

data of especial interest and value to railway engineers,

the latter chapter dealing especially with maintenance and

operation.

The subjects of economics of location, truck standards and loco-

motive and equipment maintenance and operation, are all treated,

while especially valuable data is given in the form of statistics

of costs of operation, traffic density, earnings and valuation of

American railways. The special features relating to electric rail-

ways are also carefully taken up. A valuable feature of the

book is the cost data which is scattered through it.

Block Signal and Train Control Board, Interstate ConDuerce Commission;
Third Annual Report. W. P. Borland, Secretary. Washington, 1911.

The Block Signal Board, M. E. Cooley, Azel Ames, B. B.

Adams and F. G. Ewald, sent its third annual report to the com-

mission November 22 last, and the principal parts of the report

proper were reprinted in the Railway Age Gazette of January 20

and 27. The full report, a pamphlet of 250 pages, has just been

issued. Besides the report itself, this thick pamphlet is made up

of the following five appendices: A History of the Air Brake,

by W. V. Turner and S. W. Dudley, 100 pages; The Car Wheel,

by George L. Fowler, 38 pages ; The Track Circuit, by J. P. Cole-

man, 17 pages; The Harrington Automatic Train Stop (report

of tests by the board), 25 pages; and Reports of Inspection of

Train Despatching, Signaling and Other Practices on Various

Railways. There is also an account, similar to that which has

been published in the Raihvay Age Gazette, of the automatic

stop in use on the electric railway of the Washington .Water

Power Company.

The paper on the air brake is a very thorough and lucid

sketch of the history of power brakes from the earliest days

down to the latest developments in brake apparatus for high

speeds and for variable loads.

The paper on the car wheel gives the history of the manufac-

ture of cast iron wheels in this country and describes in much
detail the practice in the wheel foundries of the Pennsylvania,

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Norfolk & Western and

the Canadian Pacific.

Mr. Coleman's essay on the track circuit goes very thoroughly

into the theory and practice of this vital feature of automatic

block signaling.

SIGNAL ASPECTS—A REPLY TO MR. CLAUSEN.*

Philadelphia, April 8, 1911.

To TiiK Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

The minority has at last definitely set forth its proposition.

"The indications. Slot?, Caution and Proceed, given by the three

positions of a one-arm signal, are entirely practical, sufficient

and adequate to safely control the movement of trains at inter-

lockings as they will elsewhere." Are they? Only two questions

are involved. We all want simplicity ; we all concede the sim-

plicity of a one-arm signal, but (I), can we safely use it in con-

nection with signals already installed? and (2), can we handle

or facilitate traffic with it?

Records show that some railways in this country have oper-

ated for years safely and fairly expeditiously, under normal

conditions, without any signals. It would be puerile to claim

that they could not operate in the same way if, at established

and well known locations, signals were substituted for flagmen

;

and that is exactly what Mr. Clausen proposes, without, how-

ever, supplying any substitute for the verbal information so fre-

(jnently vouchsafed to the engineman by an intelligent flagman,

leaving him with even less knowledge of conditions than was
supplied by the traditional section man. "Why did you stop us?''

"I don't know why, the boss told me to." "Where is he?"

"Down below about half a mile, where the bridge is washed out."

While this procedure might be permissible on a road having no

other signals in service, it is questionable whether it would be

advisable on one already well signaled with separate arms for

diverging routes at interlockings. A practical demonstration

would be the most satisfactory means of settling the question.

The second phase, however, is the important one, viz., could

we handle or facilitate our present traffic by its use? To oper-

ate safely with such a system, giving only one caution indication,

only one degree of caution would be permissible, and that is the

degree requisite for safe operation under the most unfavorable

conditions for which caution would be displayed. Any exercise

of "common sense" or good judgment (?) on the part of the

runner might lead to disastrous results.

In view of the change in operating methods in the twelve

years since Mr. Rhea first promulgated the proposal the minor-

ity is now advocating, while granting for the sake of argument

that the proposal was sound and adequate for our needs twelve

years ago, some of us feel that it is not sufficient for present

day requirements. To cite examples : First : Given a dense,

slow, heavy freight traffic interspersed with a number of high

class high speed passenger trains scheduled for a stretch of per-

haps 15 miles at 75 to 80 miles per hour. A safe braking dis-

tance, allowing for all foreseen contingencies is, say, V/z miles,

but blocks of this length are too long for the operation of

the freights, as it would certainly tie up traffic to require

the slow freight to reduce speed to the rate required if it

were to take a No. 10 crossover and move into an occupied

yard at the signal 1^ miles from the point of obstruction;

but if the first signal indicated "Pass next signal at medium

speed," and the second signal indicated "Prepare to stop at next

*Mr. Rudd's opening paragraphs, which we must omit for lack of space,
reply to certain points in Mr. Clausen's historical review. As to the charge
that the recommendations of the signal practice committees were changed
from year to year, he shows that the changes were in non-essentials; and
he observes that the minority also modified its proposals a number of times.

A clean cut proposition to employ a one-arm three-position sign.nl for every-

thing was not presented by the minority until Mr. Clausen read his paper
at Montreal six weeks ago. And this proposition is not new; Mr. Rudd
quotes from a paper by Frank Rhea, read at Boston in November, 1899,

who proposed a one-arm one-light three-position signal for interlocking as

well as for automatic block signaling. The discussion on Mr. Rhea's paper

is found in the Railway Signal Association Digest, vol. 2, pages 33-43

inclusive. But during these 12 years since 1899 operating conditions have
greatly changed and Mr. Rhea has progressed. The minority are resting

their arguments on a theory that is out of date. Cross-overs are now made
long enough to be traversed at 40 miles an hour; automatic signals are

much more common and must be distinguished from interlocking signals;

and permissive block working is recognized, so that more than one caution

indication is necessary.
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iiyiuil," tlir rci|uisitc iiifunnalioii would he given and llic Mock-
Adc avoided. Sccoiul : Given a road in which permissive hlock

is used for freights and ahsolutc for passenger trains, eitiier

class of trains may accept, as per rule, the caution (distant)

indication, but the passenger train cannot pass the caution (per-

missive) signal and enter an occupied block. Should the engine-

man be required to remember all the points at which the caution

signal is located which he cannot accept, or is it preferable to

designate it so that he can tell what it is by looking at it ? Which
practice lends itself better to the enforcement of discipline and
which to the promotion of misunderstanding?

Further, with the minority scheme, if the interlocking plant is

in permissive manual block territory, advance signals are com-
pulsory, as otherwise the caution position may indicate either

block occupied, on one or two tracks ; a movement against

traffic; into a yard; or to a branch, and while a passenger train

would be permitted to accept it for the latter purposes, it could

not accept it for the former. How would the engineer differ-

entiate without stopping and examining the position of switches,

etc.? Is this a good way to facilitate traffic?

Third: Given a four track railway handling all classes of

traffic and the problem of weaving fast expresses in and out

to pass local passenger and freight trains on the outside tracks

and tonnage trains on the inside tracks, these expresses scheduled

77 miles in 89 minutes, with two or three slow-downs for wa-
ter and one and sometimes two station stops. Place interlock-

ings about five miles apart with No. 20 crossovers maintained
for a speed of at least 50 miles an hour without danger or dis-

comfort to passengers. Is it good signaling or good railroading

to give no advance information to the engineer of the conditions

at the interlocking, but to require him, when he comes in sight

of a signal located perhaps a mile from the home signal, to im-

mediately reduce speed, watch his track for obstruction ahead,

misplaced switch, train in block or bad track, moving at this

rate to the interlocking signal, passing it prepared to stop if

he is diverted over against traffic or into a yard, and to crawl

along at this rate for 2,000 ft. more until he reaches the advance
signal, if there is one, and in its absence, so run clear through the

next block? Or is it better to tell him definitely the condition

of the interlocking signals and switches and let him run, espe-

cially when he may be crossed in and out three or four times on
the 77 mile run?

If the minority standpoint is correct, why make a distinction

between the main or high speed and the low speed, when you
make no distinction between the medium speed route (good for

45 in. p. h.) and the low speed?

Is the providing of these long crossovers a waste of money?
If it is bad practice to so signal that they may be taken at

speed, why put them in? They certainly cost more than the

shorter ones. No. 8 or No. 10. Or is it intended that the engine-

man shall "use his judgment," and having received the low speed

signal, run then at medium speed, having decided that, because

that is usually the route set up, it always will be right, and
having good luck until some day he is sent into a yard by
mistake?

This method of signaling, necessitating the use of "judgment,"

has been used in the past, with the result outlined above ; and its

popularity is on the wane.

Many conditions of similar nature might be cited did space

permit.

If I made any unfair statements in my address, they were
due to ignorance of the exact position of the minority. I judge

none was serious, however, as none is pointed out. Mr. Clausen,

with the advantage of a full exposition of both sides, has been

eminently fair to us, and I can take exception to only one of

his statements. He says that, because of the several proceed in-

dications (proposed by the majority) it is necessary to use three

stop aspects, etc., "These aspects are called

:

1. Stop until authorized to proceed.
2. Stop and proceed
3. Stop and investigate."

I'liMii our vicw-pcjinl ihc reverse is the case: these three stop in-

dications are necessary in themselves and providing aspects for

lliem increases the number of proceed and caution aspects.

The Standard Code, Rule No. 504, provides that, when a train

on double track is stopped by an automatic block signal, it may
"proceed at once with caution." It is not considered good prac-

tice to permit it to pass an interlocking signal in this maimer.
As some interlockings now cover as much as a mile between
home signal limits or three miles between distant signals, it is

considered a safer practice to indicate the difference between
these two classes of signals at the signals themselves, rather than

to mark them by a signal cabin half a mile away.

Further, in manual block territory, it has until now been con-

sidered desirable to differentiate between a block signal which a

train may not pass without a card, and a Switch set for siding,

for instance, which it may pass without written authority. This

distinction is especially desirable where high switch lights are

located close to block signal lights. The manual block and inter-

locking signals come under the first class noted ; automatic block

signals under the second, and switch-stands, railway grade cross-

ing signs, stop boards, etc., under the third. The tremendous
mental effort necessary to remember these distinctions is about

as burdensome as that required by a fair reader to recognize

A, B and C. Further, there is no doubt that they all mean stop.

TEN FUNDAMENTALS.

There are ten principles or fundamentals which succinctly set

forth the position of the minority, and a claim is made that the

system proposed conform to these principles, and is in perfect

harmony with the Standard Code. Let us examine them in the

light of actual experience and in connection with the code:

1. "It is impracticable to provide a separate signal for each of

the conditions on a road requiring cautious running and to main-

tain the fine haired distinctions necessary to their interpretation."

The majority concedes this, or at least feels that it is inadvisable

to attempt it. We claim, however, that the various causes may
be so grouped, that we may, by a few simple aspects, give defi-

nite information as to the position of the next signal, condition

of the track ahead, etc., so that the engineman, required to exer-

cise good judgment and common sense, may have something

tangible on which to base the decision governing his action. This

being far preferable, in our judgment, to telling him in the ma-

jority of cases to reduce to low speed, when he knows perfectly

well that actual conditions do not require or warrant such re-

duction. Human nature is a good deal the same all the world

over and a rule is more easily enforced when the occasion for its

observance is obvious.

2. "It is unnecessary, and in fact dangerous to tell the engine-

man by fixed signal how he shall control his train at some point

in advance." This statement is correct, barring the italics, pro-

vided each signal is so located that it may be seen far enough

for the fastest train to stop in the space between it and the

first point of view, and requires action not at the signal, but

approaching it. Such locations are impossible if heavy curva-

ture and natural or artificial obstructions perforce reduce this

view distance to a few hundred feet. To carry out the minority

theory, either trains must, under such conditions," reduce speed

approaching such signals, or the signals themselves must be lo-

cated at some distance from the danger point. This would mean

overlaps on automatic signals, and interlocking signals two or

three thousand feet from the crossovers and switches they pro-

tect, and no discipline could fairly be imposed if they were over-

run.

The majority theory is that, unless operating conditions are

such that low speeds only are required, approach information

should be furnished, so that speed may be maintained.

The minority would require low speed approaching each

caution signal. The majority would require low speed only when

it is necessary, and holds broadly that the distant signal as used

in common practice today is the key to the situation, and is in
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effect the Stop signal ; the home signal is a marker to show the

danger point. Or, stated in another way, we provide a distant

signal at proper distance from the danger point. In the caution

position it says; "you must stop (not here, for you are running

so fast that it is impossible, but) at a certain point beyond,

marked by another signal. Of course, if you find that signal at

caution or proceed you may pass it, but, in any event, you must

so control your train that you can stop if necessary. If that

point is a mile away and you have a train with high braking

efficiency, and you are running at medium speed, it is not neces-

sary for you to slow down to 6 or 8 miles an hour here, but

you must stop at the danger point. If you are running at high

speed, you must slow down at once and you must know your

road sufficiently to be familiar with the approximate distance

you have to run." Which is the safer? Which lends itself bet-

ter to the enforcement of rules? Which facilitates traffic and

cuts out unnecessary stops? Which reduces the use of the

emergency application, and finally which credits the engineman

with more intelligence?

3. "Advance information so given is misleading and unreliable,

as it is subject to change without notice and, therefore, the en-

gineman cannot safely use it. If he does so use it, it is done at

the expense of safety." Is it safer to give the stop indication

without any preliminary warning, so that the runner is unable to

stop before passing it, or is it safer to give preliminary warning

a sufficient distance away, so that he may know what to expect

at each signal?

Granting that, in the absence of approach locking, routes are

sometimes changed after a train has passed the distant signal

and that false clear failures sometimes occur, is one practice

safer than the other under such conditions? Would men, oper-

ating under the minority scheme, reduce speed immediately on

seeing a clear interlocked signal, so that, if it were changed to

stop, they could stop before passing it, or on receiving the pro-

ceed signal at an automatic (not indicating block clear, but that

there was no caution signal displayed) immediately reduce speed

so as not to overrun the next signal? Would they reduce speed

at each clear signal for fear the next might be at stop?

It seems to me that the rules governing the proceed indication,

as outlined by Mr. Clausen, would bear a close resemblance to

the instructions reported to have been issued by a superintendent

on a road having a ferry connection, in the good old times when
signals were a novelty. His two verbal orders are reported to

have been as follows

:

"Don't you fellows race the Pennsy trains, but don't let them beat you,"
and, "I want you to stop at these new signals, but don't miss your boat!"

Great stress is laid on the claim that the proposed scheme is

in "harmony with the Standard Code," and yet the Standard

Code especially provides for giving this "dangerous" and "mis-

leading" advance information. Under Rule No. 501 appears the

name—Caution Signal ; occasion for use—block is clear, second

block in advance is not clear. Indication for enginemen and

trainmen—approach next home signal prepared to stop.

4. "The conditions of modem railway operation do not require

trains to run at full speed past caution signals; time gained by

this practice is gained at the expense of safety." What is full

speed? What is a caution signal? If the distance between a

distant (caution) signal and its home is full normal braking dis-

tance of the highest speed trains, modern conditions require

that such trains must reduce speed in passing the signal, but do

not require such reduction for trains of slower speed and

higher braking power. Is it more dangerous to say "prepare to

stop at the home signal," as the Standard Code says, or to say

nothing in regard to the next signal?

5. "Each signal should indicate stop, caution or proceed, and have

no relation to signals in advance or in the rear." This statement,

fundamental in its nature is one of the severest strictures ever

passed upon the Standard Code, and stamps our present railway

practice as basically wrong. It is almost incredible that any in-

telligent operating officer has the temerity to preach it in this year

of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and eleven.

The Standard Code of the American Railway Association, au-

thorized edition, February, 1911, page 326, says:

Distant Block Signals.

Indication for Enginemen and
Trainmen. Occasion for Use.

Proceed with caution to the home
or advance signal Home or advance signal at stop.

Proceed Home (and advance) signal at Proceed.

The minority, if it had its way, would wipe the distant signal

off the map and give no approach information of the condition

of the block signal.

The majority has held and still holds that the code is in-

complete and that it should provide indications covering di-

vergence from main tracks at interlockings, differentiating be-

tween those over long crossovers and over short crossovers and
between a caution signal indicating block clear and one indicating

block occupied ; but it also claims that the code, as far as it

goes, is founded upon absolutely correct basic principles, and that

the American Railway Association has legislated conservatively

and safely rather than recklessly and ignorantly.

6. "That each signal should be observed in turn as the train

comes to it, and not at some point m advance at the option of

the engineer." The majority endorses this proposition, but dif-

fers with the minority on the interpretation of the word "ob-

serve." The minority interpretation of "observe" carries with it

immediate action, in fact action in many cases before the train

comes to it. The majority interpretation is that, if the signal is

observed—that is, if its indication is properly conveyed to the

engineman's mind, the action may be immediate or it may be

deferred, depending upon the running conditions.

If all caution signals are to be alike, it is necessary to reduce

speed, not on passing them, but approaching them, for there may
be a short crossover just ahead leading into a crowded yard;

there may be a train a few hundred feet ahead (if permissive

blocking is in force) or there may be bad track ahead. If, on the

other hand, distinctive signals are provided for:

(a) Diverge at low speed,
(b) Prepare to stop at next signal,
(c) Block occupied,

the action required is different. With the majority scheme, a

train would receive first b and reduce speed so as to stop at the

home signal, and then a, and proceed at low speed. On the other

hand, having received the proper distant indication for c, and

given a view of the track for a mile ahead, such reduction is un-

necessary, and the train may run prepared to stop within the

visible stretch -of track, slowing down approaching curves and

really running on sight. Assuming, however (if all caution

signals have the same aspect) that the engineman takes the sig-

nal to mean block occupied some distance ahead, when, as a mat-

ter of fact, it means cross over, the results would be serious.

Therefore, the use of all caution signals interchangeably, re-

quires always a very slow movement and decreases the capacity

of the road. If the function of signals is to impede traffic, the

minority has the scheme par-excellence to accomplish it. If it

is to facilitate as well as safeguard traflSc, it is a dismal failure.

7. "That, with signals properly located, it is time a train

should be run with caution if it has reached a point so close

to trains or stop signals in advance that a caution signal is re-

ceived." This, I judge, also applies with signals improperly lo-

cated. This proposition appears, however, to be out of place,

as with the minority scheme no caution signal would be received,

for proposition No. 5 says : "Each signal . . . should have no

relation to signals in advance or in the rear." Can it be possible

that there still lingers in the author's mind a feeling that per-

haps (although No. 5 is necessary to make the scheme work-

able) it is a good thing to have the signal in the rear bear some

relation to the signal in advance, but that the fact should be

kept a secret from the operating officers and the engineman?

Can the intelligence and common sense of the engineman be

trusted to determine the meaning of each caution signal and

to know why he is stopped at each stop signal, while at the

same time he cannot be trusted to use judgment under the indi-

cation "prepare to stop at next signal," and must be required to
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Occasion for Use.
Block is Clear

run ;it five or si.\ miles an hour for ;i mile for fear lie will pass

that signal? 'lliis may not ])e iho feiliuK, I'lil i( is a reasonable

explanation of clause S.

9. "That no proceed or caulion imiiiafioii should imi)ly or as-

sure clear track to a point in advance. 'J'liat railway sig-

nalinf" <levices and our methods of connnunication have not

reached the perfection thai will .idmil of this licinti done. We
cannot know positively if the track is clear, and further it may
not stay clear. We arc under a moral obligation not to j;ive

such misleading information." Nothing could more plainly dis-

credit the Standard Code than this proposition. Page No. 327

of the revised Code, previously referred to, shows. Rule 301 :

Home Bi-ock Signals.

Name of Signal as Used Indication for Engine-
in Rules. men and Trainmen.

Clear Signal Proceed

According to the first sentence of this proposition there should

be no "occasion for use" of such a signal. The proceed signal

should, therefore, in the interest of simplicity, be eliminated.

And, certainly, in the light of the other propositions, it should

be eliminated for safe operation under the minority scheme, and

the indications should be reduced to stop and caution. Then
what becomes of our block system? Are we ready to give it

up? The statement that signal devices arc so unreliable that

they cannot properly indicate clear block requires proof; a bald

assertion will not sufiFice. The statement is not justified by the

experience of most of us.

It is true that accidents occur on the most fully protected roads,

and they always will. None of us is perfect, and none of our

works will ever be perfect, but actual experience has shown that,

on single track, by the use of complete manual controlled block

with outlying swritches electrically locked, with approach locking

at interlockings, and the additional safeguards at our disposal,

the integrity of a block may be secured and preserved, and that,

therefore, the engineman may properly be assured of it ; and

further, that the same safety may be assured on double track,

four track, etc. What moral right has the public or any man-

agement to ask an engineman to proceed at the high speeds now
prevalent without such reasonable assurance? This does not

imply that he is to shut his eyes as soon as he passes a signal,

and open them only on approaching the next ; nor does it im-

ply that he is to relax his vigilance in watching for the results

of sudden storms or obstructions, such as landslides, etc., and as

a matter of fact it does not so result in general practice.

10. "That it is difificult, if not impossible, to maintain dis-

cipline and proper observance of the great variety of caution in-

dications proposed by the majority, because of the fine distinc-

tions involved." What are these caution indications? They are

the ordinary distant signal for the main track; a signal for di-

vergence at limited speed (to be used when desired for passage

over long crossovers), combined with a distant for the next

signal ; a distant signal for the medium speed route ; a signal

for diverging at low speed, combined with a distant for the next

signal ; a slow sign, and a distinctive mark to indicate "per-

missive block" or proceed, track occupied. The fact that all these

indications, and all the aspects, except the permissive, are being

successfully used, not only as a separate system but introduced

in connection with the old methods, on some of the greatest

trunk lines in the country, as well as on a number of thin lines;

with magnificent results, and with the approval of the men most
concerned in their use, the enginemen, is sufficient refutation of

proposition No. 10.

A system conveying no indications other than stop, caution and

clear must of necessity be predicted on the principles enunciated

by the minority, and the proceed indication serves no purpose

except to announce that the caution or stop indication, which
might be expected, is not displayed

—
"absence of restricting sig-

nal," as the majority terms it. This indication would be the same
in all fixed signals

—
"slow-boards, stop-boards, yard limits, switch,

train order, block, interlocking, semaphore, disk, ball or other

means for indicating stop, caution or proceed," and continuous

advance or block information would be impossible. While our

enginemen can intelligently grasp but three aspects, they can

guess at the meaning of all these enumerated. They must do

this, or else must remember the information each is to convey

by associating it with .some land-mark near at hand.

'i he time has passed in this country when the block system,

as outlined in the Standard Code, can be abandoned for the cow-

path principles of running on sight, with stationary mechanical

herders, giving two indications—stop and caution—covering con-

ditions only at these particular locations "and not at some point

ill a<lvancc." Progressive managements will not advocate such

a scheme, public sentiment would not tolerate it, and the gov-

ernment would not permit it.

As W. II. Elliott aptly puts it, "Signal indications should not

be 'simplified' to a point where definite information is not given

to the engineman. It is a good thing to have a simple signal

system, but it should not be made so simple that to insure

safety of operation an engineman will have to reduce speed to

a point where trains are run so slowly that full advantage can-

not be taken of the track facilities provided. The economy
proposed by Mr. Clausen in simplifying the signal system is at

the expense of efficiency and capacity."

MR. Clausen's three letters.

Finally, Mr. Clausen, to bolster up his position, quotes three

letters, which somewhat becloud the issue.

The first letter begins : "The very elaborate signaling recom-

mended by some is founded upon the idea that engine-runners,

on account of their mental incapacity, must be instructed, by the

language of signals, the precise manner in which their trains

shall be handled under every circumstance, etc.," and claims

that this premise is unsupported by facts, and that their engine-

men are intelligent and reliable.

The portion in quotation marks might be criticised were it

not begotten in ignorance. Instead of publishing this letter, Mr.

Clausen should have advised its author that the majority has

always held that the enginemen have at least ordinary intelli-

gence and that, as a class, they are far above the average, and

that it is the minority who has always claimed that they were

incapable of instantaneous reading of the various "complicated

aspects" involved. It is the minority that is belittling their men-

tal equipment, by saying slow down because you haven't brains

or skill enough to stop a mile away unless you do so^nor
intelligence enough to carry in your heads IS or 20 aspects,

though we grant you have learned the characters of the alphabet.

The second letter is a complaint of the increased cost of com-

plicated interlockings and two-thirds of it is a plea for the

abolishing of derails. Of course, the cost of derails has a bear-

ing on the cost of the interlocking plant. It has no more bear-

ing on the question of signal indications and aspects than the

frieze of the Parthenon on the price of butter in Oshkosh. It

may add to the gayety of nations, but is not a cogent argument

for a one-arm signal. The actual diiiference in the installation

of a plant would be the difference in cost of the high signals

only, and those who know anything about signaling can easily

figure out at any given plant what the percentage difiference

would be.

The third letter is a plea for simplicity and (probably uninten-

tionally) a very strong argument for the majority claims. It

says "When a man is running a train at a speed of 60 miles an

hour, perhaps on a down grade, a 'stop' signal may mean a very

dififerent thing to him from what' it means to a man going per-

haps 10 miles an hour on a level or an up grade pulling a heavy

train. In other words, the signal may say the same thing in

both cases, but what it will mean in practice to the man who

receives it is a very dififerent thing. Then why confuse the situa-

tion by all sorts of absurd requirements?"

The majority says, tell the man the truth, simply and plainly;

and if the same signal means dififerent things, tell him which it

means. Why risk misleading him when you can guide him

right?
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A paragraph is devoted to the instance of a distant signal

being habitually left at caution with the home at clear, and it is

asked whether it had not better be removed entirely. We reply,

yes; but, still better, it should be made to give accurate informa-

tion and not be left to indicate stop at next signal when the

medium speed route is made and next signal may be passed at

45 miles an hour.

Finally, we agree with the writer that every device must be

made as nearly foolproof and as simple as possible, and that, if

signaling by any means leads to the abolition of grade crossings,

it is a blessing, even if in disguise.

It is generally conceded that the signaling fraternity is as

conscientious and as hard-working as any in the railroad world.

Whether its members are broad gage or narrow gage is perhaps

debatable. They are on trial. It is to be hoped that they may
prove equal to the task of harmonizing their differences and

recommend, without division, a comprehensive system which,

while meeting the most exacting and complicated conditions of

the trunk lines, will at the same time supply the simple needs of

the smallest and weakest roads safely and economically, and

which consequently will be worthy of adoption by all the roads

of the country. If they can do this, their recognition as among
the most important operating officers, a recognition long striven

for and so far generally denied, is bound to come through the

logic of events and the value of their work. a. h. rudd.

A DEFENSE OF THE COMMITTEE WORK OF THE
ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION.

El Paso, Tex., April 3, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

The editorials in your issues of March 23, page 628, and March

24, page 725, about the manual of the American Railway En-

gineering Association reflect on the work of some of the com-

mittees of that association. With due respect to the leaders of

the association, I wish to say a word from the committeeman's

standpoint.

Criticism of committee work should be fundamental and com-

plete. It should not be offhand, hypercritical, superficial and in-

consistent as it sometimes is even when coming from men
whose expression carries weight quite apart from the quality of

the criticism. This frequently results in impromptu action by

the association whereby well considered and valuable work of a

committee is impaired. Revisions of the manual became neces-

sary from that cause. The association needs protection against

its leaders quite as much as against its committees.

During the last convention, a leader on the floor opposed the

specifications for water tanks because he alleged them to be too

definite and exclusive. But in the detailed discussion he in-

sisted on one method only for threading the tank hoops, whereas

the committee admitted two standard and approved threaded ends.

By an unsupported and questionable declaration that upset rods

would cost the more, the association was led into hasty and
ill-advised action limiting it to one thing when another equally

good or better is available.

This is typical of the inconsistency and superficiality of much
of the criticism which comes from the floor and, owing to the

prestige of the critic, is accepted to the detriment of well con-

sidered committee work. The admirable specifications for frogs

and switches received much of the same kind of mutilation. Your
own criticism of the form of roof for wood water tanks pre-

ferred by the committee is equally vulnerable. A thorough

analysis shows that form to be the simplest and most economical.

Responsibility for imperfections in the manual by no means
rests exclusively with the committees.

If a committee cannot reach sound conclusions on one subject

in one year, it is hopeless to expect that the suggested general

revision committee could pass conclusive judgment on the entire

annual work of the association.

Committee work should be considered in the light of the in-

structions governing it. Sometimes the association reverses

itself. In 1910 the work of the water service committee was
rejected en the ground that it was too general in character. In

1911 it was rejected because it was considered too specific. In

eaeii case the committee worked under explicit instructions.

Such a policy is not favorable to a continuation of the con-

scientious care which has marked committee work.

J he exceptional value of this association is due primarily to

the comprehensive and democratic character of its membership

and to the fact that its work is done by the rank and file of the

men who build and maintain the way structures of the railways.

It is up to the association to find out what it wants its com-
mittees to do.

I believe the anxiety about the manual is largely without

foundation in fact. I believe our only concern in connection

therewith should be to see that it represents good, sound prac-

tice only. J. L. CAMPBELL.
Engineer Maintenance of Way, El Paso & Southwestern.

SOME GROUNDS FOR ENCOURAGEMENT IN THE RAIL-
WAY SITUATION.*

BY FAIRFAX HARRISON,

President, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

It is with some hesitation that I venture to avow that there are

cheerful views on the railway situation to-day, because there are

so many difficulties surrounding the management of railway

property as almost to justify a railway officer in becoming a

confirmed pessimist. But leaving for the moment to others the

rehearsal of the difficulties, it may be well to look for portents

of good omen. Fortunately, the railway horizon is not alto-

gether black. Even in the decision of the great rate case, which

brought bitter disappointment to many railway managers who,

with confidence, had expected from it some measure of relief

from their immediate responsibility—even in that disappointment

there are grounds for encouragement.

In one vital respect that great controversy has accomplished

something for the railways which has never before been possible.

The very importance of the questions involved and the theory

on which the case was presented required the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to make a thorough examination of the

financial condition of all the railways of the United States. The

result was impressive. With opportunity such as no one ever

has had before, not even the great banking houses, and after

months of careful and serious investigation, the accredited ex-

perts of the government in railway matters—the Interstate Com-

merce Commission—came to the conclusion and certified to the

world that under existing conditions the American railways are

financially sound. Think what this means to the doubtful in-

vestor. No industry seeking capital, with the single exception

of the national banks, has ever had such a certificate. One

could now almost endorse on a new issue of bonds, "Security

approved by the United States."

Furthermore, because responsible and harried officers of the

railways, doubtful of the solution of their immediate and press-

ing problem of prolonging successful management, had testified

that the railways should have additional revenue if they are to

grow and prosper, the Interstate Commerce Commission added

the assurance that, if the time shall come when such a view

shall be demonstrated to be immediately apparent, they (the

commission) will exercise the power which the law vests in

them and permit such advances of rates as may be necessary to

maintain the sound financial condition which they certify now

exists. Let us consider for a moment what is the import of this

declaration and solemn covenant. Every successful railway in

the country must continue to grow. A railway which is not a

progressive railway is a dead railway. The American people

•From an address before the Transportation Club of Indianapolis,

March 31, 1911.
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ha\c liccii wont to look to tlic railways \o lead in promoting ami

encouragiiiR new industry, for there is no industry in which

they are not partners. As the volume of the business grows

the railways nuist exi)and and in our Jack's bean-stalk civiliza-

tion such expansion will always be too rapid to admit of provid-

ing the necessary money out of the accumulated railway income,

be it never so conservatively administered. The railways must,

therefore, be forever calling for new capital, and that they can

now do and point to a definite assurance that the national gov-

ernment will foster and protect the capital so invested. It was
almost worth the disapjxiintment over the adverse decision in the

rate case to realize this.

The railways of the United States are not ruined by the rate

decision, but it has in truth called on them for a tremendous

new effort.

The most important ground for encouragement to-day is the

fresh stimulus which has been given to the study and practice of

efficiency in railway operation, for we still hope to overcome

our dilficultics by self-help rather than through enfeebling de-

pendence upon a government guaranty.

I do not now refer to or advocate the theory or the applica-

tion to the railways of the so-called "scientific management"
which has lately been bruited over the land. Whatever may be

accomplished by such means in individual industrial functions,

we may safely assume that "scientific management," as the term

is currently used, will never be practiced in the broad and com-
plicated problem of railway operation. The representatives of

organized labor at the recent hearings before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission spoke the final word of impossibility to any

such expectation when they said that American labor would never

submit to the mechanical limitations of those methods.

Nevertheless, there is an increased efficiency of method which
can be practiced and which will go far to accomplish the salva-

tion of the American railways which are to-day operating on a

jiairrow, and hitherto ever narrowing, margin between the

lowest rates in the world and the highest wages in the world.

It may be admitted that many of the methods of current

railway operation are wasteful, but the railways do not stand

alone convicted of this serious indictment. As a people we are

the most wasteful civilization has ever seen. It is an evidence

of our youth. We use our natural resources as a child plays with

his Christmas toys, with hectic attention now to this, now to

that, and so little care or forethought that at the end of Christ-

mas Day many of the gew-gaws are broken and destroyed. It

has been so with our forests. The state of Indiana, once almost

entirely forest, stands, scarcely a century since the first con-

siderable immigration, practically denuded of native lumber

supply, so that her railways are buying their crossties in northern

Michigan and in Mississippi. We still see rotting fences of

walnut rails to testify to the exuberance of the original timber

and the waste of the pioneers.

What has become of the reservoir of natural gas which so

short a time ago was one of the glories of Indiana? It would be

merely painful to ask if it has been efficiently conserved and

distributed.

Waste is the characteristic, also, of our agriculture. Rejoicing

in a soil than which there is no richer in the world—the deep,

black humus filled area of the corn belt—many Indiana farmers

go on robbing the land of its fertility with crop after crop, and
little thought for the future. They have always believed that

if the incredible should become the actual and their land should

no longer yield, they could pull up and go west, as their fathers

came to Indiana, to a promised land, where virgin soil forever

awaits the plough. Even to-day, when the census tells us how
many farmers have so emigrated, and there appear to be limits

even to the hospitality of the West, we see too few Indiana

farmers conserving what they have by keeping cattle and feed-

ing on their land at least a part of the abundant corn crop; and

at this season of the year we even see the farmer burning in

the field tiic fodder which migiit have carried some young cattle

over the winter.

We are wasteful, too, in our personal hal)its of extravagance.

Senator McCumber, of North Dakota, put this very well and
forcibly in congress the other day when he rehearsed what the

farmer, so frugal at home, spends for a day in New York. Mere
is his list of expenses measured by farm produce:

Cab to hotel 6 bushels of oats.
Tip to driver IS cabbages.
Tip to elevator boy 2 dozen eggs.
Tip to bell boy [yi bushels of barley.
]{rcakfast '/i ton of hay.
Tip to waiter 2 bushels potatoes.
Luncheon 1 sheep.
Tip to waiter ]

'/^ bushels of carrots.
Dinner 4 bushels of rye.
Tip to waiter 1 bushel of onions.
Room Half a car of turnips.

So in confessing tliat American railway practice has been

wasteful the railway man simply takes his place beside his fellow

citizens in other walks of life. But there is an economic pres-

sure on him which no other class of the community has yet

felt, and this has been teaching us since the panic of 1907 that

we must learn to practice efficient economy in railway operation.

Mr. Brandeis has undoubtedly quickened this study by quoting

so publicly and so dramatically as to arrest the attention of the

nation, the extravagant claim of one of the efficiency engineers

that the railways might save a million dollars a day by adopting

his particular panacea. While little serious consideration has

been given to this claim, it is a fact that since Mr. Brandeis

sounded his clarion, many responsible railway managers, who
had some difficulty in restraining their immediate indignation at

the impertinence of the assertion, have been looking about with

renewed energy to see where they can institute greater efficiency

of operation. Men who have reached the top because they have

been 'more efficient than their fellows are now taking up their

belts another hole and asking questions which have set many a

subordinate forward to a realization that he is spending money
unnecessarily to accomplish his particular stint of work.

If the operating offices are studying more closely their unit

costs to-day, it may not be considered inopportune to question

whether the traffic officers may not with profit study the efficiency

of their methods also. One can fairly ask whether rate making

as practiced to-day is as efficient or as systematic as it might be.

It has been well said, in explanation of the apparent lack of

system, that railway rate making is not a science, but, like any

other price making, is an art. But this statement will not justify

beyond criticism our present methods of making rates. Artists

are notoriously given to vagaries, and, yielding to no one in

admiration for what is perhaps the best equipped set of men in

the railway service—the traffic managers—it must be admitted

that there has not been much technique in their practice of the

art of rate making in the past. They have seldom based their

rates on principle ; they have sought chiefly to secure tonnage

and move it, and they have, out of very human necessity and

temptation, made many compromises under the exigencies of

competition, which have resulted in the present low basis of

rates. Every shipper knows that he has secured the reduction

of more rates from the traffic manager than from the railway

commissioner. It is doubtful whether any current rate between

competitive points can be analyzed to principles ; usually it is

the result of transportation and commercial history, and as

little represents the "value of the service" as it does the theory

of "what the traffic will bear."

But hereafter under government regulation the rate maker

must base his work upon principle, and while probably he can

never, under our American conditions, create a strict science of

rate making, he can promote the art into a profession. A pro-

fession is the practice of individual initiative under established

rules ; the lawyer shapes and weaves the settled rules of the

law to meet new facts and conditions under the regulation of the

courts. The surgeon adjusts his every operation to the sudden

emergency, but always within the limitation of the binding

etiquette of his profession. Both lawyer and doctor draw on
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science, the recorded theory of the philosopher, and both use art

in the particular application, but alw:iys they can cite a principle

for everything they do; and it is in this that a profession differs

from an art. The great painter is little bound by rules and

philosophy; the musician even less; their individual genius

flowers differently in every generation. The nightingale cannot

tell why he gushes melody.

It is possible that the rate maker in the past has modeled him-

self more on the nightingale than on the lawyer and the doctor,

but it is a cheering promise for the future of American railway

practice that the necessity of constantly justifying his rates upon

the witness stand is forcing the traffic office to stud}', for example,

the cost of service as an element of the basis for a rate.

It is fair to say that the traffic officer has had peculiar handi-

<:aps not of his own making. One of the greatest difficulties he

lias met in adjusting himself to regulation has been the unfor-

tunate ease with which the lawyers have defended what is some-

times bungling rate making by the terrible plea of confiscation.

When, in the case of Smyth v. Ames, the Supreme Court of the

United States laid down the principle that there is a minimum

below which regulation may not reduce railway revenue, and

restrained, on the ground that they were confiscatory, the maxi-

mum rates which the state of Nebraska had sought to impose on

the railways, a swarm of injunctions was let loose, like locusts

upon the land. Every time governmental authority regulated a

rate or a system of rates, the railway officers, under the advice

of counsel, pulled long faces and pleaded poverty. While in

some cases of a general attack upon a whole system of rates it

was a sound plea and well taken, in other cases, involving a

single rate alone, it was Pickwickian.

As a result of the analysis by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission of the financial condition of the railways as a whole, con-

fiscation, as a working hypothesis in practical rate making, is

likely to be relegated to the limbo of history, to be there reserved

for invocation in those rare cases where sudden popular fury

seeks to overthrow all constitutional limitation and the very bul-

wark of property.

The study of systematic rate making has been confused also by

the will-o'-the-wisp of the physical valuation theory. At first it

was the popular advocate, the shrewd politician, who seized upon

physical valuation as a slogan because he had heard so much of

watered securities that he believed that a valuation of railway

property would afiford an automatic excuse for compelling a

reduction of rates. But after the first few valuations had been

made the shrewd politician dropped that theory like a hot potato.

The practice of the railways in the past of putting back into the

property so large a proportion of their revenues through main-

tenance expenses, and the increment of real estate values which

the railways claimed equally with the owner of the corner lot,

were demonstrated to have run up the physical value of most

of the railways, when ascertained by any fair system of appraisal,

to a figure which was dangerous to the theory that rates were

too high if based solely on physical value. So some railways

themselves who at first had opposed physical valuation, seized

upon the discard of the politician and promoted it into a ground

for an injunction. But probably this plea must now be abandoned

also by the railways. The implacable logic of the suggestion that

on this theory as values are constantly increasing, rates must

also constantly increase, would seem to put an end to rate

making on the simple arithmetic of physical valuation, for every

student of political economy knows that railway rates in the

United States, taken by and large, have, through the operation

of general economic laws, gradually and steadily decreased.

I believe that most traffic officers will be glad to be put to the

necessity of justifying their rates by the more difficult appeal to

the merits of their handiwork, and so to become practitioners of

what will be recognized as a learned profession.

It is a cheerful sign of the times also to observe new evidences

of increasing efficiency in the practice of the government function

of regulation. A jury empanelled from the general body of

citizens is doubtless as well qualified to judge the merits of facts

in controversy as any human agency ; they represent what the

pcet terms the common sense of most. But when it comes to

passing upon the merits of the technical activities of highly

organized and sensitive functions like those involved in the

operation of a railway, it is not too much to ask that at. least a

special panel should be drawn for the jury in such cases. What-
ever may have been the case in the past, when regulation was in

its infancy, to-day the government officers who administer the

powers of regulation which the state has assumed to exercise,

are becoming daily better qualified and more expert in their

duties, and as they appreciate the problems of the railway officer

and learn from personal contact that, like themselves, he is

usually a very himian man trying- to do his duty to those who
employ him, and very little of an octopus, they have grown

tolerant and, while alert to perform the full measure of their

public duty, are increasingly willing to be fair, even when there

are strong evidences of momentary popularity to be derived from

doing the thing which is unfair.

While discussing regulation, I venture to suggest to some of

you who are engaged in other industry than railroading, that

regulation is not likely to be forever limited to railways. The
railways have perhaps been through the worst of their experi-

ence, and are now almost ready to take their place in the safe and

strictly supervised rank of the national banks. In the next few

years they will probably be able to view with sympathy the sim-

ilar subjugation of other branches of industry. The recent de-

cision of the Supreme Court upholding the corporation income

tax law has firmly driven in the entering wedge of effective and

implacable governmental control of all corporate forms of

activity.

The system of the social democratic state which regulation of

industry involves may thus be enabled to fasten upon all our com-

mercial life. It will perhaps next manifest itself in respect of our

manufacturers, and it will not be confined to the trusts. The

small railway has been included with the great system and is

regulated equally with them ; so the logic of regulation will in-

volve the small manufacturer with the great. Perhaps not even

the press will escape regulation. Ferdinand Lasalle, who in the

middle of the nineteeth century was preaching in Germany ad-

vanced social doctrine, much of which has now matured into

political commonplace, included the press in his programme of

state regulation of business activities. He maintained that the

press could be debauched only by the tendency to become not a

pulpit of light and learning, but a commercial venture, deriving

its principal revenue and even some inspiration from paid adver-

tisements, and to preserve the freedom of the press he proposed

that by law the publication of advertisements should be limited

to a government gazette. Recent events in the post office depart-

ment at Washington imply that this is not impossible, even in

the United States. We can then imagine the rural free delivery

carrier of the future leaving daily at every vine-clad cottage a

pound of Congressional Record encompassed and illustrated by

five pounds of advertisement, while the contemporary muckraking

magazine will be clad in the consciousness of the rectitude of its

intentions and will bear on the modest cover of its slender pro-

portions the image of a fig leaf.

The day of the Manchester school and hisses faire is gone.

The day of the social democratic state is dawning. Personally, I

do not repine at the change, although I have been educated in

the school which thrilled with the achievements of unregulated

capital. I do not mean to laud the mere sudden acquisition of

great and vulgar wealth by individuals, but, regarding that as an

incident to the national increment of strength and power through

the development of the national domain, the period through

which we have lived and which is now drawing to a close has

witnessed superb daring and skill and courage on the part of our

captains of industry. It is they who have made our vast country

blossom where it was wilderness. It is they who have accom-

plished for the United States what every nation in the world
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seeks ardonllv as a.> assura.u-. of cxisU-ncc-a steady incrcasc

of pop.latu..;-l,v providing tluou,h tlu.,- activities the com-

pelling aih.re for immigrant lalun-. 1,. hne, tlu-y must be ch.elly

credited with those industrial triumphs which brought our coun

try in the brief period between the civil war and the Spanish

war to a conunercial position which has challenged the political

and military respect of the entire civilized world. Perhaps we

grew too fast, but we grew nevertheless, and that growth was due

in no small measure to the methods of the men who dared and in

daring did, as most adventurers do, things which a subsequent

and more intense civilization cannot approve.

The railways of the United States are part of the achievement

of these men and they have suffered a terrific economic upheaval

to pay for their sins. Though the consequent struggle for the

continued existence of the regime of private ownership and initia-

tive is not yet finished, I venture to believe that the railways may

still work out their salvation, but only if they will bend their

energies more to increasing the efficiency of their metnods-to

intensive cultivation of their opportunities-than to resistance of

decrees which organized society has determined to enforce upon

them. , ^, ,,

Facin- then, the inevitable and changing front, as the world

did after' the battle of Waterloo, it is the duty of railway officers

of every rank to-day to adjust themselves to the new conditions

and accomplish in their profession a new achievement of which

hereafter the American people can be as proud as they now are

of the marvel of the construction of the railways in the genera-

tion which is dead.
.

It is no time to lament the past or recriminate the inevitable^

If it is a time of adversity it is the more a time for courage and

cheerfulness, like that of Paul Jones on the Bonhomme Richard,

when his ship riddled and his masts shot away, his flag at ast

fell to the bloodv deck. "Have you struck?" called the English

captain, and Paul Jones replied with a voice of thunder: bn,

I have just begun to fight!"

Every schoolboy knows what was the result, and every school-

boy will know what the American railways can do in similar

plight.

THE BURLINGTON'S ENTRANCE INTO THE SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS COAL FIELDS.

The officers of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy began, about

nine years ago, investigating the possibility of entermg the

southern Illinois coal fields and building up a large coal traffic

from the mines northward to St. Paul and the northwest, where

the winters are severe and the demand for fuel great. At that

time most of the fuel supply for this territory was brought from

the Pennsylvania and other, eastern fields by water to Duluth,

and the competition from this source would have to be met by

the Illinois coal. Also, as the eastern coal was of a somewhat

better quality than the Illinois coal, the latter would not com-

mand the same price in the common market. Therefore to de-

velop a northbound movement it would be necessary to fix a

freight rate which would enable the Illinois operator to sell his

coal for less than that from the east.

After study of the cost of production at the mines, it was

found that the highest rate possible to St. Paul was $2.10 per

ton. or 3.2 mills per ton mile, the distance from Herrin, 111., to

St Paul being 648 miles. Such a rate could be made possible

only by operating full trains on a low grade line, especially as the

return movement would cqnsist of empty cars.

At that time the Burlington had a line from St. Louis north

through Beardstown, 111., Galesburg and Savanna to St. Paul

That part of the line north of Savanna had originally been built

to a 0.3 per cent, grade, but south of Savanna it had been built, in

common with most roads in this part of the country, on a 1

per cent, grade. The point on the line nearest the coal fields

then was St. Louis, about 85 miles distant. The question was

whether the road could reduce grades and extend into the coa

fields at a cost that would make it practicable to haul the coal at

LEGEND.

C.B.& Q. Loiv Qrvde CoalLine

.OfherC.B.&a Lines

_ Foreign Lines

Fig. I—Burlington Extension into Southern Illinois

Fields.

Coal
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the necessarily low rate. Careful surveys and estimates were

made cf the work necessary, and the entrance into the coal fields

was decided on. A maximum grade line of .3 per cent, against

northbound and .5 per cent, against southbound traffic, com-

pensated for curvature, was decided on, slightly heavier grades

being allowed in a few cases, where they could be operated as

momentum grades.

The first move was made in 1903, when the Jacksonville &
St. Louis Railroad, extending from Jacksonville, 111., southeast

111 miles to Centralia, was bought. This road had been built

Fig. 2—Double 10 Ft. x 16 Ft. Concrete Box South of

Jacksonville.

originally from Jacksonville to Waverly in 1871 by local capital,

and had been gradually extended until it reached Centralia about

1885. It had been constructed as cheaply as possible, being aided

largely by grants of right-of-way and bonuses from the towns

along the route. For several years it had been bankrupt, and

had been allowed to run down, so that it was in very poor

physical condition. The track was laid with 56-lb. rail on poor

ties with no ballast. All bridges were of timber, with the ex-

ception of one steel truss over the Kaskaskia river near Keyes-

port. It followed closely tlie surface of the ground, the many
grades ranging from 1 per cent, to 1.4 per cent. Going generally

southeast, it ran across the direction of traffic and developed but

a small local business. The only towns of any importance it

reached were Jacksonville, Litchfield and Centralia, all highly

competitive.

During the winter of 1903-04 the Jacksonville & St. Louis was
extended north 10 miles to a connection with the Burlington's

St. Louis-St. Paul line at Concord, 13 miles south of Beards-
town, and surveys were made for reduction of grades to the

standard above referred to from Concord north through Gales-

burg to Savanna; also from Jacksonville south to Centralia.

During 1905 the Jacksonville & St. Louis was extended south
from Centralia 53 miles to Herrin, and connections were made
at once with several mines. On the reconstruction south of

Jacksonville it was necessary practically to rebuild the entire

line. Out of a total of 111 miles re-alinement or grade reduction

work was done on over 42 miles, and on the rest of the line it

was necessary to rebuild the bridges, widen cuts and fills, and
renew the rail and ties. In accordance with the general policy of

the road, all steam shovel work along the main line was handled

by company fcrces and equipment, and the only work con-

tracted for was that on part of the cut-offs and light team work
along the main line. The regular equipment of 65-ton steam
shovels, side dump 80,000-lb. capacity cars, unloaders and plows,

and spreaders was used on all main line work, regular train

crews from the freight pool handling all work trains. No
tracks were built for the temporary diversion of main line traffic

while construction work was going on, as many of the cuts and
fills were short and interference to traffic lasted but a short time

at the one point. Although the coal business began to increase

rapidly as soon as the extension south of Centralia was opened,

traffic fell off very much during the summer of 1906, owing to a

strike in the coal fields, but late in the fall it was unusually

heavy and interfered seriously with the construction work. All

sags along the old line were brought up under traffic, and in

reducing grades the existing main track was also used as a load-

ing track until the first cut was completed alongside, when the

track was thrown u\er into the hole and used as before; vvhile

the second cut was taken out under the old main track, after

which the track was thrown back to the original line. Since

there was only one passenger train each way it was not diffi-

cult to arrange the track throwing so as not to interfere with

passenger traffic.

As practically all the cut-offs were at stream crossings, where

heavy curvature and grades had been introduced on the original

line to lower the first cost, the re-alinement at these points in-

cluded very heavy work, and the banks were built by dumping

from construction trestles. Two of the heaviest pieces of work

were at Big Shoal and Little Shoal cut-offs, near Ayers, cross-

ing streams of the same names. At Big Shoal two trestles with

a total length of 2,961 ft. and an average height of 40 ft. were

erected, while at Little Shoal a trestle 2,142 ft. long and averag-

imm
Fig. 3—Routt Street Subway, Jacksonville.
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ing 35 ft. in height was built. On this work, as well as on some

cut-offs which were contracted, five-yard cars were used, but tlie

other cut-offs, as at Waverly, were l)ui!t witli standard l)allast

cars working from a trestle.

At Jacksonville the cut-off, extending south from the depot a

little over a mile, required over 275,000 yards for the fill. Col-

lege avenue and Routt street, two important thoroughfares, were

carried under the tracks through concrete subways, at both of

which hollow abutments were built over the sidewalks, reducing

tlic lengths of the girder spans about 15 feet in each case. This

feature is clearly shown in Figure 3. At College avenue addi-

tional complications were introduced by the crossing of the Bur-

lington and the Chicago & Alton main tracks over the subway.

Figures 4 and 5 being views of this structure. To gain the

necessary clearance here the tracks of both roads were raised

about 5 ft., at the same tiine benefitting the grades of both.

As the reconstruction work progressed, timber openings were

replaced by reinforced concrete boxes for pipe; the roadbed was

brought to the standard of 18 ft. on fills and 22 ft. in cuts ; new

ties and 75-lb. rail were laid, and 12 in. of gravel ballast was put

under the tics. A new gravel pit was opened near Keyesport to

furnish ballast for this work. As this was in the clay and hard

pan country, special attention was given to drainage and the

construction of surface ditches in the cuts, in most cases tiling

being resorted to. Four thousand-foot passing tracks were built

at intervals of 5 miles and water stations every 20 miles.

Six new water stations were built, the construction in each

case being similar. Reservoirs averaging 75,000,000 gal. capacity

were formed by earth dams across ravines, these dams being

built by contractors with team forces. They were built with a

crown of 14 ft. and slopes of 3 to 1 and 2 to 1 on the upstream

and downstream faces, respectively. A timber core wall was

built through the center, sunk 2 ft. into a muck ditch and extend-

ing within 2 ft. of the top of the dam, as a protection against

muskrats. Old car sills and timber cut on the reservoir were

used as uprights, and second-hand 3-in. plank nailed horizontally

to them. The face of the dam was riprapped from 2 ft. above

the high water line to the estimated low water line as a protection

against wave action. The spill-way was built some distance

away from the dam with its outlet entirely free from the toe.

The average width was about 40 ft, depending on the drainage

area. Three rows of sheet piling were driven across the spill-

way at right angles to its axis, one at each end and one in the

center, and an apron of riprap was provided at each end, as a

precaution against scouring. Figure 6 shows a view of the dam
at Concord with the spill-way in the background. All timber be-

low the high water line was removed and the brush burned, and

the contractor was required to secure all dirt necessary for the

dam in excess of that furnished by the spill-way from the inside

of the reservoir and below high water line. I'lie. intake was
placed on the bottom of the reservoir about 6 ft. above the lowest

point and was surrounded by a timber cril). A vitrified jtipe line

laid on a descending grade led to a circular brick well 6 ft. in

diameter located at the edge of the reservoir, llic pipe line enter-

ing the well about 18 in. above the bottom. The i)ump house was
located near the well, and an 8-in. cast iron pipe line led from

here to the tank, in some cases over a mile distant. The ])Ower

Fig. 5—College Avenue Subway, from Above.

was furnished by a gasoline engine, the size varying with the

head and length of pipe line pumped against. The tank was a

30-foot wooden tub of 100,000 gal. capacity and was erected on

a steel sub-structure resting on concrete pedestals. Electric con-

nections with the tank float were installed, which automatically

shut off the pump when the tank was filled. By means of this

latter arrangement, with ordinary traffic one pumper is able to

pump for two tanks.

North of Concord the reconstruction was carried on in the

same manner as south. This line was built in the early 70's as

the Rockford, Rock Island & St. Louis, but acquired by the Bur-

lington many years ago, and it had been maintained in much

Fig. 4—College Avenue Subway, Jacksonville; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
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better condition than the Jacksonville & St. Louis, although the

grade line was very similar. The grades were reduced to the

same standard as south of Concord, new and enlarged water

stations were provided, and the entire line gotten in shape for

heavy tonnage trains. Especially heavy reconstruction work was

done at Astoria, Abingdon to Avon, at Orion and at Fulton,

where a 13-mile cut-ofif was built. At Savanna a 2-mile cut-off

was constructed to enable trains to head directly into the yard

without a reverse movement. A new terminal with complete

facilities, including coal chute, engine house, water station and

700-car yard, was built at Centralia, while the yards at Beards-

town and Savanna were doubled in capacity. At Galesburg an

entirely new hump yard was built to handle this increased coal

business in addition to that collected from the lines west and

southwest.

This work is now practically all completed at an expenditure

of over $10,000,000, and an operating grade line of .3 per

cent, against northbound traffic is now in service from Herrin to

St. Paul, with the exception of two points, where the cost of

grade reduction is so excessive that it has been decided that it

will be more economical to maintain helper engines. Heavier

locomotives and cars were purchased, and where the tonnage

MANNHEIM (CHICAGO) YARD; CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
& ST. PAUL.

Fig. 6—Dam and Spillway at Concord.

rating south of Savanna with the engines in service before the

work began was less than 800 tons, the present rating is 3,600,

which rating is maintained the entire distance to St. Paul with

the assistance of helper engines at the two points mentioned.

That this expenditure has been amply justified is shown by

the heavy business developed. Seventeen mines are now directly

connected with spur tracks, while other spurs are planned to

be built in the immediate future, and much coal is turned over to

the road from mines not reached directly. During the past fall

over 35,000 tons were handled daily on this branch, and the traffic

has become so heavy that a second track is now being seriously

considered, the reconstruction work on which was started but

five years ago.

During the past year this line has been extended south

from Herrin to Metropolis on the Ohio river, and through

freight service recently has been inaugurated to the southeast in

connection with the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. Thus,

it eventually will form one link of an important line from the

north to the gulf ports, in accordance with the general develop-

ment of the Hill lines along that direction.

This work has been done under the direction of T. E. Calvert,

chief engineer, W. L. Breckinridge, engineer maintenance of way
of the lines east.

During the winter of 1909-10 the Chicago terminals became
very much congested, causing great delay to freight in trans-

sit, and consequent loss. It has been estimated that the losses

sustained by the railways from this congestion from December
1, 1909, to April 1, 1910, amounted to $3,000,000, one prominent
railway official estimating that the losses of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, the Chicago & Northwestern and Chicago,.

Burlington & Quincy reached $500,000 each. While this con-

gestion was largely due to a lack of power on the lines west
of Chicago, much of it was attributable to lack of adequate

yard facilities on several of the roads, resulting in blocking the

belt lines, and finally the other lines which were unable to de-

liver to the belt railways.

While the roads have been making increases in their yard
facilities continually, these have not kept pace with the devel-

opment of the traffic, and the rapid upbuilding of the city has
made it impracticable for them to extend their present terminals.

As a result, any increase in these facilities must be made
further out of the city. The statistics show that the traffic be-

ing received at Chicago approximates 4,000,000 loaded cars a

year, of which about 775,000 are destined to points beyond Chi-

cago ; and about an equal amount is interchange business for

points within the city. To avoid congestion this interchange

business should be separated from the local business and turned

over to the connecting lines as quickly as possible.

Keeping these points in mind, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul has taken steps to avoid a recurrence of last year's

experience by the construction of a new yard at Mannheim,
111., 14 miles west of Chicago, on its Chicago & Council Bluffs

division, to relieve the Galewood yard, 5 miles further in towards

the city, where all classification has been previously done. A
smaller yard is located at Western avenue, but this is largely

used for storage purposes. The St. Paul enters the city by two

double-tracked lines, excluding an unimportant branch which ex-

tends only to Evanston. The line coming from the north handles

the business from Milwaukee, St. Paul and northwest points,

while that from the West carries the traffic from Iowa and

Dakota points. These two lines come together at Pacific Junc-

tion, five miles from the city. All trains in or out on the north-

ern division must come to Pacific Junction and then turn west

to the Galewood yards.

The new yard was located at Mannheim largely because of

the possibility of securing enough land for a large terminal at

this point, and also because of its location with reference to

the Indiana Harbor Belt Railway, 20 per cent, of whose stock

has recently been acquired by the Milwaukee. This railway

has northern termini at Manheim and Franklin Park, one mile

east, and extends around the city southeasterly to Lake Mich-

igan, at South Chicago, Indiana Harbor and Gary. By the

use of this line a large proportion of the interchange busi-

ness destined for points east of Chicago can be kept outside

the city, enabling the inner belt railway to handle the city inter-

change business to better advantage.

While only the inbound yard is now being built, it has been

so arranged that it will eventually be a part of a complete

terminal layout. A similar yard of equal size is planned for

outbound traffic, and space has been reserved for complete

terminal facilities, including engine house, coal chutes, repair

yards, etc., in order to relieve Galewood and Western avenue

yards. When this layout is complete it is expected that a cut-

off will be built to the Milwaukee division, affording trains

from that line a direct entrance into the yard without coming

into the city. At the present time the handling of this north-

ern traffic is very inconvenient, for a train from the north

coming into Pacific Junction has to go west to Mannheim.

The engine and waycar must be returned to Galewood, while
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the train is dassilioci at Maiinliciiu, heiiig broiij-lit back into the
city by transfer cnt-incs, the result being a back liaiil.

The yard is designed as a luimp or gravity yard and is un-
usual in that 44 tracks will lead from one hump, this being one
of the largest, if not the largest, yards in that respect in the
country. The receiving yard at the west end consists of 16
tracks, averaging 3,600 ft. in length, with a total capacity of
1,360 cars. Entrance from the west is from a third track
which connects with the main tracks at Bensenville, about a
mile west. A highway crosses this yard at grade near the
center, negotiations to move it having not yet been completed.
The tracks are built at 13-ft. centers, with the first track 20 ft.

from the nearest main line. The grade of the receiving yard
is the same as that of the adjacent main tracks. A transverse
grade of one-tenth ft. per track sloping away from the main line

was introduced to provide for drainage.

At the east end of the receiving yard the Desplaines Valley
Railway, the double-track outer belt line which the Chicago
& Northwestern is now building, crosses overhead on a pile

structure which will later be replaced by a permanent struc-

ture with two openings of 100 ft. and 59 ft. at the tracks and
22-ft. clearance above top of rail. As the Northwestern began
its improvements lirst, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul h.id

to adjust its yard grades to this crossing, limiting the begin-
ning of the approach grade over the hump to this point. This
caused some difficulty in working out the plans. The profile

over the hump is shown in Fig. 2, the maximum fill being 17
ft. The approach grade from the receiving yard starting from
the under crossing of the Chicago & Northwestern is 1 per cent,
while that on the other side starts with 30 ft. of 3 per cent., then
105 ft. of .076 per cent., across the scales, followed by a 3 per
cent, grade to beyond the first switches on the ladders, after

which a 1 per cent, grade extends to the end of the ladders.
From this point the grade corresponds with that of the main
line, being practically level. In the two months' operation of
the yard early in the winter no difficulty was found in handling
the cars over the hump, except that for a short time during the
construction of the scales, when the cars were run over the
south track and tlirough the cross-over, they would occasion-
ally stick on the cross -over. An extra pair of switch points
was inserted just above the scale to take care of the creep-
ing of the track and prevent any strain on the scales. A
set of 100-ton automatic scales was installed on a concrete base,
which in turn, was supported on a foundation of creosoted piles.

Electric lights on high poles have been placed along the ladders
and a high semaphore has been put at the top of the hump to
give signals to the engineer of the hump engine. In riding cars
over the hump the rule is to stop each car in the yard a few
feet before reaching the next car. Before returning to the
hump the rider opens the coupler pocket, and at night he ad-
vances the light to the end of the string of cars he rode down.
In this way the heavy damage to the cars as well as
injury to the employees so common in gravity yards is largely
eliminated.

The classification yard consists of 44 tracks leading from
the one hump, of which 34 are for general classification pur-
poses and 10 for sorting and storage of grain. It has a capac-
ity of 3,100 cars, of which a capacity of 500 cars is on the
grain tracks. In addition, two running tracks from the receiv-
ing yard extend around the yard on the south, while another
mam track starts from this same yard, making in all four
main tracks to the city, affording engines a direct outlet for
the Galewood terminal after leaving their trains here. The
34 classification tracks lead from two ladders, handling 17
tracks each, with a track between the two groups, upon which
a trolley car or engine runs back and forth, returning the
riders to the hump. This track runs directly into the main
hump track and also connects with the second track on the
hump, through a cross-over, so that the trolley can bring the
men directly to the top if the switching is being delayed for

riders. During the early winter a small locomotive was used on
this track, but a gasoline car will be substituted as soon as the
yard is completed. A line of double slip switches extends en-
tirely across the north group of 17 tracks to a connection with
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the south main track, dividing this yard into two yards with

tracks averaging 2,700 ft. in length. All grain will be placed on

the 10 grain storage tracks awaiting shipping instructions.

Cross-overs connecting with tracks running around the hump
enables strings of cars to be put over the hump again readily

when these shipping instructions are received. All tracks in

the sorting yard are built to 13-ft. centers, with the first track

33 ft. from the adjacent main track. Along the ladders 20-ft.

•centers are used except in one case where the trolley track is

built 15 ft. from the adjacent ladder on the north. The tracks

are built level transversely, drainage being provided by inlets

into a double 3j/2-ft. by 14-ft. concrete box built under the yard

near the foot of the grade from the hump. Manholes were built

into the top of the box at irregular intervals, and between every

third track, and 8-in. vitrified sewers lead into the box on both

sides, concrete basins surrounding the top of the sewers being

built about one foot below ground level and the basins then

being filled to the level of the top of the tie with gravel.

An agreement was made to vacate a highway crossing the

classification yard near the west end, and a new road was

opened crossing the tracks at the hump, the two elevated tracks

being carried over the highway on a reinforced concrete struc-

ture of three spans, the roadway span being 20 ft. with two

side spans of 13 ft. each. The elevation of the hump was suffi-

cient to provide the required head room with no depression of

the highway. The bridge is 40 ft. wide and carries two tracks

at 20-ft. centers, with space for a walk for the switchmen on

each side. This width of roadway, together with the slopes

of the embankment, necessitated abutments 91 ft. long, which

were divided into four sections by expansion joints. The piers

are of reinforced concrete 2 ft. thick, with stepped footings, the

upper step serving also as a hub guard for the protection of

the neatwork. The superstructure of the bridge was of slab

construction, four slabs of 10 ft. width being required for each

span, and all being built in place. The parapets of the slabs

were built considerably higher than was necessary to maintain

a standard depth of ballast in order to provide for a possible

future variation in the grade of the hump tracks.

Temporary facilities are provided at the east end of the yard

for the coaling and housing of switch engines only, all road en-

gines going to Galewood. A four-stall frame engine house has

been built, together with two 22-ft. clinker pits and an air hoist

coaling platform. Three tracks have been provided for a re-

pair yard, where light car repairs can be made. A 6-in. well is

now being driven to provide water for engme use. A 70,000-

gal. wooden tank will be erected and two cranes installed at

the east end of the yard.

Practically the entire yard was built on a fill ranging up to

6 ft. in heieht. but averaging about 3 ft. Over 500,000 vards

of material were required in the filling, this material being

brought by train from a large gravel pit near Spaulding, about

20 miles west. Owing to a scarcity of equipment during the

early part of the work, flat cars were used, and the unloading

was done largely by hand, but as soon as the equipment could

be diverted from other construction work, Haskell & Barker

cars and Lidgerwood unloaders were used. Every alternate

track was laid on the ground and raised to grade, the spaces

between being filled by spreading from these tracks. All lad-

ders and turn-outs are laid with 85-lb. rail. No. 10 frogs being

used. About half the yard tracks were laid with second-hand

85-lh. rail. The rest is mainly 75-lb. rail, a little 66-lb. rail be-

ing used. Creosoted ties were largely used, tieplates being

placed on all switch ties and on all soft ties on curves. Two
additional main tracks for freight service were built from Gale-

wood to Mannheim, and one from Mannheim to Bensenville.

atmesmKiiEma^m^^smBKK
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Fig. 3—Section of Bridge Under Hump.

On these tracks new 90-lb. and 100-lb. rails are used on hard-

wood ties.

While but 28 tracks were completed in the classification

yard last fall, the yard was put in service and operated for

about two months to handle the heavy business. When the

traffic fell ofif so that the Galewood yard could handle it, oper-

ation was stopped until the yard could be completed this spring.

This work was done under the direction of D. J. Whitte-

more, consulting engineer ; C. F. Loweth, chief engineer, and

W. L. Webb, district engineer, to whom we are indebted for

the foregoing information.

The first sod of the Hodeisa-Sanaa Railway, Arabia, was cut

on March 2 by Gen. Izzet Pasha in the presence of several high

officials, the foreign consuls, Arab and European residents, and

an assemblage of prominent Arab sheikhs and .seyds from the

neighboring districts. The new railway will form an outlet for

Mocha coffee and the hides and skins of the Sanaa region, and

may be expected to stimulate both the export of these products

and the import of foreign goods.
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THE LARGEST LOCOMOTIVE. NEW RAILWAY LAWS IN MAINE.

'llic largest locomotive in tlic world, converted from two

decapods by the Atchison, 'lopeka & Santa l""c, as mentioned in

the Kailway Age Gazette of March 31, page 801, is shown in the

accompanying ilinst rations.

It is a Mallet, with the 2-10-10-2 wheel arrangement, and was

rebuilt at the Topeka shops of the Santa Fe. The boiler is of the

rigid separable type and is equipped with the Jacobs-Shupert

firebox, arranged for burning oil, a feed-water heater, super-

heater and reheater. The total heating surface of 8,406 sq. ft., is

proportioned as follows : The evaporating or steam generating

surface has 3,920 sq. ft. ; the superheater, 580 sq. ft. ; the reheater,

1,307 sq. ft., and the feed-water heater, 2,659 sq. ft. The high

pressure cylinders are 28 in. x 32 in., and the low pressure 38 in.

X 32 in. With a working boiler pressure of 225 lbs. the loco-

motive will develop 110,000 lbs. tractive effort, which is 1,700

lbs. greater than the 2-8-8-2 Mallet built for the Santa Fe by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works in the latter part of 1909. The

The Maine legislature, which adjourned on March 31, passed

a considerable amount of railway legislation, but the most im-

portant events of that kind were the omissions, the bills re-

jected; notably the propo.sed law for a public utilities commis-
sion to take the work of the present railway commission and
have supervisory authority over other forms of public service

corporations. Among other measures that failed were several

labor bills, including further restrictions on the trustee process

and the repeal of the feilow-sorvant, contributory- negligence

and assumption-of-risk doctrines. Still other defeated measures-

include the proposition to tax railways on a valuation basis»

to make preferred stock of the Boston Holding Company a legal

investment for Maine savings banks, and a bill for a state in-

come tax.

The laws enacted included tlic foiiowing:

For a commission to investigate the question of savings bank

investments.

Mallet Locomotive Converted from Two Decapods; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

n
3 O

-Firebox, 12-
6"

SuperheaKr— B-O'—

.

n n n q-tttt
-r l2l'-7

Dimensions of Converted Mallet; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

total weight of the engine is 500,000 lbs., of which 440,000 lbs.

is on the drivers. The total length of engine and tender is

121 ft. 7 in., and the rigid wheel base of the locomotive is 19 ft.

9 in. The tender weighs approximately 250,000 lbs. It has two

six-wheel trucks, a water capacity of 12,000 gals., and an oil

capacity of 4,000 gals. The tender is not exceptionally high and

is curved at the back. The latter feature is to reduce the wind

resistance and the former to allow the engineer to look over

the tender, for the engine is so long that it is necessary to run

it backward to permit the engineer to have the necessary view

of the track. Three of these locomotives have been rebuilt at

the Topeka shops, and are in service on the mountain grades

in Arizona.

The Chilean government has 1,491 miles of railway under con-

struction at an estimated cost of $74,933,300. The work already

done on these lines has cost $24,645,790. In addition to the

foregoing, there are 694 miles of railway under consideration.

When these lines are completed the government will control

about 3,600 miles of railway. Parties desiring to get in touch

with this work should correspond with the Director General de

Industrias y Obras Publicas, Santiago, Chile.

Favoring a federal constitutional amendment for an income

tax.

For the state to maintain a fire patrol along the railways in'

unorganized townships during times of drought, the cost tO'

be collected from the railways.

To require granting of licenses by fish and game commission

before live fish or game may be transported from the state, and

another law for tightening of the similar restrictions on dead

fish and game, and limiting the amount.

For compulsory weekly payment of wages.

To make a holiday of Columbus day, October 12.

To forbid removing packing or waste from locomotive or

car journal boxes; penalty $500 fine or three years imprisonment,

or both.

To allow free transportation of policemen and firemen.

To authorize street railway locations on private lands when

"it appears that the public service of said corporation would

thereby be better performed," an act granted for the benefit of

electric railways which wish to handle freight.

To require shop accidents to be reported to the state labor

commissioner.
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To authorize courts to appoint directors of corporations when
election at a stockholders' meeting fails.

For slight increases in the excise taxes on railway, express

and telegraph companies.

To add breaking the seal of a car to the list of ofifenses

included in malicious mischief.

To provide for decreasing stock of corporations by first can-

ceiling unissued stock.

To add secretary and assistant treasurer to list of officers au-

thorized to issue stock certificates.

To make it a misdemeanor to fail to pay fare to a common
carrier of passengers, even if the fare is not demanded.

A more stringent fire escape law, so drawn that it applies to

offices in the second story of a building.

To provide that a real-estate agent's contract for sales of

property shall be void after one year, the law being so drawn

that it would include bargains for rights of way or yard or sta-

tion room.

To authorize one member of the railway commission to make
physical examinations of railways.

To exempt mortgages from taxation except a recording tax.

To regulate transportation of corpses of persons who died of

infectious diseases.

For advertisement of corporations delinquent in payment of

annual franchise taxes.

To require foreign corporations to pay an annual license fee

for doing business in Maine.

The Bangor & Aroostook was granted the right of eminent

domain for the proposed 157-mile extension through the woods
from West Seboois via Nahmakanta, Chesuncook dam. Chamber-

lain lake, Pokumkeswawgamokesis lake and the east bank of the

Allegash river to St. Francis.

A charter was refused for a bridge to allow Canadian rail-

ways to enter the town of Van Buren.

A charter was granted the Eastern Maine Railroad to build a

nearly direct line from Brewer via Bancroft to Houlton, thus

invading Bangor & Aroostook territory. At the committee hear-

ing it was asserted that this would violate Bangor & Aroostook

prescriptive rights, and the answer was that that was a question

for the courts.

Charter rights were granted the Aroostook Valley Railroad,

an electric line, for the acquirement of the Presque Isle branch

of the Canadian Pacific and electrifying the same; for building

an extension from Washburn via Woodland to New Sweden,

and another extension from Woodland to Caribou; also for an

extension from Washburn to the west line of the state adjoin-

ing L'Islet county, P. Q., which would give a short line from

Quebec to the salt water at St. John, N. B. These were op-

posed by the Bangor & Aroostook.

The name of Portland Union Station Company was changed

to Portland Terminal Company, and rights confirmed, includmg

equal ownership by the Boston & Mame and Maine Central.

Eminent domain powers were granted for enlargement of yard

and for land for erection of shops, and also right of electri-

fication.

The Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington (narrow-gage) was
granted the right to abandon its line between Weeks' Mills and

Winslow, where it has electric competition, and an alternative

bill was passed for reviving the charter of Waterville & Wins-
low Bridge Company, to build a bridge by which the W. W.
& F. may enter Waterville.

A charter was granted to the Lubec, East Machias & Machias,

and similar charters to the Farmington & Augusta and Knox
County Central (from Friendship via Union to Belfast), all of

which charters allow option of steam or electric power.

Authority was granted to the Maine Central Railroad for ab-

sorption of its subsidiary roads, the Washington County, the

Sebasticook & Moosehead and the Somerset. An attempt was
made to couple with this a provision for a compulsory perpetual

two-cent passenger fare, but it was defeated. Charter rights were

renewed for the Rangeley Lakes & Megantic, a Maine Central

subsidiary which proposes to build from Oquossoc, Me., to

Megantic, P. Q.

Charter renewals were granted three companies which pro-

pose to use either steam or electric power—Ocean & Northern
to build from Gouldsboro, Lincoln County to build from Wis-
casset or Damariscotta to Boothbay Harbor, and Winter Har-
bor & Eastern, and Penobscot Bay to build from Castine.

Charter renewal was granted the Bethel & Rumford Street

Railway Company, and to a large number of other electric

railway companies.

ELECTRIC VS. STEAM LOCOMOTIVES ON THE NEW
HAVEN.*

BY WILLIAM S. MURRAY.!

The religion of this article is to preach the doctrine of universal

use of single-phase current on trunk line roads inclusive of sub-

urban and terminal territory, as applied to freight and pas-

senger operation, and I oflfer for consideration the standardiza-

tion of 11,000 volts on the contact wire and a system frequency

of 25 cycles. The 11,000 volts on the contact wire is advocated

for application on railway right-of-way which may be adjacent

to foreign road territory to permit of one company's equipment
operating on the right-of-way of another. This voltage is recom-
mended as a minimum potential ; it being recognized that there

is no objection to a higher voltage on other lines individual to

themselves where transmission economy can be obtained by the

use of the higher voltage.

Recommending 25 cycles as standard for single-phase elec-

trification is not so much based on the successful use of this

frequency on the New Haven road as on my belief that the

future will undoubtedly see single-phase locomotive induction

motors and probably single-phase current received at the ter-

minals of the locomotive and transformed into direct current

without the use of any rotating element within the locomotive.

If 15 cycles, as some have been prone to recommend of late

years, be elected as a standard frequency, it would handicap, if

not eliminate, the oportunity of obtaining one of these two highly

desirable alternatives entirely within reach by the use of 25 cycles.

The whole problem of electrification, if viewed from the point

of whether it is to pay, settles down to how much it costs to

produce the necessary tractive eflfort required m the passenger

express locomotive, the passenger local locomotive, the freight

road engine, and the freight switch engine, together with such

other costs incident to the electrical system. The writer, during

the past four years, has had the opportunity of studying these

four classes of steam locomotives. The electrical man must

realize that to make his electrification pay he must be able to

reproduce the four classes of steam tractive efforts by electricity,

with a total investment, the interest on which must be carried by

the economies to be effected over steam operation. Numerous
steam locomotive tests were made between New Haven, Conn.,

and New York for the purpose of obtaining data as the power

required. Incidentally it was shown that it takes 0.169 lbs. of

coal, 0.194 lbs. of coal and 0.335 lbs. of coal to produce a ton-

mile in freight, express passenger and express local passenger

service respectively.

The data obtained which were most interesting to the writer

were the indication of the size of locomotive required to accom-

plish express and local schedule between New Haven and New
York. The horse-power per ton of train movement immediately

afforded a check on the capacity of the engine required, show-

ing the normal size of unit to be elected, which, under an arrange-

ment of multiple unit control, permitted the proper amount of

engine power to apply to trains of varying weight; the other

data most interesting and important to the writer was the water

* Abstract of a paper read before the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers at Toronto, Can., April 9, 1911.

t Electrical engineer of the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
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consumption, giving a close check on the relative energy rcqnire-

nients between express and local service. This analysis of tlie

steam engine under operation for trunk line conditions incident

to the New Haven, caused us to choose for our passenger unit a

locomotive, the normal capacity of which was 1,(XX) h. p. at the

rim of the locomotive wheels, and this size in practice has borne

out our estimate of the capacity required.

Studying the freight engine requirements of a trunk line, from

a steam locomotive point of view, I had a series of tests made

on typical freight engines, the runs being over a distance of 55J/2

miles, and in this case trains varying in weights between 720

and 1,500 tons, including weight of engine, were used. The

figures obtained show that the average evaporation of water

per pound of coal is 6.9; that the average indicated horsepower

varied from 655 minimum to 892 maximum and the average

speed varied from 23.5 miles per hour minimum to 31.5 miles

per hour maximum.
The electrical locomotive which we have designed to handle

our general class of freight service, or what could be correctly

called our electric freight road engine, has a normal horse-

power rating of approximately 1,400 h. p. This capacity

provides a margin above the requirements indicated by the tests.

The excess capacity, however, is highly desirable in virtue of

its affording the electric locomotive an opportunity to operate

heavier trains and at a higher schedule speed than the steam

1 3 6 7 9 11 13 lo 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31

Train Minute Delays, December 1908-1909.

locomotive it replaces. A series of tests were made on electric

freight locomotive 071 operating between Stamford, Conn., and

New Rochelle, N. Y., hauling a dead steam locomotive vi'ith 37

freight cars and a caboose, the total weight of the train being

1,438 tons. The average speed over a distance of 1,675 miles

was 36.5 miles per hour, the average kilowatt input being 1,487

k. w.. with an average rim horse-power at the drivers of 1,650

h. p. ; notwithstanding the locomotive was dragging a dead

engine throughout this run, it accomplished the work at an

average energy rate of 25.9 watt-hours per ton-mile. Not unin-

teresting is the flexibility ofifered by the electric over a steam

locomotive, in noting that its limitation of service is not abso-

lutely confined to one class.

By far the most interesting investigation of the four types of

steam engines employed in trunk line service was that of the

steam switching locomotive. In the many yards of the New
Haven lines none afforded a better opportunity to study this

type of engine than at Harlem River, where the duty imposed

on the switching locomotive, beside that of classification, in-

cluded also float work, calling into account the necessity of

heavy drafts of power and sustained for periods longer than

usual to other switching yards ; but even with this additional

duty to perform, the relatively small amount of energy required

for this work was a great surprise. From April 8 to April 29,

1910, careful observations for twelve days of switching move-

ments were made on our switch engine 2,392, nine days of which

were in tlic ilarlcm J\ivcr yard and three in the Oak Point

yard.

Careful measurements of coal weights were made, in order to

secure the resulting rate of evaporation which was noted to

approximate seven pounds of water per pound of coal. As an

interesting record of the practical method of coaling a switch-

ing locomotive for an eight-hour shift, the words of the engineer

are quoted in his report with reference to these tests : "About a

half-hour before going to work each morning the tank was
loaded with 8,000 lbs. of hard coal. The engine was then taken

to the pit and the fire cleaned, and a new fire of coal built. To
build this first fire required about 2,500 lbs. of coal, and the

engine worked on it for about three hours. At the end of three

hours the grates were shaken and the fire dressed and built up

with about 1,500 lbs. more coal. This second fire lasted about

two hours, and at the end of that time the grates were again

shaked, fire dressed and the third and last fire built. This re-
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Relation of Engine Mileage to Failure.

quired about 1,500 lbs. and lasted until the finish of the eight

hours' work. After the day's work was completed the engine

was taken to the house and enough coal left in the tank to keep

the fire until the next morning when the engine went to the pit

to have fire cleaned and built up for the day's work."

It would be to go ahead of our story to speak of an electric

switcher here, but does not the above described operation sug-

gest it? Again, space does not oflfer the opportunity to discuss

the hourly movement of the engine in the yard. One brief

paragraph from the testing engineer's report will suffice

:

"When not pulling and loading floats the engine was employed

making up trains to load floats, and doing other miscellaneous

work." Not uninteresting, too, is the closing paragraph of his

report, which is as follows : "On following the work of engines,

one is forced to the conclusion that the ratio of weight to

tractive effort is too low. This may be due to poor trackage,

road-bed, etc., but even with sanded rails and all other condi-

tions available the engines are inclined to slip, thus losing time

in accelerating. This is a bad fault in a switching locomotive,
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and especially bad in such yards as Harlem River and Oak

Point, for since the speed is limited and the coupling, uncoup-

ling, connecting air, etc., can be only done so rapidly, the only

method of increasing the amount of work done is to increase

the accelerating power of the engine used." There is, of course,

this much to be taken into consideration—that the more con-

stant torque of an electric locomotive accelerating a drawbar

pull would have less tendency to slip than a steam locomotive

•accelerating that same pull.

It was shown that the average horse-power during the time

the throttle was open was approximately 313; but it was noted

that the engine was developing power for only 36.7 per cent,

of the time, and thus the average energy developed during the

hour was approximately 115 h. p. The reduction of the energy

developed by a switching engine to an average of 115 h. p. has

been something of a revelation to the writer, and the two most

important things it suggests are : That in switching, yard speeds

can be greatly increased by the use of an electric switcher of

very much less engine capacity than that used in the steam

switcher. On account of the low average rate of energy re-

quired for their operation, a central power station will deliver

Tabular Summation of Train Delays.

at far higher efficiency the power necessary to the electric

switching engine, than that obtained from the power plant in-

dividual to the steam switching engine itself. Immediate ap-

plication of this statement is seen in the ratio of the pounds of

coal burned to the number of horse-power-hours developed,

which is seen to be 6.4. Increasing this by the coal burned

during the idle hours of the engine, this ratio approximates 8.

It has been demonstrated that the ratio between the coal burned

for operating passenger trains by electric, rather than steam

locomotives, is 1 to 2. In the case of switching engines this

rate is much greater, a figure of 1 to 3 being conservative.

In the paper entitled The Log of the New Haven Electrifi-

cation, presented before the A. I. E. E., by the writer in Decem-

ber, 1908, there was given a table of train minute delays with

their causes and a set of graphical charts supplementing them,

which gave a fair idea of the general character of the service

resulting in the early days of operation shortly after the con-

struction had been sufficiently advanced to permit a trial of

full operation between Stamford and New York City. For

comparison a table and chart for the month of December, 1908

and 1909, is shown herewith. The most interesting thing to

note in this table of more recent operation is the disappearance

of delays. The total train minute delays for the six months'

consecutive operation in 1908 were 10,373 train minutes ; and
sununing up the train minute delays for the corresponding six

months' consecutive operation in 1909 we find the train minute

delays to be 2,076. Thus, the train minute delays for the six

months of 1909 were one-fifth of the train minute delays for 1908.

In the summation sheet it is interesting to note as a more
intimate acquaintance with the system's characteristics and a

Ijetter knowledge of the details that needed correction or change
were impressed upon us in the regular log of operation, the

train minute delays steadily decreased, with the exception of

one month (October, 1908,) in which, as brought out in the

author's previous paper, there was a serious power house delay,

due to the explosion of an oil switch. The delays as shown
for the six months of the year following show the system's sta-

bility of operation, and this was anticipated by those who had
not composed its obituary in the early days of its first trial.

A comparison of the 1909 to the 1908 train minute delays is

immediately indicative of the fact that even in this short time

the disturbing factors of the system had disclosed themselves

and had been eliminated. Eighteen months after commercial

service was inaugurated our electrical failure report shows a

record of over 15,700 miles per engine failure. Between Novem-
ber 2 and 23, 1909, 66,000 electric locomotive miles were run,

and this mileage, which is approximately eleven round-trips

from New York to San Francisco, was accomplished with a

total of three minutes' delay.

These same eighteen months have yielded an abundance of

new information concerning the characteristics of the system,

inclusive of power house, line and locomotives. Though all of

these departments contributed their share of train delays in our

initial operation, the unlocked for troubles, which while not in

any way fundamentally attacking the principles of the system,

reflected upon it, for traffic delays are always a good factor in

the public estimate and have sometimes been misapplied as argu-

ments against the system by those who should have discrimi-

nated between the incidental and the fundamental.

An interesting relation between failures for trunk line service

of electric vs. steam operation, is shown in the accompanying

chart. As is to be noted in the lower diagram of the figure, the

power house failures in its effect on engine mileage is almost

nothing. On account of the severe handicap that has been

placed on the overhead wire by steam locomotive stack dis-

charges directly beneath it, a number of failures per 100,000 en-

gine miles are recorded. An elimination of the steam service

under the electrified wires will greatly reduce, if not entirely

eliminate, failures due to this part of the electrical system. In

the upper diagram of the figure is shown the relation of electric

engine mileage per failure vs. steam mileage. It is to be noted

in this that the electric locomotive failures are nine per 100,000

electric engine miles, while the steam, which is an average fig-

ure for all of the divisions of the New Haven, is 21. Thus, it

would seem that the electric locomotive service is 133 per cent,

better than the steam.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The plans submitted by the Southern Railway for the con-

struction of an industrial branch to the Tandil quarries have

been approved by the Argentine government.

The plans, details and descriptive report, submitted by the

Southern Railway, covering the northern section of the branch

which it will build from Olavarria to Vela, have been approved

by the Argentine government.

The president of the Argentine republic has approved the

report made on the construction of the section of the branch

line of the San Antonio Railway comprised between Corral

Chico and Maquinchao. The total cost of this branch is

estimated at $3,799,050.
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Tlu- small shops oftlic IJoston & iMaiiK-, at Saiiboriivillc, N. II.,

were destroyed by fire April 8. Loss, $50,000.

Frederick A. Delano, president of the Wabash, has been

elected president of the Commercial Club of Chicago.

The Canadian Pacific intends to start 50 new towns on its line

in western Canada this year; the Grank Trunk Pacific 24 towns;

and the Canadian Northern 96.

In the Federal court at Indianapolis the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern has been fined $225 for violations, in 1909, of

the law forbidding trainmen to be kept on duty more than

16 hours.

The legislature of New Jersey has appropriated $500,000 for

the purchase of a right-of-way, which it is proposed to present

to the federal government, for a ship canal across that state from
Bordentown to Raritan bay.

The legislature of Ohio has passed the Winters' Public Utility

Bill, enlarging the powers of the state railway commission and
giving it control over all public utilities except those which re-

ceive their franchises from city authorities.

The Vandalia Railroad during the past three years has had
no passenger killed in a train accident. The number of pas-

sengers carried was 9,800,030. The number of passengers in-

jured in train accidents during the three years was 67.

The Canadian Railway Commission, according to a press

despatch, asks the attorney general to prosecute the Canadian
Northern for operating a branch line in Manitoba before being

authorized to do so." The penalty for this offense is $200 a day.

The government has filed suit in the Federal Court at St.

Joseph, Mo., against the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific to

recover $30,000 for alleged violations of the nine-hour law

governing employees engaged in operating and despatching

trains.

Suit has been filed in the United States district court at

Guthrie, Okla., by United States Attorney Embry against the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe for violation of the hours of

service law. A total of $29,500 in penalties is demanded by

the government from the Santa Fe.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has notified its em-
ployees that they must not assign their wages or execute

powers of attorney to others to collect for them. Violation

of the rule will be sufficient cause for dismissal. Employees
must not accept assignment from other employees.

The Reading-Central of New Jersey line last week ran a

special train of 10 cars, carrying the musicians of the Metro-
politan Opera House, from Philadelphia to Jersey City, 90
miles, in 102 minutes. This is only four minutes longer than
the time of the regular four-car and five-car trains.

Local newspapers report that the Empire state express
•of the New York Central one day last week was run from
Syracuse to Bufifalo, 149 miles, in 140 minutes. Train No. 11,

the Southwestern Limited, recently traversed this distance in 137

minutes. Train No. 11 leaves Syracuse at 8.26 p. m.

The number of bills affecting railway operation which have
been introduced in the legislature of Iowa this year is 10. This
item is given by way of supplement to the tabular statement

printed in our last issue, showing bills introduced in 36 states.

With Iowa included, the total number of bills introduced in all

the states is 484.

The Chicago Engineers' Club has leased the property at 318

Federal street, Chicago, for a term of ninety-nine years. It is

stated that the three-story building now on this property is to

Tdc enlarged by the addition of four stories and that the lower
three floors will be sub-let to a restaurant company, the fourth

and fifth floors to be used for the Engineers' Club, the next

-floor for bedrooms for visiting members, and the top floor to

ie rented.

The Washington State Chapter of the American Institute

of Architects, at its meeting in Seattle Ai)ril 5, elected as an
honorary member of the chapter, Virgil G. Bogue, C. E., of

New York. Mr. Bogue has been advisor to the Municipal
Plans Commission, which has under consideration an elabo-

rate scheme for the development of Seattle, and the action of
the architects is in recognition of what he has done in con-
nection with that work.

The Brennan monorail car which was on exhibition at the

Coliseum in Chicago during the recent convention of the Amer-
ican Railway Engineering Association is to be given to Cornell

University, Ithaca, N. Y. This is in accordance with the vote of

the railway officers who visited the exhibit. Ernest Merritt, dean
of the graduate college of the university, has written to the secre-

tary of the Railway Apppliances Association, accepting the gift

and saying that it will be a welcome addition to the gyroscopic

appliances of the university.

Supplementing the recent announcement by the New York,
New Haven & Hartford, that some of its passenger trains

would be run, with New Haven engines, over parts of the
Boston & Albany, it is now announced that during the com-
ing summer the through trains between New York City and
Portland, Me., will be run by way of Springfield and over the

Boston & Albany between Springfield and Worcester, 54
miles. Whether New Haven engines and men will run over
this section of the Boston & Albany is not stated.

The Western Electric Company has sent to the Seaboard Air
Line a supply of telephone equipment for new lines aggregating
over 600 miles ; namely, Hamlet, N. C, to Wilmington ; Hamlet
to Columbia ; Hamlet to Rutherfordton ; and Jacksonville, Fal.,

to Tampa, Orlando and Venice. Orlando and Venice are on
branches and the branch lines will be connected to the office of

the despatcher at Jacksonville only when a communication is to

be sent, and the selectors on the branches will not be operated

when the despatcher calls stations on the main line. The Sea-

board Air Line was the first road in the southern states to use

telephones extensively in train despatching.

The Central Safety Committee of the Chicago & North
Western in summing up the work of the safety committees for

the nine months since the organization of the committees, which

ended April 9, reports a total of 228 persons killed on the North
Western lines, as against 275 for the same period of the previous

year, a decrease of 17 per cent. The number of persons injured

decreased 15 per cent. Of the persons killed, 75 were employees,

and in this item there is a diminution of 17 per cent. The num-
ber of passengers killed increased from 5 to 14. "Other persons"

killed decreased from 180 to 139, or 23 per cent. ; employees

injured decreased 13 per cent.; and passengers injured decreased

33 per cent. "Other persons" injured decreased from 470

to 441.

W. D. Williams, a member of the Texas railway commission,

has written a letter to Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin giving

his ideas of what the bill relating to the valuation of the rail-

ways of the United States should provide for. The bill now
provides for a "fair" valuation and Mr. Williams thinks that

term too indefinite ; that it might mean market value, commer-
cial value, reproduction value or several other things. He
hopes the bill will be changed to provide for an "investment

valuation," which would show the amount of money originally

put into the property, and as the amounts spent for betterments

and additions from time to time could be added to the first

value, the actual value could be known at all times. He thinks

this would be the real value and would afford an absolute basis

for rate-making if the Interstate Commerce Commission decided

to use it for that purpose.

On the evening of April 5, about 8 o'clock, passengers in

train No. 27 of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

were robbed of about $300 as the train was entering Muncie,

Ind. The robber suddenly appeared in the passenger car.
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intimidated the passengers with a pistol and jumped off the

train within five minutes. A passenger fired at the robber as

he got off, and the conductor of the train was shot at by the

robber. A robber boarded a passenger train on the Iron

Mountain road within the city of St. Louis on the night of

April 7 and robbed the steward of the dining-car of $40. An
express messenger was robbed on the same section of the

road on the night of February 28. An interurban electric car

was stopped by two robbers at Ivanhoe, near Los Angeles,

Cal., on the night of April 4, and its 30 passengers were robbed

of about $500. After the passengers had been robbed they

were ordered out of the car, and the motorman was compelled
to carry the robbers forward about one mile, to a point within

the city limits, where they left it and fled.

The Pennsylvania State College. State College, Pa., offers an
option in railway mechanical engineering to the fourth year stu-

dents in the mechanical engineering course which aims to pre-

pare them for the engineering and operating departments of rail-

ways. It provides considerable theory and practice in locomotive

design and operation. The college has exceptional opportu-

nities for carrying on this work, in that it has access to the Al-

toona shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which are only 60

miles from the college. The Pennsylvania testing plant and
dynamometer car have been used for tests in the past two years.

The special locomotive equipment at the college includes a loco-

motive completely fitted for tests, operating on 20 miles of track

;

Westinghouse and New York air-brake test racks ; switch and
signal apparatus, and locomotive detail drawings. Special lec-

tures have been given by F. H. Parke of the Westinghouse Air

Brake Company, by Geo. R. Henderson of the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works, and by others prominent in the railway world.

The course is under the direction of Prof. Arthur J. Wood,
who has had a broad experience in both teaching and railway en-

gineering practice. The students taking this work are required

to spend a summer vacation or its equivalent with some railway

or locomotive company.

An Exhortation to Efficiency.

Edmund Pennington, president of the Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste Marie, has issued a circular to employees asking

closer application, attention to detail, courtesy and the cultivation

of the good will of the people. The circular reads in part as

follows

:

"The constant reduction in rates and the increased cost of

labor and material have made it necessary to reduce our trans-

portation expenses as much as possible. To do this we have

made large expenditures in the last few years in reducing grades,

securing heavier and more improved power and equipping shops

with modern tools, until the limit has about been reached. The
earnest request by the railways for an increase in rates having

been denied, an effort must be made to further reduce the cost

of operating the road, and as I look at it the only thing left is

to increase the efficiency of each and every department. No
doubt considerable saving can be made by the head of each de-

partment in studying his department thoroughly to see if greater

efficiency cannot be obtained."

Smooth the Passenger's Way with a Thoughtful Suggestion.

J. M. Connell, general passenger agent of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, has sent to all passenger employees the following

letter on courteous treatment of the public

:

"Let none of us seek opportunity tc humiliate a passenger

through an assumption of superior knowledge or an exacting or

sarcastic attitude ; as for illustration : A passenger rushes up to

the window and demands to know the time of the next train

west. Don't draw his attention to the vast area located to the

westward, and point out the impossibility of your anticipating

to what particular point he is destined ; or, being technically in-

I

clined, give him the time of departure of the next train west,

regardless of conditions whether it is a local train or a limited.

This attitude is not clever.

"Place yourself in the passenger's position ; realize that the

j
apparent thoughtlessness of his question is not intended to annoy

1 you, or to give you an opportunity to enjoy your humor at his

1 expense. Endeavor to consider his questions intelligently, and
' appreciate their true import. Answer him courteously and

patiently. Perhaps your hurried passenger is destined upon an
unpleasant or sorrowful journey; do not make his discomfort
more poignant by the unfriendly and hostile attitude, but be
glad to smooth his way a bit with a kindly word or thoughtful
suggestion.

"We often have inexperienced passengers whose journey makes
it necessary to change cars one or more times. Take pains to

show them their route, and explain what time their train leaves

the junction point, how long they will have to wait at such
point, etc.

"It is a good plan, especially in the case of aged people, to

take a timetable and mark with pencil each train the passenger is

to use, also junction point. This information, with the assist-

ance of our conductors, will give the passengers the experience
of traveling without worry. * * *

"Never allow any personal feeling toward a prospective pas-

senger or inquirer for information to enter into business, but
bear in mind that you are not acting for self individuality, but as

the representative of the company, the principal motive being to

maintain good will between the company and its patrons."

Bureau of Explosives.

The Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explosives and
Other Dangerous Articles, 24 Park Place, New York City, has
issued the annual report of chief inspector B. W. Dunn, giving

a review of the work of the bureau for the past year, and sta-

tistics for the past three years. The membership of the bureau
now includes 194 railways, 11 steamship lines and two express

companies. The total number of inspections made by the bureau
in the year ending December 31 was 18,615, made up as follows

:

Inspections of stations, 15,986; of factories, 315; of magazines,

1,528; of steamship piers, 139, and of cars in transit, 647. The
most significant item in the statistical table, that showing the

total number of boxes of high explosives condemned as unsafe

for transportation, remains large ; 10,902 this year and 10,029

in the preceding year. One thousand two hundred and ninety-

one kegs of black powder were condemned (1,468 kegs in the

year preceding). The total number of persons killed by ex-

plosions in transit has been as follows: In 1907, 52; 1908, 26;

1909, 6; 1910, 1.

Colonel Dunn says that practically all storage magazines have

now been discovered and have been brought under the super-

vision of the bureau, so that he expects to see a decrease in the

number of defective packages offered for transportation. Much
work has been done during the past year in improving the regu-

lations for the transportation of inflammable articles and acids.

There is much difficulty in this work because of loose practice

in describing shipments. It is hoped to get the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to approve strict rules for the description of

dangerous articles, and if such a rule is thus approved, it will

have the force of law.

Colonel Dunn recommends the use of metal barrels for the

transportation of gasolene, benzine and naphtha and metal cans

for inflammable liquids. He finds that many breakages of car-

boys are due to the poor quality of the glass of which they are

made.
After making extensive inquiries covering many countries,

Colonel Dunn has prepared a schedule of minimum distances

which should be maintained between magazines used to store

explosives, and inhabited buildings or public railways. For ex-

ample, a magazine containing 1,500 pounds of explosives should

be not less than 600 ft. from inhabited buildings, or 360 ft.

from a railway ; but these distances are for cases where there

is either a natural or an artificial barrier between the magazine

and the house or railway. If there is no barrier the distances

should be at least doubled. Many magazines are improperly lo-

cated, and where the owner does not willingly remove them,

application should be made to the courts to declare the maga-

zine a nuisance.

The bureau is slowly getting into touch with the express

business, where it is found there is much need for improvement.

Regulations were issued by the express companies last summer,

but they have not been well carried out.

Rough treatment of cars containing explosives is declared to

be the most serious menace to safe transportation at the present

time. Trainmen see that rough handling does not produce any

visible injury to cars and so they do not reform their practice.
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Disaster is certain to ensue if trainmen are not made more care-

ful. A single explosion would quickly reverse the favorable
records of tiie past two years. If no other means arc successful,

careless trainmen ouRht to he pro.secuted criminally under sec-

tion 235 of the act of March 4, 1909. Notes arc given of seven
serious cases of rough treatment of explosives in cars during
the past year. Several shippers iiave been prosecuted criminally

during the past year for clandestinely transporting explosives on
passenger trains. Colonel Dunn and his assistants have con-
tinued to give lectures to railway employees throughout the

country, and he has issued an illustrated pamphlet, showing
how to load explosives properly. This pamphlet costs 20 cents

a copy; 15 cents each for 100 copies; 10 cents each for 1,000

copies; 5 cents each for more than 1,000. The report has
120 pages of appendices, containing instructions for loading,

geographical information, etc.

New Railways in Texas.

Reports made to the engineering department of the state Rail-

road Commission of Texas show that there is a large amount
of railway construction in progress in Texas at this time, and
the prospects are favorable for starting work on a number of

new lines within the next few months. It is said that the fail-

ure of the legislature at its recent session to enact any law hos-
tile to railway and other corporation interests has created a

favorable impression in financial circles, and that this improved
condition is reflected in the increased activity in railway con-
struction. Several of the larger railways are making important
extensions, of which a correspondent sends us the following
summary

:

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe inaugurated a vigorous
construction campaign in Texas more than two years ago and
is still keeping up the work with no indications of an early

cessation. In addition to the 310-mile cut-ofif between Coleman,
Te^as, and Texico, branch lines are being built which include

the following : From Lonieta west to Eden, about 100 miles,

along the rich valleys of the San Saba river and Brady
creek ; from San Angelo, northwest to Sterling City, 40 miles,

following the valley of the Concho river; from Plainview,

south to Post City, about 100 miles, through a productive part

of the western Panhandle; from a point on the Plainview-Post
City line, southwest to La Mesa, 55 miles ; from Plainview, east

to Floydada, about 30 miles. More than one-half of the Cole-
man-Texico cut-off line is now finished and in operation. The
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe interests are also back of the

Port Bolivar Iron Ore Railroad which is buildmg a 30-mile line

from Longview to the iron ore fields in Cass county, in north-

eastern Texas.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient is pushing construction

work on the main line and the Del Rio branch in Texas. Grad-
ing and track laying forces are at work between San Angelo
and Fort Stockton, and between El Dorado and Del Rio. The
company expects to finish more than 200 miles of new track dur-

ing the present year.

The Texas Central, which is now owned by the Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas, is preparing to begin the construction of important
extensions. It recently amended its charter to provide for ex-

tending the new branch, that was recently finished to Cross
Plains west to Nolan, 100 miles. The main line of the Texas
Central will be extended from Rotan west to Roswell, N. M.,

about 300 miles. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas will also ob-

tain a southeastern outlet by connecting up its isolated line that

now runs between Trinity and Colmesneil, 67 miles, in eastern

Texas, with its main line and the Houston & Texas Central at

Waco, and by building an extension of about 75 miles from
Colmesneil southeast to Beaumont. From Trinity to Waco is

about 150 miles. All of these construction plans have been defi-

nitely decided upon and the work will be started during the

present year.

The Southern Pacific is preparing to carry out considerable new
construction in Texas during the year. It has already made pub-

lic its plans for constructing a cut-olT of about 50 miles between

Giddings and Stone City in the central part of the state. It is

reported that it will extend the Llano branch of the Houston
& Texas Central from Llano west to Menardville, about 75

miles.

The St. Louis & San Francisco recently finished work oil a

branch from Brady to Menardville, about 50 miles, and this
line, is said will be continued south to a connection with the
Southern Pacific, the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient and the
National Railways of Mexico at Del Rio, about 175 miles. It

will give the St. Louis & San Francisco a new outlet to' Mexico
and establish a new north and south line in Texas. It is re-
ported that the work of constructing the long contemplated ex-
tension of the Fort Worth & Rio Grande division of the St.

Louis & San Francisco from Brady to San Antonio, about 175
miles, will be started during the present year. The construction
of the proposed extension of the Quanah, Acme & Pacific from
Paducah southwest to El Paso, over 400 miles, will be resumed
during the present year if the plans that are now being made do
not nnscarry. This road is a St. Louis & San Francisco project.

The St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, which belongs to the
same interests will be extended up the valley of the Rio Grande
from Sam Fordyce to Roma, 43 miles.

Several of the smaller independent companies are now con-
structing extensions or have such work in view. The Crystal

City & Uvalde is to be extended east from Gardendale to Bee-
ville, more than 100 miles.

An extension of the Asherton & Gulf from Asherton northwest
to Eagle Pass, about 50 miles is contemplated. The route of this

extension is through a former ranch territory in south Texas
that is rapidly being converted into farms.

The Paris & Mt. Pleasant is extending its line from Bogata
southeast to Mt. Pleasant, about 30 miles, in northeastern Texas.
This road is now finished from Paris to Bogata.

An independent construction company is being organized to

build a railway between San Antonio and Brownsville, about

275 miles. Stock to the amount of $500,000 has been subscribed

to the proposed company by people of San Antonio, and ar-

rangements for constructing the proposed road are being per-

fected as rapidly as possible. George W. West, a wealthy ranch-

man of San Antonio, is at the head of the project.

The St. Louis Southwestern is constructing an extension of

the line that runs from Waco to Gatesville, from the latter place

to Comanche, about 75 miles. This line is already finished to

Hamilton, about one-half the distance.

Many railway projects, involving the construction of several

thousand miles of new track in Texas, are still on paper.

Freight in Small Packages.

The tendency of British railways to compete in facilities and

quality of service is as marked in the goods as in the passenger

service. Its greatest development, perhaps, has been its free

cartage system, by which merchandise (with certain exceptions

in coarse or so-called dead freight) is taken from the door of

the shipper's warehouse or shop, moved to destination and de-

livered to the door of the consignee with despatch equal to that

of our own companies. On five railways the aggregate number
of horses in this service is close to 18,000, with a corresponding

number of drays and vans, and a smaller number of automo-

biles and steam lurries.

The records of two important goods stations in London
showed for an average day that 12 per cent, of shipments

weighed 38 lbs. or less, 46 per cent, less than 100 lbs., and 88

per cent, less than 450 lbs. Only 12 per cent, averaged over 450

lbs. J. A. Droege reports a similar count taken at Camden
Station, London, which indicated that 90 per cent, of the ship-

ments weighed less than 560 lbs., and to the English statistics he

has added similar figures for Providence. These with the same

information for an important freight station in Boston show for

one average day's business the following (excluding goods

loaded or unloaded at team tracks) :

Broad
Street, Provi-

Item. London. dence. Boston.
Consignments 985 1 ,622 2,325

Packages 4,427 12,831 17,085

Total weight, tons of 2,000 lbs 123 821 833

Average weight per shipment (lbs.).... 250 1,013 715

Average weight per package (lbs.) 62 128 98

From these figures it is evident that the average British ship-

ment weighs about one-quarter or one-third that of the average

shipment handled through the freight houses of Providence

and Boston. The average weight per package appears to be

about one-half.

—

IV. J. Cunningham^ before Nezv England Rail-

road Club.
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Telephones on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The use of the telegraph has been entirely done away with

in the way station towers of the Middle Division of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, which extends from Harrisburg to Altoona,

132 miles, and only through messages between division points

are now sent by telegraph. Telephone equipment is now in

successful operation also over the Philadelphia Division, from

Philadelphia to Harrisburg. The telephone is now being used

for despatching, for messages and for block signaling.

Between Harrisburg and Philadelphia standard time is now
sent out over the telephone wires. The system in use is one de-

veloped by the Western Electric Company, which has supplied

the telephone equipment of these two divisions. It consists

essentially of the installation at each way station of 1,000-ohm

ringers, in series with the selector, and a transformer at the

despatcher's office. The transformer is arranged so that the

telegraph relay which receives the time from the observatory

makes and breaks the primary. This causes alternating kicks

to be generated in the secondary, which operates all the time

bells, reproducing the taps which were formerly given by the

telegraph sounder.

In block towers interrupters are used for signaling on all the

radiating lines which require code ringing. These interrupters

are operated by push buttons, which close the local battery and
send alternating current on the lines. The Pennsylvania was
the first to use this type of interrupter. By its use the operators

save both time and energy in ringing on the lines.

In the Harrisburg telephone office of the Pennsylvania there is

a central battery, multiple switchboard of the newest type, with

four positions, and connected with the lines of the Bell Tele-

phone Company of Pennsylvania. Extensions reach all the

offices and departments in the station at Harrisburg and the

residences in that city of many of the officers and employees.

Trunk lines from this board go to Altoona and Philadelphia

and to small switchboards located at important points both east

and west on the railway's telephone system. Altoona also uses

a multiple exchange equipment. The fact that over 4,000 trunk

calls were recorded every 24 hours recently led to an order for

the equipment of additional trunk facilities for this exchange.

The telephone is used in Altoona for calling trainmen. This is

a task which formerly occasioned the employment of many mes-
senger boys. Today each engineman, conductor, etc., has a tele-

phone in his home, connected to the central in the railway office.

Each way station is equipped with a special switchboard of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's own design. This board
contains ten combined jacks and signals, which are equipped with

local contacts for code ringing. Two telephone sets are placed

in each way station tower, one mounted on a special transmitter

arm, the other an emergency desk stand telephone with head
receiver.

Organization of a Railway Division.

Rates over all lines are now substantially the same, and the

only way remaining to attract business is service, efficiency, cour-

teous treatment, and the qualities which any business house relies

upon in establishing a market. This is as it should be, and
these things are largely in control of the operating department,

and, therefore, I say that the operating department is a stronger

soliciting arm of the service, under present conditions, than the

traffic department, to which such functions are usually ascribed.

Needless to say, this condition emphasizes the necessity of a

complete and active spirit of co-operation and harmony between
the two departments. This feeling no doubt exists on almost

every railway in a sense, but it will have to be very- much
more intimate in the future to meet changed conditions.

In this connection, I am of the opinion that our large rail-

way systems, at least, where there is great density of traffic,

should be districted in accordance with geographical and traffic

conditions. A manager should be placed in entire charge of each

district. The officer should be solely and exclusively responsible

for everything, of any character whatsoever, which relates to the

business of his company in his territory, traffic, operation and
otherwise. His staff should consist of a chief mechanical officer,

a chief engineering officer, a superintendent of transportation,

who should be charged with the handling of the business, or
the operations of the conducting-transportation department;
also, a superintendent of traffic, who should be charged with

the details of all matters relating to what we now term the

traffic department ; a chief counsel, to advise with respect to legal

matters, and such other staff officers as a suitable representa-

tion of subordinate departments may require. The manager
should report to the general manager with respect to operating

matters, and to the freight traffic manager with respect to traffic

matters. The criticism that is at once advanced is the difficulty

in finding officers to fill the position of manager who would be

equally competent to administer the operating and commercial

features of the business. I cannot but regard this as a detail,

for the development of a system which has produced as many
brilliant minds as our American railways certainly should find

no unsurmountable obstacle in educating men to fill such a posi-

tion as I have described. The point of fundamental importance

is that there is secured the advantages of both centralization and

decentralization.

After all, the higher railway officer of the future can no

longer be exclusively a skillful traffic officer, a brilliant engineer,

or an ingenious operating man. He will have to be all of these

in a degree, though an analyst primarily. There must be a call

for men of better general education, men of studious and

scholarly habits of mind and judicial tendencies of thought. The
day of the railway officer who follows precedent merely because

it is such, and is complacent in established practice, or who
dwells within the narrow confines of the department in which

he was educated, is past.

—

H. W. Thornton, su-perintendent,

Pennsylvania Lines, New Castle, Pa., before the Railzi'ay Club

of Pittsburgh.

London to Paris Flight.

Prier, 25 years old, a Frenchman, and one of Bleriot's as-

sistants, left Hendon, England, six miles from London, on

April 12, and made a non-stop flight to Paris. He crossed the

Channel successfully in the afternoon from Dover to Calais,

flying at a height of 2,000 ft. At 5 :45 o'clock in the afternoon

it was reported from Issy les Moulineaux, five miles from Paris,

that he had landed there, making the trip of practically 290

miles without a stop.

This establishes a record distance for a non-stop flight over

water and land. The best previous record for a continuous

air trip was set by Olieslaegers at Reims last July when he

circled the course for a total of 244.44 miles.

The machine used in the record breaking flight was the

Bleriot monoplane used by Leblanc in the Matin's eastern cir-

cuit race.

British Passenger Service.

English passenger trains are favored by confining the greater

part of goods trains to night hours, thus leaving a clear line

for passenger trains during the day time, when nearly all their

passenger trains are run. Except in the case of the night boat

trains and the through trains to Scotland, there is no such de-

mand for night trains and sleeping-car lines as exists in this

country. Here, it obviously would be impracticable either to

confine passenger trains to daylight hours or freight trains to

night hours, even if it were considered advisable. All through

the English service it is evident that an effort is made to foster

the passenger service. It brings in nearly one-half of gross

revenue, and the natural result is that the passenger service

there is more highly developed than here, where freight traffic

is predominant.

In caring for the comfort of their passengers, English rail-

ways are quite generous, and this attitude is supplemented by

a noticeable degree of courtesy and helpfulness on the part of

the staff. Railway employees there are knou^i as "company ser-

vants" and they seem to realize that their function is to serve.

Among porters and men of simjlar grade, gratuities are ex-

pected and given, but custom has set the amount so low as not

to be burdensome. At the same time any service rendered or

information given is marked by a cheerfulness which is inde-

pendent of the size of the tip.

The extent and quality of the British dining-car and luncheon

facilities on trains and in stations seem to give little thought of

returns. Nearly every important train has one or more dining

cars, separate cars being provided usually for first and third-

class passengers. In the first-class diner a good table d'hote

dinner is served for sixty-three to seventy-five cents. One detail
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of operation iiiiglit be profitably copied here on certain trains.

A short time before tlic meal is to l)e served, the diiiinp-car

steward goes tiirough the train and ascertains how many pas-

sengers wish to dine. Each is assigned a time and a scat num-
ber, tlnis avoiding confusion and waiting in vestibule, as well as

enabling the dining-car stafT more accurately to anticipate the

demand to be made upon their facilities and supplies.

The station facilities generally are ample and have due regard
for the comfort of passengers. Some of them have lounging
and writing rooms, with free stationery. As a rule, the waiting
rooms and toilet rooms arc scrupulously clean, but the appear-

ance of the walls on the track side is seriously marred by adver-
tisements which arc displayed on every available inch of space.

When on a moving train and straining one's eyes to catch the

name of the station, it is exasperating to lose it in the medley
of advertising signs, Oxo, Bovril and Colman's Mustard.

—

IV. J.

Cunningham, before New England Railroad Club.

Slipping Coaches.

Before leaving the discussion of British passenger service, a

few words should be said about the practice of slipping coaches,
that is, cutting off one or more passenger cars from the rear

of the train while it is in motion, the detached portion being
allowed to coast into the station, where it is stopped by the

guard who remains with it, while the train continues at prac-

tically undiminished speed. The object is to serve the stations

where slips are made without delaying the train by a stop.

When the slipped coach or coaches are unloaded, they are taken
from the main track by a switch engine or by the branch line

train, if at a junction point. It will be apparent that the practice
entails considerable expense and trouble in avoiding the few
minutes' detention of a regular stop, but it indicates the extent
of the pressure of competition in speed. Moreover, the opera-
tion is one-sided, since no one has discovered how to attach the
car on the return trip without stopping the train. But the most
serious objection to slipping is the added risk of accident. Two
accidents have occurred, and there is always the possibility of a

broken air-hose, or some other unforeseen cause, stopping the
train suddenly just after the slip is made. Under such circum-
stances it would be difficult for the guard to control the slip

coach in time to prevent collision with the train. In a country
where governmental regulation in the matter of safety is so
strict, one wonders why the Board of Trade countenances a
practice that would not be allowed here. Something of the kind
was once practiced here, but abandoned as unsafe, as has been
also the flying switch with loaded passenger cars. It is said
that the Board of Trade frowns on any extension of slipping,
and hints that it may be abolished. Last year's time tables
show that 160 coaches are slipped daily, nearly half of them on
the Great Western Railway.

—

W. J. Cunningham, before New
England Railroad Club.

Transporting Household Goods in England.

The British solution of the problem of transporting household
goods is interesting. They have a special van, fitted with a de-
tachable body, which may be loaded at the residence and fastened
to a freight car body. The goods are, therefore, moved to

destination without reloading into the car at the freight station,

and at destination the detachable car body is transferred to a
van frame and moved to the door of the house. The number
of handlings is reduced from four to two, with a proportional

reduction in risk of damage. The same principle is applied to

the transportation of perishable commodities, such as fresh fish.—W. J. Cunningham.

American Association of Refrigeration.

The second regular annual meeting of the American Asso-
ciation of Refrigeration will be held at the La Salle Hotel,
Chicago, on May 9 and 10, 1911. Matters of great importance
to the association will be presented; among these are the

annual reports of the chairmen of the various committees
and commissions, detailing the activities of these bodies dur-
ing the past year, as well as their recommendations for fu-

ture efiforts. Reports by the official delegates to the second
international congress of refrigeration in Vienna, Austria, in

1910 and of the committee appointed to investigate the claims

and i)roi)osals of the several cities desirous of securing the
third international congress which is to convene in the United
States in 1913, will be received and acted on. It will also
devolve upon this meeting to determine what steps shall be
taken in i)reparation for the third congress, to obtain na-
tional and international recognition and co-operation for it,

and if possible to formulate a code of procedure for its con-
trol and management; as well as to create a complete Ameri-
can congress organization and subsidiary bodies. Questions
pertaining to restrictive cold storage legislation both by the
national and the various state legislatures will also be brought
up. J. F. Nickerson, Chicago, is secretary.

Railway Special Agents.

The International Association of Railway Special Agents and
Police will hold its fifteenth annual convention at Chattanooga,
Tenn., April 18-21. Following are to be the principal speakers:

Tuesday afternoon, A. J. Barthell (N. C. & St. L.) ; C. W.
Burke (Southern). Wednesday afternoon, J. M. Powell (B.

& O.) ; R. S. Mitchell (T. R. R. of St. L.) ; M. B. Earle

(Southern); George Distler (B. & O.), and J. F. Penn (G. S.

& F.). Thursday forenoon, C. C. Hodges (Southern) ; A. W.
Worthington (D. M. & N.) ; T. N. Skeen (Southern); W. A.
Humphrey (N. Y. C. & H. R.), and N. V. Tiernan (B. & O.).

On Wednesday afternoon there will be an excursion to Look-
out mountain ; on Thursday afternoon an excursion to battle-

fields around the city, and on Friday morning an all-day ex-

cursion on the Tennessee river. The president of the associa-

tion is H. H. Germain (A. T. & S. F.), and the secretary is

W. C. Pannell (Southern Railway and Chesapeake Steamship

Company), Baltimore, Md. The chairman of the committee of

arrangements at Chattanooga is F. H. Schlapbach (C. of Ga.).

National League of Transportation Clubs.

The organization of the National League of Transporta-
tion Clubs was completed at Cincinnati, Ohio, on April 3,

when the following officers were elected: President, J. V.
Zartman, Indianapolis, Ind.; first vice-president, Thomas
Conlon, Toledo, Ohio; second vice-president, Walter G. Nor-
vell, Detroit, Mich.; secretary and treasurer, Carl K. Landes,
Cincinnati.

New York Railroad Club.

At the meeting of the New York Railroad Club on April 21,

the Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, the club's only honorary member,
will make a brief address. J. P. H. Perry, of the Turner Con-
struction Company, will read a paper on Reinforced Concrete

Work for Railway Work.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

At a meeting of the electrical section of the Canadian So-

ciety of Civil Engineers, held on April 13, a paper on The
Operation, Construction, Application, and Characteristics of

Induction Motors, was read by A. M. Gray.

American Society of Engineer Draftsmen.

A meeting of the American Society of Engineer Draftsmen
will be held on April 19, in New York.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
III.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donccker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.
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American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. \V., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
Block, Cliicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9-10, 1911, Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park

Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th St., New York; next convention. May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911, New Orleans, La.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C, & E. I., Chi-

cago; May 24-26, Montreal, Can.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &

N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 13S

Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,

Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-

ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.
Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth

Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.
Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d

Thurs. in Jan., and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Waren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn,
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209

East Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
Indianapolis Railway and Mechanical Club.—B. S. Downey, C, H. &

D., Indianapolis, Ind.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York; May 23-26, Omaha, Neb.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.
International RJmlway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—\V'. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July. Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Omaha Railway Club.— A. H. Christiansen, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;

second Wednesday.
Railroad Club of 1\.a,\s,\s City.—C. Mailove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Md. ; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Fricay in month, except June, July and August. Pittsburgh.
Railway Signal y\ssociATioN.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Ass<iciATinN.— T. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; semi-annual, April 20, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept. Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.— L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co.', To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, ChiraRO.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgk,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thomp.=on, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

Flast Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.
Wood Preseive»s' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bidg.,

Chicago.

©raffir Netti;$»

The Morgan and the Mallory steamship lines have an-

nounced new tariffs, to go into effect May 15, showing reduc-

tions in certain freight rates from New York to Texas points,

these being made necessary by the reductions made in rail

rates in consequence of the recent decision of the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

The Illinois Central has filed suit in the federal court for the

northern district of Iowa, attacking the 2-cent fare law of that

state. The petition states that the road is not able to realize

more than Ay2 per cent, on its investment under the law. The
freight rate schedules cf the state commission are also attacked

as being unremunerative.

The Erie, having secured additional advantages in the move-
ment of traffic over the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, proposes now to

make a reduction in the passenger fare between Pittsburgh and

Chicago, reducing the rate to $9.50, which is the same as that

over the Pan Handle and the Baltimore & Ohio, but is $1 less

than over the Fort Wayne route.

The Corporation Commission of Oklahoma has complained to

the Interstate Commerce Commission that rates on many kinds

of freight from towns in Oklahoma to Texas are too high com-
pared with rates on similiar commodities from Texas to Okla-

homa, producing a discrimination against Oklahoma wholesale

merchants. Seventy railways are named as defendants.

It appears that the validation scheme agreed upon between
the railways and the bankers last autumn for cotton bills of

lading, to do away with the difficulties revealed by the fraud-

ulent bills issued in Alabama, is not entirely satisfactory,

and conferences are being held in New York, in which the

bankers and the traffic officers of some of the southern rail-

ways are trying to devise a better plan.

In the United States District court at Pittsburgh last Tues-

day the grand jury returned indictments against the Penn-
sylvania Railroad and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, charging

the granting of unlawful allowances in the matter of demur-

rage charges. The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is accused of

holding carloads of iron for the Carnegie Steel Co. for 24

days without collecting demurrage, and against the Pennsyl-

vania a similar charge is made in connection with shipments

of ore from Lake Erie.

It is expected that the first new steel barge of the Mississippi

Valley Transportation Company will arrive in St. Louis, Mo., on

May 1, and that three other barges will be ready for service some
time in July. An officer of the company states that it has taken

out a $50,000 "block-covered" insurance policy for a year, which

will cover all the freight carried. This arrangement will make
it unnecessary for each cargo to be insured. The mayor of St.

Louis has signed an ordinance permitting the company to build

a transfer house 200 ft. x 53 ft. on the improved wharf lietween

Market and Walnut streets, and it is said that work will soon

be started on this structure.

According to figures compiled by Col. C. McD. Townsend, of

the engmeer corps of the United States Army in charge of the

Detroit district, the total freight traffic which passed through

the American and Canadian canals at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,

in 1910 reached 62,363,218 tons, an increase of 4,468,069 tons, or

8 per cent., over 1909. The total number of passengers carried

in 1910 was 66,933, or an increase over 1909 of 6,985. Of the

total tonnage, 40 per cent, passed through the American canal

and 50 per cent, of the passengers were handled through it. The

value of the freight carried through the canals is estimated at

$654,010,844. The American canal was open from May 5 to

December 14, and the Canadian canal from April 12 to

December 15.

The Western Passenger Association has announced that stop-

overs will be allowed on all summer tourist tickets to Colorado

and Utah points this year. The round trip rate will be $30

from Chicago; $25 from St. Louis, and $17.50 from Missouri

river points, to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo, and the

Denver & Rio Grande is making special rates from these cities,

as well as from Trinidad and Manitou, to interior points in
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Colorado, I'tali and New Mexico. On eadi l ucsday tiom

Jiim- 20 to Sopti-iiihiT 12 a lower .«pccia! rate v)f one fare for

the round trip will be made to points where the one-way rate is

$() or more, and a rate of a fare and a third to points where
the one-way rate is less than if6. ilu' stoi)-()ver i)riviU'j^e may
be taken advantage of until October 31.

The International & (ireat Northern and the Missonri, Kan
sas & Te.\as have tiled answers to a com])laint recently made
by the Louisiana railway conuuission in behalf of the mer-
chants of Shrevi'port. 'I'hc complaint alleges that certain inter-

state rates out of Texas have the cfTect of shutting merchants
at Shreveport and other Louisiana points out of east Texas
points. The roads say it is not fair to compare the rates from
Shreveport to east Texas points with the rates between points

in Texas, as the latter are enforced by the Texas railway com-
mission, and the roads do not admit that such rates are just and
fair. They also say that the rates from Shreveport to east

Texas points were fixed with relation to rates on interstate

business from New Orleans, Vicksburg, Memphis, St. Louis and
other Mississippi river crossings.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Artluir Hale, chairman of tlie committee on relations l)etween

railways of The American Railway Association, in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 91-B, giving a summary of shortages and

surpluses by groups from December 10, I'XK), to March 29, 1911,

says

:

"There is a decrease of 12,310 in surplus, l)ringing the total

down to 196,217. Of this decrease. 2,56S are box. 3,992 coal and
gondola, 2,444 flat and 3,306 miscellaneous. The decrease in

miscellaneous cars is principally in coke cars in group 2 (Ea.st-

ern), and stock cars in group 6 (Northwestern), 8 (Middle
Western), and 10 (Pacific). Territoriallj-, the reports are some-
wliat varied. In the eastern and middle sections, as well as in the

South, there are substantial decreases in the total surplus cars.

Jn New Lngland and in Canada, there are increases in the box
car surplus, witii partially offsetting decreases in the surplus of

other classes. In the northwest, the decrease in stock cars is

just about balanced by an increase in box cars, while in the

West, Southwest and Pacific sections there are general decreases,

although they are not so marked as in the eastern and middle
sections. The reports indicate that there is practically no change
in tlie number of shop cars since our last report, from which it

follows that the decrease m surplus denotes an increase in the

number of cars in service. It should also be noted that since

the present increase began, the surplus of box cars has been
comparatively small, indicating that the general trafific of the

country is keeping up well."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by

groups for the latest period covered by the report and the chart

shows biweekly totals for 1907 to 1911 inclusive.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Date.

Group *!.—Mai cli 29. IQll.
29, 1911 .

3.—
4.—
5.

—

6.—
7.—
8.—
9.—
10.—
11.—

29, 1911.
29, 1911.
29, 1911.
29, 1911 .

29, 1911.
29, 1911.
29, 1911.
29, 1911.
29, 1911 .

' —Snrpluses-
Coal,

^ ' -bhortages

—

Coal,
^

. of gondola Other gondc la Other
ads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

8 1,440 1,430 3,561 210 6,641 20 22 42
24 2,659 246 28,416 9,487 40,808 3 3
25 3,665 1,532 52,767 4,399 62,363 242 242
10 1,488 107 8,784 1,409 11,788 17 302 319
19 1,484 435 5,025 1,275 8,219 40 44 84
22 10,827 409 4,625 4,280 20,841 39 1 11 102 153
4 1,293 117 1,505 457 3,372

15 6,226 561 3,189 3,252 13,228 10 4 184 198
11 3,645 508 380 1,115 5,648
19 5,637 2,283 2,643 9,097 19,660 7 9 11

6 2,182 452 32 983 3,649 278 278

Total 163 40,546 8,780 110,927 35,964 196,217 384 376 11 559 1,330

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Shortage Shortage 1908 Surplus

Ocf. /*
. za

Nov, II

Dec. 3,

100,000 ZOOPOO 300,000

^^^B Box Cars.

Short 1909 Shortage I9IO Surp/us Shortage I9JI Surplus

^pr lit

Mou IZ
, £6

Jun. 5_

Aug, "^

sip.

200,000

/III Cars.

200,000

Box Cars.

300,000

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1911 Inclusive.
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Dallas (Tex.) Traffic Club.

The Dallas Trallic Club was organized on April 8, when the

following ofiicers were elected : President, James E. Ludlow

;

tirst vice-president, S. G. Reed; second vice-president, C. W.
llohson; third vice-president, W. G. Crush; secretary, G. S.

Ma.xwell. J. L. West, general freight agent of the Missouri,

Kansas & Te.xas, made an address at the banquet which was

held in connection with the organization of the club.

Copper from Alaska.

The first trainload of copper ore from the Bonanza Mine, in

the higli mountainous interior of Alaska, left Kennecott April

6, at 8 a. m., and arrived April 8 at Cordova, the seaport, over

the new Copper River & Nortiiwestcrn Railway. The distance

is 197 miles. It was also the first copper shipment of any mag-

nitude from any point in Alaska. It consisted of 1,100 tons,

run of the mine, and was sacked ; the crude ore being shipped di-

rect to the Tacoma smelter without going through the mill. The
entire shipment ran over 70 per cent., and the value of the ship-

ment was considerably over $200,000. Similar shipments will be

made each week from Cordova to Tacoma, so that the product of

this new Alaskan property is expected to have a direct effect

on the copper market.

A Comparison of English and American Railway Statistics.

The accompanying table compiled by the Bureau of Railway

Economics gives a comparison of certain English and American

railway statistics for 1908. The United Kingdom is compared in

this table with Group II of the Interstate Commerce Commission

groups, covering approximately the states of New York, Penn-

sylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland, as being the

region of densest traffic in the United States :

the effect on ocean rates of the opening of the Panama canal

and they tell him a rate of $4 or $5 a ton will be made, plus

whatever canal toll, if any, the government may impose. This
would be less than one-half the present rate on most west-

bound cargoes. Mr. Wheeler said that San Francisco is the

natural gateway for California and Nevada, and that the rail-

ways, by making terminal rates to numerous interior points in

California, refuse to recognize this. The interior point is

entitled to the combination of commodity rates to the nearest

seaport plus the local, or back haul, charge, if that combina-
tion be lower than the direct rate established as reasonable,

and he declared it unreasonable to compel the railways to

equalize geographical disadvantages. The San Francisco ship-

pers, he said, must be allowed the advantage of ocean compe-
tition, or there will be no such competition. The increase in

rates made by railways about two years ago were "disastrous"

to them. They "stirred up" the people on the coast, and one
result was the establishment of the Bates & Cheseborough
steamship line, which has become a controlling factor. The
position taken by Mr. Wheeler was also taken by Seth Mann,
attorney of the San Francisco Merchants' Exchange. He
contended that either Sacramento, Stockton and other Cali-

fornia cities are not entitled to the terminal rates which they
now enjoy, or other places in California on rivers are entitled

to them. George Bradley, speaking for the business men of

Sacramento and Stockton, said that San Francisco's commer-
cial greediness caused its spokesmen to overlook some rather
pertinent facts bearing on the situation. One was that Sac-
ramento was a distributing point before San Francisco, the

ships originally bringing goods for the mining camps to

Sacramento, and not to San Francisco.

The meaning of the amended fourth section was discussed

United
United States,

Subject for Comparison. Kingdom. 1908.
1908. (Group II)

Area in square miles 121,400 107,873
Population per square mile (estimated for 1909) 371 182
Miles of single track operated (miles of line) 23,205 23,696
Miles of additional track 30,464 24,992
Per cent, additional tracks are of all tracks 56.8 51.3

Operating revenues per mile of line $23,185o $22,915
Per cent, of total operating revenues: (6)

Revenue from passengers 38.55 22.42

Other passenger service train revenue 8.18 4.91

Freight revenue 53.27 71.17

Other operating revenue 1.50

Maintenance of way and structures 10.02 12.27

Transportation, traffic and equipment 44.97 55.41

Taxes 4.73 2.92c

All other operating expenses 5.67 2.07

Total operating expenses and taxes (d) 65.39 72.67

Expenditure per mile for maint. of way and structures $2,321 $2,813

Net operating revenue per mile of line $8,025? $6,263f

a Revenue from traffic.

b Rail operations in Group II ; revenue from traffic in United Kingdom.
c Operating and leased roads.

d Rail operations including taxes in Group II; working expenditure in-

cluding taxes but excluding steamboats, docks, etc., in United Kingdom.
e Receipts from traffic less working expenditure, including taxes but

excluding steamboats, docks, etc.

United
Subject for Comparison. Kingdom.

1908.
Capitalization per mile of line (g) $274,842
Per cent, net operating revenue is of capitalization... 2.92
Operating revenues per train mile:

Passenger service train revenue . $0.95
Freight revenue 1.81
Total 1.27

Train miles per mile of line:

Passenger 11,398
Freight 6,775
Mixed 65
Total 18,237/t

Number of locomotives per 100 miles of line 98
Number of cars per 100 miles of line 3,619
Number of passengers carried per mile of line 55,079
Number of tons hauled per mile of line 21,184
Accidents:

Number of employees killed per 1,000 miles of line 18.2
Number of employees injured per 1,000 miles of line 1,035

f Rail operations less operating expenses and taxes.

g Gross capitalization in both countries.
h Rfeport does not mention non-revenue train mileage.
! Revenue train mileage including special.

k Excluding equipment of switching and terminal companies.
m Freight earning revenue.

United
States,
1908.

(Group II)
$142,404

4.40

$1.27
2.98
2.24

4,743
5,331
137

10,218t
56fe

2,327k
13,172
19,428w

39.9
963

Hearing Regarding Fourth Section.

The hearing in Washington, D. C, before the Interstate

Commerce Commission regarding the meaning and applica-

tion of the amended long and short haul clause was finished

last week. J. G. Woodworth, traffic manager of the Northern

Pacific, said that he believed the blanketing of freight rates

eastbound probably was the best way to end the demoraliza-

tion existing until 1898, but he believed similar blanketing of

rates westbound would not be a good thing. He expressed

the opinion that a reasonable first-class rate from New York
to Seattle, Wash., if water competition were absent, would
be $3.70. It is not the policy of the Northern Pacific to force

commodities to travel past the point of consumption so as to

get a back haul.

W. R. Wheeler, manager of the Traffic Bureau of the Mer-
chants' Exchange of San Francisco, stated at length his

theory of rate-making. He said that the only logical way
to make a rate to the interior West is to make it a combina-

tion of the rate by sea and the rate from the coast terminal

back to the interior point, provided the back haul rate is rea-

sonable in itself. He said that blanketing the rates from Chi-

cago to the Atlantic seaboard is illogical, and gives Chicago

an unnatural advantage. He had consulted traffic men as to

by a number of persons, including C. E. Durborow (Southern

Pacific), N. H. Loomis (Union Pacific), E. C. Lindley (Great

Northern), H. C. Barlow (Chicago Association of Com-
merce), H. F. Bartine (Nevada Railway Commission), W. W.
Cotton (Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany), and Charles Donnelly (Northern Pacific).

Mr. Bartine admitted that there is some water competition,

but contended that it is not controlling. He argued that the

amended fourth section requires the Interstate Commerce
Commission to compel the railways to observe the long and

short haul rule with regard to every commodity and permits

their exemption from its operation only on a showing that a

particular commodity is being carried by steamships at lower

rates than the railways are charging, and that unless the rail-

ways are permitted to disregard the long and short haul rule

in hauling these commodities, they will be driven out of

business. Mr. Cotton flouted the suggestion that any railway

is deliberately discriminating against any particular com-
munity. He said that they should not be penalized for en-

gaging in coast to coast business, which would be the case

if they were compelled to make their terminal rates apply to

interior points. He contended that competition between rail and

water carriers is honest, healthy and sane, but not cHt-throat.

w
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Suez Canal.

The number of vessels passing through the Suez canal in

the year 1910 was 4,533, having a gross tonnage of over 23

millions. The canal dues, which are at the rate of 7.75 francs

a ton, amounted to over 25 million dollars. The canal was
opened in 1869, and during the first year the number of

vessels passing through was 486. Electric lights were put up,

to permit the passage of vessels at night, in 1887. The canal

is 87 nautical miles long, and vessels which go through in the

night spend an average of 16 hours 42 minutes in the canal.

Of the 23 millions of tons passing through in 1910, over 14

millions represent British vessels.

eral shipping public as well as of the carriers to discourage ship-

ping methods and the use of shipping cases that are lacking in

safety. On these grounds and on the facts disclosed by the
record, the classification rule of the defendants applying minimum
weights on shipments of merchandise, and more particularly mil-

linery, packed in ordinary pasteboard or strawboard boxes, is

not unreasonable; nor is the rule unreasonable that provides
for the refusal of such shipments when not crated.

The classification rule of the defendants applying minimum
weights on shipments in corrugated paper or pulp cartons of
certain sizes, when uncrated, instead of assessing the charges on
the basis of their actual weights, found unreasonable. (20
I. C. C. 498.)

Crop Conditions.
n~u n u A c^ I. I ^ 4. f • ii .'. .1 . Rates to Texas Common Points Upiield.
The United States department of agriculture estimates that t,-,,^ •• , ^ a

the average condition of winter wheat on April 1, was 83.3 per
Railroad Commission of Texas v. Atchison. Topeka & Santa

cent, of a normal, against 80.8 on April 1, 1910; 82.2 on April ^'^^
f; ^JiT'lI^o ^f,"^''"-^^^,^"^''

Harlan

1, 1909, and 86.9 the average condition for the past ten years on
O" ^^'""^ p' ^^P' ,^" ^he class rates and most of the corn-

April 1. There was an advance in condition from December 1,
"'^^^^^^ '^^" ^'^"^ ^\ ^ouis and Kansas City to Texas comnion

1910, to April 1, 1911, of 0.8 points as compared with an average
PO>"ts were advanced by the carriers interested in that traffic,

decline in the past ten years of 4.4 points between these dates.
^^'^ extensive territory taking rates based on St. Louis being also

The average condition of rye on April 1, was 89.3 per cent.
"^^^^ari ly affected by the increase. This readjustment of rates

of a normal, against 92.3 on April 1, 1910; 87.2 on April 1. 1909.
°"

^^

^igher level was the occasion of a thorough investigation

, nno 4.U ^t- r 4.U <- *. ami instituted by the Commission for the purpose of inquiring into
and 90.2 the average condition for the past ten years on April 1. ^u ^- j- ..i • u. nK j^ . r . 1, J 4.4.rii the question of their reasonableness. 1 he report was announced
Comparisons for winter wheat and rye states follow: / ^ i^ .^iac i .^i ..-.li r ^r /^t ^, i ^i j^ WW R

°" August 16, 1905, under the title In the Matter of Class and
"^^^"^

A _^ ^_ A^; Commodity Rates from St. Louis to Texas Common Points,
Condition April 1. Con- Condition April i. Con- 11 I. C. C. Rep., 238; and the view expressed was that while

States.
'

lo-yrl Dec°'i,
'

lO^yr? Dec!°i" ^'^^ advances On the whole seemed to be without justification, this

1911. 1910. av. 1910. 1911. 1910. av. 1910. did iiot appear with sufficient certainty to warrant the corn-

Nebraska ".'.'.'.'!! ."!!! 86 70 90 90 86 84 92 88 mission in ordering the old rates to be restored. On the same
Indiana 86 84 84 84 92 90 90 92 day on which the increased rates went into effect the Railroad

M^souri '.!;.;.;.;.; 91 69 tl 11 92 11 11 11
commission of Texas filed this formal complaint attacking them

Pennsylvania ! . . 87 89 88 90 90 91 90 91 as unjust, unreasonable, and discriminatory.

Wa'shington :::::::: 97 94 90 tl 11 II It U in the tariff of August 10, I9O8, there are about no special

Oklahoma 55 87 85 58 65 87 87 76 commodity items naming rates to Texas common points from

SEa ..:::..::: 88 Is 93 90 % 96 93 99
the Mississippi river and territory beyond. It appears that ad-

Oregon .........!!. 97 9i 92 98 98 97 97 97 vances were made in about 54 of these items, while 44 carried

fj^j^yj^"'^
: ;

; 98 97 96 9? §8 99 97 94
reductions, and in 12 items the commodity rates were unchanged.

Virginia ...... !..".! 85 90 86 81 88 91 87 83 The extent of the traffic affected by the advanced rates does not
Ne«' York 85 94 90 96 88 96 91 96 clearly appear. Counsel for the Texas lines seem to think that
lennessee 86 84 86 80 88 8d 8/ 8/ ... _- .

Kentucky 89 84 84 83 91 88 86 89 they affect about 50 per cent, of Texas interstate traffic. Coun-

N°CaTo1ina ."89 90 89 83 88 90 89 84 ^^^ ^°^ ^'^^ complainant on the other hand assert very positively

Texas '...'.'.'.'.'.'. 85 89 78 71 95 82 76 80 that the traffic moving under the increased rates did not exceed
W.Virginia 85 88 84 83 87 90 87 82 10 per Cent, of the total tonnage of any one of the railways in-
S. Carolina 87 88 88 87 88 89 88 9^ '^

i
• ^i ,•?• ,i ; ,, i , .„

Utah 95 94 .. 87 98 99 100 94 volved. It IS Said in the petition that the advanced rates will

l°V^ • 89 75 90 92 92 92 95 93 ^^^ $2,600,000 a year to the revenues of the carriers, but no
Colorado 92 96 .. 90 82 93 89 88 .

^ o • ^ a- , , ., , . -t-i

Georgia 90 86 88 88 90 88 90 90 testimony on the point was offered by the complainant. The
New Jersey 89 91 89 91 91 93 91 93 railways are of the opinion that the total increase in the rev-
Arkansas 87 90 87 82 88 87 88 8U

. ,wrnn rmn
Delaware 84 96 88 75 85 94 89 86 enues would range in the aggregate anywhere from $500,000
Wisconsin 85 95 90 96 91 98 94 98 tO about $1,250,000.
Alabama 91 85 88 89 88 90 89 91 r^r .i r I i r *i 4. a t a . 1 .x. -vr-
Wyoming 95 97 .. 100 98 97 95 100 Of the four trunk lines that are defendants, namely, the j\1is-

Mississippi 86 90 88 92 .. ^^
^^ ^^

souri, Kansas & Texas, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the

_1_ _11_ J___
"

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the St. Louis & San
United States 83.3 80.8 86.9 82.5 89.3 92.3 90.2 92.6 Prancisco, it is believed that the M. K. & T., from a traffic

standpoint, is probably the most typical and representative. The
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION. defendants claim that the advanced rates will not afford them

more than a fair return on the value of their property, while the
The commission has suspended until October 14 numerous complainants try to prove that under the lower rates previously

tariffs presented by express companies naming charges for
j,, effect, the companies were earning a sufficient return on their

the transportation of liquors. own investment. The commission attempts to get a per mile

The trunk lines have notified the commission that they in- value for the M. K. & T, by taking the aggregate market price

tend to claim the right to continue in force their present of the securities of the company one year after its reorganization

tariffs for passengers and baggage to and from Chicago, re- in 1891 and adding to it the sums spent since that time, for

gardless of the requirements of the long and short haul rule additions and betterments and additional equipment, and ar-

of the fourth section of the Interstate Commerce Law. The rives at a total apparent investment per mile of road of $38,993,

roads claim that it is out of the question to prepare a list of and on this valuation the net return during the year 1910 ap-

all the instances in which present rates fail to conform plicable to interest and dividends with the increased rates in-

to this rule. They say that only by disregard of the long and effect was but 5.41 per cent.

short haul rule can they make up for the losses forced upon As heretofore stated, the issue made on the pleadings and en-

them on interstate rates by the laws of the states through larged upon throughout the record both in the exhibits offered

which they run. and in the testimony given by various witnesses, expert and

otherwise, and again emphasized on the oral argument and on
Rules to Avoid Damage Claims. the briefs, was that the returns enjoyed by the defendants on

Millinery Jobbers' Association v. American Express Co. et ah their respective investments were as large as, and in some cases

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan. larger than, they should be, and therefore that no increase in

As damage claims increase the expense of carriage and thus rates for the purpose of securing additional revenues was
effect the rates, it is reasonable and to the interest of the gen- justified. But on their brief and on the oral argument the com-
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plaiiiaiit also iiisistcd tliat tlu- increased rates are uiireasoiiahle

irrespective of tlie question of tlie adequacy or inadeciuacy of the

returns to tlie defendants on tlieir several properties. It was
also contended by the complainant that the advances were made
without rejiard to any consistent or logical system or plan

;

that those who pay advanced rates were selected to bear the

burden of the desired increase only because the carriers were
able to agree to advance those particular rates, thus stilling all

competition among t!iem with respect to such rates; that those
who now pay reduced rates enjoy that benefit under the new
schedule only because the defendants were able to agree to

reduce those particular rates ; and that other rates remained un-
changed only because they are controlled by the orders of this

commission or because for some other reasons the carriers could
not agree either to raise or to reduce them. All this is urged
as showing the unreasonableness of the advanced rates. It is

also contended that the advances in rates, made for the purpose
of securing additional revenue and thus yielding a better return

on the investment, should have been spread more or less over
the whole traffic instead of being laid upon a part of the traffic.

It will be remembered, as heretofore indicated, that the com-
plainant minimizes the extent of the tonnage of the defendants
that was affected by the increased rates, while the defendants
endeavor to show that not less than 50 per cent, of the total

tonnage into Texas was affected by the new schedules.

It is of course manifest that when additional revenues are

desired and rates are to be increased for that purpose a horizontal

advance in all rates on a fixed percentage, instead of yielding

additional revenue, would not improbably result in a reduced

revenue. Competitive and commercial conditions have so im-

portant a relation to the movement of particular kinds of traffic

as to make such a readjustment of a rate schedule inadvisable

if not altogether impossible. While many advances were made,

many reduced rates were also published in the new schedules,

other rates being left unchanged ; and we think the testimony

fairly shows that the defendants at least thought there was a

reason for their action or inaction in each case. It is doubtless

true that certain rates were increased for no other reason than

that the particular traffic to which they applied could bear a

higher rate ; and that many reductions were made in the ex-

pectation of inducing a heavier movement of particular com-
modities and in that way of increasing the revenues ; and that

no change was made in other rates because it was thought that

they were already on the right basis and that a change either

by way of reduction or increase would not be efifective. This

explanation was made by several witnesses who participated in

preparing the new tariffs, and we do not see how experienced

railway men could or would otherwise approach the question of

a general rate revision for increased revenues.

Certainly in the absence of testimony showing that specific

mistakes or blunders were made in the revision, we see no

grounds in that course of action for a general condemnation of

the whole rate structure now before us.

During the argument none of the important questions discussed

in the eastern and western rate advance cases now pending was
considered. The amendment to the act casting upon carriers

the burden of justifying increases in rates was enacted long

after the rates here in question were put in effect, and the con-

struction and interpretation of that provision, argued so

earnestly in those cases, may not therefore be appropriately dis-

cussed here. Nor did any question arise here, as in those cases,

of the right of carriers so to adjust their rates as to yield earn-

ings sufficient to enable them to put back into the property some
fixed proportion of the amount paid out in dividends. That
question is therefore not considered. Apparently that is a policy

that many of the carriers defendant in this proceeding are not

in a position to consider from a practical point of view.

Nor was it contended here that the general rate schedules

should be so adjusted as to give the carrier a sufficient surplus

of net income to be the basis of credit in the money markets or

an assurance to investors of the security of the funds advanced
or to be advanced by them for additional construction. The
only matter among all the questions of that nature argued in the

eastern and western cases that was brought to our attention in

this proceeding was the contention of the complainant that

when real estate has been acquired for right of way and for

terminals and has been put to that use by a common carrier, it

loses to some extent the ordinary attributes of real property and

is not to be regarded as increasing in value with the abutting
and adjoining jiroperty, but remains an earning asset only on
the basis of its original cost or on the basis of its value at the
time it was actually subjected to the public use. Tiial, it seems,
has been the declared policy of the Railroad Commission of

Texas. In the first valuations made by it in 1894 the market
value of the real estate was ascertained and used ; but one of its

members when testifying before us in this case said that it was
neither the practice nor the policy of his commission, in any
subsequent valuation of a road valued by it in 1894, to make any
allowance for the increased value of the real estate comprising
its right of way and terminals, but to make allowances only for

the additions and betterments added to the property since the

original valuation. And it was contended here that in consider-

ing the value of the respective properties used in the public

service by these defendants no allowances should be made for

the increment in the value of their real estate. The question

is perhaps of as great importance as any other pending problem
of public interest, but as we have not found it necessary in dis-

posing of the issues in this case to rest conclusions on either

view of tiic matter, we need not attempt any discussion of it in

this report.

We have reached the conclusion, all things being considered,

that no grounds have been shown or have been disclosed by our

own investigations for making any substantial disturbance in

the rate schedules of the defendants that went into effect on
August 10, 1908. We do not find that they have so increased the

revenues of the defendants as to make them extortionate or to

yield earnings that are unduly large, as alleged. We shall not

therefore interfere with the commodity rates that were made
effective by the defendants on August 10, 1908, it being under-

stood, of course, that any particular rate or set of rates in those

schedules is still open to attack before this commission on the

grounds that are ordinarily assigned in challenging the reason-

ableness of a rate or rates in efifect. But all things considered

and in view of the signs now observable of a recovery from the

financial disturbances occurring at the close of 1907 and of a

return to normal commercial conditions, we should regard the

continued maintenance of the present class rates as discriminatory

and as imposing an unreasonable burden upon the commerce that

moves from St. Louis and elsewhere to Texas common points.

In our judgment the present rate of $1.47 on articles of the first

class may be retained as a maximum ; the present second class

rate of $1.29 for the future should not exceed $1.25; but the

prior rates on all the lower classes should now be restored. We
accordingly find that the present scale of class rates is unreason-

able and discriminatory and that reasonable class rates for the

future ought not to exceed the following

:

Class 1 2 3 4 5 A B C D E
Rate 147 125 104 96 75 79 70 58 46 39

(20 I. C. C. 463).

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Minnesota Railway Commission has again postponed
its investigation into the reasonableness of express rates. It

is announced that the hearing will be held at St. Paul on

April 27, instead of April 13.

George McCaughan, chief rate clerk for the Iowa Railway
Commission, has been elected secretary of the commission,
succeeding Dwight N. Lewis, who has been appointed a

special examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

has postponed until May 1 the time at which its order direct-

ing the New York Central & Hudson River to use oil burning

locomotives exclusively in the Adirondacks is to go into efifect.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

has appointed George J. Mack of Syracuse inspector of loco-

motive 'boilers at a salary of $3,000 per year. Mr. Mack has

been employed by the commission since July, 1908, as mechanical

engineer, acting as assistant to G. P. Robinson, who has been

appointed a federal boiler inspector. Mr. Mack is a graduate of

Syracuse University, and has had practical experience, as well

as technical instruction in boiler work. On the promotion ex-

amination held by the Civil Service Commission for the place,

his standing was 95 per cent.
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COURT NEWS.

The Pennsylvania eight-hour law of 1897, applicable to

workmen engaged on public works, has been declared uncon-
stitutional by the Supreme Court of that state.

The Supreme Court of New Jersey on April 8 issued an
opinion sustaining the constitutionality of the employers' lia-

bility law of that state, passed in 1909, in wiiich the fellow-

servant doctrine is abolished. The court sustains the action

of the legislature in abolishing this rule and also in enacting
a rule which is applicable to railways and not to other em-
ployers. The more drastic employers' liability law which has

been passed this year, will go into effect July 1 next.

A decision which has been rendered by Judge Wellborn, of the

United States District Court at Los Angeles, Cal., in the case

of the government against the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in

which the road was accused of having given rebates to the Grand
Canyon Line and the Cement Company of Nelson, Ariz., has the

effect of acquitting the road. The court denied the right of the

government to introduce railway tariff sheets which T. J. Norton,
general attorney of the road, objected to on the ground that the

rate given in the tariff was essentially dift'erent from that cited

in the indictment.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals at St. Paul,

Minn., in an opinion by Judge Sanborn has decided the case

which former Governor Haskell of Oklahoma and others of that

state appealed from the order of the circuit court of the eastern

district of Oklahoma enjoining the state from interfering with

pipe lines. The opinion holds that the Oklahoma law "dis-

criminates against and prevents interstate commerce in natural

gas in Oklahoma by preventing use of pipe lines across the high-

ways of the state to transport such gas out of the state, violates

the constitution of the United States, and is void."

Decision in the Minnesota Rate Case.

Judge Walter H. Sanborn in the United States Circuit Court
at St. Paul, Minn., on April 8 handed down an opinion holding

unconstitutional the reductions in state passenger and class and
commodity freight rates which were required by orders of the

Minnesota commission and laws passed by the state legislature

in 1907. The decision prohibits the enforcement of reduced rates

after June 1, 1911. He holds in his opinion:
"1. The acts of the legislature of Minnesota of April 4, 1907,

chapter 97, reducing passenger fares within the state about 33 1-3

per cent, and of April 18, 1907, chapter 232, reducing com-
modity rates within the state about 7.37 per cent., and the orders

of its railway and warehouse commission of September 6, 1906,

reducing general merchandise rates within the state from 20 to

25 per cent, and of May 3, 1907, reducing in-rates within the

state to distributmg points by their natural and necessary effect

substantially burden and directly regulate interstate commerce,

create undue and unjust discriminations between localities in

Minnesota and those in adjoining states, violate the commercial

clause of the constitution, article 1, section 8, and are void.

"2. These acts and orders which prescribe maximum fares and

rates, that bring from their respective Minnesota intrastate busi-

ness to the Northern Pacific company an annual net income of

only 2.909 per cent., to the Great Northern company an annual

net income of only 3.359 per cent., and to the Minneapolis & St.

Louis company an annual net income of only 2.476 per cent, of

the respective values of their Minnesota properties devoted to

these businesses, prohibit a fair return upon these values, take

the properties of the companies without just compensation, vio-

late the fourteenth amendment to the constitution, and are void.

"3. The power to regulate commerce among the states was
granted by the people to the nation in the constitution, is exclu-

sive, may be exercised to its utmost extent by the use of all

means requisite to its complete exercise, and no state, by virtue

of its police power or any other power, may restrict this grant or

the plenary exercise of this power, for these inhere in the supreme
law of the land and are paramount to the powers of the states."

"4. The fares and rates of transportation in interstate com-
merce are national in character, susceptible of uniform regulation

and so far as the nation has not regulated them are free from

regulation by virtue of the com.mercial clause of the constitution.

"5. The nation may regulate interstate fares and rates and all

interstate commerce.
"To the extent necessary completely and effectually to protect

the freedom of and to regulate interstate commerce, but no
farther, it may by its congress and its courts regulate intrastate
commerce.
"To the extent that it docs not substantially burden or regulate

interstate commerce a state may regulate intrastate commerce and
the fares and rates therein within its borders, but no farther. It

may enforce regulations of intrastate commerce and its fares
and rates which only incidentally or remotely affect interstate

commerce. But state laws, orders and regulations concerning
intrastate commerce, or the fares or rates therein, which sub-
stantially burden or regulate interstate commerce or the fares or
rates therein, are beyond the powers of the state, unconstitu-
tional and void.

"And where the attempted exercise of the power of a state

to regulate intrastate commerce, or the attempted exercise of any
of its other powers, impinges upon or conflicts with the consti-

tutional power of the nation to protect the freedom of, and to

regulate interstate commerce and the fares and rates therein,

the latter must prevail because 'that which is not supreme must
yield to that which is supreme.'

"6. Neither the effect nor the terms nor the purpose of state

regulations determine whether they substantially burden or only
incidentally or remotely affect interstate commerce.
"And this is a judicial question which each court must decide

on its own responsibility on the special facts of the case before
it and in the decision of which it 'must obey the constitution

rather than the law-making department of the government.
"7. The nation has the power to forbid, and by the act to

regulate commerce, 24, statute 379, it has prohibited undue dis-

criminations between localities in different states wrought by un-
reasonable differences between intrastate and legal interstate

rates caused by the reduction of the former by the acts and orders
of the officers of a state.

"8. The facts considered and held

:

"The unavoidable effect of the general and sweeping reduc-

tions of intrastate fares and rates in Minnesota made by the acts

and orders considered, was and is substantially to burden, directly

to regulate and to discriminate against the interstate commerce
of the defendant companies, and to create undue and unjust dis-

criminations between localities in Minnesota and those in other

states in violation of the commercial clause of the constitution.

"9. The just compensation secured by the fourteenth amend-
ment entitles the defendant railway companies to a fair return

upon the reasonable value of their property in Minnesota devoted

to the public for transportation. Such a return is just to the

public as well as to the carriers.

"10. Under the evidence in these cases the cost of reproduc-

tion of the Minnesota properties of the defendant companies

devoted to the public use of transportation is more evidence of

their values than the market value of their stocks and bonds, or

the original cost of their acquisition and construction.

"11. Rate making looks to the future and is a legislative

function.

"Rate judging, determining whether or not rates made are

confiscatory, is a judicial function.

''There is a presumption in the first instance that legislatures

and commissions make reasonable and just rates and clear proof

is requisite to overcome it.

"But when, after fares and rates have been tried by actual

use for months, after plenary proof of their effect and other

facts determinative of the issue confiscation vel non has been

made before a master learned in the law, who finds the facts,

the legal or judicial presumption that his findings are just and

right, while not conclusive, is superior to the original presump-

tion that the rates were just and reasonable.

"12. Interest on the cost of reproduction of railway prop-

erty at 4 per cent, per annum during one-half the time requisite

to acquire and construct it is a necessary expense of reproduc-

tion and may be lawfully allowed as such.

"13. Apportionment on the basis of revenue is the most

reasonable and equitable method of assigning the value of rail-

way property in a state used for transportation to the various

classes of its business in order to determine the reasonableness

of fares and rates.

"14. A net income of 7 per cent, per annum upon the value

of railway property in Minnesota devoted to the public use of

transportation is not more than the fair return to which a rail-

way company is entitled under the fourteenth amendment to the

constitution."
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HaiUttnti (iHdccv^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Klija Robinson, assistant to the general solicitor of tlic Mis-

souri Pacific, with office at Kansas City, Mo., lia.s resij>ne(l.

E. F. Osborn, assistant secretary of the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, has

resigned, after a service of 40 years with thai road.

Carl R. Gray, who has been elected president of the -Spokane,

Portland & Seattle, the Oregon Trunk RaiUvav. llie Astoria &
Columbia River, the Oregini IClcetric Railway, the Pacific &
Eastern and the United

Railways Company, with

office at Portland, Ore.,

as was previously an-

nounced in these
columns, was born Sep-

tember 28, 1867. He
was educated at the

Arkansas Industrial
University, and began

railway work in 1882,

as a telegraph operator

for the St. Louis &
San Francisco. Four
years later he was trans-

ferred to the traffic de-

partment as a clerk, and

in April, 1887, was ap-

pointed commercial
agent. For seven years

from July, 1890, he was
division freight agent,

and he was then trans-

ferred to the operating

department as division

superintendent. He was promoted to superintendent of trans-

portation in October, 1900, and early in 1904 was appointed gen-

eral manager. In November of the same year he was appointed

second vice-president and general manager, and was elected

vice-president in 1906, which office he resigned to become
president of the Hill lines as above.

W. C. Nixon, whose election as vice-president in charge of

maintenance and operation of the St. Louis & San Francisco,

the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico and other Frisco lines,

with office at St. Louis,

Mo., has been announced

in these columns, was
born February 15, 1861,

at Earlville, 111. He
was educated in the pub-

lic schools at Washing-
ton, III., and began rail-

way work as a bridge

carpenter for the Bur-

lington & Missouri
River of Nebraska in

February, 1879. Later

in the same year he went
with the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe, with

which road he was con-

secutively, night watch-

man and then clerk and
baggage man at Em.-

poria Junction, Kan.

;

clerk, cashier and chief

clerk at Albuquerque,

N. Mex. ; agent at Las
Cruces, N. Mex. ; agent

at Albuquerque; chief clerk to superintendent at San Marcial,

N. Mex. ; trainmaster on the Southern Kansas division at Well-

C. R. Gray.

W. C. Nixon.

ington, Kan.; superintendent of terminals at Kansas City, Mo.
He was appointed superintendent of the Chicago division at

Chillicothe, 111., in November, 1890, and early in the next year
became superintendent of terminals at Chicago. He was made
general agent in the freight department at Chicago in August,
1896, and was superintendent of the Chicago division for three

years from January, 1897. From January, 1900, to August,
1906, he was consecutively, general superintendent, general man-
ager, second vice-president and president of the Gulf, Colorado
& Santa Fe at Galveston, Texas. In the latter year he went
with the St. Louis & San Francisco, being elected vice-president

and general manager at St. Louis, from which office he is now
promoted.

W. B. Wilkins, district auditor of the Union Pacific at Omaha,
Neb., has been appointed auditor of disbursements, succeeding

R. Anderson, who has been retired under the pension rules of

the company.

Operating Officers.

L. A. Dafifan has been appointed superintendent of the Texas
State Railroad, with office at Palestine, Texas, succeeding T. T.

Clark, resigned.

P. G. Williams, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Gary at Rockford, 111., has been appointed trainmaster of the

Pacific & Idaho Northern, with office at Weiser, Idaho.

J. B. Chandler has been appointed superintendent of car serv-

ice of the Minneapolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central, with

office at Minneapolis, Minn., and the position of car service

agent has been abolished.

C. E. Urbahns, assistant superintendent of the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, at Chicago, has been appointed
superintendent of the Northern district—Chicago division,

succeeding A. J. Van Valkenburg, resigned. F. W. Urbahns,
trainmaster at Fond du Lac, Wis., succeeds C. E. Urbahns,
and C. L. Leighty succeeds F. W. Urbahns.

Daniel W. Dinan, whose appointment as superintendent of the

Mohawk division of the New York Central & Hudson River,

with office at Albany, N. Y., has been announced in these col-

umns, was born November 14, 1866, at Whiteport, N. Y. Mr.
Dinan graduated from New Paltz Academy in 1883, and in De-
cember of the same year began railway work on the West Shore
Railroad. In November, 1900, he was appointed trainmaster on
the Pennsylvania division of the New York Central & Hudson
River, and in September of the following year was appointed

chief trainmaster of the same division. He was appointed as-

sistant superintendent in May, 1904, and was promoted to super-

intendent of the Pennsylvania division in May of the following

year, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as superintendent of the Mohawk division.

M. G. Mclnerney, whose appointment as assistant super-

intendent of the Buffalo & Rochester division of the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh, with office at East Salamanca, N. Y.,

has been announced in these columns, was born May 24, 1868, at

Meadville, Pa. He was educated in the public schools and at

Salamanca-Rochester Business University, at Rochester, N. Y.

Mr. Mclnerney began railway work as a call boy on the Erie

Railroad at Salamanca August 1, 1881, and in March, 1883, was
appointed a telegraph operator on the Western New York &
Pennsylvania, now a part of the Pennsylvania Railroad. In

August, 1887, he was appointed switchman at Rochester on the

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, and the following year was

made assistant yardmaster, becoming general yardmaster in De-

cember, 1888. In December, 1903, he was appointed trainmaster

at East Salamanca on the same road, which position he held at

the time of his recent appointment as assistant superintendent.

Richard G. Mathews, who has been appointed terminal super-

intendent of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, at Rochester,

N. Y., was born July 7, 1862, at Marietta, Ohio, and was edu-

cated in the common schools. He began railway work in April,

1878, as a telegraph operator on the Marietta, Pittsburgh &
Cleveland, now a part of the Pennsylvania. In 1885 he was ap-

pointed a despatcher on the Scioto Valley, now a part of the

Norfolk & Western, and in November, 1888, was appointed chief

despatcher of the Columbus, Hocking Valley & Toledo. In
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December, 1890, he went to the Chicago & Eastern Illinois as

trainmaster, and was promoted to superintendent in July of the

following year. He went to the Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts-

burgh in April, 1893, as superintendent and was promoted to

general superintendent in June of the following year. He then

went to the Florida Central & Peninsula, now a part of the

Seaboard Air Line, as chief despatcher, and was later made
trainmaster, resigning from that company in 1901, to go to the

Plant System as trainmaster. In 1902 he was appointed terminal

superintendent of the Savannah Union Station Company, and in

December of the following year he was appointed general yard

master of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, at Rochester,

which position he held at the time of his appointment as

terminal superintendent at Rochester.

John J. McCann, who has been appointed superintendent of

the Scranton division, with temporary jurisdiction over the

Bangor & Portland division of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, with office at

Scranton, Pa., as has

been announced in these

columns, was born in

Scranton. Mr. McCann
began railway work in

1871, as a brakeman on
the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western, and
when he was 17 years

old was promoted to

conductor on the same
road. He remained in

this position until 1883,

when he was made yard-

master at Elmira, N. Y.,

and in 1888, he was pro-

moted to passenger con-

ductor on the Buffalo

division. Mr. McCann
was appointed a train-

master of the same com-
pany in September, 1900,

which position he held

at the time of his recent

the Scranton division.

J. J. McCann.

appointment as superintendent of

J. F. Keegan. whose appointment as superintendent of the

Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Wheeling, W. Va., has been
announced in these columns, was born March 29, 1870, at Cleve-

land, Ohio, and gradu-
ated in June, 1885, from
St. Columba's Academy,
Cleveland. He began
railway work in Novem-
ber, 1886, as a telegraph

operator on the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago

& St. Louis, and then

left that company to go
to the Cleveland, Lorain

& Wheeling, now a part

of the Baltimore & Ohio,

as a telegraph operator

in June, 1890, the follow-

ing November he was ap-

pointed train despatcher

at Canal Dover, Ohio.

Mr. Keegan was pro-

moted to chief train

despatcher in May, 1902,

and in September of the

following year, was ap-

pointed assistant train-

master at Cleveland. In

December, 1904, he was transferred in the same capacity to

Wheeling, W. Va., and in September, 1906, he was promoted to

trainmaster at Parkersburg. He was transferred to Keyser as

trainmaster of the Cumberland division in December, 1910,

which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as

superintendent.

J. F. Keegan.

Traffic Officers.

W. L. Louis has been appointed traffic manager of the Elgin,
Joliet & Eastern, with office at Chicago, succeeding F. E.
Learned, resigned to engage in other business.

W. H. Richmond has been appointed traveling passenger agent
of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system, with office at
Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding H. C. Young, resigned.

H. B, Herrington has been appointed a soliciting agent of the
Tennessee Central, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding
James G. Larkin, resigned to engage in other business.

A. O. Ellis has been appointed a traveling passenger agent of
the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with office at Cleveland, Ohio, suc-
ceeding Charles Hamilton, resigned to accept service with the
Wabash.

M. C. Bradley has been appointed a contracting agent of the
Lackawanna Fast Freight Line, with office at St. Louis, Mo.,
succeeding W. J. Keane, resigned to accept service with another
company.

J. I. Johnson has been appointed a general agent of the Chi-
cago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office at Amarillo, Tex., suc-

ceeding A. B. Spencer, resigned to accept service with another
company.

George B. Huget has been appointed traveling freight and
passenger agent of the Chicago & Alton, Minneapolis & St. Louis
and Iowa Central, with office at Peoria, 111., succeeding W. B.

Gibbs, resigned.

T. J. McGeoy, agent of the Lackawanna Fast Freight Line
at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed assistant general western
freight agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with
office at Chicago, a new position.

A. F. Sullivan, traveling freight agent of the Chicago & Alton
and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western at Minneapolis, Minn.,
has been appointed a commercial agent, with office at Minne-
apolis, and his former office has been abolished.

Walter S. Turner has been appointed a commercial agent of

the Chicago & Alton and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with
office at Little Rock, Ark., succeeding Joe A. Shearii, traveling

freight agent, resigned, and the office of traveling freight agent

has been abolished.

F. R. McMillan, traveling passenger agent of the Southern
Railway at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed district passenger

agent, with office at Houston, Tex., a new position. M. H. Bone,

district passenger agent at Birmingham, Ala., has been trans-

ferred to Dallas, Tex.

Jesse J. McLane, city passenger and ticket agent of the Illi-

nois Central, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed a traveling

passenger agent, with office at Cleveland, succeeding Perry A.

Marr, promoted. F. D. Caddy, assistant city passenger agent,

at Cincinnati, succeeds Mr. McLane.

P. E. Ahern, city freight agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, at Brooklyn, N. Y., has been transferred to New
York City. J. F. Rydene, contracting agent, at New York City,

succeeds Mr. Ahern, and H. A. Klase succeeds Mr. Rydene.

J. A. McTague has been appointed a traveling freight agent,

with office at New York City.

George H. Bower, assistant general passenger agent of the

Illinois Central and Indianapolis Southern, at Chicago, has been

appointed general passenger agent of the southern lines of the

Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with office at

Memphis, Tenn., succeeding J. A. Scott, deceased. A sketch of

Mr. Bower's railway life was published in the Raihuay Age
Gazette, March 3, page 432. J. V. Lanigan, chief rate clerk in

the Chicago office, succeeds Mr. Bower.

H. A. Jackson, assistant general freight and passenger agent of

the Great Northern at Portland, Ore., has been appointed assist-

ant traffic manager, with office at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding

W. P. Kenney, promoted. Archibald Gray, assistant general

freight agent at Seattle, Wash., succeeds Mr. Jackson, and H. A.

Kimball, assistant general freight agent at St. Paul, succeeds

Mr. Gray. W. J. Power, general agent in the freight department
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at Diiliitli, Minn., lias ln-i-n ai)iM)intc(l an assistant Kt''i«'''''il frfi^lit

aRont, with otlico at St. I'aul, Minn., and II. K. Carl succeeds

Mr. I'uwcr at Dulutii.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

A. I'", llaivcy, division engineer of tlic Kansas City Soutiieni,

at Mena, Ark., has resigned to become chief engineer of the

Metropolitan Street Railway of Kansas City, Mo.

S. S. Morton has heen appiiinted an assistant engineer of tlic

Kansas City Southern, with office at Mena, Ark., succeeding A.

E. Harvey, division engineer, resigned to accept service else-

where. C. L. Wallace has lieen .ippointed an olTice engineer at

Kansas City, Mo.

M. Don.ihue. roadniaster of tlie Cliicago & Alton, at Bloom-

ington, 111., has been appointed general supervisor of roadway

and structures, with otifice at Rloomington, a new position; and

the otVices of roadniaster and of supervisor of bridges and build-

ings of the iiorthoni and southern divisions have been abolished.

George T. Hand, who was recently appointed division engineer

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with office at Hoboken,

N. J., as has been announced in these columns, was born in

1872 at Elizabeth, N. J. Mr. Hand began railway work in 1889,

as chainman on the National Docks Railway, and in 1900 he

went to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western as assistant engi-

neer. He was promoted to terminal engineer on November 1,

1909. which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as division engineer of the Morris & Essex division.

Curtis Edward Knickerbocker, whose appointment as chief

engineer of the New York, Ontario & Western, with office at

Middletown, N. Y., has been announced in these columns, was

born November 17, 1867,

at Morrisville, Madison
county, N. Y. He at-

tended Cazenovia Seni-

inary and graduated

from Princeton Univer-

sity with the degree of

civil engineer in 1891.

The same year he began
railway work as a drafts-

man in the office of the

chief engineer on the

New York, Ontario &
Western^ at Middletown,
remaining in that posi-

tion until March, 1893,

when he was appointed

an assistant engineer at

Norwich, N. Y. In Jan-

uary, 1902, Mr. Knick-
erbocker was promoted to

engineer of maintenance
of way, with office at

Middletown, which posi-

tion he held at the time

of his recent appointment as chief engineer of the same com-

pany.

Special Officers.

Louis P. Harris, formerly advertising manager of the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, has been appointed assistant adver-

tising manager of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with office

at St. Louis, Mo.

F. G. Athearn, superintendent of railway clubs of the Southern

Pacific at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed manager of

the bureau of economics, with office at San Francisco, Cal, a

new position. F. T. Scott succeeds Mr. Athearn, and the office

of assistant superintendent of railway clubs is abolished.

C. E. Knickerbocker.

OBITUARY.

Richard H. Williams, until the first of this year treasurer of

the Chicago & North Western, died on April 12 at his home.

Mount Vernon, N. Y., of heart disease. He has been ill about

a week. Mr. Williams was 63 years old.

Hatlmai^ OlondJruclton.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

.\iii;ki).>-.Ki\ & AsuKiioko.— ;\ new branch has been (;peued from
Candor, N. C, southward to Ellerbe, 17.5 miles.

.'\tchison, Toi'kra & Sante Fe Coast Lines.—The Wahtoke
district has been opened for business from Reedley, Cal., west
to Piedra, 16 miles.

The Laton & Western has been opened for business from
Latoii, Cal., west to Lanare, IS miles.

Jt is reported that this company will build a cut-off on the

San Francisco division from a point near Victorville, Cal., north

to a connection with the branch at Hinkley.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—An officer writes regarding

the reports that a cut-ofif is to be built from Dodge City, Kan.,

to southwestern Kansas and the panhandle of Texas to Colmor,

N. ]\lex., that nothing has been done in regard to such a proposi-

tion except a preliminary survey. There is no prospect of the

construction of such a line in the immediate future.

Antiocii & Stockton (Electric).— See Oakland, Antioch &
Eastern (Electric).

Badger Railway & Light Co.—An officer writes that grading

work has been finished from Whitewater, Wis., southeast to

Lake Geneva, 22 miles. H. B. Kanischulte, president, Milwaukee.
(March 3, 1911, p. 433.)

Baltimore & Ohio.—According to press reports contracts for

nearly 35 miles of second track work on the main line of the

Chicago division have been let.

Bellingham-Skagit Interurban.—This company, it is said,

will build a line from Bellingham, Wash., to Mount Vernon,

22 miles, thence to Everett. The Stone & Webster Engineering

Corporation, Boston, Mass., is back of the project.

Bloomington Southern.— See Indianapolis Southern.

Brinson Railway.—This road has been extended from Mill

Haven, Ga., to Sardis, 5 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—On the Saskatchewan division a new line

has been opened for business from Macklin, Sask., on the Battle

River subdivision, to Kerrobert, 46 miles.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—The Paint Creek branch of the Kana-
wha district has been extended to Kingston, W. Va., which is

six miles beyond Malian.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—An officer writes that it

has been decided to build under the name of the St. Paul & Kan-
sas City Short Line from Carlisle, Iowa, south to Allerton. The
company has definitely decided upon the location between Car-

lisle and Dallas, but between Dallas and the Missouri River di-

vision it has not been definitely decided at what point the line

would join that division or through what towns it would pass.

Bids are now being asked for, and it is expected to let contracts

about April 20, so that work can be started this month. The

work will be very expensive, the line passing through a rough

country. Maximum grades will be 0.8 of 1 per cent, compen-

sated for curves, maximum curves 3 deg. The estimated cost

of building the line is $60,000 a mile. There will be a number

of short plate girder bridges, also some short 'but high trestle

bridges and ordinary station buildings. This is to be essentially

a coal line, the Rock Island owning large bodies of coal land

which it will develop at once, the line will also carry coal for

other operators. When the line is built in connection with the

St. Paul & Des Moines it will form a through and very im-

portant line for the Rock Island between St. Paul, Minn., Minne-

apolis, and the northwest, and Kansas City, Mo., and the com-

pany's line to California and to the gulf. It will be by far the

shortest line between Minneapolis, St. Paul and Kansas City.

It will be well built and will be an important passenger and

freight line between the points named. (January 27, p. 183.)

Clinton, Oklahoma & Western.—This company, which

operates a line from Clinton, Okla., to Butler, 2i.5 miles, is said

to have made definite arrangements to build an extension into

the Texas Panhandle.
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CoRVALLis & Alsea River.— See Portland, Eugene & Eastern

(Electric).

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—The bill which was intro-

duced in the Colorado legislature to provide for the construction

by the state of the Continental Divide tunnel on the D., N. W. &
P., has been passed by the House. The measure now goes to the

Senate for action. The bill authorizes the state to issue bonds

to the amount of $4,000,000 to be used in the construction of a

tunnel through the Rocky mountain range at James Peak. The
tunnel will be used by the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific. The
railway is to put up a bond guarding the state against loss.

(February 17, p. 334.)

Detroit, Bay City & Western.—This company, which operates

a freight line from Bay City, Mich., to Carrol, 28 miles, recently

opened the line for passenger traffic.

Eastern Utah.—Contracts have been let and grading work
is under way on the first section of 20 miles of this line. The
company was organized to build from Wellington, Carbon
county, Utah, southwest to Emer}-, 60 miles. Henry Wade,
president, Price. (March 3, p. 433.)

Grand Trunk Pacific.—An officer sends us the following

particulars of the work the company expects to carry out this

year

:

Grading—
yfdin Line.

Prairie Creek to Tete Jaune Cache 114 miles
Copper Ri\rer to Aldeniiere 140 "

254 miles
Branches.

Calgary Branch ("to complete) 117 miles
Battleford Krancli (to complete) 28 "
Reginn Branch (to complete) 30 "
Regina-Boundary Branch (to complete present contract) 40 "
Regina-Moose Jaw Branch (to complete) 35 "
Prince Albert Branch (to complete) 59 "
Alberta Cral Branch (to complete) 48 "

New branch off same (new contract) 25 "
Biggar-Calgary Branch (new contract) 50 "

432 miles

Total 686 miles
Tracklaying—

Main Line.

Prairie Creek to Tete Jaune Cache 114 miles
Copper River to Aldermere 140 "
Calgary Branch 117 "

371 miles

Brandies.

Battleford Branch 48 miles
Regina Branch 58 "
Regina-Boundary Branch 90 "
Regina-Moofe Jaw Branch 40 "
Prince Albert Branch 87 "
Alberta Coal Branch 54 "

377 miles

Total 748 miles

It is also the intention of the company to put up 140 station

buildings. The report that the company is going to construct

100 hotels is inaccurate.

Houston & Texas Central.—Surveys are said to be under

way for a cut-off between Giddings, Texas, and Stone City,

about 50 miles.

Indianapolis Grade Changes.—In connection with the propo-

sition to make extensive elevation of railway tracks in the city

of Indianapolis, Ind., for the purpose of eliminating grade

crossings, the engineers of a number of the principal railways

have made tentative proposals which have been submitted to the

city engineer, for the construction of lines around the city,

which would permit of the abandonment of some of the lines

which are included in the plans for elevation. The rnap which
has been made shows a line starting at the Lake Erie & Western
tracks, near Castleton, and running southeast to the intersection

of the tracks of the Indianapolis division of the Big Four, west

of Lawrence. It would then run south to the intersection of

the Peoria & Eastern west of Hunters station, continuing south

to the tracks of the Pennsylvania about two miles east of Irving-

ton. Continuing south the line intersects the C, H. & D. about

two miles east of Irvington, then it runs south to the Cincin-

nati division of the Big Four, near Beech Grove. Trains from
the various roads mentioned would then come into the city from
Beech Grove on the Cincinnati division of the Big Four. .\

second proposed new line would start at the Monon tracks, north

of Broad Ripple, and run southwest, intersecting the Chicago
division of the Big Four about 11^ miles south of New Augusta.

With east and north lines coming into the city over two lines,

track elevation would be reduced materially. The Pennsylvania
lines running south and west would not be affected by the

proposed scheme.

Indianapolis Southern.—Steps are being taken by residents'

of Bloomington, Ind., to extend the Rloomington Southern
from the present terminal south of Bloomington, south through
the stone belt of Monroe county into Lawrence county, about

15 miles. Options on the right-of-way have already been
secured.

Iowa City, Ottumwa & Southwestern (Electric).—An officer

writes that contracts will be let about June 1 to build this line.

The plans call for building from Iowa City, Iowa, southwest

to Ottumwa, 70 miles. The work will include a 444-ft. steel

bridge. A contract for a power house has been let to the B. J.

Arnold Co. Frank Tanner, president, Iowa City. (See Iowa
City-Ottumwa Interurban, March 31, p. 813.)

Johnstown Railroad (Electric).—Incorporated in New York
with $300,000 capital, to build from Johnstown, N. Y., west to

Little Falls, 27 miles. L. O. Bucklin, Little Falls; J. P. Arger-

singer, Johnstown, and H. D. Harmickell, New York, are

directors.

Kansas City Southern.—An officer writes that a contract

has been given to Porter Brothers, Spokane, Wash., for carry-

ing out improvement work on seven short changes of line. The
work calls for grade reduction, from 1 per cent, to 0.5 per cent.,

on a total distance of about 25 miles.

Laton & Western.—See Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Coast

Lines.

Milwaukee Northern (Electric).—An officer is quoted as

saying that the grading for the proposed extension from Sheboy-

gan, Wis., southwest to West Bend, about 35 miles, will be

started this coming fall. Considerable double-tracking work on

the present line between Milwaukee and Sheboygan will be car-

ried out during the spring and summer.

Nebraska Transportation Company.—Organized in Nebraska

to build from Omaha, Neb., northwest to Elk City, from which

point one line is to be built north to Sioux City, Iowa, 98 miles,

and another line is to be built from Elk City, northwesterly to

Norfolk, about 100 miles. Right-of-way has been secured for

60 miles and contract for building the line has been let to the

Baker Construction Company, Omaha.

Nevada Copper Belt.—This road has been extended from

Mason, Nev., to Hudson, 14.2 miles, and a new branch, called

the Smelter branch, has been opened for business from Wabuska,

to Thompson, 2.5 miles. (February 24, p. 369.)

New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago.—This company is making

a survey from Middleton, Tenn., the present northern terminus,

north to Jackson, 40 miles, and plans to extend to that point as

soon as arrangements for financing the work can be made.

President Berg says it will cost about $800,000 to build tlie road

mto Jackson. The people of Jackson plan to raise $100,000 for

the undertaking, and will take stock in the company in return,

arrangements for securing the remainder have not been com-

pleted. It is the intention to extend the road ultimately north

to the Ohio river. Definite plans for reaching the river have

not been decided upon, but will probably include trackage rights

over the Illinois Central to Milan and then construction to

Paducah or some other river point. At Middleton the road con-

nects only with the east and west line of the Southern Railway.

When it reaches Jackson it will have better connections to the

north over the Illinois Central, Mobile & Ohio, and the Nash-

ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. (March 3, p. 434.)

NooKSACK Valley Traction.—This company will build an ex-

tension, it is said, from Bellingham, Wash., northwest via Mari-

etta to Ferndale, about 10 miles. The line is to be extended

eventually to Blaine. (December 16, p. 1167.)

North Coast.—See Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company.

Oakland, Antioch & Eastern (Electric).—Incorporation has

been asked for in California by this company. The plans in-

clude taking over the Antioch & Stockton, which has been build-
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ing ;m olfctric line from AntiiH-li, Cal., southwest to Oakland,

30 miles, now nearing completion, and to build an extension

from Antiocli, east to Stockton, about 50 miles. The directors

include: A. W. Mallby, Concord; J. R. Sclby, S. L. Naphthaly,

L. Arnstein and A. J. Krutmeyer, San Francisco.

Orkgon Roads.—The Booth-Kelly Lumber Company is said

to be asking for bids to build a logging line 3.5 miles long, above
Wendling, Ore.

OuiiGON Short Line.—According to press reports, contracts

are to be let soon for building about 50 miles of the Raft River
branch. The line is to be l)uiU southwest from Burley, Idaho,

through the Raft river country.

An officer writes that track has been laid on about 0.5 mile

on a line from Caldwell, Idaho, west to Greenleaf, 11.2 miles.

Oregon-Washington Raii-road & Navigation Company.—

A

contract is said to have been given to the Watson, Flagg &
Standifer Co., Portland, Ore., for building an 18-mile section

on the North Coast, between Spokane, Wash., and Cheney. It is

estimated that the work, which will be difficult, will cost

$1,000,000.

Pensacola, Mobile & New Orleans.—An officer writes that

this company, which was organized to build from Pensacola,

Fla., northwest to Mobile, Ala., 60 miles, expects to have the

line in operation to the east side of the valley of the Mobile
river by December of this year. The grading and bridging to

that point is nearly finished and one-third of the track has been

delivered at the yard at Pensacola. Some preliminary work is

being carried out for the bridge over the Mobile river, but noth-

ing will be done on this structure until December. (October 14,

p. 712.)

Pennsylvania Roads.—H. W. Hamblin, Harrisburg, Pa., is

said to be back of a project to build a line from near Biglerville,

southwest via Arendtsville to Cashtown, about ten miles.

Portland, Eugene & Eastern (Electric).—This company has

bought the Corvallis & Alsea River, operating a logging line

between Corvallis, Ore., and Monroe. It is the intention of the

new owners to electrify the line and build an extension.

Southern Railway & Navigation Company.—An officer

writes that this company has work under way on an extension

of 11 miles, and that_ the plans call for building at some later

time a further extension of 50 miles. The company now has in

operation a line from Vidalia, Miss., southwest to Crooksville,

13.8 miles.

St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line.—See Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific.

St. Paul & Des Moines.—See Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Union Pacific.—The contract for building the extension

between Northport, Neb., and Gering, has been let to Shirley &
Phelan, Omaha. (March 3, p. 434.)

Western Pacific.—This company will spend $2,000,000 re-

ballasting its roadbed through the Feather river canyon, Cal.,

it is said, to prevent further trouble from snow slides. In

Keddie a masonry retaining wall will be constructed.

Tenders for the construction, equipment, and operation of

the railv/ay from Madrid, Spain, to Valencia, were opened on
March 17 at the Ministry of Public Works, Madrid, and the

contract was awarded to a combination of American and
British capitalists and promoters under the name of the Span-
ish Railway Co., London, England. The alternative of elec-

tric traction, left optional in the conditions submitted by the

government, was not considered in the bid accepted, steam
traction alone being provided for. The field of operations

of the company in Spanish railway construction and develop-

ment is apparently not limited to the railway under notice,

but includes also the building of the new line between Madrid
and Bilbao, which it is proposed to construct on the same
gage as the French trunk lines so as to establish direct through

communication between Madrid and Paris without necessitating

present transshipments of all passengers and freight trafific at

the frontier.

Bailtttatj iFinancial Nettie.

Alhekta Rah.way & Irrigation.—'ihe Canadian Pacific offers

until May 1, 1911, to buy at $153 per share, the minority stock
of the Alberta Railway & Irrigation, on condition that the

holders of 8,000 shares consent to sell.

Boston & Maine.—The Connecticut River Railroad, a sulisidiary

of the B. & M., has asked permission of the Massachusetts
Board of Railroad Commissioners for authority to I)uy the

franchises and property of the Vermont Valley Railroad, which
it now controls through stock ownership.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Loui.sville.—This company has sold to

Potter, Choate & Prentice, New York, $2,300,000 refunding
mortgage 4 per cent, bonds, due 1947. These bonds were is-

sued to retire a like amount of Louisville, New Albany &
Chicago (Chicago and Indianapolis division) first mortgage
6s, due August 1, 1911. On that date the refunding 4s will

become an absolute first mortgage on the entire mileage owned
by the company, aggregating 509 miles of road.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—This company, operat-

ing the Pacific coast extension of the C, M. & St. P., has
called a stockholders' meeting for May 31 to vote on the

question of increasing the capital stock from $100,000,000 to

$200,000,000. All of the stock except directors' shares is held

by the St. Paul.

Cleveland & Pittsburg.—A stockholders' meeting has been
called for June 15 to vote on the question of authorizing an
increase in the capital stock of the company from $22,000,000

to $40,000,000; the additional stock to be issued to the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, which leases the property for the Cleveland

& Pittsburg.

Connecticut River Railroad.—See Boston & Maine.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—In proceedings being brought by
the trustees of the $4,250,000 first and second lien bonds look-

ing to a foreclosure sale of the property under these bonds,

the representatives of the junior bond issues have asked for

and been granted a postponement of two weeks. In the

junior bondholders' petition it was said that under the plan

of reorganization which they had worked out, the company
would receive $10,000,000.

Indianapolis Southern.—The property of this company is to be

sold under foreclosure on May 5. The upset price is fixed at

$2,500,000.

Intercolonial Railway.—The minister of railways and canals

of Canada, says that during the Easter recess of the Cana-
dian parliament the department of railways and canals will

take up the question of acquiring the branch lines now oper-

ated independently as feeders of the Intercolonial. A statute

has already been passed permitting such a purchase.

Knoxville, Sevierville & Eastern.—A suit has been brought

asking for the removal of W. J. Oliver as receiver of this

road. The road runs from Knoxville, Tenn., to Sevierville, 30

miles.

Maine Central.—This company has sold to F. S. Moseley &
Co. $1,500,000 one-year 4 per cent, notes, dated April 1, 1911.

The proceeds will be held to pay ofif in cash the $1,500,000 5

per cent, four-year notes maturing June 1.

Missouri Pacific.—H. I. Miller, receiver of the Buffalo & Sus-

quehanna and formerly president of the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois, has been appointed to make a physical valuation of

inspection of the Missouri Pacific.

New York Central & Hudson River.—See West Shore.

Norfolk Southern.—A quarterly dividend of half of 1 per cent,

has been declared on the $16,000,000 stock, payable May 1. The
initial quarterly dividend of half of 1 per cent, was paid Feb-

ruary 1, 1911.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—The directors have announced a stock

allotment of 10 per cent, to stockholders of record May 5

at par. Stockholders may subscribe for the new stock between

May 31 and June 5.

i
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The amount of stock outstanding on March 1 was 8,252,324

shares, of par value $412,616,200. The amount of stock on

which the 10 per cent, allotment will be made to stockholders

of record May 5 will not be greatly different from that of

March 1, in which case the amount of new stock issued will

be $41,261,620. The total amount of stock outstanding after

the allotment is complete will be about $454,000,000. The

Pennsylvania warrants were listed in New York Wednesday

afternoon. The opening sale was 160 at 10^. See Cleveland

& Pittsburg.

Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—At the stock-

holders' meeting on April 11, D. T. McCabe, G. L. Peck, John

P. Green and S. Stuart Patterson were elected additional

directors.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—This company, which is a subsidiary

of the New York Central's Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

earned gross in 1910 $17,052,698, an increase over the gross of

1909 of $2,213,750. Net, after the payment of expenses, last

year amounted to $9,106,631, an increase over 1909 of $686,889.

The operating ratio last ye^ir was 46.60, as aganist 43.26 the

year before. The company operated the same mileage in

1910 as in 1909, namely, 191 miles. There was issued during

the year $6,000,000 additional capital stock, making the total

capital stock outstanding at the end of 1910 $21,000,000, leav-

ing a balance of $9,000,000 authorized stock unissued. The
funded debt of the road is $4,000,000. After the payment of

interest, rentals, 10 per cent, dividends, and $4,864,091 for addi-

tions and betterments and additional equipment, the company
had a surplus of $1,225,816 in 1910. In the previous year,

after the payment of 10 per cent, dividends, the company had
a surplus of $6,115,605, but in 1909 nothing was charged

against income for additions and betterments or additional

equipment.

Operating expenses last year amounted to $7,946,066, an in-

crease of $1,526,861 over 1909. Of this increase, $793,404 was
an increase in transportation expenses.

In 1910 revenue ton miles totaled 2,006,824,483, an increase

over 1909 of 212,077,679. The tons of revenue freight carried

one mile per mile of road (freight density) amounted last

year to 10,493,200. The average haul of revenue freight was
about the same last year as the year before, 64 miles. The
average train load was 1,207 tons, an increase in 1910 over the

impressively high figure of 1909 of 15 tons. The average

revenue per ton per mile in 1910 was 7.48 mills, and in 1909

7.29 mills.

Of the total tonnage, 31,378,435 tons, of freight moved by
the P. & L. E. in 1910, 11,181,850 tons was bituminous coal

and 6,093,188 tons was coke. The increase in bituminous coal

tonnage was about 17 per cent.

The two most important developments of the year for the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie were the traffic agreement for 99

years made with the Western Maryland, which has during

the past year built a 90-mile line from Cumberland, Md., to

Connellsville, W. Va., forming a connection with the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie, and the new agreement ratified since the

close of the calendar year, but negotiated during the past year,

by which the P. & L. E. has been given trackage rights over

the Erie's New Castle-Sharon branch ; and the Erie has begun
to actively solicit business in the Pittsburgh district for haul

over the P. & L. E. to a connection with its own lines.

Rutland Railroad.—This company, operating 468 miles of rail-

way and controlling the Rutland Transit Co., which operates

a line of steamers from Ogdensburg, N. Y., through the Great

Lakes to Chicago, has been controlled by the New York Cen-
tral & Hudson River. A short time ago the New York Cen-
tral sold half of its majority stock to the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, so that now the Rutland is controlled

jointly by the New Haven and the New York Central. This

arrangement gives the New York, New Haven & Hartford its

own entrance into Montreal.

In 1910 operating revenue of the Rutland amounted to

$3,339,834, an increase over 1909 of $237,401. Operating ex-

penses amounted to $2,356,256, an increase of $154,411 over

1909. Operating income last year, after the payment of taxes,

was greater by $75,375 than in 1909 and totaled $861,656. The
Rutland has outstanding an issue of about $9,000,000 cumula-

tive preferred stock, and the provisions governing the issue of

this preferred stock make it impossible for the company to

issue new securities for capital expenditures until the cumula-

tive dividend has been paid. No dividends have been paid for

some years, and therefore the Rutland has been forced to make
all improvements to its property from income. In 1910 $291,-

029 was appropriated for additions, betterments and improve-

ments, and in 1909 $204,005, leaving a nominal surplus in both

1910 and 1909.

The total number of tons of revenue freight carried one mile

was 253,285,609 in 1910, an increase of 9,186,863 tons. Freight

density on the Rutland was 610,165 tons one mile per mile of

road. The average haul last year was 119 miles, a shorter

haul by three miles than the average for 1909. The average

revenue train load was 271 tons, which is less by nine tons

than the 1909 train load. Lumber, grain and miscellaneous

manufactured articles form the bulk of the Rutland's freight

traffic, and the tonnage of all of these commodities showed in-

creases in 1910 over 1909.

Southern Pacific— .\ press despatch from San Francisco says

that this company has bought the entire holdings of L. E.

Hanschet in the stock of the traction companies in the Santa

Clare valley. The report says that this purchase gives the

Southern Pacific control of three extensive electric railways.

St. Louis & San Francisco.— Speyer & Co., New York, have

arranged for the sale to French bankers of $7,000,000, or about

35,000,000 francs, general lien 15-20 year 5 per cent, bonds.

There are at present $10,000,000 of these general lien bonds

listed on the parquet of the French Bourse. Of the bonds now
sold, $5,443,000 are for refunding purposes, and $1,557,000 for

additions and betterments.

Tennessee Central.—A formal decree has been entered dis-

missing the suits brought by the Illinois Central and the

Southern Railway against the Tennessee Central, the matter

under controversy having been settled out of court some time

ago.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.—At a meeting

of the stockholders held on April 10, the following new direc-

tors were elected: F. H. Britton, St. Louis Southwestern; C.

W. Galloway, Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern; C. S. Clarke,

Missouri Pacific; C. R. Gray, St. Louis & San Francisco; W.
L. Park, Illinois Central; F. O. Melcher, Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific. The following have been appointed mem-
bers of the finance committee : George H. Ross, George E.

Evans, W. L. Park, and Julius S. Walsh, chairman and ex-

officio member. The following are on the executive com-

mittee: C. E. Shaff, T. C. Powell, Henry Miller, C. H. Mid-

dleton, A. A. Allen, Benjamin McKeen, C. R. Gray and W. S.

McChesney, Jr., chairman and ex-officio member.

Vermont Valley Railroad.—See Boston & Maine.

West Shore.—The Commercial & Financial Chronicle says that

in order to pave the way for a merger of the West Shore with

the New York Central & Hudson River, a bill has been passed

in the New Jersey legislature permitting tlie consolidation, so

far as the property of the West Shore in New Jersey is con-

cerned, of this company and the N. Y. C. & H. R. No new

legislation, it is said, will be required in New York, the per-

mission of the Public Service Commission, however, being

necessary. While the merger has not been definitely decided

on, the New York Central desires to obtain the necessary per-

mission to do so should it wish in the future to carry out the

plan.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

Contracts for the extension of the Bagdad Railway, Asia

Minor, to Bagdad, for the branch line from Osmanich to Alex-

andretta, and the construction of harbor works at Alexandretta

were signed at Constantinople, Turkey, on March 21.

Higher passenger and freight rates on the State Railways of

Chile will go into operation August 10, 1911. This increase of

rates is due to the fact that during the past five years the Slate

Railways have been operated at an average annual loss of

$2,979,372.



^uppi}^ (Trade ^ecti^n.
The Chicago Steel Car Company, Cliicago, is building a mim-

ber of acid tank cars for tlie Pioneer Iron Conipanv, Mariiuctte,

Mich.

The Whipple Car Company, Chic.ngo, has opened an office at

the Grand Central Terminal, New York, in charge of J. H.
Ihirwell, eastern sales agent.

The Orton & Steinbrenner Company, Chicago, announces the

appointment of W. Van R. Wbitall, Inc., New York, as its rep-

resentative in New York and luigland for the sale of locomotive

cranes and grab hnckets.

C. II. Pearson, of the Noera Manufactnring Company, Water-
bury, Conn., has taken a position in the hoist department of the

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, New York. Mr. Pear-

son's field will be in the West.

The Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has leased the

fifth and sixth floors of the Frick Annex, and is connecting

them with the Carnegie building by two bridges across Relief

alley. This new space will give the company about 50 additional

offices.

Edward W. Snowdon, of the Union Spring & Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., died in New York on April 9. Mr.
Snowdon was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1863. He was for-

merly in the mechanical department of the Queen & Crescent;

later with the American Car & Foundry Company, New York,
and in 1908 he went to the Union Spring & Manufacturing
Company.

The Smith locomotive adjustable hub plate, made by the

Smith Locomotive Adjustable Hub Plate Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa., has been fitted to one of the Pacific type passenger loco-

motives of the New York, New Haven & Hartford. The
outside box trailer and engine truck wheels, as well as the

driving wheels, are equipped with this device. The plate is

in use on the Delaware & Hudson and on the St. Louis &
San Francisco.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has shipped

the thirtieth gasoline motor car for service on the Southern Pa-
cific. A 70- foot car for the Sand Springs Interurban Railway,

Tulsa, Okla., will leave the builder's plant on April 15. The
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company has or-

dered a second 70-ft. motor car which will be a duplicate of the

one now under construction for that line. This road is now
operating two 55-ft. McKeen cars.

The sales of the Western Electric Company, Chicago, for

March were 10 per cent, larger than for the corresponding month
of last year. During the first quarter of the calendar year to

April 1, the company did 11 per cent, more business than in the

same period of last year. This company now employs 25,000 per-

sons, compared with 23,464 on January 1, 1911, and 17,835 on
December 1, 1909. The present number is within 4,000 of the

largest pay roll the company ever had.

The Detroit Steel Products Co., Detroit, Mich., reports the

following recent installations of Fenestra steel sash in rail-

way buildings: Pennsylvania Railroad roundhouses at Frank-
fort, Pa., and Orangeville, Md., N. Y. C. & H. R. shops at

West Albany, N. Y.; M. K. & T. freighthouse at St. Louis,

Mo.; Duluth, Missabe & Northern shops at Proctor, ]\Iinn.;

St. Louis & Southwestern shops at Tyler, Texas ; Chicago &
Nort'n Western shops at Kankakee, II!.; new terminal and power
station at St. Paul, Minn. ; Northern Pacific freighthouse at

St. Paul, Minn. ; Interborough Rapid Transit car terminal build-

ings, at New York.

The Transportation Utilities Company, 30 Church street, New
York, has been organized to represent directly the Acme Supply

Company, Chicago, and the General Railway Supply Company,
Chicago. The territory in the steam railway field will cover all

roads running east of Chicago and St. Louis, Mo., and in

the electric railway field will cover the United States, Canada
and Mexico. The company will be represented in Baltimore,

Md., by H. B. Chamberlain, 704 North Fulton avenue; and in

Chicago by John T. Morton, the Steger building. W. L. Con-

well, of the Westinghousc Electric & Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., is president and treasurer.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Files.—The NichoLson I'"ile Company, Providence, R. I., has

I)ublished a 90-page catalog illustrating in actual sizes the dif-

ferent types and designs of files made l)y tiiat company.

Electriiication.—The Wcstinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has pul)}ished in a small illustrated booklet

all the Railroad Electrification Talks which recently appeared
in the advertising pages of the Raihvay Age Gazette.

Engines.—The American Blower Co., Detroit, Mich., has de-

voted bulletin No. 288 to its vertical self-oiling engines, types

A and E. This bulletin supersedes bulletin No. 232 and gives

detailed descriptions, diagrams and dimension tables.

Text-Books.—John Wiley & Sons, New York, have issued

a 200-page catalog of text-books published by them. Among
the subjects covered are civil engineering, mechanical engineer-

ing, electricity, physics and mechanics, pure and applied.

Car and Track Jacks.—Templeton, Kenly & Company, Ltd.,

Chicago, is distributing catalog No. 13, describing the Simplex
jacks made by that company. These jacks are made in numerous
types for use in track work and in shop repairs on cars and
locomotives.

Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain.—The passenger department
of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain Lines has published a

booklet describing Little Rock, Ark., and Hot Springs, on ac-

count of the United Confederate Veteran's Reunion to be held

in Little Rock, May 16, 17 and 18, 1911.

Queen & Crescent Route.—The passenger department has pub-

lished under the title of, "From the Window," a 95-page illus-

trated booklet describing the scenery, industries and points of

historic interest along this line. A brief description, including

interesting data, is given of each town through which the road

passes.

Bangor & Aroostook.—The passenger department of this

company has published a 170-page booklet entitled "In the Maine
Woods." This will prove valuable to the prospective camper in

that region, as it points out the choicest spots for hunting, fish-

ing, canoeing, etc., and includes the names of the best camps
and guides.

Railway Motor.—The General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

in bulletin No. 4817 illustrates and describes its 75 h. p. direct-

current commutating pole railway motor. A form is included

which when filled out will show the company just what service

the motor is for so that the company can decide what type of

motor would give the best results.

Ahit Locks.—The various uses of nut locks in car construc-

tion are explained in a pamphlet issued by the Jones Positive

Nut Lock Company, Chicago. The applications of this nut to

trucks, arch bars, brake beams and truss rods are illustrated

in the drawings, and tables of dimensions and prices are in-

cluded. The Positive nut lock is also used in frog and crossing

work.

Capt. John Smith and Carborundum.—Those who read the

first two volumes of the Revised American Statesmen's Series,

published by the Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

will be glad to hear that the third volume has appeared. This

small booklet is even better than its predecessors, and tells in

its unusually humorous and original way the hitherto un-

published facts about Capt. John Smith and Carborundum.

Concrete Surfaces.—The Universal Portland Cement Com-
pany, Chicago, has published a pamphlet on concrete surfaces,

describing and illustrating the various types, such as the brushed,

the rubbed, the tooled and the sand blasted surfaces. The costs

of the different types are discussed and formulae for colored

mortars are given. The colored plates, showing surfaces which

were brushed to expose the aggregate, are particularly inter-

esting.
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Anadarko, Okla.—The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has

let contracts to T. S. Leake, Chicago, for building one-story

and basement, brick veneer passenger stations at Anadarko and
Lawton.

Anniston, Ala.—The Louisville & Nashville has prepared

plans for improvements, including an enlargement to its round-

house and the installation of a stationary boiler.

Bethlehem, Pa.^—Residents of Bethlehem are back of a pro-

ject to build a bridge over the Lehigh river at Bethlehem. It

is understood that the bridge will carry tracks for street rail-

ways.

Bloomington, Ind.—See Hammond, Ind.

Comanche, Texas.—The St. Louis Southwestern has prepared
plans for a passenger and freight station upon which work will

be begun in a short time. The building will be of pressed brick

with stone trimmings and tile roof. The estimated cost is

$12,500.

Council Bluffs, Iowa.—The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

has let a contract to Geo. B. Swift & Co., Chicago, for building

a freight house and office building to cost about $100,000. The
structure will be 40 ft. x 540 ft., of brick and re-enforced con-

crete construction.

Brownville Junction, Me.—Application has been made by
the Canadian Pacific to the Maine railroad commissioners for

permission to replace the single span 150-ft. truss bridge over

the Pleasant river, near Brownville Junction with a double span

plate girder bridge. The company has been surveying in that

section for a new route with easy grades, but the application

for the new bridge does not indicate any change of grade or

location.

East St. Louis, III.—Bids are wanted up to noon, April 25,

by H. D. Sexton, president of the board of trustees of the East

Side Levee & Sanitary district for building five railway bridges

along Cahokia creek diversion channel in Chouteau township,

Madison county.

Fort Collins, Colo.—The Union Pacific has let a contract to

Searie Bros., Denver, Colo., for building a brick roundhouse.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—The Pere Marquette has let a contract

for building a 42-stall brick roundhouse.

Hammond, Ind.—The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, ac-

cording to locai press repoits, has prepared plans for new sta-

tions, at Hammond, Bloomington, and Rensselaer.

Hickman, Ky.—The Mississippi Valley Transportation Com-
pany plans to build a concrete deck to cost about $10,000.

Hollister, Cal.—Plans have been made by the Southern Pa-

cific for putting up a new station at Hollister, to cost $18,000.

Lawton, Okla.—See Anadarko, Okla.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Grand Trunk will use the Bush train

shed in its new terminal in Ottawa ; the Canadian Railway Com-
mission has given formal approval to the railway company for

the use of this type of structure at the Ottawa terminal. The
train shed will cover seven tracks, and is to be 530 ft. long. Six

of the tracks in the shed will be stub-end tracks, and one will be

a through track enclosed within the train shed structure, with

the shed open at both ends for through movement on this track.

To be eflfective, the smoke duct in the Bush shed must be close

to the smoke stack of the locomotive, so the Canadian govern-

ment clearance restrictions have heretofore prevented its use.

The government approval of its use at Ottawa is an indication

that restrictions may be removed at other stations in Canada.

Rensselaer, Ind.—See Hammond, Ind.

1
Rosalia, Wash.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, it

I is understood, will build a steel bridge over Pine creek at

Rosalia.

1 Southover Junction, Ga.—An officer of the Atlantic Coast
! Line is quoted as saying that improvements are to be made at

a cost of $200,000, to include the erection of a roundhouse, a

turntable and necessary offices at the yards south of Southover
Junction. Some additional tracks are also to be put in.

Westby, Wis.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, it is said,

will put up a new passenger station at Westby, in Vernon county.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha is in the mar-
ket for 12 locomotives.

The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio is said to be making in-

quiries for 5 Mallet locomotives and 2 Mikado locomotives.

The Chicago & North Western is said to be negotiating with
the American Locomotive Company for 30 locomotives. This
item is not confirmed.

The Western Maryland has ordered 30 consolidation loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company, and 5 Mallet
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Rutland has ordered 2 consolidation locomotives from
American Locomotive Company. The dimensions of the cylin-

ders will be 22 in. x 30 in., the diameter of the driving wheels
will be 63 in., and the total weight in working order will be
211,000 lbs.

The Steel Company of Canada, Ltd., Hamilton, Can., has or-
dered 1 four-wheel saddle tank locomotive from the American
Locomotive Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will

be 17 in. x 24 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be
50 in., and the total weight in working order will be 88,000 lbs.

The Pennsylvania Lines West have ordered 1 six-wheel switch-
ing locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. The
dimensions of the cylinders will be 19 in. x 26 in., the diameter
of the driving wheels will be 51 in., and the total weight in

working order will be 139,000 lbs. This locomotive is for the

Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern.

CAR BUILDING.

The Grand Trunk, it is said, will build 10 first class coaches
and 20 express cars at the company's shops.

The Texas Company, St. Louis, Mo., has ordered 200 tank
cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle is said to have ordered 14

baggage and mail cars. This item is unconfirmed.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, it is said, will build 1,300 freight cars

at the company's shops. This item is not confirmed.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is negotiating with the

American Car & Foundry Company for 8 baggage cars.

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern has ordered 6 coaches and
2 combination baggage and mail cars from the American Car
& Foundry Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, mentioned in the

Railway Age Gazette of March 10 as being in the market for 3

combination baggage and bufifet cars, has ordered this equip-

ment from the American Car & Foundry Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Seaboard Air Line is reported in the market for 14,000

tons of rails.

The Japanese Government has ordered 3,900 tons of rails from

the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Sandy Valley & Elkhorn has ordered 5,350 tons of rails

from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac has ordered 1,000

tons of rails from the Maryland Steel Company.

The Boston & Maine has ordered 1,200 tons of bridge steel

from the Boston Bridge Company, and is in the market for

10,000 tons of bridge steel.

The Chicago, Mihvaukee & St. Paul is said to have ordered

100,000 tons of rails from the United States Steel Corporation.

This item is not confirmed.

The Harriman Lines have ordered 72,000 tons of rails. Of this

order 40,000 tons will go to the United States Steel Corporation,

being divided between the Illinois Steel Company and the Ten-
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nessce Coal, Iron & Railroad Company. The remaining,' 32,(}()0

tons will go to the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.

Ceneral Conditions in Steel. There has been a falling off in

orders since the lirst of the month, hut.lhe average daily orders

of the Steel Corporation are still well above 30,000 tons. During
the week cuts of several dollars a ton on fabricated steel have

been reported. A large amount of business is pending, but con-

sumers continue to hold off until the general outlook is more
settled. The monthly report of the Steel Corporation as of

March 31 shows that that month was one of the best in the

history of the corporation, as far as earnings are concerned.

About 950,000 tons were shipped and a trille less than 1,000,000

tons were ordered during the month. The net earnings for the

month must have been about $11,000,000, or $4,000,000 more than

in December. The earnings for tlie first quarter are expected to

be between $29,000,000 and $30,000,000. The unfilled orders on

March 31 were 3,447,301 tons, a gain of 46,758 tons for the month
and an increase of 772,544 tons during the first quarter of the

calendar year. The March shipments, on a basis of 31 days,

were at the rate of 30,750 tons a day, an increase of over 2,500

tons a day over the February shipments and an increase of over

7,450 tons a day over the January shipments. During March the

Steel Corporation operated on an average of about 69 per cent.

of its capacity. It is now operating at about 72 per cent, of its

capacity.

SIGNALING.

Alternating Current Automatic Block Signals on the Cum-
berland Valley.

The first steam road to use automatic signals with alternating

current for operating and lighting the signals, as well as supply-

ing the track circuits was the Cumberland Valley. Signals thus

worked, between Lemoyne and Mechanicsburg, seven miles, have

recently been put in service.

Power for operating the system is supplied from a 2,200-volt,

25-cycle, single-phase, alternating current line carried on poles

along the right-of-way, current being obtained from the power
plant of the United Electric Company at Lemoyne. The line has

lightning arresters at intervals of two miles and trouble from

lightning has been confined practically to an occasional fuse

blown out. The signals are three-position, upper quadrant,

normal clear. The amount of energy used by the two-candle

power electric lamps used to light the signal is so small that

they are not put out in the day time.

Transformers are used at each signal location with suitable

taps to step the voltage down from 2,200 to 55 volts for oper-

ating the signal motor and lights, and 5 volts for track circuits.

The motors are of the induction type and have no contacts or

brushes and no friction surfaces aside from the two armature

bearings. The relays are of galvanometer type for track cir-

cuits with a Vane type for slow release control.

The polarized system of alternating current track circuits is

used ; this controls the third or clear position of the signals,

without the use of line wires, so that the two main wires are

the only line wires used in the automatic territory. Track cir-

cuits average one mile in length, the longest being 7,000 ft.

No batteries are used on any part of this automatic signal

system and the maintenance expense is limited chiefly to the

proper lubrication of the signal mechanism and the care of the

rail bonds and insulated joints.

The operation of these signals has been so satisfactory that

a contract has been awarded for signaling fortj'-three miles

additional (double track), divided into three sections: Mechanics-

burg to Mile Post 27, Shippensburg to Chambersburg, and west

of Chambersburg to Mason-Dixon, together with the single

track between Lemoyne and Harrisburg, a distance of about one

mile, where the Susquehanna River is crossed by a single track

bridge. Alternating current at 3,300 volts, 25-cycle, single-phase,

will be used, with such modifications and improvements in the

signals and equipment as have been made since the original

installation, which was begun in 1908. It is the intention in

these installations to carry sufficient current in the signal mains

to supply electric lights at all the stations. This will be the

first instance of such use of signal circuits on a steam road.

The current supply for this signal and lighting system from

Harrisburg to Mile Post 27 will be furnished by the United

I'.lectric Company, of Lemoyne, while the sections east and
west of Chambersburg will be supplied from the power plant
owned by the company at Chambersburg.

Interlocking Switch Stand.

The yXndirson interlocking switch stand, made by the Amer-
ican Valve & Meter Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, is shown in

tlie accompanying illustration. It is of the skeleton type, and
is furnished with cither an intermediate or high target and lad-

der as desired. The construction is simple and practical, and all

the parts are exposed so that any derangement may be quickly

noted. The interlocking mechanism is independent of the switch

stand, but is operated by it. The interlocking plunger is di-

rectly under the steel plate, which is provided for its protection.

The switch lever has a throw of 180 deg. ; the first 40 deg. re-

leases the interlock without moving the switch point, and the

remaining 140 deg. opens the switch and turns the target. The

SWITCH STAND LEVER

INTERLOCKING
PLUNGER ,

Anderson Interlocking Switch Stand.

reverse movement closes the switch and locks it. The switch

must be properly closed in order to be interlocked, for the

plunger could not mesh with the interlocking bar and the switch

stand lever would be 40 deg. from the slot in the switch stand

plate in which it must fit in a vertical position in order to be

locked. The switch must thus be positively closed, as even the

width of a small chip will prevent the padlocking of the switch

lever. Without the interlock the lever of this switch stand, like

any other, could be forced into position and padlocked, leaving

the switch point partly open, which is liable to cause an acci-

dent. If in closing the switch it should in any way become

disconnected, the switch stand cannot be locked, as the inter-

locking bar is directly connected to the switch point. The inter-

lock provides protection to the switch, even if the switch stand

should be damaged or destroyed by accident, and prevents the

switch from being opened if any other derangements should take

place in the mechanism.
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DEGINNING May 19, the Raihvay Age Gazette will publish in

its third weekly issue of each month a section devoted to en-

gineering and maintenance of way matters, similar to the shop

section now published in its first weekly issue of each month.

It should be understood that engineering matter will not be con-

fined to this section; in fact, more space than ever will be given

to engineering articles in all the other weekly issues. The sec-

tion in question will be chiefly given over to the consideration of

means for increasing the efficiency and economy of maintenance

work. For the purpose of getting material about methods and

devices not now in general use, but which have been effectively

emploj'ed by individual railway men or individual lines to increase

the economy and efficiency of maintenance work, we shall award

a first prize of $25 and a second prize of $15 for the best contribu-

tions that may be sent to us describing such methods or devices.

All contributions submitted in this competition which do not win

prizes, but which are published, will be paid for at a flat rate of

$3 each. The various articles will be printed in the engineering

and maintenance section from time to time. Descriptions should

be brief, but clear; and drawings, photographs, or sketches

should accompany the matter unless entirely clear without them.

Questions of correct English, the finish of sketches, etc., will

not enter into the making of the awards. All contributions en-

tered in this contest should be sent to the civil engineering

editor of the Railway Age Gazette, Plymouth building, Chicago,

and should be received by us not later than June 1.

A SOMEWHAT interesting venture is to be tried on the

•** New York, New Haven & Hartford. The city of Water-

bury, on the Naugatuck branch, is an isolated but progressive

city of about 75,000 inhabitants, allowing for increase during the

year since the last census was taken. It had 73,141 inhabitants

when the census was taken, 51,139 in 1900 and 33,202 in

1890, its population having thus increased more than 121

per cent, in two decades. Its only railway outlets are on

the New Haven system and, barring distant trolley connec-

tions, passengers must travel by steam lines to and from

the city. Moreover, just now it is a period of pretty acute

economies on the New Haven system, with general reduc-

tions of working force, of freight service and, in less degree,

of passenger train service. Yet Waterbury is now to be the

objective of a new route between Boston and New York via

Hartford, with two express trains daily—one each way—mak-

ing the running time between the two terminals in a little more

than six hours. It is an application of the theory that new

train facilities make new business—that more passengers will

travel accordingly, as they are given greater opportunity. That

is a law which sooner or later enforces itself, only in this

case it has a radical application, the outworking of which will

be instructive in the case of a community comparatively remote

from a railway's main stem. The plan recalls, by contrast, an in-

cident of the New Haven road's history. It was at a meeting

of the old moss-back directorate some 35 years ago that the

president proposed a new express train between New York

and New Haven. A white-haired director strenuously objected

to it. "Why, gentlemen," said he, in high wrath, "it won't be

a week before passengers will be crowding it!"

UNTIL last Tuesday it was hoped that the Missouri Pacific was

to be put in proper physical shape and made to take the

position it ought to among western roads. The prospects now

are bad. The Gould interests are still in control and the company

has lost its promised powerful financial support. The latter is

not, however, any irretrievable loss. The Missouri Pacific credit

is fundamentally good and it could get money at reasonable rates

in the open market. It is not highly capitalized. Its underlying

issues are all closed and what it has to sell now are the 5 per

cent, convertibles; it could sell a good many of them without

having to take a heavy discount. But Gould control does not

mean operating efficiency. While competing railways have been

improving physically, the Missouri Pacific has been deteriorating;

while others have increased their earnings, the Missouri Pacific's

have decreased; service on other roads has been improving and

on the Missouri Pacific it has been getting worse. Out of its

6,775 miles of track, 2,200 miles are laid with 56-lb. rail and 414

miles are laid with 52-lb. rail. It is not that the road has not

had competent men in the operating, traffic and other depart-

ments, but that it has not had home rule. The men having real
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power ill the Gould organizations Iiave often not l)een actively

engaged in work on the properties, while the men on the ground

have not had enougli authority or money to do their work. If

President Bush is given a free hand and allowed to manage tlie

road from its headquarters at St. Louis, or, better still, from his

car out on the line, he will have the greatest opportunity of any

railway man in the country. If he is not given this chance, he

has before him the hardest and most thankless task of any rail-

way man in America. His work is to build up a physically run-

down property and at the same time get the public behind him.

To do this he has got to show the public that he is working in

their interests, and he has got to do this in the face of the well

founded prejudice of people toward a road which certainly has

not been run in their interests. The Missouri Pacific could be

developed into one of the greatest railway properties in the West,

but this cannot be done if details of its management are dictated

1,500 miles away from the nearest end of its rails. The short-

comings of the Gould lines have been primarily due to absentee

landlordism, which has been the curse of many other American
railways. Our railways must give good service at reasonable

rates, and the absentee landlord form of management is not the

kind that gives either.

'X'HE Nebraska State Railway Commission finds that "generally

speaking, there is no imperative demand for new railway

legislation at the present time." Still, the commission does not

fail to recommend some changes in the present railway laws of

Nebraska and some additions thereto. The commission in its

third annual report, says in good grammatical English, that it

wishes to be entirely fair to the railways. One of the laws that

the commission recommends is, that severe penalties be pro-

vided for shippers found guilty of false billing, since severe

penalties are prescribed for railway companies that are guilty

of false billing. More light, however, was thrown on the com-

mission's conception of what it was paid for by its manner of

discussing present litigation now pending between the railways

and the commission than is given by any number of general

assurances that the commission intends to be perfectly impartial.

In referring to the railways' suit attacking the validity of the

commodities freight rate law and the maximum passenger rate

law enacted by the legislature of 1907, the commission points

out that it is usual in cases of this kind for the railways to

enjoin state and railway commissions from enforcing laws re-

ducing rates and fares, thus continuing the higher rates until

the reasonableness of the lower rates has been determined. The
commission points out that if the supreme court should reverse

the lower courts in the Missouri rate case the railways will

have been able to charge the higher rates in the five and a half

years during which litigation has been carried on. The com-

mission points out with a pride than amounts almost to a

boast that such a situation does not obtain in Nebraska because

of the prompt action of the attorney general's office in connec-

tion with the commission. Anticipating that the railways would
refuse to put the reduced rates of the Nebraska 1907 law into

efifect, action was brought to enjoin them from disobedience of

the laws, and both the maximum passenger rate and commodity
freight rate acts were made effective. The commission esti-

mates that the total actual saving to the people of Nebraska,

by reason of the enforcement of these two bills, is considerably

in excess of $10,000,000 to date. The commission does not

point out that, if the supreme court should decide that the

Nebraska laws were confiscatory, the commission, through its

promptness in connection with the attorney general's office, will

have succeeded in getting out of the railway companies $10,-

000,000 for the people of Nebraska, which belonged to the railway

companies. The total expenses of the commission for the year

1910, exclusive of the physical valuation department, were $14,-

375. Surely the commission does not need to point out that if

it can get for the people of Nebraska $10,000,000 of the railways'

money, they are making a wise investment to spend $14,000 for

a commission.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ANTI-RAILWAY LEGISLATION.

D i'^l URNS from 37 slate legislatures in session this year

—

•*• ^ not including that of Maine and probably some other of

the 46 slates—show no less than 484 new bills relating to rail-

way operation alone. The number would, no doubt, be in-

creased much did it include such matter as capitalization, power
of railway commissions, accounting, relations of railways to one

another, and broad matters of a similar character. The great

majority of the new measures, as was to be expected, look to

railway restriction and often to new expenditure. The record

also shows some striking variations. A slow and small com-
monwealth like Vermont, but an old slate where one would
infer tliat railway legislation had long ago passed its formative

and plastic stage, has as many new measures as the new state

of Washington, where population and development are going on

by leaps and bounds ; and by farther contrast the great state of

Pennsylvania has only 3 and New York but 13. There are local

lifts and depressions. But, as a general conclusion from the re-

turns as a whole, the hoped for general reduction of railway

baiting has not been realized, especially if the measures bearing

on branches outside of operation are taken into account. Some
of them are of exceptional import as, for example, the long and

bitter fight over a public utilities commission in Connecticut now
coming to a new climax after four years of controversy.

So protracted and persistent a period of anti-railway legis-

lation, itself to a great extent an expression of a state of public

feeling, can be viewed from many corners. One is its psychology,

using the term to denote sentimental elements, as contrasted with

material interests—the influences which afifect popular and legis-

lative feeling as contrasted with the more vulgar irritants and the

pocket nerve.

Far back and in the beginning it probably dates for its original

impulse to the mental attitude of the railway corporation it-

self. There can be no denying that for many years that attitude

was as ofifensive as it was misguided. It was the bearing toward

the public and, more particularly toward the passenger, of a

superior being exalted by circumstance over the average man.

Corporation hauteur reached from the president down to the

conductor and brakeman ; and even the stockholder—unless

owner of a big block of shares—was viewed not as master, but

minion. The passenger, after a fashion, took the status of a

bale of goods; and, in large scope, the profane phrase of the

second Vanderbilt expressed a railway mental condition. Some-

thing was needed to incarnate and focus popular resentment on

that condition. It came when our spectacular and decidedly

psychological ex-president struck his counter pose. It was

material in form, in its aims against concrete abuses, actual or al-

leged. But it was emotional in its effects on the popular imagi-

nation and in arousing an anti-railway sentimentality. That it

went too far does not abate the fact.

It had also secondary derivative influences of an emo-

tional character. The head of the nation is per se a psychologi-

cal force, especially when in picturesque and spectacular action.

His temperament, as well as policy, reaches through the whole

federal organism with its host of attorneys and passes by easy

transition into state policy also. It will not escape the eye of

the historical student that the wave of anti-railway legislation in

the states has owed its antecedent impulse to Washington. The

movement was logically enough, from the executive head down-

wards, and, later, from the federal legislature down to the state

legislature. Under our political system all such movements are

contagious ; and, once they get fairly started, and the vaulting

ambition of the politician sees the opportunity to ride them, his

oratory foams on the crests of the wave, as a fresh irritant. Run-

ning through all these popular impulses has undoubtedly been a

motive of public interest here and there reaching down into

socialism. But the latter, at least, has been a minor force and

effecting the individual rather than the mass.

The psychology of labor in the situation is not to be over-

looked. Synchronous with the four years or more of anti-railway
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statute making has been not merely a rapid development of

labor organization, but of change in labor's mental attitude. It

has had two phases. First, the transfer of loyalty from the cor-

poration to the union, and, secondly, the legislative campaign on

the part of labor for milder working conditions on the railway.

The men have secured higher wages with comparative ease and

with general success. The result is a state of mind that has

prompted them to appeal to the legislatures for what may be

called higher wage in another shape—the wages for either a

larger force of workers or, what is often tantamount, an

easier individual job. It would be interesting to know how many
of the 484 measures relating to railway operation before 37 state

legislatures have been due to this emotional momentum started

by the easy success of the unions in securing a higher wage. It

would be even more interesting if we could foresee when the

movement will recede.

Finally there can hardly be a doubt that the tendency of great

cases in the higher tribunals bearing on railway questions has

kept up the emotional tension and had a direct effect on anti-

railway legislation. The magnitude of the cases and of the in-

terests at stake in the final interpretation of such a federal

statute as the Anti-Trust act have been constant and exciting

causes of popular feeling. Nor can one now see where that ju-

dicial excitation is to end.

INCREASING TARIFF EXPENSES.

A T a time when the Interstate Commerce Commission has
**• just said that the railways cannot be permitted to raise

their rates unless they show that they are operating with reason-

able economy, all of the causes which tend to increase expenses,

or to prevent their reduction, become of interest and im-

portance. Perhaps no class of railway expenses has increased

so fast in proportion in recent years as those incurred in the

preparation and publication of railway tariffs. The Railway

Age Gazette, in its issue of July 15, 1910, page 111, published

an editorial discussing this subject, in which it gave some fig-

ures regarding the increases in these expenses on the Wabash,

the New York Central Lines and the Burlington. We have

since secured more detailed information from a number of roads,

which is even more striking than that given in the editorial

referred to.

The expenditures of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul dur-

ing the years from January 1, 1900, to December 31, 1909, have

been as follows

:

1900 $22,392.83

1901 20,935.59

1902 19,440.92

1903 29,448.95

1904 33,049.29

1905 $24,807.40

1906 27,930.69

1907 38,508.19

1908 67,929.06

1909 92,199.05

The following comparison of the year 1906—the one in which

the Hepburn act went into effect—with the year 1909 is of

interest:

1906.

$27,930.69
1909.

$92,199.05
Increase.
$64,268.36

Per cent.
231

Of the sum expended since January 1, 1907, $15,000 rep-

resented the cost of compiling and printing the index to tariffs,

which is published under a rule of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and which a traffic ofiicer of the St. Paul pronounces

"totally valueless."

The following figures show the increases in the similar ex-

penses of the Rock Island Lines

:

Printing.

Annual
expense.

1905-6... $44,535.06

1906-7... 71,145.40

1908-9... 119,828.18

Expense Expense per
per mile $100,000 frt.

of road. earnings.

$6.17 $128

10.43 202

14.93 306

Clerical Help.

,

^
\

Expense
Annual per mile
expense. of road.

$25,992.96 $3.60

27,515.84 3.53

31,727.18 3.95

The increase in the printing expense per mile of road between

1906 and 1909 was almost 142 per cent., and the increase per

$100,000 of freight earnings was almost 155 per cent.

In the St. Louis & San Francisco's figures are included those
for 1887, the year in which the original Interstate Commerce
act was passed, as well as those for later years. Its figures are

as follows

:

Printing. Qerical Help.
'

%^ -^ ^ '
*

-^ ^

h,xpense Kxpense per Expense
Annual per mile $100,000 frt. Annual per mile

Year. expense. of road. earnings. Year. expense. of road.

1887 $7,665 $7.00 $180.00 1887. .. $8,280.00 $7.56
1905-6... 80,976 16.00 390.00 1906... 2?. 644.00 4.47

1906-7... 106,512 21.00 400.00 1907... 36,600.00 7.21

1909-10 25.00 470.00

The increase in the printing cost per mile of road since the

Hepburn act went into effect has been 56 per cent. ; in the print-

ing cost per $100,000 of freight earnings, 21 per cent; and in

the total clerical help, 62 per cent.

The following figures are for the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy

:

Clerical Help. Printing. Total.

1903 $29,883 $28,526 $58,409
1904 31,732 39,540 71,272

1905 31,308 37,316 68,624
1906 37,462 35,011 72,473

1907 53,394 88,925 142,319

1908 54,045 134,358 188,403

1909 53,030 179,279 232,309

1910 56,353 158,046 214,399

It will be noted that the increase in the cost of clerical help

in 1910 over 1906 was more than 50 per cent., the increase in

the cost of printing tariffs over 351 per cent., and the increase

in the total cost of preparing and printing them almost 196

per cent.

On the Illinois Central the cost of clerical help in the tariff

department was $74,829.94 in 1905, and this increased to $124,-

788.71 in 1909, or 66.7 per cent. The cost of tariff publication

increased from $71,000 in 1905 to $144,891.61 in 1909, or 104

per cent. The cost of tariff indices in 1909 was $15,000. A wit-

ness for the Illinois Central at the hearings in the rate advance

cases said that the expense incurred in publishing these indices

brought the carriers no return and was of benefit only to the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

These increases in expenses are undoubtedly typical of in-

creases that have been taking place on all the railways of the

United States. It is generally conceded that in the main the

tariffs of the railways are in better shape now than they were

before the passage of the Hepburn act, but railway traffic

officers seem to be unanimously of the opinion that a large part

of the increase has been needless and of no benefit to anyone.

Members of the Interstate Commerce Commission show a dis-

position to resent criticisms of their rules for the publication

and posting of tariffs. They indicate that the course they have

taken is made necessary by the law, and that if the railways do

not like it they should get Congress to change the law.

The requirements of the law are, indeed, very specific, but it is

provided "that the commission may, in its discretion and for

good cause shown, . . . modify the requirements of this section

(section 6) in respect to the publishing, posting and filing of

tariff's, either in particular instances or by general orders ap-

plicable to special or peculiar circumstances or conditions." The

commission has modified the requirements in ways which have

made the cost of preparing, filing and posting tariffs very much

less than it would be if the provisions of the statute were rigor-

ously enforced. It does seem, however, that there are further

modifications which the commission might make which would

reduce the expenses of the railways without violating the spirit

of the law or impairing the facilities afforded to shippers for

ascertaining the legal rates. Some changes which many think

might properly be made were suggested by this paper in the

editorial already mentioned (July 15, i910, page HI). It is

desirable that no steps shall be taken which will interfere with

the proper enforcement of the law; but certainly no expense

ought to be imposed on the carriers which is not necessary to

that end.
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3Ucller^ to the i^dilon

ARBITRATION OF RAILWAY LABOR DISPUTES.

Chicago, April 14, 1911.

To THE Editor or the Railway Age Gazette:

The letter from President Delano of the Wal)ash, in your

issue of April 7, 1911, pertaining to the lal)or .situalicjn on Amer-
ican railways, and his suggestion that a permanent court of

arbitration should be created for the adjustment of labor dis-

putes, is worthy of the best thought of the interested parties

—

the owners, the employees and the pul)lic.

T will not comment on Mr. Delano's views as to the causes

which contribute to the present situation. He finds reason for

criticism of labor organization methods, of their increasing finan-

cial and economic power without corresponding responsibility to

the public which, as he states, must eventually pay the bill. His

views, though, are couched in moderate language and reflect his

characteristic good temper. A representative of any responsible

railway labor organization would, no doubt, from the em-
ployees' standpoint, easily justify the prevailing methods as

necessary.

Whatever objection may be urged against the present situation,

it is my belief that the relations between the companies and

their employees are better than they have ever been. If the

Interstate Commerce Commission is correct, the carriers were

never more prosperous than now, while on the other hand the

leaders of railway labor, in emphasizing the success of the organ-

izations, point out that the employees generally work under the

best conditions that ever obtained.

As a railway employee, and as a representative of railway em-
ployees in one capacity or another for over thirty years, I have

been in fairly close contact with labor conditions on American
railways. The history of the relations of railways and their

employees during this time may be divided into three periods of

a decade each.

In the first, beginning in 1880, there prevailed the extreme idea

of private ownership which did not acknowledge the right of

employees during this time may be divided into three periods of

ing relations; this was a period of extra hazardous operation

with little or no thought of safety devices or solicitude for what

have since become ordinary safety measures. Such organizations

of employees as existed were of but little influence ; in many
instances they were either ignored or actively opposed.

The second period witnessed the development of organized

effort among the employees with generally active resistance on

the part of the companies and the beginning of the program of

the employees to get redress through legislation of their

grievances, this being principally directed to the securing of

greater safety. The declarations of the employees' organizations

almost uniformly were for arbitration during this time, in some
instances going so far as to advocate compulsory arbitration,

while as a rule the principle was denied by the companies.

The third, and present, period finds the organizations in a

highly developed state, representing practically all of the em-

ployees of their respective classes, militant, showing in isolated

cases an arbitrary disposition, and broadening their legislative

program to include measures which the companies claim relate

to purely operating conditions and have no direct relation to

the safety of the employees or the public. Arbitration is avoided

by the employees except as a last resort, or when it is apparent

that public sentiment would strongly disapprove of a stril^e.

Now, when the companies are met- with a serious wage or other

labor situation they usually show a willingness to arbitrate, either

under the federal law known as the Erdman act or, as in many
instances, voluntarily by mutual agreement with the employees.

It is generally conceded that arbitration is a "safe and sane"

method of adjusting disputes, as compared with industrial war-

fare. I understand Mr. Delano's objection is more to the meth-

ods at i)rescMt cmplojcd than to llic ])rinciplc itself. Arbitration

is usually the hope of the weaker interest in a controversy. 1

have represented employees at times and under circumstances

when we were quite willing to arbitrate, but our proposals were

declined by the companies, evidently because they felt that they

were entirely right and should not be compelled to resort to

arbitration or, right or wrong, that they could handle the situ-

ation. Later on, in the days of greater organization effective-

ness, we have as adroitly avoided arbitration as we patiently

sought for it in former times; and it wfjuld not be unreasonable

to say that we were probably moved by the same motives as the

companies in our change of attitude.

However, there has been on the part of both the companies

and the employees a growing appreciation of the public's rights

in the premises ; and when a tense situation in a labor dispute is

reached neither side is quite as ready to say the final word as it

used to be. I believe it can be accepted as a fundamental fact

that the public favors fair wages and reasonable working con-

ditions for the employees of the carriers, and that the same
reasoning implies that the carriers should be permitted to earn

enough to pay good wages as well as to insure a fair return to

the stockholders. But public sentiment will not approve of any

arbitrary or inconsiderate action on the part of either the em-
ployees or the carriers which shall seriously embarrass or pre-

vent the uses for which these highways are created. Therefore,

employees, or the labor leader representing them, before declar-

ing a strike of any consequence on any of the great railway

systems of this country should be certain that the causes are

sufficient and the action justifiable; the companies must also deal

with labor crises on the same basis.

It is doubtful if a fixed and permanent court of arbitration,

such as Mr. Delano proposes, would bring the remedy that he

hopes. To require by law the submission of disputes to such a

court would be, in effect, "compulsory arbitration," which I do

not believe is desired either by the carriers or their employees.

It would mean government control over what is now private

right. The United States Supreme Court said in the Adair case

that a law passed by Congress prohibiting a carrier from dis-

missing an employee for joining a labor organization was an in-

vasion of the carriers' constitutional rights. This decision, in

effect, established the right of an employer to discharge an em-

ployee at will for good cause, or for no cause. Eminent counsel

tells us that this same decision implies the right of an employee

to quit the service of his employer with or without cause. If

such are their rights, then, if required by law, as proposed, to

submit their differences to a court of arbitration they might do

so, but it would not prevent the employer from discharging

all of his employees and filling their places with others, if able

to do so, or correspondingly, all of the employees quitting the

service of the company at an appointed time and stopping the

operation of the road, the effect of which would be the same as

a strike.

Even if arbitration were made compulsory a permanent board

or court of arbitration would not be without objection. A vital

one, the political feature, is mentioned in your editorial. A few

decisions regarded as unfavorable by one side or the other would

easily furnish the grounds for refusal by the stronger party to

submit further cases for adjustment to the court.

The Canadian law requiring conciliation and hearing of labor

disputes wherein public service corporations are involved has not

operated wholly to prevent strikes on railways, street car lines

and in coal mines, which, I understand, come under the law. It

might be regarded as significant, though, that in every case where

there has been a railway strike following the operation of this

law, the employees have emerged from the contest in a more

or less battered condition.

It is my belief that eventually the wage rates and the essential

working conditions of railway employees will be uniform

throughout the country for their respective classes except where

influenced by unusual living or operating conditions, and that
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no company will be asked to change its wage conditions by its

employees, or vice versa, tmtil all other carriers similarly affected

are placed in the same relation. We are gradually working

toward wage uniformity, as in other vital things. It will have

its advantages in relieving individual lines and their employees

of the constant annoyance of local adjustments, and when a

wage matter is taken up for an entire territory it will involve

so much for the weal or woe of the contestants, as well as for the

public, that the responsibilities of those who deal with these

great questions will be so overpowering that settlement of them

by means other than resort to strike impresses me as certain.

As long as railways are privately owned they will in some

degree be subject to conditions arising out of inherent differ-

ences between employer and employee, and in my judgment no

artificial measure will permanently eliminate this. Railway com-

panies and railway employees are in a better relation today

than they were ten years ago, and ten years hence those rela-

tions should be better than they are today as a result of natural

development and a higher appreciation of each other's rights.

p. H. MORRISSEY,

President American Railroad Employers and Investors' Association.

THE EFFICIENCY OF RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.

Chicago, April 14, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Referring to the editorial in the Railway Age Gazette of April

7, on The Efficiency of Railway Equipment, the enclosed state-

ment gives for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1902, to June 30,

1910, inclusive, statistics relating to rolling stock on railways

of the United States and its efficiency in amounts, also relatively

by years taking 1902 as unity or 100.

From 1902 to 1907 inclusive railway passenger and freight

traffic increased annually about 9 per cent, requiring enormous

additions to the railway facilities to handle it. According to fig-

ures published by the Railway Age Gazette during these five

years, approximately 28,000 new locomotives, 16,000 new pas-

senger cars, and over 900,000 new freight cars of the heaviest

capacity were built to take care of new business, to equip new
lines and to replace rolling stock going out of service. Follovnng

the fall in traffic subsequent to 1907, the roads naturally found

themselves with an abundance of equipment for the traffic offered

and were obliged to purchase very little except to replace that

retired. This I think is the principal reason for the difference

in miles run per annum per locomotive or per freight car in

1909 compared with 1902.

Some of the factors influencing utilization of locomotive and

car capacity now, as compared with 1902, when statistics of

capacity were first reported by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, are the following

:

locomotives.

1. Increase in traffic density per mile of road with increase in

length of trains due to the greater hauling capacity of locomotives

resulting in greater delay through loss of time at sidings
;
pas-

senger train movement, which is given the preference, also in-

creasing in greater ratio than freight.

2. As the lightest class of power is retired from service

through obsolesence and new power purchased is naturally of

the very heaviest type, it is often necessary to use on branch
lines and in local freight and passenger service, locomotives of

greater tractive power than are required and larger than the

lighter power retired from such service. This excess of tractive

power has been found beneficial in such service because it per-

mits prompter and more efficient movement, especially in the case

of way freight trains.

3. A part of the decrease shown by the statistics is due to

difference in classification of service of the total locomotives in

1909, as compared with 1902. During this period there was an
increase of 49 per cent, in the number of freight locomotives
and only 29 per cent, in the passenger locomotives. As freight
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locomotives are very much heavier tlian passenger, and operate

at lower speeds, the effect of this is unduly to increase tlie aver-

ago tractive power of all locomotives.

4. In passenger service the increased weight of cars and the

large number of high speed trains have consumed a consider-

able part of the locomotive tractive power as compared with for-

mer conditions.

So far as utilization of locomotive efficiency in hauling trains

is concerned, it is reasonable to conclude, from consideration of

the above factors in connection with the statistics presented,

that there has been no material loss in locomotive efficiency.

Comparing 1910 with 1902, tlie freight train load increased 28 per

cent., passenger train load 31 per cent., and average tractive

power of locomotives 32 per cent., which latter increase would

have been somewhat less if the classification of locomotives as

to passenger and freight service had remained unchanged.

There has been, however, a greater percentage of increase in the

total number of locomotives than in the total train mileage. Im-

provement in utilization of locomotive capacity in hauling ton-

nage could be best effected through general adoption of improved

methods of tonnage rating, and particularly through the avoid-

ance of uneconomical and unnecessarily high speeds in conduct-

ing freight traffic, which decrease train tonnage and are often

of doubtful utility in reducing time between terminals through

offsetting increased delay at meeting points because of the in-

creased train density required to move a given traffic.

PASSENGER CARS.

Statistics of gross weights of passenger cars and passenger car

mileage are not available, but average car weights have mate-

rially increased. Comparing 1910 with 1902, however, an in-

crease of 48 per cent, in the number of passengers one mile was

handled with an increase cf only 24 per cent, in the number of

passenger cars reported.

FREIGHT CARS.

In 1910, as compared with 1902, ton mileage of freight in-

creased 59 per cent., total cars owned increased 35 per cent., total

car capacity increased 69 per cent., total car mileage increased

41 per cent. Following the fall in freight traffic subsequent to

1907, miles run per total car owned were reduced because of the

surplusage of car equipment not needed for traffic. According to

the reports of the American Railway Association, a shortage of

150,000 cars in the early part of 1907 was turned into a surplusage

often amounting to over 300,000 cars in the following two years.

Notwithstanding a surplus of equipment still existing in 1910,

miles run per car were greater than in 1902. Car efficiency as

reflected by comparison of average tonnage capacity with aver-

age load has, however, decreased, due principally to the follow-

ing causes:

1. As average capacity increases beyond the limits measuring

the amount of freight to which carload instead of less than car-

load rates apply, the difficulties of utilizing the additional capac-

ity increase and the opportunities for fully loading equipment

to capacity decrease. At smaller stations limited amounts of ton-

nage are frequently offered for transportation that could be put

into a car of small capacity when only cars of large capacity are

available. The transportation of less-than-carload freight and

of way freight is generally independent of average capacity, and

with this traffic only a small proportion of the weight capacity

of the larger cars can be utilized.

2. In the case of open cars weight capacity can nearly always

be fairly well utilized. With box cars, as well as stock and

refrigerator cars, the loading capacity with certain bulky com-

modities is measured by the space capacity and the difficulty of

utilizing the weight capacity increases greatly with cars of 40

tons marked capacity or over. With the use of more powerful

locomotives the strength and weight of freight cars has neces-

sarily been increased, while the marked capacity has been in-

creased very much more proportionately, although the cubic

capacity could not be increased to the same extent. Some of

tiic larger box cars have a marked capacity of 50 tons, or 67

per cent, in excess of former standard 30-ton capacity cars, while

the weight of the larger cars is only 32 per cent, greater. It is

unfair to measure the efficiency in use of such equipment

altogether on the basis of ratio of marked capacity to load, as

while these large cars cannot be fully loaded with some commo-
dities, their full weight capacity can be utilized when loaded with

heavy freight, so that when their use effects an increase in the

average load beyond the proportionate increase in dead weight,

an increase in efficiency has been realized regardless of the

marked capacity of the car.

There has been an extremely large increase in box cars with

marked capacities of 40 tons or more since 1902. Cars of this

class, which are those for which loading to weight capacity is

most difficult, were six times as numerous in 1909 as in the

earlier year.

The introduction of the large capacity cars has increased the

range in carload capacity between the largest and the smallest

cars, but with the elimination of the smaller capacity cars im-

proved loading should result if increases in minimums at which

carload rates apply are made whenever possible. Increases in

efficiency must otherwise be found by eliminating all unnecessary

empty haul and through increasing average daily mileage through

methods that will eliminate unnecessary delay at terminals.

As suggested by the Railvcay Age Gazette, all shippers of

freight should co-operate with the railways in securing methods

of increasing efficiency of rolling stock.

W. A. WORTHINGTON,

Assistant to Director of Maintenance and Operation, Harriman Lines.

Chicago, April 10, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have read with interest your editorial on The Efficiency

of Railway Equipment, in the issue of April 7, and, while it sug-

gests an important investigation, I do not think the methods

used are entirely correct ; and the figures will hardly be ac-

cepted as accurate. The assumption that the average tractive

power of freight and passenger locomotives is the same is so far

from correct that it vitiates all calculations based on it. I should

say that the average tractive power developed by freight locomo-

tives is 50 per cent, greater than that developed by passenger

locomotives, and 20,000 lbs. might be taken as the average for

passenger and 30,000 for freight locomotives. This difference

is much greater now than it was in 1902.

Your figures show that from 1902 to 1907 there was an in-

crease of 20 per cent, in the average tons per train and of 11

per cent, in the ton miles per freight engine per year, and com-

parison shows a tendency in the right direction, even if not as

pronounced as should be expected.

Comparisons of statistics of the year 1902 with those of 1907

and 1909 are not very satisfactory, as the conditions in the two

latter years were abnormal and not sufficiently representative

to make the comparisons instructive. In 1907 there was such

a congestion of freight traffic that it could not be moved under

favorable conditions, and yards and terminals were so far

unequal to the requirements that trains were moved under light

tonnage and engines not credited with the tonnage they were

capable of hauling. During 1907 and 1908 a large number of

heavy locomotives were built, and in 1909 this equipment was

available for service, l;ut the amount of traffic offered to the

railways had decreased and the tonnage handled per engine was
unduly light.

The use of the item "ton miles per pound freight locomotive

tractive power per year," makes a showing of a decrease of 31.3

per cent, in efficiency between 1902 and 1909, and, while such a

unit may be useful as suggesting the general trend, it cannot be

accepted as an accurate index for measuring the economic value

of large locomotives. The same is true of the item "ton miles

moved per year per ton of car capacity," which shows a decrease

of 19^ per cent, for 1909 compared with 1902. Suppose a
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given tonnage is moved in a certain number of 20-ton cars in

one year and in the same number of 40-ton cars in another year.

To divide this tonnage by the car capacity in each case would

show a loss in efficiency for the heavy car of 100 per cent.,

which would indicate that the use of such a unit in these com-

parisons is not a practical one. The cars haul the same tonnage

in each case, and the real loss is only that due to the interest on

extra first cost and the extra dead weight hauled, which wc know

would hardly amount to 10 per cent.

Coming now, to the final conclusion, that shippers should co-

operate in making maximum carload weights and in modifying

demurrage rules so that the road could get the maximum reason-

able results for their large equipment. So far as the railway

has provided the large capacity cars and locomotives to satisfy

the clamor of the shipper for large shipping facilities, there is

some merit in this suggestion. But so far as the providing of

large equipment has been overdone the shipper will properly de-

cline to make any sacrifice in helping to correct the mistakes

of the railway. In England freight is handled in 10-ton cars

and the shipping facilities and schedules are based on them. If,

REBUILDING THE SALT LAKE ROUTE.

BY H. M. M CARTNEY.

To understand the conditions with which the San Pedro, Los

Angeles & Salt Lake has to contend, culminating with the wash-

out last year, it is necessary to review the history of the loca-

tion of the line.

In 1888 the Union Pacific took up the question of extending

its Utah line to southern California. This company, by means
of leased lines, had reached deep water navigation at Portland,

Ore., and was meditating an extension to Puget Sound which

should run along its eastern shore to the Canadian boundary.

It was decided to see what could be done toward an extension

southward from Utah to reach the Los Angeles region, the line

not only to have an ocean port there but to be pushed on

to San Diego. This with the northern extension would give

a continuous track from the Mexican to the Canadian frontier

—

a daring conception which subsequent developments have shown
to be entirely warranted.

The Union Pacific had recently come into control of the lines

Old and New Lines Near Guelph.

now, the railways say, "We will increase the capacity to 30 or 40

tons," as they do in America, the shipper would have to change

warehouses, storage tracks, etc., and would not have as frequent

or as fast service as at present, and he would, therefore, not

be inclined to meet the railways in their demands.

I believe that the general average figures covering all the rail-

ways in the United States, as used in your tables, cannot be made
to show any definite results for increase in capacity of equipment,

but they must be worked out for each road or system separately.

It is probable that on some roads the capacity of freight loco-

motives and cars has already exceeded the economic requirements

and the greatest value to be derived from your statistics is the

suggestion which would lead each manager to study the subject

on his own road and find out what is actually needed, instead of

blindly following other roads whenever new equipment is neces-

sary. MOTIVE POWER.

The Swiss state railways in 1910 earned 7 per cent, more
than the year before, while the expenses were 0.4 per cent, less,

and the resulting increase in net earnings was $2,410,000.

south of Salt Lake City whose terminus was at Milford, Utah,

222 miles distant by rail. Milford was inside of the Salt Lake

basin—the curious region now without a drainage outlet which

at its overflow stage contained a lake 300 miles long and about

the same size as Lake Ontario, whose waters, nearly 1,000 ft.

deeper than the present lake, reached the Pacific Ocean by way

of the Snake and Columbia rivers. The first point for the en-

gineers was to find a practicable pass in the southern rim of

the basin, which was about 80 miles from Milford. Several

passes were speedily found which did not vary much in eleva-

tion. They were about 1,000 ft. higher than Milford and could

all be reached on 1 per cent, grades. The next objective point

was a continuous line of drainage starting in the vicinity of

Freiburg, Nev., and extending by way of the Pahranagat and

Moapa valleys and the Virgin and Colorado rivers all the way

to the Gulf of California. This drainage, at a point where a

line in the righ direction from Milford would intercept it, was

about 100 miles from the rim of the basin and 4,400 ft. below

it. This drainage must be crossed. The problem, therefore,

was to select a pass from which a descent could best be made to
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the drainage. It was soon ascertained that tlie natural gradient

on the south side of tlic passes was 1 per cent., which gradually

flattened to 1.5 per cent, and then to 1 per cent. After many
months of examination it was found that nature had graded a

pathway from one of the passes to tlie drainage by way of a

route called the Meadow valley. Tliis could be reached by a

tributary called the Clover valley, which headed in one of the

lowest passes, the two valleys giving a continuous water grade

113 miles long, and terminating at the Moapa river, directly

opposite the mouth of a dry valley or wash, which led up to

the next summit to the south. After the contour maps of the

region were completed, there was never any question as to

the rente. The Meadow valley had no competitors. It ran in ihc

riglit direction, cut through three mountain ranges, and afforded

the same grades which were necessary on any of the other

routes. In detail, the Meadow valley was not very discouraging.

Most of it was a close canyon with rocky sides, but there was
usually room enough between the foot of the slopes and the

edge of the stream bed to hold a road. There were only 20

miles of the 113 which necessitated any lieavy construction work.

liiis work. When it was resumed in 1901 the project was in

the iiands of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, in

which the Union Pacilic took a one-half interest. In the 11

years which had elapsed there had been no ibjods. The
abandoned grading was intact. Many of the earth enibanknients

built in the edges of the channel had not been rip-rai)ped, but

were uninjured. Down the main Mead(jw valley the cedar

stakes of the engineers stood where tiiey had been placed in

IK'^0. 'ill location made in that year was practically adopted,

the grading was resumed and the track reached the lower end
of the Meadow valley in June, 1904. There was nothing in the

known history of the valley snice 1S76 wiiich presaged any dis-

aster. The whole line was completed in 1905.

In 1906 there came a small flood which did a little damage
and closed the road for two weeks. Then in 1907 came the

highest water ever known. It damaged the line so badly as

to cause it to be closed for six weeks. Several trestles crossing

the channel were destroyed and miles of embankment were
undermined. The company raised the grade in places, protected

the exposed embankments with 34 lineal miles of heavy rip-rap

•
*"^ ^i^^"

v^. -«- ••
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%oul middle of &g/n Yard.

Nevada. May 19/0. /

Washout of Elgin Yard; San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.

Most of this was near the summit and required six short

tunnels, which aggregated 2,600 ft. in length. There were no

high trestles and, at the outset, no bridges. For the greater

part of the year the small creek which occupied the bed of the

Clover and Meadow valleys disappeared beneath the sands for

most of the distance. Frequently for years at a time there were

100 miles of the 113 where not a drop of surface water could

be obtained. In the whole length of the valley there was but

one small wagon road bridge. One disgusted traveler who had

been compelled to make a dry camp in the creek bed, expressed

his feelings by painting on a large white granite boulder : "The

longest, the dryest, and the damnedest wash on earth." In the

whole length of the two valleys there were some twelve settlers

whose ranches had been cultivated since 1876 without any trouble

from high water except such as occurred near the southern

end from occasional cloudbursts which came down from the

surrounding mountains during the hottest months of the sum-

mer. Such were the conditions which confronted the locating

engineers in 1889. The line was located along the edges of

the channel in most places and pile trestles laid out for crossings.

The 32 miles in the Clover valley were graded in 1890 but no

track was laid. The bankruptcy of the Union Pacific stopped

and put in 8 steel bridges where the trestles had been destroyed.

It also changed so much of the creek channel that it was the

saying that the engineers had re-located the creek instead of the

railway. Apparently everything had been done to withstand any

high water which could be expected. Nothing happened in

1908. In December, 1909, there came an unusually heavy fall of

snow which covered the entire mountain range at the rim of

the Salt Lake basin and extended southward nearly to the Cali-

fornia line. The drainage basin of the Meadow valley is an im-

mense one, but under ordinary conditions the snow would have

gone off gradually and probably done little or no damage to the

recently strengthened roads. But on January 1, 1910, there

came a tremendous storm of warm rain which in itself would

have made trouble, and which turned to water the entire snow-

fall in one night. The result was the greatest flood ever known
in that region. It was all over in 24 hours, but in that short time

it had closed 89 miles of railway, of which 23 miles of main line

in various pieces and 6 miles of sidings and Y's were totally de-

stroyed. This portion of the road remained closed until June

13, 1910.

The volume of water at its maximum was five times greater

than any before known. The flow attained a velocity of 20
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Old and New Lines Near Hox.

miles per hour in some places. The bed of the stream on steep

grades was scoured down 5 to 15 ft. and in flat places was raised

S to 8. ft. The deepest water was 15 ft., but this was in a

narrow part of the canyon and was moving on a grade of 79

ft. per niile.

The water carried so much silt that in many places rails which

Condition of Road Near Kyle, in May, 1910.

were partially buried had their exposed portions polished as

bright as if held on an emery wheel. The force of the water was
terrific. Rocks weighing 2,000 lbs. were washed from the creek

bed up onto the track and left there. A large tonnage of rails

disappeared altogether. In sinking a coffer dam on the new
works a rail was recently found 9 ft. below the bed of the

Pile Trestle Carried Away After Debris Had Banked Up
Against It.

Debris Left on Track Where Water Was Shallow; San

Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.
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stream. Hundreds of rails were bent so as to be ruined.

At Caliente a dyke liad been built to protect the cngiiu-

terminal. The flood broke this and filled tiic roundhouse and

turntable pits with sand and raised the general level of llic

yards. The roundhouse was substantially built of brick, but a

breach 110 ft. wide was made in it.

The drift and ice blocked tlic trestles and tlaninied up the

water. When enough had accumulated it would tear the trestle

out bodily, everything going down in a mass against the next

trestle and often taking it out in an instant. Of the trestles

crossing the channel 36 were totally and 50 partially destroyed.

The 8 steel bridges fared better. One was upset and buried 13

ft. in the sand. Two had an abutment each undermined but

were saved and put back into position. The other five were

not damaged. About 3 lineal miles of rip-rap were destroyed.

Part of this was undermined and part cut out from the top by

water which accumulated and finally came over the bank. Ties

which were torn from the rails went all the way to the Colorado

river. In one place the main track retained its shape but a siding

was bent around 180 degs. and washed under the main line.

Many of the ranches in the Meadow valley were nearly ruined.

In some places the fields were washed out, in others they were

covered with sand.

One freight train was caught by the flood and was unable

to move either forward or back. The embankment on which it

stood was gradually undermined and the engine and train were

overturned. The crew escaped, but 36 horses were drowned

Overturned Bridge.

and 28 cars destroyed. One steel gondola was carried nearly a

mile down stream. Part of its lading was light structural steel

and much of this was ruined by being twisted around rocks in

the channel, some being bent 180 degs. Tinware and fire ex-

tinguishers were carried for long distances. One carload of a

popular breakfast food was strewn along the banks for 50 miles.

The proprietors missed a chance for a series of photographs

showing how widely their product was distributed.

A passenger train was also caught, but fortunately was on

a high rocky shelf where it was not injured. The passengers

were removed the next day in wagons, but the train was com-

pelled to wait for the rebuilding of the road and eventually

reached Salt Lake City under its own steam some 150 days after

it left Los Angeles, probably the most belated train on record.

The company met the situation with great energy. A short

time was devoted to considering alternate lines, but the decision

made in 1899 was adhered to and the Meadow valley route re-

tained. The first step was to provide a temporary line for the

resumption of business. This was done by closing the gaps partly

with grading and partly with trestles. Altogether 26,000 lineal

feet of pile trestles were built. The banks were protected by

sand bag rip-rap. The entire work was completed in 75 days at

Boulder Left on Track.

a cost of about $500,000, and train work immediately resumed.

In the meantime, a new line had been located along the slopes

of the valley 8 to 12 ft. above the high water line of 1910, and

68 miles of it from Caliente westward were put under con-

struction last fall. In this distance 6 miles of old grade were

used. The rest is all new location. The grading involved much
heavy rock work and 8 tunnels, aggregating 4,201 ft, yet it was

all practically finished in the surprisingly short time of 150

days, a monument to the energy of Chief Engineer E. G.

Tilton. About 40 miles of track were laid by April 1. In the

new line both alinement and distance are sacrificed to safety.

The distance is nearly two miles longer than the old Hne. The
maximum curve is 8 degs. No change has been made in the

former maximum grade of 1.5 per cent. The equation for

curvature is 0.04. The tunnels are 17 ft. x 23 ft. in the clear,

and they are lined with timber which is protected against fire

by a covering of galvanized sheet iron. All the tunnels were dry.

The greatest care has been taken with the crossings of the

channel, which are 15 in number on this 68 miles and are all

to be steel bridges. The longest are 300 ft., composed of 3

spans of 100 ft. each. The riveted spans are 100 and 125 ft.

The plate girders are 90 and 100 ft. There is but one deck

bridge among them. The piers and abutments are sunk to

bed rock or hard gravel wherever possible. Where this cannot

be done they are excavated to a minimum depth of 12 ft. and

then piled. Pile trestles are used across side gulches only.

The spans are 15 ft. and the ballast decks are supported by

eleven stringers 8 x 16-30. The piles are all creosoted.

'-M
'

M^^>m^^l^

Siding Twisted under IViain Track.
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Bridge Swept from Abutment,

There are a few 10-ft. openings which are made with plain

concrete end walls and flat decks of rails embedded in concrete.

Culverts are of continuous concrete pipe. There are several

concrete retaining walls, of which the largest is 400 ft. long

and 18 to 20 ft. high. Miles of heavy rip-rap have been put in.

New Station at Las Vegas. s^i^MHi

The old track was composed of 75-lb. rail and 7-in. x 8-in.

ties. The new track has 85-lb. rail, A. S. C. E. section, with

7-in. X 9-in. ties laid 18 to the 33-ft. rail. All the ties are

Oregon fir and burnettized. Continuous rail joints are used,

weighing 71 lbs. The entire line is tie plated with 8-in. x 8''/->-in.

Gondola Washed Down-Stream.
Line South from Milford; San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt

Lake.
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standard Ihit llarriman plates weiKhiiig O'/i; lbs. oacii. ilie

standard frof; is innnbcr 9. Standaii! vvati-r tanks arc of steel

and 70,000 j;al. cai>acity. 'I'iie road uses oil for fuel on all of

its lines except the easterly 200 miles. At Calicnte is a steel

storage tank holding 30,(XX) barrels. All of this work in progress

is west of Calicnte. East of that point work has been started

on 12 miles of grading, 1% miles of whioii will occupy tlic old

roadbed and 10j,j miles will be on new aiiuciiicul wiiicli will

involve much heavy grading and two tunnels, 400 and 1,300 ft.

in length, and 8 steel bridges. The . total work to fight the

Meadow valley flood will be 72M; miles of new grading and 80

miles of new track. The total new tunnels will be 10 in num-
ber, aggregating 5,901 ft., and the total steel bridges will be

23, aggregating about 4,715 ft. in length and calling for more
than 5.000 tons of steel.

Altogether the work will cost over $5,000,000, and all of it

is for protection against a desert stream which is practically

dry for years at a time and whose greatest devastation oc-

curred in 24 hours. By next winter the work will be com-
pleted and the oflficials of the company will feel their property

is secure against further disaster. And what will the Meadow
valley creek do? Will it repeat its tactics of 1910 and make
one final effort for supremacy, or will it sulk along as it did

for the thirty years from 1876 to 1906?

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN MARCH.*

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that

occurred on the railways of the United States in the month of

March, 1911. This record is based on accounts published in

local daily newspapers, except in the case of accidents of such

magnitude that it seems proper to write to the railway manager
for details or for confirmation.

Collisions.

Kind of Kind of
Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Ini'd.

6. Delaware & Hudson.. Oneonta. re. F. & F. 2
*i!. Boston & Maine Greenfield. re. F. & F. 1 3
15. Atchison, T. & S. F..Glendora. be. P. & P. 2
16. Soiitliern Aiken. xc. P. & F. 8
20. Atchison, T. & S. F.. Kingman. ms. P. & P. 2 2

Derailments.

Cause of Kind of
Date. Road. Place. derailmt. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

1. Houston & T. C Corsicana. malice. P. 2
3. Mo., K. & Texas Brookshire.Tex. unx. P.
5. Southern Bearden. unx. P. 8
8. Augusta So Wren. (ag. spl.) unx. P. 2

13. Central N. T Penn Haven J. derail. F. 11
14. Baltimore &"Ohio Alberton. slide. F. OS

*22. Boston & Maine Clinton. unx. P. 2
t2S. Atlantic C. L .Mapaka. b. axle. P. 10 10
27. Chicago G. W Cannon Falls. d. track. P. 2

•28. Del., L. & W Tully. b. rail. P. .=;

29. Penn Spruce Creek. unx. P.

29. 111. Central Dubuque. slide. P. 1

Other Accidents.

Cause of Kind of
Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

9. Mo., K. & Texas Durant, Okla. fire. F.

The derailment at Alapaha, Ga., on the 25th, occurred on a

trestle bridge, and six passengers and four trainmen were killed,

and nine passengers and one express messenger were injured.

Some of the victims were drowned. The derailment was caused

by the breaking of a driving wheel axle, and the trestle was de-

stroyed for a length of about 400 ft. This accident was reported

in the Raihi-vy Age Gazette, March 31.

The derailment at Corsicana, Texas, on the 1st, was caused

by a large cast iron washer placed on the rail. That the washer

did not come there accidentally was shown by the testimony of a

farmer living nearby, who said that about a week prior to the

derailment he had picked up this washer from the center of the

track and had thrown it into the weeds several yards to one side.

The train derailed at Wren, Ga., on the 8th, was the "Agri-

* Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re. Rear collision- be. Butting collision- xc. Other collisions

b, Broken d. Defective unf, Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unex-
plained derail, Open derailing switch ms, Misplaced switch ace.

obst.. Accidental obstruction malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while
running P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

tiiil'ir.-il S]) Hial," carrying lecturers from liie State Agricultural

('iillet;i-. The engine was running backwards and the tender

was the first vehicle to leave the track. The engine, crowding

oil tlic tender, was overturned and fell down a bank. The tender

was the first veliicle to leave tlic track also in tlie derailment

at Ih';ii(1cii, Ti'iiii , on tlie 5lli, 'in tiie .Soullierii railway, 'ind

• It Cliiildii, Mass., 1)11 llie I'.oston & Maine, on tlic 22d. At Hear-

(ini il is said that tlie Irain was running at about 40 miles an

liiiur ;iii(l all of tlic cars in the train ran off the track, excejjt

one at the rear. Most of the passenger cars were ditched and

fell against the side of an embankment. At Clinton, one pas-

senger car fell down a bank, but the passengers in it numbered
only 3.

The train which was damaged by fire at Durant, Okla., on the

<'tli, w.-'s one carrying troops to Texas and a carload of horses

was destroyed. The report that two soldiers were killed as a

result of the fire ai)pears to have been unfounded.

'11k (Icrailnicnt at Penn Haven Junction, Pa., on the 13th,

was at the approach to the Lehigh Valley crossing, and the loco-

motive and five cars fell into the Lehigh river.

Of the 10 electric-car accidents reported in the newspapers as

occurring in the United States in the month of March, one at

HufYalo, N. Y., on the 19th, resulted in the death of two persons

and the injury of four. In this case a locomotive ran into a

street car on a crossing and wrecked the car, but it was occupied

by only three passengers. One rear collision occurred in In-

diana, a state in which public opinion is sensitive on the subject

of collisions because of a number of disasters on interurban

lines in that state last autunm. In the present case a freight

car became disabled and the conductor went forward to flag a

passenger car, but was utterly unable to attract the attention of

its motorman.

Near Bluejay, Out., on the Canadian Pacific iNIarch 25, a butting

collision between a westbound colonists' train and an castbound

freight resulted in the death of three trainmen.

MALLET LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE CHICAGO, MIL-

WAUKEE & ST. PAUL.

Twenty-five Mallet locomotives have recently been built for the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul by the American Locomotive

Company. Part of the number are to be used on that railway

and the rest on the Puget Sound line. Seventeen of the order

are designed for burning coal and the other eight for burning

oil as they are to be used on divisions in the Idaho Forest Re-

serve. The locomotives have a theoretical hauling capacity of

900 tons at a speed of 6 to 8 mi. per hr. on a 2.7 per cent, grade,

the tonnage being based on 5 lbs. per ton resistance for cars;

they are to be used in pusher service for both the passenger and

freight trains.

These locomotives are similar in general design to the 2-6-6-2

type built for the Chesapeake & Ohio, and described in the Rail-

ivay Age Gazette of December 16, 1910. They are of very nearly

the same weight, but the Chesapeake & Ohio locomotives have a

rated tractive effort of 82,000 lbs., which is 7,000 lbs. greater than

for these engines. This difference is accounted for by the fol-

lowing dimensions of the two engines; the Chesapeake & Ohio

has 22 in. and 35 in. x 32 in. cylinders, 225 lbs. boiler pressure

and 56 in. drivers ; the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul locomotives

have 23J/2 in. and 37 in. x 30 in. cylinders, 200 lbs. boiler pressure

and 57 in. drivers. The boilers of the two locomotives are almost

identical. In both, the tubes are 24 ft. long and 2^ in. in diam-

eter. There is a long combustion chamber which brings the fire-

box back of the rear driving wheels and gives a good depth of

throat sheet. In the newer locomotives the distance from the

top of the grate to the lowest tube is 24^ in. The Chesapeake &

Ohio locomotives have 401 tubes, while these engines have 439,

which give them 536 sq. ft. more heating surface.

A separate exhaust pipe is provided for each low pressure
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cylinder. This new feature is illustrated herewith and was in-

corporated with the idea of reducing the back pressure in the

low pressure cylinders. Although this construction increases the

number of joints, it is not considered a serious objection, in

view of the advantages claimed for it. The trailing truck was

made in accordance with the design developed by J. F. De Voy,

assistant superintendent of motive power of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, which has been adopted as a standard by the

road.

Except for the necessary modification required in the construc-

SecHon X-X.

Details of Exhaust Pipe; iVialiet Locomotive.

tion of the firebox, ash-pan, exhaust pipe and tender, due to the

use of oil as fuel, the oil and coal burning locomotives are

identical in design. These changes make a difference in the total

weight of the engine of 2,500 lbs. The locomotives equipped for

burning coal have a total weight of 390,000 lbs., while those ar-

ranged for burning oil have a total weight of 387,500 lbs. Between

the weights of the tenders of the two classes of engines there is

only a difference of 700 lbs. in favor of the oil burning class.

Following are the principal ratios and dimensions of the coal

burning locomotive

:

General Data.

Type 2-6-6-2

Service Freight

General Data.
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive effort 75,000 lbs.
Weight in working order 390,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 323,500 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 555,700 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 30 ft. 6 in.
Wheel base, total 48 ft.

Wheel base, engine and tender 79 ft. 8^i in.

Ratios.

Total weight -=- tractive effort 5.2
Weight on drivers 4- tractive effort 4.31
Tractive effort X diameter drivers -^ heating surface. 652.
Total heating surface -^ grate area 90.6
Firebox heating surf, -h total heating surf., per cent.. 5.28
Weight on drivers ~ total heating surface 49.3
Total weight -:- total heating surface 59.5
Volume equivalent simple cylinders, cu. ft 22.9
Total heating svirface -f- vol. cylinders 286.5
Grate area -i- vol. cylinders 3.15

Cylinders.

Kind Compound
Diameter 23 J^ in. and 37 in.

Stroke ,. 30 in.

Valves.

Kind Piston and slide
Travel 6 in.

Steam lap 1 in. and^ in.

Lead, forward gear 3/16 in.

Wheels.
Driving, diameter over tire 57 in.

Driving, thickness of tire 3^ in.

Driving, journals, main, diameter 10 in. x 13 in.

Driving, journals, others, diameter 10 in. x 13 in.

Engine truck, diameter 33 in. Paige
Engine truck, journals 6J4 in. x 12 in.

Trailing truck, diameter 43 in.

Trailing truck, journals 8^ in. x 14 in.

Boiler.

Style Conical connection
Working pressure 200 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 83fi in.

Firebox, width and length 9654 in. x 108 1/16 in.

Firebox, plates, thickness J^'^n.
Firebox, water space 5 in. and 4J^ in.

Tubes, number and diameter 439—2 J4 in.

Tubes, length 24 ft.

Pleating surface, tubes 6,182 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 346.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, arch tubes 26.1 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 6,554.6 sq. ft.

Grate area 72.3 sq. ft.

Center boiler, above rail _ 10 ft.

Top smokestack, above rail IS ft. 5 ^ in.

Tender.

Tank, style U shape

P^,„„ J 13 in. steel chan-
^'^"^^

\ nels. 55 lb.

Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals 5V? in. x 10 in.

Water capacity 9,000 gals.

Coal capacity 14 tons

A concession is being sought from the Uruguayan govern-

ment for an American company organized under the laws of

Maine to construct a trans-Uruguayan railway to extend from

Coronilla on the east coast, across Uruguay in a westerly

direction to a port on the Uruguay river, there connecting

with the railways of southern Brazil, northwestern Argentina

and Paraguay. The concession also contemplates the con-

struction of an extensive terminal port on the Atlantic coast.

The present company has already completed all necessary

preliminary surveys. This project, which has been period-

ically under consideration since 1888, is an extremely popular

one in Uruguay. The name of the leading person connected

with the new company may be obtained from the Bureau of

Manufactures. Washington, D. C.

Mallet Locomotive; Chicago, Milwaul<ee & St. Paul.
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BENJAMIN F. BUSH.

IJenjaniin I'Vanklin Bush, president oi the Western Maryl.iiid,

was elected president of the Missouri Pacific, succeeding

George J. Gould, at a meeting of the board of directors la.st

Tuesday. Mis election was voted against by five of tlie twelve

directors, these being: Paul M. Warburg and Cornelius Vandcr-

bilt, representing the Kuhn, Loeb & Co. interests, F. '1. Gates

and K L. Marston, representing the Rockefeller interests, and

E. D. Adams, representing the Deutsche Ikuik interests. After

the meeting, Messrs. Warburg and Vanderbilt resigned from

the board. Mr. Gould made the following statement

:

"The board has, I think, made a wise choice in selcctiuf^

Mr. Bush as president. He is familiar with the conditions on

the line, and with the affairs of the company gained while in

its employ some years ago. I was much influenced in my

advocacy of his election by the

results he has attained in his

administration of the Western

Maryland property, and by the

esteem in which I knew he

was held by Mr. Rockefeller,

who is so largely interested in

the Western Maryland, and

who, next to our family, is

the largest stockholder in Mis-

souri Pacific. Kuhn, Loeb &
Co. have stated that in case

of Mr. Bush's election to

the presidency they would

abandon their relations to the

Missouri Pacific as bankers.

My personal relations with

the several members of the

firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.

have been so pleasant that

I was reluctant to conclude

that the continuance of that

firm as bankers for the prop-

erty was not to the corpo-

ration's best interests. I part

with them with personal re-

gret, but their interests in

the Union and Southern Pa-

cific, both essentially competi-

tive lines to the Missouri Pa-

cific, made a continuance of

their relationship as bankers

in my judgment inadvisable

for the stockholders of the

Missouri Pacific as well as for

the public."

Kuhn, Loeb & Co., made a

statement as follows: "A ma- Benjamin

jority of the special committee, consisting ci Messrs.

Gates, Adams and Gould, appointed by the board immediately
after the annual election in February last to consider and recom-
mend a suitable president, did not favor Mr. Bush, who was
the candidate of the Gould interests; but he was, nevertheless,

elected to-day through the predominancy in the board of the

Gould interests and against the votes of Messrs. Gates, Adams,
Vanderbilt, Warburg and Marston. In consequence, Messrs.

Warburg and Vanderbilt, deeming it impracticable to accomplish

under prevailing conditions the objects which prompted them to

enter the board and unwilling to share responsibility in the man-
agement of the compnay under these circumstances, have resigned

as directors."

It is not believed that Kufin, Loeb & Co. have sold any of their

Missouri Pacific holdings. There have been rumors to tliat

effect, but there is no reason to suppose that the bankers up to

llu' liii.e (if till' uKTling, tlionghl tlial the iiiKkTstaiidiiig Ijclween

tluni and the {nnild interests was not Id l)e carried out.

I 111' |)i wMciiis I'risidcnt Hush lias to face are discussed in an-

otlur (iilimiii. lie has llic ahilily. lie lias l)uilt up the Western
Maryland piiysically and has also developed its business. He has

won the liking and respect of the people served by the Western
Maryland, and he has made an organization which is running

the road successfully. The qualities thus indicated arc the

([ualilies which a president of tiie Missouri Pacific needs. Also,

Mr. Bush has been trained as a civil engineer and he is healthy.

He was Ixnn in Wellsl)urg, I'a., in 1860, and began railway

work in 1882 as a rodnian on the Nf)rthcrn Pacific. He worked
ill (he engineering department until lie was made a division en-

gineer, and was then transferred to the company's coal i)roperties.

Here he did most efficient work, building up the properties and

eiilar.yinii the oulput. After serving as chief engineer and gen-

eral superintendent of the Ore-

gon Improvement Co. and as

general manager of the North-

western Improvement Co., he

hecame, in 1903, vice-president

and general manager of the

Western Coal & Mining Co.

He was in charge of fuel pur-

chases on the Missouri Pacific,

and, in 1907, was made presi-

dent of the Western Maryland.

He was receiver of the prop-

erty during its receivership.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES

The southern terminus of

the Tientsin-Pukow Railway,

China, is at Pukow, just across

the Yangtze Kiang river from

Nanking, in Kiangsu province.

A construction-train service

was opened on January 20,

1911, which makes a daily run

between Pukow and Linhwaik-

wan, 93 miles to the northwest,

in about 12 hours. The rails

are laid to Pengpu, 10 miles

farther than Linhwaikwan,

where the road crosses the

Hwai river and where, accord-

ing to the engineers, is located

the largest task on the southern

section, viz., the construction

of the bridge. This work is

being done by an American en-

gineer, who is one of the three

F. Bush. Americans thus employed on

the sf uthern section, and it is expected that this division will

he ready for traffic by November, 1911, giving train service from

Pukow to Hsuchowfu, in the northern part of Kiangsu.

The commission of the Russian Ministry of Communications

has taken over and opened to traffic the newly built broad-gage

railway from llerby on the German frontier to Kielce via

Czenstochowa. The new line, which is 81 miles long, runs

through a portion of the country rich in natural resources, which

have as yet remained undeveloped owing to lack of proper com-

munication. The line also forms a direct connection between

the southern portions of Silesia and the interior of Russia, as

at Kielce it joins the existing Dombrowa-Vistula railway, along

which traffic can pass to the east without going through War-

saw or changing the gage except at Herby. Water-borne freight

from Stettin via Kosel can thus be forwarded by a nearer di-

rect route to the central and southern Russian provinces.

I
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BLOCK SIGNAL MILEAGE JANUARY 1. Increase.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its bulletin

showing the mileage of railways in the United States worked by

the block system on January 1, 1911. The principal table in this

bulletin (table 1) is reproduced herewith; also table 2, showing

the kinds of automatic block signals in use.

The total length of road in the United States operated under

the block system on January 1, 1911, was 71,269.1 miles; 17,711.5

miles automatic, and 53,557.6 miles manual. There was an in-

crease in 12 months of 3,473.8 miles automatic and 2,037.3 miles

manual, making tlie increase in road operated under the block

system during the year 5,511.1 miles.

Table 3, containing -statistics of methods and apparatus used

with the manual block system, shows a large increase in the

mileage of road on which telephones are used in blocking. The
Pennsylvania now reports more miles worked by telephone than

by telegraph, and there are four prominent roads on which all

of the manual blocking is done by telephone, namely : the At-

chison, Topeka & Santa Fe; the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific;

the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, and the Seaboard Air

line. Other roads on which there are large increases in the

telephone mileage are the Atlantic Coast Line, the Chicago &
Northwestern, the Erie, the Evansville & Terre Haute, the Louis-

ville & Nashville, and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis.

Table 4, containing statistics of different practices in use in

the operation of the manual block system, shows that on a num-
ber of prominent roads the use of three-position signals for

permissive blocking has largely increased ; namely, on the Bal-

timore & Ohio Southwestern; the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy;

the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound; the Louisville & Nash-

ville, and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.

The present bulletin includes the following roads which have

not heretofore reported the use of the block system

:

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western (St. Louis & San Francisco) ; Central
New England; Chesapeake & Ohio Railway of Indiana; Chicago, Rock
Island & Gulf; Evansville & Terre Haute; Kentwood & Eastern; New
Orleans & North Eastern (Queen & Crescent); New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico (St. Louis & San Francisco) ; Orange & Northwestern (St. Louis
& San Francisco); Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City and Iowa & St. Louis;
Toledo, Peoria & Western; Toledo, St. Louis & Western; Western Pacific.

And the following electric or "interurban" lines which were

not included in preceding bulletins :

Auburn & Northern; Illinois Traction; San Francisco, Oakland & San
Jose Consolidated; Syracuse, Lake Shore & Northern; Tidewater Power
Co.; Washington Water Power Co.

The Atlanta & West Point, the Davenport, Rock Island & Pacific,

and the Mississippi Central do not appear, former reports hav-

ing been erroneous. The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic and

the Western of Alabama have also dropped out. The Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

operate jointly 12.4 miles of double track, covered by automatic

signals. Each company owns and has signaled one track ; this

installation is shown as double track for each company. The
Northern Pacific and the Great Northern operate jointly 60.3

miles of double track covered by automatic signals. Each com-

pany owns one track, and the signals are owned and maintained

by the Northern Pacific. This is operated as double track and

is shown as such in these tables for each company. The Illinois

Central and the St. Louis & San Francisco operate jointly 35

miles of single track covered by automatic signals. In these

tables this mileage is credited to both companies.

Comparing the present report with the report for January 1,

1910, the following notable changes appear, the figures in each

case representing miles of road :

Increase. De-
f

'^
^ crease,

Non- non-
Auto- auto- auto-

Name of railroad. matic. matic. inatic.

Miles. Miles. Miles.
Baltimore & Ohio 28.8 43.2
Boston v't Maine 1S3.7

Chesapeake &• Ohio 1 54.9
Chicago Great Western 117.8 1,039.9
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 333.4 154.1

Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western 57.2

Name of railroad.
Auto-
matic.
Miles.

52.5

60.6

De-
-^ crease,

Non- non-
auto- auto-
matic, matic.
Miles. Mites.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Great Northern
Hocking Valley 69.3

Illinois Central 36.5

Long Island 21.2

Louisville & Nashville 11.0 279.6

Maine Central 153.0

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie 265.5

Missouri Pacific: St. Louis, Iron Mtn. & Southern 29.5

New York Central Lines:

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis 57.1

Peoria & Eastern 81.2

Northern Pacific 179.0 396.7

Pennsylvania:
Grand Rapids & Indiana 55.8

Pennsylvania Co 103.6 170.5

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington 47.8

Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis 32.6

Vandalia •••• 124.0

St. Louis & San Francisco 428.8 122.4

Southern Pacific, Atlantic System 63.8

Southern Pacific, Pacific System 279.9

Union Pacific 116.2

Oregon Short Line 203.0

Alternating Current.—'i'he use of alternating current track

circuits in connection with signal installations is reported by the

Auburn & Northern ; Cumberland Valley ; Hudson & Manhattan

;

Syracuse, Lake Shore & Northern; Long Island; New York,

New Haven & Hartford; Northwestern Pacific; Pennsylvania;

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington; West Jersey & Sea-

shore; San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose Consolidated,

Washington Terminal and Washington Water Power Company.

All of these installations are on lines equipped for electric trac-

tion except the Cumberland Valley, the Washington Terminal

and a small part of the Pennsylvania.

Automatic train stops are used on the Erie, the Hudson &

Manhattan, the New York City Terminal of the Pennsylvania,

and the suburban lines of the Washington Water Power Com-

pany. On the Erie the Harrington automatic stop is used on

11.8 miles of one track of double-track road. On the Hudson &

Manhattan automatic stops are used in connection with all sig-

nals. In the Pennsylvania Terminal in New York automatic

stops are used in connection with signals throughout the tunnels,

covering 4.4 miles of road, or 13.7 miles of track. The Wash-

ington Water Power Company uses automatic stops in connection

with automatic signals on 29 miles of track.

The Train Staff.—The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and

the Tide Water Power Company (Wilmington, N. C) operate

a few miles of road by means of the train staff without elec-

tric control. So far as known, these are the only two installa-

tions of this form of block system. The installation on the

Lackawanna is on a section of road which is used only for

freight trains. On the Tide Water Power Company's line the

staff system is regularly used every day from May 1 to Septem-

ber 20, and on Sunday afternoon only from September 20 to

May 1.

Trolley Electric Lines.—The bulletin this year for the first time

gives statistics of certain interurban electric railways, on which

space-interval regulations are in force, but the list is not com-

plete, as many companies of this char-acter do no interstate busi-

ness. The mileage given under this head is not added to that

given in the other tables.

The interurban lines are nearly all single-track roads. Usually

the cars make frequent stops, more frequent than is customary

on steam railways, and in many cases the electric lines have to

deal with a fluctuating traffic. For these and other reasons they

provide freely in their regulations for the presence of two or

more trains, running in the same direction, in one block section

at the same time; that is to say, where any block system is in

use it is generally permissive block signaling. One train (usu-

ally a single car) follows another under rules requiring motor-

men at meeting points to give to one another by word of mouth

the necessary information concerning the number of trains run-
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Automatic block signals. Nonautomatio block signals.
Total auto-
matic and

nonautomatic.

Total passenger
llnca operated.

Niiiims of niilroads.

!a
.3
CO

1

3

Total. M
1

3
§
Q

1
M

Total.
i

1
"3

•a

S

o
s

i

o

1

3'3

11
"3

.

$1 1
3)

1
s'S

||

Ann Arbor 1.4

3C1.4
541.8

4.3
2.1

373.1

1. 4 1. <

849.6 1,350.'

565. 7 589. (

4. 3 4. :

2. 1 2.

1

474. 8 576. £

1.

92a!
601..

24.:

12. S

490. C

6.£

1,264.

f

10. f

974. C

4.7
194.7

701.9
13.8

429.9
7.9

16.0
59.7

212.4
1,58.3.1

269.0
702.2
329.8

3,264.0
27.3

8,734.8
1,456.4
525.0

3,916.6
1,364.7

1.3

1,9.30.6

32.6
662.2
6a2
99.0
2.0
22.0
7.3

26.3
410.0
590.5
16.2
56.0
16.3

1,302.9
24a 8
22.4
42.3
36.6
,34.7

105.8
2.7

389.3
144.0
7.3

326.2
6.6

24.0
11.0
2.1
2.5
n.i
3.3
3.4
.7

1,215.3
135.6
559.1
472.8
3.7

2,45L2
14.5
99.5
135.1
52.5

.5

104.6
6.2
3a

20a5
208.7

924.5
871.9

1,574.9

90.5
87.7

1 , 192.

2

2, 856.

2

86.5
171.5
707.5
147.

6

1,652.2
1,231.7
264.4

2, 024.

4

143.9
11.4
5a

427.7
1,093.4
373.1

1,113.3
173.5
361.9

l.<

) 1,50,3. (

027. f

25. i

12. £

603.8
&J

2,27a
20.8

1,029.9
7.7

325.

1

1,283.3
27.6
55a 7

7.9
16.0
07.1

477.2
1,892.0

269.

847.1
485.7

4,144.5
57.8

9. 430.

3

1. 545.

4

525.0
4,459.1
1,364.7

1.3

2, 210.

2

32.6
732.4
96.4
99.0
2.0
35.7
13.3

33.0
696.3

1. 122.

1

17.6
56.0
19.3

1,992.1
257.2
32.2
84.6
47.1
53.4
105.8
4.3

511.(1

144.0
15.6

639.9
6.6

24.0
11.0
2.1

2.5
17.9
3.3
5.8
.7

1,825.3
288.1
685.0
530.8
3.7

2. 455.

6

14.5
131.6
145.3
57.2

.5

116.4
11.4
76.0

514.3
273.6

1,286.8
880.9

2. 737.

7

90.5
87.7

1,483.6
4,599.1

89.0
417.2

1,431.0
259.2

1,991.1
1,653.9
275.9

4. 703.

2

161.3
11.4
00.2

609.3
1,891.0
682.7

1,826.3
306.2
422.8

291.

2, 519. (

2,797.f

1,825..

1,540. C

3,832.4
0..'

3,140.."

45 8

980.1
4.7

191.8

2,23a e

13.8
429.8
25 3

275
1,915.9

464.1
1,607.4
269.0
99a 9
693.0

0, 894.

27.3
8,421.5
1,472.2
579.1

7,511.6
1,364.7
226.9

6,682.7
46a 9

1,46a 1

527.9
360.9
25a 4
22.0
31.3
162.2
743.9
922.1
168.0
56.0

223.9

1, 706.

5

24a 8
22.4
Fre
51.8
20a4
143.

3

686.6
7,020.4
336.6

7.3

4, 462.

7

1,193.0
415.0
503.0
162.9
156.7
11.1

30.0
22.6
67.2

1,171.5
39L9

4,372.0
907.6
50.8

3,423.4
3,072.0
3,70a4
3, 178.

5

825.0
66.7

1,230.1

) 291.

!

) 3,097.
i 2,824.

1,872.:

1,540. C

3,957. £

6.£

4,20.5.1

73. C

1.039. 7

7.7

32Z2
2,801.6

27.6
55a 7

2.5.3

296.9
1,915.9
742.9

1,916.3
269.0

1,143.0
849.5

7,806.0
57.8

9,171.2
1,568.4

579.1
8,081.5
1,364.7
226.9

6,974.4
- 468.9
1,553.4
563.4
360.9
258.4
35.7
34.8

207.0
1,042.4
1,465.9
240.0
56.0

281.6
2,395.7

257.2
32.2

ght line.

61.3
227.1
143.3

1,014.9

7, 142.

7

375.5
1.5.6

5,027.2
1,200.7
415.0
503.0
162.9
156.7
17.9
30.0
43.4
67.2

1,741.3
549.5

4,543.0
967.2
50.8

3,427.8
3,072.0
3,767.0
3,3ia8

825.0
66.7

1.241.9

) 0.4Atchison, Topoka & Santa Fe:
K;istcrn linos 6.7

33.4
lag
las
3.1

6.5
15.2
.8

73.0
2.4
1.0

79.3

35.8
19.9
10.8

1.5.2

6.5

2iai
10.8

14.0

152.6
3a 2

20.8
10.8
27. 3

6.5
430.1
20.8
2&0

475.:

23. £

12. 9
Western linos

22.2
1.3
.8

Coast linos
C'lulf, Colorado & Santa Fe

Atlantic Coast Line 12.1 101.7
Aubnrn A Northern

15.

1

100.0
Baltimore A Ohio 19a 3

10.0
14.0

4.6 363.6 580.4 87.61 is. 7 1,046.1 1,847.5
Haltiinore & Ohio ChlcaRO Terminal .

.

28.5
naltiniore A Ohio Southwestern 922.8

1.7
64.4

35.0
3.0

130.3
4.8

2.2 960. C

4.7

194.7
4.8

1,001.5
7.7

32,5.

1

9.6

Baltimore A Sparrow's Point
100.0
96.9
45.8

100.0
100.0
31.2
5.7
3.5

64.2
98.7
100.0
74.1
57.2
53.1
100.0
100.0
9a 5
90.6
55.2
100.0

.6
31.6
6.9

47.2
17.1
27.2

.8
100.0
3a 2
15.9
55.1
76 6

Bos,souu'r A I,ake Erie
Boston it Maine 124.7 570.3

13.8
2.1 697.

1

13.8
1,273.7

27.6Boston, Ueven> Beach & Lvnn
Bullalo, Koohestcr & Pittsburg 301.2 124 7 429. S 65a 7
Butte, Anaconda & PaclQc 7.9 7.9 7.9
Central New iMii^land 16.0

52.3
16.0
59.7

16.0
67.1Centnil of Ocorpia 7.4

Central of New Jersey 13.0 165.5
183.0

2.4 31.5 212.4
183.0

477.2
366.0Chesapeake A Ohio 1,274.2

269.0
14L2
173.9

2, 409.

3

'8,070.'

8

1,307.2
525.0

3,30a2
1,364.7

125.9 1,400.1
269.0
141.2
231.4

2,524.6
9.5

8,692.0
1, 330.

9

525.0
3,807.0
1,364.7

1,526.0
269.

141.2
288.9

2,639.9
22.2

9,333.1
1,3.54.0

525.0
4,245.8
1,364.7

Chesapeake A Ohio Ry. of Indiana
Chicago A Alton 416.1 144.9

9a 4

719.6
17.8
35.4
64.9

501.0
93.4
739.4
17.8
42.4
125.9

705.9
196.8

1,504.6
35. f

97.2
190.8

Chicago A Eastern Illinois 57.5
115.3
6.3

602.7
23.7

Chicago A Nort h Western 13.8 6.0

3.2
17.1 "i.'4Chicago, Burlington A Quincy 1.6 5.4

Chicago C.reat Western 61.0
Chicago, Indianapolis A Louisville
Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Paul 5.9 103.7 109.6 213.3 43a 8

Chicago, Milwaukee A Pugct Sound
Chicago, Peoria A St. Louis Rv. of Illinois. 1.3

653.3
32.6

1.3
932.9
32.6
6.2

34.3

1.3

1,212.5
32.6
12.4
4a 6

Chicago, Rook Island A Pacific 279.6 997.7 997.7 997.7
Chicago, Rock Island A Gulf

Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis A Omaha.. 6.2
14.3

591.9
20.0
99.0
2.0
a 3
4.3
19.6

64.1
13.9

656.0
33.9
99.0
2.0

22.0
7.3

19.6

720.1
47.8
99.0
2.0

35.7
13.3
19.6

Cincinnati, Hamilton A Davton 20.0
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western...

Colorado Midland
Cornwall A Lebanon 13.7
Cumberland A Pennsylvania 3.0
Cumberland Valley 6.7

225.1
435.1

6.7
410.0
584.7

13.4
696.3

1,110.3

Delaware A Hudson 163.

1

104.7
4.3
3a 3

17.5
6.6Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 5.8

14.8
56.0
11.3

643.5
240.4
12.6

5.8
16.2
56.0
11.3

1,075.8
24a 8
22.4

5.8
17.6
56.0
11.3

l,50ai
257.2
32.2

Duluth A Iron Range i.4 7.3
100.0
6.8

83.1
100.0
100.0

Durham A Southern '.

Elgin, Joliet A Eastern 2.0 3.0
212.2

5.0
227.1

ao
484.0Erie 14.9 432.3

a 4

9.8

Chicago A Erie
Columbus A Erie
Eric A Jersey 42.3

10.5
42.3
10.5

84.6
21.

Q

New Jersey '& New York 26.1
10.0

105.8

26.1
34.7
105.8

26.1
53.4
105.8

76 6
New York. Susquehanna A Western . .

.

ia7 23 5
Evansville A Terre Haute 73 8
Grand Trunk 1.1

a 5
1.0

122.3
2.7

130.8
4.3

253.1Great Northern 25a 5
144.0

258.5
144.0

25a 5

144.0

7 2
Hocking Valley 38 3
Hudson A Manhattan 7.3 7.3

312.2
6.6

15.6
620.9

6.6

100
Illinois Central 65.1

6.0
235.1 12.0 9.0 5.0 14.0 19.0 12 7

A'a7,oo A Mississippi Valley .6
Illinois Traction 24.0

11.0
1.3
2.5
4.8
3.3
1.0

24.0
11.0
1.3
2.5
11.1

3.3
3.4

24.0
11.0
1.3
2.5
17.9
3.3
5.8

5.7
Iowa Central 2.2
Kanawha A Michigan .8 .8 .8 1.3
Kansas City, Clinton A Springfield 1 6
Kentucky A Indiana Bridge A R. R. Co... 5.8 .5 100
Kentwood A Eastern 11
Lackawanna A Wyoming Valley 2.4 13.3
Lehigh A New England

14'. 1

4.0
40.9

415.1

.7
501.0
112.9
63.2
472.8

.7

1,04a 6
242.7
85.5
530.5

Lehigh Valley 439.3
96.8
22.3
57.7

34.6
3.3

13.0

as
652.0

"'392.'3

62.3
22.7
103.6

714.3
22.7

495.9

776.7
45.4

599.5

100.0
Long Island 52.4
Louisville A Nashville 15.1
Maine Central 54.8
Marquette A Southeastern 3.7

2, 446.

8

a 6
11.6
11.1
47.8

3.7
2, 451.

2

a 6
lao
12.7
47.8

3.7
2,455.6

a 6
25.6
14.3
47.8

7.3
Minneapolis, St. Paul A Sault Ste. Marie.

.

4.4 71.6
Missouri, Kansas A Texas 5.9

55.2
113.8

5.9
80.9
122.4
4.7
.5

5.9
IOC.

131.0
9.4
.5

.2
Missouri Pacific 25.7

ao
4.7

7.0
1.6

2.5
St. Louis; Iron Mountain & Southern.. 4.4

Mobile A Ohio 6.9
Monongahela .5 .7
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis 92.8

1.0
11.8
5.2

104.6
6.2

116.4
11.4

9.3
Newburgh A South Shore Freie-ht lineJ
New York A Long Branch 3a

132.9
5.0

38.0

206.6
5.0

76.0

510.6
10.0

aao

351.6
309.4

1,832.9
832.5

1, 452.

7

90.5
87.7

1,192.2
2,873.7
337.9
183.9

1,926.4
492.8

1,071.6
5,303.4

330.0
3,261.0

177.8
14a 4

536.7
439.7

1,315.0
639.4

1,415.3
3ia2
797.0

76.0

602.0
374.3

2,214.7
841.5

2,596.6

90.5
87.7

1,483.5
4,674.5

340.4
420.4

2,967.1
626.2

2,025.5
5. 752.

6

342.0

5, 479.

5

195.8
14a 4

547.3
635.9

2,125.6
945.5

2. 140.

7

455.6
868.1

100.0
New York Central lines;

50.1 23.6
"i43.'8

562.7
862.9
996.0

90.5
87.7

901.0
1,632.0

84.0
19.8

1.54.3

1.9

59.9

361.8
9.0
4a 3

1.9
203.7

924.5
871.9

1, 056.

1

90.5
87.7

920.3
2,474.7

86.5
22.7
435.8

3.7
263.6

1,286.8
880.9

l,12a0

90.5
87.7

939.6
3,010.4

89.0
25.6
86a 9

85.4
73.1

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
59.9
100.0

Lake Shore A Michigan Southern
Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &

6.9 173.2 9a 4 240.3 5ia8 1,609.7 11.8 100.0

100.0
100.0

271.9
262.4

271.9
381.5

543.9
98a 7

19.3

68a 5
2.5
2.9

100. a
New York Central A Hudson River. .

.

2.0 6.3 110.8 15.4 13a 8 9a 4
26.1

101.8
245.0
lll.G
272.8
136.

7

11.4

58.0

47.0
9.2

14a 8
271.7
147.

6

340.8
2.3a 2
1.3.9

262.9

391.6
562.7
259.2
CI.3.6

374.9
25.4
934.2

99.2
New York, New Haven & Hartford 17.5

36.0
68.0
101.5
2.5

205.7 75.8 47.7
41.4

Norfolk A Western 1,245.3
7oao
2,50.

6

66.1
2,85.

5

1,311.4
993.5
250.5

2,361.5
143.9
11.4
5a
427.7
749.1
333.9

1, 102.

1

80.1
301.9

1,,377.5

1,279.0
250.5

3, f69.

161.3
11.4
60.2

009.3
1,084.5
5GL0

1,797.1
11.3.1

422.8

97.1
Northern Pacific 2a 7

80.7
4.9 200.0 1,42a 2

120.5
11.4
55.8

287.

1

4ia9
154.5

507.2
47.1

300.9

708.

3

17.4
25.8 199.2 85.8

82.4
Cincinnati A Muskingum Valley 7.7

2.2
120.

1

325.0
147.0

515.4
33.0
01.0

11.0
Northern Central

"5.'2

17.1

5a 9

20.5

"i5.'3

20.6

95.7
273.

7

ia2

7.8
87.1

23.3

'"e.3

47.3
21.0

3.4

344.3
39.2

11.2
93.4

806.5
121.7

29.2
193.1

89.0
Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington
Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

72.2

85.3
67.2

Vandalia 48.9
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KAILWAVS VVORKKD BY TIIK ni.OCK SYSTEM

—

(tAHI.I.: 1 CONTINUED.)

Names of railroads.

Peoria & Pekin Union
Pcre Marquette ,

Philadelphia & Reading
Atlantic City ,

Northeast Pennsylvania
Perkiomen ,

Philadelphia, Newton & New York...
Reading & Columbia ,

Qulncy, Omaha & Kansas City and Iowa
<fe St. Louis

Queen & Crescent Route:
Alabama Creat Southern
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas

Pacific
New Orleans & Northeastern

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac
St. Joseph & G rand Island
St. Louis & San Francisco

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico
Orange & Northwestern

St. Louis Merchants Bridge Tenninal
St. Louis Southwestern
San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose Con-
solidated

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Seaboard Air Line
Southern
Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge
Southern Pacific, Atlantic System:

Galveston, Ilarrisburg &'San Antonio..
Louisiana Western
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas
Texas A New Orleans

Southern Pacific: Pacific System ...

Staten Island Rapid Transit
Staten Island

Spokane, Portland & Seattle
Syracuse, Lake Shore & Northern
Terminal K. R. Association of St. Louis.
Tidewater Power Co
Toledo, Peoria & Western
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Ulster & Delaware
II nion
Union Pacific

Oregon R. R. & Navigation Co
Oregon Short Line

Virginia & Kentucky
Virginian
Wabasb.
Wabasli Pittsburg Terminal
Washington Southern
Washington Terminal
Washington Water Power Co
Western Pacific

Total 8,312.2

Automatic block signals.

15.2
6.2

91.7

2(14.

9

279.1
103.6
95.3
109.8

2,189.2

871.0
433.0
551.5

29.0
11.2

324.0
80.9
1.8

09.

2

15.5

3.0
4.0

104.9
10.9

.6

551.0

8,225.4

Total.

15.2
386.3

334.1
15.5

3.0
4.6

279.1
103.6
95.3
109.8

2,355.1
10.9

24.4
.6

1,423.7
433.0
677.2

2.1

29.0
11.2

17,711.5

15.2
830.5
173.8
6.4

11.9

403.4
31.0

11.8
.4

0.0
9.2

279.1
103.0
95.3
109.8

2,523.0
21.7

13.0
12.0

24.4
1.2

1,979.1
433.0
.602.9

14.4
8.2

20.4
29.0
11.2

29,202.4

Nonantomatic block signals.

39.0
143.6
35.7
1.6

38.1

35.9

305.0

.7

9.0
.3

157.3
84.7

157.6
61.6

213.5
1,588.3

6.2
.3

188.0

1.4

11.4

.6
2.2

1,726.7

44,897.1

10.2
10.0

7,913.1

Total.

S«

6.0
39.0

240.5
35.7
1.6

38.1

35.9

305.0

.7

87.7
.3

157.3
84.7
157.6
61.6
1.1

213.5
1,835.6

12.7
10.0

1.1

6.2
.3

188

1.4
11.4

53,557.6

12.0

.39.0

337.4
35.7
1.6

38.1

35.9

305.0

.7

166.4
.3

157.3
84.7

1.57.6

61.0
2.2

213.5
2,082.9

22.8
20.0

2.2
0.2

3

188.0

1.4
11.4

.6

2.2

1,914.7

63,505.5

Total auto-
matic and

nonautomatic.

6.0
54.2

026.8
122.6
6.2

38.1

7.1
35.9

305.0

92.1

334.8
15.5
87.7

.3

757.4
84.7
1.57.6

61.6
7.0
.4

3.9
1.1

213.5

1,838.6
4.6

279.1
103.6
95.3
109.8

2,453.1
10.9
12.7

10.0
6.6
7
6.2
.3

188.0
24.4
2.0

1,435.1
433.0
577.2

.6

2.2
1,827.9

4.1
32.2
2.1

29.0
11.2

71,269.1

12.0
54.2

1,173.9
209.5
8.0

38.1
11.9

35.9

305.0

92.5

404.1

31.0
166.4

.3

795.2
84.7
157.6
61.6
14.0

7 8
1.1

21.3. 5

2,088.9
9.2

279.1
103.6
95.3
109.8

2,621.0
21.7
22.8
20.0
13.0
14.2
6.2
.3

188.0
24.4
2.0

1,990.5
433.0
602.9

.6
2.2

1,929.1
8.2
64.4
20.4
29.0
11.2

92,707.9

Total passenger
lines operated.

15.4
1,5.34.2

875.3
163.6
25.

5

.38.1

21.7
6J.3

305.0

290.6

335.4
15.5

87.7
251.6

4,726.6
117.0
265.6
61.6
10.0

622.7

15.7
904.4

2,782.9
6,619.6

4.6

1,270.5
140.3
241.9
438.4

6, 447.

7

10.1
12.7

422.0
33.0
12.7

11.3
220.0
451.0
126.3

7.4

3, 467.

3

1,140.9
1,442.4

4.8
4.35.

6

1,954.9
59.8
32.2
2.1
29.0

921.6

172,389.9

26.6
1.541

1,452.3
251.0
27.3
38.1
26.6
53.3

305.0

295.4

404.6
31.0
166.4

251.6
4,764.4

117.0
265.6
61.6
19.8

022.7

27.7
904.4

2,782.9
6,898.0

9.2

1,275.0
140.3
282.1
441.8

0,671.4
20.1
22.8

432.0
44.5
25.5
15

220.0
451.0
126.3
14.8

4,088.2
1,140.9
1,468.1

4
'

435.6
2,056.1

63
64.4
20.4
29.0

921.6

195,922.4

It

So

II

48.8
3.5
80.8
83.3
29.3
100.0
44.7
67.4

100.0

31.7

99.8
14.7

100.0

16.7
72.3
60.5
100.0
77.7

28.5
.1

7.6
30.3
100.0

21.9
73.9
33.8
24.9
39.3
96.5
100.

4.6
27.6
55.7
39.5

.1

41.7
19.8
17.6
48.7
37.0
41.0
12.5

.5

93.8
12.8

100.0
100.0
100.0

1.2

Note.—On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe there is a length of 81 miles, in manual block signalled territory, on which there are short sections
of automatic signals. On the Bessemer & Lake Erie there is a length of nine miles on which no passenger trains are run. On the Hudson & Man-
liattan the signals are light signals, not showfi in Table 2. The column headed "Four-track" includes short sections of road having more than four
tracks on the following lines: Illinois Central; New York, New Haven & Hartford; Pennsylvania; Washington Terminal.

iiing on a single schedule. The electric track circuit is used very

little on these roads. Most of their signal installations operate in

the following manner: When a ttain enters a block section the

action at that end is made to produce an effect at the other end, as

a protection against opposing cars, by means of an electric cur-

rent flowing through line wires on poles. This operation is con-

controlled at the entering end either by the morLorman, who
stops his car and moves a hand switch fixed in a box on a pole,

or- automatically by a circuit-closing device arranged on the over-

head trolley wire which extends along the track, which device is

.so designed as to produce the necessary impulse on the block-

signal wire whenever it is touched by the trolley wheel of a

passing car. Signal indications are given by incandescent elec-

tric lights, often of two or more colors, shown in boxes on the

poles. To provide against the failure of the trolley contact to

perform its function properly, it is required that the motorman
observe the behavior of the signal light as the trolley contact is

passed, and if the contact does not produce the desired efil'ect,

to back his car and cause the operation to be repeated.

To facilitate permissive block signaling on single-track lines for

following cars, while at the same time retaining absolute block

rules as regards cars miming in opposite directions, some of the

systems have "counting-in" apparatus which is designed to insure

that the signal against opposing trains shall not be cleared until

as many cars have passed out of the block section as passed in.

This counting-in apparatus, however, does not seem to have se-

cured general approval among the officers of the roads which

have used it.

For the reasons here suggested the mileage is not included

with that showing the use of the block system as the term

"block system" is usually understood. Two important features

of the .system as used on the steam roads are not found on the

roads under consideration, namely (1) control of the signal at

the entrance of each block section by a signalman constantly in

attendance or, in the case of automatic signals, by the train which

occupies the block section, this train control being effected

through a track circuit continuous through the block section; and

(2) the prohibition of permissive block signaling under all ordi-

nary circumstances except between trains which carry no passen-

gers.

Those interurban lines which have automatic block signals of

the ordinary type are included in Tables 1 and 2, as above noted.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE FOR TRAIN ORDERS.

The Inilletin contains the usual table, showing the extent to

which the Icleplionc has been adopted for use in transmitting

train orders. This table is much longer than last year, becau.se

I here are now included those electric railways which report to

the conmiission. Including these, there are now 55 companies

(8 of them electric roads) which have 100 miles or more of their
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TAHI.l ; 2.— KINHS )r AUTOMATIC SKINAI.S IN USE.

Kxpo.sed disk. Inclosi ddisk.

Semaphores.

Normal
clear.

(miles
of

track).

Normal
dunger
(mill's

of

track).

Total automatic signals.

Nunios of rallroiuls.

IClectropneu-
matlc.

Electric motor. Electro-gas.

Miles of

road.
Miles of

track.

Num-
ber of

block
sec--

tlons.
Miles of

road.
Miles of

track.
Miles of

road.
Miles of

track.
Miles of

road.
Miles of

track.
Miles of

road.
Miles of

track.

Miles of

road.
Miles of

track.

Atcliison, Topi'kn & S:\nU\ Fc:
13.3 20.6 c«.o

35.8
14.5
2.5

1.5.2

0.5
107.1

9.8
14.0

087.

4

13.8

120.3 152.9
38.2
20.9
10.8
28,3
6.5

'436.1'

"28.'

6

19.4

38.'
6'

'522.'
9'

"'is.'g'

' "3.0'

"c'jo.'s'

'478." 8'

"2i.'6'

""2."6'

3(10.

3

1,048.'

6'

4.0

350.5

"ots.'s'

"285.'2'

7'

"857.'4'

173.8
6.4
11.9

"'28.'8'

f.'s'

"io.'V

79.3
35.8
10.9
10.8
1.1.2

0.5
218.1
10. 8
H.O

097.

1

13. 8

7.9
212.4
183.0
501.0
107.1
739.4
17.8
42.4
125.9
109.

1.3

932.9
32.0
0.2

34.3
(1.7

410.0
584.7

5.0
227.1
42.3
10.5
2.7

130.8
312.2

6.0
.8

.7

501.0
112.9
03.2

472.8
5.9

80.9
122.4
4.7
.5

38.0

205.9
5.0

518.8
201.3
379.4
148.8
271.7
147.0
340.8
2:i8.2

13.9
257.9
344. 3
39.2
11.2
93.4
15.2

401.0
80.

9

4.0
7.1

92.1
334.1
15.5

600.1
5.9
.4

3.9
1.1

3.0
4.6

279.1
103.0
95.3

109. 8

2, 355.

1

10.9
0.5
0.0

24.4
.0

1,423.7
433.

577.2
7.2
4.1

2.1

29.0
11.2

152. 9
3S. 2
2(». 9
!0.8
28. 3

0.5
430.

1

20.8
28.0

1,273.7
27.0
7.9

477.2
300.

705.

9

210.0
1,504.0

35.

97.2
190.8
21.3.3

1.3

1,212.5
32.0
12.4
48.0
13.4

090.3
1,110.3

8.0
484.0
84.6
2L0
4.3

253.1
020.9

0.6
.8
.7

1,048.6
242.7
85.5

530.5
5.9

100.

131.0

9.4
.5

70.0

495.4
10.0

1,009.7
522.

5

980.0
391.0
502.7
259.2
013.0
374.9
25.4

900.0
806.5
121.7
29.2

193.

1

15.2
859.4
173.8

0.4
11.9

92.5
403.4
31.0

037.9
11.8

.4

7.8
1.1
6.0
9.2

279,1

103. (1

95.3
109.8

2,523.0
21.7
13.0
12.0
24.4
1.2

1,979.1
433.0
002.

9

14.4
8.2

20.4
29.

11.2

Western lines .38.2

15.5
3(1

5. 4

8.3
5.4
8.3

19
(iiilf, Colorado & Santa Fe 2.5

28.3
0.5

211.0
18.8
28.0

1,254.3
27.6

Haiti more i^Ohio 9.9
I.O

9.9
2.0

7.5 22.4 93.0 180.

2

502
lUiltiiimre iV. Ohio ChicaRO Tenninal 20.8 32

Ikiltiinoro ^ oliio Southwestern 35
.8 1.0 8.9 17.8 1,2.14.3

27.6
7.9

439.2
360.0
183.0
210.6

1,504.0
35.0
97.2

190.

8

197.4
1.3

1 , 209. 5

.32.0

1Z4
48.0
13.4

Ho.ston, lU'vore Heach & Lynn .19

Hilt to, .\ii;u'on(la it Pacific 7.-9 7.9 7
C'entrul of Now .lorsey

I'hesupeake i^.- Ohio. !

29.7 116.0 103.3
183.0
501.0
98.4

323. 2'

360.0
705. 9

19.4 38.0 734
202
308

t'liioajjo A Ka.>!torn Illinois' 8.7
730.5

13.8

1,498.8
190. 8 105

Chicago A North Western 2.9 5.8 1 102
17.8
17.4

125.9
103.7

1.3

920.

9

32.

(1.2

34.3
0.7

35.0
43.2

59
23.0 40.0 2.0 8.0 .38

190.8
207.4

1.3
1.200.5

32.0
12.4
48.0
13.4

182
Chicago, Milwaukee A- St. Haul 2.4 2.4 3.5 3.5 203
Chicago. Heoria iV St. l.ouis Kv. of 111 1

0.0 12.0 1,252
Ciiicat'o, Kock Island A- (iulf 50

Cliicago, St. Haul, Minneapolis & Omaha 6
Cincinnati, Hamilton A: Dayton 78

13
38.4
20.6

70.8
51.2

371.0 019.

5

1,013
Delaware, Lackawanna & \Vpstcm 558.

1

5.0
227.1
42.3
10.5

1 . 005.

1

484.0
84.0
21.0

1,110.3
8.0
5.2

84.0

1 558
.5

579
88

New Jersey '& New York 22
2.7 4.3 4.3

251.1
254.

0.0
.8

.7

3
130.8
118.8
0.0
.8

.7

233.8
112.9
03.2
472.8
5.4

80.9
122.4

4.7
.5

38.0

182.5
5.0

330.

4

193.8
410.0
148.8
29.0
82.0

340.

1

2311.2

13.9
10.0

344.3

2.53.

1

180.9
0.0
.8
.7

482.0
242.7
85.

5

530.5
5.4

100.

131.0
9.4
.5

76.0

447.7
10.0

928.

9

387.

944.7
391 .

95.0
1,18.3

012.9
372. 4

25.4
21.2

800.5

219
29.5 104.2 103.9 329.8 535

Yazoo it Mississippi Valley 8
1

1

Lehigli Valley 251.2 534.0 10.0 .32.0 1,068
238.7
85.5

530.

5

5.9
100.0
131.0
9.4

76.0

154.9
10.0

934.2
522.5
095.4
391.0
502 7

259.2
012.9
374.9
25.4

900.0
800.5
121.7
29.2

193.1
15.2
2.0

386
132
542

Missouri, Kansas & Texas .5 .5 8
90
122

Mobile A- Ohio 3
1

New Yorlv & Long Branch 118

New York Central Lines:
Boston & Albany 2 16.2 33.3 7.2 14.4 634

19

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern 5.3
07.5
9.9

5.3
134.9
19.7

177.1 075.5 1,611
369

8.1 io.2 1,282
207

New York, New Haven & Hartford 177.1
05.6

338.3
100.9

04.7 129. 4 591

New York, Ontario & Western 150

.7 .7 594
1.5 1.5 .5 1.0 401

Northwestern Pacific 42

5.0 10.0 242.3 874.8 1,556
1.082

39.2 121.7 150

Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. 11.2 29.2 70
West Jersey & Seashore 93.4 193.1 249

Pere Marquette 10.0
380.

80.9
4.0
7.1

9.0
50.

10.0
83.7.3

173.8
0.4
11.9

9.0
50.6

5.2 5.2 U
Philadelphia & Readings 1.0 2.0 14.0 20.1 993

Atlantic City 93
8

Philadelphia, Newtown & New York 10

Queen & Crescent Route:
29.0
35.3

29.0'

35.3
54.1
240.2
15.5

590.2
5.9
.4

3.9

54.5
309.5
31.0

630.

1

11.8
.4

7.8

'2.0' ""2.0' 92.5
374.0
31.0

630.1
11.8

.4

7.8
1.1

6.0
9.2

279.1
103.

95.3
109.8

2, 523.

21.7
13.0
12.0
24.4
1.2

1,979.1
433.0
002.9
14.4
8.2

02

326
16

3.9 7.8 553
30

St. Louis Southwestern 1

San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose Consoli-
dated 79

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake 1.1 1.1 1

Southern 3.0
4.6

279.1
103.0
95.3
109.8

2,348.1

6.0
9.2

279.1
103.

9
18

Southern Pacific—Atlantic System:
204
73

95.3
100.8

2, 508.

72
77

1.0
10.9

1.0
21.7

0.0 14.0 2,177
50

Syracuse, Lake Snore & Northern 0.5
0.0

24.4

Ki.O
12.0
24.4

26

Tenninal R. R. Association of St. Louis .

.

16

Ulster & Delaware 20

Union .0

8.9
1.2

15.1

2

Union Pacific 1,.381.5

433.0
500. R

7.2

1,902.1
433.

592.5
14.4

33.3 01.9 1.585

Oregon R. R. & Navigation Co 308

Oregon Short Line 10.4 10.4 403

Wabash 25

4.1

2.1

8.2
20.4

II

13

29.0
11.2

29.0
11.2

29.0
11.2

23

Western Pacific X

Tolal 323. 2 53(1.

8

1,920.9 3,800.1 433. 1,391.4 14,107.0 21,339.4 919.1 2,017.9 23,058.9 0,092.7 17,709.8 29,151.0 29, S81

' (Chicago it Eastern Illinois.) The figures in this table include 8.7 miles of inclosed disk signals used in manual block territory which are not shown in Table 1.

•' (Boston A Albany.) 1.7 miles of road, 5.2 miles of track protected by slotted signals not shown in this table.
3 (Michigan Central.) 10.0 miles semiautomatic and slotted signals not shown iu this table.

.i r 1 n 1 if
* (New "I'ork Cciilral it Hudson River.) 2 miles 4-track, light signals, not sliown in this table. The apparent discrepancy inroad mileage in this table is due to the fact that aii-

ferent types of '-ignals are used 011 the dilTercnt tracks of 4-lrai'k sections of road.
• (Hi'iinsvlviiiia.) .1 miles of roa<l, 28.2 miles of track (jrolectcd by light signals not shown in this table.

>'
( I'liiladelpliia A Ueadiiig. ) IiicUides 15,3 miles of road used exclusively for freight trains not shown in Table 1.
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lines equipped for telephone operation. Last year there were

only 32 companies thus ecpiipped, though the electric lines were

not then included.

The commission's last preceding bulletin was noticed in the

Raih.cay .l^ic Gazette of June 3 and 17, 1910.

JUDGE SANBORN ON STATE INTERFERENCE WITH
INTERSTATE COMMERCE AND VALUA-

TION OF RAILWAYS.

The two principal questions passed on by Judge Waller Jl.

Sanborn of the United States Circuit Court for the District of

Minnesota, in his opinion (rendered on April 11) in the Min-

nesota rate case were : When does state regulation become an

unconstitutional interference with interstate commerce ? and

What are the correct bases of valuation of railways and a

"fair return" on such valuation? We published last week (page

921) the syllabus of Judge Sanborn's opinion. The two prin-

cipal questions passed on by him are in themselves of such in-

terest and importance, and his discussion of them and holdings

in regard to them of such interest and importance, because of

the new precedents they establish, that we will give abstracts (in

the court's own language) of the discussions and rulings re-

garding these matters. Below is the court's remarks on state

interference, next week we will give an abstract of the discus-

sion on valuation.

STATE INTERIERENCE W]TH INTERSTATE COM MERGE.

The first question for consideration is whether or not the

orders of the commission and the acts of the legislature sub-

stantially burden interstate commerce, and the answer to this

question must be drawn from an application of the facts which

disclose their effect to the rules of law which govern this subject.

The power to regulate commerce among the states was carved

out of the general sovereign power by the people when the

national government was formed, and granted by the constitu-

tion to the congress of the nation. That grant is exclusive. The
United States may exercise that power to its utmost extent, may
use all means requisite to its complete exercise, and no state,

by virtue of any power it possesses, either under the name of

the police power or under any other name, may lawfully restrict

or infringe this grant, or the plenary exercise of this power

;

for these are paramount to all the powers of the state and in-

here in the supreme law of the land. The fares and rates of

transportation of passengers and freight in interstate commerce
are national in their character and susceptii)le of regulation by

uniform rules. The silence or inaction of congress relative

to such a subject is a conclusive indication that it intends that

the interstate commerce therein shall be free, so far as the con-

gress has not directly regulated it.

If the plenary power of the nation to protect the freedom of

and to regulate interstate commerce and the attempted exercise

by a state of its power to regulate intrastate commerce, or the

attempted exercise of any of its other powers, impinge or con-

flict, the former must prevail and the latter must give way, be-

cause the constitution and the acts of Congress in pursuance
thereof are the supreme law of the land, and "that wdiich is not

supreme must yield to that which is supreme."

Subject to the constitutional limitation, which has been stated,

a state may enact and enforce laws prescribing reasonable fares

and rates for and otherwise regulating its intrastate commerce,
although the operation of such laws remotely or incidentally

affects interstate commerce.
On the other hand, the laws of a state or the orders of its

commissions relating to its intrastate commerce which by their

necessary or natural or probable operation have the effect sub-

stantially to burden interstate commerce are beyond its powers,
violative of the commercial clause of the constitution, and void.

The acts of the legislature of Minnesota and the orders of its

commission are so general and so far reaching in their effect

thai there is no doubt that they unavoidably affect the inter-

state commerce of the companies. In the light of the rules and
decisions re\ ievved, the question liere at issue therefore becomes :

Do these statutes and orders substantially burden or only inci-

dentally or remotely affect the interstate commerce of the com-
panies? I'iiis question, however, may not be answered by the

words or terms of the laws and orders, or by a consideration

of the intent or purpose of their makers alone. The touchstone
lo the true answer to the question and the test of the validity

of the orders and statutes is their effect upon interstate com-
merce.

'I he counter proposition again presented in this case, that it

is only where orders and statutes by their terms or by their

construction by state courts substantially or directly regulate

interstate commerce, or where by their terms they disclose an
intent of their makers so to do that they may be adjudged viola-

tive of the commercial clause, has been repeatedly urged upon
the consideration of the Supreme Court, only to be conclusively

denied.

Only last year in the Kansas cases (216 U. S., 1, 56) the

Supreme Court again repudiated this contention. In those cases

a statute of Kansas required of foreign corporations certain

fees as a condition of permitting them to conduct intrastate

business in that state. The Western Union Telegraph Company,
which was carrying on both intrastate and interstate business in

Kansas, applied for permission to continue its intrastate busi-

ness, and the charter board of the state ordered that its applica-

tion be granted only on condition that it pay the fee prescribed

by the statute, and "that nothing herein contained shall apply

to nor be construed as restricting in any wise the transaction

by the said applicant of its interstate business, nor its business

for the federal government, but that this grant of authority and
requirement as to payment relates only to the business trans-

acted wholly within the state of Kansas." The officers of the

state insisted that this statute and this order were valid because

by their express terms they excluded interstate business, applied

to intrastate business alone, and disclosed a clear purpose and
intent of the legislature and the board not to obstruct or

embarrass interstate commerce in any way. But the Supreme
Court reviewed several of its earlier decisions upon this subject,

held the statute and the order unconstitutional, and, among
other things, said

:

"But the disavowal by the state of any purpose to burden

interstate commerce cannot conclude the question as to the

fact of such a burden being imposed, or as to the unconstitu-

tionality of the statute as shown by its necessary operation upon

interstate commerce. If the statute, reasonably interpreted,

either directly or by its necessary operation burdens interstate

commerce, it must be adjudged to be invalid, wdiatever may
have been the purpose for which it was enacted, and although

the company may do both interstate and local business. This

court has repeatedly adjudged that in all such matters the

judiciary will not regard mere forms, but will look through

forms to the substance of things," (216 U. S., 1, 27.)

Here, then, is the decisive question upon this branch of these

cases. Is the effect of the statutes and orders assailed sub-

stantially to burden the interstate commerce of the companies?

And we turn to the facts of this case for the answer.

Counsel for the defendants insist that this question should be

answered in the negative.

They say that, while the reduction of the local fares and

rates may induce the companies to reduce their interstate rates

and fares across the borders of the state to a parity with the

local rates, this is the voluntary act of the companies not directly

required by the laws and orders. There are, however, known

and inexorable laws of commerce, and one of them is that trans-

ported articles will move at the lowest available rates. Reduce

local fares and rates so that fares and rates in interstate com-

merce across the borders of the state are substantially higher

than the sums of the locals over the Minnesota stations on or
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mar tlic slatr Ixmiularii'S, and l\\v ininpaiiifs iiiiisl ii-tliiri- lln'ii

iiiliTslatc fares and rales on lliat portion of tlicir in-

torslati- connncrcc atTfctcd by tlic sums of tlie locals over llu-

Minnesota borders to a substantial parity witli tbc sums of llio

locals, or their interstate connnerce afTected thereby will iiii

avoidably become intrastate coniMierce, and move at the sums

of the locals. There is nDliiing voluntary on the part of the

coniiianies in the loss or burden imposed upon tiiem by tliese

reductions. 'Ihat they nuist suffer whetiier tliey reduce tiieir

interstate rates or maintain them and permit the transformation

of their affected interstate commerce into intrastate commerce

by rebilling and local contracts so that it can pass at the sums

of the locals. The loss of the difference in revenue between tiiat

derived from their former interstate rates and that derived from

the sums of the locals is a direct and unavoidable burden upon

their interstate commerce imposed by the acts and orders stated

which the companies may not by any device avoid.

Moreover, the acts and orders making these intrastate reduc-

tions necessarily operate to discriminate against interstate com-

merce and the right of the companies to carry it on, and in that

way constitute a direct burden upon such commerce.

Another vicious and inevitable effect of these acts and orders

is the unjust discrimination in fares and rates between localities

in Minnesota and those beyond its borders which they affect.

Moorhead, Minn., and Fargo, N. D., are practically the same

distance from St. Paul, Minneapolis and Duluth, respectively.

They have long received, and they ought to continue to receive,

the same fares and rates in and out. This is also true of

Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis. ; Breckenridge, Minn., and

Wahpeton, N. D. ; East Grand Forks, Minn., and Grand Forks,

N. D. These acts and orders reduced the fares to and from the

Minnesota towns of these pairs from and to other Minnesota

points 33 1-3 per cent., and the freight rates from 7 per cent, to

25 per cent., while the former interstate fares and rates from

and to the other towns of the pairs remained in effect, as to

commodity rates under the protection of the injunction of this

court, and would have continued in effect in the matter of

merchandise rates and the passenger fares, had not the pro-

hibition of discriminations between localities by the interstate

commerce law and the laws of trade which have been considered

compelled the companies to reduce their interstate rates to a

parity with the local rates prescribed. The discrimination thus

wrought by these acts and orders between the towns mentioned

on the state lines is but illustrative of the undue preference and

advantage the local reductions gave to Minnesota cities and

towns, and the unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage to which

they subjected the towns and the cities of other states similarly

situated in their vicinity.

Congress, by the "act to regulate commerce" (24 Stat., 379),

forbade the companies to make or give any undue or unreason-

able preference or advantage to any party or locality, or to sub-

ject any party or locality to any unreasonable prejudice or dis-

advantage in any respect whatsoever, and the prevention of the

discrimination thus prohibited was one of the main purposes of

this legislation. The first section of tbe act, however, contained

this provision

:

"Provided, however, that the provisions of this act shall not

apply to transportation of passengers or property, or to the re-

ceiving, storage or handling of property wholly within one state,

and not shipped to or from a foreign country from or to any

state or territory aforesaid."

The result was that the act of Congress forbade, and the acts

and orders of the ofificers of Minnesota compelled, this dis-

crimination between localities under the penalty of the surrender

by the companies of a substantial part of their interstate com-

merce or of the revenue therefrom. Counsel for the defendants

argue, however, that this radical discrimination is not forbidden

by the interstate commerce law because it is a discrimination

wrought, not by an undue difference between intrastate rates of

which they say the state has exclusive jurisdiction, nor by an un-

due (hHiietuf l)ilvvein iiilrrslate r.iles of vviiiili they adniil ihc

nation has exclusive jurisdiction, but by an undue difference

between intrastate rales and interstate rates, and they contend

that over the discrimination thus wrought neither state nor

nation has any power. The argument, however, again disre-

gards the broad and fundamental difference between the power

of the state over intrastate conmicrcc and the power of the

nation over interstate commerce. The state may regulate its

intrastate commerce so far only as the exercise of its power

does not substantially burden or regulate or discriminate against

interstate' commerce, but no farther. A state may not prohijjit

or regulate discrimination between interstate and intrastate

rates in such a way as substantially to burden or regulate inter-

state commerce, as, for instance, by the prohibition of a higher

charge or rate for a short haul wholly within the state than for •

a long haul that includes the short haul and extends into another

state, because such action burdens and regulates interstate com-

merce. By the same mark, because it is a direct regulation of

interstate commerce, the nation may regulate and prohibit dis-

criminations wrought by an undue difference between inter-

state and intrastate rates, although such regulation or prohibi

tion may also to some extent affect and regulate intrastate com-

merce. For to the extent necessary completely and effectually

to regulate interstate commerce the nation by the Congress

and its courts may affect and regulate intrastate commerce.

"This power," said Chief Justice Marshall, "like all others

vested in Congress, is complete in itself, may be exercised to its

utmost extent, and acknowledges no limitations, other than are

prescribed in the constitution. ... If, as has always been

understood, the sovereignty of Congress, though limited to

specified objects, is plenary as to those objects, the power over

commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, is

vested in Congress as absolutely as it would be in a single

government having in its constitution the same restrictions on

the exercise of the power as are found in the Constitution of the

United States." The power therefore to prohibit the railway

companies from making or permitting any undue discrimination

between localities and parties by unreasonable differences be-

tween intrastate and interstate rates was vested in Congress, and

no acts or orders of the state or its officers could justify such a

discrimination.

But counsel insist that, if Congress had the power to forbid

this discrimination, it did not exercise it because it declared in

the proviso to section 1 that the provisions of the interstate com-

merce act should not apply to transportation wholly within one

state. But the main object of the act was to prevent every undue

discrimination between parties and between localities. When it

was enacted there was a crying evil in such discriminations, an

insistent public demand for the remedy thereof, and a deter-

mined effort by the legislators to make the prohibitions of such

discriminations as broad, searching and effective as the Congress

had the power to make them. It had, as we have seen, ample

authority to forbid discriminations wrought by differences be-

tween intrastate and interstate rates, but none to prohibit dis-

criminations caused by differences in rates for transportations

wholly within a state. The act prohibits any undue discrimina-

tion in any respect whatever between localities- under similar

circumstances and conditions by any common carrier subject

to its provisions. In the light of these facts the natural and

reasonable construction of the proviso in section 1 is that it was

inserted out of abundance of caution to make sure that the

broad terms of the act did not go beyond the constitutional

power of the Congress and directly regulate intrastate commerce

more than was necessary completely to regulate interstate com-

merce, and that it has no farther effect upon the subject of dis-

crimination now under discussion. The evil the act was passed

to remedy, the main purposes of its passage, the public demand

for a prevention of all discriminations, the patent effort of the

legislators to meet this demand, and the broad terms of the

prohibitions themselves compel the conclusion that the Congress
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intended to exercise, and that by this act it did exercise, its con-

stitutional power to prevent discriminations of the character

here in question to its utmost extent, and that the companies

were and are prohibited thereby from making or maintaining

the unjust discriminations between localities which the mainten-

ance of their former lawful interstate fares and rates and the

intrastate rates prescribed by the acts and orders of the officers

of the state would necessarily effect."

Finally, counsel cite, to overcome the proof of the substantial

burden and the direct regulation of interstate commerce affected

by the acts and orders in this case, witli which this record teems,

these words from the opinion of Mr. Justice Brewer in Ames v.

Union Pacific (C. C), 64 Fed. 172:

"Neither can I understand how the reduction of local rates,

as a matter of law, interferes with interstate rates. It is true

that the companies may, for their own convenience, to secure

business, or for any other reason, rearrange their interstate

rates and make them conform to the local rates prescribed by

the statute; but surely there is no legal compulsion. The stat-

ute of the state does not work a change in interstate rates, any

more than an act of congress prescribing interstate rates would

legally work a change in local rates. Railways cannot plead

their own convenience, or the effect of competition between

themselves and other companies, in restraint of the otherwise

undeViiable power of the state."

The reduction of local rates does not interfere with inter-

state rates, "as a matter of law," yet it may do so as a matter

of fact. Whether or not the general and sweeping reductions in

local rates in Minnesota necessarily interfere with interstate

rates and interstate commerce is in this case, as it must be in

every case, a question of fact. The facts which determine that

question in this case have been set forth in this opinion at great

length, because it is upon them, and not upon legal inferences,

that the answer to the question, whether or not the effect of the

necessary operation of the acts and orders challenged is sub-

stantially to burden interstate commerce, now rests. Those

facts are that it was not for "their own convenience," but at

great inconvenience and loss, not on account of the "effect of

competition between themselves and other companies," but be-

cause these acts and orders, the prohibition of discrimination

between localities by the interstate commerce act and the laws

of trade forced them to do so, that the defendants reduced their

interstate commerce rates to a parity with the local rates and

submitted to the loss of interstate revenue tliis action entailed.

The opinion of Mr. Justice Brewer in the Ames case is inap-

plicable to the cases in hand, because no such array of con-

demnatory facts was ever submitted to him in that case, and it

is perhaps not too much to say that no case has been found in

the books in which any such proof of the unavoidable effect of

general reductions of intrastate rates to substantially burden and

directly regulate interstate commerce has ever been presented.

If, in the early proceedings in the Northern Pacific case, the

Supreme Court was moved to say of the issue whether the

necessary effect of these acts and orders was to interfere with

and. to regulate interstate commerce, "the question is not, at

any rate, frivolous," how, now, that their necessary effect upon

that commerce has been indisputably proved to be not only

general and substantial, but controlling and compelling, may
they escape the ban of the constitution? If one state might by

such radical reductions of its local fares and rates below legal

interstate fares and rates constitutionally use the laws of trade

and the prohibition of discriminations in the interstate commerce
law to force like reductions of interstate rates, all states might

dp so, and the power of the states to regulate fares and rates

in interstate commerce would be supreme and that of Congress
and the Interstate Commerce Commission inferior and futile.

Such does not seem to be the law.

SEWALL'S POINT TERMINAL; VIRGINIAN RAILWAY.

The terminal of the Virginian Railway, at Sewall's Point, Va.,

is of interest, both from the standpoint of the engineering

features which it embodies, and the fact that it is an attempt to

utilize on the seaboard the facilities for the rapid handling
of bulk freight that have been used so successfully on the

great lakes. In a previous article (Railway Age Gazette, March
31, 1911), the reasons for the adoption of this system are set

forth. They were based on the necessity of handling large

Standard Gondola.

(luanlities of coal wilh rapidity and economy, and those led

to the adoption of the car unloader and the special conveyor
car with a gravity system of moving the loads and empties

about the yard.

As in other matters pertaining to the construction of the

road, the engineers were blessed with a free hand and a fair

field, unencumbered with previous constructions and unhampered
by the necessity of utilizing or modifying existing facilities in

the construction of the terminal. The site selected was well

removed from the city, improvements being about six miles

to the north of the business centre of the city of Norfolk, Va.,

The section from Yuto to Pichanal of the Ledesma to Em-
barcacion Railway, Argentina, has been opened to public service.

Car Unloader; Virginian Railway.

on Hampton Roads. When the property was acquired several

years ago, it was an open plain near the site of the James-

town Exposition, but not occupied by any of its buildings. It

is reached by the line making a wide detour around and to

the east of the city, so that, even in the approach, there is no
interference because of an encroachment on the lines of ex-

isting traffic. Then, in addition to the freedom, there was ample

space for the work to be done.

The terminal property may be divided into two parts. The
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Plan and Profile of Sewall's Point Terminal.

receiving and classification yard, and the terminal yard and

wharf. The former serves as a receiving and storing yard for

the cars as they are received from the mines. It will be borne

in mind that there is but little pooling of the output of the mines

on the Virginian Railway, and that each selling agent ships to

seaboard for loading into vessels ordered alongside the wharf

for his own product. Hence, there comes to be an accumula-

tion of cars in the receiving yard that must be held back until

a vessel is ready to leceive their contents. Then, when the vessel

is ready, they are ordered delivered to the barney or loaded

car yard, which lies inland to the east of the whj'rf and

which is built on a 1.0 per cent, grade. The tracks from this

yard lead out to a ladder track, still holding the same grade

that runs down to within about 153 ft. of the car dumper. From
this point to the latter there is a stiff rise on a 12 per cent, in-

cline to the car dumper, up which they are pushed by a barney

car. Each car has a rider who releases the brakes in the yard,

controls the speed to the foot of the grade and sets the brakes

so as to spot the car in the proper position on the dumper.

The track of the latter is level, and when it has returned to

the release or receiving position with the empty car, this car

stands there until it is bumped off by the one following. As
it is struck it runs out down the incline to the switchback at

A and thence through an automatic switch, down a 1.068 per

Plan and Elevation of Conveyor Car; Virginian Railway.
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cent, grade to the empty car yard, whence they are handled by

locomotives up a 2 per cent, grade to the main line level and

westbound track. This is the cycle for the regular road

gondolas.

It will be seen from the diagram that the car dumper is well

in shore from the wharf and the foot of the incline leading to

it. It delivers into a specially constructed conveyor car, driven

by electric motors. It is of 60-tons capacity, is of the hopper-

bottom type and has a cabin at each end for the operator.

to furni.sh current to the cars so that if they overrun the chute

into which they are to be dumped, they can be run back and
accurately spotted. Emptied, they run out to the switchback

at the end of the pier and drop down the return track at the

center to the switchback at B, from which they started. The
whole work oi handling the cars at the terminal is, thus, a

gravity system supplemented by two barneys for pusiiing the

cars up the inclines and by the motors on the conveyor cars

to insure the accurate spotting of them.

General View of Terminal.

This car is dropped down the 1.0 per cent, incline from the

switchback at B, and stopped opposite the car dumper. After

receiving the load they are run on down to the foot of the

incline at C, where they are picked up by a barney and pushed

to the top of the 25 per cent, incline at the shore end of the

wharf. The tracks on the latter drop down to the outer end.

starting on a 1.25 per cent, grade, and ending on one of 0.667

per cent. These tracks are also equipped with an overhead wire

The wliarf itself is a steel structure carried on towers stand-

ing on concrete piers resting on long piles. The concrete piert

are protected by an independent timber pier built as a fender

about them so as to ward off the 1)lows of vessels alongside. The
Hoor of this fender pier is 10 ft. above mean low-water level,

and 1.6 ft. above the maximum high water of the spring tides

The steel work of the superstructure is of steel bents set on

50 ft. centers, and so braced as to form alternate towers and

Conveyor Car; Virginian Railway.
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bays. The girders an- ik^iKiH-il to carry the tracks for tiic con-

veyor cars, which weigh 200,000 lbs., loaded, 'liie pockets, of

which there are 22, arc so constructed that they have a vertical

range of 33 ft. and a side range of 25 ft., so that vessels can be

lied up at any point, and loaded or ct)aled, regardless of the

location of their hatches. Tiie capacity of each of the pockets

is ()0 tons, and they are of such strength that a full load can be

(lumped into them at once without overstraining the metal.

'This large capacity, bc.'^ides making it possible to unload I lie

End View of Conveyor Car; Virginian Railway.

conveyor cars at once, serves as a storage from which coal

can be gradually discharged while the vessel below is being

trimmed, while the vertical adjustment enables the loading to

be done with very little breakage.

The wharf is about 2,000 ft. long, from the sliorc to the

outer end. The steel portion of the structure lias a length of

1,045 ft., a width of 65 ft, and is 76 ft. high at the shore end,

and 69 ft. at the outer end. The approach is over a steel and

timber incline, located on fdled ground, between temporary

l)ulkheads which are 860 fl. long, the permanent bulkhead at

the front being 500 fl. long.

The original slope of the shore was that of a smooth gravelly

beach into shallow water. The bottom has been dredged, so

that there is a clear depth of 30 ft. at low water for 180 ft. on

either side of the wharf and for 2,500 ft. out to the main

channel.

As previously staled, the terminal has a continuous working

capacity of a car every two minutes, or 1,500 tons per hour.

The gondola cars that are used f>n the road were especially

designed for the service, one of tlic features of which is the

use of a stiffening angle along the top edge to prevent fi

buckling or crimping of the plates in the unloading machine.

The car was illustrated in the Railway Age Gazelle of.June 12,

1908. The stiffening angle which had not been worked out in

detail at that time is shown here. The design has been a suc-

cess, and despite the apparent roughness of the handling, the

top edges of the sides are still as straight as when they left

the manufacturer.

The conveyor cars were designed and built by the Wellman-

Scaver-Morgan Co., Cleveland, O., in accordance with the require-

ments of the railway company. There are ten of these cars,

each of 60 tons capacity, and each equipped with electric motors,

air brakes and pneumatic door openers, supplied with air by a

compressor on the car. A cab is built at each end for the

operator, though he does not change his position with the

reversal of the motion of the car. The current is taken from

an overhead wire, and Westinghouse motors are used. The
cars dump readily and clear themselves perfectly.

It will be seen from the drawing that the slope of the hopper,

at the ends, is much steeper than that ordinarily used in a

hopper-bottom car. The whole bottom drops between the lovv'er

ends of these inclines. This insures the rapid action that is

necessary. In other respects, such as the tracks, draft gear

and so forth, the cars follow the general details of ordinary oar

construction.

The terminal has now been in service for a little more than

a year, and is meeting all of the requirements for which it was

designed.

MALLET LOCOMOTIVES BUILT AND
STRUCTION.

UNDER CON-

The accompanying table gives the number and sizes of Mallet

locomotives built by the American Locomotive Company and the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, up to the middle of March of this

year. While it does not represent all the Mallet locomotives

Iniilt in this country, it represents at least 96 -per cent, of them.

The total number shown in this table is 539. Their total weights

amount to 185,500,000 lbs., and their totil ' hauling capacity is

very nearly 36,000,000 lbs. Assuming an averag'e train resistance

of 5 lbs. per ton, these locomotives would haul a train of 144,000

freight cars, weighing 50 tons each, loaded.

MALLET ARTICULATED COMl'OUNn LOCOMOTIVES BUILT AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

Road. No. Type. Cvlindcrs.
Diameter
Drivers,
inches.

Boiler
Pressiirt

lbs.

Tractive
Effort,

lbs.

Total
Weight,

lbs.

Weight on
Drivers,,

lbs.

Gage of
Track.

Alabama Great Southern 1

American R. R. of Porto Rico 4

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 2

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 2

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 2

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 28

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 10

Baltimore & Ohio 1

Baltimore & Ohio 5

Baltimore & Ohio 5

Bingharaton & Gartield 2

Booth-Kelly Lumber Company 1

Boston & Albany 1

2-6-8-0 23 &35 x32 56 200 72,700 363,550 332,700 4 ft. 8H in

0-6-6-0 12' 2 & 19 .x20 37 200 20,300 106,650 106,650 3 ft. 3y^ in

4-4-6-2 2\ & 38 x2S 73 200 53,000 376,450 268,000 4 ft. 8^ in

2-8-8-2 26 & 38 x34 63 220 96,000 462,450 412,350 4 ft. 8/. in

2-6-6-2 24 & 3^ x28 69 220 61,500 392,300 317,300 4 ft. 8^^in

2-6-6-2 24 &38 x28 69 220 61,500 365,900 295,500 4 ft. 8/, in

2-6-6-2 24 &38 x28 (,9 220 61.500 370,200 304,300 4 ft. 8/2 in

0-6-6-0 20 & 32 x3Z 56 235 71,500 335,000 335,000 4 ft. 8'/, in

0-8-8-0 26 &41 x32 56 210 105,000 454,000 454,000 4 ft. 8^ in

0-8-8-0 26 &41 x32 56 210 105,000 454,000 454,000 4 ft. 8>4in

0-8-8-0 26 &41 x28 51 220 107,000 450,000 450,000 4 ft. 8/2 in

2-6-6-2 17 &26 x24 44 200 37,800 205,950 177,200 4 ft. 81/ in

2-6-6-2 201^ & 33 x32 57 210 66,600 343,000 296,500 4 ft. 8^ in
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MALLET ARTICULATED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES BUILT AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

T> , ivT ^ ^ Diameter Boiler Tractive Total WeiKht on^oaa- No. Type. Cylinders. Drivers, Pressure, Effort, Weight, Drivers Gage of
'"Ches. lbs. !bs. lbs. lbs. ' Track.

Boston&Maine 4 2-6-6-2 22 &35 x 30 61 200 62,700 308,000 262000 4 ft 8^
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio 1 2-6-6-2 23 & 35 x 32 57 200 71,000 342,650 299,250 4 ft 8/2 in
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio 10 2-6-6-2 24 &37 x 32 57 200 77,500 378,650 325',850 4 ft. 8K in
Caspar iuniber Co 1 2-6-6-2 13 & 19 x 20 37 200 21,900 124,050 105^000 4 ft. S'A in
Central R. R. of Brazil 10 0-8-8-0 20 &32 x26 50'^ 200 54,600 265,000 265,000 5 ft 3 in
Central R. R. of Brazil 3 0-6-6-0 18 &28 x26 60^ 200 40,000 208,0(X) 208,000 5 ft. 3 in.

Central R. R. of Brazil 3 0-6-6-0 17i^&28 x26 SO 200 42,400 206,000 206,000 5 ft 3 in
Central South African 9 2-6-6-2 18 & 28^^ x 26 46 200 47,700 230,000 196,000 3 ft. 6 in.

Central South African 1 2-6-6-2 18 & 28^^ x 26 46 210 48,100 225,000 192',500 3 ft. 6 in.

Chapman Timber Co 1 2-6-6-2 18^ & 28 x 28 51 200 48,600 235,300 204,500 4 ft. 8"^ in.

Chesapeake & Ohio I 2-6-6-2 22 & 35 x32 56 225 82,000 392,000 324,000 4 ft. 8^1 in.

Chesapeake & Ohio 24 2-6-6-2 22 & 35 x32 56 225 82,000 392,000 324,000 4 ft. 8^ in.

Chicago & Alton 3 2-6-6-2 22 & 35 x30 62 220 61,650 327,000 286,300 4 ft. 8'4 in.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 3 2-6-6-2 21i^&33 x32 55 200 64,500 362,150 321,450 4 ft. 8^^ in.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 5 2-6-6-2 21^& 33 x32 56 200 63,300 361,450 327,200 4 ft. 8^ in"

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 10 2-6-6-2 23 & 35 x 32 64 200 63,500 361,650 304^500 4 ft. 8V2 in.

Chicago Great Western 10 2-6-6-2 23 &35 x 32 57 205 73,000 353,100 307^000 4 ft. 8>/> in'

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pau! 25 2-6-6-2 23^ & 37 x 30 57 200 75.000 387,500 321,500 4 ft. 8/2 in.

Columbia National 2 0-6-6-0 13 & 20^ x 20 38 200 23,400 128,000 128^000 3 ft.

Delaware & Hudson 6 0-8-8-0 26 & 41 x28 51 220 106,000 445,000 445,000 4 ft. 8J^ in.

Denver & Rio Grande 8 2-6-6-2 20^ & 33 x 32 57 210 66,000 335,000 291^500 4 ft S"/ in.

Denver, Northwestern, Pacific 2 0-6-6-0 21 & 33^x32 55 225 78,400 335,000 335,000 4 ft. 8J/' in.

Denver, Northwestern, Pacific 7 0-6-6-0 21 &33J/Sx 32 55 225 78,400 326,000 326,000 4 ft. 8^^ in.

Denver, Northwestern, Pacific 1 0-6-6-0 20^^ & 33 x 32 55 225 73,900 328,000 328,000 4 ft. 8^1 in.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern 8 2-8-8-2 26 & 40 x 32 57 200 91,300 448,100 406,600 4 ft. 8;/, in.

Eastern Railway of France 2 2-6-6-0 17^&28 x 26 50 200 42,300 206,000 182,000 4 ft. 8;^ in.

Eastman, Gardner & Co 1 2-4-4-2 15 &23 x 22 40 200 28,200 152,900 121,000 4 ft. 8'/; in.

Erie 3 0-8-8-0 25 & 39 x 28 51 215 94,800 410,000 410,000 4 ft. 8/2 in.

Great Northern 45 2 6-6-2 20 & 31 x 30 55 210 55,000 302,650 263,350 4 ft. 8^^ in.

Great Northern 22 2-6-6-2 21H& 33 x 32 55 200 64.500 355,000 316,000 4 ft. 8/2 in.

Great Northern 35 2-6-8-0 23 &35 x 32 55 200 73,800 378,300 359,600 4 ft. 8'/, in.

Guayaquil & Quito 2 0-6-6-0 12^ & 19 x20 37 200 20,300 114,100 114,100 3 ft. 6 in.

Imperial Government "(Japan) 6 0-4-4-0 15?/, & 24^x24 49 180 27,600 122,000 122,000 3 ft. 6 in.

Ingenio, Angelina, Santa Domingo.. . 1 2-6-6-2 10 & 15 x 16 33 180 10,500 60,200 51,900 2 ft. 6 in.

Little River 1 2-4-4-2 14 &21 x22 44 200 23.500 141,700 111,500 4 ft. 8/2 in.

Mexican Central 1 2-6-6-2 21^&33 x32 55 200 64,500 309,450 272,950 4 ft. 8^4 in.

Mexican International 20 2-6-6 2 21?^&33 x 32 56 220 69,500 338,500 298,200 4 ft. 8^ in.

Mogyana Railway 2 2-6-6-2 17 & 26 x 22 45 200 33,800 189,800 161,100 3 ft. 3% in.

Natal Government 1 2-6-6-0 I7y2 & 28 x 26 45^^ 200 46,600 196,000 179,500 3 ft. 6 in.

Natal Government 5 2-6-6-0 21 & 33^4 x 32 55 200 46,600 208,000 191,000 3 ft. 6 in.

New York Central Lines 25 2-6-6-2 21>4&34 x 32 57 200 68,300 354,000 307.000 4 ft. 8^ in.

Norfolk & Western 5 0-8-8-0 24J/&39 x 30 56 200 85,000 376,000 376,000 4 ft. Sj^ in.

Norfolk & Western 5 2-8-8-2 24>^ & 39 x 30 56 200 77.000 390,000 360,000 4 ft. Sj/S in.

Northern Pacific 6 2-6-6-2 20 & 31 x 30 55 210 55,000 305,150 262.350 4 ft. 8'/$ in.

Northern Pacific 16 2-6-6-2 21; $& 33 x 32 55 200 64,500 351,600 313,550 4 ft. 8^ in.

Northern Pacific 5 2-8-8-2 26 & 40 x 30 57 200 85,500 437,950 403,800 4 ft. 8^4 in.

Oregon R. R. & Nav. Co 3 2-8-8-2 26 & 40 x 30 57 200 85,500 438,850 402,750 4 ft. 8; 2 in.

Pekin-Kalgan 4 2-4-4-2 15 & 23 x 22 48 210 26,000 163,000 130,000 4 ft. 8^ in.

St. Louis & San Francisco 7 2-8-8-2 24.i^ & 39 x30 57 200 83,300- 418,000 360,000 4 ft. 8^^ in.

Sorocabana 4 2-6-6-2 17 &26 x 22 45 200 33,800 190,800 161.200 3 ft. 33/^ in.

Sorocabana 6 2-6-6-2 16 & 25 x 20 413/4 200 29,400 1.50,600 132,000 3 ft. 3ys in.

South African Railway 1 2-6-6-2 18 x 26 & 28^ x 28 \t^ l'''^" I 200 46,400 230,000 1%.000 3 ft. 6 in.

I
51 1. p. )

South African Railway 5 2-6-6-2 18 & 28^ x 26 46 200 48,100 230,000 196,000 3 ft. 6 in.

Southern 2 2-6-8-0 23 & 35 x 32 56 200 72,700 363,500 332,700 4 ft. 8^^ in.

Southern Pacific 12 2-6-6-2 21 ^ & 33 x 30 57 200 58,500 338,950 297,550 4 ft. 8^ in.

Southern Pacific j
^^ |

2-8-8-2 26 & 40 x 30 57 200 85,500 5^37^ \
394.000 4 ft. 8K' in.

Southern Pacific 12 2-6-6-2 25 & 38 x 28 63 200 66.500 385,000 320,000 4 ft. 8^ in.

Union Pacific 3 2-8-8-2 26 & 40 x 30 57 200 85,500 438.850 402,750 4 ft. 8^ in.

Virginian 8 2-6-6-0 24 &36 x 32 56 210 82,800 388,320 356,780 4 ix. 81/2 in.

Virginian 1 2-8-8-2 26 & 40 x 32 56 210 97,000 448,750 405,400 4 ft. 8^ in.

Virginian 4 2-6-6-0 22 & 32 x 30 54 200 71.000 323.000 301,500 4 ft. S^^ in.

West Side Belt 2 0-6-6-0 20>^& 33 x 32 55 225 74,100 326,000 326,000 4 ft. 8^ in.

Western Maryland 2 2-6-6-2 23 & 35 x 32 55 200 73,700 342,000 298,100 4 ft. 8>4 in.

Western Maryland 2 2-6-6-2 23 & 35 x 32 55 200 73,700 354,000 310,000 4 ft. 8^ in.

Whitney Co., Ltd 1 2-4-4-2 15 &23 x 22 48 200 24,800 162,650 129,850 4 ft. 8"^ in.
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known as tlio .Moikniin apparatus.

Ou sonic of its trains "do hixo" tlu- Pullman Company now
provides passengers who sleep in llie lower hertlis witii coat

Jiansers, to be suspended from tlie edge of the upper lurtli.

The roundhouse of the Chicago, St. I'anl, Minneapolis and

Omaha, at Omaha, Neh., was burned on April 16, causing an

estimated loss of $50,0(X). Ten locomotives were damaged.

A bill lias been introduced in Congress to prohibit express

companies from competing with the post oflicc department in

the transportation of i)ackages weighing less than 11 lbs. cacli.

Judge J. H. Henderson, of Tndianola, Iowa, has been a])-

pointed to tiic newly created otlice of commerce counsel for tlie

state of Iowa, his nonnnation by the members of the state rail-

way connnission having been conlirmed l)y the senate.

'i'lie Sontiiern Pacitic has completed the electrification of its

line between Clement Junction and Centous, Cal., near Los

Angeles. The line will be used by the Pacific Electric mainly

for freight, and will be known as the Santa Afonica Air Line

(distance 12 miles.)

The legislature of Pennsylvania has before it a bill, the princi-

pal features of which have been approved by one or the other

of the two Houses, which provides for the expenditure of

$6,000,000 for the construction of wagon roads. The plan in-

cludes the establishment of 300 routes between county seats.

At Syracuse, Kan., April 13, the conductor of passenger train

No. 5 of the Atchison, Tbpeka & Santa Fe, was shot and in-

jured by a train robber, having resisted the robber as he got on

to the train. After robliing the conductor and one brakeman of

what money they had, the robber stopped the train and escaped

J. C. Stubbs, vice-president and director of traffic of the

Harriman Lines, with office at Chicago, has announced that he

will retire from railway work in about a year. Mr. Stubbs is

64 years old, and for over 40 years of his life he has been on
the pay-roll of the Southern Pacific. He says he concluded

long ago that when a railway officer is 65 years of age he should

retire.

A bill has passed the lower house of the Michigan legislature

which requires a man to have had at least one year's experience

as a fireman before he can become an engineer in charge

of a freight train, that all conductors on passenger trains must
have had at least a year's previous experience as conductors on
freight trains, and that only experienced brakemen shall act as

flagmen.

Senator Jones, of the state of Washington, has introduced in

Congress the bill which he presented in the last Congress, de-

signed to provide for uniform train-operating rules for the rail-

ways of the country, by enforcing a standard code by authority

of the federal government. The bill to limit the working time

of trainmen to 14 hours a day—two hours less time than that

provided in the present statutory limit—has also been re-intro-

duced.

The commercial club of Topeka, Kan., gave a dinner on the

evening of April 11 in honor of H. U. Mudge, president of

the Rock Island Lines, and other officers of that road, including

F. O. Melcher, second vice-president ; John Sebastian, third

vice-president ; H. Gower, freight traffic manager, and E. B.

Peirce, general solicitor. Talks were made by Mr. Mudge and

members of his staf? as well as by officers of the Santa Fe and

several business men of Topeka. About 175 persons were

present.

Walter L. Ross, vice-president in charge of traffic of the

Chicago & Alton and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, made
an address before the Chicago Transportation Association on

April 17, in which he said that "there is now no branch of rail-

way ownership and operation that cannot be discussed freely

and frankly and with advantage to the railways themselves."

lie said the railways WH'Icome reasonable regulation as proper
and necessary, 1)ut tiiat reductions in rates should not be fixed

by the same bodies that demand expensive improvements.

'i he legislature of New Hampshire, which has just adjourned,
passed a law providing for the establishment of a public service

commission; but at the same time adopted a separate law in

regard to freight rates, directing the public service commission
to make a general investigation and report to the next legis-

lature; and the rates now in force are legalized until July 1,

1<>13; but the law contains a clause leaving shippers free to

recover excess charges on a finding of the commission. This
proviso applies to certain rates (not all rates) now in force. A
workmen's compensation act was also passed.

'iiu- Iiill before the New York State Legislature, looking

to the establishment of docks, harbors and other terminal

facilities at numerous points fm the line of the Erie canal, calls

for an expenditure of $18,600,000, which is about two millions

more than was provided for in the estimates of the commission.
Representatives of business interests in a number of cities have

met at Albany and approved the proposed action by the legisla-

ture ; and the addition to the commission's estimates is to pro-

vide for harbors at Lyons, Rome, Herkimer, Little Falls, Clyde

and Plattsburg, which were not included in the original scheme.

Newspaper reporters in several cities learn that the Pennsyl-

vania is to take ofif two of its fast trains between New York and
St. Louis; Nos. 40 and 41; and also possibly other trains. The
New York Central has changed the time of its Southwestern
Limited. It now leaves New York at 4 p. m. and arrives at St.

Louis at 3 the next afternoon. The La Salle Street Limited,

leaving New York for Chicago at 5 p. m., has been consolidated

with the Wolverine, heretofore leaving at 4:30. The train will

arrive at Detroit at 7:15 a. m. and Chicago 2 p. m. Eastbound
a new train, "The Detroiter," leaves Detroit at 6 :40 p. m. and
arrives in New York at 9 :25 a. m. The Central's fast train from
St. Louis leaves that city at 5 p. m., instead of 8:45 a. m., and
arrives in New York at 6 p. m. This train makes a daylight run

from Buffalo to New York in 8 hours 40 minutes.

The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe now has in operation 51

circuits on which telephones are used, most of them train wires.

The aggregate length of these circuits is 7,105 miles. The sec-

tions or divisions of railway of which these wires are a part

of the operating equipment aggregate a length of 5,756 miles,

a number of sections of road being equipped with two circuits,

one for the use of despatchers, and one for messages. Between
Amarillo, Texas, and Waynoka, Okla., 207 miles, there are

three circuits, one for the despatcher, one for the joint use of

the railway company and the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany for messages, and one devoted wholly to railway mes-

sages. There are three circuits also on the line between

Amarillo and Clovis, N. M., 104 miles. On the 51 circuits,

there are 976 offites, an average of 19 telephones to each circuit.

The selectors used are the Gill E-2; the Gill X and the West-

ern Electric Company's ; and, on two circuits, the Kellogg.

No. 9 copper wire is used for nearly all of the circuits.

Commenting on the recent decision of Judge Sanborn in the

Minnesota rate case, Governor Hadley of Missouri said he

regarded it, in so far as it afifects the powers of the states, as

the most important rendered by the federal courts since the

Dred Scott decision. He said that "if this decision were sus-

tained by the United States Supreme Court it would seriously

impair, if not totally destroy, the police power of a state in

so far as that power relates to the regulation of corporations

engaged in interstate commerce. This would certainly be a 'new

nationalism' with a vengeance. The logical and necessary result

of the decision, if sustained, will be that states eventually will

become more geographical subdivisions possessing and exercising

no powers of government except those which pertain to purely

local affairs." As Judge Sanborn brought out a vital point in

connection with the power of the state to regulate corporations

doing an interstate business, his decision will have an important

bearing on the Missouri rate cases which have been reopened

for argument in the United States Supreine Court, and it is
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said that Governor Hadley may ask the supreme court to let

him participate in tlie arguments.

The house committee on railways of the Illinois legislature

has reported favorably on the bill which is proposed to take

the place of the present state railway commission law. In

addition to the powers conferred by the present law, the sub-

stitute measure provides that the commission shall have the

following additional powers : Jurisdiction over the subject of

car demurrage, of refund or overcharge on freight rates and
return of overcharge on passenger rates

;
power to fix through

routes and rates; power to fix joint rates; jurisdiction over

express companies, steamboat lines and sleeping car compa-
nies ; authority to require interchange of cars between common
carriers; jurisdiction to determine rules or rates for storage

and other charges incident to the transportation of freight

;

power to compel physical connection between common carriers

;

authority to establish switching rules and regulations and to

fix the limits of switching districts, and authority to make in-

vestigation of the general business management of common
carriers in relation to the distribution of cars, granting of

sidings, location of passenger and freight stations, and use and
compensation for cars owned or controlled by common carriers.

It also provides that the orders of the commission shall be

mandatory and enforced by the state courts, just as the orders

of the Interstate Commerce Commission are carried out by the

federal courts.

Hydroplane Record.

Sir John I. Thornycroft, according to an account in Engineer-

ing (London), of April 7, in his hydroplane launch "Maple
Leaf III," has traversed a nautical mile at the rate of over 58

miles an hour. This was on a measured course. "The Maple
Leaf III" is 40 ft. long, with a beam of 9 ft. The boat has twin

screws, and each of the two engines has 12 cylinders.

H. G. Burt Chairman of Chicago Electrification Commission.

Horace G. Burt, formerly president of the Union Pacific, has

been appointed chief engineer of the Chicago Association of

Commerce commission on electrification, and will open an office

in the People's Gas building, about May 1. At a meeting held

at the Union League club in Chicago on April 14, the following

were appointed members of the special committee in charge of

the various electrification problems : W. F. M. Goss, of the Uni-

versity of Illinois ; H. G. Hetzler, Chicago & Western Indiana,

and E. R. Graham, of D. H. Burnham & Co. Mr. Burt, who
will have a number of assistants to help him in making a sys-

tematic study of the conditions, has been in railway work since

1868, when he became a rodman on surveys on the St. Louis,

Vandalia & Terre Haute. Afterward he worked with a locating

party on construction of railways in Kansas. He graduated from
the University of Michigan in 1873, after which he went into the

engineering department of the Chicago & North Western, be-

coming chief engineer of that road in 1881. He then entered the

operating department and held various important operating po-

sitions on that and other roads, rising to the presidency of the

Union Pacific in 1898, which position he held for six years.

Three-Phase Electric Locomotives in Italy.

Tests made by the Italian State Railway on three-phase elec-

tric locomotives built by the Societe Italiana Westinghouse, pre-

sent some interesting results. The locomotives were built for

heavy freight service in the Giovi tunnel and have a. normal
operating speed of 28 m.p.h. They do not weigh more than 60

tons, but the weight may be increased to 75 tons by means of

ballast. During the tests a train of 418 tons, exclusive of the

weight of the locomotive, was taken with a speed of 28 m.p.h.

from Pontedecimo to Busalla, a distance of 6V2 miles with a

maximum grade of 3.50 per cent., an average grade of 2.70 per

cent., and a minimum curve radius of 1,200 ft. After this the

train was taken back at a speed of 14 m.p.h., the locomotive
being connected for regenerating power. The time allowed for

one round trip was 140 minutes. After 20 hours of such con-

tinuous operation, one round trip without forced ventilation of

the motors was made with a temperature rise of the motors
considerably less than 135 degs. F. The one hour motor rating

for the same temperature is 720 h.p. per motor corresponding

to a locomotive pull at the wheel circumference of 19,500 lbs.;

during the test this rate was exceeded. The friction rating un-
der the most unfavorable conditions is such that a train of 380
tons, exclusive of the weight of the locomotive, may be acceler-

ated to 28 m.p.h. in less than 200 seconds by two locomotives,
one pushing and one pulling on a grade of 3.50 per cent, and
on a curve of not more than 1,200 ft. radius. One locomotive
can accelerate a train of 400 tons, not including the weight of
the locomotive, to a speed of 14 m.p.h. on a grade of 3 per cent,

and 300 tons on a curve of 540 ft. radius thirty times in one hour.
The motors are three-phase, 3,000-volt, 15-cycle machines ar-

ranged to give two synchronous speeds of 112y2 and 225 r. p. m.

;

intermittent speeds are obtained by inserting rheostats in the

circuit. Electrification became necessary on the Giovi line on
account of the impossibility of coping with the increase in traffic

with steam locomotives. The artificial ventilation of the tunnel,

owing to its great length, could not be improved and the condi-
tion of the atmosphere in the tunnel was such that an increase in

the number of trains or steam locomotives would endanger the

safety of the service. An important feature of the three-phase
installations is found in the utilization of regenerated power,
which reduces the cost of operating the line and also reduces,

by proper arrangement of the schedules, the peak of the load in

the generating station and does not require the use of mechanical
brakes when the train is going down grade.

Aviators' Records.

In Belgium, April 14, an aeroplane was flown about 55 miles

carrying three passengers—the three si.sters of Lanser, the man
who was running the machine. The flight of Pierre Prier from
London to Paris, reported in our last issue, which was at the

rate of 70.14 miles an hour for about 290 miles, was faster than

any trip for so great a distance which has ever been made by a

locomotive, so far as the records show, though possibly the

special train which was run over the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern on June 13, 1905, nearly or quite equalled it. In this

Lake Shore run, a distance of 525 miles was made at 69.53

miles an hour; almost equal to the rate made by the mono-
plane, and the distance was much farther. The Locomotive Dic-

tionary list of best recorded speeds made by steam locomotives

shows a run on the Pennsylvania Lines October 24, 1905, of

257 miles at 74.55 miles an hour. A significant thing to remem-
ber in comparing these records is that the flying machine, by

reason of its lightness and its shape, may be greatly helped or

retarded by wind.

The New Haven's Advice to Boston.

President Mellen, of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

speaking at a dinner of the Boston Chamber of Commerce on

Thursday of last week, told the citizens of Boston, in substance,

that they ought to wake up, and get the better of New York. The
large new trans-Atlantic steamships are having difficulty in getting

satisfactory dock facilities at New York and their owners have

been looking at New London and also have been considering

Montauk Point, but Boston could beat cither of those ports if

she saw fit to do so. She could prepare her docks in far less

time than suitable preparations could be made anywhere else ; and

the New Haven road will take the passengers from Boston to

New York so quickly that they will reach there earlier than

would be possible if the ship sailed direct to New York. If

Boston will build a dry dock for the repair of these large vessels

she can have a "call" upon them. If Boston will improve her

water-front and put up fireproof buildings on the piers, then Mr.

Mellen will furnish the traffic. Speaking both for the New
Haven and the Boston & Maine he said

:

The arrangements of our company are such that I feel sure I

am not at all drawing upon my imagination when I say, we are

practically in alliance with the Pennsylvania Railroad, through

the New York Connecting Railroad which we are jointly build-

ing, with the New York Central Railroad, through the Grand

Central Station investment, and our recent arrangements regard-

ing the Boston & Albany and Rutland roads,—and I feci more

than certain within no great while we shall have most intimate

arrangements with Canadian lines, in view of which there is

promise of a business such as we have never before been able to

consider in the way of cargo for such steamships as shall seek

this port.
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Railway Prospects in the South.

Atlanta itself sels at iiaiiKlit all the Irailitinii.s of tlu- more
remote past ami hriiigs to our mmd.s tlic kimwlfilm- tliat tiie

\ntro(liution ami dovolopmciit of railways lias meant tlu- estab-

lishment of a new industrial force in the projjress of tliis coun-

try and has demonstrated tliat great industrial centers may exist

and tiirive away from locations which were formerly considered

necessary to sui)stantial commercial progress.

Men who had studieil the past and gathered togetlier tiie ex-

perience of former ages would have souglit at the water's edge
the location of deorgia's future commercial and industrial cen-

ter. I'rohahly at some ample harbor on the scacoast, or at

least on the banks of some navigable stream. Tiuit .Atlanta ex-

ists as a dominating factor in the commerce of the South, indi-

cates that some new principle has become a part of our
economic development.

The construction of railways in the early history of tlie South
possessed but few attractions to those who had money to in-

vest in business enterprises. The experiment was considered

doubtful and the undertaking highly speculative; and, although

the necessity and advantage of more adequate transportation

facilities were recognized, and appreciated as being important

in the development of the country, yet so indifferent was pri-

vate capital to venture upon an undertaking both costly and un-

certain, that very few of the roads of the South in its early

history were constructed purely through individual contribution.

As a matter of fact, the promotion and construction of most
of the earlier built roads was the result of the co-operation of

the state with individuals, to which was generally added the aid

of communities and cities whose interest it was thought would
be particularly advanced by such construction.

Many causes co-operated to bring about the final abandonment
by the states of their control and interest in their railways, but

chictly was this policy of abandonment due to the conviction

on the part of the people that the operation of railways, involv-

ing the employment of vast numbers of men and the inauguration

of competition between sections and cities equally entitled to

protection and consideration from the state, made it impossible

for the state wisely and efficiently to carry on these complicated

and hazardous undertakings.

After the civil war the states did not undertake to rehabilitate

the roads, but usually turned them over to companies financed

bj' individuals and, for all practical purposes, we may say that

the growth of railways in the South since the year 1865 has

been the result of individual enterprise and corporate energy.

Those railways which existed at the close of the war rep-

resented, as many of you well know, but little else than a fran-

chise and a right of way, and the work of the years that had
gone before had been to a large extent annihilated as the re-

sult of four years of enforced neglect, and I defy any one to

name another kind of property that deteriorates as rapidly as a

railway, resulting from lack of repair. Eternal vigilance, and
no small amount of money, is the price that must be paid for

the maintenance and continued existence of a railway, yet these

roads have been reconstructed and new lines have been built

to an extent that has been marvelous, considering the difficulties

that had to be overcome.

In 1890, the capitalization of the railways in this territory,

which capitalization includes the outstanding stock and funded
debt of those roads, was $1,153,374,401. This capitalization in

1909, had increased to $2,265,101,150. I have no means at hand
for ascertaining how much of this capitalization has been con-

tributed by the people of the South, but I think that it is safe

to say that a very small portion has been secured from that

source and I take it that, from that reason, much credit is due

to the people—mostly your own citizens—who have had the char-

acter and ability, so to impress themselves upon the investing

public of the world whereby such large sums of money have been

entrusted to their care and placed at the service of your com-
munities, to be primarily benefitted by the construction and up-

building of these railways. This money has been secured, and

expended for the benefit of this territory, although the return

thereon has, in most cases, been very meager, and the average

return much less than reasonable. Interest on bonds and divi-

dends on stock which have been received on account of railway

investments in the South from 1891 to 1909, both inclusive, rep-

resent a rate of interest upon this capitalization ranging from
2.54 per cent, to 3.60 per cent.

No small portion of the stock of existing comjjanies, wliicli

is now frequently being criticized as "watered stock," represents,

as a matter of fact, stock issued to tiic (original owners of the

road, which was turned over after the war to some new com-
pany !)cing organized for the purpose of constructing and main-

taining a through line of travel, and represented oniy a small

p(jrtion of an actual investment in money. This stock, in fact,

represented, in many cases, the fortunes of not a few cour-

ageous men who invested their all in the railways of the South,

and because an effort has been made to preserve this invest-

ment to the original owners or to their successors in title, the

opportunity is frequently sought in these days to criticize stock

issued for such purposes as being unentitled to recognition as

an investment. I cannot agree with this theory, I)ut have al-

ways felt that the money which was originally contributed is a

part of the investment, the benefit of which is now enjoyed by
the public and which in good conscience should be preserved

to those entitled to it.

Deducting the amount of stock of one railway held by an-

other railway from the total capitalization, the average per mile

valuation of the roads of the South is $44,911.

And now, coming to the question of wliat the prospects of the

railways in the South are: From my observation and general

knowledge of the southern section of our country, I unhesi-

tatingly express the opinion that there is no section of our coun-

try that has a brighter prospect for full development by its

railways than that section lying south of the Ohio and east of the

Mississippi rivers, and extending also westward from the Mis-

sissippi river on the northern border of the gulf of Mexico, pro-

vided an energetic, comprehensive, and proper financial sup-

port is given to the matter of better farming, thereby diversify-

ing your crops, enriching your lands, utilizing your water power,

and, in fact, bringing this vast area of tillable and productive

land into and under correct and effective cultivation.

You should not be satisfied with merely being represented be-

fore the world as the grower of one article, notwithstanding the

common parlance "Cotton is King." You have the best climate

on the face of the globe. You have, as a rule, sufficient rainfall

to furnish moisture necessary to the growth of all characters

of crops
;
you are in easy access to transportation to all parts

of the world, and with the completion of that undertaking to

which our government is committed, viz., the Panama Canal,

you will then be at the door of Central America, South America,

and many thousands of miles nearer to the Pacific coast, China,

and Japan, than any competing section or territory.

And now, if you again ask what are the "Railway prospects

of the South," my reply is that the future development of the

railway in the Soufh is, to my mind, entirely dependent upon
the attitude of the southern people towards the railways.

It seems to me that recent history has demonstrated that the

day is past when the railway question can be properly dealt with

as a political proposition. In fact, it is altogether an economic

proposition and cannot be successfully handled by the politicians,

however sincere may be their ultimate purpose. Such attempts

have always resulted in disaster to the roads as well as to the

community. I do not, however, conceal from myself the fact that

all railways are in some measure monopolies and as such should

be subject to the regulating hand of the body politic. In the

working out of our system, we have established both for the

nation and for most of the states, commissions, whose duty it

is to exercise regulating influences to prevent the evils that

arise from monopoly ; and if, as the years go by, it shall appear

that these bodies will be able, with equal hand, to protect all

sections from undue discrimination and, at the same time, pre-

serve to the railways such rates that the revenues shall be re-

munerative, then I look forward to the early day when railway

development in the South shall take steps far in advance of any

section of this country.

One m.ore word and I have finished. All of these things I

believe will be finally and best accomplished when the people

of the South get in the habit of owning their own railways.

Stocks and bonds of these companies can be purchased on the

open market today at prices which will justify a reasonable re-

turn under fair and just governmental regulations, and I do not

know any better opportunity for investment by the people of the

South than in the securities of their own transportation com-

panies.

—

L. E. Johnson in an address before the Southern Com-
mercial Congress.
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National Association of Manufacturers.

The sixteenth annual convention of the National Association

of Manufacturers will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New York, May 15-17. Among the labor problems which will

be considered are the prevention of accidents an,d the question

of industrial relief. The results of the investigations made in

Europe by the association's special commissioners, F. C. Schwedt-

man and James A. Emery, covering the subjects of accident

prevention and industrial relief, will be presented in the form

of a report to the convention. A special feature will be made
of banking and currency, and the attitude of our manufacturers

toward the plans recently proposed to reform our banking and

currency systems will be discussed. Other questions of economic

importance, such as immigration, industrial education, a reform

of our patent laws and the creation of an independent tarifif

commission of experts will be considered. The sessions will be

open to the general public and the association extends a cordial

invitation to all manufacturers to attend, whether members of

the association or not.

Transportation Club of San Francisco.

At the annual meeting of this club the following officers were

elected for the ensuing year : President, A. G. D. Kerrell, gen-

eral passenger agent of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company

;

first vice-president, E. E. Wade, assistant general passenger

agent of the Southern Pacific ; second vice-president, Thomas
Finigan, purchasing agent of the United Railroad of San Fran-

cisco ; treasurer, Henry Avila, city ticket agent, Union Pacific

;

secretary, Theo. H. Jacobs, city passenger agent, Union Pacific.

This club publishes a monthly periodical called "The Time Card."

It is edited by the publicity committee, W. F. Schmidt, chair-

man, and the last number contains portraits of the officers of

the club.

Civic Forum.

Under the auspices of the Civic Forum, New York, Fred-
erick W. Taylor, of Philadelphia, Pa., the originator of the move-
ment known as scientific management, will, on April 28, make
an address on The New Conception of Business and Industrial

Efficiency, in Carnegie Hall. Brief addresses will also be made
by John Golden, president of the United Textile Workers of

America, on the attitude of organized labor towards this move-
ment, and by Frank B. Gilbreth, on its practical operation. De-
tails regarding tickets may be obtained at the office of the Civic

Forum.

Western Railway Club.

At the meeting of the Western Railway Club, held in Chicago,

April 18, the reports of the committee on revision of the rules

of interchange and of the special committee on joint interchange

and inspection bureau at the Union Stock Yards, Chicago, were
taken up.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
held on April 19, a paper entitled Some Tests of Large Steel

Columns, by James E. Howard, was presented for discussion.

This paper was printed in the Proceedings for February, 1911.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

A convention of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
will be held at Los Angeles, Cal., April 25-28.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention. May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Klectric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St, New York.

American Railway Association.—W. F. .Mien, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17. New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
Block, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.; May 9-10, 1911, Detroit, Mich.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York; next convention. May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago; April 26, 1911, New Orleans, La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May 24-26, Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foreman's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan., and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Waren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,
St. Paul, Minn,

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209
East Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York; May 23-26, Omaha, Neb.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. IL Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;
2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
AND Canada.—\. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Omaha Railway Club.—A. H. Christiansen, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;
second Wednesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Md. ; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13.

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
RoADMASTERs' AND MAINTENANCE OF Way ASSOCIATION.—Walter E. Emery,

p. & p. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, .\. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, .'Via.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bMg.,
Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept. Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

'Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatch ers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Cliicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707. Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago: 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.-—J. II. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.
Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angler, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.
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111 accordanci.' willi the (Ucrcc liaiulcd ilowii by Jiidjjc Sanborn

in tlic Minnesota rate case, tlic railway.s opcratin}' in tliat slate

will restore 3-ccnt passenger fares on Jniu' 1.

I lie Santa l""e lias removed its 100mile limit lule in regard to

tickets (111 its California Limited west of Albiuiuerciue. Hereto-

fore it has been impossible to buy a ticket good on this train for

a distance less tban 100 miles.

I'llTeetive May 20 the I*'ric will establish a passenger rate of

$9.50 between Chicago and Pittsburgh, thus making its rate

between those points the same as that of the Lake Shore, the

Pan Handle and the Baltimore & Ohio.

The .\danis Express Company is now able to run cars from
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast, having made a traffic agree-

ment with the Globe Express Company, which operates over the

Denver & Rio Grande and the Western Pacific.

The Dixie Cotton Oil Company of Argcnta, Ark., has filed

suit at Little Rock, Ark., against the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern for $169,000 damages. The oil company alleges that

the road discriminated in favor of the Buckeye Cotton Oil Com-
pany in the matter of switching charges.

While the volume of freight traffic on all the roads in the

United States increased 7.6 per cent, for the year 1910 over

1909, the increase on the roads of the Southeastern states was
10.1 per cent., and while the volume of passenger traffic on all

the roads increased 61 per cent., the increase in the .Southeastern

states was 10.0 per cent.

The lower house of the Minnesota legislature has passed the

Cashman bill, which provides that railway freight rates shall be

based on actual mileage. If this measure were enacted it would
annul the state commodity and merchandise laws which the

recent decision of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
held to be unconstitutional.

Statistics covering the 30-day period erded April 10, when the

special colonist passenger rates to the west were in effect, have
been prepared by several of the railways engaging in that busi-

ness, and show that the traffic from the east, north and south

to points in California and other western and northwestern
states was more than 20 per cent, greater in 1911 than last year,

85,000 persons having taken advantage of the special rates.

The expenditures for maintenance of way and structures in

1910 for the railways of the entire United States showed an in-

crease of 11.3 per cent, over 1909, while the expenditures for

tlie railways of the Southeastern states showed an increase of

15.8 per cent., and while the expenditures for maintenance of

equipment for the entire United States showed an increase of 9.6

per cent., the increased expenditures of the railways in the South-
eastern states under this heading amounted to 13.2 per cent.

Mayor W. J. Gaynor of New York City has announced that

he intends to ask the Interstate Commerce Commission to admit
the city as an intervenor in the case which has been presented
by the Chamber of Commerce and other mercantile associations,

complaining against the differentials in freight rates between
the Atlantic seaboard and the West, under which Philadelphia

and Baltimore have rates lower than those to and from New
York ; and Mr. Gaynor has written to the governor of the state,

asking him to take similar action on behalf of the state.

As a result of an opinion handed down by the supreme court

of Oklahoma, the corporation commission of that state will have
to hold further hearings in connection with express rate reduc-

tions which it has ordered. The express companies involved

have represented to the court that since the original order of

the commission was made they have filed with that body reports

which give it more accurate information on which to base pro-

posed changes in the rates, and the court has instructed the

commission to report its additional findings within 60 days.

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association, in presenting
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statistical bulletin No. 94, covering car l)alance and performance
for December, 1910, says :

"There was a decrease in the revenue per mile and an increase
in operating expense per mile, the net result being an increase in

the ratio of expenses to revenue. The items of car performance
show a decrease corresponding with these results. Following
is a comparative sunmiary for a few selected averages:

])ecem!)er, November, December,
1910. 1910. 1909.

Gross revenue per mile of road $9<S1. $1,0.31. $928.
Freight revenue per mile of road 677. 735. 645.
Average freight cars ovifned per mile of road 9.73 9.66 9.40
Average miles per car per day 22.7 24.3 22.2
Per cent, loaded mileage 69.7 70.1 69.9
Per cent, home cars on line 55.1 55.0 56.2
Tons per loaded car 21.8 22.5 22.2
Ton miles per car per day 349. 385. 342.
Daily earnings per car on line $2.34 $2.66 $2.30

"It will be noted that in the main tlie performance in Decem-
ber, 1910, was similar to tiie December, 1909, performance, v^'ith a

slight improvement in the principal items. As the number of idle

cars during the two periods was practically the same, the aver-

ages per car are fairly comparable, although allowance should be

made for the increased equipment per mile of road from 9.40 in

December, 1909, to 9.73 in December, 1910, the increase being

equivalent to 3.51 per cent. It is probable that in this increase

we can find the explanation for the fact that the freight revenue

per mile of road increased in greater proportion than the revenue

per car on line

"Comparing the December results with those for November
there is very little out of the ordinary December performance,

excepting the fact that there was practically no change in the

per cent, of cars on their home line, although the decrease in
the per cent, of loaded mileage continued during December."
The accompanying table gives car balance and performance

figures by groups for December, and the charts show car earn-
ings and performance in 1907 to 1910 inclusive.

Mail Route on Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

1 he Atciiison, Topeka & Santa Fe has consented to resume
its connection with the Missouri Pacific at Kansas City for
mail traffic. A short time ago the Santa Fe put on a fast mail
train from Chicago which was scheduled to reach Kansas City
at 1 a. m., in an effort to induce the post office department to

send eastern mail for Kansas through Chicago and over its line,

rather than via St. Louis over the Pennsylvania and the Missouri
Pacific. This situation was met by the Missouri Pacific when
it put on a fast mail train from St. Louis which reached the
Union station in Kansas City simultaneously with the Santa Fe
train. Then the Santa Fe changed the route of its eastern mail
through Kansas City from the Union station to the Grand
avenue station, under which arrangement the Missouri Pacific

could not make connections with it. If the Santa Fe had con-
tinued to route the mail in this way the Post Office department
would have found it necessary to route eastern mail via Chicago
and the Santa Fe, as that would have been the shortest route

for mail from the east destined to points beyond Kansas City

on the Santa Fe. Under the arrangement made by the Santa
Fe (under pressure from the Post Office department) its train

No. 15 will reach the Union station in Kansas City at 1 :45 a. m.
and leave 15 minutes later.
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Dr. Seaman A. Knapp.

The death of Dr. Seaman A. Knapp, of the United States

Agricultural Department, which occurred in Washington, D. C,
on April 1, has been a great loss to the farmers of the United
States and especially to those of the southern states.

Dr. Knapp understood thoroughly the agricultural problems of

the South, and, as the offiicial in charge of the farmers' co-

operative demonstration work of the department, it may be
said, comprehensively speaking, that he did more than any other

one man in our time to bring about the adoption of improved
agricultural methods in the South.

When the Mexican cotton boll weevil began to spread over

the fields of Texas and there were predictions that it would
render cotton production unprofitable in all of the territory to

which it might spread. Dr. Knapp solved the problem of main-
taining cotton production in spite of the presence of that insect.

Dr. Knapp was an apostle of good farming in every department.

He taught the value of fall plowing with deep breaking of the

ground, of growing winter cover crops, and of building up soil

fertility by t!ie proper rotation of crops and by the intelligent

use of manures and commercial fertilizers. He believed in grow-
ing live stock, at least to the extent of utilizing all the waste
products and idle lands of the farm, and in producing on each

farm, as far as possible, all of the foods required by the men
and animals on the farm.

One feature of Dr. Knapp's work which I believe to be of

inestimable value to the South was his organization of Boys'

Corn Clubs. While the immediate purpose of these clubs is the

growing of corn, they are performing a much more valuable work
for the South in the growing of farmers. Their full value to

our section will be realized when Dr. Knapp's Corn Club boys,

as grown-up farmers, apply the same methods of intensive farm-

ing to other crops and to entire farms that they have used in

making record yields of corn on single acres. While doing so

much for the boys of the South, Dr. Knapp did not neglect the

girls, and the organization of a Girls' Tomato Club at Aiken,

S. C, last season marked the beginning of a work which has

been greatly enlarged for this season and which, at the time of

his death, he was preparing still further to expand.

I feel sure that I voice the sentiments of the farmers of the

South and of all the southern people in expressing the opinion

that Dr. Seaman A. Knapp was one of the most useful citizens

of the United States in his generation, and that, in his death, our

whole section has suffered a great loss.

—

W. VV. Finley in a

letter to the Farmers of the South.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended, until August 10, tariffs pre-

sented by the Pennsylvania Railroad, providing for an increase

of 15 cents a ton on buckwheat anthracite coal, also to Watkins,
N. Y., and to other eastern destinations.

The commission has suspended from May 15 to September 12,

proposed advances in coal rates from West Virginia to Lake
Erie ports over the Kanawha & Michigan. Similar suspensions

were ordered sometime ago in connection with rates proposed
by other lines in the same territory.

Reparation Awarded.

William K. Noble v. Jonesboro, Lake City & Eastern ct al.

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer.

The defendant should have observed the routing specified in the

bill of lading. (20 I. C. C, 500.)

Crescent Coal & Mining Company v. Baltimore & Ohio et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

Tariffs of carrier performing the road haul name rates to Chi-

cago, which include delivery on tracks of other carriers in the

Chicago switching district, and provide that shipper or consignee

sliall have 24 hours free time after arrival within which, without

further charge, to reconsign to such deliveries on tracks of other

carriers. A carrier that is party to the tariffs containing the

reciprocal switching arrangements declines to accept cars for

such deliveries except at its convenience. Consignee gives re-

consignment to the carrying road within the time provided in its

tariff. The delivering road delays acceptance of such shipments
and the carrying road thereupon assesses demurrage against the
consignee. The consignee, having given his reconsignment order
and requested delivery of shipment, is powerless to do anything
except await the action of the carriers. If defendants' tariffs

provide something that it is impossible for them to perform,
something that they may not be reasonably required to perform,
their recourse is not in the assessment against the shippers or
consignees of additional charges growing out of causes in the
creation of which neither shipper nor consignee has any part
and over which neither of them has any control.

Complaint Dismissed.

Charles Coldenberg v. Clyde Steamship Co. Opinion by the
Commission.

On the facts disclosed by the record it is held that defendant's
action in connection with the storage of the property in question
was not unreasonable and that complainant is not entitled to

reparation ; but that defendant has failed to comply with the law
because it has not filed with the commission a tariff stating defin-

itely the storage privileges and charges applicable to shipments
over its line which move partly by railroad and partly by water
under a common arrangement for a continuous shipment. (20
I. C. C, 527.)

International Salt Co., of Illinois, complainant, and Morton
Salt Co., intervener, v. Genesee & Wyoming et al., defendants,
and Detroit Salt Co., and Sterling Salt Co., interveners. Opinion
by Commissioner Harlan.

On complaint that a carload rate of 10 cents per 100 lbs. in

effect for several years on coarse salt in bulk from Retsof, and
certain other originating points in New York, to Chicago, is a

normal and reasonable rate between those points and ought there-

fore to be scaled to intermediate points in Central Freight Asso-
ciation territory in accordance with the percentage system of

rates. It is held that the record shows that the rate is compelled
by competitive conditions that do not exist at intermediate points.

The complaint is dismissed. (20 I. C. C, 530.)

Big Canon Ranch Co., and Corder & Co., intervener, v. Gal-

veston, Harrisbnrg &- San Antonio Co. et al. Opinion by
Commission.

Complainant alleges that the charges exacted by defendants for

transportation of certain carloads of sheep from Dryden and
Sanderson, Tex., to Soldani, Okla., were unreasonable. It ap-

pears that the shipments moved from points of origin to Fort

Worth, Tex., where freight charges were paid, and delivery made
to the shipper's agent, who thereupon took out new bills of lading

for the movement to Soldani. The movement to Fort Worth
was intrastate and therefore not subject to the jurisdiction of the

commission, and the charges for the interstate movement beyond
Fort Worth do not appear to have been unreasonable. (20

I. C. C„ 523.)

Failure to Show Damage.

International Salt Co., of Illinois, complainant, and Morton Salt

Co., Intervener, v. Pennsylvania Railroad et al. Opinion by

Commissioner Harlan.

Reparation on shipments of coarse salt in bulk from Retsof,

N. Y., to Detroit, under a rate of 11 cents, subsequently reduced

to 7.8 cents under an order by this Commission finding the former

rate to be discriminatory, denied on the ground that the com-
plainant has not shown that it was damaged, all competing ship-

pers to Detroit from the same salt field having paid the same rate.

(20 I. C. C, 539.)

Refund Allowed on Lost Commutation Ticket.

William E. Moore v. New York & Long Branch Railroad

Company. Opinion by the commission:

Complainant is a resident of Philadelphia, Pa. His petition

herein, filed December 12, 1910, puts in issue the lawfulness of

defendant's regulation governing return of purchase price of com-

mutation tickets which have been lost by the owner.

Complainant bought 50-trip season ticket, between North As-

bury Park, N. J., and New York. The ticket was used for one

trip from North Asbury Park to New York, then lost and never
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rccuviTcil. I)i'lf)ul;mt w.is notilutl oi the luss iiiul orders were
issiii'd (liiccliiif; coiidiicturs to rctiisc to honor any of tlic coiipoii.s

from IIk' tiiki't, aiul there is no evidence that tiiey were ever

presented l)y anyone for i)assaKe. Demand for refund was
made liy eomphiinant at the e.xpiration of the time limit of the

ticket and apparently proof of ownership and identity was satis-

factory since an offer of repayment was made by defendant,

provided an order of the connnissioii to that elTect could he

obtained.

The form of the ticket is such lliat defendant can readily ])ro-

tect itself against fraudulent use thereof. The purchaser's name
appears on tlie inside cover of the book and on the coupon which
is surrendered for the first trip. On each of the coupons is

stamped the number of the book. Therefore, even if conductors

should accept coupons from a person other than tlie purchaser,

that fact can be ascertained at expiration of the time limit by

defendant's accounting department. Ccmiplainant appears to have

complied with all tlie conditions except that relating to recovery

of tlie lost ticket.

Without at this time attempting to determine the many ques-

tions which are pending respecting the extent of our jurisdiction

over tlie commutation fares, or to say what conditions may prop-

erly be enforced in connection with the sale of tickets at re-

duced rates, it seems obvious that carriers may not lawfully attach

to the use of commutation tickets conditions which unduly dis-

criminate between the individual purchasers thereof. There are

many cases in wdiich recovery of a lost ticket is impossible ; and

in view of the fact that the carrier is protected against fraudu-

lent use thereof by the form of the ticket, as well as the condi-

tions relating to refund thereon, we see no sound reason for

the rule here in question. It is our conclusion that it results

in undue discrimination against complainant and others similarly

situated and that defendant should be ordered to cease and de-

sist from enforcing it. In the present instance we find that com-

plainant is entitled to refund in an amount equal to the difference

between the price paid for the commutation ticket and the one-

wav fare from North Asbury Park to New York, or $31.35,

with interest from October 31, 1910. (20 I. C. C. 557.)

Rates on Grain Left Undisturbed.

Board of Trade of the city of Chicago v. Atlantic City Rail-

road et al. Neiv York Produce Exchange v. New York Central

& Hudson et al. Opinion by Commissioner Prouty:

Both the above complainants attack what are known as ex-lake

rates upon grain from Buffalo to eastern points. In the first the'

complaint is directed against both domestic and export rates,

while in the second export rates alone are involved. The two

cases were heard together and may be disposed of in a single

report.

DOMESTIC RATES.

Grain can move from the western field of production to the

eastern point of consumption either by some all-rail route or

by what is known as the rail-and-water route. In the latter case

it is carried from the point of production to some port upon the

Great Lakes, like Chicago or Duluth, by rail, is taken from the

western lake port by water to some eastern lake port, of which

Buffalo is the principal one, and is thence transported by rail to

destination. When grain takes the all-rail route it may pass

through Chicago or it may reach its eastern destination without

entering that market. If it takes the rail-and-water route, it

must move through some lake port, of which Chicago is the

largest. It is therefore for the advantage of Chicago that such

rates should be maintained as will permit grain to move by the

water route. The board of trade of that city, which is an organi-

zation having in charge the grain interests of that community,

insists that rates are now so constructed as to divert traffic from

the water route to the all-rail route and that this results in undue

prejudice against that locality.

The position of the complainant will be best understood by an

illustration drawn from the rates now in effect. The rate on

wheat from Chicago to Boston is, at the present time, 18 cents

per 100 lbs. If this grain moves by the New York Central lines

it would pass through the city of Buffalo en route and would

be transported from Buffalo to Boston by the New York Central

& Hudson. For this service that carrier would receive, under

the present adjustment of rates, 7.9 cents per 100 lbs., that being

its (hvision of tlie joint through rale after ail allowances have
been made for terminal expenses, etc. This figure is taken from
the iirief of the complainant and is sufficiently accurate for the

purpose of illustration.

liy ex-lake rates are meant those rates which apply upon grain

reaching lUiffalo from the west by water. The present ex-lake

rale on wheat from Buffalo to Boston is 13.3 cents per 100 lbs.

This ex-lake rate includes elevation; that is, the taking of the

grain from the ship into the elevator and again loading it hum
the elevator into the car, for which the charge is one-half cent per

bushel, or, in case of wheat, 0.83 of 1 cent per 100 lbs. Whei>
this absorption is deducted from the ex-lake charge the carrier

receives for handling the grain from Buffalo to Boston about

12.5 cents per 100 lbs. The cost of transporting to Boston the

wheat which has reached Buffalo by lake is to every practical

intent the same as that of transporting the wheat which has come
to P>uffalo by rail, and the complainant insists that when the New
York Central charges for handling the ex-lake wheat 12.5 cents,

while it handles the all-rail grain for 7.9 cents, it is guilty of an

unjust discrimination against the lake grain, and therefore against

the city of Chicago, which is interested in moving the grain by

water.

The defendants reply that their ex-lake rate from Buffalo to

Boston is reasonable ; that the rate from Chicago to Boston is

competitive, and that the division which they are willing to accept

from Buffalo to Boston as the price of engaging in this competi-

tive business ought not to be used as the standard by which to

measure the reasonableness of their ex-lake rate from Buffalo.

As already observed and as fully stated in the Banner Milling

case, flour ground at Buffalo is almost entirely from wheat re-

ceived ex-lake at that port. It is difficult to see hov/ this Com-
mission, if it is to maintain the parity of rate between wheat and
flour which generally prevails, upon the strength of which mills

have been erected at Buffalo and throughout all parts of the

United States, and which has been generally approved by this

Commission, could enforce or even permit the charging of a

rate upon grain from Buffalo materially lower than the rate upon
the flour manufactured at Buffalo from that grain. To sustain

the contention of the complainants would require us to establish

rates on wheat from Buffalo from 3 to 5 cents per 100 lbs. less

than the present flour rates. The effect of such a rate adjust-

ment would be not only to injure the mills at Buffalo but to

seriously affect those at all western points. While there is very
great force in the contention of the complainant, we feel that,

upon a view of the entire situation, it can not be accepted. If

this rate from Buffalo were unreasonably high, so that the cost

of transporting grain or grain products from the western point

of origin via the Great Lakes to the eastern point of consumption-

was unreasonably high, it would be our clear duty to reduce this

rate ; but where it is practically admitted that the transportation

charge is not excessive, and where we are asked to take this

action simply because more grain would thereby flow through a

particular grain market, we are at liberty, in just consideration

of all interests, to decline to interfere with the present arrange-

ment, which is, in the main, satisfactory.

Ex-lake rates were in fact for many years lower than corre-

sponding local rates from Buffalo, and the complainants point

to this as the most conclusive evidence that the maintenance of

lower ex-lake rates today would not break down the rate struc-

ture. But it must be remembered that until about the time when
these rates became substantially what they now are the published'

tariff was not observed, and that this was especially true of highly

competitive business, like grain and grain products, where the

rate was of vital importance.

It should also be noted that Buffalo millers have always insisted

that the charging of a lower rate upon ex-lake wheat than upon

the flour ground from that wheat was a discrimination against

Buffalo. Now that published rates are actually observed, and

that the margin of profit tends to decrease rather than increase,

we can not assume that any locality can grind flour under a

permanent rate disability. To make the rate on ex-lake wheat

to New York City materially lower than the rate on flrur from-

Buffalo would inevitably throw the grinding of flour consumed in

the city of New York and that vicinity to the seaboard.

EXPORT R.\TES.

The New York Produce Exchange asks a rate of 4 cents pcr-

bushel on export grain and defendant's refuse to grant it.
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The real reason why these defendants decline to accede to the

request of the New York interests for the 4-cent export rate

seems to be the fear upon their part that the result of complying

with that request would be to disorganize the general rate struc-

ture upon grain and grain products from the west to Atlantic

seaboard territory.

In 1908 the defendants, upon tlie insistent request of the New
York grain interests, did establish and maintain, for 57 days, an

export rate of 4 cents per bushel. This rate was withdrawn be-

cause the defendants believed that its continuance would result

in a reduction of the rates from the west upon grain and grain

products. During the season of 1910 a rate of 4 cents was
applied to the movement of Canadian grain in bond, but the

defendants are satisfied that no distinction can be maintained

between Canadian and American wheat and, therefore, upon a

view of the entire situation, have declined to restore the 4-cent

rate.

The difference between the domestic and export rate from
Chicago at the present time is 3 cents per 100 pounds. The dif-

ference between the export and the domestic rates, ex-lake, at

the present time is 1 cent per bushel, or six-tenths of a cent per

100 lbs. It will be seen, therefore, that the difference in export

rates where the wheat moves by the Great Lakes from Chicago

is much less than the difference where it moves all rail. At 4

cents per bushel the difference would still be in favor of the all-

rail route.

American millers insist that to make a rate of 4 cents on wheat
without a corresponding rate upon the product of wheat is to

discriminate against the home miller in favor of his foreign

competitor. It can not be denied that the result of making a

lower transportation charge on the wheat than upon the flour

to foreign destinations does operate in favor of the foreign miller,

but it must also be recognized that the cost of transporting wheat
by water is less than the cost of transporting flour by water, and
that wheat will move to the foreign consumer in the form of

wheat cheaper than it can be moved in the form of flour, unless

the Government sees fit to make an arbitrary rule that whatever
carrier transports wheat at a certain price shall carry flour at

the same price, which is not suggested. This wheat will move
abroad through the port of Montreal if it does not move through

the port of New York, and it is doubtful whether the claim of

the miller and of the western railroad that the effect of this 4-cent

ex-lake export rate would be discriminatory toward them is well

taken. It would not materially increase the amount of wheat
which will be exported ; it would simply determine whether that

wheat should flow through an American or a Canadian port of

export.

We are inclined to think that, under all the circumstances, these

carriers might well establish, during the period of navigation,

a 4-cent ex-lake export rate upon wheat and corresponding rates

upon other grain, but the rate itself is so low, the margin over

and above the cost of operation is so narrow, that we do not feel

warranted in making this requirement. Whether it shall be

established is a matter of policy which must be left to the carriers

themselves, and not a matter of right which may be demanded by

the port of New York. When the improvements in progress upon
the Erie Canal are completed that waterway will undoubtedly

determine the rate at which grain shall be carried from Buffalo

to tidewater. (20 I. C. C, 504.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The lower house of the Colorado legislature has passed a bill

which provides for enlargement of the powers of the state rail-

way commission, including the power to make and enforce rates.

The California State Commission has granted the railways an
extension of 60 days from April 10, the final day according to

new law, in which to file intrastate tariffs in conformity with the

long-and-short-haul clause of the state constitution.

The State Railroad Commission of California has refused to

approve the tariffs filed with it by Wells, Fargo & Company's
express and the company has been ordered to appear before the

connnission on May 9 and justify the charges. If the company
IS not able to explain to the satisfaction of the commission, this

body will fix the rates.

The Manitowoc & Northern Traction Company petitioned the
Railroad Commission of Wisconsin for authority to increase the
passenger rate of 10 cents between the cities of Manitowoc and
Two Rivers to 15 cents, an amount in excess of the maximum
provided in the franchise, and for an order putting in effect

such increased rate as an emergency rate, pending the hearing
and decision on the application. The case was taken to the
courts in proceedings for an injunction. The circuit court held
that the existing rate of 10 cents was unreasonable and the
proposed rate of 15 cents reasonable. The supreme court held
that the commission has power, in proper proceedings, to in-

crease the rate beyond the maximum provided in the franchise.
It is apparent that if the franchise rates are restored, it will

result in such a diminution of the petitioner's revenue as to
jeopardize the public service. Petitioner is therefore authorized
to maintain its present rate of 15 cents until further order of
the commission. (6 W. R. C. R. 395.)

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has held that the rates
for petroleum products should not exceed the rate of charge
for articles that come in class four of the western classification.
The National Refining Company alleged that the less tlpan car-
load rates on certain classes of petroleum products from La
Crosse and Milwaukee to Wisconsin points are unjust and un-
reasonable, in that the respondents exact the third class rate in-
stead of the fourth class rate or less, which the petitioners deem
reasonable. It appeared from the testimony that the carload
rate paid by the Standard Oil Company from Whiting, Ind.,
its shippmg point, to Wisconsin points, distances about 70 miles
greater than those covered by shipn:ents from Milwaukee to
the same points, is about equal to the fifth class rate from Mil-
waukee, somewhat lower than the fourth class rate and about
half of the third class rates now in effect; that the Wisconsin
rates are higher than the rates in other states where similar
commercial conditions prevail, and higher than the rates on
similar commodities. The railway companies which are in-

volved were ordered to discontinue the present classification

and rates.

In the case of the Wisconsin Pulp and Paper Manufacturers
V. Chicago & North Western et al the Railroad Commission of
Wisconsin holds that carriers are ordinarily entitled to rates
that will yield sufficient revenue to cover operating expenses,
including a reasonable amount for interest and profit ; that no
rates should be so low that they do not cover their fair share
of operating expenses, including something in the way of net
earnings; that the earnings per unit of profit should be lower
for low grade than for high grade articles; that the relation

which the rates on the various classes of freight ought to bear
to each other, largely depends upon such factors as the value
of the articles, their bulk in proportion to their weight, the
risk involved, the magnitude and regularity of the traffic. The
petition in this case alleges unreasonable rates for the
transportation of coal from the Lake Michigan ports in Wis-
consin to various points in the Fox River Valley a-nd the Wiscon-
sin River Valley districts. The rates at present in effect are
uniform to the different points in each of the above named
districts, regardless of the distance of such receiving points

from the respective shipping points. The petitioners contend
that if the railways wish to continue group rates, made to ap-
ply from all lake ports equally, they should be based upon the

shortest haul instead of on the longest, as it is alleged is now
the case ; or, if the railways prefer, that the rates from the dif-

ferent lake ports should be based upon the average distance

from each port into the two manufacturing groups involved,

without any attempt to put the ports on an equal footing. Many
comparisons were made between the rates complained of and the

rates in neighboring states where similar conditions prevail,

and also with the rates in the paper mill districts in the New
England states. Some evidence was also introduced relative

to the cost to the carrier of the services involved. The com-
mission says in the instant case the present grouping should be

preserved, and that the rate on coal from the lake ports to the

two mill groups should be based on the average distance from
these ports to some point in the center of each of these mill

groups ; that under the facts disclosed herein, no reduction in

the rate to the Wisconsin river mills can be made at this time

;

that the rate to the Fox river mills should be reduced from
75 cents to 65 cents per ton. (6 W. R. C. R. 436.)
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COURT NEWS.

Tlio CornmtTcc Court last week aiiiioinu-cd, in rdnni'itiiMi vvitii

the case of Proctor & (Jainblc, and others, that it would take

jurisdiction of cases relating to interstate coniincr^e wliich had

l)Con dismissed by the Interstate Commerce Commission on ac-

count of lack of jurisdiction.

In suit now before the Commerce Court, the attorney of the

Coodrich I'ransit Co., o])erating a line of boats on the Great

Lakes, has attacked the power of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to prescribe rules for accounting for a company, 'the

great part of whose business is intrastate and only a very small

part interstate.

The Supreme Court of the United States has restored to

its docket for reargument the case involving the constitution-

ality of the laws of Missouri limiting passenger fares to tw^o

cents and limiting certain freight rates. The cases involving

the constitutionality of the two-cent passenger fare law of

West Virginia is to be argued on the 10th of next October.

The Supreme Court of Iowa has decided in favor of the Iowa
Railway Commission and against the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul in what is known as the Clark Coal Company case. The
coa! company had been shipping coal from its fields in Illinois

into Iowa, paying the interstate rate to Dubuque, Iowa, and then

reconsigning the same cars out over the St. Paul and other roads

to different points in Iowa, for which latter service it paid the

state rate. When the St. Paul refused to accept the shipments

unless the coal was transferred into its own cars, the railway

commission issued an order requiring it to do so. The case was
then brought before the district court, which upheld the com-

mission, and the Supreme Court has now affirmed the decree

of the lower court.

Imprisonment for Bill-of-Lading Frauds.

In the United States District Court at Aberdeen, Miss., April

13, J. H. Miller was sentenced to seven years in prison and to

pay a fine of $11,000 for fraudulent use of the mails; and

L. C. Steele and C. H. G. Linde, members of the same firm

with Miller, were sentenced to two years imprisonment and a

fine of $10,000 each. These suits were based on cotton bill

frauds, accounts of which made such a sensation last autumn,

when it was found that banks and manufacturers in England

had suffered losses, aggregating millions of dollars, by accepting

bills-of-lading, purporting to represent cotton which had been

shipped in Alabama and other southern states, but which had

been procured from railway freight agents without the de-

livery of the cotton. In connection with the present convictions,

the New York Journal of Commerce says:

The cotton men of the South are much pleased with the

.outcome of the Steele-Miller trial. A telegram is quoted saying

that "the entire South feels that the stain on its commercial af-

fairs has been removed." New York cotton men and bankers

believe that the conviction will deter other shippers from ne-

gotiating fraudulent documents. The opinion was expressed

that the members of the Knight-Yancey firm ought to be dealt

with in the same way and receive severe punishment. The long

delay in bringing the southern cotton men to justice has created a

bad feeling abroad, where it is believed in some quarters that the

American government has been rather lax because the sufferers

from the frauds were not American citizens.

The East Malay States Trunk Line northward from Gemas
is the proposed line which will ultimately connect with the pro-

posed Peninsular Railway from Bangkok, Siam, provided for

in the recent Anglo-Siamese treaty. The first section is 76 miles

in length connecting Gemas with Kuala Semantan. The sur-

vey of this section was commenced in March 1906, and com-

pleted in April, 1907. Sanction of construction was given in

July, 1907. On this section there are 338 bridges and the line

deviates at the 62nd mile to avoid danger from the flood water

of the Pahang river. In December the earthwork on this sec-

tion was reported completed to the Kuala Semantan end and

Ihe rail head was within nine miles of that point.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

R. F. Bush, president of the Western Maryland, has been
elected president of the Missouri Pacific. See an account of Mr.
Bush's railway life elsewhere in this issue.

C. C. Green, acting secretary of the Central of Georgia, at At-

lanta, Ga., has been appointed assistant secretary of the Illinois

Central and the Central of Georgia, with office at Chicago.

Edward J. White, an attorney at Aurora, Mo., has been ap-

pointed assistant to the general solicitor of the Missouri Pacific-

Iron Mountain system, with office at Kansas City, Mo., suc-

ceeding Elijah Robinson, resigned.

W. n. V. Rosing, mechanical engineer of the Missouri Pacific,

at St. Louis, Mo., who was appointed assistant to vice-president

and general manager of the St. Louis & San Francisco on April

1, has been appointed assistant to Vice-President Nixon, effective

May 1, in special charge of mechanical matters. B. T. Wood,
chief clerk in the office of B. L. Winchell, president, at .St. Louis,

has also been appointed an assistant to Mr. Nixon, in charge

of office business relating to operation, maintenance and other

matters not assigned to Mr. Rosing.

R. E. Powers, secretary and treasurer of the Gulf & Ship

Island, at Buffalo, N. Y., has been elected senior vice-president

and treasurer, with office at Buffalo. W. T. Stewart, general

superintendent, at Gulfport, Miss., has been elected vice-president

and general manager, with office at Gulfport. D. H. Jack has

been appointed general counsel, with office at Bradford, Pa.

B. E. Eaton has been appointed general attorney, and J. C. Simp-

son has been appointed secretary, both with offices at Gulfport,

Miss. K. B. Hazzard has been appointed assistant secretary,

with office at Buffalo, N. Y.

Alexander Simpson Greig, vice-president and general pur-

chasing agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with offices at

St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed also assistant to the president.

Mr. Greig was born Oc-
tober 25, 1861, in Aber-
deen, Scotland, and he

received a common
school education in that

country. He began rail-

way work in 1883 as

secretary to the purchas-

ing agent of the Denver
& Rio Grande. Three
years later he was ap-

pointed secretary to the

superintendent of ma-
chinery and in 1889 be-

came chief clerk to the

general superintendent.

He was appointed train-

master of the Santa Fe,

Prescott & Phoenix in

4896, and in less than

two years was made
general -superintendent

and traffic manager of

the El Paso Northeast-

ern and the El Paso

Southwestern, where he remained until 1903, and during these

five years had charge of the construction of nearly 500 miles of

road. In January, 1904, he was made clerk to B. L. Winchell,

then president of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and two

years later was appointed assistant to the president of the St.

Louis & San Francisco, which office he held until June, 1907.

He then went to New York as assistant to B. F. Yoakum, at

that time chairman of the executive committee of the Rock

Island-Frisco lines, and in December, 1909, when the Rock

Island-Frisco merger was dissolved, he was appointed vice-

president and general purchasing agent, which office he continues

to hold in addition to his duties as assistant to President

Winchell.

A. S. Greig.
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Operating Officers.

N. E. Ball has been appointed assistant general manager of

the Fernwood & Gulf, with office at McComb, Miss.

R. J. Clancy has been appointed assistant to the general man-

ager of the Southern Pacific, with office at San Francisco, Cal.

W. P. Allan, acting commissioner, has been chosen commis-

sioner of the Pacific Northwest Demurrage Bureau, headquarters

at Seattle.

W. E. Leonard, superintendent of transportation of the Gulf

& Ship Island, has been appointed superintendent, with office at

Gulfport, Miss.

C. E. McMulIin, who was recently appointed superintendent

of terminals of the Northern Pacific at Tacoma, Wash., as was
previously announced, will also continue in charge of the Seattle

terminal.

William Bryden, trainmaster of the Wabash, Chester & West-

ern at Chester, III, has been appointed superintendent, with

office at Chester, succeeding Henry Mason, resigned on account

of ill health.

D. L. Sonimerville, division engineer of the Western division

of the New York Central & Hudson River, at Buffalo, N. Y.,

lias been appointed assistant superintendent of the Pennsylvania

division, with office at Jersey Shore, Pa., succeeding J. W. Evans,

promoted.

George Hodge, superintendent of the Canadian Pacific, at

Montreal, Que., has been transferred to Toronto, Ont. A. L.

Smith, superintendent at Farnham, Que., succeeds Mr. Hodge,
and J. K. McNellie, superintendent at London, Ont., succeeds

Mi. Smith.

E. Thomason, general manager of the Durham & Southern,

and not the Durham & Charlotte, as previously announced in

these columns, having resigned, his position has been abolished

and all correspondence should in future be addressed to J. E.

Stagg, vice-president, at Durham, N. C.

F. J. Gavin, chief clerk to general superintendent of the

Great Northern, at Spokane, Wash., has been appointed a train-

master of the Kalispeel division, with office at Whitefish, Mont.

F. E. Clarity, traveling car agent, has been appointed chief clerk

to general superintendent, succeeding Mr. Gavin.

E. S. Cooper, chief train despatcher of the First and Second
districts. Eastern division of the Grand Trunk, at Island Pond,

Vt., has been transferred to the Fourth and Fifth districts, with

office at Bohaventure station, Montreal, Que., succeeding E. S.

Waterman, resigned. T. H. Mason succeeds Mr. Cooper.

J. S. Pyeatt, superintendent of the Pere Marquette, at De-
troit, Mich., has been appointed superintendent of the River

and Cape divisions of the St. Louis & San Francisco, com-
prising what was formerly known as the Third district, with

office at Chafifee, Mo., succeeding J. A. Frates, promoted.

F. I. Cummins, traffic manager and general superintendent of

the South Dakota Central at Sioux Falls, S. D., has been ap-

pointed assistant general manager, with office at Sioux Falls,

a new position. Mr. Cummins will continue in charge of the

traffic department and his former office has been abolished.

J. H. Keefe, assistant to the second vice-president and general

manager of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Galveston, Tex.,

has been appointed assistant general manager, with . office at

Galveston, a new position, and his former title has been abol-

ished. In addition to his former duties he will have direct

charge of transportation matters pertaining to export, import
and coastwise traffic.

J. W. Evans, whose appointment as superintendent of the On-
tario division of the New York Central & Hudson River, at

Oswego, N. Y., has been announced in these columns, was born
October 25, 1864, at Remsen, N. Y. He began railway work
in May, 1884, on the Utica & Black River, and until October,

1895, he was consecutively operator, despatcher and chief des-

patcher of the Utica & Black River, the Rome, Watertown &
Ogdensburg, and their successor, the New York Central & Hud-
son River. He resigned in 1905 to become trainmaster of the

Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, now a part of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, at South Mc.Mester, Okla., remaining with that

company until January, 1900, when he went to the Atlanta &
West Point, with office at Montgomery, Ala. In October, of
the same year he returned to the service of the New York Cen-
tral & Hudson River, as despatcher at Corning, N. Y., and in

March, 1903, was promoted to assistant trainmaster at Clear-

field, Pa., and in May, 1905, was made trainmaster at Jersey
Shore. Mr. Evans was appointed assistant superintendent at

Jersey Shore in September, 1907, which position he held at the

time of his recent appointment as superintendent of the Ontaria
division of the same road.

Traffic Officers.

A. J. McDowell has been appointed a traveling dairy agent
of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

J. G. Eads, chief clerk to the assistant general freight agent
of the Denver & Rio Grande at Pueblo, Colo., has been appointed
a traveling freight and passenger agent, with office at Pueblo.

W. H. Allen, district passenger agent of the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, at New York, has been promoted to

the new position of general eastern passenger agent, with office

at New York.

E. E. Wade, chief clerk in the passenger department of the

Southern Pacific, has been appointed assistant general passenger
agent, with office at San Francisco, Cal., succeeding F. E. Bat-

turs, promoted.

W. M. Hogue has been appointed a traveling freight agent of

the Chicago Great Western, with office at Des Moines, Iowa,
succeeding John L. Sullivan, resigned to accept service with

another company.

W. S. Dewey, traveling freight agent of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed travel-

ing freight agent, with office at Boston, Mass., succeeding

E. Copeland, promoted.

George D. Blair, Jr., has been appointed agent of the Union
Line of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, with office

at South Bend, Ind., succeeding George E. Trenam, resigned

to engage in other business.

J. J. Carroll, general baggage agent of the Chicago & Western
Indiana at Chicago, having been appointed station master at the

Dearborn station, succeeding T. W. Evans, deceased, Robert L.

Parmelee has been appointed general baggage agent.

J. H. Davis, traveling freight and passenger agent of the Colo-

rado Midland at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been appointed gen-

eral agent, with office at Salt Lake City. F. N. Dowler has-

been appointed a general agent, with office at New York City.

W. J. Keane, contracting agent of the Lackawanna Fast

Freight Line at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed commercial

agent of the Rutland Michigan Central Line and southwestern

agent of the Ontario Central Despatch, with office at St. Louis.

Robert B. Creagh, traveling passenger agent of the Southern

Railway, at Selma, Ala., has been promoted to district passenger

agent, with office at Birmingham, succeeding M. H. Bone, pro-

moted. Emmet S. Sullivan, city passenger and ticket agent, at

Selma, succeeds Mr. Creagh, and Grover C. Robson succeeds.

Mr. Sullivan. Willis H. Parnell, traveling passenger agent at

Raleigh, N. C, has been transferred to Norfolk, Va., succeeding

F. R. McMillin, promoted. J. O. Jones, city ticket agent at

Raleigh, N. C, succeeds Mr. Parnell, and Marshall H. Schell

succeeds Mr. Jones.

W. B. Bamford, general freight agent of the Canadian Pa-

cific, at St. John, N. B., has been appointed division freight

agent, Atlantic division, with office at St. John. H. E. MacDon-
nell, general freight agent, at Montreal, Que., has been appointed

division freight agent. Eastern division, at Montreal, and M. H.

Brown, general freight agent, at Toronto, Ont., has been ap-

pointed division freight agent, Ontario division, at Toronto.

J. H. Griffin has been appointed district freight agent, Ontario

division, at Toronto. W. J. Grant has been appointed district

freight agent, at Hamilton, and L. Mulkern, has been appointed

district freight agent, at London; W. S. Elliott, has been ap-

pointed division freight agent. Lake Superior division, at North

Bay, and R. J. Hunt, has been appointed chief of tariff bureau,,

at Montreal, Que.
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rill- frt'iglit traffic department of the Western Lines of tlie

Canadian Pacific, of wliicli W. R. Lanigan, assistant freight

traffic manager at Winnipen, Man., is in direct charge, has heen

reorganized into the t'entral Western, Kootenay and Ifonndary.

and Pacilic divisions as follows: R. E. Larinonr, general freiglit

agent at VViiniiiieg, has hcon appointed division freight agent

of the Centr.d (hvision at Winnipeg; and reporting to liini

Geor.ge II. Smith, assistant general freight agent at Winnii)eg,

has been ai)pointed a district freight agent at Winnipeg, and

R. W. Drew has been appointed a district freight a.gent, with

office at Saskatoon, Sask. John Ilalstead, general freiglit agent

at Calgary, Alta., has heen appointed division freight agent of

the Western division at Calgary. W. R. llaldane, general freight

agent at Nelson, B. C, has been appointed division freight agent

of the KooUnay and Bc^uiulary divisions, witii vffice at Nelson.

W. C. Bowles, general freight agent at Vancouver, B. C, has

been appointed division freight agent of tlie Pacific division at

Vancouver: and reporting to him F. II. Clendenning, assistant

general freight agent at Vancouver, has been appointed a district

freight agent at Vancouver, and W. H. Gardiner has been ap-

pointed a district freight agent, with office at Victoria, B. C.

R. G. Holmes has been appointed chief of the tariff bureau,

with office at Winnipeg, in charge of tariff publications and

divisions on the Western Lines.

J. S. li;ill, wiiose appointment as general passenger agent of

tile Lake l-.rie & Western, with office at Indianapolis, Ind., has

heen annouiKcd in these colu)ims, liegan railway work 27 years

ago as a ticket clerk

with the Michigan Cen-
tral at Detroit, Midi.

lie was later made agent

at Battle Creek, Mich.,

and then Michigan pas-

senger agent, first with

office at Grand Rapids
and then at Jackson. He
was afterwards trans-

ferred to Detroit as

Michigan passenger

agent, and was then

promoted consecutively

to district passenger

agent, general agent in

the passenger depart-

ment and assistant gen-

eral passenger agent, re-

signing the last office on
.•\pril I, to become gen-

eral passenger agent of

the Lake Erie & West-
ern, the Fort Wayne,
Cincinnati & Louisville

and the N( rthern Ohio, with office at Lidianapolis, Lid.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Guy H. Watson has been appointed roadmaster and supervisor
of bridges and buildirgs of the Montpelier & Wells River, with
office at Montpelier, Vt., succeeding F. E. Dodge, deceased.

George E. Cessford has been appointed district master me-
chanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, with office

at Miles City, Mon.. succeeding A. V. Manchester, resigned.

D. B. Bartholomew, assistant supervisor of signals of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, at Camden, N. J., has been appointed as-

sistant supervisor of signals of the New York division, with

office at Jersey City, N. J.

V/. H. V. Rosing has been appointed assistant to Vice-Presi-

dent Nixon of the St. Louis & San Francisco, in special charge

of mechanical matters. (See an item under Executive, Fnancial

& Legal.)

B. M. McDonald, division engineer of the Pennsylvania division

of the New York Central & Hudson River, at Jersey Shore, Pa.,

has been appointed division engineer of the Western division,

with office at Buffalo, N. Y., succeeding D. L. Sommerville, pro-

moted. J. I\L Fitzgerald, assistant signal engineer, at Albany,

has been appointed engineer maintenance of signals, with office

at Albany. J. Parker, signal supervisor, at Buffalo, has been

appointed signal supervisor of the Western division, with office

J. S. Hall.

at Rochester, and J. W. llackett, of the signal department at

.'\lbany, has been appointed signal sui)ervi.sor of the liuffalo

division, with office at Buffalo, succeeding Mr. Parker,

B. M. McDonald, who has been appointed division engineer of

the Western division of the New York Central & lliidson River,

with office at Buffalo, N. Y., was born January 17, 1872, at

.Springfield, Mass., and graduated from the high school of his

native town in 1891, and in 1896, he graduated from the School
i)f Civil I'".ngineering at Lehigh University. In 1897 Mr. Mc-
Donald entered the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the

maintenance of way department, and in May, 1899, he went to

the New York Central & Hudson River, and since that time he

has been in tlie service of that company, consecutively, as assist-

ant sui)ervisor of track on the Harlem division and the Mohawk
division, then supervisor of track on the Western division

;

Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg division, and Mohawk division.

On July 1, 1905, he was appointed division engineer of the Penn-
sylvania division with office at Jersey Shore, Pa., which position

he held at the time of his recent apjiointnient as division engineer

of the Western division.

Robert L. Doolittle, whose appointment as superintendent of

motive power of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office

at h'itzgerald, Ga., has been announced in these columns, was
born in April, 1867, at

Waverly, Ala. He was
educated in the common
schools and began rail-

way work in January,

1885, as a locomotive

fireman on the Columbus
& Western, now a

part of the Central of

Georgia, and the fol-

lowing year went to the

East Tennessee, Virginia

& Georgia, now a part

of the Southern Rail-

way, as a machinist's ap-

prentice. In 1893 he was
appointed general fore-

man of the steam lines

of the Metropolitan

Street Railway, at At-

lanta, Ga., and two years

later entered the service

of the Atlanta Consoli-

dated Street Railway.

From 1897 until Janu-
ary, 1902, he was out of railway work, and was then appointed

assistant master mechanic of the Central of Georgia, at Chatta-

nooga, Tenn. He left this position in August, 1905, and again

returned to railway work in July, 1907, as assistant master me-
chanic on the Central of Georgia, at Macon, Ga. In October,

1907, he went to the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic as master

mechanic, which position he held at the time of his recent ap-

pointment as superintendent of motive power.

Special Officers.

F. E. Resler has been appointed agent of the land and in-

dustrial department of the Southern Railway and the Mobile

& Ohio, with office at Columbus, Miss., a new agency.

R. L. Doolittle.

OBITUARY.

W. S. Polhenius. until the latter part of 1909 joint division

superintendent of the Texas & Pacific and the Missouri, Kansas

& Texas at Fort Worth, Tex., died at Fort Worth on April 13,

at the age of 73 years. Mr. Polhenius began railway work as a

brakeman on the New York Central & Hudson River. He
went to the Central of New Jersey as assistant superintendent,

and was then division superintendent and later general superin-

tendent. In 1888 he was appointed joint division superintendent

of the T. & P. and the M., K. & T., at Forth, Worth, Texas.

Ford Woods, until January, 1911, assistant general freight

agent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and

the. Cincinnati Northern, with office at Indianapolis, Ind., died in

that city on April 14. Mr. Woods was born at Albion, 111., in

August, 1850, and began railway work in 1867 with the Illinois
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Central. From tliat time until lii.s retirement last January he

was connected with the freight traific department of different

roads in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio. He became assistant gen-

eral freight agent of the Big Four in 1890, and for a numbtr
of years from 1893 was general freight agent of the Peoria &
Eastern division of that road.

Charles W. Goodyear, former president of the Buffalo & Sus-
quehanna, the New Orleans Great Northern and the Buffalo,

Attica & Arcade, died at Buffalo, N. Y.. on April 17. Mr.
Goodyear was born October S, 1846, at Cortland, N. Y., and
was educated at Cortland Academy. He was admitted to the

bar in 1871, and practiced law until 1887, when he was elected

vice-president of the Sinnemahoning Railroad, now a part of

the Buffalo & Susquehanna. Mr. Goodyear was interested in

the development of timber and coal lands, and his interest in

railway construction began in connection with the development
of his lumber interests. His brother, F. S. Goodyear, was
associated with him in his Pennsylvania enterprises and also

in the development of yellow pine timber lands in Mississippi

and Louisiana. Mr. Goodyear was also interested in numerous
industrial and banking institutions, and was a director in the

General Railway Signal Company of Rochester.

Edward A. Moseley, secretary of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, died at his home in Washington, April 18, after a

long illness. He had been suffering from heart trouble since last

summer, and this was complicated at the last with acute kidney

disease. Mr. Moseley was born in Newburyport, Mass., in 1846.

He first came into national prominence in 1887, having been ap-

pointed secretary of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the

organization of that body in that year ; but before this he had
been a member of the legislature of Massachusetts, and was
active in politics in that state. On going to Washington he at

once took a hand in the efforts of the railway brotherhoods to

secure such legislation as they wanted from Congress, and he has

been prominent in everything of that kind that has been dene at

the capital during these 24 years. His energy and success in these

lines made him very popular with all of the brotherhoods, and
his office was filled with engrossed testimonials to his friendliness,

and to the great value of his humanitarian labors. The legisla-

ture of Massachusetts adopted a joint resolution thanking him
fcr what he had done. After the war in Cuba the administration

of that country called upon Mr. Moseley, as secretary of the com-
mission, to guide the new government in tlie establishment of

freight tariffs and other traffic regulations; he went to Cuba,

furnished what they wanted, and took no pay for his services.

With similar unselfishness he espoused the cause of the labor

imions in law suits to test the validity of the safety appliance

laws, appearing in the supreme court as their attorney, without

compensation. On the establishment of the Anthracite Coal

Strike Commission in 1902, President Roosevelt appointed Mr.

Moseley assistant recorder of that body. About a year ago the

University of Notre Dame (Indiana) conferred upon him the

degree of Doctor of Laws. Mr. Moseley is survived by a widow,
a daughter, two brothers and a sister.

Secretary Moseley has been known to railway men mostly in

his capacity of champion of the employees in the enactment and
enforcement of the safety appliance laws. He was a man of inde-

pendent means, and no one ever charged him with other than

honest generosity in what he did for the trainmen ; but, glorying

in his Irish blood, he avowed that he loved a fight, and those

railway ofiicers who measured swords with him sometimes
thought he carried this love too far. This was only one side of

his character, however, for he was a most genial companion.

He saw to it that the railways were vigorously prosecuted for

violations of the coupler law and, on the other hand, resisted

pressure put on him to try to enforce to the letter the unworkable
air-brake law, as applied to long trains on steep grades.

Though neither a mechanical man nor a railway expert he has

been entrusted by the commission with substantially the entire

management of the safety appliance laws ; and those Washington
correspondents who say that he was the adviser of presidents and
congressmen are not far from right, for these law-makers have
uniformly made it their business to know the desires of the

labor unions, and on this subject, in the railway field, no one
could inform them more accurately than Mr. Moseley. And it

nuist be said that in many cases he caused those desires to be

more reasonable than they otherwise would have beea

Hatlntaii (Bon&iruHiotu

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

B.ALTiMORE & Ohio.— .\ contract has been given to H. S. Ker-
baugh, Incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa., for piercing a tunnel at

the summit of the Allegheny mountains in the vicinity of Sand
Patch, Pa. The new tunnel will be of standard B. & O. design,

with a bore of about 4,000 ft. and 30 ft. high, double-tracked
throughout and lined with brick. Sand Patch is on the Connells-

ville division between Cumberland, Md., and Connellsville, Pa.

The new tunnel is to cost about $1,250,000. It will greatly facili-

tate the operation of trains by providing three tracks on one of

the busiest sections of the train line to Pittsburgh and Chicago.

Work on the improvement will be started without delay.

Birmingham & Northwestern.—An officer writes that a con-

tract has been given to J. W. Wright, Jr., Union Springs, Ala.,

to build from Jackson, Tenn., northwest to Dyersburg, 50 miles.

The contract calls for the completion of the work within six

months. Construction work is to be started at the Jackson end.

The work calls for the handling of about 500,000 cu. yds. of

earth work, clearing 100 acres of land, constructing 3,300 lin. ft.

of trestles and building a 70-ft. steel span across Forked Deer
river. The line will pass through Madison, Crockett and Dyer
counties, via the towns of Whitestore, Humphries, Bells, Alamo,

Crockett Mills, Friendship and Bessents, and traverses some of

the best timber and farming lands in west Tennessee. Connection

will be made with the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, the

Illinois Central and the Mobile & Ohio at Jackson ; the Louis-

ville & Nashville at Bells, and with the Illinois Central and the

Chicago, Memphis & Gulf at Dyersburg. R. M. Hall, president,

Jackson; Mike Harvev, chief engineer, Dyersburg. (March 17,

p. 525.)

Canada & Gulf Terminal.—An officer of this company, which

operates a line from Ste. Flavie, Que., via Little Metis to Matane,

36 miles, is quoted as saying that plans are nearing completion

to build an extension through the Gaspe peninsula to Gaspe basin,

about 180 miles.

Canadian Northern.—This company is said to be asking for

bids up to May 12 to build 163 miles of line as follows: Hope,

B. C, to Boston Bar, 40 mile's ; Boston Bar to Lytton, 28 miles

;

Lytton to Ashcroft, 44 miles; Ashcroft to Kamloops, 51 miles.

Some of the work will be heavy, and there will be a large

amount of tunnels, including one of 2,400 ft. on the north side

of Kamloops lake at Big Bluff'. There will also be a 2.000-ft.

tunnel through the mountain near Yale. Construction work

along the Eraser river will cost $300,000 a mile. It is under-

stood that it will cost $15,000,000 to build the 163 miles.

Chicago, Memphis & Gulf.—According to press reports, this

company proposes to build an extension from Hickman, Ky.,

northeast through Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard and

McCracken counties to Paducah, about 50 miles.

El Pa.so & Southwestern.—An officer writes regarding the

press reports that an extension is to be built to Tucson, Ariz.,

that the company is considering the construction of such a line,

but has not yet definitely decided to carry out the work. (No-

vember 25, p. 1023)

Erie Railroad.—An officer sends us particulars of second-

track work on the Meadville and Cincinnati divisions, as fol-

lows : The entire Cincinnati division east of Marion, Oh;o, will

be double-tracked when the present improvements now under

way and the improvements now authorized are completed, with

the exception of one mile through the city of Akron. Second-

track work has been completed on the Cincinnati division from

Sherman to Sterling, 9.7 miles, and from Nankin to Ashland,

4.4 miles. Bids have just been received for second-track work

from Tallmadge to Hills, 3.0 miles; West Salem to Polk;

5.4 miles, and from Barberton to Sherman, 2.7 miles, and bids

are now being prepared for second-track work from Creston to

West Salem, 9.2 miles, and Milton to Summit, Pa., 6.5 miles.

On the Meadville division similar work has been completed from

Braceville, Ohio, to Windham, 5.0 miles, and work is now under
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way from Ravenna to a point live miles east, aiul from Hrady

lake to Kent, 1.6 miles.

Re>;ar(lini> the reports tlint tlic New Castle branch is to he

double- tracked, an oflicer writes that the company has not made
any definite plans at present to carry out this work.

I'.MKMoNT & I'lTTSTU'Rcii.—Accordiug to prcss reports, contracts

will be let and work is to be started soon on the first section

of this line from Rlacksville, at the state line between Penn-
sylvania and West Virginia, north to Waynesburg, Pa., 13 miles.

The company was organized to build from Fairmont, W. Va.,

north via Hlacksvillc and Waynesburg, Pa., to Pittsburgh, about

75 miles, with a loop line from Fairmont, noithwest. Ki^ht-of-

way from Waynesburg has been secured to Bridgevillc, m Alle-

gheny county. W. M. Laws, Jersey City, N. J. ; J. F. Heatty,

Mamiington, W. Va., and S. E. Miller, Fairmont, are said to be

interested.

Frksno. Co.\ung.\ & Monterey.—This company will soon

begin construction work on the Fresno-Coalinga division and
later will build the Monterey-llollistcr branch. Albert Albrccht

is the promoter.

GiLMORE & Pittsburgh.—According to press reports this com-
pany has given a contract for building an extension beyond Sal-

mon City, Idaho. This includes the section down the river be-

yond Shoup, and near the mouth of Pine creek.

Great Northern.—An officer writes regarding the reports

that work is to be started in June on the Midland of Manitoba,

from Winnipeg, Man., south to the international boundary, also

on terminals to be built at Winnipeg, that no instructions to

commence this work have yet been given. (April 7, p. 877.)

Gre.\t Southern.—According to press reports, this company
will start work within 60 days on an extension from Dufur, Ore.,

south to Juniper Flats, 40 miles. It is understood that it will

cost $1,000,000 to build the line. Surveys have been made and

bids are being asked for the work. The company now operates

a 30-mile line from The Dalles to Dufur.

Hagerstown & Clearspring (Electric).—An officer writes that

contracts are to be let after April 28 to build from Hagerstown,

Md., west through Huyett and Wilsons to Clearspring, 12 miles.

J. B. Ferguson, Hagerstown, may be addressed.

Hanford & Summit Lake (Electric).—According to press re-

ports, this company will build an extension from Hardwick, Cal.,

to Jamison, 36 miles.

Illinois Central.—The improvement plans for this year

include double tracking the lines from New Orleans, La.,

north to Ponchatoula, 48 miles, and rectifying grades between

Macomb City and xN'ew Orleans, 105 miles, about $1,000,000 will

be spent. With this double-track work completed, the Illinois

Central will have a two-track line between Chicago and

New Orleans.

Lake Superior Southern.—This company proposes to build

from Huron bay, on the shore of Lake Superior, Mich., south-

erly through Baraga, Marquette and Iron counties, and eventu-

ally through Wisconsin to Madison, in all about 260 miles. The
route is through the iron district of the upper peninsula and tra-

verses a well timbered section. The offices of the company are

at Madison.

Louisville & Nashville.—A contract has been given to

Thrasher & Gunter, Knoxville, Tenn., for grading the yard on

the Kentucky division about six miles south of Cincinnati, Ohio.

The same contractors ha\se had for some time a contract for en-

larging the tunnel at Covington, Ky.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—An officer

writes that contracts have been let to Foley, Welch & Stewart,

St Paul, Minn., for work on the line from Frederick, Wis.,

north to Duluth, Minn. (Match 24, p. 711.)

Mill Valley & Mt. Tamalpais (Electric.)—This company,

which operates the Mount Tamalpais Railway, will extend that

line, it is said, from Westpoint, Cal., to Willow Camp, seven

miles. The offices of the company are at San Francisco.

Missouri, Arkansas & Gulf.—Incorporated in Missouri with

$2,000,000 capital, and office at Rolla, Mo. The plans call for

building from Rolla south to Bakersfield, 125 miles.

New Iberia & Northern.—This comi)any is said to j)e making
surveys for an extension north to Moreauville, La., about 30
miles. The company now operates a 48-mile line ivom Port

Barre to New Iberia.

Oregon Short Line.—An officer writes that the company has
made a survey for a line from Saline, Utah, on the Lucin cut-

off, northwest to Burley, Idaho, but at the present time there is

no prospect or intention of constructing such a line, as condi-

tions do not warrant it. The company, however, expects ta

build this year that section of the line from Burley, southeast

to Kelton Summit, about 60 miles. This line will traverse a

section of Idaho that is rapidly being developed argriculturally.

As yet no work has been started, but survey is being retraced

and work will probably be started in the near future. (Apiil

14, p. 926.)

Pacific Power & Light Co.—This company will build an
electric line, it is said, from the mouth of the White Salmon
river, Wash., to Trout lake, 30 miles. The offices of the com-
pany are at Portland, Ore.

Pennsylvania System.—The record of the mileage of the road
on December 31, 1910, shows that the total length of main
line on the lines east of Pittsburgh, Pa., and Erie, is 5,323 miles,,

with 1,858 miles of second-track; 548 miles of third-track; 475
miles of fourth-track, and 4,396 miles of company's sidings, a

total of 12,600 miles. There was an increase of 19 miles of

first-track; 32 miles of second-track; five miles of third-track;

six miles of fourth-track, and 97 miles of company's sidings, a

total increase of 159 miles. On the Pennsylvania Lines west of
Pittsburgh and Erie, the mileage is 2,911 miles of first-track,

1,296 miles of second-track; 192 miles of third-track; 101 miles

of fourth-track, and 2,408 miles of company's sidings, a total of

6,908 miles. During the year there was an increase of 103 miles

of second-track, eight miles of third-track; 10 miles of fourth-

track, and 69 miles of company's sidings, and a decree of 0.5

mile of first-track, making a total increase of 189.5 miles. The
mileage of the Vandalia Railroad is: First-track, 923 miles;

second-track, 106 miles ; third-track, eight miles, and company's
sidings, 679 miles, a total of 1,716 miles. During the year there

was an increase of 22.12 miles of second-track and 35.24 miles

of company's sidings, and a decrease of 0.62 miles of first-

track, making a total increase of 56.74 miles. The grand total

of all lines, including those operated by and associated in in-

terest with the Pennsylvania Railroad, is 11,263 miles of first-

track, 3,524 miles of second-track ; 780 miles of third-track ; 593

miles of fourth-track, and 8,457 miles of company's sidings, a

total of 24,617 miles. Of this 6,324 miles of first-track is east,

and 4,939 miles west of Pittsburgh and Erie.

Prairie Farm & Southwestern.—An officer wiites that con-

tracts are to be let soon for work on the line between Prairie

Farm, Wis., and Emerald, 22 miles. George E. Scott, president,

Prairie Farm. (November 18, p. 985.)

Southern Colonization.—An officer writes that this com-
pany will build from Whittier, Fla., south via Pine Island,

Deeso, Halsey and St. George to Bassenger, 34.7 miles. The
work calls for the handling of about 12,000 cu. yds. a mile.

There will be 4,000 ft. of trestles, also station buildings and

water tanks. The work will be carried out by day labor. F. B.

Lynch, president, St. Paul, Minn., and C. H. Armstrong, chief

engineer, Kissimmee, Fla., and Rochester, Minn.

Texas Roads.—The Gulf & Rio Grande Construction Company
has been given a charter in Texas with $100,000 capital. The
company proposes to build a railway through southwest Texas

from a point on the gulf of Mexico, west to Eagle Pass, about

200 miles. The incorporators include : A. L. Lilliendahl, Saltillo,

Mex. ; L. Frisby, Beeville, Texas ; R. P. Coon and A. Tolle, San

Antonio, and R. K. Valentine, Brooklyn, N. Y.

United Railways.—This company has announced that it will

open for traffic on April 16, the extension from North Plains,

Ore., to Banks.

Vandalia Railroad.—See Pennsylvania System.

Wisconsin Northwestern.—An officer writes that this com-

pany expects to build about 10 miles of logging branches, and

will carrv out the work with its own men.
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Bailntaii Financial Nem^,

Ann Arbor.—Farson, Son & Co. and J. S. Bachc & Co., both

of New York, have bought $600,000 two-year 5 per cent, notes

of the Ann Arbor and are offering them at 99. The notes

are secured by the deposit of $1,000,000 second mortgage bonds.

The Ann Arbor, according to a press dispatch from Toledo,

has bought control of the Manistique & Lake Superior. Con-
trol of the Manistique & Lake Superior was held by H. B.

Hollins and associates, who until recently were also in control

of the Ann Arbor.

Atlantic^ Waycross & Northern.—Stockholders have voted to

authorize an issue of $4,800,000 bonds.

Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago Terminal.—The United States

Circuit Court of Appeals has denied a petition of the minority

common stockholders to intervene in the foreclosure pro-

ceedings brought against the predecessor company, the Chi-

cago Terminal Transfer. The minority stockholders did not

press their claims until after the Baltimore & Ohio, which
bought in the property, had settled with the preferred stock-

holders and had refused to make any offer for the minority

common stock. The court held that a resale would not bene-

fit the common stockholders.

Canadian Northern.—Wm. A. Read & Co., New York, and

tire" Dominion Securities Corporation, Toronto, Can., have
bought $3,500,000 equipment mortgage 4^ per cent, bonds

series Al, issued by the Imperial Rolling Stock Company, and
guaranteed principal and interest by the Canadian Northern.

Chicago & Northwestern.—W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., has been

elected a director, succeeding Frank Work, deceased.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Speyer & Co., New York,

have bought $1,494,000 first and refunding mortgage 4 per

cent, bonds, due 1934, issued to retire an equal amount of

Choctaw collateral 4 per cent, bonds, series I, maturing

May 1, 1911.

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.—Potter, Choate
& Prentice, New York, have bought $1,000,000 4^ per cent,

ten year equipment trust certificates, series "C." The certi-

ficates were resold at a price understood to be such as to yield

the investor 4.60 per cent".

Cleveland, Akron & Columbus.— See Pennsylvania Railroad.

Cleveland Short Line.—This company, whose capital stock is

owned by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, has been
granted permission to increase the outstanding stock from
$3,750,000 to 7,375,000. A mortgage has been authorized to

secure $20,000,000 bonds. It is understood that at least a

part of these bonds will be issued in the near future.

Eagles Mere Railroad.—H. L. Greyelin has been appointed re-

ceiver of this narrow gage road which runs from Sonestown,
Pa., to Eagles Mere Park, ten miles.

Hocking Valley.—The United States Supreme Court has denied

a writ of mandamus directing the United States District Court
to return to the state courts he case brough to restrain the

officers of the Hocking Valley from merging this property

with the Chesapeake & Ohio. The case therefore will be tried

in Federal Court.

Illinois Central.—This company is to take over at foreclosure

sale on May 5 the Indianapolis Southern. The main line of the

Indianapolis Southern runs from Effingham, 111., to In-

dianapolis, Ind., 177 miles.

International & Great Northern.—The receiver of this com-
pany and the Texas Railroad Connnission have come to an
agreement in regard to the valuation to be placed on the prop-
erty for the purpose of issuing new securities after foreclosure

sale and reorganization. The commission has agreed to an
addition of $3,000,000 to the original $31,000,000 at which the

property was valued. This makes the present valuation

$34,000,000, the additional $3,000,000 being allowed for fran-

chise value.

Maine Central.—This company has sold to F. E. Moseley & Co.,

New York, $1,500,000 one year 4 per cent, notes, dated April

1, 1911. The proceeds of the sale are to be used to pay a
like amount of 5 per cent, four year notes maturing June 1.

Manistique & Lake Superior.—See Ann Arbor.

Manitoulin & North Shore.—This company has applied to the
Canadian Parliament for permission to change its name to the
Algoma Eastern. The company has made a mortgage to se-
cure $3,000,000 5 per cent, first mortgage fifty year bonds,
guaranteed principal and interest by the Lake Superior Cor-
poration.

Manufacturers' Railway (St. Louis).—G. H. Walker has been
elected a director, succeeding W. D. Orthwcin, resigned.

Missouri Pacific—After the retirement of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
from Missouri Pacific affairs, mentioned elsewhere in this
issue it was announced that Speyer & Co., New York, will

be substituted for Kuhn, Loeb & Co., as bankers, and all

the other new interests on the board, including the Rocke-
fellers, the Deutsche Bank and Blair & Co. are, according to
present plans, to remain identified with the company as origi-
nally planned. James Speyer and Frank Vanderlip, it is un-
derstood, are to be elected directors, succeeding Paul M.
Warburg and Cornelius Vanderbilt.

Northern Central.—See Pennsylvania Railroad.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—This company has bought, it is un-
derstood, nearly the entire minority stockholdings of the
Cleveland, Akron & Columbus, heretofore held in Holland.
The price paid is said to have been about 92. The Cleveland,
Akron & Columbus runs from Hudson, Ohio, to Columbus.
144 miles.

William C. Bruce, counsel for the Public Service Commis-
sion of Maryland, has filed his opinion with the commission
holding that the lease of the Northern Central to the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad and the issue of additional stock is legal.

Seaboard Air Line.—Blair & Co., and Ladenburg, Thalmann &
Co., both of New York, are offering $19,000,000 refunding
mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 1909-1959 at 83>^. (January 20,

p. 145.)

Southern Railway.—Kissel, Kinnicutt & Co., New York, have
prepared an analysis of the present earnings and future earning
possibilities of the Southern Railway. The circular containing
this analysis contains a rather interesting chart showing the

course of the net income, total charges, and surplus since 1896.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—This company has called for pay-
ment on August 1, 1911, $4,000,000 4V2 per cent, notes, due
February 1, 1912, but redeemable at par on 90 days' notice.

The notes were secured by the deposit of the entire issue of

$4,500,000 stock and $4,500,000 first mortgage bonds of the

Arkansas Valley & Western. Cash for the redemption of these

notes was provided through the recent sale of $7,000,000 gen-
eral lien 15-20 year 5 per cent, bonds.

Tennessee & North Carolina.—A press despatch from Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., says that the Champion Lumber Company, which
has bought about 10,000 acres of timber land in North Caro-
lina, near the Tennessee line, is to take over the control of the
Tennessee & North Carolina.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—The $433,771 receiver's cer-

tificates due April 11, 1911, have been extended for one year.

The Russian government has introduced a bill in the duma
permitting railways to be built by private companies. It states

that in Russia the railway mileage is only one-tenth that of
America and one-fifth that of Western Europe. The supporters

of the proposition claim that the increase of the Russian net-

work of railways is necessary for the further development of the

productive forces of the country. The government on its own
account cannot, it is stated, increase its railway building pro-

gram, owing to a large number of unavoidable expenditures,

hence it finds it necessary to grant concessions for private rail-

way construction. These private railway companies will re-

ceive remuneration for the outlays made on preliminary railway

surveys and determination of directions and locations from the

capital stock. The time limit for the purchase of a private line

by the imperial government is 25 years.



^ufiplij (llrttde Ejection.
Jenkins r>rus., New York, have iiioviil tlicir gcmial (.illiccs from

7,^ John street, to 80 White street.

.Alexander Crawford has been nuule purcliasiiiR at.veiU for (lie

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, Newark, N. J.

The Chicago Pnenmatic Tool Company, Chicago, has enlarged

its quarters in the Fisher building, by taking nearly the wiiole

10th lloor.

Rodman CiiUlcr, secretary of the Crocker-Wheeler Company,
Ampere, N. J., has resigned to go to Dick l^ros. & Co., New
York, brokers.

The Kennicott Company, Chicago, has moved its sales oflices

from the sixth to the fourth floor of the Corn Exchange Bank
building. It will have about half the entire floor.

Gardiner M. Lane, of Lee, lligginson & Co., New York,

brokers, was elected to the board of directors of the United

States Steel Corporation on .'\pril 17, succeeding the late Na-
tiianiel Thayer.

Frank B. Hart, formerly sales manager of the Ohio Steel &
Foundry Company, Lima, Ohio, has resigned and organized the

lirni of Hart, Doane & Hart, Rector building, Chicago, dealers in

railway and industrial supplies.

The United States Cast Iron Pipe & Foundry Company, New
York, has moved its Chicago office from the Rookery to the

Peoples Gas building, where it will have about double the space

afforded in its present quarters. The company has been in its

present offices for the past 12 years.

The United States Electric Company, New Y'ork, has received

orders from the Canadian Pacific for 255 Gill selectors. The
Canadian Pacific makes extensive use of the telephone in train

despatching. Gill selectors have also been ordered lately by the

Seaboard Air Line for 74 telephone stations and by the Atlantic

Coast Line for 88 stations. The Seaboard Air Line has used 52

Gill selectors for about a year; all of them on one line.

The Power Specialty Company, New Y'ork, has received or-

ders from the following companies, among others for Foster

superheaters: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis; Mil-

waukee Electric Railway Company; Winnipeg Electric Com-
pany; New York, New Haven & Hartford; El Paso Electric

Railway Company. With one exception these contracts are all

from previous users of Foster superheaters, and in many cases

the contracts represent from the fifth to the fifteenth repeat

order.

The government of a Latin-American country has under

consideration the construction of roundhouses and rail-

way repair shops at a cost of $60,000 or $70,000. The plans

have been prepared, and it is expected that construction will be

begun before the end of the year. It is proposed to put in

up-to-date machinery suitable to rebuild an engine or thoroughly

overhaul a coach. The address of the official in charge may be

had by applying to the Bureau of Manufactures, Washington,
D. C. File No. 6,541.

The Boss Nut Company, Chicago, announces that arrange-

ments have been made for the United States Steel Corporation

to make the Boss nuts at the Joliet, 111., plant. Special ma-
chinery is being installed for that purpose. J. A. McLean, for-

merly with the American Arch Company, New York, joined the

sales department of the Boss Nut Company, April 1, with head-

quarters in Chicago. The Adreon Manufacturing Company, St.

Louis, Mo., has been appointed southwestern representative of

this company, and a branch office has been opened in the Candler

building, Atlanta, Ga.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Melting Furnaces.—The Rockwell Furnace Company, New
York, in bulletin 28 illustrates and discusses its Simplex melting

furnace for melting aluminum, brass, bronze, etc.

Electric Fans.—The General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. Y., has devoted bulletin No. 4806 to its ceiling, column and

desk fans. Illustrations, price lists and dimension tables are

included.

Generating Sets.—The Crocker Wheeler Company, Ampere,

N. J., has puljjisiied in bulletin No. 130 a de.'^cription of its small

direct current generating sets, consisting of Crocker Wheeler
generators, 1.75 to 21 k. w., driven by Giles type E engines. This
bulletin supersedes bulletin No. 109.

Sigmi! Relays.—The Hall Signal Company, New York, has pub-
lished a small illustrated booklet describing its new signal relays.

It claims that this is a line of relays in which the resistance of

the contact does not increase with use, and in which every known
Iirecaution has been taken for the prevention of signal failures.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

.'\r.\iourdai.e, K.\s.—See Kansas City, Mo.

B.VLTiMORE, Md.—The Western Maryland has bought the block

adjoining its main terminal, and it is announced will build a

passenger and freight depot on the site.

BoYLES, Ala.—The new shops of the Louisville & Nashville
will probably be completed within the next 60 or 90 days, the

total cost being approximately $700,000.

Chickasha, Okla.—The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has
let the contract to A. W. Lane, Chicago, for the building of a

one- and two-story, 32 ft. x 200 ft., brick and plaster, $35,000

passenger station.

Glenwooii, N. Y.—The New Y''ork Public Service Commission,
Second district, has authorized the New York Central & Hudson
River to discontinue its present Glenwood station at the foot

of Point street in the city of Yonkers, on the condition that a

new station with ample accommodations, including elevators and
other facilities for the handling of baggage be provided at the

foot of Glenwood avenue.

Greenville, S. C-—According to press reports, plans are being

made by the Piedmont & Northern (Electric) to build shops in

Greenville.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has

built a new freight house and team tracks in Kansas City, and
will improve its yard at Armourdale during the coming season.

Other work on the second division includes a large amount of

bank widening, the building of three eating houses and two coal

chutes.

MiDDLETOWN, N. Y.—An officer of the New York, Ontario &
Western writes that the company is putting up an erecting shop

65 ft. X 360 ft, two stories high, and a storehouse 33 ft. x 218

ft., one-half of which is to be two stories high; also an addition

to the power house, 45 ft. x 110 ft. This work is under con-

tract with Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., and will probably

be finished in July. The estimated cost of improvements is

$250,000.

Opelika, Ala.—An officer of the Central of Georgia writes

that the company is considering the question of remodeling the

present station at Opelika, the work is to be carried out by the

company's men.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Southern Pacific has plans made,

it is said, for building an addition to the hospital at San Fran-

cisco, for which bids are not being asked. It is understood that

the improvements will cost $35,000.

Spokane, Wash.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company has given contracts at $900,000 for steel for

two bridges on the North Coast division. One of the bridges

will be the largest in the northwest, crossing the Snake river

at an elevation of 275 ft, near the mouth of the Palouse river.

It will be 4,070 ft. long, and besides crossing the river also will

cross the old O. R. & N. and Northern Pacific tracks. Due to

its height false work is out of the question, and a huge traveler

will be erected to put the steel in place. The second bridge

will be built over the Spokane river at the mouth of Hangman
creek, it will cross both streams. It will be 165 ft. high and

3,400 ft. long. Both bridges are to be completed within IS

months and work will be commenced at once.

Toledo, Ohio.—The Pennsylvania recently bought the property

of the old Toledo rolling mill of the Republic Iron and Steel

Company, and, it is said, will convert the building into repair

and car shops.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

IRON AND STEEL. •I'SAft'V'/ l'i?JL^-

Tlie Cuban is making inquiries on 10 locomotives.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 30 locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

The Marshall & East Texas is said to have bought two 75-ton

locomotives from the Kilby Locomotive & Machine Company.
This item is not confirmed.

The Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern has ordered one
404-E-80 electric locomotive. The American Locomotive Com-
pany will furnish the mechanical equipment and the General

Electric Company the electrical equipment.

The Bingham & Garfield, mentioned in the Raihvay Age
Gazette of March 17 as having ordered 1 Mallet locomotive from
the American Locomotive Company, placed an order for 2 Mallet

locomotives at that time with the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

Tlie Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf has ordered 4 consolidation

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The dimen-
sions of the cylinders will be 20 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the

driving wheels will be 46 in., and the total weight in working
order will be 165,000 lbs.

The New York, Ontario & IVestern has ordered 2 six-wheel

switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The dimensions of the cylinders will be 20J/2 in. x 26 in., the

diameter of the driving wheels will be 51 in., and the total weight

in working order will be 150,000 lbs.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass, mentioned in the Railway
Age Gazette of March 10 as being in the market for 4 mogul
locomotives, has ordered this equipment. The Baldwin Loco-
motive Works will build 3 of these locomotives, and the Lima
Locomotive & Machine Company will build 1. The cylinders

will be 19 in. x 26 in., and the total weight in working order will

Ibe 150,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Midland Valley is in the market for coaches and com-
l)ination cars.

The Erie has ordered 10 all steel frame box cars and 4 steel

underframes for passenger cars from the Kennicott Company.

/. G. White & Co., New York, is in the market for 50 twenty-

Ion steel underframe box cars. These cars are for use in Cuba,
and will have a gage of 1 meter.

The Seaboard Air Line is in the market for 30 caboose cars in

addition to the 1,000 box and 200 phosphate cars mentioned in

•the Railway Age Gazette of April 7.

The New York Central Lines are building 1,000 refrigerator

•cars at their shops at East Rochester, N. Y., for the Merchants'

Despatch Transportation, New York.

The Pittsburg & Lake Erie has ordered 1,000 fifty-ton gondola

cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 1,000 forty-ton

•coke cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio is in tiie market for 7,500 tons of rails.

The New Orleans Railway & Light Comt>any lias ordered 500
tons of rails from the Carifegie Steel Company.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac has ordered 100
tons of rails from the Maryland Steel Company.

The Galveston, Houston & Henderson has ordered 735 tons
of rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Pennsylvania is reported to have ordered 6,000 tons of
plates and shapes from the Cambria Steel Company, for use in

the shops at Altoona, and 500 tons of fabricated steel for its

new freight sheds at Harrisburg, Pa., from the Pennsylvania
Steel Company.

The Isthmian Canal Commission is asking bids until May 10

on rails, frogs, switches, switch stands, tie plates, angle bars,

track bolts and spikes, etc. Circular No. 628.

The Boston Elevated has ordered 600 tons of Bessemer rails

from the Pennsylvania Steel Company, and 1,200 tons of open
hearth rails from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas, mentioned in the Raihcay Age
Gazette of March 31 as being in the market for 14,000 tons of

rails, has ordered 8,000 tons from the Pennsylvania Steel Com-
pany, and 6,000 tons from the Steel Corporation.

General Conditions in Steel.—Buying in the steel industry con-

tinues to be very light, but prices hold firm. The Steel Corpora-
tion is operating at about 73 per cent, of its capacity. A decrease

both in orders and unfilled tonnage is expected for the month of

April, but inquiries are large, so a marked improvement is

looked for next month.

SIGNALING.

The Kansas City Terminal will soon displace the old 36-lever

hydro-pneumatic interlocking machine at the west end of the

Union station with an electro-pneumatic machine of 59 levers.

The signals will be made dwarfs in almost all cases. The old

switch movements will be retained. Electric detector locking

will be used.

Manganese Frog Crossings.

The accompanying illustration shows a model of the R-N-R
single and double manganese frog crossings made by the Indian-

apolis Switch & Frog Company, Springfield, Ohio. The model
is a convenient means of exhibiting these frogs ; it has already

been used at the Coliseum exhibit during the engineering con-

vention in Chicago last month.

The frog is cast in one piece, thus eliminating the 10 pairs of

splices used on the built-up frog. The connecting rails are

joined directly to the frogs proper by manganese easers, giving

good solid connections. There are no parts of these frogs which,

when they are to be renewed, require the removal of the frog

itself. In other words, when the crossings are put down they

need not be disturbed during the life of the manganese.

This frog should maintain a maximum width of tread at all

connections beyond the points of intersection, eliminating point

and joint pounding so as to make the frog nearly as smooth

riding as the rail itself. The single end R-N-R frogs are now
in use on nearly 50 of the large railways.

R-N-R Single and Double Manganese Frog Crossings.
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Metal Weather Strip for Coach Window Sash.

The ordinary coach window sash is licld in phicc by wooden
stops and an effort is made to keep ont dnst and rain by weatiier

strips aiiplieil on thr (Milsidt-, but tlio pressure of the wind will

Horizcntai Section of Acme Window Sash.

sometimes force tlic sash inward away from the weather strip,

making an opening for dust and rain to enter. The Acme Supply
Company, Chicago, has designed metal stops and weather strips

which tend to overcome this objection. A partial horizontal

Acme Window Sash Showing V-Shaped Metal Strips.

section through the sash shows the metallic stop at A, the vertical

weather strip at B and the horizontal strips on the sill at C.

In the other illustration the V-shaped horizontal strips are shown
in section. The one on the sash wedges tightly on the fixed one

(.m llic sill, iind the utiKht of sasli tends to keep tiie joint tight

as tiic sash does not rest on the wooden sill as is usually the
case.

Any irregularity in the fit of the wood portion of the sash, due
to shrinkage or warping, causes leakage in the usual construction,

but in these windows the spring of the V-shaped metal strips

overcomes this difliculty and witii excessive wind pressure from
the outside the joints become tighter. The same is true of the

vertical metal strip B; the wind pressure on the outside is

constantly lending to keep this joint tight. The metallic stop A
is slotted diagonally, so that when the catch is in, the weight
of the sash tends to make it bear hard against the inner surface,

which also has the effect of making a tight joint. Tests of the

stops and metal weather strips have been made with compressed
air and with water under pressure from a hose and no leakage

was observed.

Insulation for Steel Passenger and Refrigerator Cars.

After considerable experience with various kinds of insulating

materials for steel passenger and refrigerator cars, Resisto In-

sulation, manufactured by the General Railway Supply Company,
Chicago, has been found to be very satisfactory. It is a non-
conductor of heat and is non-absorbent, thus giving protection

against varying temperatures, fire and water, which makes it

desirable for car insulation. The felt and its protective coat-

ings are flexible and may be made to conform to any curved
surface of large or small radius without injury to its fibers. It

is also very light as compared with other insulating materials.

Resisto Insulation Applied to Steel Passenger Car.

Numerous tests conducted by railways, car builders and pri-

vate laboratories have demonstrated that Resisto Insulation is

especially efficient as an insulating material for all-steel pas-

senger cars, and reports of the methods and results of these

tests will be furnished on application. Resisto Insulation is

made in single and double thicknesses of ^ in. and Y?. in. re-

spectively, the former being recommended for use in connection

with metallic steel sheathing and the latter where steel plates

only are used. Steel plate construction makes a 'solid conduct-

ing surface and necessarily requires a larger amount of insu-

lation. The single thickness is sufficient when metallic (steel)

sheathing is used, because its air cells or chambers Yz in. deep

provide an air insulation which in itself is a good protection

against heat and cold. Sample pieces of Resisto Insulation will

be furnished for inspection and test purposes upon request.

The Anglo-German syndicate, which recently received a con-

cession for the construction of a railway from Puerto Pinas to

the interior of Darien, has requested the government's permis-

sion to extend the railway to Panama City by way of Chepo,

the latter place being situated in the narrowest part of the

isthmus. If permission is granted for this extension, which is

considered likely, the new road will open up for colonization ex-

tremely rich virgin lands.
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'T'HE matter of keeping permanent records of side tracks has

* not generally been given as serious attention by the different

railways as it deserves. Many of them have few, if any, records

of these tracks ; often the only reliable information available is

that in the possession of the roadmaster or section foreman under

whose supervision the tracks were built. It is constantly be-

coming more necessary to have complete and accurate data at

hand as to their location, length and ownership, to meet the

demands of the various state and national commissions for infor-

mation concerning the physical conditions of the properties.

Such information is also of assistance in making plans for im-

provements, the question of the length of existing tracks and the

weight of their rails often arising when any change or addition

IS contemplated. The greatest value of a complete record

probably consists in its usefulness in settling the question of the

ownership and maintenance of industry tracks, which so often

leads to disagreements and disputes. In many cases these tracks

are owned in part, or entirely, by private concerns, and are main-
tained by the railway at their expense. In such cases the point

of division of ownership is of great importance. The officers in

charge of the maintenanqf of side tracks should have complete
information at hand concerning their ownership, and not have to

search through files of correspondence or contracts, if the latter

exist. Frequently where tracks have been in use for many years
all definite records of ownership are lost; and when a disagree-

ment arises it is difficuh to find a basis for settlement. One
railway, which serves numerous industries in an important sec-

tion of a large terminal city, had so many controversies arising

from this cause that its officials, unable to find authentic records
of ownership, were forced, in order to settle the matter, to make
arbitrary divisions of ownership with the various industries.

Each year's delay in compiling such information renders it in-

creasingly difficult to get at the exact facts. When once compiled
the records should be carefully revised at regular intervals to keep
them up to date, and entries should be made for all new tracks

at the time they are built. After having studied this subject the

Committee on Records and Accounts of the American Railway
Engineering Association for the past year rendered a valuable

service by calling attention to the necessity of collecting the

necessary information and submitting a form for keeping it.

""PHE increases a number of roads are making in the rates of
•'• pay of section and extra gang foremen is a step towards in-

creasing the efficiency of track forces. The inefficiency of the

foremen is the cause of a large part of the unnecessary cost of

track maintenance, and by increasing his pay the greatest im-
provement can be secured for a given increase in expenditure. It

sometimes happens that when sending out for track labor a road
will offer five or ten cents a day more than the prevailing wage,
believing that in this way it will secure a better class of labor.

This is not, and will not be, the result as long as the wage
paid by the railways remains as far below that paid for un-

skilled labor in other industries as it is now. No increase short

of that which will place the wages paid by the railway on a par
with those of other industries will draw a new and improved
supply of labor into this market. On the other hand, a small in-

crease in the foremen's wages is money well spent, for the ratio

of efficiency secured from a gang of men depends directly upon
that possessed by the foreman. An able foreman will secure

better results from poor men than an inefficient foreman will

from good men. The necessity of having a high -class of fore-

men has long been realized, but the wages offered have not been
adequate, and as a result the general standard has gradually de-

clined. There is today a necessity for a higher grade of fore-

men than ever before, because of the continually declining quality

of the labor, and also because of the continually higher standards

demanded in track maintenance. It requires a man of no mean
ability to get the best results from a gang of fifty men engaged
in the simpler forms of track work, to say nothing of the more
complicated frog and crossing work; for knowledge of the work
as well as ability to handle men is required. Again, the question

of providing for the future supply of foremen must be considered.

To a very large degree these men should be recruited from outside

the ranks of present track labor, and in order that this may be

done some inducement must be offered sufficient to attract com-
petent men from other fields. The track apprentice system was
tried on several roads with varying degrees of success. The
plan was correct in theory, but failed on its practical side—that

of offering sufficient financial reward. It is desirable to attract

bright young men, technically trained, if possible, into track work,
but greater financial inducements must be offered if they are to

be secured. The average salary paid foremen at present does
not appeal to such a class of young men as something toward
which to work.
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NEW YORK CENTRAL-NEW HAVEN AFFILIATION IN NEW
ENGLAND.

Wl'". Ii.'ivc uotcil briclly hcrcloltjic facts and syinptunis point-

ing to tlic closer affiliation in New England of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, and tlic New York Central in-

terests. Snch indications as the joint control of the Kiitlaiul

and the transfer of tin-ec heavy and profitable express trains

from the New London ronte to the Boston & Albany route via

Springfield to northern New England were not to be overlooked,

as well as minor changes of traffic to the Boston & Albany, and

plans for closer interchange of traffic on the Boston & Albany

subsidiary lines. To these steps is now added a much longer

stride in the same direction. The lease balance over operation

and lixed cliarges of the Boston & Albany carried by the New
York Central as lessee for. nearly a decade is to be shared by

the New York Central jointly with the New Haven on even

terms, half and half. Whether deficit or surplus the two com-

panies will divide it; and, though the New York Central will

operate the leased road the implication is strong that the New
Haven will also share on even terms in the Boston & Albany

directive influence and policy. The two railway corporations,

already holding common terminals at New York and Boston

have now in the Rutland and the Boston & Albany what may

be called a large intermediate community of interests. Terminal

interests of the two are expanded to the railway territory

between them and northward.

The financial results for the two corporations are interesting,

but also somewhat speculative. The purchase of Rutland stock

not now paying dividends, by the New Haven, is credibly reported

to have cost $2,500,000. At the low rate of 4 per cent., this is an

annual interest charge of $100,000. During the last seven years

the deficit on the Boston & Albany has averaged $660,307 yearly.

It has ranged from a surplus of $310,803 in 1905-6, to a deficit

of $1,927,837 in 1907-8, and last year it was $578,337. It is under-

stood, however, to be roughly estimated, now and under existing

conditions, by officers of the two companies, at about $900,000, half

of which, or $450,000, the New Haven assumes. On that basis

putting the Rutland and Boston & Albany deals together, the New
Haven assumes a fixed charge of $550,000, and the New York

Central is relieved practically of the same burden.

This is the present financial aspect of the bargain. How far

by the new transfer of traffic, by economies of joint operation

and interests, by shippings of through business, will the Boston

& Albany load be lightened—and that without loss to the New
Haven in other directions? The answer must obviously be de-

ferred until the returns for the fiscal year 1912. But the gains

will, doubtless, be considerable. As one clue it is stated that the

transfer of the three express trains to the Boston & Albany, to

better roadbeds, to a shorter route and with much shorter time,

will profit, net, the New Haven more than its present long haul

of those trains. General business conditions, however, compli-

cate any estimates, and in any particular year may prove a greater

element in the traffic returns than any new phases of operation.

But the primary object of President Mellen in accepting a

plan that, on its face, is a large new financial charge, is stategic

and based on the long look ahead. Absorption of New England

railway territory as completely as possible is the key to his cam-

paign. That policy has become the more imperative now that

the Grand Trunk is threatening an invasion at its center. With

that menace the Boston & Albany assumed new import. It might,

potentially, piercing New England at its heart and reaching to

Boston become a base line of Grand Trunk exploitation, hold-

ing not merely terminal rights at New England's capital, but

with radiating branch line possibilities affecting other centers of

industry. With the New Haven sphere of influence extended

to the Boston & Albany, that peril, while not extinct, is thrust

further into the background. In that connection, as a part of the

strategy against the Grand Trunk, attention should be called to

the outlet to Montreal and into Grand Trunk territory secured

by the New Haven in the Rutland purchase ; also, on a smaller

.scale, there is the purciiasc of the Aloiitpelicr & Wells River,

iieretofore a feeder of the Grand Trunk.

In this conflict with the Grand Trunk, wJiich so clearly under-

lies the New Haven's policy, the close relations of tiie New
Haven with the Canadian Pacific must not be underrated. That
tlie New York Central, so far as concerns its New lingland

business, will be drawn into harmony with the Canadian Pa-

cific, is a fair inference. From the new affiliations of the New
Haven. A broader view of those affiliations is suggested by

the query as to where the natural and territorial kinsliip of

the New Haven and the New York Central is to stop. On that

point forecast would be more clear were the traffic relations of

the New Haven and the Pennsylvania less intimate and important

to both.

Sharp historical reminders go with the partial fulfillment of

the New Haven's old ambition for control of the Boston & Al-

bany. Eighteen years ago President C. P. Clark, of the New
Haven, opened a policy of rapid railway absorption which, at

the time, well nigh dazed its old fashioned and ultra-conservative

directorate. He took in the New York, Providence & Boston,

with its double boat lines and its leased Providence & Worces-
ter; he leased the Old Colony, with its maze of Massachusetts

roads, its prosperous boat line and its leased Boston & Provi-

dence, giving the New Haven its own through line to Boston;

and he reached out boldly into Boston & Maine territory, and

all but acquired the Connecticut River road—a project only

thwarted by the purchase by the Boston & Maine interest of the

Connecticut River majority shares at a great price. There fol-

lowed the "Partition of Poland," by which the Boston & Maine
agreed with the New Haven to divide territory, making the

Boston & Albany the separating line. A few years of President

Mellen's aggressive policy now finds a dramatic change from the

railway map of New England, as it was then. The New Haven
holds not only the whole railway system of the party of the

second part in the historic partition, but has firm and probably

permanent lodgment in the division itself.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
""PHE record of business done by the General Electric last year

•*• is an impressive illustration of the growth and development

of industries using electric power. Descriptions of installation

of new hydro-electric plants in different parts of the country

from Oregon to North Carolina are so common that one is apt

to overlook the significance and magnitude of this new develop-

ment. The total sales of the General Electric for the year ended

December 31, 1910, amounted to $71,478,558, while the cost of

sales, including $4,661,175, depreciation of plant, amounted to

$63,134,602, and the profit for the year was $10,855,692. In the

11 months ended December 31, 1909, total sales amounted to $51,-

656,632, and profits to $6,493,671. During that 11 months $2,-

447,984 was charged for depreciation.

In the report for 1910 of the vice-president in charge of the

engineering department of the General Electric, special mention

is made of the success of the company's engineers in the solu-

tion of problems arising from the utilization of water power,

which in many cases requires the transmission of electric power

over long distances, and which can be accomplished economically

only by the use of high potential currents. The company is now

manufacturing turbines and electric generators of 20,000 k. w.

and transformers of 14,000 k. w. capacity. Mention is also made

of the improvement in high tension direct current railway

apparatus, which the General Electric has made a specialty of.

The report of the vice-president in charge of sales and orders

shows that last year total sales billed amounted to $71,478,558,

and total orders received amounted to $71,182,391, both the sales

billed and orders received being the largest for any year in the

history of the company. The orders received were 17.7 per cent,

greater than the orders received in 1907, the largest year hereto-

fore reported. The increased business last year came largely

from regular customers in small contracts and current orders.
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rather than from new enterprises requiring larger amounts of

electric apparatus. Unfilled orders as of December 31, 1910,

amounted to $15,500,000 and as of December 31, 1909, amounted

to $15,600,000.

The annual report of the General Electric Co. is a model of

thoroughly sound accounting. In the explanation of the various

items that go to make up the balance sheet, especially the General

Electric is specific in its statements and sound in its theory of ac-

counting for industrial incorporations. During the 18 years to

December 31, 1910, the company spent for land, buildings and

equipment $42,142,255, and charged off to profit and loss for

depreciation $30,584,469, leaving the book value of an investment

of $46,100,783 ($3,958,528 original value in 1893) as $15,516,314.

This is a valuation of but $1.82 per sq. ft. of floor space owned

by the company including land buildings, machinery and other

equipment. Notwithstanding these charges to profit and loss the

company showed a tctal surplus at the end of 1910 of $23,022,706

Cash on hand at the end of 1910 amounted to $14,912,400 and

total current liabilities to $4,602,712. Notes and accounts receiv-

able totaled $19,047,459 at the end of last year, as against $19,-

377,972 at the end of the previous year, while merchandise inven-

tories, which are figured on a conservative basis, totaled $28,-

059,941 last year, and $25,150,036 the year before.

The General Electric Co. has outstanding $65,179,600 stock

and $14,962,000 debentures. It pays 8 per cent, dividends on the

stock, and in 1910 had a surplus for the year of $10,855,692 after

a payment of $5,214,368 in dividends.

NEW BOOKS.

Track Formulae and Tables. By Shelby Saufley Roberts, C. E., Mem. Am.
Soc. C. E. ; Mem. Am. Ry. Eng. and M. of W. Assoc. 514 pages,
4 in. X 7 in. John Wiley & Sons, New York.

The purpose of the book, as explained by the author, "is to

present in a practical manner those track problems most fre-

quently met in actual practice, supplemented by time-saving tables

in connection therewith and other tables of assistance in esti-

mating." It is chiefly devoted to algebraic solution of problems

of track layouts, and includes the various tables of logarithms

and functions of angles, as weW as other tables involving short

cuts in the solution of track problems. The book shows clearly

typical methods of computations of data from which track work
may be laid out in the field. Simple turnouts from straight

and curved tracks, slips, three-throw switches, crossovers, yard

leads and layouts are included. To make the methods clear

many problems are worked out thoroughly, and their study

should be of value to men engaged in such work. All this is

well done and well expressed and shows the author's thorough

familiarity with his subject. A study of the book would cer-

tainly be of advantage to students whether they are in the class

room or engaged in active practice.

One cannot criticize the work that went into the making of

this book, but one can have some doubt of the great value of

any book which is intermediate in size and scope between the

small collection of the tables required for actual field work and

the larger treatises giving more broadly the mathematics and

methods of solving these problems. Each one of us engaged in

track layouts has to develop for himself concise methods of do-

ing th*^ particular work that is before him, and if he is thor-

oughly grounded in the mathematics and has any common sense

and some executive ability will find these short cuts very soon

and be able to judge just what accuracy is justified. It is hard

for anyone to study a number of specific cases in which he is not

vitally interested and learn the exact way that that particular

piece of work was done. Such study lacks the incentive which
the broader text books used in a class room have of showing
a solution which may be applied to any subject; and it lacks

the inspiration which the desire of getting results inspires in a

good man who has been assigned a definite work.

To sum up, the work represented by this book is well done.

It is of limited scope. It is too heavy and voluminous to be
convenient for a man to carry in the field. It does not involve

enough mathematics to cover all of the principles of track

layouts. E. L. T.

The Elements of Graphic Statics and of General Graphic Methods. By
William Lcdyard Cathcart and J. Irvin Chaffee. Cloth, 312 pages,
59 illustrations, 6 in. x 9 in. Published by D. Van Nostrana Co.,
23 Murray street. New York. 1910. Price, $2.

Graphic methods arc usually applied in the analysis of stresses
in stationary structures, and a majority of the text books on the
subject have been written for civil engineers, but this treatise is

intended also for students in mechanical and marine engineering
and as a possible service to engineers in those professions. The
book provides a review of the principles of graphics and their

anplication to framed structures and mechanism. The text is

fully illustrated by diagrams, and the principles of applied

mechanics and of the strength of materials are discussed where
necessary. The methods of Hermann, Cremona and Reuleaux
have been freely used and arc properly acknowledged. The
treatise covers much that is usually found in the text books on
mechanics, but the treatment of graphics is fuller, has a greater
variety and is more complete. The portion relating to graphics
of forces occupies two long chapters, and that on beams and
trusses four chapters, while that relating more particularly to

machinery is dealt with under the graphics of friction and moment
diagrams for shafting. The volume should prove a useful text

book for courses in mechanics, as the graphical methods are more
direct and simpler than a mathematical analysis and further

extension of such methods would seem desirable. For a standard

text book of this size, considering the quality of the paper and
illustrations, the price is unusually low.

Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the American Society
for Testing Materials. Atlantic City, June, 1910. Volume 10. Cloth,
6 in. X 9 in., 671 pages. Office of the secretary, University of Penn-
sylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

The work of the Society for Testing Materials increases in

volume and importance from year to year, and the proceedings

for 1910 contain such a large number of papers and discussions

that it is difficult to indicate their variety and scope without

giving the whole table of contents, which covers three pages of

the volume. Many of these papers are of special interest to those

in charge of railway physical and chemical laboratories, and the

society has become the medium, or exponent, for the publication

of the more important work of these laboratories. The former

president of the society. Dr. Charles B. Dudley, was the first to

organize a chemical laboratory for railways, and his work for the

Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona covered a period of 35 years.

The addresses delivered at the Dudley memorial session at At-

lantic City are contained in this volume, beginning with one by

Theodore N. Ely on Dr. Dudley as a railway man, and ending

with a personal tribute by R. W. Hunt. A special memorial

volume commemorative of Dr. Dudley's life and his life work is

now in course of preparation and will soon be available for

distribution.

Among the principal papers included in this volume which are

of special interest to railways are the following : The group

relating to standard specifications for iron and steel ; those on

corrosion of iron and steel, including the painting of steel test

panels at Atlantic City; those on preservative coatings for struc-

tural material, including the inspection of the Havre de Grace

bridge ; those on linseed oil and the influence of pigments on

corrosion ; and the report of the committee on varnish. Standard

specifications for yellow pine bridge and trestle timbers ; water-

proofing materials. The influences of titanium on segregation of

bessemer steel rails ; low carbon streaks and open hearth rails

;

elongation and ductility of rail sections under drop testing. Un-

evenly chilled and untrue car wheels. A group of papers relating

to reinforced concrete, cement and bituminous materials. The

sclcroscope ; with a general discussion on hardness ; apparatus for

microscopic examination of metals. The volume is well printed

and illustrated, and has both a subject index and an author's

index.
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SJeiUr^ to the I^dilon

THE EFFICIENCY OF RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.

Chicago, April IJ, 1911.

To TllK lU)lTOK OK TllK RAILWAY AgE GaZETTE :

The editorial on The EfHeiency of Railway Eqiiipiuciit, in your

issue of Ai)ril 7, 1911, is quite timely. It not only points out a

serious defect in locomotive and car performance statistics, but

by the use of such statistics as arc available it demonstrates

quite clearly the failure of the radways to secure the benefit

of, or the public to avail itself of, the additional locomotive and

car capacity provided during the past seven years.

When one attempts to analyze transportation results with a

view to locating and correcting some item of unsatisfactory per-

formance, the incompetency of many so-called "units" is obvious.

An attempt, for instance, to measure locomotive efficiency by a

year-to-year comparison of Ions per locomotive mile is very un-

satisfactory, as that unit takes no account of the increase in

size and power of locomotives. A comparison of ton miles

handled per tractive unit is equally unsatisfactory, since it in-

jects the factor of traffic density. A comparison between in-

creased tons per locomotive mile and the increase in average

tractive power would be more illuminating, but, unfortunately,

an accurate comparison of this sort is prevented by the failure

of the tractive statistics to make a separation between freight

and passenger locomotives. In the case of cars, we have a little

better record than we have for engines, in that the perform-

ance of freight cars is shown separately from passenger cars.

We also have some fairly reliable data on the number of cars

idle at various times. Added to this, there are figures showing

cars idle on "account of being in bad order," percentage of move-

ment without load, and the average lading per car.

Both locomotive and car statistics, however, are open to at

least one common objection; i. e., their failure to take into con-

sideration the hours of service. If all cars and all engines were

fully emploj'^ed during each hour of every day in the year, the

averages, "ton miles per engine," "miles per car per day," and

"ton miles per car per day," when compared with increased loco-

motive power and additional car capacity, would prove rather

accurate measures of the degree of efificiency secured. As things

are the units available are not only unsatisfactory measures, but

to the extent that they do reveal a lack of general efficiency tliey

do not permit of a definite location of responsibility.

Statistics are in the nature of post-mortem data, and their chief

value lies in their applicability to future performance. It avails

little that we are informed of a decrease in the tons handled

per car unless the information indicates the cause. With the ex-

ception of possibly one common item, there is a marked differ-

ence in the kind of statistics required for locomotive and car

performance. I shall pass over the question of locomotive sta-

tistics by referring to the excellent formulae prepared by the

Committee on Conducting Freight Transportation of the Asso-

ciation of Transportation & Car Accounting Ofificers, submitted

at the June, 1909, meeting of that Association. These formulae

provide a scientific method for handling power. They take into

account tractive power, gradient, speed of train, temperature, in

fact every item entering into the transportation problem, and

even provide for an accurate determination of the advisability of

running light trains, or holding power for tonnage, by reducing

to dollars and cents the value of an increase in miles per car

per day.

Now, as regards car performance. Up to within a few years

ago, the "average miles per car per day," was the accepted unit.

With the advent of the Car Efificiency Committee of the Amer-

ican Railway Association m the winter of 1906-7, and the in-

auguration of their statistical compilations, this unit, while still

maintained as a valuable measure of car movement, was supple-

mented by the introduction of a new unit—"ton miles per car

per day." This figure combines the various factors of car loading,

loaded haul, daily movement, time idle on account of bad order

or light Irallic, and represents the net daily productive perform-

ance of all freight cars, reduced to an average for each car in

existence. It is admitted that this unit does not furnish a fair

basis for comparison between difTerent roads, and it is probable

that no unit will ever be discovered that will serve that purpose,

since it is obvious that no two roads operate under precisely

similar conditions. As a combination unit, however, backed by

the averages of the various factors that influence it, the "ton

miles per car per day" was a valuable addition to transportation

statistics. It is clear, however, that even for the individual road

this unit falls short of providing a "statistics" that will measure

the percentage of potential efficiency obtained. The difficulty is

not with the unit itself, as it is complete so far as it goes, but it

fails as a measure merely because a standard is lacking. We
do not yet know what 100 per cent, efficiency of freight car is.

In the matter of capacity, we know that a 20-ton load in a

50-ton car is 40 per cent, loading efficiency, and that an empty

movement of 30 miles each 100 traveled is 70 per cent, efficiency

in loaded haul We cannot, however, say even approximately

what percentage of efficiency is obtained in a movement of say

25 miles per car per day. Among the factors entering into that

average are items of all kinds, such as idle time spent on storage

tracks by reason of light demand for equipment; delays by ship-

pers or consignees; time held out en route by traffic congestion,-

and time spent in shops for repairs. It is apparent, therefore,

that unless we have a figure representing the ideal or highest

possible performance of a car, we can not judge from the actual

performance what per cent, of efficiency is reached. Furthermore,

unless both the ideal and the actual performance retain measures

of the individual factors entering into car performance, the re-

sults will not be adequate as a check on car efficiency. Under

present conditions, 10 miles per hour is accepted as standard for

freight train movement. Applying this schedule to a 50-ton car,

the maximum possible daily efficiency would be represented by

10 miles X 24 hours X 50 tons = 24,000 ton miles per car per

day. This is of course a purely ideal standard. In practice it is

subject to reduction by

—

(a) Time idle on account of insufficient traffic.

(b) Detention by shippers and consignees loading or unloading.

(c) Detentions en route from various causes.

(d) Time undergoing repairs.

(e) Empty movement to point of next loading.

(f) Loading light of car capacity.

Many of these factors are under the control of the transpor-

tation officer, and all of them are susceptible of analysis with a

view to correction or improvement. The following crude example

will give an idea as to how this analysis may be made

:

Month of 19
Total cars owned 1

Average capacity 50 tons
Total capacity 50 tons
100% efficiency 50 X 10 X 24 = 12,000 ton miles per day

Amount
Reduction account of of Reduction. % Utilized.

Light loading of car 25 tons 50
Time in shop 05%
Time idle, account surplus. . 10%

l'.% 85

Empty movement 30% 70
Detention

—

R. R. yards, terminals,
and en route 35%

Shippers—consignees .... 35%
70% 30

• 50 X 85 X 70 X 30 = 8.75%
12,000 X -0875 = 1,070 ton miles.

The ton miles arrived at by this analysis could be checked

against the averages secured from the regular tonnage statistics,

and if serious discrepancies were developed the analysis could

be corrected until it provided an accurate statement of the ef-

ficiency in the various items. The calculation of such items as

yard and road detention is no more impracticable than the calcu-

lations of the tons per car; the percentage of empty movement;

the shop percentage, or other items that are standard statistics

on the majority of roads. The general adoption of some system

like the above for working out the percentage of maximum ef-

ficiency for each individual road would go a long way toward
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locating the responsibility for failure to utilize increased capacity,

and would as a natural result lead to a correction of the trouble.

0. C. CASTLE.

THE ARBITRATION OF LABOR DISPUTES.

Peoria, III., April 14, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

President Delano's letter in your issue of April 7, is not only

interesting to railway employees, but will receive their careful

thought because of his past fair attitude to employees.

The Erdman act provides for the optional arbitration of rail-

way labor disputes. If it is proposed that arbitration should

now be made compulsory instead of optional, such a law would

probably be found unconstitutional if it included provisions for

the enforcement of an award that compelled one man unwill-

ingly to labor for another.

I know of no proposition which would be so distasteful to

working people in any class of employment as compulsory arbi-

tration, even though it could legally be enforced. Without

assuming the role of a ghoul and digging from history's grave-

yard the skeletons of workingmen a century old, it can readily

be shown that when the courts dictated the wages and working

conditions of the working people they enjoyed but little greater

privileges than those of serfs. The distinction between judg-

ments of the courts and awards resulting from compulsory

arbitration is not sufficiently clear to convince the working

people that they should trust their future welfare, and the wel-

fare of coming generations of working people, to what we have

been taught to call "blind justice."

The Erdman act, as originally approved, by the President,

prevented the dismissal of employees because of their member-

ship in labor unions. A labor union is almost essential to carry-

ing out the machinery of the act; but the United States Supreme

Court subsequently held that this portion of the act was uncon-

stitutional. Provide any form of arbitration which denies the

right to working people to quit the service of their employer,

and the same United States Supreme Court would probably

find that clause unconstitutional. This would suggest the idea

that the framers of the constitution did not anticipate the neces-

sity of labor unions or compulsory arbitrations.

Dismissing "compulsory" arbitration as unpractical, and recog-

nizing that there can be no such thing in fact, it is true that there

is a growing respect among railway employees for optional

arbitration, and the records of the office of the chairman of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and of the commissioner of

labor, show that many strikes have been averted, which doubt-

less would have resulted in great financial loss to the employ-

ing companies, to the striking employees, and to the public.

Many amicable adjustments of disputes between railway em-
ployers and employees have been reached through the "media-

tion" provided for in the Erdman act, without these disputes

having approached the stage where arbitration was even pro-

posed. The Lemieux act of Canada has, no doubt, averted many
similar strikes, not only on railways, but in many other indus-

tries. Personally, I believe that great good has been accom-

plished through mediation under both the Erdman act of the

United States and the Lemieux act of Canada.

But there is a vast difference between mediation and arbitra-

tion, and it is evident that mediation is not so objectionable to

the rank and file of railway employees as arbitration. Media-

tion, as practiced both in Canada and the United States, results

in concession and compromises, to which Mr. Delano seemingly

objects. It is because of such concessions and compromises that

these acts are beneficial. Usually the employer and employee
in labor disputes represent two extremes, both sometimes

prompted by selfish motives, and neither giving due considera-

tion to the interests of the other. The great success of the

mediation of wage differences in the United States, which has

been achieved by Judge Knapp and Dr. Neill, and in Canada
by Professor Adam Shortt, and others, is largely due to the

fact that they convince both parties that their respective posi-

tions are extreme, and that an intermediate position would be

fairer to all concerned.

Arbitration awards of any kind might be justly described as

"fickle" in that everything seems to depend upon the mood of

the arbitrator. We witnessed during the year 1910 quite a large

number of arbitrations of railway labor disputes, and while the

economic conditions were practically the same in every instance,

some of those awards were almost entirely in favor of the com-

pany, and others were quite liberal to the employees. I have

never heard any one even intimate that any of those arbitrators

was other than, honest in his findings. This shows that much
depends not only upon the man who is selected as the third

arbitrator, but the state of his mind at the time the arbitration

is conducted and the impression produced upon him by other

than general conditions.

Mr. Delano suggests that there should be a "standing court,

which by reason of experience and special training, is well fitted

to settle such matters." In this were brought about I could

name two men, either of whom are intensely honest and con-

scientious, but whose awards would be at great variance. If

the same class of men were selected for these permanent arbitra-

tors that are usually selected for the higher judicial positions,

we would find men whose recognition of property rights was

more pronounced than of the rights of man. If permanent

arbitrators were selected whose life environment had taught

them to consider the rights of property above that of the man,

they would conscientiously make awards in behalf of the rail-

way investor if proposed wage increases reduced incomes.

On the other hand, there are many men of most excellent

character whose environment has been such that if they were

assigned as permanent arbitrators of labor disputes they would

honestly decide in favor of the men and against property, when

questions of wages were at stake.

That this peculiarity of the human mind is evident to others

is shown by the fact that there has been such difficulty in find-

ing a man to act as "third" arbitrator, either in the United States

or Canada under the existing laws. I am informed tkat no

more trying burden has fallen upon the chairman of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and the commissioner of labor than

this selection of the third arbitrator. To find a man who is

absolutely unbiassed, whose past environment would not make

him "naturally" favorable to either property or the individual, is

a most difficult task.

If arbitration boards could be made up of four, six, or eight

men, none of whom were partisans, an award should be reached

with a clearer conception of the equities of the case than under

the present plan, but unfortunately working people are extremely

suspicious that some men cannot withstand temptation. It seems

inbred in the average workingman to distrust those placed in

positions where it may be profitable to betray an interest in-

volved. It may be that American political practice, examples

of which have recently taken up much of the time of Congress,

has led working men to distrust those placed in authority. They

realize that if a man in authority is corrupt, and will sell his in-

fluence, the employer has a decided advantage. One of the happy

features of arbitration under our present laws is that, so far

there has not been the least suspicion against any one. But

institute a board of permanent arbitrators, and whatever their

award might be, unless it were a compromise, it would prob-

ably receive condemnation. If the award was extremely

favorable to the employees, as suggested in Mr. Delano's letter,

they probably would be accused of "playing politics." If their

award maintained the employer's contention they would be

accused, by some, of having "sold out."

I feel sure that but few railway employees would favor the

institution of a permanent board of arbitration, and for largely

the same reasons that the owners of property found it necessary

to substitute temporary juries for fixed judges in determining

the rights of contending property interests. There is no doubt,
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as Mr, l)cl;in<) says, that as ;it present constilutctl, a hoard uf

three arbitrators is really but one arbitrator with two advisors,

each iiarassiiig him for a faxorahlo decision for tlie respective

interests.

Experience makes it evident that in ihe arhilr.ition of wage

disputes railways invariably assert their linancial inal)ility to pay

higher wages. The "linancial ability" of railway corporations

is one of the unsolved problems of the age. Without taking the

magazine "muck rakers" as authority, wc can readily believe

that there is much connected with railway finances, past and

present, that would not easily be understood by an arbitrator.

In investigations, state and national, those railway corporations

that most eloquently plead poverty, have usually been those

that should have been opulent. It would be difficult for a board

of arbitration intelligently to pass upon the ability of a railway

corporation to pay increased wages, or to pass upon the neces-

sity of a railway corporation reducing wages, without a thorough

knowledge of what has been done with all of the money that

has been earned by a railway company.

If a shoe manufacturer would be justified in reducing the

wages of his shoemakers because his father almost bankrupted

the shoe factory by patronizing some "get-rich-quick-concern," a

standing railway beard of arbitration could reason a like effect

ERECTION OF THE KENTUCKY RIVER HIGH BRIDGE.

HV II. II. ST.XKR,

Assislaut Engineer, American liriilgc Company.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific cros.s(:s the

Kentucky river at High Bridge, Ky., 21 miles south of Lexing-
ton, and just below the junction of the Dix river with the Ken-
lucky. Along this portion of the river the water has dug a

course for itself in a deep and wide chasm in the limestone

formation. At the bridge site this chasm is about 250 ft. deep

to ordinary water level and is aljout 1,200 ft. wide. The cliffs

are either precipitous or stand al a very steep slope with l)ot-

tom lands on one or both sides of the river. The building of a

bridge across this chasm was therefore no small undertaking.

As originally planned, John A. Roebling was to build a bridge

of the suspension type, and accordingly the building of the towers

and anchorages on cither side of the chasm was started in

1854. These were completed, but further work was suspended be-

cause of financial difficulties, due to the panic of 1857. The
towers were built of limestone quarried near the bridge site

and stand upon the edges of the chasm 1,240.9 ft. apart center to

center. Each consists of two shafts 33 ft. 3 in., center to

center, rising to a height of 85 ft. 5 in. above the base of rail.

Fig. 1—Old Bridge, Showing Old Towers for Suspension Bridge.

from a like cause. If a gold mining corporation had sold its

stock from 8 to 15 cents on the dollar and then could secure an

arbitration award reducing the wages of miners, because the

stock was not paying dividends at a par valuation, railway

employees might expect similar awards.

One of the defects of the Erdman act, which has caused rail-

way employees to suffer loss, is that there is no provision for

the interpretation of an award. An award is made under the

act and then the employer and employee disagree as to what it

means. The employer asserts his right to interpret the award

and refuses to apply the award as understood by the employees.

Even when the arbitrators subsequently meet and endeavor, to

interpret their own award, railway employers take the position

that the Erdman act does not provide for this method of inter-

pretation, and refuse to apply the award as interpretated by the

arbitrators themselves. The Erdman act should be amended to

the extent that disputes arising out of the award may be

adjusted by the same persons who rendered the award.

Summing up the entire matter, it is evident that arbitration

is a complex problem ; that it has many features to be admired

;

others that can rightfully be questioned, and some that are justly

feared by working people. w. s. carter.

President, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engiiiemen and Firemen.

Each shaft is 16 ft. 7^ in. x 24 ft. 7 in. at the base of rail,

tapering to 7 ft. 2 in. x 8 ft. 2 in. at the top, the larger dimen-

sions being parallel to the track. They are joined together by

a semi-circular arch beginning 56 ft. above the base of rail, and

being 16 ft. 2 in. from springing line to top of coping, which is

13 ft. 3 in. below the top of the shaft. See Figs. 1 and 2.

No further work was done about building a bridge at this

point until some 20 years later, when the Cincinnati Southern,

owned by the city of Cincinnati, built its line from Cincinnati,

Ohio, to Chattanooga, Tenn., and bought and used as a part of

its line the old Lexington & Danville. The deed conveying this

road reads as follows : "Resolved that the Cincinnati, Lexing-

ton & East Tennessee Railroad hereby agrees to sell and con-

vey to the trustees of the Cincinnati Southern Railway all the

line of railway belonging to this company from its north ter-

minus in Lexington to its south terminus at Nicholasville, Ky.,

together with all graded roadbed between Nicholasville and

Danville, and all the grounds, rights of way, depots and other

buildings and structures, including the towers and anchorages

for the suspension bridge on the Kentucky river."

At this later time the Cincinnati Southern asked for bids and

designs for a bridge across the river at this point, and on July

9, 1875, awarded the contract for both the superstructure and
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Fig. 2—Setting Lower Section of South Temporary Bent.

the masonry to the Baltimore Bridge Company, C. Shaler

Smith, president and designer of the bridge. Thomas Rogers

was subcontractor for the masonry, the ifon work was fabri-

cated by the Edge Moor Iron Company, Wilmington, Del.,

while Mr. Smith erected the superstructure himself.

The bridge is of the cantilever type with three openings 375

ft. long. (See Fig. 1.) Each of the two end openings con-

sists of a 300-ft. suspended span and a 75-ft. cantilever arm,

while the center span, 375 ft. long, serves as the anchor span

and rests on two pyramidal towers. The trusses are deck, pin-

connected, 18 ft. center to center for single track, and 37.5 ft.

deep center to center of chords, with panels 18.75 ft. long, and
are of the multiple system type, having two web systems. Both
top and bottom chords are stiff members, built up of plates and
angles, and have pins passing through them, forced to place by
hydraulic pressure. All diagonal members are eye bars packed

Fig. 4—Setting First Panel of North Span.

Fig. 3—Setting New North Tower.

on the pins outside of the chord. The posts also are of sections

built up from plates and angles or I-beams and channels, and

have no connection to the pins, simply bearing against the

chords and have the floor beams framing into them at the top.

Each tower consists of four columns, forming pyramids 173.5

ft. high, which rest upon limestone piers. At the base they are

71.5 ft. center to center of columns by 28 ft. center to center of

columns, each column base resting on two nests of rollers at

right angles to each other to facilitate movement under tem-

perature changes. The piers were carried down to rock founda-

tions at a depth of about 286 ft. below the present base of rail.

As the depth of the ravine would have made falsework very
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Fig. 5^First Panels of Shore Spans Set Ready for Cantilever Erection.

expensive, and as frequent and heavy rises of the river made
falsework unsafe in the center, or channel span, the method of

cantilever erection was determined upon. Briefly, it consisted

of cantilevering the span out from the north abutment to a

point 10 panels out, where a wooden tower had been erected

to support the span, as it was cantilevered still farther out to

the tower, which in the meantime was being erected with gin

poles to meet the span. The north half of the center span

was then built out half way. Anchorage for the cantilevering

of the north span was obtained by fastening the top chord with

bars to the base of the stone tower. Temporary additional rods

were used in the tower end of the span to provide for the trans-

mission of erection stresses in the web svstem. The south

half of the bridge was then built out in a similar manner until

it met the north half at the center of the center span. The
structure now being a continuous girder over four supports,

two of them being at varying elevations, it became necessary to

cut the bottom chords of the shore spans at the fourth panel

point out from the tower and so place the structure in the con-

dition as apparently designed—that of a cantilever bridge.

The official record of the railway states that the erection of

the superstructure commenced October 12, 1876, was prosecuted

without interruption through the bad weather of the winter and

completed February 20, 1877. The bridge was successfully

tested April 20, 1877. Owing to the inclemency of the weather

on the day of the test, instrumental observations of the deflec-

Fig. 6—Setting Center Diagonals of the Center Span; Kentucky River High Bridge.
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tions for each operation could not be taken with accuracy, but

were sufficient to show the remarkable rigidity and perfect

elasticity of the structure.

The total cost of the entire structure, $404,374, is less than

the estimated cost of completing the suspension bridge com-

menced by Roebling, the towers and anchorages of which were

already built.

The cost of superstructure was $225,420
" " " substructure was 178,954

The weight of iron in spans was 2,855,379 lbs.
'^ " " " towers was 788,902 "

The old drawings state that the bridge was the highest in the

world at that time, being 275.5 ft. from base of rail to low

water, and 286.1 ft. to bottom of foundations, although the level

of the water in the river has since been raised by dams.

Although the present structure is in good physical condition,

the increase in weight of the rolling stock made it imperative

to renew this bridge with a heavier one. Opportunity was

taken in the renewal of the bridge to improve the alinemcnt

and eliminate the heavy down grades which approach the bridge

from both directions, these grades making it necessary in haul-

ing heavy freight and passenger trains to use two engines and,

in some cases an additional helper. To improve these conditions.

1 J
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m'^ ^fl^^k

i
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Fig. 8

—

Handling Top Section of Temporary Bent.

the base of rail of the new bridge was therefore raised 31.3

ft. above the old location.

At first it was intended to build an entirely new structure

—

an arch bridge, 200 ft. east of the existing one, so as to avoid

interruption of traffic during the building operation; but the

final design settled upon was for a new structure on the old

location.

The new bridge is of the riveted deck truss type, and has

three spans, each 353 ft. long, resting upon steel towers and abut-

ments, with two plate girder spans 55 ft. and 69 ft. long, one at

each end of the bridge. The trusses are 31 ft. center to center,

and 73 ft. deep, of 6 panels, each 58 ft. 10 in. long, sub-divided

to 29 ft. 5 in. each for the floor and lateral systems. The floor

system is connected to the posts below the top chord. Each

tower has two vertical bents 22 ft. apart and about 160 ft. high;

31 ft. center to center of columns at the top, and 78 ft. center

to centers of columns at the bottom, and is divided vertically

into four bays or sections. The girder spans frame into the end

floor beams and into cross girders which rest in pockets in the

old stone towers. The old piers were made use of but in-

creased in height by the addition of a reinforced concrete cap

about 14 in. thick to give room for the placing of the new tower

on the pier. To provide for future double track, the new struc-

ture is designed for a double track E-60 loading, although but

two lines of stringers are placed at present. As the new struc-
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turo is upon tlit- old aliiuiiK-nt, it hti-aiiu- necessary to con-

struct tlic new work entirely surrounding tlic old and allow

the tralVic in the meantime to be carried on the old structure

under the new lloor system. As any accident afTecting the old

structure would probably be of serious consetpience, and as the

great height of tlie bridge above the bottom of the chasm

made falsework in the erection very expensive, it was therefore

imperative tiiat a safe and economical method of erection be

decided lyion. I ho method finally chosen was considered to l)c

the best under the circumstances and, briefly, consisted of build-

ing out from each tower in each direction by cantilevering and

balancing over the tower and a temporary bent until the arms

of the center span met at the middle ; then building out from

the abutments to meet the uncompleted portions of the shore

spans.

over two panels of each did truss and were blocked up<in and

anchored to the old chords at the panel points. After the der-

rick car had moved out to the proper position the stiff legs

were moved out over the I-lieams, the connecting links dropped

to place and the car wedged up on the I-beams and ancliored

to tluni, in this way relieving the old floor system from all load

at the front end of the car, except tliat of the truck. By
blocking on the I-beams at the center of an old jianel the load

could be put into both web systems of the truss (see Fig. 2).

In the fail of 1W9 preparations for the receipt of material

were made by establishing a yard north of the bridge, and

foundations for the temporary bents were prepared. Each of

the temporary bents first used was located under the first main

panel point of the shore span away from the tower, and con-

sisted of two columns 31 ft. apart at the top and 87 ft. 1% in-
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Fig. 9—Setting Second Panel Top Chord of South Shore Span; Kentucky River Higii Bridge.

As the material forming the members is heavy, and the gus-

set plates quite large, it was thought best to assemble the

trusses as a whole at the shop and ream all field holes while

the members were in place and match-mark the joints, thus in-

suring proper fit and quicker erection in the field.

Since a considerable portion of the work at. the beginning

had to be handled by a derrick car standing on the old struc-

ture, and as the old floor system was too weak to allow the

car to handle heavy loads while resting upon it, it first became

necessary to adapt the car to these conditions. This was done

by strengthening the front bolster, and by adding stifif legs and

connecting links on each side of the car to widen its base to

18 ft, which was the distance center to center of the old

trusses. Twenty-four-inch I-beams were also provided, upon

which the car was blocked while lifting; these I-beams extended

at the bottom, braced transversely by horizontal and diagonal

bracing, and longitudinally by horizontal struts to the new
towers. The columns themselves were each formed of two

sections of the bottom chord, LO-2 and L2-4, and a post U2-L2
of the permanent material, with additional splice and cap plates

and castings to adapt them to the work. The material for the

north temporary bent was taken from the south end of the

south span, while that for the south temporary bent was taken

from the north end of the north span.

The foundations for each bent consisted of a cluster of piles

42 in each cluster, under the foot of each column, capped with

12 X 12 timbers, upon which were placed two tiers of 24-in.

80-lb. I-beams to receive the load and distribute it over the

piles. The maximum estimated load was about 15 tons per pile.

with an additional load of about 6 tons per pile from wind at 20
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lbs. per sq. ft. of exposed area of bridge, making a total of

21 tons per pile. On the north shore the piles were driven

down through firm earth of a clay-like nature until about flush

with the ground. On the south shore, however, the bent fell

just at the water's edge in very soft mud overlying the rock

bottom. As the piles stood about IS ft. out of water, loose

rock and earth were dumped in to the water level and the piles

afterwards driven through this to the rock bottom.

The erection of the new towers was begun April 21, 1910,

the north one being completed on May 9, and the south one on

May 21. The method of setting the column sections was as

follows (see Fig. 3) : The main derrick car, or the car which

set all column sections to place, always faced north toward the

material yard. At the time of setting any column section the

main car moved out to position under its own power and was

wedged and anchored to the 24-in. I-beams. The second, or

helper car, facing south, moved out with the column ahead of

it on a flat car and was in turn wedged and anchored to other

24-in. I-beams. The boom of the main car was set at the

proper reach for setting the column in position, the falls of

both cars hooked on, the section picked from the flat car, swung

over the side of the bridge and slacked into the falls of the

main car, which lowered it to the approximate height; then

top of the new tower to the upper end of the bent section

and operated by the spools of the derrick car, which was an-

chored to the track at the south end of the bridge. The other

two sections of each column were set by the derrick cars di-

rectly to place, being handled in the same manner as the tower

columns. The north temporary bent was set in a similar man-
ner between July 19 and August 3, there being some delay, due

to the non-arrival of material. Previous to using the car the

various positions of the car, from which the members would
be handled, were determined upon and the stresses in the old

structure computed to determine the safety of the old structure

while under these loadings.

White oak blocking, upon which the bottom chord was to

rest, was placed upon the top of each temporary column in

two piles, leaving a space between them for the setting of a

500-ton jack. After completing the temporary bents the 24-in.

I-beams were moved to the south tower and the derrick cars

erected the first panel of the south shore span, which rested

upon the tower and the temporary bent. The truss members
and bottom laterals were erected first, and the floor beams

placed afterwards by jacking the top chords apart to allow the

teams to slip down between them. The stringers for the two
sub-panels were then placed and the traveler erected upon this

Fig. 10—Spans Completed Except for Stringers.

swung out and landed it in permanent position. In the mean-
time the helper car had been cut loose and backed off the

bridge, and if there was sufficient time between trains, had

brought out a second section. As soon as all columns of each

section or bay were set, all transverse and longitudinal bracing

was placed. The heaviest column section weighed 24 tons, while

the bottom section weighed 22 tons and was swung out 36 ft.

from the center of the bridge. The cast bases weighed 14 tons

and were swung out 39 ft. from the center of the bridge. As
the transverse bracing on the two lower bays fouls the old

tower when in permanent position, these two bays were set in

a temporary position to clear the old work until such time as

the old tower can be removed. After being erected, both tow-

ers were riveted up as far as possible. The time required in

setting two column sections averaged approximately two hours

for the whole operation.

On July 7 the erection of the temporary bent at the north

end of the south span was started, the members being handled

by two derrick cars. Owing to the difficulty of temporarily

bracing the columns of the lowest section until the permanent

bracing could be placed, these two column sections were laid

upon the ground, the transverse bracing set, and then tripped

to an upright position by two sets of falls running from the

panel. The derrick car next erected the first panel of the north

shore span with its traveler. Either one or two cars were used

in handling each member, as was deemed most advantageous,

as shown in Fig. 4.

The travelers were duplicates, each consisting of a steel plat-

form of girders and I-beams mounted on wheels at the corner,

with an A-frame and one boom in the center at each end; the

A-frames being braced together by a strut connecting them at

the top and by diagonal bars running to the corners of the

platform. Two hoisting engines were mounted on each traveler

and operated the ^-in. wire cables of the boom and hoisting

falls using 13 parts of line for the boom falls, and 9 parts for

the load falls. The travelers ran upon traveler runs on the

top chord, consisting of rails spiked to 8 x 16 timbers laid flat.

Active erectirn of the spans with the travelers began on

September 12, when various members of the first panels of the

center span were set, and was continued until October 6, when

the center span was connected (see Figs. 5 and 6). A calculated

positive reduction at the top of each temporary bent and at

LO of at least 90,000 lbs. per truss was maintained throughout

the work by moving the travelers back and forth and setting

various members, first in the center span, and then in the shore

span, as shown in the accompanying diagram. Fig. 7. To in-
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crease the anchorage, tlic bottom chords of the shore Spans

were anchored to the temporary bents, and tlic bents to their

foundation. The point L2 of each shore span was erected

lyi in. lower than LO at the tower, and the lengths of the

tension members UO-UO and the compression members LO-
LO over the towers were varied from 22 ft., so as to raise L6
of the center span 10 in. above tlie liorizontal tlirough LO, and

insure its not being below the proper position for connecting

the center span. As a matter of fact, L2 of the sliore span and

L6 of ' the center span were at greater distances from the

horizontal, due to compression in the temporary bent, block-

ing and foundations.

By measurements made after the towers were erected, it

was found that they were not exactly 375 ft. apart center

to center, and vvlien the last pieces of bottom chord were about

to be set, tlie gaps in the trusses were found about an inch

too short to allow the entrance of the chords. This was over-

come by placing 30-ton jacks between the old and the new
towers and springing the new towers apart as far as possible

;

then when a train passed over the old bridge the deflection

of the center span forced the towers a little farther apart and
the chords were slipped into place.

After setting all main truss members and most of the floor

beams and bracing of the center span, the L2 points of the

shore spans were jacked up until the top chords came together

at the U6 joint; then by using special drifts the connection of

the U4-L6 diagonal of the south half of the span was made to

the gusset at L6. The travelers then filled in as much as pos-

sible of the U6-4 panel of the shore spans and removed the

temporary bents. On October 18 the 24-in. I-beams were set

at the north end of the old bridge, and on the 19th there was
started the erection of the temporary steel bent which had for-

merly been near the north tower. Because of the higher level

of th foundations only two sections of columns were used in-

stead of three. The lower half of the bent was erected on

the flat car and tripped by Manila falls operated from the derrick

car. The top sections were then set and braced and the bent

fastened longitudinally to the old structure with wire cables (see

Fig. 8).

On October 22 the derrick car began the erection of the first

panel of the north shore span at the abutment end in the same
manner as at the tower. The trusses and bottom bracing were

erected first, and the floor beams omitted to allow the derrick

car to run out on the old bridge. The traveler was then ad-

vanced to the center of the shore span and assisted the derrick

car, which faced south, in setting the members of the second

panel. (See Fig. 9.) Because of the droop in the arm of the

span cantilevering from the tower, LO and L2 points were

erected in a lowered position so as to continue this curve and

leave a gap in the top chord for clearance. After placing all

the truss members the LO points were jacked up so as to close

the opening in the top chord at U4, and with the assistance

of special drifts to connect U2-L4 to the gusset at L4. After

the remaining floor beams and bracing were placed on November
7 the span was jacked high enough to set the 30-in. segmental

rockers and to drive out the 12-in. pins from the shore ends

of the tension members UO-UO, which connected the north to

the center span, over the north tower. For jacking purposes

the two cross girders for use at the stone towers were tem-

porarily bolted to the end posts UO-LO and the span raised

by four 500-ton jacks.

After the traveler had removed the temporary bent at the

north abutment, work was transferred to the south end of the

bridge. The same method was pursued there as at the north

end, except that a timber bent 44 ft. high was used instead

of a steel one, and in place of the cross girders there were

used short 24-in. I-beams spanning each cast base, with two

jacks resting upon them and jacking against the gusset plates

at LO. After completion of the south span on November 29,

the traveler placed the girder span at the south end of the

l)ri(lgc, and from there proceeded to set all the stringers for the

whole length of the bridge and the girder span at the north

end. (See Fig. 10.) In the meantime riveting had been started

on the bottom chord joints and bottom laterals, using oil forges

for iieating the rivets. After all possil)le erection had been

completed ail forces were turned to riveting and tiie traveler

was used for carrying swinging scaffolds, tlie forges and rivet

suijplies during the riveting of the upper chord joints.

As trains are still operating upon the old bridge, owing to

the non-completion of the approaches by the railway company,

the upper panel of sway bracing has been omitted until trams

can be run over the new structure. Many of the lower panels

of sway bracing are in a temporary position, due to interference

with the old diagonals. After the removal of the old structure

these will be changed, and the rods lengthened by short pieces

and sleeve nuts.

The total weight of the new bridge is 7,046 tons. The heaviest

member handled by one derrick car was LO-2, weighing 26

tons. The heaviest member handled by the traveler was L4-6,

weighing 343/2 tons.

The track at the north end approaches the bridge on the

general surface elevation, while at the south end it leaves the

bridge through a rock cut. As the new base of rail is 31.3 ft.

higher than the old one, a change in the approaches was neces-

sary. At the north end this was cared for by a heavy fill at one

side of the present temporary alinement and a wooden trestle

at the immediate end of the bridge. At the south end, girders

span the cut and carry the stringers and track for deflecting the

traffic to a new alinement.

All masonry work was done by railway forces, under the

direction of Horace Baker, general manager, and Curtis

Dougherty, chief engineer, of the Queen & Crescent Route. All

plans were prepared and all work, both shop and field, was per-

formed under the direction of Gustav Lindenthal, consulting

engineer for the C. N. O. & T. P. The shop drawings were

made and the steel work fabricated by the Ambridge, Pa., plant

of the American Bridge Company, and erected by the eastern

division erecting department, American Bridge Company of

New York. H. F. Lofland was general manager of erection

;

J. B. Gamberling, division erecting manager; Daniel Burns,

foreman in charge of the field work at High Bridge; and the

writer, resident engineer in charge. The writer is indebted to

Curtis Dougherty for data regarding the cost and official records

of the old structure.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Chinese ministry of communication has decided to devote

the money raised for the Shanghai-Ningpo line to build the

Kai-fong-Kai-chow railway. This was not used for the Ningpo

line, on account of the local opposition to a foreign loan. The
minister agrees to a British engineer, that British material will

be purchased, and that the amount of the loan be increased.

The Trans-Paraguayan Railway is in three great sections,

their approximate lengths being as follows : Sao Francisco,

Brazil, to Uniao, 248 miles; Uniao to Iguassu Fall-s, Paraguay,

373 miles ; Iguassu to Asuncion, 248 miles. About 60 miles up

from the coast, and part of the most difficult section, is already

built. The section from the coast to Uniao ought to be com-

pleted in two or two and one-half years. _ The line from Uniao

to Iguassu Falls will require five or six years. Speed should

reach 45 miles an hour, and the whole run be accomplished in

between 36 and 48 hours, nearer 36. The line already in ex-

istence when the Trans-Paraguayan plan was taken up had been

built and run by a small private company. The grades average

lyi per cent. Rolling stock and equipment on the Trans-Para-

guayan are to be the same as that in general use on the Sao

Paulo-Rio Grande ; American locomotives and largely American

cars, particularly the passenger cars.
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JUDGE SANBORN ON STATE INTERFERENCE WITH
INTERSTATE COMMERCE AND VALUA-

TION OF RAILWAYS.*

VALUATION AND A FAIR RETURN."

The master also found that the maximum state rates pre-

scribed by these acts and orders produced incomes insufficient

to pay the cost of earning them, taxes and just returns upon

the real values of the Minnesota properties of the defendants

respectively used to carry on their intrastate commerce in that

state. The actual earnings, taxes, and cost of conducting trans-

portation during the year ending June 30, 1908, the year when

the fares and all the rates, except the commodity rates, were

in actual operation, were proved, and the master found that

the net freight income for that year of the Northern Pacific

Company from its Minnesota intrastate freight business yielded

an annual return of only 1.941 per cent, on the value of its

property used to produce that income, and that if the commodity

rates had been in operation this percentage would have been

still smaller, that its net income from its intrastate passenger

business was sufficient to yield an annual return of only 4.2

per cent., and its net income from all its intrastate business in

Minnesota an annual return of only 2.909 per cent, of the values

of its property assignable thereto respectively. He reported

that the net income of the Great Northern Railway Company
from its Minnesota intrastate freight business was sufficient

to yield an annual return of only 5.468 per cent, of the value

of its property assignable to that business, and if the commodity

rates had been in force the return would have been less than

5 per cent., that its net income from its Minnesota passenger

business yielded a return of only .925 per cent, on the value

of its property assignable to that business, and that the net

income from all its Minnesota intrastate business was sufficient

to yield an income of only 3.359 per cent, on the value of its

property assignable thereto. His report is that, if the acts and

orders of which complaint is made had been in force during

the fiscal year 1907, the year to which the proof is expressly

addressed in the case of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Company,

the net income derived from that company's Minnesota intrastate

business would have been sufficient to pay an annual return of

only 2.93 per cent, on the value of its property assignable to

that business, that the net income derived from its Minnesota

passenger business would have yielded an annual income of

only 1.79 per cent, on the value of its property assignable to

that business, and that its Minnesota net income from intrastate

freight and passenger business would have been sufficient to

earn an annual return of only 2.47 per cent, on the value of its

property assignable to all its Minnesota intrastate business.

Numerous exceptions are leveled at the master's findings of

the values of the Minnesota properties of the companies used to

conduct their intrastate transportation on the ground that they

are too high. Evidence of the cost of reproduction of the

Minnesota property of each of the companies, of the original

cost of acquisition and construction thereof, and of the average

market value of the stocks and bonds of each of the companies

for a reasonable period of time prior to June 30, 1908, was
introduced before and considered by the master.

The master found the original cost of the acquisition and

construction of the entire railway systems of each of the com-
panies and the proportion thereof assignable on a track mile-

age basis to Minneapolis. The amounts thus found prove to

be much less than the values ultimately found by the master,

and for this very good reason : These railways were pioneers

;

they were built in large part over the prairies of Minnesota
before they were settled and before many of the existing towns,

villages and cities along their lines came into existence. A
large part of the right of way of the Northern Pacific was
granted to it by the nation. The cost of rights of way from

*The abstract of Judge Sanborn's opinion dealing with state interference
witli interstate commerce appeared April 21, p. 949.

five to forty years ago through wild lands, and through towns
and villages whose population and the value of the property in

which have since been multiplied by from 2 to 10, is obviously

no criterion of the value of those rights of way in 1908, when
they were used under these fares and rates and when agri-

cultural lands in Minnesota were worth from $35 to $100 an
acre, and rights of way and lands for yards and sites for sta-

tions in cities like St. Paul and Duluth have wonderfully in-

creased in value. It is a fair return upon the reasonable value
of their Minnesota property in 1908 to which these companies
were entitled, and the cost of that property at times varying
from five to forty years ago may be some evidence ; but it is

certainly no criterion of its value in that year. In view of these

facts, the master rightly decided that the cost of reproducing
this property new was a more rational and reliable measure of

its real value than the original cost of its acquisition and con-

struction or the market values of the stocks and bonds of the

companies, and upon that basis he made his findings.

The railway commission seems to have reached the same con-

clusion at an earlier date, for in the first part of the year 1906,

before these suits were commenced, they had employed
Dwight C. Morgan as their engineer and had instructed him
and had requested the railway companies to find the respective

values of their railway properties in Minnesota on the basis

of the cost of their reproduction new.

A schedule of about forty items originally suggested by the

commission, and perhaps subsequently somewhat modified, was
used by both parties in these cases, and their evidence was di-

rected to the values of these items on the basis of the cost of

their reproduction new.

The first and largest item on the schedule was "lands for

right of way, yards and terminals." In the case of the North-

ern Pacific Company the evidence on behalf of the complainant

tended to show that the cost of reproducing this item was about

$25,000,000. The claim of counsel for the commission now is

chat the value of this item does not exceed $9,498,099, and the

master found that the cost of its reproduction and its value

were $21,240,562. Mr. Morgan had never bought and sold any
real estate, except his homestead, nor was he acquainted with

the value of real estate in general. To ascertain the value of

the terminals in each of the three cities he took from the county

records the considerations recited in the records of deeds of a

large number of lots and lands in each of the cities, compared

them with the assessed values of those lots and lands, and
found the per cent, that on the average the assessed values

were of the considerations recited in these records. In St. Paul

this was about 60 per cent. He then laid out strips of lands

of varying widths along each side of the railway lands he de-

sired to value, divided these strips into such sections as he

thought were of about uniform value, found the values of the

land in these sections from their assessed values on the theory

that the assessed values were, in St. Paul, 60 per cent, of their

real values. From these values of the sections of his strips he

deduced the values of the railway lands between the strips by

a comparison of areas. To the values of the railway lands thus

ascertained he added 75 per cent., because in his opinion it costs

railway companies 75 per cent, more than the normal market

value of lots and lands in these three cities to obtain such ir-

regular tracts as they need and now own. To ascertain the

value of the lands outside of terminals, he seajched out himself

and by means of employees the prices at which many lots and

lands throughout the region traversed by the railways had beert

sold, and from these prices he estimated the value of the lands

of the railway companies, and then multiplied these values by

three, because, as he testified, it costs railway companies three

times the normal value of lands to procure the irregular tracts

necessary for their rights of way and station grounds through

agricultural lands and the smaller towns, cities and villages.

By these means Mr. Morgan found and testified that the cost

of reproduction, and hence the present value of the land for right
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of way, yards and lirmiiial.s of tlic Northern Pacific Company
was $15,385,07S. At tlie request of coun-scl for the defen(hints

he matle another estimate in which he omitted to use the nuil-

liples 75 per cent, of the normal terminal values and three times

the normal values of lands outside the terminal.s, and dis-

closed therein the fact that if tlicse multiples were not used his

estimate would become $9,498,099, the value for which coun-

sel for the defendants argue. But neither Mr. Morgan nor

any other witness came to say that the latter was the true cost

of reproduction or the real value of this item of the schedule.

The defendants also introduced evidence of purchases and sales

that tend to sustain Mr. Morgan's estimate of the value of this

item.

On the other hand, the evidence for the complainants was,

as to the terminals in the three cities, the testimony of three

residents of each of those cities engaged in the real estate busi-

ness, of long experience and accurate knowledge of the values

of real estate in their respective cities, as to the values of the

terminals of each of these companies, the testimony in the

Northern Pacific case of Mr. Cooper, the land commissioner

of that company,- who was in charge of its rights of way and

had purchased for it since 1903 property for which there had

been paid $6,139,542.35, and who had a general knowledge of

the property in question and its value, the testimony in the

cases of the other companies of offices thereof similarly qualified,

and evidence of purchases and sales which tend to sustain the

evidence of these witnesses. As to the lands outside of the

terminals, the Northern Pacific Company produced the testimony

of Mr. Cooper and proof of purchases and sales for railway

purposes which tend to prove that his testimony of the cost

of reproduction and the value of the property was not sub-

stantially above prices that had actually been paid for like prop-

erty. He testified that he had much knowledge from his ex-

perience and observation of the cost and value of these lands

outside the terminals, and he verified his knowledge by investi-

gating the purchases and sales of property in the vicinities of

these various rights of way, that the necessary cost of obtain-

ing such rights of way by a railway company was three times

as much as the normal value of the land, and that his testi-

mony of the value of these tracts was based upon that fact.

The evidence in the other two cases was of the same character.

In each of the three cases the master added to the values of

the terminals in St. Paul and Minneapolis, established by the

testimony of the real estate dealers and Mr. Cooper, 5 per

cent, for the cost of acquisition and consequential damages and

to the values of the lands for terminals in Duluth, verified by

the witnesses for the companies, 25 per cent, for railway value

and the cost of acquisition and consequential damages, and

from the values of lands outside terminals, established by the

evidence for the companies, he deducted 25 per cent. The

result was that his ultimate finding of the value of the first

item in the schedule was about $4,000,000 below the value which

the testimony of all the witnesses, except Mr. Morgan, sus-

tained, about $6,000,000 above that which Mr. Morgan's testi-

mony supports, and about $11,000,000 above the amount which

counsel for the defendant now urge the court to adopt. This

finding of the master is assailed because he allowed 5 per cent,

of the value of the terminals for cost of acquisition and conse-

quential damages, because .be increased the values of the

terminals at Duluth, established by the testimony of the real

estate dealers, 20 per cent, for the reason that they failed to

give due weight to the value of these terminals for railway

purposes, because the companies, estimates of the value of this

item included an addition to the values of the St. Paul and

Minneapolis terminals fixed by the real estate dealers of 25

per cent, thereof for railway value, and because he failed to

follow the theory of Mr. Morgan and to adopt the value which

Mr. Morgan would have found if he had discarded his multiples.

But the evidence in this case is conclusive, nay, we may say

it is without conflict, that every railway is compelled to pay

more tlian the normal market vauie of pr(jperty in sales I)etween

private parties for tiic irregular tracts it needs and acquires for

rights of way, yards and station grounds. The defendants'

witness, Mr. Morgan, testified that in his opinion the com-
panies necessarily paid three times the normal value for the

lands outside of the terminals in the three cities and 75 per

cent, more than the normal value for their terminals within

those cities. The master in effect found that the cost of repro-

duction and the present value of the lands for the terminals

in tlie three great cities, including therein all cost of acquisi-

tion, consequential damages, and value for railway use which

he allowed, was only about 30 per cent, more than the normal

value of the lands in sales between private parties, lie found

the value of the lands outside the terminals to be only twice

their normal value. Findings of lower values would have been

contrary to the great weiglit of the evidence and without sub-

stantial support therein.

The measure of the value of real estate is its market value

for its most available use.

But counsel argue that this court should disregard Mr.

Morgan's multiples and fix the value of this entire item at the

amount that his estimate would produce if his multiples were

not used, $9,498,099, because the original presumption was that

the fares and rates fixed by the legislature and the commission

were just and reasonable, clear proof was requisite to over-

come that presumption, if there is any substantial evidence to

the contrary the proof is not clear, and the master's findings

must be presumed to be wrong, and Mr. Morgan's evidence is

sufficient to enable one fairly, in the exercise of an honest

judgment, to disregard the findings of the master and the evi-

dence which supports it, and to adopt the lowest value claimed.

This contention is urged with such force and frequent repeti-

tion in brief and argument, and is applied so persistently to the

various specific findings of the master, that it deserves con-

sideration.

But the question whether fares and rates which have been

put in operation confiscate the property of the companies in

violation of the Constitution of the United States is a judicial,

and not a legislative, question. And when that issue is pre-

sented the rules of law, of equity and of practice applicable to

the determination of judicial questions have effect. When,
therefore, rates have been tried by actual use for many months,

and their effect has become known and is proved, when the

issue whether or not they take the property of the railway

company without just compensation has been made in a com-

petent court, and all parties have introduced, in the presence

and subject to the cross-examination and rebuttal of each

other, all the evidence they desire, when that issue and the

numerous subordinate issues it involves have been heard and

decided, as they have been in the case in hand, by a master,

who has personally heard the testimony of every witness, re-

ceived and examined all the evidence, and made specific findings

of every material issue of fact in the case, the judicial presump-

tion arises that his findings are right. This is a presumption

of reason as well as of law, a presumption that forces itself

upon and compels the reflective mind. Take the general issue.

The legislature and the commission decided it upon the in-

formation they had acquired as to the probable effect of the

rates they were making before those rates were tried. The

master decided it after the fares and all the rates, except the

commodity rates, had been tried for many months and their

actual effect was known and proved. The former decision was

based on the conjectural effect of the rates, the latter on their

actual effect. The master decided this issue upon a full trial,

in which all parties produced all their evidence, subject to the

cross-examination and rebuttal of each of the other parties, in

the manner which the wisdom and experience of centuries has

taught is most conducive to the discovery of the truth and the

administration of justice. The legislature and the commission

decided it without such trial or such proof.
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Doubtless if the fares and rates had been tested by the actual

operation of the railways under them, and the plenary proof of

their efifect and of the other facts presented to the master had

been introduced before the legislature and the commission, they

would have reached the same conclusions which the evidence

forced upon the master's mind. They decided the issue upon

evidence more conjectural or speculative; he, upon proof more

certain and conclusive.

Returning now to the finding of the value of the first item

of the schedule, it is sustained by the testimony of nine real

estate dealers familiar with the values of the properties in their

respective cities, by the testimony of the officers of the com-

panies who were well acquainted with the properties and their

values, who had purchased rights of way that cost many mil-

lions of dollars, and by the corroborative evidence of purchases

and sales at prices approximating the values found. It is met

by the theoretic value of Mr. Morgan, based on his assessment

sales method of proof, and by evidence of purchases and sales

corroborating it. But the foundation of this value is what

copying clerks wrote that grantors in deeds wrote were the

considerations of their conveyances of certain properties, and

all of these parties were strangers to the parties to this suit.

It is conditioned by Mr. Morgan's opinion of the number of

such considerations it was necessary to use to discover the

true relation of considerations of deeds or presumptive values

of properties described therein to their assessment values, by

his opinion as to the width of the strips on each side of the

rights of way and as to the number and the lengths of the

sections of the strips requisite to ascertain just measures of

the values of the rights of way between them. He concedes,

and counsel for the defendants do not deny, that his method

would not reliably indicate the value of any specific lot or tract

of land of moderate dimensions, and it is difficult to under-

stand how it can escape the maxim, "falsus in uno, falsus in

omnibus." A careful consideration and analysis of Mr. Mor-

gan's testimony and of the other evidence introduced to sup-

port it has convinced that they are too indirect, uncertain and

inconsequential to overcome the direct and convincing proof

of the values of these properties which the complainants have

made, and the exceptions to the master's findings of these

values must be overruled.

Exceptions were taken to the allowance of interest at 4 per

cent, per annum on the cost of the reproduction of the railway

properties during one-half of the estimated times of their con-

struction. But the evidence is conclusive that moneys invested

for the purchase of rights of way for, and in the construction

of, railways, ordinarily produce no net income during the period

of construction, that the amount of capital thus losing returns

is ordinarily equal to one-half of the cost of reproduction during

the entire period of construction, or to the entire cost during

one-half of that period. There is no doubt that interest at a

fair rate on the capital invested in materials and labor thai

remain idle during construction is as much a part of the cost

of constructing or reproducing a railway as is the money paid

for those materials or that labor. Brunswick Water District v.

Maine Water Company, 99 Me. 371, 59 Atl. 537, 542. Mr.

Morgan, the engineer and witness for the defendants, allowed

in his report to the commission, and verifies the justice of an

allowance of 4 per cent, per annum during one-half of the

period of constructicn ; hut the amounts he allowed were less

than those found by the master, because his estimates of the

cost of reproduction and of the times requisite for construction

were less. The weight of the testimony on this subject, how-

ever, sustains larger amounts than those fixed by Mr. Morgan
or the master, and there was no error against the defendants

in the latter's finding and allowance of the item here under

consideration in either of the cases in hand.

The Minnesota Transfer Railway Company is a corporation

and the joint agent of the owners of ten different lines of

railwav for the interchange of their freight traffic in St. Paul

and Minneapolis. Each of the ten owners owns one-tenth of

the property of the Transfer Company by virtue of an owner-
ship of stock. The St. Paul Union Depot Company is a like

corporation and joint agent of the owners of nine lines of

railroad for the exchange of their passenger traffic, and it is

owned by nine constituents in the same way. Each of the

three defendant companies owns one share in each of these

terminal companies, and the latter corporations and their prop-

erties are operated and used as tools of the railway companies

that own them, to conduct transportation for their exclusive

use and benefit. The defendants complain because the master

allowed to each of these three companies $1,186,191 as the cost

of reproduction and the value of their respective interests in

the property of these subsidiary companies, and because he

allowed to the Northern Pacific $1,180,151 for the cost of re-

producing and the value of its interest in a similar corporation

and its property used by the Northern Pacific for a like purpose

at Duluth. It is not claimed that these interests are not worth,

or that their cost of reproduction would not be, the amounts
allowed; but it is contended that these values are not allowable

at all, because they are represented by the stocks and bonds of

the subsidiary companies. But these interests in these terminal

corporations and their property are the most indispensable parts

of the Minnesota properties of the defendant companies used to

earn the fares and rates here in question, and any estimate of

the value or of the cost of reproduction thereof which omitted

the value or the cost of reproduction of these interests would
have been incomplete and deceptive. The master rightly con-

sidered and allowed their value.

There are exceptions because the master allowed to the

Northern Pacific $1,613,613, to the Great Northern $3,219,642,

and to the Minneapolis & St. Louis $608,896, for the solidifi-

cation and adaptation of their respective railways, and deducted

nothing from the cost of reproduction for depreciation. But
these amounts are those allowed 'by the defendants' engineer

and witness Morgan in his original estimates of the cost of

reproduction which he reported to the commission, and there

is much other evidence in the record to sustain them. It is

clear that a new railway may appreciate or depreciate as it

grows older. It may be renewed, repaired, and improved day

by day until the whole property becomes more valuable than it

was when it was first constructed. On the other hand, its em-
bankments and its roadbed may be neglected until the entire

property suffers great depreciation. Whether at a given time

a railway property is more or less valuable than it would be if

it had just been constructed is a question of fact, that in a

suit of this nature must be answered by the evidence. That

evidence in this case is that the railways, rolling stock, and

appurtenances which constitute the great transportation machines

of these companies in Minnesota are in better condition for use,

more efficient, more steadfast, better adapted to each other,

than if their construction was just completed, that all deprecia-

tion has been offset by appreciation, and that values to the

amounts here allowed by the master have been added to the

values of these properties new, by their age, their repairs, their

renewals, their adaptation, and their assured efficiency that

comes from constant careful maintenance and operation. There

was no error in these allowances.

The master divided the values of the Minnesota properties

between freight business and passenger business and between

interstate business and intrastate business on the basis of the

respective gross earnings of these classes of business. Counsel

for the defendants challenge this basis of division, and contend

that the apportionment should have been made on the basis of

the use made of the property by each of these classes of busi-

ness, measured either (1) by the aggregate number of the ton

miies and passenger miles of the respective classes, or (2) by

the aggregate number of the car nnles and engine miles of these

classes. They say that if that proportion of the value of the

property of a company which the number of ton miles hauled
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by it in Minncsuta bears lu tlic aggicgale of its ton miles and

passenger miles in Minnesota be assigned to its freight business,

and that proportion which its numl)fr of passenger miles bears

to tiie same aggregate be assigned tu tlie passenger business,

and if that proportion of the value thus assigned to the freiglit

business which the aggregate of the car miles and engine miles

appertaining to the intrastate freight business bears to the car

miles and engine miles used in the freight business be assigned

to the intrastate freight business, and the same method be pur-

sued in apportioning value to the intrastate passenger business

the apportionment will i)e more equitable and just. The issue

is between apportionment by use without regard to the worth

or value of the use and apportionment according to the value

of the use. The latter basis seems to be more logical and

rational. Capitalization is founded on the worth of use, not

on mere use. The value of property and of investment in

every form is measured by the value of its use, not by its use

divorced from the value thereof. The Minnesota railway com-

mission, the railway companies, all rate-makers, base their

rates primarily on the worth of the use of the railway machines

by the various classes of freight and by the passengers, and

not on the amount of that use. The rate for hauling a ton of

merchandise of the first class a mile is not five times the rate

for hauling a ton of merchandise of class E a mile, because the

former ton mile uses the railway property five times as much as

the latter, but because the use by the former is worth more

than the use by the latter. Moreover, there is no unit of

measurement of ton miles and passenger miles, of freight car

miles and freight engine miles, or of passenger car miles and

passenger engine miles, divorced from the values of the uses they

make of the railway property, from the classes of loads they

carry and the distances these loads are hauled. Indeed, there

is no proportioning or measuring relation between such varying

uses of property, when no regard is given to the values of

these uses.

On the other hand, the values of the uses, the earnings of the

property, unavoidably condition the value of the property used,

and present a natural and equitable basis of apportioning that

value to these uses. Cases may indeed be imagined in which

this basis does not produce persuasive results. One of them

was suggested by Mr. Justice Brewer in Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul vs. Tompkins, 176 U. S. 167, 176, and others of like

character have been presented in argument by counsel. But

no basis has been suggested and none has been discovered which

seems to be more equitable or more accurate. It may be that

there is no basis or method that brings perfect or ideal results.

But because the ton mile and passenger mile basis has no com-

mon unit of measurement, because that basis and the car mile

and engine mile and the passenger car mile and passenger

engine mile basis exclude the efifect of the values of the uses

made of the railway property by the various classes of freight

and by the passengers carried, because there is really no pro-

portioning relation between uses divorced from their values and

the value of the property used, because these bases ignore the

differences in the classes of freight carried and in the distances

they are hauled, because the apportionment of the value of

railway property on the basis of the gross earnings of the

classes of business, which disclose approximately the values

of their uses of it, gives effect to these material differences,

appeals more persuasively to the reason and produces results

more equitable than any other basis suggested, and because

this basis has commended itself to the judgment of, and has

been adopted by, the courts upon whom duties of apportionment

of this nature have been imposed in like cases, the master was

justified in following their decisions and his action and report

in this regard is confirmed.

Complaint is made that the master finds that the companies

are entitled to a net return of 7 per cent, per annum upon the

respective values of their properties devoted to this public use.

The character of the business in which an investment is made,

the luealily in wlinii it is placed, the returns secured in that

locality from other investments of a similar nature, the uni-

formity and certainty of the return, and the risks to which

the principal and the income from it are subjected condition

the measure of a fair return upon capital invested. An invest-

ment in a bank, in a factory, in a mercantile, manufacturing or

agricultural business, is substantially free from regulation by

the government and exempt from any duty to the public, except

that of paying taxes. If the business in which such an invest-

ment is made is unprofitable, its owners may promptly discon-

tinue its operation until more prosperous days come and then

return to their undertaking. An investment in a railway which

operates in many states is subject to the regulation of its busi-

ness by many governments. Its owners owe the duty to the

governments and to the public to operate their railway con-

tinually in days when its operation is unprofitable as well as

when it is remunerative, a duty they must discharge under the

penalty of forfeiture of their property if they fail. In view

of these facts, they ought to be permitted to receive a return

large enough to enable them to accumulate in prosperous days

a surplus sufficient to enable them to protect their property in

days of disaster and to make their average return through days

of prosperity and of adversity fair and just. The lands in

Minnesota through which these railways extend are fertile and

productive. The cities, villages and towns they reach are

rapidly increasing in population and wealth, and the people

they serve are thriving and successful. The evidence satisfies

that the railways are maintained in excellent condition, that

they are efficiently and on the whole economically managed

and operated, and are rendering commendable service. Justice

to the thriving people they serve does not require that the

owners of these railway properties should be deprived of a fair

return upon their values. To deprive them of such a return

would prevent advances and tend to compel reductions in the

wages and salaries of their employees, would tend to prevent

the extension of their lines in portions of the state where the

development and accommodation that railway service assures

would be welcome and may be needed, to deteriorate the char-

acter of the service they render, and to retard the general

prosperity. The legal rate of interest on a debt in Minnesota,

in the absence of contract, is 6 per cent., and by contract it

may be 10 per cent, per annum. Rev. Laws Minn., 1905, Sec.

2733. Rational investments in agricultural, manufacturing, mer-

cantile and other industrial pursuits, and even well-secured loans,

yield returns in Minnesota corresponding with these lawful

rates. Investments in railways and the returns thereon are at

the risk of failures and partial failures of crops, of the dis-

asters, delays and expenses of unusual storms, snow and cold,

of the great financial disasters which occasionally prevent or

delay the movement of traffic, and of the burden of continuous

operation whether profitable or unremunerative. It is an axiom

in economics that the greater the risk the greater must the re-

turn be upon invested capital, and the conclusion is irresistible

that a net return of 7 per cent, per annum upon the respective

values of the properties of these companies in Minnesota de-

voted to transportation is not more than the fair return to which

they are entitled under the Constitution of the United States.

It is proposed to run the Fukien Railway, China, along the

northern bank of the North river as far as the town of Pholam,

and to build a bridge across the river at that point, curving

southwards to the city of Chang Chow Fu. This would be done

to avoid the almost prohibitive cost of bridging the North river

so far down as the Kang Tang Kio bridge, which would be the

nearest and most natural route to the city of Chang Chow Fu.

The proposed bridge would make the distance from Amoy to

Chang Chow Fu considerably longer, but it would tap two

most lucrative sources of income—the very large North river

area and the extensive Chang Ta county.
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MOTOR DOLLY FOR HANDLING MISCELLANEOUS
PACKAGE FREIGHT.

BV GEORGE B. FRANCIS,

Consulting Engineer, Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.

During the past two years railway transportation men and

engineers have been giving much attention toward the reduction

of the cost of freight handling at the large terminals by means

of mechanical apparatus.

It is said that the largest cost item in freight transportation

is the one at the terminal, and that this is the place where there

has been practically no improvement since the earliest days of

railroading. This applies particularly to the outbound and

inbound freight houses where it is necessary to move all sorts

of packages from any one spot to any other spot, to sort the

packages in the outbound house for classification, so that the

proper rates may be applied to the particular weights of indi-

vidual consignments, and to sort them again so that the indi-

vidual consignments may be trucked to the right car for

destination.

It is also necessary to have some positive method of checking

so that truckmen do not leave the packages in the wrong car.

Motor Dolly.

through carelessness, without it becoming instantly known to

those in charge.

At the inbound house the weighing and classification therefor

and the sorting for destination, other than placing the package

in the proper section of the house for final delivery to teams, is

done away with. Thus the movement of packages from any

one spot to any other spot at the inbound house is more simple

than at the outbound house.

Up to the present no method of moving packages in these two
kinds of houses has been found equal in efficiency or more
economical in cost than the hand truck and hand power, which
have been with us from time immemorial. Where freight of one

classification must be moved from some one point to some
other one point there are many successful methods of doing

this by power machinery, such as the moving platform, the belt

conveyor, the overhead crane and the overhead carrier generally

known as the telpher. The many well-known types of fixed or

traveling cranes assist in a variety of movements, so that one

particular class of freight is handled at vastly less cost than

the miscellaneous package freight at the outbound and inbound
houses above referred to.

Nearly all manufacturing or industrial plants throughout the

country have installed some type or types of power handling:

machinery where the material is to be handled or conveyed from
some one point to some other one point. Many of these

mechanical appliances are applicable in the loading and unloading
of vessels at wharves and water terminals. They are also, ta
some extent, useful at railway freight transfer stations where
less than car load lots are broken up for the purpose of making
car load lots for particular destinations, or the reverse.

Great effort has been made to devise for outbound and inbound
freight houses a system of telpherage to embrace lifting, con-

veying and lowering, say from the time freight is delivered at

the doors of the outbound house or teams until it is deposited
inside or upon the car; also to make this apparatus workable
in handling any kind of package from any one spot in or along-

side of the house to any other spot in any car in any part of
the yard adjacent to the house. This system involves overhead
tracks everywhere in the house and yards sufficient to cover
almost every square foot of area, the distribution of contact

wires for power, the use of many switches in the track, auto-

matic or otherwise, for diverting of route, etc. When it is

tried to lay it out, in connection with existing facilities, it is

found, that to get supports for the overhead track this telpherage

system practically requires the reconstruction of entire yards
and buildings, and that there are often physical obstructions,

like overhead bridges, to prevent the utilization of head room
over the cars, etc. It has even been said that to make this system
most efficient would require the reconstruction of the cars them-
selves so that they might be loaded through a removable roof
or top hatches. These difficulties have prevented railway officers

from installing such plants, and there is hardly such a system
in the country. Should any manager have sufficient confidence

in obtaining the reduction of cost in freight handling by this

system the best place to try it out would be in an entirely new
terminal where all facilities could be planned to harmonize with
this system.

While this mechanical handling discussion has been going on
other improvements have been developing, which allow of

economy at freight houses by simpler means. Over and over
again have railway men repeated the statement that nothing

would ever be found to take the place of that wonderful tool,

the hand truck, so efficient, in all save expense, in moving the

package freight in the freight houses; and a eulogy might be

written on its utility as a crow-bar, an elevator (at least suf-

ficiently to clear the floor), a turntable and a conveyor.

The tool now suggested to take the place of the expensive

hand truck is nothing more or less than a miniature storage

battery power truck, which improvements in batteries and other

apparatus have made available for the purpose. The develop-

ment of this miniature truck is natural, following on the

immense success achieved by the recently adopted larger power
trucks for baggage handling in New York and other places.

The best features of the miniature truck is its availability in

all existing freight houses, and the low cost to any railway to

make a test of its efficiency. This machine has been named the

"motor dolly," because the timber dolly used on construction

work is the smallest known type of machine used for the con-

veyance of heavy weights. The overall dimensions selected for

the motor dolly are those considered most desirable for present

outbound freight house conditions. The average working speed

will be twice that of the hand truck and the average carrying

capacity utilized about three times that of the hand truck. This

makes the power dolly, when efficiently used, equivalent to six

liand trucks in speed and capacity.

The machine suggested consists of a steel-framed spring

mounted platform 6 ft. long and 38 in. wide. The front and

rear portions are raised, the rear to accommodate the power
plant and driving gear, the front to provide clearance for the

steering wheels. The central portion, which is but 9 in. above

the floor, is intended for heavy packages, and the raised por-

tions are for light packages. The entire platform area is

available for loading. The central or low portion is provided
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with a unitiuc aiul original sysU-in of (Ici)ressal)lo rollers for

convcnioiice in loading and iinloadinn. During transit tlusc

roUors arc depressed, allowing the package to rest directly on

the platform. By means of these rollers, large or heavy packages,

ordinarily requiring considerable time and labor for loading, may
be readily slid on and olT the platform, materially facilitating

this portion of the work.

The space occupied by the motor dolly is approximately the

same as that occupied by a loaded hand truck in transit with

the trucker either pushing or pulling the load. The maximum
speed practicable is 6 m. p. h., while the average speed will be

about 5 m. p. h. The turning radius is 2 ft. at the rear wheels,

which allows of its use in as cramped and congested situations

as that in which the present hand truck operates. No wider

trucking aisles are required than with the hand truck.

The power plant consists of a storage battery in connection

with a compact and efficient motor of 2 k. w. rated capacity.

As one of the chief requirements is rapidity of movement, or

liveliness, a motor capable of considerable overload capacity is

required. Similarly, all details of the propelling mechanism

should be extremely rugged and capable of rough handling

without injury. The battery should be removable, with the

idea of recharging batteries independently of the machine

;

spare batteries should be provided for this purpose. It is con-

sidered that under ordinary conditions of operation the battery

provided will give about 5 hours' operation without charge, or

being recharged. The time required for battery change is about

5 minutes.

The motor is hung on the main frame directly under the

battery and is direct-geared to the countershaft through a spur

gear reduction. The countershaft runs the width of the machine

and is provided with a differential gear. At each end of the

countershaft there are sprockets engaging a chain running on

sprockets direct connected to the driving wheels. The rear

axle is solid, of ample strength and rugged construction.

After providing for the several details comprising the motive

power equipment, it will be seen that the space allotted to this

purpose is reduced to a minimum. The same may be said of the

front portion of the machine. Therefore, any increase in the

length of the machine, within reasonable limits, for inbound

house conditions would represent net increase of the heavy load

portion or low platform section.

The body of the machine is mounted on coil springs, guide

pedestals similar to railway car practice being provided. The

front wheels are separately pivoted and are operated for steering'

in the same manner as in automobile practice, except that

greater freedom of movement is allowed. The front, vertical

frame carries the control handles. The removable steering

handle is connected through a vertical shaft and suitable reduc-

tion to the steering wheels. The automatic controller handle

is connected to a compact controller under the front floor,

which gives three speeds in both directions. The brake lever

works through the usual connections on a brake drum direct

connected to the rear wheels. These brakes are of the internal

expanding type.

The operator may either stand on the front platform or sit

on the folding seat which is hung on the front frame. In case

of the front platform being occupied by packages, he can sit

on the packages. The automatic controller returns to the off

position when released, so that in normal operation it requires

small mental effort on the part of the operator to shut off power

and apply the brakes. The brake is further provided with means

for holding at any position in which it may be placed. It is con-

sidered that, in view of the quality of liveliness possessed by this

machine, refinement of control is justified.

The maximum capacity is 1,000 lbs., and the weight without

load about 1,200 lbs. It is expected that under average con-

ditions the capacity utilized will be about 750 lbs. and the

average speed, excluding stops, will be about 5 m. p. h. At

the rear of the machine a removable rack or stakes will be

provided. These latter may be used as levers in case of

necessity to assist in loading.

The motor dolly will readily manocuvcr wherever the hand
truck will ; it can enter the standard freight car and turn around
inside if necessary. In general, it represents a compact and
lively counterpart of the hand truck with the additional desirable

feature of speed, carrying capacity and freedom of movement.
No other transportation medium, other than a charging plant,

is necessary for the efficient utilization of present freight houses

as they now stand, than the installation of this form of trans-

portation in such quantities as is required by the volume of

freight handled. The net capacity of the freight house will be

increased and the initial investment, operating costs and capital

charges will be in direct proportion to the amount of freight

handled. This system serves areas and not predetermined

fixed points whose locations cannot be changed except at con-

siderable cost.

The entire top surface of the motor dolly can be loaded with

freight and its several top surface divisions lend themselves

very conveniently to keeping separate the parts of the load

that are labeled for separate destinations, either in the cars, or

in the house. In order that no freight shall be sent to its wrong
destination, pockets are provided for the car numbers, which,

instead of being handed to the trucker, are placed in the pocket

opposite the freight itself. After the freight is placed in the

correct car, the checking numbers are taken from a similar

pocket on the car in which the freight is placed and this duplicate

number put in the proper pocket on the dolly, so that on the

return of the dolly to the loading point the checker may verify

the fact that each of the several loads on the dolly has gone

to the correct car for destination. This avoids any mixing of

cards in the hands of the operator of the dolly.

The use of a motor dolly of this character would probably

require in some instances that the facilities for weighing the

packages as they come of? the team and before they go on the

dolly be at the door when the transfer from team to dolly is

made. In other cases, where the freight is of one classification,

the dolly can go to the scales, as is usual with hand trucks. A
portable platform scale could be used at the receiving doors to

supplement the usual house scale.

This system of freight handling has been devised by the writer

;

he has been assisted in the mechanical and other details by

B. H. Smith, M. E. Patents have been applied for on this form

of apparatus.

THE TEXAS LEGISLATURE.

The Texas legislature, as recently noticed in this column, has

adjourned after a 60-days' session without having passed a single

law increasing the restrictions on railway operation and, in fact,

without adopting any measure of any kind which will tend to

accentuate the hostility toward railways which has been so

prominent a feature of public sentiment in that state during the

past 15 years. Moreover, the bills called for by the labor unions

were uniformly rejected. These bills were numerous, as in

former sessions, but not one was enacted into law. One of the

bills which proposed to require an additional m-an on all trains

was reported favorably in the lower house but it never came to

a vote. John Gould, a Texas newspaper man, who sends us

these notes, says that there was encouraging evidence through-

out the session of a tendency to give the railways a "new deal,"

but how much permanency there is to this improvement is

difficult to say. While the attitude of the legislature on general

laws was thus commendable there were introduced two measures

which would encourage railway building in Texas, and which

were favored by a strong sentiment among the business com-

munity, but which were rejected. These were the bill to allow

the consolidation of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas

with the Texan Central, and the bill to repeal the worst features

of the law passed last summer for the benefit of unsecured
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creditors of the International & Great Northern. The M. K. & T.

controls the Texas Central and the T. C. is not a competing

line, but the bill failed, even after being favorably reported in

both houses. It was reported that the governor meant to veto

the bill if it were passed. The I. & G. N. bill is said to have

been favored by the governor and it was featured by both com-

mittees, but it died of neglect during the last days of the session.

Two other consolidation bills failed, one allowing the St. Louis

& Southwestern to acquire the Stephenville, North & South

Texas Railway, a small western line with which the cotton belt

connects, and another permitting the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe

to take over the Concho & San Saba Valley, another West Texas

short line. The original outlook for both of these bills was

quite favorable, but both failed in the rush of other business.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING DURING 1910; BALDWIN LOCO-
MOTIVE WORKS.

Locomotive building in the United States during 1910 was

characterized by the development of types previously introduced

and tried out in service, rather than by the introduction of

radically new designs. The year 1909 had witnessed the con-

structicn by the Baldwin Locomotive Works of the first Mallet

articulated compound locomotives with the 2-8-8-2 wheel arrange-

ment. The first examples of this type were built for the Southern

Pacific and were followed later in the year by two similar loco-

motives for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The Santa Fe

principal features of its design. The boiler is of the separable

type with the main, or evaporating portion, in the rear section

and a feed-water heater in the front section. The separable

joint surrounds a combustion chamber which is located between

the feed-water heater and the evaporating section. The heater con-

tains ordinary fire tubes except at the center where a large flue,

21 in. in diameter, is located. The injectors force water directly

into the heater which is kept filled. The overflow leaves the

heater through an outlet placed on the top center line and enters

the boiler proper through a check valve so that any discharge

from the evaporating section into the heater is impossible.

The throttle is of the usual balanced type and is located in

the dome, which is of pressed steel flanged from a single sheet.

The steam, in passing from the high to the low pressure cylin-

ders, flows through a nest of small tubes which traverse the

central flue of the feed-water heater. It then passes to a flexible

receiver pipe which is placed on an angle under the smoke-
box. With this arrangement the high pressure exhaust steam is

reheated and the piping is exposed to the cooling efifects of the

atmosphere as little as possible. The frames are arranged with

a single hinge connection in the form of a cast steel radius bar.

The hinge pin is seated at the bottom in a cast steel frame brace,

and at the top in the high pressure cylinder saddle. The high

pressure cylinders are cast entirely separate from the saddle and

from each other. The low pressure cylinders are bolted and

keyed to either side of a steel casting secured to the front frame

and constitute part of the front frame system. This form of con-

Mallet Locomotive of the 2-8-8-2 Type; Virginian.

engines were described in the Railway Age Gazette of November
26, 1909, page 1018. They weighed 462,450 lbs. in working order

and this weight has not yet been exceeded, unless exception be

made in the case of certain ten-coupled locomotives for the same

road which were rebuilt as Mallet compounds during the past

year by the addition of front units. As the ten-coupled engines

had been in service for some tim.e, the rebuilt locomotives can

hardly be classed as new construction.

MALLET LOCOMOTIVES.

During 1910 the increasing use of the Mallet locomotive was
notable, 169 being built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
These locomotives are now being used to a considerable extent

in heavy road service, especially on lines where grades are severe

and speeds are necessarily slow. In common with other com-

pound locomotives the Mallet shows its greatest economy at

comparatively slow speeds and does its best work on heavy pulls

where a high tractive eff^ort is exerted for a maximum period of

time.

Virginian Mallets.—The heaviest locomotive built during 1910

was of the 2-8-8-2 type and was constructed for the Virginian.

It weighs 448,750 lbs. in working order and develops a tractive

effort of 97,200 lbs. It is capable of hauling 20 cars, each weigh-

ing 78 tons, and a caboose up a grade of 2.07 per cent. This loco-

motive is an excellent example of the eight-coupled Mallet, as

built by Baldwin, and attention may therefore be called to the

struction makes it possible to keep the transverse distance between

the low pressure cylinder centers within reasonable limits, re-

gardless of the distances between frame centers. Eight loco-

motives similar to the Virginian Mallets and nearly the same

capacity, were built in 1910 for the Duluth, Missabe & Northern.

Santa Fe Mallets.—Two Mallet locomotives, with articulated

boilers, were built for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and

were described in the Railway Age Gazette of February 24, page

351. They have a 2-6-6-2 wheel arrangement and are alike ex-

cept for the design of the flexible boiler connection used. On
one engine the connection consists of two cast iron sleeves fitted

one within the other and provided with snap rings to keep the

joint tight. Each sleeve forms a ball joint with a cast iron ring,

which is bolted to the shell of the corresponding boiler section.

The connection is thus double ball-jointed, as well as slip-jointed,

and can accommodate itself to any change in the relative positions

of the two boiler sections. On the second locomotive, the articu-

lated boiler connection consists of a number of steel rings which

are made with a set, so that when placed adjacent to each other,

they form a series of V-shaped sections. These rings are riveted

together at their inner edges and bolted at their outer edges, the

general arrangement being somewhat similar to the bellows of

an accordion. An internal flue traverses the connection and pre-

vents cinders from lodging in the crevices between the flexible

plates. The rear section of the boiler contains a superheater and

the front section a reheater of the Jacobs type. The front sec-
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tiiMi is lu-ltl ill aliiK-iin.-iil with tlie fraiiR-s, but is carried at the

irar i n a sliding siipiiort wliicli provides for expansion and cdii-

tractioii.

I lie Atcliison, 'I'opiUa & Santa I'e also received 3S Mallet loco-

motives jjc'ie'raliy similar lo those descrihcd above, but having

rigid boilers of the separable type. .MI tiie iMallels are lUtcd

for coal burning and are in service on llic llilcn cut -off, wiure

tlie maximmn grade is 0.() per cent On this i^raile liuy liave

handled 2,700 tons of cars and ladinj; at a speed of 15 miles per

hour.

In addition to the MaMct locontoti\es tiiere were i)uiit fur

this road during the past year, 23 .Xtiantic type !(x-omotives witli

balanced compound cylinders, and 12 Pacific type locomotives

with single expansion cylinders. Tliese engines, in common with

the Mallet locomotives, are equipped with the Jacobs-Shupert

design of fire-box. This fire-box was described in tlie Raihvay

Age Gazette of November 18, 1910, page 965. The inside and

outside shells are each composed of a series of steel plates which

are flanged to a channel section and bent to suit the contour of

the fire-box. Stayplates, cut out to allow the free circulation of

steam and water are interposed between the adjacent channels.

As the flanges of the channels composing the inside shell are

placed on the water side, the rivet heads are not exposed to

the action of the fire. With this construction, staybolts are re-

quired in the front and back water legs only.

The Mallet loconiotives with rigid boilers, as well as the

(Jrcat Northern Mallets.—The first American railway to use

the Mallet locomotive ( n an extensive scale was the Great

Northern, which since 1906 has been using locomotives of the

2-6-6-2 type in both road and pushing service. The engines built

for this road during 1910 have the 2-6-8-0 wheel arrangement,

with a separable boiler and the I'.merson superheater. The feed-

water heater is traversed by a large central flue, as in the Vir-

ginian and Burlington locomotives, but this flue in the Great

Northern design contains a single pipe, instead of the nest of

small tubes. The surface available for reheating is thus com-

paratively small but the piping is exposed as little as possible to

the ccolmg eflects of the atmosphere.

Mallets for Logging Roads.—During the past year a number

of Mallet locomotives were placed in service on logging roads.

These engines include a tank locomotive with the 2-6-6-2 wheel

arrangement, built for the Booth-Kelly Lumber Company, of

Oregon. This locomotive exerts a tractive effort of 37,800 lbs.

The line has grades of Oy^ per cent, and curves of 35 degs., and

is laid with rails weighing 56 lb?, per yard. The engine is at>

example of a powerful unit designed for service where severe

limitations are imposed.

CONVERTED MALLET LOCOMOTIVES.

Forward units for converting single expansion locomotives to

Mallet compounds were built for the Erie, the Chicago Great

Western and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The Erie unit

Mallet Locomotive of the 2-

Atlantic and Pacific type engines, are fitted with superheaters of

the Buck-Jacobs type. This form of superheater is built into

the boiler shell, and is placed in front of the evaporating section.

It consists of a chamber traversed by fire-tubes, around which

the steam is compelled to circulate by internal bafifle plates. In

the Mallet locomotives the superheater is placed in the forward

boiler section, and is divided into two parts by an intermediate

tube sheet. In the rear part the steam is superheated before it

enters the high pressure cylinders, while the front part is used

as a reheater between the high and low pressure cylinders. On
the compound Atlantic type locomotives, a reheater only is used.

All the locomotives equipped with Buck-Jacobs superheaters have

two steam domes and the steam pipes are placed outside the

boiler so that the joints are readily accessible. These pipes are

heavily lagged to prevent radiation.

Burlington Mallets.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy re-

ceived ten Mallet locomotives of nearly the same capacity and

having the same wheel arrangement as the Santa Fe locomotives.

These locomotives were described in the Railway Age Gazette of

May 13, 1910, page 1213. A fire-tube superheater of the Emer-
son type, which is also described, is used and the reheater is

similar to that applied to the Virginian locomotive. The fuel

used is lignite. The boiler is of the separable type, and a feature

of the design is the large amount of heating surface (2,172 sq.

ft.) provided by the feed-water heater.

6-8-0 Type; Great Northern.

was applied to a consolidation locomotive ; the Chicago Great

Western units (3 in number) to prairie type locomotives; of

the fourteen Santa Fe units, four were applied to consolidation

locomotives and ten to engines of the Santa Fe, or 2-10-2 type.

The method of converting these locomotives on the Chicago Great

Western was described in the Railway Age Gazette of November

4, 1910, page 867, and on the Santa Fe, in an article by M. H.

Haig, mechanical engineer of that road, published February 10,

1911, page 278. In applying these units comparatively little change

is necessary on the original locomotive. The added boiler section-

is utilized as a feed-water heater, and it has been customary to

apply some form of reheater and, in some cases, a superheater.

This plan of rebuilding makes it possible to materially increase

the- power of the locomotive by utilizing energy formerly wasted'

in exhaust steani, also, the fuel and water consumption per horse

power developed is considerably reduced.

SUPERHE\TERS.

The development of the single expansion locomotive in both'

passenger and freight service, has been characterized by the in-

creasing use of superheated steam. The Baldwin Locomotive

Works has applied the Vauclain type of smoke-box super-

heater and various types of fire-tube superheaters principally of

the Emerson type. In the case of the Santa Fe locomotives, the

superheaters have been built in accordance with designs prepared?
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Narrow Gage Mallet Locomotive for Logging Service.

by the mechanical officers of that system. On single expansion

locomotives equipped with superheaters, it is customary to carry

a steam pressure as low as 160 lbs., and to enlarge the cylinders

to secure the desired tractive effort. It has been found so diffi-

cult to lubricate and maintain slide valves when high tempera-

ture steam is used that piston valves are now applied to all loco-

motives equipped with fire-tube superheaters. With the Vauclain

type of smoke-box superheater, which gives a moderate degree

of superheat, both piston and balanced slide valves have been

successfully used.

Judging from the distribution of locomotives equipped with

superheaters, they appear to have met with their greatest success

in the middle west, where a large number are employed in both

freight and passenger service. Emerson superheaters were ap-

plied during 1910 to the Pacific type and consolidation locomo-

tives for the St. Louis & San Francisco, to the Pacific type.

Mikado and Mallet locomotives for the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, and to ten-wheel and Mallet locomotives for the Great

Northern.

The Great Northern ten-wheel engines are used in passenger

service and are of two sizes. The heavier engines have wide

fire-boxes with the grates placed above the rear pair of driving

wheels. The boilers are built for a pressure of 210 lbs., but in

service the safety valves are set at 170 lbs. As the cylinders are

26 in. X 30 in. and the driving wheels 73 in. in diameter, the

tractive effort exerted is 40,000 lbs. This is high for a passenger

locomotive and indicates the heavy class of service which these

engines are required to perform.

MIKADO LOCOMOTIVES.

The original Mikado locomotives were built by the Haldwm
Locomotive Works for the Japan Railway Company in 1897.

These engines had a gage of 3 ft. 6 in.; they were designed for

burning a low grade coal and had wide fireboxes placed over the

trailing trucks. Although a decided innovation, they proved

most satisfactory in service. The first heavy Mikado locomotives

built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for service in the United

States, were completed in 1902 for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe.

A Mikado and a consolidation locomotive may have equal

weights on driving wheels and may develop equal tractive efforts,

but considerably higher boiler capacity may be provided in the

former than in the latter. The Mikado is thus fitted for heavy

freight service where speed is an important consideration, or

where, because of long grades or other physical conditions, ex-

ceptional steaming capacity is required. This wheel arrange-

ment can also be used to advantage in locomotives designed to

burn low grade fuel, requiring a deep fire-box with large grate

area. It has also been applied with excellent results, to eight-

coupled locomotives for logging or other special service, where it

is frequently necessary to back into sharp curves and switches.

The Virginian has purchased 42 locomotives of this type for

heavy service from the Baldwin Locomotive Works during the

past two years. These engines are handling coal traffic on a

section of the line where the grades are generally favorable to

the movement of loaded trains. They exert a tractive effort of

50,000 lbs., and one of them has hauled, in a single train, 100

-M^M.

Mikado Locomotive for Heavy Freight Service; Virginian.
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luadul cars weighing 7,5()2 tons. These locomotives use saturattd

steam at a pressure of ISO lbs., and are equipped with tiio Wal-

schaert valve gear and pneumatic power reversing gear.

In July, 1910, an experimental Mikado locomotive was built

for the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company. This engine

was specially equipped for burning lignite and has proved so

successful, as described in the Railway Age Gazette of January

27, page 167, that a number of similar locomotives are now being

built for the Associated Lines. The boiler has a wide fire-box

of ample depth and volume and the smoke-box is of exceptional

length in order to provide suflkient netting area. The design

embodies the Associated Lines standards wherever practicable.

This engine steams freely when using a large nozzle and very

little difficulty has been experienced from spark throwing in spite

of the light character of the fuel.

Another notable order for Mikado locomotives was received

from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and partly filled before the

close of the year. This order called for 50 engines, all of which

have fire-tube superheaters of the Emerson type. These are

among the heaviest eight-coupled single expansion locomotives

thus far built and their driving-wheels, which are 64 in. in

diameter, are among the largest thus far applied by the builders

to an eight-coupled engine. With 27 in. x 32 in. cylinders and a

boiler pressure of 170 lbs., the tractive effort exerted is 49,300

lbs. The superheater contributes a heating surface of 845 sq.

ft. and the superheater pipes are placed in 24 tubes 5'/2 in. in

are l)ecoming more and more of a necessity in express passenger

traffic because of constantly increasing train loads and more
exacting requirements of service. The largest order for four-

coupled passenger locomotives filled during the year was from

the Baltimore & Ohio for 26 Atlantic type locomotives. These
engines were described in the Railway Age Gazette of May 20,

1910, page 1255. They use saturated steam at a pressure of 20S

lbs., and with 22 in. x 26 in. cylinders and driving wheels 80 in.

in diameter, the tractive effort exerted is 27,400 lbs. The boiler

design is characterized by a large grate, having an area of 55.5

sq. ft., and a moderate amount of well-disposed heating surface

(2,350 sq. ft). The steam distribution is controlled by 14 in.

piston valves and Walschaert valve-gear. The tender is equipped

with a water scoop operated by compressed air.

Balanced Atlantic type locomotives for the Santa Fe were

described in the Railway Age Gazette of December 23, page

1189. They have two high pressure cylinders between the

frames and two low pressure cylinders outside. All four pistons

are connected to the leading pair of driving-wheels and the steam

distribution is controlled, on each side, by a single piston valve.

Since their introduction on the Santa Fe in 1903, they have been

highly successful and some of them have made remarkable mile-

age records. One engine, received from the builders on May 1,

1906, was in service until October 22, 1910, without being

shopped for general repairs, during which time it covered

241,335 miles.

Narrow/ Gage Mallet Locomotive with Outside Frames.

diameter. The steam distribution is controlled by 14 in. piston

valves and Walschaert valve gear. The high tractive effort and

steaming capacity of these locomotives, together with the large

driving wheels used, make the design specially suitable for heavy

road service where speed is an element of consideration.

CONSOLIDATION AND TWELVE-WHEEL LOCOMOTIVES.

For general freight service there continues a demand for con-

solidation locomotives. These engines have shown a steady ad-

vance in size and capacity, and the total weight of a consolida-

tion locomotive for trunk line service is now usually in excess

of 200,000 lbs. and cylinders with a diameter of 23 in. or 24 in.

are becoming common on engines carrying 200 lbs. pressure. A
modification of the consolidation type is the twelve-wheel, which

has a four-wheel leading truck but no trailing truck. Loco-

motives of this type, weighing 113,000 lbs., were built by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Lehigh Valley as far back

as 1887, to specifications furnished by James Weaver, master

mechanic. Forty locomotives with this wheel arrangement,

weighing 261,000 lbs. each, were built in 1910 for the Norfolk &
Western. These engines use saturated steam at 200 lbs. pres-

sure and the distribution is controlled by piston valves. The

locomotives were built to drawings furnished by that railway.

PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

The majority of passenger locomotives built during 1910 were

of the six-coupled type having either the 4-6-0 or 4-6-2 wheel

arrangement. Locomotives with three pairs of driving wheels

MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS.

Trailing Trucks.—The locomotive designs during the past year

present comparatively few details that are radically new. An in-

creasing use of outside journal trailing trucks is to be noted

on all types of engines to which such trucks are applied. A large

number of locomotives have been equipped with the Hodges
truck, which is simple in construction and may be clamped to the

engine frames if it is desired to prevent side swing. This truck

is provided with leaf springs which are mounted directly over

the boxes and the side swing is taken by the spring links which

are jointed for the purpose. Several of these trucks have also

been equipped with centering springs.

Piston and By-Pass Valves.—With the increasing use of piston

valves there has been a steady improvement in the design, not

only of such valves but also of the cylinder castings and their

accessories. A by-pass valve is an important feature on a piston

valve cylinder and the form of by-pass valve generally used by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works is one which has been exten-

sively used on the Pennsylvania Railroad. The live steam ports

are extended upward to a horizontal face placed above the steam

chest and are normally covered by a flat plate, which is held to

its seat by steam pressure acting on its upper surface. Excessive

pressure beneath the plate will cause it to lift from its seat thus

opening communication between the two ends of the cylinder.

This style of by-pass has been applied not only to single expan-

sion locomotives but also to Mallet compounds on which piston

valves are used.
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Walschaeri Valve Gear.—The majority of the standard gage

road engines built during 1910 were equipped with Walschaert

valve gear. This gear has been simplified and materially

strengthened, special attention having been given to the structural

parts which support the motion work. As far as possible, all

moving parts are located in the same vertical plane. Where this

cannot be done it is customary to attach the upper end of the

combining lever either to a rocker or to a crosshead having off-

set lugs so that the movement is transferred from the plane of

the combining lever to that of the valve stem.

Wheels.—Many of the locomotives built in 1910 were equipp.^d

with solid forged and rolled steel truck wheels. In some cases

these wheels were used under the tender only, the steel tired

wheels being used on the engine truck. Rolled steel wheels are

moderate in cost, and their durability and freedom from break-

age makes them specially suitable for service under heavy motive

power and rolling stock.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR EXPORT.

- The locomotives built for export during the year included two

of the Pacific type for the Central Railroad of Brazil, which are

the largest passenger engines thus far shipped by these builders

to South America. These locomotives have a gage of 5 ft. 3 in.,

and are equipped with fire-tube superheaters of the Emerson

type. They exert a tractive effort of 29,000 lbs., and weigh in

working order 189,100 lbs. The fuel used is Cardiff coal. At

the International Exhibition of Railway and Land Transport,

held at Buenos Aires, the Baldwin Locomotive Works exhibited

three locomotives : a wood burning Mallet articulated compound

for the Sorocabana Railway, Brazil ; a ten-wheel passenger loco-

motive for the Entre Rios Railway, Argentine, and a consolida-

tion freight locomotive for the same road. The Mallet loco-

motive has the 2-6-6-2 wheel arrangement, and is built for meter

gage track. The tractive effort exerted is 33,800 lbs., and the

total weight of the locomotive is 190,800 lbs. Because of the

large size of the boiler and the narrowness of the gage, the

frames are placed outside the wheels in order that ample stability

may be secured. The power reverse mechanism is operated by

steam and a steam brake is applied to the driving wheels with

separate cylinders for the front and back groups. The auto-

matic vacuum brake with train connections front and back, is

applied to the tender wheels. The locomotives for the Entre

Rios are designed for standard gage track, and are generally

similar to each other, with interchangeable details where prac-

ticable. Both engines are equipped with smoke box super-

heaters of the Vauclain type. The steam distribution is con-

trolled by balanced slide valves, driven by the Walschaert valve

gear.

TENDENCIES IN DESIGN.

The output for 1910, considered as a whole, shows that steady

'progress has been made in augmenting the capacity and efficiency

of American locomotives. On the principal roads the recon-

struction of tracks and bridges during recent years has made
possible a marked increase in the weight limit per pair of

driving wheels. This limit, on the majority of trunk lines, is

now between 50,000 and 60,000 lbs. and the tractive effort of

8-coupled locomotives with this wheel loading is sufficient on

low grade lines for one engine to handle the maximum tonnage

practicable in a single train. On mountain sections Mallet loco-

motives are effecting economies in operation and their use has

resulted in a corresponding increase in the tonnage handled per

train. A study of the motive power built in 1910 and of the

present operating conditions on American railways leads to the

conclusion that in the immediate future locomotive development

will be characterized by an increasing efficiency and an improve-

ment of details, together with the adoption of locomotives of the

maximum weights permissible.

CONCRETE FOR RAILWAY WORK.*

It may not be amiss to give a partial list of railway structures

to which concrete and reinforced concrete have been applied.

This list can probably be added to considerably, but it will at

least serve as a starting point and give some indication of the

extent of concrete usages to date, and perhaps suggest other

applications of this most adaptable material.

TYPES OF RAILWAY STRUCTURES ALREADY BUILT OF
CONCRETE.

Ash Handling Plants
Ash Pits
Benches
Bridges
Abutments
Arches
Cattle Passes
Culverts
Foot
Floors
Girders
Highway
Piers

Paths
Pattern Shops
Pavements
Piles
Piers
Platforms

Freight
Passenger
Shipping

Poles
Light
Power Transmission
Telegraph

Raising grade of old abutments Tickler
and piers Posts

Track Elevation Fence
Trestles Bumping
Viaducts Signal

Bumping Posts Power Stations
Caissons Reservoirs
Cattle Guards Oil
Chimneys Water
Cisterns Retaining Wall
Coal Breakers Gravity
Coal Stations Reinforced Concrete
Coal Trestles Road Bed
Curbs Round Houses
Depots Signal Stands

Coal Signal Towers
Freight Shops—all kinds
Passenger Stairs

Docks Stations
Coal Passenger
Ore Freight
Terminal Stock Yards

Drain Tile Telegraph Pole Butts
Driveways Tanks
Ducts Grain
Dwellings Oil
Fences Sand

Right of Way Water
Ornamental Terminal Buildings—all kinds

Filter Plants Ties
Flower Boxes Toilets
Foundations Train Sheds
Grain Elevators Trenches
Houses Linings

Crossing Tender Pipe
Clipping Wire
Cleaning Troughs
Milk Drinking
Oil Feeding
Section Tunnel Linings
Switch Turn Table Pits
Station Trestles
Sand Coal
Superintendent Ore
Storage Sand
Transfer Stone
Y. M. C. A. Vaults

Man Holes Walks
Mile Posts Warehouses—all kinds
Offices Water Closets

Structurally, reinforced concrete buildings meet most tests in

a reasonable manner. It has been stated on high authority that

more is known of the strength of reinforced concrete columns

and other members than is actually known of steel work. More
laboratory study has been spent and more tests have been made

on concrete than on the other material and the design of rein-

forced concrete rests on a sane and high standard, which,

although varying in many details, is fairly uniform the country

over.

Briefly, the points in which concrete offers better results than

other materials are, rigidly, load carrying capacity, elimination of

maintenance and depreciation charges, sanitary qualities, fire

proofness, water proofness and cost.

The rigidity of a concrete building under moving or vibrating

loads is apparent from the manner in which reinforced concrete

bridge decks have given service under train loads. The shock

and vibration sustained by a relatively thin concrete floor on a

plate girder bridge under a fast train probably exceeds any-

thing likely to occur in any building. As a matter of fact, con-

crete factory buildings this country over, furnish positive testi-

The government of Jamaica now operates 184 miles of railway.

Of these 120 miles were built by American syndicates.

Abstract of a copyrighted paper by J. P. H. Perry, Turner Construc-

tion Company, New York, presented before the New York Railroad Club,

April 21.
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niony as to the ability of this material to withstand vibratory
stress in a satisfactory manner. In numerous instances this

form of building construction has been accepted over others
solely because of its rigidity and practical elimination of vibra-
tion. The value of a stiff building is chiefly apparent in the cost
of operating the machinery contained therein. If shafting can be
lined up, machines set in place and leveled up and maintained as
first installed without variation, the repairs and maintenance
charges are considerably reduced, as arc also the attendance, oil,

and new bearings, items of the annual up-keep of a plant.

Concrete buildings are built on a larger actual safety factor
than are most other types of buildings. This is due largely to

the fact that ordinarily no allowance is made in the design of a
floor of concrete for continuous action and the theoretical safety
factor is much less than the actual one. The owner finds that
he can load his building pretty much as he pleases. It is difficult

to conceive of any depreciation on a properly designed and
erected concrete building, that is, structural depreciation. As
far as decrease in the serviceability of the building for its origin-
ally designed usage, aside perhaps from an allowance of one-
quarter of 1 per cent, per year to cover windows, doors, roofings
and similar details, there is none. Painting alone will often in

a few years more than eat up the difference in first cost between
a concrete structure and one of steel or wood. Concrete is

known to increase in its strength. It is fairly generally admitted
by the engineering world that the reinforcement is amply pro-
tected.

A recent canvass of some 255 owners of concrete industrial

buildings showed that 27 per cent, of the owners carry no fire

insurance on their buildings, and that an almost equally large

number more would not pay any premiums were it not because
•of mortgages or loans.

The sanitary qualities offered by a concrete building are due
in one way to the cement being a lime product and naturally

hygienic. Furthermore, the method of constructing reinforced

concrete prohibts the presence of vermin and permits of maxi-
mum window area, and consequent maximum light with a sub-

sequent reduction in unsanitary corners of darkness and probable
dirt or filth. Dampness is unknown in reinforced concrete build-

ings. This statement possibly sounds startling and perhaps
even untrue to some, but it is a fact. There is probably no more
common prejudice against reinforced concrete buildings than
that they are damp. This idea undoubtedly originated in the

experience of so many summer cottage or bungalow owners,
whose dwellings were constructed of concrete blocks. Such
edifices unquestionably are damp. But with reinforced concrete

construction there is a surplus of water at the time of depositing

the concrete and instead of the cement having to absorb moisture

from the atmosphere to complete its crystalization, it gives off

during the finishing of the building such water as it does not

-need, and this results in the finished structure being a building

impervious to moisture, and furthermore, a building which,

owing to the low conductivity of the component material, is even

temperatured as well. None of the reinforced concrete factories

or warehouses within the writer's experience, and he knows per-

sonally over 200 such structures, is damp-proofed in any way
above the basement.

Although concrete floors with granolithic finish placed mono-
lithic are generally considered waterproof, they are seldom

strictly so. Small shrinkage cracks are liable to develop and

their existence makes probable some damage below if the floor

is flooded. Concrete structural slabs covered with cinder fill and

tnaple flooring laid on sleepers are not much, if any, better, as

water goes through the wooden floor and through the porous cin-

•der fill between the sleepers. Recently, however, a form of

granolithic finished floor has been built, which seems to be

practically waterproof, and has been accepted by the board of

imderwriters as satisfactory. The granolithic finish is not placed

monolithic with the structural concrete, but is laid' 1 in. thick

on top of a 2 in. rich cinder concrete bed, which is placed on

the slab proper. This gives ordinarily 7 in. of concrete for

water to find its way through—the three strata, placed at differ-

ent times and of different mixtures, seem to eliminate shrink-

age cracks extending entirely through the floor. At any rate,

on one floor test 22,500 sq. ft. of surface was flooded to a mean
depth of three inches and maintained in that condition some 48
hours. The total leakage amounted to ajjout five gallons and no
leakage whatsoever occurred until five hours had elapsed. Tiie

cost of placing finish in tliis manner is l)ut little higher tiian as

conventionally laid.

As regards cost, reinforced concrete buildings vary from a very

slightly higher cost to about 20 per cent, less cost than structural

steel fire proofed, and will run generally from equal, or, in very

large undertakings, a trifle less cost than first-class mill con-

struction, to an excess cost of as much, occasionally, as 25 per

cent, or 30 per cent. These figures may be considered a fair

average. Where building codes do not unduly restrain the

design, concrete skeleton frames are fast replacing steel cages for

buildings not exceeding eight stories in height. Especially is this

true of industrial buildings which differ but little, if any, from
the ordinary railway shop, warehouse, terminal store, or office

structure. It is safe to state that a reinforced concrete building,

approximately square in shape, with floor area from 8,000 up to

20,000 sq. ft. per floor, with a height of from 5 to 10 stories

(story heights 12 ft. to 13 ft. floor to floor), with maximum
window area on all sides protected with hollow metal window
frames and sash and glazed with wire glass, with stair and

elevator wells enclosed in fireproof partitions, cut off with auto-

matic fire doors, with board of fire underwriters equipment

throughout, with the exception of a sprinkler system, will cost a

sum not exceeding 10 cents per cubic foot of contents, equal to

$1.25 per square foot of floor space. This figure includes a build-

ing complete with elevators, plumbing, electric wiring and steam

heating. There is no other form of fireproof construction which

can equal this proposition.

Certainly, warehouses, pattern shops, terminal stores, large

station buildings, freight houses, express depots, round houses

and office buildings come within a class of structure to which

concrete might be economically adopted. At least competitive

figures should be taken on plans. Almost any concrete contractor

is capable of bidding upon a set of blue prints which may call for

either mill construction or steel frame work.

The effect of oils on concrete has been a subject of considerable

discussion, and the best information on this point has come

largely from railway engineers. The Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul men made extensive studies of the effect of signal and

machine oils on concrete semaphore pedestals, switch stands, oil

store house floors, bridge decks, etc., and found that mineral

oils do not damage. Other investigations have found that

vegetable oils may or may not harm concrete, depending some-

what upon whether or not the oils are the so-called drying kind,

such as linseed, which probably have no bad effect, or one of

the non-drying class, such as cotton seed, olive and castor, which

it is thought do injure concrete. Animal fats and oils are also

destructive. There is much positive evidence on record, how-

ever, to show that mineral oils do no harm.

Locomotive smoke and gases also apparently do not hurt con-

crete. Several roundhouses have been built in the western

portion of the country, and, as far as is known, have given entire

satisfaction. Concrete bridges, and concrete protection around

steel bridges, seem to be impervious to injury from this source.

As to the protection afforded by concrete to reinforcement, the

Engineering News recently recorded the demolishing of a seven-

story reinforced concrete office and publishing building in Balti-

more. This building was nearly seven years old when it had

to be wrecked to make way for an 18-story loft building. The

testimony is to the effect that the reinforcing bars were found

to be in perfect condition. The writer knows of a case of the

removal of some seven year old concrete footings, which were

below mean low water on Staten Island, N. Y. The reinforce-

ment, though at some points protected by but three-quarters of

an inch of concrete, was as bright as the day it was put in place.
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There is a super-abundance of evidence of this kind and it may
be accepted that reinforced concrete construction need not be

feared on this score.

It is claimed that installing piping, shafting, motors and other

machinery is very difficult in a concrete building after it has been

once erected. As a matter of fact, an investigation of concrete

buildings occupied for industrial purposes will show that making
changes in mechanical equipment is not considered a problem
difficult to solve. The writer visited some 50 factory buildings

and was surprised to find the ease with which mechanical en-

gineers or factory superintendents made their changes and made
provisions for the supporting of their pipes, etc., from concrete

ceiling or on concrete floors or walls.

Railway buildings other than warehouses, shops and factories,

are confined chiefly to stations. Several very successful struc-

tures of this kind already exist, and offer themselves as an ad-

vance guard of what seems likely to become a very large class

of concrete buildings. The Sante Ee, the Canadian Pacific and

the Lackawanna have been leaders in this special field, and can

show excellent work. The permanency and the low cost—for

a fireproof structure—combined with a satisfactory exterior ap-

pearance, which has no maintenance charges to be provided for,

make concrete stations, switch houses, and signal towers good
investments.

Summing up the use of concrete for railway work the chief

thought would seem to be that only a very few of the railways in

this country have adopted concrete to the extent to which it so

readily lends itself, and that it might profit them to use it more
freely. With the magnificent future before this country and the

great growth which inevitably must take place it is almost crim-

inal to build non-fireproof or temporary structures. The fire

loss of $2.30 per capita in the United States as against a mean
loss of $0.30 in seven European capitals stands forth as a blot on

the commercial reputation of the land.

REPORT ON CONDITION OF TREATED TIES ON GULF,
COLORADO & SANTA FE.

The Bureau of Forestry of the United States Department of

Agriculture, in co-operation with the Santa Fe and several other

railways, laid a section of experimental track about 2^ miles

long on the Beaumont division of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Ee in 1902. A complete description of the installation is given

in Bulletin No. 51 of the Bureau of Forestry, and a report of the

inspections of the track up to September, 1909, is included in the

proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association,

Vol. 11, Part 2. This locality was selected for this test because
of its extreme weather conditions. During a number of months
in each year the temperature is very high and rainfall extremely
heavy, and it was thought that these conditions would hasten the

determination of the life of treated ties. The ties were furnished

by railways, and were taken out of stock, being of grades that

were easily obtained. For this reason, the test does not cover
all grades of lumber that are used for ties, and since little care

was used in selecting sound timbers, many of them have shown
a short life in the track, on account of defects in the timber
or in its seasoning.

The ties were treated without charge by preserving companies,

and, on account of the small number of ties of each grade, they

were in some cases grouped in the process of treating, so that

in many instances the ties did not receive the treatment best

adapted to them. All ties of the same wood were laid together,

so that practically the same conditions exist for all. Each tie

was marked with nails showing the kind of timber, the kind

of treatment and the year in which it was laid. The track was
heavily ballasted between the rails with densely packed sand

and the ends of ties were left exposed. There is a continuous

stretch of pine forest on both sides of the track, by which it is

Table I

—

Record of Life of Ties in Experimental Track on the Beaumont Division of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

Ties still in track.

No.
Kind of

of Wood. Ties.
White Oak ... 196

" " .... . .. 100
" " .... . .. 101
" " .... . .. 107
" " .... . .. 100
" " .... . .. 100
" " .... . .. 100
" " .... . .. 196

Red Oak ... 93
" " ... 86
" "

,. .. 20
. .. 20

" "
. .. 10

" "
. .. 19

Rlack Oak . .. 24
" " ... 86
" " .... ... 76
" " .... . .. 34
" " .... . .. 33
" " . . . . ,. .. 60
" " ........ 118

Turkey Oak ... . .. 20
" " ....... 10
" " . . .

,

... 19
" " . . .

,

. .. 20
" " ..... .. 10
" " ..... .. 19

Spanish Oak . . ,, .. 20
" " . . ,. .. 10
" " . . ,. .. 21
" ".... .. 20
** ** ... 10
" " . . ,... 20

Willow Oak , .. 20
»< **

... 11
" "

, .. 20
" " ..... .. 20
" " . . . ,... 10
" *'

. .. 20
Heech

, .. 100
"

.. SO
99

. .. 100
*'

... 50
" 98

Hemlock
. .. 101

"
. . . 49

"
... 100

*•

. .. 100
50

100

Kind of Treatment. Year
inserted.

Untreated May, 1902
Burnett—Chicago "

Wellhouse—Chicago "

Zinc-creosoted^Beaumont "

Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville. .

Wellhouse " "
.

.

"

Allardyce " "
.

.

"

Hassellman " "
. .

"

Untreated Mar., 1902
Burnett—Chicago "

Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville..
Wellhouse " "

. .
"

Allardyce " "
. .

"

Hassellman *' "
. .

"

Untreated May, 1 902
Wellhoi'se—Chicago "

Zinc-creosoted—Beaumont "

Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville..
Wellhouse " "

.

.

"

Allardyce " "
. .

"

Hassellman " "
. .

"

Untreated April, 1902
Zinc-creosoted-—Beaumont "

Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville.. "

Wellhouse " "
. .

"

Allardyce " "
. .

"

Hassellman " "
. .

"

Untreated May, 1 902
Zinc-creosoted—Beaumont "

Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville.. "

Wellhouse " "
. .

"

Allardyce '* "
. .

"

Hassellman " "
. .

"

Untreated May, 1 902
Zinc-creosoted—Beaumont "

Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville..
Wellhouse " "

. .

"

Allardyce " "
. .

"

Hassellman " "
. .

"

Untreated Feb., 1902
Zinc-creosoted—Beaumont "

Burnett—Chicago "

Wellhouse—Chicago "

Allardyce—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville
Hassellman " " "

Untreated April, 1 902
Zinc-creosoted—Beaumont "

Burnett—Chicago "

Wellhouse—Chicago "

Allardyce—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville
JTassellman " " "

Nov., .Tune, Nov.,
1903. 1904. 1905.

No. % No. % No. % :

.. .. 1 0.5 .. ..

Dec,
1906.

No. %

Feb.,
1908.

No. % :

146 75

Nov.,
1908.

No. %

Sept.,
1909.

No. %

Feb.,"
1911.

No. %(

64 64

69 71

"(5 166
5 21 28

Nun:

jood,
2':

36
80

46
29
17

28

10

37

14

2
8

2
8

10
5

23
84
10

6
24
56

iber.

De-
. cay
24

16

12

15

34

25

4

2

4
1

1

16

46
23

. %
2S
36

3

17

3 2

"i

42
1

'5

5

is
42

1

93.5

82

"i

'3

20
20

166

"2

'3.;

100
100

95
45 42 36 75.7 26 100

58
'9

2 1

.. .. 5 5.4 77 88.2
22 12.2 140 83.7 16

79

100
15 78.9 2 89.5
3 12.5 19 91.7

"2

12

"5

2

166
14

i4.7
6

"2

16

100

i6.3

54.5

ib

29
11

46

28

166
88
n

a

•7?

36 47.4 40 100 .. ..

T
'>^

104 88.1 4 91.5
18 90

3 94.1 7 100
'2

19
18

166

166
90

10 100

10
100

18 94.7
4 20
8 80

1 100
16

'5

166

23.8
'4

9
5

\2
10

75

43
45
50

166
100

76

20
S7
55
5(V15

15 75
11 100

8 45
5 100

11 100

26 166
8 40 n

17 85
<)1 97

3 100
3 100

50 166 n
?4

100
40

i

17
50

80

88

2\
100

?0
.. .. 2 2 96 100
.. .. 101 100 .. ..

38 77.6
'4

30
85.7
30

'4 '4

0-

1?
70-

79

87 87 7 94 6 100
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Tadlk I

—

Record OF Life of Ties in Experim entai. Thaik on iiie Ueaumont Division of the Cui.f, Colohado & Santa Fe— (Continued).

Ties still in track.

Kind
of Wood.

Tamarack . .

.

Shortleaf Pine. ,

Redheart Pine. ,

Longloaf Pine. ,

Loblolly Pine.
(a),
(d).
(c).
(b).

Pines

Cal. Redwood ...

Longleaf Pine. . .

,

Shortleaf Pine. . .

New Mexico Pine
Arizona Pine. . . .

Gum
Water Oak
Pin Oak
Red Oak
Longleaf Pine. .

.

Shortleaf Pine. . .

Arizona Pine. . . .

Gum
Red Oak
Pin Oak
Water Oak
Shortleaf Pine. . . .

Loblolly Pine
Arizona Pine
New Mexico Pine.
Gum
New Mexico Pine

No.
of

Tics.
49
51
49
100
SO
98
100
50

100
100
SO
98
100
93
SO
100
100
100
SO
100
100
100
100
49
99
99
49
99
42
80
100
84
19
74
S
2
4
3

10
4
3
2
2
2
6
4
2
1

3

3

1

r^
4

Kind of Trcatnionl. Year
inserted.

Uiilrcalcd May, 1902
Zinc-crcosoted—Beaumont "

Burnett—Chicago
"

Wellhouse—Chicago
Allardyce—T.T.&L.l". Co.. Sonurville '|

llassellman " "

Ihitrcated May,^ 1 902
Zinc-crcosotcd—Beaumont "

Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Sonu-rvillc..
||WcUhouse " "

. '^1

Allardyce
" "

. .

1 l.isscllnian
" "

• •

llasscllrnan
" "

..
"

Untreated April, 1 902
Zinc-creosoted—Beaumont "

Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somcrville. .

"

Wcllh.nse "
']

\\
Uassclhuan

" "
.

.

.Mlaidyce
" ''

. •

"

Beaumont Oil
Beaumont Oil-Zirc Chlo

"

Spirittine—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somerville
"

Untreated April,^1902

Zinccreosoted—Beaumont
Burnett—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somcrville..

"

VVcllliouse
" "

Allardyce
"

;' • ",

llasscUman
" ''

• .

^^

I'.caumont Oil
"

•

|^

Beaumont Oil-Zinc Chlo
Spirittine—T.T.&L.P. Co., Somcrville
Avenarius Carbolineum April, 1 905

Diamond Glue Private Feb.,^_1902

llassellman
^^

P.urnett
,,

]'>urnctt-Cal. Crude Oil
^^

Burnett

Boiled in Zinc-Chlo.

Bakersfield Oil

Boiled in Zinc-Chlo., Cal. Oil forced in

BurnettCal. Oil

Nov., June,
1903. 1904.

Ho. % €o\~%

No
19t

49

v., Dec,
5. 1906.

Feb., N(
1 -.^OS. 1 y

N^. % No.

)v., Sept., Feb.,
08. 1909. 1911.

Mum ber. ^

iood.

5

34
84

4
22
13
14

22
51
28
3

30

81
12

4

'6

3 2

1

1

8
3

1

2
1

6
2

2

1

3

3

1

3

4
2

1

1

2

7

1

cay, %~% No.
100 .

.

% % No. % No. %(i

.. 46 90.2 .. 10
15 100
16 100

. . 50 100
100
100

78
20

79.6 ..

55 44 99
90.8 .

.

9
. . 35 35 1

. . 43 86 .

.

3 14
. . 61 61 ..

79 .

.

1 62 16 38
.. 79 8 21

.. 21 42 1

99 . .

44 .. 14 56
. . 74 75.5

74
'3

19
27
3

95
7

.. 23
77 23

1

38 1

27 . .

1 1

25
85

25 49
91.4 ..

100 .

.

92.5 ..

40 ..

7 100
8 60

22 73

S 52
95

55 .

.

17 45
2 5

14 .. 13 86
.. 70 70 . . 30 100

8
85

8 11 92
8 8 72 81 5 3 15

. . . . 100 100
.. 49 100

100
95
100

. . 99

. . 94 1 5

. . 49
18
40

18.2 81
95.2 ..

100
2 100

100
100

. . 80
80 80 18

1

98
1.2

94.(

2
!76

2
91.7 ..

100 . .17
33
8
2

89.5 ..

44.6 37
100 . .

95.0 1 97. 2.7

100 . .

2 25
2 33
2 80
1 75

33 1 67
100
50

1 SO
100

1 75
100
100
100
100
100

25 75
100
100

2 66 33
100
100
100
100Loblolly Pine

*The three Bakersfield Crude Oil Ties were removed in 1906 for inspection and were in a perfect state of preservation.

Rei^arks.—Longleaf and Loblolly soaked with Beaumont Oil absorbed 3 lbs. per cubic foot, (a) Original quantity SO, one out for test, (b) Original

quantity 50, one out for test, (c) Origiral quantity 100, one out for test. (d) Original quantity 100, one out for test. Zinc-creosoted ties, Beaumont
oversteamed. Mr. Chanute's ties treated—Chicago; T. T. & L. P. Co.—Somcrville ; International Creo. Co.—Beaumont; Hassellman, by T. T. & L. P. Co.,

Somcrville.

more or less shaded during the day. No tie plates were used

and the track is laid with 60 and 61-lb. rails.

Table I shows the results of eight inspections. The columns

under each date give the number of ties removed since the last

inspection and the total percentage of ties removed since the

beginning of the experiinent. The last three columns show the

number of ties still in track and divide these ties into two classes

—those showing decay and those that are still in good condition.

Some of those marked "decay" may be removed this year, and

others will be good for one or more years of service. The con-

dition of the ties in the track at the time of the last inspection

is stated to be excellent. There is little rail wear except on the

tamarack and hemlock ties, and the apparent rail cutting on

many ties is due to adzing necessary in changing rail. The

hemlock and tamarack ties, although listed in the table as sound,

show signs of severe checking and shattering in many cases.

Ties treated with Bakersfield crude petroleum, some of which

have been in service since 1902, show remarkable preservation.

It is a noticeable fact that none of these ties shows the slightest

checks, and borings taken in them show the interior to be per-

fectly sound.

Rail wear on ties treated with zinc chloride followed by a

treatment with Bakersfield oil is marked, while the wear on

ties treated with Bakersfield oil alone is practically negligible.

Table II shows the percentages of ties of each wood and

each treatment still in service in the track. The marked

difiFerence in the life of oak ties treated by the Burnettizing and

the Wellhouse processes in two plants emphasizes the importance

of proper application of a treating process to give satisfactory

Table II

—

Percentao E OF Ties Still in Track After 9 Years' Service.
Treatment.

Kind of Wood.

r

c 2

3

X.
icago.

ellhouse,

merville.

r
to
uE
.S iU

.«3

^
It;

ssellman,
merville.

oa't

Oil.

-n't

Oil-

ic

Chlo. .£•>^ u

3j! 3
Mt/2 ^

-a >> ^ Km m mn
CO

White Oak 36
72

95 58

72 12
'6

29 .

100
23

16
Red "...
Black "...
Turkey "... 10 100
Spanish " ... 57 . 55 20 50
Willow "...
Beech 24 . 100 20
Hemlock .... 70 . 79 12

100
38

. 100
21

10
14 56 1Shortleaf Pine

Longleaf " 73 45 60 86 5 6 92 ib

Loblolly 5

Redheart "

results. The zinc chloride-English creosote process was applied

to oak, beech, hemlock, tamarack, and pine simultaneously and

the treatment was more adapted to unseasoned pine than the

other species, as indicated by the fact that the pines are showing
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greater service in the track than the oaks. The uniformly poor

results shown with the Hassellman treatment is explained by

the statement of the treating company that most of the ties sub-

mitted to them were in an unsound condition, and that an acci-

•dent to the treating cylinder prevented an accurate record of

the treatment being made. For comparison with these figures,

the average life of untreated ties as determined in this test and

published in the proceedings of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association is given below

:

Loblolly pine 1.5 years
Hemlock l.S "
Tamarack 2.5 "
Beech 2.5 "
Shortleaf pine . . . 2.65 "

Longleaf pine .... 3.0 "

Red oak 3.0 years
Willow oak 3.2 "
Black oak 3.7 "

Turkey oak 3.85 "
Spanish oak 4.1 "
White oak. (25% still in track)

We are indebted to George E. Rex, manager of treating

plants of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, for the results of

inspections given above.

TRANSPORTATION FEATURES OF CAR INTERCHANGE.*

I wish to touch upon the mechanical side of the interchange

bureau at the Chicago Stock Yards, doing so as a transportation

man, and then to take up in detail the transportation features

of the bureau and point out to members of this club what we
hope to accomplish through this move toward establishing work-

ing relations with the mechanical department, not only at the

stock yards, but elsewhere, in matters of interchange.

I believe that cardable defects should be carded for instead

of running cars on "record," and also that those who are in-

clined to hold out against the carding practice will gladly ac-

cept it if assured the number of cardable defects under M. C. B.

rules will be reduced by the action of the M. C. B. Association.

Not many members of the club are directly concerned in the

settlement of per diem—the rental which roads pay one another

for the use of borrowed cars—but the amounts of money in-

volved are upward of eight millions of dollars a month in this

country. The amount paid out for per diem is about four

times greater than the amounts paid out for repair settlements

between railways. A road cannot pay per diem unless it knows
when the cars came on its line, and when they were sent ofif,

and a road cannot know these changes if cars come and go

without being reported. These reports are what are spoken

of as the interchange reports, and I take it that every member
of this club will agree that a report which is the basis of settle-

ments involving such large amounts is an important report.

Those of us who are directly involved in the settlement of per

diem feel that our difficulties are enormous, and have no hesi-

tancy in saying that they are being reduced in proportion as

working relations with the mechanical people in the preparation

of interchange reports have been established.

Records taken by the mechanical inspectors of interchanged

cars can be made more accurate than records taken by trans-

portation representatives. The reason is that the representatives

of the mechanical department do and must go about the in-

spection of cars in a painstaking, deliberate way. A car in

interchange is not and can not be inspected while in motion,

and inasmuch as it is inspected while standing still there is

every opportunity for the men who do the inspecting to secure

the correct initial and number. It is true the transportation

people could have their representatives on hand to take the

data which they require in the handling of per diem, at the

time the mechanical representatives make their inspection, but

it should be remembered that at the present time the mchanical

inspectors usually work in pairs, and sometimes in teams of

three, and rather than have a duplicate staff of men on hand,

it would seem better judgment to use the data which the in-

spectors record, making it serve a double- purpose.

We want to protect the avenues of interchange sufficiently

*From a written discussion, Western Railway Club, April 18, by C. B.
Strohm, superintendent of transportation, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

to cover the requirements of both departments, and then ap-

portion between the two whatever expense is incurred. The
division of the expense between the two departments should be

made on a fair and equitable basis, but it ought not to be a
stumbling block inasmuch as the money all comes from the

same treasury.

At the outset many objections presented themselves. The
inspectors were extremely suspicious of the bureau plan. They
felt it to be a move to increase their work and decrease their

pay. As a matter of fact, it was merely a move to use for an
additional purpose the data which they secure, and which railway

money pays for. It was a move to stop leaks in interchange

reports, by going to the men most likely to know when a car is

interchanged. It is gratifying to know that the feeling of hos-

tility on the part of inspectors is very much less than in the

beginning. It is true the additional work of taking seals is

required of them, and while they may not be entirely reconciled

to doing this, they are beginning to realize that the amount of

work involved is not so great as they had supposed. They are

finding that less than a third of the cars which they inspect

have seals, and while there is some extra work involved so far

as this one-third of the interchange is concerned, the reports

made by inspectors are so arranged as to make it unnecessary

for them to do any copying whatever. When the inspection of

a cut of cars is completed, the sheet on which the record was
made is removed from the book or cover, sent to the office, and
a fresh sheet inserted for the next cut, whereas, under the old

plan each day's work had to be copied by the inspector from
his book to a separate report. The feeling was quite general

that the writing of inspectors would not be good enough for the

purpose. Others took a different view. The inspectors' abil-

ity to do the work satisfactorily has been fully demonstrated.

The committee making the experiment at the stock yards

regrets that the expense could not have been lighter. The
roads no doubt feel that the experiment has been expensive

;

but it is better to experiment at one place than at a dozen

;

and the experiment has been conducted, not alone with reference

to the effect of the plan in Chicago, but with reference to what

it is hoped to be accomplished throughout the entire country.

The cost per interchange is less in the month just closed

than at any previous time in the bureau's history. It is barely

possible that some of the roads have an exaggerated idea with

respect to the expense at the stock yards. I have secured some

figures and desire to bring them to the attention of this club,

showing a rough comparison of the cost of interchange at several

interchange points.

At Fort Worth, Texas, when a car is interchanged the cost

is a trifle less than seven cents. All of this is borne by the

mechanical department, one-half by the delivering line and the

other half by the receiving line. At Cleveland, Ohio, the cost

per interchange without taking into account the cost to the

transportation department, is a trifle less than four cents, all

of which the mechanical department has to stand. There are

some 16 avenues of interchange in Cleveland and in the ab-

sence of a co-operative plan between the two 'departments, the

transportation people maintain a larger staff to guard these

same points of interchange than do the mechanical people,

which being true, the total cost per interchange, is of course

increased, and instead of being low, is surprisingly high.

At Pueblo, Colo., the cost is a trifle less than eight cents

per interchange, one-half being borne by the delivering line

and the other half by the receiving line, but not all of this

half is borne by the mechanical department. A portion of it

is borne by the transportation department, inasmuch as a portion

of the work done is for their benefit.

At the Union Stock Yards in Chicago the cost per inspec-

tion in March was a trifle under seven cents, and 45 per cent.

of this is borne by the transportation department, leaving only

55 per cent, to be borne by the mechanical department. It is

true that in the division of this expense per interchange, as
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between tlic trunk lines and tlie ^switching line, it is not appor-

tioned on an equal basis, and on this account a comparison
of the cost to the trunk lines per interchange at the stock

yards, with the cost per intcrcliange elsewhere, has been un-

favorable to the bureau plan.

In conclusion: An inlerciianKo bureau is notliiujj; more or

less than a systematic, co-operative means of handling inter-

change matters. That system and co-operation are essential in

such matters is self-evident. Some may feel that it would be

better for the mechanical departments to systematize and co-

operate in the matter of car inspection, keeping their organ-

ization entirely separate and distinct from the transportation

features involved, and tiiat the transportation departments

should systematize and co-operate in the gathering and com-
piling of interchange data, keeping tlu'ir part of the work sepa-

rate and distinct from the mechanical features. I grant that

a joint inspection bureau run purely upon mechanical lines

is an improvement over the plan of each railway undertaking

to handle inspection independently of the other. I agree also

that a joint interchange bureau operated strictly from a trans-

portation department standpoint is an improvement over the

plan of each transportation department undertaking to handle

that feature of the work independently of the other. A still

better way is to combine the two bureaus into one, calling it a

joint inspection and interchange bureau, letting the one set of

outside men, and the one office force, and the one stafif of super-

visors, serve the needs of all concerned, prorating the expense

in proportion to the benefits. I believe this is a case where de-

partmental lines may safely be set aside ; that the work is so

closely related that both departments will benefit by the co-

operative plan.

SNYDER'S AIR BRAKE INDICATOR.

O. R. Snyder, a freight conductor on the Southern Railway,

with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn., has in use on his ca-

boose a pair of arms, like semaphore arms, which serve at all

times as an indicator, for the benefit of the engineman, giving

Snyder's Air Brake Indicator.

him visible assurance of the condition of the air brake line

through the train. In connection with the arms, which con-

stitute the daylight signal, there is a lamp, with a movable col-

ored glass, giving corresponding indications at night.

Fixed n; the caboose, beneath the roof of the cupola, is a

vertical cylinder, with a pi.>,ton, the rod of wliicli sujjports a

bracket, within the miniature tiuTct, which controls llie signal.

The niovenient of this piston downward pulls the semajihore

arms into the horizontal position as shown in the illustration.

Normally, with full pressure in the train line, as when the

train is running and the brakes arc off, the piston is at the

upper end of the cylinder, being held there by pressure con-

veyed from the train line ; and the colored glass is pushed above
the level of the ilame in the lamp so that at night a white signal

is displayed. A reduction in the train line pressure, either ac-

cidental or designed, allows the piston to drop, bringing the

colored lens in front of the lamp and throwing up the arms.

When the indicator is thus made to change its position (the

arms going from vertical to horizontal) a whistle is sounded

in the caboose. A reduction of 3 lbs. per sq. in. in the pressure

of air in the brake-pipe will change the indicator, even in the

case of a long train. An angle cock at a point 30 cars ahead

of the caboose, being turned, has caused the dan<;,e:- signal to

be displayed within 15 seconds.

The reader will understand that the track shown in illustration

is not the standard of the Southern. No such shoulderless road-

bed is to be found in real life.

Mr. Snyder proposes to organize a company to make this

indicator.

The West Siberian Railway.

The difference of opinion over the route of the new railway

in West Siberia has been adjusted. The commission consisting

of the representatives of six ministries which met last autumn

to discuss the matter has come to a decision. The project is

now before the Imperial Council and the Council of Ministers,

but it is not believed that these two bodies will raise any further

objection. The new West Siberian main line will begin at the

town of Uralsk, proceeding via Orenburg and Akmolinsk to Semi-

palatinsk in a due east direction; thence northeast to Barnaul,

from which a short branch will run to the prosperous town of

Biisk. From Barnaul it will procee-d due north to the Great

Siberian railway joining it at Ob or Novo-Nikolaievsk. This

town is already regarded as the center of the Siberian grain

trade and the opening of the new line will give an impetus to its

rapid development.

It is believed construction will begin immediately, for the

reasons the commission has given for the railway are sufficiently

convincing to exclude governmental opposition. The principal

arguments presented in support of the construction are as fol-

lows : The line is of great strategic importance. It is abso-

lutely necessary in the interest of the colonization of Siberia;

for it runs through country that is very fertile and well

suited for immigrants, thus aiding the settlement of the agrarian

question, not only in Siberia but also in Russia. It traverses a

region that is now sparsely inhabited but is capable of producing

largely both grain and other natural products. Above all, it

opens the enormous natural wealth of the Altai mountain region

which, according to the latest researches, will be worth many

millions to Siberia. Besides the mountain forests, that are still

vaguely known, mines of iron, copper, silver, lead and zinc have

been in operation for many years, but have never been properly

worked, in spite of the richness of the ores. Freight and other

expenses have swallowed up the profits. The new line will trans-

form all this. The new line will be more than 1,360 miles long.

It is hoped that it will be open to traffic in five years at latest,

as it can be begun at both ends at once. A line has been decided

upon in Trans-Caucasia, from Aryss, a station on the Orenburg-

Tashkend Line, via Pischpek to Verny. This line will be espe-

cially serviceable to the cotton and silk industry in Ferghana

province.

—

Far Eastern Review.

The Rosario Western Railway Company, recently registered

in London, is contemplating a new Argentine railway in the

Province of Santa Fe.



Cij^n^ral Nc^wb^ j^^ction.
The lower house of the New York state legislature, by a

A^ote of 85 to 20, has passed the Jackson full crew bill.

The Denver & Rio Grande has granted an advance of 10

per cent, in wages to the passenger conductors on its line, and

^ lYi per cent, advance to its freight conductors. About 2,000

men are afifected by this increase.

On Saturday, Sunday and Monday last, Pierre Vedrine, fly-

ing in a monoplane, traveled from Paris to Pau, by a circuitous

route, SCO miles in 6 hours, 55 minutes ; but not all in a single

flight ; there were a number of long stops. The time "on the

wing" figures out over 72 miles an hour.

Two telephone circuits, with Gill selectors, have just been put

into service on the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific

from Danville, Ky., to Oakdale, Tenn., 134 miles. One of the

circuits is for the use of the train despatcher and the other for

messages. Much of this division is double-track, but the train

wire is said to be a very busy one.

The Bureau of Railways in the Department of Internal Af-
fairs of the state of Pennsylvania no longer has a super-

intendent and an assistant superintendent, a law having been
passed abolishing these offices and creating those of chief and
assistant chief of the bureau. The chief of the bureau is Free-

man C. Gerberich, heretofore assistant superintendent.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has renewed for a period of one

3'ear from May 1, the temporary agreement under which it

operates the New York station and tunnels owned by the Penn-
sylvania Tunnel & Terminal Railroad Company. This extension

of time has been made, because it has not as yet been possible

to gather all data necessary to establish a satisfactory basis

for a long term lease.

At Daytona Beach, Fla., April 23, Bob Burman ran an auto-

mobile one mile in 25.40 seconds, and two miles in 51.28 seconds;

or at the rate of 141.73 miles an hour for one mile, and 140.40

miles an hour for two miles. This is faster than any man ever

before traversed the face of the earth, the highest record by
vehicles on rails being 130J/2 miles an hour, which was made in

the electric car experiments in Germany, October 27, 1903.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company has refused a re-

quest of its conductors and motormen for an increase of pay
from 23 cents an hour to 28 cents. The company tells the em-
ployees that there is an over-supply of men at the present rates,

and says that the sum of $3,000 a month is paid out to extra

men, who, under the agreement made when the strike was set-

tled a few months ago, have to be carried on the pay rolls at

$2 a day.

On Thursday, April 20, for about one hour, operators of the

Western Union Telegraph Company worked through between
New York City and Douglas, Ariz., by way of Los Angeles, a

distance of 3,865 miles. This circuit was made up for the asso-

ciated press to enable the agent in New York to communicate
directly with the agent in Douglas. There were repeaters in

the circuit at Chicago, Kansas City, Dallas, El Paso and
Los Angeles.

In its twenty-second annual report the relief department of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy shows that during 1910 a

total of $579,204 was contributed by its members, and that the

benefits paid to members amounted to $643,854. The member-
ship at the end of the year was 26,925, an increase of 31 over

the previous year. The number of disabilities reported during

the year was 19,343, of which 17,853 recovered, and 209 re-

sulted in deaths, leaving 1,281 disabilities at the end of the

year.

A special train of 60 cars, which contained 15,000 rolls of

carpet, left Chicago on April 19 via the Chicago & North West-
ern on its way to Omaha, Neb. The shipment originated at

Yonkers, N. Y., and was taken to Buffalo by the New York
Central, and from there to Chicago by the Michigan Central.

From Omaha it will go over the Union Pacific and the Southern
Pacific to San Francisco, where it goes to supply the demand on

the Pacific coast. The total weight of the carpet in the train

was 1,500,000 lbs., and it was valued at almost $1,000,000.

The Kansas Grain Dealers' Association will ask to inter-plead

in a case brought by the state to compel the railways hauling grain
from Kansas to Kansas City, and the large elevator operators at

Kansas City, Kan., to allow the inspection and weighing of all

grain entering the Kansas City market. The defendants refused
to pay the fee, which was raised by a recent state law from a

flat rate of 50 cents a car to 1 cent per 1,000 lbs. of grain, and
the grain dealers, who believe, with the railways in the suit,

that the charge is unreasonable, propose to assist in fighting its

collection.

The appointment of F. G. Athearn as manager of the bureau
of economics of the Southern Pacific Company, with ofiice at

San Francisco, Cal., has been announced in these columns. Re-
ferring to the duties of Mr. Athearn, an officer of the road
writes that they "will be to establish harmony between the

railway and its patrons. It is hoped to accomplish this by edu-
cating the public and our own employees, by means of public

addresses and through correspondence, as to the fundamental
principles and needs underlying successful railway operation.

The time has come when the railways must appeal their case

to the people."

The committee on relations of railway operation to legislation

has issued a revised edition of its bulletin giving the number of
bills affecting railway operation which have been introduced in

state legislatures during the present year ; and the total num-
ber is 512, or 38 more than the number reported in the first

bulletin, which was reproduced in the Raikvay Age Gazette of

April 7, page 869. The additional 38 measures comprise the fol-

lowing : Ten in Iowa; 5 in Arkansas; 4 in Illinois; 1 in

Indiana ; 3 in Michigan ; 7 in Minnesota ; 1 in Missouri ; 3 in

New Jersey; 1 in New York; 2 in Rhode Island, and 1 in

Washington.

A. J. Earling, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, has offered a prize of a thousand-dollar silver cup for

the best oats grown in the United States during the present

season. The prize is to be given at the American Land and
Irrigation Exposition, which is to be held in New York next

November, and at which farm and orchard products from all

parts of the country will be displ.'iyed. It is Mr. Earling's be-

lief that much of the land opened by the recently completed

Puget Sound extension of the St. Paul is capable of producing

the best crops in the country, and it is his aim to arouse popu-

lar interest in it.

A new book of instructions printed in nine languages has

just been issued by the Pennsylvania Railroad for the govern-

ment of employees working on or about the tracks. The 16

rules are first given in -English, and following it are trans-

lations into German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Lithuanian,

Polish, Slovak and Swedish. In the average track gang in this

section of the country there are from three to six nationalities

represented. The poorer classes of immigrants are not so very

ignorant ; foremen who are in charge of the track gangs say

that practically all of the men can read, and that rarely is one

found who cannot sign his name.

On April 12, a Pacific type locomotive, equipped with Schmidt

superheater, with seven all-steel mail cars and two Pullman

cars on train No. 43, of the New York Central & Hudson River,

made the three miles between Depew, N. Y., and Lancaster, in

one minute and 51 seconds. The first mile was made in 38

seconds, the second in 37 seconds and the third in 36 seconds.

Thirty-six seconds is at the rate of 100 miles an hour. The

time was taken by a traveling engineer who was riding on

the locomotive, and the record is therefore only semi-official.

The locomotive was one of those recently delivered to the

New York Central Lines and was described in our issue of

March 31, page 785.

The numerous proposals for the construction of new sub-

ways in New York City, which have been the subject of tedious

discussions by city and state officers and the newspapers for

many months, are drawing to a close; at least, this is the

assurance of Mayor Gaynor. The most tangible fact given out

in support of this view is, that the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
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Company, wliich several months a^o proposotl to operate sub-

ways tlirounliout the city, has this week presented a revised pro-

posal emhracinK an elal)i)rate scheme for the operation of sub-

ways in Manhattan, Hrooklyn, the Borough of Bronx, and in

Stalen Island, connection with the island to be made by a

tunnel beneath the narrows. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-
pany, wiiile proposing to spend $75,000,000 on equipment of the

proposed lines and on extensions of its existing elevated lines

in ikooklyn, stiindates that all of the new subways embraced

in the plan for Manhattan and for other boroughs outside of

Brooklyn, shall be built and paid for by the city. The estimated

financial burden on the city would be over $80,000,000.

Disastrous Train Wreck in South Africa.

A press despatch from Grahamtown, South Africa, April 23,

reports 23 persons killed and many injured in the wreck of a

passenger train which plunged off a bridge and fell into a gorge

250 ft. deep. This was on the Kowie Railway at Blaauwkranlz.

The extrication of the injured and dying victims from the wreck

was extremely difficult. A large mass of wreckage lodged on a

ledge half-way down, and it was many hours before the pas-

sengers were taken out. This work had to be done by hoisting

in sacking.

Prizes for First Aid to the Injured.

The American Red Cross, using the interest received on a

fund of $5,000 which has been given to it, is to offer prizes

among railway men for proficiency in first aid to injured per-

sons; and also will give prizes and medals for excellence in com-

petitive drills in this work. The first prize will be $50; the sec-

ond, $25, and so on.

Sardines and Cotton Seed.

Texas and Maine are closer together than brothers, whether

they like the situation or not. A correspondent at Belfast writes

:

"The Maine Central is up against one of the troublesome features

of the interstate commerce law," and he goes on to tell of a

case wdiich is parallel to the Galveston wharf case, recently de-

cided by the United States Supreme Court. The Maine Central

owns some unused land at Belfast, which it was proposed to

lease at a nominal rental to a sardine packery which would pro-

duce much freight for the company. The lease was to be for 99

years, and the packers have put a considerable sum of money into

the building of a granite sea wall. Now the railway learns that,

being a transportation company engaged in interstate commerce,

it must not allow the use of any of its property, except for a fair

price, and, says our correspondent, "the people of Belfast fear

that they will lose an industry." Waiving the question of whether

it is possible to lose anything that you do not possess, it might be

suggested that a reduction of the freight rate on the sardines

ought to be practicable. If such a reduction should result in

stimulating sardine shipments at a lot of other places, in addi-

tion to Belfast—why, that would only enhance the good results

of the railway's public spirit.

A Fast Schedule.

The Canada division of the Michigan Central once more calls

attention to the fact that, in the "language of the turf, it is a

"fast track." "The Detroiter," the new passenger train of the

Michigan Central, and the New York Central (train No. 48),

from Detroit to New York, is scheduled over the Canada
division from Windsor to Bridgeburg, 226.24 miles, in 3 hours,

40 minutes, or at the rate of 61.7 miles an hour. This is claimed

to be the fastest regular schedule in the world for so great a

distance ; and, so far as we can find from the records, the

claim is well founded. The train makes one stop, at St. Thomas,
of five minutes. Deducting this stop, the schedule speed is over

63 miles an hour. The train leaves Windsor at 8 p. m. and is

due at Bridgeburg at 11 :40. The Great Western of England has

trains scheduled 194 miles at 56.7 miles an hour. The Penn-

sylvania has one train scheduled from Manhattan Transfer to

North Philadelphia, 77.5 miles, in 11 minutes, or at the rate of

60.4 miles an hour. The longest distance for which we find a

train scheduled faster than this is 59 miles over the West Jersey

& Seashore, where one train traverses the distance in 52 minutes,

or at the rate of 68.1 miles an hour.

The Canada division of the Michigan Central, straight and

level, and having the minimum of junctions and large stations,

has been the scene of fast runs for many years. On May 7,

1896, a train of three cars was run over the division at 65

miles an hour; on September 5, 1901, a train of five cars at

blYi miles an hour; on April 27, 1904, a train of four cars at 68.5

miles an hour, and on May 21, 1910, a train of 12 cars filled

with locomotive runners, at 61.93 miles an hour (224 miles in

217 minutes, without a stop).

Earnings of United States Steel Corporation.

The United Stales Steel Corporation reports net earnings

for the quarter ended March 31, 1911, $23,519,203, as compared
with $25,990,978 for the quarter ended December 31, 1910, and
$37,616,876 for the quarter ended March 31, 1910. The total

net earnings of the United States Steel Corporation for the

first quarter of 1911, amounting to $23,519,203, failed to come up
to public expectations by at least $3,500,000. The favorable

feature of the statement is the rising tendency of net earnings.

For example, they were $5,869,416 in January, $7,180,928 in Febru-
ary and $10,-468,859 in March. The March earnings show an
increase over January of ap])roxiniatelv 80 per cent. Earnings in

the first quarter of 1909 were $22!921,o60; 1908, $18,229,000; 1905,

$23,025,000; 1^04, $13445,000; 1903, $25,068,000, and 1902, $26,-

715.000. Earnings of $10,468,859 in March, 1911, can be regarded

as favorable, comparing with $7,989,000 in 1909, $7,466,000 in

1908, $9,585,000 in 1905, $6,036,000 in 1904, $9,912,000 in 1903

and $10,135,000 in 1902. The surplus for the quarter was
$31,155 as compared with $6,532,531 for the first quarter of

1910. Sinking funds on bonds of subsidiary companies, deprecia-

tion and extraordinary replacement charges aggregated a total

of $3,517,386. In the first quarter of 1910 similar charges

amounted to $6,113,682. Net earnings in the first quarter were at

the rate of $94,076,812 a year. On the other hand, March earn-

ings were at the rate of nearly $126,000,000 a year.

How to Catch Passengers.

Courteous diplomacy is the secret of the ticket agent's success.

The first requisite is real interest in the inquirer. When the

prospective passenger enters an office, he feels complimented to

find a clerk ready and smilingly willing to wait on him, and
correspondingly disgusted if a clerk sits in a chair at a desk and
perfunctorily answ^ers the questions propounded—volunteering

nothing. It is well to allow a prospective passenger to have
his full say, the clerk merely acquiescing pleasantly until a con-

versation of discussion is opened ; in this way the ticket seller

will frequently get the customer's measure while concealing his

own, and this alone is a prime advantage.

It frequently happens that a shopper has really made up his

mind to use a line other than yours and merely comes in to

confirm his judgment. This class of passenger is very often

converted to your line 'by well-timed remarks on his good judg-

ment, followed up by pointing out some particular advantage

of your line that had been unknown to him such as "By-the-

by, here is something on our line that the world should know
more of, but you are aware how difficult it is to make every-

body cognizant of such wonderful things as this !" Then show

him an illustration of, say, the Spiral Tunnels or Lake Louise,

and follow it up by the comment of some authority on railway

engineering or mountain scenery.

It happens at times that the inquiring passenger is not stupid,

but simple, and in such cases it is well to establish acquaintance

along lines familiar to him. It is probable such a passenger is

from a farming community, and it sometimes occurs that the

ticket seller is either familiar with his particular district or per-

haps knows some person in that vicinity, or has some knowledge

of farming and its requirements—in fact, any ticket seller who
is out for business will find some avenue of interest to attract

and hold such a man's confidence with the desired result. Then

there is the "prospect," who either has or assumes all knowledge

—this man can invariably be landed by asking his opinion on

the relative merits of railways, of service, etc., and indicating to

him by your attitude that you respect his knowledge.

Another type is the inquiring passenger who really is in per-

plexity ; such a one's patronage is almost certain if painstaking

interest is taken in him. Show him the route map ; indicate

specially, with red ink if necessary, the line he will travel; make

an itinerary ; show him a sleeping car or its picture ; mark on the

map or annotated time table two or three places that he must not
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miss under any consideration—and then the money is yours.

How great a percentage of possible patrons will enter a ticket

office and say, "Is this the Great Central?" or "Is this the Union
ticket office?" or "Is this the X., Y., Z. ?" and how often the

clerk will answer, "No ; corner Third and Madison." This is

wrong, because this is the fellow you are after; he must be held

until his business is ascertained. Maybe the "Canadian Pacific"

will do him just as well or better, and even if it does not, "It

pays to advertise." Show him and probably part of your infor-

mation will stick.

—

A. B. Colder, Canadian Pacific.

American Electric Railway Engineering Association.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee held November 15,

1910, a resolution was passed authorizing the secretary to send

out a circular letter to all member companies and associate

members giving an outline of the work laid down for the stand-

ing committees for the present year. This circular letter tells

of the work in hand by the standing and special committees,

and says that sub-committees have been appointed from the

standing committees to serve on sub-committees of the Amer-
ican Society for Testing Materials, who are drawing up specifi-

cations for wrought iron, steel in rails and rolled steel wheels.

International Association of Railway Special Agents

and Police.

At the annual meeting of the International Association of

Railway Special Agents and PoHce, which was held at Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., April 18 to 21, the following officers were elected

for the ensuing year : President, M. B. Earle, Birmingham, Ala.

;

first vice-president, P. J. Kindelon, San Francisco, Cal. ; second

vice-president, H. C. Harold, Buffalo, N. Y. ; third vice-presi-

dent, L. T. Phelps, Bluefield, W. Va. ; secretary and treasurer,

W. C. Pannell, Baltimore, Md. Buffalo, N. Y., was chosen as

the place of the next annual meeting.

Committees of the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion.

The following new directors of the American Railway Engi-
neering Association have been elected : J. A. Atwood, Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie
; J. B. Berry, Rock Island Lines ; W. B.

Storey, Jr., Santa Fe. The new name of the association became
effective on April 24.

The new committees of the association, together with their

instructions, are as follows

:

COMMITTEE I.

Roadtvay.

1. Present formulae of general application for determining

waterway areas under varying conditions, with consideration

also of hydraulic features.

2. Report on unit pressures allowable on roadbeds of different

materials, conferring with the Committee on Ballast.

3. Report on tunnel construction and ventilation.

4. Report on the question of agricultural drainage as it affects

railways

:

(a) Laws and assessments.

(b) Methods of construction of drainage channels through
railways.

J. E. Willoughby (L. & N.), Chairman; W. M. Dawley (Erie),

Vice-Chairman
; J. R. W. Ambrose (G. T.)

; John C. Beye
(C. R. I. & P.) ; D. J. Brumley (I. C.) ; W. C. Curd (M. P.)

;

Paul Didier (B. & O.) ; R. C. Falconer (Erie) ; S. B. Fisher

(M. K. & T.) ; T. H. Gatlin (Southern) ; C. B. Hovt (N. Y. C.

& St. L) ; C. S. Millard (C. C. C. & St. L) ; A. C. Prime (Penn-
sylvania)

; H. J. SHfer (C. G. W.)
; J. A. Spielmann (B. & O.) ;

John G. Sullivan (C. P.) ; W. D. Pence (University of Wiscon-
sin)

; F. L Wheaton (D. L & W.) ; W. P. Wiltsee (N. & W.) ;

R. C. Young (L S. & I) ; L W. Baldwin (I. C).

COMMITTEE II.

Ballast.

1. Report on the proper depth of ballast to insure uniform
distribution of the loads on the roadbed, conferring with Com-
mittee on Roadway.

2. Report on physical tests of stone for ballast.

3. Complete review on gravel ballast and recommended
methods for grading the different qualities.

H. E. Hale (M. P.), Chairman; J. M. Meade (A. T. & S. F.),
Vice-Chairman; W. J. Bergen (N. Y. C. & St. L) C c'
Hill (M. C.) ; F. J. Stimson (G. R. & I.) ; F. T. Darrow (C. b'
& Q.) ;

T. W. Fatherson (C. R. I. & P.) ; A. S. More (C. C. C.
& St. L)

; E. V. Smith (B. & O.) ; H. L Gordon (B. & O )
•

J. M. Egan (I. C.) ; S. B. Rice (R. F. & P.); T. C. Burpee
(Intercolonial); G. H. Harris (M. C.)

; J. V. Neubert (N Y
C. & H. R.)

; A. F. Blaess (I. C.) ; S. A. Jordan (B. & O.) ;

S. N. Williams (Cornell College).

COMMITTEE III.

Ties.

1. Study the size of cross-ties required for the stresses to
which they are subjected.

2. Report on the saving in track labor brought about by the
use of treated ties.

3. Report on the effect of the design of tie-plates and spikes
on the durability of the tie.

4. Report on the renewal of cross-ties in continuous stretches
versus single tie renewals.

5. Report on the use of cypress timber for cross-tie.
6. Report on the use of metal, composite and concrete ties.

L A. Downs (I. C), Chairman; W. F. H. Finke (Southern),
Vice-Chairman; F. G. Jonah (St. L & S. F.) ; E. E Hart
(N. Y. C. & St. L) ; G. W. Merrell (N. & W.) ; W J Bur-
ton (M. P.)

; J. G. Shillinger (C. C. C. & St. L) ; H. C. Lan-
don (Erie)

; F. R. Layng (B. & L. E.) ; L. M. Perkins (N. P.)
;

H. K. Wicksteed (C. N. Q.) ; D. O. Lewis (C. N. P.) ; H. W.
Brown (Pennsylvania)

; L C. Hartley (C. & E. I.) ; H. S. Wil-
gus (P. S. & N.)

; E. D. Jackson (B. & O.) ; G. D. Swingly (B.
& O.) ; D. W. Thrower (I. C.) ; Duncan MacPherson (Trans-
continental).

COMMITTEE IV.

Rail.

1. Recommend changes in specifications for steel rails.

2. Present recommendations on standard rail sections.

3. Continue investigation of the breakage and failure of rails

and present summary of conclusions drawn from reports re-

ceived.

4. Report on the results obtained from the use of open-
hearth and special alloy steel rails, and the chemical composi-
tion of such rails.

5. Present reports on the results of tests made on the various
kinds of rail in conjunction with the Manufacturers' Committee
on the revolving machine at South Chicago and the reciprocat-
ing machine at .Sparrows Point.

6. Report on the strength of rail joints, with a view to recom-
mending design and specifications.

7. Report on standard drilling for rails.

8. Report upon the advisability of using rails longer than 33
ft., including estimates of relative cost.

Chas. S. Churchill (N. & W.), Chairman; R. Montfort (L &
N.), Vice-Chairman; E. B. Ashby (L V.) ; J. A. Atwood (P. &
L E.) ; A. S. Baldwin (I. C.) ; J. B. Berry (C. R. I. & P.) ; M.
L Byers (M. P.) ; W. C. Gushing (Pennsylvania) ; F. A. Delano
(Wabash) ; Dr. P. H. Dudley (N. Y. C. L) ; C. H. Ewing (A.
C.) ; John D. Isaacs (Harriman Lines) ; Thos. H. Johnson (Penn-
sylvania) ; H. G. Kelley (G. T.) ; C. A. Morse (A. T. & S. F.) ;

G. W. Kittredge (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; D. W. Lum, (Southern) ;

J. T. Richards (Pennsylvania); J. P. Snow (B. & M.) ; A. W.
Thompson (B. & O.) ; R. Trimble (Pennsylvania) ; M. H. Wick-
horst (Rail Committee); C. W. Huntington (C. R. N. J.).

COMMITTEE V.

Track.

1. Present general specifications covering material and work-
manship for frogs, crossings and switches, including the use

of manganese and other special alloys.

2. Present general specifications for track bolts, nutlocks, tie-

plates, common track spikes and screw-spikes.

3. Study designs of main-line turnouts.

J. B. Jenkins (B. & O.), Chairman; G. J. Ray (D. L & W.),
Vice-Chairman; L S. Rose (C. C. C. & St. L.) ; Garrett Davis
(C. R. I. & P.) ; L R. Leighty (M. P.) ; Curtiss Millard (C. G.

W.) ; A. Bruner (N. & W.) ; E. G. Ericson (Pennsylvania) ; T.

H. Hickey (M. C.) ; Raffe Emerson (A. T. & S. F.) ; J. M. R.

Fairbairn (C. P.) ; H. T. Porter (B. & L E.) ; P. C. Newbegin
(B. & A.) ; W. G. Raymond (Iowa State University) ; S. S.
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Roberts (I. C.) ; F. A. Siiiilli (civil ciigiiicor) ; R. A. Van
llouten (Eric); W. J. Towne (C. & N. W.) ; II. R. SafTord

(Edgar Allen & Co.) ; R. O. Rote (L. S. & M. S.) ; R. M. Pcarcc

(P. & L. ]•:.) ; Geo. II. Hrcmner (C. R & Q.) ; C. 11. Stein (C. R.

of N. J.) ; Tliomas Mancy (L. & N.) ; F. S. Stevens (P. & R.).

COMMITTEE VI.

JUiildings.

1. Report on tlie aiivantages and disadvantages of various

types of frciglit house lloor construction.

2. Continue the .study of roof coverings.

3. Present principles covering the design of inbound and out-

bound freight houses.

4. Continue the study of reinforced concrete coaling stations.

Maurice Coburn (Vandalia), Chairman; M. A. Long (B. &
O.); Vice-chairman; O. P. Chamberlain (C. & 1. W.) ; W. F.

Schultz (Memphis Union Station Co.); A. T. Hawk (C. R. I.

& P.) ; C. G. Delo (C. G. W.) ; W. S. Thompson (Penn-

sylvania) ; C. F. W. Felt (A. T. & S. F.)
; J. W. Orrock (C. P.) ;

N. H. LaFountain (C. M. & St. P.) ; A. T. Tomlinson (G. T.

P.) ; J. S. Metcalf (contracting engineer) ; C. H. Fake (M. R. &
B T.) ; E. N. Layfield (Grade Separation Commission)

; J. P.

Canty (B. & M.) ; W. T. Dorrance (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; G. W.
Andrews (B. & O.) ; H. A. Lloyd (Erie)

; J. O. Thorne (C. B.

& Q-); W. G. Arn (I. C).

COMMITTEE VII.

IVooden Bridges and Trestles.

1. Report on the formulae for use in determining the strength

of sheet piling.

2. Report on equipment required for pile driving.

3. Collect information on special methods of driving sheet

piles in cofferdams where conditions do not permit the use of

ordinary equipment.

4. Collect information of actual experience on the bearing

power of piles and on the practical results of the use of

formulae.

5. Report on the use of guard rails for wooden bridges and

trestles.

6. Report on fire protection of wooden bridges and trestles.

C. C. Wentworth (N. & W.), Chairman; W. F. Steffens (B. &
A.), Vice-Chairman ; F. H. Bainbridge (C. & N. W.) ; F. E.

Bissell (A. C. & Y.) ; W. S. Bouton (B. & O.) ; R. D. Coombs

(consulting engineer) ; Hans Ibsen (M. C.) ; Henry S. Jacoby

(Cornell University)
; J. A. Lahmer (K. C. S.) ; L L. Simmons

(C. R. L & P) ; H. Rettinghouse (C. & N. W.) ; E. A. Hadley

(M. P.) ; B. R. Lefifler (L. S. & M. S.)

COMMITTEE VIII.

Masonry.

1. Report on waterproofing of masonry and bridge floors, in-

cluding methods, cost and results.

2. Report on principles for design of plain and reinforced

concrete retaining walls and abutments.

3. Report on the principles of design of reinforced concrete

trestles, and state advantages resulting from their use.

4. Report on the best methods of repairing the worn surface

of plain and reinforced concrete.

5. Report upon conditions which tend to produce disintegration

of the concrete, or corrosion of the reinforcement.

6. Report on methods for depositing concrete under water.

G. H. Tinker (N. Y. C. & St. L.), Chairman; F. L. Thompson

(L C), Vice-Chairman; T. L. Condron (consulting engineer);

B. Douglas (Detroit River Tunnel Co.) ; L. N. Edwards (G. T.) ;

F. E. Schall (L. V.) ; A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois)
; Job

Tuthill (C. H. & D.) ; L. D. Crear (Erie) ; A. A. Wirth (Penn-

sylvania) ; H. E. Boardman (M. P.) ; L. J. Hotchkiss (C. B. &
Q.) ; A. H. Griffith (B. & O.) ; G. J. Bell (A. T. & S. F.)

; J.

H. Prior (C. M. & St. P.) ; W. H. Petersen (C. R. I. & P.) ; G.

H. Scribner, Jr. (contracting engineer).

COMMITTEE IX.

Signs, Fences and Crossings.

1. Continue the investigation of ways and means for securing

a proper quality of fence wire to resist corrosion and secure

durability.

2. Report on the relative advantages and disadvantages of the

different kinds of fence posts.

3. Report on the best form of track construction and flange-

ways at street crossings in paved streets.

4. Report on the relative advantages and disadvantages of the
different kinds of telegraph poles.

K. J. C. Zinck (G. T.), Chairman; C. H. Stein (C. R. of N.
J.), Vice-Chairman; F. M. Patterson (C. B. & Q.) ; E. R. Lewis
(M. C); II. E. Billman (M. P.); G. E. Boyd (I. C.) ; L. C.
Lawton (A. T. & S. F.) ; A. M. Funk (B. & O.) ; J. B. Myers
(B. & O.); C. II. Splitstone (Erie).

COMMITTEE X.

Signals and Interlocking.

1. Continue investigation of outline and description of a

comprehensive and uniform signal system, suitable for general

adoi)tion, conferring with proper committee of the American
Railway Association.

2. Revise mechanical interlocking specifications, and include

wrought iron pipe as well as steel.

3. Revise electric interlocking specifications, and submit state-

ment of the results from experience.

4. Report on the effect of treated and metal ties on track

circuits.

A. H. Rudd (Pennsylvania), Director-Chairman; L. R.

Clausen (C. M. & St. P.), Vice-Chairman; Azel Ames (United
States Train Control Board) ; C. C. Anthony (Pennsylvania)

;

H. Baker (C. N. O. & T. P.) ; H. S. Balliet (N. Y. C. & H. R.)
;

W. G. Besler (C. R. of N. J.) ; W. B. Causey (C. G. W.) ; C.

A. Christofferson (N. P.) ; C. E. Denney (L. S. & M. S.) ; W.
J. Eck (Southern) ; W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; M. H.
Hovey (Wisconsin Railway Commission) ; A. S. Ingalls (L. S.

& M.) ; J. C. Mock (Detroit River Tunnel) ; F. P. Patenall (B.

& O.) ; J. A. Peabody (C. & N. W.) ; Frank Rhea (General Elec-

tric Co.) ; W. B. Scott (Harriman Lines) ; Thos. S. Stevens (A.

T. & S. F.) ; H. H. Temple (B. & O.) ; E. F. Wendt CP. & L.

E.) ; J. C. Young (U. P.) ; A. G. Shaver (C. R. I. & P.) ; G. E.

Ellis (K. C. T.).

COMMITTEE XI.

Records and Accounts.

1. Make a comprehensive study of the forms in the Manual
which were adopted a number of years ago.

2. Study the economical way of managing a storehouse so as

to assure a minimum stock of material at all times.

H. J. Pfeifer (Terminal Railroad Association), Chairman; M.
C. Byers (St. L. & S. F.), Vice-Chairman; Edward Gray
(Southern); E. E. Hanna (M. P.); Henry Lehn (N. Y. C. &
H. R.)

; J. H. Milburn (B. & O.) ; C. W. Pifer (I. C.) ; Guy
Scott (Pennsylvania); W. A. Christian (C. G. W.) ; R. W.
Willis (C. B. & Q.) ; G. J. Graves (A. T. & S. F.)

; J. M. Brown
(C. R. I. & P.) ; C. W. Cochran (C. C. C. & St. L.) ; G. T.

Warren (B. & O.) ; H. Stephens (L. S. & M. S.).

COMMITTEE XII.

Rules and Organisation.

1. Continue the compilation of rules for the government of

maintenance of way employees.

2. Formulate rules in the nature of specifications or instruc-

tions regarding the conduct of work, making use of the recom-

mendations of the various committees dealing with these sub-

jects, and of the best practice of railway companies as embodied

in their books of rules.

J. O. Osgood (C. R. of N. J.), Chairman; F. L. Nicholson (N
& S.), Vice-Chairman; F. D. Anthony (Q. M. & S.) ; G. D
Brooke (B. & O.) ; E. J. Correll (M. P.) ; C. Dougherty (C. N
O. & T. P.) ; F. P. Gutelius (C. P.) ; J. A. Gordon (C. G. W.)
K. Hanger (C. R. L & G.) ; Jos. Mullen (C. C.'C. & St. L.)

; J

B. Dickson (Erie) ; W. C. Smith (N. P.) ; S. E. Coombs (N. Y
C. & H. R.)

; J. B. Carothers (B. & O.).

COMMITTEE XIII.

Water Service.

1. Report on the design and relative economy of track pans

from an operating standpoint.

2. Present typical plans and specifications for tank supports.

3. Report on the use of reinforced concrete for water tanks

and supports.

Robert Ferriday (C. C. C. & St. L.), Chairman; J. L. Camp-

bell (El. P. & S. W.), Vice-Chairman; E. G. Lane (B. & O.) ;

James Burke (Erie) ; H. M. Church (B. & O. S. W.) ; G. H.

Herrold (C. G. W.) ; A. Mordecai (consulting engineer) ; W. A.

Parker (St. J. & G. I.); Chas. E. Thomas (I. C.) ; C. L. Ran-
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som (C. & N. W.) ; A. F. Dorley (M. P.) ; G. C. Millett (A. T.

& S. R).
COMMITTEE XIV.

Yards and Terminals.

1. Report on typical situation plans of passenger stations, of

both through and stub types, with critical analyses of working
capacity, and include a review of the different methods of esti-

mating their capacity.

2. Report on developments in the handling of freight by
mechanical means.

3. Report on developments in the design and operation of

hump yards.

4. Report on typical situation plans for a division engine

terminal.

5. Report on methods of handling baggage, express and mail

at passenger terminals.

C. H. Spencer (Washington Terminal Co.), Chairman; E. B.

Temple (Pennsylvania), Vice-Chairman; Hadley Baldwin (C.

C. C. & St. L.) ; W. C. Barrett (B. & O.) ; M. S. Blaiklock (Grand
Trunk); G. H. Burgess (D. & H.) ; A. E. Clift (I. C.) ;

Maurice Coburn (Vandalia) ; H. T. Douglas, Jr. (W. & L. E.)
;

A. C. Everham (K. C. Terminal) ; D. B. Johnston (Pennsyl-

vania) ; H. A. Lane (B. & O.) ; L. J. Mclntyre (N. P.) ; B. H.

Mann (M. P.) ; A. Montzheimer (C. L. S. & E.) ; W. L. Sed-

don (S. A. L.) ; A. Swartz (Erie)
; J. E. Taussig (H. & T. C.) ;

E. E. R. Tratman (Engineering News) ; W. L. Webb (C. M. &
St. P.) ; J. G. Wishart (C. R. I. & P.).

COMMITTEE XV.

Irott and Steel Structures.

1. Continue investigation of impact and secondary stresses.

2. Continue investigation of the influence of experiment and
experience on theory of bridge design.

3. Report on rules for instruction and guidance of inspectors

in mill, shop and field.

4. Study the design of built-up columns, co-operating with

other investigators and committees of other societies.

5. Report on the methods of protection of iron and steel

structures against corrosion.

C. H. Cartlidge (C. B. & Q.), Chairman; A. J. Himes (N. Y.

C. & St. L.), Vice-chairman; J. A. Bohland (G. N.) ; Chas.

Chandler (C. G. W.) ; C. L. Crandall (Cornell University)
;

J.. E. Crawford (N. & W.) ; Albert Reichmann (American
Bridge Co.) ; J. E. Greiner (B. & O.) ; J. M. Johnson (Louis-

ville Bridge & Iron Co.) ; C. N. Monsarrat (C. P. R.) ; W. H.
Moore (N. Y. N H. & H.) ; W. F. Robinson (A. T. & S. F.) ;

C. C. Schneider (consulting engineer) ; O. E. Selby (C. C. C. &
St. L.); C. E. Smith (M. P.); L F. Stern (C. & N.) ;

F. E. Turneaure (University of Wisconsin).

COMMITTEE XVI.

Economics of Railway Location.

1. Continue the consideration of all questions connected with
railway location, alinement grades and improvement of alinement

and grades affecting the economic operation with relation to

traffic, tonnage ratings, speed, density of traffic and financial

considerations, with the special aim in view of establishing uni-

form methods and unit values for investigating and comparing
different routes and making improvements in alinement and
grade alinement.

A. K. Shurtleff (C. R. L & P.), Chairman; R. N. Begien
(B. & O.), Vice-Chairman ; C. Frank Allen (Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology) ; Willard Beahan (L. S. & M.) ; C. K.
Conard (Erie) ; A. C. Dennis (civil engineer) ; W. A. James
(C. P.) ; C. P. Howard (civil engineer) ; C. J. Parker, N. Y.
C. & H. R.) ; F. W. Smith (C. C. C. & St. L.) ; Francis Lee
Stuart (B. & O.) ; W. D. Taylor (C. & A.); Walter Loring
Webb (consulting engineer); M. A. Zook (C. G. W.).

COMMITTEE XVII.

Wood Preservation.

1. Continue investigation of proper grouping of different tim-
bers for antiseptic treatment.

2. Compile available information from service tests.

3. Investigate the merits of various preservatives, giving espe-
cial attention to oil from water gas tar, and to the use of re-

fined coal tar in creosote oil.

4. Report on the desirability of revising the adopted specifi-

cations for creosote oil.

5. Recommend forms for the inspection of preserving
processes.

6. Present specifications for impregnation with creosote oil.

7. Report on the value of impregnation with crude oil.

8. Report on the value of brush coating and dipping.

Earl Stimson (B. & O.), Chairman; E. H. Bowser (L C),
Vice-Chairman; W. H. Courtenay (L. & N.) ; G. M. Davidson
(C. & N. W.) ; H. B. Dick (B. & O. S. W.) ; W. W. Drinker
(Erie) ; R. H. Ford (M'. P.) ; Dr. W. K. Hatt (Purdue Uni-
versity) ; V. K. Hendricks (St. L. & S. F.) George E. Rex
(A. T. & S. R); E. A. Sterling (Pennsylvania) ; C. M. Taylor
(C. R. of N. J. and P. & R.) ; H. Von Schrenk (C. R. I. & P,)

;

Charles Yoder (L. S. & M. S.) ; C. E. Knickerbocker (N. Y.

O. & W.).
COMMITTEE XVIII.

Electricity.

1. Continue the consideration of the subject of clearance.

2. Continue the preparation of a standard specification for

overhead transmission line crossings.

3. Report on the effect of electrolytic action on metallic struc-

tures, and the best means of preventing it.

4. Report on methods of insulation and protection.

G. W. Kittredge (N. Y. C. & H. R.), Chairman; J. B. Austin,

Jr. (L. I.), Vice-Chairman; N. E. Baker (I. C.) ; R. D. Coombs
(consulting engineer) ; A. O. Cunningham (Wabash) ; L. C.

Fritch (C. G. W.) ; Geo. Gibbs (P. T. & T. R.) ; G. A. Harwood
(N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; E. B. Katte (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; C. E.

Lindsay (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; W. S. Murray (N. Y. N. H. &
H.); J. R. Savage (L. I.).

COMMITTEE XIX.

Conservation of Natural Resources.

1. Continue the study of tree planting and general refore-

station.

2. Continue the study of coal and fuel oil resources.

3. Continue the study of iron and steel resources.

E. O. Faulkner (A. T. & S. R), Chairman; William McNab
(G. T.), Vice-chairman; R. H. Aishton (C. & N. W.)

;

Moses Burpee (B. & A.) ; R R Busteed (C. P.) ; C. H. Fisk

(C. S.) ; W. A. McGonagle (D. M. & N.) ; G. A. Mountain

(Canadian Railway Commission) ; W. L. Park (I. C.) ; G. H.

Webb (M. C).
SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

Uniform- General Contract Forms.

1. Report on general contract forms.

J. C. Irwin (Rutland), Chairman; W. G. Atwood (L. E &
W.), Vice-Chairman; E. R Ackerman (L. V.); W. L. Breckin-

bridge (C. B. & Q.) ; R. G. Kenly (M. & St. L.) ; E. H. Lee

(C. & W. I.) ; C. A. Paquette (C. C. C. & St. L.) ; H. C. Phil-

lips (A. T. & S. R)
; J. H. Roach (L. S. & M S.) ; H. A.

Woods (G. T. P.).

Grading of Lumber.

1. Continue the collection of current specifications, Grading

and Inspection Rules, for maintenance of way timber and lumber

not heretofore reported on, and present same for all classes of

maintenance of way timber and lumber which will conserve

the interests of railways and be acceptable to manufacturers'

associations ; conferring with committees of this association

and with other organizations whose work is affected.

W. H. Sellew (M. C), Chairman; B. A. Wood (M. & O).

Vice-chairman; D. Fairchild (N. P.); R. Koehler (S. P.);

A. J. Neafie (D. L. & W.) ; W. H. Norris (M. C.) ; C. W.
Richey (Pennsylvania) ; Dr. H. Von Schrenk (C. R. I. & P.

and St. L. & S. F.) ; R B. Walker (N. P.).

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
III.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.
American Electric Railway Association.— II. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York.
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: I'lacc, New York;

C. .'\. I.ichty, C. &

Fritcli, Monadnock

I-. S. W.

Amsrican K All.WAV Association.—W. 1'. Allen, J4 IVul

May 17, New York.
Amekican Railway Kkidce and ISuilding Association. -

N. \V., C'liiiMKo; Oct. 1719. I'Ml, Si. l.ouis, Mo.
Amkkh'an Kaii.wav I'Inuineeking Association.- -K. 11.

lUock, Chicago.
American Kaii.way Indi'striai. Association.—G. L. .Stewart, .St.

Ky., .S. Louis. Mo.; May 910. 1911, Detroit. Midi.
American Kaii.wav Mastkr Mechanics' Association. —J. W. Taylor. Old

C'jJoiiy biiililing, fliicago; June 14-10. I'yll. Atlantic City, N. J.
American Kaii.wav tool 1'"okemen's Association. O. T. llanoun, IJlooin-

iiigton. 111.

American Society ior Testing Materials.—Prof. K. MarhuiK, University
of I'eiinsylvania, I'liiladelpliia, I'a.; June 27-July I. Atlantic City. N. J.

American Society oe C'ivil Kngineers.—C. W. Hunt, 2J0 VV. 57lli St..

New York; 1st and id Wed., except June and .\ugust, New York.
American Society oi- Kngineering Contkactoks.- I). J. llaner, 13 Park

Row. New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.

39th St.. New York; ne.M convention. May 30-June 2, Piltshurgh, Pa.
Association of .American Railway Accounting Oti-icers.—C. G. Phil-

lips. 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

cago; May 24-26, Montreal, Can.
Association of Railway Klectrical Kngineers.—Jos. A. Andieucetti, C. &

N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135

Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounfing Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.
Canadian Railway Cluh.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,

Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.
Canadian .Society of Civil Kngineers.—Clement II.McLcod, 413 l^orches-

ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th

Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— II. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d

Thurs. in Jan., and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— 1). F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., .St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.— E. R. Dasher, P.ox 704, Ilarris-

burg. Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Ilarrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Assocl-vtion.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; Tune 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209

East Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York; May 23-26, Omaha, Neb.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 r.russels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.-—A. L. Wood-

w'orth, Lima, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except .July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.

;

2d Tuesday in month, except Tune, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New Y'ork Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. Maulick, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;

second Wednesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa., 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Signal AssociATro^i.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.— T. P. Murphv, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio; annual, May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
RoADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF Way ASSOCIATION.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in. month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; .Sept. 13-14. St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. T. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., J.in., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transpoutation Clt'b.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo. Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
"Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

"Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.^—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, -August 29-September 1, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except, June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.— T. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers" Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

©raffic Kctti^*

Reporters in New York learn that the Florida tourist travel

of the past winter has been very satisfactory in volume.

The Pennsylvania Railroad on one of its 28-hour trains, now
runs day coaches througli between New York and Chicago.

Heretofore only sleeping-car passengers have been carried

through without change.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford announces that it

will establish at Boston the "New England Lines Industrial

Bureau," to promote agricultural and manufacturing industry.

The head of the bureau will be William H. Seeley, at present

general freight and passenger agent of the Central New England.

Arrangements have been made by the New York Central &
Hudson River and the Boston & Maine by which regular through
passenger service will be established between Boston and Buffalo

over these lines. Up to this time through cars have been run

only in the rushes of the vacation seasons. (See also Financial

News.)

Since the beginning of March, the "North Coast Limited," of

the Northern Pacific, which runs from St. Paul to Puget Sound,
has arrived at Spokane from the east every day on time, and
only twice in March and in April once has it been late in reach-

ing the coast. The train makes a run of over 1,900 miles through

five states.

Attorney General Major of Missouri has advised the State

Railway Commission not to attempt to reduce the state pas-

senger rates, or interfere in any way with railway rates, until

a decision has been reached in the cases now before the Su-

preme Court involving the reductions in rates required by the

state authorities. He believes that any interference on the part

of the commission at this time might tend to weaken the state

in this litigation.

The New York & Hudson Steamboat Company, running boats

between New York City and Hudson, N. Y., has made a new
traffic agreement with the Boston & Albany, by which through

rates will be made on freight to and from all stations on that

road, and to carry the additional freight which is expected

the company has built two new steamboats. This makes five

in all, in the service of the company, and there will be two sail-

ings a day from New York.

The United States Motor Company prints a statement to the

effect that in the month of March (27 working days), it shipped

2,639 carloads of automobiles ; and another to the effect that

on a single day's shipments from its factories the freight bills

amounted to $12,944. These freight bills represented 108 car-

loads sent to 27 different states. The factories are situated in

Providence, R. L ; Hartford, Conn. ; Tarrytown, N. Y. ; Detroit,

Mich. ; Dayton, Ohio, and Newcastle, Ind.

On wheat and corn, delivered by vessels at Lake Erie ports,

the trunk line railways have put in effect, beginning April 27,

a rate of 4 cents a bushel to New York and Boston ; and a rate

of 3.7 cents to Philadelphia and Baltimore. These rates are

made to meet Canadian competition and expire October 31. This

action is in consonance with the suggestion which was made by

the Interstate Commerce Commission in its recent decision on

the subject of grain rates from Buffalo to Boston.

Governor Hadley of Missouri has vetoed the Phelps bill,

which prohibited a railway from charging a higher passenger

rate per mile between any two points on its line than between

any other two points. He said it was his belief that the measure

might be declared unconstitutional. The Carter bill was

signed. This gives the state railway commission power to fix

maximum passenger rates in Missouri, and provides for a classi-

fication of the roads with reference to their earnings per mile

for fixing the passenger rates. The governor also signed the

bill giving the railway commission power to fix express rates,

to establish free delivery zones in cities of 1,000 or more popu-

lation, and to fix the amount express companies shall pay rail-

ways for carrying express.
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The Kansas City-Missouri River Navigation Company, which
has been organized by several business men of Kansas City to

establish a boat line on the Missouri river between Kansas City

and St. Louis to compete with the railways, has agreed to make
80 per cent, of the rail rates the maximum charges on its line

;

and at the start it will charge the maximum rates. No tariffs

will be published the first year, and it is announced that

the classification of freight will be the same as on the railways.

To prevent the company from coming under the jurisdiction

,
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, no through bills of

lading will be issued for points outside of Missouri, shipments

for points beyond St. Louis having to be reconsigned at that

place.

John L. Mathews, secretary of the Mississippi Valley Trans-
portation Company, which is about to open a barge Ime serv-

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 93, giving a summary of car shortages and
surpluses by groups from December 10, 1909, to April 12, 1911,
says:

"There has been a decrease of 16,971 in the coal car surplus
during the two weeks since our last bulletin, but an increase of
6,993 in the box car surplus, with a slight increase in the surplus
of flat cars, brings the net decrease down to 8,998 cars, leaving
a total of 187,219 surplus cars of all classes. In group 1 (New
England), 2, (Eastern), 3, (Central), and 4, (Middle Atlantic),
where the coal car accumulation has been the heaviest, there are
decreases in the total group surpluses, while in the West and
Northwest the increase in box car surplus caused increases in

Car

Date.

Group *1.—Ap ril 12, 1911
2.— '

12, 1911
3.— '

12, 1911
4.— '

' 12, 1911
5.— '

' 12, 1911
6.— '

12, 1911
" 7 — '

' 12, 1911
8.— '

12, 1911
9.— '

' 12, 1911
" 10.— '

12, 1911
11.— '

12, 1911

Total . . .

No. of
roads.

8
24
26
10
19
2S
4

15
10
21
6

Box.

1,077
2,674
4,429
2,427
4,617
10,870
1,640
8,499
2,799
6,738
1,764

47,539

Flat.

1,753
187

1,466
249
587

1,435
115
626
517

2,388
491

Surpluses a

—Surpluses-
Coal,

gondola
and hopper.

1,318
25,753
45,456
6,222
4,579
3,319
1,479
3,234
472

2,098
35

ND Shortages.

Other
kinds.

262
8,793
4,351
1,489
1,417
5,054
456

3,095
732

9,471
790

Total.

4,410
37,413
55,702
10,387
11,200
20,678
3,690

15,454
4,520

20,686
3,080

9,814 93,956 35,910 187,219

Box.

16

8
JO
31

48

113

Shortages
Coal,

gondola Other
Flat, and hopper, kinds.

25

286
50
17

4

2

28

197

1

100

300
4

29

384 10 659

Total.

S3
18

197
294
61

156

4
300

6
77

1,166

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—-Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Te.xas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

•Surp/us Shortage 1908 Surplus

Nov. II

Dec. A

100.000 200.000 300,000

i^^^D Box Cars.

Short Shortage I9IO Surplus Shortage 1911 Surplus

Apr js

Boopoo

/III Cars.

200,000

Box Cars

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1911 Inclusive.

ice on the Mississippi, between St. Louis and New Orleans, has
given out a statement in which he expresses regret that the busi-
ness men of St. Louis have not taken more active interest in

the company. It was started in the fall of 1909, and now has
a capital of $135,000, very little of which was subscribed by
St. Louis people, although when it was proposed the Businsss
Men's League indorsed the project and advised the merchants
and manufacturers of St. Louis to give it financial support. Mr.
Mathews, who is about to resign, says that although he is dis-

appointed at the lack of interest shown by St. Louis, that has
nothing to do with his leaving the company.

the total group figures. Group 9 (Southwestern), 11 (Canadian),

and 1 (New England) show some decreases in box as well as in

the total of all classes."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by

groups for the latest period covered by the report, and the chart

shows totals for 1907 to 1911, inclusive.

Traffic Club of New York.

At the meeting of the Traffic Club of New York, held April

25, Frederick Monscn gave an interesting illustrated lecture on
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The ran.inia Canal and Its Makers. Besides a number of well-

chosen pictures of various phases of the work there were some
highly interesting moving pictures showing work underway, for

instance there was a picture of "a slide taken from a slide while

it slid."

Total February Earnings and Expenses.

Logan G. McPherson, director of the Bureau of Railway Eco-
nomics, in Bulletin No. 12, giving a summary of revenues and
expenses of steam roads in the United States for February,

1911, says:

For the month of February, 1911, total operating revenues de-

creased from the same month of 1910 about $3,500,000, which was
equivalent to $29 per mile, or 3.2 per cent. This decrease was
entirely in freight revenue, and was in part oflfset by an increase

of nearly $13 per mile in passenger and miscellaneous revenue.

Operating expenses were almost stationary as compared with a

year ago, the increase amounting to only 0.8 per cent. There
was an increase of 2 per cent, in maintenance of equipment and
2.1 per cent, in transportation expense, but these increases were
offset by a decrease of 5.8 per cent, in maintenance of way. The
operating ratio was 74.7 per cent., as compared with 74.9 per

cent, in January, 1911, and 71.7 per cent, in February, 1910.

Net operating revenue showed a decrease of $34 per mile, or

13.6 per cent. It is clear that this decrease was due to a decline

in revenues rather than an increase in expenses.

Net revenue per mile per day was $7.68, as compared with

$7.51 in January. November, 1910, showed a daily average per

mile of $11.91, and December of $9.96. There was an increase in

taxes of 2.2 per cent., and operating income, which is net revenue
with taxes and outside operations included, consequently showed
a decline of $35 per mile, or 16.6 per cent.

Increase in total operating revenue was confined to the south-

ern group of roads. This increase was found in both freight and
passenger revenue. In the eastern and western groups, the de-

crease in freight revenue was large enough to more than offset

increases in passenger revenue. In operating expenses the South
showed an increase of 8.2 per cent., which was generally dis-

tributed through the different accounts. In the East the in-

crease was 2.8 per cent, which was a resultant of increases in

transportation and general expenses and decreases in the other

accounts. The West, as in the previous month, showed a decline

in operating expenses amounting to 2.9 per cent. There was a

decrease of 13.9 per cent, in maintenance of way, and, of still

more significance, a decline of 2.8 per cent, in transportation ex-
pense. The variations in this last account correspond more
closely with those of gross revenue than do the variations in any
of the others. This is the first instance of a decrease in trans-

portation expense in any of the three groups since these bulletins

began to be issued in July, 1910, although a statement was erro-

neously made in the January bulletin to the effect that there had
been such a decrease in the western group, 'llie operating ratio

increased in all three groups, the greatest increase being in the

eastern group, where it rose from 73.1 per cent, in 1910 to 77.7

per cent, in 1911. The South alone shows any increase in net

revenue, and in that group the per cent, of increase is only 1 :6.

The East shows a decline of nearly 20 per cent., and the West
of 12 per cent. Operating income shows corresponding results, a

decrease of 25 per cent, in the East, and nearly 14 per cent, in

the West, and again in the South of only 0.2 per cent.

For the eight months of the fiscal year 1911, there is an in-

crease of operating revenues per mile for all roads of 1.8 per

cent, over the corresponding period of 1910. However, expenses
increased 6.6 per cent., with the result that net revenue shows a

decrease of 7.3 per cent. This decrease runs as high as 13 per
cent, in the eastern group. In the southern group there is a

slight increase, amounting to 1.1 per cent.

The calendar year to date makes an even more unfavorable
showing than do the eight months of the fiscal year, because in

addition to increasing expenses, there is the fact of declining

revenues. Operating revenues for these two months for all roads
declined 1.4 per cent., all the decrease being in freight revenue.

Expenses increased 2.1 per cent., with the result that net revenue
shows a decrease of 10.3 per cent., and operating income of 12.8

per cent. As has been the case during the eight months of the

fiscal year, the heaviest decline in net revenue is found in the

eastern group. The South alone shows any increase, and this

is the result of increasing revenues rather than decreasing ex-

penses.

The accompanying chart shows the variation in revenues and
expenses in the separate months

:

Ratio of Expenses to Total Operating Revenue.
Fiscal year

ended
Feb., Feb., June 30,
1911. 1910. 1910.

Percentage of Total Operating Revenue

—

Maintenance of Way and Structures.. 11.7 12.0 13.4
Maintenance of Equipment 17.4 16.5 15.0
Traffic Expenses 2.4 2.3 2.0
Transportation Expenses 40.3 38.2 33.4
General Expenses 3.0 2.7 2.5

Total Operating Expenses 74.7 71.7 66.3
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President Finley to the Farmers of the South.

The consumption of meat products in the United States is

constantly increasing and there is a steady demand for Amer-
ican meats in foreign markets.

The maximum number of cattle, other than milcli cows, in tlic

United States, was 51,566,(XX) on January 1, 1907. On January
1, 1910, the latest year for which figures have been published,

the number was 47,279,000, a decrease of 4,287,000 or 8.3 per cent.

in three years. The maximum number of hogs reported was
56,982,(X)0. on January 1, 1901. On January 1. 1910, the number
was 47,7.S2,000, a decrease of 9,200,000, or 16.1 per cent. Tlie

maximum number of sheep reported was 63,965,000, on Janu-
ary 1, 1903. On January 1, 1910, the number was 57,216,000,

a decrease of 6,749,000, or 10.5 per cent.

The decrease in the number of cattle has been in large meas-
ure due to the cutting up of the great western ranges into farms.

These great ranges are now becoming a thing of the past, and
the meat supply of the United States, both for home consump-
tion and for export, must, to an increasing extent, be produced
on the farms. A publication recently issued by the United States

agricultural department on beef production in Alabama serves

to emphasize the advantages of the South as a live stock region,

for results equally as favorable as those in Alabama are being
obtained in other States throughout the South, and much that

the report says as to the growing of beef applies with equal

force to other live stock. Ihis report sums up the reasons why
the farmers of the South should engage more extensively in the

growing of beef cattle substantially as follows:

The South, under the system of farming heretofore prevailing,

has thousands of acres of land, and good land, too, which are

not being used at all. Statistics show that only about 40 per

cent, of the tillable or arable land of the South is being used.

Sixty per cent, of the land is lying idle and returns no income
to the owner. The farms are large, and, principally because of

the lack of sufficient labor, many acres are not being used. At
present there is no better way to put the whole farm to work
than by introducing beef cattle into the system. They require

but a small amount of labor in addition to that employed in the

other work of the farm. The report to which I have referred

emphasizes the importance of cattle raising in connection with

diversified farming and building up soil fertility. It says : "As
the farmers learn the value of diversification in farming opera-

tions there will be an increased amount of roughage, such as

corn fodder, cowpea and clover hays, and soy beans, which many
times can be marketed more profitably through the beef animals

than in any other way. The beef cattle serve as important ma-
chines for converting the surplus fodders into valuable barnyard

manure, which gives to the growing crops not only the benefits

of its fertilizing elements, but enhances the natural condition of

the soil by the addition of that important compound—humus."

The department has conducted some careful experiments to

determine the value of barnyard manure. In these experi-

ments it was demonstrated that the average increase in crop

yields obtained by the use of barnyard manure alone gave it a

value of $3.35 per ton, and that barnyard manure combined with

commercial fertilizers had a value of $4.88.

On a plantation where corn and cotton were grown an experi-

ment was conducted which would seem to be of interest to farm-

ers throughout the cotton belt. On part of the land on this plan-

tation devoted to corn, peas were grown in the corn. After the

corn had been gathered the peas and the stalks were grazed by

steers, which were fed some cotton seed in addition to the

grazing. The next season cotton was grown on part of this

land and corn on part of it. As a result of the crop of peas and

the grazing, the yield of cotton per acre was 626.5 pounds of seed

cotton greater on an area where corn alone had been grown. On
the part devoted to corn the increased production was 14 bushels

per acre. . . .

Southern farmers are favorably located with reference to

markets for live stock. With the growth of commercial and in-

dustrial communities throughout the southern states, the home
demand is constantly increasing. I may illustrate this by quoting

United .States Agricultural Department statistics showing that

during the year 1907 more than 15,000 home-raised animals,

including beef cattle, veal, hogs, sheep, and kids, were slaughtered

in one of our large southern cities, while 36,097 live western

animals were shipped into the same city and slaughtered. In

addition to this total of more than 51,000 live animals there were

also shipped into tlie city large amounts of frcsli and cured
meals. . . .

Taking all of tlic advantages of the South into consideration,
I do not believe that any otlier section of the United States is'

better suited for the profitable growing of live stock as a feature
(jf diversified farming and as a means not only of olitaining profit
directly from the sale of live animals and meat products, but
also as a means of utilizing lands which are now lying idle, and
of increasing the production of cotton and other farm products
of the South by building up soil fertility.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission, by an order issued April 19, has suspended
until August 15, tariffs presented by the Missouri Pacific show-
ing increased freight charges on cotton.

Connpiaint Dismissed.

Furnace Run Saw Mill & Lumber Co. v. Boston & Maine
et al. Opinion by the Commission:
Defendant's rate on spruce lath and lumber from Boston to

Toledo not found to be unjustly discriminatory or unreason-
able. (20 I. C. C. 586.)

Rates on Horses Reduced.

Arizona Railway Commission v. Wells Fargo & Company,
et al. Opinion by the commission:

Defendant's rates for the transportation of horses, in carloads,

of $500 between El Paso, Texas, and Phoenix, Ariz.
; $400

between Phoenix, Ariz., and Los Angeles, Cal. ; and $575 be-

tween Phoenix, Ariz., and San Francisco, Cal., found unreason-
able to the extent that they exceed, respectively, $300, $320 and
$470, which rates are prescribed for the future. (20 I. C. C.

571.)

Rates on Fertilizer Reduced.

Meridian Fertilizer Factory v. Vicksburg, Shreveport &
Pacific, et al. Opinion by the commission.
Rates on commercial fertilizer from Shreveport, La., to Ham-

burg, Ark., and Crossett reduced from 12j^ and 13 cents per

100 lbs. to 11 cents. (20 I. C. C, 554.)

The Initial Carrier Held Responsible.

Flatten Produce Co. v. Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Chicago,

et al. Opinion by Commissioner Prouty.

At the rehearing of this case it was shown that the initial

carrier delivered a shipment of grapes to an intermediate carrier

with a waybill specifically calling for a certain routing, and the

initial carrier is therefore responsible for the misrouting, but

complainant is not entitled to recover in this proceeding for the

icing charges which it was compelled to pay. (20 I. C. C, 543.)

New Rates on Lumber Sanctioned.

In re investigation of proposed schedules of rates on lumber
by the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific. Opinion by Commis-
sioner Meyer.
The Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific filed a new schedule of

rates, effective September 19, 1910, and the commission sus-

pended these rates until investigation could be made. The new
rates do not appear to be such as to require the commission to

further suspend the operation, and therefore they are sanc-

tioned. (20 I. C. C, 575.)

Express Rate on Sample Brick Reduced.

Ohio Face Brick Manufacturers' Asso. v. Adams Express
Co., et al. Opinion by the commission.

Express companies charge merchandise graduated rates for

the transportation of sample brick. Brick manufacturers are

almost wholly dependent on express companies for the trans-

portation of their samples. They cannot ship them by mail be-

cause even one brick exceeds the weight limit; neither can they

ship by freight, because in most instances time is an important

factor. Grain samples and hop samples are given special rates,

and owing to the nature of shipments of sample brick, this is

a very desirable business for the express companies, and the

rates are therefore reduced from the merchandise graduated

charges to the merchandise pound rates. (20 I. C. C, 582.)
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STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has issued rate bulletin

1 A, containing authorities issued by the commission for changes
in rates and new rates from July 1, 1910, to December 31. The
authorities are classified according to commodities. The com-
mission has also issued rate bulletin No. 2, containing telephone

and telegraph rates authorized by the commission and in effect

January 1, 1911.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second
district, has appointed William McClellan of New York as its

consulting electrical engineer at a salary of $5,000 a year, to

succeed Howard H. Crowell, resigned. Mr. McClellan has been
engaged in the electrification of the New York Terminal of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, the electrification of the Rochester

branch of the Erie Railroad, and as consulting engineer on
many other important enterprises.

Hatlntai^ (f^iiicen^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

COURT NEWS.

The Appellate division of the New York supreme court has

reversed the decision of the lower courts in the case in which
E. O. Goldan had been given judgment for $85,500 against the

Delaware & Eastern and F. F. Searing and other directors.

The court holds that bonds in the hands of a bona fide holder

are not void because they have not been approved by the New
York Public Service Commission. A bond salesman, Enthoven,
accepted as his commission $85,500 bonds of the Delaware &
Eastern, and made an assignment of these bonds to Goldan.

The bonds not having been approved by the New York Public

Service Commission, Goldan sued the railway company and its

directors on the ground that the bonds were void. The court

sustains the demurrer of the defendant.

Judge Charles Wolverton of the federal court at Portland,

Ore., has rendered a decision by which, if finally sustained, over

2,000,000 acres of land, valued at between $50,000,000 and $75,-

000,000, and held by the Southern Pacific in central Oregon will,

it is said, revert to the government. While the original grant of

the land to the Oregon Central in 1866 made no specific require-

ments as to how the land should be sold, the court held that in

granting this land as an aid to railway construction. Congress

intended that it should be sold by the railway to bona fide set-

tlers in tracts not greater than 160 acres and at the rate of

$2.50 an acre, basing its findings on the terms of a grant made in

1868. As the Southern Pacific, which did not obtain control of

the line until several year later, did not take advantage of addi-

tional rights secured in the grant of 1868, it traced its title to

the original act, which made no specifications as to how the land

should be sold. Settlers who occupied the land before the suits

of the government were begun gain no advantage by this decision.

Indictments have been brought against D. R. Hanna, Robert
L. Ireland of the M. A. Hanna Co., and D. T. McCabe, fourth

vice-president of the Pennsylvania Company, and seventeen in-

dictments against the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the

Pennsylvania, Bessemer & Lake Erie, and New York, Chicago &
St. Louis by the Federal Grand Jury, which has been investi-

gating charges of rebating on ore shippers in Cleveland. The
three individuals are charged in the indictments with conspir-

ing to violate the Elkins law. A maximum penalty of two
years in the penitentiary and a $10,000 fine is provided. D. R.

Hanna and D. T. McCabe are indicted on the charge of sign-

ing a contract under which the Hanna company is alleged to

have promised to rebate to individual shippers the profits of

the Ohio & Western Pennsylvania Dock Company, which is also

indicted. The dock company was organized by M. A. Hanna
& Co., and the docks themselves were leased by the Pennsyl-

vania company to the Hanna interests. One exhibit alone shows
the alleged payment of $50,112 as part of the earnings of the

dock company to the Carnegie Steel Company. Evidence pro-

duced before the Grand Jury is said to show that the railways

own the dock companies and lease the docks to operating com-
panies under different names. Testimony was introduced to

show that railways arrange for the dock companies to unload
vessels and load cars and vice versa, and out of the amounts
the railways have paid the dock companies the dock companies
have rebated to the shippers sums reaching into the hundreds
of thousands of dollars.

O. L. Dickeson.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

O. L. Dickeson, special inspector of transportation of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Chicago, has been elected

vice-president of the White Pass & Yukon Route, the Pacific

& Arctic Railway and
Navigation Company,
the British Columbia Yu-
kon Railway, the British

Yukon Railway and the

British Yukon Naviga-
tion Company, with
office at Vancouver, B.

C. Mr. Dickeson was
born September 18, 1877,

near Ottumwa, Iowa,
and received his early

education in the public

schools of Ottumwa.
When he was 15 years

old he went to Chicago
and took a business

course under a private

tutor, after which he be-

came a clerk for a com-
mercial concern. He be-

gan railway work as a
stenographer in the

transportation depart-

ment of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy in January, 1899, and two years later

became chief clerk in the same department. He was appointed
superintendent of freight and passenger transportation of the
lines west of the Missouri river, with office at Omaha, Neb.,

in 1905, and in December, 1508, was appointed inspector of
transportation, with office -at Chicago, reporting direct to Vice-
President Daniel Willard. Since January, 1910, when Mr.
Willard became president of the Baltimore & Ohio, Mr. Dicke-
son has reported direct to the president of the Burlington.

Frank B. Bowes, general traffic manager of the Illinois Cen-
tral, the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and the Indianapolis South-
ern, has been elected vice-president in charge of all traffic, with

office at Chicago, 111.

Mr. Bowes was born
January 29, 1862, at

Chicago. His entire rail-

way career has teen
with the Illinois Central,

where he began as office

boy in the general au-

ditor's office on July 1,

1876. A little later he
was transferred to the

general freight office as

clerk, and from 1880 to

May 1, 1886, was secre-

tary to the general pas-

senger agent. He was
then made general north-
ern passenger agent at

Chicago, and in 1894
was transferred to New
Orleans as assistant gen-
eral passenger agent,

where he remained until

May 1, 1895, when he
was appointed general

freight agent of the southern lines of the Illinois Central and
the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley. He was made assistant traffic

manager of both roads, with headquarters at Chicago on Janu-
ary 1, 1903, and on July 1, 1905, was promoted to freight traffic

manager. On September 21, 1909, he was chosen general traffic

manager of the entire system, which title he retained until his

Frank B. Bowes.
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new appointinciit as above. Mr. Howes is tlie first vice-presi-

dent of the Illinois Central to have jurisdiction solely over

traffic matters.

Frank W. Morse, general manager of the Chicago & Alton and
Toledo, St. Louis & Western, at Ciiicago, has l)een elected vice-

president and general manager, with ofiice at Chicago, succeeding

George H. Ross, resigned on account of ill health.

F. A. Devercll, auditor of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed general auditor, in charge

of the accounting department, with oflice at Cincinnati. J. L.

Cramer, vice-president and comptroller, with oflice at Cincinnati,

having resigned, that oflice has been abolished.

Alexander Robertson, vice-president and general manager of

the Western Maryland, at Baltimore, Md., has been elected

president, succeeding B. F. Bush, who becomes president of

the Missouri Pacific and
the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern.

Mr. Robertson was born

at Albany, N. Y., in

1860, and began railway

work with the Fitchburg

Railroad, now a part of

the Boston & Maine, in

1885, serving as brake-

man, conductor, general

yardmaster, station mas-
ter and trainmaster re-

spectively until 1897,

when he was appointed

general yardmaster of

the Wabash Railroad at

Decatur, III., the follow-

ing year he was pro-

moted to trainmaster,

and in September, 1899,

was appointed super-

intendent at Decatur. In

August, 1903, he was
called East by the Goulds

to take charge, as manager, of the operations of the Western
Maryland and West Virginia Central & Pittsburg, which were

then disconnected properties. He only remained in Baltimore

about five months, when he was selected by the Terminal Rail-

road of St. Louis to operate that property as general manager,

which position he held until November 1, 1905, when he was

appointed general manager of the unified Western Maryland,

with jurisdiction over all departments. In March, 1907, he was

elected vice-president of the same road, which position he has

held up to the present time.

Operating Officers.

Harry Gallwey has been appointed general manager of the

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific, with office at Butte, Mont. M. F.

Kolbe has been appointed superintendent, with office at Anaconda,

Mont.

A. P. Spencer, general agent of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific at Amarillo, Texas, has been appointed assistant general

manager of the Crosbyton-Southplains Railroad, with oflice at

Crosbyton, Texas.

John A. Bower, chief clerk in the office of Superintendent

W. H. Anderson of the Louisville & Nashville, has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of the Kentucky Central di-

vision, with office at Paris, Ky.

F. R. Mullen, trainmaster of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Lincoln, Neb., has been appointed trainmaster, with

office at McCook, Neb., succeeding A. G. Smart, promoted to

superintendent of the Omaha division. R. E. Steele succeeds

Mr. Mullen.

W. C. Brown, president of the New York Central & Hudson
River, announces that J. H. Hustis, assistant general manager of

the Boston & Albany, is to be appointed general manager of

the Boston & Albany, with office at Boston, Mass., reporting

direct to President Brown.

A. Robertson.

C. J. Phillips.

John A. Shci)iicr(l, superintendent of the Maryland division

of the Western Maryland, at Jlagerstown, Md., has been ap-
pointed general manager, with oflice at Baltimore, Md., succeed-
ing as general manager A. Robertson, vice-president and general
manager, who becomes president.

C. J. Phillips, whose appointment as superintendent of the

Morris & Essex division of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern, with office at Iloboken, N. J., has been announced in these

columns, was born No-
vember 30, 1861, at

Wasiiington, 111. He was
educated in the public

schools of his native

town and at the Oska-
loosa (Iowa) College,

graduating in the class

of 1879. The same year

he began railway work
as a brakeman on the

Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, since which
time he has been con-

secutively, telegraph
operator, agent, general

agent and general live-

stock agent. In 1890 he
was appointed division

freight agent, at Des
Moines, Iowa, remain-

ing in that position until

1900, when he went to

the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western as

superintendent of the Buffalo division, with office at Buffalo,

N. Y., which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as superintendent of the Morris & Essex division of the

same company.

Edward Dailey Levy, whose appointment as assistant general

manager of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with office at Springfield,

Mo., has been announced in these columns, was born October

16, 1879, at Paris, Texas.

He was educated at the

public schools of Paris and

Dallas, and began rail-

way work in February,

1898, as a stenographer

in the office of the Santa

Ee Refrigerator Despatch
at Chicago. During the

next six years he was
consecutively s t e n o g -

rapher or secretary in

either the operating or

mechanical departments

of the following roads:

Michigan Central at De-
troit, Mich. ; Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul at

Chicago ; Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe, first at

Chicago and then at

Needle§, Cal. ; Fort

Worth & Denver City at

Fort Worth, Texas

;

Mexican Central at the

City of Mexico; Kansas City Southern at Texarkana, Texas;
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Galveston, Texas. He was then

made senior clerk in the general manager's office with the latter

road, and in May, 1904, was appointed chief clerk to the general

superintendent. In August, 1906, he went with the St. Louis &
San Francisco as assistant superintendent of car service at

Springfield, and was promoted to superintendent of transpor-

tation in June, 1907, from which office he was recently promoted

to assistant general manager as above.

Theodore Ensel, superintendent of telegraph of the Pere Mar-

quette at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed superintendent of

the Grand Rapids district, with office at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

E. D. Levy.

I
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succeeding J. S. Pyeatt, resigned to accept service with the

St. Louis & San Francisco. William M. Hayes succeeds Mr.
Ensel. It was incorrectly stated in our issue of last week that

Mr. Pyeatt had been superintendent at Detroit.

Donald L. Sommerville, who has been appointed assistant

superintendent of the New York Central & Hudson River, with

office at Jersey Shore, Pa., as has been announced in these col-

umns, was born October 17, 1870, at Beliefonte. Pa. He was
educated in the Pennsylvania State College, and began railway

work in December, 1890, in the engineering department of the

Beech Creek Railroad, which was a leased line of the New York
Central, but was operated independently until May, 1899. He was
appointed supervisor of bridges and buildings on the Pennsylvania

division of the New York Central, in May, 1899, remaining in

that position until January, 1902. Mr. Sommerville was then

appointed division engineer of the Rome, Watertown & Ogdens-
burg division, and was later transferred to the Pennsylvania di-

vision, and then to the Western division, which position he held

at the time of his recent appointment as assistant superintendent.

Traffic Officers.

W. M. Kirkpatrick, general freight agent of the Canadian
Pacific, at Toronto, Ont, has been transferred to Montreal, Que.

W. R. Sibley has been appointed agent of the Erie Despatch,

with office at Columbus, Ohio, succeeding Theodore Davis,

resigned.

E. P. Swan has been appointed general agent, freight depart-

ment, of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at De-
troit, Mich.

D. A. O'Brien has been appointed a traveling freight agent

of the Trinity & Brazos Valley, with office at Kingsville, Texas,
a new office.

Frank L. Salisbury has been appointed a contracting agent

of the Louisville & Nashville, with office at Knoxville, Tenn.,

succeeding R. S. Cooley, resigned.

Warren J. Lynch, passenger traffic manager of the New York
Central Lines west of Buffalo, N. Y., has resigned to go to the

American Steel Foundries Co., effective May 1.

John L. Sullivan, traveling freight agent of the Chicago Great
Western at Des Moines, Iowa, has been appointed assistant gen-

eral freight agent of the Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern,

with office at Chicago.

W. M. Hardin, commercial agent of the Iowa Central and the

Minneapolis & St. Louis at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed

commercial agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding

Raymond Kelly, resigned to engage in other business.

T. P. Hinchcliff, soliciting freight agent of the Chicago. Bur-
lington & Quincy at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed a travel-

ing freight agent, with office at Cleveland, succeeding W. S.

Dewey, transferred. J. B. Sanford succeeds Mr. Hinchcliff.

T. J. Kizer, commercial agent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis, at Terre Haute, Ind., has been appointed

a soliciting freight agent, with office at Indianapolis, Ind., suc-

ceeding L. J. Blaker, resigned. W. W. Baum succeeds Mr. Kizer.

N. G. Spangler, division freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern at Chillicothe, Ohio, has been appointed also divi-

sion freight agent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with

office at Chillicothe, and the office of division freight agent of the

latter road at Toledo, Ohio, has been abolished.

E. M. Burns, traveling freight agent of the Chicago Great

Western at Tacoma, Wash., has been appointed general agent

of the freight department, with office at Portland, Ore., succeed-

ing G. A. Cooper, resigned to engage in other business. A. C.

Keyes, contracting freight agent at Portland, succeeds Mr.
Burns.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

H. A. Hatch has been appointed a division engineer of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office at Chanute, Kan.,

succeeding M. N. Wells.

Carl Stradley, locating engineer of the Oregon Short Line,

has been appointed chief engineer, with office at Salt Lake City,

Utah, succeeding William Ashton, resigned.

E. E. Mullins, mechanical engineer of the Northern Railway
Company (Costa Rica), has been appointed superintendent of
motive power, with office at Limon, Costa Rica, succeeding W. H.
Sample, resigned.

J. N. Mowery, who has been appointed master mechanic of
the Western division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,
with office at Waterbury, Conn., as previously announced in
these columns, began railway work as a special apprentice on the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in July, 1899, remaining with that
company until May, 1900. He then held various positions until
his appointment as mechanical engineer of the Lehigh Valley on
February 12, 1906. Mr. Mowery remained in this position until
November, 1909, when he was appointed assistant master
mechanic of the same company, and was promoted to master
mechanic of the Auburn division in June, 1910, which position
he held until his recent appointment as master mechanic of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford.

OBITUARY.

S. A. Kendig, colonization agent of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe, with office at Galveston, Tex., died at Temple, Tex on
April 19.

W. H. Bush, commercial agent of the Pacific Coast Steam-
ship Company, with office at Nome, Alaska, died at his home in
Seattle, Wash.,- on April 16. Mr. Bush was a brother of B. F.
Bush, recently elected president of the Missouri Pacific.

John Dennis Keiley, electrical engineer of the New York
Central & Hudson River, died of pneumonia at his home, 58
Arthur street, Yonkers, N, Y., on April 21. The engineering
profession thereby lost one of its most resourceful leaders, who
has left an enviable record in the pioneer field of railway elec-

trification. Mr. Keiley was the son of Major J. D. Keiley, a
director of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit. He was born in Brook-
lyn, February 6, 1871, and educated in the Christian Brothers'
School of that city, St. Francis Xavier College, and John Hop-
kins University, where he took a four years' scientific course,
specializing in electrical engineering. Upon finishing this course,
in 1893, he undertook some civil engineering work in South Caro-
lina. In 1897 Mr. Keiley entered the service of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit in connection with the reconstruction of the

Brighton Beach Railroad, and after a few months he was made
assistant engineer. His natural work, however, was in the elec-

trical field. When train movement tests were inaugurated by the

Brooklyn Heights Railroad he invented an instrument to record
automatically the movement of the trains and simultaneously the

readings of electrical instruments. This device was called the

Keileyograph. Mr. Keiley's excellent record led to his appoint-

ment as assistant master mechanic, in which capacity he acted as

technical advisor to the vice-president of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit, a position which he retained until 1903. When the

electric traction commission of the New York Central was organ-
ized, Mr. Keiley was appointed assistant electrical engineer. He
entered upon this work February 1, 1903, and immediately began
to help solve the problems which attended the first great trunk

line electrification. He brought to this work enthusiasm, a broad
experience and a clear, logical mind, which was the inspiration of

all with whom he was associated. His familiarity with civil,

mechanical and electrical engineering, in addition to his high

mathematical talent, were of the greatest assistance to the com-
mission, and in recognition of his services he was appointed

electrical engineer in 1906. The dominant characteristic of Mr.

Keiley's work was intellectuality. Dispassionate logic settled

every problem that confronted him. Nothing was ever slighted,

nothing ever decided by prejudice. Among Mr. Keiley's other

inventions are a self-ventilated armature and a hand brake sys-

tem for street cars. He also developed many of the practical de-

tails of the New York Central type of under-contact third rail.

His most valuable contribution to the art of electric railroading

was the circuit breaker house system of third rail connection

which has been the means of saving vast sums in feeder copper.

In 1907 Mr. Keiley, collaborating with Prof. S. W. Ashe, brought

out a book entitled "Electric Railways," which is largely used in

technical colleges. Mr. Keiley was a member of the Engineers',

Transportation, and New York Railroad Clubs.
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines.—A contract i.s

said to have been given to George West, San Bernardino, Cal.,

for reconstructing the roadbed between I'Vcsno and Merced,

which arc 58 miles apart.

Atlantic, Waycross & Nortiikrn. -An ofiK-cr writes that

this company's plans call for a line from St. Marys, Ga., on

the Atlantic seacoast, northwest via Waycross, Nicholls, Brox-

ton and Abbeville to either Perry or Ft. Valley, tlicnce to At-

lanta, about 220 miles. The company now operates a 11-milc

line from St. Marys to Kingsland. It is expected that con-

tracts for the new work will be let in two or three months.

The work will be comparatively light earth work, and there

will be one trestle over Satilla river. Maximum grades will

be 1.5 per cent. The line is being built to carry fertilizer, cot-

ton, fruit, lumber, turpentine, rosin and general merchandise.

L. Johnson, president, St. Marys, and Dean G. Edwards, chief

engineer, Waycross.

Canadian Northern.—This company is asking for bids May
12, it is said, to build the section through British Columbia

between Hope and the crossing of the North Thompson river

at Kamloops, 163 miles. The work will be let in four sections

;

it must be completed within two years, and will include tun-

nels aggregating 2-)4 miles, the longest being 2,400 ft. It is ex-

pected that work along the Frazer river canyon will cost from

$80,000 to $100,000 a mile. An officer is quoted as saying that

the Canadian Northern proper now has about 4,000 miles of

track laid, of which 600 miles is not yet in operation. In addi-

tion there are allied lines, disconnected links of the system

amounting to about 2,000 miles, which will be absorbed by the

Canadian Northern as soon as connected up, which will require

the construction of some 1,700 miles more.

Central Vermont.—See Grand Trunk.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—A contract is said to

have been given to Bates & Rogers, contractors, of Chicago and

Spokane, Wash., for building a tunnel in Spokane, to be used

by the railway in entering the terminal building. The tunnel

will cost about $600,000. Additional contracts for terminal work

will be let within a few weeks.

Crosbyton & South Plains.—This company recently began

operating the line from Lubbock, Texas, east to Crosbyton, 40

miles. It is understood that work will be carried out on the

proposed extension from Crosbyton to Spur, 35 miles. John A.

Knox, chief engineer, Lubbock. (December 16, p. 1167.)

Grand Trunk.—According to press reports the Central Ver-

mont will at once begin work on 50 miles of new line in the

Connecticut valley in Vermont, to connect the gap between

Windsor, Vt., and Brattleboro. This new line will give the

Grand Trunk—Central Vermont, a through route over its own

tracks from Montreal, Que., to New London, Conn. (March

10, p. 478.)

The Rhode Island legislature having granted authority to the

Southern New England Railway to change its charter to provide

for proper entrance facilities to the state docks to be built at

Providence, R. I., the Grand Trunk will build about 70 miles

of new line from Palmer to Providence. (March 10, p. 478.)

Gulf, Texas & Western.—An officer writes that this com-

pany, which operates a line from Jacksboro, Tex., west to Sey-

mour, 75 miles, is planning to build an extension from Jacksboro,

east, also another extension from Seymour, west, but it is un-

decided to what points the extensions will be built. The plans

have not yet been completed and it has not been determined

when bids will be asked for the work.

Houston Bay Shore Traction.—Contracts have been given to

the W. E. Ule Construction Company, it is said, to build an

interurban line from Houston, Texas, east to La Porte and

Sylvan Beach, about 25 miles. A. F. Irwin, Houston, is right-

of-way agent for the company.

Lake Erie & Pittsburgh.-See Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.—An officer writes that
no orders have been given to build an extension of the Lake
Erie & Pittsburgh. The line is completed from Cleveland,
Ohio, southeast to a junction with the Pennsylvania Railroad
at Ravenna, but as yet no use is being made of the line. No
work has been done between Cleveland and Lorain. The
original plans called for building in the interests of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern and the Pennsylvania Railroad, from
Lorain, southeast to Youngstown, 91 miles, with a branch to
Cleveland, 29 miles.

Missouri, Arkansas & Gulf.—According to press reports, all

the right-of-way has been secured and contracts have been let

for building this line. The projected route is from Rolla, Mo.,
south to Bakersfield, 125 miles. (April 21, p. 970.)

Nacogdoches & Southeastern.—An officer writes that this

company, which operates a line from Nacogdoches, Texas, to

Dockville, 13 miles, has recently finished work on an extension
of six miles, but does not expect to begin operation over that

section until about June 1. Regarding the reports that an ex-
tension is to be built to Chireno, Texas, the matter is still in an
unsettled state, but a decision will probably be reached soon.

Nevada-California-Oregon.—According to press reports, the

extension of this road from Alturas, Cal., north, will be built

along the east side of Gcose lake to Lakeview, Ore., this coming
summer. Grading has been finished to within a few miles of

Davis, Cal. (January 27, p. 183.)

Northern Pacific.—According to press reports, this company
will extend the branch line from Mott, N. D., west to Miles

City, Mont, this coming summer.

Ocilla Southern.—A contract has been given to R. S. Tal-

madge, it is said, for building an extension from Alapaha, Ga.,

south to Nashville, about 15 miles.

Oregon Short Line.—Work has begun on a connection of the

main line of the Oregon Short Line, it is said, with the grade
of the San Francisco, Idaho & Montana. The latter was pro-

jected about four years ago, as the Golden Gate, and was to

run from Caldwell, Idaho, to Winnemucca, Nev., where con-

nection was to be made with the Southern Pacific.

Pennsylvania Lines West.—The Cleveland & Pittsburgh di-

vision is securing property, it is said, in the central part of

Columbiana county, Ohio. It is understood that the company
proposes to build a low grade cut-off from Smiths Ferry, Pa.,

near the Ohio-Pennsylvania state line, through Columbiana

county, to Kensington, Ohio.

Philadelphia & Western (Electric).—According to press re-

ports, this company will build an extension from Villanova, Pa.,

to Norristown. A contract for the work has been given to the

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation, Boston, Mass. It

is understood that the construction work will cost about $2,000,000.

Sacramento Valley West Side Electric—Organized in

California, with headquarters at Willows, Cal., to build from

Woodland, north to Kennett, about 50 miles. C. L. Donohue

and E. L. Sisson are interested.

San Francisco, Idaho & Montana.—See Oregon Short Line.

Southern New England.—See Grand Trunk.

Tidewater &
now building

about 30 miles,

25 miles. J. H.

Washington
pany has given

kane. Wash., it

22 miles. It is

tember 1. (See

Southern (Electric).—This company, which is

from Stockton, Cal., southeast, to Modesto,

will extend the line southeast to Merced, about

Wallace, president, Stockton.

Roads.—The Washington Water Power Com-

a contract to Boynton, Church & McKoy, Spo-

is said, to build from Springdale to Long Lake,

expected that the line will be finished by Sep-

Springdale & Long Lake, March 31, p. 814.)

The Buenos Aires & Pacific Railway has opened to public

service the railway line from Buena Esperanza to Guadales, a

distance of 160 miles.
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Bailmai) WtnanKtal Newi^.

Albuquerque Eastern.—M. A. Otero has been appointed re-

ceiver of this company, which is controlled by the same inter-

ests that control the New Mexico Central.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—This company has sold to Kuhn, Loeb &
Co., and the National City Bank, both of New York, $16,000,000

4^ per cent, notes. These notes are part of an authorized

issue of $25,000,000 notes, which are secured by the deposit of

bonds of the recently authorized issue of $125,000,000 5 per

cent. 20-year bonds. It is understood that the bankers have re-

sold the notes at 99J/2.

Eagles Mere Railroad.—G. W. Kipp has been appointed co-

receiver of this property, which was recently placed in the

hands of A. L. Geyelin as receiver. The company has out-

standing $80,000 5 per cent, bonds and $20,000 4 per cent, bonds.

A plan of reorganization has been formulated calling for the

issue of $100,000 new 5 per cent, bonds and $40,000 stock.

Crosbvton & South Plains.—This company, which has recently

completed a line from Lubbock, Texas, to Crosbyton, has asked

the Texas Railroad Commission to make an exapnination of its

road with the purpose of making a valuation against which to

issue bonds.

Grand Trunk.—Stockholders have voted to authorize the di-

rectors to make a mortgage securing $30,000,000 bonds, guaran-

teed as to interest by the Grand Trunk, with a lien on the

Grand Trunk Western.

Gulf, Texas & Western.—This company has asked the Texas
Railroad Commission for authority to issue bonds on 25 miles

of road from Megargel to Seymour. The road runs from
Jacksboro to Seymour, 75 miles, and $1,700,000 bonds have

been issued on the 50 miles of road from Jacksboro to

Megargel.

Kansas City & Memphis.—F. J. Lisman & Co., New York, have
bought $540,000 new 5 per cent, mortgage bonds of May 1,

1911-1961. The company is now operating about 30 miles of

road and has under construction an additional 26 miles of road.

Lake Erie & Pittsburgh.—Stockholders are to vote May 19

on the question of increasing the capital stock from $100,000

to $6,000,000, and authorizing a mortgage to secure $15,000,000

bonds. The road is to run from Lorain, Ohio, to Youngstown,
91 miles, with a branch to Cleveland, 29 miles. The company
now has in operation about 20 miles of line from Cleveland,

east.

Long Island.—Holders of the $600,000 Long Island City and
Flushing first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds due May 1, 1911,

are offered the privilege of exclianging these bonds at par for

refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds, due 1949, guaranteed

principal and interest by the Pennsylvania Railroad, at 97.

Louisville & Nashville.—J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, have
bought $10,000,000 first mortgage Atlanta, Knoxville & Cin-

cinnati division 4 per cent, bonds, from the Louisville & Nash-
ville.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company has asked the

Board of Railway Commissioners of Kansas for authority to

issue $107,000,000 bonds, of which $82,000,000 will be for re-

funding and $25,000,000 will be sold to pay for improvements.
This about covers the balance of $125,000,000 bonds recently

authorized by the stockholders, the railway commissioners
having already authorized $17,131,000 of this issue.

Missouri Pacific.—James Speyer and H. I. Miller were elected

directors, succeeding Paul M. Warburg and Cornelius Vander-
bilt, whose resignations were mentioned last week. Frank
Vanderlip, who was mentioned last week as likely to be
elected a director, refused to accept election.

New Mexico Central.—Judge McFie has denied the petition of

creditors to have C. C. Murray, of Pittsburgh, removed from
the receivership. The court ruled that none of the charges
brought against Mr. Murray were proved. Mr. Murray is re-

ceiver of the Albuquerque.

New York Connecting Railroad.—Lewis Cass Ledyard, a
director of the New York Central & Hudson River, and of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford, has been elected a
director also of the New York Connecting Railroad, suc-
ceeding H. A. Fabian, manager of purchases of the New
York. New Haven & Hartford.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company will, on
July 1, assume half the annual deficit of Boston & Albany.
When the Boston & Albany property once more earns an op-
erating surplus over its guaranteed 8 per cent, dividend, it

must divide this surplus with the New Haven. The Boston &
Albany will be operated from Boston (See Railway Officers),
except that W. C. Brown, president of the lessee road, will
remain president.

The New Haven will have trackage rights over the Boston
& Albany, between South Framingham and Boston, between
Ashland and South Framingham, between Ludlow and Spring-
field, and between Pittsfield and North Adams.
The lease of the B. & A. to the New York Central & Hud-

son River has 88 years to run, and it provides for a guarantee
by the N. Y. C. of 8 per cent, dividends on the $25,000,000
stock of the B. & A. The operations of the B. & A. are in-
cluded with the other leased lines in the New York Central
& Hudson River's annual report, and are not shown separately.
(See editorial comments elsewhere.)

This company has sold to J. P. Morgan & Co., New
York, an issue of $12,300,000 4 per cent. 50-year Central New
England bonds which the bankers will soon offer for sub-
scription. These bonds are part of an authorized issue of
$25,000,000 and are sold to refund several different issues,
total of which is practically the same amount as the bonds
to be sold. Several of the issues to be refunded, however,
carry higher than the 4 per cent, rate on the new bonds, so
that the saving in interest charges through refunding will be
about $125,000 per annum.
Of the $12,200,000 bonds to be refunded, about $9,000,000

are held in the New Haven treasury, having been bought
during the course of the last six or eight years.

Theodore N. Vail, president of the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, has been elected a director of the New
Haven, succeeding Nathaniel Thayer, deceased.

Philadelphia & Reading.—Stockholders have approved the in-

crease of stock from $20,000,000 to $45,000,000. The new
stock will be issued to the Reading Company to reimburse it

for the payment of prior lien and consolidated mortgage bonds
of the old Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, and the stock will

be deposited as collateral under the Reading Company's general
mortgage bonds.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—William Salomon & Co., New
York, and G. H. Walker & Co., St. Louis, have bought $5,000,-

000 New Orleans, Texas & Mexico division first mortgage 5

per cent, bonds. Of the total authorized issue of $50,000,000,

$21,000,000 have been issued as 5 per cent, bonds, which in-

cludes the $5,000,000 just sold and $5,000,000 have been sold

in France, bearing interest at 4^/2 per cent., and $10,000,000

are pledged as collateral for notes due March 1, 1913.

St. Louis Southwestern.—See Stephcnville North & South
Texas.

Stephenville, North & South Texas.—The Guaranty Trust
Company, New York, has bought $2,000,000 first mortgage 30-

year 5 per cent, bonds, guaranteed by the St. Louis South-
western.

Plans for the rebuilding of the Ofoten Railway from Hun-,

dalen, Norway, to Kapparaasen, Sweden, have been submitted to

the Swedish railway authorities. By the route proposed the total

length of the line would be shortened by nearly four miles, the

number of curves would be reduced considerably, and the traffic

during the winter would not be obstructed by snow, as often

happens at the present time, while the working expenses would
be reduced by about $85,000 a year. The rebuilding will em-
brace about 15 miles of single track, the cost of which is es-

timated at about $2,073,500, while the largest tunnel would cost

about $1,150,000. As the shipments of iron ore are shortly to

be largely increased, the carrying capacity of the railway will

have to be improved, and it is therefore considered very prob-.

able that the project will be approved of.
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The Soiitlicrn Car Company, High Point, N. C, will increase

its capital stock from $100,000 to $300,000.

The Investment Trust Company, Montreal, Que., has bought

a large block of the 6 per cent, bonds of the Canadian Car &
Foundry Company, Montreal.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, has received an order

to furnish telephones and selectors for use on train despatching

circuits on the Duluth & Iron Range, the length of road aggre-

gating 123 miles.

The Kirby Equipment Company, Chicago, has moved its offices

and the Chicago oflice of the Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., from the Railway Exchange to the

Peoples' Gas building.

The Call Switch & Frog Company, Denver, Colo., a subsidiary

of the Call Switch Company, has been incorporated with $50,000

capital, fully paid, to make the Call type of switches and track

supplies. The plant which the company is building at Denver is

now Hearing completion.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, mentioned in the Rail-

way Age Gazette of March 31 as specifying Nathan sight feed

lubricators for the 35 new locomotives ordered from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company, advises that Detroit bull's eye lubri-

cators will be used on the 15 consolidation locomotives, and
Nathan bull's eye lubricators on the passenger, freight and
switching locomotives.

John C. Anderson, of .Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Com-
panj^ Pittsburgh, Pa., has resigned to become mechanical engi-

neer in the sales department of the Pressed Steel Car Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., with office in New York, effective May 1. Mr.

Anderson is a graduate of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale

University, and has been on the Northern Pacific and Baltimore

& Ohio. He is a son of the late General Adna Anderson, for-

merly vice-president and chief engineer of the Northern Pacific.

Morgan T. Jones, president and inspecting engineer of the

American Bureau of Inspection and Tests, Chicago, has resigned

to engage in the same line of work under the firm name Mor-
gan T. Jones & Co. He will open an office May 1, in the Monad-
nock block, Chicago. George W. Greene, mechanical engineer of

the American Bureau of Inspection and Tests, will succeed Mr.

Jones as inspecting engineer, and E. C. McMillan will succeed

Mr. Greene.

The Roberts & Schaefer Co., Chicago, has closed a contract

with the Queen & Crescent for a 500-ton reinforced concrete

and steel main line coaling station to be designed and built at

Montlake, Tenn., immediately. This company has also taken a

contract recently for a 200-ton frame construction coaling sta-

tion for the St. Louis & San Francisco at Palos, Ala., and a

contract for a 500-ton main line steel and frame construction

Holmen coaling station for the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis at Greensburg, Ind.

Warren J. Lynch, passenger traffic manager of the New York
Central Lines west of Buffalo, has resigned to go with the Amer-
ican Steel Foundries, Chicago, effective May 1. At the meeting

of the directors in May, he will be elected fourth vice-president

of that company, with office at New York. Mr. Lynch entered

railway service in 1883 as clerk in the auditor's office of the

Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis (now the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) at Cleveland, Ohio. In

March, 1896, he was appointed assistant general passenger agent

of that road at St. Louis, Mo., and the following April was

transferred to Cincinnati, Ohio, with the same title. He held

this position until May, 1899, when he was made general pas-

senger and ticket agent of the same road, which had in the

meantime become the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

On December 1, 1905, he was made passenger traffic manager of

the New York Central Lines west of Buffalo, including the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern, the Michigan Central, the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the Lake Erie & Western and

the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa (now part of the Chicago, Indiana

& Southern). Later his jurisdiction was extended over the Cin-

cinnati Northern, the Indiana Harbor Belt, the Pittsburgh &
Lake Eric, the Toledo & Ohio Central, and the Zanesville &
Western.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—This company has published a 100-

page illustrated booklet called Increase the Crop per Acre, for

distribution throughout the territory along its lines. This book-

let deals with the use of dynamite on the farm and tells how the

best results may be obtained.

Drills.—The Ingersoll Rand Co., New York, has just issued

bulletins 4,003 and 4,016, describing and pointing out the ad-

vantages of its Little Giant rock drills and its Imperial valve-

less telescope hammer drills, respectively. Illustrations, dia-

grams and tables are included.

Railway Motors.—Bulletin No. 4,822, of the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., illustrates and describes its GE-98
railway motor for heavy city and suburban service. The motor
is rated at 50 h. p. The bulletin contains dimension diagrams,

characteristic curves, and a table of schedule speeds.

Telephone Line Construction.—W. N. Mathews & Bro., St.

Louis, Mo., have published the third edition of their telephone

line construction book, under the title, "From the Bottom of

the Hole to the Top of the Pole." The book includes valuable

data for designing and constructing pole lines, and several

specially written articles on subjects of interest to telephone

men.

Concrete Mixers.—Catalog 3, Series M, of the Municipal

Engineering & Contracting Co., Chicago, gives interesting in-

formation on the theory and practice of mixing concrete, the

construction of the Improved Cube Mixer and a number of

large installations of these mixers. It is well illustrated with

photographs and sketches of possible applications of the cube

mixer.

Steam Turbines and Generators.—The Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., has issued bulletin No. 1079 super-

seding bulletin No. 1054, on steam turbines and generators. It

includes descriptions of the principles of the Parsons turbine

and of the machines of that type built by the company. The
illustrations include numerous installations of turbines and turbo-

generators.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Abbottsford, B. C.—The Canadian Pacific has given a contract

to A. D. McQuarrie, Vancouver, B. C, for putting up a sta-

tion at Abbottsford.

Bayview, Wash.—The Spokane International has given a

contract to H. J. Skinner, Spokane, Wash., for putting up a

station at Bayview, which is at the southern end of lake Pend
d'Oreille.

Canal Dover, Ohio.—The Baltimore & Ohio will build a new
freight yard to replace the yard at Holloway, Ohio.

Council Bluffs, Iowa.—The Chicago, Rock. Island & Pacific

plans to add to its yards and to rebuild the freight house re-

cently burned. The estimated cost is between $200,000 and

$300,000.

DuNSMUiR, Cal.—The Southern Pacific will enlarge its round-

house, also the station at Dunsmuir.

FiSHKiLL Landing, N. Y.—The New York Central has plans

made for building a $50,000 station.

Grand Island, Neb.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is

asking bids for a pressed brick passenger station, with tile floor,

enamel brick wainscoting, hard plaster walls and ceiling, slate

roof, hot water heat, and electric light.

Greensburg, Ind.—See Montlake, Tenn.

Greenwood, B. C—The Canadian Pacific will build a steel
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bridge, it is said, at Greenwood during the coming summer, at

a cost of $60,000.

Knoxviixe, Ia.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will build

a pressed brick passenger station.

Lyons, Ore.—The Corvallis & Eastern has been ordered to

build a station, it is said, at Lyons, in Linn county.

Merritt, B. C.—The Canadian Pacific has given a contract

to J. Boch, Merritt, for putting up a new freight house at

Merritt.

MoNTLAKE, Tenn.—The Queen & Crescent has given a con-

tract to the Roberts & Schaefer Co., engineers and contractors,

Chicago, for a 500-ton reinforced concrete and steel coaling sta-

tion. The same contractors will also put up a coaling station of

frame construction for the St. Louis & San Francisco, at Palos,

Ala., and in March were given a contract by the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis for putting up a 500-ton Holmer
coaling station of steel and frame construction, at Greensburg,

Ind.

MouLTON, Ia.—The Wabash will double the capacity of its

switching yards and enlarge the roundhouse from six to twelve

stalls.

Mount Hope, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commis-
sion, Second district, has ordered the elimination of the grade

crossings of the Erie Railroad at county highway No. 313 in

the town of Mount Hope, Orange county. The highway is to

be carried over the grade of the railway by means of an over-

head steel bridge of plate girder construction. A temporary
crossing for the accommodation of the public shall be maintained

during the construction of the new crossing and its approaches.

New Westminster, B. C.—The Canadian Pacific has given a

contract to C. Tossell, New Westminster, for building an addi-

tion to the station at that place.

Norfolk, Va.—The Norfolk & Western, the Norfolk Southern
and the Virginian Railway have completed arrangements for

building a union station in Norfolk at an initial cost of about

$1,000,000, with plans for a $1,000,000 addition. The building

will be eight stories high, the upper floors being designed for

offices. Bonds to the amount of $1,000,000 will be sold to pro-

vide for the construction. Bids will be called for soon. (Feb-

ruary 11, p. 332.)

Omaha, Neb.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will build

a freight house, 40 ft. x 750 ft., of brick and steel construction,

second story over 250 ft, for offices, the estimated cost being

$175,000.

Palos, Ala.—See Montlake, Tenn.

Port Huron, Mich.—The Pere Marquette will erect a round-

house to cost about $30,000.

Portland, Ore.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company, it is said, has agreed to build a station to cost

$100,000 on the east side of the city of Portland, if certain

streets are vacated.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company
has started work, it is said, on a new viaduct across the Willa-

mette river at the foot of Glisan street, Portland. This is to be

a double deck structure, the lower level is to be used by the

railway company, and the upper level for highway traffic.

San Saba, Texas.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has given

a contract to Chas. L. Ryals, Galveston, Texas, for building a

pressed brick passenger and freight station.

Spokane, Wash.—The Great Northern has plans made for

building an addition to the station at Spokane, at a cost of

$10,000.

Stockton, Cal.—The Southern Pacific will build a division

headquarters and freight shed 680 ft. long, to cost $175,000.

Tampa, Fla.—A contract for building the Tampa union station,

it is said, has been given to the King Construction Company.
The plans call for a brick and stone building.

Tyler, Texas.—The St. Louis Southwestern of Texas will

build a $12,500 pressed brick, stone trimmed, passenger and
freight station.

iEtjmpm^nt anh ^ttppUe$.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Midland Valley is in the market for passenger locomo-
tives.

The Southern Railway has ordered 50 locomotives from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, 23 switching locomotives from the
Lima Locomotive & Machine Company, and 20 passenger loco-
motives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Marshall & East Texas, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of April 21, in an unconfirmed item, as having bought
two 75-ton locomotives from the Kilby Locomotive & Machine
Company, has ordered one, which will be a rebuilt one.

The Georgia & Florida has ordered 2 ten-wheel locomotives
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The dimensions of the
cylinders will be 19 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving

wheels will be 56 in., and the total weight in working order
will be a little over 150,000 lbs.

The Pere Marquette, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette
of March 24 as having ordered 50 locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company, has changed this order. Instead

of 35 consolidation locomotives with 22 in. x 30 in. cylinders

and total weight of 215,000 lbs. in working order, as originally

ordered, there will be only 10. The remaining 25 consolidation

locomotives will be of a heavier class and will be equipped with

superheaters. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 25 in. x
30 in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 57 in., and

the total weight in working order will be 236,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Canadian Northern is said to be in the market for 350
freight cars. This item is not confirmed.

The New York Central Lines are in the market for 7 coaches
for the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

The Illinois Central is said to be in the market for 94 all-steel

passenger cars. This item is not confirmed.

The United Fruit Co., Boston, Mass., has ordered 50 twenty-

five-ton steel cars from the Youngstown Car Manufacturing

Company for use in Costa Rica.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle, mentioned in the Railway

Age Gazette of April 14, in an unconfirmed item as having or-

dered 14 baggage and mail cars, has ordered this equipment.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul reported in the Railway

Age Gazette of April 14 as negotiating with the American Car

& Foundry Company for 8 baggage cars, has ordered this equip-

ment from this company.

The Southern Railway has ordered 35 coaches from the Har-

lan & Hollingsworth- Corporation, 10 combination passenger and

baggage cars from the St. Louis Car Company, and 20 steel

underframe postal cars from the American Car & Foundry

Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

7'he San Antonio & San Jose Interurban, San Antonio, Texas,

is in the market for 150 tons of 50-lb. or 60-lb. rails.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 2,500 tons of rails from

the Carnegie Steel Company, 2,500 tons of rails from the Illinois

Steel Company and 2,000 tons from the Pennsylvania Steel Co.

General Conditions in Steel.—The steel industry shows little

change. New orders average about 30,000 tons a day and the

Steel Corporation is operating at about 68 per cent, of its capacity.

Some large orders are expected before the end of the month,

which will probably bring the average of daily orders for April

to about 33,000 tons, as compared with 35,500 tons for the

month of March.
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SIGNALING.

The General Railway Signal Company lias the contract for

automatic signals on the Cumberland Valley between Mcchanics-

burg and mile post No. 27; between ShippensburR and Chambers-

burg, and for two other sections, aggregating 44 miles. In

this installation alternating current will be used for the track-

circuit, and the feed wire will supply not only the current

necessary for the operation and control of the signals, but also

for lights in the passenger stations along the line These are

the signals referred to in the last paragraph of the article

published in this column, April 14, page 930.

Kennicott Tank Cars.

The shops of the Kennicott Company at Cliicago Heights,

111., have been further enlarged by the erection and equipment of

a special shop for the construction of steel frame tank cars and

a tank car specialist of wide experience has been employed to

direct this work. The tank car shown herewith was recently

completed for a western private car line. It conforms to the re-

quirements of the M. C. B. standards, having four steel longi-

tudinal sills and a substantial head block held by deep angles

riveted to a steel plate, which is the top member of the end sill.

This construction is shown plainly in the illustration. The in-

terior of the tank is provided with a heater for handling such

commodities as lard and molasses and other heavy viscous

liquids. The truck is of the usual diamond type with heavy

arch bars, steel channel transoms and Simplex bolsters. The
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undercut gate at the ujjpcr end of the feeder, thus allowing the

contents of the feeder to flow into the bucket. When the bucket

rises, it closes the apron at the lower end and opens the gate at

the upper end, allowing the feeder to refdl. It thus insures a

full bucket each trip and prevents spilling coal into the pits.

The operation of this apparatus requires little power, the weight

of the empty bucket being more than sufficient to open the apron

and close the gate. The opening between the track hopper and

feeder has an area of 24 in. x 46 in., which allows the coal to

pass into the feeder rapidly and prevents choking or clogging

at this point.

The bucket is made of heavy steel plate, with a rounded bot-

tom, and is carried on trunnions attached at each end. It is

held in an upright position by latches, which are automatically

released at the top of the shaft, where the bucket tips and dis-

charges its contents into the storage bin. The buckets are

operated by a double-belted reversing worm-geared hoist, which

has a bronze gear and steel worm, enclosed in a dust-proof

casing. The steel worm running in a bath of oil insures proper

lubrication at all times. The hoist is operated by belts from a

Kennicott Tank Car.

equipment includes Westinghouse air brakes and steel couplers

with the Cardwell draft gear. The principal dimensions are

:

Length over end sills, 31 ft. 6 in. ; width over side sills, 8 ft.

10 in. ; length of truck, 27 ft. ; diameter of tank, 7 ft. ; height over

all, 13 ft. 6^ in.

Locomotive Coaling Chute.

One of the first builders of coal chute equipment in this country

were Williams, White & Company, Moline, 111. During the last

23 years they have filled orders for 9,845 sets of fixtures. Their

gravity type station is well known, and was widely used before

the development of the mechanical plant. The illustration shows

a small station of the mechanical type designed and built by this

company. The track hopper bucket pits and foundations are of

reinforced concrete. Coal is dumped from drop-bottom cars di-

rectly into a track hopper, and is delivered to a bucket through a

steel gravity feeder- or measuring box, which is placed in the

opening between the track hopper and the bucket pit. This appa-

ratus consists of a steel box with an inclined bottom, which rests

on steel beams built into the side walls of the bucket pits. It has

an undercut gate at the upper end, and an apron at the lower end

hinged to the bottom plate. The apron is connected to the gate

arms with steel links, which causes a reciprocating action be-

tween them. When the gate opens the apron closes, the move-

ment being effected by the movement of the bucket. When the

bucket descends the steel fingers on the bail engage the rolls on

the apron link and open the apron, at the same time closing the

Locomotive Coaling Chute.

countershaft, which runs constantly in one direction and allows

the use of either gasoline, steam or electric motive power.
^

The

hoist is equipped with a friction brake that sets automatically

whenever the belt is shifted to the loose pulley. It also has a

stop nut on the extended end of the worm shaft, which engages

a clutch that automatically shifts the belt to the loose pulley at

either the top or the bottom of the shaft. This nut is adjust-

able, and the exact point at which the bucket stops at the top or

bottom is easily controlled by adjusting this nut. This arrange-

ment is a positive stop to the bucket, and when properly set, the

point at which the bucket stops, either at the top or bottom,

will not vary more than one inch. A safety device is also at-

tached to the drum so that in case the cable gets crossed or

slack for any reason, it trips a clutch and the hoist is stopped

instantly, setting the brakes at the same time.

The plant is equipped with a belted car puller which enables

the operator to easily move the cars either to or from the track

hopper. The automatic starter used on these stations consists

of an oscillating pipe capped at both ends and pivoted at the

center. The pipe is partially filled with a non-freezing fluid and
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a spherical iron ball is placed inside. It is placed underneath

the hoist and connected to the belt shifter so that the pipe in

oscillating or rocking moves the belt shifter in either direction.

The bucket raises the end of the pipe where the ball is and
starts the ball rolling to the other end. When the ball reaches

the other end of the pipe, it depresses it so as to shift the belt

and starts the hoist in the opposite direction. The length of time
necesssary for the ball to travel from one end of the pipe to the

other regulates the time that the bucket is stationary. This,

however, may be varied by moving a button on the cable that

operates the pipe so that the ball will travel more slowly and
consequently allow more time for the filling and emptying of the

bucket. The hoisting capacity of the plant is from 70 to 100

tons of coal per hour, depending on the size of the bucket used.

Four sizes of buckets are provided, one and one-quarter, one and
one-half and two tons' capacity.

A recording delivery chute for measuring and delivering coal

from the storage bin to the engine tender is designed to take the

place of scales. Any number of engines may take coal at a plant

during the night, and the operator in the morning may open
his box and find a correct record showing the number of engine

and amount of coal taken by each one. A steel undercut gate
and self-balancing delivery apron is used for conveying coal from
storage bin to tender.

Smoke Jacks for Concrete Engine House.

Cast iron smoke jacks, installed in a concrete roundhouse,
are shown in the accompanying illustration. They are sub-
stantial and durable and embody several new ideas. The hood
is sufficiently long to permit ample movement of locomotives
while undergoing light repairs. The sides of the hood are ad-

justable, which allows the flare to be increased when the loco-

motive stack is not directly under the hood. The ends are made
with a steep pitch to prevent the steam and smoke choking in

the upper part of the hood as it comes from the stack at a

high velocity. To keep the roundhouse clear of smoke and
steam while the locomotives are passing in or out, a ventilator

is furnished around the pipe at the roof line. This idea has

been found particularly valuable. To retain the heat in the

roundhouse when the smoke jack is not in use a damper is

furnished which is operated by a sliding weight or ball connected

Concrete Roundhouse Equipped with Cast iron Smoke Jacks.

to the damper, the ball holding the damper in an open or closed
position. These smoke jacks were designed and are manufac-
tured by Paul Dickinson, Incorporated, Chicago, 111.

Railway construction is progressing rapidly in China and
Manchuria. New lines are being built by the Chinese without
foreign aid in any form. Other roads are built and operated
almost entirely by foreigners, but financed by the Chinese.
'I he first 30 miles of the Chinese section of the Kowloon-Can-

ton Railway, China, from Canton to Tung Mei, was opened
December 5. The construction of this section was begun
in 1908, and is expected to be in operation by July 1, 1911. The
bridging of the East river valley offers the greatest difficulty,

but the construction is already under way. The length of the
section will be 87 miles. The tidewater bridges at Hangchow
and Pahkuam on the llangchow-Ningpo Railway, China, are
the most difficult features of construction on this line, but prog-
ress is reported. A large force is engaged in working from
the Ningpo end toward Yu Yao, and the work of grading is

progressing at cither end of the line. Tiehling has been ap-
proved as the western terminus of the Heilung Chang Railway,
Manchuria. Tiehling is near the Liao river, so the railway
will have the advantage of water transportation. The alter-

native, Kaiyun, which is situated about 18 miles from Liao,
was discarded because the line would have become a feeder
for the South Manchurian Railway and would have diverted
the traffic from Yinkou to Dairen.

Disc Ventilating Fan.

The American Blower Company, Detroit, Mich., has been de-
veloping a new curved blade disc fan during the past four years.

It is called the Ventura, and has ten broad blades of the necessary
curve to produce large volumes of air. It will discharge freely

against pressures of from one to two inches, the central disc

preventing any back flow of air when the fan is working against

pressure. It runs at the speeds common to all disc fans and is

so designed that its discharge flow seems to bend inward before

Ventura Ventilating Fan.

beginning to diffuse. This feature is peculiar to the Ventura
fan, not being found in other fans of the disc type. A strong

direct breeze is thus provided, which makes it valuable for venti-

lating purposes. The mechanical efficiency of these fans is un-

commonly high, having been determined from many tests made
by the makers to be 64 per cent.

Side Dump Car.

A two-way, double truck, air operated, side dump car, which
is somewhat heavier than those now in general use, has recently

been designed and put on the market by the Fitz-Hugh, Luther
Co., of Chicago and New Yoi^k. Its design is the result of

several years' experience of an engineer in construction work.
The details have been worked out with a view to securing the

greatest strength of the materials used, and the parts have been

designed with the idea of enabling contractors and other users

to make repairs without shop facilities and with the most com-
mon hand tools. Though the car is of standard height for

this type, it dumps to an angle of 49 deg., which facilitates its

clearing of material. This is accomplished by having the pedestal

and hinge castings of one piece each, and so arranged that when
the load is dumped the center of support is changed to the dump-
ing side. The car body is slightly lifted by the momentum of the

load and is left poised so that it will right itself when the air

is released. Journal boxes are placed inside the wheels to avoid

injury, and where they will enable the car to clear the dumped
material. This location also tends to keep the wheels on the

rail while running over bad track.

The cars are constructed in accordance with M. C. B. re-

quirements as to wheels, axles, wedges, brasses, couplers, sill
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steps .niul air brakes. Tlic center sills arc coiitimums from

end to eml, niiming through solid c.nst steel body bolsters. No

rivets are put tbrouuli tbe ilaiiKcs of the sills where there are

tension strains and like precaution has been exercised at other

places. The one-pi<-'ce body bolster of steel has cast integral

with it two center plates, two side bearings and two spring

planks set into the steel end door casting. A steel tee as long

as the door is placed between the edges of the planks and is en-

gaged by the steel end castings and a center bracket. To still

further stiffen the door a batten section is placed along the

center third of the door and the whole is bound together by

truss rods running through the steel end castings and termi-

Two-Way Side Dump Car Operated by Compressed Air.

pockets which contain coil springs arranged to take the shock

of the body as it dumps to discharge its load.

As in other cars of this type, chains are used to hold the

body in a horizontal position while traveling. Instead of fasten-

ing one end of the chain to the non-elastic car body, and the

other to a rigid truck bolster, the chains on this car are an-

chored below the truck springs, so that as the chains on one side

receive sudden strains they are relieved by the cushion effect

of the spring, avoiding breakage and delays. Doors on this

class of car are frequently broken by boulders striking them

just as the car starts to dump. On this car the door is designed

to distribute the strains throughout its length, and is made of

nating at a steel bracket in the middle of the door. Each truss

rod is straight with an upset end and is tightened by screwing

up a common right hand threaded nut either at the door end

or at the center bracket, the use of left-hand threads being

avoided entirelj'. •

All chain fastenings, door and dumping iron pins are loose

and straight, and are held in place by cotter pins at each end,

thus permitting their removal in either direction. Care has been

taken to protect all hose connections, brake apparatus and coup-

ling appliances from breakage by falling material by either

placing them under the car body or by shielding them with steel

forged guards.

I

Two-Way Side Dump Car; Dumping Position.
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'T'HAT l)ranch of the Grand Trunk's invasion of New Eng-
land which relates to securing a tide water terminal at

Providence against the opposition of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford has come to a new and advanced stage. After
much controversy before the Rhode Island legislative committee,
a decision has been reached; it is in the nature of a com-
promise, with advantage to both companies as well as to the
municipality. The Grand Trunk sought the right of crossing
the New Haven's main line at grade and the use of the New
Haven terminals. These the Canadian corporation has not ob-
tained, but it has secured a pledge from the New Haven com-
pany of payment of the difference between what may be termed
tlie grade crossing entrance and a new entrance on sunken
tracks; and the Grand Trunk must look out for its own tide

water facilities. The alternative before the New Haven was
evidently a compromise of this kind or facing a legislative act

giving the Grand Trunk use—of course for compensation—of the
New Haven's terminal and, beyond, a long controversy in the

courts over the constitutionality of the measure, with uncertain
results. The conflict of the two companies now reaches its

climacteric point. Hitherto it has been limited to questions be-

fore the Rhode Island and Vermont legislatures and the Massa-
chusetts railway commission, and to the New Haven defensive
strategy exampled by the Rutland semi-control, the Montpelier

& Wells River purchase and the Boston & Albany joint lease obli-

gation. But on neither side has there been the threatened new
rival construction, nor, so far as known, diversion from the

Grand Trunk of business originating on the Boston & Maine.
In an essential sense the campaign in New England now passes

from the domain of strategy and law into that of concrete ex-

pense, into that stage where "dollars talk."

'T'HE agricultural activities of the railways are becoming
* more varied every day. The Pennsylvania Lines west of

Pittsburgh are running a train for the Ohio State Agricultural

College for the express purpose of dealing with difficult ques-

tions which have been encountered by the farmers since this

spring's planting. The Pennsylvania people are "on the job"

surely. Another manifestation of this widespread change in our

modes of life is to be found in the activities of the Illinois Cen-

tral in Mississippi. This road, we are told, "by co-operation of

its industrial, immigration and freight traffic departments pro-

poses to offer special inducements to farmers in the stricken

boll weevil districts and abandoned land sections to cultivate

their acreage for corn and other grains. An effort will be made
to get buyers to take the product as fast as it is known what

it will be." . . . Efforts to get buyers will be a new kind

of activity for railway officers ; though it cannot be doubted that

such activities may be made profitable to the shipper, the railway

and the public. But the road that turns its enterprise in this

direction is wandering a good way out of the narrow path

marked out by the Interstate Commerce Commission when it

frowns on the expenditure by a railway of 25 cents for a tele-

gram which may be of some little benefit to a shipper. Where
shall we find the Act to Regulate Commerce, at this rate? It

will be knocked into a cocked hat. From hunting up buyers

for corn we shall soon descend to the trick of encouraging

marriageable young men to seek wives in distant towns in order

to increase the profits of the passenger trains. Think of a pas-

senger agent sending in a voucher for expenses in introducing city

swains to farmers' daughters ! Professor Adams would spend the

whole of his $350,000 appropriation before he would approve such

an expenditure ; and yet even worse things are being legitimized

rapidly by the force of custom. Not all of the Washington

officials are critical, however. Professor Adams is a cold-

blooded accountant ; but the cabinet members are human, and

we find the Secretary of the Interior requesting the Southern

Pacific Company to publish in its folder warnings of the danger

of forest fires. "The interior department is doing everything

possible to spread knowledge of this danger, and the railways

are co-operating, so that campers and excursionists wdio travel
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to the forests will be made aware of the dangers of building or

leaving camp fires in the thickly forested areas." The
Soiitlicrn Pacific is going to comply with the request. Thus

we have one more example of businesslike and friendly philan-

thropy between the government and the railways.

/^Nl'~. bad result of recent advances in the wages of railway

^^ employees is that in a good many cases certain classes

of employees arc receiving wages as high as, or higher than

the wages of their superior olTicers. On some lines road engine-

men are receiving an average of $6.30 a day, firemen $4.15, con-

ductors $5, flagmen $3.65, and brakemcn $3.50. The wages

earned by the best paid employees exceed these amounts, being

as much as $7.25 to $10.50 for enginemen, $4.40 for road fire-

men, $6 for conductors, and $3.95 for road flagmen. On the

same roads, officers are receiving sauaries which figure out as

follows, per day: Trainmasters %7.77 to $9.70; assistant train-

masters $6 to $7.07; road foremen of engines $6.83 to %7.77;

assistant road foremen of engines $4.83 to $6; yardmasters $3.33

to $4.89. In some cases a night yard brakeman, working the

same number of hours and days as a yardmaster, gets $130 a

month, which is more than the average received by the yard-

masters on the roads where the wages in question are paid.

There probably are numerous cases where conductors and en-

ginemen on good runs make more than the trainmasters. The
seniority rule, as insisted on by the labor unions, tends to pre-

vent the promotion of employees to official positions. The ex-

istence of an arrangement under which employees get higher

wages than the officers immediately above them is adapted to

deaden their ambition. The officer, of course, has the advantage

of being in line for promotion to higher positions in the oper-

ating department, but the number of employees who are apt

to work hard for promotions involving reductions in their in-

comes in order to get in line for further promotions is not large.

The knowledge on the part of employees that they are receiving

larger incomes than those who give them orders is as little

adapted to promote good discipline as it is to stimulate the

ambition and the exertions of employees. Viewed from any

standpoint, the situation is most unsatisfactory. Either in

many cases the employees are being paid too much, or the offi-

cers are being paid too little. The inconsistencies in railway

wages and salaries are not confined to the wages of train em-

ployees and their superior officers. The wages of clerical em-

ployees in division and general offices have not been increased

in anything like the same proportion as the wages of train em-

ployees. Perfect consistency in the payment of wages and

salaries has never been attained in any business, and never will

be. There are always some who get more than they are worth,

and others who are worth more than they get. But the in-

consistencies in the existing payrolls of the railways are too

glaring to be tolerable for long, because they are so great and

indefensible that they tend directly and in a serious measure to

cause inefficiency.

SEEKING A "BASIS" FOR RATE REGULATION.

fJOWEVER much those considering the problem of rate-

* •* making and rate regulation may dififer regarding other

matters, there is one point on which all agree—at least in the

abstract. This is that fundamentally the problem is one of

public expediency, and that it should be settled solely with a

view to furthering the public welfare in the long run. No
doubt, also, all will agree that the constant and prolonged agita-

tion of the subject is contrary to the public interest. It would

be better to have it settled on some basis, even though that basis

were not exactly the best one, than to continue perennially the

controversies and litigation about what basis shall be adopted.

Perhaps, also, all intelligent persons can be convinced that in

fixing the relations between the rates on different commodities,

and on the same commodities for different hauls, both the cost

of the service and the value of the service must be given due

consideration, the latter principle usually being given pre-

ponderant weight. Everyone can see that the rates on sand

and automobiles ought not to be the same per ton per mile.

But everyone cannot be persuaded that when fair relations

have been established between the different rates, and traffic

moves freely under them, the rate problem is solved. The
shippers, as a whole, are apt to continue to insist that rates, as

a whole, are too high, and the railways that they are too low;
the former basing their contention on the ground that the rail-

ways are making too much money, and the latter theirs on the

ground that they are making too little. In other words, the

total return of railways from all their rates is generally re-

garded as a very important element in determining the reason-

ableness of their rates as a whole. It has been held to be such

by the courts. But in order to ascertain what the return is it

is necessary to compute it on some basis. The railways with

high capitalization would like to compute it on the basis of

capitalization ; those with low capitalization, on the value of

their properties. The shippers are equally consistent; they

would compute the return of roads with a high capitalization

on the value of the properties, and the return of roads with a

low capitalization on their capitalization

!

If the Supreme Court of the United States upholds the

decision of Judge Sanborn in the Minnesota rate case, the ques-

tion of the basis of computing the fairness of a railway's return

will be moved a long way toward settlement. He held that the

proper basis is the cost of reproduction, new. He also held

that each of the railways involved in the litigation in Minnesota

is entitled to a net return of 7 per cent. The Supreme Court

of the United States held that the Consolidated Gas Company
of New York was entitled to 6 per cent. It might hold that

eastern railways are entitled to this return; that those situated

similarly to the Minnesota lines are entitled to 7; and railways

in the extreme western part of the country to 8 per cent.

There are some important points, however, which will be left

entirely unsettled, even though the Supreme Court upholds the

Minnesota rate decisions. One of these is as to how, if cost of

reproduction be accepted as the proper basis for regulating rail-

way rates, as a whole, they shall be so adjusted as to enable

each of a group of competing roads to earn this return. Differ-

ent roads vary greatly in their operating expenses and in the

density and nature of their traffic, as well as in the value of

their physical plants. It would be impossible, therefore, to make
all of a group of competing roads earn the same percentage of

return on their valuations with the same freight and passenger

rates. Yet all their rates between competitive points must be

the same; and if any fair relation is to be maintained between

competitive and non-competitive rates the latter must be made
with some reference to the former. Valuation based entirely

on cost of reproduction ignores the fact that two roads having

plants whose physical cost of reproduction would be the same

may, viewed from any rational standpoint, have very different

values. As the road having the greater density of traffic and

the proportionately lower operating expenses will, while charg-

ing exactly the same rates, render more service to the public

and earn more money for its owners, it is obviously the more

valuable road. Is it not, therefore, entitled to a higher

valuation?

While it is easily demonstrable that, of two railways with

equally good physical plants, the one having the relatively larger

business and the relatively lower operating expenses is the more

valuable, the value of a difference in volume or quality of

traffic, or in operating expenses, cannot be expressed in terms

of money until it emerges in net earnings ; and it can only

emerge in net earnings after rates expressed in money have

been applied to the traffic. Possibly, however, there is a way
in which, while using physical valuation as a basis for regulating

rates and profits, we might secure to each railway the benefit

of all elements entering into its value as a going concern.

It might be found, if a physical valuation were made, that

some roads could not earn the current rate of interest on their

valuations without charging rates which would interfere with
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the movement and growth of traffic. They would have to be

denied a right to earn a "fair return," for the right of a railway

to earn any return is subordinate to the right of shippers and

travelers to reasonable rates. Just above this class of railways

would be found others in all parts of the country, which would,

perhaps, be just able, with rates that would not oppress the

traffic, to earn a fair return on their cost of reproduction. It

would seem they could not be restricted to less.

Still above them would be found everywhere roads, which, on

the same rates, could earn more, and in some cases much more,

than the current rate of interest on their physical valuations.

Should they be permitted to do so? While they could earn

larger percentages of return on their physical value, their per-

centages of return on their total value, including their physical

value and their utility to the public and to their owners, as evi-

denced by the amount of business that they handle and the

economy and efficiency with which they handle it, might be no

larger. Even if some railways did earn large profits this would

not be proof, either legal or economic, that their rates were ex-

cessive. The fact that other fairly well managed roads in the

same territory, charging the same rates, earned no more than

a fair return on the physical value of their properties would be

strong evidence that the rates were reasonable and that the

larger profits of these more prosperous roads were due largely

to differences of management.

Letting the more successfully managed roads earn more than

the less successfully managed would tend to foster efficient

management on all; no stimulus to the use of enterprise and

skill is so potent as allowing enterprise and skill to garner and

enjoy the fruits that they have nurtured. It would not neces-

sarily result in any case in entirely excessive profits; the courts

have held that where the profits of a railway are "truly enor-

mous" this raises a presumption—although not a conclusive

one—of the unreasonableness of its rates. If, however, the

average rate of return in the railway business were no greater

in proportion than the average in other businesses, such as

banking, farming and manufacturing, and the profits of none of

the railways were larger than those of well managed concerns

in other lines of enterprise where competition was active, it

would seem it could hardly be concluded that they were so

great as to raise a conclusive presumption of the unreasonable-

ness of their rates.

Valuations have been made in a number of states : In Wash-
ington, South Dakota, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin the

aggregate capitalization was $1,276,949,698, and the aggregate

estimated cost of reproduction was $1,211,806,522. The only one

of these estimates of cost of reproduction, new, which has been

passed on by a federal court is that in Minnesota. Whereas the

commission's estimate of the cost of reproducing the Great

Northern, the Northern Pacific and the Minneapolis & St. Louis

in Minnesota was $193,000,000—which was greatly in excess of

their capitalization in that state—the court's finding amounted to

$250,000,000 The result of litigation in other states probably

would not be different. Wherever valuations have been made
by railway commissions, they have been made more with a view

to finding a basis for reducing rates than for regulating them;

and those who set out to devise means for reducing rates are

pretty apt to Und means for reducing rates ! Railway managers
have long been of the opinion that valuation would show that

the present value of the property of the railways is much greater

than their capitalization, and the result of the litigation in

Minnesota tends to justify the confidence that they have ex-

pressed. But even if a valuation should be so high as to give

the roads legal license greatly to raise their rates, it might not

be practicable for them to take anything approaching full advan-

tage of it. The public notion has been that the railways are not

only over-capitalized but that they have so adjusted their rates

as to pay a return on their watered stock. If it were so easy to

adjust rates on the basis of valuation or capitalization there would
never have been any bankrupt railways. Railways have had to

make rates which the traffic would bear and with which they

could meet the competition of each other and the water carriers.

Thus conditioned, they have been unable so to adjust them as

to earn a given return on their aggregate capitalization, however

much they have longed to do so. They would be confronted with

similar conditions after a valuation was made, and if their aggre-

gate valuation, like their aggregate capitalization in the past,

were such that rates could not be so adjusted as to earn a return

on all of it, they would have to go without any return on parts

of it. A valuation might at least serve to satisfy the public on

the question of whether or not the railways are earning more or

less than a fair return; and if the public must have a "basis"

for regulating rates, it probably would offer one high enough to

prevent any great harm being done to anybody.

On the whole, therefore, it would seem that all interests can

afford to look on the agitation for a national valuation with

tranquility of spirit; and the railways most of all, for its effect

would be much more apt to justify some advance in the general

level of rates than any considerable reduction in it.

CORROSION AND PROTECTION.

THE wholesale destruction of iron and steel by corrosion is

a depreciation loss in which the railways are vitally in-

terested, as they are large users of steel in structures which

are exposed to corrosive conditions to an unusual degree. In

1907 the consumption of steel plates, shapes and axles for metal

railway cars was two million tons, and the steel rails rolled

that year amounted to three and one-half million tons. To
this, add a large tonnage of structural material for bridges,

trestles, steel buildings, tanks, etc., and it will be found that

the railways consume nearly one-third of the total production

of steel in the United States. There is a great loss by corrosion

of this material, and the expense of the various efforts made

by the roads to protect it is larger than that in any other

single industry.

Considerable progress has been made in the past few years

toward a better understanding of the corrosion problem, and

in the art of protecting iron from rapid decay. The expensive

failures of some methods of protection will not be repeated

and some valuable lessons have been learned which will lead

to the use of. coverings that approach more nearly to a perma-

nent protection.

The steel framework of the roof of a large trainshed in

Chicago was recently replaced after a few years' service, as it

was found that the covering made of cinder concrete slabs had

cracked and allowed steam and sulphur gases from the loco-

motives to penetrate, and coming in contact with the cinders

resulted in a chemical action which caused a rapid corrosion

of the steel reinforcement. The rust of the latter expanded and

caused further cracks, which allowed more gas and moisture

to penetrate the steel framework, with such destructive effect

as to require entire renewal. The sulphur gases and moisture

from smoke stacks have also destroyed a large amount of

elevated railway structures in St. Louis. These structures were

covered with cinder concrete, but this failed as a protection

against corrosion. These are only prominent examples of a large

amount of steel work which has been partly destroyed through the

failure of the means used for their protection, and which must be

replaced at a large expense. Records kept by one of the large

railways, relating to steel hopper cars used in coal traffic, show

a loss of 700 lbs. per car per year due to corrosion, and the

large area of thin steel surface exposed to corrosion in this

class of equipment is causing a very large annual depreciation.

The proper method of painting steel cars during construction

and in service, so as to prevent this rapid destruction, is a

subject which has received much serious attention by the

painter, and is now being given that scientific investigation by

the chemist which the great importance of the subject demands.

Much of the corrosion of steel track materials and structures

is attributed to the salt water dripping from refrigerator cars,

but that condition can be improved, as the meat cars are the

only ones which require salt, and the ice tanks are now made
large enough to hold the accumulated brine between icing sta-
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tioiis. It is probable that tlic sulphur in the ashes and cinders

from the locomotive is a more destructive a^ent to track struc-

tures. Tills coiidiliou is likely to become worse by reason

of tlie general use of self-dumpiny ash pans now re(|uire(l by

federal law, and which, on account of their construction, are

often leaky and dirticult to keej) entirely tiKlit.

The scientific investigation of the cause of corrosion has no

where been more thorough or more illuminating than that by

Dr. Allerton S. t'ushman, and his papers on electrolytic action

as a cause of corrosion are well knt)wn. In a recent address

before the I'Vanklin Institute on the Conservation of Iron, Dr.

t'ushman showed that the consumption of iron ore in propor-

tion to populati(m is increasing more rapidly than that of any

of the other staples, that the present generation may see the

exhaustion of high-grade ores in this country, and that the use

of lower grades must largely increase the cost of pig iron and
its products.

'i he electroiylic ihcorN- of corrosion affords a logical explana-

tion as to why steel which is made so rapidly that the impurities

•are badly segregated is more subject to corrosion than pure metal

made l)y slower and more careful processes. This has led to new

metallurgical processes, by which iron of excellent quality and

remarkably pure is made in open hearth furnaces on the same

large scale as is employed in steel manufacture. The particu

lar value of pure iron is that it corrodes slowly and uniformly,

and there is not the tendency to pit as is the case in less homo-

genous metal. This metal can be used for sheets or tubes

where the element of strength is not important. It is possible

that pure irons may be used as a base and alloyed with nickel,

copper or other metal in the production of a strong structural

metal which will be much less subject to corrosion than the

carbon steels as now manufactured.

Steel can be protected from rust by a coating of black oxide

of iron, or by rolling zinc on to the surface, as in the Speller

process, and while this adds to the expense, it is frequently an

economic measure where corrosion is to be avoided. It is not

generally realized by engineers that it is not best to bring in

contact in one construction metals of unlike electro-chemical

properties, and iron and steel have been destroyed in large

quantities on account of a lack of knowledge of these relations.

Zinc is particularly valuable in preventing corrosion due to

electrolysis, as it is electro-positive to iron and will protect

iron or steel at its own expense as long as it is kept in con-

tact with it. The bare ends of galvanized wire do not rust on

exposure, and it is important that in the use of zinc for pro-

tection the coating must be of sufficient thickness to allow for

some loss of the metal by electrolysis, as, if the coating is verv

thin, it will be gradually destroyed and the iron left bare.

There is an important difference between the value of zinc

as a protective coating and of tin, lead or copper. The latter three

are electro-negative to iron, and, theoretically, they should

not be used for such a purpose. Any crack in tin-protected iron

will lead to more rapid corrosion than if the tin were absent,

as the burden of the attack is thrown upon the iron in the

couple. Aluminum and magnesium are electro-positive, but

alloys of these metals suitable for iron protection have not been

manufactured, and the cost in most cases would be prohibitive.

Paint coatings for the protection of iron or steel will not now
be considered in detail, but a great improvement has been made
in the manufacture of paints for such purposes as a result cf

Dr. Cushman's investigation. He first called attention to the

fact that the pigment portion of paint has an important rela-

tion to corrosion, and that certain pigments in contact with

iron render it chemically passive, and, therefore, for the time,

non-corrosive. The best agents for this purpose in paint manu-

facture are slightly soluble chromates and other substances

which form with iron a distinctly alkaline reaction. The test

plates of iron and steel covered with paints made on this princi-

ple have been exposed at Atlantic City for three years and

the last inspection of them shows that they are effective pro-

tectors, and they are leading to decided improvements over the

ordinary paints used for the protection of iron and steel.

NEW BOOKS.
I

l.oo.u-I.caf rocket Book. Jly Noriiian K. C'orkc, .V. M. I. E. K. I'lihlished
l)y Johii W.ilkt-r & Co., Ltd., I.oiidon, Kiig. The Cooke & Cobb Co.,
Urooklyii, N. Y., ani'i'ls for ihc I'liitcd .States. Morocco, leather lined;
4 in. X 6 ill. I'rice, $4.

This pocket book is especially ad.'tjjted for mechanical, civil and

electrical engineers. It was originated to supi)lement the use of

engineers' hand books, which are generally too large to be con-

veniently carried about. It contains 50 pages of useful tables,

formulae, etc., condensed into the smallest possible space and ar-

ranged for easy reference. Co-ordinate, plain and ruled pages

are ])rovided to permit the engineer to inclose data of his own,

pertaining directly t(j his special work. The pages are made of

special, tough, thin paper, and are provided with or without

metallic eyelets, according as the notes are for temporary or per-

manent use. The advantage of this book is that it never becomes

obsolete, as its contents may be readily removed or added to.

It is well and strongly made of good material, and will stand

hard usage.

The Sii/^ply Veparl»ieni. By H. C. Pearce, (General Storekeeper, Southern
I'acitic Cc'nipany. 120 pages; 13 illustrations; 6 in. x 9 in. The Rail-
road Cazette, New York. Trice, $2.00.

Tills is a study of the purposes, organization and operation of

the supply department. It was published serially in the Raihvay

Age Gazette this winter. While the advantages and disadvantages

of different systems are discussed, the book is chiefly an ex-

position of the centralized system under which one man is at the

head of a department which attends to both storekeeping and

purchasing, the movement of all supplies, whether inter-depart-

mental or from outside sources, being controlled by one organ-

ization. Mr. Pearce develops and explains the plan logically

and fully. Beginning with purposes and organization, he then

discusses the duties of officers and the layout and facilities for

general and division stores. Having thus placed the system

clearly before the mind of the reader, he goes on and shows,

how to do business with the given organization and facilities.

We are indebted to Major Charles De Lano Hine for the fol-

lowing :

"It is a great pleasure to respond to a request for a 'postscript'

to The Supply Department by an old Rock Island and Southern

Pacific friend, H. C. Pearce. By their works ye shall know them,

and 'Pearce, he delivers the goods.' Some storekeepers put all

the accent on the keep and unconsciously regard the practical

issue of material as something of a nuisance. Not so with

Pearce, he is up and shipping, and, best of all, as his chapters

show, he assembles the material and supplies, in rational arrange-

ment, making the 'job of work' a unit of supply.

"The Soo Line gave our profession Pearce as well as his for-

mer bosses. Underwood, Willard and Pennington, all influenced,

more or less, by the broad views and comprehensive policy of

that many sided genius. Sir William Van Home. The great

northwest has developed its quota of all 'round men, while the

denser East—^beg pardon, the East of denser traffic—has turned

out specialists. The most undesirable corollary of specialization

is centralization, which is the direct opposite of self contained

concentration. Therefore, if my friend Pearce in our talkfests

would let me interlock supply with the higher speed route,

operation, by making the supply head an assistant general man-

ager, and each division storekeeper an assistant superintendent, I

would say 'Amen' to all his conclusions.

"So terribly in earnest is Pearce that he takes little for granted,

leaves nothing to chance, and works out his plans and classifi-

cations in advance. On his neat desk in the general office build-

ing in San Francisco is compact, concise information showing

him the master of his situation, saving the Southern Pacific thou-

sands and thousands of dollars every year. No man in the coun-

try has done more, if as much, to originate and develop methods

for the supply car which he so happily describes as a 'transfer

store.' No man is more enthusiastic in developing, by precept

and example, higher standards of efficiency and integrity. Happy

is the man who has found his work, and fortunate are we to

have in instructive form the lessons of that work."
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2J^iter^ to the l^dilon

A TERRIFYING ADVERTISEMENT.

Temple, Tex., Ajiril 8, 1911.

To THE Editor ok the Railway Age Gazette :

While passing the city ticket office of one of the great trans-

continental systems (Harriman Lines) in Chicago tlie otlier

day, my attention was called to a beautiful picture, evidently a

colored photo-engraving, showing a passenger train standing

at an automatic block signal indicating stop. This view is evi-

dently designed to impress upon the public the high degree of

safety maintained by a combination of discipline and signals on

the road in question ; and but for one slight defect the psycho-

logical results upon prospective travelers would be perfect. Un-
fortunately, the scene is on a single track road and there is

another signal, governing in the opposite direction, directly

across the track from the one at which the train has stopped,

and this signal indicates proceed. So vivid is the impression

that one almost expects to witness a butting collision. One is

led to query if it would not be a good idea to have surprise

checking for advertising agents and their artists as well as for

trainmen. v. c.

["V. C." has our sj'mpathies. The picture maker always seems

to succeed in having the last word. In laying out a picture he

has no objection whatever to running a lightning express over

a 14 deg. curve if the exigencies of his background demand such

a curve. An eastern road, a few years ago, advertised one of

its fast trains on a poster, of gay colors, in which the signals

were arranged so as to indicate that the train was backing (more

truth than poetry, perhaps!). Literary fellers and artists are

dangerous company at best. There is no doubt that they would

unanimously prefer a flagman to a block signal, if they spoke

from the heart; the flagman is so much mere human.

—

editor.]

THE EFFICIENCY OF RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.

Chicago, April 22, 1911.

To the Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have read with interest the editorial in the Raikaay Age
Gazette of April 7, page 822, on "The Efficiency of Railway

Equipment." In analyzing some of the figures given I do not

get quite as much "inefficiency" as was shown. In the first

table of statistics is an item "ten miles per pound freight loco-

motive tractive power per year," which was stated to have been

based on the assumption that the tractive powers of freight

and passenger locomotives were the same, for the reason that

the Interstate Commerce Commission figures does not show them

separately. If I follow the line of reason correctly, this item

should be the quotient arising from dividing the "ton miles per

freight locomotive per year" by the "average tractive power per

freight locomotive" which gives me considerably different figures

from those in the article. Below is a comparison of my figures

with those of the Railway Age Gazette:

1907
Ton miles per pound freight

locomotive tractive power
per year.

1902.
Railway Age Gazette figures... 3S7.6
Revised as above outlined 325.4

On the assumption that the figure for "passengers hauled one

mile per pound passenger locomotive tractive power per year," is

the quotient arising from a division of the item "passengers hauled

one mile per passenger locomotive per year" by the "average trac-

tive power of passenger locomotives," there is considerable differ-

ence between the results of my calculations and those of the Rail-

ivay Age Gazette, and I give both sets of figures below :

Passengers hauled one mile per 1907. 1909.
pound passenger locomo-

tive tractive power
per year.

Railway Age Gazette figures. . .

Revised as above outlined

Per cent,
decrease
over 1902.

298.9 18
285.6 12.2

1909.

Per cent.
decrease
over 1902.

245.5 31.3
242.4 25.5

LU- r > f ^

Per cent. Per cent.
decrease decrease

1902. over 1902. over 1902.
es. . . 102.4 85 17 81.9 20

93.1 83.8 10.9 82.2 11.8

There is no question about there being numerous difficulties in

the way of arriving at a correct answer to the problem, which is

all the more reason for its being attacked in a vigorous, persistent

and consistent manner. There is, however, a question in my mind
about the propriety of attempting to arrive at the efficiency of the

railway equipment of the country as a whole from such limited and

general data. It appeals to me that the term "utilization" more
appropriately fits the case than the word "efficiency" and may
pos'sibly prevent a distorted view of the situation being taken by

a layman, or one not desiring to see the matter in its true light.

Undoubtedly a failure to make such a distinction in the past has

resulted in erroneous deductions reflecting prejudicially on the

railways.

With a view of ascertaining the comparative miles per loco-

motive per year and day, I have divided the "ton miles per freight

locomotive per year" by the "average tons per train" and show
below the results :

Average miles per Per cent,
locomotive. decrease

,
-^ ^ compared

Year. Per Year. Per Day. with 1902.
1902 22,486 62
1907 20,639 57 8
1909 17,783 49 21

Is it fair to the railways to consider "efficiency" as based on the

"utilization" and of all the locomotives owned during an entire

year, when it is well known that the volume of traffic to move

varies widely; that a large percentage of the power is stored

awaiting business from six to nine months of the year? The

same statement, of course, applies to cars; and while there is no

question that the figures show that the roads did not utilize the

increased motive power or cars in the same proportion as their

capacity increased, does this not reflect the fact that there are too

many cars and locomotives f There certainly was no very great

economic loss to shippers in 1909 by reason of failure on the part

of the roads to move the tonnage offered ; and at the same time,

according to the American Railway Association's figures for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1909, there was an average daily surplus

of freight cars amounting to 244,000, with a maximum at one time

during the period of 340,000. At an average valuation of $1,000

per car this equals an investment of $244,000,000 practically

standing idle for one year, the interest on which at 5 per cent, is

$12,200,000. These cars require over 1,800 miles of track to

store them and much of it is in large cities where terminal facili-

ties are expensive. Yet did we not only a short time ago hear that

there was a car shortage, and the railway commissioners were

ordering the roads to increase their equipment? While I haven't

the information as to the increased number of locomotives owned

nor the surplus locomotive days, the decrease of 21 per cent, of

miles per day in 1909 as compared with 1902 indicates to my mind

that a considerable surplus existed. 1 doubt, however, if it was

21 per cent., for there were other factors in 1909 tending toward

a reduction in the miles per locomotive per day.

From the above it will be seen that there is a number of factors

which need to be knozvn before judgment should be passed.

The factor of "increased tons per train" cannot be intelligently

passed upon when compared with an increased "average tractive

power" without taking into consideration the question of "balanc-

ing" traffic. If there is a material variation in the volume of

traffic moving in one direction during the period to be compared,

it will be quite apparent that full use of the pulling power of the

locomotive can be obtained in but one direction, and this may

easily bring down the general average although in the direction of

traffic more nearly the theoretical rating may have been hauled.

To say that a decrease of 21 per cent, in "average miles per

locomotive per day" reflects inefficiency is of course an easy way

to dispose of the matter if one does not care to see the other side.

In order to see the other side one must have a knowledge of how

much of the power is stored, and held to protect prospective

business ; and how much longer it takes the mechanical depart-

ment to make heavy repairs on a consolidation, Mallet or mikado

engine than on the smaller type in use a few years ago, etc.

What bearing has an increase of 20 per cent, freight and 14 per
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cent, passenger traffic density on the ability promptly to move
trains over single, or donble, track? What bearing has the in-

crease in tonnage of commodities moved at high speed on tlie

train milcaf^ef

Averages of performance during a given period means the

equivalent use for every day during the period. If the business

to move came to the railways uniformally each day, it wouldn't

take them long to materially increase their dividends. But they

must be prepared to take the business when offered regardless of

the economic necessities for its prompt movement. Grain, cotton,

etc., which are harvested once a year can be forced on the roads

for movement in three or four months. The A. R. A. statistics

of "tons moved one mile" for 1910 by months show a variation

between tlic minimum and maximum of 22.8 per cent., while a

representative trunk line in western territory showed a variation

during tiie same period of 42.6 per cent. ; and on some divisions

of this road the variation was a? high as 100 per cent. Of course

to handle such a variable traffic, means a variable number of

men ; and where a force of trainmen, enginenien, yardmen, etc.,

is increased with men who know their services are temporary it

is not surprising if the efficiency obtained from them was much
less than the general average under normal conditions.

Such matters as these cannot be ignored in practice and ought

not to be in discussions. Owing to the embryonic condition in

which the fundamental operating statistics of the railways are and

the complications and expense incident to their proper prepara-

tion, it is practically impossible for the railway manager of today

definitely to place a cash equivalent opposite many of the items

enumerated or prove to himself exactly what bearing they have

on operation. At the same time, the practical and capable officer

has intuition born of experience ; and intuition is not altogether

a bad thing to follow.—should it not at least have preference,

in passing final judgment, until the prosecution shall have evi-

dence enough to convict (or convince) him?
The measure of efficiency should only be applied during a time

when there is a maximum demand for power and equipment, or

else after deducting the surplus locomotives and cars during dull

periods, data for which is probably not available. It seems to

me the following points are the principal ones which need to be

persistently followed up in detail to bring about a better and

more economical use of equipment in general and more real

efficiency during times of heavy traffic

:

1. A record should be kept of the use obtained from locomo-

tives and the service in which they have been engaged. This

should account for each hour of the twenty-four, and should be

not only on an engine, but also on a tractive power basis.

2. Thorough yard checks and more accurate car reports should

be made.

3. There should be a higher grade of car distribution, and a

continual checking of details.

4. A closer acquaintance should be formed between the operat-

ing officers and the shipping .public in order that shippers may
personally know some of the obstacles the operating department

has to overcome, and vice versa, so that a better understanding

be reached which cannot fail to increase efficiency and at the

same time result in more satisfaction to shippers.

5. There should be a careful supervision and continual modi-

fication of merchandise and package car service, having in view

not only good service as to time but the uses of proper cars,

with a view of saving empty mileage and transfers ; also, when
empty cars are moving in the same direction that increased set-

out cars are made, so as to save delays to local trains. This, of

course, brings down the average "tons per loaded car" slightly,

but on the whole increases efficiency.

6. Continual checking of empty car mileage should be done by

classes and sub-divisions for cross-hauls.

7. Opportunities should be better availed for transfer of loads

into equipment ordinarily moving empty one way, as stock cars,

coal cars and refrigerator cars.

8. Increase minimums as far as practical according to the

actual requirements of the traffic.

9. There should be gradual tightening of the rule for pre-

venting detention of cars by shippers.

10. A more intimate knowledge should be acquired by the car

distributors of "cost of transportation," that advantage may be

taken of opportunities for short routing empty foreign or system

cars via the line of lowest real cost instead of by routes that make
excessive empty mileage producing an invisible, although real,

increased cost. n. d. ballantine,
Superintendent Car Service. Rock Island Lines.

EFFICIENCY OF PUBLIC SERVICE OF AMERICAN
RAILWAYS,*

BY JULIUS KRUTTSCHNITT,

Director of Maintenance and Operation, Union Pacific System and Southern
Pacific Company.

A railway is a machine designed to manufacture freight and

passenger transportation ; it makes ton miles and passenger

miles. How this machine does its work is a matter of great

interest and great importance to the public, for the railway de-

rives its franchise from, and renders its service to, the public.
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Chart A—Relative Efficiency of Capital and Public Service.

The unit of freight service is one ton hauled one mile; of pas-

senger service, one passenger hauled one mile. The people are

concerned in the quantity and quality of the ton and passenger

miles that the machine produces; in the cost incurred in their

production and in the prices, or rates, charged for them. They

are concerned in the punctuality and safety of the transportation

the railway furnishes and, indeed, in all those characteristics of

its management and operation, which, taken together, make for

efficiency or inefficiency.

The efficiency with which any one of our railways is, or all of

them considered as a single system, are managed must be

gauged by the results produced by the machine as a whole. Criti-

cism has sometimes been made that parts of it are not efficiently

operated. No railway man will deny that some parts of the

transportation plant are not worked to their maximum possible

capacity.

It can be shown, for example, that the average tractive power

•Abstract of a lecture delivered at Harvard University on April 26.
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of locomotives and capacity of freight cars have increased faster

than the amount of traffic which on the average is hauled per

locomotive and per car. It can be shown that the amount of

mail handled per postal car is much less than the average amount
which each car is capable of transporting. It can be shown that

the average number of passengers hauled per train is much
less than the average passenger train can easily accommodate.
But while it may easily be demonstrated that the maximum

Table 1.

—

Capitalization and Results of Operation.

United United Switzer-
States. Kingdom. Germany. France. land.
1909. 1908. 1908. 1907. 1907.

1. Capitalization per mile
of road $59,259 $275,040 $109,788 $139,237 $110,740

2. Units of frt. and pass.
service per dollar of
capital 18.07 4.04 12.46 6.31 8.12

3. Relative service per
dDllar of capital 447 100 308 156 201

4. Net operat. revenue per
mile of road $3,505 $9,127 $4,816 $5,641 $4,672

5. Ton miles freight per
mile of road 953,986 529,622 827,400 496,939 442,012

6. Ton miles frt. per dol-
lar net revenue 272 58 172 88 95

7. Passgrs. one mile per
mile of road 127,299 580,044 540,045 380,355 456,654

8. Pass. & frt. units serv.
per mile of road 1,081,285 1,109,666 1,367,445 877,294 898,666

9. Units of pass, and frt.

serv. per dollar net
revenue 308 122 284 156 192

!0. Average earnings per
passenger mile, cts. . 1.928 1.542 0.93 1.54 1.30

II. Average earnings per
ton mile, cts .763 2.333 1.42 1.43 1.74

Authorities: I. C. Statistics of Rys. of U. S., 1909; Report of British

Board of Trade, 1908; Statistik der im Betriebe befindlichen Eisenbahnen
Deutschlands, 1908; Statistical Abstract for Foreign Countries, issued by
British Govt., March, 1910; Statistiques des Chemins de fer Suisses, 1907.

possible efficiency with which different parts of the railway plant

might be operated under ideal conditions is not attained, it

would be much harder to show that the maximum efficiency

practicable under the conditions which actually exist, and with

which the railway managers have to deal, is not approached.

The railway manager has not, never has had, and never can

have, the same degree of control over the operations of his

plant and of each part of it that the manager of a mercantile

or a manufacturing concern may exercise. Shippers demand,

and properly, that freight shall be transported with regularity

and expedition ; and speedy and regular transportation are im-

portant elements in efficiency of operation. But it is often not

practicable to move freight with the maximum speed and regu-

larity, and at the same time hold cars and engines at terminals

until the maximum car load and the maximum train load have

Table 2.

—

Comparative Capitalization and Service Rendered the Public,
OF Railways of United States, Years 1889, 1899 and 1909.

Totals or Averages. Relative.

1909 1899 1889 1909 1899 1889
1. Railway capital per mile of

road $59,259 $51,764 $48,028 123 108 100
2. Railway taxes per mile of road $401 $245 $179 224 137 100

Certain facilities per 100 miles
of road:

3. Additional main track and sid-
ings 45.43 33.32 27.37 166 122 100

4. Locomotives 24.30 19.39 18.93 128 102 100
5. Passenger cars 19.36 17.88 16.73 116 107 100
6. Freight cars 880.87 684.39 556.79 158 123 100
7. Operating expenses and taxes

per $1,000 of capitalization. $123.25 $104.50 $91.26 135 115 100
8. Public service rendered (ton

and passenger miles) :

A—Per $1.00 of capitalization 18.07 14.25 10.89 166 131 100
B—Per $1.00 of earnings over

exp. and taxes 348 337 274 127 123 10

)

been obtained. It would be easily possible for the railways to

haul a much larger average load of mail per mail car, but under

regulations of the postal department, postal cars are limited to

a carrying capacity of only about three tons, whereas express

cars can easily be loaded to the roof with twenty to thirty tons

of express. Again, in the passenger service, the reason why the

railways on the average haul only 54 passengers per train when
the average train has a capacity of at least 150 passengers, is

that the public demands, and properly, that it be given frequent

and regular service, and frequent and regular service is incom-

patible with the maximum loading of trains.

The facts which I have cited illustrate one point which has

been quite generally overlooked in discussions of railway

efficiency. This is that efficiency from the standpoint of the

railway manager often is not the same thing as efficiency from
the standpoint of the public. Efficiency from the standpoint of

the railway may consist in loading cards and trains to their

capacity and moving only the minimum number of cars and
trains necessary to handle the business. Efficiency from the

manager's standpoint may involve a relatively slow movement
of trains, because the faster engines are driven the greater the

amount of fuel they consume and the smaller the load they

can pull, the result being that the cost of running the train is

incireased, while the revenue derived from running it is reduced.

On the other hand, as I have said, speedy, frequent and regular

service is a very important factor in efficiency from the stand-

point of the public. Now, when the public insists on a kind
of transportation which is incompatible with the most economical
operation, no one can justly criticise the railway managers for
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Chart B—Capitalization and Public Service of Railways of

the United States.

complying with the public's demands and for that reason fail-

ing to operate the properties with the maximum possible

economy. If the railway managers operates the properties, not

with the maximum economy that might be possible under certain

conceivable ideal conditions, but with the maximum economy

that is practicable under the actual conditions with which they

have to deal, they do all that they reasonably can be asked to

do. I think that the railway managers of the United States are

approximately much closer to the maximum practicable efficiency

and economy of operation than most people believe.

The gentlemen whom I have the honor of addressing tonight

will soon be actively participating in the public affairs of this

country; many may become interested in railways and many
may be occupying seats in state and national legislative bodies,

in municipal, federal and state commissions, or even much
higher offices, regulating the railways that their comrades have

bought. It is important that such men should be properly in-

formed regarding important questions affecting so great an in-

dustry as that of transportation. It shall be my endeavor, there-
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fore, to demonstrate to you tlial tlic popular clamor about in-

efficiency in the management of t)ur railways is unjustilkd ;
and

by doing so to try to show you why you should bring the light

of reason to bear on all questions pertaining to railways that

may be presented to you in future, resisting temptation to tinker

with or attempt to repair a piece of machiiury until it is thor-

oughly understood, heeding the wise injunction that 1 remember

as a child to have seen prominently displayed on French me-

chanical toys :

"Quoi qu'elle soit tres solidcmcnt inoiitce il ne faut pas

brutaliser la machine."

TIIK EKKICIKNCY OF CAPITAL INVE.STEI) IN AMERICAN, AS CO.MPARED

WITH FOREIGN RAILWAYS.

I have chosen for comparison with the railways of the United

States, those of the United Kingdom, Germany, France and

Switzerland. The railways of two of these countries, Germany

and Switzerland, are in the main owned and operated by the

gcn-ernments ; and those of the United Kingdom, which are

privately owned, and of France, most of which are privately

owned, would naturally be included in any comparison. One of

railway to the public are one ton hauled one mile and one pas-

senger hauled one mile. It is for rendering these services that

the public creates and pays the railway. Every dollar of capital

which the owners of the railways of the United States have in-

vested, renders four and a half times the service that the same

dollar renders in the United Kingdom; one and a half times as

much as in Germany; three times as much as in France, and

two and a fourth times as much as in Switzerland.

It will be noted that the net operating revenues per mile of

road—that is the net earnings or annual rental paid by the

public for the hire of capital in the r;iilways of the United

States—are smaller than those of any of the other railways

with which comparison is made. For every dollar of net earn-

ings the railways of the United States rendered two and a half

times as much service to the public as did the railways of the

United Kingdom, and twice as much as did the railways of

France. The Swiss and German railways are owned and oper-

ated by the governments, and yet for every dollar of net earn-

ings the railways of the United States rendered from one and

a fourth to one and a half times as much service to the public

as did the railways of Switzerland and Germany. And they

Table 3.—Fatalities on Railways of United States.Years 1889, 1899 and 1909.

Averages. Relative.

Passengers Killed: 1909

Due to collision or derailment °"

At stations, crossings, and other causes 163

Total 249

Passengers carried one mile 29,109,322,589 14,

Passengers Killed per 100,000,000 Passenger Miles:
By collision or derailment 0-30

By other causes 0-5o

Total 0.86

Employees Killed: .

I )ue to collision or derailment 460

At stations, yards, and other causes 1,890

Total 2,358
,, , ^, ; 1,502823N umber of employees '

Employees Killed per 1,000 Employees:
By collision or derailment 0-^1

By other causes 1 --^

Total 1-57

Trespassers and Others Killed:

Due to collision or derailment , 76

Struck by trains and other causes :).,/i7

Total 5,813
_ ^ , . . ., 1,112,452,351
Total tram mileage i- ^^
Trespassers killed per 1,000,000 train miles „

42q
Total deaths incident to train movement '2Q2
Deaths not incident to train movement _

Total shown by I. C. C. reports ^'^^^

jjote. Excludes accidents due to causes other than those resulting from movement of trains

than passengers and employees.

1899
82
157

239

591,327,613

0.56
1.08

1.64

135
175

310

11,553,820,445

1.17
1.51

334
1,876

2.68

292
1,680

2,210
928^24

0.36
2.02

1,972
704,743

0.41
2.39

2.38

63
4,611

66
3,475

4,674
862,258,714

5.42
7,123

3,541
660,441,377

5.36
5,823

1909
64
93

80

252

26
37

32

157
112

120
213

76
53

56

115
165

164
168
98

145

1899
61
90

77

126

48
71

114
112

112
132

85

85

95
133

132
131
101
122

100
100

100

lOO

lOO
100

100

100
100

lOO
100

100
lOO

100

100
100

100
100
100
100

Not reported

7,123 5,823

or cars, also accidents to trespassers and persons

the best tests of the efficiency with which any business is man-

aged is the ratio between the capital invested in it and the re-

sults obtained with that capital. The capitalization per mile of

the railways of the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Switzer-

land and the United States, and the relation between their

capitalization and the results of their operation are shown in

Table 1 and graphically in Chart A.

The capitalization per mile of the American roads is very

much smaller than that of the roads in any of the other countries.

This is very largely due to the conservative policy that has

been followed by our railways of paying for many improvements,

such as renewals with heavier rails and fastenings, larger cross

ties, etc., out of earnings and charging them to operating ex-

penses instead of to capital account.

The very large capitalization per mile of the British roads is

to a great extent a result of following the opposite policy—that

of charging all additions and improvements, no matter how

small, to capital. The efifect of this policy has been to embarrass

the English railways seriously and even to raise grave fears as

to their continued solvency.

As I have already said, the units of service rendered by the

did so while charging the lowest average freight rates in the

world. In other words, the owners of the railways of the United

States received less profit in proportion to the amount of serv-

ice that they rendered to their patrons than did the owners of

any of the other railways, and the amounts that they charged

shippers for rendering these services were smaller than the

amounts charged the' shippers by the railways of any of the

other countries.

Let me try to indicate the results by another comparison.

For the net amount earned on each dollar of capital the rail-

ways of the United States moved a passenger and about five

and a half tons of freight one mile; those in the United King-

dom, a passenger and only .85 of a ton of freight, and those in

Germany, a passenger and three tons of freight.

Because the owners of our roads received less in proportion

to the services rendered by them than did the owners of any

of the other railways, they might very wdl pronounce the man-

agement of their properties comparatively inefficient, but the

users—the public—that received more services in proportion to

what they paid than did the users of any foreign railways, have

reason to consider the management highly efficient.
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INCREASE OF EFFICIENCY OF RAILWAYS IN TWENTY YEARS.

Let US now turn from comparison of the efficiency of our

own with foreign railways to a comparison of the present with

f/iiin Dt/e to Collisions or Derailments

\^=i Due to Other Cai/ses * 313 doi/if peryean

Chart C—Fatalities to Passengers and Employees on Railways
in the United States.

The figures given in the chart for employees killed per 1.000 emplovee.;
for 1909 should read: 0.31— 1.26— 1.S7— 56, conforming to those given in
Table 3.

the past efficiency of our railways. Chart B and Table 2 show
the increases from 1889 to 1859, and then to 1909, in the capitali-

Item

Passenger Miles

Per Passenger
Locomotire
(Thousands)

PassengerMiles
Per Passenger

Car
(Thousands)

Ton Miles Freight
Per Freight
Locomotire
(Thousands)

Ton Miles Freight
Per Freight

I Thousand)

Tons Freight
Per Train

^rerage CapaciA^
of Freig/>t-

Cars, Tons

^reroge Driver
Weight of

LocorTx>f/res,
Tons

Tons Deadfreight
Per Ton

Carryintf Capacity

Aren3y95

1889

1899

1909

1889

1899

1909

1889

IB99

1909

1889

1899

1909

1889

1899

1909

1889

1699

1909

1889

1899

1909

1889

1899

1909

Ton andfhssenger i889
Miles fler

Ernployee
1699

1909

1,43O

l,47S

z,iae

4S6

431

639

4^39

S,9fe

6/^48

80

9S

I0(

119.35

B43.S2

3iZ.S7

I8.S

23.6

37.6

Z7.0

37.S

S6.S

0.60

O.SS

0A3

146^7 '31

Note- lltmshons etperjence of Southern Pacific Company. Data tor United Sfafes rtaf ami/ob/a.

Chart D—Efficiency Per Unit of Men and Transportation

Vehicles, on Railways in the United States.

zation of our railways, in taxes paid by them, in their sidings

and additional main tracks, and in locomotives, passenger and
freight cars, and also the increase between these years in the

public service rendered per dollar of capital and per dollar of
earnings over expenses.

It is a very remarkable fact that the increase in capitalization

in twenty years was only $11,200 per mile, or 23 per cent. The
cost of additional side tracks and equipment would easily cover
$7,000 per mile of this increase. This leaves but $4,200 to repre-

sent the very large sums spent principally in the last ten or
twelve years in the practical reconstruction of many important
railways, which involved extensive reductions of grades and
rectifications of curves; the building of additional expensive
stations and terminals; the ballasting and tie-plating of tracks;
the laying of heavier rails and ties; the construction of heavier
bridges; the installation of interlocking and signalling systems;
the replacement of perishable wooden by permanent structures
using cement, masonry and steel; and the accomplishment of
numerous other betterments. These improvements represent an
average expenditure of very much more than $4,200 per mile,

and that the increase in capitalization has been so small has
been due to the fact that, as previously stated, much of the ex-
penditure for them has been out of earnings and has not been
capitalized. It is not represented by securities at all, but it is

very clearly reflected in the more substantial character of the
property and in a very large increase in its value.

The American practice of investing large amounts of earn-
ings in improvements, together with the rapid rise in property
values caused by the development of our country, has made the
actual physical value of our railways much larger at the pres-
ent time than their capitalization, regardless of "stock water-

Table 4.—Efficiency per Unit of Men and Transportation Vehicles-
Railways of United States.

Averages. Relative.
r ^

^ r'
^

V

, „ ., ,

1909 1899 1889 1909 1899 1889
1. Fass. miles per pass, loco-

motive 2,185,877 1,474,765 1,430,105 153 103 100
2. Pass, miles per pass. car.. 638,586 431,059 450,178 142 96 100
3. Ton miles frt. per frt.

locomotive 6,447,708 5,966,193 4,538,786 142 131 100
4. Ton miles frt. per frt. car 105,518 95,458 80,473 131 119 100
5. Tons freight per train 362.57 243.52 179.35 201 136 100
6. Average capacity of frt.

cars, tons 37.6 23.6 18.5 202 127 100
7. Average driver weight of

locomotives, tons 58.8 37.5 27.0 218 139 100
8. Tons dead weight per ton

carrying capacity .43 .55 .60 72 92 100
9. Ton and passenger miles

per employee 164,964 148,837 113.915 145 131 100
Ton and passenger miles

per emplovee:
10. United Kingdom— 1907. . . 42.155
11. Germany —1908... 69,546

Note.—Items 6, 7 and 8 show exi)erience of Southern Pacific Co.—data
for United States not available.

ing" that may have been done in the past. In several instances,

notably in the states of Minnesota and Washington, valuations

of railway properties made by public commissions have ex-

ceeded the total capitalizations of the roads included. The
boards of assessors in many states have made official records

of their opinion that the increase in the value of the railways

of the United States during the last two decades has been

greater than the increase in their capitalization. The capitaliza-

tion per mile increased from $48,028 in 1889 to $59,259 in 1909,

or 23 per cent. Meantime the taxes which the railways were

obliged to pay increased from $179 to $401 per mile of road,

two and a half times as much, or 124 per cent. Assume, for the

purpose of this discussion, that one-third of the capital of $48,-

000 in 1889 was fictitious or "water," the real value was only

$32,000 per mile. An increase of 124 per cent, in that amount

makes $72,000 per mile, which we may take as the estimate of

the public through its taxing authorities of the present value of

our railways, as compared with their actual capitalization of

only $59,259 per mile.

While capitalization per mile has increased only 23 per cent,

and taxes per mile have increased 124 per cent., the intensive

development of the properties has been so carried forward

that the increase in the mileage of additional main and side

tracks has been 66 per cent., the increase in the number of

locomotives 28 per cent., in passenger cars 16 per cent., and in
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freight cars 58 per cent. This takes no account of the great en-

largement of the capacity of eciuipment, which was proportion-

ately in excess of the increase in its amount. In consequence of

the improvements indicated by these hgures, the railways were

enabled to so increase their efliciency that at the end of the

twenty years' period they rendered 66 per cent, more public

service for each dollar of their capitalization than they did at

its beginning. In spite of a 35 per cent, increase in the operating

expenses and taxes per dollar of capital they rendered in 1909

21 per cent, more service per dollar of earnings over operating

expenses than they did in 1889. The extent to which their

efliciency was increased will be much better understood if it

be considered that during this period the wages of all kinds

of labor and the prices of most commodities were increasing

while the rates received by the railways decreased. Quantities

of labor and commodities which in 1890 could be bought in ex-

change with one ton mile, required for their purchase 1.60 and

1.43 ton miles respectively in 1907. Of course, the obvious

tendency of these reductions in rates and these increases in

prices of labor and commodities was to enhance the difficulty of

rendering a given amount of public service with a given amount
of capital. It would seem that the foregoing figures demon-
strate conclusively that on the average each dollar of capital

invested in railways has been progressively made much more
productive and much more efficient during this twenty years.

THE ACCIDENT RECORD OF AMERICAN RAILWAYS.

Contrary to general belief, great progress has been made by

the American roads within the last two decades in making
transportation safer, and this has been done notwithstanding

the number and speed of fast passenger trains, to which most
of the fatal accidents are attributable, have been increased; that

the density of traffic has been largely augmented, and that the

rapid growth of business has made necessary the employment
of numerous inexperienced men, and the promotion to responsi-

ble positions in train service of others with less experience than

would ordinarily be put in such service.

Owing to acts of Congress requiring reports of individual

casualties the statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission
regarding them are, for recent years, extremely complete. They
were much less complete in earlier years, as then the carriers

had to make only annual reports, and there is no question that

many minor injuries now reported under the head of "persons

injured" escaped notice and were not included in the earlier

reports. The ratio of injuries to fatalities reported in 1889 was
4.5; in 1899, 6.2; and in 1909 nearly 11. It is fair to assume that

the ratio between injuries and fatalities remains reasonably

constant, and the fact that the ratio between those reported

have not remained constant, justifies the belief that in the earlier

years a smaller proportion of injuries was reported than is now
the case. I believe, therefore, that the only way to arrive at a

correct conclusion as to the relative safety of travel at present

and in past years, is to ignore the statistics as to injuries and
to make comparisons only between the number of fatalities, every

one of which necessarily has been reported.

Table 3 and Chart C show that both travel and employment on
the railways of the United States are much safer than is popu-
larly supposed. The statistics indicating the ratio of passengers

killed to passengers hauled one mile, demonstrates that on the

average in 1909 a passenger could travel 4,000 times the distance

around the earth without being killed, or to state the matter in

another way, he could ride at the rate of 60 miles an hour for

220 years without having a fatal accident. Similarly the figures

giving the ratio of the number of employees in service to the

number killed show that on the average an employee could work
for 637 years before being killed.

As we must all rely on the statistical reports of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for our information about the re-

sults of operation of the railways as a whole, I wish to call at-

tention to the fact that the comparative summary of railway

accidents on page 86 of the commission's statistics for 1909

is misleading. It is apt to cause the conclusion not only that a

great number of persons are hurt on railways, but that there

has been a large increase in the number. The number of

casualties in 1899 is given as 5,282, and in 1909 as 8,722, an

increase of 3,440. But a reference to the report for 1899 will

show that in that year no casualties due to such causes as

handling freight at stations, accidents in shops, etc., were in-

cluded. These figures arc included in the report for 1909, which

accounts for 302 of the increase in deaths. Again, 2,318 of the

increase in deaths were those of trespassers and other persons,

leaving a net increase of only 820 in passengers and employees

killed, or 36 per cent. Meantime, there was an increase of 113

per cent, in the number of employees, and of 152 per cent, in

the volume of passenger traffic, which shows that proportionately

there was a reduction and not an increase in accidents.

Guided by the light of statistics all the dark holes and corners

of American railway operation have been explored ; the life of

timber in cross ties and trestles has been increased from two to

four fold ; equipment has been improved in design and wonder-

fully increased in capacity; new locomotive designs to burn the

lowest grades of cheap fuels have been perfected; hot boxes so

annoying and productive of delays in past years have been re-

duced so that they are practically a thing of the past ; the waste-

ful haul of empty cars has been largely reduced by pooling

freight equipment.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY PER EMPLOYEE AND MACHINE.

Table 4 and Chart D herewith, show the extent to which by

means of more efficient methods the work done by each loco-

motive and car owned, and by each employee, as measured by the

ton miles and passenger miles handled per employee per car and

per locomotive, has been increased since twenty years ago. The
efficiency per passenger locomotive has been increased 53 per

cent.
;
per passenger car, 42 per cent. ; per freight locomotive, 42

per cent.
;
per freight car, 31 per cent. ; and per employee, 45

per cent. These results have been achieved in spite of the fact

that conditions of employment have become more favorable to

the employee so that he works less hours per day for a month's

salary and runs less miles in train and engine service in doing a

month's work.

I have incidentally referred to reductions of grades and curva-

ture involved in rebuilding many miles of our railways. A typi-

cal piece of reconstruction on the line of the Southern Pacific,

was the Lucin Cut-Ofif, in Utah, which shows strikingly how the

efficiency of motive power is increased through modernizing the

permanent way. By the construction of that cut-off, the hauling

power of a consolidation locomotive used on that part of the

system was increased 148 per cent.

In the general reconstruction of the Union Pacific and

Southern Pacific in the states of Wyoming, Utah and Nevada,

19,742 degs. of curvature, or 55 complete circles, were eliminated.

The maximurn grades were reduced from approximately 100 ft.

to the mile to 43 ft. to the mile on the Union Pacific, and 21 ft.

on the Southern Pacific, and the line between Cheyenne and

Reno was shortened 82 miles. In doing this 484 miles of new
railway were constructed, or almost enough to reach from Bos-

ton to Buffalo.

Chart E shows the following:

1. The trend of labor and commodity prices for fifteen years

from 1894 (the year following the panic of 1893), to 1909, based

on data taken from bulletins 11 and 87 of the United States

Bureau of Labor. As these bulletins do not contain data as to

prices for labor subsequent to 1907, we have assumed that

these prices did not increase in 1508 and. 1909, an assumption

known to he incorrect, but which we make, as its effect is un-

favorable to our exhibit.

2. The rates per passenger mile and per ton mile actually re-

ceived by the railways and estimates of what these rates would

have been had they followed the trend of labor and commodity

prices.

Do you fully appreciate what the present average rates of
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1.92 cents per passenger and 0.76 cents per ton mile mean?

The former is a little less than the value of a two-cent postage

stamp, yet for the cost of this small stamp the railway transports

a passenger and his luggage one mile, and in addition, 3,600

lbs. of vehicle to seat him, 650 lbs. of vehicle for his luggage, and

2,000 lbs. of sleeping, dining and parlor equipment for increasing

his comfort. For the same tiny stamp the railway carries 2^
tons of freight one mile for the shipper, and provides and hauls

on its passenger trains for the Post Office Department the equiva-

lent of a fully-equipped post office on wheels weighing 45 to

50 tons a distance of about % of a mile.

The ordinates intercepted between full and dotted lines in

the lower diagrams give the savings per passenger and per ton

mile accruing to the public from the action of forces that pre-

vented rates from following the trend of prices. The most

potent were, (a) Reduction in cost resulting from larger in-

crease in volume of business and, (b) More efficient operation

made possible by reducing curves and grades, adopting larger,

heavier and better designed locomotives and freight equipment;

building more main tracks, side tracks, yards and terminals;

adopting more refined methods of operation, such as carefully

rating locomotives, running them at most economical speeds for

nruTivi /890- 1695 l83S\/BS7\l89a 1839 /doo 1301 1302 1903 i9oa 1905 1906 1907 1908 /909
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frciglit traiii.s, I'limiiiatiiin di-laws to iiicn, iiiolivr powir and

t'quipmt'nt, etc.

MultiiilyinR the saviiiR in rate for eacli year hy tlie passeiiKcr

and ton mileage, and adding the pnxliicts, shows that in llie tifli'en

years $7,144,3-4vV(XX) was saved to llie pul)lic in transportation

charges. Some conception of tliis amount may he formed hy

considerinfs' that it means an average saving |)er (hiy over the

entire period of a little over $1,3()0.(X)0. and that for the year 1<09

it means a savii>g to the pulilic of $2,7()0,0(X) every twenty-four

hours.

BRIDGE REPLACEMENT ON THE BOSTON & ALBANY.

The increase in tlie wei;:.;ht of cars and locomotives has

made it necessary to renew a number of bridges on the Bos-

ton & Albany during the past year. In all, 19 bridges have

been replaced, their spans running from 3X ft. to 114 ft., and

the work contemplated involves renewing 40 more. Tlie method

of doing the work has been to erect the new bridge alongside

the old, couple the two together, set them on a nest of rollers,

and when the rails and ground connections are broken, draw

the old out and the new into place at once.

The time occupied in the actual moving has varied from

35 to 50 seconds, most of tiiem being between 40 and 50 sec-

steel work was built under tlie 1910 specilications, and to

Cooper's K-f)0 loading.

I In- floor s\slcm is c-ontinuoiis, with an anchorage of the

I'<rid(:e.s Rhi'i.aci.i)

Jiridge No.
70
81
92

125 (3 spans)
126 (.i " ),

129 (2 " ).

132 (2 " ).

133 Chester
145 Mid.llcfkld

)N lllli I'.DSMi.N iS: .\l.llANV, \')\()i')\\.
I.ociitioii. I iii>;lli.

kotlulalc 114 fl.

West BrooUlicM 1 1 .i fi.

West niiniruld '>.i ft.

IIiiiitiiiKto!! 295 fl., ill

Huntington 263 fl.

Chester 190 ft.

.Chester 194 ft.

109 ft.

«0 ft.

147 Becket 108 ft.

148 Becket • 98 ft.

149 Becket 106 ft.

167-A Pittsfield 47 ft.

172 Pittsfield 3.S ft.

173 (2 spans) . .Pittsfield 100 ft.

201 Chatham, N. Y 70 ft.

202 Chatham, N. Y 105 ft.

203 Chatham, N. Y 71 ft.

209 (2 spans). .Chatham, N. Y 148 ft.

222 Rensselaer. N. Y 55 ft.

Note.—Total length of
one mile.

le track on bridges rc|)lactd aggregates about

spans on one pier only. The girders expand on the abutment

immediately adjacent to that pier, and in the other direction

continuously over the adjacent pier and on the farther abut-

Bridges Before Being Moved.

onds. The time between the last train over the old structure

and the first one over the new has varied from IjA to 2 hours,

while the time from the start of breaking the rails until the

connecting rail is down and ready to take a train runs from

1 to 2 hours, with an average of about 1^ hours. In all of

the work, however, it has not been found to be necessary to

flag a single train, though, of course, a slow order is kept in

force from the time work begins on the disturbance of the

old bridge until all work is done on the new and the ap-

proaches are adjusted and settled.

The last bridge replaced was a three-span, through-truss

bridge over the Westfield river at Huntington, Mass., the work
being done on Sunday morning, April 9. The lengths of the

three spans were 80 ft., 103 ft. and 80 ft. respectively. The
new bridge is of the through plate-girder type and is composed
of three spans of the same lengths as the old ones. The gen-

eral details of the bridges are shown in the accompanying table.

The old truss spans were of the usual lattice type, with

chords and end posts of box sections latticed on the open sides.

This bridge was built in 1875 and was reinforced in 1894.

The new bridge is a heavy plate girder structure, with 8 in.

X 8 in. X 1 in. flange angles and side plates for reinforcing

the web, as well as partially serving as flange sections. This

ment. Expansion pockets are used merely for convenience

during erection and for preventing any consecutive thrusts

from the track being transferred to adjacent spans.

The method of construction and replacement is an exceed-

ingly simple one in outline, but one that involves a great

amount of detail and the closest attention to adjustment. In

the case at Huntington, matters were somewhat complicated

by the fact that it is a skew bridge, with rails crossing it on

a 1 deg. 33 min. curve, and that on the down-stream side there

was a large elm tree which the village authorities would not

allow to be cut down. Just beyond this there 'was a highway

bridge that could not be disturbed. On the up-stream side

there was plenty of room for erecting the new bridge.

The illustrations will give a fair idea of the location and

general methods involved. In the first place the old bridge

had to be carried by blocking, while new piers were being

built below it. This necessitated raising the whole structure

about 12 in. to give the necessary clearance and to permit

placing the train of rolls that was to carry it out of the way.

y\s the work has been done during the past few months, it in-

volved the usual protection against high water, ice and drift.

After the completion of the masonry the new bridge was erected

on trestles that extended about 45 ft. up stream from the
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old structure. This was just beyond the up-stream girder of

the new bridge as it was erected. The trestles are of short

vertical posts, set on sills laid in the bed of the stream, with

caps and cross ties to carry the runway for the rest of the

End View of Old Bridge, After Moving.

rollers. These runways were formed of nine 90-lb. rails nested

as shown in the photograph. They were laid on a very ea.sy

incline, so as to facilitate the movement of the bridge, and

with a slight adverse incline like a gentle kick-back at the

lower end so as to check the motion of the bridge. They

were carefully wedged and brought to a true alinement, so that-

they presented a smooth bearing for the rollers over the whole

width. The rollers were 2 in. in diameter, and were spaced

about 24 in. apart. They were 36 in. long, and were held in

position by spacing bars or angle racks drilled to set over

^^^^^^^^^BP^^^^^

^^HHjHkr' -

•^
Blocking Under Old Bridge, After Moving.

the ends of the rollers outside the runway and the runners on

the bridge. The runners were also made of rails, but were not

nested. They were set side by side, flange down ; seven were

used in each runner, so that it was somewhat narrower than

the runway. The bridges were set on these runners through
i)locking and wedging that kept them at the proper height.

At the ends of the old bridge a good deal of temporary
blocking had to be used in order to facilitate the clearing away
on the morning of the movement. The obstructions on the

down-stream side at one end necessitated the complete cutting

away of the truss and carrying it by temporary blocking and
falsework. The end was simply cut oflf and a wooden post

with tie bolts inserted; in this condition it carried its load for

some time. The cutting was done with the oxy-acetylene flame,

which is used by the contractors in all of their work of

demolition. If a girder is to be cut the flame does it. If a
pin cannot be driven out the piece is cut away around it and
taken out with the pin. If rivets are in an awkward position

to be cut, no time is spent in attempting to cut with a chisel

;

the oxy-acetylene does the work.

At the ends of the bridge it was mipossible to put in the

walls and back filling until the new bridge was in place. As
soon, then, as the last train had passed, the connecting rails

were removed, the blocking torn out and everything cleared

so that there was a space of about 15 ft. between the ends

False Work on Which New Bridge Was Erected.

of the bridge and the banks, due to removing the skew end

stringers. As soon as this was done the signals were given and

the bridge moved. The time occupied in the movement was

49.2 seconds.

It was rhoved by six leads running out to three drums on

each of two derrick cars stationed on either bank. The method

of reeving the lines is shown in the accompanying sketch.

There was a triple block and fall on each lead from the up-

stream side of the new bridge, the steel rope being led around

a snatch block to the winding drum on the car. The purchase

was thus raised to 6 to 1, enough to permit of slight variations-

in winding speeds without it being perceptible on the moving

structure. When all was ready, the erecting foreman, H. D.

Mason, under whose supervision and control the work was-

done, took a position at the center of the bridge, with aiT

assistant at each end. Hand signals were used, and these were

so complete and clearly understood that there was no per-

ceptible difference in the time of starting or stopping at the

two ends, while the movement was gentle and steady through-

out. Standing on the bridge there was no jerk or jar from

start to finish, and it was difficult to realize what had been

done. The movement started smoothly and accelerated for

about 5 seconds ; then there was a steady motion for about 40
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seconds, and finally a gradual slowing down to the stop at

49.2 seconds.

The smoothness and success of the performance was of

course due to the care and foresight that had been exercised in

the preparation. For a week before the movement the engineers

had been busy in checking the levels and the alinemcnt. The
levels of the runways had been repeatedly taken and their aline-

aiul the rails on land. The gap to be spanned was about 15 ft.

A trestle bent had been left in against the bank, the top

of whose cap was level with the top of the adjacent pier. The
moment the bridge stopped a gang of men started to place

the stringers across from the l)cnt to the pier. Main ties were
laid on these and they were blocked to take the cross-tics. At
the same time a section foreman commenced leveling the back

1016

Old Truss Bridge.

190-

Arrangement of Tackle.

T]hs sketch is not drawn to scale, and the positions of the snatch blocks are not accurate.

ment had been checked and cross-checked until every possibil-

ity of an error had been eliminated.

The moment the bridge was in position there was a dis-

play of team work on the part of the several departments in-

terested that spoke more volumes for the general efficiency

of railway operation than their critics could utter on the other

side in weeks. The floor, the ties and the rails on the bridge

were in place. The rails were plated and loosely spiked, but

not bonded. They were laid so as to be approximately in place

to admit of the dropping in of a single rail between their ends

fill and driving back the bridge rails to permit the connecting

rail to be dropped into place. The moment it could be slipped

in, it was placed, the ties were slipped beneath it and tamped

up to surface. Then the permanent spiking of the bridge rails

was done. At the same time the signal forces were at work

with the bondmg. The holes were drilled and the bonds rivet-

ted home. It would be difficult to say as to which finished

first, but at any rate the bridge was ready for a train full 20

minutes before the first one presented itself for passage.

A noticeable feature of the performance was the alacrity

New Bridge in Position.
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with which the men sprang to their work, apparently sharing

in the anxiety of the foremen to maintain the record of not

flagging a train. The efficiency of the organization was also

shown by tlie smoothness with which the work progressed.

There were no false moves. Every stringer dropped into its

place and fitted there, the bents and masonry needed no shim-

ming, ties and plates and bonds were at hand, every shovelful

of dirt went to its appointed place and remained there, and

there was no scarcity of cinder to raise the rails. Each man
had his place and filled it without interfering with others, and

though they seemed packed like sardines about the bridge ends

there were no cross currents or counter-movements. They
acted like well-drilled veterans for the work in hand.

The schedule of the performance was as follows

:

Last train over old bridge 9:35 a. m.
Bridge started to move 10:18 a. m.
Time of moving bridge 49.2 seconds
First track completed 11:15 a. m.
Second track completed 12:00 m.

No trains flagged.

The general design of the new bridge came from the rail-

way company and was executed 'by the American Bridge

Company. The plan for erection and replacement, as given in

the first few lines of this article, together with the execution

of the details, was handled by the Lucius Engineering Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., under the approval of the railway's engi-

neering department. The railway staff which directed the en-

tire work consisted of F. B. Freeman, chief engineer; W. F.

Steflens, engineer of structures; and W. B. Knight, division

engineer. The details were worked out in the field by the

Lucius Engineering Company, and especially by their foreman

of erection, H. D. Mason.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR INCREASING EFFICIENCY.

BY N. F. DOUGHERTY,

Yardmaster, Pennsylvania Railroad.

In this country generally the railways have reached the end

of their construction period. Today the problem is how these

great commercial factors may be maintained and operated so as

to give to the public efficient transportation service, and to their

owners a fair profit on their investment. The solution is, first,

in better organization ; and, secondly, as in any other business, in

a low cost of production.

Under the present scheme of organization there is no adequate

system. This is apparent in the absence of direct control of

operations. Before a plan can be executed it must pass through

various so-called departments, many of which are not concerned,

and by the time it reaches the place of execution the emergency

or necessity for which it was evolved has passed, or else the

plan has become so encumbered with suggestions as to be im-

practicable. For instance, the president will issue an order to a

vice-president, who, in turn, issues it to the general manager,

thence to a general superintendent of transportation, thence to a

superintendent of transportation, thence to a general superin-

tendent, thence to a chief car distributor, thence to a division

superintendent, thence to a trainmaster, thence to a 3'ardmaster,

at last reaching the person who is to execute it, a conductor. By
that time there is nothing to be done—the emergency has passed,

or, as is usually the case, has taken care of itself.

The field of railway operation is so vast that to secure direct

control requires unit control ; in other words, divisional

responsibility. The important point on a railway is the yard,

for it is there that congestion of traffic begins which in a short

time works back and results in road congestion. In nearly every

instance the cause may be traced to want of authority in the

yardmaster to control the operations of the roundhouse, car

inspection, track and clerical forces, all of which in the complex

organization of railways have a certain bearing on operation.

Therefore, by increasing the scope of authority of the yard-

master, and making that position directly responsible to the divi-

sion superintendent, the first step in the avoidance of congestion

in the movement of cars is secured. Let the trainmaster control

road operation only. The divisional unit should be next. As
the trainmaster and yardmaster units would give "on the ground"

supervision, divisions could be enlarged, which would mean a de-

creased operating cost.

It may be well here to explain how the giving of additional

authority to yardmasters will result in a benefit to the operation

of a railway. Cars cannot be moved without locomotives ; and

the yardmaster is at the mercy of the roundhouse foreman,

unless he has authority to control the work of the roundhouse

in so far as the matter of getting locomotives in and out of the

house is concerned; and he is at the mercy of the car inspectors

unless he can control their operations. The same is true of the

track and clerical forces.

The plan suggested is simply the concentration of authority

and responsibility in the yardmaster as far as the movement of

cars is concerned. It contemplates individual responsibility, and,

all officers being active men, abolishing many intermediate offices.

Yards are the pivotal points of divisions; and as yardmasters,

under this plan, are to be men with authority and power and not

members of committees or correspondence clerks, their position

must rank with that of the trainmaster.

So much for the staff. Now as to the organization below the

offices of trainmaster and yardmaster

:

The theory of a railway organization is sometimes compared

to that of a standing army. But the fault is that the comparison

has been made to an army in peace, whereas the comparison

should be made to an army in action. Railways are always

"fighting" to move cars ; there is no time of peace, for peace to a

railway means insolvency.

That the plan of army organization may be applied to railway

employees is true ; but, admitting that it is the trained and well-

equipped army that gets results, at the same tim.e it must not

be overlooked that the strength of an army is in the ranks, and

that a soldier fighting for his country is also fighting for him-

self. In other words, it is individuality that prompts men to

action.

Now, under the present plan of railway organization and man-

agement, employees below the stafif are divided into classes ; a

clerk is a clerk, a brakeman a brakeman, a conductor a conductor,

an engineman an engineman, and, as a rule, they generally so

remain. But with an army in action a private today may be a

corporal tomorrow, and often before war is terminated he be-

comes a member of the stafif, and any private may look forward

to distinction of some kind; in other words, an efficient army is

simply the effect of merit rewarded.

To apply the plan of army organization to railways the em-

ployees must be given an opportunity to advance in the service

by—
(1) A system of promotion based on merit, as outlined in an

article by the author published in the Railway Age Gazette, July

22, 1910.

(2) Graduated wage promotion, which means a decreased cost

of production.

A further evidence of lack of system on railways is the hap-

hazard method of compensating labor. The plan of graduated

wage promotion would secure a uniform and equitable system of

compensating labor, and ultimately a reduction in operating cost.

If the rates charged for transportation could be increased propor-

tionately, there would be no objection (outside of the inutility of

the plan) to flat increases in wages; but it is a fact that cannot

be di.sguised that there is always presenting itself (because it is

a disease that thrives by culture) a constant demand on the part

of employees for increased wages, so much so, that, combined

with the cost of materials, railways having unsuccessfully

attempted to meet such conditions by increased rates of trans-

portation are now obliged, as a matter of self-preservation, to

curtail their working forces.

Surely the idea underlying every increase in wages is not that
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employees may liave mure money to si)eiul, hut r.itlui tliat tliey

may Itel tliat tlieir work is meritorious and is recognized, and

will, conseciiiently, render tiieir best service. A Hat increase in

wanes gives no such incentive to tliis ; it robs men of in-

dividuality and places them in the position of merely keeping up

with the herd. Lhuler a plan of graduateil wage promotion an

appeal is made to the individuality of the employee. At the same

time, it gives him a strong inducement to remain in the service,

and to work intelligently and faithfully.

For reasons which are obvious, the division of employees into

classes must, to a certain extent, obtain; the solution is in

grading the classes. The basis for this grading is worth and

length of service; discarding the principle that because a man is

a brakeman, or a conductor, or an eiigineman, or a clerk, he

should receive the rate of pay that pertains to that class of

work ; and instead applying the principle that because a man
has been in the service a certain number of years, and is worthy,

he shall advance from a lower to a higher grade.

The practice of frequent readjustments of wages has resulted

in the absurd situation of .cnginemen and conductors receiving

greater compensation than trainmasters and yardmasters and

road foremen of engines, and brakemen getting greater com-

pensation than yardmasters. Paying the superior less than the

subordinate results in lack of respect for the directions of the

superior ; and a smaller salary cannot be considered an incentive

to seeking advancement in the service. In these circumstances

the employee loses interest, makes no effort to improve himself,

and the effect is inefficiency and demoralization.

The suggestion of this paper is the application of graduated

wage and promotion systems to railway trainmen, including

engincmen ; if practicable in these departments it can readily be

adopted for all employees. It is, as before stated, a return to

grades and the abolition of trip rates.

Again, there is the question of hours. The eight-hour day is

here, and the railways should provide for it voluntarily. By a

system of graduated salaries and the eight-hour day the operat-

ing cost will not be increased, and at the same time the wages of

the senior employees will not be reduced. For example, a con-

ductor or engineman receiving $125 to $150 under the present

ten-hour, or trip rate, system should receive the same rate under

the eight-hour scale, the increased cost to be met by a decreased

force and a lower rate to the junior employees. There should be

three grades of brakemen and firemen, and three grades of con-

ductors and enginemen. The brakemen and firemen should reach

the highest grade and rate in that line in three years. It should

take conductors and enginemen longer—say, from five to ten

years—but the difference in rate should be greater. It would

take ten to fifteen years to work through the different grades of

pay and promotion. There would always be some definite goal

ahead, and after ten or fifteen years a man's family and social

ties are established, and agitation would be a thing of the past.

The graduated promotion means loyalty. Reward for worth will

give loyal service, whereas the present system of practically one

rate to all employees in the train service, and punishment for

failure instead of reward for merit, can only result in disaster,

trouble and loss. First, there is no incentive, which results in

lack of interest ; secondly, punishment is a custom of the past,

and results only in sullenness and resentment.

The product of railways is not magnificent terminals, never-

ending stretches of steel rails, powerful locomotives, or miles of

cars, but it is transportation; and it is the cost of this that must

be scrutinized and every factor entering into it constantly con-

trolled. One of the factors making for unnecessary cost is the

prevailing plan of compensating labor. Another factor is un-

productive labor, much of which is devoted to the gathering and

refining of needless statistics of every imaginable kind ; a prac-

tice which causes an enormous amount of duplication and trip-

lication of work In other words, there is a condition of organiza-

tion within organization. This cost to find cost has become

burdensome.

ACCOUNTING OFFICERS' CONVENTION.

The Association of American Railway Accounting Officers

held its twenty-third annual meeting at New Orleans, April 26,

with about 200 members present. The business of the first day
was the discussion of the new plan for interline ticket report-

ing which was presented by the standing committee on pas-

senger accounts. This plan, which makes changes in some re-

spects radical, was adopted. The principal reasons for making
the change, as set forth in the argument for it, presented by

Mr. Hermany, auditor of passenger trafific of the Rock Island

Lines, are to save time, so as to enable each road to send its

report to connections within about 20 days after the end of the

month ; and to give for each form of ticket, on all the reports

to all the roads, a statement showing the revenue accruing to

each road interested in that ticket. A separate sheet will be

used for each form of ticket. The committee believed that the

large majority of roads would deem it a considerable advantage

to have these reports sent in season to allow the revenue to

be taken into the accounts of the month in which it was earned.

'Ihe plan has been tried by some of the members of the com-

mittee during the past year. The St. Louis Southwestern was
able to mail its reports on the 15th and 16th of the following

month. The Central of Georgia mailed its February reports on

March 18. The principal saving in work is in the elimination

of the apportionment book and in the use of carbon paper in

preparing reports to be sent to foreign roads. The reports to

all foreign lines are written at the same time. Smaller sheets

can be used, but there will be a larger number of sheets. It

will be necessary to sort agents' reports according to terminal

carriers and intermediate routes, but this can be done by junior

clerks. By the use of carbon sheets in preparing the reports to

foreign roads each item is written but once and this makes a

reduction of 25 per cent, in the time necessary for this work.

In the experiments made by the committee it was found that

of the total number of tickets reported, 75 per cent, read over

two roads ; 20 per cent, over three roads ; 4 per cent, over four

roads ; 0.80 per cent, over five roads ; 0.32 per cent, over six

roads; 0.13 per cent, over seven roads; and 0.11 per cent, over

eight or more roads. The roads making these experiments are

the Baltimore & Ohio; the Rock Island; the Lake Shore; the

Long Island, and several others.

By condensing the sales reported from the different stations

according tc connecting line junctions, the preparation of pas-

senger statistics will be simplified, and it is estimated that this

saving will amount to one-third. The road receiving these re-

ports will have accurate and authentic information as to each

junction through which each ticket passes; thus giving it in-

formation (not now available) as to actual mileage and

revenue without waiting to check the reports by the coupons col-

lected. Under the plan now in use there is much guessing as to

the route of tickets and the elimination of this will not only

promote accuracy of statistics but will save much correspondence.

It is estimated that the average report will consist of seven

times as many sheets as are now used. Members objecting to

this increase are reminded that the settlement of freight ac-

counts already involves a multiplicity of sheets, but this objection

is over-balanced by the benefits. To the objection that the

sheets would be worn out in handling, it was replied that when

sheets are bound flat, this objection has no force. The experi-

ments made on the St. Louis Southwestern show that the in-

crease in the cost of stationery, including station reports, was

about 15 per cent.

L. A. Jones, vice-president and comptroller of the New Or-

leans & North Eastern, the A. & V., and the V. S. & P., was

elected president of the association for the ensuing year.

Work has been started on the construction of the northern

section from Chaneral to Lagunas, of the Longitudinal Railway,

Chile. The length of this section will be 465 miles.
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HARRINGTON AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOP.

The Harrington Automatic Train Stop, which is in use on

11 miles of the Erie Railroad (Northern of New Jersey Divi-

sion) has now been in service at all of the signal stations in that

territory for over two years, and the construction and behavior

of the apparatus are described at length in the last annual report

of the Block Signal and Train Control Board. From that re-

port we take the following descriptive matter and comments:

The system comprises an overhead mechanical-trip train stop

and audible cab signal, invented by S. H. Harrington, of New
York City. It differs from other mechanical trips, either of the

ground or overhead type, in that the roadside apparatus, which

is intended to actuate the apparatus installed upon the loco-

Harrington's Automatic Train Stop.

motive, is not a rigid structure, but consists of a movable sup-

port from which is freely suspended by a chain a cylindrical,

tubular weight protected by an outer covering of vulcanized rub-

ber. This suspended weight and its connections, called a "sus-

pension," are so designed that the weight may be lowered into or

raised out of the path of a horizontal arm extending trans-

versely across the top of the engine cab, pivoted at its center on

a vertical axis and designed by its motion about this axis to

impart motion through suitable leverage to an air valve placed

on top of the locomotive cab in an extension of the air-brake

train line. The suspension moves the engine operating arm

wholly by its inertia. If the engine is moving at very low

speed, the operating arm is not moved. The suspension sim-

ply drags over it. The valve in the air-brake pipe is connected

with a whistle so that every movement of the operating arm
not only reduces the pressure of the train line, but also sounds

an alarm.

The weight and chain forming the suspension are attached to

the end of a pivoted arm, moving in a vertical plane mounted on
an iron post placed alongside the track, and provided with suit-

able levers and wire connections so that by the movement of a

lever located in a signal station a signalman may cause the

arm and suspension to be raised or lowered. The suspension

could of course be operated by compressed air, electricity, or

other means commonly used to operate railway signals. The
stop is supported on a post about 1,000 ft. in the rear of the

home block signal.

The construction and the arrangement of the different parts

of the apparatus are indicated in the drawing. The transverse

arm on the top of the cab of the locomotive, O A, is called the

operating arm, and the short arm below this, within the cab, is

for the use of the engineman in restoring the operating arm
to its norma] position after a stop has been made. The "sus-

pension" 92, has, at its upper end, where it is attached to the

arm 90, a damping device to prevent excessive oscillation. The
arrangement of the front and back wires, counterweights, and

disengaging arms is similar to that ordinarily used with hand-

operated semaphore signals. The position of the suspension

when raised to permit the passage of a train is indicated by dot-

ted lines. The air valve arm on the locomotive is held in its

normal position by means of a notch in the upper surface of

a curved shoe, pressed upward against the underside of the

arm by a spring.

Sixteen locomotives, some freight and some passenger, are

equipped with the apparatus, and at the roundhouse in Jersey

City where these engines are kept when not running, there is a

gage by which, when the engines pass out of the house, the

operating arms on the engines can be adjusted. The inspector

has also a wooden frame, to be placed across the track on top

of the rails, with which to gage the distance of the suspension

from the track, horizontally and vertically.

The inspector of the Block Signal Board made 269 tests of

the stops with passenger trains, of which nine were failures and

two others were unsatisfactory. Four failures were caused by

the suspension being too low, two by its being too high, one

because it was absent, and one because the operating arm re-

bounded on the shoe. In the case where the suspension weight

was absent (it had fallen to the ground, having been separated

from the chain) it is believed that the chain was broken, on

the day before, when by reason of being out of adjustment,

the suspension struck the roof of the cab of an engine. This

maladjustment was caused by a new chain being installed and

put in service without first having been tested by the gage. In

one case where the suspension was not in the full stop position,

the trouble was due to the breaking of a stake, which allowed

a pulley to twist around the back wire and prevent its full move-

ment. In another case the suspension failed to go to its full

stop position because of lost motion in the connections. A
variation of from one to three inches could be obtained by vary-

ing the speed with which the lever in the cabin was moved.

Other failures were due to the operating arm in engines re-

bounding on the shoe and closing the valve.

These references to the record of failures as given in the

Board's report, are cited here to illustrate the careful manner in

which the tests were made. As will be seen below, the Board

looks upon the faults developed as readily curable, and presents

favorable conclusions.

In comparing this with other types of stops, the report calls

attention to the objections to the use of an overhead stop. One

of the first is the difficulty of arranging and adjusting the road-

side apparatus and the vehicle apparatus, because of the narrow

space between the equipment clearance line and the structure

clearance line, due to the fact that engines and cars as wide and

as high as it is practicable to use are common on all the railways
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of tlie country. Brakcmcn do not ride on the tops of freight

cars so much as formerly, but still they must frequently be in

that position, and the presence of men on the cars must be taken

into consideration. Running boards are provided on the tops

of box cars, and trainmen should stay as near the center of the

car as possible. The suspension device, when cleared for the

passage of a train is raised to a point where it would not strike

a man on top of a box car. When the device does act, it blows

a whistle, which might offer a warning to a brakeman, though it

is doubtful if this would be of benefit to a man on the front

end of the train. Again, the suspension oscillates violently when

it is struck by the engine arm and might hit a man standing on

the running board. But during the two years and ten months

in which the stop has been used no train man has been struck

by it, and on the whole the objections to overhead stops seem

to be accorded less weight than railway men have commonly

accorded them in the past.

Summarizing its report, the Board says

:

In spite of its constructive defects, the results of the operation

of the stop on the Erie give strong promise that the device

may be readily developed to a state of very considerable effi-

ciency. It is hardly to be expected that any train-stop device

will ever be perfected that will not sometime fail, or that such

devices can be expected to do more than the engineman would

do if alert and obedient to the indications of fixed signals.

The expense of installation and operation of fixed signals is

considerable, and it is doubtless this expense that has prevented

their use to such an extent that scarcely one-third of the rail-

way mileage of this country is block signaled. On the block-

signal mileage most of the installations are of the simplest and

least expensive form. On over 80 per cent, of the mileage of

the country the only fixed signals, except at occasional interlock-

ing plants, consist of manual train-order or telegraph block

signals. Furthermore, by far the greater percentage of acci-

dents that might be prevented by the use of automatic train

stops occur on roads that could ill afiford complicated and ex-

pensive train-stop installations; so that the greatest field is for

cheap and simple devices suitable for use with the ordinary

type of manually operated signals. If they are also efficient with

power-operated automatic signals, so much the better. The loss

of property and life caused annually by accidents due to non-

observance or disregard of signals is so great that the fact

argues strongly for the encouragement of all cheap and simple

devices that operate directly with the simpler forms of signals

and which will be reasonably sure to perform their functions.

The Harrington system appears to provide means for a con-

siderable step in this direction, and the Board concludes (1)

that the Harrington stop should, if used, be operated either by

reliable power devices, or by short, rugged, and direct me-

chanical connection to manually operated levers; (2) that if

the constructive faults hereinbefore mentioned are remedied, and

it sees no reason why they should not be substantially overcome,

the sytsem, with reasonable inspection and maintenance, would

be safe and reliable and its use would tend materially to promote

safety of operation on a railway using it, and (3) that the ex-

pense to install and maintain it would appear to be so small,

in proportion to the losses which its use might prevent, as to

render desirable the encouragement of its development and de-

sign to meet all service conditions.

Progress has been made during the year on the Ichang-

Wanhsien Railway, China, and there are now 30,000 men em-

ployed on it. Construction trains are running for five or six

miles from Ichang, and the embankment is almost completed

for about 13 miles. The first tunnel, which occurs at this point,

and is some 1,000 ft. long, was successfully pierced several

months ago, and work is being vigorously carried on at another

tunnel 6,000 ft. long, as well as on the earthworks up to

Kueichow, about 100 miles. The work is progressing even more

rapidly than was expected.

NECESSITY FOR THE USE OF TRACK SCALES IN TIM-
BER TREATING AND RESULTS TO BE

OBTAINED FROM THEIR USE.*

In the treatment of timber it is of the greatest importance that

accurate means be used for determining the exact quantities of

preservatives put into the timber and left in the timber. In most
treating plants, both in this country and abroad, the actual quan-

tities of preservatives injected into the wood are measured by

volumetric determination, that is, the amount of liquid injected

is determined by measuring the quantity of liquid in the storage

tank before the treatment and again after treatment, the differ-

ences (measured in gallons) being taken as the quantity injected

into the wood. The volumetric method, with care and attention,

can be made to record the quantities of liquid absorbed with

great accuracy, and in many of the modern treating plants the

degree of accuracy obtained in making volumetric determinations

has been excellent. There are certain factors of error in making
volumetric determinations, however, which it is almost impossible

to avoid. In order to assist in correcting these errors and to

check the volumetric readings, many treating plants have in-

stalled small track scales as a part of the equipment of the plant.

These scales are generally used to check the volumetric de-

terminations, that is, the timber is weighed on these scales before

treatment and immediately after treatment. It should be pointed

out, however, that even with the most careful work, the determin-

ation by careful weight of the liquid absorbed is not absolute.

The degree of seasoning must be taken into consideration, except

where thoroughly seasoned timber is treated, and the amount of

moisture that may be in the timber, caused by a heavy rain, or

the amount of snow and ice which accumulates on it, as well as

the tram cars in the winter time may be a source of considerable

error. Some of the preservatives injected will usually run out

of the timber during the period between the end of the treating

operation and the end of the weighing operation, or in the case

of creosote oil a certain percentage of the oil will evaporate from

the hot timber before the end of the weighing operation is reached.

The tram cars should be light-weighed and stenciled, and should

be re-weighed as frequently as necessary to check the tare weights.

The value of the track scale, however, in connection with the

operations of the timber treating plants, lies in the fact that the

determinations of the liquid absorbed by weight act as a check on

the determinations by volume. With careful work the determina-

tions by weight and volume should check reasonably close.

From the answers which the sub-committee has received, it

appears that most of the railway companies in this country use

the track scale occasionally to check the volumetric readings, and

in one case every tram of timber or ties treated is weighed before

and after treatment. It would be extremely desirable that de-

terminations of the preservative absorbed be made for every run

that is made. There are so many variables in the treatment of

timber due to the nature of the material and to the varying

conditions of seasoning that any method which would increase the

regularity of the treatment should be adopted.

In view of the fact that past experience has shown that there

are always some differences in the readings by weight and

volume, the committee has endeavored to ascertain how great

the variations may be and still indicate fairly accurate determina-

tions. According to the reports of some of the European rail-

ways, a variation of 15 per cent, between volumetric readings and

weights is allowable. In this country the variation hardly ever

reaches such a high figure; in the majority of instances they will

not be more than 10 per cent., and usually much less than that.

If correctly designed scales are properly installed and main-

tained and a reasonable amount of care exercised in weighing,

making allowance for conditions which may affect results as

obtained by weighing and volumetric determinations, there should

be even smaller variations between the two methods.

*From Appendix F of the Report of the Committee on Wood Preserva-

tion, presented at the annual meeting of the American Railway Engitieer-

ing and Maintenance of Way Association.
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The design and size of scales to be installed will depend on

local conditions and the sizes of timber to be treated.

Having in mind a scale for general use, such as the weighing

of ties and timber up to 35 or 40 feet in length, it is the recom-

mendation of the sub-committee that a 22-foot, 2-section, 50,000

pounds capacity, suspension bearing platform scale be installed

directly on cast-iron plates embedded in concrete, with the pit

of sufficient size to permit thorough inspection and cleaning.

The platform bearings should be of sufficiently rigid I-beams,

and on top of these should be placed the ties carrying the scale

rail stands. The deck should be rigid and not connected with the

scale, but shields applied to the rails to keep as much dirt and

lever type, similar to those ordinarily used in warehouses and for

wagon scales, may be used. The cost of this scale will be

approximately $350, installed with concrete and timber.

For more enduring accuracy and service, it is recommended
that a 10 to 12 ft., IS-ton scale of the suspension bearing type,

similar to the 22-ft., two-section scale, already described, be

installed with concrete and steel at an approximate cost of $700.

Attached hereto is a sketch showing the proposed location of

scale and arrangement of tracks, where one or more cylinders

are used, and where trams are shoved into one end of the cylinder

and pulled out of the other, or where shoved into and pulled out

of the same end. Such an arrangement permits trams to be

Sleroge Yorx. Scale Cylinder

-^z-iW- i-3b* ISO'

Loodina

z«[*- _J
"ffhiarf

^ To Loocting WKrorf

To Storoae Yard ^gE^

SCHEME NO.I
ScoleJ'A"

SggjnbLoodinaWhQrP

SCHEME No.4

Layouts of Scales and Tracks at Creosoting Plants.

Recommended profile to facilitate weighing trams to be weighed on descending grade. If local conditions do not permit such grades they will havt
to be changed to suit. Crossovers marked "A" near scale are there to prevent unnecessary use of scale.

water out of the pit as possible. The scale should be fitted with

a capacity beam, graduated and sensitive to 8^ lbs. in 50,000 lbs.

This type scale is recommended for the reason that it is so

designed as to be accessible in all of its parts for thorough clean-

ing and inspection, owing to the desirability of the suspension

feature over scales where the shock is transmitted to the bearing

points with a direct thrust. It should be purchased and installed

for approximately $1,200.

A two-section scale is recommended on account of its greater

accuracy over one containing more sections, and 22 ft. is about

as long as it is desirable to install a two-section scale.

While various lengths of tram cars are used by various rail-

roads in timber treating plants, it would seem that one about Tyi

ft. long, with 5-ft. wheel base, would be the most desirable,

inasmuch as the bottom ties will then project over the end of the

car, providing a hand-hold at each end when unloading. Such

a scale as recommended above will permit weighing of two trams

at a time, if necessary or desirable.

In case ties alone are to be weighed in single tram loads, a

scale 10 to 12 ft. in length and of ten tons capacity, of the "A"

weighed ready to be placed into the cylinder as soon as it is

emptied, without delaying the output of the plant. If the profiles

shown can be adopted the trams may be handled to advantage by

men instead of engine, when weighing.

The tracks, switches and cross-over are so arranged as to

permit weighing at all times on descending grade. If local con-

ditions do not permit of the arrangement as shown on sketch,

with the advantages outlined above, the arrangement will have to

be modified to suit the conditions.

Attached is a statement showing information in regard to

scales located at various timber-treating plants. It would seem

from most of the replies that a depot scale has been installed, and,

while satisfactory for freight house and other light work, is not

desirable for track scale weighing, in that it is not durable and

the arrangement of the levers is such that the friction is across

the knife edges instead of in the direction of its length. It is

also impossible to clean and inspect it with the same thorough-

ness as the scale recommended.

One of the members of the committee recently visited a large

number of the European timber-treating plants and made special

Statement Showing Information in Regard to Scales Located at Timber Treating Plants.

Length of
Road or Company. Location of Plant. Scale.

Illinois Central Memphis, Tenn 5 ft.

p. L. & W Paterson. N. J 8 ft.

Lehigh Valley Bound Brook, N. J.. 7 ft. 10 J4 in.
C. B. & Q..'. ..,;..; iGalesburg, 111.

Frisco Hugo, Okla., and
Springfield, Mo....

Rock Island Tie Plant, Ark., and
Kansas City, Mo...

West Pascagoula Creo. Co.. .Gautier, Miss
Texas and Lumber Pres. Co..Somerville, Texas....

M. K. & T Dennison, Texas.
^' P Brainerd, Minn .

.

20 ft.

7 ft. 9^ in.

8 ft. 3 in.

7 ft. 11 in.

None
8 ft.

38 ft.

None

Width of
Scale.
S ft.

4 ft.

4 ft. 10^4 in.

4 ft.

4 ft. 10 in.

5 ft.

3 ft. 11 J4 in.

Capacity.
9,000 lbs.

15 tons
31,000
40,000

Beam
Graduation.

2 lbs.

2^4 lbs.

5 lbs.

20 lbs.

8,000
120,000

20 lbs.

20 lbs.

10 lbs.

Small scales to weigh a tie:

Cost. Remarks.
$74.00 Not including installation, scale an old one.

403.83 $223.83 of this for installation.

275.00 $100 of this for installation.

600.00 $246 of this for track charges.

504.36 $364.36 of this for installation.

473.64 $333.64 of this for installation.

Recommend scales.

480.66 Not clear whether this is cost of scales

alone or includes installation; should
think just the scales.

Recommend 40 ft. scale, 6 to capacity.

Recommend a track scale.
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inquiries as to tlic i)io\ ailing practice concerning tlic nsc of track

scales in connection witli the treatment of ties and other railroad

timbers. It was found tliat almost all of the timber-treating

plants on European railways are equipped witii track scales, and

at most of these treating plants all ties and other timbers arc

weighed on trams before being treated and again after treatment.

This method of checking the oil absorption is possible because

of the small daily output of treated material. Most of the

cylinders hold only from three to four trams of ties. These trams

arc pushed onto the scale by hand before treatment and again

after treatment. The weighing operation takes about five to ten

minutes for each tram, because in the majority of instances tiie

scale is situated at the end of a spur track and the tram has to be

pushed onto it, weighed and pushed off again before the next

tram can be weighed.

The type of scale used differs materially from that hitherto

used in the United States. Practically all of the scales are the

so-called printing scale, that is, the operator pushes a number of

levers on the scale arm until the scale balances, a card is then

pushed into the slot, and, by pressing on a small lever, the exact

weight is printed on the card. Errors of observation are thereby

made practically impossible. There are frequently several thin

sheets of paper pasted to the cars which are used so that duplicate

and triplicate slips are made at one pressure of the lever, one slip

remaining with the treating company and the others with the

railway officer in charge. These scales weigh with great

accuracy, weights being obtained down to one (1) kilo, which is

equal to' 2.2 lbs.

A visit was made to a large scale factory, where a type of

scale is now being made which weighs cars and records the

weights automatically, that is, the cars are run over the scale

slowly, and each car stops on the scale platform only long

enough for the weight to be registered. This registering is made
on a small card, which drops into a small box at the side of the

scale box. These automatic scales are now being made in this

country, and are worthy of serious consideration.

The general impression obtained, after visiting many of the

European timber-treating plants, is that the timber-treating engi-

neers are fully convinced that the weighing of timber before and

after treatment is very desirable and of great assistance in regu-

lating the treatment. They stated that the weighing of every

charge is very desirable but not essential, and, where the weigh-

ing of every charge was carried out, it was explained that this

was done, owing to the fact that the time required was insignifi-

cant at a plant treating only a small quantity of material "daily.

Another point of great importance in connection with tlie

w-eighing of timber before and after treatment is the variation

observed between volumetric readings and weight readings of

the preservative actually injected. Without going into details,

it may be stated that the variations observed between weiglit

and volumetric readings in the European treating plants was very

much greater than those which have been obtained in the United

States. At one plant the variation in 16 runs showed the

average absorption as indicated by weight to be 6 or 7 per

cent, below the average volumetric readings (the minimum beinu

2 per cent, and the maximum 16 per cent.), and in four casc^

the absorption by weight was greater than the volumetric reading,

the minimum being 1 per cent, and the maximum 20 per cent.

The government officials at this plant indicated that these were

usual conditions.

It is particularly gratifying to the committee to report that tlie

American operative methods have shown a very much closer

approximation between the volumetric and weight readings than

has been the case in the European plants. It was noted in the

accompanying diagram, showing the results of weights taken at

one of the American timber-treating plants, that the variation

average 2 to 3 per cent.

The general findings of the sub-committee are that track scales

are now being used at a small number of treating plants in this

country, and quite generally in Europe they are used to check

the work of the plant, with excellent results. The committee

reconnnends that the track scale be installed at every treating

plant wherever possible. After tluir use has become general, it

will be possible to obtain data which will permit one to state

mf)re definitely the variation which will take place in treatment,

and thus enable one to formulate some general rules as to the

extent of all<)\\al)!e variation.

ARMORED BOX CAR.

A car fitted up for military use by tlie Mexican government is.

shown in the accompanying illustrations. It is made from arn

ordinary box car, the inside of which is lined with steel armor
plate. By referring to the interior view of the car it will be .seen

that there are port holes at the end and on cither side. Three of

Armored Box Car for the Mexican Government.

the end holes are for two machine guns and one rapid fire gun.

There are also eight windows at the top of the sides, which are

used for ventilation when the car is not under fire. They are

protected by steel shutters, which are slid over them when the

car is in the danger zone. Ladders are placed at both side doors,

so arranged that they can be readily swung down as soon as the

door is opened, or lifted up into the car after it has been loaded.

Interior of Armored Car.

It will be noticed also that the ceiling is lined with metal, which

provides protection from any attack made from vantage points

above the car. Although this car would not be a protection

against shells, it is of decided advantage where only musketry

fire is concerned. The outside of the car is painted with the

checkered effect to hide the location of the port holes, for, as wil!

be noticed, these holes come directly in the dark patches and at

a few hundred yards would look like all the other dark patches.
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How scientific management can l)e applied to a railway shop

will be the subject of the competition to close June 15. We
have been very frank in calling attention in these columns to

the mistakes made by efficiency men. At the same time we have

insisted that much good could be accomplished by a more scien-

tific application of the principles of efficiency. The efficiency

engineers have undoubtedly profited by the discussion of the past

few months and we feel that it is only right that they should be

allowed to state their case fairly. Three prominent railway

mechanical officials have signified their willingness to act as

judges—H. H. Vaughan, assistant to the vice-president of the

Canadian Pacific, G. W. Wildin, mechanical superintendent of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, and T. S. Lloyd, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

•ern. These men are all regarded as more than ordinarily success-

ful motive power officials, and as men who are willing to con-

sider without prejudice any practical suggestion which promises

to give good returns for the investment A prize of $50 will be

awarded for the best article and $35 for the second best. Such

others as may be accepted for publication will be paid for at our

regular space rates.

THE shop kink competition, announced in the February and

March Shop Numbers, will close May 15. A first prize of

$50 will be given for the best collection of three kinks which are

used in connection with the repair or maintenance of rolling

stock and other equipment in charge of the mechanical depart-

ment. The second best collection will be awarded a prize of

$25. Contestants may submit more than three kinks, allowing

the judges to base their decision on what they consider to be the

best three in the collection. Kinks accepted for publication, but

not awarded a prize, will be paid for at our regular space rates.

T AST month we announced a competition on reclaiming scrap

-—
* material, to close June 15. Because of the announcement

in this issue of another competition to close on that date the

time limit for receiving articles on the reclaiming or utilization of

scrap material will be extended to July 15. It is probably safe

to say that every railway mechanical department in the country

has studied this question and that some phase of it has been

followed up and developed on each of the roads. Some have

specialized along certain lines with good results, but have paid

little attention to other features, often of as great, or greater,

importance. What we want to draw out and place on record

are articles telling what methods have been used successfully for

reclaiming and using materials of various kinds which are used in

the maintenance and repair of equipment in charge of the motive

power department. The best article will be awarded a prize of

$35 and the second best a prize of $20. Articles not awarded a

prize, but accepted for publication, will be paid for at our regu-

lar space rates.

''

I
'HE competition on the instruction of apprentices and work-

•* men, which closed April 15, was unusually successful. The
first prize of $35 was awarded to H. S. Ranch, apprentice in-

structor, New York Central & Hudson River, Oswego, N. Y.,

and the second prize of $20 to John H. Linn, apprentice instruc-

tor, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan. All of the

other contributions have been accepted for publication. The
other contestants were Le Roy W. Alison, Los Angeles, Cal.

;

L. L. Collins, bonus inspector, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

Albuquerque, New Mex. ; D. C. Davis, apprentice inspector,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Newton, Kan. ; Henry Gardner,

assistant superintendent apprentices. New York Central Lines,

New York
; Joseph W. L. Hale, head instructor, Pennsylvania

Railroad school for apprentices, Altoona, Pa. ; Richard Keefe,

apprentice, New York Central & Hudson River, Oswego, N. Y.;

John V. Le Compte, foreman, Baltimore & Ohio, Garrett, Ind.

;

E. B. Ralph, apprentice instructor, Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, Fort Madison, Iowa ; William G. Reyer, general foreman,

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Nashville, Tenn. ; F. M. M.

Richardson, educational secretary. Railroad Department, Inter-

national Committee of Young Men's Christian Associations, St.

Louis, Mo. ; and our old friend, the Old Railroader.

'

I
'HE judges had anything but an easy task in awarding the

* prizes in the competition on the instruction of workmen
and apprentices. The articles submitted were exceptionally

good. The chief merit in Mr. Ranch's ("Dad Ranch," as his

apprentices delight to call him, although he is not a great many
years older than some of them) article is that it so forcibly

directs attention to the spirit which must underly any successful

apprenticeship system. Such a system cannot be operated

mechanically; it must have all the warmth and inspiration which

can be given to it by big-hearted men with a love for their

fellows. Mr. Linn, the winner of the second prize, is not only

an apprentice instructor on the Santa Fe, at Topeka, but is also

chief clerk to F. W. Thomas, the supervisor of apprentices, and

without doubt has, because of his close association, absorbed

much of Mr. Thomas' wonderful gift of understanding, appre-

ciating and developing the boys under him. Mr. Gardner, of

the New York Central Lines, has tackled the problem from a

rather unique standpoint, and emphasizes the relation of educa-

tion to industrial waste in a forceful manner. To Mr. Richard-

son we are indebted for a splendid description of the way in

which the Y. M. C. A. is assisting in this work and of the results

which are being obtained. It is rather surprizing that so little

publicity has been given to this important phase of the work.

Mr. Hale of the Pennsylvania is equally as enthusiatic over the

advantages and possibilities of modern apprenticeship as are his

associates on other roads. Mr. Keefe was the only apprentice

to enter the competition, and his conception of the opportunities

in railway service is of special interest.

THOSE who are intimately acquainted with David Van Al-

styne expected a big, broad conception and view of the

problem of the science of management, when it was announced

that he would present a paper on Practical Ethics at the Con-

gress of Technology at Boston—and they were not disappointed!

Intensely earnest and practical in his work he has a keen realiza-

tion of the fact that the American workman will quickly re-

spond when he realizes that he is being given a square deal.

In his article, a large part of which appears in this issue, he

shows how detail management, as he calls it, will do much

to close the gap between employee and employer, uniting them

m harmonious co-operation and cultivating in each a broader

sympathy for the welfare of the other. His comments on that

most serious defect of our industrial system, which results in

large numbers of men being out of employment a considerable

portion of the time, demand the attention of all those who are

interested in bettering the conditions of our industrial workers

and making them more efficient employees and better citizens.

Unquestionably the establishment of sociological departments by

large employers of labor would bring splendid returns, although

it would be a question of several years before their influence and

effect would be fully realized. They would necessarily have to be

in charge of big men. The methods of getting in touch with

the men and bringing them to see that the welfare of employer

and employee are dependant one upon the other, would be

varied and would have to be carefully studied to suit the special

conditions in each case.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN SPIRAL MILLING CUTTERS.

'T'HIt change from a straight to a .spiral cutter for milling

• machines was an important improvement, but the desire

for larger output per hour has forced the spiral cutter, as for-

nierely made, to the limit of its capacity, and a further change

has been found necessary. An analysis of the conditions under

which these cutters work has shown that the tooth compresses

the metal until it causes a plane of cleavage at some angle with

the direction of the cutter, and then begins to compress a new
piece and push it ofT. The chip made by a milling cutter is

quite different from that produced by a lathe or planer tool.

The latter makes chips of uniform section, while the section of

a milling chip increases from zero to a maximum.

When the cutter revolves it penetrates into the work and

compresses it, which results in a springing of the arbor. After

a certain amount of spring, the blade begins to remove a chip.

It is believed that this action more than any other causes a

dulling of the cutter. With a light cut it is possible that one

tooth would fail to take a chip and the succeeding tooth would

remove double the amount of its normal cut. This action is in-

herent in milling cutters, and recently experiments have been

made by the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company for the pur-

pose of discovering some method of minimizing these results.

The ability of a milling cutter to remove metal is also limited

by the relation between the size of the chip and the space

between the teeth. This limitation does not exist with lathe or

planer tools, as the chips or turnings have ample space in which

to flow oflf. It was found that with the ordinary spiral milling

cutters the amount of metal removed per tooth was sufficient

to fill the chip space, and the capacity of the cutter was limited

to small output; but when the space between the teeth was in-

creased to allow ample room for the chip, a given amount of

metal was removed with less power. This fact has led to the

adoption of standard cutters 3}^ in. in diameter, with only 9 teeth

and 4yi in. in diameter with 10 teeth, corresponding to a spacing

oi 1% in. between the teeth. The chip space is thus made four

times as large as that in general use at the present time.

By the use of these improved milling cutters, the amount of

metal removed per horse power has been largely increased, and

the capacity of the knee and column milling machine has been

considerably enlarged without increasing its size or weight. Ex-
perience with these cutters has shown that they have other ad-

vantages, and few, if any, of the minor disadvantages which

might have been expected. In roughing ordinary work the wide-

spaced cutter remains sharp for a longer period, even where the

feeds have been increased, and in many cases double the amount

of work can be done without re-sharpening. With a smaller

number of teeth, it is also found that the time required for re-

sharpening is only one-half that for the fine-toothed cutter.

The ratio of the pitch to the depth of tooth is practically the

same as with the older form, and the depth of the new tooth is

about twice as large as formerly, so that the cutter can be

sharpened a greater number of times, and its life is thereby

considerably increased. Another advantage of the wide-spaced

tooth is the fact that, while at first glance it has the appearance

of weakness, it is always stout and well proportioned, and while

breakage of the old cutters is not frequent, the new ones do not

break even when subjected to the heaviest class of service. It

might be thought also that the wide spacing of the teeth would

cause the feed to act with a jerk, but the feed is smoother and

there is less jerk when the cutter first strikes the work, because

there is less spring in the arbor, which is made larger than for-

merly, and less tendency for the cutter to ride over the work.

The new spiral cutter is particularly well adapted to milling

cast iron, and with it there is a notable absence of jerking and

chattering which is often found in milling this material. Where
very smooth finish is required it has been the custom to use a

roughing cutter with a chip breaker, followed by a fine-toothed

cutter without the breaker, and this requires a large number of

extra cutters. Another advantage of the wide spaced cutter is

the fact that the chip breaker can be used without affecting the

smoothness of the finish, and only one cutter is required for

roughing and finishing. Drawings of these cutters and diagrams

showing the power required for various feeds accompany a paper

by A. L. DeLeeuw in the April Journal of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers.

PLANS FOR LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS.
r^URlNG the past ten years over 70 locomotive repair shops
'-^ have been built or completely renovated, and it is estimated

that more than $80,000,000 has been spent on these plants in the

United States and Canada. This work required the making of

numerous plans, most of which have been worked out with ref-

erence to those which preceded. It might be expected that the

best features would finally prevail in some typical design which

would be accepted by general agreement as ideal. While there

is some evidence that the process of developing such a typical

design is going on—such evidence being afforded, for example,

by the similarity of the cross sections of most of the new main

locomotive shop buildings—there is still a diversity of opinion

and practice as to general arrangement and size, and it is not

likely that such matters will ever be completely standardized.

H. H. Maxfield presented a paper on a General Plan for a

Locomotive Repair Plant at the January meeting of the New
York Railroad Club and the discussion which it called forth

illustrated how widely the views of different men differ on this

subject. An abstract of the paper and the proposed shop plan

will be found elsewhere in this issue.

The first important difference of opinion developed by the dis-

cussion related to the average number of engines which can be re-

paired per erecting pit per month. The author found it possible

under conditions in his district to repair three locomotives per

pit per month, and on this assumption provided an equivalent

of 25 pits in a longitudinal shop for the repair of 900 engines

per year. Others thought two engines per pit a fair average,

as with the best facilities it requires 25 days to install a new

firebox and make general repairs, and at least ten days to make
heavy repairs alone. A large space, 9,800 sq. ft., at one end

of the erecting shop, marked "frame department" will be no-

ticed on the plan. This can be used for frame repairs and

for the storage of frames with cylinders on them, while the

boilers are being equipped with new fireboxes in another de-

partment. This space, equal to 7 pits, relieves the live erecting

pits, so that the actual number of pits available is 25 -f- 7 =
32 pits ; on the basis of 75 engines repaired per month, the num-

ber for equivalent pit space is less than 2.5 engines per pit per

month. There can be no fixed unit for this output per pit. It

must vary with the number of engines requiring new fireboxes

and with the number of machine tools and their output. The

conditions should be such that there will be a constant and ample

flow of finished details from the machines to the erecting floor,

and no delays awaiting material.

In the plan proposed by Mr. Maxfield the floor space provided

for light and heavy machine tools is 46,000 sq. ft., or 1,840 sq.

ft. per erecting pit, which is not a large allowance, but ample if

the shop is equipped with modern tools, most of which are

motor driven. The saving in space which is possible where

motor driven tools are substituted for those 'using belts and

countershafts is well illustrated in the article on the "Re-Arrange-

ment of Machine Tools in the Union Pacific Locomotive Shop

at Omaha," which was published in the Railway Age Gazette

of December 2, 1910, page 1084.

The floor space for the boiler shop and smith shop is usually

determined with some reference to that of the erecting shop,

or to the total floor space of the erecting and machine shops.

In Mr. Maxfield's plan the boiler shop has less than 27 per cent.,

and the smith shop less than 15 per cent, as much floor space

as the main locomotive shop. These proportions are much

smaller than are found in any modern shops. The ratio is usu-

ally 60 to 80 per cent, for the boiler shop, and evidently must
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vary with the quality of the water used in the boilers. The

floor area of the smith shop is usually 35 to 45 per cent, of

the floor area of the main locomotive shop, but the tendency is

for the floor area of the smith shop to be made less on account

of the very large substitution of steel castings for forgings and

the increased use of machine forgings which require a compara-

tively small amount of floor space. At many places the smith

shop supplies a considerable amount of car forgings and bolts,

but the plan here considered is for locomotives only.

Coming now to the general arrangement of the buildings in

the proposed plan ; the first obvious suggestion is that a crane-

way be provided for the midway between the boiler and the

erecting shops, as there appears to be no provision made for the

transportation of forgings from the smith shop to the machine

shop, except by shifting on the longitudinal tracks. The midway

space could be utilized to some extent for the storage of mate-

rial or for frames, cabs, pilots, etc., which usually occupy floor

space in the shop. The plan would be improved if that space

were omitted altogether, and, as the boiler shop has the same

cross section as the machine and erecting shops, they might as

well make one continuous building. It is a fault of most shop

plans that there are too many buildings, and they are too widely

scattered. The plans should be more compact, even providing

for a second story in some instances. When two large buildings

having the same cross section are placed in line, with a space

80 to 100 ft. between them, this intermediate space only increases

the distance that must be traversed in the movement of materials

and men. If the gable ends were swung around through 90 deg.,

they would form the side walls, with a considerable number of

bricks to spare, and the only expense for 80 or 100 ft. additional

length of shop would be for the roof. This economy in the

cost of shop buildings could be effected in numerous instances,

where expensive gables are used on comparatively short shops.

A transfer table, while useful in a car shop, is not necessary in

a locomotive shop where cranes are provided for placing the

engine on the through track where it has a direct outlet. One
of the principal objections to it is that it affects the construction

of the shop walls, requiring large doors opposite every track

instead of a continuous side wall with large doors for engine

exits at the ends. A more serious objection to the transfer pit

relates to the movement of men and materials. The rates of

wages for labor are now so high that shop plans should provide

for the concentration of materials so that they can be handled

directly from the store platform to the machine tools, and from

these to the locomotive. The transfer pit usually occupies space

alongside the erecting shop and the sides or ends. of several

shops on the opposite side, and this space could be more advan-

tageously occupied by storage platforms and overhead traveling

cranes.

A notable merit of the plan proposed by Mr. Maxfield is that

the heavy machine tool department is located adjacent to the

principal material platform, and four doorways with tracks are

provided for delivering material directly from the store to the

tools. The tendency in shop design is more and more in the

direction of a plan which will dispense as far as possible with

lost motion in handling heavy material like castings, steel plates,

tires, tubes, etc. Castings and tires should be on a platform di-

rectly in line with the machines where they are to be finished,

and it is probable that the bulk of tubes and sheets could be

stored to advantage in the boiler shop or directly outside, where

they can be handled by the traveling cranes. The sub-store idea

also extends to small fixtures and has become so important a part

of the locomotive shop as to require about the same area as the

tool room, and it is managed so that material is only obtained by

requisition from a representative of the store's department.

A final criticism of the shop plan in question is that the power

house is too far removed from the main buildings, which are

heated by large exhaust pipes. These pipes are expensive

on account of their size, and the loss due to radiation in the

long distance is large. The expense for the pipes and the tun-

nel could be largely reduced. It is possible to place the power

house near the smith shop, and yet have it much closer to the

center of the shop system.

The "after trial" shop is a new feature in shop planning and

appears here for the first time as an essential part of the

original plan. Such a provision is necessary for any shop hav-

ing as large an output as two or three locomotives per day, and

it is seen in the plans of a large locomotive shop now under

construction. It should be located near the erecting and ma-

chine shops, so that too much time will not be lost in the pas-

sage of workmen between the shops.

THE MIKADO LOCOMOTIVE.

yV/HILE the consolidation locomotive is still the prevailing

'' type for freight service, the orders during the past year

indicate that the Mikado is growing in favor, and it is now used

in large numbers by the Baltimore & Ohio, the Southern Rail-

way, the Illinois Central, the Burlington and the Oregon-Wash-

ington Railroad & Navigation Company. A Mikado locomotive

for the latter railway was illustrated in the Railway Age Gazette,

January 27, 1911. In the wheel arrangement the Mikado has a

leading pony truck, eight driving wheels and a trailing pony

truck. It may be regarded as a consolidation locomotive with

a trailing truck, or as a Prairie type with an additional pair

of drivers. The extension of the boiler shell for tubes 21 ft.

long places the firebox so far back that the trailing truck is

necessary, but it also permits of the use of large drivers. The
Mikado engines built for the Burlington have 64-in. drivers,

this being the largest wheel thus far applied by the Baldwin

Works to an eight-coupled locomotive. The front truck wheels

on this engine are 37j4 i"- in diameter, and the trailing wheels

421/2 in. in diameter. The rear truck wheels are also useful in

guiding the engine when backing into switches and crossovers,

and in yards where the track is not kept close to gage. The
weight on drivers, 50,000 lbs. per axle, is about the same as

that on the larger consolidation locomotives, and provides suf-

ficient adhesion for a tractive effort of 50,000 lbs. The cylinders

are so proportioned that this amount of traction is obtained with

the moderate working pressure of 170 to 180 lbs. The large

driving wheels of the Burlington locomotives naturally require

large cylinders, and they are 27 in. x 30 in. in size.

One of the principal advantages of the Mikado as compared

with the consolidation is the use of larger boilers which are as

large as 82 in. in diameter at the first ring, allowing the use of

nearly 500 two-inch tubes, 20 to 21 ft. in length, and providing

over 5,000 sq. ft. of tube heating surface. The large boiler

capacity enables the engine to develop a greater horse-power,

and it can, therefore, haul a given tonnage at higher speed than

the large consolidation locomotives. The ratio of heating sur-

face to grate area, 90 to 1, is very much larger than that

used under the old rules, and this must result in a substantial

economy in fuel. The large firebox and long tubes have been

utilized in the successful combustion of lignite and other low-

grade fuels, and the spark troubles have been eliminated by the

low rate of combustion and the long passage through the tubes.

If the grade of fuel requires a deep firebox, it can be more

conveniently placed over the trailer wheels of the Mikado

than over the drivers of the consolidation.

These are some of the principal features of the Mikado loco-

motive as distinguished from the larger freight engines in gen-

eral use heretofore, and these qualities recommend it to rail-

ways having a heavy traffic over long grades, or for pusher

service on the shorter but steeper grades. It offers some relief,

also to those lines which feel the need of a more powerful loco-

motive than the consolidation, but do not have proper facilities

for taking care of Mallet locomotives.

The Mikado engines for the Burlington include features which

are somewhat out of the ordinary construction, and are worthy

of mention. They have rather a long rigid wheel base, 16 ft. 9

in., but the trucks have sufficient swing to enable the locomotive
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to traverse iU-dcg. curves, 'llie .side water le^s of the tirel)ox

taper in width from b in. at tlie front to 4 in. at tin Lack, and
this appears to be an attempt to make the area of cross section

of tlie water space somewhat pro])ortionaI to tlic volume of wa-
ter passinjjr tlirough, prodncinj; a better circulation of the wa-
ter on the side sheets, where the rate of lieat transmission is

the greatest. The engines have supcrlieaters, and an equalizing

pipe connects tlic live steam passages in the cylinder saddles
'1 he value of this was pointed out in tiie article relating to the

tests of superheaters on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern,
published in the Raihvay Age Gazette of March 31, 1911. In

those tests the crossover pipe was a temi)orary measure used to

connect the two steam pipes at the bottom of the smokOl)ox,
while in the Baldwin design the equalizing pipes are made a

permanent feature by incorporating them in the cylinder saddle
casting.

While bronze hub liners are often used in repairs, in these

engines the steel wheel centers have bronze hub liners supplied

by the builders, and the shoes and wedges are also made of

bronze. One other improvement indicates that the fireman is

kept busy and must be assisted, if not by an automatic stoker,

by having the coal moved near the fire door. This is accom-
plished by making the sloping floor of the tender movable and
with hinges in front. The rear portion is raised by a steam
cylinder and the coal is thus moved forward toward the fireman
as he needs it.

saving of power is possible. These new cutters have been
found especially useful in the rapid cutting and linishing of

(ensile test i)ieces of boiler and structural steels.

HELICAL CUTTERS FOR MILLING.
AT the Pittsburgh meeting of the American Society of Me-

•**• chanical Engineers, A. L. DeLeeuw will present a paper
on the Efficiency of Milling Cutters, in which he gives the

results of tests of new shaped cutters which have a much higher
efficiency than the older forms. The new type of helical cutter

is particularly interesting and worthy of a brief description

with some account of its performance. These cutters, which are

illustrated elsewhere in this issue, have a cylindrical body with
two or three screw threads turned on the solid, the helix form-
ing an article of 69 deg. with the axis ; for cutting steel the side

of the cutter forms an angle of 17 deg. with a vertical line, and
the top of the cutter an angle of 8 deg. with a horizontal line.

They are made either with a single helix or with one right

hand and one left hand interlocking.

The peculiar feature of these cutters is that they push the

chip ofif in the direction of the axis of the cutter, or at right

angles to the feed. The power consumption for cutting steel is

so low that a roughing cut requires only about one-third the

power used by the old style spiral mill. For cast iron their per-

formance is not so favorable. As they do not make revolution

marks, a much coarser feed can be used for finishing, and a

cutter with three teeth will allow a finishing feed three times

as fast as the ordinary spiral cutter. On account of the direc-

tion of thrust being parallel with the axis of the arbor, there is

a complete absence of spring in the arbor in cutting steel. This
fact makes it possible to use the milling machine without

braces in most cases where they would be otherwise needed.

The end pressure on the spindle is not excessive, and al-

though the interlocking right and left hand helix was made to

obviate this objection, little advantage was found from it in

this respect. The best results are obtained when running at

the usual speeds of the ordinary spiral cutter, and the new cut-

ters show a remarkably low power consumption in cutting steel

as compared with any other form of cutter. Mr. DeLeeuw ex-

plains why the new helical cutter shows a less saving in power
on cast iron than on steel by saying that a cutting tool must
detach the chip by bending and partially breaking it. When
cutting steel, the radius of curvature of the chip becomes greater

with increased rake, and the extent to which the chip is broken

off becomes less. Cast iron allows much less bending before

breaking, so that even with the increased rake, the chip is still

broken up, as when the usual form of spiral is used, and no

MECHANICAL ARTICLES DURING APRIL

""Pill'" folldvvinj" articles of special interest to mechanical de-
*• partment readers, and to which Shop Number readers may
wish to refer, have appeared in the weekly issues of the Rail-

way Age Gazette since that of April 7:

The Largest Locomotive. A brief descriplion of three Mallet locomotives
iiceiitly l)uilt at the Topeka shops of the Atchison, Toi)cka & .Santa Fe.
They were made from two decapod locomotives and have the 2-1010-2
wheel arrangement. The total weight of engine and tender is 750,000 lbs.

and the rated tractive effort is 110,000 lbs. These locomotives arc said

to be the largest in the world. April 14, page 906.

Klectric vs. Steam Locomotives on the New Haven. Abstract of a paper
read before tlic American Institute of Electrical Engineers at Toronto, Can.,
.\pril 9, 1911, by William S. Murray, electrical engineer of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford. Mr. Murray tells of his study of the four types
of locomotive service, namely, passenger express, passenger local, freight,

and switch engines, and how they were replaced by electric power. He
also compares the train minute delays in December, 1908, and in December,
1909, showing how the electric service has improved. A tabular summation
of train delays is given for six months in 1908 and 1909, showing the

superiority of electric over steam service in this respect. April 14, page 907.

Mallet Locomotives for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. A descrip-

tion of twenty-five 2-6-6-2 Mallet compound locomotives, recently built by
the American Locomotive Company, whose special feature is a separate

exhaust for each low pressure cylinder. April 21, page 942.

Mallet Locomotives Built and Under Construction. A table giving the

number of Mallet locomotives, the railways for which they were built and
a few of their important dimensions, which was compiled from data

obtained from the American Locomotive Company and the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works. The total number of these locomotives built by these com-

Iianies is 539. April 21, page 954.

Locomotive Building During 1910; Baldwin Locomotive Works. An
article of Ayi pages on the important features in locomotive building during

1910 as developed at the Baldwin Locomotive Works. It was a year of

development of previous designs rather than the introduction of radically

new features. The rebuilding of Mallet locomotives from old power and

the increasing use of the Mikado engines are of special interest. The
article closes with the prediction that further development will be towards

increasing the locomotive efficiency and the improvem(;nt of details. April

28, page 993.

Air Brake Indicator. A description of the Snyder air brake indicator

which operates a pair of arms on the caboose, thus giving the engineman

visible assurance of the condition of the train air brake line. April 28,

page 1002.

'SJi^tUr^ to the l^dilon

THE EFFICIENCY ENGINEER AND BELTING.

New York, April 25, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

In referring to the economies which they have effected, the

efficiency engineers point with pride to their achievements in

reducing the cost of belt maintenance. It would be interesting

to see how far the methods for which they claim success would

apply to railway shop practice. The accompanying illustrations

show a set of belt forms used by a prominent efficiency engineer.

Fig. 1 is a belt repairer's time card. Fig. 2 is a belt tickler

memorandum, or a day's work prompter issued by the planning

department. Fig. 3 is a daily report of belt repairing, dressing,

etc., for the plant, and Fig. 4 is a life history of each individual

belt.

These forms tell their own story of the clerical and mechani-

cal complexities introduced by the efficiency men for the pur-

pose of saving time and money. A record such as these forms

demand must be complete and accurate in order to be of any

value. The difficulties which attend a careful keeping of these

records can best be appreciated by anyone who has tried to

determine with fair accuracy the item, tension in pounds, before

and after tightening, with the portable apparatus devised by

the engineer.

It is perhaps needless to say that any thinking man thoroughly

believes in and supports the study and the shop efficiency. But

when such study results in an infinite amount of efficiency ham-
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OUT
ORDER No.

IN MAN'S No

TIME

AL'W'O

TIME

TAKEN

MAN'S NAME

BONUS RATE IF JOB IS NOT FINISHED
SCRATCH OUT THIS^?~ F

PAY FOR WAGES .IF JOB IS FINISHED
SCRATCH OUT THIS^T^ NF

BELT SYMBOL

2 u z

Mr
z z

*
I I z

1- h

INCHCS

CLT AND
MATcniALa TO ec us£o ;:«.

SPBINC aiLANCl"

Thc Above Belts Have Been Attended To
As Stated.

ENTERED IN

SH«T »H°CT RCcVJo

BELT IT.%

with a stop watch. In these remarkable analytical calculations,

results which are obtained with a split second stop watch are

carefully compiled by the efficiency engineer, who then de-

termines the task by adding to the result thus obtained an
arbitrary figure, say 15 per cent, for the human equation, etc.

In practice the arbitrary percentage which he uses, and which is

based on guesswork or judgment, usually differs with each job or

piece of work. Afterwards this task is rigidly adhered to as an

exact mathematical basis on which to figure operators' earnings.

In other words, an exact figure in decimals is combined with a

BELT TICKLER MEMORANDUM

<EABErounra ON kch BUT O
•pmao ••unci TO BE USED

D«TC TO » TIGHTCNCO
DATE TO BE

CLEANED AND OREACED

DATE TO BE DATE TO BC

MONTH o.r „.. .O.T- OAT .... -.,T- ..T ,»- MONTH 0.. ,...

-^^—

_

Fig. 1—Belt Repairman's Time Card.

pering, instead of efficiency promoting detail, there certainly seems

to be no need of introspective study on the part of the engineer.

The recent violent and sweeping claims made by some of these

men regarding railway practice can hardly be regarded in a

serious light until the tools used by the engineers themselves

become more practical.

Another illuminating example of efficiency engineer methods

is furnished by the usual setting of tasks by means of a time study

Fig. 2—Belt Tickler Memorandum Furnished by the Planning

Department.

guess, and the result is accepted as a standard. Yet that same
engineer would not multiply three place decimals and expect to

get a result that is accurate for more than three places.

The writer's experience is that a force of rather good me-
chanics and foremen becomes a force of very poor detail clerks

when they attempt to satisfy the data demanding mania of an
efficiency engineer. There is good authority for the fact that in

the year 1909, a shining example of efficiency engineering fre-

quently quoted during the past few months, had more clerks,

time-study men and planning-department employees than opera-

tives in the shop.

AN EX-TIME-STUDY EXPERT.

BELT REPORT
MONTH DAY YEAR

SHOP
MACHINE NAME

AND

NUMBER ?°o
in Q

h o
X u
O^ (0 I

a
i

o

otc z

Z hi ^

a
z z

(0 bl u
SZH
3 Wo
o|o

o
w

<
b.

O

o

—

-

,
-—____

Fig. 3—Daily Record of Belt Repairs.

BELT RECORD.

LENGTH OVER PULLEYS

WIDTH THICKNESS.

CROCB SECTION IN SO. IN

WEIGHT PER SO. FT

BELT CREASE TO BE USED. KIND or BELT- MAKER'S NAME
.

DIAMETER OF DRIVING PULLEY.

DIAMETER or DRIVEN PULLEY.

HOW FASTENED

BELT DRESSING TO BE USED-

MAX. VELOCITY

MIN. VELOCITY

MAX. TENSION

MIN TENSION

SINGLE TRIPLE 1 PLY 3 PLY

DOUBLE 2 PLY 4 PLY

STRAIGHT OUARTER-TURN

CROSSED

LirE or BELT .

COST OF BELT

BALANCE DATE PUT IN USE -

DATE TAKEN OUT-

COST or MAINTENANCE.

TOTAL COST

COST PER YEAR-

0«TC
INDfCATID av

At
EACH •PNINfi
KNCC

*^B"
T.-sVo^

c.r.v.o
TO*«

lirf
WORK DONC ON aCLT.

CONDITION OF BCLT. ETC
W...J.K..

AH* Tmc
nCQUIACO

T,o";?:f„
AfTCR

Fig. 4—Individual Belt Record.
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INSTRUCTION OF WORKMEN AND APPRENTICES.*

FIRST PRIZE.

BY H. S. RAUCH.

Apprentice Instructor, New York Central & Hudson River, Oswego, N. Y.

It is not the intention to describe any specific course of in-

struction -for workmen or apprentices, but to deal with the

subject in a general way and try to make some suggestions,

which, during six years' experience as an instructor of work-

men and apprentices, have been found invaluable. The instruc-

tion of workmen and apprentices must, to a large extent, be

individual ; therefore, in making an analysis of the essentials

of such instruction, we find : First, that we must know the

student. Second, that we must gain his confidence. Third,

that the student and instructor must have a mutual understand-

ing that they are partners in a business proposition and that

each is working for a common goal, which we will call 100

per cent, efficiency.

The first requisite for successful instruction is a knowledge

of the student. In order to gain this knowledge the inspector

must be a student of human nature; he must be able to size

up his man at a glance, or at most by passing a few pleasant

words with him, else he is liable to antagonize the student

at the start and lay the foundation for failure, or for a condi-

tion that will take much valuable time to correct. No man,

however ignorant, would pretend to get 100 per cent, efficiency

out of a machine with which he was not thoroughly familiar. Then

why should we expect to get this efficiency out of the greatest

of all creations, the human being, if we do not thoroughly

understand him before suggesting any improvements.

This leads to the point where the instructor must gain the

confidence of the student. It is not always an easy matter to

do this, but it can usually be done by finding some subject in

which he is deeply interested. This requires some tact and

study, and when the subject is found, the instructor must in-

terest himself in it by asking questions and allowing the stu-

dent to become the instructor in so far as this particular sub-

ject is concerned; it will be surprising how soon the student

will become interested in the subjects uppermost in the in-

structor's mind, and a confidential relation be established. To
maintain this relation it remains for the instructor to give a

square deal in every case ; be square with the company and square

with the student ; show the student that you are his friend at

all times in or out of the shop ; encourage his confidence at

every opportunity; give him the best advice at your command,

even though it is necessary for you to go out of your way to

obtain it, and it has no application to the work whatever.

I will go farther and say that it is the duty of an instructor

to know, to a great extent, what his students are doing with

their time outside of the shop hours. This is especially true in

the case of apprentices. These young men are just budding into

manhood, are at the most receptive and impressionable age and

they need a balance wheel. If the instructor finds that their time

is not always spent to good advantage, that they frequent ques-

tionable places, it is his duty to use his best efforts to set them

right.

This is a delicate subject to handle at any time. It has, and

is being handled successfully, but only where the instructor knows

his man thoroughly and has his confidence. Then a man to man
talk, with a few examples of what the habits in question lead

to will, in many cases, make the best of citizens out of those

who might have been otherwise. This may look like senti-

mentalism, but it is business from the ground up. Where can

any business succeed without the confidence of its patrons; or

where can any man or mechanic give the best service to his com-

pany, or to the community in which he lives, unless he is a good

citizen.

•Submitted in a competition on the instruction of workmen and appren-
tices which closed April IS, 1911. Mr. Rauch was awarded the first prize
of $35.

WHAT SHALL WE TEACH?

The writer would suggest the following subjects in the order

in which they are given:

First.—Character, by setting a good example and using your

best cfTorts to have it followed.

Second.—Self preservation, by instructing in the proper way
to handle the ordinary tools and machinery found in the shop,

the proper method of shifting belts, safe-guarding gears, saws, etc.

Third.—Loyalty, by being loyal to the company's interests, and

to the company's institutions; by teaching that a railway com-

pany is a commercial enterprise which has something to sell

and is also a large buyer, and if through public sentiment and

unjust laws a company is forced to sell at a reduced price, it

must pay less for what it buys, or buy less of it; and that a

large percentage of that which railways purchase is labor which

is what the apprentice and mechanic have for sale. In other

words, teach every man to be a "booster" for the company with

which he is connected.

Fourth.—Conservation, by teaching the most economical method

of manufacture; how to cut sheet metals with the least waste;

how to reclaim scrap materials; to save bolts, nuts and washers;

how to make a machine do a maximum amount of work with

a minimum amount of stress ; that the company furnishes oil,

waste and wrenches for keeping machinery oiled, cleaned and

properly adjusted. How to conserve human energy by cutting

down the number of false movements. In short the best and

most economical way to do all classes of shop work, not only

from the view-point of the mechanic, but from the broader view-

point of the foreman and superintendent.

In addition to the shop work instruction, which by the way
usually shows immediate and lasting results, I would suggest

courses in mechanical drawing, using actual machine parts for

models and eliminating geometrical drawing as much as possible,

introducing it only as needed, then only a sufficient amount to

cover the case in question. Courses in practical shop mathe-

matics, introducing such problems as are met with in every day

shop practice. A short course in English so far as it is neces-

sary to enable the student to render intelligent reports and to

carry on intelligent correspondence; for who among the heads of

departments in railway service has not been driven almost to

the point of hysteria through the reception of reports that did

not report anything, and correspondence that was unintelligible.

In the large and medium size shops instruction of this character

can easily be carried on, as men who are capable of work of

this sort are usually available and the field is large enough to

permit of their making a study of, and devoting their whole

time to it; but in the very small shops and engine houses a dif-

ferent proposition is presented. This could be taken care of in

one of two ways ; either by having an instructor from one of the

larger points make regular calls at these small places for the

purpose of instruction in class work, with a local man giving

part of his time in connection with other duties to the shop end

of the work; or the class work might be carried on through

correspondence, although the former method would undoubt-

edly be productive of the best results.

TIME FOR CLASS INSTRUCTION.

The time for class instruction of apprentices should unques-

tionably be the day time, preferably the first two hours after

checking in in the morning. At this time they are clean and

fresh and their intellects clear and more receptive. In addition

to the class instruction, which is given on company time, the ap-

prentices should be required to do a reasonable amount of home

work, usually mathematics dealing with shop problems. This

promotes the study habit which is a valuable asset to the man

and to the company in after years.

For shop men, other than apprentices, evening classes have

been found a valuable adjunct and it has been the writer's experi-

ence that the hour and one-half immediately after shop closing

time is best, as the attendance at that time has in most cases
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proved better than is the case when classes are held later in

the evening. The benefits, where classes of this kind have been

held, have been both immediate and permanent, as the men in

most every case show an increased interest in their shop duties.

THE INSTRUCTOR.

The instructor, as stated above, must be a keen judge of hu-

man nature, a man who is deeply interested in boys and young

men, capable of taking a brotherly interest in their sports and

pastimes as well as in their work ; he must be clean morally,

just, impartial and honest; he must be a disciplinarian in the

broadest sense, firm and fair; must ask nothing but what is pos-

sible and right, then insist on getting it In addition to this he

must have patience and ability to instruct and be capable of

placing himself in the position of the student in order to put

the subject before that student in an intelligent and understandable

manner. In short he must be able to think with them, feel

with them and know their ambitions.

No man can be truly successful as an instructor, either in the

shop or the class room, no matter how thorough his technical

and theoretical education may have been, unless he has worked

as they work, sweated as they have to sweat; knows their likes

and dislikes, their desires and emotions ; and through this train-

ing is able to feel with them in their joys and in their sorrows,

thus winning their friendship and their confidence, which is the

most valuable asset any instructor of men and boys can have.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION.

It has been found that demonstration through the use of models

is the best method to insure a thorough understanding of the

subject by the student. In teaching the principals of the gear,

the screw, the lever, the inclined plane, valve motions, air brake

apparatus, etc., working models have been found invaluable.

Printed lessons issued should be in loose leaf rather than in text

book form, as the loose leaf method enables the students to

make as much progress as possible individually without regard to

what the others in the class are doing. In an educational

scheme, as outlined above, where it is intended to do the greatest

good to the greatest number, it is essential that the dull, plodding

boy and the mediocre be taken care of as well and as thoroughly

as their more brilliant and favored brothers.

RAILWAY CLUBS FOR YOUNG MEN.

As an aid in carrying out many of the features of the fore-

going, the organization of a local railway club has been found

to be most important. An organization of this kind has been in

active operation for the last four years. During that time its

membership has increased over 400 per cent., with a proportionate

increase in interest taken. This club is officered and conducted

by young railway men. Papers are prepared and read by them;

entertainments and excursions are planned and executed. The
members hold debates and make addresses on railway subjects,

all of which broadens them, gives them confidence in themselves

and is in itself a training for good citizenship.

The club library is kept stocked with the best general and rail-

way literature ; the members become readers and are posted re-

garding current railway events, all of which has a healthy and

beneficial efifect on the character of the young men. They ab-

sorb the spirit of doing great things, a door of wonder is opened

up to them and they become ambitious to forge ahead to make
history repeat itself and to become not only the cog of a wheel,

but the wheel itself.

Just previous to writing this article, a canvass was made among
the apprentices at our shop for the purpose of finding out just

what the sentiment was regarding the instruction which they

were receiving. They were unanimous in the opinion that they

would be better mechanics, that their chances for advancement
were being increased and that they were capable of rendering a

higher class of service, that their earning power was greater and

that their condition in life would in every way be benefited

through the training which they are receiving as apprentices.

ENGINE HOUSE KINKS; ERIE RAILROAD.

SECOND PRIZE.

BY H. L, BURRHUS,

Assistant to General Foreman, Susquehanna, Pa.

REMOVING TENDER TRUCK BRASSES.

A special kink, which is useful in removing tender truck

brasses, is shown in the photograph. Fig. 1. It not only saves

the time which is required in looking for blocking on which to

place the jack, but also holds the wheel to the rail, as the lip on
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Fig. 1—Jacking Up Journal Box Preparatory to Removing

Brass.

its end fits over the tread of the wheel. Occasionally the wheel

will tip up if a device of this kind is not used, due to the

weight on the other end of the axle. The tool has been used suc-

cessfully on soft ground where ordinary blocking would sink in.

It can be made of any size iron, but for good results it is best to

use a piece of 1-in. x S-in., about 14 in. long.

FRONT END CRANE.

A handy and inexpensive crane for lifting steam chests and

covers, cylinder heads, pistons and front end work is shown in Fig.

2. The arm is made of a 6-in. I-beam taken from an old brake

beam. The upper part of the beam forms a runway for a roller

from which the hoist is suspended. The inner end is clamped to

the top of the smokestack, as shown. The clamp may be made

of any length to suit the height of the stack. In adjusting it, the

crossbar, X, is tipped up and dropped down through the stack. As

a

A

Fig. 2—Simple Crane for Front End Work.

it is evenly balanced, it takes a horizontal position after it has

dropped through the stack. The beam can then be applied and

be clamped in any position by the screw at the top. While the

device is light enough to be handled easily, it is sufficiently strong

for the work which may be required of it. In removing the

crane, the screw is slacked off and the I-beam is taken out. The

clamp is then lowered sufficiently so that with the use of a long

stick the piece X can be tipped and be drawn up through the
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stack. An imporlaiit fratuio of tlic cram- is tlial tlic beam is

placed higli oiioukIi al)i)vc the work, so tliat tlic tackle l)locks do

not come topctlier.

TKICK lOR MOl^NTKU WUKKI.S.

In the different collections of kinks wliich have 1)ccti |)iihlislu"(l

in the Raihvay Age Gazette tlicre have been two or tlucc trucks

for handling mounted wheels in the shops and engine houses.

The one shown in Fig. 3, however, differs consideral)ly from

any of these. A piece of 10-in. channel forms the floor of the

truck, the flanges of the channel projecting upward. The wheels

arc loaded by placing the ends of the wheel sticks over the

flange of the channel and under the journal; the flanges of the

channel keep the wheels from rolling off. The large wheels are

10 in. in diameter and the treads are 2 in. wide. The two small

wheels at either end of the truck keep it from tipping and catch-

ing when the load is not evenly balanced. The truck has been

used successfully over soft ground and on uneven floors, and, in

addition to handling mounted wheels, may also be used to advan-

tage for transporting other heavy parts.

TELESCOPIC AIR JACK.

A telescopic air jack in a drop pit in the engine house permits

the use of a comparatively- shallow pit which is of considerable

advantage in that it is more handy to work about and also less

dangerous. A jack which has been used for this purpose is

shown in detail in Fig. 4. The wheels of the truck on which

it is supported are 18 in. in diameter, the general arrangement of

the truck being clearly shown on the drawing. The piston is 17

in. in diameter. After it has reached the top of the cylinder the

inner cylinder starts to rise and the stroke of the piston is thus

practically doubled.

KEEPING TRACK OF ENGINES IN THE HOUSE.

A good arrangement for keeping track of the exact location

of an engine after it is placed in the engine house is shown on

the accompanying form. It should have the same number of

spaces as there are stalls in the house. When the hostler brings

an engine in the house he must write the engine number, the

Stall.
No.

1
Engine.
No.

1
IN.

1
OUT.

REMARKS.
Date. | Time.

1 1

Date.
|
Time.

1.
1

2.
1 III II

3.
1 III II

time in and the date, on the blackboard on the line opposite

the stall number where the engine is placed. The foreman can

then fill in the time that the engine is to be called, or under

the column headed "Remarks." can show any special work that

is to be done on it. If all the work is completed before the

engine is called, he marks it O. K. Any person interested can

readily see the condition of every engine in the house by looking

over the board. It also enables the workmen to find the engine

on which they are to work quickly. If the engine number is not

shown on the board, they will know positively that it has not yet

been placed in the house, and that it will be useless for them to

waste time in looking for it. As soon as the engine has left the

house, the foreman or some person with the proper authority

(•;iii I'rasc tlir information, indicating that tlie .stall is empty and

ready for another locomotive.

ENGINE WORK REPORTS.

An important feature of a good engine house organization is.

the use of tlic individual engine work report book. This should

be kept m a small box or holder in the engine cab, provided

exclusively for the purpose, and should be used only by the

engineer who is running the engine. The book should have

Fig. 4—Telescopic Drop Pit Air Jack.
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Fig. 3—Truck for IVIounted Wheels.
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duplicate or carbon sheets, and the engineer should fill out his

work report as soon as he discovers anything wrong. Quite

often the train must be stopped on the road, giving the engineer

a good opportunity to inspect the engine. He may notice some

repair that should be made, but too often trusts to his memory

to report it on his arrival at the terminal, and sometimes forgets

it. If he immediately makes a note of it in the report book there

Avill be no trouble of this kind. Again, if the engine is due at

the terminal after dark, and the engineer has an opportunity to

inspect it on the road by daylight late in the afternoon and to

make out his report at that time, he will make a much closer

inspection and his report will be more accurate.

Another advantage is that where engines are not assigned to

regular engineers, any engineer that is called to take an

engine out can look over the report book and see just what the

troubles on the previous trips were and thus be forewarned.

By always having the work report book on the engine, any in-

formation concerning its performance can be obtained quickly,

thus saving the time of checking over a great number of work

reports. When an engine arrives at the engine house, the work

report should be taken from the cab by the leading inspector or

the foreman of the ash pit, and be given to the roundhouse fore-

man, thus enabling him to get a check on the kind and amount

of repairs that will be required, and also assisting him in assign-

ing the engine to the pit in the house where this work can be

most advantageously done. This one point alone is quite im-

portant and eliminates a great deal of unnecessary transferring

of engines after they have been placed in the house.

REMOVING DRIVING BOX CELLARS.

A handy tool for removing driving box cellars is shown in Fig.

5. Often a cellar sticks tightly and it is a difficult job to get it

out. By hooking the lug X into the cellar bolt hole and using
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EFFICIENT SHOP MANAGEMENT.
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Fig. 5—Tool for Removing Driving Box Cellars.

the points A and B on the tool as fulcrums for a small bar, the

cellar can be pulled out quite easily. The tool may also be used

to advantage for stirring up or pulling the old packing out of

the cellar after it has been removed. It is made of soft steel

and the handle can be of any convenient size.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES,

A direct through freight service by railway has been inaugu-

rated between Vladivostok on the Pacific ocean and Odessa on

the Black sea.

One end of the Loetschberg tunnel is at Kandersteg, in the

Bernese Oberland, Switzerland, the other at Goppenstein, 17^
miles from Brigue, and about 18j^ miles from one portal of the

Simplon tunnel. The approach line on the south side, from
Brigue, to Goppenstein, runs mostly along a steep mountain side

above the Rhone valley. In its course it passes through no

fewer than 21 small tunnels, as well as over ten viaducts and

several very high bridges. Besides all this, protection works
•have had to be erected in several places to guard against

avalanches.

BY DAVID VAN ALSTYNE.

Vice-President, Allis-Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Maximum output, lowest cost of production and highest wages
can be accomplished through the accurate knowledge of what
every detail of the business actually is, the determination of

what it should be and the bringing of the actual to the standard

and keeping it there. The higher the efficiency, the lower the

unit cost and the higher wages the employer can afford to pay

as compared with competitors.

The measure of the efficiency of an organization is the extent

to which the enthusiasm of the individuals in it is maintained

through the organization and not through the personality of the

man at the head of it.

Not the least asset created by the management which has

accurate record of the individual, is the impression made upon
the employee that the highest officials know of him personally;

that he is less subject to the whims and prejudices of his im-

mediate superior, and that he is recognized as an essentia! part

of the organization, w4iich arouses an enthusiasm that cannot

be too highly valued. The treatment of men like machines by

dealing with them as a class and treating good and bad more
or less alike creates indift'erence and antagonism, and is the

necessary result with conventional management. The organ-

ization created by this control of details is of vastly greater

importance than the facilities or equipment. The good organ-

ization will obtain good results with poor equipment, but the

poor organization will obtain poor results no matter how good

the equipment may be.

Management through control of details takes advantage of

the fact that few men know how to work efficiently and few

employers know definitely what they should expect of their em-
ployees or from their money otherwise expended. Some employees

take advantage of the ignorance of their einployers by doing

even less than they know they could do. Time and material

are wasted in an infinite number of ways and the efficiency is

limited by the personal attention of those who are in charge are

able to give to the comparatively few details coming under their

notice.

Under detail management an investigation of the possibilities

of each operation and each pound or foot of material is made
and a standard set per unit of output. These investigations are

made and the standards set by experts, each in his own line.

Records giving a continuous comparison of each detail of labor

and material with its standard indicate which are satisfactory

and which need attention. The value of establishing a stand-

ard or measuring stick for every detail cannot be overestimated.

It not only gives the manager a feeling of security in his knowl-

edge as to exactly how his affairs stand and as to what needs

his concentrated attention, but also gives his subordinates some-

thing definite to work for and arouses their enthusiasm, especi-

ally when extra pay is given for reaching the standard. Men
do not object to hard work if they are well paid and contented,

and the harder they work within reasonable limits, the more

contented they are.

It may seem that the expense of such details will not be justi-

fied by the results, but this argument is not used very long

after the effort is made. The results are usually beyond ex-

pectation, and the returns frequently as high as one thousand

per cent, on the investment necessary to obtain them. It is

probable that the profits of the average railway or manufactur-

ing concern can be increased from 25 to 100 per cent.

The fundamental principles in reaching high efficiency are as

follows :

First. Records.—An accurate record of each detail, or group of

details, of labor and material. A record should be looked upon

Abstract of a paper presented before the Congress of Technology at

tbe Fiftieth Anniversary of the granting of the charter of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.
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as a working tool and iii, value iiicasurcd by ils capacity for

producing lower cost and greater output.

Second, Standurdised Conditions.—This involves putting the

equipment into such condition as will make maximum output

and most economical operation possible.

Third, Slandardised Quality.—The determination of a standard

of quality of output or efliciency of service beluw which it is not

permissible to go is necessary because efforts to reduce cost

and increase output may result in lowering the tiuality uidess

systematically prevented.

Fourth, to find out zvhat is to be done and hoiu to do it.—
This involves stripping the work of all unnecessary refinement,

finish, material and operations, bearing in mind that what is

worth doing at all is worth doing well enough for its purpose

and not a bit better, and then determining the simplest and

quickest method of doing it with the facilities at hand and es-

tablishing a time or cost limit.

Fifth, ivritten instructions as to the standard method of reach-

ing the required time or cost.—Such instructions constitute a text-

book of the business and are not to be deviated from. Em-
ployees should be constantly checked on their knowledge and

close observance of instructions; otherwise the instructions are

rarely fully understood and are quickly forgotten or ignored.

Sixth, constant comparison of actual performance with stand-

ard to see that the actual reaches the standard and continues

there.— It is not essential that allowances, standards or ideals

should be ultimate or represent the highest state of the art;

in fact such standards may appear to be so hopelessly impossible

of attainment as to be undesirable for present purposes. The
standard should be set •as far ahead of present practice as is

practicable. The essential thing is to see that whatever ideals

are set, are reached, and that, as long as they are not changed,

there shall be no falling away from them.

This is the principle which is most neglected by managers

and in which ordinary management fails. It is easy to establish

rules and standards, but it is not easy to have them lived up

to continuously. Unless the organization provides for com-

paring in detail what is done with what should be done, with

mathematical accuracy, a high efficiency cannot be maintained.

It is a common experience for a concern to reach a good ef-

ficiency during dull business and to drop to a low efficiency dur-

ing heavy business because the management has so little con-

trol over details.

These principles are a decided recognition of the capacity of

the individual and may be considered antagonistic to some of the

expressed principles of organized labor. Restriction of output

(which is not the policy of organized labor, but is their

tendency), opposition to piecework and premium or bonus sys-

tems of paying for labor, and the limitation of the number of

apprentices are not economically correct and nobody realizes it

more than the more intelligent union men ; but they constitute

correct policy from the union point of view, because they

are among the few weapons labor has with which to fight and

defend itself against aggressive employers. Under usual con-

ditions they are necessary to the existence of organized labor. So

long as employers consider it necessary to oppose organized

labor, just so long these weapons will be used to the detriment

of the employers. If, on the other hand, it should be considered

safe to work with organized labor the men soon get the em-

ployer's point of view, and he theirs. Each sees that the other

is right, and they adjust their differences by making an agree-

ment.

The usual form of trade agreement which binds the employer

to pay fixed rates per hour, day or week and the employee to

put in his time and produce whatever the employer is able to

get out of him, is economically wrong because one-sided and

indefinite. Each has his opinion as to what constitutes a fair

day's work, which the employer will constantly try to increase

and the employee tend to decrease. What one employer may
consider a fair output may be too little for another employer

and more than recjuircd by a third. It is to the interest of botb
employer and employee to agree on a reasonable time for each
operation, so that each may know definitely what he is to expect
from the other. An agreement which binds the employee to a
dclinite output as well as the employer to definite working hours,

rates of wages, etc., is a safeguard for both parties. To what-
ever extent the employer is liberal in his treatment of men, they

will usually meet him half way. The agreement is a protection

to the employer, in that it reduces petty injustices on the part

of minor officials and also prevents local troubles from men
widely distributed, but bound by the same agreement, as in the

case of railways. A large percentage of the restrictions which
unions try to add to their agreements from time to time are

an effort to check abuses by minor officials, who are too narrow
to see any but their own side and are over-zealous in the inter-

est of their employers. Labor has learned its bad tricks from
employers and in using them has been a great educator of em-
ployers in making them see that there are two sides to even the

labor question. There is much to be said, however, in justifi-

cation of those employers who refuse to deal with organized

labor because of the unscrupulous methods of some labor

leaders.

Laboring men are by inheritence and training suspicious of

employers and inclined to take a sentimental view, to brood

over their down-trodden condition. Whenever they can be per-

suaded to take a business-like view of affairs, to determine what

is to their interest and whether it is to their ultimate interest

to consider the interest of the employer, they at once become

rational, and there is no difficulty in coming to terms with them.

Whenever the employer can create the feeling that the sole ob-

ject of his official existence is to get the most out of his em-

ployees for the money invested in them, and that he realizes this

can be done only with the best paid, most thoroughly contented

employees, he has won his point and need waste no further effort

to destroy unionism. He will find that he has accomplished all

that is necessary or desirable in modifying radical unionism, and

that it is as much appreciated by employees as employers. Every

union man, like all other individuals, is primarily interested in

his own welfare and is interested in his union or his employer

only to the extent he thinks each contributes to his welfare.

Whichever impresses him as most profitable for him to adhere

to will receive his loyalty and support.

During the recent period of great commercial activity many

complaints were heard of the difficulty in getting skilled men,

many employers claiming that the unions were making men in-

different and independent, and through various restrictions pre-

venting the development of a sufficient number of skilled men

to supply the demand. I am inclined to think that to a certain

extent this may have been true and that it was largely the fault

of the employer for permitting it. The influence of the unions,

however, in this direction is limited and only indirectly the re-

sult of their efforts to better their conditions. The chief cause

of the scarcity of skilled labor is the extreme fluctuations in

business, creating at one time an abnormal' demand and at an-

other throwing both skilled and unskilled labor out of work.

There are more skilled men and there is skill of a higher

order than ever before ; but by the nature of things their num-

ber is more or less adjusted to the average derpand. There is

always available a nucleus of these good men who have com-

paratively steady work, and during times of extreme activity

the only men available are those who spend a considerable por-

tion of their time in idleness. In times of great activity there is

no good opportunity to train this generally unemployed in-

crement and in dull times idleness encourages laziness, indiffer-

ence and a loss of the little skill men acquire while at work.

We are inconsistent in throwing as many men as possible out

of work as soon as business begins to decline and then com-

plaining that they are not capable of the highest efficiency when

they are employed.

This is the greatest evil for which our present social system
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is responsible, and it is also the most difficult to regulate. Ap-
prenticeship, trade schools and like efforts to train skilled work-

men are all good to a certain degree, but their influence is in-

significant as compared with the influence of long periods of

enforced idleness to which the laboring class is subjected. It is

important to develop skilled workmen, but it is of much greater

importance to develop loyal American citizens who are inter-

ested in promoting the welfare of the state and consequently

that of the employer. It is out of such employees that the em-

ployer makes the greatest profits in the end. There is not much
encouragement for a man who spends a considerable portion

of his time in idleness to become either the right kind of citizen

or employee.

This ever-present fear of being thrown out of work makes

men hold back their output in order to make the work last as

long as possible. Aside from the inhumanity of periodically de-

priving a considerable percentage of our citizens of the means

of earning a living, it would seem good business policy in the

long run for employers to find some way to keep a large per-

centage of their employees on the pay roll at at least a living

wage during periods of dull business, whether there is work
for them or not; and it is probable that a great deal more could

be done in this direction than is done. It is to be hoped that

some day it may be found practicable for the law to require em-

ployers to take care of a certain portion of their idle employees

during periods of depression, and the government to give employ-

ment to the rest on public improvem.ents.

It is encouraging to note the number of concerns which are

introducing old age pensions, profit sharing, etc. It is to the

pecuniary interest of the employers to do these things them-

selves rather than to wait for them to be done by the govern-

ment with its inevitable inefficiency. Every large employer of

labor can afford to have what might be called a sociological

department, whose duty it would be to look to the welfare of

its employees so long as it is not done in a patronizing manner.

Such a department should keep a personal record of each em-

ployee, consisting of whatever information of value is obtain-

able, to be used in deciding as to desirability as an employee,

and eligibility for promotion, instead of depending on haphazard

opinions which are usually superficial and biased. It would

also keep as closely in touch as possible with employees to find

out what secret grievances they are brooding over due to brutal,

prejudiced and partial treatment by superiors; and be ready to

lend a helping hand in case of misfortune, sickness or death.

Apprenticeship, pensions, profit sharing, prevention of accidents

and hospital service might also properly come within the juris-

diction of this department.

Having in mind that the large employer will not attain highest

efficiency which will continue indefinitely until he produces, as

closely as possible, the personal relationship between superior

and subordinate which exists in the case of small employers,

it would seem that the best way to accomplish it is through a

department created for the purpose. This department would,

in the long run, be one of the most effective in increasing net

earnings.

The speculative financial influence is a serious obstacle to

the progress of better management, and, in consequence, to its

own interests. Not only does it not understand the human
element in its business, which is the important element with a

large employer of labor, but being in control it usually dictates

a narrow, opportunist sort of policy based on superficial opinion

rather than scientific investigation. It cannot see that a moderate

investment in better organization and management will in nine

cases out of ten save a large investment in equipment, besides

reducing the cost of the operation. As a result, executives, no

matter how well intentioned, are afraid to depart from the nar-

row conventional limits prescribed; so that "big men," are not

developed for the "big" positions.

Little improvement can be expected until the average board

of directors takes more interest in the business it directs and

becomes more intimately acquainted with the details. It would
seem that one way to accomplish this would be to have each de-

partment head report direct to the board instead of through the

president, who as a rule is a specialist in only one department.
It would also seem advisable for the board to have specialists

report on the efficient operation of all departments in the same
way that chartered accountants report on the accounting de-

partment.

ENGINE HOUSE KINKS; NEW YORK CENTRAL &
HUDSON RIVER.

BY H. S. RAUCH.

Apprentice Instructor, Oswego, N. Y.

PORTABLE WORK BENCH.

A portable work bench, which is different from any of those
which have been illustrated in connection with previous com-
petitions, is shown in Fig. 1. By raising the end of the 1-in.

handle and placing it in the hook, the wheels are lowered to

i^''" or 'J

K- f—27 4i

^4>/? Tomore bench raise arm
and place in hook

4 coffer fhrou^h

brocke fandante

ti^tii^

,4rm Shoirn on Arte

Fig. 1—Portable Work Bench.

the floor, and one pair of bench legs is raised upward. The
bench can then easily be rolled to the most advantageous posi-

tion for handling the work for which it is to be used. By un-

hooking and lowering the handle, the legs of the bench again

come in contact with the floor. The construction is simple and

inexpensive and provides the necessary rigidity. The detail of

the brackets in which the axle fits and of the arm or handle at

the center of the axle are shown on the drawing.

UNIVERSAL COUPLING.

A universal coupling, which will be found valuable in connec-

tion with a tube cutter or tube roller when operated by an air

motor near the shell of the boiler, or where there are obstruc-

No.SMorse Taper

Fig. 2—Universal Coupling.

tions which prevent the motor from being placed in line with

the tool which it is driving, is shown in Fig. 2. The pins in

the coupling are H in. in diameter.
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IMPROVING AND MAKING MECHANICS.*

SECOND PRIZE.

BY JOHN H. I.1NN.

A|>|)ii-iilii-c Iiistiuctor, .\tcliisoti, Topeka & Saiila I'c, 'Jdjx-ka, Kan.

The Need of Mechanics.—The cry on every hand, from one

end of the intUistrial world to tlie other, is the lack of competent

workmen. In the strn^gle and competition of modern business

push, brawn and muscle have necessarily given place to brains

and skill. While inventions and improvements in endless suc-

cession are everywhere increasing tiie effectiveness of commercial
enterprise, they are likewise daily increasing the demand for

tliinking men, men capable of performing the work incident to

our rapid industrial development. The worker or artisan who
labored at the bench in his own home, assisted perhaps by his

son or a few helpers, has been supplanted by immense shops

and manufactories with thousands of workers under a single

roof. To meet these changed conditions we must have trained

minds and skilled hands, not of the few but of the many. The
educational forces of the country are beginning to realize that

they have failed to' keep pace with our rapid industrial progress

and are struggling blindly for some solution of the difficulty.

Meanwhile the wheels of industry will be checked for lack of

operatives unless the industrial concerns themselves come to the

rescue. Many of them are doing so. Nowhere is the lack of

workers more keenly or more sorely felt than in the modern
railway shops. I might add that nowhere is the problem being

so successfully solved. The mission of this article is to tell

briefly what one of these companies is doing to meet this emer-
gency and to suggest a further solution of the difficulty.

A New Apprenticeship System.—^Before touching on what
may be done to increase the efficiency and happiness of the older

employees, I shall discuss the education and training of the

apprentices, that important class of workmen on whom the

hope of the industrial future must depend. Some would tell

you that the apprenticeship system is dead, but I assure you it

is a very lively corpse. The old system wherein the apprentice

had to depend for his instruction on his foreman or fellow

workmen did almost entirely disappear with the specialization

of modern industrial life, but from the germ of the old appren-

ticeship has blossomed forth an advanced system, which is as

yet the most successful solution of this important problem.

Support of the Management.—In considering this later system

it is well to note wherein the older systems failed. Too often

the busy foreman, responsible for the immediate output of the

shop, lost sight of the real aim of an apprenticeship course ; that

is, the making of skilled mechanics for the future. For this

reason any scheme to be successful must have the support of

the officials highest in authority, men big enough and broad

enough to look beyond the immediate pay roll and shop output,

and see the more vital and more lasting results to be derived

later on. Although our company is spending between three and

four thousand dollars each month toward making skilled me-
chanics for the future, the results achieved prove conclusively

that the scheme is the best investment the company ever made

;

that the plan more than pays its way as it goes ; this without

taking into consideration the primary result of graduating into

our shops skilled mechanics familiar with our methods and loyal

to the company in the very highest degree.

Qualified Supervisor.—In addition to the unlimited support

of the management, the apprentice department should be in direct

charge of one having a natural love and sympathy for boys, an

intimate knowledge of the training which an apprentice in each

trade should receive, sufficient executive ability to properly con-

duct his department, and last but not least, sufficient tact to

inaugurate with the least possible amount of friction the neces-

*Submitted in the competition on the instruction of workmen and ap-
prentices which closed April 15, 1911. Mr. Linn was awarded the second
prize of $20.

sary changes in the handling of apprentice matters in the various

shops. It has been the writer's observation that from the office

boy up everyone connected with railway work is very sensitive

about his prerogatives. Considerable tact and firmness is neces-

sary to inaugurate any change which transfers duties from one

official to another. This road has been especially fortunate in

liaving a supervisor endowed with the above and other essential

((ualifications. To his ability and to the support given him from

the management, are due the extraordinary results already

achieved.

Coiupelciit Jnstrnctors.—Next in importance, is tiie selection

of competent apprentice instructors. No expense should be

spared in getting the best men available. The duties of the

instructor are as difficult as they are important, as full of trials

and hardships as of blessings for those whom he influences,

lie should not only have sufficient knowledge and skill to com-
mand the confidence of the apprentice and all with whom his

work brings him in contact, but must also know how to impart

his knowledge to others. He must not be a mere machine, but

a living soul, obedient to the light of a cultivated intelligence

and the impulses of a generous heart. He must love boys in

general and have a fatherly love for the particular boys in his

cliarge, yet be able to sympathize as one of them in their games
and sports, their joys and their troubles. He must make an

individual study of each boy and learn just what help each one

needs and how this help can best be given. He must be exceed-

ingly patient and self-sacrificing, showing his love and care

most conscientiously towards those who need it most—not the

most deserving, but the most needy. He should become familiar

with each boy's home life, know with whom he associates and

how he spends his evenings; remembering that if these boys

are to become good mechanics and loyal employees they must

also be honest and upright citizens. The instructor's success

or failure will depend very largely on his own personality, on

his own manner and temper, on his own life and character, on

the ideals he impresses by his own spirit and example.

School and Shop Instruction.—The instruction given the ap-

prentices should be two-fold, that which can be given in the

schoolroom, and that which must necessarily be given in the

shop. The shop instruction is by far the more essential and

fruitful. It is the shop instructor's duty to give the boy what-

ever instruction he may need on any machine or class of work.

He it is who decides when the apprentice should be changed

from one kind of work to another. He works in harmony

with the foreman. The foreman decides what work the appren-

tices as a whole shall do, but the instructor distributes this

work among the various boys, taking into consideration the

fitness and needs of each. Results have proved this a very

satisfactory arrangement both for developing the boy and for

increasing the output of the shop. There should be a shop

instructor for every twenty-five or thirty boys. With a greater

number he can look after them only in a general way.

The school instruction should be confined to subjects per-

taining directly to the respective trades. There are so many

things that the mechanic should know, that with but four hours

a week and a course of only four years it will require every

moment of the apprentice's time to master the essentials of his

trade. Furthermore, a too wide diversity of subjects will only

tend to lead him astray. The school instruction should be

during working hours. Night schools so far as the average

boy is concerned are a failure. It takes a great deal of stamina

for even an ambitious man to sit down to night lessons after

having worked ten hours in the shop. The boy with his imma-

ture mind and his growing body is certainly entitled to a little

time for rest and play. If we wish him to be loyal, we must

not deny him the pleasures and recreation of his evening

hours. If education pays at all, and it certainly does, any

corporation can well afford to pay its apprentices for the time

spent in school, two hours a day, two days a week.

Where there are onlv a dozen or fifteen boys, one man (if
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a competent one can be found) can take care of both school

and shop instruction. This arrangement really has many ad-

vantages, not the least being the closer relation between the

school and shop instruction. For the smaller shops we have

traveling instructors who spend two days a week at each shop.

Corporations not deeming it advisable to conduct the school

-work themselves can in many cases arrange for the local school

authorities to open a special school for the employed boys of

the community. But we know of no substitute for the shop

instruction. In our modern shops, especially those working

under any kind of individual effort system, neither the foreman

nor any of the men have time or inclination to show the appren-

tice the many things he needs to know.

Wages Paid Apprentices.—The apprentices should be paid

living wages from the start, with a slight increase as they ad-

vance in service. It is true many readers of this article served

an apprenticeship on fifty cents a day. But conditions are now
changed. There are now too many avenues open for the boy,

many of these much more attractive to him at his critical age.

In too many cases our most promising applicants must help the

father provide for the home, or possibly keep the wolf from the

door of a widowed mother or orphan sister. If the scheme is

to be successful, we must make these boys self-supporting from

the start. The amount of work they actually accomplish more

than justifies paying them liberally. It is a conservative estimate

to say that the average apprentice with competent instruction

(which will cost less than two and one-fourth cents per hour

per boy) will accomplish fully 80 per cent, of the work done

by a full-paid journeyman. Upon graduation they should be

paid journeyman's wages, for they are certainly worth far more

to us than any other class of mechanics.

Does it Pay?—Thanks to the treatment received, over 85

per cent, of our graduates have remained in our service. These

men are not only skilled mechanics, but they are familiar with

our ways and means and are vitally interested in the company's

welfare. Not all of them are, or will be, leaders. It is not

our desire that they should. Our aim is merely to make skilled

and loyal mechanics. It is a significant fact, however, that

several of our graduates have already been placed in responsible

official positions. Does the scheme pay? The management, the

local officials, and the apprentice boy himself answer : Yes, a

thousand times, yes.

Other Employees.—But what about the countless others in

our service, who are beyond the age of an apprenticeship?

Should nothing be done for them? Space here does not permit

going into detail, but the writer believes that many features

of our apprentice training could be applied with profit to the

improvement of other employees. Some of the younger handy-

men or helpers could be encouraged to attend night school, the

tuition of which the company could well afford to pay. A shop

demonstrator capable of performing the various operations with

the least possible waste in time and energy would be of assist-

ance to even the skilled mechanic. In the smaller shops perhaps

the apprentice instructor could also instruct some of the handy-

men and poorer mechanics. At least these men should receive

more of the courteous treatment received by the apprentices.

They should also be disciplined with a firm but friendly hand.

Too often they are treated as though they were devoid of

human feeling.

Any corporation will do well to cultivate a more friendly and

unselfish feeling among its employees, and especially between

its workmen and shop officials. The company should have a

genuine interest in its men, not merely in reference to possible

increased value in dollars and cents, but a real regard for their

welfare as men. The treatment given them should be such that

they will not look upon their employer as an aristocrat or cor-

poration of aristocrats, their foreman as a slave driver, their

machine as a treadmill, and the world at large as against them.

They should be made to realize that their employer's interests

are their own, that they are working for the same end, that

mutual effort will bring mutual reward. When these conditions

are realized we will be ready for a still greater industrial

achievement.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING FOR STEEL PASSENGER
CARS.

Oxy-acetylene welding is being used to splendid advantage in

the building of steel passenger cars for making strong, and at

the same time invisible joints, which have an efficiency of from
80 to 85 per cent. The great strength of the riveted joint has
made it a favorite for many locations on the steel car. But even
where the rivets are countersunk and the heads are filed or

ground flush it is not an invisible one. Soldering is sometimes
used, and at times with success. There are, however, two ob-

Door Frame for Steel Coach Made in One Piece by Oxy-

Acetylene Welding.

jections to it; it is weak, having only about 40 or 45 per cent,

of the strength of the metal united, and it has a different co-

efficient of expansion from that of steel.

On the coaches for one road the joints of the roof plates

are closed by the oxy-acetylene torch. The roof joints on a

standard car total about 232 lineal feet. The principal joints

are transverse, extending clear across. At either end of the car

is a longitudinal joint several feet in length where the right

and left hood plates meet. The metal of the roof is 1/16 in. or

3/32 in. thick. A difficulty that has been met in such work is

a tendency of the plates to bend downward and form a groove

with the joint at the bottom. This tendency is successfully dealt

with by using a small T-bar, to the arms of which the edges of

the plates are riveted. The web of the T lies immediately under-

neath the joint. The T-bar so increases the capacity for the ab-

sorption of heat that a heavy wire, % inch thick, is employed as
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a welding stick. A flat rate of 4 cents per lineal foot is paid

for the labor; the gas expense is estimated at about 1^ cents

per ft. The welding of the entire roof thus costs about $12.75.

It is not necessary to clianifcr the edges in butt-welding such

thin sheets. The roof plates arc about 7 ft. across. The T-bars

have a metal thickness of J^ in., the anus are about 1 in. wide,

and the web about IJ/2 in. deep. 1 lie acetylene is supplied

through flexible tubing from an overhead J^-i"- pipe.

Another example of welding on steel coaches relates to the

joints of the panel frieze. This is a flat, longitudinal panel

with a molding above and below. There arc three sections on

one side of a car. The pieces are straiglit, but the joints must
be such that there will be a difference when in place of }i in.

between the level of the center and the ends, which are 60 ft.

apart, to provide the proper camber. Formerly, soldering was
employed. It was, however, quite expensive, costing about $9

per car, and not so satisfactory because of the weakness of the

Welding Parts of Deck Molding Together; Eight Welds
Per Car.

joint. By the oxy-acetylene process, the work is being done

for $4.50 and makes a much better job. The plates are 1/16 in.

thick. In making the weld, work is begun at a a point distant

one-third of the total width from the side which is to be upper-

most when the frieze is in final position. Beginning at this

point, the upper third is welded. The camber will now be

in the wrong direction. However, by beginning at the same

point as before and welding the remaining two-thirds, this

camber is eliminated and the correct one introduced. There

are no supporting strips riveted to the frieze, the plates being

held together by the weld alone. So perfectly is the joint made
and the excess metal removed that it would require consider-

able examination to find the joints in the finished car.

Another interesting piece of work relates to the joints of door

frames. It is necessary that this shall be a perfect piece of work,

but it is easily and satisfactorily done by the oxy-acetylene proc-

ess, as shown on one of the accompanying illustrations.

Ten door-headers for five cars were each made ?^-in. too

narrow. The old remedy would have been to tear out the

frames, involving an expense estimated at $5 per door. How-

ever, a strip was successfully welded on, correcting the defect.

The cost of welding and subsequent filing was estimated at 20
cents per door.

The diamond shaped window frames used on some coaches

arc made of 3/32-in. plate, and have four mortised joints each.

Oxy-acetylene welding is employed here. Similar joints in the

rectangular deck frames are also welded by the same process.

In a single car, there are upwards of 176 such joints, or about

30 lineal feet of welding.

Another example of the employment of welding as a finishing

procedure is in connection with the grab handles. These con-

sist of three parts, a steel tube and two fittings. The fitting

when in position has a vertical projection which is enveloped

by the tube end. A counter-sunk pin is employed to hold the

two firmly together. The welding process is used to efface the

joint where the end of the tube comes in contact with the

shoulder on the fitting. The labor cost of setting and welding

these fittings is 1J4 cents each, or 3 cents for each grab handle.

On certain cars, the roof sheets and the steel head lining are

about 1% in- apart, along the top of the roof. There are ten

chandeliers per car, and the double covering made of thin mate-

rial has to be strengthened at ten points. This is accomplished

by inserting a box-like support in two sections in the space

between the head lining and the roof at each chandelier. Each

of the twenty pieces is a rather complicated sheet metal form.

The upper and lower bases are shaped somewhat like the letter

C in Gothic type, only they are not precisely duplicates. These

are connected by a strip between the convex sides of the

C's. Formerly this entire piece was formed by pressing. There

were, however, a large percentage of failures through radial

cracks at the bends of the C's. Moreover, it required six opera-

tions on the press. At the present time, these pieces are formed

of three pieces of 3/32-in. .sheeting welded together by the oxy-

acetylene process. It is estimated that a saving of 50 per cent.

has been accomplished by the change in method, and there are

practically no failures.

In some steel cars there is a recess or alcove for the water

cooler. At the bottom of the alcove, a somewhat complicated

depression is made for the reception of the drinking glass. It

seems to be practically impossible to form this bottom together

with the depression from one piece by the use of the press. The

oxy-acetylene welding process permits the pressed piece and the

bottom to be united into a single piece. The bottom is also

welded to the vertical part of the alcove.

Perhaps the most interesting piece of work being performed

in steel car construction is the welding together of sheets to

form units of head lining. The units required are about 7 ft.

square. The requirements call for the use of patent level stock.

Apparently this is the only steel sheeting that is absolutely

flat ; but it is not obtainable of sufficient width. By the use of

the oxy-acetylene welding process, two strips are so united,

edge to edge, that a piece of the desired width is produced with-

out destroying the required flatness. The stock used is quite

thin (about 1/16 in. thick) and no reinforcing strip is employed.

It is a butt weld. In carrying out the operation, the two half-

sheets are secured edge to edge on a suitable table by heavy

bars properly clamped. The edges of the sheets are not pre-

pared, but are placed in contact on one side, and perhaps 54 '"•

apart on the other. The operator begins on the side where there

is contact, using a No. 4 tip and 1/16-in. wire. At first, the

separation of the edges opposite tends to increase. But as the

work advances, they press towards each other. Two or three

times during the operation the clamps on the open side are

loosened and the edges permitted to approach a little. As the

operator works across the 82-in. seam, a buckle follows. But

this disappears as he finishes the weld. The ends of the lengths

which have been joined may not form a line that is quite

straight, but this is readily corrected by trimming. The surface

of the weld will not be smooth, and this is remedied by filing.

The expense for the labor, including the filing, is 4 cents per
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lineal foot. The gas expense may be taken a{ V/z cents, so that

the weld costs, altogether, about 38.5 cents. The major portion

of the welding apparatus used in the shop in which these opera-

tions were performed was obtained from the Davis-Bournonville

Company, New York City.

ENGINE HOUSE KINKS; CHICAGO, ST.

APOLIS & OMAHA.
PAUL, MINNE-

BY THOMAS NAYLOR.

Roundhouse Foreman, St. James, Minn.

AIR PUMP PISTON HEAD HOLDER.

One often hears an engineer coming in after an engine failure

say that if he had only had something to hold the air pump
piston from turning he would have brought his train in without

trouble. The device shown in Fig. 1 is so simple that it hardly

seems worth while illustrating, and yet many an engine failure

could have been prevented by its use. Every engineer could
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Fig. 1—Air Pump Piston Head Holder.

make one in a moment or two from an old packing hook, a

large nail, or even by bending a piece of ^-in. wire into the

form of the figure 3. The holder shown in the illustration is

made of 9/16-in. square steel bent at each end as shown. A
J/^-in. hole is drilled J4 in. from the end of the longer arm.

This is for a split key to keep the holder in place, as shown
on the drawing. All air pump piston heads have two or three

holes in them, and by putting one end of the holder in one of

these, and the other end in one of the cylinder head tap bolt

holes, the piston head can be kept from turning.

APPLYING LINER TO CROSSHEAD.

A simple method of applying a lost liner to a crosshead with-

out taking down the main rod and crosshead is shown in Fig,
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Fig. 2—Applying a Liner Without Taking Down the

Crosshead.

2. The liner is slipped into position between the guide and the

crosshead, and the holes are marked off. It is then removed

and the holes arc drilled and tapped, after which the liner is re-

placed and a copper rod with threads on one end is screwed
into the hole and is cut off to allow J4 in. for riveting over

on the outside of the crosshead. In performing this latter opera-
tion the crosshead is wedged on the other side of the guide, so
as to draw the liner, which is being riveted, close to the guide.

Liners may be applied in this way in about an hour, and I have
often seen them run until the engine went to the shop for over-
hauling. A liner that has become loose, and in which the rivet

holes are elongated, may easily be used by removing it and
cutting it into two pieces, as indicated on the illustratiort, and
redrilling it as shown.

LEIGHTON CYLINDER PACKING RING.

A series of experiments are being conducted by the Illinois

Central with a new type of snap cylinder packing ring, the

invention of Wm. Leighton, a machinist in the roundhouse at

Clinton, 111., who has obtained patents on it in United States

and Canada. The invention differs from the common type

of ring to the extent that it has an annular groove in its outer

edge, holes extending from the bottom of the groove radially

inward to its inner surface, and other holes extending from
the groove axially through one of the side walls of the ring.

Those familiar with the handling of heavy power are aware
of the difficulties experienced with defective cylinder packing,

resulting in engine failures, delayed trains, and time lost at
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Section ^-6.

Leighton Cylinder Packing Ring.

terminals for making repairs; often the character of the mate-

rial composing the ring makes little difference in the results.

Excessive wear on the ring and the cylinder wall is brought

about by the pressure of steam under the ring in addition

to the natural spring or snap in the ring when applied. This

also tends to some extent to wipe away the lubrication.

With this idea in mind, the patentee advances the following

claim : The smaller bearing occasioned by the annular groove

in the face of the ring reduces frictional resistance between the

ring and the cylinder wall, and the holes extending from the

bottom of the groove inward to the inner surface of the ring

permit the admission of steam into the groove. In other words,

the pressure of the steam at the bottom of the groove equal-

izes the pressure under the ring and produces a balancing ef-

fect, besides providing ample lubrication at all points of the

stroke through the medium of the steam saturated with the oil

contained in the groove. The holes extending from the groove

through the side walls are optional and are placed against the

pressure side of the piston head, front and back, with a view

of relieving the groove in the packing ring at each exhaust

and permitting the free movement of the ring in the piston

head groove. Recently the above holes were omitted and no

perceptible difference was noted in the results.

The management of the Illinois Central has given all as-

sistance possible to carry out the experiments, and is well

pleased with the results obtained. The standard freight engines

on the division where the experiments were conducted are of

the mogul and consolidation type, having cylinders 20 in. x 28

in., and carrying 200 lbs. steam. The ring has given equally

good service in passenger locomotives and switching power of

smaller size. The improved rings now in service have run

25,000 to 50,000 miles without any perceptible wear. In one

instance—that of a passenger engine—they ran 70,000 miles
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ami vvi'it- t)iil\ rciiiovrd o,\ .ici-oimt of a oliaiiKc in cylimlcis

due to iTackfd bridycs.

Tlie maiuifacturc of this rinj>, as coiiii)ar(.(I tn tlu- ciniimoii

type, consists of two more distinct oiK-rations, tlic grooving of

the ring and tlie drilling of tiic holes; both operations should

not cost to exceed 10 or 15 cents, which is a small item com-
pared wilii tile savmn ol)tainc(i hy tlic increased service.

ENGINE HOUSE KINKS; MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL &
SAULT STE. IVIARIE.

BY B. N. LEWIS.

RouikUiousc Foreman, Endcrliii, N. D.

1M,.\TK0RM FOR ROII.ER WA.SHER.

A large amount of time and laljor are ordinarily expended in

arranging temporary platforms for washing over the crown

sheets and tubes of locomotive boilers. This is especially true in

bad water districts, where the boilers have to be washed after

every trip. A light platform for this purpose, which may be

easily adjusted, is shown in Fig. 1. It is 3 ft. wide and 5 ft.

long, and is made of two strips of -j^-in. x lJ/2-in. iron, to which

a ^-iu. X 5-in. matched pine floor is secured with bolts. Loops

Fig. 1—Platform for Boiler Washer.

are formed at the outer ends of the iron strips, which may be

connected to the hand rail by two Y^-in. round iron rods made
with a hook at each end, and the two pieces of chain each hav-

ing four links, as shown in the illustration. The chain allows

the platform to be properly adjusted for the different classes

of locomotives. At the other end of the platform the iron strips

are ofifset to catch the edge of the running board.

BENDING ROLLS FOR LIGHT WORK.

A simple bending rolls for light work in an engine house,

such as forming the petticoat pipes or for use as a clamp when

Hanging a baflle plate, is shown in Fig. 2. Not being located near
tlie main shops, where we could have access to the rolls in

the boiler or tank sliop, we find indispensable. The top roll is

made of standard 4-in. wrought iron pipe, and the lower ones

L-
efA
_27- S^fasMn fo fhornM bo/fs or /ay screivs

Fig. 2—Bending Rolls for Light Work.

of 3^-in. pipe. The rolls rest on 43^-in. x 5j/2-in. oak blocks,

which are fastened to the floor by lag screws. They are re-

volved by using an ordinary bar in the holes at the end of the

pipes.

OPPORTUNITY IN A RAILWAY SHOP.*

BY RICHARD KEEFE.

Apprentice, New York Central & Hudson River, Oswego, N. Y.

Casey-Jones has two sons; one a bright, well-set-up lad, whom
it is decided will be a doctor, even before he has worn long

trousers. The other son shows no bent for anything, unless it is

three square meals a day, so he is rushed into long trousers

and sent to the railway shop to earn the price of them.

The state aids Casey-Jones to make an M. D. of his bright son

and then the public pays the bright fellow well to perform an

autopsy or break up a fever—and hats off. State nor father

pay attention to the other chap, who becomes part of an organ-

ism so great that its arms encircle the globe, its head in the

aurora borealis, and its feet seeking the south pole; an organism

so complicated that the defect of one part afTects another sep-

arated by thousands of miles, and one that makes the dope-can

as important as the general manager's pen. This organism is

an army; it has its cavalry (the clerics), its artillery (the direc-

tors), and its infantry (the toilers), the branch in which there

is no honor, but upon which the other two rest—the foundation.

This is the branch that takes in young Jones, and it requires

him to respect himself and respect labor. Shirks are not wanted

in the infantry; he will have to work for an opportunity—work

hard without any prizes offered for even 100 per cent, work,

and he must prove himself a 100 per cent, man to hope for

promotion, unless he is thirty-second cousin to the boss.

In a smaller place Jones would get more knowledge of some

one thing, but his work would lack variety, life, the touch with

big things, which is the fascinating part of railroading. This

is what rouses even the half-asleep boy and pushes him up, for

like the pumpkin, growth is from within, as well as thought, and

Jones thinks he has his problems. The greatest of these is as

yet unsolved, the problem of capital and labor; but he dreams

of a time when they will smoke the pipe of peace and bury their

differences so deep that they will sleep the sleep that knows no

waking, and both join hands in giving man a boost out of the

slump. A pipe dream perhaps, but without it life would be too

gray even for a fellow as healthy as Jones. The ordinary boy

knows that in the railway service there have been ordinary boys

who have climbed to high places. Such places are not all filled,

and some of them make the position of an M. D. look sick by

comparison.

The government of Cuba has authorized the Cienfuegos Pal-

mira and Cruces Railway and Power Company to construct

and operate a railway from Caonao to Manicaragua, and a branch

line from the former point to Cruces.

*Entered in the competition on the instruction of apprentices and work-
men, which closed April IS.
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THE MISTAKES OF THE EFFICIENCY MEN.*

BY ONE WHO HAS WORKED WITH THEM.

V.

NEGLECT OF LARGE FACTORS.

A mistake common to the majority of the leading efficiency

men, due perhaps to their zeal for a perfect control of the most

minute details of every operation, is the neglect of certain large

and important factors. The efficiency system cannot be sepa-

rated from the other departments of shop activities, for the

reason that it affects them all. It is not a branch grafted on to

the main tree, but when properly introduced is a part of the

body itself. There are many systems of shop management, which

if installed in their entirety and strictly according to the ideas

of their originators, are so complicated that it is manifestly im-

possible for a shop manager to familiarize himself with their

details without neglecting many of the larger interests that have

previously demanded his attention. Efficiency men, when given

the opportunity to introduce scientific methods are often so in-

tent upon proving the correctness of their theories that they, too,

neglect the large factors. The difference is that they do so from

choice, while the shop manager does so from necessity when he

is required to adopt a system which he knows beforehand to be

inadequate.

One of the most difficult problems confronting the efficiency

engineer when he attempts to establish a new system, of shop

management is that of labor. The task of keeping the workmen
contented without sacrificing profits is often the supreme test of

a man responsible for their relations with the company. The suc-

cessful manager is usuallj' equal to this test. Efficiency men,

however, are strangely blind to the attitude of labor toward a

system which the men believe can tend only to reduce their earn-

ings. Whether they are correct in this attitude or not does not alter

the situation ; they are a factor that cannot be ignored with im-

punity. An eminent efficiency engineer has said that "under ef-

ficiency operation strikes are inconceivable." It is because of

this abounding faith in their theories that they fail to recognize

the rumblings of discontent until the earthquake occurs. A dis-

interested investigator need not seek far to find examples of

serious labor difficulties and strikes following the introduction

on any extensive scale of certain efficiency methods ; and many
strikes are anticipated by withdrawing the specialist from the

field. It is the policy of certain companies to avoid labor

troubles at almost any cost—they do not like the notoriety and

are anxious to get along amicably with their employees. In such

cases it has often occurred that after the men have been strongly

organized in opposition to the new system, their demands for

increased wages have been granted as the price of peace.

In a certain manufacturing plant where there had been prac-

tically no organization among the workmen until the introduc-

tion of the standard time and bonus system by an eminent ef-

ficiency engineer, almost every craft quickly became strongly in-

trenched. During the operation of this method of shop manage-

ment day rates were materially increased as an inducement to

the men to accept the new basis of determining earnings. After-

wards, the attitude of labor—a factor which has been studiously

ignored—became so hostile that the system was discontinued.

The day rates, however, necessarily remain high, a permanent

increase in cost, and where formerly organized labor was not

an important element, it has now become a force to be reckoned

with. In another important shop in the West a highly satisfac-

tory piece-work system was displaced and standard time and

bonus introduced. The same results followed, and upon the dis-

continuance of the new system a day rate equal to the former

•The first article, which considered the extravagant statements and claims
made by efficiency engineers, appeared in the January 6 issue. The sec-
ond article, on the failure of many of their theories when put to the test
of oractical application, was published in the issue of February 3.

_
The

third, on the neglect of the human element, appeared in the March 3 issue,
and the fourth, on the unscientific methods used and the impatience for
results, in the issue of April 7.

piecework earnings had been secured, with every advantage to

the men, but none to the company.

Another factor all too frequently overlooked is the opportu-

nities for increasing efficiency and reducing costs through simple

expedients. Many a successful superintendent motive power
has accomplished by the exercise of ingenuity and common sense

what efficiency engineers, after exhaustive investigations and the

introduction of theoretical schemes of doubtful value, have failed

to bring about. Instead of following the line of least resistance

they seem to prefer indirect and devious ways. Successful prac-

tical men know of better methods. If, for example, the cost of

a certain class of locomotive repairs is running at, say, 12 cents

a mile, the superintendent motive power may reach the conclu-

sion that it is too high. It is not necessary that he should

make an extended investigation in order to determine exactly

how excessive his costs have been. Comparative figures inter-

preted by common sense and good judgment will tell him
closely enough for his present purpose, and he may conclude

that the cost should average not over 9 cents. He has thus ar-

rived, through the expedient of a simple determination of the

possibilities, at a standard which may be termed a practicable

ideal cost as distinguished from a theoretical ideal cost. Then
by another simple calculation of charges and credits, and through

comparative records by divisions, roundhouses and shops, the per-

centage of inefficiency may be determined and localized. If

traceable to defective organization this can be corrected; if due
to some inherent weakness in the design of any particular part

of the locomotive, the part can be strengthened. This, of course,

is not the "scientific" method, for it does not attempt to deter-

mine for every separate operation included in the cost of repairs

the actual cost and efficiency. It is enough for all practicable

purposes at this stage to know that the costs are computed on

the same basis as formerly and that the figures for different

periods are properly comparable, so that if costs are reduced

from 12 to 9 cents a mile he is assured that it is not in the book-

keeping but that a reduction of 25 per cent, has actually been

made.

It is a fair statement that if in a certain instance locomotive

or car repairs are excessive by, say, 30 per cent, it will cost less

than half as much to save the first 20 per cent, as to save the

last 10 per cent. In fact, it is not unlikely that it would be

practically impossible to secure the last 10 per cent., however

elaborate a .system might be installed. When the cost of a sys-

tem is equivalent to the possible savings, it is, of course, only

a useless burden. Proof that a high efficieitcy can be reached

without recourse to a highly specialized system is found in

the fact that it is recognized even by the scientific engineers

that on many of the representative railways and in scores of in-

dustrial shops, low costs of operation accompanied by a high

standard of service have been maintained for years. The pos-

sible economies through somewhat unscientific but effective cal-

culations, comparisons and allowances, are enormous. They are

receiving too scant consideration even by many otherwise cap-

able managers ; they are ignored almost entirely by the efficiency

men.

By the introduction of efficiency standards determined by direct

rather than roundabout methods, the establishment of fair allow-

ances, the compilation of statistics in a practicable form, the ad-

vancement of men who show ability in a particular line and by

the recognition of their efforts to bring about a high state of ef-

ficiency through liberal salaries, a number of railways have made

such progress in reducing costs as to surprise even those super-

intendents motive power who have instituted these methods.

These are fundamental factors, which bring results, and it is un-

fortunate for the efficiency men that they fail to recognize their

effectiveness.

RED TAPE.

The objections of practical men to a system of shop manage-

ment involving a large amount of clerical labor and introducing

elements that tend to complicate operations, have met the ef-
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ficicncy men on every side. I lie aiLswer has been made lliat tlic

new science is so different from the old tliat it is not under-

stood nor appreciated. But so long as this new school depends

for success mure upon its familiarity with the theories tliat have

been presented in defense of its radical departure from the usual

procedure than upon an intimate knowledge of the industry at

hand, it is approaching its problems improperly equipped. Ignor-

ance of the fundamentals of efficiency on the part of the rank

and hie is more easily dissipated than wilful neglect of equally

important fundamentals on the part of the scientific engineers.

Their theories must be made applicable to conditions as they

are, not as they have imagined them to be or as they should be,

otherwise they fail. The leaders among them have built up a

system whose parts are perfectly fitted to each other. Certain

principles have been laid down, the absence of any one of which

materially weakens the whole structure. Likewise in applying

tliese principles specific requirements must be observed or the

results are inadequate. This has involved complicated methods,

usually characterized as "red tape." While the introduction of

red tape has not been the greatest mistake made by the ef-

ficiency men, it is the one most commonly recognized. Perhaps

90 per cent, of the petty difficulties with workmen which often

lead to serious disturbances are traceable to this cause. An
efficiency scheme may be theoretically perfect—^biit if it lacks

flexibility, it cannot succeed.

The principles of scheduling and despatching and of a proper

routing of work have been recognized in well regulated shops for

years; they go hand in hand with the division of labor. They
do not, however, require elaborate records, with specialists

in every department to determine months beforehand how and
when each step shall be taken. Efficiency engineers would take

from the foremen in a shop all initiative with reference to

operations. The difference between a shop of the usual type and
one in which such a system has been introduced is that the one

is controlled from the floor by competent men trained to their

task, and the other is run (not controlled) from the office. For
example, a foreman may not tell a machine operator what he

shall do, whatever the contingency may be ; the workman must
receive his instructions, except as to discipline and quality of work,

in the form of a written order from the despatcher, as it would,

of course, be contrary to the theory of the system for the fore-

man to interfere with the regular sequence of operations. If

he had this right in a contingency he might assume it at other

times.

If no emergencies ever arose, if materials always arrived

as scheduled, if machines never broke down and men never

failed to perform their tasks in a given time, it is conceivable

that a shop might be operated by the issuance of written orders

for every step, and not a word be spoken. But shops do not

run in this way. The necessity for the practised hand to deter-

mine what shall be done under given conditions continually

arises. This cannot properly be delegated to a despatcher, for

the reason that a complicated schedule cannot anticipate emer-

gencies. It lacks the personal element. In a manufacturing plant

where detailed scheduling and despatching of all operations had
been introduced on a large scale it was not unusual for a long

line of workmen to be found before the despatcher's office await-

ing their turn as men await their turn before the box office of

a theatre. Often the line would be stationary for minutes while

the schedule was being consulted to ascertain what job should

be given out. It was not the despatcher's fault. He did the

best he could, but he was only a wheel in a large machine, and
could not know what was going on out in the shop. In a cer-

tain machine shop the writer has seen men in line twelve

minutes and more waiting for orders. When the regular

schedule has been seriously interfered with, due to unforeseen

occurrences, the system has been known to fail utterly. In such

an emergency the foreman has been obliged to take operations

into his own hands in order to avoid serious loss. The result

is that instead of preceding and determining the order of the

wprk, the despatching system often follows it and becomes but

nil expensive and cumbersome means of recording output.

The difference between a shop employing forty men under the

control of a single boss, and one employing hundreds is not one

of essence, but of size. When the force is increased sufficiently

to warrant it, additional foremen are employed. It is as easy to

secure satisfactory results from a shop of four hundred men as

from one of forty, providing its organization keeps pace with

its growth. If in a small shop a simple schedule of requirements,

put into the hands of the foreman at the beginning of the day

or week, has proved sufficient, similar schedules submitted to the

various foremen of a large shop may be equally successful.

The possibilities of perfecting a schedule to cover every con-

tingency, so that all operations are planned in detail and follow

each other as regularly as the ticks of a clock, has been demon-

strated with more or less success in a certain manufacturing

plant. The cost of maintaining the necessary organization,

however, has been so enormous, that when dividends are passed

in order to meet the expense of the system, the stockholders

naturally are not favorably impressed by the demonstration.

This is a case illustrating the truth so clearly put by "Exyl" in

the April 7 issue of the Railway Age Gazette, that "the moment
we begin to run a shop for a system instead of a system for a

shop we begin to lose money.

A well-known efficiency engineer has recently said, "No man-

ager, no accountant, knows where he stands unless he has records

of quantity and price with efficiencies of both, of every unit of

materials used, whether a ton of rails or a pint of oil ; records of

time and wage rate for every operation and the efficiencies; and

records of time and investment charges per hour for every opera-

tion." (The italics are ours.) It is not surprising that practical

men should complain of red tape in a system that deprives the

superintendent and foremen of the power of initiative, that

necessitates the predetermination of the sequence of the minutest

operations, that is so complicated that even the initiated do not

agree upon its essentials, that calls for printed instructions to

such an extent that it is almost impossible to keep pace with their

contents, and that requires in determining "where we are at,"

the adoption of the formula quoted above.

INCOMPETENT COUNSEL.

When the efficiency men are charged with the mistake of giv-

ing incompetent counsel when their advice is sought, they are

taken to task for ignoring one of the principles upon which their

structure of shop management is built; for among the prin-

ciples enumerated by Mr. Emerson in the series of articles cur-

rent in the Engineering Magazine, not the least prominence is

given to "competent counsel." We have read these and other

similar effusions written by the chief efficiency men with the

hope that much of what has been termed misunderstanding of

their methods and theories might be cleared away. The particu-

lar series referred to has been hailed as a great work, and should

contain the last word on scientific management. One has a

right, therefore, to expect competent counsel at the hands of one

speaking with such authority.

It has been correctly stated in the Railway Age Gazette on

various occasions, that the interest in efficiency methods and

scientific management has been increasing rapidly. It is a ques-

tion, however, whether this is not in spite of, rather than be-

cause of, their exposition by certain efficiency men who are

recognized as the leaders of the new philosophical school. Rail-

way and industrial managers have been asking for bread and

they have been given a stone. In the April number of the Engi-

neering Magazine, is published the eleventh of the series of

articles on "The Twelve Principles of Efficiency," entitled "The

Ninth Principle—Standardized Conditions." Recognizing the im-

portance of having conditions standardized and the economic loss

due to the absence of standards, one naturally looks for valua-

ble suggestions regarding this feature of scientific management.

If there are any such suggestions in the article in question, a

second and a third reading have failed to disclose them. As a
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philosophical dissertation, it may have a place, but as a con-

tribution to the cause of scientific management it is sorely de-

ficient. It opens with an interesting chapter from the life of the

grub, followed by a comparison of the standards of the spider

and the firefly with those of man, much to the detriment of

the latter. Egypt and her pyramids have a place, then considera-

tion is given to the evolution of the aeroplane. Efficiency prin-

ciples are compared to the framework of a dome. The eight-

hour train between New York and Chicago, and the three-day

schedule for general repairs to a locomotive are prophesied, but

no hint is given of the methods that will bring them into being.

A large publishing house (which, if we read correctly between

the lines, paid dearly for the introduction into its plant of a

certain system of shop management) is put on the rack with

other business men, who do not progress because of "imaginary

specters that terrorize the soul." The article closes with an

appeal for standardizing conditions in "our lives, our shops and

our nation." To what extent competent counsel is given to

those who are interested in standardizing conditions can be

judged from the above summary.

This absence of competent counsel is not peculiar to the article

in question ; in a previous installment of the same series on the

subject of the first principle
—

"Clearly Defined Ideals," five pages

are given over to a discussion of the seven ancient and the seven

modern wonders of the world, and the seven American wonders.

Nor is it peculiar to this series of articles. Ask one of the

leading efficiency engineers to make a trip over a railway sys-

tem, or make a study of a certain manufacturing plant, and to re-

port upon the existing conditions and the possibilities. The
larger part of such a report is likely to be akin to the conver-

sation of Polonius, which Hamlet characterized as, "Words,

words, words."

It is not unusual for certain efficiency men to refer the fail-

ure of their plans to a lack of co-operation on the part of those

in authority. Is it not rather that the counselor has failed

to give sound advice, and that consequently results have not

squared with the promises? His attitude is too often that of one

who never needs, but always gives counsel. That prejudice

sometimes exists is no doubt true, but this is perhaps no more

marked than that of many of the efficiency men toward the

organization common to nearly all railway and industrial shops.

This attitude on the part of at least one of the leading efficiency

men is explained in his own words, as given on page 488 of

the Engineering Magazine for July, 1910.

"In American organization a successful man becomes presi-

dent; he selects his staff, his cabinet and—he puts it up to them.

Each in turn selects his stafif of managers and—puts it up to

them. The manager selects his superintendents, and passes the

power and responsibilities on to them. The superintendent se-

lects foremen, and delegates to them the power 'to make good.'

The foremen select their workmen, and transmit to them the

power to do the thing the president really wanted done. The
man at the bottom, with the least spare time to plan, the least

training, the least compensation, runs the whole affair. This

is the type—so usual, so universal, that many will wonder that

it is questioned. It is the baboon, the wolf-pack, type of organi-

zation and it is all wrong."

We submit that this is neither a fair nor a scientific analysis

of the "American organization." It is not to be wondered at

that the counsel that is given when expert advice is sought, is

usually incompetent—the real situation is so little understood.

CONCLUSION.

An effort has been made in these studies to point out for the

advantage both of the efficiency men and of those who are in-

terested, or should be, in the principles of scientific, or common
sense, management, some of the chief mistakes that have figured

in connection with its exposition and introduction. No claim

is made to literary excellence in these discussions. They have
been written by one who is himself deeply interested in the vital

issues, and who recognizes and applies in his own field many

of the principles that have been recommended, who is also

familiar with extended efforts on the part of efficiency men to

introduce systems of greater or less excellence. That they have
made mistakes, however, need not be seriously regretted, pro-

viding profit is secured from them. The important thing is not

to make the same blunders repeatedly. Those mistakes, which
have seemed to the writer to be the most common, are (1) Ex-
travagant statements and claims, (2) The failure of many of

their theories when put to a practical test, (3) The neglect

of the human element, (4) The unscientific nature of many of

their discussions and conclusions, (5) Impatience for results, (6)

Neglect of large factors, (7) Red tape and (8) Incompetent
counsel. Of these the most surely fatal to the success of any
advanced system of shop control, are the neglect of the human
element and impatience for results.

The nature of these observations has precluded the possibility

of a recognition of the good that has been accomplished by the

efficiency men, either directly or as a result of the publicity that

has followed their utterances. The fact that we have charged
them with many and serious errors has not blinded us to those

features of their systems which have merit. It is not our province

to refer to them here in detail; it would be unfair, however, and
might lead to a misconception of the purpose of these studies

to close them without a word of commendation for those among
the efficiency men who have urged the principles of a common
sense management in the face of almost insurmountable obsta-

cles. It has been largely a campaign of education, and a call

has gone out to operating men of all classes to seek a more
intimate knowledge of the details of their business. The charge
of gross inefficiency that has become a popular slogan, while

much exaggerated, has led to systematic plans to reduce waste,

and economies have already resulted, which had not been con-

sidered within the realm of possibility. From whatever point of

view this science of management may be considered, and in all

the heat of argument, it should be remembered that the law of

the survival of the fittest holds in the economic as in the animal
realm, and that because the principles of scientific management
are vital to our industrial life, they have come to stay.

SAFETY APPLIANCES.

BY CHARLES L. ALDEN.

Foreman Car Repairs, New York Central & Hudson River, West Albany.
N. Y.

This subject, no doubt, is now uppermost in the minds of

all car department employees from the superintendent of roll-

ing stock to the inspector and car repairer. Let us consider some
statistics from the last annual report of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Its inspectors have found the following

percentage of defective cars and locomotives among those in-

spected during the past five years

:

1910. 1909. 1908. 1907. 1906.
Freight cars defective, per cent 5.2 6.03 6.6 7.8 11.31
Passenger cars defective, per cent 6.55 8.37 4.8 4.8 1.16
Locomotives defective, per cent 4.4 5.4 5.7 7.7 8.14

This indicates, so far as freight equipment is concerned, a

steady increased oversight in inspection, repairs and super-

vision. In passenger service 1910 is better than 1909, but

neither show up so well as the years 1908, 1907 and 1906. We
are unable to say why this should be so. The condition of

safety appliances on locomotives has improved steadily.

Under the number of defects per 1,000 cars inspected, we
find an average of 65.33 made up, as follows, for the year 1910:

Couplers and parts 4.39
Uncoupling mechanism 7.55
Air brakes 36,89
Handholds 12.89
Ladders 6
Sill steps 1 .85

Height of couplers 1.13

Nearly 88 per cent, of the defects are due to defective air

brakes, handholds, and uncoupling mechanism. Here then is

where we could and should spend our energy effectively. Let
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IIS ascertain tin- causes assiniicil li.\ the commission for tlio de-

fects relating to tliese tliree items. Of defective air l)rakcs, 80

per cent, are for brakes cnt out, cylinder and triple not cleaned

within 12 months, release rod missing, retainiiiR pipe defective,

and train pipe loose, in the order given. Nearly 50 per cent,

are for air cnt out. Of tiic defective handholes, 70 per cent.

were missing. No comment is necessary here, except that such

a condition is serious, liiis mind you is for the year 1910.

Of defective uncoupling meciianism, 60 per cent, of the defects

are for uncoupling chain broken, uncoupling chain kinked,

knuckle pin broken, lock block broken, and lock block in-

operative. Uncoupling chains (which includes clevises) are re-

sponsible for 70 per cent, of this, and can be avoided by using

a chaiidess pin lifter, of which there are several types on the

maiket that are effective and meet all requirements.

From the foregoing it would seem that more attention should

be given to the cleaning of air brakes, missing release rods,

loose and defective retaining pipes, causes for air being cut out,

missing and bent handholds and sill steps, pin lifters of a dif-

ferent type, broken knuckle pins, and broken and defective lock

blocks.

On roads on which the commission inspected 10,000 cars and

over, the percentage of defects ranged on 13 roads from 2.0 per

cent, to 8.4 per cent., the Pennsylvania being credited with the

former; the Chicago & North Western, with the latter. On
my road the percentage was 2.6. The average for the 13 roads

was 4.6 per cent. The Southern Pacific is second on the list,

with 2.3 per cent. These statistics are for the year 1910. Do
they not serve to direct our attention to some particularly weak
points in our inspection and repair work?
The commission under date of October 13, 1910, issued in

pamphlet form an order to secure uniformity of application

and location of ladders, grab irons, brake shafts, etc. This is

a drastic change from old conditions, and in the end will surely

reduce casualties. To make these changes looks big to most

shop men, but it really is not, once a start is made. To this

end let one man have full charge of it, he to be alert, active

and patient. Before stenciling cars "United States Safety

Appliance Standards," everything must comply with the law in

every particular. One will find various interpretations, perhaps,

of one or more sections or clauses. A good idea is for the

ones interested to get together and agree on one interpretation,

and, if in doubt, to get advice from the commission.

Take for instance the 2-in. allowable variation in the loca-

tion of side and end ladders. Some have said ladders must

not be spaced over 19 in., and less than 17 in. apart. This

is only partly true, 19 in. being the maximum, no limit being

given on the minimum. A provision not in the original pam-

phlet is to the effect that "when construction of car will not per-

mit the application of bottom tread of end ladder in line with

bottom tread of side ladder, the bottom tread of end ladder

shall coincide witii second tread from the bottom of side lad-

der. In which case this second tread shall iiavc a foot guard
same as bottom tread." Another is to the elTect that the

"maximum distance from bottom ladder tread to sill step may
be 21 in." Also that stiles of wood ladder sides will serve

as foot guards "when 2 in. or more from face of car."

Special care should be taken to avoid equipping any car,.

unless it is being rebuilt, that is likely to be retired from service

within the time limit prescribed by law. This is an error that

many no doubt will fall into.

As a rule I find that on cars with buffers 6 in. or over, and
new M. C. B. latest type standard couplers, one can readily

come within the clearances on brake wheels, steps, running

boards and 30-in. passage from sides. On other cars with less

than 6 in. buffers, etc., take advantage, of the provision relating

to cars built prior to October 13, 1910, for passage clearance.

WHAT THE APPRENTICES THINK OF MODERN
APPRENTICESHIP.

The apprentices of the New York Central Lines were re-

cently given a slip with the following six questions on it. and
were asked to honestly and briefly answer them and to turn

the slip in to the instructor at the end of the school period

with the face downward and unsigned.

First.—Do you like the school work or would you rather

stay in the shop all the time?

Second.—Do you expect at all times to get more pay and

have a better job on account of your shop and school training?

(Answer by "yes" or "no.")

Third.—Do you think that it pays the railway company to

educate you; that is do you do enough more work and better

work to pay for the time spent in the school and pay for hav-

ing a shop instructor? (Answer by "yes" or "no.")

Fourth.—Do you expect to always stay in railway service, or

do you expect to go into some other kind of business some day?

(Answer by "yes" or "no.")

Fifth.—Do you think the school work is too hard or too easy?

Sixth.—How would you change the present methods of in-

struction in the shop and school. Would you cut out some of

the courses now given and put in other kinds of work or study?

State exactly what you would do, if anything.

Apparently the boys believe in the benefits to be derived from

a thorough course of practical shop training, coupled with a

certain amount of classroom work. This has been proved in

a practical way by the greater number of applicants for posi-

tions as apprentices at all of the shops on the system, as com-

pared to the conditions of a few years ago before the installation

of the new method of instruction. The percentage of those

who expect to leave railway service is not as great as might

have been expected, and indicates that the young men realize

Question No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.

Shop.

W. Albany, N. Y... 103 96
Depew, N. Y 55 54
St. Thomas, Ont. . . 23 21

Jackson, Mich 40 40
McKees Rocks, Pa. 28 28

Beech Grove, Ind.. 66 60
Elkhart, Ind 53 52

Collinwood, Ohio... 102 97

Oswego, N. Y 28 28

Totals 498 476
Percentages 96
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Remarks.

5 More courses for boiler-

makers and electricians.

1 Provide drill in spelling.

3 Provide elementary chem-
istry.

Provide higher mathemat-
ics. No blackb'd work.

Electrical course wanted.
Instructor in car shoj).

More English and busi-

ness training.
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that there are good prospects ahead for those who have the ad-

vantage of a thorough training in the various trades. It is rather

interesting to note that the proportion of boys wfho expect to

leave the service is much greater in the West than in the East.

Judging from the fact that 82 per cent, think the present

school work is about right, while 10 per cent, think it is too

easy and T.l per cent, believe that it is too hard, it must be

pretty well planned. We would naturally expect about that pro-

portion of exceptionally bright and exceptionally dull boys. The
home work is probably not very taxmg, or a larger percentage

would have felt strongly enough about it to have added their

protests to the 47 boys who did object to it. Possibly conditions

are more severe at the shop from which most of the protests

come. That there are not more criticisms of the classroom in-

struction is undoubtedly due to the determined effort which

has been made to provide complete courses for each of the

various trades.

NEW MILLING CUTTERS.

A new form of spiral milling cutter used by the Cincinnati

Milling Machine Company is illustrated in Fig. 1. The spacing

between the teeth is 1^ in., and this allows ample room for the

Fig. 1—New Form of Spiral Milling Cutter.

chips, the space being about four times as great as in the usual

standard cutter. The advantage of this wide spacing of the

teeth in spiral milling cutters is explained on another page of this

issue.

The new standard end mills used by the same company are

Fig. A—Details of New Type of Helical Milling Cutter.

shown in Fig. 2. The one-inch mill has only four teeth, and the

two-inch mill has eight teeth. In cutting these mills are remark-
ably free, A two-inch end mill will cut a slot 1 1/16 in. deep

10°R.H. spiral 8 teeth'

Fig. 2—New Type of Taper Shank End Mills.

in cast iron at the rate of 6 m. per minute. The same cutter

removed a section from the end of a casting ly^ in. wide and

Ij^ in. deep with a feed of 11 in. per minute. A similar cut

Fig. 3—Spiral Shell Milling Cutters.
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Fig. 5—Efficiency Tests of Milling Cutters with a Feed of
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Comparison curves reduced to 1 in. width of cut. Cast iron curves corrected
for hardness of material.
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1 in. by \% in. in section was taken with a feed 33 in. per

minute. Shell end mills of the wide spaced type arc shown
in Fig 3.

Perhaps llic most interesting improvement is that shown in

Fig. 4, illustrating the new type of helical cutter as designed

by the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company. These cutters are

very efficient when working on steel, and the power consumption

is extremely low compared with that of ordinary cutters, the

tests showing that a roughing cut in steel requires only one-

third the power of an old style spiral mill. The chips come
from the work in the form of gimlets with the back burnished,

and the surface shows no sign of tearing of the metal.

Diagrams comparing the performance of different styles of

cutters for different materials and various depths of cut are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 gives the power required with

feeds 4 in. per minute, and Fig. 6 with feeds 14 in. per minute.

In Fig. 5 the lines are practically straight and show that for

cutting cast iron the high power face mill is the most efficient.

Then comes the regular face mill, then the spiral mills with

various spacings; the end mills come last in efficiency. These

end mills were of the old type with relatively fine spacing. The
order of efficiency of the different cutters is somewhat different

for machine steel. The helical mill comes first, then the high

power face mill, then the spiral mills, and finally the regular

face mill. In Fig. 6, with a feed of 14 in. per minute, the order

of efficiency is much the same as in Fig. S, with some exceptions

;

the helical mill, for instance, becomes more and more efficient

as the heavier cuts are taken. These illustrations are from a

paper on the "Efficiency of Milling Cutters by A. L. DeLeeuw,"

in the Journal of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

for April, 1911.

APPARATUS FOR OPENING AND CLOSING SHOP
WINDOWS.

BY T. M. DRYDEN.

An arrangement for opening and closing shop windows by

compressed air is shown in the accompanying illustration. It

consists of an air cylinder 18 in. long, made of 3^-in. pipe, a

long 15^-in. bar and the necessary connections. The cylinder

sets on a pin which allows it to swing when turning the rod.

The rod extends the length of the shop, being connected to
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Apparatus for Opening and Closing Windows by Com-
pressed Air.

Depth of cut.

Fig. 6—Efficiency Tests of Milling Cutters with a Feed of

14 In. Per Minute.

Comparison curves reduced to 1 in. width of cut. Cast iron curves corrected
for hardness of material.

the windows by the lever arms as shown. There are fi-in. air

connections at the top and bottom of the cylinder to lower and

raise the piston when desired. This arrangement is used in the

shop power house of the Central Railroad of New Jersey at
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Wafer Blow-off Cock.

Ashley, Pa. It operates sixteen windows, and without a doubt

could handle three or four times as many. It was designed

by Frank P. Meekins, foreman of the car wheel shop.

MACHINING GOOSE-NECKS.

BY SAMUEL MAGILL.

Apprentice Instructor, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.

The bracket shown attached to the face plate of a lathe in

the accompanying sketch, is a jig for facing, threading or drill-

ing holes in a goose-neck. The tongue at the back of the jig

fits in a slot in the face plate, and the semi-circular groove in

Jig for Machining Goose-Necks.

the jig, in which the goose-neck rests, is bored in line with the

tongue, which makes the jig easy to adjust and set up. The
goose-neck is strapped down into this groove. The output may
be tripled with this device, which may readily be adjusted and
handled by an apprentice, if necessary.

THE WAFER BLOW-OFF COCK.

The Chicago & North Western is using a new and improved
blow-off cock, which was designed and patented by Wm. Wafer,
foreman of the brass department at the West Chicago locomotive
shops. The fixture has been in successful and satisfactory use for

some time, and is greatly superior to the ordinary blow-off cock
used on locomotive boilers. The principal feature is the separate

disk with a lug which fits into the crank on the inside of the boiler

with the pressure constantly tending to hold it tight. The crank
is operated by a shaft which extends through a stuffing box filled

with fine shot and having an outlet closed with a set screw. A
malleable iron handle 8^4 i"- long provides ample leverage, and
has a sweep through 90 deg. for complete opening. The move-
ment of the disk valve tends to scrape all scale and sediment from
the seat and there is no difficulty in keeping it tight.

A MODERN LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR PLANT.*

BY H. H. MAXFIELD.

Master Mechanic, Pennsylvania Railroad, Trenton Shops, N. J.

It is not the intention to discuss the relative merits of the trans-

verse and longitudinal erecting shop. The writer has found that,

as a rule, the opinion held depends to a great extent on whether

past experience has been with a transverse or with a longitudinal

shop. The longitudinal shop provides greater flexibility, more
economical use of track space, and greater output from a given

amount of track space.

The machine shop should house, besides the machine depart-

ment proper, the vise, air brake and brass, sheet iron, tin and

copper, and pipe departments. All of these are of necessity

intimately connected with the erecting department, and not only

should be adjacent to it, but under the same roof. The black-

smith shop is principally a feeder of the machine department and

should be close to it. It should also be close to the power house,

for it is a heavy consumer of steam, and practically the only

consumer of steam in an electrically driven shop. As there is a

great deal of boiler and tube work done in the erecting depart-

ment, the boiler shop, if for no other reason than ease of super-

vision, should be close to the erecting shop. It should also be

so located to avoid unnecessary time and labor being consumed

in transferring boilers and tubes between it and the erecting

department. The most convenient location for such a building

would be as a continuation of the erecting shop, but should not

be under the same roof on account of the incessant din. It

is best located by placing it in a line with the erecting shop, but

•Abstract of a paper presented before the New York Railroad Club,
January 20, 1911.
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removed from it a reasonable distance. The middle track of

the erecting shop should be continued through the boiler shop,

in order to afford an easy method of handling boilers and tubes

between these departments.

The wood-working department of a purely locomotive repair

shop is one of diminishing importance, but it is still extensive

enough to warrant a small mill under the same roof and juris-

diction as the carpenter or cab department. A considerable pro-

portion of the work is done in the erecting shop. There is also

considerable traffic between it and the smith shop. It should

therefore be located as conveniently as possible to these

departments, which can best be accomplished by placing it along-

side of the boiler shop, opposite the smith shop. Practically all

of the locomotive painting is done in the erecting shop, and a

large proportion of the tender painting, other than varnishing,

is done in the boiler shop. It does a good deal of work in

connection with the wood department, especially as regards cabs,

pilots and miscellaneous work. It should therefore be adjacent

to the wood department, and reasonably near the boiler and

erecting departments. This can best be accomplished by housing

the paint and wood departments under one roof, and placing a

fire wall between them.

The stores department should be located with reference to

the largest consumers of material, which are the erecting, ma-

chine, vise, air brake and brass, sheet iron, and tin and copper

departments. The casting sheds, boiler tube racks, iron and

pipe racks, boiler steel yard, lumber yard, etc., all of which are

under the jurisdiction of the storekeeper, should be located con-

venient to the points of consumption. The paint, oil and waste

storehouse will naturally be located near the paint shop.

The location of the scrap bins will depend to a great extent

on the size and shape of the property available. At its best it

is an unsightly proposition, and for this reason the scrap bins

should be located outside of the area bounded by the main

buildings. They should be reasonably accessible and should be

reached by trucks and cars from either end of the shop yard.

If a separate office building is provided, the main essential is

that it should be reasonably accessible to all the shop depart-

ments, and as convenient as possible to the main entrance of the

plant, so that visitors and applicants for work can, if desired, be

kept out of the plant proper. It should also be located so that

the private office commands a fair view of the plant in general.

These conditions can perhaps best be met by placing it in line

with the storehouse and about twenty-five feet in advance of

the line formed by the ends of the boiler, wood and paint, and

oil house buildings.

After repairs to a locomotive have been completed, it is neces-

sary to fire it up and throughly try it out in order to develop

minor defects. If an engine house is available, this work is

generally taken care of at that place. In the case of the principal

shop, however, it is possible that the nearest engine house is

too remote to allow this being done, and, furthermore, it may
be under different jurisdiction. Assuming the above to be the

case, it becomes necessary to provide for this after-trial work at

the shop proper. To bring the locomotive back into the erecting

shop involves a serious delay to the work of that department, it

being necessary to hold track space in reserve, which prevents

bringing other locomotives into the shop, not only reducing the

efficiency of the department, but reducing the earning capacity

of the men. Furthermore, the escaping smoke and gases are

objectionable. The only satisfactory way to handle this after-

trial work is to provide a separate building for the purpose, mak-
ing it an auxiliary of the erecting shop, and under the super-

vision of that department. This auxiliary shop, or after-trial

shop, should be reasonably close to the erecting shop, and yet

far enough away to prevent the escaping smoke and gases from
flooding the other buildings. It should be adjacent to the

track on which engines are tried, and also adjacent to the track

over which incoming engines pass. Along side of the building

should be a coal platform and an ash pit.

It will be noted that there is a rectangular space between the

ends of the storehouse and the erecting and machine shop, smith

shop and power house on one side, and the boiler shop, wood and

paint shop and oil house on the other. The width of this space

or street, is a matter of choice, but it should not be less than

80 ft., and it is preferable, as a matter of appearance, to have

it 100 ft. The space formed by the side of the erecting and

machine shop and the boiler shop on the one hand, and the store-

house and office building on the other, should be served by a

traveling crane for the purpose of handling material. This

space should be not less than 90 ft. wide to allow for the neces-

sary tracks, platforms, etc. Between the erecting and machine

shop and smith shop buildings should be a space of 80 ft. to

allow of tracks, storage of material, etc. The same distance

should be allowed between the boiler shop and wood and paint

shop. At least 70 ft. will be required between the wood and

paint shop and the oil house.

The width of the various buildings should be about as follows:

Erecting shop, 90 ft. center to center of columns. This allows

of three tracks spaced 30 ft. center to center, on all of which
locomotives can be repaired, and, in addition, locomotives can

be carried between these tracks without danger of interference.

Machine shop bays, 60 ft. center to center of columns, which

allows ample aisle room and a sufficient crane runway space

between the machines. The boiler and tank shop building being,

in a sense, a continuation of the erecting and machine shop
building, should be of the same cross section. Smith shop, 90

ft. center to center of columns. The paint and wood shop build-

ing should be 180 ft. deep, which will allow ample space for six

tenders on each track. The after-trial shop will require a maxi-

mum space of 75 ft. in width, while the coal platform and ash

pit, etc., will require practically the same. Storehouse, 60 ft.

center to center of columns. This will allow adequate bin and
aisle space. The scrap bins will require a space 90 ft. in width,

making due allowance for the necessary tracks, platforms, etc.

The machine department should be subdivided into, at least,

two parts, thus separating the heavy machinery which should

have full overhead crane service, and the light machinery which

requires only partial crane service, and which may be advan-

tageously laid out, partially, at least, in groups of machines

driven from countershafts, they, in turn, being driven by suitable

motors. The question arises as to whether the erecting bay

should be in the center, and the machine bays on either side, or

whether the erecting bay should be on one side and the two
machine bays follow in order. In the latter case there is the

advantage of having the entire machine department under, as it

were, one roof, thus making the supervision somewhat simpler.

Personally I question if this advantage means very much from

a practical standpoint. The advantages of the other scheme

are as follows: Symmetrical design of building; division of

movement of material removed from locomotives, thus avoiding

congestion in passageways ; more advantageous storage of rough

material outside of buildings in order that heavy material will

not have to pass through the light machine department, and

vice versa. There is no doubt but what the weight of evidence

is in favor of the erecting bay being in the middle with the ma-
chine bays on either side. Experience with such an arrange-

ment confirms this.

The light machine shop department requires only partial crane

service. This allows of a gallery being put in this bay, running

the full length of the building, the width of the gallery being

something less than one-half the width of the bay. This allows

the grouping of the lighter machines under the gallery. It also

provides floor space in the gallery for the air brake and brass

department, the tool manufacturing department, the tin manufac-

turing department, and the department for repairs to electrical

equipment. That portion of the bay not covered by the gallery

should be served by a traveling crane. On the ground floor of

this bay, in addition to machinery, will be located the vise, pipe,

and sheet iron and copper departments. In the heavy machine

bay will be found sufficient floor space for the repairs of engine

trucks, thus relieving the erecting bay to this extent.
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The center l)ay of tlie l)oiler slujp will be devoted to the re-

pairs of biiilers, tender frames and cisterns. In one of the side

bays will be located the strictly boiler working machinery, flang-

ing fires, laying off tables, etc., while in the other bay will be

located the tender truck, boiler tube and ash pan departments.

The after-trial shop should be rectangular in shape and should
have three tracks ruiming through it, each track long enough to

accommodate two engines with their tenders. This building

should be equipped with wheel pits and an overhead traveling

crane.

In order to complete the layout we will make the following as-

sumptions : I'irst: Number of locomotives to be maintained, 750.

Second: Average weight of locomotives, 80 tons. Third: Char-
acter of territory served, generally level. Fourth: Character of
trafiic, mixed—high speed passenger, local passenger, fast freight

and slow freight.

Under these conditions approximately 120 per cent, of the

locomotives will pass through the shop for repairs each year,

these repairs varying from new firebox and general repairs to

machinery, to repairs such as renewal of broken parts, repairs

due to wreck, or heavy running repairs which are not usually at-

tempted in the ordinary engine house. With an equipment of

750 locomotives the shops will have to turn out 900 per year,

or an average of 75 per month. A shop of this character should

be able to turn out on an average three locomotives per track

space per month, assuming that the shops are working under
the piece-work system or under some individual efifort system.

Therefore the erecting shop will require 25 engine pit spaces.

In addition, sufficient space should be provided to allow of mak-
ing the necessary repairs to frames, etc., while the boilers are in

the boiler shop having the fire boxes renewed.

If we make the erecting shop building 500 ft. long, and utiHze

the center track for repairs with the exception of an engine

space at either end, and make the side tracks 360 ft. long, utiliz-

ing all the space for repairs, with the exception of one engine

space at the entrance end, we will have ample room to accom-
modate 25 locomotives under repairs at one time, and also pro-

vide a space of approximately 9,800 sq. ft. for repairs to frames.

In addition to this should be provided at least 6,000 sq. ft. in

the heavy machine shop bay for repairs to engine trucks. This
gives us a total of 51,000 sq. ft. of floor area for the erecting

work.

The floor area required by the other departments is approxi-

mately as follows

:

Erecting and machine shop building:
Erecting department 51,000 sq. ft.

' Heavy machine department 24,000 "

^ Light machine department 14,900 "

Vise department 9,100 "

Sheet iron and copper department 3,500 "

Pipe department 2,500 "

Tool manufacturing department (in gallery) . 3,000 "

Tin manufacturing department " . 4,000 "

Air brake and brass department " . 4,000 "

Electrical repair department " . 1,500
"

Total 117,500 "

Boiler and tender shop building:

Boiler department 9,900 sq. ft.

Boiler machinery department 13,200 "

Tube and ash pan department 8,400 "

Tender department 9,900
"

Tender truck department 4,800 "

Total 46,200

Smith shop building:

Smith department 18,000 sq. ft.

Spring department 3,600 "

Bolt department 3,600 "

Total 25,200 "

Paint and wood shop building:

Paint department 10,800 sq. ft.

.Wood department 10,800 "

Total 21,600 "

After-trial shop 12,600 sq. ft.

Power house 30,400 "

Storehouse 28,800

Paint and oil storehouse 8,000

Office building 8,000 "

SHOP KINKS; WHEELING & LAKE ERIE.

BY WII.MAM II. WOLKGANG.

Draftsman, Toledo, Ohio.

blacksmith's tool KACK.

A convenient tool rack used in the blacksmith shop is shown
in Fig. 1. The top of it, on which tools may be laid, revolves

/' /* . .
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A// 12 lumber
unless otheryvise
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Fig. 1—Blacksmith's Tool Rack or Bench.

on four ball bearing casters. The tools may also be hung on

the hooks or between the dowel pins on the circumference of

the revolving table. The compartments underneath may be

used for the storage of tools or material.

LUMBER TRUCK.

The truck for handling lumber, shown in Fig. 2, is not very

heavy, and as it is mounted on ball bearing casters may easily

be turned about or pushed over the floor in any direction. It

is constructed largely of yellow pine, except for the oak strips

which form the floor. These strips are placed 2 in. apart, so

Fig. 2—Lumber Truck.

that a man can get his fingers underneath the timbers in lift-

ing them off the truck. There are four stake pockets, so that

stakes may be used if desired. The construction of the truck is

clearly shown on the drawing. The casters were purchased

from the W. A. Jones Foundry & Machine Company, Chicago,

III.

TRUCK FOR HEAVY MATERIAL.

The advantage of the truck shown in Fig. 3 for handling

heavy material, such as wheels, axles and couplers, is that it
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is very low and the material may easily be loaded on it. The
truck will run much easier if the journals are provided with

7/16-in. roller bearings. The floor is constructed of 2yi-'m. oak
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Fig. 3—Truck for Handling Heavy iVIaterial.

planks ; the 54-in- x 3-in. iron plates at the ends prevent the

floor from being damaged in loading material on the truck.

FORGING COUPLER YOKES.

Dies for bending coupler yokes on a bulldozer are illustrated

in Fig. 4. The stock, which has had the ends turned over, is

placed between the dies, and as the crosshead moves forward

the two wings are forced inward as they come in contact with

the rollers on the short arms of the header. These rollers

bear against steel friction plates. The 1-in. gibs on the bottom

of the former fit in the bulldozer face plate slots and guide it.

As the headex- of the machine moves backward, the two wings
are drawn to their initial positions, as shown in Fig. 5. This

Bulldozer Head

Fig. 5—Open Position of Dies for Bending Coupler Yokes.

arrangement makes it possible to bend yokes which are con-

siderably longer than the stroke of the machine.
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THE RELATION OF EDUCATION TO INDUSTRIAL
WASTE.*

BY HENRY GARDNER.

A.'isistant Superintendent of Apprentices, New York Central Lines.

Much is being said and written nowadays about scientific

UKinajicuicnt and cniciency is the watchword of the hour. F. W.
Taylor in his book, The Principles of Scientilic Management,

makes the following statement : "We can see our forests van-

ishing, our water power going to waste, our soil being carried

by floods into the sea, and the end of our coal and our iron is

in sight. But our larger wastes of human effort, which go on

every day through such of our acts as are blundering, ill-directed

or inefHcient, are less visible, less tangible and arc but vaguely

appreciated. We can see and feel the waste of material things.

Awkward, inefficient, or ill-directed movements of men, however,

leave nothing visible or tangible behind them. Their appreci-

ation calls for an act of memory, an effort of the imagination.

And for this reason, even though our daily loss from this source

is greater than from our waste of material things, the one has

stirred us deeply, while the other has moved us but little."

But how shall we best eliminate these larger wastes of human
effort which go on every day through our blundering, ill-

directed, inefficient acts? Three ways present themselves; these

are systematic education, suitable reward, and good-will or co-

operation. Unquestionably education, or knowledge increases

efficiency, since by definition efficiency means, "the state of pos-

sessing adequate skill or knowledge for the performance of a

duty or calling." Skill originates in the brain and is a direct

result of training, which is a form of education. The effect of

suitable reward or wages is well known. Without good will

no organization can be successful and no individual, however

efficient, will exert an influence to prevent waste.

Since large industrial wastes of material and energy occur in

our shops and factories, obviously we should bring education to

these shops and apply it to those who are responsible for such

conditions. This brings us to the practical question, how shall

we best introduce this much needed education into our shops

and factories ; when and where shall we apply it and through

what agencies shall we communicate it to those most needing it?

Admittedly the best time to train or educate men is when they

are young and in the adaptable and formative period; in other

words when they are boys from 16 to 20 years of age. Prior to

this time they will have obtained such common school education

as is given to all. At 16 the boy is sufficiently matured phy-

sically to work in many factories, and at 17 he is usually able

to work in shops assembling heavy parts, such as building and

repairing locomotives and cars.

Modern apprenticeship—not the old time arrangement where-

by the boy was wholly neglected and learned little or nothing

—will effectually satisfy the need for that industrial education

which is to aid us in the elimination of industrial waste of

material and energy. The new apprenticeship system brings

the school to the shop and there, in a suitable classroom, com-

petent teachers instruct apprentice boys in the trades. This in-

struction not only covers the common school branches, but more
than that, it embraces all the traditional knowledge which in

the past has been possessed only by the older mechanics. This

knowledge, intensely practical in character, is reduced to easy

rules and formulas which are presented in a simple manner,

abolishing all of that mystery which formerly surrounded such

information. The school is not all. In the shop another quali-

fied instructor shows the boy how to run his machine in the

most efficient and economical manner, and by constant super-

vision prevents waste of time, energy and material. Wasted
energy—lost motion—is more expensive in the human machine

than with the ordinary machine. For example, with what in-

"Submitted in the competition on the instruction of workmen and ap-
prentices, which closed April IS, 19n.

finite pains the designer calculates the time of the return stroke

of the planer table so that one or two seconds may be saved

at each reversal. But what overworked foreman can find the

time to so instruct his men that seconds, or even minutes of

their time shall not be wasted?

Incentive and efficiency are closely allied. It must be conceded

that men will not willingly increase their efficiency without some
incentive, either the never-failing incentive produced by increased

reward or wages, or the incentive of increased ambition" always

found as a by-product of education. By ambition is meant the

desire for success and wealth. Workmen cannot be expected

to use their greatest effort and skill unless they feel that they

are getting good returns for it. The best modern apprcntice-

siiip system, such as is now successfully in use on several of our

largest railways, gives education free, without charge, thereby

furnishing a well-recognized incentive for the increased initia-

tive which produces higher wages, either through more rapid

promotion or advancement (which will follow at the expiration

of apprenticeship) or through the piecework system. This free

education in itself constitutes a reward, inasmuch as it is given

without bond or restriction ; moreover it is something for which

others pay.

Perhaps the most important feature of this whole educational

system is the element of good-will which it introduces. The
personal contact of the boy with his instructors creates a more
friendly attitude towards his employers and his whole environ-

ment and working conditions. He is made to feel and under-

stand that hearty co-operation which is the strength of the organ-

ization. Heretofore a considerable part of his time was spent in

criticism, suspicious watchfulness, and often in open warfare.

Good-will, more than any other factor, encourages that habit

of conscientious saving which eliminates waste.

We have attempted to prove that waste of material and human
energy could be largely reduced by the introduction of an ade-

quate educational scheme, since all savings in material and ef-

fort are effected primarily through the employees. Coal, for ex-

ample, costs a railway millions of dollars a year; how much
of this could be saved if every fireman were willing and

anxious to get the most steam possible from each shovelful? Is

there any better way to bring this about that by stimulating his

interest in his work through proper education, and at the same

time instilling into his mind a feeling of loyalty for the com-

pany he serves? This familiar illustration of the coal and the

fireman is more impressive, but not more significant, than the

case of the mechanic in the shop or factory.

Not a few have criticized the modern apprentice educational

scheme as too stimulating, developing leaders and leaving the

rank and file—the men behind the guns—dissatisfied with their

positions as skilled workmen or journeymen in the trade. But

this has not been the case. After four years' experience one

railway found that it had developed three or four times as many

skilled mechanics as it had foremen or inspectors or draftsmen.

Since these high grade mechanics receive upon graduation from

their apprenticeship a day rate equal to regular journeymen in

the trade, they cannot consistently be dissatisfied. Any appren-

ticeship system which neglects to recognize the superior ability

of a young man who has successfully completed, four years of

intensely practical special training, both in shop and school, is

bound to fail. It is impossible to keep a graduate apprentice

from knowing his value to his employers, and he justly rates

himself as the equal of any journeyman in his trade. He argues

that hJs services for the four years have been well worth the

wages he has received ; if not he would have been discharged.

His account so far is squared, and he is not willing to make a

start all over again and work three or four years longer before

arriving at journeyman's wages. Such a lack of appreciation

can have but one result—desertion—and the graduate has no

difficulty in obtaining more remunerative employment in some

other shop or factory.

From the foregoing it may appear that we have made shop
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efficiency wholly a function of the men and not of the man-
agement. Unquestionably the shop management must keep

exact records of all materials used, and must see that these

materials are always ready, and that the proper tools for doing

the work are always available. We do not claim that industrial

education diffused through the medium of a rational apprentice-

ship system will wholly eliminate waste, either of energy or

material, but we may say conclusively that it does develop in-

itiative, increasing efficiency, and induces that good-will and co-

operative spirit without which the most exalted type of scien-

tific management must fail.

SHOP KINKS; NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS.

BY WILLIAM G. REYER.

General Foreman, Nashville, Tenn.

CASTING BRASS LINERS ON CROSSHEAD GIBS.

Instead of riveting brass liners on cast iron or steel crosshead

gibs or driving boxes, we cast the brass directly on them. The
clamp shown in Fig. 1 may be easily and quickly adjusted

for any thickness of liner that may be desired. It has not been

found necessary to heat the gib before pouring the metal.

This does away with all drilling and riveting, and effects a con-

siderable saving both in time and material.

PETTICOAT PIPE ADJUSTER.

A device that is convenient for properly setting the petticoat

pipe and holding it in position while the hangers are being

fastened is shown in Fig. 2. It may be adjusted to any size

of petticoat pipe. The toggle joints which fit on the long bar

are forced outward and fastened by the set screws, thus hold-

ing the petticoat pipe securely in place and central with the

bar. The lower end of the bar is fitted with a plug which fits

in the exhaust nozzle; the upper end may be adjusted to a cen-

tral position in the smoke stack by calipering. The pipe may
then easily be held in position while the hangers are being

fastened. This is much more convenient than the old way of

using a string and a plum bob.

GREASE CUP PLUGS.

With the device shown in Fig. 3, 60 grease cup plugs may
be finished in one hour. A hole has been drilled through the

drill press table allowing the plugs to drop through it into a

box as they pass through the device. It is only necessary to

clamp the chuck to the drill press table and to apply a square

socket to the drill press spindle. The design of the plug is

of interest. The projection at its bottom is forced into the

hard grease and prevents the plug from loosening and working

Petticoat Pipe Adjuster.

out. The finished plug, which is made of brass, weighs 7 oz.

;

it would probably give just as satisfactory results if made of

malleable iron. Another advantage of this style of plug is that

the engineers do not have to loosen up a jam nut in adjusting

it. The engines are supplied with a wrench similar to the one

o o o o o o

Fig. 1—Clamp Used for Casting Brass Liner on Crosshead Gib.
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Rough P/ug.

Fig. 3—Device for Finishing Grease Cup Plugs.

sliown ill the illustration, and tlic engineer has no difficulty in

quickly tightening down the plug. 'I'he plugs should be screwed

down into the cup their full length and should not be allowed

to project above the top of the cup.

SHOP KINKS; PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

BY C. C. LEECH.

Foreman, Buffalo, N. Y.

PRESS FOR LIGHT WORK.

The 30-ton press for rod bushings and link work, which is

shown in Fig. 1, consists of a frame work of wrought iron,

resting on an oak plank, and a standard hydraulic 30-ton jack.

The jack is mounted in the framework as shown, the top fitting

in the top crosspiece. The yoke or crosspiece on which the jack

rests is supported by the springs at either side. As the jack

is operated it is forced downward and the springs are com-

pressed. When the pressure is released the springs return the

jack to its normal position, as shown on the drawing. The
frame work is simple and inexpensive, and may be constructed

to suit any special requirements. The capacity of the press
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may of course be made greater by selecting a jack of a capacity

suitable to the class of work which is to be done. If it is de-

sired to make the press portable, it may be mounted on a small

Fig. 2—Machine for Bending Right Angles.

four-wheel truck. It may be used to equal advantage in either

the erecting shop or the engine house.

MACHINE FOR BENDING RIGHT ANGLES.

In using the machine for bending right angles, shown in Fig.

2, the material is heated at the point where it is desired to make

the bend, and is then placed in the slot G in a vertical position

and clamped. The 8-in. by 10-in. air cylinder actuates the arms
A through the rods R at each side of the machine, which are

1 in. in diameter. The arms or levers A are keyed to the heavy
casting B, which moves far enough to bend the iron, which pro-

jects above the slot G, down to the table E, thus forming a

right angle. The frame of the machine is constructed of steel

plates, castings and forgings, as shown. Iron up to 5-in. x 1J4-

in. in section may be bent in this machine.

SPRING BALANCE FOR LOCOMOTIVE BELL.

A bell yoke and spring balance as used on the locomotives of

the Pennsylvania Railroad is shown on the accompanying
drawing. The spring balance is intended to secure a more uni-

form movement of the bell and prevent it from turning over

when the bell cord is pulled vigorously. The spring case is

secured to the bell stand by two bolts, and the plunger with its

cap is pin-connected to a yoke which has circular bearings on
lugs cast on each side of the bell stand. A small lug projects

below the trunnion arm, and before it revolves through 90 deg.

it comes in contact with one or the other ends of the yoke,

tending to lift it and to compress the spring. The spring

thus acts as a stop with a yielding resistance causing the bell

to return to its normal position and preventing the excessive

movement which would overturn it.

INSTRUCTION OF WORKMEN AND APPRENTICES.*

BY JOSEPH W. L. HALE.

Head Instructor, Pennsylvania Railroad School for Apprentices, Altoona. Pa.

In order that a proper efficiency may obtain in the industrial

life of the nation, those engaged in manufacturing and industrial

callings must effect a rational system of practical education,

having as its aim a proper utilization of the conditions of modern
trade and industry. During the middle of the nineteenth century

the skilled mechanic, as such, was not given the proper atten-

tion. This was due largely to the rapid changes in industrial

conditions brought about through the introduction of labor-

saving machinery with the consequent high specialization of

labor. Through these causes, and on account of the former

neglect to provide a proper system of recruiting the service,

the decrease in the number of skilled and intelligent employees

has been felt very keenly in recent years. What is the solution

of the problem of providing employees who can bring both skill

•Entered in the competition on the instruction of workmen and appren-
tices which closed April IS, 1911.

Spring Balance for Locomotive Bell; Pennsylvania Railroad.
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and intelligence to nuct liic present cuiiiplcx conditions? Dur-

ing the present decade many of the larger and more iniliiential

of the nianiifactiiring and railway companies will endeavor to

solve the problem by providing their employees with a form of

training furnished through the medium of shop instructors and a

shop school located on shop ground with instruction provided

during working hours. This movement, which has already taken

a strong root in the interest of the young industrial worker,

forms the essential element of the modern or new apprentice-

ship Other modern methods for producing greater skill and

intelligent workmen in industries, may be grouped under the

heads of trade, industrial and correspondence schools. At pres-

ent, through these means, a vast army of industrial workers

is receiving instruction in specific trades and callings.

If one reviews the present situation, he is sure to find a

strong appreciation, such as never before shown, of the returns

which an investment in education will provide for the employer.

As exemplified in the new apprenticeship, the attempts to meet

the present situation by the larger concerns is through a means

providing academic training closely co-ordinated with the shop

work of the trade. Examples of this are shown in the recent

high development effected by the New York Central Lines, the

General Electric Company, the Pennsylvania Railroad and

others. The writer recently had the privilege of inspecting one

of the largest of recent developments—that of the New York

Central Lines. The development of the system thus far effected,

it is believed, is such as to place the work out of the experimental

stage and establish it on a firm basis as an integral part of

railway organization. Apprentices have already been graduated

in some instances and the general development and efficiency

produced has been very marked, such as to many times outweigh

the investment involved in the training.

A prominent and necessary feature of the modern systems is

the establishment on shop grounds of shop schools closely con-

nected with the shop work. These the apprentices attend dur-

ing working hours while under full pay. Night schools are in-

adequate to meet the present situation of the railways. The

apprentice is decidedly "a day time proposition." This is en-

tirely rational when viewed from a physical and physiological

standpoint, to say nothing of the psychological principles in-

volved.

The courses provide class room w^ork covering, first, the funda-

mentals, that is, the three R's, and later a little higher develop-

ment in mechanics and possibly some elementary physical prin-

ciples, applied closely to the every-day shop work of the ap-

prentice. Involving this elementary instruction are problem

courses designed, first, to provide a general instruction for

all apprentices, and later to bear more specifically on the separate

trades. A course in drawing is taken with the class room work,

beginning necessarily in an elementary way and applied through-

out to the specific needs of the trade. This system is in vogue

on a number of the larger railways at present, and is generally

satisfactory. No small expense is incurred not only through

the cost of instruction as such, but through the time which the

apprentices give to the work. The time generally allowed is

four hours per week.

There is a wonderful opportunity throughout the work for

adapting the subjects of the common schools to specific indus-

trial and trade needs. The question of how satisfactorily the

present public educational agencies meet the needs of em-

ployers is altogether too extensive for this article. The fact

that employers who are financially able are instituting their own

systems in their shops, shows that at present the common public

school, providing instruction for high school and for college and

tending along cultural lines, does not meet their needs satis-

factorily. This is, however, a question for the student of in-

dustrial education, who in attempting to solve the problem

should review the remarkable work done at Cincinnati, Ohio;

Fitchburg, Mass., and other places.

An important feature of a number of the modern systems

of apprenticeship is the shop instructor, who amounts practi-

cally to an assistant foreman. His duties arc specifically to in-

struct the apprentices in the shop work, to sec that they secure

the proper variety of work, and to prevent exploitation in any

sense of the word. in a larger sense, he relieves the foremen

of many responsibilities and his reports to the apprentice super-

visor connects the work of the shop very vitally with that of

the shop school.

Tile question may be asked, does the apprentice appreciate

the efforts which so distinguish the present indenture or term

of service from that under the old system? When every means
is provided for a proper and thorough instruction and a keen

interest is shown in his moral welfare there can be little

doubt as to the manifestation of a strong appreciation. The
writer can sincerely say from his experience with one of the

largest companies, that this attention to apprentice welfare is

decidedly appreciated, and will be more so when the apprentices

liave become journeymen. How many a foreman has said: "We
did not have this opportunity when we were apprentices."

The new apprenticeship aims to develop not only industrial

efficiency, but social usefulness. Through its efforts a marked
influence for moral good can be exerted on the apprentice. He
is made a better man and a better citizen, and is thus much better

fitted through education and moral influence to meet the modern
industrial conditions. It should be perfectly apparent that this

is a decided contrast to the former practice, which did not look

toward the moral side or that of broader training. A much
better grade of employees is manifestly obtainable, and the

shops furnish a far greater opportunity for the bright boy whO'

would make a useful and efficient man.

What is to be done in the case of employers unable to provide

a system of shop and school instruction on such an extensive

plan? Many employers at the present time either encourage or

require their apprentices to attend evening trade or industrial

schools. The writer suggests that a far higher efficiency in

more directly co-ordinating school with shop work might be

effected by assigning a room within the works for apprentice

instruction and allowing a portion of the time of one of the

company's draftsmen or engineers to provide a course in draw-

mg and problem work. If this instructor lacks pedagogical ex-

perience, evidently the method will lack somewhat in efficiency,

nevertheless, it will open up a new field for later development

and will surely many times outweigh in results any effort in-

volved. The school room may not be elaborate; it may be a

store room not in use, or a portion of a spare store room, which

can be devoted to this work; only a portion of the time of the

instructor may be required.

The effect of this direct interest in apprentices will, without

question, be decidedly evident if the instructor has an interest

in boys and a proper encouragement is given to his work.

Manufacturers and railways who do not appreciate the mean-

ing of the new apprenticeship and the necessity for providing

intelligent and skilled workmen, through attention to both their

industrial efficiency and social usefulness, will be left behind

in the struggle for industrial supremacy which is constantly

growing stronger. In this case as in all others, the principle of

the survival of the fittest applies with equal force. Efficiency may
be obtained through the proper instruction and proper recruit-

ing of the service.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The legislative council of Jamaica has voted to appropriate

about $500,000 for the construction of a branch line in the Minho

valley, which will open up a fertile district well adapted to grow-

ing bananas.

The opening of the railway from Nazan, Argentina, to Tino-

gasta has been authorized by the minister of public works. This

official has also approved the plans and estimates of the first

section of the state railway between Diamante and Curuzn-

Cuatia, the estimates amounting to $1,242,146.



C^^n^ral Nc^ttrs ^^rtton.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy station at Galesburg, 111.,

was almost completely destroyed by fire on April 27; loss about

$75,000.

Under the new Public Utility Law of New Jersey, free rides

are so severely restricted that policemen and firemen can be

carried on street cars only by paying fare.

Thirty-two railways in Texas show a deficit of $1,472,000 for

eight months. Probably Texas will now legislate to prohibit

deficits within the lin;its of the state.

—

IVall Street Journal.

The roundhouse and the repair shop of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, at Danbury, Conn., were destroyed by fire,

April 25. Loss, including damage to three locomotives, $50,000.

A farewell luncheon was given to Warren J. Lynch, retiring

passenger traffic manager of the New York Central Lines west

of Buffalo, by fifty of his friends and railway associates at the

La Salle Hotel, Chicago, on April 29.

Maintenance of way employees on the lines of the Canadian

Pacific and the Canadian Northern between Port Arthur, Ont.,

and Vancouver, B. C, have received an increase of 14 per cent,

in wages. About 10,000 men are affected.

Fourteen of the general officers of the Chicago & Alton and

the Toledo, St. Louis & Western surprised George H. Ross,

who recently resigned as vice-president of those roads, by

presenting him with a loving cup on April 27.

The special commission on Boston transit problems, reporting

to the legislature this week, recommends the construction of a

subway through Boylston street from the Common westward to

Charlesgate. The estimated cost of a subway over this route

is $4,700,000.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company, which now has offices at

2 Sherman street, Chicago, has leased 11,000 sq. ft. on the sec-

ond floor of the Rand-McNally building, which it will occupy
when the building at 2 Sherman street is torn down to be re-

placed by a new one.

The proposed amendment to the Oklahoma constitution elimi-

nating a provision prohibiting foreign corporations to acquire

control of railways in that state, was defeated at the special

election on April 27. Preparations are being made to renew
the fight for the amendment.

Suit has been filed by the government in the Federal Court at

Prescott, Ariz., against the Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe, for

penalties amounting to $95,000, because of alleged violations of

the 16-hour law as applied to train and engine crews. The
complaint contains 190 counts.

To test their adequacy for carrying heavy loads of mer-
chandise loHg distances, a number of automobile truck wagons
were run recently from New York to Philadelphia and back in

a single day. Four tons of merchandise were carried each way,
but the number of vehicles or their size is not stated. The aver-

age rate of speed is said to have been 15^ miles an hour.

The United States Steel Corporation has posted notices at

the Soutk Works of the Carnegie Steel Company, Sharon, Pa.,

to the effect that hereafter no employee may work more than

six days a week. In the blast furnace, which does not close

on Sundays, the rule will be that men who have to work on
that day shall lie off one day during the following six days.

The first division of the Chicago & North Western to be

awarded the banner provided by the management to be given

each six months to the division which has made the best record

for safety is the Sioux City division. The banner was con-

ferred at a meeting of the officers and employees at Sioux City,

Iowa, on April 20, the presentation speech being made by

Ralph C. Richards, general claim agent, who is chairman of the

Central Safety Committee.

On the Baltimore & Ohio, between Salem and Parkersburg,

W. Va., the use of the Morse telegraph for train despatching

has been resumed, in place of telephones. This is not be-

cause of any dissatisfaction with the telephone, but because
of a consolidation of districts of the Monongah division. The
telephone system has recently been put in use on an entire

despatching district of the division named, and it will be ex-

tended to other sections of the road.

Francis Owens, who for 17 years has been connected with the

auditing department of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has

been appointed by the new mayor of Chicago as commissioner of

track elevation for that city. The importance of this position

is indicated by the fact that during the last 3^2 years Mr.
Raymer, Mr. Owens' predecessor, has had charge of the adminis-

tration of ordinances covering the elevation of 250 miles of

track and representing expenditures aggregating $18,000,000.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has finally declined to adopt the

recommendation of certain employees, presented about two years

ago, to make certain changes in the company's pension regula-

tions. There was a movement to have the age of voluntary re-

tirement changed from 65 to 60, and to provide for the additional

burden which would thus be entailed, by having assessments

made on the employees. The system will remain as it is ; em-
ployees may retire at the age of 65, if incapacitated for service.

The General Managers' Association of Chicago, using figures

furnished by the coroner's office, showing that 96 persons were
killed during the past year while trespassing on railway property

in thai city, is urging the municipal court to enforce rigidly

the city trespassing ordinance. The figures show that 77 were

killed while walking on the tracks and 19 were stealing rides.

The ordinance which it is desired to enforce was passed in

1907, and provides for a fine of from $5 to $100 for trespassing

on railway tracks.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently issued a book of in-

structions printed in nine languages. This is for the benefit

of men working on the tracks, with a view to enabling them

to better protect their own lives. If such a book were to be

adopted as a standard for the whole country, it would have

to be printed in ten languages—at least. The Boca & Loyalton,

a road in California, now controlled by the Western Pacific, has

in its employ a number of Koreans. However, it is said, that the

Koreans are to be discharged, as it has been found difficult to

convey instructions to them.

Some of the western "insurgent" members of Congress propose

a law to give the government a monopoly of building and oper-

ating railways in Alaska. The Secretary of the Interior has

instructed the governor of Alaska to receive any complaints

which may be made concerning railway rates in that territory;

hear the evidence and report to Washington. It will be re-

called that the Interstate Commerce Commission refused to

assume jurisdiction over the railways in Alaska, and that in

this position the commission was sustained by the United States

Supreme Court.

The conflagration at Bangor, Me., on April 30, destroyed the

Morse-Oliver building in which were the general offices of the

Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. The Western Union and Postal

telegraph offices and the telephone central office were also de-

stroyed. None of these companies suffered any vital loss, but all

were temporarily inconvenienced or crippled. The greater part

of the business section, several hundred houses, the public li-

brary and high school, post office and custom house, several

banks, six churches, etc., were destroyed. The total loss is es-

timated at from three to six millions.

Commercial clubs representing several cities in southern

Idaho have joined with the Consolidated Fuel Company and

the Castle Valley Coal Co%any of Salt Lake City, Utah, in

a suit against a number of western roads for a reduction of

rates on coal shipped from mines in Utah to points in Utah,

Idaho, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Nevada and California.

The complaint is made that under the present adjustment of

rates the market in southern Idaho territory is monopolized by

operators in certain coal fields lying along the Union Pacific,

and that unreasonable prices are charged for the coal.
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The governor of California lias signed llic bill limiting to 16

hours the working clay of railway trainmen and telegraphers,

passed by the recent legislature. This bill, now a law, appears

to have been drawn with little care. It requires that when an

employee has been on duty 16 hours he must lie ofT for 8 hours;

but if he should work only 15 hours and 59 minutes, the clause

prescribing a period of rest apparently does not apply. The

penalty is $200 to $1,000 or imprisonment; but the accounts do

not say whether this applies to the superintendent or to the

employee, or to both. The time limit does not apply to men on

wrecking or relief trains.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound is to use telephones

for train despatching between Mobridge, S. D., and Deer Lodge,

Mont.. 755 miles. Seventy-live sets of selector and telephone

equipments have been ordered from the Western Electric Com-
pany. The Pennsylvania Railroad, which is already operating

a number of its divisions with Western Electric selectors and

telephone equipment, has just ordered similar equipment for use

on its Bellwood division. The equipment for this division con-

sists of two complete circuits—one a train despatching circuit

between Bellwood and Fordham, a distance of 65 miles,

and the other a 57-milc message circuit between Bellwood and

Punxsutawney.

A strike of maintenance of way employees in the Chicago

terminals of the Chicago & Western Indiana, the Chicago Junc-

tion, the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal, the Indiana

Harbor Belt, the Illinois Central and the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul was called on May 1 at 6 p. m., by the International

Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees. This action

followed a demand that the general managers of the roads con-

cerned accept a uniform scale of wages and an agreement cov-

ering conditions of labor. The brotherhood claims to have a

membership of 2,400 men on the roads concerned, and it is re-

ported that a number of employees not members of the organi-

zation are also out on strike.

Governor Foss, of Massachusetts, in a special message to the

legislature, advocates the abolition of the state railroad commis-

sion and the merging of its business with a public utilities

board. The governor repeats the recommendations of a report

which has been made to him by C. H. Scovell, criticising the

methods or conduct of the railroad commission. Petitions of

railways for the right to increase capital stock have been

granted without thorough investigation of the business and earn-

ings of the road. Reports of new equipment are not made by

the roads to the commission with sufficient fullness, and the

board does not make public record of its conferences with rail-

way officers in regard to new issues of stock. The determination

of the expenses of abolishing grade crossings ought to be a part

of the duties of the commission instead of being made the

work of a special commission in the case of each crossing.

To abolish these special comiriissions would save the state $10,000

a year. The present law, under which the cost of running the

railroad commission is charged against the railway companies

is declared to be vicious.

A strike of shopmen in the shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Pittsburgh, Pitcairn and other points on the Pittsburgh

division, which took place on Monday, May 1, brought work

almost to a stop in those shops and resulted in some little violence,

the newspapers of Tuesday reporting attacks on non-union men.

The strikers say that 1,500 men have gone out. The company

has dismissed large numbers of men during the past few weeks

and the strikers say that in these dismissals the company has

discharged some of its oldest men because they belonged to the

union. The company at once began engaging new men and

prepared lodging and eating rooms for them in or near the shops

;

and called for police protection. At Pitcairn it was said that

the strikers induced the city or town to appoint men from their

own number as guards over the railway company's property.

An officer of the road said that the number of men who struck

was 1,171 and that about 400 remained at work in the shops. The

statement issued by the company said that on the lines of the

company east of Pittsburgh and Erie about 20,000 men had been

furloughed because of the depression in business. Committees

of shop men went to Philadelphia last week and asked that all

reductions in force be made on an absolute seniority rule, regard-

less of the qualifications of the employe. This request the general

manager denied.

The Passing of the Green Flag.

On the New York division of the Pennsylvania, the through

passenger trains which run to and from the new terminal in

New York City, have to carry marker lamps on the rear car

in the daytime as well as at night, because of the long tunnel

which has to be passed through, and the keeping of these lamps

on the cars so constantly suggested to the officers that flags

were unnecessary. The suggestion was put in practice and now

the lamps (unlighted) have been designated as regulation markers

for trains running in the daytime. Experience has shown that

the lamps are quite as distinguishable as the flags, and answer

every purpose. The lamps are painted a bright green. The same

rule has been prescribed on the Amboy division, over which

some of the New York trains run. On the Belvidere division,

the rule prescribing markers by day allows either green flags or

marker lamps without lights.

1
Federal Examinations for Locomotive Boiler Inspectors.

The Civil Service Commission has recently issued circular

397. relative to examinations for district inspectors of locomo-

tive boilers. The examinations will take place June 7-8, 1911.

The salary is $1,800 per annum, and necessary expenses while

absent from headquarters in discharge of official duties. The
applicants must be between 25 and SO years of age and also of

good moral character and habits, active, intelligent, and dis-

creet ; of good speech ;ind manner
;

qualified to address and

confer with railway officials as occasion may require, and must

have not less than tliree years' railway experience in the capacity

of master mechanic, road foreman of engines, boiler maker,

boiler inspector, roundhouse foreman, shop foreman or locomo-

tive engineer; or not less than five years as locomotive fireman.

The applicant must have been in active service in such capacity

of inspector of locomotive equipment under the government

of the United States or of any state or territory, within two
years next preceding the date of his application. The experience

required must be in addition to time served in apprenticeship

or spent attending a technical school. Applicants should at

once apply to the United States Civil Service Commission, Wash-
ington, D. C, for application and examination Form 1892. In

applying for this examination the exact title. District Inspector

of Locomotive Boilers, should be used in the application.

\

Passengers Burned to Death at Martin's Creek, N. J.

By the derailment of a southbound passenger train at Martin's

Creek, N. J., on the Belvidere division of the Pennsylvania last

Saturday afternoon, April 29, about 3 p. m., 11 persons were

killed and 40 or more injured; eight of the killed being tjurned

to death in the wreck, which took fire almost instantly after the

cars lodged at the foot of a low bank, after being derailed. The
train was an excursion from Utica, N. Y., bound for Washington,

and the passengers were school teachers from Utica and vicinity,

mostly women. The killed numbered seven passengers, the con-

ductor of the train, the baggage man, the engineman and the

tourist agent in charge of the excursion. Two other passengers

are reported missing, and are believed to have perished in the

fire. The train was made up of an engine and five cars and

was running at about 40 to SO miles an hour over a curve of 3

deg. The engine fell over on its side and the first two cars

lodged nearly at right angles to the track.

The cars in this train, one combination, three coaches and one

dining car all belonged to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

over which road they had come from Utica to Stroudsburg. The

first two cars were equipped with Pintsch gas lighting apparatus;

the third car. No. 100, with Commercial acetylene gas lighting

apparatus ; the fourth with Pintsch, and the fifth, the dining car,

with acetylene. The fire started in the third car. No. 100. and it

was in this car that nearly all the loss of life occurred. The

gas tank beneath this car had been ruptured and gas issuing

from the rupture appears to have been ignited as soon as the car

came to rest or before. The train ran a considerable distance after

leaving the rails and the ignition of the gas may have been due

to coals spilled from the locomotive or from friction of broken

parts. The fire spread rapidly to the rear and to the front. The

gas apparatus on the fourth car was not seriously damaged; the

gas pipes on the first and second cars were broken, but the tanks

had not been punctured. There was no evidence that the gas

had been burning when issuing from any of these breaks in the
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pipes. It is believed that the gas in these two cars had escaped
and had been dissipated in the atmosphere before the flames
from the third car had reached the first or second.

The combustible parts of all of the cars were destroyed by the

fire. Some hours after the wreck occurred the remaining parts

of the dining car, one end of which had remained on the track,

was thrown into the ditch ; and by 8 p. m. the heat had so fused

one end of the gas tank under this car that there was an explo-

sion of the gas left in the tank, blowing off one end of it.

The passengers who were injured suffered mainly from being

cut by glass in getting out of the wreck and from being burned.

The cause of the derailment has not been determined. Track
repairers had been relining the surface of the track on the curve,

but two passenger trains and a freight train had passed over the

track after the men had stopped work and before the arrival of

the excursion train. The flanges of the wheels of the derailed

engine were found to have been in good condition and there is

no evidence that the engine left the track first. So far as the

officers of the road have been able to inspect the track, it is found

that every tie had tie plates and that the rails were spiked to

the ties with two spikes for each rail at each tie. Every joint

was fully bolted and the rails and ties are reported as having

been in good condition.

The track men who were on the ground gave assistance to the

passengers at once, so far as they were able, and a train with

eight physicians reached the scene of the accident within 40 min-

utes after it happened ; other physicians arrived soon after. Both

the Pennsylvania and the Lackawanna were energetic in giving

assistance to the injured persons and to their friends who visited

the scene.

Philadelphia-Washington Underground Telephone Line.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company is laying

an underground cable between Boston and Washington. The
section between Philadelphia and Washington will be completed
this year.

The conduit between the two cities is approximately 135 miles

in length, which, added to the existing underground line between
Philadelphia and New York, makes a total of about 235 miles.

The wires used in these cables are larger than those employed
on overhead lines and are so arranged that from each two pairs

it is possible to obtain simultaneously three complete telephone

and eight complete telegraph circuits. In addition there are

contained within the cable sheath a number of pairs of smaller

gage wires for use between intermediate cities along the route.

These pairs of the small-gage wire may also be used for tele-

graph purposes. Altogether the cables contain 148 wires, which
are arranged in 74 pairs and capable of giving 99 telephone and
296 telegraph communications simultaneously.

At intervals along the cable the wires are connected to Pupin

"loading coils." Nearly 10,000 of these coils are to be used

between Philadelphia and Washington and their aggregate

weight will be about 200 tons.

On the section between Wilmington and Washington the

trench in which the cable is being laid is about 100 miles in

length and in the distance between the two cities there are 75

bridges over which the cables are to be carried. The manholes
are 3 ft. wide by 4 ft. 6 in. long, and are placed at an aver-

age distance apart of about 500 ft. One thousand of these man-
holes will be constructed along the line between Philadelphia and
Washington.

On one section of this line a trenching machine is used to ex-

cavate the trench. The machine is capable of digging daily a

trench of 1,000 ft. long, 18 in. wide and 3 ft. deep. In the other

sections a trench plow is used.

—

Telegraph and Telephone Age.

Paradise of Deadheads.

California still deals tenderly with people who have got used

to traveling free—or rather it allows the railways still to deal

loosely with such. The state railroad commission has an-

nounced the classification of persons who may be entitled to

passes or reduced rates as follows : Ministers of religion, traveling

secretaries of railway men's religious associations, executive offi-

cers, organizers or agents of railway employees' mutual benefit

associations, inmates of hospitals and charitable and eleemosy-
nary institutions, persons and property engaged or employed in

patriotic work (when transportation is to be used for further-

ance of such), persons and property engaged or employed in edu-
cational work or scientific research (when transportation is to
be used for the furtherance of such, this authority not extending
to persons employed by educational institutions which are run
for profit), hotel employees of season resort hotels while tra-

veling to and from such employment. In the case of representa-
tives of executive officers of Chambers of Commerce and similar

organizations, application is to be made to the commission who
will act on such, such transportation to be for a furtherance of
the work of the organization. By order of the commission all

railway or other transportation companies are directed to furnish
the commission quarterly reports giving details of all reduced or
free transportation furnished.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The headquarters of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers at its annual spring meeting, to be held in Pittsburgh,
Pa., May 30-June 2, vv^ill be the Hotel Schenley, and all the ,

professional sessions will be held in the lecture hall of the
Carnegie Institute. The application of mechanical engineering
to the field of cement manufacture will be one of the important
questions considered. Among the papers presented there will

be one on Edison Roll Crushers, by W. H. Mason, super-
intendent of the Edison Portland Cement Company, Stewarts-
ville, N. J.; and one on Some Problems of the Cement Industry,
by Walter S. Landis, associate professor of metallurgy at

Lehigh University. A feature of the convention will be an ex-
cursion by special train to the plant of the Universal Portland
Cement Company at Universal, Pa., on invitation of E. M.
Hagar, president of the company. Other important topics will

be Turbo-Compressors and Forging Presses. In addition to

papers already mentioned, the professional sessions of the con-
vention will deal with machine shop practice, with papers on
the Assembling of Small Interchangeable Parts, by John Calder,

manager of the Remington Typewriter Works, Ilion, N. Y. ; the

Process of Assembling Small and Intricate Parts, by Halcolm
Ellis, of the Ellis Adding-Typewriter Company, Newark, N. J.

;

and the Design of Milling Cutters and their Efficiency, by A. L.

DeLeeuw, mechanical engineer of the Cincinnati Milling Machine
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio; also with Steel Works Practice,

with papers on the Commercial Application of the Turbine
Turbo-Compressor, by R. H. Rice of the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y. ; and upon Hydraulic Forging Pres-

sors and Blowing Engines ; and with miscellaneous topics, in-

cluding papers on Stresses in Tubes, by Reid T. Stewart, pro-

fessor of mechanical engineering of the University of Pittsburgh;

the Purchase of Coal on the Heat Unit Basis, by Dwight T.

Randall, engineer in charge of the fuel engineering department
of Arthur T. Little, Inc., Boston, Mass. ; Energy and Pressure

Drop in Compound Steam Engines, by F. B. Cardullo, of the

department of mechanical engineering of the New Hampshire
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts ; and A Pressure

Recording Indicator for Punching Machinery, by Gardner C.

Anthony, dean of the engineering school of Tufts College. There
will also be a session on Gas Power, with papers to be an-

nounced. .

At the next regular meeting of this society, to be held in

New York on May 9, several important papers on patents will

be presented. The subject will be discussed by E. W. Marshall,

D. Howard Haywood, Edwin J. Prindle, all of New York. The
purpose of this meeting is to outline to the engineer and manu-
facturer the fundamental principles of the patent law, the posi-

tion and qualifications of a patent expert and the industrial de-

velopment for the purpose of establishing a patent monopoly.

Tool Foremen's Convention,

The annual convention of the American Railway Tool Fore-

men's Association will be held at the Wellington Hotel, Chi-

cago, July 11-13. All steam and electric railway tool foremen

should make a special effort to attend this meeting, as many
subjects of mutual interest to the railways and tool foremen

will be presented and discussed, and from numerous answers

to a circular letter, sent out in January, there is no doubt that

the coming convention will be the most enthusiastically attended

of any yet held. It is expected that the meeting will be ad-

dressed by some of the most prominent superintendents of

motive power in railway service. Following is the list of sub-
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jects tliat will be discussed, besides papers sent in answer to

circular letter: The Making of Dies for ForRiiiK Machines,

by J. K Huberts (C C. C. & St. L.) ; H. E. Wright (Nat. of

Mex.) ; and by H. E. Webb (S. A. L.) ; The licononiical Use
and Care of Emery Wheels, by H. E. RIackburn (Eric) ; l""(nii|)-

mcnt of Railway Tool Rooms, by B. Ilendrickson (C. & N. W.)
;

Special Appliances for Use With Pneumatic Tools, by A. M.
Roberts (B. & L. E.) ; W. A. Eairburn (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ;

J. T. Euhrman (G. N.) ; and by Mr. Brown (M. St. P. & S. S.

M.) ; Standardizing Tools in Railway Tool Rooms, by E. J. Mc-
Kernan (A. T. & S. E.) ; The Co-operation of the Shop Foremen
and Tool Room Foreman in the Care and Maintenance of Small

Tools, by W. J. Eddy (Eric). The supply men are planning to

have many interesting exhibits. The secretary of the Tool

Foremen's association is O. T. Harroun, Bloomington, 111.

American Railway Association.

• The spring session of the American Railway Association will

be held at the United Engineering Society building, New York,
on May 17. Reports will be presented by the Executive Com-
mittee and by the committees on Transportation, on Alaiiitonancc,

on Relations between Railroads, on the Safe Transportation of

Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles, on Electrical Work-
ing, and on Nominations. A second vice-president, two members
of the Executive Committee, three members of the Committee
on Transportation, three members of the Committee on Main-
tenance, three members of the Committee on Relations between
Railroads and three members of the Committee on Nominations
are to be elected at this meeting.

National Federation of Traffic and Transportation Clubs.

The National Federation of Traffic and Transportation Clubs
was organized in Cincinnati, Ohio, on April 3. The object of

the Federation is to give its members a more thorough knowl-
edge of transportation problems, to encourage the organization

of additional traffic clubs throughout the country, and to pro-

mote harmonious co-operation. The officers are as follows

:

President, J. V. Zartman, president of the Zartman Oil Company,
Indianapolis, Ind. ; vice-presidents, Thomas Conlon, Michigan
Central; James L. Marens, St. Louis Southwestern; and Wal-
ter G. Norvell, traffic manager, Parke-Davis & Co., Detroit,

Mich. ; secretary and treasurer, Carl K. Landes, Canadian Pa-
cific, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.

The twenty-third meeting of the Association of American
Railway Accounting Officers was held at the Grunewald Hotel,

New Orleans, La., April 26 and 27. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: President, L. A. Jones (Q. & C.) ;

first vice-president, M. P. Blauvelt (I. C.) ; second vice-president,

C. W. Bunting (Pennsylvania) ; secretary, C. G. Phillips, 143

Dearborn street, Chicago. A further account of this meeting is

•published in another column.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

held on May 3, a paper entitled Sinking a Wet Shaft, by

John P. Hogan, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E., was presented for dis-

cussion. This paper was printed in the Proceedings for March,
1911.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
tneetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention, May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker. 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

Ambrican Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York-
May 17, New York.

American Railway Kkidce and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C &
N. W.. CliicaKo; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

Amkkican Railway Engineering Association.— E. II. Fritch, Monadnock
lllock, (.'liicaKO.

American Kailway Industrial Association.—G. L. Slcwart, St. L. S. W.
Ky., S. Loujib, Mo.; May 9-10, 1911, Detroit, Mich.

-American Railway Mastkr Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony huiidlnu, Cliirago; June 14-16, I'yll, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ingtoii, HI.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pcniisylvaiiia, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Socikty of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
Now York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Enginekring Contractors.—D. J. Hancr, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York; next convention. May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. L, Chi-
cago; May 24-26, Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.
iation of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.-
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

iigton,
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Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York: 2d
Thurs. in Jan., and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209

East Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York; May 23-26, Omaha, Neb.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Brvan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

AND Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. Maulick, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;

second Wednesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club or Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa. , 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Associatiov.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, CoUinwood,

Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, III.; Oct., 1911, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.-—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa. ; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
t ir ^ p n d

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. K.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707; Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June. July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3a

Tuesday of each month, except, June, July and August.
, „, .

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock BlocK,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg..Wood
Chicago.
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The governor of Michigan has signed the bill passed at the

session of legislature just closed, reducing passenger rates in the

upper peninsula to two cents a mile.

The Frank Parmelee Transfer Company has purchased 30

motor carriages of the style of limousine cars to use in its

cab service between the different railway passenger stations in

Chicago.

New York City taxicab companies have raised their rates

from 70 to 80 cents a mile. Take one across the river to New
Jersey by the ferry and give the Interstate Commerce Commission

a chance to butt m.—JVall Street Journal.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific on May 14 will inaugurate

through passenger service between St. Paul, Minn., and Des
Moines, Iowa, over the St. Paul & Des Moines, which it recently

acquired and which provides a more direct line between those

points. Construction is also under way which will result in a

shorter line for the Rock Island between St. Paul and Kansas

City.

Alexander Hilton, general passenger agent of the St. Louis

& San Francisco, has been elected president of the St. Louis

Traffic Club, succeeding Carl R. Gray, who recently went to

Portland, Ore., as president of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle.

B. M. Flippin, freight traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific,

has been elected to succeed C. S. Clarke as vice-president of

the club.

The Pennsylvania now runs a local Trenton passenger train

to and from the new station in New York City. The new train

leaves Trenton in the morning and returns to Trenton in the

afternoon. It will be recalled that hitherto the new station

has been used only by through trains ; the local trains continuing

to run to and from Jersey City, except in the case of the Long
Branch express and one or two night trains.

The Agricultural College of the Ohio State University has

announced that germination tests show that seed corn for plant-

ing this year is exceedingly low in vitality. As a consequence,

the Pennsylvania Company, co-operating with the State College

authorities, is to operate a "Corn Special" train across the state

to give farmers instruction in corn breeding and cultivation.

The Pennsylvania will furnish and operate the train free of

cost to any one, as it has disseminated literature, established ex-

periment stations, and given lessons in making good roads.

Three-cent Fares in Florida.

The Louisville & Nashville has notified the governor, the at-

torney-general and the railway commission of Florida, that be-

ginning May 8, all passenger fares in that state will be made
three cents a mile. At present the fares on this road in Florida

are four cents a mile. The railway commission has been prose-

cuting a case in the courts for several years past, with a view
to forcing a reduction, and a bill to compel the reduction has
been favorably considered by the legislature at the present

session.

The Indictment Against the Pennsylvania.

In view of the recent indictment against the Pennsylvania
Company in Cleveland, and of apparent misunderstanding, the

following statement is made by President James McCrea

:

"The action of the Grand Jury, so far as I understand it, is

based on the following condition of affairs : During the year

1908, and a portion of the year 1909, iron ore was landed from
vessels at docks on Lake Erie belonging to the Pennsylvania
Company, which docks were being operated by M. A. Hanna &
Co. as a dock company, with whom an agreement was entered

into for handling ore from the vessels to the cars and docks
of the railway company. The vessels paid a fixed price per ton

for unloading, and the railway company a fixed price per ton

for loading the ore on the cars, the prices thus established be-

ing the current prices at practically all of the docks of all rail-

ways at Lake Erie ports.

"Owing to the introduction of improved ore handling ma-
chinery during this period, the cost of handling the ore was
found to be less than the sum of the payments made to the dock
companies by the vessels and the railway companies, but the

exact amount of this possible saving could not be determined

until the close of the season. It was therefore provided in the

agreement that after deducting from the gross receipts of the

dock company, rental, cost of operation and maintenance, and
proper remuneration for services rendered, that portion of the

saving per ton published in the tariffs of the railway company,
filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, was to be paid

currently by the dock company to the consumers of ore, and any
additional surplus or saving that might possibly remain at the

close of the year should also be apportioned among the con-

sumers of ore in the proportion that the ore received by them
over the Pennsylvania Company's lines and connections bore to

the total ore tonnage forwarded from the Pennsylvania Company
docks. This, of course, absolutely insured uniform rates to all

consumers of ore forwarding from those docks.

"The tariffs duly published and filed with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission showed clearly the current payments to be
made by the dock company to all these consumers of ore, but

appear to have been silent as to the final distribution to be
made by the dock company of any possible additional saving;

consequently, if in the company's effort to carry out the exact

spirit of the law and insure impartial treatment to its patrons,

the failure to note in the published tariffs the provision for

the final distribution of the possible additional saving (of which
every consumer had not only knowledge but notice) was not

strictly in accordance with the law, the violation was only tech-

nical and wholly unintentional.

"There can be no question of discrimination involved, as all

consumers, both large and small, were treated with strict im-

partiality; there never was nor could be any favoritism, for the

rate to each one was exactly the same.

"The indictment of Mr. Hanna, president of the dock com-
pany, and of Mr. McCabe, vice-president of the railway com-
pany, for alleged conspiracy, appears to be due solely to the

fact that it was they who executed, on behalf of their respective

companies, this contract by which exact and absolute equality

of rates to all consumers of ore forwarded from Pennsylvania

Company's docks was guaranteed."

Uniform Baggage Rules.

Uniform rules for the handling of baggage went into effect

on all the railways of the United States and Canada on May 1.

Heretofore there have been considerable diversities in the rules-

of the railways in different parts of the country. Changes have

been made in the more important rules and also in numerous
details.

One of the important changes relates to the handling of

corpses. The rules of the eastern and western lines have here-

tofore been so different that passengers accompanying corpses

have had to leave trains at Gateways between east and west and

re-check them. In many instances the passenger has arrived at

a junction ahead of the corpse and had to stay over in order to

wait for it. Under the new system the corpse is checked

through to any destination in the United States or Canada, the

ticket for it being endorsed with the number of the baggage

check and the baggage check being endorsed with the number

of the attendant's ticket, thus preventing confusion. The maxi-

mum permitted weight of caskets and their contents is 500 lbs.

All weight in excess of this will be charged for at excess bag-

gage rates.

There has been a good deal of controversy in the past between

railways and travelers as to what constitutes baggage. The

rules of some roads have been rather broad and those of others

rather narrow. The most serious controversies have arisen over

the carrying of commercial travelers' samples as baggage. Under

the new rules there are two kinds of baggage—personal and

sample. Personal baggage is wearing apparel, toilet articles and

similar effects in actual use and necessary and appropriate for

the wear, use, comfort and convenience of the passenger for

the purpose of the journey, and not intended for other persons

or for sale. Money, jewelry, negotiable paper, liquids, perish-

able articles, etc., are excluded, and the railways refuse to be

liable for damage caused to or by them. Sample baggage is

defined as samples of merchandise carried by commercial

travelers with the view of enabling them to make sales of goods

similar to the samples carried, and not for sale or free distribu-

tion by the owner or owners, branch houses, customers or others.

This rule is made to include samples carried by "commercial
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Iravclors," but to exclude goods carried by peddlers. Mouey,
jewelry, negotiable papers, etc., arc not allowed to be carried

as sanii)le baggage.

Under the rules heretofore in clTcct the contracts on passen-

gers' tickets limited the baggage liability of tlie roads to $100.

Untler the new contracts the limit on an a<Iult's baggage will be

$100 and on that of a child $50. If the passenger declares a

greater valuation, excess baggage rates will be charged at 10

per cent, of excess baggage rates per 100 lbs. for the distance

the baggage is to move. For example, if the excess ])aggagc

rate per 100 lbs. were $1 the railway would charge 10 cents for

each $100 of valuation in excess of $100. No piece of baggage
for one passenger which is declared to exceed $5,000 in value

will be accepted.

Dogs heretofore have been carried by the western lines as

baggage free at owner's risk. The eastern roads have had more
strict rules regarding their transportation. The eastern rule, with
some modifications, has been adopted by all lines. Under the

new arrangement dogs not exceeding $25 in value, or not for

exhibition or field trials, if muzzled, or in crates, so marked as

to show the name and address of the owner, and accompanied by
owner, will be checked and charged for at the regular excess
baggage rate for the gross weight, the minimum charge being
25 cents. In all other cases dogs will be turned over to the
express companies for transportation.

One of the most important changes is to take effect next Janu-
ary. Under the present rules no piece of baggage will be checked
which contains more than 40 cu. ft. and weighs more than 250
lbs. After the date mentioned an excess rate will be charged
for any piece the greatest dimension of which exceeds 40 in.

For each inch of any dimension in excess of 40 in. a charge will

be made equal to the charge for 10 lbs. of excess baggage, and
no piece whose greatest dimension exceeds 70 in. will be accepted
at all, unless it be immigrant baggage checked at a port of
landing.

The purpose of these rules is to eliminate entirely the large
trunks in which a great deal of baggage—especially sample bag-
gage—is now handled. The capacity of baggage cars is not
unlimited and a good many of the large trunks now used have
such great dimensions in one way or another that it is impossible
to pile them so as to get efficient loading.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has ordered a further suspension of tariffs

filed by southwestern roads, changing or abolishing their allow-
ances to the Manufacturers' Railway of St. Louis. These tariffs

had been suspended until May 1, and now they are put over
until August 28.

The commission last week held hearings to take evidence on
the suitableness of the regulations of the American Railway
Association for the transportation of inflammable articles and
acids. A representative of a number of dealers in petroleum
objected to some clauses of the rules.

The commission has denied the application of the New York,
Ontario & Western for relief from the fourth section of the law
with respect to rates on anthracite coal from the mines to Port
Jervis, N. Y. ; also the application of the Rock Island for relief

from the fourth section on coal, cement and salt from Kansas
City to Watonga, Okla.

At Boston last week. Commissioner Lane gave an extended
hearing on the question of freight car demurrage. Some
months since, the commission ordered the standard demurrage
rules established in New England, but permitted the temporary
or experimental allowance of 72 hours' free time on lumber and
grain. At the hearing Commissioner Lane told the merchants
and shippers of Boston that he saw no reason why New Eng-
land should be treated differently from the rest of the country,

and especially none to justify the allowance of 96 hours' free

time on shipments of cotton.

Advanced Rates on Cement Refused.

In re Investigation of Advances in Rates on Cement by Car-
riers in Trans-Missouri Territory. Opinion by Commissioner
McChord:
The principal railways in trans-Missouri territory filed with

the commission tariffs which were to become effective Septem-
ber 1, 1910, containing new rates on cement from what is known

as the gas belt in eastern Kansas and Oklahoma, and embracing
such points as lola and Chanute, Kans., but extending as far

north as Sugar Creek, Mo., in the neighborhood of Kansas City,

and as far south as Dewey, Okla., to points in Colorado, Kansas,
Nebraska, and in other states embracing a wide range of terri-

tory, reaching from Illinois on the east into practically all trans-

Missouri and intermountain territory. They also filed tariffs

naming advances from Portland, Colo., to points chiefly in

Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas and Wyoming. These tariffs are

now suspended until July 1, 1911, pending investigation. The
proposed rates are not condemned between the following points

of origin and destination, viz., Portland, Colo., to all destinations;

Kansas City territory and points in Kansas and Oklahoma to

points in Texas, as contained in Southwestern Lines Tariff,

I. C. C. No. 737, Sup. No. 6; and from Bonner Springs, Kans.,

and Yocemento, to various points in the states of Colorado, Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Wyoming, and New Mexico, as

contained in tariffs I. C. C. Nos 2318 (Sup. No. 2), 2346, and
2348 of the Union Pacific. With these exceptions, the propriety

of the new rates and charges has not been shown.

It does not appear that such of the present cement rates as

it is held should not be advanced fail to pay their due pro-

portion of the general burden of transportation. Some of them
are now materially higher than they were for a long period, dur-

ing which there was a considerable movement and the business

had adjusted itself thereto.

The railways publishing said tariffs are requested to withdraw
them forthwith. If such action be not taken before May 15, 1911,

the commission will issue an order directing the maintenance of

the present rates for a period of two years from that date.

(20 I. C. C. 588.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Board of Public Utility Commissioners of New Jersey

has been reorganized by the appointment of Prof. Winthrop
Daniel of Princeton, in place of Frank H. Sommer, and by the

election of Robert Williams as president of the board.

Carl C. Witt, who was engineer of the South Dakota railway

commission during the time the appraisal of the railway prop-

erty in that state was made, has been appointed engineer of the

reorganized public utilities commission of Kansas at a salary of

$4,500 a year.

COURT NEWS.

Judge Sanborn at St. Paul has granted the petition of the state

of Minnesota for an appeal to the Supreme court of the United

States in the Minnesota rate cases.

At Fort Smith, Ark., April 28, the Fort Smith & Western was
fined $18,250 on a charge of violating the state law requiring the

provision of buildings or shelters for the protection of men re-

pairing cars.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals at Cincinnati has

declared void the action of the Ohio Railroad Commission in

reducing, from 90 cents a ton to 70 cents, the rate on coal over

the Wheeling & Lake Erie to Lake Erie ports. The coal in

question was destined (by boat) to other ports on the upper

lakes and the court held that it was an article of interstate

commerce.

In the United States Circuit Court May 3 Judge Trieber

handed down his opinion in the Arkansas rate cases making per-

manent the temporary injunctions granted by Judge Van De-

vanter, restraining the Arkansas state railway commission from

enforcing the 2 cent fare and reduced freight rate law. The
court finds that the net earnings from all state traffic, freight

and passenger, are less than 1 per cent, for the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern, and 2% per cent, for the St. Louis South-

western. These earnings the court finds to be non-compensatory

and in effect confiscatory. The court holds that a railway built

in pursuance of public demand through a fertile section of the

country, rich in timber and other valuable resources, economically

managed, is entitled to a return of 6 per cent, on its actual in-

vestment or physical valuation, provided the rates to enable it

to secure such returns do not have to be so high as to be op-

pressive to those who from necessity are compelled to employ

its services.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

W. P. WLssinann, auditor of tlic Wisconsin & Michigan, at Chi-

cago, has had his ofi'ice moved to Pcslitigo, Wis.

C. S. Vidor, president; C. W. Hole, general manager, and
other officers of tlie Peach River Lines, have removed their

offices from Galveston, Tex., to Beaumont.

T. J. Maloncy has been appointed auditor of the IlHnois

Nortiicrn ; Chicago, West Pullman & Southern ; Dccring South-
western and the Owasco River Railway, with office at Chicago.

A. S. llalstcd, assistant general counsel of the San Pedro, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed

general counsel, with office at Los Angeles, succeeding W. R.

Kelly, deceased.

Operating Officers.

E. W. Mason, car accountant and superintendent of telegraph

of the W^estern Pacific, at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed
superintendent, with office at Sacramento, succeeding J. W. Mul-
hern, promoted.

George H. Barnes, trainmaster of the Denver, Northwestern
Pacific, has been appointed superintendent, with office at Utah
Junction, Colo. W. C. Hollister succeeds Mr. Barnes, with office

at Utah Junction.

W. J. Stoneburner, superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas of Texas, at Denison, Texas, has been appointed general

manager of the Texas City Terminal Railway, with office at

Texas City, Texas.

J. W. Mulhern, superintendent of the Western Pacific, at

Sacramento, Cal., has been appointed general superintendent of

the Denver & Rio Grande, with office at Salt Lake City, Utah,

succeeding J. C. Dailey, deceased.

William N. Neflf, superintendent of the Eastern Texas and the

St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, at Mount Pleasant, Texas, has

been appointed general superintendent of the St. Louis South-

western and the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, with office at

Tyler, succeeding J. W. Maxwell, deceased.

J. M. Flannigan, terminal trainmaster of the St. Louis & San
Francisco at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed superintend-

ent of terminals, with office at Kansas City, Mo. F. G. Fulkner

has been appointed an assistant superintendent, with office at

Sapulpa, Okla., succeeding C. F. Hopkins, who has been made
chief clerk to W. T Tyler, general manager.

B. B. Greer, superintendent of terminals of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy, at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed super-

intendent of the Hannibal division, with office at Hannibal, suc-

ceeding A. N. Willsie, transferred. Mr. Greer's former position

has been abolished, and tlie St. Louis terminals will hereafter

be operated as a part of the Hannibal division. T. K. Knight
has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Hannibal di-

vision, with office at St. Louis.

W. H. Coppage has been appointed trainmaster of the Louis-

iana Railway & Navigation Company, with jurisdiction over the

entire line, and H. L. Graham has been appointed assistant train-

master, both with offices at Shreveport, La. O. H. Wilson,

trainmaster of the Western division, at Shreveport, has resigned

on account of climatic conditions, which made it impossible for

him to remain longer in the southern states. Mr. Wilson is leav-

ing railway service after 40 years with this company, the Rock
Island Lines and the Burlington.

F. L. Sheppard, general superintendent of the New Jersey di-

vision of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Jersey City, N. J., has

had his authority extended over the West Jersey & Sea Shore

Railroad and the Philadelphia & Camden Ferry Company, with

office at Jersey City. A portrait of Mr. Sheppard and a sketch

of his career were published in the Railway Age Gazette,

June 17, 1910, page 1565. J. T. Wallis, superintendent of motive

power of the Erie division of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the

Northern Central Railway, at Williamsport, Pa., has been pro-

moted to superintendent of the West Jersey & Sea Shore and

the Philadelphia & Camden Ferry Company, with office at Cam-

den, N. J., succeeding D. II. Loveil, granted extended leave of
absence.

J. P. Cantillon, division superintendent of the Chicago & North
Western at Casper, Wyo., has been appointed superintendent of

the Northern Iowa division, witii office at Kagle Grove, Iowa,
succeeding E. E. Smith, assigned to other duties. The Iowa
division, in charge of F. II. Hammill, at Boone, Iowa, having
l)een sulxlividcd into the East and West Iowa divisions. W. W.
Walliser, division superintendent at Winona, Minn., has been
appointed superintendent of the East Iowa division, with office

at Belle Pkiine, Iowa, and F. H. Hammill continues at Boone,
with jurisidiction over the West Iowa division. C. T Boone,
assistant division superintendent at Boone, succeeds Mr. Can-
tillon at Casper, Wyo., and E. E. Nash succeeds Mr. Walliser at

Winona.

John A. Shepherd, whose appointment as general manager of
the Western Maryland and the Georges Creek & Cumberland, in

charge of the transportation and maintenance departments, with
office at Baltimore, Md., has been announced in these columns,
was born at Homer, 111., in 1874, and began railway work in 1893
on the Wabash Railroad, first as an operator and Uuer as train

desptcher, and then chief train despatcher. In 1903, Mr. Shep-
herd went to the Western Maryland as superintendent of trans-

portation and early in the following year left that company to

go to the Terminal Railroad Association at St. Louis, Mo., as

assistant superintendent in charge of freight movement. He left

railway service in 1905 and later in the same year returned to

the Western Maryland as superintendent of the Maryland
division, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as general manager of the same company.

C. A. Steiner, superintendent of the West Virginia division of

the Western Maryland and the George's Creek & Cumberland
at Cumberland, Md., has been appointed superintendent of the

Maryland division, except Baltimore terminal, with office at

Hagerstown, Md., succeeding J. A. Shepherd, promoted. H. H.
Berry succeeds Mr. Steiner. F. L. Brendel, trainmaster of the

Western Maryland at Hagerstown, has been appointed super-

intendent of terminals, with office at Baltimore, Md., with juris-

diction over the Baltimore terminals to and including west

switch at Lehigh. George H. Sheets, assistant trainmaster at

Hagerstown, has been appointed trainmaster, with jurisdiction

over the First district west of Lehigh and the Third and Fourth

districts, with office at Hagerstown. E. L. Seigman has been

appointed trainmaster, with jurisdiction over the Second, Fifth

and Sixth districts, including Hagerstown yard and terminals

at Hagerstown. M. Stitzel has been appointed trainmaster, with

jurisdiction over Baltimore terminals, at Baltimore, and L. U.

Albert has been appointed chief train despatcher at Hagerstown.

Traffic Officers.

G. H. McDevitt has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Lehigh Valley, with office at Detroit, Mich.

F. M. Renshaw, contracting freight agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, has resigned to engage in

other business.

J. C. Fitzgerald, general freight and passenger agent of the

Wisconsin & Michigan, at Chicago, has had his office moved to

Menominee, Mich.

J. C. Glenn has been appointed a traveling freight agent of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central, with office at

Minneapolis, Minn.

Joseph B. Morrow, city ticket agent of the Trinity & Brazos

Valley at Galveston, Tex., has been appointed soliciting freight

and passenger agent, with office at Galveston.

D. T Lawrence has been appointed general freight agent of

the Central Vermont, with office at St. Albans, Vt, succeeding

C. E. Dewey, resigned to go to the Grand Trunk Pacific.

H. G. Powell, commercial agent of the Illinois Central at

Dubuque, Iowa, has been appointed division freight agent, with

office at Omaha, Neb. M. S. Beals succeeds Mr. Powell.

G. E. Stolp has been appointed Oriental freight agent of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Chicago, succeed-

ing T. F. Sweat, Jr., resigned to engage in other business.

W. S. Smith, chief clerk to C. C. Lewis, commercial agent of

the St. Louis & San Francisco, at Houston, Tex., has been

appointed a traveling freight agent, with office at Houston.
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James P. Daly has been appointed general freight and passenger
agent of the Ottawa & New York and the New York & Ottawa,
-with office at Ottawa, Ont., succeeding F. J. Balch, resigned.

A. J. Watts, city passenger agent of the Western Pacific, at

Sacramento, Cal., has been appointed a contracting freight agent.

Harry Derr, freight agent at Marysville, succeeds Mr. Watts.

A. P. Chapman, Jr., city ticket agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul at Chicago, has been appointed general agent in the

passenger department of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound,

with office at Seattle, Wash.

J. A. Marks, traveling passenger agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at Fort Worth, Tex., has been appointed district

passenger agent, with office at Houston, Tex. Joseph Gittings,

traveling passenger agent at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeds Mr. Marks.
D. G. Goodwill, city passenger agent at Pittsburgh, succeeds Mr.
Gittings.

J. F. Govan, district passenger agent of the St. Louis & San
Francisco at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed district pas-

senger agent, with office at Houston, Tex. W. S. Merchant,
traveling passenger agent at New York City, succeeds Mr. Govan,
and E. G. Lamb, traveling passenger agent at St. Louis, Mo.,

succeeds Mr. Merchant. W. J. Bedford, assistant city ticket

agent at St. Louis, succeeds Mr. Lamb.

Harry J. New, travelmg passenger agent of the Southern
Railway, at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed a traveling pas-

senger agent, at Kansas City, succeeding William Flannelly, re-

tired. J. R. L. Wulff, traveling freight agent at St. Joseph, Mo.,

lias been transferred to Kansas City, Mo., and the office at St.

Joseph has been abolished. J. G. Dryden has been appointed a

soliciting freight agent at Kansas City.

J. V. Lanigan, whose appointment as assistant general pas-

senger agent of the Illinois Central and the Indianapolis South-

ern, with office at Chicago, has been announced in these col-

umns, began railway service 15 years ago, with the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy at St. Louis, Mo. He next went with the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, on which road he held a num-
hcT of minor positions in the passenger department. In 1906

he went with the Illinois Central, and in 1908 was appointed

chief rate clerk in the passenger department, from which office

he is now promoted to assistant general passenger agent.

Osborne Scott, whose appointment as assistant general pas-

senger agent of the Canadian Northern, with office at Winnipeg,

Man., has been announced in these columns, was born July 6,

1882, at St. Andrews, Man. He was educated at St. John's Col-

lege and the University of Manitoba, and began railway work
in June, 1901, in the office of the auditor of the Canadian
Northern, where he remained imtil February, 1903. He was
then transferred to the passenger traffic department, and for three

years from September, 1905, was in the general baggage depart-

ment. He was then for almost two years chief clerk in the

general baggage advertising and ticket stock departments. In

February, 1910, he was appointed a traveling passenger agent,

•with office at Toronto, and was appointed chief clerk in the

passenger traffic department in September of the same year,

which position he held at the time of his recent promotion.

Donald Rose, freight traffic manager of the Illinois Central

And the Indianapolis Southern at Chicago, has been appointed

European traffic manager, with office in London, England, suc-

ceeding J. H. Mallory, general European agent, who has been

assigned to duties in the traffic department at Chicago. The
jurisdiction of Mr. Rose has been extended also over the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, the Central of Georgia, and the

Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah. D. W. Longstreet,

•general freight agent at Memphis, Tenn., succeeds Mr. Rose,

and V. D. Fort, general freight agent at Chicago, has been

appointed an assistant freight traffic manager at Chicago, a new
office. J. S. Brown, assistant general freight agent at Chicago,

succeeds Mr. Fort ; and B. J. Rowe, assistant general freight

agent at St. Louis, Mo., has been transferred to Chicago, suc-

•ceeding Mr. Brown. J. S. Weitzell, assistant general freight

agent at Omaha, Neb., succeeds Mr. Rowe. J. Hattendorf, as-

sistant general freight agent at Chicago, has been appointed gen-

eral freight agent at Memphis, succeeding Mr. Longstreet, and

W. E. Downing, assistant general freight agent at Memphis, has

heen transferred to Louisville, Ky., succeeding William Smith,

Jr., general freight agent, transferred to Chicago as assistant

general freight agent. William Rhett, general freight agent in

J. W. Daly.

charge of export and import traffic at Chicago, has been ap-
pointed general foreign agent, with office at Chicago; and C. A.
Florence, assistant general freight agent at Chicago, has been
appointed assistant general foreign agent.

John W. Daly, assistant passenger traffic manager of the
New York Central Lines west to Buffalo, has been appointed
passenger traffic manager, with office at Chicago, succeeding

Warren J. Lynch, re-

signed to become vice-

president of the Amer-
ican Steel Foundries.
Mr. Daly was born
June 2, 1868, at Canton,
111., and began railway
work in 1882 as a tele-

graph operator on the
Wabash, St. Louis &
Pacific, now part of the
Wabash, after which he
was consecutively opera-
tor on the Santa Fe at

Ilorton, Kan., and then
ticket agent for the same
road at Burlingame and
Augusta, Kan., and at

Springer, N. Mex.; chief
clerk in the local office

at Chicago, and then
chief yard clerk for the
Wisconsin Central; and
chief clerk in the general
passenger office of the

Jacksonville Southeastern, now part of the Chicago, Peoria &
St. Louis. For seven years from May, 1894, he was general
passenger and ticket agent of the Jacksonville, Louisville &
St. Louis, now part of the Burlington, and in April, 1901, went
with the New York Central Lines as southern passenger agent
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Cincinnati, Ohio.
In March of the following year he was transferred to Buffalo,
N. Y., as general eastern passenger agent. He remained until

January, 1907, at Buffalo, having been appointed chief assistant
general agent of the Lake Shore and of the Michigan Central in

April, 1905. He was then appointed general passenger agent of
the Lake Shore with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, and was
promoted to assistant passenger traffic manager of the New
York Central Lines west of Buffalo in February, 1910, from
which office he is now advanced to the positioa of passenger
traffic manager as above.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

E. G. Stradling has been appointed signal engineer of the
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, with office at Lafayette, Ind.

F. L. Stone, engineer of track elevation of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy at Chicago, has resigned to engage in other
business.

M. N. Wells, division engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe at Chanute, Kan., has been appointed an assistant engineer,

with office at Chanute.

H. M. Curry, general master mechanic of the Northern Pacific

lines east of Mandan at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed

mechanical superintendent, with office at St. Paul, succeeding

William Moir, retired after having been with the company for

almost 30 years. Silas Zvvight, master mechanic at Missoula,

Mont., succeeds Mr. Curry.

I. D. Thomas, master mechanic at the Altoona (Pa.) machine
shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been promoted to

superintendent of motive power of the Erie division of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad and the Northern Central Railway, with office

at Williamsport, Pa., succeeding J. T. Wallis, promoted. J. C.

Mengel, master mechanic at West Philadelphia, Pa., succeeds

Mr. Thomas. J. M. James, master mechanic at Olean, N. Y.,

succeeds Mr. Mengel. J. M. Henry, master mechanic at Sun-

bury, Pa., succeeds Mr. James. Eliot Sumner, master mechanic

at Baltimore, Md., succeeds Mr. Henry. H. P. Meredith, as-

sistant engineer of motive power in the office of the general

superintendent of motive power, at Altoona, Pa., has been

appointed master mechanic, with office at Baltimore, Md., sue-
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ceeding Mr. Sumner. C. L. Mcllvainc, assistant engineer of

motive power of the Erie division and tiie Northern Central

Railway, at Williamsport, Pa., succeeds Mr. Meredith. C. D.

Barrett, assistant master mechanic, at Wilmington, Del., succeeds

Mr. Mcllvainc, and B. B. Milner, on special duty in the oflice

of the as.sistant to general manager, has been appointed assistant

master mechanic, with olVice at Wilmington, succeeding Mr.

Barrett. (Sec item under Operating Olliccrs.

)

Purchasing Officers.

A. L. McNeill has been appointed assistant purchasing agent

of the Chicago & Alton, and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western,
with office at Chicago.

J. E. Mehaney has been appointed general storekeeper of the

First district of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation

Company, with oflice at Portland, Ore.

J. Lowell White has been appointed assistant purchasing agent

of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, the Beaumont, Sour Lake
& Western, the Orange & Northwestern and the St. Louis,

Brownsville & Mexico, with office at Houston, Texas.

OBITUARY.

R. S. Ege, assistant auditor of the Union Pacific, with office at

Omaha, Neb., died in Omaha, on April 30.

William B. Wood, supervisor of bridges and buildings of the

Missouri Pacific, with office at Atchison, Kan., died at that place

on April 25.

John A. Hinsey, formerly special agent of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with office at Chicago, died in Los Angeles,

Cal., on May 1, as a result of injuries received in a street car

accident. Mr. Hinsey became special agent of the St. Paul in

1865 and held that office continuously until his retirement, last

December.

Floyd H. Crane, superintendent of dining and sleeping cars of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford, died at his home in

New York City, April 26, at the age of 59. Mr. Crane had held

this position on the New Haven road for about 19 years, and
before that was on the Tehuantepec National and the Long
Island Railways, and for a time was with the Woodruff Sleep-

ing Car Company. He had extensive real estate interests and
was interested in other outside enterprises. He is survived by
his wife and a son, L. S. Crane.

F. B. Clarke, former president of the Spokane, Portland &
Seattle, and previous to that general traffic manager of the

Great Northern, died at Portland, Ore., on April 25. Mr. Clarke
was born July 1, 1838, in Madison county, N. Y., and began
railway work in 1868 with the Wisconsin Central. He was later

general freight agent, and in 1872 was appointed general freight

and passenger agent of the same company. In 1878 he went to

the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha as general traffic

manager. From September, 1895, to December, 1896, he was
general traffic manager of the Northern Steamship Company, and
in December, 1906, was appointed general traffic manager of the

Great Northern. Mr. Clarke went to Portland, in January, 1908,

to take charge of the Hill interests in that city. He was made
president of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, and was the first

operating head of that road. Failing health caused him to retire

about two years later.

Hilon A. Parker, formerly vice-president of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, died suddenly from apoplexy at his home in

Washington Heights, Chicago, on May 3. Mr. Parker was born

December 30, 1841, at Plessis, N. Y., and began railway work
in 1866 as chairman on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific ; and

by 1869 had become resident engineer on the southwestern ex-

tension of the Rock Island. From 1876 to 1885 he was division

engineer of the Illinois division, and in 1885 was elected vice-

president and chief engineer of the Chicago, Kansas & Nebraska,

and was made general manager also in 1888. He was appointed

assistant to the president of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

in 1889, and in 1890 was elected third vice-president. On June 1,

1898, he was elected second vice-president, and in March of the

following year was made first vice-president and general man-

ager. He left the Rock Island in 1903, and during recent years

acted as consulting engineer for the Grand Trunk Pacific.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Arizona Koad.s.—Tiic inspiration Ccjpper Company will l)uild

a railway from its property at Globe, Ariz., to Wheatfields, on
Pinal creek.

Arkansas City, Wellington & Northwestern.—An officer

writes that surveys are now being made from Arkansas City, jmt
Kan., northwest via Wellington, Conway Springs and Cheney |l
to Hutchinson, about 95 miles, and it is expected to let contracts '

'

soon after the surveys are completed. The prospects for carry-

ing out the work are good. G. H. Hunter, president, Wellington,
and Fremont Hill, chief engineer, Wichita. (March 24, p. 710.).

Aroostook Valley (Electric).—The plans of this company call

for building 100 miles of new lines, it is said, this coming sum-
mer. (April 14, p. 907.)

Bangor & Aroostook.—This company has filed with the Maine
Railroad Commission the final survey for the Alle.gash extension,

from West Sehoois, Me., north to St. Francis, 157 miles, much
of which it is expected will be built this year. The new line

will be built through a heavy timber section. (April 14. p. 907.)

Birmingham & Southeastern.—This is the new name of the

Union Springs & Northern. The company operates a line from
Union Springs, Ala., to Fort Davis, 7.5 miles, and will resume
work at an early date on the extension from Fort Davis, north-

west to Milstead, about 20 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—An officer is quoted as saying that con-

struction work on the lake shore line between Montreal, Que., and
Toronto, Ont., via Smith's Falls and Belleville is to be commenced
at once, so the line can be placed in operation within two years.

The fine as projected will have a 0.4 per cent, grade throughout

and will be used exclusively for fast passenger service. Work will

begin at both ends in order to expedite construction. The Canadian
Pacific's business between Montreal and Toronto is said to be

big enough not only to make necessary the construction of the

above additional line, but to warrant the double-tracking of same
at once.

Central California Traction.—This company will build an

extension, it is said, from Lodi, Cal., northwest to Woodbridge,
about five miles.

Denver, Enid & Gulf.—According to press reports, a contract

has been let to build from Kiowa, Kan., northwest to Dodge
City, J 25 miles.

El Paso & Southwestern.—This company has filed right-of-

way maps showing the route of an extension to be built from

Benson, Ariz., northwest to Tucson.

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern.—An officer is quoted

as saying that surveys are being made to build an extension

from Fort Dodge, Iowa, northwest to Spirit Lake, about 85 miles.

Great Southern.—An officer writes that this company, which

operates a 30-mile line from The Dalles, Ore., to a point south-

west, at Dufur, is letting contracts for building an extension of

38 miles, from Dufur, in a southwest direction. There will be

10 trestles and one 1,200 ft. tunnel. The line will tap a heavy

timber section.— (Apr. 21, p. 970.)

Idaho & Washington Northern.—This company will build

a branch, it is said, from Newport, Wash., to Diamond lake, and

another branch from Dalkena, south to Davis lake.

Kentucky Midland.—An officer writes regarding the reports

that an extension is to be built from Earles, Ky., west to Madi-

sonville, 14 miles, that it has not yet been definitely decided to

build this extension.

Long Island.—The improvement work to be carried out dur-

ing this year will be confined chiefly to sections of the lines into

and in Jamaica. A comprehensive reconstruction plan will be

followed there, as has already been mentioned in these columns.

The work to be done on the North Side division will be con-

fined to grading work and elimination of grade crossings. It

will require about one year to put this division, which extends

to Port Washington, in shape for electrification. When these

improvements are finished work will be started on the Wood-
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side—Winfield cut-off. This work will include straightening

the present line and the elimination of 16 grade crossings. The
electrification of the Oyster Bay division will be taken up later,

probably early in 1912, and when this improvement is finished

the electrification of the lines to Babylon, Huntington and Farm-
ingdale will be carried out. Work is now actively under way
on the Bay Ridge extension, which includes the construction of

a cut-off and tunnel to East New York. The elimination of

grade crossings on the Atlantic avenue division between Jamaica
and the Brooklyn city line, and in Queens borough, will be under-

taken after the above improvements have been finished, probably
some time in 1916 or 1917. (Sept. 30, p. 599.)

Methow Valley & Washington Northern.—Plans are being

made to build from Winthrop, Wash., southeast to Pateros, 50
miles.

Missouri, Arkansas & Gulf.—An officer writes that the pro-

posed route is from Rolla, Mo., south via Lecoma, Anutt, Lenox,
Licking, Raymondville and Willow Springs to Bakersfield, about
125 miles, and the prospects of building the line are good.
Gilbert Lay, president, St. Clair. (April 28, p. 1010.)

Nashville-Gallatin Interurban.—An officer writes that con-

tracts are to be let in a few weeks to build from Nashville, Tenn.,

northeast via Madison, Goodlettsville and Henderson to Gallatin,

27 miles. The Fidelity Securities Corporation has the general

contract. Maximum grades will be 3 per cent., and maximum
curvature 6 deg. The grading work will include some rock work,
but it is not very difficult. There will be two steel bridges and
a 1,000-ft. trestle. H. H. Mayberry, president, and John A.

Pitts, vice-president and general counsel, Nashville. (January

20, p. 143.)

Nevada-California-Oregon.—In connection with the extension

now under construction from Alturas, Cal., north to Lakeview,

Ore., the city of Lakeview has been asked to secure a right-

of-way into the city from a point eight miles outside of the

city, also a site for a station and switchmg yards outside of

the corporate limits of the city. The railway company has

agreed to put up a station in Lakeview, to cost $12,000.

(April 28, p. 1016.)

Oregon Roads (Electric).—The Canby Canal Company,
Oregon City, Ore., it is understood, will build an electric line

from Canby, Ore., southeast to Molalla, with branches to Beaver

creek, Meadowbrook, Colton, Needy and Macksburg.

Oregon Short Line.—An officer writes that the company has

started preliminary work for building two short branches, one

from Caldwell, Idaho, west 11 miles, and the other from Nyssa,

easterly to Homedale along the south bank of Snake river, 26

miles. These lines are to be built to accommodate some newly

developed irrigated lands.

Pacific Electric.—This company will build an extension, it is

said, from Arlington, Cal., near Riverside, west to Corona, about

eight miles.

Palacios, San Antonio & Pecos Valley.—An officer is quoted

as saying that contracts for building the first 36 miles will be let

within the next 30 days. The construction work is to be started

from Palacios, Texas, west to Francitas, in Jackson county,

thence to Edna. About two-thirds of the right-of-way north-

west to San Antonio has been secured. The plans call for

building a main line, with branches of 160 miles. J. P. Pierce,

president, and H. W. Dean, secretary and manager, Palacios.

(October 7, p. 672.)

Pennsylvania Lines West.—An officer writes that the pro-

posed improvements on the Cleveland & Pittsburgh division to

make that a four-track division and to eliminate the grade cross-

ings in Cleveland, are only contemplated. The work has not

yet been authorized.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—Governor Wilson, of New Jersey,

has signed the Leavitt measure, which will permit the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad to acquire by purchase or condemnation land for

two additional tracks between Trenton, N. J. and Jersey City.

The company has four tracks at present, and the additional fa-

cilities are deemed necessary to relieve the congestion of the

New York division due to the heavy suburban traffic.

Pittsburg & Shawmut.—An officer writes that it is expected

to have work finished in September of this year on the section
from Knoxdale, Pa., south along Mahoning creek to Mahoning,
thence over the Allegheny river and along the west bank to
Freeport. The work is very heavy and includes five tunnels;
four viaducts, one 1,500 ft. long and 125 ft. high, another 1,500
ft. long and 150 ft. high, and two viaducts, each 600 ft. long and
125 ft. high, also a bridge over the Allegheny river at Mahoning,
about 1,200 ft. long. Track has been laid on 10 miles. James
Corbett, Kitanning, is the contractor.

Sioux Falls & Southern Minnesota Traction.—Incorpo-
ration has been asked for by this company in South Dakota,
with $300,000 capital, and office at Pierre, S. D. The plans call

for a line from Sioux Falls, S. D., east via Worthington, Minn.,
Sioux Valley, Loon Lake, Petersburg, Dunnell, Coylon and
Pilotgrove to Albert Lea, about 175 miles. The incorporators
include: L. B. Wyckoff, Syracuse, N. Y.; C. S. Sollars, H. W.
Knight and J. J. Danforth, Chicago, and G. P. Peterson,
Pierre, S. D.

Southern Pacific.—An officer is quoted as saying that

double-tracking work on the Southern Pacific and the Union
Pacific aggregating about 300 miles, has been authorized for

completion this year. On the Southern Pacific the work will

be principally on the section near Ogden, Utah, and Sacramento,
Cal. On the Union Pacific 150 miles will be added to the double-

track between Omaha, Neb., and Ogden, Utah, and a small sec-

tion will be double tracked in Wyoming.

Texas, Oklahoma & Eastern.—This company, which was in-

corporated last year in Oklahoma with $200,000 capital, has
work under way on four miles and track already finished on
19 miles. The plans call for building from Valliant, Okla.,

through McCurtain county, east through a timber section, via

Bismark, to Mountain Fork river, 30 miles, and it is under-

stood the line will eventually be extended into Arkansas.

H. Dierks, president and general manager, and H. L. Dierlcs,

secretary, both of Kansas City, Mo. (October 28, p. 813.)

Tidewater & Southern (Electric).—This company has been

granted a 43-year franchise at Modesto, Cal., to which place

the line is now being built from Stockton. The rights include

an entrance into Modesto and maintenance of tracks on Ninth

street. (April 28, p. 1016.)

Union Pacific.—See Southern Pacific.

Union Springs & Northern.—See Birmingham & South-

eastern.

Washington Roads.—Application has been made by Paul L.

Richards, Ellensburg, Wash., to the county commissioners for a

franchise to build an electric line in Kittitas county.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Swiss Federal Railways have approved a project for the

construction of a new line, slightly over eight miles in length,

from Moutier, under the Jura mountains, to Lengnau, a station

about midway on the line between Solothurn and Bienne. The

proposed line, the object of which is to pierce the Jura moun-

tains, is to leave Moutier, 1,730 ft. above the sea, and is to

run for a great part of its course under the Grenchenberg by

means of a tunnel, which will be over four miles long, or

about half of the total length of the Hne. The highest point

to be attained will be about 1,787 ft. above the sea level. No
unusual difficulties are expected, but it is probable that a large

amount of water will be encountered. The tunnel will take

about four years to complete.

There are at present 142 railways in Germany, owned or

operated by private companies. Of these, 60 are in Prussia, 14

in Baden, 11 in Bavaria, 10 in Wurtemberg, eight each in Alsace-

Lorraine and Brunswick, five in Schwarzberg-Sondershausen,

four in Saxony, three each in the Grand Duchies of Hesse,

Sachsen-Koburg and Anhalt, two each in Mecklenburg-Schwerin,

Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt and Lubeck, and

one in Oldenburg, Sachsen-Altenburg and Russ. Most of these

are, of course, small local lines, and the Lenz Railway Building

& Operating Co., Berhn, alone operates over 50 short local

railways in various parts of the country. The best-known

private line is perhaps the Lubeck-Buchen Railway, which is a

little less than 100 miles long.
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Bailntau H^tnancial Ncw0.

Arkansas, Oklahoma & Western.—See Kansas City cSt Mem-

phis.

Atlantic Coast Line—J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, have

bouglit $3,000,000 unified 4 per cent, bonds, due 1959.

Atlantic Northern & Southern.—A press despatch from At-

lantic, Iowa, says that a receiver is to be appointed. This

road runs from Kimballton, Iowa, to Atlantic, 17 miles.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.—The Wall Street Journal says:

"Olhcers of the Chesapeake & Ohio and the C. C. & O. are

figuring on a lease of the C. C. & O. to the Chesapeake &
Ohio. * * Under the proposed terms the construction

of a line from Dante to Elkhorn City (between 40 and 50

miles), which will connect the two roads, will be paid for

with funds raised by the Clinchfield on securities bearing the

Chesapeake & Ohio's guarantee.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Eastman, Dillon & Co., New York, have

prepared a little booklet giving a brief review of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio's past history and an analysis of its present and

future earning possibilities. Besides the usual analysis made

from the figures published in reports of the company, there

are included some estimates of the coal tributary to the Chesa-

peake & Ohio's lines.

See also Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.

Chicago & North Western.—Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New York,

have bought $7,500,000 general mortgage 4 per cent, bonds.

The proceeds of the sale of these bonds will be used by the

railway company for the completion of a line which will form

a direct route from Milwaukee, Wis. to Wyeville, where the

road connects with the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha.

Havana Central.—The stockholders of the United Railways of

the Havana & Regla Warehouses Co. have authorized an in-

crease in the capital stock of that company of $10,000,000, of

which part is to be used to pay for $2,500,000 Havana Central

notes.

Illinois Tunnel.—James B. Colgate & Co., Chicago, have bought

the remaining $500,000 of the authorized issue of $3,500,000

6 per cent, receivers' certificates and have resold these se-

curities at lOOj^.

Kansas City & Memphis.—This company on May 1 took over

the Arkansas, Oklahoma & Western and the Monte Ne.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—The engineer of the Texas

Railway Commission has placed a value of $519,000 on that

part of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient running from San

Angelo to Mertzon, 30 miles. The company, it is understood,

will issue $491,000 bonds secured on this part of the road and

$28,000 stock.

Michigan United Railways.—This company has leased the

Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Chicago for five years. The K. L.

S. & C. runs from Kalamazoo, Mich, to South Haven, 54 miles,

and during the summer only from South Haven to Paw Paw,

17 miles. It is planned to equip the road for operation by

electricity.

Missouri Pacific.—James Speyer, recently elected a director,

has been elected a member of the executive committee, suc-

ceeding Cornelius Vanderbilt, resigned.

Monte Ne.—See Kansas City & Memphis.

National Railways of Mexico.—Ladenburg, Thalmann & Co.,

Speyer & Co., Kuhn-Loeb & Co. and Hallgarten & Co., all of

New York, have bought $10,000,000 two-year 4^ per cent,

notes, secured by the deposit of prior Hen and general mort-

gage bonds. The proceeds of the sale of these notes is to be

used by the railway company to retire $3,661,000 Mexican

Central consolidated mortgage 4 per cent, bonds, due July 1

and the balance is to be used for new equipment and im-

provements.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—It is announced that Ed-

ward MilHgan, of Hartford, Conn., and Francis T. Maxwell,

of Rockville, Conn., are to be elected directors to succeed A.

S. May and A. E. Clark.

Northern Central.—See Pennsylvania Railroad.

Oregon Short Line.—This company has made a mortgage to

secure $150,000,000 first and consolidated mortgage bonds,

dated December 1, 1910, to bear interest not to exceed 5 per

cent, and due 1960. Series A, which includes $24,000,000

bonds, now issuable, are subject to call after December 1, 1915,

at 105. The mortgage is on about 1,688 miles of line, of which

1,512 miles are in operation and 176 miles are now under con-

struction, and of which about 594 miles are free from any

prior mortgage lien. Of the total bonds, $24,000,000, as men-

tioned above, may be issued at once to reimburse the company
for the cost of acquisition of lines already paid for, and

$34,422,000 bonds are reserved to retire a like amount of

underlying bonds held by the public, and $91,578,000 bonds are

reserved to pay for additional lines and for double-tracking

and for additions and betterments, including improvements of

tunnels, trestles and bridges, ballasting, reduction of grades,

and for additional rolling stock, etc.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—The Public Service Commission of

Maryland has approved the proposed lease of the Northern

Central to the Pennsylvania Railroad and has authorized the

issue of $7,735,050 Northern Central stock as a 40 per cent,

stock dividend.

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—This company

has sold to Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New York, $3,000,000 con-

solidated mortgage 4 per cent, bonds. These bonds are part

of an authorized issue of $75,000,000, of which about $50,-

000,000 are outstanding.

Seaboard Air Line.—The bankers who recently bought $19,-

000,000 refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds, are to exercise

the option which they have on an additional $4,000,000 bonds.

The company will use the proceeds from the sale of the

additional bonds for improvements and for additional work-

ing capital, and President Meldrum is quoted as saying that no

more financing will be necessary for the remainder of the

year.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—This company has leased the

Louisiana Southern, which operates about 40 miles of line.

Western Maryland.—E. D. Adams, representing the Deutsche

Bank of Berlin, has been elected a director of the Western

Maryland, succeeding B. F. Bush, resigned. Mr. Adams is the

representative of the Deutsche Bank interests on the board of

directors of the Missouri Pacific.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

A new railway line opening up a dormant part of Poland

began operations in March. This line will stimulate the

economic and industrial conditions even in the most remote

parts. Its line is 83 miles long and runs from Herby, on the

loorders of German Silesia, to Kielce, the capital of the province

of that name, via Czenstochova, thus cutting through the south-

ern part of the province of Piotrkov and the northern part of

the province of Kielce. The other principal stations are

Ostrowy, Gwarzyn, Czenstochova, Hantke, Olsztyn, Sloty Potok,

Koniecpol, Zelislawice Wloszczowa, Ludynja, Malogoszcza, and

Piekoszow. From Ostrowy there is a 1-mile branch to a large

iron factory at Blachownia and from Hantke another 1-mile

branch runs to the smelters at Rakow.

Belgian State Railways Administration has decided to make

an important improvement in the Franco-Dutch services via

Brussels, by building a direct line connecting the Nord and Midi

stations at Brussels. This will do away with the present cir-

cuitous route through the outskirts of the city over which the

international expresses travel. The most important part of the

scheme is the construction of a new central passenger station,

a project that has been under discussion for some years. This

central station will be situated between the Nord and Midi sta-

tions and will be the most important passenger station in

Brussels. Most of the new line will be in tunnel, and electric

traction will be employed. The central station and connecting

line are to be opened by 1915 and the entire cost, including sub-

sidiary works and electric locomotives, is estimated at $16,000,000.



Supply oTrade jS>ecttan.

The Andreson-Evans Company, Chicago, has moved its general

offices from the Monadnock block to the Railway Exchange.

The Detroit Steel Products Company, Detroit, Mich., on
May 1 moved its New York offices from 2 Rector street to

225 Fifth avenue.

The Sprague Electric Company, New York, has moved its

Boston office from the Weld building to 201 Devonshire street,

where larger floor space has been obtained.

The forge shops, the machine shop and one of the iron foun-

dries of the Canadian Car & Foundry Company, Montreal,

Quebec, at Amherst, N. S., were destroyed by fire on April 27.

The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Pittsburgh, Pa., has

moved into its new live-story office and laboratory building at

the corner of Seventh avenue and Bedford avenue. This plant

is said to be the largest of its khid in the country.

George A. Blackmore has been appointed eastern manager of

the Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., with office

in New York, and Aaron Dean has been appointed western man-
ager, with office in Chicago. Both appointments will be effective

May 15.

The American Journal Bearing Company, Portland, Me., has

recently been incorporated to make bearings for locomotives,

cars and machinery. The authorized stock issue is $250,000. The
officers of the company are as follows : President, Clarence E.

Eaton; treasurer, Albert F. Jones; clerk, James E. Manter; all

of Portland.

F. L. Stone, engineer of track elevation of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy at Chicago, has resigned to go with Mrs. W. B.

Ewing and Edwin Hancock, to continue the business of the

late W. B. Ewing, civil and consulting engineer, specializing in

civil, sanitary and municipal work, with office in the Monadnock
block, Chicago.

John Reis has been appointed vice-president of the United

States Steel Corporation ; and Ward B. Perley has been made
assistant to the president, James A. Farrell. Mr. Perley was as-

sistant to W. B. Dickson, who recently resigned as a vice-presi-

dent. Mr. Reis has been and will continue to be in charge of

the construction.

The Haskell & Barker Car Company, Michigan City, Ind.,

lias acquired five city blocks adjacent to its shops and will build

a plant for the manufacture of steel freight cars, steel front-

end passenger train cars, cast steel trucks, etc. The plant will

cost $1,500,000, or more. At present the company makes only

wooden and steel-underframe cars.

The Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company, New York, has

acquired the interests of its western representative, the Watson
Insulated Wire Company, Chicago, and has opened a branch

office in the People's Gas building, Chicago. E. L. Winchell, Jr.,

vice-president of the Watson Insulated Wire Company, has been

made western sales manager of the Kerite company.

The Grand Trunk has specified Bohn syphon refrigerators,

made by the White Enamel Refrigerator Company, St. Paul,

Minn., for its special refrigerator equipment in the new $1,000,000

Hotel Chateau Laurier and Central Union station at Ottawa,

Canada. The equipment consists of 44 specially built refriger-

ators of various sizes equipped with the Bohn system.

The Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit Company and the Mil-

waukee Car Manufacturing Company, makers of refrigerator and
other freight cars, have been consolidated and the name changed
to the Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit & Car Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis. The officers are as follows : President, Fred
Papst ; vice-president, Robert Nunnemacher ; secretary and gen-

eral manager, H. W. Marsh. The company intends to make ex-

tensive improvements, but probably not before the railway situ-

ation shows improvement.

The railway supply men for the International Railway General

Foremen's Association, will give an exhibit in connection with

the sixth annual convention of this association, which will be

held at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, July 25 to 27. The exhibit
will be on the floor where the meeting will be held and the fee
of $25 for representation will entitle an exhibitor to one repre-
sentative and 5 ft. of front exhibit space. Additional space may
be had if desired. Applications for space should be addressed to

J. C. Younglove, secretary and treasurer, 322 North Michigan
avenue, Chicago. Space will be assigned by the executive com-
mittee in the order in which appHcations are received.

Explainmg the deal concerning the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
Philadelphia, Pa., which has been arranged except as to details.

Alba B. Johnson, vice-president, issued this statement on May 3:
"At a meeting of the directors and stockholders of the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, held today, it was decided to reconstruct
the present close corporation in such a way as to admit new
interests into our company. No change, however, in policy or
management is contemplated. This business has long been one
of the standard industries of Philadelphia and the same prin-

ciples of management which have built up the property to its

present proportions and have always yielded adequate profits to

the owners will continue to prevail. Drexel & Co., of Philadel-

phia, and White, Weld & Co., of New York City, will act as

bankers in connection with this matter."

Alexander E. Brown, president of the Brown Hoisting Ma-
chinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, died at his home in Cleve-
land, April 26, of apoplexy. Mr. Brown was a mechanical and

civil engineer, as well as

an inventor. He was
born on May 14, 1852, in

Cleveland. In 1869 he

entered the Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute at

Brooklyn, N. Y., from
which he was graduated
in the engineering course

in 1872. For several

months Mr. Brown was
in the employ of the

United States Geological

Survey. During the next

two years he served as

chief engineer of the

Massillon Iron Bridge

Company, Massillon,

Ohio, where he obtained

his first real experience

in the iron business.

From 1875 to 1878 he de-

signed, built and con-

tracted for the sale of

bridges and buildings.

He later acted as superintendent at iron mines in the Lake
Superior iron region and became familiar with blast fur-

nace work. In 1875 he designed and patented new machines and
processes for annealing malleable iron castings. In 1878 he be-

came a mechanical engineer for the Cleveland Electric & Sup-

ply Company. He developed while with this concern the process

and method of manufacturing light carbons. Still later he worked
with Charles F. Brush, of the Brush Electric Company, Lon-

don, England, in developing and placing on the market the

Brush arc-lighting system. It was in 1879 that he took up

the problem of the rapid and economical unloading and handling

of iron ore from boats. A year later he took out patents on the

Brown hoisting and conveying machines on the dock of the

New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio, now the Erie. Then he or-

ganized the Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machine Company
for the manufacture of his machines. The name of this company

was changed a few years ago to the Brown Hoisting Machinery

Company. He was president and general manager of this con-

cern. For the past 30 years he had spent most of his time de-

signing and manufacturing machinery for the handling of dif-

ferent materials. Several hundred patents were granted to him

in this and other countries. Mr. Brown also took an active m-

terest in the development of trade schools in Cleveland. He was

Alexander E. Brown.
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a member of the American Institute of Mechanical iMigincers,

the American Institute of Mining Engineers, the Civil luiginccrs'

Club, the Electrical Engineers' Club, the Union Club and the

Country Club of Cleveland, the Engineers' Club of New York
and the Chamber of Commerce of Cleveland.

The Universal Vanadium Company, New York, has recently

been incorporated in Delaware. The olliccrs are as follows

:

President, Edward M. Mcllvain, 30 Church street, New York;
vice-president, Col. Millard llunsicker, 23 Rue de la Paix, Paris,

France ; secretary and treasurer, James C. Gray, Prick building,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Hitherto the entire product of vanadium alloys

produced by the American Vanadium Company, Pittsburgh, has

been marketed by the Vanadium Sales Company of America,

Pittsburgh. The Universal Vanadium Company was formed to

act as selling agent for the American Vanadium Company in a

more comprehensive and efifcctive manner, and it will act in a

selling capacity in conjunction with the Vanadium Sales Com-
pany of America ; both companies together taking charge of the

entire product of the American Vanadium Company.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Central Vermont.—This company has published a small book-

let on summer homes in the green hills of Vermont, giving full

information on the summer resorts on Lake Champlain and in

Canada, reached by the lines of the Central Vermont.

Pressure Blowers and Exhaust Fans.—The American Blower
Company, Detroit, Mich., has published a series of bulletins, il-

lustrating and describing its pressure blowers and exhaust fans.

These bulletins include diagrams and tables and give full in-

formation on the products. Bulletin 291 is devoted to disc

ventilating fans, bulletin 292 to cooling tower fans, bulletin 293

to pressure blowers, bulletin 294 to cast iron volume blowers,

bulletin 298 to steel plate exhaust fans and bulletin 299 to cast

iron exhaust fans.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Big Timber, Mont.—The Northern Pacific will build a freight

depot. Thomas Brady, St. Paul, Minn., is general contractor.

BoNNERS Ferry, Idaho.—The Great Northern will build a

bridge over the Kootenay river, at Bonners Ferry, to cost $30,000.

Boone, Iowa.—The Chicago & North Western will build a one-

story, 3S-stall roundhouse of brick and steel construction.

Charles W. Gindele is general contractor.

Brookfield, Mo.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will

build a one-story, 41-stall, brick and steel roundhouse and water
station.

Decoursey, Ky.—The Louisville & Nashville has let a con-

tract for building a freight yard with double hump switching

system to have a capacity of 4,000 cars a day.

Delavan, Wis.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul will

build a passenger station.

Dillon, S. C.—The North & South Carolina will build a

freight depot.

Goshen, Cal.—The Southern Pacific is enlarging the station

at Goshen.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—The Pere Marquette will build a

$75,000 roundhouse.

Grants Pass, Ore.—The Grants Pass & Rogue River, it is

said, will build a steel bridge, 775 ft. long, over the Rogue river,

at Grants Pass. It is expected to have the work finished by

August 1.

Kenova, W. Va.—An officer of the Norfolk & Western writes

that the bridge over the Ohio river was originally designed to

carry double tracks. The tracks over the structure are now
gauntleted and operated as double-track. The company plans to

make such improvements as are necessary to provide for full

two tracks over the structure.

Lincoln, Neb.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will build

a brick passenger station.

Mahoning, Pa.—See Pittsburg & Shawmut under Railway
Construction.

Marshall Texas.—The Texas & Pacific has plans made for a
$25,000 j)asscnger station, and will begin its erection as soon as
the appropriation has been made

Nai'avine, Wash.—The Northern Pacific has commenced work
on improvements to the station at Napavine.

Newman, Ga.—The Atlanta & West Point will build a $30,000
passenger station.

New Westminster, B. C—The British Columbia IClcctric will

build a new station, it is said, at New Westminster to cost

$30,000.

Oscilla, Ga.—The Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, the Sea-
board Air Line and the Oscilla Southern have plans for the

erection of a brick vciiccr passenger station.

Pickens, S. C.—The Pickens Railroad has begun construction
of a freight and passenger station.

Portland, Ore.—The Southern Pacific has taken out a permit
to build a new warehouse at Portland, to cost $40,000.

Redlands, Cal.—The Southern Pacific will make extensive im-
provements, it is said, to tlie station at Redlands.

Ridgeville, Ind.—The Pennsylvania will build a twostory
brick and plaster passenger station.

Utica, N. Y.—The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western will

build a one story, brick freight house, 30 ft. x 300 ft., to cost

$25,000.

Waterman, Texas.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe will

build a passenger station.

Yardley, Pa.—An officer of the Philadelphia & Reading writes

that a contract has been given to the F. M. Talbot Co., New
York, for putting up a concrete arch over the Delaware river

at Yardley. There will be 12 spans, each 90 ft. 9 in. long, and
two spans, each 83 ft. 6 in. long. The greatest height of the

structure will be 75 ft.

Railway Liabilities in France.
~

Owing to recent severe floods of the Seine, France, trans-

portation by means of barges became impossible, and quantities

of goods which ordinarily would have reached Paris by water

had to be sent by rail, thus encumbering the freight stations

and creating a demand for extra trains, which the state rail-

ways were unable to supply. The administration of the state

railways has refused to consider itself responsible for any de-

lay or loss of goods intrusted to it for transit, and has intro-

duced the plea of "force majeure" (circumstances beyond its

control) to combat all claims for damages. In order to decide

the question five test cases were brought on March 22, 1911,

and the commercial tribunal decided in favor of the plaintiff^s,

who were senders of merchandise that was either lost in transit

or greatly delayed in delivery. The chief reasons on which

the commercial tribunal based its decision were the following:

(1) In order that the plea of force majeure may be invoked it

must be a complete obstacle to the carrying out of an obligation

undertaken by the defendants. In this case the obstacle to the

transportation of goods was not due to any cause foreign to

the defendants or independent of their good will, but to bad

organization and lack of railway material. (2) The courts have

already decided that force majeure, by virtue of. which contracts

can be canceled, must be caused by an event which could not

have been foreseen, and whose effects could not be successfully

dealt with. (3) The state railway had been taken over from

the old company by the government to better the service and

material, and the latter had had plenty of time to carry out

improvements, as they have the public funds at their dis-

posal. (4) The real cause of delay was the state's own fault

and not any obstacle. (5) The line was evidently in good con-

dition and open to traffic, as proved by the fact that special

services and trains were arranged for certain traders. (6) It

is impossible to invoke the plea of force majeure in certain

cases when good delivery had been made in certain others dur-

ing the same period.

I
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Pennsylvania will build 77 locomotives at its Altoona shops.

IV. R. Grace & Co., New York, has ordered 1 locomotive from

the H. K. Porter Company.

The Laurinburg & Southern has ordered one ten-wheel loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The dimensions

of the cylinders will be 18 in. x 26 in.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered 9 switching loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and 7 Pacific type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Norfolk & Western will build 12 mikado locomotives at

the company's shops. The dimensions of the cylinders will be

24 in. X 30 in., and the diameter of the driving wheels will be

56 in.

Ihe Seaboard Air Line is said to have ordered 10 consolidation

locomotives and 5 switching locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works, and 10 Pacific type locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company. This item is not confirmed.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 10 six-wheel switching

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The dimen-

sions of the cylinders will be 21 in. x 26 in., the diameter of

the driving wheels will be 52 in., and the total weight in work-
ing order will be 165,000 lbs.

The Chicago & North Western, mentioned in the Raihvay Age
Gazette of April 21 as having ordered 30 locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company, ordered 32 locomotives from
that company at that time. Of this order 12 locomotives were
for the Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis & Omaha.

CAR BUILDING.

The Pennsylvania will build 81 steel cars at its Altoona shops.

The Pere Marquette has ordered 12 coaches and 2 combination

cars from the Pullman Company.

The Northern Texas Traction Co., Ft. Worth, Tex., has

ordered 4 interurban passenger cars.

The Houston Electric, Houston, Tex., has ordered 10 single

trailer cars and 5 single motor cars.

The Indianapolis, Crawfordsville & Western, Indianapolis,

Ind., has ordered 4 trailing interurban cars.

The Western Maryland has ordered 500 fifty-ton all-steel hop-

per cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Seaboard Air Line, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of April 7 as being in the market for 1,000 box cars, 200 phos-

phate cars and 30 caboose cars, has ordered this equipment from
the Pressed Steel Car Company. The box cars will have steel

underframes and steel upperframes, they will be ventilated and
will have a capacity of 30 tons. The phosphate cars will have
a capacity of 50 tons. This company has also ordered 3 pas-

senger and baggage cars, 3 postal cars and 3 express cars from
the Pullman Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha is said to have
ordered 3,000 tons of rails.

The Baltimore & Ohio is in the market for 1,600 tons of

structural steel for bridges.

The Florida East Coast has ordered 14,000 tons of rails from
tlie Maryland Steel Company.
The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 5,000 tons of rails

from the Carnegie Steel Company.
The Chicago & North Western is making inquiries for 8,000

tons of structural steel for bridges.

The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic has ordered 5,000 tons
of rails from the Illinois Steel Company.
The Louisville & Nashville is said to have ordered 14,000 tons

of rails from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.
The Canadian Northern has ordered 105,000 tons of rails. The

Dominion Iron & Steel Company will furnish part of this order.

The Seaboard Air Line has ordered 15,000 tons of rails from

the Pennsylvania Steel Company and the Tennessee Coal, Iron

& Railroad Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—The steel industry showed a

marked improvement toward the end of last week, but the

change came too late to have much effect on the reports for

the month. The average of daily orders of the Steel Corpora-

tion for April was about 25,000 tons, as compared with ap-

proximately 35,000 tons in March. The unfilled tonnage of the

Steel Corporation for April is expected to show a shrinkage of

about 150,000 tons. The railways are beginning to place heavier

orders and some large structural orders for other purposes are

pending, so the present improvement is expected to continue.

SIGNALING.

The Illinois Traction System, which has been installing auto-

matic block signals extensively during the past six months, has

just given the Union Switch & Signal Company an additional

order for 37 style B semaphore signals, 12, of them to be used

on curves between Princeton and Ottawa, and 25 for a continuous

automatic block system between Edwardsville and Granite City.

Cast Steel Wheels for Heavy Service.

The excellent results given by cast iron wheels under 30 and
40-ton cars is generally acknowledged, but with the advent of the

50-ton car it has been reaHzed that a stronger wheel is necessary.

The first demand was met by the use of the steel-tired wheel,

which in England and some other European countries is in

universal use. These wheels have also been used for passenger

equipment in this country, but have never become common in

freight service on account of their high cost. With the realiza-

tion that a wheel with the strength of the steel-tired wheel
would be needed in freight service, the American Steel Foundries,

New York, have developed the Davis cast steel wheel, the aim
being to produce a wheel of moderate price which would give the

longest possible service and cost the least to maintain.

This wheel was the invention of J. C. Davis, assistant to the

first vice-president of the American Steel Foundries. By the

study of broken flanges on cast iron wheels it was determined
from a chemical and metallurgical examination that an excessive

amount of sulphur was found at the point of failure. This is

a condition which under certain circumstances might occur in

one or more of any lot of wheels, and would rather exclude this

type of wheel from service under the heavy freight cars now
used. Many experiments were made with a blank gear pattern,

to see how hard a wheel could be produced in cast steel, which

Annealling Ovens for Davis Cast Steel Wheels.

would have the wearing qualities of the chilled cast iron wheel.

It was found that by adding ferro-manganesc to the molten steel

at the time it was being poured, a casting of any degree of

hardness could be made. However, the real problem was to

get the desired hardness in the flange and tread, leaving the cen-

ter soft enough to be machined. It was found that by revolv-

ing the mold at the time it was being filled, and introducing
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Grinding Cast Steel Wheels.

the ferro-manganese in a certain way, the desired results could

be obtained. With the information thus acquired, special ap-

paratus and molds suitable for full-sized wheels were rigged up
and the experiments continued on a more elaborate and scientific

scale until, from a large number of tests, a standard has been

developed fur each step in the process. The data obtained at

tile foundry was further enlarged by results obtained from test

wliccls put into actual service on various railways where the larg-

est mileage could be obtained in the shortest possible space of

time. Some of the early wheels made remarkable mileages, and
their records were of great assistance in the standardization of

the various operations emi)loyed in the manufacture of the wheel.

As carried on by the American Steel h'oundries, at their Gran-

ite City plant, the manufacture of Davis cast steel wheels has

been reduced to an exact science. Joules and formulas have been

developed for every step in the process, which, with the instru-

ments used for determining and controlling temperatures, secure

a uniformity of results obtainable in no other way. The molds
for the wheels are prepared from selected materials and are

dried in ovens under the regulation of special pyrometers. When
ready for filling they are mounted on tables which revolve during

the casting period. The first metal to enter the mold is treated

with ferro-manganese in its passage from the ladle to the mold
and is followed up, without interruption, by the soft steel which

forms the plate and hub of the wheel. The manganese, being

heavier than steel, is thrown to the outer parts of the mold by

centrifugal force, where it is absorbed in the steel. As manga-
nese steel is one of the hardest and toughest metals known, and
has great ability to resist shocks and blows, it is an ideal ma-
terial for the wearing surface of the wheel.

On being removed from the molds, the wheels are carefully

annealed in ovens, in which accurate heat treatment is provided

by pyrometer regulation. The object of this treatment is to

establish a fine molecular structure, and to eliminate internal

strains, which may have been set up during the cooling of the

metal after having been cast. From the annealling furnaces the

wheels are taken to hydraulic straightening presses, then to bor-

Preparing Molds for Davis Cast Steel Wheels.
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ing mills where the wheel fits are rough bored to within % in-

of the finished size, and next to grinding machines, where the

tread and throat of the flange are ground. These latter ma-

chines are of special construction, being arranged for grinding

two wheels at the same time. The wheels are ground not only

to make them true, but to give them a polished surface and a

general accuracy which reduces the chances of uneven wear

after they go into service. After being ground the wheels are

again heated and water-toughened, which increases the density of

the metal at the rim, at the same time imparting to it that

peculiar toughness which is characteristic of good manganese

steel.

When the full mileage has been made the wheel may be

applied on the purchase of a new one at scrap value. With a

multiple mileage wheel there is a temporary loss from service

when the wheel is in the shop being trued up, also a loss due

to the cost of handling, turning, and the permanent loss m
mileage on account of the metal turned off. There are also some
advantages over a multiple mileage wheel in the maintenance of

standard car and coupler heights on account of there being but

slight variation in diameter of the Davis wheel during its life.

The standard 33-in. wheel, recommended for heavy freight and
tender service, weighs 600 lbs., or about 1,000 lbs. per car less

than cast iron wheels, and from 1,200 to 1,600 lbs. per car less

than multiple mileage steel wheels.

Gas-Electric Car for Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.

A gas-electric car recently built by the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y., for the Bufifalo, Rochester & Pitts-
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passengers in the passenger compartment and 20 in the smoking
compartment, with two persons per seat. However, the seats are

sufficiently wide to accommodate 3 persons, which would give a

capacity of 69 and 28 respectively. The car derives its power
from a gasolene engine and transmits it to the wheels by means
of an electric drive, thus avoiding any direct mechanical gear-

ing or connection between the engine and the wheels. The en-

gine is direct coupled to an electric generator, forming a compact
power plant located in the engine compartment. The electric

power thus generated is applied to standard railway motors
mounted on the axles. The car is operated the same way as

ordinary electric trolley cars, by means of a suitable controller.

A 100-gal. storage tank supplies sufficient gasolene to carry the

Gas Engine and Generator; Gas-Electric Car.

Passenger Compartment, Gas-Electric Car.

car 200 miles. The car is provided with automatic and straight

air brake equipment, auxiliary hand brake for use in case of

emergency, and also with the standard automatic air signals.

A trial trip was made from Schenectady, N. Y., to Rochester,

via the Auburn division, a distance of 244 miles, by officials of

the New York Central Lines and the General Electric Company.

The trip was thoroughly enjoyed by the passengers, the ab-

sence of smoke, cinders and gas being specially noticeable. Theburgh is shown in the accompanying illustrations. The car is

66 ft. long, 14 ft. 1 in. high and has a seating capacity for 49 smoothness of operation and ease of control were subjects of

Gas-Electric Car for Buffalo. Rochester &. Pittsburgh.
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favorable comnicut, and the speeds attained on the lieavy grades
were satisfactory. This type of car is adapted for u.sc on
branch lines, which at present may be operated at a loss by
steam, and where the amount of trafVic does not warrant electri-

fication ; its use on sucli lines will reduce opcratiu}^ expenses
and increase the traffic.

Heavy Service Tractor for Turntables.

The use of turntable operating devices has become quite

extensive, on account of the case and economy with which heavy
locomotives may be turned on power-operated tables. The trac-

tor shown in the accompanying illustration may be operated by
cither electric power or compressed air. These tractors are uni-

Electric Tractor for Turntable.

form throughout, with the exception of the motor, and can
therefore be changed to suit conditions by the changing of

the motors. The equipments are furnished complete with all

accessories, including tractor with motor, controller and re-

sistance, brake, waterproof and smokeproof electric connection
for use overhead or in the center of the table, wooden or steel

Contactor for Electric Turntable.
i

operator's cab with sanding device and all wire and conduit.

With the air-operated machines outfits are furnished having
brake, cab with sander, and air connections if desired. These
machines are manufactured by the Weir & Craig Manufacturing
Company, Chicago.

The cost of building the line, including the reconstruction

of the existing light railway between Herby and Czenstochova
into a broad-gage line, and all the buildings, rolling stock, etc.,

has amounted to about $3,500,000, on which there is a govern-
ment guaranty of 4^ per cent, per annum. It seems that the

shares of this company are chiefly in the hands of Germans
and Russians, but the officials are takeli chiefly from the locality.

Radius Adjustment for Planing IVIotion Links.

A review of nearly all of the devices for machining valve

motion links and a careful study of their contruction, with a view
to obtaining something that would permit rapid work and ac-

curacy and still be of such construction that wear would not

interfere with the exactness of the work, has led to the design

and application of the radius planing attachment shown in the

accompanying illustration. It was found that six points had to

be considered to secure a device that would best suit the require-

ments. These points are : An absolute correct circle radius

;

a rigid construction permitting heavy cuts; a wide range of

adjustment to any radius needed for links; absence of wear on
all parts which would impair the accuracy of the curve; an
easy adjustment of radii and of changing and rechanging the

radius cutting with straight planer work, and a concentrated

method of curve cutting, so that the work may be completed in

one operation.

These points are claimed to have been covered in the Allner-

Roswell radius attachment, which is made by H. B. Underwood
& Company, Philadelphia, Pa. This attachment is appHed by

Planer Equipped for Motion Link Work.

rigidly fastening the bottom plate of the device to the table. This

plate is made with a square block, over which fits an enlarged

pin which is the bearing for the top plate of the setting table.

The table is oscillated on this pin by a radial bar which is

centered out to one side, as shown in the illustration. The
radial bar is in the form of a tube, and being comparatively

light, is easily handled. The adjustment to radii of different

lengths is accomplished by changing the position of the guide,

which is double-pivoted in a post sliding on the outlying foot

plate. This attachment allows for heavy cuts and stands up to

the limit of the machine tool without injury. After the link has

been planed, milled around the edges, and the end clearances

drilled and slotted, it is set up on the chuck table and the center

block removed with two parting tools working simultaneously.

This parting operation, including setting up of link and lifting

out of block after parting, has been done on a 15 h. p. planer in

35 minutes, the link being of hammered steel ZYz ins. deep. After

parting, the slot is finished by side tools, which are always kept

set up in the other tool heads of the planer. The advantage

of this method consists in having one setting for blocking out

and finishing both sides, and in the correctness of the inside

and the outside radius. The attachment is used not only on

links, but also on dies, quadrants, curved stone, etc.

Hydraulic Press for Light Work.

The small hydraulic press, which is here illustrated, was de-

signed by the Watson-Stillman Company of New York, and has

proved useful in machine shops, where small parts are press

fitted, or where a high pressure must be brought to bear on any

small article, whether for bending, straightening or flattening.

The convenient size permits this press to be mounted on a light

truck and hauled from place to place, and its operation is

quick and easy. Quick movement of the ram may be made by

the lever and connecting links shown at the left. The handle
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at the right, on the extension lever socket, will operate the

pump easily where only light pressures are required, but by
applying the extension lever the press will develop a pressure

of 30 tons. The platen area is 8 in. square; the platens are

Hydraulic Press for Small Work.

8 in. apart at maximum opening and the ram movement is 4

in. The base is 12 in. x 16 in. and the height of the press

over all is 27 in. The main cylinder is a steel forging, ma-
chined to fit perfectly into the reservoir, and the pump cylinder

is of bronze. This press is designed for severe service and is

ideal for small work requiring high pressures.

Individual Motor-Driven Machine Tools.

The Chicago Railways Company recently converted the entire

equipment of its machine and woodworking shops on West End
avenue, Chicago, to individual motor drive. In the engineering

details pertaining to the application of motors to the different

machines, the engineers of the railway company were assisted

by those of the Reliance Electric & Engineering Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, who furnished the motor equipment. This installa-

tion is unique in several particulars and uses automatic starters

for the control of the individual motors. These starters arc

used not only for the constant speed motors, but also with the

adjustable speed motors.

The objects in making these changes were: To effect a sav-

ing in power by making possible the use of individual machines,
especially for overtime work, without running a 75 h. p. motor

48-in. Car Wheel Boring Mill driven by 7^2 H. P., 500 to 1500

R. P. M. Motor.

which was formerly used for driving the entire line shafting

of the machine shop ; to increase the productive efficiency of

the machines by a more powerful drive with an easy and con-

venient method of speed control over wide ranges; and to

increase the general efficiency of the shops by a machine ar-

rangement which would afford the greatest convenience in the

handling of material. In planning the installation a number of

difficulties presented themselves. One problem was to have as

Engine Lathe driven by 5 H. P., 300 to 1800 R. P. M. Motor. Two Hack Saws driven by 1 H. P. Motor.

t**f-«
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little wiring as possible on the machines, as the niotor.s arc in-

stalled i)n a 550 volt d. c. groiiiuled circuit, the power I)cing

taken from tlie company's own Imo.s. 'Ihe only wiring needed
on tiic machines is for the push buttons which require a pilot

circuit c.nryinj> only about 14, amperes. In the .selection of auto-

Punch and Shear driven by 7/2 H. P. Motor.

matic Starters, the first consideration was the protection of the
workmen from the high voltage, and the second, the elimination
of any possibility of abuse to either the motors or the starting

equipment. In the case of the adjustable speed motors the choice
of suitable controlling equipment proved more difficult.

When belt-driven tools, equipped with cone pulleys, are
changed to motor drives, it is necessary to remove the cone,

which in some types was designed to cover a wide range of speeds
with only a single back gear. Tiie Reliance adjustal)le speed
motor of the armature shifting type was selected for this serv-

ice for the following reasons: It eliminated the electrical field

resistance controller, which often causes electrical troubles

and is dangerous to operators, due to the high voltage ; it per-

mitted the use of the same type of automatic starters which
had already been ch().sen for the constant speed motors; and the

wide lange of speed possil)ie with liiis type of motor reduced
I lie number of gear changes to a minimum.
The accompanying illustrations show several machines which

were converted to individual motor drive. In the illustration

of the lathe an example is offered of the method employed in

making the changes. The cone is replaced by a quill, the motor
driving this quill through an intermediate idler shaft so as to

Wood Band Saw driven by 5 H, P. Motor.

Milling Machine driven by 2 H. P., 400 to 2000 R. P. M. Motor.

get a double reduction. This intermediate idler shaft may
either be supported from the base casting, as shown, or from

a suitable boss on the vertical arm of the motor end yoke. A
stationary stub shaft is used for these idlers, the two idlers being

mounted on a common bronze bushing. In this case the back

gear ratio on the belt-driven machine, which was 1 to 10, was

changed to 1 to 6. Using a motor with a 1 to 6.speed ratio, this

gives a continuous 1 to 36 range of spindle speeds, which is

satisfactory for lathes of this size. If a motor with only a 1

to 3 speed ratio is used on such a lathe, an additional gear

change must be provided or there will be a jump or gap of

over 300 per cent, between the range of spindle speeds obtained

with the back gear in and those obtained with the back gear out.

By changing the back gear ratio to 1 to 6, and using a motor

with a 1 to 6 speed ratio, a continuous range of spindle speeds

was obtained without any gap. It is a simple matter to change

the back gear on a lathe of this character from 1 to 10, to 1 to 6.

It merely means changing the diameter of the two tail gears with-

out any change in the face gears or in the locking device be-

tween the large face gear and the quill. In making the change in

the two tail gears they may be moved as shown in the illustration,

allowing the motor to be set low over the head,
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TN the article on The Supply Department, printed in another

•* column, Mr. McVeigh asks several questions which are

already answered in Mr. Pearce's book: For instance, after

running over the course taken by a requisition under Mr.

Pearce's plan, he asks what is gained by it. Mr. Pearce has

already pointed out that by having the requisition pass through

the office of a general storekeeper duplications of orders are

discovered and, particularly, the desired material can be supplied

quickly to the divisional officer from stock on hand from some
other point on the system. It would seem that Mr. McVeigh
could get a better answer to the question he asks by first ex-

plaining why Mr. Pearce's answer does not satisfy him. Simi-

larly, he criticizes routing outside- purchases through the gen-

eral storehouse instead of directly to the division or point of

application. Mr. Pearce devoted some space to explaining the

advantages of this and Mr. McVeigh does not answer Mr.

Pearce's points. Again, he says that Mr. Pearce's general store-

keeper's duties and functions are a duplication of the division

storekeeper's work. Mr. Pearce emphasizes the point that the

general storekeeper should be freed from detail and should spend

his time, in part, in "maintaining the organization, strengthen-

ing the weak places, providing facilities . . . On him de-

volves, probably more than any other officer, the maintenance

of standards." Is this a duplication of the division storekeeper's

work? Discussion on this subject will be of immediate value,

and perhaps we can get it by criticizing each other in the same
friendly spirit which characterizes Mr. McVeigh's paper.

TWO trust companies and four banking firms in offering

at 106 and accrued interest $10,000,000 of New York
State Canal improvement 4 per cent, gold bonds, call attention

in their circular to the fact that two years ago the 4 per cent,

bonds of the state of New York were selling at 114 and in-

terest; that is to say, the drop in the interval of two years has

been 8 points. Thus, as tested by the price of these bonds,

state securities of a character as unquestioned as cash itself

have folloVved, or, more strictly speaking, attended the fall of

municipal bonds of high grade. In Connecticut a state loan

has had to fail temporarily, owing to a similar change in the

standard of investment rate for bonds. And all this comes to

pass at a time when money is cheap and large private funds

should be seeking investment. It is pertinent and timely to ask

whether a very powerful cause in this decline of public se-

curities does not go back to federal and state policy toward

the railways. The line of reasoning runs in some such sequence

as this : The steam railway bond is, on the whole, the standard

bond of investment. That the federal and state policy has dis-

lodged much investment from railway shares and forced down
their market values must be conceded. The timidity of investors

reaches to some extent to railway bonds as well as stocks. But

so long as such bonds and those of other public utilities, espe-

cially street railways, render a decidedly higher return than the

state or municipal security the latter suffer acutely by the com-

petition. A policy that forces down one very extensive and

high class security in the market affects other securities and af-

fects most directly those that are also of as high grade or higher.

New York wants to market bonds to build her large canal,

Connecticut to improve her highways. Both the canal and the

highways must cost more as the sequel of a policy that inflicts

railway hardships. The analysis carried a step further shows the

citizen paying, by increased taxes to meet increased bond interest,

for a condition ensuing partially from anti-railway legislation.

The statement can be generalized into the proposition that no

great vested interest can be unduly attacked without reaching

other vested interests and, at the last, the taxpaj^er as a kind

of "ultimate consumer." In connection with the subject the in-

creased advertisement of Canadian securities calling attention

to the transfer of investment across our northern boundary line

is suggestive as an interpretation of results of the divergent poli-

cies of the two countries.

TTHE inequality between tne wages of certain classes of rail-

* way employees and certain classes of railway officers was

referred to in an editorial in these columns May 5. A similar

inequality, which is adapted to cause even more serious results,

exists between the wages of different classes of employees. The

wages of members of the labor brotherhoods have been repeatedly

increased during recent years until now, in many cases, they are

excessive in proportion to the quantity and quality of the work

done for them. Meantime, almost no corresponding advances

have been given to unorganized workers, such as the great

majority of section foremen, signal maintainers, bridge and

building employees, station agents, etc. To suggestions that the

wages of these unorganized employees should be put nearer on
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a parity with those of organized employees, railway officers are-

apt to answer that tlie roads cannot afford to do it. But to pay

high wages to tlic members of tlie brotherhoods, and keep down
those of the unorganized men, is calculated to foster discontent

among the latter. They are very apt to say, and witli much

truth, that the railways will pay high wages only to (hose who
extort them ; and that the only way for tlic unorganized em-

ployees to get their deserts is to organize. Railway managers

denounce the attitude assumed and the course taken by the

brotherhoods ; but by treating the members of the brotherhoods

better than the unorganized employees they ofifer a direct in-

centive to the organization of the latter. A good many railway

men think that the best way to deal with the situation is to

pick out those among the unorganized employees who are the

most competent and faithful, and increase their wages. This

would be preferable to flat advances in pay, because it would

encourage those who receive the increases and stimulate those

who do not receive them to try to do better work in order also

to secure them. Furthermore, when attempts were made to

unionize the unorganized men, those among them who had re-

ceived increases in pay would be more apt to oppose the move-

ment because they could have little to gain and might have

much to lose by joining it. While it may seem that volun-

tary increases in wages would unnecessarily increase the ex-

penses of the companies, it is certain that voluntary increases to

those employees specially meriting them would, in the long run,

cost a great deal less than general increases compelled as the

general increases to organized employees have recently been

compelled.

ARBITRATION OF RAILWAY LABOR DISPUTES.

VV/E present in another column a second letter from President

''' Delano of the Wabash on arbitration of railway labor

disputes. Mr. Delano's first letter was published in the Railway

Age Gazette of April 7, page 820. The subject to which it re-

lated has since been discussed in these columns by representatives

of both the railways and the railway brotherhoods. (See Rail-

way Age Gazette, April 21, page 934, and April 28, page 979.)

Mr. Delano makes clear in the letter we give this week that he

does not advocate compulsory arbitration. He merely favors

arbitration without any compulsory feature, and conducted by

a different kind of tribunal from those which heretofore have

arbitrated railway labor questions.

It will be granted, we think, by all who have considered the

subject that arbitration ordinarily is preferable to strikes and

lockouts as a means of settling wages and conditions of em-

ployment. This is especially true when those concerned are

transportation companies and their employees. The public then

has a special interest because of the nature of the railway and

of the service that it renders.

Both mediation and arbitration of railway labor disputes

under the Erdman act have proved unsatisfactory. They

are much preferable, of course, to strikes and lockouts, but they

fall far short of being ideal means to the desired end, which is

not merely the avoidance of strikes and lockouts, but also the

settlement of the questions involved in a way that will be just

and beneficial to the railways, the employees and the public. In

conducting mediations, Judge Knapp and Mr. Neill have never

pretended to get settlements which would be just and perman-

ently expedient. That is not the function the Erdman act gives

to them as mediators. Their sole function, and the only thing

that they try to do, is to secure settlements which will prevent

breaches between the employers and the employees that would

interrupt railway service. Their method has been simply to

present to each side the arguments and proposals of the other

until finally a basis of agrement is reached which will prevent

a breach. What this basis will be always must depend on the

circumstances existing at the time and not on the equities in-

volved. The side which, for the moment, under the particular

conditions existing, has the greater strategic strength, and not

necessarily the one which is in the right, gets the best of the

negotiations.

If the controversy goes to arbitration the board is composed,

as Mr. Delano has pointed out, of one representative of the rail-

ways, one representative of the employees and a third person

chosen by them or by the mediators. The representative of the

railways always favors the railway side, the representative of

labor always favors the labor side, and the third arbitrator

determines the award. He usually knows little about the trans-

portation business or the underlying equities of the parties, and

bases his decision on a superficial knowledge of the transitory

conditions existing at the time gained during the progress of the

arbitration.

Mr. Delano proposes to substitute for such bodies a national

board composed of men chosen because of special fitness for its

work, and appointed for a period long enough to enable them

to get the knowledge and experience necessary to rendering

decisions which would not merely prevent strikes, but which

would be adjudications between the parties based on consider-

ation, not merely of their transitory rights and claims, but also,

and chiefly on the enduring rights and interests of the public.

It would carefully examine the testimony introduced and the

issues involved, and render an opinion setting forth the facts

proven, the principles involved and the basis on which, in its

judgment, a settlement ought to be reached. It would have no

authority to enforce obedience to its decision. It is very ques-

tionable if such power could be conferred, because to give it

such power would be to empower it to compel the railways to

employ men against their will and to compel men to work

against their will, and probably no law can give anybody that

power. Slavery was abolished in the United States over 40

years ago.

In its inability to enforce its decisions such a body would

differ from other courts. But the enforcing of decisions is not

the only function that courts perform. One of their most im-

portant functions is to render opinions in which the facts de-

veloped, and the duties of the parties to each other, are set

forth. Their function of defining duties is no less important

than their function of compelling their performance. Once a

court of arbitration had defined the duties of the parties, public

sentiment probably could be relied on to enforce their perform-

ance; for the court would define not merely the duties of the par-

ties to each other, but also their duties to the public; and pub-

lic sentiment, in holding them to a performance of their duties

to the public would at the same time hold them to a performance

of their duties to each other.

All discussion of this question which ignores the interest

of the public in it, or which asumes that the public has no in-

terest in it except to prevent strikes, is valueless. The public is

very directly concerned in the conditions of employment and the

wages paid on railways. The total wages paid by the carriers

to their employees amount to a billion dollars a year. This is

60 per cent, more than the total amount paid out in interest and

dividends. There is only one source from which the money

to pay these wages can be derived, and that is from the rates

paid by the public for transportation. It is to the public in-

terest that railway employees shall receive good wages, and en-

joy favorable working conditions. But it is not to the public in-

terest that they shall be paid excessive wages or that their con-

ditions of employment shall be such that they shall not give one

dollar's worth of work for every dollar in wages that they re-

ceive. And when a dispute arises as to whether wages shall be

raised or reduced, or whether the piece work system shall be

introduced or abolished, the public ought not only to participate

in reaching a settlement, but it ought to participate in such a

way as to protect the rights of all—including its own.

The railway is a public service corporation. Every person

who enters its service assumes part of the responsibility for its

performance of its duty of giving good service at reasonable

rates. This does not apply merely to the board of directors.
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the president and other higher officers, but it applies to every

engineer, conductor, brakeman, fireman, section foreman and

track walker. The public has asserted its right to have some-

thing to say about the relations between railways and their

employees by enacting the Erdman act. The question, therefore,

is not whether there shall be any arbitration at all. That is

settled. The question is whether there ought not to be some

.improvement in the present method of conducting arbitrations.

Mr. Delano's suggestion as to the way this improvement shall

be made seems to be the best that has yet been offered.

THE EXPRESS COMPANIES, THE RAILWAYS AND THE PUBLIC

•T^HE express companies of the United States are daily lay-

ing up more trouble for themselves. Their rates are the

object of attack from many sources. The evidence which has

been introduced before various state commissions, the recent

statistical report of the Interstate Commerce Commission regard-

ing them, and the innumerable newspaper and magazine articles

about them that are being printed, are convincing the public

that their rates and earnings are indefensible. Meantime, when
representatives of the companies appear before the commissions

and courts to defend themselves they commonly show more
disposition to conceal, than to give, pertinent information ; and

thej' are doing almost nothing to conciliate or educate public

sentiment.

One of two things is true : Either the rates are indefensible,

or they are defensible. If they are not defensible they ought

to be changed. If they are defensible they ought to be defended

very differently from the way they have been thus far, both

before commissions and courts, and before the court of public

opinion. The best course for the companies to take, if they

want the public convinced that their position is untenable, is to

continue the utterly stupid, Bourbon policy that they have fol-

lowed thus far. The Pullman Company, whose relations to the

railways are somewhat similar to those of express companies,

exhibited much -better sense. Seeing that it must either defend

its rates or change them, it promptly adopted the latter alter-

native, and not only reduced the charges directly under attack,

but made corresponding reductions throughout the country. The
facts to which those who investigate these subjects have access

indicate that the Pullman Company had a better case to defend

than have most of the express companies. The companies may
gain temporarily by continuing to pursue the policy they have

thus far followed, but, in the long run, it will cost them much
more than it will profit them. The time is past when any

public service corporation in the United States can afford to

assume an arrogant attitude toward the public, or, ostrich-like,

stick its head in the ground and hope that the people will over-

look or forget about it.

The relations between some of the railways and some of the

express companies are very close, and it is high time that the rail-

way managers used their influence to cause the express com-
panies to assume a different attitude. There is no evidence

whatever that the earnings of the railways for handling ex-

press are excessive. The preliminary report of the committee
on railway mail pay, issued January 6, 1911, shows that the

average revenue of the roads per 1,000 ft. miles from the trans-

portation of mail is $3.23; express, $3.86, and passengers, $4.42.

As the average freight train revenue per mile is $2.76, while

the average passenger train revenue per mile is only $1.27, it

seems probable that the railways are actually deriving less net

revenue in proportion from the handling of express than they

are from the handling of ordinary freight. But the express

companies are agents of the railways for the performance of

the express service ; and if they do not render that service satis-

factorily and at reasonable rates, the public is justified in hold-

ing the railways largely responsible, and will do so. Under the

arrangement by which the railways receive for the transporta-

tion of express matter certain percentages of the gross earnings

from it, any reduction in the express charges involves a reduc-

tion in the railways' part of the revenues. The railways have,

therefore, a very important interest in having the entire ques-

tion of the relations between the express companies and the

public settled on a satisfactory basis. Railway officers being

directors in a large number of express companies; the express

companies in all cases being mere agents of the railways; and
a number of them being owned by the railway companies, the

railways can exercise a potent influence in bringing about such
a settlement, and they ouglit to do it.

RAILWAY PROMOTION OF NEW ENGLAND INDUSTRIES.
T^HE New Haven system, including the New Haven, the Bos-
• ton & Maine and the Maine Central, has established, with
headquarters at Boston, an organization under the title New
England Lines Industrial Bureau. Its name indicates its general

purpose. It is to lend the railway's influence in ways both active

and systematic to the enlargement of any form of New England
industry, the cost resting on the three railway lines. The two
main objectives are, obviously, the factory and the farm. But
outside of them there are in New England interests of large im-
portance, some of which stand in a most direct relation to rail-

way business. For example, the hotel and boarding house in-

terests of the White Mountain region alone—saying nothing of

summer camps—is of the utmost value. So are such side inter-

ests as the preservation of the New England forests, almost

extinct in the lowlands, beginning to pass in the uplands. There

is the fishing industry of the coast, bound to grow as the cities

grow—an industry which reaches far beyond New England; and
there are other products, such as ice and quarried stone. In

diversity of industries it is probably fair to say, particularly

when the variety of her factory output is considered. New Eng-
land far surpasses any area of similar size in the United States

or, perhaps, the world.

The causes which have led to the progressive farm depression

in New England are pretty familiar. In their front have been

the rivalry of the richer soils of the West, the more steady

and higher returns of the factory and mercantile vocations of

the cities and the magnetisms of city life for the younger sons

of the farm. These through long decades drew away the bone

and sinew, as well as the mental ambitions of the farm. Soils

and structures of the farm alike ran down ; and, as though such

evil forces were not enough, there have been added a horde of

insect pests attacking field crops and fruits. By a striking but

more natural coincidence the factory interests of New England

have of late years met rivalries as well as the farm. As popu-

lations have grown westward, rival factories nearer the mar-

kets created by population, economizing transportation charges,

were sure to grow, and have done so. So were rival factories

nearer the raw material, like the multiplying cotton factories of

the South. These forces have not prevented the New England

factories, taken as a whole, from expanding, but they have cut

them down from their old normal rate of increase. Measured

by population the New England farm as compared with the

factory shows positive and continued loss. By the new census

123 farm towns in Massachusetts show during the last census

decade a drop in population from 205,217 to 175,542; 69 rural

towns of Connecticut show a population practically stagnant, in

spite of new foreign elements ; and the same is true of the

whole state of Vermont, essentially a farming commonwealth.

In the light of the plan of the three New England lines and

its wide industrial scope, their classification of traffic during the

last fiscal year is interesting as set forth in a condensed table

:

Tons.
Products of agriculture 5,079,946
Products of animals 1,663,788
Products of mines 12,407,830
Products of forests 4,623,570
Manufactures 9,399,982
Miscellaneous, including merchandise 12,379,393

Total 45,554,509

When this general table is analyzed by its items in the original

and detailed returns, the results become impressive in their bear-
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ings on New England railway transportation in so far as it can

be affected by tbe new promoting linreau. Certain very large

items drop out immediately, iiK-luding the products of mines;

grain, flour and other mill products alone take out probably

2,000,000 tons from products of agriculture, and a considerable

but indefinite subtraction must be made in the products of ani-

mals, and a lesser subtraction from manufactures. But there re-

mains, at a rough estimate, probably 40 per cent, of the total

tonnage to be attributed to New F.ngland origin, with manufac-

tures much the largest item and farm products comparatively

trilling. The work before a railway industrial bureau, in the

main, is therefore the bracing up of a languishing farm industry

on the one haod and the sustenance and enlargement of a great

factory industry, threatened somewhat by external competitions,

on the other. To these may be added another important branch,

the development of water powers. These, like farming, have
languished in New England outside of cities on swift and large

rivers. Transmission of electric power has now given new
values and economic meanings to remoter streams, and the con-

servation of their waters. In the case of the hitherto decadent

New England farming there are also some rays of light. Such
social forces as the telephone and rural free postal delivery

have measurably enhanced the farm satisfactions and reduced
the counter magnetism of the cities ; and intensive fertilization

and the application of scientific methods to soil and orchard are

offering fresh outlets of positive profit.

The outcome of the New England Lines Industrial Bureau
will be watched with the most acute interest. It can easily fail

through lack of intelligence and energy. It can, on the other

hand, given vigor, judgment and the proper resources, be made a

mighty coefficient in a local development equally beneficent to

producer and carrier. If successful, not the least of its 'values

would be the welding of a new link in the community of in-

terest between the railway and the people and the substitution

of new friendship for old asperities. The recovery of the last

few years proves that New England, laeeds such an era of good
feeling scarcely less than the West.

SJcltcf^ to the lEdilon

ANOTHER LETTER FROM MR. DELANO ON ARBITRA-
TION OF LABOR DISPUTES.

NEW BOOKS.

The Coal Trade. By Frederick E. Saward, Editor of The Coal Trade
Journal. Published by The Coal Trade Journal, iJew York. Cloth,
190 pages, 6 in. x 8 in. Price, $1.50.

This volume is the thirty-eighth annual edition published by the

author, who has been editor of The Coal Trade Journal for 42

years. It contains a review of the trade for the past year, in-

cluding statistics of special value to those interested in coal pro-

duction. The 3'early coal tonnage of the United States has now
approached to within a few thousand tons of the half-billion

mark, while the coal tonnage of the world at large is a billion

and a quarter.

Index to Signal Literature. Railway Signal Association; office of the Sec-
retary, Bethlehem, Pa. Cloth, 185 pages, 6 in. x 9J^ in. Price, $1.00.

This valuable index, prepared by a committee of the Railway

Signal Association, W. J. Eck, chairman, was presented at the

annual meeting of the association at Richmond, Va., last Oc-
tober and has already been noticed in the "kailway Age Gazette.

The bound volume has just appeared, and copies may be had
of the secretary. The index to articles in technical journals

which constitutes the body of the work fills 135 pages. The
reader who observed that this index looked a good deal like

an index to the last 25 years' bound volumes of the Railroad

Gazette did not have our authority,, /or the statement; but we
do admit that we have printed quite a number of signaling ar-

ticles during that time, including some that the committee over-

looked.

Besides the index of articles in periodicals there is a cata-

logue of books which deal with signaling subjects, filling a

dozen pages; a list of colleges and schools which give some at-

tention to signaling; and information concerning educational

work done by railway companies.

Chicago, May 6, 1911.

To THE Editor ok the Railway Age Gazette :

From the letters of P. H. Morrissey, President American

Railroad ICmployes' and Investors' Association, in your issue of

April 21, and W. S. Carter, President of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Enginemen and Firemen, in your issue of April 28,

as well as from private letters received from various friends who
have read my letter on the labor situation, I see that I was

misunderstood.

Mr. Carter, particularly, assumes that I believe in compulsory

arbitration, and it is very evident that I did not make clear that

I regard arbitration, at best, only as a last resort, to be invoked

only in preference to an actual conflict, or strike. I believe thor-

oughly in the Lemieux act of Canada and in the Erdman act

in our own country, in so far as those acts provide for investiga-

tion of the controversies or disputes, and mediation between

the parties; but what I object to in each of these acts is the

arbitration provision. Furthermore, my statement that the

arbitration provision does not work with entire satisfaction,

and that it is unsatisfactory both to the employer and the

employee, is bore out by the statements of both Mr. Morrissey

and Mr. Carter.

I am well aware, and fully appreciate, that compulsory arbitra-

tion cannot be made practical; and that under any arbitration

agreement there is nothing but good faith on the part of the

employer or the body of employees, to make it effective. Either

party to an arbitration agreement might refuse to be bound by

that agreement, and good faith of the parties and the conscious-

ness of the force of public opinion are the only effective agents

of compulsion.

I agree with all that Mr. Morrissey has said in his letter

about the progress of events in the situation, and I am optimistic

enough to believe that this problem will in time be worked out

in a better way for all concerned. It is often darkest just before

dawn. However, it appears to me that both Mr. Morrissey and

Mr. Carter overlook the public side of these questions. The

point which I tried to bring out is that this is not a question

in which employer and employees alone are interested, but that

it is a question in which the party most vitally interested is the

general public. How, then, is that interest to be represented?

That is the question.

The great value of courts of law arises, not so much from the

cases they actually consider and dispose of, as from the fact

that they stand as tribunals to decide grievances between citizens,

corporations, etc. Most good citizens rarely, if ever, have law-

suits, and, in proportion to the amount of business transacted,

there are probably fewer lawsuits today than formerly. Never-

theless, it is worth a good deal to every citizen to feel that he

has a code of judicial procedure provided and a tribunal to

which he can appeal if another citizen tries to do him an injury

or rob him of his property or his privileges. It is only, then,

in the sense of a tribunal that I suggest a court of arbitration.

Then there is another point. Thinking men of this century,

and men who mean to be fair, are coming to see that one of two

principles must obtain ; that prices must either be regulated by

the laws of competition, or they must be regulated by public

authority. This applies equally to the trust manufacturer, to the

railway or other public service corporation, and to the labor

organization. Each has found that competition may go to

ruinous extremes, and in order to prevent competition going to

these ruinous extremes, combinations have been formed.

Whether these combinations, either of capital or labor, are

within the law or without its pale, we do not know yet; but,

regardless of what the Supreme Court decisions may be, it is
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certain that unlimited competition can never exist for long.

The more powerful the competitive forces arrayed against each

other, the worse will be the conflict, and the ultimate result of

any such conflict is the survival of the strongest and the degreda-

tion of the weakest. The labor union has dealt with this prob-

lem as between laboring men, seeking to check competition and

maintain a reasonable minimum wage. As stated in my first

letter, I find no fault wich this attitude ; all that I contend is

that this great force cannot be left unrestrained and unchecked.

F. A. DELANO,
President, Wabash Railroad.

THE RAILWAY LABOR SITUATION.

Chicago, April 30, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

Mr. Delano's letter in your issue of April 7 very graph-

ically sets forth the existing labor conditions on our railways.

The solution of the problem presented is much more difficult

than to describe these conditions, and in my opinion is not to be

found in compulsory arbitration.

A prominent labor leader, in a recent address before a

graduating class of divinity students of a large eastern col-

lege, said : "If I were asked to offer a solution of the great

vexed question of modern industrial strife, I would unhesitat-

ingly recommend a literal application of the golden rule." This,

of course, sounded good to the embryo ministers, and un-

doubtedly was accepted by them as gospel. Personally, I

would be inclined, as the Chinese are, to turn the golden rule

around, and offer it as a solution in the form in which Con-

fucius offered it to his countrymen : "Others will do to you as

you do to them." This, at least, comes nearer human nature

and practice.

There is no way under our form of government that com-

pulsory arbitration can be brought about. It is very alluring

to talk about, but we might just as profitably discuss com-

pulsory arbitration of rates. While it is perhaps true that in

Canada something has been accomplished under the Lemioux Act

in postponing or preventing a break between capital and labor

when their relations become strained, the controversy is set-

tled ultimately as in the United States—by concession or force.

Railway employees have learned that, "Whom the gods de-

stroy they first make mad." Therefore, they do not. in these

enlightened days, go oft' "half-cocked." They have also an un-

written law that a strike can unmake a labor leader of the

higher class as quickly as it has been known to eclipse a rail-

way manager. Therefore, diplomacy is as essential on one side

of the question as on the other.

I am not willing to admit that our Canadian cousins have

gained any material advantage under their semi-compulsory ar-

bitration act, at least on the railways. Working rules have been

accepted by the managers that are considered onerous on this

side. There are also, perhaps, favorable conditions that do not

exist here; both the rules and the conditions being incidental

to environment and the peculiarities of the situation. It is to

be noticed that, however, in dealing with certain classes the

Canadian managers avail themselves of our "mutual protection"

conferences ; so that it may be considered that honors are even,

and the panacea for labor troubles is not to be found even un-

der their form of government.

Italy, and more recently France, discovered a new method,

that of calling the railway men into the army reserve; a tempo-
rary expedient, offset by obstructionism, or the recall of the

minister of railways, both of which teach the official in au-

thority, or his successor, to be more liberal.

There is nothing to be gained, apparently by criticizing our

labor organizations or their leaders The organizations are nu-

merically greater than the railway managements and have more
time and greater disposition to criticize the railways and their

managers than the managers have to criticize them. This ex-

change of mutual regards—or disregards—is prolific of dis-

loyalty, and gets the public into the controversy at the wrong
place—where its corns will be trampled on—and it is apt to

hit the first offender it can reach, which is generally the railway.

VVc must find the cause of the existing conditions before we
attempt the remedy. Commercial strife follows closely the law

of nature, "the survival of the fittest." As we are at present

constituted, during the process of converting raw material into

the universal medium of exchange—money—we will each take

for his share as great a portion as we can get, whether it be

the producer, the carrier, the manufacturer or the merchant.

This has always obtained, and always will. It was formerly

taken by force; then under social regulation, by law, which is

considered more equitable. We have never been satisfied with

a sufficiency; and we must judge the future by the past. There-
fore, how the division shall be made will continue to be de-

termined by intelligence, energy and avarice. Some call the de-

sire of each to get his fair share—or most—laudable ambition;

and success in getting it, luck, brains, brawn, cunning, or even
stealing. "A rose by any other name would smell as sweet."

Whenever in social, political or commercial" life the individual

succeeds he is applauded or assailed, according to the view-
point of his critics.

In the recent controversies over rate increases it was made
manifest to the railways that no matter how fairly, intelligently

or justly they set forth their claims for a share of the increased

prosperity of the country, the powers that are created by the

people must consider the subject only from the viewpoint of

public sentiment. The only real question that seriously en-

tered into the controversy at any time from the standpoint of

the railways was, "Does a rate advance mean prosperity or con-

tinued depression ?" Those broad of vision knew it meant
prosperity, and were disappointed with the railway men—per-

haps for selfish reasons—because prosperity was deferred by

the decision. The result has taught the railways that they need
more power politically, whether it come from their own em-
ployees or from those who sympathize with them because they

know that unless the railways prosper the material growth of

the country will be checked.

The influence of employees on the side of the railways can be
obtained permanently in only one way—by profit sharing. When a

large portion of the employees can be induced to identify them-
selves financially with the roads, looking to their profits for better

living conditions rather than to wage increases or overtime per-

quisites, the infliction upon the railways of personal injury com-
pensation laws, or the cruinbs gathered from the operation

—

regulative monstrosities produced through their legislative com-
mittees, there will undoubtedly come about a change in condi-

tions. Where one employee in a thousand now watches the ex-

penditures there will be at every .station, on every train, and
at every machine those who will demand and compel from their

fellows thrift, honesty and loyalty. There will be those in every

community who will watch the ballot and see that candidates

inimical to their interests are relegated to political obscurity.

There will be those on the jury who will say, "Hold! this is an

attempt to obtain money under false pretense." There will be

newspapers that will give the railways the credit due them for

efficiency. There will be ministers in the pulpit who will

preach the righteousness of one moral law for all their congrega-

tions. The ambulance chasers will be following agricultural

pursuits, or earning their bread otherwise by the sweat of their

brow.

"A house divided against itself must fall." No business can

prosper under the conditions obtaining on the raihvays, and

under the conditions inflicted upon them. The personnel of the

railways should be actuated by the same motives from the bot-

tom to the top. Voluntary loyalty, alert, aggressive and intelli-

gent, ready to meet any enemy from whatsoever source it may
appear; voluntary eflSciency, voluntary courtesy, voluntary

diplomacy, these are what are needed ; and they can be pro-

duced only by self-interest.

The hundreds of millions of dollars paid in recent years to
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railway employees a.s increased coiiipiMisatioii iiave been al)sorbed

by extravagance and the imposition of high living prices, not

justified in any way. If in some way an equal amount of finan-

cial interest in the properties had been secured by employees it

would have been guarded more jealously; economy and thrift

would have been inculcated, and an entirely different atmos-

phere would prevail, both in the service, and politically, so far

as the railways are concerned.

To bring about the ownership by employees of such an in-

terest in the railways is within the range of possibility. To ob-

tain as good results by compulsory arbitration is absolutely im-

possible. A court of compulsory arbitration may be established.

It is so impracticable, however, as to be almost chimerical. If

established it will strain the relations existing between employer

and employee to the breaking point, and force government owner-

ship and operation of the railways.

VICE-PRESIDENT.

THE EFFICIENCY OF RAILWAY EQUIPMENT,

Kansas City, Mo., April 28, 1911.

To THE Editor ok the Railw.'vy Age Gazette:

In dealing with the subject of equipment efficiency, considera-

tion must be given to the factors that limit performance. The

principal factors which may be classed as uncontrollable are

the average haul, the minimum load, demurrage rules, unbal-

anced traffic. Improvement in equipment efliciency must be

made independently of the limiting factors. The remedial

agents on which reliance must be had are proper facilities and

maintenance thereof, improved handling through terminals,

organization, supervision, check of operations.

In analyzing operations one is prone to take figures at their

face value and disregard contributing factors. Thus, statistics

are often based on total results without considering the individual

units. In the particular instances pointed out in the editorial on

"The Efficiency of Railway Equipment," in your issue of April

7, disproportionate increases in the ratio between tractive power

of locomotives and tons moved one mile can probably be traced

to large purchases of locomotives between 1902 and 1907, made

on the theory that business would continue to increase, or at

least would not decrease. Smaller engines, which were not large

enough to use economically or to command a ready sale and

which were too good to scrap, were kept in stock. The ex-

perience of the Kansas City Southern is probably that of many
other roads. In 1905, 1906 and 1907, 100 per cent, of all the

engines owned were in work stock, while in 1909 and 1910 but

66.1 per cent, and 70 per cent, r.espectively, were in work stock.

A comparison of total locomotive tractive power and total

tons moved one mile is only of relative value. Conditions sur-

rounding the handling of traffic on the individual roads must be

known. Statistics frequently indicate poor operation, while, in

fact, the best possible results are being secured. Thus, it may
be shown that, while the average tractive power per locomotive

and the locomotive tractive power per mile of road have in-

creased greatly, the average tons per train, the ton mile per

freight locomotive, the ton mile per pound freight locomotive

tractive power do not show corresponding increases. It is un-

fair to assume that operations have been poor until conditions

of traffic are known, and what part of total available engine

efficiency was used.

In the years under consideration, the average tons moved per

loaded car mile did not keep pace with increase of average carry-

ing capacity per freight car. This is due to rapid increase in

heavy capacity cars and decrease, through destruction and wear,

of light capacity cars. The increase of the average car load, be-

cause of limitations mentioned, has been small. Probably few,

if any, freight cars have been built for railways since 1902 of

less than 30 tons capacity, while the greater part of the cars

worn out and destroyed were of smaller capacity. The rapid

increase in the average weight of freight cars has decreased the

efficiency of locomotives and the apparent efficiency of freight

equipment. On some roads, where rapid increase has been made

in capacity and weight of cars, ratio of weight of load to weight

of car is more nearly equal, whereas on roads where the per-

centage of heavy capacity cars is small the ratio of load is much
greater. On the Kansas City Southern in 1910, of the total aver-

age weight of car and contents, tiie average weight of car was
44.2 per cent., and tlie average weight of load, 55.H per cent.

immediately following the panic, freight e(iuipmcnt deteriorated

rapidly, and it has not been proi)crly maintained since. Com-
pared with the corresponding period preceding the panic, fewer

freight cars were purchased than during the three years follow-

ing the panic. The cars now owned, on account of their getting

older, are not in as good condition as they were in 1907. The
percentage of bad order cars is too great. Before the panic, de-

mand for all classes of cars was so great it could not be sup-

plied, whereas, since the panic, a large number of cars have been

stored on account of lack of demand. During the past few

months business has fallen off in this section of the country

and the roads are hurrying home surplus foreign equipment.

On this road, alone, more than 5,000 empty cars have been hauled

to connections during the first three months of the current year.

It is believed much of this economic waste could have been

prevented by the use of a universal home route card. Several

attempts have been made to arouse interest in the home route

card during the past four or five years, but as the pooling of

equipment in some form seemed imminent, the universal home
route card did not meet with much favor. It is now under

consideration by the Car Service Committee of the Association

of Car Accounting and Transportation Offices. If put into use

it will, without doubt, reduce delays to cars on foreign lines

and increase performance.

An important factor influencing car performance, especially in

this growing southwestern country, is the great increase in in-

dustrial and terminal switching. On this road switching of this

class has increased in three years at Kansas City, 35.4 per cent,

at Shreveport, La., 44 per cent. ; at Beaumont, Texas, 52 per

cent., and at Port Arthur, Tex., 100.6 per cent. An increase in

industrial switching decreases the average miles per car per

day. But few cars handled in industrial switching make mileage.

The country west of the Mississippi river is developing rapidly.

Territory, which a few years ago was local, is now competitive

and requires a larger number of cars to take care of the same

amount of business.

During the car shortages prior to 1908, patrons loaded cars

more nearly to full carrying capacity, in order to dispose of the

greatest amount of commodities. Because of inability to get

proper equipment nearly any kind of a car was loaded. Since

the panic there has been a surplus of all classes of cars at differ-

ent times, and a surplus of some classes of cars nearly all the

time. Because of unsettled conditions since 1907 commodities are

bought in smaller quantities and at minimum weights. Not-

withstanding the increase in carrying capacity of cars the aver-

age load of lumber, the chief commodity of this road, decreased

from 24.5 tons in 1907, to 23.8 tons in 1910.

The decreases in the average car load suggest that probably

the railways have increased the carrying capacity of cars, and

consequently their weight, more rapidly than conditions warrant.

A few years ago an investigation was made to determine

whether the 30-ton or the 40-ton box car was the more economi-

cal in which to handle box car traffic on a certain trunk line.

It was found that the average load, exclusive of merchandise,

placed in th; 40-ton car, utilized less than one-half of the carry-

ing capacity, and the average load placed in the 30-ton car

utiHzed slightly less than two-thirds of the carrying capacity.

As the light weight of the 30-ton car was four tons less than

that of the 40-ton car, and the former was strong enough to stand

the strain of the heavier trains, it was figured that if all box

car freight was handled in 30-ton cars there would be a yearly

saving, alone, of more than $300,000 in cost of hauling excessive

car weight. Interesting figures bearing on this subject were

made several years ago by officials of the Erie and the

Lackawanna.
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Under normal conditions an important factor in performance

of freight equipment is the average haul of the loaded car. It

is not always realized that mere figures representing average

miles per car per day do not always reflect car efficiency. A road

whose average is twenty-five miles per car per day may be

rendering more efficient service than a road whose average is

fifty miles per car per day.

A number of attempts have been made, without success, to

increase the minimum car load. The operating and traffic de-

partmehts are not always in accord as to what these minimums
should be. A number of states either have laws or orders of

state commissions prescribing the minimums. Railways them-

selves are responsible for a number of low minimums. It is

believed that some progress is being made, but not much can

be looked for in the immediate future.

One of the deterring influences on car efficiency is delay in

loading and unloading. These delays are legalized by demurrage

rules, by orders of various state commissions and by state

laws. It is doubtful if much can be done toward reducing

these delays in the immediate future. It will probably take

several years of commercial activity to make a beginning. One
objectionable feature of present car service rules is the average

agreement, in that it does not stimulate release of cars. Not
nearly as good service is now being secured from large shippers

as was secured before the adoption of the average agreement.

Unbalanced traffic is a feature greatly affecting car perform-

ance, which is given but slight consideration. Statisticians

usually consider the movement of traffic in relation to direction

only, regardless of the fact that it may be different on different

divisions. The freight district is an operating entity and should

be so considered in determining the effect of unbalanced traffic

upon operating economy and equipment eflficiency. Direction, on

roads where the flow of traffic is subject to changes, should be

disregarded.

Two very essential things in successful operation are good
power and good track. Railways never made money by neglect-

ing either. They may borrow from the future by deferring

necessary repairs, but for this neglect they pay dearly. Many
roads are too poor to be economical. Because of the desire to

make operating results fit financial statements, the condition of

track and equipment is frequently neglected during the last

few months of the fiscal year. When work is finally begun an

inferior grade of men must be taken ; equipment is not put in

proper shape with sufficient promptness for the increase of

business in the late summer and early fall ; work is carried

forward during the fall and winter when the days are colder and

shorter and the cost of production materially greater, and at

a time when all equipment should be in active service. It is

believed that an improvement would result if the fiscal year

were made coincident with the calendar year.

It is necessary that equipment be put in proper shape by the

time business moves in the early fall. Unless this is done there

will be a lagging in operations which cannot be overcome dur-

ing that season. Poor power means increased cost because of

engine failures and the necessity of running lightly-loaded

trains and light trains to relieve engines that have failed.

As a rule, performance of equipment is fairly satisfactory

between terminals. The speed of trains on road is a negligible

factor in average miles per car per day. On railways which

have a fairly uniform gradient on an individual freight dis-

trict a high percentage of car and locomotive efficiency is se-

cured. More than 75 per cent, of delays occur in yards and
terminals. Notwithstanding, conditions are better than a few

years back, but there is still room for improvement. Sufficient

force of proper caliber, good facilities and comprehensive re-

ports are necessary for terminals and larger stations, and there

good supervision must be had. It has been only a few years

since operating reports, except those showing loads and empties

to be moved, were not received from larger stations because

of the labor involved, notwithstanding that a large terminal

usually has more cars than a freight district. Lack of proper

facilities at terminals and larger stations not only decrease the

efficiency of locomotives and cars, but increase operating ex-

penses. On nearly every road may be seen examples where $35

per day is saved by taking off a switch engine and $50 per day

expense caused by resulting per diem and overtime.

Perhaps the greatest results in equipment efficiency will be

secured through proper organization and supervision. It is

believed that better performance will come through strong

divisional organizations rather than through the general offices.

This organization should be sufficiently large to permit of thor-

ough supervision of all operations. Better service can be se-

cured by working from the bottom up than from the top down.
The division should be equipped with competent officers who
should handle the details and in whom full confidence should

be placed. The handling of details by the general officers dwarfs

the division officers and lessens their efficiency. It is better

and more economical to have too large a force than too small,

as there should be elasticity in every organization.

In the matter of operations no system will be efficient unless
there is proper supervision. The simple issuing of instructions

will not suffice. The matter must be closely watched. On
the average railway too much is taken for granted and not
enough care is exercised to see that instructions are understood
and obeyed. The supervising force should be sufficiently large

to visit at short intervals all the employees having to do with
operations to see that instructions given them are fully compre-
hended and obeyed. This should be made a matter of routine.

In supervision the average railway is weak in that there is not
enough of it. Too much dependence is put upon reports. Many
operating officials receive more reports than can be looked over
in half a day and keep a large number of records of current

operations that do not "turn a wheel or earn a dollar." More
satisfactory results can be secured from fewer reports and better

supervision. Proper supervision contemplates an examination

at stated times by experts or officials of other roads who are

not familiar with the property and can judge of the operation

from an unbiased standpoint. The official who is on the ground is

very often too close to the work to get the proper perspective.

A great deal of supervising efficiency is wasted through the

old but revered custom of "putting it up to the other fellow."

Explanations should not be exacted for every deviation from

the normal. It should be sufficient to point out the error made

an^, if circumstances warrant, outline the proper procedure.

Criticism presupposes knowledge and should not be indulged in

unless the proper way can be pointed out. The supervising

officer, by precept and example, should nullify the old saying

that railroading is the art of evading responsibility.

There is a lot of unnecessary work and useless correspond-

ence on railways which is not tolerated in any other business.

Operation is always in a state of incompleteness and always

presents vulnerable points of attack. Delays will always occur.

Demands for explanations and solicitation of complaints should

be eliminated. This class of correspondence should be sent

to the operating official on the firing line only in exceptional

cases, as it produces no good results and takes up time that

could be better spent.

The operating official being responsible for net revenue feels

called upon to make reductions when business shows a marked

decrease. At these periods the mistake is often made of reduc-

ing the supervising force. The reduction of expenses to the

minds of many consists of cutting some one off the pay roll

regardless of consequences. Real economy can often be effected

by increasing the expenses.

A daily check of operations should be made by the division

officer to determine costs. This can be done cheaply and effec-

tively. On this road a report is made each day in each dis-

patcher's office showing the cost of handling one hundred tons

one mile the previous day in the direction of the prevailing

traffic. C. C. RILEY,

General Superintendent, Kansas City Southern Railway.
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SIGNAL ASPECTS.

Chicago, April 29, 1911.

To THE EniTOR OK THE Kaii.WAV Age Gazette :

The arguments set forth in Mr. Rudd's criticism of my Cana-

dian Railway Club pai)cr, which appeared in your issue of April

14, page 893, are so plausible and so attractive to the reader who
has not tlie time to study and digest them, that I desire to

make a brief reply in order to assist tliose interested in ar-

riving at a true understanding of the actual conditions. Mr.

Rudd cites tliree conditions, or cases, in which (he minority's

reconmiended scheme of signaling is held to be insuflicient and

inadequate. These criticisms are wortliy of fuller explanation.

The first reads as follows

:

"In view of tlie clunnge in operating methods in the twelve years since

Mr. Rhea first promulgate] the proposal the minority is now advocating,
while granting for the sake of argument that the proposal was sound and
a(li'(iuatf for our needs twelve years ago, some of us feel that it is not
snfticiont for present day requirements. To cite examples: First, given a
dense, slow, heavy freight traffic, interspersed with a number of high class,

high speed passenger trains scheduled for a stretch of perhaps 15 miles

at 75 to 80 miles an hour. A safe braking distance, allowing for all fore-

seen contingencies, is, say, 1 ^2 miles, but blocks of this length are too long
for the operation of the freights, as it would certainly tie up traffic to

require the slow freight to reduce speed to the rate required if it were
to take a No. 10 crossover and move into an occupied yard at the signal

1 J/j miles from the point of obstruction; but if the first signal indicated

'Pass next signal at medium speed,' and the second signal indicated 'Pre-

pare to stop at next signal,' the requisite information would be given and
the blockade avoided."

The schedule speeds named are considerably faster than have

previously come to my notice. There is substantial reason for

belief that a mile is sufficient braking jdistance on level track

for all speeds that it is ncressary for passenger trains to run to

meet their schedules. This is perhaps, aside from the point,

however.

It is stated that, "it would certainly tie up traffic to require

the slow freight to reduce speed" at a caution signal V/z miles

from the interlocking where the train is to leave the main track

and enter an occupied yard, to such speed that it could enter

this same yard at this same caution signal; and, further, to re-

quire it to run for the 1^ miles at such reduced speed. If this

were necessary the statement might represent the facts. The

question is. Would the minority's simple scheme of signaling re-

quire such operation of freight trains? We say, No; that such

handling is not necessary and was not contemplated by the

minority's plan.

We hold that a train finding a signal in the caution position

must run with such caution as the conditions require. Mr. Rudd

seems to hold that a train finding a caution signal located under

the most favorable conditions must run with the same degree

of caution and restriction of speed required by the caution signal

located under the most unfavorable conditions on the division.

We feel that this interpretation of the caution signal is incorrect

and indicates a lack of confidence in our enginemen and trainmen.

If our enginemen and trainmen can be trusted to run trains at

all, they certainly can be trusted to run with the necessary

caution when they find a caution signal. This is subject, of

course, to proper education, instruction and discipline which must

be had for safe operation with any system. It seems idle to

say that because the conditions at one caution signal require a

reduction of train speed to, say, 4 or 5 miles an hour, and un-

usually careful handling, that trains must be similarly handled at

every other caution signal on the division regardless of much

more favorable conditions existing. If this statement is true (and

every practical railway man will agree that it is), the blockade

of traffic that Mr. Rudd refers to is unlikely to occur. Summing

up the situation referred to, we feel that the freight trains can

be handled under the conditions outlined as fast as safe opera-

tion and terminal facilities will permit, regardless of whether

fast passenger trains are run over the same tracks or not.

The second case specified reads as follows

:

"Given a road in which permissive block is used for freights and absolute

for passenger trains, either class of trains may accept, as per rule, the

caution (distant) indication, but the passenger train cannot pass the caution

(permissive) signal and enter an occupied block. Should the engineman
be required to remember all the points at which the caution signal is

located which he cannot accept, or is it preferable to designate it so that

te ran tell what it is by looking at it? Which practice lends itself better

to the eiifoitcnient of discijilinc and which to the promotion of misunder-
standing f

"Inirther, with the minority scheme, if the interlocking plant is in per-
missive manual block territory, advance signals are compulsory, as other-
wise the caution ijosition may indicate either block occupied, on one or two
tracks; a movement .'igainst traffic; into a yard, or to a branch, and while
a passenger train would be permitted to accept it for the latter pur-
I)oses, it could not accej)! it for the former. How would the engineer
differentiate without sto|)piMg and examining the position of switches, etc.?
Js this a good way to facilitate traffic?"

I take it that tliis refers to operation in manual block terri-

tory. We feel that no confusion will arise at the ordinary block

station, because passenger trains are operated only on positive

l)lock and freight trains on both positive and permissive block.

This is a common practice over the country, and no bad re-

sults seem to arise from the practice. Both the block operator

and the train crews in charge of passenger trains are fully con-

versant with the practice and no difficulty is met today with this

manner of operation.

At interlocking plants which are also block stations, the situ-

ation is a little different. At such points we may desire to

give passenger trains a caution signal for diverging movements,

but not for entering an occupied block section. This is easily

taken care of by the location of a signal for block and train

order purposes at some point beyond or in advance of the di-

verging switches. As a rule this will not increase the number
of signals employed, as it is common practice to install and use

at such points, for block and train order purposes, signals located

either in advance of the switches or in front of the tower.

Further, it should be borne in mind that such advance signals

are required only on lines of heavy traffic, where it is desired to

clear the block in the rear, as soon as possible after the arrival

of the train at interlocking plant. To simplify the apparently

difficult problem propounded, I may say without hesitation, that

the conditions can be met with the minority's simple plan and

are now being met without the use of the complicated scheme of

signaling advocated by the majority.

The third case is rather formidable on first reading:

"Giveii a four track railway handling all classes of traffic and the problem
of weaving fast expresses in and out to pass local passenger and freight
trains on the outside tracks and tonnage trains on the inside tracks, these
expresses scheduled 77 miles in 89 minutes, with two or three slow-downs
for water and one and sometimes two station stops. Place interlockings
about five miles apart with No. 20 crossovers maintained for a speed of at

least 50 miles an hour without danger or discomfort to passengers. Is it

good signaling or good railroading to give no advance information to the
engineer of the conditions at the interlocking, but to require him when he
comes in sight of a signal located perhaps a mile from the home signal, to

immediately reduce speed, watch his track for obstruction ahead, misplaced
switch, train in block or bad track, moving at this rate to the interlocking
signal, passing it prepared to stop if he is diverted over against traffic or into

a yard, and to crawl along at this rate for 2,000 ft. more until he reaches
the advance signal, if there is one, and in its absence, so run clear through
the next block? Or is it better to tell him definitely the condition of the
interlocking signals and switches and let him run, especially when he may
be crossed in and out three or four times on the 77 mile run?

"If the minority standpoint is correct, why make a distinction between
the main or high speed and the low speed, when you make no distinction

Ijetween the medium speed route (good for 45 m.p.h.) and the low speed?

"Is the providing of these long crossovers a waste of money? If it is

bad practice to so signal that they may be taken at speed, why put them in?

They certainly cost more than the shorter ones. No. 8 or No. 10. Or is it

intended that the engineman shall 'use his judgment' and, having received

the low speed signal, run them at medium speed, having decided that,

because that is usually the route set up, it always will be right, and having

good luck until some day he is sent into a yard by mistake?"

A brief study will indicate that the difficulties are perhaps

over-estimated. For example, the taking of water two or three

times in 77 miles is, I believe, now generally considered unneces-

sary. It is common practice at the present time to run 75 to 100

miles betwen water stations. Since reading the criticism by Mr.

Rudd, some consideration has been given to the schedule on the

division of which I have charge. This has resulted in further

confirming and reinforcing my previous opinion that the schedule

described in case 3 is not unusual and not especially difficult to

meet, with the use of the simple scheme of signaling, "Stop,"

"Caution" and "Proceed" advocated by the minority. If time is

taken to translate the description of conditions into ordinary

language used by operating men of the day, it is probable that

many will find that they are, with a very simple system of sig-

nals, obtaining results which the language in case 3 would indi-

cate could not be obtained without the use of the complicated

scheme of signals recommended by the majority. The results

of long experience have been to show that it is unnecessary, if

1
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not undesirable, to require or permit trains to run at excessive

speeds over diverging routes at interlocking plants. To make

such excessive speeds possible requires, in the first instance, the

installation of adjuncts and additions to a simple system of sig-

nals, which must be accompanied by expensive and complicated

electric locking circuits, approach locking annunciators, releases,

time locks, etc., to check and guarantee the more or less specific

information which it is aimed to give the enginemen.

These adjuncts and complicated automatic checking devices are

expensive to install, maintain and operate. They are subject to

failure and do fail, in common with all automatic devices.

L. R. CLAUSEN.

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.

BY E. J. MCVEIGH.

Storekeeper, Grand Trunk Railway.

It has long been recognized that there are two sides to any

question, and in looking over H. C. Pearce's articles on "The

Supply Department," beginning in the January 6 issue of the

Railway Age Gazette, it has occurred to me that the other side

of this question should be presented. Perhaps it might be bet-

ter to say that we should have a look at the picture from a differ-

ent angle.

Mr. Pearce has 'given us a little history showing how things

came to be as they are, and no one will question his statements.

learn what method is the most perfect, and what organization

we require to get us the best results.

It has taken our railways many years to learn that the

division superintendent is the real unit of the operating de-

partment; in other words, that the man on the ground, if

he is fit lor his job, is the best man to handle the work. Is

there no lesson here for the supply department? The shortest

distance between two points is a straight line from one to the

other. The purpose of the supply department is to procure, and
to place in the hands of the people who actually use it, the

material necessary for the economical operation of the railway,

and to do so in the most direct manner with the least possible

cost. Do Mr. Pearce's plan and organization, as outlined, do
this?

There are certain large items of material, such as steel rails,

steel bridges, etc., that all railways use, and these are handled

by each in its own way. We are here dealing with the general

supplies, and we will try to begin at the bottom and work up,

this being the generally recognized method of progression fol-

lowed by the human animal when making progress. Now, by
whom is the material required? By the man who is to use it.

He is in one of the departments on a division. He goes direct,

or indirectly, to the head of his department with his list of

material, and, if the head of the department has been authorized

to proceed with the work, he makes a requisition, on the execu-

tive for the supplies. If the executive has decided to curtail

expenditures temporarily for any reason, the requisition is

Execuh'ye

General
Buyer

Fuel
Buyer

Chief
Clerk

Oerjeraf
Purchasing

^gen-f-

Oiy/'siona/

~5-forekeeper-

3faff of Division
sufficien-f for ivork

of Division

Tie and
Timber
Buyer

SfalioneryBuyer
ancf

S-forekeeper

Travelliny Sfone-

keeper or
Inspeclor

Supply Department Organization.

We all know that our railways ''just growed," and are still

growing. Like the trees of the forest, they look much alike

from a distance. But a close inspection will show that no two

are exactly alike, and that few indeed are perfect. "As the twig

is bent the tree is inclined," and most of us are so busy just

growing that we have had little time to devote to taking out

the kinks.

In writing on a subject of this kind the average railway

man finds it very hard to get away from his own environment,

and most of our writings are little more than a description of

our own methods, and what we have been accustomed to. This

is natural ; indeed, it is almost inevitable. But this does not

render such writing of no educational value ; for while it does

not always show you just how to do it in the best possible way,

it may give you the idea of how not to do it; and this is of

value. For we can hardly know what a thing is like until we
have had a look at it, just as we sometimes do not really know
what our ideas are on a given subject until we put those ideas

into words, and hear how they sound.

I think we might be safe in saying that the present organiza-

tion cf the supply department on most of our roads is the result

of accident more than of original design. And as we are all as

yet in a state of transition, there is surely room for difference

of opinion, especially as we have not yet arrived at the point

where we can make intelligent comparison of results, and thus

returned with orders to discontinue the work. If, on the other

hand, the executive approves the requisition, it is up to the

supply department to place the material in the hands of the

people who are to use it, with the least possible delay and cost.

What is the best way to do this?

Under Mr. Pearce's plan of organization, the requisition would

now go to the official in charge of the material and supplies,

from him to the general storekeeper, from the general store-

keeper to the assistant general storekeeper, from the assistant

general storekeeper to the division storekeeper, who would

supply what he could from stock, and then make requisition on

the general storekeeper for the balance. The general store-

keeper, through the assistant general storekeeper, would supply

what he could and make requisition on the purchasing agent

for the rest. The purchasing agent would buy the items and

send them to the general storekeeper who would, through the

assistant general storekeeper, send them to the divisional store-

keeper, and he would put them in the hands of the men waiting

for them. If the material was to be manufactured in com-

pany's works the procedure would be the same, except that

the order would go to the factory, instead of to the purchasing

agent. And, if this has all been done systematically and in

order, the general storekeeper has been charged with the value

of the goods, he has, through the assistant general storekeeper,

debited the divisional storekeeper; and the divisional store-
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keeper in turn li;is diargetl llieiu on', to llio projjer account.

Can we say tliat tlicrc is no suspicion of circumlocution or

duplication of work, here?

KcepiiiK in niiiul the fact that our railway systems are now
operated hy divisions, and that the tendency is to go even

further in making each division stand on its own feet, recogniz-

ing the fact that the man on the division is the one best quali-

hed to do the work of the division, would it not be more con-

sistent to have the requisition go from tiie executive to the

divisional storekeeper; his requisition go to the purchasing

agent, or factory; and the material go direct to him, and from

him to the user?

What do we gain by the roundabout method, or lose by the

more direct plan? May not wc claim that when the requisition

has gone through the hands of the head of the department, the

executive, the purchasing agent and the divisional storekeeper,

it has been handled by all of those interested? If so, why con-

tinue its wanderings, causing duplication of office work and

double handling of material? If may be, and very often is, the

case, thai tlie material can be purchased right where required

to be used, and this may be a thousand miles from the general

storekeeper's supply depot. It is quite as simple for the pur-

chasing agent to order delivery direct to division, as to general

depot.

It has been found that it costs our railways, apart from the

purchasing ollice expense, 5 per cent, of the value of the material

to handle it through the hands of one storekeeper. That is, it

costs that for a storekeeper to requisition, receive, distribute,

and account for the material. If this be done a second time, it

adds an additional 5 per cent. Now, a railway system of 6,000

miles will use, approximately, $1,500,000 worth of material for

maintenance each year; 10 per cent, of this is $150,000. Will

it not save half of this by using a shorter and more direct

method ?

Mr. Pearce carefully outlines the duties or functions of the

general storekeeper, but has he any duties or functions that are

not a duplication of the divisional storekeeper's work, down to

his unit of efficiency? And if we recognize the principle that

the man on the ground is best qualified to do the work, why
cannot the divisional man do it much detter than the general

man? The claim that the general storekeeper is the man best

qualified to cut off quantities requisitioned for, will, I am
afraid, be disputed by 90 per cent, of our railway ofificials. The

less "cutting off" a man in a general storekeeper's position

attempts the better for himself and his railway. This reducing

of quantities on requisitions by parties having no actual

knowledge of circumstances or conditions has cost our railways,

in delays, loss of time by men, and equipment out of service,

a hundred fold more than the value of all the material they

have successfully "cut of¥." It is true that this is not always

brought to the light, as it should be, but the men inside know

that it is a fact. The theory is alluring, the practice is .

The only way this may be done successfully is when it is done

by the executive, and the work stopped when supplies are

stopped. The general storekeeper cannot do this. As to

general stocks, the only way to keep them within bounds is to

know what is a reasonable stock for a division, keep a close

check on the divisional storekeeper by inventory, and by per-

centage of disbursements to permanent stock carried, and when

these are not reasonable get another man. The executive and

the auditor of disbursements can keep the check.

While we are on this question of permanent stocks, let us

go a little further into it. If we have a railway of 6,000 miles,

divided into, say, eight divisions, with each division maintain-

ing a stock of material and supplies necessary to the successful

and economical operation of that division, why maintain a

general supply depot, duplicating the division stock when, or if,

the division stock may be renewed directly and more cheaply

than through the central depot? On such a railway the value

of the stock on hand on each division will average $150,000,

making a total of $I,2UU,UUU. lo be of any real use in replenish-

ing the stocks on divisions, the stock at the general stores would

have to be of a value of $400,000. This increases our stock for

the system by that amount. The question to be answered is to

what extent our railway system will benefit by increasing the

permanent investment by $400,000 and the cost of handling

supplies by 5 per cent.

It is true that by buying for each division separately the

detail work in the purchasing agent's office will be slightly

increased. The purchasing agent may, at times, make eight

orders under this plan whereas he makes only one if the gen-

eral storekeeper's stafT compiles the divisional requisitions. But

is this serious? Let us suppose that, instead of receiving the

requisitions from the general storekeeper for all the divisions

in bulk, the purchasing agent received them from each division

separately. He would compile them for the purpose of sending

out his inquiries, thus getting the benefit of buying in bulk, and

separate tliein again in making his orders. Not a very great

amount of clerical work would be involved, and he could place

his orders at the point nearest to where material was required,

consistently with prices, and often save long haulage, besides

distributing the road's patronage and making friends at all

points on the system. It is not necessary to point out that

friends are a valuable asset—never more so than right now.

And their value will not diminish.

It might be claimed that the general supply depot is necessary

in connection with the chief manufacturing plant on the system.

Is this the case? On each division the main shops do more or

less manufacturing, to the order of the divisional storekeeper,

and it is seldom that it is found convenient, or advisable, to

have all the main factories of a system at one point; and, in

any case, no matter where the factory is situated, would it not

be a simple matter to put it in charge of the storekeeper on

whose division it is?

All divisional stores would not be of the same importance, just

as all divisions would not be of equal importance in other re-

spects. But if each divisional store is looking after the needs

of the division on which it is situated—and it must do this under

any workable plan—why is a general store or depot to supply

them all needed, when the source of the supply is as much
open to the division store as to the general store?

It is quite true that it is not so many years since we had no

supply department at all. But in attempting to remedy this it

is possible that we have gone a little too far in some cases, and

got too large a department. This is a question the future must

decide. But in the meantime, we cannot get away from the

fact that the division as the unit of the railway is our basis of

operation. Our executives tackle their problems by divisions.

There are, of course, questions of general policy into which,

as such, the division may not enter. But in questions of opera-

tion the divisions are dealt with separately, and would it not be

natural and convenient for the executive to deal with the sup-

plies of the division along with its other problems, rather than

have them mixed up with that of other divisions coming through

a central supply depot? There must, of course, be a head to

everything. In the case of the distribution of railway supplies

why should not this be the purchasing agent, with the markets

of the world to draw from direct, rather than a central depot,

which, in spite of the enormous expense attached to it, never

has succeeded—and never can succeed—in doing this without

delays and duplication of labor and expense?

It is true that when the railways first appointed purchasing

agents they were only clerks, without knowledge of material

and supplies. The reason for this was that men of ability with

this knowledge were not available at that time. This is not the

case today; we now have men of this class; and surely it would

be wise to make use of them, and get the benefit of their

training and knowledge. But, with or without practical knowl-

edge, no purchasing agent of a large railway system can per-

sonally attend to the details of all buying. He must delegate

fl
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this to members of his staff, a portion to each, and it naturally

follows that he will give certain lines to certain men. We
might consider the organization of the supply department as

shown in the diagram as a direct and compact whole.

It would seem futile to go further with a diagram of orgsn-

ization when suggesting an organization for railways generally,

as the staff required on the division will depend on such circum-

stances as its length, general importance, and the shops and

factories situated on it. This also applies to the size and style

of the stores buildings, and even to the material and supplies car-

ried in stock, to a greater or less extent. For the class and

quantity of material carried by a division on which was situated

a large manufacturing plant would differ much from that re-

quired to be kept in stock on a division where there was no

such plant. On one division there may be a shop for building

new locomotives or cars, while, on the next, repairs only are

done. Would not all this make it desirable to deal with sup-

plies by divisions? The divisional man must know his business

or he is of no use, and how does he benefit by having a general

storekeeper between him and the source of supply?

In the organization herein suggested, it is hardly necessary to

say that fuel inspectors would report through the fuel buyer,

and timber men through the timber buyer, while the traveling

storekeeper would report to the general purchasing agent. The

stationery buyer, I think, should be stationery storekeeper also.

And it would seem advisable that the general buyer, fuel buyer,

timber buyer and chief clerk, who would be accountant, should

do business in the name of the general purchasing agent, while

the divisional storekeeper, traveling storekeeper, and stationery

man should use their own names. Each of the officials shown

would, of course, have a personal staff sufficient for the work to

be done; but the chief clerk and general office staff would be

used in common by the general buyer, the fuel buyer, the timber

and tie man and the traveling storekeeper.

The traveling storekeeper would be the personal link between

the different divisional storekeepers, and between them and the

head office. When not on the road he would be a member of

the general office staff. It might be of advantage to have him

scan the divisional requisitions as soon as they come in, and

note such items as may be transferred from one division to

another, thus assisting in keeping down the total value of stocks.

But he would, of course, have this in view and do it at all times

when possible. The work of the right man in this position

would be of great general value ; he would save much time for

the general purchasing agent, and would bring in much valu-

able information to each member of the general staff, saving

an enormous amount of correspondence by them, and he would

be equally valuable to the divisional storekeeper in keeping him

advised of conditions on the division—not relieving the divisional

man of his responsibility, but supplementing his efforts.

The securing and distributing of our material and supplies is

simple enough; where we are weak is in following them up and

seeing that they are properly applied. The division man, right

on the ground, finds this to be the case in spite of his best

efforts; how little, therefore, could a general man a thousand

miles away do to improve conditions.

There can be no question as to the advisability, and 6ven

necessity, of carefully inspecting and testing material purchased

for railway use, but there may be room for a difference of

opinion as to the advisability of loading down the supply depart-

ment with an engineer and assistants, as well as the equipment

he would require to enable him to be of practical use in testing

all material. Each department must maintain its own engineer-

ing staff to enable it to carry on its work. Would not these men
be quite competent to inspect and test nearly every item of

material used by their department, and that without extra cost

to their company? And the few items that might be considered

beyond their ability to attend to may always be handled by a

state college at small cost. Is it not a fact that the men actually

using the material will discover defects and report them without

considering, or caring, how many engineers have passed on
them? But this question could hardly be settled without a

very careful inquiry into the working of the testing departments
of some of our railways to learn if the facts have borne out

the theory.

Has not Mr. Pearce, with the organization he advocates,

loaded his gun too heavily for the game he intends to bring

down? This question of the supply department is no small

one, and we all want exact information if we can get it. Is

an organization such as Mr. Pearce has outlined necessary, and
what will it cost to handle material under such a plan? I

think many of us would be glad of an answer to these questions.

FEDERAL BOILER INSPECTION RULES.

At a conference held in Washington on April 25-27, an agree-
ment was reached between the chief inspector of locomotive boil-

ers and his assistants, and a committee of officers of the me-
chanical departments of the railways, on the subject of minimum
rules and instructions for the inspection of locomotive boilers.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered a hearing
upon these rules and instructions for May 29, 1911, at 11 a. m.
Provided these proposed minimum rules and instructions are
approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission after hearing,

they will be obligatory upon any carrier failing to file its own
rules and instructions.

If any carrier desires more frequent inspections or more rigid

requirements than those specified in the proposed minimum rules

and instructions, such carrier may so arrange or may file its own
rules and instructions with the chief inspector of locomotive
boilers. It is not necessary, however, under such circumstances

to make more frequent reports to the district inspector of loco-

motive boilers than those required by the proposed minimum
rules and instructions, paragraphs 41 and 42.

If these proposed minimum rules and instructions are unsatis-

factory to any individual carrier, such carrier may file its own
rules and instructions prior to May 17, 1911, and ask for a hear-

ing therupon, under the first paragraph of section five of the act.

The rules agreed on are as follows

:

The railway company will be held responsible for the general

design and construction of the locomotive boilers under its con-

trol. The safe working pressure for each locomotive boiler

shall be fixed by the chief mechanical officer of the company
or by a competent mechanical engineer under his supervision

after full consideration has been given to the general design,

workmanship, age and condition of the boiler, and shall be de-

termined from the minimum thickness of the shell plates, the

lowest tensile strength of the plates, the efficiency of the longi-

tudinal joint, the inside diameter of the course and the lowest

factor of safety allowed.

FACTORS OF SAFETY.

The lowest factor of safety to be used for all locomotives in

service or under construction on or before January 1, 1912, will

be fixed after investigation and hearing and after the expiration

of the time allowed for filing specification cards.

The lowest factor of safety to be used for all locomotive boilers

which are constructed after January 1, 1912, shall be 4.

TENSILE STRENGTH OF MATERIAL.

When the tensile strength of steel or wrought-iron shell plates

is not known, it shall be taken at 50,000 lbs. for steel and 45,000

lbs. for wrought-iron.

SHEARING STRENGTH OF RIVETS.

The maximum shearing strength of rivets per square inch of

cross-sectional area shall be taken as follows

:

Iron rivets in single shear 38,000 lbs.

Iron rivets in double shear 76,000 "
Steel rivets in single shear 44,000 "

Steel rivets in double shear 88,000 "

A higher shearing strength may be used for rivets when it
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can be shown by test that the rivet material used is of such

quality as to justify a higher allowable shearing strength.

RUf.ES FOR INSPECTION.

The mechanical ofiker in charge at each point where boiler

work is done will be held responsible for the inspection and

repair of all locomotive boilers and their appurtenances under

his jurisdiction. He must know that all defects disclosed by

any inspection are properly repaired before the locomotive is

returned to service.

The term inspector as used in these rules and instructions

unless otherwise specified will be held to mean the railway com-

pany's inspector.

INSPECTION OF INTERIOR OF BOILER.

1. Time of Inspection: The interior of every boiler shall be

thoroughly inspected before the boiler is put into service, and

also whenever a sufficient numl)er of flues are removed to allow

examination.

2. Flues to Be Removed: All Hues of boilers ni service, except

as otherwise provided, shall be removed at least once every three

years and a thorough examination sliall be made of tlic entire

interior of the boiler. After flues are taken out the inside of

tlie boiler must have the scale removed and be thoroughly

cleaned. This period for the removal of flues may be extended

upon application if an investigation shows that conditions war-

rant it, but in no case shall exceed five years.

3. Method of Inspection: The entire interior of the boiler

must then be examined for cracks, pitting, grooving or indica-

tions of burning and for damage where mud has collected or

heavy scale formed. The edges of plates, all laps, seams, and

points where cracks and defects are likely to develop, or which

an exterior examination may have indicated, must be given an

especially minute examination. It must be seen that braces and

stays are taut, that pins are properly secured in place, and that

each is in condition to support its proportion of the stress.

4. Repairs: Any boiler developing cracks in the barrel shall

be taken out of service at once, thoroughly repaired, and re-

ported to be in satisfactory condition before it is returned to

service.

5. Lap Joint Seams: Every boiler having lap joint longitudinal

seams without reinforcing plates shall be examined with special

care to detect grooving or cracks at the edges of the seams.

6 Fusible Plugs: If boilers are equipped with fusible plugs

they shall be removed and cleaned of scale at least once every

month. Their removal must be noted under "Remarks" on the

report of inspection.

INSPECTION OF EXTERIOR OF BOILER.

7. Time of Inspection: The exterior of every boiler shall be

thoroughly inspected before the boiler is put into service and

whenever the jacket and the lagging are removed.

8. Lagging to be Removed: The jacket and lagging shall be

removed at least once every five years and a thorough inspection

made of the entire exterior of the boiler. The jacket and lag-

ging shall be removed whenever on account of indications of

leaks the United States inspector or railwaj' company's inspector

considers it desirable or necessary.

TESTING BOILERS.

9. Ti7ne of Testing: Every boiler before being put into serv-

ice, and at least once every twelve months thereafter, shall be

subjected to hydrostatic pressure 25 per cent, above the work-

ing steam pressure.

10. Removal of Dome Cap: The dome cap and throttle stand-

pipe must be removed at the time of making the hydrostatic test,

and the interior surface and connections of the boiler examined
as thoroughly as conditions will permit. In case the boiler can

be entered and thoroughly inspected without removing the

throttle standpipe, the inspector may make the inspection by re-

moving the dome cap only, but the variation from the rule must

be noted in the report of inspection.

11. Witness of Test: When the test is being made by the

railway company's inspector, an authorized representative of the

company thoroughly familiar with boiler construction must per-

sonally witness the test and thoroughly examine the boiler while

uixler hydrostatic pressure.

12. Repairs and Steam Test: When all necessary repairs have

been completed the boiler shall be fired up and the stream pres-

sure raised to not less than the allowed working pressure, and

the boiler and appurtenances carefully examined. All cocks,

valves, seams, bolts and rivets must be tight under this pres-

sure and all defects disclosed must be repaired.

STAY-BOLT TESTING.

13. Time of Testing Rigid Bolts: All stay-bolts shall be

tested at least once each month. Stay-bolts shall also be tested

immediately after every hydrostatic test.

14. Method of Testing Rigid Bolts: The inspector must tap

each bolt from the firebox side and determine the broken bolts

from the sound or vibration of the sheet. If stay-bolt tests are

made when the boiler is filled with water there must be not less

than SO lbs. pressure on the boiler. Should the boiler not be

under pressure, the test may be made after draining all water

from the boiler, in which case the vibration of the sheet will

indicate any unsoundness. The latter test is preferable, and it

is recommended that the boiler be under not less than 50 lbs.

air or steam pressure during the test.

15. Method of Testing Flexible Stay-bolts With Caps: All

flexible stay-bolts having caps over the outer ends shall have

the caps removed at least once every eighteen months, and also

whenever the United States inspector or the railway company's

inspector considers the removal desirable in order to thoroughly

inspect the stay-bolts. The firebox sheets should be examined

carefully at least once a month to detect any bulging or indi-

cations of broken stay-bolts.

16. Method of Testing Flexible Stay-bolts Without Caps:

Flexible stay-bolts which do not have caps shall be tested once

each month the same as rigid bolts, and in addition shall be

tested once each eighteen months by means of a plug wrench

and a bar, sufficient pressure being applied to determine if the

bolt is broken.

17. Broken Stay-bolts: No boiler shall be allowed to remain

in service when there are two adjacent stay-bolts broken or

plugged in any part of the firebox or combustion chamber, nor

when three or more are broken or plugged in a circle four feet

in diameter, nor when five or more are broken or plugged in the

entire boiler.

18. Telltale Holes: All stay-bolts shorter than 8 ins. applied

after July 1, 1911, except flexible bolts, shall have telltale holes

3/16 in. in diameter and not less than V/l ins. deep in the outer

end. These holes must be kept open at all times.

All stay-bolts shorter than 8 ins. except flexible bolts and rigid

bolts which are behind frames and braces shall be drilled when
the locomotive is in the shop for heavy repairs, and this work
must be completed prior to July 1, 1914.

STEAM GAGES. %
19. Location of Gage:. Every boiler shall have at least one

steam gage which will correctly indicate the working pressure.

Care must be taken to locate the gage so that it will be kept

reasonably cool and can be conveniently read by the enginemen.

20. Siphon: Every gage shall have a siphon of ample capacity

to prevent steam entering the gage. The pipe connection shall

enter the boiler direct, and shall be maintained steam tight be-

tween boiler and gage.

21. Time of Testing: Steam gages shall be tested at least once

every three months and also when any irregularity is reported.

22. Methods of Testing: Steam gage shall be compared with

an accurate test gage or dead weight tester, and gages found

inaccurate shall be corrected before being put into service.

23. Badge Plate: A metal badge plate showing the allowed
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£team pressure shall be attached to the boiler head in the cab.

If boiler head is lagged, the lagging and jacket shall be cut

away so the plate can be seen.

The builder's number of the boiler, if known, shall be stamped

on the dome. If the builder's number of the boiler cannot be

obtained, an assigned number which shall be used in making

out specification card shall be stamped on the dome.

SAFETY VALVES.

24. Number and Capacity: Every boiler shall be equipped with

at least two safety valves, the capacity of which shall be sufficient

to prevent, under any conditions of service, an accumulation of

•pressure of more than 5 per cent, above the allowed steam

pressure.

25. Setting of Safety Valves: Safety valves shall be set by the

gage employed upon the boiler, to pop at pressures not exceeding

six pounds above the allowed steam pressure, the gage in all

cases to be tested before the safety valves are set or any change

made in the setting. When setting safety valves the water

level in the boiler must not be above the highest gage-cock.

26. Time of Testing: Safety valves shall be tested under

steam at least once every three months, and also when any irregu-

larity is reported.

WATER-GLASS AND GAGE-COCKS.

27. Number and Location: Every boiler shall be equipped with

at least one water-glass and three gage-cocks. The lowest

gage-cock and the lowest reading of the water-glass shall not

be less than 3 ins. above the highest part of the crown sheet.

Locomotives which are not equipped with water-glasses shall

have them applied on or before July 1, 1912.

28. Water-glass Valves: All water-glasses shall be supplied

with two valves or shut-off cocks, one at the upper and one at

the lower connection to the boiler, and also a drain-cock so

constructed and located that they can easily be opened and closed

by hand.

29. Time of Cleaning: The spindles of all gage-cocks and

water-glass cocks shall be removed and cocks thoroughly cleaned

of scale and sediment at least once each month.

30. Water and Lubricator-glass Shields: All tubular water-

glasses and lubricator glasses must be equipped with a safe and
satisfactory shield which will prevent the glass from flying in

cases of breakage, and such shields shall be properly maintained.

31. Water-glass Lamps: All water-glasses must be supplied

with a satisfactory lamp properly located to enable the engineer

to easily see the water in the glass.

32. All water-glasses must be blown out and gage-cocks tested

before each trip, and gage-cocks must be maintained in such con-

dition that they can be easily opened and closed by hand without

the aid of a wrench or other tool.

INJECTORS.

33. Injectors must be kept in good condition, free from

lime and scale, and must be tested before each trip. Boiler

checks, delivery pipes, feed water pipes, tank hose and tank

valves must be kept in good condition, free from leaks and from

foreign substances that would obstruct the flow of water.

PLUGS IN FIRE TUBES.

34. Flue plugs shall not be used except as temporary expedient

to get a locomotive to a point where proper repairs can be

made. When used temporarily at outlying points the plugs

must be provided with a hole through the center not less than

^ in. in diameter. Where one or more tubes are plugged at

both ends the plugs must be tied together by means of a rod not

less than ^ in. in diameter. Such plugs must be removed and

flues repaired at the first point where such repairs can properly

be made.

WASHING BOILERS.

35. Time of Washing: All boilers shall be thoroughly washed

as often as the water conditions require, but not less frequently

than once each month. All boilers shall be considered as having

been in continuous service between washouts unless the dates

of the days that the boiler was out of service are properly certi-

fid on washout reports and the report of inspection.

36. Plugs to be Removed: When boilers are washed, all wash-

out, arch and water-bar plugs must be removed.

37. Water Tubes: Special attention must be given the arch and

water-bar tubes to see that they are free from scale and sediment.

38. Office Record: An accurate record of all locomotive boiler

washouts shall be kept in the office of the railway company.

The following information must be entered on the day that

the boiler is washed

:

(a) Number of locomotive.

(b) Date of washout.

(c) Signature of the boiler washer or inspector.

(d) Statement that spindles of gage-cocks and water-glass

cocks were removed and cocks cleaned.

(e) Signature of the boiler inspector or the employee who
removed the spindles and cleaned the cocks.

STEAM LEAKS.

39. Leaks Under Lagging: If a serious leak develops under

the lagging, an examination must be made and the leak located.

If the leak is found to be due to a crack in the shell or to any

other defect which may reduce safety, the boiler must be taken

out of service at once, thoroughly repaired and reported to be

in satisfactory condition before it is returned to service.

40. Leaks in Front of Enginemen: All steam valves, cocks

and joints, studs, bolts and seams shall be kept in such repair

that they will not at any time emit steam in front of the engine-

men so as to obscure their vision.

41. Report of Inspection: Not less than once each month and

within 10 days after each inspection a report of inspection Form
No size 6 ins. x 9 ins. shall be filed with the district in-

spector of locomotive boilers for each locomotive used by a rail-

way company, and a copy shall be filed in the office of the chief

officer having charge of the locomotive.

A copy of the monthly inspection report Form No ,

or a quarterly inspection card Form No , properly filled

out, shall be placed under glass in a conspicuous place in the

cab of the locomotive before the boiler inspected is put into

service.

42. Not less than once each year and within 10 days after

hydrostatic and other required tests have been completed, a

report of such tests showing general condition of the boiler and

repairs made shall be submitted on Form No , size 6 ins.

X 9 ins., and filed with the district inspector of locomotive

boilers. The monthly report will not be required for the month

in which this report is filed.

43. In the case of an accident resulting from failure from

any cause of a locomotive boiler or any of its appurtenances,

resulting in serious injury or death to one or more persons,

the carrier owning or operating such locomotives shall im-

mediately transmit by wire to the chief inspector of locomotive

boilers at his office in Washington, a report of such accident,

slating the nature of the accident, the place at which it occurred,

as well as where the locomotive may be inspected, which wire

shall immediately be confirmed by mail, giving a full detailed

report of such accident, stating so far as may be known the

causes and giving a complete list of the killed or injured.

44. Specification of Card: A specification card, Form
No containing the results of the calculations made in de-

termining the working pressure and other necessary data shall

be filed in the office of the chief inspector of locomotive boilers,

for each locomotive boiler. A copy shall also be filed in the office

of the chief mechanical officer having charge of the locomotive.

Every specification card shall be verified by the oath of the

engineer making the calculations, and shall be approved by the

chief mechanical officer. These specification cards shall be filed

as promptly as thorough examination and accurate calculation

will permit. Where accurate drawings of boilers are available*

the data for specification card. Form No , may be taken
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from tlie drawings, and such specification cards must be com-

pleted and forwarded prior to July 1, 1912. Where accurate

drawings are not available, the re(|uired data must be obtained

at the first opportunity when general repairs are made, or when

flues are removed. Specification cards must be forwarded within

one month after examination has been made and all examina-

tions must be completed and specification cards filed prior

to July 1, 1913, flues being removed if necessary to enable the

examination to be made before this date.

The above rules were agreed to by the following committee

representing the railways

:

C. A. Seley, T. H. Curtis, C. E. Fuller, D. F. Crawford and

D. R. MacBain ; by H. E. Wills, representing the railway em-

ployees ; and by John F. Ensign, chief inspector; Frank Mc-
Manamy, assistant chief inspector; G. P. Robinson, assistant

chief inspector.

GRADE REVISION AND TERMINAL WORK ON THE
CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN.

The Chicago Great W^estern has five main lines on which it

handles through traffic—those between Chicago and St. Paul,

Chicago and Omaha, Chicago and Kansas City, St. Pawl and

Omaha, and St. Paul and Kansas City. Although no one of

the three lines out of Chicago is the shortest route to the city

from 1,500 to 2,500 tons. Tliis difTercnce in motive power prac-

tically equalizes the difference in maximum grades, making it

unnecessary in most cases to break trains at Stockton. This, of

course, greatly simplifies operation and obviates the necessity of

providing a large classification yard at the division point. The

first work on the grade revision was begun in November, 1909,

and it was practically complete during the season of tlic fol-

lowing year.

Between Forest Park, 111., and Elmhurst the maximum grade

was reduced to .5 per cent., since tliis is a switching district of

dense traffic, and it was considered desirable to have the

grades as light as practicable. Double track was built from

Stockton to Kent, 5>4 miles ; from Forest Park to Elmhurst,

6.8 miles, and from Stanley, Iowa, to Aurora, 4.1 miles. Pass-

ing tracks were extended to 3,000 ft. in the clear at Ingaltou,

Lily Lake, Richardson, Wilkinson, Byron, South Freeport,

Elizabeth, Farley, Dyersville, Almoral, Durango, Thorpe and

Aurora. Additional yard tracks were built at Forest Park, May-

wood and Bellewood. A new spur into the industrial section on

the west side of the Fox river was built at West St. Charles,

111. The entire division was laid with 85-lb. rails with Weber

joints, creosoted ties and gravel ballast.

The building of the Maywood yard and of the passing track

at Lily Lake was handled by company forces, using flat cars

and a Lidgerwood unloader for the former, and side dump cars

Layout of Terminal at Stockton, III.

it reaches, the difference in length is slight in the cases of

St. Paul and Omaha and the possible loss of through traffic on

account of the extra length of the Chicago-Kansas City line is

offset against the heavy local business derived from the territory

traversed. From Chicago to Oelwein, Iowa, where the line di-

vides into the three main branches, all the traffic between

Chicago and St. Paul, Omaha and Kansas City, is handled over

a single line. The maximum grade on this division has been

1 per cent, and the line has been single track for nearly the entire

distance. The division is 246 miles long and has been operated

as two freight divisions with the intermediate terminal at Fair

Grounds, Iowa, two miles west of Dubuque. This made the eastern

engine stage 172 miles long, and the western only 74 miles. In

order to facilitate the movement of the heavy traffic over this

division, it was decided to reduce the maximum grade on the

eastern end of the division to 0.7 per cent, add a second track

at certain places, and install automatic block signals. In plan-

ning for this improvement it was decided to move the engine

terminal from Dubuque to Stockton, 111., making the eastern

run 131 miles and the western llS miles. This change also

made it possible to secure the inaximum grade of 0.7 per cent,

at a much less cost, because the grade from Dubuque to Stock-

ton is heavier than from Stockton to Chicago. At the same time

it was decided to use consolidation locomotives east and Mallet

locomotive west of Stockton, raising the maximum tonnage

for the latter. The grading at Elmhurst was done by a con-

tractor using a narrow gage contractors' outfit. The grading for

the Stockton terminal, the building of the double track between

Stanley and Aurora, and all the bridge and culvert work in-

volved were contracted.

Quicksand was encountered under peculiar circumstances at

Elmhurst and Stockton, in both instances the deposit being in

high ground. While the steam shovel was working in a cut

at Elmhurst, its supports suddenly went down, slewing the

shovel across the running track. It was necessary to crib up

under the shovel with ties before work could be continued.

When this cut was finished to permanent subgrade there were no

evidences of quicksand, but great care was taken in draining it

to eliminate any possibility of future trouble. In the Stockton

yard work the main track was being lowered under traffic when

a deposit of quicksand was encountered, and in order to pre-

vent the filling under the track from flowing out sheeting was

driven on either side and allowed to remain in place until the

track could be lowered to a firm subgrade. In this case also,

the final subgrade was well below the quicksand deposit and no

further trouble is expected.

The culverts included in the sections on which a second track

was added were extended by adding concrete or cast iron pipes.

In some instances the old culverts were rail top stone boxes,

and in these cases concrete pipe for the addition was tied to
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the stone by dowel pins set at a sharp angle on vertical faces

and vertically on horizontal surfaces.

The Stockton terminal includes a 6-track storage classifi-

cation yard and two passing tracks, a 12-stall engine house, 90-

ft. turntable, 100-ton concrete Link Belt coal chute, oil house,

cinder pit, sand house, water tank, employees' rest house and

office building. The yard is laid with 7S-lb. rail and No. 8 frogs

are used. About 117,000 yds. of material were used in grading

the yard. Future growth has been carefully considered in de-

signing this terminal, and the arrangement is such that additional

Layout of Terminal at Stockton, III. (Continued).

facilities can be provided at the least expense and with the least

interruption to traffic.

The engine house, which contains 12 stalls, is of brick con-

struction on a concrete foundation. Details of the framing and
roof construction are shown in the cross section reproduced

herewith. It is equipped with a heating plant, machine shop,

automatic washout and refilling system, and a power plant sup-

plying electric current for light and power.

The turntable is of the standard design furnished by the

Strobel Steel Construction Company, is set in a concrete pit

and is operated by an electric tractor designed by Geo. P.

Nichols & Bro. A detail of the 16-cone center for this table is

shown in the drawings. The feature of special interest in this

type of center is the provision which is made for adjusting the

elevation of the table by inserting adjusting plates under the

four points of support of the cross girders. The trailing girders

at each end of the table carry four high carbon cast steel wheels

running on bronze bushings.

The oil house is of reinforced concrete and is fireproof

throughout. A Bowser pumping outfit is installed for handling

all oils. The coaling station is of the

Link-Belt design and is also of reinforced

concrete. It is provided with automatic

scales and hoisting machinery of im-

proved design, so that coal and sand can

be delivered to locomotives at one spotting.

The sand house is of brick construction

and the sand is conveyed to the top of the

coal chute by a compresed air system.

The cinder pit is of reinforced concrete

construction and is operated with a clamshell. Details of its con-

struction are shown. The water tank has a capacity of 100,000

gals., is supported on a 50-ft. steel frame, and is of the hemi-

spherical bottom steel plate design. The tank is fed by gravity

from a pumping plant at Stockton station, two miles away.

The tank furnishes water for engine supply and fire pro-

tection.

The employees' rest house is a two-story frame Ijuilding con-

taining 28 rooms with a large dining-room and kitchen. It

is provided with hot water, heat and electric lights, and affords
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first-class living accommodations for the employees who are

required to lay over in Stockton. The office building is two

stories high, of frame construction, and accommodates the

despatcher and the yardmaster.

A complete installation of automatic block signals has been

made between Chicago and Oelwein. General Electric, type

M 116, d. c, bottom-post, electric motor signals are used through-

out and indications are given in the upper right-hand quadrant

using the normal-clear system. Each signal is operated by 16

R. S. A. standard primary cells of caustic soda battery, con-

nected in series, and the track circuits are fed from three gravity

cells in multiple. The primary batteries are housed in Massey

type B battery wells, and the track batteries in concrete bat-

terv chutes. The concrete signal foundations are of the sec-

Upper Quadrant Signals on Chicago Great Western.
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tional type and were made and delivered in three pieces, the

lower and middle sections being placed in position by the steam

derrick at the same time the battery wells were placed. The
use of this type of foundation avoided the necessity of dis-

tributing and protecting the loose concrete materials and elimi-

nated the trouble and loss of time involved in securing a water

supply for concrete.

On single track two signals are located near the ends of pass-

ing tracks with one or more sets of intermediate signals between
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Roofh be liVaferproofed
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Concrete Oil House at Stockton.

stations, depending on the distance between tracks and the

conditions affecting eacli particular location. Caution signals

are provided 3,000 ft. from the end of passing tracks, except

where local conditions make it impossible to use this distance.

All signals on single track operate in two positions, except

where the block signal is used to regulate the approach to an

interlocking plant, where the third or 45-deg. position is used

to indicate caution in case the interlocked home signal is at

stop. Switch indicators are provided where it was found im-
practicable to locate signals in the vicinity of main-track switches,
as at cross-overs between the main track and the passing track,
when such cross-overs are located between the ends of long
passing tracks or in yards. On double tracks, indicators are pro-
vided for all non-interlocked switches and the control circuits
are arranged to overlap the second signal in advance of the
switch. Three-position signals, placed approximately 1^ miles
apart, are used on all double track. Important main track
cross-overs in double-track territory are provided with electric
locks to prevent the operation of the switches after a train on
the main track has entered the block. A release circuit is pro-
vided so that no inconvenience is occasioned in the making of
switching movements.

The Chicago Great Western has adopted the practice in this
installation of stenciling the station name on the distant signal
and the number of miles from Chicago on the home signal, as
shown in the photograph. By this means the distant signals re-
place the mile board formerly used. 'Ilie numbers on the home
signals give the distance in miles and tenths, the odd numbers in
tenths being shown on westbound signals and the even numbers
on eastbound signals, thus conforming to train numbers. The
figures and letters are 6 in. high, 4 in. wide and 1 in. in width
of outline.

T he signal installation was made by the railway company's
signal department, work l)eing commenced in April, 1910, and
completed in March, 1911. Between April 1 and April 12

272,544 signal movements were made without a failure of any
kind.

The entire work of improving the Chicago-Oelwein division

was done under the supervision of L. C. Fritch, chief engineer,
the signal work being under the direct charge of J. Beaumont,
signal engineer, to both of whom we are indebted for the fore-

going information.

ACCIDENT BULLETIN NO. 38.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued Accident
Bulletin No. 38, containing the record of railway accidents in

the United States during the three months ending December
31, 1910. The number of persons killed in train accidents was
248, and of injured 3,729. Accidents of other kinds, including those

sustained by employees while at work, by passengers in getting on
or off cars, by travelers at highway crossings, by persons doing
business at stations, etc., by trespassers, and others, bring up
the total number of casualties, excluding "industrial accidents,"

to 22,586 (2,659 killed and 19,927 injured). The casualties are

classified in Table 1, given herewith, which includes some de-

tails from Table 1b not here shown.^ (The accident statis-

tics of electric lines are given in a separate table.) Supplement-
ing the statement of railway accidents proper the commission

gives the following record of "Industrial accidents"; those oc-

curring to employees of the railway on railway premises in

which the movement of cars or engines is not involved :

Industrial accidents to cmploxees.
Killed. Inj'd.

While working on tracks or bridges 36 4,239

At stations, freight houses, engine houses, coaling stations,

water stations, etc., where no moving railroad car or engine

is involved 26 4,847

In and arDund shops 21 9,426

On boats and wharves 3 325

At other places 21 1,557

Total 107 20,394

yVdding the casualties to employees ir. industrial accidents to

1 This bulletin is the second to be issued under the revised accident law.

The class termed "Industrial accidents" includes a large part of thoso

casualties to employees which in former bulletins have been included in

Table No, 1, under "Other causes,"
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llic finuros K'vcii ill tlio larger tahlo \vr liiul lliat tlu' Inlal num-

ber of emploveos Uillrd, iiichulinR those wlio vvcri' imt on duly.

is 1,042, and the total iiuiiil)er injured 24,276; and this makes

tlie total niimher oi persons killed, all elasses, 2,7()(), and injured

40,321.

In those elasses of items in Tahle No. 1 wliieli are made ui)

on the same basis as under tiie former law, and wliieli there fnre

may be compared with the records of a year ago, the totals show

decreases in every instance, as will he seen by Table 1a l)elo\v
;

and the comparison with I'.ulletin .^7. for the (piarter immediately

preceding this, is favorable .ilso, except under the head of coup-

ling accidents. In connection with tlie fust item of 1 al)le No. l.\

it is to be observed that in this (piarter, as in the one last pre-

ceding, the figures here shown should be suiiplenicnted by those

showing passengers killed in collisions on electric railways

for in both these cpiarters the worst disasters in the record

hi till' larger double column l.iblr will be found the usual

list of class A train accidents all in wliicii the damage is re-

ported ;it $10,000 or over, notable cases in which passengers arc

killed, ;nid those doing damage less than .flO.OOO and down tf)

$2,(X30, wherever the circumstances or the cause may 1k' of

particular interest.

Collision No. 7 was a iiutting collision of iiassenger trains on

;i double-track railway; the westbound train having been turned

111 to the eastbound track for a few miles in consequence of

an obstructi<in (ju the westbound track. Wiieii it had nearly

reached the point where it would be returned to the wesllxnind

track and while running at about 25 miles an hour, it was met

by an east])ouiid train running at about 45 miles an Iiom-. Tlie

collision occurred at about 2 a. m. The eastbound train bad

run past one distant and three home signals set against it. '1 he

engincman was killed and it is not known how he came to dis-

TABLE NO. 1.—CASUALTIES TO PASSENGERS, EMPLOYEES, AND OTHER PERSONS.
Other

Employees Kniplciyees persons not Tres- Total
Passengers. on duty. not on duty. trespassing. passers. persons.

Killed. Inj'd. KilTcd. Ini'd. Killed. Tnj^I. Killed. InjV?. KinTd. Inj'd. KiU^ Inj'd.

Collisions 18 974 115 1,09.) 2 27 2 16 7 9 114 2,119

Dcrailnu-nts
".'.".'.'

1-' 588 S6 422 ... IS ... 14 7 17 75 1,056

\ecidents to trains, cars, or engines, except collisions, dcrailmenls, and
'

boiler e.xplosions 39 2 205 1 14 3 258

Bursting of, or defects in, locomotive boilers or boiler attachments ... 26 292 ... ... ... ... ... 4 26 296

Total train accidents 30 1,601 199 2,012 2 42 3 44 14 30 248 3,729

Accidents to roadway or bridges not causing derailment, such as fires,

floods, landslides, explosions, etc 1 6 ... 27 ... ... ... 1 ... ... 1 34

C oupiins <n- uncoupling ears ... 60 877 ... ... ... ... ... ... 60 877

While doing other work about trains (not in shops or engine houses) or

while attending switches 39 5,356 ... 1 ... 1 39 5,358

Coming in contact while riding on cars, with overhead bridges, tunnels,

or any signal apparatus, or any fixed structure above or at the side

of the trick 6 23 429 1 3 4 11 28 449

Falling from cars or engines 21 96 108 1,669 1 13 4 1

5

99 109 233 1,902

Getting on or off cars o? engines 24 697 50 2,257 8 68 6 45 111 319 199 3,386

Other accidents on or around trains not here named 6 807 1 175 1 21 ... 112 10 41 18 1,156

Being struck or run over by engine or car at stations or yards 13 41 209 400 32 19 38 122 266 248 558 830

Being struck or run over by engine or car at highway grade crossings 1 10 15 3 2 233 663 35 32 281 713

Being st'-uck or run over by engine or car at other places 128 157 41 15 18 53 746 345 933 570

Other causes ... 1 91 14 262 5 62 12 423 29 85 61 923

Total, other than train accidents 66 1,745 642 11,624 92 204 311 1,435 1,300 1,190 2,41116,198

Grand total 96 3,346 841 13,636 94 246 314 1,479 1,314 1,220 2,659 19,927

occurred on "interurban'' lines. These electric-car collisions are

included in Table No. 2a.

Table No. 1a.—Cumparisoit of principal items with last bulletin and with

one year back.
Bulletin Bulletin Bulletin

38. 37. 34.

1. Passengers killed in train accidents 30 63 39

2. Passengers killed, all causes 96 135 105

3. Employees (nn duty) killed in train accidents.. 199 209 205

4. Employees (on duty) killed in coupling 60 56 66

5. Employees (on duty) killed, total 841 869 968
6. Total, passengers and employees (items 2 and

S, above) 937 1,004 1,073

7. Other persons killed (including trespassers, non-
trespassers, and employees not on duty), all

causes 1,722 1,944

8. Employees killed in industrial accidents 107 132

The total number of collisions and derailments in the quarter

now under review was 3,366, of which 241 collisions and 152 de-

railments afYected passenger trains. The damage to cars, en-

gines, and roadway by these accidents mounted to $2,831,469,

as below :

T\Bi.E No. 2.

—

Collisions and derailments.

Number. Loss. Killed. Inj'd.

Collisions, rear 405 $427,895 47 482
Colli.sions, butting 212 462,246 58 663
Collisions, train se|)aiatinp 102 37,832 .. 37

Collisions, miscellaneous 1,115 570,313 39 937

Total 1,834 $1,498,286 144 2,119

Derailments due to defects of roadway, etc. 297 $263,186 g 382

Derailments due to defect of equipinent 709 599,532 10 146

Derailments due to negligence 108 77 ,9S7 10 89

Derailments due to unforeseen obstruction. 58 38,176 6 71

Derailments dtte to malicious obstruction.. IS 24,376 7 32

DerailiTients due to miscellaneous causes... 345 329,956 33 336

Total 1,532 $1,333,183 75 1,056

Total collisions and derailments 3,366 $2,831,469 219 3,175

Total for :;)me (luarter of 1909 3,206 2,733,830 220 3,731
1908 2,684 1,940,133 173 2,61^

J907 3,964 2,962,470 197 3,813

regard the signals ; but the superintendent reaches the conclu-

sion that probably he had been disabled by sudden sickness or

by sudden death. He was 55 years old and had been a careful

and painstaking engineman for 26 years. About 10 months be-

fore the date of the accident he had taken a vacation of con-

siderable length because of ill-health, and at the investigation

of the accident it was disclosed that he had recently been taken

sick on the street. At one time he had been unconscious for

about 40 minutes in a fainting spell, with apparently complete

suspension of animation ; but there were no indications of sick-

ness when he reported for duty on the trip which ended in the

collision.

Collision No. 12 between westbound and eastlxnuid freight

trains, about 3 a. m., was due to the failure of the men on the

westbound train to identify eastbound trains which they met.

The engincman of the westbound train was killed and his neglect

is unexplained. This train was ordered to meet 'two eastbound

trains at G, and the conductor and the other surviving mem-
bers of the crew say that they thought they saw the tail lights of

two trains at that station ; but they admit they did not take care

to see whether there were two engines. The eastbound train

which was met at G sounded a whistle signal to mdicate that a

second section of the same train was following, and this whistle

signal was answered by a whistle signal from the engine of the

westbound train ; but it is the conclusion of the superintendent

that this answer was given by the fireman and that the engine-

man was asleep.

Collision No. 13 occurred on an electric interurban railway.

It was between a northbound and a southbound passenger train,

each "train" consisting of a single car. Both were running

at a speed of about 35 miles an hour immediately before the
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collision, and Ijoth were badly wrecked. Ilie Collision was due

to forgetfnlncss of the men in charge of the northl)ound train.

They ran their car about 2j<^ miles beyond the point at which

they should have met the southbound, this point having been

fixed by an order that had been issued to them by the train

despatcher.

The niotornian at fault has absolutely no explanation to give

as to how he came to forget the order. He had been on duty

only 18 minutes, having just begun his trip. He had been in the

employ of the road about four years, and is spoken of in the re-

port as a careful and competent employee.

The conductor of this car claims to have observed that the

motorman was rimning past the appointed meeting place, and
says that he gave a signal of one stroke on the bell, indicating

"stop"; but the motorman denies that he received such a signal,

claiming that he received a signal of two strokes, meaning
"proceed." The superintendent holds that the conductor, instead

of giving the ordinary stop signal, should have given the emer-
gency stop signal provided for in the rules. This was not done.

The conductor says that when he noticed that the motorman
did not obey the stop signal he assumed that he (the motorman)
had received further orders; and the conductor started toward

TABLE NO. 2A.—CAUSES OF 47 PROMINENT TRAIN ACCIDENTS.
[Note.—R stands for rear collision; B, butting collision; M, miscellaneous collisions; D, derailment; P, passenger train; F, freight and miscellaneous trains.]

COLLISIONS.

o " i

V
5 S ^

<u o

P. and V.

P. and P.

F. and F.

P. and P.

F. and F.

F. and F.

P. and P.

P. and F.

F. and F.

P. and F.

F. and F.

F. and F.

P. and P.
F. and P.
F. and F.

F. and F.
P. and F.

P. and F.

P. and P.
F. and F.

P. and F.

P. and F.

P. and P.
P. and F.

P. and P.
F. and F.

F. and F.

P. and F.

^ 3

1 154

1 24

6
25

2.S

18

11

10

rt C 'rH

Cause.
It <u

Ova
$359 71

2,008 72

2,812 IS

2,961
2,973

35,500

4,874

5,000
5,200

5,660

6,200
7,500
8,600
8,700

10,874
14,600

14,700
16,700

18,300
27,600

50,000

15,000

42
1

81

77

6
70

89
9

13

9,000 11

10,000 49
10,000 52
10,150 14
10,475 47

39
87

53

83

90

Total . . 99 457 $318,146

$1,000

~

1 D P. 1 1 38
2 D P. 3 58 2,500 31

3 n F. 3 4,919 103
4 D P. 2 7,200 36
5 I) P. 19 8,600 94
6 D F. 10,000 18
7 D F. 10,259 61
8 D P. 1 10,700 60
9 D F. 10,860 59

10 D F. 11,100 21

11 D P. 1 45 11,259 98
12 D F. 12,000 91
13 D F. 12,819 95
14 D P. 1 14 14,000 35

IS T> F. 3 15,000 27
16 D F. 15,859 25
17 D P. 4 18 19,235 101

18 n F. 2 2 20,200 26
l9 D

Total

P.

.. IS

55

218

36,000 23

$233,510

Electric car run into by following car by reason of darkness. Leading car had been stopped by
defect and the trolley wheel had been pulled away from the trolley wire, extinguishing tail lights.

Despatcher, contrary to rule, authorized the running of the second section of a ijassenger train on aEngineman also at fault for not keeping a eood lookout: lie wn " " '

heed the signa
caution card. Engineman also at fault for not keeping a good lookout; he w'as liagged' but"d'id"'no't

Collision at meeting point (5 a. m.). Engineman and fireman of westbound train, asleep had run past
two automatic block signals and a fusee. Men in charge of eastbound train at fault for encroacliinB
on the time of the westbound, 3 minutes.

Passenger train approached station not under control (6 a. m.). Five drovers in freight caboose killedEngineman addicted to liquor, but his superiors had not discovered the fact.
Collision at meeting point (4 a. m.). Engineman aslee]); had been on duty 4 hours.
Work train and extra freight train collided in dense fog. Men in charge of freight at fault for not

protecting their train by sending out flagman.
Disregard of block signals. Engineman reported killed; but it is believed that he had been disabled bvsudden sickness or death. See note in text.
Passenger train (3 a. m.) ran into rear of extra freight. Clear block signal given when block was not

clear, by telegrapher 21 years old, of 2 years' experience.
Operator failed to deliver order.
Engineman of light engine overlooked schedule of regular passenger train. No conductor on light engine-engineman experienced; fireman, 21 years old, was on his first trip outside of yard; had been in service

in yard 17 days.
Operator failed to deliver order; conductor and engineman neglected to check clearance card against

orders in their possession.
Failure to identify train met. See note in text.
Northbound electric car ran past meeting point. See note in text.
False clear block signal. See note in text.
Westbound extra encroached on time of regular eastbound freight; engineman killed; extra had right

over second section, but conductor carelessly assumed had right over both first and second. He did
not show order to flagman.

Engineman of light engine misread despatcher's order; fireman did not read it.

Excessive speed and disregard of stop signal at interlocking. Engineman killed.
False clear block signal. See note in text.
Misplaced switch in yard; low switch stand: engineman and fireman not blamed.
Westbound train ordered to run 2 hours 25 minutes late; ran 2 hours 15 minutes late (3 a. m.). Engine-man says he made mistake reading timetable; conductor makes same claim, but superintendent does

not admit claim.
Careless running. See note in text.
Passenger train star ding at flag station run into at rear by following freight; operator 6 miles back did

not maintain full time interval between trains. Men in charge of both trains also at fault.
False clear block signal. See note in text.
Passenger train approached station with speed not under proper control; yard engine on main track with-

out protection. Engineman of passenger train killed.
Operator failed to deliver order. See note in text.
Conductor and engineman of westbound train overlooked schedule of eastboui-d (4 a. ni.). These 2
men were killed.

Train of 13 dump cars became uncontrollable on steep descending grade. It is believed that an angle
cock accidentally became closed.

Careless running, and failure of flagman to protect standing car. (Electric cars.)

DERAILMENTS.
Improper fitting of miter rail joint at drawbridge. See note in text.
Excessive speed; 60 miles an hour on track where the highest allowable speed was 30 miles an hour;
conductor and engineman both experienced.

Excessive speed on curve; engineman was making his fourth trip on this division.
False clear signal. See note in text.
Defective side bearing of tender.
Broken flange.
Broken axle.
Excessive speed through crossover. Engineman (3 a. m.) failed to observe distant signal.
Runaway on steep descending grade. See note in text.
Runaway on steep descending grade. In preparing to move standing cars, the hand brakes were released

before the air reservoir was filled.

Derailed at frog because of absence of guard rail. Guard rail had been torn up by some cause undiscovered.
Part of brake rigging fell on track.
Broken arch bar in truck of coal car.
Misplaced switch (4 a. m.). Switch had been run through by a freight train traveling in the opposite

direction.
At derailing switch at end of double track; excessive speed on descending grade.
Broken truck (arch bar).
Undiscovered; speed 40 miles an hour; curvature of track 6 degrees; track in good condition. Four mail

clerks killed.

Undiscovered.
Failure of top chord of lattice girder bridge, 76 feet long. Plan of bridge provided a sufficient factor of

safety; "failure of material a mystery."

Total collisions and
derailments .... 114 67S $S51,6S6
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till' front of llic car to iiKpiirc as to this. I If was stoppid, liow-

i'\ii, liy a passenger who asked iiini a (|iiislioii, and hcfcirj lir

li.id linislied talking wilii tlie passinycr tiie eoliisinn had oi-

iiirri'd. 'Ihe comhietor liad luen cniployi'd hy tiu' rumpany

ahout three months, and his record np In tlie time oi llic col

lisioii was clear, lie had previously and foi sc\cral \iars hicn

employed as night agent at a station on a large railway ana

l)ri)Ught reconnnendations from that r<iad as a capahlc man,

sober, indnstrions, anil honest ; and as («ne whose work had

been satisfactory.

Collision No. 14 was dne, primarily, to a false clear block sig-

nal. A passenger train, standing at a station, was rnn into at

the rear by two engines, coupled together, withont train, and the

rear car of the passenger train was wrecked, and was destroyed

by fire, illuminating gas from its ruptured pipes having been

ignited by sparks in the front end of the colliding engine, which

.was broken. The station at which the passenger train was stand-

ing was at about the middle of the block section. The block

section (manual) extends from C, 2 miles west of this station,

to S, 2 miles east of it. The passenger train had been delayed

eight minutes by a defective coupler, and the rear brakcman is

held at fault for not having gone back with red signals to stop

any following train. The conductor is also held at fault for not

having seen that this was done. The rear passenger car of the

train was empty at the moment of the collision, and the two

persons killed and three of the injured were standing at tiie

moment of the collision, on the track between the engine of the

passenger train and its leading car, the defective coupler having

been at this point. The signalman at C had had four and one-

half months' experience, but had been a telegrapher for three

years before that.

Collision No. 18 was due to a false clear block signal given

by a signalman who was confused. He omitted to examine the

block sheet, and also gave misleading information to the de-

spatcher. He gave a clear block signal and also a clearance

card to a westbound work train. This train was delayed and

did not start at the time expected, and the signalman, being called

upon to admit another train to the block section, canceled (on

his record) the ri.ght of the work train to the block, without

communicating with the work-train conductor, and then he au-

thorized the station at the other end of the block to give a clear

signal to an eastbound train. This signalman had been in the

service three months.

Collision No. 21, which occurred at midnight en a cold and

stormy night, was due to a lack of caution on the part of the

engineman of a passenger train. This engineman was killed. A
helping engine, attached to the front of the train, had just been

detached and run forward about 1,S(X) ft. to be backed into a

sidetrack, so as to allow the passenger train to proceed en its

way. On account of the switch of the sidetrack being frozen,

the helping engine was run forward some distance to another

sidetrack, and just as it was backing into this track it was

struck by a passenger train. The engineman of the helping en-

gine says that he sounded two blasts of the whistle to indicate

to the engineman of the passenger train what was being done.

It is supposed that the engineman of the passenger train mis-

interpreted this whistle signal, assumed that it meant that the

helping engine was clear of the main track, and did not notice

that it had gone forward to the second switch. It appears that

he ran his engine into the helping engine without seeing it. An
eastbound train, passing at the time, was damaged by the en-

gines which were derailed in the collision.

Collision A^o. 2j, which occurred about 2 a. m., was between

eastbound and westbound passenger trains, and was due prin-

cipally to the error of a telegrapher in giving a clear block sig-

nal wrongfully. The westbound train was entering the side-

track at a point about 750 ft. east of the station, and it was

struck in the side by the eastbound, which had been started from

the station in consequence of the clear track signal erroneously

given. It was the duty of the telegrapher in the station to know

positively fr(im his own observalidu that the westbound train

was in tln' sidt-lraek, eleai' of the main line, before gi\iiig the

t le.ir si.niia! ti. llie (astbnimd train. Ihe c-n);in(inan and lirem.ni

111 the I'astlidimil knew thai they \\n\- to meet the westbound

at this staliiin, ;ind are also held blameworthy for proceeding

without knowing that llie main track was clear. The engineman

said that lu; was deceived by an "all right" hand signal given by

some i)ers( n standing on the main track in the vicinity of the

westbound train. The superintendent llnds that no such hand

signal w.as given, but thinks it possible that the engineman saw

a signal which was given by a brakeman of the westbound train

to the engineman of his own train.

Collision No. 3j was due to failure on the part of a telegraph

operator to deliver an order to an eastbound train. This order,

sent to the operator at M and requiring the eastbound train

to wait at M for the westbound train, was sent in the regular

form and after the operator, in accordance with the rule, had

advised the despatclier that the stop signal had been displayed

to stop the train. liut the signal was not displayed, and the

train passed the station and collided with the opposing train

after running a very short distance. As these two trains had

fretpiently been ordered to meet at this place, the conductor of

the eastbound train went to the office and asked the operator

if there were any orders for that train, and was told "no." Not

satisfied with this, he went to the operator a second time, re-

peated his question, and received the same reply. The facts of

the case as here stated are denied by the operator, and he stated

that "he had not been drinking." This operator is 30 years old.

He has been in the employ of the road about IS months, and had

had 7 years' experience in railroad work before that.

Derailment No. i occurred at a drawbridge at 6:30 p. m. The

engine and tender fell into the river and the engineman was

drowned. The train had been brought to a stop just before pro-

ceeding to cross the drawbridge and had received the proper hand

signal from the bridge tender; but one of the movable rails at

the end of the bridge, which had been lifted the last time the

bridge had opened, had not dropped in place ; it had rested on the

top of the fixed rail, and this maladjustment was the cause of

the wreck. The bridge tender had not discovered the trouble

End gave the proceed signal as though the track were in good

condition. The report does not say how it came about that the

rail failed to drop in place, the cause not having been determined.

It may have been from unusual expansion. The rail was not

interlocked in any way. The bridge tender in charge was 22

years old and had been in the service seven weeks.

Deraihneni No. 4 occurred about 5 a. m. to train No. 49. It

was due to the negligence of a signalman in charge of switches

at a junction and to the improper clearing of a signal which was

out of order. The engine ran about 300 feet when off the rails

and was overturned, and five baggage cars were damaged. It

appears that, after a previous train had used the crossover track,

the signalman forgot to close the derailing switch, and the signal

which should have stopped train No. 49 before it reached this

switch had been fastened in the clear position because of some of

the connections being out of order. The superintendent holds

blameworthy the signal maintainer for thus fastening the signal,

contrary to the regulations, and also the second-track and third-

trick signalmen for consenting to work under this irregular

condition. All of these men had been in the service several

years.

Derailment No. g, occurring about 5 a. m., was due to the

accidental closing of the angle cock in the air-brake pipe on the

fifth car back of the engine of a freight train of 42 cars. In

consequence of the inability of the engineman to control the

speed of the train it ran at uncontrolled speed for about 8 miles,

when, at a curve, 36 cars were derailed ; the engine and first 6

cars, however, ran safely some distance farther, to a point

where they were stopped by an adverse grade. As the train

started from the summit, at A, the only men in position to

control it were the engineman, the fireman, and one trainman,
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as the conductor and tlic rear trainman were on the caboose,

wliich had Ijeeu detached with a pushing engine which had as-

sisted the train to this point. When the enginenian tested the

air brakes, immediately after passing the summit, he noticed by

ihc exiiaust that the train line probably was obstructed, and he

sent the Irainman I)ack to look for the trouble. 'Ihc enginenian

lighted a torch and innnedialcly followed, but had gone only as

far as the third car when his torch was extinguished by the

wind. By this time the speed of the train had so increased

that all three of these men became alarmed and jumped off.

In the examination of the engine and the six cars which were

not derailed it was found that a draft timber at the rear end

of the fifth car had become loosened and had dropped so far

that it rested on an angle cock in such a way as to turn it, and

it is the conclusion that this was the primary cause of the

wreck. It is not known where the damage to the draft timber

occurred, but it is believed to have occurred at a point 9 miles

back, where a stop was made to take water. The air brakes had

worked properly as far as this watering station, and on the five

cars which were not derailed the brake shoes were found to

have been badly heated. As the grade where this accident

occurred was descending at the rate of 1.3 per cent., it is the

conclusion of the superintendent that it would have been im-

possible to hold the train by the few air brakes available ; that

after the train had gained the headway that it did while the

enginenian was looking for the trouble, it would have been

impossible for the three men to have checked the speed by the

use of hand brakes, and therefore the enginenian did not desert

the train until after it was impossible to control it. The
detaching of the caboose at the head of the grade was neces-

sary because the helping engine was ahead of it. The com-

pany has now ordered this practice discontinued, and helping

engines are to be attached behind the caboose.

Electric raihvays reporting to the Commission had 114 per-

.sons killed during the quarter and 1,031 injured; and there

were 46 collisions and 21 derailments. Thirty-four passengers

and six employees were killed in collisions ; and one employee

was killed by a derailment. The total number of pasengers

killed was 42; employees killed 20, including one not on duty

and four in "industrial" accidents ; trespassers struck or run

over by cars 37. Of this 37 the number killed was 25 and the

number injured was 12.

GRAND CENTRAL INTERLOCKING MACHINE.

THE TRANS-PARAGUAYAN RAILWAY.

The extension of the Trans-Paraguayan Railway marks one

of the most important undertakings in the development of the

republic. At present the main line of this road has been con-

structed from Santos, Brazil, to a point near the celebrated

Iguazu falls on the Iguazu river, but the proposed extension

will lead it through the great quebracho, or ironwood, districts

of Paraguay, Argentina, and Bolivia. It will also place these

countries in direct railway communication with Brazil and

Chile. Not only will the great tracts of quebracho and other

timber lands be benefited, but extensive zones of rich agricultural

and grazing lands will be thrown open to settlement and cul-

tivation. The proposed extension will also cross a number of

important navigable rivers which, with their numerous tributaries,

penetrate vast areas of only partially explored or wholly un-

explored countries. The railway will also tap the productive

yerba mate region of the upper Parana river, and, traversing the

republic of Paraguay, will arrive at Villa Hayes, a bustling

port on the Paraguay river. From this point the extended rail-

way will enter the partially explored Chaco territory noted the

world over for its abounding forests of ironwood. The com-

pletion of the proposed extension will place Paraguay and Brazil

into rail communication with the port of Antofagasta, Chile, and

with the great railway system of Bolivia and southern Peru,

thereby filling a long left want of these five South American

countries.

H. S. Balliet, engineer of maintenance of way of the Grand
Central Terminal, New York City (and also signal engineer of

the electric division), has just set up a 400-lever electric inter-

locking machine in one of the two principal cabins of the

Grand C^entral Terminal; and a picture of the ma-
chine, as it was set up for testing in the shop of the Gen-
eral Railway Signal Company at Rochester, is given herewith.

P.ack of this machine is seen the 360-lever machine which is

to be set up in the cabin for the upper level; the. first men-
tioned being for the lower level. These machines have "lever

lights" or illuminated numbers over each lever, and the num-
bers on some of these are faintly discernible in the foreground
of the picture. The irregularity of appearance of the control-

lers, which appear at the back part of the machine, is due to

the fact that on some of the levers these controllers are two
tiers in height, on others three, and on others four or five.

Ihe construction of these "unit levers" was described and illus-

trated in the Railway Age Gazette of October 7 last, page 624.

In that issue was also shown the design of the "four-story"
fireproof signal cabin. In this building the rooms used for the

interlocking machines are in the second and fourth stories (at

the north end) that in the second story for the lower level

tracks, and that in the fourth for the upper level tracks. This
building, just north of 49th street, stands close to the line of
Park avenue, which is over head, and which runs parallel to

the center tracks through the yard. The signal station for the
upper level is designated "A," and that for the lower level "B."

The interlocking machines are the General Railway Signal
Company's model No. 2, but the lever arrangement as w^ell as

numerous details was designed by Mr. Balliet and his assistant.s.

The 400-lever machine is 67 ft. 7 in. long, 2 ft. 6% in. wide
and 4 ft. 3^^ in. high. It is built in ten sections, each section

comprising fifteen locking plates, or a total of one hundred and
fifty plates. In order to have perfect alinement of tappets and
locking, these plates, which are 16 in. long, have been milled to

within l-l,000th of an inch of the calculated size. The length of

the longest locking strip used in this machine is 210 in.

There are five distinct operating sections to this interlocking

machine. That is to say, it is an assemblage of five interlock-

ing machines in one room, and interconnected by means of

mechanical interlocking, instead of electrically, as would become
necessary if there were five separate plants.

The following tabulation shows the number of units con-

trolled from each section :

Section Nos.
1 2 3 4 .S Ttl.

Levers for signals 21 43 34 51 60 209
Levers for switches and M. 1'. fross 10 33 26 45 39 153

Total working lever.s 31 76 60 96 99 362
Spare spaces 5 8 7 11 7 38

Total frame 36 84 67 107 106 400

There is a lever for each signal, that is to say, no signals are

worked through selectors. There is also a lever controlling each

point switch, each set of slip points and each set of movable point

frogs, the entire arrangement having been worked out on the

basis of the simplest method of maintaining the apparatus and

of promptly making repairs if failures occur. The 153 switch

levers control switches as follows : 13 turnouts No. 6J/2, 16 turn-

outs No. 7, 35, No. 8, 1 No. 10, and 1 No. 12; 6 No. 7 double

slips, 23 No. 8 double slips, and 29 movable point frogs, 6 of them

No. 7 and 23 No. 8. The use of sub-stations at 10 points in the

yards was described in our former article, referred to above.

The levers in this machine are numbered from 701 to 1,1(X)

inclusive. Throughout the yard each switch, slip, movable point

frog and signal has a different number, so that there are no

duplicates anywhere in the whole terminal, including both the

upper and lower levels. This plan was adopted to simplify the

issuing of orders and the interchange of directors and other

employees between the different cabins. Thus any function in
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citlicr yard can lu' (iiiii-|<Iy and ariiiralcly (K-.si^iialcil witli tlit-

loast pos.sihli' cliaiui- of ciror.

Willi tlu' twci iiiariiiiu's in stations A and I! this hnildiii;.; will

lion.^f tlic iai-Ljol nnniliiT dl' iiiti'rUnkinn ic\ir.s iwv assianl)it'd

iiiidor Diic root'. As the caJjins, Imih in ilu- ui)i)iT and lower

lovcl.s arc snrr<iniidi'd liy nnnuT(ui,s colnnins sni)i)oiiing the

structnrc alxnc, the .sij^nal nun will lia\c to depend cnlircU- on

tiieir electric iiidicaloi.s for lluir Unowledye of the po.sitinn of

traiii.s. This being so, it wonld li.ivc been entirely feasible to pnt

all of the 760 levers in a single frame, on the fourth iloor; but,

after considerable study, it was concluded that the separate ar-

rangement would best promote simplicity of operation. The
mininnim force of men in eacli cabin will be a director with one

assistant and eiioiigli IcNcrmen to set the switches and signals

with the requisite promi)tness.

The wooden cabinet which is to inclose this machine will have

hinged doors for all of its openings, and these will be locked

.Si.itioii li, vvhen put in service, will take the place of a f)8-levcr

tlcidic interlocking machine of the (ieneral Railway Signal

( onipany, which is now in use at the east side of the yard, not

far from the new building. A mnnbcr of the tracks coiitrolled

from this finiijorary cabin arc not in their i)erniancnt locations

and will be superseded by others when the control is finally

transferred to station 1>.

This will be the second permanent interhx-king to be set up

in the new terminal, the first having been the 144 lever machine

at station U at the entrance to the yard (l'"ifty-scvcntli street),

which was set up about a month ago.

REPLACING STEEL VIADUCTS ON THE BESSEMER &
LAKE ERIE.

'("he Bessemer & Lake Erie has for several years l^een grad-

ually replacing the steel viaducts on its line between I'utler, Pa.,

Electric Interlocking Machine of 400 Levers, for Signal Station "B"; Grand Central Terminal, New York City.

with Yale & Towne standard locks, thus affording protection

against the leverman who yields to the temptation to pick an
indication. The wires which extend from the machine to the

switches and signals are led out through a series of small doors

at the bottom of the cabinet. These wires all start from a ter-

minal board on which connections are so made that any lever

can be disconnected and taken out quickly without disturbing

adjacent levers or interfering with the locking.

This machine in station B controls the switches and signals in

a territory of afcout 23J/2 acres—that is to say, a yard, 3,000 ft.

long and 600 ft. wide. Tlie limits of this yard are Fifty-fifth

street on the north and Forty-third street on the south ; Lexing-

ton avenue on the east and Vanderbilt avenue on the west.

South of Forty-third street there is an independent small cabin

for the loops, one cabin for both levels. Diagrams of the tracks

of these yards were given in connection with the description

published in October, above referred to.

and North Bessemer with concrete arches. This portion of

the Bessemer & Lake Iirie was built in 1897 as a single track

line through a rough country and required 16 large steel via-

ducts and bridges, these structures being designed for about

Cooper E-40 loading. Due to the increase in weight of the

motive power and rolling stock these structures are too light

for the present traffic. Also second track either has been con-

structed or is now under construction over the entire road, with

the exception of about four miles. In designing structures for

this heavier motive power and for the second track Cooper's

E-60 loading has been used, and concrete arches are in most

cases replacing the steel viaducts.

Since 1904 a steel viaduct near Frazier, 780 ft. long and 85

ft. above the stream, has been replaced with a double 26-ft. arch

for the stream and a 33-ft. arch for a highway, 223,000 yards of

material being required to fill the reinainder of the structure. A
viaduct near Rural Ridge, 240 ft. long and 42 ft. high, has been
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replaced by a double 26-ft. arch, diic barrel of which provides

an opening for a highway. Anotlicr viaduct near Rural Ridge

480 ft. long and 80 ft. liigh has been replaced l)y a double 12-ft.

arch, while a viaduct near Milltown, 510 ft. long and 84 ft. alinvc

the stream, has been replaced by a 12-ft. arch for the stream and

a 60-ft. girder span with concrete abutments for a highway.

It is also planned to double-track the line between Culmcr-

\ille and Woods, 3.7 miles, in which stretcli four viaducts of 600

ft., 420 ft, 480 ft. and 420 ft. will be replaced with concrete

structures. At North Bessemer a temporary viaduct for con-

struction purposes is now being erected to carry the traffic across

Plum creek, while the old viaduct is being replaced by arches

over Plum creek, over a branch of the Allegheny Valley Rail-

road and over a highway. Tliis viaduct is being erected 110 ft.

distant from the old line and will be bolted instead of riveted.

A temporary structure is necessary because of the location at

tlie north end of the Bessemer yard and within the switcliing

limits, it being impracticable, otherwise to carry on the con-

Broken Sfone

ELEVATION WING

Creek

HALF ELEVATION

PROFILE

HALF SECTION

Bridge No. 12, Near Rural Ridge, Pa

Gra</e ^0 74 To Conneau/ Harbor

/Z'X/2'XZ4'

Doub/eBenfA'
Sinq/e Ben/ B

Temporary Support for Viaduct.
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structioii work :m<I fill over tin- .inlu-s witluuit sciiniis inter-

ference to tr;iiii and swilcliiii.u imnrnu'iits.

At bridne No. 12 iu';ir Rur;il KLIkc. wluii^ llu- 240 ft. viiulnct

has recently hecn replaced liy a <l..ulile lb ft. arclt, smnc unusual

methods of construcliou were neccssars luHausc nf the fad that

one ncli is luiilt about a tower of the viachut, as shown in the

accoinpan.vinj; plans. Tlie cross section ..f the lii^hway barrel

was deterniined l)y tiic reciuireiueiits nf the AllcKheuy cmuity

highway <!cpartnient. While 1. it lie Deer creek is nnnually a

stream with a small flow, it is subject to freshets, and the same

section was considered necessary iu the other barrel to provide

sunicicnl waterway to protect the laud lying above the arch.

I he uiid.llc wing on the cast was iu place when construction

way. 'J'he stream was then turuc<l thuMiKli the s<iut]i barrel and

the wing wall built.

During construction the steel members of the tower jjassing

through the arcii were boxed in .so that the viaduct remained

intact imtil the arches were eomi)lcted. i'>efore the highway

l)arrel cnuld be removed it was necessary to remove that portion

of llie tower which came within it and to sujiport the dependent

girders on the arches. The manm'r iu which this was done is

shown in the drawings a slow order of four miles an hour was

maintained over the bridge while it was suiiiiorled in this way

and a carpenter was kept on the site day and night to sec that

there was no movement of the wedges and braces. After the

load was transferred from the tower to tlie arches all the steel

Completed Double Arch.

began, having been built by the highway department of Allegheny

county before the arches were contemplated. The angle of the

north wing on the east corresponds to the angle of the highway,

while the wings on the west were made straight to facilitate a

further increase in length. A full-sized foundation was put in

for the middle wing and the arch was keyed for additions. One

foot at the top of the bench wall was made vertical for con-

venience in handling the centers. Before the work was started a

temporary highway was opened north of the site and a temporary

creek channel was dug where necessary to the south. The

arches were then built in three sections and completed, with the

exception of the south wing wall on the east side, without inter-

ference with either of the streams or the traffic along the high-

work inside the barrel was cut away, as shown on the drawmg.

When the fill is settled the girders will be removed.

There is no reinforcement of any kind in this structure, but a

1-3-6 mixture of Universal Portland cement and Allegheny

river sand and gravel was used. The foundations were earned

down to rock a distance of 10 ft. The amount of concrete, in-

cluding the foundations, amounted to 3,284 cubic yards. This

work was begun in April, 1910, and completed last October. It

was designed and built by the T. A. Gillespie Company, New

York and Pittsburgh, under the direction and supervision of

H. T. Porter, chief engineer, and C. S. Leet, assistant engineer,

of the Bessemer & Lake Erie, to whom we are indebted for

the above information.
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RULES FOR OBSERVING HOURS-OF-SERVICE LAW.

W. G. Bicrd, vice-president and general manager of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central, has issued, for

the information of the ofificers and employes of those roads, a

circular giving the essential parts of the federal hours-of-service

law as related to trainmen ; the rulings of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission interpreting the law, and a code of 11 rules

showing how the law applies to particular situations. These

11 rules follow.

1. The responsibility for the observance of the law is upon

those officers and agents of the company who direct and control

train movements. Trainmen, enginemen, yardmen and teleg-

raphers are, therefore, free to obey the orders of the despatcher,

or of the train master or superintendent when such officers

assume the control of train movements.

2. When not able to communicate with the despatcher or any

superior officer the conductor of a train will assume the responsi-

bility, as he is then the agent of the company in control of the

movement of his train and he will tie up or proceed as the law

may require under the circumstances.

3. Conductors will be expected to notify the despatcher a

reasonable time in advance of the expiration of sixteen hours

on duty for any member of the train or engine crew, but will

then proceed or tie up, as the despatcher may direct.

4. The period "on duty" begins at the time required to report

for service, and ends when relieved from service. Despatchers

must make due allowance for the time ordinarily so consumed

in securing relief after arrival at terminal or relay point.

5. A relay point is an intermediate station between terminals

at which provisions have been made to terminate, exchange and

start crews ; to care for and furnish fuel and water to engines

;

and at which facilities exist to store and switch trains clear of

the main line. . . .

6. The movement of trains should be so directed that trains

will not need to tie up at stations other than relay points and

terminals.

The despatcher will not permit a train to pass a relay point or

leave a terminal unless it has sufficient time, all customary and

usual delays being considered, to run to the next relay point or

terminal before the expiration of sixteen hours. If after passing

a relay point or leaving a terminal a train is delayed by a

"casualty," or "unavoidable accident," or by reason of a cause

that could not have been foreseen, the crew may lawfully con-

tinue on duty to the next relay point or terminal.

7. The despatcher in directing the movement of a train, the

crew of which is approaching the limit of time on duty, will

make reasonable allowance for conditions known by him to exist,

including the state of repair or efficiency of the locomotive or

cars in the train, physical characteristics of the road, the state

of the weather, the performance of the train during the earlier

part of trip, the tonnage of the train and all things which in

his judgment as a man skilled in the operating of trains, may
retard its movement.

When in the judgment of the despatcher, having considered

all the known conditions and ordinary contingent delays, there is

sufficient time for the train to run from a terminal or relay

point to the next terminal or relay point, and he directs the

crew to continue on duty he should then closely follow its move-
ment.

If the train fails to make the expected run the precise reason

must be ascertained and if caused by a "casualty," "unavoidable

accident," or act of God, or any occurrence which could not have

been foreseen and guarded against, the crew may continue on

duty as intended to the next relay point or terminal ; but if no

such casualty, unavoidable accident, act of God, or occurrence is

evident, and the train has suffered delays from usual and
ordinary causes, such as meeting trains, local work and switch-

ing, doubling hill at point where trains often but not always

double, engine not steaming well, etc., the despatcher must con-

clude that his first judgment was in error, that the train should

not have been permitted to leave the last terminal or relay point

and it must, therefore, be tied up before the expiration of

sixteen hours on duty and another crew sent to relieve it.

This would occur only in the case of an error in judgment on

the part of the despatcher or officer directing the movement, as,

if his first judgment was accurate the delay must have been

unavoidable and unforeseen, giving the crew the right to remain

on duty.

8. When, in the judgment of the despatcher, there is not

sufficient time for a train to leave a relay point and run to the

next terminal or relay point which notwithstanding he directs

the crew to proceed with the intention of relieving them en

route, said crew must tie up before the expiration of sixteen

hours at the last convenient point possible to reach within the

time limit. The train must be on siding and the crew relieved

of all responsibility for its protection. Unless something un-

foreseen has occurred in the movement of the train on which

the relief crew is traveling to meet or overtake the crew to be

relieved (again excepting possible error in judgment), the relief

crew will reach the delayed train before its crew must cease

duty.

9. Hot boxes, either on cars or engines, bursted air hose and

cleaning fires or ash pans, must not be regarded as casualties,

accidents or unforeseen occurrences. The despatcher or person

directing the movement of a train must allow in addition to the

running time, reasonable time for the crew to care for such

hot boxes by treating them or setting the cars out; to put on an

air hose or hoses and to clean ash pans or fires, as these delays

are common to the movement of all trains and engines.

10. It will be seen from the above that the necessity for

relieving employes at points other than relay points and terminals

can arise from only two causes.

First—By error in judgment in permitting a train to leave a

relay point or terminal without sufficient time to reach the next

terminal or relay point.

Second—By deliberate arrangement to proceed from a relay

point or terminal to be met or overtaken by a relief crew.

In either event the crew must not remain on duty beyond the

sixteen-hour limit.

11. When a crew for any reason has been permitted to remain

on duty more than sixteen hours, the officer or agent of the

company (usually the train despatcher) who has controlled the

movement of said crew, must make and preserve a full and

complete record of all facts and conditions affecting said move-

ment and causing such train crew to remain on duty in excess

of sixteen hours.

NEW RAILWAY FOR BOLIVIA.

A representative of the Bolivia Railway Company has made a

proposal for the final survey of the railway from Potosi, Bolivia,

to Sucre. Under the arrangement referred to, the Bolivia Rail-

way Company agrees to make a definite survey and to submit it

to the government for approval within one year from the date of

its acceptance of this proposal. For these plans the govern-

ment agrees to pay the railway company $75,000, which is the

estimated minimum cost of the survey, and, all things being

equal, to give the Bolivia Railway Company the preference in the

construction of the said railway. The law of November 27,

1906, provides that the revenue from the sale of the Gu*qui to

La Paz Railway shall be applied to the construction of the Potosi

to Sucre Railway. The commercial interests of Bolivia, and

especially the city of La Paz, are urging the construction of

this railway, which will penetrate one of the richest, most

populous, and progressive sections of the republic. It will open

up to development and exploitation an immense territory of the

country which has up to this time been extremely difficult of

access. »



(^cncrtxi Nctt»e ^t^Hion.
An anli-ii.iss l>ill lias been passed liy the Illinois senate by a

vote of 34 to 12.

The new union station at Taconia, Wash., was formally opened

on May 1. Howard I'^lliolt, president of the Northern Pacific,

delivered an address in connection witli llic dedication cere-

monies.

Rene Vallon, a French aviator, fell from a great height at

Shanghai, China, last Saturday and was killed. Vallon is said

to be the 53d man to lose his life in experiments with heavier-

than-air flying machmes.

The New York state senate lias passed by a vote of 26 to 14

the Baync bill permitting the formation of corporations to issue

stock having no par value. This bill passed both houses of the

last legislature, but was vetoed by Governor Hughes.

In the Federal court at Prescott, Ariz., suits have been filed

against the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, alleging 190 violations

of the 16-hour law, as applied to the working hours of trainmen

;

and at Los Angeles, Cal., similar suits alleging 60 violations.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has arranged for "informa-

tion meetings" to be held at points along its lines where officers

and employees who have to do with the handling of freight will

discuss methods for reducing loss of and damage to freight

shipments.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, which was one of the first

roads to use telephones for train despatching, has ordered from

the Western Electric Company 27 of its new selectors and asso-

ciated telephone equipment for use on the St. Joseph division,

from Kansas City to Napier, 96 miles.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered from the Western

Electric Company selectors and telephones for a telephone des-

patching line from Dennison to Hillsboro, via Dallas, 172 miles;

for a branch 22 miles long; and for the Fort Worth division,

152 miles long, with a branch of 9 miles.

Beginning August 14 the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific will

run through passenger trains between Memphis, Tenn., and Cal-

ifornia points. Trains will be run daily between Memphis and

El Paso, Tex., where connection will be made with the "Cali-

fornian," on which the trip to the coast will be completed.

First class Pullman and chair cars will be provided, and when
the traffic warrants it, through tourist sleeping cars will be

put on.

The Pennsylvania Railroad appears to have been able to keep

its shops running sufficiently to meet all pressing demands for

cars, in spite of the strike on the Pittsburgh division. A press

despatch of Monday last said that preparations were being made
to resume work on the repair of freight cars, though the com-
pany already has 40,000 idle cars. About 200 shop men of the

Baltimore & Ohio, at Glenwood, near Pittsburgh, went out on
strike last Monday.

After making a trip through the switching district of Chicago

on May 8, members of a special committee of the Illinois house

of representatives, appointed to investigate the desirability of

the proposed "full crew" law, which requires railways to em-
ploy a crew of six instead of five men on all through freight

trains in Illinois, were convinced that the employment of an

additional man was neither necessary nor desirable. Inquiries

made of railway employees brought out the same opinion.

The freight handlers on the terminal roads in Chicago are

adjusting their grievances with individual freight departments,

and the threatened strike has been averted. The wage scale

will remain the same as last year, but in some cases certain

working conditions in the freight houses will be improved by

the new contract. The maintenance-of-way employees belonging

to the International Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Em-
ployees are still on strike, but the roads involved report little

trouble in keeping their tracks in order.

Figures of operating revenues and expenses made public by

32 of the roads doing business in Texas, which carry 98 per

cent, of the traffic, show that in the eight months ending

March 1 they sufifered a net deficit of $1,472,000. In the cor-

responding months of the previous year they had a surjjlus of

^151,400. Their total operating revenues for the period just

ended were $4,750,128, or 7.02 per cent, greater than in the jire-

vious year, while the operating exi)cnses, not including taxes,

rents, etc., increased $4,193,858, or 8.52 per cent.

The Canadian government has introduced in the Dominion
parliament a bill to amend the general railway law. It is pro-

])oscd to put telegraph, telephone and express companies under
the law on the same basis as railways; to empower the board
of railway commissioners to make rules for the protection of

property adjacent to railways against fire; to require new rail-

ways to be fenced, unless the commissioners grant an exemp-
tion, and to give the commission new powers in other directions.

The bill would repeal the law under which animals may not be

allowed to run at large within a half mile of a railway.

For the through passenger train service of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul and the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound
from Chicago to the Pacific coast, which, as previously announced
in these columns, will be inaugurated on May 28, all-steel trains

will be used, 20 complete trains being required for the service.

The "Olympian," which will leave Chicago every evening, will

run on a three-day schedule, and the morning train out of

Chicago, the "Columbian," will make the run in 75 hours. On
these trains tea will be served without charge in a tea room
which forms one of the compartments of the observation car.

At the Mt. Clare shops of the Baltimore & Ohio in Baltimore,

lessons in English are now given three days each to men of

foreign birth employed in the shops. These lessons are given

in the noon hour. The Roberts system of teaching languages is

followed, under which one teacher is able to instruct an un-

limited number of persons of different nationalities. The
examples used have to do with the common affairs of everyday

life. The Young Men's Christian Association co-operates with

the officers of the company in this matter. The Y. M. C. A.

also carries on a class in technical education for apprentices.

On Monday night last conversation was held between New
York City and Denver, Colo., 2,011 miles, over the wires of the

American Telephone & Telegraph Company. Two metallic cir-

cuits were used, and Morse telegraph messages were being sent

over the wires at the same time. The voices of the men in

Denver were heard in New York as distinctly as were words
spoken in Chicago, between which city and New York telephone

conversation has been carried on for many years. The line

between New York and Denver is of copper No. 8 B.W.G., and
the number of poles in the 2,011 miles is 87,000. The charge for

the use of the telephone between New York and Denver for three

minutes is $11.25.

In a recent newspaper interview James J. Hill said that he

believed publicity of corporation matters and intelligent public

control is needed for the industrial prosperity of the country.

He said the business of the country increased 15 per cent, every

year, while the transportation facilities for handling it increased

only one-sixth of that amount, and this because the men behind

those facilities, uncertain as to what public regulation may do,

are afraid to invest their money for extensions and improve-

ments. One of the effects of publicity will be, said Mr. Hill,

that when the public begins to see corporation- affairs from the

inside much of the feeling against big business concerns will

pass away, and the antagonism which now exists between the

people and quasi-public corporations will disappear.

The Manager's Eye is on You.

Agents should never permit their interest to wane on account

of not being continually complimented, as their good work,

characteristics and qualifications for promotion are frequently

discussed by officers of the company and advancement considered

when opportunity affords, regardless of the fact that advance-

ment may seem slow. Many presidents and other high officials

of railways point with pride to the fact that the proper handling

of the smallest and most remote stations was the primary cause

to which was attributable their final success.—//. /. Slifer. Gen-

eral Manager, Chicago Great Western, in circular to agents.
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A Broad Commission.

Certain western roads in their efforts to cultivate that friend-

liness between employees and officers which is essential to the

most complete success, and which has been so greatly jeopard-

ized by the enormous growth of railway companies, have stand-

ing notices or offers, to the effect that whenever an employee
can suggest an improvement in the service he will be paid for

the suggestion. One company, we beHeve, fixed a price of a

dollar an idea, but with the intention, no doubt, of paying a

reasonable price for such ideas as should prove to be worth
large sums. Most of these proposals have been made, originally,

in connection with the system of discipline without suspension

—

Brown's discipline; but now the idea has been adopted by the

Pennsylvania, which has not adopted Brown's discipline. Gen-
eral superintendent J. G. Rodgers, of the Buffalo & Allegheny
Valley division of that road, has issued a circular. General
Notice No. 2, telling' his men that "ideas are worth money; de-

velop them and we will pay you for them." As an outline of

what is wanted, the circular sets forth the following:

''suggestions

Must contain ideas which will

—

Increase efficiency of operation,

Improve methods of operation.

Be beneficial from economical standpoint,

Increase safety and convenience of passengers and patrons of

our company,
Increase patronage,

Promote safety of employees.

In any way promote the interests of the company, whether
pertaining to improved mechanism, better office practice or

other features.

May involve the use of new methods or the modification of old

ones,

May include the comfort or betterment of employees.

Must not include personal complaints or antipathies."

All employees have in the past been free to make suggestions,

•we are told, but Mr. Rodgers now puts the matter in more
definite form. Moreover, employees may offer advice concern-

ing things outside of their own department. Nothing could

"be more liberal than that. Even a Roosevelt could find scope

for his mental energies.

Vox Populi.

I was sitting on my porch in Reading, after dinner, smoking
a cigar, when up the walk came a very tall man with a carpet

tag in his hand. He stopped at the bottom of the steps and
«aid, "Be you the president of the Reading Railroad?" I drew
up my shoulders and said I was. Then he walked up the

steps and said, "What is the price of a ticket from here to

Niagara Falls and back?" I said, "My dear friend, I do not

Tcnow. You will have to go down to the ticket office. Do you
"know where it is?" He said, "Yes," and then he picked up his

carpet bag, looked at me, and said, "You are the president of

the Reading Railroad, and don't know the price of a ticket to

Niagara Falls and back !" Well, I said I didn't. Then he
walked down the steps and turned and said, "You're a hell of a

Tailroad president!"

—

George F. Baer, before the Traffic Club of

Pittsburgh.

Plain Tail< in iVIassachusetts.

One bill has just come out of the railway committee of the

Massachusetts Legislature which should be made short work of.

It provides that on the steam railways of this state no person

shall act as engineman unless he shall have been employed two
years as a locomotive fireman or engineman's helper ; and that

no person shall act as conductor unless he shall have been em-
ployed as a brakeman for two years. This on its face might
seem to be all right-—merely providing that railways shall employ
men of experience in locomotives and on trains for these re-

sponsible positions. And this is no more than what railways

do and always will do so far as they are able, without statutory

requirement.

Clearly, then, this bill must have a hidden or ulterior purpose,
and it is not hard to find. It is evidently designed to make
•effective any demands which the enginemen and conductors may
make on the railways. It would either enable the enginemen
and conductors to assume the management of the roads for their

own profit exclusively; or it would enable them to tie up the
lines completely for the loss of everybody in the railway service,

the suspension of manufacturing industry and the starvation of
the cities. For, under this bill, if the enginemen and conduc-
tors should make wage or other demands which the roads could
not meet, they could strike and their places could not possibly
be filled, since there would never be a supply of available help
within reach meeting the requirements of this proposed enact-
ment.

The case needs no argument. The provisions of the bill and
the known conditions of expert railway labor supply tell the
story on their face. The public welfare is as much and more
concerned over such a proposal than the railways. Some states
have a law of this kind, but with an emergency section suspend-
ing the requirement of experience in cases of strike or other
exceptional difficulty. The committee reporting this bill favor-
ably refused to attach an emergency section. With such a sec-
tion it would merely be a law for the better protection of the
public in the use of railways. Without such a section we should
have a law whose incidental purpose would be the better public
protection and whose primary purpose would be to deliver the
railways into the hands of these two classes of employees.
That the latter should have made so extraordinary a demand
upon the legislature is surprising enough. But what shall be
said of legislators who are willing to yield to this demand?—
Springfield Republican.

Railways Before the State Tax Board.

Herewith are a few headlines of newspapers reporting the
proceedings before a certain state tax board. Presumably the
railway officers appearing before this board are not the same
as those selected to negotiate the sale of securities to foreign

bankers.

ROAD THAT NOBODY APPEARS TO COVET.

Corned Beef and Cabbage Route Often Put up for Sale, but

Never Sold.

ROAPS OBJECT TO STATE TAX LEVIES.

Railway OiHcials Plead Before Board of Commissioners for

Reductions.

State of Unrest, Factor.

DEFICIT FORECAST IN RAIL REVENUES.

Tax Board is Informed That Operating Expenses Soon May
Surpass Roads' Incomes.

"Hard Times" Tales Told.

HIGH FINANCE TALE IS TOLD TAX BOARD.

Erie Railroad Agent Asserts Company Was Looted of Millions

of Dollars.

Asks Assessment Reduction.

SAYS PENNSYLVANIA HAS MORE FAVORABLE TERMS.

Ne7V York Central Man's Contention Before Tax Board.

FEELS BLUE OVER THE OUTLOOK OF BUSINESS.

In real candor the man represented in tlie last heading

surely leads. Of course, one's feelings, not his professional

opinion, should be the basis of one's words in so serious a

matter. And if the conditions on this man's road are anywhere
nearly so bad as on the others, his blueness is in the highest

degree justifiable.

The Pennsylvania's Forestry.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company's forester reports that

since the company undertook forestry work on a comprehensive

scale more than four million trees have been set out; 617,338

of these last year, on tracts aggregating 650 acres. There

were 200,000 trees planted at Altoona ; 49,189 at Mount Union;

93,700 near Martic Forge; 65,500 at Newton Hamilton; 62,249

at Petersburg; 36,100 near Middletown ; 12,000 at Vineyard;

10,000 at Rvde; 27,750 at Rambo ; 5,000 at Conewago ; 3,500 at

Kinzer; 17,250 at New Brunswick, N. J., and 35,100 at Parkton,

Maryland.

The nursery at Morrisville, Pa., covers 32^ acres, affording

a capacity of a million trees a year. To replace the seedling trees

transferred last year 269 bushels of acorns and 116 pounds of

seeds from coniferous trees were planted. The total output of
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the nursery during the year was 766,924 trees, ami the stoek

on hand at the close of the year was one and one-half million

forest trees, and 137,200 ornamental plants. Tiic following tabic

shows tlic planting done in tlie last nine years:

Niiml)ci of
Years. trees pl.iiited.

190J i:!,610

1903 4.t,J()4

1004 22.!,6.S6

1905 5')7,\05

1906 801,625
1<;07 448.226
1908 300,530
1900 1,054,010
1910 617,338

Total 4,099,524

For beautifying lawns around stations and unoccupied places

along the roadway, there were imported from France during

the past year 41,699 deciduous ornamental plants, 5,480 coni-

ferous ornamental trees and 107,935 coniferous forest seedlings.

The Pennsylvania has two large timber treating plants, both

using the pressure treatment, one at Mount Union and the

other at Greenwich Point, Philadelphia. These plants have a

combined capacity of a million and a half cross-ties yearly. In

1910 there were treated 671,369 ties, four and one-half million

feet of lumber and switch timber, 5,432 fence posts, 10,592 cross-

arms, 55,212 lineal feet of poles, and 90,306 paving blocks. To
do this required the use of 2,866,513 gal. of creosote oil, all of

which was imported from Europe. To foster intelligent for-

est development on the part of the public generally, the com-

pany furnishes to private corporations and individuals trees and

plants not required for its own uses. Last year over 70,000

plants were disposed of to outside individuals.

Telephone Train Despatching on the Central Vermont.

The Central Vermont has lately put in use a telephone train

dispatching circuit from St. Albans, Vt., southward to Windsor,

a distance of about 150 miles, including a short branch. There

are 38 way-stations on the line. The selectors and telephones

were furnished by the Western Electric Company, Chicago.

The way-stations on this circuit are fitted with the Van Akin

telephone arm, by means of which an operator sitting at his

table can keep the telephone at his ear while at the same time

Station Telephone, Central Vermont.

having both arms free; and if he has to turn quickly to some
other duty he can get away from the telephone without the delay

incident to taking off and hanging up a head set. The appear-

ance of the Van Akin arm is illustrated in the accompanying

l)h()tograph. The whole telephone set is included in the arm,
and the swinging of the arm away from the operating position

turns a switch, cutting the telephone off from the line. In con-
nection with this installation, the Central Vermont has equijjped

two wrecking cars with portaljle tclcpiione sets, each mounted
in a wooden box, fitted with writing shelves. The box and
the telephones together furnish a complete temporary office

outfit for an operator who may have to oiien an office at a

wreck.

Long Distance Automobile Freight Trip.

'I he nmning of an automobile truck from New York to

Philadelphia and back in one day has already been noticed in

these columns. The trip was made on April 7, and the makers
of the truck in their advertisements give the cost of the trip as

a trifle less than 20 cents a mile. The capacity of the wagon
was 4J/2 tons and the load consisted of 4 tons of merchandise
and 6 men. The time southward was 7 hours 35 minutes, in-

cluding ferry delays of 35 minutes. The return trip with 3 tons

and 6 men was made in 7 hours. The details of the cost are
given as follows

:

Driver ($20.00 a week) clay's work plus 5 hours at time
and one-half $6.16

40 gallons gasoline at lie 4.40
Three pirts lubricating oil 20
Grease 20
Maintenance 4c. a mile (based on maintenance contract) 8.80
Tires 7c. a mile (based on manufacturer's guarantee) . . . 15.40
Insurance at 50c. per day (approx. $150 per annum).. .50
Depreciation 3c. a mile (based on proved records) 6.60

$42.26

The distance covered was 220 miles. [The distance between the

two cities by rail is 90 miles—Editor] ; approximate cost per mile,

19.8 cents; average running time, 15^ miles an hour. No adjust-

ments were needed en route. There were no scratches on the

tires, although the truck had to go over a good bit of crushed

stone. These loads to and from Philadelphia would have cost

nearly twice as much by express. The time necessary to ex-

press them, including time of unloading and carting to and
from trains to the stores, would have been considerably more
than the time the truck took. That same truck did over 800
rniles of continuous demonstration service during the week
of the run.

New York Railroad Club.

The next regular meeting of the New York Railroad Club
will be held at the building of the United Engineering Societies,

New York, May 19. The technical paper for this occasion will

be on The Possibilities of the Oxy-Acetylene Torch in the Rail-

road Shop by Prof. J. M. Moorehead, of Chicago. It will be
illustrated with practical demonstrations.

Central Railway Club.

At the next regular meeting of the Central Railway Club, to

be held at the Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y., May 12, G. K.

Heyer, railway sales engineer of the Western Electric Company,
Chicago, will present a paper on Train Despatching by Telephone.

This will be the last session preceding the summer vacation.

American Electric Railway Association.

The annual convention of the American Electric Railway Asso-

ciation will be held at Atlantic City, N. J., October 9-13. H. C.

Donecker, secretary, 29 West Thirty-ninth street. New York.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual
convention. May 23-26, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—0. G. Fetter.

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.
American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39tb

St., New York; October 9-13, Atlantic City, N. J.
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American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York;
May 17, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
Block, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo. *

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, ISll, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington. 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York; next convention. May 30-Tune 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago; May 24-26, Montreal, Can.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan., and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—H. D. Judson, 209

East Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York; May 23-26, Omaha, Neb.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago; May 15-18, 1911, Chattanooga, Tenn.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. Maulick, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;

second Wednesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. AUeman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa., 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Signal Assdciatio'^.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, CoUinwood,

Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; September 12-15, St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bidg.,

Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train De4?atchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except, June, Ju\y and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.
Wood T^oi^skrvers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

©rafftr NettJ^^.

The Long Island road reports that it has not killed a passen-
ger in a train accident since June 1, 1893; and during that time
its passenger mileage has been 4,904,736,994; and nearly all of
these passengers have been carried on the suburban lines of the
company, carrying a dense traffic to and from New York City.

The Travelers' Protective Association and merchants and
manufacturers have protested against that part of the uniform
baggage rules recently adopted by the railways of the United
States and Canada, by which it is proposed after January 1,

1912, to make an extra charge for all trunks any dimension of
which exceeds 40 in., the charge to be made on a basis of ten
pounds for every additional inch. On account of these protests

the roads in the Trunk Line Association (east of Bufifalo and
Pittsburgh) have increased the dimension limit to 45 in.

Referring to the recent decision of Judge Trieber in the
Arkansas rate cases, by which the temporary injunction restrain-
ing the state railway commission from enforcing its 2-cent pas-
senger fare and reduc-d freight rate orders was made permanent,
the commission has announced that if the general assembly of
the state will not make the necessary appropriations to enable
the case to be carried to the Supreme Court of the United States,

it intends, if conditions warrant, to prepare and put into efifect

new freight tariffs on all classes and commodities.

The New York Central has brought suits in equity in the
United States Circuit court against 21 merchants and other
persons in Newburgh, N. Y., on the charge of illegal dealing in

tickets. Season tickets have been bought in fictitious names,
and such tickets costing 19 cents a trip, have been lent to per-
sons unauthorized to use them, the price to such users being a
dollar a ride, whereas a single trip ticket for this same journey
would cost $1.25. It is said that this practice of cheating the
road in the use of commutation tickets has been common at

Newburgh for a long time.

Franklin K. Lane, of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
spoke Wednesday night before the Finance Forum of the West
Side Young Men's Christian Association of New York on the
misunderstanding in regard to railways. He said, in his opinion,

this was a time of real regulation of the railways, but that regu-
lation was only incidental in the general purpose of the people

to have more to say in regard to the management of their af-

fairs. The trouble with the New York idea of the railway
problem was that Wall street thought a railway was only a

basis for a stock issue. The West, on the other hand, thought
that a railway was entirely a public servant.

Westbound shipments of freight from New York by the nine
trunk lines during 1910 to Bufifalo, Pittsburgh and beyond,
amounted to 1,986,806 tons, an increase of 113,514 or 6 per cent.

over the preceding year. The movement in 1909 was 16.2 per

cent, above that of 1908. Since the beginning of the current

calendar year the shipments each month have shown a decrease

as compared with the corresponding months of 1910. The figures

of the different roads for the past three years, as reported by
the Wall Stieet Journal, are as follows:

1910. 1909. 1908.

^
/^

^ ^
\a

^ ^
Ia

Tons. P. C. Tons. P. C. Tons. P. C.
Pennsylvania 395,916 19.9 353,928 18.9 305.769 19.0
New York Central 397,813 20.0 334.415 17.9 397,503 IS.S
Erie 257,615 13.0 232,245 12.4 211,728 13.1
Baltimore .S: Ohio 168,980 8.5 151,977 8.1 118,384 7.3

West Shore 92,044 4.6 108,208 5.8 114,326 7.1

D. L &W 303,686 15.2 243,900 13.0 233,570 14.5

Lehigh Valley 269,906 13.6 240,399 12.8 209,121 13.0
Central New Jersey 55,375 2.8 49,490 2.6 37,556 2.3

N. Y. Ont. & West 46,471 2.4 158,730 8.5 83,884 5.2

Total 1,986,806 100. 1,873,292 100. 1,611,841 100.

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railways of the American Railway Association in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 96, covering car balance and performance

for January, 1911, says:

"So far as general results are concerned there was little in

the performance for this month to differentiate it from an

average January performance. While the business as a whole
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was slightly better than for January, 1910, as indicated by the

per mile of road revenue returns made to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, the returns per car were somewhat lower.
This is explained by the increase in equipment owned, which
averaged 9.77 cars per mile of road in January, 1911, compared
with 9.37 in January, 1910, an increase of 4.26 per cent., or
substantially 100,000 cars. This increase, together with a
difference in weather conditions, explains also the apparent dis-

crepancy between the bi-weekly surplus reports, which show
approximately 100,000 more idle cars in January, 1911, than in

January, 1910, and the revenue returns made by the railways,

which, as stated, show some increase over the previous year.

"Possibly the most striking feature of the car performance in

January was the general homeward movement of cars, which
increased the proportion of cars on home lines from 55 per
cent, in December to 58 per cent, in January. To this movement
is undoubtedly chargeable the large empty car mileage which
decreased the loaded mileage ratio from 69.7 per cent, to 67.2

per cent.

"We have in previous bulletins called attention to the 'excess'

empty mileage during certain portions of the year, and while

there is nothing definite available or procurable showing just

what the per cent, of necessary mileage is, there is little doubt
a very large proportion of the empty mileage made during
periods of light traffic would be found unnecessary if the traffic

throughout the year were such as to create a steady demand for

cars. It may be argued that this periodical empty movement is

a natural adjustment of balance, and that a full traffic postpones

but could not indefinitely prevent this large empty haul. While
this is undoubtedly true as regards some individual roads, the

general situation is such that a continued heavy traffic means a

low per cent, of cars on their home lines with a high ratio of

loaded mileage. As illustrative of this, attention is called to

the charts accompanying this bulletin, with especial reference

to the high loaded movement during August, September and
October of the year 1907, the averages for these months running

70.8, 71.8 and 72.9 per cent., dropping to 70.2 in November when
the traffic began to recede and to 64.6 in December, when the

empty movement became a veritable rout.

"Those who recall the performance of December, 1907, and
January and February, 1908, will not dispute the statement that

the tactics pursued by a great many roads to decrease their car

hire balance were utterly indefensible from the standpoint of

the railway system of the continent as a whole. While the

conditions at the present time are by no means as serious as

were those existing in the winter of 1907-1908, there are indica-

tions of a return to some of the practices indulged in at that

time, which emphasizes the need for some logical system that

will reduce this wasteful movement to the minimum."
The accompanying table gives figures for car balance and per-

formance in January and the charts show certain averages in

1907 to 1911, inclusive:

trackage at a point where the volume of traffic is heavy and
expects to be able to keep fully abreast of traffic requirements
without gomg beyond or straining its present financial
resources.

Conditions in the South.

President W. W. Finley, who has recently returned from an

inspection trip of the Southern Railway, says that the agricul-

tural outlook throughout the entire southeast seems to be very

favorable. While in some localities in the southwestern part

of the territory rains have somewhat retarded cotton planting,

and while re-planting will be necessary in some small areas, it

will have to be done to a very much smaller extent than \yas

necessary last year. Notwithstanding the increased attention

being given by Southern farmers to corn and other crops, the

aggregate acreage devoted to cotton will be somewhat greater

this year than last. Farmers are using fertilizers more scien-

tifically and better farming is being practiced very generally

throughout the south. Conditions in the cotton manufacturing

industry are not wholly favorable. The lumber business is still

feeling the eflfects of restricted purchases on the part of the

railways, but a slight improvement is noticeable in some of the

lumber producing localities.

The Southern Railway's present carrying capacity is com-

fortably ahead of its present requirements. The carryying

capacity of those parts of its lines where the traffic is not

sufficiently heavy to require double tracking is being increased

by the construction of a modern system of lap-siding. The

management now contemplates increasing its main-line double-

Crop Conditions.

The crop reporting board of the department of agriculture
estimates that on May 1 the area of winter wheat to be har-
vested was about 31,367,000 acres, or 1,940,000 acres (6.6 per
cent.) more than the area harvested in 1910, and 3,118,000
acres (9.0 per cent.) less than the area shown last fall (34,485,000)
acres. The average condition of winter wheat on May 1 was
86.1, compared with 83.3 on April 1, 82.1 on May 1, 1910, and
86.0 the average for the past ten years on May 1.

The condition of the wheat crop on May 1 of the past five
years averaged 85.7 per cent; in the same five years the final
yield per acre averaged 15.5 bushels; if the above ratio should
prevail this year, the condition of 86.1 per cent, would indicate
a yield of 15.6 bushels per acre, which compares with 15.8 bush-
els, the final estimate of yield per acre in 1910, 15.8 in 1909,
and 15.5, the average of the past five years. On the estimated
area to be harvested, 15.6 bushels per acre would produce 5.4
per cent, more than the final estimate of production last year,
9.6 per cent, more than the production of 1909, and 8.7 per cent,

more than the average annual production of the past five years.
'I he out-turn of the crop will probably be above or below the fig-

ures above, according as the change in conditions from May 1

to harvest is above or below the average change in the past five

years.

The average condition of rye on May 1 was 90.0, compared
with 89.3 on April 1, 91.3 on May 1, 1910, and 89.7 the average
for the past ten years on May 1. Details for winter wheat fol-

low :

Winter Wheat.
I

* _^___^
Per Acres Condition May 1,

Cent. Remaining
,

a ^
States. Aban- to be lO-Yr.

doned. Harvested. 1911. 1910. Av
Kansas 23.0 4,948,000 76 65 83
Indiana 3.4 2,698,000 90 82 84
Nebraska 6.5 2,665,000 88 67 89
Illinois 4.1 2,223,000 86 80 87
Missouri 2.5 2,195,000 92 73 88
Ohio 3.2 2,049,000 88 86 82
Pennsylvania 3.8 1,532,000 89 93 89
Te.xas 7.0 1,241.000 83 91 75
Oklahoma 32.0 1,123,000 67 il 84
Michigan 2.0 947,000 91 84 81
California 6.5 926,000 83 94 85
Tennessee 5.0 917,000 88 83 86
Virginia 2.9 796,000 89 92 89
Maryland 2.9 795,000 85 93 90
Kentucky 4.0 760,000 92 83 86
Washington 3.5 726,000 96 95 92
North Carolina... 3.9 678,000 90 85 86
Oregon 4.0 530,000 94 95 95
South Carolina... 3.4 494,000 85 81 85
New York 3.7 443,000 89 97 87
West Virginia 4.0 404,000 88 90 86
Idaho IJ 377,000 96 98 95
Montana 5.5 366,000 98 98
Iowa 4.1 259,000 93 n 90
Georgia 3.3 258,000 91 83 87
Arkansas 5,0 213,000 88 92 86
Utah 6.0 164,000 92 94
Alabama 5.1 143,000 90 80 88
Colorado 11.5 121,000 85 94
Delaware 3.0 120,000 87 98 90
New Jersey 3.9 110,000 90 96 89
Wvoming 8.0 50,000 92 94
Wisconsin 6.8 71,000 88 92 89
Mississippi 12.5 9,000 85 87 87
Minnesota

United States... 9.0 31,367,000 86.1 82.1 86.0

The average condition of meadow (hay) lands on May 1

was 84.7, compared with 89.8 on May 1, 1910, and a ten-year

average on May 1 of 89.4.

Stocks of hay on farms May 1 is estimated as 7,546,000 tons

(12.4 per cent, of crop) against 7,275,000 tons (11.2 per cent.)

on May 1, 1910.

The average condition of pastures on May 1 was 81.3, com-

pared with 89.3 on May 1, 1910, and a ten-year average on

May 1 of 87.4.

Of spring plowing 71.0 per cent, was completed up to May 1,

compared with 80.3 per cent, on May 1, 1910, and a ten-year

average on May 1, cf 67.2.

Of spring planting 60.0 per cent, was completed up to May 1,

compared with 65.0 per cent, and 51.9 per cent, on May 1, 1910

and 1909, respectively.
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When the State Was a Common Carrier.

Now let me quote as a matter of history what I think is a pre-

cious morsel. Here is the report of the public authorities in

charge of the Public Works of Pennsylvania to the Legislature

in 1857. They complained that competition from local works
compelled them to make material reduction in tolls. Mark you,

they had no trains and locomotives ; they only charged for the

road, the public had to provide the locomotives and cars. It

was only a toll road and the tolls they charged were much
higher than the transportation charges of today. They go on

to say, "This depreciation in revenues from the low rate charged

by competing railroads must cease at no distant day. These com-
panies have begun to open their eyes to the fact that mere
tonnage or travel alone do not constitute profit upon the capital

invested, and that rates which they have a few years past im-

posed upon the carrying trade have been below a remunerative

standard. The result of this conclusion must be that they will

be compelled to fix their tolls upon such a basis as to yield bona
fide dividends to stockholders commensurate with the capital in-

vested, and to abandon the existing suicidal system of enticing

trade to their respective im.provements by a sacrifice of capital,

and increase of debt, with a total disregard of the interests of

those stockholders who have invested their funds under the

promise and expectation of deriving at least the usual interest

therefrom. When this policy is adopted, as it must be shortly,

there can be no fear but that the works owned by the Common-
wealth will continue to receive their fair share of the carrying

trade, and that no diminution of her revenue from this source
need be anticipated." Think of a government pleading for a
higher rate of transportation, in the light of our experience
within the last few months I—George F. Baer, before the Traffic

Club of Pittsburgh.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railways Association in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 93-A, giving a summary of car shortages
and surpluses by groups from December 10, 1909, to April 26,

1911, says:

"The decrease in coal car surplus continues, the accumu-
lation having been reduced by 8,605 cars during the two
weeks since our last bulletin. There were increases in box and
miscellaneous cars of 7,513 and 3,638 respectively, making a net
increase of 2,305 in the surplus of all classes, with totals

189,524.

"The increase in box cars is general, with the exception
of groups 6 (Northwestern), and 7 (Montana, Wyoming,
etc.), where slight decreases are reported. The miscellaneous
cars for which increases are shown are chiefly stock cars. The
decrease in coal car surplus is principally in group 3 (central)

where the lake coal traffic is heaviest."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by
groups for the past period covered by the report, and the charts

show bi-weekly totals for 1907 to 1911, inclusive.

Date.

Group *1.

—

\piil 26, 191)
2.~ 26, 1911
3.— 26, 1911
4.— 26, 1911
5.— 26, 1911
0.— 26, 1911
7.— 26, 1911
8.— 26, 1911
9.— 26. 1911

' 10.— 26, 1911
' 11.— 26, 1911

Total .

Car Surpluses i

—Surphises
Coal,

\ND ShORTAijF.S.

' '

Coal,
^

No. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

8 1,454 1,307 431 224 3,416 76 4 80
24 3,682 171 24,606 8,574 37,033
25 7,660 1,454 38,089 4,510 51,713 2,000 62 2,062
10 3,350 143 6,183 2,102 11,778 6 51 57
19 6,007 946 6,097 1,935 14,985 40 41
26 9,265 1,183 3,583 6,558 20,589 70 13 3 86
4 1,332 260 820 311 2,723
16 9,057 553 2,979 3,718 16,307 5 5

11 3,036 557 337 1,473 5,403 10 10
20 7,102 2,335 2,206 9,153 20,796 2 12 14
5 3,107 664 20 990 4,781 138 25 163

u 55,052 9,573 85,351 39,548 189,524 91 320 2,003 104 2,518

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Tlic coiniiiission has changed from May 15 to June 15 the

date for compliance witli its order forbidding a railway to fix

the rate for the transportation of any commodity according to

the purpose for which the commodity is to be used.

The commission has granted the request of the Carolina,
Ciinchficld & Ohio to carry coal from points in Virginia to

Ciiarleston, S. C, for a lower rate than is charged to certain
intermediate points. This is the first order of the kind which
has been issued by the commission since the change in the law
made last year. Similar permission has been granted in re-

gard to the Pere Marquette in regard to coal shipped from Black
Rock and Suspension Bridge, N. Y., to Milwaukee and otiier

points in Wisconsin.

The commission has issued a revised order relative to irregu-
larity in dating bills of lading, dealing with certain practices
whch have been found to exist on cotton carrying roads of the
South. Bills of lading must not be issued until the cotton has
been actually received by the carrier ; delivery to a compress
cannot be deemed a delivery to the railway. The question
whether some compresses may be practically the same as rail-

way stations is not decided. Where a switching line delivers a
car to a line carrier, the latter must date the bill of lading the
day when it receives the goods; not the day on which they are
delivered to the switching road. But if the switching ticket

shows consignee and destination and is, in efifect, an informal
bill of lading, issued by the initial carrier, there is no objection
to issuing a formal bill of lading bearing the same date as the
switching ticket. Bills of lading must not show a false point of
origin. Where this has been done shippers have been able to

commit frauds on consignees. Where a bill of lading is issued
in exchange for another bill of lading or a receipt the fact must
be plainly stated.

Reparation Awarded.

Joseph Peters v. Oregon Short Line et al. Opinion by the
Commission:

A rule in the tariff providing that shipments of coal should not
be weighed except at point of origin found unreasonable. Charges
assessed for the transportation of coal from Diamondville, Wyo.,
to Anaconda, Mont, found to have been unreasonable because
assessed on overweight. (20 I. C. C. 598.)

E. Sondheimer Company v. Illinois Central et al. Opinion by
Commissioner McChord.

The original report in this case (17 I. C. C, 60), disposed of

all question at issue, except the claim for reparation, the case

being held open to permit the complainant to prove the extent

of the damages sustained by undue preference of Memphis over
Cairo. The undisputed evidence is that during the time Cairo
viras subject to undue prejudice on shipments of lumber, com-
plainant was forced to reduce its profits on lumber from Cairo

by an amount equal to the advantages in freight rates enjoyed

by Memphis dealers. The defendants say that no legal basis for

reparation has been established because the damages sought by
complainant are speculative. They say that it is impossible for

complainant to tell to what extent, if any, prices on lumber in

a large consuming market such as Chicago are controlled by

Memphis prices. The commission finds that the proper measure
of the damages to complainant is the difference between the old

and new Memphis tariffs, and therefore awards $8,827 to com-
plainant. (20 L C. C, 606.)

Reparation Denied.

Freeman Lumber Co. v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

The commission repeats that reparation will not ordinarily

be awarded in a formal case attacking a rate as unreasonable,
or otherwise in violation of law, unless intent to claim reparation

is specifically disclosed therein or in an amendment thereof filed

before the submission of the case, adhered to. (20 I. C. C. 612.)

Sweeney, Lynes & Co. v. New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk
et al. Opinion by Chairman Clements:

Defendants' rates for refrigeration of strawberries from Nor-

folk, Va., and Only, and Pittsville, Md., and Marion, found to

be unreasonable, and maximum rates prescribed f(jr future

(20 1. C. C. 600.)

Complaint Dismissed.

Boolcwaller Wheel Co. v. Tennessee Central et al. Opinion
by Commissioner Meyer:

Claim for reparation based on alleged misrouliiig of shipment
from Fourteen Mile Switch, Tenn., to Miamisburg, Ohio, denied.

(20 I. C. C. 603.)

Proposed Hearings and Suspensions of Tariffs.

The commission has suspended until September 4, certairi

tariffs on ice presented by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

which were to have gone into effect May 7. The commission
has suspended until October 26 certain tariffs on milk presented

by the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, which were to have
gone into effect June 28.

Definition of "Completely K. D."

Pacific Coast Biscuit Co. v. Spokane, Portland & Seattle, et

al. Opinion by the commission.

Western classification provides that first-class rates shall be
charged on peanut roasters completely K. D. The complainant

shipped various kinds of peanut roasters and these machines
were taken apart, in so far as it was possible to do so, without

injury to the machine. The commission finds that the terms
in the western classification are misleading, since some types

of roasters merely had the wheels, axles and springs removed
from the body, but was rated as completely knocked down,,

while others having glass cases were not rated as completely

knocked down because the glass had not been taken out and
packed flat, but this could not have been done without de-

stroying parts of the frame. A refund is ordered, and the

commission assumes that the defendants will amend their

classification to make definite provision for application of the

various rates. (20 I. C. C, 546.)

Rates on Beer into a Prohibition State.

JV. I. Scheuing v. Louisville & Nashville. Opinion by the

commission.

The defendant is a dealer in soda water and tobacco at Cull-

man, Ala., and claims that the Louisville & Nashville charged

an unreasonable rate on shipments aggregating 74,000 lbs. of

bottled beer. The defendant said that there had been almost

no movement of beer in carload quantities from St. Louis to

Cullman, and that therefore no commodity rate had been estab-

Hshed. At the hearing the railway laid great stress on the

Alabama statute, which prohibits the sale of beer within the

state. Great anxiety was also manifested lest the commission,

by reducing the rate to Cullman, might aid and abet a viola-

tion of this statute. It doubtless overlooked the fact that a

similar construction might be placed on its own action, giving

favorable rates to Decatur, Ala., and Birmingham, Ala. How-
ever, a shipper is entitled to have his interstate freight moved
at reasonable rates. To regulate these rates is the commission's

function; to enforce state laws, the duty of the state. Repara-

tion is awarded. (20 L C. C, 550.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Railroad Commission of Georgia is making an extended
and detailed inquiry into the business of the Southern Express
Company, which operates on most of the lines of that state.

An interesting contest has been going on before the Railroad

Commission of Washington over the adjustment of freight rates

as between competing communities in that state. Tacoma and
Seattle, which are on the Pacific coast, have petitioned the com-
mission to require substantial reductions in the rates east bound
from these cities. Spokane is opposing the reductions asked

for as vigorously as it has demanded reductions in its rates

from the eastern part of the United States. The state com-
mission finds itself between the two fires of these jealous com-
peting communities just as the railways have been in past

years, and the indications are that it will find it as impossible
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as the railways have to satisfy both sides. The rate expert of
the commission, O. O. Calderhead, testified regarding the value
of the different roads mvolved in the state of Washington, his

testimony being based on the valuation made about two years
ago by the state commission. The railways, on the other hand,
have introduced testimony of their own officers regarding the

value of their properties, and the indications are that the case
may ultimately result in a test of the validity of the commis-
sion's valuation, similar to the test of the Minnesota Com-
mission's valuation in the Minnesota rate case. The Washing-
ton valuation is the most important that has been made by any
public authority, except that in Minnesota; and the commission
has already made some reductions in rates, particularly on
grain, which have been based on its valuation. A legal test of

the Washington valuation would be of special interest because,

while the Minnesota valuation was based entirely on the cost

of reproduction of the physical properties, the Washington
commission attempted to take into consideration all the elements

that enter into the value of the railways as going concerns and
to ascertain their market values.

COURT NEWS.

In the federal court at Tulsa, Okla., April 26, the Kansas City

Southern was acquitted of the charge of violating the 16-hour

law as applied to the working hours of freight trainmen.

The Court of Appeals of Georgia in the case of Perry v. At-
lantic Coast Line, has sustained the right of the road to re-

quire the coupons of mileage books to be exchanged for tickets

before asking for transportation on a train. Perry boarded a

train at night where there was no ticket seller and paid to the

first station where there was an office open ; but he did not get

ofif there and provide himself with a ticket for the remainder

of his journey, and so when he presented his mileage a second

time the conductor put him off the train. There being no state

law or rule regulating mileage books, the buyer, says the court,

must accept the conditions prescribed by the road in selling him
the book.

The Supreme Court of Montana, in the case of Doherty, has

sustained the Pullman Company in a rule not to sell seat tickets

in sleeping cars between the hours of 10 p. m. and 7 a. m. A
party of five men boarded a train one morning about six o'clock

;

and there being no day cars on the train, applied for accommo-
dations in a sleeping car. Four of the men bought two berths

for $3, making the rate 75 cents for each man, but the fifth had

to take a whole berth or nothing. Rather than pay $1.50 he al-

lowed the conductor to put him off the train, and he waited for

the second section of the train, 40 minutes later. Associate Jus-

tice Smith, while concurring in the action of the court on the

ground that the plaintiff had magnified a small matter into a law

suit, holds that by making such a rigid rule the Pullman Com-
pany practices discrimination. The Justice advises the company
to exercise a little common sense in such matters.

Judge Sanborn at St. Paul, Minn., has refused the petition to

grant a stay of execution of the court's recent order pending
the appeal which he allowed the state to make to the United
States Supreme Court, although he extended until July 1 the time
when the Great Northern, the Northern Pacific and the Min-
neapolis & St. Louis arc required to restore the rates irt effect

prior to September 6, 1906, that is, the 3-cent passenger fares

and the merchandise freight rates that are 20 to 25 per cent,

higher than the rates ordered by the state railway commission on
that date. The mj unction, which would have expired June 1,

was extended a month in order that the roads might revise their

tariffs and give the Interstate Commerce Commission the neces-

sary 30 days' notice of the changes. While the case tried by
Judge Sanborn affected only the three roads above mentioned,
it is expected that the court will grant injunctions to the stock-

holders of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, the Chicago, Great W^estern, the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, & Omaha, com-
pelling them to establish the higher rates previously in effect on
the ground that the rates established by the state commission
interfere v/ith interstate traff.c.

Hatlmai^ (^iiicevi$.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

C. S. Clarke, first vice-president of the Missouri Pacific, with
office at St. Louis, Mo., has resigned.

J. H. Steele has been elected president of the Texas City Steam-
ship Company, with office at Galveston, Texas.

D. B. Pankey, treasurer of the St. Louis, Kennett & Southeast-
ern, has been elected president, succeeding R. H. Jones, deceased.
L. R. Jones succeeds Mr. Pankey, and A. E. Diamant has been
appointed secretary, succeeding J. B. Blakemore, all with offices
at Kennett, Mo.

T. J. Freeman, receiver and general manager of the Inter-
national & Great Northern, at Houston, Tex., has been elected
first vice-president in charge of operation and a member of the
board of the Texas & Pacific. Plans are under way for the
eventual consolidation of the operating management of the Texas
& Pacific and the International & Great Northern in charge of
Mr. Freeman, follov/ing the reorganization of the latter com-
pany, subsequent to the foreclosure sale on May 16.

Benjamin Thomas Wood, whose appointment as assistant to

the vice-president of the St. Louis & San Francisco, the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois and the Evansville & Terre Haute, with office

at St. Louis, Mo., lias

been announced in these

columns, was born De-
cember 31, 1878, at

Springfield, Mo. He re-

ceived a high school edu-
cation, graduating in

1896, and in 1897 began
railway work with the

Kansas City, Fort Scott

& Memphis as a stenog-

rapher m the division

superintendent's office. In

January, 1899, he became
secretary to the general

superintendent, and three

years later went with the

St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco as secretary to the

vice-president and gen-

eral manager, where he
remained for two years.

He was then made sec-

retary to the third vice-

president of the Rock
Island Lines and afterwards became secretary to the president.

He was appointed chief clerk to the president of the Rock
Island in January, 1905, and in December, 1909, when the Rock
Island-Frisco merger was dissolved, he was made chief clerk

to the president of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, which po-

sition he held until his recent appointment as assistant to the

vice-president of the Frisco Lines.

Operating Officers.

W. D. Forster, traffic manager of the Tonopah & Goldfield, at

Goldfield, Nev.. has been appointed also superintendent, succeed-

ing A. B. Phillips.

P. C. Connelly, division roadmaster of the Great Northern,

at Spokane, Wash., has been appointed a trainmaster, with office

at Grand Forks, N. Dak.

F. S. James has been appointed superintendent of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas of Texas, with office at Greenville, Texas, suc-

ceeding W. J. Stoneburner, resigned to go to another company.

F. A. Lattig, superintendent of the National Lines of Mexico
at Monterey, Mex., has been appointed superintendent of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with office at Smithville,

Tex., succeeding W. Rudd, resigned.

B. T. Wood.
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W. J. Stoiicbnrncr, whose ;i|)|)iiintiiuiil ;is general manager
of tlic Texas City Terminal Company, with oHice at Texas City,

Texas, has been annonnccd in these cojnnms, has l)een appointed

also general manager of the Texas City Transportation Com-
pany.

J. P. Qnigley has been appointed car accouiilant of tlic Western
Paeilic and the Boca & Loyalton, also supLriuteiuknt of t'.-lo-

graph of the Western Pacific and tlie Western Union Telegraph
Company, with ollice at San Francisco, Cal., succeeding E. W.
Mason.

H. D. Earl, assistant superintendent of the St. Louis South-

western of Texas at Tyler, Texas, has been appointed super-

intendent, with office at Mt. Pleasant, Texas, succeeding W. N.

Neff, promoted. R. L. Garner, chief despatcher at Mt. Pleasant,

succeeds Mr. Earl.

G. H. Alexander, car accountant of the New York Central &
Hudson River, at New York, has been appointed superintendent

of car service, in direct charge of the freight car distribution

and tracing of freight, also the car records, car demurrage, mile-

age, per diem accounts and such other duties as may be assigned

to him, with office at New York.

T. Collins, assistant superintendent of the Canadian Pacific,

at Smiths Falls, Ont., has been appointed assistant superintendent

of District No. 2, Eastern division, with office at Smiths Falls.

W. B. Way, assistant superintendent on the Lake Superior di-

vision, at Chapleau, has been appointed assistant superintendent

of District No. 3, Eastern division, with office at Montreal, Que.,

and J. H. Boyle, assistant superintendent at Montreal, has been

appointed assistant superintendent of District No. 4, with office at

Ottawa, Ont.

A. C. Kellar has been appointed superintendent of the Sierra

Railway of California, with office at Jamestown, Cal. Mr. Kellar

was born September 24, 1869, at Memphis, Tenn., and was edu-

cated in the private schools of his native town and at Western
Kentucky College, South Carrollton, Ky. He entered the service

of the Louisville & Nashville in 1895, as agent and operator, and

in 1897 was promoted '.o despatcher. He left that com.pany in

1898, since which time he has held various positions on the

Missouri Pacific, Union Pacific, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

Northern Pacific and Chicago & North Western.

Frank Cizek, who has been appointed superintendent of the

Syracuse and Utica divisions of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, with office at Syracuse, N. Y., as previously announced

in these columns, was
born April 2, 1875. He

^

was educated in the com-
mon schools at Chicago,

and in 1889, began rail-

way work as a mes-
senger in the office of

the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, at Chicago.

In 1891 he was trans-

ferred to the office of

the general passenger

agent, and the following

year was made a ticket

soliciting clerk. He was
appointed clerk and mes-
senger in President R. R.

Cable's office in 1893.

From 1895 to 1899, he

was stenographer and
secretary to W. H.
Truesdale, vice-president

and general manager of

the Rock Island, and
when Mr. Truesdale was
elected president of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western in

March, 1899, came east in the same capacity. In 1901 Mr. Cizek

entered the operating department as chief clerk to trainmaster

at Hoboken, N. J., and two years later was appointed assistant

trainmaster, becoming passenger trainmaster in 1907. He was

promoted to superintendent of the Bangor & Portland division

Frank Cizek.

in May, 1908, at Easton, I'a., which ijosition he Jield at the

lime of his recent appointment as superinlcndcnt of the Syra-
cuse and Utica divisions.

John II. Keefe, whose appointment as assistant general man-
ager of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa l-'e, with office at Galveston,
'i'exas, has been announced in these colunms, was born August
20, 1880, at Raub, Benton county, Indiana. He was educated
at St. Mary's University, and began railway work in Novem-
ber, 1896, with the Colorado & Santa I'e part of the Santa Fe
system, as an office boy and messenger in the office of the

superintendent of transportation. He held several different

clerical positions, and in August, 1902, was appointed chief clerk

to the general superintendent. Three years later he was made
assistant to tlie general manager, which position he held continu-

ously until his appointment as above, his title recently having

been assistant to tl;e second vice-president and general manager.

Traffic Officers.

W. E. Zirckel has been appointed general agent of the Denver
& Rio Grande, with office at Cleveland, Ohio.

W. R. Haughawout has been appointed a traveling freight

agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with office at Oklahoma
City, Okla.

E. S. Vincent has been appointed traveling freight and pas-

senger agent of the Southern Pacific, with office at Little Rock,

Ark., a new agency.

W. J. Foley has been appointed traveling freight and passenger

agent of the Denver & Rio Grande and the Western Pacific, with

office at St. Louis, Mo.

Harry C. Strohm, ticket clerk of the Baltimore & Ohio, at

Youngstown, Ohio, has been appointed a traveling passenger

agent, with office at Chicago.

L. J. Hausman has been appointed traveling freight agent of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, with office at San Antonio,

Tex., succeeding J. I. Johnson, promoted.

Frank C. L. Lathrop, commercial agent of the Southern Pacific,

at Pasadena, Cal., has been appointed district passenger agent,

with office at Los Angeles, succeeding N. R. Martin.

J. W. Byars, commercial agent of the International & Great

Northern at Waco, Texas, has been appointed commercial agent,

with office at Dallas, Texas, succeeding E. A. Turner.

H. Y. Williams, traveling passenger agent of the Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe, at Temple, Tex., has been appointed coloniza-

tion agent, with office at Galveston, succeeding S. A. Kendig,

deceased.

W. O. Skinner, commercial agent of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe at Pueblo, Colo., has been appointed a division

freight agent, with office at Pueblo, a new office, and his for-

mer position has been abolished.

W. E. Zirckel, traveling freight agent of the Western Pacific,

at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed general agent, Cleve-

land district, of the Western Pacific and the Denver & Rio

Grande, with office at Cleveland, Ohio.

Alan W. Graves has been appointed commercial agent of the

Atlantic Coast Line, with office at Baltimore, Md., succeeding J.

B. Andrews. J. G. North has been appointed soliciting agent at

Macon, Ga., succeeding J. W. White, and W. W. Lawton has

been appointed a special agent at Havana, Cuba.

C. E. Dewey, general freight agent of the Central Vermont,

has been appointed general freight agent of the Grand Trunk

Pacific, in charge of the territory from Port Arthur, Ont., west,

also general freight agent of the Grand Trunk Pacific Coast

Steamship Company, Ltd., with office at Winnipeg, Man.

J. McArthur has been appointed agent of the Grand Trunk

Pacific, with office at Victoria, B. C, succeeding H. Brown. W.

J. Quinlan, traveling passenger agent at Winnipeg, Man., has

been appointed district passenger agent, with office at Winnipeg,

succeeding A. E. Duff, and H. J. Lambkin succeeds Mr. Quinlan.

F. W. Hopper, traveling passenger agent of the Gfand Trunk

at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed a general agent, with office

at San Francisco, Cal. C. A. Schmidt, soliciting freight agent
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at St. LoiiLs, Mo., has been appointed a traveling freight agent,
with office at St. Louis, succeeding F. A. Crow, resigned, and
W. T. Page succeeds Mr. Schmidt.

P. F. Finnegan, chief clerk in the general freight department
of the Baltimore & Ohio at Chicago, has been appointed general
freight and passenger agent of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago
Terminal, with office at Chicago. Mr. Finnegan was born in

Chicago, November 4, 1877, and he received a high school edu-
cation in that city. He began railway work in May, 1895, in

the transportation department of the Baltimore & Ohio, where
he remained for over five years. He was transferred to the

freight traffic department as claim and rate clerk in October,
1900, and since September, 1905, has been chief clerk in the
general freight department.

V. D. Fort, who has been appointed to the new office of as-

sistant freight traffic manager of the Illinois Central, with
office at Chicago, as was previously announced in these columns,

was born January 29,

1870, at Cedar Rapids,

Iowa. After receiving a
common school educa-

tion he began railway

work at Cedar Rapids in

1885, with the Burling-

ton, Cedar Rapids &
Northern, now part of

the Rock Island Lines.

He was for a time clerk

in the general freight

department, and for four

years from 1888, was
chief tariff clerk for the

Chicago Great Western.
He then went to the

Illinois Central in the

same capacity and was
afterwards promoted to

chief clerk in the general

freight department. For
eight years from Oc-
tober, 1901, he was as-

sistant general freight

agent, becoming general freight agent in the latter part of 1909,

from which office he is now promoted to assistant freight traffic

manager.

Donald Rose, who has been promoted from freight traffic

manager of the Illinois Central and the Indianapolis Southern

at Chicago to European traffic manager, with office at London,

with jurisdiction over

those lines and the

Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley, the Central of

Georgia and the Ocean
Steamship Company of

Savannah, was born in

Scotland and came to

Canada when a boy. He
began railway work in

the traffic department of

the Grand Trunk at

Montreal, Can., and later

was connected with the

traffic department of the

Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific and the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe.

Since 1892 he has been
with the Illinois Central.

He began in the freight

traffic department, and
was for a time com-
mercial agent at Salt

Lake City, Utah. He
was appointed assistant to J. T. Harahan, then second vice-

president, in 1901, and in 1904 was sent to London to represent
the company, where he remained for five years. In February,
1909, he was appointed assistant to the president at Chicago, and

V. D. Fort.

Donald Rose.

in September of the same year was promoted to freight traffic

manager, which office he resigns to accept the appointment as
above.

W. B. McGroarty, district freight agent of the Southern Rail-
way, at Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed agent of the Pied-
mont Air Line, with office at Baltimore, Md., succeeding G. R.
Needham, resigned to go into other business. C. M. Tyler,
traveling freight agent of the Southern Railway, at Tampa,
Fla., succeeds Mr. McGroarty; H. F. Phipps, soliciting agent,
at Tampa, succeeds Mr. Tyler; Robert B. McGroarty succeeds
Mr. Phipps, and R. N. Beason has been appointed a soliciting
agent, at Huntsville, Ala.

Joseph Hattendorf, whose appointment as general freight agent
of the Illinois Central, with office at Memphis, Tenn., has been
announced in these columns, was born January 13, 1875, at Arka-
delphia, Ark. He was educated in the public schools of Mem-
phis and began railway work in April, 1892, as messenger boy
for the Louisville, New Orleans & Texas and the Newport News
& Mississippi Valley, now part of the Illinois Central system.
He was made chief clerk in the general freight office in January,
1903, and three years later was promoted to assistant general
freight agent at Memphis. In January, 1910, he was transferred
with the same title to Chicago, which office he now leaves to re-
turn to Memphis as general freight agent.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

T. Kilpatrick has been appointed general foreman at the Cedar
Rapids (Iowa) shops of the Rock Island Lines, succeeding J. M.
Whalen, resigned.

J. H. Conlen, division roadmaster of the Great Northern at

Whitefish, Mont., has been appointed roadmaster at Spokane,
Wash., succeeding P. C. Connelly, transferred to the operating
department.

S. H. Draper, general air brake inspector of the Northern Pa-
cific at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed master mechanic of
the Rocky Mountain division, with office at Missoula, Mont.,
succeeding Silas Zwight, promoted.

The office of supervisor of timber preservation on the Rock
Island Lines has been abolished, and C. F. Ford has been ap-
pointed supervisor of the tie and timber, department, with office

at Chicago. Mr. Ford will have charge of timber preservation,

succeeding Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk, assigned to special work.

Incident to the dividing of the Iowa division of the Chi-
cago & North Western into the East Iowa division and the West
Iowa division, W. H. Bradley, formerly master mechanic of the

Iowa division at Clinton, Iowa, has been appointed master me-
chanic of the East Iowa division, with office at Clinton, and J.

E. Osmer, assistant master mechanic at Boone, Iowa, has been
appointed master mechanic of the West Iowa division, with office

at Boone.

Charles Scott, general foreman of the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh, has been appointed supervisor of bridges and build-

ings, for Divisions 1 and 2, with office at East Salamanca, N. Y.,

succeeding J. C. Rouse, master carpenter, retired under the pen-
sion rules. - E. W. Fair, master carpenter, at Du Bois, Pa., has

been appointed supervisor of bridges and buildings, for Divisions

3, 4 and 5 of the Erie division, with office at Du Bois, and the

title of master carpenter has been abolished.

George E. Cessford, whose appointment as district master
mechanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound has been

announced in these columns, was born September 22, 1858, at

Clarence, Iowa. He received a grammar school education and
began railway work on June 1, 1876, with the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul. He was a machinist in the locomotive shop

first at Milwaukee, Wis., and then at Minneapolis, Minn., and
was roundhouse foreman for a number of years, filling that po-

sition at Calmar, Iowa ; Mitchell, S. D. ; Plummer, Idaho ; Seattle,.

Wash., and Tacoma, Wash. He was then promoted to general

foreman at Tacoma, from which position he was recently ad-

vanced to district master mechanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& Puget Sound, with office at Miles City, Mont.

Howard M. Curry, whose appointment as mechanical super-

intendent of the Northern Pacific has been announced in these-
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coliiiini.s, was lioni January (), ISdl, in ('k'^" ti'Uiity, llliimis. lie

received a coinniun school ediicalion at l-'recijort, 111., and began
railway work in 1880 with the Northern I'acilic. iM-oni June 12

of that year he was consecutively lireinan, road engineer, as-

sistant road foreman east of Mandan, and in DcceniI)or, 1898,

was promoted to road foreman east of Mandan. Three years
later he was appointed master mechanic at Fargo, N. D., and
was transferred to Staples, Minn., in December, 1902. He was
appointed general master mcclianic over the territory east of

Billings, Mont., in February, 1905, and in January, 1908, his

jurisdiction was extended over the Yellowstone, Montana and
Rock Mountain divisions which latter office he resigned on
May 1 to become mechanical superintendent, with office at St.

Paul, Minn.

OBITUARY.

E. B. Pope, western passenger agent of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, at St. Louis, Mo., died at that place on May 7.

S. M. Bamberger, vice-president of the Salt Lake & Ogden,
at Salt Lake City, Utah, died at Baltimore, Md., on May 9.

A. S. Buford, formerly president of the Richmond & Danville,
now a part of the Southern Railway, died May 6, at his home
in Richmond, Va.

\V. B. Jennings, traveling freiglit and passenger agent of the
Wabash, with office at Moberly, Mo., died at Rochester, Minn.,
on May 1. Mr. Jennings had been with the Wabash 40 years.

Joseph L. Doherty, auditor of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, with office at Chicago, died at Chicago on May 5.

Mr. Doherty was 48 years old and had been with the Monon
about 25 years, having been auditor for the last ten years.

Johnston Livingston, president of the National Express Co.,
died at his home in New York, May 7, at the age of 95 years.
At the time of his death Mr. Livingston was also a director of
the American Express Company.

William M. Burgard, formerly general agent of the Chicago &
North Western, at Bufifalo, N. Y., died May 7, at Mount
Clemens. Mich. Mr. Burgard had been in railway service for
about 25 years, and for most of that time was with the Chicago
& North Western.

Charles G. Clark, vice-president of the American Express
Company, died May 6, at his home in Englewood, N. J., at the
age of 85 years. Mr. Clark was treasurer from 1885 to 1902,
when I7e was elected vice-president, and at the time of his death
he was also a member of the board and of the executive com-
mittee.

James M. McKinlay, assistant secretary, with office at New
York, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for forty-two
years, died Wednesday at his home. He was born and edu-
cated in Dunfermline, Scotland, came to America in 1847 and
went to Dubuque, where he was admitted to the bar, and acted
as attorney for the Dubuque & Sioux City, now part of the
Illinois Central. He came to New York in 1868 to go into the
service of the St. Paul. He retired from active service only
last year.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The government of Ecuador has recently spent $50,000 for
repairs on the roadbed of the Machala to Puerto Bolivar Rail-
way. This short line is in the southern part of Ecuador and
is of particular importance, as it afifords a safe and quick out-
let to the Pacific ocean for the products of the fertile country
through which it passes.

An imperial edict, issued in Peking, China, May 9, authorizes
the conclusion of the loan of $30,000,000 for railway construc-
tion in Central China. The loan was signed a year ago, despite
provincial opposition by groups of financiers representing the
United States, France, Great Britain and Germany. The
amount of the loan remains at $30,000,000, notwithstanding the
elimination of a branch section of the railway and the four
groups of bankers will participate.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alahama, '1 knnks.skk & NoKTJiERN.—This road has been ex-
tended from Geiger, Ala., south to York, 28 miles.

Angelina & Neciie.s River.—According to press reports, this

company, which operates a 20-mi!e line from Kcltys, Texas, east

to Naclina, is making plans to build an cxlonsi(jn noriluast to

Ciiireno. about 15 miles.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—Track laying has been fin-

ished, it is said, on the section of the Texico-Coleinan cut-off

between Sweetwater, Texas, and a point on the Lubbock division.

It is understood that this new line will be put in operation this

month. From Sweetwater, south to Coleman, the line has been

finished for some months and is open for traffic. There remains

about 100 miles of work yet to be finished to complete the cut-

off; this work is now in progress on the last division between

Lubbock and Texico.

An officer writes that double-tracking work has been finished

on the lines between Chicago and Kansas City, Mo., except on 35

miles between Carrollton, Mo., and Rothville, on which grading

is about finished and track laying and ballasting should be com-
pleted within the next 90 days. There is 3.5 miles between

Carrollton Junction and Floyd on the east bank of the Missouri

river which the company will probably not undertake this year,

or not until a new bridge over the Missouri river between

Floyd and Sibley has been built, but the company has not yet

determined whether this bridge is to be a single or double-track

structure. When the work between Camden Junction and Floyd

is finished the company will have double-track from Chicago

through to Kansas City, except for bridges over the Illinois,

Mississippi, Des Moines and Missouri rivers.

Atlantic Coast Line.—This company is said to have bought

50 acres of land east of Augusta, Ga., to be used as a site for a

freight yard.

Baltimore & Ohio,—x\n officer writes that satisfactory prog-

ress is being made on the improvements being carried out near

Tunnelton, W. Va. The heading of the 4,700 ft. tunnel through

the Allegheny mountains has been partly bored out, and it will

be put in operation at an early date. Bennett & Talbott, Fair-

mont, are the contractors. (August 26, p. 372.)

Canadian Northern.—An officer is quoted as saying that con-

tracts were let last year for work on 140 miles of main line and

bids are now being asked for constructing an additional 200

miles, chiefly rock work through British Columbia, on the Pa-

cific coast section coirring eastward. Rails are already on the

way to be laid on this section. From the eastern end the main

line is built west into the foot hills beyond Edmonton, Alb.

Canapian Northern ONTARio.^The Dominion parliament, it

is said, has extended the time in which to build various lines

already authorized, including one from Berlin, Ont., east via

Guelph, Acton and Brompton to Toronto. The railway commis-

sioners are said to have approved revised location plans for a line

from near Billings Bridge, on the Toronto-Ottawa line, and have

under consideration plans for the route at Smiths Falls. All

the right-of-way between Ottawa and Smiths Falls has been se-

cured and most of the right-of-way for the line between Smith?

Falls and Sydenham. It is expected that contracts will be let

soon to build from Ottawa to Sydenham. Between Toronto and

Sydenham work is well advanced, and it is expected that this

section will be finished this coming fall. (March 10, p. 478.)

Canadian Northern Quebec.—The Dominion parliament, it

is said, has authorized this company to build from Rawdon,

Que., to a junction with the Grand Trunk Pacific, with a branch

from near Rawdon to Joliette, also a line from St. Jerome to

St. Eustasche.

Gary North & South.—An officer writes that grading con-

tracts will be let about July 1, to build from Gary, Ga., north

via Danville to Gordon, and to build south from Gary via

Cochran to Hawkinsville, in all about 50 miles. Surveys are

now being made and most of the right-of-way has been secured.

The company expects to have all the grading finished by Oc-
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tober of this year. Maximum grades will be 1 per cent, and

maximum curvature 5 deg. The line is being buih to carry

lumber, wood pulp, cotton and agricultural products. H. R.

Brown, president, and D. B. Dunn, chief engineer, Macon.

Cherryvale, Oklahoma & Texas.—An officer writes that work
is now under way by the Continental Construction Company,

Caney, Kan., from Caney, southeast via Wann, Okla., Delaware,

Nowata and Vinita to Siloam Springs, Ark. and grading has been

finished on 25 miles. Maximum grades will be 1 per cent, and

maximum curvature 6 deg. There will be one steel bridge, 160

ft. long, and a 75-ft. girder bridge. S. M. Porter, president,

Caney, and B. J. Dalton, chief engineer, Lawrence. (December

2, p. 1096.)

Copper River & Northwestern.—This road has been ex-

tended from Chitina, Alaska, east to Kennecott, 66 miles.

Crystal City & Uvalde.—According to press reports, con-

struction work is to be started soon on an extension from
Gardendale, Texas, to Dulls, about 25 miles.

Grand Trunk.—The board of railway commissioners has under

consideration plans for the elevation of the Grand Trunk's tracks

from Bonaventure station, Montreal, Que., to St. Henri.

An officer of the Grand Trunk is quoted as saying that plans

are being made to spend from $8,000,000 to $9,000,000 in double-

tracking the lines in Toronto and vicinity.

Governor Pothier of Rhode Island has signed a bill which
provides for access by the Grand Trunk to the proposed docks

at Providence, R. I. This is to be accomplished by building a

line over and under the tracks of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford. The bill has been mutually agreed upon by Grand
Trunk and New Haven interests. It is expected that the South-

ern New England, under whose charter the Grand Trunk will

build, will immediately begin construction work on the line

from Palmer, Mass., where connection is to be made with the

Central Vermont, another Grand Trunk subsidiary, to the Provi-

dence waterfront. By the terms of the agreement with the New
Haven, the latter company will pay the cost of constructing a

tunnel under its tracks. At another point there will be a grade

crossing. (April 28, p. 1016.)

Iowa Traction Company.—An officer writes that grading has
been finished on 20 miles of the line under construction from
Oskaloosa, Iowa, north via Barnes City, Montezuma, Malcom,
Tama, Toledo, Traer and Eagle Center to Waterloo, about 100

miles. It is expected to let some additional contracts in about
30 days. There will be two steel bridges, and 3,000 ft. of

trestles. A power plant is included in the plans. G. E. Wode-
house, president, and J. C. Lathrop, chief engineer, Oskaloosa.
(November 11, p. 945.)

Levisa Railroad.—An officer writes that it has not yet been
decided to build the line projected from Ward, Pike county, Ky.,

on the Chesapeake & Ohio, up Levisa river to Grundy, Va., 50

miles. The Chesapeake & Ohio is said to be back of this

project. G. B. Wall, president, and H. Pierce, engineer of con-

struction, Richmond.

Methow Valley & Washington Northern.—An officer

writes that arrangements are being made to begin construction

work soon on the line from Winthrop, Wash., along the west

bank of Methow river via Twisp, to Carleton, thence along the

east side of the river to Methow, again returning to the west
side of the river to a point near Pateros, thence along the east

side of the river to Pateros, on the Columbia river, 43 miles.

Most of the right-of-way has been secured. Under the terms of

the charter the company can build from Puget Sound to Spo-

kane. J. C. Barton, vice-president and chief engineer, Twisp.

(May 5, p. 1085.)

New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago.—An officer writes regard-

ing the reports that the company contemplates building an ex-

tension from some point in southern Mississippi to New Or-

leans, La., that this is a future plan of the company, but noth-

ing is being done at present on the extension. (April 14, p. 925.)

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—The detailed plans for

the improvement of the Air Line division through Middletown,

Conn., between New Haven and Willimantic, as filed with the

state railway commissioners, show that the work to be carried

out will cost over $1,000,000. This is in addition to the cost

of the railway bridge, which was recently finished over the

Connecticut river between Middletown and Portland.

North Coast.—See Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company.

Oregon Trunk Line.—This road has been extended from

Metolius, Ore., south to Opal City, 11.7 miles. It is expected

that the remaining section under construction south to Bend, 30

miles, will be opened this coming summer.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—
Work is nearing completion on the line from Maegley Junction,

Ore., east to Troutdale, and it is expected to have the line in

operation by June 1. (December 16, p. 1167.)

An order has recently been given for rails, switches, frogs,

tie plates, etc., to finish the section of the North Coast from

Spokane, Wash., to Ayer Junction, about 103.4 miles. Delivery

is to begin in about three months. It is understood that the

work on this section is to be pushed to completion.

This company will build a branch, it is said, from the main

line at a point on the Des Chutes river to Ashwood, Ore., about

20 miles.

Pecos Valley Southern.—This company is said to be making

plans to build an extension from Balmorhea, Texas, south via

Fort Davis to Alpine, about 60 miles. The line may eventually

be extended further south to a point on the Rio Grande border,

an additional 100 miles from Alpine. (January 27, p. 184.

)

Quebec, Central.—The Chaudiere Valley division has been

extended from St. Justine, Que., to St. Sabine, three miles.

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.—An officer writes that

contracts have been let to the Utah Construction Company,
Ogden, Utah, to build from Moapa, Nev., southeasterly, following

the Moapa valley to St. Thomas. The work will be generally

light valley work. There will be one mile of medium heavy

mountain work.

Skaneateles Railroad.—An officer of this company, which

operates a five-mile line from Skaneateles Junction, N. Y., where

connection is made with the New York Central & Hudson River,

to Skaneateles, five miles, writes that the company plans to re-

place the present tracks with 80-lb. rail to carry the heavy roll-

ing stock and increased traffic. Preliminary surveys are being

made for an extension north via Elbridge to Jordan, five miles,

and it is expected that work will be started soon on the first

section to Elbridge.

Southern New England.—See Grand Trunk.

St. Louis Southwestern.—According to press reports, this

company will let contracts soon for building a Ime from Stephen-

ville, Texas, to the Thurber coal fields, about 30 miles. (April 14,

p. 912.)

Tuckahoe & James River.—An officer writes that contracts

will be let this month to build a line to carry coal from the

Carbon Hill mine of the Old Dominion Development Company in

Henrico county, Va., to the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac,

near Laurel, nine miles. There will also be one mile of sidings.

Location work has been finished. William G. Woolfolk, presi-

dent, Lorraine. E. W. Hastings, of the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg & Potomac, Richmond, is temporary chief engineer.

Union Pacific—According to press reports, this company

will build an extension of the line now in operation to Callaway,

Neb., northwest of that place.

United Railways (Electric).—This road has been extended

from North Plains, Ore., to Banks, 3.6 miles.

Vallejo & Northern (Electric).—This company, which was

organized to build from Vallejo, Cal., northeast to Woodland,

thence southeast to Sacramento, about 70 miles, is said to have

started construction work between Vallejo and Suisun.

Wichita Falls Route.—According to press reports, a con-

tract has been given by the Wichita Falls & Southern to build

an extension from Newcastle, Tex., southeast to Graham, about

15 miles.

Wichita Falls & Southern.—See Wichita Falls Route.
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—The Paris IJoiirsc lias listed

$10,000,000 common stock of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fc on the Parquet. This listing was carried through by pri-

vate bankers, of course with the consent of the directors of

the railway company. Its object is to give the Atchison a

broader market in France in which to do any future financing.

On June 30, 1910, there was $165,518,500 conmion stock out-

standing, and prcsuniahly this has been increased since by the

conversion of bonds.

Belt Raiij<oad & Stock Yards (Indianapolis, Ind.).—Esta-
brook & Co., Boston, Mass., are offering the unsold portion
of $1,000,000 first refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of
1909-1939 at 97K'. yielding 4.15 per cent, interest on tlic in-

vestment. These bonds are to retire an equal amount of 6
per cent, bonds matured April 30, 1911. When the mortgage
securing the 6 per cent, bonds is cancelled the bonds now
offered will be secured by a first lien on 39.17 miles of single

track and about 150 acres of stock yards.

Birmingham & Southeastern.—This is the new name of the
Union Springs & Northern, which operates a line from Union
Springs,_ Ala., to Fort Davis, ly^ miles, and is building an
extension from Fort Davis to Millstone, about 20 miles.

Boston & Maine.—A quarterly dividend of 1 per cent, has been
declared on the common stock, thus reducing the annual rate
from 6 per cent, to 4 per cent. In 1909 the dividend was re-

duced from 7 per cent, to 6 per cent. The company had been
paying 7 per cent, since 1900. Control of the Boston & Maine
is held by the Boston Railroad Holding Company, all of whose
stock is owned by the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Canadian Northern.—G. P. Graham, minister of railways of
Canada, has given notice of a resolution to be introduced by
the government in the Canadian parliament embodying a bill

providing for the guarantee of bonds of the Canadian North-
ern at the rate of $35,000 a mile.

Canadian Pacific—H. S. Holt, president of the Montreal Light,
Heat & Power Company, has been elected a director of the
Canadian Pacific.

Central of Georgia.—The income bondholders' protective com-
mittee has refused to accept as full payment the compromise
offer of the directors of the company to make part payments
on the dividends for 1908, 1909 and 1910 on the three classes
of income bonds. This offer of the directors was to pay the
full 5 per cent, interest on the first income bonds for 1908,

and about 2.82 per cent, on the second income bonds; and to

pay about 2.31 per cent, on the first income bonds for 1909 and
1910. "In order to end vexatious litigation" holders of the

Central of Georgia income bonds offered them to Illinois Cen-
tral banking interests at 112j^ for the first income bonds, 106^
for the second income bonds and 102^ for the third income
bonds, which prices include 17^/2 per cent, of "overdue" in-

terest on all classes of bonds. The offer was made on con-
dition that the bankers would bear a part of the legal expenses
of the bondholders, who have been suing for a long time in

the courts to compel payment of interest on their bonds. The
bankers were willing to accept the income bonds at the prices

named, but refused to bear any part of the legal expenses.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—See Hocking Valley.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—It is understood that

this company is to issue to the C. M. & St. P., $25,000,000
additional first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds in repayment for

advances. On June 30, 1910, there was outstanding $123,000,000

Puget Sound bonds, all in the treasury of the St. Paul. Since
then over $7,000,000 have been issued to the St. Paul, and the

St. Paul has sold $25,000,000 out of its treasury. The St. Paul
owns the entire $100,000,000 capital stock of the Puget Sound.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—See Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—The interest due May 1

on the $4,000,000 6 per cent, two-year notes of the Colorado-

Utah Construction Company, which are secured by the de-
posit of $8,000,000 Denver, Northwestern & Pacific bonds,
was paid, but tiie principal of the notes, which was also due
May 1, was not paid pending the determination of the best
way to refund these securities. The notes bear the personal
guarantee of David 11. Moffatt, who until his recent death
was president of the railway company.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—On application of the trustee of
the general lien and divisional mortgage bonds and the trus-

tee of the consolidated mortgage bonds, the United States

District Court at Detroit has signed a decree of foreclosure,

fixing $2,500,000 as the upset price.

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern.—Judge McPherson has
authorized the receivers' to issue $500,000 receivers' certificates

to pay for improvements, including additional yards at P'ort

Dodge, additional passing tracks, preliminary experiments in

the introduction of automatic block signals, repairs to bridges

on main line, etc.

Hocking Valley.—The injunction suit brought lo prevent the

Chesapeake & Ohio from voting its majority common stock

of the Hocking Valley has at last come to trial in the federal

court. Ralph VVestfall, attorney for one of the plaintiffs, testi-

fied that he had bought Hocking Valley, Chesapeake & Ohio,

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, Minneapolis & St. Louis and
Kanawha & Michigan stocks for the purpose of continuing the

litigation.

Indianapolis Southern.—This property was sold under fore-

closure for $2,500,000 to representatives of the Illinois Central.

Kansas City Southern.—Samuel McRoberts, vice-president of

the National City Bank, New York ; E. F. Swinney, president

of the First National Bank of Kansas City, New York, and
Arthur Turnbull, New York, have been elected directors, suc-

ceeding George Craig, Port Arthur, Texas; Adolphus Busch,

St. Louis, Mo., and D. G. Boissevain, New York.

Louisville & Nashville.—J. P. Morgan & Co., New York,

have arranged to sell for the company $10,000,000 Knoxville

& Northern division mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of the Louis-

ville & Nashville. It is understood that public offerings are

to be made at 9Zy\.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway.—The company has made
application to the Texas railway commission for a certificate

permitting the issue of $107,000,000 consolidated mortgage

bonds. The application requested advance authority of the com-

mission to issue consolidated mortgage bonds from time to time

as needed for the purpose specified in the mortgage. The com-

missioners declined to approve the application as presented,

on the ground that, in their opinion, it was not sufficiently

explicit as to the purposes for which the bonds would be is-

sued, or their proceeds used. It is probable that the appli-

cation will be amended to the satisfaction of the commission.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—See Boston & Maine.

Union Springs & Northern.—See Birmingham & South-

ea.stern.

Vandalia.—The directors have declared a quarterly dividend of

1 per cent, payable May 25, a reduction oi Yd, oi \ per cent,

quarterly, thus placing the stock on a 4 per cent, annual basis

as compared with the former 5 per cent. rate. ,

In the calendar year 1910 the Vandalia earned a surplus

over charges of $645,753. The dividend of 5 per cent, on

$14,606,400, which was paid last year, required $730,320 a

year, so that last year's dividend was paid partly from profit

and loss surplus.

Western Pacific.—The construction account of this company is

to be closed on June 30. Since the issue of first mortgage bonds

on September 1, 1905, interest has been charged to construc-

tion account, as has also operating expenses of the road since

the line has been opened for traffic. Revenue derived from

traffic has been credited to this account. Up to June 30 the

Western Pacific will have charged to construction account

about $14,500,000 for interest on its first mortgage bonds, so

that it is estimated that the road had put into it about $34,000,-

000 from the sale of $50,000,000 first mortgage bonds.



Supply ^ra^e ^ecimn.
C. Henze has been appointed resident manager at Chicago of

the Federal Signal Company, Albany, N. Y.

The Central Locomotive & Car Works, Chicago, has filed

certificate of incorporation in Augusta, Maine, with $500,000 pre-

ferred stock and $100,000 common stock.

L. A. Irwin, formerly purchasing agent of the Quincy,

Omaha & Kansas City, is now with the Western Railway
Supply Company, Kansas City, Mo.

The U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, New York, has
opened a branch office in the Morris building, Philadelphia, Pa.,

to take the place of the office at Lebanon, which has been closed.

The new office will be in charge of L. Weimer Murray.

Dr. Charles H. Dressel, vice-president of the Dressel Railway
Lamp Works, New York, died at his home in New York, April

25. Mr. Dressel was one of the pioneers in the railway lamp
business. He was a member of the Railway Signal Association.

The David Lupton's Sons Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has

opened an office in the Oliver building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Walter C.

Scott, civil engineer, has resigned his position with the National

Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., to take charge of this new
office.

The American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association has

secured the use of Young's Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City,

N. J., for its exhibition in connection with the convention of the

American Electric Railway Association, to be held October 9-13.

Details concerning exhibits, hotels, railway facilities, etc., may
be obtained from George Keegan, secretary, 165 Broadway,
New York.

Alva A. Griner, western manager of the Dahlstrom Metallic

Door Company, Jamestown, N. Y., has been put in charge of this

company's New Y'ork office, A. T. Hansen taking his place as

manager of the Chicago office. This company has opened new
offices in Cleveland, Ohio, Detroit, Mich., and Pittsburgh, Pa.

W. D. Callinan is in charge of the Cleveland office, in the Garfield

building. S. C. Malmberg is in charge of the Detroit office, in

the Ford building, and L. H. Gibson is in charge of the Pitts-

burgh office in the Henry W. Oliver building.

W. M. White, formerly with the L P. Morris Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has been made manager and chief engineer of the

hydraulic turbine department of the Allis-Chalmers Company,
Milwaukee, Wis. While in charge of designing for the L P.

Morris Company, Mr. White designed some of the largest installa-

tions in the country, including such plants as the Toronto Power
Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. ; the Washington Water Power
Company, Spokane, Wash. ; and the Shawinigan Falls Power
Company, Montreal, Que. Mr. White is an active member of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has re-

ceived an order for equipment for the Portland, Gray & Lewiston

Railway. This road is now under construction and will run from
Portland, Mo., to Lewiston. Curves have been eliminated wher-

ever possible. For its entire length of 30 miles, with the ex-

ception of about one-half mile, the road is located on private

right-of-way. There is but one grade as steep as 4 per cent.,

this being 4.2 per cent. The sharpest curve is 8 deg. Power
will be bought from a private company. The order includes

three sub-station equipments, each consisting of a 300 k. w.

rotary converter, transformers and switchboard. The equip-

ment for a general utility car which will be used in construc-

tion work is included in the order.

The United States Steel Corporation reports unfilled tonnage

orders 3,218,704 tons on April 30. This compares with unfilled

orders of 3,447,301 tons on March 31, 1911; 3,400,543 tons on

February 28, 1911; 3,110,919 tons on January 31, 1911; 2,674,757

tons on December 31, 1910; 2,760,413 tons on November 30,

1910; 2,871,949 on October 31, 1910; and 5,402,514 on March 31,
1910. The showing in unfilled tonnage in the month of April
was not as favorable as expected, as estimates placed the shrink-
age between 150,000 and 200,000 tons. Evidently, shipments in
April were a great deal larger than anticipated by the trade.
Based upon new orders received, the Steel Corporation shipped
an average of 34,100 tons a day, or 885,250 tons for the month,
a figure in excess of March shipments. The following table gives
unfilled tonnage over a period of years

:

„ . ,
Unfilled Unfilled

1 enod. Tonnage. Period. Tonnaee.
Apr. 30,1911 3,218,704 Dec. 31,1908 3,603,527
Mch. 31, 1911 3,447,301 Sept. 30, 1908 3,421,977
Feb. 28, 1911 3,400,543 June 30, 1908 3,313,876
Jan. 31, 1911 3,110,919 Mch. 31, 1908 3,765,343
Dec. 31,1910 2,674,757 Dec. 31,1907 4,642,553
Nov. 30, 1910 2,760,413 Sept. 30. 1907 6,425,008
Oct. 31, 1910 2,871,949 June 30, 1907 7,603,873
Sept. 30, 1910 3,158,106 Mch. 31, 1907 8,043,858
Aug. 31, 1910 3,537,128 Dec. 31, 1906 8,489,718
July 31, 1910 3,970,931 Sept. 30, 1906 7,936,884
June 30, 1910 4,257,794 June 30, 1906 6,809.584
Mch. 31, 1910 5,402,514 Mch. 31, 1906 7 018 712
Dec. 31. 1909 5,927,031 Dec. 31, 1905 7,605,086
Sept. 30, 1909 4,796,833 Sept. 30, 1905....- 5,865,377
June 30, 1909 4,057,939 June 30, 1905 4,829,655
Mch. 31, 1909 3,542,595 Mch. 31, 1905 5,579,560

John F. Wallace, chairman of the board of directors of West-
inghouse, Church, Kerr & Company, New York, has been made
president of this company, succeeding H. H. Westinghouse. As

other work requires all

of Mr. Westinghouse's
time, he recommended
that Mr. Wallace as-

sume the active manage-
ment of the company.
Mr. Wallace's career is

familiar to the reader,

but his more recent po-

sitions may be men-
tioned. After leaving

the chief engineership

of the Panama canal, he

acted as confidential

consulting engineer for

the Chicago & North
Western in the general

design of the new pas-

senger terminal for that

company in Chicago.

He then took the office

he has held until his

present change. Mr.
Wallace is also president

of the Electric Proper-
ties Company, New York, which controls Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Company. Among the directors elected at the annual
meeting of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company are N. W.
Halsey and F. Q. Brown of New York; George Westinghouse
and J. R. McGinley of Pittsburgh, Pa., and Homer Loring of

Boston, Mass.

The Allith ^Manufacturing Company, Chicago, and the T. C.

Prouty Company, Ltd., Albion, Mich., announce the consolida-

tion of the business of these two companies to be carried on
under the name Allith-Prouty Company. At present the two
plants are being operated independently, but it is expected that

in the near future the Chicago plant will be moved to Albion

and that the complete line will be handled from a general office

located there. The Allith company has made a specialty of

round track door hangers and particularly heavy sliding-door

hardware, while the Prouty concern has specialized more par-

ticularly on lighter sliding door hangers and track devices, and

has also carried a considerable line of hinges and light finishing

hardware. The consolidation of these two lines will not make
it necessary to discontinue making any of the Allith products

and only a few of those of the Prouty company. The sales

John F. Wallace.
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force of botli companies will be retained by tlic consolidated

company and, in fact, this force will be enlarged to enable them

to cover the held more completely.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Long Jshnul Railroad. Tiiis company has issued a booklet

entitled Long Island Resorts, describing the many attractive

points along its line. The booklet is fully illustrated and gives

information on the distances, accommodations and pastimes of

these resorts.

Draft Rigging. The T. H. Symington Company, Baltimore,

Md.. has published a small illustrated booklet on Farlow draft

rigging entitled Two Yokes in Transportation. This booklet

enumerates concisely thirty Farlow facts, pointing out the ad-

vantages of this product. Diagrams are included.

The Detroit 6- Mackinac. The passenger department of this

company has issued a well illustrated booklet containing about

100 pages, entitled Health and Pleasure Resorts on the Detroit

& Mackinac Railway. The booklet includes brief descriptions

of the many attractions of the various resorts along the lines of

this road.

Electric Motors. The Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere,

N. J., has devoted bulletin No. 129 to direct current crane and

hoist motors; and bulletin No. 132 to belt type direct current

motors for industrial machinery. These bulletins are illus-

trated and include diagrams and tables. Full information is

given on these motors.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Ashtabula, Ohio.—The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern is

building a machine shop 42 ft. x 102 ft. on dock No. 2. Bids

for the machinery have been received.

Corning, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commission,

Second district, has directed the Elmira, Corning & Waverly, now

under construction, to build an under crossing under the tracks

of the Erie Railroad in Corning. The cost of the work will be

about $65,000.

Geddes, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commission,

Second district, has decided that Bridge street, in the town of

Geddes, Onondaga county, should be carried over the tracks of

the New York Central & Hudson River and the West Shore on a

steel structure.

Harrisburg, Pa.—a contract has been given by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad to J. N. Bastress & Co., Harrisburg, Pa., for

putting up a large freight transfer station in Harrisburg. The

walls for the foundations are to be of concrete and the building

of frame construction, covered with corrugated iron. The cost

of the improvements will be about $150,000.

Hanford, Cal.—Plans are being made by the Southern Pa-

cific, it is said, for putting up new stations at Hanford, Lemoore

and Willow.

Hartford City, Ind.—The Pennsylvania Lines West, it is

understood, will build a brick freight house, one and one-half

stories high, 30 ft. x 100 ft., at an estimated cost of $30,000.

Lincoln, III.—The Chicago and Alton will build a brick

passenger station, one and one-half stories high. The estimated

cost is $20,000.

Little Rock, Ark.—The Chicago Rock Island & Pacific will

ask for bids for a brick and steel freight house, one and two

stories high, 46 ft. x 800 ft., equipped with steam heat.

Lemoore, Cal.—See Hanford, Cal.

Montreal, Que.—The Montreal Central Terminal Company,

which holds a Dominion charter for the construction of sub-

ways within the city limits of Montreal, it is understood will

start construction work soon on a central railway station in

Montreal. (January 6, p. 64.)

Portland, Okk.—Work on tlie new .Soutlicni Pacific round-

house iiK'iitioned in tlie Raikuay Age Gazette of DecemJjer 16,

1910, is progressing rapidly, and it is expected that the struc-

tiiri' will be tompleled c;iriy in the summer. The building

will have 12 stalls and will be of brick and steel construction.

QuEUhx, QiE.— .According to press reports, the Grand Trunk
Pacific will ask for bids during May for putting up a new sta-

tion in Quei)ec. The company is also planning to put up shops

near Quebec, for which bids may be asked for in the near future.

Sangerfield, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commis-
sion, .Second district, has ordered the elimination of the grade

crossing ol the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at the North

Brooklield-Waterville county highway, about one-quarter mile

north of Sangerfield, in Oneida county. An under crossing is to

be constructed in accordance with plans approved by the com-
mission.

Seattle, Wash.—Work is nearing completion on the North-

ern Pacific's new bascule drawbridge over the Duwamish river

at Seattle, and it is expected the structure will be opened for

traffic early next month. The cost of the improvement is

about $140,000.

Springfield, Mass.—An officer of the Boston & Albany writes

that contracts have been given to the New England Structural

Company, for putting up 11 steel bridges along the line between

Springfield, Mass., and Worcester, also for a new bridge over the

Charles river at Cottage Farm. The latter improvement is being

carried out in connection with the double-tracking of the Grand
Junction Railroad, from Cottage Farm to the Boston & Albany

terminals at East Boston. The bridges all along the line will

be heavy and modern, capable of carrying heavy rolling stock.

Toppenish, Wash.—The Northern Pacific has given a con-

tract, it is said, to the Rounds-Hurson Co., Seattle, Wash., for

building a station in Toppenish to cost $30,000. (April 7,

p. 881).

Westerly, R. I.—An officer of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford writes that $300,425 has been appropriated for im-

provements at Westerly, to include a new station to cost $20,000.

Willow, Cal.—See Hanford, Cal.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Antung-Mukden Railway, Manchuria, has made progress

some 20 per cent, in excess of what was estimated as feasible

in the past year, so that it is expected to be running through

by the end of this year, about six months before the completion

originally contemplated. More than two-thirds of the great

tunnelling work through the Fuchinlin range has already been

completed, a total of 1,600 yds., leaving another 600 yds. to

finish the tunnel, which the Japanese have been drilling at the

rate of four yards a day. Another tunnel, exceeding 1,000 yds.

in length has progressed with equal rapidity and only a few

hundred yards remains to complete it.

A proposition for the construction of a one-meter gage rail-

way from Viacha, Bolivia, to La Paz, without a state guaranty

of any kind, has been made by the Antofagasta Railway Com-

pany to the government and accepted by the federal congress and

approved by the president of the republic. The term of the

concession is 99 years, after which period the railway, together

with its appurtenances, will become the property of the state.

The government will enjoy a reduction of 50 per cent, on the

freight, pasenger and telegraph rates of the railway company.

The company, on the other hand, may import free of duty, for

a period of 30 years, the material and equipment necessary

for the construction, maintenance and development of the railway,

and is likewise exempt during this period from federal, state

and municipal taxes. The company is also granted the right to

run its freight and passenger cars over the line of the Viacha

to La Paz Railway, now in operation, and at present owned by

the Bolivia Railway Company.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Grand Trunk is in tlie market for 136 locomotives.

The Canadian Northern is said to be making inquiries for 9

locomotives. This item is not confirmed.

The Island Creek has ordered 1 eight-wheel switching loco-

motive from the American Locomotive Company. The dimen-
sions of the cylinders will be 21 in. x 28 in., the diameter of the

driving wheels will be 51 in., and the total weight in working
order will be 173,000 lbs.

The St. Louis National Stock Yards have ordered 1 six-wheel

switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The dimensions of the cylinders will be 19 in. x 24 in., the diam-

eter of the driving wheels will be 51 in., and the total weight in

working order will be 121,000 lbs.

The Canada Iron Corporation, Montreal, Que., has ordered 2

six-wheel switching locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive
Works. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 19 in. x 26 in.,

the diameter of the driving wheels will be 50 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 124,000 lbs.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 20 mikado locomotives and
15 Pacific type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The dimensions of these locomotives will be as follows

:

Type Mikado Pacific
Gage 4 ft. 8}4 in. 4 ft. 8}^ in.

Cylinders 22 in. x 30 in. 22 in. x 28 in.

Valves Balanced slide Balanced slide
Boiler, type Straight Wagon top
Boiler, diameter 74 in. 66 in.

Boiler, working pressure 185 lbs. 185 lbs.

Boiler, fuel Soft coal Soft coal
Boiler, staying Radial Radial
Firebox, length lOSVs in. 108'^ in.

Firebox, width 72 14 in. 72 }4 in.

Tubes, number 328 309
Tubes, diameter 2 in. 2 in.

Tubes, length 20 ft. 6 in. 20 ft. 6 in.

Heating surface, firebox 190 sq. ft. 190 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 3,420 sq. ft. 3,303 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,610 sq. ft. 3,493 sq. ft.

Grate area 54.2 sq. ft. 54.2 sq. ft.

Driving wheels, diameter 56^ in. 72 in.

Weight estimated, on driving wheels 175,000 lbs. 138,000 lbs.

Weight estimated, on truck, front 20,000 lbs. 42,000 lbs.

Weight estimated, on truck, back 28,000 lbs. 44,000 lbs.

Weight estimated, total engine 223,000 lbs. 224,000 lbs.

Tank capacity 8,000 gals. 8,000 gals.

Fuel capacity 12 tons 12 tons

CAR BUILDING.

The Grand Trunk is making inquiries for 1,000 box cars.

The Cambria & Indiana, Land Title building, Philadelphia,

Pa., is making inquiries for 200 all-steel hopper cars.

The Pennsylvania is making inquiries for 41 coaches and 20

baggage cars.

The Seattle Car Manufacturing Company is making inquiries

for SO hopper cars.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 3 postal cars from the Stand-

ard Steel Company.

The Bellingham Bay & British Columbia is making inquiries

for from 25 to 50 hopper cars.

The Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg is making inquiries for

250 box cars and 100 flat cars.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company, New York, is making
inquiries for from 10 to 20 tank cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 500 refrigerator

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Canadian Pacific is making inquiries for from 1,000 to

2,000 box cars, and also for from 300 to 500 gondola cars.

The General Chemical Company, New York, has ordered 20 re-

frigerator cars from the German-American Car Company.

The Union Tank Line Company, New York, is said to be

building 300 tank cars at its shops at Buflfalo, N. Y. This item

is not confirmed.

The Georgia & Florida has ordered 4 coaches, 1 combination

mail and express car and 2 sleeping cars from the Central Car
and Locomotive Works.

The Merchants Despatch Transportation, New York, will

build 100 refrigerator cars at the company's shop. This company
is also taking prices on 1,000 additional refrigerator cars.

The Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Sydney, Cape Breton,

Canada, has ordered 25 flat cars, 25 gondola cars and vSO steel

lined wooden ore cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry
Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Atlantic Coast Line is said to be in the market for 5,000

tons of rails.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 1,500 tons of rails from the

Cornegie Steel Company.

The Guatemala Central is said to have ordered 3,500 tons of

rails from the Steel Corporation.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company is

in the market for 14,000 tons of 90-lb. rails.

The Louisville & Nashville is said to be making inquiries for

100,000 tons of rails. This item is not confirmed.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has ordered 1,000 tons

of rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Pennsylvania Lines West have ordered 500 tons of ferro-

titanitun open hearth rails from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 1,600 tons of bridge mate-
rial from the American Bridge Company for its bridge at Wheel-
ing, W. Va.

The National Raihvays of Mexico have ordered several thou-

sand tons of rails and structural steel from the Monterey Iron

& Steel Company.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has divided an order for

40,000 tons of rails between the Steel Corporation and the Lacka-
wanna Steel Company.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 8,000 tons of

rails from the Illinois Steel Company and 8,000 tons of rails from
the Steel Corporation.

The Siamese Government is prepared to receive tenders for a

supply of fish plates, bolts, nuts, spring washers, spikes and
bearing plates. The specifications and form of tender may be
obtained from the Siamese Legation, Washington, D. C, on pay-

ment of $1.75, which win not be returned. All tenders must be

addressed to H. Gittins, Controlling Engineer, Southern Line De-
partment, Royal State Railways, Bangkok, Siam. Bids will be

opened June 17.

General Conditions in Steel. The steel industry has not

changed for two weeks. The steadiness of the present flow

of business seems to indicate that the readjustment is over and
that the next change should be for the better. Prices will not

be cut for it has generally been decided that a reduction would
not stimulate buying. The railways are expected to place large

orders toward the end of June. The Steel Corporation is now
operating at about 63 per cent, of its capacity.

SIGNALING.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville will soon submit to the

Railroad Commission of Indiana plans for the installation of

automatic block signals between Indianapolis and Chicago and

for manual block signals between New Albany and Michigan

City.

Recording and Indicating Flow Meters.

Several types of flow meters have recently been developed by

the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., to meet the

growing demand of improved devices for measuring steam, gas,

water and other fluids. Both the recording and indicating types

have been made, the former making a continuous graphic record

of the rate of flow and the latter giving readings of instan-

taneous values. The unit of measurement varies with the com-

modity measured, being pounds per hour for steam, cubic

feet per minute for air and gas, and gallons per minute for

water.

The recording water flow meter is shown in the accompanying

illustration with its nozzle plug which screws in the pipe at the

point where the flow is to be measured, thus being exposed to

the pressure of the water. This plug has two sets of orifices;
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the leading set, located parallel to its axis, extiiidiun across

the main and facing the direction of (low, and tlie trailing set,

consisting of three holes located on the opposite side of the

plug near the inidille and at right angles to its axis. Tiie two

sets of orifices open into separate longitudinal chanihcrs leading

to the outer end of the plug. The plug is suitably arranged

for use on eitlier vertical or horizontal mains, and its intro-

duction causes no appreciable drop in static pressure even at

very high rates of How. When the plug is inserted in the main,

Recording Water Flow Meter.

the water impinging against the orifices of the leading set de-

velops therein, a pressure equal to the static pressure plus a

pressure due to the velocity head; while the pressure set up

in those of the trailing set is equal to the static pressure minus

the pressure due to the velocity head, thus causing different

pressures in the longitudinal chambers leading to the outer end

of the plug. These different pressures are communicated to the

meter through suitable pipes attached to the outer end of the

plug and connected to flexible steel tubing placed within the

meter case.

The meter element consists of two vertical cups or hollow

cylinders connected together at the bottom by a tube. The U
thus formed is filled with mercury to about half the height of

the vertical cups and the whole arrangement is supported on a

set of knife edges and is free to move like an accurately con-

structed balance. The different pressures in the two sets of

orifices in the nozzle plug causes the mercury to rise in the left

hand cup and to fall a corresponding amount in the right hand

Nozzle Plug and Piping for Water Flow Meter.

cup until the unbalanced mercurial column balances the differ-

ence in pressure. This action causes the beam, carrying the

cups, to descend on the left hand side of the knife edges until

the moment of the weights on the right hand side balances the

moment caused by the displacement of the mercury into the left

hand cup. The motion of the beam is multiplied by means of

levers and actuates the recording pen, the movement of the lat-

ter being proportional to the amount of mercury displaced.

The drum carrying the recording paper is driven by an eight

day clock and the paper is calibrated to record the flow in gal-

lons per minute, thus the rate of ilow may be read at any in-

stant, or the average rate calculated for any given length of

time. Although the meter is calibrated to record the rate of

flow in gallons per minute at 89.1 dcg., suitable means are pro-

vided for readily setting it for different temperatures, pipe

diameters and rates of flow. In order to measure the flow under
normal conditions in any number of different pipes, it is only

necessary to use nozzle plugs of sufficient length to extend across

the pipes, and record paper of suitable calibration range. This
meter is useful for ascertaining the output of pumping plants;

the input to water turbines and their loss of efficiency ; the

amount of feed water delivered to boilers; the amount of cool-

ing water used in condensers; the slippage in pumps due to

leaky plunger packing or worn out valves, and for discovering

losses due to leaks in water mains, etc.

The recording air flow meter, suitable also for measuring
steam and gas, operates on the same principle as the recording
water flow meter, and is similar in all details of construction.

The indicating steam flow meter is designed for testing work
and other purposes, such as locating trouble due to leaks, deter-

mining efficiency of boilers, etc., where accurate, instantaneous

readings of the rate of flow are desirable. This type of meter
operates on the same principle and employs the same type of

nozzle plug as the recording meter, but differs considerably in

details of construction. It may be readily adjusted for various

rates of flow and indicates the instantaneous rate of flow in

pounds per square inch of pipe cross sectional area for steam,

or in cubic feet of free air at 70 deg. F., for air.

Locomotive Sander.

The simple locomotive sanding device shown in the accom-
panying illustration, and patented by Charles Kabisins, an em-
ployee of the Denver & Rio Grande, is sold by Norman B.

Livermore & Co., Salt Lake City, Utah. It is given the name
Never Clog on account of its construction, which is the reverse

I
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Improved Locomotive Sandef*.

of that ordinarily used ; also it is less liable to clog. The air

enters the Va-v^. curved pipe at the top and passes out through

a 1/16-in. hole in the nipple at the center of the curved pipe.

It expands into the opening in the nipple and passes directly into

the 1-in. pipe, drawing the sand, which completely surrounds

the U-shaped pipe and nipple with it. The lower half of the

curved air passage acts as a trap to catch the scale or rust that

collects in the piping. This trap is easily blown out and cleaned

by removing the small plug on the outside of the sand dome.

The force of this jet was tested by coupling one of the sanders

to a 1-in. pipe 20 ft. long, fixed in a vertical position. The

Sander was placed in a pail of sand and when the air was turned

on the sand flowed from the top of the pipe in a jet 4 ft. be-

vond the end.
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""pHE Interstate Commerce Commission has suspended pro-
*• posed advances in the rates on ice over the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie and about 50 other roads. The
rates were to have gone into effect June 5, but are suspended
until September 2, pending an investigation of the reasonableness

of the higher rates. As the ice business in the region of "The
Soo" is not likely to be very flourishing in the fall, this sus-

pension may be looked on as virtually a final cancellation of the

proposed rates. The increase, if it is needed at all, is needed in

the summer. The Mann-Elkins amendment, therefore, has em-
powered the Interstate Commerce Commission to annul an
increased rate without a hearing. It would be interesting to

know in a case like this, where it seems obvious that the sus-

pension of advance rates by the commission amounts, for all

practical purposes, to a prohibition of these rates, whether the

Commerce Court might not rightfully enjoin the commission
from taking such arbitrary action.

'X'HE Supreme Court has finally loosened the anti-trust law.
*• This has been done, however, by a course of reasoning which
Justice Harlan denounces in vigorous terms, and on the same
day, the court reasserts the natural love of lawyers for strict

construction by declaring valid the law which in the matter of

automatic car couplers requires of the railways absolute per-

fection. This view is not new, for we have had substantially the

same opinion in previous cases. To run for a single mile a car

with an unworkable coupler makes a railway company a law-

breaker. The only apparent explanation of this different treat-

ment of different subjects is in the real or supposed difference in

their magnitude. The trust cases are so important that eight

judges have taken all winter to discuss the subject with suffi-

cient thoroughness to develop a common ground on which all

of the eight could stand. The coupler question, however, is

looked at by lawyers, no doubt, as a mere detail of police regu-

lation. But in actual application the two laws are alike. Both
are unworkable. To get along with the anti-trust act the Su-
preme Court substitutes for the law its own common sense. To
keep the railways running, in spite of the impossible demands of

the safety appliance acts, the adoption of common sense in place

of the law is equally necessary, but the task of making the ad-

justment has been left to the administrative body, which, in the

past, has meant Mr. Moseley. Only by the omission of the

government to enforce the coupler law have we been able to

endure it. In Justice Harlan's dissenting opinion, this combina-
tion loose-construction-strict-construction position was referred

to. "At this term of the court," said Justice Harlan, "lawyers
have been 'compelled to sit down' and cease arguing against a

view that has been settled by a former decision of the court.

At any rate, within the last hour, an opinion [on the safety

appliance act] has been handed down, in which it was said that

. . . the question of the meaning of the act, so far as it

relates to couplers, would not be reopened."

"PHE block system—the method of keeping trains apart by the
•• regular maintenance of space-intervals instead of by doing

without the space interval and trusting to clocks, flags and other

things—is one of the simplest things in the world ; but when it

comes to be discussed in public by government officers and rail-

way lawyers it seems to be one of the most confusing. A recent

press despatch from Ottawa, Ont., says

:

"The proposal of the railway commission to compel the railways to install

the block system came up for discussion at the meeting of the board on
May 4. The Canadian Pacific and the Grand Trunk both maintained that

the protection given their trains was as good as the block system. They
held that the block system was only instituted where the traffic was dense
to enable them to run trains closer together. It was safer to run them
farther apart without the system. It was pointed out by the chairman of the

board that there was an average of 115 killed or injured in railway accidents

each year in Canada, which would indicate that the protection was not so

complete as was claimed. One of the railwaymen said that 40 per cent,

of the accidents were due to disregard of signals, and if the employees
would disregard a semaphore they would also disregard a block system."

The first point noticeable in this item is the difficulty of getting
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the matter clearly before the public. We can hardly hiamo tho

reporter for inaccurate use of the terms "semaphore" and "block

system, for railway men themselves often use such terms care-

lessly and in a wrong sense. The statement "ll.S killed or

injured" is almost wholly meaningless, for it may nuaii 1 killed

and 114 slightly injured, or the ratio may be something else.

The killed may have been victims of some derailment which

would not he prevented by the introduction of the block system.

This small number of killed and injured from all railway acci-

dents, or even from all train accidents, would he a favorable

record, comparing with other countries, i'erhaps, however, this

was an error of the reporter rather than of the commissioner.

"Forty per cent, due to disregard of signals." Who ever found

anything instructive in such percentages as this? It is as use-

less to cite this figure as to compare the tonnage of freight

passing through Chicago with the weight of the pyramids of

I'^.gypt. Whatever the percentage of engincmen disregarding

signals, the only proper stand for the railway officer to take is

to diagnose the trouble in all those enginemen and then do his

best to renun c it. And every railway officer knows that the

block system is always one of the i)cst promoters of good

discipline.

OUT the main argument of the railways is weak. It was in

'-^ 1887, we believe, that the Canadian Pacific first advertised

that it used the block system on its line from Winnipeg to the Pa-

cific coast. Density of traffic cannot have ben the reason for

adopting it there. Do they mean to say that they have abandoned

it and feel safer without it? The farther apart trains are run, the

greater the safety; but to add "without the block system" is

absurd. Probably the railway men did not say this, but the

reporter, quite likely, was fully justified in assuming that that

was intended to be the real meaning of their words. Whether

trains follow one another in ten minutes, or in two hours, the

space interval remains superior to the time interval, for the rea-

son that space-interval operation is always the same, needing

no adjustment to different time intervals, whereas time-interval

regulation of trains is never absolute, but always depends on the

aid of the flagman and other uncertain factors. The problem

of the commissioners in this case is so to master the subject as

to take a comprehensive view ; a view extending 10 or 20 years

into the future, perhaps. For the railways, claiming that their

present system is as good as the block system, may for several

years make good that claim, especially if the number of persons

killed and injured is the only criterion. Bad coUisions may

come ten years apart; the- trouble is that when they do come they

are so distressing that the public at once demands, virithout delay

a change that may take time to accomplish. If the commis-

sioners of Canada, or of any other country, wish to make really

intelligent and illuminating estimates of the need of improvement

in railway train spacing they should gather the facts relative

to all cases of error or neglect which produce the possibility of

death and disaster. The accident records show many collisions

which wreck only empty passenger cars ; but the lesson of these

should be just as useful as though a score of persons had been

killed.

THE Baltimore & Ohio yard at Chicago Junction, Ohio, de-

scribed in another column, is worthy of special attention

for several reasons. The most important of these is the ab-

sense of a departure yard. Although the general practice in

building gravity yards has been to provide departure yards,

many operating men are questioning whether they are really

needed. Many claim that it is necessary to provide such a yard

to afford a place Avhere trains can be made up and air brakes

properly inspected and tested in accordance with government

regulations. Others maintain, on the other hand, that if the

tracks in the classification yard are made long enough to hold

full trains such work can be done in this kind of yard as well

as in a flat yard, thus saving the additional moving of the cars

and recpiiring less track room. It should also be taken into ac-

count ihat the cost of operating and maintaining a switching

engine is equivalent to the interest on $200,000 annually; and
therefore an outlay approaching this amount would be justified

to eliminate one engine.

1 he details of the yard have been worked out with great

thoroughness, and it has been built to a high standard. The
use of 85-llj. rail with hard center frogs may be regarded by

some as unwarranted, but careful consideration will convince

most persons who are familiar with yard work that their use

will cause economy in maintenance and is in accordance with the

best standards. I'hc same thing may be said of the construc-

tion of the various smaller buildings throughout the yard and
of the very complete conveniences provided for emi)loyces. The
provision in yards of individual lockers and washstands, with

hot and cold water, is not common, but perhaps the expenditure

for them will be compensated for by the satisfaction they will

give to the men and the better work they will be prompted to

do by this evidence of the management's interest in their wel-

fare.

In view of the care shown in the design of most of the yard,

one is surprised to note in contrast that 12 ft. centers were
adopted. With the large equipment now in use, and the threat-

ening danger of legislation regarding clearances, it would have

seemed advisable to have built to wider centers. To increase cen-

ters after the yard is built would be almost equivalent to re-

building it.

A RAILWAY with small relative capitalization in stock and
^ *• resulting small dividend requirement is apt to be either a

prince or a pauper. In good years it can pay a handsome divi-

dend and carry over a large surplus. In a bad year or in other

adverse conditions the small dividend margin is easily exhausted.

Such has been the case with the Boston & Maine, which, after

dividends for 67 years rising at one time as high as 10 per

cent., has now reduced its rate from 6 per cent, to 4. The
system, with its road mileage of 2,290, and single track mile-

age of 4,175, has been working with the low capital of $31,-

991,490, which its new capital of about $10,000,000 for improve-

ments will not increase over much, especially when its ter-

minals in large New England cities, including Boston, are reck-

oned in. But, although it has carried a funded debt of but $42,-

073,000, it has been burdened with a great fixed charge—last

year $7,882,361, of which no less than $5,265,497 was in the

form of leases. Its gross earnings last year were $43,357,175, or

$11,365,685 more than its capital stock; yet fixed charges, as a

prime factor, reduced in a pretty good year net earnings for

dividends to $2,850,621. Since then have come the great in-

crease in wages, larger in the case of the Boston & Maine

than most roads, because lower before, and affecting also the

important subsidiary, the Maine Central. There has been also

recent depression of business in the large textile industry of

the road's territory. But underlying the whole situation has been

the Boston & Maine's stagnation in the past and a policy of

skinning plant and equipment. It has been, indeed, almost an

archaic system. A traveler coming down from the White moun-

tains in one of its express trains of a dozen cars on a Monday

of early September could well nigh read the history of Amer-

ican railway equipment in the diverse quality of cars by a simple

walk through the train—including the old fashioned water boy.

The recital of such conditions, financial and physical, not only

explains the reduction in dividend but justifies it and would

probably have justified even greater reduction. As a balm for

minority stockholders they will read President Mellen's prophecy

that the system will be a strong dividend earner with re-

habilitation and new efficiency, including the electrified Hoosac

tunnel. Not so comforting will be their back thought on how

they might have exchanged their shares for those of the New
Haven, but for Massachusetts' legislative and judicial intrusion

three or four years ago.
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THE reorganization plan of the International & Great North-

ern, a summary of which is given in our news columns,

shows how difficult, if not almost impossible, it would be to

reorganize a Texas road which had gone nto the hands of a

receiver if the securities of such a road were held by a large

number of different investors. In the case of the International

& Great, Northern, the Gould estate is the owner of all of the

$9,755,000 stock and a majority of the $2,966,052 4 per cent, third

mortgage bonds. Under the plan of reorganization ,which has

necessarily been made so as to fit in under the capitalization

prescribed by the Texas Railway Commission, the stock is en-

tirely wiped out and holders of the third mortgage bonds are

to receive common stock of the new company in exchange for

their bonds. Moreover, the unsecured claims, most of which are

held by the Gould interests and which amounted to $4,000,000,

have apparently been satisfied with the payment of $1,321,000, and

it was understood that no part of this payment was to the

Goulds. According to the Wall Street Journal, the bankers who
bought the $11,000,000 5 per cent, notes from the company paid

95, which would give the company $10,450,000 cash out of the

total estimated to be raised under the reorganization plan

—

$15,340,000. As will be seen by reference to the plan, the com-

pany also sold for cash $1,600,000 first refunding bonds to a

syndicate headed by the Equitable Trust Company and the Wall

Street Journal says that this syndicate paid over 90 for its

bonds, and estimates, therefore, that a valuation of not less

than $85 per share is placed on the preferred stock. On the

basis of 85 for the preferred, the price at which the syndicate

bought $2,500,000 common should be about $22 per share, and

since the third mortgage bond holders receive common stock at

par for their holdings this would be fairly close to the price

at which the third mortgage bonds have been selling. In the

case of the International & Great Northern, such a drastic re-

duction in par value of securities was possible because one set of

interests very largely owned and controlled the property and

were so thoroughly identified with it that they were necessarily

willing to make a large present sacrifice in the hopes of some

future return, but the hardships that would have been suffered

by a large number of broadly-scattered investors under any such

drastic plan would make it very doubtful whether they would

ever be brought to accept it.

THE STANDARD OIL CASE DECISION.

•T^HE decision of the Supreme Court in the Standard Oil
* case completed the court's reversal of its own decisions in

the Trans-Missouri Freight Association and the Joint Traffic

Association cases. In those cases it held that the Sherman anti-

trust law was "not limited to that kind of contract which is in

unreasonable restraint of trade," but prohibited all contracts

in restraint of trade, whether reasonable or unreasonable, and

that "no exception or limitation can be added without placing

in the act that which has been omitted by Congress." Chief

Justice White—then Associate Justice White—dissented at

that time from the majority opinion, which was written by

Justice Beckham. He contended that the words "restraint

of trade" under the common law really meant "unreasonable

restraint of trade," and that the Sherman law should be read

in the light of the common law, and should be held to prohibit

only combinations which were unreasonable in their purpose

and effect.

Several later decisions have indicated a disposition on the

part of the court to withdraw from the extreme position taken

by it in the traffic association cases. These were regarded by

Victor Morawetz, one of the most eminent authorities on cor-

poration law in the United States, as so significant that within

the last year he contended, in a published article, that no

amendment of the act was necessary in order to protect reason-

able combinations. The opinion of Chief Justice White in the

Standard Oil case shows that Mr. Morawetz was right. The
chief justice, by some rather metaphysical reasoning, seeks to

show that the court has not reversed itself. Most lawyers will,

however, agree with Justice Harlan that it has done so. On
the other hand, they are apt to differ from his view that it

ought not to have done so. Most persons who have studied the
history of the Sherman act believe that the original decisions

of the court gave to it a meaning not intended by Congress
at the time of its enactment in 1890, while the decision in the

Standard Oil case gives effect to the original intention of the
lawmakers.

To railway men the decision is of course, of interest, mainly
because of the new precedent it may establish for decisions in

railway cases. But the exact amount of comfort that they are
justified in extracting from it is doubtful. Chief Justice White,
in speaking of the criteria of reasonableness to be applied in

different cases, referred repeatedly to the character of the par-
ties by whom agreements were made or combinations formed. It

is possible, and even probable, that he intended to hint that rail-

ways being public service corporations, agreements or combi-
nations between them might be held unreasonable, which if made
between industrial concerns would be held reasonable. But
while such a distinction between the application of the law to

railways and industrial concerns is hinted at, it has not been
established; and it may therefore be assumed, until some de-
cision is rendered establishing the contrary, that the position of
the court now is that the law prohibits only unreasonable restraint

of trade by concerns of any kind.

There are two classes of railway combinations on the standing
of which before the law this decision may throw some light.

These are, (1) mere agreements between competing railways

regarding rates and service ; and (2) combinations between com-
peting railways effected and perpetuated by common ownership
of their stock or by the ownership by one of the stock of the

other. It has been generally understood, since the decision in

the Trans-Missouri freight association case, that any agreement
between competing railways to maintain or advance rates is un-

lawful. It is very questionable, in view of the Standard Oil

decision, whether every agreement would now be held to be il-

legal. The question probably would be whether the particular

restraint imposed on interstate commerce was reasonable or

otherwise. The Interstate Commission now has power to re-

duce any unreasonable rate or to prevent any unreasonable ad-

vance in rates. It seems likely that the court would take this

fact into consideration, and would hardly hold any agreement

betwen railways regarding rates unlawful unless it deprived

them of freedom to take individual action. If this theory be

correct, the various existing traffic associations, and the confer-

ences held and the arrangements made by the railways belonging

to them regarding rates, are entirely legal ; and perhaps such a

proceeding as that brought by the government at Hannibal, Mo.,

almost a year ago against the western roads could not be suc-

cessfully prosecuted. If the Supreme Court had held 15 years

ago that the law prohibited only unreasonable agreements by

competing railways, it is probable that more reasonable agree-

ments regarding rates and service would have been made and

that many combinations which have been brought about by ac-

quirement of stock ownership would never have been formed.

How the decision may affect combinations effected between

competing railways through stock ownership is a most inter-

esting and important question. The result of the proceeding

brought by the government against the Harriman Lines may
settle whether the court will hold with respect to railways as

well as industrial concerns that the law prohibits only unreason-

able combinations, and whether it will apply the same criteria

to the question of reasonableness in railway cases as industrial

cases. If the courts should hold that the combination of the

Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific is in violation of the law

it could hardly hold otherwise regarding some other large rail-

way combinations if cases involving them came before it.

The decision will tend to disarm the most severe criticisms

that have been made against the Sherman law and probably will

stop, at least temporarily, agitation for its repeal. Many have

believed that the amendment of it chiefly needed was the inser-
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tion of the words "unreasonable" before tlie words 'in restraint

of trade or commerce." The court has inserted this word by
judicial legislation. No sane man wants unreasonable restraint

of trade permitted or reasonable restraint of trade prohibited.

The court has therefore made the law say what every sane man
feels that it ought to say. The only point left to be settled is,

as to whether the court or Congress shall be allowed to say

what is reasonable and unreasonable. Certainly, before the au-

thority to determine this question is taken from the court it

should be given ample opportunity, in specific cases, to show more
fully what is its conception of reasonableness.

LOCAL REGULATION OF RAILWAY OPERATIONS.
/COMMISSIONER LANE, in an address before the Finance
^^ Forum of the New York Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion, said that in his opinion one of the worst evils of American
railway management is the centralization of control of thou-

sands of miles of road in the offices of a few New York bank-

ers. Mr. Lane insisted that interests of a comparatively small

number of capitalists living in New York are entirely foreign

to the interests of the population served by their railways.

In a general way railway men themselves have felt this as an
evil. It has often been pointed out in these columns that ab-

sentee landlordism is a great misfortune for any road, and in-

sofar as the policy of a railway is shaped not by the needs of

operation of the physical plant but in accordance with a finan-

cial scheme, possibly having nothing to do with the working of

the plant as a transportation agency, unquestionably much harm
is done.

Commissioner Lane in his New York address proceeded al-

most immediately after his denunciation of centralized control

to advocate a very strict regulation, amounting almost to man-
agement of railways of the United States, by a central commis-

sion located at Washington. In other words, he objected to the

centralization of control of railways in New York, and advo-

cated a centralization of control at Washington. A study of

the work of such a commission as the New York up-state pub-

lic service commission or of the railway commission of Wis-

consin impresses one strongly with the advantages to be gained

by local regulation. An intelligent state commission knows

the problems in its own territory, both of the roads and of the

people served by those roads far more intimately than can

the Interstate Commerce Commission. Uniformity, desirable

as it is in itself, is impracticable in a country as large and hav-

ing as widely varied conditions as the United States. A com-

mission thoroughly familiar with local conditions can settle

grievances without formal complaint and trying of cases.

The faults that make such a regulation needed and demanded

lie largely with railway managements. We are thoroughly in

agreement with Commissioner Lane's statement that not enough

power has been given to the men on the road. It is a rather

interesting fact, however, that the railway system having prob-

ably the most highly centralized form of financial government of

any in this country is the one that has gone furthest in giving

extensive powers to its division superintendents. There is no

railway system in the country whose machinery was more per-

fectly adapted for one-man absolute control than the Harriman

system. Mr. Harriman had, in practice, most of the powers

ordinarily exercised by a board of directors; and at the same

time all, or more than all, of the powers usually given to the

president; and yet this centralized authority was not used in

such a way as to take away the initiative of subordinate local

officers. The policy of the Harriman Lines, which has been

carried out since Mr. Harriman's death along the same general

principles pursued before his death, is to give more and more

authority to the superintendent of each division, making him

more nearly general manager of his 400 or 500 miles of line.

He is thus able to adapt his methods of operation to local con-

ditions and at the same time there is reserved to general officers

of the system the power to formulate a comprehensive and uni-

form general policy.

The great trouble with state commissions is that they are
so largely governed by political and too local considerations.

One commissioner may be appointed or elected from one sec-

tion of the state, and one from another, and each feels that he
has a certain constituency whom he must protect at the expense
of the rest of the state; and eacl\ state commission seeks to

promote the interests of its state at the cost of those of the

rest of the country. The Louisiana commission, as a whole,

feels that it must protect Louisiana shippers and travelers at the

expense of Texas shippers and travelers. The federal judicial

department is so organized that there are circuit and district

courts in every section, but from which appeal lies to the Su-

preme Court. Thus a uniform application of the federal consti-

tution and statutes to cases arising under them is obtained,

while securing to the people of each locality access to courts

familiar with their local conditions. Would it not be possible

to form some system of federal commissions or commissioners,

subordinate to the Interstate Commerce Commission, but each

having a limited territory under its jurisdiction? In this way
a general uniformity of policy could be maintained, while the

advantages of intimate local knowledge of varied conditions

could be retained.

If there were some way in which the duties and activities of

the various state commissions could be correlated with, but

subordinated to those of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

the existing state commissions might be made to serve local

needs, much as the federal circuit courts now serve them, with-

out losing sight, as they constantly do now, of the fact that, in

the long run, the interests of each state or section will best be

furthered by that railway policy which best promotes the wel-

fare of the nation as a whole.

NEW BOOKS.

The Locomotive Headlight. By T. J. Hoskins, Chairman, Legislative Board,
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, State of Tennessee. 48 pages.

This is a pamphlet that has been compiled and published by the

railway brotherhoods in Tennessee in advocacy of the use of

the electric headlight on locomotives. A bill to require the

use of the electric headlight has been pending before the legis-

lature of that state. The pamphlet outlines the history of head-

lights from 1830 down to the present time. It discusses and

endeavors to refute all the various arguments that have been

made against the use of the electric headlight, both on lines of

light traffic where there are no block signals, and on lines hav-

ing larger traffic, where such signals are used. The conclusion

reached by the author is that electric headlights are desirable

under practically all conditions. Letters from a large number of

enginemen advocating the electric headlight are included.

An Investigation of Built-up Columns Under Load. By Arthur N. Talbot
and Herbert F. Moore. Issued as Bulletin No. 44 of the Engineering
Experiment Station, University of Illinois.

In the course of this investigation, laboratory tests were made

on steel and wrought iron built-up columns, such as are used in

bridges and other structures, to determine not only their strength

but also the way in which the compressive stresses vary over the

cross-section of the channels or other component parts of the

column and throughout its length. The amount of stress in lat-

tice bars and its variation from bar to bar was also measured.

The distribution of stress over the cross-section of a lattice bar

was studied. Field tests were conducted on the columns of a

railway bridge under the load of a locomotive and train, and

the distribution of stresses over various parts of the columns

was measured. The investigation shows that the variations from

the ideal column which result from shop and erection processes

may be more important than the influence of length, and that on

account of such causes the stresses at one or more points in

a column may be as much as 50 per cent, in excess of the aver-

age stress. This investigation may be expected to have an im-

portant bearing on structural engineering practice. Copies of

Bulletin No. 4* may be obtained from W. F. M. Goss, director of

the Engineering Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.
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ST^ticr^ to the l^dtlon

SIMPLICITY OF R. S. A. COMMITTEE'S SIGNAL ASPECTS.

Chicago, III., April 29, 1911

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have followed very carefully the subject of signal aspects

ever since Committee No. 1, R. S. A. made its first report, and

it has always seemed to me that a very simple subject was being

befogged by a cloud of words. The fundamental question is,

what do you want to tell an engineman? How you tell it is not

of great importance, provided the message is clear. For ex-

ample, you might write a set of instructions on the signal so

that they could be read by an engineman after he had stopped

his train. The main thing is to stop him when necessary. To
make sure of doing this you must tell him at some point in

advance that he may be expected to stop, otherwise mo-
mentum may take matters into its own hands. Instructions

written on the signal would not do to give advance informa-

tion, obviously. But if "caution," meaning "prepare to stop at some

fixed point," can be indicated by the position of a signal arm,

that is all that is necessary. If a bulletin board on each signal

is unsatisfactory and information can be conveyed conveniently

by an arrangement of lights and arms, whose peculiarities need

not be comprehended until a train is standing still, then that

is the thmg to use, for such an arrangement will lend itself

to other purposes and tend toward uniformity of appearance.

It appears to me that in the so-called majority report the

scheme calls for but six aspects that differ from each other in

any essentials and that need be comprehended from a train

while running at speed. These are shown below.

ft s J

r ?
The meanings of these aspects as given by the committee are

as follows: 1. Stop. 2. Proceed. 3. Proceed prepared to stop

at 4. Proceed prepared to pass next signal at limited

speed. 5. Proceed at limited speed. 6. Proceed at limited speed,

prepared to stop at The aspect known as No. 8

shown on page 305 R. S. A. Proceedings, 1909, meaning "Pro-

ceed prepared to stop short of any obstruction in the block" I

consider to be merely a variation of No. 3, above, and would

be naturally interpreted by any engineman used to permissive

telegraph blocking, and the same can be said in regard to No.

12 and No. 6 above. In every case shown variations occur to

distinguish between the different classes of signals, such varia-

tions consisting merely in the relative horizontal position of

the arms and lights or in a distinguishing mark on the blade

or an additional light. None of these affect the conduct of

an engineman until after he has stopped, and therefore are of

no importance to a train moving at speed. Surely these five

aspects need not prove a burden to an engineman intelligent

enough to comprehend the present signals found at an inter-

locking plant, with all their inherent inconsistencies.

If it is not safe to give advance information to an engineman,

it seems to me we should abolish slow signals, whistle posts,

station signs, distant signals for isolated interlocking plants,

permissive blocking, and train orders, especially the "Form 19."

V. c.

In January last, work was commenced on the second section

of the Longitudinal Railway, Chile, comprised between Oficina

Granja, in the province of Tarapaca, and Pueblo Hundido, in

the province of Chanaral. The section referred to has a length

of 450 miles, and the contract cost of construction is $11,200,000.

STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.*

VI.

BY W. M. ACWORTH.

We have agreed that the railway customer is entitled to claim

reasonable facilities as well as reasonable railway rates. What is

a reasonable facility? With the alteration of a word or two the

same definition will serve : "A reasonable facility is a facility

which an expert manager would concede, or, as the case may be,

would continue, having carefully considered all the relevant cir-

cumstances, and being actuated solely by judicial and avowable
motives." In fact, reasonable facilities and reasonable rates are

really the converse of each other. For it is evident that a rate

for the carriage of perishables is only reasonable on the supposi-

tion that it connotes corresponding facilities. If the perishables

were only given a service such as is adequate for coal, the rate

would be most unreasonable. And facilities, like rates, must be

reasonable from the point of view of the railway which gives

them, as well as from that of the customer who requires them.

It is questionable whether the courts, either in England or

America, have sufficiently kept this point in view. Broadly speak-

ing, the earnings of a new train are the best measure of its

public utility; and when an English court orders a railway com-
pany—as it has done before now—to run a new train service,

whose average earnings amount to 2d. per mile, the facility is

hardly one that the company can be reasonably called on to give.

Or, again, when an American state railway commission compels

a through express to stop at the state capitol, we may well think

that it has lost sight both of the reasonable rights of the railway

and of the balance between the convenience of the few and the

inconvenience of the many.

I feel, however, that between reasonable rates and reasonable

facilities there is a real distinction. I have given in a previous

article at some length reasons for thinking that no rate can be

reasonable which in the long run does not at least pay out-of-

pocket expenses, using that elastic term in a sufficiently wide

sense. I do not think the same limitation can be applied to

facilities. The broad general statement commonly made in the

United States that passenger traffic does not pay undoubtedly

contains a considerable element of truth. One can easily imagine

that on the Northern Nigerian Railway passenger trains may not

pay their working expenses for an indefinite number of years to

come, and yet a refusal for this reason to furnish any passenger

accommodation could hardly be justified. Some service must,

I think, be given as a matter of public policy. And the loss on

it must be borne out of the profits on the freight service, when
profits there are, and, if not, by a subsidy from general taxation.

Here is one of the points where, as it seems to me, the manager

of a private undertaking, be he never so competent and never so

honest, cannot expect to be allowed to decide for himself, and

must be subjected to control by public authority. Of course,

public authority must be expected to act with a due sense of

responsibility. The interference of a reckless and irresponsible

public authority condemns itself. To give one instance. The

public in the western states of America have been accustomed to

a standard of passenger accommodation unknown under similar

circumstances in other countries. In spite of a report by their

own expert officials, the state railway commission, that such

accommodation could not reasonably be afforded for less than

2^ or 3 cents per mile, the legislature of the state of Wisconsin

two or three years ago enacted a law that no railway fare in the

state should exceed 2 cents a mile. The illustration is instruc-

tive as showing that, when we rise from the private manager to

the public controlling authority, we do not necessarily obtain

a higher standard either of competence or of impartiality.

The question, what is a reasonable rate or a reasonable facility,

is difficult, but the question, what is an undue preference, is

"Previous articles appeared in these columns as follows: January 6, p. 10;

January 13, p. 75; January 20, p. 114; January 27, p. 155; February 3, p. 200.
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tcnfulil more difficult. '1 lie dermition is easy enouf^ii. We may

use our old formula : "An undue preference, is a preference which

an expert manager, having carefully considered all the relevant

circumstances, and heing actuated solely hy judicial and avowahle

motives, would not give." But the manager spends his whole life

in giving preferences. Every lime he reduces A's rates, or

improves A's facilities, he prefers A to B and C, and all the otiier

letters of the alphahct, whose circumstances have been left

unaltered. When, then, does the preference become undue? It

is clearly impossible to set out an answer in a legal formula. My
own inclination would be towards an answer to the question in

the abstract in some such terms as this : "No preference is undue
which is honestly and deliberately given, after due consideration

of all the conditions, for the sake of developing the trafiic." And
yet I feel that as a matter of practical politics no such doctrine

could possibly be acted on to its full extent, except perhaps by

a pioneer railway in a new country. Elsewhere the situation that

has grown up over a long series of years would make the free-

dom theoretically desirable quite impossible in practice.

A relation of rates, inter se, that would be regarded in one

country as natural and obvious, because the trade of the country

has grow^n up under it, would be regarded in another country

accustomed to an entirely different system, as impossible and

revolutionary. This may be illustrated on two sides : the relation

between the quantum of the rate per ton per mile, on the one

hand, and the distance carried and the size of the consignment,

respectively, on the other. Take first the question of distance.

The trade of the United States has grown up under a system

which ignores distance in a degree that to the ordinary English-

man seems not merely unjustifiable, but absolutely incomprehen-

sible. Chicago is 1,000 miles east of Denver, and is distant from
the great cities on the Atlantic seaboard somewhere between 800

and 1,200 miles. From the whole territory east of Chicago the

rates to Denver are the same. A consignment from Boston, 2,200

miles, pays the same rate per ton as for the 1,200 miles, or there-

abouts, from Indianapolis and Louisville. In other words, the

ton-mile rate is in the one case practically half what it is in the

second. Imagine an English railway company attempting to

contend before our railway commission that such a practice did

not amount to an undue preference of Boston over Louisville.

Yet the whole trade of the country has grown up under this

system, and fundamental modification off-hand is simply un-

thinkable. Or, again, take another American situation. In the

South there has existed from the beginning what is known as

the "basing point" system. Through rates are made from, say,

the New England states to the principal towns, or basing points.

Traffic for local stations pays the through rate from the point of

origin to the nearest basing point, plus the local rate from that

point to destination, irrespective of whether the destination be

short of, or beyond the basing point. In other words, on rates

say, from Boston into Georgia, a station 50 miles north of Atlanta

never obtains any advantage of its geographical situation over

a station 50 miles south of Atlanta, and therefore 100 miles

further from Boston.

German practice is at the opposite pole from that of America,

and the precise distance is an essential factor in almost every

German rate. But, whereas, in most classes of the German tariff,

the rate increases in simple artithmetical proportion as the dis-

tance increases, that is to say, the conveyance rate for 400 miles

is 20 times the conveyance rate for 20 miles, in two classes, "speci-

fied small consignments," and "exceptional Class III, ten ton

lots," the rates are on a sliding scale, that is to say, the rate per

mile decreases as the mileage increases. It is difficult to imagine

any justification on the ground of abstract reason for the simul-

taneous application of these two conflicting principles. But the

trade of the country has grown up under them, and, of course,

as the rates are part of the law of the land, they cannot be chal-

lenged in a law court in any specific instance. It is worth no-

tice, however, as showing the importance of what I have termed

the "acquired situation," that the attempt, some 20 years ago, to

ajiply tik- .slitliug scale rates {Slall'el Tarjfc) to the carriage of

grain roused such an outcry that even the autocratic Prussian

r.iilway administration had to bow before the storm.

I'r.inic, again, has a system of its own. The normal rates on

which the retail consignments are carried, are based on sliding

scale mileage tariffs, but the great bulk of the trade is done on

siK'cial rates (prix fernies), and a prix ferme is quoted as merely

ai)plicable from A to B. But there are two rules applica])le to all

sucii tariffs, known respectively as "Welding" (Soudure) and the

"Intermediale Station Clause" (Clause des Stations non-denom-

mces), under which any station on the line of the special tariff

can claim the benefit of it, and any station off the line can do the

same on condition of paying in addition the local rate to the

nearest station on the line.

In England contradictory practices prevail for the same traffic

in different districts. For example, on shipment ct^al in South

Wales each colliery pays a rate strictly proportional to its mile-

age distance, whereas in South Yorkshire the collieries are

grouped. Grouping has been more than once upheld in the courts.

Indeed, it is expressly declared by the Traffic Act of 1888 to be

legal, "provided that the distance shall not be unreasonable, and

that the grouped rates charged and the places grouped together

shall not be such as to create an undue preference." Which,

seeing that the real question is, what distance would be un-

reasonable, and what grouping would create an undue preference,

may be interesting as showing the legislature's consciousness of

its own limitations, but hardly helps towards a solution of the

question. It is difficult, however, to imagine that, if the Taflf

Vale were now for the first time to attempt to group all the

collieri^es in the Rhondda valley at an average rate, the colliery

nearest to Cardiff would fail in an application for an injunction

against undue preference. Or, take another instance, South-

ampton has grown into a great town as an outport of London,

under a system by which goods consigned to or from ocean-

going vessels are carried on a special classification at rates far

below those normally charged in this country for similar goods

over an equal distance. On the single occasion when this system

was challenged before the court the applicants failed to upset it.

Yet it is safe to say that no such system could come into ex-

istence nowadays for the first time. As for English rates in

general, for merchandise traffic we may perhaps generalize some-

what as follows: Ordinary class rates are, but with innumerable

exceptions, based pretty strictly on mileage according to the

sliding scale laid down by the Provisional Orders of 1891-1892.

Special rates, more particularly for higher class traffic and in

districts where sea competition is not a controlling feature, tend

roughly to conform to the statutory sliding scale. But in certain

cases—for instance, rates on paper from Aberdeen—distance is

frankly thrown overboard ; while in other cases, as, for example,

the fish rates from Scotland to London, there are groups as start-

lingly large, having regard to the small area of these islands, as

the Americai; groups mentioned above.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The construction of the Saigon-Baltambang' Railway, Indo-

China, and its extension to the Siamese frontier where it will

ultimately connect with an extension from Petriew is the sub-

ject of much favorable comment in the Siamese press. The

cost of the Indo-China project will be covered out of the loan

of $20,000,000 projected by Governor General Klobukowski for

public works. With the completition of the Indo-China, together

with the Peninsular Railway all Malaysia will be put in touch

with China by rail.

The Beira Junction Railway and the Mashonaland and Rho-

desia Railways, South Africa, have decided to build a new deep-

water wharf, extend the existing stage in the Chiveve creek and

the railway freight sheds, and to purchase additional machinery,

engines and rolling stock.
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BALTIMORE & OHIO GRAVITY YARD AT CHICAGO
JUNCTION, OHIO.

The Baltimore & Ohio is completing the construction of a large

gravity yard of 4,000 cars' capacity at Chicago Junction, Ohio,

278 miles east of Chicago, where lines converge from four dif-

ferent directions. At this point eastbound business is divided

between the line going directly east through Pittsburgh and

that turning southeast through Newark and Wheeling, to a

connection with the main line again at Cumberland, Md. All

westbound business from Chicago Junction is concentrated on

the one line to Chicago. A branch also extends north to San-

dusky. Double track is in operation from Chicago Junction

east to Pittsburgh and west, a distance of 69 miles, to Hamler,

Ohio, while the line south to Newark is single track.

Owing to the dividing of the eastbound traffic and a change

in tonnage at this point, it is necessary to break up practically

all trains, and the yard is planned so that a maximum amount
of switching may be done here and the trains go through suc-

and extends west about lYi. miles along the north side of the

present Chicago main line. The site of the yard was rolling,

and rather rough farm land with numerous hills and ravines.

For this reason the earthwork was heavy, totaling about
1,000,000 yds. All grading was done by contract, and the mate-
rial was secured from three borrow pits, one of them being
across the main line from the yard on the site of a new reser-

voir. From this latter pit 300,000 yds. were removed, a large

part being below the adopted flow line of the reservoir and
materially increasing its capacity. The contractor's equipment
used on this work consisted of three 60-ton Marion steam
shovels with three yard side dump cars and narrow edge
dinkey engines. The grading was started in March, 1910, and
completed within eight months, working both day and night

E;B'e»T-E>GuHO

Shop and Supply Buildings at Repair Yard.

ceeding yards with very little breaking up. The facilities at

this point have been very badly congested for a number of

years. The old eastbound yard had a capacity of about 700
cars, and was situated a short distance west of the coal chute

and round house at an angle with the present yard, while the

westbound yard was located south of the depot on the New-
ark branch. No change was made in the engine house, shops or

coal chute, as they were built but 5 years ago and were located

with the proposed yard in view.

The new yard starts immediately west of the round house

Looking East at West End of Yard During Construction.

shifts. Almost the entire yard was built on a fill, one track

being raised to grade and the material unloaded and spread

out from this except in cases of the higher fills, where trestles

were built across the ravines for the first track. In some cases

the fills reached 32 ft. in height.

Preliminary to the starting of the grading arrangements were

made with the highway commissioners for the permanent closing

of two highways which had formerly crossed the site of the

yard. Main street had been carried under the tracks of the old

yard through a concrete subway of 20 ft. span, 165 ft. long.

Westbound Hump, with Tower and Scale House.
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In connection with the new construction the roof of this sub-

way had to be rebuilt. The old masonry walls were used, but

the old girders with the wooden deck were replaced by 18-in.

I beams embedded in concrete. A 6-ft. arch, a 10-ft. arch, and a

3 ft. by 5 ft. rail top culvert were also built in draws to provide

for the natural drainage.

The westbound receiving yard starts immediately west of

the round house and is entered directly from the Newark-
Sandusky line or from the Pittsburgh line through the Y and a

slip switch across the Sandusky line. This receiving yard is

composed of eight tracks, averaging 65 cars capacity each, and

is built on an equivalent of 0.3 per cent, grade extending to

the hump, this equivalent grade formed by alternate level and

steeper grades being inserted to reduce the earthwork quan-

tities. On the other side of the hump there is 40 ft. of 3 per

cent, grade followed by 20 ft. of 1.5 per cent., and then 60 ft. of

.75 per cent, across the scales. Beyond this there is 160 ft. of

2.5 per cent, grade to the first switch dividing the ladders, and

then an 8 per cent, grade extending through the ladders. From
this point the grade is level through the classification yard,

which consists of 20 tracks leading from two ladders, with

between the two main lines, and there will be no occasion for

crossing the main lines. A small change will be made in the

eastbound main line at the ice house, where the track wiii De

thrown behind it to provide room for a Q. D. or time freight

yard.

A transfer shed for the transfer of 1. c. 1. freight 800 ft.

long by 24 ft. wide, with four tracks on each side, is located

midway between the two classification yards and equally ac-

cessible from each yard. This shed is mounted on concrete

piles, and consists of a covered platform with the exception

of an office at the east end, and a storage room 43 ft. long at

the west end for hold-over freight. About 125 cars of this

1. c. 1. freight are handled daily, being brought here from all

directions and cars are loaded for all the larger terminals with-

out further transfer.

The repair yard is located between the westbound classifi-

cation yard and the eastbound receiving yard, and is provided

with eight tracks having a capacity of about 200 cars, together

with the necessary material sheds and work shops. It can also be

reached directly from both the eastbound and the westbound
vards.

Eastbound Classification Yard from Tower.

capacities varying from 50 to 75 cars, and averaging 65 cars.

The north 10 tracks are further divided at the west end between

two ladders connecting five tracks each. This yard leads di-

rectly out on to the engine running track and from that to

the main line. This engine running track extends from the

round house entirely around the yard on the north, providing

an independent lead for the engines in going to and from the

yard. This yard is somewhat unusual in that no departure yard

was provided, but the road engines pull their trains directly

from this classification yard. At the west end of the classifi-

cation yard are two caboose tracks built on a slight grade so

that way cars can be dropped down on to a train as it is pull-

ing out of the yard. The arrangement of the eastbound yard

is practically the same as that just described for the westbound

yard with the directions reversed. The receiving yard is com-

posed of seven 95-car tracks providing for the longer trains

from the west, and giving practically the same capacity as the

westbound yard. A new roadbed has been graded for the west-

bound main line around the yard on the north parallel to the

engine running track, and as soon as the yard is put into

operation this track will also go into service and the old west-

bound main track taken up. In this way the yard is located

All tracks and ladders are laid with second hand 85-lb. rail

throughout the yard, while 90-lb. rail was laid on the main

tracks. Untreated ties, principally cedar and chestnut, were

used, and tie plates were placed on all except oak ties. For

the first raise of ballast cinders were used, but the second raise

was made on granulated slag. This was of especial advantage

during the winter, for in most cases it was still warm when

unloaded and could be worked on the track when other mate-

rial was frozen, enabling the surfacing to continue during the

cold weather. All track work and ballasting has been done

by company forces and an average of about 260 men has been

employed. No. 8 turnouts were used in all cases, except in

main line, where No. 10, 16 and 20 turnouts were installed. All

ladders were laid to No. 8 angles and hard center frogs were

used at the junction of ladders or wherever the traffic was

heavy. Rail anchors were placed on the hump to prevent the

track from creeping on to the scale. Tracks in the yard were

laid to 12-ft. centers with 14 ft. between the engine track and

adjacent ladders and 13 ft. between the engine track and the

mam track. A 50-ft. 150-ton Fairbanks-Morse automatic scale,

with scale house, was installed on concrete foundation at each

hump. The scale pit is entirely of concrete and access to it is
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gaiiK'd from tlic sido. Tin.' i-iitiro pit is c.'isily iicccssiblo for iii-

spi'i-tiiii ami rijiair work and is liiiKlUly liKlitcd hy I'K'ctrio

linlits.

Three complete interlocking towers, with clectro-pneinnatic

pusii button machines, are being installed. 'I'hc machine will be

located at the west end of the yard to handle movements in and

out. The other machines will be installed at the two humps and

will handle the switches leading to the classification yards. Air

for these machines and for the repair yard will be supplied

througlj a 3-in. pipe line leading from a compressor in the power
plant near the round house. A large amount of attention has

been given to furnishing ofifice facilities and conveniences for

the employees of the yard. Individual steel lockers are installed

for all employees, those for the switchmen, yard clerks and

tower men being placed on the first floor of the towers, while

those for employees in the repair yard are placed in the repair

yard oflice. All buildings are heated by steam from a central

plant in the general yardmaster's office building, except the

repair yard buildings, which are heated from a separate plant.

All buildings are lighted by electricity furnished from a power
plant near the round house. The different machines in the

repair yard are operated by power from the same source.

Electric arc lights on high poles are also installed at intervals

of 360 ft. along the ladders leading from the humps. A com-

plete telephone system is installed connecting all offices. An
elaborate system of fire protection has been provided, plugs

being placed throughout the yard at intervals of about 600 ft.

The transfer shed is protected by eight plugs below the plat-

form. A drainage system embracing about nine miles of sewers,

with trunk lines along each ladder, is planned and will be built

this season.

A reservoir of 110,000,000 gals, capacity was built just south

of the main track and opposite the 10-ft. arch culvert by the

construction of a concrete dam and spillway across the neck

of the small ravine. A small area between the dam and the

culvert is paved with concrete to prevent seepage and wash.

This reservoir will act as a reserve for the main reservoir near

the round house, where the supply frequently is insufficient to

meet the daily demands which average about 500,000 gals. It

is connected with the main reservoir by a 10-in. gravity equaliz-

ing line. This new reservoir will also provide water directly

for fire protection, for a pump and concrete tank will be in-

stalled near the center of the yards to furnish water for this

purpose and for the hump engines.

Due to the congestion last fall the eastbound yard was rushed

to completion and put into service I'ast November. The west-

bound yard is now practically complete and will go into service

in a short time. The Q. D. or time freight yard will be built

this summer as soon as the main line is thrown back of the

ice house.

The contractor for the grading and masonry was the Robert

Grace Construction Company, Cleveland, Ohio. All build-

ing work, together with the laying of the 10-in. pipe line.

was contracted by P. Farrell, Cincinnati, Ohio, and HofTman &
Conklin, Columbus, Ohio, were contractors for the air line.

This work was designed and built under the direction of A. W.
Thompson, then chief engineer, and F. L. Stuart, chief engi-

neer, by L. G. Curtis, engineer maintenance of way, F. E. Toen-

niges, assistant engineer, and C. G. Kistler, resident engineer in

charge, to whom we are indebted for this information.

The government of Ecuador is pushing the work of construc-

tion on the Manta to Santa Ana Railway, inasmuch as the sec-

tion of the country which it traverses will benefit by railway

communication with a Pacific coast port. The extension and

completion of the line will doubtless mean increased prosperity

to the inhabitants of the zones through which it will pass and

insure a more rapid exploitation and development of the im-

mense natural resources of this highly productive region of the

republic.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY ORDERED DISSOLVED.

'I he IJniled States Supreme Court, by a unanimous decision,

on May 15 declared the Standard Oil Company to be a com-
bination in restraint of trade, and therefore a violation of the

anti-trust law, of 1890; and ordered its dissolution within six

months. The decision applies to the Standard Oil Company
of New Jersey and 33 subordinate corporations, with an aggre-

gate capital of $110,000,000. The opinion was delivered by
Chief Justice White. Justice Harlan concurred in the decision,

but dissented from the conclusion of the majority that restraint

of trade must be shown to be undue in order to be held un-

lawful.

Counsel for the oil company claimed that the acts of the

company which gave it such great advantages over all com-
petitors were only the result of lawful competitive methods,

guided by economic genius, courage and commercial insight.

The court rejects this view and says that it is impossible to

avoid the conclusion that there was constantly an intent and
purpose not only to develop the oil business, but to exclude other

persons from a part in it. The methods employed were such as

necessarily involved the intent to drive others from the field.

To the argument that dissolution of the company and its sub-

sidiaries would work great injury to property, the court replies

that the stockholders are not restrained from making normal and

lawful contracts. Discussing the question whether the Sherman
law prohibits all combinations in restraint of interstate trade.

Chief Justice White reviews his study of the common law and

the law of the country at the time the Sherman law was passed

(1890) and says:

a. That the context manifests that the statute was drawn
in the light of the existing practical conception of the law of

restraint of trade, because it groups as within that class not

only contracts which were in restraint of trade in the subjective

sense, but all contracts or acts which theoretically were at-

tempts to monopolize, yet which in practice had come to be

considered as in restraint of trade in a broad sense.

b. That in view of the many forms of contracts and com-

binations which were being evolved from existing economic

conditions, it was deemed essential by an all-embracing enumer-

ation to make sure that no form of contract or combination

by which an undue restraint of interstate or foreign commerce

was brought about could save such restraint from condemnation.

The statute under this view evidenced the intent not to restrain

the right to make and enforce contracts, whether resulting from

combination or otherwise, which did not unduly restrain inter-

state or foreign commerce, but to protect that commerce from

being restrained by methods, whether old or new, which would

constitute an interference that is an undue restraint.

c. And as the contracts or acts embraced in the provision

were not expressly defined, since the enumeration addressed it-

self simply to classes of acts, those classes being broad enough

to embrace every conceivable contract or combination which

could be made concerning trade or commerce or the subjects of

such commerce, and thus caused by any act done by any of the

enumerated methods anywhere in the whole field of human

activity to be illegal if in restraint of trade, it inevitably follows

that the proznsion necessarily called for the exercise of judg-

ment which required that some standard should be resorted to

for the purpose of determining whether the prohibitions con-

tained in the statute had or had not in any given case been vio-

lated. Thus, not specifying, but indubitably contemplating and

requiring, a standard, it follows that it zvas intended that the

standard of reason ivhich has been applied at the common law

and in this country in dealing with subjects of the character

embraced by the statute tvas intended to be the measure used

for the purpose of determining whether in a given case a par-

ticular act had or had not brought about the wrong against

which the statute provided.

And the second section was designed to supplement and re-

4.„i
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inforce the first. And it becomes obvious that the criteria to be

resorted to in any given case for the purpose of ascertaining

whether violations of the section have been committed is the

rule oi reason, guided by the estabhshed law and by the plain

duty to enforce the prohibition of the act, and thus the public

policy which its restrictions were obviously enacted to sub-

serve. . .

As the restraints of trade to which the first section applies

is not specifically enumerated or defined, it is obvious that

judgment must in every case be called into play in order to

determine whether a particular act is embraced within the statu-

tory classes, and whether, if the act is within such classes, its

nature or effect causes it to be a restraint of trade within the

intendment of the act.

To hold to the contrary would require the conclusion either

that every contract, act or combination of any kind or nature,

whether it operated a restraint on trade or not, was within the

statute, and thus the statute would be destructive of all right to

contract or agree or combine in any respect whatever as to

subjects embraced in interstate trade or commerce; or, if this

conclusion were not reached, then the contention would require

it to be held that as the statute did not define the things to which

it related and excluded resort to the only means by which the

acts to which it relates could be ascertained—the light of

reason—the enforcement of the statute was impossible because

of its uncertainty.

Chief Justice White, referring to the opinion of the Supreme

Court in the cases of the United States agt. Trans-Missouri

Freight Association and United States agt. Joint Traffic Asso-

ciation, declared that the general language of those opinions

had been subsequently explained and held not to justify the

broad significance attributed to them.

"And in order not to in the slightest degree to be want-

ing in frankness," said the Chief Justice, "we say that in so

far, however, as by separating the general language used in the

opinions in the Freight Association and Joint Traffic cases from

the context and the subject and parties with which the cases

were concerned, it may be conceived that the language referred

to conflicts with the construction which we give the statute,

they are necessarily now limited and qualified. We see no pos-

sible escape from this conclusion, if we are to adhere to the

many cases decided in this court in which the anti-trust law

has been applied and enforced, and if the duty to apply and

enforce that law in the future is to continue to exist. The
first is true, because the construction which we now give the

statute does not in the slightest degree conflict with a single

previous case decided concerning the anti-trust law, aside from

the contention as to the Freight Association and Joint Traffic

cases, and because every one of those cases applied the rule

of reason for the purpose of determining whether the subject

before the court was within the statute. The second is also

true, since, as we have already pointed out, unaided by the

light of reason, it is impossible to understand how the statute

may in the future be enforced and the public policy which it

establishes be made efficacious."

It was claimed that as the Standard Oil Company controlled

but a small percentage of the crude oil produced, it was not a

monopoly; but, says the court, the company's complete control

over the refined product gave it substantial power over the

crude product.

The sixth section of the decree of the lower court forbade the

formation by the subsidiary corporations, or other stockholders,

of like combinations. The Chief Justice says that this should

not be taken as depriving the stockholder or the corporation of

the right to exist under the law. For example, if two of these

corporations, controlling pipe lines, should combine so as to

make a continuous line, such a combination would not be re-

pugnant to the act. In the same way, the Union Tank Line

must be left free to distribute tank cars among the subsidiary

corporations, as the public interest may require.

Mr. Justice Harlan in his dissenting opinion, says:

The men in Congress who framed and passed this law knew

what they wanted to do and how to do it. They knew the

common law with respect to restraint of trade. Ever since

1897 attempts have been made in Congress to modify the Sher-

man law so as to make it prohibit unreasonable restraint of

trade instead of prohibiting plain restraint of trade, but these

attempts have all failed. The language of the statute is clear

and the court in the present decision, by modifying it to the

extent of giving power to the courts to decide what is and what

is not prohibited by the law is in effect amending the consti-

tution. The judiciary thus invades the authority of the legis-

lative branch of the government.

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY FUEL ASSOCIATION.

The third annual convention of the International Railway Fuel

Association was held at the Hotel Patten, Chattanooga, Tenn.,

May 15-18. W. C. Hayes, president of the association and

superintendent of locomotive operation of the Erie, presided. In

his presidential address Mr. Hayes favored the organization of

a fuel department on each railway, to handle the purchasing and

distribution of fuel and questions arising in connection with its

economical use. This department should co-operate with the

operating and mechanical departments. He urged the associa-

tion to become interested in and support legislation which would

make arbitration of disputes between mine owners and em-

ployees compulsory.

T. C. Powell, vice-president of the Southern Railway and the

Queen & Crescent, said that operating conditions of the present

demand that more attention be given to coal supply, distribution,

quality and utilization than ever before. An example of the

latter is found in the public interest in the effect of coal burn-

ing on cleanliness. Coal burning in England is done with much

greater cleanliness than in this country on account of efforts to

suppress smoke by the design of engines, inspection and proper

firing. Mr. Powell spoke of the opportunities of the association

in the intensive use of fuel, and suggested the compilation of

a manual of recommended practice to govern its handling and

use.

The secretary's report showed a gain in the number of mem-

bers of 118, making the total membership 367.

FUEL INVESTIGATIONS BY THE GOVERNMENT.

In the absence of Dr. J. A. Holmes, director of the Bureau

of Mines, the paper on the" fuel investigations conducted by the

Bureau, which he had prepared, was read by S. B. Flagg, engi-

neer of the Bureau. The paper reviewed the work of the gov-

ernment coal-testing plant since its creation in 1904, commended

the now quite general practice of buying fuel by specification

and treated of various methods of testing, and of the use of

briquetted fuel in locomotives. Of the latter the following was

said:

A series of experiments were conducted at the locomotive-test-

ing plant of the Pennsylvania at Altoona, Pa., in which the

Geological Survey actively co-operated. All the fuel used was

inspected by the Survey at the time shipment was made, a por-

tion of it going to the testing plant in St. Louis to be briquetted,

and being then forwarded to Altoona for the test. The con-

clusions drawn from these tests show that, although the evapora-

tion per pound of briquets was greater than it was per pound of

raw coal, and the amount of smoke made was less with briquets,

the increased cost of the briquetted fuel was not warranted by

the resulting increase in evaporation efficiency.

Another series of comparative trials of run-of-mine and

briquetted coal in a locomotive boiler was conducted jointly by

the Seaboard Air Line and the representatives of the Survey in

the company's yards at Portsmouth, Va. Bulletin 412 of the

Geological Survey describes the method of conducting the tests

and gives the results. The comparative showing made by the
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raw CDal ami tlu- briquets, under the conditions tliere obtaining,

was somewhat more in favor of the briquets than it was in the

otlicr tests mentioned. Among the conclusions drawn were the

following: (a) At low rates of working, run-of-mine coal

gives a higher equivalent evaporation than briquets ; at medium

rates there is little difference, at high rates briquets do con-

siderably better; (b) the smaller briquets arc easier to fire and

to level on the fire than are the larger ones. Either form gives

the fireman far less work and trouble than run-of-mine coal;

(c) in sparks briquet fires lose less than coal fires; (d) on

roads having heavy grades it will probably pay well to burn

briquets, at least part of the time; (e) perhaps it would pay to

add combustion chambers to the front ends of some locomotive

fire boxes, and use a larger number of boiler tubes of shorter

length and smaller diameters.

Most of the later briquetting tests have been made on the

low-grade fuels, of which there are immense deposits in some

parts of this country. In some localities the deposits of these

sub-bituminous or lignite coals have remained practically unde-

veloped because of the fact that there was only a small local

demand, and the fuel in its raw state could not be shipped to

any distant points because of the slacking or disintegrating action

of the air. By partially drying these coals and then subjecting

the material to heavy pressure in an open-mold-type press it has

been found possible to make from some of them, without the

use of any binding material, briquets which could be handled

without excessive breakage and which also withstood the action

of the weather reasonably well.

The paper also referred to locomotive smoke prevention as

follows

:

The abatement of locomotive smoke is one of the most difficult

problems with which a city smoke inspector has to contend, and

yet in many of our cities where efforts are being made to im-

prove conditions, the amount of locomotive smoke has been

greatly reduced. In such places the railways have made some

changes in their equipment, and in addition to this have put

on their own inspectors, whose duties are not only to watch for

and report firemen who are violating the ordinance, but also to

instruct such men as to methods of firing by which the smoke

may be prevented or greatly reduced. The entire elimination

of locomotive smoke does not today appear to be a possibility

in sections where a high volatile coal is used. At least,, it will

not come without some decided changes in locomotive design.

But it can safely be stated that there is no locality where the

present conditions cannot be improved upon.

Discussion.—In the discussion of Dr. Holmes' paper it was
brought out that obedience to the rules on the part of the fire-

men is essential to and an important consideration in the proper

burning of coal and the prevention of smoke. Eugene McAuliffe,

general fuel agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco, discussing

fuel testing, as affecting smoke, said that the best results would

be obtained if the technical questions involved in getting the

maximum efficiency out of coal, as well as the economical ques-

tions of inspection and handling, were put in the hands of a

fuel engineer, specially trained.

George M. Carpenter, chief fuel inspector, Nashville, Chatta-

nooga & St. Louis, referring to smoke prevention, described

some tests with a locomotive designed by F. F. Gaines, superin-

tendent of motive power, Central of Georgia. The tests showed
no smoke during 95 per cent, of the time the tests were

conducted.

ORGANIZATION OF A RAILWAY FUEL DEPARTMENT.

T. Duff Smith, fuel agent, Grand Trunk Pacific, presented the

following paper on How to Organize a Railway Fuel Depart-

ment and Its Relations to Other Departments

:

When we consider that at least 8 per cent, of the earnings of

our railways is spent on fuel, it is plain that it requires expert

management and should be under the control of a department

which should have proper recognition. The fuel department

shoi-:ld consist of the fuel agent, his clerical staff and fuel in-

spectors, and also in cases where the railway owns and operates

its own coal dock, a dock superintendent and his staff.

1 do not believe in keeping the accounting separate from the

purchasing and distributing parts of the work but think that the

fuel agent should be held responsible for all fuel from the lime

it is purchased until it is finally accounted for to the audit depart-

ment. 'J'here is a great difference of opinion as to zvho should

purchase fuel. My own opinion is that it should be done by the

fuel agent, under the direction of the general manager or general

purchasing agent.

The fuel agent should have a thorough knowledge of the dif-

ferent qualities and grades of coal on his own line and adjacent

thereto, and should keep in close touch with all movement in the

way of development thereon. He should also study the geological

formation of all districts adjoining his line so that he may kno^
where to look for future supplies. To insure economical working

he should be familiar with the capabilities of the different classes

of bituminous coal; also hard, slack and lignites, by the use of

which he may greatly reduce the cost of heating round houses,

stations, etc. The distribution of coal should be closely watched

so as to prevent congestion and avoid extra haulage. The actual

office work of issuing orders for distribution and also tracing cars

which have not reached their destination in reasonable time

should be assigned to one of the office staff, a fuel distributor.

The fuel agent should not spend too much time in the office

where the routine work can be attended to by the clerical staff,

but should be out on the line as much as possible, getting in close

touch with the men who have the actual handling, master me-

chanics, road foremen, agents, etc., and thus gain information

which will enable him to make economies. He should have a

knowledge of the different systems of handling coal so as to be

able to meet any contingencies and to keep the actual cost of

handling at a minimum ; and he should so arrange his supplies

that while amply protecting himself against any possible shortage

by reason of unforeseen delays, bad weather, wrecks, wash-outs,

etc., he may not have too much stock on dumps, thus causing

extra cost by shrinkage, double handling and interest on money

lying idle.

He should have an all round knowledge of the accounting sys-

tem, and have such reports sent in as will keep him in close touch

with actual stocks and costs. The system of records should be

such that it is absolutely impossible for any car or any fuel to

remain unaccounted for. The actual charging for the fuel and

distribution of charges should be done by the fuel accountant,

who is on the fuel agent's staff.

He should keep in close touch with the general manager, pur-

chasing agent or other officer to whom he directly reports, so that

he may have immediate advice on questions of policy, etc., and

with general superintendents so that they may facilitate move-

ment of cars, and also to get advance notice of any extra supplies

required by reason of rush of traffic, opening pits or track laying.

He should consult them as to any alterations required to improve

coaling tracks or plants, especially at temporary coaling stations.

He should also have daily communication with the car service

agent so that a proper supply of equipment may be available at

points required. On some lines, as on my own, we have a heavy

westbound movement during the early part of the navigation

season and a heavy eastbound movement during the fall months.

Having to bring in our coal supply over the Great Lakes during

navigation, it is most essential to keep well posted as to the car

situation so that we may load all cars west with coal and save

light cars (in our case we have to use all box cars), and so

make traffic both ways, thus saving equipment and power. This

same principle will apply to all local conditions.

But the most important official to the fuel agent is the super-

intendent of motive power or master mechanic. Fully 90 per

cent, of our fuel is used by this department and it is only

by the close co-operation of the two departments that the best

results may be obtained. On a few roads they have a properly

organized testing department, but with the majority tests have

to be made by the mechanical departments, so that, to a great
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extent, the fuel agent has to rely on the result of their labors.

Also where a performance sheet is compiled, it will not be possi-

ble to get any improved performances unless the two depart-

ments work closely together. I am not in favor of the "pool-

ing" system, as under it you cannot place the blame on the actual

man who is wasting or burning too much fuel.

The last man, but far from the least, on the fuel staff, is

the fuel inspector. To fill this position I prefer a practical

miner to any one else. He should be competent to judge

whether the coal is up to the standard required by contract.

His duties are, to see that all cars before loading, are clean and in

fit condition to carry coal, so that there will be no loss by

leakage, and to see that all cars are weighed both empty and

loaded, noting any differences between actual and stenciled tare.

He should also inspect all coal loaded, which should be done at

the picking table where he can see and detect impurities.

He should report daily, by mail if within one day's journey,

otherwise by code wire, all cars loaded giving car numbers,

weights and destination, also reporting any local conditions at

the mine, such as variations in quality, opening new seams, car

supply and labor conditions, especially when there is any fric-

tion between operators and employees, thus giving the fuel agent

an opportunity to protect his stocks against any shortage caused

by a possible strike or lock-out.

As far as consistent, he should confer with operators when
they have trouble with bad veins, etc., and try by practical ad-

vice to help improve matters. I have been receiving coal from

one mine where, by our inspector's practical advice, the quality

has improved fully 20 per cent, during the last six months. Op-

erators, instead of objecting to such inspectors, are pleased to

have them. Inspectors should have the power to refuse abso-

lutely any coal not up to standard, and having given your inspec-

tor this power, trust him, and stand behind him and you will

soon find that operators will tender you only the article you

have purchased.

Discussion.—The discussion of Mr. Smith's paper developed

the fact that the Rock Island has a well-organized fuel depart-

ment in charge of the purchase, inspection, and distribution of

company fuel. Regarding this, D. B. Sebastian, fuel agent of that

road, and secretary of the Association, said

:

All contracts are made by the fuel agent who reports to the

vice-president in charge of purchases, and the former is held

responsible for economical distribution and contract grade

and quality of coal when placed on locomotives. Fuel economy
on our lines is under the special direction of the assistant gen-

eral superintendent of motive power. He and the fuel agent

work together in all matters pertaining to the grade of fuel to

be used for various purposes. Slack coal, or screenings, is gen-

erally used at stationary plants and pumping stations, and other

plants are being converted to slack burners also.

A fuel agent should have an intimate knowledge of all coal

on his own line or vicinity. We are studying conditions care-

fully in that direction and keep on file complete drawings show-

ing the character and geological formation of every vein from

which we take coal. Our company makes an analysis of coal

from technical samples taken from all mines periodically, with

the object of eliminating, whenever practicable, those coals which

run too high in non-combustible matter. In addition, they give

us valuable information as to the number of heat units purchased.

The matter of distribution on the Rock Island is perhaps more
important than on some other roads, as over 50 per cent, of the

company coal is mined on foreign lines, and with the daily con-

sumption running from 250 to 300 cars, it requires careful and
constant attention. A practical miner makes a good inspector,

if you have enough of them to cover the ground. However, the

man with locomotive experience makes a desirable inspector and
is a valuable asset to the fuel department. With authority to

ride engines he can get right to the seat of the trouble when
any complaint is made about poor coal. He can also deal satis-

factorily with road foremen, master mechanics and others, when
going to and from the mines.

We are buying coal from about 90 mines, and have five inspec-

tors, including a chief fuel inspector, to cover the ground in 10
states loading company coal. We have lately instituted a chuie
foreman's condition report, and are trying, by education, to

make fuel inspectors out of these men. The report includes a
24-hour performance, showing cars unloaded, with initial and
way-bill reference, grade of coal and blank columns for chute
foreman's estimate of quality, per cent, and kind of impurities,
and condition of car as to containing refuse when unloaded.
These reports are sent in daily from over 100 coaling stations and
are checked carefully for any irregularities, which are immedi-
ately taken up for collection. In this way the Rock Island is-

endeavoing to inspect every car of coal, at the chute, if not at

the mine, and we hope before long to have this system perfected
to a point where it will be impossible for a car of inferior coal
to be unloaded at one of our coaling stations.

Mr. McAuliffe said that the Frisco was the first to establish

a fuel department. He believed that fuel economy is largely a
matter of education and favored the conducting of continuous
tests during the summer months, to determine the quality and
effect of the fuel used.

The Missouri Pacific has a foreman's report similar to that on
the Rock Island. The Michigan Central does not believe in

centralizing the various operations connected with fuel, and so
separates the purchasing, accounting and distribution, handling
these in three different departments. J. T. Clark, traveling in-

spector. Southern Pacific, thought that if performance sheets
were improved better results could be secured from enginemen,
as the standards of comparison of the fuel used by them are not
now so arranged as to show actual results.

PURCHASING COAL ON A MINE-RUN BASIS.

The meeting on Tuesday, May 16, opened with the reading
of a paper on Some Results of Purchasing Coal on a Mine-
Run Basis, by Prof. A. A. Steel of the University of Arkansas,
of which the following is an abstract

:

Even before the mining methods had changed, the industrial

development of the country provided some sort of a market
for the slack coal. As soon as slack coal became a marketable
commodity, the costs of mining coal and the statistics of the

output came to be figured upon a mine-run basis, without re-

gard tp size. Coal was also occasionally sold to the consumers
upon a mine-run basis. In filling such orders it was not neces-

sary to screen the coal, but in order to avoid this screening,

it was necessary to agree upon a mine-run scale of payment to

the miners.

As long as the payment to the miners was not directly af-

fected by the weight of slack coal they produced, any increase in

proportion of slack obtained from them caused an apparent re-

duction in the cost of producing coal per ton of mine-run. As
a result, those superintendents of mines, whose work was judged
only by the cost at which they could get out a ton of mine-run

coal, were led to increase the percentage of slack as much as

possible. Some even went so far as to neglect or alter the

screens over which the coal was passed until an undue pro-

portion of the miners' coal fell through it. This stealing of

coal from the miners and the fact that slack was generally of

value to the operators, caused the miners to demand direct

payment for all sizes of coal they produced.

The miners secured the passage of laws prohibiting the

serened coal basis of payment in many of the interior states.

Some of the more recent of these laws, such as those of Kan-

sas, Arkansas and Oklahoma, not only require equal payment

for all sizes of coal but also compel the operators and, therefore,

the railways to pay full price for the slate a careless miner sees

fit to mix with the coal.

The mine-run basis of payment to the miners led to such an

increase in the use of powder that the firing of shots caused

frequent dust explosions. To avoid this danger to themselves,

the coal shooters have secured the employment of shot-firers,

who get sufficient pay to tempt them to run the risk. The only
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tiling \\liii.li now iiicluccs tlic more careless miners to save pow-

der is its cost. Unforlimatcly this is not very effective because

the miners are learning to blow the coal to pieces in a still

more convenient way by dislodging more coal with each siiot

than formerly. Heavy shots so jar the tight mass of coal that

it becomes little more than a heap of slack.

The careless shooting of coal that has followed the continued

payment of the miners upon a mine-run basis obviously injures

the operators. But we are more interested in the consumers,

because the fuel departments of the railways are the great con-

sumers of coal. The consumers most directly suffer as a result

of the poor quality of the output. Many of you are quite

familiar with the so-called coal produced in the mine-run states

where machines are not used for mining. You know that the

remaining lump coal is so shattered that it becomes largely slack

by the time you get it into a locomotive tender. You also know

how anxious the operators are to sell you mine-run coal, or at

least a modified mine-run. Some of you may have felt the addi-

tional pressure in favor of mine-run coal, which has been brought

to bear by your traffic department, which does not wish to see

the mines go out of business. As a result of buying mine-run

coal, you are also familiar with the great increase in the per cent.

of slack in the mine-run coal and know how much slack remains

in coal from which 25 per cent, of slack has been removed.

Getting coal from other states throws business to competing

roads and increases the cost of fuel. It causes other indirect in-

juries to the railway, such as the loss of traffic of the mines

that cease operating when the fuel is purchased elsewhere. This

in turn reduces the competition for railway fuel business, requires

more inspection and forces the fuel agents to accept a lower

grade of coal containing a larger proportion of slack.

The closing of the little mines causes a greater hardship to

the railway during the regular biennial suspension of mining, be-

cause at such times the only regular supply comes from the

smaller mines that have signed up with the union. The lack

of discipline and the constant quarreling between operators

and miners has been largely increased by the troubles caused by

this mine-run basis of payment. One of the results of this is a

greater frequency of petty strikes and the resulting annoyance

to the railway fuel agents. It also insures a strike at the end

of each biennial contract period.

The actual results of these mine-run laws depend upon local

conditions. The Arkansas coal operator and the railways de-

pendent upon them for fuel suffer more than the average. Some

of the reasons are that this coal has unusually good heating

value, low ash and freedom from smoke so that it should be

an exceptionally fine engine fuel. It is, however, very tender

and suffers especially from the heavy shooting. At nearly all

the mines there is, in the coal next to it, a layer of very soft

dirt, which is easily shot into pieces small enough to escape the

slate inspector, so the miner can not be penalized for selling it

to the operator. The operator passes as much of the slate as

possible on the railway. Moreover, the miners of Arkansas have

so far prevented the successful use of mining machines.

On the basis of the small normal output of coal in Arkansas,

of only 2,500,000 tons a year, the losses caused by the mine-run

law add up to $4,250,000 a year, not counting the loss to railways

and merchants caused by the decline of coal mining business of

this state. It is a little difficult to separate the losses affecting

either the operator or the consumer. Together these amount to

$1,670,500 a year net, and the loss to the consumer must be at

least two-thirds of this, or, say, $1,000,000. Since most of the

Arkansas coal is sold to the railways your loss must be over half

a million dollars a year. During 1910, practically no coal was

mined in Arkansas for five months and during the fall the sup-

ply was poor, irregular, and high-priced. The cost of that

strike to the railways was very much more than half a million

dollars.

The only way to be sure of a good quality of coal is to buy

it from the miner upon a lump coal basis or at least to pay

more for lump coal than for slack. In order to do this, the
mine-run laws must be repealed.

So long as the o|)eral()rs have to buy coal from the union
on a mine-run basis, tiny naturally wish to sell it upon the

same basis. The good natural railways of the interior have
also established the feeling that they should assist the operator

as much as possible to struggle through hard times. Just at

present the greatest burden the Arkansas operators have to

bear is the excessive amount of dirty slack they must buy from
the miners and they wish to place this burden upon the railways.

There is already a considerable market for mine-run coal and
if the operators are able to sell all railway coal on a mine-

run basis they will for some years be readily able to dispose

of the slack obtained in the preparation of domestic lump coal.

If necessary, they can make the consumer pay for washing the

slack. They will under these conditions cease their efforts

to repeal the mine-run laws. What is worse, they will relax

still more the slight discipline remaining in the mine crews.

The result will be the practical disappearance of all care in

mining coal and the railways will soon be burning nearly pure

slack of very poor grade.

Comparative tests seem to show that so long as engine coal

is free from slate, there is but little loss m efficiency as the size

of lump coal is reduced, provided that the pieces are not small

enough to fall through the grates or be carried through the flue

by the increased draft used with small sizes of coal. The small-

est economical size of coal is determined by the difference in

cost of the various sizes and by the character of the coal. The
more important properties of the coal which affect this are its

specific gravity and coking quality. The valuable coal certainly

includes many of the smaller lumps removed as slack by the Ij^-

inch screens common in the southwest.

When fine coal is burned, the large lumps must be broken

into rather small pieces before firing to secure the best results.

This requires a good deal of labor and the fireman can hardly

do it by hand on large engines. Breaking the lumps by hand

also makes an undue proportion of slack. For these reasons

some coal is already being broken mechanically before it is

loaded upon the tenders. The most valuable engine coal is,

therefore, that which can be crushed to yield the largest pro-

portion of pieces between, say 1 in. and 3 in. across and the

least proportion of slack less than possibly ^-in. across.

It is generally admitted that the railways must buy a certain

amount of slack coal in order to protect the operators, and

preserve their fuel supply, but even though much of the so-

called slack has value it is not worth as much as lump coal. It

seems proper, therefore, that coal contracts should name one

price for lump coal broken down to a desirable size and a less

price for coal of a size below a limit determined by the rail-

way as uneconomical for the particular field. Coal which is

carelessly mined also contains slate. This not only has no value

but is a positive detriment.

The scale of prices for different sizes of coal can be adjusted

after trial so that the return to the operator will equal the aver-

age price of the coal bought under either of the present sys-

tems. It might even be greater with profit to the railways.

After preliminary tests the railway should invite bids for coal

upon the basis of, say, four times as much per ton for lump

coal as for coal which will go through a half-inch opening, or

whatever size the road places as the limit.

When the operator sells coal on its ability to break with little

slack formation and its freedom from slate, he will find it

economical to take out as much slack as he can sell elsewhere

and the railway can serve as a refuge in time of need, to prevent

the wasting of slack. This arrangement will certainly cause the

operator to get out the largest amount of solid lump coal as

free as possible from slate. Such contracts can be used as in-

ducement to get a good quality of coal from the many good

miners and enable these men to coax their fellows to do better

work even under mine-run conditions.
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Discussion.—The Rock Island succeeds in getting a good
quality of coal by showing the miners that it is to their own
interest to produce it and by threatening loss of business un-

less good coal is furnished. Better methods of sampling for

tests are also urged. The mine-run law io being fought in Ar-

kansas and the roads' best protection is to pay a bonus for lump

coal and less for slack.

A NATIONAL ARBITRATION TRIBUNAL.

Representati\e Gecrgc E. Foss, of Illinois, has introduced in

Congress a bill to create a national arbitration tribunal to con-

sist of six members, one of whom shall be, ex-officio, the secre-

tary of commerce and labor, and the other members to be ap-

pointed by the president. 1 he members first appointed would

serve for two, three, four, five and six years, but their suc-

cessors would be appointed for terms of six years. At least

three of the appointed members would constitute a quorum, and

the secretary of commerce and labor would have all the powers

of other members, except that of voting. The annual salary is

fixed at $8,000, and a secretary is provided for at a salary of

$4,000. The tribunal would organize by electing a president and

a vice-president. Its regular place of meeting would be in

Washington, but it would be authorized to hold meetings else-

where. It will provide that whenever there shall arise a con-

troversy on earnings, wages, hours of labor or conditions of em-

ployment in which a strike or lock-out is threatened or is in

existence, and in which there is involved interstate commerce or

commerce in any of the territories or the District of Columbia,

it shall be right and lawful for either party to present to the

tribunal a sworn petition setting forth its claims and demands.

The petition shall, in substance, be a request to the tribunal to

investigate all matters involved, and render a decision on its

merits. The petition shall also express a full agreement on the

part of the one presenting it, to abide by the decision of the

tribunal. If the tribunal, in its discussion, deems a petition and

the subject matter involved such as to warrant an exercise of

its functions, it shall within a reasonable time transmit to the

other party to the dispute, a copy of the petition, requesting the

other party to make a sworn answer to it within a specified

COMPARATIVE TESTS OF MALLET LOCOMOTIVES;
NORFOLK & WESTERN.

The Norfolk & Western has recently made a thorough test

of two types of Mallet compound locomotives which were re-

ceived and placed in service durmg May and June, 1910. The
genera! dimensions of these loconiotives are as follows:

Engine No 993 993
N. & W. classification X-1 Y-1
Rigid wheel base 15 ft. 6 in. 15 ft. 6 in.
Total wheel base, engine and tender... 72 ft. 10 ii'.. 83 ft. I'A in.
Total length, engine and tender 88 ft. \\i4 in. 92 ft. 5}4 in.
Weight on drivers 376,800 lbs. 370,000 lbs.
Total weight 376,800 lbs. 400,000 lbs.
Diameter of drivers 56 in. 56 in.
Cylinders, in 2414 and 39 x 30 24^ and 39 x 30
Steam pressure 200 lbs. 200 lbs.
Tractive eiifort 85,000 lbs. 85,000 lbs.
Valves Piston and slide Piston
Heating surface 5,388 sq. ft. 5,894 sq. ft.
Grate area 75 sq. ft. 75 sq. ft.

Exhaust nozzle •[ ^x'"?- ^^^v, ,7. '"v«>.'^-
( Mi in. bridge -J^ in. bridge

Engme 993 has four pairs of drivers for each engine and is

of the 0-8-8-0 type, while 998 has a pair of truck and a pair of

trailing wheels in addition, and is of the 2-8-8-2 type. The prin-

cipal difference in the two locomotives is in the boiler, the front

63 in. of the boiler for engine 998 being separated from the

lioiler proper by a 54-in. space. Ihis front section is fitted with

tubes the same as the back portion of the boiler and is used as a

feed water receiver or preheater. Water is delivered directly

to this section by the injectors and overflows from it into the

main portion of the boiler. Observations were made of the

temperature of the water as it passed from one section to the

other.

The amount of coal used on the tests was measured carefully;

that u.sed during delays was accounted for separately. An effort

was made to have a clean uniform fire at the beginning of each

trip and to have it burn to the same condition at the end of each

test. The water was carefully measured by calibrating the tank

and using gages at each of its four corners. The initial and

tinal water observations were made with the engine standing on

the same track elevation. The various water losses were also

taken into consideration. For instance, the injector overflow

was collected and measured ; stroke counters were connected to

both air pumps, which gave a basis for calculating the amount

of steam used by them. The loss through the calorimeters was
^soo
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Profile of Norfolk & Western Between Roanoke, Va., and Chrictiansburg.

number of days, and if the other party makes no answer as

requested, or refuses to submit the matters in the controversy to

the arbitration tribunal, and to agree to accept and to abide by

the decision, the original petition shall be made known to the

public. If the parties agree to arbitration, the tribunal shall pro-

ceed to arbitration. Its iindings shall not be made public v/ith-

out the consent of the parties, unless one of the parties agrees

to abide by the tribunal's findings, in which case it will be made
public. The tribunal is given the power to subpoena witnesses

and compel them to testify.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The construction of the railway from Choapa, Chile, to Sala-

manca was completed on December 19, 1910.

The Brussels chamber of deputies has passed a bill authoriz-

ing the Societe des Grands Lacs to issue $5,000,000 additional

capital for the continuation of the Great Lakes Railway toward

Lake Tanganyika in Africa.

also noted and corrections were made for it. Provision was

also made for estimating closely the loss of steam through the

pop valves in the following manner : The pop casings were

drilled and tapped and plugs with a 1/16-inch diameter orifice

were screwed in Hush with the iriside of the casing; these plugs

were then connected to a pipe Imc runnino| back to a condensing

coil in the tank. A small percentage of the steam discharged

through the pops passed through these orifices and was con-

densed and collected in a small tank arranged for this purpose.

With the engine stationary and the boiler full of water, the en-

gine was fired to keep the pops up until the height of the water

in the boiler receded to the bottom of the gage glass. The in-

jectors were then put on and the boiler filled to the original

height. With the use of the calibrated tank, it was then possible

to determine the amount of water required to fill the boiler

which corresponded with the amount discharged through the

pops. The ratio of the water discharged through the pop to the

water collected from the condensor was used for determining the

pop loss on each trip.

The draft was measured by open water manometer tubes and
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tlie qiuility of the steam was iletcnuiiied ljy tlic use of Pcahody

throttling calorimeters. The draw bar pull, or dynamometer

horse power, was determined by recording instruments in the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company's dynamometer car No. 5.

The temperature of the gases was determined by a lloskin's

pyrometer. On engine 998 it was taken in the front of the

smokebox, back of the reheater and in the combustion chamber.

The temperature of the water passing from the reheater to the

boiler proper was also noted. On engine 993 the temperature

was taken in the front end of the smokebox and back of the

baffle plate.

A general comparison of the performance of the two engines

While the data in this table is intended to show the distribution

of steam per hour for the running time, it cannot be considered

as absolutely accurate. For instance, although an effort was
made to retard evaporation during delays, there was of course

an increase in the boiler pressure and also a consumption of

steam by the air pumps, as well as some loss through the safety

valves. Thus, although the calculations are based on the run-

ning time, the amount of steam developed and the losses cover

the entire performance.

Table IV shows the average steam pressures, quality of steam

and pressures and temperatures in tlic reheater for the six trips

of each engine.

Table I.

—

General Performance—Roanoke to Christiansburg.

Eng.
No. Date.
998 9-19-10

998 9-20-10

998 9-23-10
998 9-24-10

998 9-28-10

998 9-29-10

Average

993 10-10-10

993 10-11-10

993 10-12-10

993 10-13-10

.993 10-14-10

993 10-15-10

Average 3.146

Duration of Test,,
Hours. Pounds of Coal

Number
Cars.

1,000 Ton
Miles.

per 1,000
Ton Miles.Total. Delay. Running. Run. M. H. P. Tonnage.

5.267 1.75 3.517 29.73 8.5 1,579.1 23 46.947 251.3
3.493 .865 2,628 29.7 11.3 1,415.8 20 42.049 240.2
3.613 1.114 2.499 28.88 11.6 1,415.8 20 40.888 283.7
3.537 .882 2.655 29.26 11.0 1,415.8 20 41.426 270.4
3.064 .672 2.392 29.73 12.4 1,462.8 20 43.489 310.4
3.005 .692 2.313 29.72 12.8 1,462.8 20 43,474 312.8

3.663 .996 2.667 29.5 11.06 1,458.7 20.5 43.046 278.1

2.783 .690 2.093 29.76 14.2 1,364.3 20 40.601 275.9
3.334 .935 2.399 29.75 12.4 1,541.1 23 45,847 279.2
3.264 1.035 2.229 29.74 13.3 1,541.1 23 45.832 279.3
3.102 .93 2.172 29.76 13.7 1,541.1 23 45,863 274.7
3.248 .797 2.451 29.56 12.1 1,541.1 23 45.555 272.2
3.146 .893 2.253 29.87 13.3 1,541.1 23 46.032 260.7

2.266 29.74 13.12 1,511.6 22.S 44.955 273.7

is shown in Table I. The tests were made between Roanoke, Va.,

and Christiansburg, a profile of this portion of the road being

shown on the accompanying illustration. It will be seen that

there was a reduction of 15 per cent, in the running time of

engine 993, with a 19 per cent, increase in speed, although it

hauled 9.8 per cent, more cars and 3.6 per cent, more tonnage

than engine 998, with a reduction of 1.6 per cent, in coal used

per thousand ton miles.

Data as to the amount of fuel used, the rate of combustion,

the drafts and the temperatures of the gases for the different

test trips is shown in Table II. The increased coal consumption

of engine 998 for the last two runs was due to the removal

of a portion of the perforated plate to overcome trouble due

to the stopping up of the holes at its front end. This change

resulted in a much heavier draft, accompanied by a greater loss

in fuel through the stack and a decrease in the boiler efficiency.

Table IV.

—

Pressure and Quality of Steam, and Pressure and
Temperature at Reheater.

Engine No 993 998
Pressure, lbs. per sq. in.

Boiler 193.2 191.3
High pressure delivery 165.2 167.8
Low pressure delivery 48.0 54.9

Quality of steam—per cent.
High pressure delivery .83 .943
Low pressure delivery 2.02 1.108

Temperature of steam, deg. Fahr.
Entering reheater .... 306.94
Leaving reheater .... 301.53

Degrees reheat .... —5.41
Steam pressure, lbs. per sq. in.

Entering reheater .... 59.29
Leaving reheater .... 54.9

The minus sign before "degrees reheat," indicates a loss in

the temperature of the steam while in the reheater, which was

no doubt due to the increased volume of the heater. This would

indicate that there is no marked advantage in this arrangement.

The reheater, however, had a drying influence on the steam, as

Table II.

—

Fuel, Rate of

Fuel, in Pounds.

Eng.
No. Fired.
998 13,200
998 10,600
998 11,800
998 11,700
998 14,400
998 14,000

Average 12,617

993 11,300
993 12,900
993 13,000
993 12,800
993 12,400
993 12,400

Average 12,467

Combustion, Drafts

Rate of Combustion
per Hour.

Sq. Ft.

Heating
Surface.

.5693

.652

.7876

.7157

.9574

.9976

AND Temperature of Gases.

Draft,
In. of Water. Temperature of Escaping Gases.

11,967

11,200
12.800
12,800
12,600
12,400
12,000

12,300

3,579

4,056
3,875
3,983
4,127
3,817
3,943

3,967

4,597

5,351
5,335
5,742
5,801
5,058
5,327

5,436

61.29

72.47

.7799

.9932

.9901
1.0657
1.0767
.9388
.9887

1.0089

Smoke
Box.
4.28
4.32
5.67
5.73
7.92
8.3

6.12

6.26
7.00
7.83
8.02
6.87
7.36

7.24

Fire
Box.
1.78
1.7

1.72
1.8

2.41
2.3

2.09

1.45
2.3

2.21
2.4
2.14
1.9

2.19

Front Combus- Back of
Smoke tion Baffle

Box. Chamber. Plate.
Back of
Reheater.

374.5
377.5

376.1

473.7
481.4
526.4
527.3
518.6
523.3

514.2

583.1
615.2

599.4

527.0

452.
475.1

463.8

The omission of the gas temperatures in the earlier tests was

due to a delay in receiving the instruments. The average smoke

box draft on engine 993 exceeded that of engine 998 by 18 per

cent., because of the use of the smaller nozzle. There is also

an 18 per cent, increase in coal consumption per square foot of

grate area per hour. The feed water heater and reheater tubes

in engine 998 had a marked effect on the temperature of the

escaping gases, there being a difference of 37 per cent, in favor

of engine 998.

The amount of water and steam used is shown in Table III.

indicated by the low per cent, of moisture in the steam delivered

to the low pressure cylinders. The boiler pressures for both

locomotives were fairly uniform and regular, and as indicated

in the table, the average boiler and high pressure delivery pipe

pressures were practically identical for both the locomotives.

The average equivalent evaporation per pound of coal for all

tests is given in Table V, and shows well for both engines.

While the results may at first glance appear to be high, it must

be remembered that the boilers were very large and that the

evaporative efficiency was high, due to the low temperature of
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the escaping gases. The results for the individual tests were

quite uniform for each engine and compared favorably with the

results on the Pennsylvania Railroad testing plan at St. Louis.

Table V.

—

Equivalent Evaporation.
Engine No 993 998
Ratio, total coal to total water 7.85 8.666
Equivalent evaporation from and at

212 deg. Fahr.
Total 118,276 lbs. 130,880 lbs.

Per hour 52,270 lbs. 49,643 lbs. .

Per sq. ft. heating surface 9.70 lbs. 8.42 lbs.

Per lb. of coal 9.49 lbs. 10.46 lbs.

For instance, the Michigan Central consolidation cross compjund
locomotive gave a maximum equivalent evaporation of 12.01, and

the Santa Fe four-cylinder tandem compound an equivalent

evaporation of 11.51 lbs. of water per pound of coal. On an

the indicator cards were taken and give a measure of efificiency

of the engine and the boiler. For instance, engine 993 developed
an average of 1,604.3 indicated horse power, with a correspond-
ing draw bar horse power of 1,347, or 83.9 per cent, of the in-

dicated horse power. For engine 998 the draw bar horse

Table VII.

—

Engine and Boiler Efficiency.
Engi le No 993 993
Indicated h^rse power

—

High pressure cylinders 889.9 757.1
Low pressure cylinders 714.4 640.6
All cylinders 1,604.3 1 ,397.7

Draw bar pull 46,021 lbs. 40,363 lbs.
Draw bar horse power 1,347.0 1,093.7
Boiler horse power 1,515 l[439
Boiler efficiency 64.9 per cent. 77.1 per cent.

power was 78.2 per cent, of the indicated horse power. The

Pounds of Water, Total.

Eng. Supplied to Inject. Supplied to
No. Injector. Overflow. Boiler.

998 125,988 915 125,073
998 102,044 695 101,349
998 103,400 580 102,820
998 107,290 639 106,651
998 105,800 580 105,220
998 110,530 938 109,592

Average 109,175 725 108,540

993 88,020 800 87,220
993 96,260 432 95,828
993 101,260 552 100,708
993 101,890 469 101,421
993 102,110 603 101,507
993 99,260 451 98,809

Average 98,133 551 97.582

Table III.

Temp, of
Feed
Water.
64.6
66.17
65.25
65.3
66.5
64.3

-Water and Steam.

Pounds of Steam Per Hour, Running Time.

Moist Steam
from

Boiler.
35,562
38,565
41,146
40,172
43,980
47,381

65.35

61.8
59.3
59.8
59.9
60.
61.

60.3

41,134

41,672
39,933
45,181
46,695
41,408
43,864

43,126

3,024

2,373
2,761
2,602
2,462
2,651
2,785

2,606

Pop.
5,800
2,892
5,122
4,219
4,682
7,436

5,025

490
1,197
2,301
3,022
1,874
2,731

1.936 38.584

evaporative basis there is a difiference of 10 per cent, in favor

of engine 998.

The drop in pressure between the high and low pressure

cylinders of engine 998, as shown by the indicator cards, was

9.2 lbs., while for engine 993 it was only 4.9 lbs., or 46.7 per

cent. less. The greater drop in pressure in engine 998 was evi-

dently due to the friction and the increased volume of the nu-

merous passages through the reheater. The mean effective

pressures calculated from the indicator cards, but not reproduced

here, indicate that the valves on both engines were set to give a

well balanced performance in both the right and left cylinders.

boiler horse power developed by engine 998 is slightly lower

than that for engine 993, but the boiler efficiency is 18.8 per

cent, higher. From the design of the boiler and the low tem-

perature of the escaping gases, we would naturally expect a

higher efficiency from the boiler of engine 998. The data for

the individual tests indicate that its efficiency varied from 68

per cent, to 89.4 per cent, although there seems to be some
question as to the correctness of the latter figure. The boiler

efficiency of engine 993 for the various tests was much more
uniform and varied from 61.3 per cent, to 67.4 per cent.

The relation of the power developed, both indicated and draw

Righr

Table VI.

—

Distribution of Power.

Indicated Horse Power.

Eng.
No.
998
99«
998
998
998
998

Side. Left Side. Total
All

Cylinders.
1,180.4
1,259.4
1,373.8
1,376.9
1,475.6
1,522.4

1,397.7

1,521.9
1,588.2
1,751.7
1,697.0
1,513.1
1,581.2

1,604.3

Cylinders. Ratio
of High to
Low Pres.

1.19
1.19
1.24
1.26
1.16
1.10

High. Pres.
-327.7
341.1
377.0
379.2
397.1
398.2

Low Pres.
269.9
290.7
304.2
307.5
344.1
364.1

321.8

337.3
355.8
396.8
371.3
335.5
360.9

358.6

High Pres.
314.6
344.1
384.8
388.6
394.2
398.2

Low Pres.
268.2
283.5
307.8
301.6
340.2
361.9

Right Side.
597.6
631.8
681.2
686.7
741.2
762.3

Left Side.
582.8
627.6
692.6
690.2
734.4
760.1

698.0

773.5
801.5
882.7
857.0
765.0
795.1

High Pres.
642.3
685.2
761.8
767.8
791.3
796.4

757.1

848.4
883.1
965.7
955.4
840.4
861.9

889.9

Low Pres.
538.1
574.2
612.0
609.1
684.3
726.0

640.6

673.5
705.1
786.0
741.6
672.7
719.3

714.4

377.9 379.2

437.3
452.2
493.5
486.7
427.9
436.7

318.8

336.2
349.3
389.2
370.3
337.1
358.4

699.7

748.4
786.7
869.0
840.0
748.1
786.1

1.18

993
993
993
993
993

411.1
430.9
472.2
468.7
412.5

1.26
1.2s
1.23
1.29
1.25

993 425.2

435.6

1.20

Average 454.3 355.8 794.2 810.1 1.25

as well as an equally good distribution of steam in both the

front and back ends of each cylinder for both types of loco-

motives.

The distribution of power in the cylinders of both engines

for all of the tests is shown in Table VI. The purpose of this

table is to show the relation between the power developed in the

high and low pressure cylinders of each engine. The average of

the ratios of power existing between the high and low pressure

cylinders of engine 998, is 1.18, while for engine 993 it is 1.25,

showing that the engines were very much alike in this respect.

The data given in Table VII is a comparison of the condi-

tions indicated by the dynamometer chart at the times when

bar, to the heating surface and grate areas, is shown

Table VIII.

Table VIII.

—

Horse Power Relation.

Engine No 993 998
I. H. P. per sq. ft. heating surface .298 .237

I. H. P. per sq. ft. of grate area 21.4 18.6

D. B. H. P. per sq. ft. of heating surface. .250 .186

D. B. H. P. per sq. ft of grate area 18.0 14.6

H. P. of boiler at dome 1,515 1,439

Table IX.

—

Pounds of Steam Through Cylinders Per Thousand
Ton Miles.

Engine No 993 998
1,030 ton miles, excluding Vireight of en-

gine and tender 44.955 43.046

1,000 ton miles, including weight of en-

gine and tender 52.429 50.803
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Water through cylinders (imuiuis)—
IVr 1,000 ton miles, excluding weigh*.

of engine and lender
I'er 1,000 ton miles, including weight

of engine und tender
Tola!

n. T. U. through cylinders

—

J'er 1,000 ton miles, including weight
of engine anil teniler

STATISTICAL MEASURES OF FREIGHT CAR EFFICIENCY.

1,94J

1,665
S7,273

2,0J0

1,711
«o,«yo

1, ')'»(.. 3.H J.O.i(l,')00

A comparison of tlie horse p<nvor results from inline WS
as slunvn in Tabic X, indicates thai 7^.2 per cent, of the power

Kng.
No.
998.
998.
998.
998.
998.
998.

High
Spc^d, I'res,

M.l'.ll. Cylinde
8.5

11.3
11.6
11.0
1J.4

1J.8

642.3
685.2
761.8
767.8
791.3
796.4

Average 11.06 757.1

993.
993.
993.
993.
993.
',93.

14.2
12.4
13.3

13.7
12.1

13.3

848.4
883.1
965.7
955.4
840.4
861.9

Tai;le X. —Morse 1\)WER.

Indicated ILl'. Ratio
1 11 I'

Low
^

Draw D raw- to Draw
Ires. Total Bar I'ull, Bar Bar

r. Cylinder . LH.l'. Pounds. II. 1'. II. P.

538.1 1,180.4 43,387 973.0 1.21

574.2 1,259.4 34,559 958.1 1.31

612.0 1,373.8 41,413 1,124.1 1.22

609.

1

1,376.9 38,481 1,063.3 1.29

684.3 1,475.6 39,254 1,108.2 1.33

726.0 1,522.4 42,059 1,226.2 1.29

640.6 1,397.7 40,363 1,093.7 1.28

673.5 1,521.9 40,379 1,235.8 1.21

705.1 1,588.2 44,125 1,311.5 1.21

786.0 1,751.7 53,625 1,552.4 1.13

741.6 1,697.0 45,452 1,455.6 1.17

672.7 1,513.1 46,071 1,255.8 1.20

719.3 1,581.2 46,708 1,287.9 1.23

Average 13.12 889.9 714.4 1,604.3 46,021 1,347. 1.19

developed in the cylinders was transmitted to the draw bar,

while for engine 993, 84 per cent, of the indicated horse power

was available at the draw bar.

A summary of the average results of the tests is given in

Table XI, and clearly shows that engine 998 was superior

T.\BLE XI. -SuMM.'XRY OF Average Results.

Average of
Six Trips.

Engine
No. 998.

Boiler pressure, pounds per sq. in 191.3

Water supplied boiicr, pounds 108,450.0

Coal, total, pounds 12,617.0

Ratio total water to total coal 8.66

Equivalent evaporation per sq. ft. heating
surface per hour

Equivalent evaporation per pound of coal.

Coal per ?q. ft. of grate area per hour...
Moisture in steam, high press, (percent.)

Moisture in steam, low press, (percent.)

Draft in front end of smoke box (In. of

water)
Temperature of escaping gases, deg. Fahr.
Drop* in steam press, between high and low

press, cylinders (1. side)

Boiler horse power 1,439.0

Boiler efficiency 77.1

Distance of run, miles 29.5

No. of cars in train 20.5

Tonnage of train 1,458.7

Speed, miles per hour 11-0

Pounds of coal per 1,000 ton miles, exclud-

ing delays and wt. of engine and tender 278.1

Indicated horse power 1,397.7

Draw bar horse power 1,093.7

Per cent, of draw bar to indicated hoise
78.2

8.42
10.46
61.20

.94
1.10

6.1

376.1

9.2

power

Engine
No. 993.

193.2
97,582.0
12,467.0

7.83

9.70
9.49

72.40
.83

2.02

7.2

514.2

4.9
1,515.0

64.9
29.7
22.5

1,511.6
13.1

273.7
1,604.3
1,347.0

83.9

10.0

83.7

18.8

1S.2

18.

13.2

46.9
5.2

9.8
3.6

19.0

1.6

14.8
23.2

... 7.2

only in the items pertaining to boiler performance. On the

other hand, engine 993 also has an important advantage in

boiler performance—the difference in the drop in steam pres-

sure between the high and low pressure cylinders. Thus, while

engine 998 gives a better boiler performance up to the time

the steam passes from the high pressure to the low pressure

cylinders, the advantage is largely offset, due to the much

greater drop in pressure between the two cylinders, as compared

to engine 993. As far as engine performance is concerned,

engine 993 handled 9.8 per cent, more cars and 3.6 per cent,

more tonnage, at an increase of 19 per cent, in speed. The

consumption of coal per thousand ton miles on the two loco-

motives did not differ greatly, there being a slight difference

in favor of engine 993. The indicated and draw bar horse

power, as well as the per cent, of draw bar to indicated horse

power, were all equally favorable to engine 993. We are in-

debted to W. H. Lewis, superintendent motive power, for this

information.

The Rhaetian Railways Company is said to have decided on

the electrification of all its lines in the Engadine, Switzerland.

i:V K. J. MCCARTY,

Vice-President and .Vuditor, Kansas City Southern Railway.

The purposes of this discussion are:

1. To show that on account of the diverse conditions on

which freight car elliciency depends it cannot be measured by

any single statistical ratio.

2. To suggest several different ratios each of which shall

serve as a measure of freight car efficiency when considered

with regard to the special practical conditions iqxju which the

value of the ratio depends.

The highest efficiency of freight car service on any given rail-

way manifestly requires that each car on the line shall, during

any given time, with proper expedition and at a minimum
expense, carry the maximum number of tons one mile.

This naturally requires that all tracks shall be properly main-

tained; that the road shall be properly equipped with locomotives

and cars; that all this equipment shall be kept in working con-

dition up to its full capacity; that the proper volume of traffic

shall be secured ; that each locomotive and each car shall be

loaded to its full capacity; that there shall be no unnecessary

hauling of empty cars ; and that all cars shall be switched,

loaded, hauled and unloaded with the greatest expedition con-

sistent with safety.

The conditions mentioned being to a greater or less extent

independent of one another, a proper consideration of the sub-

ject manifestly requires that each shall be considered separately.

As the question of track maintenance does not come within

the scope of this discussion, it will be assumed that all the

tracks are kept up to the proper standard.

The efficiency of the mechanical department in keeping each

freight locomotive in good working order up to its full rated

load, will be called "Mechanical efficiency of freight locomotives,"

and may be expressed by the ratio,

x\verage total tractive force of all freight locomotives

in good order for the whole given time.

Average total tractive force of good and bad order

freight locomotives on hand for the whole given time.

This ratio should be readily determinable from the records

of the mechanical department.

The efficiency of the mechanical department in keeping all

freight cars in good order and up to their full rated carrying

capacity will be designated as "Mechanical efficiency of freight

cars," and may be expressed by the ratio.

Average number of good freight cars available for the

whole given time.

Average number of good and bad order freight cars

on hand during the whole given time.

This ratio should be also readily determinable from the

records of the mechanical department.

The roadbed and track being in first class condition, and the

ratios representing the mechanical efficiencies of freight loco-

motives and cars having proper values, it is manifest that the

property is in a suitable physical condition for handling a cer-

tain volume of freight traffic with the highest degree of economy

and dispatch.

Now the highest degree of economy requires that each loco-

motive and each car shall be given its full rated load and that

there shall be no unnecessary empty haul.

The efficiency of the transportation department in giving to

each locomotive its full rated load, will be designated as "Load-

ing efficiency of freight locomotives," and may be expressed by

the ratio,

Actual average gross load of freight locomotives used

for the whole given time.

Average rated gross load of freight locomotives used

for the whole given time.
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This ratio is readily obtainable from statistics in general use.

In case the grades of a road should be practically uniform so

that the rated load of any given locomotive vi^ould be the same

over all districts, this ratio would be a measure of the general

ability of the transportation officials. In order, however, to

obtain a basis for comparing the results obtained on one dis-

trict with those of another it will be necessary to determine

the ratio for each operating district. This, however, may
readily be done without undue expense.

Efficiency in giving to each car its maximum rated load, will

be called "Loading efficiency of cars," and may be expressed

by the ratio,

Average actual load of cars used for the whole given

time.

Average rated load of cars used for the whole given

time.

This ratio, when determined from all the cars used in carry-

ing freight during the given time would give a general average

which, when taken by itself, would not under ordinary condi-

tions be a correct measure of loading efficiency, particularly

when the traffic consists of large quantities of light merchandise,

furniture, agricultural implements and other freight with which

a car cannot be loaded to its full capacity. To give this ratio

its full significance, therefore, it is necessary to determine it

separately for different classes of traffic. This may be done

without undue clerical labor by determining it from the con-

ductor's wheel reports. To this end the conductor's wheel

report should be made to show under the head of each heavy

commodity which moves only in car loads and in large volumes,

and under the head of merchandise and other light freight, in

one column the actual load of the car taken from the way-bill

and in another column the marked capacity of the car. The
totals of these columns taken from all of the wheel reports for

the given time and cast up, will furnish the numerator and

denominator of the ratio for each classification of commodity

that may be required.

Efficiency in reducing empty car haul to a minimum will be

designated as "Car mileage efficiency," and may be expressed by

the ratio,

Total theoretical minimum empty car mileage required

under actual conditions of traffic and calculated from

the actual loaded car mileage.

Actual empty car mileage.

The numerator of this ratio may be determined from the

loaded car mileage as follows : The theoretical minimum empty

car mileage between any two adjacent stations is equal to the

difference between the loaded car mileage in one direction and

the loaded car mileage in the opposite direction moving between

those stations. As a first step, therefore, it will be necessary

to ascertain the theoretical empty car mileage between each

station and the station adjacent, and this may be done by

tabulating the total number of car-loads moving from each

station to every other station somewhat after the method used

in determining the tons one mile.

This tabulation having been completed, the total theoretical

empty car mileage during the given time may be readily ascer-

tained from the loaded car mileage by deducting from the

loaded movements in one direction between any two adjacent

stations, the loaded movements in the opposite direction, multi-

plying the difference by the distance between the stations, and

casting up the totals. This may be readily done if the form of

the table is properly designed. As nearly as can be determined

in advance of the actual performance of the work, the cost of

completing this calculation for any one month on a road 1,000

miles long with a traffic density of 100,000 net tons per month,

would be $150. The result obtained in this way would repre-

sent the theoretical minimum empty car mileage required for

the traffic during the month provided that each car should at the

end of the month be at the station where it was at the beginning.

This, of course, will never happen, but the extent to which
the relative positions of the cars at the beginning and at the
end of the month varies from this theoretical condition may be
determined approximately by the consideration that if each
car did return to its original position then the sum of the
actual loaded and empty car mileage in one direction would be
exactly equal to the sum of the actual loaded and empty car
miJeage in the other direction during the month. Therefore, the
difference between the actual loaded and empty car mileage in

the other direction during the month would indicate the extent
to which the cars have departed from their general original
positions.

This difference, it may be fairly assumed, would arise from
certain conditions over which the management of the road has
no control, and, therefore, it should be deducted from the empty
car mileage determined by tabulation, as explained.

The numerator having been determined in this way, and the
denominator having been determined by taking the total of the
actual empty car mileage in both directions, the ratio would be
established.

This ratio for the different districts of the road may be estab-
lished without undue expense, and in this way could be obtained
the measure of efficiency for each district which would be of
great value in comparing the abilities of the district super-
intendents or others in the immediate charge of car movement.
The highest efficiency in economy and despatch requires that

all cars shall be switched, loaded, hauled and unloaded with the
greatest expedition consistent with safety. This will be called
"Movement efficiency," and may be expressed by the ratio.

Theoretical average number of cars required for the
whole given time calculated on basis of maximum
speed and minimum delays.

Average number of cars used for the whole given time.

The numerator of this ratio may be obtained as follows:
To the total theoretical minimum empty car mileage deter-

mined for the numerator of "Car Mileage Efficiency," add the
total loaded car mileage, and divide the sum by the average
loaded haul. The quotient will represent the theoretical num-
ber of trips required for the traffic during the given time.

To determine the theoretical number of trips which a car
should make, divide the average loaded haul by the average
speed of the freight trains in miles per hour, and reduce the
quotient to days. To this quotient so reduced add the number
of days allowed for switching, loading and unloading, and divide

the number of days in the given period by the result thus
obtained. The quotient will represent theoretically the average
number of trips which each car would make during the given
time. Divide the total number of trips by this quotient, and
the result will represent the theoretical average number of cars

required for the whole given time calculated on maximum speed
and minimum delays. Divide this quantity by the average num-
ber of cars used for the whole given time previously determined
for the ratio for "Loading Efficiency of Cars," and the result

will represent the "Movement Efficiency."

In this ratio the terms "maximum speed" and "minimum
delays" are supposed to be based upon the observed conditions

under which the road is being operated. The maximum speed
should be fixed by the management at the highest average speed
at which it is practicable to operate freight trains, and the

minimum delays should be fixed at the minimum average delay

which is found to be possible in order to permit of the proper

loading, switching and unloading of cars. The extent to which
this ratio differs from unity will indicate the extent to which
the number of cars used exceeds the number of cars theoretic-

ally necessary to handle the traffic.

Ratios indicating the efficiency in keeping equipment in good
order and condition, in loading such equipment to its full

capacity in avoiding unnecessary hauling of empty cars, and
unnecessary delays, having been established, it now remains to

find an expression which shall indicate the efficiency with which
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freight cquipuifnt is adjusted to the volume of tralhc generally

available and the eflkiency of the traffic department in securing

such trartic.

The accuracy with which the facilities arc adjusted to the

volume of available business and the efficiency of the traflic

department in securing that business, are under certain condi-

tions indicated by the extent to which the facilities are used,

and this is particularly true of freight equipment. For, if the

freight equipment is accurately adjusted to the available tonnage,

the traffic department would be responsible for all such equip-

ment unnecessarily idle, while if all available traffic is secured,

properly loaded and handled, all equipment that remains per-

manently idle is evidence of improper adjustment, and to that

extent may be the result of mistaken policy.

The accuracy with which freight car equipment is adjusted

to the volume of traffic generally available, and the efficiency

of the traffic department in securing such traffic, will for want

of a better term be denominated as "Traffic Efficiency," and may

be expressed by the ratio.

Average number of freight cars used for the whole

given time.

Average number of good order freight cars available

for the whole given time.

Now, it is manifest that should it be financially or physically

impossible to provide freight cars sufficient for unsolicited

traffic, this ratio might with perfect station and yard service

approach closely to unity. In such a case the ratio would, of

course, furnish no indication of the efficiency which the manage-

ment might display under different conditions, but it would

indicate that under the circumstances the best results were

being obtained.

Again, a superabundance of traffic is always too conspicuous

to require either argument or demonstration, so that the con-

ditions under which this ratio should approach closely to the

value of unity may be easily recognized. Therefore, these

conditions being present, the failure of the ratio to approach

the value of unity would indicate that available equipment had

been allowed to remain idle in time of need, and thus would

point to some defect in station yard or train service.

The ratio in question, therefore, will, according to circum-

stances, indicate either a deficiency or excess of equipment, a

deficiency or excess of traffic, or the absence or presence of

efficiency in procuring or transporting traffic. Whence, if prop-

erly used with due regard to commercial and other general con-

ditions, this ratio as a proper measure of results is highly

significant.

It is manifest that the value of none of the ratios given can

be maintained at unity except under ideal conditions, and per-

fect management

:

1. Because of the presence on every road of arbitrary con-

ditions or those which are in the nature of things beyond the

control of the most perfect management.

2. Because of conditions which should be controlled by

ordinary good management, but which may not be so controlled.

Therefore, in applying the ratios as measures of practicable

efficiency, it is necessary that allowances should first be made

for arbitrary conditions.

These allowances may be determined with a reasonable

amount of accuracy from experience by a systematic observa-

tion and comparison with each other of similar ratios for differ-

ent periods, and in this way the highest value practicable on

any particular road under average conditions may be estab-

lished.

These highest practicable values having been established,

they would afiford fair standards to which all concerned might-

work, and therefore, any failure to reach such standards should

be explained by the parties responsible for the result.

The establishment of the standard values of these ratios for

any particular road naturally requires a comprehensive knowl-

edge of the road and of the general conditions under which

it operates, and liic dcteiiniiialioM of these standard values

must therefore be made by some high class official. The applica-

tion of the ratios determined periodically from the actual statis-

tics would then consist of requiring subordinate operating

officials to explain the difference between the values of these

ratios and the established standard values. This is also a task

which can only be performed by a high class official, or under

his direction.

To obtain the full benefit of these ratios they should be deter-

mined monthly.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that in the hands of an

official who merely compares the monthly statistical ratios with

unity and makes no systematic effort to have the differences

explained, these ratios would be of little practical value. On
the other hand, these ratios in the hands of an official who can

properly determine their highest practical value and systematic-

ally and intelligently compare these standard values with the

monthly values, there might be worked out many economies

which would otherwise escape notice, the aggregate of

which would repay very many times over the total expense

involved.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Brazilian government has approved the definite surveys

and estimates of the branch of the Mogyana Railway, extending

from Mogy-Mirim to Santos.

The Argentine minister of public works has approved the plans

and estimates of the first section of the state railway between

Diamante and Curuzu-Cuatia. The opening of the railway from

Mazan to Timogasta has also been authorized.

The Russian Ministry of Ways and Communication has

definitely decided to adopt on all Russian railways the 24-hour

system. The Duma has been asked to allow the credits for the

cost of new time-tables and for adding the additional numerals

on the dials of the clocks in stations and offices of the system.

As soon as this sum is voted the new system will go into

efifect.

The governor of the department of Antioquia, Colombia, has

been authorized to negotiate a foreign loan not exceeding

$3,500,000. This money is to be utilized in the completion of

the Antioquia Railroad from the Magdalena river to Medellin,

about 130 miles. This railway, half of which is already com-

pleted, has thus far been built and operated by the department

of Antioquia alone, receiving from the national government a

bonus for every mile placed in operation.

An all-rail route has recently been opened between Montevideo,

Uruguay and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, by the construction and

linking together of several disconnected railways. The com-

panies which form the all-rail route between the two cities are

:

The Uruguay Central between Montevideo and Santa Anna, on

the Brazilian frontier, 352 miles; the Viacao Ferrea do Rio

Grande do Sul, which crosses the state of Rio Grande do Sul

from Santa Anna to Alto Uruguay, 506 miles; the Sao Paulo-

Rio Grande, which traverses the states of Santa Catharina and

Parana to Itarare, 546 miles; the Sorocabana between Itarare

and Sao Paulo, 259 miles; and the Central do Brazil from Sao

Paulo to Rio de Janeiro, 304 miles, a total of 1,967 miles. The

actual running time is 112 hours and the first-class fare (includ-

ing sleeper accommodations for two nights) is about $76. With

the exception of the two terminal cities and the city of Sao

Paulo the route followed is for the most part thinly populated.

It is believed that there will not, in the immediate future, be any

great volume of through traffic, either passenger or freight, as

the ocean voyage is cheaper and more expeditious. Certain

sections of the road have been so recently and hastily con-

structed and the service is so infrequent that the journey is

subject to no little discomfort and delay.
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REFRIGERATION BY RAILWAYS.

A report on this subject was presented before the annual

meeting of the American Association of Refrigeration, which

was held in Chicago, May 9-10, 1911. The commission on rail-

way and steamship refrigeration, of which E. O. McCormick,

vice-president of the Southern Pacific, is chairman, considered the

resolutions adopted last October at the Second International

Congress of Refrigeration, at Vienna, Austria.

Experience in this country has demonstrated the value of

standard service rules for re-icing refrigerator cars in transit.

A closer co-operation should exist between the steamship com-

panies and the railways in this respect.

A higher demurrage charge on perishable goods than on non-

perishable goods at destination is necessary and justifiable for

several reasons, among which is the fact that the consignees

secure a special advantage in the way of temporary cold storage,

which saves them the trouble and expense of hauling the goods

to a regular cold storage house. The detention of refrigerator

cars under ice also gives other special advantages to consignees

by enabling them to hold the goods for higher prices, and to

peddle the freight from the car instead of hauling it to their

houses for sale in the regular way. Among the most important

arguments in favor of higher demurrage charges on perishable

goods is the fact that the cars designed for the transportation

of such commodities should be promptly released and returned

to the loading station to protect additional shipments which may
perish if cars are not promptly supplied for loading. The rail-

ways cannot and should not be expected to own, operate and

maintain throughout the year a larger number of refrigerator

cars than will properly take care of the perishable freight traffic

during the season in which it regularly moves.

The commission is, in a general way, in favor of charging for

refrigeration by distance rather than by weight of ice furnished.

There are numerous bases for refrigeration charges by American

railways, but the best service and the least damage claims on

shipments under refrigeration are to be found in connection

with the application of through refrigeration charges in lump

sums per car, because the entire responsibility of protection

of the property rests on the carrier, who therefore adequately

performs the duty. On the other hand, when railway tariffs

provide a charge for ice per ton, the shipper often tries to save

himself a few dollars for ice and limits the amount of protec-

tion to be given in transit. This has the efifect of depriving

the carrier of the privilege of giving adequate protection to

the property in accordance with its own judgment. This latter

course results in division of responsibility as between the shipper

and the carrier. When shippers desire perishable goods to move
under refrigeration, they should so state to the carrier, and the

latter should be free to protect the property without restriction.

The commission is, in principle, in favor of not including the

cost of refrigerating in the rates of transportation, but of charg-

ing for it separately. In cases where a road furnishes icing or

re-icing service in transit, without any extra charge above the

freight rate of transportation, it creates an inequality. As a

matter of principle, the rates assessed by railways for transpor-

tation as such, should be based on common car service, and an

extra charge should be made for all special service of every

kind, including icing, heating, etc.

The commission favors the adoption of a uniform rule, that

shippers of perishable goods be required to give reasonable and

definite instructions on every shipment, as to refrigeration, non-

refrigeration or ventilation in transit. The shipper, being ex-

perienced in his own particular business, knows better than

anyone else the exact condition or relative maturity of the

goods when loaded, and therefore may reasonably be expected

and required to give instructions regarding proper protection

in transit. Such instructions should always be reasonable, clear

and definite to prevent any misunderstanding. The Railroad

Refrigerator Service Association has suggested a uniform rule

which has received the concurrence of several other railway

associations, and will presumably be made generally effective in

due course of time. No instructions in detail from shippers are

required about the precise manner of re-icing in transit when
shipments are transported by carriers subject to a stated re-

frigeration charge in a lump sum per car, because in such

cases the carrier is and should be free to use its own judg-

ment to protect the property adequately. All shipments, how-
ever, moving under ventilation, non-refrigeration, or subject to

charges for ice by weight, should be covered by reasonable and
definite instructions from shippers.

THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON RELATIONS OF OPERA-
TION TO LEGISLATION.

The special committee on relations of railway operation to

legislation has published its fifth report. Among the most im-

portant features of the report are the resolutions regarding the

future organization and work of the committee, which were
submitted for the consideration of the constituent lines. The
resolutions recommended for adoption set forth that the follow-

ing requisites are necessary for the successful conduct of its

future work : That it shall have free access to, and communica-
tion with, the railways supporting it and shall have the assur-

ance that it represents the railways; that its membership should

represent the several sections of the country as represented by the

General Managers' Associations of New York, Chicago, and the

Southeast, respectively; that its organization and conduct of its

afifairs should be such as to permit flexibility in order that it

may avail itself of any agency without question of routine, and

have the assistance of such sub-committees as it may deem
necessary ; that the railways it represents shall create and main-

tain a committee empowered with authority to fill such vacancies

as may occur in the membership of the special committee, and to

whom it may apply for advice and co-operation. At a meeting

of the constituent lines in New York City on May 17 these

resolutions were adopted. The committee to fill vacancies in

and advise the special committee will be composed of D. Willard,

H. U. Mudge, W. G. Besler, J. Kruttschnitt, H. E. Byram, G. L.

Peck, T. E. Clarke, C. R. Gray and Fairfax Harrison. Another

resolution of the constituent roads was that the special com-

mittee submit from time to' time, recommendations for uniform

practice where a lack of uniformity tends to encourage legislation.

The committee says that it has been deemed advisable to

continue the organization of the general committee of railways on

the safety appliance standards in order to handle the numerous

questions which will undoubtedly arise with respect to the ap-

plication of these standards to existing equipment, and it urges

diligence on the part of the roads in complying with the order

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, so that if it proves

impracticable to complete the work outlined by the commission

within the time limit, such diligence on the part of the railways

may have weight with the commission in considering a further

extenson of time should it be necessary.

The committee is of the opinion that much mandatory legis-

lation is introduced both in Congress and the state Legislatures

to require individual lines to adopt a minimum requisite of

recognized practice, and it directs the attention of the railways

to the desirability of endeavoring to minimize the tendency

toward mandatory state legislation on operating matters by apply-

ing to state traffic such federal laws as have been passed and by

adopting the practice that is used on a majority of roads. It

says that it is also desirable that federal in place of state laws

be urged where state legislation is under consideration.

In view of the decision of the Supreme Court of the United

States, on February 20, 1911, holding the Arkansas Full Crew

law constitutional, the committee has issued a circular asking

the railways for information as to their present practice in the

matter of the size of train and engine crews. The committee

has asked the conference committee of the general committee of

railways on safety appliance standards to act as a committee on

mechanical matters to assist it in handling any mechanical ques-

tions that may arise in future. It has also created a committee

on engineering matters under the chairmanship of L. C. Fritch.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

'llio spring nicfting of the American Railway Association

was held at the United luigineering Society building, New
York City, on May 17, 1911. Tlicre were present 162 members,

represented by 174 delegates.

The executive committee reported tliat the mcml)orsliip now
comprises 349 members, operating 255,537 miles, an increase

of 3 members and 1,824 miles. The associate membership now
comprises 84 memhors, operating 4,559 miles, an increase of

360 miles.

In the report oi the committee on transportation, several

questions and answers concerning practice under the .Standard

Code of Train Rules were submitted, and which were duly

approved by the association. The committee recommended a

revised form of the detour agreement, which was adopted.

The conmiittee reported that at the request of the committees on

signaling of the Railway Signal Association and the American
Railway Engineering Association, the reports submitted by

those committees were presented to the committee on trans-

portation for consideration, accompanied with the request that

the essentials of signaling be outlined or defined for the future

guidance of the committees in question. In that connection the

committee formulated the following memorandum which was in-

corporated in its report for the information of the members of

the association

:

The subject has been carefully analyzed and considered. There are three
signals that are essential in operation and therefore fundamental, viz.:

1. Stop.
2. Proceed with caution.
3. Proceed.

The fvindamental, proceed with caution, may be used with the same
aspect to govern any cautionary movement; for example, when:

(a) Next signal is "stop."
(b) Next signal is "proceed at low speed."
(c) Next signal is "proceed at medium speed."
(d) A train is in the block.
(e) There may be an obstruction ahead.

There are two additional indications which may be used where move-
ments are to be made at a restricted speed, viz.:

4. Proceed at low speed.
5. Proceed at medium speed.

Where automatic block system rules are in effect a special mark of some
distinctive character should be applied at the stop signal.

The committee therefore recommends:

Signal Fundamentals.
1. Stop.
3. Proceed with caution.
3. Proceed.

Supplementary Indications to Be Used Where Required.

4. Proceed at low speed.
5. Proceed at medium speed.

Stop signals operated under automatic block system rules should be
designated by some distinctive mark to be determined by each road in

accordance with its local requirements.

The committee also called attention to the fact that a special

edition of the Standard Code of Train Rules, which includes

the various forms of the several rules which have been in use

since -they were originally adopted and the interpretations

rendered by that committee, had been completed and was issued

on March 1, 1911.

A. A. Allen, president and general manager of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas Railway, has been elected a member of the

committee to fill a vacancy.

The Committee on Maintenance in its report embodied a

summary of replies received to Circular No. 1069 referring

to the subject of a standard height for car door fastenings.

In that connection, on the recommendation of the committee,

the following resolutions were adopted by the association

:

Resolved, That car door fastenings should be located normally five feet

above the top of rail, but not less than one foot above the floor of the car.

Resolved, That these specifications for the location of car door fastenings
shall apply for all new equipment and whenever it is necessary to replace
fastenings on old equipment.

The committee also reported that it had considered the un-

desirability of the use of untrussed wooden brake beams, and

presented the following resolution which was adopted by the

association

:

Resolved, That the Master Car Builders' Association be requested to
consider the advisability of adding to the interchange rules that cars with
an untrussed wooden brake beam be not accepted in interchange after

some fixed date, and that the mailer be referred to the Master Car Builders'
Association for such action as it may deem necessary.

The committee referred to the progress which had been made
by the sul)-cominittee on the standard dimensions of box cars

and standard clearances, and stated that it hopes to be able to

report upon these sul)jccts at the fall meeting of the association.

A summary of replies to Circular No. 1066 showing the num-
ber of freiglit cars fitted with air brakes and engines equipped

with power brakes in use as of January 1, 1911, was embodied
in tlic report of the committee, as follows:

Number of members reporting 325
Freight cars in service 2,129,898
Fitted with air brakes 2,112,853
Not so fitted 1 7,045
Engines in service 57,340
Equipped with power brakes 57,324
Not so fitted 16
New equipment, other than passenger, under contract

or construction

—

Freight cars to be fitted with air brakes 34,034
Freight cars not to be fitted with air brakes
Engines to be equipped with power brakes 1,141
Engines not to be equipped with power brakes

The committee on the safe transportation of explosives and

other dangerous articles reported that a hearing had been set

by the Interstate Commerce Commission on the subject of the

promulgation of regulations for the transportation of dangerous

articles other than explosives, to be held at Washington, on

Wednesday, April 26. The committee further stated that it

had under consideration a number of minor amendments to the

regulations for the transportation of explosives, which are to

be submitted to the commission before they became effective,

after which they will be presented to the association with

such detailed rules affecting the duties of employees as may be

found necessary.

The report of the chief inspector of the bureau for the safe

transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles for

the fiscal year ending December 31, 1910, giving in detail {he

operation of the bureau, was made a part of the report of the

committee.

The committee on electrical working reported that it had

created three sub-committees from among its members on the

following subjects: Third rail clearances, electrical connections

and overhead crossings for electric light and power lines, and

that all of these sub-committees have done considerable work

on the subjects allotted to them.

The committee on relations between railways presented sev-

eral amendments to the car service and switching reclaim rules

which were adopted by the association.

The committee reported that the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission on April 11, 1911, gave the same approval to the asso-

ciation's explanations to the demurrage rules which it had al-

ready given to the rules themselves. It also reported that

the commission made an addition of a few words to the ex-

planation to Rule 1 of the national car demurrage rules and the

association adopted its recommendation that in order to make

the explanations of the association identical with those approved

by the commission the addition in question be approved by the

association. The added words are given in italics

:

Cars loaded with company material for use of and consigned to the rail-

way in whose possession the cars are held are not subject to demurrage.
Empty cars placed for loading with company material are subject to

demurrage, unless the loading is done by the railroad com'pany for which
the material is intended, and on its tracks.

The committee referred to the fact that the question of the

relations of the operating department to the marking and pack-

ing of freight had been referred by the executive committee to

it and that, after conference with the general managers' asso-

ciations of New York and of the southeast, and the Association

of Western Railways, the committee had appointed the follow-

ing sub-committee to consider it: Arthur Hale, chairman;

R. M. Patterson (Penn.) ; H. C. Barlow (Erie) ; C. H. Ewings

(New York Central); J. S. Tustin (Missouri Pacific); J. F.

Horrigan (Northern Pacific) ; H. C. Howe (Chicago & North

Western); W. H. Gatchell (Southern); A. C. Kenly (Atlantic

Coast Line); W. L. Stanley (Seaboard Air Line).
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W. G. Besler (Cent. R. R. of New Jersey) was elected sec-

ond vice-president; H. E. Byram (Burlington) and J. Krutt-

schmitt (Southern & Union Pacific Systems), were elected

members of the executive committee. The Chicago & North

Western and Chicago, Burlington & Quincy were elected mem-
bers of the committee on transportation. The Baltimore &
Ohio, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the

Erie were elected members of the committee on maintenance.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Grand Trunk and the Penn-

sylvania Railroad were elected members of the committee on

relations between railways. Benj. McKeen (Vandalia) ; F. O.

Mekher (Rock Island), and J. C. Stuart (Erie) were elected

members of the committee on nominations.

The association decided to hold its next meeting in Chicago

on November 15, 1911.

MECHANICAL-TRIP AUTOMATIC STOPS.

In our issue of May 5, page 1039, there was a description

of the Harrington automatic train stop, together with the re-

sults of tests of the apparatus by the Block Signal Board. In

reporting those tests the board, making comparisons with ideal

conditions, discussed some of the principles of automatic-stop

operation as follows

:

The apparatus should be so constructed that the removal or

failure of any essential part would cause the display of the

stop signal and the application of the train brakes.

In any mechanical trip device it is obvious that if the trip

is broken off or removed from the path of the engine device

which it is intended to engage, it can not act to stop the train.

The only means apparently available for insuring the stopping

of the train by the absence of the roadside apparatus is to have

the engine apparatus so designed as to cause a brake appli-

cation as the result of the elapse of a certain time interval or

the passage of the train through a predetermined distance, un-

less it received from the roadside apparatus an impulse tend-

ing to restore it to the normal running condition. No such sys-

tem has as yet been presented for the board's consideration.

On account of the delicacy of many essential parts of elec-

trical installations no electrical signal or train-control system

could be favorably considered in which the failure of any es-

sential part did not cause a stop indication to be displayed or

the brakes applied. With purely mechanical devices, this prin-

ciple, while no less desirable, is to some extent modified by the

fact that such devices may by proper design and the use of

suitable materials be made fully as reliable as many other de-

vices in successful use on railways, even though it is well known
that the failure of such devices, such as car wheels, steel rails,'

etc., may cause dangerous conditions.

In the Harrington system, if the weight forming the operative

part of the suspension becomes disconnected, it cannot, of

course, engage the engine arm. The results of its operations,

however, indicate that with proper installation and reasonable

maintenance, this device, in spite of theoretical defects, can be

made to operate with as high a degree of reliability as many ap-

pliances now successfully used.

In like manner to the above, if the engine valve arm be-

comes bent downward or affected in such a way as to move
it out of the path of the suspension, it can not engage the lat-

ter to cause a brake application. It is likewise true that many
devices are used in railway operation which are more or less

susceptible to failure, and which, if absent or out of order, might

produce dangerous consequences.

It is believed that while it is very desirable that all devices

should be constructed throughout in conformity with the

theoretical principle embodied in the characteristic above men-

tioned, proper design and workmanship will enable devices

which do not possess it to be operated with a reason.able degree

of safety.

The Harrington air-brake valve is normally held closed by air

pressure and is opened by the extension of a compression spring.

The absence of this spring would undoubtedly, and its breakage

might very possibly, prevent the opening of the air-brake valve,

even though the engine valve arm revolved properly about its

axis. There appear to be no great difficulties in the way of

redesigning this portion of the apparatus in such a manner as

to overcome this objectionable feature, and it would doubtless

have to be done to render the device acceptable.

On account of the clearance conditions imposed on the test in-

stallation, and in order to secure more ready adjustment of the

height of the engine-valve arm, this arm was offset and held

at its central portion in a clamped bearing. If this bearing be-

came loosened it would be possible for the middle portion

of the engine arm to revolve in its bearing and the ends thereof

to be lowered to an amount which might prevent engagement

with the suspension. Any installation to be acceptable for serv-

ice use should use an arm so designed as to overcome this diffi-

culty. It is believed that under most conditions to do so would

be entirely feasible. This feature, and the feature of having the

valve opened by spring pressure, prevent the engine apparatus

from being self-checking of its own failures and can not be ap-

proved in the form presented.

It is to be noted that no electrical features whatever are em-
bodied in this system.

INSPECTION OF TRAIN DESPATCHING, SIGNALING,
ETC., BY THE BLOCK SIGNAL BOARD.*

From time to time complaints of improper methods of safe-

guarding train movement have been received, and the board

has investigated a number of these. It is encouraging to find

that so high a percentage of train despatchers, telegraph opera-

tors, signalmen, and trainmen are intelligent, well trained, and

faithful. The instances of what appear to be undesirable con-

ditions, which are cited herein, should not be considered as in-

dicating the general practice.

It is believed that one important source of carelessness, lack

of skill, inattention to duty, and the use of loose methods on

the part of employees in transportation service is due to lack of

sufficient supervision and inspection. While in a number of in-

stances the responsible officers were found to have been aware

of undesirable conditions, to which their attention was called,

and lacked either the courage or energy to correct them, it was

more frequently found that the officers in responsible charge

were overburdened with detail work and actually unable to give

proper attention to inspection, and examination and testing of

their men.

GROUP I.

C. & D. R. R.—Investigation indicates that a train despatcher

on this road frequently used the following method in making

a meet order on single track: Assuming the stations in suc-

cession to be indicated by letters A, B, C, D, E, etc., a train at

A is ordered to meet a train at D, and a train at E is ordered

to meet this train at B. This, of course, constitutes a lap order,

but at the same time the despatcher puts out an order at C to

hold whichever train arrives first, and makes C the actual meet-

ing point. It is alleged that this practice was the cause of a

serious collision on that road, due to the operator at C not dis-

playing a stop signal before taking the hold order.

At the time of inspection electric highway crossing bells at two

stations were observed to be out of order and not ringing for the

passage of trains. A facing main track switch at another station

was observed to have so much lost motion that it could be opened

with the foot five-eighths of an inch, head rod, throw rods, and

lugs being very loose.

Personnel of offices on this road was found to be very good,

and examination on book of rules is rigid. With the form of

time orders mistakes are liable to occur. Numbers should be

spelled out as well as put in figures. The train-order signal is

antiquated and not reliable.

*From the board's annua! report. The extracts here given refer to roads

in the first four geographical groups.
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E. & F. A'. K.—M a station on single track the inspector noted

that a passenger conductor sent his brakcman to dehver copy

of a 31-order to the engineinan instead of doing so himself.

Tlie brakenian handed it to the lirenian on tlie locomotive, and

the order was not compared between engineinan and conductor.

In a very busy terminal the telegraphers work in the freight

oflice, in a room where there arc several billing clerks, and the

operators are continually disturbed by clerks and trainmen.

There have recently been two serious mistakes in handling train

orders apparently on this account. In general, the operators on
this road were found to be eHicient and competent.

G. & H. R. R.—Derailing device is antiquated and unreliable.

Train was observed to run over a grade crossing of another

road without coming to a stop, and this is reported to be com-
mon practice on this road. In the case observed the baggage-

man at the station gave hand signal to train.

GROUP II.

A. & B. R. R.—Every interlocking plant on this railway was
examined and the operation of at least 95 per cent, of all its

automatic signals observed in service. An inspection of 21 inter-

locking plants showed that no rules or special instructions to

cover operation of signals at these plants had been issued. Very
few of the employees were found to be provided with a copy

of the rules governing operation of automatic block signals.

This book contains a rule to the effect that a switch must not

be opened to permit a movement to the main track when the in-

dicator (that is, the switch indicator provided in the automatic

block system) is at stop until protected by flag, as prescribed by

the usual rule (Standard Code No. 99). Approximately 400

train movements from side tracks to main tracks were observed,

covering a period of four weeks, and in no case could it be

found that any attention was paid to the switch indicator.

Seventy-five per cent, of the interlocking plants inspected were
either not supplied with emergency hand signals, or if provided,

the night signals were not in condition for use on account of not

being lighted.

The practice in vogue on this road, as regards giving of hand
signals at interlocking plants, rather than the use of caution

cards, is considered very undesirable.

Many track relays controlling the automatic block signals

were found unsealed, and it was observed that signal main-

tainers made their own adjustments of these relays in the field.

A number of signal maintainers who were questioned said

that they prefer to work for this road, rather than to go else-

where for more pay, for the reasoi; that inspections were in-

frequent and they were seldom disturbed.

On the occasion of an inspection of this road the division

superintendent and several other officers approached a junction

on a special train and permitted the train crew, without flag

protection, to cross over from one main track to the other and

proceed on to the branch ofter a signal had been cleared for

the approach of a train on the main track which was crossed. It

is not to be assumed that the rules will be obeyed by the men
when such flagrant violations of them are countenanced by their

officers. On a portion of this road there are many sidetracks

leading by steep descending grades from industrial plants to the

main line. Only about 1 in 10 of these side tracks at the time

of inspection were found provided with derails.

On a thorough inspection made on this road early in the year

conditions as regards personnel of operators were found so

flagrant that the matter was immediately brought to the attention

of the railway company. An inspection made five months later

showed a considerable improvement in the quality of the men,

the most incompetent having been discharged and the others

instructed. Many men who had never previously been examined

on the operating rules had been instructed and examined.

About a mile south of one station on this road two inspectors,

riding on a northbound train in such position as to be able to

observe the track ahead, saw a trackman flagging the train by

waving violently a large red flag. The engineman did not recog-

nize the flag by shutting off steam or blowing the proper whistle

signal in acknowledgment, but proceeded at speed around two
sharp curves, where the view is obscured, and on to the station.

At this point trackmen were repairing the track. The engine-

man doul)tlcss assumed that the flag which he passed at unabated

speed without acknowledgment was put out by this gang of track-

men, but his failure to acknowledge a positive stop signal was
quite on a par with many other features of operation observed

on this road.

C. & D. R. R.—On this road a stretch of 31 miles of double

track is well protected by automatic block signals, which arc

maintained in excellent condition, except the lights. The night

indications in this territory are exceedingly poor. At the time

of inspection three lights were out and many so dim as to be

hardly discernible. It is believed that a considerable portion of

this trouble can be overcome by adjustment of lamp brackets.

E. & F. R. R.—A freight train on this road was observed]

switching at an interlocking plant. During the operation thej

signals on the road on which the train was switching were set]

at stop position to permit a train on the crossing road to pro-

ceed. A trainman continued to give hand signals for a back-

up movement, not observing that the fixed signal of the plant I

was set against him, and 10 cars were backed ofif the track at

the derailing switch, causing considerable detention to traffic.

G. & H. R. R.—At the time of inspection at an important

interlocking plant there was no supply of carbon paper and the

signalman had to make copies in longhand of messages, one for

the engineman and one for the conductor; to avoid extra labor

he kept no copy himself. As the inspector entered the tower

the second-trick signalman had just had his hand torn and con-

siderably hurt by reason of a switch engine starting up without

a signal and mounting the detector bar just as the signalman was

moving it to lock a derail. No red or white hand lanterns for

emergency signaling were provided. Signalman could not re-

member when he had a red flag, but did have a yellow one. The

plant had been rebuilt, but the manipulation chart and track

diagram have not been revised, so that any operator unfamiliar

with the plant would be unable, from the chart or diagram, to

operate the machine.

One dwarf signal was found that could only be cleared part

way, and when partially cleared would not return to the stop

position unless the signalman went out and restored it by hand.

It was found that this signal could be cleared and the lever

then placed normal, and a signal cleared to permit a move in

the opposite direction on the same track. There are men as-

signed to this tower, ' working tricks of eight hours each, but

the second-trick man stated that he had worked both the second

and third tricks for five consecutive nights.

At an important yard a switch leading to the main track if

controlled by an electric lock from a signal station. No pad-

lock is provided on the electric-lock case, and on the two oc-

casions when inspected the cover was found partly of? and in

such a position that the lock could readily be "picked" by hand

and the switch opened without regard to any control from the

tower from which it was supposed to be governed.

GROUP IV.

A. & B. R. R.—Train-order office at C is on the opposite side

of track from station, with sidetrack nearly always full of cars,

obstructing the operators' view of trains. They have to climb

over cars to see if trains are carrying proper signals, if rear end

of train clears the block, and to deliver orders. This office should

be relocated. At a busy train-order office in a yard at a terminal

an operator 18 years of age, with but three months' experience

as telegrapher, was found. Copies of his orders submitted by

the inspector indicate lack of education and experience for this

responsible position.

Of 75 telegraph operators on this road, whose work was under

observation for some weeks, 40 were classed as excellent, 10 as

good, 20 as fair, and 5 as poor or bad. A number of offices

are not equipped with emergency hand signals—that is, flags and

lanterns—and in several cases hand signals were not kept lighted

at night.
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IT is not too late to send in contributions for the track kink

contest which closes June 1. A first prize of $25 and a

second prize of $15 will be awarded for the best two contribu-

tions describing devices or methods which have resulted in

economy of time or labor, and all other contributions published

will be paid for at the rate of $3 each. There are numerous

such devices in use locally, many of which might be consid-

ered minor, but whose adoption has resulted in savings. It is

such things as these that it is desired to draw out by this

competition. Any device which has proved successful in track

work will be equally more valuable to some others, and its de-

scription will at least be suggestive to all who are working

under conditions similar to those under which it has been used.

«<T TOW the Roadmaster Can Promote Efficiency," will be

* * the subject of the next maintenance contest. There will

be given a first prize of $35 for the best article received on

this subject and a second prize of $20; and for all other con-

tributions that are published will be paid for at our regular

space rates. All contributions for this contest must be received

by the civil engineering editor of the Railway Age Gazette,

Plymouth building, Chicago, not later than July 1. The subject

suggested is one that every progressive roadmaster has been

studying for years. The readers of the Railway Age Gazette

want to know how you have met this problem, if you are a

roadmaster, and what results you have obtained. You may
have succeeded through the adoption of some new device, a

re-arrangement of your forces, closer or more frequent inspec-

tion, an occasional gathering together of your foremen for a

discussion of time by subjects, or by any one of many other

methods. Let us know what you have done, how you have

done it, and what have been the results.

IN these days when so many comparisons are being made in

*• all fields of railway work, it must be constantly borne in

mind that comparisons of expenditures for maintenance of way
must be handled very carefully and with a full knowledge of

past expenditures for several years, for there is no department

of railway operation which is so subject to the will of the oper-

ating executive as is that of track maintenance. For this

reason, any comparison between any two years' figures should

be regarded with suspicion. When business falls off this is

where the first cut in expenses is made, even though the cost

of maintaining track to any given standard depends but indirectly

on the traffic handled ; the effects of such reduction do not ap-

pear at once, as is the case in most other departments. It is

only after some time that serious results begin to develop, and

the operating officer hopes to get his forces back to normal before

this time. Whenever retrenchment is on the program, track

forces are reduced to a minimum, and this policy is pursued

equally in the pruning down of the allotments for rail, ties and

ballast, the track being carried over another year wherever pos-

sible. When business increases and the forces are returned to

normal, additional supplies are necessary to make up for the

lack of the previous year and are more readily provided. While

this variation is probably necessary from an executive point of

view, it tends to demoralize the track forces and foster that

spirit, so often exhibited by foremen and roadmasters, of ask-

ing for all the material that they think it is possible to secure,

as they cannot plan on what they may be able to get next year.

The old adage of "a bird in the hand" expresses their senti-

ments clearly. Owing to the fluctuations in income, it is prob-

able that these expenditures will continue to vary greatly, and as

long as they do so the records for several years past must be

included in any comparison which is made in this department.

"T^HE Railway Age Gazette with this issue establishes a Main-
• tenance of Way Section. Its purpose is to try to help the

managements of the railways to increase the economy and ef-

ficiency of engineering and maintenance work; and particularly

of maintenance work. Perhaps in no other branch of the rail-

way business is the field for increasing economy and efficiency

greater than in that of maintenance of way and structures. The
total amount spent by the railways of the United States for main-

tenance of way and structures in the year ending June 30, 1909,

was $308,450,105, which was 19.29 per cent, of the total operating

expenses. In the more prosperous year 1907 these expenditures

amounted to $343,544,907, or 19.65 per cent, of the total oper-

ating expenses. Owing chiefly, perhaps, to the character of the

labor employed and to the rather unfavorable conditions under

which its work is done, the maintenance department generally

has been in the past regarded as affording fewer opportunities

for increasing efficiency than the mechanical and transportation

departments, and therefore less attention and effort have been

devoted to contriving new devices for and new methods of

handling its operations. The main improvements in roadway
have taken the form of reductions in grades, elimination of curva-

ture, laying heavier rail, more general use of ballast, etc. The
time has come when the engineering and maintenance depart-

ments recognize that they have less to hope for from these larger

and more striking improvements and more to gain from the

smaller and less striking, but more numerous, improvements in

the details of their work. It is believed that no technical publica-

tion has in the past given adequate study and attention to these

more detailed matters. It will be the function of this section to

do this ; and in doing so it will cultivate a field the soil in which

has as yet been only broken. The most effective way in which

the Maintenance of Way Section can make itself useful to railway

officers is by collecting into its columns, month by month, informa-

tion about improvements in devices and methods which are being

introduced on the various railways ; in other words, by constitut-

ing itself a clearing house for new ideas regarding engineering

and maintenance work. In order to do this successfully it will

require the co-operation and assistance of all classes of railway

officers who are concerned with such matters. It is gratifying

that such assistance already has been received from many sources,

and that numerous executive, engineering and maintenance officers

have indicated their willingness and desire to co-operate in every

way that they properly can. In no way can they do this more

effectively than by sending us for publication articles, or material

for articles, describing methods or devices that have been, or

might be, successfully used for increasing engineering and main-

tenance economy and efficiency. It is believed that each of those

who thus lend their assistance will be further compensated by the

benefit derived from the publication of similar information fur-

nished by others.

PROBABLY no recent development in the maintenance of

way field offers so much promise of an increase in economy

and efficiency, especially for roads with a large proportion of

single track or branch line mileage, as does the motor car. For

that reason the compilation, given in another column, of the

actual results that have been secured with such cars is especially

timely in the midst of the flood of efficiency suggestions now

coming from numerous sources. The conditions at present are

such that improvement in track work must be secured by using

all practicable labor-saving devices and thereby reducing manual

labor to a minimum. For the purpose of reducing labor to a

minimum operating men are giving a great deal of attention to

devices for driving spikes, tamping and renewing ties, handling

rail and doing many other details of track work. Perhaps the

development of labor-saving devices for this kind of work will
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be as conspicuous iliuiuK llic next five or ten ycirs as the want
of it lias been during the past fi\i- or ten \i'ars. I'o anyone

not clo.sely in touch with tlic rapid development of tlie use

of motor cars for section forces, the data given elsewhere

will come as a surprise, chielly I)ecause of the uniformity

of the success obtained and tiie deliniteness of the results

secured. Those roads which have put in service the larg-

est numbers of cars Iiave, as a rule, got the best propor-
tionate results. Willi tiieir greater experience, the have devel-

oped means of inspection and repair that have increased the

effectiveness of the cars and reduced the danger of accident
and the complaints about their unreliability. After using them
a siiort time the men prize them, and take fewer chances with
them than with the hand cars, knowing that if their motor car
is hit by a train they will have to go back to the hand car.

The objection of unreliability is based very largely on ex-
perience with the motor car of 10 or IS years ago, and does not
take account of the great development of the motor within the
past five years, due largely to the rapid progress of the auto-
mobile industry. The report of the performance of 31 cars on
the Seaboard Air Line in March of this year is an excellent
argument for their reliability; the total delay they caused being
but 41/' hours, and this being caused by two cars. Of course,
there will be difficulties connected with their operation, espe-
cially just after they have been put in service, but these diffi-

cuhies will usually in the long run be much more than com-
pensated for by the many advantages which will be gained.
To be a success, the cars must have the enthusiastic support of
the roadmaster or supervising officer on whose division they
are used, and he must exercise patience in training the foremen
to operate them. A certain amount of prejudice is to be ex-
pected regarding any new development, but the almost uniform
experience of the roads has been that after the men become
acquainted with the cars they will not willingly return to the
old hand cars. There are certain minor shortcomings in the
construction of the various types which require remedying, and
there is still room for development in a number of details; but,

generally speaking, the future of the motor car is perfectly
secure.

TIE ECONOMY.
^OW that track forces are largely engaged in renewing ties

^ ^ it is w'orthy of noting that there is no more fruitful field

for economy in maintenance expenses than in tie renewals, this

being the largest single item of cost in track maintenance. It

is apparently more neglected than any other itein, largely because

it requires constant and immediate supervision to prevent the

removal of good ties, while in other details of track mainten-

ance, such as changing rail, angle bars, and ballast, there is not

the necessity for such close supervision.

It is only natural that if the choice of ties to be renewed is

left to the section foreman himself he will use all the ties he

can get unless it is made to his interest to save them. Thus
ties are frequently taken out of track which would have given

several years more service. After removal it is too late to tell

by inspection whether they should have been left in the track

or not, as they are generally split and injured in removal. A
section foreman, who was replacing a string of perfectly good

ties with new ones, in answer to why he was taking out the good

ones, replied that he "had the new ones on hand and wanted to

use them up." This is typical of the attitude of most section

men and of many supervisors or roadmasters. The difficulty

of obtaining a sufficient number of ties in certain years makes
the men wasteful of them in other years when ties are more
plentiful.

Under no circumstances should ties that are badly decayed

be left in the track, for this is not true economy. When it

becomes necessary to renew a large percentage of ties in any

one season, it is usually because they have been neglected, and

as a "stitch in time saves nine," so a tie in time may save others

by giving them the added strength necessary to maintain their

life. Naturally a high-speed track with heavy traffic requires

better ties than a track with few and light trains, but it docs not

necessarily follow that it requires more frequent renewal of

ties than the latter track, for the question of tie renewal is one

of decay of the tie, and on a fully ballasted, well-drained track,

the decay will not be as rapid as on a track with mud rtjadljed

and poor drainage.

The maintenance officers siiould decide on the standard of

track desired and the supervisors, and through them the section

men, should be educated in the best methods of maintaining the

track to this standard at the minimum expense for tics for a

series of years rather than for one year. This education should

include the proper time for renewal, the proper caring for ties

by piling and seasoning, the proper places to use hard, soft

and treated ties, and where second-hand and cull ties may be

used for temporary or light traffic tracks. The proper use of

tie plates should also be studied, and the kind of ties on which

they are most needed. Ties should be put in early in the sea-

son and not left until just before winter. Track should be

properly drained so that the ties are not subject to wet and dry

exposure, shims and braces should not be used unnecessarily,

and, above all things, spike killing should be avoided. In re-

laying rail, spike holes are not always properly plugged, and

spikes are often re-driven more frequently than is necessary.

Four rows of spikes are sometimes pulled when only three or

even two would be enough. Frequently track is ballasted and

afterwards rail relaid, making it necessary to move the ties a

second time in order properly to fit the joints of the newly

laid rail. Ballast or dirt is unloaded on the tops of the ties and

left there, keeping them wet for a long time.

All these things are seen on first-class roads which are sup-

posed to have competent supervision, and until this matter is

given the consideration which its importance deserves the ex-

penditures for ties will continue to be excessive. Detailed and

thorough reports should be made and then used. As compared

with the study of rail, too little inspection is made concerning

the failure of ties. To be sure, there is not the immediate

danger as an incentive, but the question of cost and economy of

maintenance is greater in the case of ties than of rail. Con-

tinuous study should be made of every mile of road, for it is

detailed investigation and direction that is needed. It is easy

to give orders to save ties, but it requires supervision to see

that they are used in a truly economical manner.

ENGINEERING ARTICLES SINCE APRIL 1.

'

I
'HE following articles of special interest to engineers and

•*• maintenance of way men, and to which readers of the en-

gineering and maintenance of way number may wish to refer,

have appeared in the weekly issues of the Railway Age Gazette

since April 1 :

Retaining Wall for the Milwaukee at Elgin.—J. H. Prior, assistant

engineer, C. M. & St. P., describes an unusual condition and a novel

type of retaining wall designed to meet it, giving results of a compara-

tive study of five types of wall with yardage and cost of each. April

7, page 826.

Efficiency Committees on the Chicago & North Western.—The com-

mittee organization adopted by the Chicago & North Western to en-

courage employees in the maintenance of way, mechanical and trans-

portation departments, in increasing the efficiency of "men, materials

and machinery," is described on page 892 of the issue of April 14.

The plan announced by the Rock Island, of offering premiums for

efficiency of roadmasters and section foremen, is outlined on page 830

of the issue of April 7, and an editorial commenting on these and

other methods of increasing efficiency in track labor appears on page

819 of the issue of April 7.

American Civil Engineers' Pocket Book.—Review of a new pocket

book edited by Mansfield Merriman. April 14, page 893.

A Defense of the Committee Work of the Engineering Association.

—Letter from J. L. Campbell, engineer maintenance of way, El Paso

& Southwestern, referring to editorials in the daily edition during the

American Railway Engineering Association convention. April 14,

page 897.

The Burlington's Entrance into the Southern Illinois Coal Fields.

—
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The Burlington's reasons for entering Southern Illinois ami the engineer-

ing features involved in the reconstruction are given in an illustrated

description on page 900 of the issue of April 14.

Mannheim (Chicago) Yard; Clvicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—The
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has built a large classification yard, having

44 tracks leading from one hump. The design and construction of the

yard is described in the issue of April 14, page 903.

Rebuilding the Salt Lake Route.—The flood of January, 1910, washed

out 29 miles of track on this road, requiring a relocation. The article on

page 937 in the issue of April 21 touches on the interesting features

of the wash-out, brings out the problems that confronted the engineers in

rebuilding the line, and describes the methods used in meeting these

problems.

Sewall's Point Terminal; Virginian Railway.—The yards and wharf
which the Virginian has built at Sewall's Point, Va., for the rapid handling

of bulky freight, are described on page 951 of the issue of April 21.

Editorial note on keeping permanent records of side tracks. April

28, page 975.

Editorial note on effect of rate of pay of section foremen on efficiency

of track work. April 28, page 975.

Track Formulae and Tables.—Review of book by Shelby S. Roberts,

presenting common track problems in a practical way, including time-

saving tables for use in estimating. April 28, page 977.

Erection of the Kentucky River High Bridge.—H. H. Starr, assistant

engineer of the American Bridge Company, describes the erection methods
found necessary in rebuilding the C. N. O. & T. P. bridge at High
Bridge, Ky. The bridge that is being replaced was the first cantilever

bridge built in this country. The site is the same as that chosen for

a suspension bridge in 1854. April 28, page 980.

Concrete for Railway Work.—An abstract of a paper discussing the use

of concrete for railway work is given on page 997 of the issue of April

28. A list of types of railway structures built of concrete is a part of

this abstract.

Report on Condition of Treated Ties on Gulf, Colorado & Sante Fe.

—

The latest results of the extensive tests on treated ties being made
under the direction of the Bureau of Forestry of the U. S. Department

of Agriculture are given on page 999 of the issue of April 28.

A complete list of the committees of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association and the subjects assigned them for consideration during

1911 are given on page 1005 of the issue of April 28.

Corrosion and Protection.—The railways consume nearly one-third of

the total production of steel in the United States in rails, structures

and cars, and have made considerable progress in properly protecting

this metal from corrosion. An editorial discussion of the subject appears

on page 1025 of the issue of May 5.

Bridge Replacement on the Boston & Albany.—The Boston & Albany has

replaced several bridges by building the new structure alongside the old,

coupling the two together, drawing the old one out and the new one into

place. The actual operation occupies from 35 to 50 seconds and tha time

required between the last train on the old bridge and the first one on

"the new averaged about ll4 hours. An illustrated description of the

•work is given on page 1034 of the issue of May 5.

Necessity for the Use of Track Scales in Timber Treating and the

Results to be Obtained from Their Use.—Abstract of appendix F to the

report of the committee on wood preservation, presented at the annual

meeting of the American Railway Engineering Association. May 5,

page 1040.

Grade Revision and Terminal Work on the Chicago Great Western.

—

The economic and engineering features of the improvement work on

the eastern division of this road are described on page 1108 of the issue

of May 12.

Replacing Steel Viaducts on the Bessemer & Lake Erie.—This article

describes the replacement of a viaduct 240 ft. long with a double 26-

ft. concrete arch. One barrel was built about the legs of one of the

steel towers, requiring the blocking up of the viaduct on the finished

concrete arch before the steel inside the barrel could be cut away. May
12, page 1116.

NEW BOOKS.

iField Book for Railroad Surveying. By Charles Lee Crandall, professor,
and Fred Asa Barnes, assistant professor, of railway engineering at

Cornell University. New York: John Wiley & Sons. Morocco, 202
pages, 4 in. x 6J^ in. Price, $2.

This book is the outgrowth of the notes which have been pre-

pared by the authors from time to time to supplement the text-

books on railway surveying used in their class rooms, combined

with the Crandall's Transition Curve, which appeared previously

as a separate book. The authors have left out many of the

special problems, but seldom met with in practice, and en-

deavored to include only those more commonly encountered, and

to connect these with practical conditions. Sufficient tables are

given for all the ordinary requirements of the engineer in the

field.

MOTOR CARS FOR SECTION FORCES.

1 he problem of the maintenance of track by ordinary section

labor is becoming more serious each year because of the con-
tinually decreasing efficiency of this labor. There seems no
prospect of securing a better class of laborers; officers must
get the best results with the labor available. Two ways sug-

gest themselves: One is that of raising the standards of the

men themselves; the other, that of reducing the manual labor

to be done to a minimum by the use of mechanical devices.

The prize and bonus systems and the educational courses pro-

vided by different roads aim at the first result, while the use of

motor cars is an important development toward the second end.

While motor inspection cars have been used for ten or twelve

years, the motor car for section forces is a comparatively

recent development. The first of them were put in service but

little over five years ago, and it is within the last two years that

the most rapid development of their use has taken place. As
widely diverging views exist among railway men concerning

the advisability of their employment, the Railway Age Gazette

wrote to the presidents of all the railways in the country over

500 miles long (49 roads in all), to find out the actual number
of cars in use and the results that have come from their opera-

tion. Replies were received from 41 roads. In this letter the

following information was requested:

1. How many of each kind of cars, as, for example, section
cars, inspection cars, etc., has your road in service?

2. Kind of service?
3. Name of maker?
4. Period of time in service?
5. Cost of repairs and method of keeping cars in repair?
6. Cost of fuel per car per month?
7. How much have you been able to lengthen sections and

what has been your relative saving in labor?
8. Do you secure greater efficiency from your labor?
9. Remarks concerning relative economy and efficiency, espe-

cially as compared with hand cars.

The replies received to this circular letter have been tabulated

and are given in the accompanying table. It will be noted that

a number of the roads are using the motor car for section forces

to quite an extent, while a large number are experimenting

with it.

Although the primary object of the investigation was to learn

the results of the use of the car for section work, the replies

relative to light inspection cars are interesting. While nearly

all who commented on the use of inspection cars heartily ap-

proved of them, a number of the roads do not use them at all.

The frequency of accidents while using such cars has created a

prejudice against them in many quarters. This danger empha-

sizes two things; first, that motor cars either for inspection

or section purposes are not equally advantageous everywhere;

and, second, that their use may be abused either by careless

disregard of trains or by running at too high rates of speed.

Referring to inspection cars for the use of the roadmaster,

several roads said that with them greater efficiency is secured

from the gangs because the roadmaster is enabled to be among

them more and keep in closer touch with their work, this being

especially true on branch lines where the train service is infre-

quent. Also, in this connection, the old practice of section gangs

taking the roadmaster over their sections, with the resulting in-

roads on their time, is abandoned, and in addition he is enabled

to cover more territory in a day.

A rapidly growing field for these light inspection cars is being

created by the installation of automatic signals requiring regu-

lar inspection. In the signal department alone the Norfolk &
Western has 70 of these cars, and officers of this road estimate

that the resulting saving in labor has been 25 per cent., while

the increase in efficiency has been 50 per cent.

Strong opposition to the introduction of the motor car for

section work is apt to be met at first. Many foremen will oppose

it because they realize that it means a reduction in their number.

Also, there exists in many cases a strong dislike to anything

different from what the men have been accustomed to, and it

is difficult to secure a fair trial. The cars are certain to get
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USE OF SRCTION AND INSPECTION MOTOR CARS.

No. of Kind of
Name of Road. Cars. Service.

A., T. & S. F 99 Section .

Baltimoic & Ohio

Bangor & Aroostook...
Buffalo. Roch. & 1'

Chic.igo & Alton

Chicago Groat Western

Chicago, Ind. & L. . . . ,

Chicago, Mil. & P. S...

C, M. & St. P

75 Inspection
6 Section . .

,

27 Inspection

2 Inspection
,

2 Section . .

,

2 Inspection

65 Section . .

.

12 Inspectioa

1 Inspection
27 Section . .

.

195 Section ...

93 Inspection

Length of Time
Maker. in Service.

F. M. Co Max. F. M. Co., 5 years
Autrakar Max. Autrakar, 3 years
F. M. Co.
4 F. M. Co Max. 2 years
2 Rockford
F. M. Co Max. 7 years.
Buda
Rockford *

F. M. Co 1— 10 years; 1—4 years

Cost of Repairs
Per Month.

Section, $7.50-$10..

Minor repairs only.

Average $2.12.

F. M. Co 3J4 years $1.67
F. M. Co 10 years 88

1 year $1.85 to $2, mainly
for batteries.

Rockford Ma
Hendrix
F. M. Co.
Buda
Rockford 1 year Minor repairs only
23 Rockford 4 months $1.50
4 F. M. Co.

Rockford and Over 2 years
F. M. Co.

Method of Keeping
Cars in Repair.

Light repairs by traveling repair-
man; heavy in shop.

Light repairs by foreman; heavy
in shop.

Light repairs by local machinists..

Repairs made by user.

Inspector makes light repairs;
heavy repairs in shops.

C, R. I. & P.

C, S. P., M. & O....

Colorado & Southern.

Del., Lack. & Western.
Denver & Rio G

41 Section ..

75 Inspection

8 Section . .

5 Inspection
9 Section . .

8 Inspection

2 Section

Detroit, Toledo & Ir
El Paso & S. W 2 Section ..,

4 Inspection

Erie 2 Section .

.

29 Inspection

Florida East Coast 1 Inspection

Great Northern 52

Rockford Max. 514 years Section $2.37 Light repairs on ground; heavy
F. M. Co. repairs in shop.
Buda
Adams
Rockford 8 months $1.18 Light repairs on ground; heary
F. M. Co Max. 5 years 5.00 in shop.
F. M. Co. and 10 months $1.50 Light repairs by foreman; heavy
Rockford ly^ years. in shop or by manufacturer.

F. M. Co Max. 9 months No repairs but bat-
teries and spark
plugs.

Buda
F. M. Co.

18 F. M. Co.
4 Rockford
8 Buda
1 remodeled

F. M. Co....

2 years $5.83 Foreman makes minor repairs un-
4 years Minor repairs only der instruction of motor car

mechanic; heavy repairs in shop.
4 months to 8 years $1.80 Repairs made by users

n

i
18 months

Gulf, Col. & S. F.

Int. & Gt. No

K. C, Mex. & Orient..,
Kansas City Southern..,
Lebigh Valley

M. & St. L.—Iowa Cent.
N. C. & St. L

5 Section . .

8 Inspection

6 Section .

.

8 Inspection

7 Inspection

1 Section .

.

2 Inspection

H. K. Harrison.
F. M. Co.
Oldsmobile
Buda
Adams
7 F. M. Co
5 Autrakar
1 Kalamazoo
F. M. Co
F. M. Co

$1.33, mainly for
front tires and
spark plugs.

Section, 3 months to 1 year
Inspection, 4 years to 8 years.

11 months $1.40 to $6.00.
18 months.

Inspected monthly by mechanical
dept. Light repairs made by
users; heavy repairs in shop.

Repairs made by users

2 Buda 6 months to 3 years No heavy repairs Users have made light repairs.
5 F. M. Co. necessary.

F. M. Co 15 months Section
F. M. Co Max. 2 years.

New York Central Lines 14 Section ..,

135 Inspection
F. M. Co. and Section, 4 months to 2 years. . $2.08
Rockford Inspection, 1 to 12 years.

Norfolk & Western .

.

Pennsylvania Lines West
Pere Marquette
Philadelphia & Reading
Queen & Crescent
S. P., L. A. & S. L

St. Louis & San Fran.
Seaboard Air Line...,

25 Section

Southern

Terminal R. R. of St. L

86

3

9

15

Union Pac.—So. Pac. Sys. 94
144

Wabash 4

Western Maryland . . .

.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.

Inspection

Inspection

Inspection

Section . . .

Inspection

Section . .

Inspection

Section

7 Rockford Average 2J4 years $3.50 Repairs in shop.
10 Buda
8 F. M. Co.

Inspection 66 Buda Average 214 vears.
20 F. M. Co. 6 / .

$2.25 Repairs in shop.

F. M. Co Max. 3 years No record Repairs in company shops.

No record

For bridge 1 Rockford
and car re-

pair dept.
gangs.

Section . .

.

Inspection

Buda and Max. 9 years
F. M. Co
12 F. M. Co Max. 7 years
3 Buda Max. 1 year

F. M. Co Max. 2^ years $3.50 Repairs by motor car inspector.
16 F. M. Co 6 years No data.
4 Rockford

27 F. M. Co Section, max. 16 months No data yet avail
3 Buda. Inspection, 6 years. able.
4 Rockford.

6 F. M. Co 5 months to 1 }^ years Very light Made by car repair dept

1 to 4 years $0.80 to $2.00 Minor repairs by users; heavy
repairs in shops.

Inspection

Inspection

3 F. M. Co 4 years No record
1 Buda 1 year.

2 F- M. Co Max. 6 years Very light Repairs by users.
3 Rockford 16 months Moderate.

Note.—"F. M. Co." refers to all Fairbanks, Morse & Co. and Sheffield cars.
•Recently installed a few section cars. No record yet available.

"Rockford" refers to all Rockford and Duntley cars.

mM
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USE OF SECTION AND INSPECTION MOTOR CARS—(CONTINUED).
Amount Section Lengthened.
Relative Saving in Labor.

Cost of Fuel Per Car
Per Month.

F. M. Co. No. 14, $2.43
Autra $1.80
F. M. Co. No. 2J, $1.35
Section $8.50 Consolidated two sections in one. New sec

tion 10-13 miles long.

Is Efficiency-

Increased? Remarks.

Yes Facilitates bunching section gangs for small improvements, washouts and
wrecks. Use should be confined to branch lines of light traffic. Little
saving on heavy traffic main lines with short sections.

25 mi. per gal. gasolene.

$1.20 (batteries $1.50)..
28 mi. gal. gasolene.

$1 to $4

Lengthened 6 or 7 mi. New sections 11 J4 (See
and 14 mi. long. Labor saving, one-third. "Re-

Lengthened from 6 mi. up to 10 or 12 mi.
Labor saving, 42 per cent, in winter, 23
per cent, in summer.

During working season poorer results secured with motor cars on 12-mi.
section than with same number men with band cars on two 6-mi. sec-

marks") tions, account numerous motor car failures.
Yes Section ifien in better physical condition for starting work.

30 mi. per gal. gasolene.
$3.50

Average of 25 cars shows
.034 gal. gasolene and
.012 pints valve oil per
mi. run.

Section $2.30

Lengthened 5 mi. Saving, SO per cent Yes

Increased 40 per cent, to 100 per cent Yes

No definite conclusions as to merits account short service and extreme
weather conditions.

Danger of striking motor cars less than hand cars because motor cars
cover a certain distance in so much less time that they meet or are
passed by fewer trains.

Section $3.25
Insp. $0.60 per 100 mi.
$3.97

30 gal. gasolene; 3 gal.

lubricating oil.

Section $4.50
$4.20, or $0.70 per 100 mi.

Yes Decreased time to and from work 60 per cent.

$2

Lengthened section 3 mi. Annual saving
per car $691.22. Labor efficiency increasec
18 per cent.

Lengthened 7 or 8 mi. Saving labor $4.72 Yes Use of motor cars tends to secure and hold better class of laborers.
per mile per month.

Lengthened by 5 to 6 mi. Six gangs re- Very More hours work, less en road, easier to secure men. Can use on grades
place ten. much where hand cars cannot be operated. In emergency can send men

greater distance.

Economy lies in saving time to and from work and the fact that laborers
are not fatigued from pumping car.

Fifteen per cent, saving account less time to and from work. Also saving
in wages account decreased force.

Section cars have not been used sufficiently to show any material economy
or increase in efficiency.

No change on main line. Four sections Yes
combined in one on branch. Saving $90
per month on branch.

Sections increased to 31.7 and 35.7 mi. Save Yes
6 men's labor.

No increase,
labor.

But little if any saving in Yes

60 mi. per gal. gasolene. ... Car run between 10,000 and 15,000 miles. Never walked in.

Greater efficiency conceded as employees cover greater territory.

$4.20, or $0.70 per 100 m 100 per cent, increase. Reduced labor one- Yes
third.

$5 for gasolene Lengthened sections 13 mi. New sections Yes
23 mi. long. Two motor cars replace 5

hand cars. Saving 50 per cent.

$4 to $4.50.

$5.90

$3.60

Yes

Section $1.85 gasolene.. No increase in length. $20 a month saving Yes
.31 lubricants. in labor.

$1 to $5 No increase. On certain lines, able to re- Yes
duce forces.

(Two divisions) doubled length. Saving Yes
labor $61 each.

(One division) no change. Saving labor
25 per cent.

(One division) 3 sections made 2. Saving
labor $61.

Not considered desirable to use gasolene cars where there are a number
of curves and deep cuts or where volume of traffic is heavy.

Average time at work increased 2 hrs. a day. If cars continue present
record, will increase efficiency of labor and supervision 25 per cent,
and decrease cost of section maintenance 50 per cent.

Greater efficiency secured in track work due to more frequent and better
inspection of gangs and track.

Cost of car $0.01 a mile
General overhauling and interest on investment 01 "
Gasolene 005 "
Cost of batteries, light repairs, lubricating oil, wire, etc 005 "
Motor cars, when used for transporting bridge, interlocking and paint

gangs, have proven both economical and efficient. They are hardly
successful on lines of great density of traffic where they have to be
operated under train orders.

With motor cars labor can be obtained at points where it is almost im-
possible with hand cars. Signal department estimates increased effi-

ciency 50 per cent.

Section $3.00 Lengthened by 4-6 mi. one branch Yes
Lengthened by 6-10 mi. very light branch.
Two 5-men gangs replace three 4-men gangs.

Averages $3 per month.. Doubled length of sections from 7 to 14 mi. Yes
Dispensed with 20 foremen.

$3.50 No increase. Labor saving 10 to 15 per cent. Yes

Experience more than filled expectations. Cars can be successfully used
on light traffic branches having practically no extra trains.

Section motor cars are giving satisfaction. Foremen recognize their
merit. On light lines where road is reasonably straight and cars intelli-

gently used they are a distinct benefit.

Men go to work on their ,own time, thereby putting in full time on
the track.

$2.50 to $4 Some districts not lengthened; others length- Yes Use not sufficiently general to admit of relative comparisons.
ened 3 to 15 mi. Savings $1 to $11 per
month.

$1.00 per 100 miles. .... Roadmaster able to inspect sections more frequently, thereby increasing
efficiency of section forces. Section men not required to pump car over
section to carry roadmasters.
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out i>f adjustnitiit and prove somewhat unreliable when o])erate(l

by men who arc entirely unfamiliar with anything of the Uind.

To obtain the best results from ihcir use it is essential that

their adoption have the hearty support of the roadmaster or

olhcial in charge, and judgment must be exercised in deciding

where they shall first be employed. As with any appliance,

they can be used to greater advantage under some conditions

than under others. It has not yet been proven that they are

desirable on three- or four-track lines, where sections must be

short and where trains are frequent. Some roads are using

them with success on double-track lines, while others question

their desirability on such lines. Also, many say they are not ad-

vantageous on lines of heavy curvature.

Probably one of the greatest objections to the use of the car

is the danger of breakdowns and delay. One officer reports that

"during the working season we can get better results and ac-

complish more work with two hand car gangs located near the

center of six-mile sections than with the same number of men

on a 12-mile section with a motor car, on account of so many

failures to a car, especially when in charge of a new foreman

who does not fully understand operating it. When the car fails

with a large gang of men going to or returning from work the

expense counts up."' On the other hand, it is interesting to note

in this regard that on the Dakota division of the Northern

Pacific records kept of the performance of three motor cars

for four months last summer showed an average delay of but

32 minutes per month on account of the motor, with an average

monthly mileage of 507. In many instances delays are largely

over-estimated owing to past experience with the earlier types

of power cars, for a great development has taken place in the

past few years, and the cars are being continually made more

reliable. These delays are also decreased as soon as the fore-

man begins to understand his car so that he can readily locate

and remedy any minor trouble.

The manner of making repairs on the various roads depends

mainly on the number of cars in service. Where but a few

are being used the general practice is to depend on the indi-

vidual foremen to keep them in order. The general report

shows that no unusual difficulty has been met under this method,

and the cost of repairs averages close to the cost where more

elaborate methods are used. The El Paso & Southwestern sends

a motor car mechanic to inspect thoroughly each car every

60 days and to instruct the foremen in making light repairs.

Where a large number of cars is used, the Santa Fe, the Sea-

board Air Line and the Milwaukee employ an inspector who

travels back and forth keeping all the cars in order. This works

out economically and gives greater reliability by insuring that

adjustments will be made by an experienced mechanic.

Although the results given are from roads operating in all

parts of the country, and under widely differing conditions, the

letters say, almost without exception, that the use of the cars

has increased the efficiency of track work. With a motor car

the men are able to go to and from work in much less time

than with a hand car and are fresh on arrival at their work,

this being most important on lines of heavy grades. The Colo-

rado & Southern is using motor cars on grades up which hand

cars could not be pumped. The elimination of this hand car

pumping often enables a road to get a better class of men. The

Norfolk & Western reports being able to secure men at points

where it was almost impossible to get them when using ordinary

hand cars, while the Omaha road reports that in addition to

securing a better class of men it is enabled to hold them longer.

The almost universal result of the use of motor cars has been

an increase in the length of sections and a decrease in the labor

necessary. The lengthening of the section has reduced the cost

per mile for the foremen, and the general result has also been

that a reduction in labor has been possible, owing to the work-

men being able to spend more hours on actual track work. On

unimportant branch lines the saving has been most marked.

On the Denver & Rio Grande in one instance four sections were

combined into mic and better results were secured on the one
long section than on the four short ones. On the lil Paso &
Southwestern it is made practicable, by the use of these cars,

to maintain two sections 31.7 and 35.7 miles' in length, respec-

tively. The greater the length of the section, the greater, of

course, is the advantage over the hand car, since the labor in-

volved in going over the section is in proportion to the mileage.

The value of the car in emergencies is worthy of consideration.

In cases of serious storms, wash-outs or wrecks, employees can

be collected from a large radius in a short time ; without the

motor cars, trains would have to be called out to collect the

men. The instance reported by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, when, following a heavy thunderstorm, one division of

140 miles was thoroughly patrolled and traffic resumed in 20

minutes after the firemen were called out by the despatcher,

illustrates this point. This greater facility for collecting larger

forces is an important factor in making small improvements

where otherwise it would be' necessary to call out an extra

gang. In sparsely settled parts of the country it has been neces-

sary for the railways to provide dwelling houses for the fore-

men, and the foremen, in turn, provide board and lodging for

the men. Under such conditions, it is very hard to hold the

men, but with motor cars the range for selection of head-

quarters is increased. Where Italians or Greeks are used for

section laborers it is often hard to get them to work in small

gangs, owing to their mode of living. With a motor car, some

roads have lengthened sections sufficiently to use large enough

gangs to remove this difficulty.

Such cars are of special advantage for bridge gangs, whose

work is scattered over the entire division. Under the common
method, the movements of such a gang depend on the way

freight is moving from one place to the next. When one piece

of work is completed the men have to wait until a train comes

before they can go to the place of the next job, while with the

motor car they can proceed immediately, with an interval of

probably an hour between the jobs instead of a half day or more.

By the use of motor cars the Colorado & Southern increased its

bridge territory 20 to 30 miles per gang.

It is interesting to note the support given to the cars by the

men after they have become accustomed to them. In many

cases, after using them for some time, they will refuse to work

on hand cars.

The experience of the Terminal Railway Association of St.

Louis is instructive. With the cars the men are willing to go

to their work on their own time, and are thus enabled to put

in a full day on the track.

The increase in efficiency is estimated by various roads up to

25 per cent., while the saving in labor in some cases has been

estimated as high as SO per cent. The Chicago Great Western

reports that it has reduced its labor on a winter basis 42 per

cent., and on a summer basis 23 per cent. On the basis of these

estimated savings, it does not take long for a motor car costing

about $200—as compared with $35 for a hand car—to pay for

itself. Consider, first, the reduction in the rate per mile of the

cost for foremen. With a six-mile section and a wage of $50

a month for a foreman, the monthly rate per mile is $8.33, while

with a section lengthened to nine miles and the foreman's pay

increased to $60, as some roads have done, the rate per mile

falls to $6.67, a decrease of $1.67 per mile, or of $15 for the

section, an amount about twice the average monthly cost of

fuel and repairs for the car. This is in addition to the better

results obtained with the higher class of foremen secured by

the higher rates of pay and by the weeding out of the poorer

ones when the number is reduced. Again, consider the saving

in time spent going to and from work. If one hour a day is

saved, this means a saving of 13 days' labor a month for a

gang of five men, or, at $1.50 a day, $19.50 a month, an amount

sufficient to pay for the car within less than a year. A number

of roads have made savings far in excess of these figures, as is

shown in the report. In an article published in the Railway Age
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Gazette of November 18, 1910, describing the service of three

motor cars on the Dakota division of the Northern Pacific,

it was shown that these cars more than paid for themselves

in four months.

In addition to the two savings computed, the other advantages

of using motor cars, such as the freshness of the men on

arriving at work and the emergency value of the car, also

result in important economies the actual amounts of which

cannot be computed.

We give below the experiences of the Seaboard Air Line

and the Norfolk & Western in more detail, as furnished us by

ofificers of those roads.

EXIERIENCE OF THE SEABOARD MR LINE.

We have on this system, quite a number of light traffic branch

lines from 20 to 75 miles in length, on which there is very

little variation in the traffic, and on which it is quite out of the

ordinary to run any but scheduled trains. The advisability ol

using motor cars for sections was investigated daring the sum-

mer of 1908, and we decided to try a few so as to determine

their desirability by actual experience. The first three of these

cars were put in service in September of that year ; one on a

branch 20 miles long, on which there were two sections of 10

miles each ; one on a branch 30 miles long, on which there were

two sections of 15 miles each; and the other was on a branch

20 miles long on which there were two sections of 10 miles

each.

The traffic over each of these branches consisted of one mixed

passenger and freight train each way per day. Before install-

ing the motor cars, we paid the foremen $45 per month and

furnished them houses free of rent. Each 10-mile section was
allowed an average of four men, and the 15-miie sections were

allowed an average of six men each. After installing the motor

cars, we cut off three foremen and allowed six men each for

the sections on the 20-mile branches and eight men on the

30-mile branch, and also increased the wages of the foremen we
retained to $50 per month. Below, I give comparative labor

costs

:

Foremen. Laborers.

No. Wages.
With hand cars... 6 $270.00
With motor cars.. 3 150.00

No.
28
20

Wages.
$700.00
500.00

Total.
$970.00
650.00

This shows a net saving of $320 per month, from which must

be deducted the cost per month of operation of and repairs to

motor cars, which we find average about $4 per month for

repairs and $3.50 per month for fuel, a total of $7.50, giving

a net saving of $312.50 per month.

These cars were placed in charge of men who had never seen

a gasoline engine, and the only tutoring they had was from a

mian sent out by the makers of the cars to set them up. This

man spent one or two days with each foreman.

The greatest trouble we have had with our motor cars is from

insignificant things, such as wire troubles and weak batteries.

It did not take the foremen long to catch on to the wire troubles,

but the weak batteries were a different proposition. To over-

come that we furnished with each car an ammeter, to test the

batteries, and we soon found that this made a saving in our

battery bills.

We also found that we were saving a great deal in the time

consumed in going to and from work. Before the motor cars

were installed, an average of 1^ hours per day were consumed

by each of these gangs in going to and from work, while with

the motor cars the average was only 45 minutes per day;

therefore, the average actual time worked on track when hand

cars were used was 8J/2 hours per day, and with motor cars

9J4 hotirs per day. We also found that in hot weather when

the men pumped a hand car out to their work, they were tired

and hot before they had really begun it, and they would begin

to think of the long hot drag they would have in going home

in the evening ; consequently they would begin to rest up so as

to be ready for their home journey. With the motor cars, they

arrive at their work fresh and cool, and they know when they
have finished their day's work on the track, they will have a
rest going home.

After testing out the three cars referred to for six or eight
months, we were satisfied that we could save money by using
them, and we have now installed them on 31 sections, some of
which are on branch lines where the traffic is much heavier
than on the three branches above described. As near as I can
figure, these 31 cars save us $20,000 per year in labor, and in

every instance there has been a marked improvement in the
track.

As to the influence of motor cars in holding labor, there is

no question but what it is a great aid, especially with our negro
labor in the south; for if there is anythmg that a negro likes
it is to ride and not have to work while doing so. We had a
case on one motor car section where the car had to be sent in
for repairs, and every man quit and refused to pump a hand
car, but as soon as the motor car was returned every man
came back. The foremen at first showed some prejudice against
the use of motor cars on account of not wanting to see other
foremen discharged; but when they found that we had fully

determined to use the cars, they changed their minds. One
foreman I have in mind had a brother on the adjoining section,
and he objected very much to his brother being let out, but when
he found that he would have to operate the car or that both
he and his brother would be out of a job, he soon came around;
and he has since told me that if he had to use a hand car again
he would quit railroading.

To sum up, we feel that our experience with motor cars
has been entirely successful, and now that we have sufficient

cars in service to warrant having a motor car repairman to
look after them, we will get even more satisfactory results.

We have a record kept of the cost of operating each car
each month, which is tabulated in the attached table. This
record has demonstrated that some men use very much more
fuel than others, and one of the duties of our motor car repairer
is to handle such cases so as to get better results.

Section Motor Car Performance—Seaboard Air Line—March, 1911.

Div. Sec.
1st 14
1st *15
3rd 40
4th 1

4th 2
5th 41
Sth 42
5th 43
5th 44
5th 51
Sth 52
5th 53
Sth 54
Sth 55
Sth 65
Sth t66
Sth 171
Sth 72
Sth 73
Sth 74
Sth 81
Sth 82
Sth 83
Sth 91
Sth 92
Sth 93
Sth 94
Sth 95
Sth 104
Sth 105
Sth 141
Sth 151

Minutes
Delay.
00
00
00

120
ISO
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
60
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Gaso-
lene.

$2.99
1.73
1.43
1.80
2.40
2.22
1.98
2.40
l.EO
2.28
1.44
1.44
3.48
1.20
2.16
l.SO
.00

3.60
.72

2.40
2.22
1.20
3.60
.72

4.S6
2.40
.84

2.64
1.80
.72

2.16
3.24

Other
Supplies.

$0.72
.32
.27

.00
1.12
1.79
1.99
2.23
.37

1.96
1.83
1.15
1.17
1.77
.48

1.60
.00

1.05
1.93
1.20
1.20
1.27
2.35
1.21
1.84
1.45
3.00
2.36
.47
.33

1.08
1.00

Repairs. Total.
$0.00 $3.71

.00 2.0s

.00 1.70

.00 1.80

.48 4.00
2.14 6.15
.97 4.94
.00 4.63
.00 2.17

10.50 14.74
6.70 9.97
3.76 6.35
.00 4.65

5.44 8.41
1.84 4.48

78.23 81.33
.00 .00
.00 4.65

14.47 17.12
.00 3.60

1.84 5.26
13.57 16.04

.07 6.02

.00 1.93

.00 6.40

.00 3.85

.00 3.84
2.79 7.79
.00 2.27
.00 1.05
.00 3.24
.00 4.24

$65.07 $40.51 $142.80 $248.38

* Car operated only 18 days; in shop for overhauling.

t Car overhauled.

t Car out of service for overhauling.

As to the use of the No. 2 velocipede motor cars, the road-

master's districts on this system are quite long in many in-

stances, especially on side and branch lines where the traffic is

light. We furnished these men with a light inspection hand

car and allowed them two laborers for crank hands, which cost

$30 per month each. In order to economize, we have begun

furnishing No. 2 motor cars and cutting off one laborer, which

k
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makes a saving in labor of $360 per year. The fuel and repair

cost of operating these cars does not average over $3 per month

per car; therefore, v^'e have a net saving of $324 per year per car,

and at same time the roadmasters can get over their districts

more frequently and to much better advantage.

E.XPERIENCE OF THE NORFOLK & WESTERN.

We have 25 section motor cars in service, and all have given

satisfactory service and are highly prized by foremen and men.

In only one instance was a car reported as unsatisfactory and

undesirable. In this case the car was transferred to another

section and is giving excellent service, so the natural inference

is that the fault in the first instance was with the foreman and

not with the car.

The advantages of motor cars in section work are, the speed

and ease with which forces are taken to and from work, saving

time and increasing the efficiency of labor; the ability to respond

quickly to an emergency call or to mass forces without delay

for special work, and to employ competent and perhaps a better

class of labor at points where without them the securing of

laborers was a serious problem. At some points on our road

no trouble is experienced in getting men to work on sections

where a motor car is in use, where formerly for several months

each summer not a laborer could be hired and it was necessary

to import extra forces and domicile them at considerable ex-

pense. It is a common occurrence now for a foreman who is

looking for laborers to be asked whether he has a motor car.

If he has, it is easy to get men. We find still another advantage

of section motor cars in their ability to carry section forces

with tools up mountain grades of 1 to 3 per cent, at reasonable

speed in all kinds of weather, whereas formerly it was fre-

quently necessary for the men to walk and push their hand cars.

The light four-wheeled motor cars used by roadmasters,

master carpenters and bridge foremen enable these officials to

get over their territory quickly and see their men at more fre-

quent intervals; and all concur in the opinion that the service

has been much improved thereby. The use of these cars in the

painting of track signs and signals is estimated to have reduced

the cost of the work 50 per cent. The use of motor cars in the

signal department is commented on as follows by our signal

engineer

:

"The service and efficiency of gasolene motor cars depend

naturally upon the kind of men who use them ; our supervisors

and signal inspectors have reduced the cost of maintenance to a

minimum. Their cars are seldom in the shops for repairs, but

the average maintainer is careless in the manner of handling his

car and allows it to run down to such an extent that cost of re-

pairs, when made, is excessive.

"The speed attained by these cars is far in excess of what is

needed for practical purposes, and there is no way of making a

low maximum speed limit. We have had several cases where

excessive speed (30 to 35 miles per hour) was the cause of

serious accident to men in charge.

"There is no doubt of the advantage of having motor cars

for maintenance purposes aside from the saving in labor. Many
applications for positions have been received in which the ques-

tion was asked as to the use of motor cars, and where they are

used there have been few resignations of good men in com-

parison with the number of men employed."

At the beginning of 1911 the following railways were being

actively constructed in Chile: Paloma to San Marcos, 26 miles;

Choapa to Salamanca, 17 miles; Longitudinal Railway, whose

construction up to November last was carried on by the gov-

ernment, was turned over for termination to the Howard Con-

struction Company, whose bids were approved by the govern-

ment; the lines from Rayado to Los Vilos, 80 miles; San

Bernardo to Volcan, 47 miles; Melpilla to San Antonio, 33'

miles; Alcones to Pichilemu ; Curico to Hualane; Chilian to

Las Termas; Osorno to Puerto Montt ; Ancud t2> Castro; Saboya

to Captain Pastene, and Pua to Curacautin.

A CURVE PROBLEM.

BY R. G. K.

A simple solution of a problem which a young engineer worked
out several years ago when he forgot his field book may be of

value to other engineers. Mis problem was to shorten up a

curve on an embankment leading from a bridge so as to have

the elevation run out before reaching the bridge. The old curve,

about 1 deg. 30 min., started at the bridge. He assumed that a

2-deg. curve would fit and with an elevation ol V/i in. and a

runoff of about 75 ft., he fixed the P C about that distance

from the bridge, turned an angle at A that would intersect the

A Curve Problem.

old rail on the tangent beyond the curve at some point, C, and

read the angle I A C. He then moved to C and measured the

angle between the line A C and the tangent, added the angles

I A C and I C A, and divided by 2. Returning to A he deflected

this half angle, established the point B on the south tangent,

thus making the angles at A and B equal to each other and to

one-half /. For this reason, B became the P T of the curve

whose degree was determined by dividing the sum of the angles

I A C and / C .^ = / by the length of the curve, which was
found by measuring along the old track from a point opposite

^ to a point opposite B.

THE BURY BALLAST TRIMMER.

For a number of years the Canadian Pacific has been using a

ballast trimmer which has been developed under the direction of

its officers west of Winnipeg. Ordinarily the trimming up of

the shoulders following the ballasting of track is done by manua'

labor at heavy expense, a smaller gang following the main bal-

lasting gang and shaping up the shoulders by hand with shovels.

Excess gravel is run back and forth on rubble cars to fill out

the weak places.

The Bury ballast trimmer is a mechanical device to do this

!^---.

End Elevation of Ballast Trimmer.

same work with but little labor. It consists essentially of a car

with projecting wings which spread down the ballast to the

desired slope. Steel brushes extend from the outer base of the

rail out about 21 in. on a level with the top of the tie, and

beyond this a heavy steel wing extends down over the shoulder

to the sub-grade, the shape of the lower edge of the wing con-

forming to the standard section of the roadbed, which on the
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Cniiadian Pacific is a smooth curve. An auxiliary blade can be

attached to the wings if it is desired to shape the bank beyond

the main wings. The movement of the brushes and wings is

operated by air, one cylinder running both brushes, wliile a

separate cylinder is provided for cacli wing. When not in use

the brushes can be hung up out of the way by hooks and eyes

provided for that purpose, while the wings are revolved ver-

tically over the car. In operating this ballast trimmer sufficient

ballast is unloaded to raise the track the required amount, and

this is put under. Tnen enough more ballast is unloaded to

build out the shoulder and the ballast trimmer is run over the

track, shaping the bank. The operation of the car requires but

» one man to handle the air in raising and lowering the wings.

It has been found advisable, however, in most cases to have

two additional men watch the wings to prevent any damage from

wedging of larger stone or other material and to inform the

operator concerning the location of crossings, bridges or other

interference in order that he may raise the wings accordingly.

The car is pushed by a road locomotive in charge of a regular

train crew. As much as 135 miles of track has been covered in

two days with such a car, but it is not, as a rule, advisable to

allow the track to remain unshouldered for such a length of

time. It has usually been found advisable to trim up the track

DUMPING A CONCRETE MIXER.

A negro laborer who was put in charge of a concrete mixer on
a big bridge job saved himself considerable labor by developing a

device for dumping the mixer. A No. 40 Ransome mixer was
in use, and when running full it was very difficult for one man
to raise the dumping lever with its load of concrete. The ar-

rangement for dumping as worked out in this case is shown in

the accompanying figure. It was made on the ground without

the use of skilled labor and with slight modifications should be

applicable to many mixer installations. The dumping lever, E,

is raised by a rope, D, which runs from the lever over pulleys

to a shaft, C, which carries at one end a wheel, B, that can

be brought into contact with the wheel. A, supporting the mixer

drum. The end of the shaft nearest this wheel is carried in a

bearing- which can be moved back and forth on a steel plate

attached to the supporting frame under the mixer. The move-

ment necessary to bring this wheel in contact with the moving

wheel is obtained by a rod attached to the bearing, which is

carried under the supporting platform of the mixer to a vertical

lever, F, which is pivoted by the floor near the point where the

operator usually stands. By throwing this lever the small wheel,

B, on the auxiliary shaft C, is brought into contact with the

^Slotted Hole-i

Device for Dumping Mixer.

TEZL Plate

whenever 8 or 10 miles of bank is ready. The car works to best

advantage, of course, when the ballast is dry. As gravel bal-

last is used almost exclusively on the Canadian Pacific lines,

experience with the car has been entirely with this class of

ballast. Even with much interference from trains, this car has

proven very economical, as it is possible to cover long distances

with a very small amount of labor as compared with the older

methods.

The railway construction in Brazil during the year 1910 rep-

resents the most notable progress of the past decade, and points

to a rapid development of the interior districts by placing them

in better communication with consuming markets, as well as by

opening them to the outside world as markets for foreign goods.

The total mileage added to the railways already in traffic ex-

ceeds the gain in any previous year, and is characterized by a

greater distribution throughout the country and by a marked

tendency to unify the several systems in the republic. The rail-

ways, extensiong, and branches opened to traffic during 1910

amounted to 1,189 miles. Judging from the large number of

lines and extensions which are now under construction in this

country and from the mileage which has been opened to traffic

since the first of the year it may be reasonably expected that

1911 will not fall far short of 1910 in this respect.

moving wheel. A, the shaft is rotated, winding up the rope, D,

which runs to the dumping lever, E. This device has been in

operation for some time and has done its work satisfactorily.

The labor required to throw the small operating lever is

negligible.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The total length of the main line of the Goyaz Railway, Brazil,

and its branches is 850 miles. The surveys for both trunk and

branches are now completed. It is said that about 1,500 men are

now employed on the dififerent sections. Rails have been laid

for a distance of 85 miles from Formiga, and the roadbed is now
completed for a distance of 88 miles.

The government of Chile has extended the tariffs of the

Chilean Transandine Railway, now in force, until November 18

of the present year, with the exception of the tariff on stock to

which an additional charge of 50 per cent, will be added. The

railway is required to submit to the government a lower tariff

than that now operative, provided it can obtain a proportional

reduction from the Argentine Transandine Railway. The tariff

now in use dates from November 18, 1907, and the rates can

not be reduced without the approval of the Chilean government.

J
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PROTECTION OF TEMPORARY BRIDGES AGAINST FIRE.*

Bridges catch fire from four different sources

:

1. From sparks or live coals from ashpans of locomotives.

2. From fire in grass on right-of-way creeping up under

bridge and setting it afire, which grass was first set on fire by

sparks from stacks of locomotives, by section men letting fire

get away from them, or by passengers throwing cigar stubs

out of car windows.

3. From nearby forest fires.

4. From fusees.

It is found that about 85 per cent, of such fires are caught in

the deck, caused by cinders or coals dropping from ash pans;

10 or 12 per cent, are caused by grass on the right-of-way burn-

ing, or grass under the bridge catching fire, and a very small

per cent, caused by forest fires or fusees. There have been three

or four known cases of fusees doing damage to bridges. Bridges

burned by forest fires do not materially endanger the lives of

employees nor the traveling public because there is always warn-

ing given before any bridge can burn from this cause. Since

the burning of bridges by fusees and forest fires is so small

they are left out of this discussion, and the protection of bridges

from cinders from ash pans, and from the burning of grass

below only are considered.

Considering the latter case first, it is recommended that the

grass be sheared off around each pile bent or spaded up to kill

the vegetation for a distance of two feet on each side of the

piles and this space covered with cinders, slag, gravel, or stone

dust, which will not support vegetation, and that all brush be

kept cleared away in the immediate neighborhood of the bridge.

Grass and weeds should be burned under the supervision of

the section men at suitable times according to the present prac-

tice on other parts of the right-of-way. As an extra precau-

tion, which would not cost much, a row of cinders, slag, gravel

or stone dust, which will not support vegetation, can be placed

parallel to the bridge on each side of same and about ten feet

distant from the bridge, which would tend to prevent grass

fires on the right-of-way from creeping up to the bridge ; this

row or ridge to be about one foot deep and about two feet wide.

It would probably have to be replaced once in every four or

five years to keep it effective.

The protection of the decks of bridges from sparks falling

from ash pans has been taken up by many railways, and different

methods have been used with fairly good success and at reason-

able cost. Some roads have used a ballasted deck with treated

timbers, others have filled in between the ties with strips and

then covered ties and strips with two or three inches of gravel,

and others have planked over the decks of bridges with two-

inch planks and then covered the same with gravel.

In considering a ballasted deck or floor system it is figured

that the piles are cedar and the guard rails, planking, stringers,

and caps are treated with a preservative. Cedar piles were

taken as a basis as their life is about twenty years and they are

good for two decks of standard bridge. Also since treated tama-

rack or Norway pine will cost about the same as cedar and the

life when treated is about the same as cedar untreated. The
first cost of this type of bridge will exceed the first cost of

standard pile bridge by $2.56 per foot. The cost of this bal-

lasted deck bridge with treated timbers will be $12.56 for twenty

years' life, not considering the running repairs. The cost of

a standard pile bridge for twenty years' life would be $15.47,

not considering the running repairs. The objection raised to

the ballasted type of bridge by many is that the initial cost is

too great, that it approaches too nearly a permanent bridge and

that it is difficult of inspection. If an opening is to be maintained

for twenty years by a temporary bridge, this kind of bridge

will not cost as much as a standard pile bridge. It is cheaper

• From a report presented at the April meeting of the Operating Officers'
Association of the Northwestern Lines.

in regard to running repairs as the lining and surfacing will be

done by the track forces, while the inspection can be done from
underneath the bridge.

It would not, however, be advisable to put ballasted decks on

old or existing pile bridges as the piles would either have to be

cut down about nine inches, or the grade on either side of the

bridge raised this amount, either of which woifld be very ex-

pensive.

The other methods of protecting decks of temporary bridges

are similar in that they have a filler between the ties and then

a coating of two or three inches of gravel over the deck, except

one which has a sheet iron covering over the deck.

The objection to this kind of protection is that when gravel

is placed on untreated timber it will tend to decrease the life

of the timber two or three years. Such bridges are also expen-

sive to maintain as many of them have to be lined and sur-

faced during the winter and spring months, because of the

heaving on either side. To line and surface such bridges it is

necessary to take off most of this top dressing and then re-

place it, and most of this work has to be done in the winter

months when it is frozen. The additional cost of such bridges

runs from twenty-six cents per foot to eighty-three cents per

foot, which difference is caused mostly by the varying amount
of material necessary for fillers between the ties.

The deck covered with sheet iron has the advantage over the

ballast covered deck that it does not tend to decrease the life

of the bridges but to increase it. This cover, however, is in the

way in maintaining the bridge as it has to be removed when
necessary to make any repairs. Such a cover can, however, be

removed and replaced much more cheaply than the ballast coat-

ing. This kind of protection for a bridge is objectionable where

there is any current for electric signals carried in the rails.

Also, in tearing it up and replacing it many times, it becomes

filled with holes and parts are liable to get loose.

Therefore, if a deck protection against fires is to be given

temporary bridges, it is recommended that for old pile bridges

and bridges now in place the cheapest method be used, costing

twenty-six and twenty-seven cents per foot ; and in the rebuild-

ing or building new, a ballasted deck bridge with treated timbers

be used.

There is another plan which many do not favor, but which

it is thought would be quite effective and cheap ; that is, to paint

the top of the deck—guard rails, ties, stringers, and caps, with

the best fire-proof paint to be had and then sprinkle the same

with sand. The paint should be put on heavily enough to hold

considerable sand. The timbers should be seasoned two or

three months before the paint is applied. The Peninsula divi-

sion has tried this method to some extent in years back using

standard No. 12 extra heavy paint, and it seems to have been

quite effective.

During the past four years there has been a loss of about

$16,000 from bridges burned, or about $4,000 a year, for the lines

East and West. During this time there were no injuries nor

lives lost, but there were a few narrow escapes. It develops

also from comparison that the greatest loss from fire was on

the lines that had the smallest traffic, for where the traffic was

heavy there were a great many fires discovered and put out

before much damage was done.

Considering the comparatively small damage to bridges by

fire as compared with losses this company pays out each year

for damage done adjacent property, it seems that before much

money be spent on protecting bridges that it would be advisable

to see if something could not be done in the line of making an

ash pan and stack for locomotives so that these fires could not

be started, or something be done to remove the cause of the

fires. These conditions are improving constantly in regard to

ash pans and netting arrangements for stacks. An arrange-

ment now being made for the application of water sprinklers

to ash pans to deaden the fire in them.
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DEVICES FOR PREVENTING THE SPLITTING OF TIES.

HV IlKKMANN VON SCllRKNK.

Many kinds of tinihcr used for tie purposes check and split

badly, after crcosoting, during the seasoning process. This

is particularly true of such timbers as beech, red oak, birch and

chestnut. Some years ago the writer suggested the use of

S-irons, i. e., curved pieces of beveled steel, which have been

used on various European railways for many years. A number
of roads in the L'nitcd States have been using these irons for

Section of Tie and Dowel.

several years, and they have to a certain extent proved very

beneficial. One road puts these irons into the end of every

red oak tie and into many gum ties as soon as the ties are

received in the seasoning yard. Plans are now being made to

drive these irons on the right of way as soon as the ties have

been inspected and accepted by the railway company.

During December the writer had occasion to study the meth-

ods for preventing splitting used in Europe. In Germany the

S-iron is still universally applied, although the standard shape

has been changed somewhat, the present form being shown in the

drawing. Two sizes are used, one 4% in. long (7.87 in. of

straight bar), the other 5^^ in. long (9.85 in. of straight bar).

The smaller irons are made of steel 0.785 in. wide, 0.08 in.

thick at the thick edge and 0.04 in. thick at the thin edge, while

the larger ones are 1.18 in. wide, 0.12 in. thick at the thick

edge and 0.04 in. thick at the thin edge. The smaller size

weighs 0.013 lbs., or 100 irons weigh 10.34 lbs., the larger, 0.26

lbs., or 100 irons weigh 25.96 lbs. For badly split ties bolts are

used.

A good many of the hardwood ties, particularly the beech,

on the Austrian state railways and the Hungarian state rail-

ways split very badly in drying. These railways have used the

S-irons of the type used in Germany with good success. Re-

cently a new method for preventing the splitting of ties has been

adopted on a considerable scale both on the Austrian and the

Hungarian state railways. It is called the Mautner dowel method,

and is not patented in the United States. Up to the present

time approximately 300,000 beech ties which cost about 70 cts.

each have been furnished with these dowels. The dowels are

made of beech wood and have the form of the Collet dowel,

used so extensively on various European roads for increasing

the holding power of screw spikes. The Mautner dowels are

about 12 in. long and about 1 in. in diameter. At both the

Austrian and the Hungarian treating plants all new beech ties

are provided with two dowels. Special emphasis was put by

the engineers in charge on the fact that it is very desirable to

S-lron for Preventing Splitting.

insert the dowel into the ties while they are still as green as

possible in order to get its maximum value. At all plants

visited, the dowels are still put in by hand, although prepara-

tions are being made to apply them by means of machinery.

At the present time a number of ties are laid on a table, and

two holes are bored through them from side to side at a dis-

tance of 4 in. to 6 in. from each end. A threading tool is then

run through the hole first made, cutting the thread for the

dowels, after which the dowels are inserted and any projecting

parts sawed off.

From the Austrian state railways the following figures were

obtained as to the cost of the dowels, labor, etc. : Two dowels

per tie cost 1.50 cts. each, labor for boring holes for inserting

the dowels, 1.72 cts. to 2.58 cts. per tie. As an actual matter

of fact, the state railways pay the contractor who furnishes the

Manner of Inserting Dowels.

ties with dowels 6.88 cts. per tie for furnishing each beech tie

with two dowels.

At the treating plants of the Hungarian railways, which are

owned and operated by the state, the cost of providing one

beech tie with two dowels is 5 cts. per tie. At one of the

plants on the Hungarian state railways, the dowels are furnished

in the shape of round cylinders, and the screws themselves are

cut by hand with a small apparatus. 1,000 round dowels, with-

out the screw, cost $5.60.
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Mr. Mautner, the inventor, is at present at work on a machine,

by which he claims that he will be able to reduce the cost of

operation very materially. At the present time he states that

the hand machine for boring holes, the shaper and the machine

for screwing in the dowels can be purchased for $24. He esti-

mates the cost of a machine approximately as follows:

Railway carriage and planks $120
Boring machine 125
Thread-cutting machine 250
Uoring tools 25
Tools for screwing m dowels 125

$645

A large number of ties were examined which had been pro-

vided with these dowels for six months or more. The ties so

provided certainly showed a very marked decrease in checking

when compared with those which had no dowels. The accom-

panying photograph shows a tie cut through, and one of the

dowels, also a general view of the yard at one of the plants of

the Guido Riitgers company, contractors for the Austrian state

railways, showing the manner in which the dowels are being

inserted. The railway engineers who had used these dowels are

without exception favorably impressed, and stated that they

mean to continue to use them in increasing quantities.

RAIL RE-LAYING CAR.

A device tending to reduce the amount of manual labor con-

nected with re-laying rails is being used on several roads this

year. The following notes were taken while watching one in

service on the Burlington at Waterman, 111., on May 5 : As
shown in the photographs, the device consists of a lever pivoted

on a small truck which moves at right angles to the roadbed

on a small track extending out over the shoulder. This small

track, in turn, rests on another heavier truck, which rests on a

track parallel to the roadbed and is supported on the main frame

of the car. In this way there can be motion either parallel to

or at right angles to the track without moving the body of the

car. The main car is supported by two double-flanged wheels

running on one rail and two flangeless wheels running on a

plank laid 4 in. inside the spikes on the opposite side. A pair

of tongs on the lever side of the car are clamped to the running

rail to maintain the stability of the car when another rail is

;
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Picking Up Rail.

being raised. The hoisting lever can be moved back and forth

within certain limits to adjust the leverage to the weight of rail

handled. Hand car wheels with short axles are provided which

can be attached to the car, lifting the flangeless wheels above

the ties when it is desired to move it from point to point. The
car can be readily removed from the track in four pieces, al-

though time is not essential here as a car is naturally always

working under protection of a flag.

In re-laying rail the spikes are pulled, rail thrown out, and

the ties plugged and adzed as usual, the machine simply re-

placing the tongsmen in handling the new rail. In operating

the car the upper carriage is run out over the shoulder, the lever

raised, and the clamp placed on the head of the rail at the cen-

ter as shown in the illustration. As the lever is pulled down, the

rail is balanced by one man at each end. The upper truck is pulled

in until it strikes a lug fastened on the rail when the rail is

directly over its location on the ties as shown in the photograph.

The body is then shifted backward or forward on the second
truck until the rail is properly heeled in at the joint, when it

is lowered onto the ties and the car pushed forward to the

next rail, the smooth wheels running on planks laid on the

ties. It is evident that careful unloading of the rail is of much
importance here, the same as with ordinary methods, for if each
rail has to be carried several feet, it seriously affects the speed.

Ready to Place Rail.

In operating the car at Waterman nine men were employed

as compared with 14 men necessary to handle the 90 lb. rail

with tongs. It required four men on the lever, one to place

the clamp on the rail, two at the ends of the rail and two
picking up and placing the plank. The gang of SO hoboes was
distributed as follows : Thirteen men drawing spikes and throw-

ing out the old rail ; twelve plugging and adzing the ties ; nine

on the car; one distributing spikes and bolts behind the car;

twelve placing the rail to gage, bolting and spiking ; two flag-

men and a waterboy, in addition to the timekeeper, foreman

and assistant foreman. The speed is about the same using the

machine as in using tongs. This gang has averaged a half mile

of finished track per day since the work was started about a

month ago, and on the day the accompanying photographs were

taken 8,300 lineal feet of rail was laid in Sy^ hours, the joints

being half bolted and ties three-fourths spiked, besides closing

up for seven trains. Of this amount 5,379 lineal feet were laid

in the afternoon in 3 hours and 15 minutes actual time at work

with no interruptions. With the large number of trains on

this line in the mornings it has been found advisable to lay

rail in the afternoons and to do the back work of uncoupling

the old rail and completing the bolting and spiking in the fore-

noons. Also in using the car it has been found advisable to

have the timekeeper mark the centers of the rails in advance

of the gang in order that no time will be lost in balancing the

rail.

In addition to the saving of 5 men while re-laying rail, the

car is of special advantage when the rail has to be lifted over

ballast freshly plowed off or carried up a shoulder where the

footing is insecure. The men naturally like it and it should

prove a factor in holding them and also obviate the necessity

for paying a higher rate for steel gangs than for other gangs.

The first car of this type was built over a year ago by Edward

Laas, then engineer mantenence of way of the C. M. & St. P.,

and John Reinehr, superintendent of the rail mill at Savanna

;

it is now manufactured by the Q. & C. Company, New York

and Chicago. We are indebted to W. S. Kirby, superintendent,

and R. C. Violett, roadmaster, of the Burlington, for assistance

in securing this information.
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DIFFERENT METHODS AND COMPARATIVE COSTS OF
DITCHING CUTS.*

BY GEOKGE H. UKEMNER,

Engineer, Illinois District, Chicago, Uurlington & Quincy.

The usual methods of ditching cuts are: iMrst, by hand with

a shovel ; second, by loading on rubble cars and unloading by

hand ; third, by the use of a train of flat cars, loading by hand

and unloading either by hand or with a plow ; fourth, by the

use of cars, loading by means of a mechanical ditcher and un-

loading by hand or with a plow; fifth, by a ditcher which pushes

tile dirt out at the end of the cut. Each of these methods is

useful and has its proper place in the economical handling of

work.

Shoveling by hand is economical for shallow cuts with a low-

bank where men can throw the dirt up to the top of the cuts,

leaving a ridge which prevents water from outside the cut run-

ning down over the face. It should not be used where the top

of the cut is so high that the dirt cannot be shoveled up to

the top of the original ground or disposed of by widening the

bed for the track. Dirt should never be placed against the face

of the cut where it will be washed back into the ditch at the

first rain. In good weather a gang of six men should handle

about 12 yards per man per day, which would make the cost

about 16 cents a yard if we figure the men's time, including the

foreman, as worth $2 a day.

Loading dirt on a rubber car and taking it out by hand

should be used on branches where there is a very light travel

—

where the work will not be interfered with by trains and where

the amount of ditching is comparatively small. It costs more

than the first method, where there is not a large amount of

earth to be removed. This should cost, with a gang of six

men and a foreman, from 24 to 32 cents a yard, as a man will

load and unload six to eight yards a day. If a flagman is neces-

sary, an additional cost of 7 to 9 cents a yard should be added.

The use of a work train is advisable where the material is

easily shoveled by hand, where machinery is not available, and

where cuts are large and the amount to be removed is small.

It is not a good plan for wet cuts and in most cases will cost

more per yard of earth moved than any other method. It may,

however, be the most economical because the ditch can be

shaped up better with the removal of less material than by

mechanical means.

The dirt can be unloaded where it will be useful in widening

banks or preparing the roadbed for ballast, either by hand or by

plow and cable. Where there is but a small amount of dirt

loaded each day the best method is probably by hand, as it can

be placed just where it is wanted, and the men cannot be used

to advantage while the cars are away from the cut. However,

with a large output the plow is much cheaper than hand work

in unloading. It can be pulled over the flat cars either by cable

attached to the engine which handles the train or by the use

of an unloader, which requires that the road engine be equipped

to attach to and furnish steam to the engine which handles the

unloader. With a large output it is most economical to have a

plow and Lidgerwood attachment for the cable. I would esti-

mate cost of doing work-train work as follows

:

Foreman $2.00

25 men, at $1.60 40.00

Engine crew and watchman °-50

Train crew 6-90

Coal and engine supplies 10.00

Total -•
$68-40

Under light traffic and good weather this outfit should handle

and unload by hand about 250 cu. yds. a day, at a cost of 27 cents

a yard. By the use of a cable and plow for unloading, the out-

put should be increased to 325 cu. yds. a day, or 21 cents a cubic

yard. With a Lidgerwood to handle the cable, there would be

• Read before the annual meeting of the Burlington Association of Operat-

ing Officers.

an additional cost for tlic Lidgerwood engine and supi)lies for

the engine, amouting to about $4 a day, making tlie total cost

$72.40. With this the output should be increased to 360 yards a

day, or 20 cents a yard. These figures are based on good
weather and dry cuts.

There are a number of different machines used for loading the

material out of ditches on cars. The steam shovel is only

desirable when a very large ditch is needed or a very large

amount of material is to be taken out. With the steam shovel

the whole train may be either dump cars, cars with sides of the

Haskell & Barker type or ordinary flat cars. With tlic regular

ditchers, only flat cars can be used to advantage.

The types of ditches with which we are most familiar are

the Marion and Earnhardt, which, in general, may be described

as small steam shovels, made so that the arm swings at right

angles to the track with a small dipper to take the dirt out of

the ditch and load it on the flat cars behind the shovel, which

is pulled ahead over the flat cars as fast as they are loaded. The
American Railroad Ditcher consists also of a steam shovel

with a longer arm, which has a somewhat farther reach from

the track. The dipper is larger, although, of course, that can

be varied to suit the size of the machine ; it is a somewhaf

heavier machine and is self-propelling over the car. It will

take out a wider ditch and can also be used for a variety of

other purposes similar to the use of a locomotive crane. I

would consider this ditchet as very good for taking out heavy

material, such as shale or blufif debris.

The Mahoney ditcher works on a different principle from the

other two named. Like both of them, it will load on the cars

behind it as it is moved ahead, but there must be a Lidgerwooa

to properly handle it.

By the use of mechanical loaders, and unloading by plow with

Lidgerwood, work can be done for about 15 to 25 cents a

yard. The costs should be

Operating the ditcher $19.10 per day

Train crew 17.05 per day

Material and coal 20.00 per day

Total $56.15 per day

Three hundred yards a day would make the average cost

about 18>^ cents, the amount of work done in any of these con-

nections depending more or less on the amount of traffic.

Pushing dirt out of the end of a cut instead of loading it up

and carrying it away can be used to advantage in hilly and

mountainous districts, or where the material gets very wet and

soft and cannot be handled on a flat car to advantage. For this

service the Mahoney ditcher, which is equipped to drag the

plow alongsile of the track by means of running the locomotive

ahead, does efficient work.

The prices estimated above are average prices. The differ-

ent machines on the market advertise the cost per yard handled

by them to run anywhere from 6 cents up, and that the ditchers

will handle sometimes a thousand yards or more a day. I do

not think we have ever equaled this with any of our machines,

and it would require unusually good conditions of material and

traffic to allow an output of this size. Let me emphasize that

the main advantage of machine work over the ordinary hand

work is that wet cuts can be handled by machinery which pos-

sibly could not be handled at all by hand, and that work is not

so dependent on good weather.

The government of Chile has granted a concession for the

construction of a steam railway from the station of Curacautin,

or Poncoche, on the line of the state railways, to the boundary

of the Argentine republic. The proposed railway will have an

approximate length of 75 miles, and construction is to commence

within a period of six months from the date of the approval

of the plans by the federal government. The plans are to be

submitted within a term of two years and the construction ter-

minated within four years.
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WATER TANKS EXCAVATED FROM THE SOLID ROCK.

The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake has taken advan-

tage of the natural topography of the country in the construc-

tion of two water tanks or cisterns with quite unusual features.

They are excavated from solid rock. At one point a cistern was

excavated in a massive and very solid conglomerate which

overlies a flat bench about 40 ft. above the track level. The

inner surface of the cistern was coated with rich concrete to

prevent possible leakage through seams in the formation, and a

roof was built over it. Near the track the bench of rock slopes

very steeply toward the track. A small drift was driven through

this slope to the bottom of the cistern, and a pipe to supply a

standpipe alongside the track immediately oposite was laid in

this drift and concreted in place. Water is pumped into the

cistern from a well alongside the track below. It was found

that this tank, having a capacity of 150,000 gals., could be built

for the same cost as a standard steel water tank of half the

capacity and its life is of course much greater.

At another point, an emergency storage cistern holding 300,000

gals, was built in the hills about two miles back from the track.

It was excavated in dolomite rock, cemented, roofed, and fitted

with automatic control. The water supply is drawn from springs

about 12 miles away, and the capacity for storage is great enough

to furnish several days' supply of water in case the pipe line

is put out of commission temporarily by cloudbursts.

These cisterns and their connections were built from original

designs prepared under the direction of E. G. Tilton, chief

engineer.

the rail re-laying machine described in another column. These
tongs were made at the shops at Aurora under the direction of

W. S. Kirby, superintendent, and R. C. Violett, roadmaster.

A SIMPLE RAIL TONG.

The accompanying photograph shows a very simple rail tong

used on the Aurora division of the Burlington. It consists of a

wrought iron bar with four hooks as shown, the distance between

Single-Handle Rail Tong.

the ends of the hooks being just sufficient to pass it over the

head of the rail. It is much more convenient than the long two-

man tong for turning the rail over, and is especially advantageous

when used for heeling rail in at the joints, in connection with

METHOD FOR CROSS-SECTIONING BORROW PITS.

In general the method used for measuring excavation quanti-

ties over irregular areas, such as large borrow or gravel pits, is

to take cross sections at the even station or 100-ft. intervals

with as many pluses or intermediate readings as the nature of

the surface demands. When large areas are involved this causes

very laborious work. After the notes are taken in the field they

must all be platted and then figured. As a rule when the areas

are large the intermediate readings are very frequent, and with

long cross sections each additional section means much addi-

tional labor.

A simple but quick method for measuring such borrow pits

with a very large saving of labor is here given. In laying out

the work two base lines are run at right angles to each other.
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Cross Section Plat of Borrow Pit.

On one line stations are marked at intervals of 10 ft. and num-
bered consecutively. On the other, stations are marked alpha-

betically at intervals of 27 ft. After laying out these base lines

elevations are taken on the lines A, B, C, etc., at intervals or

multiples of 10 ft, depending upon the nature of the ground,

care being taken to note and take readings at the 10-ft. point

nearest to changes in slope. Where slopes are uniform it is

not necessary to take readings oftener than once in perhaps

100 ft., as the intermediate readings can be interpolated later in

the office. The various readings will be marked in the notes

Bs, D6, etc. The field notes for the monthly estimates are

taken in the same way.

In the office these base and auxiliary lines are platted to some
convenient scale on tracing cloth and the original elevations

obtained from the field notes or by interpolation are placed just

above the intersections. Blueprints of these are made, and as

the field notes for each monthly estimate come in the new ele-

vations at all intersections are written just below the original

elevations. The difference between these figures gives the

amount the surface has been lowered, and the sum of these

differences with the decimal point moved one place t6 the

right gives the total number of yards of material removed, no

multiplication or division being necessary. The blueprint can

then be filed for future reference.

This method is theoretically correct, and in nearly all cases

by proper arrangement of the base lines is sufficiently accurate in

the field without further intermediate readings. Compared with

older methods the field work in taking the original notes is per-

haps as slow, but the time required for taking later estimates is

much less, and that required in the office is very much less.
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The Illinois anti-pass bill has been killed by the house com-

mittee on railways.

One hundred and twenty conductors of the Southern Pacific,

from points in and near San Francisco, arc visiting New York
and other eastern cities as the guests of their employer.

The Western Pacific has increased the pay of conductors,

enginemen, firemen and brakemen, substantially granting their

request for rates equal to those paid by the Southern Pacific.

Commencing May 15 the Kansas City Southern will run

daily for about three weeks a special fast freight train from

Siloani Springs, Ark., to Kansas City, Mo., to carry the heavy

strawberry shipments from southern Missouri and northern

Arkansas.

The strike of the maintenance of way employees in the

Chicago terminals that was called by the International Brother-

hood of Maintenance of Way Employees has been declared off

on the Illinois Central, the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal

and the Chicago & Western Indiana.

The United States Express Company has begun suit in the

Supreme court of New Jersey, against the mayor and police de-

partment of Jersey City to recover $250,000 on account of losses

sustained during the strike of wagon drivers last autumn. The

express company charges that the city failed to furnish proper

protection to the company and did not take adequate means to

suppress rioting.

The secretary of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, at

Bakersfield, Cal., has filed a complaint with District Attorney

Goodcell charging the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe with vio-

lation of the full crew law by badging a Wells-Fargo express

messenger as a brakeman on a run between Barstow and Rands-

burg. The complaint has been forwarded to the state railway

commission, which will hold a hearing.

At Rheims, France, on Monday last, Henry Weyman, said

to be an American, carrying one passenger, flew in a monoplane,

a distance of 17 miles in 10 minutes, "30 seconds. Lieutenant

Fequent followed this in a new monoplane and made the dis-

tance in 10 seconds better time, or at the rate of 1007 miles an

hour. The first flight was made in a strong wind, in which the

machine plunged violently, its height constantly varying from

30 to 300 ft.

The Western Classification Committee will hold its regular

semi-annual meeting at Milwaukee, Wis., beginning July 18.

Pending decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission in

the recent rate advance cases, no meeting was held in January

of this year nor in July, 1910, and an unusual amount of work

will, therefore, be taken up. At a preliminary meeting on July

11, shippers will present arguments for and against certain pro-

posed changes in classifications and ratings.

An inspection of the almost completed passenger station of the.

Chicago & North Western at Chicago was made on May 15 by a

large company of the prominent officers and directors of the road,

the party including Marvin Hughitt, chairman of the board;

W. A. Gardner, president; and W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., Homer
Miller, Chauncey Keep and David P. Kimball, directors. After

going through the station they started for the west on an inspec-

tion trip, leaving on a special train which was the first passenger

train to go out of the new station.

The Western Union Telegraph Company has notified its

operators that the company intends before long to furnish

typewriting machines where needed. At present, and ever since

typewriters have been used in telegraph offices, the operators

have had to furnish the machines at their own expense. The

general manager of the Western Union has also issued a notice

informing employees that they may feel free to send grievances

direct to the general manager whenever satisfaction cannot be

had from the immediate superior officer after the presentation

of a complaint in writing.

Recent improvements made by the Chicago Great Western and

the Burlington in passenger train service between Chicago and

St. Paul and Minneapolis include, among other features, special

accommodation for women in the way of private drawing room
and library compartments; the Chicago & North Western on its

"North Western Limited," which runs between the same points,

now has a composite observation library and buffet-smoking
car. The C. G. W. has also adopted the plan of allowing pas-

sengers to reserve dining car seats at the time transportation

tickets are bought and to order the evening meal as early as

10 a. m.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second
district, reports that during the month of March the number
of passenger trains run in the state was 63,512; and 88 per

cent, of these arrived at division terminals on time. In the list

of causes it appears that over 47 per cent, of the delays were
caused by waiting for other trains; so that in reality only about

7 per cent, of the trains lost time, instead of 12 per cent., as

appears from the statistics. Of the large roads of the state, five

reported 90 or 91 per cent, on time, namely, the Delaware &
Hudson; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western; Erie; Lehigh

Valley, and the Long Island. The New York, New Haven &
Hartford, all of whose main line passenger trains in New York
state are run by electric locomotives, reported 95 per cent, on

time.

The legislature of Massachusetts has passed and the governor

has approved a law making it a crime punishable by fine or im-

prisonment, to publish any false statement regarding the merits

of the stock or the financial condition of any corporation, part-

nership or individual. The law provides that : "Any person who
with intent to defraud makes or publishes, or causes to be made
or published in any way whatever, or permits to be so made or

published, any book, prospectus, notice, report, statement, exhibit,

advertisement or other publication of or concerning the affairs,

financial condition or property of any corporation, joint stock

association, partnership or individual, which . . . shall con-

tain any statement which is false or wilfully exaggerated, and

which shall have a tendency to give a less or greater apparent

value to the shares, bonds, property or assets of said corpora-

tion, . . . than said share . . .in fact possess, shall be

punished by a fine of not more than $5,000, or by imprisonment

for not more than 10 years, or by both such fine and imprison-

ment."

Opening of Tacoma Union Passenger Station.

As previously noted in the Railway Age Gazette, the new
Union station which has been built at Tacoma, Wash., by the

Northern Pacific was formally opened on May 1. The opening

attracted a crowd of about 30,000 people; and among those who
delivered addresses were the governor of Washington, the

mayor of Tacoma, and Howard Elliott, president of the Northern

Pacific. A plan of the station, which is a large one and of

unique design was given in the Railway Age Gazette of

August 7, 1909, page 365.

The first Northern Pacific passenger station at Tacoma was

built en the wharf in 1872, and the passenger station used until

recently, which was situated about where the new one stands,

was built in 1883.

In his address Mr. Elliott gave some interesting figures re-

garding the importance of the Northern Pacific to 'Tacoma. He

said that in 1900 an average of 2,017 of the Northern Pacific's

employees received their pay in Tacoma, while in 1910 the num-

ber was 2,873. Their compensation in 1900 was $1,181,000, while

in 1910 it was $2,085,000. In 1900 the taxes paid in Pierce

county, in which Tacoma is situated, were $59,000, while in 1910

they were $192,000. Evidently the Northern Pacific is meeting

with difficulties in providing Tacoma with good facilities similar

to those which the railways meet elsewhere ; for Mr. Elliott said

that unfortunately the Northern Pacific could not fully utilize

the new passenger facilities until its Point Defiance line is com-

pleted; and while it is ready to go on with the construction of

that line, it is unable to do so because of difficulties in regard

to right-of-way. He protested against unreasonable burdens

and restrictions being placed on the road in its efforts to obtain
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rights and franchises that are necessary in order to give the

public the sort of service it asks for.

Continuing, Mr. Elliott said, in part

:

"In the United States, as a whole, there are 409 inhabitants

to the mile of road ; in the New England states 841 inhabitants

;

and in the Middle Atlantic states 944 inhabitants, while Wash-
ington has only 209 people per mile of railway, showing that your
facilities are ample for your present population and business

;

but with the growth that is bound to come to this country, it

will be necessary for the railways to increase their mileage and
facilities, or that development will be somewhat checked.

"There are in Washington at the present time 4,188.29 miles

of railway, of which the Northern Pacific has built one-half, or

2,098.21 miles. Washington has more railway than Montana,
with its much greater area; more than Kentucky or Virginia or

Colorado ; more railway than any one of the New England states,

and four-sevenths as much as all the New England states put

together. These figures show clearly that the railways have
anticipated the needs of business in this state and have given it

even better facilities than some of the older states enjoy.

"The ability of the railways to go on with their work will de-

pend very largely upon the general attitude of the people as a

whole toward railway investments and railway management.
The railways of the country and the railways of Washington
have done a great work and have done their full share of pro-

viding transportation, without which agriculture and commerce
cannot have its highest success.

"Of late years, however, there has been a tendency to attack

the railways and to cripple in many ways the effectiveness of

the transportation machine. For instance : In the sessions of the

state legislatures which have just terminated in the seven states,

Wisconsin and Oregon and Washington, inclusive, there were 221

bills introduced affecting the operation, control and management
of the railways. It is true that only a part of these bills were
enacted into law, but the spirit that prompts the attack on the

railways is naturally disturbing to the owners and managers of

properties. It makes them hesitate when they really ought to

go forward with confidence that they will be allowed the same
chance for profits that are allowed to men engaged in other

forms of business.

"We have planned the passenger terminal and our extensive

scheme of improvement between Seattle, Tacoma and Portland

to provide not only for the greater Tacoma of the future, but

for the greater Western Washington and the greater Pacific

Northwest.

"The railways have provided the people of this large territory

with great tools of commerce and magnificent Puget Sound fur-

nishes an outlet to and from other parts of the country and to

foreign nations by water. The use of these tools of commerce
and of these waterways by the people should bring about a

greater growth in the next 10, 15 and 20 years than in the last

20. Upon the people, however, rests the responsibility of

making wise, fair and active use of these wonderful facilities."

The Texan's Fear Allayed.

The train illustrated on this page is the one which was referred

to by the correspondent in our issue of May 5, who was so scared

by the signal indicating clear that he would have fallen in a fit,

but for his intimate knowledge of railway life, which assured

him that frequently collisions do not happen, even when the con-

ditions are favorable for them. That signal does not invite a

collision, for the line is double track. An officer of the Union
Pacific writes to inform us of this fact and to say that next time
he will see that both tracks are visible in the picture. We are
sorry to have reflected on him; but still we feel almost glad of
the occurrence because of this opportunity to print a picture of
such a handsome train! Greenhorns from Texas who visit

Chicago must keep their eyes peeled

!

From Our Most Brilliant Story Paper.

The station was deserted but for one man who seemed ab-
sorbed in a newspaper. The ticket agent was apparently think-
ing of things far away as he deftly juggled coins on the glass
plate under the bars of his cage.

The next morning the man with the newspaper was seeming
to read it in another station and the ticket agent of the day
before was hunting a job. He had been summarily dismissed.
The man with a newspaper was a detective. The ticket agent

had been practicing to win facility in working the shadow game,
hence his dismissal.

What's the shadow game? A new trick said to have origi-
nated in the brain of a Boston subway ticket seller and to have
been taught to the other ticket sellers over the country, and
this is how it is worked

:

The ticket agent arranges a strip of cardboard or black paper
so that it will seem to be a shade to keep the bright light out
of his eyes. In reality he so arranges it that it leaves the space
directly under the change slot brightly illuminated, but casts a
deep shadow upon the plate just to the left. Then he practices
till he acquires sufficient dexterity to pass out half a dozen
coins ; make one of them stop well over under the shadow and
bunch the others under the bright light.

About one person in four will fail to see the nickel or dime
in the shadow, and in his haste to get a train will not miss it

till it is too late to return. If he does come back the coin is

there for him to pick up and he sees no cause to complain. If

he does not return the ticket seller adds one more coin to his

income.

Some men are said to be so adept at putting coins into the

dark that the sharpest eyes fail to detect the trick. A ticket

seller at a busy station who was caught by a detective recently

confessed that he had been stealing an average of $3 a day
under the shadow.

—

New York Sun.

Natural Gas in Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania led all states in the value of the production of

natural gas in 1909, according to detailed figures published by
the United States Geological Survey. The state's output for the

year was valued at $20,475,207, the record value for any state

in any year and approximately one-third of the entire value of

the natural gas produced in the United States during the year.

Pennsylvania's nearest competitor was West Virginia, whose
production was valued at $17,528,565. The quantity of the

West Virginia output, however, was considerably higher than

that of Pennsylvania, although the value was less.

Since the first gas wells were operated, in 1882, Pennsylvania

has uniformly led the other states, although once or twice she

has almost lost the place of honor. Her total production, how-
ever, has been about half that of the entire United States. In

1882 her production was nearly $75,000. By 1885 it had in-

creased to $4,500,000. In 1890 it was $9,551,025. In 1895 it

Union Pacific Puzzle-Picture.
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li.ul ilccrcascd to $5,852,000, iiiul tliis year Iiuliaiia came williin

a few hundred thousand dollars of attaining lirst place. By

19t)0, however, Pennsylvania's production had risen to $10,-

215,412. In 1905 it was $1<),197.336, and in 1909 for the first

time it passed the $20,000,{X)0 mark. The price of the Pennsyl-

vania gas ranged from IVi cents per 1,000 cu. ft. at the wells,

for gas sold i.i manufacturing, to 60 cents per 1,000 cu. ft. for

gas sold for dimehtlc use.

An innovat'on in the gas industry in 1909 was the installation

of a few plants in the Pennsylvania oil fields for extracting

gasolene from natural gas.

International Master Boilermakers' Association.

'Ihe fifth annual convention of tlie International Boilermakers'

Association will be held at tlie Rome Hotel, Omaha, Nebr., May
23-26. Immediately upon arrival, each member should report to

the secretary for registration. The convention will be called to

order on Tuesday, May 23, at 10 a. m., and the first session will

be given over to addresses and routine business.

The second session, Wednesday, May 24, will open at 9 a. m.

with reports by the committees on apprenticeship, standardization

of shop tools and equipment, and standardization of pipe flanges

and templets, etc. Papers will also be read on radical improve-

ments in boilers and fire boxes ; the use of brick arches and arch

tubes in fire boxes ; and water circulation in marine return tubular

and vertical boilers.

The third session, Friday, May 25, will open at 9:30 a. m. with

the reports of committees on oxy-acetylene for boiler repairs ; the

application of tubes and their storage at terminals; staying of

crown sheets on radical stay boilers; steel vs. iron tubes; and an

investigation concerning the elongation of tube holes in back flue

sheet.

The fourth session, Friday, IMay 26, will open at 9 :30 a. m. with

the report of committees on law, subjects, and auditing. The

remainder of the day will be given over to miscellaneous and

unfinished business, selection of next place of meeting and election

of officers.

Railway Telegraph Superintendents.

The Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents has

postponed its annual convention to the week beginning June 26.

The announcements heretofore issued stated that the meeting

was to be held in Boston, June 19-23 ; but because of the inability

of a number of prominent members to be present it has been

decided, by a letter vote, to hold the convention in the same

city one week later, as above noted. Papers will be presented at

the meeting by G. K. Heyer, W. P. Cline, M. E. Launbranch,

W. J. Camp and G. A. Cellar.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

held May 17, a paper entitled The Present-Day Pumping Engine

for Water Works, by Charles Arthur Hague, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

was presented for discussion and illustrated with lantern slides.

This paper was printed in the Proceedings for March, 1911.

Station Employees.

The Brotherhood of Railway Station Employees held its

annual meeting at Bangor, Me., May 9, 10, and 11. The meet-

ing voted to take action toward spreading the organization on

the Boston & Albany and the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Associatton.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.; annual

convention. May 23-26, Chicago. ^ „,,

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, bcran-

ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C- M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.
/-v r- -c- .

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. better,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York; October 9-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Association.- W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. St

N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. l.ouis. Mo.
American Railway Engineering Association.— E. II. Fritch, Monadnock

Block, Chicago.
American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.

Ry., St. I.ouis, Mo.
American Railway Mastf.r Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old-

Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Ilarroun, Bloom-

ingtoM, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.— Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pciiiisylvaiiia, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57lh St.,.

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.— I). J. Ilaner, 13 Park

Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th St., New York; next convciUion, May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

cago; May 24-26, Montreal, Can.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &,

N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.
Association of Railway Teleghaimi Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 13S

Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,

Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McEeod, 413 Dorches-

ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th,

Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— II. 1). Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d

Thurs. in Jan., and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.-—H. D. Judson, 209'

East Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York; May 23-26, Omaha, Neb.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood'-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—T. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States-

AND Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—PI. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, Jv.ly and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturdav, Duluth.
Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. Maulick, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;

second Wednesday.
Railroad Club O'^ Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas-

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
t, l l

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.— T. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwooa,

Ohio; annual. May 22-24, 1911, Milwaukee, Wis.
, ,, j

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

t- -c
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; September 12-15, St. Louis, Mo.
_

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Na-
tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn. j • v a *.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala. ,

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson hpice Co., io-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo. o „' tt . i /-t,- „„.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago,

meetings monthly, Chicago. v i . i,.*-

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August New York

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh.

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
t -c> •^^• i- 704-7 Qto-i«art

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 btewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday. ^^ , x c- o »«• c n^frnif
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.: meetings monthly. « „, -kt v /- «, tt P
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & n. k.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August 29-Septemberl, Chicago

Western Canada Railway Club.-W. H Roscvear, P O. Box 1707. ^^m

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June July and
.Aug^^Vl^Vn.ao- 3d'

Western Rmlway Club.-J. V/. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago, 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.-J. H. Warder 1735 M°"tf,^°^'^So:
Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August Chicago

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank biag.,

Chicago.
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©raffir Ketti^,

New through passenger service was inaugurated by the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific on May 14 between St. Paul, Minn.,

and Des Moines, Iowa, and between Memphis, Tenn., and Cali-

fornia points.

The decision to make an extra charge for all pieces of bag-

gage, the greatest dimension of which exceeds 40 in., has been

reaffirmed by the Western Passenger Association and the Cen-

tral Passenger Association.

The Bangor & Aroostook in April carried 1,141,386 bushels

of potatoes out of Aroostook county, Maine. And since the

beginning of the last harvest the quantity of potatoes which was
moved through Augusta was 9,835,677 bushels. This quantity

shows an increase of 1,474,573 bushels as compared with the

previous season.

"The road improvement train," which is being run by the

Southern Railway over its lines in Alabama, Mississippi and
other states, appears to have been enlisted for the summer,
schedules having been laid out which will last until October.

Next week, during the Good Roads convention at Birmingham,
the train with its exhibits will be on exhibition continuously in

that city.

The "Spud special," a fast freight now running between
Wharton, Texas, and Chicago, is carrying to the northern city

the spring Irish potato crop, and it is expected that by this

means, before the middle of June, about $2,000,000 worth of po-

tatoes will be sent out of Texas. The train runs over the Hous-
ton & Texas Central, the Texas Midland and the St. Louis &
San Francisco.

The Southern Railway, while urging the farmers of the

South to diversify their crops and to raise cattle, at the same
time takes care to do everything possible in the direction of in-

creasing the yield of cotton per acre; and at the stations ot

the company and other places has posted placards setting forth

the 10 principal points to be kept in mind by a farmer desiring

to obtain the most plentiful crop and achieve the greatest

success in the cultivation of this product.

Beginning May 28, the "Overland Limited" of the Union Pa-

cific-Southern Pacific, which now leaves Chicago daily via the

Chicago & North Western to Omaha at 7 p. m., and arrives in

San Francisco at 5 :28 p. m. of the third day, will leave Chi-

cago an hour and a half later and reach San Francisco, Cal, at 2 :28

p. m. of the third day, thus cutting 4^ hours from its schedule.

Eastbound the train will leave San Francisco at 10 :20 a. m.

instead of 10:40 a. m., and arrive in Chicago at 9:10 a. m.

of the third day instead of at 1 p. m., as under the present

schedule.

The Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago, St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha and the Minnesota & International

have taken formal action to enjoin the enforcement of the 2-

cent passenger fare and the reduced freight and commodity
rates in Minnesota. This will make applicable to these roads

whatever ruling is made by the United States Supreme Court

on the appeal from Judge Sanborn's recent decision, which

directly affected only the Northern Pacific, Great Northern and

Minneapolis & St. Louis, and will enable them to raise their

rates on July 1.

In April, 1911, 374 vessels passed through the canals at Sault

Ste. Marie, of which 183 passed through the United States

canal, and 191 through the Canadian canal. The total freight

on all these vessels was 792,587 tons; 181,736 tons of freight

being carried through the United States canal and 610,851 tons

through the Canadian canal. Of the total tonnage, 370,325 tons

was eastbound and 422,262 tons westbound. The principal east-

bound commodity was wheat, of which 5,664,653 bushels moved
eastbound in April. The principal westbound tonnage was

furnished by soft coal. The tonnage of this commodity moving
in a westbound direction during April amounted to 286,468

tons.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission is to make a general inquiry into the rates

on wool and hides in connection with proposed increases of rates

from all of the principal points of origin of this traffic west of

the Mississippi river.

The commission has modified its recent order permitting the

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio to disregard the long and short

haul rule in making rates on coal from the mines in Virginia

to tidewater at Charleston for export. Under the modified order

the low rates must not be applied to coal to be loaded into

ships' bunkers.

The special work for which Professor Henry C. Adams was
employed by the Interstate Commerce Commission soon after

the passage of the Hepburn Act, to inaugurate a system of uni-

form bookkeeping and accounting, having been concluded, he

will retire from the work of the commission, leaving Charles A.

Lutz, chief examiner of accounts, in charge of the work in the

division of carrier's accounts, and Professor William J. Myers,

statistician, in charge of the work in the division of statistics.

Complaint Dismissed.

Georgia Fruit Exchange et a!, v. Southern Railuay et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
Considering the methods practiced by growers in Georgia in

picking and packing peaches and loading the crates into cars for

the northern markets, and the difficulties of refrigerating peaches

in transit, it is held that no grounds are shown for requiring the

defendants to reduce their minimum carload weight on a 40-foot

car from 22,500 pounds, or 535 crates, to 19,000 pounds, or 448

crates, as contended by the complainants. (20 I. C. C, 623.)

Lazvrence-Wardenburg Co. v. Southern Pacific et ai. F. D.

Ogdcn V. Southern Pacific et al., Nezv Orleans Board of Trade,

Ltd. V. Southern Pacific et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

Following the conclusions reached in Commercial Club of

Omaha v. Southern Pacific, complaints, seeking reparation for

alleged unreasonable rates collected on shipments of lima beans

from California points to New Orleans and to points in Texas,

Oklahoma, Colorado, and New Mexico, are dismissed. (20

I. C. C, 638.)

Commercial Club of Omaha v. Southern Pacific et al. Opinion^

by Commissioner Harlan:

The long continuance of a rate voluntarily established and not

published under the compelling influence of competitive condi-

tions is in itself evidence of no little weight of its reasonableness

;

but the long continuance of a rate largely loses its value as evi-

dence in a case involving an advanced rate for the same service,

when it is shown that the prior and lower rate was the result

of the influence of a strong movement by water.

The record presents no grounds for a finding that a rate of 85

cents per 100 pounds on lima beans in carloads from California

to points in the territory extending from Colorado to the Atlantic

seaboard is an excessive rate when considered as a blanket rate,

or any grounds for taking Omaha out of a blanket territory, with

which it has long been associated in this and other traffic without

protest from any quarter, by a finding that it is an excessive rate

to that particular point. Should it appear, however, from ju-

dicial proceedings now pending that the power of the commission

to deal with rates applicable to so extensive a group is a limited

one and not coextensive with the power of the carriers to estab-

lish group rates of such broad application, nothing said here

must be understood as indicating that the commission would be

satisfied with an 85-cent rate to Omaha.
The order heretofore entered herein vacated. (20 I. C. C, 631.)

Regulation of Telephone Rates.

William D. Shoemaker v. Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone-

Co. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

As between subscribers to a telephone service who are similarly

situated, nothing but a difference in the service rendered or

facilities furnished can justify a difference in the charges exacted.

The fact that a few subscribers connected with a new exchange

were previously connected with another exchange which was

abandoned by the defendant from motives of economy in man-

agement and efficiency of service is not such a dissimilarity of;
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circumstances and ct)ntlitions as to warrant tlic exaction of tlie

current cliargcs from a new subscriber while for tlie same service

and facilities the old subscribers continue to pay the lower
charges formerly exacted at the old exchange.

The contracts between such old subscribers and tlic defendant,

even though valid when made, can not, after congress has under-
taken to regulate the rates and practices of telephone companies,
be accepted as now justifying different charges as between dif-

ferent subscribers similarly situated, such undue discriminations

being forbidden by the act. (20 I. C. C, 614.)

during the iiast few months has been worse than it was when
this order was issued. 'J"he excuse that the company has made
is that its financial condition is such that it is doing all that it

can do. The conuiiission, however, holds that a railway com-
pany must provide proper and sufficient facilities for transporta-

tion, and its failure to do so is of itself a violation of its obliga-

tions.

Monthly Revenues and Expenses of Railways.

The two tables which we publish herewith, giving the rev-

enues and expenses of railways for March, complete, the fig-

ures for March for about three-quarters of the roads reporting

to the Interstate Commerce Commission; and the page table

which we will publish June 2 will give the figures of the other
roads which report to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Heretofore, we have published the figures for one-quarter of the

roads each week, but by publishing the figures for half of them
at once and then omitting one week it is possible to give the

figures for nearly all of the important roads by the 17th or 18th

of each month.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

Two railway commission bills, both of which provide for an
enlargement of the powers of the present commission and make
it an elective instead of an appointive body, have passed the

Illinois house of representatives. The senate passed a bill pre-

viously passed by the house, placing express companies in the

state under the jurisdiction of the commission.

Assistant Attorney General E. B. Robertson, of Texas, has ad-

vised the Texas commission that its rule that no stock shall be

authorized and ordered registered by the commission on a rail-

way until the line has been built and valued by the commission,

is not sustained by law. He holds that a road has the right to

present stock to the commission and have a record made of

it, and also register it in the oflfice of the secretary of state and
sell it, without having built any road.

The Oklahoma Corporation Commission has announced that

instead of continuing the fight to dissolve the injunction, re-

cently upheld by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

restraining the commission from enforcing its orders for reduc-

tions in freight rates, it w'ill order new rates, which, to avoid

the possibility of putting the commission in contempt of court,

will be made either a little higher or a little lower than those in

its original orders. A hearmg on the proposed new rates on

grain, grain products and hay will be held the latter part of May.

Hearings before the Washington Railway Commission regard-

ing the adjustment of freight rates between competing communi-
ties in that state were closed on May 11. During the hearings

J. G. Woodvvorth, traffic manager of the Northern Pacific, testi-

fied that if the rates from the coast to Spokane were reduced,

corresponding reductions would have to be made from Atlantic

seaboard points to Spokane if the railways are to get any of

the long-haul traffic, as otherwise much of the traffic from the

eastern part of the United States to Spokane would be diverted

to the water routes. The increased operating expenses due to the

working of the Washington "full crew" law was one of the items

introduced by the roads to justify their present rates, the figures

of the Northern Pacific showing that the increase in its operating

expenses on this account will amount to from $175,000 to $200,000

annually.

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has fined the Louisiana

& Northwest $2,000 for failure to obey its order directing the

improvement of freight and passenger service. The Louisiana

& Northwest runs from McNeil, Ark., to Natchitoches, La., 121

miles, 96 miles of the road being in Louisiana. The commission

took evidence from shippers and people who live on the line, and

this evidence showed that the freight service had been of a very

poor nature for a long time; delays to freight had been fre-

quent and sometimes had amounted to as much as 30 days. In

1907 the commission ordered the railway to run at least one

passenger train each way daily over its line in Louisiana and one

freight train each way daily. If anything, the freight service

COURT NEWS.

The decision of the United Slates Supreme Court, dissolving

the Standard Oil Company, is reported on another page.

At Pittsburgh, May 13, the Pennsylvania Railroad was fined

$1,000 for violation of the Interstate Commerce law in failure to

adhere to tariffs in the collection of demurrage at Johnstown, Pa.,

on a carload of freight from Ashtabula, Ohio, for the Cambria
Steel Company.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, which was indicted last month
by a special federal grand jury on 20 counts, ten charging

failure to comply with tariffs filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission and ten charging unlawful granting of conces-

sions in rates, has been fined $1,000 by the United States Dis-

trict Court at Pittsburgh, the fine being imposed on the first count

only. The road's attorney stated that the violation of law was
merely technical and that certain records relating to the matter

had been destroyed in a flood.

In the Federal Court at Kansas City, May 12, Judge Pollock

decided against the Government in its suit against trainmen of

the Missouri Pacific on the division between Kansas City and

Hoisington, Kan. He sustained a demurrer filed by the attorney

for the trainmen, holding that no provision of the Interstate Com-
merce law had been violated. His decision quashed the indict-

ments returned March 7 by a Federal Grand Jury against twenty-

four employees of the Missouri Pacific. The company learned

that certain conductors, porters and brakemen were carrying pas-

sengers for less than the published tariff rates and were keeping

the money. Instead of prosecuting the men the railway turned

the case over to the United States District Attorney and the

men were indicted.

[Section 10 of the Interstate Commerce Act says that any com-

mon carrier, or, if it is a corporation, any person employed by it,

who shall wilfully do any thing in this Act prohibited shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a fine of $5,000;

and, if the offense be unlawful discrimination in rates or fares, to

imprisonment for two years, also. On a prominent eastern road

this provision of the law is posted in the passenger cars.

—

Editor.]

The Supreme Court of the United States on Monday last again

sustained the safety appliance laws, as making it absolutely the

duty of interstate carriers to keep in repair automatic couplers

and other appliances prescribed by law. In the suit of Delk, a

brakeman who was injured on the St. Louis & San Francisco

while manipulating a defective coupler, the railway claimed that

in exercising reasonable diligence, in the matter of repairs, it had

done its full duty. The Court of Appeals for the sixth circuit,

decided in favor of the railway, but the Supreme court now
reverses this, deciding for Delk. According to the press des-

patches, this decision settles also three other cases appealed to the

Supreme court. In a case against the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, the road had claimed that the imposition of a fine for

violation of the law was unreasonable because the company did

not know that the cars in question were out of repair and had no

intention of violating the law. In a case against the Colorado &
Northwestern, a narrow gauge road, engines and cars were used

having the old fashioned link and pin (non-automatic) couplers.

This road lies wholly within Boulder county and the defense of

the company was that it had no arrangement for a continuous

transportation with the connecting carrier, but the Supreme court

holds that traffic may be interstate in spite of the absence of such

an arrangement. The fourth case was one against the Southern

Railway, where the defense was that the defective car was carry-

ing a shipment which originated and ended within the state of

Alabama. The court held that the defect in the car was a viola-

tion of the law because the car was sometimes used for interstate

commerce and therefore was an instrumentality of interstate

commerce.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

L. S. Thorne, vice-president and general manager of the Texas
& Pacific, with office at Dallas, Tex., has been retired. See
jtem under Operating Officers.

A. J. Mitchell, secretary and treasurer of the Niagara, St.

Catherines & Toronto, at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed

assistant to the vice-president of the Canadian Northern, with

office at Toronto.

R, F. Whitman has been elected president of the Tennessee &
North Carolina with office at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding J. B.

Hart. James G. Campbell succeeds J. D. Lacey as vice-presi-

dent, with office at New York, and David G. Wilson, succeeds

C. R. Drewry as secretary and treasurer, with office at Phil-

adelphia. A. J. McMahon remains as superintendent and au-

ditor, with office at Newport. Tenn.

Operating Officers.

F. E. Jones, chief train despatcher of the Tonopah & Gold-

field, has been appointed also trainmaster, with office at Gold-

field, Nev.

Lee H. Landis, formerly general manager of the Phoenix &
Buckeye, now part of the Arizona Eastern, has been appointed

general manager of the Ocean Shore Railroad, with office at

San Francisco, succeeding A. H. Otis, resigned.

C. S. Cunningham, joint superintendent of the Grand Trunk
and the Wabash Railroad, at St. Thomas, Ont., has been ap-

pointed acting superintendent of the Western division of the

Grand Trunk, with office at Detroit, Mich., succeeding F. W.
Egan, granted leave of absence on account of ill health.

Incident to the election of T. J. Freeman as first vice-president

of the Texas & Pacific, L. S. Thorne, vice-president and general

manager, has retired. J. W. Everman, assistant general man-
ager at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed general superintendent,

in charge of operating and transportation departments, with

office at Dallas. Page Harris, division superintendent at New
Orleans, La., has bejn appointed assistant general superintendent,

with office at Dallas.

C. G. Bowker, assistant superintendent of the Grand Trunk,
at London, Ont., has been appointed joint superintendent of the

Southern division of the Grand Trunk and the Wabash Railroad,

with office at St. Thomas, succeeding C. S. Cunningham, trans-

ferred. W. R. Davidson, trainmaster at Hamilton, has been
appointed trainmaster, with office at London, succeeding to the

duties of Mr. Bowker, and C. H. Brown has been appointed

assistant trainmaster, with office at Hamilton, and the offices of

assistant superintendent at London and trainmaster at Hamilton
have been abolished.

Guy H. Alexander, who was recently appointed superintendent

of car service of the New York Central & Hudson River, with

office at New York City, as has been announced in these col-

umns, was born November 8, 1868, at Mobile, Ala., and was
educated in the public schools of his native town. He began
railway work February 1, 1886, as stenographer and clerk in the

auditor's office of the Mobile & Ohio, and three years later was
appointed chief clerk in the superintendent's and general super-

intendent's office. From June, 1894, to October, 1901, he was
chief clerk in the superintendent's office of the Rome, Watertown
& Ogdensburg division of the New York Central & Hudson
River, and was then appointed a traveling auditor. In Decem-
ber, 1906, he was appointed car accountant, which position he

held at the time of his recent appointment as superintendent

of car service.

Harry D. Earl, whose appointment as superintendent of the St.

Louis Southwestern Railway, of Texas, with office at Mt. Pleas-

ant, Tex., has been announced in these columns, was born MarchV 28, 1879, at Martin, Ohio. He received a common school educa-

^K tion and in June, 1896, began railway work at Amherst, Ohio,

^^B in the operating department of the Lake Shore & Michigan

I

St. Louis & Kansas City, now the Toledo, St. Louis & Western,
and went with the St. Louis Southwestern in September, 1898,

as an operator at Sherman, Tex. ; he was later transferred to

Commerce, Tex., and was then consecutively promoted to train

despatcher at Commerce and Mt. Pleasant, chief despatcher at

Mt. Pleasant, and for three years from June, 1907, was train-

master at Tyler, Tex. He was promoted to assistant superin-

tendent at Tyler in April, 1910, from which office he is now
advanced to superintendent as above.

Traffic Officers.

R. D. Reeves has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the southern lines of the Illinois Central and the Yazoo
& Mississippi Valley, with office at Memphis, Tenn.

C. R. Lonergan, general agent in the freight department of

the Northern Pacific, at Tacoma, Wash., has been appointed
general agent, with office at Spokane, Wash., succeeding J. O.
Dalzell. Devan Rowan, chief clerk and secretary to the assist-

ant general freight agent at Portland, succeeds Mr. Lonergan.

T. G. Roehm, chief clerk in the passenger department of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-

pointed assistant general passenger agent of the Chicago & Alton

and the Toledo, St.

Louis & Western, with

office at St. Louis, effec-

tive May 22, succeeding

C. R. Alurray, resigned.

Mr. Roehm was born on

July 25, 1871, at Ann
Arbor, Mich., and en-

tered railway service in

February, 1890, with the

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Ottumwa, la.

From August, 1891, to

June, 1893, he was con-

nected with the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul,

and on the latter date

returned to the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy as

secretary to the general

passenger agent. Later

he was made assistant

chief clerk of the gen-

eral passenger depart-

ment at Chicago and in

July, 1905, was appointed chief clerk of the passenger depart-

ment at St. Louis, which position he now resigns to become

assistant general passenger agent of the Chicago & Alton and the

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

The title of W. H. Snyder, general foreman, mechanical de-

partment, of the Tonopah & Goldfield, at Goldfield, Nev., has

been changed to master mechanic.

C. H. Jones, assistant resident engineer of the Western Mary-

land, has been appointed chief engineer of the New York &
Pennsylvania, with office at Canisteo, N. Y.

J. B. Elliott, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio, at

New Castle Junction, Pa., has been appointed master mechanic

at the Glenwood shops, Pittsburgh, succeeding J. F. Prendergast,

resigned.

A. M. Darlow, round house foreman of the Chicago & East-

ern Illinois, at Danville, 111., has been appointed mechanical

engineer of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad, with office at

Galeton. Pa.

John Garrity, division roadmaster of the Great Northern, at

Marcus, Wash., has been transferred to Whitefish, Mont., suc-

ceeding J. H. Conlen, transferred. F. W. Stiles, assistant road-

master at Everett, Wash., succeeds Mr. Garrity.

A. N. Willsie, superintendent of the Hannibal division of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Hannibal, Mo., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Omaha division, with office at

Omaha, Neb., succeeding E. D. Andrews, resigned.

T. G. Roehm.
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Walter Wells, master carpenter of tlie Chicago division of tlie

Chicago, lUirlinnton & Quincy, lias been transferred to the

track elevation department and his former title has been abol-

ished, the duties of that office being assumed by tlie master

carpenter of the Aurora division.

J. H. Cunimings, roadmaster of Divisions 4 and 5 of the

Buflfalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, at Punxsutawney, Pa., has

been appointed roadmaster of Division 4, and George T. Tweed,
extra gang foreman, has been promoted to roadmaster of Di-

vision 5, both with offices at Punxsutawney.

Silas Zwight, whose appointment as general master mechanic
of the Northern Pacific, with office at St. Paul, Minn., has been
announced in these columns, was born in May, 1866, at La
Crosse, Wis. He was educated in the common schools and at

La Crosse Business College, and began railway work in April,

1887, with the Chicago, Burlington & Northern, now part of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. The next year he went
with the Northern Pacific as a locomotive fireman on the Dakota
division, and five years later was made a locomotive engineer.

He was promoted to road foreman of engines in August, 1902,

and six years later to master mechanic of the St. Paul division.

He was transferred to the Rocky mountain division, with office

at Missoula, Mont., in December, 1910, from which position he

is now advanced to general master mechanic of the lines east

of Mandan.
Purchasing Officers.

John E. Mahaney, whose appointment as general storekeeper

of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company
and the Southern Pacific lines in Oregon, with headquarters at

Portland, Ore., has been

announced in these col-

umns, was born at St.

Paul, Minn., in 1877.

He entered railway

service in 1894 as mes-
senger boy in the store

department of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie, re-

maining with that com-
pany six and -one-half

years as stock clerk in

the store department
and division storekeeper.

He was then for a year

and a half general fore-

man of the store depart-

ment of the Great
Northern at West Supe-
rior, Wis., and later with

the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific as clerk in the

purchasing department
for six months, foreman
in the store department one year and general foreman one year.

Subsequently until April 25, 1911, he was successively general

foreman in the store department of the Southern Pacific and
division storekeeper, which position he held at the time of his

appointment as general storekeeper of the Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation Co.

J. E. Mahaney.

OBITUARY.

Henry McFarland, secretary and treasurer of the Union Pa-
cific from 1877 to 1888, died at Concord, N. H., on May 15, at

the age of 80 years.

Charles Guille Warner, formerly second vice-president of the

Missouri Pacific, died at St. Louis, Mo., on May 13. Mr. Warner
was born December 28, 1844, at Zanesville, Ohio, and began rail-

way work in 1868 with the Missouri Pacific, having served dur-

ing the Civil war as a captain in the United States army. He
held several different railway positions and in 1877 was made an

auditor, and three years later general auditor of the Missouri
Pacific, holding the latter office until December, 1899. He was
second vice-president from 1893 to March, 1905, when he retired

on account of ill health.

Batlntit^ (Bo nis>iritcVt on.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Aliikuta Electric.—The Canadian parliament has passed the
bill permitting this company to build from Medicine Hat, Alb.,

northwest via Calgary to Banff, about 260 miles. The com-
pany was incorporated last October with a capital of $10,000,000,

and it is understood will at once commence work on the section

from Calgary, west to Banff, 80 miles. It is expected that

this work will be finished in about 18 months. (November 4,

p. 886.)

Arizona & Gulf.—This company, which was organized to

build from Port Lobos, Sonora, Mex., to Sasabe, on the inter-

national boundary, has been granted an extension of two years

from April, 1911, for completing the first section of 31 miles.

The route has been changed from Sasabe to a point about 30

miles west of that place, and the company has been granted per-

mission to construct a branch via Sasabe to Altar, Sonora.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines.—A contract is

said to have been given to George West, San Bernardino, Cal.,

for rebuilding the roadbed between Fresno, Cal., and Merced, 58

miles.

Atlantic Coast Line.—Work is now under way, it is said,

at the Altamaha river between Waycross, Ga., and Savannah,
to include replacing the wooden trestle work over the Atlamaha
river and the swamps and lakes with concrete and steel structures.

Work is also under way at Black Gum swamp, east of the river.

These improvements are being carried out in connection with

the proposed double tracking work from Folkston to Savannah.

Boston & Western Electric.—Under this name a company
has been formed <o build from Waltham, Mass., west to Marl-

boro, about 20 miles. It is said an agreement has been reached

with the Boston & Maine to use the Central Massachusetts

right-of-way from Waltham to South Sudbury.

California Roads (Electric).—A line is projected from Jack-

son, Cal., northeast to Sacramento, about 50 miles. C. P. Vicini,

is said to be interested.

Chicago, Memphis & Gulf.—An officer writes that work has

been finished on the line into Hickman, Ky., and the road is

now completed from Dyersburg, Tenn., on the Illinois Central,

north to Hickman, on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis,

52 miles. The company is about to let contracts for an exten-

sion northeast to Clinton, 15 miles. Connection is to be made
with the Mobile & Ohio at Stubbs.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—A contract is said to

have been given by this company to Bates & Rogers, Spokane,

Wash., for piercing a 650-ft. tunnel under Front street, in

Spokane.

Chicago, Waukegan & Woodstock Traction.—Incorporated

in Illinois with $50,000 capital and office at Chicago. The plans

call for a line from Waukegan county through Lake and

McHenry counties to Woodstock. The incorporators include

C. A. Spenny, Columbus, Ohio; I. D. Stevens, W. P. Mac-

Cracken, P. B. Olson and H. S. Medderg, all of Chicago.

Conewago & Southern.—Incorporated in Pennsylvania with

$150,000 capital, to build from Biglerville, Adams county. Pa.,

southwest to Cashtown, eight miles. H. W. Hamblin, president,

Harrisburg. The directors include : M. A. Garvin, Gettys-

burg
; J. H. Vreeland, Harrisburg; J. A. Deardorf, Cashtown,

and J. A. Kane, Arendtsville.

East St. Louis Interurban.—Incorporated in Illinois with

$2,500 capital and office at East St. Louis, 111. The plans call

for a line from East St. Louis, easterly through St. Clair anfl

Clinton counties. The incorporators include : J. L. Flannigan,

W. H. Haus, F. W. Kraft and E. L. Cragen, all of East St.

Louis.

Erie RaAroad.—An officer writes that contracts have been let

for constructing grade for second-track as follows: Bates &
Rodgers, Chicago, on the Cincinnati division, from Milton, Ohio,

to Summit, 6.5 miles, and from Creston to Q. M. Tower, 9.2

miles; to Ferguson & Edmondson, Brookville, Pa., from West
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Salem, Ohio, to Polk, 5.4 miles, and to the Robert Grace Co.,

Cleveland, from Barberton to Sherman, 2.7 miles, and from

Talimadge to Hills, three miles.

E\ERETT R.MLWAY (Elcctric).—E. Goode, Los .\ngclcs, Cal.,

is planning to build a number of lines in the Glendale district.

Under the name of the Everett Railway, a line is to be built from
Glassell ranch tn a connection with the Glendale—Eagle Rock
line in Glendale. Other lines are to be built from Glendale to

Scholl canyon and from Glendale to Griffith Park, in Los Angeles.

Grafton, Fairmont & Clarksburg (Electric.)—An officer

writes that surveys are now being made and it is expected to let

contracts in the near future to build a 50-mile line from Grafton,

W. Va., west to Clarksburg, thence north east to Fairmont. The
company will build a power house. Charles F. Sutherland, presi-

dent, and Arthur Stealy, chief engineer, Morgantown.

Great Northern.—L. W. Hill, president of this company, is

quoted as saying that the only work planned by the Hill lines

to be carried out in Oregon at the present time is the comple-

tion of the United Railways Company's lines to Tillamook bay

and the continuation of work on the Oregon Electric from Salem
to Eugene.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.—According to press reports, this

company has under consideration the question of building a

branch from Carthage, Te.xas, northeast to Shreveport, La., about

50 miles.

Gulf, Floripa & Alabama.—This company \Yas incorporated

in Florida to operate a Ime from deepwater at Pensacola, Fla.,

north through the timber and agricultural districts of Florida

and Alabama and the coal and iron fields of northern .A.labama

to Jasper, Ala., about 265 miles. Franchises and rights-of-way

have been secured, the property has been bought upon which
stations, piers, etc., are to be built between Pensacola and Mus-
cogee, 18 miles, and work is now under way. When work on
this section is finished the company will have a line over 80

miles long north to Fremansville, Ala., which is then to be put

in operation. Megargel & Co., New York, are the bankers.

Jefferson & Northwestern.—According to press reports

from Jefferson, Te.xas, this company will build a line through
Cass county, to Linden. Right-of-way has been secured and
contracts to build the line have been let.

Lexington & Eastern.—See Louisville & Nashville.

Los Angeles & Redondo.—See Pacific Electric.

Louisville & Nashville.—A contract is said to have been let

to Bufifat & Nipper, contractors, Knoxville, Tenn., for building

an extension of the Lexington & Eastern from Whitesburg,

Ky., to Dryfolk, si.x miles. The work will be difficult, being

mostly through rock. It is understood that the contract is

worth $350,000.

.•\n officer is quoted as saying that double tracking work on
the Kentucky Central division will be started about June 1.

Much of the right-of-way has been secured to carry out this

improvement.

]\I.\rked Tree, Harrisburg & Newport (Electric).—An offi-

cer writes that this company will build from Marked Tree,

Ark., west via Harrisburg to Newport, about 50 miles. There
will be five miles of hill work. J. C. Mitchell and L. D. Free-

man, Harrisburg, are interested.

Matanzas Terminal Railroad.—Incorporated in Maine with

$50,000 capital and headquarters at Havana, Cuba, to build a

steam or electric railway at IMatanzas. Horace Mitchell, Kittery,

Me., is president and clerk, and C. E. Smothers, Portsmouth,
N. H., is treasurer.

North Coast.—See Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company.

Oregon Electric.—This company is said to have secured
terminal facilities at McMinnville, Ore., and a branch from the

main line is to be built southwest to that place.

Oregon Electric.—See Great Northern.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—
Contracts are said to have been let to Caughren, Boynton &
McCoy, for the concrete work on the North Coast, from Spokane,

Wash., to Ayer, and work is to be started at once. The Puget
Sound Bridge & Dredge Company will have charge of the erec-
tion of the large bridge over the Snake river. (May 12, p
1133.)

Pacific Electric.—This company operates the Los Angeles &
Redondo Railway, it is said, and will four-track the line from
Redondo Beach, Cal., to Homewood, near Los Angeles. A new
line is to be built from Homewood to Watts, on the Pacific

Electric.

Porterville Northeastern.— It is expected that this company
will finish work by July 1 on the line now under construction from
Porterville, Cal., to Springville, Tulare county, 16 miles. The
Utah Construction Co., Ogden, Utah, are the contractors. Sta-
tions are to be put up at Worth, Globe, McFarland and Spring-
ville. 1". U. Nofziger, president and C. S. Freeland, chief engi-
neer, Porterville. (Dec. 30, p. 1281.)

Raleigh, Charlotte & Southern.—This company was incor-
porated in North Carolina to build from Charlotte, N. C, north-
east to Raleigh, about 140 miles, with a branch from Pittsboro
northwest to Greensboro, 55 miles. Part of the construction
work will be difficult. There will be six steel bridges. It has
not yet been decided when contracts for the work will be let,

but the prospects of building the line are good. The principal

commodities to be carried are lumber, fruit and vegetables.

W. L. Mann, Albemarle, N. C, is an incorporator.

Raleigh & South port.—An officer writes that work is to be
started at once on a branch from Lillington, N. C, west to San-
ford, about 25 miles. The company will carry out the work with
its own men.

Tennessee & North Carolina.—An officer writes that this
company, which operates a 21-mile line from Newport Junction,
Tenn., south to Crestmont, N. C, is planning to build an ex-
tension from Waterville, southeast to Canton, 38.5 miles.

Texas Roads.—C. H. Beatty, Ogden, Utah, is said to be back
of a project to build between Austin, Texas, and Fredericksburg,
about 80 miles. It is understood that the line will be built if

$180,000 in bonuses can be raised, and land for two townsites is

donated. The people of Fredericksburg have had a standing
offer for some time of $100,(X)0 to any railway company that

will build from that place to Austin or San Antonio.
It is announced that surveys are being made by the Rio

Grande Construction Company for a line between Eagle Pass,

Tex., and Brownsville. The route follows the valley of the

Rio Grande, via the towns of Laredo, Roma and Rio Grande
City. The line will open to development territory that is now
lacking railway transportation facilities. A. W. Liliendahl,

Saltillo, Mex., is back of the project. (April 21, p. 970.)

TowsON & Cockeysville.—An officer writes that contracts have
been let to the James H. Harlow Co., to build from Towson,
Md., north via Lutherville and Texas to Cockeysville, 7.5 miles.

Ma.ximum grades will be 3 per cent., and maximum curvature

6 deg. There will be an 80-ft. steel bridge and a concrete under-

grade crossing. J. A. Shriver, president, Bel Air.

United Railways Company.—See Great Northern.

Wasatch Railroad.-—Under this name a company wall ask

for incorporation in Utah to build about six miles of line from
San Pitt, Utah, to Wasatch. J. G. Jacobs is said to be back

of the project.

Washington Roads (Electric).—An electric railway system is

planned at Pasco, Wash., with an extension east to Walla

Walla, and another extension south to Pendleton, Ore. A. M.

Wehc, Milwaukee, Wis., is said to be back of the project.

According to press reports an electric line is projected

from Pateros, Okanogan county, Wash., southwest to Wenatchee,

about 60 miles. An extension is projected north to Concully, 40

miles. O. A. Hoag, Chelan, is said to be back of the project.

The section of the Melipilla to San Antonio Railway, Chile,

extending as far as Lloileo, was opened to traffic in October,

and on December 4 the railway from Rayado to Papudo was in-

augurated. During the year the railway from Alcones to Lingue

was turned over to the government.
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Katlntittj iKtuaitctal Ncitisj;.

Boston & Maine.—Referring to tlic rumors wliicli liavf fol-

lowed reduction of the Boston & Maine dividend and its

effect upon the New llavcn, President Mellen says:

"Boston & Maine just before beginning of present fiscal

year, July 1, 1910, increased wages of employees by about

^2,7tX),O0O, equivalent to more than 6 per cent, on increased

stock—about $40,0(X),000. Reduction of maintenance was im-

possible because of condition of the property. There, there-

fore, remained only the possibility of reduction in cost of

conducting transportation, and reduction there materially to

offset increase in wages was practically impossible without a

serious cut in the train service. Result of nine months' opera-

tion has shown practically no dividend earned, and directors

would have been justified in discontinuing all dividends for

the immediate future had they not been impressed with hard-

ship that would have resulted to many smaller stockholders,

and belief that upon rehabilitation of the property earnings

would be sufficiently in excess of dividend requirements to re-

place such amount as would be disbursed in dividends while

rehabilitation was in progress.

"The company has a profit and loss account, sufficient, prob-

ably, to warrant continuance of a 4 per cent, rate, until busi-

ness revives and improved condition of property will result in

a more efficient and economical service, which will be re-

flected in the net earnings."

Central New England.—J. P. Morgan & Co., the National City

Bank and the First National Bank, all of New York, are

offering $11,9.27,000 first mortgage four per cent, bonds of

1911-1961, guaranteed principal and interest by the New York,

New Haven & Hartford at 93K-.

Chicago, Rock Isl.^nd & Pacific.—This company has formally

taken over the St. Paul & Des Moines.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.—The New York
Stock Exchange has been asked to list $1,500,000 first mort-

gage 5 per cent, bonds. The entire issue has been sold by the

company and the proceeds used to pay the cost of the Superior

Short Line Railway, now a part of the C. St. P. M. & O.

Denver, Northwestern & P.acific.—The Denver Securities

Company has been formed in Denver, Colo., for the purpose

of taking over the Moffatt estate interests in the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific. The $4,000,000 notes of the Colo-

rado-Utah Construction Company, guaranteed by the late

David H. Moffatt, which matured May 1, and on which inter-

est was paid but not principal, is expected to be extended

under some arrangement for one year.

Enid, Ochiltree & Western.—The District Court at Dalhart,

Tex., has ordered the property and franchises of this com-
pany sold to pay the company's debts. The company was
chartered to build from Dalhart, Tex., to Enid, Okla. A good
part of the grading has been completed and some track has

been laid in Texas.

Intercolonial.—A press despatch says that G. P. Graham,
minister of railways, has given notice of the introduction in

the Canadian House of a measure providing for the leasing

of thirteen of the railways to be operated as branches of the

government owned Intercolonial. This will add more than

650 miles to the Intercolonial. The lines to be leased are

:

The Yale Railway, from New Glasgow, N. S., to Thoburn ; the

Quebec Oriental, from Matapadia to Parpediac ; the Hampton
& St. Martin's, from Hampton to St. Martin's ; the Albert Rail-

way, from Salisbury to Albert ; the Moncton & Buctouche, from

Moncton to Buctouche ; the Carequet & Gulf Shore, from

Bathurst to Acadia ; the York & Carleton, from Cross Creek to

and beyond Stanley; the International Railway, from Camp-
bellton to the St. John valley, at St. Leonards ; the Temiscouata,

from Point Tupper to St. Peter's ; the Temiscouata Railway,

from River du Loup to Connors ; the New Brunswick & Prince

Edward Island, from Sackville Junction to Cape Tormentine

;

the Elgin & Havelock Railway, from Elgin to Havelock ; the

Kent Northern, from Kent Junction to Richibucto.

Intkknational & Great Northern.—The tliiid mortgage bond-
holders protective conunittee, consisting of Alvin W. Krech
Edward T. Jeffrey and Frank J. Gould, has presented a plan
of reorganization, under which they agree to buy for cash
at par and interest, the second mortgage bonds represented by
the protective committee, of which W. Enilen Roosevelt is

chairman. The plan is to become effective unless SO per cent.

of the deposited third mortgage bondholders object.

The present capitalization of the International & Great
Northern totals $45,600,413, of which $11,291,000 is first mort-
gage 6 per cent, bonds due November 1, 1919, and $240,000

Colorado bridge 7's and San Antonio station loans
; $668,650

is equipment obligations and receivers' certificates; $10,391,000
second mortgage bonds with $2,516,644 overdue interest; $2,-

961,000 third mortgage bonds with $942,056 overdue interest;

$6,835,063 floating debt and unpaid vouchers; and $9,755,000

stock.

The capitalization of the new company will aggregate $35,-

457,000, which includes $11,291,000 first "mortgage 6 per cent,

bonds and the $240,000 Colorado bridge 7 per cent, bonds and
the San Antonio loan which will remain undisturbed.

The estimated cash requirements for the reorganization total

$15,340,000 and will be raised by the sale of $3,400,000 new
preferred stock and $2,500,000 common stock, and by the sale

of $11,000,000 three year 5 per cent, notes and by the sale to

a syndicate of $1,600,000 new first refunding mortgage bonds.

The $15,340,000 cash raised under this plan will permit the

new company to pay off at par and accrued interest the second

mortgage bonds now outstanding to pay for the company's ^^^
equipment certificates, its vouchers and claims ; to pay re- ^^H
organization expenses and give it working capital to start ^^H
with.

^

The $11,000,000 notes mentioned above are secured by tlie

deposit of $12,150,000 first refunding mortgage bonds deposited

by the railway company and the deposit by the syndicate of

the $1,600,000 bonds mentioned above as sold to the syndicate.

The new company therefore will have issued $13,750,000 first

and refunding mortgage bonds and $9,900,000 stock, as noted,

and $276,000 10-year equipment trust certificates. The annual

fixed charges will aggregate $1,349,840.

The syndicate mentioned above is under the management
of the Equitable Trust Company, New York.

The $11,000,000 notes mentioned above have been sold by

the company to Redmond & Co., J. & W. Seligman & Co., both

of New York, and Middendorf Williams & Co., Baltimore;

and have been resold by the bankers at 99J4. which yields

5^ per cent, interest on the investment.

The foreclosure sale has been postponed from May 16 to

June 13.

Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis.—William Salomon &
Co., New York, have bought sufficient 4 per cent, refunding

bonds of the K. C. F. S. & M. to retire $2,055,300 Kansas City,

Fort Scott & Gulf first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds due June

1, and are offering to exchange the new refunding 4 per

cent, bonds for the old 5 per cent, bonds, taking the old bonds

at the market price, which would make the new bonds yield

about 5.42 per cent, on the investment.

Kansas City Southern.—James A. Blair has been elected to

the executive committee, succeeding D. B. Boissevain, resigned.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—See Bo§ton & Maine.

Paris & Mount Pleasant.—The Texas Railway Commission

has authorized the company to register $369,479 bonds to be

secured on the 25 miles of completed line from Paris to

Bogota and has authorized the company to issue $120,000

additional bonds on the completion of improvements.

St. Paul & Des Moines.—See Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Trinity & Brazos Valley.—B. W. Beckham has been elected a

director, succeeding L. W. Carr, resigned.

Ulster & Delaware.—The State of New York has agreed to

pay the Ulster & Delaware $1,500,000 damages for the removal

of the tracks from Ashokan dam. This is one-half the amount

asked bv the railway company.



^n^pix) STrade ^^^rtton.

The Forsyth Brothers Company, Chicago, lias moved its gen-

eral offices from 213 Institute place to the McCormick building.

Clarence A. Bartlett has gone to the Garry Iron & Steel Com-
pany, Niles, Ohio, as sales agent, with office in Philadelphia, Pa.

The Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Company, Chicago, has

moved its general offices from the Old Colony building to the

Peoples Gas building.

The Willard Storage Battery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has

moved its Detroit, Mich., office from 227 Jefferson avenue to

larger quarters at 1191 Woodward avenue. The office will be

in charge of Max. G. Hilman.

H. C. Ware has been made superintendent of construction of

the western district of the Federal Signal Company, Albany,

N. Y., with office in Chicago. J. J. Hubbard has been made
superintendent of construction of the eastern district of this

company, with office in Albany.

Charles F. Palmer has been made sales manager of the J.

Faessler Manufacturing Company, Moberly, Mo., with office in

St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Palmer has had previous experience in

selling Faessler boiler tools and has also been a representative

of the Frank E. Palmer Supply Company, St. Louis.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has re-

ceived an order from the Sand Springs Interurban, Tulsa, Okla.,

for a second 70-ft. motor car, and an order from the Peoples'

Electric Railway, Muskogee, Okla., for two 70-ft. motor cars.

There are now 108 of these cars in service in the United States

iind Mexico.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has re-

ceived orders from the Boston Elevated for the following equip-

n:ent of its new power station at South Boston, Mass. : Two
15,000 kw. 6600-volt 25-cycle turbo-alternators, six 25000 kva
compensators, and two motor-operated rheostats. The station

will supply power to seven rotary converter railway sub-stations.

Judge Kohlsaat, in the circuit court for the northern district

of Illinois, entered a decree on May 11, sustaining the Hardie
patent which covers the Andrews side frame, made by the

American Steel Foundries, Chicago, and holding that the Wolff
truck frame, made under the Harrington patent by the Scullin-

Gallagher Iron & Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., was an in-

fringement.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second
circuit, in the suit of the Simplex Railway Appliance Company,
Chicago, against the Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., handed down an opinion on May 9, affirming the decision of

the circuit court, which sustained the Bauer patent covering
the Simplex bolster and holding that the Reliance bolster, made
by the Pressed Steel Car Company, was an infringement

The Merchants' Despatch Transportation Company, New York,
was incorporated on May 11 with $5,000,000 capital. This com-
pany, which is a subsidiary of the New York Central, will take

over the assets of the old company and will build refrigerator

cars for its own use, for the New York Central, and for lease.

It is expected, however, that the New York Central's require-

ments will keep the plant too busy to accept outside orders.

The Traveling Engineer's Supply Men's Association has re-

served the entire second floor of the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, for

exhibits during the eighteenth annual convention of the Traveling

Engineer's Association to be held in that hotel August 29 to

September 1, inclusive. Approximately 8,000 sq. ft. of floor space

will be available for exhibits, and numerous applications for space

liave already been received. Power for live exhibits will be

furnished by the hotel at a nominal charge. The Traveling Engi-
neer's Association has a total membership of 750, and it is planned
to make the coming convention the best in the history of the

organization.

It is understood that in the tentative plans for the reorgan-
ization of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.,

the capitalization has been fixed on a basis of the earn-
ing power of the company. This has ranged from $4,000,000
up to $6,000,000 net pef annum in the last five years. The new
company will therefore be chartered with $40,000,000, half pre-

ferred and half common. The incorporators are to be Rudulph
Ellis, president of the Fidelity Trust Company; Charles S. W.
Packard, president of the Pennsylvania Company for the Insur-

ance of Lives and Granting Annuities; Eckley B. Coxe, Jr., Al-
fred C. Harrison and Herman Dercum. John G. Johnson is

acting as counsel in the organization of the new company. This
new company w-ill buy outright from the men who now own
the property the entire $20,000,000 stock of the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.

John Reis, whose election to the vice-presidency of the United
States Steel Corporation, succeeding William B. Dickson, was
mentioned ni the Railicay .Ige Gazette of May 5, was born in

Niles, Ohio, in 1861.

After leaving school.

Mr. Reis began work in

the New Castle Iron

Works, operated by two
of his brothers under
the firm name Reis

Brothers. He learned

the trade of sheet and
plate rolling and at the

Neshannock furnace,
also operated by Reis

Brothers, acquired a

knowledge of blast fur-

nace practice. In 1886

Mr. Reis was made vice-

president and general

manager of the Gogebic
Furnace Company, Iron

River, Mich., manufac-
turers of charcoal pig

iron, and two years

later became manager
of the Nashville Iron,

Steel & Charcoal Com-
pany, with furnaces at West Nashville, Tenn. In 1889 Mr.
Reis went to the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company,
Birmingham, Ala., as manager of the Alice furnace. In 1891

he had charge of the blast furnaces of the Watts Iron & Steel

Syndicate, Middlesboro, Ky. In 1893 he went to the Oliver Iron
& Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., as manager of the Edith
furnace. In 1889, on the formation of the National Steel Com-
pany, Mr. Reis was made general manager of all blast furnace
operations of this company, which included 16 active furnaces.

In 1901, when the United States Steel Corporation was formed,
the operation of the plants of the National Steel Company was
taken over by the Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, and Mr.
Reis was made general superintendent of the Shenango Valley
district, which included all blast furnaces, steel works and roll-

ing mills at New Castle, Pa., and Sharon. In 1905 he was
made assistant to President William E. Corey, of the Steel

Corporation. As vice-president he continues in charge of con-

struction, in addition to other duties connected with that office.

John Reis

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Lock Washers.—The Reliance Manufacturing Company, Mas-
sillon, Ohio, has published a very full catalog of its lock
washers. Illustrations and price lists are included.

Gas Engines.—The Mesta Machine Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

in a small illustrated booklet discusses the characteristic fea-

tures and advantages of Mesta gas engines. In the back of this

booklet gas is contrasted to steam.

Culverts.—The Canton Culvert Company, Canton, Ohio, has
published a folder illustrating and describing its Acme (Nest-
able) corrugated No-Co-Ro metal culverts. Photographs are

given showing divers installing these culverts under water.

Car Wheels.—The Nickel-Chrome Chilled Car Wheel Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., has devoted a small booklet to the ad-

vantages of the Improved nickel-chrome chilled car wheels.

The subject is thoroughly discussed and some interesting results

of tests are included.

Bridges.-—-The Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, Chicago, has

issued Bulletin No. 3, which contains a complete list of the

bridges designed and built by this company, as well as those

that are now under construction. It includes numerous pho-

tographs of Strauss bridges in various parts of the world.
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Ai.niN.A, Ore.—Tlic C)rcgoii-\\'a.sliiiiKt<in Railroad & Navi-

gation Company has given a contract to \V. N. Concanon, San
Francisco, Cal., for iniprovonicnts ami additions, to inclndc new
buildings at the Alhiiia yards near Portland. The improvements,

it is understood, will cost about !i!50,000.

Ciiic.\GO, III.—The Chicago, PurliiinUm M- (Juiiicy has bounht

liropcrty at the southwest coriur uf jacksun iioulcvaid and

Clinton street, Chicago, with 1.^0 ft. fronla.uc on Jackson boule-

vard and 175 ft. frontage on Clinloii street for a new general

oftice building, to be 14 stt)rics high with pruvisinu for further

stories as required, to contain all general offices which are now
scattered in different buildings. Work will be commenced Au-
gust 1, on wrecking the old buildings, and construction of the

new building will be pushed. Marshall S: Fox, Chicago, are the

architects.

Denison, Te-XAS.—Plans have been made for constructing a

subway at a cost of $11,000, under the tracks of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, the Houston & Te.xas Central and the Missouri,

Oklahoma & Gulf, in Denison.

Elmhurst, Cal.—The Western Pacific, it is said, will build

a station at Elmhurst.

Farcer, Ore.—See Madras, Ore.

Gateway, Ore.—See Madras, Ore.

Glendive, Mont.—The Northern Pacific, it is imderstood, will

build a division hospital at Glendive, to cost $150,000.

Globe. Cal.—See Porterville Northeastern under Railway

Construction.

Hunts Ferry, Ore.—See Madras, Ore.

Kempton, Pa.—The Philadelphia & Reading has given a con-

tract, it is said, to the H. E. Ahrens Company, Reading, for

building reinforced concrete bridges at Kemplon and at

Virginsville.

Lakeview, Ore.—According to press reports, the Nevada-
California-Oregon will build a terminal in Lakeview, at a cost

of $100,000. A station is also to be put up at Davis creek near

the lower end of Goose lake.

Madras, Ore.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation

Company has let a contract to Moore Brothers, Portland, for

putting up five stations on the Des Chutes Railroad as follows

:

At Hunts Ferry, Gateway, Madras, Paxton and Farger.

McFarland, Cal.—See Porterville Northeastern under Rail-

w-ay Construction.

Paxton, Ore.— See Madras, Ore.

Sidney, N. Y.—The Delaware & Hudson is to put up a new
station at Sidney, N. Y., next year. This announcement is

made by the New York State Public Service Commission, Sec-

ond district, which has been listening to the complaints of the

people against the "eye sore" that now serves as a station at that

town. The promise of the company to build a station after a

year is referred to as "a most pleasing settlement" of a dis-

turbing question.

Springville, Cal.—See Porterville Northeastern under Rail-

way Construction.

Tampa, Fla.—An otificer of the Tampa Union Station Com-
pany writes that a contract has been given to the King Lum-
ber Company, Charlottesville, Va., and work is to be started at

once on a brick passenger station, with stone and terra cotta

trimmings, at Twigg and Nebraska streets, in Tampa. The
building is to be two stories high, 83 ft. x 130 ft., with a 250-ft.

wmg, and will cost $120,000. (April 28, p. 1019.)

Temple, Tex.—The Missouri, Kansas & Texas will build a

passenger station.

Vancouver, B. C.—The Canadian Pacific is said to be making
plans for an addition to the freight house at Vancouver. The
cost of the improvements will be about $50,000.

Excavation work has been started for the new station to be

built at Vancouver by the British Columbia Electric Railway.

The cost of the improvements will be about $350,000. McDonald
&: Wilson are the contractors. (July 29, p. 208.)

Vircinsville, Pa.—See Kempton, Pa.

W^orth, Cal.—See Porterville Northeastern under Railway

Construction.

iEc|utpmrnt anb §^nppl%t^,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

'J'hc Kansas City Southern, mentioned in the Railway .li;u

Uazcttc of March 10 as being in the market for 20 locomotives,
is now in the market for 11 Pacific type locomotives, 10
consolidalicin loconiolivcs ;ni(l 8 Mallet locomotives.

The Cuba Railroad Company, New York, has ordered 5 ten-

wheel locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The dimensions of the cylinders will be 18 in. x 24 in., the <liam-

etcr of the driving wheels will be 52 in., and the total weiglit in,

working order will be 127,000 lbs.

The Brazil Raihuay Company, New York, has ordered 6
Mallet compound locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 16 in. and
25 in. X 20 in., the dimensions of the driving wheels will be 42
in., and the total weight in working order will be 157,000 lbs.

The New Orleans & Northeastern Railway has ordered 2 ten-

wheel locomotives, and 3 six-wheel switching locomotives fron>

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The dimensions of the cylin-

ders of the ten-wheel locomotives will be 21 in. x 28 in., the

diameter of the driving wheels will be 58 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 180,000 lbs. Two of the switch-

ing locomotives will have 21 in. x 26 in. cylinders, 51 in. driving

wheels, and in working order will weigh 135,500 lbs. The other

switching locomotive will have 20 in. x 24 in. cylinders, 51 in.

driving wheels, and in working order will weigh 112,0(X) lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The New York Central & Hudson River is in the market
for 15 coaches.

Tlie Cliicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 1,000 gondola

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Sydney & Louisburg, Toronto, Can., has ordered 50 all-

steel coal cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.

The San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose, Oakland, Cal, has

ordered 25 seventy-foot motor coaches from the St. Louis Car
Company.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific is said to be in^

the market for 27 steel underframe passenger cars and 100 fifty-

ton steel hopper-bottom coal cars.

The Merchants' Despatch Transportation Company, mentioned
in the Railway Age Gazette of May 12 as taking prices on 1,000'

refrigerator cars, will build this equipment at its shops at East,

Rochester, N. Y.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Great Northern is negotiating for 28,000 tons of rails.

The Kansas City Southern is in the market for 14,000 tons of

rails.

The Philadelphia & Reading is in the market for 5,000 tons

of structural steel.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient has ordered 8,500 tons of;

rails from the Steel Corporation.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville has ordered 4,000 tons

of rails from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Pennsylvania has ordered 3,000 tons of structural mate-

rial from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 2,500 tons of

structural steel from the American Bridge Company to be used

for bridge renewals.

The Benton Harbor & St. Joseph Railway & Light Company.

Benton Harbor, Mich., has ordered 1,200 tons of rails from the

Illinois Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—The railways placed larger orders

last v/eek than in any week since the first of April. The im-

provement is regarded as temporary, however, for these orders

are only for vital requirements. Production continues to exceed

consumption, so a further decrease in unfilled tonnage is expected

for Maj'. A reduction in the price of bars is looked for this

week; not to stimulate buying but to make the price of this,

product more equitable, as compared with other products.
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OEVEN years ago (beginning on May 20, 1904) The Rail-
*^ way Age published a series of Letters from an Old Rail-

way Official to His Son, a Division Superintendent. Many
things have happened since then. The son has become a general
manager. The railways of the country have passed through
the fiercest agitation against them that ever was conducted
against any railways in the world. They have been the subject

of more legislation and the object of more public regulation

.
than ever were any other railways in the world in the same
length of time. Some railway men during this period have
proved themselves Bourbons; they have resolutely refused to

learn anything, or to forget anything. Their attitude toward the

public, toward railway commissions and toward their employees
is the same as it was ten years ago. A very much larger class

of railway officers have demonstrated that they are the opposite

of Bourbons; that they can forget a lot and learn a lot. This
class is composed mainly of the younger officers, but it con-
tains many of the older ones. The "old railway official,'' in

whose disguise the author of the first series of letters has
written a second series, is among those who have both learned
and forgotten. The first letter in his second series, which will

run through these columns for some time, is given elsewhere in

this issue of the Railway Age Gazette. The first series dealt

mainly with operating matters. The second series will deal
largely with the numerous railway questions which are of
most timely interest, including organization, efficiency, the rela-

tions of the managements of the railways to employees, the re-

lations of the railways to the public, etc. Their author has had
exceptional opportunities, owing to his connections with rail-

ways in all parts of the United States, to get information on
which to base very clear and positive ideas as to what is the
matter with American railways, and he does not mince words
or regard thin skins in expressing them. We trust and
believe that the lucubrations that the old gentleman will send to

his son, now a general manager, will be as interesting, amusing
and thought-provoking as were those he wrote when his son
had only just won his spurs in the position of division super-
intendent.

'"PHE diversion of business via the Boston & Albany, to the

New York Central by the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, opens a field of interesting conjecture. The new
traffic agreements are, very likely, the forerunners of others yet
to come, and indicate an inversion of large currents of southern
New England traffic, as well as of the New Haven's general
policy. That policy has heretofore been based on through busi-

ness by the long haul via Jersey City. It now reverts to a

short haul, with the Boston & Albany as an extended base line.

An old and a new theory will now be tried out in practice, and
the results ought to show ere long in the traffic returns. Will
short hauls at better rates on through business plus the economies
of shorter haul operation prove more remunerative than the old

long haul? The New Haven company claims that they will,

that smaller gross will give larger net and that, incidentally, the
present deficit on the Boston & Albany will be turned into a

profit. That the agreements already made profit handsomely
the New York Central is obvioils, saying nothing of other
agreements presumably to come hereafter. That corporation
gains to some extent on its local traffic, but much more on
through business originating and ending in New England. There
are suggestions of losses to the Boston & Maine in this New
York Central-New Haven coalition, as well as to the Pennsyl-
vania; and the eflfects on passenger traffic are an uncertain
factor. But the main interest centres on the New Haven system
itself and the broader question of the outworking of a long and
short haul policy in an essentially monopolized territory, where
the controlling corporation can route much, if not most, of its

freight business. When the New York, New Haven & Hartford
acquired the Boston & Maine we pointed out that extensive re-

routing would probably be one of the sequels. One phase of it

has now come to pass.

"T^ilE following paragraph, from* a Massachusetts newspaper,
•*• calls to mir.d the fact, obvious enough when one thinks of

it, that fusees are not the only thing that a train can leave be-

hind for the purpose of warning the following engineman to be

on his guard

:

A train of 10 cars runs every night during the winter months from
Toulon to Paris, bearing cut flowers to the Paris markets. America has
not got to this state of superrefinement as yet, but one New England rail-

way used to run a fish train every evening, which bore from 12 to IS
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cailojuls of fish from lloslon to tlu- U'lniinus of one ol ilu- I oiig Isl.niil

Souinl stcimuT lilies, iiml soi-iiliil tlic loiiutiy for li;ilf iiii I1..111 or so aflii

its passing'.

Whether the New JiiiKhiiul railwav referred {n ivcr made use

of .lliis iiie.xpeiisive deviei' lor prrxniliiio rear eollisioiis does

not appear. It cannot l)e deiiiid llial it would lia\e served llie

jiurpose in a most elTecti\e inaiuu r for afui- sduie little cxperi-

riiec it niiKlit he easily dcteriiiini'd ]ueei-el.\ how lar awa\ ihe

train actnally was. In one resiuet il would Ik.- superior to lusees,

for it wouhl readjust itself autouiatieall\ at e\er> iool of llu' ua\,

if not every inch, wiiereas fusees are so eoslly ihat it would he

e.xtravagant to use them ofteuer than once in ()0,{)(X) inches.

Witliiu its limit the lish-trainfeature would provide a way to

\n\t in use the 'eoutiuuous,"' or eoutiuuall> ehau,ninK, l>lan ot

maintaining a space interval. Signal engineers have spent untold

amounts of hrain power in striving to devise a system hy whicli

a given hiock-length—say a mile—woukl follow a train, what-

ever the irregularities of its speed, witli the precision of a shadow.

Here you have it. Okl readers of this journal will recall another

i)lfactory system, the asafoetida hlock signal, jjroposed hy one

of our correspondents in the early days of automatic signal

rivalry. That, however, was crude and simple. The New

England codfish has possihilities of varied adaptation which the

drug store cannot even attempt to match. Who knows hut that

we have here the happy discovery that will compose the East-

and-West controversy that has lately heeu raging in onr

columns?

THE OPERATION OF A MECHANICAL STOKER.

FKO.M time to time during the past few years, records have

heen puhlished in these columns regarding the performances

of mechanical stokers on locomotives. In no instance was there

any special preparation made for the trip recorded, and in no

instance did the stoker fail to maintain the steam pressure.

Some of these stokers have gone the way of all things mun-

dane, partly, possihly, because of inherent defects in their mech-

anism, Init partly also, in some cases, hecause of the failure of

their promoters to pay enough attention to the accuracy of their

representations. But the fact remains that the stokers could

maintain the steam pressure. It is a natural conclusion, there

fore, that it is a comparatively easy matter to build a stoker

that will do this, and that the real problem does not lie in

that direction.

On the other hand, the criticism that has been brought against

all those stokers wdiich have failed, is that they used more fuel

than hand tiring. Speaking theoretically, it does not seem that

this should be so, for the admission and regulation of the air,

as well as the quantity and rate of coal supply, should and

can be kept under perfect control. It seems, then, that it is

quite probable that the economical mechanical stoker depends

for its success on the education of the man who operates it.

It is such an easy matter for a fireman who has been trained

in and is accustomed to the strenuous work of the shovel method,

to use an excessive coal supply when it involves no exertion on

his part.

With a firebox unchanged, and with all appurtenances as they

were, it does rot seem reasonable that more fuel should be

demanded from a stoker of steel than from one of Hesh and

blood. But when the latter controls the former and knows

that the unforgiveable sin is steam failure, he will be sure to

err on the side of safety and use an excessive quantity of fuel.

It will be a task of no mean magnitude so to educate the

firemen in the use of stokers, that they will handle the coal

with the iiitelligent care and thrift that they should, and to prove

to railway managers that the failure to work economically is

due to the man and not to the machine, if it is so. Until this is

done there will be but a slow appreciation of the value of the

mechanical stoker, for anything adding to the already excessive

cost of locoinotive fuel is of too serious a nature to be

disregarded.

TWO HINTS FOR RAILWAY FINANCING.

nr'lll'UI'. li.is lutn of lati. soiiu'wliat of ;i revival of the dc-
*• maud for bonds, with the bonds of the .'?tr()iig riiilways

sh;uMng in the r(\i\al. This ui)ward movcilient' may he tcni-

|ioi;ir\ .ind witliMiu dei'p signilic;ini-e, or it may have a more
peini;ineiil eh.ir.u'ter, but wlu'thcr brief or abiding it is subject

to twii inleipictaliiiiis. h'rom the oi)timistic slant it suggests

hoarded money at l;ist seeking in\estment and seeking the well-

st'cured railway bond; Irom the pi'ssimist xiewjjoint, it may
connote lack of investmeiU confidence and money dislodged

from the jimior r;iilw;iy in\'estment and seeking the senior se-

curity. It is a situation which, in eitlur \ iew of the case raises

again the ([uestion as to why the railway corporations do not

gi\e fuller test to the plan of "Vp^'hirizing" the railway bond

b\- the issuQ of small denominations, beginning, say, at $100.

.Any man, woman or child with the funds can buy a single

share of stock of a (k'liomination as low as $100 par, or even

$50 par, should the shares happen to be of the latter amount.

Why should they be debarred from the same ])rivilegc in the

case of the bond, with its higher security and quite as con-

venient wliether coupon or registered? Why should our rail-

way corporations in making their foreign loans feed out the

"small" bond to the JMcnehman and the German—indeed be

compelled to do so by the foreign underwriting bankers—and

not feed the same bonds out for home consumption?

There are several answers, the best of them in the form of

a generalit}'. The small American investor, from the mechanic

who lays by his few dollars a week up to the inheritor of small

capital has not, like the foreigner, been educated up to the

small bond. By financial tradition and habit his recourse is

the savings bank, in spite of its disadvantage of loss of interest

on funds drawn between the interest periods, though with the

partly offsetting gain of drawing the exact sum required. The

savings banks in the long process of time, especially in our

eastern states, have won, and won justly, the small investor's

confidence. Again, the savings bank stands to the small in-

vestor in the nature of a safe deposit vault. That statement

applies to the small coupe n bend, for which the small investor

has no safe depository, though tlie difference between a sav-

ings bank deposit book and a certificate of stock is hardly ap-

preciable. Again, the small railway bond rests on confidence in

personal advice, while the savings bank has the connaence-'

breeding quality and solidities of an institution under official

watch. Turning, next, to the corporation side, there are in the

small bond issue the increased bookkeeping and, speaking gen-

erally, the minutiae to which the larger banking houses object.

Bankers like to handle bonds in blocks, not in small bunches.

And every railway corporation knows the vexatious and pro-

longed detail when the issue of a convertible bond—that is to

say the bond convertible into stock—practically compels tht

use of the bond of small denomination.

These are familiar obstacles to the small and popularized

railway bond, yet it can not escape attention that some of them

are beginning to fade in the face of new financial conditions.

The institutional demand for steam railway bonds has of late,

as we have recently pointed out, been relativelv diminishing:

and the savings banks, witli their lowered surpluses, have been

considering seriously a reduction of interesi to depositors—

a

reduction which would bring their returns considerably below

the better than 4 per cent, that the small investor can secure

on an absolutely safe railway bond. The tendency toward m-

crease in the number of small stockholders in the large divi-

dend paying railway corporations is another straw indicating a

"small" denomination demand at a time when there is a dis-

tinct call for those corporations to utilize every opportimity

of the market, especially the savings of conimisisons by. direct

sale. But, besides the financial motive, there is an ulterior and

moral one of the utmost import. In the present attitude of the

general public toward the railways, what ultimate asset can be

larger than a public sentiment at once enlightened and -pro-
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pitiatcd by reducing the conventional "bloated" bondholder into

the small and multiplied holder—the holder of the small bond,

concrete and conscious, instead of the unconscious holder

through the medium of his savings bank with its railway in-

vestments ?

To the opportunism which suggests to our greater railway

corporations trials, at least, of placing small bonds in those

territorial' regions where their credit is highest, may be added*

.the hint of more liber.nl bond convertibilitv'—that is to say con-

vertibility of the registered into the coupon bond. Some rail-

way bond issues carry that privilege now. But they are not

many, and the inconvenience and sometimes disgust of the

bondholder who finds that he must sell his registered security

in the market—as technically not a "good" delivery—one or

two points below the coupon bond of the same issue and class

is a familiar experience. It signities the broader and bigger

fact that the good will of the bondholder is cognate with that

of the share owner ; that in these times of railway loans that are

more or less competitive the small units of advantage are not

to be ignored ; and that the great railway corporation seeking

money in the cheapest market has become under existing con-

ditions more and more like the keen merchant who watches for

the small margin of profit. We have been hearing much of

late about mechanical and operating efficiency on our railways.

Are these not new directions or directions imperfectly tried

out for financial department efficiency also ? The present situ-

ation at least sharply suggests them.

ST^tler^ to the lEdilon

INVENTORY OF LABOR ON RAILWAYS.

NEW BOOKS.

Engineering Law; \'o\. I, The Law of Contract. By Afexander Haring,
C F.., J.. L. B., L. L. M. 518 pages, 6 in. x 9/. in. Myron C. Cfarl<

Pubfisliing Co., Cliicago.

Engineering law for the use of e'ligineering students usually has

been treated either in purel}' text book form or in complete legal

form, citing inmunerable cases. The first method has the dis-

advantage of not enabling the student to understand fully how
the rules of law are worked out and applied by the courts to the

facts ; and the second has the disadvantage that the average

engineer, or student of engineering, has not the legal training to

enable him to grasp the elements of law which form the bases

of the decisions in the cases he studies. The work done by Mr.

Haring consists of combining these two methods of treatment

so that an engineer can readily grasp the principles of law in-

volved ; and if he desires to make a more complete study of the

subject he can do so by reading the cases and excerpts from

engineering decisions which are included. For use as a text book
in engineering schools the volume possesses undoubted merits

;

but it should be supplemented by a series of lectures by a com-
petent engineer. The present volume treats only of the law of

contracts, but since "Vol. I" is included in its title it is assumed
that other branches of law involved in engineering practice will

be treated in later volumes. The book is divided into five chap-

ters, taking up the inherent elements of contracts, their forma-
tion, the parties affected, their interpretation, and their discharge.

Each chapter is divided into a number of sections, and in each

section is given a short general discussion of the law, followed

by a few pertinent cases and excerpts from decisions. In each

case cited the feature which it illustrates is tersely stated in bold

face type at the head of the citation, enabling the student to

grasp readily the points that are made.

The Western Railway Company, Argentina, has been author-

ized to open to the public the remainder of the extension of its

line to Los Toldos, Roberts. The Southern Railway Company
has been authorized to open provisionally the part of the branch
from Bolivar to Pringies between Recalde and Bolivar. The
branch is to be completed by the end of July. These two Argen-
tine railway companies are among the most active in all South

.\nierica as far as the construction of new lines is concerned.

Chicago, May 13, 1911.

To THE Editor ov the R.xh.w.w Age G.\zette:

It is a rule on railway systems to take an inventory of material

at least twice a year. This inventory is carefully taken to de-

termine exactly the stock of material on hand.

The item of labor on railways represents about 60 per cent.

of the expenditure and but little attention is paid to the matter
of taking an "inventory of labor." On most systems the organi-

zation is built up gradually, men arc added here and there and
forces increased by stress of necessity during periods of heavy
business and not sufficient attention is paid to the reduction of

forces to a normal basis after the necessity for existing forces has
ceased

;
in other words, there is no periodical inventory of the

labor element entering into the railway operation.

If railways were as careful to keep down their stock of labor

as they are of keeping down their stock of material, very large

decreases in force could be made during times of light business.

The urgency for economy in the operation of railways is so

acute at the present time that every large system would be
justified in creating a department of economy, to be super-

vised by a competent officer who would rank as a vice-president

and would be responsible to the president. Through such a

department all matters of expenditure on railways should pass
in order that every expenditure might be scrutinized by a com-
petent authority. It is almost needless to say that on almost

every large railway system many times the cost of conducting
such a department could be saved. For small systems, a number
of lines could join for the formation of such a department,

whereby the expenditures of each of the contracting lines could

be properly supervised. Even if such a department could only

save sufficient money to cover the cost of conducting the depart-

ment, there would be the satisfaction of knowing that ex-

penditures are properly made and waste reduced to a minimum.
The formation of such a department need not necessarily in-

fringe upon any other department, but it is a well-known fact

that the existing departments of railways are so busy with

their own affairs that there is not sufficient time to properly

go into the merits of every expenditure to determine whether
it is proper or extravagant.

The experience of many years in the railway service will

convince any man conversant with railway operation that there

is much waste today which could be saved, but it cannot be

saved unless it is systematically and intelligently handled.

The railway business necessarily, by reason of its being scat-

tered over large areas, cannot be so closely supervised as a com-
mercial business which is confined to narrow limits, and there

is much waste on railways because cf this fact, but a proper

organization to conserve due economy would by proper insper-

tion eliminate many wastes which now exist.

There has been no time in the history of railway operation

when greater economy was more imperative than at the pres-

ent time, and those railways which pay due regard to a close

inspection, not only of the material cpiestion, but of the labor

question as well, will show the greatest net results.

L. C. FRITCH,

Ciiief Engineer, Chicago Great Western.

The government of Uruguay has conditionally approved the

plan presented by the northern extension of the Central Uruguay
Railway for extending the line at Rivera, on the Brazilian

boundarj', till it connects with the Brazilian railway systems. The
difference of gage in the two systems will necessitate the employ-

ment of three rails on the new extension. Although this method

is inconvenient it will have to suffice for the present.
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LETTERS FROM AN OLD RAILWAY OFFICIAL TO HIS
SON, A GENERAL MANAGER.

It\ .M.\ lOK rilAkI KS 1). II INI .

Chicago, April 8, 1911.

My Dear lioy :— Oiicc more a circular comes to gh-ddeii my
heart and gratify my pride. 'I'liis circular announces your ap-

pointment as jiuKTal inana.ner, a position of honor and import-

ance, extensive in its o])])ortunilies for good adminisf ration as

well as for wasteful neglect.

Some seven years ago, when you were a (Hvision superintend-

ent, I wrote you a book of Utters wliicii caused lis both to be

taken more seriously than perhaps we shall ever be again. Can
T. R. come back? I don't know, I am sure, but your old Dad
can and will. Imit noser before in our splendid profession of

railroatliuii has thcri. been greater need for the wisdom of eld

age. the entliusiasm of youth, and the balanced execution of

middle life. We, the railways, wo the most scattered and, ergo,

the most exposed of property rights, are the hrst of the outposts

to receive and to repel the assaults of anarchy and its smaller

sister, socialism. Subtle, sinister, and specious is the reasoning

which supports the claims of those who single out the arteries

of inland commerce as a thing apart, as something immune to

the irresistible laws of cause and effect. Shall we sit idly by,

because we have had our part? No, my son, in that inspiring

painting, "the spirit of 76," the old man and the boy, equals

in enthusiasm, typify the soul love of liberty of an aroused

people. Let you and I, therefore, do our little part to call to

arms our brethren of a nation-long village street. Perhaps

we arc only hired hands of imaginary "interests." Perhaps,

nevertheless, we are liberty-loving. God-fearing, right-thinking

American citizens. Perhaps we do not need to be backed ir.to

the last corner before we turn and stand for the God-given

rights for which men of all ages have been willing to fight and

die. Perhaps the muck-rakers have not procured all the patents

pertaining to perfection, potential or pronounced. But be that as it

may, you and I can at least be heard, can have our day in the

forum of public opinion, which after all is the couit of last

resort. In the language of Mr. Dooley, the decisions of the

Supreme Court follow the popular elections.

What shall we do to be saved? First, put our own hou.se in

order that example may protect precept. It is a pretty good

house after all. Only eighty years old to be sure, short in

epochs of experience, but relatively long in aeons of achievement.

It already has some degenerate offspring, but mighty few when
you consider the rapidity of forced breeding, the intensity of in-

cubation. Transportation, acknowledged as second only to agri-

culture in the world's great industries, has advanced faster and

further in eight decades than has agriculture in eight centuries.

That is something to be proud of. Therein is glory enough for

us all.

Unfortunately, pride goeth before destruction. In the

bivouac of the living, glory is a mighty unreliable sentinel. Let

us hang up pride and glory as our Sunday- go-to-meeting clothes.

Let us don consistent practice and tenacious watchfulness for

week-day wear. Let us cease to temporize with principle when

such unmanly action seems easy and inexpensive. Nothing is so

expensive ultimately as a violation of principle. A platitude,

you say. So it is. The aforesaid T. R. has gained a great hold

on the American people, at one time a strangle hold, by repeating

platitudes over and over again. Great is the man who can

measure the limitations of his fellows. Let us take a leaf from

his book and repeat, reiterate, and reverberate the Ten Com-
mandments, and the greatest of all commandments, the Golden

Rule, alias the Square Deal.

It takes an abnormally intelligent people to grasp at first blush

the truism that railways should charge "what the traffic will

bear," for the same good reason that the corner grocer makes

all the profit the business will survive. Therefore, put the soft

pedal on cost of service and a fair return on capital invested.

(.rt oi, the IkmkI w;;g(in, and follow llic able lead of S;nii Uunn
of the good old Raihvay Aac Gazette in playing the logical tune
of value of service rendered, of charging all the admisj.ion fee
the show will stand. The people will not go to church to hear
our preaching. We must reach ihem in the highways and tVie

byways, in the moving picture shows, and through improvised
Salvation Armies of self-interest. Do not expect the people to

espouse a cause in which wc arc half-hearted. Either we are

light or wc arc wrong. Lilhcr the government should own and
run the railways, or the stockholders should retain possession
and we, the intelligent entrcl>reneut class, should continue our
scientific management—for scientific it has been.

ICither a man is honest or he is crooked. Either a woman is

virtuous or she is loose. In a world of complexities, filled with

relative things, some truths are so absolute that they are axio-

matic, some positions so pronounced that there is no middle
ground. From Trafalgar there rings through the ages Nelson's

signal, "England expects every man to do his duty." Its inter-

pretation and its adaptation for us to-day mean that every rail-

way luan, every home lover, every believer in property rights

must defend the sound position of the railways, must anticipate

the assaults of pseudo-socialism. The individual is the indivisible

unit of society. The family is the consecrated unit of civil-

ization. The home is the prime requisite for the family whose
very existence depends upon the right of property, tangible or

intangible.

You say that all railway men are doing something along

this line. So they are, but nearly every one can do more if

intelligently and persistently directed. We have taken too much
for granted in believing that the legal department would look

out for legislation, and the press agent for publicity. This

phase, like many of our problems, is a question of organization,

which itself as a science is a branch of sociology. On most

railways some department—never, of course, our own—has un-

consciously tried to be bigger than the whole company, in vio-

lation of the axiom that the whole is greater than any of its

parts. When, by proper organization, we balance these depart-

ments—especially on the other fellow's road—we shall be in a

better position to present a more united front in forestalling the

arrival of the common enemy, prejudice and his principal ally,

ignorance. "Men," says Marcus Aurelius, "exist for one an-

other. Teach them, then, or bear with them." We, the rail-

ways, have done our share of bearing. It is time to do more
teaching. Before we can impart knowledge, we must know our-

selves, we must be sure of our own information.

Naturally, I want you to be the best general manager in the

country. Therefore, if I am a little too didactic at times, you

must be patient with me. Of course, you will have to work

out your conclusions for yourself. Remember that I am too old

at this teaching game to try always to think for other people.

My job is so to state the propositions that you will reach the

answers in your own way. Incidentally, the more you think

you have discovered for yourself, the greater the credit due your

teacher. Men are only boys grown tall. As grown up children

they seem to prefer the misfits of their own manufacture to the

hand-me-down assortment from the shelves of stored experience.

Too often the employing corporation pays the bill for educating

an ofBcial for his duties after his promotion and appointment,

for the cloth he wastes in selecting unwise patterns of pro-

cedure.

Most of our large corporations are still in a stage of indus-

trial feudalism. In the middle ages the feudal baron and his

methods were absolutely essential to preserve civilization for

society. Without hini and his forceful ways the relapse to bar-

barism would have been rapid. In the earlier periods of the

large corporation the industrial baron and his ofttimes lawless

audacity were essentials of corporate existence. As these great

types die ofif, their system dies with them. Supply keeps close

on the heels of demand. These feudal barons of industry and

commerce are breeding no successors because none are needed.
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As government of laws succeeds a government of men, so ad-

ministration by system displaces administration by personal

caprice. The scheme of progress now demands a higher type

of corporation official, and he is being rapidly developed.

Altruism, adaptability, consideration and courtesy are the more
modern requirements. The successful official of to-day is more
of a sociologist than ever before. He must study human nature

from its broadest aspects. He must know the public, its whims
and caprices, its faults and foibles, its intelligence and its

strength. He must learn to know his men that he may see how
many things they can do, not how few. Human nature is

mighty good stuff. The more it is trusted the better it responds.

The feudal baron did not know this. He was jealous of his

own authority, because more or less conscious of his limitations,

of the weakness of his system. Those who take up his self-

imposed responsibilities must be better men. They must be so

sure of themselves and of the science of their methods that they

can trust others, can delegate authority to the man on the

ground. The task of the general manager to-day is so to de-

centralize authority that the company can obtain the best

thought of the humblest employee, that indivisible unit of society

whom his feudal superiors have trusted too little. The most
important unit of organization is the individual. Give him his

due weight as a living, thinking man, and you increase the mass

efficiency of the corporation.

This run is too heavy for stringing on one schedule. I am
now giving you the first terminal figure, 12.01 a. m. at Problem.

Next time if I can push you to Principle you can perhaps flag

over a station or two toward the despatcher at Understanding,

whose wires have been known to go down in stormy weather.

With a father's blessing,

Your affectionate and rejuvenated,

D. A. D.

STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.*

VII.

BY W. M. ACWORTH.

From the foregoing sketch of the present position in four great

countries, it is quite evident that no general agreement exists as

to how far it is reasonable to take distance into consideration in

adjusting rates inter se. The sheer mileage tariffs of Germany
obviously find no favor elsewhere. And, indeed, they seem

indefensible on the ground alike of the interest of the railway

and of the interest of the public, alike on the basis of cost of

service and on that of value of service. It needs no argument to

show that to move a truck of goods 100 miles does not cost 10

times as much as to move it 10 miles. Nor will it be disputed

that under normal conditions to move a trader's goods 400 miles

is not to him a service four times as valuable as to move them

100 miles, for at the longer distance he is pretty sure to come into

contact with new competition—is, in fact, like a dumper in a for-

eign country—and, accordingly, has to be contented with a fine

or even a vanishing profit. Indeed, the German policy seems self-

condemned, for it is admitted that, beyond a distance of something

like 150 or 200 miles, low-class goods simply cannot bear the

German rates and, accordingly, perform the main part of their

journey by water, leaving to the railways only the comparatively

unprofitable task of hauling them the short distance to and from

the port. Grain, for example, consigned from East Prussia to

Bavaria, is carried by rail to a Baltic port, thence shipped right

round to Rotterdam and up the Rhine to Mannheim or Frank-

furt, and thence transferred once more to rail to reach its des-

tination. In any other country, with railways up to the Prussian

standard of efficiency, a through rail rate could and would be

made, at once profitable to the railway and advantageous to the

trader,

•Previous articles appeared in these columns as follows: January 6,

p. 10; January 13, p. 75; January 20, p. 114; January 27, p. 155; February
3, p. 200; May 18, p. 1143.

But, even if we agree that a sliding scale does more justice

both to railway and trader, that does not help to decide what
the sliding scale should be. Indeed, some people have questioned
whether distance ought to be taken into account at all. Ever
since the days of William Gait, who wrote as long ago as 1843,

quite a number of arguments have from time to time been put
forward—by professors, not by railway men—in favor of what is

commonly known as the postal principle, most of them, it is true,

referring, at least primarily, to passenger traffic. The famous
fourteenth zone of the Hungarian tariff of 1889, which included
all distances beyond 135 miles at the same fare, was to some
extent explained as a concession to this theory. Russia also some
years back introduced new passenger tariffs based on the same
idea. But Hungary and Russia alike have since found them-
selves compelled to make sweeping modifications re-establishing

the importance of distance as a prominent feature. A dis-

tinguished friend of mine, however, who unites long practical

railway experience with careful theoretical study of railway

problems, asserts that in the public interest distance should be
as far as possible disregarded, and this not merely on the ground
that conveyance cost is a small part of the total cost, but on the

further ground that the advantage of proximity to a market,
conferred by a system of mileage rates, merely results in putting

the whole difference between cost of production at the most
favored spot and cost of production on the margin of competi-

tion into the pockets of the owner of the most favorably located

land. I am persuaded myself, however, that he is wrong. My
own tentative theory is in general terms something like this,

looking at the matter first from the point of view of the rail-

way :—Terminal cost, both station and service is a large and
ever-increasing portion of total operating cost; and terminal cost

is wholly irrespective of distance. Conveyance cost, on the

o'ther hand, increases in proportion to distance, but in a

geometrically decreasing ratio. But on English railways one-

third of the total rate is required to pay interest on the construc-

tion capital and the benefit of this capital to the consignor is

strictly in proportion to distance. On a railway costing $250,000

a mile a man sending his traffic 20 miles is the user of $5,-

000,000 of the shareholders' capital; if he sends his traffic 100

miles, he is the user of $25,000,000, and so on. On the whole,

we might say, possibly, that if the cost of x miles is y pennies,

2 X miles will cost 1^2 y pennies. Then, secondly, looking at the

matter from the point of view of the public, there will be gen-

eral agreement that to widen the area of supply, to increase the

competition of markets with each other, to break down local

monopolies, to diffuse population, to encourage the establish-

ment of local industries, to cause the full tide of national life

to run up into the remotest bays—all these are laudable objects

and deserving of encouragement. And, if this be correct, the

conclusion follows that the principle, alike of group rates and

of sliding scale rates, is sound and, possibly, worthy of greater

extension than it has hitherto received in England.

If, instead of considering the relation of rates in respect of

distance, we consider their relation in respect of size of con-

signment, we shall find again that the historic development in

different countries has been equally discrepant. I suppose it

would not be an exaggeration to say that in America the car-

load rate is usually about half the rate fixed at so much per 100

lbs. for less-than-carload quantities. In Germany it is safe to

say that goods consigned in truck loads pay on the average a

good deal less than half what they would pay in quantities of

under five tons. Here, for example, are the rates per 100 kilo-

grammes for a distance of 20 kilometres :—in small consign-

ments, 33 pfennige (or, if belonging to the category of special

articles, 27 pfennige) ; in 10-ton lots, 21, 15, 13, or 11 pfennige,

according to classification. I do not myself possess a sufficiently

detailed knowledge of the French tariffs to be able to generalize

as to the average relation between the rates for wagon-load and

less-than-wagon-load consignments in France. Perhaps some

reader of the Railway Age Gazette can supply the deficiency. In
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KuBland tlierc is dearly no yc'^"'':'' principle. J he reductions

for 2. 4, or 6-ton lots, or whatever the tigiire be, varies widely

in different cases. I should be inclined Id guess that a 20 per

iHUt. iicluction off the ordinary class rates would he sonietliing

liUe tl:e average figure.

Now, 1 do not propose to argue here whether the German or

English practice in this nialter has the better economic justifica-

tion; but it is relevant here to point out the impossibility of

adapting I'.nglish practice to German ideas. It is ([uitc evident

that if an luiglish manager, convinced that the German practic*

was correct, were to reduce his four-ton rates to half the norma,

class rates for the same articles, he would be overwhelmed with

an avalanche of commission cases, claiming that traders, com-

pelled by the conditions of trade to do their business in small

U)ls, were subjected to an undue preference, and in a year or

twi> tiie present relation between small and large consignments

would l)e more or less restored, only at a much lower average

rate of charge.

A further point is hero worth notice. All countries agree in

giving a lower rate for truck loads than for lesser quantities,

and the economic argument that, just as a truck load is entitled

to a lower rate than a small consignment, so a train load is

l^riiiiii facie entitled to a lower rate than the truck load, is

surely irrefragable. But practice does not always square with

theory. Train-load rates are common in France; they exist in

Ireland; I believe they exist for coal and iron ore in Germany.

At the time of the revision of rates here in England 20 years

ago, figures of train-load rates were introduced into the Board

of Trade schedules. But they were struck out in the course of

the subsequent proceedings before the Parliamentary Joint Com-

mittee. Still, from the earliest days the English courts have

accepted what is practically the train-load principle, namely,

that a rate below the ordinary truck-load rate, given to a trader

who guarantees to send exceptional quantities, is not an undue

preference.* And this doctrine has been acted on by one Rail-

way Commission quite recently. On the other hand, in America,

where, if anywhere, one would have expected to find Providence

on the side of the big battalions, the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission has from the outset set its face against any concession

for train-load quantities. In one of the very earliest cases that

came before it, the commission decided that "such a discrimina-

tion must have a necessary tendency to destroy the business of

the small dealers. ... It cannot be supported by the circum-

stance that the offer is open to all ; although made to all, it is

not possible that all should accept." More flat contradiction of

the doctrine which found favor 50 years ago with the Court of

Common Pleas, to the effect that "it may be that only one trader

can take advantage of the reduction offered; if so, so much the

worse for his rivals, but that is not the fault of the railway

company" one can hardly conceive. Once more, I do not argue

which principle is right—I am only concerned at this stage to

point out the discrepancy, mainly as illustrating the difficulty of

the subject, but partly also as suggesting topics that will require

further discussion hereafter.

But I think everyone must agree that, as a matter of practical

politics, these questions of undue preference take so wide a

sweep and are so vital to the trade of the whole country, that no

manager of a private undertaking, be he never so competent

and never so honest, can expect to be permitted to deal with

them on his own uncontrolled responsibility, and that the state

is bound to take a hand and, in the last resort, to interfere per-

emptorily in their solution. It may be added that reasonable-

ness of facilities may also, like reasonableness of rates, be a

question of comparison; that a preference in facilities may also

be due or undue. But the comparison of rates is so much

more important and complicated than that of facilities that it

hardly seems necessary to discuss the latter in further detail.

•Nicholson V. G. W. R. 5 C. B. (N.S.) p. 366. Printed also in Rail-

way & Canal Traffic Cases—I. 121.

THE STREET LOCOMOTIVE STOKER.

1 he Street locomotive stoker, whicii has been in course of

development for the past three years in the hands of Clement F.

Street, Schenectady, N. Y., has reached a stage of successful

operation and is in use on locomotives of the St. Louis & San
I'rancisco, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, Norfolk & Western, New York Central and Penn-

.sylvania and is being applied on the Chesapeake & Ohio. The
stoker is of what is known as the scatter type; the coal is scat-

tered in a shower over the surface of the grate and is burned

as in the ordinary hand firing. The main features of the ma-
chine are that it takes tiie coal from the tender, crushes it, con-

veys it forward to the locomotive, drops it down to the dis-

tributing tubes at the back of the firebox and blows it forward

to the point on the grate where it is to be used. This is done
without any labor on the part of the fireman other than to see

that the coal flows or falls down to the crusher at the proper

rate.

All of tliis is done without interfering in any way or even

modifying the construction of the fire door, so that hand firing

can be resorted to instantly in case of necessity or convenience.

In fact in the book of instructions issued by Mr. Street the

order is given not to "fire with the stoker when the locomotive

is not working steam," or "when the steam pressure is below

125 lbs.," and "before beginning to fire with the stoker, build

up a heavy level fire with the shovel, and get up full steam

pressure."

The stoker is mechanical, and not automatic, in that it re-

quires attention and adjustment to meet the varying demands

of service. The crusher is driven by its own engine and the

coal is brought to a condition so that the largest pieces will

pass through a slot in the bottom of the crusher, whose maxi-

mum opening is lyz in. wide. As the narrowest opening is

^ in., it follows that the greater portion of the coal is quite

fine when it has passed the crusher and falls to the trough of

the conveyor.

Four requirements, which arc considered as primary to all

others for a locomotive stoker, were kept in mind by the

designer.

First.—The stoker must be able to handle any desired

quantity of coal, and while so doing must call for much less

physical effort from the fireman than hand firing on average

modern locomotives.

Second.—It must handle successfully any grade of coal

from the best to the poorest and from all slack to all lumps.

Third.—It must be able to keep up full steam pressure

under all conditions.

Fourth.— It must not break down.

Having these four things in mind the efforts of every one

working on the design of the stoker have been along these

lines, and the question of fuel economy and smoke have been

given secondary^ consideration. Now that the primary re-

quirements have been successfully met, it is the intention to

make a careful study of the question of coal consumption

and smoke, and it is confidently believed that these problems

are much less difficult than those already solved.

The design has also been given a great deal of attention

and study from the engine house standpoint, with a view of

producing a machine to meet all of the trying conditions at

that point. The results seem to be highly satisfactory in

every detail. The regular roundhouse forcfe can treat a lo-

comotive equipped with this stoker in exactly the same man-

ner as one which is not so equipped. The usual processes

of cleaning and dumping the fire, kindling the fire, getting

up steam, washing out the boiler, making inspections or all

kinds of repairs, and, in fact all, of the many little jobs which

are done around the roundhouse, can be carried on in exactly

the same manner as on locomotives without the stoker.

The parts of the machine have been designed with a view
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Rear View of Locomotive Equipped With Street Stoker.

Street Locomotive Stoker and Double Fire Door.

of making them as accessible as possible in order to facilitate

the work of inspection, and the stoker can easily be inspected

in from five to ten minutes. This work consists of turning

steam on the engines, seeing tliat they arc in working condition,

looking for steam leaks, seeing that the distributors are

properly cleaned out and the steam jets operating, and noting
the condition of the fire-box end of the distributers. The
only parts of the stoker which require replacement between
shoppings of the locomotive are the fire-box ends of the

distributors, which are renewed in the roundhouse every thirty

to sixty days. An old distributor can be taken out, and

a new one can be put in in about ten minutes or a quarter of an

liour.

The development of the stoker is a story of a development

of details and their adjustment to the work required, and it is

to these details that attention will be directed. The stoker is

divided nito two parts ; that on the tender, and that on the

locomotive. The part on the tender consists of the crusher,

the engine used to drive it, and the chute for delivering the

coal to the conveyor on the engine.

Coal Crusher on Tender; Street Locomotive Stoker. Coal Hopper and Conveyor Chain.
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Elevator Buckets and Sprocket Wheel.

ELEVATOR.

As the coal drops down from tlie crusher it falls into a chute

that delivers it into the elevator hopper attached to the engine

below the deck plate. It has been found that, despite the move-

ment of the tender, the fine coal cannot be depended upon to

flow down an incline of less than 45 deR., and that angle has been

adopted. The opening of the hopper on the engine is elongated

so as to permit the lateral displacement of the tender relative to

the engine without loss of coal.

Bolted to the left side of the back head of the locomotive is

an engine with cylinders 3'/^ in. in diameter with a 3-in. stroke

of piston. This engine drives a worm, meshing with a gear that

revolves at the rate of 30 revolutions per minute. The gear shaft

carries the sprocket wheel, by which the conveyor is driven at

a speed of about 90 ft. per minute. It also carries a disc, known
as a controller cam, and shown in one of the photographs. This

controller cam regulates the number and duration of the steam

jets that are used for blowing the coal into the firebox. The
valve, in the pipe leading to the jets, is seated with a spring

and its stem projects through the case as with an ordinary

stop valve. A lever having a roller at one end is pivoted

lietwecn the end and the valve stem. If a cam is set out, the

roller, in riding over it, pushes the valve stem in, opens the

valve and permits a jet of steam to escape from the nozzle.

Controller Lever Latch Thrown Out, Showing the Cams Out

of Service and No Steam Jets Working.

Controller Lever Latch Thrown In, Allowing the Cams to

Operate the Steam Jets.

These cams are of varying lengths, so that the duration of the

jet and the amount of valve opening can be adjusted to suit

the requirements of the moment. Under ordinary working condi-

tions only two are in use.

The elevator is of the bucket type, running across the hop-

per carried beneath the footplate, into which the coal flows

from the crusher, up the straight pipe on the left hand side of

the locomotive; over the sprocket wheel in the upper left hand

corner; across the top of the machine as it is shown in the

cab view, and down the pipe at the right. The whole device

as it is applied is shown on the photograph of the rear view

of the locomotive. In the face of the hopper it will be noticed

that there are two plates, H and I, on each of which there is

an eccentric boss. This boss is the bearing for an idler sheave

that holds the conveyor buckets down to their work. By hav-

ing two sets of bolt holes in the hopper plates, it is possible,

by turning the flange, to set the sheaves in or out a small

amount and thus take up any slack in the elevator chain ;
or,

when it has stretched, to permit a link to be removed.

The elevator buckets and chain are riveted together. The
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The Crusher Engine; Street Locomotive Stoker.

buckets are nearly cylindrical and have a capacity of about

34.5 cu. in. The links are drop forgings with a boss forged at

one end and a hole to receive the mate on an adjoining link

drilled in the other; they are riveted to the sides of the bucket

as showm. The driving is done by a direct contact of the

sprocket wheel against the bottom of the bucket. The sprocket,

therefore, fits very closely in its casing, so as to avoid a loss of

coal as the bucket moves it. The maximum capacity of the con-

veyor is about 5 tons an hour.

ENGINES AND GOVERNORS.

When work was first started, it was thought possible to pur-

chase small engines and governors on the market that would be

suitable for the purpose ; but it was soon found that the condi-

tions of operation on a moving locomotive were such as to render

an engine built for the quiet of stationary service quite unfit

for the work and an engine had to be designed that could stand

these strenuous conditions. It is very heavily built and has a

cylinder 3^ in. in diameter with a piston stroke of 3 in. The

engine is single acting and is contrcjlled by a pist(jn valve and

shaft governor; both the piston and the valve work in trunks

without crosshcads.

The engine valve is driven by a variable eccentric, controlled

by a very substantial shaft governor, which is a niodifkation cjf

that used on the VVcstinghousc engines. Steam is admitted at

one end, and is exhausted through the center. All lubrication

is effected by means of the splash of the crank; the leakage of

water from the cylinder and steam chest into the crank case

is cared for by a simple design of water separator that draws the

water of¥ into a drip that carries it down to the ground and

leaves the oil in the case.

The engine on the tender is set at the front end of one of the

water legs which is cut away for the purpose. It is connected

to the rocker shaft of the crusher by the rod. A, shown on the

Crusher for Street Locomotive Stoker.

Coal Crusher; Street Locomotive Stoker.

drawing of the side elevation, which is driven by an eccentric

on the engine shaft.

Power and Steam Consumption of Engines.—At a speed of

450 revolutions per minute, using steam at 200 lbs. pressure

and cutting ofY one-third stroke, the engine develops about 6

horse power, which, however, is far in excess of the actual de-

mands. In order to determine what might be the probable maxi-

mum demand on the locomotive boiler, tests were made of a

locomotive in operation and the exhausts from both of the

stoker engines and the steam jets were condensed and weighed.

In these tests the holes in the nozzles were ^ in. in diam-

eter, and there were 120 spits per minute, consisting of 1 long,

1 intermediate and 2 short. With the understanding that these

tests represent extreme conditions, the tests show that the opera-

tion of the stoker calls for a steam consumption equivalent to

from 1 to 1>4 per cent, of the total production of the boiler.

CRUSHER.

The crusher, which is shown in detail on one of the drawings,

is formed of a swinging jaw pivoted at its upper end and driven

to and fro by the rocker arm A. The lower arm of the rocker,

B, has a bearing against a distance piece, C, which permits of a

slight motion between the arm and the jaw. By changing this

distance piece, it is evident that the width of opening at the bot-

tom of the crusher can be varied between comparatively wide lim-

its. This piece is held in place by the spring, D, which is under

tension and draws the jaw back with the back motion of the

rocker. The motion of the jaw is thus positive. But, if hard

substances, such as rocks or pieces of iron, come down with

the coal and get caught between the jaws, there would be a

liability to breakage unless some means were provided to re-

lieve the stress. This is done by holding the stationary jaw in
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place with a heavy spring. This has sufficient capacity to hold

the jaw in place against all stresses that may be set up by the

crushing of coal. But, if some substance too hard to be crushed

becomes wedged in between the jaws, the stationary jaw simply

moves back and forth with the moving one, until the obstruction

is removed.

METHOD OF FIRING.

The coal is brought up through the vertical leg at the right,

then over the sprocket wheel and out to the center, where the

buckets pass through a cylindrical screen. The four quarters

of this screea are perforated with holes of different diameters.

They are ^ in., 5/16 in., }i in. and ^ in. By rotating this

screen so that one or the other of this set of holes are brought

beneath the buckets the quantity of coal passing through can

be varied, for it is evident that more will drop through the

large holes than the small. The fine coal passing through this

screen drops down into the central distributor and is put into the

firebox across the back end.

Beyond the screen the buckets pass over a hopper in which

there is a deflector plate that can be adjusted so as to turn

more or less coal to the right or the left. This deflector plate

is set in line with the axis of the conveyor, so that the relative

Coal Crusher and Eccentric Arm.

amount of coal that it sends into one pipe or the other is not

affected by the rolling of the locomotive.

Under normal working conditions, the coal is evenly dis-

tributed into the pipes leading to the right or left hand side of

the firebox. As the coal comes down it is caught by the steam

jet and blown out into the firebox to a distance corresponding

to the intensity of the jet. Ordinarily it falls in an even

shower over the whole surface of the grate, the central jet taking

care of the whole of the back end, where the fine particles are

burned without danger of being carried into the tubes by the

draft unburned. The nozzles are circular, and the distributors

are so shaped as to throw the coal evenlj- over the grate. It

has been found, however, that no hard and fast rule can be

adopted for the design of these distributors, but that they must be

adapted to the engine on which they are to be used and the coal

that is to be burned. Finally, though no part of the stoker,

but essential to its proper operation, a brick arch is used in the

firebox.

As has been repeatedly asserted in these columns, this, like

other mechanical stokers, is not intended to and will not take

the place of the intelligence of the fireman. It merely does the

heavy mechanical work, taking the coal from the tender and de-

livering it to the firebox, with no demand on the strength of the

fireman other than that required to see that the coal is drawn
down to the crusher at the proper rate.

It may be added that the crusher is looked upon by the de-

signer as a temporary expedient. If the stoker is adopted and
used in large numbers, it will be cheaper to install crushers at

the regular coaling stations, and deliver crushed coal to the

tender rather than attempt to crush it after it has been de-

livered. When this is done, the engine on the tender will be
done away with and the coal will be carried forward by a

conveyor driven by the engine on the locomotive. Meanwhile
the present arrangement will be used.

It will be seen from the engraving of the back end of the

boiler that the fire door is left perfectly free and clear for in-

stant resort to hand firing, should the stoker fail or should it

become necessary to mend any portion of the bed.

It is the expectation that the essential running parts of the

machine will run from one shopping of the locomotive to the

next. The engines, for example, will require no attention ex-

cept that of filling a single oil cup, and light repairs can be

made on the conveyor and other parts by the roundhouse force.

As it appears on the engine it looks large, but it has been

found, in the experimental work that has been done, that a

heavy substantial construction with an ample margin of power
is necessary to successful operation. If, however, the machine

is examined critically, it will be seen to be exceedingly well

designed for the purpose for which it is intended, though this

is not to assert that the final word has been spoken and that

no future modifications will be made.

THE RECENT IMMIGRANT IN RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
AND MAINTENANCE OF WAY WORK.

BY W. J. I,.\UCK.*

A report of the United States Immigration Commission on

the floating immigrant labor supply will soon be available. It

has to do with railway construction and maintenance of way
laborers upon the roads of the East, the South, the Southwest

and the Northwest, and employees of machine and car shops

and engine houses in the East. The statistical basis of the study

consists of original statistical information secured for 5,913 em-

ployees of steam railways in the territory east of the Ohio river

and north of the Potomac rivers, and of 5,821 laborers employed

in construction and maintenance of way work in all sections of

the country. Part of the data were secured through the co-

operation of railway officials and contractors, and part through

agents who made direct inquiries among the wage earners. A
complete census was made of the members of the operating

forces of the maintenance of way department of the divisions of

a trunk line east of the Ohio river by a representative of the

commission, who through the courtesy of railway officials traveled

from one section to another on hand cars.

Only 37 per cent, of the employees in railway car and machine

shops and engine houses in the eastern states were native white

Americans. On the other hand, 39 per cent, were immigrants,

and 24 per cent, were native born persons whose fathers had

been born in England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales or Germany. Of

the laborers of foreign birth, the north and south Italians con-

stituted the largest racial elements. The Irish, who in former

years were employed so extensively on section gangs, made up

only about 3 per cent, of the total number of maintenance of

way lalx)rers, while the south Italians composed 10 and the north

Italians 5 per cent, of the operating forces. About 4 per cent, of

all the laborers were Slovaks, and 2 per cent, were Magyars. Two
other southern and eastern European races who were represented

in considerable numbers were the Poles and the Russians. Al-

together, 17 immigrant races appeared among the maintenance

*Mr. Lauck had charge of the industrial ir.vestigations of the Immigra-
tion Commission during its entire existence.
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of Wily employees. More than two-fiftlis of the foreign-born

laborers liad been in tbis country under five years, and about

one-fifth had a residence between live and nine years. Of those

who had been in the United States less than five years, the

Russians showed 11 per cent, of tlicir number, the south Italians

over C)0 per cent., and the north Italians, Croatians and Poles

more than 50 per cent. Over three-fifths of the English, Irish,

Scotch and German employees were of a residence of twenty

years or longer. A study of the employees in the maintenance

of way department east of the Ohio river of one of our most

important roads showed that 54 per cent, were of foreign birth,

and that the principal races employed were Croatians and north

and south Italians. Moreover, 64 per cent, of the laborers of

these races had been in the United States less than five years.

Not only the laborers for the roundhouses, car building, repair

shops and maintenance of way, but also the forces required for

construction and other temporary work are largely recruited from

members of races of recent immigration, originating in southern

and eastern Europe. Even the south, which in former years

depended almost entirely upon the negro for this class of work,

has found it necessary, owing to its extensive development dur-

ing the past decade, to employ immigrant labor.

LABOR AGENCIES AND PADRONES.

The principal methods by which the immigrant laborer se-

cures employment in temporary work, are (1) by personal ap-

plication; (2) by the padrone system; and (3) through labor

agencies. The method first mentioned is seldom followed, the

only places where it is employed occurring where the construc-

tion or other work, because of its extent or by reason of the

regular recurrence of demand, is a matter of common knowledge.

As a rule the demand for and the supply of labor are ad-

justed through a system of regularly constituted agencies. These

labor agencies are located in the different cities of the country

and co-operate one with another in adjusting the supply of labor

to the distribution of the demand. They are usually independent

institutions or operated in conjunction with immigrant banks,

steamship ticket offices, or other businesses. The usual move-

ment of the immigrant labor supply is from New York to the

recognized industrial centers of the interior of the country where

the larger number of immigrants seeking work find employment

in regularly established industries. The demand for railway con-

struction and other temporary labor is then largely supplied by

the agencies in the interior by means of laborers secured from the

immigrant colonies of the industrial cities or towns. When one

piece of work is completed the laborers usually return to the

point where they originally started and they are again distributed

by the agencies. In many cases, however, the newly arrived im-

migrant is sent directly from New York to railway or other

construction work in the interior. The principal points in the

interior in which the labor agencies operate and which are the

centers' of distribution of the floating immigrant labor supply

are Bufifalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas

City, Chicago, St. Paul and Duluth. A great many of the labor

agencies have contracts with the railways to furnish them with

all the labor needed. In cases of this kind the laborer pays an

office fee and is given free transportation to the place where he

is to begin work. Where the employment is not directly con-

nected with some road, transportation may or may not be fur-

nished. At the same time the laborer usually secures a very much

reduced rate. If he has not the money necessary to pay this

charge, it is advanced by the labor agency who, by a contract with

the contractor or employer, has it deducted from the laborer's

first month's pay. Reputable labor agents always inspect the

work for which they are to furnish men unless they already

know the character of the men or company with which they are

dealing. The exploitation of immigrants seems to be carried on

almost entirely by the padrones or leaders of the various gangs

which seek work. Labor agencies claim that where they ad-

vertise for men to go to work in a certain place the padrones

advise the immigrants not to take the jobs. The padrone then

comes lo the laijor agent and tells him that he will supply a cer-

tain number of men, but that they can only pay, for example a

charge of $1 instead of $2, the regular fee. The labor agent

must have the men in order to fill his contracts, and consequently

accepts the terms. The labor agent is also powerless to prevent

Ihc men from leaving their work before a sufficient amount has

been earned to reimburse him for advancing their transportation.

The padrones may also, in order to collect double fees or better

terms, persuade their gangs to quit work for one contractor and

secure employment with another. Though these methods, both

the labor agencies and the contractors or employers in times

of scarcity of labor incur heavy losses and undergo vexatious

delays.

In the Middle West and Northwest labor agencies arc almost

exclusively used by the railways in securing labor. Especially

is this true of races other than the Italian, who are secured

through the padrone system. The agencies generally have con-

tracts with the roads and send out the labor in an intelligent,

systematic way, but it often happens that a number of small

agencies having no contract with the roads or contractors will

hear of work and all rush men to the place, with the result that

many of the men are left on their own resources to get back to

the cities where they can again apply to the agencies.

Early in the season the men present themselves to the agencies

for registration, for which they are usually charged $2, the maxi-

mum legal fee. In the order they have registered they are

shipped off in gangs when the demands come in from the rail-

ways. Before a month has passed some of the first gangs may
begin returning and are then shoved through the machinery

again. Sometimes they are not returned all the way to the city

from which they originally started, but are transported from

where they were discharged, or gave up their places on account

of various hardships, or because the work ceased, to other points

where they may be re-employed. This circulation is encouraged,

for at each shift the men pay the agencies. When the supply

of men runs low, toward the end of the season, the agencies

sometimes co-operate. One may have an order for a large gang

which it can not fill on short notice. It solicits help from other

agencies and the two divide the profits. Some do this continu-

ally. One agency that handles Bulgarians exclusively has not

been able to get large contracts from the railways. It must

therefore divide its gains with some larger agency which has

succeeded in getting contracts. On the other hand, there is

every reason to believe that the large agency in its turn pays

heavily for its contracts, so that the secondary agencies lose not

so much as at first seems. There are two distinct movements

during the year; in the spring the gangs move westward, espe-

cially northwestward, to points beginning in Chicago suburbs and

extending up into Minnesota, the Dakotas, Iowa and Montana.

In August and September a lull in the labor-agency business

occurs. In October the men begin swarming back to Chicago,

those who can afford it to winter in the colonies. The Bulgarians

return to Granite City, 111., although there is also a colony of

them in Chicago. Then the agencies are busy again sending

gangs southward into Kansas, Missouri, Mississippi and Louis-

iana. One agency, as an instance, has a permanent contract with

three different railways. The southwest movement is not so

heavy, partly because many of the immigrants prefer wintering

in the cities, because the constructional work in the South is not

so seasonal in its nature and because there are several large cities

nearer than Chicago from which immigrant labor can also be

drawn.

The padrone system is the outgrowth of the inability to speak

English and the lack of knowledge of American methods and

customs which prevail among the immigrant laborers who seek

employment. Some form of the system is found among all non-

English speaking races. It is most highly developed, however,

and is most usually followed by the south Italians. In the ma-

jority of cases, the padrone is a labor agent, who agrees to fur-

nish and control a certain supply of labor for a specified work,

4
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in retiuTi for which he is to receive certain privileges, as for ex-

ample, the commissary or housing privileges in a railway or other

construction camp. In other cases, he acts merely as the rep-

resentative of the laborers in negotiations with employers or other

persons, and for this service each laborer in his gang regularly

pays him a specified amount.

RACIAL DISTRIBUTION OF LABORERS.

Disregarding geographical lines, it may be said in general that

foreign-born wage-earners constitute slightly more than three-

fourths of the entire number of persons engaged in railway and

other construction work. Native white Americans and native

negroes each make up about one-tenth of the working forces.

The remaining part consists of English, Irish, Germans and other

wage-earners of the second generation, or of persons of native-

birth but of foreign father. Thirty-seven races are represented

among the immigrant wage-earners. Scarcely any English or

Germans are found in the railway construction camps, but a

small proportion of Irish, amounting to abou 3 per cent, of the

entire operating forces, are found in supervisory and responsible

positions. Of the recent immigrants, the south Italians, north

Italians, Croatians, Poles and Greeks, in the order named, are

employed in the greatest numbers. The south Italians as a rule

constitute about one-third of the unskilled workers, the north

Italians and Croatians each one-tenth, and the Greeks, Poles and

Bulgarians about one-twentieth each. Other races which appear

in considerable numbers are the Russians, Roumanians, Magyars
and Herzegovinians. In all sections of the country, the south

Italians form the highest proportion of laborers employed on

railway construction work. The Bulgarians, Greeks and Rou-
manians are principally employed in the Middle West, the North-

west the South and the Southwest. The Slovaks, Russians,

Poles, Magyars, Lithuanians and Herzegovinians are almost

exclusively at work in the eastern states. The Croatians are

found in largest proportions in the East and Middle West, and

the north Italians in the eastern and southern states. About one-

third of all the employees in the South are native negroes.

Most of the southern and eastern European construction work-

ers are of recent arrival in the United States. About three-

fourths of all the races combined and of all the Herzegovinians

and Roumanians have been in this country under five years.

Sixty-nine per cent, of the Croatians and the north and south

Italians in the East, 86 per cent, of those in the Middle West
and the Northwest, and 84 per cent, of the same races in the

South and Southwest have been in this country for a shorter

period than five years. The laborers of more recent arrival in

the United States have usually been first employed in the East

and the South and have afterwards moved westward.

WAGES AND LIVING CONDITIONS.

A Study of more than 5,000 wage-earners in all sections of the

country showed that the average daily earnings of native white

Americans were $2.43, and of immigrants $1.68. The highest

average daily wage of any race of southern or eastern Europe

was shown by the north Italians. The members of this race

earned on an average $1.86 each day, while no other recent immi-

grants had average daily earnings in excess of $1.59. The Irish

of foreign-birth averaged $2.33 a day. Very few southern and

eastern Europeans, as contrasted with native white Americans

and British and northern European immigrants, appeared in the

higher classification of earnings. More than three-tenths of the

native white Americans and more than one-fourth of the Irish

of foreign-birth, as against only one-twentieth of the recent im-

migrant employees, earned $3 or more each day. About one-

tenth of the native Americans and foreign born Irish and prac-

tically none of the recent immigrants showed daily earnings in

excess of $4. Three-fifths of the recent immigrant laborers in

the East, the South and the Southwest, and more than four-fifths

of those in the Middle West and the Northwest, earned as much

as $1.50 each. On the other hand, of the southern and eastern

Europeans in the Middle West and the Northwest, only 7 per

cent, of those in the South and Southwest, and 20 per cent, of

those in the eastern states earned $2 or more each day.

The recent immigrant laborers were marked by a high degree

of illiteracy. More than two-fifths, or 44 per cent., could not

read or write. The greatest illiteracy was exhibited by the south

Italians, of whom one-half in the East and three-fifths in the

South and the West could not read any language. Fifty-five per

cent, of the immigrant wage-earners were married, but more than

three-fourths of these had left their wives and families in their

native countries. All of the married Bulgarians, Greeks and
Roumanians had migrated to this country without their wives and
children. About three-fifths of the immigrant employees were
under 30 years of age.

As regards the small extent to which the southern and eastern

Europeans exhibited any tendency towards progress and assimi-

lation it was found that practically none of the recent immigrants,

except the north and south Italians, and only one-tenth of each

of these two races, were fully naturalized. Moreover, only about

one-third of the southern and eastern European wage-earners

could speak English. In the case of some races the proportion

was much smaller, only 12 per cent, of the Russians and Rou-
manians, 8 per cent, of the Bulgarians, and 6 per cent, of the

Greeks being able to speak the English language.

Housing and living conditions vary little among the various

companies in the Middle West and the Northwest. Freight cars,

fitted up inside with from eight to ten bunks, are used as sleeping

quarters. Separate cars are used as kitchens and as dining rooms.

The bunks in the sleeping cars have been roughly put together,

four in either end of each car, leaving ample space in the middle

even when two extra bunks are crowded in. There is usually

a table in this clear space where the men play cards and some-

times eat instead of in the regular mess car. Even with ten

men in one car, they could never be described as crowded. The

kitchen car is fitted with a range, tables, an ice chest, and nu-

merous lockers in which the provisions are kept. The cook or

cooks sleep here in one end of the car, and sometimes an inter-

preter is with them. The mess car is always next to the kitchen.

Through its entire length, in the middle, runs a plain board table,

a bench of equal length on either side, with lockers on the walls

where the tableware is kept. Usually these cars were found to

be neatly kept, for this is th business of the cooks (about one

to each thirty men) for they have no work other than this and

their cooking. There was always drinking water in plenty, sup-

plied in buckets by the water boys, iced when spring water was

not available. The Greeks and Italians seemed the most un-

clean in their living arrangements. The Italians are fond of

decorative effects, hanging out flags and gaily colored rags, and

sometimes the outside of their cars are lined with growing plants

in boxes. These camps are strung on sidings, ladders being

raised to the open doorways. So long as the work is within

several miles of the camp, the car is not moved, the men travel-

ing to and fro on hand cars; but when necessary a switch engine

appears and hauls the entire camp to the next siding, or switch,

causing the men no other inconvenience than, in case of those

who bake their own bread, the building of a new bake oven—

a

small cave in an embankment or hillside.

Each gang is a racial unit, living in separate cars and usually

in a separate camp. Sometimes Bulgarians, Croatians, Roumanians

and Italians were found in the. same camp, but it seemed that

Greeks could not live peaceably with any other race. Croatians

and Bulgarians, speaking practically the same language, frater-

nize readily ; but Bulgarians and Roumanians must be kept apart

from Greeks, both of the- former being secessionists from the

church of the Greek patriarch.

Everywhere the men must pay their own living expenses. The

companies pay the wages of the cooks, equal to those of the

laborers. Fuel, sometimes old ties, sometimes coal, sometimes

both, is supplied free. The cooking ranges and the kitchen

utensils are bought by the men. Theoretically, the men may

buy their provisions from whom they please. The average
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amount put into the couunon liviny fund vva.s from !f() ti> $10 a

luoutli. i'lic Croatians seemed to live most generously; the

(ireeks and Hulgarians most plainly. But the reputation of the

Croatians amouj{ the foremen for generous living may rest more

on their propensities to use liquor; for only they, of all the races,

are not soher, though their sprees arc periodical rather than con-

tinuous. But even the Bulgarians, said to be the most sober,

have acquired the universal habit of beer drinking. TJie ..men

club togetiier, eacli givin<i ten cents, and buy a keg of beer for

a dollar.

The houses occupied by the laborers on construction work
throughout the South arc of cheap construction and built for only

temporary use. The mild climate does not requires houses as

closely built as are used farther north, and tents are often used

when the work is of short duration. The houses most frequently

met with are shanties built of rough lumber and covered with

tar paper. In building them cheapness is the governing point.

A framework of scantling is set up on which boards are nailed

vertically, forming the sides, which may or may not be covered

with tar paper. Sometimes there are no floors and the founda-

tion on which the shanty rests is a pile of flat stones or of ends

of planks placed under each corner. They are about 8 ft. high

from the floor to the eaves, 14 ft. wide, and from 14 to 60 ft.

long. They usually have a comb roof of about 4 ft. pitch, which

gives more air space than the flat tops which are more rarely

found. Bunks built one above the other against the walls serve

as beds, while a stove in the center furnishes both cooking and

heating accommodations. All bedding is supplied by the men,

and consists in most cases of a pile of straw, obtained from a

nearby farm, sometimes in a filthy case, but often lying loose in

the bunk. From twenty to thirty men occupy a bunk house 50 ft.

long. Cooking is done on the stoves in the houses in winter ; in

summer out of doors or in little huts built by the men themselves.

These huts built by the immigrants are usually of sod, placed in

a frame of poles, and are either square with a flat top, or cone

shaped like an Indian tepee. Others are built of odd ends of

plank, scraps of tar paper or tin. Some of the Italians build

very attractive huts of discarded powder cans. By cutting the

cans down the side seam after the ends are knocked out, small

rectangular blocks of tin are obtained, and by nailing these over

a frame of boards the appearance of a corrugated iron house is

given. Where the work is double-tracking, box cars placed on a

temporary track near the work and fitted up as camp cars are

used. These cars have a stove in the center, a double deck of

berths at either end, and windows about 18 in. square cut in

either side. In the cases where a married man, usually a fore-

man, is among the immigrants, the house is of a better grade.

Although built of the same material as the shanties they are more

closely built and are usually lined with paper. The general plan

followed is a three-room one-story house, one room being used

for cooking and dining, and the remaining two as living and

sleeping rooms.

The majority of immigrants do their own cooking, each man
for himself, or else they form groups of five to ten when the

men take it by turns to leave work one day to cook for the others

in the group. There are a few boarding places on the American
plan, but these are rare and are always where there is a foreign

foreman with his family on the work. An occasional boarding

group is found where all the men buy their own provisions, each

man for himself, having it cooked by the woman who conducts

the house, and who charges the men $2.50 for cooking and wash-

ing. This custom is found more widely among the Croatians.

Of all the different methods, individual cooking is the most

prevalent. The cost of living is about $10 per man for the

Croatians for a month and the same for the Slovaks, and from

$5 to $7 for the Italians. The Italians live mainly upon bread

and macaroni and bologna sausage, which accounts for the ex-

tremely low cost of their maintenance. At their noon meal on the

work a whole gang may be seen eating simply a loaf of bread

and a pickle or a piece of bologna sausage. At night they cook

a stew made of macaroni, lamales, and potatoes and a small

scrap of meat. For breakfast they have bread and cofTee and

l)ologna sausage. When not working the majority of the Italians

eat only two meals a day. 'I he otlicr foreign races eat meat for

Injth supper and breakfast in addition to a good deal of canned

food.

THE COMMISSARY.

The commissary on construction work in the South is an im-

portant part of the industry. In many cases the whole profit is

from this source. In former years, when the negro was prac-

tically the only laborer, it was not unusual for a contractor to

take work at a cost, or even less, depending on the commissary

for his profits. As the foreign laborer has been substituted for

the negro, this custom has become less and less prevalent, as

its existence depends upon the expenditures of the laborers, and

the negroes are more extravagant than many others. Many of

the larger southern contracting firms have abandoned the com-

missary as a source of profit since employing foreigners and

maintain it only as a convenience. This has given an opening for

the padrones, who are becoming more and more nuemrous in

Southern construction work. Tlie negroes are by far the best

customers in the commissary. They are generally unmarried men
with no responsibilities, roaming from one place to another,

spending their entire earnings in the commissary. They often

cash their time at a discount and then spend the money before

leaving the commissary. The Croatians are good livers in com-

parison with the other foreign races, and they do not stint them-

selves in food or drink. The negro spends his surplus above what

is needed for food for gaudy clothes and patent leather shoes, but

the Croatians spend theirs for beer or for such substitute for that

beverage as may be had at the commissary. Although extravagant,

they do not, however, spend as much as the negroes, who loiter

about the commissaries looking for something for which to spend

their money. The Croatians know what they want and buy it

freely, but if there is a surplus of their wages it is saved. The

Italians, living, as they do, very cheaply, buy little from the com-

missaries.

In a general way the laborers are required to patronize the

commissaries. If a wholesale boycott of the commissaries by the

laborers were to take place, there is no doubt that they would

be replaced by others who would patronize the stores. In

localities where other stores are convenient there is a good deal

of buying at these other stores, especially when labor is more

scarce than work, and the men feel more independent. The men,

both negroes and foreigners, understand that they will be more

likely to be employed on other work if they deal at the com-

missaries instead of other stores. In isolated districts where no

other stores are convenient, the men must necessarily patronize

the commissaries although the prices are high. The chief way of

securing the patronage of the laborers is the method of paying ofif.

The men are paid only once a month. This of itself has a great

influence in the direction of extravagance. A man coming into

camp on the first of the month will not be paid until about the 20th

of the following month. He must have food and clothes and is

credited for not only as much as is due him on the time books,

unless he be an old employee who has worked for the company

before and can be trusted. If he should leave before pay day his

time is cashed with 10 per cent, deducted, or he may take it out

in supplies at the commissary subject to no discount from what is

due him.

The detention of laborers in the camps is practiced to some

extent wherever the contractor advances transportation for men

brought on the work. While the practice is generally applied to

the transportation men, it is sometimes indulged in also when men

who are leaving are badly needed to continue the work. The

chief methods are (1) through the local authorities and (2) by

armed guards. The method of having the escaping men arrested

on the charge of violating the boarding-house law is the safest to

the contractors and most frequently used. Laborers are frequently
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brought to the work on free transportation, having made an

agreement to work out their indebtedness. After getting to the

neighborhood in which the work is being done, they leave the

contractor that brought them in and work for another company
where they do not have the cost of their transportation deducted

from their wages. In order to protect themselves against this

practice, the contractors have the men arrested and confronted

with a jail sentence when attempting to leave. They are then

willing to remain and work out their indebtedness. Often in the

more isolated camps the men are closely watched by the foreman

and other bosses, who carry arms, and are driven back and shut

up in their shanties and held until they agree to return to work,

or their baggage may be taken from them and held until they

have worked themselves free from debt. These practices are

more in evidence during the periods of special activity in con-

struction work, as these men are more often offered transpor-

tation in advance, and after getting in the neighborhood are bet-

ter able to find other work. In dull times, however, the men are

glad to pay their own transportation and do not leave the work.

The order in which the labor is classed as to preference by

the southern contractor is (1) negroes, (2) Croatians, and (3)

all others except Italians. In point of numbers the Italians ex-

ceed by far any other foreign race on construction work in this

region, with the Croatians coming second. The other foreign

races are so sparsely represented that the comparisons are made
between only these three. Negroes are everywhere preferred to

members of any other race. They are good teamsters and are used

as wagon drivers and in all places requiring the control of more

than a single mule. Although they do not work regularly, it is

said that while working only four-fifths of the time they do more

work than the foreigners working full time. A contractor em-

ploying negro labor keeps a full camp at all times. After each

pay day there is a considerable falling off of the negro labor

for two or three days, during which time the workmen gamble,

drink and spend their money in the commissary. After having

spent all their money they return to work and work regularly

until the next pay day. Another respect in which the negroes

surpass the foreign labor is the ease with which they are handled

on the work. They do not resent rough treatment as readily as

the foreign laborers, nor do they unite to leave when one of

their number is discharged. Still another, and probably the

strongest reason for employing negro labor, is, as has already

been stated, the inclination to spend the entire earnings in the

commissary.

The maintenance of law and order rests solely with the fore-

man or walking bosses. Local authorities never interfere unless

there is some infraction of the law affecting people outside of

the camp. They are occasionally called in when the contractors

wish to detain transportation men, but rarely or never to settle

trouble in camp among the men. There is a characteristic feel-

ing among these walking bosses that to ask for the assistance of

the local authorities is to acknowledge their inefficiency.

In all camps where immigrants are employed beer, or some

substitute which is practically the same thing, has to be supplied

in order to keep the men. It is handled principally by the padrone

or contractor, who has it shipped to the camps in barrel lots,

consigned to different men in the camp so as to get around the

prohibition laws. It is then sold at the commissaries with a

profit. In many instances the men do actually order it for them-

selves by the keg or crate, and it is the existence of this practice

that renders it possible for the commissaries to handle it without

molestation from the authorities. When the sentiment of the

neighboring population is too strong against this practice, a

contractor sells an imitation beer as a substitute. This is often

a cheap grade of beer in bottles bearing a label of a malt extract.

THE RAILWAY AS A MANUFACTURER.*

The National Railroad of Hayti now operates about 30 miles

of standard gage steam railway. This system when completed

will have a mileage of about 350 miles, connecting all the prin-

cipal seaports with the capital and the interior of the island.

BY GEORGE G. YEOMANS,

•Assistant to President, Wabash Railroad.

'I he practice ( f mmufacturing their own materials was in-

augurated by the railways a long time ago, when there were
many good reasons for such action which do not exist to-

day, and when they were able to derive a much greater profit

from their shop work than is possible under present condi-

tions. At that time, foundries and factories were compara-
tively few and small and were not so widely distributed over

the country. Efficiency engineers had not been invented,

manufacturing costs were relatively high, and manufacturing

profits higher. Exorbitant prices were frequently charged,

particularly by the makers of special articles which entered

largely into the repair and maintenance of rolling stock; and

there is no question but that considerable savings were ef-

fected by the railways in that day.

At the present time, factories have multiplied tremendously,

both in numbers and in productive capacity. Improved meth-
ods and competition have acted together so to reduce manu-
facturing costs and profits in the class of articles ordinarily

made in the railway shops that they can now be bought at

prices which render the economy of making them very

questionable.

The master mechanic or shop superintendent often has a

very natural but false pride in attempting to demonstrate that

he can perform any shop operation just a little better and
cheaper than an outsider, and the result is, quite frequently,

a good showing on paper which, while made with no intent

to mislead, will not stand successfully under expert scrutiny.

I believe that as a general rule it is not economical for a

railway to undertake the manufacture of articles that are

purely incidental to its daily operations, and not in them-

selves of prime importance in the direct production of trans-

portation. For example, while there might be a distinct ad-

vantage in the building of locomotives or freight cars in

the railway company's shops if the work was carried on

systematically and continuously, as it is in any commercial plant,

it is doubtful whether the same advantage would be gained by the

intermittent use of the shop facilities for that purpose. Still,

there is more to be gained by the railways in the manufacture of

these prime necessities of transportation than in the smaller

and less important articles of everyday use, and, what is more

to the point, there is a much greater chance of their gain-

ing it.

It is true that the railways can buy just as good machinery

as the manufacturer; that they can employ just as good work-

men; that they can procure equally as good materials. There

seems to be no reason why they cannot produce just as good

an article, and at no greater cost than the commercial manu-

facturer, but, so far as my observation goes, they do not do

so except in occasional instances.

Again, it is true that the railways must have shop buildings,

equipment and organization in order to efficiently maintain

their rolling stock. It would seem specially desirable for

them to make the fullest possible use of these facilities and

to manufacture practically everything they require. But we

must not forget that the shops are primarily designed and

organized for the maintenance and repair of the rolling stock,

and not for manufacturing purposes.

Maintenance is the class of work for which the shops are

designed and which they are prepared to handle to the best

advantage. It does not necessarily follow that because a

railway can build a locomotive economically in its own shops,

it will derive a similar benefit from manufacturing the driv-

ing springs; nor does the fact that a box car can be built bet-

ter and cheaper than it can be bought prove that the same

*.'^bstract of a pappr read at the annual meeting of the Railway Store-

keepers' .Association, May 22-24.
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is tnu' ol' a liaiul car. .Mamilaotiiiiiu;, .is smli, iiuisl ho a iiiat-

tiT of scCDiularj' imporlaiu-o. ( )lhtr\visi', {\\v iral work
suffers.

It we analyze this a little fiirllier we liiul lliat in ordinary

practice tlie repair work is very projjcrly yiven llie preference

and tlial wlieii tlio sliops are erowilid llir luaiuifacturing is

puslied fnrllier and fnrtlicr into llie Ijackground. Also, wc
find that it is just at this particular time that the road could

secure the greatest advantapre from making its own material,

because business is generally good, manufacturers are crowd-

ed, deliveries arc delayed and prices are high; so that at the

very time when the roads could derive the greatest profit

from manufacturing, they are in a measure prevented from
reaping it, by the volume of their own legitimate shop

business.

Another reason is found in the fact that closer and better

supervision is naturally given to the work which is of prime
importance, while the secondary work is more or less

slighted. y\s a general rule, the shop superintendent and the

general foreman have just a little more on their hands than

they can manage to squeeze into the working hours. Some
things have to be passed over hastily. This is never the work
in which the mechanical department is specially interested

—

such jobs, for instance, as might result in an engine failure

if not well done. It is always the boy tapping nuts, or cut-

ting bolts with worn-out taps and dies, in one corner of the

machine shop, or the apprentice forging a claw bar or a

track chisel in the blacksmith shop.

The result of this lack of skilled workmanship and close

supervision is usually quite noticeable upon a close inspec-

tion of the product and a comparison with the similar product

of a commercial manufacturer. With the latter, his output—

-

whatever it may be—is of prime importance. His living de-

pends upon his being able to sell it in competition with a

dozen other makers. He is concentrating his attention upon
doing one thing well. He is specializing in a manner impos-
sible in the average railway shop. His goods are subject to

the careful inspection of discriminating buyers. Every in-

centive is present to produce a combination of good work-
manship and low cost of production. Most of these in-

centives are lacking in the average shop, and it is not to be

wondered at that, generally speaking, the workmanship and
equality of the product does not compare favorably with that

of the commercial manufacturing establishment. There is

little doubt but that when the supply of material is apparently

unlimited and its source is directly under the control of the

users, less care is exercised in this respect than is the case

when a more direct outlay is involved. Also, there is less

likelihood of detecting the misuse or abuse of material in the

process of manufacture when the producer and consumer are

identical.

I know of several roads which in recent years have closed

down and abandoned well equipped brass foundries and have

contracted with commercial foundries for their requirements.

I know of others which have leased their iron foundries to

commercial operators, and of one road which, when the

foundry it was operating burned down, did not replace it but

is purchasing the castings it requires, with a resultant credit

to its operating expenses. A spring shop built and put in op-

eration when the price of elliptic springs was seven or eight

cents per pound, and when the margin between the cost of

the spring steel and the finished article was such as to admit

of a considerable saving, is an entirely different proposition

from the same shop today, when new elliptic springs can be

bought for a price very slightly above the cost of the steel

from which they are made.

Whenever a railway company can re-work scrap material

in such a way as to produce therefrom material that is ex-

pensive in first cost as compared with the value of the scrap,

the practice of doing so is a real economy. For example.

higii grade scrap, such as is rcfovcnd hoin radial stays and
similar material, can ])<• pilid, luatid and iiammered out
under a heavy steam haninicr into l).irs suit iliic for equalizers

and f(3r locomotive dravvljai-, a1 a cusi j'nnn two and three-

fourths to three cents jn r pound, and tlic product replaces

material \viii'.-ii if iJiircliasid new would cost at least live cents

])er pound. lUsidcs this, no special niacJiincry is re(|uired.

The work may be done on a large steam hammer, which is

a necessary tool, l)ni wliieh is nnt always kei)t fully em])loyed

with other wiirk. liul in the case of manufacturing ordinary

bar iron, where the greatest possible saving between the

value of the scrap and finished prr duct is from $12.00 to

$15.00 per ton, it often happens that the labor expended in

selecting and handling the scrap and in re-working it exceeds

the dififercncc between its value and the cost of the new
material.

This discussion is not intended to ai)i)ly to those more or

less isolated cases, where remoteness from available sources

of commercial supplj' f)r other unusual cruses exist, which
make the manufacture of certain articles almost a necessity.

COAL BRIQUETTING PLANT.
J

BY C1I.\RI-ES T. M.\LCOI.MSON,

Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago.

The use of briquetted coal for power production in this

country has been comparatively limited, owing largely to the

fact that desirable grades of lump coal could be produced at a

cost which made it impossible to place briquetted coal in com-

petition. In Germany, Belgium, France and some other Euro-

pean countries where the coal supply is limited and the per ton

cost of fuel at the mine is much higher than in this country, the

industry of coal briquetting has been developed to a marked de-

Briquetting Plant.

gree, and has become of considerable importance to the railways.

The advantages of using coal in the briquetted form, and the

increasing cost of lump coal are forcing a consideration of its

merits upon power producers, and a number of plants for bri-

quetting coal are now in commercial operation in the United

States. The following description of the briquetting plant of the

Standard Briquette Fuel Company, located on the 'Belt Line in

Kansas City, Mo., will serve to illustrate the general features of

such a plant.

The raw coal loads are weighed as they are delivered to the

plant, the coal being unloaded by a screw and flight type of

conveyor. This is necessary, as all of the coal is delivered in

gondola cars. The conveyor has a capacity far in excess of

that required at the plant, which allows for the shifting of cars

and other delays incident to the unloading of wet or frozen

coal. The cars are moved at the plant by means of a car puller.

In this way the empties are returned to the storage track, on

which they are loaded with briquets. Room has alsr been pro-

vided on Jhe empty track for the storage of several cars of

binder without interfering with the shifting of the coal cars
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Concrete Pitch Storage Platform Showing iViethod of Weigh-

ing, Grinding and Conveying the Binder.

during the operation of the plant; in fact every precaution has

been taken to prevent interruption of operation caused by irregu-

larities in the arrival of raw coal and binder, and to provide

ample means for the unloading of these materials at a minimum

cost.

If the raw coal arrives at the plant without having en-

countered rain or snow in transit, it is taken directly to the

raw coal bins from the car unloader by means of a flight

conveyor. If, on the other hand it is necessary to dry the

coal, it is delivered directly to a rotary drier of ample capac-

ity for the needs of the plant. The dried coal is delivered either

to the storage bin for raw coal or direct to the briquet machine

building as may be required.

In the briquet machine building and at a proper height above

the ground, a hoppered storage bin, steel lined and dust tight,

receives the raw coal sufficiently dried for briquetting purposes.

Under this bin is an automatic scale registering the amount of

coal briquetted. From the scale the coal is delivered to a steel

hopper and from thence to the measuring conveying and mixing

equipment. The automatic scale is so arranged that the supply

of coal to the mixing equipment is uniform and automatically

regulated.

The binder used at this plant is pitch made from the dis-

tillation of coke oven tar. This pilch is sufficiently hard to be

shipped and handled in bulk on the hottest days. The cost

Steel Cooling Belt Carrying Briquets from Press to Storage

Bin.

Interior View of Briquetting Plant Showing Briquetting Ma-

chine in Operation.

of production and the uniformity of the briquets depends to

a very large extent on the strict adherence of the tar dis-

tiller to the proper specifications for this binder and the Barrett

Manufacturing Company is under contract to deliver this binder

within five degrees of the melting point specified.

The pitch is shipped in box cars and is unloaded on a con-

crete platform at the rear of the briquet machine building.

Located centrally on this platform is a pitch "cracker" or

specially designed mill which breaks the pitch to the proper

size with a minimum amount of dust. The mill is fed by hand

from a wheelbarrow of pitch previously weighed and the cracked

pitch is taken to the charging floor in the briquet machine

building by means of a belt conveyor. The belt and crusher

are properly housed, and the pitch platform is protected from

the weather, as shown in the accompanying illustration.

All of the equipment used from the time the coal and pitch

are brought together until the briquets are made, is absolutely

dust tight, but further precaution was included in the installation

of an exhaust system, including a fan and dust collector.

The fine thoroughly mixed and dry material is delivered to
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a vi'rtic;il (.vliiidiT or licalcr of tlio liriiiiiottiiiK press. Wvve
supcrlicatoil sti-ain is added to tlic mass, wliicli is l)roiiglit to

the proper temi)cratiire and moisture content. Tiie (lu.xed mass
is discharged tlirougli a regulated gate to tlie "feed bo.x" of tlir

press, where l)y means of an agitator, tlie mass is cooled and tlic

dies are filled.

The hricpietting i)rcss shown in the illustration is of the

Couflinhal type. Twenty-four briquets are made at cacii stroke

of the plungers. A pressure of 2,500 lbs. per square inch is ap-

plied to the briquets through a double compression obtained by

means of bell-crank toggles driven from a crank shaft, which

in turn is actuated by a train of gears. The briquets are 3J4
in. in diameter and about 3 m. thick and weigh 16 ounces. The
output of the press at its present speed is slightly over 8 tons

per hour.

The ejected briquets fall on an inclined bar screen which de-

livers them to the cooling belt conveyor. This conveyor as

shown in the illustration is of woven steel wire and runs di-

rectly from the press to the storage bin for briquets. Enough
time elapses before the briquets are discharged from the con-

veyor to allow them to cool so that they may be handled me-

chanically. A "telegraph" takes the briquets from the cooling

belt and delivers them into the 100-ton briquet bin with a mini-

mum of breakage. This bin is provided with spouts for load-

ing wagons on a standard wagon scale for local trade. The
cars are loaded from this bin through a standard gate and

apron and by the use of the car puller it is easy to load a car

in ten minutes or as fast as the briquets will flow through the

gate. • When the car is loaded it rests on the track scales ; its

tare having been previously determined the load is weighed and

hauled to the switch as the empty car is brought in.

Further improvement has been made in the addition of a

cross conveyor taking the briquets from the cooling conveyor

as it leaves the boiler room and delivering them direct to

open cars without the use of the bin. This conveyor has been

installed since the photographs illustrating this article were

taken.

The power plant is located on the opposite side of the briquet

machine building from the pitch platform. A horizontal return

tubular boiler furnishes steam for the plant. All current for

power and lighting purposes is furnished by a 250-volt d. c.

generator direct connected to an automatic engine. Individual

motor drives are utilized throughout except where it is found

more advantageous to operate several drives from the same

motor.

The buildings are of uniform mill construction, consisting

of wooden frame, corrugated steel sides and composition roof-

ing. All floors and foundations are of concrete, special care be-

ing taken to provide sufificient "drainage so that all floors and

platforms can be regularly washed.

The plant described above is one of a number of commercial

plants designed and built by the Roberts Schaefer Company,

Chicago, who furnished practically all the equipment which was

used.

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY FUEL ASSOCIATION.

The Department of Public Works of Peru has contracted

with the Reparticion to Alpas Railway to extend the line of the

Supe-Barranca Railway to Alpas. This extension, which will

be 16 miles long, will connect the Alpas estate with the port of

Supe. It will thus be an important factor in developing the

surrounding country, and in affording more adequate facilities

for transporting the increasing agricultural and stock-raising

products of the fertile valleys of Barranca and Pativilca. The

rich mines of the famous provinces of Cajatambo and Bolognesi

will also find, over this road, a convenient, cheap, and rapid

outlet for their mineral products, while the mining industry in

the zones adjacent to the large territory penetrated by this

extension will be so vigorously stimulated- that its rapid growth

will be certain.

I'". (). HuHMcll, engineer of tests of the Rock Island Lines, pre-

seuteil a paper on '1 he Testing of Locomotive Fuel, during the

third day of the convention. May 17. A brief abstract follows:

TKSTING LOCOMOTIVE FUEL.

To determine the best fuel to use on a given road, it is first

advisable, by means of laboratory determinations of approximate

analysis, calorific value, etc., to determine tlie relative quality

and efficiency of all the fuel either on the railway company's
lines or those tributary to them. With this information and a

map of the road, showing various division points, a territorial

classification of the fuel can readily be made, and with the gen-

eral traftic conditions, original cost of the fuel and cost of haul-

ing in mind, it should not be diftk-ult to determine, within reason-

al)le limits, the most practical and economic fuel for use in a

given territory; at all times, traffic conditions permitting, the

quality of the fuel should take precedence over favorable geo-

graphical location. An inspector thoroughly familiar with the-

subject should be sent to examine every mine and to report on
the kind of mining, accessories for producing coal, capacity of

the mine, etc., including an examination of the coal in all en-

tries and rooms, submitting samples of each kind of coal to the

laboratory for analysis and test. Reports showing the result

of tests, together with information concerning the mines, are

rendered on a special form.

The reports, together with a sketch of the mine and a cross-

sectional sketch of each vein, furnish at once valuable infor-

mation as to the relative efficiency of the coal and the degree of

uniformity in the quality of coal which could be maintained from

a given mine on a run-of-mine contract.

Under any circumstances, with the information now at hand,

it is not safe to rest with the knowledge of the source of supply

of the fuel, its ai.alysis and physical qualities as observed at the

mine, or laboratory as the case may be, but to avoid the serious

error often existing between the theoretical and practical, it is

necessary after making the analysis and subsequently establish-

ing a territorial classification of the fuels, to conduct a series of

practical road tests, before the fuel most practical and economical

for a given territory can be finally determined.

Road tests are also necessary to determine the relative evapora-

tive efficiency of a given fuel under different furnace and boiler

conditions and for the purpose of improving detail conditions in

a given locomotive.

1"lie spring"" and fall months of average seasons are preferable

for such tests on account of more uniform weather conditions.

Unless extraordinary operating conditions prevent, fuel tests

should be made on the division where the fuel is to be used.

Passenger service is sometimes desirable on account of requir-

ing less time and a fewer number of trips can be made than in

freight service, in which it generally requires one or two addi-

tional trips to obtain a fair average on account of a greater num-

ber of stops and delays. In either case there should be no fuel

taken on between terminals, and no cars should be set out or

picked up en route. The train should be a fast schedule pas-

senger or through freight and the tonnage hauled on each trip

should be close to the official rating of the engine.

It is often desirable to use the same type of locomotive for all

tests, in order that tests made on different divisions may be

directly compared ; if, however, a different class of engine is per-

manently used on a remote part of the system, the engine used

for test should be that which is most generally used on the ter-

ritory in which the fuel is to be used.

It has been estimated that scale deposits 1-16 in. thick on the

sheets and flues of a locomotive boiler cause a loss in evapora-

tive efficiency of 13 per cent., and scale 54 inch thick a loss of 91

per cent. It is, therefore, evident the boiler should be practically

*The pioceedings of this convention for May 15 and 16 were reported

in the Railway Ags Gazette of May 19, page 1149.
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free from scale deposits. The fire box should be free from

leaks ; tires should not have more than average wear and the

packing, valves, injectors, wedges, bearings, machinery, etc.,

should be in first class condition. The steam gage should be

tested, the pop valve properly regulated, and the tender water

tank and its connections with the engine should be water tight.

The steam pipes and exhaust pipe joints should be subject to a

water test securing absolutely tight connections and the exhaust

tip should fit the exhaust stand properly.

If previous experience has not afforded opportunity to adjust

the draft arrangement, or if a fuel of different character is to be

tested, it may be necessary to make one or two trips over the

division, using the engine and crew assigned to the test, in order

that they may become familiar with the fuel and also to change

the grates, size of nozzle, petticoat pipe arrangement, the size of

stack or any other changes necessary to secure conditions normal

to proper combustion of the fuel.

The number of cars on trips in a given direction, on account

of frictional resistance, grades, etc., should be about the same,

and the weight of the train should be close to the tonnage ratmg

of the engine. It is important that both equipment and lading

be as uniform as possible in every case.

The same engineer and fireman should be used on all trips.

The fireman should see that the fuel is properly handled ; when
coal is used all large lumps should be broken and an even depth

of fuel bed, free from holes, should be maintained by cross firing;

heavy intermittent firing should be avoided, and the grates should

be shaken lightly ; when oil is used care should be taken to keep

the temperature of the oil in the tank below the flash point or

about 80 deg. F.

One inspector should be located at each terminal ; these men
receive the engine on arrival at its destination, superintend the

weighing of the coal, taking any desired readings, and they stay

with the engine until it again leaves the round-house when they

are relieved by the traveling observers.

The data recorded en route, in addition to the weight of coal,

water used and readings for oil consumed, should include the

temperature of the oil in the tank taken about every twenty miles

(all readings corrected to volume at 70 deg. F. ) ; temperature of

feed water at start and after taking water ; temperature of the

atmosphere, barometric pressure, and if a pyrometer is used the

temperature of the furnace and smoke box of the locomotive

should frequently be taken while going both up and down grades

;

the temperature of the steam in the boiler should also be fre-

quently noted. If an electric pyrometer is used care should be

taken to correct all readings for the temperature of the instru-

ment and the cold-end temperature of the couple. A record of

time should be taken for each stage or interval, including time

of arrival and departure from each station, also all dead time and

the cause for it. A complete log should be kept at 10 minute

intervals (with particular reference to the grade) of steam pres-

sure, cut off and throttle opening. The number of injector

applications, number of times pop valve relieves, average rate

of firing both coal and oil, condition of fire if coal is used, and

excessive smoke escaping through stack should also be noted.

In studying combustion with different types of boilers it is advis-

able to take samples of the gases escaping through the- stack

;

such samples should be taken while on both up and down grades

and should be sent to the laboratory for analysis. The amount

of ash produced from the coal can be weighed at the end of each

trip.

Calculation of results.—The total observed pounds of water

should be corrected for all losses such as injector overflow, etc.,

at the average feed water temperature ; the. balance which was

evaporated should be calculated to. "Equivalent pounds of water

evaporated into dry steam from and at 212 deg. F." A correc-

tion for quality of steam can be made if desired. The weight of

coal, used should be calculated both as ''Pounds of coal as fed to

firebojc" and ."equivalent pounds of dry coal.". With the analysis

known the coal can also be shown in terms of combustible. It

is sometimes desired to correct the amount of coal used by ex-
cluding the coal necessary to run the engine light over the

division. In cases where it is desired to make this correction,

with the average locomotive, a correction to the amount of 50

lbs. of coal per engine mile is usually made.

For the immediate purpose of a fuel test the results are usually

shown as : Pounds of water from and at 212 deg. F., evaporated
per pound of dry coal, or gallons of oil (corrected to volume at

70 deg. F.) ; equivalent evaporation per car mile, and equivalent

evaporation per ton mile. All recorded data should be reported

either in its original form or as calculated in any desired equiva-

lents. Ihe items should include the detail of each trip together

with the average of all trips and, for convenience, there should
also be shown a scheme of calculation on which the various

equations are based.

Discussion.—In the discussion of J\Ir. Bunnell's paper it was
brought out that the Rock Island distributed its motive power
with regard to the fuel conditions, thus using the same type of

locomotive for the same kind of coal. J. Foster, master mechanic,

St. Louis & San Francisco, favored the idea of keeping one class

of fuel in a territory and using such types of locomotives as give

the best results. J. S. Sheafe, engineer of tests, Illinois Central,

claimed that by getting closer to the firemen and educating them
in the proper method of firing better results would be obtained

from the amount of coal fired. W. B. Landon, chemist, Erie,

said that samples should come from the car and not the mine, so

as to show the kind of coal used, not purchased. Others want
better sampling of the fuel and more frequent engine and coal

tests.

RELATION OF THE FUEL PROBLEM TO RAILWAY OPERATION.

Raffe Emerson, presented a paper on the Railway Fuel Problem

in Relation to Railway Operation, at the Wednesday morning

session. May 17. An abstract follows:

The railway fuel problem is one of great magnitude and im-

portance, as our locomotives now burn about one-fourth of the

coal production of this country and one-tenth of the production of

the world. As much is burned in the 70,000 locomotives of the

United States and Canada as in the 120,000 of all of the rest of

the world. Economy or waste in locomotive fuel eventually

touches everybody, and particularly railway owners (the stock-

holders). At least 20 per cent, can be saved net, as a whole, in

the railway fuel expense in this country. This amount saved

would mean the distribution of 40 million dollars yearly in divi-

dends, or an additional one-half per cent.

The complete introduction of a comprehensive and effective

fuel supervision on almost any individual railway will, in less

than five years, result in a reduction of between 30 and 40 per

cent. It is not a question of fact or condition, whether general

or local. It is almost wholly a question of effective organiza-

tion.

Three most able papers before the present meeting of the asso-

ciation point out specifically certain lines that such effective super-

vision must follow : the papers on Fuel Department Organiza-

tion, on Locomotive Fuel Testing and on Mine-Run Coal. Speak-

ing generally, the railways of the country pay about $2 a ton for

fuel delivered on the company's line. This item, and a small charge

of 5 or 10 cents for loading the coal on the locomotives is about

all that is charged up in the primary transportation expense

account, as "fuel for locomotives." But another $2 or so per

ton is usually spent before that coal goes up in smoke. This

other $2 consists of such items as : cost of moving coal upon

company's lines, per diem for use of foreign cars, loss of earn-

ing power for company's cars, detention of locomotives from

earning .service while coaling, not to dwell upon other indirect

losses of uncertain but very large extent due to low tonnage per-

formance of locomotives because of inefficient combustion. Our
problem is in reality of more than twice the financial magnitude

indicated in the statistics of the mere purchase cost of fuel. Prof.

Steel has well pointed out that we may find it of advantage to
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pay a rather liiglicr price for a grade of coal willi less slack,

than we now do for niiiie-run. From a practical railway view

this is wise, and even though a road bought and paid for mine-

run coal it would in many cases pay to sift out most of the

slack, throwing it away if other profitable disposition, such as

briquetting, could not be found for it, rather than permitting it

to be shoveled into the fire box only to clog up flues and front

end, choke the draft, reduce evaporative elTicicncy, and otherwise

seriously impair the hauling and running power of the loco-

motive.

Actual road tests with tonnage up to the locomotives' hauling

capacity will be of more value than arguments to show how far a

road, from an operating and expense viewpoint, will be justified

in screening the coal it r'eceives. Conditions will vary according

to quality of coal, price, and competitive grades of coal in the

market. After road tests have determined what grades of coal

can be bought to advantage, the purchase of coal upon the basis

of such tests should efifect a reduction up to 10 per cent, or more

in the average purchase price, quality remaining equal. The next

step to consider is the location of economical points of delivery to

the company's lines. This phase of the problem has already been

thoroughly worked out by J. G. Crawford, fuel engineer, of the

Burlington. Scientific routing of coal will save several per cent,

of the annual bill. When the best and most economical source

of supply and delivery points have been determined, favorable

traffic arrangements should be made wherever possible, for the

advantageous moving of supply cars.

My own opinion in this matter, which is not shared by most of

those with whom I have discussed it, is that a special lot of extra

large capacity, steel car equipment should be exclusively reserved

for handling the principal part of the coal supply. Such a policy,

it can be demonstrated on paper, will effect large reductions in

the cost of moving and handling the coal.

Practically all coal should be inspected at the mine, preferably

sampled at the mine face, and the loading and weighing of the

cars should be supervised. Efficient mine inspection will often

eliminate most of the need for check weighing, when received on

the company's line thus saving about one-half cent a ton. Yet

check weighing is cheaper than continually paying for invoices

2 to 10 per cent, short. Overweights, except in case of water, are

rare. The samples taken from the mine face should receive

laboratory analysis, more as a check on quality than as a definite

determination of compliance with contract specifications. Con-

tracts, as stated before, should be based upon results of road

tests. Rejections of coal should take place only at the mine

tipple. Inferior coal that escapes the mine inspector should be

accepted at a reduced price mentioned in the contract scale of

specifications.

After coal is once on the road, its prompt movement, its need-

less congestion at one place with foreseeable scarcity at another

and the avoidance of excessive per diem on foreign cars, must be

carefully watched. Yet, while quick movement makes for

economy and efficiency in handling the fuel supply, it must be

borne in mind that a coal car, even a foreign coal car, is a

cheaper form of coal storage than almost any stationary bin,

trestle, fuel station, or storage ground that it is practicable to

devise for railway purposes. A 50-ton coal car, costing $1,000,

represents an investment of only $20 per ton capacity. Few stor-

age facilities except the open ground will be so cheap, and coal

storage on the open ground represents in deterioration and

double-handling cost an expense or loss per ton equivalent to per

diem on about three or four months' storage in cars. The ideal

fuel station is that which nearly automatically can quickly trans-

fer coal without crumbling from car to tender, and which needs

the least storage reserve bin. A slightly higher operating cost

is often justifiable to avoid too large an investment in fuel station

capacity.

Fuel stations, except for fire-proofing safeguards, should be of

temporary character, easily, removed or added to, rather than of

massive, permanent construction. In this way any change in

the tcrniinal, yard, or cnginchouse layout can be most readily

effected, while a minimum of investment is represented at all

times in the fuel station. The mobile locomotive coaling and ash-

ing crane, also useful for other yard, shop, and roadway service,

is a practical device. But other forms of facilities are in many
cases as good or better.

Even though cars furnish the cheapest and best form of stor-

age for coal, discretion must be used as to the extent to which

such storage is employed. Usually from three to five days'

supply should be kept available at each fuel station. In districts

almost adjacent to mines, and in good weather, a 36-hour supply

might be the safe minimum, whereas in a remote desert or moun-
tain region, in winter, a week or 10-days' supply would be advis-

able. A very highly efficient distribution could probably average

a two-day minimum and a three-day maximum supply to be held

available at each fuel station. The point is that the fuel and car

distribution should be so worked out that the man in charge can

know and direct daily the entire situation, foreseeing and pre-

paring for every possibility of shortage or surplus, without special

train movement. The movement of supply coal for 1,000 loco-

motives has been supervised by giving but 10 minutes' daily at-

tention to the matter. Hundreds of dollars per diem may be

saved each day by efficient distribution.

The average cost of handling coal at its destination ranges from

eight or 10 cents per ton—an amount that can usually, with small

investment be cut in two. Five cents a ton saved on 5,000 tons

used per day means $250 saved per day. It would be a poor

fuel manager who could not in almost any situation, by giving

his close attention to the matter, save one cent a ton in the

handling charge. An item that amounts to nothing in some in-

stances and in others assumes considerable importance, is that of

locomotive detention while coaling. Effective supervision will do

much to reduce these detentions, wherever serious, without in-

creased cost. The average time of locomotive detention at coal-

ing stations in loss of earning power is about 10 cents, though

in some cases it runs into dollars.

An unnecessary coal breakage of some 5 to 8 per cent, is not

infrequent at the fuel Station, and this means an average loss in

fuel Ajalue of perhaps 10 cents per ton, besides the bad efifect on

the boiler efficiency of the locomotive. Prof. Goss has demon-

strated that an average locomotive working under heavy load will

absorb into the boiler less than half the heat in the coal. Much

can be done by the mechanical department organization in pro-

viding the most modern designs of locomotives and parts, as well

as in giving close attention to upkeep.

Important as are these details of current maintenance of engine

condition the broad questions of design to secure highest thermal

efficiency are of still greater moment. The fire box does more

than half the heat work of the boiler and most fire boxes are in-

efficient as heat generators. Most flues of modern American

locomotives are too long. Boiler pressures under present-day

designs should be under 200 lbs.; the higher temperature range

does not secure a heat efficiency to compensate for the greater

maintenance expense and attendant disadvantages. Feed-water

heaters and steam super-heaters should be employed. From IS

to 25 per cent, of fuel can be saved by their use besides securing a

locomotive more responsive, faster and with greater hauling

power.

After the coal is loaded on the tender of a locomotive, prop-

erly designed and maintained with reference to heat efficiency,

the next step in fuel supervision is to train and stimulate the

engine crew in the economical use of the fuel and steam at their

hands. This problem, nearly half the battle for economy, is such

an extensive and important one that it needs a treatise to itself.

Engine crews should be instructed in firing and locomotive

handling. Instructions should be given both on the foot plate

'and in the class or lecture room, or instruction car. Seventy-

five per cent, of the instruction should be personal, individual,

practical, on the road, and 25 per cent, in the theory of combus-

tion and heat, academic and general. Fuel instruction books, if
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required to be in the hands of all at all times, and if the men are

frequently catechised as to their contents, which should be of

a specific practical nature, are well worth while.

In connection with the fuel instructors—who may most con-

veniently be additional road foremen of engines—about one man
to 50 engines in running service—a system of efficient supervision

of their movements with full but quickly made reports covering

every crew ridden with, is essential. These instructors can

cover from two to ten crews a day, averaging five, and the moral

effect is great, aside from the actual value of instruction. Large

and direct results accrue from the payment of premiums to road

foremen for efficient fuel performance on their divisions. In

view of the attitude on the part of certain organizations with

respect to engineers and foremen who would voluntarily increase

their wages in return for better service rendered, a horizontal

or pooled premium system has been developed, that eliminates

the objections raised against the individual premium system. A
properly developed premium system would effect a net fuel cost

reduction of fully 15 to 20 per cent., irrespective of other econ-

omies, and should therefore be worthy of serious attention and

trial. To have a premium system or to properly supervise the

performance of individual crews there must be an indivdual

record.

In conclusion, by the co-ordinate application of all the best

methods known today, in the exercise of fuel economy, it can

be predicted with certainty, that on any railway whose adminis-

tration is willing to make a serious attempt at the solution of the

problem, over 30 per cent, net reduction in fuel expense can be

effected, and a less amount only in so far as the attempt is less

serious and earnest.

Discussion.—F. O. Bunnell, engineer of tests, Rock Island

Lines, said records of engine and firemen's performances as

individual handlers and users of fuel were essential in securing

their co-operation. This stimulates their interest and activity.

The roads do not pay enough attention to the instruction of these

men. A better inspection of coal at the mines would receive the

support of mine operators.

Thomas O'Day, road foreman engines, Erie, said coal saving

begins at mines. It must be clean and kept clean, and should

be used intelligently, for example, an engine should not be fired

too soon, so as to be left standing four or five hours before

starting on a run. The Erie furnishes its firemen a pamphlet on

firing, and holds conferences of enginemen each week, as part of

its instruction system. Personal appeal and the showing how
more attention to economy makes easier work for the engine

crew are giving excellent results. It tries to exercise forethought

in designing its engines with reference to the fuel to be used,

and geographical placing and distribution is duly considered.

This road is also making great strides in lessening smoke nuisance

by proper firing.

Representatives of coal companies said that some slack will

burn well in locomotives, especially the coking slack. This

should not be condemned entirely, as more economical results

are secured by using a coking slack than by using some kinds of

lump coal. The general feeling of operators is that they are will-

ing and eager to give roads the kind of fuel they want. Coal

should be bought in times of light traffic and stored, and making

the production more even would tend to reduce strike troubles.

C. F. Schraag (Chicago & Eastern Illinois) said that the in-

dividual performance record, as now used, is of little value.

There is no way of comparing or making allowance for runs on

which an unusual number of stops, layouts on sidings, switching,

etc., had to be made or done; and no allowance for winter con-

ditions, etc. This makes records of no value as standards of

comparison. Again, they are usually available only after a long

period of time has elapsed which largely decreases their values.

H. B. MacFarland, engineer of tests of the Santa Fe, said

carelessness in drafting locomotives often causes poor perform-

ance. Thus should be watched closely as important economies

can be effected thereby.

W. B. Landon, chemist, Erie, said slack is mixed with lump
coal as standard and gives good results. Men are enthusiastic

over forms and character of performance charts used. He also

showed the Grand Trunk Pacific and 'Frisco are saving fuel by
getting engines ready in the shortest possible time before they
are to go out on their runs. The 'Frisco save 5 to 10 per cent,

of cost of fuel for trips in this way.

ORIGIN AND PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM, AND ITS USE AS LOCOMOTIVE
FUEL.

The second session of Wednesday's meeting, May 17, was
devoted to a paper by Eugene McAuliffe, general fuel agent,
Frisco Lines, on Petroleum. The paper gave statistics as to
the world's production for the nine years from 1902 to 1911,
inclusive, and also showed the production in the United States
from 1859 to date. Then followed a historical sketch of the use
of petroleum, and a study of the geological conditions in which
it is found, showing its distribution in the United States, and
the areas of the various fields. The advantages of oil as com-
pared with coal are set forth as follows:

Cost.—This item depends entirely on relative price at mine and
well plus freight to point of consumption. In computing freight
haul tariff rates must govern when moved over foreign lines, the
actual cost of moving (not including what js known as fixed
charges) ordinarily used in computing cost over home rails. In
making these computations the fact that from 1,000 to 1,500
pounds of oil equal 2,000 pounds of coal must be taken into
account.

Decreased cost of handling oil from cars to engines with prac-
tically no loss by depreciation due to such handling, all coal

suffering in passage through coaling plants of whatever type.

The losses by depreciation suffered by coal do not apply to oil,

neither does loss by theft in transit occur, oil reaching engine
tenders unimpaired as to quality and undiminished in quantity.

Saving of time at terminals and increased mileage per engine,

it being unnecessary to cut engines out for fire cleaning; the oil

capacity of tender approximating 150 per cent, of that of coal,

making longer runs possible.

Freedom from physical failure of firemen in extreme hot
weather, the fireman's work being actually lighter than that of
the engineer.

Stability of delivery, oil unaffected by labor conditions which
has made the production of coal in some sections so uncertain as

to necessitate the storage of immense quantities of coal at great

expense, this condition occurring at frequent intervals.

Greater cleanliness in handling of passenger trains with almost
absolute immunity from right of way fires, saving the cost of fire-

guards, reducing also claim department losses.

The drawbacks to the use of oil have been in the direction of

uncertain supply. The expense of equipping the average loco-

motive to burn oil approximates $800; the cost of constructing

steel storage tanks of large capacity approximates 25c. per barrel,

the necessary terminal facilities, however, cost but about 50 per

cent, of the amount required to handle coal, coaling facilities,

however, usually in place, the oil facilities when installed repre-

senting a duplication. Frequently before the producer is able to

judge his production sufficiently well to warrant the making of

definite contracts, large quantities of "pot" oil must be sacrificed

for want of storage or market facilities. After the production is

reasonably well determined an interval of time is necessary to

transform locomotives, these factors embarrassing both to the

oil producer and the railway consumer. With the development of

new fields and the purchase of large numbers of cars, together

with the increased installation of oil burning apparatus this condi-

tion will prove less burdensome in the future than in the past.

The paper also gave rules for the guidance of engineers, fire-

men, and others whose duties include the handling of oil burning

engines, together with some suggestions in the form of "Dont's"

for enginemen and firemen, and closed with specifications for the

purchase of fuel oil for railway use.
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AIR BRAKE ASSOCIATION.

1 111- iiKlitit-iilli amuial convention of the Air Uiakc Association

was licld at the .\u(htoriuni Hotel, Chicago, May 23-26. The

convention was opened by prayer by Rev. Frank G. Smith and an

address of welcome to the city was made by Maclay Iloyne,

assistant cnri)oration coinisel, representing Mayor Carter H.

Harrison. An interesting address was given by W. L. Park,

vice-i)resident of tlie Illinois Central, describing a visit to the

Panama Canal in which he referred to the extensive use of com-

pressed air for operating machinery in that great work. In the

address of the president of the association, T. L. Burton, he

referred to the past work of the association and to the reports

of committees on improved methods which have since become

standards of tlie .Master Car Builders' Association. He also

mentioned the fact that the requirements of the law in regard to

hand brakes are creating some confusion, as seven or eight

different kinds are in use on the roads entering New York City.

The report of the committee on Examination and Rating did

not contain any definite recommendation for uniform rules for

this purpose, but suggested that it would seem best for each road

to frame a list of questions to cover its own requirements. The

report on Brake Cylinders and Connections by H. A. Wahlert

related almost entirely to the leather packing and lubrication of

cylinders. It contains results of exhaustive investigations relating

to these subjects. An abstract follows:

During the last year there has been a gradual introduction of

the cup form of packing leather and a limited use of different

types of packing expanders. The makers of brake cylinder lubri-

cants have presented claims for their products which are intended

to eliminate the brake cylinder leakage and restore the life of

discarded packing leathers. Packing leather in freight car service,

if properly taken care of, should last practically as long as the

car, therefore nothing could be gained by using an expander in

freight car cylinders to prolong the life of the leather packing.

The test of a special type of packing expander failed to confirm

the claims for its superiority and the admission must be therefore

made that the leakage with the older leathers was through the

fibre and pores of the material rather than between the leather

and its contact with the wall of the cylinder. It is believed that

the average packing leathers which are received from the manu-

facturers will, except when used in special service, develop

leakage through the pores of the leather long before they are

worn thin. It is possible that in switching and local passenger

locomotives the leather may wear thin before it becomes porous

by losing the filler and in such service some slight benefit might

be derived from a special form of expander. The expander

which is regarded with most favor- is that used by the Union

Switch & Signal Company for the switch movement cylinder. A
careful study of the expander question has convinced the author

that this type of expander can be made to exert a uniform

circumferertial pressure on the packing leather and that none of

the other types can do this.

Various tests were made with dry and lubricated leathers and

with one of the well known makes of cylinder lubricants. Leak-

age tests were made with both fiat and cup leathers and the

results were decidedly in favor of flat leathers. This is due to

the self-expanding, or stufifing box action of the flat leather,

as it will cling to the walls of the cylinder to a much greater

degree than the cup packing, in which this expansive effect is

absent. On some special tests made with box cars built in 1907,

it was found that at one clearing point, 10.4 per cent, of the

brakes on these cars had to have packing leathers renewed, and

it is evident from this that the life of the leather is not equal to

the life of the car, but it should be remembered that the brake

apparatus does not receive proper treatment and is allowed to

lie exposed to the action of the elements, which, no doubt, is

the cause of the rapid deterioration. Tests were also made with

bark-tanned packing leather and with chrome-tanned, and it was

found that an old bark-tanned leather leaked 60 lbs. in less than

one minute. This same packing was lubricated on the pressure

side with lul)rieator compound A, and the leakage was reduced

al)out one lialf. The same leather was then cleaned off and

carefully lubricated with D compound and again tested and the

leakage almost entirely disappeared, showing that the compaund
D rendered the leather impervious. The results of temperature

tests show that with a high dry heat and lubrication the chrome-

tanned leather was affected by shrinkage while no such results

were apparent with the bark-tanned.

Examination of a great many packing leathers, removed on

account of being worn out and api)arently rotted, would indicate

the advisability of carefully considering the composition of lubri-

cants employed for brake cylinders, as they contain ingredients

of a destroying nature, the principle one being found in mineral

oil. Natural mineral oil in itself is destructive to leather, but

the process of refining it adds a certain amount of sulphuric

acid and as much as IVa per cent, of this acid was found in such

lubricants. Animal fats also develop acids which are likewise

destructive to leather. It follows that a good brake cylinder

lubricant should be as free as possible from mineral oils and

acids and contain as large a percentage as possible of pore-filling

material in order to fill up the inequalities which exist in the

structure of the leather and between the walls of the cylinders

and the packing. A very desirable quality of a brake cylinder

lubricant is its ability to resist temperature and adhere to the

walls of the cylinder regardless of the position. It was found

that packing which was otherwise in good condition indicated

wall leakage taking place at the upper side of the piston, the

cylinders being in a horizontal position ; there is a general

tendency for all brake cylinder lubricants to gravitate toward the

bottom of the cylinder. The practice of using mineral oil for

brake cylinder lubrication cannot be too strongly condemned.

The following sums up in tabular form the various conditions

which cause packing leathers to leak.

Conditions Causing Packing Leather Leakage.
Poor leathers

—

Unsuitable material

—

Improperly tanned.
High percentage of tanning filler.

Improperly treated

—

Unsuitable filler.

Not long enough in bath.
Bath too high temperature.

Leather improperly applied

—

Leather bent back.
Leather cut in assem.bling cylinder.
Wrong side against cylinder.

Loss of filler due to:

High heat.
Long service.
High pressure.

Lack of lubricant.
Excessive heat or excessive cold.
Expander:

Failing to hold packing leather against cylinder walls.

Out of position.

I^n suitable lubricant.
Too lo'g i-tfrvals between clearing, inspecting and lubricating.

Wecr du- to-
Pv't due to corditiors of read bed.
Pi'tcrt'd 'xnardf-r.
Rouch cyli'-ders due to rust.

lack of lubricart (dry cylinders).
.Air pressure on flange cf leather.
Cocked piston due to improper alignment of brake gear.

Rotting due to:

Unsuitable lubricant.
Moisture with heat.

Tearing due to:

Water in cylinders and consequent freezing.

The report also contains numerous tables, curves and draw-

ings, which are of particular value in connection with the

maintenance of air brakes.

Discussion.— It was recommended that the attention of the

Master Car Builders' Association should be called to the needs

of a special type of expander in air brake work and that further

and more extensive tests should be officially made. Also that

the proper construction and material for air brake packing

should be a subject for committee report and that the commit-

tee should be instructed to take up the question with the manu-

facturers as well as the railways. No definite action was taken

by the association to correct the causes of the undue amount

of leakage and the defective cylinder packing generally used.

It was also brought out that in various tests of brake efficiency

the results do not take account of cylinder leakage, and possibly
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the results would have been quite different had the cylinder

packing been in good condition.

BRAKING POWER FOR FREIGHT CARS.

John p. Kelly, road supervisor, Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis, presented a paper at the Wednesday morning session,

May 24, on the Adequate Braking Power for Freight Cars. An
abstract follows

:

I do not anticipate any decided opposition to my plea for an

increase in the per cent, of braking power, now generally em-
ployed on freight cars, to something quite beyond what some of

us may deem practical, on the ground of any fear of what may
happen to the wheels in consequence thereof. To my mind the

objections that will be raised will come from a serious consider-

ation of what effect a braking power of 120 per cent, of the light

weight of each car (about 35 per cent : loaded weight) would

have in a train of 100 or more cars, all braking at this per cent.,

when they were wholly loaded or wholly unloaded, part loads

and part empties, whether running at 10 or at 40 miles per hour,

with either a service or an emergency application.

Long trains are subject to danger coming from what we term

the "internal pressure" which acts during the progress of an

application of the brakes either in a service or in an emergency,

and which becomes sometimes great enough to cause the train to

buckle and force the cars upon which the enormous pressure

acts to move out sideways from the track.

The buckling of our long trains is a serious matter, even now
while we are using only 70 per cent, braking power, although as

equipment of steel construction increases this danger diminishes;

but any change that w^e are to consider, either in per cent, of

braking power employed or method of handling the brakes, must

be with a view always to lessening the chances for damage in

effecting stops. In short, it should be possible for the brakes to

apply from any cause, either in service or in emergency, without

danger of heavy shock or damage.

With all things in good condition, a fairly short stop may be

made in emergency on level grade with the present 70 per cent,

of the light weight ; but we find conditions such as in fast freight

service that a more powerful brake is desirable ; in fact, where

such fast freight trains are run on a fast schedule and following

passenger trains the brake should be powerful enough to stop

them in distances as short, as that of passenger trains.

When we come to consider heavy grade work where trains

of heavy capacity cars are handled, and these with the usual 10

per cent, overload, the higher braking power will be of great ad-

vantage. Let us consider conditions on a 4 per cent, grade. On
such a grade the proportion of the total weight tending to ac-

celerate motion down the grade is 4 per cent, of the load or

total weight of the car. Taking a car whose total weight is

150,000 lbs., the accelerating force is 6,000 lbs., and to neutralize

this force a retarding force of 6,000 lbs. must be exerted. Now
where the total brake force on such a car is but 70 per cent, of

the light weight, based on a 60-lb. cylinder pressure, the car

weighing 40,000 lbs., we have a total brake force of 28,000 lbs.,

and from this force we can count on from 15 to 18 per cent, of

it as the retarding force, or from 5,200 to 4,640 lbs. I have not

considered resistance due to flange, journal and curves, friction

nor losses in braking power chargeable to the foundation gear.

Evidently here is a case where we must have more retarding

power if we are to control the motion of the car, for the force of

gravity equals 6,000 lbs., and the braking power or retarding

power must be greater than this to control the motion.

Taking the braking power at 120 per cent, of the light weight,

or 48,000 lbs., we should then have a retarding power of from

7,200 lbs. to 8,640 lbs., and, in addition to this, if we increase

the brake pipe and reservoir pressure from 70 to 90 or 100 Ibs.^

we have a brake which is capable of handling the train safely with

a reasonable margin of safety on a grade of 4 per cent. On all

grades of a less per cent, it would be quite possible, unless they

were very long, to handle trains on them without the aid of

pressure-retaining valves, something which it would be very de-

sirable to do, for several reasons, among them the avoidance of

the necessity for trainmen to go over the train to operate them
and the prevention of the slid flat and hot wheels that are charge-

able to their use.

The mixed load and empty train, say consisting of about 35
loads and 65 empties, won't break in two when the brakes are
applied either in service or emergency application, for the fol-

lowing good and sufficient reason

:

When we fix the braking power at 35 per cent, of the loaded
weight, this means for the 100,000 lb. capacity car a braking power
of about 120 per cent, of the light weight of the car. At 20
miles per hour the distance required to stop in with such a train

could not be over, on a level track, 450 ft., and the time acquired
not over 10 or 15 seconds; hence, as it requires about 6 seconds
to put quick action through a train of 100 cars and as there is

about 65 ft. of slack in the train, it is easily seen that the train

could not break in two, because of lack of sufficient time for the
rear brakes to get much more than fully applied. With the higher
braking power the tendency would be to bunch the slack quicker,

but more of it would be closed with fewer cars than is now
the case, hence the shock which is now due to the rear run-

ning up on the front portion that is heavily braked would still

run up, but against fewer cars braked heavily, and hence the

shock would be in my opinion more yielding.

It is my belief, however, that if the higher braking power for

freight cars should receive any attention the time of equalization

between the auxiliaries and the brake cylinders should be in-

creased so as to permit the rear brake on a 100-car train to com-
mence to apply before the first brake is fully applied. This would
increase the flexibility of the brakes both in service and in emer-
gency applications, and no heavier brake gear would be needed to

be employed than is now the case wnth the 70 per cent, brake.

On different roads we find cars now running that are braked at

nearly 100 per cent, of their light weight, based on 60 lbs. cylin-

der pressure, and these same cars are equipped with K valves.

They are of course indiscriminately mixed in trains with other

cars braking as low as 60 per cent, and having ordinary quick

action triples. Now a five-pound service reduction made with

conditions as existing above would produce a braking effect on
one car of zero per cent, of its light weight, and on the other

probably 25 or 30 per cent, of its light weight, yet these conditions

exist today and are being got along with fairly well. How much
better, then, would matters be if the loaded weight of the car

was used as the base on which to fix the per cent, of braking

power, if the per cent., determined upon were 35 or more, as ex-

periment might show could be successfully used.

With braking power of the per cent, given based as recom-

mended above a proper regulation of the flow of air into the

brake cylinder, as well as quick serial reduction in brake pipe

pressure, will in my judgment improve conditions in freight serv-

ice to such extent that runaways on grades will never be heard

of again, and shock and break-in-two on our long trains will al-

most, if not entirely, disappear, while in many of the cases now
requiring an emergency application to stop in time to prevent

accident will then require only a service application.

Discussion.—There was considerable difference of opinion

among the members as to whether high braking power should

be used for freight trains. Some favored 100 per cent, for both

passenger and freight, while others did not favor such a large

increase over the present practice. Experiments made with

steel cars having 90 per cent, braking power showed that even

this was too high. A representative of the Pennsylvania thought

the increase recommended by Mr. Kelly would result in con-

siderable trouble with light cars, causing brake-in-twos. W. F.

Walsh, of the Chesapeake & Ohio, suggested that improvement

in the condition of the brakes themselves would give so much

better braking that the additional power desired could be ob-

tained with the braking power already used. W. V. Turner,

of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, agreed in the high
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braking power for freight service and believed that some im-

provement in this direction is necessary. Several members of

the association told of experiences in handling trains on heavy
grades with Mallet locomotives where hand brakes were not

necessary and remarkably good work was performed.

TRIPLE VALVE LUHRICATION.

Following Mr. Kelly's paper was one on Running Triple Valves

Without Lubrication, by Lincoln Leonard, in which he made the

following reconuiicndations

:

Clean all parts of the valves, care being exercised to remove
all oil, grease or gummy deposit from the slide valve or seat,

or the main piston and its chamber, after which the slide valve

and its seat should be lubricated by the application of dry graph-

ite (best quality). Also the surface of the bushing in contact

with the slide valve spring, and between the graduating valve and
its seat, moving it forward and backward until the material

is properly distributed. This material should be rubbed on spar-

ingly with a chamois skin or cloth. Main piston and its chamber
should be lubricated with triple valve grease or oil. In lubri-

cating these parts the piston should be pushed to its extreme re-

lease position and the grease or oil applied sparingly to the walls

of the chamber, and the piston moved forward and backward
several times, which would tend to better distribute the lubricant

;

care being exercised that no considerable amount of grease or

other lubricant adhere to the piston rings or walls of the cham-

ber. The emergency parts of the triple valve, such as emergency

valve, piston and check valve, should be thoroughly cleaned but

do not require lubrication. I would call attention to the im-

portance of giving proper and intelligent treatment to the triple

valve when it receives cleaning, repairs and testing.

Papers were also given on New and Worn Brake Shoes, by

A. S. Williamson, on Controlling of Modern Passenger Trains,

by W. V. Turner and other interesting subjects which will be

abstracted in later issues of the Railway Age Gazette.

Among the exhibits at the convention the following concerns

were represented : Allis Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis. ; Chicago

Railway Equipment Company, Chicago ; Crane Co., Chicago

;

Detroit, Leather Specialty Company, Detroit, Mich. ; Detroit

Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.
; Joseph Dixon Crucible

Company, Jersey City, N. J. ; Emery Pneumatic Lubricator

Company ; Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. Y. ; Green,

Tweed & Co., New York ; E. F. Houghton & Co. ; International

Acheson Graphite Company, New York; H. W. Johns-Manville

Co., New York; The Leslie Company; New York & New
Jersey Lubricant Company, New York; Ward Equipment Com-
pany, New York, and Guilford S. Wood, Chicago.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN APRIL.^

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that

occurred on the railways of the United States in the month of

April, 19n. This record is based on accounts published in

local daily newspapers, except in the case of accidents of such

magnitude that its seems proper to write to the railway manager

for details or for confirmation.

Collisions.

Kind of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

4. Rogue Riv. Val Jacksonville re. F. & P. 1 5

16. Southern Russellville. xc. P. & F. 1 1

18. M., Kan. & Tex Cherokee Jen. be. P. & P. 1 1

20. N. Y., C. & St. L Buffalo. xc. P. & F. 1 6

23. M., Kan. & Tex Alvarado. xc. P. & F. 2

29. N. Y. N. H. & H... Dorchester. xc. F. & F. 1

30. Penn Dayton. xc. P. & F. 3 6

1 Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re, Rear collisioa be, Butting collision xc, Other collisions b.

Broken d, Defective unf, Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unex-
plained derail. Open derailing switch ms, Misplaced switch ace.

obst., Accidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler, Explosion of locomotive on road fire, Cars burned while
running——P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

Derailments.

Cause of Kind of

Dale. Koad. I'lrice. dcrailmt. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

*l. St. I.onis & S. F I.cI)nnoii. unx. P. 9

3. Wabash Topoka. unx. P. 5

9. N. Y., N. II. & H...SufficId. d. track. P. 6
11. Mobile & O Muldon. d. twck. P. 1 7

12. Penn Foster. b. truck. F. 3

12. Int. & G. N Navasota. unx. F. 1

13. Southern Ashley J. flange. P. 9
17. Chi., R. I. & P White, Okla. unx. P. 3

17. Atch., T. & S. F Needles. unx. F. 2 2

19. Lehigh Valley Auburn. ms. P. 11

19. Ills. Cent Aberdeen Jen. washout. P. 1

•22. N. Y. C l-iltlc Falls. malice. P. 2

23. Southern Pacific ....Vnicent. unx. P. 3

t*29. Penn Martin's C'k.N.J. unx. P. 11 40

t29. Atlantic C. L Odessa.' d. track. P. 2 3

29. Texas & Pacific Saline Creek, d. switch. P. 8

Other Accidents.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

27. Bait. & Ohio Silver Run,W.Va. boiler. P. 2 6

19. Oregon S. L Shoshone. boiler. F. 2 1

The only accident in the foregoing list which is in any im-

portant sense peculiar, is the derailment at Martin's Creek, N. J.,

on the 29th. This derailment, the cause of which has not been

reported and the worst results of which were due to fire, was
reported in the Railway Age Gazette of May 5, page 1076. At
last accounts the number of deaths resulting from this derail-

ment was 12—eight passengers and four employees.

At Rocky Mount, N. C, April 27, on the Atlantic Coast Line,

a passenger in a sleeping car was suffocated in a fire and two
trainmen were considerably burned while rescuing 10 other pas-

sengers from the car; but this is not included in the train ac-

cident report as the car was standing at the station at the time.

It appears that illuminating gas was leaking from a pipe on

the outside of the car, and a trainman who went to see what

was the trouble took with him a lantern from which the gas

was ignited. At South Rocky Mount, one mile back, where the

train (No. 86) had been stopped for a change of engines, and

at which point the gas tank of this sleeping car had been con-

nected by hose with a supply pipe, the train was started without

detaching this hose. After running some distance, the hose was
torn off, and, as the valve was open, the gas from the car

reservoir escaped, producing a loud noise. As soon as the

trainman got liear the end of the hose, there was something like

an explosion, causing the flames to sweep over the side of the

car. Glass in the windows was broken, and the interior of the

car was set afire.

At El Parue, Mex., on the 29th a passenger train was wrecked

by the rebels who are fighting the government in that country,

and three passengers and a train porter were killed. In South

Africa, April 22, as heretofore recorded in the Railway Age
Gazette, a passenger train plunged off a bridge into a gorge,

250 feet deep, killing 35 persons.

Electric-car accidents. Of the 18 accidents of this kind re-

ported in the newspapers as occurring in the United States in

the month of April, only one is charged with fatal results. This

was a collision at Oak Park, 111., on the 3rd. One person was

killed and four were injured.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Chilean railway from Osorno to Puerto Montt is expected

to be open to traffic in June.

The branch of the Midland Railway from Algorta, Uruguay,

to Fray Bentos will soon be opened to public traffic. There has

also been constructed at this point a pier 140 yards long, enabling

the largest ocean vessels to dock.

The Chilean government has granted concessions for the con-

struction of 115 private railways, of which 24 have already been

built and several are now under construction. The concessions

vary from five years to perpetuity.
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Mr. Bush, the new president of the Missouri Pacific, announces

that the engineering officers of the road on the several divisions

will be placed under the authority of the division superintendents,

thus introducing the divisional organization.

The fashion of sending missionaries to the farmers has spread

to the state of Maine. The Bangor & Aroostook is to run a

train June 16-18 for professors from the University of Maine,

who will take along a car of animals to demonstrate some of

the lectures. It is proposed to give lectures in 31 towns.

Beginning July 1, the Wells, Fargo & Company Express will

take over the business of the Pacific Express Company on the

Missouri Pacific, the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, the

Wabash, the St. Louis Southwestern and the Texas & Pacific,

and arrangements are being made for the liquidation of the

affairs of the Pacific company.

The officers of the Oregon Short Line have been making a

series of "get acquainted" trips over its lines. They take a

special train composed of sleeping, dining and observation car,

making stops of varying lengths at all stations of any im-
portance, and spend from three to five days on the line. All

of the departments of the road are represented and the meet-
ings with the people thus far are reported to have been very
satisfactory.

At Rushville, Ind., on the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction

Company's lines recently, there was an exhibition of the Gill

selective system of train control. With this apparatus the train

despatcher has control over a semaphore signal at each station

along a line of railway. The electric apparatus, by which this

control is effected, works over a single line wire ; and after a

signal has been set and locked in the stop position it cannot be

restored by the station man or the train man to the clear position

without the consent of the despatcher.

The British postmaster-general has announced in Parliament

that the cable companies between England and America will

make a reduction of SO per cent, in the rates on ordinary cable

messages, provided they are written in plain language, and pro-

vided also that the sender will take the risk of a delay, not ex-

ceeding 24 hours. The postmaster-general also reports that the

use of wireless telegraphs for sending messages has increased

largely within the past year. The number of ships equipped with

wireless apparatus increased during 1910 from 130 to 290. The
British government owns numerous aerographic stations on the

coasts of the British Isles.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second dis-

trict, has approved the use of steam locomotives on the Newark
& Marion Railroad in Wayne County, provided the engines use

oil for fuel. The Newark & Marion, 10 miles long, was begun as

an electric road, but thus far it has been operated by steam

locomotives. Apparently these engines have been used hitherto

without authority. The owners say that the amount of busi-

ness to be had is not sufficient to warrant the installation of

electric motive power. The commission requires the oil-burning

apparatus to be ready by July 1 next. The company must ob-

tain the consents of property owners, or if this cannot be done,

it must apply to the courts.

The legislature of Wisconsin has adopted a workman's com-
pensation law, to take effect September 1. Like the laws re-

cently passed in New Jersey and one or two other states, this

one applies only to cases where the employer voluntarily takes

advantage of it ; while for employers who do not signify their

acceptance cf the new law, the old law relative to assuming the

risk of accident, contributory negligence, etc., is made more se-

vere. As members of the industrial accident board, which is to

administer the new law;, the governor of the state has appointed

Charles H. Crownhart, of Superior (chairman), and Prof.

John R. Commons, of the University of Wisconsin. Joseph D.

Beck, commissioner of labor and industrial statistics, is cx-officio

a member of the commission.

In the first interview given out since he assumed the presidency

of the Missouri Pacific, B. F. Bush made the following state-

ment: "As soon as we show that the property warrants the ex-

penditure, the Missouri Pacific will have all the money it needs
to rehabilitate it and put it in the front rank of western railways."

He said the prosperity of the railways depends absolutely on the
people and that that of the people depends on the roads, and that,

therefore, the most kindly relations should exist between them.
He also believed the feeling against big transportation systems is

not so bitter as it was some years ago, because of the fairer treat-

ment they give the people and the people give them. The inter-

view concludes as follows: "I believe in keeping the public in-

formed of those matters which concern the public; in fact, the

idea of publicity of corporation affairs will hereafter find an
advocate in Missouri Pacific. In the matter of expenditures the

Missouri Pacific is going to get its money's worth. Tliere will

be no waste, no matter how many millions of dollars we spend in

rebuilding the road. Every cent will be watched, not for the pur-

pose of seeing how little we can spend, but with the idea of get-

ting full value for our money."

A testimonial dinner was given on May 17 at the Hotel

Jefferson, St. Louis, Mo., in honor of C. S. Clarke, who recently

resigned as first vice-president of the Missouri Pacific. Many
prominent officers of the Gould lines, as well as business men
of St. Louis and other cities, were present. B. F. Bush, the

new president of the Missouri Pacific, presided at the dinner.

On May 19 the Business Men's League of St. Louis formally

welcomed Mr. Bush to St. Louis at a dinner at the Southern
Hotel. More than 500 business men of the city were present

and speeches were made by Rolla N. Wells, former mayor of

St. Louis and now president of the Business Men's League;
President Bush, Governor Hadley, of Missouri ; E. C. Simmons,
of the Simmons Hardware Company ; Mayor Frederick H.
Kreisman and David R. Francis. In the course of his address,

Mr. Wells criticized some of the St. Louis papers for an unfair

attitude toward the railways and particularly toward the Ter-

minal Railroad Association of St. Louis. Mr. Bush gave as-

surance that the policy of the Missouri Pacific will be to give

good service and promote the interests of the communities along

its line, and he asked the support of St. Louis business men
in this work.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered from the Western Electric

Company 48 selectors for use in telephone lines for the train

despatcher, which are being put up between Sayre, Pa., and
Manchester, N. Y., 86 miles, and over the Ithaca branch, which
parallels the main line for most of the distance between those

points. The total length of telephone circuit to be put up,

including three branches, will be 208 miles. For 15 miles out

from Sayre the telephone line from the main road and for the

branch run side by side and at Van Etten Junction, the end of

this 15-mile section, there is a switch under the despatcher's

control, by which, if either one of the telephone circuits should

be out of order on this short section, the despatcher can make
connections so as to use the remaining circuit to send messages

over either the main line or the branch.

These new telephone wires are to be supported on the top

cross arms of the poles of the company's telegraph lines, some
of the telegraph wires being moved to lower arms to enable this

to be done. During the day time, when business is heavy, a

despatcher at Geneva attends to the trains on the two branches

which diverge at that point, but at night the branch lines are

cut into the main lines, so as to bring them into direct connec-

tion with the despatcher's office at Sayre.

Howard Elliott to the Manufacturers' Association.

In an address on "The Individual, the Corporation and the

Government," delivered at the annual convention dinner of the

National Association of Manufacturers, in New York City, on

May 17, Howard Elliott, president of the Northern Pacific,

said

:

"Publicity of corporation affairs and reasonable regulation of

the great business institutions of the country are desirable, but

attempting to manage in detail such concerns, and continual and

foolish interference with the judgment of the men trained in

that management is unwise and un-American. Such policy

tends to cripple the splendid initiative that has accomplished so
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iiukIi iij) U) till' pri'soiit tiiiu'. \\ itli that initiali\i' unimpairtd and
tMiooiirajii'il to JH't, far l)otli'r results will bo accoiiii)lisln'(l for the

wholo country than unilor the inanaKenient of the govcrnnient.

PuttinK a government luiiforni on a railway en)i)Ioyee does not
make him eiierKetie or infalliMe, ami it will reduce his feeling of

responsibility.
"'1 he .American penijlc are stroii;.; enough to have any kind of

railway ownership and management that they want, and, if

they want government ownership, they can have it. [ submit,
however, that the management of business enterprises in this

country by the government has not given evidence of thorough-
ness. etViciency and economy c(pial to tliat displayed by private

individuals and it is not to the best interests of this country
to have government-owned and government-managed railways."

Mr. Elliott discussed the subject of the valuation of railway
property, referring to tlie Minnesota rate case as evidence that

there was no water in the securities of the Northern Pacific,

and quoting the combined statistics of valuation made in the
States of Washington, South Dakota, Minnesota and Wiscon-
sin by state commissions, showing a cost of reproduction of

$958,316,613 and a capitalization of $796,054,276.

"There is every reason to assume," he said, "that a similar
calculation and computation of the value of American railways
as a whole will prove their value to be greater than their
capitalization."

Referring to the great increase in savings banks deposits and
the number of depositors, and in life insurance policies, Mr.
Elliott said : "Every one of these depositors and every holder
of a life insurance policy has a personal interest in seeing that
justice is done to the railways—and the railways ask for nothing
more than simple justice based on accurate knowledge of the real
facts. Because a very few individuals have by superior brains,
industry and even luck, made large fortunes, is it wise to con-
denm the splendid work of the American business man, de-
stroy it and fly to socialistic evils that lead no one knows
where ?

"The great force of collectivism has created manufacturing
institutions, railways, banks, insurance companies, labor unions,
the government itself through the voluntary acts of individual
citizens. These institutions, upon which modern society so
largely rests, cannot be eliminated from our system of life.

International Railway Fuel Association.

At the last session of the convention of the International Rail-
way Fuel Association, held at Chattanooga, Tenn., May 18, the
following officers were elected: President, T. Duff Smith, fuel

agent. Grand Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. ; first vice-president,
Daniel Meadows, assistant division master mechanic, Michigan
Central, St. Thomas, Ont. ; second vice-president, J. H. Plibben,
fuel agent, Missouri, Kansas & Texas, Parsons, Kan. ; and secre-

tary-treasurer, D. B. Sebastian, fuel agent, Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, Chicago. Members of the executive committee were
elected as follows : W. C. Hayes, superintendent of locomotive
operation, Erie, and retiring president of the association. New
York, N. Y. ; Raffe Emerson, engineer of track economics, Atchi-
son, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan. ; Robert Collett, fuel

supervisor, St. Louis & San Francisco, St. Louis, Mo. ; and

J. McManamy, road foreman of engines, Pere Marquette, Grand
Rapids, MicTi., the latter succeeding C. F. Richardson, disquali-

fied on account of having entered the coal business. These, with
E. McAuliffe, fuel agent, St. Louis & San Francisco, and N. M.
Rice, general storekeeper, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, whose
terms expire in 1912, constitute the executive committee for the

ensuing year.

A resolution was adopted urging members of the associations to

support the bill introduced in Congress by Representative Geo.
E. Foss, of Illinois, to create a national arbitration tribunal to

which controversies arising as to earnings, wages, hours and
labor conditions of employees can be submitted. Chicago was
chosen as the next meeting place, subject to the approval of the

executive committee. The earlier proceedings of the association

were reported in the Railway Age Gazette of May 19.

ihc assiiiialion. The reports were received from the various
officers and committees indicated hard work and researcii during
the past year. The convention was formally opened on Monday
afternoon with an address of welcome by Mayor Seidcl,

which was answered by W. R. Shoop (B. R. & P.).

I'oIIowing this an address was made by the president, J. H.
Waterman (C. B. & Q.). The general discussion on The Need
for a Standard Material Classification and Disbursements occu-
pied the remainder of the day. The convention opened on Tues-
day morning with the topical subject The Return of Cement
.Sacks, Carboys, etc. Several papers were read. The main sub-

ject of tiie day was The Railway as a Manufacturer. The paper
read l)y (J. G. Yeomans (Wabash) is abstracted in another column.
Papers on the same sul)ject were contril)uted by M. D. Frances
(L. S. & M. S.), R. F. Whalen (A. T. & S. F.) and several others.

A. E. Manchester, superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, was present and took an active part in the

discussion. The final reports of the committees were received and
balance of the papers were read and discussed on May 24. The
subject of discussion was The Standardization of Tinware. A
paper by J. R. Mulroy (St. L. & S. F.), illustrated and described

the various items of railway tinware. The following officers for

ensuing year were elected: President, W. F. Jones (N. Y. C.

& H. R.), New York; first vice-president, J. R. Mulroy (St. L.

& S. F.), Springfield, Mo.; second vice-president, W. R. Shoop
(B. R. & P.), Rochester, N. Y. ; secretary-treasurer, J. P. Mur-
phy (L. S. & M. S.), Collenwood, Ohio.

New York Railroad Club.

H. S. Hayward, president of the New York Railroad Club,

has appointed a committee to nominate the officers for next

year, their report to be made at the September meeting. This
committee will be made up as follows : J. M. Barrett, superin-

tendent of terminals, Erie ; F. T. Dickerson, Jersey Central ; B.

P. Flory, superintendent of motive power, New York, Ontario

& Western ; M. E. Davis, Western Wheel Scraper Co., Aurora,

111.; W. B. Albright, Sherwin-Williams Co., New York; H. H.
Maxfield, master mechanic, Pennsylvania ; H. L. Joyce, man-
ager Jersey Central Marine Department ; W. F. Jones, general

storekeeper. New York Central ; Nat. Duke, general freight

agent, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

Western Railway Club.

The annual meeting of the Western Railway Club was held

at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May 16. The club was en-

tertained with a vaudeville performance and a buffet supper.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year : Presi-

dent, C. B. Young (Burlington) ; first vice-president, T. H. Good-
now (Lake Shore); second vice-president; H. LaRue (Rock
Island). The meetirgs will be adjourned until the third Tues-
day of September.

Railway Signal Association.

The next meeting of the Railway Signal Association will be

held at the Hotel Astor, New York, June 13-14. Papers wil)

be read on Substitutes for Wood Trunking for Railway Signal

Circuits by W. K. Sparrow, and on Apparatus for Chargi.ig

Storage Battery by W. K. Ferguson, R. E. Russell and by I*". F
Kimball. Reports will be received from all the committees.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.

The eighth annual convention of the Railway Storekeepers'

Association was held at the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, Wis., on
Monday, May 22, with the largest attendance in the history of

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.
American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-

ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.

Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building. Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St.. New York: October 9-13. Atlantic City. N. J.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York.
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American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19. 1911, St. Lcuis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
Block, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 2?0 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park

Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th St., New York; next convention. May 30-June 2, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Cah Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—-H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan., and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Warren F. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—Wed. preceding 3d

Thurs., Chicago.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York; May 23-26, Omaha, Neb.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915. Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago.
International rLmlway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio; annual, Aug. 15, Toledo, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines. la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlartic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15.

1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July. Aug. and .Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. Maulick, Barker Block. Omaha. Neb.;

second Wednesday.
Railroad Club o=- Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St.. Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.— T. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; September 12-15, St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg..

Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov.. Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—L. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co.. To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S.. Detroit.

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo. N. Y. ; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.
Western Can/vda Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipee. Man.; 2d Monday, excent June^ July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. V/. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicaeo: 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.
Wood Preserveks' Association.—F. J. Angier. First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

CUraffir K^ttnei^

Officers of the Lehigh Valley says that the running of the
Black Diamond Express as an all-parlor-car train has proved
a complete success.

The Central Passenger Association has appointed a confer-
ence committee which will meet the day before each regular
monthly meeting of the association to investigate requests made
for special rates, with a view to facilitating the handling of
business at the regular meetings. J. W. Daly, passenger traffic

manager of the New York Central Lines west of Buffalo, has
been made chairman of the committee.

In accordance with a plan under which traffic for the Lake
Shore-Lehigh Valley and the Michigan Central-Lehigh Valley
routes in certain territories will be solicited by the representa-
tives of the roads immediately interested—the initial lines—the
offices of these fast freight lines at Chicago; Columbus. Ohio;
Detroit, Mich. ; Peoria, 111. ; Kansas City, Mo., and Minneapolis,
Minn., will be closed, May 31, and on June 30 the office at Des
Moines, Iowa, will be closed. It is also announced regarding the
adjustment of freight claims, that after June 1, the handling of
claims through the line manager's office will be discontinued, and,
in accordance with Freight Claim Association rules, they will be
adjusted by the individual roads involved.

The Delaware & Hudson and the Erie announce a new freight
route from New York to Chicago. It is by steamboat north to
Albany, 142 miles; thence southwest by the Delaware & Hudson
to Binghamton, 143 miles, and by the Erie the rest of the way
(1,195 miles. New York to Chicago). For shipments by this

route to Buffalo and from there by lake steamei-s the rates are
to be on the basis of 52 cents, first class, New York to Chi-
cago, which is 10 cents less than by rail and lake, and 23
cents less than all rail. Tariffs have been filed with the Inter;
state Commerce Commission to go into effect June 15. Press
despatches from Washington say that the other roads carrying
freight between New York and Chicago have complained or will

complain of this new low rate and that the Interstate Commerce
Commission is trying to find out if there is anything in the law
which will allow it to suspend the new tariff.

Indianapolis Enterprise.

The merchants and manufacturers of Indianapolis, represented
by "The Trade Association" of that city, "swung around the

circle" recently in a train of five cars, of one of the interurban

lines entering the city, for the purpose of getting new business

and getting in personal touch with their customers in the sur-

rounding towns. On this special train were over 200 veteran

salesmen and merchants. Within a few wrecks it is proposed to

run a 12-car train, presumably over steam railways, to Kentucky
and Tennessee for a three weeks' trip. The running of these

trade-extension specials would seem to indicate that that method
of stimulating wholesale trade is profitable. This item we take

from the St. Louis Republic, which has sent a special corres-

pondent to Indianapolis to find out why the Indiana capital is

so successful in building up its business. This correspondent

finds that the Indianapolis merchants believe it necessary to make
these visits by special train every six months. Results are not

to be expected from running a train once a year. The Republic

correspondent attributes a large part of the prosperity of Indian-

apolis to the interurban lines, of which 25 enter the city. They
have a large union station in the center of the city and bring

people in from towns within a radius of 100 miles, which in-

cludes parts of Illinois and Ohio. Five hundred passenger cars

arrive and depart daily, and there are 38 freight and express

trains.

Traffic Club of Chicago.

F. A. Delano, president of the Wabash Railroad, in an ad-

dress which he delivered at the last meeting of the Traffic Club

of Chicago, held on May 24. spoke on Optiniism in the Railway

Situation. Air Delano found many thin:?s in the situation to

make railway men optimistic.
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Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, cliairnian of tlie committee on relations

between railways of tlic Ai)icricaii Railway Association, in pre-

senting statistical bulletin No. 95, giving a summary of car

shortages and surpluses by groups from January 5, 1910, to

May 10, 1911, says:

"The surplus totals 188,847, a decrease of 677 cars since our

last bulletin. There were decreases in flats and coal cars of

2,110 and 1,200 respectively, which were practically offset by

increases in box and miscellaneous cars of 161 and 2,472 re-

spectively. The increase in miscellaneous cars is made up prin-

cipally of coke cars in group 2 and refrigerator and stock cars

in groups 6, 8 and 10."

The accompanying tabic gives surpluses and shortages by

groups and the diagrams show total bi-weekly surplus and short-

ages from 1907 to 1911 inclusive.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended imtil Oclolier 7 a tariff filed

by the Galveston Wharf Company. The business of the Galveston

Wharf Company was the subject of a recent decision by the .Su-

preme Court of the United States; and this tariff was the fir.st

one (hat had ever been filed with the commission by the company.

The commission has allowed the railways in Central Passenger
Association territory to continue until May 1, 1912, those inter-

state passenger tariffs which call for fares based on a higher

rate per mile than the intrastate fares on the same lines; most
or all of the intrastate fares being limited to two cents a mile

by state laws or orders of state commissions. The railways

have declared their intention of testing before the courts the

validity of the two cent laws and orders. The commission in

its order says : "That the present condition of charging one

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

I Surpluses
^ ,.

Shortages n

Coal, Coal,

Date. No. of gondola Other gondola Other

roads. Box. Flat, and hopper, kinds. Total. Box. Flat, and hopper, kinds. Total.

Group*!.—May 10, 1911 8 679 876 401 220 2,176 124 30 154

2.— " 10, 1911 25 2,249 138 21,290 9,235 32,912 35 10 4$

3.— " 10, 1911 26 8,352 955 41,531 4,787 55,625 50 60 110

4.— " 10, 1911 10 3,679 147 5,064 1,941 10,831 16 69 85

5.— " 10, 1911 20 5,917 631 5,330 1,623 13,501 21 30 3 54
" 6.— " 10, 1911 26 11,774 1,124 4,724 7,432 25,054 83 24 3 110

7.— " 10, 1911 4 1,787 112 811 426 3,136

8.— " 10, 1911 16 7,921 316 2,516 4,265 15,018

9.— " 10, 1911 11 2,894 496 247 1,161 4,798

10.— " 10, 1911 22 7,527 2,531 2,222 10,090 22,370 2 4 6

11.— " 10, 1911 6 2,434 137 15 840 3,426 760 241 4 1,005

Total 174 55,213 7,463 84,151 42,020 188,847 915 516 64 74 1,569

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,

Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and

Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-

gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Shortage Sborfage 1908

200,000 so.ooo

Oct /•«

/VOK //

okc. S_

lOO.OOO 200.000 300,000 4-00,000

Box Cars.

5horf. 1909 Surplus Shortage I9IO Shortage J9JI 3vrp/us

lOO.OOO ^0O.0O0 300 000

/III Cars

/Ipr /z

May /o

lOO.OOO SOO.OOO 300,000

Box Cars

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1911 Inclusive.
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rate per mile for intrastate traffic and a higher rate per mile for

interstate when the service performed is the same in both cases

is indefensible; intrastate and interstate passengers are carried

on the same train, in the same cars and are accorded equal privi-

leges. It seems clear that eventually there must be established

an actual distinction betwen the two services or a correction of

the two scales of fares to an equality." The commission denies

the request of the carriers to adjust their passenger fares in

multiples of five in order to avoid the use of small coins in

change.

The commission has given notice that by or before June 1 all

carriers must cancel that rule in freight tariffs which provides

that certain carload rates shall apply only when the consignor or

consignee is the actual owner of the property. A carrier may
not properly look beyond the transportation to the owner of the

shipment as a basis for determining the applicability of its rates.

The Supreme Court of the United States on April 3, in the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western case sustained the commis-
sion's opinion on this subject. The Supreme Court said:

"The contention that a carrier, when goods are tendered to

him for transportation, can make the mere ownership of the

goods the test of the duty to carry, or what is equivalent, may
discriminate in fixing the charge for carriage, not upon any differ-

ence inhering in the goods or in the cost of service rendered in

transporting them, but upon the mere circumstance that the ship-

per is or is not the real owner of the goods, is so in conflict with

the obvious and elementary duty resting upon a carrier and so

destructive of the rights of shippers, as to demonstrate the un-

soundness of the proposition by its mere statement. We say this

-.because it is impossible to conceive of any rational theory by
which such a right could be justified consistently either with the

duty of the carrier to transport or of the right of a shipper to

demand transportation. This must be, since nothing in the duties

of a common carrier by the remotest implication can be held to

imply the power to sit in judgment on the title of the prospective

shipper who has tendered goods for transportation."

Saturday Afternoon Free Time.

Commercial Exchange of Philadelphia v. Pennsylvania Rail-

road et al. Opinion by the commission:

The counting of Saturday afternoons as part of the free time

allowed for loading or unloading after placement and notice,

under the uniform demurrage rules, not shown to operate in an

unreasonable or unlawful manner in the Philadelphia territory.

(21 I. C. C.)

Rehearing Denied.

In re Rates on Lumber Filed by the Vicksburg, Shreveport &
Pacific. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission is not empowered to regulate commerce, to

suspend the operation of a schedule after it has gone into effect.

(20 I. C. C. 16.)

Reparation Awarded.

Alpha Portland Cement Co. v. Pennsylvania Railroad et al.

Opinion by the commission:

A joint rate of $2.75 per ton was not lawfully applicable to

complainant's shipments of cement from Martins Creek, Pa.,

to Elizabeth City, N. C. (20 I. C. C. 640.)

Goodkind Brothers v. Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville et al.

Opinion by the commission:

The commission, as always, holds that in the absence of routing

instructions, the shipper is entitled to have his shipment moved
via the cheapest available route. (20 I. C. C. 17.)

Philip Goerres Cooperage Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul et al. Opinion by the commission:

Rate of $1.35 per 100 lbs. on beer barrels and kegs from Mil-

waukee, Wis., to Sacramento, Cal., found unreasonable so far

as it exceeds the class-D rate of $1 per 100 lbs., which rate is

prescribed for the future. (21 I. C. C. 5.)

5". Samuels & Company v. St. Louis Southwestern et al.

Opinion by the commission:

In June, 1909, there was no rate or combination of rates under

which a shipment of cotton linters could lawfully be moved from

England, Ark., to Houston, Texas. Nevertheless the initial car-

rier forwarded a shipment of that commodity via a circuitous

route, over one portion of which there was a rate applicable to

cotton linters. Over the remainder of the route no such rate

was in force, and the carriers assessed a rate applicable on com-
pressed cotton. (20 I. C. C. 646.)

Herman H. Hettler Lumber Co. v. Gulf & Ship Island Rail-

road. Opinion by the commission:

The complainant forwarded a carload of lumber from Woolam,
Miss., to Owensburg, Ind., over defendants' lines and directed
routing via Lx)uisville, Ky. A combination rate of 27 cents was
applied. At the same time defendants were parties to a tariff

naming a joint rate of 24 cents from Woolam to Owensburg
which reserved to the carriers the right to route all shipments
of lumber and articles taking the same rates, but said tariff did
not specify any particular routes; Held, That in the absence of
routing directions in the tariff the joint rate of 24 cents was
applicable via any junction points of defendants' lines, and that

complainant was therefore overcharged to the extent of 3 cents

per 100 lbs. (21 I. C. C.)

Complaint Dismissed.

National Refining Co. v. Cle7jeland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis. Opinion by the commission:

Rate of 13y2 cents on petroleum and its products from Flat

Rock, 111., to Findlay, Ohio, not found to be unreasonable.

Western Mantle Co. v. Spokane, Portland & Seattle et al.

Opinion by the commission:

Transcontinental tariffs provided a L. C. L. rate of $3 per 100

lbs. on "dry goods, n. o. s.," and a rate of $2.20 on "netting, cot-

ton, n. o. s." Less-than-carload shipments by complainant were
of knitted fabrics in tubular form, made wholly of cotton, for use

as foundation material in the manufacture of gas mantles, and
were not of the character of goods commonly known to the trade

as "cotton netting." In the absence of a provision specifically

covering the commodity, the defendants properly applied thereto

the rate on "dry goods, n. o. s." (20 I. C. C. 643.)

/. C. Shaffer & Co. v. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Opin-

ion by the commission:

The provision in the uniform bill of lading that, "The amount
of any loss or damage for which any carrier is liable shall be

computed on the basis of the value of the property (being the

bona fide invoice price, if any, to the consignee, including the

freight charges, if prepaid) at the place and time of shipment

under this bill of lading, unless a lower value has been rep-

resented in writing by the shipper or has been agreed upon or

is determined by the classification or tariffs upon which the rate

is based, in any of which events such lower value shall be the

maximum amount to govern such computation, whether or not

such loss or damage occurs from negligence," not found to have

operated in an unreasonable or unlawful manner in connection

with the shipment involved. (21 I. C. C. 21.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Indiana Railroad Commission will not appoint a locomo-

tive boiler inspector until September, the salary for this office,

as provided for by the law of last session, being unavailable

until October.

E. E. Smythe, for ten years previous to last November gen-

eral freight agent of the Kansas City Southern, has been ap-

pointed tariff expert of the new public utilities commission of

Kansas, with office at Topeka, Kan.

The Illinois railway commission bill, the provisions of which

were briefly outlined in the Railway Age Gazette of April 21,

page 957, has been passed by both houses of the state legislature.

Although an attempt has been made to make the commission an

elective instead of an appointive body, the bill as finally passed

provides that the members will continue to be appointed by the

governor. Sleeping car companies, express companies, inter-

urban and electric companies generally are brought within the

workings of the law.
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COURT NEWS.

Tlie Commorce Court lias enjoined tlie Interstate Conmicrcc
Commission from cnl'orcinn' its order m tlie ea>>e hroiifilit riKainst

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, known as the switeh con-

nection case. The commission has ordered the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western to make a track connection witli tiie Rail-

way Valley Railroad at Summit, N. J.

The Supreme Court of the United States on May 15 sustained

the decisit)!! of the lower court, in the eastern district of Mis-

souri, imposing fines aggregating $10,000 on the Hannihal Bridge

Company and the Wahash Railroad, for failing to comply with

an order of the secretary of war, requiring them to make certain

improvements in their hridge across the Mississippi river. The
defendants had claimed that they were not subject to the law
giving the war department authority over such structures, because

this bridge was built under a special act of Congress.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has been directed to

take jurisdiction of railways and other carriers in Alaska by a

writ of mandamus issued by the Court of Appeals of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, which held that Alaska is a territory of the

United States within the meaning of the act of Congress regu-

lating commerce. The writ was issued in the case of the Hum-
boldt Steamship Company, of Seattle, whose petition for an

order requiring the railways of Alaska to file schedules or rates

had been refused by the commission. The Court of Appeals held

that the commission erred when it declined to entertain the

petition.

The United States Circuit Court at New York City, May 23,

held that under the law of the state of New York, a New York
bank accepting a false bill of lading and delivering it to a foreign

buyer is responsible for the amount of the note. The decision was

by Judge Noyes and is the first of the cases brought in New York
by foreign buyers of American cotton drafts to recover for fraud-

ulent bills of lading brought to light at the time of the Knight-

Yancey exposure last year. The suit was brought by Anthony S.

Hannay of Liverpool against the Guaranty Trust Co. The amount

involved in the case is $7,320. New York banks handled several

million dollars worth of bills concerning which suits will be

brought, but it is understood that the banks expect to recover

from the railways. Judge Noyes says that the question turned

upon which of the two parties should stand the loss as both

were innocent and believed that the bills of lading were valid

and that the cotton had been shipped. He said that if the drafts

had contained no reference to the cotton which the spurious bills

purported to represent, the Liverpool firms would not have

recovered.

The Commerce Court, sitting at Washington, May 23, issued a

temporary injunction restraining the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission from interfering with certain lighterage allowances made
by the railways on sugar shipped from New York to the West.

The Commission held that these allowances, amounting to about

$500,000 a year, were discriminatory against competitors in the

sugar refining business not doing their own lightering and had

issued an order against their continuance. The Commerce Court

grants the injunction pending a hearing of the case before the

court. The appeal from the Commission's order was taken on

constitutional grounds. The American Sugar Refining Co. se-

cured its allowances from the railways at New York many years

ago. It was to receive two cents per 100 lbs. for cartage and

different amounts for lighterage of sugar from the refineries to

the railway terminals. It was charged that these allowances were

in excess of the cost of the service and amounted to rebates. The
Arbuckle refineries induced the roads to give them the same

allowances, but the Federal Sugar Refining Co., at Yonkers, was

never able to get allowances and complained to the Commission

of the alleged discrimination.

The year 1910 was productive of excellent results for the Uru-

guayan railways, the passenger, freight, and baggage traffic having

greatly increased as compared with the business handled in

former years. This fact may be regarded as a reliable index of

the progress, as well as the prosperity, and development of the

republic.

HatlttJat) (fDffir^r^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

(i. 11. Ricliter, secretary of the Central of Georgia, with office

at Savannaii, da., lias resigned, effective June 30.

h'dward S. Harlan, of the Iowa Trust & Savings Hank, has

been appointed receiver of tlie .Atlantic Northern & Southern.

Henry Coke has been appointed general attorney of the Texas
Midland, with office at San Antonio, Texas, succeeding C. W.
Ogden, deceased.

William A. Webb, assistant to the vice-president of the Colo-

rado & Southern, with office at Denver, Colo., has resigned,

effective July 1.

J. N. Freeman has been appointed assistant secretary and as-

sistant treasurer of the Eastern Railway of New Mexico and

the Pecos River Railroad, with office at Amarillo, Tex.

FI. I. Miller has been elected vice-president 'and a member of

the executive committee of the Missouri Pacific, with office at

New York. E. J. Pearson, chief engineer of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Puget Sound, has been elected first vice-president of

the Missouri Pacific, in charge of operation, and John G.

Drew, comptroller of the Great Northern, has been appointed

auditor, both with offices at St. Louis, Mo.

Operating Officers.

The new superintendent of car service of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River, is George H. Alexander, not Guy H. Alex-

ander, as given in a sketch of his railway life, published last

week.

V. E. Palacios, trainmaster of the National Railways of

Mexico at San Luis Potosi, Mex., has been appointed super-

intendent, with office at Monterey, Mex., succeeding F. A. Lat-

tig, resigned to accept service elsewhere.

A. G. Whittington, superintendent of the Fort Worth division

of the International & Great Northern, at Mart, Texas, has been

appointed superintendent of the Rio Grande division of the

Texas & Pacific. J. P. Burrus, superintendent of terminals of the

International & Great Northern, at Houston, succeeds Mr.

Whittington.

Frank E. Robb, formerly superintendent of the W'est Penn-

sylvania division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Tennessee & North Carolina.

Mr. Robb was associated with the Pennsylvania Railroad for

a number of years, but on account of ill health has been out

of railway work for several years.

R. B. Ayers, superintendent of the Transcontinental division

of the Texas & Pacific, at Texarkana, Tex., has been appointed

superintendent of the Eastern division, with office at Marshall,

succeeding H. A. Brown. R. C. Andrews, assistant superin-

tendent, Marshall district of the Louisiana division, with office;

at Marshall, succeeds Mr. Ayers, and H. A. Brown succeeds

Mr. Andrews. S. E. Carnahan has been appointed superin-

tendent of terminals, at Fort Worth.

J. T. Wallis, whose appointment as superintendent of the

West Jersey & Sea Shore and the Philadelphia & Camden

Ferry Company, with office at Camden, N. J., has been an-

nounced in these columns, was born June U, 1868, at New
Orleans, La., and was educated at Georgetown College and

Stevens Institute. He began railway work September 16, 1891,

on the Pennsylvania Railroad, as a machinist's apprentice, at

Philadelphia, Pa. In May, 1896, he was appointed assistant

road foreman of engines on the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Wash-

ington, and in April, 1899, was appointed assistant master

mechanic, at Jersey City, N. J., on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

He was promoted in July, 1900, to assistant engineer of motive

power, at Altoona, Pa., and in January, 1903, was made mas-

ter mechanic, at Baltimore, Md., on the Philadelphia, Baltimore

& Washington. Mr. Wallis was appointed superintendent of
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motive power on the Nortliern Central, at Willianisport, Pa.,

in April, 1907, and for a short time ni 1910 he was acting super-

intendent of the West Jersey & Sea Shore, at Camden, re-

turning to the Northern Central as superintendent of motive

power, in April, 1910, which position he held at the time of

his recent appointment as superintendent of the West Jersey

& Sea Shore and the Philadelphia & Camden Ferry Company.

Traffic Officers.

E. L. Abbett has been appointed commercial agents of the

Lehigh Valley, with office at Columbus, Ohio.

C. M. Harwood has been appointed a traveling passenger agent

of the Grand Trunk, with office at Detroit, Mich., succeeding

F. W. Hopper, promoted.

I. M. Richards, agent of the Wabash Railroad at Mexico,

Mo., has been appointed traveling freight and passenger agent,

with office at Moberly, succeeding W. B. Jennings, deceased.

R. D. Moore has been appointed general freight and passenger

agent of the Mississippi Central, with office at Hattiesburg, Miss.,

succeeding R. D. Reeves, who has resigned to go to the Illinois

Central.

Charles E. Hall, soliciting freight agent of the Baltimore

& Ohio at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed contracting

freight agent, with office at Cincinnati, succeeding F. M. Ren-
shaw, resigned to go into other business.

C. Hanson, commercial agent of the International & Great

Northern at Ft. Worth, Te.xas, has been appointed commercial
agent, with office at Waco, Texas, succeeding J. W. Byars,

transferred. J. D. Healy succeeds Mr. Hanson.

A. B. Stringer, soliciting freight agent of the St. Louis
Southwestern at Ft. Worth, Texas, has been transferred to

Gilmer, Texas, succeeding J. E. Woodfin, resigned. R. A.

Dennison, secretary to the general freight and passenger agent

at Tyler, Texas, succeeds Mr. Stringer.

L. E. LeFaivre, traveling freight agent of the St. Louis &
San Francisco, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois and the Evans-
ville & Terre Haute at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed traveling

freight agent, with office at Memphis, Tenn., succeeding H. A.

Wheeling, resigned. F. Allshouse succeeds Mr. LeFaivre

N. M. Leach, general freight agent of the International &
Great Northern at Palestine, Texas, has been appointed general

traffic manager of that road and the Texas & Pacific. Horace
Booth, assistant general freight agent of the International &
Great Northern at Houston, Tex., has been appointed general

freight agent, succeeding Mr. Leach.

C. B. Ogle, traveling passenger agent of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy at St. Louis, Mo., has been promoted with the same
title to take the place of C. J. Rohwitz, appointed chief clerk in

the passenger department, succeeding T. G. Roehm, resigned to

go with the Chicago & Alton. J. T. Williamson, passenger agent

at the union station, succeeds Mr. Ogle.

Byron C. Read has been appointed a commercial agent of the

Chicago Great Western, with office at the Union Stock Yards,

Chicago, 111., succeeding H. E. Murray, live stock agent, re-

signed, and the office of live stock agent has been abolished.

Phillip Ternes has been appointed a traveling freight agent,

with office at Fort Dodge, Iowa, succeeding A. C. . Hine,

resigned.

W. B. Jerome, special passenger agent of the New York Cen-

tral Lines, has been appointed general western passenger agent,

with office at Chicago, in charge of all territory west of Chi-

cago and St. Louis. I. P. Spining, whose appointment as gen-

eral western passenger agent was announced in these columns

in the issue of April 7, has been appointed general agent in

the passenger department, with office at Chicago, in charge of

the city of Chicago and suburban territory.

H. C. Clevenger has been appointed coal freight agent of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at Philadelphia, Pa. J. L.

Eysmans, general freight agent of the Cumberland Valley Rail-

road, has been appointed division freight agent of the Buffalo

& Allegheny Vallev division and the Western Pennsylvania

division, with office at Pittsburgh, succeeding Mr. Clevenger.

R. R. Blydenburgh, division freight agent of the Erie division

and the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley division, has been appointed

general freight agent of the Cumberland Valley Railroad, with

office at Chambersburg, and W. II. H. Willis, district freight

solicitor ot liie Western Pennsylvania division, has been ap-

pointed division freight agent, with office at Erie, Pa, succeeding

Mr. Blydenburgh.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

E. F. Mitchell, engineer of construction of the Missouri

Pacific, at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed chief engineer.

W. F. Drysdale has been appointed mechanical engmeer of the

Northern Railway Company (Costa Rica), with office at Limon,
Costa Rica.

Murray Harris, district roadmaster of the Texas & Pacific, at

Marshall, Tex., has been appointed roadmaster of the Eastern
division, with office at Marshall.

D. D. Cob'in has been appointed engineer of maintenance

of way of the National Railways of Mexico, with office at

Mexico City, Mex., succeeding Fount Rice, Jr., resigned.

P. F. Gentinc, division engineer of the Missouri Pacific at

Atchison, Kan., has been appointed supervisor of bridges and

buildings, with office at Atchison, succeeding W. B. Wood,
deceased. H. E. Boardman succeeds Mr. Gentine.

F. B. Hart has been appointed a roadmaster of the Southern

'Kansas Railway of Texas, the Pecos & Northern Texas, the

Eastern Railway of New Mexico and the Pecos River Rail-

road, with office at Amarillo. Tex., succeeding J. H. Stinson.

John Moore James, who was recently appointed master

mechanic of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at the West Phila-

delphia (Pa.) shops, was born September 10, 1875, at Wells-

ville, Ohio, and was edu-

cated in the public

schools of Wellsville

and the Ohio State Uni-

versity. He entered the

service of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad in 1893

as machinist's appren-

tice in the Altoona (Pa.)

shops, and in May, 1899,

was appointed assistant

foreman of car inspec-

tors at Washington,

D. C. The following

January he was ap-

pointed foreman of the

Anacosta shops of the

Philadelphia, Baltimore

& Washington, and, in

May of the same year

was made general fore-

man at Washington. In

October, 1900, he was
appointed general inspec-

tor of the Buffalo &
Allegheny Valley division, and in January, 1902, was made

assistant engineer of motive power on the same division. Mr.

James was appointed master mechanic at the Olean (N. Y.)

shops in December, 1902, and in November, 1908, was trans-

ferred in the same capacity to the Buffalo division, which posi-

tion he held until his recent appointment as master mechanic at

the West Philadelphia shops.

F. S. Anthony, superintendent of machinery of the Interna-

tional & Great Northern at Palestine, Tex., has been appointed

general superintendent of motive power and machinery of the

Texas & Pacific, with office at Marshall, Tex. C. H. Seabrook,

superintendent of motive power and equipment of the Trinity

& Brazos Valley, at Teague, Tex., succeeds Mr. .Anthony.

A. N. Willsie, whose appointment as division master mechanic

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at Omaha,

Neb., has been announced in these columns, was born April 24,

1864, at Galesburg, III. He received a common school education

J. M. James.
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and began railway work in April, 1880, as an olilice boy with the

Burlington. He was later clerk and then timekeeper, and during

the period from 18<J0 to 1899 was locomotive fireman and then

locomotive engineer. He was next promoted to road foreman
of engines, and in 1905 was transferred to the operating depart-

ment as division superintendent. All of his railway work has

been with the Burlington, and previous to his promotion as

above, he was superintendent in charge of the Hannibal divi-

sion at Hannibal, Mo.

J. M. Henry, whose appointment as master mechanic of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, at Olean, N. Y., has been announced in

these cohunns, was born in October, 1873, and began railway

work in 1889 with the Pennsylvania Railroad as a messenger
in the master mechanic's office, at Altoona, Pa. He was later an

apprentice in the Altoona shops, and from 1894 to 1896 was a

machinist engaged in special work. From 1896 to 1900 he took

a mechanical engineering course at Purdue University and in

1900 he returned to the Pennsylvania Railroad as a draftsman.

In 1901 he was appointed motive power inspector and then

assistant engineer of motive power at Williamsport, remaining
in that position until 1903, when he was appointed a master me-
chanic at Elmira, N. Y. In 1906 he was transferred in the

same capacity to Sunbury, Pa., which position he held at the time

of his recent appointment as master mechanic, at Olean, N. Y.

Isaac Biddle Thomas, whose appointment as superintendent

of motive power of the Erie division of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road and the Northern Central Railway, with ofifice at Williams-

port, Pa., has been an-

nounced in these
columns, was born June
26, 1872, at West Ches-
ter. He was educated at

Friends High School,

also at the Haverford
Grammar School, and in

1892 was graduated
from the Shefifield Scien-

tific School, Yale Uni-
versity. He began rail-

way work as machinist's

apprentice in 1892 at the

Altoona shops of the

Pennsylvania Railroad,

and from August, 1897,

to April, 1899, was an in-

spector at the Altoona
shops, and then was in-

spector in the office of

the assistant engineer of
motive power, at At-
toona, remaining in that

position until February,
1900, when he was made assistant master mechanic at Renovo.
In October, 1901, he was appointed assistant engineer of mo-
tive power, at Altoona, and in August, 1903, was made master
mechanic at the Pittsburgh shops. In February, 1906, Mr.
Thomas was transferred in the same capacity to the Altoona
machine shop, which position he held at the time of his recent

appointment as superintendent of motive power.

Purchasing Officers.

J. F. Hibbard has been appointed stationer of the Kansas
City Southern, with office at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding
D. F. Long, resigned.

I. B. Thomas.

OBITUARY.

Arthur W. Tiddy, for the past five years traveling passenger
agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Pittsburgh, Pa., died at his

home in Crofton, on May 16. Mr. Tiddy had been in the serv-

ice of the Baltimore & Ohio for the past 17 years.

Charles F. Choate, from 1878 to 1897 president of the Old
Colony Railroad, now a part of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, and a prominent Boston attorney, died May 23,

at his home in Southboro, Mass. Mr. Choate was born in Salem,
Mass., in 1828, and was graduated from Harvard University

and law school.

Hailtttai^ (Bon&lrucVtotu

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

y\i.TON, Jacksonville & Peoria (Electric).—A contract has
been given to Grommett & Johnson, it is said, for building from
Godfrey, 111., northwest to Jerseyville, and from Jerseyville to
Calhoun county.

Bamberg, Ehriiardt & Waterboro.—According to press reports,
work has been started on this line between Bamberg, S. C, and
Ehrhardt, 14 miles. It is understood that the northern end of the
line will eventually be extended west to Denmark. J. A. Wyman,
president; W. M. Brabham and Thomas Black are vice-presidents,

and W. D. Rhoad, secretary. J. F. Carter and H. A. Hughes,
Ehrhardt, are interested.

Brownwood North & South.—This company, building from
Brownwood, Texas, north to May, will continue the line to

Rising Star, it is said, and eventually to a point in north Texas,
probably at Vernon, about 170 miles. Grading work has already
been finished from Brownwood to May. The Texas Grading
Company, Fort Worth, are the contractors. John Mead, chief

engineer, Brownwood. (August 19, p. 332.)

Canadian Northern.—Surveys are .'•aid to be made for the
line between Montreal, Que., and Port Arthur, Ont, at the head
of Lake Superior, at which place connection is to be made with
the western lines. The route passes through the Algonquin-
National Park region, along the great clay belt of Ontario to

Temagami reserve, thence across the territory north of Lake
Superior.

An officer is quoted as saying that the contracts for the en-

tire line between Toronto, Ont, Ottawa and Montreal, Que., in-

cluding the section from the latter city to Hawkesbury, has
been let.

Canadian Pacific.—According to press reports, the Canadian
Pacific is carrying out extensive improvements at Smiths Falls,

Ont. The track will be raised on a section of 1.25 miles and
in addition the roadbed of the main line will be widened and
filled to the new level for double-track. The track on the

Ottawa line will also be raised to the same height to permit

the Canadian Northern tracks to pass under the tracks of the

Canadian Pacific.

According to press reports, bids are being asked for to build

a branch from Three Forks, B. C, to Bear Lake.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—According to press re-

ports, a line is being built under the name of the Milwaukee &
Big Creek, from the mouth of the Big creek, Idaho, to the di-

vide between the St. Joe and the Coeur d'AIene river valleys,

18 miles. Track laying has already been finished on about eight

miles.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—A contract

for relocating, improving and double-tracking about nine miles,

between Kyle, Ohio, and Sharonville, has been let to the Walsh
Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa.

Crystal City & Uvalde.—An officer writes that a grading 1

contract has been given to Ward & Lee, Gardendale, Texas, for

building an extension from Gardendale, Texas, to Dulls, about

25 miles. (May 12, p. 1133.)

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.—According to press reports, this

company is planning to build an extension from Porter, Ind.,

northeast to Michigan City, about 12 miles.

Frederick RAiLR0AD.-.-An officer writes that this company is

making improvements, including the construction of about four

miles of line, and some special work, also putting up an office

building and a freight warehouse. The work is being carried

out by the company's men, and is now well under way.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—According to press reports, this com-

pany will begin operating trains in June over the section from

Fort William, Ont., at the head of Lake Superior, west to the

foot of the Rocky mountains.

Hudson River & Eastern Traction.—This company has been

4
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granted a franchise at While Plains, N. Y., and it is expected
that work will be started soon on the extension from Ossining,
southeast to White Plains, about 18 miles.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—This company, it is said,

has entered into a contract with residents of Alpine, Texas, to

begin construction work on the section between that place and
Fort Stockton, 63 miles, by July 1, and to complete the work
within 18 months. A bonus of $25,000, also ground for a station

and right-of-way through the town, have been given to the

company.

Los Angeles & San Fernando.—Incorporated in California

to build from Los Angeles, Cal., northwest to San Fernando, 25

miles. L. C. Brand and W. G. Kerckhoff are incorporators.

Maurepas & Northern.—An officer writes that the company
expects to let contracts in the near future to build from Clio,

La., northwest via Walker to Live Oak, about 60 miles. The
line is to connect at Clio with boats operated by the company to

New Orleans. There will be four short steel bridges and a

terminal warehouse at Clio. The line is being built to carry

lumber, also farm products. S. J. McKenzie, president and

J. R. McKenzie, chief engineer, Adrian, Minn.

Mexican Roads.—The Yaqui Delta Land & Water Company
has been incorporated at Dover, Del., with $12,000,000 capital, to

build railways and telegraph lines from various points on the

gulf of California in the United States to other points on the

states of Sonora, Mexico, and Chihuahua. The incorporators in-

clude: R. D. Hanna and J. D. Campbell, New York, and J. E.

Sweet, Yonkers.

Milwaukee & Big Creek.—See Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget
Sound.

Missouri River & Northern.—An officer writes that it has

not yet been definitely decided when bids will be asked to build

from Chamberlain, S. D., on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

northeast via Brule, Buffalo, Hand, Jerauld and Beadle counties

to Huron, on the Great Northern and the Chicago & North
Western, 82 miles. Maximum grades on part of the first five

miles from Chamberlain, will be 2 per cent., and on the rest of

the line 1 per cent.. Maximum curvature will be 3 deg. There
will be considerable trestle work to be carried out. The line is

being built to carry farm products, grain, live stock and cement,

manufactures, coal and building material. The total estimated

cost of the line is $1,864,217, including land for terminals at

Chamberlain and at Huron, on which roundhouses and other

buildings will be put up. A. E. Parsons, president, Darlington,

Wis. The Missouri River Engineering Company, Mitchell, S. D.,

are the engineers.

Mountain Quarry Company Lines.—A contract has been

given, it is said, to build from Auburn, Cal, via American river

canyon to Cool, Eldorado county, eight miles, and construction

work is to be started at once. It is understood that the line will

eventually be extended east to Lake Tahoe.

Mt. Adams Electric.—This company proposes to build a line

from a point on the Spokane, Portland & Seattle to White Sal-

mon, Wash., 2.25 miles. The estimated cost of the work is

$50,000. George A. Kyle, Portland, Ore., made the surveys.

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.—See St. Louis & San
Francisco.

Northern Electric.—This company, it is said, will build an

extension from Chico, Cal., northwest to Los Molinos, about 30

miles.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—
An officer writes in regard to the reports that a branch is to

be built from the main line at a point on the Des Chutes river

to Ashdown, Ore., 20 miles, that nothing but surveys are being

made at present. (May 12, p. 1133.)

Pacific Electric.—An extension is to be built, it is said, from

Santa Ana, Cal., to Anaheim, and another extension is to be

built from Yorba Linda to Corona.

Pecos Valley Southern.—An officer writes that this company
:.now has 41 miles of railway in operation from Pecos, Texas,

south via Saragosa and Balmorhea to Toyahvale. It is the in-

tention of the company to build an extension south about 50 miles
to a connection with the Southern Pacific, but the route has not
yet been definitely located. The prospects of building the ex-
tension are good. (May 12, ^. 1133.)

Piedmont Railway & Electric Company.—An officer writes
that this company is building 11 miles of line in North Carolina,
which will connect Burlington, Graham and Haw River. The
work is now about half finished. J. M. Cook, Burlington, is an
incorporator and G. W. Hatch is the engineer.

Sacramento-Folsom (Electric).—Incorporation has been asked
for in California by this company with $1,000,000 capital, to build
between Sacramento, Cal., and Folsom, 22 miles, with a branch
to Fair Oaks Bridge, four miles. The work is to be carried out
within one year. F. V. Keesling and H. H. Grau, Sacramento,
are incorporators.

Southern Railway.—To carry out the policy of double-track-
ing the main line at points where the traffic is heaviest, as
well as on the Charlotte division, the construction of 32 miles
of second-track between Atlanta, Ga., and Gainesville has been
authorized. It is proposed to continue the use of the existing
track from Armour, six miles north of Atlanta, to Crosskeys,
five miles, as a single-track gauntlet. Double-track will be con-
structed from Crosskeys to Duluth, 15 miles. From Duluth to

Suwance, five miles, the existing track will be operated Sb a
single-track gauntlet, and 17 miles of double-track will be built

from Suwanee to Oakwood. Wb.en these improvements are fin-

ished the company will have the equivalent of 46 miles of double-
track from Atlanta north, which will greatly facilitate the move-
ment of trains over that part of the system. The work is to be
started at once.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—A contract is said to have been
let to Johnson & Allhands, St. Elno, 111., to build an extension

of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, from Erwinville, La., into

the Baton Rouge and Pointe Coupee parishes, seven miles.

Texas Roads.—According to press reports, P. M. Johnson &
Co., St. Elmo, 111., railway builders, are back of a project to

build a line from the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, at Bloom-
ington, Texas, north to Victoria, about 10 miles. It is under-

stood that an old grade that was built a few years ago from
Bloomington, via Victoria to Cuero, will be used. Residents of

Victoria have subscribed $30,000 in aid of the project, which is

supposed to be backed by the Frisco interests.

Right-of-way is being secured, it is said, from Glen Rose,

Texas, via Godley to Fort Worth. The plans call for building

a line from Walnut Springs northeast to Fort Worth. The God-
ley Commercial Club is back of the project.

Ventura Railway.—Incorporated in California w'ith $500,000

capital, to build from Hueneme, Cal., north to Oxnard, five miles.

A number of branch lines are also to be built to different beet

sugar ranches, in all about 30 miles. Robert Oxnard, J. D. Barry,

San Francisco; A. M. Dupu, J. A. Griffel and R. B. Beck, Ox-
nard, are interested.

Watsonville Railway & Navigation Company.—An officer

writes that this company has six miles of line in operation in

California, and will start work in June on an extension from

W^atsonville, Cal., to Rowes Corners, thence to Corralitos and

along the Santa Cruz road, returning to Watsonville. Another

line is to be built along San Juan road, Driscoll's lane and

Salsipuedes road, to a connection with the main line at Rowes
Corners, and a branch may also be built to Pajaro and tht

Werner district. It was expected that the contracts for this

work would be let on May 25. Concrete docks will be built at

Port Watsonville. F. E. Snowden, president and general man-

ager, 311 California street, San Francisco.

Wichita Falls Route.—Work will begin soon, it is said, on

an extension of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, from Ham-
mon, Okla., north to Woodward, about 60 miles.

Wichita Falls & Northwestern.—See Wichita Falls Route.

A French company has been organized with a capital of

$5,000,000 to build a railway from Cabildo, Chile, to Copiabo.
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Atlantic, Northern & Southern.—Judge W. R. Green has

ordered the receiver to sell the road under foreclosure July 24.

Can.\dian Northern.—Tlie lower house of tlic C.in.ulian parlia-

ment has passed the bill to make the government guarantee

principal and interest of the bunds of the Canadian Northern

Ontario. The minister of railways, (i. V. (iraham, says that

government-guaranteed bonds will l)e limited to $35,000 per

mile.

CmcACO & I'^vstern Illinois.— StocklmUiors are to vote on

July 19 on the question of nuMj^ing the C. & E. I. and the

Evansville & Terre Haute. I'lu- C. & K. 1. is to take over the

preferred and common stock of the Evansville & Terre Haute,

the C. & E. I. preferred to be exchanged on an 83.33 per cent,

basis for both the preferred and connnon stock of the Terre

Haute.

Chicago & North Western.—The Menominee extension first

mortgage 7 per cent, bonds, of which $2,546,500 are outstanding,

maturing June 1, are to be paid at. presentation at the office of

the treasurer in New York.

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.—An additional

$500,000 3>4 per cent, bonds of the city of Cincinnati are to

be issued to pay for the completion of the work on the Cin-

cinnati terminals of the C, N. O. & T. P. The city has al-

ready issued $2,500,000 of these bonds and the C, N. O. & T. P.,

as lessee, is to pay the interest on the bonds and 1 per cent,

per annum as a sinking fund.

Denver, Laramie & Northwestern.—The board of directors has

been increased from nine to 15, and the new directors are

S. H. Kent, Nathan H. Heft, B. A. Holcomb, Allyn Cole, O. D.

Berroth and F. Conway.

Detroit & Mackinac.—A semi-annual dividend of 2^ per cent,

has been declared on the $2,000,000 common stock. This is

the second semi-annual dividend declared on the common
stock, the first having been declared in the latter part of 1910.

The preferred stock pays regular annual dividends of 5 per

cent.

Evansville & Terre Haute.—See Chicago & Eastern Illinois.

Florida East Coast.—J. C. Salter has been elected an addi-

tional member of the board of directors, making the number

of directors nine.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—The railway commission of Texas

has given the M., K. & T. permission to issue $24,000,000 bonds

on condition that the proceeds from the sale of $5,000,000 of

these bonds are to be used in betterments on the road in Kan-

sas. These bonds are part of the $107,869,000 bonds which the

railway asked permission to issue, but which permission was

not granted on the ground that the railway did not make

specific enough statements of the purposes for which the bonds

could be sold.

Missouri Pacific.—The company has arranged for the sale to

Speyer & Co., New York, of $2,000,000 3-year collateral notes.

The proceeds of this sale will be used to pay off the floating

debt, understood to be in the neighborhood of $5,000,000, and

to pay for improvements and betterments. The total authorized

issue of these notes is $25,000,000. The notes are secured by

$10,000,000 first and refunding mortgage 50-year non-convertible

5 per cent, bonds, series B; $8,500,000 3-year notes of the St.

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, representing indebtedness

of the Iron Mountain to the Missouri Pacific for advances ex-

tending over the years since 1905; $9,800,000 preferred stock

of the Denver & Rio Grande and $15,000,000 common of the

Denver & Rio Grande; and $5,000,000 stock of the Texas &
Pacific. In addition, it is understood that the Gould estate

has pledged itself to advance $3,000,000 to the Missouri Pacific

whenever it is decided that the company needs it.

As noted in another column, H. I. Miller has been ap-

pointed vice-president and has been made a member of the

executive committee and will act as an assistant to the chair-

man of the board.

Nkw \'oi<k, Nkw Havkn tSi 1 1 aktiokd.—The AlassaciuLsctts su-

preme court has held illegal the sale by the New Haven of
the old Boston & Providence terminal site in Boston to the
Park Square Real Estate Trust in exchange for $5,200,000
stock of the Real Estate Trust. The court holds that this

would amount to a speculation in land, and that this is beyond
the powers of the New Haven. This apparently does not inter-

fere with the New Haven's selling its property uutrighl to some
other company.

Rutland Railroad.—A complaint in equity has been filed in

the U. S. Circuit Court of Vermont by Andrew C. Spring, a
stockholder, on behalf of all stockholders against the former
directors of the company, in order to compel them to account
for their holdings in the company. It is alleged that the di-

rectors organized the Champlain Construction Company, to

which the Rutland awarded the contract for an extension of

the hitter's line from Burlington, Vt., to the Canadian border,

that the construction company obtained $300,000 par value of

Rutland preferred stock, but failed to complete the extension
and compelled the Rutland itself to complete it. It is al-

leged that nevertheless the directors of the Rutland caused
that company to pay the construction company the full agreed
price.

It is alleged that in the acquisition of the Ogdensburg &
Lake Champlain by the Rutland, the directors of the latter

made a profit of upwards of $300,000. It is charged that the

stock of the Bennington & Rutland was acquired by the Rut-
land directors for less than $400,000 and sold to the Rutland
for $950,000, including $500,000 second mortgage bonds of the

Bennington guaranteed by the Rutland. It is also alleged

that in 1901 the directors caused the Rutland Company to sell

$3,500,000 of its preferred stock at $90 a share under pretense

of giving the stockholders equal rights of subscription, but in

such a manner that few were able to subscribe, although the

market price was then much above the subscription price.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—F. S. Moseley & Co., New York,

have sold a new issue of $2,500,000 2-year 5 per cent, notes

of June 1, 1911, at a price to yield 5^ per cent, interest on

the investment.

See also Chicago & Eastern Illinois.

Western Maryland Railway.—This company has sold to a

syndicate headed by Blair & Co., New York, $4,100,000 first

mortgage 4 per cent, bonds to secure funds to retire $3,250,000

West Virginia Central & Pittsburgh bonds due July 1, 1911,

and $650,000 Piedmont & Cumberland Railway first mortgage

bonds due August 1, 1911. The authorized issue of first mort-

gage bonds is $50,000,000, of which $46,618,000 are now issued

including the above $4,100,000; the additional $3,381,300 are

reserved under the first mortgage to retire other underlying

subsidiary liens.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The railway line from Iquitos, Peru, to Moronacocha has

recently been opened to public traffic. Moronacocha is one of

the most picturesque and popular pleasure resorts in the vicinity^

of Iquitos.

The first locomotive constructed in Chile for the Government

Railways was tested by the railway management the first week

in March, 1911, and pronounced entirely satisfactory. There are

10 more locomotives under construction in Chile.

The governor-general of Korea has asked for a domestic loan

of $28,000,000 to be used for railway, road, and harbor construc-

tions and improvement in Korea, and the Japanese Diet has

granted this sum, fully recognizing the importance of improving

the means of communication in the newly annexed country.

The following railways are planned : A Pyongyang-Wonsan rail-

way line and a Wonsan-Hamhyung railway line with a continu-

ation to Hoyriong; furthermore, a parallel railway to the Seoul-

Fusan railway from Taiku to Seoul; and, finally, in accordance

with article 6 of the Japanese-Chinese convention of September

4, 1909, the Hoyriong-Kirin line. The whole building program

will be completed by 1923.



Supply ^va^e ^0cti0n,
H. O. Fettinger has resigned as representative of the Safety

Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, to go to the
Clement Restein Company, Philadelphia, Pa., as manager of
the railway department.

Henry B. Oatley has resigned his position as engineer in

charge of superheater design for the American Locomotive
Company, New York, to go to the Locomotive Superheater
Company, New York, as mechanical engineer.

William C. Wilson, formerly with Bingham & Taylor, Buffalo,

N. Y., and Reuben C. Hallett have gone to the Transportation

Utilities Company, New York representatives of the Acme Sup-
ply Company, and the General Railway Supply Company, both

of Chicago. Mr. Wilson and Mr. Hallett will be in the sales

department.

At the annual meeting of the Bronze Metal Company, New
York, last week, Otis Cutler and Joel S. Coffin were elected di-

rectors, in addition to E. H. Fallows, R. J. Davidson and Alex-

ander Turner. The following officers were also elected : Presi-

dent, E. H. Fallows ; vice-president and general manager, Alex-

ander Turner; and secretary and treasurer, C. D. Johnson.

Robert T. Lincoln, president of the Pullman Company, Chi-

cago, has resigned this position on account of poor health. At
the meeting of the directors on May 18 Mr. Lincoln was made
chairman of the board

and John S. Runnells.

vice-president and gen-

eral counsel of the com-
pany, was made presi-

dent. Charles F. Street

was made assistant to

the president. Mr. Run-
nells was born in Effing-

ham, N. H., July 30,

1844. He graduated from
Amherst College in 1865,

and studied law at

Dover, N. H. Before
his connection with the

Pullman Company he
held the position of sec-

retary to the governor
of Iowa, and later was
made United States dis-

trict attorney for Iowa.
In 1879 and 1880 he was
a member of the Repub-
lican National Commit-
tee, and in 1880 was a

delegate to the Republican National Convention. He has been
general counsel for the Pullman Company since 1887, and vice-

president and general counsel since 1905.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

John S. Runnells.

Railway Appliances Association.

At the meeting of the executive committee of the Railway
Appliances Association, held in Chicago, May 23, John N. Rey-
nolds, who has been secretary and treasurer for the past nine
years, resigned both positions, effective June 30. John N. Rey-
nolds was re-elected treasurer and Bruce V. Crandall was elected

secretarv.

IVl. IVI. and M. C. B. Convention Exhibits.

After May 25, and until the conventions close, the office of

J. D. Conway, secretary of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Association will be located on Young's Million Dollar Pier,

Atlantic City, N. J. All mail intended for Mr. Conway should

be addressed to him in that way.

Circular No. 2, issued recently by Mr. Conway, gives infor-

mation about the general arrangements, membership dues and
badges, hotel accommodations and transportation, and other

facts about decorating booths and installing exhibits necessary

for those who will attend the conventions. Copies of this cir-

cular may be had by writing Mr. Conway.

Stokers.—The American Stoker Co., New York, has published
in Bulletin A-1 the names of about 20 companies and their re-
peat orders for stokers, extending over a period of years.

Cube Mixers.—The Municipal Engineering & Contracting Co.,
Chicago, 111., has devoted a 60-pagc booklet to the advantages,'
descriptions and illustrations of the Chicago improved cube
mixer.

Excavating Machinery.—The F. C. Austin Drainage Exca-
vator Co., Chicago, 111., has published a very full catalog of
its line of special eartli-handling machinery for land drainage
and irrigation work. Photographs, diagrams, descriptions and
tables are included.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The passenger department of this
company has issued a booklet entitled Hotels and Boarding
Houses on the Line of the Rio Grande System, containing a list

of the names and rates of all hotels and boarding houses ad-
jacent to the road in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico. This
company has issued another booklet entitled The Thir-
teenth Convention of the International Sunday School Asso-
ciation, describing the route and giving rates to San Francisco,
Cal., through the Rockies and the Sierras via the Denver &
Rio Grande.

Varnishes.—The United States Metal & Manufacturing Com-
pany, New York, has published a small booklet entitled Two
Thousand Years of Brightness, giving the history and an
analysis of the composition of varnish. The booklet also de-
scribes the advantages of the varnish made by this company,
particularly for railway use.

El Paso & Southwestern.—The passenger department of this
company has issued a booklet describing the many attractive
points in the region of the Sacramento mountains in New
Mexico. The booklet is fully illustrated and gives complete
information on the distances to these resorts and the accom-
modations and pastimes provided there.

Roofing.—The Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York,
has published a card, of convenient size to be buns on the wall,

giving on one side the full Barrett specifications for gravel or
slag roofing over boards and over concrete. On the other side

of the card is given a diagram showing approximately the in-

creased costs of constructing steep roofs as again.st those of

lesser pitch.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Aberdeen, Wash.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company, the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound
and the Northern Pacific, are planning for a union station to be

built by the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company.

Anacortes, Wash.—The Great Northern has started work on
a station at Anacortes. The estimated cost of the building is

$35,000.

Brady, Tex.—The Gulf, Colorado & Sante Fe will build a

passenger station of brick and steel construction with tile roof.

Bryant's Pond, Me.—The Grand Trunk is building a new
blacksmith shop and quarry house at its granite quarry at

Bryant's Pond. Part of the output of the quarry is to be used

for a new station at Guelph, Ont.

Calgary, Alb.—According to press reports, a contract has

been given to J. McDiarmid & Co., for putting up new build-

ings for the Canadian Pacific at Calgary. The plans of the

Canadian Pacific provide for grouping the irrigation, land and

hotel buildings on a site between First street. East and First

street, West. All of the buildings are to be of stone con-

struction.
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Chamberlain, S. D.—See Missouri River & Norllicni, imdcr

Railway Construction.

Cuo. La.—See Maiircpas & Norllu-rn iiiulcr Railway Coiislruc-

tion.

Fort Collins, Colo.—Tiic Union racilic will build one-story

brick and steel passenger stations at Fort Collins and Schylcr,

Neb. The Rener.d contracts have been let to Geo. B. Swift

Co., Chicago.

Frederick, W'ls.^—The Minneapolis, St. Pan! & Sault Ste.

Marie will build a bridge across the St. Croix river, connect-

ing the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin. The plans have

not yet been completed.

Hammond, La.—The Illinois Central, it is reported, will

build a passenger station of pressed brick, to cost about $30,000.

Highland Park, Utah.—The Utah Light & Railway Com-
pany is putting up a new transformer station at Highland Park.

The cost of the improvements will be about $20,000.

Hoquiam, Wash.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company and the Northern Pacific are planning for

a union station to be built by the Northern Pacific.

Huntsville, Ala.—The Southern and the Nashville, Chatta-

nooga & St. Louis, it is said, will build a union station.

Huron, S. D.—See Missouri River & Northern under Rail-

way Construction.

JOLiET, III.—The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern will build a viaduct

over Collins street, the estimated cost being $15,000.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Company has been given a permit to build a new car repair and
rebuilding shop at Fortieth street and Cold Spring avenue in

Milwaukee. The building is to be two stories high, 180 ft. x 307

ft., of concrete and steel construction, to cost $90,000.

Moncton, N. B.—A bridge may be built over the tracks of the

Intercolonial at Moncton, at a cost of $16,000.

Montreal, Que.—The Montreal Central Terminal Company's
plans call for piercing a tunnel under the St. Lawrence river

and building a large central terminus at Montreal for the rail-

ways entering the city. The project involves the construction

of a tunnel above Isle Ronde, so that the Delaware & Hudson
and the New York Central & Hudson River may enter the city

from the south, the Grand Trunk from the west and the

Canadian Northern from the north. The Canadian Pacific has

not entertained the proposed undertaking. (May 12, p. 1136.)

Oroville, Cal.—The Northern Electric will build a new con-

crete station at Oroville, to replace the present frame structure.

Otis, Wash.—The Northern Pacific is having plans made for

a freight house to be built at Otis Orchard.

Richmond, Va.—The contract for building the new reinforced

concrete bridge at the site of the old Mayo bridge, across the

James river, connecting Richmond with South Richmond, for-

merly known as Manchester, has been let to I. J. Smith & Co.,

Richmond, on plans drawn up by the Concrete-Steel Engineer-

ing Company, New York. The bridge is to cost $224,734. There

will be 18 arches, each having a span of 71 ft., with four abut-

ments and 16 piers. Seven of these arches cross the James
river from Richmond to Mayo's Island and eleven from Mayo's

Island to South Richmond. The total length of the bridge is to

be 1,721 ft., with a roadway of 44 ft, and two sidewalks of 8

ft. each. Provision is made for water and gas mains, and con-

duits for telephone wires. The bridge is designed to carry 50-

ton electric cars, and will be provided with two tracks.

Rock Springs, Wyo.—The Union Pacific will build a one-story

roundhouse and power house of brick and steel construction.

The general contract has been let to Geo. B. Swift Co., Chicago.

San Antonio, Texas.—The general offices and freight house

of the International & Great Northern were partially destroyed

by fire, the estimated loss being $18,000. A new freight depot

will be built, to cost about $60,000.

SciiLKKSiNGERViLLE, Wis.—The Wiscousiu Railroad Commission
has ordered the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault .Ste. Marie to

build a new passenger station at Schleisiiigerville, it is said,

before January, 1912.

SciiYLKR, Neu.—See Fort Collins, Colo.

Scranton, Pa.—A contract has been given to the York
Bridge Company for building the Mulberry street viaduct in

Scranton. The total cost of the viaduct will be $225,000. The
Scranton Railway Company and the Delaware & Hudson will

pay part of the cost. The new viaduct will cross the Lacka-
wanna river and the tracks of the Delaware & Hudson, the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Central of New
Jersey, and will carry two tracks for street electric lines.

Sewickley, Pa.—An agreement is said to have been made with

the Pittsburgh Railways Company to permit that company to

operate street railway cars over the new county bridge now
under construction over the Ohio river at Sewickley. It is

expected to have the work on the bridge, which is to cost

$250,000, completed by August 1.

Youngstown, Ohio.—Work is expected to be resumed by

A. Wishart & Sons, Sharon, Pa., on a new station for the Erie

Railroad and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, in Youngstown. The
work was stopped on the building after completion of the founda-

tions several weeks ago, as it was decided that the station would
not be big enough for the two roads. The new plans call for a

two-story building.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Department of Public Works of Uruguay has approved

the plans for the first section of 30 miles of the Interior Rail-

way, also known as the Pan American Railway, between Trini-

dad and Durazno.

At a meeting of the Russian Ministry of Ways and Communica-
tions, a programme was approved for the carrying out of surveys

in respect of the construction and 8,660 miles of railways during

1911, 1912 and 1913. This will comprise 2,230 miles of railways in

Eastern European Russia, 1,000 miles in the southeast, 1,470 miles

in Central Russia, 710 miles in the southwest, 180 miles in South

European Russia, 450 miles in the north, 230 miles in the Caucasus

and 2,390 miles in Asiatic Russia. At a meeting held by the com-

mittee for new railways, projects were discussed in regard to the

construction of the following new lines: Orsha to Nijni-Dnye-

provsk (on the Ekaterininsk Railway), distance 430 miles, esti-

mated cost $215,000; from Poltava in the direction of Konot,

distance 170 miles, estimated cost $12,160,000, with a branch

line 85 miles long, estimated to cost $2,370,000; Poltava to

Lozov, 120 miles, estimated cost $8,710,000, with a branch

from a suitable point to Nijni-Dnyeprovsk 35 miles in length

at a cost of $2,134,000; also a line from Novgorod- Syeversk to

Nij ni-Dnyeprovsk.

A railway from the Pacific coast to the rich Ferrobamba

mines, situated in the province of Cotabambas, department of

Apurimac, Peru, is one of the important lines that will be con-

structed in the near future. It has been suggested that this

railway start at Port Lomas, traverse the pampa of that name,

follow along the left bank of the Acari river to the Amato
ranch, cross the river, and continue to San Pedro, in the

province of Lucanas ; from here the line will pass -through the

Quilcata pampa and proceed to the town of Pampachiri, Province

of Andahuaylas, descending the canyon at that point, and touch-

ing at Talavera on the Apurimac river, crossing the river and

proceeding to Ferrobamba. The entire distance from Port

Lomas to Ferrobamba, over this route, is about 300 miles, and

the maximum grades are estimated at from 3 to Syi per cent.

A railway constructed along this route would pass near the coal

deposits of San Pedro, San Juan, Chilques, and San Cristobal,

in the province of Lucanas. It would also pass through the

rich gold, silver, and copper district of Querobamba, province

of Lucanas. It is estimated that the construction of the rail-

way along this route would not exceed $3,000,000, and that it

would be of immense benefit to the provinces of Ayacucho and

Apurimac.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Missouri Pacific^ it is said, will order 12 locomotives in-

stead of 75, as mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of Feb-
ruary 3.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford is said to have or-

dered IS electric locomotives from the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company. This item is not confirmed.

The Buffalo Creek has ordered 1 six-wheel switching loco-

motive from the American Locomotive Company. The dimen-
sions of the cylinders will be 20 in. x 24 in., the diameter of the

driving wheels will be 51 in., and the total weight in. working
order will be 144,000 lbs.

The Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific, which is building an exten-

sion for the Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg, has ordered 5 ten-

wheel passenger locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, and 5 superheater consolidation locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company. This order includes the 9 loco-

motives which the Canadian Northern, the parent company, was
making inquiries for as mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of

May 12. The dimensions of these locomotives will be as fol-

lows :

Type Consolidation Ten-wheel
Weight on drivers 165,000 lbs. 129,000 lbs.

Total weight 186,000 lbs.
_

169,000 lbs.

Cylinders 23 in. x 26 in. 22 in. x 26 in.

Type of boiler Extended wagon top Extended wagon top
Working steam pressure 200 lbs. 200 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes. 2,259 sq. ft. 1,746 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 176 sq. ft. 183 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total.. 2,435 sq. ft. 1,929 sq. ft.

Tubes, outside diameter 2 in. 5J^ in. 2 in. 5J^ in.

Tubes, number 185 26
Tubes, length 14 ft. 13 ft. 2^ in.

Firebox, length 114 in. 113 in.

Firebox, width 41 J4 in. 40%. in.

Grate area 33.1 sq. ft. 31.6 sq. ft.

Tank capacity 6,000 gals. 5,000 gals.

Coal capacity 12 tons 10 tons

The Special equipment, which is the same for all the locomo-

tives, is as follows

:

Bell ringer Gollmar
Boiler lagging H. W. Johns-Manville Co.
Brakes Westinghouse
Brake beams Simplex
Brake shoes Diamond S.
Couplers Sharon
Draft gear Miner
Headlight Oil, 18 in. round case
Injector Ohio
Journal boxes McCord
Packing King
Safety valve 3 in. Star
Sanders Hanlon
Sight feed lubricators Detroit
Springs Wrought iron
Staying Carter iron
Steam heat Gold 2 in. pipes
Superheater Locomotive Superheater Co.
Tires Midvale, Interocean or Standard
Tubes Detroit seamless
Valve gear Walschaert

CAR BUILDING.

The Dayton & Troy Electric Railway Company, Dayton, Ohio,

is in the market for 2 interurban cars.

The Northern Pacific will reinforce 500 25-ton freight cars, and
is in the market for the center sills for this purpose.

The Live Poultry Transportation Company, Chicago, wili

build 108 special poultry cars at its shops at Detroit, Mich.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is in the market for 17 re-

frigerator cars, 39 gondola cars, 34 flat cars and 18 caboose cars.

The Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific, which is building an exten-

sion for the Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg, has ordered 350
box cars and 150 flat cars from the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufac-
turing Company.

The Connecticut Company has divided an order for 73 electric

street cars between the Wason Manufacturing Company and the

Osgood Bradley Company. These cars*will be operated on the

lines controlled by the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, as mentioned in these
columns, has ordered 1,000 gondola cars and 500 refrigerator cars
from the American Car & Foundry Company. The refrigerator

will have a capacity of 60,000 lbs. ; inside measurements will be

:

33 ft. \y^ in. long, 8 ft. 3^4 in. wide, 7 ft. 4^ in. high; over-all

measurements will be 40 ft. long 9 ft. 2 in. wide and 13 ft. 0J4
in. high. Bodies will be of wood and the underframes will have
a steel center sill. The gondolas will have a capacity of 100,000
lbs. and will be all-steel; inside measurements will be: 40 ft.

long, 9 ft. 6 in. wide and 4 ft. 4 in. high. All the cars will be
built at St. Louis, Mo. The special equipment will be as follows:

Type
Bolsters (body) . .

.

Bolsters (truck).. .

Brake beams
Brake shoes
Doors
Door fastenings...
Draft gear
Journal boxes ....
Paint
Springs
Trucks
Wheels
Collapsible tanks.

Gondola
Cast steel

Simplex
C. B. & Q. Standard
Safety
Droi)^12 per car
Pressed Steel Car Co.
Farlow
McCord
Nobrac
Ry. Steel-Spring Co.
Andrews
Builder's

Refrigerator

Simplex
C. B. & Q. Standard
Safety

Miner
Miner spring

Ry. Steel-Spring Co.
Bettendorf
Builder's
Bohn ventilators

IRON AND STEEL.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is making inquiries for 900 tons of
bridge steel.

The Missouri Pacific, it is said, will soon place an order for
40,000 tons of rails.

The Chicago City Railway Company has ordered 5,000 tons
of girder rails from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—The steel industry continues to

show an improvement over last month. The Steel Corporation
is operating at about 63 per cent, of its capacity, but new orders
scarcely justify more than 50 per cent. It is expected that the
operations will drop to that figure in the early part of June, in

spite of the slight impetus given by the increased orders of the
railways, particularly for rails. The Republic Iron & Steel Com-
pany announced on May 23 that it had decided to sell bars at

the best prices obtainable. This may bring about a general
reduction of prices by all companies.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has issued a list, including
the following machine tools

:

3 28 in. x 14 ft. engine lathes;
2 24 in. x 10 ft. engine lathes;
3 18 in. X 8 ft. engine lathes;
1 30 in. X 14 ft. engine lathe;
1 36 in. X 18 ft. engine lathe;
1 90 in. drive wheel lathe;
1 32 in. shaper;
1 16 in. or 18 in. slotter;

1 18 in. X 8 ft. tool room lathe;
1 No. 3 universal milling machine;
1 oil burning furnace;
1 Jones & Lamson 3 in. x 36 in. flat turret lathe;
1 flue welding machine.

This company is also receiving bids on the following tools

which were included in a list issued a short time ago

:

1 36 in. X 18 ft. engine lathe;
1 18 in. X 8 ft. engine lathe;
2 20 in. X 10 ft. engine lathes;

2 28 in. X 14 ft. engine lathes;

1 twist drill grinder;
1 42 in. drill press;

1 14 in. sensitive drill;

1 4 ft. radial drill.

SIGNALING.

The Railroad Commission of Indiana has approved an in-

stallation of automatic block signals recently installed on the

New York, Chicago & St. Louis, near Whitley, Ind., over a

length of road of about eigth miles. The signals were made by

the American Railway Signal Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

The New York Central has contracted with the Hall Signal

Company for signals and apparatus to equip its passenger tracks
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—two of the four main tracks—between Utica and Lyons, 95

miles, with automatic block signals. These signals will be three-

position, upper-quadrant, normal danger, worked by electric mo-
tors. The current both for signal operation and for tiie track

circuits is taken from a power line strung on the telegraph poles

at the side of the road. The signals are placed on signal

bridges. At interlockings, home signals are made three-position,

upper-quadrant, semi-automatic. These automatic signals take

the place of controlled manual block signals and the installation

is a part of the work laid out two years ago under a compre-

hensive plans for the substitution of automatic for manual sig-

nals throughout the main line from New York to Buffalo.

New Plant of the United States Light & Heating Company.

The United Stales Light & Heating Company, New York,

organized two years ago, is a consolidation of the United States

Light & Heating Company of New Jersey, the Bliss Electric Car

nearest the point at which the raw material enters the factory

and those which perform the successive operations are arranged
progressively so that the manufacturing process carries the

product toward the assembling department without retracing

ground and with the minimum amount of travel from operation

to operation. A continuous narrow gage industrial railway, as

shown in the accompanying lay-out of the plant, runs through
all the departments and contributes further to reduce the labor

in handling.

The first floor of building A is devoted entirely to stores which
include rough castings, rolled stock and the like taken from the

receiving track, adjacent to the south end and likewise finished

parts, on which operations have been performed in the factory.

The heaviest of the rough castings travel from the store room
directly to the machine shop which is on the first floor of build-

ing B. Here the generator frames are turned, bored and faced

;

the lamp regulator frames and of shafts, pulleys, armature
spiders, generator heads, bearings and brush rigs are machined

/ ^Recemnff Track . \

United States Light & Heating Company's Plant, Showing Routing Systems.

ROUTING OF MATERIAL THROUGH PLANT.

B-
B-
B-
B-
B-
B-
B-
B- 8
B- 9
B-10
S-11

Pig Lead Storage.
Casting of Grids for Pasted Plates.
Pasting of Plates.
Electry-Chemical Formation—Pasted Plates.

'

Stock of Finished Pasted Plates.
Burning Groups of Pasted Plates.
Preliminary Assembling of Batteries—Pasted Plates.

Developing Charge given to Batteries.

Finish Assembling of Batteries into Trays or Cases.
Shipping of Batteries and Plates.

Rolling Lead into Sheets—Plante Process.

Lighting Company and the National Battery Company. So
closely allied are the various products of these companies that a

new plant providing for the manufacturing of all the products

has been built at Niagara Falls, N. Y., where the advantages

of electric power and good shipping facilities could be had.

Westinghouse, Church Kerr & Company, New York, were the

contractors. A tract of 21 acres was purchased, one-third of

which is covered by the plant.

The machines which perform the first operations are placed

B-\2 Punching Blanks for Plante Plates.

B13 Mechanical Process Plante Plates.

ii-14 Electro-Chemical Formation of Active Material on Plante Plates.

B-IS Finishing of Plante Plates.

B-16 Grouping of Plante Plates.

B-\7 Preliminary Assembling of Batteries.

B-18 Developing Charge given to Batteries.

S-19 Finished Assembling of Batteries—Plante Tanks Comp.
B-20 Shipping.
B-21 Axle Generator and Regulating App.

and the armature discs and pole laminations are punched. Above

the machine shop, the tool room and regulator department extend

side by side lengthwise of the building. In the tool room are

made the jigs, gages, dies and special tools; also the various

machine tools are repaired and tempered. In the regulator de-

partment, the panels, lamp regulators and relays are assembled.

In the winding department on the second floor of building B

just east of the tool and regulator departments, all the winding

of coils for panels, regulators, relays and generators is performed.
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Experimental Room; Building A.

Automatic coil winders make the small magnet coils, the armature
coils being shuttle wound and spread. The armature leads are

soldered to the commutator tangs by means of a machine which
enables the operator to tilt the armature at a convenient angle

and to rotate the connections through a bath of molten solder.

This method enables the operator to clamp an armature on the

centers, solder the joints and then remove the completed armature
in from three to four minutes.

On the first floor of building B, below the winding department,

is the generator assembling department, beyond which and in

building C is the testing department, where the complete equip-

ments are tested prior to shipping. Here the panels are mounted
upon racks equipped with motor speed controllers, so that the

driving motors may be made to run the generators at varying

speeds. This, together with the lamp banks and the

storage batteries, which are connected with the genera-

tors, provides all the conditions that can possibly be obtained

in a standard railway car installation. From the testing depart-

ment the generators, panels, etc., travel on the industrial railway
to the shipping department.

The National car lighting battery uses Plante plates, which are
made from pig lead. The pigs pass through rolling mills and are
converted into lead sheets. Punching machines punch out
blanks which pass through automatic machines exerting a pres-

sure normal to their surfaces and produce the leaves by dis-

placement. The plates then pass to the forming department in

building H and are immersed in acid baths, being connected as

positives and negatives. A current, controlled from the forming
switchboard, is sent through the plates and the active material is

electro-chemically formed. The plates are then taken to the
finishing department in building J and again immersed, and what
might be called the refinement of the formation is accomplished.

The next stage is the grouping of plates, that is, the assembling
in groups of positives and negatives by burning on the straps,

which is done on the first floor of building D. The groups are

next assembled in tanks preliminary to the developing charge

Tool Room; Building B.
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which is given in building E. The plates now return to building

D and the fniishcd assembling of the coniplele batteries is carried

out. The tanks vviiich arc built complete on the third floor of

building B meet the jilate groups at this point. The plates are

placed in positives and the batteries arc iinished complete with

tops and coimectiotis. The batteries then travel directly to the

shipping department.

On the second (loor of building D are the chemical laboratory

and tlie forming switchboard. This switchboard regulates the

current used for various forming circuits in the forming and

finishing departments. The rheostats are of the water type and

are arranged in the room adjacent to the switchboard room. In-

asmuch as none of the apparatus made in this plant is very

heavy, complicated and expensive hoisting and conveying appar-

atus is not needed. At a few points chain hoists on overhead run-

ways are conveniently arranged.

The company has developed a comprehensive system of jigs

and gages so as to secure absolute interchangeability of parts.

The factory includes three excellent laboratories, the electrical,

the chemical and the battery laboratory; also an experimental

department devoted to the development of apparatus. Electrical

power is delivered to a sub-station from a transmission line at

11,000 volts, three phase and 25 cycles. In the sub-station the

power is transformed by step down transformers and rectified

by means of rotary converters of the latest split pole compensat-

ing field type. The direct current is delivered to the plant over

a three wire 250 volt circuit, allowing for the standard 120 volt

lamps throughout the entire factory. An oil burning system of

heating has been applied both to the general heating of the plant

and to all industrial processes where heat is required.

The plant is supplied with three sidings; one of these is used

exclusively for the receiving of raw materials, another for the

shipping of finished products and the third for the handling of

acid, which in a large storage battery plant like this is an im-

portant item. Axle electric car lighting apparatus is a special

product of this company and yet, with the exceptions of the

machinery used in the battery processes, there is not a special

machine in the whole factory.

Boiler Feed Water Softening Compound.

An effective compound for the softening locomotive feed water

by the internal method, which eliminates the necessity of main-

taining a special plant for the treatment of the water, has been

placed on the market under the name of Atlas E, by the Atlas

Preservative Company, of New York. The importance of re-

moving incrusting solids from locomotive feed water is well

appreciated, and any method such as the mere injection of a

compound into the boiler should be seriously considered. With

Atlas E the treatment is carried on wholly within the boiler and

the resulting precipitated impurities are disposed of by blow-

ing down a few inches of water each time steam is raised. The
precipitated impurities which settle down while the locomotive is

standing, the circulation having ceased, are thus effectively

removed. This compound appears to get behind the existing

incrustation, disintegrating and removing it from the plates and

tubes, leaving them quite clean, the scale coming away in a

broken-up or disintegrated form.

Tests were made with the Atlas E compound by placing an

equally bright nail in each of two test tubes which contained a

scale forming water. To one was added a few drops of this

compound, and after eight months the nail immersed in the

treated water was found intact with very little loss in weight,

while the nail in the untreated water was almost eaten away.

Reports from locomotive engineers have shown its value as a

scale preventative and remover. A year's test with this com-

pound on one railway in Argentina showed such results that

it was adopted for general use. The advantages, as shown from

the engineers' reports, are the less frequent washing out of the

boiler, absence of priming, discontinuance of pitting, and effec-

tive water softening at a reasonable cost. Atlas E has no

effect on fittings with which it may come in contact, and being

non-vaporous cannot be carried over with the steam except

through priming.

The Lobito Bay Railway in Africa is now 200 miles long and

is expected to be opened to traffic for that distance shortly. Un-
til this railway reaches Congo territory it cannot be connected

with the Rhodesian or any other existing railways.

Composition Flooring for Wood and Steel Floors.

Flexolith is a composition which may be laid on steel floors or
old or new wood floors in passenger cars. It is fireproof, non-
absorbent and may be easily cleaned by flushing with a hose and

•^^
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Flexolith Applied to Wood Flooring.

mopping, which allows the floor to be kept in a sanitary condition.

When used on wood floors a heavy wire cloth is first firmly

stapled to the boards, then the Flexolith is applied in a plastic

state; it completely surrounds the wire cloth and makes a solid

Flexolith Applied to Keystone Flooring.

flooring. In baggage and express cars Flexolith is laid Ij^ in-

thick and in passenger coaches ^ in. thick, the weight per square

foot in the latter case being the same as that of 11/16 in. yellow

pine flooring. The accompanying drawings show the construc-

WlRE.

Flexolith Applied to Corrugated Iron Flooring.

tion of the different kinds of flooring using Flexolith and special

instructions are furnished by the General Railway Supply Com-
pany, Chicago, the sales agent for this product, relating to the

consistency of the Flexolith mixture and its application under

various conditions.
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'"T'llE Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts lays down the

dictum that there is no absolute or fixed speed limit at which
automobiles may be operated in that state. The court decides

that if a jury finds that the rate of speed was reasonable and
proper, having regard to traffic, use of the way and safety of the

public, it should find for a defendant, no matter at what rate of
speed he ran his machine. The decision was in the case of the
Commonwealth vs. Cassidy. We notice it here merely to observe
that the court by this common sense view has punctured a multi-

tude of illogical laws, by-laws and decisions—provided the men
who have made these by-laws will heed the court's deliverance.

We call it a common sense view. It is common sense because it

is unavoidable. Railway men take only a secondary interest in

speed limits on highways, but it is, perhaps, their duty to their lay

friends who now and then ask advice on the subject of speed
limits, to demolish the widely prevalent view that speeds can be
regulated by a statutory rule naming rates per mile. The state

or municipality has a choice of only two methods: (1) Very
severe punishment for every person who drives at dangerous
speed, or (2) a policeman posted at every street corner and
(where necessary) at frequent intervals elsewhere. The first

method is necessarily harsh, and to be effective would have to

punish many innocent with the guilty. The second is the
method which the railways use to prevent collisions; the signal-

man has absolute authority over enginemen. On the streets this

would be very costly.

'"FHE letter from Mr. Melcher, in another column, on the

arbitration of railway labor disputes is an expression of

the views of a railway officer who has had as much experience in

handling railway labor matters in recent years as has any other
officer in the country. Mr. Melcher does not accept Mr. Delano's

plan for the solution of the problem of devising means for satis-

factorily settling such disputes; namely, the establishment of a

permanent court of arbitration. He suggests that after such a

court has rendered a few decisions both employers and employees
would know its general attitude and one or the other would be

indisposed to submit further cases of it. Doubtless there is a

good deal in this view. Shippers and railway men know the

general attitude of most of the members of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and can predict with substantial accuracy

before the hearings on important cases begin how most of them
will stand when the time comes to decide the cases. Mr. Melcher,

like all others who have written on the subject, agrees, how-
ever, that the Erdmann act as it now stands does not work
satisfactorily, and Mr. Delano's suggestion that the proposed

court of arbitration be composed of an even number of mem-
bers would insure every case being decided by a majority of at

leats two, which would tend to strengthen its opinions in the eyes

of the public and perhaps in the eyes of the parties. The fact

that all who have contributed discussions on the subject have

agreed that the Erdmann act does not produce satisfactory re-

sults shows Mr. Delano's wisdom in starting the discussion, and

indicates clearly that some concerted action should be taken to

secure legislation that will remedy the defects of that law.

T T has been repeatedly asserted of late years that New England
* has reached her zenith as productive territory for railway

business. The statement has had in it a minor element of truth

as expressing the fact of growing competition of the cotton fac-

tories of the South and of rivalry of new western factories es-

tablished because of nearness to western markets and centers

of population. But the census returns now coming in and cover-

ing the last half decade bring out the striking fact that New
England factory losses have been relative, and very far from

absolute. They have only lost the indefinite gain which might

have accrued but for western and southern rivalry, where their

positive gains have been very large indeed. Thus the factory

products of the state of Massachusetts have risen ZZ per cent.
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during tlic live years; and, taking the three largest cities in

ConiKcticut, New IJavcn rises about 28 per cent., Hartford
about 57 per cent., and ISridgeport al)out 48 per cent. The total

factory product of Massachusetts and tlic three cities represents

a value of approximately $1,650,000,000, on a gain of about 32
per cent, over five years ago. While some allowance must be
made for a rise in value of factory products during the last five

years, due to economic causes, it does not greatly impair the re-

turns, the rise of manufactured goods being far below the lift

in food products and, in some cases, showing an actual decrease.

Moreover, one finds in Massachusetts, for example, an increase

of 9 par cent, in the number of factories, and of 20 per cent, in

the number of wage earner"^. The New Haven and Boston &
Maine systems last year carried 12 per cent, of their total freight-

age as factory products and high-class freight, and at the higher

rates which that class signifies. On the passenger side of the

business there is the steady increase of population of the New
England cities, which means directly increasing travel, as dis-

tinguished somewhat sharply from the people of the farm. The
conclusion stems clear that, while New England may not com-
pare as a railway feeder in the pace of her growth with a newly
settled railway region of the West, her advance continues to be

rapid. Her transportation problem ahead is to dispel farm stag-

nation and give the rural committees a start in the same pro-

gressive direction as that of the factory cities and towns.

THE HADLEY SECURITIES COMMISSION.

IN ENGLAND it is the rule, when an important question in-

* volving the general welfare of the community is before

the public for discussion and possible legislation, to appoint a

parliamentary committee of men of reputation and legislative

or expert experience to make an exhaustive report on the sub-

ject. In this country generally the legislation comes first and
the discussion afterward; and generally the discussion takes

on a political character. In both the Republican and the

Democratic party platforms in 1908 there was a paragraph

advocating some legislation which should control the issuance

of securities by railway companies. In the Mann-Elkins amend-
ment to the act to regulate commerce provision was made for

the appointment by President Taft of a commission of five men
to make a thorough study of the advisability of further legisla-

tion on this subject, and to recommend what form this legisla-

tion should take. President Taft appointed President Had-
ley, of Yale University, as chairman of the committee, and

President Taft and President Hadley together selected the

other four members of the commission. They were Frederick

Strauss, vice-chairman; B. H. Meyer, F. N. Judson, W. L, Fisher

Fisher and W. E. S. Griswold, secretary.

A consideration of the personnel of the commission is of

great importance. The breadth of the commission's inquiry,

and the highly technical and delicate nature of some of the

subjects to be dealt with made it imperative that the commis-

sion should combine to an unusual degree practical technical

knowledge with scholarship. President Hadley's name, of course,

needs simply to be mentioned to explain his contribution toward

the commission. Frederick Strauss is a member of the banking

firm of J. & W. Seligman & Company, New York. He, as a

practical banker, has had actual experience in the technical

details of financing on a large scale the issue of securities for

railways, and for other corporations; he brought to the commis-

sion not only technical knowledge but a broad understanding

of international money market conditions. Mr. Meyer was for

a number of years chairman of the Wisconsin Railway Commis-

sion, and before that was a professor in Wisconsin University,

and a student of railway and industrial economics. Mr. Fisher

and Mr. Judson are both lawyers, who have had to deal with

cases before the Interstate Commerce Commission, as well as

cases in which the orders of the state commissions and inter-

state commission have been attacked before the courts. Mr.

Fisher was one of the attorneys representing the shippers at the
rate hearing.

The list of names of those called to testify before this com-
mission makes an impressive array of legal, economic and finan-

cial experts. The commission held public hearings, at which
the answers of the various witnesses were made a part of the

record of the commission, and also held a great number of

informal conferences, at which various men were asked to be

present and to discuss in an entirely informal and frank way
the questions that the commission undertook to study. It is

worth while mentioning a few of the names of the witnesses,

because possibly this is the best way to convey some idea of

the breadth of the inquiry: Commissioner Clements, of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission; Commissioner Hall, of the Massa-
chusetts Railway Commission; Jacob H. Shiff, of the banking

firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. ; Robert Lovett, president of the

Union and Southern Pacific; Paul D. Cravath, corporation law-

yer; W. M. Acworth, English economist; W. D. Williams, of

the Texas Railway Commission ; E. E. Williamson, who repre-

sented the shippers in their opposition to the rate advances; and
Louis D. Brandeis. These are a few of the men who expressed

their opinions on the subject of the regulation of the issuance

of securities of railway companies. The securities commission

was not represented by counsel, the various members of the

commission questioning the men who appeared before them;

the inquiries, therefore, took rather the nature of general dis-

cussion than of formal question and answer. There was nothing

like a cross-examination of any of the witnesses.

Naturally from the great variety of types of witnesses there

was a very great diversity of opinion, as to whether regulation

was desirable at all ; but there was a rather remarkable agree-

ment between nearly all of the witnesses as to the desire on

the part of the people to have some sort, at least, of either

regulation or publicity. The reasons for this demand on the

part of the people were quite plainly suggested by the general

trend of the commission's inquiry. In some cases the commis-

sion wrote letters to men who were to appear before the com-

mission, asking them a set of questions. These questions were

not always worded exactly the same, but taken in connection

with the questions that were asked at the hearings they indicate

quite clearly the general scope of the work.

In the discussion of broad economic subjects the dififer-

cnt phases of various questions were discussed together,

and often in such a way as to superficially confuse the points

that the commission had under consideration. It has seemed

best, therefore, in commenting on the work of the commission,

and in describing some of the points brought out by the men

who testified, to treat these points separately. In another

column in this issue, one of these general subjects is discussed

and commented on. All that we are attempting to do here is

to outline the scope of the commission's work and especially to

try and show what underlay the demand for the appointment of

the Hadley commission. Anything further would be simply a

guess as to what the report of the commission would probably

contain.

In following the testimony of the witnesses, it is important to

bear in mind that the commission has two clearly differentiated

objects in view in its inquiry. These objects are to decide:

first, whether certain laws shall be passed; and, second,

whether the power of regulating the issue of securities shall be

delegated by congress to some commission, and how far congress

shall restrict such commission as to what it shall do and how

far it shall be left to its own judgment. This distinction between

the two objects of the inquiry must be kept constantly in mind,

as will be shown by the abstracts of the testimony, because many

of the witnesses did not keep this distinction clearly in mind.

It is quite conceivable that the commission may recommend

some legislation which would put added restrictions on the

issuance of railway securities, but would make the enforcement

I
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of such restrictions dependent on action by the courts, and not

recommend that congress delegate any of its discretionary power
to a commission. On the other hand, it is conceivable that the

commission may recommend that congress appoint a permanent

committee whose duties will be so loosely defined that in prac-

tice it will have the widest discretion as to how far to go in

the regulation of issues of stocks and bonds.

Let us now see what led to demand for a change in the

present laws. As mentioned elsewhere, one of the important

questions taken up by the commission is that of the legality of

federal regulation : first, if it is to exclude a state regulation

;

and, second, if it is to be superimposed on state regulation ; or

whether it is better to leave the regulation of securities to state

commissions entirely. These are the questions that were brought

up by the demand for regulation, and are not questions which

led the people to demand such regulation.

One cannot say that the commission took up the other ques-

tions in any particular order, and in these comments the order

in which the questions are enumerated is not meant to indicate

in any way the importance apparently attached to them by the

commission or by the witnesses. The commission asked those

who came before it as to the advisability of eliminating the

issue of capital stock, except at par, for money or property of

the actual value of the par of the stock issued. This question

is one which has been discussed widely in the public press, as

well as in arguments before the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and before the courts. The interest in this question is one

of the factors which unquestionably led to the appointment of

the commission. The sale of stock below par, or the issue

of stock to be given to buyers of bonds, is one of the grievances

that the commission was appointed to investigate. Another

is the question of the advisability of the prohibition or regu-

lation of the sale of bonds at a discount. Closely connected

with the question of the sale of stock at less than par is

the question of whether it would not be possible and advisable

to issue stock certificates without a par value, as is done, for

instance, in the case of the Great Northern Ore Certificates,

which simply state on their face that the holder or owner is

entitled to share at a given percentage in the profits of the

corporation and to participate at a given percentage in the dis-

tribution of the assets of the corporation in case of liquidation.

Also closely connected with this question is the question of

whether it is advisable to have a law forbidding the sale of

new stock at par to stockholders when the old stock is selling

above par in the market, or whether, if a commission is ap-

pointed to regulate the issuance of securities, they should be

instructed in any way as to what their attitude should be in a

case of the kind defined above.

Another question studied by the commission, the discussion of

which by the popular press was unquestionably partly responsible

for the appointment of a commission, is the question of the

capitalization of betterments, additions and extensions charged

in the past to income, but which might have been charged to

capital. One needs only to name the Chicago & Alton to recall

how often this question has been discussed in the public press,

and to appreciate the great interest which was taken in it by the

public.

Discussion about the valuation of railways is another reason

for the existence of the Hadley commission ; and the advisability

of physical valuation and the relation of value of property or

capitalization of property to rates are subjects that the commis-

sion has carefully studied.

There were innumerable other points brought up in the meet-

ings, but those that we have mentioned would appear to indicate

fairly accurately that the popular demand for an investigation

was brought about by three causes. In the first place, state

commissions and politicians, whenever they have reduced the

rates of railway companies below what the railways thought

just have been met in the federal courts by the plea of the rail-

ways that a reduction in rates was a confiscation of property. In

most instances the railway companies have attempted to prove
that they were not earning or would not earn, under the reduced

rates a fair return on the value of their property. Among other

things that the supreme court has held should be taken into con-

sideration in determining the fair value of a railway property is

the amount of securities issued against it, and also the market
price of the securities.

There was a feeling that if the railways were going to set
up as a defense the value of their property that value ought to-

be determined beforehand and that the nominal capitali2ation»

of railways should correspond to the value on which a faif
return is to be earned. The general public did not or does not-

understand the railways' theory of railway . rates or railwa/
capitalization, and probably does not want to understand it-

But the public, or part of it, found in actual practice that a cer-
tain form of defense was used successfully before the courts;
and there was a strong feeling that some sort of a weapon
ought to be given to state commissions which would enable
them to pin the railways down and no longer permit them to

squirm, out in some mysterious way from the effect of orders
of the commission.

The second object of the public undoubtedly was to prevent
fraud. As a m.atter of fact, in recent years, fraud in the issue

of railway securities has played a very small part compared
with the fraud practised in the issue of mining stocks and other
corporations. It is true that once in a while people have
suffered, as for instance, the investors in the securities of a

certain little road which went into the hands of a receiver a year
or so ago, but it is noteworthy that in this case the corporation

was obliged to obtain the consent of the New York Public

Service Commission to the issue of its securities and the loss to

investors occurred in spite of the fact that the New York com-
mission had wide regulating power. The law recently passed in

Massachusetts, briefly noted in these columns recently, which
puts a penalty on a distribution of false information in regard

to corporations, is a step toward meeting this public distrust of

promoters.

The third reason for the demand for regulation is a sort of

an endless chain. The men who have been writing for popular

magazines in a popular style, on the subject of railways, telling

half-truths in a lurid way that will appeal to the popular imagina-

tion, want to get more information. At the same time they

have educated public taste in such a way as to create an appetite

for more high finance stories, so that while demanding more

publicity so that more materials may be at hand to write fresh

articles the magazine writers have succeeded in making the public

bring pressure to bear on the state and federal governments for

their own ends.

The last of these reasons for the appointment of the Hadley

commission will be discussed more fully later. The question of

preventing fraud is so interwoven with national characteristics

that it is not in the power of any commission to solve it. There

was a curious failure on the part of the English economists, who
expressed their views to the commission to understand exactly

what it was all about, because they failed to see why the present

laws did not adequately cover the subject. They failed to see

why, if a certain thing were unlawful or dishonest already, there

is any need of further legislation in regard to it. They failed

to understand that American business and social ethics puts a

premium on, rather than punishes, successful dishonesty that

can be practised through an evasion of the law. They could not

understand why, if a certain group of promoters or speculators

had imposed on the public once there should be any danger

that the public would again trust the same speculators.

In all the mass of evidence that was taken it is hard to find a

single suggestion that really appears practical for the prevention

of fraud or imposition on the public so long as the public refuses

to insist on the enforcement of existing laws and refuses to use

the ample information that is now available in making an

investigation of its own investment.
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THE EASTERN RATE MIX-UP/

SOME of the caslcrn lines have complained to the Interstate

Coniiuercc Coniniission about reductions in rates which the

Delaware & Hudson and the Erie have announced, and have

asked the commission permanently to restrain the reductions if

the rates be found unreasonably low. The interstate commerce

act provides that if the commission shall lind any rate "unjust

or unreasonable, or unjustly discriminatory, or unduly preferen-

tial or prejudicial, or otherwise in violation of any of the pro-

visions of this act, the commission is hereby authorized and em-

powered to determine and prescribe what will be the just and

reasonable individual or joint rate or rates, charge or charges,

to be thereafter observed in such case as the maximum to be

charged, . . . and to make an order that the carrier or

carriers shall cease and desist from such violation to the ex-

tent to which the commission finds the same to exist and shall

not thereafter publish, demand or collect any rate or charge for

such transportation . . . in excess of the maximum rate or

charge so prescribed." It seems plain from this provision that

Congress did not intend to give the commission power to ad-

vance any rate after it had gone into efifect.

The amendment made by the Mann-Elkins act, giving the

commission power to restrain changes in rates, provides that

"whenever there shall be filed with the commission any . . .

new individual . . . rate . . . the commission shall have

. . . authority to enter upon a hearing concerning the pro-

priety of such rate, . . . and, pending such hearing and the

decision thereon, the commission . . . may suspend the opera-

tion of . . . such rate . . . but not for a longer period than

120 days . . . ; and after a full hearing when completed, or

after the rate . . . goes into ef?ect, the commission may make

such order in reference to such rate . . . as zvould be proper

in a proceeding initiated after the rate . . . had become

effective." Now, as the commission cannot, after a rate has be-

come eflfective, issue any order regarding it except to reduce it

or to prevent it from being advanced, and if after it has sus-

pended a change which a railway proposes to make and has

conducted hearings regarding it, it can only issue such an order

regarding it as would be proper in a proceeding initiated after

the rate had become effective, how can it be that it can restrain

a reduction in rates? Since it cannot raise a rate or prevent

its reduction, after it has gone into efifect, how can it issue an

order restraining a proposed reduction before it is put into

efifect? It might be that on a very broad interpretation it would

be held that the commission could suspend any change in a rate,

whether an advance or a reduction, pending investigation ; but

in view of the language of the law, it is inconceivable how any-

body who can read English can believe that the commission, after

such suspension and investigation, could issue an order prevent-

ing a rate from being reduced or requiring it to be advanced.

While the commission probably has not the power to suspend a

reduction or compel an advance in rates, various incidents that

recently have happened have added much force to the argument

in favor of specifically giving it that power. Without such

authority it will never be able efifectively and salutarily to cor-

rect all unfair discriminations between localities, commodities and

shippers, and to protect carriers against reckless competition

of one another.

Meantime, what a spectacle the eastern roads present to the

public only a few months ago they were concertedly appearing

before the commission petitioning for advances in rates and

saying that unless they got them some of them might be forced

into bankruptcy. Now some of them are appearing before the

commission petitioning it to prevent others from making un-

reasonable reductions in rates. The questions involved could

easily have been settled without a resort to rate wars. They

could have been submitted to arbitration as was the Michigan

Central passenger dififerential question a few years ago. But

certain of the roads preferred to run amuck and give the public

the impression that, instead of being as hard up as they were

saying they were a few months ago, they now have money to

throw away. It is evident a good many railway men have not

learned much from the experience of the last ten years. If rail-

way managers find the work they are doing to educate public

sentiment regarding railway afifairs less fruitful than they could

wish, they can discover one of the principal causes in the fact

lliat things arc constantly being done by some railway men
which belie much that is said and written by other railway men
who are participating in this educational work.

NEW BOOKS.

I

Railroad Traflic and Rates. By Emory R. Johnson, Ph.D., and Grover G.
Iluebner, Ph.D. D. Appfeton & Company, New York and London.
Cloth; two volumes, S'/i in x 8J4 in-; volume I, 524 pages; volume II,
448 pages. Price, $S.

Dr. Johnson, professor of transportation and commerce of the

University of Pennsylvania, is already well known to the read-

ers of the Raihvay Age Gazette by his previous works on railway

subjects, and Dr. Heubner is one of his associates. In "Amer-
ican Railway Transportation," Prof. Johnson gives one of the

best brief histories of the development of railways in America;

in "Elements of Transportation," he analyzes the business and

work of the railway world for the benefit of young students ; and

now, in this last thousand pages we have in great fulness, an

account of the intricate and detailed work of the trafific manager,

the general freight agent, the general passenger agent and their

helpers. The prospectus says that the work has been written

mainly to meet the demand of men in the railway service for

complete and authentic information. The first 40 pages are filled

with generalities which may not be very attractive to the young

railway man, but he should read them with care, nevertheless,

for the chapter will give form to ideas which in the average

head are often vague. For the rest, the list of the headings of

the chapters, which is condensed below, will sufiSciently indicate

the scope of the work; and we need only add that throughout the

two volumes every paragraph is marked by accuracy, thorough-

ness and evidence of mastery of the subject. Moreover, proofs

of the work were submitted to prominent men for criticism be-

fore the book was published, and a long list is given of the

names of railway officers who have performed this service. The

very numerous blank forms, shown in facsimile, are copies, in

most or all cases, of forms in actual service on prominent rail-

ways ; many of them from the Pennsylvania.

The work is the result of notes and studies made by the au-

thors during the past five years, in their teaching of advanced

students in the University of Pennsylvania; yet it is brought

fully up to date. For example, the status of the Pullman Com-

pany, since the Interstate Commerce Commission has had au-

thority over it, is clearly set forth, and articles are quoted from

the Railway Age Gazette up to within a short time before the

book was sent to the press.

The first volume contains 25 chapters, divided into three parts.

Part 1 is general ; Part 2 takes up organization and management

of freight service; accounting; car service and efficiency; private

cars; fast freight lines; and freight trafific associations; Part

3 covers freight classification, tarififs and rate-making. The list

of forms, maps and charts in this volume fills three pages. Vol-

ume II contains 22 chapters, divided into four parts. Part 4

contains organization of the passenger department; tickets; ac-

counting; the Pullman Company; the baggage service, etc.; Part

5 is on passenger classification and fares; Part 6, the express

service and railway mail transportation; Part 7, the Interstate

Commerce law, as amended in 1910.

The Anatolian Railway, whose western terminus is opposite

Constantinople, Turkey, has contracted with a great petroleum

company of Roumania for supplying its locomotives with oil.

The oil will be delivered by vessels at the railway terminus.

The change of the locomotives from coal-burning to oil-burning

will be made 25 at a time, and will begin immediately. The

Bagdad Railway will be an extension of the Anatolian system.
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2J^ileri^ to the 5^dilon

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.

Ottawa, Ont., May 17, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In your editorial note on my little paper on The Supply

Department, in your issue of May 12, you show, quite correctly,

that my paper is largely an interrogation. It is. Mr. Pearce

makes statements ; he does not prove facts, and I question

those statements. Beyond doubt the proper procedure would

be to prove the statements wrong, but that is just the trouble.

I could give my opinion on the matter, but that would not be

proof, no more than are Mr. Pearce's opinions. So I merely

question his statements for the time being, with the hope that

such questioning may help lead us to the truth.

Before we can say that a thing is good or bad, we must

compare it with something of like nature, and in this matter

of the supply department the comparison has never been made.

Each railway has gone ahead in its own way, carefully con-

cealing its figures, and results obtained, from other roads, and

quite frequently from themselves ; so while we may each have

our own opinion as to the best methods we lack proof. Has
Mr. Pearce compared the results obtained under his ideal

plan with results under other plans? Has he facts and figures

to show? If he has, we want them; if he has not, then his

statements must stand as his opinion, or theory, only, not as

proven facts, and we have a right to question them. Not in

any unfriendly spirit, but simply with a desire for the truth

and giving him full credit for his splendid piece of work. An
artist may paint a beautiful picture, requiring great skill in its

production, and it detracts nothing jfrom his credit as a

painter that his conception is ideal, rather than practical.

E. J. MCVEIGH,
Storekeeper, Grand Trunk Railway.

ARBITRATION OF RAILWAY LABOR DISPUTES.

Chicago, May 29, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

All railway officers, especially those who have been in actual

contact with arbitration matters, must be interested in the dis-

cussion in your columns of the suggestion of Mr. Delano for

the creation of a court of arbitration, which was made in his

communication published in your issue of April 7.

We must remember that there are three parties to every con-

troversy : two contending parties, and the public. We must

remember, also, that there are three features which must enter

into the adjustment of every dispute: first, some effort, in an

informal way, to reconcile differences or draw the contending

parties more closely together ; second—in case of failure to secure

settlement by conciliatory methods—an arrangement by which

the differences will be submitted to arbitration ; and, third, a

complete understanding on the part of the public as to the

merits of the controversy.

The public is entitled to have the information necessary to

enable it to place the responsibility for failure to reach a settle-

ment of a dispute which may result in interruption of a service

so essential to its convenience and business prosperity as that of

transportation.

A large majority of the disagreements which have occurred in

negotiations regarding railway labor matters recently have been

settled either through mediation and conciliation, as provided

for in the Erdmann act ; or by arbitration thereunder ; or by

some other form of arbitration agreed upon between the railways

and the labor organizations.

Before suggesting improvements in methods that have been

tried in the past, we should consider the results obtained by and

the defects in those methods. The processes we have used have

been well tried and we should not make radical departures

therefrom without mature consideration. This leads up to con-

sideration particularly of the Erdmann act.

The strength of the Erdmann act consists in the fact that it

does not contemplate compulsory arbitration. Compulsory arbi-

tration must be distasteful to both the railways and the employees,

as, doubtless, there are many issues which neither would care

to arbitrate.

The spirit of conciliation and mediation injected in the steps

preliminary to settling a controversy or bringing about arbitra-

tion is another strong feature of the act. The situation at this

stage would be improved if the law compelled the parties in

dispute to desist from open hostilities until the matter in con-

troversy has been carefully investigated and the facts definitely

ascertained and placed before the public.

The statement that arbitration is desired by the weaker side

is not quite true. The Erdmann act encourages the generous

party, mindful of public interest, to arbitrate and settle its troubles

without an interruption of service; but, at the same time, the

Erdmann act may at times encourage weak negotiators to shirk

responsibility.

The act might be strengthened by making it mandatory upon
the chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the com-
missioner of labor, or such officers as may be charged with such

responsibility, to place themselves in communication with the

parties to the controversy, and endeavor by mediation and con-

ciliation to secure an adjustment of the controversy, or an

arbitration of the points of difference.

The act should be broadened sufficiently to include the railway

mechanical branches which are so closely associated with the

transportation department. As at present framed it covers only

controversies between railways and their employees actually en-

gaged in train operation and train service. While it is obvious

that trains cannot be operated without providing for the handling

of engines and cars in shops and roundhouses, the act is not

clearly and certainly broad enough to include car repairers,

boilermakers, machinists and others of this class, and although

it might be so interpreted it should be made somewhat more
specific.

Under the present method both sides select their most efficient

representatives. These two generally fail to agree upon a third

man, and thus force the appointment of an "umpire." The third

arbitrator is always a man of high principles, who accepts the

service purely from a feeling of public duty, but who may not

be properly equipped by experience or training to understand

the problem in all of its intricate details. He may be misled

as to the importance of what are apparently trivial details ; or

he may avoid the responsibility of a clean cut declaration of

principles by a decision largely a compromise and based generally

on purely the monetary considerations.

For the above reasons it would seem possible to improve the

situation. A permanent court would permit of security in tenure

of office ; of the selection of experienced men, well equipped by

special training, free from other duties and with sufficient oppor-

utnity for a study of the whole broad question ; and of the

elimination of political influence. Such a court would seem to

be a practicable arrangement from the standpoint of the work

which might be thrown upon it; for with the opportunities for

breaches between the roads and the employees restricted by

concerted action, and actual disagreements still further reduced

by the preliminary processes of mediation and arbitration, it is

probable that no more cases numerically would be presented than

could be handled with reasonable promptness.

The suggestion for a permanent court of arbitration appears

attractive from the standpoint of increasing the possibility for

judicial and careful analysis of the whole situation. It is ques-

tionable if either side would assent to an arrangement comtem-

plating a permanent court composed always of the same individ-

uals. A permanent court, having once decided against a party to

a controversy, might not again be acceptable to that same party;
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whereas, an ananyeiiuiit l)y wliidi llie personnel of llie court

or board of arbitration could be cbanKcd would remove this

objection; and doubtless a party would again be willing to

submit its further case to arbitration.

It is not obligatory to take controversies to a court of law.

Mr. Delano contends that it should be more obligatory to take

controversies in railway matters to arbitration, and suggests that

the proposed court of arbitration should bear the same relation

to labor disputes that a civil court bears to disputes between

individuals. Compulsory arbitration of labor disputes certainly

appears inexpedient and is an impracticable suggestion ; and it

is therefore evident that we must turn to some arrangement

compelling the parties to a controversy to desist from open

hostilities until the facts are made public.

As a suggestion, the law might be amended to provide that

the President of the United States shall, when a controversy

arises which in his judgment threatens to interrupt the public

service, investigate the causes through a special commission.

This special commission should be required to hear the case,

enter upon and inspect the premises involved, utilizing experts

to examine accounts, books or official reports, or anything

material to the investigation. After such investigation the special

commission should be required to formulate a report setting

forth the causes of the controversy; locate as far as possible the

responsibility, and make recommendations for ending the dis-

turbance and for the prevention of a recurrence thereof. This

report should be transmitted to the President and the public.

By this process a thorough and impartial investigation of the

cause of the controversy and all the facts concerning it could be

brought to the attention of the public, which is so vitally inter-

ested in the issue.

To summarize, the Erdmann act might be amended to require

a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the com-

missioner of labor to put themselves in communication with the

contending parties and endeavor by mediation and conciliation

to bring about an adjustment of the controversy; and, failing

therein, to acquaint the President with the situation, hostilities

to be suspended until a commisson could be appointed to investi-

gate the subject and prepare a report as outlined above. A
thorough investigation and public report would in themselves

create a public opinion which neither side might care to disre-

gard. It would provide the only compulsory feature which would

be practicable to inject into such proceedings under the present

conditions. f. o. melcher,
Second Vice-President, Rock Island Lines.

COST OF RAILS AND WATER TRANSPORTATION.

Chicago, May 27, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Perhaps the chief reason among many for Ihe renewed inter-

est in inland waterways is the popular belief tliat great econo-

mies in freight transportation would be effected by their de-

velopment. Hardly an article has appeared in the press, hardly

a public speech has been delivered, that has not emphasized the

cheapness of water borne traffic. Indeed, the cost consideration

is of primary importance, and it merits the share of attention it

has received. Obviously the transportation system which can

serve the country efficiently at the least cost is the system which

should be established. But while much space has been devoted

to the discussion of this phase of the subject, there has been

unfortunately a dearth of real argument in support of the con-

tention that water transportation is incomparably cheaper than

that by rail. From mere assumptions of the inherent cheapness

of water transport supported by rate comparisons drawn from

dissimilar conditions, the most important conclusions have not

infrequently been deduced, conclusions which seem likely to be

of determining force in shaping our future transportation policy.

In view of the public interest in the transportation question at

the present time it seems in place once more to direct attention

to tl-.e comparative costs of canal and railway transit.

'llie popular argument that water transportation costs only a

fraction of that by rail runs somewhat as follows : The aver-

age price received by all of the railways of the country for the

calendar year 1^07 was 7.82 mills per ton mile. On the Great

Lakes the charge was .8 of one mill per ton mile, and on the

Erie canal about 3 mills per tun mile. A dollar, then, will carry

a ton of freight the following distances: By rail, 127 miles;

on the Erie canal, 323 miles, and on the Great Lakes, 1,250

miles. It has been estimated that the cost of carriage on the

Erie barge canal, now under construction, will be but .52 mills

per ton mile. At that rate a dollar will carry a ton of goods

nearly 2,000 miles. President Ransdell of the National River

and Harbors Congress had conservatively estimated water traffic

to be about one-sixth as costly as traffic by rail, while others

have placed the saving at a still greater amount.

If these statements of the tremendous savings by water trans-

portation be true, it is perh.aps in point to ask. Why then, must

our waterways be subsidized? Why must they be built by the

government? Why is it that we are confronted with the sorry

spectacle of broken down gang-planks, of deserted wharves, and

boatless rivers and canals? Why has not private capital been

lured into this remarkably profitable field of investments? If a

deep waterway from the Great Lakes to the Atlantic ocean

or to the gulf of Mexico would drive competing railways from

the field, why have not our great business men seized the golden

opportunity? Why did such men as Daniel Drew, Commodore
Vanderbilt and James J. Hill forsake the waterway, business in

which they had been engaged, for the railways? The reason

that practically everywhere in this country private capital shuns

investment in waterways can hardly be because they are ex-

ceedingly profitable. The United States government from 1802

to March 2, 1907, appropriated $69,000,000 for canals and

canalized rivers. In addition to this the various state govern-

ments and corporations have spent $214,000,000 upon canals. In

spite of these enormous aids, however, our water borne traffic

has steadily declined for many years. It would seem on the face

of things, contrary to the popular conception, we have witnessed

a survival of the fittest.

Let us, however, analyze the cost comparisons of waterways

and railways as they are commonly made. The average cost

of carrying freight on the Great Lakes or on the Erie canal

is compared with the average freight rates on all the railways

in the country. Now, this average railway freight rate is of a

most composite nature. The computation thereof makes no dis-

tinction between high class expensive freight, and bulky com-

modities traveling at low rates. It makes no allowance for the

length of the haul, severity of gradients, or expensiveness of

terminals. It does not consider whether the consignment be m
train load, car load or broken lots. Speed, kind of cars, degree

of care, refrigeration—none of the varying conditions under

which freight traffic moves are distinguished. All factors go

in a parity in determining the average freight rate charged by

the railways. It ought to be apparent that unless the average

waterway rate is determined in the same way, unless it is de-

rived from a similar complexity of conditions, the comparison is

imperfect. No one would regard it fair to prove by a compari-

son of the rates on a railway that carried only coal with those of

a road that carried all classes of freight under all manner of con-

ditions that the former road was the more efficient or the

more economical. The lower rates on the former would be held

to prove nothing. In like manner the low water rates quoted

ought to be regarded as at least inconclusive proof of the ad-

vantages of water transportation. The waterways carry prac-

tically only low grade freight, which must travel at low rates if

it travel at all. These rates are, however, compared not with

the railway rates on similar freight but with the so-called aver-

age rate on all freight of whatever kind. It is from such a

comparison that the conclusion has been reached that trans-

portation by water is cheaper than by rail.

A comparison of water rates with those charged by the rail-
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ways on bulky traffic would not reveal a similar disparity. In

fact, it is admitted that the railways have taken even much of

the bulky traffic away from the waterways. They are, however,

accused of doing this by unfair competitive methods, that is, by

arbitrarily lowering their rates at competitive points. Now,
such a lowering of rates to a point so low that canals are un-

able to compete for the traffic must mean one of two things

:

that the railways are carrying the traffic on which this is done

at a loss, or that they are able to carry such traffic more cheaply

than can the waterways under existing conditions. The railways

might, indeed, carry traffic for a lime at a loss, in the hope of

thereby destroying competition, after which rates might again

be raised, but no road would of its own accord permanently

carry goods at less than the actual cost of moving them.

It is recognized that the advocates of waterways contend that

while it may very well be true that under existing conditions

the railways can defeat the waterways, the situation would be

far different if the latter were properly developed and system-

atized. In this connection it is well to observe, however, that

the railways of the United States are at present taking traffic

away from the waterways even when conditions are well nigh

all that could be desired, as between Chicago and Milwaukee

on Lake Michigan, New York and Albany on the Hudson, and

even upon the Mississippi.

But to return to the question of comparative rates—if the

comparison of cost given above had been based upon similar

classes of goods moving under comparable conditions, it would

still be necessary to ask if the term "cost" has the same mean-

ing in both cases. Unless the same elements be included under

"cost" as applied to water transportation that are included in

transportation by rail, the conclusions drawn are worthless. The
average freight rate which we have been considering was ob-

viously meant to secure a reasonable profit upon the entire in-

vestment in the railways of the country. The cost of building

the roads, cost of equipment, of maintenance, and of operation,

that is, the actual hauling expenses, all were considered in the

adjustment of the rates on the railway. Let us now pass to a

consideration of what is included in the term "cost" as used in

connection with the waterways.

It is said that a dollar will move a ton of traffic on the Great

Lakes a distance of 1,250 miles, as against 127 miles on the

railways. But since the Great Lakes constitute a highway ready

made by nature, the rates charged there need be merely suf-

ficient to yield a reasonable profit on the investment in the

ships, in addition to meeting the expenses of operation. Natu-

rally the rates under such conditions would be much lower than

if they had also to earn a profit on a tremendous investment

in the highway itself. A comparison of railway rates with the

charges on canals, which, like the railways, are artificial high-

ways, evidently affords a fairer basis from which to drawn

conclusions.

It is contended that one dollar will move a ton of traffic on

the railways only a distance of 127 miles, as against 333 miles

on the present Erie canal ; and that with the opening of the

new barge canal this distance will be extended to about 2,000

miles. What is meant by cost as applied to the Erie canal? It

was built by the state of New York and donated to private use.

Any one who desires can build a boat and engage in the carry-

ing trade free of charge on the state's highway. If he can

earn in addition to the operating expenses a reasonable profit

on the cost of a small boat or barge he is satisfied. Thus, where-

as the railway rate is fixed to cover a profit upon the total cost

of the highway's equipment, upkeep, and operation, upon the

railways, the rate on the Erie canal has to cover no part of

the enormous expenditures involved in the construction and

maintenance of the waterway itself. Thus the cost item which

is by all odds of chief importance is omitted from computation.

The cost of building and maintaining a canal, as in the case of

a railway, is always the chief outlay connected with the trans-

porting of goods. Indeed, it is the tremendous amount of fixed

capita! involved that particularly distinguishes the transpor-

tation business. Consequently, in comparing the relative cost of

two rival modes of transit, to omit the enormous construction

and maintenance expenditures in the one case, and to include

them in the other is to totally invalidate the conclusions drawn.

Yet this is the method that has been commonly employed in

proving water transportation less costly than transportation by

rail.

The people of the state of New York have voted an appro-

priation of $101,000,000 for the deepening of the Erie canal

from 7 to 12 ft. This is an expenditure of approximately

$300,000 per mile for the mere improvement of a waterway

upon which many millions of dollars have already been ex-

pended. When it is reflected that the average capitalization per

mile of all the railways of the country is only $59,259, the

enormous costs of canal construction stand out in bold relief.

For the cost of deepening the Erie canal, four fully equipped

railway svstems could be constructed between Buffalo and Al-

bany. If $101,000,000 were donated to the railways of New
York state, might not railway rates, within the state be re-

duced to a point so low that waterways, however subsidized,

could not compete therewith?

It is believed that savings through reduction in freight charges

will speedily repay the people of New York for the present

outlay upon their magnificent enterprise. In support of this be-

lief estimates of the yearly savings have from time to time ap-

peared. One particularly extravagant and laborious computation

which has come to the attention of the writer shows that the

vast saving of $250,000 a year will be ensured upon the open-

ing of the enlarged canal. Unfortunately, or rather, perhaps,

fortunately, no mention was made of the fact that at that rate

it will require 400 years for the canal to pay for itself.

In our enthusiasm for waterways, largely occasioned by a

long standing prejudice agains the railways, we are all too

prone to hasten to conclusions while totally disregarding funda-

mental considerations, involved in the transportation problem.

Transportation must be paid for by someone. If the state

builds and keeps in repair a transportation system, donating its

use to the public, the cost of construction and maintenance is

paid for by the inhabitants of the state in the form of taxes.

The remaining cost—of equipment and operation, plus a reason-

able profit on this investment, is paid by the shippers of traffic

to the carriers thereof. On the other hand, if the means of

transportation are privately constructed, the entire cost is paid

by the shippers who make use of the transportation agencies.

In the former case, a large part of the cost is borne by the gen-

eral public, the apportionment being dependent, not upon the

benefits derived from transportation, but upon whatever system

of taxation chances to be in use. In the latter case the cost is

borne by the shippers according to the use made of trans-

portation.

There are waterway schemes before this country involving an

initial expenditure of approximately $2,500,000,000. This vast sum,

together with the interest which would accrue from a long

period of bonded indebtedness, would constitute an enormous

taxation burden for the country to bear. If the national govern-

ment subsidizes the waterways, the greater portion of the cost

must be borne by the consumers of tariff protected commodities,

regardless of benefits derived from transportation, inasmuch as

customs duties are the chief source of federal revenues. If the

state governments finance the schemes, the owners of real estate

will in most cases bear the brunt of the expense, because such

is the incidence of the general property tax so largely employed

in raising state revenue.

Let us not be deceived and be led to believe that because the

cost is divided, part going to the government in tax payments,

and part to the traffic carriers in transportation charges, that

the total burden of transportation is thereby lessened. Let us

also not overlook from whom is to come the greater part of the

cost, and to whom are to accrue the chief benefits.

H. G. MOULTON,
University of Chicago.
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LETTERS FROM AN OLD RAILWAY OFFICIAL TO HIS
SON, A GENERAL MANAGER.

II.

ClllCACO, April IS, 1911.

My Dear lien:—Nearly every man entrusted with authority

over his fellows flatters himself that he is a horn organizer.

Flattery is never more deceptive than when applied to one's self.

For every good organizer there are a hundred good adminis-

trators or managers. What often passes for good organization

is first class administration. Yes, many a mother's son who
reads this will exclaim at first hlush, "That is just what I have

been saying for a long time. It beats all how weak some organ-

izations are. I am glad that my organization can stand the test

of such criticism."

If elements of self-perpetuation are prime essentials of good

organization, the Pharisee family are certainly entitled to bid

in the preferred runs.

The corporation was evolved to supply a demand of society.

Life, property, material, moral and spiritual welfare could not

be left to depend upon the uncertain earthly existence of the

leader or trustee. So, both rationally and empirically, by reason

and by costly experiment, came the corporation to beat Death at

his own game. Like all progress the corporation was resisted,

because in the divine scheme of things the radicals never long

outnumber the conservatives. Like all real progress the corpora-

tion idea won because it was needed. The corporation, whether

governmental, religious, industrial or commercial, marks a dis-

tinct advance from feudalism by protecting the rights of the many
against the caprice of the few. Because we have moved so fast

might has often seemed to be right. Because the line of least

resistance is the most attractive, we have sometimes backed down
the hill and doubled when a good run with plenty of sand would

have carried us over. Large corporations, including many rail-

ways, have often failed to attain maximum efficiency. Much of

this can be traced to a neglect to carry out consistently in prac-

tice the sound working conception of the corporation. The cor-

poration has helped society to emerge from political and financial

feudalism. The interior organization and administration of most

corporations, including government itself, are still too feudal in

conception. The problem of to-day is so to eradicate this feudal-

ism that the corporation can have the benefit of a free play of its

constituent forces. Where feudalism exists the effective working

strength is limited to the personal equation of the man at the

head. The United States government is stronger than Wash-
ington, or Lincoln, or Taft. The Great Northern Railway meas-

ures its present acknowledged effectiveness by the man the

.Swedes call Yim Hill. The United States government grows

stronger with every administration. The Great Northern Rail-

way, too strong to be destroyed, faces a period of relative dis-

tress with the next dynasty. The Pennsylvania Railroad is

stronger than such strong men as Scott, Cassatt and McCrea.

Both the United States government and the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, although among the least feudal of large corporations, can

still eradicate feudalism from their interior organization and ad-

ministration. That, in good time, both will do so cannot be

doubted. Inconsistencies between comprehensive conceptions at

the top and narrow applications at the bottom are often over-

looked. When disclosed and appreciated these incongruities soon

give way under pressure of the broad policies above. We must

build up from the bottom but tear down our false work from

the top.

Organization is a branch of a larger subject, sociology, the

science of human nature. Organization is not an exact science

like mechanical engineering, for example. The variables in the

human equation defy entire elimination. We check and recheck

engineering conclusions. We compute and recompute material

strains and stresses. We run and double back with the dynamo-

meter car to try out our tractive power. We test and retest

materials. We weight and measure our fuel and our lubricants.

We do all this for material things, which, because more or less

homogeneous, arc the easiest to measure. When we come to the

really hard part, the judging of human nature, the co-ordination

of the heterogeneous human elements, our self-confidence denies

the necessity fur preconceived practical tests. Because he is our

man, because he followed us from the sage brush or the moun-
tains, he must be all rigiit. "Just look at our results." Right

there my hoy, shut off and pinch 'em down a little. What are

results? Does any one know exactly? One year they are

operating ratio, another, train load, and later on, net earnings.

In no storehouse do material things deteriorate to scrap value

faster than does the intangible, indeterminate stock article, re-

sults. No, I am not a pessimist; I still see the ring of the

doughnut on the lunch counter. But I do object to being fed on

birds from year before last's nests. I believe the railways hatch

out better results every year, but I also feel that improvement

should and can be made even faster. It is largely a breeding

problem. How best can we blend our numerous strains to pro-

duce a balanced output? Too often we try to do this by cutting

off the heads of all the old roosters whose craws really contain

too much good sand to be wasted. A change of diet to a bal-

anced ration may be all sufficient.

The wonderful Nineteenth Century in the name of a proper

specialization went too far. It overspecialized. The still more
wonderful Twentieth Century will swing back to a balanced

specialization. The medical colleges are learning that they can

not turn out successful eye and ear specialists, the law schools

that the constitutional or interstate commerce lawyer is the

production of a later period. The successful specialist must first

have the foundation of an all-round training. Broadly speaking,

one applies everything of something only by learning something

of everything. We all believe in specialization. Where we differ

is as to the point where specialization stops and overspecializa-

tion begins. We all believe in religion. Where we differ is as

to which is the main line and which the runaway track, as to

which derail deserves a distant banjo signal and which an upper

quadrant. Orthodoxy is usually my doxy. The great fear is

always that the other fellow, being less orthodox than we, will

try to put over some constructive mileage on us. Sometimes

this causes us to make his run so long and his train so heavy

that he ties up under the sixteen hour law and we miss supper

hour going out to tow him in. An empty stomach discourages

drowsiness and we may then stay awake long enough to realize

that said other fellow was just as orthodox as anybody about

trying to make a good run.

The corollary of specialization is centralization. The unde-

sirable corollary of overspecialization. is overcentralization. Get

out your detour map, approach this proposition by any route of

reasoning you please and you will reach the same conclusion.

Railway administration today suffers most of all from over-

centralization. Trace this to its source and you will find over-

specialization of function, and its concomitant, an exaggerated

value of certain constituent elements of administration. When
in doubt, recall the ever applicable axiom that the whole is

greater than any of its parts. Some people confuse the terms

and ideas, concentration and centralization. Proper concentra-

tion in complete units by an earlier convergence of authority

permits decentralization in administration. A lack of such early

concentration makes centralization inevitable. Again, concen-

tration of financial control is not incompatible with decentraliza-

tion of administration among constituent controlled properties.

When the big bankers have time to think out these propositions

for themselves they will permit the railways to get closer to the

people and hostile legislation will diminish if not disapear.

Organization as a science seeks to develop and to support the

strong qualities of human nature . Organization likewise takes

account of and seeks to minimize the amiable failings of human

nature. Constitutional liberty insures the citizen protection

against the caprice of the public officer. Administrative liberty

demands an analogous measure of protection for the subordinate
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from the whim of his corporate superior. An amiable failing

of many a railway president is to be satisfied with having every-

body under his own authority, and to forget that the official next

below may be embarrassed by having only a partial control. The

general manager who insists the hardest that his superintendents

are best off under his departmental system will squirm the quick-

est under the acid test of having the chief supply, the chief main-

tenance or the chief mechanical official report to the president.

The superintendent who finds himself with a complete divisional

organization is oblivious to the troubles of a distant yardmaster

with car inspectors. When your old Dad was a ninety dollar

yardmaster some of his most important work was at the mercy

of a forty-five dollar car inspector. The latter was under a

master mechanic a hundred miles or more away, who in turn

could usually and properly count on the support of the superin-

tendent of motive power. The obvious inference was to relieve

the yardmaster of responsibility for mechanical matters. From
one viewpoint these mechanical questions are too highly technical

for the yardmaster. From another they are matters of common
sense requiring more good judgment than technical training. No,

I would not put every yardmaster over the roundhouse foreman

and the car inspectors. What I would do would be to make
the position of yardmaster sufficiently attractive to impose as a

prerequisite for appointment a knowledge of mechanical as well

as transportation matters. Gradually I would work away from

the switchman or trainman specialist to the all round man in

whom I could concentrate authority as the head of an important

sub-unit of organization. Instead of leveling downward, as the

labor unions do, by assuming that the average man can learn only

one branch of operation, I would recognize individuality and

gradually develop a higher composite type. Because some car

inspectors are not fitted to become yardmasters is no good rea-

son for practically excluding all car inspectors from honorable

competition for such advancement. When we build a depart-

ment wall to keep the other fellow out we sometimes find it

has kept us in. We blame the labor unions for these narrowing

restrictions of employment and advancement. Look once more
for the source and you will find it among our predecessors in

the official class, a generation or more ago. These officials in-

sisted upon planes of department cleavage which the men below

were quick to recognize. Railway manhood has been more
dwarfed by exaggerated official idea of specialization with result-

ing departmental jealousies than by the labor unions.

Therefore, my boy. let us get some of these inconsistencies out

of our own optics before we talk too much about the dust that

seems to blind the eyes of those who are exposed to the breezes

of that world famous thoroughfare which faces old Trinity

Church in New York.

Affectionately, your own

FEDERAL V. STATE REGULATION OF SECURITIES.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

It is estimated that the operating expenses of the Chilean rail-

ways will amount to $13,125,000 for 1911, against $12,750,890 for

1910.

The Cuban inter-oceanic railway between Port Limon, on the

Carribbean, to Punta Arenas, on the Pacific, was formally

opened to traffic on January 14, 1911.

The French government has introduced a bill authorizing the

Tunisian government to contract a loan of $17,466,500. The
principal object is to provide for extensive railway construction,

one section of which, when completed, will be in position to carry

400,000 to 500,000 tons of minerals yearly from the Nefzas and

Nebeur districts to the port of Bizerta. The Tunisian govern-

ment is further desirous of constructing four new lines, which

would greatly improve the railway system of the country. The

<:ost is estimated at $46,320,000. Two of these proposed lines are

of particular interest, as they are designed to join the south

with the north, and would touch Tozeur and Gabes.

In one of the discussions before the Securities Commission,

attention was called to the fact that Congress might pass a law

fixing certain conditions which would have to be complied with

by all corporations engaged in interstate commerce before they

could issue new securities; or, on the other hand, Congress might

pass a law which would provide for the appointment of a com-

mission who would have the power to permit, or refuse to per-

mit, the issue of stocks or bonds by any company engaged in

interstate commerce ; or, as a third alternative, Congress might

pass a law which would either compel or permit companies en-

gaged in interstate commerce to incorporate under a federal

charter. With federal incorporation it would be, apparently, a

comparatively easy task for the federal government to regu-

late the issue of securities.

From the legal standpoint, two questions involved here are

:

the question of the power of Congress to regulate the issue of

securities by existing state corporations, and the closely related

question of whether Congress has the power to compel, or per-

mit, corporations now chartered under state laws to incorpo-

rate under the federal law. The relation of these two questions

is so intricate that it could only be adequately defined by the

Supreme Court of the United States. For instance, it is possible

that a way could be devised by which federal incorporation could

be compelled on the ground that the federal government has an

inherent right to regulate the issue of securities by companies en-

gaged in interstate commerce. On the other hand, it might be

found that, while the federal government had no such inherent

right, it could gain much the same thing by permitting incorpo-

ration under the federal charter, and so regulate securities.

There was a sharp and rather unusually clean-cut difference

of opinion between the various witnesses before the Securities

Commission as to the legality of federal regulation of securities.

Judge Lovett, while expressing his opinions in the form of

"doubts," outlined a case against the legality of such assumption

of federal power. While acknowledging that court decisions

have sufficiently clearly shown that the federal government has

the power to regulate any action of an interstate commerce car-

rier which affects interstate commerce, he doubts strongly

whether the act of issuing securities and of the attendant book-

keeping transactions have anything directly to do with inter-

state commerce. His position was that the states now had the

power to create corporations which could engage in interstate

commerce; that the United States has full and unlimited power

to regulate such interstate commerce activity, but that the state

retains its original power over its corporation as a corporation;

that the issue of securities is a corporate act, not an activity

of interstate commerce.

Edward M. Shepard and Francis Lynde Stetson agreed with

each other and with Judge Lovett in believing that federal regu-

lation of securities of state corporations would be illegal; Mr.

Stetson insisting that even if it were legal it would be very

impolite.

The opposite view, that is, that federal regulation is legal and

feasible, was taken, among others, by Robert Mather, Walker D.

Hines and Burton Hanson. "The power which can regulate

commerce can regulate the operation of a corporation whose

object it is to provide a channel for that commerce," Mr. Hines

said. Railway corporations have as their sole object the pro-

vision and use of a channel for interstate commerce. Regard-

less, therefore, Mr. Hines thinks, of whether capitalization and

the issue of railway securities have anything to do or not with

freight rates and the direct activities of interstate commerce, the

federal government has the authority to regulate the acts of

these corporations.

One of the witnesses suggested that inasmuch as the refusal

of the New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

to permit the issue of securities by a New York corporation

engaged in interstate trade might seriously afifect interstate com-
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merce in Ohio, that this was a regulation of interstate com-
merce, legal, possibly, as long as Congress did not itself take any
steps which would come in conflict with such regulation. If,

however, Congress assumed some of the powers that it had in

this regard and passed any laws which would conflict with the

laws of New York or the actions of the New York connnission,

the state laws or rulings would become void. Mr. Hanson cited

the hours-of-labor law as an example. In the State of Wis-
consin V. the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the supreme court

of Wisconsin held that where Wisconsin had passed certain laws
fixing the hours of service of employees engaged in interstate

commerce, and where these laws had come in conflict with laws
passed by the United States regulating the hours of service of
employees engaged in interstate commerce, the state laws were
void. The basic difference between the legal view as explained
by Judge Lovctt and that as explained by Mr. Hines was as to

the extent to which the acts of a company engaged m interstate

commerce could be differentiated as between acts of state cor-

porations and acts of interstate carriers.

The view taken by W. D. Williams, of the Texas state commis-
sion, who emphatically opposed any suggestion of substituting

federal regulation for state regulation, was that while the state

could forbid a company chartered under its laws to engage in

interstate commerce, and while the United States could forbid

a company from engaging in interstate commerce unless it sub-
mitted to federal regulation, the United States could do nothing
to annul the laws of Texas regulating its own corporations.
The suggested passage of a law compelling or permitting in-

corporation by all interstate commerce carriers under a federal
charter has already been mentioned. Compulsory federal incor-
poration was not discussed exhaustively. One gets the impres-
sion from reading the testimony that most of the witnesses who
mentioned it had considerable doubts as to its legality. The law
permitting federal incorporation, however, was favored by a

number of those who discussed it. It is worthy of note here that
while Judge Lovett doubted the legality of federal regulation he
had few doubts as to its desirability. Most of the states have
either already passed laws regulating the securities of common
carriers or may be expected to pass such laws, and it is on this

ground that a great many of the witnesses favored federal regu-
lation as the lesser of two evils.

Those who believed that federal incorporation is not only de-
sirable, but feasible, thought that such incorporation would be
in the nature of a license to do interstate business; and Mr.
Untermeyer, for instance, sketched a general plan for federal
incorporation of such existing companies as desired to avail

themselves of the privilege. His idea was to have a law pro-
viding that if three-quarters of the stock desired federal in-

corporation, all of the stock could be compelled to come in, and
that the refusal of a part would give the majority a right to buy
out the minority under a fair valuation. His plan permitted a
federal corporation to hold all the stock of a state corporation
tut not any part of it. It provided for a compulsory sale by
the minority stockholders of a state corporation in case three-

quarters of the stockholders wished to sell their stock to a fed-

eral corporation.

The discussion of federal incorporation leads naturally to the

question of the advisability of federal regulation ; first, if it wore
to exclude state regulation; and second, if it were to be super-

imposed on state regulation. As to federal supervision added
to state supervision, with a few important exceptions there 'was a

fairly uniform opinion unfavorable to a further extension of the

present law. Those strongly in favor of a rigid regulation, as,

for instance. Commissioner Clements, seemed to think that fed-

eral regulation was so necessary that if it were found that it

could not legally exclude state regulation, or that a law was
passed which did not exclude state regulation, nevertheless it

rhould be superimposed and much extended. Nearly all, how-
ever, of the witnesses who had had experience in being "regu-

lated," regardless of whether they were bankers, railway men

or lawyers, were strongly opposed to the conflict of adding fed-

eral regulation to state. Neither corporation lawyers nor state

commissioners were agreed among themselves as to the success

of regulation of interstate conunercc carriers by state commis-
sions. Paul D. Cravath was so impressed with the success of

the New York Public Service Commission, Second district, that

he asked a number of railway officers for whom he was counsel

whether they would be willing to go back to the time before the

Public Service Commission, if that were possible, and not one of

them was in favor of such a retrogression. Walker D. Hines,

from his experience with the Texas commission, gave the im-

pression of holding up his hands and begging for anything but

state regulation.

The principal points that were made in favor of state regu-

lation were the advantages to be gained by the knowledge of

local conditions and by the power to act promptly. Numerous
instances of the benefits of such local knowledge and informal

prompt action were cited by those who discussed the work of the

Massachusetts commission, the New York Public Service Com-
mission, Second district, and the Wisconsin commission ; in fact,

most of those who favored state regulation as opposed to federal

regulation had had to deal or were familiar with the work of

one of these three commissions, while those who were most

bitter against the state's assumption of any more authority had

had to deal with such commissions as that in Texas or that in

Louisiana. Those who advocated the assumption of authority

by the states valued the advantages to be gained by a sort of

paternalism more highly than the uniformity to be gained by

federal regulation.

All of the men who testified before the Securities Commission

who had had to deal with the financing of short new lines, or

in fact any new lines, were agreed in their distrust of state

regulation and in their strong preference for uniform federal

regulation. This question of financing new short lines came

up again in the discussion of issuing stock and bonds below par

and at a discount, but it is also of the greatest importance to

consider it here in discussing the advisability of federal regu-

lation. The preponderance of opinion among those who actually

had to deal with financing of new short roads was that capital,

with certain exceptions, could not be raised locally to build

such roads. Testimony by members of the Wisconsin commis-

sion showed that their experience had been an exception. Wis-

consin is a comparatively newly settled state, but it is rich

—

not rich in the sense that the French peasant is rich, but rich in

the sense that its resources are being developed more rapidly

than the expenditures of the country consume the wealth, and

the surplus is therefore available for local investment in enter-

prises which do not become profitable for some little time. The

consensus of opinion seemed to be that this happy condition does

not exist in the rest of the country.

The rest of the country badly needs railways. It is not neces-

sary to go to the testimony before the Securities Commission to

discover the fact that people think they need more roads. The

construction columns of the Railway Age Gazette are filled with

plans and projects which are indefinitely delayed, or are never

carried out, because of lack of capital. There was certainly no

one who suggested before the Securities Commission that capital

did not shun uncertainty, and the evidence tended strongly to

show that a state commission, especially in the western states,

with power to regulate the issue of securities, did not make for

security of property rights. In other words, while conditions of

operation might be local, and what would be appropriate in one

place would be inappropriate and harmful in another, the

financing of even a 25 or 50-mile intrastate line was often an

international affair. There were two men whose testimony was

based on expert knowledge, F. J. Lisman and Robert Brookings,

who have had a very broad experience in the financing of small

roads. Mr. Brookings is a St. Louis banker and is representative

of capitalists in St. Louis who have done considerable of this

sort of financing. F. J. Lisman has financed the building of
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roads in nearly every part of the United States. It is worth

while describing the Wisconsin method of hnancing these short

roads, and then Mr. Brookings' and Mr. Lisman's methods.

In Wisconsin, when a community 50 or 60 miles from the

nearest railway wants a line built, it first tries to persuade the

existing line to build a branch. Failing in this, it raises cap-

ital locally to provide funds for by far the greater part of the

cost of building such a line, and then possibly it sells to an

eastern capitalist bonds representing as low as 10 per cent, of the

total cash invested in the project. These bonds having behind

them such a large equity, sell at a fairly reasonable price. The
road possibly is not profitable for a few years, but the local

men who put their money into it get a return through the in-

creased value of their crops, their land and their town real

estate. In time the road may become of enough value to at-

tract the line with which it connects, and the large railway com-

pany then buys in the property from the original builders. Such

a line as this is extremely cheaply built. It has the local people

with it; it possibly has grants of right of way, timber for ties,

and possibly of a certain amount of free labor for grading, etc.,

provided by the farmers.

From the testimony of both Mr. Lisman and Mr. Brookings,

their method of building a new line is much the same as if they

were local people, except that they have the capital back of

them. They go in and build a line which a big railway companj

would not undertake to build, building it cheaply with the help

of local enthusiasm and desire for an increase in real estate

values, but they finance the project by the sale of securities of

the company that they form to their own customers. Mr. Lis-

man testified that his customers included men in nearly all parts

of Europe as well as in the United States. In nine cases out

of ten the customers of these bankers buy securities from them,

knowing comparatively little about the security itself but having

implicit faith in the judgment of the banker. The banker, there-

fore, in selling his securities stakes his reputation and judgment

on their soundness ; and the testimony before the Securities Com-
mission apparently showed strongly that bankers were unwilling

to take the chances with their reputation that were entailed by

the investment of other people's capital in states like Texas,

with a radical state commission.

As to the financing of new short lines by existing large railway

companies, it was pretty clearly shown in the testimony that these

large companies were not willing to build lines as rapidly as the

country through which they ran demanded. There seemed

to be a general feeling that a railway company, with its great

number of security holders who were dependent for their in-

come on their investments, did not have the moral right to en-

gage in speculative railway building on any very large scale,

and it is really speculative railway building that the settlers in

a new country want. In this connection it is worth while taking

such a list as the Pocket List of Railroad Officials and run-

ning through it to see how great a number of short railway lines

there are in the United States. There are many hundreds of

lines 25 to 100 miles long scattered all over the country, and the

development of the country has been immeasurably hastened by

the building of these lines. A trip through Oregon, Texas or the

southeastern states would be sure to convince any fair-minded

man that there is still a field for more of these lines.

Regardless, therefore, of the difference of opinion on the gen-

eral question as to the advisability of federal regulation of the

issue of securities in place of state regulation, the testimony

before the Securities Commission apparently indicated quite

clearly : first, that new lines needed to be built ; second, that in

general these lines could not be built with local capital ; and

third, that uniform federal regulation will be far more likely

to attract capital into such enterprises than would diverse and

erratic state regulation. Moreover, the preponderance of evidence

seemed to be that the issue on a large scale of securities by exist-

ing railway companies whose lines ran through a number of

states was, if it were to be restricted at all, a national rather

than a state question.

CHINA'S MOST MODERN RAILWAY.

BY LEWIS R. FREEMAN.

The Shanghai-Nanking Railway is known to foreigners in

China as the best built and best equipped road in the Far East.

To the Chinese it is known as their most expensive lesson in

giving to foreigners full control of expenditures in enterprises

for which they furnish the money. The Chinese are aggrieved

in the matter because they feci that, for the sake of the 5 per cent,

commission which went to the British corporation on all pur-

chases made abroad, they have been put to an expense far

greater than they could afford ; "butchered to make a British

holiday," as one of them expressed it.

The British are aggrieved that the Chinese are not more ap-

preciative of the excellent road which has been built for them.

They feel that the Imperial government is not giving them the

support that it should in their strenuous but up to the present

vain efforts to put the line on a paying basis. The Chinese,

while admitting the superior construction, which should require

few renewals of any description for many years to come, say

that their country is poor and for that reason that half the

mi:^i' a

First and Only Railway Tunnel Through the Great Wall.

money expended on the railway would have given them a line

quite commensurate with their wants, and still more so with

their finances.

It is not the purpose of this article to discuss the much-

mooted question of the expense of the Shanghai-Nanking Rail-

way, which, though built through a practically level country, has

cost about $55,000 gold a mile. It is well to note, however, that

it is the one instance above all others which the Chinese cite in

contending for full control of the expenditure of borrov/eo

money, and it may be said with certainty that never again will

foreigners of any nationality be given so free a hand in the con-

struction of a railway in China.

The two points regarding the Shanghai-Nanking Railway about

which there are no differences of opinion in any quarter are, its

permanence of construction and the sincerity of the efforts of its

foreign staff to make a financial success of it in the face of the

most discouraging odds. This foreign staff numbers at present

about fifty, and if honest and determined effort can make them-

selves count in Chinese railroading as in American it will not be
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long before tin- line is iJayinj- yood returns on even the large in-

vestment vvliieli it represents.

My first inkling of the character of the Shanghai-Nanking

Railway was last September, when its general manager tokl me
that it was going to put the Pacific Coast Commercial Commis-
sion througii to Nanking over a roadbed as good as any in

Over 95 per cent, of the passenger traffic is third and fourth

class, and most of the remainder second class; yet in spite of this

large proportion of low fares the passenger receipts of the line

average almost ten times as much as those from freight, 'ibis

sliortagc of freight has made it impossible for the road, in spite

of vigorous and skillful management, to operate at a profit.

'I'lie country traversed by this railway, for the most part a great

alluvial plain deposited by tlic Yangtse-Kiang, is one of the

very richest in China, and in no part of the empire is there a

greater movement of produce and other things from one sec-

tion to another. Lying practically level, as it docs, and almost

even with tide-water, the country is a network of creeks and
canals, by which all of the heavy carrying has been done for

ages, in junks and sampans, either singly or in trains towed
by launches. For goods requiring quick delivery, and for all

goods between points where water communication is unusually

circuitous, the railway quickly showed that it could compete with

Freight Station at a Small Town.

America and at a speed equal to that of the expresses between
New York anil Chicago. He said that if it were not for the

many stops the special would have to make he wouldn't mind
undertaking to do the 200 miles to Nanking in three hours and a

half. As a matter of fact, we got up to 65 miles an hour in the

middle of two long tangents. The train, with baggage vans,

consisted of nine or ten cars, and in spite of the high speed at

times attained it ran so quietly that it was possible to converse

in ordinary tones, and so smoothly that one could write comfort-

ably not only in the private cars but in the ordinary first-class

compartments.

Althougii a good deal of trouble was encountered with the

country people during the construction period on account of

graves, labor difficulties and the disturbance of "feng-shui" (a

term meaning literally "wind and water," to which an inter-

minable lot of Chinese superstition is attached) the people have

taken most kindly to the line as a means of travel, with the

result that the passenger traffic has increased until it now exceeds

. ^.^^ \ . -r- .-- at -~:.l

The Awakening of China; Some Reactionaries.

that of any other 200-mile stretch of line, single or double track

in the world.

The passenger fares on the line are low, being approximately

two cents, one cent and half a cent a mile for first, second and
third class travel, respectively. A fourth or coolie class, carried

in cattle cars provided with wooden benches, is charged about

one-third of a cent per mile.

Embankment After Heavy Rainfall.

the low tariffs of the creeks and canals. Here, however was en-

countered the bete ncir of all foreign merchants and shippers in

China, "likin."

Likin, which might be traced back to the tribute paid in days

past by the caravans to robber chiefs for safe-conducts, is a sort

of internal tax levied on goods passing, not only between the

provinces, but often also between certain districts within the

provinces. It is levied according to no fixed scale, but rather

follows the rule of the tourist hotel which maintains a sliding

schedule of rates, according to the means or helplessness of its

victims. It is one of the most fruitful sources of graft for

corrupt Chinese officials, and as such will be painfully slow in

eradication.

A large part of the income of officials resulting from likin

comes in the form of bribes for "neglecting" to levy it. This

is where the railway's trouble comes in. Every ton of freight

going over its line shows on its records, so that a consignment

passed without paying likin could easily be traced by the Peking

officials, a thing which would be almost impossible under the

hit-or-miss system of collecting—or failing to collect—that duty

from junks. So the shippers, for the most part, have found it
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Girder Bridge Over Canal; Shanghai-Nanking.

more profitable to m( ve their goods slowly by junks on the canals

and creeks, taking their chance of avoiding likin by small bribes,

than to move them quickly by rail and pay the full duty. A
slight lowering of the likin tax to be paid on the railway through

a ruling of the viceroy at Nanking had but little effect in im-

proving the situation.

As a consequence of this pernicious likin tax, the Shanghai-

Nanking presents the remarkable anomaly of a road with a

remarkably heavy passenger traffic scarcely able to earn enough

from freight to grease the wheels of the cars. A fraction of the

freight which is passed free of likin, through bribery, at the

barriers along the creeks and canals near the line would be

enough to give the road a surplus instead of a deficit. This di-

version might be accomplished by the abolition of likin altogether

or the honest collection of it on the creeks and canals, either

of which courses, if followed by the government, would reduce

water freighting to a position of fair competition with the

railwavs.

The .Shanghai-Nanking, as mentioned, is principally remark-

able for its modernity of construction. The following notes,

except for occasional comments, are from the report of A. H.

Collinson, M. I. C. E., the chief engineer of the line. It was

built by the British and Chinese corporation, which furnished

the money, for the Chinese government. From first to last,

British engineers were employed, British materials used and

British practice followed, until today the completed road, ex~

cept for certain local provisions, has every ear-mark of a line in

the heart of England itself. Westinghouse air brakes are used,

but they were doubtless bought through London.

The preliminary agreement for the acquisition of a loan for

the building of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway was signed in

1898, and the final one, providing for a loan of $16,250,000, in

1904. The final surveys and estimates were made during the

summer of 1904, and construction was begun in the fall of that

year. Considerable trouble was experienced in the initial stages

over the acquisition of land, and little active work was done be-

Through Station on the Shanghai-Nanking.
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fore the spring of VK)S. 1 lin-c yvMS lati-r tlic lir.st train was

run into Nanking, but tlie completion of some ol tlie stations and

other details extended into the present year.

The engineers were confronted at the outset by that most an-

noying of all Chinese engineering problems, the avoidance of

graves, and this difficulty was magnified by the fact that the road

had to run through the heart of the Taiping rebellion country,

itself one great graveyard. Early in his examinations the chief

engineers concluded that in locating the railway attempts to

avoid all the countless graves and houses would mean a line too

full of curves to allow any kind of fast or economical operation.

The line was therefore built as straight as possible, avoiding

only ancestral halls, tombs and monuments.

The total length from Shanghai to Nanking is 193 miles. The

section to Soochow, 54 miles, has been constructed for double

track, the extra cost over single track working out in the pro-

portion of five-twelfths for the bridgework and two-fifths for the

earthwork. Over 125 miles of the line has a grade of less than

0.1 per cent. The aggregate length of curves between Shanghai

and Nanking is 19.8 miles, or 9.75 per cent.

From Shanghai to Tanyang the line crosses the highly culti-

vated alluvian plain of the Yangtse-Kiang valley, which is inter-

sected with a net work of canals and creeks. Here the country

changes, the line traversing an undulating and rising ground until

it reaches a ridge or watershed at mile 144. From this ridge

it descends on easy gradients to Chinkiang City, passing through

an undulating country requiring heavy cuts and a tunnel.

From Chinkiang the alinement runs at the foot of the hills

as far as Lungtan, avoiding the outer country subject to periodic

innundations. From Lungtan the route runs through hilly coun-

try to within Ij/^ miles of Nanking, involving very heavy earth

work both in cuts and fills. The summit is reached at mile

146, the rail level being 91 ft. above low-water mark at Shanghai.

The terminus at Nanking is on an embankment, the only prac-

ticable site for the station yard being on low, swampy ground

on the south bank of the Yangtse-Kiang. Since this was sub-

ject to innundation, it had to be raised an average of 15 ft.

The standard width of embankment for double track at for-

mation level is 30 ft., and for single track, 17 ft. 6 in. Single

track cuts are in general 25 ft. 6 in., and double track 38 ft.

at formation level. The usual slope of the cuts is 1^ to 1,

but in some cases this had to be increased to 2 and even 3 to 1.

From Shanghai to Tanyang nearly all the embankments were

made from side-cuts. Beyond that point portable light railway

was largely used.

In the first 144- miles something less than 5,250,000 cu. yds. of

earthwork of all classes was required; for the last 49 miles,

about 5,000,000 cu. yds. The earth work for the latter, or hilly,

section cost $375,000, an average of a little over seven cents a

cubic yard. The work throughout was let by contract to native

contractors at schedule rates, payments being made from meas-

urements from cuts or in borrow pits. The slopes of most of

the cuts were turfed to prevent erosion, but with only mode-

rately satisfactory results. The rains at the Nanking end of the

line are extremely heavy at times, one shower being recorded

in the late summer of 1910 in which 9j4 in. fell in eight hours.

The force of the rain-drops alone on this occasion scoured most

of the turfing from the slopes of the embankments and cuts.

The bridgework in the first 80 miles of line almost establishes

a record in point of number of structures necessary, for in this

comparatively short distance, 164 navigable creeks and canals

are crossed, an average of more than two to the mile. From

mile 80 on to Nanking the average is more than one to the mile.

The total number of bridges is 303, and in addition there are 405

culverts.

With few exceptions the bridges which have been built for

the double lines are entirely of brickwork in cement on concrete

foundations. From Soochow, the end of the double line, to mile

144 the majority of bridges are constructed of coursed granite

set in cement on concrete foundations, while for the rest of the

way to Nanking tlie larger part of the substructure consists of

concrete. '1 hrce types of bridge were generally adopted: abut-

ments with splay wing walls, al)utments with straight return wing

walls, and pier abutments.

Wherever clearance would permit arched superstructure was

adopted, l)nt in the majority of cases steel girders had to be

used. The majority of the creeks crossed were navigable, so

surticient clearance had to be given to allow boats to pass with

their masts down. Tlie clearance was invariably fixed from that

of the lowest existing bridge on the creek.

Great diil'icully was encountered in the construction of many
of these bridges. The foundations, hardly without exception,

were bad, as was to be expected in an alluvial plain, necessitating

heavy charges for cofYerdam, timbering and pumping work.

A Typical Cut on the Shanghai-Nanking.

Many of the foundations had to be piled, and in the smaller

openings concrete inverts and apron walls were found neces-

sary. The total cost of the bridges for the whole line was a

little less than $1,000,000.

Following the custom of the country the main line is un-

fenced. As all fields are open in China, stock is never allowed

to run at large unless attended. For this reason the lack of

fencing causes very little inconvenience. All the important sta-

tions and shop yards, however, are surrounded by six-foot un-

climbable wrought iron fencing.

The main line is laid with 85-lb. steel rails, 36 ft. long and five

and a half inches high. Strangely enough the rail is almost ex-

actly the height and contour of the Chinese pillow and nothing

can prevent the tired laborer from stealing a mid-day nap with

his head comfortably resting on one rail and his feet braced

against the other. This forces the engineman to come to many an

abrupt halt. The ties are of Australian jarrah, spaced 14 to a

36-ft. rail, or 2,060 to a mile. These ties cost from $1.50 to $1.75,
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c. f. i. They ai-e the first jarrah ties to be used in China, so their

life is a matter of conjecture. As they have been used without
impairment for from 20 to 25 years in similar climates, there

appears to be no reason why, with good ballast, they should not

do equally well in China, and justify their use in place of the

lower priced but shorter lived Japanese ties.

The line is ballasted throughout with bottom ballast consist-

ing of large stones about 12 in. x 6 in., 8 in thick, hand-

packed. The top ballast is stone broken to pass a 2-in. ring.

The ballast for the first 144 miles is Soochow granite, brought

by junk from the quarries of the Tai Hu lake. For the remainder

of the line the ballast was quarried from the hills in the vicin-

ity of the railway and transported in wheelbarrows or on donkeys.

The capital cost of the permanent way, including all materials,

laying, lifting, boxing up and maintaining for an average of six

months after the opening of traffic, varied from $13,000 to $17,000

a mile. The total charged to track is about $2,400,000.

The only tunnel on the line is the double track one through

the Fort hill at Chinkiang, on a down grade of 0.3 per cent,

into Chinkiang station. Many trial lines were run with the ob-

ject of eliminating the tunnel altogether, but it was conclusively

proven that the only other way to approach Chinkiang was by

a switch-back, which would cost more than the tunnel. The tun-

nel is 1,320 ft. long. Nearly the entire length is through a shaly

sandstone having streaks of graphite and pockets of China clay.

The shaly nature of the rock necessitated the arching of the roof

throughout its entire length, and also lining the side walls with

brick in cement. No invert was deemed necessary.

In July, 1905, a trial shaft was sunk at about the center of

the tunnel. By the end of August the shaft had reached a depth

of 85 ft. Work was started in August in driving the bottom

heading at the west portal. By the end of September the shaft

had reached its full depth and water was found at rail level, 115

ft. from the surface. A bottom heading, 8 ft. 6 in. wide at the

base and 6 ft. 6 in. high, was commenced in both directions. The
small amount of water met with was easily dealt with, the

progress being at the rate of about two feet a day, while four feet

a day was made in the heading started from the west portal.

At the close of the year 1905, 425 ft. of heading had been driven.

The headings from the shaft and west face met in May, 1906.

During the nevt four months the progress of the work was more

rapid, the Chinese miners who at first were unaccustomed to

the labor having gained more experience under the foreign

supervision. At the end of the following year 190 ft. of tunnel

had been excavated and lined, and break-ups started between a

second shaft and the east portal, giving in all six headings. The
tunnel was completed in February, 1908.

The whole of the excavation and brick work in the tunnel

was carried on by Chinese labor, and it is a remarkable fact that

not one fatal accident occurred in the course of construction.

Notwithstanding the fact that it was two years and a half in the

building, the final cost of this tunnel was only $185,000. The

lowest tender received from a European contractor for the work

was $300,000.

The Shanghai-Nanking is the first that ever pierced the Great

Wall of China and it aroused a great deal of hard feeling at the

time. An accompanying illustration shows a detachment of troops

guarding the tunnel against any possible outbreak.

The stations, shops and rolling stock of the Shanghai-Nanking

Railway are quite up to the standard of the construction which

has been described and whether or not the road is "too good" for

the Chinese, as they now maintain, is a question which only the

years to come can decide. If these years witness the progression

in Chinese ideas that the present promises, it would seem a safe

prophecy to say that it will not be long before they are con-

gratulating themselves upon the fact that the Shanghai-Nanking

was builded for the future.

The Choapa to Monte Osario Railway, Chile, was opened to

traffic on January 5 last.

STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.
VIII.*

BY W. M. ACWORTH.

For my own part I am quite unable to accept the principle of
limitation of dividends as a reasonable basis for government
regulation of railway rates. In the first place, it rests on two
fallacies of theory. Many states in the union still retain on
their statute book the old laws against usury inherited from
England in an earlier stage of economic development. There is

a legal rate of interest fixed, usually at 6 per cent., which may
not be exceeded. Of course, in modern commercial business
these laws are evaded by one method or another, but they really
are on the statute books and could be pleaded in a case in court.
And apparently the American public think there is a real analogy
between a fixed rate of interest on a loan probably granted with
ample security, and a dividend which fluctuates and may vanish
altogether, and which merely represents the profit made by a
shareholder from his own management of his own property.
The other fallacy is a more subtle one. A railway, according to

English, and therefore American law, is a public highway, and as
such, the charges on it are subject to public regulation. The
Americans have pushed the English doctrine further, and are in

the habit of speaking of railway companies, and other companies
that furnish public facilities, as "public utility corporations." They
seem to have ignored the fact that a railway performs the
duplicate function of roadowner, and therefore toll taker, and also
carrier along the road. Now, while the English legislature has
always regulated the tolls of the owners of roads, whether
canals or turnpikes, it has never attempted to regulate the
carrier's charge.f The common law does indeed say that the
carrier's charge must be reasonable. This, however, is only an-
other way of saying that, if two parties have not agreed before-
hand what shall be charged for doing a certain job, the court will

fix it afterwards on a quantum meruit. The court might refuse

to recognize an advertised scale of carriers' charges as evidence
of a free bargain between the individual consignor and the

monopolist carrier, and as it would lack the guidance of a scale

fixed by a rival carrier it would no doubt decide the question of

reasonableness with a freer hand than in an ordinary dispute

between a tradesman and his customer. But there is nothing
special in the principle. If the American courts and commissions
are to judge the reasonableness of rates on the basis of the profits

made by the company, they should logically begin by dividing rates

after the French fashion into tolls (peagcs) and carrying charge

(prix de transport), and confine their operations solely to the first

portion. But I confess that the reduction in toll revenue would
justify the companies in seeking a larger revenue as carriers so

the change would not be of much practical utility.

From the practical point of view the contention seems to me
equally unjustifiable. "Heads I win, tails you lose," is an excel-

lent way of playing a game from the point of view of one side,

but it is difikult to get the other side to take a hand in it. An
investor in the United States can get 6 per cent, or something

pretty near it, without taking risks; and a holder of railway

shares takes risks by no means negligible. Men hardly middle-

aged can remember Baltimore & Ohio shares being regarded as

a proper investment of public funds ; the company has since

passed through a receiver's hands. Union Pacific shares have

been quoted at 220; but also at 5 within 15 years; and so on. It

is absolutely certain, with railway dividends limited to 6 per cent,

or anything like it as a maximum, railway development in the

states would come to an an abrupt stop. And, while it may be not

•Previou? articles in this series appeared in issues of the Railway Age
Gazette of January 6, January 13, January 20, January 27, February 3,

May 19 and May 26.

tOf course, the British Parliament has, from very early days, fixed rail-

way maximum rates. But these it has fixed on quite other principles,

certainly not on the basis of a theoretically reasonable dividend. In the

states some old companies have maximum rates, absolutely without practical

importance today, in their original charters. But there are no maxima in

Interstate traffic.
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uiiiiiipoitaiit (o a certain iiuiiibiT of maiiiifactiirors and wholesale

traders, though only rarely to tlu- ultimate consumer, that a rate

should be reduced, say from 70 cents to 65 cents, it is absolutely

vital to every citizen of the United States that railway develop-

ments should continue.

Nor is this all. Even if we were to admit that rates giving a

total return in dividend of over 6 per cent, were not reason-

able, the practical dilliculty of deciding what rates shall be re-

duced and by how much so as to bring the dividend down to

6 per cent, is insuperable. Imagine a case brougiit up before

a law court which had accepted the theory, tiiat rates, producing

when all combined together, a net revenue of more than 6 per

cent, were unreasonable. A railway is paying 8 per cent. ; a

particular trader claims that his rate between A and B for the

carriage of coal—to take an unusually simple instance—is un-

reasonable and should be reduced. The court is now required

to put the theory into practice. Let us see how it is to be done.

Somebody may answer without reflecting : "to reduce 8 per

cent, to 6 per cent, is to cut ofif one-quarter; you have only to

bring down the coal rate from 4s. to 3s. and the thing is done."

But, alas, the matter is not so simple. The dividend is only

the ultimate result after working expenses, depreciation, better-

ments, renewals, interest, taxes, etc., have been provided for.

"Well then," says the impatient critic, "be it so. The rate should

be reduced not in proportion to one-quarter of the gross re-

ceipts, but in proportion to one-quarter of that portion which

goes in dividends, which, in this case is 10 per cent, of the

gross receipts." Now one-quarter of 10 per cent, equals 2J/2

per cent. In other words, the coal rate is to be reduced from

4s. to something slightly over 3s. lOj^d- If the matter stopped

at this stage one might be permitted to doubt whether the

gratitude of the coal owner, taking into consideration the

trouble and expense of his legal proceedings, would not be a

negative quantity. But in fact the matter is much more com-

plicated than this. It is true that for all the traffic of the

railway, carried under all sorts of conditions, at widely different

rates for widely different distances, the result has been on the

average a profit available for a dividend of 8 per cent. "But,"

says Albert Fink in words that ought to be stamped in gold

letters on every railway commissioner's desk, "no traffic ever

is conducted under average conditions." That the special coal

traffic in question did not pay precisely 8 per cent, is almost

a certainty; for where infinite variations are possible, mathe-

maticians tell us that the chance of any particular figure being

hit in a special case is as one to infinity. Indeed the probability

is that the profit on coal has been a good deal less than 8 per

cent. ; for, as we have already seen, every reasonable scale of

rates is calculated on the basis of letting off bulky goods of

small value as lightly as possible, and looking to high class

traffic as the main source of net revenue. To ascertain with

any degree of accuracy the approximate cost and profit on any

particular traffic is a laborious and difficult job, and to ascertain

it with absolute accuracy is a simple impossibility. There is

another point: The net profit made by carrying any particular

traffic is a function of the volume of that traffic. Now the coal

owner, if he behaves like other coal owners who complain to

commissions, will undoubtedly claim that the unreasonable rate

results in stifling his potential traffic; that is, that, if the rate

were reduced, his traffic would largely increase. In other

words, his claim really is that, if the railway company only

knew its business and reduced rates, their profit, so far from

falling to 6 per cent., would rise to 9 per cent. And then the

unfortunate commission would have to decide on a further

and more sweeping reduction, and so on da capo. In fact, the

problem, "given that a dividend of 8 per cent, should be re-

duced to 6 per cent, what individual rates should be reduced

and by how much?" is as insoluble as the old conundrum of

our nursery days: "Given the tonnage of the ship and the

number of the crew, to tell the captain's name."

But this is not all. It is quite easy to talk about limiting the

company's profits to per cent., or any other figure, on the fair

value of the property. It is safe to say that a man's readiness

to pronounce what a fair value is, is likely to be in inverse

ratio to his knowledge of the subject. I must not attempt even

to begin to discuss the innumerable variations that may be

included in the phrase, "fair value." They range all the way
from actual cash, honestly and intelligently expended on the

property for capital purposes—though why a railway man alone

among fallil)lc mortals should be expected to be endowed with

unerring judgment and impeccable virtue, it is difficult to con-

ceive—through "reproduction cost" and "value as a going con-

cern," up to "market valuation,"—each quite different from the

other, most of them varying from day to day, and none of

them precisely ascertainable. As for market valuation, it is suffi-

cient to say, for example, that the valuation of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, as a going concern, paying a 6 per cent, dividend, is

one thing today and would be quite another thing tomorrow,

if a bill limiting its dividend to 6 per cent, were introduced

and passed by the State legislature. But even this is not all.

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that it were possible to

fix rates on an individual railway, with some reference to a

maximum permitted dividend on an ascertained fair value of

the property, what is to happen when two railways, each with

quite a different fair value, quite a different operating cost, and

quite a different burden of honestly incurred indebtedness,

come into competition? That the Denver & Rio Grande, carry-

ing over a difficult road, through the gorges of the Rockies,

might have to take lower rates than the Union Pacific, in order

to induce traffic to use its inferior road, one can understand.

But it is impossible to conceive that anyone would pay more.

To cut down the rates on the Union Pacific, therefore, to a

point which would only permit that company to earn 6 per

cent, as a maximum, means, in fact, to cut down precisely to

the same extent the rates of the Denver road, and to condemn
the Denver to all time to a lower scale of profit. Indeed, it

would almost seem to be necessary, as some ingenious person

has, I believe, suggested, that the Government should permit

the strong road to earn more than its 6 per cent., but require

it to hand over any surplus above that figure as a grant in aid

of its weaker competitor. It requires, however, a strong belief

in the superiority of railway men over ordinary frail human
nature to believe that under such a policy, or indeed under any

system of limitation of dividends, a surplus would long con-

tinue to emerge at all.

The assistant chief engineer of the Szechwan-Hupeh Railw.'^y,

China, states that 50,000 coolies are now at work on this line.

Eighty-five pound rails are employed for the main line, using 13

ties to the rail. Construction trains are running twice daily

between the Ichang wharf and the track end, a distance of about

6 miles. More than 40 ballast cars are now in use carrying

materials. With the exception of two cuts, the track could be

laid some 20 miles. The Ichang station building is finished up

to the roofing, and will be soon completed. The three store-

rooms are already occupied, the locomotive sheds built, and the

head office building fairly started. Near the station are two

22-ft. wells, while the water tower will soon be completed. The

coal yard is under construction. Four shafts have been sunk at

the 6,200-ft. tunnel, 50 miles from Ichang. The presence of

water renders the work difficult. Two 1,000-ft. tunnels are under

way 25 miles from Ichang, and one 700 ft. long, about 15 miles

from that city, is completed. The equipment for the machine

shop, ordered from a German firm, has arrived and will shortly

be installed in the newly built workshop. In order to secure

more satisfactory transportation from Hankow to Ichang, an-

other 500 h. p. tug and two 200-ton lighters have been ordered

from a Shanghai engineering company. From the American

Bridge Company, New York, eleven 100-ft. spans have been or-

dered. Two million superficial feet of Oregon pine logs and

olanks have also been contracted for.
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THE APPRENTICE SYSTEM IN THE STORE DEPART-
MENT.*

BY N, A. HEARS,

Storekeeper, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

On most roads, the store department has been made up of

the likeliest young m.en of the locality, many of them without

any higher education than part of the grammar grades, and se-

cured by the weeding out process of holding and promoting the

proficient common workmen about the shops and storehouse.

The personnel of this association shows that the selection, in

most cases, has been a wise one.

But with the coming of foreign labor on the railway, and the

better education of the present times, we find that the best of

the young men start with other employment, or go to it after a

short stay in the store department, because the immediate scale

of wages is somewhat higher, not looking ahead to see the op-

portunities which certainly are open to a man qualified in the

store department work.

It is a common practice for a young man to put in an appli-

cation for apprenticeship in the mechanical department and then

seek employment in the store department at 16 cents to 18 cents

per hour, which he gladly quits when the opportunity comes
for him to start his assured apprenticeship at 7 cents per hour.

A young man will rise in a store department for a year or

two, by studious application and the opportune vacancies just

ahead of him, till he stops just high enough in the department

to see that with all his knowledge he has only covered one-half

or perhaps one-third of the foundation details that would make
him eligible to further promotion. In order to keep in line he

has to go back and familiarize himself with them. At this time

he has about all the duties he can perform, and may even be

putting in some overtime to keep an eye on the job ahead. As
he realizes his position in the organization, the chances are' ten

to one he will take the first position that may be open to him,

where he may make a little more money, even though he has to

leave his place that he has worked up the line to hold.

And we find since we have acquired the foreign labor that

there are less of these fellows available, who have, perhaps a

small education, but lots of horse sense, and we have to do our

best with the foreign laborer or the school boy just past the age

limit allowing him to work.

There is quite a gap between these boys, usually office boys or

messengers, and the place where we could use them as stockmen,

shippers, etc., and to get them there I propose the apprentice

system.

To get the best out of this system the head of the department

should pass on each apprentice and know by card record his

character, originality, executive ability, application and general

deportment. He should guide the apprentice through his edu-

cation by lectures, examinations and promotion after proper

length of service, other points considered.

To outline an apprentice system in detail requires considerable

local knowledge of the department to which it is to be applied,

but I believe a general plan could be made up, even to rates for

positions, and this outline would help us all in starting a system

that would give the desired result.

For instance—the start might be made at office boy; to retail

toy or shop messenger; next, caseman or storehouse helper;

helper in the receiving or shipping departments ; back to the office

for experience in the requisition department; invoice work, and

file and statement work. Then some time on the supply car, and

by this time the boy or man will be ready to assume the first

position of actual responsibility as stock clerk or assistant fore-

man. At this time, by carefully regulating the length of time

spent in each branch of apprenticeship, the rate of pay at the

start, the proper graduation of the increase in rate and re-

sponsibility, the apprentice is getting enough money to warrant

*From a paper read at the meeting of Railway Storekeepers' Asso-

ciation, May 22.

his staying in the department. He also has experience to make
him available for any position that may open and to make him
feel that he knows enough about the positions ahead to expect
them as they open and fill them with credit when promoted to

them.

It may appear that an apprentice system would increase the

payroll, but by reduction of present rates to make the starting

rate low enough, an equal amount will be gained to increase the

present rates for higher promotion or may even allow some sav-

ing. When you consider the cost of two or three hundred dollar

men spending several hours in straightening out some inexperi-

enced employees' mistakes, even an increase in the payroll on
certain rates might cause a decrease in actual expenses by putting

such wasted time on its proper work or even reducing the num-
ber of rates. And it is bound to reduce the grief and keep the

organization ready at all times to properly handle the current

work. Even an entire increase in the payroll would be warranted
with the increased efficiency gained by having these properly edu-

cated men handling all branches of the work, minimizing the time

lost in correcting errors.

This will result in getting the right kind of young men to

start, having properly educated and experienced help on all

classes of work and make an organization that can be depended

upon. It will also do away with the large amount of unaccount-

able and annoying daily errors, which occur where we are doing

the work with men who are only looking for pay day, and are re-

placed so often that it is almost impossible to keep them properly

instructed or watched, to obtain the proper results.

STANDARD MATERIAL CLASSIFICATION AND DIS-

BURSEMENT.

BY H. C. STEVENS,

Superintendent of Stores, National of Mexico.

In summing up for comparison of store department efficiency

as between dififerent roads, two important units are usable, the

cost of handling, and the quantity of the stock carried as com-

pared to monthly issue.

Under the present rules of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the first is now fairly comparable. Difference in this is

generally governed by supervision, management of men, or

mechanical facilities. If it is either of the first two the man-

agement wishes to know it. If it is in the latter, it should by

all means be plainly before the management for full consideration

in connection with possible additional facilities.

Were one to attempt a comparison of the second unit

between roads, an investigation into the details comprising the

figures as now available would at once convince him of the im-

possibility of a true comparison. Why is this? Simply because

of lack of unity in methods. A few years ago the cost of han-

dling was fully as incomparable; some roads omitted salaries ot

some officers and others certain portions of the labor, which

other roads included. The rules of the Interstate Commerce

Commission have changed this, so all are including practically

the same items to cover this expense.

Shall we wait for the Interstate Commerce Commission to

similarly formulate regulations covering the classifying and dis-

bursement of railway stocks, or will the officers of the railways

through their store and accounting department associations,

promulgate and adopt a suitable method, which, after bearing the

approval of the commission, will be universally placed in

operation?

Such a practice would unquestionably bring valuable results in

more channels than the one of affording comparison between

roads. Men handling material accounting on one road would be

familiar with the general routine covering the same feature of

work on another road. There would be many men thinking and

Paper read at the meeting of the Railway Storekeepers' Association,

Mav 22.
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working towards tlic improvement of one general plan, and a

simplification in detail method or device in connection with the

work on one road would be interesting to and could be beneficial

to the other roads. At the present time, something which en-

ables one road to get the fmal result in half the time and at less

expense than previously secured is very probably of no use to

another road, on account of the vast difference in method.

It is only a step further along the line of common standards,

such as started by the M. C. B. and M. M. associations some

years ago in connection with materials and devices, and furthered

by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its regulation of ac-

counting principles and practices.

For the uniform method by which the desired result must be

accomplished, we can rely on a joint committee of the Store-

keepers' and the Accountants' associations, with a representative

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, each road to work out

its own details. The important features are a careful grouping

of the different classes of material, to be blended as closely as

possible with the accounts to which generally disbursed, and a

clear outline as to methods to be followed in the disbursement

of and charges for material.

The reports of the store departments of some roads now in-

clude all materials, even stationery, while on others rails, ties,

stationery and some other items are omitted, as they are not

handled by the store departments. The grouping should be

clearly segregated with this in mind, each final report to be on

the group basis, so comparison can clearly be made one road

with another to the extent to which each handles the same mate-

rial irrespective of the groups which may be handled by one

and not by the other.

On some roads scrap is not taken into stock until actually sold,

when the transaction of debit is offset by full credit, showing a

100 per cent, issue, while in others it is taken into stock in the

month in which it accumulates, regardless of when sold. Un-
doubtedly good practice is to take it in regularly, to avoid fic-

titious fluctuations in monthly charges and credits ; but, regard-

less of which is preferable individually, one only is the better

generally, and should not all follow the better general practice

than the individually preferred practice?

Some of us are now charging material to the accounts when
it is drawn or is on the ground for use regardless of when it will

actually be used, while others are not charging it until it is re-

ported actually used, or is taken from stock at the seat of use

for immediate application. The first has the disadvantage of

material frequently being transferred from the use for which

drawn and applied for the benefit of some other work or account

and no accounting made thereof; while to either of the latter

there is no doubt attached some additional clerical expense. It

is generally thought, however, that one of the latter will ul-

timately prevail on all roads so that all work will be charged

positively with only the material used therein, and to accomplish

this, no doubt some additional clerical expense is warranted.

This is not intended, however, to designate the method. Let

the method be whatever is concluded to be best, but when that

concluded, let us see that it is uniformly followed, so that our

general officers can have a true comparison of our actual opera-

tions, irrespective of the policies of our individual managements

as to carrying large or small stocks, and instead of having a

regulation forced upon us have a practical one of our own mak-

ing which will meet the approval of the body which will no doubt

prescribe for us in the next few years if we do not in the mean-

time cure ourselves.

It is to be hoped that the expressions of desire along this line

from the general officers will be such as to insure conclusive ac-

tion by the bodies above referred to within the next year or two.

THE SIMPLEX SAFETY CAR LADDER.

The Texas & Pacific and the Texas Central have ordered

some of their freight cars equipped with iron ladders, designed

and patented by M. F. Saling of Dallas; and we are informed

that both of these roads have decided to make this design

standard for their freight cars. Mr. Saling informs us that he

is negotiating with a number of other large roads. The lad-

der consists of rungs made of 5^-in. round iron, which are sup-

ported in vertical angle irons bolted to the side or end of the

bar. The rungs are bent over and inserted into holes in the

projecting part of the angle iron from the outside, so that when
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Defaitof Hand-Ho/cfs.

Simplex Freight-Car Ladder.

the vertical pieces are fastened in place they hold the rungs

firmly in position without bolts, rivets or welding. The upright

bars are 2 in. x 3 in. x 3/16 in. The sill step and the hand-

hold on the roof are fastened to the angle irons in a similar

manner.

Mr. Saling informs us that the cost of this ladder is about

the same as that of other designs made of metal, and will last

through the life of several wooden cars. The engravings show

a front elevation of an end ladder and a side elevation of a lad-

der on the side of a car, they also show the manner in which

the rung or hand-hold is connected to and supported by the

angle bar.

The section of the railway from Alcones, Chile, to Pichilemo,

comprised between Alcones and El Lingue, has been delivered

to the state railways for exploitation.

The British Government has a railway 227 miles long in

Sierra Leone, extending from the coast at Freetown eastward

nearly to Liberia. Parts of it have been in operation for ten

years. Palm nuts are the chief freight down. Oil is made from

the nuts and soap is made from the oil ; for which, however,

the local demand is insignificant. To facilitate loading, a special

place for each station is set apart in the freight house at Free-

town, and shippers are required to unload their goods accord-

ingly. As their porters have the usual African education, which

as yet does not include the alphabet, the space for each station

has a distinct color; and when the shipper wants the porter to

ship a keg of rum to Lago, for instance, he tells him to put in

the "blue" bin, and he understand as well as if he had studied

Greek.

1
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^hap ^ecti^n.
TV/'E have sent announcements of the competition on how
'^ scientific management can be apphed to a railway shop

to a number of efficiency engineers and expect that some of

them, at least, will take the opportunity of demonstrating whether

it has any practical application to railway shop practice. From
the general discussions which have taken place—varying all the

way from the laying of bricks to the efficiency of a fire fly—its

application to the locomotive or car repair shop is not very ap-

parent, and we feel that a little more light should be shed on

this particular phase of the subject. As judges in the contest

we have been fortunate in securing three mechanical department

officers who have proved more than ordinarily successful. They

are H. H. Vaughan, assistant to the vice-president of the Cana-

dian Pacific; G. W. Wildin, mechanical superintendent of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, and T. S. Lloyd, super-

intendent of motive power, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

A prize of $50 will be awarded for the best article and one of

$35 for the second best. Such others as may be accepted for

publication will be paid for at our regular space rates. In accord-

ance with a suggestion made by one of the efficiency engineers,

the manuscripts should be unsigned but should be sent to the

editor with a letter, the letter and manuscript to be numbered by

the editor and the manuscript to be forwarded unsigned to the

judges.

D ECLAIMING scrap material will be the subject of the com-
* ^ petition to close July 15. This offers one of the most at-

tractive and interesting subjects which has as yet been announced

in our series of shop competitions. Hardly any two roads are

working along the same lines in this most fruitful field for

economy, but practically all of them are doing something, and

many of them a great deal. What is being done at your shop

or repair plant? Tell us about it fully, explaining just how it

is done and what the possible savings are. Like a great many
things, the reclaiming of scrap can possibly be carried too far.

What are your ideas about the limits to which it may be ex-

tended? More complete announcements of this competition will

be found in the April and May Shop Numbers. The best article

will be awarded a prize of $35 and the second best a prize of $20.

Articles not awarded a prize, but accepted for publication will

be paid for at our regular rates.

A NOTHER general shop kink competition will be held to

** close September 15. Kinks of any kind used in the re-

pair or maintenance of locomotives, cars or other mechanical

department equipment will be eligible. Do not make the de-

scription so meager that the judges and editor will have to use

their imaginations to fill in the details. Remember that the

design of the piece which the kink is used on may be peculiar

to your own road or shop and hardly be intelligible to out-

siders. We have been asked to make our descriptions more
extended. We can do it, if you will help us. A prize of $50
will be awarded for the best collection of three kinks and a

prize of $25 for the next best collection. More than three kinks

may be submitted, allowing the judges to base their decision

on the best three in each collection. Kinks not awarded a prize,

but accepted for publication, will be paid for at our regular

space rates.

of shop kinks were submitted, all of them exceptionally good,

and the judges found considerable difficulty in selecting the

winners. In doing this consideration was given to the fact that

some of the kinks which were submitted were quite similar to

kinks which had been published in previous Shop Numbers.
The remaining six contestants were : H. L. Burrhus, assistant

to general foreman, Erie Railroad, Susquehanna, Pa. ; E. L.

Dudley, special apprentice, Baltimore & Ohio, Cleveland, Ohio;
E. F. Fuller, shop superintendent. Southern Railway, Spencer,

N. C. ; William G. Reyer, general foreman, Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis, Nashville, Tenn. ; W. H. Snyder, assistant

general foreman. New York, Susquehanna & Western, Strouds-

burg. Pa.; and W. H. Wolfgang, draftsman, Wheeling & Lake
Erie, Toledo, Ohio.

DECAUSE so much has been said about the wonderful re-
*-' suits obtained in the works of The Tabor Manufacturing
Company, of Philadelphia, Pa., due to the introduction of the

Taylor system, we reproduce elsewhere in this issue part of an

article prepared by Mr. Lewis, its president, both as a matter

of interest and because our readers may find some practical

suggestions in it. It may be interesting to know the reason

for introducing the Taylor system, in Mr. Lewis' own words

:

"At the same time we knew that machines had been built by

others for less than they were costing us, and we felt confident

that a way could be found out of our difficulties." It would be

uncharitable to say that apparently the type of management
formerly in existence was so bad that almost anything would
be an improvement, and we shall not do so. The Tabor Manu-
facturing Company is a comparatively small concern, so that

there should have been a fairly close bond between the work-

men and those in charge, and yet Mr. Lewis frankly admits in

the first part of the article, which is not reproduced, that it was
a hard fight to install the new system. In a larger concern, the

fight might have proved hopeless. Nor is any evidence presented

to show that it is paying its men more or actually increasing its

net earnings over that of other companies in a similar business

and with fewer scientific methods are doing.

/^ C. LEECH, foreman of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Buffalo,

^^* N. Y., was awarded the first prize of $50 in the shop kink

competition which closed May 15; and H. S. Rauch, apprentice

instructor of the New York Central & Hudson River, Oswego,

N. Y., was awarded the second prize of $25. Eight collections

IV/IR. BROMBACHER, the author of the article on Comparing
^''^ the Efficiency of Railway Shops, would undoubtedly feel

very badly if he should be classed with some of our leading

efficiency engineers. For instance the methods of Taylor or

Emerson would probably not meet with his approval. He be-

lieves in piece work—where it is properly installed—and cites

the methods in use on the Lackawanna as being more or less

ideal. We cannot altogether agree with him that reforms must
come from the outside. Railway mechanical men realize that

in many instances piece work methods are not what they should

be—possibly due to conditions existing at the time they were

installed or because piece work on some roads was or is in the

hands of men who are not big enough to handle it. It is also

a matter of sincere regret to find the accounting or auditing de-

partments insisting that exceptional workmen, who can earn

more than $4 or $5 a day, are overpaid and that the prices are too

high. Again, it reflects a serious condition when the work-

men keep young men from trying to exert their best efforts, be-

cause if they go beyond a $4 a day rate the price will be cut

—for the men had found by bitter experience that that limit

had been placed on their earnings by the management. Fortu-

nately this practice is the exception, not the rule, and it is quite

possible that piece work when so administered is not much of

an improvement, if any, over day work. Under such conditions

it is not piece work and really does more toward encouraging

soldiering than do day work methods. However much our
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Rood friends, tlic ctTicicncy engineers, may criticize tlic lack of

initiative on tlie part of the worker, they certainly cannot ac-

cuse him of being dull. Usually he is quick to appreciate and

imitate the methods used by his employer. If he realizes that

his employer is playing fair and is willing to pay a fair com-

pensation for work done, and really knows what a day's work

is, he will be entirely reasonable if a readjustment of prices is

found necessary. One railway, in a territory where labor con-

ditions generally are supposed to be anything but good, has re-

cently revised a fair proportion of its piece work prices—many

of them downward and without the addition of improved ma-

chinery—but the men are contented because they have been

shown carefully why the prices were too high and exactly how

by closer application and with very little more effort they can

equal or increase their earnings under the former prices. The

views of Mr. Brombacher, as an outsider, are interesting. It

is really somewhat refreshing to have an efficiency or production

engineer say something that has so little of the theoretical and

so much of the practical in it.

THE reference in the article on Comparing the Efficiency of

Railway Shops to what is designated as "ticker manage-

ment," is not new to most of us. Laying off men by the hun-

dreds or thousands to make a showing for the annual report is

a losing proposition if there is work to be done, which a little

later will cost a great deal more to perform, because the defects

have become aggravated by not being promptly attended to, or

because increased traffic, which could have been clearly foreseen,

requires the work to be done under pressure, and consequently

at a greatly increased cost in many cases. Truly, a short sighted

policy, which is far-reaching in its results, affecting, as it does,

the prosperity of the cities and towns on the system and the

allied industries. If the executive officers or boards of directors

could understand what it actually costs to .tear down an organ-

ization for a few weeks or months and build it up again, they

would surely not allow it. Have they been shown the cost?

It should not be difficult to calculate it, at least approximately,

by reducing it to the basis of unit output—such a unit would

depend largely on the equipment handled, but could be arrived

at by a careful study of the records and the work performed.

IF the makers of oxy-acetylene welding and cutting apparatus

were looking for frank criticism they certainly got it in the

discussion at the May meeting of the New York Railroad Club,

when Prof. J. M. Morehead presented a very complete paper

on Acetylene Welding. The main trouble seems to have been

that the representatives of some of the companies rushed in to

demonstrate the merits of their apparatus, when it was first

introduced, without properly appreciating what they were up

against. In other words, they attempted to demonstrate how

easy it was to do certain things and failed miserably—at least so

it appears from some of the remarks at the meeting. Undoubt-

edly most of these fruitless demonstrations were made some

time ago in the early stages of the development of the appa-

ratus in this country. The experience of several roads which are

using it extensively at the present time certainly indicates that

there is a broad field of usefulness for it in locomotive and steel

car construction and repairs. That it has its limitations in the

present state of the art must also be admitted. Prof. Morehead

emphasized the necessity of the establishment of schools at which

instruction could be given in the use of the oxy-acetylene torch.

There are several such institutions in Europe. The courses

cover only a month or two, during which time an average man

can become more or less thoroughly conversant with the general

run of work. Judging from the successful work covering a wide

range of subjects which is being done by different railways it

hardly seems possible that the statement which he made that 90

per cent, of the good welders in this country were in the room

when he spoke, could have been intended as strictly accurate.

If they were, they were not very aggressive or they would have

come to his aid in the discussion—not that he really needed

much aid for single-handed he made a good fight, even if he did

not know whether a locomotive frame was made of cast iron

or brass. That the oxy-acetylene welding and cutting process is

giving a good account of itself in locomotive boiler shop work is

indicated by the discussion of the subject at the Master Boiler

Makers' Convention, an account of which will be found on

another page of this issue.

PT'ROM the report of the Master Boiler Makers' Association^

* given in abstract in this issue, it will be seen that the reports

of the committees and the discussions on the floor were of a

thoroughly practical nature. No attempt was made to go into the

theories of boiler work, other than to determine the reason for

the various phenomena that arose in practice and to devise means
for overcoming such as are injurious. One feature, especially

noticeable throughout the whole convention, was the close ad-

herence of the members to the subject in hand; in this respect

the proceedings show a marked improvement over those of a

year ago, and cannot fail to be of value not only to the members,

both present and absent, but, if they are carefully reviewed, will

be full of suggestions to those officers who have the care of the

locomotives and the operation of the road in hand. Particular

attention is directed to the consensus of opinion among these

men that bad water is responsible for the great majority of the

troubles with locomotive boilers, such as leaky tubes, cracked

sheets and the like—a point on which it is expected to present

further information in the near future. The proceedings are,

therefore, earnestly recommended to the careful consideration of

all who have to do in any way with the locomotive boiler.

1

THE STABILITY OF LOCOMOTIVE YARD CRANES.

nPHE locomotive crane as used on yard tracks is being widely
•*• introduced and adapted to a variety of purposes where it

is proving a most economical machine for handling heavy and

bulky materials. It was first used about locomotive shops as

a hand crane for lifting tires, driving wheels, axles, frogs, etc.,

and it gradually made its way into the stores department, where

it was usefully employed in handling heavy scrap, lumber, cast-

ings and forgings. In time it proved desirable to operate the

locomotive crane by steam power, and its capacity and range

were thereby greatly enlarged. The application of the clam

shell bucket made it available for handling coal and ashes at

locomotive terminals, and the electro magnet in connection with

the locomotive crane has effected remarkable economies in han-

dling iron and steel in almost every form. These qualities have

become so widely recognized that the locomotive crane is now in

use on nearly all railways, and the number employed is growing

rapidly.

Experience with these cranes thus far has shown that their

stability can be relied upon under ordinary conditions, and where

carefully handled, but they are sometimes liable to be overloaded,

or are operated so rapidly that they are unbalanced and turned

over with occasional personal injury or fatality. The balancing

of this type of crane has not been standardized as to the location

of the center of gravity or to the capacity with reference to

various radii of swing, and there is some confusion among

different crane builders as to the meaning of the figures used

for guaranteed capacity through various ranges of swing.

To prevent overturning there must be some margin above the

rated maximum capacity at any given radius; that is, if a crane

is in equilibrium or just on the point of tipping with a

load of 12 tons at 12 ft. radius, its guaranteed capacity should

be stated as 10 tons at the same radius, thus allowing a margin

or factor of safety of 20 per cent. With some builders this

factor of safety is much less than 20 per cent.; perhaps only

S or 10 per cent., and with others there is no margin. This

is one of the items upon which there should be some general
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agreement with the object of establishing a uniform standard

for the guaranteed capacity.

Again, this type of crane must not be balanced too far to the

rear, or there is liability of the crane tipping backward when on

a sharp curve with the elevated rail on the same side as the

load to be lifted and the boom released from the usual working

fixtures. To prevent this the center of gravity of the whole

crane should be 9 in. inside the outer rail, that is, the rail nearest

the counterbalance.

The capacity of these cranes is usually stated as a certain

lift at a radius measured between the center of the load and

the center of the crane pivot post. But the moment tending to

overturn the crane has a lever arm measured from the center

of the load to the center of the rail, and the latter is about

2 ft. 6 in. from the center of the post. This distance should,

therefore, be deducted from the radius in order to get the lever

arm about the center of moments.

To illustrate the confusion in some guarantees for locomotive

cranes, we may take the following from the catalog of one of

the prominent builders : "A capacity of 5 tons at a radius of

30 ft, or a capacity of 10 tons at a radius of 20 ft." The load

of 5 tons at a radius of 30 ft. acts with a lever arm of 30 ft.

— 2.5 ft. = 27.5 ft., and 5 tons X 27.5 ft. = 137.5 foot-tons,

the moment tending to overturn the crane. Again, 10 tons at

a radius of 20 ft. acts with a lever arm of 20 ft. — 2.5 ft. =
17.5 ft., and 10 tons X 17.5 ft. = 175 foot-tons, showing that if

the capacity at a radius of 30 ft. is correct, then the load for a

20-ft. radius, as given in the catalog, is too great and would

hardly be safe.

In some instances irresponsible workmen have sought to ex-

tend the range of activity of their cranes by lengthening the

boom and not reducing the load in proper proportion. This

has sometimes resulted in accidents and should suggest methods

of safeguarding this kind of machinery. The manufacturers

should be interested in establishing these standards for capacity,

as well as safety, but as they do not seem to realize their im-

portance, the railways could perform a useful work through the

Master Mechanics' Association in getting a committee report on

the stability of locomotive yard cranes, with reference to their

rated capacity and their safety.

MECHANICAL ARTICLES DURING MAY.
HTHE following articles of special interest to mechanical de-

'• partment readers, and to which Shop Number readers may
wish to refer, have appeared in the weekly issues of the Railway

Age Gazette since that of May 5

:

The Supply Department. E. J. McVeigh, storekeeper of the Grand
Trunk, does not agree with the type of store department organization

advocated by H. C. Pearce, in a series of articles which recently appeared
in this journal, and outlines what he considers to be a more effective

organization. May 12, page 1103.

Federal Boiler Inspection Rules. A set of rules, agreed upon by the

chief inspector of locomotive boilers and his assistants and a committee
cf railway mechanical department officers, giving the minimum rules and
instructions for the inspection of locomotive boilers. If approved by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, after a hearing which was held May 29,

they will be obligatory upon any carrier failing to file its own rules and
instructions. May 12, page 1105.

Chicago Great Western Locomotive Terminal at Stockton, 111. A 12-stall

brick engine house, a 90 ft. turntable, a reinforced concrete cinder pit and
a concrete oil house are illustrated in the issue of May 12, page 1108.

International Railway Fuel Association. An account of the first part

of the recent convention at Chicago, with abstracts of several of the papers

which were read and the discussions which took place, including one on

Fuel Investigation by the Government by Dr. J. A. Holmes, Organization

of a Railway Fuel Department by T. Duff Smith of the Grand Trunk
Pacific, and Purchasing Coal on a Mine-Run Basis by Prof. A. A. Steel.

March 19, page 1149.

Comparative Tests of Mallet Lrcomotives; Norfolk & Western. Two
types of Mallet locomotives of about the same tractive effort were received

by this road last year. Exhaustive tests have been made as to their

efficiency. A complete account of the results appears in the issue of

May 19, page 1153.

The Operation of a Mechanical Stoker. An editorial drawing attention

to the fact that the fireman has been taught to believe that failure to

keep up steam is an unforgiveable sin. The mechanical stoker operates so

easily that the tendency will be to use more coal than necessary and the

fireman will have to be carefully educated in the matter of fuel economy.
May 26, page 1192.

The Street Locomotive Stoker. An extensive description of this stoker

which is now in service on the St. Louis & San Francisco; Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern; Norfolk & Western;
New York Central, and Pennsylvania. May 26, page 1196.

The Railway as a Manufacturer. Abstract of a paper by George G.
Yeomans, assistant to the president of the Wabash Railroad, which was
presented at the recent meeting of the Railway Storekeepers' Association.

May 26, page 1205.

Coal Briquetting Plant. Illustrated description of one of these plants

by Charles T. Malcolmson. May 26, page 1206.

International Railway Fuel Association. Abstracts of papers and dis-

cussions on Testing Locomotive Fuel by F. O. Bunnell, engineer of tests

of the Rock Island Lines; on The Relation of the Fuel Problem to Rail-

way Operation by Raffe Emerson; and on The Use of Oil as a Locomotive

Fuel by Eugene McAuIiffe, general fuel agent of the Frisco Lines. May
26, page 1208.

Air Brake Association. Abstracts of papers and discussions on Leather

Packings and Cylinder Lubrication by H. A. Wahlert; Braking Power

on Freight Cars by John P. Kelly, and Triple Valve Lubrication by

Lincoln Leonard. May 26, page 1212.

NEW BOOKS.

Machine Shop Primer. By Fred H. Colvin and Frank A. Stanley, associate
editors of the American Machinist. Published by the McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York. Cloth, 6 in. x 9 in., 148 pages, SOS illus-

trations. Price, $1.00.

The object of this book is to provide a handy reference for

students, instructors and apprentices who deal with the subject

of machine work. It is a primer in the true sense of the word,

and is to the beginner of machine work what the spelling book

is to the child. The book is divided into three sections : The

first part contains 508 numbered sketches of articles and tools

pertaining to machine work ; the second gives the names of these

articles, and the third contains a dictionary of shop terms and

explains the uses of the articles shown in the first section.

%tlUv^ to the Ifdilon

SAFETY APPLIANCES.

WiLKESBARRE, Pa., May 8, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have read with interest Charles L. Alden's article on Safety

Appliances on page 1061 of the Railway Age Gazette of May
5, 1911, and his criticisms on freight car equipment relative

to safety devices are particularly interesting to me. He states

that 70 per cent, of the defects in the uncoupling device are

due to the chain, and refers to the clevises as largely con-

tributory. I can hardly agree with him that the chain, as a

chain, is responsible for these defects, but unhesitatingly in-

sist that the manner of applying the chain, as generally followed

by many roads, has all to do with this condition. Clevises,

split-links; links of all kinds as to length, size and material,

etc. ; and most of all the condition of this bung!ed-up mess

of stuff called a chain being attached to a finger of the rod

proper is the main cause of inoperative uncoupling devices.

The remedy for this crying evil is not in the elimination

of the chain, but lies in the mechanical application and the

elimination of the senseless number of parts, such as clevises,

split-links, etc., and connecting the chain with a fixed body, such

as the endsill or end of the car proper, thus insuring uniform-

ity of length of chain under all conditions—not attaching it to

a flexible finger as is the present practice.

A proper uncoupling mechanism must satisfy the following

requirements : A uniformly operative device in lifting the pin

and opening the knuckle ; catching the coupler head if broken,

by releasing the knuckle ; and preventing the pin or lock block

from working up, causing a break-in-two emergency stop; and

most of all, a device so operated that trainmen's lives are not

endangered in its operation. None of the lever types will

perform these functions satisfactorily, because of their rigidity

under abnormal conditions, which exist more or less of the

time on all equipment. J. G.
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COMPARING THE EFFICIENCY OF RAILWAY SHOPS.

HY MAX II. C. BKOMBACllER.*

The items in the annual reports of railways to the Interstate

Commerce Commission, which refer to the number of miles

that locomotives, freight cars and passenger cars have traveled

during the year, are supposed to be calculated in compliance

with the rules and regulations laid down by the Commission.

The reports give the amounts of money expended on each of

these three items; they also summarize the results by stating

the cost per mile run for each of these items for the year. It

would seem that the costs per mile run afford a substantially

fair basis for the comparison of the relative efficiency of the

managements of the various roads, subject, of course, to dif-

ferences in grades and curves on the different roads, and also

to differences as to the standards of maintenance of equipment,

and to the amount of mileage.

In a recent article in which the figures were taken from re-

ports issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission, the writer

gave this data for the roads in the Eastern Traffic Association

for the year ending June 30, 1910. The Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western has as stiff grades and curves with as small a mile-

age as any road in this territory, and at same time maintains

its equipment up to a standard second to none. Its costs of

6.76 cents per locomotive mile and of 0.60 cents per freight car

mile were used as the basis of a computation of the amounts of

money which the roads in the Eastern Traffic Association could

save by raising the efficiency of their repair shops to the level

of those of the Lackawanna.

This computation, therefore, was not based on the installation

by the other roads of what has been called "scientific manage-

ment" or "efficiency methods" ; nor upon the engagement by

the roads of Mr. Brandeis or any of the engineers who are

so insistent in their objections to ordinary methods and to piece-

work practice. With all respect to these gentlemen, their mo-

tives and their attainments, the writer considers that the suc-

cess of their idea of efficiency methods is problematical at best,

as far as it concerns railway repair shops. A careful reading

of some of the papers on that subject presented at the recent

Congress of Technology at Boston, tends to confirm this belief.

Wherein do these efficiency methods have any advantage over

really intelligent piece-work practice; that they have advantages

over ordinary or typical piece-work practice, cannot well be

denied by anyone conversant with such practice. The compu-

tation above mentioned was based upon the different roads

adopting the piece-work practice in vogue on the Lackawanna,

which had previously succeeded in producing concrete results

and for a period covering several years. The piece-work prac-

tice in the shops of the Lackawanna is a comparatively modern

conception, and is as different from the ordinary or typical piece-

work practice, as day is from night.

As a result of the publication of the above-mentioned com-

putation, it has been brought to the writer's attention that at

least one road could not make the figures published by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for the year in question, agree

with its own figures as to the costs per mile run, and inferentially

of its mileage; hence it would seem that an error had crept

in somewhere. Perhaps this road reported more mileage than

the Interstate Commerce Commission could credit it with under

the regulations governing that subject; this would account for

its lower figures as to the costs per mile run. The same road

objected to the difference between its costs per mile run and

those of the Lackawanna being considered as any fair measure

of the difference in efficiency of the management of its repair

shops; it seemed to consider such a basis of comparison as be-

ing misleading, and the conclusions based thereon to be

erroneous.

While comparison on the basis of the cost per mile run is

'Practical Production or Efficiency Engineer, New York.

certainly not a flawless one, it is a tolerably fair one. As re-

gards the ol)jecting road, the comparison is more than fair to

it; this road has nothing like the Lackawanna's grades and

curves to contend with, nor does it keep its equipment in any

better condition, and it has a very much larger mileage. It

would seem as though the comparison was unfair to the Lacka-

wanna—if unfair to anyone. There is no doubt that, among
railway men, there is a difference of opinion as to whether the

cost per mile run is a fair basis of comparison as concerns the

relative efficiency of the management of repair shops. Some
say it is unfair, because conditions are very different as regards

the shops of one road and those of another; others claim that

the cost of repairs per ton mile hauled would be a fairer basis.

If "conditions being so very different" precludes the cost pei

mile run from being used as a fair basis of comparison, it would

seem that no fair basis of comparison could be found ; certainly

the cost of repairs per ton mile hauled is not flawless as a

basis of comparison. If the engine is not loaded to its maximum
point of efficiency the comparison is not fair, since the weight

of the engine is a factor in the cost of repairs. Similar ob-

jections would be cited in respect to tractive effort as a basis

of comparison. The writer published some piece work prices a

short time ago which were taken from data furnished to the

Interstate Commerce Commission by the railways. It would

seem that the differences in prices for identical operations would

account very fully for most any difference in the costs per mile

and it seems unnecessary to look further for reasons to account

for differences in this respect. These very differences in piece

work prices afford some basis for comparison of the relative

efficiency of the different managements of repair shops.

When the statement that "conditions are so very different,"

is looked into as an objection to the fairness of the cost per

mile run, as a basis for comparison, it is very soon discovered

to be a case of conditions for whose existence there is no reason

compatible with sound economics. If the statement that condi-

tions are very different be offered as the explanation for differ-

ences in piece work prices of from 5 per cent, to 500 per cent,

on identical operations, an investigation of the earnings per hour

of the operators at these widely varying prices will soon disclose

a relatively similar absence of sound economics as the real ex-

planation for this unique state of affairs. In the last analysis,

the explanation in both cases will be shown to be a case of

difference in grade of intelligence and knowledge of the human

equation possessed by the different managers of the various

roads. Lack of knowledge of the human equation is by no

means monopolized by the so-called school of efficiency engi-

neers ; any quantity of railway executives are afflicted with that

lack.

The conditions which are referred to sometimes consist of

antiquated equipment and tools. When these deficiencies are

cited as the explanation for differences in cost of from $.28 to

$1.20 in turning a pair of standard coach wheels, and of differences

in cost of from $1.50 to over $5 for unwheeling and wheeling a

'consolidation locomotive, the conclusion of the unbiased in-

vestigator may be that these conditions justify these differences

in piece work prices. That he will admit that such differences

in piece work prices go far toward explaining differences in

costs per mile run, is fairly certain; and that he will conclude

that the very existence of such conditions with the attendant

results is, in itself, a grave indictment of the efficiency of the

management, is beyond reasonable doubt.

None of these instances are culled from the realms of imag-

ination. Nor are they taken from roundhouses; no reasonable

person expects the roundhouse to be equipped with the very

last word in the way of tools or of equipment. They are taken

from machine shops at division points; also the lower price

for turning standard coach wheels does not represent the very

last word in the way of wheel lathes ; it represents results on

a fairly modern wheel lathe. On the same road the most up-

to-date wheel lathes make for a reduction of nearly 40 per cent.
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below the low price of 28 cents per pair for turning 36 in. coach

wheels. This condition is no reflection on the master mechanic

in charge of the shops in question ; he may have asked

for the necessary tools and equipment, and have had his request

refused. One master mechanic gave as a reason for paying

$50 per pair for turning 36-in. coach wheels, that the wheels

supplied him were so badly shelled that instead of taking off %
in. he was often compelled to take off as much as % in. before

he got a clean surface. Upon being asked why he failed to re-

ject such poor castings, he replied that he was not allowed to

reject them. This of course worked a double loss—the higher

piece work price, and a shorter life for the wheels.

This is not the only instance where shop managers have at-

tempted to explain that conditions for which they were not re-

sponsible, accounted for the differences in piece work schedules;

nor is it the only instance where, after being pinned down they

had admitted that the existence of such conditions constituted

in themselves an indictment of the efficiency of the roads' man-
agement of its repair shops. They know as well as anyone where

the trouble lies. They may not know what the cure is in all

cases, but many of them admit that, by and large, the cost per

mile run, is a fair enough basis of comparison of the relative

efficiencies of repair shop management. They know that the

conditions which are offered in explanation of differences in

cost per mile run, as also differences between piece work sched-

ules, are, in the last analysis, chargeable to inefficient manage-

ment on the part of their superiors, and to ignorance of the

human equation.

The following basis of comparison might be a shade more
conclusive and more satisfactory than the cost per mile run.

However, it is not flawless by any means. It will enable one

to show that the cause of underlying differences is a difference

in the respective grades of grey matter possessed by the differ-

ent managements, plus or minus a knowledge of the human
element. It is not expected that it will eliminate "conditions"

as explanations of comparatively high costs; but it is hoped that

it will make it possible to place the responsibility for the "con-

ditions" beyond a reasonable doubt. That it may disclose the

cause of high repair costs, in some instances, as being due to

"ticker management," is not wholly impossible.

The idea is to divide the locomotives on each road into classes

according to weight ; this is based on the weight of locomotives

being a factor in the cost of their repair. Keep tab on the age

at which new locomotives first require repairs ; on the average

amount of money spent on locomotives by classes per annum

;

also on the amount of ton-miles hauled between repairs; also

keep a record of the aggregate number of ton-miles hauled by

each locomotive per year. This would give, is at least intended

to give, the following data : Cost of repairs per average loco-

fnotive per year for each class of locomotive operated ; number

of times which the average locomotive requires repairs per year

in each class ; average number of ton miles hauled between re-

pairs on the average locomotive of each class ; and average

number of ton miles hauled per year per locomotive for each

class of locomotive. Repairs to include both roundhouse and

shop repairs, and the number of times the average locomotive

in each class is repaired to include roundhouse and shop items.

Not the least of the benefits which may reasonably be expected

from the tabulation of these items is that the management may dis-

cover "the error of its ways" in respect to the policy it has

been following. For instance, take the case of a road where

the management will not permit a thorough job of repairs being

done on a locomotive, but holds the cost down to what will not

permit more than what might be called a job of "galvanizing."

It will find that in a year it has repeated the "galvanizing" proc-

ess a number of times at an aggregate cost considerably greater

than thorough work would have cost, and yet the aggregate num-

ber of ton-miles hauled per year is less than is expected ; and

certainly less than thorough work in the first instance would

have resulted in. This is not an imaginary instance.

It would seem that even "ticker management," ignorant as it

is of the details of a railway repair shop, would thus be brought

to a realizing sense of what that kind of management is bound
to contribute to the cause of waste. It is beyond reasonable

doubt that the presentation of results in this form would result

in the adoption of a more intelligent policy and the saving of

a lot of money ; incidentally, both the cost per mile run, as w«rll

as the cost of repairs per ton-mile hauled, would be reduced,

and one "condition" making for waste would be eliminated. If

the Interstate Commerce Commission were to make a rule to this

effect, stockholders would be put in possession of information

which would be explanatory of much hi the way of the reasons

for differences in dividends between roads. That the making

of such a rule by the Commission is by no means impossible, is

clear from the statements of some of the commissioners im-

mediately after their refusal to sanction the proposed increases

in freight rates.

Certainly ihe outlook for the first road which renews its ap-

plication for permission to raise freight rates will be an in-

vestigation of its methods of management. That the repair shop

management is a very important factor in the net income ap-

plicable for dividends is shown by the fact that the difference

between the Lackawanna's cost per mile run of locomotives and

freight cars, and those of some other roads, would, worked out

on the basis of the locomotive and freight car mileage of the

other roads, have resulted in the saving of a greater sum, net,

than the proposed increase of rates would have produced in in-

creased gross revenue.

If the Interstate Commerce Commission investigates these

matters, it will find that the great differences between piece

work schedules for identical operations are a large factor in

the differences in cost per mile run ; and it will find that high

piece work prices do not mean relatively (proportionately)

higher earnings to the operators in the shops with the high

piece work schedules. On the contrary, it will discover

instances where, on a difference of 50 per cent, in the cost

of a standard every day job, the operators earns 10 per cent.

less than the low cost shop operator earns; it will discover that

the tool is the same in both cases, hence "conditions" cannot be

offered as the scape goat. It will discover a difference of nearly

250 per cent, in piece work prices resulting in a difference of

only 25 per cent, in the earnings of the operators ; it will dis-

cover piece work schedules by which the men earn less, in some

instances, than they do on day-work, and it will discover in-

stances where roads with a comparatively large cost for repairs

per locomotive per year, show a comparatively low number of

miles run per locomotive per year; and with no excuse for this

showing in the way of grades and curves at that.

Railroaders, at least some of them, claim that they do not need

outside help to cure these "conditions" ; and herein it seems to

the writer that the old saw is overlooked which runs something

to the effect that an outsider is more apt to see things than

the insider. The very fact that such conditions exist, and have

existed, indicates the unlikelihood of their being curable by the

insiders; their idea may be based on the hoineopathic idea that

"like cures like." It may be correct as applied to repair shops,

but that people who designed the piece work schedules and

these short sighted policies of repairing locomotives, and who

have "stood" for these conditions are capable of reforming

themselves is beyond the faith of the ordinary man, guided only

by reason and experience.

To sit still under this state of affairs; or, to sponge the outer

fringes of the running sore, which it discloses, with an antiseptic

solution in the shape of a committee to investigate, etc., is sim-

ply one way of looting a road.

The Danish railway minister has asked parliament to in-

crease the rates on both passenger and freight traffic, aiming

to increase net earnings by about $1,100,000.
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SETTING OUTSIDE ADMISSION VALVES WITH WAL-
SCHAERT GEAR.*

A design of Walscliacrt valve gear used with outside ad-

mission slide valves is shown in Fig. 1. The names of the

various parts cf tlic gear are as follows: ./, valve; B, valve

stem ; C, combining lever ; D, crosshcad link ; li, radius rod

;

F, reverse shaft; G, lifting link; H, roach rod; K, reverse

lever; L, reverse link; M, eccentric rod; N, eccentric crank.

The main pin is shown on the forward dead center, and tlic

reverse lever is in its middle position, with the link block in

the center of the link. A careful study shows that with a valve

having outside admission the valve rod is connected to the

combining lever at a point above the latter's connection to the

radius rod. If the block is in llie lower half of the link when

in forward gear, the eccentric crank leads the main pin. If

the block is in the upper half of the link when in forward gear,

the eccentric crank follows the main pin.

Inasmuch as the position of the valve, when the piston is at

the end of its stroke, is dependent on the combining lever only,

it is evident that the lead given bv the Walschaert gear is the

same for all points of cut-off. This is the principal feature

which distinguishes it from the Stephenson motion as far as

steam distribution is concerned. All parts of the Walschaert

motion should be correctlv laid out and constructed from a dia-

abi)vt' the forward dead center, stopping it when the tram used

in h'ig. 2 reaches exactly from the point O on the crosshead

to the point A' on the guide. Then re-tram the frame to the tire

as in Fig. 4, using the same tram and the same point P as in

Fig. 3. Scribe the line C-C and punch the point C at exactly

the same distance from the edge of the tire as previously used

in locating B'. This operation will place the point B' (pre-

viously obtained) at a distance Q from point C. Now prick

punch the point L> at a position exactly central between C and

IV and at the same distance from the edge of the tire that was

used in their location (one inch was previously suggested).

Now if the wlieel be revolved forward until the long tram

reaches exactly from point P to point D, the main crank will

be on the exact forward dead center.

LEAD

Fig. 1—Walschaert Valve Gear as Used With Outside Admission Slide Valves.

gram, and the gear designed to give the lead most desirable

for the usual running speed. The parts having been correctly

made, it is impossible to alter the lead without seriously de-

ranging the motion. In this respect the Walschaert gear is

less flexible than the Stephenson; but when the correct steam

distribution is obtained it is less liable to derangement, and the

engine is more easily kept "square."

Assuming that all the detail parts have been checked with their

respective drawings and that the main rod is up and the gear

fully connected, the procedure of setting the valves is as

follows

:

1. Block the main driving boxes, allowing J/^ in. over the

central position for settling; viz.: add J^ in. to the dimension

between the top of the frame and the center line of the driving

journal, as given on the erecting diagram.

2. Obtain exact dead centers. Place the main crank ap-

proximately 6 in. or 8 in. below the forward dead center. Put

a prick punch mark on any convenient place on the crosshead

gib (Fig. 2) and scribe with a tram or a pair of dividers the

line A-A on the guide. Then prick punch the point A' at any

convenient place on the line A-A.

Next prick punch the engine frame at any convenient place

ahead of the driving wheel (Fig. 3), and with a long tram

scribe the line B-B on the tire. Prick punch the point B' at a

definite position (say one inch from edge of tire) on this line.

Now revolve the wheel backward until the main crank comes

•From Record No. 70, published by the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
Philadelphia, Pa., and entitled "VV alschaerts Valve Gear."

Proceed in like manner to obtain the exact backward dead

center, reversing the operation and using the same points on

the crosshead and frame, and a new point (forward of the cross-

head) on the guide. The standard method used by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works for marking these centers is shown on Fig.

5. The trial points are indicated by a single punch mark only,

while the final points are indicated by three punch marks, the

outermost ones {D-D') being the actual tram points.

The points 6* and S' , as shown on Fig. 5, are indicated in a

similar manner ; the outermost punch marks representing the

actual tram points used for marking the half stroke positions.

To obtain the points 6" and S' , set the crosshead on the for-

ward dead center and measure back on the guides one half the

piston stroke, as shown on Fig. 6. Then revolve the wheel

forward until the crosshead moves from position X to position

Y. Now with the long tram obtain point 5 by tramming from

point P on the frame (Figs. 3 and 4), prick-punching point 5"

at the same distance from the edge of the tire as point D.

The opposite half stroke point S' may be obtained by the same

method, preferably revolving the wheel in the same direction

(arrow on Fig. 5) so that the influence of lost motion in the

parts may be minimized.

The four important points on the stroke are now definitely

established on the wheel, and are ready to be used for valve

setting. If desired, any other positions of the stroke can be

marked on the wheel by using the long tram and the method of

procedure described above.

With the ports exposed, place the valve with its steam edge
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cutting ofif the ports (at each end successively), and prick punch

the valve stem at points F and F', obtained by tramming from

any convenient place on the valve seat or shelf (Figs. 7 and 8).

The distance between points F and F' will be equal to twice

the lap of the valve. When the valve is leading (main crank

on either dead center) the port should be op^en by an amount

equal to the desired lead (Fig. 9). If the tram is used with

points so obtained and the punch mark F'. This distance should

be exactly equal to the specified lead.

Place the gear in backward motion and examine for lead at

the front and back exactly as previously described, except that

the wheel must be revolved in a backward direction. If all the

points so found are exactly to specification, the valve setting

is square. A check should now be made by placing the piston

FRONT

[»-; STROKE -^

J O
K3-

BACK

Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Fig. 6.

the valve on its lead, then the distance between the point so

found and the point F on the valve stem will be equal to the

lead. (See dimension V on Fig. 9.)

With this statement in mind, proceed as follows : Hook up

the gear so that the link block is exactly central with the link.

Place the train on the forward dead center, and tram to the

valve stem. Revolve the wheel to the backward center, and

again tram to the valve stem. Measure the distance between

the points so obtained, and compare them with the specification.

The distance should be equal to twice the sum of the lap and

lead. Variation from the specified figures means that an error

exists in the combining lever, the upper and lower arms of which

on the forward dead center, and moving the link block through

its entire travel in the link. This should in no way disturb the

position of the valve.

With the gear set for full stroke forward and full stroke back-

ward, the maximum valve travel should be examined with the

piston at half stroke; placing the wheel with the long tram

between the points P and 5" and P and S' respectively (Fig. 5).

The travel so measured will not be exactly square at the front

and back, as the points 5" and S' represent half stroke measured

from the piston travel, and do not take into consideration the

angularity of the main rod.

Travel Irregularities.—The Walschaert gear has inherent pecu-

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

are made respectively proportional in length to twice the lap

and lead and to the stroke of the piston. (See Fig. 10),.

Assuming that the distance L, as trammed on the valve stem,

is found correct, the procedure is as follows : Place the gear

in forward motion, with the link block at a point in the link that

will give the specified maximum valve travel when the wheels

are revolved in a forward direction (this position of the link

block is obtained by experiment).

Place the main crank on the forward dead center, by tramming

from P to D; and with the same tram as used for marking the

valve stem (Figs. 7 and 8) scribe on the stem, measuring the

distance between the point so obtained and the punch mark F.

This distance should be exactly equal to the specified lead.

Revolve the wheel in a forward direction until the main crank

is on the back dead center (tram from P to D'), and similarly

scribe on the valve stem, measuring the distance between the

liarities that frequently cause slight irregularities in the travel

of the valve. If, in full gear, this irregularity does not amount

to more than J4 i"- out of square between the front and

back positions of the valve, it may be ignored, and the squaring

of the travel may be considered as nearly perfect as the design

will allow. In special cases it may be desirable to square the

valve travel when the gear is hooked up to give the cut-off at

which the engine is most frequently worked. Thus, on a pas-

senger locomotive, the most satisfactory results may be secured

when the travel is squared at one-third or one-half stroke cut-

off. In such a case, a slight irregularity at full stroke will prob-

ably be unavoidable, but will not prove detrimental. In any

event, the particular circumstances under which the engine is

to work must determine at what point of cut-off the valve travel

shall be squared.

In marking the forward and backward gear positions on the
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reverse quadrant of a "cold engine" an allowance must be made

on each end toward the front of the quadrant to correct for

expansion when the engine is under steam. The amount of

such allowance is a matter of judgment, but J4 '"• to -J-^ in. can

be considered suflicicnt for ordinary standard gage engines.

CORRECTIONS.

If, on trial, the valve gear is found to be out of square on the

lead points, the following hypothetical cases will serve to ex-

plain the corrections that should be made. For example, sup-

pose the specification calls for the following

:

Maximum valve travel, Syi in.

Eccentric crank throw, 11 in.

Constant lead, 14 in.

Outside lap of valve, 1 in.

Link block below link center in forward gear.

or back) of the movement of the valve is explained by refer-

ence to Fig. 11. An examination of this diagram will show
that if the eccentric rod E is lengthened to E', then the radius

rod R will be moved ahead to the position R', and the valve

stem will be moved a distance X in the direction of the arrow,

thus displacing the valve from position V to position P",

The following rules can thus be formulated: If the link block

is below the link center when running ahead, then in forward

motion if the eccentric rod is lengthened, the valve is moved
ahead. If the eccentric rod is shortened, the valve is moved
back.

In backxvard motion if the eccentric rod is lengthened, the

valve is moved back. If the eccentric rod is shortened, the valve

is moved ahead.

If the link block is above the center when running ahead,

L»j(Up+Le»d)«2

[H

Front of Engine

Fig. 10.

Forward Motion.

Backward Motion,

Fig. 12.

K

"5 minus g^-*
Forward Motion.
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j

t nil

Backward Motion.

"a""""S32--^— 16 P'"S 32"= -»
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Fig. 13.

Backward Motion

Fig. 11.

Front of Engine

Forward Motion.

Fig. 14.
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Backward Motion.

Fig. 15.

H T"-T8*

Front of Engine

i|p'"Siff'=-4"»

1"
1

Forward Motion.

Backward Motion.

Fig. 16.

yr

It is very important that the following dimensions check ex-

actly with the drawings

:

Length of combining lever between central fulcrum and upper

and lower arm centers (Fig. 10, dimensions B and A).

Eccentric crank throw and length of crank arm. In the case

under consideration the prick punch marks on the valve stem

(Figs. 7 and 8) will be 2 in. from center to center (this is twice

the valve lap).

A change in the length of the eccentric rod results in a change

in the position of the valve, approximately in proportion to the

eccentric throw and valve travel. In the present case, this is as

eleven to five and one-half, or as two to one. In other words, a

change of % in. in the length of the eccentric rod will move
the valve approximately ^ in. when the link block is in full

gear and the main crank is on the dead center.

The influence of eccentric rod changes on the direction (ahead

then, in each case, the valve will be moved in the direction op-

posite to that stated above.

Corrections made to the link radius rod will have approxi-

mately full influence on the movement of the valve ; viz. : any

variation in the radius rod will produce approximately the same

variation in the movement of the valve.

The link fulcrum Z (Fig. 11) is a fixed point; therefore the

direction of movement due to changes in the radius rod will

vary directly with such changes, and the following rules can be

formulated : In either forward motion or backward motion,

to move the valve ahead, lengthen the radius rod the amount

desired. To move the valve back, shorten the radius rod the

amount desired. This is true whether the link block is above or

below the link center in forward gear.

With these facts in mind, two hypothetical cases will be

considered.
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Front, 5^ in. — % in. lead = % in. error.

Back, J4 in. lead — }^ in. =: J^ in. error.

Front, 7/16 in. — % in. lead = 3/16 in. error,

Back, J4 in. lead — 1/16 in. = 3/16 in. error

HYPOTHETICAL CASE NO. 1.

Let it be assumed that on tramming to the valve stem with the main
crank on the dead centers, the following irregularities in the lead arc

noticed for the engine under consideration. The dots on the diagrams

represent the prick punch marks F and F' (Fig. 8) on the valve stem,

while the crosses represent the irregularities in the lead when trammed
to the valve stem (Fig. 12). The first procedure will be to divide the

error between the forward and backward motions, as follows:

Error in forward motion

—

To square the lead the

valve must be moved
y% in. ahead.

Error in backward motion

—

To square the lead the

valve must be moved
3/16 in. ahead.

As the errors in the two motions occur in the same direction, it follows

that the greater one partially neutralizes the effect of the lesser, and that

the combined or average error will be the difference between the two;

viz.: 3/16 in. minus % in. equals 1/16 in. average error.

To divide an average error of 1/16 in. equally about a central point,

it will be necessary to move the valve one-half this amount, or 1/32 in.

(in this case 1/32 in. back in forward motion). The eccentric rod must

be shortened 1/16 in. (in the proportion of two to one) to move the

valve 1/32 in. When this has been done the valve stem points will tram

as shown in Fig. 13.

The errors in forward and backward motion have thus been equalized,

and it remains only to square the lead, front and back, for both motions.

The valve as now standing is 5/32 in. too far back to equalize the

lead, viz.:

13/32 in. — % in. lead = 5/32 in. error front.

J4 in. lead — 3/32 in. ^ 5/32 in. error back.

As the influene of the radius rod is direct, it follows that by lengthening

this rod the amount required (5/32 in.) the valve will be squared, and

can be trammed to the dimensions shown in Fig. 14. These dimensions

are the ones required by the specification. The valve has thus been squared

and the errors corrected by the following changes: Eccentric rod short-

ened 1/16 in. Link radius rod lengthened 5/32 in. A final trial of the

valve and cut-off, etc., can now be made in the previously described manner.

HYPOTHETICAL CASE NO. 2.

Let it be assumed that on tramming for lead, results are obtained as
represented by Fig. IS. Divide the error between the forward and back-

ward motions, as follows:

Error in forward motion

—

Front, 7/16 in. — % in. lead = 3/16 in. error.

Back, % in. lead — 1/16 in. — 3/16 in. error.

THE Y. M. C. A. PLAN OF INSTRUCTION FOR APPREN-
TICES AND SHOP EMPLOYEES.*

BY F. M. M. RICHARDSON.

Front, % in. lead — 3/16 in. = 1/16 in. error.

Back, 5/16 in. — J4 in. lead = 1/16 in. error.

To square the lead the

valve must be moved
3/16 in. ahead.

Error in backward motion

—

To square the lead the

valve must be moved
1/16 in. back.

As the errors in the two motions occur in opposite directions, it follows

that they augment each other, and that the combined or average error will

be the sum of the two, viz.: 3/16 in. plus 1/16 in. equals J4 in. average

error. To divide this error equally about a central point, it will be neces-

sary to move the valve one-half the amount, or ^ in. (in this case Yi in.

ahead in forward motion). The eccentric rod must be lengthened % in. (in

the proportion of two to one) to move the valve Yi in. When this has

been done, the valve stem will tram as shown in Fig. 16.

The errors in forward and backward motion have thus been equalized,

and it remains only to square the lead front and back for both motions.

The valve as now standing is 1/16 in. too far back to equalize the

lead, viz.:

5/16 in. — % in. lead = 1/16 in. error, front.

% in. lead — 3/16 in. = 1/16 in. error, back.

To move the valve ahead 1/16 in. the link radius rod must be lengthened

1/16 in. and the lead will then be squared. When trammed for lead, the

results will be as shown by Fig. 14. These dimensions are the ones

required by the specification.

The lead has- been squared and the errors have been corrected by the

following changes: Eccentric rod lengthened % in. Link radius rod

lengthened 1/16 in.

Trial of the valve travel and cut-off, etc., can now be made in the

manner previously described. From the above it is evident, that the errors

in forward and backward motion are equalized by changing the length

of the eccentric rod; and the lead is then squared by changing the length

of the radius rod. Theoretically the radius rod should not be changed;

but the amount necessary is so slight, that it makes practically no difference

in the movement of the valve.

With outside admission piston valves the arrangement of the

gear is the same as that used with outside admission slide valves,

and the method of setting is the same. The line and line posi-

tions of the valve, however, must be observed through peep

holes, as in the case of the inside admission piston valve.

Educational Secretary, Railroad
Young Men's

Department, International Committee of
Christian Associations.

In September, 1906, the Young Men's Christian Association

undertook to conduct the apprenticeship school of the Westing-

house Air Brake Company at Wilmerding, Pa., on company time.

Conducting apprenticeship schools for corporations was not a

new experience to the Young Men's Christian Association, but it

was new to conduct one during the working hours. It meant that

the apprentice received the same rate of pay for attending classes

as for some productive work in the shop, and that he received

special instruction better fitting him for the trade in which he

was indentured. In the last five years considerable progress has

been made in the development of such schools and the day plan

has been successfully adopted by a number of industrial and rail-

way corporations.

The first class of railway shop apprentices under the Associa-

tion plan was opened in November, 1909, at the Pine Bluflf shops

of the St. Louis Southwestern. This was closely followed by

the opening of classes on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

at Scranton in January, 1910, and later with classes at East

Buffalo and Kingsland, thus placing all the apprentices of that

road under instruction. On the St. Louis Southwestern the work

begun at Pine Bluf¥ was extended to Tyler, Texas, at the end of

the first year, thus including all apprentices on that system.

The plan of operation is based on the idea of uniform instruc-

tion over the lines of any railway system and is a part of the

system educational work of the railway department of the Inter-

national Committee of Young Men's Christian Associations.

Where a Railway Association is located at a shop point the work
is done in co-operation with that Association. The absence of

such an Association does not, however, prevent the establishment

of a school at any point, as the instruction is generally con-

ducted in a room provided by the company on the shop grounds.

In considering a modern plan for the instruction of appren-

tices the first two questions to be met are those of cost and al-

lowing time out of shop. The latter question is involved in the

cost but its significance is in its relation to the working condi-

tions prevailing in the shop, and it is summed up in the query,

"To what extent would the output of the shop he aflfected by

releasing the apprentice for a number of hours' instruction each

week?" The question can best be answered by those who have

tried the day plan of instruction and have found that the in-

creased efficiency of the apprentice due to instruction more than

oflfsets the loss of the several hours spent in the class room

each week. There is still a tendency on the part of some to be-

lieve that while this may be true of the shop with a large number

of apprentices, it cannot apply to the shop where but a few

are employed and where the work of each apprentice counts as a

definite part of the shop output. However, with a flexible plan

like that of the Association the local conditions may be met so

as to give to the shop a practicable working scheme for the in-

struction of the apprentices employed.

In one of the shops where the Association plan is in operation

there are but fourteen apprentices, divided among four trades.

Each apprentice attends one class session in one three-hour period,

but the apprentices are divided into two classes, so that by this

arrangement not more than half the apprentices in each depart-

ment are out of shop at any one time. In another shop the

group is divided into four classes, and thus only one-fourth of the

apprentices in each department are out of the shop for one period

of instruction once each week. An arrangement of this kind

brings together the apprentices of the different trades for in-

struction in the same class period, but the class is small, making

a splendid condition for individual instruction, which is the key

to effective results. The instructor is thus permitted to meet

•Entered in the competition on the instruction of workmen and appren-

tices which closed April 15, 1911.
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individual needs and to adapt the instruction to a constantly

changing class, as new boys are enrolled to take the place of

those just out of their time. While the classes referred to above

are operated on the three hour class period the Association

reconnnends four hours weekly in class groups not to exceed fif-

teen apprentices each, where the local conditions permit such an

arrangement.

In determining the cost of any system of apprenticeship in-

struction throe elements are to be considered, viz., the operating

expense of the educational scheme, the wages paid for time

spent under instruction, and the loss represented by what profit

might Iiave been derived from the product of the labor of the

apprentices if employed productively in the shop for the same

period as that spent in the classroom. Of these three elements

the last is frequently regarded as negligible, while the real cost

Is figured on actual output represented in the items of operation

and wages. The extent of the wage item in the estimated cost

depends on the total number of apprentices employed, on the

rate paid, and on the number of hours given for class instruc-

tion. This is a fixed cost so that any economy effected must

come under the operating expense of the system of instruction

measured by its effectiveness as a producer of results in the shop.

Few shops have apprentices enough to require the entire time

of one instructor in the classroom where the apprentices are

given but four hours instruction weekly. The average shop on

this basis requires but part of one instructor's time each week,

and the remainder of the week must be spent in some other phase

of work or in instruction at other shops on the system. The

Association has adopted the latter plan which permits the

economic arrangement of using the traveling instructor, who
gives his whole time to instruction and to matters relating to the

apprentice school. On the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

with over two hundred apprentices at three shop points two in-

structors are able to handle all the classroom instruction. On
another system for which plans have been drawn up to give in-

struction to the four hundred and fifty apprentices divided among

twelve shop points, five instructors will be able to conduct the

work of the classroom. Train schedules determine in part the

number of instructors necessary to give the required instruc-

tion under a given set of conditions. On the small road and on

systems having but a few shops the whole time of one man can

be profitably used in giving instruction, because of the desirability

of making the classes smaller and of combining the duties of

shop instructor with the regular classroom duties. Every shop

should have one man acting as shop instructor for all or part

of his time, depending on the number of apprentices employed.

The shop instructor's chief value lies in his ability to direct the

effort of the apprentice in the application of the classroom in-

struction to shop practice, to give the necessary instruction on

new operations and to detect lost motion on the part of the

apprentice.

The problem of the small independent shop with apprentices

enough for one small class requiring not over five hours of the

time of an instructor each week is adequately provided for in

the Association plan. Plans for such a shop have recently been

submitted whereby an instructor will be furnished one morning

weekly, and his work will be supervised by the educational sec-

retary of the local Railway Y. M. C. A. Association for the act-

ual cost of conducting the instruction.

Under the Association plan one organization comprehends the

whole scheme of instruction, and thus each road adopting the

plan is relieved of organizing a department to carry on the in-

struction. This removes the overhead charge of a department,

and yet insures the necessary supervision, instructors, and in-

struction sheets prepared by experts employed by the Associa-

tion. These instruction sheets conform to standards prevailing

on the road where the instruction is to be given.

What a master mechanic thinks of apprenticeship under Asso-

ciation auspices is suggested in the following statement: "I am
well pleased with the showing, and you cannot realize, unless

you are placed in daily contact with the men you are teaching,

the foundation you are laying for these young men. You are

not only doing great good in preparing a patii which will be

much easier for them to travel, but you are benefiting the shop

immensely." This statement, made in a letter acknowledging

the receipt of a monthly report, comprehends the two funda-

mental principles underlying the Association plan of instruction,

viz., moral value and practical results. Any test less than this

would be unfair to both the company and to the Association,

for the apprentice of today is the mechanic of tomorrow and

on his development depends the efficiency and the moral tone

of the mechanic of the future.

What the apprentices think of modern apprenticeship is sug-

gested by the following quotations : "The school is the best

thing the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western ever gave us." "It

helps us in our work. We need lots of drawing, for we get

lots of it on patterns." Another says "I am satisfied because

there is great improvement in my arithmetic," while another

replies, "I don't think we have any kick coming, as we are do-

ing nicely."

The establishment of an apprentice school has a stimulating

effect on other shop employees. In connection with one of the

first schools to be opened an evening class was organized for

journeymen, and the first man to enroll was a shop foreman.

At another point an evening class for journeymen was organized

at their request and the class filled up to its seating capacity.

Where the apprentice instructor is not crowded in his day work

this evening work may be handled by him, as is the case on the

St. Louis Southwestern.

While these side lights indicate the educational influence pro-

duced by an apprenticeship class, the main issue on which an

appropriation to conduct such schools must be justified, is the

apprentice himself and his training and consequent increased

efficiency. Naturally the offering of educational advantages to

the apprentice permits the company to require that he be quali-

fied by his previous schooling to take advantage of what is

offered educationally. Incapacity and indifference likewise may
operate as a means of elimination of unpromising material, and

thus the school becomes a means of developing carefully se-

lected men to supply the needs of the future for leading work-

men in railway shops.

ZINC END ON WASHOUT PLUG.

Zinc is said to be particularly effective in preventing corrosion

due to electrolysis, as it is electro-positive to iron and will

protect iron or steel at its own expense as long as it is kept

in contact with it. In accordance with this theory, the Chicago

& North Western is using a zinc insertion on the inner end of

brass washout plugs. The plug thus made is here illustrated.
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Washout Plug With Zinc End Projecting Inside of Boiler.
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The zinc is cast in iron molds and is screwed into the washout

plug. The projecting end of zinc is 1^ in. in diameter and 2^ in.

long. It is found that most of the zinc is eaten out in less than

two weeks, and to that extent it has prevented corrosion and

pitting by electrolytic action. We are promised the further re-

sults of this experiment, which aims to prevent the corrosion

and pitting of locomotive boiler sheets and tubes.

J
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ENGINE HOUSE KINKS; PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

BY ROBERT G. BENNETT,

Motive Power Inspector, South Pittsburgh, Pa.

TIRE HEATING APPARATUS.

A portable fuel oil tire heating apparatus, designed for use

at outlying engine houses and on the road, is shown in Fig. 1.

If an engine failure occurs on the road, due to a loose tire,

pipe having 1/16-in. holes spaced 3 in. center to center on the

inner side, is placed over the tire. A set of these rings of vari-

ous diameters is kept on hand for the different size tires. The
four small pins on the inner side of the ring, J^ in. long and

Yi in. in diameter, keep the ring the proper distance from the

tire.

The heater consists of an oil tank A, 18 in. in diameter.

Compressed air for forcing the oil from the tank to the burner,

and also for mixture with the oil to provide proper combus-
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Fig. 1—Tire Heating Apparatus.

the tire heating apparatus is placed on a locomotive at the near-

est engine terminal and is hurried to the spot at once. This is

a great improvement over having the engine give up its train

and go to the terminal light, while another engine is despatched

to bring the train in. A workman familiar with the operation

of the tire heater accompanies it, and with the aid of the crew

places the apparatus on the ground near the tire that is to be

heated. Compressed air is available by making a connection

with the train line on the engine. A ring of 1-in. wrought iron

tion, is supplied from the shop air line or from the train line,

if on the road, through the connection B. When the heater is

used on the road during very cold weather, steam from the

steam heat line on the locomotive is connected with the pipe

fkrforahdBrass Sheef Jghofes, jg cfi:s.

^h
.©

Fig. 2—Burner or Torch of Tire Heater.

IVIethod of Clamping Burner to Ring and Detail of

Strainer in Oil Tank.

C. The steam passes through this pipe, heating the oil, and is

exhausted to the atmosphere. The tank is refilled with oil

through the connection at D. The use of the cock at D makes

it possible to reduce the air pressure in the tank slowly when

it is opened for refilling. The apparatus has two burners for

use in the engine house ; only one is necessary when it is used

on the road. Each burner is connected to the tank by two 8 ft.

lengths of 14 in. air hose, one for the oil and one for the air.
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The flow of the air and oil through these pipes is controlled by

the j4-in. globe valves E. The air after passing through the

valve enters the ^-in. wrought iron pipe // through the ^-in.

X lJ4-in- tee, F. The oil passes through a J4-in. pipe, which ex-

tends inside of the J^-'"- P'P<-"> '"^s shown by the detail view of

the burner, Fig. 2.

In lighting the burner, a piece of oily waste is burned on the

pan /, igniting the oil as it leaves the burner. The burner is
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Fig. 4—Furnace for Melting Bronze.

clamped in the heater ring at /, as shown on the detail drawing,

Fig. 3, and the flame from its two ends is forced into the 1-in.

pipe and out through the 1/16 in. holes. Fig. 3 also shows a

detail of the strainer that is placed in the oil tank, which con-

sists of a perforated brass sheet with 1/32-in. holes spaced 1/16

in. center to center. A detail view of the ignition pan is shown

on Fig. 1. Approximately 2i^ gal. of oil are used per tire. It

is mixed in the proportion of 3 gal. of fuel oil to 1 gal. of

bronzed sleeve on tlic end of the rod. It is often of considerable

advantage to be able to bronze the valve stem quickly at an

engine house, in order that the engine may not be held out of

service waiting for material or by having this work done at a

larger shop. A small furnace for melting bronze for this class

of work is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of a cast iron base A,

measuring 24 in. x SO'/z in. inside. This is mounted on four

short legs, which are 8% in. high. The inside of the base is

lined with fire brick and asbestos. Above the base a heavy

sheet iron casing C encloses the fire brick walls, holding them

in position, and also assisting to retain the heat in the furnace.

The opening for the crucible is elliptical and of the proper size

I'lfh'nc^ Ton^S.

Fig. 5—Tongs and Lifting Bar for Removing Crucible from

Brass Furnace.

carbon oil. About eight minutes are required to put on a tire

with this apparatus.

SMALL FURNACE FOR MELTING BRONZE.

On many of the large locomotives which use the Stephenson

valve motion, it is necessary for the valve rod to extend back

through the guide yoke, and at this point a valve rod yoke bear-

ing is placed through which the bronzed end of the valve rod

travels. As is usual with such parts this bearing wears, and it

is necessary to renew it often, consequently the use of the

V- X-iof^.-X- 21^'- -^..lof-^

-^rh '.h^

Fig. 6—Tongs for Pouring Bronze from Crucible.

to hold a No. 35 McCullough-Dalzell crucible and to allow

sufificient room for the tongs, which are shown in Fig. 5, to

grasp it. A J/2-in. gas line and a Y^-'in. air line tap into a 1-in.

wrought iron pipe line at D. This 1-in. pipe is curved at E, so

that the flame will encircle the crucible. A cast iron cover or

loose fire brick is placed over the top of the furnace while the

contents of the crucible are melting. The lifting bar is designed

to catch the tongs at A and to hold them fast to the crucible

while the workmen lift it from the furnace. The contents of

the crucible are poured by means of the tongs shown in Fig. 6.

Prepared or iron molds may be used, either of which should

be made in half sections so that they may be easily placed and

centered about the piece that is to be bronzed.

STANDARDIZATION OF RAILWAY TINWARE.

The standardization of railway tinware from the viewpoint

of the manufacturer was treated in a paper presented before

the recent meeting of the Railway Storekeepers' Association by

A. H. Handlan, Jr., of the Handlan-Buck Manufacturing Com-

pany. He said : "We established standards on railway tinware

and introduced them some years ago. These patterns are stand-

ard on many of the systems throughout the South and West.

However, changes have been made from time to time to suit

the particular demands and requirements of the departments

using tinware, and we now find ourselves manufacturing from

a large variety of special patterns, comprising, for instance, 25

or more patterns for an ordinary engineers' torch, any one of

which jn all probability would really answer any road's require-

ments. Our pattern room contains a vast assortment of pat-

terns—some that are obsolete, some used perhaps once in a

year, others used daily—until our stock of patterns in the pat-

tern room is greater than the stock of finished material in the

store room. Please bear in mind, however, that this feature is

not a serious objection of, or a burden to the manufacturer.

"Owing to special designs required by the railways, the manu-

facturer has been compelled to exact from them a contract

specifying the approximate quantities of tinware required during

a specified time, and an assurance that this amount will be speci-

fied for ; further, if the railway should subsequently place its con-

tract with another manufacturer, it is obligatory on its part to
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take from the hands of the manufacturers any stock that was
made up and specially stamped for it, whether one or more of

these articles is obsolete or has been discarded as a standard

by the railway. This understanding between the manufacturer

and the railway is of necessity in order that a sufficient stock of

these special patterns can be maintained in order that reasonably

prompt shipment may be made. Under these conditions, there is

naturally evidence of an unnecessary expense, the burden of

which is borne by some one.

"Now comes the time when it seems most essential that the

matter of standardization of tinware should be considered, and

if possible, standards should be adopted that will serve the require-

ments of all railways. The manufacturer could furnish material

cheaper for the reason that the goods could be turned out at

less cost by making them in larger quantities. The metal worker

can work faster and to better advantage on regular standard

types than on special types; consequently, the manufacturer can

arrive at almost the exact cost of the finished product instead

of estimating it as is now done.

"I believe the railways will benefit greatly by standardization

of tinware for the following reasons : The manufacturer would

carry the stock. The manufacturer upon receipt of order, could

label the standards specified, and ship at once—delays in ship-

ment are expensive. The manufacturer would relieve the rail-

way of the necessity of carrying two or three months' require-

ments. The manufacturer with the assurance of standards,

would purchase raw material in larger quantities and cheaper.

The railway could probably purchase at lower cost and standard-

ization would insure uniform material."

lowered by means of the screws 5" that are attached to the top
boxes which move in grooves in the supporting frame F. The
projection G on the upper roll, which fits in a corresponding
groove in the lower one, keeps the rolls in line with one another.

REDUCfNG ROLLS.

BY C. C. LEECH.

Foreman, Pennsylvania Railroad, Buffalo, N. Y.

A machine for reducing the size of iron rods is shown in the

accompanying illustration. The rolls are mounted in bearings

which are supported by housings bolted to the cast iron bed B
which rests on a wooden foundation W. Power is furnished

from an overhead countershaft equipped with tight and loose

pulleys and having straight and cross belts in order to reverse

the motion of the rolls. The iron beds which are to be re-

duced are heated in a furnace conveniently located and the rolls

are started. The rod is first entered in the largest groove and

passes through it. The end which comes through last is seized

40 -A k 20-—• >i

A Simple Reducing Rolls.

by an operator with a pair of tongs and the machine is re-

versed, the rod being started back through the next size smaller

groove. This operation is repeated until the rod is reduced to

the proper diameter. With this arrangement it is necessary to

have an operator on both sides of the rolls, one reversing the

machine for the other; provision might be made, however, for

an automatic reversing arrangement. The bearings of the bot-

tom roll are stationary, but the upper roll may be raised or

MASTER BOILER MAKERS' ASSOCIATION.

The fifth annual convention of the International Master Boiler
Makers' Association was held at the Rome Hotel in Omaha,
Neb., May 23-26, A. N. Lucas, of the Chicago, Milkaukee & St.

iPaul, presiding. The first day was occupied sole'y with ad-
dresses of welcome and responses thereto. It was on the morn-
ing of the second day that the real business was begun in a con-
sideration of the question of apprenticeship.

BOILER MAKER APPRENTICES ON THE NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES.

The subject was opened by C. W. Cross, superintendent of
apprentices of the New York Central Lines. He outlined the

general methods of work, with which the readers of the Railway
Age Gazette are already familiar, and emphasized the practice

of giving the apprentice boys a good all-around training in the

practical part of the work, changing them about frequently so

they will have an opportunity for experience in all cf it. The
boys are worked with experienced mechanics, and in some cases

alone, with their program of progress arranged in proper

sequence to give them a full knowledge of the practical part of

the work. The apprentices are also sent to a school on the shop
property two mornings a week during working hours and while

under pay. Here they are taught the principles of mechanical

drawing and mathematics particularly suited to the work. After

the early part of the course the school work is specialized to suit

the several trades.

Care has been taken in arranging the course of instruction

to avoid any impossible or finely figured standards and to keep

in mind the traditions of the business with regard to methods
of performing work, confining the instruction to fundamental

principles on which all agree. For instance, an attempt would
not be made to designate the best arrangement for a hydraulic

riveter in a shop, realizing that a discussion of the relative merits

of a riveter in a pit as compared with the elevated pattern could

be carried on until every one was exhausted without any pros-

pect of reaching a unanimous conclusion. All the work that is in-

troduced is in accordance with the New York Central Lines

standard practice, from which illustrations are selected. A
system of reports is made by the shop instructors and the school

instructors to the local shop officer which are in turn forwarded

to the apprenticeship headquarters. Special emphasis is placed

on the personal touch maintained between the instructor and

the aprentices with a view to ascertaining the type of work or

branch of service for which each boy is best fitted. It has been

found necessary to use great care in selecting mstructor.s. who
must be men who are not only competent, but are willing to

undertake the work for the love of it and their interest in the

young men, as well as for the remuneration they receive.

A unique feature of this apprenticeship is the individual factor.

No attempt is made to group the apprentices in classes, but

rather to advance each one as much as possible, taking into con-

sideration the personal characteristics and educational founda-

tion as well as the physical qualifications of the apprentices. An
effort is made to teach the student concentration of mind, realiz-

ing that many of the boys have not had discipline of that kind.

An earnest effort is made to develop in the young man the habit

of study.

The impression seems to prevail that the New York Central

Lines is educating apprentices for other roads. It is a fact that

we lose a large number of apprentices and graduates from the

apprentice department ; this is in a way a compliment to the

apprenticeship system, but we would prefer to hold the boys in

our service. It is well known that boilermakers are somewhat
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of a nomadic nature, and tliis tendency to migrate cannot be

stopped. A reasonable amount of changing from one sliop to

another is bencllcial to a young man, as it develops his initiative

and self reliance and gives him extended oportunties for observa-

tion of shop practice from which he can select the best methods

of doing work, making him a more valuable employee and in

many instances enabling him to secure promotion; however, care

should be taken that he does not became a confirmed gypsy.

Although the desertions from the service are somewhat of a

menace, it is believed that conditions will improve due to the

recent awakening of interest in industrial education. Inquiries

and observations from all directions indicate that other railways

and manufacturing establishments are now giving this subject the

consideration it deserves, and in some instances have taken

action in inaugurating some parts of the plan.

The fact is being demonstrated that no outside system of in-

struction, such as trade schools, correspondence schools, or even

the Y. M. C. A., can fully meet the needs of apprentices, and that

the control and direction of the instruction must be coincident

with the control and direction of the shop. Indications point

to the day not far distant when each road will have a fully

equipped apprenticeship system organized as an integral part of

its motive power department. Before such a movement can

start the management must be convinced that for its own wel-

fare in the future it must be provided with skilled, intelligent

workmen trained in its own shops; men who can stand on their

own merits and do the work which is needed; men who will

command the respect of their employers, who can and will bring

skill and judgment to their work so that they may command
compensation commensurate with their increased ability. To
supply the need we must train the hands and the minds of our

recruits. The present emergency seems to compel us to take

the school to the boy for the training of the mind. Our greatest

work is in the shop. The boy is in the shop and we must move
the school to him for we cannot move him to the school. We
cannot wait for the educators to adapt themselves to our problem,

but must take it in hand ourselves—hence the apprenticeship

department.

It meets the need because the boys who come to us are those

who must work every posible working hour in order to make a

living. They cannot afford to go to school. Even if they could

learn trades in a trade school they cannot afford to do so. It

is a most direct and definite educational work. The boys know
what they want to do in life and they are doing it. They are

learning to use their hands under the direction of skilled teach-

ers of their trades, and the training of the mind naturally asso-

ciates itself with the training of the hand. Because the boy is

making his place among men while acquiring his education and

is educated in his work while at work, this type of school sur-

passes all others in directness, definiteness and in conservation

and concentration of the attention of the mind of the boy. To
these advantages another of great importance is added. The
boy does not finish his school work and then find it necessary

to establish himself in a working position. He is already in such

a position and is fitting himself daily the better to fill it and

prepare for advancement. He is already making friends of his

superiors who are beginning to rely on him in the organization.

Trade school boys and even technical school graduates do not

enjoy this advantage. For these reasons the responsibility of

those in charge is great because the possibilities of achievement

are limited only by the scope of the plan and by the sincerity and

ability with which the work is carried out. It may be narrow or

it may be broad. It may be selfish or it may be generous.

In a few years much has been accomplished. It is reasonable

to expect that the good results which are promised with cer-

tainty to those broad-minded enough to establish these schools

and aprenticeships will lead to their multiplication. The move-
ment was carried completely across the continent in two jumps
by the New York Central Lines and the Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fc. A number of other roads have also inaugurated

definite apprcnticesliip systems with educational features.

Mr. Cross was followed by his assistant, Henry Gardner, who
presented in a very striking manner the methods and results

obtained on the New York Central Lines. He showed through

the medium of lantern slides, the character of the instruction

papers that are used in the classroom work, their extreme sim-

plicity and how they are adapted to the mind of the boy. They
showed concrete ideas of fractions; they illustrated, in detail,

the various kinds of hammers and chisels that are used; the

reasons for using handles on some, and why those handles were
put in tight or loose. They showed the way to use a file, and
illustrated the kinds of staybolts that are used; the difference

between a tube expander and a roller. Then there were illustra-

tions of the various drawing sheets; starting with the simple

methods and working up to the more complex, in which the

problems of laying out were involved. Pictures of models were
also given, which were used, first to give the boy an idea of

what he was to make ; and then, after he had laid out the sheet

and cut it from paper, they served as a base about which to

wrap it to see if it fitted.

In this drawing work they do not follow the practice of the

schools and the text books of merely laying out the limit lines,

but allowances are made for laps and all the thicknesses of sheets.

Then, too, the boys are not allowed to use tools in the laying

out in the drawing room that would not be available in the shop.

The dividers, for example, are used for the determination of the

center line of a sheet, and the T square is debarred.

The laying out progresses regularly and systematically until the

whole scheme of boiler construction has been covered. And yet

the steps from one point to the other have been so gradual,

that there has been no cramming or straining on the part of the

boys, and the end is reached easily and with certainty. It is

an extensive application of kindergarten methods with results

that are by no means of the kindergarten kind, as was shown
by photographs of the work done by second, third and fourth

year apprentices. These showed firebox sheets, wrapper sheets,

tube sheets, back heads and domes laid out and ready for use

on the locomotive by boys not yet out of their apprenticeship.

BOILER SHOP APPRENTICES ON THE SANTA FE.

F. W. Thomas, supervisor of apprentices of the Santa Fe,

said : Boys wishing to learn the boiler maker's trade are numer-

ous in one section and very scarce in another, depending on the

class and personnel of the men in the shop. In some few locali-

ties we can get all the boys we can use, while in other places

—

the majority of places—there is a dearth of such applicants.

If there is a good, steady body of men, accommodating, obliging,

honest and moral in character, the boys will come. On the con-

trary you will experience the reverse when you have a rough,

rowdy class of men, mixed with a large number of the foreigners.

The work in a boiler shop is hard, noisy and disagreeable. Its

very noise robs the work of any sociability. While we do not

expect the men to hold social levees, yet in all other trades there

is a certain amount of visiting while the men are legitimately

passing to and fro, in moving from one part of the shop to an-

other in the discharge of their duties. Neither does the present

day boiler shop offer much encouragement to the boy. Promo-

tions to higher positions, nine times out of ten go to the machine

shop. I do not know of more than one or two cases where the

position of master mechanic and other higher positions are filled

by boiler makers. The only conclusion to be drawn is that the

machinist is better fitted for these jobs. It takes as much brains

to make a boiler maker as it does a machinist, a blacksmith or a

cabinet maker. In requires if anything a greater honesty. So

much of the boiler shop work cannot be inspected as to its work-

manship—as to its faithfulness.

I do not think the boiler shop and the boiler maker have

kept pace wdth the machine shop and machinist in advancement,

new inventions, education, research and personnel. The impres-

sion is prevalent that anyone with muscles and wind can drive
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staybolts or rivets; anyone with a day's training can roll flues;

anyone with a week's life in the shop can lay up a patch. You
have stood by, and by your silence approved the implied ; ?ciiion

that anyone can be a boiler maker who is possessed with brawn

and muscle. We must call a halt and come back to the fact that

it is just as important to have brains and education ir, a builer

shop as in any other department of the organization
;
good men,

intelligent men, mechanics, are needed badly in the boiler shop.

The Santa Fe system has 635 apprentices on the system ; 629,

or all but six, enjoy the benefit of our educational : ystcm.

Where the shops are not of sufficient size to employ a regular

resident instructor we have traveling instructors who spend at

least two days a week with these boys. We appreciate the

value and importance of shop instructors and we have been

most liberal in providing these practical men. The foreman

should be relieved of such duties; he has too many other

troubles, and when the men are on some contract or merit sys-

tem, it is not fair to require the foremen to show or help the ap-

prentice. There is no shop where the instructor can be so valuable,

no shop where the instruction is so badly needed as the boiler

shop. This shop offers too many opportunities to slight work;

to hide defects. An instructor devoting his entire time to the

boys can eliminate a great deal of this. Where there are fifteen

apprentices it will pay any boiler shop to employ a regular shop

instructor. He can run the shop in the absence of the foreman.

He can make himself invaluable to his employer and to his fore-

man by keeping his eyes on any particular job. With the help

of his instructor the boy can go right along with the work. He
is taught the name and the use of any shop tool or machine, the

"ins" and "outs," and tricks of the trade early in the game, and

need not waste valuable time in endless and expensive experi-

ments. He begins to manufacture and produce the minute he

enters the shop.

The school end of the instruction concerns such branches as

are needed in his work, robbed of all frills and trimmings, simple

in the beginning but gradually leading up as he advances in age

to more difficult work, such as the spacing of holes, squaring up

sheets, laying out with the least waste of material and time, tri-

angulation, projectatory methods of laying out, ability to make

a sketch, and to intelligently interpret a blue print, illuminated

display drawings to explain the reason and necessity for lapping

metal properly, spacing rivets and stays, importance of laying

metal to metal and not depending on caulking. These are the

things he needs in his chosen work, things he remembers, things

of value.

It has been often said that the establishment of one of the

justly famous hotels by Fred Harvey along the line of the Santa

Fe improves the moral tone of the entire town. It has been

equally evident in the improvement of the moral tone of our

shops by the establishment of an apprentice school.

JACOBS-SHUPERT FIREBOX.

As the committee assigned to report on the radical departures

that are being made in boilers and fireboxes had no report to

make, the subject was turned over to A. W. Whiteford, the

mechanical manager of the Jacobs-Shupert Firebox Company, to

present the merits of the design which he represents. His talk

was illustrated by lantern slides. With these he showed how
the firebox was a machine-made structure. The channel units

for the inner and outer sheets are received as flat plates, cut

to size, from the mills. They are heated and with a single

stroke of the press are formed into channels and bent to the

shape required for the firebox. As they are all duplicates they

are laid out for drilling with a template, it being possible for a

second year apprentice to do this work. The same holds for the

stay sheets, the back head and the back tube sheet. As for the

rivetting, it is all done with an hydraulic rivetter, the only por-

tion of the work that follows present methods being that of

connecting the firebox to the shell, which is done by hand or

pneumatic rivetting.

The clain:s of superiority that were m.ade for the box were

that it was purely of a machine-made construction, and, therefore,

cheap ; and that it was far more efficient and economical than

the ordinary boiler. In addition to which great stress was laid

upon the higher degree of safety that couid be obtained with it

as compared to the ordinary firebox.

The speaker culled from Prof. Breckenridge's experiments to

show the rate at which heat is transmitted from the firebox

through the sheet to the water behind it, and showed the per-

centages of loss due to gases in the firebox, soot on the sheet,

the sheet itself, the scale behind it, the film of steam beyond

and finally the absorption by the water, claiming that an ap-

preciable percentage of this loss was saved in the Jacobs-Shupert

firebox by the cleaner condition in which the sheet was main-

tained both without and within. He claimed that the smoothness

of the sheet enabled the currents of hot gases to sweep over

it in such a way that soot was not deposited ; also that the curve

of the sheet of the units was such that it readily adapted itself to

changing temperatures and, by an alteration of form, prevented

the close adhesion of scale, breaking it up so that the water

would have ready access to the inclal. [n this way, all the

stresses of expansion and contraction set up in the ordinary

boiler were nullified. He asserted that on an ordinary 6 ft. sheet

the expansion was such that the stresses set up were nine times

as great as it was considered safe for the sheet to bear.

In the matter of circulation, he showed that in the ordinary

boiler the staybolts set up such eddy currents that the flow of

water was greatly impeded, as evidenced by the large amount of

scale that was deposited on all staybolts and stays. This v>as

set down to the credit of the Jacobs-Shupert box, by inference.

As for safety, an absolute guarantee against explosion was

offered. It was maintained that no matter how low the water

might be, and no matter how hot the sheets might become, an

explosion could not occur, so strong was the staying of the

surfaces. It might be that the sheets would yield and even split,

but the split would be purely local and could not extend, and

the effect would be no more disastrous than the cracking or col-

lapsing of a tube is at present. Tests were cited where the

sheets had been both accidentally and purposely heated to a

high temperature and water injected upon them without causing

any trouble whatever.

Finally in the matter of efficiency and economy of operation

the speaker claimed that tests had shown that boilers equipped

with the Jacobs-Shupert firebox had given an increase of ef-

ficiency of 35 per cent, over the ordinary boiler, and that, there-

fore, on all counts of simplicity of construction, efficiency and

economy it was in every way superior to the ordinary firebox.

Discussion.—Naturally, in the discussion which followed the

soundness of some of these claims was questioned. As to the

value of the mechanical method of construction there could be no

doubt, though attention was called to the fact that comparative

costs were wanting and that first cost rates were in need of more

light. It was also conceded that in the matter of safety, that is

strength of construction, the Jacobs-Shupert box was probably

much superior to the ordinary firebox. The almost continuous

stay sheet was certainly stronger than the staybolts and probably

less likely to crack.

But when it came to the matter of expansion and its effects,

doubts arose. It might possibly be granted that longitudinal ex-

pansion would be taken up by the curvature of the units and

little additional stress in that direction be imposed. But how
about the vertical stresses? When the back tube sheet came up,

as it was known to do, what would be the effect of the rigid

stay sheet that tended to hold it in on all sides, even though

there might be a couple of sling stays at the top and center?

Would not the expansion stresses, so set up, tend to crack the

tube sheet at the center, and tend also to crowd the tube holes

in the upper corners out of round?

As for circulation, it was, of course, allowed that the stay-

bolts and braces did tend to the formation of eddy currents, but
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tlic st.ittMr.ciit ii'siiltcil ill a boomerang of questions. If llic

sn.all luuiiu sl.o bolls set up so iinieli resi.slance to tiie free

flow of tlio water, how much more would be that set up by the

square lioles in llie stay sheets? Here we have ail the elements

for the formation of the worst kind of eddies, and hindrances

of the most serious kind to the easy flow of the water. Not

only would tlie circulation be impeded, with the result that tiie

quieting of the water would produce a serious settling of de-

posits, but these same sheets would offer the most serious of

impediments to a thorough washing out of the boiler. On every

count, then, the Jacobs-Shupert firebox seemed to be inferior to

the common firebox in the matter of circulation.

The speaker was challenged to show any data whatever that

could demonstrate in any way either the direction or velocity

of the currents of water in a firebox. Much as sucli data was

to be desired, and valuable as it would be, no one knew of any

such experiments that had ever been made and any statements

as to the character of the circulation of water in a locom.otive

boiler were purely a matter of deduction based on general prin-

ciples and not on actual measurements made in the field.

Finally a flat issue was taken with the statement that the

Jacobs-Shupert boiler would show an evaporative efficiency of

35 per cent, above that of the ordinary firebox. These figures

are so far above the wildest claims of any advocates of all other

locomotive improvements that . they must be at fault. Even

the greatest enthusiasts of compounding, of superheating, or of

both and all other things combined, have hardly presumed to

put the resultant saving as high as 35 per cent. It was sug-

gested that possibly the gentleman had made a mistake and

slipped a decimal point and that he really meant to say 3.5 per

cent., but even this would have to be proved before it could be

accepted. The result was, that while the apparent merits of the

new type of firebox were admitted, the acceptance of all the

claims made for it, was considered to require a better demon-

stration of their validity than had been given.

In closing the discussion Mr. Whiteford made no reply to

the criticism on his assertions, but offered to furnish evidence

to substantiate his statements, to all who might ask.

As no report was made on the standardizing of shop tools

and equipment, or upon the standardizing of pipe iianges on

boilers and templets for drilling them, these subjects were

passed.

BRICK ARCHES.

Taken as a whole, the report of the committee and the tone of

the discussion that followed were decidedly in favor of the brick

arch for locomotive fireboxes, both on the score of boiler main-

tenance and the economical use of fuel, though there was some

question as to the economy as a whole. One of the claims made
for the brick arch was that it served as an efficient means of

protecting the tube sheet from the drafts of cold air and thus

prevented leakages.

There was some discussion as to its proper location relative to

the tube sheet. At the opening of the discussion the opinion

was expressed that a slight space should be left between the

brick and the sheet to prevent an accumulation of cinders that

would be apt to block the lower tubes. The width of opening

to be left was variously placed at from 2 in. to 6 in., with some-

what of a preference for the smaller spacing. Then came a

statement that the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern was using

brick arches that were carried on arch tubes and were set up

close against the tube sheet. In order to prevent an accumulation

of cinders, the bricks are cut away at the corners and there is

no difficulty whatever. The bricks are put in in short sections,

so that a portion of the arch can be easily removed, if neces-

sary, in order to do work in the firebox. Speaker after speaker

then endorsed the use of the brick arch set close against the

tube sheet.

There were a number of questions as to the effect of the

brick arch on the side sheets. No evidence was produced to

show that the side sheets were any more apt to crack when a

brick arch was used than when it was not, and most of tiie

men using it were decidedly of tiie opinion that it had no in-

jurious effects. While some of the members maintained that no

dillicully had been experienced, even when the arch had been set

close against seams, there were others, and they constituted the

majority of those who spoke, who thought that it would be

best to allow a clearance between the brick and the seam of from

J/2 in. to §^ in. Tliis would correspond with the average prac-

tice relative to side sheets and would insure a complete absence

of all troubles at the seams. One case was cited where an

arch had been set in tightly against a seam which started to

leak and where the trouble had been stopped, not to reappear,

by giving the clearance recommended.

This also holds true as to patches, and one member stated

that he had used the brick arch long and successfully in patched

fireboxes. It was further maintained that where a cracking

of the side sheets did occur, it was probably due to bad water

rather than the brick arch ; as every one knows, bad water is a

prolific cause of sheet cracking. In following up this argument

it was maintained that the brick arch would actually tend to

prevent tlie sheets from cracking, and that it was a good thing

for such sheets. It was maintained that there were no more
leaky staybolts with a brick arch than there were without it.

On one point there was a general agreement, and that was that

it is not well to run the arch up too close to the crown sheet. If

this is done, the intense heat of the flame, as it turns over the

top of the brick, will be apt to cause a leakage of the cross

stays. These conditions are apt to arise if the space is cut

down to from 14 in. to 16 in., and it is well to always maintain

a distance of at least 18 in. to 20 in., if trouble with the crown

stays is to be avoided.

As for economy of operation, that is economy in the use of

coal, it was generally acknowledged that the brick arch made
such a saving possible. This was based on sound scientific

principles, provided the arch was properly installed and worked.

One speaker cited an instance where an engine had burned from

6 to 7 tons less coal on a round trip over a 160 mile division

after the installation of the brick arch, and claims were made of

savings of from 8 to 10 per cent. On the other hand, one case

was mentioned where eight engines had been equipped with

brick arches—all alike and all engaged in the same service. The

arch was removed from one of them, and none of the other

seven ever succeeded in equaling that one in the economical use

of coal.

It was insisted, too, that to obtain any degree of success with

the brick arch, it must be properly installed. It must not only

be put in the proper position in the firebox, but the draft appli-

ances in the smokebox must be adjusted to its use. It is impos-

sible to use the arch without making changes in the location of

the diaphragm and other parts. When this is done, the arch

must be properly and efficiently maintained. If these precautions

are taken it will be a success.

As for the use of the arch in shallow fireboxes, there was

a difiference of opinion. The representative of one road stated

that it was using it on all locomotives, large and small and with

deep and shallow fireboxes, with universal satisfaction. Another

claimed that the arch had no place in a shallow firebox. The

bed would be up against the bottom of it, the coal would not

burn and trouble from lack of steam was without end.

As for ultimate economy no figures were given and the doubt

was raised whether when the cost of the arch tubes and the

brick and the labor required for maintenance and replacements

were taken into consideration there would be a sufficient saving

in coal consumption to pay for this cost. One speaker even

stated that he knew of a case where it cost as much to maintain

the arch tubes used with the brick arch as it had previously done

to keep up the fire tubes.

Further, in the location of the arch, special attention should

be paid to the character of the water used, as it has been found

that the height of the arch, to give the best results, depends
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largely on the water supply, and it should be raised or lowered

accordingly.

The brick arch has been and is in successful operation with

all grades and qualities of bituminous coals from the high class

output of the Pittsburgh district, through the various degrees

of Indiana, Illinois and Iowa coals, to the lignites of Wyoming.
But for each a special adaptation must be made; an arrangement

that will give the best of results on one road with one grade

of coal and one class of service, will be the rankest of failures

elsewhere, where conditions are different.

The whole discussion may be summarized in the general state-

ment that a concensus of opinion of the members present ap-

proved of the brick arch as an economical device. That it should

be properly installed and maintained; that it had best be set

close against the tube sheet with a slight clearance between it

and the side sheets ; that it should be carried on arch tubes

and be composed of short sections ; that it should be kept well

away from the crown sheet; and that the draft of the engine

must be adapted to it, and that, if these Conditions are complied

with, it will be an economical adjunct to the locomotive.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING.

In the report on the Advantages and Disadvantages of Using
the Oxy-Acetylene Process in Making Repairs to Boilers, M. F.

Courtnej^ chairman of the committee, stated that attention was
first directed to the matter on the Great Northern about five

years ago, when it was used in an experimental way for the

making of light boiler repairs. The work was successful, and it

was decided to go into it more extensively, the tin and copper

department being chosen to take it in hand, because it was
thought to be along the lines in which that department was work-

ing and that brazing and soldering had much in common with

this new process ot welding.

The success was so great that a generating plant had to be in-

stalled. This was done and pipe connections were laid to all

pits in the boiler and the machine shops. A corps of men was
instructed as to the methods to be followed in making a suc-

cessful weld. The success or failure of this device depends al-

most entirely on the intelligence displayed by the operators.

The manner of procedure in repairing a crack in the firebox

is as follows: The crack is V'd its entire length at a bevel of

45 deg. In choosing the filler it was found that J4 i"- round

best Swedish iron was the most satisfactory. The torch is ap-

plied, heating the sheet and filler together, the melted iron drop-

ping into the groove until it is filled up ; the torch is again

passed over it, melting the surplus metal off and making a

smooth solid weld. The average amount of this kind of welding

which is done per hour is one foot. In this kind of work, the

acetylene is supplied at a pressure of 4^2 lbs., with the oxygen

at 12 lbs. This proportion has given the best results. To put in

a whole or half side sheet, or a patch of 'any dimensions, the

procedure is the same as described above, the sheets being cut

with an edge bevel of 45 deg.

A comparison of Swedish and Ewald iron as a filler may be

of interest. Swedish iron with a cross section of 2.5 in. by

.401 in. has a tensile strength of 34,500 lbs., while Ewald iron

with a cross section of 2.5 in. by .402 in. has a tensile strength

of 28,400 lbs. Seams welded as described have an efficiency of

about 90 per cent.

The oxy-acetylene process is an admirable cutting agent, a

^-in. plate being cut at the rate of 22 ft. per hour. This cut is

ju=;t as dean as if it had been m.ade with a saw. In cutting,

acetylene used at 4 lbs. and oxygen at 60 lbs. pressure.

Some of the work that is now done by tin's process consists

of welding cracks in mud ring corners, of filling worn places on

boiler sheets to their original thickness, filling staybolt holes

and redrillmg them again, welding links and motion w M'k, and

in general, repairing any fractures.

An interesting development of this process came to light some

time ago during the construction of 600 track leveling gages of a

new design. 'J he carriage frames for these were made of 5^-in.

and 1-in. steel bicycle tubing, and necessitated the welding of

27,000 joints. The oxy-acetylene method was employed and bet-

ter results were obtained than if the frames had been brazed.

Another interesting use is the welding of cast iron. A char-

acteristic of cast iron is its free or uncombined carbon, which

makes the welding so difficult. However, this is overcome by

using a flux of the following formula

:

(!)tho boracic acid, II3 B O3 IS parts
Chlorate of potash, K C L O3 5 parts
Oxide of iron, F Eg O3 3 parts

This mixture is pulverized and kept perfectly dry. A filler is

used composed of rods of cast iron rich in silicon. These act

as a solder when melted ; the rods are usually about ^ in. in

diameter. The work done in cast iron consists of repairs made
to the broken parts of machinery. Blow holes or defects in

the cylinder or other castings are filled up, and cracked spokes

on driving wheels are repaired, even to the extent of welding

in complete new spokes when the old ones are broken out.

Discussion.—In the discussion there was the same enthusiastic

endorsement of the process, but tempered with recitals of fail-

ures and the emphatic assertions repeated time and again that

the work was not one for a novice to undertake; that for its

successful accomplishment, skill and judgment were necessary,

and that these could only be acquired through a long course of

practice and experience. With these acquired there was prac-

tically no limit to the scope of what could be done. Pits on
tubes could be filled; twenty-five tubes a day, averaging ten large

pit holes each, could be repaired; cracks in tube sheets could be

mended—cracks not only in the flanges but in the bridges ; door

plates can be replaced, and the rounding corners of the firebox

repaired. The scope was almost universally comprehensive, and
as speaker after speaker told of his successes, there came sim-

ilar tales of failures and demands for information as to how the

work was done.

The welding of cracks in the side sheets of the firebox seemed
to be the most common feat, and yet some had had the sheets

pull apart not only at the weld, but in the solid metal as it

cooled. It then appeared that success was attained by providing

against this contraction in one of two ways. One was to keep

a stream of water running down the face of the sheet a couple

of inches from the crack on each side. This limited the heated

zone to a few inches, reduced the total contraction, and with it

cut down the resultant stress.

The other method was that involved in the placing of a patch.

A number of men said that they had had no difficulty with the

longitudinal welds, while the vertical welds were more than apt

to fail. Success was attained by putting a corrugation in the

patch and arranging it so that a staybolt would come in the

center of it. The bolt when drawn home would then pull the

crest of the corrugation in, tending to put the sheet in com-

pression and thus compensate for any contraction that might

arise in cooling. At first the corrugation was given a height of

^ in., and a width of 1^ in., but it was found that this was not

quite enough. It was increased to a height of }4 in., and a

width of 2 in., which serves its purpose admirably and prevents

all pulling apart of the weld or sheet. Another point to be

observed is the sequence of doing the work. In putting in a

patch in a side sheet, it is well to weld across the top first, then

down the side 4 or 5 in. at a time, alternating from one side

to the other.

One piece of work that seemed to be the easiest in which

to attain success was that of filling staybolt holes when the holes

had become too large, and then drilling afresh for the bolt.

As opposed to this was one job that had proved so much of

a stumbling block to so many that it seemed, for a titne, to

mark the impossible. It was the welding of bridges in the tube

sheet. One tale of woe followed another in rapid succession,

of how as soon as one bridge was welded, two or three others in

the vicinity would break. Water had been used for cooling;
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tlic sliccts had been i)acke(i with clay, asbestos and every cun-

ceivable precaution iiad been taken to no effect. One member,
in descril)ing his process, said tliat he merely V'd out the crack,

cuttini; clear through and leaving a gap of a full '4 in. between
the parts, lie then welded by llovving in in tlic usual manner.
Occasionally he had had a failure and an adjoining bridge had
cracked. But the man who did not have a failure welded the

bridge as any other crack, and then put a roller expander in

the holes, starting two or three holes away from the repaired

bridge, and rolling out the holes, circling around the mended
bridge, and working in towards it, keeping the scale starting

until tiie sheet was perfectly cold. This enlarged the holes

slightly, but it prevented the secondary cracks from forming.

Then came the subject of welding in tubes. No one seemed

to be al)le to make a succes^s of it. One man had welded in a

•complete set of 391 tubes, that made four round trips and then

failed so utterly that they had to come out and with them the

tube sheets. Other? had welded all the way from a few tubes

to a half set, but without obtaining a satisfactory result. The

method had been to either try to weld in the tubes as a whole,

or to expand them in and weld on a bead, or to expand and

bead by the usual manner and then weld the bead to the sheet,

but none of these processes spelled success.

Finally, a member told of how, in building a new boiler he had

welded in a full set of tubes that was a success in every particu-

lar and had now been running for several months. The work

had been done by turning the boiler up on end, so that the tube

sheet was horizontal. Then the torch had been applied and al-

lowed to burn down deep into the metal. The depth of weld

thus obtained was far greater than would have been possible

with the sheet vertical. He attributed the failures in tube weld-

ing to this failure to get a sufficient depth of weld, and thought

that the up ending of the boiler was the only way in which it

could be done.

One point, however, on which the successful welders were

agreed, was that old material was very much more difficult to

•weld than new, and that the welding of very old tube sheets,

where the original structure of the metal had been changed and

become coarsely granular, was almost impossible and had best

not be attempted.

It was suggested in this connection that fewer failures would

result if the metal were preheated to redness before the welding

was started and then reheated and annealed after the work had

been done, but this did not seem to meet with wide approval

as a practicable scheme.

The result of the discussion indicated that there is hardly a

line of boiler repairs that can not be successfully accomplished

by the oxy-acetylene process in the hands of a skillful operator,

and that for cutting out sheets, taking out fireboxes and work of

that character there is nothing to equal it.

BEST METHOD OF APPLYING TUBES.

The report of .the committee on The Best Method of Applying

Tubes, the Best Method of Caring for Them While Engines Are

on the Road and at Terminals, and the Best Tools to be Used,

consisted of a series of recommendations bearing on these points.

The first to be considered was that of the preparation of the

sheet. The recommendation was made that the hole should be

thoroughly cleaned, and rounded on each edge with a fillet of

not less than 1./16 in. radius. The ferrule should then be properly

annealed and applied in the sheet flush with the fire side with a

ferrule expander having a slight boss of about 1/32 in.; or it

should be lightly rolled in. Care must be taken that the ferrule

is not opened or belled out on the water side, but should hug the

tube tightly when the latter is put in. In order to cover the ex-

pansion of the tube a width of 1 in. is recommended for the

ferrule.

The end of the tube should be swedged down to a diameter

% in. less than the body; it should be annealed and the ferrule

should be of the proper thickness to make the tube a snug fit.

The wear or enlarging of the hole should be taken up with copper

until the hole is considered too large or the tube sheet bridges

get too weak for further service. The tube should be

driven in % in. past the sheet for the bead and then be pinned

out and expanded and rolled light by hand and then beaded ; the

tube should not be turned over other than it is by expander,

which should be one of 30 deg. ; the beading tool to be a standard

tool. Tubes should be annealed on the front end and shimmed
or opened up to fit the hole and beaded to stay SO per cent, of

tlie sheets.

In order to obtain the best results on the road an effort should

be made to have the boiler fed as evenly as possible, and to so

maintain the fire that cold air will be prevented from entering

the firebox as far as possible. If water is to be put in while the

engine is on the side track, it should be done in small quantities.

Above all the fire should not be allowed to die out before water

is fed.

While engines are at terminals the boiler should be filled with

water while the fire is in good condition and the fire should be

knocked out without the use of the blower. The engine should

be equipped with grates in the way of a dump and shaker so that

the dump on the outside grate frame can be opened and be held

so, while the shaker is used to work the fire out. The ash pan

should be cleaned and closed and the air pump be shut off so

as not to form a suction through the firebox and the tubes. The
fire door should be kept shut as much as possible at all times.

When the engine is to be washed, it should be cooled down by

blowing off steam at the dome and the water should then

be drawn out after which it should be washed with hot water,

of not less than 120 deg., and then filled with water at an even

higher temperature.

When engines have work to be done in the firebox they should

be cooled slowly, the steam being blown off at the dome, and,

if it is necessary to put in water, it should be done at the top of

the shell and as near to the front tube sheet as possible.

In raising steam, the fire should be started in ample time to

permit getting the engine hot and to have a good fire covering

all parts of the grates before the forced draft or blower is used.

The best tools recommended for the work are first the ex-

pander, the roller to be the last to be resorted to. A standard

beading tool should be maintained at all times, and when the

tube has been worked until too much metal has been forced out

into the bead for the tool to cover, the surplus should be cut off.

A light hammer should be used for expanding the tube, and care

should be taken not to drive the expander pin any harder than is

absolutely necessary in order to avoid the stretching of the

bridges of the tube sheet and thus force it up.

Discussion.—In the discussion the chairman of the committee,

D. A. Lucas, emphasized the desirability of a wide and heavy

ferrule. He advocated using 60 lb. copper 1 in. wide, and to

support his position showed sections of tubes and sheets where

light and heavy ferrules had been used. In the latter the ferrule

was apt to bell out on the inside forming a pocket for the entrance

of scale and so preventing a full bearing on the tube. With the

heavy ferrule there was a close contact well back of the sheet,

thus cutting off at its very start the originating point of a leak,

which is between the tube and the ferrule. An instance given to

show the effectiveness of this ferrule was that of an engine,

fitted with the usual thin and narrow ferrules, that only made

7,000 miles before the tubes had to be removed. A wide, heavy

ferrule was then applied and the tubes made 96,000 miles before

it was necessary to remove them. However, if the wide ferrule

is opened or belled on the inside it fails to perform its proper

functions and may as well not be used. It is necessary, therefore,

to exercise the greatest vigilance in order to prevent this. If the

tube does not enter readily, it is easy for the man in the firebox

with his heavy bar to roll out the lip of the ferrule for the tube

to enter. This should not be done. The ferrule should be made

to fit the tube and the tube made to enter it properly.

If a ferrule is brazed to the end of the tube, its function is
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destroyed. Leakages are caused by variations of temperature

and by the tube shrinking away from the ferrule. If the two

are brazed together, the tube will certainly carry the ferrule with

it when it contracts and draw it away from the sheet. These

were some of the arguments presented for the wide ferrule. On
the other hand it was stated that the experiments had been made
using wide and narrow ferrules in the same engine and that

accurate records of their performances failed to show that there

was any difference between them.

Attention was also directed to the origin of the copper ferrule.

It came in with the disappearance of the copper tube sheet, when
it was felt that there must be a soft filler to enter all of the

inequalities of the tube and the sheet and so make a tight joint,

and that possibly it might not be a necessity. But very little in-

formation was elicited regarding the steel ferrule, one member
condemning it and another stating that, after six months' service,

a set that had been put in was still all right.

An inquiry was made as to the practice of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern of swedging down the firebox end of the

tube. In reply it was stated to be the practice on that road to

swedge a 2-in. tube down to a diameter of 1^ in. for a distance

of about 4 in. from the end. The advantages claimed are that

the tube sheet lasts longer because of the wider bridge that is

obtained ; that the better circulation so obtained prevents the

sheet from bulging; that the increase of metal in the bridges

gives an added strength to prevent stretching when the tubes are

rolled ; that a better draft is obtained by having a larger sectional

area of tube at the center than at the end, and that there is less

difficulty of clogging with cinders.

In the final analysis, however, it was generally agreed that

leaky tubes and cracked sheets were due not to bad material and

poor workmanship, but to bad water, improper spacing of tubes

and irregular feeding. Of the three the most prolific cause of

trouble was bad water. Cold air entering the ash pan and door

should be avoided, but its influence was insignificant compared

with the feed and the water. If good water were to be provided

and that good water were to be fed regularly, the trouble with

tube leaking would soon disappear. As an example of this, two

boilers were mentioned. They were on the same run, yet the

careful work of one engineer gave a tube life in one of 16 months

as compared with 8 in the other.

STEEL VERSUS IRON TUBES.

From the report of the committee on Steel versus Iron Tubes

and the Success in Welding Them, it appears that there is but

little to choose between them and that that little is in favor of the

steel tube. The steel tubes are apt to be a little more brittle and

tend to break back of the weld when safe-ended. TTiere is not,

however, much difference in the mileage to be obtained. In a

recent test in which sets of steel and iron tubes were compared it

was found that at the end the total cost of the iron tubes was
somewhat more than the steel, and that there had been fewer

engine failures with the steel. More care is required to weld the

steel than the iron tubes, and the steel tubes seem to collect

more scale.

It was brought out in the discussion that in the case where the

steel tubes had seemed to collect the most scale, they had been

on the right hand side of the boiler where the greater amount

of water had come from the injectors, so that the test could not

be regarded as conclusively proving the point.

One of the objections raised to the iron tube was its tendency

to split, and cases were given of iron tubes spliting back from

18 to 20 in. from the ends when an attempt was made to roll them

out.

As a general rule the members were using steel for safe ends,

even on iron tubes, though Swedish iron was also used. For

the tubes themselves the seamless steel was preferred, both for

the service it would render and the ease of welding. As for the

difficulty of welding steel, every member who took part in the

discussion disclaimed having had any trouble whatever.

Attention was called to the necessity of carefully cleaning the

interior of tubes before expanding them, especially iron tubes.

If this were not done it was found that the coarse particles of

coal and cinder would be embedded in the metal or even driven

all of the way through it, so as to cause a leak.

As for pitting it was generally conceded that steel tubes pit

to a greater extent than iron, and yet a case was cited of a test

on the Chicago & Northwestern where a boiler had been fitted

with a half set each of steel and iron tubes, and that of these 6

steel and 49 iron tubes had been scrapped for pitting. On
another boiler on the same road just the reverse had occurred.

Generally speaking the longer the tube the greater the amount of

pitting, and while some pitting would occur at the firebox end

within 18 in. of the tube sheet, the most vulnerable and common
point of attack was at the bottom of the lower rows of tubes at

the front end.

One speaker maintained that pitting was accelerated by a varia-

.

tion in the regularity of the feed, due to a possible stagnation of

the water at the bottom of the shell. The greater heat at the rear

end of the tubes would tend to keep up a more active circulation

at that point than would be likely to exist at the front end when
the feed was shut off, and hence the increase of pitting at the

front. The same explanation would hold for the difference in

pitting at the top and bottom of the tubes.

It was stated that a great deal of the trouble with tube pitting

could be avoided if the tubes were kept clean and free from rust

before they were applied. On the whole the members seemed to

agree with the committee that better service could be obtained

with the steel tubes, that their heads retained their strength

better and that they were less likely to leak.

BEST METHOD OF STAYING CROWN SHEETS.

The fact was recognized that the working of the tubes in the

back sheet tends to make the latter rise and carry the crown-

sheet with it, or to turn down the flange so that it makes an

acute instead of a right angle with the face of the sheet. One of

the means used to overcome this difficulty was to put a sort of

ogee in the top of the tube sheet, running it out to the corners

and omitting 29 tubes. Three sheets of this kind were put in

engines four years ago. Two cracked, but the third is still in

good condition. Another method suggested and used, was to

turn the flange of the tube sheet back so that it made an obtuse

angle with the face of the sheet when new, and to turn down

the end of the crown-sheet to meet it. Then, as the top of the

tube sheet was sent up by the work done on the tubes, the flange

would be bent down, gradually approaching a right angle, but

avoiding the acute angle bend that is the cause of so much trouble

and cracking.

Very little was said about the sling stays that are used at

the front end, as their presence was taken for granted, but it

was stated that a good deal of trouble originated in having the T-

bar for the stays too rigidly attached to the crown-sheet, and in

a way that might cause their ends to be pressed down on the

sheet by the slings.

Finally, there was a little discussion as to the proper radius

for the flanging of the tube sheet. While it was conceded that

too short a radius would be apt to cause cracking, it was

recognized that the same trouble would occur if it were too long,

and a great deal of trouble had been experienced where a 3-in.

radius had been used. While no action was taken, a radius of

about V/2 in. may be given as representing the prevailing idea of

what is proper.

ELONGATION OF FLUE HOLES AND THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

The cause of the elongation of the flue holes in the sheets was

recognized as due to the prossering of the tubes and the stretch-

ing of the metal of the sheets moving along the lines of least

resistance. It was also claimed that the rigidity of the fastening

of the sides of the back tube sheet had an influence in this matter,

as indicated by the fact that the holes in the front tube sheet do
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not elongate, iu>r do tubes elongate in the tul)C .sheet of a com-

bustion chaiuher.

The combustion cbamber was barely touched upon ami that

merely to indicate tliat it was an undesirable adjunct from the

boiler makers viewpoint.

The subject of the standardizing of blue prints was passed as

there was no report.

COMMITTEE ON SUBJECTS.

The couunittee on subjects recommended a number for the

meeting of 1912, the majority of which are merely repetitions of

those discussed this year. The reason given for this being their

great importance. These subjects are as follows : Best Method

of Applying Flues, Best Method of Caring for Flues while En-

gines are on the Road and at Terminals and the Best Tools for

This Work. Steel vs. Iron Flues, What Advantages and What
Success in Welding Them and the EfTect of Length of Tube on

Maintenance. Best Method of Staying the Front Portion of the

Crown Sheet on Radial Top Boilers to Prevent Cracking of the

Flue Sheet in the Top Flange. Cause of Flue Holes in Back

Flue Sheet Elongating and a Preventative for it and the Effect

of the Use of the Combustion Chamber. What are the Advan-

tages and Disadvantages of the Use of Brick Arches and Arch

Pipes in Locomotive Fireboxes? What are the Advantages or

Disadvantages of Using the Oxy-Acetylene Process in Making

Repairs to Boilers? What Can Be Done to Produce Better Cir-

culation in Marine Return Tubular and Vertical Boilers? Ap-

prenticeship? When is a Locomotive in Its Weakened Con-

dition? Feed Water, Location of Admission and the Results

Obtained. Smoke Prevention, Spark Arresters and Grates.

Superheating Steam and Its Relation to the Upkeep of the

Boiler.

At the discussion on the revision of the constitution it was

voted to drop the word "International" from the name, so that

the association will be known in the future as the "Master Boiler

Makers' Association."

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

At the election held at the close of the meeting, the following

officers were chosen : President, Geo. W. Bennett, N. Y. C. &
H. R., Albany, N. Y. ; first vice-president, James W. Kelly, C. &
N. W., Oak Park, 111. ; second vice-president, M. O'Connor, C. &
N. W., Missouri Valley, Iowa; third vice-president, Thomas W.
Lowe, C. P .R., W^innipeg, Manitoba ; fourth vice-president, J. T.

Johnston, A. T. & S. Fe, Los Angeles, Cal ; fifth vice-president,

Andrew Greene, C. C. C. & St. L., Indianapolis, Ind. ; secretary,

Harrj^ D. Vought, 95 Liberty street, New York City ; treasurer,

Frank Gray, Bloomington, 111. For members of the executive

committee : C. E. Rogers, E. W. Young, A. E. Shaw, J. A. Dorn-

berger and C. L. Hemphill.

THE ALLEN CAR VENTILATOR.

The Atlantic Coast Line has specified a new type of end ven-

tilator for the 1,400 ventilated box cars being built by the

American Car and Foundry Company, New York, which over-

comes the objections in the types of ventilators now generally in

use on box cars. It was designed and a patent has been applied

for by G. L. Allen, chief draftsman for the Atlantic Coast Line,

Wilmington, N. C.

The ventilator now in general use consists of grating in the

end of the car made with a wooden frame, vertical wrought iron

rods and wire netting. It is closed by a wooden door sliding on

a wrought iron track and is secured in the closed position by

metal guides at the bottom of the door and a set of ordinary

door fasteners. The objections to this style of ventilator, which

it is believed the new ventilator will overcome, are : The high

cost of maintenance, due to its being constructed principally of

wood and secured by a number of bolts, forgings and castings

;

the cost of replacing lost doors; the fact that shifting loads, such

as dressed hunbcr, easily break tiie grating and its wooden

frame; when the ventilator is open the contents of the car are

not protected from rain ; in order to guard against accidental

opening of the doors (due to defective fasteners) and the con-

tents of the car being exposed to damage by rain or sparks, the

wooden doors are often nailed in a closed position and the ven-

tilator is thus rendered useless; and the interference of the door

with the location of the brake step and the end ladder clear-

ance as required by the recent safety appliance law. When
lower ventilators arc used they also interfere with the location

of handholds required by law.

The Allen ventilator, as shown in the accompanying illustration,

is simple in construction and is made of malleable iron. Its gen-

eral appearance is neat, it being nearly contained within the

thickness of the car wall and occupying a space only about 2 ft.

wide in the middle of the end of the car. The essential fea-

tures of the ventilator are : A main frame having flanges inside

of the car on all four sides; Z-shaped horizontal bars cast

integral with the frame, which lap over the top of the movable

plates, strengthen the frame transversely and back up the wire

netting; and movable plates, pivotally connected at the middle by

an operating rod. The movable plates are not hinged or pivoted

to the frame, but merely rest at their ends in recesses in the sides

of the frame. The ventilator is held in open or closed position
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Alien Ventilator Applied to a Freight Car.

by gravity and needs only to be pulled open or pushed closed,

in each case exerting a slight lifting force on the handle. The
holes which are shown in the ends of the operating rod and in

the lugs at the top and bottom of the frame, are provided for

sealing the ventilator.

It does not interfere with any form of end bracing, whether

horizontal or vertical, and being constructed of metal throughout

is well adapted for use on cars of all-steel or composite de-

sign. The movable plates when in open position stand at an

angle of 45 deg., their lower edges in line with the upper edges

of the Z-shaped bars below them, thus making the ventilator

rain-proof whether open or closed. The slanting plates also tend

to deflect sparks. The ease with which the ventilators may be

operated makes it possible for trainmen to manipulate them

while the train is in motion. This is an advantage in case of

through trains where the trainmen may pass from one car to

another, and from the running board or roof of an adjoining

car, open or close the ventilator by means of a rod fitted with a

hook. The netting is applied on the inside, as is usual, being

crimped over the ventilator flanges on all four edges and held

securely in place by nails or bolts through the flanges and the

netting.

A section of 50 miles of the River Mulatos to Potosi Railway,

Bolivia, was opened to public service on March 1.
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REPAIR SHOPS AND LOCOMOTIVE TERMINAL; KANSAS
CITY, MEXICO & ORIENT.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient will eventually form an

important link between Kansas City, Kan., Texas and the Mexi-

can Pacific coast by a route 1,659 miles long, terminating at

Topolobampo, Mexico. More than half of this, or 882 miles, is

now constructed and in operation, 510 miles of which comprises

the northern section between Wichita, Kan., and San Angelo,

Tex. Wichita was selected as a site for the principal loco-

motive and car repair shops for the northern end of the system,

and comprehensive plans have been made for developing here the

principal facilities for rolling stock repairs which will be needed

when the railway is entirely completed and in operation. A
tract of land of about 760 acres has been secured about 3 miles

from the center of Wichita and adjacent to the main line, and

The buildings so far erected are mostly only of sufificient

capacity for initial needs; but each one is so built and lo-

cated that its enlargement can readily be effected as indicated

on the general plan. The locomotive terminal for present needs
includes a 10-stall roundhouse with an 80-ft. turntable, 12-

pocket coaling station, sand house, 160,000 gal. water tank, and
a cinder pit. The repair facilities which have thus far been

provided include a locomotive repair shop building that includes

a boiler and blacksmith shop, machine shop and erecting shop;

a power house, a coach repair and paint shop, storehouse, plan-

ing mill, and two sheds for storing rough and finished lumber;

also, an oil house, a pump house for the water supply system,

and three hose houses.

Engine House.—The roundhouse is located far enough from

the main line track to allow room for a freight yard of 8 tracks,

when the full circle of the house is completed. The walls are

Arrangement of Locomotive and Car Repair Plant and Locomotive Terminal of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient at

Wichita, Kan.

the buildings indicated by the heavy lines on the plan have been

erected.

The completed plant will include the general repair shops and

the division locomotive terminal. The latter will ultimately

consist of a 40 stall roundhouse with an 80 ft. turntable. The
locomotive shop, when finally completed, will be more than 500

ft. long and will contain 20 erecting pits; it will include the

machine shop and the erecting shop, in parallel bays. Directly

west of the locomotive shop will be a 75 in. transfer table with

a runway about 630 ft. long; and beyond this is to be another

building about 500 ft. long, the northern portion of which

will be the coach and paint shop, while the southern portion

will be used as the boiler shop. To the north of the roundhouse

are the power station, the storehouse, foundry, planing mill, and

the freight car repair shed, with lumber sheds and scrap bins

conveniently located.

of brick with a wooden roof supported on timber posts. The
roof is nearly flat and is of wood sheathing with 4-ply tar and

gravel covering. In each stall is a pit 61 ft. long built of re-

inforced concrete resting upon a reinforced concrete mat

foundation extended to an extreme width of about 10 ft. The
concrete pit side walls are 2 ft. thick. Each rail rest's on one

8 in. x 12 in. stringer, and alongside it is a separate 12 in. x 12

in. jacking stringer. Two stalls arc fitted with driving wheel

drop pits, while the third one from the south end is fitted with

a truck drop pit. The drop pits are built of reinforced con-

crete and are fitted with hinged rails. The smoke-jacks are

of asbestos lumber. The house is heated by the indirect fan

system, using exhaust steam, the fan being located in a small

brick addition from which air is forced into a system of concrete

?nd tile ducts radiating to the various pits. The capacity of the

fan is sufficient to change the air in the roundhouse every 10
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minutes. 1 lie artificial ligliting is by means of 9 3-light clus-

ters of 16 c. p. lamps and 33 single 32 c. p. lamps. Wall plugs

arc distributed about the pits and on the walls and posts fur

extension lamp cord coimections.

Cinder Pit.—On the track north of tlie coal pocket is tlic ciii-

dec pit. Because of the difHcult drainage and soft soil it is oi

somewhat special design. There is a single track sliglitly ele-

vated, one rail resting on wooden blocks set in a concrete

stringer about 5 ft. deep, the other on a 15-in. I beam carried on

concrete posts; the whole is supported on a reinforced concrete

mattress 15 ft. wide and 8 in. thick, the bottom of the mat be-

ing about 4 ft. below grade while the rails of the track are

about 2 inch above grade. The cinder pit is brick paved on a

cinder bottom and is only 6 in. to 9 ft. below the ground level.

Locomotive Shop.—This is a steel frame building, about 152

ft. X 220 ft., with brick walls and a wooden roof. The erecting

shop and machine shop are in three parallel bays, with the boiler

and b!acksn>ith shop running across the south end of both and

separated from them by a brick tire wall. The erecting shop pit

walls are of concrete, 2 ft. thick and capped by 8 in. timber

stringers.

The erecting shop is 132 ft. x 76 ft., and accommodates 6

erecting pits with separate entrances through the west wall of the

1)CT of incandescent lamps run from wail i)lugs on the walls, col-

umns and pits.

A portion of tiie machine tools were formerly used in another

shop, and a number of modern ones were added for present

needs. They are mostly operated from direct current constant

speed electric motors in group drives. The driving wheel lathe

is driven by an individual variable speed motor. Other motor

driven machine tools are later to be added to the ctjuipment.

Due consideration was given to the merits of both the alter-

nating and direct current systems for operating these shops, but

the fact that direct current is necessary for the proper control

of variable speed machine tools, the undesirability of having two

systems in the present installation, and the general nearness of

the shops to the power station, all influenced the decision in

favor of direct current on the 220-volt, 3-wire system. There

are five group drive motors, two being of 40 h. p., two 25 h. p.,

and one 13 h. p., all of the 220 volt open type.

Power House.—The power house is a brick and concrete

building 60 ft. x 62 ft., and about 25 ft. high, with steel roof

beams. Alongside the boiler room is an elevated coal track,

carried on concrete piers, from which coal is dumped into a bin

underneath that opens directly onto the firing floor. The coal

cars are placed on this unloading track by locomotives over a

I,.— 73 7| -^ 4SZg + 3J4

Cross-section Through the Erecting and Machine Shops at Wichita, Kan.; Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.

building. The clear height of the roof trusses above the floor

is 41 ft. 6 in. The shop is designed for a 120-ton traveling crane,

the span between centers of the crane rails being 71 ft. 3^4 in-

The crane runways are supported on steel columns. The roof

is slightly pitched and without a monitor. I'hc upper tier of

windows on the west wall runs up practically to the eaves, pro-

viding ample light for the entire floor area. The side walls are

of brick in the lower story, the upper portion being of plaster

on special galvanized expanded metal.

The machine shop is built in two longitudinal sections, that

over the heavy machine floor being served by a 10-ton traveling

crane running the entire length of the shop over the large tools,

the other section having a gallery running its entire length, and

without crane service. There is a small mezzanine gallery at

each end of the latter, one containing a foreman's office and

the other the men's lockers and lavatory. The machine shop

has a monitor roof 10 ft. high.

The boiler and blacksmith shop is of but one story with deep

roof trusses, there being a monitor roof 10 ft. high over each

shop. There are two tiers of windows around the three sides

of the shop and it is thus well lighted.

The artificial lighting of the main shop is accomplished pri-

marily by 23 type P 700 c. p. Cooper Hewitt lamps and IS

type H-300 c. p.. Cooper Hewitt, lamps, supplemented by a num-

pile trestle about 85 ft. long with a 5 per cent, inclination. The

equipment of the power house consists of three Stirling water-

tube boilers of 184 h. p. each, hand fired, and with individual

guyed stacks; space remains for an additional boiler. There are

two boiler feed pumps and one 900 h. p. feed water heater large

enough to provide for the future as well as the present installa-

tion. In the engine room are two generating units of 150 k. w.

and 75 k. w., respectively, direct connected to Ideal compound

engines. Space is provided for an additional engine. The gen-

erators are of the Westinghouse 3-wire, 110 and 220 volt direct

current type with balancing coils. There is also a 1,000 cu. ft.

compound steam, 2-stage, air compressor of the IngersoU-Rand

make. A 4-panel switchboard controls the electrical distribution

through the buildings on the three-wire system.

Oil House.—Between the engine house and the power plant is

the oil house. It is also a completely fireproof structure of brick

and reinforced concrete. It has a concrete platform with ex-

tended storage vault space beneath it and outside of the oil

house proper. The basement accommodates oil tanks, mostly of

700 gal. capacity each, for the various oils and lubricants. A
Bowser system of self-measuring oil pumps and indicators is

provided.

Storehouse.—The next building to the north of the power

house is the storehouse. It is a one-story brick building with
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Locomotive Shop; Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, Wichita, Kan.

concrete foundations, plank floor and wooden roof construction,

the roof being carried on a double row of timber posts. The

building is 84 ft. x 49 ft, and is entirely surrounded by a loading

platform which is about 6 feet wide on both long sides of the

building and so extended lengthwise as to cover an area of about

42 ft. X 62 ft. beyond each end.

Coach and Paint Shop.—This building is so located to the

northwest of the locomotive repair shop, that both it and the

locomotive repair shop will eventually be served by the same

transfer table when future operations may warrant its installa-

tion. Like the locomotive shop, only the initial bays of the

building are now installed, and the north wall is of timber con-

struction so as to admit of economical extension of the plant

whenever required. At present the building consists of three

bays each 20 ft. wide with storage space 8 ft. wide across one

end, the present outside dimensions being 115 ft. x 74 ft. The

building is of simple construction, having brick walls with high

windows, and swinging doors in both side walls for three coach

tracks which pass through it.

Planing Mill.—Beyond the storehouse and scrap bins is located

the planing mill. It is a brick building 94 ft. x 78 ft., one story

high, with a single row of timber posts down the center support-

ing a wide monitor-type roof on wooden trusses. The main
windows are about 10 ft. x 16 ft. and four swinging doors are

arranged to accommodate two tracks completely through tiie

building. The building is heated by the direct system using

exhaust steam from the power house ; artificial light is supplied

by six type E Cooper-Hewitt lamps. Live steam service is also

introduced for heating glue pots. The planing mill is fitted with

a number of new tools, among which are a 14 in. x 20 in. tnr.ber

sizer, a 24 in. pattern maker's lathe, a 4-spindle wood borer, a

6 in. X 14 in. molder, a 2-spindle shaper, a jig saw, combination

saw, a 24 in. pony planer, a self-feeding rip saw, and a cabinet

mortiser and borer, besides a complete outfit of saw and knife

Interior of Heavy Machine Bay in Locomotive Shop; Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, Wichita, Kan.
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grinding niadnncry, benches and vises. Several old tools from

another shop are also used. The tools arc belted to two line

shafts run by separate direct current niott)rs of 40 and 50 h. p.

capacity, respectively, tlie line shafting being carried on the roof

trusses.

Fuel Oil Siip/>ly.—At the south end of llie locomotive shop in

a ciuicrete vault is a tank for fuel oil wliicli is used at the fur-

naces in the blacksmith and boiler shops, and also in ihc round-

house where it is used for lighting fires.

The construction work was begun in May, 1910. The design

«ind construction were carried out by Westinghuuse, Church, Kerr

^ Co. under the direction of E. Dickinson, vice-president and

general manager ; F. Mertscheimer, general superintendent mo-

tive power and car department; W. W. Colpitts, chief engineer,

hnd A. F. Dickinson, superintendent. Master mechanic David

Patterson is in charge of the operation of the shop.

AN OBJECT LESSON IN EFFICIENCY.

The Tabor Manufacturing Company has frequently been cited

as an illustration of what may be accomplished by introducing

efficiency methods in a shop, and the "followinjg extract' from a

'

pager presented before the Congress of Technology at the fiftieth

anniversary of "the granting of the charter of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, by Wilfred Lewis, the president of the

company, is thus of special interest.

In 1910 The Tabor Manufacturing Company turned out 2^4

times as much value in finished product as it ever did under

the old regime with the same force. Formerly for every ten

men engaged as producers, or "chipmakers," as Mr. Dodge de-

fines them, we had not more than one man connected with the

shop as a non-producer. Now we have fewer men at the ma-

chines with three times as many non-producers turning out prac-

tically three times as much work, because prices are lower to-

day than they were five or six years ago, and 2^ times the value

means about three times the product.

It is not an easy matter to start any innovation in an open

shop full of union men, and, as might be anticipated, the ap-

pearance of a man with a stop watch and tally sheet was at first

strenuously opposed by the workmen. So also was the sugges-

tion of a bonus for the successful performance of an allotted

task. But the kickers were gradually converted or discouraged,

better discipline was established, and a few of the men were

soon earning 30 per cent, more wages than they could command
elsewhere. In the beginning the men were suspicious and dis-

inclined to believe that a good performance was not to be the

signal for a cut in price, but they have since learned by experi-

ertce that prices are fixed by the management upon definite knowl-

edge of all the time elements involved in any piece of work and

that the time allowed will not be changed so long as the method

employed remains the same. In this way the management demon-

strates its loyalty to the workmen and they in turn are glad of

an opportunity to demonstrate their loyalty to the management,

as they did last year.

We pay better wages for fuller and better results performed in

a definite way, and yet there is no driving in the ordinary sense

of the word. The tasks assigned to the workmen are easily

within their ability to perform, and when new work is given out,

as occasionally happens, at day rates, before the time on the job

has been set, nobody wants to take it because there is no bonus

attached for its quick and accurate performance.

But our wonderful increase in production is not due entirely

to rapidity of performance, for in some instances very little gain

in that direction has been made. A great deal is due to the

functional foremen whose duty it is to prepare and guide the

way of every piece of work going through the shop. The old

notion that a man cannot serve two masters or take orders from

more than one superior is denied by the new philosophy which

makes it possible for a workman to have as many bosses as there

are functions to be performed. There is no conflict of au-

liiorily unless the functions overlap and even there, such con-

tlict as may arise is salutary and to the interest of the company.

A gang boss for instance covers one class of machines or work,

and it is his business to see that every man is provided with

at least one new job with all the tools and fixtures ready for its

immediate performance as soon as the job upon which he is

engaged has been completed. He also gives the necessary in-

structions about setting the work, explains the drawings and

teaches the workman how to set his work when necessary. This

man has nothing to do with the running of machines and does

not interfere at all with the speed boss who also has supervision

in his function over the same men as the gang boss and sees that

each machine is run at its proper speed with feed and cut as

per written instructions. He also teaches the workman and gives

him such practical assistance as may be needed.

An inspector also helps the same set of men and sees that

the work done is of the right quality and that the first piece made
is up to the standard in all dimensions, fit and finish. He also

makes further inspection from time to time to see that the stand-

ard is maintained. An over-zealous speed boss in his desire

for a large output may impair the quality of the work done by

'exceedmg the speed limit and there is therefore the possibility of

a conflict between the speed loss and the inspector, but the in-

spector's requirements must be fulfilled and such a conflict can-

not fail to be salutary, because rapidity of production when ac-

companied by inferior results is never to be desired, and in al-

most all cases some method is found by which high speed can be

maintained and the best quality be preserved. It rarely happens

that the superintendent or manager is called on to adjust a diffi-

culty between the two functional foremen.

In the planning department, which is to the shop what the

drawing room has been for many years to the superintendent,

every new machine is chartered to show the progress of the work

through the shop and every piece is provided with an instruction

card for its proper manipulation showing the machine upon

which it is to be done, the tools and fixtures required, the feeds

and speeds to be used, the sequence of operations and the time

allowed in detail for each and every elementary movement. As
these operations are performed they are checked ofif in a routd

file from which can be seen at any time the exact conditions of

the work and the time remaining for its completion.

An order of work clerk directs the progress of the orders

to be filled in accordance with a schedule prepared by the man-

ager in consultation with the sales department and he has be-

fore him in miniature a view of the whole shop, showing every

machine or vise, the work being -done on each, the work ready

to be done and the work ahead in the shop which has not yet

arrived at the machine. This is on a large board or wall plate

wdiich shows also what machines are manned and where a man
can be conveniently shifted when there is no work ahead at his

particular machine. By this means all the work in the shop

is kept moving in proper balance at a normal rate of speed, men
are taken on or laid ofif as the exigencies of business may re-

quire and no loss is sustained by the usual tendency of workmen

to relax when, in times like these, orders are falling ofif and

work ahead is hard to find. At such times we are, of course,

obliged to curtail production, and the situation being apparent

to all, no complaint is made against a reduction in time which

we always prefer to a loss of well trained men.

A well equipped tool room in charge of a competent man is

a sine-qua-non in any machine shop and here also one of our

great improvements has been made. Formerly each workman

was inclined to accumulate his own assortment of tools and fix-

tures which were stowed away in dark corners and kept in dis-

order and confusion. Now everything conies in perfect order

(and the best of its kind) from the, tool room as required, -,and

goes back again when the job for which it was taken out is

finished. Tools are ground to standard forms and not to suit the

whims of individual workmen and the tool room is responsible

for the condition of all tools sent out.
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The drawing room is perhaps of all departments less affected

by the new order of things than any other, and yet there is an

indirect effect due to the atmosphere of activity which pervades

the whole plant. Here the work is by its very nature more or

less original and, of course, no time can be set for the com-

pletion of that which is not definitely known, and which grows

into shape by a process of trial and error, until something satis-

factory is attained. Designing is not therefore amenable to time

study, and, depending largely as it does upon inspiration, there

is no superior intelligence to direct its progress. It is in the

nature of original research which flourishes and bears its best

fruit under adverse criticism. A good designer is like a good

composer, his work is creative and full of harmonies, and being

an artist in his line he cannot be held to a time schedule. In

original work, the incentive, therefore, must come from within

rather than from without, and this is generally inborn with the

ability to create. Copyists on the other hand, who always need

direction, might be brought under the domination of time study

and in many clerical operations this has been done, but we have

not yet attempted to fix tasks in tracing or bookkeeping, and we
do not pretend to say that* our development is by any means

complete. We have progressed, however, to a point which makes

further progress comparatively easy, and in the face of stub-

born opposition we have firmly established a successful busi-

ness upon the principles of scientific management as laid down

by Dr. Taylor. An application of the same principles to the

management of the railways of this country has been estimated

as capable of effecting a saving of a million dollars a. day. This

means increased production and higher wages at a lower labor

cost and contains the key- to the solution of the labor problem.

Labor is made to share in the increase.d. production realized and

the reward of labor is made to depend upon the individual effort

put forth in production. The Taylor system makes more_room- on

top and gives a better- chance to rise. Men ;thu;s- schooled;, i^

efficiency are qualified for better service and leani-,tQ jijea^ur^

more accurately the value of time. . - - ; .„. ..^ ^ ,;-'.

LUBRICATING LOCOMOTIVE VALVES AND CYLINDERS
WITH GRAPHITE.

The Long Island has for some time been operating an eight-

wheel passenger locomotive equipped with a device for lubricating

the valves and cylinders with a mixture of extra fine crystalline

graphite, and oil. As a result the surfaces soon became coated

with a thin film of graphite, reducing the friction between the

parts, as compared with the use of oil, and also considerably

increasing the number of miles run per pint of lubricant. While

no fuel tests have been made, those in charge of the locomotive

believe that less coal is required per unit of output. Tests of

European locomotives equipped with the same device are said

to show a fuel saving of 5 per cent, and upward.

The device, or pump, is automatic in action ; is placed near the

cylinder, one on each side, as shown on the illustrations ; and is

operated by a connection with the valve rod. It does not re-

quire any attention on the part of the engine crew except for

adjustment at the beginning of the run. Nor does it require

much attention on the part of the engine house force except for

the occasional replacing of a small leather washer. The device

is in successful use on a large number of locomotives in Europe

;

one road having about 900 locomotives has, after a protracted

trial, issued instructions for its application to all the locomotives

as they pass through the shop.

Attempts have been made in the past to use graphite for loco-

motive cylinder lubrication, but without success because of the

difficulty of feeding it to the cylinders properly. The trouble has

been to keep the graphite in suspension in oil or other fluids.

In the device in use on the Long Island, which is controlled by

Knowles & Wollaston of London, Eng., who have established a

New York ofiice, this is accomplished by stirring or agitating the

mixture continuously until it reaches the .steam chest. It does

this in the following manner

:

The pump, which is enclosed in a brass casing A, is securely

fastened in place, as shown. The lubricant, to the extent of

three pints, is introduced by removing the top of the casing. As
indicated on the sectional drawing a fine screen is fitted in the top

of the device through which the lubricant must pass. Directly

underneath the screen is a circular box-shaped casting supported

Application of Graphite Lubricator to Locomotive.

on two pivots. A short arm projects downward from this cast-

ing at the right; at its lower end is a toothed sector which
meshes with a small pinion on the end of a, shaft that extends

through the casing and has a knurled nut at its outer end. By
turning this nut the pivoted box casting can be set at an angle

with its horizontal position, a pointer on the outside indicating

the amount of this angle. With the box in a horizontal position

the stroke of the pump is zero. As the box is inclined more
and more the stroke is increased. Within the box at the right

is a crosshead enclosing a spherical knob which is formed on the

Graphite Lubricator.

end of a forked lever that rotates and rises, according to the

inclination at which the box may be set. The forked lever is

connected at the other, or left, end to a short link ; to the right

of this and near the middle of the lever it carries between the

forks a truncated sphere, through which the end of the pump

ram passes. The pump ram works in a rotating casing to which

a worm wheel is attached that is driven by the worm. This

worm is driven by the ratchet D, through the connecting rod /,

which is fastened to the clamp H on the valve rod.

The pump barrel works within a gland screwed into the bot-
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torn of the casing; this gland extends through the casing and

carries on its upper side a short cylindrical casing. Within the

main casing this gland provides a scat for a two-vancd propeller

which stirs up the graphite and oil. Returning to the short

curved link, which is attached to the end of the forked lever,

it will be seen that it is pivoted from a bolt passing through

the worm wheel, and extending down into a hole formed for

its reception in the boss of the propeller. The rotation of the

worm thus drives the worm wheel, the propeller, the link and

forked lever, the pump ram and the pump barrel. In addition,

the ram has a rising and falling motion due to the inclination

of the guide-box.

Within the lower cylindrical casing the pump barrel, which

bears against the lower surface of the fixed gland through an

inclined shoulder, has screwed into it a valve casing. This

casing is in turn closed by a nipple through which two holes lead

to the delivery pipe. A non-return valve provided with a small

leather washer at its upper end is held up against its seat in the

valve chamber by a spring. The end of the nipple protrudes in

the shape of a spigot just within the copper delivery pipe. A
spiral spring extends through the delivery pipe from an extension

spigot to the point of delivery into the steam chest and is rotated

by its attachment to the spigot. The rotation of this spring

keeps the lubricant stirred up during its entire passage through

the pipe. A strong spring bears against the lower end of the

pump casing and takes up wear, preventing leakage from the
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Application of Graphite Lubricator to Long Island Locomotive.

upper chamber. This is quite important when the jars and shocks

to which the apparatus on the locomotive is subjected is

considered. The lubricant finds its wa^ from the reservoir

to the interior of the pump barrel through a hole drilled in

the boss of the propeller. This admits the mixture to an

annular channel formed on the inner surface of the

boss. Two ports in the stationary gland then conduct it to a

similar channel on the inner surface of the gland, and from this

passage it escapes to the interior of the barrel through two

other ports drilled through its walls. In this way the lubricant

has an uninterrupted access to the barrel at all periods of its

revolution. A small hollow piston is carried on the reduced

lower end of the ram, and is given 1/32-in. vertical play between

a cone seat and a winged nut on the extreme end of the ram.

During the up stroke of the ram the lubricant thus has free

admission past the conical seat to the under side of the piston;

on the down stroke the cone and piston close up so as to pump the

mixture past the non-return valve. On the lower cylindrical

chamber an air cock is provided for use when starting up.

There can be but very slight wear on the parts because they

move slowly and are always flooded with the lubricant. Because

of the exposure of the device arrangements have been provided

to heat it by steam during cold weather through the pipe F.

It must be tlioruughly under.stood tiiat pure crystalline graphite

only is suitable for cylinder lubrication. Amorphous graphite con-

tains impurities which are difficult to eradicate and make it en-

tirely unsuitable for the purpose. Even the crystalline graphite

must be carefully refined to give successful results.

Compared with practical results from lubrication with oil

alone, the new surface conditions of cylinders, valves and pistons

continuously maintained by use of the mixture fed by this de-

vice, would seem to assure less liability of scoring, a reduction

of internal friction, and a corresponding increase in effective

horse power without expenditure of additional fuel.

BORING, TURNING AND MOUNTING CAR WHEELS AND
AXLES.

BY W. H. MARKLAND,

General Shop Inspector, Altoona Shops, Pennsylvania Railroad.

Boring car wheels, turning axles and mounting the wheels on

the axles are questions that for some reason have not received

the attention in railway shops thafv/ork of a similar character

is receiving in other shops. A careful study has been made with

the idea of improving the methods, and, incidentally, if possible,

reducing the costs. Many experiments and tests were made and

a few devices were introduced which may be of interest to the

railways generally. Some of the devices that will be mentioned

were described in the report of the committee on mounting

pressures for various size axles and kinds of wheels, which

reported at the Master Car Builders' Convention, 1910.

The majority of axles and wheels machined in railway shops

are for repair work, i. e., fitting new wheels to old axles or

refinishing cut journals. It must, of course, be recognized that

safety is of the utmost importance and that wheels must le fit-

ted to the axles in such a manner as to insure their not working

loose in service. However, the question of the cost of work of

this nature is also a consideration. The fact that in no case

has a wheel been reported loose when mounted by the melhods

described below, would indicate that the system is entirely safe.

Considered as a whole, it is also more economical than most of

the previous methods.

In comparing the cost of wheel and axle work, especially re-

pair work, the life of the axle must be considered. As an illus-

tration, the useful life of an axle depends on the size when

new and worn, or turned to unsafe limits. For axles used under

100,000 lb. capacity cars, the finish turned parts differ in size

about % inch when new and ready for scrap. Careless turning

may reduce the diameter an amount equivalent to a long p< rioa

of service. The ^^ in. difiference in diameter between the new

and the scrap axle, which constitutes its useful life, may be

compared to a tube with a wall Ys in. thick. A calculation will

show that this metal, considering the new and the scrap value

of the axle, is worth about 50 cents per pound, also that each

.001 in. in diameter of the tube is worth about 4 cents. Sup-

pose two axles are to be repaired. One is carelessly turned 1/32

in. smaller than the other, and its value is reduced to $1.28 less

than the other. While the diameter may not be -the cause of

scrapping the axle, or one journal may be cut, or the collar worn,

removing the smallest amount of metal possible is of the utmost

importance. The question of a slight increased cosv: in ma-

chining should be secondary to that of saving the metal.

Dents or marks on the journals often necessitate removing

considerable metal. Unless care is exercised when handling

mounted wheels, there is a possibility of the flange of one wheel

striking the journal of an adjacent axle; also in handling axles

with bars there is a possibility of denting and scratchin-.; them.

A good rule to follow in loading mounted wheels and axles on

cars for shipment is never to load different size wheels and

axles adjacent to each other without blocking between. This

will also apply when they are stored on tracks. If wheels and

axles of the same size are placed so that one wheel will strike
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the adjacent axle inside of the wheel the journal will not be

efifected, and if reasonable care is exercised there should be no

necessity for placing guards on the journals. Where bars or

chains are used for handling finished axles, many dents and

scratches may be avoided by covering the bars or chains with oM
air brake hose. A dented journal should call for an investigation.

To properly machine axles and wheels several points must be

considered to obtain the best results, such as the speed of turn-

ing, centers in axles, lathe centers, turning tools, micrometer

calipers, lathe centers in line, boring bars, etc. With any fairly

good lathe or mill the work can be well done if the tools are kept

in a good state of repair.

The importance of true, properly ground and properly fitting

lathe centers cannot be overestimated. No lathe center in any

shop should receive more attention, for during their life axles

may be turned several times and on different lathes. If the

Fig. 1—Machine for Grinding Lathe Centers Accurately.

angle of the centers is not uniform, the center in the axle will

be badly and unevenly wrorn and it will be difficult to do good

work. For instance a few axles were found to be turned about

.010 in. out of round. Investigation showed that the lathe on

which they were turned had centers of about 85 6cg., while the

axles were centered 60 deg. As a result the axle only rested on

the lathe center at the end or it had a line bearing. This line

bearing soon wore unevenly, allowing the axle to work b'ick

and forth, and was responsible for the eccentricity of the axle.

An examination of the centers in axles will often show the re-

sults of turning on lathe centers of different angles; the axle

centers will have the appearance of having been made with a

very badly ground centering tool.

Several of the modern axle lathes have only dead centers and

grinding in place is not possible. In many cases chey are too

large for the average tool room grinder, and as a result the cen-

ters are not given the necessary attention. Recogniznig the fact

that where rea(iy means are provided for grinding centers they

will be kept in better condition, the grinding machine shown in

Fig. 1 was designed. It will only grind to a 60 deg. included

angle, being made thus purposely to prevent possibility of being

set wrong. The machine is not expensive and would be a desir-

able addition to any shop. While the savings c'nc to its use can-

not be stated in dollars, there is no question hut that the better

work will justify its cost. Center gages are cheap and .'houUl

be frequently tried on centers ; if the latter are not the proper

shape, or are rough, they should be repaired at once.

Another important point is the necessity of keeping lathes in

proper alinement to insure turning a journal or wlieel seat the

same diameter for its entire length. In some shops a burnisher is

used to smooth the journals and a heavy strain is exerted on the

lathe that is liable to wear the lathe shears and make frequent

repairs necessary to insure satisfactory work. The importance

of keeping the lathe in proper alinement can be appreciated when
we consider that to mount a steel wheel having a 7 in. bore, or a

cast iron wheel of the same size, the axle must be .007 in. and .015

m. approximately larger than the wheel bore; each .001 in.

variation will affect the mounting pressure about 10 per cent.

If the wheel seat is turned tapered it is not possible to prop-

erly caliper it except for the average diameter which will rarely

be a true indication for the mounting pressure. If turned

tapered, an extra strain may be exerted on one part of the wheel
with possibility of no pressure on other parts. Wheels have
been removed that only had a bearing for part of their length

owing to taper turned axles; while the wheels did not come
loose in service, it is a condition which—if known to exist,

would be bad for the peace of mind.

By proper care in maintaining lathes this can be avoided. Ac-
curate turning, which will follow, will result in saving in labor

when mounting the wheels on the axles. A satisfactory test tor

lathe alinement is to take two or three light cuts for the entire

length of the wheel seat and then measure the diameter with

micrometers. There should never be a difference in diameter

exceeding .002 in. In every case after repairing lathes to this

standard the results have been so much better that the method
cannot be too strongly recommended.

Tests made to determine the speed at which axle lathes

should be run, developed the fact that 45 r. p. m. was about the

limit for car axles, the limit being the chattering of the axle

rather than the capacity of the cutting tool, as most any high

speed steel will stand this speed with a stream of water flowing

on the tool when taking light cuts, such as are generally neces-

sary for repair work. The questions of slow speed and coarse

feed, and fast speed and fine feed were also considered. For

good work the fast speed and fine feed are more desirable, be-

cause of avoiding large humps and hollows. A broad-faced tool

fed slowly may look satisfactory. However, there is always a

possibility of the workmen not setting the tool nose square,

which is liable to result in the wheel having only a few points

for bearing. The burnishing wheel or other finish will have to

push down or remove the high spots, whereas with fine a feed

the humps and hollows will be much smaller. The latter method

is decidedly the better. The final cuts should never be taken

with a feed less than 16 pitch.

Proper inspection of axles is, of course, important, but to bo

of value and to keep a shop up to the proper standard, limits

should be established. Inspection for diameters cannot well be

made with machinists' calipers on account of its being too slow

and involving too much of the personal element. Micrometer

calipers are more satisfactory for calipering axles as they are

generally handled in repair shops. To reduce the time required

for making micrometer caliper measurements, the calipers shown

in Fig. 2, were designed by the writer. These, in addition to the

ordinary micrometer have an arm set at right angles with object

to be measured, also the stops A that may be turned so that the

distance from the top to the center of the axle shall be approxi-
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iiiatcly the i;uliiis of tin- ;ixlc. 'liiis admits ot (luiiUIy scttint; tlic practice, six imasuicmciits can readily he made and read in on^:

caliper in place. One set of stops is approximalcly correct for minute, i^xact readings to .001 in. can be made and recorded

6J4 ill. to 7 in. axles, another 6;4 in. to b'/. in. for axles. These very much quicker than by machinists' calipers. 'Hie latter are

Fig. 2—Calipers for Car Axle Journals.

stops can be made for any desired diameter within the range of

the micrometer screw. In service the caliper is placed over the

axle with the arm and the stops A resting on the axle. The
micrometer is then screwed down until the ratchet clicks, it is

Fig, 3—Boring Bar for Car Wheels.

then removed and the reading is taken. This caliper obviates

all "feeling" for measurement, such as is necessary with the

ordinary micrometers and reduces the possibility of error. In

only of value for mounting wheels when they must be compared

or adjusted to calipers previously set to some particular wheel

bore.

A method of inspection that has worked out very well in prac-

tice is as follows : Each wheel seat is calipered about 1 in. from

the dust guard seat, at the middle, and about 1 in. from the

other end. These readings to agree within a limit of .003 in.,

the average size being chalked on the axle for information when
mounting the wheels. Should these readings vary more than

.003 in., the axle is rejected and re-turned. The journal is in-

spected in a similar manner, but without recording the sizes.

No particular trouble can result from the two ends of the axles

not being similar, and any attempt to make them alike will result

in many cases, in the removing of unnecessary metal.

By boring wheels to suit the axles the lathe operators do not

Fig. 4—Special Micrometer Caliper for Boring Wheels.

have use for calipers, as will be explained later, except for the

maximum or minimuvn sizes, which is somewhat novel for lathe

work. The question of turning all new axles to one exact size

and re-turning repaired axles to snap gages, varying 1)^,1/16 in.

or 1/32 in. was carefully considered. A large number 'of axles

that had been turned apparently to uniform sizes were calipered,

and showed quite a variation when measured by micrometers^-

in some cases as much as .010 in. This would be too great' for

mountmg wheels bored to one size. Better work than this is

of course possible, but is also expensive.

Investigation developed the fact that with proper boring bars

wheels may be bored to varying sizes to suit the axles cheaper

ihan axles can be turned to suit the wheels. To accomplish this

called for a boring bar that should be readily adjustable to vary-

ing sizes to suit the different axles. It should have a micrometer
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adjustment and an index plate that readily indicates the size of

the bore in thousandths of an inch ; it must be quickly changed
from one size to another, and adjustment must be possible to

compensate lor the wear of the cutters in order to obviate the

necessity of grinding them to very accurate measurements, li

must have roughing cutters for the first cut and finishing cut-

ters for the finishing or second cut ; and all in one boring tool.

This necessary refinement for a boring bar is new in some re-

spects for wheel work. Fig. 3, shows a bar that was designed

by the writer to meet these requirements. Other bars have also

been designed lor this purpose, so that there should be no diffi-

culty in obtaining a satisfactory boring bar.

A brief description of the bar shown in Fig. 3 may help to

illustrate the points necessary for a satisfactory boring tool.

The roughing cutters at the lower end are held by set screws

and are only adjustable by loosening these screws. This is

satisfactory for large shops boring many wheels to approxi-

mately one size. However, for small shops where sizes are

changed often, more ready means for adjustment is desirable

objectionable, because of the uneven stress on the wheel when
mounting, which may start a crack. Because of the eccentricity

of the rough bore of steel wheels and the core of cast iron wheels
there will always be some motion of the boring bar when boring,

even with the most rigid construction. That is, the bar will fol-

low the hole; when the roughing cutters start to go out at the

bottom of the hole the bar will vibrate less than when cutting

higher up in the hole, which is apt to leave a ridge in the bore.

If the finishing cutters are cutting at the same time, they will

make a ridge when the roughing cutters go through the hole.

The safe way to bore a wheel is to take a light finishing cut

independent of the roughing cut. This is a point well under-

stood in ordinary machine work, but strange to say, for wheel

work the scheme of rough and finish boring all at one time is

advocated on account of greater output from the machines, while

it is true that many wheels are bored very satisfactorily by this

plan, the method as a whole is undesirable because of stray

wheels going into service having ridges in the bore. Actual

trials on cast iron wheels showed that after rough boring it

Fig. 5—Tubular Inside Calipers for Boring Wheels.

The finishing cutters, shown above the roughing cutters, are ad-

justed by a wrench turning a micrometer screw. On this screw

is a dial graduated into 100 divisions, each division equaling

.001 in. in diameter in adjusting the finishing cutters. This num-
ber of divisions was chosen to allow large spaces between the

divisions so that they might be easily read. In case an adjust-

ment of over .100 in. is required, the micrometer screw is turned

more than one turn. The index plate is held to the micrometer

screw by two screws. By loosening these it can readily be re-

volved in reference to the micrometer screw. This enables the

setting of the index plate to indicate the size of the bore and

to compensate for the wear of the cutters. The finishing cut-

ters also have an adjustment by which they may be adjusted

true with the bore in the wheel, this being desirable to avoid

too close grinding of the cutters, and also on account of the

ram of the boring mill and the table not always being in line.

One of the finishing cutters may be ground fully 1/16 in. longer

than its mate, or the bar may be 1/16 in. out of line, and be com-

pensated for by this adjustment.

Without doubt wheels should be bored with a true hole free

from all ridges or roughnesses. Ridges in the wheels are very

was necessary to enlarge the bore .040 in. to insure trucing the

bore of all wheels. This with the boring bar and the boring

mills in a good state of repair.

To bore wheels to accurate sizes it is desirable to allow a

pre-determined amount of work for the finishing cut in order

to insure an equal amount of work for the cutters and also a

uniform pressure on the various parts that will naturally have

more or less give or lost motion. For cast iron wheels the fin-

ishmg cut can with safety be set at .040 in. ; for steel wheels at

ab ut .020 in. A practice followed with excellent results with the

boring bar shown in Fig. 3, has been to set the roughing cut-

ters to the smallest size bore required in ordinary limits, i. e.,

when boring wheels from 6% in. to 7 in. they would be set

6^ in. As each wheel has rough bores the finishing cutters

were set .040 in. less than the size required. The wheel was

then bored with both sets of cutters cutting at one time. After

this cut was completed the bar was raised and the finishing

cutters were set out to the required size and the second cut was

taken with the finishing cutters only cutting. As an illustration

of the accuracy that may be attained, wheels were called for

bored to the following diameters : 6.982, 6.842, 6.928, 6.922, 6.940,
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6.848, 6.809, 6.810, 6.822 and 6.796 in. .Ml tlic wluels wire boroil

in the order called for williin a limit of .001 in. No caliper

readings were taken except to prove sizes after tin- wluels were

removed from the mill. All changes in sizes were accnmplishd

by turning the index wheel to the size calkd for. 1 he Ijoring

was done as fast as the culling tools woukl peniiil.

With a satisfactory boring bar, having an aicurali.- mit-ro-

metcr adjustment for tiic fwiisiiing cutters, wluels may i>L- Ijined

to any size required to an accuracy of .001 in. and as many
wheels can be turned out as by any oilier method. UeiMuse of

the accurate wheel borir.g, which is an a'.'ronipiiNJi'jd fact, it is

certainly advisable to bore tiie wheels to suit the axles on ac-

count of less cost for labor and removing the smallest possible

amount from the axles.

A satisfactory manner of setting the finishing cutters is as

follows: A trial cut is taken and calipcred with micrometer

calipers; the index can then be set to the size shown by the

micrometer readings. Fig. 4 illustrates a special micrometer

caliper that was designed by the writer for wheel bores. The

principal novelty is in the extra arm to insure the caliper being

set square with the center line of the wheel. Fig. 5 shows an

application of a tubular inside micrometer caliper for same pur-

pose. Readings may readily be made by either of these calipers

and the size chalked on the wheel in 30 seconds. With these

calipers a satisfactory test for the wheel bore is that it shall

not be over .001 in. taper or out of round. This can be lived

up to with fairly good tools. The bore should also be smooth

and the finishing cut be taken with a feed of tool of at least 4

per inch.

The question of mating wheels to axles to obtain the proper

mounting pressure has always been and will continue to be a

problem. Many theories were investigated which appeared to

have a bearing on the subject, one of them being that the hard-

ness of the wheel had everything to do with the mounting pres-

sure. There may have been some truth in this, but the writer

was unable to find it from the advice of men several years in

the business. WTieels made from the same run of metal will

generally mount at about the same pressure when having the

same draw, provided other conditions are similar. There are

a number of conditions that will affect the mounting pressure

even if the apparent draw is similar. One is the kind of lubri-

cant employed. A test with cast iron wheels showed that the

mounting pressure would average about five tons higher using

plain oil than with white lead and oil. The turning and caliper-

ing of the axle has some influence. If a tool is used that throws

up a slight burr or fin, the calipers will read the top of this

and not to the solid metal, which is liable to cause mounting at

low pressure. The trouble of wheel or axle galling cannot in all

cases be guarded against and may cause considerable variation

in the pressure, especially on steel wheels.

For accurate mounting of the wheels to a uniform pressure,

no method of measurements and inspection has been devised to

equal the micrometer method, and with the calipers described

above, where the readings can be made quickly with but few

possibilities of error, there should be no reason to continue the

use of machinists' calipers. While it is true that an expert can

caliper very satisfactorily with machinists' calipers, there will

always be a personal element or equation that will not exist with

the micrometer described. One result will generally follow

where micrometers are used and a careful inspection is insisted

on. The wheel seat will be turned fairly true. With these con-

ditions and the draw, or the mounting pressure, carefully checked

the wheel will have ample bearing on the axle and will not

work loose.

A large number of measurements were taken to determine the

proper draw or the amount the axle should be made larger

than the wheel. No general rule can be given for it, because

of wheels from various mills and foundries differing. However,

by measuring the draw with the micrometer and noting the

mounting pressure on a few wheels, the proper draw for any

lot of wheels can be arrived at that will be a fairly inie indi-

caii. 11 of the proper mounting ])ressure.

.\ iilaii fur mounting wheels on axles that has worked very
satisfactorily is as follows: Each axle when turned is calipered

and the size of the wheel seat is chalked on it near the wheel
seat. From these sizes a list is made for the boring mill oper-

ator, deducting the necessary amount to be allowed for draw.
I lie wlietls are then bored and the size is chalked on the wheel,

after being i)roved by micrometers. The wheels and axles are

tlun mounted, the sizes chalked, giving the necessary information

as to which shoidd go together. This plan avoids hunting among
a lot of wheels and axles to find matod pairs and also results

in a minimum amount of calipering.

I he micrometers which arc illustrated have Brown & Sharpe
micrometer heads, the frame having been made special. To the

best of the writer's knowledge it has never been patented. The
tubular inside micrometer caliper, Fig. 5, was made by Brown
& Sharpe

Recording gages on mounting presses cannot be too strongly

recommended ; they are a check by which the superintendent

can easily detect any bad or careless work. However, a record-

ing gage is not always a true indication of the mounting pressure,

because of the throw of the needle at each impulse of the pump
or press. This is more noticeable with pumps having only one

ram or piston. For accurate work, the average throw of the

needle should be considered.

The question of grinding repaired axles in place of turning

is worthy of consideration. At first thought it may not appear

inviting, because of the apparent greater cost of the machinery

and the possibility of costing more for labor than turning; how-
ever, considering other phases the question looks promising. Its

advantages will be that a wheel seat once ground will not be in-

jured enough in mounting and dismounting the wheel to require

re-grinding each time, unless the wheel galls or scores the axle.

That is, when compared to turning, the surface will be smoother

and not have tool marks that generally push off when mounting

the wheel. From experience with journals used in other ma-
chinery, we have every reason to believe that car journals would

be ground better than the average of lathe turning and burnish-

ing or filing. The sides of the collars and fillets are difificult to

grind properly. The makers of grinding machinery, however,

say this is not a hard problem. By grinding, the probabilities

are that less metal will be cut away than by any turning method

on repaired axles. This should prolong their life. When re-

turning there is always a possibility of the workmen cutting

deeper than absolutely necessary, in order to get below the

glazed surface and insure the removal of all low spots. With

grinding, there will be no incentive to cut deeper than ab-

solutely necessary. Actual tests appear to indicate that by

grinding only one-half as much metal will be removed as com-

pared to turning ; that is, where an axle may be reduced some

.30 in. by turning, a similar axle will only be reduced .015 in.

by grinding. As explained above, each .001 in. diam.eter costs

about four cents, at which rate the value of the axle would

be reduced 60 cents more by re-turning than by grinding.

LARGE TESTING MACHINE AT BUREAU OF
STANDARDS.

A large 2,300,000 lb. Emery testing machine is now being

erected at the Washington laboratory of the Bureau of Standards

and some of the largest pieces have recently been put in place.

These were manufacturd at the works of the Fore River Ship-

building Company, of Quincy, Mass. The straining press, piston

and cylinder head were assembled and forwarded in one piece,

the shipping weight being llYz tons. It was carried across the

city on a heavy four-wheel truck drawn by 26 horses, and at

the grade on Massachusetts avenue the number was increased to

30. The machine is being installed in the engineering building,
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one of the new structures recently erected for the Bureau of

Standards.

Some of the important dimensions of the machine are as fol-

lows : The main straining press has a diameter of 32 in. Its

piston has a stem 22 in. in diameter, and a stroke of 60 in. The
two screws connecting the power and the scale ends are 12 in.

in diameter by 49 ft. 8 in. long, 30 ft. 8 in. of each being

threaded. The pitch of the thread is lYz in. and the depth 5/^ in.

The fmished weight of these screws is about 17,800 lbs. each.

In the design of the machine one screw is located directly over

the other, their axes being horizontal. This arrangement gives

convenient access to all parts of the material under test, intro-

ducing a feature of great practical value. The center line of the

machine is 44 in. above the laboratory floor. Hydraulic power
will be used for operating the machines. A central power plant

of three accumulators is being installed. The dead weights

used aggregate about 200,000 lbs. Two 10-ton traveling cranes

form a part of the equipment of the large machine and a 2-ton

crane is provided for the smaller one.

SHOP KINKS; LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN.

BY A. G. PANCOST.

Draftsman, Elkhart, Ind.

DRIVING WHEEL TIRE CART.

Driving wheel tires are not only difficult to move about an

erecting shop or engine house by hand, but often cause more or

less serious accidents when handled in that way. A simple

and convenient cart for handling these tires safely is shown in

Fig. 1. While the tire is held in an upright position the cart is

Fig. 1—Cart for Transporting Driving Wheel Tires.

pushed over it and the handle is lifted, thus lowering the upper

part of the frame, and a bolt is placed under the tire at A.. The
handle is then lowered, lifting the tire from the floor and swing-

ing it backward toward the handle. A second bolt B is then

passed through the frame inside of the tire, which keeps it from

swinging back and forth as it is being moved about.

PORTABLE GASOLINE HEATER.

A convenient portable gasoline heater is shown in Fig. 2. It

consists of a 50 or 60-gal. tank, supported on a platform of J^ in.

steel, 30 in. wide, and mounted on two pairs of wheels, the front

pair being arranged to swivel so that the truck may easily be

turned. The vaporized gasoline passes through the piece of

yi-'m. pipe, 8 ft. long, into the burner, which is made by drilling

several small holes in the side of a brass T and plugging the

ends. The hose from the air line and the hose to the burner
are each about 30 ft. long. The tank may easily be transported

W^
^
^-_-,-,-(^^

=*^

Fig. 2—Portable Gasoline Heater.

about the shop or be taken outside of the building for refilling

when necessary.

PORTABLE LAMP STANDARD.

The patience of the workman is often tried when working

underneath an engine or in a poorly lighted part of the shop

with only an electric bulb attached to an extension cord, and no

means of holding or adjusting it to get the light just where

it is most needed. The upright or standard shown in Fig. 3

consists of a rod or pipe set in a cast iron base. Near the top

of this rod a wrought iron strap is riveted fast, as shown. The
two ends of the strap clamp the vertical adjusting rod by means

^djusiable

Brass Cable

'-Thumb
SereIV

^-Rivef

Fig. 3—Portable Lamp Standard.

of the thumb screw. The ball at the top of the adjusting rod,

through which the electric wires pass, is connected to a flexible
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or adjustalilc brass cable lliroii);li wliiili Ibc wires ro to tbc

lamp. I lif lamp may be cciiiippcd with a reflector for intensify-

ing the light and directing it where needed. One of these fur-

nished to every repair pit would prove a great convenience.

W.\TER SHIELD ON TENDER.

Whore track troughs are used, trouble often occurs on fast

trains because of the breaking of the air hose connections at the

rear of the tender, due to the force of the surplus water which

does not enter the scoop but passes by and strikes the hose. In

the winter much inconvenience and delay is often caused to trains

performed at tiie .same time. If it is fcnmd necessary to move

an eccentric crank, it is advisal)le to use a temporary fastening

and make it permanent after the valves are set.

Place the engine on either center and move the reverse lever

to the extreme backward and forward positions, using a tram,

as shown by l'> in I-'ig. 6, to mark the distance from the center

of the front pin in tiie radius arm to a fixed point on the en-

gine. If these two marks do not coincide, the eccentric must

be adjusted an amount equal to half the distance between the

tram marks, nuiitipiicd by the ratio of the link arm radius to

tiiat of the link block.

Disconnect the front end of the eccentric rod and place the

link block in the exact center of the link. This point can be

found by oscillating the link while placing the reverse lever in

I

Side Vieiv ofShield.

Fig. A—Water Shield On Tender.

at terminals because of this surplus water freezing around the

steam and air connections, making it necessary to use picks or

hammers to break the ice away before the engine can be un-

coupled. To overcome this difficulty, a sheet steel shield may be

suspended from the rear of the tender and directly in front

of these connections, as shown in detail in Fig. 4.

SETTING WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR.

First measure the valves, valve seats and combination levers

and see that they agree with the drawings. Place the main

wheels on rollers and adjust the main rod to equalize the travel

of the crosshead between the striking points. Assemble the parts

of the valve gear, using temporary adjustable union links. Find

the exact front and back dead centers of the main crank pin in

the usual tnanner and mark them on the wheel with a tram from

the frames. Mark the guides showing the travel of the cross-

head. Place the engine on one dead center and with a convenient

tram mark the guides, or some other stationary part, from the

center of the front pin of the eccentric rod, as indicated by a

Fig. 6—Setting Walschaert Valve Gear.

different positions until a point is found where no motion is

transmitted to the combination lever. The link blocks on both

sides of the engine must be in the center of the links with the

same position of the reverse lever; if not, adjustment must be

made in the lifting device to bring this about. Get the port

marks on the valve stem or other convenient part in the usual

manner, showing the opening of the steam and the exhaust

edges of the valves ; also mark the point half way between these

two marks.

Place the crosshead in the middle of its travel, and with straight

V, y
Fig. 5—Setting Walschaert Valve Gear.

tram A in Fig. 5 ; move the engine to the other center and re-

peat this operation. These marks should coincide ; if they do

not, move the eccentric crank on the main pin, so that the front

end of the eccentric rod will move a distance equal to one-half

the difference between the two marks. Try again and repeat

until correct. To save time, the operations for finding the dead

centers and the correct positions of the eccentric cranks may be

Fig. 7—Setting Walschaert Valve Gear.

edges on the lower guides and a square, as shown at C, Fig. 7,

adjust the temporary union link until a straight line through the

center of the upper two holes in the combination lever is square

with the guides. Tram the position of the valve; if it is not

central with the ports, adjust the valve stem to make it so and

move the port marks accordingly. To save time, only the port

marks need be changed at this time and the valve stem can be

adjusted later.

The valves should now be run over to find the different valve

events. The lead should be equal at both ends and the same

for all positions of the reverse lever. The port opening may

be found to be greater at one end than at the other, causing

the other events to be unequal; if so, adjust the union link to

make the different events alike at both ends, or nearly so; this

should not affect the lead to any extent. The valves may be con-

sidered correctly set when the cut off and the release in the for-

ward gear at 25 per cent, cut off do not vary more than 1 in.

between the extreme of the four positions; the temporary adjust-

ments should now be made permanent. The three sketches, Figs.

5, 6 and 7, should be placed in the hands of all workmen inter-

ested in the setting of Walschaert valve gear, or where the work-

men may easily refer to them.

i
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SAND BLAST APPARATUS.

It is often desirable to use two or more sand blast nozzles at

the same time, when cleaning steel cars and tenders for re-

painting and other purposes. These may be taken from in-

dividual sand tanks, or two or more nozzles may be supplied from
a single outlet on one tank, the current of air and sand being

subdivided by Y fittings. These methods are open to objec-

tions, because of the time required to refill the individual tanks,

and, when Y's are used, the stopping of one nozzle means stop-

ping the other as well, or of re-adjusting the flow of sand. To
overcome these objections and provide a sand blast of large

capacity, the Drucklieb multiple injector sand blast apparatus

has been designed. It consists of a vertical cylindrical tank of

"boiler steel, with a concave head and a convex bottom, supported

on substantial steel channel legs.

The tank is filled through a large inlet in the top, which is

closed by a heavy cap that can be quickly removed and replaced.

Multiple Injector Sand Blast Apparatus.

The tanks are made to hold 2,000, 4,000, 6,000 and 16,000 lbs.

of sand, with one, two, three or four flanged outlets, as desired,

riveted to the bottom. To theso outlets are attached special

sand pipes leading the sand by gravity by the Drucklieb injector

sand blast apparatus, its flow being started, regulated and stopped

hy a special sand valve, so constructed that the pressure or crowd-

ing of the sand into the valve chamber cannot clog it. This valve

has a central downward air jet, which causes the sand to flow

•evenly and regularly through the annular space between the

valve and its seat. Below the sand valve chamber is a Drucklieb

mixing chamber, in which the flowing sand is further mixed

with air admitted through the mixing and forcing apertures, the

full mixing being effected before the mixture reaches the delivery

hose.

Compressed air is piped into a horizontal riveted steel mani-

fold or air receiver placed below the sand tank; connections to

each outlet are made to the three inlets of each mixing chamber,

all being controlled by one lever handle, quick opening gate

valve. A connection is also made from the manifold to the

uper and lower part of the sand tank to balance the pressure

therein, and insure the free flow of the sand. The manifold also

acts as an air separator, and means are provided for carrying

off any moisture. Each outlet has the usual complement of rub-

ber hose, nozzle holder and steel nozzles. The several nozzles

may be started together or one at a time, and may be regulated

and stopped at will, without interfering with one another. The

sand is regulated by the sand valve and the air by the gate valve,

both of which are near the ground and convenient to the operator.

The sand outlets may be located to suit conditions, but are usu-
ally in line, facing in one direction. They can, however, be
made to face to any point of the circumference of the sand tank
and may be attached to a closed tank of any required capacity

from which the sand will flow. The capacity of the tank is

large enough to insure a long period of operation without re-

filling; the regulation is close and economical, and the several

sand blast jets are sharp and eftective. The Drucklieb multiple

injector sand blast is made and sold by J. M. Betton, 178 Wash-
ington street. New York, who a year ago assumed the sand blast

business, established by C. Drucklieb in 1905.

HYDRAULIC PRESS.

The hydraulic press shown in the accompanying illustration is

especially adapted for pres.nng in bearings and bushings, and for

general machine shop work; it is made by the Watson-Stillman
Company, New York. The platens are approximately 3 ft. square
and 5 ft. apart, but these dimensions may be varied to suit re-

quirements. A hole through the platen permits bearings or bush-
ings to be forced out when desired. The weight shown at the

left is a counterbalance for the ram which may he handled in-

dependently of the pump by means of a rack and pinion operated

30-Ton Hydraulic Press.

by a lever. This arrangement allows rapid manipulation of the

press in adjusting it to the work.

The capacity of tiie press reaches its maximum of 30 tons

under a hydraulic pressure of 6,250 lbs. per square inch, which

may be produced by using cither a hand or belt-driven pump at-

tached to the pipe. The length of stroke of the ram is 18 in.,

and its diameter is 3^^ in. The long stroke increases its range

of the work and is the special feature of the press. The illus-

tration gives the impression that the press is light for its capac-

ity, but the platens are strongly ribbed and a high grade of mate-

rial is used throughout. The press is supported from the floor

by four legs, thus making it more convenient to work on.
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC NUT TAPPING MACHINE. VERTICAL TURRET LATHE.

A iK-w lU-^-iKii i>l ;i scmi-aulom;ilio nut t;iiii)iii).; inacliiiu', as

shown in the accompanying ilhistration, is licinij; made by the

National Machinery Company, TiHin, Ohio. Rongli hot pressed

nuts arc tapped as readily as cold punched nuts, and the objec-

tions to the entirely automatic tapper, due to sticking, etc., are

overcome. The spindles are raised and lowered automatically,

and the operator, not having to manipulate a foot lever can in-

crease the output from 60 to 80 per cent. al)c)ve tiiai of tlie or-

dinary foot lever machine. The number of revolutions of the

tap spindles per raising and lowering may be varied to correspond

to the number of threads on the tap. This eliminates the con-

siderable amount of time which is lost by the tap running idle

in the nut after it is tapped.

The variations in the revolutions of tiic tap spindles arc secured

through a single lever operating quick change speeds on the

cam shaft. The raising and lowering of the tap spindles is ac-

Semi-Automatic Nut Tapping Machine.

complished by six three-step cams carried on a horizontal shaft

in the rear of the spindle housing. These cams engage with

hardened steel rolls carried in the spindle lever. The cam shaft

shifts laterally so that the various cam shaft faces or steps may
be engaged, and in this way the time the tap remains raised

may be altered to meet the needs of the operator feeding the

machine.

The life of the tap is somewhat longer than is generally the

case with the foot lever taps, as the cam movement causes the

tap to be lowered gradually and does not drop it into the

hole with the weight of the spindle back of it, which causes

broken taps and stripped threads. An automatic socket is pro-

vided which allows the tap to be removed or inserted while the

machine is running and ejects the tap automatically when the

shank becomes filled with tapped nuts. The machine is built

with six spindles for 1 in. nuts, and with 10 spindles for lJ/2-in.

nuts.

.•\ vertical turret lathe wiiich presents a practical .solution of

the i)roblems in heavy lathe work has recently been placed on the

market by the BuUard Machine Tool Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

At first glance the machine has the appearance of a vertical

bormg mill, but, on closer inspection, the peculiar characteristics

will be noted which give it the name of a vertical turret lathe;

for although it may perform a certain number of boring-mill

operations its chief service is that of a heavy duty lathe. The
fact of its dual service gives the machine shown hercwitli the

classification of the Maxi-Mill type.

Sight Feed for Lubrication System.

The vertical turret lathe was designed to meet the present

and future demands for a machine of power, rigidity, continued

accuracy, convenience of operation, safety of operator and low

cost of maintenance. It is readily seen from the construction

of the machine that all of the points have been comprehensively

considered. The rigidity is apparent from the size of its body

and the substantial construction of the carriage ways for both

- OilMei-

Table Spindle Showing System of Lubrication.

the cross and vertical heads, which have wide as well as long

bearings, assuring permanency of alinement ; its continued ac-

curacy is a matter of its component parts which are carefully de-

signed with this in view; the convenience of operation is only

too evident when the labor of adjusting heavy work on the or-

dinary lathe is considered; the safety of the operator is provided

by the arrangement of the controlling levers and feed adjust-

ments at the side of the machine away from the rotating work,

and also by the way in which the work is held ; it rests directly

on the table, thus eliminating the danger of falling out of the
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machine, as sometimes happens where the work is clamped to

the face plate of the horizontal lathe.

The special features in the construction of the machine are in

the speed control, the turret and the system of lubrication. The
clutch and brake are both operated by the lever E, which en-

gages one after disengaging the other. Any one of four pri-

Sliding Gears for Speed Changes.

mary speeds may be selectively engaged by means of another

lever F, and secondary speeds are obtained by the lever G. The
controling levers are positively interlocked in the casing H, and

the clutch must be released and the brake engaged before a speed

change can be made. Likewise, a complete engagement of the

gears for any speed is necessary before the brake can be released

and the clutch re-engaged. This interlocking provides a safe

guard against breakage, due to careless handling, and does not

materially interfere with the rapid change of speeds. The oper-

ating levers and handles are in a position convenient to the

operator, which is conducive to a greater output. The turret on

the machine illustrated is 16 in. in diameter; it has five faces

Feed Gears with Micrometer Dials and Observation Stops.

with tool holes 2^ in. in diameter, in which are placed split steel

bushings. Half-boxes, secured to the turret by two binder bolts,

bear on the split steel bushings and securely hold the tool shanks.

However, as no frictional binder is sufficient to resist the twisting

of the tool under a heavy cut, a pin of large diameter is located

at the inner end of the turret holes, which fits in a slot in the

end of the tool and acts as its driver.

The lubrication is accomplished by means of a continuous flow

system starting from the reservoir R, located at such a height

as to insure sufficient head for the free flow of oil. The system
has been carefully arranged, and it is claimed that the power
efficiency is materially increased through the reduction of fric-

tional loss in the gears and bearings, that the cost of maintenance
is thereby decreased; that the productive time is increased since

the oiling is automatically performed, and that the chances of

burning bearings are greatly reduced.

The base of the machine forms an oil reservoir to which all

of the oil is returned after passing through the various bearings

and gear boxes. A submerged pump, geared to the main driving

shaft, delivers the oil back to the reservoir, the excess oil be-

ing returned back to the base. The oil sights in the ducts are

unique in that the free flow of oil is clearly indicated in two
ways—by the size of the oil column passing the opening, shown in

FRICTION GEARINS
OPERATED BY
LEVER h

Maxi-Mil! Type Vertical Lathe.

the sketch, if the pipe is clear, and by the overflowing at the

opening if the pipe becomes plugged. The sketch of the table

spindle and driving gears clearly shows the arrangement of the

oiling system in those parts. The flow of oil to the bearings is

regulated to .02 quarts per square inch per minute.

The machine illustrated will take work 44 in. in diameter and

32 in. ill lieight under the cross-rail, the maximum distance from

the table to the turret face being 43 in. The base and column are

cast integral and are of box construction, internally braced. The

table is 40^ in. in diameter and has parallel T-slots, as well as

the ordinary radial slots. The table spindle is of the standard

Bullard type, having an angular thrust bearing of large diameter.

It is driven by bevel gears of special tooth form which have

proved to be superior to the spur drive, giving smooth cuts and

eliminating the chattering caused by the poor meshing of spur

gear teeth. With the main driving pulley running at 360 r. p. m.,

the following 12 speeds are mechanically obtained: 3.1, 4, 5.5, 7.1,

11, 16, 20, 27, 34, 46 and 60 r. p. m. The number of table revo-

lutions per minute may be read from the direct reading indicator,

/, attached to the interlocking device.
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Tlie cross-rail lia.s an I'scoptioiial w iiltli ol lai'c and I)cars on

tlie full wiilth of tin- oolunui face. '1 he side-rail has the form of

an inverted L and is fastened to the eohnnii and hi'd by five

binding bolts, so located as to j-ive the greatest rigidity. 13oth

the cross and side-rails form a unit having a vertical adjustment,

by power, of 14 in. There is one head on each rail and the heads

are independent of each other as regards the direction and

amount of feed, being operated joinly on work of small diameter

without interference. .\n ai)solutely accurate ccnlei" stii[) is i)ro-

vided for the main head, which is so designed ih.it it may be

carried beyond the center. 3 in. The swivel base of the main

head has a diameter equnl to the full width of saddle, and is se-

cured by numerous binding bolts, which obviate the, usual weak-

ness of these parts. An angular adjustment up. to 45 deg. on

either side of the yettical i§ obtained by a, sytsem of gearing.

.The turret slide Jias an exceptionally broad- bearing on the swivel

base and is provided with the narrow type of guide bearing,

special provision being made for maintaining alinement with the

Vertical Turret Lathe.

center of the table. The vertical head may be rapidly moved in

all directions by power, independent of the feed works or table

drive, the handles K throwing them in and out of the mesh.

Vertical and cross motion in either direction may be engaged

singly or simultaneously, the operating mechanism for each

being independent of the other. A safety device prevents dam-

age resulting from careless handling.

The side head has a vertical movement of 28 in. and a hori-

zontal movement of 21 in., the maximum distance from the

table to the underside of the cross-slide being 25 in. A quick

hand movement is provided in all directions, and also a means

of making fine adjustments independent of the feed works. This

head is provided with a four-faced turret tool holder in which

\y2-\r\. X \%-'m. tool steel may be used. The feeds for both

heads are positive and independent of each other, having eight

changes, ranging from 1/96 to Yz in. in all directions. The

changes are obtained by turning a knurled wheel, located con-

venient to the operator, and the amount of feed per revolution is

indicated on a direct reading index plate on each feed box. The

feed is engaged and disengaged, or changed from vertical to

cross feed un the mam head by engaging the centrally located

drop worm with the worm gears, O, on the end of the feed rod.

These same operations for the side head are governed by a

l)lungcr operated by the lever, M , located in the side head saddle.

The graduated scales and micrometer dials are provided with

adjustable observation stops which bear numbers corresponding

with those on the faces of the turrets and are invaluable in the

dui)lication of various sizes.

Hand wheels Q are provided in.stead of crank handles for tool

adjustments, thus eliminating the danger of the operator being'

hit when the rapid power feed is applied. The wheels are free to

make a partial revolution on the sleeves before becoming en-

gaged with them, which allows a hammer action, similar to the

tapping of the hand on a crank handle and thus provides a means

for fine adjustment. The thread cutting attachment for the ver-

tical head is arranged for cutting 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11^, 12, 14

and 16 threads per inch, and will be supplied if desired. The

mechanism is so arranged that the power rapid traverse may be

used in returning the slide and the thread cutting feed may be

again engaged without splitting the thread.

Alloy steel gears are used, with the single exception of the table

gear, which is of such proportions that it cannot be successfully

heat treated. A special alloy having the requisite wearing qual-

ities in an unhardened state is, however, used in this gear. All

the gearing is immersed in oil and the high speed journals are

bronze bushed and self-oiling. Special attention has been given

to the safety of the operator in designing the machine. The
counterweights and gearing are entirely encased, the latter being

readily accessible to the operator. If the machine is to be

driven by belt, a driving pulley 24 in. in diameter is provided.

A motor may be applied, however, and should be of 10 h. p.,

with a constant speed not exceeding 1,200 r.p.m. The machine

being self contained, no expensive foundation is required, and

the bolt holes in the base are for shipping purposes only. It

weighs 18,500 lbs., and its projected floor area is 85 in. by 93

in.; its maximum height is 12^ in. from the floor.

The manner in which the railway development of Indo-China,

Siam, and other portions of Southeast Asia is to be realized ir»

the immediate future is apparent from the fact that a consider-

able portion of the loan now being negotiated by the govern-

ment of Indo-China is to be used in the construction of a sys-

tem of railways connecting French China with Siam, just as

the railways to the north have been connecting that country

with China proper and extending into China as far as Yunnanfu.

The Indo-Chinese government purposes to build a railway from

Battambang to Pnompenh. From Pnompenh connection is now

made with My Toh by the Mekong river, a deep stream of

easy navigation, and My Toh is already connected with Saigon

by rail. Later the Pnompenh-My Toh section will also be joined

by a railway, thus completing the line from Saigon to Battam-

bang. The importance to Siam lies in the fact that from Bat-

tambang the railway will be extended up to the Siamese frontier

at a point only about 75 miles distant from Patriew. Siam then

may, if she desires, build this small connecting link from

Patriew to the frontier and thus by a comparatively small sum

of money reap the benefits of through rail connection with

Saigon. This section of the line will pass along a level valley

requiring no expensive or difficult engineering works. The

mutual advantages to be gained from this railway are apparent.

Saigon will have not only connection with Bangkok, but also

with Singapore and Penang (for no doubt the branch line to

Penang will be built), thus shortening by several days the mail

and passenger route between Saigon and Paris. Bangkok will

be on a fair way to become a great railway center. With trains

arriving daily from Singapore and Penang on the southern line,

from Upper Siam on her northern line, and from Saigon on her

eastern line, it will have unrivaled opportunities for becoming

one of the great ports of the East. Singapore and Penang will

also benefit by the great influx of trade and increased traffic.
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The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Van-
dalia have withdrawn from the Illinois and Iowa Demurrage
Bureau.

, A new hospital, built by the Southern Pacific Company, and
costing $200,000, was dedicated at Houston, Tex., last Saturday.

The building is of brick and masonry, three stories high, with a

roof of terra cotta tiling.

The Order of Railway Conductors, at its convention in Jack-

sonville, Fla., last week, increased the pay of its officers, making
the salary of the president $8,500; that of the senior vice-president

and the general secretary $5,000 each ; and those of the other

vice-presidents $4,500 each.

A second conference will take place on June 6 between the

officers of the railways in Kansas and the members of the Public

Utilities Commission of that state to discuss the commission's

plan for making a valuation of the roads and the information it

has asked of them. The first conference was held on May 11.

Boiler makers and certain other shop men employed by the

Southern Railway and its controlled campanies, said to number
18,000 in all, after conferences with President F'inley, say that

they have the promise of an increase of pay amounting to two
or three cents an hour. They had asked for five cents an hour
and, according to the newspapers, had threatened to strike.

By an order issued by Judges Grosscup and Kohlsaat, at Chi-

cago, to the clerk of the United States Circuit Court, all sleeping

car rebate checks granted to patrons of the Pullman Company and
the Great Northern Railway between July 12, 1910, and January
31, 1911, while cases involving rates of this company were pend-

ing, will be paid from the funds which were deposited with the

court by these companies when the cases were tried.

The Wells, Fargo & Company Express has been formally

notified by the state of Texas that unless it pays $24,000 in taxes

levied against it in that state, proceedings will be instituted for

the forfeiture of its charter to do business there. The company
has offered the state $200 for a permit to continue to do business

in the state, but refuses to pay the tax, on the ground that the

fixing of that amount on its annual earnings in Texas is uncon-

stitutional and unjust.

The Hudson & Manhattan, running trains between New York
and Jersey City under the Hudson river, announces that by

October 1 trains will be run through between New York and

Newark, about 9 miles. The underground line is to be connected

with the Pennsylvania, about one mile west of Jersey City, and

the Pennsylvania tracks are to be used from that point to Man-
hattan Transfer, a mile east of Newark. From Manhattan Trans-

fer an independent line will be used to reach a new station at

Saybrook place, near Broad street, Newark.

The nineteenth annual report of the Texas railway commission

shows that during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1910, payments

for personal injuries by the railways in that state aggregated

$2,360,293, or about 2.45 per cent, of the gross earnings of the

roads. Of the 234 persons killed in 1909 eighty were employees,

compared with 69 employees killed in 1910, while the number of

persons employed increased from 57,909 in the former to 61,908

in the latter year. Although there was a decrease of 11.69 per

cent, in the number of deaths and of 1.79 per cent, in the injuries,

the amount paid for personal injuries was 7.76 per cent, greater

in 1910 than in 1909.

In a race extending over four days, and participated in by three

or more contestants, Pierre Vedrine last week flew from Paris,

France, to Madrid, Spain, a distance of about 766 miles.

Although stops were made, lengthening the time from start to

finish, the actual time spent in motion was only 12 hours, 18

minutes, equal to more than 62 miles an hour. Vedrine won a

prize of $20,000 offered by a Paris newspaper and one of $10,000

offered in Spain. In crossing the Guadarrama mountains Vedrine

rose to a height of about 6,500 ft. and encountered dangerous

whirlwinds; and at one time he was compelled to descend in

order to avoid attacks of eagles.

The Business Men's League, of St. Louis, 800 strong, recently

inspected the railway terminals of the city, the Terminal Rail-

road Association taking the visitors around on a special train.

President McChesney, of the Terminal Railroad Association, told

his guests that the heaviest month's business ever handled

by the terminal was that for March, 1910, when 297,966 cars

were interchanged by it, and that the heaviest day's business was
on March 23, when it moved 10,567 cars. The passenger trains

run to and from the union station in the year ending June 30,

1910, numbered 108,833, an average of 298 trains a day, the total

being an increase over the preceding year of almost 7,600 trains.

Number of passenger cars 521,266, an average of 1,538 a day.

Accident Record—Correction.

An officer of the Baltimore & Ohio writes : "I note on page

1214 of your issue of May 26, in the report of accidents, that on

the Baltimore & Ohio, near Silver Run, April 27, a boiler of the

engine of a passenger train exploded, killing two and injuring

six. This accident was greatly exaggerated by the newspapers;

the facts are that the right back parallel rod of the engine was

broken while the train was running about 25 miles an hour ; the

broken rod knocked off the air drum and badly damaged the

right side of the cab ; the engineman received a severe cut under

the chin and was slightly scalded on the head, but no other per7

sons were injured."

Resignation of Colonel Dunn from the Army.

Lieutenant Colonel Beverly W. Dunn, after 32 years' service,

has resigned his place in the army to devote his time wholly tq-

the Bureau of Explosives. This resignation is due to the refusal

of President Taft to reverse the action of the war department,

which decided that Col. Dunn should not be permitted to retire

with the pay allowed by law to retired officers who have served

30 years.

The duty Lieut.-Col. Dunn is performing as chief inspector of

the Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explosives and

Other Dangerous Articles, has proved to be of unquestionable

value to the general public in securing a maximum of safety in

the transportation of dangerous articles upon railways and steam-

ships. The extent of the protection needed is indicated by the

fact that statistics show that, on an average, a railway, passenger-

passes a car loaded with explosives every fifty miles of his

journey. Recognition of this danger led the government in May,

1907, to detail Lieut.-Col. Dunn, then in the ordnance depart-

ment, to take charge of the bureau ; and this detail was renewed

March 25, 1909. The expenses, amounting to over $100,000 a

year, are paid by the members of the bureau (railway companies,

steamship companies, express companies and manufacturers of

explosives). Colonel Dunn's services are peculiarly valuable be-

cause, in order to be effective, the bureau must be so organized

that its work can be continuous. New problems constantly

arising can be properly met by close study of technical condition^

followed by frequent conferences with all parties concerned.

The work is at present in an acute situation, as the inspections

made by the bureau have shown a constantly increasing number

of articles to be so dangerous as to require that they be placed

under its supervision as promptly as possible. The same native

qualities which made Col. Dunn of value to the bureau, at the

outset, also make him of value to the ordnance department, and

the chief of that department has always been opposed to his

present assignment. He was therefore subject to recall to the

work of the ordnance department at any time. In this state of

uncertainty the executive committee of the bureau, on February

7 last, endeavored to get the war department to permit Col.

Dunn to retire, so that he could continue to perform the im-

portant duties for which he had been detailed without severing

his official connection with the army. This application was re-

fused and Col. Dunn was ordered to return to duty on June 1,

1911. Feeling from his knowledge and experience in the two

fields of duty that the work of the chief inspector of the bureau

of explosives was of much greater importance and usefulness to
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tlic country than any future service in the ordnance tlc])artnu'nt.

Col. Dunn tendered liis resignation from the army to take effect

October 1, 1911. It has been accepted and according to custom,

leave of absence allowed from June 1 to tiiat date. lie thus gives

up $3,3(X) a year (retired oflicer's pay) in order to keep up without

interrui)tion his valuable service to the railways.

Pennsylvania Legislature.

The legislature of Pennsylvania, which adjourned on May 25,

passed a Full Crew Bill, which is now in the hands of the

governor. The bill requires a flagman and two brakcmen on
freight trains of over 30 cars; and on passenger trains consist-

ing of over three passenger cars and a baggage car, a brakenian

and a flagman. The same rule applies to mail and express trains

of over four cars, and requires that on such trains the rear car

shall have suitable heating apparatus.

The penalty for violation of this law is $100, but whether or
not this would apply to a conductor, engineman or trainman is

not clear. The principal sections of the law apply to any "rail-

way company, its officers or agents . . .
." The penalty sec-

tion reads "any railway company, its officers or agents, officers

of the court, receiver, or any person or persons operating a rail-

way violating, etc., . . . shall be guilty of a misdemeanor

The bill for a public utilities commission, which was one of the
governor's principal measures, was rejected. It was passed by the
house by a very large majority, but in the senate it was defeated
by a vote of 29 to 17; the main argument being that the com-
mittee had not had time to properly consider so important a bill.

The governor hopes for a senate more in sympathy with his

views at the next session, and has announced that he shall intro-

duce his bill again at the convening of the new assembly in 1913.

An Employers' Liability Bill also passed the house by a large

majority, but was killed in the senate. This bill was similar to

that which has been passed in New Jersey, but went into great

detail in describing the indemnities to be paid by employers to

injured emp]o3-ees and the dependents of employees killed.

The Louisiana Health Train.

The Louisiana State Board of Health has been running a
"health exhibit train" around the state, giving lectures and in

other ways stimulating public opinion to demand purer food,
better doctors and cleaner homes. From one of the announce-
ments of a recent trip it appears that stops were made at promi-
nent points on the St. Louis Southwestern," the Texas & Pacific

and the Houston & Shreveport. The board of health has a car
of its own and two other cars are furnished free by the manage-
ment of the New Orleans & Northeastern. It appears that the
special trains in all cases are hauled free by the railways. Dr.
Oscar Dowling, of Shreveport, president of the board of health,

gives us the following particulars of his enterprise

:

The first "health train" was started November 5 last, from New
Orleans for Shreveport. This train consisted of a 75-foot pas-
senger coach with all the seats removed. In this coach there are
arranged normal anatomical specimens and pathological speci-

mens illustrating the effects of consumption. There is also a
school exhibit, an oral dental hygiene exhibit and model sanitary

closets ; exhibits showing sanitary plumbing, a slaughter pen, a
dairy, cooking apparatus, heating and ventilating systems, waste
plant, and a vacuum cleaner ; a department of pure food, and
illustrations of the fly evil, with numerous charts. In each
window of the car there is a transparent picture representing

insanitary conditions as found by one of the state inspectors.

There are exhibits furnished by the Anti-Tuberculosis League
and the Russell Sage Foundation Fund.
The board carries two machines for illustrating lectures. In

one of these moving pictures are shown illustrating "The Man
Who Learned," "The Pesky Fly," "The Gymnastic Fly," and "The
Red Seal." The other is devoted to subjects pertaining to general

sanitation, the hookworm, etc.

In each town visited talks are given to the school children and
to the public, special stress being laid on social hygiene. When
the special train arrives at a town two of the force remain on the

train to explain the exhibits ; one goes to the schools, and two
others make sanitary inspections of the dairies, markets, butcher

pens, hotels, restaurants, bakeries, stores, court house, jail, and
railway stations.

The stale ofliccrs demand that all incorporated towns have city

boards of heallli. Where a town is not thus organized the benefits

to be derived by such an establishment are set forth.

This "healtii train" is to be taken to Los Angeles for the meet-
ing of the American Medical Association, June 26. It will return
via Omaha, Denver and Chicago.

Prizes to Stimulate Scientific Agriculture.

In line with the policy of the railways in the northwestern part
of the United States and in Canada to arouse popular interest in

the products of the American soil generally, and especially to

interest farmers in the advantages of their own territory, several
of the roads have offered prizes to be given in connection with
the American Land and Irrigation Exposition, which will be held
in New York City, November 3 to 12, next. A circular issued

by the Northern Pacific outlines the purpose of the exposition and
gives a list of the prizes offered.

Howard Elliott, president of the Northern Pacific, has assigned
160 acres of land, about 18 miles northwest of Terry, Mont., to

be awarded by popular allotment at the exposition and also offers

a prize of $500 in gold for the best 25 boxes of apples. James J.

Hill, chairman of the Great Northern, offers a $1,000 prize silver

cup for the best 100 lbs. of wheat grown in the United States in

1911. Sir Thomas G. Shaughnessy, president of the Canadian
Pacific, offers $1,000 in gold for the best 100 lbs. of hard red,

spring or winter wheat raised by any farmer in North or South

America. A. J. Earling, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, offers a $1,000 prize cup for the best 100 lbs. of white

oats raised in the United States. A. E. Stilwell, president of the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, offers a $1,000 cup for the best

exhibit of late commercial potatoes grown in the United States

in 1911.

Other prizes offered include a $1,000 cup by the International

Harvester Company of America for the best corn grown in the

United States; a $1,000 cup by the American Land & Irrigation

Exposition, through a donation of Paul Ledyard Van Cleve, of

the Sweet Grass Land & Cattle Co., of Montana, for the best

alfalfa exhibit; a $1,000 cup by Horace Havemeyer for the best

sugar beets; a $1,000 cup by Adolphus Busch for the best hops

grown in the United States; a $1,500 cup by Col. Gustav Pabst

for the best bushel of barley grown in the United States; and a

$1,000 cup by Col. Robert M. Thompson for the best short-staple

cotton. The circular referred to includes detailed information

regarding the conditions under which the av/ards will be made.

A "Frisco" Line from Memphis to Baton Rouge.

The St. Louis & San Francisco has made a contract with the

St. Louis Iron Mountain & Southern, by which the line of the

Iron Mountain from Memphis, Tenn., southward to Baton Rouge,

La., on the west side of the Mississippi, will be used as a joint

line for the benefit of both companies. B. F. Yoakum, chair-

man of the board of directors of the St. Louis & San Francisco,

says that under the contract the Iron Mountain will at once

begin to improve this line, throughout its entire length of 380

miles, by laying 85-lb. rails and ballasting the track with broken

stone. This line will make a direct connection between the

Birmingham line of the Frisco which runs from northwest to

southeast through Memphis, and its line between New Orleans,

La., and Houston, Tex., which runs through Baton Rouge.

The terms of the contract provide that it shall run 90 years,

during which time the St. Louis & San Francisco will use the

tracks of the Iron Mountain and Texas & Pacific between Mem-
phis and Baton Rouge, La., 380 miles. (Texas & Pacific about

100 miles of territory, to Baton Rouge.) After this track has

all been relaid with 85-pound rail, the cost to the owners will

be in round numbers $15,000,000. On this investment the

Frisco will pay an amount equal to 2^4 per cent, per annum

or approximately $337,500; and will share the maintenance on a

car mileage basis after the standard rail has been laid. No
new equipment has been ordered and the Frisco contem-

plates only the purchase of 15 or 20 steel passenger cars in the

near future. Frisco had surveyed a route close to the west

bank of the Mississippi parallel to this route, and, it is said,

w^ould have begun its construction had not a change come m
Missouri Pacific management.
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The Illinois Railway Law.

The law recently passed by the legislature of Illinois to stiffen

the railway law of the state and increase the power of the

Board of Railroad & Warehouse Commissioners may be com-
prehensively described by saying that it gives to the commis-
sioners powers quite similar to those exercised by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in federal matters. Fourteen sections

of the old law are amended and retained, and seventeen new
sections are added.

The chairman of the commission is to receive a salary of

$6,000; each of the other commissioners $4,000; the secretary

$3,500; and the commissioners may appoint other necessary

employees. Passenger and freight tariffs may be filed with the

commission as soon as issued. The commissioners are to in-

vestigate accidents not only when persons are killed or injured,

but also in case of injury to property; and if they see fit they

may make complete reports of accidents to the governor. In

the examination of railway records the commissioners and other

agents are to have the right to enter any car office, etc., during

business hours to examine the books and affairs of the com-
pany.

Section 20, which is the first new section, gives the commission
jurisdiction over all common carriers within the state, including

express companies, steamboat lines, private line companies, etc.

Street railways are excluded ; but what to do with a road that

is part street and part something else is not indicated. The
term "railroad" includes bridges, power stations, terminal facili-

ties, etc.

Section 24 makes it the duty of every common carrier to

provide and furnish transportation at reasonable rates upon an
order made by the commission ; an order first having been given.

Section 25 is copied from section 4 of the Federal law on
the Long and Short Haul section.

Section 26 requires every common carrier to furnish all

reasonable, proper and equal facilities.

By section 27 the commission is empowered to establish

through rates and joint classifications, but to make a through
rate the commission must have found that it is necessary for

the accommodation of the public and that it will not give to

one carrier an unfair advantage over another. The shipper

shall have the right to route his freight. The commission is

empowered to make rates for demurrage, etc. ; to compel phy-

sical connection and to establish switching limits and sv»^itching

rates; but a car transfer from one road to another over an

intermediate road shall not come within the term "switching."

Section 30 empowers the commission to inquire into the man-
agement of all common carriers, and it may make and enforce

orders to secure the safety and accommodation of the public.

Section 32. After due hearing the commission must make a

schedule of reasonable maximum rates for each common carrier.

The commissioners may revise tariffs which they have issued.

Any common carrier unlawfully neglecting or refusing to obey

an order of the commission shall be liable to a fine of $500.

Section 35. Any aggrieved party may appeal to the circuit

court of San Gamon county within 20 days.

Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.

The regular summer meeting of the Association of Trans-

portation and Car Accounting Officers, which will be held at

the Hotel Cape May, Cape May City, N. J., June 20-21, will be

opened at 10 a. rn. on Tuesday, June 20. G. P. Conard, 24 Park

place. New York, is secretary.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York; October 9-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

.American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
Block, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Ilarroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.; annual convention, July 11-13, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOtb
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,

St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-

burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; June 21,

St. Paul, Minn.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—Wed. preceding 3d

Thurs., Chicago.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian* La Salle

St. Station, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio; annual, Aug. 15, Toledo, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Tavlor, Old Colony building,

Ch''cago; Jure 19-21, 1911. Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, op United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City. N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. "Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Omaha Railway Cli'b.—H. H. MauHck, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;
second Wednesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City. Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.: 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters'and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry.. Peoria, 111.; September 12-15. St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June. Julv and Aug., St. Louis.
Society of Rah way Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern As.sociation of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill. Grant bidg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Ch'b.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturdav. Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly. Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway. New York; last

Tuesday in month, except Tune, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—t. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' As.sociation of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicaeo; annual. Tune 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday. » o t->

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
»t »r ^ . tt t>

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. K..

East Buffalo. N. Y. ; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. IT. Rosevcar, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August. Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuepday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. IT. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.
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Beginning Jnnc 4, the Rock l.sl.uul Line will run between

Chicago :ind Colorado points an additional fast train, leaving

Chicago daily at 6 p. m. and arriving in Denver early the fol-

lowing evening; eastbonnd it will leave Denver daily at 3.45

p. m. and arrive in Chicago early the next evening.

In accordance with announcements previously made, through
passenger service from Chicago to Puget Sound over the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound was inaugurated on May 28, the all-steel train, "The
Olympian," leaving Chicago for the coast at 10.15 p. m., and
"The Columbian" leaving Seattle for Chicago at the same time.

Sixty-five members of the wholesale merchants' board of the

Chamber of Commerce of Cleveland, Ohio, last week made a trip

by special train to advertise their business in 25 towns in western
Pennsylvania, including Butler, Oil City and Ridgway. These
three are the only places at which the train stopped over night.

Other stops varied from 30 minutes to 2 hours.

It is announced that the reduced freight rates which the Dela-

ware & Hudson and the Erie have advertised from New York to

the West by way of Albany, are to be met by the New York
Central, which will arrange for a boat line on the Hudson
river to take freight at the lower rates, presumably the same as

those oflfered by the Erie, the boats to deliver the freight to the

New York Central at Albany.

Four hundred members of the Indiana Trade Association, In-

dianapolis, will visit thirty southern Indiana towns on June 19,

20 and 21, to boom their business. The party will be made up

of manufacturers and jobbers and will travel on a special train

made up by the Pennsylvania, consisting of six compartment
sleepers, two diners and a combination baggage and day coach.

All meals will be served on the train. Night meetings will be

held at cities where the boomers make their longest stops. L. W.
Cooper is president and LeRoy Snyder, secretary.

In the Federal Court at Boston, May 26, a number of prominent

milk contractors were indicted by the grand jury for engaging in

a combination in undue restraint of trade and commerce; and

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company was

at the same time indicted for giving illegal rates. The shipments

of milk, on which are based the charges of illegal transportation

rates, were made at Willimantic, Conn., and the milk was des-

tined to Dorchester, Mass., which is a part of Boston. The Elm
Farm Milk Company is also indicted for receiving the rebates.

The tariff prescribed a rate, per car load, for cars of 840 cans,

and it is charged that for this particular shipper the company

repeatedly carried a much larger number of cans in a car for

the same price.

Traffic Club of New York.

The last meeting of the Traffic Club of New York was held

at the Waldorf-Astoria on May 31. Gerrit Fort, passenger traffic

manager of the Union Pacific, addressed the meeting, taking for

his subject, Come West, Old Man, Come West. Robert A.

Bartlett, captain of Peary's ship on the trip to the Pole, de-

livered a new illustrated lecture on Hunting Big Game in the

Arctic.

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association in submitting the

accompanying figures showing consolidations of statistical bul-

letins for the calendar year 1910, and for convenience in com-
parison, the compilations for previous yearly periods, says

:

,
"It is interesting to note the similarity in the performance

for the years 1907 and 1910, the latter being the first year since

1907 when traffic conditions were such as to make the yearly

comparisons of any value. The principal averages are shown
in the following table

:

Percent Percent
1910. 1907. Inc. Dec.

Cars owned per mile of road 9.57 9.18 4.25 ....

Percent home cars on line 58.0 58.0 .... ....

Percent loaded mileage 70.0 70.3 .43
Miles per car per day 23.7 24.0 ... . 1.25
Tons per loaded car 21.6 20.3 6.40
Ton miles per car per day 360 331 8.76 ....

Earnings per car per day $2.41 $2.45 .
1.63

"There was an increase of 4.25 per cent, in the number of cars

owned per mile of road, and this, in connection with the fact

that there was a larger surplus equipment in 1910 than in 1907,

should be kej)t in mind in comparing the "per car" averages.

"The distribution of cars by groups shows quite a difference

in conditions in 1910 from those obtaining in 1907. In the for-

mer year the roads showing an excess of cars in use over the

num])cr owned were principally in New England and in the West
and .Southwest. In 1910 the New England roads used very few
cars more than their total ownership. This is due partly to a

large increase in cars owned, partly to lighter traffic, and partly

to equal interchange arrangements that enabled the distributing

roads to relieve themselves of the excess of equipment that natu-

rally results from the character of their traffic.

"The Pacific coast roads used fewer than their ownership,

while the roads in group 6, comprising the lines in the West and
Northwest, reported a considerable excess used throughout the

year. It is also to be noted that the roads of the Southeast

which were borrowers of cars up to and including 1907, have so

materially added to their equipment that they are now creditor

roads.

"For the purpose of analyzing the ownership and use of equip-

ment as between the various sections of the country, together

with the tonnage handled, the following table covering the years
1905 and 1910 has been prepared. The comparisons are expressed
in percentages of the grand totals of the various items. With
the exception of the 'ton miles of freight handled,' which item

is taken from the Interstate Commerce Commission reports, the

averages used are from the consolidated bulletins

:

Groups
Groups VI-VII-VIII- Groups

I-II-III-IV-V IX-X I-II-III

,

'
s ,

'
N ,

'
^

1910. 1905. 1910. 1905. 1910. 1905.
Mileage oper.ited by reporting

roads (percent of grand total) . . 40.48 42.49 51.49 48.79 23.86 26.40
Freight cars owned (percent of
grand total) 62.88 62.03 32.24 33.76 46.52 48,09

Railroad cars on line (percent of
grand total) 61.52 61.33 33.85 34.54 45.99 48.07

*Ti)ns freight handled one mile
(I. C. C. reports) (percent of
grand total) 61.68 63.03 38.33 36.97 48.62 50.39

Groups Group Group
IV-V VI IX

T91O. 1905. 1910. 1905. 1910. 190S.
Mileage operated by reporting

roads (percent of grand total). . 16.98 16.09 24.52 27.01 3.70 2.3S
Freight cars owned (percent of

grand total) 16.36 13.94 17.87 20.08 1.16 1.02
Railroad cars on line (percent of
grand total) 15.53 13.26 19.29 20.03 1.38 1.07

*Tons freight handled one mile
(I. C. C. reports) (percent of
grand total) 13.06 12.64 18.38 18.34 3.27 2.91

*I. C. C. figures are for fiscal years ending June 30.

"It will be noted that in 1905 the roads in groups 1 to 5 (in-

clusive) including the territory east of the Ohio and Mississippi

rivers and the states of Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, while

operating 42 per cent, of the mileage reported, owned 62 per

cent, and used 61.33 per cent, of all cars in service, and handled

63.03 per cent, of the total tonnage in the country. In 1910 this

group of roads operated 40.84 per cent, of the mileage, owned
62.88 per cent., and used 61.52 per cent, of the cars, and handled

only 61.68 per cent, of the tonnage. The increase in the per

cent, of cars used was slightly less than the increase in per cent,

of cars owned. An examination of the totals for groups 1, 2 and

3 and groups 4 and 5 discloses the fact that the decreases in

per cent, of mileage and in tons handled were in- groups 1, 2 and

3, while in groups 4 and 5 the percentage of mileage, cars owned,

cars used and ton miles handled all show some increase, al-

though the increase in the tons handled is not so great as the

other items. Groups 6 to 10, inclusive, show ' increases in the

per cent, of mileage owned and in the tonnage handled, but re-

port decreases in the per cent, of cars owned and cars used.

Group 6, which includes the largest car owners in this territory,

shows a decrease in the percentage of cars owned and in mileage

operated. There is also a slight decrease in the per cent, of

cars used and a slight increase in the per cent, of ton miles

handled. Group 9, which has apparently always been under

equipped, shows an increase in the per cent, of cars owned, but

somewhat greater increase in the per cent, of cars used. The

per cent, of mileage operated and the per cent, of tonnage han-

dled in this group both show increases."
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YtAR 1905

Gioui)s.

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Av. Cars Av.
Percent Ry. Cars Excess on Miles

on Line. on Line Percent Line Per
I

*
^ Over Cars Per Frt. Car

For- Number in Fngine Per
Home, eign. Total. Owned. Shop. Owned. Day.

63 92 155 18,550 . . 18.8
66 30 96 S S 22.5
54 42 96 <^ <^ 24.8
67 37 104 3,062 ^ - 23.8
61 27 88 " •= 26.7
76 23 99 "2 "2 26.9
58 76 134 4,197 ^ ~ I2.i
63 33 96 p S- 22.4
69 34 103 484 o 5 23.1
66 43 109 8,763 ^ ^ 54.0
75 22 97 % % 31.6
80 22 102 127 2; Iz; 21.0

66 33 99

67 80 147 24,289
63 31 94
50 42 92
64 46 110 10,672 "5

58 35 93 ^
67 30 97 p
40 59 99 o
57 35 93 O
67 63 130 '6;626 o
59 58 107 7,049 55 \

64 25 89
85 28 113 866

Percent
of

Loaded
Mileage.

Average
Ton Miles.

.Average
Daily Earnings.

Per
Car.

Per Per^Jar ' Per
Loaded Per Car
Car. Day.

24.8

18.9
23.9
24.0
20.3
26.0
25.7
47.4
24.7
28.1
31.1

31.4
25.8

Per All Cars
Ry. Car on
on Line. Line.

$2.22 $2.14
2.39 2.18

2.01
2.12
2.33
2.46
3.62
2.23
2.40
6.30
2.50
7.40

$2.47 $2.50 $2.34

$3.47
2.30
2.11
2.21
2.31
2.63
5.69
2.38
4.15
4.19
2.39

$2.30
2.48
2.24
2.13
2.54
2.68
5.70
2.62
3.34
3.96
2.70

(hand Total. . . 175 207,358 1,797,074

Ye.\r 1907.
6

24
25
12
i9
21
3

15
12
18
5

4

5,569
31,248
18,659
17,639
17,524
53,956
3,315

22,089
7,J58

21,993
13,289
2,652

47,187
620,102
305,154
129,757
156,255
361,658
16,001

129,112
22,247

105,467
77,045
7,041

61

63
58
53
58
53
66
32
54
53
59
63
94

Grand Total... 164 215,291 1,977,026 58

Year 1908.
6

26
22
11

19
'9

2

IS
12
21
4

6,503
34,675
16,699
19,643
18,633
54,467
3,533

21,915
7,669

23,133
16,246

70,706
664,379
279,346
134,315
171,287
370,352
15,761

138,006
26,165

113,049
97,913

n
72
78
72
72
80
40
74
60
57
79

37

80
36
36
45
38
31

90
38
104
63
34
27

40

35
23
23
21
22
21
66
24
70
37
17

98

143
94
89
103
91
97
122
92
157
122
97

121

112
95

101
93
94

101
106
98

130
94
96

29,494

*4i566

'3',56S

i2",776

23,425

'i,'447

8,532

'4',366

25.0

2,069
969

7,971

73.7
67.8
68.2
69.9
71.6
73.5
71.7
71.0
67.8
70.2
76.7
70.1

70.3

70.4
64.9
63.9
66.1
68.1
72.2
71.5
67.6
65.6
69.4
73.4

$2.85
2.39
1.99
2.06
2.26
2.57
6.15
2.65
4.42
4.52
2.45
4.04

$2.16
2.54
2.25
2.00
2.48
2.70
5.03
2.87
2.79
3.74
2.52
3.36

10.2
14.8
14.7
12.9
13.4
13.3
14.6
13.0
11.4
14.3
13.1

20.3

14.5
22.9
23.1
19.4
17.9
18.9
20.5
19.5
17.3
20.6
17.8

160
315
269
248
278
290
618
249
211
398
320

$2.14
1.93
1.54
1.72
1.84
2.07
5.60
2.19
i.ll
3.62
2.08

$1.91
2.03
1.53
1.86
1.97
2.08
5.25
2.22
2.86
3.84
2.18

Grand Total.. . 157 220,521 2,081,279

Ye.ar 1909.

Grand Total

Year 1910.

6

?4
20
-.0

17

18
y

,4
11

21

4

6,471
33, (.37

15,104
17,637
18,782
54.465
3.548

22,019
7,868

23,565
15,949

74,755
660,651
228,893
146,631
173,583
366,762
16.630

132,545
26,628

115,586
99,119

219,045 2,058,450

Grand Total

.

6,287
32,279
14,195
18,812
18,699
54,202
3.911

22,354
8.168

25,152
16,963

76,082
692,089
215.535
173.554
172,240
378.038
17,317

133.760
24.516

128,203
103,057

221,022 2,114,391

74

71
67
72
66
67
71
42
68
54
56
76

69

51
56
57
55
50
69
36
57
65
49
66

58

41
29
28
25
25
27
75
33
81
41
19

30

53
41
45
36
35
42
80
42
78
46
29

41

112
96
100
91
92
104
117
101
135
97
95

104
97
102
91
85

111
116
99

143
95
95

99

8,600

13,731
2,888
1,479
9,246

2,729

41,658
2,733

10,500

8.39

5.57
6.64
6,87
8.06
8.91
5,90
4.66
13.04
5,59
5.74
9.40

$2.15
2.28
2.11
1.95
2.43
2.58
5.53
2.28
2.93
3.58
2.55

$2.53 $2.61 $2.44

$2.00
2.34
2.12
1.95
2.37
2.57
4.78
2.73
2.63
3.48
2.40
3.34

331 $2.53 $2.61 $2.45

$1.85
1.91

1.45
1.82
1.89
1.94
4.85
2.11
2.68
3.55
2.09

63 21.0 67.6 13.9 20.7 294 $2.06 $2.10 $1.99

$2.00
2.15
1.77
2.17
2.10
2.14
4.66
2.47
2.85
3.81
2.38

$2.26

$2.19
2.23
1.94
2.32
2.44
2.22
5.37
2.59
2.74
4.09
2.69

$2.41

*(1) New England. (2) N. Y., N. J., Del., Md., Eastern Pa. (3) Ohio, Ind., Mich., Western Pa. (4) Vt.. W. Va.. N. C, S. C. (5) Ky., Tenn.,

., Ala., Miss. (6) la.. III., Wis., Minn., Dakotas. (7) Mont., Wyo., Neb., Dakotas. (8) Mo., Ark., Kans., Colo., etc. (9) Texas, Louisiana, New
xico. (10) Ore., Idaho, Nev., Cal., Arizona. (11) Canadian Lines. (12) Mexican Lines.

Ga.. _..

Mexico

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Reparation Denied.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. v. Chicago & Erie ct al., and
eight other cases. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer.

.. Former action not modified. (21 I. C. C, 40.)

, Carter White Lead Co. v. Norfolk & Western et al. Opinion
by Commissioner Clark.

Following the decision in Stowe-Fuller Co. v. Pennsylvania

Company, 12 I. G. C, 115, maintenance rates on coke, based on

the use to which coke is put, are condemned. Following the

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. case, 21 I. C. C, 40, reparation is

denied on shipments of coke to Omaha; and following the Metro-

politan Paving Brick Co. case, 17 I. C. C. 197, reparation is de-

nied on shipments of coke to Chicago. (21 I. C. C, 41.)

Raymond B. Scudder v. Texas & Pacific et al. Opinion by

the commission:

Where two cars are shipped under one bill of lading, the car-
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ricr oimiiDt compel tlic consignee to accept one car until tiie ar-

rival of the second, and therefore cannot assess denuirrage
charges until it tenders the eciniiinient required for the entire

shipment covered hy the hill of lading. In this case, however,
comi)lainant accepted two hills of lading for shipping two cars

of sugar; therefore, the rule allowing a rate for a carload apply-

ing on the entire lot, although it may be less than two or more
full carload lots, did not apply in this case. (21 I. C. C, 60.)

Complaint Dismissed.

NortliuTsU'in Leather Comt>miy v. Oregon Railroad & Navi-
gation Company ct al. Opinion by the commission:

Rates of $1.30 per 100 Ihs. on dry hides and $1 per 100 lbs.

on green hides, from San Francisco, Cal., and Los Angeles, to

Manistique, Mich., and Sault Ste. Marie, not found to be
unreasonable. (21 I. C. C. 66.)

Wright Wire Co. et al. v. Pittsburgh & Lake Erie et al.

Opinion by the commission:
Rate of $3.40 per ton on iron and steel rods from Struthers,

Ohio, to Palmer, Mass., and Worcester, as compared with rate
of $3 from Monessen, Pa., for a longer haul over the same line

in the same direction, not found to constitute a violation of
section 4 of the act as it existed prior to June 18, 1910. (21 I

C. C 64.)

Reparation Awarded.

Mountain Ice Company et al. v. Delaware, Lackaivanna &
Western et al. Opinion by Commissioner Prouty:
The complainants ask reparation in certain shipments of ice.

The serious question in these cases is the application of the
statute of limitations, and the first branch of that question, did
the filing of these complaints interrupt the running of the statute?
The averments in the original complaints herein cannot be con-

strued as the filing of claims for reparation; but the supple-
mental complaints, when taken in connection with the original
complaints, constitirte filing of claims for reparation, within the
sixteenth section, sufficient to interrupt the running of the two-
year period.

A complainant should state seasonably and with sufficient de-
finiteness whether he will claim reparation, so that the commis-
sion and the defendants may be advised of the nature of the
claim; but every rule of convenience and of justice requires
that, having made this statement in those general terms, the
matter may be held in abeyance until the main question has been
decided and the parties know whether any reparation will be
awarded, and if so, on what basis.

In all shipments made by the Mountain Ice Company, ex-
cept those to a particular consignee, that company and not the
consignee is entitled to reparation, as the ice was sold for a de-
livered price, and by the terms of contract of sale the freight
money was to be paid by the ice company. Nicola, Stone &
Myers Co. case, 14 I. C. C. 199. In the other cases reparation
should be awarded to the consignees. (21 I. C. C. 45.)

Advanced Rates on Grain Justified.

In re the investigation of advanced rates by carriers on grain,
grain products, etc. Opinion by Commissioner Clark.

These investigations were instituted by the commission under
the provisions of section 15 and involve the propriety of ad-
vances in rates on wheat and coarse grain from North Dakota
and South Dakota producing points to primary grain markets,
such as Minneapolis, Duluth, Milwaukee, Chicago, Omaha and
points taking the same rates. The C. M. & St. P., and the Chi-
cago & North Western bore the principal burden of the defense.
The proposed advances would give the Milwaukee a total in-

crease in revenues derived from wheat of $125,764, or an average
increase of 1.519 cents per 100 lbs., and on coarse grains a total

of $113,834, or 1.492 cents per 100 lbs. Many of the same argu-
ments used in the western advance rate case were used by the
roads, but they also claimed that there were peculiar circum-
stances which differentiated this case from the western case.

The commission did not attach much weight to the complications

showing that neither North Dakota nor South Dakota grain con-
tributes its proper proportion to the payment of interest and divi-

dends. Fundamentally this statement proceeds on what the com-
mission considered to be an erroneous theory; that is, that cer-

tain portions of the system of a railway can be segregated from
the whole and the expenses and earnings be charged and credited
to such portions on a mileage pro rata basis.

Here is a somewhat peculiar situation and one which perhaps
differs from that in any other section of the country. The traffic

from that portion of South Dakota which is involved is mainly
grain. It gcjcs to the great grain markets, Minneapolis, Chicago,
Duluth and Omaha. Minneapolis and Duluth are premium wheat
markets to the extent of from three to seven cents per hundred
pounds, and this naturally, like a magnet, draws to them the

greater volume of the grain. Withm reasonable limits the

amount of the rate is not so material to Minneapolis and Duluth
so long as the present adjustment to Minneapolis, Duluth and
Chicago is maintained. The lack of through tonnage in South
Dakota affects the volume of traffic, increases the average train

load, increases operating expenses, and is therefore reflected in

net earnings. Canadian competition on the north holds down the

North Dakota rates and is reflected to some extent in South
Dakota, but South Dakota appears to contend that the full force

of that competition should be accorded to South Dakota.

It has never been the view of the commission that the pros-

perity of a shipper, a locality or a state was a reasonable ex-

cuse for the imposition of rates conditioned on such prosperity;

Ibut when coincident with very substantial reductions in rates,

the price of the commodity has nearly doubled in value and

claims for loss and damage have materially increased, two of

the essential factors of a reasonable rate, value and risk, have

been changed in favor of the carriers' contention that the pro-

posed advances should be allowed.

The commission is of the opinion that the carriers have sus-

tained the burden of proof which the statute imposes on them,

and that, with certain exceptions, the proposed advances to

Minneapolis, Duluth, Milwaukee and Chicago are not unreason-

able. The details of a general rate adjustment like this are

many and they involve features of direct and cross-country com-

petition with which the traffic officers of the defendants are more

familiar than is the commission. Acting in a spirit of cordial

co-operation, they probably can work out tariffs that will be more

satisfactory all around than an adjustment prescribed in detail

by the commission would be.

The proposed advances, however, to Omaha are unreasonable,

and the commission fixes rates somewhat lower than the present

rates. (21 I. C. C, 22.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The California State Railroad Commission has issued a

formal order forbidding the sale of reduced rate tickets to

students of schools and colleges, on interurban and steam rail-

ways; effective June 1. (Does not apply to city trolley lines.)

COURT NEWS.

Judgments aggregating $1,350 have been rendered against the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville by Judge Anderson in the Fed-

eral Court at Indianapolis, on complaints of having violated the

Federal law against keeping telegraph operators on duty for

more than nine hours consecutively. The complaints charged

forty violations of the law. A penalty of $200 on the first para-

graph of each action was imposed, and a penalty of $25 on eacli

of the other offenses charged.

The Supreme Court of Indiana has sustained the Marion Su-

perior Court in its decision approving an order of the State

Railroad Commission, fixing a charge of $3 a car for switching

freight at Bloomington. Claim had been made that rates for

switching ought to be fixed on a tonnage basis and certain

traders had complained that the charges at Bloomington were

exorbitant. The railway company, the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, had attacked the validity of the law creating the com-
mission, arguing that the legislature, contrary to the constitu-

tion, had conferred judicial powers on the commission.

In the Federal Court at Philadelphia, May 25, a suit by the

government against the Philadelphia & Reading to determine

whether freight passing through this country is subject to rates

prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, was decided
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in favor of the railway. The government contended that the

railway company had agreed with a firm in Hamburg, Germany,
to transport beet sugar from the initial point to its destination

for a through rate of 50 cents per 100 lbs. The cargo arrived in

Philadelphia and was then shipped to its destination in Canada,

at an inland charge of 55 cents per 100 lbs. At the time, the

published inland rate was $1.32 per 100 lbs. The prosecution

hinged on the question whether the initial point of transportation

was Philadelphia or in Germany. If the starting point was in this

jurisdiction, then, according to the government, there had been a

violation of the interstate commerce law, as the charge of the

railroad was lower than the published rates. Counsel for the

railway company denied this contention, and was upheld by the

court, which decided that the starting point was in Germany.

The Supreme Court of the United States has sustained the

hours of service law for railway employees passed by Congress
in 1907. The decision was announced by Justice Hughes, in

the suit instituted by the Baltimore & Ohio. The court was
unanimous. Justice Hughes said that the words of the statute

were plain that only interstate carriers and persons engaged
in interstate commerce were affected by the statute. Be-

cause the interstate employees sometimes engage in intrastate

business did not defeat the law. As to the authority of

the commission to issue the order putting the law into effect,

the justice said that the entire question of authority had been

settled by legislation in 1910. The justice found no other

objection to the order or to the law itself. The Baltimore &
Ohio attacked the law as unconstitutional on the ground that

it applied to intrastate as well as interstate railways and em-
ployees. The road alleged that Congress could not and did

not attempt to delegate to the commission the power to require

reports of violation of the law ; and that the labor and ex-

pense necessary to make the reports constituted a taking of

the road's property without due process of law, and therefore in

violation of the Constitution ; also that it compelled self-in-

crimination by officers and employees in violation of the Con-
stitution. This decision affirms that of the Circuit Court for

the District of Maryland.

The Commerce Court, at Washington, May 25, heard the case

of the Norfolk & Western, et al., vs. The United States ; con-

cerning freight rates from Roanoke to Winston-Salem,
from Lynchburg to Durham, and from Cincinnati to Winston-
Salem and Durham. The hearing on tlie application for

temporary injunction was completed and the application was
taken under advisement. A hearing was given also in the case

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al., vs. United States

;

known as the "Pre-icing case," a suit to set aside an order of

Interstate Commerce Commission reducing from $30 to $7.50

per car the charge for refrigeration of citrous fruits where such

fruits are pre-cooled and pre-iced by the shipper. Mr. Lamb
concluded his argument for the interveners and Mr. Robert
Dunlap concluded for the petitioner. The case was taken under
advisement.

On May 26 the court took up the case of the Omaha & Council

Bluffs Street Railway Co., and the Omaha & Council Bluffs

Railway & Bridge Co., vs. Interstate Commerce Commission

;

involving an order of the Commission dated November 27, 1909,

reducing from fifteen cents to ten cents per passenger the fare

between Council Bluffs, la., and Omaha, Neb. An order temp-
orarily restaining the commission from enforcing its order was
granted by the United States Circuit Court for the District of

Nebraska in April, 1910. The case was heard on the demurrer
of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the motion of the

United States to dissolve the restraining order and injunction

issued by the circuit court. The case was taken under advise-

ment by the court. At the close of the arguments in this case

the court adjourned until the first Monday in October.

In the Federal court at New Orleans, May 17, F. M. Durselin

and C. H. George were convicted of conspiracy to defraud, and
of using the mails for frudulent purposes, in connection with

shipments of lumber to Germany. As announced in the news-

papers the charge was that the defendants shipped lumber of one

grade and forwarded bills of lading calling for a higher grade; but

from a correspondent who is acquainted with the facts we learn

that to class this as a "bill-of-lading fraud" would be an error.

The facts in the case are these : the shippers, Durselin & George,

bought a number of cars of lumber from various lumber mills

and consigned the freight to themselves at New Orleans. The
railway companies in billing the cars simply showed them to

contain pine lumber. After the cars had reached New Orleans,
Durselin & George sold them to Laurao Petersen, of Hamburg,
Germany. The lumber was shipped from New Orleans by vessel

and was billed to order, notify Petersen, at Hamburg. The
ocean bill of lading issued by the steamship company described
the shipments as pitch pine lumber, whereas the specifications

which accompanied the invoice and bill-of-lading described the
lumber as heart rift pitch pine flooring and heart face pitch pine
flooring. There was considerable difference between this descrip-
tion and the lumber which was actually shipped ; so that in fact,

the shippers received one-third more money from the consignee
at Hamburg than what the lumber was really worth. The failure

of consignee to wait until the freight was received before paying
the draft is explained by the statement that he had full confidence
in the shippers. A steamship will frequently issue a bill-of-lading

for a certain consignment, and hand it to the shipper, who in turn
mails it at once to consignee. It is carried by the U. S. mail
to New York and thence by steamer to Germany, and arrives at

destination perhaps a week ahead of the goods. Shipments are

frequently shut out by one steamer and taken by another steamer
of the same line at a later date. Petersen had done considerable

business with this firm for two years prior to this transaction

and had never had any occasion to question the quality of the

goods shipped ; so, in this case, he did not wait until the ship-

ment arrived, but immediately took up the draft. When the

shipment reached destination, the lumber did not come up to

specifications and invoice and the matter was taken up by him
with the shippers. They made no reply to his communication,
and finally he came to America and made a demand for his

money. It appears that the shippers were in financial straits

about that time and could not make restitution and the matter

was placed in the hands of the Federal authorities, who had the

men indicted and tried, and they were sentenced to one year in

the Federal penitentiary at Atlanta, Ga.

American Tobacco Company Ordered Dissolved.

The Supreme court of the United States on Monday last

issued a decision, similar to that of two weeks earlier in the

case of the Standard Oil Company, holding the American
Tobacco Compau}' to be an illegal monopoly and combination

in restraint of trade. The decision, like the former one, was by
Chief Justice White, and the court was unanimous; but Mr.

Justice Harlan dissented, as before, from the reasoning of the

majority in regard to the application of the "rule of reason" to

the interpretation of the Anti-Trust law. Justice Harlan espe-

cially condemns the delegation to the lower court of discretion

to ascertain whether new conditions cannot be created, in har-

mony with the law. The decision differs from that in the

Standard Oil case in that the disintegration of the trust must

be carried out under the direction of the lower court, the acts

of the several constituent tobacco companies to be reported to

the court for approval. For this work a period of six months
is allowed, this to be extended to eight months if the court shall

find such extension necessary. On this point the decision says

:

"... That the court below, in order to give effective force

to our decree in this regard, be directed to hear the parties, by

evidence or otherwise, as it may be deemed proper, for the pur-

pose of ascertaining and determining upon some plan or method
of dissolving the combination and of recreating out of the ele-

ments now composing it a new condition which shall be honestly

in harmony with and not repugnant to the law.

"That for the accomplishment of these purposes, taking in

view the difficulty of the situation, a period of six months is

allowed from the receipt of our mandate, with leave, however, in

the event, in the judgment of the court below, the necessities of

the situation require, to extend such period to a further time, not

to exceed sixty days.

"That in the event, before the expiration of the period thus

fixed, a condition of disintegration in harmony with the law is

not brought out, either as the consequence of the action of the

court in determining an issue of the subject, or in accepting a

plan agreed upon, it shall be the duty of the court, either by way
of an injunction restraining the movement of the products of the

combination in the channels of interstate or foreign commerce,

or by the appointment of a receiver, to give effect to the require-

ments of the statute. . . ."
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Wichita Falls Route has ordered 4 freight locomotives

and 1 passenger locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
These locomotives will be used on the Wichita Falls & North-

western.

The Guelph Radial, Guelph, Ont., has ordered one 27-ton

locomotive with four No. lOl-B-2 railway motors and type

K-28-B control from the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, mentioned in an

unconfirmed item in the Railway Age Gazette of May 26 as

having ordered 15 electric locomotives from the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, has ordered 15 electric

switching locomotives from this company.

CAR BUILDING.

The Midland Valley has ordered 5 passenger cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Isthmian Canal Commission is in the market for a

number of gasolene passenger cars. Circulars No. 634.

The E. R. & R. G. Hutchins Company, Chicago, is in the

market for 3 forty-ton flat cars for the Booth-Kelley Lumber
Company.

The Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal is said to be figuring on
specifications for 500 all-steel hopper cars. This item is not
confirmed.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas, mentioned in the Railway
Age Gazette of May 26 as being in the market for 17 refriger-

ator cars, 39 gondola cars, 34 flat cars and 18 caboose cars, has
ordered this equipment from the American Car & Foundry
Company.

The Pennsylvania, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of

May 12 as being in the market for 41 coaches and 20 baggage
cars, has ordered this equipment. The Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany will build the coaches and the American Car & Foundry
Company will build the baggage cars.

The Canadian Pacific, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of May 12 as being in the market for 1,500 box cars and 400

gondola cars, has ordered 500 box cars and 400 gondola cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company and 500 box cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Cleveland Short Line has ordered 1,000 tons of girder

rails from the Lorain Steel Company.

The W^abash Pittsburg Terminal has ordered 500 tons of

rails from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Harriman Lines have ordered 12,000 tons of bridge

material from the American Bridge Company.

The Columbus Railway & Light Company, Columbus, Ohio,

has placed an order for 1,100 tons of girder rails with the Lorain

Steel Company.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 7,400 tons of

bridge material from the American Bridge Company and 650

tons from the Cambria Steel Company.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has ordered 400 tons

of bridge steel from the Lackawanna Bridge Company and 160

tons of bridge steel from the American Bridge Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—The price reductions made
last week by the Republic Iron & Steel Company were more
than met on Monday by the Steel Corporation, its subsidiaries

and nearly all the steel manufacturers of the country, when they

reduced prices on steel products, exclusive of rails, wire and
tin plate. The new prices are f. o. b. Pittsburgh and became ef-

fective June 1 for shipment prior to October 1. Since the re-

duction last- week, orders, instead of increasing, have fallen

off nearly 50 per cent. The outcome is extremely problematical.

The new schedule of prices is lower than that of 1909.

Ambrose L. O'Shea has been made a director of the Gold Car
Heating & Lighting Company, New York, succeeding W. W.
Butler.

The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until June
22 on miscellaneous supplies, including cargo-handling and loco-

motive cranes, electric cable and cable terminals. Circular
No. 634.

The W F. Bosscrt Manufacturing Company, Utica, N. Y.,

has completed an order to equip the Susquchrmna division of the

Erie with 27 triplelock switch stands. This stand was adopted
after a rigid test for several months.

The Greenlee Brothers Company has removed its general sales

offices from Chicago to Rockford, 111., where the factory and
accounting departments are located. The Chicago office is in

charge of James A. Lounsburg, the vice-president.

J. J. Ross has been made manager of the western railway de-

partment of the U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, New
York, with office in Chicago. Mr. Ross was formerly connected
with the Featherstone Foundry & Machine Company, Chicago,
and also with J. V. Dowling & Company.

The Nova Scotia Car Works, Halifax, N. S., has been organ-
ized to take over the business of the Silliker Car Company, which
is now out of existence. Sufficient new capital has been added
to the business to make extensions to the plant and provide
adequate working capital. The capacity of the plant, when exten-
sions are completed, will be 20 cars per day.

The Sprague Electric Company, New York, will, on June 1,

be merged with the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. The manufacture and sale of the lines of apparatus and
supplies heretofore handled by the Sprague Electric Company
will be continued by the Sprague Electric Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Company under the same organization, with D. C.

Durland in charge as general manager. All correspondence

should be sent to the Sprague Electric Works at the same New
York address as in the past.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa., laid off

about 1,200 men on May 27 because of a scarcity of work. Un-
less business improves more men will be let out. Alba B. John-
son of the company said : "Up to this time we have been turn-

ing out about forty locomotives a week, but for the next two
weeks will be making only thirty a week. If business falls off

we will find it necessary to reduce further our working
force. If there is a substantial increase of business the men
already laid off will be taken back."

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has re-

ceived the following orders from the Omaha & Council Bluffs

Street Railway Company, Omaha, Neb.: Three 1,000 kw. 600-v.

rotary converters; two 1,050 kw. 3-phase transformers; three

350 kw. single phase transformers ; 20 double motor GE-80 car

equipments ; 5 double motor GE-201 car equipments, and 5

straight air brake equipments with CP-27 compressors. Two of

the 1,000 kw. rotary converter equipments will be installed in

the new South Omaha substation, while the third is for in-

stallation in the power plant.

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,

has recently shipped a carload of Falls hollow staybolt iron to

the Buenos Ayres Great Southern, Buenos Ayres, Argentina.

This company has also recently furnished a large quantity of

its Falls hollow staybolt iron to the Cordoba Central, Rosario,

Argentina ; the Northern Railway of Limon, Costa Rica ; the

American Railroad Company, Porto Rico; the Guayaquil &
Quito, Guayaquil, Equador, and the Guantanamo & Western,

Guantanamo, Cuba. The company has orders on hand for ship-

ment to the Central of Peru, Lima, Peru ; the Salvador Railway,

La Union, Salvador, and the Guatemala Central, Guatemala. An
order is expected from the Korean Railway, Korea, for a car-

load of Falls hollow and staybolt iron.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East

Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently received an order from the Toledo

Railway & Light Company, for 100 type 310 C, box-frame, inter

-

pole, street railway motors. This company has also received
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an order from the New York, New Haven & Hartford for four

quadruple eciuiimients of No. 409 alternating current railway

motors with unit switch control, and one from the Takaski
Water Power Electric Company, Japan, for two double ecjuip-

mcnts of No. 12.A street railway motors with type 210D con-

trollers. The latter order was placed through Takata & Com-
pany, the Wcstinghouse company's representatives in Japan.

The company has also received orders from the Ihunmelstown
& Campbellstown Street Railway, the Nashville Railway & Light

Company, the Cumberland Electric Railway Company, the

Frederick Railroad Company, and the Connecticut Company.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Ditching M.\ciiinery.—The F. C. Austin Drainage Excavator

Company, Chicago, has devoted a small illustrated booklet to

the advantages of its ditching machinery.

Sewer E.xc.w.vtors.—The Municipal Engineering & Contract-

ing Company, Chicago, describes and discusses the Chicago sewer

excavator in a newly published booklet. Illustrations and tables

are included.

Northern Pacific.—This company has published a small

booklet entitled Lewiston-Clarkston and the Clearwater Country,

Idaho-Washington, enumerating the many products and re-

sources of this fertile country. A great deal of information .is

included regarding the climate, topography and the general

advantages of this region.

Woodworking M.-kchinery.—Greenlee Bros. & Company,
Rockford, 111., have published an unusually full, cloth bound
200-page catalog on railway car shop wood-working machinery

and tools. This catalog is made up of separate circulars illus-

trating and describing each particular machine or tool, and these

circulars will be superseded from time to time by new ones.

C.\R Lighting.—The Gould Coupler Company, New York, has

published bulletin 11 A, on the Gould simplex system of electric

light for railway cars, and bulletin 11 B on the installation,

operation and maintenance of this system. The first bulletin

describes and illustrates this system of car lighting and the

second gives full instructions, including photographs and dia-

grams, for the installation and operation of the system.

Tachometers.—Schuchardt & Schutte, New York, have bub-

lished a folder describing their No. 4 tachometer, calling atten-

tion to its value for increasing general shop production. This

indicator will give the revolutions per minute or, by using the

measuring disc, periphery speeds in feet per minute at a glance

without the aid of a stop watch. It is constructed on the prin-

ciple of the circular pendulum and is encased in a shell of

aluminum alloy. One, three or four ranges of speeds can be

provided as desired, the four ranges registering from 100 to

12,000 r.p.m.

Southern Railway.—The industrial department of this com-

pany has just issued its pamphlet describing the agricultural and

commercial resources of Virginia. This is one of the series of

pamphlets being issued by the Southern Railway, each describing

the resources of one of the southeastern states. Although the

fruits are "delicious" and the sheep grazing "splendid," the

pamphlets describe conditions in a rather more scientific way
than many publications issued by the traffic department of rail-

ways, and the pamphlet describing Virginia contains a consider-

able fund of valuable information in regard to topography and

soils, horticulture, truck raising, and the timber and mineral

products of the state.

The Germans who are building the northern section of the

railway from Tientsin, China, to Nanking, have completed about

290 miles of it, leaving about 125 miles of their part of the line

to be built. The line runs across the great flood plain of the

Hoang-ho, where stone and gravel are rare, and all along the

line at short intervals are brick kilns, the product of which is

used not only for masonry constructions, but for ballasting the

road bed. The embankments have in many places suffered from

the gales of wind, which frequently have made breaches in

them. Protection is now sought by plantations of willows and

locust trees. Last December 82 German engineers were em-
ployed on this work.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Samuel M. Perry has been elected secretary and treasurer
of the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, with office at Denver,
Colo.

J.J. Bcrnet, general superintendent of the Lake Shore & Michi-
gan Southern, at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed assistant

to the vice-president of the New York Central Lines, with
office at Chicago.

J. G. Drew, who has been appointed general auditor of the
Missouri Pacific, with office at St. Louis, Mo., as was previously
announced in these columns, was born February 12, 1864, at

Hammondsport, N. Y. He began work in January, 1881, as a
station clerk for the St. Joseph & Western, now the St. Joseph
& Grand Island, at Seneca, Kan. He was then consecutively,

telegraph operator, agent, superintendent's chief clerk, general
manager's chief clerk, general bookkeeper and chief clerk to the

auditor, and for seven and one-half years from January, 1892,

was auditor of the same road. In June, 1899, he was appointed

assistant comptroller of the Great Northern, and three years

later was promoted to comptroller, which office he resigns to

become general auditor of the Missouri Pacific.

Col. David C. Dodge, formerly for a number of years con-

nected with the Denver & Rio Grande and the Rio Grande
Western, has been elected vice-president and general manager
of the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, with office at Denver,
Colo. Mr. Dodge was born at Shirley, Mass., November 17,

1837. He began railway work in 1853 and was connected with

engineering and construction work on different roads in Illi-

nois and Wisconsin until 1857. He then entered the traffic de-

partment of the Chicago & North Western, and in 1872 went
with the Denver & Rio Grande as traffic manager. He was
afterwards promoted to general superintendent and to general

manager. He was general manager of the Denver & Rio Grande
Western and its successor, the Rio Grande Western, for 15

years from 1886, and during part of that time was also vice-

president and general manager of the Mexican National. He
was also first vice-president of the Colorado Midland for a year

from July, 1900.

Frank S. Gannon, formerly president of the Norfolk & South-

ern, has opened an office at 2 Rector street, New York City, and

will devote himself to technical work in examinations and ap-

praisals of railway properties and as advisory counsel. Mr.
Gannon was born at Spring Valley, N. Y., and began railway

work in November, 1868, as a telegraph operator on the Dela-

ware division of the Erie Railroad. He later served on the New
Jersey Midland, now a part of the New York, Susquehanna &
Western; the Long Island Railroad; the Baltimore & Ohio; the

New York City & Northern, now a part of the New York
Central & Hudson River, and the Staten Island Rapid Transit

Railroad. In January, 1897, Mr. Gannon was elected third vice-

president and general manager of the Southern Railway, and

from March, 1902 to November of the same year he was third

vice-president of the same road. In May, 1903, he was elected

vice-president of the New York City Railway, and between 1905

and 1909 he was vice-president of the Atlantic & North Carolina

and president of its successor, the Norfolk & Southern, now the

Norfolk Southern.

Operating Officers.

N. G. Pearsall has been appointed superintendent of the Louisi-

ana division of the Texas & Pacific, with offices at New Orleans,

La., succeeding Page Harris, promoted.

Donald Brice, roadmaster of the Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winni-

peg, has been appointed assistant superintendent in charge of

maintenance of way, bridges and water service.

Frank P. Brown, agent of the Pullman Company at Galveston,

Tex., has been appointed district superintendent, with office at

San Antonio, Tex., succeeding O. S. Newell, retired.

C. D. Fisher, superintendent of District No. 3 of the Canadian

Northern at Dauphin, Man., has been appointed superintendent
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J. W. Everman.

of District No. 5, with office at Saskatoon, Sask., succeeding

J. Irwin, transferred to District No. 3 in place of Mr. Fisher.

T. A. Forbes, assistant superintendent of the dining and sleep-

ing car department of the Great Northern at St. Paul, Minn.,

has been appointed superintendent of the dining and sleeping

car department, with office at St. Paul, succeeding George L.

Bonney, resigned. John Lambert succeeds Mr. Forbes, with

office at Seattle, Wash., and the position of agent, dining and

sleeping cars at Seattle is abolished.

John W. Everman, whose appointment as general superin-

tendent of the Texas & Pacific, with office at Dallas, Tex., has

been announced in these columns, was born in New York City

on February 1, 1861. He
graduated from the pub-

lic schools of Philadel-

phia in 1876, and began

railway work in 1879 in

the ticket department of

the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. In January, 1880,

he went with the Texas

& Pacific, since which

time he has been in the

continuous service of

that company. He held

various positions until

May, 1892, when he was
appointed assistant gen-

eral superintendent, and

was promoted to assist-

ant general manager in

April, 1894, which latter

office he held until his

recent appointment to

the new position of

general superintendent.

J. W. Mulhern, whose appointment as general superintendent

of the Denver & Rio Grande, with office at Salt Lake City, Utah,

has been announced in these columns, was born November 25,

1863, at Naples, 111. He received a common school education and
began railway work in 1881 with the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy as a track laborer. He was then promoted consecutively

to brakeman, freight conductor and passenger conductor on the

St. Louis division of the Burlington, to trainmaster on the

IHannibal & St. Joseph, now part of the Burlington, and in De-
icember, 1902, was appointed superintendent of terminals at

jKansas City, Mo. Two years later he was made superintendent

|of the Hannibal division and had charge of the heavy transporta-

tion incident to the World's Fair at St. Louis in 1904. From
iDecembcr, 1905, to July, 1908, he was superintendent of the

jGalesburg division, and on the latter date was appointed super-

;intendent of the Illinois lines of the Chicago & Alton, which
office he held until he was made assistant to the second vice-

president and general manager of the Western Pacific in May,
1910. A month later he was appointed superintendent of the

(Western division, with office at Sacramento, Cal., which office

he resigns to become general superintendent of the Denver &
Rio Grande.

I
Traffic Officers.

C. T. Chapman, traffic manager of the Toledo & Western, with
)ffice at Toledo, Ohio, has resigned to accept service elsewhere.

W. F. Rothwell has been appointed general agent of the Rock
sland Lines, with office at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding William
K. Hughes, deceased.

C. A. Solly, depot and ticket agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee
,;: Puget Sound at Tacoma, Wash., has been appointed commercial
gent, with office at Victoria, B. C, a new office.

I

F. E. Landmeier, traveling passenger agent of the Chesapeake
£ Ohio at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed western pas-

enger agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding E. B. Pope,

Jeceased.

C. F. Norton, traveling freight agent of the Trinity & Brazos

:^alley at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed general agent, with

ffice at Corsicana, Tex., succeeding B. H. Stephens, resigned to

into other business.

C. O. Sullivan has been appointed traffic manager of the

Western Ohio, with office at Lima, Ohio, succeeding C. C. Collins,

resigned to accept a similar position with the Lehigh Valley
Transit Company at Allentown, Pa.

L. A. Casey, traveling freight agent of the San Pedro, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake, at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed

district freight and passenger agent, with office at San Fran-
cisco, succeeding L. A. Bell, resigned.

J. E. Woodfin, soliciting freight agent of the St. Louis South-
western at Gilmer, Tex., has been appointed general agent of the

Denver & Rio Grande, with office at Fort Worth, Tex., in

charge of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas territory.

W. E. Creamer, general agent of the Wabash at St. Joseph,

Mo., has been appointed westbound agent, with office at Kansas
City, Mo. R. V. Miller, contracting agent at St. Louis, Mo.,

succeeds Mr. Creamer, and J. H. Wack, secretary to the general

freight agent at St. Louis, succeeds Mr. Miller.

J. W. Hunter, division freight agent of the Southern Railway at

Selma, Ala., has been appointed an assistant general freight

agent, with office at Mobile, Ala., a new office. J. B. Erwin, com-
mercial agent at Mobile, succeeds Mr. Hunter, and R. M. Ken-
drick, soliciting agent at Mobile, succeeds Mr. Erwin, with office

at Mobile.

H. W. Koch has been appointed commercial agent of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central, with office at

St. Louis, Mo., succeeding Raymond Kelly, resigned to engage

in other business. This corrects the statement made in our

issue of April 28, page 1,015, that W. M. Hardin had succeeded

Mr. Kelly. J. S. Bock has been appointed a traveling freight

agent at St. Louis.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

J. M. Kerwin has been appointed roundhouse foreman of the

Rock Island Lines at Silvis, III, succeeding T. Kilpatrick,

promoted.

E. J. Pearson, chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound, the Tacoma Eastern, the Milwaukee Terminal and
the Idaho & Western, with office at Seattle, Wash., having re-

signed to become vice-president of the Missouri Pacific ; C. F.

Loweth, chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

at Chicago, has been appointed also consulting engineer, with

office at Chicago, and E. O. Reeder, assistant chief engineer of

the St. Paul at Chicago, has been appointed chief engineer, with

office at Seattle, Wash., of the four roads mentioned above. A
photograph of Mr. Loweth and a sketch of his railway career

were published in the Railway Age Gazette of December 9,

1910, page 1129, at the time of his promotion to chief engineer

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

E. G. Stradling, whose appointment as signal engineer of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, with office at Lafayette, Ind.,

has been announced in these columns, was born at Indianapolis,

Ind., on September 5, 1880. He received his preparatory edu-

cation in his native city and graduated as a mechanical engineer

from Purdue University in 1905. He has been connected with

the engineering department of the Baltimore & Ohio South-

western and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, and

was for a time employed with the General Railway Signal Com-
pany. He also spent some time in the signal department of the

Illinois Central, and for two years from 1906 was signal foreman

on the installation of block signals for the Union Pacific. He
was then appointed signal inspector of the Chicago, Indian-

apolis & Louisville, from which position he is now promoted as

above.

OBITUARY.

Charles A. Wright, president of the Keweenaw Central, and a

prominent financier and mining man, died at Hancock, Mich., on

May 17. Mr. Wright was the chief promoter and one of the

builders of the Copper Range Railroad.

In January last work was commenced on the electric line from

Antofagasta, Chile, to Mejillones. The railway will run along

the coast for a distance of 56 miles.
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Akkon, Canton & Youngstovvn.- I'lans liavc been made to

build from Akron, Ohio, southeast to Mogadore over part of the

route of the old projected line from Akron, via Canton to

Youngstown. H. B. Stewart, president. Canton.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines.—According to

press reports, a branch is to be built from Berry Station, Ariz.,

which is six miles east of Kingman, to the foot of Stockton

Hill, about eight miles. The line is to be built to carry ore from
the mines. It is expected that S. E. Bright, San Bernardino, Cal.,

will carry out the grading work.

Bakersfield & Ventura.—See Ventura County (Electric). .

Bamberg, Ehrhardt & Walterboro.—An officer writes that

a contract has been let to the Ajax Construction Company, of

which James A. Williams is president, Bamberg, S. C, to build

from Bamberg to Ehrhardt, 14 miles. There will be two wooden
trestles over streams and a swamp. It is proposed to extend the

line from Bamberg to either Denmark, seven miles, or Jennings

siding, four miles. The line is being built to carry merchandise,

coal, cotton, etc. J. A. Wyman, president, Bamberg, and F. W.
Frederick, chief engineer, Orangeburg. (May 26, p. 1222.)

Canadian Northern, Ontario.—Contracts have been let, it is

said, to complete the 250-mile Toronto-Ottawa line, as follows:

To J. P. Mullarkey, Montreal, Que., for the section between Mile

164 and Mile 180, and between Mile 200 and Mile 250. He will

also do the track laying and ballasting on the 20-mile section

between Mile 180 and Mile 200, for which contract for the grad-

ing and timber work has been let to Ewan Mackenzie, Toronto,

Ont. A contract has also been let to A. Sinclair, Toronto, to

complete the section between Toronto and Belleville. (May 26,

p. 1222.)

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—According to press reports,

surveys are now being made for a branch from Walco, Ark.,

one mile south of Malvern, to which place a spur has already

been built south through a lumber belt, to Caruder. This line is

to be about 50 miles long, and it is understood, will eventually

be extended south to Eldorado or to some point on the Crossett

line.

An officer writes that the contract for building under the name

of the St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line, from Carlisle, Iowa,

south to Allerton, has been let to the McArthur Brothers Com-
pany, Chicago. (April 14, p. 924.)

Citrus Southern (Electric).—An officer writes that as soon

as a permanent survey is made bids will be asked to build from

Kissimmee, Fla., and St. Cloud, in Osceola county, north via

Conway, Orlando, Winter Park, Maitland, Altamonte Springs,

Longwood and Lake Mary to Sanford, in Orange county about

50 miles. The plans call for putting up a dock at Sanford, also

one at Kissimmee. The company expects to use gasolene-electric

cars. T. K. Miller, president, Orlando.

Clear Lake Railroad.—Incorporated in California with

$500,000 capital and office at Lakeport, Cal., to build from the

Northwestern Pacific, at a point near Hopland, east to Lakeport

on Clear Lake, with branches from Lakeport north to Upper

Lake and south to Kelseyville, in all about 30 miles. The

directors include: L. H. Boggs, Kelseyville; S. E. Brooks, Hope-

land ; C. M. Hammon, Upper Lake ; M. S. Sayre, H. V. Keeling

and M. M. Gopcevic, Lakeport.

Colorado Interurban Railway.—An officer writes that this

company was organized to build an electric line from Denver,

Colo., north via Derby and Brighton to Fort Lupton, 27 miles,

thence north via Platteville, La Salle and Evans to Greeley,

with a branch from Fort Lupton, northwest to Longmont, thence

to Estes Park. It is proposed to eventually build an exterision

from Longmont, north via Loveland to Fort Collins. The right-

of-way will be 60 ft. wide throughout the entire main line, and

on the branch to Longmont, most of which has been secured.

Contracts have not yet been let for the work. Irving Hale,

president, First National Bank building, Denver.

Copper River & Northwestern.—According to press reports,

surveys are to be made at once for an extension from Mile 191

to the White river country, Alaska, about 60 miles.

Dermott, Selma & Northern.—Incorporated in Arkansas, to

build irom Dermott, Ark., to Selma, 15 miles. The incorporators

include: L. A. Smith, A. Eirener, W. H. Roane and R. Maxwell.

El Paso, Mountain Park & Oklahoma Central.—See Okla-

homa Pacific.

Eureka & Palisade.—This narrow gage line, now in opera-

tion from Palisade, Nev., south to Eureka, 84 miles, it is said,

will be made standard gage.

Hudson Bay Railway.—According to press reports, bids have

been asked for building a sfction of 180 miles of the line pro-

jected from La Pas, Keewatin, north to Hudson Bay. It is ex-

pected that contracts for other sections will be let in July. Sur-

veys for the first 250 miles have been made. It lias not yet been

definitely decided whether the line will be built to Fort Churchill

or Port Nelson, on Hudson bay. It is expected that the work
will be started this summer and finished during 1914.

Hudson River & Eastern (Electric)—The New York Public

Service Commission, Second district, has granted permission to

this company to build from Sherman Park, N. Y., via Mount
Pleasant and North Castle to White Plains, Westchester county,

about 18 miles. The company can now build the line from

Ossining to White Plains. (May 26, p. 1222.)

Hugo & Northwestern.—The chamber of commerce of Hugo,
Okla., is interested in this company, which proposes to build

from Hugo, via Atoka to Lehigh.

Idaho Northern Railway.—An officer is quoted as saying that

an extension is to be built during the next two years, from the

present terminus at Emmett, Idaho, through Long valley to

the Payette lakes, about 100 miles. Bids have already been asked

for work on a section of about 28 miles from Emmett, northwest.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—An officer writes that a

grading contract has been let to Roach & Stansell, Memphis,

Tenn., for work on the section from Mertzon, Tex., southwest

via Fort Stockton, to Alpine, 196 miles. (May 26, p. 1223.)

Kittitas Electric.—This company has been granted a fran-

chise to build from Roslyn, Wash., southeast to Cle Elum. The

line is to be extended southeast and a terminal point established

at Ellenburg or at Kittitas. Paul L. Richards, Ellensburg, is in-

terested. (See Washington Roads, May 5, p. 1085.)

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—According to

press reports, a large force of men are at work on the line from

Frederick, Wis., north to Duluth, Minn., Foley, Welch & Stew-

art, St. Paul, is the contractor. It is expected to have the line

ready for operation this coming fall. Track is now being laid

on the bridge over the St. Croix river on the cut-off from New
Richmond, Wis., west to Withrow, Minn. It is expected that

the bridge will be opened about June 1. The St. Croix river

bridge is part of the plan of straightening the Chicago division

or old Wisconsin Central line, on which much work was done

last year. The cut-ofif will shorten the line into Minneapolis by

12 miles, and passing over the St. Croix river at a height of

190 ft. will make an easy grade and avoid the high grades over

which the Wisconsin Central operated. (April 21, p. 970.)

Mississippi Roads.—Members of the chamber of commerce of

Natchez, Miss., are interested in a movement to have the Louisi

ana & Arkansas build from Jena, La., to Natchez, Miss., alsoto

have the Southern "Railway & Navigation Co. complete its line

from Jefifris, Concordia parish, La., to Natchez, Miss.

Nevada-California-Oregon.—An officer writes that work is

now under way by McLean & Francisco and Lloyd C. Wisemon,

both of Alturas, Cal., building a 13-mile extension from Alturas,

via Davis Creek and New Pine Creek, Ore., to Lakeview. (May

5, p. 1085.)

Oklahoma Pacific—This is the new name of the El Paso,

Mountain Park & Oklahoma Central, organized in 1903. The

new company is to have a capital of $6,000,000, and proposes

to build from a point west of Cheyenne, Okla., east to Oklahoma

City, about 275 miles, with a branch from the main line south

to the Texas border, in Comanche county. B. K. Kelly, presi-

dent, Mountain Park; G. M. Hohl, vice-president, Hobart.
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L. K. Rhodyback and A. Osborne, Mountain Park, and Sam
Bretch, Hobart, are directors.

Pacific Electric.—A contract is said to have been let by this

company to Robert Sherer & Co., Los Angeles, Cal., for build-

ing an extension from Glendale, Cal., northwest to Burbank,

about five miles. It is expected that the work will be finished

within 60 days.

Pine Brook (Electric).—It is understood that a line is to be

built from Caldwell, N. J., west to Fox Hill. Connection is to

be made with the Public Service Railway Company at Caldwell

and with the Morris County Traction Company at the western

terminus. The company has a capital of $110,000. Surveys are

to be started at once. A. Dallas is said to be interested in the

project.

QuiNCY & Terre Haute (Electric).—An officer writes that this

company expects to let contracts in about two months for work
from Quincy, 111., southeast to Pittsfield, 56 miles. This is the

first section of the line which has been surveyed to Taylor-

ville. The plans also include putting up some station buildings

and repair shops. The line is being built to carry live stock,

grain and dairy products. William C. Fick, president, Quincy.

St. Louis Iron Mountain & Southern.-—See an item under
General News, regarding this company.

St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line.—See Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific.

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.—According to press

reports, this company, now building from Moapa, Nev., south-

east to St. Thomas, will build an extension northeast up the

Virgin river to St. George, Utah. (May 12, p. 1133.)

Southern Pacific—An officer writes that a grading contract

has been given to the Utah Construction Company for double-

tracking work from Lucin, Utah, west to Montello, Nev., 18 miles.

Syracuse, Watertown & St. Lawrence.—This company has

asked the New York Public Service Commission, Second dis-

trict, for a certificate of convenience and necessity, and for au-

thority to exercise franchises granted to it. The company pro-

poses to build a line from a connection with the Syracuse &
South Bay Electric, in Cicero, Onondaga county, N. Y., to

Brewerton, 6.33 miles. The authorized capital stock of the com-
pany is $1,250,000, and the estimated cost of building the line

is $300,000. C. D. Beebe and William Nottingham, Syracuse,

are interested.

Ventura County (Electric).—An officer writes that this com-
pany will operate a line from Oxnard, Cal., south to Hueneme,
jwith several small branches, and will take over the property

iif the Bakersfield & Ventura. The plans call for building

Extensions, aggregating about six miles. R. Oxnard, president,

jSan Francisco.

Washington Roads (Electric).—Bids have been asked for

Duilding a line, it is said, from Oxbow, Wash., near Seattle, to

i->ake Burien. W. H. Coughlin, Seattle, is interested.

1
Waukegan, Rockford & Elgin Traction Company.—An

Officer writes that this company was incorporated in Illinois

lith $1,500,000 capital, to build from Waukegan, 111., west via

|ie Fox Lake district, McHenry, Woodstock and Belvidere to

lockford, about 70 miles. Also, to build from Elgin, through
le Lake district of Lake county to the Illinois-Wisconsin state

ne, where connection is to be made with a Wisconsin corpo-

iation, which is to extend through Twin Lakes, Wis., Powers
;ake and Lake Geneva. Work is nearing completion on the

'

'rst section of 15 miles. P. Ryan, Janesville, Wis., is the con-

jactor. Charles H. Patten, president. Palatine, 111., and H. J.

armer, chief engineer, Waukegan.

Western Kentucky (Electric).—This company is being

fganized to build about 215 miles of railway lines, from Owens-
i)ro, Ky., south and southeast of that place. The work will

Iclude putting up a bridge over the Ohio river from Owensboro
' Rockport, Indiana. E. J. Noonan, chief engineer, and E. F.

''heaton is fiscal agent, 204 Owensboro Banking Co. building,

jwensboro.

Willamette Valley & Coast.—An officer writes that this

mpany proposes to build from Patten, Ore., one mile north of

the Washington-Yamhill county line, west for six miles to

Cherry Grove. Grading is now under way by Boynton, Church
& McCoy, Portland, and it is expected that two miles of track
will be laid by July 1. Maximum grades will be 1 per cent, and
maximum curvature 3 degrees. The line is being built to carry
lumber, farm products and fruit, and will use steam as the motive
power, which may later be changed to electricity. A. Lovegrcn,
president, 330 Railway Exchange, Portland, and M. E. Reed,
chief engineer, Portland.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Beech Grove, Ind.—Work on two additional roundhouses at
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis shops at Beech
Grove is to be started this week. After all the improvements at
Beech Grove are finished there will be 90 tracks between the
shops and the main tracks.

Centerville, Iowa.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is tak-
ing bids on a passenger station of brick construction, with tile

floors, slate roof, hot water heat and hardwood finish. The
estimated cost is $25,0(X).

Centralia, Wash.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Co., the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific
have approved plans, it is said, for the construction of a pas-
senger station, freight sheds, repair shops and a roundhouse at
Centralia.

Edmonton, Alb.—A contract has been given to Phelan &
Shirley for grading the approach to the Canadian Pacific high
level bridge from the Strathcona side. The contract calls for the
removal of about 58,000 cu. yds. of earth.

KissiMMEE, Fla.—See Citrus Southern under Railway Con-
struction.

Lethbridge, Alb.—Bids have been received for an overhead
bridge at Lethbridge, for the Canadian Pacific. There will be a
350-ft. steel span, two 60-ft. steel girders and a 450-ft. timber
approach.

Macon, Ga.—The Macon, Dublin & Savannah will build a
pressed brick office building and passenger station.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Grand Trunk will build new steel coal

chutes, with a bunker capacity of 350 tons, to cost about $15,000.

Pensacola, Fla.—An officer of the Louisville & Nashville
writes that contracts have been given to the American Bridge
Co. for furnishing the superstructures, and to the Foster-
Creighton-Gould Co., Nashville, Tenn., for erecting the same,
in connection with the reconstruction of the bridges over the
Choctawhatchee and Apalachicola rivers, on the Pensacola
division.

Port Arthur, Ont.—The Canadian Pacific will let contracts
in a short time for the erection of water tanks to operate by
gravity, the water supply being drawn from the small lakes in the
vicinity.

Regina, Can.—The Canadian Pacific and the Canadian North-
ern will build a union station 316 ft. by 62 ft. The main building
will be three stories high with a one-story annex on either

side.

Sacramento, Cal.—The Western Pacific has given a contract
to Hyde, Hayes & Co., San Francisco, it is said, for a new 215-

ft. dock at Sacramento.

Sanford, Fla.—See Citrus Southern under Railway Con-
struction.

Sweetwater, Tex.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will

build a passenger station to cost about $25,000.

Toronto, Ont.—The Dominion railway board has decided that

a bridge is to be built at the junction of King and Queen streets

in Sunnyside, to abolish the present grade crossing. The cost

of the improvement, including land damages, will be about

$175,000.

Troy, Ala.—The Atlantic Coast Line, it is said, will build a

new freight house at Troy.
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Krtilututj Ftitauirial Nciti^.

Atchison, Topek.\ & Santa Fe.—See Garden City, Ciilf &
Northern.

Chicago, Burlington & (Juincy.— Sec Great Northern.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.— Stockliolder.s have
voted to authorize an incrca.se in the capital stock from
$UXU)00,000 to $2(X),()(X),()flO. This additional stock will not

he issued, and will be authorized only, in order to comply

with the laws of Montana, which require that the capital

stock of any corporation shall be equal to the amount of its

authorized bonds. The Puget Sound has $200,000,000 bonds

authorized, of which about $123,000,000 are issued. Recently

Kuhn, Loeb & Co., and the National City Bank, both of New
York, ofl'ered $25,000,000 of these bonds, and the company at

the time agreed that during the present calendar year no

further bonds would be sold in the market.

Denison, Bonham & New Orleans.—A press despatch says

that all of the outstanding securities of this company have

been sold by the Southern Railway Construction Co., of Deni-

son, Tex., to E. D. Steger. The road runs from a point on the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, five miles southeast of Denison, to

Bonham, 24 miles.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—Colonel D. C. Dodge, John
F. Campion and Charles Boettcher have been elected additional

directors. It is said that subscriptions are being successfully

raised for a fund to take care of the $11,000,000 construction

company notes on which the principal is overdue.

Garden City, Gulf & Northern.—A press despatch from To-
peka, Kan., says that this property has been sold to the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe. The road runs from Garden City,

Kan., to Scott City, 40 miles.

Great Northern.—This company has filed a mortgage securing

$600,000,000 bonds. Mr. Hill's explanation of the new ar-

rangement follows

:

"The Great Northern Railway, as of date May 1, 19il,

has executed its first and refunding mortgage, securing a total

authorized issue of $600,000,000 bonds.

"The size of the mortgage is explained by the fact that

the outstanding obligations of the company, which are to be

refunded, amount approximately to $330,000,000. Included,

however, in the figures last named is the direct and contingent

obligation of the company in the Burlington joint 4s, maturing

in 1921, and aggregating $222,400,000. Covering a future of

fifty years, approximately $270,000,000 in bonds therefore will

be available for general corporate purposes and double track-

ing and additional mileage. Since its beginning thirty-two

years ago the Great Northern has expended between $350,-

000,000 and $400,000,000 out of capital and earnings. The pro-

vision made for the future in consideration of the rapidly

growing territory which Great Northern lines serve would

seem intelligently conservative. In no other part of the coun-

try has nature more generously bestowed those three great

sources of all national wealth—the farm, the forest and the

mine—and nowhere else is there more room for .such de-

velopment as follows the occupation of a new country by an

intelligent population.

"The railway company evidently has made ample financial

provision to enable it to keep its facilities and extensions equal

to all demands that a rapidly growing country may make upon

it and at the same time to maintain the highest and most

efficient standard of service. Future issuance of bonds against

property acquired is safeguarded by the restrictions usually

found in mortgages of this kind."

"I am getting old and will quit the railway business after a

while. I want to leave the road in good financial shape, so it

can make all the improvements needed," is the way Mr. Hill

summed up his reasons for making the mortgage.

Hudson Companies.—It is announced that Harvey Fisk & Sons,

New York, have sold in London sufficient Hudson & Man-
hattan first mortgage 4>4 per cent, bonds to complete all the

work in progress, including the connection with the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad for joint service to Newark, and to pay the

$2,817,500 notes due October 15, 1911.

Lake Erie & Pittsburgh.—The company has received permission

from the secretary of state of Ohio to increase its capital

stock from $100,000 to $6,000,000. The road is 27 miles long.

Michigan Central.—J. P. Morgan & Co., the First National
Bank and the National City Bank, all of New York, are
ofTering $16,00,000 Detroit River Tunnel 41/2 per cent, bonds of
1911 1961, guaranteed principal and interest by the Michigan
Central, at 102, yielding aliout 4.40 per cent, interest on the in-

vestment. The bonds will be secured by a first mortgage on
the Detroit river tunnels and approaches, on the terminal
property in Detroit and on the union station now being built

in Detroit.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—The Rhode Island

company, a subsidiary of the N. Y. N. H. & II., has leased

for 999 years the Providence & Danielson (electric) and the

Sea View Railway (electric).

Oregon Short Line.—This company has taken over the following

branch lines in Idaho and Wyoming, aggregating 315 miles:

Yellowstone Railroad, 70 miles; St. Anthony Railroad, 53

miles; Salmon River Railroad, 86 miles; Wyoming Western,
23 miles; Minidoka & Southwestern, 74 miles; Boise City Rail-

way & Terminal, eight miles.

See also Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation.—The Union
Pacific has sold to Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New York, and Baring
Brothers & Co., Ltd., London, $25,000,000 first and refunding

mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of the Oregon-Washington Railroad

& Navigation, guaranteed unconditionally principal and interest

by the Union Pacific. The bankers are offering these bonds at

93. The mortgage securing these bonds is to be a first lien on
about 567 miles of railway owned, on undivided interests in

about 67 miles of railway jointly owned, and on trackage

rights on about 139 miles, while on about 1,133 miles of railway

owned it will be subject only to the $23,380,000 Oregon Railroad

& Navigation Company 4 Per Cent. Consolidated Mortgage
Gold Bonds, which are not to be extended, and for the refund-

ing of which an equal amount of the new bonds is to be

reserved.

In addition to the $25,000,000 bonds sold to Kuhn, Loeb &
Co., the Union Pacific has in its treasury $15,000,000 Oregon-

Washington Railroad & Navigation first and refunding 4 per

cent, bonds.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—In the application to list on the New
York Stock Exchange the $41,261,600 stock representing the

10 per cent, allotment made to shareholders, the company says

that $15,237,500 was used to pay maturing obligations and the

balance for substantial additions, betterments and improvements

to the property.

St. Louis & San Francisco.— See an item in regard to trackage

rights in General News.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—See an item in regard

to trackage rights in General News.

South Side Elevated.—Directors of the four Chicago elevated

roads, the South Side Elevated Railroad, the Metropolitan

West Side Elevated Railway, the Northwestern Elevated Rail-

road and the Chicago & Oak Park Elevated Railroad, have

agreed to a plan by which all the roads and the union loop

will be merged under the control of Blair & Co., New York,

June 15 being the date set for the transfer.

Texas Central.—The company has arranged to register $798,000

first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, due April 1,. 1923, secured on

the extension from Leon to Gross Plains, 41 miles.

Union Pacific.—See Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation

Co.

Western Maryland.—This company has sold to a syndicate

headed by Blair & Co.,. New York, $4,100,000 first mortgage

4 per cent, bonds. The proceeds are to be used to pay $3,250,000

West Virginia Central & Pittsburgh 6 per cent, bonds, due

July 1, 1911, and $650,000 Piedmont & Cumberland first

mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, due August 1, 1911.

Worcester, Nashua & Rochester.—Stockholders are to vote on

June 6 on the question of selling the franchises and rights of

this company, whose property has been leased by the Bos-

ton & Maine since 1886, to the B. & M. The majority stock

was bought by the B. & M. in 1910 from the New York Life

Insurance Co., for $160 per share, and it is understood that the

B. & M. now owns about 80 per cent, of the outstanding

$3,099,800 stock.
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"T^HE improvement of the passenger terminals of the Penn-
* sylvania Railroad at Philadelphia, decided on last year, as

explained in the company's annual report (Railway Age Gazette,

March 10, page 449), will cost from $20,000,000 to $25,000,000, ac-

cording to the report of the special committee entrusted with the

preparation of the plans. The larger part of this money is to go
for the electrification of the passenger lines within the suburban
district (which extend in six different directions) ; but the most
radical change, as affecting the public, is that indicated by the

announcement that through passenger trains will be dealt with
at West Philadelphia, where a new station is to be built. The
great Broad street station, with its costly approach line, is to

be devoted mainly or wholly to local and suburban passenger

service, the least profitable part of the traffic. For 30 years and
more the people of Philadelphia have kept up a persistent and
almost continuous contest to prevent the Broad street station, in

the heart of the city, from being "put on a branch," and the

railway company has spent millions of dollars to meet the peo-

ple's wishes in the matter, but it looks as though those wishes

were doomed at last to be overborne by the sheer force of the

enormous increase in traffic.

""PHE granting of local self-government to the leased Boston
• & Albany, as announced by the president of the New
York Central a month ago, went into effect last Monday, Mr.
Hustis being appointed a vice-president of the New York Cen-
tral. The other promotions and changes in title are given in

our news columns. The extent of the authority given to Mr.
Hustis is indicated by the clause in the agreement with the

New Haven road, which says that he is to appoint such assist-

ants and subordinates as may be necessary. In other words, he
has a free hand in organizing his staff. Officers of the operat-
ing, traffic, mechanical, purchasing and accounting departments,
who have heretofore reported to a superior in New York City,

will now report to Vice-President Hustis. The only specific

reason for this change mentioned in the vice-president's interview
in the Boston Transcript, is that better relations with the shippers
along the line are expected to result, but probably there are
other and undefined relations that will be ameliorated. The New
York Central has to treat the Massachusetts stockholders and
citizens as the British Empire treats the people of Canada or
South Africa—let them have their own way as fully as a prudent
regard for their own prosperity will permit. Mr. Hustis says
that the details of the trackage and other contracts with the
New Haven will now be speedily arranged, this work having
been deferred, apparently, until the men who must do the ne-
gotiating should have complete authority. The division of
authority under the new organization is outlined in an official

circular as follows, the officers indicated by a star being, prac-
tically, the same as heretofore, both as regards the incumbents
and the duties

:

Traffic Manager.
_
In charge of freight and passenger traffic; also matters

having to do with m.ail and express traffic.

*Counsel. In charge of legal matters, real estate, taxes and insurance.
*General Superintendent. In charge of transportation, including movement

of trains, operation of yards, stations, block signals, etc.

*Chief Engineer. In charge of engineering, maintenance of way and
structures.

Auditor. In charge of accounting and all statistical matters.
Superintendent Motive Power and Rolling Stock. In charge of motive
power and equipment, including locomotive and car shops, and tools and
machinery in connection with the motive power and car departments.

Purchasing Agent. In charge of purchases of materials and supplies as
may be designated by the vice-president.

Superintendent Car Service. In charge of car accounting, demurrage and
freight car distribution.

yY/HILE the returns for taxation of the railways of the coun-
''» try for the year 1910 show some variation, and are in-

complete, there can hardly be a doubt that they will be upwards

of $110,000,000 as contrasted with $82,377,619 in 1908, and $90,-

790,949 in 1909. Their increase for 1910 is, absolutely, consider-

ably more than double that for the previous year, which was it-

self a year of exceptional increase. New tax laws require time

—usually from a year to eighteen months, in the case of states

—for their operation, and thus their full sweep with the result

of the actual additions was not reached until 1910. To the

state increments the federal corporation tax must, of course, be

added ; and now that it has passed its constitutional test one can

hardly doubt its fixity. Indeed, the prophecy does not go far

astray that counts this new federal impost as a kind of elastic

"plug" to fit future annual holes in the treasury budget, which

holes have not in the past shown tendencies to smaller diam-

eters. However, that may be, the sharp upward curve of rail-

way taxation, chiefly by states, deserves attention. It has been
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obscured by the more pressing factors of operation, inaiiiteiiaiice

improvements, wages ami new financing. Hut the ta.\ item lias

certain vivid qualities of its own. It is inexorable and hard

to combat in the courts. It is easily increased by legislatures,

with their constantly waxing tendency to stiff taxation from the

individual to tiie corporation. It has a kind of inherent trait

of i\ever going backward; and it lends itself to a variety of forms

that obscures its burden until the tax bill actually comes in. In

the immediate future, however, some of the railway companies

have one minor consolation: A good many of them arc taxed on

market values of stock. As states by adverse legislation beat

down market values of railway shares, they must beat down the

basis of taxation too. And, as an ultimate dictum, valuations

cannot be indefinitely reduced and taxation indefinitely expanded.

There is a ratio between the two which courts must recognize,

even if state legislatures and commisisons do not.

THE RAILWAYS OF THE WORLD.

Till'" ci-usus of tlie railways of tiic world wiiirli the .Irch'w fiir

Eisciibahiizi'i'scii compiles yearly is brouglit down to the

J'ear 1909 in its last issue. There were then in the whole world

625,698 miles, not including street railways, trolley lines and

other light structures. The Arcliiv gives the mileage in each

country. We present it for the grand divisions of the old and

new worlds, as follows

:

Miles. Miles.

Europe 204,904 North America 277,015

.'\sia 61,800 South America 42,329

Africa 20,809 Australasia 1 8,849

Old World 287.513 New World 338,185

Thus of the total mileage, 54 per cent, is in the new world,

North America alone having 10,000 miles more than Europe and

Asia together, which latter have over 1,250 millions of inhabitants,

against 115 million in North America.

More than half of the railways of the world have been built

since 1886—an average of 13,600 miles per year.

This rate of growth has been, on the whole, comparatively

stable of late years. The increase was 14,144 miles in 1909 and

62,800 miles for the four years then ending. Even these figures,

however, do not adequately show the enormous absorption of

capital in these implements of production, for in this country of

late years, and in Europe for a much longer period, much more
has been expended in improving existing railroads than for

additions to mileage.

The mileage added in the different continents in 1909 and in

the four years then ending has been:

Four Four
1909. years. 1909. years.

Europe 2,528 12,359 North America 4,143 25,057

Asia 2,986 11,197 South America 1,816 8,273

Africa 1,789 4,518 Australasia 882 1,396

Old World 7,303 28,074 New World 6,841 34,726

We see here that in the last year more railway was built in

Asia than in Europe, and in the last four years nearly as much.

Here British India, with Ceylon, has more than half the mileage,

but Russia built most in 1909, opening a line 1,258 miles long in

Central Asia. China had in 1909 no less than 5,277 miles of rail-

way, and 3,050 miles of it were built in the last four years.

Japan, with the lines it has built in Corea, has, a little more than

China, but it opened but 45 miles of new line in 1909. China now
seems to be one of the great fields for railway building.

There is notable activity in Africa. In the older civilized parts

—Algiers, Tunis and Egypt, the additions have not been great in

the last four years, but in that time the British South Africa

Union, as it is now called, has increased its mileage by 44 per

cent, and 2,729 miles, and it has now more railroad than any other

two countries in Africa. A number of lines have been built from

the coast inland by the Germans, French and Portuguese, as well

as by the English, through districts where there is no white

population to speak of. A number of these lines have been
mentioned in n(jtes in these columns.

In North America, Canada and Mexico have increased their

mileage proportionately more than the United States, but our
mileage is already so great, that a small percentage makes a large

amoimt. As has been said, the great railroad work here has been
the improvement of old lines.

In South America the 8,273 miles added in the last four years

is an increase of more than 24 per cent. It should be said that

Central America and the West Indies are reckoned with South
America, which is geographically incorrect. Except in Culja, the

mileage is inconsiderable. The islands together have 3,340 miles

of line, and 1,160 miles more than in 1905. The Argentine Re-
public has more than a third of the railways in South America,
and its mileage grew from 12,425 in 1905 to 15,854 in 1909. Brazil

comes next, with 10,444 miles in 1905 and 13,000 (exactly) in

1909. Argentina receives a large immigration; Brazil much less;

the other South American countries scarcely any.

For about 88 per cent, of the European railways and 81 per

cent, of the others the Archiv gives figures for the capital in-

vested in them, which is an average of $121,900 per mile in

Europe, and $66,300 for the rest of the world; but as it makes
the capital of the United States railways $73,880, instead of

$59,259, the true amount, this latter must be taken with a grain of

salt, amounting in this country to $3,573,000,000. Allowing for

this the average for the non-European lines is about $9,750 less

than $66,300, or $56,550 per mile. Reckoning the capital of the

lines not reported at these rates, the world's total investment in

railways in 1909 amounted to about $51,600,000, which is about

$33 for each inhabitant thereof.

THE RAILWAYS AND THE EXPRESS COMPANIES.

THERE was good reason in the earlier history of the railways

of the United States why they should turn the handling

of express over to separate companies. Most of the roads were

then short lines. The small packages which form express

traffic needed expedited movement ; and if each of the numerous

small roads had handled them itself the time lost in transfers at

junctions would have seriously impaired the service. The expense

of handling express matter would also have been greater if each

road had had its own wagons and teams for collection and delivery

and its own employees for handling it both en route and at ter-

minals. In the early days the handling of express by separate

companies also was a protection to the earnings of the railways.

Their freight and passenger rates and revenue were constantly

demoralized by excessive competition, and the same thing would

have happened to their revenue from express if it had been dealt

with as merely a part of their regular trafific.

The reasons for having express handled by separate companies

are neither so numerous nor so strong now as they were formerly.

Most of our railways have grown from short lines into great

systems, and some of the Hill lines, the Canadian Pacific and

some, other roads, now own absolutely the express concerns that

operate over their lines. The day of cut-throat competition is

past, and, of course, express rates, if the railways handled express

themselves, would not now be any more subject to the vicissi-

tudes of competition than freight and passenger rates are.

There are, however, still reasons why express should continue

to be dealt with by distinct organizations. There are but two

railways in the United States, the Atchison and the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul (with its subsidiary, the Puget Sound), which

extend as far east as Chicago and as far west as the Pacific

coast. There is but one, we believe—the Wabash—which extends

both east of Chicago and west of the Mississippi river. If each

railway did its own express business there might be caused some

added delay, trouble and expense in making transfers at junction

points between different railway systems. Additional expense

would also be caused by the necessity for each railway to provide

its own facilities for handling express at terminals. At Chicago,

for example, which is entered by 26 roads, there would be a very
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great multiplication of express ofifices, of facilities for collection

and delivery, etc. This would involve economic waste and this

loss we may be sure ultimately would have to be met by the

rates charged.

But it does not follow that express should continue to be

handled under such contracts or by the same companies as now.

The present system of dividing the gross earnings from express

between express companies and the railways over whose lines

the\' operate seems to have grown objectionable. If any spokes-

man of the express companies can make a good defense of it the

Raikcay Age Gazette will be very glad to give space to it. But

we have never yet seen nor heard such a defense. The service

rendered by the express companies is mainly a terminal service,

that of collection and delivery. The division of the earnings

from short hauls on a percentage basis may work out fairly ; for

when the haul of the railway is relatively short the service ren-

dered by the express company in collecting and delivering a

package may equal in cost and value the service rendered by

the railway in transporting it. But what justification can there

be for dividing equally the revenue derived from handling a

package from New York to Chicago, from Chicago to Galveston,

or from New York to San Francisco ? The cost and value of the

service rendered by the railway increases almost in proportion

to distance, for there is relatively little railway terminal expense

to be covered. But the only service rendered by the express

company, besides that of collection and delivery, is that of pro-

viding a messenger—who often is also the railway's baggage

man—and that of assuming the risk of damage to goods while in

transit. It is, therefore, plain that the service rendered by the

express company does not increase in proportion to distance;

and it would seem to follow that the revenue it derives should

not so increase.

As the Raikcay Age Gazette has said before (May 12, 1911,

page 1,097), no evidence has been adduced that the revenue the

railways, as a whole, derive from express business is in the

least excessive.

The evidence available seems to prove the opposite. On the

other hand, the statistics on the subject, if we read them aright,

do tend to show that the express companies are deriving very

great, if not excessive, returns for the service that they render.

But so long as the earnings from the express business are

divided on a percentage basis it is impossible to regulate express

rates without affecting not only the revenues of the express com-

panies but also those of the railways.

It seems to follow that a dififerent basis for compensating the

railways for handling express matter ought to be adopted. Prob-

ably a change ought to be made so that the railways will be paid

either in proportion to the ton mileage of express matter that they

handle, or in proportion to the space that express occupies in

their cars and the distance that it is hauled ; in other words, in

proportion to foot mileage. And when the change is made it

ought to be so made that the railways will derive a very sub-

stantiallj- larger revenue from the business than they do now.

It might then be found that the existing rates for handling

express matter are not too high, but merely that the part of the

revenue which the express companies are now receiving is too

great.

With respect to the organizations by which express should

be handled in future (1) the railways might organize a single

company all of whose stock they would own and which would

be operated without profit, the entire earnings in excess of direct

expenses going into the treasuries of the roads; or (2) they

might organize, say, three or four companies, each of which

would operate over the railways owning it, thereby retaining

the competitive element in the express business; or (3) they

might leave the business in the hands of the present companies,

but under arrangements and contracts which would secure to the

roads a larger part of the earnings and under arrangements

which would give to railway managers greater and more direct

influence over the rates of the companies aiid over their rela-

tions with the public.

It may seem to some that it would be unjust to those who
have invested in the securities of the express companies for tlie

railways to now supersede them with organizations of their

own. But the contracts between the roads and the express com-

panies are for definite periods of years ; railways have a right

to refuse to renew them when they expire and have constantly

exercised this right ; and those who have express stock have

bought it with a full knowledge of these facts. Therefore, the

railways are under no obligation, either legal or moral, to allow

the existing companies to operate over their lines a day after

existing contracts expire. Furthermore, the express com-

panies have made large investments in the securities of the various

corporations ; and if their contracts with the railways were not

renewed the stock of their stockholders would not by any means

be rendered valueless.

One thing is certain; the time has come when the railways and

express companies must do something in regard to express rates.

Attacks are being made on them all over the country. All the

express companies have done to defend them has been to set up

that the commissions lack jurisdiction. But, as has just been

shown in Illinois, it is very easy for a legislature, after the

courts have held that a commission lacks jurisdiction, to give

it jurisdiction, and when the struggle for public control of any

public ultility has been needlessly prolonged the last state of

that public utility is pretty sure to be worse than was its first

state.

Furthermore, the agitation for the establishment of a federal

parcels post goes on apace, and is steadily gaining strength ; and

all the pleas about jurisdiction that near-sighted attorneys for

the express companies may make, and that Bourbon managers

may permit, will not, in the long run, prevent reductions in rates

either by the competition of a parcels post or by action of legis-

latures and commissions. If the railways and the express com-

panies will now meet the situation frankly and fairly they may
get the state and the federal governments to act reasonably. If

they do not we probably shall have a repetition of the results that

were produced by the failure of the railways to meet frankly and

reasonably the demand six years ago for legislation to give the

Interstate Commerce Commission limited power to fix rates.

If the officers of public utilities want the public to be reasonable

in dealing with them they must be reasonable in dealing with the

public. The express companies have not j-et shown any signs of

reason, nor have they shown even common sense, in dealing

with the public.

NEW BOOKS.

Notes on Platc-Girdcr Design. By Clarence W. Hudson, C. E., Mem. Amer.
Soc. C. E., Professor of Civil Engineering, Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn, N. Y. 75 pages, 6 in. x 9 in., Illustrated. John Wiley &
Sons, New York. $1.50.

The instruction given in engineering courses on the design of

plate-girders is usually limited to a few recitations in the general

bridge course supplemented by more or less drafting room prac-

tice, and in many cases the subject is not given the attention

which it deserves on account of the growing importance of this

class of structures in present-day engineering practice. The
book by Prof. Hudson is a collection of notes which he has

worked out in his' own experience in teaching the subject of plate

girder design, and is intended to be given to the average class

in one recitation a week for one semester of the college year.

The theories involved in these notes and the details of design

are taken up in a thorough manner, but the author has kept

well in mind the fact that the notes are for class room in-

struction and has made them as brief as is consistent with per-

fect clearness to the student. The book should prove of value

for the purposes for which it was written, namely to serve as

a class text book.

The first 95 miles of the railway from Dean Funes, Argentina,

to Laguna Paiva, counting from the first station mentioned, have

been opened to public service.
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SjcUcr^ to the IcCitlon

ARBITRATION OF RAILWAY LABOR DISPUTES.

Ill llic letter irom Mr. Melcher. priiUcil last week. Mr. Delano

was quoted as saying that it should be more obligatory to take

controversies in railway matters to arbitration than to take con-

troversies between individuals to a court of law. It should have

read that he contended it should be tio more obligatory, etc.

TO CULTIVATE AN ESPRIT DE CORPS.

SETTLEMENT OF FREIGHT CLAIMS.

To THE Epitor of the R.mlway Age G.xzette:

This subject has been one of the most difficult to overcome,

or even improve, on account of the long and vexatious delays on

the part of the carriers in the adjustment of claims. In great

measure, this is due to the tedious and inefficient methods em-

ployed in the handling of claims, resulting in a large amount of

imnecessary correspondence, checking percentages, tariffs, etc.,

in cases of overcharge, and long arguments as to liability in

cases of loss and damage. In the meantime there is perfect in-

difference to the general public, waiting patiently for reimburse-

ment. This troublesome question has engaged the attention of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, and conferences have been

held by Professor Adams with members of the Freight Claim

Association, but no practical solution has yet been evolved.

It is evident that to fairly and squarely meet the situation,

decided changes should be made in the conduct of this branch

of the service, breaking away entirely from the present prevail-

ing methods, and establishing new principles on the basis of

quickly accomplishing the desired results with the least possible

delay and red tape.

In order to meet the requirements of tlie Interstate Com-

merce law, all railways are now revising waybills in respect to

rates, classification and computations, thereby bringing claims

for overcharge under the immediate control of the freight ac-

counting officer for adjustment. These adjustments could be

made by correction in the station accounts, and refund made

by the station agent who handled the original transaction (in

exactly tlie same manner as undercharges are now handled),

all of which could be accomplished with a minimum amount of

labor and within a short time after the overcharge is discovered.

Adjustment of these items in "interline" accounts would be a

simple proposition, as in most cases they could be adjusted in

the current month's accounts, dispensing with much unnecessarj*

correspondence, checking, recording and voucher work.

The situation in respect to loss and damage claims is some-

what different, but in view of the fact that the amounts paid

for this class of claims have increased to such an enormous extent

within the last few years, due, it is claimed, to the use of auto-

matic drawbars, inefficient service from the employees on account

of labor affiliations, and other causes, there cannot be much doubt

that in order to meet the new conditions, the investigation of

these claims ought to be transferred to the operating department

The amounts paid are charged to transportation expenses, the

loss or damage is caused by employees responsible to and a part

of that department, and only an officer of that department, with

the necessary authority', can have the facilities at his command
to thoroughly and promptly investigate tliese claims. Moreover,

with a competent force of inspectors and the co-operation of

division superintendents, he can eliminate in a great measure the

conditions under which these losses or damages occur. He can

cure the evil, if anybody can. It is not so much promptness in

settling claims that concerns the public, as it is the importance

of some measures being adopted to prevent the losses.

Efficiency is the watchword of the day, and the most approved

methods must be utilized, in a direct and forceful maner, if any

improvement is to be made in this important branch of the

service. assist.\nt gexeral auditor.

r.i KFAi-O, .M.iy 22, 1911.

To THE Editor ok the Railway .Age Gazette:

How is the train service of the railways of this country to be

improved in efficiency so that the constant stream of complaints

which reach the ear of the public, in connection with accidents

and on other occasions, may be diminished? I have just given a

second reading to a letter touching on this subject which appeared

in your issue of March 31 last, and it seems to me that the

suggestions offered by your correspondent in that letter ought to

receive serious attention. In the second column of his letter,

last paragraph, in succinct language he points out what the rail-

way officer ought to do ; but there he stops. He throws no light

on the question of how to do it. He says that the railway officer

having charge of the rank and file must know his men's weak-

nesses and strength and know the conditions under which they

work. Whether officers really do study their men, as he inti-

mates, must on many roads seem questionable, but that the study

ought to be made no one doubts. The railway officer, and in

particular the division superintendent, must have the highest

possible standards and must live up to them. But how is he

going to work to carry out this beautiful ideal? It is my observa-

tion that usually the division superintendent is but a cog in a

great machine. Perhaps your correspondent did not think so

when he used the term "cog,"' but men even higher than division

superintendents say that they often feel that way. To know his

men's weakness and strength sufficiently well to cure their weak-

nesses and increase their strength, the superintendent must get

acquainted with them as individuals. Knowledge of men as a

body—that is, knowledge of their salient characteristics—is

measurably well accomplished now, I judge. The superintendent

can do this through trainmasters and road foremen of engines.

But this is not enough. Inefficient ser\-ice seems to be due in

large measure to ignorance, to laziness, or to feelings of petty

unfriendhness w hich can be got at only by some little actual con-

tact between man and boss; contact sufficient to engender some

real candor, if not confidence. Candor cures a lot of things;

even, sometimes, the misunderstandings among the employees as

to why the company cannot advance wages, and the superin-

tendent's or trainmaster's conceited notion that a partial or in-

sincere defense of the company will "'go down"' with the intel-

ligent employee.

I call the division superintendent a cog because he is so help-

less. He cannot get acquainted with his men because to do so

takes months of time, and he is frequently called away by other

duties. He cannot use his judgment in important matters until

he has consulted the general superintendent; and the general

superintendent must consider a dozen other superintendents

before he decides, besides being cramped by the general policy

of the company, which forbids the establishment of new regula-

tions or the expenditure of money except where it is certain

that there will be no disturbance of uniformity. Getting

acquainted with the men means a good deal. A superintendent

of my acquaintance, who had under his supervision a number of

tug boats, told me recently how, in order to cure apparently

incurable delays in the marine service and attain a reasonable

measure of efficiency, he had to go and stay with tlie tug boat

men night and day for a long time. I believe it was a month.

He had to sleep on one of the boats. Such work as this cannot

be done by a superintendent who is overworked or who, not

being overworked, has a tendency to shirk unpleasant tasks.

Reluctance to exercise individual judgment seems to be largely

due to over-cautiousness in expenditures. Why should not every

superintendent have power to spend from 1 to 3 per cent of the

amount of his train-service pay-rolls for any object, looking to

the improvement of the train service, which may approve itself to

him? Could not he spend a good part of such money for special

gratuities with good results?

As to whether the desired improvement in the administration

J
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of a division could be better accomplished by having more numer-
ous and more powerful trainmasters or by reducing the size of

the divisions, I do not know. Perhaps nobody knows. But can

anyone say that one or both of these reme'dies ought not to be

tried?

You told several years ago of the policy of President Vree-

land of the street railways in New York City, of keeping in

touch with his men by always being present at the informal

evening gatherings of their associations. Is not this a thing

which should be imitated in the steam railway service? To the

distant observer even Mr. Vreeland's praiseworthy course would
seem to be rather superficial, but he does better than most
superintendents do. Possibly a good deal of improvement could

Ije made even by superficial measures.

And what shall the superintendent do with the employees'

unions? No doubt the unions are going to continue indefinitely

their present policy of dealing with the officers through com-
mittees. The majority of the rank and file do not care to try in-

dividually to negotiate with a superior. The grievance com-
mittees must magnify their office and they have a constant

tendency to try to go over the heads of the division officers and

get as near to the president of the road as they can. But, surely,

the superintendent has a duty to get acquainted with his men in

some way. Will it be necessary for him to try to cultivate those

of his employees who are not members of unions? Will he have

to go so far as to appoint men known to be opposed to unionism?

The trade union spirit seems to be disposed even to discourage

intimacy of individual members with superior officers. The
members of the Train Dispatchers' Association are somewhat
intimate with their superiors and the association is opposed to

strikes. But this policy has been attacked by members of the

-association who believe that no union is of any value unless it is

ready at any time to fight for higher pay.

It seems to me that great good can be accomplished by the

superintendent who will have the originality and independence to

start a campaign of education by temporarily—that is to say for

six months or a year—spending nearly all of his time out on the

road getting very well acquainted with his train and station men.

To do this would necessitate the employment of more assistant

superintendents, no doubt; but it is to be hoped that the results

would be so satisfactory that those assistants would find them-

selves in permanent situations. Some other superintendent might

furnish an example which would be worthy of wide imitation, by

carrying out Mr. Vreeland's method. To do that, however, would

require ingenuity and even, perhaps, genius, for it would be

-necessary constantly to devise new subjects to be taken up at

meetings ; and the superintendent would have to be alert to take

advantage of any developments that might result.

I am not a railway officer. I look at this matter from the

standpoint of a public officer anxious to formulate the require-

ments which the public ought to impose on the railways. Can

some of your readers enlighten me? G. m. h.

The Belgian parliament has approved the construction of a

railway line, which, in connection with navigable rivers, will com-

plete a route to the west side of Lake Tanganyika, to be built

only when the German Central African line shall have been

completed to the eastern side of Lake Tanganyika, which will

probably be within a few years. Then there would be a complete

trans-African line, the various sections of which are as follows:

Matadi to Leopoldville, 249 miles by rail ; Leopoldville to Stanley-

ville, 1,000 miles by river; Stanleyville to Ponthierville, 79 miles

by rail ; Ponthierville to Kindu, 200 miles by river ; Kindu to

Kongolo, 221 miles by rail ; Kongolo to Kabalo, 47 miles by river

;

Kabalo to Lukuga outlet, 167 miles by rail ; Lukuga outlet to

Kigoma, 93 miles by river ; Kigoma to east shore of Tanganyika,

110 miles by rail; across lake, 50 miles; and Tanganyika to Dar-

es-salam, 700 miles by rail. The time given for such a journey

is 32 days going east (up stream) and 22 going down, which is

more than a steamer would require to go round the Cape.

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT COSTS.

BY C. J. MORRISON.*

In point of importance, maintenance of equipment ranks second
among the items entering into railway operating expense. In
1901 it ranked third. The relative proportion of the main divisions

of expense averaged for the large railways in the years 1901 and
1910 as follows:

1901. 1910.

^, . ,
Percent. Per cent.

Maintenance of way and structures 22.3 20.5
Maintenance of equipment 18.6 23.2
Conducting transportation 55.0 53.0
General expense 4.1 3.3

Of all the main divisions of expense shown above, mainte-

nance of equipment is the only one which has increased in ratio

to total operating expense during the ten year period ending with

1910. This increase is very marked and in strong contrast to

corresponding reduction in the other three main operating divi-

sions of expense. The relative proportion of the four divisions
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Fig. 1—Percentages of Operating Expenses; Averages of

Large Roads.

of expense to the total cost of operation for the period between

1901 and 1910 is shown graphically in Fig 1.

The component charges entering into maintenance of equipment,

such as labor, material, etc., are also common to the other operat-

ing items, maintenance of way and conducting transportation.

The assertion therefore that higher labor and material costs are

responsible for the increasing ratio in the cost of maintenance of

equipment to total operating expense does not hold when the same
test is applied to conducting transportation and maintenance of

way.

That a definite relation exists between increasing cost of main-

tenance of equipment and decreasing transportation charges is

clearly reflected through analysis of conditions. Locomotives and

cars are growing larger in capacity, obviously reducing the

power units required to handle a given amount of traffic. It is

logical to assume that the purpose of this policy was directed to-

• Working in conjunction with a number of railway officers. Mr. Mor-
rison is manager, department of effective organization, Suffern & Son, New
York.
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waril rccliicing cost of transpurtiilion. Ki'porls rovcal tlu' fnilli

of this assumption and tlio actual fact tliat tlirou.uli tlu- nudiuni

of larger motive power and rolling stock, the cost-ol transporta-

tion has been greatly reduced.

Repairs to locomotives are approximately proportional to tlicir

weight. With the advent of heavier power, IhkIkt niaiiitiiiancc
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Fig. 2—Maintenance of Equipment Ratios.

Ratio of maintenance of equip-
ment to total operating expense.

Percent, increase of maintenance
of equipment to total operating ex-

pense over year 1901.

costs are expected, not only per locomotive but also per mile run.

The same is equally true of cars. Thus improved transporta-

tion efficiency is purchased at an increased cost of mechanical

department operation.

The ratio of maintenance of equipment to total operating expense

on the large roads for the past ten years is shown graphically in

Fig. 2. The per cent, increase in maintenance charges to the

total compared with the year 1901 are also included with similar

information for four representative roads.

In 1901 equipment on the large roads was maintained for 18.6

per cent, of total operating expense. During the following decade
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Jivvmge Jracfryc Force in vooLhs.
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fervent Increase Compare<^ H^ff) fsos.

Fig. 3—Average Tractive Force; All Roads.

the percentage increased steadily, reaching 23.2 per cent, in 1910,

an increase of nearly 25 per cent, over the figure in 1901. The

same conditions in varying degree are reflected in the records of

the representative railways shown. The Southern Pacific main-

tained its equipment in 1910 for 22.7 per cent, of total operat-

ing expense, an increase of 25.4 per cent, over 1901 ;
similarly the

.Xtchis'in for 23 per cent., an increase of 8.0 per cent.; \W llalti-

ninri- & Ohio for 26 per cent., an increase of 32 per cent.; and

liu' Pennsylvania Railroad for 26 per cent., an increase of 10.2

per cent, over 1901.

.As ])revionsly stated, repairs to locomotives are approximately

proportional to their weight. Likewise, an almost fixed relation-

siiip exists between weight of locomotives and tractive force.

The latter unit then can be taken as a measure of the size or

weight of locomotives. The average tractive force of locomotives

from 1902 to 1910 with the per cent, increase compared with the

year 1902 is shown in Fig. 3.

There is also a remarkable similarity in the increase of capacity

of freight cars and tractive force of locomotives for the period

between 1902 and 1910. During this time the capacity of freight

cars has increased 28.6 per cent, and the tractive force of loco-

Fig. 4—Average Capacity of Freight Cars; All Roads.

motives 32.8 per cent. Cars and locomotives have steadily grown

larger in approximately the same ratio from year to year.

The average capacity of freight cars from 1902 to 1910, with

the per cent, increase compared with the year 1902, is shown in

Fig. 4.

A comparison of locomotive tractive force and freight car

capacity with the ratio of maintenance of equipment to total

operating expense for the period between 1901 and 1910 (Figs. 2

and 3) establishes the close relationship between maintenance

costs and size of equipment. Cost of maintaining locomotives or

cars is approximately proportional to tractive force or capacity.

Maintenance charges for large equipment are greater per unit

on account of increased size of locomotives and cars, more exten-

sive shops and terminals, heavier machinery and modern facilities

for handling and repairing, increased wear and tear on equipment
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Fig. 5—Average Wages on Eastern and Western Roads

in 1910.

from heavier trains and the various other items coincident with

operation of heavier power.

Operating conditions on the railways east of Chicago are along

fixed and tried lines, while the West is still in a more or less new

condition. Labor in the West is scarce and generally of poor

quality. It is therefore necessary to pay higher wages in order

to attract the better class of labor from the East.

As the labor charge constitutes more than half the equipment

maintenance expenditures, the higher wages paid on western

roads will be reflected directly in the total when comparisons are

made with eastern roads. Metal workers, wood workers and

miscellanneous shop labor include most of the employees in the
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locomotive and car shops and fairly represent the general labor
situation.

The total figures taken from the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion reports separated into eastern and western roads are shown
in chart form in Fig. 5, with actual figures as follows :

Wages Per Hour.

Easten
Roads.

Metal workers $.265
Wood workers 226
Miscellaneous shop labor 197

Per cent Increase
Western over

Western Eastern
Roads. Roads.
$.327 23
.253 12
.215 9

is the locomotive or locomotive mile. In order to illustrate the
great difference existing on various roads, a chart (Fig. 6) is
presented showmg'the cost of repairs per locomotive for the years
1908, 1909, 1910.

It is noticeable that there is a general increase on most roads
and on the western roads in particular.

The extremes on the eastern roads are noticed on the L. &
N. and the P. C. C. & St. L., which expend about $3,000 per
locomotive as against the Lackawanna v\ith an expenditure of
less than $2,000. Of the western roads the Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific show an annual cost of about $3,500 per loco-
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Fig. 6—Repairs to Locomotives Per
Locomotive.

Fig. 7—Average Weights on Drivers. Fig. 8—Locomotive Repairs Per Loco-
tive Mile.

This marked increase of 23 per cent, in wages paid metal
workers on western roads is a most important item, and should
be given due weight when comparisons are made between eastern
and western roads.

LOCOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE.

The most logical unit for measuring maintenance of equipment
costs is the gross ton mile, but this is not available, is not kept
by some roads, and is not required by the Interstate Commerce

motive as compared to approximately $2,000 each on the Burling-
ton, the North Western and the St. Paul. In order to form an idea
of the relative performance it is necessary to know the average
weight of the locomotives on each road which is shown in Fig. 7.

Even with this data it is almost impossible to draw definite con-
clusions as to relative performance.

The repair costs on a locomotive mile basis are but little better
for comparison. The accompanying illustration (Fig. 8) pre-
sents figures for representative roads and shows that the costs

Fig. 9—Miles Per Locomotive,

Classes.

All Fig. 10.—Miles Per Freight Locomotive. Fig. 11—Miles Per Passenger Loco-

motive.

Commission. In the absence of this information the analysis will

be continued with such data as is available.

More than one-third of the total maintenance of equipment
expenditure is charged to repairs and renewals of locomotives.
These costs should therefore be carefully studied and the proper
unit of comparison adopted before conclusions are drawn.
The prevailing unit, in comparing locomotive maintenance costs.

of repairs on the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Lehigh Valley
are about 10 cents, while on the Lake Shore and the Lackawanna
they are but 7 cents. Of the western roads the Union Pacific

and the Southern Pacific expend more than 11 cents, while the

North Western and St. Paul cost about one-half as much.
To fully interpret these results it is necessary to know the mile-

age made per locomotive, which is presented in Fig. 9.
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The Interstate Commerce Commission docs not demand loco-

motive maintenance co.sts divided into freight, passenger, etc.,

which luuloubtcdly shoidd be done if comparisons arc to be made

on an equal)le l)asis. The mileage of freight and pa.sscngcr loco-

motives, however, is given and charts are presented in Figs.

10 and 11. Of the eastern roads the P. C. C. & St. L. makes

more than 25,0(X) miles per freight engine, while the Pennsylvania

Railroad makes but 17,000 miles. The St. Paul makes more than

26,000 miles and the Great Northern less than 15,000 miles per

freight locomotive, while the other roads show large differences.

but based on the work done, the watt-hours. It is therefore rea-

sonable to expect to show locomotive costs on a similar basis.

Tractive force or draw bar pull is the usual term used to express

the power of a locomotive. 'Jlie work unit (which may be

called the tractive mile) is:

Average tractive effort in lbs. X average mileage per locomotive.

1.000,000

By the use of either of the above units (tractive force or tractive

mile) a fair basis of locomotive maintenance costs can be made.
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Fig. 14—Repairs and Renewals of Loco-

motives Per Ton of Tractive Force;

Five Years Ending 1910.

A chart illustrating miles run by passenger locomotives (Fig.

11) shows the extremes to be the St. Paul with 60,000 miles, as

against the Atchison with less than 30,000 miles per passenger

locomotive. There are probably local conditions that cause this

high mileage on the St. Paul and the low mileage on the Atchison,

but goes to show that all the conditions should be known

and understood before conclusions are drawn.

It is thus seen that the locomotive and the locomotive mile

The gross ton mile data is not available, but fortunately

the Interstate Commerce Commission recently prepared state-

ments on 20 roads used in the recent rate hearing which pre-

sented detailed information heretofore unpublished. This data

is very full and complete and covers ten years ending 1910. Com-
parisons were made by five year periods.

Charts are herewith presented giving exhibits of six eastern

and six western roads showing locomotive maintenance costs.
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Fig. 15—Repairs and Renewals of Loco-

motives Per Ton of Tractive Force;

Five Years Ending 1910, Compared

With Previous Five Years.

are most unsatisfactory units to use when computing locomotive

maintenance costs.

A unit should be used which takes into consideration the powei

developed and the work delivered by the locomotive. The engine

which propels the steamship is rated in horsepower and the per-

formance is calculated in horsepower-hours. Electrical power

units are similarly rated in watts and the work performed is

given in watt-hours.

Maintenance costs are not calculated as so much per dynamo

Fig. 16—Repairs and Renewals of Lo-

comotives Per Work Unit; Five Years

Ending 1910.

Fig. 17—Repairs and Renewals Per

Work Unit; Five Years Ending 1910

Compared With Previous Five Years.

The average cost of repairs and renewals on locomotives per loco-

motive for five years ending 1910 compared with five years ending

1905 is presented in Fig. 12. It is noticeable that maintenance

charges on this basis have increased on all roads.

Repairs and Renewals on Locomotives Per Locomotive.

Aver. S Yrs. Aver. 5 Yrs. Per cent.

Eastern Roads. Ending 1905. Ending 1910. Increase.
N. Y. Central $2,150 $2,430 14.0

Penna. R. R 2,340 2,640 12.8

D., L. & W 1,480 1,690 14.2

B. & 2,370 2,440 3.0
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Aver. 5 yrs.

Edstrrn Roads. Kiuii ig 1905.

Wabash 2.':<.''n

Lehigh Valley 2,670

Western Roads.

C, M. & St. P $1,305
C, R. I. & P 1,840
C. & N. W 1,660
C, B. & 2.320
C. & A 2,300
A., T. & S. F... 2,600

Fig. 13 illustrates the increase in repairs and renewals on loco-

motives per locomotive mile during the above mentioned period.

.•\vei-. 5 yrs. Per cent.
Ending 1910. Increase.

2,580 2.0
2,690 1.0

$2,150 57.5
2,330 26.6
2,010 21.1
2,620 13.0
2,595 12.8
2.720 4.6

die five years ending 1910 over the five years ending 1905. The
Lackawanna, on the other hand, while showing the least expendi-

ture per ton of tractive force, actually increased its costs in the

five year period ending 1910 over the previous five years. The
western roads show a more nearly equal expenditure, but a

wider variation in comparing the two five year periods. The St.

Paul shows an increase of 26.2 per cent, in the five year period

ending 1910 over the five year period ending 1905, while the

Atchison shows a decrease of 16.9 per cent, during the same
period.
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Fig. 18—Maintenance of Freight Cars

Per Car in 1910.

Fig. 19—Mainteance cf Freight Cars

Per 1,000 Freight Car Miles in 1910.

Fig. 20—Maintenance of Passenger Cars
Per Car in 1910.

Rep.mrs and Renewals on Locomotives Per Locomotive Mile.
Aver. 5 Yrs. Aver. 5 Yrs. Per cent.

Eastern Ro:ids. Er
N. Y. Central 5.65 cents
D., L. & W 4.24
Penna. Railroad 7.72
Wabash 6.23
E. & 6.98
Lehigh Valley 10.37

Western Roads.
C, M. & St. P 3.46 cents
C, B. & Q 6.78
C, R. I. & P 6.20
C. & N. W 4.34
C. & A 6.28
A., T. & S. F 9.7i

The New York Central shows an increase of 38 per cent, and

the St. Paul an increase of 55 per cent., while the Lehigh Valley

and the Atchison increased less than 5 per cent.

The costs when calculated on the basis of tractive force aver-

aged for five years ending 1910, are shown in Fig. 14.

1905. Ending 1910. Increase
ents 7.81 cents 38.2
"

5.49 " 29.5
"

9.78 " 26.7
"

7.65 " 22.8
" 7.67 " 10.0

10.80 " 4.2

ents 5.36 cents 55.0
"

9.07 " 33.6
" 8.22 " 32.6
" 5.68 " 31.0
"

7.76 " 23.6
"

10.19 " 4.7

1 he locomotive maintenance costs computed on the tractive

mile or work unit basis (Fig. 16 )show that the Lehigh Valley

costs are highest, but that it has decreased their costs 14.5

per cent. (Fig. 17). The Lackawanna is just the reverse in that

their costs are lowest per work unit, but it has increased

24.6 per cent, during the past five years as compared with the

five year period ending 1905. On the western roads there is not

the variation noted on the eastern roads in actual costs. How-
ever, in comparing the two five year periods the extremes are the

St. Paul, with an increase of 23.2 per cent., and the Atchison, with

a decrease of 19.5 per cent.

FREIGHT C.\R M.MNTENANCE.

Freight car maintenance constitutes approximately 7 per cent,

of the total operating expense and 30 per cent, of the total cost

of maintenance of equipment.
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Fig. 21—Maintenance of Passenger

Cars Per 1,000 Passenger Car Miles

in 1910.

Fig. 22—Maintenance of Shop Machin-

ery and Tools Per Pound of Tractive

Force in 1910.

Fig. 23—Maintenance of Shop Machin-
ery and Tools Per Work Unit in 1910.

Repairs and Renewals on Locomotives Per Ton Tractive Force.

Aver. 5 Yrs. Aver. 5 Yrs.
Ending Ending

Eastern Roads. 1905. 1910.

D., L. & W $121.00 $133.00
Penna Railroad 181.00 169.00

N. Y. Central 191.00 170.00
B. & 182.00 158.00
Lehigh Vallev 241.00 200.00
Wabash . . . . : 280.00 228.00

Western Roads.
C, M. & St. P $172.00 $217.00
C, R. I. & P 180.00 185.00

C. & N. W 189.00 191.00

C. & A 198.00 136.00

C, B. & Q 246.00 223.00

A., T. & S. F 219.00 182.00

Per cent.
Increase.

10.0

26.2
2.8

1.0

Per cent.
Decrease.

'6^6

11.0
13.2
17.0
18.5

6.1

9.3

16.9

A comparison of the performance by five year periods (Fig.

15) for the eastern roads points out the fact that while the

Wabash and Lehigh Valley spent the most money per ton of trac-

tive force they made a decrease of more than 15 per cent, during

A common method of comparison of maintenance of freight

cars is "per car owned," and a chart (Fig. 18) is given here-

with showing the cost per car on a number of representative

roads. On the roads illustrated the cost per car varies from $65

on the Pennsylvania Company to $122 on the Union Pacific sys-

tem and $126 on the Southern Pacific. The average capacity

varies from a minimum of 31 tons on the Atchison to a maximum
of 44.8 tons on the P. C. C. & St. L.

The remarkably low cost on the Pennsylvania Company, as

compared with the high cost of the Union Pacific, in place of

reflecting economy in one case and extravagance in the other,

serves as conclusive evidence that the maintenance per freight

car owned is useless as a comparative unit.

Upon the Interstate Commerce Commission records for the

fiscal year 1910, the Union Pacific reports 441,540,857 freight car
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miles and 20,043 froinlit cars owikhI; wliilc llio IViuisylvania Com-

pany reports 401,108,276 freiRlit car miles and 54,24X ears owned.

'Hie IVniisylvania Company, with lOS \nv cent, more freight ears

than the Union Pacific has 9 per cent, less mileage, wliieh con-

dition can exist either from an excessive nnmher of cars or by a

very large amount of intcrchan^je, which latter is i)rol)al)ly cor-

rect as 80.3 per cent, of the freiijht car mileage on the Union

Pacific was from foreign cars.

The interchai'gc of traflic renders maintenance costs per

freight ear owned of little value for ct)mparative pnrpo.ses.

Other conditions also modify the usefulness of this unit. The

cost of freight car maintenance is proportional to age of the

equipment, its present condition, class of traffic handled, and

total weight in transit and business hauled. In addition, the

physical characteristics have considerable influence as repairs are

more extensive in mountainous districts where heavy grades and

curvature prevail than on the plains where grades and curvature

are slight in comparison.

It is cU-ar from the foregoing that costs per car owned can-

not be used as a basis for comparing maintenance of freight cars

on ditTerent roads. For roads operating in the same general terri-

tory the ton mile is an equable basis of comparing maintenance,

but on account of the variation in operating conditions en roads

in different sections of the country it is not adaptable as a unit

for universal comparative purposes.

A satisfactory basis for analysing maintenance of freight cars

is the gross ton mile, but as these records are not kept by the

Interstate Commerce Commission the information is not available.

As the gross ton mile includes the weight of the car, whether

loaded or empty, and the miles hauled, it is obvious the unit is

proper for comparing maintenance costs.

The commission presents data on the revenue ton mile, which

is not a satisfactory basis of comparison, as it does not include

the empty car mileage or that of cars engaged in transporting

company material. Obviously the omission of this traffic renders

the information incomplete. The mileage of empty cars is a large

item. For instance, in 1910, on the Union Pacific, it was 23.4 per

cent, of the total car mileage, 29.6 per cent, on the Atchison, 33.7

per cent, on the Pennsylvania Railroad, and 35 per cent, on the

Philadelphia & Reading. Empty cars in service are subject to the

wear and tear of traffic and depreciation the same as cars in

revenue service. Likewise cars carrying company material are in

the same service as revenue freight when maintenance is con-

sidered. Company material is an extensive trafBc item. For

example, during the fiscal year 1910 the net ton miles of company

material on the Southern Pacific was equal to 20 per cent, of the

revenue ton miles, while on the Atchison it was 32 per cent.

It is unfortunate that data on gross ton miles is not avail-

able in view of its value as a unit for comparing maintenance of

freight cars on different roads. Without this information an

analysis of maintenance costs cannot be carried to a positive con-

clusion, but a unit of comparison, namely, cost per 1,000 freight

car miles is presented (Fig. 19) for the leading roads for 1910

as the most definite data available. The figures given indicate

approximate costs of maintenance without the accuracy of the

gross ton mile unit.

P.\SSENGER CAR MAINTENANCE.

The charges for passenger car maintenance are less than 10 per

cent, of the expenditure for maintenance of equipment or about

2 per cent, of the operating expense, and therfore of minor

importance when considering total operating expenses.

The demands of the traveling public, local conditions, size of

equipment all have a bearing on the repair costs and compari-

sons among different roads are generally of but little value.

Unfortunately, the Interstate Commerce Commission re.ords

do not contain any data with reference to the size, capacity or

weight of the passenger coaches for the different railways. Since

it is quite evident that coaches 70 feet in length, with steel under-

frames. and six wheel trucks, will cost more to maintain than

coaches 55 feet long with wooden underframes and four-wheol

trucks, it is i)ractieall)' impossible with the data at hand lu > tied

accurate comparisons.

.\s in the case of freight car maintenance, the usual method of

eomparisc n is on a basis "per passenger car" and the accompany-

ing chart (I'ig. 20) shows the maintenance cost on this basis for

a number of roads. These figures vary from $656 on the Lack-

awanna to $1,344 on the Reading, and $562 on the North Western

to $l,2o6 on the Union Pacific.

The mileage made is another common basis of comparing

I)assenger car maintenance costs. The accompanying chart ( Fig.

21 ) shows some interesting comparisons of roads operating in

the same territory.

The maintenance cost on the Reading i)er 1,000 car mile? is

$37.05. $10.12 on the P. C. C. & St. L., $19.42 on the Southern

Pacific System, and $7.60 on the C. B. & Q.

These figures are more interesting in connection with the main-

tenance on roads operating in the central states, the Burlington

at $7.60, the Northwestern at $18,36, the Illinois Central at $12.57

and the Missouri Pacific at $13.20. Again, roads operating from

the west and southwest, the Atchison at $11.67, Southern Pacific

system at $12.89 and the Union Pacific system at $15.83.

Comparisons of this nature can be drawn on this basis among
the different railways, but as has been mentioned above, these

figures are only of relative value.

Passenger car maintenance costs are in direct relation to the

weight and the distance carried. The ton-mile is therefore the

most satisfactory basis, as in the case of freight cars, but this

figure is not demanded by the Interstate Commerce Commission

and therefore is not obtainable.

SHOP MACHINERY AND TOOLS.

The items of locomotives, freight cars and passenger cnrs con-

stitute about three-fourths of the charges to maintenance of

equipment. The remainder is made up of superintendence, elec-

tric, floating and power plant equipment, injuries to persons, shop

machinery and tools, stationery and printing, and other expenses.

The only item which is worth considering is that of shop

machinery and tools, and this expenditure amounts to about 3

per cent, of the total maintenance of equipment.

The charges to this account should be in direct relation to

the size of and to the service rendered by the locomotive. The
expenditures in the freight and passenger departments are small

and of but little consequence.

Therefore the locomotive tractive force is the fair basis to use

for comparative purposes. Charts are presented illustrating costs

on representative roads for maintaining shop machinery and tools

on a tractive force basis (Fig. 22), and also the work unit.

In treating the subject of maintenance of equipment expendi-

tures, it has been impossible to separate charges for labor from

material charges. This is exceedingly unfortunate as a thorough

and complete analysis cannot be made without knowing the pro-

portional charges between labor and material. It is to be hoped

that the Interstate Commerce Commission will see the import-

ance of this information and ask the railways to furnish it in

the future. This completes the analysis of maintenance of equip-

ment costs. Much of the data is presented in entirely original

form, not only for the purpose of rendering consis,tent compari-

sons of costs on various roads, but also to point out the uncer-

tain value of the accustomed standards of measurement.

During the year 1910 the number of persons ticketed over the

Siberian Railway between the European cities and China, Japan

and other eastern Asia points was 4,852 adults and 170 children,

the receipts from whom were $615,300, an average of $125 per

passenger. This is much the largest travel the road has ever

had, the increase over 1909 having been 36^ per cent., though

it was reduced in the latter part of the year by the prevalence

of plague in Manchuria. But it is after all a light movement,

equivalent to but 69 persons each way daily. The earnings are at

the rate of about $153 per mile for the Siberian Railway, which

receives, however, only a part of them.
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NEW RAILWAY LAWS IN OREGON.

The State Railroad Commission of Oregon, C. B. Aitchison,

chairman, has issued a circular giving a brief statement of the

laws enacted by the last legislature of that state, and ordered

to go into effect May 20, 1911 (except as noted).

Chapter 27 forbids the transportation of explosives on cars in-

tended for passengers.

Chapter 29 requires shelters for car repairers at division ter-

minals and at other points where five or more repairers are

regularly employed. Five months is given in which to comply

with this chapter.

Chapter 56 authorizes transportation of soldiers and military

equipment free or at reduced rates.

Chapter 57 continues orders of the commission in effect where

a railway changes owners or operators.

Chapter 68 prohibits knowingly transporting or causing to be

transported within Oregon of any woman or girl for the pur-

pose of prostitution and imposes penalty.

Chapter 11 amplifies and strengthens the rate law (section

6886).

Chapter 93 amends the Long and Short Haul law by inserting

"under subtsantially similar circumstances and conditions," and

by allowing the commission to authorize exceptions.

Chapter 96 provides for the inspection and sealing of track

scales by the commisison.

Chapter 125 imposes a penalty for wilful injury to bridges,

railways, telegraphs, etc., or wilful arrangement of telephone

or telegraph wires to interfere with their efficiency.

Chapter 135 prohibits drinking and intoxication on any engine,

car, train or depot, except dining cars, etc.

Chapter 136, to regulate the transportation of live stock, pre-

scribing minimum rates of speed, the installation of suitable stock

corrals at junction points, for the giving of notice of delays to

shippers, and amends the 28-hour law by permitting a separate

request to be signed by the shipper extending the time of con-

finement to 36 hours and otherwise conforming the section gen-

erally to the Federal Act.

Chapter 137 prohibits employment of certain railway em-

ployees over 14 hours and certain others over 9 hours.

Chapter 139 requires that bonded employees, when discharged,

shall be given a written statement of reasons, if they so request

;

the commission is to investigate the reasons for discharge in

"cases involving moral turpitude."

Chapter 150 amends the law concerning fencing of new rail-

ways ; allows the commission to authorize and regulate farm

crossings ; to decide what kinds of fence shall be used ; and

suspend the fence law as to any particular portion of a railway.

Chapter 154 prohibits the transportation of ginseng unless

labeled to show certain facts as to the growth and purity of the

ginseng.

Chapter 174,, Section 2, Paragraph 11 prescribes the manner in

which vehicles shall be operated in passing railway or street cars

operated in any city, town or village.

Chapter 190 prohibits the transportation of certain kinds of

fish taken from the Rogue river.

Chapter 219 requires frogs, switches and guard rails to be

blocked by July 1, 1912; and requires that flagmen of passenger

trains must be able to read, write and speak the English lan-

guage; and be 21 years of age.

Chapter 271 confers upon railway corporations the right to ap-

propriate the right of way, roadbed or tracks of other railway

corporations in canyons, passes, or defiles.

Chapter 278, section 10, requires smoke-stacks of engines run-

ning near forest or brush land to have adequate spark arresters

between June 1 and October 1.

Section 11 requires builders of railways to destroy inflam-

mable material along the right-of-way, as directed by the State

Board of Forestry.

Attention is called to the fact that the commission is required

by law to report to the attorney-general violations of any of

these acts. Copies of the full text of these acts can be had from
the secretary of state at Salem, for $1.45 each.

ISSUE OF STOCK BELOW PAR AND SALE OF BONDS
AT A DISCOUNT.

One question that the Securities Commission, which has now
been at work for over a year on preparing its report to Presi-

dent Taft, has had to consider is whether or not the commis-
sion should recommend a law forbidding the issue of stock at

less than par or the selling of bonds at a discount by carriers

engaged in interstate traffic. Some of the men whose opinions
on this question were sought by the commission made little or
no distinction between the issue of stock below par and the sale

of bonds at a discount, but the majority of bankers and those
having to do directly with the sale of railway securities recog^

nized a clear distinction.

The common practice in the past has been to make the asset-

side of the balance sheet correspond with the liability side.

Stated more simply than it is ever worked out in practice, if

$1,000,000 stock is issued and $2,000,000 bonds are sold to ac-

quire a given piece of line, that line is carried on the balance
sheet at a valuation of $3,000,000. This has been quite gen-
erally the practice, even if the stock were issued at 70. Now,
by this misrepresentative bookkeeping there are three classs of

people who mighl be injured. In the first place, prospective

stockholders who bought stock in the open market believing

that the par value of the stock was the actual amount invested

in the property; second, the creditors, including the bondholders,

who might believe that the par value of the stock represented an
equity in the property protecting their credit; and third, the

shippers might be charged an unreasonable rate so that dividends

could be earned on the par value of stock which was issued at

less than par.

It was almost the unanimous opinion of all of the witnesses

that the capitalization of a railway had little, if anything, to do

with any particular rate; and it was the general opinion of the

greater number of the witnesses that the total capitalization of

any one road had very little direct bearing on the aggregate of

rates which such a railway could charge. As a protection, there-

fore to shippers, the prohibition of the sale of stock at less than

par is not a necessity. President Delano from his observations

believed that in many cases where overcapitalization became an

unduly strong motive for earning more, an attempt was made to

do this by cutting rates and not by raising them.

The protection of the bondholder or other creditor is quite

a different question. If the bondholder's equity is really only

$700,000 instead of $1,000,000, the margin of safety of his bonds

is less by just the difference between $700,000 and $1,000,000.

This, however, is true only immediately after the issue of the

stock, for as soon as a road begins to operate the equity be-

hind the bonds is changed. It is quite conceivable that in the

case of two competing roads, one of which had sold its stock

at 70, and the other at par, the $700,000 might have been so

much more wisely spent than the $1,000,000 that, after the two

roads had been in operation a year, the road that had only

$700,000 invested in it from the proceeds of its stock sale would

be earning half as much again as its competitor. One therefore

is led to the conclusion that the par value of stock is only a

momentary value which changes with market conditions and

with operating and traffic conditions. The prospective buyer

of bonds of a road already in operation, to be injured by a

former sale of stock at less than par would have to close his

eyes to all the conditions which affected his property, except a

study of the misleading balance sheet which would show an

unduly large equity in money derived from the sale of stock.

On the other hand, if a new line were to be built, any mis-

representation as to the amount of money spent on the line
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would be in till' iiiiturc oi .i Ir.iuil ;in;iiiist tlic prospcclixo bond

buyer. In this case tlie bond buyer's judgment is intiuenced not

by actual conditions, but by what he thinks ought to result

from the expenditure of a certain amount of money.

It came as a surprise to many of the \vitnes.scs who testilicd

before the coniniissii>ii that anyone in tlie present day of en-

lightciiment and Jin'ryhody's Ma^^aciiic siiould attach any con-

sequence tci till' par \aluc mark cm a certificate of stock.

The conunission, however, pointed out to one of the surprised

witnesses tliat the Supreme Court ol the United Stales still

attaches some significance to this nominal l"igure. Most of the

witness-'s acknowledged that to a certain class of investors the

fact thai they could buy at $50 or $()0, something whose nominal

value was $100 made such a purchase more attractive to them

than if the stock ccrtiiicato had been stamped $50 or $60.

As the law stands at present, in many states, it is illegal to

issue stock below par ; but, under the common law, if stock

has been issued and sold below par and is resold to an innocent

third party, there is no redress either for the state or for the

creditors of the company. The law recognizes that the $100

stamped on the stock does not mean that that is its value, but it

should mean that that is the amount received by the company

originally.

One of the remedies suggested for the nominal deceit prac-

ticed in issuing stock below par was the passage of a law which

should permit the issue of stock without a par value ; that is,

certificates would be issued, each one stating the percentage of

the total profits and assets of the company represented by that

certificate. These certificates without a par value could be sold

at any price which they would bring and the asset side of the

balance sheet would then only need to show the amount actually

received from the sale, and the participation certificates would

automatically adjust themselves on the liability side so as as to

always balance. As things are now, the capital assets and cap-

ital liabilities, as shown on the balance sheet, are inflexible, ex-

cept through changes in the profit and loss account. This would

still be true if stock were issued without a par value; but there

would be this difference. As it is now, if a road has sold its

stock at less than par, neither the asset side nor the liability

side tell a true story, because the asset side has been made ar-

bitrarily to correspond to the liability side. If stock were issued

without a par value, the asset side would, unless there were a

fraud, tell the truth, and from this a correct liability side could

be worked out in terms of dollars and cents. This discussion

applies particularly to the financing of new roads or the new
purchase of property.

Assuming ior a moment that the issue of stock without a par

value would be desirable for new roads or new security issues,

there remains the question of whether it would be desirable

and practicable for companies which now have stock with a

par value to call this in and issue new stock without the dollar

mark in its place. The majority of bankers and corporation

lawyers who had made any study of the question did not think

there would be any insurmountable or even any very great prac-

tical difficulties in the operation of a law which would pertnit

the conversion of par value stock into non-par value stock.

Judge Lovett was asked what should be done to the asset side

of a balance sheet in case the company made such a conversion

of its stock. He said that in his opinion the asset side should

be changed so as to show at what price the stock was taken

over. To take a concrete case, if a company's stock were sell-

ing at 80, and there were $1,000,000 par value outstanding, the

asset side of the balance sheet would show an investment of

$800,000 and 10,000 participation certificates might be issued, each

one to be exchanged for $100 par value of old stock. In the

case therefore of companies whose stock was selling below par

the asset side of the balance sheet would be reduced, and in

the case of companies whose stock was selling above par the

asset side would be increased. Such a process as this would

seem to give the Interstate Commerce Commission its long

sought valuation. It would not be a physical valuation, but it

would be a market valuation. It would serve equally well as a

peg from which to start accounting along the lines prescribed

by the commission.

Those who favored forbidding the issue of stock below par

did so on the ground that it was a deceit. Those who thought

that such a law would do very much more harm than good
based their opinion in part on the belief that unless new lines

could be financed through the issue of stock either as a bonus
to be given with bonds or to be sold at very much less than

par, a serious check would be given to speculative railway

building. This need for speculative building was somewhat
fully discussed in the comments on the testimony before the

commission as to the advisability of federal or state regulation

(Raihvay Age Gazette, June 2). As was stated before, most of

the witnesses agreed that speculative railway building was highly

desirable for the development of the country. It was pretty

clearly shown that it is impossible to induce money to invest in

a speculative venture without holding out the hope of a return

(luite disproportionate to any rate of interest that could prop-

erly be paid on a bond. Investors and speculators have certain

well understood prejudices and conventions that cannot be dis-

regarded. One is that a bond carrying a very high rate of in-

terest is to be distrusted. Roughly speaking a man who buys a

10 per cent. 5 year $1,000 bond at par makes a profit in five years

of something over $500, and a man who buys a 5 per cent. 5

year $1,000 bond at par and gets $1,000 par value of stock as a

bonus which is worth $260 at the end of five years, makes a

profit of something over $500; but experience has proved that

the latter method of financing is practicable and the former one

is not practicable.

There was one question that the commission repeatedly asked

those who testified before it and to which apparently it got no

very satisfactory answer from any one witness, although from

the importance of the question it is probable that the commis^

sion will feel itself bound to make some definite recommen-

dation in regard to it. Given a railway company in the following

situation: Through former bad judgment, mismanagement or

some other cause, there is a bonded debt amounting to 75 per

cent, of the present value of the property; in addition, there ia

stock outstanding with a par value of SO per cent, of the pres-

ent total value of the property. Assuming, now, that the com-

pany finds itself imperatively in need of more money to double-

track a portion of its line, what can the management do? It

will be noted that this situation has a good many points in

common with the situation in which a receiver finds himself;

and in the case of a receiver he applies to the court for per-

mission to issue securities, which through the authority of the

court become senior to all the securities now outstanding. It

was the general opinion of most of the witnesses that in a

case of this kind a road would not be able to issue junior bonds

at any price that would be fair either to present bondholders

or present stockholders ; and if it were not allowed to issue

stock below par there would really have to be a voluntary re-

organization or the road would, in all probability, have to be put

in the hands of a receiver.

Some of the dangers that might lie in issuing stock without a

par value are the opportunities which it would open for stock

manipulation; and the difficulties that a company might have in

authorizing new stock. For instance, if a company sold 10,000

participation certificates originally at $75 per certificate and

later needed money but could only sell additional certificates at

$50, there might be considerable difficulty in getting present cer-

tificate holders to authorize an additional issue of certificates. It

would appear, however, as if this difficulty could be overcome

by ofifering the new certificates to certificate holders pro rata,

giving them the chance to average down the cost of their

holdings. As a practical consideration, Marvin Hughitt sug-

gested that if the par value were removed from stock certificates,

the small investor would be less likely to find stocks attractive.
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because he would fail to understand what he was buying. When
he buys a certificate marked with a par value of $100 he feels

that in some way he is buying a tangible $100 worth of prop-

erty, while if he were to buy simply a participation certificate

—

an interest in the general business of the company—he would

be getting something rather beyond his comprehension.

The sale of bonds at a discount presents a question quite

different from that of the issue of stock below par. From
the company's point of view, the yield on the investment is the

only thing in which it is interested. In other words, the price

it has to pay for its money is what determines the sale of se-

curities at any given time. It makes no difference wherether a

4 per cent, bond is sold at a discount or a 5 per cent, bond at a

slight premium, if the company has to pay 4^ per cent, for its

money it is in the same financial position whether it issues a 4

per cent, bond or a 5 per cent. bond. The discount is taken

up over a series of years and to all intents and purposes is the

same as interest.

The price which a company will have to pay for its money
cannot be fixed or, in fact, influenced by a law or by the action

of a commission.

A railway company has to bargain for its money in much the

same way that any man would go about mortgaging his real

estate. Its object is to get the greatest amount of money for the

least interest payment possible, consistent with mortgaging its

assets in such a way as to make future financing as easy as

possible. It was the unanimous testimony of all of the bankers

that market conditions for money are such that sometimes a

road could get a loan at an actually lower interest by selling a

4 per cent, bond at a discount than it could by selling a 5 per

cent, bond at a premium, or vice versa. Most of the witnesses

conceded that the sale of bonds is such a delicate and highly

technical operation that it could be much more advantageously

carried out by a board of directors free from the immediate

supervision of a commission or the restriction of any laws.

The members of the New York Public Service Commission
and of the Massachusetts commission did not concur in this

view. In both Massachusetts and New York the law provides

that the commission may fix a minimum at which bonds can

be sold. The members of the New York commission cited an

instance in which a certain railway had come to them and

asked permission to issue bonds at a certain figure, say 79, and

that the commission had refused to permit the issue of these

bonds unless the company could get a higher price, say 83, for

them, and that the commission by standing firm had succeded in

actually getting the higher price for the company for its bonds.

One is led to surmise that this was a particular case, in which

the bankers who were to buy the bonds were already so deeply

interested in the other oustanding securities of the company that

they were in a position which permitted the Public Service Com-
mission to coerce them to a quite extraordinary degree.

The question of publicity was viewed quite differently by dif-

ferent witnesses. It was conceded, however, by most that there

ought to be a certain amount of secrecy about any business

transaction of this kind while the negotiations were still pend-

ing, but that it was desirable and only right that eventually full

publicity should be given to the whole transaction. Thq differ-

ences in opinion as to publicity lay largely in the question of

how soon after the negotiations for security sale had been

closed the company should be compelled to make public its

record and as to the amount of detail that should be required.

"Happy Arabia," known now as Yemen, is to have a railway,

extending from the Red Sea at Hokeidah, which is about l.SO

miles north of the outlet of that sea, into th« interior 73 miles

to Obal. It is hoped to eventually continue it further to the

plateau east of the coast range, but to do this a pass 9,500 ft.

above the sea must be reached. A harbor also is to be con-

structed 10 miles north of Hokeidah, which is about 500 miles

south of Mecca, which will be the terminus of the nearest line.

CHICAGO PASSENGER TERMINAL OF THE CHICAGO &.

NORTH WESTERN.

The new passenger terminal of the Chicago & North Western
in Chicago was opened for traffic Sunday, June 4, and since

6 a. m. of that date all the through and suburban trains have
been operated into and out of the new station. The terminal
includes two new approaches, the north approach being about
one mile long and the west approach about \]4 miles long, ia
addition to the station building and train shed, which occupy
the blocks between Madison street and Milwaukee avenue and
Clinton and Canal streets.

The station proper is 320 ft. x 218 ft., and is four stories high.

In addition to the main entrance on Madison street, there are
six other public entrances, giving easy access to all parts of the

building from any direction. The walls are gray Maine granite

and the column shown in the photograph of the Canal street en-

trance is marble. The inner vestibule of the Madison street

entrance is shown herewith. The entrance to this vestibule is

Canal Street Entrance.

through three large arches, each containing five bronze and glass-

doors. Corresponding doors lead from the vestibule into the

public court. This court is ample in area to accommodate tra-

velers while transacting all business incident to a journey. The
ticket office contains 33 selling windows and is provided with

every facility for serving the traveling public promptly. In

addition to the ticket office, the other conveniences grouped

around this court include a lunch room, public telephone booths,

drug store, telegraph offices, information bureau, parcels check

room, automobile and cab booths and baggage room. The broad

stairway shown at the left, in the view of the public court, leads

to the main waiting room on the floor above, a general view

of which is shown. As an example of the care that has been

taken to include every possible convenience in the design of

this station, the lights on all stair landings should be pointed

out. These lights can be seen in the photographs at the land-

ing in the stairway leading from the ground floor to the main

waiting room. Strong reflectors are provided which throw a
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brij^ht li^lil "II ill*.' l;iniliii.L;, a imint wliicli is iisiKilly ()l)Si-iir(.'(l l>y

sliadows.

The waiting room is trcilod as a l\<Mn;m alrinin with a hanol

vault roof. The pilasters and tlu' ciiliri' (udir up to the spring

of the vaulted ccihng are of ihdl ihiishcd, Hglit pink 'I'cnnessee

inarhle. Tlie cuhnnns are of Clreek Cippolino niarl)Ie of a deli-

cate green hue. The ceiling is of self-supporting tile construc-

tion with rilis of terra cotta, ornamented with syml)nlii- designs.

The lighting; includes clusters of high i)ower incandescent lights

supporteil en si lid bronze fixtures and a complete system of in-

Inner Vestibule on Madison Street.

direct lighting, concealed behind the cornices. The large clock

shown at the end of the waiting room is one of thirteen located

in different parts of the station and controlled from one master

clock. The ventilation of this room, as of every other part of

the building, is effected by a forced draft system which com-

pletely changes the air in the building every 20 minutes. The

mahogany settees in the waiting room are all numbered for the

convenience of patrons in making appointments in this room.

A separate waiting room for ladies is provided at the west

end of this floor, a corner of which is shown in a photograph.

.Adjoining liiis ladies' waiting room is liie main dining room.

1 he architettural treatment of these rooms harmonizes with

the general scheme of the interior and the lighting is by the in-

direct system, which supplies a soft, light without any shadows.

The service in the dining room is from a kitchen on the floor

below, the equipment of which is equal in that of the kitchen in

any mctroi)()litan hotel. At the east end of tlie main waiting

room is tlie barber shop, newsstand, smoking room and public

and pay toilets. On the third floor arc provided ladies' rest

rooms, dressing rooms, wash rooms and baths, a ladies' tea room,

and the nurse's and matron's rooms. Adjoining the latter room

is a physician's office and emergency department. The facilities

for hospital and emergency service arc very complete and are

furnished free of charge. On the same floor are the men's

lounging room, men's barber shop and bath rooms. This service

is dcsi;,Mi((l so tliat a suburlian patron can change to evening

Ticket Office.

dress and keep his evening appointments without the necessity

of going home.

From the main waiting room entrance is had directly to the

train shed concourse. This concourse is as substantially built as

any other part of the building and will be heated in winter to

a temperature of 60 'deg., allowing passengers to wait for their

trains in comfort. The train announcing boards, shown on the

left, are operated by a perforated ribbon somewhat similar to

a piano player record, by which only the names of towns at

which a train stops are displayed on the board. The balcony

at the right of the picture is for the train announcer. The

heavy sliding doors at the left of the picture open into the train

shed. This shed is the Bush type. There are 16 tracks in the

shed, v^rhich covers an area of 265,800 sq. ft. As shown in the

photograph, the floor construction is concrete throughout, allow-

ing the space between the tracks to be flushed and kept in a

perfectly clean and sanitary condition. Belt conveyors are pro-

Public Court on Ground Floor.
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Corner of Women's Waiting Room. Main Dining Room.

vided between tracks on to which mail sacks are thrown direct

from incoming mail cars. These conveyors carry the mail to

the post office sub-station below the train shed. In addition to

the post office the space under the train shed includes baggage

and express rooms, cab and automobile stands and quarters for

immigrants. The facilities for the immigrants are very complete,

including a lunch room where good food is served at a low

price, complete baths and toilet for men and women and wash

rooms, including steam dryers whereby the immigrant women
may do the washing for their families and have it dried while

they wait.

A suburban concourse midway between Randolph and Wash-
ingtcn streets, and extending the complete width of the station,

furnishes entrance to the main shed without requiring suburban

patrons to go through the station proper.

The original studies on the plan of this terminal were begun

Main Waiting Room, Looking East.
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Concourse, Looking East.

in December, 1905, under the direction of Marvin Hughitt, at

that time president and no\Y chairman of the Chicago & North
Western. Tlie work of mailing detail plans and of wrecking

buildings on the new right of way was begun in November,
1906. The raising of the Chicago & Oak Park elevated, which
crosses the station tracks on Lake street, was begun in June,

1908. In September, 1908, construction work on the approaches

was started, and in November, 1908, construction work on the

station buildings was commenced. The approximate cost is as

follows

:

Real estate arc] legal expenses $11,560,000
Station building aid train shed 6,380,000
Power station building and equipment 810,000
Elevated approaches S,000,000

Total $23,750,000

For the benefit of those who may desire to refer to previous

descriptions of special features of this terminal the following

list of articles have appeared in the Railway Age Gazette is

given :

General description of the arrangement of station building pre-

pared from architects' studies, August 14, 1908.

Train Shed.
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Complete description of the Bush train shed, July 16, 1909.

Photographs showing progress, February 11, 1910.

Description of the raising of the Oak Park elevated, the build-

ing of subway bridges and approach, with especial reference to

their waterproofing, further details of the arrangement of the

station and complete description of the power house with its

equipment, July 15, 1910.

Details of construction, with progress photographs, March

23, 1911.

STUDIES IN RAILWAY ECONOMICS.

IX*.

BY W. M. ACWORTH.

Let us assume then that Lord Collins is right in saying that

—

at least when a Law Court has to decide the question—"the

reasonableness of the charge must be measured by reference to

the service rendered and the benefit received, which is unaffected

by the prosperity or misfortune of the parties to the contract."

"The affluence or indigence of the person rendering or receiv-

ing the service is beside the question." Let us see how this

has been worked out in practice before the English Commission

Court. The English commission has indeed so far been spared

the task of deciding what is a reasonable rate per se. Parliament

has fixed by statute the maximum rates and charges which the

companies are entitled to make, and the court presumes that

all charges within that maximum, provided that they have not

been increased since 1892, are, apart from the question of un-

due preference, reasonable. It is only where a change has been

made since 1892 that the court has jurisdiction to decide as to

the reasonableness of the increase.

"The main element," says Lord Collins, "in such determination

must be the expense to the carrier." But, with great respect, it

would seem that, if "the service rendered and the benefit received

are unaffected by the prosperity or misfortune of the parties to

the contract," if "the affluence or indigence of persons receiving

the service is beside the question," the expense to the carrier

'becomes not only "the main element," but the sole element in

deciding whether an increase is reasonable. And so the decisions

of the court in particular cases have worked out in practice. The
companies have again and again endeavored to put in force an

increase, and have succeeded or failed according to whether they

could or could not prove that the expense of working the par-

ticular traffic to which the increase was applicable had increased.

The companies' total net revenue may or may not have increased

;

the trade in the particular article on which an increase is pro-

posed may be in the heights of prosperity or the depths of ad-

versity; it matters not. Provided the company can satisfy the

court that the ratio of operating expenses in 'the case of that

particular traffic, has increased from causes of a not merely

temporary nature, sanction to an increase of rate, proportionate

to the increase of expense, almost automatically follows. Of all

obligation to consider the question from a commercial or

economic aspect the court almost ostentatiously washes its hands.

"We are not a court of conciliation, or a tribunal of honor;

we are not made judges of prudence or of generosity." Rail-

ways are "as traders, entitled like other traders to push their

business to the best advantage." Far be it from me to presume

to say that this is not good law, or even that, acting as a court of

law under the statute that conferred the jurisdiction, it would

have been possible for the railway commission to adopt any

other course. But, regarding the question from the economic

standpoint, and considering not what the law is, but what it

ought to be, an economist is entitled to say that it is bad

economics, and, I add, bad business.

It is surely unnatural that a tribunal of appeal should refuse

to take into consideration the very matters that would be upper-

•Previous articles in this series appeared in issues of the Railway Age
Gazette of January 6, 13, 20, 27, February 3, May 19 and 26 and June 2.

most in the mind of the person who had to decide in the first

instance. And, assuredly, the first thing that a railway manager

takes into account, and ought to take into account, is the

ability of the traffic to bear the rate; which is really "its effect

upon the trade of the persons who have to pay it." To charge

what the traffic will not bear, at least beyond the point which

leaves the railway some profit on the transaction, is to sin

against the first canon of railway rate making. But this, says

Lord Collins, "is a question of railway management, which in

my judgment lies outside our province." The result of a man-
ager increasing rates from one set of considerations, and a

court deciding as to the reasonableness of the increase from an-

other set of considerations, is curiously unreasonable. The
court has in more than one case sanctioned increases made by

the railways in coal rates. That an increase in the cost of

carrying coal has therefore been proved we may take for granted

;

but it by no means follows, either that the coal trade is in a good

position to bear the increase, or that the companies, if left to

themselves, would have tried to recover their loss in net rev-

enue by increasing the charges on coal. It is much more prob-

able that they would have followed the line of economic least

resistance, and have put up their rates for silks and cigars and

grand pianos, where there would have been no fear of killing the

goose that laid the golden eggs. Indeed, it is quite conceivable

that the very fact that the companies' expenses in carrying coal

have increased is economically a reason why coal rates should

be reduced. Take this case : The cost of raising coal in England

has been increased by the introduction of the statutory eight

hours' day for miners. This has raised the cost of locomotive

coal to the companies, and so increased their working expenses.

But, simultaneously, it has weakened the competitive position of

English coal in foreign markets and, accordingly, a coal trader

with a diminishing demand, bound to cut his profits or lose his

trade altogether, is less able than before to pay even the old

rates, let alone the new ones. Economically speaking, a railway

should rather reduce these rates and thus help the trader to

recover his imperilled position and so to balance a profit on a

large tonnage against his smaller profit per ton. But can a legal

decision be justified which puts a railway manager between the

devil and the deep sea—which compels him either to accept a

reduced net revenue or to raise it at the point of maximum re-

sistance? Of course, the position may in practice be worse than

this; for permission to raise increased revenue by advancing

rates on traffic which the manager knows cannot bear an in-

creased rate, and on that alone, is tantamount to a refusal to

permit any increase of revenue at all.

But, though it is easy to see the economic unsoundness of the

present position, it is difficult to see how a court of law could

avoid it. It is clear that when a railway company has justified

its claim for new net revenue, it ought to raise that revenue from

the traffic that can best bear it. But how by legal procedure,

with its definite parties, and precise issues, and sworn evidence,

can that fact be ascertained? It is equally impossible to bring

all the traders of the country before the court and to decide

questions vitally affecting their interests in their absence. The

moral would seem to be that, if the real question is one that

cannot from its very nature be properly decided in a law court,

a law court is not the proper body to decide it. On the other

side of the Atlantic they seem to be gradually working out a

system of regulation which is much more logical in theory, and

which is likely in the long run to be much more satisfactory in

practice.

The longest regular locomotive run without a stop in Germany

is now between Berlin and Hamburg, 178 miles, which is made

by two trains daily, one in 3 hours and 20 minutes and one in

3 hours 22 minutes. The longest locomotive run without a stop

in France is 163 miles. The longest run without a stop in

England is 224 miles. The English run is made by engines

which take water while running.
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CONTROLLING MODERN PASSENGER TRAINS.*

With tlic iiitrodiKlion of heavy (125,000 lbs. to 150,000 lbs.)

passciiRcr cars, the brake force required to control such cars

with approximately the same cfTectiveness as is obtainable with

the apparatus used on lighter cars became so great as to exceed
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the capacity of a single brake cylinder even with the highest

brake cylinder pressure and greatest multiplication of its power

by leverage that could be permitted. The increased speed, the

weights of trains and the economy of time necessary for the

highest operative efficiency under modern severe traffic demands,

together with the increase in length of trains and the much
greater volume of air which must be handled through the brake

pipe, have imposed conditions which the type of brake adequate

for past conditions has been unable to meet satisfactorily.

While a high maximum emergency stopping power is required

to insure the safety of passengers and rolling stock, the or-

dinary service functions and automatic safety and protective

features became hardly secondary in importance. The necessity

for a different treatment in the application of braking or retard-

ing forces on modern heavy passenger cars than that heretofore

practised is outlined in the report of the committee on Train

Brake and Signal Equipment of the M. C. B. Association, 1910,

and in a paper before the New York Railway Club, April 16,

1909, entitled Development of Air Brakes for Railroads, as

follows

:

Increased unbraked locomotive weight.

Increased train momentum.
Increased brake rigging deflection and false motion, due to

severe stresses in car members and other causes, which greatly

increase the piston travel.

Increased brake leverage ratio, with consequent increased pis-

ton travel and lower maximum cylinder pressure.

*Abstract of a paper presented before the Air Brake Association by
Walter V. Turner of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company; also an
account of the discussion.

Increased time to ()l)tain brake cfTectiveness, on account of

large cylinder volumes.

Decreased i)rake shoe coefficient of friction due to greater

brake shoe pressure and speeds.

rossil)le breaking down of the brake shoe under tlic severe

conditions imposed.

Capacity of single cylinder type of brake equipment exceeded.

Excessive amount of air used when releasing and recharging.

Some of the operating conditions involved in the committee's

considerations which are not directly mentioned in the report

are greater frequency in trains, increased number of parallel

tracks and higher speeds with the same distances between sig-

nals as formerly. These introduce problems which are primarily

for the operating department to solve but must be given no

less consideration by the mechanical department. As a result

of a thorough consideration of these conditions by the rep-

resentatives of various roads and others, interested whose con-

clusions were confirmed and recommendations tested by one of

the most significant series of brake tests ever held, viz., the Lake

Shore emergency brake tests of 1909, certain requirements were

established as essential in modern high speed, heavy passenger

train service. On this basis the PC passenger brake equipment

was developed to meet the requirements referrd to, by com-

bining th ordinary functions of the quick action triple valve

with such other operative features as were found necessary.
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These novel characteristics and functions are described in the

report and papers above referred to.

As a contrast to the PC equipment, let us take, for example,

a modern train equipped with two old style equipments per car,

of which, unfortunately, there are a number in service. A 10-

car train equipped with 16-in. cylinders requires a volume of

150,000 cu. in., if the old size of auxiliary reservoir is employed.

Moreover these triple valves have large feed grooves, which,

combining as the triple valves go to release, make it impossible

to raise the brake pipe pressure at a greater rate than the aux-

iliary reservoir is increasing; that is, as each triple valve goes

to release, the rate of rise becomes less and less. Therefore,

the succeeding triple valves are less likely to go to release posi-

tion, and it will be appreciated that when 19 triple valves of

the 20 on such a train have gone to release position, that the

twentieth one must be in the best of condition, as regards ring

leakage, if it is to release. The fact that it is not already re-

leased indicates that the ring condition required does not exist.

From what has been said it will be seen that unless the car

itself carries an air supply that will raise the auxiliary reservoir

pressure at the same rate as the brake pipe is being raised until

almost the maximum pressure has been reached, that an im-

mense volume and large pump capacity must be a part of the

engine equipment and that extreme care in manipulating the

brake valve by the engineer will be required if the release of the

brakes is to be insured and reapplication prevented. A large

volume of air carried under the car may be said to be a panacea

for the prevention of stuck brakes, so called.
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A prolific source of trouble in this direction comes from the

practice of running double header trains. The pump on the

leading engine may be capable of furnishing an air supply ample

for the operation of such trains as the single locomotive can

handle, but was never intended to satisfy the extra demands
imposed by the double header train. If the pump capacity is

not sufficient to meet these demands, or if means are not avail-

able for utilizing the pump supply on both locomotives, it is

plain that trouble from "stuck brakes," failure to release, etc.,

will result. The only safe way to permit the main reservoir and
pump on the second engine to be utilized in assisting the head

engine in releasing and recharging is to provide a main reser-

voir pipe and connections by which the main reservoir on the

first and second engines can be connected, thereby enabling the

engineer on the head engine to utilize the air stored in the main

reservoirs of both engines.

Another fact which should not be lost sight of is that the en-

gineer, if not familiar with the characteristics of the PC equip-

ment, may make excessive reductions and so cause quick action

to take place, with resultant wheel sliding. This does not mean
any shortcoming in the equipment (quite the contrary) but a

very dangerous and improper operation on the part of the engi-

neer, since he is gaining no additional braking power by such an

operation, but is blowing away through the reducing valves and

safety valves the additional air which should be held in reserve

and is absolutely necessary if an emergency should arise. Of
course after such an application of the brakes the same condi-

tion exists as in an emergency. That is, at least 90 lbs. of air

must be in the brake pipe before a release can be obtained.

With the greatly increased sensitiveness to release, as de-

manded by the changed conditions already referred to, which tend

to produce a very slow rate of rise of brake pipe pressure when
releasing and recharging, especially toward the end of a long

train of heavy cars having large reservoirs, it becomes necessary

to provide the maximum sensitiveness to an increase in brake

pipe pressure, in order to insure all valves in the train respond-

ing as intended. The elimination of the graduated release fea-

ture is specially provided for in the construction of the valve.

During the transition period when graduated release equipment

is likely to be handled in the same train with cars not equipped

with a graduated release brake, especially where long trains are

handled and the air supplies from the brake pipe are likely to

be limited in any way from any cause, it is usually best to

cut out the graduated release feature until all cars are furnished

with this type of brake. All that is required to change the PC
equipment from the graduated to a direct release brake or vice

versa, is the loosening of a bolt and turning of the direct and

graduated release cap on the front of the control valve head

until the desired position is indicated, the bolt being then re-

tightened. It should be further stated that all functions men-

tioned have been so combined that the requirements of

interchangeability with existing equipments have been fully

satisfied.

As an illustration of what was accomplished by the improve-

ments just outlined, the curves on charts A, B and C contrast

the performances of the quick action automatic brake with high

speed reducing valve and the passenger control equipments.

The stops shown are from a speed of 60 m. p. h., with a rep-

resentative train of one locomotive and six modern passenger

cars, the total weight of the train being 590 tons. Fig. 1 rep-

resents the PC train stopped at the 1,100 ft. mark, and the high

speed train passing it at a speed of 38 m. p. h. (63 per cent, of its

initial speed) at which point 40 per cent, of its original energy

still remains to be overcome before the train is stopped. It

will be noted that the latter portion of the curve 2 is dotted to

indicate that the train with tHe high speed brake equipment

reached the 1,100 ft. point six seconds before the train with

the PC equipment came to rest at that point.

Fig. 2 shows that when the PC equipment -train has come
to a standstill the high speed equipment train has run 275 ft

farther and is still running at the speed of 28 m. p. h., rep-

resenting 22 per cent, of the original energy. Curves 1 and 2

of Fig. 3 illustrate the relative drop in speed as the trains ap-

proach the stopping point and show finally that the train with

the high speed brake equipment ran 575 ft. further than that

equipped with the PC brake. Curves 3 and 4 show the relative

percentage of braking power developed on the train by the two
equipments and illustrated at once why the PC train stopped in

the least distance and time. The three cardinal advantages of

the PC equipment are vividly illustrated by these curves,

namely :—The much higher percentage of emergency braking

power obtained ; the rapid rate at which maximum braking power
is obtained; the maintenance of maximum braking power
throughout the length of the stop.

Two brake cylinders are used per car ; only one cylinder

operates 'during service applications, but both are brought into

play when an emergency application is made. This gives the

necessary increased braking power for emergency applications,

not by an increased' pressure in one brake cylinder (as in pre-

vious equipments), but by bringing the same brake cylinder

pressure to act upon the pistons of two brake cylinders instead

of one. This means that double the maximum service braking

power is obtained in emergency applications.

Discussion.—L. H. Albers of the New York Central referred

to the Toledo tests, which demonstrated conclusively that the

ordinary passenger brake equipment was not equal to the de-

mands of modern service and heavy cars. The P. M. and L. M.

Westinghouse equipment requires about 14 seconds for full ap-

plication on a ten-car train making a stop from 60 miles an

hour, while the new PC equipment with 180 per cent, brake

power fully applies the brake in 3 seconds. An important fea-

ture is that the maximum retarding force is retained to the end.

This brake also allows a leverage of 6 to 1 to be used, so that

18 in. cylinders are sufficient, and such leverage insures proper

brake beam clearance. The importance of sufficient brake beam

clearance is demonstrated by the fact that dynamometer tests

have shown that an increased tractive efifort of 35 per cent, is

required for operating trains where the leverage is such that

the brake shoe clearance is small.

The new equipment also secures uniform brake power on all

cars. This is important, as the lack of this uniformity is the

prime cause of shocks and wheel sliding. The PC equipment

is also more easily released as a differential of 6 lbs. in the re-

lease valve is required for its operation. The PC equipment

has been in service on the fast trains of the New York Central

for over a year, and its operation has been very satisfactory.

When the equipment was put on in winter time and the men

were not entirely familiar with it, there was some difficulty from

slow release, which was traced to the graduated release of the

old valves. The re-designing of the release valve has removed

all these troubles. It is understood that the Pullman Company

is now fitting its cars with the PC brake equipment.

For some time the earnings of the German railways have been

increasing and the gain in 1910 was, for that country, very large.

The fiscal year of most of them ends with March, and the returns

for last year have recently been published. The increase was just

about 7 per cent., passenger earnings growing only 2^ per cent.,

but freight earnings more than 8 per cent. The lines so reporting

include more than three-fourths of the whole German system.

In the month of March the total of all German lines had an

increase of more than 7 per cent., a decrease of nearly 9 per cent,

in passenger earnings, having been counterbalanced by an increase

of 10J--2 per cent, in freight earnings. The Easter travel came

in March last year and not till April this year, which accounts

for the large decrease in travel. In Germany everybody goes

somewhere in the Eastern holidays. The indications are that on

the whole Germany has fully recovered from the depression of

1907.
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LETTERS FROM AN OLD RAILWAY OFFICIAL TO HIS
SON. A GENERAL MANAGER.*

III.

Chicago, April 22, 1911.

My Dc;ir Boy :—Did it ever occur to you how easily a bright

lawyer could tangle up many an able railway official on the wit-

ness stand? Nowadays we have to spend more or less valuable

time testifying about service, rates, capitalization, valuation, prac-

tices, mctliods, and a score of other things that become of public

interest. Wliether this is just or unjust, necessary or unneces-

sary, is beside the question. It is a condition, not a theory, that

confronts ns. The wise railway man, therefore, so orders his

ofluial life that it may endure the scrutiny of both the persecutor

and the prosecutor, of both the inquisitor and the investigator, of

both the muckraker and the political economist. It sometimes

happens, since men are only boys grown tall, that public hearings

are accompanied by stage settings for dramatic efifect ; that tri-

fling inconsistencies are magnified into egregious errors. Let

me picture part of such a hearing with a general manager on

the stand

:

Question : You testified, Mr. General Manager, on the direct

examination that your road is well managed and has a highly

efficient organization, did you not?

Answer: Yes sir, we think we have one of the best in the

country.

Q. Would you mind telling the able members of this Hon-
orable Commission in just what your superiority consists?

A. Not at all, sir. In the first place we have a great deal of

harmony and work very closely together.

Q. Did you ever know a railway official who did not claim

the same thing for that part of the organization over which he

presided?

A. (Hestitating.) Well now that you mention it, I can't say

that I ever did. (Sudden inspiration.) But you know there is

a great deal of bluffing in this world.

Q. (Drily.) What style of anti-bluffing device has your

company adopted?

A. Of course you are speaking figuratively. Such a thing

isn't possible. We have a pretty good check in the fine class

of men we have developed.

Q. Then it is sort of a breeding process?

A. Yes sir, that's it.

Q. To go a little further, has your company any patents on

improving human nature?

A. No sir, we don't claim that.

Q. Is it not a fact that your officials and employees are aver-

age citizens recruited and developed about like those of other

roads?

A. That is hardly a fair way to put it, but I suppose they are.

Q. Why isn't it fair?

A. Because it leaves out of account the acknowledged ef-

ficiency that comes from having men well treated and contented,

and better instructed than others. Some farms make more
money than others because the old man gets more work out of

the boys.

Q. Then your road has officials who can radiate more divine

afflatus than others?

A. I didn't say that. We do the best we know how.

Q. What is organization?

A. Why organization is — let me see — why, organ-

ization is the name we use for the men—the people, the forces

we hire to run our road. It is hard to give a concise definition.

I might ask you what law is.

0- That's easy, law is a rule of conduct. Now tell me, please,

who run the road?

A. Why the officers run the road, the men do the work.

Q. Did you not just say that you hire men to run the road?

•Copyrighted, 1911, by The Railroad Gazette.

A. I didn't mean that,

Q. Then in your business you are not very accurate. You
say one thing and mean another.

A. No sir, we may have more sense than you think we have
We spend a lifetime at this business and must learn something

about it.

Q. Will you please tell this fair-minded commission just how
you run the road, just how you attempt to minister to the needs

of the intelligent people of this great commonwealth?

A. Now, sir, it is a pleasure to testify. You are getting away
from- definitions and technicalities and down to practical facts

where I feel more at home. I will be glad to tell you all about

it. In the first place a railway is such a big affair that we di-

vide it into departments.

Q. Excuse me, what is a department?

A. A department is — well, — I can make it clearer

by describing what it does. As I was saying, we divided it into

departments, and a department is — well — a department is

—why, something so different from everything else that we
put it off by itself and hold the head of the department re-

sponsible for results. We are very particular not to interfere

with the details of the departments.

Q. Pardon me, but the present members of this exceptionally

able commission, inspired further I may say by the example of

our patriotic governor, are accustomed to give profound con-

sideration to these great questions. (Modest pricking up of ears

of commission, with determined composite expression bespeaking

relentless performance of a dangerous duty.) Please, therefore,

tell us what your department does.

A. As I testified on the direct examination mine is the oper-

ating department; as general manager I have charge of

operation.

Q. What does that include?

A. It includes transportation, and maintenance and new
construction. It handles the business the other fellow gets.

Q. Who is the other fellow?

A. The traffic department.

Q. Of another company?

A. Why, no, of our own. It is just another department. It

deals with the public, it gets the business, it makes the rates;

excuse me—it recommends rates to honorable bodies like this

commission.

Q. Then you in the operating department don't deal with

the public?

A. Yes, sir, we do, more and more every year.

Q. Is the traveling freight agent in your department?

A. No sir, he is in the traffic department.

Q. Then you have no control over him?

A. No sir, no direct control, but as I said before we all work

very closely together on our road.

Q. It is claimed that there has been discrimination in car

distribution in this state, because a traveling freight agent

promised more cars to some shippers than the latter were entitled

to according to the supply available. How about that?

A. I am unable to say.

Q. Getting back to your narrative, please resume the interest-

ing description of your department.

A. As I was saying, we have several departments, each under

a superintendent or other officer. We have a general super-

intendent, a chief engineer, a superintendent of motive power,

a superintendent of transportation, a superintendent of telegraph,

a signal engineer, a superintendent of dining cars, and a general

storekeeper, all of whom we call general officers in charge of

departments.

Q. I thought you said you are the head of the operating

department.

A. Yes, sir; that's right.

Q. I don't quite understand. You say that there are eight

departments in your department?

A. Yes, sir ; that is what we call them. It always has been so.

i
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Q. Then when is a department a department?

A. You see these are really not departments; they are just

parts of the operating department which is really a department.

Q. Then, why not have definite designations?

A. I don't know. We have never thought it necessary. We
are getting good results and giving good service to the public.

Q. What are results?

A. I am not sure; the longer I live the less certain I am about

these things.

Q. I am glad to hear that. This impartial commission has

been constituted because some railway officers tried to dictate

what was best for this enlightened commonwealth. Now, tell us,

please, what you think of the plan the United States government

has of making the "bureau" the next unit of organization below

the "department"?

A. I have never given government organization much atten-

tion. The part of the government that concerns me most is the

Interstate Commerce Commission, which seems made up mainly

of inspectors.

Q. Have you ever studied the organization of the federal

courts, and of the army and the navy?

A. I can hardly say that I have studied their organization,

but I have observed them some.

Q. Then you and your road do not give much attention to

organization ?

A. Perhaps not to theories. We are very practical. I never

could see where a railway is like the government. They are

very different.

Q. Is not human nature the same in its basic characteristics

whether employed by a railway or the government?

A. I suppose that it is, but many things about a corporation

are different.

Q. Is not the government the largest of employing corpora-

tions with its citizens as the stockholders?

A. Perhaps so. I would rather go on and tell you something

practical about our work.

Q. Pray do so.

A. You see I am the responsible head, so that I insist upon

being consulted about all important matters, and leave only

routine affairs to be acted on by my subordinates.

Q. What are important matters, and what are routine affairs?

A. Why, the important things are those that I handle person-

ally, and routine, well, routine is what comes along every day and

is so well understood that it does not require my personal

attention.

Q. Do you think any three men could agree upon what should

be considered routine business?

A. I don't know. I had never thought of it that way. Many
things have to be left to discretion. That is where judgment

comes in.

Q. Whose judgment?

A. The judgment of the man handling the matter; in this case,

my own.

Q. You have been here all day. Who is handling matters in

your absence?

A. My chief clerk.

Q. You did not mention him before. What officer is he?

A. He is not usually counted as an officer, but is considered

the personal representative of an officer.

Q. Does he sign your name?

A. Yes, sir; but puts his initials under my name.

Q. Suppose he forgets to put his initials. Could you swear to

the signature in court?

A. I don't know. You understand that is only for routine

business.

Q. Does he sign your name to your personal bank check?

A. No, sir; he does not.

Q. Then the company's business with the citizens of this state

receives less careful attention than your own personal affairs?

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A. No, sir; the company's business comes first with me. I am
a poor man today.

Q. When you are away your chief clerk has to sign instruc-

tions to the general officers in your department?
A. Only routine matters.

Does he receive a higher salary than they?

No, sir; a lower.

What determines relative salaries?

Qualifications and experience.

Then you have the less qualified and the less experienced
man instructing higher officers.

A. It might seem so, but in our case we are very fortunate.

My chief clerk is an unusual man, and is very considerate and
diplomatic. He knows that I do not stand for inconsiderate

requirements of others.

Q. From whom do you receive your instructions?

From our president.

Always personally?

Not always; his chief clerk is authorized to represent him.

Is his chief clerk as considerate for you as your chief clerk

is for your subordinate officers?

A. That is a very delicate question. I would rather not
answer unless the commission insists.

(Hearing adjourned for day. General counsel sends cipher

telegram to president stating indelicacy of state officials is almost
unbearable; that bankers and business men should petition

governor to stop destroying credit of railways.)

All of which, my dear boy, is not as bad as it sounds, but,

through difficulty of explanation, points the way to desirable

improvements, in railway administration.

Affectionately, your own,

D. A. D.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

VESTIBULE TRAP DOOR.

The trap door for car vestibules, shown in the accompanying
illustration, is made by the O. M. Edwards Company, Syracuse,

N. Y. It is a new type in which the ribs, formerly used on
the under side, have been eliminated. These ribs are more or less

objectionable where the door raises outside of the vestibule door.

Vestibule Trap Door.

especially when the trap door is used at low station platforms. It

is necessary for the porter to clean off the bottom of the door

so as to prevent the soiling of clothes in getting on and off the

car and with the ribs it is difficult to clean the door quickly.

The makers claim it is amply strong without the ribs.
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The Lower House of tlie legislature of Florida has rejected

the Davis Railway Commission bill which had been passed by

tlio Senate unanimously.

'I'iic Soutlicrn Pacific has substituted a motor car for its steam

locomotive and cars running between Reno, Nev., and Fallon,

62 miles. One round' trip is made dailj'. Fallon is on a branch

16 miles from the main line.

Tlie Lehigh Valley Transit Company, AUentown, I'a., has

raised the pay of its 500 conductors and motormen one cent an

hour; this in recognition of the fact tliat during the past year

the company has carried 24,000,000 passengers without a fatal

accident.

The new union passenger station at Worcester, Mass., which

has been under construction for the past three years, was opened

for business last Sunday. It is used jointly by the Boston &
Albany, the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and the Boston

& Maine.

The Pittsburg & Lake Eric has ordered from the Western

Electric Company 15 telephones, selectors and auxiliary appa-

ratus to equip two train despatching circuits; one from McKees-
port, Pa., to Brownsville, 40 miles ; and one from McKeesport

to ConncUsville, 43 miles.

A new three-story Railroad Y. M. C. A. building has just

been opened at Waterville, Me. The building is of brick and

contains a dormitory with 57 chambers, besides the usual facili-

ties, including a restaurant, which is open to the general public.

J. B. Northcott is secretary.

The educational bureau of the Union Pacific has been enlarged

so that its facilities will be available for the employees of the

Illinois Central throughout the lines of the Illinois Central sys-

tem. D. C. Buell, the chief of the bureau, will continue to have

charge of its operations on both the Union Pacific and the

Illinois Central.

The Rock Island Lines are furnishing employees with printed

instructions on "How to Save a Nickel a Day." The second

bulletin on this subject, which has just been issued, is directed

particularly to freight handlers, calling their attention to little

mistakes which are common in freight houses and which result

in loss and damage claims.

Near Niagara Falls, N. Y., one night last week, robbers

stopped a freight train of the Erie Railroad, by threatening the

engineman with a gun, and stole merchandise from several

cars, to the extent, it is said, of a carload in all. It is said that

there were six men in the gang and that they carried away

their booty hastily in wagons.

George F. Samuel, formerly assistant city engineer of the City

of Chicago, has been appointed engineer of track elevation for

the city. Mr. Samuel has been engaged in municipal work since

his graduation from the University of Michigan in 1885, and has

been connected with the City of Chicago since 1888. He has

been in charge of construction of waterworks tunnels and pump-
ing stations.

Three cent fares now prevail on the street cars of Cleveland

for all journeys, the city council having ordered a reduction

to this amount and the directors of the Cleveland Railway voting

to obey the order under protest. Hitherto, the fare for single

rides has been three cents, but for a ride including a transfer,

it has been four cents. The same regulation is continued, but

the extra cent paid for the transfer is refunded to the passenger

on the second car.

L. S. Berg, of New York City, president of the New Orleans,

Mobile & Chicago, was seriously injured in a derailment near

Vergas, Minn., on the night of June 2, and his wife was killed.

Mr. and Mrs. Berg were in their private car, attached to train

No. 109 of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, which

was ditched at a washout about 11 p. m. Eight of the eleven

cars in the train ran off the track and three cars were com-
pletely destroyed by fire.

Negotiations between ofTiccrs of the Southern Railway and
representatives of blacksmiths, boilermakers, sheet metal work-
ers and other employees in the shop car departments, have
resulted in increase in wages ranging from lj4 cents to 3 cents

an hour. It is said that this settlement affects about 8,000 men,
including employees of lines controlled by the Southern; and
that when the increase is granted by other lines in the southern
states, which is confidently expected, 9,000 more will have the

benefit of it.

A "harmony" dinner was given at St. Joseph, Mo., on May
31, by the Commercial Club and the Business Men's League of

that city, the purpose being to bring about more harmonious
relations between the roads serving St. Joseph and its business

men. Speeches were made by B. F. Bush, president of the

Missouri Pacific; H. U. Mudge, president of the Rock Island

Lines ; Gardner Lathrop, general solicitor, Santa Fe ; O. M.
Spencer, general solicitor, Burlington, and C. S. Gleed, president,

Missouri & Kansas Telephone Company.

The Maine Central has just received a new steamboat which

is to be used on the Bar Harbor route this summer. She is

named the Moosehead, and is so much more powerful than the

older boat that new and faster schedules will be adopted for

that route. The Moosehead cost about $130,000, and was built

at the Bath Iron Works. Her dimensions are : Length over

all, 194 ft. 11 in.; length on load water line, 185 ft. 2 in.; beam
over guards, 36 ft. 8 in. ; beam molded 30 ft. 6 in. ; depth molded,

16 ft. 6 in.; draft, about 10 ft.

The governor of Pennsylvania has approved a bill passed by

the last legislature, making train wrecking a felony, punishable

by death in the event that the wreck causes death. He has also

approved a bill making it a felony to take brasses or air brake

appliances from engines or cars. The railways have asked the

governor to veto the full crew bill, and he gave them a hearing

this week. Officers of the Pennsylvania say that the full crew

bill, if it becomes a law, will compel the expenditure of $2,000,000

annually on that road unnecessarily ; and on the Reading $700,000

would be the annual expenditure necessary to comply with the

law.

The Santa Fe is equipping an exhibit train which will be use to

demonstrate to the public the development that has been made
in railroading during the past 30 years. The train will include a

Mallet locomotive of the heaviest type and a locomotive of the

type used 30 years ago ; an all-steel passenger coach of the

latest model and a wooden passenger coach used in the 80's

;

an automobile box car of the latest design and an old-fashioned

box car, a flat car for exhibiting old and new switches, couplers,

brakes and other railway appliances, and an exhibit showing

a section of dirt track laid with 52-lb. rail beside a section of

rock-ballasted track laid with 90-lb. rail. The train is bemg
equipped at the company's shops in Topeka, Kan., and will

make stops in practically every city on the main line.

The very high speed at which train No. 48 of the Michigan

Central is scheduled from Windsor, Out., opposite Detroit, to

Bridgeburg, Ont., opposite Buffalo, was noticed in the Railway

Age Gazette of April 28, page 1004. General Superintendent

S. W. Brown informs us that up to May 31 this train has left

Detroit and Windsor on time every night and has arrived at

Bridgeburg and Buffalo on time every night ex'cept in one

instance, when it was delayed at St. Thomas 46 minutes by the

derailment of a freight train. On that occasion No. 48 arrived

in Buffalo 33 minutes late. This train, leaving Detroit, is com-

posed of five cars. At St. Thomas, 112 miles from Detroit, the

dining car is set out, and from there to Buffalo the train con-

sists of four cars, though on two occasions it has had an addi-

tional sleeping car. The cars in the train are all Pullmans,

weighing about 70 tons each. The engines are of the Pacific type,

weighing 239,000 lbs. each; cylinders 22 in. x 26 in.; steam

pressure 200 lbs. per sq. in.; and diameter of driving wheels

74 in. The distance from Windsor (tunnel station) to Bridge-

burg is 227.85 miles, and the rate of speed is 62.14 miles an

hour, which includes a stop of five minutes at St. Thomas.

Excluding the stop the average rate is 63.6 miles an hour.
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F. A. Delano on Some Reasons for Railway Optimism.

In the course of a talk to the Traffic Club of Chicago on May
24, F. A. Delano said

:

"The railways have been going through pretty hard conditions

in the last four years, and most railway officials are not talking

in a very optimistic way. At the same time, there is, to my mind,

a good deal to be optimistic about. . . . The most recent

occurrence which has taken place, and, perhaps, the most serious

disappointment the railways have had, has been the refusal of the

commission to grant a general advance in rates. And yet I am
inclined to think that this refusal is really a blessing in disguise.

I question if it would have helped the railways to have been
granted an advance in rates, for a number of reasons. First,

because the gross results to be expected from that advance were
greatly exaggerated in the public mind, and, second, because if

we had been granted all that was asked for, or even half what
was asked for, the demands of labor for added wages, and of the

public for added service and facilities, would have more than

eaten up the entire gain. In the same way, while railway men
felt deeply hurt that a Boston lawyer should come out and state

that we were not entitled to an advance in rates until we had
adopted modern efficiency methods and thereby greatly lowered
our cost of operation, it must be admitted that Mr. Brandeis

stated an important economic fact, viz., that the proposition that

wages of railway employees should be advanced ; that, therefore,

rates should be advanced, so that the railways might still be

able to earn a fair return on their capitalization, proposed a deadly

cycle which, in the long run, would certainly prove intolerable.

"And, though efficiency in railway operation is no new thing

to intelligent railway managers, there never was a time when
managers were studying harder than now how they may increase

their efficiency. Let no one imagine it is an easy task. There
are a great many difficulties in adopting efficiency methods, and
we need public support in that, as in many other things. . . .

And so, I say, without the least hesitation, that a little more
public sympathy—a little more consideration from the general

public for the difficulties which railways have to contend with,

is far more needed than an increase in rates ; and yet that there

may be no misunderstanding as to my position, I desire to say that

I beli'ive that railways should receive increases in some of their

rates; in other words, that rate adjustments should be made by
leveling up rather than leveling down, as has been done so often

in the past. Either that, or the railways must do something to

resist the constantly increasing cost of wages and materials, for

railways have suffered as much as any single interest by reason

of the diminished purchasing power of money.
"One answer to this difficulty is, as suggested by Mr. Brandeis,

not lower wages, but increased efficiency by a more thorough

study in the matter of intelligent direction of human effort

;

another is to gradually reduce our import tariff (note that I say

'gradually') in order that we may raise the purchasing power of

our money more nearly to the standard of European countries.

"In these matters railway men are not in a class by themselves.

They are vitally interested in the common welfare and must
realize that in the long run they must stand or fall on the pros-

perity of the nation as a whole.

"In the matter of price-making on railways, I assume it is evi-

dent to everyone that there is to be less flexibility in the future

than there has been in the past. Naturally, railway traffic men
hesitate to reduce rates because it is out of their power to

advance them. State and federal commissions are authorized to

reduce rates, but, through a mistaken notion of our law-makers,

are not authorized to advance them, although we all know that

just as serious discriminations may be brought about by the fact

that some rates are too low as by the fact that other rates are

too high. Generally speaking, the advocate of government regula-

tion are seeking to discover some mathematical rule or formula

by which rates can be made, and unless traffic men can propose

sound reasons to the contrary, there is little doubt that we are

constantly approaching a time when rates will be made on some

mathematical formula like that of the distance tariff.

"There is a great deal to be hopeful for in the improved atti-

tude of railway officials to the public, which I believe will result

eventually in a better attitude of the public toward the railways.

In the early days, as was inevitable, the investment of private

capital in railway enterprises, many of which were more haz-

ardous fifty years ago then the average gold mine is today, led

to the contention that railway property, being private property.

was just as much entitled to all the return it could make as any
other private property. Railway officials representing the owners
of the railways have been compelled to recede from this position.

They may claim as much as they will that the public has not
fairly listened to both sides of the case; that while many
exaggerated statements have been made of the fortunes won in

successful railway enterprises and of the occasional profits from
'watered' stock, nothing has been said of »he vast fortunes lost

and the money sunk in railway enterprises. In no country in

the world has private capital been enticed into railway enterprises

as it was in the United States, and in no country has so much
capital been wiped out. I think I can safely offer to prove that

for every dollar of watered stock earning a dividend I will show
two dollars of capital entirely wiped out and earning nothing.

But what is the use? The public have made up their minds and
the courts have laid down the doctrine. 'Railway property is

private property,' the courts say, 'but it is affected with a public

use,' and this doctrine is a dictrine which will undoubtedly be
extended as time goes on, to many other forms of capital. There
is no doubt in my mind that the 'trust' problem can only be
ultimately settled by applying the doctrine which has already been
applied to the railways; in other words, that while the butcher,

the baker or the candlestick maker may fix prices at will so long

as their business is subject to the ordinary laws of competition,

yet just as soon as by reason of monopoly or combination the

laws of trade no longer apply, then their business will have to

become subject to public supervision and, if necessary, control.

Hence the railway man ought to feel somewhat jubilant that he
has gone through the mill and, in the language of the noble art

of self-defense, 'although somewhat disfigured, is still in the

ring.' Other public service corporations are in the same boat

and the turn of the banker, the manufacturer and the merchant
is coming next. Indeed, why shouldn't the newspapers have a

taste of it?

"Another hopeful aspect of the situation lies in the fact that if

it is true that the railways are public service corporations, or, as

stated in the language of the courts, 'quasi-public institutions,*

it follows that railway officials are quasi-public officials and, so

long as they conduct themselves properly as quasi-public servants^

are entitled to the consideration of the public, as well as public

abuse and condemnation where they fail in their duties.

"Then, again, while railway management is under peculiarly

strict supervision, that supervision has its good side. As every

railway official knows, inspectors from the Interstate Commerce
Commission have the right to come into your office any hour of

any day, and without previous notice or warning, ask for papers,

go through your files and documents, memoranda, etc., and see

how you are transacting your business, and send evidence of your
methods to be looked over by the authorities at Washington. At
first one resents the idea, but on maturer consideration I firmly

believe that this is a good thing. It will make men more careful

in their public conduct and they will realize that a quasi-public

servant must so conduct his business that anyone properly author-

ized may come in and see what he has done and how he has done
it. Furthermore, such supervision is going to help the man who
wants to conduct his business fairly—and will relieve him to some
extent, at least, of the difficulties incident to unfair competition

and shady business methods."

Expediting Traffic on Single Track.

That automatic block signals are of assislance in expediting

traffic on single as well as double track is a fact too well known
now to need demonstration. Yei: one of the ways in which
they do so has as yet escaped the attention of many engineers

and operating men. This method was discovered by the train-

men of a western road, where three-position signals are used.

By observing the performance of the signals from the rear of

the trains it was not long before they found out that the sig-

nals governing in the opposite direction to that in which their

train was running indicated with considerable accuracy the posi-

tion of a following train. From the discovery of this fact to

its practical application to their work was but a step. When
an eastbound inferior train is to be passed by a following train,

the conductor observes the westbound signals from the rear end

of his train on entering a station (the train running in on the

main track). If the outgoing westbound signal clears to the

vertical position when the rear end of this train passes it, the con-

ductor knows that the following train is at least two block
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sections back, and so he proceeds to the next station ; where

the observation is repeated. If, however, the signal remains at

stop or clears only to tiie diagonal position, he sees that he has

no time to spare and he pulls through the station and backs

into the passing track. It is said that since this method of

procedure has been in vogue the improvement in running time

of trains has been remarkable. Where the block sections are

long enough to provide a sufficient time interval, and where

the arrangcmciU.s are such that the lime table rules regulating

the conduct of fast trains as related to slow trains can be safely

suspended, the advantage is obvious. There is also a great

saving in delays, due to breaking in two, as a break, if it oc-

curs, will liappen on the passing track, when pulling out, and

not on the main line when preparing to pull in.

Collision on the Burlington.

In the butting collision near Indianola, Neb., on the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, May 29, four enginemen, one express mes-

senger and five passengers were killed, two passengers were so

badly injured that they have since died and about 20 other per-

sons were injured. The collision was between westbound pas-

senger train number nine and eastbound passenger train num-

ber twelve. The collision is said to have been due to a mis-

understanding of the train despatcher's orders.

An Accommodating Car.

The Altoona, Juniata & Northern, operating the Wopsononock

Railway, opened the summer passenger season May 30, when

100 people appeared at the station to be hauled up the mountain,

though no advertising had been done. This road runs from

Altoona to the high mountain back of the city. It has been

run through the winter as a coal carrier, but without pas-

senger service. An open passenger car that had been converted

into a closed work car was re-converted into an open pasenger car

to accommodate the passengers .on Memorial Day. It is quite

possible that the road will build or buy one or two more pas-

senger cars.

Rear End Collision on the New Haven.

Two enginemen, two firemen and a brakeman were killed in

a rear end collision on the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

which occurred near Fairfield, Conn., shortly before midnight

on June 6. The statement issued by the New Haven office is

as follows

:

Extra 338, running east on track No. 2—the inside eastbound

track—stopped to fix a hot box. Engineman of freight train

from Harlem River to Holyoke and Midway, known as H. Y. 2,

also running east on the inside eastbound track, failed to ob-

serve the Fairfield signal, which was against him, and ran into

the rear of freight train, blocking the two westbound tracks.

The two westbound freights, running one on each westbound

track, ran into the wreckage. Based on the present information

at hand, the man responsible for starting the wreck was killed.

In addition, the fireman and brakemen on this train were also

killed, and the engineman on one of the westbound freights that

ran into the wreckage was killed.

M. M. and M. C. B. Conventions.

O. F. Ostby, chairman of the enrollment committee of the

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, has issued a notice

to the effect that those who attend the M. M. and M. C. B. con-

ventions at Atlantic City next week, will be able to register at

any time after noon Tuesday, June 13 ; and that the registration

booth will be kept open until 10 o'clock that night. He urges

that all who can, register that day so as to avoid possible con-

gestion the opening day of the convention.

A special train, the M. M. Special, will leave Chicago over

the Pennsylvania Lines at 3 p. m. Monday, June 12, and will

arrive at Atlantic City before noon the foilowmg day, without

change. This train will be composed of all steel equipment,

made up of sleeping, dining, library, observation and smoking

cars. The fare for the round trip from Chicago will be $29.50.

Stop-over privileges will be allowed at Philadelphia, Washington

and Baltimore ; it will be necessary, however, to make it known

at the time of purchasing tickets if stop-over is desired at the
])oints named.
The Central of New Jersey will run a special train from New

York to Atlantic City on Tuesday, June 13, leaving Twenty-
third street at 3 :30 p. m. For the return trip this train will

leave Atlantic City at 3 p. m. on Wednesday, June 21, arriving

in New York at 6 p. m.
The sessions of the conventions will be held in the Greek

Temple on the Million Dollar Pier. The program is as follows

:

M. M. ASSOCIATION.

Wednesday, June 14.

Opening exercises.

Discussion of reports of:

Advisory Technical Committee.
Mechanical Stokers.

Revision of Standards.

Smoke Preventing Devices for Firing Up Locomotives at

Terminals.

Best Construction of Locomotive Frames.

Thursday, June 15.

Discussion of reports on

:

Main and Side Rods.

Piston Rods and Crossheads.

Repair Equipment for Roundhouses.
Water Treatment.

Lubrication of Locomotive Cylinders.

Consolidation.

Individual paper on Locomotive Performance Under Different

Degrees of Superheated Steam, by Professor C. H.
Benjamin.

Discussion of report on Safety Valves.

Friday, June 16.

Discussion of reports on

:

Safety Appliances.

Design, Construction and Inspection of Locomotive Boilers.

Contour of Tires.

Steel Tires.

Flange Lubrication.

Minimum Requirements for Headlights.

Resolutions, Correspondence, etc.

Election of officers.

M. C. B. ASSOCIATION.

Monday, June 19.

Opening exercises.

Discussion of reports on:

Revision of Standards and Recommended Practice.

Train Brake and Signal Equipment.

Brake Shoe Equipment.

Tuesday, June 20.

Discussion of reports on:

Rules for Loading Materials.

Rules of Interchange.

Prices for Labor and Material for Steel Cars.

Coupler and Draft Equipment.

Car Wheels.

Safety Appliances.

Revision of Code of Tests.

Freight Car Trucks.

Refrigerator Cars. •
1

Wednesday, June 21.

Discussion of reports on:

Consolidation.

Springs for Freight Car Trucks.

Lumber Specifications.

Train Lighting and Equipment.

Train Pipe and Connection for Steam Heat.

Resolutions, correspondence, etc.

Election of officers.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

The twenty-eighth annual convention of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers will be held at the Hotel Sherman,

Chicago, June 26-30. On Tuesday, June 27, at 10 a. m., the
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Power Station session will be held. The Electric Lighting ses-

sion will be held at 8.30 p. m. on the same day. On Wednesday,
June 28, at 10 a. m. the Railway session will be held. At this

session a paper will be read on Some Data from the Operation
of the Electrified Portion of the West Jersey & Seashore Rail-

road, by B. F. Wood. W. S. Murray will read a paper on The
Analysis of Electrification ; and E. F. W. Alexanderson will

read a paper on Induction Machines for Heavy Single-Phase

Motor Service. The Industrial Power session will be held at

2.30 p. m. on the same day. There will also be a parallel meeting
at 2.30 p. m. of the Telegraphy and Telephony sessions. On
Thursday, June 29, at 10 a. m. the High Tension Transmission

session will be held; and on Friday, June 30, a general session

will be held at 10 a. m. At a simultaneous meeting the High
Tension Transmission session will be continued. The Educa-
tional session will be held at 2.30 p. m. on the same day. All

of the papers may be found in the April, May, June and July

issues of the Proceedings. The Entertainment Committee has

prepared an attractive program, including a dance at 9 p. m.

June 26; luncheons and excursions. Ralph W. Pope, New York,
is secretary.

American Society for Testing Materials.

The fourteenth annual meeting of the American Society for

Testing Materials will be held at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic

City, N. J., June 27-July 1. The annual address by the presi-

dent, Henry M. Howe, has for its subject the American Society

for Testing Materials. The program includes 58 papers. The
following are of especial interest to railway men : Measured
Strains on Engineering Structures, by James E. Howard ; Flue

Sheet Cinders, Cause of Formation in Locomotives, by Robert

Job; Studies on Steel Tires, by Robert Job and Milton J.

Hersey; Ductility in Rail Steel, by P. H. Dudley. There are

six papers on corrosion of iron and steel and preservative coat-

ings; seven papers on cement and concrete; seven papers on

various subjects relating to steel, including one on Recent De-
velopments in Testing of Boiler Tubes, by F. M. Spelter; five

papers on bitumen; five papers on testing apparatus and meth-

ods ; and a paper on the Brinell Ball Test Applied to Wood, by

W. K Hatt.

Air Bral<e Association Officers.

At the annual convention of the Air Brake Association held

in Chicago, May 23-26, the following officers were elected : Pres-

ident, W. P. Huntley (C. & O.) ; first vice-president, T. A.

Wahlert (T. & P.) ; second vice-president, W. J. Hatch (C. P.) ;

third vice-president, L. H. Albers (N. Y. C.) ; secretary, F. M.
Nellis (Westinghouse Air Brake Company) ; treasurer, Otto
Best (N. C. & St. L.). Executive committee: J. F. Slatterly

(D. & R. G.) ; T. W. Dow (Erie) ; and C. H. Weaver (L. S. &
M. S.).

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

held on Wednesday, June 7, in New York, the following papers

were presented : Two Earth Dams of the United States Recla-

mation Service, by D. C. Henny, M. Am. Soc. C. E. ; and
Steel Centering Used in the Construction of the Rocky River

Bridge, Cleveland, Ohio, by Wilbur J. Watson, M. Am. Soc.

C. E. These papers were printed in Proceedings for April,

1911.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York; October 9-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
Block, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago; June 14-16, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.; annual convention, July 11-13, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, Washington, D. C.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 19, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
,
Conard, 24 Park PL, New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. ; June 21,
St. Paul. Minn.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226 W.
Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. VouKht,
95 Liberty St., New York.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Lourain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago.

International RI^ilway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & 1. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio; annual, Aug. 15, Toledo, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Club.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;
2d Friday in month, except July and Aug^ust, Des Moines.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master- Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States
AND Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.

;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. Maulick, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;

second Wednesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except Tune, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry.. Peoria, 111.; September 12-15, St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Not., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, June 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angler, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.
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Qlraffir Ncm;^.

An officer of tlio Long Island Railroad says that during the

past year the comluctors of that company have taken up on

the trains 140 cominiitation tickets presented by persons who
had no right to use them.

It is announced that the Denver & Rio Grande and the West-

ern Pacific will soon put on a new limited train between Den-

ver and San Francisco, which will run in about one hour less

than the fastest schedule now in effect, and will have through

sleepers received at Denver from the Rock Island and the

Burlington.

According to a press despatch from Waycross, several hundred

citizens, gathered from fourteen counties of southern Georgia,

have organized a Good Roads Association, with a president and

eight vice-presidents. Furthermore, the association plans to run a

good roads train, following the example of the agricultural col-

lege. So the railway example has had an effect.

Notice has been given in New England that the allowance of

72 hours free time before the collection of demurrage on cars

containing coal, grain and lumber, which was tentatively author-

ized by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and which was to

have been discontinued June 1, will be continued until September

1. But on cotton, the free time has now been reduced from 96

hours to 48 hours.

The proposed establishment of a low-rate freight route from

New York to the West, via Albany and Binghamton, over the

Delaware & Hudson, was the subject of a hearing by deputies

of the Interstate Commerce Commission at New York last

week, and at the close of the hearing it was announced that the

roads interested had agreed to withdraw the low-rate tariffs.

It was found that other roads intended to make reductions, to

meet those of the proposed route, and the Delaware & Hudson

asked leave to withdraw the new tariffs.

Total March Earnings and Expenses.

Logan G. McPherson, director of the Bureau of Railway

Economics, in Bulletin Number 13, giving a summary of revenues

and expenses of steam roads in the United States for March, 1911,

says

:

"For the month of March, 1911, total operating revenues de-

creased from the same month of 1910 nearly $11,000,000, which

was equivalent to $64 per inile or 6.2 per cent. This decrease was
chiefly in freight revenue. Operating expenses also declined as

compared with a year ago, the decrease amounting to 3.0 per cent.

This is the result of reductions amounting to 13.8 per cent, in

maintenance of way and 4.7 per cent, in maintenance of equip-

ment, combined with increases in other accounts, transportation

expenses increasing six-tenths of one per cent, and general ex-

penses 8.1 per cent. The operating ratio was 69.4 per cent, as

compared with 74.7 per cent, in February, 1911, and 67.1 per cent,

in March, 1910.

"Net operating revenue showed a decrease of $43 per mile or

12.8 per cent. This decrease was due to a decline in revenues

without a correspondingly large decrease in expenses. Net
revenue per mile per day was $9.55 as compared with $7.68 in

February. There was an increase in taxes of 2.6 per cent., and
operating income, which is net revenue with outside operations

included and taxes deducted, showed a decline of $44 per mile or

14.7 per cent.

"Increase in total operating revenues was confined to the

southern group of roads, where it was only three-tenths of one
per cent. But in the South there was a decline in freight revenues

as in every other geographical group. In the South alone was
there any increase in passenger revenues.

"In operating expenses the South showed a total increase of

4.3 per cent., but in maintenance of equipment and traffic expenses

there were decreases of 1 per cent, and 1.5 per cent., respectively,

transportation expenses increasing 9 per cent. In the East, there

was a decline of 1.2 per cent, in total operating expenses, there

being decided decreases in both maintenance accounts. In the

West, there was again a decrease in transportation expenses

heavier than that noted last month, and at the same time mainten-

ance of way expenditures on Western roads were one-fifth less

than in March of last year.

"The operating ratio increased in all three groups, the greatest

increase being in the Eastern group, where it rose from 68.3 per

cent, in March, 1910, to 71.5 per cent, in March, 1911. The South
showed nearly the same increase, that is, from 63.5 per cent, to

66.1 per cent. In no group was there any increase in net revenue.

The East shows a decline of 15.4 per cent, the South of 6.8 per

cent., and the West of 11.4 per cent. Operating income shows
corresponding results, a decrease of 18.3 per cent, in the East, of

8.5 per cent, in the South, and of 12.4 per cent, in the West.

"For the nine months of the fiscal year 1911, there is a slight

increase of operating revenues for all roads of nine-tenths of one
per cent, over the corresponding period of 1910. However, ex-

penses increased 5.5 per cent., with the result that net revenue

shows a decrease of 7.9 per cent. This decrease runs as high as

13.2 per cent, in the Eastern group, and was 4.0 per cent, in the

West, with practically no change in the South. In operating in-

come there was a decline in every section.

"The calendar year to date makes an unfavorable showing as
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compared with last year, because in addition to slightly increasing

expenses, there is the fact of declining revenues. Operating
revenues for these three months for all roads declined 3.2 per

cent, all the decrease being in freight revenue. Expenses in-

creased three-tenths of one per cent., with the result that net

revenue shows a decrease of 11.3 per cent, and operating income
of 13.6 per cent. As has been the case during the nine months
of the fiscal year, the heaviest decline in operating income is

found in the Eastern group, but a decrease appears in every

group."

The accompanying chart shows the variations in revenues and
expenses in the separate months, the accompanying tables gives

important averages

:

Fiscal year
ended

March March June 30,
Per cent, of total operating revenues: 1911. 1910. 1910.

Maintenance of way and structures 11.4 12.4 13.4
Maintenance of equipment 15.9 15.6 15.0
Traffic expenses 2.1 2.0 2.0
Transportation expenses 37.3 34.7 33.4
General expenses 2.7 2.4 2.5
Total operating expenses 69.4 67.1 66.3

and surpluses by groups from January 1, 1910, to May 24, 1911,
says

:

"A large decrease in the coal car surplus, with lesser decreases
in box and miscellaneous cars, brings the total surplus down to

168,233, a total decrease of 20,614 cars. The box car decrease
is 4,013 coal and gondolas, 16,108, and miscellaneous cars 5,936,

with an increase of 5,443 in flat cars. The change in miscel-
laneous cars is principally in coke cars in group 2 (Eastern),
and stock cars in groups 6 (Northwestern), and 10 (Pacific).

The decrease m coal cars is chiefly in groups 2 (Eastern), and
4 (Middle Atlantic), while the improvement in the box car
situation is most marked in groups 4 (Middle Atlantic), and 5

(Southern), with some decrease in this class reported for group
8 (Middle Western)."
The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by

groups for the last period covered by the report and the charts
show balance and performance bi-weekly from 1907 to 1911

inclusive.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association in presenting sta-

tistical bulletin No. 95-A, giving a summary of car shortages

Traffic Agreement Between Frisco and Santa Fe.

The St. Louis & San Francisco and the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe have made an arrangement, effective at once for
freight service, and effective on November 1 for passenger
service, under which through trains will be run from St. Louis
to San Francisco. The road of the Frisco will be used between

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Date.

Group *1.—May 24, 1911.
2.— " 24, 1911.
3.— " 24, 1911.
4.—
5.—
6.—
7.—
8.—
9.—
10.—
11.—

24, 1911.
24, 1911.
24, 1911.
24, 1911.
24, 1911.
24, 1911.
24, 1911.
24, 1911.

' —Surpluses-
Coal,

^ ' -Shortages
Coal,

^

No. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopijtr. kinds. Total.

8 551 534 245 274 1,604 SO 123 164 319
25 2,408 2,895 10,984 6,809 23,096 14 14
26 8,886 1,599 39,433 4,793 54,711 44 44
10 2,154 2,569 1,863 1,428 8,014 110 110
19 3,603 858 5,211 1,629 11,301 12 1 13
26 11,637 908 3,470 5,187 21,202 3 5
4 2,051 133 1,142 649 3,975

16 6,019 284 4,658 4,190 13,151 13 13
11 2,285 523 357 980 4,145 2 1 3
21 9,157 2,454 2,665 9,310 23,586 2 4 6
6 2,449 149 IS 835 3,448 191 110 '' 308

Total 172 51,200 12,906 36,084 168,233 253 345 148 83S

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines: Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group S—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and (^ lahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Shortage Shortage 1908

300,000 100,000 200.000 300,000

Box Cars.

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1911 Inclusive.
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St. Louis and Avard, Okla., and Ihc Santa Fc west of there.

The equipment will be provided and operated jointly by the two
companies. The following are given as the mileages between

St. Louis and the Pacific coast over the various routes, including

the new one

:

St. Louis- St. Louis-San
Route. Los Angeles. Francisco.

Miles. Miles.
Frisco- S.int.i Fe 2,034 2,315
Rock Islanil Southern Pacific 2,058 2,542
Wabash Santa Fe 2,084 2,395
Wabash Union and Southern Pacific 2,717 2,287
Missouri I'acific-Dcnver & Rio Grandc-
Wcstcrn Pacific 2,467

The Frisco will arrange connections via Springfield from
Memphis and Birmingham, and will likewise arrange for service

out of New Orleans by its New Orleans & Mexico line, connec-

tion being made with the Santa Fe at Houston.

Cotton Crop Conditions.

The crop reporting board of the department of agriculture

estimates that the area planted to cotton this year (1911) in the

United States, including that already planted and expected to

be planted, is about 104.7 per cent, of the area planted to cotton

last jcar, equivalent to about 3.S,004,000 acres, as compared with

33,418,000 acres indicated by the bureau's revised estimate of

last year's planted area, an increase of about 1,586,000 acres, or

4.7 per cent.

The condition of the growing crop on May 25 was 87.8 per

cent, of a normal condition, as compared with 82.0 per cent, at

the corresponding date in 1910, and 80.9 per cent., the average

condition for the past ten years on May 25.

Details by states follow

:

Revised Area Planted in 1911

;

Figures Preliminary Estimate. Condition May 25,
Indicating ,-

^
^ ,

''
^

Thousand Per Cent. • Ten-
States. Acres Compared Thousand year

Planted with Acres. 191L 1910. Aver-
in 1910. 1910. age.

Virginia 34 109 37 93 90 85
North Carolina.... 1,511 105 1,587 83 84 83
South Carolina.... 2,626 103 2,705 80 78 81
Georgia 4,970 103 5,119 92 81 82
Florida 268 106 284 95 80 86
Alabama 3,633 105 3,815 91 83 80
Mississippi 3,420 101 3,454 86 82 80
Louisiana 1,075 104 1,118 91 76 79
Texas 10,350 105 10,868 88 83 80
Arkansas 2,375 103 2,446 87 81 81
Tennessee 783 105 822 83 86 83
Missouri 103 112 115 86 87 85
Oklahoma 2,260 116 2,622 87 84 84
California 10 123 12 95 90

United States... 33,418 104.7 35,004 87.8 82.0 80.9

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended the rates on oil cake and oil

meat of northwestern railways until October 7, when the com-
mission will give a hearing as to proper rates.

The commission has dismissed the case involving suspension

of increased rates on fruits and vegetables from Chicago, over

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the Chicago & North-

western, which were filed some time ago and were suspended

until June 1. The commission takes no action concerning these

rates and allows them to go into effect.

Refusal to Suspend a Rate Cut.

In re request for suspension of reduced rates on packing-house

products and fresh meats from Fort Worth, Tex., to Mississippi

River crossings and points east thereof. Opinion by the com-
mission:

In this matter the committee is called upon to postpone the

effectiveness of certain reductions in rates. The ground of the

request is that the reductions are discriminatory as against the

complainants.

We understand the Texas & Pacific Railway initiated the re-

ductions, and certain other lines met its action. They are to

become effective on June 18, 1911. They consist of reduced pro-

portional rates on packing-house products and fresh meats from
Fort Worth, Tex., to St. Louis, Mo., the reduction on fresh meats
being from a rate of 38J/2 cents to a rate of 35>4 cents, and the re-

duction on packing-house products being from a rate of 33 cents

to a rate of 32^ cents. As fresh meals and packing-house products

from Forth Worth move largely to points beyond St. Louis, and
as such proportional rates arc used in combination to make up
through rates to such points beyond, the effect is to reduce the

existing rates from Fort Worth to northern and eastern points

generally by the amount of 3 cents per 100 lbs. on fresh meats
and one-fourth of a cent on packing-house products.

The packing houses at Fort Worth are operated by the Armour
and Swift interests. The requests for suspension comes from
packing houses recently established at Oklahoma City, Okla., by
Nelson Morris & Company and Schwarzschild & Sulzberger. A
case is presented in which there is active competition between
carriers operating to make a substantial reduction in rates. The
commission is asked to suspend such reduction because it will

be to the relative disadvantage of Oklahoma City. The latter

point is situated on the lines of carriers which serve both cities

and which, therefore, arc not inclined to extend the reduction

of rates beyond the point of actual competition. These car-

riers (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway; Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway ; and Missouri, Kansas & Texas Rail-

way) have met the cut in rates made by the Texas & Pacific in-

terests at Fort Worth, but are not inclined to extend this cut to

Oklahoma City. It is to be added that the carriers beyond St.

Louis are indifferent as between the two cities, earning the same
compensation on shipments from either.

No question under the fourth section is present, inasmuch as

the rates from Oklahoma City to the territory covered by the

proposed reductions are still 4 cents less on dressed beef and
packing-house products than the corresponding rates from Fort
Worth.

It is urged by the carriers making the reduction and by the

Railroad Commission of Texas and the Fort Worth interests

that the commission has no power to suspend reductions in rates

;

and that no proper occasion for the exercise of such power has

been shown on this application.

Upon these contentions the commission now decides that it has

the power to suspend reductions of rates in any case where
such suspension will operate to prevent an apparent discrimina-

tion. In our view, however, a prima facie case clearly and af-

firmatively persuasive should be presented before the power to

suspend is exercised. We can not say that this has been done
upon the present application. Inasmuch as each rate and each

adjustment of rates urged upon this hearing will, possibly,

become the subject of formal proceedings, it is deemed inadvis-

able to engage at the present time in a more exhaustive discussion

thereof. The application for suspension of the reduction of

rates is denied. (21 I. C. C. 68.)

I

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has adopted a rule pro-

viding that in constructing freight tariffs and classifications and
passenger fare schedules, applying between points in the state

of Louisiana, the rules and regulations adopted by the Interstate

Commerce Commission shall be observed by railways and express

companies.

The New York State Senate has confirmed Governor Dix's

nomination of J. Sergeant Cram as a member of the New York
Public Service Commission (New York city district), succeed-

ing Edward M. Bassett. Mr. Cram has held various city of-

fices under Democratic administrations and has acted as per-

sonal attorney for Charles F. Murphy.

The New York State Public Service Commission, second dis-

trict, has ordered the Delaware & Hudson to restore train No.

6, which formerly stopped at Fort Ann about 5 p. m. ; this to

accommodate the people of Fort Ann ; and the company is or-

dered not to discontinue it again until the commission finds that

the travel does not justify the service and so declares. In con-

nection with this order the commission allows the road to dis-

continue stopping train No. 2 at Fort Ann on flag signal. And
then it introduces a new wrinkle, in the shape of a requirement

that train No. 7, northbound, shall stop at Fort Ann to leave

passengers, provided there are four of them who wish to be

left. To a woman with two children this rule would be annoy-

ing ; however, she might borrow a neighbor's child. One 4 years

and 364 days of age would cost no fare and she would "get even"

with the road.
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'1 lu" K.iilro.ul Comniissii)n of Loitisian;!, fiiulinK that its order

now in efTect provides tliat, if the products from the sugar cane

are not shipped by tlic same railway, tlie rate shall be 100 per

cent, higher than the rate when the product is rcshipped by the

carrier bringing in the sugar cane, and believing this to be an

unreasonable provision in the tarifl, has ordered that on joint

through sliipments of sugar cane, the rates as authorized by the

commission, and now in effect, will a|)i)ly when the product is

shipped out by the carrier delivering the sugar cane, deducting

10 per cent, from the sum of each line's local rate.

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has adopted the rule

providing that all tariff publications or supplements thereto must
indicate increases made in existing rates, rules, or classifica-

tions, by the use of black-face type or by the use of a uniform

symbol throughout the schedule. All tariff duplications or supple-

ments tlwreto which are filed with the commission after June 1,

1911, must also indicate reductions made in existing rates, rules,

or classifications, by the use of italic type or by the use of a

uniform symbol throughout the schedule. Clear explanation of

the use of distinctive type or symbol must be made in the tariffs

or classifications.

COURT NEWS.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has begun to enforce the

ash pan law. At Indianapolis, Ind., last week a suit was filed

asking penalties aggregating $400 for violation of the law. The
suit was entered by the United States District Attorney against

the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville. The complaint alleges

that the company operated trains March 18 and 29, with locomo-
tives, the ash pans of which were so constructed that it was
necessary for an employe to go under the engine to empty them.

Similar suits will be filed against other railways.

A verdict for $62,638.49 in favor of seven coal companies
against the Pennsylvania Railroad, which was charged with dis-

crimination in favor of the Berwind-White Coal Company and
others, was rendered by a jury in the United States Circuit Court
at Philadelphia, May 25. The plaintiff most heavily interested

was the Mount Carbon Coal & Coke Company. Originally the

suit was brought by eleven coal companies, but four were sub-

sequently eliminated when they failed to show evidence of direct

damage. The case had been on trial for two years. The charge

of the coal companies was that it cost them $1.55 a ton to ship

coal to South Amboy, which, with the ligtherage charge, made
their bills to delivery points in New York harbor $1.73, whereas
at Harsimus pier, Jersey City, used exclusively by the Berwind-
White Company, the total charge has been only $1.61 Vs. The
plaintiffs asked the court to award them 113^ cents as overcharge
on each ton shipped.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New York
in the suit of Robinson against the New York Central & Hud-
son River, has sustained the demurrer for the plaintiff against

the company's claim that for a piece of baggage lost the owner
could recover only $150, that being the limit printed on the

ticket. In this case the baggage lost was worth $550 and the

court evidently holds that the owner may rightfully recover the

whole amount. The notice to the public says that baggage
valued at more than $150 may be insured for its full value by
the payment of an extra charge, but the plaintiff' claims that he

should have been asked the value of his baggage by the sta-

tion man who checked it. This claim the court apparently sus-

tains. It appears that on the tariff sheet, under the instruc-

tions to baggage men, there is a clause notifying them not to ask

the value of baggage; that the clause relative to insurance ap-

plies only in cases where the passenger voluntarily states

in value of his baggage. This clause has been printed in the

instructions for the benefit of agents who act also as agents for

express companies, where the practice is to ask shippers the

value of the articles shipped. The decision of the Supreme
Court was by a vote of 3 to 2.

J. H. Husti».

The Board of Communications has accepted a Chinese mer-
chant's petition for the right to construct a railway from Canton,

China, to Heungshan, the length of which will be over 68 miles.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Charles I'., b'ield has resigu'.'d as general claim agent of the
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

W. L. Chew has been appointed general claim agent of the
Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex.

James H. Hustis, assistant general manager of the Boston
& Albany, with office at Boston, has been appointed vice-presi-

dent, effective June 5, and that road is now operated separately

from the New York
Central & Hudson River,

under the direction of

Vice-president Hustis,
who reports directly to

President W. C. Brown.
Mr. Hustis was born
January 11, 1864, in New
York City, and was edu-

cated in the public

schools. He began rail-

way work in 1878 with

the New York Central

as ofifice boy for General

Superintendent J. M.
Toucey. In 1891 he was
appointed trainmaster of
tlie Harlem division ; in

1893 assistant super-

intendent, and in 1900

superintendent of the

same division. The same
year he was appointed to

the River division; in

August, 1902, to the

Rome, Watertown & Ogdcnsburg division, and in October, 1906,

he went to the Hudson division. In March, 1907, he was ap-

pointed general superintendent of the Western district, with

office at Syracuse ; and then, in October of the same year, he
went to the Boston & Albany as assistant general manager, which
position he has held until now.

William A. Cormier, who has been appointed auditor of the

Boston & Albany, with office at Boston, was born at Spencer,

Mass., and entered the service of the Boston & Albany at that

place as freight clerk in

1880. In 1883 he went
to the Chicago & Alton

;

a year later he came
back to the Boston &
Albany, and was ticket

seller at Palmer ; and
then two years later

went back West, work-
ing in the office of the

auditor of ticket ac-

counts of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific. He
returned to the Boston
& Albany in February,

1887, and was statistical

clerk in the office of the

general ticket agent.

From there he went to

the freight office at East

Albany; and in 1889

resigned to take a place

with the auditor of dis-

bursements of the New
York Central. He has

been in that department ever since holding the position of as-

sistant auditor of miscellaneous accounts since February 1, 1910.

M. C. Markham, assistant to the first vice-president of the

Missouri Pacific, has been appointed assistant to the president,

with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

W. A. Cormier.
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G. R. Martin, assistant comptroller of the Great Northern,

has been appointed comptroller, with headquarters at St. Paul,

Minn., succeding J. G. Drew, resigned.

J. L. Terry has been appointed assistant to the vice-presi-

dent and purchasing agent of the Denver, Laramie & North-

western, with office at Denver, Colo., succeeding J. U. Mock,
resigned.

W. S. Trowbridge has been appointed assistant auditor of the

Boston & Albany; W. J. Turck has been appointed auditor of

freight accounts, and M. R. Crocke has been appointed auditor

of passenger accounts, all with offices at Boston, Mass.

M. J. Murphy, assistant secretary and assistant auditor of the

Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway, has been

elected secretary and auditor, succeeding M. J. Clark, and W. S.

Kies, general solicitor, has been appointed general counsel, both

with offices at Chicago.

J. W. Kendrick has resigned as vice-president in charge of

operation of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. His duties have

been assumed by W. B. Storey, Jr., vice-president in charge of

construction, whose jurisdiction has been extended over the

operating department, and whose headquarters will be at Chicago.

John J. Bernet, whose appointment as assistant to C. E. Schaflf,

vice-president of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and other

New York Central Lines west of Buffalo, N. Y., with headquar-

ters at Chicago, has been

announced in these
columns, was born Feb-
ruary 9, 1868, at Brant,

Erie Co., N. Y. He be-

gan railway work with

the Lake Shore & Michi-
gan Southern on Octo-
ber 19, 1889, as telegraph

operator, and was pro-

moted to train dispatcher

at Buffalo, N. Y., on
March 12, 1895, remain-
ing in that position until

April 2, 1901, when he

was made trainmaster of

the eastern division. On
March 6, 1903, he was
appointed assistant su-

perintendent of the
eastern division and was
promoted to the super-

intendency of that divi-

John J. Bernet. ^ion on February 1, 1905.

He was made assistant

general superintendent on November 22, 1905, and the fol-

lowing October, was appointed general superintendent, from
which position he was recently promoted to assistant to the

vice-president of the New York Central Lines west of Buffalo,

including the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern; Michigan Cen-
tral ; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis ; Lake Erie, Al-

liance & Wheeling; Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh;

Lake Erie & Western ; Peoria & Eastern ; Cincinnati Northern

;

Chicago, Indiana & Southern ; Indiana Harbor Belt ; Toledo &
Ohio Central and Zanesville & Western.

Operating Officers.

William A. Webb, assistant to the vice-president of the Colo-

rado & Southern, has been appointed general manager of the

Texas Central, with headquarters at Waco, Tex.

John M. Eagan has been appointed superintendent of the

Mississippi division of the Illinois Central, with office at Water
Valley, Miss., succeeding Jacob G. Neudorfer, resigned.

R. H. Howard, engineer maintenance of way of the New
Orleans Great Northern, has been appointed general manager,

with headquarters at Bogalusa, La., succeeding N. G. Pearsall,

resigned.

A. S. Ingalls, assistant general superintendent of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, has been appointed general super-

L. A. Anthony.

intendent, with office at Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding J. J. Bernet,

promoted. See Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

L. A. Anthony, car

service agent of the

Boston & Albany, at

Springfield, Mass., has

been appointed superin-

tendent of car service.

Mr. Anthony was born

March 10, 1858, at Scot-

land, Conn., and in 1878

was appointed record

and mileage clerk of the

Railway Clearing House
Association, at Boston,

Mass. He was,later as-

sistant chief clerk, and

then chief clerk in the

mileage department of

that association, with

which he remained until

its dissolution. In

August, 1890, he was ap-

pointed car service
agent of the Boston &
Albany, which position

he held at the time of

his recent appointment as superintendent of car service. For

the last few years he has been treasurer of the Railroad Young
Men's Christian Association, at Springfield.

Traffic Officers.

Betfn C. Leavenworth has been appointed agent of the Star

Union Line at Grand Rapids, Mich., succeeding E. J. Keate,

deceased.

S. L. Hall has been appointed a traveling passenger agent of

the Lake Tahoe Railway & Transportation Company, with

office at Los Angeles, Cal.

H. M. Biscoe, assistant freight traffic manager of the Boston

& Albany, has been appointed traffic manager, with office at

Boston, Mass. Mr. Biscoe was born July 3, 1869, at Westboro,

Mass., and was graduated

from Yale University in

1892. He began railway

work the same year in

the ticket auditor's office

of the Boston & Al-

bany. In 1893 he went

to the Central Vermont,
where he had a posi-

tion in the general

freight office. He re-

mained in that position

until March, 1896, when
he went back to the

Boston & Albany and
was appointed clerk in

the general traffic man-
ager's office. From
April, 1898, to May,
1905, Mr. Biscoe was
foreign freight agent of

the same company at

Boston ; following which

he was appointed gen-

eral freight agent. Since

February 15, 1910, lie has been assistant freight traffic manager

of the road, reporting to the general traffic manager at New
York City.

J. H. Brown has l)een appointed general freight and pas-

senger agent of the Gulf & Ship Island, with office at Gulfport,

Miss., succeeding J. L. Hawley.

I. M. Griffin, division freight agent of the International &
Great Northern at Ft. Worth, Tex., has been appointed assistant

H. M. Biscoe.
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general freight agent of tlie Texas & Pacific, witli licadqiiarters

at Dallas, Tex.

W. F. Gleason, having resigned as general freight and pas-

senger agent of the Ocean Shore, the ollicc has been abolished

and the duties assumed by L. H. L^nndis, general manager, whose
headquarters are at San Francisco, Cal.

G. B. Harper, traveling industrial and immigration agent of

the Illinois Central, at Memphis, Tcnn., has been appointed as-

sistant indiislrial immigration commissioner, with office at Mem-
phis. Frank llcnius succeeds Mr. Harper.

J. A. Dolan, general rgent of the Erie Railroad, at Denver,

Colo., has been appointed assistant general eastern passenger

agent, with office at New York, and H. W. Hawlcy has been

appointed division passenger agent, with office at Cleveland,

Ohio.

R. W. Drew, district freight agent of the Canadian Pacific at

Saskatoon, Sask., has been appointed division freight agent at

Nelson, B. C, succeeding W. R. Haldane, resigned. W. H.
Allisson succeeds R. W. Drew as district freight agent. D. C.

MacDonald has been appointed division freight agent of the

Saskatchewan division, with office at Regina, Sask.

J. M. Ball, general agent of the freight traffic department of

the International & Great Northern at San Antonio, Tex., has

been appointed division freight agent at that place, and J. W.
Daly, general agent of the freight traffic department at Galveston,

Tex., has been appointed division freight agent at Galveston.

John G. Worrall has been appointed division freight agent with

office at Houston, Tex.

Richard Van Ummersen, assistant general freight agent of

the Boston & Albany, has been appointed general freight agent,

with office at Boston. Mr. Van Ummersen was born in 1^74 at

Boston, and was edu-

cated in the public

schools of Cambridge.
He entered the service

of the Boston & Albany
in July, 1891, and held

various positions in the

ticket auditor's office,

until he went to the gen-
eral freight office, in

February, 1896. For a

time he was in this de-

partment as claim agent,

and was later appointed

tarifif clerk, and then

rate clerk, which posi-

tion he held until June,

1900, when he was ap-

pointed chief clerk. Six
years later he was ap-

pointed division freight

agent, with office at

Worcester. In Novem-
ber, 1907, he returned to

Boston as assistant gen-
eral freight agent, which position he held at the time he assumed
his new title of general freight agent.

A. S. Hanson, general agent, passenger department of the
Boston & Albany, at Boston, Mass., has been appointed general
passenger agent. Mr. Hanson began railway work in 1872 with
the Illinois Central, at Chicago, and since 1879 has been with
the Boston & Albany. He was for many years general passenger
agent of that road, and when the New York Central took con-
trol of this property he was made general agent, which position

he held at the time of his recent appointment as general pas-
senger agent.

C. Hanson, commercial agent of the International & Great
Northern at Waco, Tex., has been appointed division freight

agent, with office at Ft. Worth, to succeed I. M. Griffin. J. W.
Byars, commercial agent at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed
division freight agent, with headquarters at Waco, Tex.
Frank J. Burke, commercial agent at Denver, Colo., has been
appointed division freight agent at Dallas, Tex. J. S. Houston,

R. Van Ummersen.

general agent of the International & Great Northern at St.

Louis, Mo., has been appointed assistant general freight agent
of that road and the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at

St. Louis.

Robert D. Moore, whose appointment as general freight and
passenger agent of the Mississippi Central, with office at Hat-
tiesburg. Miss., has been announced in these columns, was born
at Atlanta, Ga., and began railway work about 1888 in the claim

department of the Southern Railway, at Washington, D. C.

He was later transferred to the general freight office, and then

went to the Illinois Central in the general freight office, at Louis-

ville, Ky. For the past four years Mr. Moore has been in the

service of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at

Atlanta, Ga., and was assistant general freight agent when he
left the service of that road on March 1, of this year.

F. E. Pettengill, who
has been appointed
freight claim agent of

the Boston & Albany,

with office at Boston,

was born in Worcester,

Mass., and has been in

the service of the Boston
& Albany over 30 years.

His first position with a

title was that of station

agent at Webster in 1884,

but before that he had
been a brakeman and
also a clerk in the ac-

counting department.

He was appointed sta-

tion agent at Chatham in

1888; and at Pittsfield

in 1898; local freight

agent at Springfield in

1902, and special agent

of the transportation de-

partment, i-eporting to

the assistant general
manager, in 1909. From this place he is now promoted to

freight claim agent, with office at Boston, as above noted.

The following changes and appointments have been made by
the Southern Railway : E. H. Shaw, assistant freight traffic

manager, has been transferred from Washington, D. C, to At-
lanta, Ga.

; J. A. Smith, Jr., division freight agent, Charleston

traffic division, has been transferred from Charleston, S. C, to

Augusta, Ga. ; Howell Peoples, division freight agent, Atlantic

Traffic division, has been transferred from Atlanta to Macon

;

I. L. Graves, general freight agent, at Memphis, Tenn., has been
appointed coal freight agent, at Atlanta, and W. A. Turner,

general freight agent, at Chattanooga, Tenn., succeeds Mr.
Graves. L. L. McCleskey, assistant to general freight agent,

has been appointed assistant general freight agent, with office

at Atlanta, and his former position has been abolished. C. E.

Bell, chief clerk in the general freight office at Atlanta, has been

appointed assistant general freight agent, at Atlanta. D. Card-

well, division freight agent, at Columbia, S. C, has been ap-

pointed assistant general freight agent, with office at Columbia,

and G. K. Caldwell succeeds Mr. Cardwell. E. C. Morgan, com-
mercial agent, at Chattanooga, Tenn., has been appointed district

freight agent, with office at Chattanooga, and Taylor Williams,

soliciting freight agent, succeeds Mr. Morgan. H. 'G. Duke has

been appointed a freight soliciting agent, with office at Selma, Ala.,

succeeding W. R. Wyatt, transferred. E. P. Johnson has been ap-

pointed traveling freight agent, at Jacksonville, Fla., succeeding

T. E. King, resigned to go into other business. Marcus M.
Emmert, rate clerk in the office of the freight traffic manager,

at Washington, has been appointed commercial agent, at Lynch-

burg, Va. ; R. L. Potts has been appointed freight soliciting agent,

at Raleigh, N. C. ; H. D. Luckett, chief clerk to the division

freight agent, at Asheville, N. C, has been appointed commercial

agent, at Charleston, S. C. ; H. S. Du Val, commercial agent, at

Augusta, has been appointed traveling freight agent, at Albany,

Ga., succeeding Thomas O'Connor, resigned, and the office of

Harvey Kidwell, traveling freight agent, at Atlanta, has been

transferred to Macon.

F. E. Pettengill.
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Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

P. B. Motley has been appointed engineer of bridges of the

Canadian Pacific, with office at Montreal, Que.

W. H. Penfield has been appointed assistant chief engineer of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Chicago, suc-

ceeding E. O. Reeder.

Kenneth B. Duncan, assistant engineer of the Gulf, Colorado

& Santa Fe at Galveston, Tex., has been transferred to Topeka,
Kan., as assistant engineer of the Santa Fe system.

J. E. Hickey, mechanical superintendent of the Mexico North
Western, at Madera, Chihuahua, Mex., has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power and equipment, with office at Madera.

R. D. Smith, assistant superintendent of motive power of

the Boston & Albany, has beer appointed superintendent of

motive power and rolling stock, with office at Boston. Mr.
Smith was born in New
York City, and was
educated in the public

schools of New York
and Albany. He entered

railway service in 1872

as machinist apprentice

with the Delaware &
Hudson Canal Company
and served with that

company as machinist,

locomotive fireman and
locomotive engineer un-

til 1881. He was then

engaged with the Chi-

cago, Burlington &
Quincy at Aurora, as

machinist, and was fore-

man of shops at Au-
rora, from 1883 until

1885. From April, 1885,

to July, 1888, he was
general foreman of the

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy shops at Chi-

cago, and in July, 1888, was appointed master mechanic of the

Chicago division of the same road, remaining in that position

until April, 1902, when he was appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Burlington lines v.fest of the Missouri river.

In October, 1906, he was appointed mechanical expert for the

New York Central's western lines, and was in charge of steel

car construction until August, 1907, when he was appointed as-

sistant superintendent of motive power of the New York Cen-
tral at New York. On October 1, 1907, he was put in charge of

the locomotive and car department of the Boston & Albany,

with the same title, and has been in that position until his pres-

ent appointment as above noted.

E. Z. Hermansader, assistant master mechanic of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Green Bay, Wis., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic at Dubuque, la., succeeding Walter
Liddell, resigned.

J. H. Stinson, roadmaster of the Southern Kansas, Pecos &
Northern Texas, Eastern of New Mexico and Pecos River, at

Amarillo, Tex., has been transferred to Canadian, Tex., as road-

master of the Southern Kansas.

F. L. Ellingwood has been appointed superintendent of build-

ing construction of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at

Montreal, Que. Mr. Ellingwood is at present in charge of the

extension being made to the Windsor street station in Montreal.

E. L. Crugar has been appointed assistant chief engineer of

the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, and the Chicago & Alton,

with office at Chicago, 111. Mr. Crugar formerly was resident

engineer of the Chicago & Alton at Bloomington, 111.

B. H. Briggs, roadmaster of the Erie division of the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh, has been promoted to roadmaster of

Division 2, with office at Springville, N. Y., succeeding Henry

Ware, retired under the pension rules, and J. C. Horning, extra

gang foreman, has been promoted to roadmaster of the Erie

division, with office at Mount Jewett, Pa.

J. D. Maupin, master mechanic of the Trinity & Brazos Val-

ley, has been appointed superintendent of motive power, with

R. D. Smith.

office at Teague, Tex., succeeding C. H. Seabrook, resigned.
The position of master mechanic heretofore held by Mr. Maupin
is abolished. L. M. Jacobs, roundhouse foreman, has been ap-
pointed general foreman, and J. W. Ward, succeeds Mr. Jacobs
as roundhouse foreman.

F. S. Anthony, whose appointment as superintendent of mo-
tive power and rolling stock of the Texas & Pacific, was an-
nounced in the Railway Age Gazette of May 26, was born in
Reading, Pa., in 1859. He served as machinist apprentice in
the shops of the Philadelphia & Reading, at Reading, Pa., and
subsequently until 1894 was with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe at Nickerson, Kan., and Arkansas City, Kan. He was then
for four years mechanical department foreman of the Illinois
Central at Chicago. In 1898 he was made master mechanic of
the Plant system and Atlantic Coast Line at Savannah, Ga.,
and in 1904 was appointed master mechanic of the Lehigh &
Northeastern. In February, 1908, he became master mechanic
of the International & Great Northern at Palestine, Tex., being
promoted to the position of superintendent of machinery in No-
vember, 1909, ivhich position he resigned on June 1 to become
superintendent of motive power and rolling stock of the Texas
& Pacific, with headquarters at Marshall, Tex.

Purchasing Officers.

J. E. Sargeant has been appointed purchasing agent of the
St. Louis Southwestern, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

F. D. Reed, assistant to the vice-president of the Rock Island
Lines, in addition to his present duties, has been appointed
purchasing agent, with headquarters at Chicago, to succeed

J. M. McCarthy, resigned. W. R. Owen has been appointed as-

sistant purchasing agent.

E. H. Bankard, purchasing agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
Lines, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., has recently had
his authority extended over the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.

Frederic A. Ryer, who
has been appointed pur-

chasing agent of the

Boston & Albany, with
office at Boston, was
born in New York City

in 1860. He received

his education in the

public schools and at the

College of the City of
New York, being a

member of the class of

1881. Mr. Ryer began
railway work on Feb-
ruary 15, 1887, as a
clerk in the purchasing
department of the New
York Central & Hudson
River, and since that

time has filled the posi-

tion of clerk in the

various departments of

that office, later becom-

F. A. Ryer. '"^ '^^"^^ clerk, then

lumber agent, and finally

assistant to purchasing agent, which position he has held until

now.

OBITUARY.

Captain Danforth O. Lombard, formerly timber agent of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, and for 23 years in the

purchasing department of that road, died on May 29, in Guil-

ford, Conn., at the age of 72i j'ears.

Charles L. De Fuentes, for over 10 years chairman of the

Louisiana Railway Commission, died at his home in New Orleans

on June 1. Mr. De Fuentes was the first chairman of the Louis-

iana Commission, which was organized in 1898. He served con-

tinuously as chairman until a little over a year ago, when he

resigned the chairmanship, but retained his membership on the

commission until the expiration of his term in December of last

year.
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iEquipmcnt anb ^uppUe^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Grand Trunk Tacikic has ordered 15 Pacific t^pe loco-

motives, 20 consolidation locomotives and 10 switching

locomotives from the American Locomotive Companj-. This

company is now in the market for 81 locomotives.

The Toledo & Indiana Traction Company has ordered one

electric locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The
electrical equipment will be furnished by the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company.

The Imperial Government Railways of Japan have ordered

6 eight-wheel locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 18 in. x 26 in.;

the diameter of the driving wheels will be 72 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 115,000 lbs.

The Imperial Steel Works of Japan has ordered 2 six-wheel

switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The dimensions of the cylinders will be 14 in. x 24 in. ; the

diameter of the driving wheels will be 53 in., and the total weight

in working order will be 75,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is in the market for 5

all steel postal cars.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas will build 249 box cars at

the company's shops at Parsons, Kan.

The Chilean Government is said to be making inquiries for

10 coaches. This item is not confirmed.

The Texas Traction Company, Dallas, Tex., has ordered 4

motor and 4 trailer cars from the American Car Company.

The Michigan United Railways Company, Lansing, Mich.,

has ordered 7 city cars and one interurban car from the McGuire-

Cummings Company.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 10 baggage

cars from the Pullman Company and 15 baggage cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The New York Central Lines are in the market for 6 dining

cars, of which 3 will be for the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern, and 3 for the New York Central & Hudson River.

The Northern Texas Traction Company, Fort Worth, Tex.,

was mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of May 5 as having

ordered four interurban motor cars from the St. Louis Car

Company. The capacity of these cars will be 54 persons. The

weight will be 72,000 lbs. The inside measurements will be 40

ft. long and 8 ft. 6 in. high; the over-all measurements will be

52 ft. long, 9 ft. wide and 13 ft. high. Both the bodies and the

underframes will be of wood. The special equipment will be as

follows

:

y^jgg Hammered steel

Bolsters', ' body
".'.'.'.'.'...'. Steel

Bolsters, truck „,^* .

Brakes Westinghouse

Brake shoes M. C. B. cast iron

Brasses Standard
Couplers Van Dorn
Curtain fixtures Forsythe

Curtain material Pantasote silk

Doors Side

Heating system Consolidated

Journal boxes M. C. B.

Lighting system S'^?'^''"^ , j
Paint Pullman body color

Platforms ".' Steam coach type

Roofs Monitor
Seats Heywood Brothers & Wakefield

Seat covering Tan leather

Side bearings Wrought iron plates

Springs Full elliptic

Trucks Baldwin
Ventilators 28

Vestibules Stationary round front

Vestibule trap doors O. M. Edwards
Wheels Rolled steel

Window fixtures O. M. Edwards
Other special equipment G. E.—73 motors

Hunter destination signs

IRON AND STEEL.

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered 2,000 tons of rails.

The Northern Pacific is negotiating for 50,000 tons of rails.

The Missouri Pacific is said to have ordered 40,000 tons of
rails.

The Coney Island & Brooklyn has ordered 1,300 tons of
rails.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered 52,000 tons of
rails.

The Louisville & Nashville is in the market for 1,700 tons

of bridge material.

The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until

July 18 on rails. Circular 635.

The Fernwood & Gulf has ordered 1,000 tons of rails from
the Tennessee, Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 23,050 tons of rail. This
order will be divided as follows: 13,050 from the United States

Steel Corporation ; 7,500 from the Cambria Steel Company ; and
2,500 from the Bethlehem Steel Company. The greater part of

this order will consist of 100-lb. and 90-lb. rails.

General Conditions in Steel.—The Steel Corporation pro-

duced more steel in May than in April, although the contrary

was expected. Last month production was at the rate of about

11,000,000 tons a year. Shipments were about the same as in

the previous month. May earnings of the Steel Corporation

are now expected to slightly exceed those of April and the earn-

ings for the current quarter in all probability will be greater

than in the first quarter. Since the first of the month there

has been a slight improvement in the steel industry, but no

marked improvement is looked for until the end of the month.

(

MACHINERY AND TOOLS.

The Illinois Central recently issued a list of machine tools

which includes the following

:

For Burnside shops—Chicago:

1 72-in. radial drill.

1 cold saw cutting off machine.
1 lyi-in. steel heading and forging machine.
1 power pipe machine.
1 48-in. X 14-ft. milling machine.

For Paducah, Ky., shops:

1 22-in. X 8-ft. high speed engine lathe.

1 22-in. X 10-ft. 'ligh speed engine lathe.

1 36-in. X 14-ft. high speed engine lathe.

1 18-in. X 8-ft. cone lathe.

1 30-in. shaper.

For Mattoon, III., shops:

1 18-in. X 8 ft. engine lathe.

1 20-in. X 8-ft. engine lathe.

1 10,009-'b. pneumatic geared hoist.

For Centralia, III., shops:

1 30-in. X 12-ft. engine lathe.

In connection with the plan to unify the government railways

and to establish so-called "network of transportation lines," 101

applications have been made to build narrow-gage railways in

Japan. The number of licenses issued under the above applica-

tions has now reached 47, and additional applications are con-

tinually being received. The estimated cost for the construction

of the narrow-gage railways for which licenses have been

granted is $21,000,000, according to the press of Tokyo. In addi-

tion, a considerable number of locomotives and cars are required

for the government rail.vays already constructed, and orders for

the same are being placed through the representatives in Japan

of foreign manufacturers and sales agents. In case the railways

in Japan are broadened to the standard gage, there will be ex-

tensive demands for railway equipment of various kinds. In al

general sense, orders for railway equiment are actively sought!

by representatives or agents of foreign manufacturers now lo-j

cated in Japan. Manufacturers not having such connections inj

Japan may either desire to investigate the possibilities of his!

field through a special representative or by communicating withj

the Railway Bureau, Department of Communications, Tokyo.
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The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has received
an order from the Ann Arbor for a third 70-ft. motor car. There
are now 109 of these cars in service in the United States.

The New York office of Knowles & Wollaston. London, Eng.,
manufacturers of the K. & W. graphite lubricator, has been
moved from SO Church street, to 18 East Thirty-fourth street.

Walter B. Leach, who has for several years been general man-
ager and treasurer of the Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corpo-
ration, Boston, Mass., has been elected president, succeeding
William Prescott Hunt, deceased. Mr. Leach is now president
and general manager. Frederic B. Goff has been made treasurer

of the company.

The Chambers throttle valve, made by the Watson-Stillman
Company, New York, has been specified on 63 new locomotives
for the Southern Railway; on 30 for the Queen & Crescent; on
8 for the Mobile & Ohio; on 25 for the Seaboard Air Line;
on 35 for the Atlantic Coast Line; and on 5 for the New Or-
leans & Northeastern.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Chicago, have delivered a pas-

senger motor car to the Alaska Northern, Seward, Alaska, and
have received an order from that company for another car. The
car has a capacity of 35 passengers, with separate compartments
for express and baggage. The motive power is a 4-cycle gaso-

lene engine, mounted on the truck.

The report of J. G. White & Co., New York, for the year

ended February 28, shows that the total surplus at the end of

the year was $485,529, as compared with $391,394 a year before.

Deferred charges and plant and tool equipment, less depreciation,

was $148,902; as compared with $331,160 for 1910. Securities

owned increased from $1,765,816 in 1910 to $2,317,959 in 1911.

The investments of the company were successful and new busi-

ness was large in spite of adverse conditions.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East
Pittsburgh, Pa., has received an order from the Seattle-Everett

Traction Company, Bellingham, Wash., for a quadruple equip-

ment of No. 304 railway motors. This company has also re-

ceived an order from the St. Joseph Railway, Light & Power
Company, St. Joseph, Mo., for 10 single equipments of No. 307,

split frame, interpole railway motors. The Pittsburgh Railways

Company has ordered 53 quadruple equipments of No. 306-CD
box frame railway motors from this company, and the San An-
tonio Traction Company has placed an order for 20 double equip-

ments of No. 92-A interpole railway motors. The Parkersburg,

Marietta & Interurban Railway Company, Parkersburg, W. Va.,

has ordered 2 quadruple equipments of No. 306 split frame,

interpole railway motors. The North Jersey Construction Com-
pany, Paterson, N. J., has placed an order for 2 quadruple

equipments of No. 306 interpole railway motors. The Great

Falls & Old Dominion, Washington, D. C, has ordered 4 quad-

ruple equipments of No. 93-A railway motors, and the Cin-

cinnati Traction Company has ordered a quadruple equipment

of No. 303 railway motors. The Boise Railway Company, Boise,

Idaho, and the Union Street Railway Company, New Bedford,

Mass., have each ordered 2 double equipments of No. 101-B

motors. The Lehigh Valley Traction Company, Allentown,

Pa., recently placed an order for 4 quadruple equipments of

No. 304 interpole railway motors. The Alton, Jacksonville &
Peoria, Alton, 111., has placed an order for 5 quadruple equip-

ments of No. 304 interpole railway motors, and the Boston Ele-

vated recently ordered 20 equipments of No. 301 interpole rail-

way motors.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Hatlntui) (STonolrudton.

TELEPHONES.^The Western Electric Company, Chicago, has

published bulletin No. 1080 on Railroad Telephone and Selective

Apparatus in which apparatus to fill every requirement of this

service is listed. A four-page insert is devoted to the selector,

with photographs of the installations of this apparatus on three

large trunk lines. The selector and selector sets for local and

common battery signaling are described in detail, and the advan-

tages of the standard Western Electric telephone and selective

equipment are pointed out. Prices and full information on the

various types are included.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Akron, Canton & Youngstovvn.—An officer writes that a
contract has been given to the P T. McCourt Co., Akron,
Ohio, for work on a section of eight miles from Akron to Moga-
dore. The plans call for a line from Akron to Youngstown,
about 46 miles. H. B. Stewart, president, Canton, and F. E.
Bissell, chief engineer, 317 Everett building, Akron. (June 2,

p. 1296.)

Angelina & Neches River.—An officer writes that a contract
has been let to J. S. Moore, to build an extension northeast to
Chireno, Tex., about 15 miles. The line is already in operation
from Keltys, east to Naclina, 20 miles. (May 12, p. 1132.)

Bismarck, Bellevue Valley & Vv'esterx.—An officer writes
that contracts are to be let this month, or as soon as surveys,
which are now being made, are completed. The projected route
is from Bismarck, Mo., west via Caledonia and Belgrade to Sun-
light, 20 miles. The line is eventually to be extended to Salem.
There will be two steel bridges, each about 150 ft. long. The
line is being built to carry timber products, ore, fruit, grain and
livestock. E. E. Evans, president, Bismarck, and H. Rohwer,
chief engineer, 700 Fullerton building, St. Louis.

Buffalo Southern (Electric).—An officer is quoted as saying
that an extension of this road will be built to East Aurora, N. Y.

Canadian Northern.—According to press reports, bids will

be asked for at once to build around the north shore of Lake
Superior, from Stillwood, Ont., which is 40 miles west of Sud-
bury, northwest, thence west to Port Arthur, about 550 miles.

It is expected that it will take about three years to complete
the work. (May 26, p. 1222.)

Canadian Pacific.—According to press reports, this company
has completed surveys for a line from Wilkie, Sask., northwest
through the Cold Lake country, Alb., to a connection with a line

projected from Fort McMurray.

Central Terminal Railway.—Application has been made by
this company for a charter in Illinois, with $2,000,000 capital

and office at Chicago, to build from Forest Park, Cook county,

111., to Chicago. The incorporators include : D. R. M. McLennar,
C. E. Vroman, J. C. Vroman, F. S. iNlunro and J. W. Hiner, all

of Chicago.

Centralia Electric Light & Traction Company.—Incorpo-
rated in Washington to build from Centralia, Wash., to

Rochester, 15 miles. W. Copping and N. W. Mills, Centralia,

are incorporators.

Chehalis & Cowlitz.—Construction work has been started,

it is said, on a line to connect Chehalis, Wash., and Cowlitz.

The company expects to have the work finished by November
1. G. Robinson and H. C. Hoffman, Chehalis, are interested.

(March 31, p. 813.)

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—An officer writes that, al-

though surveys are being made between Malvern, Ark., and
Camden, the company does not intend to build an extension to

Eldorado, or any other point than between the two places named
above. (June 2, p. 1296.)

Colorado & Red Canyon.—Under this name a line is to be

built from Hotchkiss, Colo., southeast to Crawford and Maher,
about 10 miles. A line is also projected from Cedaredge to a

point on the Denver & Rio Grande near Austin. G. R. Harper,

Milwaukee, Wis., and E. P. Priest, Delta, are interested.

.Conewago & Southern.—A contract is said to have been

given to S. S. Johnson, Millersburg, Pa., to build from Bigler-

ville, Adams county, southwest to Cashtown, eight miles. It

is expected to begin the work by July. H. W. Hamblin, presi-

dent, Harrisburg, and D. M. Sheely, treasurer, Cashtown. (May
19, p. 1186.)

Cumberland Valley.—According to press reports, an ordi-

nance has been passed authorizing this company to construct a

high line through Chambersburg, Pa. Construction work is to

be started soon.
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Great Northern.—Plans are being made by this company,
it is said, to build a branch from Wenatchee, Wash., up the

Columbia river, at a cost of about :f5,0(X),0(X).

Hamtden Railroad.—An officer writes that the company ex-

pects to begin work in about 90 days on this 20-milc line, pro-

jected from SpriiiKtield, Mass., and llolyoke to Bondsville.

R. D. Gillett, president, Westfield. (.September 23, p. 558.)

Hudson & Manhattan.— It is announced tiiat this company
will be operaliui' trains over the new extension from New York
to Newark, N. J., about nine miles, by October 1. The under-

ground line is to be connected with the Pennsylvania Railroad

about one mile west of Jersey City, from which point the Penn-

sylvania tracks are to be used to Maniiattan Transfer, which is

one mile cast of Newark. From Manhattan Transfer an in-

dependent line will be used to reach a new station at Saybrook
place, near Broad street, Newark.

Illinois Central.—According to press reports this company
is laying second track on its western line to accommodate in-

creased business of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie,

which uses the Illinois Central for Chicago entrance. Third and

fourth tracks are also being laid south to Madison.

Indianapolis, Chicago & Meridian (Electric).—Incorporated

in Indiana with $100,000 capital and offices at Indianapolis, Ind.

The plans call for building a line from Indianapolis north to

Sheridan, thence via Flora, Monticello, Francesville, Valparaiso,

Hobart, Wheeler, Gary and Hammond, into Chicago, about 175

miles. The directors include : J. C. Billheimer, J. A. Shafer,

M. J. Moreland, H. Holton and M. B. Keller.

Lehigh Valley Transit Co.—According to press reports, this

company is now at work building two cut-offs, one at Perkasie,

Pa. and another at Sellersville. When these improvements are

finished the distance will be shortened about five miles, as com-

pared with the existing Hne. The work includes putting up a

large station at Perkasie.

Liberty-White,—According to press reports, plans are being

made to secure right-of-way for the extension which has been

projected for some time from Holmesville, Miss., southeast to

Tylertown, 12 miles. It is understood that the company will

also build an extension from Liberty, west to a point on the

Mississippi river.

Louisville & Nashville.—According to press reports, con-

tracts have been given to the Callahan Construction Company,
for double-tracking work and improving the line between Berry,

Ky., and Falmouth, on 11 miles. The work involves the excavation

of about 300,000 cu. yds., mostly rock, and a considerable amount

of concrete masonry work. A contract for similar work on

another section has been let to McKinney, Huff & Spradlin,

Knoxville, Tenn. This improvement work is to be continued to

Cincinnati, Ohio. It is expected that other contracts will be

let soon.

Macon, Dublin & Savannah.—An officer writes that this

company will build two miles of new tracks and will put up a

steel bridge with a draw span, also a new freight station, at

Macon, Ga. The improvements will cost about $250,000. Plans

for the freight station have not yet been completed.

Mexico North Western.—The construction plans of this com-

pany, which were interfered with by the recent revolution, it is

understood, will now be carried out. Work has been continued

on the extension between Nueva Casas Grandes, Chihuahua,

Mex., and Madera, 121 miles, and this section will soon be fin-

ished and put in operation. This will provide a new route

between Juarez and Chihuahua, 470 miles. In carrying out the

plan of extending the system, a line is to be built from Minaca,

west to Tonichi, Sonora, where connection is to be made with

the Yaqui River division of the Southern Pacific, about 100

miles, with a branch from this line at El Tigre, Chihuahua, south

to the Pacific port of Agiabampo, Sonora, about 125 miles. From

a point about 60 miles north of Madera a branch is to be built

northwest to Agua Prieta, Sonora, opposite Douglas, Ariz., about

120 miles.

New Mexico Roads.—The El Paso (Tex.) Coal Company is

planning to build a railway, it is said, from Roswell, N. Mex.,

to the White mountain district, at an estimated cost of

$2,000,000.

Northern Pacific—This company has commenced construc-
tion work, it is said, on a line around Lake Union, Seattle, Wash.
The line will be an extension from the present tracks to Fremont.

North Yakima & Valley.—An officer writes that work is

now under way on an extension towards Granger, Wash., 17
miles, and track has already been let on 11 miles. The line is

being built to carry fruit and other farm products.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—An officer writes regarding the
reports that improvements are to be made on the Ferrona
branch, that this company has recently taken over one-half
control of the above branch and will probably make some im-
provements, but definite plans have not yet been made for the
work.

Portland, Eugene & Eastern.—This company will build a
line from Eugene, Ore., to Monroe, it is said, to connect with
the Corvallis & Alsea.

Quebec & Great Northwestern.—The Canadian parliament
has passed a bill permitting this company to build from the city

of Quebec, Que., westerly to the terminus of the Gatineau Val-
ley branch of the Canadian Pacific, at Maniwaki, thence westerly

to New Liskeard, Ont, near the town of Cobalt, continuing
west through the silver and gold belts of Porcupine and Mont-
real rivers and the clay belt to Port Arthur, on Lake Superior.

There is to be a branch from Ottawa City to connect with the

Grand Trunk Pacific near Lake Abittibi, crossing the main line

about 75 miles west of Maniwaki. This branch will be about

300 miles long. The company plans to build, in all, about 1,500

miles, and expects to have most of the survey finished this fall,

so as to begin construction work next year. There will be a

number of steel bridges and trestles. The line will carry general

merchandise, lumber and grain. Phillip O'Reilly, 74 Sparks
street, Ottawa, Ont., is the promoter. Dr. R. Chevrier, P. Clarke,

E. J. Daly, all of Ottawa, and J. Bourque, Hull, Que., are

incorporators.

Sacramento- Sierra.—An officer writes that rights-of-way have
been secured to build from Sacramento, Cal., east into the tim-

ber belt of the Sierra Nevada mountains, passing through the

Sacramento county fruit district to a point in Eldorado county.

Some of the grading work has been finished. J. M. Graham,
engineer, Berkeley.

San Antonio & Rio Grande.—This road, which is now in

operation from San Juan, Tex., on the St. Louis, Brownovilie

& Mexico, north to Chapin, 10 miles, is to be extended, it is said,

north to Falfurrias, about 60 miles, where connection is to be

made with the San Antonio & Aransas Pass G. C. Moore,

Cambridge Springs, Pa., who recently bought ranch lands in

that section, is said to be interested in having the extension built.

San Joaquin Delta (Electric).—Incorporated in California

with $500,000 capital, to build from Stockton, Cal., west to

Antioch, about 30 miles. The directors include : E. L. Wil-

hoit, L. H. Woods, W. P. Plummer and F. A. West, all of

Stockton.

South Atlantic Transcontinental.—Announcement has

been made that the promoters have secured $11,000,000 of

French capital to finance this proposed line. The projected

route is from the coal fields of Tennessee, via Knoxville, Tenn.,

Waynesville, N. C, Asheville and Rutherfordton to Southport.

C. J. L. Lantry, Chicago, is interested.

Southern Pacific.—This company is said to have started con-

struction work on a branch from Calexico, Cal., 'west to San
Diego, about 100 miles.

Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.—See Tidewater Development

Company.

Texas Roads (Electric).—The Stone & Webster interests,

which control the interurban lines between Dallas, Tex., and

Denison and Fort Worth, have recently signed a contract, it

is said, which will insure the building of a new interurban line

from Dallas south to Waxahachie, about 30 miles. It is under-

stood that the work will be started as soon as the right-of-way

is secured.

Tidewater Development Co.—This company has been organ-

ized in Alabama to take over the property and rights of the
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Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia, operating a line from Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., to Gadsden, Ala. Plans are being made by the
new owners to build from Tuscaloosa, northeast to Birmingham,
about 50 miles, thence to Gadsden, 60 miles. Work has already
been started, it is said, between Gadsden and Birmingham. J. M.
Dewberry is said to be back of the project.

Wichita Falls Route.—An officer writes that contracts are
to be let at once to build an extension of the Wichita Falls &
Northwestern, from Hammon, Okla., north to Trail, 35 miles.

The line will be built to carry cotton, livestock and agricultural

products. (May 26, p. 1223.)

Wichita Falls & Northwestern.—See Wichita Falls Route.

Willamette & Molalla.—An officer writes that contracts are
to be let in about 60 days to build from the Willamette river,

Ore., up the Molalla valley, 12 miles. The company expects
to use steam for the motive power, also electric motor cars.

Maximum grades will be 0.5 per cent., and maximum curvature
3 deg. There will be two steel bridges about 150 ft. long. The
line is being built to carry agricultural and dairy products, lum-
ber and livestock. M. J. Lee, president, and F. Bryant, chief

engineer, both of Canby.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Chewelah, Wash.—The Great Northern, it is said, will build

a new station at Chewelah.

Cos Cob, Conn.—An officer of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford writes that improvements are being made to the

power house at Cos Cob. A contract for erecting the power
house building has been let to F. T. Ley & Co., Springfield,

Mass. The enlarged power house will furnish single-phase

current for the operation of the electrified part of the New
York division, including the section now operated between
Stamford, Conn., and Woodlawn Junction, N. Y., and, in addi-

tion, for the Harlem River six-track branch and the New
York, Westchester & Boston, a subsidiary now under construc-

tion. Three-phase current will be supplied to substations for

street railway power and general lighting at Stamford, Conn.,

Greenwich, Port Chester, N. Y., and Mamaroneck. Full con-

tracts for machinery and apparatus have not yet been awarded.

Cumberland, Md.—According to press reports, the Western
Maryland will build a new passenger station at Cumberland. It

is expected that the station will be finished about the time the new
extension to Cumberland is completed.

Des Moines, Ia.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is pre-

paring to build a large new freight house.

El Segundo, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast

Lines will build a station at El Segundo, near Manhattan
Beach. It is said that a branch is to be built to that place.

Eugene, Ore.—The Southern Pacific, it is said, will build a

new freight house at Eugene.

Frederick, Md.—The Baltimore & Ohio has given a contract

to Edward Brady & Sons, of Baltimore, Md., for extensive im-

provements at Frederick, Md., involving an expenditure

of about $50,000. The plans provide for a modern freight

house 200 ft. long and 40 ft. wide, covered with corru-

gated iron, which will be equipped with rolling steel doors, mak-
ing 95 per cent, of the sides available for door opening. The
new building will be located just north of the present freight

house, which was built in 1831, and is to be removed. At the

Carroll street end of the building, or west end, there will be an

office for the agent, with booths for check clerks. Standard

scales will be installed for weighing, and wagon scales will be

located next to Carroll street. The new terminal will have a

total capacity of 140 cars.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Construction work on the new Fere

Marquette roundhouse, reported in the Railway Age Gazette

of May 5, is now well under way. The structure will be of

brick with concrete foundation, 400 ft. in diameter, containing

43 stalls, and will cost about $150,000.

Hammett, Idaho.—The Oregon Short Line, it is said, will

build a new station at Hammett.

Hartford, Conn.—Application has been made by residents of

Hartford to the Connecticut Board of Railroad Commissioners
to secure the construction of new bridges over the tracks of

the Central New England on Edwards and Woodland streets.

Kenton, Ore.—See North Portland, Ore.

Kingston, Ont.—Plans have been made by the Grand Trunk,
it is said, for building a new passenger station, also a new
freight house, at Kingston.

Los MoLiNOS, Cal.—The Southern Pacific has started work,
it is said, on a new freight station at Los Molinos.

Macon, Ga.—The Southern Railway and the Georgia, Southern

& Florida will carry out in the immediate future a project for

the enlargement and improvement of the freight handling facil-

ities at Macon. The Southern Railway has bought land as a

site for a new freight yard south of the present yards, 600 ft. x

7,000 ft., south of Turpin street, containing about 100 acres. A
new yard will be constructed along modern lines, to have a

capacity of 750 acres. The Southern Railway and the Georgia,

Southern & Florida will have joint freight house and team
track facilities at the present site of the G., S. & F. freight ter-

minals. The improvements include putting up a modern out-

bound freight house, the enlargement of the present inbound

freight house, construction of a team yard, with a capacity of 80

cars, an interchange platform and a cotton platform to take care

of the business of both companies.

See Macon, Dublin & Savannah under Railway Construction.

Norfolk, Va.—The Old Dominion Terminal Company, Nor-

folk, is planning to put up four creosote timber piers at Nor-

folk. The piers are to be respectively 300 ft. x 60 ft. ; 800 ft.

x 80 ft.; 800 ft. x 222 ft, and 1,100 ft. x 222 ft. No estimate

of the cost has yet been made.

North Portland, Ore.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company, it is said, will build new freight stations

at North Portland and at Kenton.

Oakland, Cal.—According to press reports, the Southern

Pacific will start work at once removing the old Sixteenth

street station preparatory to the construction of a new station

at Oakland. The suburban and main line tracks will also be

rearranged. (March 31, p. 816.)

Perkasie, Pa.—See Lehigh Valley Transit Co., under Railway

Construction.

Russellville, Ky.—Work has been started, it is said, on a

new passenger station for the Louisville & Nashville, at Russell-

ville. The cost of the improvements will be about $25,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—A contract has been given by the North-

ern Electric for the steel work of the bridge over the Sacra-

mento river at M street in Sacramento, to the Duncanson-

Harrelson Co., San Francisco, at $65,795. The Missouri Valley

Bridge & Iron Company is pushing work on the piers for this

structure. It is expected to have the bridge open for traffic

this summer.

SiLSBEE, Tex.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will erect

a six stall roundhouse to cost about $20,000.

South Chicago, III.—The Baltimore & Ohio will build a

single leaf, double track Strauss bascule bridge over the Calumet

river. The structure will have a span of 235 ft.

Stillwater, Okla.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, it

is said, will build a combined passenger and freight station at

Stillwater, for which plans have been approved.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.—An ordinance has been passed authorizing

the city officials of Wilkesbarre to pay part of the cost of the

right-of-way and construction of a steel reinforced concrete com-

bined highway and street railway bridge over the tracks of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, the Lehigh Valley and the Central of

New Jersey. The bridge is to be built from South Washington

street to South Welles street, between South and Ross streets.

In a discussion over the budget of the railways in Alsace,

Germany, and Lorraine, it was shown that since 1904 the wages

of trainmen have been increased 22.4 per cent., of trackmen 18.9

per cent., of shopmen, mostly paid by the piece, 24.8 per cent.
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Katlutuii S^timnctal Neiuij.

Atchison, Toi-kk.x & S.\nt.\ Fe.—See ;iii itnii in repaid to

through service in Tranic News.

Athens & Tki.i.ico.—A press dispatch from Knoxville, Tenn.,
says that it is reported that on July 1 the Athens & Tellico

will be taken over by the Louisville & Nashville and will be-

come a part of the Knoxville division of the L. & N. "Hie

Athens iK: Tellico runs from Athens, Tenn., to Tellico, 24 miles,

crossing the main line of the L. & N. at Englewood.

Atlantic Co.\st Line.—J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, are

offering $3,000,000 Atlantic Coast Line unified mortgage 4 per

cent, bonds at 93.

B.^RTI.ETT & Florence.—This road has been sold under forc-

clos-.ire to J. L. Bailey for $41,000.

Boston & ^L^INE.—The Board of Railroad Commissioners of

Massachusetts, in its report to the legislature on the investi-

gation wiiich the legislature asked it to make in regard to the

1-eciuction of the B. & M. dividend, says in part: "Under the

])est and most favorable anticipated conditions the earnings

t)f the Boston & Maine for the year ending June 30, 1911,

will be considerably less than the earnings for the year ended
June 30, 1910."' This result, which speaks for itself, is prob-

ably sut^cient reason why the dividend has been reduced.

Canaplvn Pacific.—This company has sold in London $6,161,-

000 additional consolidated 4 per cent, debenture stock. The
proceeds of the sale of this stock are to be used to pay for

553 miles of branch lines in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—See Kanawha & Michigan.

Chicago & North Western.—This company has made an appli-

cation to list $7,500,000 additional general mortgage 4 per
cent, bonds on the New York Stock Exchange.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—Stockholders have voted
to authorize an increase in the capital stock from $100,000,000
to $200,000,000. The increase in stock is made necessary by
the statutes of Montana, which require the authorization of
twice as much stock as bonds of any railway operating in

that state.

Eureka & Palisade.—A press despatch says that this property
has been "redeemed"' by the stockholders. The road runs
from Palisade, Nev., to Eureka, 84 miles.

Great Northern.—J. P. Morgan & Co., the National City Bank
and the First National Bank, all of New York, are ofifering

$20,000,000 of the first and refunding mortgage 4% per cent,

bonds of May 1, 1911-July 1, 1966, at 102, yielding 4.15 per

cent, on the investment. These bonds are part of the total

authorized issue mentioned in these columns last week of

$600,000,000 bonds. In addition to the present issue of

$20,000,000 bonds, $25,000,000 are held in the treasury of the

company ; $332,162,000 are reserved to retire existing securi-

ties
; $122,838,000 are reserved for general corporate purposes,

including the acquisition of new lines and the purchase of

stocks and bonds of other companies, and $100,000,000 are re-

served to buy new lines and terminals at not to exceed

$3,000,000 in any one year.

International & Great Northern.—All the bondholders, with
the exception of one holding less than 100 bonds, have de-

posited their securities under the reorganization plan, and the

plan is to become operative when the property is sold on June
13. T. J. Freeman, the receiver, has obtained from the rail-

way commission of Texas approval of a waiver of the cus-

tomary 60 days' notice of increase of capital stock.

Cumings & Marckwald, who represented the undeposited
second mortgage bonds, and who were making preparations to

bid against the Goulds at the foreclosure sale on June 13, an-

nounce that they have sold all of their bonds to the third

mortgage committee, of which Alvin Krech is chairman, at a

satisfactory price.

Kanawha & Michigan.—An initial dividend of 4 per cent, has

been declared, payable June 30, on the $10,000,000 stock of the

Kanawha & Michigan. A majority of this stock is owned by
llie C'hcsapeake & Ohio and the Lake Shore & Michigan
.Southern jointly.

Lake 1u<!E & Pittsiiurg.—This comi)any has filed a mortgage of

$15,{KX),(XX), to run fifty years, lioiids of this new issue will

be sold to the extent of about $7,500,(XX) to reimburse the Lake
.Shore & Michigan Southern and the Pennsylvania for the

amount so for expended on the line.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.—See Kanawha & Michigan.

Long Island.—This comjjany has made an application to list

$1,600,000 additional refunding 4 per cent, mortgage bonds on
the New York Stock Exchange.

Louisville & Nashville.—J. P. Morgan & Co., the National
City Bank and the First National Bank, all of New York,
are offering $10,000,000 Atlanta, Knoxville & Cincinnati di-

vision 4 per cent, bonds of 1905-1955 of the Louisville & Nash-
ville at 933^, yielding 4.30 per cent, interest on the investment.

These bonds are secured by a mortgage on the entire main
line between Cincinnati and Atlanta. On 205 miles of this

division they are a direct first mortgage, and on 546 miles

they are a mortgage subject to prior lien outstanding at the

rate of about $15,000 per mile.

See also Athens & Tellico.

Maxton, Alma & Southbound.—This company has taken over

the operation of the Alma Railroad and has filed a tariff with

the Interstate Commerce Commission taking over all of the

tarififs and agreements, etc., of the Alma Railroad.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—Speyer & Co., New York, have

sold to a syndicate of French bankers 100,000,000 francs

($20,000,000) consolidated mortgage 5 per cent. 30-year bonds

of 1910-1940. The bonds are all to be in denominations of

500 francs each.

Narragansett Pier Railroad.—The directors have authorized

the lease of the Narragansett Pier Railroad to the Rhode
Island Company, a subsidiary of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford for a period of 99 years. The Narragansett Pier

Railroad is operated by steam, and runs from Narragansett

Pier to West Kingston, 8^ miles.

National Railways of Mexico.—Gross earnings, which are not

given in our table of roads reporting to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, for April, 1911, amounted to $4,763,789,

comparing with $5,780,270 in April 1910. Operating expenses

totaled $3,416,311 this year as against $3,252,278 last year.

Net earnings amounted to $1,347,479 this year and $2,527,991

last year.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—Two per cent, of the

New Haven company's investment in the Grand Central sta-

tion at New York is to be deducted from the yearly rentals

of the office buildings which have been erected over the tracks,

and this sum will be made into a sinking fund, with which it is

planned eventually to liquidate the entire investment.

St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.—This company has asked

the Texas railway commission for permission to issue $1,340,-

000 bonds for improvements on the line now in operation and

for the construction of new branch lines totaling 67 miles.

These bonds when issued will be pledged under the St. Louis

& San Francisco-New Orleans, Texas & Jilexico division

mortgage.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—See an item in Trafific news in

regard to through service.

See also St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.

1

The Russians control the railways in the northern part of

Manchuria, and the Japanese those in the southern part, together

with their termini on the sea. New Chang, Dairen and Port

Arthur. China now talks of having one line of its own in its

own territory from Kirin, the eastern terminus of a branch of

the Charbin-Port Arthur line, east by south to Hun-chun, which

is about 90 miles west of Vladivostock on the Ginmeu river, close

to the north border of Korea, where navigation to the sea is

almost always open. Such a line would be 220 miles long over

a difficult country.
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' I 'VVENTY years ago the Master Mechanics' Association
* met at Cape May. The president was John Mackenzie
and the secretary Angus Sinclair. A resolution was adopted

which provided for an agreement with the M. C. B. Associa-

tion for the latter to meet on the second Wednesday in June
and the Master Mechanics' Association on the Monday fol-

lowing; also a resolution authorizing the secretary and other

officers to have the association incorporated under the laws

of the State of New York. Probably the most interesting!

discussion related to compound locomotives. S. M. Vauclain

gave a description of the early four-cylinder compound loco-

motives which he designed, with some account of their per-

formance and fuel economy. A. M. White, of the Schenec-
tady Locomotive Works, described the first two-cylinder

compounds, as designed by A. J. Pitkin. Others taking a
prominent part in this discussion were D. L. Barnes, M. N.
Forney, J. N. Lauder and C. E. Smart. The following year
a committee was appointed with George Gibbs as chairman,
to investigate the relative economy of compound and simple
locomotives and the most valuable form of compound loco-

motives. A committee on Electricity in Railway Service
reported that it was used experimentally for car lighting

and had just been introduced in operating the motors for the
traveling cranes in the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The com-
mittee regarded the subject as so much in its infancy that
there would be no necessity for a report on electricity for
some years to come. Iron and steel axles was one of the
more prominent subjects for discussion, as at that time steel

axles were breaking in great numbers. The Pennsylvania
Railroad had used steel axles for passenger engines for sev-

eral years, and had recently adopted steel for both freight

and passenger engines and for both passenger and freight
cars. In passenger service only open hearth steel was used,

but for freight car service they accepted both open hearth
and Bessemer steel. Mr. Lauder explained that in England
driving axles were made with the wheel fit one inch larger
than the journal and with large fillets, and he recommended
such a design for American practice. The president con-
gratulated the members on the large attendance at the con-
vention, 107 mernbers having answered the roll call.

nPHERE has always been more or less trouble about getting
* the advance copies of the committee reports to the mem-
bers of the association in time to enable them to study them
over and digest them before the convention. Two years igo
the M. C. B. Association adopted an amendment to its con-

stitution providing that the executive committee could use
its discretion about printing cominittee reports not in its hands
by May 1. The following year there was a noticeable im-

provement in this respect, but this year conditions are worse
than ever. Some of the reports were received too late to be
printed at all and the others reached the members too late to

be of any real use to them before leaving home for the con-

vention. The secretary is not to blame; he has worked hard

and has done his best to make up for the shortcomings of

the various committees. The work of the association is too

big to be trifled with in this way. Men who are trusted and
honored with places on the committees should appreciate the

necessity of prompt and thorough action and of upholding
the dignity of the associations. It is time that some more
decided action, was taken to prevent a repetition of this year's

failure. It is time also to make a radical move toward im-

proving the appearance of the illustrations in the proceedings.

The drawings from which they are made should be in the

hands of the secretary early enough to enable him to have
them re-drawn so that they could be properly reproduced.

While this would involve some extra expense it would meet
with the hearty approval of all those who have occasion to

use the reports or proceedings.

A N interesting experiment and one of far-reaciiing im-
** portance is being made in the interchange bureau at

the Union Stock Yards, Chicago, and has been in operation

during the past year. It is under the direction of the Super-
intendents' Association, and aims to combine the work of car

inspection and the making of records required by the trans-

portation department for cars in interchange. The examina-
tion of car door seals and the record of car numbers are

made by the car inspectors, and after the men are accustomed
to the work it is found that the reports are delivered in better

shape than they were when made by special men employed
in the transportation department. The bureau is organized
in accordance with modern business methods, employing card

catalogs and a sufficient number of typewriters and telephone
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stations, so that the hu.siiicss moves witli dr^patih and tlu'

rei)orts arc ck-livcrcil more promptly than hilori'. It was

found that a principal cause for delay was due to l(*>st motion

in tiie railway mail delivery, and that is heinR corrected.

The car inspectors at lirst ohjectcd [>< tlu mw uork. hut as

they have become accustomed U) it I lie iliiplcx oiieration

works smoothly. The expense of the hunau has hccn

regarded as rather hi^h by si^ne of the lines. i>ul it is found

that tile I'llal exiiensc to tiie railways is not as iiinh as before.

The mechanical department is charged with about 50 per

cent, el ilie expense and the transportation department with

the balance. The cost has been about 7 cents per car for both

services—inspection and car record—and it is found that

inspection alone costs more than lialf this amount at most

large interchange points.

MINE-RUN COAL FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

THE impression given by Prof. A. A. Steel, professor of

mining at the University of Arkansas, in a paper pre-

sented before the International Railway Fuel Association, at

Chattanooga, was that a mine-run basis of payment to coal

miners is demoralizing and constantly tends toward the pro-

duction of an undue proportion of fine coal and impurities

which are hard to remove. It is attended by a lack of dis-

cipline, and the quarreling between the operators and the

miners has been largely increased by the mine-run basis of pay-

ment. Under its working the miners are learning to blow the

coal to pieces by putting in shots which are much wider and

longer than those used in the older and more careful methods.

They dislodge more coal with each shot, and these heavy

shots so jar the tight mass of coal that it becomes little more

than a heap of slack.

As a result of four years of uncontrolled mine-run operation

in Arkansas, the miners supplying the railways now use from

10 to 20 per cent, more powder per ton of coal than formerly.

They use augers one-third longer, dislodge about 1.75 times as

much coal, and use nearly twice as much powder in each hole.

This heavy shooting has more than tripled the amount of slate,

and has increased the proportion of slack from less than 30

per cent, to about 45 per cent, of the weight of coal produced.

Comparative tests show that so long as locomotive coal is

nearly free from slate there is small loss in efficiency as the size

of lump coal is reduced, provided the pieces are not small

enough to fall through the grates or be carried through the

tubes by the increased draft required for small si-ies of coal.

When mine-run coal is burned the large lumps must be broken

into smaller pieces before firing, and this requires extra labor

by the fireman. The breaking of these lumps by hand also pro-

duces an undue proportion of slack. The most economical coal

for railway use is, therefore, that which can be crushed so as

to yield the largest proportion of pieces between, say, 1 in.

and 3 in. across, and the least proportion of slack less than

J/2 in. across.

Estimates made by the fuel agent of one of the large

western roads showed that half a million dollars could be saved

in the fuel bill if mine-run coal were used instead of lump coa\

and it was decided to test two carloads of each kind of coal from

two different mines to find the comparative value from the

equivalent evaporation per pound of coal fired. The tests

were made on a large locomotive with its wheels blocked and

the valves placed so that all the steam would blow through the

exhaust and out of the stack as fast as made. The rate of

combustion was about 1 1/3 tons per hour to represent a low

rate of combustion and 3 tons per hour for the maximum rate

of firing ordinarily found in service. The results showed a slight

advantage—less than 2 per cent.—in favor of lump coal at the

slower rate of combustion. At the higher rate of combustion

the lump coal gave an evaporation 6 to 8 per cent, less than

mine-run coal. As a result of this test the road in question

has decided to use mine-run coal, and it will be interesting to

.iseirtam it tiiese economies are found in the actual operation of

the locomotives, and if the total saving as estimated is actually

realized. In the test the steady blower action of the steam

llovving directly through the stack might not take up the finest

particles of coal in the mine-run grade as readily as the inter-

mittent blast produced when the engine is in motion. It is

possible also that the coals tested were of a harder grade and

from coal fields where the methods of mining did not pulverize

the coal to the extent found elsewhere.

Judging from the effects in other districts, it appears that

when the railways agree to make a wholesale use of mine-run

coal the tendency will be to encourage the miner in more care-

less habits, and he will take advantage of the easier means of

throwing down larger masses by the use of larger powder

charges, and the proportion of fine slack coal will be increased.

The advantages of a uniform quality of coal for locomotives

have been emphasized by everyone who has discussed the sub-

ject, and surely mine-run methods are not likely to produce a

uniform grade of fuel. It will be found in the end that true

economy will aim to secure coal of good quality ann uniforrt:

grade by paying the miner on a lump coal ba^is, or, at least,

more for lump coal than for slack, and in some states the mine-

run law should be repealed. The railways are vitally interested

in a restoration of sane methods of mining, and the most

effective means they can use in their campaign for good coal

is to make it to the interest of the operator to produce good

coal.

PROGRAMME OF THE WEEK.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14.

Prayer 9.30 A. M. to

9.35 A. M. to

9.50 A. M. to

9.35 A.M.

9.50 A. M.

9.55 A. M.

Address of President

Intermission

To allow those who wish to re-

tire to do so, although all are

requested to remain.

Action on minutes of convention

of 1910 9.55 A. M. to 10.00 A. M.

Report of Secretary and Treas-

urer 10.00 A. M. to 10.15 A. M.

Assessment and announcement

of dues; appointment of Com-
mittees on Correspondence,

Resolutions, Nominations,

Obituaries, etc 10.15 A. M. to 10.25 A. M.

Election of Auditing Commit-

tee 10.25 A. M. to 10.30 A. M.

Unfinished Business 10.30 A. M. to 10.35 A. M.

New Business 10.35 A. M. to 10.45 A. M.

Discussion of Reports on:

Advisory, Technical 10.45 A.M. to 11.00 A.M.

Mechanical Stokers 11.00 A.M. to 11.30 A.M.

Revision of Standards 11.30 A.M. to 12.00 M.

Smoke Preventing, Devices

for Fi ring-up Locomotives

at Terminals 12.00 M. to 1 .00 P. M.

Best Construction of Loco-

motive Frames 1.00 P. M. to 1.30 P. M.

Adjournment.

THURSDAY, JUNE 15.

Discussion of Reports on:

Main and Side Rods 9.30 A. M. to 10.00 A. M.

Piston Rods and Cross Heads. 10.00 A. M. to 10.30 A. M.

Repair Equipment for Round-

Houses 10.30 A. M. to 11.00 A. M.

I
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Water Treatment 11.00 A.M. to 11.30 A.M. Base Ball Parade, 2.00 P. M.—Million Dollar Pier to spe-

Lubrication of Locomotive cial trolley cars.

Cylinders 11.30 A. M. to 12.00 M. Base Ball Game, 3.00 P. A/.—East v. West, Pennsylvania
Consolidation 12.00 M. to 12.30 P. M. Railroad Company's Inlet Park Base Ball Grounds. Free

Individual Paper on trolley cars for those wearing the official badge. Music by

Locomotive Performance under Railway Supplymen's Band.

Different Degrees of Su- All Star Vaudeville Show, 9.00 P. M.—At Apollo Theatre.
perheated Steam, Prof. C. Direct from Keith & Proctor's Fifth Avenue Theatre, Percy
H. Benjamin 12.30 P.M. to 1.00 P.M. G. Williams Colonial Theatre, Hammerstein's Victoria The-

Safety Valves 1.00 P. M. to 1.30 P. M. ^'^^' ^^^ York Cit}'.

Adjournment. Under the direction of the United Booking Offices of

FRIDAY JUNE 16
America, Putnam Building, Times Square, New York City.

-...,„ '

Personal supervision—Frances Rockefeller King.
Discussion of Reports on:

Safety Appliances 9.30 A. M. to 10.30 A. M.

Design, Construction and In-
Sunday, june 18.

spection of Locomotive Concert Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel Orchestra.

Boilers 10.30 A. M. to 11.00 A. M. Prelude and Intermezzo from "Cavalleria Rusticana"

Contour of Tires 11.00 A.M. to 11.15 A.M. Mascagni

Steel Tires 11.15 A. M. to 11.30 A. M. The Last Hope Gottschalk

Flange Lubrication 11.30 A.M. to 12.00 M. Grand Fantasie, "Carmen" Bizet

Minimum Requirements for cello solo

Headlights 12.00 M. to 12.30 P. M. Nocturne Chopin

Resolutions, Correspondence, MR. leg sacks

etc 12.30 P. M. to 12.40 P. M. o Humoreske Dvorak

Unfinished Business 12.40 P.M. to 12.45 P.M. b The Lost Chord Sullivan

Election of Officers ) ,,,,„,, , ,n .. ..
violin solo

Closing Exercises
J

12.45 P. M. to 1.30 P.M. Paraphrase, "Die Meisetersinger" Wagner

Adjournment. mr. j. kinsberger

,
. Fantasie, "Rigoletto" Verdi

ENTERTAINMENT. ^^^ ^^"^ ^''""^^

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14.
^"^^^^' ^-VF-MNG, 8 o'CLOCK.

Grand March, 9.00 A. M.-From Marlborough-Blenheim Overture, "William Tell" Rossini

Hotel to Convention Hall, Million Dollar Pier. ^ . „^ „
^'^^° ^^^^

, . . _ ,, rantasie, taust Gounod-Uszt
Band Concert, 10.30 A. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar hfnr gruhlf.r

Pier.
Fantasie, "Tannhauser" Wagner

Band Concert, 3.30 P. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar

pj
CELLO solo

Hungarian Rhapsody Popper
Reception, 9.00 P. M.—By the President and Officers of the ,„ , ^.^„

»r ^ -r^ ; , ,. •• ,-r., t. T-, ^^'- LEO SACHS
Master Car Builders Association, in the Blenheim Exchange, .... , r^ • „
•Ml M. u TDi u • tj i. 1 "-ru c tu c- ^ ..,.

"

Meditation from "Thais Aiassanet
Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel. The Southern Singers.

,,, VIOLIN SOLO
THURSDAY, JUNE 15. /-A- C^ ^.^i

' •' Gypsy Airs barasale

Band Concert, 10.30 A. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar -^^ j ktnsberger
^^er. American Fantasie Herbert

Band Concert, 3.30 P. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar

^^^'
INFORMAL DANCING.

44th Annual Ball, 9.30 P. M.—Of the Master Car Builders'

Association, Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier. (Vollmer's j , ,. • ,. .1 1 u n r *u * ^ -. ;.,.;^.,o ^«' ' ^ In addition to the grand balls of the two associations on
estra.j Thursday evening of this week and Tuesday evening of next

The Galena Signal Oil Company's booth will be used as
^^gg]^^ (.j^^re will be informal dancing in the solarium of the

a rest room for the Officers and their guests. Marlborough-Blenheim on Wednesday evening of this week

FRiDw JUNE 16. ^nd Monday evening of next week, following the receptions

Band Concert, 10.30 A. M-Entrance Hall, Million Dollar ^y the officers of the associations.

Pier.

Six Kirksmith Sisters, 3.00 P. M.—Brighton Casino, in FRIDAY EVENING'S CARD PARTY.
Grand Concert of vocal and instrumental music.

Band Concert, 3.30 P. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar The card party on Friday evening will be given in the

Pier. solarium of the Marlborough-Blenheim. Two games will be

c ; n n/f o -J r t *u 1 I" j i.i played, euchre and bridge, and 50 prizes will be given, 25 to
Euchre, 9.00 P. M.—Bridge, for both ladies and gentlemen

, . ^- , rr., , , ,• , ,• ,

J ., •
i. i4. J- 4.1 * c I0 Ai 1 ladies and 25 to gentlemen. The lady making the highest

and their guests attending the conventions. Solarium, Marl- * ^
,

•

u^ , Tji 1 • TT i 1 score in bridge and the lady making the highest score in
borough-Blenheim Hotel.

, ... , , , ,- , , • •, ,

euchre will draw for the first and second prizes; similarly.

SATURDAY, JUNE 17. the gentlemen making the highest scores in the two games

Band Concert, 10.30 A. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar will draw for the first and second prizes, and so on until

Pier. all the prizes are awarded.
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CURTIS AND STEARNS LEAVE THE LOUISVILLE &
NASHVILLE.

Theodore 11. C'lirlis, piosiilciit oi tlio .\l;isior Car Builders'

Association, lias resigned as supennteiKU ni oi inacliiiiery of

the Louisville & Nashville, elTective July 1 lie will be suc-

ceeded by C. F. Cjiles, now assistant sui)erintendeiu of ma-
chinery, and Mr. Giles will be succeeded by C. II. Rac, now
general master mechanic. G. H. Iledgcock, Chief Clerk in the

motive power department, also will become an assistant super-

intendent ol machinery.

W. A. Stearns, mechanical engineer of the Louisville & Nash-

ville, also has resigned, etTcctive July 1, and will take a posi-

tion with the American Steel Foundries at St. Louis as assist-

ant to the chief mechanical engineer.

Mr. Curtis is quoted in the Louisville, Ky., papers as stat-

ing that he is retiring from railway service to promote the

sale of inventions that he has perfected. He arrived at At-

lantic City on Tuesday.

Mr. Curtis was born at Terre Haute, Ind., August 12, 1866,

and entered railway service at the age of 20 as a draftsman

on the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis & Chicago, now a

part of the Big Four. He served in the drafting rooms of

that road and the Brooks Locomotive Works, the Pittsburgh

Locomotive Works and the New York. Chicago & St. Louis.

He remained on the last-named road until 1897, being its chief

draftsman eight years. In 1897 he was made mechanical engi-

neer, which place he held for two years. Then he went to the

Erie in the same capacity. On January 1, 1901, he was ap-

pointed mechanical engineer of the Louisville & Nashville

and in August, 1903, was promoted to the position from which
he now retires. He was elected second vice-president of the

M. C. B. Association in 1908. first president in 1909 and presi-

dent. in 1910.

Charles J. Giles, who succeeds Mr. Curtis as superintendent

of machinery of the Louisville & Nashville, was born at

Rowlesburg, Va., November 2, 1856, and entered railway serv-

ice as an apprentice in the shops of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Wheeling in 1873. He served in the shops of that road, the

Texas & Pacific, the Pennsylvania and the Louisville & Nash-
ville. In 1882 he was made foreman on the L. & N. In 1887

he was promoted to the position of master mechanic at Bir-

mingham. He next held a similar position at Pensacola. and
on October 11, 1902, became master mechanic at the main
shops of the company at Louisville. He was appointed as-

sistant superintendent of machinerv on February 1, 1904.

TRANSPORTATION.

The transportation committee provides roller chairs for
all members and guests wearing official badges, irom June
14 to June 21, inclusive. These chairs start from the main
entrance of the Million Dollar Pier, from the Marlborough-
Blnheim hotel and from the Chalfonte hotel The transporta-
tion committee will give every attention to those wearing
official badges. The hours during which the chairs will be
furnished daily are as follows:

From

The Pier 9.00 A.M. to

Marlborough-Blenheim . . .9.00 A. M. to

Chalfonte Hotel 9.00 A. M. to

6 P.M.

6 P.M.

6 P.M.
To both Grand Balls ....8.30 P.M. to 10 P.M.

Unoccupied chairs may be stopped at any point on the

Boardwalk, except between the Marlborough-Blenheim and
the Million Dollar Pier, and they may be used in either direc-

tion, but must be reported at the first checking station passed.

Convention chairs are not allowed to wait for passengers

more than fifteen minutes.

Reed's or Shill's chairs may be iiad after hours for a con-

tinuous trip in any one direction for 25 cents per person.

When the station manager is notified in advance, hourly riding

can be arranged for on the regular rate basis. Private chairs

may be secured at special rates through the transportation

committee only.

Kindly report to the transportation committee by chair

number any inattention on the part of the pusher.

I

TAXICAB AND GARAGE SERVICE.

Arrangements have been made with the Bergdoll Taxicab
Company, main office New York Avenue and Boardwalk,

branch office at the Shclbourne Hotel, for taxicab service for

members and guests, at the following rates:

Twenty-five cents for each person to any part of the city.

Two dollars and fifty cents per hour for six persons or less.

Garage Rates: 75 cents per night, without service; $1.50

per night, with service; $7.00 per week, with service.

Regular taxicab rates will apply unless you wear your badge
in plain sight. ^^

TELEPHONES ON THE PIER.

A Bell telephone will be placed between each two exhibit

booths on the pier. These are available for free local service

for exhibitors.

Long distance calls can also be made from these stations.

OFFICE OF SUPPLY ASSOCIATION.

The: office of J. D. Conway, secretary of the Railway Supply

Manufacturers' Association, is at the Boardwalk end of Ma-
chinery Hall. He has no regular office hours, but is supposed

to be on the job all the time.

M. M. RECEPTION TO-NIGHT.

The annual reception by the president and other officers of

the Master Mechanics' Association will be given in the Blen-

heim Exchange, Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel, at 9 o'clock this

(Wednesday) evening. The officers and their ladies will form

the receiving party. The Southern Singers, composed of four

young women—a first and second soprano, a contralto and a

baritone—will give a concert thirty minutes before the receiv-

ing line forms. Two orchestras, one in the Exchange and one

in the ball room, will furnish instrumental music. Punch will

be served from a table in the west sotarium. The reception

will be followed bv informal dancing.

M. M. ASSOCIATION OFFICERS FOR 1910-1911.

President—C. E. Fuller, A. G. M., U. P.

First Vice-President—H. T. Bentley, A. S. M. P., C. &
N. W.

Second Vice-president—D. F. Crawford, G. S. M. P., Penna.

Lines.

Third Vice-President—T. Rumney, M. S., Erie.

Treasurer—Angus Sinclair.

Execuvive Members—T. H. Curtis, S. M., L. & N.; G. W.
Wildin, M. S., N. Y. N. H. & H.; F. F. Gaines. S. M. P., C. of

G.; C. A. Seley, M. E., C. R. I. & P.; J. F. Walsh, S. M. P.,

C. & O.; D. R. MacBain, S. M. P.. L. S. & M. S.

Secretary—Jos. W. Taylor.
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STANDING COMMITTEES.

Advisory Technical.— G. W. Wildin (Chairman), M. S., N. Y.

N. H. & H.; A. W. Gibbs, G, S. M. P., Penna. R. R.; W. A.

Nettleton, G. S. M. P., C. R. T. & P.

Revision of Standards.—T. W. Demarest (Chairman), S. M.
P., Penna. Lines; J. D. Harris, H. T. Bentley, A. S. M. P..

C. & N. W.
Mechanical Stokers.—T. Rumney (Chairman), M. S., Erie;

E. D. Nelson, Engr. Tests, Penna. R. R.; C. E. Gossett, M.

M., M. & St. L.; J. A. Carney, S. S., C. B. & Q.; T. O. Sechrist.

M. M., C. N. O. & T. P.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

Smoke Preventing Devices for Firing up Locomotives at

Terminals.—E. W. Pratt (Chairman), A. S. M. P., C. & N. W.;

J C. Mengel, M. M., Penna. R. R.; R. W. Bell, S. M., I. C;

J. B. Kilpatrick, A. S. M. P., C. R. I. & P.; E. F. Jones. M. M.,

C. & W. I.

Best Construction of Locomotive Frames.—H. T. Bentley

(Chairman), A. S. M. P., C. & N. W.; F. J. Cole, C. E. E.,

American Locomotive Co.; L. H. Fry, Baldwin Locomotive

Works; G. S. Edmonds, M. M., D. & H.; E. D. Bronner,

S. M. P., M. C.

Main and Side Rods.—W. F. Kiesel, Jr., A. M. E., Penna.

R. R.; H. Bartlett, G. S. M. P., B. & M.; G. Lanza. Mass.

Institute of Technology; H. B. Hunt, American Locomotive

Co.; W. E. Dunham, Supervisor M. P. & M., C. & N. W.
Piston & Cross Heads.—J. A. McRae (Chairman), M. E.,

M. C; H. C. May, M. M., L. & N.; R. L. Ettenger, C. M. E.,

Southern; B. P. Flory, S. M. P., N. Y. O. & W.
Repair Equipment for Roundhouses.—C. H. Quereau (Chair-

man), Supt. E. E., N. Y. C. & H. R.; W. H. Fetner, M. M., C.

of Ga. ; H. P. Meredith, A. E. M. P., Penna. R. R. ; A. G. Trum-
bull, A. M. S., Erie; J. A. Carney, S. S., C. B. & Q.

Water Treatment.—H. E. Smith (Chairman), (Themist, L.

S. & M. S.; L. H. Turner, S. M. P., P. & L. E.; F. O. Bun-
nell, Engr. Tests, C. R. L & P.; J. J. Conners, M. M.. C. M.
& St. P.; J. E. Mechling, M. M., Vandalia.

Lubrication of Locomotive Cylinders.—C. H. Rae (Chair-

man), G. M. M., L. & N.; T. R. Cook, A. E. M. P., Penna.

Lines; P. M. Hammett, S. M. P., Maine Central; S. T. Park,

S. M. P., C. & E. L; J. F Walsh, S. M. P., C. & O.; Jos.

Chidley, M. M.. L. S. & M. S.; J. F. DeVoy, M. E., C. M.
& St. P.

Consolidation.—D. F. Crawford (Chairman), G. S. M. P.,

Penna. Lines; H. H. Vaughan, Asst. to V. P., C. P.; G. W.
Wildin, M. S., N. Y. & H.

Safety Valves.—F. M. Gilbert (Chairman), M. E., N. Y. C.

& H. R.; L B. Thomas, M. M., Penna R. R.; W D. Robb,
Supt., Grand Trunk; M. H. Wickhorst, Engr. Tests, C. B. &
Q.; W. J. Tollerton, A. G. S. M. P.. C. R. 1. & P.

Safety Appliances.—T H. Curtis (Chairman), S. M., L. &
N.; M. K. Barnum, G. S. M. P., L C; C. B Young, M E.,

C. B. & Q.

Design. Construction and Inspection of Locomotive Boil-

ers.—C. A. Seley (Chairman), M. E., C. R. L & P.; T. H.

Curtis, S. M., L. & N.; D. R. McBain, S. M. P., L. S. & M. S.;

C. E. Chambers, M. M., C. R. R. of N. J.; D. F. Crawford.

G. S. M. P.. Penna. Lines; F H. Clark, G. S. M. P.. B. & O.:

R. E. Smith, G. S. M. P., A. C. L.

Contour of Tires.—W. C. A. Henry (Chairman), S. M. P.,

Penna Lines; J. A. Pilcher, M. E., N. & W.: O. C. Crom-
well, M. E., B. & O.; A. C. Adams, M. M., N Y. N. H. & H.;

O. M. Foster, M. M.. L. S. & M. S.

Steel Tires.—L. R. Johnson (Chairman), A. S. M. P., C. P.;

J. R. Onderdonk. Engr Tests, B. & O.; C. H. Hogan, D. S.

M. P., N. Y. C. & H. R.; R. L. Ettenger. C. M. E., Southern.

Flange Lubrication.—M. H. Haig (Chairman), M. E., A.

T. & S. F.; T. W. Heintzleman, S. M. P., S. P.; D. J. Red-

ding, M. M., P. & L. E.

Minimum Requirements for Headlights.—D. F. Crawford
(Chairman), G. S. M. P.. Penna. Lines; A. R. Ayers. A. M. M.,

L. S. & M. S.; C. H. Rae, G M. M., L. & N.; F. H. Scheffer,

S. M., N. C. & St. L.; Jos. Roberts, M. M., U. P.; Wm. Moir,

M. S., Minn. & Int.

HE ANNUAL BALL GAME.

Tlie annual ball game will take place at the Inlet Park
grounds Saturday afternoon. Eastern and Western teams,
composed of both railway men and supply men, will play.

The captains will be: Western team, Harry S. Hammond,
Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh; Eastern team, Fred
M. Nellis, Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Boston. The
umpires will be: For Western team, H. E. Passmore, division

master mechanic, Toledo & Ohio Central; for Eastern team,
W. E. Cade, Frank A. Barbey Company, Boston.

The rules governing eligibility for players which have been
prepared by the base ball committee definitely state just what
qualification's are necessary. They are as follows:

(1) Teams to be composed of 12 men in uniforms—8 rail-

way supply men, 4 railway men.

(2) Supply men must be in the sales department, or those
who call on railways or car companies and solicit business.

(3) No one who is in the shop end alone shall be allowed
to play.

(4) No one to be allowed to play who comes to Atlantic

City for the base ball game alone. He must be in attendance
as a representative of a supply company and registered a«

such.

(5) Railway men to play must be members of either the

M. M. or M. C. B. Association. Men working in the shops
cannot play.

(6) Members' names and occupations, firm and railway
names included, to be submitted to J. Will Johnson, chairman
of the entertainment committee.

(7) If for any reason a change in team is necessary, names
shall be submitted and passed upon by the sub-chairman of

the base ball game, as well as J. Will JohU'Son.

(8) No player shall be eligible who has not been employed
as salesman for at least one year by a railway supply com-
pany, or who has not been a member of the M. M. or M. C. B.

Association for at least one year.

(9) No variation from these rules will be permitted.

(10) Pittsburgh, Pa., will be in the Western territory, and
Bufifalo, N. Y.. in thc' Eastern.

The base ball committee is composed as follows: Charles A.
Knill, chairman; Fred M. Nellis, Thomas Farmer, Jr., Herbert
Green, W. S. Furry, Frank Martin, Harry S. Hammond.

PROGRESS IN LOCOMOTIVE SUPERHEATING.

Since the 1910 convention of the Master Mechanics' As-
sociation, the number of locomotives using highly super-

heated steam has rapidly increased. A year ago, there were
approximately 6,000 locomotives in the world equipped with

superheaters of which less than 1,000 were in use on Ameri-
can railways. Today there are approximately 9,0(X) engines

so equipped, either in operation or under construction, of

which nearly 2,000 are being used on the railways of this

continent.

In England and on the continent the fire-tube superheater

is used to the practical exclusion of all other d«signs. From
a theoretical point of view this type seems to oflFer more of

the advantages, with few, if any, of the disadvantages found

in many of the other types, which were tried experimentally

for a short time and then abandoned. In this country a

somewhat similar experience has been had, and the type of

superheater so extensi'evly used abroad has come prominently

to the front within the period mentioned. A survey of the

last year's production of locomotives shows that there was
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a predominating use of tlu- liro-Uil)c design, and its aduiitiDU

strongly cH)nlirnis tlic claims ma<lo for its cfluitMicy ami
simplicity.

There has been a remarkable aijplication of highly super-

heated steam to the larger and more powerful tyi)es of en-

gines commonly used in this country. This is particularly

true of the Mallet type, for a large number of engines of

this class, built during the last twelve months have been
equipped with superheaters, the majority of these being of

the fire-tube type arranged to superheat the steam about 200
deg. before its passage to the high pressure cylinders. A
number of engines have been •equipped with intermediate

or receiver, superheaters, intended to superhat the steam
before its entrance to the low pressure cylinders only, the

high pressure engine using saturated steam.

The tendency in the past year has been particularly rapid

toward the use of highly superheated steam as compared
with moderately or slightly superheated steam which had
been used in a number of earlier installations. Experience
has shown that a number of the anticipated troubles with

highly superheated steam have failed to materialize under
actual service conditions, with the result that steam superheated

to 200 deg. or 250 deg. has been accepted by a large majority
of railway men as best suited to meet the requirements.

The theoretical advantages of steam superheated this much
have been, of course, universally admitted, but anticipation

of operating troubles has, previous to the past year, held

back a number of those who admitted its great possibilities.

Now that it has been shown that these troubles can be, and
have been avoided, it is safe to predict that its use will be
taken up in an increasing degree.

The w-ide extent to which highly superheated steam has

been applied is shown by the following list of roads which
have applied superheaters and the number and types of

engines in operation or under construction:

Number of Superheater Type
Locomotives Ordered. of

Engine. -

Baltimore and Ohio 10 0-8^8^0

Boston & Albany... 1 2 6-6.2
Boston & Albany 10 .4-6-2
Canadian Pacific About 125
Chesapeake & Ohio 24 2-6-6-2

.

Chesapeake & Ohio 1 4-6-2 '

Chesapeake & Ohio 2 4-?-'2

Chicago & Alton ' 20 2-8-2

Chicago & North Western • 25 • 4-6-2
Chicago & North Western 30 2-8-0
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.. 2 4-6-2

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville 1 ,4-6-2

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul '2 4-6-0

Chicago, Milwkauee & St. Paul 5 2-8-0

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific SO 4-6-2

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha... 6 4-6-0

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha. . . 2 4-6-2

Delaware & Hudson 1 2-8-0

Delaware & Hudson 1 • • • 4-6-0

Delaware & Hudson 4 0-8-8-0

Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific 5 2-8-0

Erie 1 4-6-2

Florida East Coast 5 4-6-2

Illinois Central 40 2-8-2

Illinois Central 5 4-6-2

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern ,... 20 4-6-2

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern 10 2-8-0

Minneapolis, St. Paul & S. Ste. Marie 21 2-8-0

Minneapolis, St. Paul & S. Ste. Marie 16 4-6-2

Missouri, Kansas & Texas 7 4-6-2

Northern Pacific 18 4-6-2

New York Central & Hudson River 31 4-6-2

New York Central & Hudson River 25 2-6-6-2

Pennsylvania Railroad 2 4-6-2

Pennsylvania Railroad 1 2-8-8-2

Pittsburgh and Lake Erie 5 4-6-0

Pere Marquette 25 2-8-0

Pere Marquette 5 4-6-2

St. Louis & San Francisco 12 2-8-0

Seaboard Air Line 1 4-6-2

Seaboard Air Line 1 2-8-0

Southern 58 2-8-2

Southern 2 4-6-2

Another line from the station of Cholm on the Privislinsk

Railway to the station of Tchernui Ostroflf on the South

Western Railway: total, with branch, 210 miles. The con-

struction or cost of the first line is estimated at $23,500,000,

and of the second at $17,500,000. The committee will decide on

the desirableness of these lines at a subsequent session.

E. L. Adreon.

President.

RAILWAY SUPPLY MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

Section 1, Article II, of the by-laws of the Railway Supp'y
ManufacUuers' Association says: "The government and
niaMagcmcut of Die affairs of the association shall be vested
in an executive conmiillce vvhicli ^liall be elected from among
the members of the

association or the regu-

larly designated repre-

sentatives of members."

The executive com-

mittee is composed of

the president, the vice-

president, the treasurer,

and nine others ; all

twelve representing the

seven geographical dis-

tricts into which the

United States is divided

by the by-laws.

The president, E. L.

Adreon, is first vice-

president of the Ameri-

can Brake Company, St.

Louis, and has been

identified with that con-

cern and with the West-

inghouse Air Brake

Company for the last 23

years. Mr. Adreon was
born in St. Louis on December 23, 1847, and was educated at

Wyman's University. At the age of 30 he was elected comp-

troller of the city of St. Lou's, and served two terms, of four

years each. In 1887 Mr. Adreon was made secretary and

treasurer of the American Brake Company, becoming general

manager a year later. In addition to his duties as vice-president

of the American Brake Company, he finds titne to fill the

offices of southwestern manager of the Westinghouse Air

Brake Company and

Westinghouse Traction

Brake Company, and is

secretary and treasurer

of the Westinghouse

.Automatic Air & Steam

Coupler Company; presi-

dent of the Emery Pneu-

matic Lubricator Com-
pany, and vice-president

of the Broadway Sav-

ings Ti-ust Company, St.

Louis.

B. E. D. Stafford, vice-

president, is general

manager of the Flannery

Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., and knows
more about staybolts in

a minute than most men
do in a year. "Staflf"

was born in Brooklyn,

N. Y., in 1866, and was

educated in the public

and night schools. When but 15 years old he took up patent

office drawing, and soon became an expert penman. In order

to better himself for mechanical drawing Mr. Stafford de-

cided to get some practical knowledge of the machine, tool and

screw making trades ; and within a few years ranked as one of

the few expert operators in America of the universal type of mill-

ing machine and the automatic screw machine. At the age of

21 he was made foreman of the tool shop of a large manu-

facturer of cotton machinery at Hopedale, Mass., and built

B. E. D. Stafford.

Vice-President.
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Charles P. Storrs. Edward M. Grove. W. W. Rosser.

L. R. Phillips.

Chairijwn. Exhibit Committee.

Albert C. Ashton.

Chainnan, finance Committee.

E. H. Walker.

Chainnan. Badge Committee.

Arthur C. Langston. J. R. Blakeslee. Lucian C. Brown.

Members of the Executive Committee of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
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Herbert I. Lord,

Treasurer.

iiio.st ol llic aiiloinatK- luacliiiuTy for llu- plant. Later

hf became a spcciali.st in reducing shop costs; and

in 1895 was cnRaRcd by H. M. Jones & Company

to demonstrate ibe nses of self hardening: steels. Five years

later be wa> iiiiiilnyed as a staybolt iron salesman by tbe

Kwald Iron Company.

In tbe fall of WM Mr.

StalTord was en.naKed by

ibe I'Maiinery lk>ll Com-

pany to develop and

market tbe Tate lle\il)le

staybolt for looomoti\e

tirebox service. Durinj>

tbe more tban six years

liiat lu- bas been ideuti-

tieil witb tbat concern,

Mr. StalTi rd bas done

mncb to advance tbe

metbods of locomotive

firebox construction.

Tbe treasurer of the

association, H. I. Lord,

is general manager of

sales of the Detroit

Lubricator Company, De-

troit, Mich. Mr. Lord

was born in Boston,

Mass., September 17,

1875, graduated at high

school in 1894, and studied at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology for three years. In May, 1897. he left college to

accept employment with the Boston branch of the American

Radiator Company; and after serving as manager of the special-

ties department and, later, superintendent of western branches

of thai concern, he resigned at the end of 1906 to take the posi-

t'on he now occupies.

John D. Conway, secretary, while not a member of the

executive committee, devotes all of his time to the affairs

of the association, with

ofifice in t he Oliver

Building, Pittsburgh.

Pa. Mr. Conway was

born in Beaver County,

Pennsylvania, Decem-
ber 15, 1863. At an

early age he learned

telegraphy, and before

reaching his majority

he had worked for the

Pennsylvania Lines at

Newburg, Ohio, for

some two years. In

1885 he was employed

by the Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie as a tele-

graph operator, and

was soon after trans-

ferred to the mechan-

ical department, where

he served for nearly 20

years as assistant to

the superintendent of

motive power. Mr. Conway was secretary of the Railway
Club of Pitsburgh from 1901 to 1909.

The pictures of the nine members of the executive com-
mittee who are not ofificers appear on a preceding page.

The seven geographical districts are made up as follows:

First District (New England states).—One member, Al-

bert C. Ashton, Ashton Valve Company, Boston, Mass.

Second District (N'ew York and New Jersey).—Three

members, Charles P. Storrs, Storrs Mica Company, Owego,

J. D. Conway,

Sccretarv.

N. Y.; I'-. 11. Walker, Sland.ird Coupler Company, New York
City, and Lucian C. lirown, United Lciuipiiienl C()iiii)any,

New York City.

Third District ( I'ennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Dis-

trict of Columbia and West Virginia).—Two members, B. E.

1). Stafford. I'lannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and
K. M. Grove, McConway & Torley Company, Pitsburgh, Pa.

Idurtb District (Ohio), Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky and
Tennessee).—Two members, M. I. Lord, Detroit Lubricator

Company, Detroit, Mich., and j. R. Blakeslee, Ajax Manu-
facturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

K. M. Grove, McConway & Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Fourth District (Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky and

Tennessee).—Two members, H. I. Lord, Detroit Lubricator

Company, Detroit, Mich., and J. R. lilakcslee, Ajax Manufac-

turing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Fifth District (Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota).

—

Two members, L. R. Phillips, National Tube Company, Chi-

cago, 111., and W. W. Rosser, T. H. Symington Company,
Chicago, 111.

Sixth District (Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Mississippi).—One member,

A. C. Langston, Jenkins Brothers, Atlanta, Ga.

Seventh District (states west of the Mississippi River, in-

cluding Louisiana, but excepting Iowa and Minnesota).—One
member, E. L. Adreon, American Brake Company, St. Louis,

Mo. It will be noted that the seven Geographical Districts

as given above are quite unequal in size.

With each annual meeting four members of the executive

committee retire and their successors are elected for three-

year terms. Messrs. Grove, Stafford, Phillips and Langston

will retire at the close of this convention; Messrs. Ashton,

Storrs, Lord and Adreon have one more year to serve, while

Messrs. Blakeslee, Brown, Rosser and Walker will -remain in

ofifice until 1913.

While the executive committee is responsible for the con-

duct of the supplymen's interest in these conventions, the

degree of success with which the executive committee's plans

meet depends to a quite large extent on the several working

committees. This year's committee's are:

ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE.

J. Will Johnson (chairman), Pyl-e-National Electric Head-

light Company, Chicago; Ross F. Hayes, Curtain Supply

Company, New York

;

W. J. Walsh, Galena-

Signal Oil Company,

Chicago; H. E. Oester-

reich, Wendall & Mac-

Dufifie, New York ; Philip

J. Mitchell, Philip S.

Justice & Company, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. ; Leonard

J. Hibbard, L. J. Hib-

bard & Company, New
York

; J. C. Younglove,

H. W. Johns-Manville

Company, Chicago ;

Thomas Farmer, Jr.,

Consolidated Car Heat-

ing Company, New
York; E. S. Toothe,

Nathan Manufacturing

Company, New York;

Frank Martin, Jenkins

J. Will Johnson, Brothers, New York;

Chairman, Entertainment Committee. Charles P. Wuliams,

Chicago Railway Equip-

ment Company, New York; Charles A. Knill, Charles H. Besly

& Company, Chicago ; F. B. Ernst, American Steel Foundries,

New York ; C. A. Dunkelberg, S. F. Bowser & Company, Fort
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Wayne, Ind. ; Ralph G. Coburn, Franklin Railway Supply Com-

pany, Qiicago; Edwin H. Janes, Talmage Manufacturing Com-

pany, Cleveland, O. ; H. A. Neally, Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-

pany, Boston, Mass. ; George R. Carr, Dearborn Drug & Chemical

Company, Chicago; William Miller, Adreon Manufacturing Com-

pany, Chicago; Herbert Green, Burton W. Mudge & Com-
pany. Chicago; C. W. Wardell, Welsbach Company,

Gloucester, N. J.; J. Soule Smith, American Steel Foundries,

Chicago; L. B. Sherman, Raikvay Age Gazette, Chicago;

Wi'liam S. P'urrj', Ohio Injector Company, Chicago; Fred

M. Nellis, Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Boston,

Mass
; J. P. Landreth, Garlock Packing Company, Chicago;

Harry S. Hammond, Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa. ; and E. E. Silk, Bettendorf Axle Company, Chicago.

The entertainment committee is, in turn, divided into the fol-

lowing sub-committees.

Door.-—In charge of entrance at all entertainments, Messrs.

Hayes (chairman), Knill, Williams, Green and Furry.

Marshals.—To escort officers of the two associations and their

ladies to all formal receptions and to the two balls. Messrs.

Coburn (chairman), James, Landreth and Nealley.

Social Squad.—To look after the comfort of the officers of

the two associations and their families, and all guests.

Messrs. Hibbard (chairman), Toothe, Dunkelberg, Martin.

Can; and Green.

M. M. Reception.—In charge of M. M. reception, Wednes-
day evening, June 14. Messrs. Toothe (chairman), Ernst,

Miller. Coburn, Oesterreich, Smith, Mitchell and Silk.

M. M. Ball.—In charge of M. M. ball, Thursday evening.

June IS. Messrs. Walsh (chairman). Farmer, Janes, Smith.
Hammond, Younglove, Miller, Mitchell, Nellis, Wardell,

Sh-erman, Ernst and Hibbard.

Afternoon Entertainments.—In charge of all afternoon enter-

tainments. Messrs. Dunkelberg (chairman), Sherman, Furry.

Martin and Landreth.

Euchre; Bridge.—In charge of card parties, Friday evening,

June 16. Messrs. Younglove (chairman), Hammond, Hayes,

Walsh, Oesterreich, Mitchell, Coburn, Carr, Landreth, Nealley,

Williams, Knill and Silk.

Base Ball—In charge of base ball game and grounds, Sat-

urday afternoon, June 17. Messrs. Knill (chairman), Nellis,

Farmer, Green, Furry, Martin and Hammond.
Vaudei'ille.—In charge of vaudeville show, Saturday even-

ing, June 17. Alessrs. Williams (chairman). Miller, Wardell.

Janes and Smith.

M. C. B. Reception.—In charge of the M. C. B. reception, on

Monday evening, June 19. Messrs. Ernst (chairman), Nellis,

Sherman, Hayes, Knill, Carr, Hammond, Walsh and
Silk.

M. C. B. Ball—In charge of M. C. B. ball, Tuesday even-

ing, June 20. Messrs. Farmer (chairman), Walsh, Ernst,

Dunkelberg, Coburn, Nealley, Landreth, Toothe, Younglove
Hibbard, Miller, Hammond and Silk.

Introduction.—To promote sociability at the two grand

balls and at all dances. Messrs. Martin (chairman). Miller.

Dunkelberg, Carr, Smith, Wardell, Coburn, Toothe, Farmer
and Sherman.

Informal Dancing.—In charge of all informal dances.

Messrs. Oesterreich (chairman), Hayes, Younglove. Hibbard,

Janes, Nellis and Furry.

Ushers.—In charge of seating guests and distributing pro-

grams at all entertainments. Messrs. Mitchell (chairman),

Nealley. Williams, Knill, Landreth, Green and Wardell.

ENROLLMENT COMMITTEE.

Oscar F. Ostby (chairman). Commercial Acetylene Com-
pany, New York; C. W. Beaver, Yale & Towne Manufacturing

Company, New York ; B. Palmer Claiborne, Dressel Railway

Lamp Works, Richmond, Va. ; R. S. Cooper. Independent Pneu-

matic Tool Company. New York ; W. S. Hammond, Jr., Con-

solidated Car Heating Company, Chicago; Arthur E. Hooven,

Railway & Eiigiuecrnig Reviczv, New York; E. W. Irwin, Oxy-
Acetylene Appliaince

Company, New York;

II. F. Jefferson. United

& Globe Rubber Manu-
facturing Companies,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; H. L.

Leach. H. W. Johns-

Manville Company, New
York ; J. G. Mowry, Pat-

ton Paint Company, New
York; C. S. Parker,

Parker Car Heating
Company, Ltd., Detroit,

Mich.; M. S. Simpson,

Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa.

;

C. L. Woodruff, Lowe
brothers Company, Chi-

cago; and C. B. Yardly,

Jr., Jenkins Brothers,

New Y'ork.

Oscar F. Ostby,

Chairman. linrulhncnt Committee.

TR.-KNSPORTATION COM-

MITTEE.

Joseph H. Kuhns
(chairman). Republic Rubber Company, Chicago; J. F.

Schurch, Railway Materials Company. Chicago: E. A. Still-

man. Watson-Stillman Company, New York: Fred Elliott,

Acme Paint Company, Detroit, Mich.; G. P. Berger, Gould
Coupler Company,
Chicago: W^illiam T.

Hawley, U. S. Light &
Heating Company, New
York; George S. Stu-

art. Franklin Manufac-

t u r i n g Company.
Franklin. Pa.: LeRoy
S. Peabody, Railway

Steel-Spring Company.
New York: G. A. Nicol,

H. W. Johns-Manville

C o m pa n y. Baltimore,

Md.: C. O. Taylor, Ball

Chemical Company,

Chicago: S. D. Gloss,

Atlantic Insulated Wire

& Cable Company. New
York: W. P. Underbill.

L. C. Chase & Com-
pany, New York: Car-

ter Blatchford, Spencer- Joseph H. Kuhns.

Otis Company. Chicago; Chci-nnau, T,ansportalion Committee.

George H. Porter.
Western Electric Company. Chicago: W. R. Parker. John

Lucas & Company. Chicago: and George W. Brown, United

E(iuipment Company, New York.

.'\llwrt C. .\shtfn (chairman), .Ashton Valve Company,

Boston. Mass.: A. C. Langston, Jenkins Brothers. Atlanta,

Ga.: and L. C. Brown. United Equipment Company, New
York.

FXH]I:IT COMMITTEE.

L. R. Phillips i^chairmanl. National Tube Company. Chi-

cago: E. H. Walker. Standard Coupler Company, New
York; and W. W. Rosser. T. H. Symington Company,

Chicago.

BADGE COMMlTTEr..

E. H. Walker (.chairman). Standard Coupler Company,

New York: E. A. Craig. Westinghou<e Air Brake Company,
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Pitt-hiirL^li, Pa.; aiul .1. Will J()liii>

IK ;ullij^lU Idnipany, C liicai^o.

Wo slunv a "lif

Pylc Nalioiial Eloclric

4001 *

si/o" result of

the work of the badge committee.

The several classes are designated

liy tile colors of the enameled por-

tKuis, as follows: Red. supplymen;

wliitc, ladies, guests of supplymen;

(lark blue, ladies, guests of railway

nu'ii; iijiht green, men's compli-

inontary; and lij?ht blue, ladies'

complimentary.

HEAVY MALLET LOCOMOTIVES; BALTIMORE & OHIO.

A still furtiicr development in the construction of Mallet loco-

motives has recently been made by the American Locomotive

Company in an order of ten locomotives built for the Balti-

more & Ohio. In 1904 this road received a Mallet of the

0-6-6-0 wheel arrangement from the same builders which was

considered an experiment, it being the first Mallet locomotive

built in tliis country. The locomotives of the last order follow

the same general design with an increase of 47 per cent, in

tractive effort and a 40 per cent, increase in weight. They are

tlie heaviest locomotives of this class that the builders have yet

Superheater Section; Baltimore & Ohio Mallet Locomotive.

made and are to be used in pusher service on the grades shown

on the accompanying profile. With a consolidation locomotive

of 40,700 lbs. tractive effort at the head of a train, the Mallets

have pushed 2,035 tons over the grades above mentioned and

have exceeded their capacity of 1,750 tons at 12 m.p.h. over these

grades by about 10 per cent. The general construction is similar

to the Mallets which were built for the Delaware & Hudson in

the early part of 1910 and which were described in the Railway

Age Gazette of May 27, 1910. Although their tractive efforts

are the same and the boilers of the later locomotives are built

lighter, their total weight is greater by some 20,000 lbs. The

chief difference between these locomotives is that the Baltimore

& Ohio Mallets have a Schmidt superheater of 38 sections.

This gives a superheating surface of 1,002 sq. ft., or an increase

jjj^^^

4
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of 400 sq. ft. of total equivalent heating surface. As in the

Delaware & Hudson order the locomotives contain a feed-water
tube sheet 54 in. back of the front tube sheet; it extends 25 in.

above the centre line of the boiler. The feed water is fed to

the boiler in front of this auxiliary tube sheet and must move up
over it before getting back into the hot part of the boiler.

It is interesting to note a few of the differences between
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llie old ami new MalU-ts for tlu.s mail In this uiiK-r the cyiin-

(liT.s weic increased to 26 in. and 41 in x i2 in. from 20 in. and

.52 in. .\ 32 in., the greatest chanRo i)ein>f in tin: low pressure

cylinders ; the boiler pressure was reduced from 235 lbs. to

210 lbs; the boiler diameter was increased to 90 in. from 84

in.; the grate area to 99.9 sq. ft. from 72.2 scj. ft. and the heat-

ing surface to 7,(U0 sq. It. from 5.5N6 sq. ft., making a decrease

in the ratio of heating surface to grate area of only 8 per cent.

One loctuiiotive of the last order is e(|uipped with the Crawford

underfeed stoker which was described in the Railway Age Gazette

of June 10, 1910. This feature increases the weight of the loco-

moti\c 7,.^(X1 lbs. and decreases the capacity of the tender

alunil 300 gallons The general dimensions and important ratios

of the locomotive equipped with the automatic stoker are as

follows :

General Data

Type 8-8-0

Service I'l ci Rlit

Fuel Bit. Coal
Tractive Rffort 105,000 lbs.

Weight in working order 468,500 lbs.

Weight of engine and tender in working order 650,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 40 ft. 8 in.

Wheel base, engfine and tender 77 ft. 2)4 in.

("ciiler boiliT, above rail 10
Top smokestack, above rail 15

Tender
'r.ink, slylf
'•Vaine 10 in. & 15
Wliri-ls, (liaincter

Journals (, in.
Water capacity 9
Coal cap.K'ity

•Total <(|uivalent licating surface equals total heating surface
sq. ft.) plus XYi times superheating surface.

ft. 1 in.

ft. 6 in.

in. chan.
. . .33 in.

X 11 in.

,200 gal.

.16 tons
(5,526.9

U. S. MAIL.

Mail addressed care (jf the secretary's office, Million Dollar

Pier, will be taken care of and delivered when called for ai

his ofiRce.

WEAR YOUR OFFICIAL BADGE.

The various coinmittees particularly desire that all members
and guests of the associations shall constantly wear their official

badges. Their purpose is to show the organization to whidh

the wearer belongs ; to insure him privileges and protection.

Profile of Grades, on Which Mallet Locomotive is Used; Baltimore & Ohio.

Ratios

Total weight h- tractive effort 4.46

Weight on drivers -^ tractive effort 4.46

Tractive effort x diam. drivers h- heating surface 1,064

Tractive effort x diam. drivers -^ equivalent heating surface 836
Total heating surface -J- grate area 55.4

Total equivalent heating surface ^- grate area 70.4

Firebox heating surface -^ total heating surface, per cent 5.81

Firebox heating surface -^ total equivalent heating surf., per cent 4.57

Weight on drivers -^ total heating surface 84.7

Weight on drivers -^ total equivalent heating surface 66.7
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft 29.95
Total heating surface -h vol. cylinders 184.5
Total equivalent heating surface -h vol. cylinders 235.

Grate area -f- vol. cylinders 3.33

Cylinders
^

Diameter 26 in. and 41 in.

Stroke 32 in.

I 'alves

Kind Piston and slide

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tire 56 in.

Driving, journals, main, diam IQi^ in. x 13 in.

Driving, journals, others, diam 10 in. x 13 in.

Boiler

Style Conical Connection
Working pressure 210 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 90 in.

Firebox, width and length '..114 in. x 126 3-16 in.

Firebox, plates, thickness Yi in.

Firebox, water space 5 in., 4 in.. & 4% in.

Tubes, number and diameter iL ci/
'"'

'
I 38—-5% in.

Tubes, number and diameter (superheater) 157—1% in.

Tubes, length 24 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 5,205.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 321.4 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 5526.9 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheating 1 ,002 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total equivalent* 7,029.9 sq. ft.

Grate area 99.9 sq. ft.

and to save him money and annoyance. Too much stress cannot

be laid upon the importance of wearing the badges at all times

and on all occasions.

GOLF.

The Country Club of Atlantic City has extended the privileges

of its club house to all members and guests of the associations

during their stay at Atlantic City. Admission to the grounds

will be by official badges. The club has also extended the use

of its links for a charge of $1 per day, and tickets may be

obtained from the store at the club. The club is located

at Northfield and cars going to it run at half-hour intervals

by the Shore Fast Line Electric, starting from Boardwalk and

Virginia avenue, and by the Atlantic City & Subifrban Traction

Company, starting from Florida avenue and Boardwalk. The
running time to the club is about 20 minutes.

BATHING ACCOMMODATIONS.

Accommodations for bathing may be had by all members and

guests of the Conventions, wearing the official badges, at the

following rates, including suits:

Reed's Baths.—(Boardwalk under Hotel Dennis) twenty-

five and fifty cents per person.

Brighton Casino.—(With indoor swimming pool) fifty cents

per person.
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Free admission will be given to BrigHton Casino (including

concert, reading and writing rooms) to members and guests

wearing official badges.

These rates apply only to those wearing official badges.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS.

Last year with an exhibit space of 71,453 sci. ft. it was nec-

essary to turn away thirty-five firms which had applied tor

space. This year the total exhibit space on the pier has been

increased about 5,000 sq. ft., but even with the increase it has

been found impossible to accommodate 70 applicants for space.

The general arrangement of the exhibit space is shown on

the accompanying diagram. There are about 260 exhibitors

this year as compared to 228 in 1910, and 200 in 1909. The

increase in space over last year is largely due to a rearrange-

ment of the booths in the Annex, including a new aisle ex-

tending between booths 528 and 660. The arrangement of the

booths and the decorations are quite similar to those of last

year.

Acme Supply Company, Chicago, 111.—Pressed steel shapes,
steel doors. Acme vestibule diaphragm, "Tuco" friction

curtain, "Tuco" pinch bar curtain, vestibule curtains and
casings, steel deck sash. Represented by H. H. Schroyer,
W. L. Conwell, R. M. Campbell, D. Dunbar and Wilson
Gephart. Spaces 571, 572.

Adams & Westlake Company, The, Chicago, 111.—Steel win-
dow frames, tram indicator lamps, car lighting fixtures,

white ajax metal washstands, signal lamps, sliding door
locks, lanterns and parcel racks. Represented by E. L.

Langworthy, F. N. Grigg, Wm. S. Hamm, Wm. J. Piersen
and George L. Walters. Space 633.

Ajax Manufacturing Company. The, Cleveland, Ohio.—Com-
plete line of machine made forgings. Represented by J. R.
Blakeslee, J. A. Murray, A. L. Guilford and Henry Gaul.
Space 315.

American Arch Company, New York. N. Y.—Security sec-

tional arches. Represented by LeGrand Parish, Chas. B.

Moore, M. C. Beymer, J. L. Nicholson and George Wag-
staff. Space 408.

American Balance Valve Company, Jersey Shore. Pa.

—

Samples and models of semi-plug piston valves, balance
slide valves and valve gear models. Represented by J. T.
Wilson, Frank Trump and C. C. Young. Space 623.

American Brake Company, The, St. Louis, Mo.—American
automatic slack adjuster, in conjunction with exhibit of

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company. Represented bv
E. L. Adreon, R. E. Adreon, F. E. Schwentler and J. A.
Hance. Spaces 27, 29, 31. 136, 138, 140, 142, 144 and 146.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, Mahwah, N.

J.—Locomotive driver brake shoes, flanged brake shoes
for steel tired and rolled steel wheels, unflanged brake
shoes for cast iron wheels, combination driver brake
heads and reinforcing parts which go with these shoes.
Represented by W. G. Pearce, W. S. McGowan, F. L.

Gordon, J. B. Terbell, F. W. Sargent, E. L. Janes, A. H.
Elliot. E. B. Smith, R. C. Augur. G. R. Law, T. H. Yardley.
F. H. Coolidge, R. E. Holt. W. L. Boyer. L. R. Dewey and
J. G. Tawse. Space 410.

American Car Sz Foundry Comranv. New York. N. Y.,

will have booths Nos. 609 and 610 for social purposes
only. Represented bv Scott H. Blewett. L. W. Martin.
W;. A. Williams. C. D. Terrell, Olive Runnells. Willaim C.
Dickerman. John McEwen Ames. Clark D. Eaton. A. E.
Ostrander and William F. Lowry. Spaces 609, 610.

American Engineer & Railr^^.-id To'-rnal. New York, N. Y'.

—

Samples of publication. Represented by J. S. Bonsall. E.
A. Averill, R. H. Rogers and F. H. Thompson. Space 22.

American Locomotive Comnanv. New York, N. Y.—Recep-
tion booth with photographs of locomotives. Repres'cnted
bv Tames McNaughton. H. F. Ball. G. M. Basford, T- D.
Sawyer. J. E. Dixon. W. P. Steele, H. B. Hunt and "Wm.
Dalton. Spaces 422. 424

American Mason Safetv Trend Companv Boston, Mass.

—

Safety treads, safetv c""" ';ten and Karhol'th flo'^ring.

Represented by Henry C. King. L. H. Myrick. M. H. Eddy.
Space 544.

American Nut & Bolt Fastener Companv, Pittsburgh. Pa.

—

Bartley fasteners, new Bartlev self-locking fasteners, new
Bartley nut. bolt and bond wire fasteners. Represented bv
T\Tilton Bartley. Edwin M. Wnite, Christopher Murphy
and Robert Spencer. Space 320.

American Radiator Company, Chicago, 111.—Radiators, boil-
ers, heaters for cars, tanks, shops and depots; special
valves, regulators, regitherms, steam and hot water heating
and ventilating apparatus. Represented by Jas. H. Davis,
T. H. Huddlcton, J. H. Ives and F. C. Reeder. Spaces
300, 302 and 304.

American Roiled Gold Leaf Company, Providence, R. I.—Gold
leaf for car striping. Space 23.

American Steel Foundries, New York, N. Y.—Andrews side
frames, cast steel bolsters. Simplex bolsters, brake beams,
Davis cast steel wheels, Simplex couplers, Susemihl roller side
bearings, springs and miscellaneous castings. Represented by
William V. Kelley, R. P. Lamont, George E. Scott, R H
Ripley, W. J. Lynch, J. C. Davis, T. D. Kelley, J. V. Bell,
G. F. Slaughter, W. Ross Gravener, George C. Murray, Theo-
dore Cook, P. J. Kalman, D. T. Harris, J. W Dalman, A. R
Brunker, W. A. Bianchard, A. S. Crozier, t. H. Hopkirk,
W. M. Rogovine, R. E. Janney, P. M. Armendariz, G. G.
Floyd, F. B. Ernst, C. E. Bauer, J. Soule Smith, and Louis
E. Jones. Space 168.

American Tool Works Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Motor
driven 24-in. "American" High Duty Engine Lathe, 24-in.
Back Geared Crank Shaper, 3-ft. Back Geared Radial and
6-ft. Triple Geared Plain Radial. Represented by J. B. Doan,
Herman W. Schatz, Edward Connors and Frank Schweer.
Spaces 105, 107 and 109.

American Vanadium Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—\'anadium ores
and alloys. Vanadium steels, both wrought and cast; and
vanadium cast iron. Specimens of vanadium steel and iron.
Locomotive parts such as side rods, piston rods, crank pins,
axles, frames, springs, tires, wheels, Jubes, safe ends, cylin-
ders, bushings and piston rings. Vanadium steel and iron
automob-le parts, such as crankshafts, gears, axles, frames.
springs, steering arms, cylinders, etc. Vanad'um machinery
steels; vanadium h gh speed tool steels. A large vanadium
cast steel yoke, tested by the government, several of which are
to be used on the Panama canal. Represented by Jas. J.
Flannery, Jos. M. Flannery, Geo. L. Norris, C. L Hastings,
W. J. Bird, Geo. E. Lees and E. M. Mcllvain, Pres.. The
Universal Vandium Company. Space 211.

Anchor Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Fibre packing and
mechanical rubber goods. Tauril sheet packing, throttle and
air pump packing. Represented by L. E. Adams, W. R. Hag-
gart. Chas. Barnes. B. J. Miller, H. T. Helmer, W. R. Green.
E. Swiler, J. E. Edmonds, Bert Adams, John Cropp, Wm.
Jones and J. H. Murray. Space 428.

Armstrong-Blum Manufacturing Company. Chicago. 111.
—"Mar-

vel" automatic high speed saws and. hack saws. Represented
by Francis J. Blum and George J. Blum. Space 125.

Armstrong Bros. Tool Company. Ch cago. 111.—Grinding ma-
chines, tool holders, ratchet drills, lathe dogs, clamps. Repre-
sented by James W. Barber and Paul Armstrong. Space
127.

Atlas Car & Manufacturing Company, Cleveland. Ohio.—Two
cars. Represented by T. A. Mathews. Space, on track.

Automatic Ventilator Com; any. New York, N. Y.—Full size

and miniature demonstrating models. Represented by
George H. Ford. Frank A. Barbey, L. J. Hibbard and W. J.

Fleming. Jr. Space 317.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel;-hia. Pa.—Jointly occu-
pying si:ace nine with The Standard Steel Works Com-
pany as an office for pier headquarters. Represented by
Grafton Greenough, Edward B. Halsey. Charles Riddell.

George F. Jones, Fred W. Weston and Carl H. Peterson.
Space 9,

Perry Brothers, Limited, Detroit, Mich.—Railroad varnishes,
fossil gums, including Kauri, Zanzibar and Manilla copals,

shellacs, crude and bleached; finished natural wood panels,

rinished coach panels in colors and finished metal panels,

showing coach finishing, and rubbing varnishes, locomotive
black, locomotive fin'shing, coach and freight car japans,
band rail black, smoke stack black, front end black, etc.

Re- resented by D. W. H. Moreland. H. P. Stenhenson,
George M. Kerr, James S. Stevenson and Walter E. Paye.
Space 36.

Besly & Company. Charles H.. Chicago. 111.—New Besly
tatern makers' disc grinder, helmet spiral circles, temper
ta' s. oil and babbitt. Represented bv Charles A. Knill,

William A. Allen and Edward P. Welles. Space 166.

Bettendorf Axle Company, Bettendorf. Iowa—One fiftv-ton

caracity single center s'll underframe and trucks, one forty-

ton ca-acity double center sill underframe and trucks, ow
Bettendorf truck and truck l^olster Represented by J. W
Retcndorf. J, H. Bendixen G. N. Caleb. F. K. Shults, A. F
Mar-herson. E. E S'lV W. G. Random. J. G. Hope. C. J
\v rip^en pnd C G. c--,.ioo Soaf<'s '^^ ntid ?10.

rird &• Company. J. A. & W.. Boston, Mass.—Rex refrigerator
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car frit, frciKlil car roolinK, iiisiilatii)ii, Ripoliu ciiaincl paint

Kt'l)it.'Si'iitctl by F. E. Cooper. Si)acc 618-020.

Bowser & Co., Inc., S. !•'., l''t. Wayne, liul.—Oil .storage

systems compete, loiif^ distance self-measuring i)umps,
l)ower punii)s, automatic reKi-^trriu).? oil meters, filtering

sj'stems for lubricating oils, oil storage tanks of all sizes

and shapes, with pumps ft)r handling and measuring all

kinds of lubricating, i)aint and other oils, including gaso-
lene, etc., suitable for storehouses, machine and paint
shops, round hous<?s, engine rooms, signal towers, auto-
mobile garages. Represented By C. A. Dunkelberg, W. T.

Simpson. F. T. Hyndman and E. H Barnes. This company is

exhibiting at space 30.

Buckeye Steel L'astings Company, The, Columbus, Ohio.

—

"Huckeye" cast steel bolsters and side frames, cast steel

journal boxes, pivoted coupler yoke and '"Major" car coup-
lers. Represented by S. P. Bush, J. C. Whitridge, C. B.

Goodspeed, Geo. Groobey, A. H. Thomas, F. L. Allcott
and G. T. Johnson. Space 661.

Buffalo Brak« Beam Company, New York, N. Y.—Brake
beams for all classes of cars, locomotives and electric

equipment, meeting Master Car Builders' standards and
raihvaj' companies' requirements. Represented by S. A.
Crone, Edwin Strassburger, Thomas E. Carliss, Roland
C. Eraser and C. E. Barrett. Space 418.

Bullard Machine Tool Company, The, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

42 in. vertical turret lathe, maxi-mill type, and, 64 in.

maxi-mill; both in operation. Represented by E. P. Bull-

ard, Jr., S. H. Bullard, J. W. Bray, D. B. Bullard, R. H.
Snider, J. H. Van Yorx and Wm. B. Price. This company is

exhibiting at space 100.

Burroughs Adding Machine Company, Detroit, Mich.—Bur-
roughs adding machines. Represented by F. A. Willard
and Ward Gavett. Spaces 327, 329 and 331.

Buyers' Index Company, Chicago. 111.—Railway supply index-

catalogue and purchasing agents' buying list. Represented by
H. E. Frame, Lloyd Simpson and Alex. Smith. Space 646.

Camel Company. Chicago, 111.—Security door fixtures for auto-

mobile cars, stock cars, coke cars, ventilated box cars, furni-

ture cars and plain box cars. Represented by T. M. Hopkins,
P. M. Elliott and W. W. Darrow. Space 595.

Carborundum Company, The, Niagara Falls, N. Y.-^Carborun-
dum grinding wheels, aloxite grinding wheels, aloxite and car-

borundum cloth, carborundum brand garnet paper, carborun-

dum and aloxite grains, carborundum fire sand for furnace

lining. The grinding wheels will be demonstrated on grinding

machines under actual shop conditions. Represented by
George R. Rayner. R. S. Marvin, R. H. Hogg, C. C. Lathrop,

W. C. Rankine and C. C. Schumaker. This company is exhibit-

ing at spaces 102 and 104.

Carev Company, Philip, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Special application of

asbestos and magnesia to railway use, insulating paper, car

roofing, sill covering, roofing for round houses, train pipe

covering, lagging. Represented bv D. R. Warfield, N. S. Ken-
ney and G. A. Huggins. Space 577.

Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Schoen steel wheels

for engine truck, tender, passenger train car, freight car and
street car service; three sets high record service wheels mounted
on axles ; slick gear blanks, cut and uncut ; nickel plated sam-
ples of structural shapes and plates ; concrete reinforcing bars

and other bar mill products ; rails, ties and track accessories

;

nickel plated and full size samples of United States steel

sheet piling and symmetrical interlock channel bar piling;

kegs hooped with patent steel hoops ; track bolts and spikes

;

soft welding and threading steel for locomotive and car parts,

frame bolts, motion pins, nuts, etc., pieces tested and not

tested ; standard steam railway track on steel cross ties fitted

with Duquesne joints; portable track made of light rails and
steel cross ties ; vanadium steel locomotive springs and locomo-
tive side rods, vanadium steel wheel, vanadium steel street car

axle and miscellaneous samples of vanadium steel parts.

Represented by John C. Neale, W. G. Clyde, John McLeod,
I. W. Jenks, L. C. Bihler, R. B. Woodworth, N. M. Hench,
H. W. Maxson, Lee H. Bowman, George F. Goddard, F. C.

Deming, Charles C. Cluff, B. S. Yarnall, W. N. Jeffress, H.
W. Summers, Walter C. Scott, F. E. Spencer, C. B. Friday, John
Hornbrook, K. E. Porter, W. H. H. Carhart and L. S. Sitts.

Spaces 411, 551 and 552.

Carter Iron Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Carter special stay-

bolt, bar iron, iron chains and ball-bearing chains. Repre-
sented by R. A. Carter, Christopher Murphy, H. C. McNair,
N. S. Faucett and Henry F. Gilg. Space 32.

Chase & Co., L. C, Boston Mass.—-Goat branch car plushes

in plain and prize effects. Angora mohair showing process
of manufacture. Chase's car seat duck. Represented by
R. R. Bishop, Jr., and W. P. tinderhill. Space 10.

Chicago Car Heating Company, Chicago, 111.—Car heating
apparatus. Represented by E. H. Gold, E. E. Smith, J.

Vogel, F. F. Coggin, ]\. A. Keeler, A. G. Uelany and E.
A. Schreiber. Spaces 224, 226, 228 and 230.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.—Pneumatic
tools, hammers and appliances, compressors and electric
drills. Represented by Thomas Aidcorn. W. P. Pressingcr,
C. E. Walker, James McCabe, G. A. I'.arden, Geo. A. Rees,
L. Summers and II. Kimman. Space 648.

Chicago Railway Iiquipment Company, Chicago, 111 —Brake
beams of the "P C" creco "E L" creco, diamond specia',
diamond, national hollow, sterlingworth, ninety six. Mon-
arch and special types monitor bolsters, creco roller side
bearings, brake slack adjuster, journal box and lid. Auto-
matically adjustable brake heads, removable leg brake head.
Creco sliding third point brake beam support. Repre-
sented by E. B. Leigh, Arthur Wyman, F. T. DeLong, B.
F. Pilson, Raymond H. Pilson, G. N. Sweringen, C. P.
Williams, Edwin F. Leigh, Ralph Wiggin and Chas. A.
Maher. Spaces 585, 586, 587 and 588.

Chicago Steel Car Company, Chicago, 111.—Models of steel
underframes and tank cars. Represented by J. E. Chisholm
and H. C. Priebe. Space 520.

Chicago Varnish Company, Chicago, 111.—Car sides, showing
application of "Ce Ve" process of quick painting of cars.
Represented by O. H. Morgan, Geo. S. Bigelow, Fred L.
Olds and B. K. Buckman, Jr. Spaces 546 and 626.

Chisholm & Moore Manufacturing Company, The, Cleveland,
Ohio.—Chain hoists and trolleys. Represented by H. E.
Dickerman. Space 163.

Cleveland Twist Drill Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.—A drill

press in operation giving practical demonstration of Cleve-
land high speed drills and reamers. Also exhibit typical of

our complete line of small tools. Represented by E. C. Peck,
A. L. Beardsley, W. E. Caldwell and R. D. Botley. Space
123.

Cochrane-Bly Company, Rochester, N. Y.—One No. 6 8 in.

capacity cold saw cutting-off machine, one No. 2 4]^ in.

capacity cold saw cutting-off machine, one No. 11 automatic
saw sharpener, one No. 2 die filing machine. Represented
by R. B. Dow. Space 147.

Coe Brass Manufacturing Company, The, Ansonia, Conn.

—

Extruded metals in great variety of intricate designs for

car trimming and ornamentation; also for use in electrical

apparatus, art metal work, etc. Represented by Arthur S.

Brown. William W. Cotter and William H. Rippere.
Space 518.

Coe Manufacturing Company, W. H., Providence, R. I.

—

Coe's XX ribbon gold leaf, Coe's ribbon aluminum leaf,

gilding wheels and gilding brushes. Represented by E. J.

Arlein, Benj. A. Smith and Stuart H. Swallow. Space 328.

Colonial Steel Company, Pittsburgh,. Pa.—High speed tool

steel and tools made from same. Represented by H. C.

Poole and C. E. Bulings. Space 369.

Commercial Acetylene Company, The, New York, N. Y.—Acet-
ylene car lighting equipment, acetylene locomotive head-

light equipment, acetylene signal equipment, acetylene

marine signal with sun valve, acetylene tanks for welding,

tank cut open showing asbestos packing. Represented by
F. A. Barbey. H. G. Doran, R. J. Faure, O. F. Ostby, E. T.

Sawyer and R. B. Steward. Spaces 201, 203, 205 and 207.

Commonwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.—Catalogues,

photographs. Represented by H. M. Pflager, George E.

Howard, Boone V. H. Johnson and Frank S. Barks.

Space 313.

Consolidated Car Heating Company, Albany, N. Y.—Steam
traps, end valves, inlet valves, thermostatic control of

steam heat, steam couplers, electric heaters. Represented
by Cornell S. Hawley, Thomas Farmer, Jr._. W. S. Ham-
mond, Jr., and H. L. Hawley. This company is exhibiting at

spaces 579 and 580.

Cooper-Hewitt Electric Company, Hoboken, N. J.—With the

Westinghousc Air Brake Company. Spaces 27, 29, 136,

138, 140, 142, 144 and 146.

Crane Company, Chicago, 111.—Locomotive safety valves, loco-

motive blow off valves, ash pan blower valves, special loco-

motive cab valves. Crane system of steam traps, non- and

direct return for returning the condensation to boiler, motor

operated steel gate valves for superheater steam, special ferro

steel gate valves with clean-out pocket for creosote and zinc-

chloride for timber treating plants. Crane railroad unions,

malleable and cast iron fittings, brass globe and gate valves

for steam, water and hydraulic service. Represented by F. D.

Fenn and G. S. Turner. Spaces 597 and 599.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company, Boston, Mass.—Muffled
safety valves, open safety valves, globe and angle valves,

spring seat, Johnstone blow off valves, air pump throttle

valves and blower throttle valves. Crosby improved loco-

I
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motive gages, thermostatic water back gages, standard test

gages, hydraulic gages, hydraulic press recorders, wheel press
recorders and recording revolution counters. Crosby fluid

pressure scales for testing gages to 25,000 lbs. Indicators
with continuous diagram drums, indicators with lanza con-
tinuous diagram appliance. Represented by John J. McCor-
mick and M. D. Johnson. Space 635.

Crucible Steel Company of America, Pittsburg, Pa.—Rex "AA"
high speed tools of various designs, railroad springs, drill

rods. Fractures showing heat treatment of steel. Heavy
turnings made at high speeds, milling cutters, expanding
reamers, dies, chisels, saws, rex "AA' inserted tooth high
speed saw. Represented by Fred Baskerfield, W. D. Winter-
smith, W. K. Krepps, J. T. Stafford and E. A. Jones.
Space 322.

Curtain Supply Company, The, Chicago, 111.—Ring curtain
fixtures, car curtains, car curtain materials, "CSCO"' and
"Rex" diaphragms, all metal rollers, steel sash balance
roller, automatic releasable handles and roller bearing
hooks. Represented by W. H. Forsyth, R. F. Hayes and
S. W. Midgley. Spaces 593, 594 and 596.

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Company, Jamestown, N. Y.

—

Metallic doors and steel trimming for the interior of steel

cars, moldings. Represented by J. A. Westman, C. Carlson
and H. E. Van Orden. Space 384.

Damascus Brake Beam Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

High speed passenger beams, freight beams of both solid

and truss types, all steel freight beams, adjustable brake
heads, forged steel brake heads, forged steel fulcrums.
Represented by P. T. Handiges, Geo. L. Polk and Albert
Waycott. Space 653.

Davis-Bournonville Company, New York, N. Y.—Large oxy-
acetylene welding and cutting equipment such as is suit-

able for railroads and large manufacturing plants, navy
yards, etc. Represented by Chas. F. Gessert, Wm. Joyce,
H. R. Swartley, Jr., Wm, W. Barnes, Hugh L. Adams
and W. R. Nixon. Spaces 1 and 2, pier end.

Davis Solid Truss Brake Beam Company, Wilmington, Del.

—

Davis solid truss brake beams, solid steel brake shoe backs,
universal air brake combined auxiliary reservoir and cylin-

der, brake beam testing machine, brake beam deflectometer
and special appliance for testing brake beams. Represented
by Nathan H. Davis and Thomas C. Davis. Spaces 500,

502 and 504.

Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works, Chicago, 111.—Booth
arranged in the form of a lodge and garden. Represented
by R. F. Carr, G. R. Carr, G. W. Spear, J. D. Purcell,

A. W. Crouch, I. H. Case, P. G. Jones and H. G. McCon-
naughy. Spaces 6 and 8.

Detroit Hoist & Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.—Pneumatic turn-

table tractor, electric turntable tractor, pneumatic motor hoists

and pneumatic motors. Represented by J. C. Fleming and F.

B. Fleming. Space 121.

Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.—No. 22 3-feed
lubricator. No. 22 3-feed lubricator (sectional). No. 32 4-

feed lubricator. No. 42 5-feed lubricator, No. 52 6-feed lubri-

cator. No. 62 7-feed lubricator. No. 1-feed lubricator. No. 5

2-feed lubricator. No. 7 2-feed lubricator, No. 11 2-feed lubri-

cator, Detroit transfer filler, 1-feed, 2-feed and 4-feed air

cylinder lubricators, Detroit air pump lubricator, Detroit
emergency valve, automatic steam chest plugs, boiler valves,

guide cup, rod cup, Detroit force feed oilers. Represented bv
Herbert I. Lord, F. W. Hodges and A. D. Homard.
Space 596.

Dickinson, Inc., Paul, Chicago, 111.—Smoke jacks, chimneys and
ventilators. Also cross sectional drawings showing various
engine houses equipped with Dickinson smoke jackets. Rep-
resented by J. A. Meaden and A. J. Filkins. Space 231.

Dixon Crucible Company, Joseph, Jersey City, N. J.—Dixon's
pure flake lubricating graphite, graphite greases, silica-graphite

paint, pipe joint compound, pencils, crucibles, belt dressing?,

graphite engine front finish, air brake graphite, etc. Repre-
sented by H. A. Nealley, J. A. Tucker, Wm. Houston, L. IT.

Snyder and H. W. Chase. Space 24.

Dressel Railway Lamp Works, The, New York, N. Y.

—

Headlights, engine classification lamps, tail lamps, switch
lamps, station lamps. Represented by F. W. Dressel, Robt.
Black, H. S. Hoskinson, F. W. Edmunds, B. P. Claiborne and
E. W. Hodgkins. Spaces 382 and 383.

Duff Manufacturing Company, The, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Barrett
track jacks, automatic lowering jacks, geared ratchet
screw jacks. Duff bearing screw jacks, Bethlehem forged
steel hydraulic jacks. Represented by T. A. McGinley,
G. F. Freed, E. A. Johnson and G. A. Edgin. Spaces 548
and 628.

Durbin Automatic Safety Car Coupler Company of Canada,
Limited, Sarnia, Ontario.—Automatic safety car coupler.

Represented by J. F. Durbin, C. T. Hunn and V. S. Durbin.
Space 325.

Eagle Glass & Manufacturing Company. Space 656.
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.—Storage

batteries for car lighting, signaling and ignition. Details
of manufacture of batteries fully shown. Represented by
H. G. Thompson and H. L. Davisson. Space 209.

Edwards Company, The O. M., Syracuse, N. Y.—Window
fixtures, sash balances, extension platform steel trap-doors,
tin barrel shade rollers, padlocks, steel office furniture and
filing devices. Represented by O. M. Edwards, E. W.
Edwards, 2d, Edward F. Chaffee, G. G. Norris. W. A.
Le Brun, C. II. Rockwell, W. C. Bradbury and T. P.
O'Brian. Spaces 649 and 651.

Electric Controller & Manufacturing Company, Cleveland,.
O.—Liftmg magnet, operated from electric crane; auto-
matic motor starters, controllers, electric brakes in opera-
tion. Represented by F. R. Fishback and R. G. Widdows.
Spaces 162 and 164.

Electric Storage Battery Company, The, Philadelphia, Pa.—Car
lighting batteries, Exide vehicle batteries, chloride accumula-
tors. Represented by H. E. Hunt and E. L. Reynolds. Space
407.

Emery Pneumatic Lubricator Company, St. Louis, Mo.—Auto-
matic method of lubricating triple valves and brake cylinders.
Represented by E. A. Emery and N. J. McAloney. Space 608.

Enterprise Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, 111.—Steel car
on the exhibit track.

Faessler Manufacturing Company, J., Moberly, Mo.

—

Boss roller flue expanders, universal roller flue expanders,
ball bearing roller flue expanders, arch flue expanders, im-
proved sectional beading expanders, pneumatic sectional
tube expanders, rapid beading expanders, perfect flue cut-
ting machine and cutters, patch bolt countersinking tools.
Represented by J. W. Faessler and C. F. Palmer. Space
615.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Chicago, 111.—One No. 28 all-

steel gasoline motor car for one, two or three passengers,,
two-cycle two-cylinder direct connecting engine, one No.
26 section gasoline motor car with two-cycle two cylinder
gasoline engine. Track jacks, ball bearing jack and
hydraulic jacks. Represented by A. A. Taylor, G. J. Akers,
E. M. Fisher, A. C. Dodge and F. H. Douglas. Spaces
550 and 630.

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Tate flexible stay-
bolts, radial and crown staybolts, Tate, installation tools for
applying the Tate bolt, staybolt tests. Represented by
B. E. D. Stafford, W. M. Wilson, Barton H. Grundy.
George E. Howard, Joseph M. Flannery, Thoma* J. Leahey,
Tom R. Davis, James J. Flannery and J. Rogers Flannery.
Space 528.

Flower Waste & Packing Company, New York, N. Y.

—

Flower's resilient car journal box packing. Represented by
Frank D. Waller and George T. Hanchett. Space 426.

Ford & Johnson Company, The, Michigan City, Ind.—Perfec-
tion car seats, parlor car chairs, fibre rush furniture,
pressed steel pedestaLs, seating material. Represented by
W. E. Murphy. B, H. Forsyth, C. A. Vandeveer, W. F. La
Bonta and G. T. Paraschos. Space 364.

Forsyth Brothers Company, Chicago, 111.—Forsyth high capacity
buffing device, draft gear, deck sash ratchets, Chaffee centering
device, Forsyth one-piece metal doors, metal sash, metallic
adjustable weather strips, pressed steel unit car side construc-
tion. Represented by G. H. Forsyth, A. H. Sisson and W. M.
Wampler. Spaces 632 and 634.

Fort Pitt Iron Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Space 650.

Foster Company, The Walter H., New York, N. Y.—Hydro-
pneumatic radial drill, all geared multi-spindle drill, pneumatic
stay bolt nipper. Represented by Walter H. Foster. Herbert
L. Kenah and A. L. Kendall. Spaces 111 and 113.

Franklin Manufacturing Co., The. Franklin, Pa.—Asbestos pipe
coverings, asbestos and magnesia pipe and boiler coverings,
smoke jacks, corrugated sheathing, shingles, rope and \vick

packing, throttle and air pump packing, asbestos "Carline" for
lining steel cars, wool and cotton waste and perfection journ.Tl

box packing. Represented by R. J. Evans, H. S. Hayden, G. S.

Stuart, L. B. Melville and E. R. Rayburn. Space 11.

Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York, N. Y.—Booths
on Young's Pier will be fitted up for receiving visitors, where
we will have on file 300 daily newspapers from motive power
centers throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico.
Among the track exhibits we will show a car equipped with the
Franklin flexible metallic car roof. Represented bv J. S. Coffin,

S. G. Allen. C. L. Winey, R. G. Coburn, W. L. Allison. W. H.
Coyle, J. S. Coffin, Jr., and John L. Mohun. Space 406.

Frost Railway Supply Company, The, Detroit, Mich.—Harvey
friction spring gears, Detroit metal weather strip. Represented'
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by Harry VV. Frost, George A. Cooper and Gcornc L. llarvcy.

Space 582.

'Galena-Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa.—Reception l)«)()th

for guests. Represented by W. E. Amann, E. II. Baker,

B. H. Grundy, F. A. (iuild. Wni. Holmes, M. J. Hurley,

Geo. L. Morion, W. J. Walsh, Jno. A. Wilson, E. W. Hayes,

H Hillyer, E. G. Johnson, J. A. Roosevelt, F. B. Smith,

P. II. Stack, J. G. Am. W. E. Brumblc, J. W. Bunn, J. J.

Bunn and D. L. Eubank. Space 38.

iC.arlock Packing Company, The, Palmyra, N. Y.—Air pump
and throttle packings, metal and fibrous valve rod packing,

accumulator and air compressor packing, hydraulic pack-

ing, air pump gaskets, superheat sheet packing. Repre-

sented by H. N. Winner, Phil. Arnold, T. P. Dunham and

k S. Bulkley. Space 510.

•General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.—Train light-

ing steam turbine, gasolene electric generating set, cen-

trifugal air compressor, portable air compressor, mercury

arc rectifier, railway motor, induction motor, CVC motor,

whh controlling panel, drum controllers, contactor panel,

starting rheostat, steam and air flow meters, bracket fan

motor, A. C. and D. C. portable breast drills, crane motor,

single phase commutator motor, adjustable speed motors,

fractional H. P. motors, train lighting lamps, electric heat-

ing and cooking devices, arc lamps, Mazda lamps, gas elec-

tric car. Represented by J. G. Barry, W. B. Potter, A. W.
Jones, C. E. Barry, Frank Rhea, J. W. Ham, H. C. Chatain,

R E. Woolley, C. Fair, W. J. Clark, H. D. Hawks, C. C.

Pierce, R. E. Moore, M. O. Kellogg. C. A. Raymond, H. L.

Monroe and A. L. Totten. Spaces 350 to 363, inclusive.

'General Railway Supply Company, Chicago, 111.—Metallic

steel sheathing. National steel vestibule trap-doors, Resisto

insulation, Flexolith composition flooring. Imperial car

window screens. Perfection sash balances. Eclipse deck

sash ratchet. National standard roofing. National vestibule

curtain catch. Represented by F. L. Wells, H. U. Morton,

W. L. Conwell, W. S. Humes, J. F. Oelerich and R. M.

Campbell. Spaces 573 and 574.

'Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York. N. \ .—

heating, lighting and ventilating apparatus for passenger

rind refrigerator cars. Represented by E. E. Gold, E. B.

Wilson, A. B. Strange, W. E. Banks, W. H. Stocks, J. M.
Stayman, G. P. Ivers, F. H. Smith, E. J. Ronan. J. O.

Brumbaugh, F. O. Bailey and F. A. Purdy. Spaces 301 to

311. inclusive.

•Goldschmidt Thermit Company, New York, N. Y.—Complete
appliances for making thermit welds. Appliances for butt

welding wrought iron and steel pipes. Specimen welds show-

ing amalgamation of metal obtained. Metals and alloys pro-

ditced free from carbon by the thermit process. Photographs

of important repairs executed by the thermit process. Sam-

ples of thermit, nickel thermit and chromium thermit. Rep-

resented by William C. Cuntz, G. E. Pellissier, H. D. Kelley,

Dr. E. A. Beck. W. R. Hulbert, H. S. Mann and J. G. Mc-
Carty. Space 339.

Gould Coupler Company, New York, N. Y.—M. C. B. couplers.

Gould malleable iron journal boxes, freight friction
_

draft

gears, passenger friction on draft gears, "Hartman" hall

bearing centre plates and side bearings, Gould cast steel side

frames, passenger cast steel end sill with friction buffer,

passenger couplers, Moritz coupler, cast steel truck bolsters,

Gould cast steel freight car end sill with friction back of

coupler horn, friction draft gear and coupler, Gould draft

beams with coupler and friction striking plate, Gould steel

draft frame, friction gear and friction striking plate, Gould

locomotive tender coupler with base casting and friction back

of coupler for buffing, steel draft frame combination spring

gear, friction striking plate and coupler, Gould steel platform

with double operated passenger coupler, combination spring

gear for passenger cars, combination spring passenger buffer,

Gould "Simplex" system of electric lighting. Represented bv

F P. Huntley, Geo. G. Milne, C. E. Rood, W. F. Richards.

Dr. C. W. Gould J. S. Keeler, Geo. R. Berger, W. M. Lalor.

W F Bouche, M. R. Shedd and J. W. Jepson. Spaces 637,

639 and 641.

Greene, Tweed & Company, New York, N. Y.—Palmetto pack-

ing, round and square, for high steam pressures. Palmetto

packing, twist. Palmetto packing, in sets for railroad service.

Manhattan packing, for low steam and hydraulic pressures.

Favorite reversible ratchet wrench. Represented by F. E.

Ransley and B. M. Buckley. Space 606.

Greenlaw Manufacturing Company, The, Boston, Mass.—Flex-

ible metallic hose for use between engine and tender or be-

tween cars for conveying steam, air or oil, flexible joints for

roundhouse purposes. Represented by H. A. Royce, George
T, Toppan and W. A Greenlaw. Snaces 316 and 318.

'Grip Nut Company, Chicago, 111.—Grip nuts, monogram bolt

locks. Represented by E. R. Hibbard, J. VV. Hibbard, \V. G.
VVilicoxsoii, Ed. Willielm, J. W Cuddy and li. A Magurn
Space 60U.

Hale & Kilburn Company, Phila(leli)hia, Pa.—Walkover car
seats, all-steel car seats, reclining car seats, parlor car
chairs, steel car interior linish, doors and sasli, steel con-
struction in various forms. Represented by V. von Schleg-
ell, A. F. Old, C. W. Laskay, Thos. Dunbar, 15. F. Pilson
and R. H. Pilson. Spaces 412 and 414.

Hammett, 11. G., Troy, N. Y.—Trojan metalHc packing, Tro-
jan and Sansoni bell ringers, trii)le valve busiiing roller.
Represented by H. G. Hammett, A. O. Van Dervort and
E. C. Sawyer. Space 365.

Harrington, Scm & Company, Inc., Edwin, Philadelphia,
Pa.—Hand operated portable chain hoists, including Har-
rington peerless hoists, screw hoists and differential hoists.
Represented by Roger Sherron, A. M. Harrington, R. F.
Scott, W. J. Somerset, M. W. Christian, and J. A.
Slaughter. Spaces 141 and 143.

Hewitt, H. H., New York, N. Y.—Cars trucks. Represented
by S. J. Sill. Spaces 153 to 161, inclusive.

Hobart-Allfree Company, The, Chicago, 111.—Allfree cylin-
ders and valves for locomotives. Newton divided car
replacers, Freeland derailers. Represented by E. H. All-
free and W. H. England. Space 506.

Home Rubber Company, Trenton, N. J.—Various kinds of
])acking for locomotive use. Represented by A. R. Foley.
S])ace 321.

Hunt Company, C. W., New York. N. Y.
—

"Industrial" Rail-
way, rolled steel and cast plate track, turntables, shop cars,

special cars for handling wheels and axles, coal valves, coal
tubs, locomotive coaling station models and photographs,
hoisting and transmission rope, gravity bucket coal convey-
ors, motion pictures of cargo handling cranes. Represented
by A. C. Summers, J. D. Flack and J. A. Allen. Spaces 154
to 160, inclusive.

Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, South Boston,
Mass.—Parts of locomotive castings made of Hunt-Spiller
gun iron and which have been in service and show the stabil-

ity and wearing qualities of this product, these parts being
piston valve packing, cylinder packing, piston valve cages,
crosshead shoes, eccentrics and straps, driving boxes, driv-

ing box shoes and wedges, piston heads, side rod bushings.
Represented by W. B. Leach, Frederic Parker, J. G. Piatt,

V. W. Ellet and A. J. O'Connor. Spaces 565 and 566.

Hutchins Car Roofing Company, Detroit, Mich.—Car roofs and
car doors. Represented by D. W. Hawksworth, Carter
Blatcbford, H. S. Waterman and W. D. Thompson. Space 631.

Illinois Steel Com- any, Chicago. 111.—With the Carnegie
Steel Company. Represented by W. H. H. Carhart. Space
411.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.—Thor
piston air drills, reversible flue rolling, reaming, tapping and
wood-boring machines, close-quarter drills, grinders, pneu-
matic chipping, calking, flue beading and riveting hammers,
pneumatic staybolt drivers. Represented by James B. Brady,
W. O. Jacquette, John D. Hurley, F. W. Buchanan, R. S.

Cooper. J. P. Bourke. T. J. Carroll. Geo. A. Gallinger, R. T
Scott, W. R. Gummere. F. H. Charbono, H. F. Finney, R.

Mapclsden, V. W. Robinson, G. C. Wilson, Chas A. Brose
and Walter A. Johnson. Spaces 576 and 578.

Industrial Supply and Equipment Company, Chicago. 111.

—

Exhibit on track.

International Correspondence Schools, Scranton. Pa.—Demon-
stration by apprentices of apprentice class work in classes on
various railways. Represented bv W. N. Mitchell. E. M.
Sawyer. C. M. Drennan, J. F. Cosgrove and G. B. Moir.

Space 43.

Jacobs-Shupert U. S. Fire Box Company, Coatesville, Pa.

—

Fire box mounted on flat car on the exhibit track. Rep-
resented by A. W. Whitford.

Jenkins Bros., New York. N. Y.—Jenkins Bros, iron body and

brass globe, angle, checks and gate valves, regular and
extra heavy; brass and iron body blow-oflF valves; Jenkins
"96" packing pump valves, gasket tubing and car heating

discs. Represented by Arthur C. Langston. B. N. Neely.

H. D. Gordon. C. B. Yardley, Jr., Chas. B. Ohlsen and
Frank Martin. Space 602.

Jesson & Sons, Inc., New York. N. Y.—Tool steel. Space
416.

Johns-Manville Company. H. W., New York. N. Y.—Asbes-
tos roofines, wool felt roofings, water-nroofing materials,

pipe covering felts, air-pump throttle, coil, spiral and sheet

asbestos packings, high and low pressure pipe coverings

and pipe covering felts, high temperature fire brick cements,
nioe coverinsr and boiler cements, electrical materials, boiler

laggings and cements, vitribestos pipe coverings, transite

i
fa
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asbestos shingles, asbestos wood, asbestos smoke jacks,

sanitor seats and tanks, under-ground electrical conduit,
steel car insulation, refrigoralor car insulation, car roofings,

locomotive cab roofing, underground sectional conduit for

steam lines, air brake expander rings. Represented by J. E.

Meek J. C. Younglove, F. M. Gilmore, H. A. Waldron,
H. L. Leach. C. W. Gearhart, G. A. Nicol, H. G. Newman,
Geo. Christenson and P. C. Jacobs. Spaces 591 and 592.

Joliet Railway Supply Company, Joliet, 111.— lirake beams
and side bearings. Represented by H. M. Perry. Space
603-605.

Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Beams
and channels, spikes, tin and black plate, chains, cold rolled

bars and shapes, wire and wire products, cold-twisted
square bars, angles, bars and special shapes. Represented
by J. K. Barker, A. A. Wagner and F. S. Slocum. Space
420.

Joyce-Cridland Company, The, Dayton, Ohio.—Jacks. Repre-
sented by Geo. W. Llewellyn, Chas. D. Derby, N. Kohl
and P. J. Ford. Spaces 522 and 524.

Kennicott Company, The, Chicago, 111.—Photographs of al!

Kennicott products to date. Kepresentcd by Chauncey J.

Blair, Chauncey B. Blair, Cass L. Kennicott and G. E.

Pratt. Space 650.

Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company, New York, N. Y.

—

Kerite insulated wires and cables. Represented by R. D.
Brixey, Azel Ames, P. W. Miller, J. A. Renton, B. L. Win-
chell, Jr., and Geo. A. Graber. Spaces 611 and 613.

Keystone Drop Forge Works, Chester, Pa.—Keystone connect-
ing link. Keystone safety shackle hook and a full line of

Standard and Special drop forgings. Represented by Geo. H.
Berlin, Chas. F. H. MacLaughlin and Wm. J. McDevitt.
Space 604.

King Fifth Wheel Company, Philadelphia, Pa,—Roller-bearing-

pivot plate. Space 622.

Kirby Equipment Company, Chicago, 111.—Franklin MCB dust-

proof journal boxes and lids, samples of globe cold drawn
seamless steel tubing for locomotive and stationary boilers,

also for all mechan'cal purposes. Represented by T. B. Kirby,

F. W. Renshaw. C. A. Carscadin and Harry W. Frost.

Spaces 583 and 584.

Knight Pneumatic Sander Company. Huntington. Ind.—Sanders
for steam and electric locomotives and motor cars. Repre-
sented by D. L. Shaefif. Space 644.

Landis Machine Company, Waynesboro, Pa.—One double head
XYz-'m. Landis bolt cutter, one single head Landis bolt cutter,

pipe threading die heads, solid adjustable die head, automatic
open die head for terret lathes, bolt cutters and die heads.
Also a quantity of samples consisting of results on our ma-
chines. Represented by Ira D. Grove, J. W. Willis, H. L.

Fisher and S. F. Newman. Space 115.

Landis Tool Company, Waynesboro, Pa.—One 16x72 plain self-

contained grinding machine with gap, one No. 2 (12x32) Uni-
versal grinding machine. Represented by J. H. Hollinger.
Spaces 108, 110 and 112.

Lehon Company, The, Chicago, 111.—Roofrite plastic car
roofing, waterproof canvas for passenger coach roofing,
cab and caboose roofing, insulating paper, mule-hide roof-
ing, staylastic raint. damptite waterproofing compound.
Represented by Tom Lehon. Space 13.

Linde Air Products Company, The, Buffalo, N. Y.—Oxy-
acetylene welding and cutting apparatus, single and du'ile.x

acetylene generator, stationary type, portable self-contained
oxy-acetylene welding and cutting plant, portable oxy-coal
gas cutting apparatus for wrecking trains, locomotive boiler
repaired by oxy-acetylene welding under hydraulic test

pressure, with numerous other samples of locomotive and
s'^eel car construction and repair by o.xy-acetylene welding.
Represented by G. E. Kershaw, J. A. Warfel, E. E. Rad-
cliffe and G. M. Bailey. Space 660.

Locomotive Improvement Company, The, Clinton, Iowa.

—

Full sized driving box showing Markel's removable di-iving

box bra-ss, lateral motion plate=:, fiangeless shoes and
wedges, also a qtiarter sized model showing these three de-
vices, models for jigs for forming brasses and wedges,
model of solid back end of main rod. Represented by
L. W. Barker. Space 15.

Locomotive Superheater Comitany, New York, N. Y.—Model
of Schmidt superheater in model locomotive boiler Repre-
sented by S. Hoffman. George L. Bourne. H. B. Oatlev.
W. A. Buckbee and C, D. H-ferW. St^p*-" 40Q

Lucas Machine Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Horizontal
boring machine power forc'ng press. Renresented by W. L.

Chenev and J. A. Leiehton. Jr. Space 150.

Lunkenheimer Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio—-Regrinding
valves, "Renewo" regrinding renewable seat valves, puddled
semi 'Steel ^•alves. cast steel valve«, iron bodv bra>s

mounted valves, pop safety valves, water gages, gage
cocks, oil and grease cups. Represented by Lane Thomp-
son, Joseph H. Hewetson and \\ . M, Hood. Space 366.

Lupton's Sons Company, David, Ph.Iadeiphia, Pa.—Luptoi: stc;'l

sash for side walls, Pond continuous sash for monitors and
sawtooth roofs. Pond operating device, Lupton rolled steel
skylight. Represented by Clarke P. Pond, C. F. P. Buckwaller
and James E. Girnian. Space 508.

McClellon, J. .M., Boston, Mass.—McClellon locomotive boilers.

RepreseiUcd by J. M. McClellon and D. S. Reynolds. Space
526.

McConway & Torley Company, The, Pittsburgh. Pa.—McCon-
way steel tired wheel, Buhoup flexible truck, Buhoup 3-stem
passenger coupler, Pitt passenger coupler, Janney "X" and
Penn freight couplers, steel castings. Represented by Ste-
phen C. Mason, E. M. Grove, Wm. McConway, Jr., Geo. W.
McCandless, H. C. Buhoup and I. H. Milliken. Spaces 617,
619 and 621.

McCord Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.—Metal sash and
window fi xture§. Represented by D. W. McCord, Morrill
Dunn, J. A. Lamon, R. L. Mcintosh, W. J. Schlacks, H. E.
Creer and B. S. McClellan. Space 657.

McCord & Company, Chicago, 111.—Malleable iron, cast st'Cel

and vanadium grey iron journal boxes. Pinless lid and
outsde metal dust guard journal boxes. National equal-
izing wedges, draft gears, spring dampeners and operating
locomotive force feed lubricator lul)ricating driving box.
Represented by D. W. McCord, Morrill Dunn, J. A. Lamon,
R. L. Mcintosh, W. J. Schlacks and H. E. Creer. Space 655.

McGraw Publishing Company, New York, N. Y.—Publisher of
Electric Railway Journal, Electric World and Engineering
Record. Photographs of offices and printing plant ; sample
copies of its publications; bound cop'es convention souvenir
rumbcr and convention d"i'v i"?ues of Electric Ra'lway
Jiunial; copies of Electric Railway dictionary, a new book
devoted exclusively to electric cars and their equipment. Rep-
resented by Hugh M. Wilson, Henry W. Blake, Joseph A.
Kucera, Rodney Hitt, C. A. Babtiste, W. K. Beard, Harold W.
McGraw and D. S. Gordon. Space 7.

^lain Belting Company, Philadelphia, Pa.— \ l)elt conveyor and
e'evntor, showing an acid heat and water-proof conveyor. Rep-
resented by J. D. Mcllwain and W. E. Fawcett. Space 640.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York, N. Y.—Hancock
inspirators. Hayden & Derby injectors and ejectors, Metro-
politan injectors, Hancock valves, Ashcroft steam gages,
Consolidated pop safety valves, general jet apparatus, machine
tools. Celfor drills. Represented by Robert Bole, L. M.
Brigham, P. M. Brotherhood, J. N. Derby, C. B. Flint. W. O.
lacquette, H. Little, Chas. L. Lyle, M. A. Sherrett, Chas. L.
Brown, Jos. A. Bush a"d T J. Faas. Spp'-es 114 p-d 132.

Massachusetts Mohair Plush Company, Boston, Mass.—Car
seats, mohair car plushes, frieze plushes and friezettes. Rep-
resented by William W. Melcher. Space 20.

Matthews-Davis Tool Company. St. Louis, Mo.—Davis expan-
sion boring tools. Represented by E. E. Davis and J. W.
McKeen. Space 647.

Michigan Lubricator Company. Detroit, Mich.—Locomotive
lubricators from two-feed to five-feed automatic drain valves.

Represented bv Frank P. Smith and Cullen Corlis. Space 658.

Midvale Steel Company, The, Philadelphia. Pa.—One rolled
steel wheel for passenger service, one rolled steel wheel
for freight service, one steel tired wheel for passenger
service, one driving axle for locomotive. Represented bv
H. AT Deemer. W. Aertsen. T. W. Illinsfworth, A. E.
Goodhue. Charles Tietze, W. P. Barba, Ernest Harrah,
Samuel Griffith, James Thompson and W. S. Edger. Space 37.

Mid-Western Car Supply Company. Chicago, 111.—.A.nderson

draft .gear. Ward brake shoe. Represented by James E.

Forsyth and D. O. Ward. Space 330.

IMilburn Company, Alexander. Baltimore, Md.—Milburn acety-
lene lights and the new Alexander acetylene generator for
he<'i(lli<j-hts aufl train lighting. Represented bv A. F. Jenkins,
C. R. Pollard, J. W. McCawley and Frank CoffiQ. Space 18.

Moore & Company, Benjamin, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Paint
vehicles for railroad paints, mixed paints and varnishes.
Represented by Woodruff Sutton. W. C. Belcher and R. C.
Bergman. Space 19.

Moran Flexible Steam Joint Company, Louisville. Ky.

—

Flexible joints, automatic barrel fillers, brass ball unions,
pivot joints. Represented by C. H. Tenk-ns, W. W. Good-
win. Airs. T. W. Moran and Frankel Moran. Space 21.

Mrdge & Company, Burton W., Chicago, 111.—Garland Sys-
tem of passenger car ventilation, full size models show-
ing application of Garland ventilators to mon'tor and arch
roof cars. Ventilator registers and operating devices.
Represented bv Burton W. Mudcre. Herbert Green. Thomas
H. Ciprl-nd nnd George W. Bender. Spaces 625 and 627.
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Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.—Injectors,

steam valves, boiler washer and tester, oil cups, whistles, en-

gine and boiler littings, lubricators, boiler checks, steam lire

extinguisher, water gages and safety valves. Represented by

Alfred Nathan. J. S. Seeley, Chas. R. Kcarns, Otto Best,

N. W. Anthony, Edw. S. Toothe, J. C. Currie, W. O. Taylor

and lidw. Latcrnian. Spaces 589 and 590.

National Lock Washer Company, The. Newark, N. J.—Models
siiowing complete car window curtains, and curtain and win-

dow fixtures; also National lock washers, with rib, for car

construction. Represented by F. B. Archibald, R. L. Brown,

W. C. Dodd, J. H. Horn, Daniel Hoyt and John B. Seymour.

Space 4.

National Malleable Castings Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Tower, Climax, Sharon, Latrobe car couplers, and repair

parts for Tower, Climax, Sharon, Latrobe, Melrose, M union

and Chicago couplers, knuckle pins. Represented by S. L.

Smith, F. R. Angell, R. T. Hatch, C. A. Bieder, L. S. Wright,

K R. Johnston, J. H. Jaschka, B. Niclds, Jr., E. O. Warner,

R H. Pilson, J. H. Merrill, Jr., Geo. V. Martin, O. W.
Loomis and Jas. A. Slater. Spaces 530, 532, 536, 612, 614

and 616.

National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Two booths, one

used as a reception booth. In the other is shown Kewanee
unions, union ells and tees, flange unions, high duty metal

valves and cast and malleable iron fittings, also apparatus used

in testing Kewanee unions. Represented by L. F. Hamilton,

B. F. Bart, J. E. Fleming. J. G. Bateman, J. A. Dillon, C. R.

Gumming. J. T. Goodwin, J. O. Ramsey, G. N. Riley, L. R.

Phillips. P. J. Conrath and W. S. Bitting. Spaces 26 and 212.

Nelson Valve Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Gate, globe and check

valves, open-hearth steel valves, electrically operated valves.

Represented by Carlisle Mason, R. E. Thomas and W. J.

Spencer. Space 152.

Newhall Engineering Company, George M., Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Photographs of wrecking, locomotive, station cranes, etc.,

manufactured by Industrial Works, of Bay City, Michigan.

"NB" air brake hose connection, Vance steam trap. Repre-

sented bv David Newhall, Morton L. Newhall, A. F. Baum-
garten, 'William L. Brown, William Waring and J. A.

Coutts. Spaces 378, 379, 380 and 381.

New York Air Brake Company, New York, N. Y.—Apparatus
shown in section as follows: Two engine brake valves, style

L, two engineers' brake valve, style B3, two slide valve feed

valves, style J, two straight air brake valves, two air signal

valves, two automatic control valves, two quick actiori triple

valves, style K. one enameled reservoir, one automatic con-

nector head. Represented by F. M. Whyte, B. Pratt, W. T.

Henry, H. F. Bickel. N. A. Campbell, O. E. Moore, G. O.

Hammond and C. E. Leach. Spaces 330 to 338, inclusive.

Nickel-Chrome Chilled Car Wheel Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.—
Two 33-in. car wheels, "M. C. B." 1909 tread, one 33-inch

nickel-chrome tire, one 36-inch nickel-chrome tire, samples

nickel-chrome alloy, sample fracture through chill tread of

a car wheel. Represented by Robert C. Totten and Stephen D.

Barnett. Space 542.

Niles-Bement-Pond Company. New York, N. Y.—New model of

the Pond car wheel lathe driven by electricity. Represented

by E. L. Leeds. Malcolm Imbrie. D. H. Teas, J. T. McMurray.

J. P. Illsley, Geo. F. Mills, J. K. Cullen, D. J. Normoyle and

E S. Cullen. The lathe is in a special booth on the board-

walk opposite the pier. Space 37.

Norton, Inc., A. O., Boston Mass.—High speed ball bearing
jacks. Represented by A. O. Norton, J. O. St. Pierre, R. L.

Skidmore. R. D. Bates and H. J. Wilson. Soace 575.

Pantasote Company, The, New York, N. Y.—Samples of Pan-
tasote curtain and uoholstery materials, made-up Pantasote
curtains, samples of Agosote in dififerent shapes and sizes,

painted and unpainted samples of Agosote veneered, sec-

tion of a car showing Agosote as headlining and interior

trim. Represented by J. M. High, W. A. Lake and A. S.

Barrows. Space 400.

Parker Car Heating Company, Limited, The. London, Ontario.

—

Parker anti-freezing and hot water systems of railway car

heating, simplified and new "E.T.O." equipments.^ stop valve,

steam gages, regulator valve for controlling unit system in

sleeping cars. Automatic auxiliary and discharge traps,

half moon thermostatic traps and trainline valves. Repre-
sented by Thomas Parker, J. M. McEvoy and C. S. Parker.

Spaces 216 and 218.

Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa.—Knobbled char-

coal iron boiler tubes and arch pipes. Represented by H. A.

Beale, Jr., George Thomas, 3rd. W. H. S. Bateman, C. L.

Humpton, T- A. Kinkead, L. P. Mercer, J. H. Smythe and H. C.

Hunter. Space 388.

Parsons Engineering Company, Wilmington, Del.—Full size

model of locomotive fire box with equipment of heater pipe

and nozzle showing method of installing the Parsons system
of combustion on locomotives. Represented by John H.
Parsons, Wni. II. Saviry. Harry Morris and J. A. Carey.
Space 514.

Pennsylvania h'lcxible Metallic Tubing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
—Interlocking joint four-wall metal hose. Represented by J. M.
Odeiiheiiiier, \V. A. Johnson and l'>. C. Willis. Spaces .324

and 326.

Pilliod Itrolhers Company, Toledo, Ohio.— Pilliod locomotive
v.ilvc gear. Wire locomotive ash pan. Represented by J. C.
l^illiod and H. J. Pilliod. Space 367.

Pilliod Company, The, New York, N. Y.—Baker locomotive valve
gear. Represented by R. H. Weatherly, F. E. Pilliod, A. Pilliod.
R. F. Darby, K. J. Kklund and F. S. Wilcoxen. Spaces 563
and 564.

Pittsburgh E(|uipment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—One Penn-
sylvania 70 ton bolster, one Cudahy complete underframe con-
sisting of two truck side frames, interlocking journal boxes
and si)ring planks, one double I-bcam truck bolster, one in-
terlocking draft carrier, one pair of Stickel draft carriers, one
pair of Stickel draft carriers, one insulated rail joint, one
body bolster. Represented by H. V. Seth and John Allison.
Space 405.

Pneumatic Jack Company, Inc., Louisville, Ky.—Twelve in.

diameter by 3% in. lift, pneumatic journal jacks, tandem cyl-

inder, capacity 7^/2 to 11 tons. 18 in. diameter by 12 in. lift,

pneumatic car jacks, tandem cylinder, capacity 17 to 25 tons.

Represented by A. T. Macdonald, L. J. Dittmar and J. S.

Leake. Space 234.

Pocket List of Railroad Officials, New York, N. Y.—Pocket
List of Railroad Officials. Represented by J. Alexander
Brown, Chas. L. Dinsmore and Harold A. Brown. Space 7.

Post & Company, Inc., E. L., New York, N. Y.—Zero metal and
babbitt metal for railroad use. Represented by F. O. Ketcham
and P. H. Rebhorn. Space 624.

Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Photographic
display of steel passenger and freight cars, mine cars and
pressed steel specialties. Represented by O. C. Gaylev. N. S.

Reeder. C. A. Lindstrom, J. F. MacEnulty, J. H. Mitchell,
C. E. Postlethwaite. L. O. Cameron, J. G. Bower, G. T.
Merwin, J. C. Anderson, J. S. Turner, W. H. Wilkinson,
M. S. Simpson, H. S. Hammond and G. W. Ristin^e. Space
659.

Pyle-National Electric Headlight Company. Chicago, 111.—Re-
ception booth. Represented by R. C. Vilas, W. A. Vilas,

J. Will Johnson and Mark A. Ross. Space 34.

Pyrene Manufacturing Company, New York. N. Y,—Chem-
ical fire extinguisher. Represented by E. N. Davidson
and Thomas Areson. Space 645.

Railway Age Gazette. New York, N. Y.—Publishers of the
Railway Age Gazette, The Signal Engineer, the Daily Rail-

way Age Gazette, and books germane to the railway industry.

Represented by Edward A. Simmons, Lucius B. Sherman,
Henry Lee, Frank S. Dinsmore. Tohn N. Reynolds, Cecil

R. Mills, Samuel O. Dunn. Bradford Boardman, Roy V.
Wright, William Forsyth, George L. Fowler, Robert E.
Thaver, William E. Hooper, E. S. Faust, Harold D. Horton,
William D. Horton. W. W. Newcomb, Lewis I. Randolph,
T. E. Grossman. Space 1.

Railway Appliances Company. Chicago, 111.—Snow flangers,

vestibule diaphraghms, vestibule casings, vestibule curtains,

curtain handles, car replacers, skid shoes, automatic tongue
lift and truck brake. Represented by Percival Manchester,
W. W. Hoit. E. R. Packer and B. T Lewis. Space 312.

Railway List Companv, Chicago, 111.—Railway Master Me-
chanic, Monthly Official Railwav List. Railway Engineer-
ing and Maintenance of Way. Represented by W. E. Ma-
graw, L. F. Wilson, J. M. Crowe and Warren Edwards.
Space 35.

Railway Materials Company, The. Chicago, 111.—Steel back
brake shoes for locomotive drivers and all' other classes

of steam and electric railway service. Designs of Ferguson
shop furnaces for all blacksmith and boiler shop purposes.

Represented bv T. B. Cram, Geo. Hoeffie, E. C. Folsom,
C. H. True, J. "F. Schurch and W. M. Simpson. Space 581.

Railway & Engineering Review. Chicago. 111.—Represented

Willard A. Smith. Arthur E. Hoovcn, P. G. Stevens and

John M. Lammedee. Spaces 12 and 14.

Ralston Steel Car Company. Columbus, Ohio.—An all-steel,

' flush floor, drop bottom gondola. 50 tons capacity. Repre-

sented by J. S. Ralston. J. E. Tessevman, F. E. Symon<=.

H. H. Hale, W. T. Sheldon, S. Rea, W. F. La Bonta, J. R-

Forney, H. Tesseyman. Wm. Mahaney and Geo. H. Glover,

Jr. Space on track.

Reliance Electric & Engineering Company, Cleveland, _0.—
Reliance adjustable speed motors, of the armature shifting

type, with automatic starting equipment; Reliance speed
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dial, G. & E. crank shaper driven by Reliance adjustable
speed motor. Represented by H. Morley Hitchcock, A. W.
Ray, D. G. Darling, E. A. Lewis and S. C. Potter. Spaces
137 and 139.

Remington Typewriter Company, New York, N. Y.—Reming-
ton typewriters with Wahl adding and subtracting mech-
anism. Represented by A. T. Rose and E. S. Maulsby.
Space 416.

Restein Company, Clement, Philadelphia, Pa-—Belmont air

pump and throttle packings, corrugated tender hose and
steam hose, flexible metallic connections for between
engine and tender. Represented by Clement Restein, H. O.
Fettinger, Norman B. Miller and W. J. Cromie. Space
16.

Rock Island Manufacturing Company, Rock Island, 111.

—

Vises of different types. Represented by C. E. Shields
and W. M. Briggs. Space 656.

Rockwell Furnace Company, New York, N. Y.—Furnaces for

railway shops. Space 2.

Royersford Foundry & Machine Company. Inc., Royersford,
Pa.—Power punch and shear. Sells roller bearing shaft
hanger box. Represented by Y. C. Freed, John D. Sells

and A. Loomis. Spaces 129 and 131.

Rubberset Company, Newark, N. J.—Paint and varnish
brushes. Represented by A. L. Holtzman and T. B.

Denton. Space 310.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, N. Y.

—

Car Heating and lighting apparatus, car lighting by Pintsch
gas, axle light and vapor light, latest designs of Pintsch
mantle lamps and electric fixtures, car heating by thermo
jet direct steam and hot water with thermo jet control.
Represented by R. M. Dixon, A. C. Moore. C. B. Adams,
T. S. Henry. Wm. St. Tohn, J. G. Van Winkle, H. D.
bonnell, J. M. Wallis. W. L. Garland, M. F. Elliott, Geo.
H. Chadwell, Robt. C. Shaal, J. A. Dixon and Geo. E.
Hulse. Space, stairway platform.

Scarritt-Comstock Furniture Company, St. Louis, Mo.—Scar-
ritt automatic and reversible coach seats and Scarritt reclin-
ing chairs. Represented by C. C. Taylor. Space 306.

Scullin-Gallagher Iron & Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.—Steel

castings. Space 25.

Sellers & Company, Inc., William, Philadelphia, Pa.—Loco-
motive injectors and accessories, turret rest and face plate
drivers, locomotive wheel lathe, turret rest and face plate

drivers for car wheel lathe, hangers and couplings for
shafting. Represented by Strickland L. Kneass. John D.
McClintock, Charles T. Wilson, Edward L. Holljes, C. B.

Conger and W. W. Storm. Spaces 567 to 570, inclusive.

Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Reception booth.

Represented by E. M. Richardson, W. B. Albright, Thos.
Madill and R. L. Graves. Space 33.

Simplex Railway Appliance Company, New York, N. Y.

—

With the American Steel Foundries exhibit. Space 168.

Sipe & Company, James B., Pittsburgh. Pa.—Oils. Space 636.

Smith Premier Typewriter Company. The, Syracuse, N. Y.

—

Machines for correspondence, billing and way-billing.
Represented by H. A. Johnstone. Spaces 333 and 335.

Sprague Electric Works of General Electric Company, New
York, N. Y.—Flexible steel armored air brake hose, pneu-
mat'c hose, steam hose, hydraulic and water hose, hose fit-

tings, flexible steel conduit, flexible steel armored conduc-
tors, outlet boxes and fittings, electric fans. Represented
by A. C. Bakewell, D. C. Durland, H. H. Hornsby and
H. W. Uhl. Space 386.

Standard Coupler Company, New York. N. Y.—^^Standard steel

platforms and bufiing mechanism. Sessions-Standard fric-

tion draft gears. Represented bv Geo. A. Post, A. P.

Dennis, E. H. Walker, R. D. Gallagher. Jr., C. D. Jenks
and Geo. A. Post. Jr. Spaces 385 and 387.

Standard Steel Car Company, New York, N. Y.—Recention space
only. Represented bv J. M. Llansen. J. B. Bradv. R. L. Gordon,
H. G. Macdonald, W. A. Libkeman, A. Christiansen and'E. G.

Huyett. Spaces 557 and 558.

Standard Steel Works Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Driving- tire,

steel tired wheels, rolled steel wheel driving wheel centers,

driving axles, forging?, rings and snrinsrs. Represented bv
Charles Riddell, C' F.' Dodson. J. E. Buckineham, W. T, Bent-
lev. C. H. Peterson, H. P. Knight. George F. Jones, W. B Kevs,
A'. R. Green, H. G. Pearce, J. C. Sellers. Jr., and F. W. Weston.
Space 9.

Storrs Mica Company, Owego, N. Y.-

—

A new form of ruby
mica lantern globes shown in lantern frames of various Icadin"-

mnnufacturers, white mica lantern globes and mica he.ndlight

chimneys Represented by A. P. Storrs and Charles P. Storrs.

Space 601.

Street, Clement F.. Schenectadv. N. Y —One locomotive stoker.

Represented by Clement F. Street,- N. M. Lower and Chas. F.

Gernert. Space 403.

Strong, Carlisle, Hammond Company, The, Cleveland, O.

—

Samples of Randall graphite lubricator and sample bearings,
showmg the installation of Randall graphite sheet lubri-

cator. Represented by B. E. Carpenten, Charlc'S F. Pierce
and R. L. Woodward. Space 314.

Summers Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Summers bal-

anced side bearing truck, Summers all-steel box car under
balanced side bearing trucks. Represented by E. W. Sum-
mers, J. M. Summers and Frederic Schaeffer, Space 149.

Symington Company, The T. H., Baltimore, Md.—Farlow
draft gear, Symington journal boxes, flexible dust .guards.

Represented by T. H. Symington, E. H. Symington, VV. W.
Rosser, D. F. Mallory, VV. A. Garrett, D. L. Symington.
B. S. Johnson, I. O. Wright, J. F. Symington, C. J. Syming-
ton, T. C. deRosset and A. H. Weston. Spaces 559 to 562,

inclusive.

Templeton, Kenly & Company, Limited, Chicago, 111.—Sim-
plex car jacks, coach jacks, locomotive jacks and track
jacks. Represented by A. E. Barron, F. A. Barbey, W. B.

Templeton and J. H. Hummel. Space 319.

Topping Brothers, New York, N. Y.—Full line of Burrows'
ball bearing jacks and "Quick Lift" jacks, also "The Me-
chanigraph" for preparing pencil drawings for blue print-

ing. Represented by W. R. Burrows. W. C. Burrows,
C. L. Crabb and W. C. Douglas. Spaces 402 and 404.

Trill Indicator Company, Corry, Pa.—Engine indicators of

the continuous card type, using an unlimited amount of

paper; also ouside spring and inside spring indicators of the

single card type, reducing wheels and cord take-ups and
planimeters of the direct reading type. Represented by
W. L. Trill and Leonard T. McElroy. Space 638.

Tyler Company, The W. S., Cleveland, Ohio.—Draftac spark
arrester, steel stack netting, iron, steel, brass, copper, phosphor
bronz'C and galvanized double crimped wire cloth. Repre-
sented by L. D. Winters, M. P. Reynolds and W. P. Cahall.

Space 642.

Underwood & Company, H. B., Philadelphia, Pa.—Portable

cylinder boring bar, rotary boiler tube cleaner, belt driven

pipe bender and straightener (Model), new heavy type valve

seat rotary planer. Represented by A. D. Pedrick and D. W.
Pedrick, 2d. Spaces 165 and 167.

Union Draft Gear Company, Chicago, 111.—Cardwell friction

draft gear. Cardwell rocker side bearings. Represented by

J. R. Cardwell, L. T. Canfield, W. G. Krauser, J. W. Hatha-
way and J. E. Tarelton. Space 409.

Union Fibre Company, Winona, Minn.—Exhibition refrigerator

car on tracks of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway on
Mississippi avenue, near convention pier. In booth, model of

Brown's collapsible tank for refrigerator cars and model of

refrigerator car, showing the method of insulatinf^ refrigera-

tors with linofelt. Represented by H. W. Leeds, J. H.
Bracken and S. E. McPartlin. Space 236.

Union Manufacturing Company, New Britain, Conn.—Complete

line of Chucks. Represented bv A. F. Corbin, M. L. Bailey,

H. H. Wheeler, C. S. Neumann, E. I. Stevens and J. W.
Carleton. Spaces 117 and 119.

Union Spring & Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Coil and elliptic springs, Kensington all-steel journal

boxes, pressed steel journal box lids, pressed steel spring

plates and steel castin.gs. Represented by A. M. McCrea,
L. G. Woods, C. S. Foller, H. B. Darlington, A. C. Woods,
T. B Arnold, W. F. LaBonta, H. F. Ayres, A. Pancoast

and G. H. Channel. Spaces 5.38-540.

United Engineering & Foundry Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.

—

High spc'cd steam-hydraulic forging press in operation on

car, Mississippi avenue next to boardwalk. Headquarters,

space 28. in main building. Represented by J. A. Eden, Jr.

Space 28.

United States Light & Heating Company, The, New York
City, N. Y.—Axle electric car lighting apparatus. Axle
driven generators, truck suspensions, generator regulators,

lamp regulators, stora.ge batteries for car lighting, signals,

telephones and central stations. Represented by D. W.
Pye, J. Allan Smith. A. H. Ackermann. W. L. Bliss, W. A.

Turbayne, W. P. Hawlev, Frank Engel. C. C. Carpenter.

C. L. Lane, W. G. Davis, E. F. Gates and A. Russell. Spaces

.374 to 377. inclusive.

U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, New York. N. Y.—
"Empire" pressed steel truck bolster. "Owen-Cochran"
pressed steel journal box, feasible drop brake staff. Diamond
tapered steel poles, Columbia lock nuts, "Galco" artificial

lumber, Anglo-American varnish, shop cleaner, St, Louis

Surfacer and Paint Company panels. M. C. B. repair card

box. Detroit car door. Represented by B. A. Heeeman,
Jr., Chas C. Castle. J. J. Ross, F. C. Dunham, E. D. Hill-

man and H. A. ITesreman. Space 337.

United States Metallic Packing Company, The. Philadelphia,

Pa.—King type metallic packing for locomotive piston rods
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ami valve stems, and tlie same type for loconuitivc air

iniiiips, United States nuiltianKular metallic packin({ for

locomotive piston rods and valve stems, Gollmar bell

rin).;cr, Lcacli pneiunatic track sandrr, indestrucf ihle oil

Clip. Represented by Elliott C'lirtiss, .Morris H. Ihewstcr,
C. H. Ford. John S. Mace, C. I.. Mdlorand Marry M. Woy.
Space <i-l,V

L'nited States Radiator Corporation, l)etrt)il. Mich.—Cast-
iron heatini; boilers, cast-iron radiators, wall radiators,

cast-iron tank heaters, car heaters, packless steam and
water radiator valves. Represented by I""rederick W. Her-
endecn. Ceor^e C. Hlackmore. (ieorpfe W. Harr, M. D.
Ke\es and joshna Naylor. Si)ace 30S.

Universal Safety Tread Company. Boston, Mass.—Universal
safety tread for car steps, stations, platforms and stairs,

a new metal rack for cars. Represented by F. W. Lang-
ford and A. 1,. Whipple. Space 607.

\'an Dorn vS: Dnlton Company, The. Cleveland. O.—Hard
Service (port.able) electrically operated drills and reamers.
V. D. & D. gears and pinions. Represented by F. W.
Sinram, bVaidclin Schneider. A. N. Frccker. Robert Tinsley.
North Storms, J. D. Granville and A. K. Baxter. Spaces
133 and 135.

Van Dyck Churchill Company, New York, N. Y.—Higley cut-

ting off saw. Space 103.

Ward Equipment Company, New York, N. Y.—Car heating
apparatus, steam heat equipment for locomotives, passenger
car ventilators, j^ard plugs and car receptacles for charg-.

ing storage batteries on electrically lighted cars. Ward
steam couplers, end train line valves, unotherms and im-
proved car heating material of all kinds. Represented by
John E. Ward, George S. Culver, C. E. Lowell and Peter
Fink. Spaces 553 to 566. inclusive.

Warner & Swasey Company, The, Cleveland, O.—Number
3A hollow hexagon turret lathe. Represented by A. C.

Cook and W. E. Marshall. Space 145.

\\'elsbach Company, Gloucester, N. J.—Various kinds of rail-

way lamps for use on platforms, stations and office lighting.

Represented by Sidney ]\Tason, Townsend Stites, F. N. Hamer-
strom, T. J. Little, Jr., and C. W. Wardell. Spaces 42
and 44.

West Disinfecting Company, New York, N. Y.—Liquid soap
dispensers, deodorizing machines, fumigating machines, auto-
matic sprinklers, spraying machines and fluids used in above.
Represented by Geo. L. Lord and H. E. Daniels. Space
516.

Western Railway Equipment Company, St. Louis. Mo.—Acme
brake slack adjusters, car door fastenings, Downing card
holders. Western brake jaws, brake pins. Western bell ringer.

Acme pipe clamps, Western sill and carline pockets, fish hook
tie plates, Linstrom syphon pipes, Repubb'c draft gear, tie

dating nails, interchangeable car doors. Linstrom eccentr'cs.

Hoerr car doors, Western ^flush car doors, Security dust guard.
Western angle cock holders, Economy slack adjusters. St.

Louis flush car doors. Represented bv Louis A. Hoerr and
S. H. Campbell. Spaces 370, 371. 372 and 373.

Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, Hegewisch, 111.

—

Exhibit with the Pressed Steel Car' Company. Space 659
Western Wheeled Scraper Company, Aurora. 111.—Thirty cubic
yard 100,000 pounds capacity Western air dump car for rail-

road construction and betterment work. Represented by IM. E.
Davis and J. B. Rhodes. Space, track.

Westinghous'C Air Brake Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.—Empty
and load brake demonstration rack, PC equipment dem-
onstration rack, centrifugal dirt collector demonstration
rack, PC equipment illuminated chart, Westinghouse brake
test truck, Westinghouse enameled ma'n re'^ervoirs. galva-
nized annealed steel hose clamp, centrifugal dirt collector
for 9V2-inch compressor. Represented bv A. L. Humphrey,
W. V. Turner. E. A. Craig, F. H. Parke. H. E. Chilcoat,
Robert Burgess, Joseph R. Ellicott. F. V. Green. F. M.
Nellis. C. H. Larimer. S. J. Kidder, T. R. Brown, E. H.
Dew-son. F. H. Whitney, W. S. Bartholomew, C. J. Olm-
stead. E. L. Adreon and C. P. Cass. Spaces 27. 29. 31 and
136 to 146, inclusive.

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Companv, New York. N. Y.

—

With the Westinghouse Air Brake Comnanv exhibit.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. East

Pittsburgh. Pa.—Alternating current and direct current
motors, comnlete with control apparatus, for constant and
varying^ speeds. Represented bv Charles Robbins. J. H.
KHnck. J. C. McQuiston. C. G. Tnrkington. F. H. Herz-sch,
R. F. Moon and H. L. Vogel. Space 27-29-31 and 1.36 to
146; even numbers.

Westing-house Lamp Company. Bloomfield, N. J.—Tungsten
and carbon lamps for all standard voltages and of all

standard sizes. Represented bv B. F. Fisher. Jr. Space
27-29-31-136 to 146; even numbers.

Westinghouse Machine Company, East I'ittsbnrgh, Pa.—25
K. W. turbogenerator outfit. Reiiresented by L. i^. Brins-
m.-ide and K. II. Sniffin. Spaces 27, 29, 31 and 136 to 146,

inclusive.

Wi'stinKhouse Tr.ictioii I'rake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

With the We-tinghouse Air Brake Company cxiiil)it.

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Company, Detroit, Mich.—Abrasive
brake shoes for truing locomotive driver wheels and car
wheels. R-epresnted by J. M. Griffin. Space 629.

Williams All-Service Car Door Company, Clinton, 111.—A box
car door. Represented by M. L. F-vans and W. II. Hastings.
Si>ace 401.

Wilson Remover Company, New York, N. Y.—Paint and var-
nish remover. Represented by J. MacNaull Wilson and J.

Whitney Wilson. Space 222.

Wood, Guilford S., Chicago, 111.—Wood's flexible nipple end
protector. The monogram train pipe bracket. Represented
by Guilford S. Wood, D. J. Jennings and S. G. Rea. Space
512.

Wood Locomotive Fire Box & Tube Plate Company, The
Wm. H., Media, Pa.—One Wm. II. Wood patent loco fire

box, full size, with balanced corrugated formation. Section
of flanging. Represented by Wm. II. Wood and Fred H.
Snell. Space 214.

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, The, New York, N. Y.
—Chain blocks, trolleys, electric hoists and hardware. Repre-
sented by R. N. Hodgkins, T. J. White, W. J. Nahrwold,
C. W. Beaver, A. W. Patterson, Jr., H. H. Ricketts, Forbes
Liddell and H. C. Spaulding. Spaces 151 and 368.

Zug Iron & Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Staybolt, en-
gine bolt and forging irons. Represented by John H. Mc-
Cloy and A. M. Brown. Space 232.

THE SPECIAL TRAIN FROM CHICAGO.

Tbe Pennsylvania M. M. and M. C. B. special train from Chi-

cago left that city at 3 p. m. on Monday and arrived in Atantic

City at 3.47 p. m. yesterday. The train was in charge of E. K.

Bixby, district passenger agent of the Pennsylvania Lines at

Chicago. It was a double-header, and contained one parlor-bag-

gage car, nine sleepers, two diners, and one observation car.

Despite the fact that it had 13 cars and arrived on June 13, those

on it had a very pleasant trip. Among those on board were the

following :

H. L. Adams, Chicago Welding Company, Chicago ; George

T. Anderson and wife, Whipple Car Company, Chicago; R. W.
Bell and wife, supt. machinery, Illinois Central R. R., Chicago;

A. S. Barrows, Pantasote Company, Chicago; R. T. Bryden,

Wadsworth-Howland Company, Chicago; George L. Bourne,

Locomotive Superheater Company, Chicago ; L. W. Barker, Loco-

motive Improvement Company, Clinton, Iowa; F. J. Bingham,

White Enamel Refrigerator Company, Chicago ; Chauncey B.

Blair, The Kennicott Company, Chicago ; M. C. Beymer, Ameri-

can Arch Company, Chicago ; A. L. Beardsley and wife, Cleve-

land Twist Drill Company, Chicago ; R. L. Brown, National W

Lock Washer Company, Chicago ; F. J. Blum, Armstrong Blum

Company, Chicago ; S. L. Beam, M. S. A. T. & S. F. Railway,

Los Angelos, Cal. ; W. C. Bell, National Boiler Washing Com-

pany, Chicago; J. W. Cyr, S. M. P. C. B. & Q. Ry., Chicago;

W. H. C. Carhart, Illinois Steel Company, Chicago; George R.

Carr, Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works, Chicago ; C. A. Coons,

American Arch Company, Omaha, Neb.
; J.

• B. Cram, Railway

Materials Company, Chicago
; J. J. Dale, Celfor Tool Company,

Chicago ; T. Dunbar, Hale-Kilburn Manufacturing Company,

Chicago ; F. T. DeLong, Chicago Railway Equipment Company,

Chicago
; J. F. DeVoy, Asst. S. M. P. C. M. & St. P. Ry., Mil-

waukee; L. L. Dawson and wife, S. M., Fort Worth & Denver

City, Childers. Tex. ; H. F. Daniels. West Disinfecting Company,

Chicago; A. G. Delaney, Chicago Car Heating Company,

Chicago; Seeley Dunn. Bullard Car Door Equipment Com-

pany. Chicago; C. F. Dodson, Baldwin Locomotive Works,

Chicago; W. W. Darrow. The Camel Company, Chicago;

J. F. Dunn and wife, S. M. P., O. R. S.. Salt Lake City;

A. Christensen, Aurora Metal Company, Aurora, 111.; P. M.

Elliott, The Camel Company, Chicago: S. W. Edwards,

Ohio Injector Company, Chicago; E. C. Cook, The Railway
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Journal, Chicago; T. E. Eanils, Little Giant Lubricator

Company, Chicago; M. S. Curley, O'Mally Brass Company,
Memj)his, Tenn.

; J. R. Cardwel, Union Draft Gear Company,
Chicago; C. C. Farmer, Westingliouse Air Brake Company,
Chicago; P. J. Ford, Crerar, Adams & Co., Chicago; Frank
W. Furry, Ohio Injector Com;;any, Chicago; \V. S. Furry,

Ohio Injector Company, Chicago; C. E. Fuller and family,

G. S. M. P.. Union Pacific ,R. R., Omaha; J. P. Gowing,
Pratt & Lambert, Chicago; E. H. Gold, Chicago Car Heating
Company, Chicago; Allan Goodhue, Midvale Steel Company,
Chicago; Wm. Gill, M. M., Iowa Central Ry., Marshalltown,

Iowa; F. M. Gilmore, Johns-ManviJle Company, Chicago; C. E.

Gossett, M. M. M. & St. L. Ry., Minneapolis, Minn.; A. H.

Gairns and wife, Central Locomotive & Car Works, Chicago;

H. H. Gilbert, G. E. Mathson Company, Chicago; E. A. Gil-

bert and wife, W. H. Miner Company, Chicago; O. C. Hayward,
Tousey Varnish Company. Chicago; George L. Harvey, Frost

Railway Supply Company, Chicago; C. A. Hardy, Whiting

Foundry Equipment Company, Chicago; M. H. Haig, M. M.
A. T. & S. F. Ry., Topeka, Kan.; W. J. Llosciet, Rodger
Ballast Car Company, Chicago; E. R. Hibbard, Grip Nut Com-
pany, Chicago; I. C. Hicks, M. M. A. T. & S. F. Ry., San Ber-

nardino, Cal.; J. H. Hummel, Templeton Kenly & Co.,

Chicago; C. J. Holland, American Steel Foundries, Chicago;

G. J. Hatz, M. M. U. P. R. R., Omaha; J. G. Hatz and wife,

Bettendorf Axle Company, Devenport, la.; P. CI Jacobs,

Johns-Manville Company, Chicago; K. R. Johnson, National

Malleable Castings Company, Chicago; E. A. Johnson, W. H.

Miner Company, Chicago; W. L. Kellogg. S. M. P. C. H. &
D. Ry., Cincinnati; H. P. Knight, Baldwin Locomotive
Works, Chicago; C. L. Kennicott, The Kennicott Company,
Chicago; J. S. Luscombe, M. M. T. & O. C. R. R„ Becy-

rus, O.; John Lammedee, Railway & Engineering Review,

Chicago; E. F. Leigh, Chicago Ry. Equipment Company,
Chicago; J. R.. Mitchell, W. H. Miner Company, Chicago;

Thomas Madill, Sherwin-Williams Company, Chicago; L. P.

Mercer, Parkesburg Iron Company, Chicago; A. E. Man-
chester, G. S. M. P. C. M. & St. P. Ry., Chicago; G. A.

Murphy, Hewitt Supply Company, Chicago; G. B. Moore,

American Arch Company, Chicago; J. P. Moses, Joseph T.

Ryerson & Son, Chicago; E. S. McClellan, McCord Mfg. Com-
pany, Chicago; W. E. Magraw, Railway List Company, Chi-

cago; W. N. Mitchell, International Correspondence School,

Scranton. Pa.; C. F. McClune, International Correspondence

School, Scranton, Pa.; C. J. Na'Sh, Westinghouse Air Brake

Company, Chicago; G. P. Nichols, G. P. Nichols & Co.,

Chicago; J. L. Nicholson and wife. American Arch Company,
Chicago; J. G. Neufifer, S. M. P., Chicago Great Western Ry.,

Chicago; J. T. O'Connor, W. H. Miner Company, Chicago:

Edward O'Mally, The O'Mally Brass Company, Chicago;

J. N. Moore, B. M. Jones Company, Chicago; George H.

Porter, Western Electric Company, Chicago; W. J. Pier-

son, Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago; E. W. Pratt,

A. S. M. P. Chicago & Northwestern Ry., Chicago; R. W. Rus-

tcrhalz, IngersoU-Rand Company, Chicago; G. W. Ristine,

Jr., Pressed Steel Car Company, Chicago; W. E. Robertson,

W. H. Miner Company, Chicago; W. A. Smith, Railway &
I-^ngineering Review, Chicago; P. G. Stevens, Railway & En-

gineering Review, Chicago; C. E. Shields, Rock Island Mfg.

Company, Rock Island, 111.; W. M. Simpson. Railway Ma-

terials Company, Chicago; C. A. Seley, M. E. C. R. I. & P.

Ry., Chicago; W. J. Schlacks, McCord & Co., Chicago;

C. W. Seddon, S. M. P. D. ML & N. Ry., Proctor, Minn.;

E. C. Schmidt, Professor of Railway Engineering, Univer-

sity of Illinois, Urbana, 111.; C. A. Schroyer, wife and daugh-

ter, S. C. D. C. & N. W. Ry.. Chicago; R. T. Scott, Indepen-

dent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago; G. N. Swcringen.

Chicago Railway Equipment Company, Chicago; J. F. Schurch,

Railway Materials Company, Chicago; E. E. Silk, Betten-

dorf Axle Company, Chicago; North Storms, Tinsley Rail-

way Supi)ly Company, Chicago; Gustav Thurnauer, Aurora

Aleial Com] any, Aurora, 111.; C. H. Tobias, Union Draft

Gear Cimpany, Chicago; W. J. Tollerton, A. G. S. M. P. C. R.

1. & P. Ry., Chicago; W. White, National Boiler Washer
Company, Chicago; R. T. Walbank, Glidden Varnish Com-
pany, Chicago; J. H. Waterman, Supt. Tie Preserving, C. B.

& Q. Ry., Chicago; H. A. Waldron, Johns-Manville Company,

Chicago; A. C. Woods, Railway Spring & Mfg. Company,

Chcago: W. J. Walsh, Galena Signal Oil Company. Chi-

cago; L. F. Wilson, Railway List Company, Chicago; C. L.

Woodrufif, Lowe Bros. Company, Chicago; D. O. Ward, Mid-

Western Car Supply Company, Chicago; W. M. Wilson. J.

Rogers Flannery & Co., Chicago; Edward Wilhelm, Grip Nut

Company, Chicago; Wm. Wilcoxson, Grip Xut Comi)any,

Chicago; J. C. Younglove, Johns-Manville Comany, Chi-

cago; B. B. Young, M. E. C. P.. & Q. R. R., Chicago; J. D.

Ristine, Mamolith Carbon Paint Company, Chicago; C. E.

Roise, Automatic Machine Company, Chicago.

THE NEW YORK SPECIAL TRAIN.

A special train on the Central of New Jersey brought a large

party for the Conventions from New York City yesterday after-

noon. The train consisted of a combination parlor and baggage

car and four parlor cars. It left New York at 3.40 p. m. and

arrived in Atlantic City at 6.45 p. m. Among those who

came on it were the following:

H. F. Armstrong, Davenport Locomotive Works; Thomas

Arnold, Taylor & Arnold, Ltd.; Fred Atwater, Columbia Nut

& Bolt Company; E. A. Averill, Am. Eng. & R. R. Journal

r

A. R. Ayers, M. E., L. S. & M. S. Ry. ; Frank A. Barbey, Frank

A. Barbey Company; H. F. Beckel, New York Air Brake Com-

pany; E. Bjerrcgaard, Official Ry. Guide; R. M. Brower, Ameri-

can Brake Shoe & Foundry Company ; Lucian C. Brown, United

Equipment Company; T. R. Brown, Westinghouse Air Brake

Company; Geo. H. Bryant, Thos. Prosser & Son; E. G.

Buchanan, Carbon Steel Company; Chas. C. Castle, U. S. Metal

& Manufacturing Company; C. E. Chambers and wife, S. M. 'P.,

C. R. R. of N. J.; Jos. Chidley, M. M., L. S. & M. S. Ry.; Frank

F. Coggin, Chicago Car Heating Company; C. W. Cross, Supt.

Apprentices, New York Central Lines; H. M. Deemer, Midvale

Steel Company; Geo. Donahue, Corona Manufacturing & Supply

Company; Jos. R. Ellicott, Westinghouse Air Brake Company;

J. T. Flavin, M. M., C. I. & S. R. R. ; Geo. L. Fowler and wife,

C. B. Friday, Carnegie Steel Company; A. L. Graburn, M. E.,.

Canadian Northern; Frederick V. Green, Westinghouse Air

Brake Company; H. D. Hawks, General Electric Company; B.

A. Hegeman, Jr., U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company; Joha

M. High, Pantasote Company; Mrs. High and Miss May Hed-

ley; S. Hoffmann, Locomotive Superheater Company; A. W.-

Horsey, District Master Mechanic, Canadian Pacific, and A.

Sutherland Horsey; Judson A. Lamon, McCord & Company;

C. E. Lester, general foreman, Erie; D. R. MacBain, S. M. P.,,

L. S. & M. S. ; Misses Helen and Grace MacBain; W. W. Mel-

cher, Massachusetts Mohair Plush Company; P. H. MinshuU,

Gen. For., N. Y. O. & W., Mrs. Minshull; John F. Muldoon,

Corona Manufacturing & Supply Company; C. S. Myers, Railway

List Company ; W. M. Perrine, M. M., C. of N. J., Harold Perrine

;

T. B. Purves, Jr., C. H. Overeau, Supt. Elec. Equip., N. Y. C.

& H. R.; Robert Radford, Sec. Standard Steel Works Com-

pany; O. H. Reynalds, Jessop Steel Company, Mrs. Reynalds;

Geo. W. Rink, Mech. Engr., C. of N. J., Mrs. Rink; Wallace

H. Robb, Canadian Manager Anchor Packing Company;

T. Rumney, Genl. Mech. Supt., Erie; Thomas S. L.

Seaman, American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company; N.

E. Sproul, Supt. Shops, Atlantic Coast Line, Mrs. Sproul,

Lester Sproul, Mrs. E. Buchanan, F. H. Thompson, American

Engineering & Railroad Journal; F. H. Smith, Gold Car Heat-
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ing & Lighting C(inii)any; G. L. Van Dorcii, Supt. SIiops,

C. of N. J.; Harry 1^. Voiiglit, New York and Central Rail-

road Clubs, Mrs. Vought; Frank li. Waller, Flower Waste
& Packing Company, and Divine Bros. Company; R. II.

Wcatherly, The Tilliod Company, Mrs. Wcathcrly; V. S.

Varnall, Carnegie Steel Company.

M. M. REGISTRATION.

Allen, C. W.. Shelburne.
Allen. G. S.. Resident M. M., P. & R. Ry.. Penhurst.
Aldcorn. Thos., Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Marlborough-

Blenhcim.
Hall, 11. Iv. American T,oco. Co., Marlborougb-Rlcnhcim.
Bcchhold, H. G., Young's Hotel.
Bell, J. Snoden,, St. Charles.

Bentley, H. T., A. S. M. P.-C. & N. W. Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Berry, A. O.," Supt. Shops, L. S. & M. S., Traymore.
Billingham, R. A., S. M. P., Pitts., Shawmut & Northern R. R.,

Traymore.
Bingley. W. J., M. M., West Maryland Ry., Monticello.
Bohan, W. J.. Mech. Engr., Northern Pacific R. R., Dennis.
Brazier, F. W., Supt. Car Dept, N. Y. C, Marlborough-BIenheim.
Canfield, J. B., M. M., Boston & Albany R. R., Penhurst.
Carroll, J. T., S. M. P., B. & O., Traymore.
Casey, Fred A., V. P., The Ashton Valve Co., Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Chenowith, Edwin G., M. E., Erie R. R., Young's.
Chisholm, J. E., Monticello.
Cole, Thos. J., M. M.. Erie R. R. Co.. Schlitz.

Crawford, D. F., G. S. M. P., Penna. Lines (West).
Curley, M. S., M. M., Frisco Lines, Marlborongh-Blenheim.
Cyr, J. W., S. M. P., C. B. & Q. Lines, East, Dunlop.
Dawson. L. L., S. M. P., Ft. Worth & Denver City Ry., Brighton.
Depue, G T., M. M., Erie R. R., Lexington Hotel.
Dunlap, W. H.. M. M., L. & N. R. R., Seaside.
DeVoy, J. F.. M. E., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Shelburne.
Edward, J. B., M. M., Col., Newberry & Laurius R. R., Strand

Hotel.
Ettinger. R. L., C. M. E., Southern Ry., Dennis.
Flory, B_. P., S. M. P., N Y. O. & W. R. R., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Fogg, J. W., M. M., B. & O. C. T. R. R., Chalfonte.
Forsyth, Wm., The Railroad Age-Gazette. Traymore.
Foster, O. M., M. M.. L. S. & M. S. Ry. Co., Traymore.
Fuller, C. E., A. G. M., Union Pacific Ry., Marlboroush-Blenheim.
Gairns, A. H., M. M., Oregon Short Line R. R., Chalfonte.
Gaines, F. F., S. M. P., Central of Georgia R. R., Dennis.
Gill, Wm.. M. M., Iowa Central R. R., Rudolf.
Gossett, Chas. E., M. M., Minn. & St. L. Rv., Dennis.
Gould, Jos. E., S. M. P., Norfolk & Southern Ry., Dennis.
Hagan. C. H., S. M. P., N. Y. C. & H R. R. R., Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Uancock. Geo. A., S. M. P., St. L. & S. F. Ry., Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Hatz, G. J., M. M., U. P. Ry., Haddon HMI.
Hayes, John F., M. M., Grand Rapids & Indiana Ry., Young's.
Heiser, W. F.. M. M.. C. & E. I. R. R., Strand.
Hicks, L C. M. M., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Dennis.
Hyndman. F. T., M S., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Irvine, I. B.. Gen'l Treasurer, P. S, & N. Ry., Bingham.
Kapp, W. F., Supt. Shops & Machy., R. F. & P. Ry., Marl-

borough-Blenheim.
Kellogg. W. L., M. M., P. M. R. R., Haddon Hall.
Kight, H. R., M. M., West Maryland R. R., Monticello.
Kilpatrick. R. F., Chalfonte.
Kinney, W. H., Gen. For., N. Y., Ontario & Western Ry.,
Traymore.

Leach, H. L., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Leach, W. B., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Lewis, W. H., S. M. P., Norfolk & Western Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Luscombe, J. T., M. M., Toledo & Ohio Central Rv.. Young's.
McCarthy, M. J., S. S., C. C. C. & St. L. R. R., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

McCuen, T. P., Gen. Inspector. C. N. O. & T. P. Ry., Dennis.
McCuen, R. E., M. M.. L. & E. R. R., Dennis.
McRae, J. A., M. E.. Michigan Central R. R., Chalfonte.
Manchester, A. E., S. M. P., C. M, & St. P. Ry., Traymore.
Meade, P. J., G. F., Atlantic Coast Line R. R., Vaugh Cottage.
Miller, I. A., S. M. P., Florida East Coast Ry., Windsor.
Mills, J. H., M. M., Can. Pac. Ry., Haddon Hall.
Monahan, J. J., M. M., Louisville & Nashville R. R., Dunlop.
Montgomery, H., S. M. P. & E., Bangor & Aroostook R. R.,

Dennis.

Murrian, W. S., S. M. P., Southern Ry., Dennis.
Nelson, C. B., A. M. M., L. S. & M. S., Traymore.
Nciilfcr, J. G., S. M. P., C. (it. W. Ry., lirigiiton Hotel.
I'ratt, K. W., A. S. M. P., Chgo. & N. Western Ry., Marl-
borough- Blenheim Hotel.

Piatt, John G., Dennis Hotel.
Parish, LcGrand, Marlborough-Rlenheim Hotel.
Rae, Clark H., G. M. M., Louisvile & Nashville. Ky., Chal-
fonte Hotel.

Reid, H. G., M. M., Can. Pac. Ry., Haddon Hall.
Scheffer, F. H., Supt. Machy., N. C. & St. L, Runnymede Hotl.
Sedgwick, E. V., Young's Hotel.
Scidel, Geo. W., Supt. Silves. Shops, C. R. I. & P. Ry., Tray-
more Hotel.

Selcy, C. A., M. E., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chalfonte Hotel.
Shoemaker, H., M. M., Dela. Lack. & Western R. R., Windsor

Hotel
Small, Fred F., M. E., Pacific Electric Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim Hotel.

Smith, E. J., M. M., Atlantic Coast Line R. R., Windsor Hotel.
Smith, John L. G. F., P. S. & N. Ry, Bingham Hotel.
Smith, L. K., A. M. M., Wabash R. R., Shelbourne Hotel.
Smith, R. D., S. M. P. & R. S., Boston & Albany R. R.,

Dennis Hotel.
Smith, W T., M. M., C. & O. Ry. Co., Dennis Hotel.
Smith, Willard A., Dennis Hotel.
Stearns, W. A., M. E., Louisville & Nashville R. R., Chalfonte

Hotel.

Stocks, W. H., Chalfonte Hotel.
Street, C. F., Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel.
Sullivan, J. J., G. M. M., L. & N. Ry., Youn-'s Hotel.
Taylor, G. W.. S. M. P., San Antonio & Aransas Pass Ry.,

Shelbourne Hotel.
Taylor, Joseph W., Secy., A. R. M. Assn., Marlborough-Blen-
heim Hotel.

Terrell, C. H., of M. M. Assn., M. M., C. & O. R. R., Haddon
Hall.

Thomas, J. J., Jr., S. M. P, Mobile & Ohio R. R.. Dennis Hotel.
Tinker, J. H., Dir. M. M., C. & E. L R. R., Strand Hotel.
Tonge, John, Minn. & St. Louis Ry. Co., Dennis Hotel.
Turner, J. S., Sales Agent, Pressed Steel Car Co., Marlborough-
Blenheim Hotel.

Walsh, J. F., S. M. P., C. & O. Ry., Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel.

White, A. M., American Loco. Co., Traymore Hotel.
Wightman, D. A., Dennis Hotel.
Warthen, J. O., M. M., Danville & Western Ry. Co., Monticello

Hotel.
Yergens, W. F., M. M., Erie R. R., Schlitz Hotel.

M. C. B. REGISTRATION.

Billingham, R. A., S. M. R., Pitts, Shawmut & Northern R.

R., Traymore Hotel.
Bohan, W. J., Mech Eng-., Northern Pacific, Dennis Hotel.
Brazier, F. W., Supt. R. S., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Co.,

Marlborough-Blenheim.
Chenowith, Edwin G., M. E.. Erie R. R., Young's Hotel.
Cyr, J. W., S. M. P., C. B. & Q. Lines East, Dunlop Hotel.
Dawson, L. L., S. M. P., Ft. Worth & Denv. City Ry.,

Brighton Hotel.
DeVoy, J. F.. M. E.. C. M. & St. P. Ry. Co., Shelbourne.
Ettinger, R. L., C. M. E., Southern Ry Co., Dennis Hotel.
Flory, E. P.. S. M. P., N. Y. Ontario & Western Ry., Marl-
borough-Blenheim Hotel.

Fuller, C. E., Asst. Gen. Mgr., U. P. R., Marlborough-Blenheim
Hotel.

Gaines, F. F.. S. M. P., Central of Georgia Ry., Dennis Hotel.

Gould, Jos. E., S. M. P., Norfolk & Southern Ry., Dennis
Hotel.

Hancock, Geo. A., S. M., St. Louis & San Francisco R. R.,

Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel.
Kapp, W. F.. Supt. Shops & Machy.. R. F. & P. Ry., Marl-
borough-Blenheim Hotel.

Kellog, W. L., S. M. P., Cin. Ham. & Dayton Ry., Haddon
Hall.

Lewis, W. H., S. M. P.. N. & W. Ry. Co., Marlborough-
Blenheim Hotel.

Luscombe, J. T., M. M., Toledo & Ohio Cent. Ry., Young's
Hotel.

McFeatters, F. R., M. C. B., Supt. Union R. R., St. Charles

Hotel.
Mcllvain, J. D., S. M. Supt. Grand Trunk, Seaside Hotel.

McRae, J. A., c/o M. C. R. R.. Chalfonte Hotel.
Manchester, A. E., S. M. P., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Tray
Hotel.
Monahan. J. J., M. M., L. & N. R. R., Dunlop Hotel.
Montgomery, Hugh, Bangor & Aroostook R. R., Dennis

Hotel.
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Ncuffer, J. G., S. M. P., Chicago Great Western Ry., Brighton
Hotel.

Pratt, Edward W., A. S. M. P., Chicago & Northwestern
Ry., Marlborough-Blenhcim Hotel.

Rae, Clark H., G. M. M., L. & N. R. R., Chalfonte Hotel.
Ramsdell. T. M., M. C. B., C. & O. Ry., Chalfonte Hotel.
Seley, C. A., M. E., Chicago, R. I. & P. Ry., Chalfonte Hotel.
Small, Fred F., Supt. Mech. Dept., Pacific Electric Ry., Marl-
borough-Blenheim Hotel.

Smith, R. D., S. M. P. & R. S., B. & A. R. R., Dennis Hotel.
Willard, A. Smith, Editor Railway Review. Dennis ?Iotel.

Stearns, W. A., M. E., Louisville & Nashville R. R., Chalfonte
Hotel.

Stewart. A. P., M. M., Chesapeake & Ohio Ry., Traymore
Hotel.

Sullivan, J. J.. M. M., N. A. T. & D. N. C, Decatus, Ala.

Taylor. Geo. W., S. M. P., Antonio & Aransas Pass. Ry.,

Shelbourne Hotel.
Taylor, J. W., For. Car Shops, Corvallis & Eastern Ry.,
Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel.

Terrell, C. H., S. M. P., C. & O. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Tonge, John, Minn, & St. Louis Ry. Co., Dennis Hotel.
Thomas, J. J., Jr., Southern Ry. Co. in Miss.
Walsh, F. J.. G. F., Chesapeake & Ohio Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim Hotel.

Watts, A. H., M. M., Cin. Nor. R. R. Co.

GUESTS.

.-Vlwine, E. S., Secy, to Pur. Agt., Southern Ry., Dennis Hotel.

Anderson, H. A.. Special Agt. Pur. Dept., Penn. R. R., Marl-
borough-Blenheim Hotel.

Baxter, E. K., D. P. Agt, Penn. R. R.
Campbell, C. S., Genl. Supt., U. S. Ex., Chelsea Hotel.
Cratzer, Curtin A., City Ticket Office, Penn. R. R.

Eddy, W. J., Geil. Tool Rm. Insp., Erie, Schlitz Hotel.

Ewan, H. F., Agt., U. S. Exp., Devenshire Hotel.

Fuller, Charles Edw., Jr., Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel.
Fuller, Mary, Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel.
Hall, Wm. B., Genl. Storekeeper, D. & R. G. R. R., Chalfonte

Hotel.
Hatz Herbert, Haddon Hall.

James, Robert R^ Traymore Hotel.
Ladd, Geo. T., Crawford, D. T., Gen. S. M. P., Penn. west

' of Pitts., Brighton Hotel.
Mayer, F. A., Genl. Master Boiler Maker, Southern R. R.

Miller, G. A., Jr., Florida East Coast, Windsor Hotel.

Mills, Malcolm, M. M., C P. R.,..Haddon Hall.

Murphy, James T., Citv Ticket Agt., Penn. R. R.

Nunn, A., Mach. Inspector, 'Erie, Schlitz Hotel.
Nelson, L. B., A. M. M.. L. S. & M. S., Traymore Hotel.

O'Reilly, Wm. H., M. P. Asst., Santa Fe, Haddon Hall.

Ramsdell, T. M., Jr., Son ofM. C. B., C. & O., Chalfonte Hotel.
Taylor, G. W., Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel.
Town, Col Thos. J., Berkshire Inri.

Waterman, J. H., Supt. Timber Preservation, C. B. & O. R. R.,

Haddon Hall.

Wynn, F. S., Pur. Agt., Southern, Dennis Hotel.

INVITATIONS TO ARMY AND NAVY OFFICERS.

In accordance with a resolution adopted by the Railway Sup-

ply Manufacturers' Association last year, handsomely engraved

invitations to attend this year's conventions and see the ex-

hibits were sent by Secretary Conway to the engineer officers

of the United States army and navy. Those invited included

Brigadier-General William H. Bixby, chief of engineers of the

army, and army engineer officers having the ranks of colonel,

lieutenant-colonel, major, captain and assistant engineer, the

secretary of the navy, officers of the bureau of marine en-

gineers, etc., including the chiefs of the bureaus of yards and

docks, of ordnance, of construction and repairs, of steam en-

gineers, of navigation ; and Rear Admirals Wainwright, Potter

and Ward, and to Captain Fletcher, serving as aides, respectively.

for operations for personnel, for inspections and for materials.

Others invited were: Colonel George W. Goethals, chairman of

the Isthmian Canal Commission; Lieutenant-Colonel H. F.

Hodge, also of the commission; and the purchasing agents of

the commission.

A large number of replies to the invitations have been re-

ceived, all expressing hearty appreciation of them, and some

indicating an intention to attend.

(Honbenf tonalities.

Harry Finnell certainly looks gay in his white flannel pants.

J. F. Dunn, superintendent motive power of the Oregon
Short Line, has his wife and daughter with him this year.

C. E. Postlethwaitc writes, "I expect to arrive at Atlantic

City on Tuesday next.—C. E. P." Has anybody here seen
Posty ?

Mrs. A. Fenton Walker, one of the "old timers," will leave

for Scotland after the close of the conventions to visit her
family.

C. A. Seley, mechanical engineer of the Rock Island Lines,
arrived early yesterday afternoon, and immediately started in

to "do the exhibits."

Among those registered at the Chalfonte are Mr. and Mrs.
Robert T. Scott. Mr. Scott is with the Indepenedent Pneu-
matic Tool Company.

B. P. Flory, superintendent of motive power of the New York,
Ontario & Western, and Mrs. Flory, spent yesterday afternoon
on the pier greeting friends.

J. F. Walsh, general superintendent of motive power of

the Chesapeake & Ohio, was an early arrival, registering at

the Marlborough-Blenheim.

B. A. Hegeman, Jr., with his son, Harold, motored to

Atlantic City from New York on Sunday. They are staying
at the Marlborough-Blenheim.

Alex. Brown got here Monday, wearing the identical straw
hat which supported his proud brow as he and Stewart walked
into Maxims on the now famous night of June 17, 1910.

Mr. and Mrs. John D. Hurley were among the first to arrive.

They are stopping at the Marlborough-Blenheim. Mr. Hurley
is vice-president of the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company.

F. W. Brazier, superintendent of rolling stock of the New
York Central, has come down a little early to rest up and get

m good trim for some lively work in the convention next week.

J. P. McCuen, who has retired from railway service as

superintendent motive power of the Queen & Crescent since

last year, could not pass up the conventions. He arrived yes-

terday afternoon.

Secretary Joseph W. Taylor, of the M. M. and M. C. B.

Associations, arrived Tuesday morning and registered at the

Marlborough-Blenheim. He predicts new records of attend-

ance for both conventions.

J. T. Carroll, superintendent of motive power of the Bal-

timore & Ohio, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has brought Mrs. Carroll

with him this year. He is looking forward to trying out
some of the new Mikados.

F. F. Gaines, superintendent motive power of the Central

of Georgia, was among the early arrivals, and started in to

make a time study of the motions made by the bears in the

cage at the front of the pier.

Chauncey J. Blair, president of thfc Kennicott Company,
expected to attend the conventions but was unexpectedly
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.^rtlulr S. Goble. for several years in the lestiiii; drparliiienl

of the Chicaj2;o & Northwestern, has resigned to aecept a position

with the Standard Steel Works Company. Mr. Goble will make

his headquarters in New York.

Edward 15. Leigh, president of the Chicago Railway Equip-

ment Company, is expected to reach Atlantic City Saturday

and will be accompanied by Arthur Wyman, assistant to tlie

president of the same company.

Staff and Cooper got here early. Staff is always early,

because he carries his B. E. D. with him. But the same

cannot be said of Cooper, who frequently pays excess for

the impediments bestowed upon him by nature.

W. A. Stearns, mechanical engineer of the Louisville & Nash-

ville, arrived yesterday and is looking forward with considerable

pleasure to his work with the Amcr'can Steel Foundries, after

July 1, as assistant to the chief mechanical engineer.

C. A. Schroyer. superintendent car department of the

Chicago & Northwestern, is another one of the car builders

who came early to get in good shape for some lively work

next week. He is accompanied by his wife and daughter.

Rosser, who got his diploma as a lion tamer a year ago.

has been made manager of western sales of the T. H. Sym-

ington Company, with headquarters in Chicago. Rosser

arrived at the pier in a roller chair early on Monday morning.

S. L. Bean, mechanical superintendent of the Santa Fe. at

Los Angeles, Cal., and L C. Hicks, master mechanic at San

Bernardino, Cal.. came in on the Chicago special yesterday.

They hold the record for long distance travel to this con-

vention.

M. J. McCarthy, superintendent of shops of the Big-Four at

Beech Grove, Ind., who is attending the conventions, reports the

new car shop buildings almost completed and ready for the

equipment. They will probably be placed in operation next fall

or winter.

Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Noble spent Sunday afternoon and

evening greeting the early arrivals. Mrs. Noble looks for-

ward with distinct pleasure to these annual gatherings. She

knows so many of us and so many of us know her that time

passes all too rapidly.

G. W. Seidel, superintendent of the Silvis, 111., shops of the

Rock Island, is here. He is quite enthusiastic over the addi-

tion of a number of large jib cranes in the locomotive shop,

thus making it possible for the two traveling cranes to be

used to better advantage.

C. E. Fuller, superintendent of motive power and machinery

of the Union Pacific and president of the Master Miechanics'

Association, was the first one to get off the Chicago Special

yesterday afternoon and is in good shape to take up his strenu-

ous duties. He has his family with him.

Lou Phillips, of the National Tube Company, chairman

of the exhibit committee, and Mrs. Phillips were early ar-

rivals from their Chicago home. Mr. Phillips has seen a lot

of hard wandering during the past three months for the

exhibit committee and deserves much credit.

uiiiliiii oi tlu' i'itlslnirgh Locomotive Works, and has attended

the Master Mechanics' Association meetings since the early

days of its organization, is* here. Mr. Wiglitman is living in

retirement on a country place near Providence, 1\. I.

ii. J. Bentley, assistant superintendent of motive power and

macliinery of the Chicago & Northwestern, and first vice-presi-

dent of the Master Mechanics' Association, arrived, yesterday.

Mr. Bentley says that the new stripping and erecting shops at

("hicago are being placed in operation with excellent results.

Robert F. Carr, president of the Dearborn Drug & Chem-
ical Works, was an early arrival and is, as usual, a guest of

the Marlborough-Blenheim. Mrs. Carr will not attend the

conventions this year on account of the recent death of her

father, Mr. Smiley, one of the leading members of the Chicago

bar.

If you don't happen to find TIeap Big Chief Johnson when
you want him, inquire at Armory Hall. The Chief is the best

entertainment committee chairman that we have had for

the last two years; but it does seem as though he should

pay less attention to his pet hobby of drilling a lot of near

musicians.

Since the 1910 conventions, that promising young man of

sterling worth, A. C. Moore, of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company, has been elevated to the position of gen-

eral manager of the concern. There is no doubt but what he

will succeed, because he possesses those qualities which make
for success.

It is quite in order to congratulate Walter B. Leach. At

a meeting of the board of dir-ectors on May 31 Walter was

elected president and general manager of the concern he

has so ably served as general manager and treasurer for

some years past. It is a distinct pleasure to record a pro-

motion so thoroughly deserved.

We would, indeed, be ungrateful were we not to record

the presence of Scott Blewett. If you will bathe in the

sunlight, whether the day be gloomy or bright, sit down

and talk for a while with Mr. Blewett. Get him to tell you

about the early days of these great conventions. It will

do you good—and you will be inclined to find less fault if

things do not seem to be as you think they should be.

Charles C. Castle, manager of the railway deparment of

the U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, arrived at the

Marlborough-Blenheim on Tuesday evening. Mr. Castle

is president of the American Electric Railway Manufac-

turers' Association; and since the annual convention of the

American Electric Railway and Allied Associations will be

held on the Steel Pier in October next, undoubtedly Mr.

Castle will be able to get some ideas from the booth and

pier decorations of the M. M. and M. C. B. Conventions that

will be useful this fall.

D. A. Wightman, who for more than 20 years was superin-

Charlie Storrs is looking rather glum this year. And we

don't blame him. In the first place, Mrs. Storrs is not here—

and everyone knows what a tremendous help and comfort Mrs.

Storrs has been as the wife of one o'f the ablest chairmen of

one of our most important committees. Again, Charlie must

feel like a fish out of water in the absence of an assignment ohj

some committee where hard work counts. Not that he is a gen-

tleman of leisure as a member of the Executive Committee from

the great State of New York; but in that capacity the work is

spread over a period of months and therefore does not appeal

to Charlie as real labor.
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^he Ifxhibit

Many new and improved devices are exhibited this year by

the Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, in

spaces 301-311. That company appears to have made the

most of its time since the last convention, simplifying and

perfecting its electric and steam heating apparatus.

A full line of the Columbia lock nut is exhibited at booth

337 by the United States Metal & Manufacturing Company,
New York. The popularity of the Columbia lock nut s'cems

to be maintained whether business is booming or not, for

during the past year, which has been one of the dullest in

railway buying since 1907, this company reports an increase

in the sales of this nut to railway consumers.

The Storrs Mica Company, Owego, N. Y., has changed
the location of its space from the main building to the

annex, where at space 601 it is exhibiting a new device in

the mica line. It has but recently perfected a new form of

lantern globe. Its exhibit consists chiefly of ruby globes,

shown on a number of hand lamps of various well-known

lanterns. The makers claim that the heat-resisting proper-

ties of the mica which have been thoroughly proven for

several years, as applied to headlight chimneys, will show
the same economical results when applied to lantern globes.

RESISTANCE TUBE FOR BLOCK SIGNALS.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, New York, dur-

ing the past year has brought out a new resistance tube for

mm\\mm\m
Resistance Tube with Fuse Ferrules.

signal work. A form of this new tube is shown in the

accompanying illustration. A resistance coil is wound on an

asbestos rope, and after being impregnated with a heat-

resisting varnish it is wound on a porcelain helix. It will

be noted that fuse ferrules are provided on the ends of these

tubes, which are intended for c'ipping-in like the ordinary

barrel type of fuse, thus making its installation easy and

•quick. These tubes are also completely armored with con-

junction box connections as shown. They have a wide

Armored Resistance Tube.

application in multiple unit control and electric pneumatic

air brake service as well as for block signal work. The
main advantage is claimed to be in the length of large wire

which it is possible to use in a small space on account of

the peculiar construction of the tube.

POSITIVE NUT LOCK.

The Jones Positive Nut Lock Company, Chicago, recently

"has improved its nut lock by turning up the flanges, or

slotted ends, nearly at right angles to the body of the lock.

This feature, included in the process of manufacture, is

accomplished by a round bend across the flanges, as shown
in an accompanying illustration. This materially facilitates

the application of the device, a hammer being the only tool

required for driving the flange of the nut lock against the

nut. The nut lock, for use on wood, has always been made
with the flanges elevated so as to be readily driven over

against the nut with a hammer, but lately the width and

Application of Nut Lock.

thickness of this device have been very much increased,

giving it greater stability and ample bearing surface, as

shown.

Miscellaneous bending and forming machines and eight

large power punch presses are used in making the nut lock.

One of these machines weighs 6^^ tons, and has a capacity

Jones Positive Nut Lock.

of 84 tons. This machine is used for making some heavier

sizes of nut locks, and also a steel sprocket chain for con-

veyor machinery. The company's policy of carrying at all

times a stock exceeding 200 tons has enabled it to make prompt

deliveries.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, is exhibiting

for the first time a complete line of the Beyer and Keller

riveting and chipping hammers cut in section so as to illus-

trate their methods of operation. This company is also ex-

hibiting in section one of its new ball bearing Little Giant

piston air drills as well as its new type of Close Quarter

drill.

THE CARBORUNDUM EXHIBIT.

There are two particularly prominent features of the exhibit

of the Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y., booths

103-104. One is the display of the grinding wheels made from

the new material called Aloxite, for all kinds of tool grinding,

saw gumming and other classes of steel grinding. The other

feature of the exhibit is the installation of a set of grinding

machines upon which the cutting powers of both the Carborun-

dum and Aloxite wheels are shown. It is the idea of the men

in charge of the exhibit to show these wheels under conditions

as near to actual shop conditions as possible. All kinds ofl

material will be ground and everything will be done to show

visitors just what Carborundum, Aloxite and Somite wheels
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can tlu in tlicir slu^p^- '» addition to tlic compk'tc sliowin}; of

CarlHiruiuhun. Aloxitc and Somite grindinf; wliccis, the Car-

borundum Company will exhihit Carborundum brand garnet

paper, Aloxitc cloth, Carborund\un clotli, Carliorundum lire

sand, Carbonuuhim grains, etc.

BAY STATE PLUSH.

The Massachusetts Mohair IMusli Company, Boston, Mass.,

manufacturer of Bay State car plush, has been making plushes

for 25 years, and needs no introduction. It is exhibiting, in

space 20, some well-known models of car seats, covered with

materials that are right up to the minute. If you feel that it is

too hot to talk plush, just go to space 20 and let the plush talk

for itself.

FORCE FEED LUBRICATOR.

The accompanying illustration shows a four-feed Detroit force

feed lubricator, made by the Detroit Lubricator Company, De-

troit, Mich. This lubricator is driven by a belt from the engine

Detroit Force Feed Lubricator.

and supplies oil to the bearings in proportion to the speed of

the engine. Thus when once regulated the bearings get their

required supply of oil, being taken care of automatically for

different speed.

SELF-LOCKING NUT AND BOLT FASTENER.

The new Bartley s^elf-locking nut and bolt fastener for

angle bar joints, frogs and crossings is shown in the

accompanying illustration. This device was patented by

Milton Bradley, president of the American Nut & Bolt Fast-

ener Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. It is shown, together with

the Bartley combined nut, bolt and bond wire fastener, at

the company's exhibit in space 320. This fastener is easily

Bartley Self-Locking Nut and Bolt Fastener.

applied, being put on in front of the nut, which forces it up

against the angle bar. The nut has a full bottom bearing

against the fastener and the splice bar, so that it is claimed

that there is no wear either on the nut or on the splice bar,

while with spring fasteners there is only about ^-in. bear-

ing on the angle bar, and as they are much harder than the

bar, the vibration will cause tbem to cut the angle bar. This

fastener can be removed with a wrench as easily as the

spring fastener.

COLLINS WHEEL FLANGE LUBRICATOR.

The Collins Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

has brought out an improvement on its wheel flange lubri-

cator. It difTcrs from the previous device in being equipped

with a continuous feed, which obviates the necessity of

Collins Wheel Flange Lubricator.

attending to the lubricating stick every 200 or 300 miles, as

was necessary before. It requires little time to insert a new

stick, and there is an indicating device on the back of the

lubricator which can be seen at a distance of 10 ft. from the

locomotive so that at a glance it may be determined the

amount the stick has worn. It is claimed that the stick

Collins Lubricator Applied to a Locomotive.
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under varied tests has yiven service ul from 3,000 to 6.000

miles, depending upon the curvature of the road and the

class of power to which tbe device is applied; also, that a

saving is made not only in flange wear but also in rail wear.

The lubricating device itself is a substantial alTair and will

ordinarily last as long as the locomotive. The lubricant is

applied directly to the ilange and does not get on the tread

of tbe wheel, causing the locomotive to slip. It is used on

railways in this country and in Porto Rico, Australia, Canada
and Mexico.

EXHIBIT OF THE AMERICAN STEEL FOUNDRIES.

The exhibit of the American Steel Foundries. Chicago,

th's year occupies booth 168, at the extreme end of Ma-
chinery Hall. All of the products made at the various plants

of this company are arranged so far as possible to show
them as they wou'd appear in actual service. The most
noticeable feature of the exhibit is the complete truck,

occupying the center of the booth, which is intended for 70

or 75-ton freight equipment. The parts of the truck made
by the American Steel Foundries are the Andrews cast steel

side frames, the Davis cast steel wheels, the Ajax trussed

brake beams and the Simplex bolster springs. This truck

has been designed to meet the demand of railways for a

truck which can be used with an axle having 6 in. x 11 in.

journals, either for n^ew equipment or under 50-ton cars

where it has been found possible to increase material'y the

carrying capacity of the car by the substitution of heavier

and stronger trucks. In this truck the same general plan

of construction has been followed as in the Andrews 50-ton

truck which has been adopted as standard by a number of

large railways.

A wheel suitable for engine truck service and a 33-in.

freight car wheel from which sections have been cut, and

the plate distorted to show the strength and uniformity of

the material from which they are made, are also being ex-

hibited. At the left of tbe center of the booth are shown
Simplex cast steel couplers in operative position, suitable

for all classes of equipment. At the back of the booth are

shown brake beams for various kinds of service, including

the new cast steel Vulcan beams recommended for use

under steel passenger cars equipped with P. C. or L. N.

air-brake apparatus. Other products shown are the Susemihl

side bearings, body bolsters, Economy draft arms and the

new Samson truck bolster, intended for use under heavy

engine tenders.

The walls of the exhibit are hung with photographs show-
ing large and difficult miscel'aneous castings recently pro-

duced by the American Steel Foundries and also a large

picture in colors showing the manner in which the Davis

wheels are cast.

CHARCOAL IRON TUBES.

The Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa., believ-

ing there was a large field for high grade of charcoal iron

tubes, erected, in 1908, an electrically-driven tube mill for

the exclusive manufacture of charcoal iron tubes. The
capacity of the mill is 18 000 tons, or approximate'y 800.000

tubes per year. Tbe company believes that in the boiler

tubes ordered, if a genuine charcoal iron of heavy enough
gage for the purpose required is specified, these tubes will

give better average results than those obtained 20 years ago.

The two elements which it is vital to have as low as possible

in a good tube are manganese and sulphur. In the case of

manganese, which should be low to prevent electrolysis,

this e'ement in charcoal iron will run from a trace to .02

per cent., whereas in steel it will average between 0.25 and

0.35 per cent. This high per cent, in steel is necessary, as

the steel ingots will not roll to good advantage if the man-
ganese content is too low.

The sulphur in steel or iron will not only prevent good
welding but will cause red shortness. This element in gen-

uine charcoal iron is almost invariably between .01 ahd .02

P'cr cent., although it is becoming a more and more difficult

matter, commercially, to secure steel running lower than

.03 per cent, sulphur on account of the diminishing supply

of low sulphur ore. Genuine charcoal iron tubes at present

are made from the same materials and in tbe same manner
as those of 20 years ago, and in most cases they are now
superior, owing to the closer inspection demanded at this

time, the greater metallurgical knowledge employed in con-

verting and the use of Swedish iron blooms made from the

best ore in the world. An interesting accelerated corrosion

test has been made of samples of ingot iron, charcoal iron

and steel, where one-half of each sample, after immersion in

acid, shows successively greater attacks on the metal in the

order mentioned above. One set of these samples has dur-

ing the past few months been exposed to the elements and

in the untreated portion scarcely any corrosion took place

with the charcoal iron, whereas both ingot iron and steel

were considerably attacked. There is a much larger output

of charcoal iron tubes to-dav tlian in 1890 or 1900.

70-Ton Truck; American Steel Foundries.
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FERGUSON SPRING AND CASE HARDENING FURNACE.

The accoiui);inyiiig illuslr.ilion slunvs a lu-w design of

combination sjirinj" I'lttiiiK and ea^e li.iicKuin^jf fnrnacc of

the Ferguson type, 'i'his furnace is placed on tlie market by

Combination Spring and Case Hardening Furnace.

the Railway Materials Company, Chicago, to meet the re-

quirements of the smaller shop. It is operated on the Fer-

guson principle, the combustion of the oil taking place en-

Plan of Spring and Case Hardening Furnace.

tirely within the combustion chambers, which insures a

clean, even heat in both furnace compartments. The spring

fitting compartment is of sufficient size to heat all of the

work thai may be handled by one spring fitter, and the case

hardening comi)artment, located at the floor level, is 32 in.

wide by (A in. deep. 'J'hc principal merits of this furnace

are the small amount of floor space occupied; its low case

hardening door, doing away with the usual lifting of the case

hardening boxes; its complete operation with but one burner,

and its arrangement of doors for the two coitipartments,

allowing it to he used as two independent furnaces.

ENGINE AND TENDER TRUCKS.

The Commonwealth engine and tender trucks, made by
the Commonwealth Steel Conii)any St. f.ouis, Mo., embody

Commonwealth Truck.

strength and adaptability in design. They eliminate a great

many parts as compared with built-up construction, main-

tain alin-ement and ride easily.

TRACTORS F-OR OPERATING TURNTABLES.

The turntable tractors made by the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and shown in the

accompanying illustration, combine the advantages of time saving

and low operating cost, while the cost of installation is claimed

to be in most cases below that of any other power. The control

is so simple and easily learned that skilled help is unnecessary.

Only one attendant is required and his presence is needed only

Westinghouse Electric Tractor for Turntable.

when the table is actually in use. There are safety devices to

give protection from injury in case of accident due to careless

operation. The economy claimed for electric tractors is shown

by the reported experience of a railway that formerly used

hand operation:—The annual cost of hand operation was $2,628,

whereas the annual cost to operate the tractor was only $1,410.

The saving in cost, however, was considered of small importance

in comparison with the increased efficiency and speed of the

service rendered.
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IT is an easy matter for a common council to pass a smoke
* ordinance, prohibiting the production of smoke. But if we
are to believe the report of the committee and the discussion

* on the prevention of smoke at roundhouses and terminal, s it

is quite another, if not impossible, matter to live up to these

requirements. People who know nothing about this matter

have been prolific inventors of smoke preventatives for years.

TTie man who does not have to deal with the problem always

knows exactly what the man who does have to deal with it

ought to do. But the man who builds the fire in a locomotive

and those responsible for the whole subsequent train of events,

are absolutely at a loss as to how to stop smoke production.

There are numerous suggestions as to how the production

might be reduced, but none as to how it could be prevented.

The spectacle is similar to those presented by numerous other

attempts at railway regulation. A municipal council of unin-
formed politicians decrees that the railway locomotives and
roundhouses shall emit no smoke, and the august convention
of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association says
that it knows of no means by which the requirement can be
met. We all know that the way to prevent the bagging of

trousers at the knee is not to wear the trousers. So to pre-
vent smoke in roundhouses and terminals, don t build fires in

the fire-boxes. Certainly, an easy remedy to apply or not to

apply, and, according to the discussion of yesterday, apparently
the only one which, if applied, will be at all efficacious.

jV/IR. FULLER'S suggestion that more attention should be
given to the education of apprentices is a splendid one.

The M. M. Association now has a code of apprenticeship rules

which was revised in 1908. It covers the general or basic prin-

ciples of modern apprenticeship and possibly needs revision again.

The difficulty is that its application thus far has been to large

systems such as the New York Central and the Santa Fe. Both
of these systems have strong central organizations in charge of

the department which are in the hands of capable men who
give all their time and energies to the development and super-

vision of the work. This system is not feasible on the smaller

roads and it is extremely desirable that more information should
be available as to just how these principles may be applied to the

best advantage in such cases. It is quite possible under these

circumstances that the standard rules may have to be consider-

ably modified. The important thing is that the apprentices should

be given individual instruction in both the theory and practice

of their trades and that this be done during working hour.s

while the boys are under pay. The association could accomplish

much good by having available in its proceedings a full record

of the various methods which are giving^ood results on roads

both small and large and in various parts of the country, for an

apprentice system to be a success must be specially suited to the

class of boys it is intended to develop.

/^ NE of the notable features of the discussion on mechan-
^^ ical stokers yesterday morning, was in the general atti-

tude of the convention on the subject and the marked change
in this attitude, as compared with a year ago. At that time,

and for several years previous, there had been a groping for

information, an air of expectancy and hopefulness that some-
thing would be developed that would be productive of satis-

factory results, coupled with an air of disappointment that the

results obtained had been so meagre, and an underlying dis-

satisfaction with existing stoker conditions. It is interesting,

then, to note the great advances that have been made during

the past year. The situation seems to have cleared. Men
who were skeptical then admit a change of opinion, and are

now supporters of the stoker. Experience tells of success

in maintaining steam pressure, of the cutting down of coal

consumption until hand firing is bettered, of the reduction in

smoke consumption and the apparent seating in the saddle of

at least three stokers that can be relied on for efficient and

economical work. The bugaboo of excessive coal consump-

tion has disappeared, and the stoker is looked upon as a

means of not only relieving the fireman of the main burden

of his physical exertion, but of adding to the efficiency of the

locomotive by increasing the work that it can do. The
strength of the fireman has, heretofore, put the limit on

the work of the engine. With this limit removed, the en-

gine is to be required to do more than it has ever done before.

In short, the report and the attitude of all who took part in

the discussion, accepted the stoker as an accomplished fact;

not an achievement on which "finished" can be written, for

the development is not yet at an end, but one on which such

a dependence can be placed that for those who wish to re-

duce the work of the fireman or increase the amount of work

done by the locomotive, such a means is at hand if they
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choose tu ii.M- ii. As to the details of what the stoker should

do, there are still dilTereiiccs of oi>inion, but these are of

minor importance compared with the general acknowledg-

ment of stoker elTiciency that has been made. The locomo-

tive stoker seems, at last, to be coming into its own, and

unless the indications are very misleading, the ])robabiIitics

are that the comments on the subject a year hence will in-

clude a statement of a wide application of these machines tcj

the heavy locomotives of tlic country.

P R( )r..\r.l,V ilic most valuable i)art of the report on
* mechanical stokers for locomotives is the recommended
specification which delines the various requirements which

automatic stokers should fullill. These are stated briefly,

and should be further elaborated, as they will have an im-

portant influence on the future development of the stoker.

One item requires that the stoker should be mechanical from

tender to grate, which, implies a conveyor to relieve the fire-

man from handling coal. While in the discussion some

thought this too radical a provision and not entirely neces-

sary, the general opinion was that the conveyor should form

an essential part of a locomotive stoker, and as several are

already in successful operation, it cannot be regarded as a

hardship to make this a definite requirement in the stoker

specification. Tlie fifth item requires that the stoker shall

"distribute the coal over the grate in such a manner as to

call for no assistance from the fireman other than regulation

of supply, and possibly the adjustment of the mechanical

appliances for distribution." This paragraph is not entirely

clear and should be revised. It seems to imply that the

stoker has been so fully developed that the distribution is

autom-atic and requires scarcely any attention on the part

of the fireman. It was shown in the discussion that one of

the principal difificulties with some stokers is that they bank

the coal, which means irregular distribution over the grate.

It can hardly be expected that this be entirely accomplished

mechanically and automatically under varying conditions of

draft, speed and track, and it is not too much to require

that the fireman shall take an active -part in the portion of

the work of maintaining an even fire. It is best that he

should, and that the responsibility for coal distribution on

the grate be divided between the machine stoker and the

fireman. There will then be less waste of fuel and a greater

certainty of maintaining full boiler pressure.

PRESIDENT FULLER called attention forcibly, in his

•• address yesterday, to the need for greater uniformity in

legislation affecting railway operation, and also in the practice

of the various railways themselves. Until a short time ago rail-

way' legislation was almost entirely restricted to the regulation

of traflfic. The original safety appliance law was in effect, but

it left the railways much latitude as to standards and practice.

Recently, however, the law makers, both in Congress and the

slate legislatures, have begun industriously to regulate matters

concerning all the branches of the operating department, includ-

ing the mechanical. The result is both federal and state laws

regardmg these matters, which commonly make different, and

often conflicting, requirements. The recent decision of the

United States circuit court in the Minnesota case clearly holds

that where state laws and federal laws regulating railways con-

flict, the former must yield. As Mr. Fuller indicated, federal is

generally preferable to state regulation. The railways can obey

one master; they cannot obey over 40 masters if they give

different orders; and experience has shown that the states will

make different requirements from each other and from the

federal government. It is greatly to be hoped, therefore, that

this decision will be upheld by the United States supreme court.

Uniform practice by the railways themselves is hardly, if at

all, secondary in importance to uniformity in the legislation

regulating them. The mistake sometimes has been made by

various railway associations of adopting as standard practices

and devices which had not been, and which were not subse-

quently, accepted and used with any approach to unanimity by

the individual lines. This has got the roads in many difficulties

When anything is adopted by a railway association such as the

Master Mechanics' or the Master Car Builders', the public and

the law makers are going to assume, naturally, that the practice

recommended is the best practice. So assuming, they will natur

ally condemn any railways which do not use the recommended

standards and are apt to pass laws to require all to use them

or to impose still more stringent requirements. It seems beyond

question that it is expedient for the roads, first, to be conservative

and painstaking in adopting standards, and then to make their

practice as nearly uniform as the widely varying conditions In

this big country will permit. The public and the regulating

authorities look upon the railways as a single system ; and in

order to deal effectively with public opinion and the regulating

powers, the railways must, to a very large extent, deal as a unit

with them. It is generally conceded that no body of men ever did

more effective or salutary work for the railways than the Special

Committee on the Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation

has done during recent months; and its effectiveness has been

mainly due to the fact that it has exercised a strong influence

to bring about uniform practice by the various lines it has rep-

resented, and in dealing with public authorities has been able to

speak for its constituent lines as a whole. The mechanical offi-

cers should be especially able to appreciate the work that this

committee has done, because the good results it has obtained have

been largely in connection with the safety appliance standards

adopted by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the loco

motive boiler inspection law recently passed by Congress. As

Mr. Fuller indicated, experience should have taught to railwav

ofificers the lesson in the words "United we stand ; divided we
fall." so that they will not soon forget it.

PRESIDENT FULLER ON RAILROAD EFFICIENCY.

P RESIDENT FULLER in his address referred to the remark-
^ able vogue that the subject of railway efficiency has had

during recent months. Until recently hardly anybody in the

United States would have questioned that the railways of this

country were one of its most efficiently managed industries, if

not its very most efficiently managed. Then Mr. Brandeis

asserted before the Interstate Commerce Commission that by

scientific management they could ,save $1,000,000 a day, and put

on the witness stand a number of men who had been employed

by railways to promote efficiency to testify that there was almost

no such tiling; and immediately every anti-railway agitator in

public life and every muck-raking newspaper and magazine

writer discovered how disgracefully incompetent railway man-

agers are; and they have been talking and writing about it ever

since. Mr. Fuller's able chief, J. Kruttschnitt, in his recent lec-

ture on "The Efficiency of Railway Service," at Harvard Uni-

versity, and other railway officers in public utterances, have

now, by giving the facts, convinced a large part of the public

that railway managers and management are not so incapable

as they have been painted; and it is possible to discuss the

subject somewhat more intelligently and dispassionately.

The facts of the matter, briefly stated, are, first, that there

has been a great increase in the economy and efficiency of

management during the past ten years, and that the rail-

ways, as a whole, probably are the best managed concerns
in the country; and, second, that there is plenty of room for

very important additional increases in economy and efficiency.

As a very prominent railway president said recently: "Of
course, we can save $1,000,000 a day; we have done it, and
can do it again if the public will give us time and opportunity;

but we can't do it while you mop your brow." It is the very

purpose of such conventions as are being held in Atlantic

City to save that $1,000,000 a day, and more, too, if possible;

and if the critics of the railwavs knew a little more about the
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splendid work that has been and is being done by the Master

Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Associations, the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering Association, the Signal Association

and numerous other organizations of railway operating of-

ficers, they would take a very different view of railway man-
agement.

There is one point, however, in which the Raihuay Age Gazette

iielieves the various railway operating and technical organi-

zations, including the M. M. and M. C. B. Associations, have

been and are remiss. Sixty per cent, of the expenditures of

the railways are for labor; the problem of getting the best

results from these expenditures is one of the greatest that

confronts railway managers; and yet the various leading

associations give hardly any attention worth mention to it.

The best methods of handling all classes of workmen em-
ployed in the mechanical department ought to be prom-
inently considered at these conventions every year; and yet

they are hardly considered at all. The cold fact of the mat-

ter is, that railwaj^ officers are afraid of the labor prob-

lem. The labor leaders have most of the operating execu-

tives so completely whipped that they entirely lack the

courage to discuss wages and conditions of employment in

public, except in the most general terms; and naturally other

officers are loath to rush in where their superiors fear to

tread. But the question of the proper relations between the

railways and their employees, whether in the mechanical or

any other department, will never be solved by whispering

about it in a corner. The facts about the existing relations

must first be made as public as any other facts about the

railway business, and then they must be dispassionately

studied and fearlessly discussed. These are necessary pre-

liminaries to the solution of the labor problem on the rail-

ways; and they will serve to make its solution easier. With-
out them its satisfactory solution will be impossible.

LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

nPHE report un locomotive frames indicates *^hat we are

* making little progress in preventing the breakage ot

frames. They continue to fail in about the same proportion

as in years past. One road reports that as many as 39 per

cent, of the engines passing through its shops have broken

frames. The failures appear to be progressive, increasing

with the time of service of the engine, indicating that, after

frames which are defective have been eliminated, good frames

will break in time with a- clean, solid fracture due to constant

bending action. As might be expected, the failures are more
frequent with long locomotives such as consolidations and

decapods. This seems to indicate that what is needed in

these long frames is a more uniform flexibility; as splices

add to local stiffness the fewer splices there are the more
flexible the frames will be. The committee therefore recom-

mends the type of frame which dispenses with splices as

far as possible.

As a result of the study of European practice the coin-

mittee concludes that there is no advantage in plate frames

for American locomotives, but it is interesting to find that

the Baldwin Locomotive Works has used plate frames with

angle iron flanges for the new electric freight locomotives

of the New Haven road. These engines will develop a

greater horse power than any single steam unit built here-

tofore, but the electric engines are not subject to the stresses

due to the reciprocating action of pistons and crossheads.

The report finds that there is a general agreement that

cast steel is superior to forged wrought iron frames, not only

on account of the difficulty in welding up the latter, but

because cast steel is stronger than wrought iron. The speci-

fication for the steel castings submitted to the association

in 1904 is not adapted to obtain a very strong casting; the

material is much like soft rolled steel in its composition,

having 0.2S carbon and a minimum tensile strength of .'i5.000

lbs. A much stronger casting would be obtained if the ten-

sile strength requirement were increased to 75,000 or 80,000

lbs. and the carbon to 0.45 or 0.50. The principal objection

to such material would be made by the locomotive builders,

as it would be harder to plane and slot, but the material

would have much greater strength, and that seems to be

what is required to resist the heavy stresses to which loco-

motive frames are subjected. In the use of a hard and strong

steel for locomotive frames it would be necessary to round
all the corners, have ample fillets and not allow any sharp

edges, as this is liable to start small cracks which gradually

develop into larger ones which finally produce fracture.

It is strange that advantage has not been more frequently

taken of efficient sections like the I-beam for cast steel

frames, for it is easily possible to obtain such shapes in cast

metal, but the prevailing practice is similar to that for

wrought iron in using rectangular sections. Mathematical
formulas are of little use in designing frames except as a

mere matter of making sections proportional to maximum
thrust and factors based on extended practice, and the com-
mittee wisely recognizes this fact by including in the report
only very simple formulae for such calculations.

GIVING MECHANICAL STOKERS A FAIR CHANCE.
HTHERE is a curious inconsistency in the attitude that railway
* officials are assuming towards the mechanical stoker for loco-

motives. They admit the desirability of the machine on heaw
locomotives and certainly they have been most lavish in the

opportunities which they have given to designers to develop
their ideas in practical service; and when these designs have
been worked out, orders have been given to place them on
locomotives for regular work. But there the interest ceases.

It is then that there seems to be a total forgetfulness of all

past experience and practice. They seem to think that the

stoker is endowed with some supernatural power, or the fireman
with a superhuman intelligence that will produce results re-

gardless of all adverse conditions. It is apparently a matter of
no moment that everyone, designers, roundhouse foremen, trav-

eling engineers, engineers, and firemen are agreed that the

stoker should have fine coal to work with. Fine coal will be
furnished if convenient, and if not, on goes lump and an engine
failure is attributed to a defective stoker.

For years there has been a systematic training of the fireman
for hand firing. His intelligence and knowledge of the loco-

motive is carefully scrutinized before he is given a through
run. Yet he is called in turn, assigned to an engine, and learns

when he climbs aboard, to leave the roundhouse, that the

engine is equipped with a stoker. He knows nothing about it.

His engineman is equally ignorant, and his only chance to get

posted lies in the few minutes between leaving the house and
taking his train. Of course, the stoker does not do well and
he can thank his lucky stars and innate brightness if he does

not have a failure.

Why, then, not follow past practice and precedent? Why
not teach the men the use of a machine just as they are taught

the other parts of the locomotive? Surely the experience with

the air brake is a case in point. The same process was fol-

lowed there. Men were given trains to handle with air, without

instruction or training, with the result that after break-in-twos

and "failure of the air brake" had become almost epidemic the

upper officers came to a realizing sense that the trouble was
with them and not with the men, because they were expecting

impossibilities. They were expecting men to do by instinct

what they could only do after experience and training. So the

air brake instruction car was established, and now there is no
official so foolish as to expect an engineer to handle his air

properly until he has had a course of instruction.

Why, then, not use this past experience and apply it to the

stoker? It acts differently from hand work. It acts differently

with different kinds of coal, with different weights of train, on
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(litTiTcnt grades, ;uul lliroiigh tlic wiiok- (.jaimU of i)ossil)lc varia-

tions in the demands on the firehox. So wliy not f'ivc a man
an instruction that will at least put h'm in a position to have

some faint inkling of what he is e.xpected to do, and what tlie

machine can do for liim?

Again, experience has taught us that a roundhouse force is

necessary at every division point to make running repairs to

the locomotives; and not only the locomotive hut the ap-

purtenances connected therewith. The engine is inspected, the

air brakes are tested, and the boiler is looked after ^with the

teiulerest care. But the stoker? Oh, that's all right. That will

take care of itself. It is a matter of no importance whether

its engine is lubricated or not. It should need no attention.

Hoosn't the fireman wash and feed and take care of himself?

Surely a stoker that is to take his place must do as much as

that, and if it fails then it is a failure as a stoker.

There is just this to be learned and practiced. A stoker is a

machine. It needs the same attention that any other machine

will need if it is to be kept in proper working trim. And until

the upper officials wake up to the fact that a stoker needs all

of this; that it must be inspected, cared for and repaired; that

it must be kept in first class condition ; that it must be furnished

coal it can handle; that the men who operate it must be in-

structed in its use; and that it will wear out and deteriorate

like other machines, general satisfaction in its operation must
not be expected.

Was there ever such a trite set of platitudes as the above,

printed in any paper before? Certainly there would have been

great hesitation in printing them here, had not personal in-

vestigatioa found them to exist in all their—shall we say

—

flagrancy.

TO-DAY'S PROGRAM.

M. M. ASSOCIATION.

Discussion of reports on

—

Main and Side Rods 9.30 A. M.

Piston Rods and Cross Heads. 10.00 A. M.
Repair Equipment for Round-
house 10.30 A. M.

Water Treatment 11.00 A. M.
Lubrication of Locomotive Cyl-

inders 11.30 A.M.
Consolidation 12.00 M.
Individual Paper on "Superheat,"

by Prof. C. H. Benjamin 12.30 P.M.
Safety Valres 1.00 P. M.

Adjournment.

to 10.00 A. M
to 10.30 A. M

to 11.00 A. M
to 11.30 A. M

to 12.00 M.
to 12.30 P. M

to 1.00 P. M
to 1.30 P. M

ENTERTAINMENT.

Band Concert, 10.30 A. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar

Pier.

Band Concert, 3.30 P. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar

Pier.

44th Annual Ball, 9.30 P. M.—Of the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association, Entrance Hall, Million Dollar

Pier. (VoUmer's Orchestra.)

The Galena Signal Oil Company's booth will be used as

a rest room for the officers and their guests.

MASTER MECHANICS' BALL TO-NIGHT.

The forty-fourth annual ball of the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation will be given on the Million Dollar Pier at 9.30 to-night.

Headquarters for the officers of the association will be estab-

lished during the evening in the booth of the Galena-Signal Oil

Company at the east (ocean) end of the ball room, and the line

of march will be formed in front of this booth. The grand

march will be led by President and Mrs. Fuller and other officers

of the M. M. and M. C. B. associations and their ladies, and

will be personally conducted by J. Will Jcjhnson, chairman of the

entertaimnent committee.

An interesting feature is the scheme that has been adopted to

enable dancers to find their partners. Twelve stations called by
till' names of twelve cities, and indicated by signs, will be in

ditTerent parts of liie ball room; and opposite the inusical selec-

tions on the (lance program are blank .spaces on which dancers
may enter the names of the stations at which they will meet
their partners for the various dances.

Vollmer's Orchestra will furnish the music, and there will be

19 regular dances. Punch, lemonade and ice water will be
served from tables at both the east and west ends of the ball

room.

TRANSPORTATION FOR RETURN RAILWAY TRIPS.

Secretary Taylor yesterday read the followring communica-
tion from the Pennsylvania Lines:

"Kindly notify the railway members of the Master Car
Builders and Master Mechanics Associations wishing trans-

portation home over the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company or the Pennsylvania lines West of Pittsburgh that

.such transportation will be provided if they hand you their

names. Owing to the requirements of the law this transporta-

tion must be limited to bona fide railway officials only, and
cannot include members of belt lines, car lines, or switching

roads operated by industries."

Members wishing to avail themselves of this transportation

will present their credentials to the secretary and he will

see that they have their transportation arranged by Friday

morning.

RAILWAY SUPPLY MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

In accordance with section 4 of article IV of the by-laws

of the above association, the executive committee by procla-

mation has named the hours between 10 A. M. and 12 M.,

Friday, June 16, for the election of members of the execu-

tive committee, and ballot boxes will be open between the

above hour,s to receive votes for members of the executive

committee from the districts.

This election shall be held in the office of the executive

committee, uptown side of the Million Dollar Pier, next to

the enrollment booth.

Members are to be elected from the following districts:

Third District—Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Dis-

trict of Columbia, West Virginia, two members in place of

E. M. Grove, McConway & Torley Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., and B. E. D. Stafford, Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Fifth District—Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, one

member in place of L. R. Phillips, National Tube Company,
Chicago, 111.

Sixth District—Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, one member in place

of A. C. Langston, Jenkins Brothers, Atlanta, 'Ga.

Election will be by ballot. A separate ballot box will be

provided for each of the auove districts. Official blank bal-

lots will be provided, iiallots may be cast at any time be-

tween 10 A. M. and 12 M., on the date above mentioned.

One vote only shall be cast by each member, corporation,

copartnership, or individual; same to be cast only by the

properly accredited delegate of such member.
Each voting delegate shall deposit his ballot in the ballot

box marked for the district within which the home office of

his company is located. Every voting delegate should see

that the person for whom he votes for executive member
I's a resident of the district in which he votes, and is a repre-

sentative of a member of the association.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
J. D. Conway, Secretary.
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The first session of the forty-fourth annual meeting of
the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association was
held on June 14. President C. E. Fuller (U. P.), called
the meeting to order at 9.30 A. M. The president, past
presidents and members of the executive committee of the
Master Mechanics' Association and also of the Master Car
Builders' Association took chairs on the platform. Rev.
Newton W. Cadwell, pastor of the Olivet Presbyterian
Church of Atlantic City, opened the exercises with prayer.
Mayor Franklin P. Stoy welcomed the convention to At-

lantic City.

The year 1910-1911 has been a memorable one in so far
AS- it relates to government legislation affecting the rail-
ways in general, and the mechanical department in par-
ticular. During this period federal laws have been en-
acted regulating safety appliances for railway equipment;
also laws regulating the inspection and care of locomotive
boilers. In some states there has been additional legisla-
tion, the full crew and caboose bills and headlight bills,
while in addition to the federal legislation there has been
ill some parts of the east state legislation with regard to
boiler inspection. In view of the federal and state legis-
lation on the same matters, it would seem every possible
effort should be made to have the state laws either with-
drawn or amended to agree with the government legisla-
tion.

C. E. Fuller.

President, M. M. Association.

H. T. Rentley (C. & N. W.), first vice-president, re-
sponded to the mayor's welcome.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT FULLER.

On this, the occasion of the opening exercises of the
forty-fourth annual convention of the American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association, it is my privilege and sin-
cere pleasure to extend to you a hearty welcome. It is

an especial pleasure that we are permitted to gather for
the sixth time in this beautiful spot, so happily called
the "Venice of America." Its hospitality has been proven
and has left only the most pleasant recollections.

I will not take up your time in dwelling upon the work
of the association in the past, but will confine my remarks
to the events of the year and to some of the problems
which confront us.

The American Railway Master Mechanics' Association
stands for progress, as evidenced by its growth and ac-
complishments since its inception; and at our annual con-
ventions, or birthday celebrations as we might call them.
we review the work of the past and look forward to the
future with brighter hopes and renewed vigor.

. H, T. Bentley.

First Vice-President, M. M. Association.

In the matter of safety appliances your committee, in con-
junction with the Master Car Builders' Association, has
had this work in hand and has given a great deal of time
to it, conferring with the government officials as well as
representatives of the railway employees, and a set of rules
was formulated covering the requirements.

In my opinion tnis association shculd insist on the Inter-
state Commerce Commission furnishing necessary drawings
specifying in detail the location for safety appliances.
Your committee also gave considerable time and work

to the boiler bill, and in conference with the government
officials arrived at rules governing the same.
As the work of your special committee on the Safety

Appliance and Boiler bills has now been completed and as
both of those have to do exclusively with technical matters
which can properly be handled by mechanical men, it

would seem the future work in connection with these mat-
ters should be taken over by the association, and I would
recommend the appointment of a committee to handle it.

In this connection I cannot too strongly recommend that
the members of this association conform promptly to the
requirements of the Safety Appliance and Boiler bills, which
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tlic rc(iuircmcnts of the
the Boiler bill should be
standards of this associa-

vvill indicate to the coniiiiission that the railways of America
are ready to comply with the law if the rcciuirements are
clearly known.

It also appears to me that
Safety Appliance act as well as
embodied in and adopted as the
tion.

In view of past legislation on matters pertaining particu-
larly to the mechanical department, it would seem to me
that the policy and work of this association should be
more clearly outlined than ever before.
Our experience emphasizes the necessity for looking for-

ward and taking such steps toward uniformity as will enable
this association to take the initiative in these matters. I

believe this is an opportune time for members of the asso-
ciation to get away from a great many of their personal
opinions and get together and agree on the best standards

With united strength we can lead, not follow. This as-

sociation stands alone and unique—the strongest mechanical
organization in the world; yet our work is not being felt as
it should be felt, owing to the fact that some of the in-

dividual members do not follow and carry out the recom-
mendations of the association. This association for years
has had committees on the most important matters and
the work should not become lost or buried.

It is not my intention to criticize, and I hope my re-

marks will not be so taken as this is far from my thought
or purpose, but I am very much afraid that our work is

to a certain extent lost sight of, due to the fact, that the
association has not taken advantage as it should of that
which has been done, and has not adopted recommended
practices nor have such practices been printed in the pro-
ceedings, as they should be from year to year.

Rocent discussion and events have brought rather promi-

D. F. Crawford.

Second Vice-President, M. M. Association.

and practices to a greater extent than ever before, and hav-
ing arrived at such standards they should be followed. Uni-
formity and Unity should be the keynote of our future en-
deavors. The present conditions, so far as railway opera-
tion is concerned, have brought out in the columns of the
various technical journals and elsewhere the thoughts of

many master minds; and, while the trend of my remarks
may not be along entirely original lines, I have selected such
thoughts as seem to me to be the most pertinent to our
needs.

In reviewing these articles and considering the situation

and problems to be met, the small word "Unity" stands out
above all others. Unity is the strength and support of any
organization. The framers of the constitution of the great
country realized it as we must realize it. We talk of

scientific management and efficiency, but we must remember
that there is nothing truer than that much quoted but
golden sentence, "United we stand; divided we fall." Unity
means harmony and cooperation, and by united effort will

the desired results be ol)taincd.

T. Rumney,

Third Vice-President, M. M. Association.

nently to public view the question of efficiency and econ-

omy in railway operation, but it is far from a new subject

so far as those engaged in railway work are concerned. As
railway officials, efficiency and economy have been our con-

stant watchwords. Much has been done. The installation

of the most modern rolling stock and shop equipment has

brought about greatly increased efficiency in railway opera-

tion. The commercial feature of our operations has been
watched with cnsequent increased efficiency in shop man-
agement.

Publicity has not until recent years entered very largely

into railway operations and the public has not been fully

informed of the efforts and accomplishments of the rail-

ways along the lines of efficiency and economy. Railways
have a very deep interest in having the public correctly un-

derstand the achievements which have been made. Every
published statement reflecting credit on the railways

whether relating to their good intentions or their able man-
agement strengthens them in the public esteem and tends

to promote a calm and wise solution of the problems of
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governmental regulation. There is among us no disposi-

tion to evade discussion of our efficiency.

So far as the mechanical department is concerned, our
efforts have not been sufficiently brought to the light of

public recognition. We have been content with the satis-

faction which comes from appreciation expressed by those
best in position to judge. The operation of American rail-

ways has been praised by the highest authorities abroad
as the most efficient and economical in the world. We have
spent our lives in learning all we coitld from any quarter
whatsoever which might be useful in promoting efficiency

and increasing economy.
What is the purpose and significance of this conven-

tion? This is the fourty-fourth annual meeting of the
.\merican Railway Master Mechanics' Association. During
a span of nearly half a century the railway companies
(tf this country have delegated the responsible heads of their

ganizations for the furtherance of research and efficiency
along specific lines. The existence of these organization^
comprising the efficient managers and department heads
of the railways, all endeavoring to systematize and im-
prove operating methods is cited simply as additional evi-

dence of what the railways are doing to bring about im-
proved methods and increased efficiency.

From the foregoing you will readily appreciate there is

very much that the American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association can do along the lines indicated.

I see no reason why this association should not have
as a part of its recommended practices, mechanical plans
for large and small terminals, units embodying the best
practices, so that if conditions are such that these plans
in their entirety are not feasible or practicable it will be
possible to take therefrom the best available features under
which shop lay-outs can be designed. There are a good

J. W. Taylor.

Secretary, M. M. Association.

mechanical departments to attend these annual meetings.
Here each of us in turn gives his best thought and the

result of his own experience to the others. Here the

standard of efficiency and economy in the performance of

every function incident to the manufacture and mainte-
nance of cars and locomotives has been advanced by com-
parison of experience and of views. Here we have had the

suggestions of men not our members. It has mattered
not to us what was the source of help.

The public should know that of all the enterprises of
the country no other approaches the railways in systematic
and persistent study of efficiency and economy.

In addition to this mechanical organization the officials

connected with the maintenance of way have their engineer-
ing association which meets annually and whose purposes
are similar to ours. Our foremen of the various branches
of the work have their organizations meeting annually to

exchange ideas and improve the efficiency of their members.
The entire territory of the United States is divided into

sections, each having its territorial railway clubs and or-

Angus Sinclair.

Treasurer, M. M. Association.

many of the railways that do not employ large and ex-

pensive engineering forces and such plans would be of in-

finite value to such members.
A very pertinent subject in connection with the matter

of increased efficiency, to my mind, is the education of

our apprentices, in fact of all our employees. By what
better method can we hope to increase our efficiency than

by setting a high standard for the young men we are

educating, from whom we must be able to draw our fore-

men and shop managers? Progress has been made by some
of the individual lines not only in the way of educating
apprentices, but also giving other employes similar ad-

vantages by instituting plans of broad scope with educa-
tional bureaus open to all employees. It is my opinion that

in line with these efforts our association should adopt a

recommended apprentice system for apprentices to the var-

ious trades as well as for the technical graduates, com-
monly called "special apprentices."

On the recommendation of my predecessor a commit-
tee was appointed in connection with the establishment
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of a pcrmaiunt tiiliiiii al Ijiiroau witliin our association.
Sucli a Ixircau cannot lulp but be a valuable asset of tliis

association anil 1 cannot too strongly endorse the wisdom of
this plan, which 1 hope will be carried out at an early day.
I have indicated the work which has been acconiplislied
by the special committee which conferred with the govern-
ment ollicials in the matter of safety appliances and the
bt)iler bill. This simply illustrates what can be done and
the value of a centralized bureau to handle subjects which
are of a mechanical nature is, it would seem to me, very ap-
parent.

hy invitation this association had a representative in

attendance at the annual meeting of the Conservation Con-
gress. The aim and work of this congress are something
in which every member of this association is vitally in-

terested, and 1 believe it should have our cooperation and
support in every way possible.
The question of consolidating this association with our

sister association, the Master Car Builders', has been dis-
cussed for some years, and there has been considerable
agitation of the matter for the last three years. Com-
mittees have been appointed, but up to the present time the
proposition has not been settled. It has been the opinion of
a great many of the members that the consolidation of
the two associations was not feasible and practicable and
I leaned to this opinion, but the more I have studied the
subject the more I have become impressed with the idea
that the union of these two associations will enable us to
carry on the work in a far more satisfactory manner. Those
of us who have worked in both associations realize what
an extra amount of work and time two associations mean
for the individual members, and I personally feel the time
is ripe for this consolidation or union of the two associa-
tions, and I believe the committee should be so instructed to
perfect plans so that this consolidation can be accomplished
as quickly as possible.
There are a number of important matters confronting rail-

ways at this time which should receive our earnest atten-
tion and cooperation. We have under consideration and
have had committees appointed to investigate during the
past year some fifteen subjects comprising important me-
chanical problems of to-day. and I trust that the reports
of the committees will be carefully analyzed and freely
discussed to obtain the full benefit of the able work which
has been done.

I would call particular attention to the report of the
committee on Design and Construction of Locomotive Boil-
ers. In mv opinion this association should arrive at such
standards for boiler design as will be adopted and followed
by all members.

Before closing, it seems fitting that mention should be
made of the efforts of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Association, which is entitled to a hearty vote of thanks
for its magnificent display and the opportunity afforded
members of this association to inspect the many new ma-
chines and appliances. Gathered about these conventions
there has grown up year by vear this imposing exhibit with
many miles of mechanical displays representing the most
complete exhibit of its kind to be found anywhere in the
world. Immediately accessible are inventors and designers
ready and willing to discuss the merits of their devices.
Our sessions are so scheduled that several daylight hours
every day can be devoted by the delegates to the study
of the very latest suggestions in the wav of modern equip-
ment and appliances by which we are enabled to bring about
increased efficiency and economy. I desire to urge on every
attendant at this convention that he take full advantage
of this opportunity.

In conclusion I wish to express mv sincere appreciation
of the cooperation and assistance of the ofificers of the
association, committees and individuals who have assisted
in preparing reports and otherwise rendered efficient ser-

vice in the work of the association. To you all I extend my
heartfelt thanks.

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS.

Secretary Taylor presented his report, which showed that
the active membership in June, 1910, was 952; since that
time there were transferred to honorary membership, 6;

deaths. 11; resignations, 13; dropped for non-payment of
dues and mail returned, 1; being 31 deductions from the
list as it appeared in June, 1910. During the year there
were 78 new members elected and one member re-instated,

making the total membershio at the present time, 1.000.

The associate membership is 20, the same as in 1910.

The honorarv membership is 43, being an increase of 6
since 1910. The total membership is now 1,063. The fol-

lowing deaths have been rocodcd: Active members: D. F.
Van kipi)cr, il. II. Jcjhnson, J. H. Gannon, A. J. Dunn,
David Brown, Wm. I'uchanan, II. S. Bryan, G. J. DeVibiss,
1'. G. Thomas, J. P. Picciolo and S. K. llatah. The secre-
tary presented the treasurer's report which showed an in-
come of $6,036.90, and expenses of $5,940.77, leaving a bal-
ance of $96.13.

The recommendation of the executive committee that the
dues for the ensuing year be fixed at $5 per vote was
adopted.

C. II. Rae (L. & N.), J. W. Fogg (B. & O. C. T), and
M. J. McCarthy (C. C. C. & St. L.) were elected members
of the auditing committee.

Prof. Louis E. Endsley, Purdue University, and E. A.
•Averill, managing editor of American Engineer and Railroad

Journal, were made associate members of the association.

The following committees were named to prepare obitu-
,-'ries: T. Rummey, on D. F. Van Ripper; J. W. Taylor, on
H. H. Johnson; G. W. Wildin, on J. B. Gannon; Angus
Sinclair, on David Brown; J. J. Conolly, on H. S. Bryan;
M. A. Kinney, on G. T. DeVelbiss; C. E. Chambers, on
P. G. Thomas, and J. W. Taylor, on J. Piccoli.
The association has four scholarships at the Stevens In-

stitute of Technology. The expenses of the student at the
school is taken care of by the fund that we have there, but
it does not include boarding. There are no vacancies at the
present time and there will not be any until September.
1912. The scholarship at Purdue University given by Joseph
T. Ryerson & Son, for which they appropriate five or six
hundred dollars a year, takes care of the school expenses
as well as boarding the student. The present student
graduates this spring, and the Ryerson people are willing
to extend this another four years if the association de-
sires to cooperate with them. The executive committee accepted
this ofifer.

The President: In connection with these scholarships
there has not been the number of applicants for the schol-
arships that would be naturally expected in an organiza-
tion having a membership of a thousand or over, and we
would remind the members that it exists.

ADVISORY TECHNICAL.

The committee made a report progress, there being many
things which have come up during the past year which have
prevented it from making any definite recommendations at

this time, among which are the possibilitj'- of a consolida-
tion of the two associations, and other matters of Hke na-
ture. Such a committee is desirable, but the attention of

the executive committee is called to the fact that if the com-
mittee on advisory technical follows the line of work as

it is supposed to do. and if the committee that the president
has recommended is appointed, they will both be doing
nearly the same work and one or the other should be elim-
inated.

MECHANICAL STOKERS.

The committee reports that such progress has been made in

the development of mechanical stokers as to warrant railways
installing a limited number upon large locomotives at least,

and thus lend their aid in the perfection of a device which the

committee has concluded is a necessary appliance to heavy
tractive-power locomotives. The committee is f)f the opinion
that it behooves the members of this Association to partici-

pate actively by utilizing such stokers as have been developed,
and, by actual application, assist in the solving of the many
problems which must naturally present themselves during prac-

tical operation. The benefits to be derived might properly be

again referred to, viz.: Utilization of the maximum boiler

capacity of locomotives. Reduction of black smoke, because
of the possibility of maintaining a thin, level fire. Application
of coal in more minute quantities. Improved life of flues and
fire boxes. The reduced labor required should make the

positions of firemen more attractive, which will carry there-

with obvious benefits to the railways.

The requirements for mechanical stokers, as recommended
by your committee, in brief, are: That they should be capable

of firing, coal in excess of the maximum requ'rements of the

locomotive. That the fire-box door be free of any attachment
which would prevent the fireman from giving such attention

as fires may require. That they be entirely mechanical
from tender to grate and capable of handling bituminous
run-of-mine coal, which will include a coal crusher,
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mechanically operated, on the tender. They should
distribute the coal in the fire box in such a manner as
to call for no assistance from the fireman other than regu-
lation of supply and possibly the adjustment of the me-
chanical appliances for distribution and maintain an ideal
fire for economic coal consumption without emission of
black smoke in objectionable quantities.

Previous reports of the committee have directed attention to
various mechanical stokers under development, and a summary
upon each is presented, with such remarks as are believed per-
tinent to the subject.

Crawford Underjeed Stoker.—This stoker is in service on
the Pennsylvania; its operation has been satisfactory; it is com-
pletely mechanical and aims to cover every requirement set

forth.

Barnum Underfeed Stoker.—This machine is in the process
of development and so far has been used as a distributor only,
requirmg coal to be shoveled into the hopper. The reports
from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy indcate that the
mechanism operated satisfactorily, burning an inferior grade
of fuel, showing economic results. It is in successful operation
on a six-wheel switch engine and a prairie freight engine. A
method of crushing coal on the tank and delivering it to the
hopper on the engine is now being developed which will make
the device meet all the requirements enumerated.
Strouse Overfeed Stoker.—The manufacturers have iiicreased

the scope of the apparatus, which formerly consisted of a dis-

tributor only, by adding a conveyor from tender. Satisfactory
service has been obtained with regular crews, but the develop-
ment to date does not permit of complete report.

Street Overfeed Stoker.—There are ten machines in service,

including four on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, one
on the New York Central and the remainder distributed on
five other railways. The stoker is designed to meet every
requirement suggested by the committee, and is successful in

its operation.

Hanna Overfeed Stoker.—The stoker has been developed
only as a distributor. Consequently, it falls short of

the requirements set forth, inasmuch as run-of-mine coal can
not be handled, and shovelling from tender to a hopper is

necessary. The device distributes coal into the fire-box very
satisfactorily and is rendering good service on the Queen &
Crescent, operating on Mallet, consolidation and Pacific type
locomotives.
The Hanna stoker is a coal distributor of the overfeed type,

using steam jets. The coal is shovelled into a hopper and then
pushed up a conduit by means of a short screw. From the

conduit the coal falls over a ridge plate onto the fuel-distribut-

ing plates, in front of the steam jets. Two wings move over
the ridge plate in such a way that the coal is distributed in a

cycle over the grates. These wings are also adjustable so that

coal may be concentrated on any portion of the grates. They
are actuated by a set of levers, connecting rods and ratchets

from the main shaft of the stoker. The motive power is fur-

nished by a small two-cylinder reversible engine. The entire

device is self-contained and bolts rigidly onto the back boiler

head of the locomotive. No mechanism is provided to crush
all classes of coal or to convey the coal from the tender to the

hopper.
Havden Stoker.—The original design failed in two particulars,

unreliability and poor design of conveyinsr mechanism and the

burning out of coal-distributing plate. The modified distrib-

utor developed independently from the conveyor avoids the

distributing coal olate in the fire box and is giving satisfactory

service on the Erie.

Dickinson Overfeed Stoker.—This is a further development of

the princiole involved in the Hayden stoker and seeks to fulfill

the requirements of the committee. It is in operation on the

Erie and giving satisfactory results in regular freight train

service.

Brewster Underfeed Stoker.—One of the above was recently

applied to a locomotive on the Erie, but owing to modification

being required the time was too limited to permit of the re-

sults bein^ included in the committee's renort. The stoker is

designed to meet all requirements nreviouslv mentioned.

It consists in part of a screw which is nlaced in the bot-

tom of the tender and covered wi<-h movable steel nlates. so

arranged that a gradual flow of coal is admitted to the screw.

The coal is conveyed by means of th's screw throueh flexible

couplinor to a noint below the grates. It is then carried upward
throufTh the erates bv means of a second screw to the steam

iets w^'Vh are on a level with thp bottom of the fire-box door.

The M-'^ts from the iets. which work jntermittentlv. are

adii'stable to meet anv condition of fuel or size of fire box.

The prates are divided into four divisions, two on each .side,

and hv m^ans of a cam—one section at a time—thev are tilted

slicrhtlv forward to advance the fire and afritate the grates

sufficiently to keep clear of ashes. The whole arrangement is

operated by a small double-cylinder engine, located on the left

side of the locomotive, below the cab.

Summary Remarks.—Tests comparing inferior fuel used with
mechanical stokers to regular supply for hand firing, thus
taking advantage of difference in present fuel values, should
not be accepted as proof of economy, as such relations would
not maintain with the extension to any appreciable number of

mechanical stokers.

The progress during the past year has been sufficiently

marked to lead the committee to believe that it can present a
final report at the next convention upon at least several of the
stokers which have already been developed sufficiently to per-

form actual continuous service.

This report is signed by:—T. Rumney (Erie), chairman;
E. D. Nelson (Penn.), C. E. Gossett (M. & St. L.), J. A.
Carney (C. B. & Q.), and T. O. Sechrist (C. N. O. & T. P.)

DISCUSSION ON MECHANICAL STOKERS.

C. B. Young (C. B. & Q.) : For perhaps four months we
have had the Barnum stoker in successful operation on switch

engines in Chicago, and it produced no smoke, it has

burned inferior coal and keeps up with other switch engines

of the same class. The road engine has not been quite so

successful as the switch engine, but has been doing pretty

good work, and we are now developing for the road en-

gine some modifications, embodying slight differences, which are

necessary from the application of the stoker to the switch engine.

H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.): I suppose the stoker has

been put on the switch engine just to keep close observa-

tion of it, to enable you to watch its performance more
closely, but it seems to me a switch engine is not a desir-

able engine upon which to put a stoker.

C. B. Young (C. B. & Q.): The stoker was put on the

switch engine to avoid the smoke nuisance in Chicago and
it is doing it.

George A. Hancock (St. L. & S. F.) : I should like to

relate an experience with the stoker on the St. Louis &
San Francisco with a Mallet engine. It meets the require-

ments of the committee. The fuel economy is a.bout in

line with the report of the committee. The whole economy
depends entirely on the fireman. The conveyor apparatus

is entirely satisfactory. We have been troubled with the

crusher, but that is on account of foreign substances, such

as stone and slag on the stoker; outside of that, with the

heavy engines, it is far superior to hand firing and the fire-

men after becoming experienced in the use of the stoker be-

come e^fpert in its use and bring about very satisfactory

results. I think it will be easier on the flues. I think it is

what we want for a heavy engine.

T. O. Sechrist (C. N. O. & T. P.): We have eight engines

equipped with the Hanna stoker. One of these engines, a

Mallet compound, has been equipped for 14 months, and
during that time we have had two failures. These fail-

ures were due mostly to the carelessness of the crew as-

signed to the engine, but during all the rest of the trips

that this engine has made, the performance of the stokers

have been entirely successful and satisfactory, and we have

had at least 24 representatives of foreign roads riding on

this engine. The same thing holds good in case of the

Pacific type and consolidation engines equipped with the

Hanna stoker. However, it does not meet with the full

requirements set forth bv the committee as it does not con-

vey the coal from the tender to the fire box.

As far as the stoker being a distributer, I differ a little

with the other members of the committee. I think that the

stoker can be classed as a stoker only; the conveying and

crushing part is onlv a small matter to apply in conjunction

with the stoker. On the trip from Oakdale to Danville,

Kentucky, which is a very extremely mountainous country,

with grades 60 ft. to the mile, and cuives of 6 per cent.,

at no time have we failed on account of steam on any of

the engines equipped with stokers, and at the end of a

137-mile run the fire will be perfectly level. Any time

there is trouble with the draft blast itcan be overcome by
adjusting the steam blast, wh'ch is equipped for a high and

low pressure blast, and this applies to the back end

of the fire box as well as the front. The Mallet engme
consumes about 6.000 lbs. of coal per hour while the con-

solidated engine will run along about 4.500 lbs., and the

Pacific type engine will run about the same as the Mallet.

George L. Fowler (Railway Aae Gazette): I rode one

of the eneines on the C. N. O. & T. P. the other day

from Oakdale to Somerset. We had the full tonnage with

a consolidation engine, and about 920 tons was hai'led up a

60-ft. grade. In one case, I think, we ran five miles uo a

60-ft. grade from the start to the stop in 11 minutes.^ The
engine was not only kept hot during the whole period of
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the run, but till' .sU;un lu-vcr dropped below 125 ll)>. 'llie

fireman on the cn>;ine liad made only three riiuiul trips

prior to that on a b)Comotivc and these tliree had been on
this stoker engine. The only information and instructions
he had ever received concerning tlie stoker had been from
his engineer in a desire to help him out. A run of 137
miles was made, wiiuling uj) the last part of the run from
St>merset to Danville with a tonnage of 1,200 behind the
engine, the total coal consumed on the whole run, my esti-

mate would be, was about 14.5 tons, certainly not more than
15 tons.

It seems to be a comparatively easy thing to make a

stoker that will keep up steam. I have seen the Kincaid
stoker and the Hayden stoker, and all others, keep up steam
under ordinary conditions, but it has been by the use of an
excessive quantity of coal. I think that a great deal of

the excessive coal consumed by the present stokers on the
market is due to the fact that it is such an easy thing to put
coal in the tire-box.

The stokers do not handle heavy, lumpy coal with the
same facility that they do the crushed coal.

We noticed the very marked difTerence on that run. from
Oakdale to Danville, in the case of the coal we took on
at Somerset, the coal put on at Oakdale being a line coal,

and during the run to Somerset, 117 miles, the fire was just

as smooth and as fine as could be desired. Two buckets
of the fine coal and one bucket of rather lumpy was put on
at Somerset and the moment the lumpy coal was put into
the fire-box, the blast was not strong enough; the coal

backed up against the back sheet, and in the next few miles
it was necessary to use the hook three times. The moment
the lumpy coal was disposed of, the fire flattened out and
there was no trouble whatever after that.

In adopting the use of the stoker the men should be given
some idea of what they are going to use. what the stoker
is for, how it works, and then have the roundhouse forces
take care of the stokers. Give the stoker the proper kind
of coal, and if you do that, with any of the three stokers
now on the market, there is no reason why an engine
should not be fired perfectly. I think that the firing can
be done more economically with the stoker than it can be
done bv hand firing.

I believe the smoke runs between 2 and 3 on the
Ringlemann chart, when the engine is working heavy and
the fire is being constantly fed by the stoker, but the mo-
ment there is any let up the smoke drops right down to
practically between 1 and 2, if not down as low as 1

;

but there is smoke, and constant smoke, with both the
Street and Hanna stoker when they are working heavily,
but other engines not equipped with the stoker showed
greater smoke. I should judge on the ordinary engine, with
hand firing and working hard, that the smoke would run
between 3 and 4, while with the stoker engine it was be-
tween 2 and 3. perhaps nearer 2 than 3.

C. E. Chambers (C. of N. J.): It was my privilege to

make a trip on one of the Pennsylvania engines equipped
with a Crawford stoker. We had a tonnage train of coal
cars; there was no hand firing done at all and there was al-

most no smoke, except just when the stoker was placed in

operation; at that time there would be a discoloration of
the steam coming from the stack, but not anything that yon
would term smoke, such as would come from a soft coal
engine. It was about the most gentlemanlv job of firing I

ever saw; a man could put on a white shirt, and the only
evidence that anything was going on was the disappearance
of the coal in the center of the tender.

As to steam pressure, you would have thought that they
had fixed the pointer. I could not see that it varied one
pound at anv time. There was not one hitch during the
entire time that we w^ere on the engine—nothing occurred
which could be considered as unfavorable to the operation
of the stoker, except that possibly once or twice the coal
blocked the shovel temnorarily because of lumps. The ton-
nage was 1.700 or 1,800, but they said it would have been
the same with 3,500 or 4.000 tons.

Geo. L. Fowler: Last year I gave some memoranda in regard
to the operation of the Crawford stoker, and that was the reason
I did not speak of it this morning. At that time I compared the
smoke coming from the Crawford stoker to the averaee condi-
tions of the Pittsburgh atmosphere. I rode the engine from
Pittsburgh to Crestline, and there was no smoke whatever

;

when I returned I was asked how the steam pressure ran, and
I said I did not know ; that I thought they must have been
monkeying with the gage, because the pointer did not move
throughout all the trip.

D. F. Crawford (Penna.) : We have made all told 2,000 trips

with the stoker. Of these about 1.600, representing very roughly

160,000 miles, have been made with what might be called the
improved stoker. There are at present about 20 locomo-
tives equipped. There are 19 in regular service and we have
10 or 12 more under way. The stokers have all been applied,
with the exception of three, to 11-6 consolidation locomotives.
Two of the stokers are placed on a larger consolidation loco-

motive and one on a switch locomotive.

The stokers up to three or four months ago were in the hands
of regular crews; in some cases a man rode with them. He
was called a stoker instructor, and was simply a fireman who
had been taught what the different parts consisted of and what
was expected to be done with them. It was his duty to teach
the other firemen how to handle the stoker. About three or
four months ago five or six of the locomotives were assigned
to one division and were turned over to the pool. Out of 1,500

or 1,600 trips that the latest stokers have made, about 800 of
them have been 100 per cent, stoker fired; that is, no coal was
put in by the shovel at all. One thousand trips have been about
90 per cent, stoker fired or over, and the average of all trips

is somewhere about 90 per cent.

The stoker has been on the testing plant at Altoona. We
have made a number of tests with the Salinville coal, which we
use regularly, and we have succeeded in firing 6,300 pounds of

coal per hour. We have fired that successfully and maintained
the steam pressure with it ; the performance was in every way
satisfactory. I agree fully with the conclusions of the com-
mittee as to the desirable points of the stoker. I disagree with
Mr. Sechrist, who said that the conveyor should not be used.

The stoker is not complete unless it does the whole job. The
first stokers that we had were without the conveyor, and they
did not appeal to me as meeting the situation.

Something has been said about coal economy. From the

results obtained on our testing plant I think we will do as well,

or even better, than the best hand firer. On some of the tests

that we have made the stoker has shown conclusively that it

will save coal as compared with the average hand firing. How-
ever, I do not look to coal saving in itself as being the important
point of the stoker. To me the important point is to be able to

rate your locomotive not on the size of the cylinders, but on
the pounds of coal that it burns. Our consolidation locomotives
are probably using from 3000 to 4000 lbs. of coal per hour in

regular service over a continued run. We want to rate those

engines at 5000 lbs. of coal per hour, and make the train behind
the engine a 5000 lbs. of coal per hour train and do what such

a train ought to do. We do not have to build any heavier or

bigger engines. All we have to do is to burn more coal and
use the engine that we have up to its adhesive ratio.

One of our consolidation locomotives was put in switching

service in one of the large cities where they have a smoke inspec-

tion bureau in operation with well trained observers.

One of these trained observers took notes and made
observations of this engine at dififerent times for a period

of 40 hours. He made a total of 9,754 smoke observations,

of which 9,550 were No. 0; 570 were No. 1; 20 were No. 2;

10 were No. 3, and four were No. 4. In other words, 8^
per cent, of the smoke was eliminated on this engine en-

gaged in switching service. One difificulty is that west of

Pittsburgh we use the Ohio coal, and east of Pittsburgh the cok-

ing coal, and we have had some little difficulty with the latter.

C. F. Street: I have put 10 of these machines in service.

There are two or three matters on the general stoker situa-

tion that I would like to bring up. The first is this : The
main object of putting a stoker on a locomotive is to in-

crease its capacity. As Mr. Crawford has said, the capacity of

firing is about 2^^ to 3 tons per hour. With the stoker you
can jump up to 5 tons of coal per hour, and with the in-

creased capacity you at once increase your tonnage. The
master mechanic of one road where my stoker is running
said that if they equipped their locomotives with the ma-
chine he would be able to increase the. hualing capacity of

the locomotives from 15 to 20 per cent. That is the key to

the whole proposition. You get a stoker that will do that

and the question of fuel economy immediately becomes
secondary. You can afiford to burn considerable more coal

per unit of work. Another point is the increased speed that

the locomotive is able to attain. It will work on grades
which the hand-fired locomotives cannot. I can put any
kind of stoker on a locomotive and it will run at a speed

of 20 to 30 miles an hour, with any kind of tonnage, and
work like a watch. Load the locomotive down with all it

can haul, bring it to a grade and slow down from 5 to 8

miles an hour, and you have a very different proposition:

The stoker for passenger locomotives looks so easy that it

seems to me a shame not to use it, as the conditions are

ideal.

There is no question but what the scatter type of stoker

will do. By applying it a great deal of the smoke will br

i
4
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eliminated. A great part of the trouble is that your fire-

men are not given full and definite instructions as to how
to use a stoker. There is no piece of machinery that you
put into the hands of a man and do not give him some
sort of instructions as to its use. 1 have put stokers in

where the fireman has never seen one before. Of course,

you furnish the fireman a pamphlet descriptive of the

stoker, but how many of the firemen read it. These men
should be given full instructions. You would not think of

putting a man on a train to handle an air brake without
giving him instructions. Look at the schooling that you
put your engineers through before they are allowed to run
a locomotive. When it comes to the stoker it is going
to be necessary to have some man, or to have a depart-

ment, or a set of men, who shall make it their business
to instruct the firemen in the proper handling of the stoker.

The question of whether the crusher shall be on the

tank or not is very material. I am building a machine now
that will take the coal by a conveyor from the tank, and
put it into the firebox without the use of a crusher.

I made up my mind that a stoker in order to be success-
ful would have to handle any quality of coal that was
given it, and take anything from poor slack to the best

lump coal. Here is an excerpt from a report from a railway
company that had a man on an engine watching the opera-
tion of the stoker: "We received 1.700 pounds of coal,

only S per cent, lumps; the slack was composed mostly of

sand and mud, and we could easily make a mud ball of

this coal, but still the engine done well on it." The key-
note of this whole question is increased tonnage and increased

speed.

M. H. Haig (A. T. & S. F.) : I did not intend to say
anything on this subject because my experience is not at all

complimentary to the stoker, and I have found it quite
difficult to believe my ears this morning. I might give you
a history of its operation on the Santa Fe. Three types
have been applied on locomotives operating through a terri-

tory where the ruling grade is about .6 of one per cent.

Every opportunity has been given to the stoker representa-
tives to instruct the firemen.

Mr. Fowler claims that the coal should be. selected to

suit the stoker. I do not think that is practicable. The
stoker must be selected to suit the coal. The three stokers
we have in operation are the Hanna, the Street and the
Strouss. In hand firinsr these locomotives they used about
14 tons of coal per 100 miles. They hauled about 2,000
tons, largely in refrigerator cars, and it was found that
the stokers—especially the Street and the Hanna—required
from 18 to 20 tons over the same distance. The stokers
have made very few trips without having to run for
coal. The Strouss stoker has been more successful in re-

spect to economy. However, the firemen claim that they
have to work as hard using these stokers as they did in

firing by hand because of the labor required in lifting the
coal up to the hopper. The Strouss stoker is a noisy appli-

ance, and not a very pleasant device to have in the cab, but
it has done the work. The trouble with the TTanna and
.Street stokers has been that they bank the coal near the
back end of the firebox, and that has caused some trouble.

As to providing coal suitable to the stoker, at the request
of the Hanna representatives different kinds of coal were pro-
vided; the firemen were given lump coal and slack coal. It was
claimed that the lumps were too large, and they were given
slack coal, and it was claimed that there was trouble with that

—that it banked.

J. F. Devoy (C., M. & St. P.) : I have just completed a year's

experience with the Strouss stoker, and as I have nothing com-
plimentary to say about it, I am not going to say anything at

all about the stoker. I agree with Mr. Crawford that a conveyor
is an absolute necessity for the reason that it will lessen the
work of the fireman. The actual work involved in lifting the
coal is 50 per cent, more when firing with a stoker than when
firing by hand. A conveyor on any sort of a stoker is thus
an absolute necessity. My real object in rising to speak at

this time, however, is to question the Rinslcmann chart system.
In Chicago it is almost an absolute impossibility to live up to

the smoke law. The Ringlcmann chart was never intended to

be used for any such purpose ; it was gotten up originally by an
eminent engineer for the purpose of judoing a smoke from
a factory stack, in which there was no mixture of steam, and
it should only be used for that purpose. The greatest amount
of smoke emitted from a stack is usually at the starting of
the engine. The greatest amount of steam is mixed with the
smoke when the greatest amount of work is done, or when
the greatest amount of coal is burning. Therefore, the Ringlc-
mann chart is misleading in judging the smoke or the color of
the smoke emitted from a stack, due tn the fact that you are

judging 75 per cent, steam and not smoke. The committee
should define at what time the Ringlemann chart should be
used, for it is misleading.

As to whether a stoker will save coal or not, the results of

our one years' experience show that hand firing saved 9 per

cent, over firing by a stoker.

C. F. Street : You say that by hand firing you save 9 per cent,

in coal. Was the speed at which the machine was operating
taken into consideration in arriving at that conclusion?

J. F. Devoy : My remarks are based on our experience of

12 months in which an exact record of the coal consumed was
kept; that is, the average performance of the locomotive in

both directions over a single division. The figures were 10.71

pounds per 100 ton miles for the stoker fired locomotive and
10.54 pounds for the locomotive not equipped with a stoker.

W. C. Hayes (Erie) : My views have changed somewhat
from those I expressed at the last convention. I said then

that I did not think stoker firing could be compared in any
way with hand firing, and that if we undertook to expend
the same effort in educating the firemen that we did in develop-

ing the stoker we would get better results, which would more
than overbalance anything that could be obtained from mechan-
ical stoking. Since that time the development of the stoker on
the Erie has brought about a change in my opinion, and I

think now that perhaps we are on the right track to enable

Mr. Rumney to say that he will be able to complete his report

to this association in a satisfactory way by the time of the

next convention and shcnv a stoker that will deliver the goods.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.) : I would like to ask those who
have had most experience with mechanical stokers what is the

low limit per hour in the amount of coal to be supplied the fire

box. What would they recommend in that respect? Would it

be 4,000 or 3,000 lbs. per hour? Below what point would they

consider it inadvisable to apply mechanical stoking?

D. F. Crawford: I have not worked on the low limit. I have

been working on the high limit, trj'ing to raise it all the time.

As I understand Mr. Pratt's question, he asks whether it would
be economy to put a stoker on a locomotive using a comparatively

small quantity of coal. We have not, because we do not expect

to have locomotives in serv'ce, except perhaps small switching

locomotives, where we would apply the stoker from the smoke
preventive viewpoint. In all the cities through which our lines

run there are now smoke ordinances. I would not recommend
putting a stoker on a light passenger engine.

J. F. Devoy: The daily record of our trains that I referred

to shows a consumption of 3,500 lbs. of coal per hour. This is

equivalent to 72 lbs. of coal ner square foot of s-r^te per hour.

Mr. Steele (American Locomotive Works) : I think where the

coal consumption runs above 5,000 lbs. of coal per hour a

nicchanir;il stoker w(Mild sreatlv relieve the labor of the jireman

and would permit an increase in the work of the locomotive.

C. E. Cosset (M. & St. L.) : The Strouse stoker will do well

when it is working. We have had numerous troubles due to its

failing and found it necessary to discontinue our experiments

because of the number of failures that we experienced. As long

as we had the stoker in the hands of a regularly assigned crew
who were thoroughly fam'liar with its different parts and how
to take care of it we obtained very good results, but when the

machine was turned over to a different crew our troubles began
and finally they became so numerous that we discontinued our

experiments.

M. H. Haig: I would like to ask some questions of those

gentlemen who have operated stokers successfully. Have th^.-y

ever had any trouble with the Hanna and Street stokers banking
the coal under the door? Have they ever had any trouble with

particles of the coal being carried through the flues and out of

the .stack? Did they have to provide a special quality of coal?

In the case of the Street stoker I do not think it is necessary

to provide a special coal.

T. O. Sechrist (Q. & C.) : We use the regular nut and slack

when we can get it. We take by preference about 90 per cent,

of slack. The crews prefer the slack coal, as they claim that

makes them less trouble. As far as carrying the fine particles

of coal through the flues is concerned, I believe that is all due
to the handling of the blast. If you u'^e high nressure blast, of

course it occurs. We had that trouble at first, but we have
overcome it, and T have not heard a word of complaint on any
eng'nes (hat we now have equipped with a stoker.

We have not experienced any trouble due to the banking of

the coal around the fire door: I have made at least 100 trips

with the stoker and have not observed anv trouble of that kind.

J. Christopher (T. H. & B.) : What is the experience of those

using the stoker as to the front end filling un. as compared wi'h

hnnd firing? Is it necessary to clean out the front end more
frequentlv?

T. O. Sechrist : We have been using the stoker for the past

14 months, and at first we did experience that trouble. We have
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bail no trouble along that line lately. We have not had any
occasion to inspect engines on account of the filling up or on
account of coal being drawn tbrougb the tubes, and we have
watched that matter pretty closely, thinking that perhaps the

coal might bank up around superheated pipes.

(;. A. Hancock (St. L. & S. F.): Regarding the Street
stoker, I would say that we have had a great deal of trouble
of the same nature that Mr. llaig spoke about. I th nk pos-
sibly 10 ])er cent, of the trouble is caused by faulty firing,

and the minute the fireman becomes accustomed to the
stoker it works better. We have had some smoke trouble
on heavy s-eryicc, but on light service it has been compara-
tively small.

C. F. Street: In answer to Mr. Haig's query regarding
coal going through the flues to the stack. On my first

machine 1 had a great deal of trouble with the coal being
carried through to the stack unconsumcd. As I said before,

the first machine I ever built is now here on the pier, and it

has a scre-en for screening the fine coal out and depositing
it across the back end of the grate, where it does not get
into the fire-box. I have two of these engines working. On
the question of banking, I have put in a divis on across, so
that the rolling of the locomotive has no effect on the dis-

tribution of the coal in the fire-box, and I am arranging to

rebuild the machines that I have out and put this device
in them. The experience that I have had w'th these ma-
chines shows that the two points of difificulty pointed out
will be entirely eliminated.

Angus Sinclair: A very important point in locomotive
operation is the cond tion of the flues. If the mechanical
stoker has a tendency to causae more flue trouble than is

experienced with hand firing, or the reverse, why, it is very
important. I suppose those who have had experience with
stokers are able to tell whether there is less flue trouble,
or more flue trouble, using mechanical stokers than there
is in hand firing.

T. O. Sechrist (Q. & C): W'C have had no flue trouble
with our stokers, but we have had with all our locomotives
that are not equipped with mechanical stokers.

D. F. Crawford: My experience is favorable to the use
of stokers. We find very little difiference between hand
stoking and mechanical stoking-, but whatever difiference

there is between the two is in favor of the mechanical stoker.

Our flue troubles are not the flue troubles that we used to

have. There is nothing like so much flue trouble or flue

leakage today as we had formerly. I am afraid to say
whether it is due to the stoker or due to the d fiference in

practice in our engine houses, but I am inclined to think it is

due to the latter.

T. Rumney: Mr. Sechrist expressed the opinion that a con-
veyor is not necessary, and that it is a very small matter any-
way. All I can say about that is that I w'shed we had found
it to be so. We have been four years trying to get a conveyor,
and we are only able now to say that we have ? conveyor.
I think Mr. Street has had some trouble, and I am sure Mr.
Crawford has had from what he has told me in the past.

Some of the tests that have been made show that we got
within 1.2 per cent, economy, taking time into considera-
tion. That is, we considered the work, checked by the dyna-
mometer horse power, and by fuel hours, per ton mile. The
committee took into consideration the fuel burned and gave
credit to the locomotive for the tonnage drawn in a given
time or in a given distance.

The reference that Mr. Crawford made to the rating is pre-

cisely the line upon which the committee has been viewing the
quest on : tli^it is, making; tlie modern 'ocomotive better and more
powerful, and not seek'ng to economize in fuel consumption in

order to make a good showing on a fuel bas's, but figuring on
a ton "-""Ip bn^-';; and. on a ton mile ba^is. it is a'most equal to

hand firing. Of course, in every case, the hand firing was fairly

good, and the stoker was new.

All the experience that I have had with the mechanical stoker
shows that there is very little smoke either w'th a scatter. Street,

Hayden, or Dick'nson type, and I know that the Crawford stoker
is nearly smokeless.

In re«npct to the reference that has bee'i made to the under-
feed stoker and the scatter feed stoker : There might be some
advantage in the scatter feed type in that the smoke would
always be visible, more or less. But I do not know about this,

as we have not made any experiments in that line.

REVISION OF STANDARDS.

D. F. Crawford: Mr. Demarest. of <he Penn>ylvania Lines is

chairman of th"s committee, but an emergency occurred during
the last month which has prevented him from giving the subject
his attention.

,

SMOKE-PREVENTING DEVICES FOR FIRING-UP
LOCOMOTIVES.

The committee sent out a circular of inquiry and many
of the largest railway companies who have terminals located

within the large cities where the restrictions are most severe
were included in the 33 replies received; hence, we believe

that this subject has been more thoroughly canvassed than
might otherwise appear. The various reports and the ex-
perience of the individual members of the committee would
lead to the fo'lowing recommendations:
The best results are obtained by filling up locomotive

boilers with hot water previous to firing up: the temperatures
reported vary from 110 dcg. F. to over 200 deg. F., but the
higher is preferred on account of aiding combustion and
lessening the time reauired to raise steam in the boiler.

Where hot water is not availal)le. the temperature of water
in the boiler may be raised by injecting live steam below the
water line; but on account of the loss of time the heating
of the water, either before or while the boiler is being filled,

is recommended.
Two roads reported the use of large fans, connected with

the smoke jacks above the roundhouse roof, as a means for
producing draft. One of these roads advisees that this device
was used and tested for a considerable length of time, but
was found unsatisfactory and abandoned The other road is

still experimenting along this plan in connection with a
smoke-washer, and is not yet ready to report upon its results

I

E. W. Pratt.

Chairman, Committee on Smoke
Preventing Devices.

except as to its difficulty in the maintenance of the plant

—

the materia! parts having been eaten out several times during
the year's 'experiments. All other roads report the use of a

roundhouse steam blower and the locomotive blower used
exclusively.
From the reports it would appear that almost every com-

bination of wood, fuel oil, shavings, cobs, coke and bitumi-
nous coal had been used, with more serious objections to

some than others. Several roads reported extensive trials of

coke, but its use has been almost entirely abandoned because
tbe ashes and e'ases emitted from the smoke jacks are much
more objectionable than smoke when roundhouses are lo-

cated near viaducts or high buildings; furthermore, it is

almost impossible for employees to work in the roundhouse
when engines have to be moved from under the smoke jacks
to do necessary work, and also the cost of coke is greatly
in excess of other fuels in most sections of this country.
While the smoke from wood varies considerably in accord-
ance with the size, quality and amount used, still it is more
generally employed for kindling fires than any other fuel

where the greatest effort is being made to prevent smok«
at such times.
The plan of raising steam to nearlv working pressure by

means of wood or coke alone has been tried by many roads,

but abandoned when it was found that the same results coiild

be obtained by adding bituminous coal carefully to wood fire

after the temperature in the fire-box had been somewhat
raised.

i
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In general the conclusion is that although there are many
devices for reduciner the amount of smoloe from locomoiives
after steam is raised and the engines are working, and while

it is possible bv great care and attention on the part of the

roundhouse force to reduce the amount of smoke emitted
during this period, there is no practical way to entirely

eliminate all smoke while tiring up locomotives at terminals.

The report is signed bv:—E. W. Pratt (,C. & N. W.), chair-

man; J. C. Mengel (,Penn.), R. W. Bell (I. C), J- B. Kil-

patrick (C. R. I. & P.) and E. F. Jones (C. & W. I.).

DISCUSSION ON SMOKE PREVENTING DEVICES FOR FIRING-UP

LOCOMOTIVES,

A. E. Manchester (C. M. & St. P.) : The recommendations
of the committee are directly in line with our best efforts, the

fining of boilers with hot water. The only point that they do
not refer to is time. It is decidedly of advantage to take suffi-

cient t me so that the work of bringing an engme up to steam
pressure is done slowly. We have found nothing better than
kindling wood to start a fire with, a good liberal allowance of
it, and then to feed the coal in slowly and have the coal well

broken up as it is fed into the fire box and use the force blowers
to assist the fire to burn readily. With us, following these

methods, we have found it largely a question of keeping our men
up to their work and not let them hurry it. Just as soon as you
begin to hurry the men, why, they begin to do the very things

that produce smoke and cause trouble.

W. C. A. Henry ('Penn.) : Our experience has been pretty

much covered by what is stated in the remarks of Mr. Man-
chester. The point where smoke is objectionable is in using
shavings saturated with oil. Where smoke is objectionable to

the city authorities we have taken old ties for firing up, and by
not hurrying very much we have been able to make a very con-

siderable reduction in the quantity of smoke emitted, yet at the

same time there is smoke.

J. W. Fogg (B. & O. C. T.) : I think our best results have
been secured in using kndling wood where you have the round-
house men thoroughly drilled. If they get careless in the round-
house, why, it does not eliminate the smoke nuisance. We have
found that if we apply kindling wood and then apply the coal

very lightly we get good results.

T. H. Curtis (L. & N.) : About eighteen months ago we
equipped one of our roundhouses with a smoke washing device
which had been recommended to us by the smoke department of
the city. This device consisted of a duct connecting the smoke
jackets in the roundhouse through and to a fan, and from there
to a large tube into which was injected a spray of water, and
the washing of the smoke precipitated the carbon and made it

very much less objectionable. We constructed these ducts of
steel, and before we got the thing fairly installed or running
more than s'x or eight weeks the first duct was found to be
entirely eaten out, due to the combination of the gases and
moisture. We renewed the duct with wood. Then when we
looked at the fan we found that the fan blades were eaten out
and the fan housing had begun to go, and that the whole thing
was practically a wreck.

R. D. Smith (B. & A.): We are working under very strict

conditions in relation to smoke in the city of Boston. We have
in all of our important terminals hot water wash-outs. I find

that the recommendations of the committee are about in line

with the best practice as we have found it in our experience.
A great deal depends on the fellow that is doing the firing in

the roundhouse, and whether you are in a hurry for the engine
or not. With the hot water wash-out system, where you can
fill and vash out with hot water, we find that firing with ordi-
nary kindling wood is about all that we can do. We obfcct,

however, to using old ties or old discarded wood for firing

of locomotives. The reasons for that are the likelihood of
spikes and nails being in the ties and getting into the fire-box,

getting causht in the grate and causing engine failure. So
we try to keep away from the use of old wood unless it has
been looked over carefuly.

S. L. Bean ^A., T. & S. F.) : We have very little trouble
with smoke. We employ all kinds of men to build the fires

—

Japanese, Mexicans and Indians. We obtain very good results,

especially at the prominent terminals. At Los Angeles we
probablv handle two-thirds of our locomotives in firing up, and
by handling the oil carefully it can be so regulated as to avoid
the emission of smoke.
M. J. McCarthy : I might say that the practice with us is

about the same as that recommended bv the committee. While
we do have some black smoke necessarily, we find that by paying
great attention and care to the operation of firing we can do
away with the most of it.

Angus Sinclair: There is no question but what leakage used
to frequently occur, and fractures too, by reason of very violent

fires being started up to begin with, as, for instance, when

they sought to get up steam in a hurry. This trouble might
be experienced with locomotives where you were firing with
oil if you were to start the fire too violently at the beginning,
and the query in my mind was whether it was not better for
the sake of safety to fire up gradually.

S. L. Bean: I would say that of course it is necessary to

be careful in handling the oil. Not only that, but if you allow
your atomizer to work too strongly at the start the oil will

drip and there may be danger through that of a confiagration.

C. E. Chambers (C. of N. J.) : We use old ties, as much as
we can get them, and have never had any trouble, as Mr. Smith
spoke of, with the naiis or spikes. We at one time used fuel

oil, but for the last three or four years we have used gas tar,

which is a bi-product recovered from the manufacture of pintsch
gas. We use that for firing our locomotives, and we sometimes
fire them with coal alone, and sometimes with wood. The latter

process makes a great deal of smoke, and where you are held
strictly to account by ordinances aimed at the smoke nuisance,
it is not so desirable.

C. E. Gossett (Iowa Cent.) : I have tried all manner of
schemes that I could think of, or have seen in print, in order
to obviate this trouble, and I have come to the conclusion that
there are but two points we can consider, the first is to not
hurry your men in firing up the engine, and the second is to
use as much wood as you can get—the more wood the less

smoke.

J. F. DeVoy (C. M. & St. P.) : I have made efforts by per-
sonal observation and inspection to get our engine men to con-
trol the volume of smoke in firing up by care to the method in

which they do the firing. I have found no fault with the Ringel-
mann system, and I have stated to city inspectors when an
engine passed by, under full head, working full, that in my
honest opinion there was not ten per cent, of smoke, and the
inspector has called that steam. I simply want this committee,
or the other committee to define how far the Ringelmann chart
shall be used in connection with the locomotive.

Mr. Borton (St. Louis Ter.) : We fire up 125 engines
right in the city, and the smoke question is a live one there
at the present time. We find, however, that our experience
is about in line with the report of the committee. We have
not been able to find a way to eliminate the smoke during
the firing up of the engines. We have used old ties, gener-
ally with very considerable trouble, on account of the spikes
and bolts and things of that sort. We have, however, a
device which is being put into use called the Parsons system
of combustion, and we expect to eliminate the smoke to the
extent of about 50 per cent. The Parsons system of com-
bustion is a very practical device on the road, and eliminates
from 80 to 95 per cent, of the smoke.
John Tonge (Minn. & St. L.): I wish particularly to say

that your expressions here will have considerable weight
in these law suits which ar« pending, based on the Minne-
apolis ordinance, and the weight of your opinion will be in

favor of the railways. I have no doubt that the railroads

will follow this matter to the supreme court of the United
States if the state courts of Minnesota say that we must
use smokeless coal in order to obviate this difficulty. The
smoke inspectors are very arbitrary—they say they do not
care what railroad is concerned, that we have got to comply
w"th the ordinance, and they are going to compel us to elimi-

nate the smoke emitted from the engines. The commercial
club of that city will g^et together, get the business men
together, and they even go so far, gentlemen, as to say and
to intimate if you do not do so and so we will ship our
goods by another railroad. So I say, what you say here
to-day, whatever evidence you can give us on this subject

will assist us very greatly.

A. E. Manchester (C, M. & St. P.) : I think we might
perhaps live under some of the laws that are being enacted

if we were given an opportunity to have them interpreted by
the Supreme Court of the United States as to the "reasonable-

ness" or "unreasonableness" of these laws, especially the ordi-

nances against smoke.

E. W. Pratt : Mention was made by one member of the

use of the air blower, and I judge that is merely to induce

a draught. There seems to be no reason in the minds of the

committee why an air blower for inducing draught would be
any better than a steam blower, nor quite as good. Mr. Bentley

described our smoke washer, with which w^e are still experi-

menting, but T micrht add that in order to reduce the concen-
tration of the sulnhuric acid in the wafer that is used to wash
the smoke, it takes about a half a million gallons of water
a day, which at seven cents a thou<;and gallons represents

about thirtv-five dollars a day for vvater._

The ordinances of several of the cities contain the words
dense smoke, which the railway men generally call black smoke,
and which is interpreted as smoke through which objects are
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not readily discernil)lc. A large locomotive generally develops
1,50() h. p. and ))erhaps has a stack 22 in. x 24 in. in dianicter.

While the vclocily of tlie Rases and smoke is greater lli.iii a
(•liimney or stationary stack would he, there seems to be a
.!.;ood deal of feeling that the density of the smoke from that
.small diameter of stack would he greater, especially when
mixing that smoke with steam or condensed steam, which is

a comlnnation not readily penetrated by the vision.

With regard to the use of the Ringelmann cliart, and its

use in viewing moving trains, it is practically impossible for
an observer, unless he is on the train, which they seldom are,

to see a loconu)tive stack at the same angle. They sec an
engine and a train approaching, when, no matter whicli direc-
tion the wind is in, they get an oblique angle through the
trailing smoke, and then they later see the locomotive receding
and get about the same angle, whereas we all know if you
see a stack apjiroaching and look through the smoke, it looks
very much more condensed tlian it does when you stand at

one side and see a train moving at right angles to you.
The replies oi the committee indicated that where wood was

rather scarce the use of old ties, and especially scrap car w^ood,
was the general practice.

BEST CONSTRUCTION OF LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

The committee, called upon to make a report on locomo-
tive frame construction, has given the subject very earnest
consideration. Lawford H. Fry was unable to meet with
the committee on account of living in Paris, but sent infor-

mation showing the practice and experiences of various
foreign railways. At the convention in 1904 this subject

was ably handled by a strong committee, and notwith-
standing the great increase in size of locomotives, the com-
mittee's recommendations still hold good and the frames
still break. Cast steel, made to a rational specification,

careful foundry manipulation, adequate and suitable anneal-
ing, was spoken of as one of the remedies for frame break-
age at that time, and it still is the favorite material, if prop-
erly designed, made and annealed. The clip binder was
then, and is now, more used than probably any other type,

the bolt and thimble style having been discarded in mod-
ern practice, owing to stretch of bo'ts. The specifications

suggested by the committee of steel-casting manufacturers,
and submitted to the Association in 1904, are as follows:

Material

:

r.28 per cent, carbon.
' .05 per cent, phosphorus.

j
.05 per cent, sulphur.

Acid open-hearth steel.

.60 per cent, manganese.
Frames will be rejected that show:
Less than .20 ptr cent, or over .35 per cent, carbon.
Over .06 per cent, phosphorus.
Over .06 per cent, sulphur.
Over .70 per cent, man.sanrse.

Tensile strength per square inch, not less than 55,000 lbs.

Elongation in 2 in., not less than 15 per cent.

All frames to be annealed.

After seven years it would be interesting to learn from
the members if these specifications are entirely satisfactory,

or, if not, what changes should be made to make them so.

While the breakage of a frame is a serious^ handicap,

especially during busy seasons, yet the work of repairing

has been simplified so that it is now possible to weld them
in place with Thermit, oil, etc., and what used to be a

two weeks' job. when all wheels had to be removed and
frame taken to blacksmith shop, can now be repaired in

place by dropping one pair of wheels and using oi', etc.,

and engine returned to service in a few days.

The committee herewith' submits conclusions and recommen-
dations :

1. That frame breakage is even more general and serious

than was first believed, very few roads being free from this

trouble. The longer the wheel base of engine, ordinarily,

in combination with a roadbed having comparatively short

curves, and with frames poorly designed or of inferior metal,

or engines not properly kept up. the greater the trouble will

be with frames breaking. This latter factor may not be
reflected until after the engine has been put in good condi-

tion, and then a frame may finallv break as a result of the

previous poor condition of the engine
2. The committee be'ieves that with frames properly

designed, if made of a good quality of cast steel, thoroughly
annealed with suitable cross bracing and engines kept up in

reasonably good shape, breakage will practically be over-

come.
3. That a cast-steel, one-p-ece frame, properly designed,

of good material and thoroughly annealed, is better than a

wrought-iron frame, because of the difficulty in welding up

the large section in a perfectly satisfactory manner, and
also because, in casting, bosses, lugs, etc., can be added
without the necessity of bolts and studs.

4. That a bar frame is better than a plate frame, this

being the opin.on of people who have used both; the plate

frame causing about as much trouble with breakage in

Europe as bar frames do in this country.
5. The strap binder appears to be the favorite form of tying

frame jaws together, although the cast-steel box binder,
with adjustable wedges, has a number of friends, on account
of its simplicity and ease with which it can be handled. The
toes at base of jaws should be of sufficient depth and size

to give plenty of metal to anchor to, whichever binder is

used.
6. Cases have been reported where frame breakage was

directly traceable to expansion of boiler, not being properly
taken care of by the use of sliding shoes; these shoes, if

too tightly fitted or cramped in boliing, or if not lubricated,
may prove unsatisfactory. Supporting a boiler by means of
vertical plates, if of sufficient strength, provides a satis-

factory means of taking care of expansion without impos-
ing undue strains upon the frames.

7. The committee recommends to steel manufacturers the
necessity of making a study of locomotive-frame casting,
and its proper annealing, as a number of roads are using
wrought iron, but would prefer steel if they could secure
reliable castings.

8. As a general proposition, frame breakage does not
ordinarily occur until engine has been in service two years
or more, the older the engine the greater the troub'e; they
have broken earlier than this, however, on account of flaws,

poor welds, or other defects.

The following is an abstract of replies to questions:
The breakage of locomotive frames appears to be very

general, from tbe nature of replies received, as twenty-
four representative roads out of twenty-five stated that they
were having trouble in this direction; one road, with only
fifty-nine engines, reported no trouble; another says, hav-
ing some trouble, but nothing serious, while a third replies

that, with cast-steel frames, considerable difficulty is ex-

perienced.
The absence of frame breakage reported by the Trinity &

Brazos Valley, having fifty-nine engines, is explained by Mr.
Seabrook, the superintendent of motive power, and a part

of his rep'y follows:

"We attribute our success in preventing frame breakage
to engine-house attention. The engines are entirely looked
after by the engine-house force. Engineers are not held
responsible for the inspection of engines underneath. When
an engine arrives at the engine-house, the inspector makes
a very thorough inspection, and every bolt that shows any
indication of working is immediately removed, the holes
reamed out and a new bolt applied. Whenever it is pos-
sible, our practice is to equip each bolt with two nuts.

This engine inspector also looks after the setting oi wedges
and keying up the rods, reporting the work that is necessary
to the engine-house foreman, who assigns the men to make
the repairs. The age of engines runs from four to twenty-
five years ; the worst curve on the road is 9 deg. 30 min."
The committee found the frame breaking difficulty was

being solved in a number of ways. The binder and bolt

appear to be responsib'e (when not kept tight) for con-
siderable trouble; some roads report that they watch this

very closely. Another road is applying new and heavier
section to frames that are breaking. Reinforcing frames
and lengthening splices is reported as being helpful. Where
wedges Are not kept properly in place there will be more
liability to frame breakages than where they are kept snug.

Splices working will cause strains to be thrown on other
parts of frame, and probably cause breakages. Extending
the short top-splice back over the front-pedestal jaw has
relieved some roads of trouble. The adoption of the

VValschaert, or other outside valve gear, has probably done more
to overcome trouble than anything else, on account of allow-

ing additional bracing and stronger frames. Some roads

have increased the thickness of metal in both rails of frames
and have applied heavier cross braces. One reply indicated

that the movement of driving boxes so that top of the box
would strike the frame was a bad thing for the frame, and
for the engine crew. Revised vaWe setting, so as to reduce

compression, is reported to be helpful. It is stated that ap-

plying hammered-iron sections has also overcome the diffi-

culty.

The committee also received a number of replies to the

question: "Have you any data as to age of frame at time

of breakage?" and found that few breakages occurred in less

than two years from date the engine was bui'.t, but after
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that the breakages became more frequent as age increased;
cast-steel frames appear to be more unreliable than forged
frames, some of the latter running from four to eight years
before giving trouble. On some roads the change of valve
gear from inside to outside, when accompanied by suitable

cross bracing, has apparently overcome the difficulty, but in

other cases it has been aggravated.
The replies received indicate that all of the heavier power

is more liable to breakage than the lighter engines, which
would s«cm to indicate that the strength of frame has not
increased in the same ratio as the power of the engine.
The Atlantic, Pacilic, Mogul and consolidation types seem
to be giving lots of trouble on the different roads, and
engines with inside va've gear appear to be more trouble-
some than with outside gear; this being probably due to

tbeir age and the larger number in service. Cast steel and
wrought iron arc about equally used for frames, the former
breaking due to poor castings, defects, shrinkages, etc., while
the greatest difficulty with the latter is in getting sound
welds. To show the extent that frame breakages occur, one
road in the United States had thirty-nine per cent, of the

total number of engines passing through the shops with
frames broken, so they had to be welded—those, of course,
being bar frames—whereas one English road with 1,545

engines, having slab frames, had over ten per cent, of this

number broken; but it was stated that frames could now be
welded with oxy-acetylene in two or three days, whereas
before it used to take them several months to make repairs.

It is stated on excellent authority that cast steel does not
have as great a life as wrought iron in locomotive frames.

On one road the breakages were tabulated, and show that
of a certain number of 'engines the life of the wrought-iron
frame averaged 5.9 years, as compared with 5.5 years for

cast steel, and that, on account of the great difffculty in get-

ting homogeneous metal, uniformly annealed, wrought iron
was preferred. A large number of breaks occur from checks
started in key ways, and it is suggested that proper fillets

be made instead of leaving sharp corners. Switch engines
appear to be particularly free from trouble on account of
frames breaking, which may be due to the fact that their

frames may be heavier in proportion to the work they have
to perform. Only one reply stated that switch engines were
in some cases giving trouble, and this was from a switch-
ing association. Frame splices, as a general proposition,

give lots of troub'e. on account of working, and several
roads are now using a front-frame section wliich is welded
on to the center of front jaw after the old part with splice

has been cut off.

One of the members, replying to the question, "Do you
have more frames break with inside than with outside valve
gear?" gave some very interesting data on a large number
of consolidation locomotives, all built about the same time;
of 228 with inside or Stephenson gear. 16 per cent, gave
troub'e in one year (November, 1909, to November, 1910).

whereas, with the Walschaert gear, 172 passing through
""hops in same period, 18 per cent, of them had to have
frames welded, and it is probable that the design was re-

sponsible for this condition. A number of roads are using
vanadium-steel fram.es experimentally, but on account of

the short time they have been in service it is not possib'e
to state positivrlv results obtained. One road reports a

vanadium-steel frame broken after being in service eighteen
months, and another in four months, wliile another states

that two vanadium-steel frames broke in four months.
Where power is kept up in absolutely first-class condition
and proper care is exercised in regard to frame bracing

—

pedestal binders or caps kept up, frame bolts and cylinder

keys a proper fit. and by giving attention to driving-box
shoes, wedges and brasses, and machinery in general, so as

to avoid excessive pounds—there will be less liability to

trouble with frame breakages
The question of cross bracing has been given considerable

thought, and it was found that it was possible, perhaps to

have the frame so rigidly braced that trouble would occur,

but that where a bracing was used that permitted a small
amount of flexibility, it was better for the engine as a

whole, and the frames in particular. It is recommended
in cross bracing, that ties be fastened fuM length of pedestal
jaw, vertically on rear pedestal, of each driving wheel, or
as close an equivalent to this design as governing conditions
will pcrm't. The thickness of bosses on cn^t-^'ocl cro'^s-

tie braces is to be not less than l'/2, preferably 2, times the

diameter of b^lt used in fastening. A"l bolts, where pos-
sible, to have heads next to castings, to insure full bearing
on bolt.

Widf'i of Frame
Diameter of bolt at thread = nearest i^-in. to

Where size of bolt comes in even sixteenths, the smaller
diameter will be used. Body of bolt to be 1-16 in. larger.

As outside gears, with inside cross bracing, have been in

use a comparatively short time, it is a difhcult matter to
say just what effect the cross bracing has had on frame
breakage, but replies received in answer to our question No.
12 would seem to indicate that it is beneficial, and the com-
mittee believes it advi.~al-le, but is not yet prepared to say
what design is best suited for all classes of power. The
four-cylinder, balanced locomotive will be less liable to
frame breakage, because of more uniform turning move-
ment than a two-cylinder engine, but there is not sufficient
data to confirm this theory. The fact that all these engines
are comi)aralively new makes it difficult to get much infor-
mation about them.

It is the committee's recommendation that a one-piece
frame be used on all engines with piston valves, preferably
with cast-steel filling between cylinders and bumpers, but
on slide-valve engines it is usually necessary to resort to a
two-piece frame, because of lack of strength at cylinders.
For engines having trailing trucks, a slab, spliced to main
frame at rear of back drivers, is generally used, and api)ar-
ently with satisfactory results. The question of quickly
and adequately draining cylinders, so as to overcome undue
strains on frames and other parts of machinery, does not
appear to have had the consideration it deserves; locomo-
tive designers and bui'ders should consider this matter care-
fully, particularly on piston-valve engines. The opening of
cylinder cocks by hostlers and engineers, and leaving them
open until cylinders are properly heated, should be insisted
upon.
With cast steel, a design can often be used that would be

impossible in wrought iron. Some of the troub'e experi-
enced with cast-steel frames has been due to the attempt
to make them exactly the same as if of wrought iron, instead
of taking advantage of the greater possibilities of designing
and making a satisfactory frame where cast steel is used.
Some designs of frames, such as those having ribs of dif-

ferent thicknesses, or pedestal fits of increased width, would
be almost impossible to make of wrought iron. Very heavy
frames over 5 in. in width are extremely difficult to make
satisfactorily of hammered iron, and for these reasons cast
steel appears to be the only suitable material.
Herewith is a comparison of specifications suggested on

page 406, in the 1904 Procedings, with those issued by the
American Society for Testing Materials:

American Society for Testing Mate-
1904. rials.

Tensile strength, 55,000 lbs. min 60,000 lbs. min.
Elongation in 2 in., 15 per cent 22 per cent. min.
Reduction in area, not specified 30 per cent. min.
All frames to be annealed All steel casting to be annealed, un-

less otherwise specified.
Bending test, none specified A piece 1 by 1 % in., bent cold

around a bar 1-in. diameter to

120 deg.
Size of test piece, none specified Specifically mentioned.
Test coupon, none specified To be attnched to each frame for

test purposes.

The committee suggests that, wherever possible, the

specifications recommended by the American Society for

Testing Materials be used, as a casting better suited to

the requirements will be furnished. As an additional safe-

guard, it would be better to specify how frame castings

should be annealed, and the following is recommended:
Steel-frame castings to be annealed must be heated uni-

formly to 850 deg. C. (1,500 deg. F.). The heat must be ap-

lied slowly, so that all castings in all parts of the furnace are

approximately the same temperature. As soon as the cast-

ings have reached the required temperature the furnace may
be opened.

It has been the observation of a prominent superintendent
of motive power that on road engines going ahead, prac-

• Calculated Sections of Locomotive Frame.

ticallv all of the time, the right fraine breaks more fre-

quently on the right-lead engine, and on left-lead engine the

left frame is more susceptible to breakage.
The following aproximates rules will produce sections for
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bar frames cither in wrought iron or cast steel, suitable for

modern locomotives:

r T T T
A= B= C= D=
2,500 to 2.700 3,000 to 3,200 4,300 to 4,500 1,600 to 1,800

T=l'iston thrust (area of cylinder multiplied by boiler pressure),

A=Si|uarc inches of sectional area of frame, top of pedestals.

ll=Sc|uare indus of sectional area of frame, top rail between pedestals.

C=S()uarc inches of sectional area of frame, lower rail between pedestals.

D=Siiuarc inches of sectional area of frame, integral single rail at back
cylinder-keying lug.

The width of frames is usually made in proportion to the

weight and power of the engine. Frames of 6 in. are not

uncommonly used for very heavy engines.

Most of the important bolts in a frame are vertical. There-

fore it is often advisable to increase the width rather than

make up the -section entirely in depth, because the section

is not cut away so much when large bolts are used, and

for that reason, where 1^ or 1^ in. bolts are used, frames

of greater width can be more economically employed
than the narrower sections.

J'ranTe breakages do not usually occur for some time

after the locomotives are placed in service, and in a general

way it may be stated that many breakages do not occur until

the engines have been in service for at least two years.

Probably three or four years is the time when the greater

number of fractures commence to occur, and from that

time on in mcreasing numbers.

PLATE FRAMES.

A more or less vague impression appears to exist in this

country that plate frames are freer from breakage than

bar frames. Plate frames are more readily repaired than

bar construction, with the possible exception of thermit

welds, because a plate on one or both sides can be bolted

or riveted which will usually satis.factorily reinforce the

broken section. On account of their relatively thin sections,

plate frames in some instances are also repaired by means
of oxy-acetylene blow-pipe welds. The general tendency

in the design of railway rolling-stock is toward simplicity

and the elimination of bolted parts, making or casting

pieces together and working away as much as possible from
built-up construction. Compared with the bar frame, which
is used exclusively in the United States at present, plate

frames are essentially a built-up construction, and in the

erecting of an engine using such frames the alignment is

much more difficult, involving more care and time, so that

the erection of an engine is a longer process than when
bar frames are used. This and other causes render plate-

frame construction undesirable, as a possible substitute for

bar frames.
Furthermore, it is a fact that the one-piece, integral-bar

frame construction, when made of suitable material, is as

free, if not freer, from defects or breakages than plate

frames. From personal observation of a great many loco-

motives in the principal European countries and from re-

ports obtained from railway men abroad, the facts seem

to be that plate frames often break, especially on the older

classes of engines, and that unless made exceptionally heavy

above the pedestal they may be expected to show partial or

complete fractures after a certain period of service.

One English railway reports that the frequency of broken

plate frames is almost exactly ten per cent, per year.

It may be interesting to give extracts from an article

written by Mr. I. Valenziani, of the Italian State Railways,

published in I'lnge^neria Ferroviaria for November 1, 1910,

which has a bearing on the subject. He says:

"Many European railways have purchased American loco-

motives, and among the details which were largely appre-

ciated in Europe must be included the bar frames, which

have two great advantages over the plate frames; namely,

the very much greater ease of examination and adjustment

of parts lying between the frames, and the greater ease and
rapidity with which the various parts can be attached to the

frames during the construction of the locomotives.

"In Europe bar frames are rather more expensive than

plate frames to construct, and an extension of their use

is attributable rather to this than to any technical reason."

As an interesting addition to the data contained in this

paper, we herewith submit extracts from a report that was
made by a representative of a locomotive company, who had

been special'y detailed to look into the subject of frame

failure, but as a committee we do not agree with all his

deductions.

"The number of frame failures which occur in the opera-

tion of locomotives in service is the cause of very serious

delays, and represents at least twenty per cent, of the ex-

penditures necessary to keep an engine in service.

"A comparison of the types of locomotives in service,

which were built prior to the past three or four years, shows
that the bracing of the frames has not been carried out as
we now believe to be necessary for good service. In an
effort to overcome the number of failures, the sections oi

frames have been made heavier and splices increased in

section and bolting power, but with several exceptions the
bracing of frames seems to have received less attention
than it deserves. Experience shows that many engines
with increased frame sections fail almost as much as they
did with the lighter frames.
"The first conclusion is that a good design of bracing is

more important than heavy frame sections. Another factor
is the condition in which the engine is maintained, as shown
by several of the detail reports by roads having engines of

exactly the same design on different divisions, some of which
give little or no trouble, while other divisions report trouble
constantly.
"An investigation carried out on one road several years

ago proved that the frame at first pedestal vibrated 1-16 in.,

both vertically and horizontally, and that in rounding a curve
the bottom of the frame was deflected more than the top, which
is the natural conclusion when we consider that the frames
are usually braced only to the guide yoke, and knees at

the top rail, and a light wrought-iron brace at the bottom
rail. It is this twisting action on the frame which causes
so many failures in the front leg of the first pedestal, and
in the lower rails of the splice connections in consolida-
tion engines, where the distance from the cylinder saddle
to the pedestal is short. It seems to make no difference
how heavy the frame rails are made, because if no other
changes are made the frame will break just the same."
The report is signed by:—H. T. Bentley, (C. & N. W.),

chairman; F. J. Cole (A. L. Co.), L. H. Fry (Baldwin),
G. S. Edmonds (D. & H.) and E. D. Bronner (M. C).

DISCUSSION ON BEST CONSTRUCTION OF LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

T. H. Curtis (L. & N.) : I cannot give you any Hght on how
to construct frames to keep them from breaking, but I will

mention that the Louisville & Nashville have 150 consolidated

locomotives with the Stephenson link motion. These locomotives

were not troubled with frame breakage, but we built some fifty

or more locomotives with the same frame, the locomotives are

practically interchangeable, except that these last engines were
equipped with the Walschaert valve gear. We have been troubled

a great deal by the breaking of the left frame near the front

pedestal, in the case of these engines. I have looked the engines

over and cannot see any reason for the breaking of the frame.

It breaks in a very strong place, and everything seems to be in

a good condition, and 1 know that the engines are well kept up.

In fact, the engines equipped with the Walschaert valve gear

receive the same care as those equipped with the Stephenson

link. Therefore, I attribute the trouble to the Walschaert valve

gear. As to why it should cause this breakage of frames I

cannot give any reason.

I will also say that of the engines that have the Stephenson

hnk, that there were about 25 of them that had a very large

plate bolted on the back of the cylinder and extended backward
about four or five feet. We had a great deal of trouble with

these frames breaking until we removed the plates, until we
removed what made the frames stiff we had trouble.

In designing locomotive frames we have always used at least

2.5 in. of a lip on the bottom of the inside to hold the binder

up tight. I think this is important, to hold the binder and the

frames solid together, and it is necessary to stop the breakage

of frames. I have found someone believed in the binding ques-

tion to such an extent as to have the binding extend the whole

length of the frame. As long as we have locomotives we will

have the breakage of frames, as they will wear out, biit I believe

with proper bracing and care, by keening the eny^ine up. by

giving it proper attention in the round house, we will save our-

se'vps ^ s-'-ePt deal of the frame breakage.

H. T. Bentley: We have had a number of engines on our

road, not verv heavy, ten wheel freight eneines. but have had a

tremendous lot of trouble with the Stephenson Link engmes

breaking their frames, and we had a number of Walschaert valve

gear engines, same general type and same size frame, but wth
the addition of cross brac^ne between the frames, and since that

time we have not had a single case of frame breakage with that

particular engine. It has been in service five or six yeys and

it would beg'n to show some difficulty, if difficulty was likely to

be experienced.

We have an extract in our report from an engineer of the

Italian State Railways. He is trvire the plate frames, the har

frames, and he states conclus'vely that the bar frame hassome
advantages over the plate frame, namely, that it is easier to

manufacture, more convenient to erect, very much easier for
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inspection, and generally speaking the American Standard bar
frame is preferable from everj' standpoint. 1 think where the

committee has gone on record to say that a good deal of the

trouble of frame breakage is absolutely preventable should lead

the steel manufacturers to get together and see if they cannot do
something to help the situation out. The use of cast steel for

frames is very satisfactory, if we can get good steel castings, and
get them properly annealed.

R. L. iLit nger (.i>u.;: We have a great many cast steel

frames which have been satisfactory. Frobably as many as
250 of the heavy engines have cast steel frames, with an alloy
in them, and with these frames we have not had any breakage
at all. Some of the simple engines have had the frames
broken. We have not had any epidemic of broken frames.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.): How long have the 250 frames
been in service?
Mr. Ettinger: About six years, the oldest of them. The

first, I think, we got about six years ago.
Wm. I'orsyth (A'ai/tcay Age Gazette) : Since the committee

has come out d'ctinitely in favor of cast steel frames, it

seems to me that there ought to be a good specification for
the casting, just as Mr. Bentley said. This specification of
1904 is for a low-strength steel. It is a steel whose chemistry
and strength correspond very closely with ordinary boiler
steel. It is soft. The committee further recommends as
preferable to this the specificat on of the American Society
for Testing Materials, which has a strength 5,000 lbs. greater.
Now, that specification of the American Society for Testing
Materials is one which applies to steel castings generally.
It is not specially for locomotive frames, and I bel 'eve it

would be a good idea if the association was to request the
American Society for Testing Materials to investigate this

subject and have a committee frame a special specification
for cast steel locomot ve frames and present it to this asso-
ciation. If it is in order, I will make that as a motion.
The motion carried.

R. D. Smith (B. & A.): We have had considerable trouble
with steel frame breakages on consolidation type engines
with narrow fire-boxes, and we have lately come to the con-
clusion that the trouble has been not so much in the vertical

stresses as the hor'zontal stresses, dive ^.erhaps to the long
overhang and the fact that the breakages all occurred through
the bolt holes. It is usual, when we have troubles of that
sort, to think if we had a little more material in the frame
it would be better, and we have added a little more material
top and bottom, and we have gone to adding some on the
side, to better bracing, and we have used the frame as recom-
mended by the committee. Just what the results of this will

be we do not know yet, because we have just changed our
patterns and ordered our first set of frames which have been
strengthened in this way, but it has been my thought that

the failures were caused by the horizontal stresses due to

the swinging, as well as the horizontal stresses due to the
excessive overhang in some of these frames. I quite agree
with what Mr. Forsyth has sa"d, that we should have some
specifications for steel for frames, and we have also gone
over the rules as recommended by the committee on page
nine, and we qu te agree with them.

J. Christopher (T. H. & B.): It would aptjear that the

question of the qualitv of the steel is the chief point. It

occurred to me it would be a good idea for them to deter-

mine the radius of the qrillets at the pedestals and cons'der
those points, in making their recommendations, as well as the

qupHtv.
C. A. Se1cv (C. R. T. & P.) : The most perplexing frame

breakage which h?s occurred to us lately is in the forward
pedestal on the Pacific tvne engine, new engines, massive frames,

mass've binders everything put up in eood shape, and we have
had a number of brenk^ees starting from the rods, extending
upward, a rerfectiv straight break, through to the inside of the

jaw, thrnuarh six or e'efht inches of solid metal, ap'^arently. It

is a perfectly clean break. Why they should break, I cannot
figure out.

R. D Smith: T believe that a well designed steel frame will

not break 'f the boxes wedsres and shoes are keot uo. If more
attention is piven "n the roundhouse to keepine up these features

that go to hold our frames top-ether. like the binders and bracing,

we will not have so much trouble with them.
B. P Fiorv CN V O & W): We havo a lot of fifteen

simple eng'nes, and in the case of everv one of these engines we
ha^'n V'T'^' i^'-'-i-'-n oT'-^i- n"e or ^oth of thr f'-p'T'ps on *he ton mil

underne''th the rocker bars. We came to the conclusion that the

cause of the frames break'nsr was the nrobab'litv of their not

being- puffcientlv braced. They did not have the frame brac'ngs

on the bottom rail at all. and we nut one on there and since that

time we have not Had any of them break.

I was very glad to see the committee recommend the cast

steel one-piece frame. I note, however, on page 7, that the
committee says, "But on slide-valve engines it is usually neces-
sary lo resort to a two-piece frame, because of lack ot strength
ar cylinders.

' That has not been my experience, as for probably
four or five years I have used the one-piece cast steel frame in
the slide valve cyl.nders and have had practically no dithculty
with it.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.) : If there are any of the members
who find it necessary to make a two-piece frame, a vertical splice
would give very much less trouble from breakage than a hori-
zontal sphce. The splicing bolts at that point give us a great
deal of trouble, and 1 have heard others say the same.

Mr. Chambers (C. of N. J.): We have not had any trouble
at all, which you would term serious, in frame breakages for
several years. We had a type of twelve wheel locomotive
105 tons, and it gave a great deal of trouble from frame
breakages right over one box, but we designed a cast steel
section, cut off back and forward of the pedestal, and have
had no trouble with the rest of the frame anywhere. Out of
possibly fifty-one locomotives, we may have had 35 break-
ages on the right side, and may have had only one on the
left, so it was not necessary to put a cast steel section on the
left side.

We have ten heavy locomotives, equipped with the Wal-
schaert gear, which have been in service, I think, for about
four years. We have not had any frame breakages in any
of these engines, and I was a little surprised to hear Mr.
Curtis say that in his opinion the Walschaert gear had any-
thing to do with the trouble. I think more than likely it is
due to frame construction. These engines had better frame
bracings than the link motion engines. That might have had
something to do with it.

T. H. Curtis: I ask Mr. Chambers if the engines were
both framed on the right hand side? I wish to call atten-
tion to my remarks to the engines with the Walschaert gear,
in which the frames were broken, that it was only the right
hand frame in these engines which were broken, and not
the left.

Mr. Chambers: These were in all cases the right hand
lead.

C. D. Young (Penn.): We had a great deal of trouble
with the breaking of frames on consolidation locomotives,,
the same size as Mr. Chambers' engines to which he re-
ferred. They were equipped with the Stephenson gears.
On the lines West I think there were about 400 engines, and
the frame breakages ran up to over a thousand. We fol-
lowed them in 1906 with the outside gear engine, identical in
every respect, excepting the gear, frames the same section,
but being cross braced, the idea being to carry the cross
bracing back from the cylinders just as stiflf as you could
to the ash pan. and outside of manufacturers' defects and
poor castings, I believe we have not had a broken frame
which could be attributed to poor construction. I believe
that the Walschaert valve gear has solved half of the broken
frame trouble, because you can cross brace frames making
a rigid structure back of the cylinders, and tie the two
irames together, reducing the lateral vibration.

Mr. Pratt suggested the vertical splicing in preference to
the horizontal splicing. We had so much trouble on the first

consolidation engines that we made a number of experimental
designs to increase the horizontal splice. That did not seem
to do much good. The frames still broke, it simply carried
the break a little further back. Most of the earlier breaks
were right at the splice, ahead of the front driving box, and
when we increased the weight of the splice, it went over
back in the frame and broke over the front driving box,
or between the front driving box and the intermediate wheel.
We built the splice ahead of the front drivers, a vertical'

splice, using about twenty-four short bolts. We have about
twenty of these engines running, they have been running
about three years, and none of the frames have broken.

J. F. Enright (D. & R. G.) : We are not experiencing the
trouble with b'-oken frames which the other roads seem to
be. It is possiblv due to the fact that our engines come in

for class repairs oftener than engines operated on level roads.

Our three, four and five engine trains make the operation
severe on the engine, or the engine ahead of the train engine.

Judging from our experience, the one-piece frame for the

piston valve engine, is in mv op'n'on th'^ hf^^t de^isjn of
frpmp that has been put on a locomotive. We have a number
of that design in pa^j^ensfer service wMth the Wal'^chaert gear,

and with one ey'^ntion I do not recall a broken frame on
these engines. And that excention was the main pedestal,

just about midway between the binder and the top of the

frame. ?^ \^i^ barl^ end or \'^p we'^"'e «'de.

J. F. Enrio'ht (T). & R. G.") : We are not exneriencinc the
trouble with broken frames which the other roads seem to be.
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It is possibly diie to the fact that our engines conic in for
class repairs oftener than engines operated on level roads. Our
three, foiir and live engine trains make the operation severe
on the train engine, or the engine ahead of the train engine.
Judging from our e.xperience. the one-piece frame for the piston
valve engine is, in my opinion, tlie best design of frame that
lias been put on a locomotive. We have a number of that
ilesign in passenger service with the VValschaert gear, and,
with one exception, I do not recall a broken frame on these
engines. And that exception was the main pedestal, just about
midway between the binder and the top of the frame, at the
liack end or the wedge side.

T. Rumney (Eric) : We have tried to do everything that
has been recommended by the Association from time to time,
and we have conferred with the builders of locomotives in

making various designs, to strengthen up and stiffen up the
I'rames in every way that they could. We have put in large
lillets, used single frame—that is, the one-piece frame—and
endeavored to brace the frames as much as possible. We
have some engines running that have not broken a frame in

two years, and we have some types of engines running that
have not broken over two or three frames in about thirty engines
in al)out four years, but on the same type of frames, on other en-
gines with cast steel frames have broken, so that it is pretty hard
to determine where we do stand. We have some alloy frames
with vanadium that have run, one for four years and no trouble,

and no trouble, either, with the engines built at the same time
with cast steel frames—apparently we have not reached the
point in the case of these engines where the breakage is likely

to occur.

C. E. Chambers: I would like to add a word for the
beneht of the members—on those engines in which we had
the frames break, the front wheel type of engine, the frame
broke just forward of the jaw. We had a splice just in front,

before it touched the jaw. After a time we used a cast steel

section, using the same kind of splice, and since then, about
a year ago, we went further ahead, just back of the cylinder
and cut-ofT where the frame is a single bar and made the
section cover that point, and we have a one-piece frame,
which has been very successful, doing away with the trouble
of splicing the top.

A. E. Manchester (C. M. & St. P.): I do not see any
difference between the serviceability of the iron and steel

frames. We have 175 consolidation engines with 56-in.

wheels. The first few years that these engines were in serv-
ice they were kept entirely in a moderately slow speed, but
very heavy service, the engines hauling from 3,000 to 5.000
ton trains. Later on a condition developed due to the par-
ticular weight and length of these engines, and we had to
transfer them to another district where the speeds were high.
In the slower heavy service we had practically no broken
frames at all, but when we turned the engines over to the
fast service we had a great many broken frames. We cannot
entirely balance the engine according to rule, and I believe
that that was one of the things that caused the trouble with
these engines, the matter of gravity and high speeds.
The President: I wish to say that we have had a lot of

trouble with broken frames. Most of our troubles have been
with Pacific type engines. We have had consolidated engine
frames break, but I do not think it makes very much differ-

ence whether thev are running on a division of 200 miles,
with tangent track, or on a division that has no tangent
track; it seems to be about the same thing. The breakage
occurred mostly in the top rail either under the guide yoke
or at the pedestal or even up close to the cylinder—we have
extended the top rail of the frame back from the rear of
the front pedestal far enough to get it solid in back of the
back leg. We have done away with the guide yoke bracket
entirely, making the frame, the leg on it, as a guide yoke
bracket. We have forty engines; it is true they are lighter
engines and have smaller wheels, which have been in service
twelve years, and we have not a record of a broken frame.

'!Ve commenced changing the Pacific type of engines to this

design about two and a half years ago. We have not had a
broken frame on the Pac'fic type of engine as equipped with
this frame. We feel that the guide yoke bracket, about twenty
inches high, to get the guide yoke up high enough with the est
iron bracket bolted, which was not always tight, but was fre-

quently loose, was largely responsible for the troub'.e which we
had.

R. W. Bell (Til. Cent.) : About ten years ago on the Illinois

Central we l''Pd a ereat many frame breikan'es n"d we smarted

a systematic campai?rn to ascertain the way in which our engines
were ta^en care of in the roundhouse. We found that our
fi'ames broke on the ends that were neelcted. wed'^es that were
down, wedees that were not kent in cond'^^'on hras-^^s not taken
care of, and we started a campaign of education of our round-

house force,, and after we iiiiiDiluced belter methods of caring
for tiic engines, our frame breakages were reduced to a mini-
mum. 1 think the greatest causes of frame breakages arc loose
wedges. It is true, that the design of the frame has something
to do with it, but 1 think if the engine is kept up in a state of
iiigh elliciency, all the rods and boxes in proper order, you will
tnid that the frame breakages will be greatly reduced. That is

our exi)erience. We have 1449 eng.nes, and since last July our
frame breakage has been one per cent.

D. J. Reding (P. & L. E.) : We had a lot of consolidation
locomotives in which the frames broke at the head of the front
jaw, and we came to the conclusion that the principal reason
was that they had a light sheet, running from the guide yoke
up to the boiler, and it was fastened against the bo.ler, and we
would always find the holts tieing this sheet' to the guide yoke
and the boiler loose on the frame of the yoke. By putting in

double sheets and double anchors against the boilers and putting
in a cast iron section between the top and bottom rad, ahead
of the front jaw, to take up the vibrations set up by the piston
llirust at the back end of the guides, we nearly eliminated the
breakage of these frames, and it seemed to me if anything could
be added to the report of the committee it would be some sug-
gestion as to the proper bracing.
George W. Rink (C. of N. J.) : I believe the bracing is an

important part of the locomotive. I have an idea that sufficient

metal is not applied vertically to the bolt holes in the braces.
Where you find a bolt with anywhere from three-quarters of an
inch to one inch of metal through the bracing, the same should
have at least an inch or an inch and a half of metal, and the
frame bracing should extend from the top rail to the lower
rail, so as to brace cross-wise, in other words, use a brace in

the shape of the letter X. I believe that would be far prefer-
able to using a large fiat brace lying on the top rail. We have
found occasion to apply to engines originally bu'lt with such a
brace an additional brace to the lower rail and extending a
sheet from the top frame casting to the lower additional brac-
ing. What I have just described applies principally to the front
furnace supports.

I believe the use of a sheet connecting the mud ring into the
supporting casting is a good idea. As far as the thickness of
the sheet is concerned, 1 believe the thinner the sheet is the

better, as far as flexibility is concerned. My attention was called

the other day to an eight wheel eng'ne that had the front jaws
broken on both sides. This engine had a frame of about four
by seven. It had no underhung springs. The wedge required
lining up and it was neglected, and I can attribute the cause of

that breakage to the fact that the wedges were not properly
lined up.

We have a large number of cast steel frames in service, a

number of frames made of .40 per cent, carbon steel, introduced
on our latest switching eng'nes, and as far as these switching
engines go we have had no trouble. The particular engine Mr.
Chambers referred to had a cross spring from one driver box to

the other, and the frame was cut out a trifle on an angle, which
weakened the frame at that point. When we got out the new
cast steel section we added two inches to the depth of the frame
at that point, and have had no trouble.

H. T. Bentley; I agree with Mr. Bell, of the Illinois Cen-
tral, and Mr. Seabrook, of the St. Louis Southwestern, who
report having had no trouble, due to getting a better grade
of steel. It has been stated to me that the committee has
done an injustice to the vanadium steel frames, insofar that

we did not state how many frames were in service when we
stated how many were broken, and to try to straighten that

out I will try to give the result of the information T got at

the time this report was compiled: One set, none, broken; five

sets, none broken; one set, none broken: three sets, one
broken; one Mallet, four frames, none broken; three sets,

none broken; two hundred and thirty sets, none broken.
Mr. Chambers s'^oke of the one t^iece fratne eliminating the

splice. I think that is the Eurot>ean practice. Everyone
knows what troubles thev have had with s'dices. and they
have gone in*^o the practice of making sections and welding
the section in the center of the front jaw, and T think it is

a good thing to do; that is the practice we are using.

COMPLAINTS.

The committee on arrangements announces that it will be

glad to undertake to adjust all complaints of any nature during

the conventions. The committee is composed of E. L. Adreon,

chairman; C. E. Fuller and T. H. Curtis. Its office is with

the secretary of the Railway Supply Men on the Million

Dollar Pier.
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RAILWAY CLUB SECRETARIES.

The annual meeting of the Society of Railway Club Sec-

retaries will be held at the Hotel Brighton, at 10 o'clock

Saturday morning. The dinner will be held at 7.30 in the

•evening in the garden of the Hotel Windsor, unless the

weather is unfavorable, in which case it will be held inside.

There will be no past-prandial oratory, but a special pro-

_gramme is being prepared.

THE M. M. RECEPTION LAST NIGHT.

The annual reception by the officers of the Master Mechan-
ics' Association was given in the Blenheim Exchange, Marl-

borough-Blenheim Hotel, last night, and was attended by a

large crowd. President and Mrs. Fuller headed the receiv-

ing line. The Southern Singers, a quartette of young women,
gave a concert thirty minutes before the receiving line

formed, and following the reception there was informal danc-

ing. Two orchestras furnished the music, and punch was
served in the west solarium.

The receiving party was as follows: Mr. and Mrs. C. E.

Fuller; Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Bentley; Mr. and Mrs. T. Rum-
ney; Mr. and Mrs. A. Sinclair; Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Curtis;

Mr. D. R. MacBain and Miss MacBain.

The ladies of the party were gowned as follows: Mrs. Fuller,

white bordered satin; carried white roses; Mrs. Bentley, black

silk trimmed with jet; carried orchids; Mrs. Rumney, white

chiffon embroidered in blue; carried lilies of the valley and

pink pea roses; Mrs. Sinclair, gray satin with point lace;

carried pink carnations; Mrs. Curtis, chantilly over yellow

satin; and Miss MacBain, blue marquisette hand-embroidered

with pink roses; carried pink roses. The reception was prob-

ably the most successful that has been held at Atlantic City.

The reception sub-committee was composed of Edward S.

Toothe. chairman; F. B. Ernst, C. A. Dunkelberg, Frank

Martin, George R. Carr and Herbert Green.

BALL GAME RESULTS IN FORMER YEARS.

The ball game has been an annual event since 1903, and

of .the eight games that have been played six have been

between east and west. This year, on next Saturday after-

noon, for the seventh time east and west will meet on the

diamond, and it is interesting to glance back over the scores

that have been made in past years. They are as follows:

West East

1903 5 11

1904 11 7

1905 17 18

1906 17 7

1907 23 1

1910 15

It will be seen that each section has won three games.
The games in 1908 and 1909 were between the railway men
and the supply men. In 1908 the supply men won, 25 to 19;

in 1909 the railway men won, 14 to 12.

The most exciting game in the series was that in 1905,

when the score was 18 to 17.

THE BAND MYSTERIOUS.

J. Will Johnson, chairman of the entertainment com-
mittee, seems to understand the advantages of shrouding
in mystery certain features of the entertainment program
until the pyschological moment arrives for letting them
burst forth in all their glory. He is understood to have a

supply man's brass band concealed about his person somewhere,
which has been practicing regu'arly since last year's conven-
tions, but he refuses to let it be seen or heard, or to dis-

close the identity of its membership until it shall take its place

in the parade to the base ball grounds Saturday afternoon.
It is said to have been tuning and tooting somewhere in

Atlantic City Tuesday night, but Mr. Johnson evidently

keeps it in a noise-proof room. Some knockers say it has
taken all year for the bloomin' bunch to learn ten pieces,

and that the chairman is keeping it locked up for fear it

will give its program prematurely and be unable to repeat

on Saturday. Perhaps the fact is that he thinks if he did not

refuse to let it play now, the rest of the convention crowd
would refuse to let it play Saturday.

M. M. REGISTRATION.

Appier, A. B., M. E., Delaware & Hudson Co., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Arden, D. D., M. M., Savannah & Slatsbro, Baltimore.
Arp, W. C, S. M. P., Vandala R. R., Marlboro.
Ayers, A. R., M. E., L.S. & M. S. R. R., Shelbourne.
Basford. Geo. M., Associate, American Locomotive Co., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Bawden, Wm., M. M., Terminal R. R. Assn. of St. L., Watkins.
Bayley, J. J., M. M., Southern Ry., Sterling.

Bean, S. L.. M. S., A. T. & S. F. Rv., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Bell. R. W., Supt. Mach., 111. Central R. R., Dennis.
Bennett, W, H., M. M., Pcnna. R. R., Traymore.
Blunt, James G., Supt. Gen. Draw. Rm., Amer. Loco. Co.,
Traymore.

Booth, T. K., Gen. For., Bessemer & Lake Erie R. R., Traymore.
Booth. J. S., M. M., Carolina & N. W., Ten Evck.
Bowden, J. F., M. M., Balto. & Ohio R. R., Flberon.
Bowles, C. K., Tidewater & Western R. R. Co., Sterling.
Brown, M. G. M. M., Gulf & Ship Island R. R.. Haddon Hall.
Rurk. C. H.. Loco. Sunt.. Mexican Rv., Shelbourne.
Burton. T. L.. Gen. Insp., P. & R. R. R., C. R. R. of N. J..

Marlborough-Blenheim.
Butler, F. A., M. M.. B. & A., Young's.
Chambers, C. E., S. M. P., C. R. R. of N. J., Dennis.
Chidley. Joseph, M. M.. Lake Shore & Mich. Southern Ry..
Marlborough-Blenheim.

Christopher, Jacob, M. M., Toronto Hamilton & Buffalo Ry..
Young's.

Cory, C. H., Honorary Member, Dennis.
Cole. F. J., C. C. E.. American Loco. Co., Traymore.
Cov. R. G., M. M., Virginia & Southwestern Ry., Haddon

Hall.
Cromwell, Oliver C, Marlborough-Blenheim.
Cross, C. W., Supt.. App., N. Y. C. Lines. Traymore.
Curtis. Theo. H., S. M., L. & N. R. R.. Marlboroutrh-Rlenheim.
Darlovv. A . M., M. E., B. & S.. Marlborough-Blenheim.
Davis, John E., M. M., Hockintr Valley. Monticello.
Deeter, D. H.. M. M., Phila. & Reading Ry., Jackson.
Dillon. S. J.. M . M., Penna. R. R. Co.
Dooley. Wm. H.. S. M. P.. C. N. O. & T. P. Rv.. Dennis.
Dow. Geo. N.. C. M. I., L. S & M. S. Ry.. Chalfonte.
DufTey. G. J., M. M., Lake Erie & Western Ry.. Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Dunham, W. E., Supvr., M. P. & M., Haddon Hall.
Dunn, Jas. F.. S. M. P.. Oregon Short Line R. R.. Chal''onte.
Eden. E. S.. M. M., Central New Encrland Rv. Co., Rudolph.
Elliott. J. B.. M. M.. Balto. & Ohio R. R.. Flberon.
Enright. J. F.. S. M. P., Denver & Rio Gt-nnde R. R.. Chelsea.
Endsley. Prof. L. E.. Asso. Prof. Mech. Engineering, Purdue

University. Chalfonte.
Fin'ner. W. H.. M. M.. Central of Georgia Rv.. Chalfonte.
Fitzsimmons, E. S.. M. M.. Erie R. R.. Sr'ij t?.

Flavin. U. J.. M. M.. C. I. & S. R. R., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Fowler, Geo. L., Dennis.
Franey. M. D., A. M. M., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Fulmor, John H.. M. M., Penna. R. R.. Pennh'.irst.

Garstang. Wm., S. M .P., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Gentry. T. W., American Loco. Co., Wiltshire.
Goodrich. Max. G. F.. New York tS: O'tawa R. R., New Holland.
Gordon. H. D., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Graburn. A. L.. Mech. En^r.. Can. Northern, Young's.
Green. Herbert. M. E.. Brighton.
Greenwood. B. E.. G. F.. Soaboa*'d Air Tine Rv.. Windsor.
Haig. M. H.. M. E.. A T. 8i S. F. Rv.. Travmore.
Hainen. J.. S. M. P.. Sonthern Rv., Dennis.
Hale. H. H.. M. M.. C. H. ^ D. Ry. Ha^ldon HnU
Hnrr'gan. P. J.. M. M.. B. ^ O. R R.. Ch-etwoode.
Harris. C. M., M. M., Washington Terminal R. R., Traymore.
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llaiig, Harry, M. ".v1., Brovvnstonc Si Middloton Ry., Do Ville.
Hawkins, R. D.. M. K.. Great NortluTn Ry.
Hayes, W. C, Supt. Loco. Op., Eric R. R.. Chalfontc.
Hayward, H. S.. S. M. P., Pcnna. R. R. Co.. Glial fontc.
Henry. VV. C. A., S. M. P.. Pcnna. Lines West, Chalfonte.
Hess, Geo. F.. M. M., B. & O. R. R.. Dunlop
Hill. Rufus, Ex. M. M., P. R. R. 1504 Pacific Ave.
Hill. W. H,. M. M.. Cornwall R. R.. He Ville.

Hodsins, Geo. S., Man. Edit. Ry. and Soc. Engineering, Haddon
Hall.

HolTnian, C. M.. S. M. P., St. L., Brownsville & Mexico Ry.
HolTmastcr, F. S.. A. M. M., N. Y. 'P. & N. R. R., Westminster.
Horsey, A. W.. M. E., Can. Pac. Rv., Haddon Hall.
Hubcr. JL G., Asst. M. M.. P. R. R.. Cbalfonte.
Hunter, H. S., M. M., Phila. & Reading Ry.
Jacksdn, O. S., M. M., Chgo, Terre Haute & So. Eastern Ry.,

Dunlop.
James, Cbarles, M. M., Erie R. R.. Slitz.

James. J. M., M. M.. Pcnna. R. R., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Jaynes, R. T., M. M., Lebigb & Hudson River Ry., Traymore.
Joughins. G. R., M. S., Colonial Ry., Chalfonte.
Kadie. C. H., U. M.. Southern Ry.
Keenan, C. E., M. M., N. Y. C. Lines, Strand.
Kiesel, W. F.. Asst. Engr., Penna. R. R. Co., Cbel-^ea.
Kinney, C. D., M. M., Kanawha & Michigan Ry., Traymore.
Kinney. M. A.. S. M., Hocking Valley Rv.. Travmore.
Kirkpatrick, James. M. M., B. & O. R. R. Co., 'Elberoti.

Knight, W. Edward, S. M. P., Cuba R. R.. Pcnnhurst.
Kyle. C. M. M., Canadian Pacific Ry., Haddon Hall.
Lovell, Alfred, Traymore.
MacBain, D. R., S. M. P., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Marlborough-Blen-

heim.
MacDowell, Wm. G., 1st V. P., Norfolk & Western Ry.,
Dennis.

McGuire, J. J., Gen. For., B. & O., La Balle Inn.
Mcllvaine, C. L., Asst. Engr. M. P., Penna. R. R. Co., Chal-

fonte.

MacKenzie, John, Dunlop.
McLean, J. E., M. M., Kansas City So., Dennis.
McNaughton, Jas., Amer. Loco. Co., Marlborough-Blenheim.
McNuity, F. M.. S. M. P. & R. S., Monongahela Connecting

R. R.. Chalfonte.
McPherson, T. J., M. M., Peoria & Pekin Union Ry.
Mathis, J E., M M., Georgia & Florida R. R., Dunlop.
May, H. C, M. M., L. & N. R. R., Chalfonte.
May, Waher, M. M., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Chalfonte.
Maxfield, H. H.. M. M., Penna. R. R., Chalfonte.
Minshull, P. H., M. M., N. Y. O.- & W. R. R. Co., Traymore.
Meister. C. L., M. E. (Ch. Draftsman) Atlantic Coast Line,
Shelbourne.

Moll. George, M. M., Phila. & Reading R. R
,
Jackson.

Murray, ¥. H., M. M., Erie R. R., Pt. Jervis, Lexington.
Nash. J. H.. Shop Supt., III. Cent. R. R., Hadon Hall.

Needham, H. S., A. E. M. P., Penna. Lines,, Haddon Hall.
Owens, W. H., Southern Ry. Co., Sterling.

Page. C. N., M. M., L. Vallev, Auburn, N. Y., The Silverton.

Passmore. H. E., M. M., T. & O. E. Ry., Chalfonte.
Pearce, J. S., M. M., Norfolk & Western Ry.. Chelsea.
Perrine, W. M., M. M., Central R. R. of N. J., Penhurst.
PfTafilin. Louis. M. M . Indianapolis Union Ry.. Biscayne.
Pi'cher, John A., M. E., Norfolk & Western Ry., Traymore.
Plank, P. D., M. M., Louisville Henderson & St. L. R.,

Windsor.
Prendergast, A. P., M. M., Balto. & Ohio R. R., Shelburne.
Purvis, T. B.. Jr., Young's.
Querean, C. H.. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Traymore.
Quigley. Joseph, M. M., C. & G. S. Ry., Dennis.
Redding. D. J., Asst. S. M. P., Pittsburgh & Lake Erie R. R.

Co., Traymore.
Reid. W. L., Gen. Wks. Mgr., Am. Loc. Co., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Reynolds, O. H., Dennis.
Riley, Geo. N.. National Tube Co., Marlborough-Blenheim,
Rink. Geo. W.. M. E., C. R. R. of N. J.. Dennis.

Rogers. Robert Hunter, Gen. Tnsptr , Erie R. R.. Rudolph.
Rollines. E. O.. M. M.. L. & N. R. R.. Westminster.
Rose. W . G.. M. M.. C. H. & D., Watkins.
Rumney, Thos.. M. S.. Erie R. R.. Holmhurst.
Schlafge. Wm.. M. M.. Erie R. R.. Schlitz.

Schmidt. Prof. E. C, Haddon Hall.

Sechrist. T. O., M. M.. C. N. O. & T. P. Ry.. Dennis.
Seddon. C. W., S. M. P. & C, D. M. & N. Ry., Traymore.
Sinclair. Angus, Editor Loco. Engineering. Haddr^n Hnll.

Sinnott. W.. M. M.. Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.. Pennhurst.
Slayton. C. E.. M. M.. Asst. Supt., St. Joe & Grand Island Ry.
Slayton. F. T.. S. M. P.. Virginia Ry.
Sneck. Harry. M. M.. BufT. Roch. & Pitts. R. R.
Snell, E. J., M. M., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Pennhurst.

Sprowl, N. E., M. M., Atlantic Coast Line R. R., Young's.
Slaley, li. 1<"., M. M., Caro, Ciinchficid & Ohio Ry., Traymore.
Stewart, A., M. S., Southern Ry., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Storey, J. W., C. D., Cent, of Ga. Ry., Berkshire.
Stuart, Charles M.. M. M , Phila. & Reading R. R., Penhurst.
Stubbs, G. W., M. M., Gulf Line Ry., Arlington.
Sweeley, E. H., G. F. L. R., Long Island R R., Haddon Hall.
Swoyer, H., M. M., Rogers Loco. Wks., Traymore.
Tawse. Rr:bt., S. M. I'.. Detroit, Toledo & Ironlon Ry., Iroquois
Taylor Wm. H., M. M., N. Y. S. & W. Ry. Co., Dennis.
Thayer, F. C, G R. F. E., Southern Ry., Penhurst.
Thomas, H. T., M. M., Detroit & Mackinac R. R., Penhurst.
Thomas, W. H., Honorary Member, Dennis.
Trumbull, A. G., M. S, Erie R. R., Chalfonte.
Tuma, Frank, M. M., Erie R. R., Traymore.
Turner. ( alvin G., M. M., Phila., Balto. & Wash. R. R. Co.,

Chalfonte.
Van Buskirk, H. C, S. M. P., C. & S. Ry., Chalfonte.
Van Doren. G. L., Supt. Shops, Cent. R. R. of N. J., Dennis.
Wagstaflf, Geo., Amer. Arch. Co.. Cbalfonte.
Walsh, Frank J., G. F., Ches. & Ohio Ry., Marlborouph-Blenheim.
Warthen, H. J.. M. M.. Washington Southern Ry.. Sterling.
Watts, A. H.. M. M., Cincinnati Northern R. R., Dennis.
Watson, R. B., Engr. of Tests, Erie R. R., Traymore.
Walters. J. H., Asst. M M.. Georgia R. R., Traymore.
Wells. M. E., A. M. M., Wheeling & Lake Erie R. R., Mt. Vernon.
Wells. Reuben, Ex-Pres. M. M. Assn., Dennis.
Wildin, G. W., Mech. Supt., N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. R., Chal-

fonte.

Wilson. Charles. M. M., Lehigh Valley R. R., Alberon.
Wood, L. L.. S. M. P.. E. & T. H. R. R., Youngs.
Wright, R. v., Mech. Dept.. Editor R. R. Age Gazette. Chalfonte.
Whvte, F. M.. New York Air Brake Co., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Young, C. B., M. E., Cheo., B. & Q. R. R., Traymore.
Young, Charles D., A. E. M. P., Penna. Lines, W., S. W. Sys-
tem, Brighton.

M. C. B. REGISTRATION NOTICE.
4

Secretary Taylor announces that arrangements have been made
for registering the members of the M. C. B. Association any

time this week, instead of waiting until next week.

M. C. B. REGISTRATION.

Anderson, Geo. T.. Supt., N. Y. Desp. Ref. Lines, Chalfonte.
Appier, A. B., M. E., Dela. & Hudson Co., Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Arp, W. C, S. M. P., Vandalia R. R., Marlborough-Blenheim,
Baron. Jacob, Kentucky & Indiana Bridge & R. R. Co.,

Young's.
Beamer, James A., M. M., Penna. R. R., Chalfonte.
Bell, R. W., Supt. Mach., 111. Cent. R. R., Dennis.
Baker, J. E.. Past Pres. M. C. B., Chalfonte.
Burton, T. L., Gen. Insp., C. R. R. of N. J., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Chamberlain, J. T., Life Member M. C. B., Young's.
Chambers, C. E.. S. M. P., Cent. R. R. of N. J., Dennis.
Christopher. J., M. M., Tor. Ham. & Buff. Ry., Young's.
Combs, S. W., Master Car BIdr., Cuba Railroad Co., Tray-
more.

Combs. W. B., M. M., Macon, Dublin & Savannah R. R.,

Young's.
Cromwell, O. C, M. E., Balto. & Ohio R. R., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Curtis, Theo. H., S. M., Louisville & Nashville R. R., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Dillon, S. J.. M. M., Penna. R. R.
Dunn, J. F., S. M. P., Oregon Short Line R. R., Chalfonte.
Edenk, E. S., M. M., Cent. New Eng. R. R. Co.. Rudolph.
Enright. J. F., S. M. P. & C. D., Denver & Rio Grande R. R.,

Chelsea.
Fowler, Geo. L.. Dennis.
Gar^t.nnP'. Wm., S. M. P., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Goodrich, Max, M. M., New York & Ottawa R. R., New Hol-
land.

Grewe, H. F., Wabash. Pittsburgh Terminal Ry., De Lamar.
Hainen, J., S. M. P.. Southern Ry.. Dennis.
Hayward, H. S., S. M. P., West Jersey & Seashore R. R., Chal-

fonte.

Henrv, W. C. A., S. M. P., Penna. Lines West, Chelsea.
Hill. Rufus.
Hofifman, C. M., S. M. P., St. L. B. & Mex.
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James, J. M., M. M., Olean Shops, Penna. R. R. Co., Marlbor-
ough-Blenheim.

Joughins, G. R., S. M. P., Intercolonial Ry., Chalfonte.
Kadie, C. H., M. M., Southern Ry., Pennhurst.
Kiesel, W. F., Jr., Asst. M. E., Penna. R. R., Chelsea.
•Knight, W. Edward, S. M. P., Cuba R. R., Pennhurst.
McNulty, F. M., M. M., Monongahela Connecting R. R., Chal-

fonte.

Needham, H. S., A. E. M. P., Penna. Lines, Haddon Hall.
Passmore, H. E., M. M., Toledo & Ohio Central Ry., Chalfonte.
Pilcher, John A., M. E., Norfoik & Western Ry., Traymore.
Pfafflin, Louis, M. M., Indianapolis Union Ry., Biscayne.
Purves, T. B., Jr., Youngs.
Rink, Geo. W., M. E., Central R. R. of N. J., Dennis.
Robider, W. J., M. C. B., Central of Georgia Ry., Chelsea.

Schroyer, C. F., M. C. B., C. P. & W. R. R., Young's.
Schmoll, G. A., S. M. P., Baltimore & Ohio R. R., Traymore.
Seddon, C. W., S. M. P. & C, Duluth, Missabe & Nor. Ry.,

Traymore.
Simpson, Porterfield, Supt. of Equipment, Indiana Refining Co.,

Chetwood.
Sinclair, Angus, Ed'tor, Locomotive Engineering, Haddon Hall.

Slayton, C. E., C. E., Asst. Supt., St. J. & G. I. Ry.
Slayton, F. T., S. M. P., Virginian Ry.
Stewart, A., G. S. M. P. & E., Southern Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Tawse, Robt., S. M. P.. D. T. & I. & Ann Arbor R. R., Iroquois.

Thomas, H. T., M. M., Detroit & Mackinac Ry., Pennhurst.
Van Buskirk, H. C, S. M. P., Colorado & Southern Ry.,

Chalfonte.

Wildin, G. W., Mech. Supt., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., Chalfonte.
Wood, L. L., S. M. P . E. & T. H. R. R., Young's.
Wright, R. v., Mech. Dept. Editor, R. R. Age Gazette, Chalfonte.
Young, Charles D., A. E. M. P., Penna. Lines West, Brighton.
Young, C. B., M. E., C. B. & Q. R. R., Traymore.

GUESTS.

Adams, T. S., Atlantic City & Shore Line, New Hampshire.
Alterman, J. N., Atlantic City & Shore Line Ry., New Hamp-

shire.

Allman, Wm. H., Draftsman. B. & O., Kenderton Hall.
Avis, S. H., D. & A. Telephone Co.
Ayars. C. P., Printer, Lorrain.
Bechold, Dudley, Supt., Young's.
Bellingham, Jos., Traymore.
Benton, F. H., Draftsman, A. C. & S. L., Traymore.
Bew, James W.
Borup. O. v.. Draftsman. B. & O.. Kenderton.
Bisworth, W. M., Draftsman, B. & O., Kenderton.
Cadwell, Rev. N. \'V.. Atlantic City.
Calkins. A. E., Asst. to S. R. S., N. Y. C. & H. R., Young's.
Carey, W. S., Secy, to S. M. P., P. R. R., Russell.
Chambers, Jas. A., Dennis.
Christopher, Byron, Young's.
Christopher, Thomas, Young's.
Garfield, W. D., Agt., Phila. & R. Ry.
Cozad, Wm., Shop Specialist, Erie, Schlitz.

Craven, G. W., Supt. Schofield Iron Wks.. Chalfonte.
Cromwell, J. E., Inspector, B. & O., Kenderton.
Cromwell, H. C, Draftsman, B. & O., Kenderton.
Currier, H. C, Ch. Clk., Pa. Mich. Cent., Young's.
Darlow, A. M., Me. Engineer, B. & S. Ry. & Ry., Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Davis, J. E., M. M., C. Col. O. Hockinjr Valley, Monticello.
Davis. M. J.. Asst. M. M., P. R. R., Chalfonte.
Degnan, T. S., D. & H., Edgewater.
Dittoe, W. P., Pur. Agt., N. Y. C. & St. L., Chalfonte.
Dooley, F. A., Asst. Road Foreman & Eng., N. Y. C. & H. R.,

Islesworth.
Doolittle, R. L., S. M. 'P., A. B. & A. R. R., Young's.
Dunham. Geo. S., M. P. & M. Ry., Haddon ?Iall.

Ehney, W. S., Local Agent. M. D. & S. R. R., Young's.
Endicott, Paul D., 123 State Ave.
Endsley, Louis E., Professor Rwy. Mech. Engineering, Chalfonte.
Evans, G. I., M. E., Can. Pac. Ry., Traymore.
Ewing, C. H., SuDt., P. & R. Rwv.
Fetner, W. W., Chalfonte.
Foley, M. Y.. Boilermaker For., B. & O.
Francis, J. R., Chemist, Big Four, Runnymede.
Freeman, L. D., Draftsman, B. & O.. Kenderton.
Frinck, J. R., Pur. Agt., Macon, Dublin & Savannah R. R.,
Young's.

Gee, A. E., M. Engineer, P. R. R.. Wellsboro.
Graham, S. O. S., Con Engineer, N. Y. Central, Traymore.
Haines, F. C, Pur. Agt., Florida East Coast Ry., Dennis.

Haines, W. S., M. M., Erie R. R., Schlitz. -H
Hankins, F. W., Genl. Foreman, Cumberland Valley, Young's.
Hawkins, Geo., Dennis.
Henderson, H. H., Shop Accn't, W. & L. E. Ry., Mt. Vernon.
Henszey, R. E., Jr., M. E., Traymore.
Hill, J. P., Div. Stk., Penna. R. R.
Holzemer, J. F., Pur. Agt., K. & M., Haddon Hall.
Howaldt, George, Marlborough-Blenheim.
Horsey, A. Southerland, Can. Pac. Ry., Haddon Hall.
Jackson, U. S., Supcrvsor Track and Line, Atlantic & W«st
Shore Line, Edgewater Hail.

Kase, M. D., Ch. Clk. to M. M., P. & R. Ry., Pennhurst.
Kauffman, G. B., Pass. Agt., Atl. City R. R.
Kelleher, W. J., Pur. Agt., N. O. & N. O. Eastern Ry., Shell-
burne.

Knight, Charles, Pennhurst.
Knight, William, Pennhurst.
Knotlauch, G. A., P. & R., Pennhurst.
Laizure, L. R.. Div. M. M., Erie R. R., Schlitz.
Landon, W. B

, Chemist, Erie R. R., Brevort.
Lane, H. O., Draftsman, Southern Ry., Sterling.
Lester, C. E., Genl. Foreman. Erie R. R., Young's.
Lowell, Geo. H., A. M M., L. & N., Lexington.
Lyon, A. N., Gen. Supt., K. & M., Haddon Hall.
McAlister, W., Retired M. M.. B. B. & W. R. R.
McElveney, J. A., D. & H., Edgewater.
McKelvey, W D.,Gen. Fman., P. R. R., Dunlop.
McLean, E., M. M.. K. C. Southern, Dennis.
McNoldy, H., For. Mach. Shops, Penn. R. R., Dunlop.
McSweeney, J. F., Foreman, Mt. Clare Shops, Whittle.
Mack, J., Boiler Insp. Public Service, Young's.
Mathias F., Mach Shop Foreman, B. & O., Schlitz.
Metzler, Chas T., Elberon.
Morningstar, E. E., Draftsman, B. & O., Kenderton.
Morton, R. C. Draftsman, B. & O.. Kenderton.
Mulroy, R , Genl. Storekeeper, S. & L. & D. F. Line?, Dennis.
Murray, David, Master Painter, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Bouvier.

Nichols, L. T., Gen. Mgr.. C. & N. W. R R.. Monticello.
Norris, W. B., Genl. Foreman, Alt. Shops. P. R. R., Dennis.
Norton, A. W., Draftsman. B. & O., Kenderton.
Perrine, Harold, Cent. R. R. of N. J., Pennhurst.
Pfafif. Dr.

Powell, J. H., Trav. Engineer, N. Y. P. & N. R. Ry., West-
minster.

Randolph, V. C, Supt. Loco. Operation, Erie R. R., Schlitz.

Reid, W. PL, Marlborough-Blenheim.
Rhett, E. M., Elec. Eng., Central of Georgia Ry. Co., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Rodgers. Earl M., Mech. Eng. Office, P. R. R.
Sandman. A. G.. Chief Draftsman. B. & O. R. R., Shoreham.
Setchel, F. H., M. E., B. & O. S. W.
Severn. A. B., Draftsman, B. & O., Kenderton.
Singleton, W. T., M. C. B., Flor. East Coast Ry.. Windsor.
Smith, C. B., D. & A. Telephone Co.

Sprowl. Lester C, M. M., A. C. L.

Staley, A. E., C. C. & O. Ry., Traymore.
Staley, F. W., C. C. & O. Ry., Traymore.
Staufifer. H. C, Div. Fgt. Agt., P. & R., Young's.
Stewart, W. B.. Foreman. B. & O. R. R., Colwin.
Stuart. E. M., P. & R. Ry., Pennhurst.
Swerlev, Richard. Haddon Hall.

Telford, A., Pur. Agt., C. N. & P. T. R. R. of Ga., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Telford Elliott A.. Q. Sz C. Marlboroueh-Blenheim.
Umplehy, C. H.. Eng.. N. Y C. & H. R.. Islesworth.

Van Blaseun. C. B.. Gen. For., Chgo. Junction, B. & O., Elberon.
Van Doren C. E . Central of N. J.. Dennis.
Vought, Harry D., Secy.. New York & Central Ry. Clubs,

Windsor.
Walters, W. H.. P. R. R., Continental.
Warthen. H. T. Jr. Wash.-Sou.. S^^erling.

Webel C. C. Shaftsman. B & O., Kenderton.
Weidncr, O. O., Ass^ Supt., P. & R. Rwy.
AVhittsitt. W. B. Shaftsman. B. & O.. Kenderton.
White, R. H.. Eng of Mach.. Am. Loc. Co . Traymore.
Wibel. W., Asst Purchasing Agent, National Ry. of Mexico,

Marlborou.srh-Blcnhe'm.
Williams. T. E.. Jr.. Pur Aa:t., Terminal Rv. Asso., Dennis.
Wilson J.M., P & R. Elberon.
Wilt. W. L. Chief Clerk, T. W. Temarest; S. M. P., Penna.
Lines fWestV Dennis.

Wine. W. E, Draftsman. Atlantic Coast Line R R. Windsor.
Wood, A. T.. Associate Prof. R. R. Mech. Eng , Penn. State

College. Edison.
Zexcher, F. B.. Supt. Angus Shops, C. P. R., Young's.
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SUPERHEATED STEAM ON PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES. SOME GLIMPSES OF PAST CONVENTIONS.

The fact tliat the inaximuni capacity of a locomotive is

increased wlion highly superheated steam is used makes the appli-
cation of superheaters to passenger engines a very attractive
proposition. The past year has witnessed a striking advance
m this respect. It has been proved conclusively that the increase
in equivalent boiler capacity, as a result of using super-
heated steam for engines in this service, has permitted an
augmented tonnage rating and made possible considerably
higher average speeds with heavier trains when using engines
of aproximately the same weight. The results obtained
on the New York Central, Lake Shore and the Chicago &
North Western with Pacific type passenger engines equipped
with Schmidt superheaters have been entirely satisfactory
from this point of view.

The claims of 20 per cent, to 25 per cent, economy for
many diflferent varieties of money-saving devices capable of
application to steam locomotives have been so common that
this figure has seemed to be almost a "standard quantity."
When superheaters were first successfully applied abroad
figures of this size were prevalent, and much doubt was felt

as to whether they could be supported under the conditions
in this country. During the past year, however, extensive
tests in regular service have shown that this figure has been
equaled, and even surpassed, and that coal economies of

30 per cent, to 35 per cent, have been obtained. To this

striking economy is to be added the advantages of increased
capacity at higher speeds. What this means in favor of
superheated steam engines for American conditions is plainly

apparent. In this connection the following extract from the
Locomotive Superheater Company's catalogue may be of
interest:

"The Chicago & North Western has made careful tests of
the Pacific type engines with and without superheater.
"The principal dimensions of these two classes of engines

are as follows:

Weight Weight
Boiler Diameter on of
Pressure Cylinders Drivers Drivers Engine

Type lbs. in. in. lbs. lbs.
4-6-2 Saturated Steam . .. 200 23 x28 75 134,000 247,000
4-6-2 Superheated Steam . 175 25 x28 75 154,500 250,500

"The tests included careful records of time, coal, water and
drawbar pull for four round trips each of the saturated and
superheater engines between Chicago and Elroy, between
January 20 and February 4, 191 L Owing to traffic condi-
tions, the trains were two cars heavier going north than
coming south, and the grades were also heavier. The main
results of the tests are shown below. Attention is called
to the increased economy of the engine in the heavier north-
bound service."

Saving in per cent.

Coal H. P. H. Water H. P. H.
Northbound 34.9 per cent. 36.7 per cent.

Southbound 26.4 per cent. 32.1 per cent.

A special interdfpartmental committee has been called by
the Ministry of Ways of Communication to consider the

requireni'ents of the Russian State Railway system in respect
to new locomotives during the next few years, and also to

consider the advisability of replacing the existing relatively

weak engines with others of a heavier and more powerful
type. The proposition before the commission is to remove
during the next ten years all the engines of an old type,

amounting to something like three thousand in all, and to

replace them with 1,200 locomotives of up-to-date capacity.

The proposition is a comprehensive one and should be read
along with the important tests that have been made of

recent y«ar? on the Russian railways with cars of large

capacity.

"Lest we forget" is our excuse for printing the series ol

pictures (none of which have heretofore been published)
that ajjpcar in connection with the several instalments oi

this article. And while on the subject, it will not be amiss
to recall some of the events not described by the photo-
graphic reproductions.

The early evening of June 18, 1901. found the old band
of conspirators, Harry Frost, Hugh Wilson, Bert Waycott.
Dan Noble, Jim Hopkins, Fred. Casey, et al, hard at work
on the back porch of the Grand Union. They were writing
the annual slate—only this time politics was not their sole

concern. The conference resulted in the birth of the present
splendid business organization of railway supplymen, now
on its second ten-year lap.

But what a contrast between the multi-colored, courtyard
circus of 1901 and the substantial miniature world's fair of

1911! We wonder what inspired the following, which ap-

peared in the Daily Railway Age of June 26, 1901. "The view

of the Grand Union court from the upper windows of the

main part of the hotel certainly is a pretty picture. It is

not the kind of beauty with which Saratoga is most familiar

—

not the kind that has adorned the ballrooms this week and

On the Veranda of the Grand Union Hotel, Saratoga Springs.
1900.

last, and will be still more numerously in evidence in July

and August. Nevertheless, the various pavilions, thick set

and contrasting architecture, the shining machinery, the

constant flitting of visitors, and above the patches of blue

sky peering though the boughs of the noble trees, make a

display of modern industrial life in the midst of unusual

surroundings, to come into contact with which not even gay

Saratoga need blush. Glance at the scene from the windows
of the grand stairway, and if you are of a reflective disposi-

tion it will appeal to you." If it was written after one of

the famous night concerts over which Alex Brown did not

preside, no more need be said; but if the words were penned

in sober thought, the mystery is indeed deep.

Among the disasters of 1901 were the weather and the

loss of Johnnie Chamberlain's umbrella. Of the two, the

former was the more serious; but the latter was most heart

rending. It seems that John owned an umbrella which,

while neither uncommon in design nor especially fine in text-

ure, was valued highly for its service record. Umbrella.<;

being in great demand, and said service record being clearly

indicated by numerous surface markings, the members and'

guests of the convention were not surprised when a charge
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One of the Side Shows, Saratoga, 1901. John Chamberlain and His Recovered Umbrella, Saratoga,
1902.

J. H. Mitchell and L. H. Turner, Saratoga, 1902. The Main Circus, Saratoga, 1902.

W. C. Arp and D. F. Crawford, Saratoga, 1902. En Route to Saratoga, 1903.
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of tliofl was made against a certain second-story man, whose
record as a breaker-in at previons conventions bad been far

from enviable. Some montlis later the despoiler of John's
peace of mind got religion; and when John returned to Sara-
toga, just one year later, the umbrella, fully recovered, was
found in its accustomed resting place in bis room.
The 1902 convention passed into history as one of the

tamest on record. Even the badger used by the Hodcarriers
for their annual initiation failed to show signs of ferocity.

The two principal events of the 1903 gathering at Saratoga
were (1) the celebration of the escape of the forces under
Generals West, Marden and Blcwett from Mackinac island,

and (2) the first annual baseball game. For the benefit of those

who are still too young at this convention game to be classed

as old timers, your executive committee of 1902-03 wended
its way to Buffalo, N. Y., early in the winter of 1902, to

contribute its share of advice to the joint committee of the

M. M. and M. C. B. associations appointed to decide where
the 1903 convention should be held. "Everyone" was tired

of Saratoga. 'They" wanted a change. In due course hotel

owners from several well-known resorts were admitted to

the meeting room and invited to submit proposals. At the

moment we don't recall whether it was the eloquence or the

souvenir packs of playing cards, both of which were handed
out with equal liberality; but. somehow, the men having
to do with the destinies of a certain hostelry located on a

prominence in Lake Huron known as Mackinac Island won
the day. The news spread. From one end of the land to

the other railway men and supplymen alike began to con-

sult maps and gazetteers. After learning the exact location

and the proper pronunciation they found that ice and fog

had been seen around those parts as late as the middle of

June. Next, Dame Rumor awoke. It was whispered that a

supplyman had been found who had once visited Mackinac
Island and knew that the convention could not be accom-
modated. The wise ones again consulted their books of

reference. "The island is about three miles long and two
wide. It is rocky, and covered with trees, shrubs and flow-

ers." Then it must be true. Scott Blewett got some let-

ters—and some telegrams. He also got busy. Finally, a

council of war was held at St. Louis, with the result that

Mackinac Island was abandoned and Saratoga was again

taken by storm.

The other event of 1903 was the first annual baseball

game, at Geyser Spring Park. We went in trolley cars, and

took the band along to keep folks from going to sleep while

the players were at work. When it was all over it was said

that the West had won by two runs. The score was 11 to 7.

THE NOMINATION OF A PRESIDENT.

The nominating committee of the Railway Supply Manufac-

turing Association, consisting of Le Grand Parish, chairman;

R. R. Bishop, A. L. Humphry, H. W. Frost, W. J. Schlacks,

A. C. Langston and H. M. Pflager, met in the committee room
on the pier Wednesday morning and decided on naming B. E. D.

StafiFord, of the Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., as

candidate for president, and Samuel G. Allen, of the Franklin

Railway Supply Company, N. Y., as candidate for vice-presi-

dent.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

A new law has been submitted by the same ministry ask-

ing for the provision dur'ng the first half of the year 1912

of rolling stock, rails, fish plates, etc., of a total value of

$15,768,000.

A series of new railways has just been carefully con-

sidered by the Committee on New Railway Lines in Russia,

particularly tiic following series: Voluinsk (with branch)
connecting the station of Zhmerinku on the South Western
Railway through Dubno with the station of Cholm on the

Privislinsk Ra Iway: length 265 miles with branch from
Lyachobtyui to Ozhenia, distance 40 miles.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS DINNER.

The annual dinner of University of Illinois men attending

the conventions will be given at the Shelburne on Saturday

evening, at 6 P. M. All University of Illinois men desiring

to attend are requested to arrange for reservations with P.

G. Stevens, at the booth of the Railway and Engineering Re-

viezv.

STEEL COACHES FOR THE LACKAWANNA.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western received in May five

60-ft. steel coaches from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany, New York. These cars are for suburban service and were

built at the Berwick shops from the builders' designs. They
weigh 100,250 lbs., the body weighing 72,570 lbs., and the trucks

27,680 lbs. The principal members of the underframe are

the two 10-in. I-beam center sills extending full length of the

car between the buffer beams, and the 6-in. x 6-in. side sill

angles; the buffer beams made up of 10-in. channels, and the

body end sills built up of 3/16-in. pressed steel diaphragms cut

in between the longitudinal members and stiffened by a 6-in.

channel passing under the center sills and inclined upward at

the end, being riveted to the webs of the diaphragm sheets.

The platform arms are 8-in. channels extending to a point back

of the bolster. The bolsters are the double type built up of

^-in. pressed steel diaphragms with heavy top and bottom

cover plates. Four cross-bearers transmit the floor loads to the

side framing. Two sets of diagonal braces between adjacent

cross-bearers are employed to secure rigidity to the underframe.

The floor support angles of 2-in. x IJ/^-in. section are laid

with the upper leg horizonal and are riveted by angle connections

to the floor beams which consist of 3-in. x 2-in. angles running

from center sill to side sill.

The sides of the car are framed in the form of a plate

girder, designed to support the entire vertical load of the car

without undue deflection. The side sill angle above mentioned

constitute the lower flange of the girder and extends in one

length from body end sill to body end sill. The belt rail forms

the upper flange and the outside sheathing plate the web of the

girder. The belt rail is built up of one 5-in. x 4-in. steel angle

in one length from corner post to corner post, one 4-in. x J^-

in. steel bar riveted to side sheet and one 4-in x 4-in. tee

riveted to horizonal leg of 5-in. x 4-in. angle.

The side plates consist of 5-in. x 3-in. rolled steel angles

extending in one piece from ramp carline to ramp carline and

secured thereto with suitable connections and riveted to side

posts, corner posts and letter board. There are ten wide posts

on each side of car consisting of 3-in. x 2-in. rolled steel

angles in pairs extending from side sill to plate and riveted

thereto, and to the side girder sheets, spl'ces and 5-in. x 4-in.

belt rail angle. The chippie posts, built of 3-in. x 2-in. rolled

steel angles, are provided in the spaces between the wide posts,

extending from side sill to belt rail and riveted thereto. The
corner posts are built up of two 3-in. x 2-in. angles with

3/16-in. pressed steel cover plate extending around and over the

side and end sheets. The door posts consist of 3^4-in. x 1^4-

side and end sheets. The door posts consist of ZYz in. x 1^4

in. pressed steel channels inserted between end and sill webs and

extending to transverse pressed steel channel over door header.

The carlines are l-)4-in. x V/^-m. rolled steel angles placed

in pairs over each wide and cripple post. They are bent to
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conform to the contour of the roof and run in one contin-

uous length from side plate to side plate. The deck plates

are 3-in. x 3-in. rolled steel angles and are attached to each

pair of carlines with malleable iron connections. The eaves

moulding is a 3/16-in. pressed steel plate. The ramp carline

is a 4^-in. x 3-in. rolled steel angle curved to suit the contour of

the hood and is securely attached with malleable iron connections

to the side plate at each end. Roof sheets are of l/l6-in.

rolled steel plates with splices at the carlines. The side girder

sheets are 3/16-in. rolled steel plates; the side sheets at ends

of the car above the belt rail and the letter board are of

^^-in. patent level stock, the letter board having inside splices

and welded joints. The window frames are pressed from 3/32-

in. sheet steel forming the sash guide and also serving as pier

covers ; the sash rest or belt rail capping is a special section

drawn from the same material; the top rail of the frame con-

sists of an ^-in. pressed steel plate. The deck sash frames
are pressed in one piece from 3/32-in. sheet steel, and are

made to accommodate the swinging sash and also the stationary

sash at ventilator frames. The step skirting and risers are of

J^-in. steel plates and the threads are of 3/16-in. plates.

The outer edge of step skirting is flared and finished with a

drawn brass nosing. The platform plate and step treads are

covered with the standard Mason safety tread and outer

applied to underside of roof sheets and just above the head-
lining. The end doors are metal, and saloon door is quartered

oak frame with 5-ply venere panels. All sash are of quartered

oak, the lower sash of double w.ndows are glazed with 3/16-

in. polished plate glass and the wide upper sash and diamond
windows are glazed with leaded art glass.

The car is equipped with 32 Hale-Kilburn Walkover seats

with four cross and three longitudinal seats, upholstered in

crimson plush and having a seating capacity of 78 passengers.

Continuous basket racks with bar bottoms have been applied

on each side, and these as well as the window fixtures and all

other hardware and trimmings have a dark statuary bronze

dull finish. The double windows are provided with Pantasote

curtains equipped with the National Lock Washer Company's
automatic fixtures. Six automatic ventilators are attached to

deck sash on each side of car. The car is lighted by the Com-
mercial Acetylene Company's system and is provided with six

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company's center lamps and

one bracket lamp in saloon. The Gold combination direct air

vapor system of heating is used. Gould Coupler Company's
No. 65 long shank cast steel couplers are used with uncoupling

handles. The draft rigging is the Miner tandem with class

G springs.

The brake system is arranged for high speed brakes with a

60-Ft. Stee( Coach; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

edges finished with Mason tread in brass. The Standard

Coupler Company's buffer attachments are used.

The flooring is an insulated cement floor and consists of gal-

vanized steel sheets buckled downwards between supports to

provide space for one layer of 3-ply special Salamander hair

felt covered with cloth. One layer of double thickness Resisto

insulating materials is then laid. Above this is laid the Key-

stone section of corrugated flooring resting on and riveted to

the floor supporting members, and is covered with the American

Car & Foundry Company's standard Acandolith cement flooring

to a depth of -^^-in. above the corrugations. The ceiling is

finished with Agasote headlining, 3/16-in. thick in lower deck

and 54-in- thick in upper deck, attached to light wood furrings

bolted to carlines. The inside finish is of quartered oak through-

out. The wainscoat from floor to sash rest, the inside window

stools and stops are of solid oak, while the post panels, deck

sash panels, frieze board, saloon bulkhead, stationary seat backs

and paneling around the diamond window at end of the car

is a built-up 5-ply section with 1/16-in. quartered oak finishing

surface. The ornamentation, molding and inlay conforms with

the usual practice of the Lackawanna.

The sides and ends of the car are insulated with one layer

each of 3-ply Salamander hair felt applied next to outside sheets

and double thickness Resisto just back of inside finish. The
roof is insulated with two layers of double thickness Resisto

braking power equal to 90 per cent, of light weight of car

with a cylinder pressure of 60 lbs. per sq. in. The car is equipped

with the Westinghouse schedule P-1612 brakes, with high speed

automatic reducing valves, centrifugal dirt collectors, automatic

slack adjusters and train signal. The cars are mounted on 4-

wheel trucks, having 8-ft. wheel base, 12-ft. 2-in. length of truck

frame, and measuring 3 ft. from the top of the truck frame to

the rail. The truck frame, truck bolster and spring plank are

cast steel of the Commonwealth Steel Company's design. The
axles are the standard M. C. B. with 5-in. 9-in. journals fitted

with 36-in. steel tired wheels. The journal boxes are Taylor's

malleable iron M. C. B. standard, and Magnus Metal Company's

journal bearings are used. Pedestals are cast steel, and the

wedges, dropped forged. The equalizers are of 2j^-in. x 6-in.

re-hammered iron. The equalizer springs are 3-coil having 8-in.

outside diameter, 10-in. free height and 8)4-in. height under

free load of car. The bolster springs are quintriple elliptic 40-

in. centers, 6 leaves. The trucks arc equipped with the West-

inghouse brake beams.

The principal dimensions of the car are as follows : Length

over end sills, 60 ft. 7^ in. ; length over buffer beams, 66 ft.

llJ/2 in.; center to center of bolsters, 46 ft. 7^^ in.; width over

side sills, 9 ft. 105^ in.; height from bottom of side sill to top

of plate, 7 ft. 10;/2 in.; height from bottom of side sill to top

of roof, 10 ft. 93/4 in.
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(!lonbiMiitc»ualttic:s<

Stephen C. Ma.sDii arrived with tht.' thuiitUrsloMn on Tiios-

<lay evening.

T. N. Hibbitts, superintendent motive power of the Lcliigli

Valley, will not get to the convention until to-morrow.

Sterling Campbell is the inventor of a device for reducing

noise in hottl dining rooms. It is a noiseless soup spoon.

Stafif has discovered that gold teeth can be removed by
tile freezing process. .Ask him to tell you the story. It's

rich.

J. F. Deems, general sui)criiitcndcnt motive power of the

New York Central, motored down from New York with Mrs.

Deems.

William Marshall is like a bad penny—he always turns up.

.\Trs. Marshall is with him and they are staying at the Marl-

horongh-Blenheim.

G. I. Evans, mechanical engineer of the Canadian Pacific,

IS stopping at the Traymore. Mrs. Evans is with him, this

Ueing her first convention.

.\ number of folks have been asking about the contents of

;\ green cloth bag tliat George Bryant was carrying under
his arm yesterday morning.

W. S. Bartholomew, Western Manager of the Westinghouse

Air Brake Company, is at the Traymore. Mrs. Bartholomew
and the children are with him.

C. H. Quereau, superintendent electrical equipment of the

New York Central, has brought his golf clubs with him, and

expects to make good use of them.

John Howard, superintendent motive power of the New
York Central, who has not missed a convention for a number
of years, will be unable to attend this year.

H. W. Jacobs, assistant superintendent motive power of the

Santa Fe, has been delayed in getting to the convention, but

has wired that he will arrive this afternoon.

Did you see the flying leap made by Tom Purves and
Johnnie Chamberlain, when they broke into the front rank of

the M. M. march, as the line was nearing the pier?

Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Anderson, accompanied by Mrs. George

Jacoby, of New Orleans, are stopping at the Traymore. This

is Mr. Anderson's seventeenth conescutive convention.

C. H. Hogan, assistant superintendent motive power of the

New York Central, arrived Tuesday evening. Since the last

ronvention has been promoted and transferred from Depew
to Albany, N. Y.

C. E. Chambers, superintendent motive power, Central of

New Jersey, certainly enjoys the tri-daily gatherings of a party

of seven in the northeast corner of the dining hall, in the

Hotel Dennis.

The Mudge family, including Mr. and Mrs. Burton W.
Mudge and Burton W. Mudge, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Her-
bert Green, arrived Tuesday afternoon. They are saying

at the Brighton.

Fred. Casey is here, greeting his old friends. He is accom-

panied by Mrs. Casey, who used to attend these conventions

regularly, and Miss Casey. They are registered at the Marl-

borough-Blenheim.

T. S. Lloyd, superintendent motive power of the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western, is just returning from a

trip abroad and expects to get to Atlantic City before the

convention adjourns.

J. II. Manning, superinlendent motive power of the Dela-

ware & Hudson, expects to be down later in the week. He
is allcixling the graduation exercises at Rcnnselacr Polytechnic

Institute where his son is about to be graduated.

J. H. Bracken and II. W. Leeds, although not carrying

a bale of "Linofelt' around with them, are here in the inter-

ests of their company. Both gentlemen are accompanied
by their wives, and are stopping at Haddon Hall.

The two Jays, Kecgan and Gardner, are due here on Satur-

day. As Gardner's aeroplane will carry but one passenger, he

has decided to fly from Chicago alone. Keegan will swim down
from New York. 15oth are expected to make record time.

M. H. Haig, mechanical engineer of the Santa Fe, is one of

the very few younger men who have nerve enough to take

an active part in the discussions on the floor of the convention.

More of the young men should follow his good example.

W. L. Kellogg, superintendent motive power and car

department of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, one of the

earnest committeemen of both associations, arrived Tues-

day and, with Mrs. Kellogg, is stopping at Haddon Hall.

L. H. Turner, superintendent of motive power of the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, will not be here this year. We
don't know what attraction is keeping him at home, but we
have a suspicion that it is his splendid farm near Leavitts-

burg, Ohio.

George M. Basford arrived yesterday and probably will stay

until Friday afternoon. He has a week's boat trip on Lake

Champlain planned for the near future, and even the attractions

of the conventions can't prevent him from keeping that ap-

pointment.

H. S. Hayward, superintendent of motive power of the

New Jersey division of the Pennsylvania and president of

the New York Railroad Club, is registered at Chalfonte.

H. H. Maxfield, master mechanic at Trenton, N. J., is at the

same hotel.

George A. Hancock, general superintendent motive power of

the St. Louis & San Francisco, arrived Monday evening. One

of the seven Mallet locomotives on his road is equipped with a

mechanical stoker and is giving good results burning Kansas

and Illinois coals.

The Bentleys bid fair to have a long run at the conventions.

W. H. Bentley, who was recently appointed to the sales staff of

ihe Standard Steel Works, is attending his first convention, while

his father, H. T. Bentley, of the Chicago & Northwestern, has

for many years been a familiar figure.

It was during the night of the last thunderstorm. Wilkin-

son, in walking around the room, disturbed Turner, who
asked. "What are you looking for, Billy?" "Nothing," says

Billy. "Well," says Jack, "I think you'll find -that in the

bottle that did have—er—cologne in it."

W. White, well-known in railway mechanical circles on ac-

count of his having held important positions with the Pennsyl-

vania, the Illinois Central and the Lake Erie & Western, is here

with his wife and son, Stuart White. Mr. White is now presi-

dent of the National Boiler Washing Company.

J. A. Pilcher, mechanical engineer of the Norfolk & Western,

registered yesterday. The report of the tests of the Mallet

locomotives made under his direction during the past year has

been one of the most important contribution,s to the data con-

cerning the performance of big locomotives.

J. L. Replogle, assistant to president of the Cambria Steel

Company, is here for a day or two only. Mr. Replogle and

his wife, and Mrs. McMillen, his mother-in-law, will sail for

Europe on the Lusitania on June 21. They will spend some
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two months touring through England, France, Germany an^l

Switzerland.

J. F. DeVoy, assistant superintendent motive power of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and president of the

.Western Railway Club, arrived Tuesday and is stopping at

the Shelburne. Judging from the session yesterday morn-
ing, he has brought his voice with him and is going to see

that it is properly exercised.

Although apprenticeship is not down on the program for

discussion, C. W. Cross, superintendent of apprentices of the

New York Central Lines, is on hand. Two more apprentice

schools have been opened by these lines during the year, making
12 in all. The new schools are at Kankakee, 111., and Gib-

son, Ind., on the Chicago, Indiana & Southern.

Frederick T. De Long, vice-pre-sident of the Chicago Rail-

way Equipment Company, whose son was recently voted by
liis college mates the most handsome man in his class at

Yale, arrived on the Pennsylvania Special Tuesday. Mr.
De Long was not accompanied by his son, although father

and son are often together and resemble each other in many
ways.

Yes, it looks like consolidation. The linotyper man thinks so;

;.t least in setting up the program of the week, printed in yes-

terday's Daily, he credited the M. C. B. Association with the

responsibility for the M. M. reception and ball of this week.

.\nd yesterday morning Mayor Stoy welcomed the "M. C. B."

Association to the city. The two associations cannot withstand

the power of the press backed up by the majesty of city gov-

ernment.

A number of bets on the ball game were placed yesterday, at

ten to one in favor of the East, by a few insiders who had been

"tipped." It seems that in looking over the bats for the West-

ern team brought to Atlantic City by Captain Hammond, it was

discovered that one had an imperfection in the form of a knot.

As this unfortunate accident will give the Eastern team a decided

advantage, it is likely that the odds will not differ much from

now on.

That there is more than one "C. & N. W. Ry." is re-

called by the M. M. registration list. L. T. Nichols, who reg-

isters as "general manager, C. & N. W. Ry.," is general man-
ager, not of the Chicago & Northwestern, but of the Caro-

lina & Northwestern, a road of 133 miles in South Carolina,

and his headquarters are at Chester, in that state. Mr.
.NMchols arrived Tuesday.

Miss Irene Carr, sister of Robert F. and George R. Carr,

and Frederick Loyd Baker were married at Oak Park, a

suburb of Chicago, on Saturday evening, June 10. The bride,

who has attended several of the M. M. and M. C. B. con-

ventions, is well known in Chicago social circles. Mr. Baker,

the groom, is a railway man. He is manager of the Empire
l-Yeight Line in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. Baker are

now enjoying a wedding trip in Colorado, and on their re-

turn will reside in Cleveland.

F. H. Clark attended the conventions \ii^i year as presi-

dent of the Master Car Builders' Association and general

superintendent motive power of the Burlington. This

year he comes as a past president and with a different rail-

way connection, he having, since the last convention, gone

to the Baltimore & Ohio as general superintendent of motive

power. He was tempted away from the Burlington by his

former chief on that road, Daniel Willard, who is now presi-

dent of the Baltimore & Ohio. Mr. Clark has seen hard

service during the last year; not only in his official position,

but in the General Committee on Safety Appliances, which

represented the railways of the country in the conferences

preceding the adoption bv the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission of its safety appMance standards.

A large western road has just specified Buss nuts tor use as

all second nuts in the construction of 500 refrigerator cars to

l)e built by the American Car & Foundry Company.

The United States Radiator Corporation, Dunkirk, N. Y.,

lias just issued a full catalog of its heating apparatus. In

addition to detailed information and descriptions of the prod-

ucts of this company, the catalog includes 32 pages of tables

and data that are in daily demand by heating engineers..

The Standard Steel Works Company, Philadelphia, Pa., had

a lot of fun getting its exhibits installed on Tuesday. Among
the products that the concern has brought here to show rail-

way officers is a steel crusher ring which weighs 3,850 lbs.,

measures 120 in. in diameter (outside) and 9 in. across the

face. It took 18 men and some cussing to get the casting into

space 9 in the entrance hall.

The J. Rogers Flannery Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is repre-

sented at the convention by B. E. D. Staflford, vice-president;

Tom R. Davis, mechanical expert; W. M. Wilson, sales repre-

sentative for Western territory; Geo. E. Howard, sales repre-

sentative for Eastern territory; Thomas J. Leahey and Barton H.

Grundy, (Commonwealth Supply Company, of Richmond, Va).

sales representatives for the Southeastern territory.

The Cambria Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa., wanted to make

;;n extensive exhibit, but was unable to get space. The follow-

nig representatives are here, however, ready to answer questions :

J. L. Replogle, assistant to president; Ralph V. Sage, steel car

mgineer; M. G. Baker; W. S. Ottinger, and W. W. Whitney.

The company builds steel cars and makes Coffin process axles,

wire rods, sheet bars, shapes and plates, and blooms and billets.

The ruby mica lantern globes shown by the Storrs Mica

Company, Owego, N. Y., at space 601, are of the standard

deep ruby color required for railway hand lamps and arc

claimed to have the advantage of much greater durability

than the glass globes. A further advantage claimed for

them is their reliability, which is a matter of considerable

importance, as failure of a red hand lantern caused by a

broken glass globe is sometimes a mighty serious matter.

The methods of the railway apprentice instruction classes

conducted by the railway department of the International

(Correspondence Schools, of Scranton, Pa., are shown in

l)ooth 43 in the main building. W. N. Mitchell, general

manager, and other officers of this department are in attend-

ance. With them are apprentices from different railway

shops in the United States and Canada, doing the work as

it is done in the regular classes in the repair shops. Drawings

and class studies are shown.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, is

showing a complete line of Thor air tools at its exhibit in

booths Nos. 576-578. The Thor close-corner dri'l is of

unique construction and compact design. It was placed on

the market several years ago by the Independent company.

The Thor exhibit also includes center spindle piston air

drills, reversible flue rolling, reaming, tapping and wood-

boring machines, staybolt drivers, riveting, chipping, fluc

lieading hammers and pneumatic grinders.

The T. H. Symington Company, Baltimore, Md.. is showing

full size models of the Farlow draft rigging in combination

with the Westinghouse and the Sessions friction draft gears.

One of the principal claims of superiority of Farlow attach-

ments in combination with friction draft gears, over the ordi-

nary attachments, is that the Farlow draft keys positively

limit the travel of the friction device within its extreme travel,

and distributes excessive shocks in excess of the capacity of
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tile friction gear to tlic draft sills at six points tlnongh the

three draft keys; besides alTording more protection to a fric-

tion gear than is possible with the riveted yoke attachments.

'Hie excess blow is transmitted to the sills in a manner that

will prevent their buckling or spreading immediately behind

the follower plate stops.

The Chicago Railway ICquipment Company presents an un-

usually attractive exhibit this year in its display of brake

beams. The beams arc stacked like muskets and the supports

are decorated with flags of various nations. A tasteful dis-

play of flowers, adds much to the general attractiveness of

the display. The Monitor bolster, Creco stacl< adjuster, Creco

journal box and lid, and the new Creco sliding third point

brake beam support are also shown. The brass sign of the

Creco trade mark harmonizes with the surroundings.

The United States Light & Heating Company, New York, has

issued a little folder. Light on Atlantic City, for distribution

at the convention. It contains a lot of interesting statistics about

Atlantic City and gives lists of all the past presidents of the

American Railway Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders'

Associations. All one side of the folder is devoted to a map

of Atlantic City, showing the location of the important hotels

near the Million Dollar Pier.

CYCLONE VENTILATOR.

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, has

on exhibition at its booth, spaces 301 to 311, its cyclone venti-

lator, which ventilates and excludes cinders, smoke, rain and

snow from the car. This ventilator is adaptable for use on

refrigerator cars as well as all classes of passenger cars.

DRIVING BOX LUBRICATION.

The system of driving box lubrication advocated by Mc-

Cord & Company, Chicago, by sealing the top of the driving

box, utilizes the cumulative pressure generated by the revolv-

ing journal in the cavity in the crown of the brass to separate

McCord System for Lubricating Driving Boxes.

the bearing surfaces of the journal and the brass. In addi-

tion, by pumping a film of engine oil through this cavity into

the bearing, the journal is run like a floating bearing. Engine

oil, on account of its adhesive and cohesive qualities, is a

good lubricant for driving journals. There is a growing

tendency to return to engine oil as a driving box lubricant.

The McCord system provides a positive method of deliver-

ing the oil to the driving box. The cost of driving box
lubrication with a force feed of engine oil is claimed to be as

low as with any other lubricant, and a saving is made in

the reduced wear of journals and brasses, in addition to

reducing the internal friction of the locomotive, which de-

creases the coal consumption. An instance is cited wherein

the wear on driving journals, after 100,000 miles run, could

not be measured with a micrometer.

MOTORS FOR RAILWAY SHOP DRIVE.

The motors shown herewith are made by the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa., being

designed for railway shop drive. They are made in a wide

variety of styles, characteristics, and speeds so that proper appli-

cations can always be made. The type S direct-current motors

Westinghouse Motor for Shop Drive.

are used for machine tool work. They can be obtained f«r con-

stant speed, varying speed, or adjustable speed service, and are

made shunt, compound, or series wound according to the ser-

vice for which they are intended. Special modifications are

made for hoisting and for operating bending rolls. The direct-

current crane motors are compact and develop a high torque.

For alternating-current circuits, the Westinghouse motors are

made in four types : Type CCL, with squirrel cage rotors, for

general constant speed work,, as in operating wood-working

Westinghouse Motor for Belt Drive.

machines; type MS, with squirrel cage rotors, for severe con-

stant speed service; type HF slip ring motors for constant speed

service where high starting torque and low starting curre.n

are necessary; and type MW, slip ring motors, which are used

for severe intermittent, varying speed services, such as oper-

ating cranes, hoists, elevators, eta

^
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DETROIT TRANSFER FILLER.

The Detroit transfer filler, made by the Detroit Lubricator

Company, Detroit, Mich., consists of a reservoir of about three

pints' capacity with two valves, one near the bottom controlling

the admission of water and the other at the top on the opposite

side controlling the oil exit. Although both connections are at

proper relation between the center plates and side bearings,

side bearing and spring seats, and distance over column guides

is obtained, and the bolster is then ready for inspection. The
I-beams are corrugated to permit the ends to clear and enter

any design of truck frame, and are shaped cold in hydraulic

presses to prevent forging stresses. Commercial rolled beams
are used in order to obtain maximum strength with minimum

Bettendorf Bolsters.

the top, the water is conducted through a passage drilled in the

wall to the bottom of the transfer filler before being released.

A filler plug is provided at the top and a drain cock at the

bottom, and a gage glass shows when all the oil has left the

transfer filler. This transfer filler allows the lubricator to be

filled at any time, regardless of whether the locomotive is work-

ing under steam, drifting or at rest. All that is necessary is to

open the water inlet and oil outlet valves. Immediately, the

water which has replaced the oil in the oil reservoir of the

lubricator and the oil in the transfer filler change places. There

is no necessity of shutting off the boiler pressure or closing the

water valve and feeds. Frequently the location of the lubricator

and the presence of cut valve seats have made methods of filling

a lubricator wasteful and bothersome processes. The Detroit

weight. The points in favor of these bolsters, built of com-
mercial sections, are that they are strong, that they possess

no superfluous metal, and that their ability to carry the load

is independent of workmanship.

COMMONWEALTH CAST STEEL TENDER FRAME.

The Commonwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., booth

313, enlarged the fie'd for steel castings when it brought out

the one-piece locomotive tender frame several years ago.

This casting is a splendid contribution to the steel founder's

art, and its adoption has steadily increased on account of

its great strength and simplicity of construction. The pro-

tection and firm foundation afforded the cistern, and the

Commonwealth Tender Frame.

transfer filler is constructed with the idea of eliminating delay,

trouble and waste in refilling the lubricator. It may be at-

tached to any lubricator.

MANUFACTURE OF BETTENDORF BOLSTERS.

The bolsters shown in the accompanying illustration are

made by the Bettendorf Axle Company, Davenport, Iowa.

They are built of commercial I-beams to which are riveted

steel cover plates, malleable iron side bearings, col-

umn guides and center plates. The I-beam flanges are

punched, full length of the bolster, by one stroke of a

hydraulic press. The webs of the beams are then pressed

or corrugated to reduce the ends for proper clearance over,

and free entrance into the truck frames. After shaping the

beams the webs are punched for train pipe holes and king bolt

bearings. The king bolt bearings are then riveted in position

and the beams are ready to receive the cover plates, side bear-

ings, center plates and column guides, which are riveted in

position on hydraulic riveting machines. Truing the bolsters

is the next operation, which is performed in an hydraulic press

especially designed for this purpose. In this operation the

facility for securing proper distribution of metal and its

non-corrosive qualities, have also contributed largely toward

its success. The Commonwealth Steel Company claims that

it far surpasses in strength and durability any type of built-

up construction.

PROTECTED AIR GAGE.

The accompanying illustration shows a protected air gage

made by the Ashton Valve Company, Boston, Mass. It has

been devised to meet the requirements of a practical gage

for use in conjunction with the common rear-end train brake

cock. With such a gage, rear-end train brakemcn having in

charge the backing of trains can know at a glance the

exact pressure on the brake system, assuring confidence of

perfect control. The protected face of the gage makes the

instrument durable and entirely suitable for such service.

The glass and dial are set considerably below the protecting

bars. Therefore small projections on the railings of cars,

such as lugs or bolts, which would break the glass and do

other damage, are prevented from penetrating this gage.

The crossbars may be struck with sufficient force to bend
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Protected Air Gage.

them without affecting the glass, and should thty finall}' re-

quire replacing it can be done at slight expense.

ABOUT VALVE MODELS.

The custom at conventions is to show models vhich are

1-4, 1-6 or l-8th size. With this great reduction in the size

of all of the parts of a machine it is very difficult to show

detail construction, and if the makers of the machine are

trying to show advantages in construction the lesson of the

model is largely lost. Furthermore, if the machine is such

a device as a valve gear and is intended to show valve events,

the inaccuracies of construction in the model are apt to

produce different valve events than what would be obtained on

a full sized gear. Even though the model might exactly re-

produce the valve events, it is very hard to catch the valve at

cut-off, release, etc., without the aid of a magnifying glass.

For these reasons the display of a reduced size valve gear

has not been attempted this year by the Pilliod Company,

New York. Instead, it has one of its stock gears mounted

on a frame under the same conditions that it put up on the

locomotive. This is full size, and will show just what valve

events the gear is capable of producing.

OIL ENGINE FOR FEED WATER PUMP.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Chicago, has put on the market

an oil engine connected to a pump for supplying water to loco-

Combined Oil Engine and Pump.

motive water stations. The oil used is a distillate from crude

oil, being purchased at a price varying from three to six cents

inr gallon. This is seven to nine cents cheaper than gasolene,

which has been the customary fuel. The Illinois Central is using

this arrangement at one of its water stations

ADLAKE LAMPS.

Among the lamps exhibited by the Adams & Westlake Com-
pany, Chicago, are the Adlake small train indicating lamp and the

new gage lamps Nos. 17 and 18.

The train indicating lamp is claimed to facilitate train move-

ment by insuring more accurate handling of orders. A glance

reveals the number of the train to the operator, passing engine

or train crew, from any position in front of the engine or beside

it. or from the front or rear of ca1)oose on freight trains. It

Water Gage Lamp.

saves confusion by making it unnecessary to remember two num-
bers—that of the engine and that of the train—as is the case

heretofore when the engine number is the indirect index to the

train number, necessitating frequent comparison. The engine

numbers displayed from the side of the headlight are often

obscured, making quick reading of identification numbers diffi-

cult, and can only be read from a position directly opposite.

The indicating lamp identifies the train before or at the time

Adlake Train Indicating Lamp
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the engine passes, as well as from the rear, an obvious advan-

tage. The gage lamps, Nos. 17 and 18, have interchangeable

parts and are equipped writh an outside wick regulator. With
this outside wick regulator the maximum of illumination should

always be obtained, because the broad side of the flame is

always toward the glass.

Steam Gage Lamp.

The lamps are simple in operation. All parts are interchange-

able except those containing the glass-holder. The glass is

removable and is held in place by a retaining spring and no

soldering is required. The lower part of the body is made of

heavy pressed sheet steel, reinforced by a malleable iron bottom.

They have nickel-plated reflectors, removable oil pots and take

No. 1 ratchet burners.

BALL BEARING LITTLE GIANT DRILLS.

The accompanying illustration shows the new improved

No. 2 ball bearing Little Giant drill, recently introduced by the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, which will be

foimd in thr company's exhibit. This drill is the same in

Improved No. 2 Bali Bearing Little Giant Drill

general appearance as the company's C drill. It has the same

diameter and stroke of piston, the same diameter of valves

and areas of ports. With the exception of the pistons and

valves, all other moving parts are made heavier and stronger.

On account of ball bearings of a new type, it will operate at

light pressures. The friction of this machine is so small

that the spindle may be rotated by simply blowing into the

air handle. Although this tool has been tested with a 2-inch

drill, drilling at the rate of §^ in. per minute in hammered
steel, the makers rate it for a lJ4-in- drill. When used for

this work, the makers claim it cannot be stalled, but will work
up to the limit of a high speed twist drill.

THE FIRST CONVENTION AEROPLANE.

The convention of the M. M. and M. C. B. associations
have seen a great many new and novel things. The rail-

way supply manufacturers are often original and resource-
ful, but it has remained for C. H. Williams, Jr., representative

of the Creco brake beam, to be the first man to

attempt to bring an aeroplane to these conventions, and he
is going to do this with the help of the Railway Age Gazette.

The arrival of the Creco aeroplane is slated for Saturday
morning. A telephone message from our New York office,

received just as we were going to press, indicates that the

Creco aeroplane will be ready to leave New York some time

during Thursday night. It should be sighted over the Million

Dollar Pier early Friday morning. Like the Creco brake
beam, it can be depended upon for night or day travel.

CURTIS TURBINES FOR TRAIN LIGHTING.

Curtis turbo generator sets, made by the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., installed on a locomotive or

in a baggage car, as shown in the illustrations, meet the de-

mands of train lighting service. These sets consist of a Curtis

turbine direct connected to an electric generator, and form

compact, sturdy units, simple in construction and requiring

little attention. The operation of the train lighting set in-

volves only the opening of a steam valve when it is desired

Generator Set Installed in Baggage Car.

to put the turbine in operation, and closing the valve to shut

it down. Each car is illuminated with a steady light which is

of good quality, due to the voltage regulation of the turbine.

This service permits the use of electric cooking and heating

utensils in buffet and sleeping cars, and of electric toilet arti-

cles in drawing and sleeping cars.

For suburban service, no auxiliary equipment is required,

and the Curtis turbine aflfords a simple and economical equip-

ment, dispensing with battery boosters and regulators. Elec-

tricity is furnished for lighting the whole train, including
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passenger coinpartineiils, toilet roDius, and platforms of pas-

senger cars, interior of baRK^iKt cars, cab of locoirotive and

portables, if desired. Over 3(K) Curtis turbines arc now in

sary to remove it from service several times during its life

lo l)e turned, in order to secure its full mileage. This feature

avoids delays to equipment when the wheels are being

changed and avoids the expense of handling and the cost of

turning which is necessary before the wheel can be returned

to service. Davis wheels before shipment «rc rough bored

to within % in. of the finished size and are ^Iso ground on

the tread and throat of the flange. The wheels are ground

not only to make them as truly circular as possible, but to

Turbo-Generator Applied to Locomotive.

use on such railways as the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

the Great Northern, the Northern Pacific, the Union Pacific,

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and also on many smaller

roads.

DAVIS CAST STEEL WHEELS.

The Davis cast steel wheel is included in the exhibit of the

American Steel Foundries, Chicago. The process of making

these wheels was invented by J. C. Davis, assistant to the

first vice-president of this company, who introduced ferro-

manganese into a stream of molten steel as it passed from

the ladle to the mold, making a cast steel wheel which has

a hard, tough manganese tread and flange, with a plate and

hub of ordinary soft steel. To accomplisTi this result, the

wheel is cast in a mold which is caused to revolve during

•the pouring period. The first of the metal to enter the mold

is treated with the ferro-manganese and is followed, with-

out interruption, by ordinary soft steel. The manganese

being much heavier than steel, is thrown by centrifugal

force to the outer parts of the mold, where it is absorbed

in the steel, while the soft steel remains in the center, form-

ing the plate and hub. As manganese steel is one of the

hardest and toughest metals known, with great ability to

resist shocks and blows, it is a valuable material for the

«vearing surfaces of the wheel.

As the Davis wheel is a one-wear wheel it is not neces-

Davis Cast Steel Wheel.

give them a polished surface and general accuracy which

reduces to a minimum the chances of uneven wear after

the wheels go into service.

The makers claim that Davis wheels in heavy engine

tender service are averaging about 30,000 miles per He in.

of wear; that the flange is about four times as strong as the

flange of a cast iron wheel, thus eliminating the danger of

broken flanges; and that on account of the strength of the

metal used in the manufacture of these wheels it has been

possible to reduce the weight of the standard 33-in. wheel

to about 600 lbs. each, showing a saving in weight of 1,000

lbs. per car when compared with cast iron wheals for 50-

ton equipment, and more than this amount when compared

with steel tired or solid rol'ed steel wheels.

Pouring Davis Cast Steel Wheels.
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IVyiR. WALDRON'S description of his new automatic stop,
^'•^ which we print in another column, is of interest by reason
of his long and intimate experience in that field. The Inter-

borough uses a mechanical trip stop and probably has had a
longer and more extensive experience with stops than any
other road. Knowing all of the demands that are or ought to

be made on a stopping apparatus, and familiar with the re-

sponsibility of keeping such an apparatus in a state of highest
efficiency, Mr. Waldron assures his readers, so far as assurance
can be given on the basis of experience with a single installation,

that the new arrangement meets all requirements. Details of the

scheme are patented, and we have taken the liberty of call-

ing it "Waldron's Stop." This experiment of Mr. Waldron
serves as a reminder that the field of usefulness of automatic
stops is perhaps expanding. For underground railway lines

the mechanical stop which he has used for the past six years
answers satisfactorily; but the extension of tunnel and elevated

lines several miles out into the suburbs, with tracks laid on the

surface of the ground, which is now an actual condition to be
dealt with on two lines in the New York City district, brings

in the problem of snow and ice ; and so a non-contacting device

becomes a desideratum. If the surface portions of such under-

ground and elevated lines are operated without automatic stops

we at once have the inconsistency of trusting the engineman
more fully on one part of his run than on other parts.

A NEW YORK railway has asked the New York State Pub-
^'*-

lie Service Commission, Second district, for leave to dis-

continue its station at W, and establish a new station at L, 1J4
miles south of there, but has been refused. It appears that the

only reason offered by the road for desiring to relocate the sta-

tion was that the proposed new situation was on a straight and
level piece of road, whereas, at W, northbound trains approach

the station through a rock cut and around a sharp curve. The
new location "would be better adapted to the safe operation

of trains." But the citizens all with one consent, protested

against the change of location, and the commission finds in their

favor, declaring that the road had not substantiated its claim that

the new place would be safer. The natural conclusion of the

reader will be that the road had reasons which do not appear in

the published report; but aside from that, there is a little moral

in the incident ; and that is that with the spirit of inquiry that

prevails in the New York (and other) commissions nowadays

it is a waste of time for a railway company to offer assertion

in the place of demonstration. Another moral is that a railway

is bound to make all of its stations safe. If L is safe, W is less

safe; and that is a condition that needs to be changed. In view

of the large number of curves and cuts on the railways of

America it would seem that the only satisfactory rule of opera-

tion would be one that gives the highest possible safety at all

points. And there is no lack of examples of this best practice;

as, for instance, in the dark subways and tunnels of New York
City, with their high speeds and frequent trains, or in the snow

sheds of the Sierras, with their steep grades and sharp curves.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION 1435

'

I
'HE New Haven, Middletown & Willimantic Railway, a line

* about 50 miles long, was opened in 1870. It fell into

financial trouble, defaulted on the interest of its first mortgage

bonds of $3,000,000, and was reorganized as the Boston & New
York Air Line in 1875, preferred stock being offered for the

tonds and common stock for the overdue coupons. In the year

1906 after the contract for the sale of the road to the New
Haven Company had been made, but before it was ratified, a

holder of a large amount of the old defaulted coupons of a

date some 34 years previous, presented them and demanded

common stock. It was refused, and now suit has been joined

on the demand in a Connecticut court—the matter being com-

plicated by the fact that many of the Boston & New York Air

Line records have been destroyed by a fire. One cannot, of

course, prejudge a case of the kind, yet its interesting and im-
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portaiit elements are obvious and its outcome of legal value,

especially should the case be appealed. It raises such points

of law as the time factor in railway reorganizations, the rights

of the original security holder as against a corporate and—in

a sense—public interest, and the old question of the scope of

the theory of "sleeping on rights," whether running against the

corporation or the security holder. More remotely the case

bears on the whole general subject of compulsion in exchange

of one set of railway securities for another, whether in a re-

organization or otherwise. There have been legal rulings on

the subject varying with differing conditions and with the

statutory law. But rarely, if ever, a case like this in Connecticut

with the corporate records extinct and nearly 40 years after

tlie original default which led to reorganization, to the com-

mon stock issue and to the present case at bar.

THE Interstate Commerce Commission will find very few

lawyers who are familiar with the Mann-Elkins act and

the circumstances in which it was passed, who will agree with

it that it has authority to suspend a reduction in rates. Nothing

was said in the discussion of the Mann-Elkins Act in Congress

to indicate that Congress had the slightest iqtention to give the

commission such power. Until the Mann-Elkins Act was passed

it had no authority over any rate until it had gone into effect.

The sole intention of those who advocated the provision em-

powering the commission to suspend changes in rates was to

enable it, while it was investigating advances, to prevent them

from being put into eflfect. Not only does every one who fol-

lowed the progress of this legislation know this to be true, but

the language of the legislation itself plainly indicates what Con-

gress meant. The Hepburn act authorized the commission, when

it found rates already in effect to be unreasonable or unduly

discriminatory, to fix the maximum reasonable rate to be charged

in future, and the Mann-Elkins act, after authorizing it to sus-

pend new rates pending investigation of them, says : "And after

full hearing, whether completed before or after the rate, fare,

charge, classification, regulation or practice goes into effect, the

commission may make such order in reference to such rate, fare,

charge, classification, regulation or practice as would be proper

in a proceeding initiated after the rate, fare, charge, classification,

regulation or practice had become effective." In other words,

all it can do, after it has suspended a proposed reduction—as-

suming it can do so at all—and given a full hearing regarding

it, is to fix the maximum rate to be charged, leaving the road or

roads concerned perfectly free to go ahead and make the very

reduction which it has temporarily suspended. There is no

doubt, as already has been said in these columns, that the lan-

guage of the law is susceptible of the construction that it em-

powers the commission to suspend any change in rates; but

everybody who followed the Mann-Elkins act through Congress,

including every member of the commission, knows that this is

not the construction Congress intended to be put on it. The com-

mission has tried to write into the law what was not there be-

fore, or at least what was not intended to be put there. If in

future the courts, by judicial legislation, shall take away authority

from it which it may think Congress meant to give it, complaints

from it on that score will come with very bad grace. The Rail-

zvay Age Gazette would like to see the commission have the

power it claims it has. It should be given the additional power

of fixing minimum rates where a road has made or tried to

make rates that are or would be unreasonable or unfairly dis-

criminatory because too low. But no friend of good government

can regard with equanimity the disposition shown by the commis-

sion in this case to seize on any sort of authority it may think it

would be convenient for it to have, in disregard of the manifest

intention of Congress.

of 190S, tiic quick but transitory revival that followed it and
the succeeding depression coming with the great increase of
railway wages, the assertiveness of organized labor and a cer-

tain renewal of governmental activity—to which has been added
stale legislation of a more or less restrictive character. With
lighter streaks now on the general horizon and a better feeling

as to railway stability, what form will be predominant in rail-

way financing, belated by past adversity? Will it seek stock,

l)()n(ls, the intermediate form of convertible bonds, or the short

Itriii note? Tiie latter has become a popular security on the

ground of its early maturity into cash which the investor wisely

deems a good thing to have come in during a period of per-

turbations of the investment market. For the same reason,

the railway corporation dislikes the short note as being a tem-
porary expedient to bridge a gap calling soon for new cash

for its redemption. Then there is, finally, the big, general, blanket

mortgage, as illustrated by the plan of President Hill, which
form of mortgage has ihe advantage of final security combined
with flexible adjustment to maturing obligations—and almost

every large railway has large equities not only in the whole

system but in many of its component parts. While each rail-

way corporation is a law unto itself in this question of future

financing, the outlook points to the general mortgage, the con-

vertible bond and new stock, in that order, with considerable

stock issues contingent on the revival of good earnings. With
growing competition in bonds of the tractions and minor in-

dustrials it does not look, however, as though the railway cor-

porations would-be able to borrow money more cheaply; on

the other hand, it seems likely that at the old rates they will be

able to borrow more readily. This is not merely because in-

vestment funds are likely to come out but because the Standard

Oil and Tobacco decisions have reduced on the railways the

federal stress now shifted to the large industrial combinations.

The Sherman act was not aimed at the railways, but for many
years they bore most of its brunt and were a lightning rod for

the big industrial concerns. Pending the many future legal inter-

pretations of the adjective "reasonable," the situation becomes

reversed and the railways are not so much of a federal target,

with corresponding financial betterment as borrowers.

WITH the revival of Wall street activity and some signs,

not as yet too conclusive, that genuine investment ac-

tivity has revived also, the future of railway financing grows

interesting. The last three years have seen the post-panic period

UNIFORM ACCOUNTING FOR MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES.
'

I 'HE need of more uniform methods of accounting for the

•* material and supplies used by railways has been commented

on in several recent articles which have appeared in these

columns, notably in the paper presented at the last meeting of

the Railway Storekeepers' Association by H. C. Stevens of the

Mexican National Railways. The greatest drawback to increased

efficiency in the supply department at present is the absence of

any means of making a reliable comparison of the operating

results obtained by the departments on different roads. The first

step necessary toward making such a comparison possible is the

adoption of absolute uniformity in the methods by which the

results arrived at are set forth. This does not necessarily mean

that each detail of routine must be the same, but that a few

general principles should be laid down and rigidly 'adhered to

by all.

No one is more keenly alive to the desirability of such action

that are the members of the Railway Storekeepers' Association;

the men who are on the firing line every day and a part of the

nights. The association has made this a prominent feature of its

work ever since its organization, and has labored faithfully for

the desired end. As a necessary basis for uniformity of practice

in this respect it has worked out and agreed on a thoroughly

practical classification of material and has recommended its

adoption by all the railways. It has adopted the report of its

Committee on Recommended Practices which laid down the

following fundamental principles to be followed in accounting

for material

:

First.—That disbursements be considered the unit of com-

parison by which the stocks of material on hand shall be

measured, using for a basis the average issue for the twelve
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months preceding the time at which comparison is to be made.

Second.—That disbursements shall include only material

actually used or disposed of; that it be recognized that such

small items as station and track supplies, issued in small quanti-

ties for current requirements may be charged out directly when
issued, but that, generally speaking, no material or supplies shall

be charged out until actually used or otherwise disposed of.

Third.—That transfers of materials from the store department

to other departments, or from one store to another, be not

considered issues except in so far as such transfers affect in-

dividual stores.

Fourth.—That labor expended in maintenance or construction

of equipment be excluded from material disbursements.

Fifth.—That material in process of manufacture, including the

labor expended on it, be included in material stocks until actually

used in the finished state.

Sixth.—That scrap be taken into the material account as soon

as delivered to the storekeeper, and carried in that account until

disposed of.

Seventh.—That temporary track and material suspense ac-

counts be excluded from material stock balances.

There seems to be no sound objection to the adoption of these

general principles of supply department accounting by every rail-

way which is desirous of knowing all of the facts concerning the

material in its possession. The Storekeeper's Association already

has secured the co-operation of the Master Mechanic's, the

Master Car Builders' and the American Railway Engineering

Associations in the adoption of uniform specifications and grad-

ing rules for lumber used by the railways. It has asked for the

co-operation of the Association of Railway Accounting Officers

in its efforts to secure a uniform method of accounting. That

such co-operation would be in the interest of increased efficiency,

seems certain ; but only the chief executive officers can definitely

state whether or not it shall be given.

TURBINE LOCOMOTIVES.

*

I
'HE mechanical simplicity of the turbine steam engine makes

•• it an attractive motor for any service to which it can be

economically applied. It is being used extensively in power

houses, and is rapidly making its way into marine service. The
conditions under which an engine works in propelling a ship are

in some respects similar to those required for locomotive service.

There is the heavy torque in starting, the operation under vari-

able speed, and the necessity for reversing; all of which are

found in locomotive operation. Once under way the steamship

continues at nearly uniform speed for days and nights for a full

week, and the most economical performance should be obtained

at this speed. The locomotive must work continually under

variable speeds and loads and any substitute for the reciprocat-

ing engines must show an equal or better economy when work-

ing under these conditions.

The principal feature which would make the application of

the turbine to the locomotive advantageous is the possibility of

much higher speed with smooth running. With the motions all

rotary and in perfect balance, high velocities can be obtained

without oscillation, and if the application can be worked out in

a practical way it might be worth while to obtain high speed in

this way even if a slight loss in economy attended the operation.

Such construction, working smoothly, should have a longer life

and a lower maintenance cost than the present reciprocating

engines.

These considerations have made the turbine locomotive an

attractive field for invention, and a number of patents have been

taken out to cover various methods of application. In Milan,

Italy, the project has been carried so far as to equip a small

locomotive with specially designed turbines and its performance

has been successful. The peculiar feature of this turbine is the

use of movable blades, which are operated in series. Four sets

of such blades are used and at high speed the steam strikes the

first set of blades only, while at intermediate speeds two sets or

three sets can come into play. The reversing mechanism is a

special and unique feature of this motor. The rotors have two

sets of blades which are of opposite curvature. When running

in one direction the steam passes over the blades at the outer

circumference from left to right; when running in the opposite

direction steam passes over the other sets of blades from right

to left. In either case the loss of energy due to the blowing

action of the second set of blades only amounts to a small frac-

tion of the total, and the experiments show it to be 2 to 3 per cent.

Locomotive conditions require the engine to be started under

maximum load, to accomplish which the steam must act on all

the blades at once, and in this way the maximum turning

moment is obtained with the least expenditure of steam. The
Milan experimental turbine locomotive started well under load

both on curves and gradients, and the consumption of steam has

not exceeded 38 lbs. per horse power hour for revolutions in

either direction. The spiral worm and wheel speed reducing

mechanism has been worked out so successfully for large powers

that it seems probable that it will be applied to the locomotive

so that high velocities can be employed for the turbine, enabling

it to work at economical speeds when the engine is operating at

moderate speeds.

FEDERAL TAXATION OF RAILWAY RENTALS.

A NOVEL and important point is raised under the federal

^^ corporation tax law recently declared constitutional by the

United States Supreme Court. The federal authorities claim the

right to tax railway rentals of leased lines as a separate form

of net profit. To illustrate the case, if a lessee railway com-

pany pays rental of say $100,000 a year for a leased line

—

assuming, of course the underlying charges—the $100,000 is

treated by the government as net income and the regular tax

of 1 per cent., or $1,000, is imposed. This particular branch

of the general tax as well as the general tax itself on the

net income of the main company was paid under protest

last year by the New York, New Haven & Hartford, which

—

as probably also other railway corporations—will carry the mat-

ter to the courts. The fundamental tax has been validated

by the highest tribunal in the land. Now arises the case oi

the validity of a tax within the tax, and some nice questions of

technical law and equity spring from it.

Taking up first the question from the viewpoint of the federal

taxing authority, there is to be emphasized the main object of

the law ; namely, the impost and collection of the 1 per cent

tax on net revenue of a railway—or other corporation—before

that net revenue reaches the share owner for distribution as a

dividend. Rental of a railway in some respects takes the out-

ward form of such net revenue. Moreover, it is the revenue of

a lessor corporation which has not lost its corporate identity,

or usually has not done so. Leased lines of railway have their

own separate boards of directors, presidents, treasurers and sec-

retaries. They meet once a year, and while their doings

are in most cases perfunctory and formal they are by no means
necessarily so. They are, for instance, charged with safeguard-

ing the provisions of the lease as against the policy and acts of

the lessee. Again—still viewing the case from the federal stand-

point—the rental is the only objective of taxation which the

taxing power can reach. For, in well nigh every case of a

leased line, operation and its returns are merged with those of

the lessee corporation. Unless separate accounts are kept of the

leased line and the present system readjusted, and bookkeeping

and returns of operation much amplified, the taxing power has

nothing but the rental as a test of the net income of a leased

line to be used as a basis of the tax. Otherwise it must either in-

sist on separative leased line accounts or see the rental pass

and be merged in the general account of the lessee, and, very

likely, entirely disappear, and the tax with it.

On the other hand, look at the case from the viewpoint of a

lessee railway company ! The federal corporation tax is ob-

viously one on a "business," and the lessee has taken over the
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wliolc business of the lessor. Practically, ami so far as concerns

operation and returns, the leased line is merged. Its segregated

character as an operating corporation has quite vanished. Hut

the matter does not stop there; for tlie rental may or may not

iiitriiisically represent a form of taxable revenue to the lessee,

whatever it may be for the lessor sharclu)l<lers. .\ railway lease

may be highly prolitable or very uiiprotUable. It may be taken

by a lessee to keep a line from a rival. It may be taken upon

a branch line with decided loss on the branch line business, but

with offsetting gain—or the hope of it—from business fed to

llic lessee. But under the federal ruling there is no discrimi-

nation between the lease profitable and the lease unprofitable.

In the first case the tax would be too small; in the latter, too

large. To take extreme hypothetical examples, if the lessor pays

a rental of $100,000 and gets a profit of $100,000 in addition

from the leased line the tax should be $2,000 instead of $1,000.

But if it loses $100,000 in operation of the leased line the fed-

eral government is actually taxing a deficit of that amount and

not an income. It shows clearly the radically unscientific nature

of the separate rental tax.

On the technical side of the question may be cited the opinion

of the Supreme Court in the ^Minneapolis Syndicate case, where

it was held that a corporation holding title to the real estate on

which it had given a long lease and did nothing except receive

rent and disburse it as dividends to stockholders was not doing

business and not liable to the ta.x. But that is a precedent for

the courts to apply, and we are considering here more the

equities than the law of the rental tax.

It is a broad truism in the records of state and local taxation

of American railways that it has taken about every snape that

the wit or selfishness of man could devise. The federal taxa-

tion of railway rentals at least suggests a starting point of like

complexities in federal taxation also. It opens also a somewhat

wide vista in the future. The federal tax is now 1 per cent,

on net income and is valid. It is a flexible tax. Its machinery

is already in operation. Exigencies of the federal treasury may
readily increase it. As applied to railway rentals it can be

evaded by substituting merger for lease. Should the rental tax

be sustained and, especially, should the rate much increase, a

new incentive in railway policy arises in favor of mergers as

contrasted with rentals—in favor, that is to say, of purchasing

lines or acquiring them by exchange of securities rather than

leasing them under a rental indefinitely and perilously taxable.

This applies equally to existing and future railway rentals. It is

one suggestive aspect of the corporation tax law in its bearing

on the railways—and there are others.

SJctierid to the i^dtlon

NEW BOOKS.

Electric Railway Dictionary. By Rodney Hitt, associate editor. Electric

Railwav Joiirnal. Pulilislied by the McGiaw Publishing Company, New
York. "Leather, 8^ in. x 12 in. Price, $5.

The publication of this dictionary is in accordance with a resolu-

tion adopted by the American Electric Railway Association at

its Atlantic City Convention, October 14, 1908. The editor was

assisted by a supervising committee composed of H. H. Adams,

of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, New York; Paul

Winsor, of the Boston Elevated Railway; and Richard McCuI-

loch, of the United Railways of St. Louis. The book contains

definitions of the technical terms used in the electric railway

field ; and the nomenclature of the manufacturers has been re-

tained in most instances so that little trouble will be experienced

in consulting the book in connection with catalogs and other man-

ufacturers' literature. There are 1987 illustrations showing differ-

ent types of electric cars and many of their important details.

The first part of the book contains the definitions arranged in

alphabetical order, and the remaining part the illustrations,

which make possible their logical arrangement and permits of

easy reference to the definitions. Where more than one name

is commonly applied to a part, the preferred name is defined and

the other names are also given in their proper places with a

cross reference to the preferred name.

THE PAY OF OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES.

Chicago, May 6, 1911.

To Tilt lU)110K Ol" THE RAILWAY .Aci: GAZETTE I

The editorial in your issue of May 5 on the inequality of the

rates of pay of subordinate railway officers, as compared with

those of train and enginemen, calls attention to a very

prevalent injustice. Several western roads last spring found it

necessary to raise the salaries of their yardmasters and assist-

ant yardmasters following the increases granted to the switch-

men, in order to keep the pay of these yardmasters above that

of the switchmen. It is often difficult to get a road conductor

to accept the position of yardmaster with the attendant grief

that position brings. Many trainmasters are receiving less than

the higher paid conductors working under their supervision.

Such conditions discourage trainmasters; and it is frequently

the case that passenger conductors on preferred runs will not

accept the position of trainmaster. Notwithstanding the fact

that the trainmaster is in line for promotion, his chance for pro-

motion is often regarded as outweighed by the greater

responsibility, and insecurity of the position.

The case of a trainmaster on a western road who was pro-

moted from passenger conductor, and who went back to his run

shortly before his rights in the train service expired, because of

his increased responsibility and "raw-hiding" as trainmaster,

probably has been duplicated many times.

The same condition exists in the engine service. Many engine-

men are receiving wages closely approximating those of the

master mechanics and largely exceeding those of the road fore-

men of engines
;

yet the engineman can step down from his

engine at the end of perhaps a six-hour run, knowing that he is

certain of at least eight hours' rest without interruption. The
same cannot be said of his superiors, who are subject to call

at any hour. While one cannot blame organized labor for

getting all it can for its work, yet the salaries of those in posi-

tions of responsibility should be made more commensurate with

this responsibility. one who got less.

RIGID VS. NON-RIGID FREIGHT TRUCKS.

Chicago, May 2, 1911.

To the Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

The recent discussions on rigid vs. non-rigid freight trucks

have not been clear as to whether the trucks were rigid or non-

rigid in a vertical or a horizontal plane. A few years ago trucks

rigid in the horizontal plane, as well as in the vertical plane, had

considerable vogue, but there are not very many of them pur-

chased now. The rigid trucks in the horizontal plane were con-

demned, for the reason that when one of the wheels found a

low spot in the track it did not carry its proportion of the load

because the other three wheels determined the horizontal plane

of the truck. We may assume, therefore, that in all the recent

discussions on rigid and non-rigid trucks, the vertical plane is

considered; that is, that the truck should be so constructed as

to hold the axles perpendicular to the side frames.

The recent report of Professor Louis E. Endsley, of Purdue

University, shows that the total movement of some of the non-

rigid trucks that ran out of square, was as much as 5.61 in.,

half of which, 2.8 in., is the amount the truck ran out of square.

Since then, however, we have found trucks with a total move-

ment of 6% in. of the side frames, or 3J^ in. out of square. To
determine the position of the standard M. C. B. parts, such as

the brass, wedge and journal in the journal box, and in an

effort to determine how much the journal box and contained

parts play in resisting the trucks running further out of square,

we laid out the plan view of a journal box and the contained

parts with the truck 5% in. out of square, as illustrated here-
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with. It will be noted that there is not room enough for the

contained parts in the standard M. C. B. journal box with the

truck so far out of square. The distance between the centers

of the journals as measured on a line perpendicular to the side

frame is reduced about J4 i"-. due to the angularity of the axle.

This causes the brass to take up the play allowed between the

rear of the wedge and the flange on the brass, which forces the

wedge toward the front stops. The wedge laps over the front

stop G at the point / about 1-32 in. The brass laps over the

collar of the journal at the point D about 1-16 in., and the side

lug on the brass binds the wide stop T of the box at point B.

Both wedge and brass bind at N and B on the side stop T, and

at C and O on the side stop U. The lines EE and EP of the

brass are considerably out of parallel with the lines of the

journal.

We infer from this that a truck would not run so far out of

square without something in the journal box yielding by spring-

ing or breaking, and from the information gained through lay-

ing out the drawing, we concluded that if these trucks really

ran out of square excessively, and if the truck depended on the

cramping of these parts to resist its running more out of square,

the parts that were called upon to resist this excessive move-

ORGANIZATION OF THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.

Chicago, June 8, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Ace Gazette :

The discussion of Mr. Pearce's admirable papers on the sup-

ply department (recently republished by you in book form) which

has been started by Mr. McVeigh, and commented upon editor-

ially in your columns, is both timely and instructive, and should

bring out a good deal of valuable information on a subject of

which far too little is known.

That so little definite knowledge exists in regard to the best

methods of organization and operation of the modern railway

supply department does not seem strange when the recent origin

of this department and its rather uncertain status and haphazard

growth are considered.

Even today there is no unanimity of opinion among the chief

executive officers as to where the responsibility for the conduct

of that very important branch of the service should be lodged.

Mr. Pearce and Mr. McVeigh do not agree on that point,

although they have both seriously studied the question from

the standpoint of practical experience. They also dififer on the

more vital question as to the respective merits of the divisional
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ment must show it by excessive wear or breakage. On inspect-

ing a number of these trucks, we found the brasses in a large

percentage of cars with the lugs broken off as shown by line W

.

Some of the trucks seemed to have no other means of holding

them square except the angularity of the journal causing a bind-

ing of the brass and wedge between the side stops of the box

and the binding of the wedge on the front stop G of the box.

This, if the brass, wedge, or the front stop of the wedge do not

break, must cause excessive end wear of the journal collars and

brass, and a diagonal wear of the brass or bearing on the jour-

nal, all of which must tend toward the increased liability of hot

boxes and excessive frictional resistence. From the number of

brasses found with broken side lugs, it is fair to assume that a

large proportion of these trucks depend on this resistence in

limiting the distance they run out of square. It is interesting

to note that on the inspection of a large number of cars whose
trucks were constructed in a manner that was meant to hold

them square, only one brass was found with the side lug broken

ofif, and that was on a truck the spring plank of which was made
of two angle irons securely riveted to the arch bar columns, and

where one of the angle irons had broken, which made it a

flexible truck. w. j. schlacks,
McCord & Company.

or the departmental form of organization as applied to the sup-

ply department.

Mr. Pearce's papers are by far the most valuable contribution

to the literature on this subject which I have seen—and yet Mr.

McVeigh's cjuestions are pertinent, and his position is well taken.

In an article appearing in your columns some time ago [July 30,

1909], I tried to point out the widely varying results which were

apparently being secured by the supply departments of different

prominent railways, and commented on the lack of uniformity in

methods which precluded any really intelligent comparisons being

instituted.

Mr. McVeigh very properly makes this lack of comparable evi-

dence the basis of the issues which he raises, and claims that in

the absence of definite data our best efforts must be merely

statements of opinion, and in this he is right.

On the other hand, until the conditions have been so shaped

that such a comparison can properly be made, the preponderance

of the opinions of those who have made a careful study not only

of the practical details, but of the general results obtained under

various methods, must act as a guide for future development.

Venturing, therefore, another expression of opinion on the di-

vergent views outlined above, I believe that the form of organ-

ization advocated by Mr. Pearce is calculated to produce the best
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results for the railway as a whole. It must not be forgotten that

the clifFerent branches of the railway service vary so widely in

tiicir nature that no hard and fast rules can be laid down which

will apply to all with equally good results. Divisional organ-

ization may bo the ideal form for some branches, but would be

totally ina(lo(iuate when applied to others. 1 do not believe that

Mr. McVeigh would advocate divisional organization applied to

the treasury department ; and yet unapplied nialcrial is simply

money in another form.

Admitting tiiat the divisional organization is the best that

has been devised for the operating or transportation department,

it does not necessarily follow that it is equally good for the

supply department. The division superintendent is primarily an

operating or transportation oilicial. His responsibility begins and

ends with the limits of his division; he is not concerned with the

results obtained on any division but his own. The responsibility

of the supply department must be co-extensive with the limits

of the entire road which it serves, and in order to secure the

best results for the whole railway it must act as a unit and

not as a series of independent units.

Carrying Mr. McVeigh's scheme of organization only one

step farther, we have each division purchasing its own supplies

direct, under the supervision of the superintendent—a condition

which I do not believe he would seriously advocate, and yet it is

the logical result of his line of reasoning. As it is, he seems

to advocate the buying of supplies for each division separately,

but through one purchasing agent. Apparently his greatest ob-

jection to Mr. Pearce's scheme is with respect to the duplication

of v.ork entailed by the operation of one general store, through

which all supplies must move to the division stores. In taking

this position Mr. McVeigh is undoubtedly correct, and I am
not sure that Mr. Pearce intends to be taken literally in this

regard.

Unfortunately the title "General Storekeeper" is not so distinc-

tive as it might be. It does not necessarily imply that the man

on whom it is conferred should be in direct charge of one enor-

mous storehouse to which all material used by the railway must

be shipped, and through which it must pass to its final destination.

It means, rather, that the official so designated is in general

charge of all storekeepers. Personally, I do not think that he

should be directly attached to any storehouse, but should prop-

erly be located at executive headquarters, just as I believe the

superintendent of motive power should not be directly attached

to any shop, although on almost every railway there are one or

two shops which are larger and more important than any of

the others. So there are necessarily one or more storehouses

which are of greater importance than the majority, and which

necessarily serve in a greater or less degree as magazines of

supplies for the smaller divisional stores as well as for outlying

points.

These larger and more important storehouses may, if you

please, be termed general stores; and it does not detract in any

way from the value of the departmental organization that there

should be more than one such storehouse on the railway. The

local conditions and geographical situation should be determining

factors as to the number of these more important depots of sup-

plies, which it will be economical to have, but it is not likely

that it would be necessary or expedient to have one of them lo-

cated on each division, and to that extent I cannot agree with

Mr. McVeigh. On the other hand, it is hardly probable that on

a railway of any size the operation of the supply department

could be so economically conducted if an attempt were made to

handle all of the material used by the railway through one gen-

eral store, and to that extent Mr. McVeigh's contention has a

great deal of weight.

We have heard a great deal lately about the "rule of reason,"

and it certainly applies with as much force to any scheme of

organization as it does to the interpretation of the law.

GEORGE G. YEOMANS,

Assistant to the President, Wahash Railroad.

DISTANCE AND FREIGHT RATES.

BY J. F. STROMBECK.

Much needless controversy as to how rates shall vary with

the distance freight is carried has resulted from a failure prop-

erly to analyze freight rates. Some theorists, as well as ship-

pers, insist that the farther a shipment is hauled the higher in all

cases should be the rate charged for the service, because, it is

said, it costs the carrier more to transport the shipment. From
a superficial knowledge of freight rates this seems to be per-

fectly sound reasoning. On the other hand, traffic managers

earnestly insist that because a shipment is carried an additional

hundred miles, or even more; that need not necessarily call for

an increase in the rate. But they do not make it clear to the

public why this can be so. They feel by intention, and rightly

so, that their views are correct, but that does not satisfy the

shipper or the theorist. He is not willing to depend upon the

intuition of one who, as he is firmly convinced, is fixing freight

rates in the interest of the carriers. Thus, on the one hand,

there is a false idea as to transportation costs, which results

from a superficial knowledge of the subject; while, on the other

hand, there is a correct, though probably not always exact, prac-

tice, in justification of which convincmg arguments are not

offered. It is the purpose of this article to attempt to show by

sound economic reasoning that while rales should increase with

distance, they need not necessarily do so ; and not only this, but

that under certain conditions it is reasonable and just that a con-

signment be carried a longer distance at a lower rate than that

for a shorter distance.

One thing which is fundamental, and of supreme importance,

is a clear conception of railway expenditures. Besides dividend

payments, these expenditures may be divided into two classes,

which may conveniently be termed constant and variable. Con-

stant expenditures are those which, broadly speaking and only

within certain limits, do not vaiy with the amount of traffic

carried. They include expenditures for maintenance of way
necessitated by the rusting of rails, the rotting of ties and the

washout of roadbed; for repairs and renewals of fences and

road crossings; for repairs to stations necessitated by the action

of the elements of nature; expenditures to replace cars and loco-

motives that have become out of date ; a large part of station ex-

penses ; wages of switchmen, flagmen, watchmen, etc., the ex-

penses of the general office; fixed charges, including interest on

funded debt, interest on interest bearing current liabilities, rents

paid for lease of roads, taxes, etc. Variable expenditures are

those expenditures, again broad speaking—which vary with the

amount of traffic carried. An increase in the tonnage carried

means an increase in these expenditures. They include such

items as expenditures for coal, water, etc., for wages of engi-

neers and trainmen, for repairs to rolling stock, and interest

on money invested therein, for repairs of roadbed and track

made necessary by wear from hauling, and other similar items.

These two kinds of expenditures represent two kinds of trans-

portation costs. The constant expenditures which go on whether

any traffic is hauled or not may conveniently be termed indirect

costs, because they are not directly connected with any particular

shipment. The variable expenditures may, on the other hand,

be called direct costs, because they are very closely related to

the movement of the traffic. It is very important that these two

kinds of cost be kept distinct. It is true, to be sure, that in

practice it may become very difficult to separate them with any

degree of exactness, but they must be clearly recognized in

order to justify any freight rate adjustment.

This point may be further elucidated by a reference to the

old turnpikes. The owner of the turnpike charged a toll for the

use of the road. This toll was used to pay for the maintenance

of the turnpike and interest on the investment, and is analogous

to the indirect costs of rail transportation. The wagon driver

who used the turnpike made a charge for conveying the freight,
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and this charge is analogous to the direct costs of rail trans-

portation.

Thus, a rate is made up of two paris; the indirect, and the

direct costs. Dividend payments, for the sake of simplicity, may-

well be included in indirect costs.

The rate must cover all of the direct costs, or the traffic is

carried at a loss, except under certain exceptional conditions.

It should contribute a certain amount toward the indirect costs

;

this amount, as far as possible bearing a fair relation to the

amounts which other rates contribute to indirect costs. It is not

possible, however, for all shipments to contribute like amounts,

but as long as a shipment contributes anything at all toward in-

direct costs, the carrier is ahead, because of hauling that ship-

ment.

Before considering the effect of distance upon a rate, it will

be necessary to make a further division of the rate. The direct

costs are of two kinds, those that remain constant irrespective

of the distance the shipment is carried, and those that increase

directly as the distance increases. The former of these are

terminal charges. The cost of loading and unloading less than

carload freight, switching carload freight at terminals, billing

and other office work, is the same irrespective of whether a

shipment moves one or two hundred miles. This is true, of

course, only where there is no transfer of goods in transit.

The costs, which increase as the distance increases are those

for the mere hauling between the stations. After a train is out

of the yards the cost of hauling increases directly, and in the

same proportion as the distance it runs. A two hundred mile

run costs just twice as much as one of but a hundred miles.

This analysis has shown, then, that a rate may be considered

as covering three items: (1) terminal expenses; (2) cost of

hauling between stations, and (3) indirect costs.

Distance affects the direct costs from the fact that the farther

a shipment is hauled the greater is the number of unit distances

upon which to distribute the terminal expenses. These expenses

per unit distance vary inversely and in the same ratio as the

distance. The hauling expenses vary directly and in the same

ratio as the distance. Distance affects the indirect costs in that

the further a shipment is carried the greater are the number of

unit shipments upon which the indirect costs must be dis-

tributed.

A concrete case will illustrate the above. Take a certain well

equipped railway with 1,000 or more miles of road. This rail-

way secures a carload shipment, which it hauls 200 miles, and

on which it earns a gross revenue of $40. Of this amount, say,

$20 are required to cover the direct costs, divided $5 for ter-

minal costs, and $15 for cost of hauling, and the other $20 are

available for indirect costs. A duplicate shipment is offered for

a haul of 1,000 miles. It is assumed that the extra distance does

not necessitate any transfers in transit, or additional switching

movements. The question is, how much should the carrier re-

ceive for hauling the second shipment? The terminal charges,

$5, are the same in both cases; The cost of hauling between

stations, varying directly, and in the same ratio as the distance,

must be multiplied by 5, making $75. The total direct costs are

then $80. These must be earned or the shipment will be carried

at a loss. How about the revenue to cover the indirect costs?

In the case of the first shipment $20 were earned. The second

shipment, being carried five times as far as the first, ought to

earn more toward indirect costs than the first, but it is possible

that the freight is of such a nature that a charge of over $100

on it will prevent it from moving. If that be true, it is surely

better for the carrier to accept the shipment at $100 and earn

the $20, than to refuse to haul it. In that event, for each unit

distance the second shipment is carried, the road will get only

j4 as much as the first shipment ; but the total will be the

same, and the $20 earned on the second shipment will be just

as good to the railway as that earned on the first. In the one

instance there are 1,000 units of distance over which to dis-

tribute the $20, while in the other there are but 200.

Thus, the amount for indirect costs that must be earned per

unit distance carried may vary universely and in the same ratio

as the distance without reducing the net revenue to the carrier.

This can be carried still farther—so far in fact, that the in-

direct costs per mile may decrease in a greater ratio than the

distance increases. The shipment in question may be offered for

a haul of 1,100 miles. But it was said that the maximum charge

that it will bear is $100. If the carrier will not haul it for this

he can not haul it at all. What is he to do? He figures $5 for

terminal expenses. The extra 100 miles mean an addition of

$7.50 to the cost of hauling, making a total of $82.50, and a total

of direct costs amounting to $87.50. This leaves $12.50 to be

applied to indirect costs. Not a very large sum to be sure, but it

certainly seems to be good business on the part of the carrier

to accept this shipment.

Tt is evident that at some point, which in the case in question

is between 1,200 and 1,300 miles, the cost of hauling becomes so

great as to prevent any amount from being left over for in-

direct costs, and when that point is reached the rate must be in-

creased almost in the same ratio as the distance ; for by that

time the terminal expenses have become very insignificant. If

the traffic can not bear a higher charge it is no longer subject

to transportation.

Frequently a shipment can not bear as high a tharge to a dis-

tant point as to a nearer one, because of water competition at

the more distant point. In all such cases, it is both possible and

profitable for the rail carrier to meet the water competition as

long as the increased distance is not so great that the increased

cost for hauling alone consumes all of the revenue which should

be applied to indirect costs.

The proposition may possibly be made still clearer by using

a rate, for illustration, instead of total charges on a given ship-

ment. The distance from A to B is 100 miles, and the rate is

50 cents per 100 lbs., divided as follows : 5 cents for terminal

expenses, 15 cents for hauling, and 30 cents for indirect costs.

Problem : Find a rate from A to C, a distance of 500 miles, with

no transfers en route, which will be as profitable to the railway

as the 50 cent rate from A to B. The terminal costs, namely

5 cents are the same for both. The cost of hauling, increasing in

the same ratio as the distance, is 75 cents. To be as profitable

as the first, the second rate must include 30 cents for indirect

costs. The rate from A to C will be the sum of 50 cents, 75 cents,

and 30 cents, or $1.10. The rate per mile is 5 mills in the first

and only 2.2 mills per mile in the second case.

The reader has probably already noticed that all rates have not

the same amount of elasticity, and will not lend themselves to

the same amount of variation according to increase or decrease

of distance. This is true, because the relation between terminal

expenses, cost of hauling, and indirect costs varies greatly in

different rates. In the first place, rates on low grade commo-

dities as a rule, provide only a small amount for indirect costs,

leaving a large part of the rate to cover the regularly increasing

cost of hauling. On the other hand, a large part of the rate on

high class freight represent indirect costs and the rate is there-

fore very elastic. Then again, the terminal expenses are a

larger per cent, of the L. C. L. than of the C. L. costs. As
has already been seen, rates for long distances are very apt to

contribute only a small part to indirect costs.

In conclusion, it can, then, he said that while long hauls do

not necessarily compel low rates per mile, they often justify

them, and much freight, such as coal, lumber, etc., which will

not stand high charges can thereby be made to move long dis-

tances only by making low rates per mile. This is so because

whatever a rate contributes toward indirect costs is a net gain to

the railway.

The Brazilian government has extended by 18 months the time

specified for the completion of the Itu-Cratheus section of the

Sobral Railway.
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FORTY-FOOT REFRIGERATOR CAR.

The refrigerator car built by the Union Fibre Company,

Winona, Minn., and briefly described in the Daily Railway Age

Gazette of June 17, 1910, has rendered such good service during

the past year on the Harrinian and other lines that a more

detailed description of its special features arc given herewith.

The car has four layers of Linofclt insulation, which is one more

than is ordinarily used, and is equipped with Brown's collapsible

ice tank, which is easily handled by one man ; also a weather-

-s'/o^'-

yO Ihs. i)er 1,100 sq. ft., making the finished quilt J^ in. thick,

weighing 42 lbs. per 100 sq. ft. The rows of stitches are 5 in.

apart, and the edges are bound to prevent fraying.

By the use of Brown's collapsible ice tank the loading space of

the car when not under ice may be increased 16 per cent., the total

increase in the length of the loading space when the tanks are

collapsed being 5 ft. 2 in. Ordinarily, a refrigerator car is mov-

ing under ice only one-fourth of the time, and the remainder of

its journeys are made under ventilation or are return trips. On
return trips merchandise which does not require icing may be

Refrigerator Car Showing Collapsible Ice Tank.

proof ventilator and a non-splashing drip pan. The general plan

of the car and detailed drawings of these fixtures are here illus-

trated. In order to determine the value of an extra layer of

insulating material this car is equipped with four layers instead

of three, and the drawing shows how these four layers are

applied. The insulation itself, Linofelt, is made from de-gummed

flax fibre, chemically prepared and combed and felted by

machinery into a flexible felt J^ in. thick. This flax fibre felt is

quilted between tvi^o layers of thick vraterproof paper, weighing

'Ceilmgr^

loaded in the car and the value of its full loading space may be

utilized. The heavy lines in the general plan of the car show

the tank in open position, and the dotted lines show the tank

partially collapsed. The bulkhead is held in position by hinged

bars which extend from the end wall of the car to the bulk-

head and lie close to the side walls. The head rests on the floor

on three heavy steel rollers, one on each side and one in the

center, and in the middle is a removable door.

To collapse the tank it is first necessary to remove the ice.

,'Hahh Orah

Cross Sech'on. Eleyafion Shomnff Framing.

Collapsible Ice Tank for Refrigerator Car.

Front Elevafion.
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The ice racks are then folded against the back wall and are

held by gravity hooks. After lifting the jointed rods of the

bulkhead from the inside, to unlock them, the head may be

pushed back to the end wall where it is also held by gravity

hooks. Everything is so arranged that this change may easily

be made by one man.

The non-splashing pans which are used under the ice racks

Non-Splash Drip Pan for Collapsible ice Tank.

consist of a number of iron gutters parallel to each other. The
top of each gutter wall curves over toward the end of the car,

and there are holes between each, so that the water may move
freely from one to the other on its course to the drain. When
the tank is collapsed the iron straps which join the gutters

together on top form a level loading surface, thus eliminating

/| Flooring /Paper (/Lai/er)

§ Sub Floor

%tl "Nailing Sfn'p

2 L'inofelf

fLining

Linofelt Insulation for Refrigerator Car.

Thisthe use of lumber and labor to prepare the loading floor.

drip pan is illustrated in detail.

The car is also fitted with the Leeds ventilators. The ventila-

tor of a refrigerator car should admit a sufficient volume of air

and at the same time exclude rain and cinders. It should also

be designed so that it can be opened and closed quickly with little

effort. The illustration shows the ventilator with the top

j^Shtafhing

i'UnoA/l

^n/ MlingSlnp
2Layers/ Linofelf

BlindUning

removed, and the observer is supposed to be looking directly

down into the ice tank. The plug K is operated by a lever at

the side, and this may be adjusted at different inclinations by a

latch .so as to admit larger or smaller volumes of air into the

car. The ventilator is faced with the angle pointed in the direc-

tion in which the car is moving. This angle A deflects the air

Leeds Ventilator for Refrigerator Car.

into passages BB, and, striking the partition plate P, the cur-

rent is turned back and downward into the car. The opening O
in the corner is a drain, and water or cinders naturally flow out

through it, as it is the lowest point, and the floor in front of

the baffle plates slopes sharply down to the drain.

The entire frame of the ventilator is made of light sheet iron

and is bolted directly to the hatch cover and plug, forming a

single unit with that apparatus. A hole is cut in the hatch

plug directly under the opening in the ventilator, and the clos-

ing or opening of this hole is a function of the plug K. Four

ventilators are used on each car, one over each ice plug. The

Roof and Wall Insulation for Refrigerator Car.

Leeds Ventilator With Cover Plate Removed.

object of the Leeds ventilator is to provide a device which will

force the air into the car free from dust, cinders and rain. It

is particularly valuable in connection with the collapsible tank,

but may be applied to solid bulkhead cars or ventilated box

cars. It is not necessary to cut the roof of the car to apply the

ventilator, because it is combined with the hatch cover; one

movement opens the ice box for re-icing, which obviates the

necessity of pulling the plugs from the hatches, and there are

no mechanical parts to get out of order and require repairs.
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WALDRON'S AUTOMATIC STOP.*

'llic Railway Signal Association has adopted ten rules wliich

are to be the Mosaic Law which must be followed by the de-

signers of automatic stops and cab signals in the future. As a

matter of fact, these ten commandments cover the ground very

thoroughly and they can be taken as a safe guide by all inventors

who care to enter this field ; and if closely followed they will

lead such inventors into the promised land, wherein the fruits

of their toil will be gathered in harvests of gold. The Block Sig-

nal and Train Control Board of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, believing in taking a hand in the commandment business,

has also laid down ten guiding rules for designers of automatic

stops and cab signals to follow. These riiles are in substance

the same as those prepared by the Railway Signal Association,

but the men of this Board, like those men in ancient times who
established new religions, made a few departures in form from

those of the signal association ; but to be sure of followers the

cardinal principles had to be left unchanged. Therefore, the

]\Iosaic Law as promulgated by the authorities on automatic

stops and cab signals in the railway world demands that all be

so constructed that they can be operated on any railway, in any

clime, in ail seasons, on any right-of-way, at all speeds, and

for all classes of traffic; they must at all times conform to the

physical conditions of the track which is protected and all parts

appeared so formidable to them that they turned back. It was
therefore evident that the air gap between the apparatus on the

ri.nht-of-way and the apparatus on the moving vehicle would

be the starting point for new discoveries. This air gap would

have to be bridged by an induced current which would not be

interrupted unless there was danger ahead, in order to build up

an automatic stop and cab signaling system, on the closed circuit

principle. I am glad to say that this gap has been bridged and

an automatic stop and cab signaling system has been developed

which works on a closed magnetic circuit between the right-of-

way and the moving vehicle.

The closed circuit on the track is maintained by locating

between the ties and below the rails and insulated therefrom, at

the beginning of each block, an electro-magnet and a permanent

magnet, the latter superimposed on the other; the electro-

magnet receiving its energy from a battery controlled by the

track circuit in the block which it protects. This energy amounts

to about 2Y2 watts. When the block ahead is occupied or the

track obstructed, the track circuit being interrupted, no energy

will pass through this electro-magnet. This magnet would then

be in condition for stopping a train; and if a train at that time

should attempt to pass by it, the brakes of the train v^ould be

applied automatically.*

The part of the apparatus placed on the locomotive or motor

car consists, first, of one small coil of wire around each wheel

Hllil^^J

T
1

Circuits for Automatic Train Stop Tried on the Line of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York.

of the apparatus must be constructed on the closed circuit prin-

ciple. These rigid requirements practically limit the field to but

one class. In that class, the parts of the apparatus on the mov-

ing vehicle and the parts of the apparatus along the right-of-way

must at all times have an electric and magnetic connection

between them which will be immediately influenced by the condi-

tions of the track protected, as well as the conditions of the

apparatus itself; inasmuch as the failure of any part of said

apparatus must immediately give indication of such failure by

applying the brakes on the train or car. The object of this paper

is to give a brief description of an automatic train stop and cab

signaling system designed to meet the rigid requirements stated.

A careful study was made of all known automatic stops and

cab signals to see whether those which had already been de-

veloped would meet the requirements of the Railway Signal

Association. The strong and the weak points of each system

were carefully considered. Each part of each system was care-

fully considered as to its capabilities of meeting the requirements.

It was found that many inventors had perfected splendid de-

vices. Some excelled in one direction, others in other directions.

But there seemed to be no one device, nor could a combination

be made out of all known devices, which would make one system

to fulfill all the requisite characteristics. In all cases, there

seemed to be a link which was missing. Some inventors were

heading in the right direction, but they stopped before reaching

that which they desired to accomplish. They stopped because

they had convinced themselves that what they sought after could

not be obtained. Several inventors realized that if they could use

induced currents they could accomplish that which was desired,

the construction of an automatic train stop on the closed circuit

principle ; but to accomplish these desired results they found

there was an air gap which they could not bridge. This air gap

*A paper read before the Railway Signal Association, New York City,

Tune 14, 1911, by J. M. Waldron, Signal Engineer, Interborough Rapid
Transit Company.

of the front pair of wheels, arranged horizontally. These coils

are parallel to the rails and can be four or more inches above

the rails, but must be below the car axle. The coils are fastened

to the car truck and clear the wheels a sufficient distance to

permit free movement of said wheels as well as the convenient

change of brake shoes. Next there is a small transformer, an

impedance coil, a solenoid coil which is attached to the valve in

the train line pipe, and a small battery with an e. m. f. not ex-

ceding 100 volts. The battery, transformer, impedance coils,

solenoid coil and wheel coils are connected in series on a closed

circuit. There are no moving contacts in any portion of this

apparatus. In normal operation, current from the battery flows

through the transformer, impedance coils, solenoid coil and the

wheel coils in series, then back to the battery. The solenoid coil

being thus energized, its armature is attracted and the valve in

the train line pipe remains closed. When a locomotive or car

suitably equipped passes over one of the magnets between the

rails, and the track ahead is clear for it to proceed, the electric

energy in the track coil (which is immediately under the per-

manent magnet) counteracts the effective force which the per-

manent magnet would exert on the apparatus on the vehicle, to

the extent that the energy in the solenoid coil on the moving

vehicle is not opposed, but rather is assisted. The armature of

the solenoid coil is therefore held in the attracted position; the

brakes are not applied. But when the track ahead is occupied,

the track circuit shunted, and the track coil de-energized, there

is nothing to oppose the force exerted by the permanent magnet.

If an engine should then pass, the permanent magnet would gen-

erate in the wheel-coil circuit a flux tending to change the po-

tential in that circuit. This energy from the permanent magnet

is in opposition to the current flow in the apparatus on the vehicle.

This opposition is strong enough to counteract the holding effect

*The use of an overlap, which would be a feature of this arrangement in

regular service, would renuire additional connections, not shown in the

drawing.

—

Eritor.
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which the battery on the vehicle exerts on the armature of the

solenoid coil, with the result that the coil is de-energized, its

armature falls and the air brakes are applied.

This counter electro-motive force is alternating, with its fre-

quency determined by the speed at which the train or car is

moving. After this apparatus is once regulated to permit all

movements being made over the track magnets when the speed of

such movements do not exceed, say, five miles an hour, it re-

mains permanently at that adjustment. There is an efficient mar-
gin of 50 per cent, provided on both sides of that which is con-

sidered the best working condition of the apparatus. At any

speed exceeding 5 miles an hour, the operation is positive. The
higher the speed at which the train is traveling, the more pro-

pronounced is the effect on the solenoid coil which controls

the air brake valve. The current consumption of the apparatus

on the locomotive does not exceed one watt.

The batteries for supplying current on the train or car are

small. In fact, a few cells of dry battery would be sufficient

to make a round trip from New York to Chicago and have con-

siderable energy left. The parts of the apparatus on the train

are quite small. In fact, that which has been constructed and

which was used in making experiments, is contained in a box 12

in, long by 12 in. wide by 5 in. deep. These dimensions can

be materially reduced by careful designing. As the apparatus

is designed, steel bridges, steel viaducts or grade crossings will

have no effect whatever upon its correct working. Tests cover-

ing a period of several months have been made with a motor

car equipped with this device, with the desire to locate any de-

fects which might be in it, but so far, I am very glad to say

results have been entirely satisfactory.

ORGANIZATION OF A TRAIN DESPATCHER'S OFFICE.

BY STEPHEN H. BROWN,

Great Northern Railway, Spokane, Wash.

A great deal has been said and written about the train des-

patcher and his duties. That the work of the despatcher is of

great importance cannot, of course, be denied. That the duties

are irksome is true only where they are made irksome. And
that they become irksome is, perhaps, due more to carelessness

than otherwise.

In the Standard Code may be found various rules for the

government of division officers and employees. Some manage-

ments require that the chief train despatcher report to the train-

master; others that he be under the direct control of the super-

intendent. Many different views are entertained as to the wisdom
of having the trainmaster exercise supervision over the train

despatcher's office, and it seems impossible to harmonize the con-

flicting opinions. It has been said in the columns of the Railway

Age Gazette that competent men avoided taking up the respon-

sibility of the chief despatcher's office, and the reason here stated

was, I believe, one of the chief objections advanced. As a matter

of fact, the duties exacted of a chief despatcher may be made to

coincide with those of other interests of the division in a way
that will make the office attractive to its incumbent and of im-

mense value to the division. It has been my observation that

many chief despatchers enmesh themselves in a labyrinth of red

tape from under which it is hard to extricate themselves, and this

is another reason so many men prefer to work an eight-hour trick

rather than risk being buried under the volume of work
that appears to beset the man under whose direction they labor.

In the organization of a train despatcher's office, particular

attention should be given to the method of filing the important

papers that demand attention.

The train sheet, which should properly record the operations

of the district represented by it, ought to be closely scrutinized by

train despatchers as well as the chief despatcher in order to see

that it is made complete before being filed. At the end of each

month, train sheets should be fastened together securely on one

end, and with them should be bound a copy of the current time

table. The time table will be of special benefit in the years that

follow in settling quickly questions as to the time at wMich
trains were due at the different stations on the division. A very

satisfactory method of binding train sheets is to secure them
with brass paper fasteners, the ends of which after being firmly

hammered flat, are covered with a stiff piece of paper, large

enough to cover the paints.

As the clerical force of the chief despatcher's office is seldom

equal to the requirements of the business, the filing system must
be at once comprehensive and simple. Select the important sub-

jects, and under these headings file all business pertaining to the

subjects indicated by the heading. Fifteen or twenty pigeon holes

will readily accommodate the business in this way, and will per-

mit of a ready reference to the files at all times. At the end of

the month, the pigeon holes should be emptied and the contents of

each placed in a wrapper marked with the subject it represents.

Car tracing files should be arranged so that they can be readily

referred to. A simple method of doing this is to have numbers
ending in 1 kept together, likewise those ending in 2, and so on

down the line to those ending in 0. This arrangement will answer
satisfactorily the purposes of the ordinary despatching office.

The pigeon holes should be about six inches wide, three or four

inches high and eight and one half inches deep. In a pigeon

hole of this size, ordinary letter paper, folded horizontally through

the center, and regular telegraph forms will lie flat. It would be

quite impossible to name a list of subjects for everybody, but the

following will usually apply to train despatchers' offices

:

Passenger equipment
Special train service
Passenger equipment—bad order
Engines
Engine failures
Engine reports
Company coal
Company sand
Company wood
Operators
Operators' applications

Accidents
Yard reports
Work train service
Cars used in work service
Live stock
Perishable freight
Time freight
Delayed business
Situation reports
Car Situation reports
Miscellaneous

In filing matter taken from these pigeon holes at the end of

the month, it is only necessary to use a simple wrapper upon

which the subject and the month may be written. These records

may be kept in the office for a reasonable time, where they will

be readily accessible, after which they can be stored in record

rooms in such a way that they can be reached with no other

delay than that necessary to get to them and untie the string. For

the car tracing file, the pigeon holes should be the same width and

depth, and each of the ten necessary for the car tracers should be

divided by a horizontal shelf a couple of inches from the top

above which the live tracers should be kept and the discard filed

below for reference. If proper care be given to the marking of

this business, there is no reason why a record five or ten years

old should not be located as easily as one for the current month.

Frequently the argument is advanced that a chief despatcher

is too high priced a man to give attention to such details of his

office as looking after the files. This does not appear to me to be

good logic. If the records are worth keeping at all, they are

worth keeping in such a fashion that they may be used when-

ever needed to settle cases of doubt. Message files ought to be as

closely supervised as are the other records in order that the

business of each day shall be kept by itself and in a way that

will make it possible to refer to it quickly when necessary.

If a man in charge of a train despatcher's office will deal

with absolute fairness with every interest with which he comes

in contact and does not permit personal feeling to enter into any

of his business relations, there is no reason in the world why
the office of chief despatcher should not be made one of the most

attractive on a railway, nor is there any reason why the chief

despatcher himself should not command the respect and support

of his superiors as well as of his subordinates.

An engine was to be moved to a point 100 miles distant from

the shops for service on a branch, this engine to be exchanged

for one that had been used in its place while repairs were being

made. In order to make the change, the chief despatcher sug-

gested to the master mechanic that the engine be used on a local

passenger train whose terminal was the point from which the

branch diverged. The master mechanic objected to the arrange-
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The writer gets out of life an immense amount of good fellow-

sliip and no small amount of fun. If anything is to be said that

ought to be said—even if it is unpleasant to say—out with it and

be done. Then at once get back to good cheer and profit by the

lesson—if there be a lesson.

Don't sulk. Don't nag. Don't dismiss anybody (or any sub-

ject, that ought not to be dismissed.

LETTERS FROM AN OLD RAILWAY OFFICIAL TO HIS
SON, A GENERAL MANAGER.*

IV.

nient, saying that he feared the engine might lose a lot of lime.

But the chief despatchcr put the engine on the passenger train,

and the result was as the master mechanic had predicted, the

delay being somewhat greater than either had anticipated. The
chief despatchcr, immediately after the performance of the engine

became known to him, wrote a letter to the superintendent,

advising him of the facts as stated above, a'nd wound up his letter

with a paragraph stating that the intent of the letter was to take

from the shoulders of every other individual interested, except

himself, all responsibility for the movement. A carbon copy of

this letter was addressed to the master mechanic and to the

roundhouse foreman for their information. The incident was

closed without further correspondence and the mechanical depart- Tucson, Arizona, April 29, 1911.

ment ofiicers tiiereupon reached the conviction, if they had not My Dear Boy : After the commission kicked for rest, the

previously done so, that the man responsible for the combination general manager tied up in his caboose. Nobody was allowed to

was, above everything else, fair. • run around him and he was marked up first out the following

Another chief despatchcr had in his force two men, one of morning. The commission not having any agreement about in-

whom was his brother-in-law, and the other a man between jtial overtime, the attorney acting as yardmaster handed him a

whom and himself the choice had fallen at the time of his switch list and told him to dig out these loads

:

appointment. On the division over whose destinies he presided.
Question: How many letters a day do you write?

an allowance of four days every two months was made for des-
Answer: I don't know, a great many.

patchers to learn the road. Mr. Brother-in-law spent one of his q ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^f ^^^^ ^j^^^,
periods m visitmg his family—and was oaid in full. The other at v *. 4. ' ^i u ui u ,^a^ a ™^
^ ,, * . ..,.,, . , . . A. I can t state exactly, probably a hundred or more,
fellow spent a portion of one of his four days in a business trip r\ -ru j .. ^u ii5,.,,,,, , ., , . ^ . .. . Q. Then you do not see them all ?
which could have been made without lying oflf; but by keeping * -m ^i ^ u i • -ui • i i a

, , . , , , f , ... , ,
A. No, that would be impossible in such a large office,

on the road night and day for the rest of the time, completed r» r» tv, t,- f i i fV, n?.. -,,... .,., ., ,- , -__ v^. Uoes tne ckigi cierK see tnem ail r

Ins tour of the division within the prescribed four days. From . t .i i i j
^, 11 J J J J T , • . 1 • 1 A. 1 think he does,
the pay check one day was deducted. In this case the chief des- ^ ,r . ,i i
„, 1 . LI- u J ^ <• r J 1- •. i.u ^ • 1 . ^- Q- You are not sure then?

patcher established a reputation for duplicity that is characteristic 7 xt . • i t i i j i •
, ^ ^ ^i ^

, ^, J.
.

r
^ j^ j^Q j^Qj. entirely. I have had no complaints about that,

of the unfair man. ^ t , , i , , ,

T A .. u 1 u 1 • ..1 L c. J- 11 J- Q- Is the only way you know about how things are going to
Irain despatchers should be given the benefit of all informa- , .....

• • ,, r . ^ .. ,.• ^- ^ . ^ J have a complaint come in?
tion in the way of tonnage statistics, overtime statements and . -kt , t i , , r ,

r u ^ xi ^ I. ..I. u- r J i. t- J .1. • • A. Not exactly. I try to keep ahead of the game,
performance sheets that reach the chief despatchcr, and their in- ^ , , J- r , i- • , • i..,.,• • -i. J .. ..u J ^.u i -n f 1 Q- Are the offices of your subordinates run in this same hap-
terest and enthusiasm invited, to the end that everyone will feel .

„ _ ,1 J . J , , ,, hazard manner?
a personal pleasure in producing commendable results.

. , , „,, , , ,

A ^ „„-^„,. ] « *• 4-1, J r 1 • •
i. u vi i-t

A. I do not admit that it is haphazard. Ihe general methodA convenient and eiiective method of keeping in touch with the . ^ *

engine situation on the division is that used by the line with which '^ same.

it is my good fortune to be identified. Simple wooden plugs are Q" ^^^^ '^ '" ^^^^'"^^ °^ the distribution of cars?

used to represent the engines; white for freight and pink for ^- ^^ superintendent of transportation,

passenger engines. Q- ^o whom are his instructions given?

These plugs have Y^ in. faces to carry the number and V^ in.
^- ^o the division superintendents,

points to fit holes of corresponding diameter in the board. Q' ^^^^ "^^ ^'^^
^^J^

mstructions personally?

A. The important instructions he gives personally. Of course

Headings of Engine Board. he cannot do it all alone. You understand that his department

Spokane Division. deals with individual cars and has an enormous amount of detail.

In Seivice. Out of^Service. q How many men are authorized to sign his name and

In Shops. Waiting Shop Entry. initials?
Freight. ^— ^

^ ,
^

^ t j u i

Pass. Freight. Stored. A. I don t know.

j; ^ ' ^ ' ~^ ' ^ ' ^ Q. Then you do not regard this as an important matter?

So ^ ^ t ^t t ^^t A A Sj3 a. Not as important as some others. That is a matter for

"5 "5 I _^ o '^ -^ "Sig- 2 g-'Sg- 2 £ i '5
"I i ? 'I

which the superintendent of transportation is responsible. I

^ -^ £ H _: c/) :? [jci Coi ::;« K« CL^ £ c/) fc to V) 11^ . ]
•

KPPGA B CDFHIJKMNORSU ^ i^^ ""u.
^

.
, ,

. , , j ,

Q. Do you think every man charged with duties should be

allowed to select his own type of organization and decide as to

".
!

'.

'.

'.. ...... '.. .. .. .. .. his own methods?

\. .. . . .

.

.... .. . . . . ..
'.

'. . . .. . . .. . . .. '.
. .

.

A. As far as possible, yes.

Q. Then why not let each conductor make his own train

The headings speak for themselves. Each Friday a check of --"les, and each station agent keep his own kind of accounts?

the board is made and forwarded to the proper officers of the A. Because confusion wculd result.

road. A daily check is made showing changes. This also goes Q- Is it not a fact that on most American railways six or

to interested officers, the general superintendent transportation, ^'S^t clerks are signing the name or initials of the superintendent

St. Paul; the superintendent motive power, St. Paul; the gen- °^ transportation?

eral master mechanic, Spokane. A. I don't know; very likely.

A train despatching office usually is a place of activity, and it Q- ^^^^ "Ot a similar condition exist in a smaller degree m

is well to be busy. Work is in a class by itself. Work, however, most railway offices,

doesn't necessarily mean drudgery. Be busy but not a busybody, A. Yes sir, that is the system.

might be suggested as a good motto for the train despatchcr— Q- Then who are running the offices, the officials or the

and others. Reading on duty, for pleasure, is not recommended clerks,

as a proper pursuit. Studying rules when otherwise unoccupied A. I always supposed the officials. You see we could not

or keeping in line in one way and another with railway affairs afford so many officials.

results in mutual benefit to the railway and the employee. "Copyrighted, l9ii, by The Railroad Gazette.
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Q. Has it ever occurred to you that by having more officials

you might get along with fewer clerks?

A. No, sir.

Q. Who sign for the train orders on your road?

A. Our conductors.

Q. Have not conductors and operators been discharged for

signing each other's names?

A. Yes, sir. We must maintain discipline. If the train orders

are not respected, accidents will result.

Q. Then you have one policy for one class of employees, and

allow your officials and clerks to be a law unto themselves?

A. Not exactly. As I said before we cannot afford so many
officials.

Q. Whose initials are signed to your train orders?

A. The superintendent's.

Q. Why?
A. Because it has always been that way on our road. It

makes the order stronger.

Q. If initials make an order stronger, why not sign yours,

or the president's or God Almighty's?

A. That would be ridiculous.

Q. Then it is not ridiculous to sign the superintendent's in-

itials when he is at home or in bed?

A. No, that is dififerent. We wish to emphasize the fact that

the superintendent is in charge of the division.

Q. Then why not put the superintendent's photograph on all

the orders? Would that strengthen him with the men?
A. No, of course not.

Q. You have been talking about the superintendent ; is he

the same as the superintendent of motive power?

A. No, you do not quite understand. The superintendent has

charge of a division and the superintendent of motive power,

like the superintendent of transportation, has charge of a depart-

ment.

Q. Then the word superintendent doesn't always mean the

same thing?

A. No, sir, but no confusion results. You see the heads of

departments are general officers while the superintendent is a

division officer.

Q. Which superintendent?

A. The division superintendent.

Q. Is it not a fact that on some roads there is a question as

to which has authority in certain matters, the division super-

intendent or the superintendent of motive power?

A. I believe so, but we do not have any such trouble.

Q. (Producing copies of letters furnished by discharged office

employee.) Does not this correspondence indicate a heated dif-

ference of opinion between your superintendent of motive power

and a division superintendent which had to be settled by you?

A. Oh, yes; I recall, I had forgotten that. That will not

happen again.

Q. What guaranty have you against similar friction?

A. I have that all straightened out. Everybody is lined up

and understands that I insist upon harmony with a big H.

Q. To prevent confusion and, therefore, to save money why
not make titles sufficiently distinctive in rank to prevent conflict

of authority?

A. We have not thought it necessary. I do not go as much
on titles as some people. The old fashioned way is good enough

for me. A rose by any other name would smell as sweet.

Q. How, then, if you ordered roses for a funeral, would you

guard against the corpse being handed lemons?

A. By sending a note or a card.

Q. Signed by your chief clerk?

A. No, sir.

Q. Do you think it is honest to have your chief clerk sign-

ing your name while you are away at this hearing?

A. There is no intent to deceive.

Q. Do you not unconsciously try to convey the idea that you

are in one place when you are really in another, or that you are

acting wiien it is really an entirely different man who is taking
action ?

A. Perhaps so. I had never looked at it in that way. It is

a generally recognized custom.

Q. You do not seem to regard the office part as very in-

portanl, as you permit a lot of clerks to take final action all day
long.

A. The office is not as important as the road. I try to give
the most attention to the important matters on the road.

Q. You feel that by doing so the office will in a large measure
take care of itself?

A. That is it exactly.

Q. Do you not think that most railway administrative offices

have grown too large to take care of themselves?

A. You see, we keep in close touch with our offices on a rail-

way, because when away we have a telegraph or telephone wire
at our comm.and.

Q. What good does a wire do you if you arc tied up in a

hearing or a conference for two or three hours at a time?
A. I fear that I have not made clear to you just how valuable

a man I have trained into a chief clerk.

Q. I fear that you have not. You seem to believe the old

system is all right. Do you think the last word has been said

or that your road has hit upon the best system?

A. The last word on these important subjects will never be
said, but we have been getting along very well.

* * -t *

I shall not continue further in this letter the catechismal

method, unless you accuse me of forgetting that you long ago

graduated from the kindergarten. So you did; but when in

doubt get back to early methods. After reading recently an ar-

ticle on scientific management, I had to recall my catechism to

feel certain that handling pig iron is not the chief end of man.
We all, you and I included, sometimes show up smaller than

we really are, because we seem to think only in the narrow
terms of the things to which we are closest. It once fell to the

lot of a young ofiicial to escort over his road some of its di-

rectors, bankers from New York. Being an enthusiast for his

section of country, being an operating man with an instinct for

developing traffic, he talked of progress, of the economic and

social welfare of the people. When he spoke of sugar planting,

or of cotton growing, of blooded stock and dairy yield, the bank-

ers asked, "How much does it cost to raise an acre?" or "What
percentage of profit do they make?" He returned from the

trip feeling that money must be the god, that his directors could

think only in terms of dollars and cents. It dampened his

ardor for a time. Then he was so fortunate as to ride for a

few days with some of the really big modern bankers. He
found himself listening with open mouth to their wonderful ex-

pression of practical sociological truths. He marveled at their

recognition of the human element, and he understood better why
the board sometimes turned down his recommendations. His

only lament was that he could not see more of them. There,

my boy, is the great misfortune, there is a problem to be solved,

'ihere is too much Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Chi-

cago. The directors seem too far away. It is a step forward

that the overlords of transportation are bankers who have

won their way rather than hereditary descendants of once

reigntrg families. Some method must be evolved to make for

more elastic control. Annual inspection trips will not overcome

that rigidity in administration at which the public chafes and

from which it seeks relief in drastic laws. An interesting ard

hopeful phase of present development is the election to di-

rectorates of trained railway executives like L. F. Loree and

H. I. Miller. The professionally equipped railway director is a

desirable evolution. Supply always follows demand, and the

broad solution will be a composite made up of many elements

of progress which perhaps have not yet unfolded themselves to

any of us.

It is a great game, this transportation business. The more
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you study it, liowcvcr, the more you discover tliat it is amen-
able to tlie same underlying principles on which rest the great

and small activities of the human race. Like all professions it

has its distinct technique. Like all professions it suffers from
the inborn tendency of hinnan nature to segregate itself behind

an exaggerated class consciousness. "We are a little different,"

or "You do not quite understand our peculiar local conditions,"

are the arguments with which ultra-conservatism has opposed
progress in all ages, are the obstacles which make so interesting

all real contests for principle.

I make no apologies for taking you in this letter from the

witness stand of the west to the financial chancelleries of the east.

When both the banker director and the general manager learn

that signatures on letters and tram orders must be as sacred

as when signed to bank checks, we shall be winning back a little

of that old time sense of personal responsibility which is so

needed for improving composite efficiency today. What better

epitaph could any man desire than this, "He helped to teach

corporations to remember that lasting composite strength comes
only from intelligent recognition of individual manhood?"

Affectionately, your own,

D. A. D.

THE RAILWAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION.

The regular meeting of this association was held in New
York City, at the Hotel Astor, on Tuesday and W^ednesday

of this week, with an attendance of about 150. Two meetings

were held each day, with President C. E. Denney in the chair.

Mr. Rudd, chairman of Committee No. 1 on Uniform Signal-

ing, spoke of the recent report of the Committee of the Amer-
ican Railway Association on signal indications, and said that his

committee would probably soon be able to submit a report in

which all the members will concur. The Sub-Committee on

Symbols, of Mr. Rudd's committee, J. C. Mock, chairman, pre-

sented such changes as have been made in the proposed standard

symbols. Suggestions for further changes were ofifered by

members, and the standard symbols will be presented by the

committee in October for adoption. Committees 2, 3 and 4

submitted progress reports, that of No. 4 including specifications

for hard fiber, and impregnation treatment of coils, and changes

in the specifications for channel pins. Some changes in the

standard cell were offered by Subcommittee 4 of Committee

No. 4 on Automatic Block. Specifications for concrete were sub-

mitted by the chairmen of Committees 2, 3 and 4. It was sug-

gested that these should be made to conform more closely to

the specifications for concrete of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association.

At Wednesday's meeting the secretary read Mr. Sparrow's

paper on Substitutes for Wood Trunking. In the discussion

some difference of opinion were brought out as to details of

construction of conduits, and some interesting comparisons of

the life and applications of clay conduit and other types.

The paper on Apparatus for Charging Storage Batteries was

read and discussed at the afternoon meeting.

Committees 10, 11, 12 and the special committees on Storage

Batteries, on Promotion of Signaling Education, and on the

Recording of Signal Failures, presented progress reports. Good

progress on the Manual of Recommended Practice is being made

and a full report is expected in October.

On Tuesday, J. M. Waldron, read a paper describing a new

automatic train stop, which he has installed on his road—the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York City. This

paper will be found in another column. It was received with

marked interest, and Mr. Waldron answered numerous questions.

The committee reports presented at this meeting, though

mostly informal were fully and freely discussed, and many help-

ful suggestions were made for the benefit of the committees.

The plan of continuing the meeting through two days proved a

good one, as it gave time for proper consideration of the re-

ports, which contained much valuable detail.

THE COMMUNIPAW EXPLOSION.

In a special report presented at the meeting of the American

Railway Association in New York City, May 17, Col. B. W.
Dunn, chief inspector of the Bureau of Explosives, described the

circumstances of the explosion which occurred at the Communi-

paw dock of the Central of New Jersey on February 1 last, when

25 persons were killed and great damage done, and the whole of

the lower part of New York City shakeji. (Reported in the

Raikuay Age Gazette, February 3, p. 259.) The explosion oc-

curred in connection with the unloading of boxes of dynamite

from a car which had come from the Kcnvil plant of the Du Pont

Powder Company, and the car and its lading had been inspected

by one of the agents of the bureau. Some of the 670 boxes in

the car were unloaded January 26 and again others on January

28. On February 1, men from the steamer Katherine W. started

to unload the remainder, consisting of 300 boxes of 75 per cent.

Forcite gelatin dynamite, each box containing 50 lbs. From a

Polish laborer who was looking for work on the dock that day

and who was hired to help in the unloading, but who, after a

few minutes, left the work because he thought it was not being

conducted with proper regard for safety. Col. Dunn learned that

the boxes were pushed down an inclined plank 1 ft. wide and

14 ft. long with such lack of care that they sometimes turned

partly around because of the roughness of the upper surface of

the plank, although no box fell off the plank during the time

that this man was at work. One of the men in the car wanted

a hook. The captain refused it because the use of a hook would

be dangerous, but the man insisted on having one because it was

too cold to take off his gloves and a small hook was then passed

to him. The Pole, after protesting, left the work because the

captain insisted on speed in handling the boxes, and he was

vigorously ridiculed by the crew for leaving. The explosion

occurred about 10 or 15 minutes after he had left the place.

Col. Dunn concludes that there was no explosion inside the

freight car and that the whole trouble started on the deck of the

boat, which contained, besides the dynamite, 10,000 lbs. of black

powder and two cases of blastings caps. The captain of the

steamer was in charge of the unloading. There is nothing to

show that he did not follow the practice that had been used on

this boat for years. The railway company received, transported

and delivered the car to the consignee strictly in accordance with

the federal regulations, but prompt removal by the consignee,

which the regulations require, was not enforced. This rule is

being violated frequently at many points in the United States

and a railway has no effective power to enforce it. The only

recourse is to apply to the courts. The present explosion, how-
ever, was not due to failure to observe this rule. The gelatin

dynamite was frozen at the time. Adjacent to the car which

was demolished was another car containing 2,000 lbs. of dyna-

mite which did not explode. The cause of the explosion can-

not be stated definitely. Fragments of the boiler of the vessel

were widely scattered and it is possible that the explosion of this

boiler caused the explosion of the dynamite. The evidence, how-
ever, is conflicting.

The crew of the vessel handled the dynamite without proper

care, but they paid the penalty with their lives, and Col. Dunn
goes on to discuss the defects of the system of which they were

the victims. For years the Katherine W. has been transporting

explosives around New York harbor without efficient regulation,

and when the railways began to improve their methods of han-

dling explosives, four years ago, they tried to extend the im-

provement to water transportation in the harbor, but did not

succeed in doing so. The Katherine W., carrying explosives,

apparently has been navigated in times of dense fogs as freely

as though it were an ordinary barge with non-explosive freight.

Col. Dunn recommends that the strict regulations now in effect

on the railways be made effective in the harbor. Incidentally,

he calls attention to the fact that some of the states have estab-

lished regulations somewhat inconsistent with those of the federal

government.
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SAFETY ON THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL.

Vice-president W. L. Park, of the Illinois Central, reports

that for the first year of the operation of the new methods in

discipline, established by him in May, 1910, the number of train

accidents has been reduced, as compared with the precedmg
year, almost 25 per cent, while the damage to property has been
reduced almost 50 per cent. The total property damage, by

train accidents, in the year ending April 30, 1910, was $404,431;

while in the year which has just closed it was $204,024. Mr.
Park divides the train accidents into two classes, avoidable and
unavoidable, and the total of accidents, of damage and of per-

sons killed and injured in the two classes are as follows:

Train Accidents—Illinois Central and Controlled Lines.

Year ending Year ending
April 30, April 30,

1911. 1910. Decrease.
Accidents, avoidable 193 232 39
Damage to property $133,654 $241,759 $108,105
Persons killed 6 13 7
Persons injured 75 439 364

Accidents, unavoidable 75 124 49
Damage to property $70,370 $162,672 $92,302
Persons killed 4 3 (Inc.) 1

Persons injured 48 70 31

This is a highly creditable record. A comparison of the num-
Iber of accidents or the numbers of persons killed or injured on

one road for one year could hardly be accepted as conclusive,

but the item of money damages, which is afifected by every

accident of any consequence, is a pretty fair criterion; and

in this statement before us makes a remarkable showing. More-
over, this great improvement in safety has not been brought

about by any important lessening of dangerous environment or

conditions. The number of trains run increased both in passenger

and in freight service; and the total train miles increased 2.87

per cent. ; engine miles increased a slightly smaller per cent,

and car miles, both freight and passenger, increased about 4

per cent., showing improved economy in both services ; and this

improvement is shown still further by the statement that the

freight ton mileage increased from 20,353.7 millions to 21,588.7

millions, or about 6 per cent. As already observed, the records

of the numbers of accidents and of casualties must be taken for

longer periods if one is to attempt to draw from them any

conclusion as to what improvement has been made. This is

shown by some of the figures for individual months. For ex-

ample, in July the number of persons injured in avoidable acci-

dents fell ofif from 43 to 0, but the property damage fell off only

about 50 per cent. In November the number of persons killed

increased from to 2, while the record of injured decreased

from 13 to 1 ; but the property damage increased from $16,469

to $34,950. Unavoidable accidents show similar contrasts. In

April the number of these was eight in both years ; but the

property damage fell off from $58,784 to $6.675 ; while the casual-

ties in the later year were zero in both columns.

Mr. Park has made these statistics the subject of a circular to

officers and employees, commending them for the efforts that

they have made toward bringing about such gratifying results.

Besides the surprise checking and other efficiency tests intro-

duced by Mr. Park, two other prominent measures were adopted

:

First, a modification of record discipline ; and second the grant-

ing of annual passes to the older employees. "Brown's Dis-

cipline" has been in effect on the Illinois Central since 1902, but

in revising the regulations in May, 1910, Mr. Park systematized

the cancellation of demerits as follows : A reprimand is cancelled

by a clear record of three months ; five demerits by a clear

record of six months ; ten by nine months ; thirty by one year

;

and sixty by eighteen months. The annual passes to enginemen,

firemen, conductors, trainmen, agents and operators are given

as follows

:

Five to 10 years' service: Good on division on which employed.
Ten to 15 years' service: Good on grand division on which employed.
Fifteen or more years' service: Good on system; also in favor of wife.

Pensioned employees and their wives: Good on system.

After this year the granting of these passes will depend on the

employee being able to show a clear record.

MIKADO AND PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVES; BALTI-
MORE & OHIO.

An order for 50 locomotives was recently completed for the

Baltimore & Ohio by the Baldwin I,ocomotive Works. Forty

were Mikado locomotives, while the remaining 10 were of the

Pacific type. These engines are the heaviest of their types thus

far completed by the builders, and are made as nearly inter-

changeable as possible. The following parts are interchange-

able : Boilers, cylinders and heads, pistons and rods, crossheads,

piston valves, throttles, dry pipes and steam pipes, smoke
stacks, smoke-box fittings, grates, trailer trucks, driving boxes,

shoes and wedges, driving springs, cabs, back foot plates;

throttle and reverse levers ; cast steel cross ties ; furnace bearers

;

sand boxes, bells and headlights, and various smaller details and

fittings.

The cylinders of these locomotives are 24 in. x 32 in. and

the steam pressure is 205 lbs. The tractive effort developed by

the Pacific type is 43,400 lbs., which gives a factor of adhesion

of 3.84; the Mikado develops 50,200 lbs., giving a factor of

adhesion of 4.37. The boiler is of the wagon-top type, 78 in. in

diameter at the front end and 86 13-16 in. in diameter at the

dome ring. The dome is formed of a single piece of flanged

steel plate. The longitudinal seams are welded at the ends and

have diamond welt strips inside. The fire-box is radially stayed

and flexible staybolts are freely used, especially in the throat

and upper corners of the sides. The mud ring is supported on

sliding shoes in front and a buckle plate at the rear. Surge

plates are placed in the boiler barrel at the water level, one

immediately in front of the fire-box, and the other about 7 ft.

back of the front tube sheet. The injectors are placed on the

back head and discharge into an internal pipe which delivers the

feed near the front end of the barrel.

The steam distribution in both engines is controlled by inside

admission piston valves 14 in. in diameter. The valves are

driven by the Walschaert gear, and are set with a lead of

% in. The cylinder castings are arranged for double frame rails

5 in. wide, and are keyed to the frames at the front only. Each

cylinder casting is secured to the corresponding bottom rail by

6 horizontal and 6 vertical bolts, and to the top rail by 4 vertical

bolts. The castings are built with heavy walls, and are .secured to

the smoke box and to each other by double rows of \%-m. bolts.

The frame construction is most substantial throughout, the

main frames being 5 in. wide, and the separate rear sections ZYz

in. wide. The main and rear driving pedestals in both classes

are braced transversely by deep steel castings, which are inter-

changeable on the two types of locomotives. The top front

rail on the Mikado is of cast steel and is formed in one piece

with a vertical lug, to which the guide bearer is bolted, while

on the Pacific type the guide bearer is secured to the frames by

separate cast steel knees. The shoes and wedges on both loco-

motives are of cast iron lined with brass, and the driving boxes

have brass faces which bear against the cast steel wheel centers.

The trailing truck used in both designs is of the Hodges type,

with outside journals, its general design being shown in the

accompanying illustration. A feature of this truck, as used in

the present case, is a centering spring, consisting of 8 plates,

each measuring 4 in. x ^ in. This spring is placed in a vertical

position, being riveted at the top to a casting which spans the

frames; it is held at the bottom in a clamp which is bolted to

the truck frame. The truck spring links are jointed, to take

up the side swing when the engine is curving. Waterscoops,

operated by compressed air, are used on 25 of the freight

tenders and provision is made for subsequently applying them

to the tenders of the passenger locomotives, if desired. The

center sills are IS-in. channels and the side sills 10-in. channels,

with wood bumpers front and back. The tenders for the Pacific

type locomotives have equalized trucks, while the trucks used

under the freight tenders have one-piece cast steel side frames.

Rolled steel tender wheels are used in both cases.

These engines rank among the most powerful single expan-
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Heavy Mikado Locomotive for the Baltimore & Ohio.

Cross-sections of IVIikado Locomotive; Baltimore & Ohio.

I

Hodges Type Trailing Truck; Baltimore & Ohio.
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sion locomotives thus far constructed and the principal ratios

entering into the two designs show clearly how well the weight

has been utilized. For each sq. ft. of heating surface, the Mikado
locomotives weigh 54.7 pounds, and the Pacific type about 2

pounds less. The horsepower output is limited by the boiler

capacity, and the advantage possessed by these two designs, in

this important respect, is thus established, as the engines are

comparatively light in proportion to the heating surface pro-

vided. The following are the principal ratios and dimensions of

the two types of locomotives

:

General Data.

Type 2-8-2 4-6-2

Service Freight Passenger

Fuel Soft coal Soft coal

Tractive effort 50,200 lbs. 43,400 lbs.

Weight in working order. 274,000 lbs. 263,800 lbs.

Weight on drivers 219,000 lbs. 166,200 lbs.

Weight of engine and tender in work-

ing order 450,000 lbs. 440,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 16 ft. 9 in. 13 ft.

Wheel base, total 35 ft. 34 ft. 8 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 71 ft. 2'^i in. 70 ft. 10^ in

Values.

Kind Ral. piston Ual. piston

Wheels.
Driving, diameter over tire 64 in. 74 in.

Driving, thickness of tire 4 in. 4 in.

Driving, journals, main, diameter 11 in. x 13 in. 11 in. x 13 in.

Driving, journals, ethers, diameter 9'/j in x 13 in. 9^i in x 13 in.

Engine truck, diameter 33 in. 33 in.

Engine truck, journals 6 in. x 10 in. 6yi in x 12 in.

Trailing truck, diameter 44 in. 44 in.

Trailing truck, journals 8 in. x 14 in. 8 in. x 14 in.

B:.iU-.

Style Wagon top Wagon top
Working pressure 205 lbs. 205 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 78 in. 78 in.

Firebox, width and length 84 in. x 120 in. 84 in. x 120 in.

Firebox, plates, thickness J^ in. J^ in.

Firebox, water space 5 in. 5 in.

Tubes, number and diameter 389

—

2'A in. 389

—

2% in.

Tubes, length 21ft. 21ft.

Heating surface, tubes 4,789 sq. ft. 4,789 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 228 sq. ft. 228 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 5,017 sq. ft. 5,017 sq. ft.

Grate area 70 sq. f t. 70 sq. ft.

Pacific Type Locomotive; Baltimore & Ohio.

Ratios.

Total weight -H tractive eflfort S.4S

Weight on drivers -f- tractive effort... 4.36

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -r-

heating surface 640

Total heating surface -^ grate area.... '1.7

Firebox heating surface -^ total heating

surface, per cent 4.55

Weight on drivers -f- total heating surf. 43.65

Total weight -i- total heating surface... 54.7

Volume both cylinders, cu. ft 16.76

Total heating surface -h vol. cylinders. 299.5

Grate area -f- vol. cylinders 4.18

Cylinders.

Kind Simple

Diameter 24 in.

Stroke 32 in.

6.08

3.83

640

71.7

4.55

33.1

S2.7

16.76

299.5

4.18

Simple

24 in.

32 in.

Tender.

Tank, style Water bottom

Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals 6 in. x 11 in.

Water capacity 9,500 gal.

Coal capacity 16 tons

Water bottom,

36 in.

6 in. X 11 in.

9,500 gal.

16 tons

In 1910 the gross earnings of the Shantung Railway were 9.4

per cent, greater and its working expenses 5.5 per cent, greater

than the year before, resulting in an increase of 10.9 per cent,

in net earnings, which permitted a dividend of 6J/2 per cent, on

the common stock. About 56 per cent, of the tonnage carried was

coal, which accounts for the whole increase in freight traffic.

There was a decrease in passenger traffic, which was affected by

the presence of the plague a little further north.

^:y';;^?

Mikado Locomotive; Baltimore & Ohio.
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FUEL ECONOMY ON THE CHICAGO & ALTON. BREAKINGIN-TWO OF FREIGHT TRAINS.

An interesting example of the economy of fuel gained by the

use of superheaters and the provision of ample healing surface

is shown by a comparison of the coal consumption of mikado

superheater locomotives and non-superheater consolidation loco-

motives on the Chicago & Alton. The mikado locomotives were

built by the American Locomotive Company to replace the con-

solidation locomotive on the Chicago division. The figures are

given for two sets of engines of each type, with slight differ-

ences in construction, which are indicated in the table giving the

principal dimensions. The tractive eflfort of the consolidation loco-

motives is 43,305 lbs. for 57-in. drivers and 39,800 lbs. for 62-in.

drivers. For the mikados it is 51,590 lbs. The cylinders of the

consolidation locomotives are 22 in. x 30 in. and the boiler

pressure is 200 lbs. On the mikados the cylinders are 28 in. x

30 in., an increase of nearly 62 per cent, in cylinder volume, but

the boiler pressure is reduced to 160 lbs. The grate area of the

mikados is also materially increased and is 50 per cent, larger

than that of the consolidations. The tubes in the mikados are

4 ft. longer than those in the consolidations, and 30 of these are

514 in. in diameter, to provide for the smoke tube superheaters

of the Cole side header type.

All of these locomotives have been running regularly in freight

service between Bloomington and Chicago, 121 miles. The only

important grade is .3 per cent, for 5 miles and the average speed

over the division is 12 miles per hour. The consolidation loco-

motives were used in this service in 1909 and until the mikados

were received in May, 1910, so that the comparison between the

two classes of engines is for similar service on the same division

and for very nearly the same months. The coal per 100 ton-miles

is taken from the monthly performance sheet and includes all

The discussion of the cause of breaking-in-two of freight

trains at the recent meeting of the Air Brake Association proved

to be the most important topic considered at the convention.

F. H. I'armer advocated the prompt inspection, reporting and

repair of draft rigging in the yards before the trains are

finally made up; the removal of porous hose; and such manipula-

tion of the brakes as will prevent undcsircd quick action. He
advocated making only one reduction in applying the brakes, so as

to avoid the rough handling due to several applications. Other

members favored a first reduction sufficient to reduce the speed

of the train down to about 8 miles an hour and then a further

reduction for the stop. The paper explained that trains break

in two on account of the shock caused by irregular brake power

throughout the train, and said that regardless of the condition

of brakes it was possible to make smooth stops by careful

manipulation in brake handling. It was also explained that

irregular brake power is produced by differences in piston travel

on different cars.

As a supplement to Mr. Farmer's paper, M. E. Hamilton gave

an interesting account of dynamometer experiments made on the

Santa Fe for the purpose of determining the best distribution

of empty and loaded cars in a train to prevent trains parting.

He found that good results could be obtained in the average

freight train by placing about 12 empty cars in front, then 10

loaded cars, and following them with 20 empty cars, the im-

portant thing being not to have loaded cars either at the front

or rear.

T. J. Langan, of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, has

been consistently working in this direction, but has made it a

rule that the number of empties next the engine should not ex-

Principal Dimensions and Fuel Consumption of Consolidation and Mikado Locomotives on the Chicago & Alton.

Consolidation Locomotives. Mikado Locomotives with Superheaters.

,
^

,
,

^
^

Nos 420 to 429. Nos. 430 to 439. Nos. 800 to 809. Nos. 810 to 829.

r.^,i:_,ipr<; 22 in. X 30 in. 22 in. x 30 in. 28 in. x 30 in. 28 in. x 30 in.
vynnuerb

57 in 62 in. 62 in. 62 in.

«P^ uf ""a- 184 860 lbs 203,500 lbs. 212,300 lbs. 215,200 lbs.
Weight on drivers .

1 84,860 bs.
273,700 lbs.

Engine m working older 207,360 bs
^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^

Tractive effort 4J,.5US ids. ,

.^^^ 2,493.7 sq. ft. 2-in., 2,493.7 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 3,036.7 sq. ft. 3,175 sq. ft. 1 S}4-m., 820 sq. ft. 23^-in., 840 sq.ft.

Heating surface total 3,251.5 sq. ft. 3,372 sq. ft. 3,525.7 sq. ft. 3,545.7 sq. ft.

Grate freaf??'. . ! . !
..:.;.!;:;""" 33.6 sq. ft. 33.6 sq. ft. 49.5 sq. ft. 49.5 sq. ft.

Average amount of coai consumed per 1909—23.13 lbs. Nov., 1909—22.35 lbs. Oct., 1910-16.94 lbs. 7 ^ .... ,„,,,.
100 ton-miles ^

^o^^-.
{^^^_3i;74 jbg. Dec, 1909-28.82 lbs. Dec, 1910-18.75 lbs./ »«-, 1910—20.16 lbs.

coal charged up against the engine—that used for hauling the

train, that used at the terminal for faring up and that used while

the engine was standing awaiting the train. All the engines

were on full tonnage rating from Bloomington to Chicago, but

on account of traffic conditions they never got a full tonnage

train from Chicago to Bloomington. For this reason, the coal

per 100 ton-miles may be regarded as high when compared with

engines working steadily with a full rating. The figures for coal

consumption are the average for the month for 20 mikado loco-

motives and for 10 each of the consolidations.

Comparing the coal consumption of the two types of engines

for this service, we find for the month of November, 1909, the

average for all consolidation locomotives was 22.74 lbs. per

100 ton-miles, while that of the mikados for October, 1910, was

only 16.94 lbs., a reduction of more than 25 per cent. For the

month of December, 1909, the consolidations averaged 30.28 lbs.,

while the mikados used an average of only 19.43 lbs., a reduction

of over 35 per cenL in fuel per 100 ton-miles. The figures would

indicate that the mikados with superheaters might be expected

to save 30 per cent of the fuel used in the winter months by the

large consolidations. Taking the actual number of pounds of

coal used by the 20 consolidations in December as 10,000 tons,

a saving of 30 per cent, of this by the mikados equals 3,000 tons

per month, which, at the low figure of $2 per ton, represents a

saving of $6,000 per month due to the use of the 20 mikado

engines with superheaters.

ceed ten. He stated that he thought the original cause of weak

draft gears was due to the damage in hump the yards, where

the cars are thrown together at speeds of from 3 to 8 miles an

hour with shocks amounting to from 300,000 to 600,000 lbs. In

order to prevent the excessive speeds in the operation of the

hump yard they had made it a rule to require the men who ride

the cars to stay on them until the couplings are made, and

that the speed at the time of the automatic coupling should not

exceed 2 miles per hour. In consultation with the transportation

officers, it was found that it was impossible to entirely stop the

abuse of the cars at humps, and Mr. Langan, therefore, con-

cluded that the only remedy for damaged couplers and draft

gear thus produced was the use of friction draft gear which

would absorb a large percentage of the shock.

The president of Brazil issued a decree on March 29, 1911,

authorizing the finance minister of Brazil to issue bonds to

the amount of $15,000,000. The proceeds of this issue will pro-

vide funds for the payments due to the contractors of the

Madeira-Mamore Railway, the Sao Luiz-Caxias Railway, the

extensions of the Sobral and Rio Grande do Norte Central lines,

and various other connecting lines under construction in the

states. The bonds will be of the par value of $500, and will bear

5 per cent interest, payable semi-annually. Amortization wdl be

at the rate of ^ per cent per annum.



MmnUnantB ai Hlag #^rtton.
/CONTRIBUTIONS should be sent in promptly for the con-
^^ test on how the roadmaster can promote efficiency. Sev-
eral good papers have been received already. This subject is of

such general interest to all men engaged in maintenance of way
work—roadmaster, engineer and superintendent—and has re-

ceived so much attention, that the number of contributions should
be large and a variety of ideas should be brought out. Nearly
every progressive maintenance officer has worked out some plan

which has bettered conditions in his department. A free exchange
of ideas on this live topic will be of much value to every one
engaged in this class of work. A first prize of $35 will be given

for the best article received on this subject, and the second prize

will be $20. We will pay our regular space rates for all others

published. All contributions must be received by the civil

engineering editor of the Railway Age Gazette, 417 South Dear-
born street, Chicago, not later than July 1.

CEVERAL good kinks were submitted in the general competi-
*^ tion just closed, describing methods of handling bridge

maintenance. To draw out more in this line we announce a

contest on bridge kinks, to close August 1 ; it will include

methods of handling problems, either of repairs or renewals,

commonly met with in the maintenance of timber or permanent

bridge structures. In this class of work the methods of opera-

tion have to be carefully worked out in advance, and the plan

of procedure adopted carefully followed during the work. Much
greater preparation and precision are required than in ordinary

track work, for when the track is once disturbed by a bridge

renewal the definite amount of work outlined must be done

before the track can again be put in service; and any hitch in

the program will tie up traffic. The ways of handling this sort

of work vary greatly and afford much opportunity for originality

and ingenuity. A first prize of $25 and a second prize of $15

will be awarded for the best two contributions, while all others

published will be paid for at our regular space rates. All con-

tributions must be in the hands of the civil engineering editor

of the Railway Age Gazette, 417 South Dearborn street, Chicago,

by August 1.

'T'HE judges of the track kink competition which closed June
''

1, were H. J. Slifer, general manager of the Chicago

Great Western; E. P. Bracken, assistant general manager of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and W. H. Finley, as-

sistant chief engineer of the Chicago & North Western, who
have carefully gone through the twenty-four contributions

received, of which thirteen are given elsewhere. The con-

tribution on Picking Up an Unloading Plow, by A. M. Clough,

supervisor of track of the New York Central & Hudson
River at Batavia, N. Y., was awarded the first prize of $25,

and the second prize of $15 was awarded to G. Le Boutillier,

division engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Cincinnati,

Ohio, for his contribution on the Monkey Bar. Other kinks

which were accepted for publication were submitted by C.

F. Green, supervisor of bridges and buildings, Southern Pa-

cific, Sacramento, Cal. ; M. Ganley, roadmaster, Santa Fe,

Argentine, Kan.; E. Keough, roadmaster, Burlington, Aurora,

111.
; J. M. Sills, district engineer, St. L. & S. F., Springfield,

Mo. ; R. Huber, roadmaster, Burlington, Brookfield, Mo. ; H. H.

Cleveland, roadmaster, Santa Fe, Wellington, Kan. ; Robert

H. Orwig, supervisor, Cumberland Valley Railway, Cham-
bersburg, Pa.; B. P. Kyle, El Paso & Southwestern, Douglas,

Ariz.; M. Joyce, roadmaster, Chicago & North Western, West
Chicago, 111., and A. M. Clough, supervisor of track. New
York Central, Batavia, N. Y. While no doubt some of these

kinks may not be new to part of our readers, we believe they

are worth publishing if they are new to a large number. It
probably would be possible to get descriptions of very few
good new track devices or methods which are new to all, but
if economies can be gained by a more general use of any
device not now known to a large number it is deemed worth
describing. The matter submitted was, as a whole, very
good and the contest highly successful.

"T'HE work being done by the Educational Bureau of the Union
Pacific for the education of the maintenance of way em-

ployees of that road deserves general attention. While the results
of it may not appear as quickly as those of a prize or a bonus
system, they are apt to be more permanent; and experience has
been that the work of a student in one of the courses shows a
marked improvement within a short time. The taking of a
course is optional with the employee, and the benefits secured
by him are proportionate to the labor that he expends on it. Most
track men have but an elementary education and usually have no
chance to study further if they desire. It very frequently hap-
pens that the best track m.an in a gang cannot be promoted to
a foreman because he is unable to make out the necessary re-
ports; while many foremen who can handle all sorts of difficult

track work dread the clerical work. While the educational
work benefits the company by helping to develop a class of men
eligible for promotion, the men are benefited to a greater de-
gree by being made eligible for promotions which otherwise they
could never get. It is encouraging in these days of pessimistic
ideas concerning track work to note the enthusiasm with which
track men on the Union Pacific are studying, and hear them
say that by it they are learning many new things about track
work which are helping them in their everyday labor. The
fact that the railway company gives these courses free of charge
ougth to develop a bond of common interest and tend to revive
the old spirit of loyalty which was formerly common among
track men, but which is seen but occasionally now, and then
only among men of the "old school."

IN this day of specialization we are too apt to confine our-
selves entirely to our own narrow field. This point is em-

phasized by a division engineer in his talk to maintenance em-
ployees, which is given in another column. Intelligent and
trained men are necessary in charge of signal systems, of bridge
structures, of elaborate stations and other buildings, and of
electric transmission systems; and there is danger that in the
training of these men they will be developed into mere signal

or bridge maintainers instead of broad railway employees main-
taining signals or bridges. Will such employees notice a
signal at "proceed" at the entrance to a block in which a
train is standing, or will they notice a cut beginning to slide

toward the track? Do they know what clearance is required
to insure that a train can pass under some nearby part of
a structure? If they do know these things, do they know
what measures to take to remedy bad situations and how
to report them? Many railway officers are working individu-

ally to meet the tendency towards excessive specialization,

but, generally speaking, the railways are not doing enough to

broaden their men. It is not essential that a bridge carpenter

be able to put in a frog, or that a section man be able to test

for wire failure, but the bridge man should recognize defective

or unsafe track when he sees it, and the section man should

notice and remove a fallen limb from a telegraph wire. Any
employee in the maintenance of way department, whether he be

a carpenter, lineman or tinsmith, should recognize and be able

temporarily to repair, or at least protect, any dangerous condi-

tion he may find, until a skilled workman is able to reach it. To
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make sure that employees have this general knowledge it is

the practice on one road to require all men in the maintenance

of way force who are employed in independent work near

the track, such as carpenters or linemen, to pass an examination

on such operating rules as alTcct safety. In addition to this,

meetings are held at intervals at which the diiTcrent rules arc

discussed and their necessity explained, in this way securing

greater co-operation hetween the employees of different depart-

ments. To encourage the men to look beyond their own work a

number of roads are making special mention or giving merit

marks to those who do something out of their regular prescribed

duties. For example, on the Rock Island a section foreman

was recently credited with 10 merit marks for detecting a

broken arch bar on a passing train, and on the Canadian Pacific

a section foreman was given three marks for making temporary

repairs to a copper telegraph wire.

COST DATA.

|V4ANY engineers or roadmasters have no definite idea of

^'^ what the piece of work they may be doing is costing

them. They know they are expected to handle it as it has

been handled before, and they may perhaps make some changes

where the possibility of improvement is evident, but they do not

know how much of a saving may have resulted. On most rail-

ways few, if any, of the men actually in charge of work see

any figures regarding its cost. The time roils and charges for

material are sent to the general auditor's office, where the

charges are entered under the headings prescribed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and no definite detailed cost data

is secured even here With this state of affairs there is not a

great deal of incentive for a man to try to lower the cost of

any work below the general average, for neither he nor any

one else will know the resulting saving. If, on the other hand,

foremen were advised each week or month just what their work

during the preceding period had cost, they would have these

figures continually in mind and would try to lower them by a

better arrangement of forces or the adoption of methods. They

would know that both good and poor management would show

at once in their records and that their work would be judged

accordingly by their superiors.

The unit costs of similar work done by dififerent men made

up on a small report and sent to all would tend to stimulate

each to keep his costs down. Such data would also uncover

many leaks that are now unnoticed, for attention would at once

be called to any figures that were unusually high and the causes

would no doubt be ascertained. The results obtained by any

two men's work side by side will vary widely, and the poorer

man can always be shown his weakness far more clearly and

forcibly by a definite comparison of figures than by any general

criticism.

Any work done without a knowledge of its cost is sure to be

expensive, for when the man in charge does not have the ex-

pense he is incurring constantly impressed on him, many un-

necessary items will escape his attention.

It sometimes happens that a supervising officer will require a

certain piece of work to be done a certain way simply because

it is his way, although there may be other methods equally

good. Such unreasonable restrictions are an indication of nar-

rowness, and have a bad effect upon subordinates. It is difficult

enough to get men to think without unnecessarily discouraging

such action. If a subordinate gets the same results by a method

different from that to which his superior is accustomed, he

should be encouraged to continue to use it; for when he relies

on his own initiative he may discover methods better than any

previously tried. He who studies his work carefully is also

thereby better equipped to handle other work. The increased

clerical labor involved in an adequate tabulation of cost data is

small and will be repaid many times over by the stopping of

leaks and the better results secured.

AVAILABLE SUPPLY OF SECTION FOREMEN.
A K().\l)i\l A.S'I'MR on a main line division of a road that

•**• has a reputation for maintaining its track at a very high

standard says that on his territory there are just four men who
are not now section foremen who would be available for pro-

motion to that position in case of necessity, and that none of

them has shown a capability for the work. This roadmaster

frankly says that he sees no way to supply the demand for sec-

tion foremen that must arise as his present foremen leave the

service. His only hope is that in some way he may be able to

keep these men on their sections as long as he is responsible

for the division, and beyond that he does not concern himself.

This condition is by no means peculiar to the road referred to.

It is safe to say that a majority of the roads of the country

have no available supply from which to draw competent fore-

men, and are now facing a serious problem on this account.

While the roadmaster is directly responsible for the appointment

of section foremen and should keep in mind the necessity for

training men for that position, the present situation is one that

should also have the consideration of operating and maintenance

of way officers in general.

The reasons for the lack of available men for foremen's posi-

tions are so well known to maintenance men that they require

little comment. Briefly, the situation is about this : A section

foreman capable of efficiently maintaining high grade track must

be intelligent and experienced, industrious and reliable, and have

the ability to handle men. The natural qualifications required

were found in a high degree in the Irish and German track men
who a few years ago were found on American railways in large

numbers. Men of this class, however, have been drawn into

other lines of work because the rate of pay of track men has

not increased as rapidly as that of laborers in other lines.

Native Americans, or the descendants of these old track men,

make good foremen as a rule, but the necessity for spending

several years as laborers before they can become foremen pre-

vents the most desirable men of this class from going into track

work. The men who can do section work at prevailing rates

of pay are, for the most part, immigrants from southern Europe

and Mexico. These people come in groups, live in poor quarters,

and either return to their homes after collecting a small amount

of money or drift into some commercial line as they become ac-

quainted with American customs. The number of immigrants

that can be made into good section foremen by the usual meth-

ods is very small. In some cases, however, where special efforts

are made to interest the men in track work and to teach them

the details of proper maintenance, good foremen are secured.

The natural result of the difficulty of obtaining competent fore-

men is that incompetent men are filling these positions in many

cases. One roadmaster can no longer rely on any one foreman

on his division to cut the rail and install a switch ; when such

work must be done he sends two foremen to work together.

Within the past month a serious wreck on a western road was

caused by the neglect of a section foreman to send out a flag-

man a sufficient distance from the point where jail was being

relaid. Similar instances of inefficiency on the part of foremen

have led some roads to experiment with systems of training

section foremen. The Union Pacific has tried a "school gang,"

in which prospective foremen are placed and instructed by com-

petent men in all branches of maintenance. By this system the

men are fitted for foremen's duties in a much shorter time than

is common, and on that account a better class of men is secured.

All consideration of this problem, however, must lead to the

conclusion that the real cause of the scarcity of good section

foremen is the low rate of pay which is offered on American

roads for this work. There does not seem to be the necessity

for increasing the pay of section men as long as they are im-

migrants who are willing to work for present wages, but until

the pay offered section foremen is made materially greater and

more consistent efforts are made to train them, the problem of

securing efficient foremen will continue to be serious.

I
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ENGINEERING ARTICLES SINCE MAY 19.

•"pHE following articles of special interest to engineers and
* maintenance of way men, and to which readers of the engi-

neering and maintenance of way number may wish to refer,

have appeared in the weekly issues of the Railway Age Gazette

since May 19

:

Enginering Law.—Review of a book on the law of contracts

as applied to engineering practice. May 26, page 1193.

Recent Immigrant in Railway Construction and Maintenance

of Way Work.—W. J. Lauck, who made the industrial investi-

gations for the Immigration Commission, gives the results of

his investigation as applied to railway labor. May 26, page 1201.

China's Most Modern Railway.—The Shanghai-Nanking Rail-

way is the best example of modern railway building in China,

on which permanent construction has been made. The article

on page 1241 of the issue of June 2 gives the interesting features

of the construction work and the conditions surrounding the

building of this road.

Notes on Plate Girder Design.—Review of a text book on the

design of plate girder structures. June 9, page 1301.

The architectural features of the new passenger station of

the Chicago & North Western in Chicago were described and il-

lustrated in the issue of June 9, page 1311.

EFFICIENCY IN TRACK WORK.

BY AN EX-TRACK INSPECTOR.

The recent editorial remark in the Railway Age Gazette, that

the maintenance of way methods of twenty years ago must be

cast aside, compels anyone interested in this important depart-

ment of railway work, to pause and consider if track supervision

has not deteriorated to almost the same extent as track labor,

and if it would not be well to return to the methods of twenty

years ago.

That track labor has deteriorated, both in efficiency and in-

telligence, is a grim fact, and the railways have themselves to

blame for the fact that while cost has gone up, efficiency has

gone down. It was not in their power entirely to keep down the

cost any more than it is in our power to keep down the cost of

living, but it was in their power to maintain efficiency and by

maintaining efficiency, they would at least have obtained better

results for their outlay. It is a question if they would not have

secured better results with a smaller increase of expenditure than

they are forced to make today if they had adopted a more liberal

policy when the signs of the times pointed to the fact that such

a policy was due. However, they did not do this, and they have,

and must continue to pay for their mistake. They have lost

men by a mistake in policy, and it was inevitable that in losing

them they should lose some of their better methods.

To illustrate, twenty-six years ago a Canadian railway was
running what was then claimed to be the second fastest train in

the world, a train running north out of London, England, hold-

ing first place. The road this train ran on was new, was cheaply

built, had little ballast, was only three-quarters tied, and was
laid with 56-lb. rail, with stub switches. It was made up of four

cars, baggage, second class, first class and Pullman, and the en-

gine was the same class as is used today on many four-car trains.

There was also the usual number of local passenger and freight

trains. To maintain such a track under such traffic required

better men and more scientific methods than are in vogue today

on 99 per cent, of our most up-to-date railways. I doubt whether,

with the men of today and under our present methods, any of us

would dare to run such a train over such a road for one trip

;

yet the train I have reference to ran for two years, and never

once met with an accident.

The men who made this possible were sons of Canadian
farmers, and they were paid $1.00 per day, the foreman getting

$1.25. There were three men and a foreman to each section of

seven miles. The method used was as follows : In the first place,

the track was put in almost perfect line, surface and gauge by a

small extra gang under an engineer and foreman, the former

giving line and surface with his instrument. Then it was left

to the roadmaster and section crews. Independent of the road-

master, there was a track inspector, who rode over the line each

day on the fast train, and it was his business to pick out and note

all spots not riding smoothly. The two worst spots on each

section he reported to the foreman, either by throwing a note

from the end of the train, or by wire, and it was the foreman's

business to attend to these at once. At the end of the trip the

inspector compiled his report, sending one copy to the road-

master and one to the general manager. It was the roadmaster's

duty to see that the spots were attended to promptly, and the

manager's office could check him each day, and see that he did

it. A spot reported two days in succession called for an ex-

planation. The roadmaster laid out his season's work and pro-

ceeded with it, but the daily inspection of section and attention

to the spots reported by the inspector had precedence over regu-

lar work. This took up from two to four hours of the section

crews' time each day, the remainder being put on the regular

work of putting in ties, surfacing, lining, etc.

This may not appeal to some people as being unusual, or likely

to give extraordinary results, but it did give such results. Ride
over one hundred miles of ordinary railway, on the rear end of

a fast train, and count the number of "rough" spots. Then sub-

tract twenty-eight of the worst of these from your total, and
think what a vast improvement this would make in the riding

of that one hundred miles of road. Two rough spots taken out

each day means twelve taken out of each section each week, and
it does not need a diagram to show that the day will soon come
when a rough spot will be hard to find. As a matter of fact

spots worth reporting will soon be hard to locate from the end •

of a smooth-riding Pullman car and then the inspector should

go up on the engine and begin all over again, for the engine

will indicate many when the car will not show one.

If such methods, with the men we had in those days, could do
so much with such a road, what could they do with our roads

as they are today? But the men are gone, and so very largely

are the methods, and there is every indication that we must go
back to the methods and train the men up to them. It will

cost money, but that is the price we must pay for following a

short-sighted policy, by which we first killed the enthusiasm of

our competent men, and then lost the men. At one time it was a

question of money only, and not very much money. Now it is

a question of both time and money, and much money.

As to the idea of offering premiums, or cash prizes, it is not

new, and at best can only be of temporary benefit. I have had
experience with it, and I think I know that men generally re-

gard it as an attempt to get several hundred dollars' worth of

work done for $50. Even so, it may speed things up for a time,

but the final result is sure to be dissatisfaction, leading to a

distrust of the company's sense of fair dealing and leaving a poor
foundation on which to build for the future. Educational courses

are a step in the right direction. They are necessary, and will

do more than instruct the men. They will restore the enthusiasm
that has been lost and that we miss so much. Then, with a more
liberal policy in operation and closer and more efifective super-

vision, we may soon more than make up what we have lost.

In using the term "liberal policy" I do not mean increase of

pay for men, but much more than that, for there are things that

count more than a small increase. When we have roadmasters
and section crews interested in this work, they will lay out their

season's operations with a liberal hand and do all possible to

reach the point aimed at, which is, to get their track in the best

possible shape against the time when winter closes down on
them. For years it has been the policy to reduce the working
force in the fall, just about the time the roadmaster and fore-

man are making their best eiTorts to reach their goal, and they

are balked in their laudable desire to give their company the best
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possible results for the money paid out. It is this kind of thing

coupled with failure to receive material when it could be best

used and the too- frequent removal of crews from their sections

to lay new sidings, or do other e.xtra work that cools enthusiasm

and lowers etliciency.

There is a great lesson in the old story of the foreman who,

when told that the pay car would be along tomorrow, replied,

"To h with the pay car; did you see anything of that car of

joint ties I am looking for?" We don't have to make an eflFort

to keep up interest in the pay car, but let us do all we can to keep

up an interest in "joint tics."

A TALK TO MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEES.*

BY A DIVISION ENGINEER.

You have been asked to come here where you can sit com-

fortably and quietly and think for an hour with me. One of

the dangers of our work is that we get so engrossed in doing the

specific thing that has been assigned us, carrying out instructions

and getting our eight or ten hours of work completed, that we

become machines and have a limited point of view. I think that

if we make appointments with ourselves at intervals of six

months or a year and try to consider where we are drifting

and what we are trying to do, and spend the rest of the time

getting things done, we have the greatest efficiency possible.

You have been instructed and are daily instructed in your duties.

I want now to tell you what they mean, how they count and the

relative importance of our different duties.

The most important duty and the first rule in the book is that

of safety. To promote safety every foreman on this division

has been examined physically to see whether there is any tend-

ency to heart disease, apoplexy or other bodily failure which

would be dangerous for him or the patrons of the road. You

have all been examined on color sense, eyes and hearing. You

have passed a written examination covering the rules of safety

and have had explained to you just what each one means. I

want to emphasize the importance of having a knowledge of

these rules so clear to you that action is automatic. If you will

occasionally devote an evening or a Sunday to reading over the

rules and refreshing your memory, you will be a more valuable

man to the company and may save loss of life or damage to

property.

These rules are useless unless they are enforced with common
sense. For instance, a short time ago one of our bridge in-

spectors was sent to examine the construction of a bridge and

see if some signal attachment could properly be made. At a

point 2 ft. from that which he examined, the lower chord of the

bridge was so corroded that it was in a dangerous condition and

might have fallen on the track. The bridge inspector never

noticed this. He did what he was told to do and did it cor-

rectly and then went to the station and waited 10 or 15 minutes

for a train, instead of spending that 10 or 15 minutes thinking

about what he was really sent out for and seeing whether there

was any reason, other than the form of construction, which

would prevent the attachment. That man knew enough to know
that the bridge was dangerous, if he had been alert and noticed

it, and the fact that he did not notice it indicates that he was

not alert. This affects his chances not only of promotion, but

also of staying on the road in any responsible capacity. That is,

the rules represent the minimum action that is necessary; in

additon to this you are asked to use judgment and common
sense and to be alert ; and you are asked to think.

Whenever we have reduced force, owing to a less amount of

work being authorized, I have had a complaint from some fore-

man who did not believe that he, who had been in the service

twenty years satisfactorily doing the work assigned to him,

should be allowed to go while another man with less experience,

*Last winter this engineer gathered together, several times a week, as
many men as he could comfortably take care of in his office and made
them this talk, after which they asked him questions.

who had only l)cen on the road three or four years, was kept on

the pay-roll. I have tried to explain to such a man (and I con-

fess without much success) that the reason that they were al-

lowed to go and men of less experience kept was that we be-

lieved that the latter men were thinking; that they were more

liable to qualify for further responsibilities and promotion and

that it was easier for us to teach them their duties than it was

for us to teach the older employees to do more than their duty.

This same principle applies when we increase force, owing to

more work being authorized. In such cases we feel it is a per-

sonal criticism of ourselves if we have to employ additional fore-

men or inspectors to do such work instead of promoting men
who have had a chance to earn the right to such promotion.

Prompt reports are necessary for modern railway operation.

Men who decide what trains should run and, in the event of

trouble, what help is necessary, arc in a small room next to

us and cannot see farther than across the street. Unless they

know what is going on they are helpless, and while conditions

seem obvious to those of us who are on the ground in any wreck

or break-down they are not obvious to the man in the despatcher's

office, unless he is told clearly and concisely, without prejudice,

what the conditions are, what help should be given and when
the tracks should be clear or the engine be in condition to run.

You should remember that you are representatives of the railway

while on the right-of-way. You will not be criticized for report-

ing a condition that has already been reported. Your way of

stating it may add something to the knowledge of the despatcher,

or it may be that he would appreciate the opinion of another man
to strengthen his reasons for action.

Everything that affects operation should be reported to the

train despatcher. After that, tell your immediate superior what

you have done. If you get the use of the track and then protect

it by the proper flags and torpedoes it is your business to yourself

to report when you have completed your work on the track and it

is again ready for the usual service. You are in a better po-

sition than any one else to tell when that work was completed

if you did it. A few years ago a foreman got the use of a track

for three-quarters of an hour and told the despatcher that the

track would be all right after that. Then he finished his work
and went home. The despatcher did not dare to put the track in

service until he got a report of the actual completion of the

work. He could not find the foreman. It was at night and he

had to get hold of a roadmaster and wait until he had got there

and walked all the tracks that had been put out of service and

pronounced .them in good condition before he could let trains

operate over them. That foreman held up traffic on that track for

two hours because he just did his own work and did not think

what it meant, or stop to recall the rules.

If these generalities and incidents are suggestive enough to

make one out of fifty of you try to think and develop yourself,

our hour has not been wasted. If all of us in passing over the

right-of-way feel responsible not only for the work assigned, but

also for the safe conduct of transportation and the protection of

company property, we shall give the patrons of this road a pro-

tection and a seucurity that will increase travel, reduce cost and

make the work safer for ourselves, who are on the trains a large

portion of the lime, and for our families and friends who may be

traveling. We shall increase our own usefulness and I believe in

time get not only the pleasure of doing good work, but also a

chance for more responsibilities and a happier life.

DEVELOPMENT OF PORTLAND CEMENT INDUSTRY.

The development of the Portland cement industry in this coun-

try is shown by the following figures of production for the past

ten years

:

1901 10,711,225
1902 17,230,644
1903 22,342,973
1904 26,505,881
1905 35,264,812

1906 46,463,424
1907 48,785,390
1908 51,072,612
1909 62,508,461
1910 73,500,000



TRACK KINK COMPETITION

FIRST PRIZE—HANDLING AN UNLOADING PLOW. SECOND PRIZE—RAIL MONKEY BAR,

BY A. M. CLOUGH,

Supervisor of Track, New York Central, Batavia, N. Y.

In double tracking operations on the New York Central &
Hudson River the following method of handling the unloading

plow was used where a steam shovel was widening a cut, the

material being unloaded a short distance from the shovel.

Lowering Plow.

The nearest siding was about three miles away. Instead of

running to this switch, each time a train was unloaded, to shift

the plow to the rear of the train, hooks and chains were ar-

ranged on the plow so as to balance it, and it was picked up by

the steam shovel, a 70-ton Atlantic type, and held while the train

pulled along underneath it, being placed on the last car ready

to plow off another train. It required 30 minutes to run to the

switch after unloading a train and switch the cars, including the

Unloading Plow.

turning back of two heavy aprons. Six trains were loaded and

unloaded each day and the elimination of this switching resulted

in a total saving of three hours for the train equipment and steam

shovel. Practically no time was required to change the plow in

this way, as the train stopped at the shovel just a few seconds to

allow it to pick up the plow and then moved slowly along and

stopped again while it dropped the plow down in the same inter-

val and started loading at the forward end of the train.

BY G. LE BOUTILLIER,

Division Engineer, Pennsylvania Lines West, Cincinnati, Ohio.

This monkey bar is used when relaying rail to hold the new
rail against the line of spikes which has not been drawn, as

shown in the sketch. Ordinarily three men with lining bars are

required to hold this rail to place while it is being spiked, but

Fronf P/an
"^loo

No-he:
'X^^ Varies wiih difffr^ni'

we/qhf of rail.

5/c/e View

Fina/ Fosii/on

Monkey Bar.

by the use of this tool one man can do the work for the ordinary

number of spikers. It has been used locally on the Cincinnati

division and was made by the local blacksmith, the main bar be-

ing an old lining bar properly shaped. It has been found to

work satisfactorily and result in a saving of labor.

SPRINKLING STONE BALLAST.

BY A. M. CLOUGH,

Supervisor of Track, New York Central, Batavia, N. Y.

When stone ballast is being laid the dust fills the cars

to the discomfort and annoyance of passengers in coaches

and dining cars. To eliminate this trouble a Rodgers ballast

spreader has been equipped with two tanks of 8,000-gal.

capacity, which are filled with water from the water columns

near the work. They are provided with a sprinkling ar-

Sprinkler in Operation.
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rangcmcnt similar to an onliiiary street sprinkler, ami wliilc

the stone is being unloaded and plowed out, the spinkUr is

operated with excellent results. The white stone dnst is

(^s^r-^r^
Sprinkling Car.

washed down to the subgrade and the stone left clean and

blue and perfectly dustless.

RAISING A TRESTLE.

BY C. F. GREEN,

Supervisor Bridges & Buildings, Southern Pacific, Sacramento, Cal.

In the raising of 8,000 ft. of a six-stringer trestle approach to

a steel girder bridge over the Yuba river at Marysville, Cal.,

which has just been finished, a special derrick car was rigged up

and used successfully. The trestle had to be raised 7 ft. above

the old caps, and is 14 ft. above the water, which varies from

4 to 8 ft. in depth. The work had to be done under a traffic of

€X6 Cross Sroc^s

twelve regular and two extra trains during the day of 12 hours,

and was handled with a derrick built by bridge carpenters at a

cost of $215. A self-propelling pile driver was used as a work
engine, being protected by flags, and a gang of 16 men was re-

(|uired, tiie wages for a 10-hour day amounting to $40.

I he derrick was built on a steel flat car and a double drum
donkey engine was used. It was found that the weight to be

lifted was too great for the front trucks of the car, and it was

Derrick Car.

necessary to put two legs under the overhang of truss with large

hinges at the upper ends.

A single block was placed on the upper chord about 6 ft. back

of the hinged legs, and a line with timber hooks on one end was

run through the block to a gypsy on the donkey engine. This

line was used to hoist these legs up, while moving the derrick,

3
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Derrick Car for Raising Trestles.
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catching them with timber liooks. This hue was also used to

hoist the blocking in place.

To hoist the deck of the trestle there were used a double three

shive block with a J^-i"- wire cable attached to the head of the

truss at the end of the overhang, and a piece of 12 x 14 Oregon
pine, of a length sufficient to reach from outside stringer to out-

side stringer, and with a 2 in. eye bolt through its center long

enough to come up through the ties and between the rails. After

the piece of 12 x 14 timber was placed under the stringers a

shackle pin from the lower block shackle was passed through

the eye bolt, and the trestle was raised 18 or 20 in., off caps or

blocking, for two bents of 15-ft. centers. This tackle is shown

Derrick Car in Service.

herewith fast between the rails, and the side line is raising a piece

of timber with the timber hooks for blocking.

With this outfit two bents were raised and blocked every five

minutes and made ready to move ahead. They were also raised,

cribbed and shinned for a runofif to let trains pass in eight

minutes.

One day was spent in cutting, cribbing and placing the mate-

rial convenient to the work, and the next day in raising the

trestle. Working in this way 1,120 ft. of trestle was raised one

foot high at a cost of $80 for labor, or 7 1-7 cents per lineal

foot of trestle. This method has the advantage that when not

in use the donkey engine can be slid off the car and put to other

use, leaving no money tied up in dead tools.

DRAINING SUBGRADE.

BY R. HUBER,

Roadmaster, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Brookfield, Mo.

The following method has been used to drain wet cuts and

fills in northern Missouri: Test holes were first dug to find

the bottom of the ballast. Levels were then run over the track

by the engineer in order to provide for an ample fall and to

be sure that the drain tile was placed low enough to drain the

subgrade. Trenches were dug 18 in. below the ballast on each
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Method of Placing Tiles.

side of the track from 5 to 6 ft. from the ends of the tics and

6-in. tile laid. T-connections were placed every rail length on

each side, staggered, an/i drains laid to the center of the track.

This tile was first laid at the ends of the tie, but the soil was so

slippery that it was impossible to maintain the tile this way. Pre-

vious to the placing of this tile the track continually got out

of surface and alincment, and there were places where slow orders

were necessary three months out of the year. After the tile had

been in 60 days— it takes about that length of time for the track to

/yp / /vp a

-jy^j;igjiv^-/y-
' ^ ± I

settle after the tile has been placed—no slow order has been nec-

essary, because of defective track ; and some of the tile has been

in three years.

DERAILING GUARD RAIL.

BY R. r. KYLE,

El Paso & Southwestern.

At many points, such as ore loading chutes, empty cars are

shoved in on a spur and dropped down by hand as fast as they

are loaded. Very often in dropping these cars the laborer uses

poor judgment and they are derailed. Being very heavy, it is

Derailing Guard Rail.

necessary to unload them before they can be re-railed. This

guard rail opposite the derail keeps the truck up next to the

rail, and makes it very easy to place a frog and pull the car

back on the track.

METHOD OF BREAKING RAIL.

BY J. M. SILLS,

District Engineer, St. Louis & San Francisco, Springfield, Mo.

Cut Yi in. to Yd, in. into one edge of the base of the rail

with a chisel at the point where the rail is to be broken.

Then place the rail on two ties about 20 ft. apart with the

notched edge down, as shown in the figure. With four or
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five men bearing down lieavily on bars placed across the

rail, as indicated, place the chisel on the base exactly above

the place where it is cut and hit with the maul. Usually one

stroke is sufficient lo make a clean break. If it is necessary

to make the cut close to the end of the rail, fasten another

rail to the one which it is desired to cut by means of angle

bars, and proceed as before. The resulting break is even

more perfect than can be obtained by sawing.

SOD LINE TRIMMER AND ROLLER.

RATCHET WRENCH FOR TRACK WORK.

Tile Huiiingtnn is experimcnling with a ralclict wrench for

])uUing on and taking off nuts on track hnlts in connection

witli the relaying of rail. The wrench being used is a common
ratciiet wrench secured from the machine shops, and will re-

move the nuts in less tiian half the time required with the com-

mon stifY wrench. It is advisable, however, to start and tighten

tiie nuts with the common wrench because of the heavy pressure

necessary. This wrench is, of course, especially adapted to use

BY A. M. a.OUGH,

Supervisor of Track, Now York Central & Hudson River, Batavia, N. Y.

A sod lino trinmur and roller saves a lot of hard, tedious

labor where a sod line is maintained on tlie shoulder of first-

class track. It is made to attach to an ordinary hand car,

is adjustalile {n any gage, and can be unshipped in a few

seconds. It consists of a sharp cutting disc attached to a

Sod Liner, Trimmer and Roller.

roller and cuts the sod clean as it is pushed along. A small

plow inside the cutting disc plows in any sod trimmed of?

far enough so it can easily be removed with a shovel. A
section gang of six or eight men can do more of this work
with this tool in a day than fifty men with spades.

WING SPREADER FOR SHAPING BALLAST OF EMBANK-
MENT SHOULDER.

BY H. H. CLEVELAND,

Roadmaster, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Wellington, Kan.

This device is a wing to be used on a dirt spreader for shaping

a ballast shoulder of sand, gravel, cinders or other low material.

It can also be used for renewing the subgrade shoulder of the

embankment without disturbing the ballast shoulder. In renew-

ing the subgrade shoulder the dirt can be unloaded on to the

ballast shoulder in the ordinary way. If this wing is properly

adjusted at an angle of 50 or 60 degrees and run over the em-

bankment it will clean this dirt off the ballast shoulder and

place it on the subgrade, at the same time pushing the surplus
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Wing Spreader for Shaping Ballast Shoulder.

dirt over the embankment, without disturbing the ballast. In

dressing up the ballast shoulder, if the wing is placed at an angle

of 50 or 60 degrees and the machine backed up this wing will

gather the scattering ballast from the subgrade and place it on

the ballast shoulder without mixing it with the dirt, if the wing

is properly handled. With this device an amount of embank-

ment could be shaped up that would require a large number of

men. Also, it is not necessary to remove the ballast shoulder,

with the resulting expense and loss of ballast when widening an

embankment.

Ratchet Wrench for Track Work.

in connection with rail renewal or when putting on nut locks,

but it cannot be advantageously used by the section man in

tightening bolts. The wrench being used experimentally fits

only the hexagonal nuts, but any wrench can be adapted. It

can be made to fit square nuts on one end and hexagonal on the

other. The wrench is being used under the direction of Road-

master R. C. Violett, who finds the results so far very satis-

factory.

PLACING TIES.

BY ROBERT H. ORVVIG,

Supervisor, Cumberland Valley, Chambersburg, Pa.

The usual practice in placing crossties in the track is for

two or three (generally three) men to pull the ties under the

rails with picks or tongs. When the tie is approximately

in its proper position, one of the men measuring with a mark

previously made on his pick handle or with a rule, to see if

the end of the tie is the correct distance from the line rail.

It usually is not, and the other men are standing idle while

this measuring is being done, then move the tie to its proper

position.

When the spikers come to spike the rail to the new tie,

one of them will again measure the distance from rail to

edge of tie to be sure it is correct, as frequently the ties are

moved before they are spiked. Assuming that he finds the

distance correct, he and his two assistants have lost five

seconds each, or a total of fifteen seconds. Adding this to

the forty-five seconds lost by the tie men makes a total of

one minute lost for each tie, apparently an insignificant

amount of time; but when it is considered that at least 60,-

000,000 crossties are used by the railways of the United

States, the amount of time lost would be 1,000,000 hours,

which at 16 cents per hour makes $160,000.

To save this time, let the foreman make a chalk mark on

each tie the proper distance from the line and where the

outside bRse of the rail will come. This can be done with-
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out any loss of time by any of the men. When the tie men
pull the tie in the track, they stop when the base of the rail

is at the chalk mark. When the spikers see the chalk mark
they go ahead with their work and do no useless measuring;
if the tie has been shifted they can readily tell it and make
proper adjustment.

Another advantage gained by having the foreman mark
each tie with a piece of chalk is that he can then personally
see and mark his ties so that the heart of the tie will be down
and the good endo where they should be. This is a matter
of more importance than probably most foremen appreciate.

USING A MOTOR CAR FOR PUMPING.

In putting down a concrete cesspool into a formation of quick-

sand at Missouri Valley, Iowa, on the Chicago & North Western,
the small steam engine which was being used to run a 4-in.

centrifugal pump suddenly went to pieces. No other motive

power was available, and as there was a small motor car not in

use at the time, it was quickly arranged to put this in place

of the defunct steam engine.

The car had a 6 h. p. vertical engine connected to the front

wheel of the car by a chain drive. A piece of ^-in. steel 6 in.

Using a Motor Car for Pumping.

wide and % in. shorter than the circumference of the track

wheel at the base of the flange was obtained. This was put

through the rolls in the boiler shop and bent to form a cylin-

der, and joined by a lap joint with countersunk outside rivets.

This cylinder was forced on the driving wheel to form a belt

wheel. The car was run up to and lined with the pulley on the

4-in. centrifugal pump and shored from the pump foundation

and the engine started. The delay to the gang on the excavation

was not over five hours.

USING NATIONAL JEALOUSIES TO PROMOTE LABOR
EFFICIENCY.

The general foreman in charge of the track forces during the

construction of the Baltimore & Ohio yard at Chicago Junction,

Ohio, secured very good results by mixing nationalities of his

forces. Although a force of about 260 men was employed he

recruited his labor from as many different nationalities as pos-

sible and tried to have but one gang of any one nationality.

By working a gang of one nationality beside a gang of another

race he was able to maintain a spirit of rivalry and increase

the output of work. If he told a gang of Italians that if they

did not do better work he would bring in some Austrians, he

made it a sort of national issue with these men, and each gang

worked harder than usual to outdo the others, because of their

national hatred of each other. Probably the greatest benefit

was in the elimination of serious labor difficulty and securing a
closer control over the man. There was no danger of a serious

walkout, as might occur if all or a large proportion of the men
were of one nationality, for if one gang struck or was discharged,

no men of any other race would go out in sympathy with them.

In this way the general foreman was able to enforce better dis-

cipline than if he had had continually to fear that his men might
go out at any time.

MIRROR FOR RAIL INSPECTION.

On one of the large railway systems which is making a care-

ful study of its rail failures, instructions were issued to division

engineers to have all rail then in track inspected to determine

its condition. Since many rail failures occur at the junction of

the head and web, to make a thorough inspection it is necessary

Cover — 5heef
Metal 'hz' Thick

f^eflec\iing Mffror

Mirror for Rail Inspection.

for the inspectors to get down low enough to enable them to

look up at the under side of the head. To avoid this very slow

and laborious work, some of the men employed in this inspec-

tion devised a method for making this inspection while standing

erect. A mirror 4 in. x 8 in. protected around the edges by a

1/32-in. sheet metal cover was attached to a wooden handle 3 ft.

long. By holding this mirror along the rail the inspector can

see in it the reflection of the under side of the rail head and

note its condition.

METHOD OF APPLYING STONE BALLAST.

BY M. JOYCE,

Roadmaster, Chicago & North Western, West Chicago, 111.

All the old ballast should be removed as far as to the bottom

of the ties, between the tracks and to the outside edge of the

track shoulder. This old ballast should go towards widening

narrow embankments and raising side tracks. All band ties

should be removed. Great care should be taken that all ties

be properly spaced and straightened so as to have an equal

bearing under the rails. All track dug out should be filled in

with the new ballast every day to prevent the possibility of it

getting out of line in its skeleton state.

The amount of ballast dumped should be regulated to suit the
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raise, and both grade and center stakes should be furnished in

every case, and no less tlian eiglit incites of stone l)e i)Iaccd

under the ties at any place; except at approaches to permanent
structures, such as bridges, whicli cannot be raised. Track
should be lined to center in every instance after the first raise.

The proper dumping and distribution of the ballast is a very
important factor in the saving of labor in carrying out the work
in general. It should not be necessary to borrow or handle any
surplus stone by reason of improper distribution.

.•\ gang of men composed of a foreman, a track raiser and 32
laborers on the first raise should be able to put up 4,000 ft. of

track daily with a raise of from eight to ten inches. This work
is carried out in the following manner

:

Using two track jacks to get the track to grade on the first

raise, the stone is shoved equally under that part of the tie

under the rail and outside, doing little or no tamping whatever.
The track is filled in between the rails from the dump cars the

same day the track is raised to prevent it from settling too much.
The traffic passing over the tracks will pack the ballast much
better than tamping picks on the first raise and by so doing a

large amount of labor will be saved. There is no possibility of

the rails getting bent; in fact it has been found that track put
up on the first raise in this way settled more evenly than track

of the same character tamped with tamping picks.

After a period of ten days it will be found that this track has
settled about two and one half inches under heavy traffic and is

ready for the second raise. In this raise the surface and level

should be made as perfect as possible and that portion of the

tie under the rail, all that outside and about one foot inside

should be tamped solid with the tamping picks. It is not ad-
visable to tamp the tie through, except that portion mentioned
above, because the track will get center bound and out of line

in the course of three or four months. The ballast will settle

enough at this point to answer the requirements. A foreman,
a track raiser and about 32 laborers should comprise the gang
on the second raise. The amount of track this gang should
raise each day should average about two thousand feet with
proper distribution of the stone. The dressing gang should be

composed of a foreman and about twenty men; if possible these

men should be left permanently at this work as the longer a man
is at this class of work the more he can accomplish. This gang
should be able to dress about 1,500 ft. under fair conditions if

the stone is properly unloaded.

DEVICE FOR UNLOADING RAIL.

BY M. GANLEY,

Roadmaster, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Argentine, Kan.

The following device has been used with good success to

prevent damage to rail in unloading. Cut 12 or 15 in. out of

the base in the middle of an 18-ft. piece of rail. Bend the rail

where this piece has been cut out so as to form the letter A,
then bend 12 in. at each end of the rail so as to form a sort of

runner. Two heavy plates 12 in. long and 8 in. wide should be

riveted on the base of this rail at such points that when this A
is hung on a pin in the drawbar of the car, the knuckle having
been removed from the drawbar and a round pin with a high

head on it inserted, and the two ends of the rail are resting out-

side of the track rails, these riveted pieces form slides on top of

the track rails. Two pieces of rope 18 to 20 ft. are required,

each with a hook in one end to place in the bolt hole of the rail

being unloaded and with a loop on the other end for a man to put

a bar through and hold against the tie. As the train moves
forward a rail length the rail is pulled out of the car and drops

on to the A rail, sliding down it clear of the main track. The
train then stops until a new hold is secured on another rail,

when the operation is repeated. It is possible to unload from
7 to 16 cars of rail per day by this method, according to the

amount of traffic that is being moved. Two men are required

at each end of each rope with six men in the car and two men
following up with lining bars adjusting rail.

EDUCATIONAL WORK IN THE TRACK DEPARTMENT;
UNION PACIFIC.

The educational work being done by the Educational Bureau of

Information of the Union I'acific is of special interest to main-

tenance of way men, for an important part of tiic work of the

bureau is devoted to the employees of the track and signal de-

partment. In no other department has labor deteriorated so

much, and nowhere else does the need for improvement exist to

such an extent as in the track department.

The Educational Bureau was organized in September, 1909, and

its purposes and methods were fully described in the Railway

Age Gazette on September 3 and November 26, 19G9, and June

10, 1910. Up to the present time 30 courses of instruction have

been prepared and over 3,000 students have been enrolled, al-

though up to December 15 of last year no attempt was made to

increase the enrollment, except by issuing formal announcement

at the time the bureau was organized. Students who are too

busy with their regular work to prepare their lessons promptly

are given all the time they desire to enable them to qualify on

advising the bureau to this effect. This is frequently necessary

with track foremen who find it difficult to make much progress

during the summer months, when their gangs are large and the

night labor they have to do on time rolls and reports is heavy.

Opportunities are offered those employees already having a good

education, such as technical graduates in the engineering or

motive power departments, to take courses in the operating or

other departments, or courses in advanced reading are arranged.

The different lessons are prepared under the supervision and

with the aid of the department for which they are intended, in

this way embodying the standard practice of the Union Pacific.

The student knows that the methods outlined in these courses are

the approved ones on his road and show him the way he should

do his work. For this reason these courses have an added value

to the employee over any course or books written for general

use. The track papers were first v/ritten by the division engineers

and assistant division engineers (general roadmasters), and after

being very thoroughly discussed by them, were submitted to other

track men and engineers for criticism. As they finally appear

they represent the result of a number of men's work. They are

written in simple language that any one with an elementary

education can read and understand, special attention being given

to the adopted viewpoint of the student in the preparation of the

lessons.

The lessons are printed in large, clear type on a heavy white

paper, and are bound with a brown paper cover. Each consists

of from 20 to 40 pages, 8 ins. by lOj^ ins. in size. The text

is fully illustrated with views showing the work being done ac-

cording to the approved practice so that the student can see

for himself as well as study from the text.

The track course is divided into nine lessons, eight of which

are already prepared, and the copy for the last is now practically

ready for the printer. These lessons are decidedly practical and

give the student directions as to how to do the common track

work. The first lesson is on track tools and describes the various

tools and their uses and abuses. This is followed by a lesson on

the book of rules for the maintenance of way and structures.

The third lesson is on ballast, and gives a description of the

various kinds of ballast used on the Union Pacific with the quali-

ties of each, and the proper handling of it on the track. In-

struction is given regarding unloading it, raising and dressing

the track, and the size of gangs necessary.

Following this is a paper on ties, giving the kinds of ties used

and general instructions for handling and renewing them. Rails

and fittings are discussed in the fifth paper, in which the proper

methods of loading and unloading rail and relaying it in the

track are discussed, and instructions are given on methods of

figuring the amount of material needed for any piece of work.

The next lesson is on the maintenance of roadway and track,

and covers the common duties of the track laborer in seasonal
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sequence as far as it is possible to do so, starting with the re-

pairing of all tools and the opening of ditches in the spring and

touching on the other duties as they develop through the season.

The more special problems, such as the maintenance of tunnels

and station grounds and the handling of snow, are covered in

the next lesson, while the eighth paper gives instructions on the

laying of new main or second track, from the unloading of the

materia] to the ballasting.

The last paper in the course, now nearly ready, will be on

crossings, frogs and switches.

In addition to these nine lessons, the track course includes

one lesson from the accounting course on the section foreman's

accounting for labor and material, one on the use of the em-

ployee's time card, and one on signals. Another paper will soon

be prepared for students in both the track and signal courses on

gas engines, for the benefit of the men using motor cars. A
course is also being prepared on reinforced concrete construction

for the instruction of the bridge men both in the office and

held. In addition to the track men those desiring the civil engi-

neering course are required to take the track course as pre-

liminary preparation.

Upon completion of the track course most of the men will

take up the block signal course, which consists of about 33 les-

sons. The first three lessons describe the types of signals in use

on the Union Pacific and explain their operation. The next 12

papers are on electricity and magnetism, which are treated in a

simple way. The remainder of the course deals directly with the

signals and signal appliances in use on the Union Pacific.

A large number of track men have already completed all the

lessons ready in the track course and started on the signal course.

As track w^ork and signal maintenance are so closely related,

this block signal course will be of great value to the section men.

On one roadmaster's district the section forces have already

taken over the work of the signal maintainers, and the double

track automatic block signals are now maintained by section

forces.

The track course has been translated into Japanese for the

benefit of the 600 Japanese in the track department and a special

branch of the bureau is maintained for their benefit at Cheyenne,

Wyo., where all these students are enrolled. Here the students

may send in their replies in Japanese if they prefer, many of

them being unable to write English. Some of the lessons are

printed in both English and Japanese in the same book, the

same material being placed on facing pages, so that the student

may learn English while studying his lesson. The Japanese are

among the best students enrolled, and the proportion of them

taking the course is large. It is also planned to issue the Book

of Rules in Greek soon for the use of the employees of this

nationality, of whom there is a large number on the track.

In the preparation of the track and block signaling courses

the mathematics necessary have been given to the student only

as he needs them to pursue his studies, instead of being given

to him as a complete course before being allowed to take up

his other work. In this way the student's interest in the course

is maintained and at the same time he gets full value out of his

mathematics by studying them as he actually needs them. In

the preparation of the lessons it is assumed that the student has

a knowledge of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division,

but no more. He requires no further mathematics for the com-

pletition of the track course ; it is not until he reaches the seventh

lesson in block signaling that he needs any more. At this point

he encounters a problem involving the area of a circle. If he

sticks at this point, the first mathematics lesson dealing with the

properties of the circle is sent him to study. After completing

this he is able to proceed in the signaling course until he meets

with a problem involving squares, when the second mathematics

lesson is sent him. If he can handle these problems without the

lessons he is allowed to proceed.

The total number of men enrolled in the bureau to Jiuie 1,

exclusive of Japanese, was 2,833, of which number 640 have left

the service, leaving 2,193 students enrolled and in service. Of
this number 376 are delinquent, leaving 1,817 or 82 per cent,

enrolled and in service in good standing, comparing very favor-
ably with commercial correspondence schools, where the average
percentage in good standing is said to be about 40 per cent.

These students are sending in about 1,050 answers to lessons per
month. In addition, from the 600 Japanese employees, of whom
over 80 are section foremen, over 160 are enrolled as students in
the Japanese department.

A study of the first 1,800 enrollments in all courses, exclusive
of the Japanese students, was made in February and showed the
following percentages of Education Bureau students to all em-
ployees in the various departments

:

Percent.
Lngmeering Department 13
Accounting Department 20.5
Station Service 13
Engineers and Firemen 6.5

„ . Percent.
1 rainmen 5.5
Motive Power Department.... 5
Track Department ]6
General Office Clerks 27

This showing of 16 per cent, of the track men enrolled with
the bureau is remarkable when one considers their general lack
of education, and that many of them are foreigners other than
Japanese who, owing to their deficient knowledge of English
cannot avail themselves of the advantages of the Educational
Bureau. Out of 132 signal maintainers in service at the time of
this report 84, or nearly 64 per cent, of those in the service,
were taking courses. A further study of these first 1,800 en-
rollments gives the following additional data:

r-i f n ,

Percent.
Class of Employees. of

Engineers, firemen, conductors,
brakemen, operators and shopmen 23.2

Station men, including clerks (not
including operators) 16.0

Division clerks 10.6
General office clerks 10.1
Track men 9.4
Signal men 8.5
Accounting department clerks.... 8.1
Officials 7.7
Engineering parties 2.2
Shop apprentices 2.0
Draftsmen ] .2
Bridge and building men 1.0

Percent. Lesson Papers
in Good Answered
Standing. Per Man.

70 6.9

77 5.7
84 6.8
76 6.4
73 6.8
83 8.0
77 3.S
90 6.6
77 9.6
77 8.3
72 9.3
63 3.2

76 6.9Grand total 100

Some question wa.s raised as to how the union men would re-

gard this educational work. It is worthy of note that the labor

union men form 23.2 per cent, of the total enrollment.

A very important consideration in this work is the low cost at

which it is being conducted. Even with the large amount of

preparatory work which is being done, the total cost will ap-

proximate but about $10.00 per student for this year, which is

very low when compared with any other similar work.

Conversations with some 20 section foremen distributed over

150 miles of track disclosed the fact that a majority of them are

taking either the track or signaling course and others expect to

begin in the near future. A number of these foremen also point

with pride to men in their gangs who are also carrying on
studies. However, owing to the fact that almost the entire force

of laborers is composed of either Greeks or Italians and that

few of these men can read English, it is impossible for many of

them to carry the courses. The fact that so many section fore-

men, many of them beyond middle age, are studying their les-

sons after working hard all day on the track, is evidence of their

belief that they are getting benefits from their courses. The
knowledge of the men that the railway is providing these courses

for their benefit cannot fail to create a spirit of loyalty and at the

same time awaken ambition to do better work. The roadmasters
say they can notice the effect of the courses in a decided improve-

ment in the work of the foremen, while on the one district where
the signals are maintained by the section forces, a number of

the foremen said they would not have been able to do this work
without the aid of the block signal course.

The benefits of the courses are not confined to those studying

in their own line of work, for any employee can take any course
he wishes if he is able to pursue the studies to advantage, and
the services of the bureau are for the benefit of anv student who
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may desire to prepare for another department. I'or instance,

one section foreman is studying to be a fireman, wliile another

is taking a course in railway operation, desiring to become a

brakeman.

We are indebted fur the information in the foregoing, and for

opportunities afforded for stiidying the work of the bureau, both

in the oflice and on the track, to D. C. Buell, chief of the Edu-

cational Bureau of Information.

KINDS OF WOOD BEST ADAPTED FOR CROSS TIES.*

BY F. J. ANGIER^

Consulting Timber Treating Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

The demand for cross-tics is steadily increasing ; the supply

is as steadily decreasing. With the supply of the standard white

oak tie nearly exhausted, the question is—where and from

which kinds of wood is the ever increasing demand to be met?

In 1900 first-class white oak ties were bought about 50 cts. each

;

today they are costing about 80 cts.

The railways of the United States require annually upwards

of one hundred million ties for renewals. The Burlington

alone uses about three million each year, and these cost ap-

proximately $2,000,000. In a statement made recently by W. F.

Goltra, tie agent of the New York Central Lines, he shows that

cross ties represent 8 per cent, of the cost of all material and

supplies used by the New York Central Lines for maintenance,

and that the increase in cost of ties in eleven years has been 53

per cent.

No doubt the time will come when there will be a satisfactory

substitute for the wooden tie. It may be made of iron or steel,

or of concrete^ or of a combination of these ; or, it may be pos-

sible to make it from corn-stalks, or of some substance which can

be grown in a single season by the farmers of the country. No
substitute now known can be called a complete success. The rail-

ways are still using the wooden tie, and doubtless will continue

to do so for a number of years to come.

The inferior oaks, which a few years ago were hardly consid-

ered at all for cross ties, are now made as good, or better than the

old standard white oaks, by giving them a preservative treatment.

The first cost of the inferior oaks, plus the cost of treatment, is

even less than the present cost of white oak. What is true of

the inferior oaks, is also true to a greater or less extent of many

other kinds of wood, among which might be named the beech,

hickory, elm, maple, pine, fir, birch, hemlock, and tamarack. Our

knowledge of wood preservation has advanced far enough for

us to say absolutely that these woods can be chemically treated

and made to last many years beyond their natural life. We can

now treat a tie so that it will resist decay for 10, 15, 20 or more

years, but it is certainly unwise to spend one cent more than

is absolutely necessary to preserve the wood from decay beyond

its mechanical life. If a tie will be destroyed by rail and spike

wear in ten years, we surely must not use a preservative treat-

ment to prolong its life for fifteen years. If better mechanical

appliances could be employed, such as screw spikes, and possibly

larger tie plates, and if more care could be taken as to the drain-

age of roadbed, and proper selection of different kinds of wood

for use under heavy and light traffic, the mechanical life could

be materially increased, and the timber treating department

could meet this by preserving the tie so it will resist decay for

the increased period.

Up to a year ago all treated ties, with the single exception

of oaks, were shipped out as soft woods and were used in-

discriminately in the track. This meant that pine, cottonwood,

poplar, soft maple, etc., were used with the harder woods.

Beech, hard maple and hickory have greater spike-holding

power than white oak and it seems nothing less than inexcus-

able ignorance to place ties made of such wood in side tracks,

and to put the soft woods in main line. I am glad to say that

this practice is rapidly being done away with on the Burlington.

Thruugh our endeavors of the past year or two we have learned

of many of the characteristics and properties of the woods we
purchase for cross ties, and under date of March 15, 1909, the

general managers issued a circular classifying our ties as "'hard-

woods" or "softwoods." All ties shipped from the treating plants

are now loaded in separate cars and billed out as "hardwoods"

or "softwoods," and in addition every tie has stamped on the end

a large letter "H" or "S," which is to designate "hardwood" or

"softwood." With this arrangement there should be no excuse

for mixing them in the track.

You may be interested to know how our classification was

made. For the past two or three years many thousands of ties,

comprising about twenty-five kinds of wood, have been treated

in the experimental laboratory at the Galesburg plant. The
specific gravity and density of the woods were determined, as

well as other properties. In addition to our own experiments

it was desired to get the opinion of our experienced men as

to the rail resisting and spike wearing properties of different

kinds of wood, and the following letter was written to every

division superintendent, roadmaster, and to many other officials

on the Burlington, as well as to managers of timber treating

plants on other roads

:

"The attached list shows the principal kinds of wood used for

ties on the Burlington system. There is quite a difference of

opinion as to which will be classified as hardwoods and which

softwoods. From a commercial point of view all broad leaf

trees are considered hard woods, and all needle bearers are con-

sidered soft woods. This would throw out such woods as pine,

cedar, fir, hemlock, tamarack, etc., in the soft woods and the

oaks, beech, hickory, ash, elm, maple, etc., in the hard woods.

However this classification does not answer our purpose. We
wish to classify these woods as to their rail and spike wearing

qualities. In other words we wish to know what kinds of ties

you would order to put on a curve where you wish to have the

greatest spike holding power, and the least cutting by the rail.

The beech tie is probably just as good or better than a red oak

tie for this purpose, and there are perhaps other woods, such as

hickory, and perhaps hard maple, which you could not hesitate

to put on a curve. In order to get the opinion of as large a

number as possible who have had years of experience along

this line, yoit are requested to make a cross in one or the other

of the last two columns on the attached sheet giving your ideas

as to what you would call a hard wood tie and a soft wood tie."

Fifty-two replies were received. These were carefully tabu-

lated with the results given herewith in Table 1

:

Table 1.

—

Classification of Ties.

Summary of Replies
Percentage to Circular Letter.

Received at ,
^ %

Kind of Wood. Galesburg Classifi- Don't

<

Tie Plant. cation. Hard. Soft. Know.
White Oak .26 Hard 52

Red Oak ^ 44 ^9 J
" 49 3

Pin Oak ; ^^-^
(

" 51 1

Beech 6.65
" 41 8 3

Hickory 1.05
" 51 .. 1

Ash .86
•' 39 10 3

Hard Maple I ^ as I
" ^"^ ^ 2

Soft Maple j ^'^^
I Soft 7 43 2

Slinperv Elm / c c^ J

" 1^' ^^ ?
White "Elm S ^ 1

" 18 ^2 2

Birch .85
" 20 26 6

Chestnut Not treated
" 18 32 I

Tamarack .24
" 2 47 3

Hemlock 2.25
"

- 49 3

ieStuS"'"..v.-;: :::::: !^^-M, - i 11 I
Used only 1 ^ >

Red Fir { at Sheri- \ " 3 46 3

dan Plant J .„ •»

8.54
"

1 48 3
Loblolly Pine .

Lodgepole Pine
r Used only

-! at S 49

44

*Read before the annual meeting of the Burlington Association of Oper-

ating Officers.

Sheri-

t dan Plant
Sycamore -16

^^

Cedar Not treated

This shows that the majority of our superintendents, road-

masters and others, classify the oaks, beech, hickory, ash and'

hard maple as hard woods, and the balance as soft woods. It

has been argued that some of those to whom the circular let-

ter was sent were not familiar enough with the different kinds-

of wood to make a classification along the lines suggested. This

1
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may be true, and some replied that they did not know about cer-

tain kinds of wood, and in all such cases the replies were either

omitted entirely or placed in the column, "don't know." Many
of the answers received were from men of long experience in

railroading, and who have had practical experience in the use

of timber and ought to be in a position to know. From a more
theoretical point of view. Table 2 will show the spike holding
power of different kinds of wood. Some of these tests were
made at the University of Illinois, and others in our own
laboratory at Aurora

:

Table 2.

—

Holding Power of Spikes.

Maximum Resistance in
Resistance Per Cent, of That

in Lbs. Pull. of White Oak.

Kind of Wood.
-^ t— _A_

White Oak
Water Oak ,

Black Oak
Red Oak
Burr Oak
Ash
Chestnut
Elm
Beech
Poplar
Loblolly Pine ....
Sweet Gum
Hemlock
Soft Maple
Hard Maple 1

Hickory 1

Cypress
Birch
Cottonwood
Northern Hard Maple. 1

White Cedar

Lin- Un-
eatad. Treated, treated. Treated.

Where Test
Was Made.

7,870

6,460

5,190
7,290
8,180
4,920
3,630
5,040
5,633
6,513
0,177
0,153
3,163
6,337
2,810
0,393
1,467

6,780
7,230
7,730
9,210
7,730
5,200
7,500
8,900
5,670
4,210
5,300
4,200
5,887
8,960

10,433
2,840
5,907
2,743

100

82

66
93

104
62
46
64
72
83
129
129
40
80
36

132
19

86
92
98

117
98
66
96

113
72
55
67
53
75

114
133
36
75
35

University of Illinois

Aurora Laboratory

These tests, very largely, bear out our classification. Two ex-

ceptions, however, have been made by our purchasing depart-

ment, viz. : elm and chestnut are classified as hard woods. The
classification in use now is as follows

:

HARDWOOD TIES.

For use without treatment: White oak, burr oak, chestnut,

locust, black walnut, mulberry, sassafras.

To he treated: Red oak, black oak, pin oak, water oak,

turkey oak, Spanish oak, blackjack, beech, hickory, ash, elm,

hard maple, cherry.

SOFT WOOD TIES.

For use without treatment: Cedar and cypress.

To he treated: Shortleaf pine, loblolly pine, bull pine, lodge-

pole pine, douglas fir, tamarack, hemlock, gum, tupelo, birch,

sycamore, soft maple, hackberry, butternut.

ADDITIONAL MOTOR CAR DATA.

Since the publication in our issue of May 19 of the tabulation

of data collected concerning the use of motor cars for section

forces, information has been received from the Chesapeake &
Ohio and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

On the Chesapeake & Ohio no section motor cars are used, but

14 Fairbanks, Morse & Co., and 8 Buda inspection cars have

been in service from three months to six years. The cost of

repairs to these cars averages about $2.25 per month, the cars

being kept in repair by the men who operate them. The cost

of fuel averages about $1.80 a month.

On the Missouri, Kansas & Texas 32 Fairbanks, Morse & Co.

inspection cars and one section car are in service, having been

used from two to twelve years. The inspection cars are used

by the roadmasters, bridge and building foremen, traveling

storekeepers and division linemen. Repairs are made by com-
pany machinists and their cost averages about $4.25 per month.

The one section car in service causes a saving of about 75 cents

per day on a four-man, or $1.20 with a six-man gang, as com-
pared with hand cars.

The Chicago Great Western reports a recent incident illus-

trating one advantage of section motor cars. Following a severe

storm a short time ago about 170 miles of wires went out of

service. With the use of motor cars the trouble was located at

the different points and cleaned up in 45 minutes.

THE NEED FOR BETTER CONSTRUCTION OF SUB-
GRADES.

BY EMMET KEOUGH,
Roadmaster, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Aurora, 111.

Although our present methods of construction of new
railway grades are in many ways superior to earlier construc-
tion and a great saving in time is made with modern im-
proved machinery, it is doubtful if we find our modern tracks
as easily maintained as were those built by earlier methods
of construction.

In the days when grading was all done with teams, the

dumps were fairly well settled as the dirt was put in place,

and as the track was surfaced on dirt and filled in to a crown
in the center of the track, the rain water was easily turned to
the ditches or side of dump. Thus, there were no low spots
or pockets in the center of the grade for water to stand in

and make a soft roadbed.

It is found under modern grading methods, on account of
the loose piling of the material in dumps and the application
of ballast as soon as track is laid, that instead of a crown being
formed in the center of the roadway to turn the water to the
side ditches, the water which falls on the roadbed is ac-
tually pocketed in a basin at the bottom of the ballast. If

the dirt is of the bad clay or vegetable variety, the water
cannot penetrate the sub-grade to any extent but will lie

there, keeping the surface of the sub-grade soft and making
it difficult to maintain good track. On account of the track
going down in such places it becomes necessary to add more
ballast from time to time. It is generally found that these
soft places appear here and there along the line even though
the material composing the sub-grade is all alike. This is

most likely due to the fact that the sub-grade was a trifle

lower at these soft places when first cqnstructed and cer-

tainly did not improve with age. In fact, experience shows
that many roads find it harder to maintain certain pieces of
track ten or fifteen years after the road is constructed than
during the first year. This is generally attributed to our
present heavy rolling stock, but the fact often is that the
grade is actually in worse condition than when first put up,

on account of the great holes in it at different places. These
holes are generally irregularly shaped pockets under one or
both rails. What were probably only small depressions
when the road was new, are often found to be ten or fifteen

feet in depth, extending fifty or one hundred feet along the
roadway. Extreme cases cause an unusual bulging of the

sub-grade at these places.

In some places (generally cuts) we find the cross section

of roadbed in the shape of the letter "W." This is no doubt
due to the fact that our trackmen in picking up these rough
places in track, in their hurry to get over them, tamp only
the ends of ties. This crowds the dirt toward the center of

the track as well as to the outside with the above results as

to contour of sub-grade. Such cases are found where the
track is ballasted shortly after the track is laid. In all cases
it is found necessary to add ballast often as the road gets
older, although the actual elevation of track continues the

same, the old ballast having been crowded down and out.

The result of such conditions is a continual fight to keep
track in shape to prevent hard riding and accidents. After
these places get to be three to five feet deep it is found that

even frost is of little benefit, as the soft places are too deep
to be affected and it becomes necessary to block up on top
of ties to make the track passable. In fact, the actual cost

of maintaining one good-sized slide is often more than that
for an entire mile of track, to say nothing of the extra cost

of derailments, etc., resulting from them.

There is another bad grade condition which causes an
equal amount of trouble and generally is more dangerous,
as it is found along bluffs and often around curves or along
waterways, etc. This is a ledge of soapstone or other rock
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in llu' sub ^r;l(l^.• iiit.-luiiK ;it ;iii angle of 30 to 40 dcg. Track

over such places is hard to ki-cp in proper alincincnt and

surface, as it often slips several feet in a short time. The

writer has seen a few such places where the track would

work out of line from a lew inches to four or five feet each

season. These cases are often considered incurable, little

more being done than to have track men patch them up while

sliding, maintain a night watchman and line back with an

extra gang of men in the spring. It is only time and money

wasted to be working "on top" of these places as the remedy

is only temporary and the track is at all times dangerous,

some of it exceedingly so.

The question arises as to how to make permanent repairs

in such cases. This is being done to good advantage by dif-

ferent roads. It is possible to apply enough cinders, burnt

clay or other porous material above the sub-grade to absorb

any ordinary rain so that little or none of it will reach the

sub-grade to soften it. This material can not always be had

in sufficient quantities to obtain the results sought and the

track cannot always be raised enough to allow this, and

generally drainage is resorted to in the case of pockets in

dumps. This is done in various ways. Some merely tap

into the side of the pocket and fill in with rip-rap, cinders,

tile, etc. This is generally found to help conditions, but is

not a cure, as the water is drawn from a considerable dis-

tance on either side of the pocket, and the sub-grade is con-

siderably softened while the water is slowly working along

the grade to the drain. Probably the most successful method

is to ditch lengthwise with the track along the ends of the

ties, going down deep enough to tap the bottom of the

deepest pockets. The ditch thus made can be filled with

cinders or other porous material and a small tile can be

placed in the bottom. The material should be well tamped

to prevent the track from getting out of line and surface

while the material is settling. This kind of a ditch not only

taps the holes in sub-grade but prevents the water from

entering the ballast which falls along the sides of the track,

therefore reducing the surface area of grade top as far as

water is concerned.

The case of sloping soapstone under the surface is best

treated, where conditions will allow, by drilling into this

material at the foot of the dump or fill fifteen or twenty

feet away from the track, at intervals of every ten or 'fifteen

feet along the line of the track. Blast this soapstone enough

to break it up into a rip-rap efifect. While this will not stop

the slide at once, it will do the work as soon as the grade

under the track slides down against the roughened surface

of the broken stone. Such treatment has been successfully

tried in a few places to the knowledge of the writer, and

while very successful is also a cheap method.

The matter of good sub-grades is one of primary import-

ance to the maintenance man, and should be given more con-

sideration than mere time and yardage, as is generally the

case. Where the dirt obtainable for sub-grades is porous, it is

less important that extra precaution be taken to make a

solid, well-drained grade. Where the opposite is the case

much money can be saved for the operating department by

paying special attention to securing proper compactness of

the grade or to its drainage. Then, too, in the case of second

or extra tracks it would be an easy matter to put in the tile

as the grade is being built, as the extra top surface forms

more area for water to stand in and softens the grade. Part-

ing lines of old and new grades, as we all know, should always

be broken along the old grade with a plow to allow union

of the two grades, but the doing of this is the exception,

rather than the rule.

Other forerunners of slides are the team ways made when

a dump is being built, which are allowed to be filled out to

full grade without breaking the hardened surface.

There are various ways of preparing a good sub-grade,

any of which cost more than is generally considered cus-

tdni.iry for such work, but the time is rai)idly coming when

il wil! i)e iuund that it is necessary to give proper time and

.ittiiition 1(1 l)nilding a good foundation, before we can expect

lirst-cla.^s track.

PRESERVATION OF TRESTLE STRINGERS AND CAPS
BY HOUSING. •'^

BY HUNTER m'dON.M.L).

Chiff Kngincer, Naslivillc, ChaUanooga & .St. Louis.

In 1893 tiie writer had charge of the renewal of a number

of combination spans which had been in service about twenty

years. The main and second braces and top chords were of

yellow pine, and since their original construction all had been

carefully covered with wcathcrboarding on the sides and tin

on the tops, the latter carefully fastened to sheathing, with

air space beneath, and soldered. All of the timber upon re-

moval was found to be sound, and was used again for trestle

stringers.

The value of such protection had been previously observed,

and in 1887 the plan of protecting intermediate sills on double-

(kek trestles with sheets of galvanized iron was adopted. The

^One^hrekSp,
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Fig. 1.—Line Brace Casting.

sheets extended about three inches over the sides and six

inches over the ends, and the posts of the upper section were

held in place by allowing the drift bolts, passing through the

cap into the posts below, to extend about six inches above the

cap, through the galvanized iron protection and into the feet

of the upper section posts. In a number of instances the top

caps were similarly protected about the same time.

The intermediate caps were found to be sound in 1906 when

the trestles were filled. The top caps, although the housing

had not been well maintained and the stringers rested directly

on the galvanized iron, with drift bolts through it, did not

require renewal until 1908.

About 1900 the writer had occasion to notice a large pile of

*From a paper presented to the Engineering Association of the South.
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stringers which had been removed from the trestles on the

Cincinnati Southern Railroad. These stringers were put in

place about 1879, and had been protected with galvanized iron

according to the designs of Mr. G. Bouscaren, chief engineer.

The ties rested directly on the stringers, holes being made at

frequent intervals in the galvanized iron in order to confine

the ties to position. Col. G. B. Nicholson, chief engineer of

the Cincinnati Southern Railroad, was present with the writer

at the time these stringers were examined and told him that

the galvanized iron had not been carefully removed as it rusted

out, nor had any great effort been made to keep it from creeping

or leaking. Trestles which were still covered were examined,

and many leaks found in tlie iron and many sheets found out of

position. The condition of the stringers removed showed re-

markable preserv.'ition, rot occurring only in local spots—around

bolt holes—and at points where the protection had been im-

properly maintained. This examination convinced the writer

/yam /rtaiafv I'o /nSKx^a or"^/-/ngufrs >v/7/ i?^ ^v'

Shoty//^ a/so0c'/l<-heaa//ir-/c'0<MOir

Oi^a^er- -/hr .£T>e/P/'etree

Sore ''n -flee ^^ ^^M ho/ee YT^r no/shefvanoZ-i ^'j'heMa fcrafaiveU, C^iVe ak/ie/s /^
a tigi^//'-f /n s-^/ng^eiv ana/ a/ace jtll Cc/^ tva^^ersarocifv/o^onv/t. P/acv i^ieaanc^

/finfff^ y/7^m ^aifci- -fy^oM.'^
9'-j' ->

7^Ct// /variJTery

^ 3af//a'sr-/7ayv o/nr/- c/on*^/$.
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Fig, 2—Details of Housing—Open Deck Trestle.

that, whether the galvanized iron was properly maintained or

not, the results obtained fully justified its use, and since 1900

stringers and caps when renewed on the lines under his charge

have been so protected.

At that time the standard trestle consisted of two 8- x 16

stringers on each side, packed one inch apart, each pair being

spaced six feet apart on the inside. The chords were confined

to the caps by what vv^ere called "stag bolts"—that is, drift

bolts driven slantingly through their sides into the caps. The
ties were 8 in. x 9 in. x 10 ft., and each was doweled to the

chord by Yd, in. x S-in. dowels, two dowels to each tie passing

into alternate members of the chord on each side. Holes were

bored iifto the tie and the dowels driven in to a tight fit, the

corresponding holes in the stringers being a loose fit. The guard

rail was directly over the outside member of the chord. Two
bolts to each span on each side passed through guard rail, tie,

and stringer.

The galvanized iron was applied to the caps in the manner
already described, and that on the stringers by jacking up the

ties, the dowels following them, inserting the iron under them

and lowering them again. The weight of the ties caused the

dowels to perforate the sheet iron and settle snugly to place

after a slight blow with a hammer. It was supposed that the

dowels and guard-rail bolts would confine the iron permanently

to position, but subsequent observation showed that the iron at

many points crept, always outward, no matter whether on sharply

elevated trestles or not. The creeping was very slow, and slots

were torn in the iron by every dowel and bolt. Careful ob-

servations were made with a view of determining the cause of

this creeping, but so far the exact cause has not been ascertained.

No doubt it is due to different causes at different points. There

are many trestles on which no creeping occurs, others where

isolated sheets are found to creep, and others where nearly all

the sheets creep. It is believed to be generally due to imperfect

bearing of the ties on the stringers, longitudinal vibration of the

structure, and vertical movement of stringers on the cap or caps

on the piles. The problem of remedying this, and also the leaking

of water through the dowel and bolt holes, has been contin-

uously studied, with the result that the method of housing

hereafter described has been adopted and has been found to

be almost entirely successful, both as to leaking and creeping.

To dispense with the drift bolts through the stringers into

the caps, which are not only destructive to the timber, but

cause much expense in adjustment for line and surface, a mal-

leable casting, called a "line-brace casting," has been devised.

Its form and method of application are shown in Fig. 1.

The line-brace casting serves as a packing ring, and also

as an anchor for the chord to the cap. The chord members

are packed only one inch ajiart to prevent the nesting of spar-

rows between them.

The four holes in the bottom part of the casting admit of

fine adjustment and shimming where necessary, new wood
into which to drive the anchoring spike being always avail-

able. This device has been found after long test to be entirely

effective, even where heavy floods have overtopped the trestle

and deposited driftwood against and under it.

The covering of the cap, instead of being continuous over

the entire length as formerly, is made in three pieces, flaps be-

ing turned up on the sides of the chords under the overhanging

sheet-metal chord cover. Figure 2 shows the present standard

open-deck trestle, and the details of the housing. These covers

are fastened to the cap by nailing through strips of galvanized

iron riveted to the underside of each cover piece at four points.

This arrangement permits direct bearing of the stringers on the

caps and ready removal of sheets for the purpose of adjustment.

In place of two, the plans show three stringers on each side,

which is now the standard on lines of heavy traffic. The ad-

dition of the third member to each chord was begun in 1905,

and the iron applied in 1900 was found in many cases to be

rusted out. The timber underneath the iron was found in

as good condition as when covered in all cases where protec-

tion had been placed over new timber ; but where timber had

already been in place a few years before being covered the

rotting begun in the open was found to continue under the

cover. Upon removal of the covering all chord members be-

ginning to show decay are marked with white paint on the un-

derside and all defective coverings replaced.

In the present plan the dowels are driven to a tight fit into

the stringer instead of the tie, thus perforating the sheet iron

upward instead of downward. Before driving the dowels the

holes are filled with creosote, which is allowed to soak in.

It was found necessary, in order to secure perfectly cut holes

in the iron, to cut the upper end of the dowel in a lathe in-

stead of by shearing.

After many experiments to determine the best way to pre-

vent leaking through the dowel holes, it was found that this

leaking was generally due to the churning of the ties and to

capillarity, and that shearing the dowels was sufficient.

The plan now in use is to bore, with an extension bit, a re-

cess in the bottom of the tie concentric with the dowel hole
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^4 ill. deep and 2 in. in diameter. 15clorc pulling llie slieei

iron on tlic stringers eut wasiiers Ij-j in. in diameter are dropped

over each dowel in the stringer. When the sheet iron is set-

tled home by the weight of the ties, the washer forces it up

into the recess in the tie, secures a better hold nn the imn to

prevent creeping, and to a great extent destroys caiiillariiy

by creating an open space instead of tight contact aniuiui the

hole in the iron. The water must I)e forced up an incline in

•order to enter the hole.

The sheets of iron are connected to each other by bending

and lapping and riveting at one point on each side of the joint

where it overhangs the stringer. The sheets are ordered in

such lengths as to bring the joints between instead of under

the tie. This method has been found almost universally ef-

fective to prevent creeping, and has reduced the leaking very

greatly. No remedy has been found for leaks around the guard-

rail bolts, but all holes in the stringers are carefully plugged at

the bottom after framing and filled with creosote, which is al-

lowed to soak in.

It is still found necessarj' occasionally to stop creeping by

bending the iron downward on the inside of the chord, nail-

ing it to the stringer and flaring the lower edge of the iron

to keep the drip off the sides. Small squares of galvanized

iron or washers are used when this plan is resorted to in order

to keep the nail heads from pulling through the iron.

The method of covering the caps has proved entirely satis-

73 he^pplie(^ 7^ C/ass
/4 or B ~n^6isf/es

Fig. 3—Ballasted Floor for Trestle.

factory; gum and red-oak caps in use five years show no signs

of decay. No caps put on since 1900 and properly covered have

required renewal. Caps next to the bulkhead and those subject

to frequent overflow on low trestles are of creosoted pine, as

housing does not prevent decay in these.

When the use of sheet iron on the stringers was begun in

1900, no attempt was made to secure metal of great durability.

Failure of many sheets appeared in about three years at points

where switching was done or much sand used. Under ordi-

nary road traffic it lasted about five years, and on branch lines

of light traffic even longer. No failures of the metal on the

caps due to rust have yet occurred. Later on efifort was made

to secure greater durability, and after considerable investi-

gation it was decided to use a charcoal iron made by an eastern

mill, the galvanizing upon which was found to be much heavier

than on the ordinary galvanized (steel) iron purchased on the

market. The difficulty with this iron was found to be that it

would not stand short bending, the cracking causing leaks.

Attention having been called to the remarkable purit\' and

claims for consequent durability of certain sheet metals manu-

factured by a new refining process, investigation was made of

their qualities, and the results seemed to warrant the adoption

of one of them, which took place in 1908.

Ballasted floors on trestles are meeting with much favorable

consideration at present on account of the low cost of mainte-

nance and decreased danger from fires, but it has not been here-

tofore considered advisable to use this plan without treating piles,

caps and chords. On account of the success attained in the

preservation of chords by housing, a plan for ballasted floor

similar to that shown in Figure 3 has been adopted on the lines

of which the writer has charge. The creosoted flooring on top of

ihe stringers is confined to place by lag screws passing upward

through a casting which also engages the packing bolts passing

through the upper part of the chord. By this method all perfora-

tion of the chord covering is avoided. The chord covering can

be renewed when required by jacking up the flooring from the

caps below, and at the same time the members of the chord can

be inspected on top. The cap covering is the same as for the open

deck. This plan is much cheaper than one consisting of a larger

number of creosoted stringers with planks spiked on top of them,

and has the advantage of immediate conversion of present open-

deck trestles to ballasted floors and admits of more ready in-

spection. It is believed to be able to take care of derailed equip-

ment as successfully as any other plan. Driving spikes into

creosoted timber penetrates the outer surface and admits moist-

ure to the untreated interior, and will no doubt hasten the decay

of the timber.

It requires seven and one-third square feet of the galvanized

iron to cover caps and stringers for every lineal foot of trestle

with twelve-foot spans. The best quality of iron will cost about

.042 cents per square foot, or .308 cents per lineal foot of bridge.

The labor cost for open decks, including the boring of recesses

in the ties, is about .087 cents per lineal foot of bridge, making

the total cost of covering per lineal foot of bridge about .395

cents.

If the stringers and caps of open-deck trestles were creo-

soted instead of covered, the extra cost for treatment would

be about $10 per thousand, B.M., or 75 cents per foot of bridge.

To secure the full benefit of treatment, the framing should be

done in advance, which is often quite difficult, in view of the

varying span lengths, and cutting has often to be resorted to.

If not done in advance, decay is likely to set in. Assuming that

creosoted stringers will last twenty years, and that the galvanized

iron on untreated stringers will last only five years, it would

seem the best policy to use the creosoted timber. On the other

hand, the creosoted timber should be protected against fire, and a

covering which will answer this purpose will also protect the

timber from decay.

For ballasted deck trestles the protection from fire is afiforded

by the ballast, and for all new work there seems no doubt but

that the best plan is to use creosoted stringers and caps. How-
ever, for present conditions, where all stringers are already in

place and sound, it seems most economical to cover the present

stringers and to continue to renew the covering until new
stringers are required. All patching should be done with creo-

soted stringers. Just what effect the placing of the creosoted

timber on top of the galvanizing covering is likely to have on

the durability of the latter is a matter for future determination.

It is also a question whether black iron painted with two coats

of red lead applied immediately after mixing would not be more

economical than the galvanized iron for the open-dfeck trestle.

SUMMER SCHOOL IN TRACK WORK.

The educational bureau of the Union Pacific has an agree-

ment with the University of Cincinnati whereby a certain num-

ber of students in civil engineering spend four months each sum-

mer for four years as laborers in track work. The University

of Cincinnati has specialized in this combined practical and

theoretical training for several years, the mechanical engineering

students spending alternate weeks in school and machine shop,

working in the latter place as common laborers. This same

plan is now being worked out for those civil engineering students

desiring railway work. They spend the four months from June

1 to October 1 as laborers in the track department of the Union
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I*acific, and work on a level with other laborers, drawing the

same rates of pay and subject to the same discipline. Special

provisions are, however, made for separate cars for them to

live in. A four-year course is outlined, in which the students

spend the first summer as laborers in either section or extra

gangs; the following year they are made assistant section fore-

men on track v<rork, while the third summer they work as chain

men or rodmen in' the engineeTing corps ; in the fourth year

they are allowed to specialize al'ofi'g the line of work they in-

tend to follow, such as the track or engineering department.

"Last, y^atf flight students came from the university. Four

were placed in the yard garig iri th(» Oiilaha yard, and four in

the steel gang, the intention being to reverse them after two

months. As an indication of the way in which the boys entered

into the work, it is interesting to note that at the end of the

two months when the boys were sent from the yard to the steel

gang the foreman of the steel gang kept all of them, successfully

standing off the instructions of his superiors and protesting that

they were the best men he had in ihe gang, and that he could

teach them as much as they could learn anywhere else. Seven

of these boys returned June 1 of this year, six being made as-

sistant foremen on the district where motor cars are used and

where the section forces maintain signals, while one goes

firing on a locomotive. In addition, six new students will start

in as laborers in an extra gang. In this way at the end of the

fontr-year course these students will have a practical as well as

a theoretical training in railway civil engineering. This co-

operative plan originated with Dean Herman Schneider of the

University of Cincinnati, who worked in conjunction with

D. C Buell, chief of the Educational Bureau of Information,

Union Pacific Railway.

INCREASE IN USE OF CREOSOTED TIMBER.

The approxmiate increase in the use of creosoted timber for

ties and bridge material during the last four years is shown in

a table included in the last volume of the proceedmgs of the

Wood Preservers' Association, which gives the amount of each

class of timber treated by plants in the United States during

that period. The following figures are extracted from that table

:

Creosote Treatment.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Increase, Increase, Increase,
1908 over 1907. 1909 over 1908. 1910 over 1909.

Cross Ties 67 3 49
Piling 37 27 18
Bridge Timbers 20 135 1

Switch Ties 132 70 33
Bridge Ties . . . . 15

Zinc Chloride Treatment.

Cross Ties 12 7 14

Piling
Bridge Timbers S3
Switch Ties 103 44 45

Bridge Ties

Zinc Creosote Treatment.

Cross Ties 39 17 22
Piling 180
Bridge Timbers
Switch Ties 68
Bridge Ties .

.

• • '
• •

PROTECTION OF SHOULDER ON NEW EMBANKMENT.

The common practice of allowing surfacing gangs to dig into

the shoulder of a new embankment to secure material with which

to surface the track after this bank has been carefully brought

to grade by the contractors is not allowed on the extensions

which the Chicago & North Western is building in South

Dakota. A line is carefully stretched along each shoulder of the

embankment in advance of the surfacing gangs and the foreman

is required to secure all material outside these lines. In this

way the shoulder is maintained as built and does not require

widening the first year or two.

RAINY LAKE REVISION OF LINE OF THE CANADIAN
NORTHERN.

The Canadian Northern is now making a revision of its line

across the "narrows" of Rainy lake near Fort Francis, Ont.,

which is unusual in several respects. The present line between

Winnipeg and Port Arthur was built in 1900, being one of the

first built by the Canadian Northern. It crossed Rainy Lake on

a pile trestle two miles long. The bottom of this lake is similar

in many ways to the muskegs so common in this section, and In

building the trestles Jn this soft bottom many piles SO ft. long

were used, even tiiesC ^''eaucntly going down one foot at the last

blow of the hammer. In spite of tnese untavorable conditions

Unloading Bridge from the Lake.

very little difficulty has been experienced in inaintaining the

structure, but it was necessary to take precautions continually

to guard against trouble.

The greatest difficulties resulted from the ice. In the fall when

the lake froze over the water was usually considerably above the

late winter stage, and as it gradually fell it was necessary to

keep the ice cut away from the piles to avoid its carrying them

down with it and throwing the track out of surface. When the

ice went out in the spring the side pressure was very

great, although no actual damage from this source was met with

until a year ago, when one section of the trestle was pushed

quite badly out of line. While but comparatively little trouble

had been met, there was always danger, and it was decided to

build a new line on solid embankment when the trestle required

renewal.

In making the location survey for this new line soundings were

taken through the water and mud to rock over a large area

adjacent to the projected line. This work was started during

Unloading Bridge.

the winter but only fair progress was made. Much difficulty was

experienced in driving down the sounding rods, as they became

quickly coated with ice. The following summer the sounding

was continued, a scow 22 ft. by 34 ft. by 2 ft. deep being used, on

which a hand driver with 75-lb. hammer was erected. This

scow had a well in the center, through which the sounding rod,

composed of extra heavy li4-in. steel pipe in 10-ft. sections, was

passed. Much more satisfactory results were obtained from this

summer work than from soundings in the ice and better progress

was made, a maximum of 28 soundings being secured in one day.

The soundings were taken in water as much as 40 ft. in depth,

while below these the mud extended to a maximum depth of
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50 ft. over tlic iDck. This imul varied fnun a soft oo/c to a

compact clay in which the sounding rod would penetrate but

% in. with a 4 ft. drop of the hammer. Following the taking of

the soundings a contour map of the lake bottom was made. By

means of this map a new line was located over the summit of a

submerged hill rising nearly to the surface of the water and at

another place along a submerged side slope, very materially

reducing the yardage. While introducing more curvature and

lengthening the line about 900 ft., the new line was adopted

because of the greatly decreased quantities of fill necessary as

compared with any other line, and also to secure bridge openings

at right angles.

The new line is 15,814 ft. long and provides two openings for

logs and navigation ; 800,000 cu. yds. of rock were required for

a double track embankment, divided principally between three

fills 1,000 ft. long and requiring over 100,000 yds. each and one

3,000 ft. -long requiring 400,000 yds. About 95 per cent, of this

rock is secured from an 80-acre borrow pit on an adjacent island.

The contractors are using 25 tappet air drills for putting down

the holes in the rock, these being drilled up to 30 ft. deep in the

first lift and from 20 ft. to 25 ft. in the second lift. Air is

furnished by a pair of "R. P. 2" type Canadian-Rand compound

air compressors compressing 1,046 cu. ft. of free air per minute

to 100 lbs. pressure. These compressors in turn are run by two

200 h. p. motors, securing power from the Rainy River Falls

Development at Fort Francis, 214 miles distant. The holes are

heavily sprung and loaded with a combination of dynamite, virite

and black powder, 300 shots being commonly fired at once. Two
95-ton Bucyrus shovels load the rock into 12-yd. standard gage

side dump cars, which are pulled by four-wheel, 35-ton switching

engines.

The contractor has devised an unusual arrangement for build-

ing the fills. The first fill was made in the ordinary way, by side

dumping from a trestle and raising the tracks. A great deal

of difficulty was encountered owing to the many heavy settle-

ments of the fill carrying the trestle down with it. This settle-

ment was especially severe in the shallow water, where there was

much mud. To escape from the necessity of a trestle he placed

two 6- ft. plate .girders 140 ft. long across a barge 32 ft. by 112 ft.

by 6 ft. deep, with one end of these girders resting on a 3-ft. plate

girder 80 ft. long, which was supported in sliding braces on two

smaller barges 12 ft. by 24 ft. by 5 ft. deep. The 6-ft. girders

A?

Bridge Plan.

were placed 30 ft. center to center and were connected by seven

floor beams 24 in. deep braced diagonally and spaced 20 to 23 ft,

except at the two end panels, where they are spaced 26 ft. apart

On these floor beams two 20-in. stringers were placed spaced

from Winnipeg

Plan and Profile Rainy Lake Revision; Canadian Northern.
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6 ft. 6 in. center to center and connected with double sway braces.

On these stringers a standard gage track was laid extending

on to the adjacent bank over two log stringers which reached

over the end of the bridge. Cars are pushed out on to this

bridge and dumped in the two shore panels. They are then

pushed out on to the cantilever to allow others to be dumped,

the cantilever acting as a tail track. As the two small barges

at the shore end are placed at wide centers, the entire equipment

can be pushed farther into the lake as the fill progresses. In

completing the fill to grade it will be necessary to lengthen the

cross girder, substitute larger barges for the 12 ft. by 24 ft.

barges, and raise the entire bridge.

This arrangement has proven entirely successful, the only

objection being that the 12 ft. by 24 ft. barges are not large

enough and not far enough apart to enable the higher dump to

be built at once. The barges are anchored to rock by steel

cables and no difficulty has been experienced with the 3 ft. or

4-ft. waves which are encountered. To show the advantage of

this floating equipment and the impracticability of filling from a

trestle on this work, on one end of the 3,000- ft. fill 1,200 cars

were dumped without moving the barges, the top of the fill

repeatedly reaching the level of the girders and suddenly settling,

leaving the bridge stringers in mid-air and forcing the mud to

within 20 ft. of the surface in front of the barges where there

had previously been 40 ft. of water. A comparison of the exca-

vation and fill quantities has shown that the rock has settled to

the rock on the lake bottom.

The contractors for this work are Johnson & Carey, St. Paul,

Minn., who are working under the direction of W. H. Macleod,

general manager and chief engineer of the Canadian Northern

;

W. L. Mackenzie, bridge engineer, and B. S. Remington, assistant

engineer in charge of the work, to whom we are indebted for

the foregoing information.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE COVINGTON TUNNEL.

The enlargement of the Covington tunnel, just south of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, on the Louisville & Nashville, was made necessary

by the double-track work which the company is now doing from

Cincinnati south. The Louisville & Nashville has two single

track lines out of Cincinnati, its northern terminus. One, the

Louisville, New Orleans & Memphis line, leaves the L. & N. and

Pennsylvania union station, crosses the Ohio river on the L. & N.

bridge, and runs southwest across the state of Kentucky. The

other, the Cincinnati-Atlanta line, leaves the central union station,

-^^s^

crosses tiie Ohio on the Chesapeake & Ohio bridge at a point

about 1J4 miles west of the L. & N. bridge, and runs south by

east, crossing the New Orleans and Memphis line at Latonia,

Ky., four miles from Cincinnati. The traffic on both these lines

is very heavy, but it is particularly so on that portion of the At-

lanta line from Cincinnati to Latonia, since the company's ter-

minal yards are located between these points, and, in addition to

all passenger and freight movements on the Atlanta line, much
of the interchange freight traffic for the Louisville line and a

great many movements in and out of the yards are handled over

this portion of the road. The scheduled movements alone num-
ber 122 in 24 hours.

In order to handle this traffic it became necessary to build

double-track for a considerable distance south of Cincinnati,

and as a step in this work, the single track tunnel at Covington,

3^ miles south of Cincinnati and a half mile north of Latonia,

had to be enlarged to permit double track operation through it.

The present tunnel is 754 ft. long, and is through a hill known
locally as Kenton hill, in a thinly settled portion of the city of

Covington. The north portal is very close to the south end of

the Covington yard and from the south portal the track crosses

a deep ravine on a heavy fill. The original tunnel was built

between 1848 and 1852, by a railway corporation which by re

organization became the Kentucky Central, and was nncu with

stone and brick.

The work of enlarging the bore is being carried on without

interruption to traffic, the order of work being approximately

as shown in the drawing. At present the first excavation is com-

pleted. It is the intention to complete the excavation and place

the new concrete lining before disturbing the old tunnel ring,

and it is not expected that traffic will be interrupted even by slow

order until the actual tearing out of the old lining is begun. The

excavation in the top heading is carried on from both ends, soft

slate being encountered for the greater part of the length and a

stiff clay near the south end. This clay is loaded by shovels into

small push cars which are run out to the portal and dumped

down chutes into narrow gage cars on tracks on either side of

the main track. The excavated material is carried out in these

cars and used for widening the fill. The contractor has 12

men in the heading, two outside to dump the material, a fore-

man and a water boy. Working two shifts of 11 hours each,

he drove 88 lineal ft. in working 27 days during March. The

face of the heading driven has an average area of 8 sq. yds.

The timbering consists of seven 12 in. x 12 in. arch blocks

spaced 30 in. and 36 in. center to center and 2-in. lagging. For
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a portitni ol the distance in the clay heading the lagging was

driven ahead of the timbering. The clay was comparatively

easy to handle when dry, but became very sticky when wet, caus-

ing the ct)ntractor considerable difiiculty in timbering under a

surface hole which was encountered in a season of wet weather.

From the surface topography, it seems probable that thi.s hole i.s

at the end of the section originally built in open cut, or else is

the result of a serious cave-in after the completion of the tunnel.

The natural drainage of the surface water to this hole keeps the

clay below it constantly wet, and it was a very difficult matter to

support this weight of wet clay in the heading. A slight cave-in

warned the contractors of the difficulty, but more serious trouble

was avoided by adding intermediate arch blocks, so as to reduce

the spacing to 18 in. center to center, and by adding a 3-ring

arch below the other timbering for a short distance.

The Bank Lick turnpike crosses over the tunnel very close

to the south portal, and in enlarging the bore, care was taken to

prevent any sliding that would endanger highway traffic. This

traffic was first diverted to the half of the road away from the

tunnel portal, while two excavations were made in the other

half of the road, in which to place the supports for a temporary

running on narrow gage tracks in the heading. The cars are

equipped with detachable bodies which are picked up by a der-

rick just outside the portal and dumped into a chute having a

capacity of about three cars of stone, from which the material

is removed in dump wagons and used to fill a deep ravine on

private property. The contractor uses 12 men and a foreman in

this heading and four men outside, making a progress of 155

lineal ft, in 27 working days during March, and 160 lineal ft. in

25 days during April. The average area of this heading is 7^
sq. yds. Both headings are wired for electric light, power being

secured from a local lighting company.

The engineer in charge for the railway is keeping a very com-

plete and accurate record of the progress of the work in the

tunnel. A rubber stamp, showing the outline of the 7-ring tim-

ber arch, is used to stamp the sheets on which the inspectors*

record the measurements of daily progress. Horizontal and

vertical measurements are taken at every joint in the timbering,

and at other points where the outline is irregular. From each

inspector's record a cross section is plotted in a standard cross

section book, and from this the quantity of material moved out-

side of the ring is calculated. Accompanying each cross section,

Temporary Highway Bridge Over Tunnel Portal.

bridge, as shown in the drawing. When this bridge was com-

pleted, traffic was turned over it and maintained on it until the ex-

cavation for the tunnel was carried well under the road. Traffic

was then temporarily diverted to the half of the road that had

been undisturbed, the bridge was removed, and the holes filled,

restoring the road to its original condition. The danger of slides

at this point was possibly not great enough to warrant the ex-

pense necessary to care for traffic as outlined above, but it served

very well to allay any fears of the traveling public and did much

to secure the good will of the local community.

The soft slate in the north heading is interspersed with oc-

casional ledges of hard limestone 2 in. to 6 in. thick. This mate-

rial is broken up by charges of from a half to one stick of 60

per cent, dynamite. The drilling is done with Howell's mining

drills, operated by two men, or by Nixon ratchet drills, where

it is necessary to drill in cramped positions. It has been found

possible in this work to drill 2-in. holes in the slate at the rate

of about 1 ft. in 2 minutes, but it is impossible to use the drills

at all in the limestone ledges. The holes are drilled to a depth of

about 5 ft. In "shooting down the face" it is customary to take

out a vertical wedge in the center of the heading and then blow

in the roof and sides. The rock is handled in two mule cars

the total computed area outside the ring and the area of packing

and "falls" are recorded. This area of packing and "falls" is ob-

tained by subtracting from the total area the area of the crost

section of the 2-in. lagging which is driven outside the arch ring.

As the side drifts are excavated, similar cross sections will be

plotted in the same book, so that when the work is completed

each page will show the exact area of the section excavated at

a given point. The progress profile of excavation along the cen-

ter line in both headings is plotted each day, using the center

rib of the timber arch as the base for measurements above and

below. The portions of this profile that represent the work com-

pleted each month are colored to indicate clearly the general

progress. On the same sheet with this progress profile is plotted

a curve using lineal feet of heading as abscissae and elapsed time

in days as ordinates. The slope of this curve representing the

rate at which the work is progressing. The work is being done

under the direction of W. H. Courtenay, chief engineer, and J. E.

Willoughby, engineer of construction of the Louisville & Nash-

ville, by Thrasher & Gunter, Chattanooga, Tenn. E. L. Trow-

bridge is the assistant engineer for the company in direct charge

of the work. We are indebted both to the railway company and

the contractor for the above information.

i I
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The New Jersey Legislature has passed, and the governor has

signed, a law requiring railways to pay their employees twice

a month.

According to an Arizona paper, the lines controlled by the

Southern Pacific, in Mexico, suffered the loss of 200 bridges dur-

ing the recent activities of the rebels in that country.

The hospital department of the Illinois Central, which has

been in operation on the eastern lines of the road for a number of

years, will from July 1 be extended over the entire system.

The Illinois railway commission bill recently passed by the

legislature of that state, and outlined in the Raihvay Age Gaz-
ette of June 2, page 1287, has been signed by Governor Deneen.

The governor of Illinois has vetoed the bill which had been

passed by the legislature, making the members of the State Rail-

way Commission elective; but he says that the other measure,

enlarging the powers of the commission, will have his approval.

The efficiency tests on the Pennsylvania Railroad now include

inspection of the conduct of track repairmen, who are cautioned

if they stand on a track while a train is passing (on an adjacent

track) ; and if they walk on main tracks in the same direction as

the current of traffic.

In San Diego, Cal., II. S. Heady, has secured a verdict in a

local court for $171, being the amount of a month's salary,

against the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, on the ground that

the road, in discharging him without giving him a hearing, had
violated an agreement.

The Lehigh Valley is using Western Electric selectors for

calling the different points on its telephone line in the Jersey

City terminal freight yards, the yardmaster's office being equipped

with calling apparatus like that used by train despatchers. In

other words the yard telephone line is operated in the same way
that a telephone train wire is operated.

It is claimed in Paris that Jules Vedrines, who recently flew

from Paris to Madrid, attained, on one day, the prodigious speed

of 155 miles an hour; traversing the distance from Dijon to

St. Lauren—les-Macon—77.5 miles, in 30 minutes. He was
pushed by a violent wind, which at times forced his machine into

an erratic course, including frightful drops of a thousand feet.

With a view to impressing on its employees the importance

to themselves and the company of their systematically keeping

out of danger, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is holding

at points along its lines where a considerable number of em-
ployees have their headquarters, a series of "safety" meetings

at which addresses are being made by J. D. Hamilton, claims at-

torney of the road.

Pending the outcome of the 2-cent fare litigation in Nebraska,

a written contract has been agreed to and signed by represen-

tatives of 13 Kansas railways, and the atttorney-general of that

state providing for the continuation of 2-cent fares in Kansas
for an indefinite period. If the cases in Nebraska are decided

in favor of the railways, the Kansas roads will renew their

contest for higher rates.

The Board of Public Utility Commissioners of New Jersey,

having investigated the derailment at Martin's Creek on April

29, when eight or more persons were killed, finds that the derail-

ment was due to imperfect track ; the outer rail of the curve hav-

ing been left insecure, so that the proper super-elevation was not

maintained. Repairmen were at work on the track up to a short

time before the derailment occurred. The commission finds also

that no flagman was sent out to warn the approaching train to

reduce speed.

Figures compiled by H. G. Askew, a statistician representing

32 of the Texas roads embracing approximately 93 per cent, of

the mileage in the state, show that during the nine months end-

ing March 31, 1911, the operating revenue of the roads was $80,-

208,710, an increase of 5.84 per cent, over the corresponding period

of the previous year, while the total operating expenses aggre-

gated $60,270,180, an increase of 7.83 per cent. After deducting

operating expenses and making expenditures amounting to $23,-

995,700 from total operating revenue and all other receipts a

deficit of $2,293,899 was shown.

A special demonstration train, called the "reclamation special,"

carrying lecturers representing the U. S. Reclamation Service
and the Geological Survey, was sent out from Chicago on June
14 by the Illinois Central for a trip over the lines of that road
and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley in Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana and Arkansas. The train will

make stops at 61 cities and towns, where lectures will be de-
livered, and a study will be made of the swamp country with a

view to determining the best method of draining it and disposing
of the water to greatest advantage.

In Massachusetts a law has been passed requiring railways to
extend the term of season tickets when a passenger desires to

take a vacation of a week or more. The passenger must deposit
his ticket with the railway company, and when it is returned to

him, the time will be extended for a number of days, equal to

the time that he has not used the ticket ; but he must not ask
this concession oftener than once in three months. Another
law in the same state requires railways to refund cash fares paid
by season ticket holders when they happen to make a journey
without taking their ticket with them.

Referring to the application of the full crew law on "mixed
trains," Attorney-General Honan, in an opinion to Chairman
Wood of the Indiana railway commission, has laid down condi-
tions under which prosecutions may be brought by the commis-
sion against railways accused of violations of the law. He holds
that in cases where the evidence shows that a train is operated
chiefly as a passenger, express or mail train the prosecution
should be brought under the section of the full crew law applying
to such trains, while if it shows that the train is operated chiefly

as a freight train prosecutions should be based on that part of
the law relating to freight train operation.

An effort is being made by the Chicago & Western Indiana
to force the Chicago & Eastern Illinois to bring its passenger
trains entering Chicago into the Dearborn street station over the

tracks of the former road, instead of into the La Salle street

station, as it has been doing since its acquisition by the Rock
Island in 1904. The object is to make the C. & E. I., which is

one of the five joint owners of the Western Indiana, assume a
greater proportionate share of the expenses of maintenance and
operation of the latter road, which expenses, according to con-

tracts between the five roads, are shared on a wheelage basis.

This is a revival of a suit brought by the other four roads

—

the Erie, Wabash, Grand Trunk and Monon—against the East-

ern Illinois, which was dismissed by Judge Carpenter in 1907

for want of equity.

The strike at the shops of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
Philadelphia, which was begun by the boilermakers more than a

week ago, has resulted in the stopping of work in all departments

in a large part of the plant, but the company maintains a firm at-

titude, and, according to a recent statement, more than half of

the employees are still at work. Of the 10,000 who struck, more
than 2,000 returned to work within a few days. The machine

shop at 16th and Spring Garden streets is working full force,

but the strikers continue to make strenuous efforts to get these

men out and have had some little success. Several hundred

molders and coremakers left their work at the Eddystone shops

on Wednesday of this week. Philadelphia papers say that the

company will, if necessary, sub-let its pending contracts rather

than submit to the strikers.

To find Texas taking an attitude less radical than that of New
York would be a surprising discovery, but something of that

kind is suggested in a news item from Austin, which says that

the attorney-general of Texas has lianded to the state railway

commission an "interpretation" of the stock and bond law to the

effect that a railway company has the right to issue and sell its

stock without commission approval or regulation. The law

simply requires the company to file with the commission a list of

its stockholders. More sur])rising still, it is said that the mem-
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bcrs of the commission liavc iinanimoiisly aurcod tn follow tlie

new ruling, although Chairman iMayriehl expressed himself as

hesitating to depart from a policy so long adhered to hy the com-
mission—the policy of hoKliiig ;dl issues of slock and bonds il-

legal unless approved heforchaiid l)\ llie comiiiissioii.

The Latest Form of Train Accident: Cars Dented.

Progress towartl jierleclion in raii\va\ operation has now
reached that stage where, by a look into the future, one may dis-

cern the possibility of partly abolishing the term "accident"

—

the lirst four letters of the word, at least. Following is a recent

press despatch from Navada City, Cal.

:

'"Constable Harvey of Truckee arrived here this morning with

two prisoners. . . . Harvey and his prisoners were caught

in a train wreck in the snow sheds the other side of Summit.

A broken flange derailed a coach and the steel car in which they

rode was thrown from the track and dented. Had it been a

wooden car many people would have been injured and possibly

killed. The snow sheds were torn badly."

British Accident Record.

The report of accidents on the railways of Great Britain and

Ireland for the year ending December 31, 1910, shows 23 pas-

sengers, 9 employees and two other persons killed in train acci-

dents ; and 1,111 passengers, 113 employees and 7 other persons

injured. Other accidents to trains and connected with the opera-

tion of trains, such as persons on the track being run over, bring

the totals up to 1,062 persons killed, and 8,342 injured; as com-

pared with 971 killed and 7,592 injured in the year preceding.

The most notable difference between the two years is in the

first item—that of passengers killed in train accidents ; the record

for 1909 showing only one, as compared with 23 in 1910. Acci-

dents to persons w^here the movement of cars and engines was

not concerned, when added to the figures given above, make the

totals for the last year 121 passengers, 420 employees and 580

other persons killed and 4,080 passengers, 25,131 employees and

893 other persons injured.

Cost of Omnibus Operation in London.

The London General Omnibus Company now operates over

1,000 automobile omnibuses, which during the year 1910, earned a

profit of £59,400; but the company still has a large number of

horse-drawn omnibuses, on which a considerable loss is sus-

tained. At the recent Good Roads Congress, held at Brussels,

where these facts were brought out, a statement was presented

showing the comparative cost of operation of "autobusses" and

trolley cars; from which it appears that trolley cars cost 9.28

pence per car per mile, while autobusses cost 8.99 pence per mile
;

and the dividends paid by the trolley car line amounted to 2.01

pence per car per mile, while the dividends paid by the auto-

busses amounted to only about half a penny a mile. The state-

ments in detail show that an allowance has heen made for

depreciation ; and that rents, taxes and insurance have been prop-

erly charged. From this it would appear that the omnibus, in

spite of its smaller carrying capacity, and apparently greater loss,

due to friction and wear and tear, is the more economical mode

of transportation; but there still remains a large difference un-

noticed in the fact that the roadway used by the omnibuses is

maintained entirely by direct taxation of the public. In the

trolley-car accounts 0.43 pence per car mile is allowed for keep-

ing up the roadway. How much ought to be allowed for main-

tenance of the roadway used by the buses does not appear.

New York City Subways.

The joint committee of the Board of Estimate (of the city),

and the New York State Public Service Commission, this week

made a report presenting its compromise plan for the extension

of subways in Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn and Queens bor-

oughs, New York ; the work of the committee having been to

harmonize, so far as possible, the conflicting plans presented

to the Public Service Commission by the two rival operating

companies—the Interborough Rapid Transit and the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit companies. The committee report will be the

subject of a public hearing by the Board of Estimate next week,

Thursday. The committee proposes to allow the Interborough

to build a part of the desired extensions and the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit a i)art. In case these companies do not accept the scheme
now offered, the connnittce recommends that the city proceed at

once itself to build the "tri-borough route," laid out by the com-
mission last year. 'J'hc princijial features of the present report arc

as follows: The Interborough to extend its present line north-

ward from Forty-second street through Lexington avenue and
southward from [""orty-second street through Seventh avenue

;

also to build extensions in Brooklyn through the Eastern Park-
way and Nostrand avenue ; and in Queens to Corona and Astoria,

by way of the Belmont tunnel ; the Brooklyn Rapid Transit to

extend its line through Manhattan avenue in Brooklyn and over

the Manhattan bridge; from Brooklyn borough hall, bv tunnel

to Liberty street, Manhattan ; and then northward, mainly

through Broadway, to Fifty-ninth street; and east through Fifty-

ninth street over Quecnsborough bridge. The plans proposed

in the committee's report provide for 88 miles of new construc-

tion, the estimated cost of which is given as below.

Total cost of new system $257,600,000
City's contribution 131,400,000
Interborough contribution 75,800,000
B. K. T.'s contribution 50,400,000
Total available credit of the city 300,000,000
Miles of new roads to each company 44

Estimated time to build .subways and complete elevated improvements,
two to four years.

Chinese Bonds Offered in New York.

The American syndicate which for months has been negoti-

ating for the control of a Chinese government loan for the con-

struction of railways, announces that subscriptions will now be

taken for about $7,500,000, being a part of an issue (first series)

of $30,000,000 to be offered in New York, London, Paris and

Berlin. The loan is the "5 per cent. Hukuang railways sinking

fund gold loan of 1911," and the American bankers are J. P.

Morgan & Co. ; Kuhn, Loeb & Co. ; the First National Bank and

the City National Bank.

Local Freight Agents.

The American Association of Local Freight Agents, formerly

the Association of Local Freight Agents' Associations will hold

its annual meeting at the Coates House, Kansas City, Mo., June

20 to 24. Among the subjects to be discussed are: How to

Secure Friendly Co-operation of Shippers and the Public; Uni-

form Waybill and Freight Bill Forms On All Roads; Auditor's

Revision of Billing in Local Offices at Large Terminal Points

;

Final Decision Regarding Correct Charges Should Be Made at

Billing Station ; Elimination of Waybills By Forwarding Freight

on Shipper's Dray Tickets; Federal Livestock Regulations; and

Why Continue Demurrage Associations?

The president of the association is C. A. Witzel (B. & O.),

Cleveland, Ohio, and the secretary is R. O. Wells (111. Cent),

East St. Louis, 111.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.

The 22nd annual convention of the American Association of

Demurrage Officers will be held at the International Hotel,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.,'June 22. One of the principal discussions

at the meeting will be on the National Uniform Demurrage

Rules, with a view to bringing out the experience of all the mem-
bers. The president of the association is J. F. Roach, St. Louis,

Mo., and the secretary is A. G. Thomason, 294 ' Washington

street, Boston, Mass.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.; next meeting, June 22, 1911, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.: next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

.American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111.; June 20-23, Kansas City, Mo.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York; October 9-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.
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-American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
Blocft, Chicago. ^

-American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, III.; annual convention, July 11-13, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, Universitv
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

-Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherrv, C. & E. I., Cbi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.^Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; semi-annual, June 16-17, VVashington, D. C.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 26, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P,
Conard, 24 Park PI., New York; June 20-21, Cape May City, N. J

'Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal

•Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March. May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d ^''turday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.; Tune 21,
St. Paul. Minn.

"General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,
95 Liberty St., New York.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,
11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle
St. Station, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio; annual, Aug. 15, Toledo, Ohio.

Iowa Railway Clue.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
•Master Car Builders' Association.—T. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago; June 19-21, 1911, Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

'New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. Maulick, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;
second Wednesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.— T. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,

P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; September 12-15, St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis Railway' Club.—B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June. July and Aug., St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
TSaffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatcher~s' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual, Tune 20, 1911, Baltimore, Md.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday. ,« c. •r^

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
-kt -.r /- o tt t.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y.C. & H. K.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.

"Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Mondav, except Tune, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesdav of each month, except June, July and August.

"Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg.,

Chicago.

©raffir N^tti!^*

The traffic department of the Pennsylvania announces that
the missionary work done by the pamphlets which it has cir-
culated among the farmers, has resulted in the establishment of
a Farmers' Club at Price, Md.

The shipments of coal over the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
for the five months ending May 31, amounted to 43 per cent,
more than for the corresponding pcnnod of 1910. New rninos
are being opened in the Virginia coal regions served by this road.

Several changes in its train schedules have been announced
by the Chicago Great Western resulting in reductions in the
time between Chicago and St. Paul. Between Fort Dodge,
Iowa, and Oelwein, motor cars have been substituted for two
steam trains.

An additional first-class train, to be known as the "Centennial
State Special," will be put on by the Chicago & North Western
on June 18 to run from Chicago to Denver, leaving Chicago
daily at 10 a. m., and arriving in Denver at 1:15 p. m. of the
next day. Plans are also being made for a new fir^t-class train

to leave Chicago at the same time for Portland and other points
in the northwest.

Shippers at Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo. ; Omaha, Neb.

;

and Sioux City, Iowa, have protested to the Interstate Commerce
Commission against the action of the Santa Fe and other roads
in the Middle West in cancelling their "return shipment rates,"

which was done following a decision of the commission that

return shipments of damaged or unaccepted goods, which it had
been the habit of the roads to carry at 50 per cent, of the regular
charge, must be made within ten days at most.

Beginning June 18 through trains will be run by the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy in connection with the Denver & Rio
Grande and the Western Pacific between Chicago and San Fran-
cisco. The "Colorado Limited" of the Burlington, which leaves

Chicago daily at 9:45 a. m. and arrives at Denver at 1 p. m. of

the next day, will be used in this service, the time for arrival

at Salt Lake City being 4:15 p. m. of the third, and at San
Francisco 10 p. m. of the fourth day. Returning, the train will

leave San Francisco at 6 :30 p. m., reach Salt Lake City at 3 :30

a. m. of the third day, Denver at 9:05 a. m. of the fourth day,

and arrive in Chicago at 2 p. m. of the fifth day.

General Review of Crop Conditions.

The United States Department of Agriculture bulletin says

:

"The month of May was not, on the whole, very favorable for

crop growth, drouthy conditions having prevailed over a great

portion of the United States. In consequence the average con-

dition of crop growth in the United States on June 1 was 2.8

per cent, below the average condition on that date. Some relief

from the favorable conditions came at the close of May and first

part of June. A comparison of the conditions of various crops

on June 1, with their average growing condition on June 1 of

recent years (past ten years for most crops) is shown as follows

(100 representing average conditions and not normal) :

"Cotton 108.5, sugar beets 103.2, apples 102.5, raspberries 101.8,

spring wheat 101.1, watermelons 100.6, pears 99.7, cantaloupes

99.6, blackberries 99.5, sugar cane 99.5, barley 99.2, winter wheat

98.5, rye 98.2, oats 96.9, alfalfa 96.1, onions 95.5, lima beans 92.5,

cabbage 91.0, pastures 90.2, hemp 89.0, clover hay 84.6, all hay

85.1, peaches 83.5.

"The above figures relate only to relative growing conditions,

not taking into account changes in acreages. Taking into account

both acreage and condition, indications are for about 9.9 per cent,

larger wlieat crop than was produced last year, and 10.2 per cent,

larger than the average of the past five years; oats crop 13.3 per

cent, less than last year but 4.8 per cent, more than the average

of the past five years ; barley 8 per cent, more than last year, and

5.3 per cent, more than the five-year average. Total areas have

not been estimated for the other crops, except that the rye area

planted is about 1.2 per cent, less than last year. Clover (for

hay) acreage 6.3 per cent. less and sugar cane acreage 0.4 per

cent, more than last year. The average condition of all crops,
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l)y states, on juiu 1, was ai)i)ro.\imatt.'ly as I'ollows, 1(K) iiuliiating

the average (not nornial) for recent years on Jnno 1:

"Maine 93.7, New Hampshire 84.2, Vermont 89.0, Massachu-
setts 82.3, Rhode Island 86.2, Connecticut 79.0, New York 83.9,

New Jersey 81.6, Pennsylvania 88.1. Average for above division

86.2; conditions compared witli June 1, 1910, 87.0 per cent.

"Delaware 81.1, Maryland 84.7, Virginia 85.3, West Virginia

80.2, North Carolina 97.2, South Carolina 98.0, Georgia 109.1,

Florida 108.8. Average for above division 98.7 per cent. ; con-

dition compared with June 1, 1910, 98.0 per cent.

"Ohio 97.5, Indiana 96.3, Illinois 92.6, Michigan 95.7, Wisconsin
98.8. Average for division 93.6 per cent.; compared wilh June 1,

1910, 96.7 per cent.

"Minnesota 102.6, Iowa 101.2, Missouri 86.6, North Dakota
100.6, South Dakota 96.5, Nebraska 98.7, Kansas 85.3. Average
for division 95.9 per cent.; compared with June 1, 1910, 102.0 per

cent.

"Kentucky 93.4, Tennessee 95.1, Alabama 111.3, Mississippi

106.2, Louisiana 110.8, Texas 107.7, Oklahoma 85.4, Arkansas
104.6. Average for division 102.2 per cent. ; compared with June
1. 1910, 100.2 per cent.

"Montana 100.3. Wyoming 97.7, Colorado 88.4, New Mexico
111.4, Arizpna 107.1, Utah 95.8, Nevada 93.3, Idaho 102.3, Wash-
ington 103.1, Oregon 103.2, California 96.3. Average for division

99.1 per cent; compared with June 1, 1910, 96.1 per cent."

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association in presenting sta-

tistical bulletin No. 98, covering car balance and performance
for February, 1911, says:

"The general performance was strikingly similar to that for

January, such changes as there were in the various averages
being slight. The miles per car per day averaged 22.6, including
surplus cars. The average for active cars is 24.6. Ton miles
per car per da3% while practically the same as January in the
average for all cars, shows an increase in the active car aver-
age from 352 in January to 359 in February.
"The homeward movement still continues, the proportion of

Home cars on line increasing from 58 per cent, in January to

61 per cent, in February. The loaded mileage, however, shows
an increase from 67.2 per cent, to 67.8 per cent., indicating that

the return movement had practically spent its force.

"While comment has been made in previous bulletins on the

decrease in the proportion of loaded mileage that invariably fol-

lows a recession in traffic, very little has been done to analyze

this decrease. One reason for this is that the details of loaded
and empty mileage as between home, foreign and private cars

are not reported by all roads. We have, however, drawn ofif

such figures as are available in order to secure a comparison
between October, 1910, and February. 1911, and the results are

shown in the accompanying small table.

Increase, Decrease,
Feb., 1911. Oct., 1910. PerCent. PerCent.

Home Cars on Line 641,520 603,082 6.37
Foreign Cars on Line 418,068 478,445 12.62

32,347 30,450 6.22Private Cars on Line.

1,091,935 1,111,977

Ratio Home Cars to Total
R. R. Cars

Average Miles per Car per Day:
Home Cars
Foreign Cars
Private Cars

All Cars

17.4
28.1
52.5

20.5
28.3
57.0

8.93

15 12
71

7 89

22. S 24.8

Percent, of Loaded Mileage:
Home Cars
Foreign Cars
Private Cars

66 5 71 9
71 1 78
66 1 67 3

74.6

7.51
8.85
1.78

7.91

"It will be noted that while the average miles per car per day

for all cars shows some decrease, the average for foreign cars

was practically unchanged, the decrease being entirely in home
and private cars, which is a natural result of the lessened

traffic, and the increase in surplus equipment. The fact that

there was practically no decrease in the daily movement of for-

eign cars indicates that these cars were being moved instead

of stored, and as shown by the loaded mileage percentage, a con-
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siderable portion of this moveiiiciit was not productive of revenue.
Analyzing the loaded mileage percentages we note that in Oc-
tober, which n-ay be taken as fairly representative month, for-
eign cars made a much higlier proportion of loaded mileage than
home cars, the comparison being 78.0 per cent, of foreign against
71.9 of home. This is quite logical, as interchange traffic as a
rule is largely handled in cars that are suitable for general
service, while cars handling commodities that tend to lower
loaded percentage, remain as a rule on their home lines. In
F"ebruary, however, while both home and foreign cars show a
decrease in loaded percentage, the foreign percentage is less,
than the October loaded percentage for home cars. While a,
portion of this decrease is probably attributable to an empty
movement which would eventually be necessary in any event,
it seems incredible that such a large decrease as this should be
necessary, and as the private car loaded mileage is practically
unchanged, the natural inference is that a large portion of the
empty mileage which caused this change in the loaded per-
centage, is excess mileage brought about by the return of cars,
to their owners in order to save per diem.

"It will be noted that while the home cars or line increased
about 40,000, or 60 per cent., the decrease in foreign cars.
amounted to 60,000. These figures if taken for all roads in the
country should of course equal each other, but when taken for
a portion of the roads there is room for a considerable dis-
crepancy. In the present instance this difference is due to the
fact that several of the larger roads omitted from this tabulation
did not reduce the equipment on line to such an extent as did
roads selected for this comparison."
The accompanying large table shows car balance and perform-

ance for February, and the charts show car performance and,
earnings in 1907 to 1911 inclusive.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The Commission on June 12, dismissed the proceedings in its.

suspension of advances in rates on agricultural implements and
other articles in South Western Freight Association territory,

the railways having filed new tariffs, providing for the continnu-
ance of the old rates.

The commission on June 9 issued a number of orders, per-

mitting the continuance of fares which do not conform to the
long and short haul rule. The Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern,
is permitted to charge higher rates out of Cincinnati, Ohio, to

points in Illinois and Missouri than the combinations of the

locals until May 1, 1912, owing to the state 2-cent fares in Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois. The same permission is granted the Mobile
& Ohio between various points on its line. The Missouri Pacific

and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern are permitted to

continue the present charges for passenger fares and excess

baggage rates, owing to the state laws of Nebraska. The Coast,

line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is permitted to con-

tinue the present charges on excess baggage. The International

& Great Northern is permitted to continue charging the higher

rates to intermediate points in Texas because of a circuitous

route. Likewise the Live Oak, Perry & Gulf is permitted the

higher fares to intermediate points on account of the circuitous

route. The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany was ordered to discontinue on September 1, 1911, the

charging of higher fares in disregard of the long and short

haul clause, which have been maintained in order to have the

fares multiples of five. The same is denied the Missouri Pacific

and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley railways.

Complaint Dismissed.

Decarie Incinerator Co. v. Miinicapolis & St. Louis et al.

Opinion by the commission:

Rate of $1.65 for transportation of a carload of parts of a

garbage incinerator from Hopkins, Minn., to Sacramento, Cal.,

not found unreasonable. (21 I. C. C. 71.)

Florida Mercantile Agency v. Pennsylvania Railroad et al.

Opinion by the commission:

Commodity rate of 60^ cents per 100 lbs. on fresh meat and

dressed poultry in carloads from Jersey City, N. J., to Jackson-

ville, Fla., not found to be unreasonable. (21 1. C. C. 85.)
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Rates on Kanite Reduced.

irilliani II. JUuiiit-iisli-i)i :: Philudclphux & Readiuji ct al.

Opinion by the coimnission :

l'i)llo\ving Masiiritc Explosive Co. v. P. & L. l'".. R. H. Co.,

13 I. C. C. 405, Ucfciulants ordered to cease from charging, in

official classification territory, their lirst class rates on kanilr

in carload quantities, and doiil)le first class rates on kanite in

L. c. L. quantities; and to substitute therefor second class rales on

carload quantities, and one and one-half times first class rates on

L. c. L. quantities. (21 I. C. C. 9().)

Reparation Awarded.

Franklin, Stiles & Frankhn v. Southern Express Co. Opinion

by the co)nniission:

Defendant's contention that express rates should be a certain

percentage iiigher than freight rates not sustained, as there is

no material evidence of record as to the reasonableness of either

the express rate or the freight rate.

The alleged erroneous publication of a rate which remains in

effect for more than eight jears is not a justification for its in-

crease. Advanced rate found unreasonable, rate for the future

prescribed, and reparation awarded. (21 I. C. C. 88.)

Rates on Cement Reduced.

Maritime Exchange et al v. Pennsylvania Railroad. Opinion

by the co)nmission:

Martins Creek, Pa., is one of a group of cement-producing
points, known as the Lehigh cement district, from all of which
the rate on cement to Philadelphia, Pa., is the same via all routes,

$1.35 per net ton, except as recently modified by the defendant.

The defendant's line of road from Martin's Creek to Philadel-

phia passes through the state of New Jersey for a part of the

distance, and the traffic between these points is subject to the

jurisdiction of the commission. Upon a complaint attacking

defendant's local rate on cement from Martin's Creek to Phil-

adelphia, and also bringing in issue the proportional rate to Phil-

adelphia on cement transhipped to Wilmington, N. C, and
points south thereof. For the future the rate on cement from
Martins Creek, Pa., to Philadelphia via the line of defendant
should not exceed $1.10 per net ton. The restriction by de-

fendant of the 80-cent proportional rate, Martins Creek to Phil-

adelphia, to cement carried by water to Wilmington, N. C, and
points south thereof, does not result in undue prejudice to Phil-

-adelphia. (21 I. C. C. 81.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The California commission has ordered the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe to interchange traffic with the Oakland & Antioch

Electric Railway at Bay Point, where the lines of the two com-
panies connect. The commission has not laid down any general

rule for this procedure, but announces that similar petitions will

be decided upon the merits of the several cases. This order, di-

recting joint rates between a steam and an electric road, estab-

lishes a new rule in California; and if carried into effect through-

out the state will remove the isolation of many electric lines.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

has dismissed the complaint in the case in which residents of

Ossining ask that morning train No. 94, southbound for New
York, be required to stop at Ossining. This train carries a

Pullman car and baggage car. The commission says that proof

does not indicate that morning train service from Ossining to

New York is inadequate either in number of trains, seating

capacity, or in schedule running time or methods of operation.

The baggage facilities for morning trains at Ossining are ade-

quate. The demand for provision of a parlor car in this service

is not supported by proof that such a car would be patronized,

beyond that which is afforded by the expressed belief of a sin-

gle witness for complainants. Testimony of that description is

insufficient to overcome the presumption against such use by

daily riders over a distance of thirty-one miles. If such proof

were adduced, it might afford a reason for requiring a parlor

car to be hauled in the existing train service, but it would not in

itself be ground for specific order requiring the stoppage of an

additional train, though respondent might exercise its option in

that respect.

I he \evv \o\k I'uIjHc Service Commi.ssion, Second District,

lias denied the ai)plication of the Delaware & Hudson for con-

sent to discontinue the station at Wrights, Town of Putnam,

Washington County, and to estal)lis!i a new station at. or near

Luthers Siding, one and one-quarter miles south in the same

lovvnship. .\ hearing was had upon the application at Wrights,

al which there was a large attendance of the people of the

town, as well as residents of Orwell, Vermont, which is situated

directly across Lake Champlain from the present station. The

company's contention was that the present station was not well

located, especially for northbound trains, being just around a

sharp curve through the rocks, and that the proposed new point

of location is on a straight, level stretch of ground better adapted

to the safe operation of trains. Commissioner Huppuch, who

heard the case, recommended the denial of the application, and in

the opinion submitted by him, it is held that a railway station long

established, which is a recognized institution in a locality, should

not be removed to a new location unless it appears that the

new location is consistent with public convenience and that the

contention that the operation of trains would be facilitated by

the removal of the station to a point where there is a level

stretch of track, there being no direct evidence that operating

conditions at the present location are dangerous to life or prop-

erty, is not sufficient to warrant the granting of the application.

COURT NEWS. W-*!i&^

In the United States Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia,

June 13, Judge Young filed an opinion sustaining the verdict of

the lower court, imposing fines of $40,000 each on the Bethlehem
Steel Company, the Philadelphia & Reading, and the Lehigh Val-
ley, for violating the law in the collection of demurrage charges.

The Supreme Court of New Jersey has held unreasonable the

ordinance of Jersey City requiring drivers of business wagons to

have licenses from the city. This ordinance was enforced during the

strike of the wagon men of the express companies last autumn,
to the great embarrassment of the express companies. Two suits

were brought before the court, one in which the driver arrested

for working without a license was engaged in interstate com-
merce, but the court set aside the conviction of the men in both

cases, without finding it necessary to pass on the question of

interstate commerce.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New York,

in an opinion by Justice Clarke, holds that the Public Service

Commission, First District, in rejecting the reorganization plan

of the Third Avenue (surface street) Railroad Company, has

exceeded its powers. The decision reverses a decision of the

commission, and the result will be to leave in effect the plan of

reorganization of this property, which was submitted by the bond-

holders' committee, December 3, 1909. The court says:

"Upon the facts as they appeared before the commission it

would seem that it was bound to approve the issue of the stocks

and bonds by the new corporation in accordance with the plan

of reorganization, and the power of the commission was confined

to a determination of the question as to whether the proposed

issue was authorized by sections 8 and 9 of the Stock Corpora-

tion law and the agreement for the purchase and sale and adjust-

ment of foreclosure."

The opinion dealt principally with the question as to whether or

not sections 9 and 10 of the Stock Corporation law were repealed

by the Legislature in 1907, when the Public Servicfe Commission

laws were created. On this point Justice Clarke said

:

"The main question here presented has not heretofore been

considered in any court. It is, have the statutory provisions for

the reorganization of railroads, which have existed since 1853

and are now embodied in section 9 to 12 of the Stock Corpora-

tion law% been repealed by implication by the provisions of the

public Service law ?

"It is claimed that the reorganization statute has been repealed

by the Public Service Commission act, not directly, but impliably.

If the statute has been repealed then I know of no statute under

which a reorganization of a railroad can be had. Certainly there

are no provisions of the Public Service act which can be availed

of. If the provisions for adopting the plan by the purchasers

and making it the basis of a new charter are of no effect, then

the whole scheme of reorganization is gone, because the adoption

of said plan is the very gist of that scheme."
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

H. B. Blanchard has been elected secretary of the Alartiiiique

-& Lake Superior, with office at New York.

C. B. Ferry lias been appointed assistant secretary of tlie Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at New York, succeed-
ing J. M. McKinlay, deceased.

F. H. Parker, auditor of freight receipts of the Great Northern
at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed assistant comptroller, suc-

ceeding G. R. Martin, promoted.

B. Campbell, vice-president of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, has been elected vice-president also of the Central

New England, with office at New Haven, Conn.

F. H. Parker, auditor of freight receipts of the Great North-
ern, at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed assistant comptroller,

and E. J. Willis has been apopinted acting auditor of freight

receipts.

William Lee Karnes, assistant secretary of the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient of Texas, has been elected treasurer of the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, with office at Kansas City, Mo.,

succeeding E. E. Holmes, resigned.

E. H. McHenry, vice-president of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford and the Central New England, at New Haven,
Conn., has been appointed vice-president also of the Boston &
Maine, with office at New Haven, effective July 1.

J. H. Allen has been elected vice-president and general man-
ager of the Anderson & Saline River, and R. L. Rutherford has

been appointed treasurer, both with offices at Pine Bluff, Ark.

R. M. Morris has been appointed secretary and general freight

agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

H. I. Miller, first vice-president of the New Orleans Great

Northern, at Bogalusa, La., has been elected president, with

office at New York, succeeding C. W. Goodyear, deceased. M. E.

Olmstead, general counsel, with office at Harrisburg, Pa., has

been elected first vice-president, succeeding Mr. Miller, with

office at Harrisburg, and A. M. Trueb, assistant to vice-president,

has been appointed assistant to president, with office at Bogalusa.

Mr. Miller is also receiver of the Buffalo & Susquehanna, and
in addition was recently elected vice-president of the Missouri

'Pacific.

W. B. Storey, Jr., vice-president of the Atchison, Topeka &
'Santa Fe, in charge of construction, whose jurisdiction has been

•extended over the operating department, as has already been

cinnounced in these columns, was born November 17, 1857. at

San Francisco, Cal., and was graduated in 1881 from the Uni-

versity of California. He began railway work in 1877, as axiiian

on the Southern Pacific, giving up this work at the end of a

year to go to college. He returned to railway work in 1881,

and until 1893 was rodnian, levelman, transitman and assistant

engineer of the Southern Pacific. In 1893 he was made as-

sistant engineer of the United States Hydraulic Mining Com-
mission, and from 1895 to 1900, was chief engineer and gen-

•eral superintendent of the San Francisco & San Joaquin Val-

ley, now a part of the Santa Fe. In 1900 he was appointed

chief engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at

Topeka, Kan., becoming chief engineer of the entire system

in September, 1906, with office at Chicago; and since Sep-

tember, 1909, he has been vice-president, in charge of construc-

tion, with office at Chicago. Mr. Storey has been in charge

•also of the operating department during the absence of J. W.
Kendrick, vice-president in charge of operation, who was granted

-a six months' leave of absence in December, 1910.

G. R. Martin, who has been appointed comptroller of the

•Great Northern, with office at St. Paul, Minn., as was pre-

viously announced in these columns, was born July 3, 1864, at

Evans Mills, N. Y. He attended the U. S. Military Academy
at West Point for a time, entering with che class of 1883. He
graduated with the master's degree from the College of Law of

the University of Minnesota, and he is also, a member of the bar

of the state of Minnesota. Mr. Martin began railway work in

1885 with the Chicago & North Western as a telegraph operator

and agent, and until July, 1890, was employed in the operating

department of that road and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault

Ste. Marie. He then entered the accounting department of the

Great Northern, and in August, 1894, was promoted to assistant

auditor of disbursements. Three years later he was transferred

to the operating department, and was consecutively special super-

intendent of the Great Northern
;
general superintendent of its

subsidiary, the Montana Central, and assistant general super-

intendent of the Great Northern. In March, 1899, he was ap-

pointed auditor of disbursements, and was promoted to general

auditor in November, 1902. For the first five months of 1905

he was on special duty in the president's office, and was made
assistant to the comptroller in May of that year. He was
promoted to assistant comptroller in January, 1906, from which
office he is now advanced to comptroller.

Operating Officers.

J. G. Grossheim has been appointed superintendent of the

Portland & Southeastern, with office at Portland, Ore.

H. D. Earl, who was recently appointed superintendent of the

St. Louis Southwestern, at Mt. Pleasant, Tex., and R. L. Garner,

who was appointed assistant superintendent of the same road, at

Tyler, Tex., have had their jurisdiction extended over the East-

ern Texas Railroad.

P. E. Block, vice-president, general superintendent and gen-

eral freight and passenger agent of the Weatherford, Mineral

Wells & Northwestern at Weatherford, Tex., has been appointed

general superintendent of the Gulf, Texas & Western, with office

at Jermny, Tex., succeeding F. J. Bechely, resigned tn accept

service with another company.

A. S. Ingalls, assistant general superintendent of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, the Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheel-
ing and the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh, having

been promoted to general superintendent, F. H. Wilson, assistant

general superintendent at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over all divisions, and his office will be moved to Cleve-

land, Ohio.

N. B. Walton has been appointed assistant to general super-

intendent of the Grand Trunk Pacific, with office at Winnipeg,

Man. ; G. S. Cooke has been appointed superintendent of the

lines from Winnipeg to Watrous, Sask., with office at Melville,

and H. McCall has been appointed superintendent of the lines

west of Edmonton, Alta., with office at Edson. The office of

trainmaster of the first, second, third, seventh and eighth dis-

tricts is abolished.

Nathan Gregg Pearsall, whose appointment as superintendent

of the Louisiana division of the Texas & Pacific, with office at

New Orleans, La., has been announced in these columns, was
(born at South Florence, Ala. He received a common school

education and began railway work in February, 1879, as a

brakeman on the Memphis & Charleston, now part of the

Southern Railway. He was then consecutively freight conductor

and passenger conductor on the Mexican Central ; construction

train conductor and passenger conductor on the Louisville, New
Orleans & Texas, now part of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley,

and division superintendent of the Texas & Pacific at New Or-

leans. He was then out of service for a time, and in February,

1898, went with the Interstate Transportation Company at New
Orleans. He was afterwards general manager of the Avoyelles

Railway, now part of the Texas & Pacific; and in June, 1899,

was appointed manager of the East Louisiana Railroad, and later

general manager of its successor, the New Orleans Great North-

ern, having been with the latter road during its construction and

up to the time of his appointment as above.

Traffic Officers.

Stewart Starr has been appointed traveling freight and pas-

senger agent of the Brinson Railway, with office at Sylvania, Ga.

W. J. Lloyd has been appointed acting general agent of the

Erie Despatch, at Denver, Colo., succeeding J. A. Dolan, trans-

ferred.
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J. G. Kcnsett lias been appointed a traveling freight agent of

the Atlantic Coast Line, with oflicc at Greenville, S. C, succeed-
ing W. A. Cooper.

T. P. Clemow has been appointed traveling freight and pas-

senger agent of the Cireat Northern, with oflke at liillings, Mont.,
succeeding B. S. Merritt.

T. H. Daly has been appointed a traveling passenger agent
of the Canadian Pacific Lines west of Revelstokc, B. C, with
office at Vancouver, B. C.

W. B. Ilarahan has been appointed a traveling freight agent
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters in New
York City, succeeding T. P. Buchanan, resigned.

C. S. Browne has been appointed traveling freight agent of

the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with office at Los
Angeles, Cal., succeeding L. A. Casey, promoted.

W. A. Clay has been appointed freight trafific manager of the
Anderson & Saline River, with office at Pine Bluflf, Ark. (See
an item under Executive, Financial & Legal officers.)

W. F. Greaves, commercial agent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed general
agent, with oflice at Nashville, Tenn. C. VV. Smith, commercial
agent at Kansas City, Mo., succeeds Mr. Greaves, and F. M. Cole
succeeds Mr. Smith.

R. T. LLiskins, freight traffic manager, at New York; L. II.

Kentfield, general freight agent; A. B. Smith, general passenger
agent, and F. C. Coley, first assistant general passenger agent of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, with offices at New
Haven, Conn., have been appointed also to the same positions on
the Central New England.

S. H. Babcock, manager of the traffic bureau of the Com-
mercial Club of Salt Lake City, has been appointed traffic man-
ager of the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, with office at Den-
ver, Colo., succeeding to part of the duties of William F. Jones,
auditor and general traffic manager.

J. E. Blain, chief clerk to the commercial agent of the New
Orleans & Northeastern, the Alabama & Vicksburg, and the
Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific at Shreveport, La., has been
appointed a traveling freight agent, with office at Shreveport,
succeeding Charlton Barksdale, resigned.

Fay Thompson, district passenger agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed division pas-
senger agent, with office at Oklahoma City, Okla., succeeding
H. M. Brown, appointed district passenger agent at Philadelphia,
Pa. H. H. Hunt succeeds Mr. Thompson.

W. L. Donaldson, agent of the Lake Shore-Lehigh Valley
Route and the Michigan Central-Lehigh Valley Route; and
John E. Rogerson, westbound agent of the Michigan Central-
Lehigh Valley Route, incident to the closing of the offices of
those fast freight lines, have become connected with the freight
traffic department of the Lehigh Valley, with office at Chicago.
William McMurtie, commercial agent of the fast freight lines
at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed traveling freight agent
of the Lehigh Valley, with office at Kansas City.

The jurisdiction of the following officers of the International

& Great Northern has been extended over the Texas & Pacific:

George D. Hunter, general eastern traffic agent; W. G. Trufant,
commercial agent, and D. C. Lorentz, soliciting freight agent,
with office at New York; H. H. Taylor, commercial agent at

St. Louis, Mo. ; G. W. Doll, commercial agent at Cincinnati,
Ohio ; T. B. Moss, commercial agent at Kansas City, Mo., and
James Stuart, recently promoted from traveling freight agent
at St. Louis to commercial agent at Denver, Colo., succeeding
F. J. Burke, promoted. P. B. Doddridge has been appointed
traveling freight agent in charge of St. Louis-Chicago territory,

with jurisdiction over both roads, succeeding Mr. Stuart. The
jurisdiction of J. B. Payne, commercial agent, and O. E. Duggan,
traveling freight agent, of the Texas & Pacific at Louisville,

Ky., has been extended over the International & Great Northern.
I. M. Griffin, whose appointment as assistant general freight

agent of the Texas & Pacific at Dallas, Tex., has been announced
in these columns, will continue to act as general cotton agent
of the I. & G. N. N. M. Leach, whose appointment as traffic

manager of both roads has been announced in these columns,
will have temporary headquarters at San Antonio, Tex.

Subsequent to the recent reorganization of the freight traffic

department of the western lines of the Canadian Pacific (see
Raihvay Age Gazette, April 21, 1911. page 968) changes have
been made, efTective June 15, by which that department has.
been divided into the following divisions : Maiiil(jba, Saskatche-
wan, Alberta, Kootenay and Boundary, and British Columbia.
W. C. Bowles, division freight agent at Vancouver, B. C, has
been appointed general freight agent of the western lines, with
headquarters at Winnipeg, Man., a new office. R. E. Larmour,
division freight agent at Winnipeg, has been appointed division

freight agent of the British Columbia division, with office at

Vancouver; and reporting to him arc: F. II. Clendenning, dis-

trict freight agent at Vancouver; W. II. Gardiner, district

freight agent at Victoria, B. C, and A. J. Cambie, who has just

been appointed district freight agent at Vancouver, in charge
of Vancouver and Westminster terminals and Okanagan lake

traffic. George H. Smith, district freight agent at Winnipeg,
has been appointed division freight agent of the Manitoba divi-

sion, with office at Winnipeg. D. C. MacDonald has been ap-

pointed division freight agent of the Saskatchewan division,

with office at Regina, Sask., and W. H. Allison has been ap-

pointed a district freight agent of that division, with office at

Saskatoon, Sask., succeeding R. W. Drew, who has been pro-

moted to division freight agent of the Kootenay and Boundary
division, with office at Nelson, B. C. John Halstcad, formerly

division freight agent of the Western division at Calgary, Alta.,

has been appointed division freight agent of the Alberta division^

with office at Calgary. The offices of district freight agent at

Regina and at Winnipeg have been abolished.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

C. C. Fralich has been appointed assistant master mechanic of

the Ann Arbor Railroad, with office at Owosso, Mich.

A. W. Munster has been appointed engineer of tests of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, with office at Boston, Mass.,

succeeding B. S. Hinckley, transferred.

F. S. Rodger, general car and locomotive foreman of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Marion, Iowa, has been appointed

assistant district master mechanic of the Superior division, with

office at Green Bay, Wis., succeding E. Z. Hermansader, pro-

moted. G. F. Hennessey succeeds Mr. Rodger.

John J. Pelley, roadmaster of the Illinois Central at New
Orleans, La., has been transferred to Fulton, Ky., succeeding

J. M. Egan, appointed superintendent. C. E. Weaver, resident

engineer at New Orleans, succeeds Mr. Pelley. Shelby S.

Roberts has been appointed a division engineer, with office at

Chicago, succeeding E. I. Rogers, transferred to New Orleans.

C. H. Rae, general master mechanic of the Louisville & Nash-
ville, at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of machinery, succeeding Charles F. Giles, promoted.
C. H. Hcdgcock, chief clerk in the mechanical department, also

becomes assistant superintendent of machinery. W. A. Stearns,

mechanical engineer, at Louisville, has resigned, to become as-

sistant to the chief mechanical engineer of the American Steel

Foundries, at St. Louis, Mo.

Charles F. Giles, assistant superintendent of machinery of the

Louisville & Nashville, at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed

superintendent of machinery, succeeding T. H. Curtis, resigned.

Mr. Giles was born at Rowlesburg, W. Va., November 2, 1856,

and entered railway service as an apprentice in the shops of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Wheeling in 1873, and in the shops of that

road, the Texas & Pacific, the Pennsylvania and the Louisville

& Nashville he remained until 1882, in which year he was made
foreman on the L. & N. In 1887 he was promoted to the position

of master mechanic, at Birmingham; the next j'ear to a similar

position at Pensacola, and on October 1, 1902, became master
mechanic at the main shops of the company at Louisville. He
was appointed assistant superintendent of machinerv on February

1, 1904.

John D. Maupin, w^hose appointment as superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Trinity & Brazos Valley, with office at Teague,
Tex., has been announced in these columns, was born at St.

Catherine, Mo., January 16, 1869. He began railway work in

as a machinist apprentice with the Missouri Pacific-Iron
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Mountain system at De Soto, Mo., and on completing his appren-

ticeship in 1892 was for a year connected with George J. Fritz's

contract shop at St. Louis, Mo. He then returned to the Iron

Mountain at De Soto, where he was employed in the shops as

a machinist for ten years. In 1903 he was appointed gang fore-

man, and a year later was promoted to general roundhouse

foreman, which latter office he held continuously until January,

1909, except for a part of 1907, when he was general foreman of

the Texas Central at Walnut Springs, Tex. His next position

was general foreman of the Trinity & Brazos Valley at Teague,

and in May, 1910, he was promoted to master mechanic of the

same company, from which office he has just been advanced to

superintendent of motive power as above.

Theodore H. Curtis, superintendent of machinery of the Louis-

ville & Nashville for the last eight years, has resigned and will

leave railway work to engage in private business. Mr. Curtis

was born at Terre

Haute, Ind., August 12,

1866, and entered rail-

way service at the age of

20 as a draftsman on

the Cincinnati, Indian-

apolis, St. Louis & Chi-

cago, now a part of the

Big Four. In the draft-

ing rooms of that road

and the Brooks Loco-
mo t i v e Works, the

Pittsburg Locomotive
Works and the New
York, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad he re-

mained until 1897, being

chief draftsman on the

Nickel Plate eight years.

In 1897 he was made
mechanical engineer of

that road, which place

he held for two years.

Then he went to the

Erie in the same capac-

ity. On January 1, 1901, he was appointed mechanical engineer

of the Louisville & Nashville, and in August, 1903, was promoted
to the position from which he now retires.

Purchasing Officers.

B. S. Hinckley, engineer of tests of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, has been appointed purchasing agent, with

office at Boston, Mass., succeeding C. N. Chevalier, retired.

Frank D. Reed, whose appointment as purchasing agent of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, in addition to liis duties as

assistant to the vice-president, has been announced in these col-

umns, was born April 22, 1868, near Fort Dodge, Iowa. He
was educated in the Chicago public schools, and began railway

work with the Pennsylvania Lines at Chicago in September,

1884, as a wheel inspector. In six months he was made clerk

and timekeeper, and for five years from 1890 was chief clerk

m the car department. He was then promoted to assistant chief

of the motive power clerk of the Lines West of Pittsburgh

at Fort Wayne, Ind., and in February, 1900, was made chief

motive power clerk at the same place. He went to the Rock
Island Lines in April, 1904, as chief motive power clerk at

Chicago, and two years later was promoted to general store-

keeper at Silvis, 111. He was advanced to assistant to the vice-

president, with headquarters at Chicago, in May, 1910, which

office he continues to hold.

Special Officers.

H. H. Harrington has been appointed agricultural director of

the south Texas lines of the St. Louis & San Francisco.

T. H. Curtis.

OBITUARY.

Sqmpment anb ^upplt^s.

LOCOIVIOTIVE BUILDING.

Thk Wisconsin & Michigan is in tlic market for 2 loco-
motives.

The Mexico Northwestern is in the market for 2 Mallet
locomotives and 6 Prairie type locomotives.

The American Smelters Securities Company, New York
City, has ordered 1 mikado locomotive from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.

The Jacksonville Terminal Co. has ordered 1 six-wheel
switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The cylinders will be 19 in. x 28 in.; diameter of the driving
wheels will be 50 in., and the total weight on drivers will be
118,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Mexico North Western is in the market for 500 logging
cars.

The Cuba Railroad has ordered 19 coaches from the Amer-
ican Car & Foundry Company.

The Queen & Crescent is in the market for 1,067 miscel-
laneous freight cars. This item has not been confirmed.

The Louisville & Nashville will re-enforce 1,000 freight cars,

and is in the market for the steel underframes. Tiiis item
has not been confirmed.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Grand Trunk has ordered 2,000 tons of bridge material.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 500 tons of structural

steel, and is inquiring for 3,500 tons.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 150 tons of bridge

material.

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered 2,000 tons of rails from
the Cambria Steel Company.

The Boston & Maine has ordered 150 tons of bridge material

from the American Bridge Company.

The United Railways of Hayti have ordered 8,000 tons of

rails from the Lackawanna Steel Company.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 250 tons of bridge

steel from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Kansas City Southern, mentioned in the Railzvay Age
Gazette of May 19 as being in the market for 14,000 tons of

rails, has divided an order for this material between the Illinois

Steel Company and the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Missouri Pacific has divided an order for 50,000 tons

of rails as follows: 22,800 from the Tennessee Coal, Iron &
Railroad Company; 5,000 tons from the Illinois Steel Company,

and 22,000 tons from the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.

SIGNALING.

Maurice Brosnihan, formerly traveling freight agent of the

Illinois Central, with office at Chicago, died in Chicago on

June 5.

The contract for installing automatic block signals on the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, between Hammond and In-

dianapolis (single track), 163 miles, has been let to the General

Railway Signal Company. Signals of type 2A will be used,

upper quadrant.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will shortly begin instal-

lation of automatic block signals between Cameron Junction,

Mo., and Harlem, 44.7 miles of single track and 7.3 miles of

double track. The single track is used jointly with the Rock

Island, and the double track jointly with the Rock Island and

the Wabash. All material will be furnished by the General

Railway Signal Company. Signals of type 2A, lower quadrant,

will be used.
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I lie National Railway Equipment Company is in the market
for 100 second-hand 50-ton hopper-bottom gondola cars.

1 lie McKecn Motor Car Company has received an order

from the Sand Springs Intenirban Railway of Tulsa, Okla., for

a .second 70- ft. motor car. The Oregon-Washington Railroad

& Navigation Company also has placed an order for a 70-ft.

motor car. There arc now 111 of these cars in service in the

Lhiited States.

Cornell S. Hawley, hitherto vice-president, general manager
and treasurer of the Consolidated Car Heating Company, with

otTice at New York City, was on Monday last elected president

and treasurer of the company. Claude C. Nuckols, hitherto

superintendent and purchasing agent, was at the same time chosen

general manager.

E. G. Schmeisser, formerly assistant engineer in the depart-

ment of electric traction of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been

elected second vice-president of the Wiener Machinery Company,
New York. The capital of this company, which handles ma-
eliinery, tools and railway appliances, has been recently increased

to $25,000. Branch offices have been opened in Pittsburgh, Pa.,

and F)Oston, Mass.

Harvey H. Brown has been elected president of the Brown
Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding his

brother, the late Alexander E. Brown, founder of the company,

who died April 26. Other officers were elected as follows

:

Alexander C. Brown, director and vice-president ; George C.

Wing, secretary ; Charles T. Pratt, treasurer, and Richard B.

Sheridan, general manager.

The gross sales of the Western Electric Company, for the

month of May, exceeded the sales of the same month in 1910

by 12 per cent. ; and at the end of the month the company was
employing 26,000 persons, as compared with 25,000 two months

ago. The amount of work turned out this year is about 5 per

cent, more than it was in the busiest season of 1907, when the

company employed 10 per cent, more persons than at present.

A special meeting of the shareholders of the Canadian Loco-

motive Company, Ltd., Kingston, Ont., was held on May 26 to

consider an ofifer for the sale of the works to a Canadian and

English syndicate. Before any definite action is taken, a valua-

tion and a general audit will be made of the company's business.

When this report has been handed in the future policy of the

company will be determined upon. The capital which the syn-

dicate proposes to put into the business of the company would be

derived from the sale of the following securities: $2,000,000 first

mortgage sterling bonds; $1,500,000 preferred stock; and

$2,000,000 common stock.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Brake Beams.—The American Steel Foundries, Chicago, has

issued a 40-page catalogue describing the Simplex brake beams

for passenger, freight and tender service.

Chicago & Northwestern.—The passenger department of this

line has published an illustrated folder giving a description, with

diagrams, of its new passenger terminal at Madison and Canal

streets, Chicago.

Cranes.—The Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., has issued

a new general catalogue covering wrecking, locomotive, con-

struction, pillar and hand cranes, pile drivers, transfer tables,

portable rail sawing machines and clam shell buckets. The book

is handsomely printed and bound, and contains 107 illustrations.

Asphalt Products.—The Standard Asphalt & Rubber Com-

pany, Chicago, has published a small booklet on Sarco asphalt

products and their uses. Among others, Sarco asphalt paving

cement, Sarco waterproofing, Sarco asphalt mastic flooring and

Sarco mineral rubber pipe coating are illustrated and briefly

described.

Cranes.—The Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., has pub-

lished catalogue 104 of its railway and commercial cranes, em-

bracing wrecking, locomotive, construction, pillar and hand power
cranes; also pile drivers, transfer tables, portable rail sawing

machines and clam shell buckets. These machines are fully illus-

trated and minutely described.

Lubricators.—The Collins Metallic Packing Company, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., has published a small booklet on the Collins im-

proved wheel-flange lubricators, in which it illustrates this device

and points out its characteristic features and advantages. For

description of this lubricator, see issue of Railway Age Gazelle

for October 7, 1910, page 675.

Lui'TON Specialties.—The David Lupton's Sons Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., has devoted a 36-page illustrated booklet to

the Lupton specialties. Among these are included Lupton steel

sash for side walls. Pond continuous sash for monitors and saw-

tooths. Pond operating device for all types of windows, and

Lupton rolled steel skylights for all buildings. Full descriptions

and diagrams are given.

Geared Locomotives.—The Lima Locomotive & Machine Com-
pany, Lima, Ohio, has published a full catalogue of its loco-

motives. Special attention is devoted to the Shay gear and rod

locomotives. Illustrations of the various types are included

and some photographs of the shops are given. Tables giving

various dimensions and corresponding code words for ordering

by wire are also included.

Roach Rail Joint.—The Reinforced Rail Joint Company,

St. Louis, Mo., has issued an illustrated booklet describing its

Roach rail joint, which is now in service on several roads. This

joint is made in one piece and is heavily reinforced, making its

strength equal to or greater than that of the rail. It grips the

rail tightly in the center, but allows it to deflect at the end,

reducing the danger of breakages. This method of supporting

is claimed to prevent any rolling movement in the joint.

Michigan Central.—The passenger department of the Michi-

gan Central has issued a booklet entitled Mackinac Island, de-

scribing the summer resorts in northern Michigan ; it is fully

illustrated and contains detailed maps and a list of special

tourist fares to these places. Summer Tours is a booklet by

the same company giving useful information regarding tours

to Niagara Falls and the Adirondacks. Resorts of the fruit

belt of Michigan are described in a pamphlet entitled Near-by

Resorts.

Selective Signaling.—The United States Electric Company,

New York, maker of the Gill selector and other apparatus used

on telephone lines, has issued bulletin No. 702, calling attention

to its train order semaphore—a standard semaphore with an elec-

tric slot. With this semaphore, used in connection with a selec-

tive calling apparatus, a despatcher is put in control of the signal

at each one of any number of train-order offices. With this

electric slot the semaphore is locked in the stop position so that

it cannot be cleared until the despatcher releases it; and he,

therefore, has full control over the movement of trains at any

station, regardless of the absence of the station operator. The

clearing of the signal is effected by reversing the battery used

in calling.

In consideration of the surrender of the Northern Territory

by South Australia, the Commonwealth Government undertake to

construct a railway from Port Darwin southwards to a point on

the northern boundary of South Australia proper, thus linking

the north and the south of the continent, and adding greatly to

the defensive strength of the country. The Commonwealth

Government are to acquire the Port Augusta Railway, and are to

construct a line from a point on the Port Augusta Railway to

connect with the other part of the Transcontinental Railway at

a point on the northern boundary of South Australia proper.

The Commonwealth Government are also authorized to con-

struct a railway westerly from a point on the Port Augusta Rail-

way to a point on the western boundary of South Australia

proper. These schemes will facilitate the construction of the

other great transcontinental system to connect the east of Aus-

tralia with the west, in anticipation of which Western Australia

joined the Federation in 1900. The undertaking has become

more feasible of late through the discovery of artesian water

along the proposed route in Western Australia.

i
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Arizona & Swansea.—Construction work has been started on
an extension, it is said, from Swansea, Ariz., to the Clara con-

solidated copper district, six miles.

Atlantic Coast Line.—A contract is said to have been let

to W. Z. Williams & Co., Macon, Ga., for constructing new
yards cast of the Augusta city limits. The improvements will

cost between $85,000 and $90,000. There is also to be some re-

vision work carried out on the Charleston & Western Carolina.

Camp Creek Railway.—Incorporated in Montana with $100,000
capital, to build from Manhattan, Mont., in the Camp Creek
country, through an agricultural district for about 20 miles.

Preliminary survey has been made and most of the right-of-way

secured. A. M. Harvey, Livingston; Clancey Salesville, A. J.

Walrath, H. S. Buell and F. L. Benepe, all of Bozeman, are

directors.

Charleston & Western Carolina.—See Atlantic Coast Line

Grays Harbor Electric.—This company will build a line, it

is said, from Raymond, Wash., to South Bend.

Great Northern.—A new branch, called the Cherry Valley

branch, has been opened for business on the Cascade division,

from Monroe, Wash., west to Tolt, 17.9 miles.

Intercolonial Railway.—An officer writes that the Canadian
government will build branch lines as follows : Dartmouth,
N. S., northeast to Deans, 73 miles ; Sunny Brae, east to Guys-
borough and Country Harbor, 80.5 miles, and from Alba, north-

east to Baddeck, in Cape Breton, 22 miles. The lines have al-

ready been located and bids will probably be asked in the near

future, and construction work started within three months. The
improvements call for putting up stations, freight houses, engine

houses and water tanks The branches are being built to carry

coal, farming commodities, fish and lumber.

Kamas Valley.—Preliminary surveys have been made for the

first section of a line to be built from Wanship, Utah, on the

Union Pacific, to Woodland, 18 miles. It is proposed to eventu-

ally extend the line to Park City and up Provo canyon to the

Uintah reservation. R. W. Barnes, Kamas, is the principal pro-

moter, and H. S. Joseph is chief engineer. S. W. Stewart, Salt

Lake City, is interested in the project.

Lewisburg & Northern.—See Louisville & Nashville.

Louisville & Nashville.—An officer writes that contracts have

been let for double-tracking and improvement work between

Covington, Ky., and Paris, to the following contractors : Boxley
Brothers Company, Quincy; Patterson & Griffin, Pittsburgh. Pa.;

Hough & Spradlin ; C. J. McKinney and Callahan Construction

Company, Knoxville, Tenn.
; J. H. Flick Construction Company,

Chicago ; Robert Grace Contracting Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

and Price Construction Company, Middleboro, Ky.

According to press reports, surveys have been made for the

Lewisburg & Northern, from a connection with the Louisville &
Nashville, at Maplewood, Tenn., just north of Nashville, through

the counties of Davidson, Williamson, Rutherford, Marshall,

Giles and Lincoln. Right-of-way has been secured for most of

the line. At the Tennessee-Alabama state line connection is to

be made with the new double-track line to be built to Athens,

Ala., under the name of the Nashville & Decatur. In addition to

building a bridge at Nashville, Tenn., bridges are to be put up

across Elk river in Tennesese, near the Alabama state line ; at

Mulberry and at Locust forks, on the Warrior river in northern

Alabama. The plans of the L. & N., it is said, include piercing

five or six tunnels in Tennessee. From Athens, Ala., south to

the freight yards at Boyles, the grades and curvature will be re-

duced and a second track is to be added. Nearly all the right-of-

way for the second-track work in Alabama has been secured.

Oregon Roads (Electric).—The Lane County Asset Co., Eu-

gene, Ore., has given a grading contract to George Perry & Co.,

it is said, for building an electric line from Eugene to Elmira.

Oregon Short Line.—Work has been started, it is said, on

the Salt Lake & Idaho, from Lucin, Utah, north to Burley, Idaho,

via the Raft river valley, about 100 miles.

Porterville Northeastern.—This company, which expects to

begin operating trains from Porterville, Cal. to Springville, 16

miles, on July 1, it is said will extend the line to the entrance
of Sequoia National Park, eight miles. Surveys have been made.

RiciiwooD & Gauley.—Incorporated in West Virginia with
$75,000 capital, to build a line along Cherry river in Nicholas
county, W. Va., to open up coal and timber lands. Connection
is to be made with a line already built at the junction of Cherry
and Gauley rivers. The incorporators include : C. S. Weston,
W. Briggs, J. M. Oakford and F. L. Space, Scranton, Pa., and
H. W. Armstrong, Richwood, W. Va.

Salt Lake & Idaho.—See Oregon Short Line.

Savannah, Augusta & Northern.—This road has been ex-

tended from Garfield, Ga., to Stevens crossing, 14 miles.

Southern Pacific.—Announcement has been made that work
on the double-track line from Rocklin, Cal., west to Colfax, which
has been under way for some time, has been finished.

This company will double-track its line, it is said, between
Pasadena, Cal. and Huntington drive. South Pasadena, and
electrify the same.

Work is soon to be started, it is said, on a line from h'crnk y,

Cal., and Lassen county.

According to press reports, this company will electrify the line

between Riverside, Cal. and Colton.

Southern & Tidewater.—Incorporated in California with

$800,000 capital, to build from Santa Monica, Cal, near Los
Angeles, via the Maribu ranch to Oxnard, 67 miles. The incor-

porators include: M. K. Rindge, F. H. Rindge and N. D.

Darlington.

Spokane International.—The Bayview branch has been
opened for business from Corbin Junction, Idaho, south to Bay-
view, 12 miles, and the Coeur d'Alene branch has been opened
for business from Coeur d'Alene Junction, south to Coeur d'.Mcne,

10 miles.

St. Louis, Arcadia & Jefferson City.—Incorporated in Mis-
souri with $250,000 capital, and headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
The plans call for building an interurban line from St. Louis

to Fenton, 15 miles. The incorporators include : T. G. Portis,

C. F. Vogel, E. R. Kinney and R. M. Hamlin, St. Louis, and
H. D. Mackey, Springfield.

Taos, Sierra Nevada & San Francisco.—This company has

been incorporated in New Mexico with $800,000 capital, and
office at Taos. The plans call for building 750 miles of railway

through the counties of Taos, Rio Arriba, Santa Fe, San Juan,

Colfax and Union, in New Mexico, and the southern counties

of Utah. One terminus is to be at Fort Sumner, N. Mex., on the

Santa Fe cut-oflf, and the other on the Colorado & Southern in

Union county, near Amistad, passing through Santa Fe and

Taos. H. S. Annamaker, president, Amistad ; F. Hamm, vice-

president, Dallas, Tex.
; J. S. Holland, second vice-president

;

J. Gill, secretary, Clayton, N. Mex. ; A. C. Probert, treasurer,

Taos, and W. P. Halliday, chief engineer, Fort Worth, Tex.

Western Pacific.—According to press reports, work will soon

be started on a branch from near Marysville, Cal., to Susanville.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Albion, Pa.—According to press reports, the Bessemer &
Lake Erie has plans made for improvements, to include enlarging

the yards at Albion, building new sidings and putting up several

new bridges.

Kalamazoo, Mich.—The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

will build a brick freight house on concrete foundation, 40 ft.

x 110 ft. ; second floor 40 ft. x 74 ft. In connection with the

freight house this company will build ],W0 ft. of team track,

served by brick driveways.

Morgantown, W. Va.—The Morgantown & Kingwood has

given a contract, it is said, for building shops at Morgantown,

to cost $40,000.

Nashville, Tenn.—See Louisville & Nashville under Railway

Construction.

New Castle, Pa.—According to press reports, the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie will put up a new passenger station at New Castle,

also shop buildings.
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JRaihttaij iFttuincial Nctp^.

Ai.coM.v Ckntr.m. & Hudson Bay.—The Manitoulin & North

Shore, extending from Sudbury, Ont., to Crcan Hill, 23 miles,

and controlled by the A. C. & 11. B., is now called tlic Algoma
Kastern Railway.

Ari.ANT.v, I'lRMiNGii/.M k ATLANTIC.— S. S. Paluicr of New
York, and Francis R. Hart of Boston, Mass., have been made
mendiers of ibc general protective committee representing the

securities of the railway company and of the Atlanta &
Birniingbani Construction Company ; the Georgia Terminal

CcMnpany ; the Alabama Terminal Company and allied com-

panies. Tlie committee now consists of: E. S. Marston, chair-

man ; I'Ycderick Ayer, Samuel Carr, John I. Waterbury, S. S.

Palmer and F. R. Hart.

Boston & Maine.—At an adjourned meeting of the stock-

holders at Boston, June 13, the consolidation of the Worcester,

Nashua & Rochester with the Boston & Maine was approved.

Bruce Mines & Algoma Railway.—A press despatch says that

this property has been bought by business men of Sault Ste.

Marie, Mich. The road runs from Bruce Mines, Ont., to

Rock Lake. See also item in Construction News.

Central of Georgia.—The company has deposited with the

trustees of the first and second preference income bonds, money

to pay the interest which the Superior Court of Chatham

county, Ga., found v^^as due for the year 1907.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—O. S. Lyford, vice-president, with

office at Chicago, has been elected a director for one year, suc-

ceeding Frank Trumbull of New York, resigned.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—The Des Moines, Iowa Falls

& Northern first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, dated 1901, have

been called U'T redemption on July 1, 1911, at 105.

Denison, Bonkam & New Orleans.—The Missouri, Kansas &
Texas has bought all of the outstanding securities of the

Denison, Bonham & New Orleans, consisting of $50,000

stock and $325,000 bonds. The D. B. & N. O. runs from

Bonham Junction, Tex., to Bonham, 24 miles.

Denver & Rio Grande.—At the meeting of the board of directors

on June 8, action in regard to the dividend on the preferred

stock was postponed until June 13 in order to allow Blair &

Co., and Speyer & Co., both of New York, to consult with

George Gould.

Des Moines, Iowa Falls & Northern.—See Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific.

Great Northern.-The outstanding $500,000 Minneapolis West-

ern first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds are to be paid at maturity

on July 1.

Illinois Central.—Bankers in New York say that this com-

pany has concluded negotiations for the sale of refunding 4

per cent, bonds to the amount of $10,000,000 to Kuhn, Loch

& Co. The price paid to the railway company is believed to

be above 96; but it does not appear that the Executive Com-

mittee of the road has yet taken formal action.

Intercolonial.—This Canadian government railway has acquired

thirteen railways in the maritime provinces which become

branch lines of the I. C. R., and a part of the government

system. The railways it is about leasing are the Valery prop-

erty of the Arcadian Coal Company; the Oriental railway;

the Hampton & St. Martin's ; the Albert railway ; the Moncton

& Buctouche; the Caraquet railway; the Gulf shore railway;

the York and Coulton ; the International; the Temiscouata

the New Brunswick & Prince Edward Island; the Elgin &

Havelock, and the Kent Northern. The railways are to be

leased on terms and conditions approved by the Government

Railways Managing Board, the value of the railways to be

fixed by the judge of the exchequer court; based on the report

of the chief engineer of the government railways. The amount

of the rental to be paid will not exceed, for the first five years

of the lease, 3 per cent, of the fixed value ; for the second five

years, ZVz per cent, and thereafter 4 per cent. These railways

was mostlv short roads with poor service and old rolhng

stock, and" with their acquisition by the I. C. R. will be

brought up to the standard of that road.

International & Great Northern.—The property and fran-

chises of this company were sold at auction by the receivers

at Palestine, Tex., June 13, for $12,645,000; tiie purchaser be-

ing a committee headed by Lawrence Greer, understood to

represent the Gould interests. This property went into the

hands of a receiver on February 26, 1908. The plan of re-

organization proposed by a committee of the third mortgage
bond holders, was outlined in the Railway Af^e Gazette May
19 last, page 1188; and the general acceptance of this plan

was indicated by an item published in this column last week.

Lakes Chamtlain & Moriah.—This company has asked the

New York State Public Service Commission, Second district,

for authority to increase its capital stock from $200,000 to

$400,000, the additional $200,000 to be used to reimburse

the treasury for expenditures which have been made to the

property during the past five years. The petition shows how
the expenditures made have produced an increase in business.

The amount of freight carried has increased from 458,000

tons in 1904 to 971,000 tons in 1910. No dividends have been

paid since 1893, except one of 3 per cent, in 1899. Since 1899

the net earnmgs have all been expended in improvements.

This road, eight miles long, extends from Port Henry, N. Y.,

to Mineville, N. Y., and is owned by the iron ore interests

which furnish most of its business.

Louisiana Southern.—It is said that the stockholders are to

vote ill the near future on the question of increasing the

capital stock from $300,000 to $1,000,000, and on issuing

$1,000,000 first mortgage refunding bonds.

Maine Central.—The ttockliolders are to vote on July 1 on

the question of authorizing the merging of the Somerset Rail-

road and the Sebasticook & Moosehead with the Maine Cen-

tral, under the provisions of an act recently passed by the

Maine legislature. The stockholders are also to vote on the

question of leasing the Portland terminal. See this company
below.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—See Denison, Bonham & New
Orleans.

Missouri Pacific—The Nebraska railway commission has

granted the company's application for authority to issue

$20,000,000 in notes for permanent improvements.

National Railways of Mexico.—The company will pay on

July 1 the $3,661,000 consolidated mortgage 4 per cent, bonds

of the Mexican Central and the assenting 4 per cent, bonds

and registered income bonds aggregating $49,547. The money
for this refunding was raised through the recent sale of

$10,000,000 two year Ay'^ per cent, notes.

Pere Marquette.—Through the Bankers' Trust Company the

Guaranty Trust Company and White, Weld & Co., New
York, this company has sold equipment trust gold notes to the

amount of $870,000, bearing 5 per cent, interest. The notes

are dated June 1, and mature in instalments half yearly up to

June 1, 1921. The equipment bought cost $1,023,913; the bal-

ance having been paid already by the company. The purchase

included 50 locomotives, 12 passenger cars and two combi-

nation mail and baggage cars.

Portland Terminal Company.—This is the new name of the

Portland (Maine) Union Railway Station Company. The

old company issued $300,000 first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds

due 1927-1929, guaranteed jointly by the Boston & Maine and

the Maine Central. See also item under Railway Structures.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—Frank Trumbull, chairman of

the board of the Chesapeake & Ohio, has resigned from the

board of directors of the St. Louis & San Francisco ; the Chi-

cago & Eastern Illinois; the Evansville & Terre Haute; the

Kansas City, Ft. Scott & Memphis, and the Kansas City, Mem-

phis and Birmingham. The resignation is due to the press

of other business.

Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal.—The taking of testimony of

George J. Gould and Joseph Ramsey, Jr., in the suit of the

Central Trust Company, New York, to foreclose the Wheeling

& Lake Erie general mortgage, has been postponed until fall;

and all of the other litigation brought by the Wabash-Pittsburg

Terminal Reorganization committee against the Wabash Rail-

road has been put off until fall.

Wabash Railroad.—See Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—See Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal.
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' I ' HE committee on Repair Equipment for Engine Houses
*• has adopted the term "engine house," instead of round
house, and suggests that that term be regarded as recom
mended practice. The locomotive dictionary is in a meas-
ure an official publication which defines various locomotive

details and it might be extended so as to include those

describing locomotive shops and the buildings used for loco-

motive running repairs. The British term "running shed"
is a definite term which causes no confusion. Engine house
may mean the building for the stationary engines, but a bet-

ter term for this is the "power house," and this, too, could

be made the recommended word, by official action of the

association. The report is one of unusual merit, and it

should do much to raise the grade of machine tools and

equipment used in engine houses. It contains a sentence

which should become the slogan of the master mechanic,

when the annual tool appropriations are under considera-

tion. It is this, "If a tool is not efficient enough for repair shop

work it will genera, ly pay to scrap it." The report recommends

a tool room, a store room with a more complete stock than

is generally carried at such points, and it emphasizes the im-

portance of making the engine house attractive, convenient

and well ventilated so as to render it possible to hold in

employ a desirabie class of workmen.

A NUMBER of members disagreed quite emphatically

with the report of the committee on the diameter of

piston rods and the size of crossheads, which was presented

yesterday. The title of the report required only formula;

and tables giving proportions for such parts and those pre-

sented were found acceptable, but the design for the piston

rod fit in the crosshead was generally discredited. The
breakage of piston rods is often due to the severe stress

produced by driving in the key, and for tliis reason a nut

fastening for the piston to the crosshead found consider-

able favor. But the chief objection to the design presented

is the combination of end butting fit and taper fit which ex-

perience has shown is not good practice. If the rod has an

end butting fit into the crosshead, the taper fit will soon

become loose. There is a loss in the area of the bearing of

the taper fit when the butting fit is used. It is best, there-

fore, to use such a taper that the rod can have a full bearing

in the crosshead and to place no dependence upon the

butting fit at the end of the piston rod or a shoulder fillet

at the front end of the crosshead.

'

I
'HE quality of the steel used for main and side rods has

*• more to do with frequent breakage than design, and tlie

large sections for rods used on American locomotives seem to

be due to an allowance for material which is not uniform in

quality rather than national design based on working stresses

which good steel should permit. In the discussion of the

report on main and side rods it was pointed out that in the

manufacture of fluted rods by milling from the solid, the best

part of the steel, which has been compressed by hammering,

is cut away and the poorer steel is left to form the web of

the I section. Two remedies were suggested which appeared

to find general favor, first, that adopted by the New York
Central in using rectangular sections for the rods of freight

engines; second, the forging of fluted rods instead of milling.

The fluted rod should be adopted for passenger engines where

it is desirable to use polished details for the machinery parts.

Such rods could be forged nearly to size and finished by milling

and there would then not be a loss of the best material, but

the web would receive as much working in forging as the other

portions of the rod. The forging press, which is coming into

use in railway shops, is admirably adapted to this kind of work,

as it produces a better forging than the hammer. The rectan-

gular side rod has the advantage of lateral flexibility and is

therefore well adapted for use on long engines like the con-

solidation and decapod. There is still room for considerable

improvement in locomotive rod practice, not only in design, but

in the selection of the proper grade of steel and in the heat

treatment during the forging process.

/^ URIOUSLY. the use of the brick arch was nor referred
^^ to in the discussion of the report on mechanical stokers

Wednesday, although in the present state of the art it seems

to be inadvisable to operate a mechanical stoker without it.

The principal reason is that the arch assists in the proper

distribution of the coal. Without it the tendency is for the

light coal and slack to be carried too far forward in the

box, a considerable amount being drawn unconsumed into

the flues and front end, stopping them up and in some cases

seriously interfering with the capacity and efficiency of tlie
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boiler. With the areh a proper distribution of the coal can

be made and there is very little opportunity for the fine

particles to pass back and over it without being perfectly

consumed. The discussion of the brick-arcii question ai the

Master Boi.cr Makers' convention indicated that an arch

to he properly applied must rest snugly against the flue sheet

with an open space between the fire bricks and the side

sheets, and at the comers where the flue sheet joins the

side sheets. An interesting experiment is being made on one

road—that of testing superheater locomotives both with and

without the arch. While the tests have not been complete!

and the data worked up, the indications arc that it will be

found that efliciency will be considerably greater with than

without the arch, the degree of superheat being increased

owing to the greater volume of gases passing through the

top tubes. One road is cutting out a number of the lower

tubes where the brick arch is being used without any per-

ceptible effect on the efficiency of the locomotives and with a

reduction in the cost of maintenance.

'

I
'HE report on the lubrication of locomotive cylinders was a

^ unique contribution to technical literature. In commenting

upon the report and discussion on smoke prevention in the issue

of yesterday, attention was called to tlie seeming helplessness

of the association to suggest a means of accomplishing what is

demanded of it. But there was no suggestion that the final

word was considered to have been said, or that some means of

smoke prevention would not ultimately be found. The report

on cylinder lubrication seems to say between the lines that the

limits have about been reached, and that there is practically

nothing in sight that ofifers any great improvement on present

practice ; not but that improvements in details might be made,

but, simply that the right feed hydrostatic lubricator is so far

superior to anything else that it seems likely to continue to

hold the field. Certainly, it is difficult to imagine anything more

thoroughly condemnatory than the statements made regarding

the mechanical lubricators. The only thing that prevented the

report from being final and of closing the whole subject against

further consideration was the statement, in the discussion, that

one road had been experimenting with a mechanical lubricator

that injected a mixture of oil and graphite into the steam chest,

and was so well satisfied with the results obtained that a further

investigation on a more elaborate scale is to be made during

the coming year, and it was hoped that full data as to the

results would be available by the time of the next convention.

This chance statement seems to have been all that saved the

subject from being closed, and thus becoming a unique feature

among the topics that the association has considered. As it is,

it is still open for discussion.

THERE is often a satisfaction in obtaining an explanation of

a fact and the reason for its existence, even though the face

itself may have been very familiar for a long time. So, the

paper on the use of superheated steam fills a long-felt want.

For several years Schmidt has been advocating the use of a

high degree of superheat in locomotive work, but without the

accompaniment of any very definite data as to why he advocated

it, or any very good reason why a lower degree would not do

as well, or at least almost as well. In the discussions of the past

Mr. Vaughan, of the Canadian Pacific, has told of the increased

economy obtained as the temperature of the superheat was in-

creased, and beyond this w^e have had practically no authorita-

tive data on the subject. The paper presented yesterday morning

fills in the gap and supplies just the sort of information that is

needed, based upon carefully conducted laboratory investiga-

tions that seem to afford a full explanation of the suggestions

that have heretofore come from the practical side. The Purdue

investigations show that the moderate degrees of superheat give

such slight savings in fuel that they are not worth making, thus

exactly checking with the practical results of the Canadian

I'acilic, and that the percentage of saving increases with the

rise of superheat temperature to a point not yet determined but

certainly somewhat beyond the 240 deg., which v\as the upper

limit reached in the Purdue experiments, and probably extend-

ing beyond the region of practical operations.

This will come somewhat as a surprise to many who have

regarded superheating merely as a means of overcoming cylin-

der condensation, and to whom it seemed that a proportional

reduction of condensation ought to show a proportional

reduction of coal and water consumption. The paper is, of

course, a climax resulting from what has gone before, and

of what has been presented and, while it confessedly falls

short of a complete and final statement of the case, and must

be regarded, like its predecessors, as a report of progress,

it is doubtful if any further statements can equal in impor-

tance those set forth therein. It is certainly the most impor-

tant contribution on the subject of superheated steam on

locomotives yet made, and will go far toward setting the

whole matter in its proper light. While it comes as a whole
and stands forth by itself, its author would be the first to

acknowledge their indebtedness to and dependence on the

work that has preceded their own, for it really embodies the

results of a long period of investigation, and cannot be cred-

ited wholly to the work of the past year. Strong and valu-

able as the paper is, there is promise in it of more to come,
and it is to be hoped that the painstaking work that has

been done on locomotive Schenectady No. 3 may be con-

tinued without interruption to the further elucidation of this

most important subject.

WATER PURIFICATION.
A BOUT ten or twelve years ago a proposition was made to

**• the superintendent of motive power of a prominent rail-

way to purify some particularly hard water on his line. He
declined to consider the proposition, on the ground that it would

not pay to bother with water treatment, and that the locomotives

could be kept in service as matters were. Since then a change

has taken place throughout the country and water purification

is now taken as a matter of course. That it pays, and is recog-

nized as profitable, was brought out very forcibly, by inference,

in the report and discussion on water purification yesterday

morning. To begin with, the report was limited to a considera-

tion of those localities where density of traffic does not warrant

the establishment of water treating plants. In substance, then,

the association, in assigning the topic, says : "Of course water

treating is the proper thing, but there are some places where

the consumption is so light that the economic value of a treat-

ing plant is doubtful; so what shall we do in such cases?" The

report made various suggestions, gave some figures of costs of

materials, and indicated in a general way the course to be fol-

lowed in handling these small stations. But it said nothing as

to the economic value of the saving of tubes, of fire-boxes, of

coal and labor.

While this did not quite hold in the discussion, it obtained to

a great extent. Members were anxious for detailed experiences.

There were, to be sure, allusions to advantages that had been

obtained from water purification, such as an increase of fire-box

life, in one instance, from 12 months to 7 years; but as a whole

these savings were ignored, and the main interest seemed cen-

tered about practice. This was especially true regarding foam-

ing. The means of its prevention when concentrations reach

high points were talked over pretty thoroughly; and, while the

use of anti-foaming compounds was advocated for the lower

concentrations and is, apparently efficac'ous ; it appears that, for

the higher concentrations the blow-off is the only resort.

Water treatment, then, may be regarded as an accom-

plished economic fact, and as so accented. It now remains

to work out a means of riddance of some of the annoy-

ances which accompany its use. This is a chemical problem

that will involve a deal of labor and take much time before

«

1
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it will be even partially solved. As for a final solution,

there is no prospect of that, for the problems' already exist-

ing are innumerable, and as fast as one is solved another
springs up. So, even though the incrusting solids and foam-
ing salts were to be cared for and eliminated, there would
still remain the common salts, which it is sometimes de'^ir-

able to remove, but which have not yet been touched. The
essential point to be noted, then, in this report and discus-

sion, is the unanimous acceptance of water purification as an
economic proportion, and the tacit recognition of the desir-

ability of its practice, coupled with the intense interest shown
in the improvement and perfection of that practice.

OIL FUEL FOB LOCOMOTIVES.
•"pilE cost of equipping a locomotive for burning oil, in-

» eluding the burner and regulating valves, the firebrick

furnace and the tank with its pipes and valves on tenders

is about $800, and the cost of steel storage tanks for road-

way supply is approximately 25 cents per barrel. The oil

stations cost only about 50 per cent, of the cost of coaling

stations, but the latter are in place and already provided,

while th-e oil stations are clearly an extra expense.

One of the principal advantages of oil fuel for locomo-

tives is the increased steaming capacity obtained from the

boiler and the possibility of maintaining this at a maxi-

mum throughout the run. It is this which has made pos-

sible the successful operation of very large Mallet locomo-

tives which develop a maximum tractive effort of 100,000

lbs. and nearly 2,000 h. p. at ordinary freight speeds. The
fireman does not become fatigued, and even in hot weather

the maximum output from the boiler can be depended on
whenever needed for any part of the run. While the phy-

sical exertion of the fireman with oil fuel is not great, it

requires more careful and close attention than in coal burn-

ing to secure economical combustion. The fireman and en-

gineer must work in harmony, and with each change in the

throttle or reverse lever a corresponding regulation must

be given to the oil supply and atomizer. If the fireman is

not careful and skillful in this way it is possible for him
to waste large quantities of oil and a greater value in fuel

than is wasted by a careless fireman on a coal-burning loco-

motive.

The capacity of the boiler is soon reached as speed in-

creases in coal-burning locomotives, and the engineer reduces

the cut-off to accommodate steam consumption to steam pro-

duction; but with oil fuel the boiler can be so easily forced

with increased oil consumption that there is a tendency on

the part of enginemen to use a longer cut-off than is econom-

ical, and complete the trip in a shorter time than care-

ful economy in oil consumption would require. This im-

portant feature in the operation of locomotives when fired

with oil is referred to in a comprehensive paper on "Petrol-

eum as Locomotive Fuel," by Eugene McAuliffe, general

fuel agent of the Frisco Lines, presented at the recent meet-

ing of the International Railway Fuel Association. The

author gives carefully prepared rules for the guidance of

engineers, firemen and others in handling oil-burning engines,

including instructions for starting the fire, using the heater,

preventing black smoke, and handling the atomizers, blow-

ers and dampers. He exposes the careless habits of engine-

men, and says it is easy to make schedule time or make up

lost time with oil fuel, but it requires an excessive con-

sumption of oil and results in a lack of discipline, and me-

chanical facilities are allowed to deteriorate on account of

the comparative freedom from failure actually to deliver the

train on time. It is possible to measure oil very accurately,

and the consumption under proper regulation of speed and

combustion could be easily established for each class of

trains, so that it ought not be a d'fificult thing to determine

which enginemen are careless in the use of oil fuel.

There is an economy in oil fuel as compared with coal
which is seldom referred to, and that is the comparative
loss when engines stand idle under steam at terminals or
are delayed on side tracks. It is then possible so to regu-
late the oil jet that there is a small consumption of fuel,

while with coal the large mass of incandescent fuel must
be maintained over the grate to insure prompt movement
when orders for departure are given. The saving in oil

in this respect averages 50 per cent, of the coal equivalent,

and in fre'ght traffic in winter it is an important item. It

is fortunate that large deposits of petroleum are found in

districts where there is a poor coal supply, and where coal

for locomotives is expensive. This is particularly true of

California and Mexico.

TO-DAY'S PROGRAM.

M. M. ASSOCIATION.

Discussion of Reports on :

Safety Appliances 9.00 A. M. to 10.30 A. .\f.

Design, Construction and Inspec-

tion of Locomotive Boilers... 10.30 A. M. to 11.00 A. M.
Contour of Tires 11.00 A. M. to 11.15 A. M.
Steel Tires 11.15 A. M. to 11.30 A. M.
Flange Lubrication 11.30 A. M. to 12.00 A. M.
Minimum Requirements for

Headlights 12.00 P. M. to 12.30 P. M.
Resolutions, Correspondence, etc.. 12.30 P. M. to 12.40 P. M.
Unfinished Business 12.40 P. M. to 12.45 P. M.
Election of Officers—Closing Exer-

cises .. . 12.45 P. M. to 1.30 P. M.

ENTERTAINMENT.

Band Concert, 10.30 A. M.—Entrance Hall. Million Dollar Pier.

Six Kirksmith Sisters, 3.00 P. M.—BrigMon Casino, in grand

concert of vocal and instrumental music.

Band Concert, 3.30 P. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier.

Euchre and Bridge, 9.00 P. M.—For both ladies and gentlemen

and their guests attending the conventions. Solarium Marlbor-

ough-Blenheim Hotel.

ENTERTAINMENT BY THE KIRKSMITH SISTERS.

One of the pleasing features of to-day's entertainment

will be the vocal and instrumental musical program which
will be given at 3 P. M. by the Six Kirksmith Sisters at the

Brighton Casino. The sextette are sisters actually as well

as in their advertising literature, and each of them both sings

and plays on various instruments. It is said—this can be

verified by those who attend—that they are not only good
to listen to, but also good to look upon.

The Brighton Casino is between the Marlborough-Blen-

heim and the Traymore, and the entrance is on the Board-
walk. Admission will be by badge.

SUPPLYMEN'S EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS.

llie executive committee of the Railway Supply Manufact-

urers' Association meets daily. Sunday excepted, in its office,

adjoining the enrollment booth, on the pier.

CORNELL DINNER.

The annual dinner of Cornell men attending the conven-

tion will be held this year at the Hotel Windsor at 8 o'clock

P. M., Saturday, June 17. It is expected that Jack Moakley
will be present and explain his secret for winning inter-

collegiate track meets. Special music and entertainment has
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been arranged for, and it is planned to make this the most

enjoyable dinner of the kind ever held.

All Cornell men attending the conventions are requested

to register at the booth of the American Engineer and Railroad

Journal (opposite north stairway main building) as soon as pos-

sible after arrival.

TO-NIGHT'S CARD PARTY.

The card party to-night will be one of the most interesting

features of the entertainment program in connection with this

year's conventions. It will be given in the ball room of the

Marlborough-Blenheim, which is just off the Exchange, and will

begin at 9 o'clock. Both progressive bridge and progressive

euchre will be played, half of the tables being set aside for each

game. Fifty prizes will be awarded, 25 to ladies and 25 to

gentlemen. The lady who wins the highest number of games

of bridge will draw with the one winning the largest number

of games of euchre for first choice of the ladies' prizes, and the

gentlemen will similarly draw, until all the prizes have been

awarded.

The sub-committee in charge desires to have it particularly

understood that no woman will be allowed to play without a

man for a partner. Last year was the first when prizes for both

men and women were given. This rule was enforced then, with

the result that about 300 men and 300 women played.

The sub-committee in charge will be: J. C. Younglove, chair-

man; H. S. Hammond, P. J. Mitchell, Ross F. Hayes, R. C
Coburn, W. J. Walsh, George R. Carr, H. A. Nealley, C. P.

Williams, C. A. Knill, J. M. Brown and Thomas Farmer, Jr.,

and all having any questions to ask about the games, either

before or during the party, are invited to refer them to the

committee members.

In order to prevent confusion two bells, having entirely differ-

ent sounds, will be used to announce the ending of the games.

A large gong will be used for bridge and a small bell for

euchre.

The following are the rules to be observed in playing bridge

:

No. 1. Play four hands; 20 minutes will be allowed for each

four hands. Change partners when bell rings.

No. 2. Progress on points not including honors, but put down

total score. Do not add anything to scores for pro-

gression.

No. 3. Cut for deal at every table—low deals.

No. 4. Change partners at beginning of each four hands at

every table.

No. 5. Double and redouble once only.

No. 6. Count easy aces.

No. 7. Misdeal does not forfeit deal.

No. 8. Play spades whether doubled or not, but no royal

spades.

No. 9. Prizes awarded on total points and honors.

No. 10. Do not finish hand if playing when bell rings.

Note : — Guests of railway men or supply men may play, but

will not be contestants for prizes. To be a contestant

for prizes one must be: A railway man or a member
of his immediate family, a railway supply man or

member of his family.

The following are the rules for euchre:

1. Commence playing when bell rings.

2. Eight hands at head table constitute a game.

3. Other tables, game ends when bell rings, unless the

trump has been turned.

4. For progressing the bell will be rung twice.

5. Lone hands count four. No taking of partner's best.

6. Misdeal, dealer loses deal.

7. Visiting lady deals first hand.

8. Remain seated until score is taken.

9. In case of tie, couple scoring first moves.

The prizes will hi placed on exhibition in the ball room,

where the party will be held, at 11 o'clock this morning.

The following is a list of them:

LADIKS' PUIZES.

Library electrolier.

Boudoir electric lamp, copper coffee percolater.

Bronze figure.

Tiplitz flower basket.

Brass fruit basket.

Cut-glass jewel box.

Sandwich tray.

Mahogany tray.

Thermos carafe.

Velvet band with buckle and slide.

Bracelet.

Caviller hand bag.

Cluny luncheon set, center piece and thirty-six doilies.

Cut-glass vase.

Venetian flower holder.

Rockwood tray.

Mahogany candle sticks with shades.

Cut-glass relish dish.

Rockwood vase.

Sheffield platter.

Parasol.

Dresden compote.

Dessert set.

Salad bowl.

GEN TLK men's PRIZES.

Russian leather traveling bag.

Eight-day desk clock.

Necktie case (leather).

Brush set.

Adjustable shaving glass.

Cut jet ink stand.

Set of hangers in case.

Thermos bottle.

Umbrella.

Cane.

Cordial set.

Doutton pitcher.

Cigar jar.

Terra cotta bag.

Venetian cordial set.

Brass smoking set.

Beer moat.

Brass ash tray.

Desk electrolier.

Electric standing lamp.

Ice tub.

Copper champagne cooler.

Cocktail mixer.

Serving tray.

Brass book rack.

RAILWAY SUPPLY MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the association will be held in the

Greek Temple, Million Dollar Pier, Saturday, June 17, at 11

o'clock A. M-
If the two candidates named by the nominating committee are

elected (and, if universal popularity counts, they will be elected),

it will be necessary to amend the new by-laws adopted last year.

Both the president and the vice-president of the association

should be members of the executive committee. This is fully

covered by the present by-laws, provided those officers are

chosen from among the 12 regularly elected members of the

committee; but Stafford is. scheduled to retire at the close of

this convention, and the complement for the second district.
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from which Mr. Allen hails, is already full. Again, Section 4,

Article 2, of the by-laws says : "A member of the executive com-
mittee who shall have served three years continuously, shall be
ineligible for further service until an interim of three years

shall have elapsed." As Mr. Stafford will have just finished his

term, he could not be re-elected to the committee without special

action, although he would not be barred from the presidency.

However, as Article 4 of tiie constitution permits amendments
"at any meeting of the association by a two-thirds vote of the

members present and voting," the way is clear and simple.

CALL FOR YOUR MAIL.

There is a large amount of mail at the office of the secretary

of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association for persons

attending the conventions. Some of it may be for you. Anyway,
it won't do any harm for you to call and find out.

THE M. M. SCHOLARSHIP AT PURDUE.

Secretary Taylor announced at the session yesterday that a let-

ter had just been received from H. A. Houston, the young man
who has the M. M. scholarship at Purdue University, who has

just completed his fourth year. Mr. Houston seated that he

had written to the donors of the scholarship thanking them
for it, and indicating that he had endeavored to reflect credit

on the association by keeping his grades up to a high standard.

THE AMIABLE WEATHER MAN.

The Atlantic City weather man has been, thus far, almost

as amiable as could be desired. He made it storm Tuesday
night, which was distinctly disagreeable in him, but perhaps

he was under the impression that convention visitors would
not arrive until Wednesday, the day of the opening session

of the Mu M. Association. Certainly he was a dear, as the

ladies would say, Wednesday and yesterday, although he did

let it get a bit too warm yesterday afternoon. If he does as

well until after the M. C. B. Convention he will deserve a

handsomely trimmed chromo.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The progress which is being made in the development

at the Port of Bahia, Guatamala, gives every indication of

this point becoming a formidable rival of the other ports

in the republic. The railway from that town to Quito is

being pushed forward vigorously, and already there has

been opened to traffic a section extending to a point near

Calceta, a distance of 33 miles. The preliminary survey

on the Chone branch, via Caimito, has been completed, as

has also the survey on the line from Guayaquil to Balzar.

Plans for the installation of an electric light plant ar* now
being prepared, and every effort is being exerted to render

the port of Bahia de Caraquez an important commercial

c«nter.

The Quillacollo to the valley of Cliza electric railway in

Argentina, with terminal stations at Vinto and Arani, has a

total length of 56 miles. The construction of the first sec-

tion of this important electric line has been completed and

work on the second section, which will extend to the fertile

and beautiful Cliza valley, will soon be be.gun. The survey

of this railway extends in an easterly direction to Las Cua-

dras, and from there runs southward to the Cliza valley,

crossing the public highway at Angostura. The completion

of this much needed electric railway will greatly accelerate

the development of the rich country through which it passes

and will exert a beneficial influence on the agricultural and
mining industries of the neighboring regions.

^roceeditx^!^.

President Fuller called the second session of the Master
Mechanics' Association to order at 9.30 Thursday morning.
The President:—The oldest living ex-president of the associa-

tion is here—Reuben Wells. The next two oldest ex-presi-
dents are also here—Mr. Garstang and Mr. Mackenzie, and I

would ask the youngest ex-presidcnt, Mr. Wiidin, to'escort
thcni to the platform.

MAIN AND SIDE RODS.

The committee submitted a progress report, coupled witli
the request that every member of the association send the
committee criticisms or suggestions for modifications before
February 1, 1912. The first part of the subject assigned to
the committee relates to the kind of material in rods. There
is very little difference in the steel for rods, and open-hearth
steel haying an ultimate tensile strength of 80,000 lbs. per
sq. in., is used by all railways. There is some variation
in the chemistry. Special alloy and heat-treated sttels have
been considered and put in service, but, to date, information
relating to such steels in rods is too meager to justifv
recommending their use. The second part of the subject
relates to specifying formulae for checking up sizes and
designs of main and side rods.
Main Rods.—The rod bodies are subject to the following

strains:
1. Tension and compression, due to piston pressure and

inertia of the reciprocating weights.
2. Bending, caused by centrifugal force acting vertically.
Stresses from compression are always more than from ten-

sion. Reciprocating parts are made as light as possibk. and
stresses due to inertia of reciprocating weights are usually
less than those created by cylinder pressure. Furthermore,
when drifting, the amount of retardation, due to vacuum
and compression in the cylinder, will, to some extent, bal-
ance the inertia strains. H for passenger and high-speed
freight locomotives the maximum piston pressure is less
than the product of the reciprocating weights by four times
the crank length in inches (P<4rW) the latter value
(4rW) shou'd be used in place of maximum piston pressure.
For slow freight and shifting engines, such substitution is

not necessary. From the above it will be noted that the
calculations may be confined to a consideration of the rod
body as a strut, with the load equal to the piston pressure,
or its substitute, and as a beam subject to bending on account
of whip action at high speeds.
Side Rods.—The rod bodies are subject, first, to tension or

compression arising either from a part of the piston pressure
transferred through the main crank pin, or from a requirement
for the rod to slide one or more of the driving wheels, and,
second, to bending caused by centrifugal force acting ver-
tically. When all drivers are not of exactly the same diam-
eter, and when the locomotive is passing over curves, the
side rods must slide drivers. The limit of the force to slide
drivers is governed by the coefficient of friction between
wheels and rails. The commonly accepted coefficient of
friction, when calculating tractive power, is .25, or less.
For our purpose it should be somewhat higher, to be on the
safe side. A number of builders and roads use the coeflficient
.3, which fully meets the requirements.
For starting, we assume that each rod must be capable

of sliding the pairs of drivers to which it imparts rotation,
but when running at speed it must slid*? the drivers on one
side only. Therefore, the va'ue P in Professor Lanza's
formula would be:

WR
P = for starfitiK

WR
2r

for running at speed, in wbicb

W = Weight on pairs of drivers receiving rotation from the rod
R = Radius of wheel
r = Radius of crank.

Most roads base calculations of rods on a speed of 336
r. p. m. This is high for some engines, such as Mallet com-
pounds, and low for fast passenger engines, some of which
now reach a greater speed, and the tendency is to achieve
still greater speed. The use of 375 r. p. m. for fast freight
engines and passenger engines, and 420 r. p. m. for fast pas-
senger engipes. would be sufficiently high for ordinary loco-
motives. For Mallet compounds, and other very slow loco-
motives, a special figure mnv be taken.
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l\t>tis as Slnits.— M;iiii rods an- ;»liiu)>l iiivari,il)ly luado
tapcrod, ami the section, if llutcd, may vary in ihickiicss of

llaiiKi', hfiglit of wch. tliicUnoss of web, or a combination
i)f two, or all three. 'I'he taper is never of such amount that

the results are ai)i)rocia!)!y alVected if caKulaticHis are based
on the section at the center, the same as for rods having
a uniform cross-sectit)n. Ciood practice indicates that this

center area for all rods should not be less than ma.ximum
assumed end load divid'cd by 10,000 'bs. Merriman's Rational
I'ormula for columns (sec Kent's Pocket Book) is:

C =
B

nn L»
1

«»K r'

\\ -j^ Unit load
C -= Maximum coinpii'ssion iiiiil slriss
L = Ix-nRth of column
r^ = Least radius of gyration.
E = Coitlicicnt of claslicily

n = 1 for both ends, round
n = VL for both ends, fixed or flat.

If we have a unit stress of 10,000 lbs. per sq. in... the value
of length divided by least radius of gyration (L-^r) must
not •exceed eighty (80) for neutral axis vertical or parallel

with side of rod, and not more than one hundred and sixty

(160) for neutral axis horizontal. l<"or these values the
maximum compression unit stress is 12,710 lbs. per sq. in.,

or slight'y within the assumed figure for maximum allowable
stress of one-sixth of the ultimate tensile strength.

With neutral axis vertical for rods having rectangular

section r = b V 12 ("b" being the depth of section). Sub-
stituting this in L-i-r—80, we get L=23b. Therefore, if

the length from center to center of pin is less than twenty-
three (23) times the depth of a rectangular rod, the value
L-J-r is le^s^ Uian 80. Similarly with neutral axis horizontal

r =: a -i- V 12 ("a" being width of rod) and the value L-i-

r

is less than one hundred and sixty (160) when L is les3

than forty-six (46) times the width of section.

Offset Rods.—A number of the rods are offset, that is, the
vertical center line of the bearings at the end do not lie

in the same plane, or in the plane of the center line of
rod body. This creates a bending strain and increases the
stress in the rod body. The added stress from this source
is equal to the product of the maximum end load and the
offset, divided by the section modulus with axis vertical,
and requires a correspondingly large section modulus.
Side Rods with Knuckle Joints.—Rods for three and four

coupled locomotives must be provided with knuckle joints.

The knuckle joints are all necessarily flexible vertically,

and some are flexible horizontally also. When the drivers
on one side are not in perfect horizontal alignment, slight
bending strains occur, in addition to the compression strains.
To take these bending strains into consideration would com-
plicate the formulae.

The end pressures on the rods being based on driver weight
and a coefficient of friction greater than that expected, the
margin in this assumption is sufficient to compensate for the
bending strains arising from the non-a'ignment of the driv-
ers on the one hand, and the deflection of the rod due to
centrifugal force, when running at high speed, on the other
hand; therefore, both bending strains may be ignored for the
purpose of simplifying the final checking formula;. When
running at speed the centrifugal force from the short rod con-
nected to the extension of the long rod reduces the bending
strains due to centrifugal force in the '.ong rod. As the ex-
tension to the long rod is short, this effect may also be ig-

nored as the possible reduction in weight of long rod would
not be appreciable.

When the drivers, due to wear between hubs and boxes,
etc., are not in vertical alignment, bending strains are in-

duced. Knuckle joints are at times made flexib'e trans-
versely, in addition to the vertical flexibility, for the purpose
of eliminating the bending strains. For locomotives on
which a large amount of side play is allowed to accumulate,
this transverse flexibility is of great value to avoid rod fail-

ures. When the knuckle joints are flexible in both direc-

tions, the value of L-^r, for the short rods, should he one
hundred and ten (110), instead of one hundred and sixty

(160), as given in rods as sf7-uts.

Beuding Strains Due to Whipping at High Speed.—For main
rods the point of maximum bending strain is always very
close to six-tenths of the length from crosshead end. This
statement is based on the examination of a large number
of rod designs. The section at this point may, therefore, be
taken as the governing section. For side rods the point
of maximum strain is at the center.

Siinplitimlion of l'ar)nnhc.—As accurate calculations are
rather Itngthy, and must necessarily be based on con-
ditions representing extremes, simple formu'a; giving values
within a very small per cent, of those obtained by the more
accurate method are better ada|)ted for the purixjsc and
especially useful for checking. The basis for bendng strains

at speed is the centrifugal force /'"

If G represents the weight, considered in pounds and r

represents the crank radius, in inches, then

Centrifugal force = 2(lr iCr 4rir 5Gr for
Number of revolutions per minute 265 325 375 420

A cubic inch of steel weighs closely .2833 lbs. l?oth main
and side rods may be considered as having a uniform sec-
tion, equivalent to the governing section and extending from
pin to pin. This assumption is accurate for side rods, but
for main rods gives stresses at high speeds possibly one
l)er cent, higher than those found by the accurate method.

If A =^ Governing area of rod, in square inches
and L ^= Kod length, center to center of pins, in inches,
then (; = .2833 AL
and Cr = .2833 Al.r
Kor side rods the bending moment M = .12SFL.
For main rods the btiuling moment M = .064FL.

The formula; for bending motnent (M) for main rods and
side rods, at the assumed speeds, are noted in the following
tabulation:

Revolutions per minute
"M" for main rods...
"M" for side rods. . . .

From the above, the stress due to whipping action may
be found by means of the wel'-known formula, M-i-5'M=

265 325 375 420
OSeAL'r .OSSAL'r .073AL«r .091AL»r
071ALV .106AL-'r .142AL=r .\77AUt

^^^ISI^

Sections to be Checked in Strap and Stub End Design.

Stress, to which the stress due to end strains assumed as
maxima, must be added. The sum of these stresses should
not exceed one-sixth of the ultimate tensile strength of

the steel.

Knuckle Pans.—Data in regard to knuckle pins have not
been included, as the rules governing pins for wheels and
crosshead should also govern knuckle pins, and if the bear-
ing surface of the knuckle pin is sufficiently large to avoid
trouble, the shearing area will be excessive.

CHECKING FORMUUVE.

.'Ml measurements are given in inches and pounds.
A = Area of section considered,
a = Width of section considered,
b = Depth of section considered.

Ci = Max. compression unit stress for transverse bending.
C2 = Max. compression unit stress for vertical bendin)!:.

c — Ci — C2 = Coefficients.
d = Cylinder diameter.
L = Length of rod from center to center of pins.
M ^ Bending moment.
P = Max. compression strain acting at end of rod.
p = Max. boiler pressure.
Q = Cylinder pressure = 0.7854 d- p.
R = Radius of driving wheels,
r = Radius of crank.

RG = Radius of gyration of section—axis horizontal.
rg = Radius of gyration of section—axis vertical.
S = Stress—and where used in formulae must not exceed

one-sixth of ultimate strength of the steel,
s ^= Amount of horizontal offset in rod.

SM = Section modulus of section considered—axis horizontal.
sm = Section modulus of section considered—axis vertical.W = Weight on pairs of drivers actuated through rod considered.
Main rod area must not be less than P-r- 10,000 lbs.
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For main rods P = Q.
0.3 WR

For side rods P =
To determine Ci and €2, calculation should be based on a

section half way between rod pins.

For transverse bending in rods having knuckle pins flexible

transversely

Ci^

For all other rods

PL=

C,

675,000,000 A rg'

r

A

PL'

1,200,000,000 A rg"-

For vertical bending in all rods
P

C2-

1

FU
300,000,000 A RC

Values for Ci and C^. can also be taken from tables in "Kent's
Pocket Book" under heading "Merriman's Rational h'ormulri

for Columns."

First—
For rods without offset the larger value of Ci and C2

should be taken equal to S.

Ps
For rods with offset the larger value of Ci + and Co

should be taken equal to S. sm

Second

—

AL'r
S = c

SM
The calculations should be based on a section located at a

distance 0.6 L from crosshead pin for main rods, and half way
between pins for side rods.

ci P f— + — )\A sm /

Rev. per min.

Main rod / ^ [

VALUES OF C AND Cl.

Side rod
C =
Ci =

265
0.036
0.500

0.071
0.500

325
0.055
0.500

0.106
0.500

375
0.073
0.400

0.142
0.500

420
0.091
0.300

0.177
0.500

The coefficients selected should correspond with the highest
number of revolutions per minute which the locomotive can
make.

If this can not be determined, use
420 R. P. M. for high speed passenger locomotives.
375 R. P. M. for passenger and high speed freight locomotives.
325 R. P. M. for all other locomotives.

Very simplis rules for rods, without offset, and having bodies
with rectangular section, based on the above theory, follow.

First-
Stress is less than one-sixth of ultimate strength of the

steel if L is less than 46a or 23b and if A is more than P
divided by one-eighth of ultimate strength of the steel.

Second

—

Ur D
S = Co + Cl —

b A

Rev. per min.

Main rod { p ^
Side rod j p"

~

VALUES OF C2 AND Ci.

265

0.22
0.50

0.43
0.50

325

0.33
0.50

0.54
0.50

375

0.44
0.40

.085
0.50

420

0.55
0.30

1.06
0.50

The allowable stresses for the various sections of rod ends
are given in connection with the diagrams following, except
where thickness of section is indicated by the letter b. The
figures denote maximum stress allowed under end load P. If

the minimum areas of the two members differ, take double the
lesser area for /I.

The minimum area at points indicated by letter "b" should be
PX

For main rods—A =
30,000 b
PX

For side rods—A=
60,000 b

In which X is the average diameter of eye or average spread
of jaw members.

There is an appendix containing specifications, formula;
and data received from various members of the Association

—

also one giving the calculation of stresses in the body of

the main rod by Professor Gaetano Lanza.
The report is signed by:—W. F. Kiesel, Jr. (Penn.), chair-

man; H. Bartlett (B. & M.). G. Lanza (M. L T.). H. B.

Hunt (Am. Loco. Co.) and W. E. Dunham (C. & N. W.).

DISCUSSION.

C. A. Selev (C. R. I. & P.) : T think this report is a verv
valuable addition to the records of the association, and it will

assist us in calculating and checking rods, particularly the

shortened form, and I feel it will be of great assistance to us for

that purpose.
1*". F. tiaines (Cent, of Ga.): I think it is extremely valuable

to have formulae of this kind worked out by a responsible com-
mittee and on record in the proceedings of this association. I

have not liad time to go over the paper, hut one item ai)i)cais to

me, and that is where the rods are offset and the additional

allowance that must be made. That is a very important item.

Years ago, on some engines, we were continually breaking rods

that had been cons'derably offset to keep the cylinder spread

down, and yet their sections were as large, or even larger in

proportion, to engines of equivalent power that had straight

rods that were giving us no trouble. It took considerable ligur-

ing and feeling around before we finally decided that the offset

was at the bottom of the thing. In the next lot of engines we
ordered of that type we si)rea(! the cylinders w der and got the

rods straightened out and with the same section of rod we
finally got rid of all trouble of that kind. That has taught us

it is an exceedingly important thing, if you have got to offset

rods on consolidation locomotives, where it is principally done,

that you want to have considerable strength in the rod to com-
pensate for the offset.

George W. Rink (Cent, of N. J.):—We have experienced

a little trouble with certain side rods due to the fact that

we were using too high a working stress in designing

them. I believe that formulae of this kind, as given in the

report of the committee, are very essential so that we can
arrive at standard practices. 1 found that these rods to

which I refer had stresses exceeding 15,000 and 16.000 lbs.

per sq. in. and when brought down to 12,000 lbs. they gave
excellent service. We have experienced considerable trou-

ble in the breakage of fork end rods, principally on 10-whecl

engines, and we do not seem to have been able to get over

this difficulty as yet. We have got around the repair part

of it, by simply welding another portion of the fork, that

is, one of the half portions of the fork, by means of thermit

welding, and it makes an excellent job.

One of the important features in connecting rods of that

type is to look after the knuckle pins and see that they arc

always kept up properly. We have found it necessary to

apply single nuts and allow the pin to project beyond the

nut about ^-in. and then rivet the pin there. We also have

a washer about J^-in. thick between the side of the rod ami

the under side of the nut, and we find that also helps t<>

keep that particular connection up in good shape.

M. C. Hayes (Erie):—As a usual practice the web section,

the web portion of the I-section rod. is made of the same
thickness throughout the length. A number of rods broke

just about at the end of the web, where the fluted portion

begins. I was told some time ago of an improvement being

made by tapering the web portion near the end rather than

making the web the same thickness throughout. I would

like to ask if any one here has actually put that in practice,

and if they have found that section overcomes that break-

ing to which I referred.

Mr. Gaines:—I know that is in practice, especially on

main rods, where the front end trouble is caused by :i

harrowing of the metal, and this is overcome by a long

tapering rod. 1 have known of several designs of engines

where they started out with '/-in. web at the back end and

run the web up as heavy as 1-in. at the front end of the

main rod, and it has overcome that trouble.

Mr. Rink:—In designing these side rods we increase the

weight of metal in the corner of the web, making the rods

about 12 to 15 in., so that the web would increase from H >"

to almost 2 in. up close to the butt. We find that that saves

the rod considerably.

Wm. Forsyth (Raihvay Age Gazette):—I think it can be

safely said that the main rods and side rods on American
locomotives are the largest and heaviest, proportioned to

cylinder thrust, that are used by any country in the world,

and I have wondered what the reason is. Is it due to the

use of low fibre stress in the steel, or is it due to a large

factor of safety, to allow for defective material? I should

think we have reached the point in steel manufacture where,

in buying billets for rods, we could depend on uniform qual-

it}^ and it would not be necessary to allow for defects^ in

material as part of the factor of safety. Then we have high

strength steel, from 80,000 lbs., which should allow an elas-

tic limit of over 40,000 lbs. and taking that, for the working

stress of 20,000 lbs.. I should think that we could get steel

which ought to have a practical working stress suflicient

to meet the renuirements. A gentleman near me says that

he finds that 15.000 lbs. is too high. If you cannot use a

stress of 15.000 lbs. in high carbon steel for locomotive rods,

it must be because there is either an allowance for defect-

ive material or very rough work on the part of the engineer.
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\V. !•. KiocI, Jr. O'l'iiiKi.;: -In tH)mirrlii)ii with what Mr.
l''or>-ytli li.is said I iliiiik hv i)u>>^iljly lost .siylil ol" tlic fact
tliat tlic .stress in rods reverses. For instance, taUinij a steel
ol 80,000 lbs. nllunate ten.sile strength and 40,000 lbs. elastic
limit, it would not be proper to use a stress higher than
the one specilied here, amounting to about 13,000 lbs. per
si|. in. 1 think that is the reason why engineers keep the
stresses low. Inirthermorc, it would be dangerous to life
if a side rod should break. There would be apt to be a bad
wreck involving the whole train. Hence the stresses ought
to be kept rather low. 1 think. There is one thing that
ihe conmuttee would like to enipliasi/.e, namely, the request
made that members shall semi in criticisms before February
1st, 1912.

J. A. McRae (M. C.) : It is the practice on some roads
to put a iillct on the cranks. 1 thiuk that is a good scheme,
and 1 do not know that it was mentioned.

II. T. Eentley (C. & N. W.) " My own road is similarly
situated to many other roads in that we are having a whole
lot of breakage with main rods and side rods. In making
some ctciiings of some side rods that broke immediately after

being delivered to us by the Iniilders, we found that the material
was very poor and our engineer of tests said : "You go to

work and get a billet and hammer it up and close the grain,
and then you mill out the best part of it and therefore you
reducie the strength of, your rod." He has advocated that we-
go back to the rectangular rod. It seems to me that even with
the lahg'e factor of safety that is allowed it is not enough when
\ou g'Ot poor material. However, we have had steel rods come
with engines that have broken and we have had to replace them
with ir-on of our own manufacture of a very much lower tensile

strength, and they have given us good service where the
l-sectioh steel rods furnished bj' the manufacturer did not
stand up. I Avould like to ask if any of the meriibers here
have gone from the I-section rod to the rectangular rod
for the purpose of getting away from the difficulty that I

mentioned?
Mr. Gaines: In answer to Mr. Bentley's inquiry, I am

developing a sqheme to remedy that difficulty. We have a

forging press using a very slow action hydraulic machine,
and we are going to endeavor to make it work so that we
can run the metal right through and avoid the trouble that
Mr. Bentley refers to, if it is a fact that the best part of
the metal is now being removed by milling it out. With
regard to what Mr. Forsyth had to say relative to low
stresses, I would ask if he has considered two stresses:
First, take a beam that is a long column. There you have
got to consider the stress in connection with that long
column. Then, second, that same long column in addition
to the loading at the end of the beam on the side rods,
calculated at the center, and on the main rod about .6 of
the crossed end. Those should be taken into consideration,
and you will find that the unit stress is not very light, be-
cause if you add up the long stress of the long column
action and the the inertia action, you get stress very much
higher.

Wm. Forsyth: In reply to Mr. Gaines, I would say that
the forces he mentions must act in other countries as they
do here, and foreign engineers must use a higher unit stress

to arrive at the small sections that are used almost all over
the world in contrast with the heavy sections used in America.

Mr. McRae: In reference to Mr. Bentley's remarks about
I-section rods, we have discarded those lor all low si.eed

engines, like engines engaged in freight service. We smooth-
forge them. We do that, too, for another purpose than getting

a dense metal. It accomplishes the purpose of not cutting out
the .good metal that Mr. Bentley referred to. We have got very
good results from rectangular forged rods, as compared with
I-sections.

The President: The question of forged fluted rods, I might
say, is an old one. It was done with the light engines when
I went to the Central Vermont, in 1892. A large number of
their engines were equipped with fluted rods, forged without
any machining other than the bush centers and, if I remem-
ber right, they had excellent results with those rods; but
whether that would carry out with the heavier type is a ques-
tion, as the rod is so much heavier and larger that it would
make quite heavy forging. Putting rods as near in line a>

possible is absolutely necessary. We have a lot of engines that

the offset is very great, and we find that the offset rods will

break.

D. R. MacBain (L. S. & M. S.) : We had considerable experi-
ence on the New York Central Lines with the various types
of rods, fluted and otherwise, and we almost came to the con-
clusion that for all slow-speed engines the rectangular section
is by far the best proposition. In the first place, we were
trying to smooth-forge them and leave the outer shell, ex-

cepting on tile ends where machining must be done, just as it

came irom under tlie hammer. The results were very satis-
factory.

We used to have a great deal of breakage, especially on the
consolidation engine, with tiie rectangular scctujii, and we
started in live or six years ago on tiie iVIiciiigaii Lentral and
substituted a rectangular section. That has given no trouble
whatever. While 1 was on the New York Ceiural Lines they
were chang.ng Irom the I-section to the rectangular section,
and the results at that time were first-class. We have found
that it is better, where i)ossible, to have the rod straight, and
cut out all the offsets that we can. Many breaks have occurred
at the olfsct wl,ich we believe would not have occurred if the
rod had been straight.

R. Patterson (G. T.) : We have had a great deal of experi-
ence in forged lluted rods for low power locomotives. We did
that altogether in our Stratford shops, but since we adopted
the heavy power we went back to fluting the rod by machin-
ery. We had a great deal of trouble with fluted rods break-
ing and we substituted the rectangular rod. Rods will break
no matter whether rectangular or fluted if they are not kept
up, but not nearly to the same extent as the fluted rod will.

O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.): We have used rectangular
rods on consolidated freight engines and the I-section rods
on the passenger engines. This practice has developed in

recent years since we have increased the wheel base of the
locomotive. The larger in-play that we get in the drivers
on a consolidated locomotive, I think, contributes toward
the failure of the rod. We not only have failure through
the eye of the rod where we use the bushing, but we have
it in the jaws, and we have trouble in keeping the wrist pins
tight. What we want is a rod that will spring laterally as
well as vertically—a kind of universal joint. That would
keep the in-play between the drivers and the driving box
down and would help in increased mileage. Another method
would be to give plenty of lateral play in the crank pin. We
tried that to some extent and had trouble in keeping the
collars on the crank pin. We have in service one locomotive
with a universal connected tie rod, and we are looking forward
to some result in that direction, but I cannot tell you anything
.'bout it at present.

Mr. Wildin: A great deal of the trouble with side rods is

due to the slipshod manner in which they are designed. Just
prior to my connection with the New Haven they ordered
12 engines from the builders and they were delivered
soon after I came. Three of those engines stripped them-
selves on our limited trains inside of three months. These
had the I-sections rods. We took those engines out of
service and substituted an I-section rod of a proper design,
and they have been running now for four years without
any trouble whatever. I think it is safe to say that at least

nine-tenths of this trouble is due to poor designing and not
so much to the material.

C. E. Chambers (C. of N. J.): We commenced annealing
all our main rods and side rods that had been in service S

years or more, and we found that it very much reduced the
crystallization effect. I would like to know whether any of

the other members here have followed a similar practice?

The President: We anneal all our rods, not only for the
purpose of reducing crystallization, but to detect cracks. We
think it has helped some and know that we have found
cracked rods that we should not have found otherwise.

Mr. Chambers: How often do you do it?

The President: Every time an engine comes into the shop
for general repairs, regardless of the age of the engine.

Especially a rod that has been painted or has ever been
repaired. With a new engine we would not do it.

O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.) : We found considerable trouble
in keeping the bushing tight on main rods and side rods.

Recently we have tapered the middle section of the rod to-

ward the main pin and think it has overcome the trouble.

We had nothing to say as to the method of preventing the

distortion of the I by buckling at the end of the rod. If

you have loose bushings and knuckle pins, it sets up stresses

in the rod which you cannot calculate.

Mr. Chambers : My solution for that difficulty is a split

brass. Our troubles are much less with the split brass
than with the solid bushings.
H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W): Instead of putting a rod

in the fire to find out if there are any cracks in it, we white-
wash it. We put on a very heavy coat of whitewash and
then let the rod stand for a day or so; if there are any cracks
they soon show up.

Angus Sinclair: In European shops when the rods are

taken off they are thoroughly wiped, so that anv oil starting

can be seen readily. The rods are put on trestles, each end
of the rod resting on a trestle; it is then struck heavily in

J
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of the rod resting on a trestle; it is then struck heavily in

the middle with a wooden mallet which starts the oil out of

the cracks.
Mr. Kiesel: I do not think there is anything more to say

except again to ask the various members of the association

to let us hear from them before February 12, after they

have had a chance to look the report over mor* thoroughly
and compare it with their own practice, and to advise us
especially whether they consider the stresses we allow here
as checking stresses are too high.

PISTON RODS AND CROSSHEADS.

The committee appointed to present formulae for the
proper diameter of piston rods and sizes of crossheads has
obtained data from a number of the largest railways and
from locomotive builders. Several different formulpe and
designs are in use which give satisfactory results, therefore

J. A. McRae.

Chairman. Committee on Frston Rods
and Cross Heads.

representative groups of the data obtained are presented
instead of recommending only one set of formulae for each
part.

GROUP I.

Piston Rods.
Let

P=aiiea of piston x boiler pressure.
.y^fiber stress.

/i=least area of piston rod through key-way.
Allowable working fiber stress in tension, 9,500 lbs, per sq. in.

for steel.

Then
P

(1) /4=—

Piston rods to have enlarged tit in piston and in cross-

head; 'ends to be approximately H in. greater in diameter
than body of rod.

Crosshead Key.

-Vllowable working fiber stress, 17,000 lbs. per sq. in. for

spring steel. The diameter of body of piston rods, based
on 9,500 lbs. fiber stress in tension at least area through
key-way, with nominal diameter of cylinder and full boiler
pressure for simple engines, are shown in the fo'lowing
table. The sizes vary by even % in.

DIAMETEK OF BODY POR PISTON RODS, IN INCHES.

Cylinder Diameter Boiler Pressure (Pounds).
(Inches). 180 190 200 210 220

16
I6V2— 17
17%— 18

II
31/4

2%
3

3^4

3

3

3^ sy*

ISVa—19
19%—20
20%—21

314

3%
3%

3%
3%
3%

3%

5§

3%

1 3%

21%—22
22% ..

—23

3%
4
4

3%
4
4

4
4

4

4
4
4

4
4
4y4

23%—24
24%—25

25%

4y4
4V4
4%

4V4
4%
4%

4%
4%
4%

4%
4%
4% .'??

The dimensions of piston-rod end for piston rods with
body diameter as shown in the above table are given in Fig. 1.

The dimensions of the crosshead end are given in Fig. 2.

Crossheads.

The formulae for figuring crossheads to be used with the
above designs of piston rods were not obtained, but draw-
ings of the crossheads were furnished. A standard formula

Diriensions FOP PiSTon CUD or pistoh »oo
/? B c D £• F G M J K L ri /v p n S

2| ai
3'

'^ ^^ 3| 3a 2fl '{4 3i
3"

'/ z 4 a

3"
32 3i ^l *i '^]3/4, 5| 4i" "i"

3'

-i"
z

^i' 8
3^'

3i 3i' 3] Si 4f
"^J

'1 4 ^t "i'
3"

4 'i'
z

^i' 8

3i' a' A 3i' ^I 4 4'
^] 'k\

5 4 /"
'i" 2i 6 6

3i' 4 3| 3i 6} 'k' *J 4 85 s"h/
/'

'i' 2J £ 6

'f "i" A 3i (>i si' 4f4 85 >l !i
/"

'i 2i' *2 6

a' "2"
^i' ^i" 6'i *i ^J n H a"4 /

'i 2f 'i" 6

4 *i 45 n'
7" 6'

^/4 8| ^fn /'
't

25"4 6

fi 4 "1 a'
7'

6 i 3| 'a «a 6 r 2 i \' 6

*t s'4 "i' 7 6 4 3i 4 6if"1 /" : 3'

^l
6

Fig. 1—Dimensions of Piston End of Piston Rods.

in terms of the diameter of the rod could not be derived to

cover all the siz'es. The dimensions of the crosshead hubs
for cast-steel crossheads of the alligator type are given in

Fig. 3, and will probably answer in lieu of formula.
The limiting bearing pressure for crosshead pins is 4,800

lbs. pel- sq. in. The bearing area of crosshead shoes, de-
signed to be used with the above, are: Top shoes, 7 in. by 24
in., and bottom shoes, 5l4 in. by 24 in., for piston rods 3J4 i"-.

314 in. and 3^4 in. diameter; top shoe, 8 in. by 24 in., and

Dincnsions FOPC/fosSMe/iD eno Of pistoh pod

A B c D E F G H J H
9'n H' 'H' ^l ^i I 6'

'i 2i 1
3 n' >£ ^1 5i

3^ 6'
"f H 1 9

3i 3i ^K 6? 6 i" 6y 'I 4" 3 9

3f 3i' 2/1 ^f 6 1 ^1 'f
z§' i

4 9

3| 3| 'It
7"

6i 1 ri' 'l'
3 1

4 '4

A H 7 6i
1-
A ^f 'I

5' f 'oi'

*2 ^k' 3/1 ^i
7" 3-

4 'l r H' /' "/'

*i' 4- 3,i' 7i
7' J

4 'I
2'

3i"
- '4

Fig. 2—Dimensions of Crosshead End of Piston Rods.
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bottom shoe, in. by 24 in., for piston rods 4!ri in. ;iii(l 4y.
in. diameter.

Let

Then

GUOUP II.

I'iston Rods.

P = pressure per square inch on piston.D = (liatuefer of cylinder in inches.
d = diameter of piston rod.
/ = length of rod between piston-rod center and the center of

the erossliea'd pin.

f = allowable working compressive stress,
r = least radius of gyration of rod.

(1) / = P
D'

(2) d ^ D ]/ p

7
<n f

(3) p =

Under repeated alternate strains allow the compressive

loo B C D £ F G H J K

3- ^f H 6 'f 3 5" '4 'i'4
3^- 'i 6i 7 2 ^i 5l' IZ '1 ^i

n
4

'
6 7 'i 2 ^'^ «i

13' ,1
A 3i

9 e 8i ^i n 4 14" 2 4
Fig. 3—Dimensions of Steel Alligator Crosshead Hubs.

stresses given in the follovkring table. (From Pencoyd experi-
ments.)

_L = 1_ (70,000 lbs.)

r d Steel

20 13,360 70 6,520
30 9,540 80 5,940
40 8,380 90 5,300
50 7,760 100 4,680
60 7,120 110 4,220

Crossheads.

The formulae for cast-steel crosshead hubs used in con-
nection with the above piston rods are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4—Crosshead Hub.

The allowable working fiber stresses are as follows:

Rod at key-way 12,500 lbs. per sq. in.

d
Key = — bearing value 40,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Key -^ 1.4 J sluai- 13,400 lbs. per sq. in.
Hub diameter = 1.6,/ 28,000 lbs. per sq. in.
X = .6J shear hub 12,000 lbs. per S(|. in.
Y = .Sd shear rod 9,400 lbs. per sq. in.

GkOUI' III.

Piston Rods.

The following forimila' for piston rods are expressed in
terms of the dianictcr of rod at root of thread on the piston
end.

Let
P = area of piston x boiler pressure.
A =a area of piston rod at root of thread.
d = minimum diameter of piston rod at root of thread.
5' = working fiber stress equals 10,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Then
P P

(1) A =
5 10,000

(2) d = •,/ ^

.7854

The dimension for the piston rod in terms of diameter at

root of thread on piston end is shown in Fig. 5.

jraneR^ imc »>w>«v»i",,

Fig. 5—Piston End of Piston Rod.

The center part of crosshead fit is reduced %2-in. diameter
so as to insure having bearing at ends of fit only.

Crossheads.

The crossheads used with the above piston rods have fol-

lowing dimensions of hubs:
d—= distance from end of hub to key-way.
2
Piston pressure x .00003 = thickness of metal in outer.

end of crosshead hub for cast steel.

Bearing area in crosshead for crosshead pin = piston pres-
sure divided by 12,000.

The three groups of formulas are presented as representa-
tive of the data obtaiu'cd.

The report is signed by:—J. A. McRae (M. C), chairman;
H. C. May (L. & N.\ R. L. Ettenger (Southern) and B. P.

Flory (N. Y. O. & W.).

DISCUSSION ON PISTON RODS AND CROSSHEADS.

W. F. Kiesel (Penna.) : We allow a stress of 10,000 lbs. per
sq. in. for the maximum piston pressure in the small section

of the rod which is at the root of the thread in front of the
facing. In order to keep the piston on tight we put it on
a taper, and the smallest diameter of that taper is J4 in- larger

than the smallest diameter of the thread, so we have ^ in. for

wear, although we never turn down a rod more than 54 '"
We find in most cases that the keys are too small, and we
have, therefore, adopted a rather large key and the formula
is given for the size of the key. Then the stresses in the cross-

head body end are not allowed to be lower than the stresses

in the body of the rod. If the rod is fitted up well we do not
have any trouble. We have had breakages through the cross-

head end fit, but these breakages are generally traced to a

poor fit or to too much lost motion in the crosshead itself.

F. F. Gaines (Cent, of Ga.): I want to thoroughly endorse
the end design shown on page 3, in which the fit is made ^ in.

uniformly larger than the diameter of the road I think it

is one of the most important things in the design of piston
rods. I know from my own experience that most of the trouble
with broken piston rods has been due largely to breaking
through the key-way. I attribute that to two things, one the

use of insufficient metal where the key-way exists, and the
keying-up itself, especially where a rod has to fit a shoulder,
and the keys are driven home by a sledge. An additional load
is thus applied, and nobody knows what it amounts to. The
greatest trouble, in my experience, has been with rods break-
ing just at that point, and where on our older engines we had
the rods without the enlarged end, this end has been substi-

tuted when it was necessary to renew the rods, and we have
entirely eliminated the trouble in this way.

I have a formula which I have been using for a number of

years in designing piston rods and will present it for what
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it is woi:th. It is an empirical formula in the first place,

with a constant derived from checking over a very great

number of designs and getting a value for that constant. A
piston rod must be treated, more or less, as a long column,

and Euler's formula reduces it to the form^

d=SCVDL
where d = required rod diameter.

S = steam pressure.
C = A constant depending on nature of material.

D = Diam. of cylinder.

L = unsupported length (From crosshead pin to center of piston

head.)

From a large number of analyses of rods that have given
long and favorable service without any trouble, the value C
has been vi^orked to give .0006, and I find, in rechtcking this

after I received this paper and before coming to the con-
vention, that on some of our most recent engines it checks
out very closely, and these engines have given no trouble.

M. D. Franey (L. S. & M. S.): I notice on Fig. 2 that

th« committee recommends a shoulder at the end of the rod,

which butts against the shoulder on the crosshead. I note
this same form of design is shown in Fig. 3. It is my ex-
perience, in examining the rods that come to the shop after

they are in service, that we find a very small percentage of

the rods that beai^ against the shoulder. When the rod
is disconnected in the engine house, and the engine is then
put in service, there is a certain abrasion that takes place
between the two metals. Assuming that the end of the rod
is a proper fit on the crosshead, when it is originally fitted,

it is fair to assume that the rod is too small when it is re-

turned to the crosshead. I find, where the end of the rod
is in contact with the shoulder in the crosshead, there is

a working of the rod in the crosshead fit, and the man
making repairs in the engine house will remove sufficient

metal to insure a space between the end of the rod and the
crosshead. Usually there is 1/16 in. It is my experience
that we' get better results by removing the shoulder from
the crosshead and using the additional bearing space to prevent
the working of the end of the rod in the crosshead.

H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.) : I was very glad to hear from
Mr. Gaines that he overcame his trouble by putting larger ends
on the piston rods and still use the key. We have used the
large ended piston rod, but I am sorry to say we have not over-
come our difficulty with the piston rod ends breaking, due to

the driving in the key. On our last engines we have gone to

the nut on the crosshead end, and I would like to ask the gen-
tlemen present which they think is the better proposition. It

seems to me you do not know what you are doing when you
drive a key in, but when you tighten up a nut you have some
idea what is going on.

The point brought up by Mr. Franey about the shoulder on
the piston rod, where it butts up against the crosshead, is a

good one. I do not believe you can get the fit in both places

all the time. You have either got to have a fit in the crosshead,
and it will not fit up against the shoulder, or it will fit against

the shoulder, and not fit properly in the crosshead. I would
like to know whether it is a practical thing to try to have the

two fits and maintain these conditions. The fitting of the piston

in the crosshead is a very important thing, but unfortunately

a good many people do not seem to realize that, and we have
had very considerable trouble at both ends, the piston end and
the crosshead end, due to improper workmanship, and I believe

if more care was given to that work it would probably result

in less failures. In the old days they used to grind them in,

especially in the crosshead, to be sure they got an absolute fit,

Init there is much grinding-in done in these days.

Mr. Gaines: I want to reply to Mr. Bentley's remarks
relative to the use of the nuts. I do not think there is any
argument on the proposition that the nut is infinitely better.

I presume most of you recall the design worked out by
Mr. TTiomas. of the Southern, several years ago of a cross-

head with the use of nuts for securing the piston rod. It

is in very general use down through all our part of the

country, and I must say, that the causes of any trouble from
that kind of piston rod are greatly eliminated by the use

of the nut—it is away ahead of the practice which uses the

key.
With relation to the remarks regarding the shoulder, I

agree that you cannot have two different kinds of fit and
make them both fit T think you tnust remove the shoulder

and depend on the drawing up of the taper fit.

Mr. Franey: Relative to the fit, we have tried the method
of grinding and other methods. The most satisfactory

method that I have found in any piston rods is to turn the

rod to a proper fit to the crosshead, forming the taper in

the crosshead. with the taper attachment in the lathe. After

obtainine a perfect bearing to remove the tool marks with

a file. We have tried the grinding, but find even with the

most careful workmen we are apt to remove more surface

on the larger diameters of the piston rod than we would m
the other portion. It would depend entirely on the care

given by the individual. I seldom find that a ground piston

rod, where it is ground by the use of emery, wdl give as

perfect a bearing or contact between the piston rod and

crosshead as the turning and filing method. Relative to key-

ing the piston rod into the crosshead we find that we are

obtaining better service by confining this work to one in-

dividual, the man in charge of fitting up the pistons; it is

his duty to draw the piston home in the crosshead on repaired

engines by the aid of a special key, after which he uses the

finished key or the key that is to go into service after the

piston rod is brought home in the crosshead.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.): I desire to endorse Mr.

Gaines' statement about the use of the Thomas crosshead.

I think the use of the key is a barbarism in a way, because

you can not tell how much nressure the weight of the sledge

will wield, or the weight of the man who wiil use the sledge

will wield, in driving the key in; whereas you can limit the

length of the wrench, and to a certain extent the length of

the pipe on the wrench, that is used to put on the nut. I

think it is a very desirable practice, and I would suggest in

the printing of this paper in the proceedings, if it would be

agreeable to the committee, that some reference to that

should be included in the report.
.

R. L. Ettinger (Southern) : We have on our lines in the

South a great many of what is known as the Thomas cross-

heads, that is, the crossheads with the piston rods held

with two nuts, and as far as I know we have comparatively

few failures from broken piston rods, but we do have con-

siderable trouble with the piston rods getting loose >from

the crossheads, probably due to the short length of the

piston rod in the crosshead. The broken rods are practi-

cally eliminated by the use of the nuts.

D. R. MacBain (L. S. & M. S.) : I would like to ask the

convention whether any one has ever made an investiga-

tion into the cause of trouble with the fits. We have used aU

the fits known to the craft at various times, and we started

in at the beginning of 1909 on a pretty big railway to keep

a record of every cylinder head broken, and rods broken

through the key-way. and at the end of the year we made

an analysis of the whole thing and found 90 per cent, of

the breakages occurred on thg left hand side of the engines.

We then started in to stiffen up the cylinders, put in a

cylinder cock tumbling shaft across the front end, so that

the left hand cocks were opened if the right hand cocks

were open, and we found it largely cut out the trouble.

George W. Rink (C. of N. J.): Our practice regarding

the piston fit referred to on page 3 is to make the diameter

C the same as the diameter A. We never have any trouble

with that style of a fit. Regardin^^ the crosshead end we

establish that same rule, and followed the practice for about

10 years, making the diameter of the enlarged end on the

crosshead end the same as the diameter of the rod. Iri

looking into the matter recently we found that we removed

hundreds of rods on account of the cracking between the

key-way and the large end of the taper fit. The cracks did

not extend all the way through, thev simply extending in

about Mfi or Va in., so that our practice now, and has been

for the last three months, is to make the enlarged end of

the rod ^ in. larger in diameter than the rod proper.

Another thing, I note, referring to the Fig- 2, that the

committee calls for a taper of Va in. in 12. Our practice

is a taper of Yz in. in 12. We use nearly that same method

of fit, but we have now cut off the extension marked C, as

we find there is not much value to it. The only cause to

which I can ascribe the crack of the large end of the fit is

simply that the rod fit is perfect from the small end up to

about two-thirds of the way, and then there is a slight

motion which causes these cracks to generate. The average

life of a large number of our rods is only two years and a

half. The rod proper is all risrht. but they have to be re-

moved on account of these small check cracks. I might also

mention that we have provided clearances between the end

rod fit and the crosshead. We simply insist on the one fit,

and that is only the taper nortion.

John A Pilcher CN. & W.): I will simply state in con-

nection with the rod, that it has been our practice to follow

the methods described by Mr. Rink, as to the large ends,

where it comes in contact with the crosshead lug We
have the same diameter of rod that he described. We do

not have any epidemic of broken rods. Of course, there is

an occasional rod broken, but no great number. We use

almost exclusively the key on account of the reduction in

length.
O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.): We use the practice pretty

largely as outlined in the* paper. Formerly on our older
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locomotivis \vc (lid imt iii1;iikc llic irn.ssluad lil, l)iit since

wc entcrcil upon the practice of doing that it lia.s helped
matters very consideral)lv. VVc find tliat a little matter of

detail is a fnrtiur step toward improvement, and that is to

round the top edj^e of the keyway and immediately remove
the sharp saw ttnuli ed^e. which is the heginning of the
crack, lile it olT with a lile to al>out % in. or 'Ym in. radius,

and it prevents the beginning of a crack.
1 do not believe we will ever prevent the breakage of

piston rods, when we use a key, if wc use the rod long
enough. The point should be that we should avoid discon-
necting the piston rod from the crosshead, making the rod
suflicieutly long, so that when you want to renew the pack-
ing rings you can disconnect the front end of the main rod
and shove the crosshead uj) against the stuffing box and
expose the piston nn] and renew the ring. My point is to

take away the necessity ior removing the key and replacing
them. We can keep on with sufficient keying to break the

rod. That is the direction in which we are working.
Mr. Gaines: I found in many of the older and lighter

type engines the guides were so light there was undoubt-
edly a great deal of broken piston rod trouble caused by
the springing of the guide allowing flexure. Where the

rods were made heavier, in engines which had previously
given trouble from that source, we found that the difficulty

was entirely overcome.
Mr. McRae: In regard to the cracks in the piston rods,

between the face of the crosshead hub and the key-way on
the rods, 1 have seen that thing in piston rods with ends
enlarged J4 in.; therefore it would not seem to be due to the
size of the rod.

REPAIR EQUIPMENT FOR ENGINE HOUSES.

The committee realized that no one solution would fit all

conditions in the tquipment of engine houses and that each
house would require a special study, but at the same time
there are a few general principles which should be kept in

mind. It recommends that the word "roundhouse," which
was undoubt-edly descriptive a number of years ago, should
be replaced, for the sake of accuracy, by the word "engine
house."
The capital invested in a locomotive represents a certain

total of earning capacity, and the sooner this total earning
capacity is realized the greater will be the yearly returns on
the capital invested. If it is a sound business proposition to
wear out locomotives in service in as short a time as this

can be done legitimately and to keep them as near one hun-
dred per cent efficiency as possible, these principles should
be kept in mind in determining the extent to which repairs
should be made at engine houses, and this policy, once set-

tled, in turn largely determines the repair equipment needed.
In order to obtain an approximate estimate of the net daily

earnings of a freight locomotive, the gross freight earnings
of a trunk line for the year 1910 were divided by 365 and
again by the total number of freight engines owned, plus
nine-tenths of the switch engines owned. The operating
ratio for freight service was assumed to be 60 per cent, leav-
ing 40 per cent net operating income. The result was that
$45 was found to be the approximate daily net operating
income from each locomotive engaged in freight service.
This computation assumes each freight locomotive was in

service every day. This means that $900 capital at 5 per cent
could afford to be invested in engine-house repair equipment
for each extra day in service that could be obtained for each
freight engine, by making the repairs at the engine house
instead of the main shop. Expressed more concretely, it

means that, if the engine-house repair equipment kept 'each
of 100 freight engines in service two extra days a year, the
extra net operating income would be 5 per cent on a capital
of $180,000. This does not necessarily mean an increased
net operating income, as it may and in the end probably
would mean a smaller capital invested in freight locomotive^.
While the fixed charges at main repair shops do not appear

in reports showing the cost of locomotive repairs, it is

evident thev enter into costs and should therefore not be
ignored. With a view to determining approximately the
importance of this item, the figures for a shop at which no
car repairs are made, repairing about 600 engines during
1910, have been taken. The average cost of repairs per
engine, including labor and material, was found to be about
$1,200, so there must have been a considerable proportion of
the eneines which received onlv medium and light repairs.
This plant, including land, buildiners, machinery and tracks,
has a book value of about $1,000 000. Assuming that 10 per
cent of this value represents the fixed charges, these amount
to $100,000 a year, or slightly less than $170 per year per

engine receiving repairs at that point. It is interesting to

note that the fixed charges amount to between 15 and 20 per

cent of the total amount charged at this shop to engine
repairs for 1910. The cost of fixed charges for another shop.

at which, wilh the exception of some miscellaneous work,
only locomotives are repaired, amount to $234 94 per year

for each engine repaired, and are 13.2 per cent of the total

value of the plant.

In all probability it will be conceded it would be a waste
of time and money to run a locomotive to the main shop to

have a driving-box cellar repacked or the flues cleaned.

Why? Because it would involve time lost from revenue
service getting the engine to, through and from ihe shop,
reducing the yearly earnings of the engine; necessitate the

use of main shop space, increasing the capital invested in

shops, or reducing the main shop output; congest the shop-
track movements and disarrange the shop routine, thus delay-

ing other more important shop work. At the main shop,
though the item docs not appear in the statistics showing
the cost of repairs, there are the shop fixed charges, including
interest on the investment, repairs, taxes and insurance, a

no inconsiderable item. At the engine house the fixed

charges would be very much less, as they w(juld not include
those of the 'engine house proper, the tracks, turntables, ash
pits, coal chutes and other facilities nec«ssarily provided, and
would cover only the comparatively small investment in the
shop building and machinery provided for repair work.
With tools and men under their immediate control and

being responsible for results, engine-house men will, in all

probability, keep the motive power in better condition, more
efficient and less liable to breakdown, and take a greater
pride in making repairs quickly than when repairs must be
made by the independent organization of the repair shop. It

is common experience that the qualifications of engine-house
employees should be quite different from those of repair-

shop nTen. The work of the repair-shop man is steady and
should be accurate, thorough and first-class in every respect,

with the aim that a locomotive shall remain out of the repair

shop as long as possible, and there is no pressing necessity
that his job be finished by a certain minute. In contrast to

this, the work of the engine-house man is spasmodic; at cer-

tain hours he is extremely busy, working under high pressure,
and again has little to do. His chief care is to have the
engines ready for their next run and in such condition that

they will make at least a round trip successfully.

When repairs, other than general, are made at the main
shop, more work is usually done than is necessary. The
shop man's experience is not such as to educate his judg-
ment as to what work he can with safety let go. Whatever
the cause, there can be little doubt as to the fact. To those
lacking the experience, it no doubt seems that this practice
could be stopped by the issue of proper instructions and
supervision, but proper instructions do not change human
nature or life-long habits, nor does a reasonable amount of
supervision seem to work the miracle.

It is commonly the case at engine houses that tools are
frequently missing or inefficient for lack of repair, resulting
in considerable useless expense not only for tools, but in time
lost in hunting them and exasperating delays in making
repairs. The committee believes the remedy for this is a

toolroom, with some one in charge whose duties should
include not only the issuing of tools on checks, but keeping
the tools in good condition and a proper supply on hand. If

a locomotive must lay in the engine house a day for lack of

the material necessary to repair it, there follows a loss of
earning power which, if expressed in dollars, would pay a

good interest on a consid'crable investment in storeroom
stock. There should be kept at all important -engine houses
an ample supply of material and spare parts, such as air

pumps, lubricators, injectors and bell ringers, which should be
used to replace defective apparatus whenever it will take less

time to exchange than to repair. As a general proposition
important repairs to such accessories can be made to the

best advantage at the main shops, where special tools and
specialists are available. It seems evident that the interest
on the investment in spare parts must be less than the loss

in earnings resulting from not having them.
To get and keep a desirable class of men, engine-house

conditions should be made as attractive and convenient for

them as possible, including good ventilation and heat, lockers,

toilet and washroom accommodations kept in first-class con-
dition. It seems particularly important to have a system of
ventilation which will quickly and thoroughly carry off the
steam and smoke, which ar-e necessary in an engine house,
that work may be done more rapidly and efficiently than
would otherwise be the case. It is not an unusual policy in

equipping important engine houses to use worn-out and obso-
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lete tools. This is short-sighted, not only because a big shop
is better able to find profitable use for such tools and better
able to keep them in repair, but engine-house conditions war-
rant the best of tools. If a tool is not efficient enough to meet
the requirements of repair-shop work it will generally pay to

scrap it.

When studying the requirements of roundhouses, determin-
ing the kind of work to prepare for and the repair equipment
ne«ded. the following points should be kept in mind: Loco-
motives should be held out of service for repairs as short a
time as possible; they should be kept as near 100 per cent
efficiency as possible; the efifect of earnings of time saved
by repairs made at engine houses; the effect on engine
efficiency of repairs made at engine houses; the smaller fixed
charges for repairs made at the engine houses, as compared
with those at the main shop: the effect of storerv^om stocks
on engine earnings; engine-house men should have ideals

and methods quite different from those of shop men; and
it is important that engine-house conditions and facilities

should be attractive and convenient to get and keep good
men and increase their efficiency.

These conclusions can be generalized in the statement that
locomotive repairs and repair facilities at engine houses are
warranted when they will result in increased earnings either
because of more or better engine service obtained from a
given number of locomotives.
Engine houses may conveniently be classified under three

heads: Those at minor division terminals, or the outlying
ends of branch lines, where only very light repairs are made;
those at important division terminals, and not in connection
with imoortant repair shops, and those in connection with
repair shops. At outlying engine houses we assume there
would be no power-driven machines and suggest the follow-
ing list of tools, the number and sizes to be determined by
local requirements:

Twist drills. Pipe cutters.
Drill sockets. Jacks, sledges, drifts, crowbars,
Taps—including machinists'j steam- saws, brace and bits.

chest, pipe, wash-out, straight and Twist drills, extra long.
taper, stay bolt. Drill chucks.

Dies to correspond. Ratchets and braces.
Pipe stock and dies. Surfacer plates.

Hacksaws. Tinners' bench shears.
Straight edge. Reamers, rod and taper.
Flue tools—caulking, rolls, expand- Wrenches, socket, crowfoot, hex-

ers, beading. agon.

As local conditions vary and as conditions should largely
determine facilities, it follows that the committee's recom-
mendations can be only general. With this understanding,
the following suggestions are submitted. In general, an
engine house should be equipped with driving and truck
wheel drop pits and tools to take care of all necessary rod
work, driving-boxes, ordinary valve-gear work and the replac-

ing of flues needed between general overhaulings. The list

of tools suggested for outlying engine houses, to be expanded
to meet the requirements of a larger terminal by the
following:

Ample storeroom stock. Hot-water washout facilities.

Drop pit for driving-wheels. Drop pit for engine truck and ten-

Double blacksmith forge, face plate der wheels.
and tools. Portable blacksmith forges.

72-inch boring mill. 36-inch boring mill.

Driving-wheel lathe. 24-inch lathe.

38-inch tire turning-lathe. 16-inch lathe.

Planer. Shaper.
Slotter. • 36-inch vertical drill.

Sensitive drill. Emery grinder.
Bolt cutter. Pipe-bending machine.
50-ton hydraulic press. Punch and shear.

Power-driven valve-setting machine. Air compressor.
Air hammers. Air motors.

For engine houses in connection with repair shops, the

committee has not been able to agree. Several of the mem-
bers feel that it is economical to depend on the main shop
for considerable machine work. On the other hand, the

other members believe that, except for tire turning.^ the

equipment should be practically the same as for an inde-

pendent engine house, because of the saving of time and cost

of repairs and the dilfprent training of enginc-hnuse and
shop men.
The report is siened bv:—C. H. Qucreau (N. Y. C. &

H. R.). chairman; W. H. Fetner (Cent of Ga.). H. P. Mere-
dith (Penn.). A. G. Trumbull (Erie) and J. A. Carnev
(C. B. & Q.).

DISCUSSION.

G. W. Wildin (N. Y. N. H. & H.): I ask the committee
if they really mean that: "It seems axiomatic that locomotives
should be worn out in legitimate service as soon as possible."

It has always been my idea that you should make them last

as long as possible in legitimate service. I do not believe

the Cftmmittce means what ii saysv It is our aim to make them
last as long as possible. You can always wear them out.
H. S. Hayward (Penna.): I think the committee is perfectly

justified in that statement. In my opinion, too many engines
are kept in service after they become obsolete for the demands
of a modern railway. They sh(juld be worn out during the
period of usefulness of that type of engine. The demands of
our service are constantly increasing—we are getting larger
engines—and I expect that nearly all of us find that we have
a number of engines on hand that are not of a character suit-

able to our roads. Many roads have had engines in use for
15 or 20 years, and they are still using them at a disadvantage,
compared with engines of modern type, suited for the service
in which these old engines are employed.
H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.): I think the New Haven is

in the same box as many of the other roads. We had a
mania for scraping engines some time ago, but now we put
new boilers on the engines that we thought we ought to have
scrapped several years ago, and we keep them in service.

Many roads have gone too far in scrapping their small engines.
In some cases they are running a 10 car engine on a 2 car
train, and that is not economy.

F. F. Gaines (C. of Ga.): I thoroughly believe in the neces-
sity of having such facilities at roundhouses and terminals
that you can do all the necessary running repairs thoroughly
and quickly. I believe in having such conditions at your
roundhouses that men can work under them—that is, in the
winter time you should have your rooms sufficiently heated
and ventilated, and there should be other sanitary facilities

provided for the comfort of the men. These are things ordi-
narily overlooked in a roundhouse. I have found from expe-
rience if you provide a good modern roundhouse, well heated
and ventilated, that the improvement in your output and the
class of work performed is marvelous. I do not think any
roundhouse of any size can exist and perform its proper func-
tions without a tool room, and a man in charge of the room
both day and night. In most of the roundhouses the men do
not have access to the storeroom of the company for small
supplies, and it is necessary to keep small supplies in this

tool room, where they are available day and night.

The roundhouse in a large terminal should be separated en-
tirely from the back shop, with all the necessary equipment
in the roundhouse required to take care of the ordinary running
repairs, without having to depend on the back shop. I differ

with the report in one respect, that at outlying points they
do not recommend any tool equipment. I think, of course,
this is a matter which depends on the surrounding circum-
stances, but nowadays when electric power is available in many
of our smaller outlying points, through the city lighting sys-

tem, I think wherever it is possible we ought by all means
have a drill press and lathe and a few other tools, a dry grinder
if it is possible to obtain the necessary power; and if it is not
possible to do this, it is advisable to install a small gasoline
engine to give temporary power for emergency uses in making
repairs.

C. E. Chambers (C. of N. J.) : I thoroughly agree with
the committee on points of equipment of engine houses and
I wish to say that I have found it one of the best aids for

proper back shop work. I think that when an engine is turned
out in the back shop proper attention must be given to the
possibility of very heavy repairs in the engine house. There
are many things while an engine is stripped down in the
back shop that can ho done for about one-quarter of the
expense that they could be done for three or four or five

months afterwards. It is true that you must have the neces-
sary lathes and good drop pit facilities. I have found dif-

ferent places throughout the country where engine houses
were trying to be operated without drop pits where they
had trouble. It simply encourages an engineer to run an
engine with a box pounding here or there, when if they had
a good drop pit the trouble would have been discovered and
remedied at once.

J. F. Devoy (C. M. & St. P.): I agree with the committee
that a roundhouse man should be a specialist. In my opin-
ion, the back shop is the proper place to manufacture. The
men in the roundhouse should be equipped with tools which
will permit them to get an engine in shape quicker than in

any other place. If the proper thought be given we will get
back, say 25 per cent, of our engines to the old eight wheel type,

for the reason that the average eight wheel type or Ameri-
can type of locomotive, pulling, say up to a six car train,

will cost on an average from 2 to 4 cents per mile for its

maintenance. If one of a larger type, say three times as

large, is put on that service it is an absolute impossibility to

maintain it for less than 7 or 8 cents a mile. The fact that

an engine 10 years old is no good is the furthest away from
helping the treasurer to be on the right side of the fence
of anything that I can imagine. There is not any question
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l>iit syli;it tlif money of tlic mechanical diparlmciit on a rail-
way is spent aUont two-thirds of it in round iioiiso work and
the other third in back shop work. So tiiat 1 can see no
more important |)aper that conid take our attention than this.
In the past three months it has been a problem in order to
make both ends meet as to how quickly wc could Rct an
engine laying; on a side track waitinj? for repairs into service,
and 1 think that everybody should discuss this paper;
esi>ecially along the line of the 10 car and the 2 car proposi-
tion.

A. ]•:. Manchester (C. M. & S. P.): I agree with that
portion of the committee's report that speaks of engines
being kept in service. One of the things that I discovered
in connection with engine house service is that there is too
great an amount of dead time between the time the engine
is cut loose from the train or leaves the round house and is

attached to the train and tlie time it is in the round house
imdergoing repairs or in position to have attention given
to it. The best equipment that can be applied in the average
round luuisc is that of coaling facilities, water facilities,

clinker pits. Clinker pits generally I think is the keynote
of the whole situation and when you do get your engine
into the round house there should be a great many devices
for quick and ready repairs. Drop pits are absolutely essen-
tial and I believe they are generally the practice in modern
round houses. In many sections of the country boiler wash-
ing is a most important feature in a round house, and
everything that goes to the quick handling of boiler wash-
ing and speedily getting a boiler back in shape and ready
to return to service adds greatly to the time saved and the
advantages gained by the engine being in the round house.
I do not believe there is any economy that will ever come
by restricting a round house in such tools and facilities as
are necessary for the quick handling of parts. The great
trouble in many round houses is that they try to make them
repair shops as well as round houses, which I think should
be stopped. The building up work should all be done at the
shops. A round house should have to do with the putting
together of things that can be readily dismantled and the
getting of them back into service.

J. F. Enright (D. & R.): I agree heartily with the com-
mittee in the statement that a round house should be pro-
vided with certain tools to expedite the handling of running
repairs. My idea is that all renewing of parts should be
done in the main shop, and I think that the running repairs
can be taken care of in the round house very easily as the
committee has recommended.
M. J. McCarthy (C. C. C. & St. L.) : I agree with the

last speaker that sufficient tools should be kept in the round
house to handle engines with as little delay as possible. In
fact, I quite agree that the system of doing such work as
dropping a wheel, and the handling of rods, work that will
cost perhaps $150 or $200 or even as high as $300, might be
done in the round house.
H. C. Oviatt (N. Y. N. H. & H.): There has been such

a marked contrast on the division with which I have been
connected for several years that I cannot refrain from en-
dorsing what I consider the most able paper that I have
ever heard on the floor of this convention. I was connected
with a division on the New Haven road that had no means
of maintaining power at round houses up to a year and a
half ago. Then one of the most modern round houses was
erected and equipped with sufficient tools to properly care
for the engines that had been in service say 10 or 12 months.
I heartily agree with the committee that when engines are
turned out of the back shop they should be put in a first-

class condition. I also believe that at the end of 8 or 10
months, with a round house properly equipped, the engine
should be held for a time not to exceed the time it would
have to wait to get into the back shop for repairs, and the
proper repairs made that will extend the life of that engine
from 6 to 8 months. I think this is what the committee
liad reference to when they said an engine should be worn
out as quickly as possible—meaning to keep away from the
l)ack shop as long as possible and to keep in service as
much as possible, thereby tending as nearly as possible to
100 per cent, efficiency.

I am especially anxious not to be misunderstood in regard to
the cost of the power. I did not mean to be understood as
stating that power could be maintained in the round house. It

was my idea that we would avoid a great many repairs that
were necessary to do bv keep'ng the engine out of the back
shop, as well as taking the place of an engine that needed gen-
eral repairs. Ry doing this work in the round house it would
lielp out the bia; repairs and keep the engine in better condition
than bv a'lowing evervthing to go to the round house.

R. D. Smith CB. & A.) : I believe that 60 ner cent, of the
maintenance of the locomotive should be expended in the engine

house to insure the best road service, and 40 per cent, in the
shop. We have arranged our coahng plant in such a way that
an engine may get coal outbound as well as mbound, whicli
facilitates cleaning Hues and making repairs. The clinker pits
arc so arranged that the ash pan can be cleaned and the grates
examined, and such work may be done outbound as well as
inbound. We have found that in handling many engines a good
drop i)it section is necessary at some of our terminals. We
have our drop pit sections made from lUO to 112 feet long. I

think that is perhaps a little out of the ordinary, but the reason
for doing it was so that we could move an engine with the
shop doors closed, drop out any wheel under the engine that
was required, and get at any part of it easily. We have hoists
in connection with these drop pits. At each of our engine
houses three pits are connected to.<Tether in what we call the
drop pit section. Upon these we may keep one engine, because
we think that it is good practice to keep an engine in the round
house on which the force may be employed when not engaged
on other work.
We believe it is those little things to be done in a round

house that go to make up good service. If an engine needs a
driving wheel, why, most anybody can see that, but if it needs
a cotter pin in some particular place some fellow is likely to

overlook it; but where you have an adequate drop pit all these
things can be observed easily. I desire to emphasize that it is

important that engine house conditions and facilities should be
made attractive and convenient and thus increase the work and
(he efficiency of the men. We have in our new terminals every-
thing that goes to make for the comfort of the men and their

convenience in the way of light, heat, toilet facilities, etc. We
believe that bv doing this, and keeping the place clean and tidy

we can get better service.

Mr. Devoy: I would like to ask Mr. Smith, of the Boston &
Albany, if his road would recommend the extension of drop pits

in round houses, especially in cities where space is cramped, to

150 ft. in order to permit the movement of an engine after you
had dropped a wheel?
Mr. Smith: Yes, sir; decidedly.

Mr. Devoy: I should much rather put a motor on my turn-

table, with a wire rope, to drop the wheel in that way than
to build an extension of the drop pit. Even if you leave the

engine outside, why. nine times out of ten she is dead and
the little exposure will not hurt her at that time. Besides, it

would be very expensive to get the necessary land in some
of our cities for such a purpose, especially in cities where you
have got to pay $500 a foot for it.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W) : The drop pit extension, which
Mr. Smith mentioned, is in line with the practice that we are

following in our later work. The fact that the modern freight

car appears to have the consolidated engine in the majority,

there are four pair of tank wheels and one pair of engine
truck wheels to be dropped in the drop pit. If these truck
wheel pits have an extension permitting the movement of the
engine, why, you can take out any pair of tank wheels or a

truck wheel and still keep the engine inside the roundhouse
walls in bad weather.
The committee capitalizes the net freight earnings per loco-

motive. I have had a little experience myself in capitalizing

various things, and I can assure you that it depends on which
side of the fence you are which way you will check the figures.

I notice that $900 a day for the 365 days in the year represents
a total capitalization of $328,500, and that that would buy at

the rate of $20,000 per locomotive 16 engines. Now, it seems
to me that there is some fallacy in the statement there in that
paragraph. They say that is equivalent to freight earnings
of $45. Of course, you cannot controvert that. But you will

have to show us in the West why you cannot get that same
result by adding another locomotive. I belieye that there
are many places where we can make that saving by assigning
engines regularly. We have got the pool on our brain so
much that we oftentimes pool engines where their mileage
is not up to the average of the engines on the system.
Wherever regular locomotives can be assigned and good aver-
age mileage attained, I believe it will show something that is

much more interesting than is shown in this statement of the
paper.

A. Lorell : I think an overhead traveling crane is a very essen-

tial feature in the modern round house. A few years ago while
on a western road I had occasion to install an electric traveling
crane in a new round house that was being bult, and the results

were so satisfactory and the economy in its use was so great,

both in the time saved and in the labor required in handling
heavy parts of the locomotive, that a considerable number of
such traveling cranes have since been installed on the same line.

Mr. Quereau : 1 will only say in closing that it was not the
i"tention of the committee to go into details, but simply to

discuss the subject on its broad general grounds. The list of
tools to be kept at a terminal round house was not intended as
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one that should be applied to all terminal roundliouses every-
where. The list of tools given is for use in roundhouses where
there is no power. Tt was specifically stated that each round-
house must be considered by itself. The opinion has been
expressed that an engine cannot be maintained at the round-
house as cheaply as at the back shop. Now I cannot speak
authoritatively on behalf of the committee, but for myself per-

sonally I am very much inclined to doubt that. On the contrary,

I am of the opinion that a road which does 60 per cent, of its

repairs at the roundhouse and 40 per cent, of its repairs at the
hack shop will have its engines in better condition and at a less

expense. There are several factors entering into that. We
must not forget that we are only one branch of a railway. If

an engine breaks down on the road it simply means in our state-

ment engine failure. It means to the superintendent's depart-
ment freight delay, overtime, and other excuses that we cannot
figure on. For that reason aninle facilities for repairs at round-
houses I am personally persuaded will pay. Then, too, we
should not lose sight of the fact that while we do not show in

our cost of repairs the fixed charges, yet it is there just the

same, and the fixed charges saved by repairs made at the round-
house will probably mean a saving of from $150 to $200 per
engine each year. This is an item that it strikes me is well

worth bearing in mind.

partial removal of incrusting matter may also be effected.
The work of the committee indicates that few railway
officers realize the importance of this idea or the benefits
to be derived from its systematic and intelligent application.
.^t track-trouqh stations soda ash (or other material) may
be thrown directly into the trough, in regulated quantity,

TREATING WATER WITHOUT TREATING PLANTS.

Until within a few years, only two methods for the pre-
vention of incrustation in steam boilers have been promi-
nent, namely, boiler compounds and water-softening plants.

The former, which include the familiar soda ash, aims to
keep the incrusting substances in a soft, pulverulent con-
dition until they can be blown or washed out of the boiler.

In locomotive service one of the difficulties connected with
the US'C of boiler compounds is in applying them propor-
tionally and regularly to all of the water. The plan of put-
ting the matter in the hands of the engine crew was early
found to be a fai'ure. The next step was to put the dose
for a whole trip into the tender tank at the beginning of the

Smith.

Chairman, Committee on Water

Treatment.

run. This method involves a considerable and possibly harm-
ful excess of compound at th* beginning, and a correspond-
ing deficiency near the end of the run. The obvious remedy
is to transfer the base of operations from the locomotive
to the wayside tank. To secure this, as well as some other

advantages, separate softening plants have been adopted and
have easily proved their usefulness.

The small station must be able to respond to occasional

heavy consumption for short periods and a softening plant

having sufficient capacity for this purpose becomes expen-
sive during normal times. A very useful compromise be-

tween th'C two systems of treatment is an apparatus of

simple construction which will mix the water uniformly
with the proper proportion of some chemical solution which,
although it will not actually remove incrusting solids, will

act as a boiler compound in keeping them in a soft condi-
tion in the boiler. If a fair storage capacity is provided,

Fig. 1—Wooden Tank for Water-Softening.

after each train passes. This crude but fairly effective
method is used on one road at four stations, pending the in-

stallation of automatic devices.
Much more systematic is the plan of pumping the solution

with the water. This plan is used by seven roads. A
small branch may be run from the water-pump suction to
a tank of solution and the flow of the latter be regulated
bj' a valve. This method has the advantage of producing
a thorough mixture during the passage through the pump,
but also sometimes causes deposits on the valves of the
pump which interfere with their action. It is found pref-
erable to pump the soda with a small power pump actuated
by direct conection with some moving part of the water
pump, thus insuring a correct proportional feed of solution.
The discharge of the chemical pump should be carried to
the large water tank independently of the water. In the
water tank the chemical pipe should discharge close to the
main water inlet in order to produce satisfactory mixture.
As it is not practicable to run the small chemical delivery
pipe for long distances, this system is not desirable when
the tank is more than 100 ft. from the pump house. When
distances are greater the chemical apparatus should be
separated from the pump house and transferred to a point
close to the water-storage tank or to the top of the tank
itse'f. In such cases, the chemical pump may be actuated
by a positive displacement motor or water wheel through
which passes all, or a definite aliquot, of the water to be
treated. While such a device has long been used in full
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.softening plants, it is not u.scd for tlic simpler treatment,
so far as the committee has learned, except on one road
(the L. S. & M. S.), The same arrangement is suitable
when water is taken from city supplies where th* railway
company has no water pumps. For oumijing chemical solu-
tions, simple single-acting, outside packed plunger pumps
with outside cluck vnlvcs nrc much to \>e prcfcired. Plungers
one to two inches in diameter and of six to ten inches
stroke are sulVicient. Their allachment to any convenient
moving part of a wattr pump is very simple.
The essentials of the ::rrangcment recommended for the

u;;ual wooden tub, when it is located near the pumpinj.';
station, are shown in Fig. 1. The water and chemicals mix
in the central compartment, which may be merely a wooden
box, and pass down aiul out at its bottom, rising graduallv
in the main part of the tank. The water is drawn off through
the Hoating pipe and a sludge valve is also provided. Fig.

jiim
Fig. 2—Steel Tank for Water-Softening.

2 shows a similar arrangement for a steel tower. Owing
to the larger settling space in the tower, a floating outlet

is not necessary. The choice of .suitable chemicals for the
treatment of water under the conditions covered by this

report is limited. It is very important to avoid the pro-
duction of any sediment whatever, or e'se to provide both
time and space in which to separate the sediment entirely.

The separation of sediment in the pipes must obviously
be avoided. When sediment must be avoided, as in ordin-
ary wooden tanks when the water is used within two to
four hours, soda ash, or possibly bicarbonate of soda is the
only reagent available. The latter is least apt to produce
sediment. Neither reduces the total amount of incrusting

matter, but both change it all to carbonate, or bicarbonates,

so that hard scale is largely avoided. This treatment has
been found very beneficial on a number of roads. It is

applicable to waters of moderate hardness. With very,

very hard waters, the amount of soda required to decom-
pose the incrusting matter is liable to cause deposits. In

this use of soda ash, as well as with soda ash placed di-

rectly in the tender tank, blowing and washing out must
be done th(jroughly at regular and sufliciently frequent in-

tervals.

In the opinion of the committee the case well merits the
small further elaboration of process and apparatus, suflicieni

to separate a considerable amount of sediment. For this

purpose a steel tower, as shown, <'md the use of caustic
soda are recommended. With correctly proportioned ap-
I)aratus and proper adjustment of the soda, a water of
twenty or more grains of incrusting solids, of which 25 to

50 per cent is permanent hardness, may be reduced to ten
grains, of which all is carbonate. In this manner a very
troublesome water is reduced to one which wi'l give very
successful service, with reasonable care of boilers. So far

as the committee is aware, this process is in use only on the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, although after this report
was practically complete it was learned that the Philadel-
phia & Reading used it some years ago.
One other reagent deserves mention and that is barium

hydrate. It has the great advantage of treating sulphates
without introducing foam-producing alkali. It should be
borne in mind that barium hydrate is poisonous. The prin-
cipal objection to its use is its cost. Not only is its price
per pound higher than that of soda ash, but more pounds are
required. It has, however, been used by a few roads on
very high sulphate waters which could not be treated satis-

factorily with soda. In actual work, one road reports that
five engines were treated one month with 4,290 pounds of

soda ash costing $42.90, but, a'though this was all that could
be used on accotmt of foaming, the boilers were not clean.

It was estimated that about twice as much, costing about
$85. would have kept the boilers clean if it could have been
used. For the same engines 13,000 lbs. of barium hy-
drate, costing $390, was sufficient to keep the boilers clean.

It must be borne in mind that these waters are very much
worse than the average boiler water of the country. Finally,
it is urged that water purification of any kind should always
be supervised by a competent chemist. The raw water
should be analyzed occasionally and the chemical solutions,
as well as the water that has been treated, should be tested
frequently.

The report is signed by:—H. E. Smith. (L. S. & M. S.),

chairman; F. O. Bunnell (C. R. I. & P.), L. H. Turner
(P. & L. E.), J. E. Mechling (Vandalia), and J. J. Connors
(C. M. & St. P.).

DISCUSSION ON BEST METHOD OF TREATING WATER FOR
LOCOMOTIVE USE.

Angus Sinclair: I have had considerable experience in

my time in trying to eliminate impurities from feed water.
There are certain waters that contain elements that cause
encrustation, and they are not the same in all waters. Yet
you take the same dose and apply it to them all, and, if

the dose you give doesn't remedy the evil, you think the case
isn't worth curing. All bad feed waters should be under the
supervision of a chemist who is able to tell by analysis
what should be done and what elements will put the- bad
encrusting matter out of solution. That is something that
is not understood by every man connected with a feed-water
station, and it ought to be systematically attended to if

any remedy is attempted at all. I think the greatest disap-
pointments in connection with water purification, or the
preventing of the bad effects of hard water, have been
ignorance in the treatment.

J. F. Dunn (O. S. L.): We have used both systems. That
is, we have treated the feed water in the tank by soda ash
and lime, and we have also used a compound introduced into
the tank on the tender. Our experience has been that we
have got much better results with the use of the compound.
It has been put up under the direction of a chemist after

analyses of the different waters, and it has reduced our flue

failures considerably and also has decreased the trouble we
had with the cracking of fire-box plates. It is handled en-
tirely by the hostler in the engine house. The engine men
like it so much now that they won't go out on the road
without a certain quantity of this compound in their engines.
A. Trumbull (Erie) : We believe the proper thing to do

is to treat the water before it is introduced into the boiler.

I believe n little studv on the part of anv one of the results

of the solids found in boilers will convince them that that
is the most desirable practice. We have one recognized
standard of treatment which has been highly successful,
and we have reduced our water washing period very con-
siderably after its introduction and have obtained very good
results in the way of boiler maintenance generally. We
have had some experience also with the soda ash treatment.
While that may be a temporary expedient to employ where
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great difficulty is found with bad water, nevertheless it is

only a temporary remedy and ought to be replaced with
some more modern scientific method.

J. Christopher (T. II. & B.): I have had a great deal of
experience with bad water on our road. In dry seasons of
the year the water analyzes as high as 70 per cent, sulphur,
and we have found that we were creating sulphuric acid in
our boilers. I had difficulty in convincing the management
of the road of tlie necessity of treating tliis water. We used
a compound. This compound was dumped in the tank, and
it was good for all the water in the tanks over a stretch of
180 miles or more. The only proper way to treat bad feed
water is to treat it and then discharge it in the tank. We
find that we have to vary our treatment of this water as
close as 48 hours. Therefore, it is quite necessary that the
operator shall have full knowledge of the variations that
are taking place in the water that is flowing into these
stations. In some of the creeks I have found as high as 20
streams of sulphur water. Through the wet season with
soda and hydrates of lime we reduced that as much as 80
per cent., and then we have to run it up again, in the dry
season. We have liad cracked flues on our consolidation en-
gines every trip, but since tlie treatment of this water in

this way, we only touch up the flues at every wash out.
which is about once in two weeks. The life of the fire-box
is prolonged to the extent that the fire-box work alone will pay
for the tank in a year. The operation of the tank is con-
ilucted at very little expense. We have a wheel connected with
the discharge pipe and a current of water flowing through
this discharge pipe operates a wheel which provides power
for the agitator, and also at the same time drives a pump for
throwing the chemicals into the top of the high tank.

S. L. Bean (A. T. & S. F.) : Our experience has been simi-
lar to that of the last speaker. Our system of treatment is

managed by our chief chemist, and I cannot go into the de-
tails of it, but I know since we introduced the system it has
worked very well and has increased the mileage of a set

of flues from 15,000 to 40,000. We are equipping a feed
water plant now at quite an expense for use where we have
a great deal of very bad water. We have found where we
have the system installed that it has increased the life of
the fire-boxes from 12 months, oil burning, to 7 years.

D. J. Redding (P. & L. E.) : We have the same system of

treating water in use that I believe the last two speakers have.

We precipitate practically all of the solids in our wayside
tanks. A difficulty arises then when the water is so very bad
that it becomes light and foamy after the treatment, and then
we use what is called an anti-foaming compound. I hoped to

hear some one outline a scheme for getting rid of the foaming
without the necessity of using another compound for that

purpose. I understood that there was a system by which
the foam passed off as steam without getting down into the

water in the boiler.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.): I should be glad to answer
Mr. Redding as to what to do to prevent the foaming on
what we call over-treated water. We have some water that in

order to remove the considerable amount of encrusting caused
by over-treating, and which causes more or less foaming, where
we apply blow-off cocks liberally to the boiler near the mud
ring, and use it very frequently at short intervals. Our former
practice was to blow out locomotives at the terminals or when
standing at outlying places, but we have had much better suc-

cess in avoiding foaming and preventing leakage of flues by
blowing out practically between every station. Those are
detailed instructions to the men, and they are quite generally
carried out. We ask the men in charge of the engines if

there is any trouble for an explanation of it, and if they do
not blow out once at every station. I may say that our stations

average perhaps 6 miles apart. Now, we have not had a failure

from foaming engines that I recall in six or eight months,
whereas there used to be a great many each day.

With regard to installing feeding plants at wayside stations,

it has been our custom to ascertain the number of pounds of

encrusting solids in the water per 1,000 gallons and the number
of gallons used at any feed water tank in 24 hours. In that

way we would install a feeding plant wherever the greatest
number of pounds of encrusting solids developed in 24 hours.

That did not always mean where the poorest water was. It

was sometimes found in good water. Tine plants have been
extended, and the poorer waters are treated in this way. We
always use soda ash quite extensively where we have none of

these treating plants.

Mr. Redding: I would like to know whether Mr. Pratt
has any data to show whether it costs more to treat water at

each station or to put in the anti-foaming compound. I would
also like to know whether they have had any trouble in the
blow-oflF cocks between stations. I wanted particularly to find

out whether or not there was any system of injecting water

into the boiler which would give an opportunity for the foaming
to pass off in steam.

A. E. Manchester (C. M. & St. P) : The question raised
as to barium hydrates: We have had a little experience on
a branch in South Dakota, where the water was of such a
character that in order to soften it so that it could be used
in the locomotive it became over-treated and was too light,
and we used the barium hydrate there for nearly a year with
very satisfactory results. As to the anti-foaming compound:
Instead of blowing out, there is a large territory in South
Dakota in which alkali water is the only reliable source of
supply; the hard waters are too scarce to be relied upon, and
we are using an anti-foaming compound in connection with
that water. It does very nicely until the concentration of
alkali gets up between 600 and 800 grains to the gallon and
then we begin to have trouble even with the anti-foaming
compound. Then we have to commence this blowing out
process to keep it below 600 grains.

Mr. Wells: I did not understand what Mr. Redding meant
about treatmg water so that it would not foam. 1 think it is
pretty well understood that the foaming principle in water is
carbonate of soda, and the only way that it can be taken out is
by evaporation. It cannot be treated out. You always get
carbonate of soda when you treat sulphate of calcium. Barium
hydrate treats the sulphates of calcium and does not leave any
foaming. It is the best thing that I have seen that has been
i^iiggested. I do not know of any way to prevent the foaming
with the possible exception of the introduction of some anti-
foaming compound, but that would be only temporary and would
only last a short time.

I was interested in Mr. Manchester's statement that they are
able to carry the degree of separation up to 600 grains to the
gallon. We found on the Burlington that a boiler would begin
to foam ordinarily at about 200 grains to the gallon. We hope
some day that some one will suggest a method to help us out
on the foaming.
Mr. Christopher: After we began to treat our water we had

great difficulty with the foaming. We got our chemist after the
difficulty and he analyzed the water, but could not seem to
understand why it foamed. Many of the engine crews supplied
castor oil themselves to save them annoyance and trouble in
getting up heavy grades.

C. E. Cosset (M. & S. L.) : I am closing my 24th year in

the northwest in continuous railway service on 8 different lines.

During that time I have had to deal with some bad water. The
road I ^m connected with now operates an 800 mile tract where
we have only from 2 to 4 trains dail}', and therefore our side
tank feeding proposition is prohibitive. Without the use of soda
ash we could only get along a few days without blowing out.

I selected four consolidation type of locomotives, two of them
being used in freight service locally and two in through freight

service. For the two local freight engines I selected a mechanical
draughtsman from my office and one from the road engineer's

office, and on the through freight engines I put two road fore-

men and had them make every trip and watch results. The
result was that we reduced our boiler repairs 62 per cent, by
the u.se of the compound over what we did with the soda ash.

The miles, per boiler washing, was doubled. Our cost per thou-
sand freiffht ton mile was about two pounds less.

Mr. Smith: The committee realizes that there is no one
method of treating water that is apt to be good for every
road. The subject given to the committee, however, limited

it to one particular line, which we have tried to adhere to.

On any one road it will very often happen that all of these
methods may be necessary at one time or another. Further-
more, the same thing applies to chemicals—no one chem-
ical is equally efficient for all cases, and we do not wish to

put ourselves on record as advocating soda ash for every
purpose. So far as boiler comnounds are concerned, of

course, a discussion of those would bring us into the line of

pronrietary articles.

With reference to the method of injecting water to evapor-
ate foam-producing substances, it does not appear to me
personally how such methods could be carried out. .\s has
already been stated, the foam producers are nearly always
alkaline, especially in treated water. There mav be some
cases in which some volatile substances were present, and
it could be removed bv injecting the water into the steam
space with suitable baffle plates or fans or something of that

kind. A surface cock has sometimes been found much more
efficient in reducing foam than the bottom blower. Also, it

is quite frequently the experience the foam is much more
prevalent when a system of water treatment is first entered
upon, but after the boilers are cleaned and the old scale

or mud removed, the foam disappears very largely. The dis-

cussion has also brought out one other point, that almost
any system, with thorough supervision, produces much better

results than some other system which has not been watched
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closely, for tlio reason possilily llial it has hci-n stamlaid
for a iiiiinbor of vcars.

LUBRICATION OF LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDERS.

The coininitu-c conipikd the following (luostions, which
were suhiuitlod to iiu'inlicrs:

1. Have yoii experienced difhculty in Inbricating modern
passcni^er and freight locomotives, with steam pressures

from iSO lbs. to 230 lbs., with the up-to-date Inbricators

which operate by condensation of stea^, adjustable feed,

etc., and, if so, state exp'crience and cailses for same?
2. What recent improvements have been made in the

hydrostatic-feed lubricators, to add to riieir efficiency and
economical operation? Give explanaticii, experience and
results.

3. If familiar with any device, independent of the hydro-
static-fccd lubricators as furnished by the manufacturers,
which increases their efficiency or 'economical use, give de-

scription, princip'e of operation, etc.

4. For the 'ubrication of valves and cylinders on modern
locomotives, state your objections, if any, to the up-to-date

hydrostatic-f'ecd lubricator
5. What types of mechanically operated lubricators have

you used? State method of application, principle of opera-

0. H. Rae.

Chairman, Committee on Lubrication of

Locomotive Cylinders.

tion, control and regulation of feed, location of device on
the locomotive, with 'experience and results.

6. For the lubrication of modern locomotives, valves and
cylinders, state your objections, if any, to the mechanically
operated lubricator.

7. Are you familiar with any method, or device, for ad-

mitting th'e oil into the steam before it reaches the saddle

casting? If so, state details, experience and results.

8. Have you had any experience with the oil-delivery pipe

attached to deliver the oil into the steam-way in the saddle

casting, instead of at the steam chest or valve chamber?
State results.

9. What has been vour experience in the lubrication of

locomotive cylinders where superheated steam has been
used? In this connection state the degrees of temnerature
acquired, if hydrostatic or mechanically operated lubricators

were used, and th-e results from both, where both have been
used.

10. Do you consider it necessary to lubricate cylinders

of locomotives using superheated steam, independently of

th'C va'ves, using any type of lubricator?

11. What is your experience with the lubrication of cylin-

ders on Mallet compound locomotives, using superheated
steam with the hydrostatic-feed lubricator? With the me-
chanically operated lubricator?

12. Do you consider it necessary to lubricate the valves

and cylinders on the high and low pressure cylinders of

Mallet compound locomotive (by lubricators of whatever
type) piped independently to each valve chamber and
cylinder?

The rejjlies to question No. 1 were universal in expression,

that there is no serious difficulty now experienced in lubri-

cating modern passenger and freight locomotives with the

up-to-date lubricators of the hydrostatic-feed type. Several

of the members, in reply to question No. 2, iiave referred to

a recent improvement in the hydrostatic lubricator, whereby
it is made jjossiblc to close or shut off feeds without inter-

ference with the feed-valve adjustments. This is an econom-
ical feature, but of such recent date that no comparative
data have been submitted as to the results obtained. The
replies to question No. 3 were limited. One member r-eplies

as follows: "The automatic steam-chest choke p'ugs, which
feed against a constant boiler pressure in the oil pipe, and
not against a pressure that fluctuates with pressure in steam
chest, will result in a high degree of efficiency in th'c lubri-

cator."
All replies to question No. 4 indicated there were no

objections. The replies to questions Nos. 5 and 6 embody
the same general information, but were limited in number.
.Some are given herewith:

a. "Have used several types of mechanically operated
forced-feed lubricators. Three of those experimented with
were driven from a moving part of the engine. This was
unsatisfactory, since the feed is required that does not vary
with the speed of the engine. More oil is required per
minute while the engine is worked hard at low speeds than
when running fast with a light throttle. To overcome this

we used some forced-feed lubricators with independent air

motor. None of them, however, have been satisfactory. It

is difficult to apply to the fil ing holes screens that are fine

enough to keep out dirt, without restricting the speed at

which the oil can be put in, and the enginemen pull them
out. The consequence is that the plungers wear rapidly, and
after a tim'e the feed becomes irregular. They are trouble-
some to maintain, and under conditions specified, in answer
to question No. 1, gave no better results than the hydro-
static lubricator."

b. "We have experiment-ed with two or three makes of

mechanical-feed lubricators, but have been unsuccessful in

getting as good results as we do with the hydrostatic-feed
lubricators. The trouble with the mechanical-feed lubri-

cator seems to be due to the difference in temperature; in

warm weather, or during the warm part of the day, they
would feed sufficient oil, but in cold weather, or at night
when the weather is colder, they do not feed as well as

when it is warmer."
c. "We have used two mechanical lubricating devices,

which received their motion from a connection made to the
valve stem and oil chamber, and the regulating devices were
located in the cab. Our test record shows that after con-
siderable experimenting the device operated fairly well, but
after a time it gave considerable trouble and was finally

removed on account of not giving satisfactory results. Me-
chanical means are objectionable, in that the device is so
complex, and consists of so many parts, it is difficult to keep
joints from leaking. To be properly installed, all pipes must
be kept constantly filled and under pressure, with return
valves at distributing points. On account of mechanical
movements, parts will wear, and it will be more 'expensive
to maintain, and in making repairs more oil is lost than
with hydrostatic lubricators. Devices of this sort do not
appear to have as yet been perfected to such an 'extent as

to make them thoroughly reliable."

d. "Have used a force-feed lubricator with pipe connec-
tions to all the driving boxes and to the steam chest. Oper-
ated by a mechanism deriving its motion from a connection
to the Walschaert link. Lubricator was located in the cab.

While reducing friction on the journal bearings; and deliver-

ing oil to the steam chest, I do not cons'der it entirely satis-

factory, for the reason that there is nothing to indicate that

the pumps are working properly and delivering the oil until

the valves become dry."
e. "Our objection to mechanicalV operated lubricators is

that they are necessarily more comoHcated than the hydro-
static lubricator, without showing any beneficial results."

f. "Have tried some, but have not obtaiu'cd satisfactory

results
"

g. "We have in the past used on some of our two-cylinder
compound engines mechanically operated lubricators. Our
objection to it was the rapid wear of the parts, leakages
and annoyances."

h. "Using displacement plunger force feed. Secured in

suitable location in cab. and operated by a series of rods

and bell cranks, which are conn^ected, either to eccentric

blades and independent eccentric on rear or other convenient
ax'e, or by reducing-arm on back crank pin. Device subject

to varying control, and fed by increasing or decreasing
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stroke of plungers by means of adjustment thumb-nut. Re-
sults as to economy and distribution very satisfactory.

Slight trouble experienced in experimental stage, due to

nvethod of operating lubricator."
There was but one reply to question No. 7, citing experi-

ence which is herewith submitted:
"Present method in use with mechanically operated lubri-

cator is to tap direct through dome into steam pipe, or
throttle box. This method has proven to be superior to the
old method of admitting to steam chest direct."

In this connection, and pertinent to the question, a mem-
ber refers to a test:

"Delivering the oil from the right side of th'e lubricator
into the left cylinder, passing it through the smoke box,
and from the left side of lubricator into the right cy'inder
in the same manner. The gases in the front end superheat-
ing the oil, and evaporating the water of condensation, put-
ting the oil into the cylinders superheated."
The substance of the rep'ies to question No. 8 from those

who have had experience was in accord with the report from
a member who has tried this method extensively:
"On slide-valve engines consider results distinctly supe-

rior; on piston-valve engines reports vary, but general ex-
perience is that better results are obtained by putting oil

into the steam passage."
Questions Nos. 9 and 10 have been considered jointly by

the members. In the information submitted, the important
features of this phase of the subject are well expressed in

the quotations, as follows:
a. "Superheat varies from 550 to 580 deg. F. Our regular,

practice is to use one feed pipe to valve chest, applying it

to go to each end of valve in center of the valve bushing.
This lubricates the valve very well, but it is questionable
whetber delivering oil to the steam passage is not prefer-
able. We also use one feed to each side of the cylinder,

at the top and in the center. This is not used unless re-

quired. When working with full throttle and long cut-offs,

over considerable distances, the cvHnder feed svas found
U'ccessary. There is no difficulty whatever in obtaining sat-
isfactory lubrication in surerheater engines with hydrostatic
lubricators, on account of difference of pressure between
steam chest and boiler, previously mentioned. In fact, there
is considerably less difficulty than on engines using saturated
steam. In spite of this the piston-ring wear is far more
rapid."

b. "On our superheaters W'C carry 170 lbs. boiler pressure;
the maximum degree of superheat is 225. On a number of

superheater engines we introduced an oil both at tbe steam
cavity and into the cylinder direct; the latter connection was
found unnecessary. The only trouble which we had with
superheater engines was to get our men to use the drifting

va've when the engine was shut oflf. If this is not done,
trouble was experienced with the bushings cutting out, but
on districts where the drifting valve is put on we are having
very good success."

All replies to question No. 11 pertain to the satisfactory

use of the hydrostaf'c lubricator. No information was fur-

nished concerning the use of mechanically operated lubri-

cators on Mallet compound locomotives using superheated
steam.

Replies to question No. 12 were at variance as to the loca-

tion of the oil pipes, but it was the consensus of opinion
that piping to the high-pressure valves and cylinders only
was insuffi(»^nt for satisfactory lubrication

The experience of the cominittee, supplemented by the
information received from the members of the association,

warrants the assertion that there is no serious difficulty

now exnerienced with the use of the hvdrostatic-feed. lubri-

cator. The recent addition of a stop-feed feature is an iin-

provement, rather tending to economical operation than to

efficiency, and it behooves the manufacturers of this device
to keep pace with, or in advance of, the constantly increas-

ing demands.
The information obtained from the members, and cited in

the foregoing, confirms (he experience and opinion of the

committee, thnt a properly constructed hydro'^tatic lubri-

cator meets the locomotive reauiremcnts better than a

mechnnical'v operated lubricator, for the several ren=ons:
1. Famil'nrity with care and operation by the different

classes of Inbor whose duties are in connection with its u«e.

2. Simnlicitv of design and substantial in construction;
the operating parts being better protected from disarrange-
ment or breakage.

3. A more accurate re^ulntion of the amoun* of oil ap-
plied to the valves ard cvlinders under the varying condi-
tions of ^^ervire performed by the 'ocomotive at different

speeds and points of cut-ofT.

4. Because of less complication in construction and at-
tachments, a corresponding less expense of maintenance.
The more general custom of delivering the oil to the

steam chest or valve chamber is open to question, and there
has been some very conclusive evidence subm-tted favoring
the delivery of the oil into the steam at a point where it

may become highlv attenuated and intermingled with the
steam. The presumed effect of extreme temperatures, due
to high pressure and superheat upon the oil, has been an
objection to delivering the oil in the steam before it reaches
the cylinder saddle. Information has been furnished and
confirmed by the experience of some of the members, that
the efficiency of a properly compounded mineral cylinder
oil is not seriously impaired when protected by the steam.
As the reports on this particular feature of the subject

are indefinite, the committee recommends further considera-
tion and experimentation. The information obtained from
the members who have had the most general and extended
experience with locomotives using superheated steam con-
firms the experience and opinion of the committee, i. e., that
the same reasons advanced for the endorsement of the
hydrostatic-feed lubricator on locomotives using saturated
steam apply to locomotives using superheated steam. The
information submitted and quoted in the replies, pertaining
to the proper location and number of oil pipes on super-
heated locomotives, is of much value. The experience thus
far is not sufficiently conclusive to justify a decisive recom-
mendation at this time.
However, it is recommended that liberal openings be given

to drifting valves, and attention to their proper manipula-
tion, that the temperature of the cylinders may be promptly
reduced within the lubricating possibilities of the oil when
exposed to the atmosphere.
The problem of satisfactorily lubricating the Mallet com-

pound locomotive is still in process of solution. At present
it seems essential to pipe independently to the high and
low pressure cylinders. However, the committee has been
advised that there has been some experience, with satis-

factory results, by eliminating the pipes to the low-pressure
valves and cylinder, substituting an auxiliary oil pipe to the
receiver with the high-pressure steam connection. This car-
ries sufficient oil over to the low-pressure cylinders to insure
good service. Increased efficiency and reduced expense of
operation confront the mechanical departments of our rail-

ways to a greater extent than ever before. The final and
most important recommendation of the committee is a con-
tinued live interest in the lubrication of locomotive cylinders.
The report is signed by:—C. H. Rae (L. & N.), chairman;

Jos. Chidley (L. S. & M. S.). T. R. Cook (Penn.). J. F. De-
Voy (C. M. & St. P.). J. F. Walsh (C. & O), S. T. Park
(C. & E. I.) and P. M. Hammett (M. C).

DISCUSSION ON LUBRICATION FOR LOCOMOTIVE CVLINDERS.

George L. Fowler (Raikvay Age Gazette) : I will simply
repeat some information that I obtained the other day from
Mr. Muzzey, who is mechanical engineer for the Long Island.
They have been experimenting for the last six or eight
months with a mechanical lubricator for cylinders, in which
a mixture of oil and graphite is pumped into the cylinder,
operated mechanically, and after a run of about two hundred
miles the faces of the steam chests, valve seats and cylin-

ders become coated with this film of gra-'hite, and as far

as that one engine is concerned, the operation has been very
successful and very satisfactory, and thev are inclined to

think that it will reduce the internal friction of the engine
to such an extent as to produce some saving in fuel.

There has been no data published, but it has been so suc-

cessful that they are about to make an extensive trial, I

understand, of some eight or ten engines, in which very
exhaustive tests will be made to determine exactly what
can be done from both a mechanical and economical stand-

point in developing this method of feeding.

As the lubricator is so constructed that the old trouble

of the graphite settling and becom'nir a sediment in the

bottom of the oil is done away with by the mixture, which
keeps it stirred up until it is actually deposited in the steam
chest. Hence the operation is wholly satisfactory.

E. A. M-ller (N. Y. C. & St. L.) : We have found that

very good results can be obtained by applying the graphite

at the commencetnent of each trip to a cup, separate from
the lubricator, and applying this craphite cup to our steam
chests in addition to the regular lubricator.

George A. Hancock (St. L. & S. F.) : We have fifty

engines, with the steam temperature abont 535 to 565 deg-

We tried the mechanically operated lubricator and found it

unsatisfactory. We had trouble on our connections with the
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oiiliniiry Iiibruiitur. lnsti.'ad of atlinilliiifr tlic oil directly
iIiioukIi tlio cylinder and valve, we connected the oil pipes
direct to the sleam passage. This in connection with a small
amount of graphite gave satisfactory service. W'c are allow-
ing for our freight engines one pint of valve oil for every
forty miles, and one pint of valve oil for every sixty niiks
in passenger service

CONSOLIDATION.

At tlic last nucling of the association the conunittee wa^
instructed to ascertain if there would be any objection to
the consolidation of the two associations. An attorney has
l)een consulted, and the committee reports that the con-
xilidation can be carried through legally. That really carries
out the instructions that the committee received at the last
convention. In view of the president's remarks, in his ad-
dress yesterday, it would seem desirable to liave a committee
c(uitinued on this subject.

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUPERHEATED STEAM.

The locomotive Schenectady No. 3, at Purdue University, has
been equipped with a Schmidt superheater, giving substan-
tfally more superheating surface than the ones formerly used.
This has rendered possible the use of still higher tempera-
tures, so that, whereas in previous experiments a maximum of

d)out 200 deg. of superheat was obtained, from 200 to 275

dcg. were used in the experiments described in this report.

Two conditions were to have been expected in these experi-
ments: first, practical difficulty with the lubrication of the slide

xalve; second, less rapid improvement in economy at the
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Fig. 1—Coal Per Square Foot Heating Surface; Schmidt
Superheater.

higher temperatures. Neither of these conditions has been
realized. Little difficulty was experienced with the lubrica-

tion of the valve and no maximum of economy has been
reached. As far as the figures and tables in the present

report are evidence, the coal consumption decreases more and
more rapidly as the superheat becomes higher. There seems
to be no practical limit to the gain to be obtained in this

way, except the usual troubles incident to the use of super-

heated steam. Although these experiments are not yet com-
pleted, it has seemed advisable to call to the attention of the

Association the results so far obtained.

Equipment.—The same locomotive, now known as Schenec-
tady No. 3, was used in all the tests. When used with satu-

rated steam the locomotive was in normal condition. After the

tests on saturated steam had been completed it was first

equipped with a Cole superheater, and the results from tests of

^upLrhcatc•d sleam, as reported to the Master Mechanics con-

vention in 1909, were obtained with the original superheating

surface of 193 sq. ft. (neglecting header). The work as reported

last year was from results obtained after reducing the super-

iicating surface by two successive decrements of 42 sq. ft. each,

or approximately 21 per cent, at each reduction.

Prior to the experiments described in this report, the loco-

motive had been overhauled and a Schmidt superheater installed

in place of the Cole superheater. In order to distinguish be-

tween the different superheaters as used on Schenectady No. 3,

in last year s report, the first superheater was known as Cole

.\, the second as Cole B and the third as Cole C. The super-
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Fig. 2— Efficiency of Superheating Surface; Schmidt
Superheater.

heater in this year's report is referred to as the Schmidt. The
heating surface of the tubes of the four superheaters are:

Cole A 193 sq. ft.

Cole B 151 sq. ft.

Cole C 109 sq. ft.

Schmidt 324 sq. ft.

The boiler dimensions were the same for all the Cole
superheater tests, but in order to install a Schmidt super-

heater, with a larger amount of superheating surface, the num-
ber of small 2-in. flues was reduced from 111 to 107, and the

large 5-in. flues were increased in number from 16 to 21. This
change in the number of flues increased the water-heating sur-

face from 897 sq. ft. to 956.5 sq. ft. With the above excep-
tions, the boiler and engine were the same for all the testing

upon the four different superheaters.

The nominal dimensions of Schenectady No. 3, as used in

the tests with the Schmidt superheater, are as follows:

Type 4.4-0
Total weigh t (pounds) about 109,000
Weight on four drivers (pounds) about .^ 61,000
Driving-axle journals: ' ^

Diameter (inches) 71^3
Length (inches) 8%
Drivers, diameter ( inches) 68.99

Valves—Type, Richardson balanced:
Maximum travel (inches) 6
Outside lap (inches) 11^
Inside lap (inches)

Ports:
Lengths (inches) 12
Width of steam port (inches) .'

l.S
Width of exhaust port (inches) 3
Total wheel base (feet) 23
Rigid wheel base (feet) 8.5

Cylinders:
Diameter (inches) 16
Stroke (inches) ^. . .

.

24
Boiler—Style, extended wagon top:

Diameter of front end (inches) 52
Number of 2-in. flues 107
Number of 5-inch flues 21
Length of flues (feet) 11.5
Heating surface in flues (square feet) 956.5
Heating surface in fire-box (square feet) 1 23.5
Total water-heating surface (square feet) 1080.0

I
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Length of fire-box (inches) 72.06
Width of fire-box (inches) 34.25
Depth of fire-box (inches) 79
Grate area (square feet) 17
Thickness of crown sheet (inches) 7/16
Thickness of tube sheet (inches) 9/16
Thickness of side and back sheet (inches) %
Diameter of stay bolts (inches) 1

Diameter of radial stays (inches) 1%
The Schmidt superheater, as used in these experiments, has the follow-

ing dimensions:

<)utside diameter of superheater tube (inches) 1%
Number of double return loops , 21
Average length of the pipes in the double return loops (feet) 42.8
Total superheating surface based on the outside surface of the

tubes in square feet 324

The total water and superheating surface of the locomotive equipped
with the Schmidt superheater is 1,404 sq. ft.

TESTS WITH SCHMIDT SUPERHEATER.

Following the method primarily adopted, the tests on the

Schmidt superheater were run at 200, 160 and 120 lbs. pressure.

The tests at 200 lbs. were omitted because it was felt that there

was no further need of tests at this high steam pressure.

superheater in Fig. 1. The equation for the line most nearly

approximating all the points is

E = 12.45 — .318 H
where E is the equivalent evaporation per pound of dry coal

and H is the equivalent evaporation per square foot of water-

heating and superheating surface per hour. The area of the

heating surface is based upon the interior surface of the
fire box, and the exterior surface of the boiler and superheater
tubes. This equation is derived from all tests at all pressures,

and, therefore, fairly represents the average performance of

the boiler at any pressure. It is to be noted that a majority
of the points which represent individual tests fall very near
the average line, which was obtained by finding the center of

.(gravity of two groups of points and drawing a line through the

two points thus found. These points are shown by a cross

inscribed in a circle.

The Degree of Superheating.—The temperature of superheat

was obtained by high-grade mercurial thermometers placed in

DESIGNATtON OF TESTS. CORRECTED LOCOriOTIVE PERFORMANCE
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Fig. 3—Comparative Performance of Locomotive; Assuming Irregularities in the Results of Individual Tests Eliminated.

The speeds and cut-ofTs adopted for tlie tests were the same
as those used last year. These tests were all run during the

months of April and May of this year.

Lubrication of the Valves and Cylinders.—After a few tests,

however, it was found that no more oil was required with the

Schmidt superheater than was used with the Cole superheater.

The oil used in all of the superheater tests was 600 W. The
amount of oil used was approximately one drop (through a

sight-feed lubricator) to each valve box for each 12 to 30

revolutions of the locomotive, and one drop to each cylinder

for each 30 to 60 revolutions of the locomotive, depending upon

the length of valve travel. That is, a short cut-oflfand high

steam pressure required more oil than a long cut-ofT and lower

steam pressure. The amount of oil used in a 7S-mile run (this

being the length of each test) varied from IV^ pints to 3 pints.

This amount of oil may seem rather high to a railway man,

but to insure against the cutting of the valve, more oil was

used than was really necessary, as was shown by the fact that

during none of the tests was there any evidence of dry valves.

An inspection of the valves and cylinder wall after all the tests

had been completed showed a high polish and no cutting.

Evaporative Efficiency of the Combined Boiler and Super-

heater.—The fuel used in all tests was Youghiogheny lump.

The equivalent evaporation (pounds of water evaporated from

and at 212° F.) per pound of dry coal, plotted against rate of

evaporation, equivalent evaporation per foot of water-heating

and superheating surface per hour), is shown for the Schmidt

thermometer wells in the branch pipe at a point directly ad-

joining the superheater header.

The following table gives equations for finding the degree
of superheat at different boiler pressures:

Boiler Pressure Equation
120 T = 107 + 16.S H
160 T = 101 + 16.5 H
200 T = 90 + 16.5 H

In the above table T equals the superheating degrees F., and
H equals the equivalent evaporation per square foot of water
and superheating surface per hour. Assuming a rate of evapo-

ration which will give approximately 440 indicated horse-power,
which is 8.5 lbs., the corresponding values of T for the various

pressures can be obtained. The value of superheaters is ex-

pressed for the Schmidt superheater by the equation.

T = 133.8 — .216 P + 16.5 H

where T equals the superheat in degrees Fahrenheit, P equals

the boiler pressure in pounds gage and H equals the equiva-

lent evaporation per square foot of heating surface per hour.

The above equation is applicable for any pressure and any
rate of evaporation.

The ratio of Heat Absorbed per Square Foot of Superheating

Surface to that Absorbed per Square Foot of Water-Heating

Surface.—If the efficiency of the superheating surface be ex-

pressed as a ratio of heat transmitted through it to the heat

transmitted through the water-heating surface of the boiler, or

as the ratio of the equivalent evaporation per square foot, and
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this ratio be ploltcd for each, test aKain.st the corresponding from original log, multiplied by [b. t. u. taken up by each

equivalent evaporation per square foot of water-heating surface pound of steam in boiler and superheater minus (60 minus

per hour, the diagram shown in Fig. 2 will be obtained. Since feed-water temperature), divided by 970.4 latent-heat of evapo-

this line represents tests at all pressures, it is seen that the ration]

.

efficiency of the superheating surface is increased with in- Column 17, which gives the equivalent evaporation per pound

crease in the rate of evaporation. It is worthy of note that of dry coal, was obtained by suljstituting for H in the equa-

tion

E = 12.45 — .318 II.

the values in column 16 divided by 1,404 sq. ft.

Fig.

is so 7i IM 126 ISO 17J 200 Z2S ZSO

-Steam Per I. H. P. for Different Types of Superlieaters.

the efficiency of the superheating surface is equal to fifty per

cent, of that of the water-heating surface when the equivalent

evaporation per square foot of water-heating surface per hour

is 13 pounds or more.

BMXR PRESSURE

P0UNWM6C

POUNDS Of COAL PER INOiCATEO HORSE POWER PER HOUR

SATURATED

STEAM

SliPERHEATER

COLE "A"

superheater

cole'b'

SUPERHEATER

COLE C'

SUPERHEATER

SCHtllOTV

I n m 12 IT in
2^0 3 31 3.12 3.24- 3.20 2.«3

220 3.37 3.00 3li 3 K 2.5 7

ZOO 3.43 2.97 3.11 3.ia 2.S5

180 3. 50 3 01 3li 3.22 2.5 1

l«0 3 59 3.^8 3ZA- 3.35 2.5 5

14.0 i.77 317 3 33 345 2.4 3

120 A.OO 3.31 34-8 3<.o 2.8 9

Pjg. 5—Coal Consumption Under Different Pressures and

Superheaters.

Smoke-box Temperatures.—The temperature of the gases in

the smoke box was obtained by the use of a mercurial ther-

mometer placed midway between the diaphragm and the front

tube sheet. TTie equation of the line represening these tem-

peratures is

T = 500 + 13.08 H

where T equals the smoke-box temperature in degrees Fahren-

heit, and H equals the rate of evaporation.

Corrected Resu'ts of Individual Tests.—Tht results of indi-

vidual tests have been corrected to eliminate individual irregu-

larities, the corrected results being shown in Fig. 3.

Column 16, which gives equivalent steam supplied to engine

per hour, equals pounds of steam supplied to engine per hour

ao

15

PP |i;ijji!!|j}j|i!(t!ji!l|!tli|!|p

^i;^-:

LiN^.ZjBpitrfFpfi'jissiJRe'-liao.
ii

20 to 60 60 100 120 1^0 160 <80 £.00 d'co H^O ii.<oO <:HU

Fig. 6—Steam Per I. H. P. for Different Boiler Pressures;

Schmidt Superheater.

Column 18, which gives dry coal per hour, is obtained by

dividing column 16 by column 17.

Column 21, which gives the machine friction in pounds of

mean effective pressure, was taken from the 1909 report by

Dean Goss, Vol. 43, page 158.

Column 22, which gives the machine friction in horse-power,

was obtained by using valves of m. e. p. of column 21 and

the speed in revolutions per minute of the individual tests, to-

gether with the indicated horse-power constant of the loco-

motive.

iOO 120 140 160 ISO 20.- tO ZSO 300

Fig. 7—Coal Per I. H. P. for Different Boiler Pressures;

Schmidt Superheater.

Column 25, which gives the draw-bar pull, was obtained by

dividing column 22 by (.000547 multiplied by the revolutions
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per minute), in which .000547 is the tractive horse-power con-

stant of the locomotive.

Column 26, which gives the coal per dynamometer horse-

power per hour, equals column 18 divided by column 24.

Column 27, which gives steam per dynamometer horse-power

per hour, is obtained by dividing column 16 by column 24.

A COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED WITH SATURATED AND WITH

FOUR DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUPERHEATED STEAM.

Basis of Comparison.—As the area of the water-heating surface

of the boiler with the Schmidt superheater is approximately

only 47 sq. ft. greater than with the Cole superheater, it would

seem that this diflference would not be enough to affect the

relative efficiency of the boiler. In the comparisons which follow,

therefore, no allowance is made for differences resulting from

different water-heating surfaces. In the tables and diagrams

which follow, all material included under Saturated Steam and

superheater Cole A, has been taken directly without change

from the 1909 report, and that under superheaters Cole B and

Cole C from the 1910 report.

Comparison of Engine Performance.—The steam consump-

tion of the locomotive operated under saturated steam and the

four different degrees of superheated steam represented by Cole

A, Cole B, Cole C and Schmidt are shown graphically in

Fig. 4. From an inspection of these curves, it is seen that

the tests with the Schmidt superheater, that is, the one giving

highest degree of superheat, gave the lowest water consumption.

The relation in coal consumption per hour for the four different

superheaters and for the saturated steam is shown numerically

in Fig. 5. Here again the Schmidt superheater results are the

smallest, going as low as 2.5 pounds per indicated horse-power

per hour.

The consumption of water per indicated horse-power, as

affected by the degree of superheat, is well shown in Fig 6, in

which the pounds of steam per indicated horse-power per hour

are plotted against the degrees of superheat. It will be seen

that the comparisons are made at 160, 180 and 200 lbs. steam

pressure, these being the pressures that fall in the center of the

field of experiment, and for that reason would be more likely to

represent correct results. As indicated last year, it would seem

that this relation could be approximately represented by a

straight line as shown. It is also seen that the water consump-

tion for all pressures between 160 and 200 lbs. for the Schmidt

superheater is practically the same.

Coal Consumption.—The pounds of coal per indicated horse-

power per hour plotted against degrees of superheat are shown

in Fig. 7.

The same pressure of 160, 180 and 200 lbs., were used in this

comparison as in the comparison for steam consumption. This

relation between the coal per indicated horse-power per hour and

the degree of superheat for pressures of 160, 180 and 200 lbs.,

would seem to indicate, as brought out last year, that it could

be represented by a curve as shown. In other words, the first

80 or 100 deg. of superheat does not make the same proportion-

ate decrease in coal consumption as does the second 80 or 100

deg., and, in like manner, the third 80 deg. increase makes a still

greater reduction in the coal consumption. For instance, the

coal consumption per indicated horse-power per hour at 180 lbs.

steam pressure for the locomotive using saturated steam was

3.50 lbs., and for 80 deg. of superheat it was 3.4 lbs., a gain in

efficiency of 2.8 per cent. ; while the consumption at 160 deg.

superheat is 3.05 lbs., a gain of 12.8 per cent., and the coal con-

sumption at 240 deg. superheat is only 2.47 lbs., a saving of 29.4

per cent, over that of the locomotive using saturated steam.

Thus, if we take the locomotive using saturated steam as con-

suming 100 per cent, of coal, it might be said that the first

80 deg. superheat will reduce this 2.8 per cent., the second 80

deg., 10.0 per cent., and the third 80 deg., 16.6 per cent., making

the total reduction for 240 degrees superheat, at 180 lbs. pres-

sure, 29.4 per cent. Practically the same results would be

obtained for the curves representing 160 and 200 lbs. steam

pressure.

A locomotive equipped with a superheater giving from 200

to 240 deg. of superheat will, during the time of running, effect

a saving in coal consumption of from twenty to thirty per

cent, over that of the same locomotive using saturated steam.

It would seem that the total gain in efficiency which could be

obtained from superheat in a locomotive would not be reached

until the temperature became too high for practical purposes.

bISCUSSION ON LOCOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT DEGREES

OF SUPERHEATED STEAM.

Prof. Arthur Wood (Penn. State College), non-member,
was given the privilege of the floor.

Prof. Wood: I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for

the privilege extended to say just a word or two in the dis-

cussion of this subject.

There are one or two points in the paper that are of par-

ticular interest to me. The first is the one that was ex-

pressed last year to the effect that the second eighty degrees
of superheat gave a much better economy test on evapora-
tion than the first eighty degrees. I take it that there is a

decided reason for that, and that it is partly due to the

cylinder concentration. When you get near the saturation

point, you may have superheated steam and saturated steam

in the cylinder at the same time. We do not know how
much saturated steam you have, of course. So I am going

to raise a question, for an answer here, as to whether or not it

is fair to compare the economy of the first eighty degrees

with the second eighty degrees or with the third eighty de-

grees of superheat.

The second point of interest in the paper that I have

noted is that the net economy obtained, taking into account

the three factors, is not given. The first of these factors,

of course, is the gain due to the superheat on the basis of

the increased heat that is given the superheat. The other

two factors are negative. The first one of those is, of course.

the loss due to the actual heat required to superheat. The

second one of these factors is the loss due to depreciation.

or rather the interest on the initial cost and to depreciation.

If we take the curve representing that increased economy,

and then the decrease from these two factors mentioned in

the case of a stationary plant, a steam turbine, we will find

that there is a minimum point to the net economy curve.

and that shows that the maximum economy on the basis of

cost, comes out about 100 deg. superheat. Now, if these

results could be put upon such a basis as that, where we

could get the net economy by combining these three elements,

I think we would have a very interesting result.

On the surface, of course, it proves that we have upwards

of 16 per cent, on the basis of the third eighty degree range in

superheat. That, however, does not take into account these

other elements I have spoken of. It seems as if we would

not really expect a maximum point before we reached up-

wards of 270 deg. superheat.

H. H. Vaughan (C. P.): Those of you who have patiently

listened to what I have said about superheating in the last

few years must realize that this paper is quite a gratification

to me. It explains very clearly several points that are ex-

perienced with superheated locomotives induced us to bring

forward, but which we were unable to substantiate without

any actual scientific experiments. For instance, one or two

years ago I ventured to state that in my opinion it was a

wa.ste of money and time to worry about equipping loco-

motives with superheaters that only gave a superheat of

forty to eighty degrees. At that ime such cost was advo-

cated with the hope that trying the system in that way would

avoid some condensation, and that results would be very nearly

as good as they would be with high superheat.

Professor Benjamin's paper shows us very distinctly how
our experience was obtained, in practical service along these

lines. The saving from low superheat is so small as not
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to make it worth wliilc to maintain tlie apparatus. You
will rcnienibor tliat I stated tliat our fiH-liiiB was that until

we got up to a Inuulrcd and fifty to 160 dcg., we hardly be-
gan to realize the benefits of superiieatiiig. From what I

have heard in the last few luontlis of liie successful results
obtained with locomotives equipped with still higher de-
grees of superheat. I think we would have gained very much
more if we liad followed the practice of the Schmidt people
and got a really high superheat.
A very interesting thing that strikes me in a cursory ex-

amination of tills paper is a comparison of the diagrams.
Fig. 7 shows how we obtain more and more economy as
the sup'crheat goes up. There, gentlemen, is the explanation
of the increased capacity that we get in actual surface upon
superheater engines. We have always found that the harder
you work them the more sup-crheat you get, and the greater
the saving, so that, while perhaps your coal figures will only
show a 15 to 20 per cent, saving, yet, taking all the coal
used, when you are working the engine hardest you are
gH^tting the most saving per horse power. That is an in-

creased advantage that we have always fovind in super-
heaters, and, while it has been frequently referred to, it has
never been so clearly shown as in this paper.
Another thing; the last paper presented covering the results

at Purdue University two years ago tried to make an ex-
planation as to wher'C we shall find greater economy in
service than the results at Purdue indicated. The amount
of superheat we were using was about 180 to 190 deg. There
is quite a considerable drop in coal consumption between the
amount of superheat obtained on the Cole locomotive at
Schenectady and the one we were using, and it fairly well
accounts for the results which we told you about.

I do not think that superheating needs any more advocacy
on the part of the Canadian Pacific. We think it is doing
very well, and we have not changed our policy, except that
we are going to follow the example set in the United States
and equip our engines so that we will obtain a higher degree
of superheat than has been obtained in the past.

H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.): It may be of interest to the
members to know that we have just conducted a series of
tests with superheaters and saturated steam engines, and
that the results obtained compare very favorably with the
test results obtained on the testing plant. On our Chicago-
to-Elroy run we had two superheated steam engines and two
saturated steam engines, and we put them on that test, and
it was found that there was an average economy of 35 per
cent, in fuel consumed in favor of the superheated engine.
This was not while the engine was standing still, or while
being fired, but while the engine was in actual service.
As explained by Mr. Vaughan, the harder you work an

engine -enuipped with superheaters the greater the economy.
\Ve found that very true. We made some tests on other
eng-nes out in Iowa, and we obtained practically the same
results there. Our men feel that they have got the best
engines that they ever had in the superheated engines. The
superintendent and everybody concerned cannot say too much
for them. We put two lubricators on those engines at first,
but we had trouble with one, with the left valve cutting out,
and we took that lubricator off and nut a larger lubricator
on in front of the engineer, on the right side, and then that
trouble was nearly eliminated. I think any railway man who
has not had a superheater, and once gets it, will be astonished
at the results to be derived from it.

C. D. Young (Penna.): There are two questions that have
come UD in my mind, concerning which I would like to have
information. It is my understanding, from the results of the
test at Purdue, the conclusion was reached that it was pref-
erable from the standpoint of economy to have steam pres-
sure at from 160 to 170 lbs., that conclusion being based
on the eighty and 160 deg. superheat.
Now, referring to Fig. 7, giving the sunerheat in degrees

per horse power per hour. I notice that with the 240 deg. the
lines 1. 2 and 3 are coming very close together, and I would
judge that if there was sufficient data for all of the intermediate
points that probably line 3 and line 1 would intersect at
about 280 deg.; in other words, as you increase the suner-
heat effect, it looks as though you could run your boiler
pressure up. That would seem to indicate that we could
use the superheat to greater advantage than formerly, as
was brought out by Professor Goss's paner, for the reason
that it is very difficult to get larger cylinders on some of
these engines. On the passenger engines it is very difficult
to get much larger than a 27-inch cylinder. If we can
hold down the size of the cylinder I think we can get the
larger economy that Professor Goss says was obtainable
with only 160 deg. of superheat.

I would like to ask Mr. Endsley, then, if, in his opinion.

any change should be made in the original position taken,
whetlier it is preferable to use this 160 or 170 deg. steam
pressure for the boiler when using su[)erheat.

J. F. DeVoy (C:. M. & S. P.): We were asked to take one of
our engines equi|)ped with a Schmidt superheater, and make
a very extensive test with it. While the test agrees very
closely with this paper, still I want to give you what we ob-
tained. We obtained about 200 deg. of superheat as an aver-
age for the entire test. The boiler i)ressure averaged about
117 lbs. The water rate was 21.54 ll)s. i)er indicated horse
power. Now, I am giving you something that I do not be-
lieve is perhaps advisable, still I am going to tell you just
exactly what we did obtain. Over the division the average
of our coal performance of the simple engine—the non-
superheater engine—burned 18.4 lbs. per hundred ton mile.
The consumiJtion in case of the superheater engine showed
that the average was 13.34 lbs., or a saving of 35 per cent,
in favor of the superheater. I want you to understand,
though, that the engine equipped with the superheater was
just out of the shop and in good condition, and the aver-
age was tlie division average of approximately 100 engines.
So I would not say that that 35 per cent, would bear out
on the whole proposition. It is my opinion without any
re-equipping or rebuilding of a simple engine of that type,
especially one in which the boiler capacity is somewhat lim-
ited, that you can reasonably expect to get a saving in fuel of
at least 25 oer cent.

Another very interesting feature which was shown by the
dynamometer car, which accompanied the test at all times,

was that we were able to haul from 150 to 300 tons more
freight, more or less, with the superheater engine than we
were with the non-superheater engine, so I think the results

obtained bear out the statements expressed in the Purdue
University paper. If you have an old engine in which the
boiler is somewhat small, you can reasonably expect to get

a little higher efficiency, due to the fact that the action of

the steam in the cylinder is somewhat different from that in

the non-superheating engine. It appears that the engine holds
her feet better, as we say—that is, she does not slip—and she
hauls a load a little bit easier over the hills than the non-
superheater engine.
Professor Endsley: I can answer Mr. Young's question by

saying that other things were taken into consideration besides
efficiency. It was injector trouble and boiler maintenance.
As the actual figures show a greater efficiency at 220 deg.

pressure, that was greater than with saturated steam. It also

follows down with 160 deg. and 200 deg. exactly to the point
of all those tests. So I do not think it makes any difference

whether you run 160 deg. or 200 deg. I might say that we
have never yet taken np the question of increasing power by
adding superheat. We are going to do that next year. What
we have attempted to do so far is to run along on all the

different degrees of superheat with the same power as nearly

as we could get it.

The saving shown in this paper- is a saving for the same
power and a saving in coal, doing the same work exactly.

Next year I may say that we hope to increase the power about
25 per cent. This year we are only dep>ending on our small
fire-box engine, having about 87 lbs. per sq. ft. of grate area,

which is very low for that kind of an engine, and we can get

up easily to 125 lbs. per sq. ft. of grate area. As to Professor
Wood's comment. I will say that we have not in any way
taken up the maintenance of the boiler or the other things
which are necessary when figuring the exact efficiency. We
have simply compared the coal used per indicated horsepower:
that is all. The work which could be done will no doubt be
carried on by some of the railways, when they can figure out
the difference in cost for maintaining the superheater; but
that is a question which the laboratory is not. able to take
care of, because we only have one engine and our repairs are
not very numerous, and we have no method of keeping track
of the cost of repairs in our shop.

SAFETY VALVES.

The president announced that as the committee on safety

valves only rendered the report since arriving at Atlantic
City, it was referred to the incoming executive committee.

A decree has been issued by the government of Uruguay
authorizing the provisional opening to public service of a

section of 31 miles of the Midland Railway branch from
.A.lgorta, Uruguay, to Fray Bentos, now in course of con-
struction. The new section completed is between kilometers
34 and 87.
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M. M. REGISTRATION.

Atkinson, R., Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Baker, Geo. II., Railway Educational Ass'n, Dennis.

Best, W. N.. W. N. Best International Calorific Co., East
Bouvier.

Brewer J. W.. M. M.. B. & O. Ry., Strand.

Bussing, G. }[., S. M. P. & R. S., Buffalo & Susciuchanna Ry.,

Haddon Hall.

Chambers, J. S., S. M. P., Atl. Coast Line, Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Clark, F. H., G. S. M. P., C, B. & Quincy Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Cleaver, F. C, S. M. P., Rutland R. R., Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

Cooper, F. R., Strand.
Dickerson, S. K., Asst. S. M. P., L. S. & M. S., Marlborough-

Blenlieim.
Diehr, C. P., M. M., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.

Edmonds, Geo. S., M. M., Delaware & Hudson, Chalfonte.
Gardner, Henry, Asst. Supt. Apprcn., N. Y. C. Lines, Traymore.
Grieves, E. W., Mech. Expert, Galena Signal Oil Co., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Hawkins, B. H., D. M. M., D. L. & W. Ry., Traymore.
Herr, E. E., M. M., Penna. R. R.
Jackson, H. D., M. M.. C.'H. & N. Ry., Watkins.
Johnson, L. R., Can. Pac. Ry., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Keiser, C. B., M. M., Penna. R. R. (Penna. Term. & Tunnel

Div.), Marlborough- Blenhei'n.
Kellogg, W. L., S. M. P., C. H. & D. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Ktndig, R. B., M. E., N. Y. C. Lines, Marlborough-Blenheim.
Langton, Geo. H., M. M., K. C. S., So. Div., Dennis.
Macbeth, H. A., M. M., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Traymore.
Manning, Jas. H., S. M. P., Delaware & Hudson Co., Marl-
Ijorough- Blenheim.

Mean, E, G.
Miller, J>:. A., S. M. P., N. Y. C. & St. L R. R. Co., Traymore.
Moler, A. L., M. M., Frisco Lines, Windsor.
Monkhause, H., Rome Loco. & L. Mach. Wks., Chalfonte.
Montgomery, Wm., M. M., Central R. R. of New Jersey.
.Moriarity, G. A., M. M., N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., Elberon.
O'Hearne, John F.., M. M., W. & L. E. R. R. Co, Marlbor-
ough-Blenheim.

Oviatt. II. C. M. M., N. Y.. N. II. & H. R. R., Strand.
Painter, J. H., Supt. Shops, Atlantic Coast Line, Chalfonte.
Patterson, Robt., M. M., Grand Trunk Rv., Haddon Hall.

Paxton, Thos.. S. M. P., E. P. & S. W. Ry., De Villa.

Potts, C. H., M. M., Penna. R. R, Chalfonte.
Rhodes, L. B., S. M. P., Virginian Ry., Chalfonte.
Ricgel, S. S., M. E., Dela., Lack. & Western R. R., Runny-
mede.

Robb, J. M., M. M., C. G. W. Ry., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Ryan, J. J., S. M. P., So. Pac. Co.
Sharp, Wm. E., Supt., Armour Car Line, U. S. Yards, Chicago.
Marlborough-Blenheim.

Shea, R. T., Insp. Tools & Machy., N. Y. Central Lines.

Marlborough-Blenheim.
Shelby, C. K., M. M., Northern Central Ry.
Smith, Carl B., Boston & Maine R. R., Bellevue-Stratford,

Philadelphia.

Some Workers on the Enrollment Committee.

Top row. left to right: H. L. Leach, A. E. Hooven, C. L. Woodruff, B. Palmer Claiborne. J. C. Mozrry. C. .S". Parker.

First rozv; C. B. Yardly, M. S. Simpson, O. F. Ostby. chairman; H. F. Jefferson, C. W. Beaver.
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Suiitli, Daniel A, Div. M. M.. I'.oston S: Maine R. R.

Smitli, H. K., Clu-mist, L. S. i"<: M. S. Ry.
Stewart, Thos. R., M. M., H. i*t O.. t'lici wood.
.Snmner. l-.lnii 'W, M. M., IJo.sion & Maine R. li. Co.

riionison, Samuel G., A. E. M. P., riiiladclphia &. Reading
R. R., The Lenox.

Van Valin. 11. D., D. M. M., Bait. & Ohio R. R.

Warnock, Harry R., G. F. L. I)., MonouKahola R. R., Francis.

Williams, W. 11.. M. M., lUilTa., Roch. & rittshurKh R. R.,

Rudolph.
Wirt. (;., M. M., C. C. C. Si St. L. Ry., Dunlop.
Wynian, R. L., M. M., Lehigh & New England R. R., Penn-

hur.st.

M. C. B. REGISTRATION.

.Averill, E. A., Managing Editor, Am. Engr. & R. R. Jl.,

Traymore.
Cade, J. R.. M. C. B.. G. H. & H. Ry. Co.
Chambers, J. S.. S. M. P., Atlantic Coast Line R. R. Co.,

Marlborough-Blcnhcim.
Clark, F. H., G. S. M. P., B. & O. R. R., B. & O. S. W. R. R.,

Marlhorough-Blenheim.
Cleaver, F. C, S. M. P., Rutland R. R., Marlhorough-Blen-
heim.

Cooper, F. R., Strand.
Coulter. IL, G C. L. Phila., Bait. & Wash. R. R., Dorset Ave.
and 58th St , care Dr. Kelly.

Dickerson, S. K., Asst. S. M. P., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Marl-
borough- Blenheim.

Dunham, W. E., Supvr. M. P. & M., Chicago & N. W. Ry.,
Haddon Hall.

Forsyth, Wm., Railroad Age Gazette, Traymore.
Goodnow, T. H., M. C. B., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

•Gossett, C. E., M. M., Minneapolis & St. Louis R. R., Dennis.
Keiser, C. B., M. M., Penna. R. R. (Penna. Tunnel & Term.

Div.), Penna. Sta., New York, N. Y , Marlborough-Blenheim.
Kendig, R. B., G. M. E., N. Y. C. Lines, Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

Klein, R. L., Gen. Car Insp., Penna. R. R. Co., Dennis.
Lovell, Alfred, M. C. B., Traymore.
Lungren, W. H., Phila., Bal'o. & Wash. Ry., Pennhurst.
Mann-ng, J. S., S. M. P., D. & H. Co., Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

Miller, E A.. S. M. P., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Traymore.
Onderdonk, J. R., Engr. of Tests, B. & O. R. R., Dunlop.
Paxton. Thos., S. M. P., El Paso & Southwestern R. R.,

De Ville.

Roberts, L. D., Chief Joint Inspector, A. T. & S. F. Ry.,

C. R. I. & P. Ry., D. & R. G. R. R., M. P. Ry., Colorado &
Wyom'ng Ry.

Ryan, J. J., S. M. P., Southern Pacific Co.
Searles, E. J., Asst. to G. S. M. P., B. & O. R. R., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Sharp, Wm. E., Supt. Armour Car Lines, Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

Shea, R. T., Inst). Tools & Machy., N. Y. Central Lines,
Marlborough-Blenheim.

Smith, Benjamin T., Genl. Foreman, W. J. & S. S. R. R.,

Young's.
Taylor, G. W., S. M. P., San A. P.. Shelburne.
Thomson, S. G., A. E. M. P., Phila. & Reading Ry., The
Lenox.

Van Brimer, George, Supt., Colorado & Wyoming Ry.
Wirt, G., M. M., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Dunlop.

GUESTS.

Adams, C. 5-. Asst. Gen. For., N. Y. C, Young's.
Adams, J. W.. Gen. Insp., B. & O., Strand.
Amole, John E., Insp. Engineer, P. & R., RamS'cy.
Armstrong. L. N., P. R. R., W. J. S. S.

Bankard, E. H., Pur. Agt., B. & O., Brighton.
Beck, H. J., Gen. Loco Insn., P. & R.. Sneidle.

Beck, Irving H., Foreman Air Brake Dept., C. R. R. of N. J.

Beny, Robert, As«t. Foreman. P. R. R.
Best. J. I.. Chief Clerk to S. M. P., P. & R. R. R.
Bickley, W. H., Round House For., P. R. R., Effling.

Bradshaw, J. H., M. C. B., American Cot. Oil Co., Traymore.
Burns, J. W., P. R. R., New England.
Butts, G. W., Asst. Div. Operator. Penna. R. R., Jackson.
Cady. Paul C, C. C, Gen. Mech. Eng.. N. Y. C, Young's.
Campbell, R. F.. Commercial Agt., Phila. & Reading, Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Carsey, J. T., P. R. R., New England

Cooper, W. IL, Div. Stk., P. & R.

Cooper, W. J., Insp. M. P. Dcpt., P. R. R., Muncaster.
Crawford, M. R., Genl. F'oreman, C. R. R. of N. J., Irvan.

Detroe, A. E., Gen. l-or.. Cent. R. R. of N. J.

Deyo, L. B., Clerk I'ur. Dept., N. Y. Cen. & II. R. R. R.,

Dennis.
D()bs(jn, J. O., Asst. Secy, to Genl. Supt. M. P., B. & ().,

Bouvier.
Donellan, Jos., Rd. House Foreman, B. & O.
Douglass, A. E., Asst. Pur. Agt., Big Four, Dennis.
Dupell, R. E., R. F. E., P. R. R.
limory, J B., M. M., Kansas City Southern, Chalfont*.
Fisher, C. D., For. Wheel Dept., P. R. R., Rafters.

Fuhrer, M., Pur. Agt., Interboro Rapid Transit Co, Shel-
burne.

Gouty, H. E., Inspector, P. R. R., Young's.
Hall,' Mrs. R. T., U. S. N., Haddon Hall.

Hall, Mrs., Sr., Haddon Hall.

Hickey, J. E., Mech. Supt., Mexico North-Western Ry., Tray-
more.

Himnileright, R. J., Spec. Apprentice, L. S. & M. S. Ry.,

Marlborough-Blenheim.
Hoover, Geo. F., Asst Foreman, Penna. R. R.

Tefifery, C A., Supt., G. S. M. P., B. & O., Bouvier.
Johnson, Ben, Mech. Engr., M. & O. R. R., Rudolph.
Kennedy, L. A., Mech. For., B. & O., Arlington.
Kincaid, B. M., Inspector, Penna. R. R., Malatesta.
Lea, E. V., Supt. of Apprentices, Erie R. R., Schlitz.

Lester, W. J., Sr., Ch. Clk., Boiler Insp., Interstate Commerce,
Haddon Hall.

Lewis, T. E., N. P. W., R. R., Chalfonte.
Lovell, D. H., Supt. N. J. & Seashore R. R, Haddon Hall.
McCormick, F. R., Clk., P. & R. R., Windsor.
McManamy, Frank, Asst. Chief Insp., Interstate Commerce,
Haddon Hall.

McMaster, H. W., Receiver & Genl. Mgr., Wabash Pitts. Ter-
minal Ry., Marlborough-Blenheim.

Mallory, C. E., Kingan Refrig. Line, Indianapolis, Traymore.
Mansfield, J. J., Chief Boiler Insp., C. R. R. of N. J., Pine-

hurst.

Martin, Chas. W., Gen. Air Brk. Insp., Penna. R. R., Haddon
Hall.

Nelson, E. D., Engr. Tests, Penna. R. R.
NefT, S S., Pres. Phil. & Sub. Elev., Manheim Apts.
Neal, R. H. F., C. R. R. N. J., Pinehurst.
Ogilvie, Jas., Canadian Ry. Commission, Young's.
Pace, R. T., Pur. Agt., A. & W. R. R., St. Charles."
Reese, I., Rrund House For., P. R. R., Harrisburg, Effingham.
Reeve, W. K., Traveling Frt. Agt., N. Y. C. & H. R. Ry.,

Schlitz.

Reynolds, Chas. W., Asst./to Secy. Ry. Supt., Mfg. Assn.,
Penhurst.

Rhoads, G. E , Asst. Foreman Loco. Test Plant, Penn. Ry.,

Muncaster.
Rice, W. L., Genl. Foreman, Phila. & Reading, Monticello.
Riley, A., Paymaster, N. Y. O. & W., Shelburne.
Seiders, Irwin A., Road Fman. Engines, Reading, Worthing-
" ton.

Shanks, H. T., C. C. to Pur. Agt., L. & M., Haddon Hall.

Shelby, Joseph L., Chelsea.
Skilling, J. K., Shop Clerk, B. & O.
Smith, Admiral J. A. B., U. S. N.
Snyder, J. C, Ch. Clerk Pur. Dept., N. Y. Cen. & H. R. R. R.,

Shelburne.
Thomas, W. H. M., Lumber Agt., Pur. Dept., Penna. R. R.,

Chalfonte.
Toomey, T. H., P. R. R., New England.
Warrington. J. B., Supt. P. & R. R. R., Shelburne.
Watson, J. S., Ch. Clk. M. M. Camden Shop, P. R. R., Spidle.

Westley, I. S., Div. Shop Foreman, P. & R., Spidel
Whaley, A. R., Gen. Supt., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., Dunlop.
Wolcott, C. S., Foreman Car Shops, Penna R. R., Dunlop.
Woodworth, Wm. C, For. Eng., P. &. R., Windsor.

The report of the Sao Paulo Railway Co. for the half-

year ending December 31, 1910, fixes the receipts at $6,091,-

785, and operat'ng expenses at $3,055,300, leaving a net

revenue of $3,036,485, as against $3,715,385 in 1909. The
directors declared a dividend of 2j/^ per cent, on the pre-

ferred stock (at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum) and

on the common stock a dividend of 5 per cent, (at the

rate of 10 per cent, per annum), together with a bonus

of 1 per cent. Durng the last ten years the dividend of

this company has never been less than 12 per cent, per

annum.
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THE MASTER MECHANICS' ANNUAL BALL.

Probably no more successful ball has been given in the liistory

of the Master Mechanics' Association than that which took place

on the Million Dollar Pier last night. It is estimated that 400

couples were in the grand march and that almost 1,000 couples

danced. There was also a large and interested crowd in the

balcony; and those in it witnessed a beautiful and brilliant

spectacle on the floor below. The dancing lasted until about 2

o'clock this morning.

The members of the marshal's committee escorted the

officers and their wives down to the pier in roller chairs

;

members of the social squad met them at the entrance

and took them to the Galena-Signal Oil Company booth, at the

east end of the ball room, which was headquarters for the officers

of the association during the evening. As President and Mrs.

Fuller crossed the floor the band played "Hail to the Chief."

The procession for the grand march began forming at 9.30 in

front of the headquarters booth. The march was conducted by

J. Will Johnson, chairman of the entertainment committee, and

led by President and Mrs. Fuller, and proceeded along the

uptown side of the pier to the boardwalk end, where the

dancing programs were given out to those in line. It then

turned to the left, proceeded along the boardwalk end, and then

eastward to the ocean end.

It continued around the ballroom again, and then, at the

Boardwalk end, turned eastward down the middle of the room.
At the ocean end it divided, one couple turning to the right

and the next to the left. At this point the favors were pre-

sented to the ladies by the members of the ushers' committee.

They were very pretty vanity bags made of creton, lined with

pink and carried by a long pink cord.

As the favors were given out the two lines turned and

marchfed toward the Boardwalk in zigzag forhiation, the mem-
bers of the entertainment committee being placed at points

along the floor to maintain the formation. When the heads

of the two columns approached the Boardwalk end this time

they stopped, the music ceased, and, after all on the floor had

faced toward the Boardwalk end, a photograph was taken.

As the crowd confronted the camera, the beautiful gowns of

the hundreds of women on the floor illuminated by brilliant and

variegated lights, and sharply diff'erentiated from the evening

clothes of their escorts, it presented a delightful and dazzling

picture; but this picture was speedily exceeded in attractiveness

by the one presented when, as soon as the photograph was

taken, the whole floor was suddenly made alive with the grace-

ful motion of the dancers.

The dancing program was begun with a two-step. There

were 19 dances on the regular program; and a number of

encores were given.

Twelve stations, indicated by signs bearing the names of

twelve leading cities, were established about the room, and

the dancing cards had a space opposite each musical selec-

tion on which to enter the name of the station at which the

dancer would find his partner for each dance. The plan

worked very satisfactorily, preventing the confusion and

annoyance often caused at large balls by partners for a

dance being unable to locate each other.

Music was furnished by Vollmer's orchestra of 30 pieces,

which was situated about the middle of the uptown side of

the pier. Punch, lomonade and ice water were served from

tables in the southeast and the northwest corners of the

ball room.

All the members of the entertainment committee were on

duty throughout the evening. The special committee in

charge of the ball was composed of W. J. Walsh, chairman;

Thomas Farmer, Jr., E. H. Janes, J. Soule Smith, Harry S.

Hammond, J. C. Younglove, William Miller, Philip J.

Mitchell, F. M. Nellis, C. N. Wardell, L. B. Sherman, F. B.

Ernst and Leonard J. Hibbard.

The ushers' committee was composed of Philip J. Mitchell,

chairman; H. A. Nealley, Charles P. Williams, Charles A.
Knill, J. P. Landreth, Herbert Green and C. N. Wardell.

The marshal's committee was composed as follows : Ralph G.

Coburn, chairman; E. II. Janes; J. P. Landrcph and H. A.

Nealley.

The social squad was composed of Leonard J. Hibbard,
chairman; Edward S. Toothe, C. A. Dunkelberg, Frank
Martin, George R. Carr and Herbert Green.

The following are brief descriptions of the way in which the

ladies of some of the officers were gowned

:

Mrs. C. E. Fuller, blue satin, draped with gold cloth. Carried

American beauties.

Mrs. T. H. Curtis, light blue satin, veiled in Ijlue chiffon.

Mrs. H. T. Bentley, white satin with Brussels over-satin

;

carried pale pink sweet peas and orchids.

Mrs. T. Rumney,
Mrs. A. Sinclair, pale blue satin, with point lace trinmiings

;

carried pink carnations.

Miss Helen MacBain, pink and white chifTon.

Miss Grace MacBain, pink and white chiflfon.

Mrs. D. F. Crawford, pink gauze with silver trimmings.

Mrs. G. W. Wildin, pink satin with lace over-dress.

Miss Mary Walsh, white embroidered lingerie.

Mrs. A. F. Stewart, mauve colored chiffon with rose trim-

mings.

Mrs. C. A. Schroyer, light gray marquisette over yellow silk
;

carried liHes of the valley.

Miss Harriet Brown, lavender silk ; carried sweet peas.

Mrs. H. E. Passmore, white lingerie over pink.

Mrs. C. B. Young, white voille with blue trimmings ; carried

lilies of the valley.

Mrs. C. W. Seddon, gold messaline with gold chiflfon over.

Mrs. W. C. Arp,

Mrs. F. W. Brazier, black and white striped silk, with black

velvet trimmings ; carried pink roses.

Mrs. E. W. Pratt, imported gown of solidly-embroidered net

over white satin.

Miss Verona Pratt, decollette gown of corn-colored brocade

draped with Japanese gold-embroidered scarf; bird of paradise

in her hair.

Mrs. W. L. Kellogg, pale blue silk with steel trimmings; car-

ried American beauty roses.

Mrs. L. L. Dawson, steel gray marquisette over silk messa-

line; carried pink carnations.

Mrs. William Garstang, black lace over satin.

Miss Mabel Garstang, pink satin covered with white messa-

line lace.

Miss Virginia Garstang, crepe de chine.

Mrs. T. O. Sechrist, white marquisette trimmed with pink.

Mrs. George T. Anderson, gray beaded net over lavender.

Mrs. J. F. Dunn, white lace; carried lilies of the valley.

Miss Edna Dunn, yellow satin with white chiflfon over; car-

ried American beauties.

Mrs. T. Rumney, lavender chaueursse with lace and beaded

trimming ; carried lilies of the valley and orchids.

Mrs. W. C. Art, white chiflfon with point lace; carried lilies

of the valley and orchids.

Mrs. H. D. Gordon, white messaline with lace yoke.

Miss Louise Snow, pink satin ; carried pink carnations.

Miss Edith Snow, lavender silk.

Mrs. D. J. Redding, white satin, trimmed with pink coral;

carried sweet peas.

Mrs. John Carroll, chiflfon over blue messahne; carried orchids.

Mrs. J. S. Chambers, chiflfon over blue messaline; carried

sweet peas and lilies of the valley.

Mrs. G. W. Rink, rose messaline under pink marquisette.

Miss Clara Winters, pink silk.

Miss Nellie Eberenz, marquisette trimmed with violet.

Mrs. B. P. Flory, pale blue chiflfon ; carried orchids and lilies
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i)f the valley.

Mrs. C. A. PaqiK'tte, vvliitt- iii;in|uiH-tti- with lace triniinings;

carried pink peas.

Mrs. R. D. Smith, net gown embroidered in pink and white
and trimmed with fillet lace over pink satin.

Mrs. R. B. Kcndig, gray voile over pink, lotulus of green
with fdlet lace; carried orchids and lilies of the valley.

Mrs. G. N. Dow, black chantilly lace over white satin.

OIL BURNING MALLETS; SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

The Southern Pacific introduced Mallet locomotives for

handling heavy freight traflfic on its Sacramento division in

1909. This division has grades of 116 ft. per mile. The first two
locomotives were of the 2-8-8-2 wheel arrangement and were
operated in the usual manner with the smoke box end leading.
After several months' experience 15 more of these locomotives
were built to run cab end first in order that the enginemaa
might have a better view nf the track ahead, especially in pass-

BoiUr

^\. • • n StraiRhtWorking Prtssurc 2OO lbs
Oiilside diameter of first ring 34 ;„*
I'irebox, width and length Vs'/i "in. "x

*

i 26 in."
I'lretjox, water .space 5 ;„
Tubes, number and diam '.'.'..V.'.V.'.Voi—V'/ in'
Tubis, number and diam., feed-water heater 401 2'/, in"
Tubes, length 21 ft. and 5 ft. 3 in.
Heating surface, tubes 4,941 sQ. ft.
Heating surface, fire-box 232 sn' ft'
lleating surface, total '.'.'.'.'..'.'.5,173

sq.'ft
Heating surface, rehcater 625 sq ft
Heating surface, feed-water heater 1220 sq ft!
Crate area 68.4 sq.' ft.

EXPRESS CARS FOR THE LACKAWANNA.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western recently received 10

steel express cars designed by the American Car & Foundry
Company. New York, and built at their Berwick works. The
length of these cars is 60 ft. 9 in. over end sills and the width
is 9 ft. 11 in. over side sills. The weight of body is 64,000 lbs.;

of trucks, 30,000 lbs., giving a total weight of 94,000 lbs. The
trucks are of the four-wheel type, with Commonwealth cast

i

I

Mallet Locomotive With Cab

nii; through tunnels and snow -sheds. The general dimensions
• if these locomotives are as follows:

General Data
1" "el Oil
Tractive EITort 85,500 lbs.
Weight in working order 432,600 lbs.
Weight on drivers 398,500 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 612,000 Ibs:
Wheel base, driving 39 ft. 4 in.
Wheel base, rigid IS ft. in.
Wheel base, total 56 ft'. 7 in!
AVheel base, engine and tender 90 ft. 4 in.

C\'li>tdcr.<;

Diameter.... 26 in. and 40 in.
-"Stroke 30 in.

1 'alvcs

Kind Bal. Piston.

M-'heels
1 'riving, diameter over tire 57 in.
1 'riving, journals, main, diam 11 in. x 12 in.
1 'riving, journals, others, diameter 10 in. x 12 in.
Kiigine truck, diam .30l^ in.
luigine truck journals ,

'.

6 in. x 10 in.
Trailing truck, diameter SOy^ in.
Trailing truck journals 6 in. x 10 in.

at Front End; Southern Pacific.

steel frames and bolsters. The wheels are Boies No. 2, 36 in.

diameter, with Latrobe steel tites. ' The axles are M. C. B.

standard, with Sj.^ in. x 10 in. journals. The underframe is

steel, built up of structural shapes with center sills of 10-in. I-

lieams and side sills of 6 in. x 6 in. x ^ in. angles. Four cross-

I'.earers built up of 3/16 in. pressed steel plate diaphragms, extend

trom the side sills to the center sills. A built-up double type of

I'ody bolster is used, made up of % in. pressed steel plate dia-

phragms with 1 in. top and ^s in. bottom cover plates. The
end sills are made up of 10-in. channels. The side frame is

luilt in the fortn of a truss designed to carry the vertical load

and has diagonal braces of 3 in. x 2^2 in. angles, with 5-in.

channels at the side doors. The side posts are 3 in. x 3 in.

angles, extending from the side sill to the side plate, the latter

being a 5 in. x 3 in. angle. The carlines are l-)4 in. xlj4 in.

angles. The outside and end sheathing of these cars consist

of a ^-in. steel plate, for the roof and hood sheets, steel plates

Steel Express Car; Delaware. Lackawanna, & Western.
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of 1/16 in. thickness are used. Wood is used for the head-
lining for both the upper and lower decks and also for the
interior finish of the cars. The floor is of wood, laid on No.
18 steel plates, with 3 in. x 2 in. angles for the floor beam sup-
ports. These cars are insulated with Resisto for the sides,

ends, roof and headlining. Asbestos mill board is used for

insulation between the lower floor and the steel floor plates, and
Neponset waterproof Dyke felt is used between the upper and
lower wood floors. The specialties on these cars include the

Westinghouse air brake with air signal and the American slack

adjustor. The Gold combination pressure and vapor system is

used for heating. Gould couplers, Miner tandem draft gear
and Standard Coupler Company's buffing mechanism are also

applied. Pintsch gas is used for lighting.

superhemted steam on mallet locomotives.

The growth in favor of the Mallet locomotives in this

country has been phenomenal. The realization of what could
be accomplished by obtainiing such an increase of capacity
in a single unit caused them to soon be widely adopted. It

was quickly found that the steam and water economies when
using saturated steam were not in proportion to the great

capacity. As a result designers quickly took advantage of

the possibilities afforded by superheating. Two distinct

methods of using superheat on Mallet engines have thus far

been tried. First, by means of the initial or high pressure

superheater; and second, by means of the receiver or inter-

mediate superheater.

In the high pressure superheater steam is raised in tem-
perature about 200 deg. or 250 deg. F. before entering the high

pressure cylinders. This amount of superheat is sufficient to

carry the steam through both the high and low pressure

cylinders in an eflficient manner. It also has the advantage
over the receiver superheater of requiring a smaller amount of

apparatus, and it can be arranged in a location and manner
which results in a minimum amount of labor for maintenance.

The apparatus is less bulky, and its mechanical features are

more attractive from all standpoints than the receiver or low
pressure superheater. It is possible, with this system, to ob-

tain economies in the high pressure cylinders by the elimina-

tion of cylinder condensation which cannot be secured when
saturated steam is used. With this design, no abnormal
boiler construction is required such as might be the case

when the larger intermediate superheater is applied.

During 1910 the New York Central, the Pennsylvania Rail-
road and the American Locomotive Company working to-
gether, conducted a very thorough and accurate series of
tests of Mallet engines. The results are believed to be the
most conclusive and reliable that have been obtained. They
indicate in a striking manner the saving in coal and water
and also the increase in draw-bar pull secured with this type
of engine. An average economy of 28.3 per cent, in dry coal
per dynamometer horse-power, which can be credited only
to the superheater, was shown by tests made under speeds
ranging from 12^^ to 18 miles per hour. These figures were
increased to 33.3 per cent, by the addition of a brick arch.
It was also shown that the draw-bar pull was increased 12.4

per cent, covering the same range of speeds. The economy in

fuel and increase in tractive power which were thus shown
and which must be credited to the superheater, prove better
than argument the desirability of its application to this most
useful type of engine.

Another andvantage of the fire-tube type of superheater
when used for Mallet engines, which is entirely apart from
fuel economy, is the protection which this device affords
against damage to the high pressure steam pipes, steam
chests and cylinders, due to foaming, and the consequent
large percentage of moisture which is carried past the
throttle. That this percentage of priming is greater in the
Mallet type of engine than in the older types, as a result of
the greater length of the boiler together with the fact that
high water adds to this percentage, makes the application
of the fire-tube superheaters a means of preventing breakages
and damage. It is practically impossible for water as a

liquid to pass through a fire-tube superheater and reach the
steam chests.

The operating limit of a Mallet engine is, in the last anal-

ysis, established by the capacity of the fireman, and by
means of the application of an efficient superheater the capac-
ity of the fireman, as measured by the draw-bar pull of the
engine, is increased to even a greater percentage than the

rduction in coal consumption. On many Mallet engines not
provided with superheaters, the capacity of the fireman has
been reached, with the result that the engines are operating
continuously at a point far below their maximum efficiency.

The superheater has been one of the useful means for elim-

inating this wasteful condition of operation. It is therefore

safe to look for the steady growth in the number of Mallet
engines equipped with this device during the next few years.

Two Views of the Master Mechanics' Grand March to the Pier on Wednesday Morning.

Those in the left-hand picture are Mr. and Mrs. Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. Bentlcy, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis. Mr. and Mrs. Wilden.
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(SlonXuMifionaUticjJ.

So they've poiu" and nnniinntcd Staff for president ! Wliat

d'ye think of that

!

George A. rt)st canu- down from \e\v NOrk Tiusday. Mrs.

Post arrived yesterday.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Ross, Chicago, arc, as usual, at the

Marlborough-Blenheini.

Tliere has lieen imich talk about the electric sign on top of the

hippodrome on the Million Dollar Pier. It was made in England.

F. J. Bingham, who has made a study of car refrigeration for

many years, is attending the conventions, lie is staying at the

Chalfonte.

J. F. Walsh, general superintendent motive power of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, is said to have developed a strong liking for

orange juice.

C. J. Olmstead, of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

is here incognito. He is spending his time looking over the

whole show, quietly but earnestly.

Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Vilas and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Vilas

are at the Marlborough-Blenheim. The former have been

attending the conventions for a good many years.

A. W. Horsey, master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific

at Farnham, Que., arrived Wednesday with his eleven-year-

old son. This is the boy's second convention.

It is reported that First Boss B. M. Osbun and Second Boss

John A. MacLean, who are attending these conventions for the

first time, are nutty on 6ne and the same subject.

Harry Finnell seems to have diminished neither in super-

ficial area nor in that cheery good nature which makes him
so thoroughly welcome at these conventions.

J. G. Bowser knows a heap about fixing blown out automobile

tires. In fact, one hot day recently he had an experience that

was almost weird. Ask him to tell you all about it.

One of the stay-at-homes is Happy Steve McPartlin, who
attended the conventions last year. He is a busy man both at his

office and at his home, McPartlin, third, having arrived only a

few weeks ago.

H. D. Taylor, superintendent motive power and rolling

equipment of the Philadelphia & Reading, is the inventor of

a new plan to evade the irrepressible supplymen. He is wear-

ing badge 3182.

Conventions come and go, but Doc Bateman, like the tubes

he sells, began well finished inside and out, is practically

indestructible in service and is not attacked by either treated

or untreated water.

Mr. and i\Irs. George T. Anderson are, as usual, quartered at

the Chalfonte. Mr. Anderson is the mechanical superintendent

of the Chicago, New York and Boston Refrigerator Company
and of the Whipple Car Company.

Henry Gardner, assistant superintendent of apprentices of the

New York Central Lines, is stopping at the Traymore. Mrs.

Gardner spent yesterday with him, but has hurried back home
to look after the numerous children.

C. W. Beaver, who has just returned from a four months' trip

to Europe, says that he preferred to miss the coronation of King
George rather than miss the convention. He will return to Eng-
land soon, to remain for a year or more.

Henry A. Hoke, assistant engineer of the Pennsylvania at

Altoona, has been prevented from attending the conventions

i)y a visit from the stork. The youngster is about a week old,

and is in fine shape. Weight not mentioned.

James E. Forsyth, who has attended these conventions regu-

larly for some years, is here in a new capacity, having been

made president of the recently organized Mid-Western Car

Supply Company. Mr. Forsyth is staying at the Chalfonte.

W. .B. Hall, general storekeeper of the Denver & Rio

Grande, is with us. Mr. II all told Tom Purves that he had

had any number of men offer to lend him a dress suit for

the social functions—at which Tom at once joined the volun-

teer corps.

H. II. Vaughan, assistant to the vice-president of the

Canadian Pacific, arrived Wednesday noon. He headed for

the Million Dollar Pier after lunch, but was captured before

he got very far and was carried off to the golf grounds. He
will remain until Tuesday.

C. A. Dunkelberg, one of the most earnest workers on tlie

entertainment committee, keeps up his habit this year of looking

cut for the interests of all. He is accompanied by Mrs. Dunkel-

berg, who is also a great help among those who dabble in

society at these annual gatherings.

Treasurer Herbert I. Lord, of the executive committee of the

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, has made a good

record during the past year. He has established efficiency and

scientific management in the treasurer's office of the association,

although possibly he has not effected a saving of $1,000,000 a day.

H. C. Edson and Mrs. Edson are staying at the Traymore.

Their children, F. H. Edson and Miss Eleanor E. Edson, are

also in attendance ; and while it is not their first visit at these

meetings, it has been several years since the family has been

able to attend as a unit, owing to college duties of the younger

members.

E. W. Pratt, assistant superintendent of motive power and

machinery of the Chicago & North Western, was accompanied

to the conventions by Mrs. Pratt and Miss Pratt. They are

at the Marlborough-Blenheim. Miss Pratt was not at the con-

ventions last year and her many friends are glad to see her

here again.

One of the most welcome visitors to the office of the

Daily was E. W. Grieves. This is his twenty-sixth conven-

tion. Mr. Grieves was vice-president of the Master Car

Builders' Association for seven years, and president for two,

1893-94. He lives in Baltimore and retired from railway

service in 1897.

If you want to get something done, and done well, apply to

the Bear Committee, Messrs. Phillips and Walker. We don't

know which is chairman. Guess they're both chairmen; but Lou
Phillips' name appears first because he is somewhat more weighty

than Ed. Walker. At any rate, they got those d bears away

from our front porch.

Cass Kennicott, "The Sun Never Sets on Kennicott," has

13 letters in his name, arrived in Atlantic City on June 13, on

the M. Ml. and M. C. B. Pennsylvania special train consisting

of 13 cars; was at once assigned to room 313 in the Tray-

more hotel; and made 13 new acquaintances before the sun had

set on every one but him.

A. J. Farley, of the Chicago Railway Equipment Com-
pany, "Farmer" Farley, as he does not seriously object tO'

being called, remains at his beautiful country home at

Wheaton, 111., this year. They do say that he is closely

watching the mysterious and marvelous ways of a new calf,

a thoroughbred named "Creco."

The presence of Mayor Stoy in the M. M. parade Wednesdaj"-

morning was pleasing to all. Mr. Stoy, however, nearly missed

his place in the line of march on account of a series of trifling
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accidents and incidents which delayed his journey from home to

ilie pier. But Mayor Stoy was there and in time; if it had heen

necessary he would have chartered a special aeroplane to keep

his promise to the committee.

William Garstang, superintendent motive power of the

Big Four, who is here with his wife and two daugliters, has

cultivated his goatee since the last convention, and his old

friends will have no trouble in recognizing him again. By
the way, have you noticed that Harry Vissering is trying to

follow suit? However, the result is only a poor imitaton,

and he refuses to be held for a royalty.

Mrs. Lee Parish is managing her husband on the bonus system.

Their room at the hotel is equipped with a street car register.

The bell is rung up once for every half hour he turns in before

midnight, and is turned back two points for every half hour

afterward. Just now he is ahead of the game. Whether he

will be able to keep up the pace is a question. It is said that

Harrington Emerson has been retained to figure up the bonus.

Jack Turner got up at six, intending to board an early

train for Philadelphia. Some of the necessary articles of

attire lay reposing comfortably in one of the drawers of his

dresser. There had been a thunderstorm during the night,

and it is thought that some of the storm crawled in through
an open window. At any rate, it required the combined ef-

forts of Jack and the hotel carpenter to release the impris-

oned where-with-all.

R. D. Smith, superintendent motive power of the Boston

& Albany, suggests that the stoker question should be con-

sidered on the basis of hand fired tractive effort. For
instance, a fireman can maintain a fire to furnish 25,000 lbs.

tractive eflfort for a period of five hours. For a shorter

period, say two hours, he might be able to maintain it at

the rate of, say, 60,000 lbs. The stoker can maintain the

maximum tractive effort over the entire division. The sug-

gestion is a good one, and well worth consideration.

Tim O'Brian, the auburn-haired shortstop of the Eastern

base ball team, declares that he is out for the $50 Durham
bull prize in Saturday's game. In yesterday's practice he

lacked but a few yards of batting the ball against the bull

sign on center field fence, and he feels confident that the

prize is even now fairly well within his grasp. "Tim" is

expected to give complete detailed advice to the umpires in

next Saturday's game. The phonograph has nothing on

"Tim." It has to be wound up. '"Tim," never! He was
born that way.

R. B. Kendig, general mechanical engineer of the New
York Central Lines, is some pumpkins. At least that is

what the supply fraternity thinks. Shaw, who deals in

electric light when he isn't taking gas, happened to drift

into Kendig's office at the tail end of a day when the string

of visiting dignitaries had been impressively long. He sent

in his card and waited. After Kendig had decided that

Shaw's heels were real cool, he sent for him. And this was
his greeting: "You will p-p-please p-p-pardon me for having

d-d-detained you, Shaw, but I have b-b-been so b-b-busy

toda}' receiving vice-p-p-presidents that I just had to k-k-keep

you waiting."

Captain Nellis, like lots of others, believes his eastern team

will win Saturday's game. His confidence is based on the

performance of one of his colts, George W. Wildin, mechan-

ical superintendent of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford, in yesterday afternoon's practice game at Inlet Park.

With two strikes and no balls called on him, Wildin laced

the ball to deep center for a three bagger. But for the

collapse of his belt buckle between second and third base,

he really believes the hit would have been a home run.

After a nine minutes' delay to take a full tank of water and

to pump up his air, Wildin publicly announced he could re-

peat his achievement as many times, and at any old time,
that he pleased.

The Symington contingent is well represented at this year's
convention by five of the Symington brothers and several
other representatives not answering to the name of Symington.
The extremes of weight of the Symington aggregation are
represented by the genial "Bill" Rosser at 350 lbs. and "Lil"
Arthur Weston at 120 lbs. It is rumored about the corridors
of the Brighton Hotel that a "catch as catch can" wrestling
match is scheduled between Rosser and Weston in one of the
Brighton bed rooms (time and place announced later). The
prevaihng odds are 10 to 1 on Rosser; but some of Mr.
Weston's friends are taking the short end of the bet on tne
assumption that Weston will slip under Rosser's belt and in

some way "turn the trick." B. S. Johnson and M. K. Kim-
berly, who have recently transferred their headquarters and
affections from the East to the West, will act as seconds for
Mr. Rosser, while T. C. deRossert will be found in Mr.
Weston's corner.

G. J. Hatz, master mechanic of the Union Pacific at
Omaha, has a story on his friend, J. H. Nash, superintendent
of shops of the lUinois Central at Chicago, that is too good
to keep. It goes to show that even railway men are some-
times deceived by numbers. Mr. and Mrs. Nash were en
route to the convention via the Pennsylvania. Mrs. Nash
was suflfering from a headache. Attentive Mr. Nash went
quietly to the buffet to get a dose of bromo for her. On
returning to the dimly lighted car he drew the curtain and
said to the recumbent form in the berth:

"Here, Lill; take this."

Female voice: "What!"
Mr. Nash

: "Take this, it will do you good."
Female voice: "I don't want anything!"

1

Mr. Nash: "Why, my dear, of course you do"
Female voice: "I tell you, if you don't go away and stop

annoying me I shall call the conductor."
And Mr. Nash silently stole away. He had the right berth

(as numbers go), but the wrong car.

This is the first year that either of the mechanical asso-
ciations ever had as its president a railway officer bearing
the title of "assistant general manager." This is now the
title on the Union Pacific of C. E. Fuller, president of the
Master Mechanics' Association. Mr. Fuller was given this
title since his election as president of the Master Mechanics'
Association as a result of the extension to the Union Pa-
cific general offices within the last year of the Hine system
of organization. Under this scheme of organization, which
was devised by Major Charles Hine, of the staflf of J. Krutt-
schnitt, director of maintenance and operation of the Harri-
man lines, radical changes are made in the titles of both
division and general officers. On the division, for example,
the engineer, master mechanic, division engineer and train-

master become assistant superintendents; and in the general
offices the superintendent of motive power, chief engineer
and general superintendent become assistant general man-
agers. The change is not merely one of title. The former
superintendent of motive power, now assistant general man-
ager, for instance, remains specially charged with the duties

and responsibilities of the mechanical department, but his

jurisdiction is also extended over other departments; so
that if there is a wreck and he happens to be on the ground
before the assistant general managers specially charged with
operating matters he can take charge and give orders to

men in any branch of the operating department. In brief,

each assistant general manager, whatever his special duties,

is the superior of every officer of lower rank and of every
employee in the operating department, regardless of what
special branch of the operating department he may be in.
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ethc it'xhibit.

At the exhibit of the Chicago Railway Equipment Company
the fame of the Crcco brake beam in foreign lands is indicated

by the display of a diplonia of merit recently awarded the

company at the iUienos Aires Exposition.

One of the most attractive spaces on the pier is that of the

Dearborn Drug & Cluinical Works, Chicago. The man
directly responsible for the pleasing result, is H. G. McCon
naughy, manager of the New Jersey district of the company.

The Buffalo Brake Beam Company, New York, exhibit consists

of truss and solid type of brake beams for freight equipment,

truss type of brake beams with adjustable heads for high speed

passenger equipment, and a full line of brake beam forgings.

Some ingenious models are being exhibited at space 236,

by the Union Fibre Company, Winona, Minn. The model

of the Brown collapsible tank is complete, showing the ice

tank, bulkhead and non-splash drip pan as installed in

refrigerator cars.

The Ewald Iron Company, Louisville, Ky., is represented at

this convention by Baylor Hickman, president, St. Louis, Mo.;

Stephen F. Sullivan, general sales agent, in St. Louis, Mo. ; and

R. F. Kilpatrick, sales agent, Louisville, Ky. This is Mr. Hick-

man's first visit to these conventions.

Besides the mechanical features of their exhibit, the Loco-

motive Superheater Company, of New York, has placed at the

disposal of visitors a file of 300 of the representative daily papers

of motive power centers. This file will be changed daily for 10

days, thus covering the entire convention period. Evidently the

pleasure of obtaining news from home is amplified for those

having other than purely literary tastes by the contents of numer-

ous open cigar boxes, which are also displayed in the booth.

A new machine for driving staybolts with compressed air

is shown at the Thor exhibit of the Independent Pneumatic

Tool Company, Chicago. The Thor staybolt drivers are

the result of several years of experimental work in the com-

pany's plant at Aurora, III, and in the various railway shops

where they were tested out in practice. They are now in

use in a large number of shops throughout the country.

Many tests have been made with these drivers by the rail-

ways, and it is claimed that the saving is about 60 per cent,

over hand work.

The ruby globes made of mica and exhibited by the Storrs

Mica Company, Owego, N. Y., at space 601, are not the only

globes made by that company of this same material. It also

furnishes globes of a similar pattern in white, blue and

green, and in fact can furnish any required color. The form

of its new-style globe is claimed to give much better results

than heretofore. The mica portion of the globe, flaring

outward, prevents the deposit of smoke from the lantern flame

from striking against the side of the globe and minimizes

the amount of cleaning required. This shape of globe is

also claimed to give an ideal shape to the flame of the lamp.

The representatives of the Standard Steel Works Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., are making a lot of fuss over the

small word "casting" that appeared yesterday in a state-

ment giving the weight and dimensions of the large crusher

ring that forms part of the company's exhibit, in space 9.

They even went so far as to have "Not cast, but forged

and rolled from solid ingot-weldless" painted on the rim

of the ring, "that he who runs may read." The fact is, a

ring the size of the one shown, 10 ft. in diameter, is not

uncommon as a casting; but to roll one is unusual, and

the Standard Steel Works Company included the piece in

its exhibit as evidence of remarkable ability.

The Kewance union testing machine at space 212, Nation.it

Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is attracting much favor-

able attention. Many pe<ii)le who were satisfied users of

the well-known Kcwanec unions have been inclined to smile

a little when the claim was made by the salesman that every

Kcwance union was tested with 125 lbs. air pressure under

water, and patronizingly say: "Now, that's all right. I know
the Kewanee is a good union. I use it, and shall continue

to use it; but don't expect me to believe you test every

union before shipment. That's mere piffle." After viewing

the Kewanee union testing machine in action, they invari-

ably ofifcr abject apologies and insist on reversing the usual

order by ofTering the salesman a cigar.

The T. II. Symington Company, Baltimore, Md., is exhibiting

a few designs of its journal boxes. For freight or passenger

service the M. C. B. type lid with a heavy coiled spring is shown
;

and exclusively for passenger or locomotive tender service, the

pivot type lid is shown. The principal features of the M. C. B.

type lid used in freight service are that the spring exerts over

double 'the pressure of the ordinary M. C. B. flat spring, and

the lid hood makes a close fit all the way round the M. C. B.

hinge lug on the journal box. The features of the pivot lid are

the central spring pressure on the lid, a machine seat both on

the journal box and the lid, and the interlocking fit of the Hd

to the hinge lug on the journal box. The lid joints cm all Sym-
ington journal boxes are machined to exactly true surfaces.

Safety News, issued monthly by the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company, New York, makes a strong bid for popu-

larity with its Convention number. Aside from the usual descrip-

tions and illustrations of Safety equipments, there have been

injected into it some convention breezes. Ellis Parker Butler,

the author of Pigs is Pigs, contributes an exaggerated view of

railway standardization. He has used his well-known humorous

style, illustrated by some clever pen and ink sketches. A wierd

s'nr\'. entitled Semelinsaniv nuis<inintsitis. has been inspire!

by Mr. Brandeis' recent statements regard'ng railway manage-

ment, and describes an extreme case of efficiency. The Safety

company has emulated the Railway Age Gazette by placing

copies of this periodical in a number of the hotels for free

distribution.

The oyx-acetylene process of welding has> been substan-

tially advanced since the convention of last year. In space

660, Linde Air Products Company, Buffalo, N. Y., may be

found the latest methods in every form of application to rail-

way service. The welded locomotive firebox shown is a re-

markable example of the economy and facility with which

patches may be applied and cracks welded. Accurate data

of the costs of the several operations illustrated in the

structure of this boiler is furnished in pamphlet form. To
those who have oxy-acetylene apparatus installed, or are

contemplating such installation, the exhibit of the Linde com-

pany will be interesting as illustrating the development of the

art, and by concrete example show the saving in time and

labor effected in locomotives and car repairs by the use of

the cutting and welding blow pipe.

The U. S. Light & Heating Company, New York, has

adopted the widely used electric flash sign to demonstrate

the regulating efficiency of its car lighting apparatus. At

spaces 374-377 it has a sign abbreviating the name of the

company thus: U. S. L. & H. Co., outlined with lamps

which are comparable in numbers and voltage with the_

lamps in a standard railway car. The current is supplied

by a standard U. S. axle generator which is run at vary-

ing speeds. The letters U. S. L., etc., are flashed in

sequence until the sign is finished. Then the lights are

extinguished; and after an interval the entire sign is flashed.

A flashing timer automatically repeats the cycle over and

over. The regulating duty imposed by this sign is fully
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as exacting as that which can be obtained in an actual

car installation. A full set of meters and a speed indicator

calibrated in miles per hour show to visitors how the regu-

lating apparatus copes with all the conditions imposed by
varying speed and varying lamp load.

TITAN STEEL CASTING COMPANY.

The Titan Steel Casting Company, Newark, N. J. was or-

ganized last year to take over and continue the business of the

Atha Steel Casting Company, makers of cast steel bolsters and

other car and locomotive castings. Last November. Robert

E. Jennings bought a considerable interest in the company,

and undertook to reorganize it and add a department for the

manufacture of manganese steel and special alloy steels.

Charles W. Guttzeit was appointed general manager on Jan-

uary 1; Maunsel White, engineer, formerly of the Bethlehem

Steel Company, is actively engaged in the production end

at the plant; and Ebenezer Francis, formerly of the Pennsyl-

vania Steel Company, is superintendent. Mr. Francis was the

first man to make Manard manganese steel at the Pennsyl-

vania Steel Company's plant at Steelton.

The plant will not be devoted to special steel castings

only. It is understood that, besides the Titan cast steel

bolsters, a Titan cast steel side frame will be made; also

other specialties for the railway trade in the regular open-

hearth and manganese steels. The company will build ex-

tensive additions to its plant.

McCORD LUBRICATORS FOR VALVES AND CYLINDERS.

A lubricating device, depending for its operation on the

excess of boiler pressure over that in the steam chest, is seri-

ously handicapped, if not rendered inoperative, when the latter

pressure approaches or exceeds that of the boiler. Such con-

ditions occur when a wide open throttle is maintained for any

Force Feed Lubricator for Cylinders and Valves.

length of time, and wlu-n cylinder compression takes place, at

short cut oflF and high speeds. Wet steam locomotives may be

run under such conditions 30 miles without any lubrication in

the valves and cylinders, but with superheated steam very

serious cutting will take place before 15 miles have been run.

Consequently the increased use of superlieated steam and the

increasing size and weight of locomotives will make desirable

the use of a positive lubricating device.

By the use of the McCord lubricator, made by McCord &
Company, Chicago, locomotive mileage per pint of valve oil has.

it is claimed, always been increased, in some cases as nmch
as 60 per cent. It is recognized that the actual cost of lubrica-

tion is one of the smallest in the total cost of locomotive opera-
tion; but even here enough saving can be made to pay for the

increased cost of the lubricator within a short time, while a

much greater saving is accomjilished in reduced fuel and re-

l-air costs by having l.H-<.ni(.tivi-s perfectly lul)ricated at all

times.

BOYER RIVET BUSTER.

The No. 2 Boyer rivet buster is exhibited by the Chicago Pneu-
matic Tool Company, Chicago. This tool is built along the line.J

of the Boyer riveting hammer, but is large enough to be used for

cutting off rivets, breaking stay bolts, driving out frame bolts,

etc. It resembles a cannon in size, yet it it claimed for it

that it can be handled almost as easily as the riveting ham-
nuT. accomplishmg the work at less than one-half the ex-
pense of former methods.

LAME LOCOMOTIVES.

-V iMcjuimeig railway man once made the statement that he
didn't care if his engines didn't square up within 6 or 7 per cent,

in full gear. Six per cent, on an engine with a stroke of 30 in.

is 1.8 in., and 7 per cent, is 2.1 in. With this variation in cut-ofT
one will find a greater variation in power exerted on the piston.

i f indicator cards were taken they would be found that the mean
effective pressure would vary possibly 20 per cent. If the engine
IS on a hard pull, this variation in the cylinder p(jwer imglit

cause the engine to stall; whereas if this weak side would do its

part of the work the engine would pull over the hill without
any trouble. On the other hand, if it is a fast passenger engine
and she is out considerably in short cut-off, the high .<:peed that

the engine reaches causes an unbalanced condition in the machin-
ery. An engine that is square within about 1 per cent, is better

on a pull and will save in the wear and tear of the machinery at

high speeds.

'J"he Baker locomotive gear can be squared up within 1 or 2

per cent. The manufacturers have a full sized model on exhi-

bition, which shows how nicely the gear squares up in both
motions and why it squares up. It also demonstrates why it is

that the angularity of the main rod does not materially effect

this gear. The Baker gear is made by the Pilliod Company, New
York, spaces 563 and 564.

TATE FLEXIBLE STAYBOLTS.

The round head bolt design of the Tate flexible staybolt, made
by the Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has strong sec-

tions of bolt area, capped over with sufficient clearance between
the cap and the bolt head to allow for suitable adjustment to

compensate for*the difference in the amount of sheet expansion,

affording a ready means of inspection. It has several sizes of

sleeves to suit the various angles and sheet contours of boiler

designs, adapted to take several diameters of bolt and affording

interchangeability of parts. The difference between a two-piece

flexible stay and one constructed in three parts is that the three-

piece bolt affords easy inspection by the removal of the cap, thu«

exposing the staybolt proper, from outside of boiler to inside of

fire-box, for the purpose of holding on for hammer test ; and

when fracture or breakage is discovered the bolt itself is simply

removed and a new one installed at less expense than the rigid

stay.

Tate flexible staybolts are claimed to reduce the resultant

expense of staybolt renewals and the number of stoppings of

engines for the purpose of renewing broken staybolts and repair-

ing cracked fire sheets. The true sense of security depends not

so much on the fact of knowing that a boiler is strongly stayed,

ns in the knowledge that all stays can be readily inspected at cer-
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tain jjcriods in (irc-ho.K service, and lliat Imlts can l)c adjnstcd to

compensate for inequalities of slieet ex|)ansion, tluis relieving tlic

rigid coiuiections by rendering such less liable to excess stress in

localities of ri^id construction where constant stayholt breakage

occurs. Imvc million Tate flexible staybolts arc now used on

over 200 railways. The results obtained arc in proportion to the

amount of care used in applying sucii and adjusting same to suit

the conditions of sheet expansion. .\ new ])ampldet dealing with

tiie breakage of staybolts has just licen issued by the Flanncry

Holt Company, owner and maiiufadurcr of the Tate llc\ii)lc

stayholt.

HIGH PRESSURE HOSE.

In booth 386 the Sprague Electric Works, New York, is ex-

hibiting a new design of 1-H-in. air brake hose under conditions

.ipproximating those found in practice. The stands upon which

the lu)sc is niounted are eciuippcd with the standard car couplers,

and movable platforms are used in order to show the hose under

the different working conditions. The l>^-in. air brake hose with

tittings as mentioned above is a new design, but the armor itself

is about the same as that used in former designs, except

that greater flexibility is provided. The main difference, how-

ever, lies in the method of clamping and the use of fittings that

conform with standard M. C. B. practice. The clamping is done

in the same manner as with the M. C. B. hose, but the M. C. B.

clamp secures the hose and armor in such a manner as to obtain

not only the customary anchorage, but an additional anchorage

which will eliminate blow-outs, according to the claims made for

it. This is accomplished by the M. C. B. clamp bearing upon a

pressed steel damp which secures the armor and engages with the

head of the standard Westinghouse coupling and with a collar

on the car end nipple.

This pressed steel armor clamp is part of the armor, and nothing

is discarded when the armored hose is replaced with the M. C. B.

hose. The many advantages of a properly armored hose are gen-

erally recognized, but until recently fittings for armored hose

were not designed so as to be used with M. C. B. hose.

FURMAN BOILERS.

The Furman sectional boiler and round boiler, as made by

the United States Radiator Corporation, Dunkirk, N. Y., are

here illustrated. In addition to the Furman boiler, this com-

Furman Sectional Boiler.

pany also makes the Capitol sectional boiler, the Capitol solar

round boiler, the Sunray sectional boiler and the Winchester

round boiler. All of these were originally produced by in-

dependent companies, and the advantages of consolidation

have brought up their quality to an even higher level.

{•'.aih has some distinctive points that make it particularly

adaptable under certain conditions.

Different styles of United. .States boilers have been adopted

Furman Round Boiler.

by many railways for station heating. It is claimed that they

are suited for this because of their ease of operation, their

durability and their ability to maintain a water line in the

steam boiler even under adverse conditions.

ONE PIECE CAST STEEL TRUCK SIDE FRAMES.

Basic open hearth, thoroughly annea'ed cast steel having

a high elastic limit is the only composition permitted to enter

into the manufacture of the Bettendorf truck side frames.

The Bettendorf truck side frame is in one piece, all its mem-
bers corresponding to the arch-bars, columns, spring seat,

journal boxes and brake-beam hanger brackets of the arch-

bar truck frames, being cast in one integral casting.

An advantage of the one-piece truck frame is that of

reducing the cost of maintenance. Where several men may
devote all their time to these minor truck repairs in connec-

tion with the ordinary trucks, none are required with the

Bettendorf One-piece Cast Steel Truck Franne.

Bettendorf. Where repairs are needed on the one-piece

truck frame, they are caused by wreck or derailment, and

not through the loss or failure to replace minor parts.

The truck frames are made to interchange with any stand-

ard design of truck. Any length of wheel-base, height of

bolster, clearance above rail, or other requirement is possible

without in any way interfering with the general features of

the design.

The lower part of the frame is so designed that in case of

derailment, it wil! skid over the road-bed and not tear up

the track. The general design and distribution of metal is

such as to resist all stresses and provide a high factor of

safety.
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The bolster opening is designed to accommodate any stand-

ard bolster, either the rigid or lateral motion type. A hole

is provided in the spring seat of the frame, which is engaged

by a round boss or projection from the spring plank. Flexi-

bility in connection with the side frames of a truck in this

manner overcomes rigidity to an extent that the truck is

adjustable to track irregu'arities, reducing flange wear on

the wheels and end wear on the brasses.

The journal boxes which are cast integral with the frame

meet the M. C. B. requirements, taking M. C. B. standard

bearings, wedges, and lids unless otherwise desired. In its

early development, to overcome the fear that a slight injury,

while in service, to one of the journal boxes, would render

the entire side frame useless, they were furnished under the

broad guarantee to replace the entire side frame at the price

of a malleable iron journal box, if the journa' boxes failed

in normal service. This guarantee has been in effect seven

years and it still stands. The Bettendorf Axle Company,
Davenport, Iowa, is still awaiting an opportunity to redeem
this guarantee.

NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE.

COMMONWEALTH STEEL UNDERFRAME.

The steel underfranie here illustrated has Commonwealth
standard construction at each end, consisting of combined

steel double body bolster and platform cast integral. These

are connected by steel beams, which, with the Common-
wealth cast steel needle beams and cross ties, form a strong

and rigid underfranie.

Each end of the underfranie is one large steel casting, so

the car is jreventcd from being knocked out of square when

While full credit is due to the manufacture of the Creco
brake beam, it has been due in large part to the energy of

the staff of the Railway Age Gazette that the Creco aeroplane

reached Atlantic City on time and without a mishap. Five

A. M. is evidently too early an hour for those attending

the Atlantic City conventions, as no one but Mr. Williams,

of the Chicago Railway Equipment Company, and the stafif

photographer of the Railway Age Gazette were up at that

hour, when the Creco aeroplane swung around over the

Million Dollar Pier, under perfect control of the operator.

That it was on hand at the time mentioned will not be

questioned, as an excellent photograph of the machine in

flight is reproduced on the outside back cover of the weekly
issue of the Railway Age Gazette. The short time taken to

develop the negative, print the photograph, make the neces-

sary cut and get it into our June 16 issue establishes a new
record for speed in journalistic work.

LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATOR.

The Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich., shows in

its space 22, a bullseye lubricator with three feeds. This lubri

cator includes an oil control valve, which is placed in the oil

passage between the reservoir and the sight feed regulating

valves. This places in the hands of the operator an instan

taneous means of starting, stopping or throttling the rate of

speed, does away with the necessity of shutting ofif the feed

regulating valves at a terminal, or in refiling on the road, and

consequently the necessity of opening and readjusting thest

Commonwealth Steel Underframe.

struck on the corners. This does not increase the height of

thel car. It is light and very simple. These steel under-

frames have been through many bad wrecks and have in

every case done all that was expected of them in saving life

and property.

It is not necessary to alter the wooden construction of old

cars in order to apply this steel underframe. The old car is

merely set down upon the new steel underframe and the

sills bolted to it. It is therefore particularly well adapted

for re-enforced old cars now in service, and as no special

shop equipment is required to prepare it for use, it can be

readily applied in any railway shop. The I-beam end posts

are also easily applied. It is made by the Commonwealth
Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.

valves after refilling or at the commencement of a service move-

ment. Under the method of closing, opening and adjusting

the regulating valves, the frequency with which this occurred

not only shortened the life of the device, but the length of

time consumed in this operat'on made it impractical to require

the operator to shut off his cylinder feeds during temporary

stops, with the result that much oil was wasted and the oil

mileage decreased. Th's oil valve has a lever handle and in-

dex plate, and is so designed that from the closed position, a

half turn will open all feeds, or a quarter turn the feed to air

pump only, and vice versa.

A small ball check has been put in the oil feed nozzle which

will prevent, through the improper closing of the steam valve

before the oil valve, the loss of oil from the re.servoir due to
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ociunli/at'on ol pii'ssiuo. This dirik valve will alsc; piMiiiii, in

case of stop|)aj,'e or an olistriK-tion in llir nil im/zlc. hlou iiiK

nut of such ohstiuction hy closing the nil valve and removing
ilie center p ece oi the food oJToctod. The hall check can- then
he raiseil hy a small wire. It has also I.een demonstrated that

the placing of a check at this point prevents the passage of
water frtun the si«ht ivoi\ chamher into the lubricator and that

the water in the sight feed chamher remains much clearer than
was otherwise the case. The oil valve positively controls the

passano hetween the sight feed re.gulatng valves and the oil

Bullseye Locomotive Lubricator.

reservoir. Consequently, if it becomes necessary, while the lubri-

cator is under pressure, to make any repairs to the regulating

valves, the closing of the oil valve will avoid the necessity for

draining the reservoir, an operation always attended with more
or less of oil and inconvenience.

SNOW FLANGERS.

The Railway Appliance Company, Chicago, is exhibiting,

at booth 312, a new development in snow flangers. The
flanger exhibited is mounted on a truck which is equipped

with means for raising and lowering the flanger blades by

air, so as to illustrate the operation of the device. This

Snow Flanger Applied to a Pony Truck; Flanger Raised.

company has, for a number of years, made and sold the

Priest snow flanger, but the type of flanger exhibited this

year is the Ray self-contained flanger. The air cylinders for

lifting the flanger blades are attached to the cross bars, and

all parts of the flanger are hung upon and become a part of

the truck. By reason of this arrangement all attachments

or connections with the body of the engine are dispensed
with and the entire mechanism is contained on the truck.

Hence it may be ai)plied either to engine trucks, tender
trucks, freight car trucks, interurban electric cars or geared
engines.

This device is simi)lirie<l and the nuniher of wearing parts
is reduced. The accnmi)anyin« illustraMons show tliis danger

Snow Flanger Applied to a Four-Wheel Truck;

Flanger Lowered.

in the lowered position and in the raised position. The
working sample on exhibition demonstrates that there is no
shock or pound in the raising or lowering of the flanger,

consequently no jar or wear on the truck. It can be located

either as a forward or as a trailing flanger. A number of

flanges of this new design were put in service last winter

and an order for a lot is now in cour.-^-e of manufacture for

application to new locomotives.

CAST STEEL BRAKE BEAMS.

The advent of the Westinghouse P. C. & L. N. schedules

of air brake equipment created the demand for a stronger

and better brake beam, the use of which would insure the

full benefits and advantages to be derived by the adoption

of this improved air-brake apparatus. To meet this demand
the American Steel Foundries, Chicago, has, after many
experiments and tests, brought out the Vulcan solid cast

'•teel brake beam. Several of these beams are being ex-

hibited by this concern. On account of the dif^cult condi-

tions imposed on the designer by the small space available

in most six-wheeled trucks, it becomes almost impossible

to make a beam built up of several parts that will keep

within the required minimum deflection under exceedingly

heavy strains.

Besides being very stiff, the Vu'can beam is tough, and

will bend rather than break under excessive strains. The
truss being in a single piece, there are no joints to open

or parts to work loose. If the beam will support a center

load of 40,000 or 50,000 lbs. with not more than Vie in. deflec-

tion when it is put in service it will do just as well at the

end of years of service. In addition to the Vulcan cast steel

one-piece beam, the American Stee! Foundries is showing
various types of Hercules and Ajax trussed brake beams,

suitable for passenger and freight equipment. While every

efifort is made to keep weights as low as possible, it has

always been the poHcy of the company to put in enough
metal to keep the stresses within safe limits, taking into

account not only the direct loads which the beams are in-

tended to carry, but also the various shocks and strains to

which they are subject in actual service.

I
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IT was something of a disappointment that the committee on
* headlights was not prepared to make a report. Aside from

the general interest in the subject the matter is of importance

because of the legislation that has been passed fixing certain

minimum headlight powers and of the variations in the require-

ments of different states by which the operation of a road and

some lines is variously affected. At least a' full statement of

the pros and cons of high and low power headlights should be

made at the earliest opportunity in order that there may bt

on record a clear and clean-cut authoritative statement of the

value of the various headlights for their intended purposes.

Regardless of what that statement may be, it will be authorita-

tive if it receives the sanction of the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation and could hardly fail to have an influence on state and

federal enactments, and weight with the courts, ©n this basis

it is to be desired that there should be a report of such a char-

acter that the whole headliglit situation would be made clear,

and that as soon as possible.

IF a daily paper is to be the echo of public sentiment, it is

^ appropriate that the Daily Railway Age Gazette should bt

the echo of sentiment of the golden opinions won by Mr. Fuller,

as the presiding officer of the Master Mechanics' Association.

Comments on the admirable way he handled the convention
have been widespread, and there has been a full appreciation of

the skill with which he kept matters moving, and moving rapidly,

from start to finish. Yet there was never the slightest appear-
ance or suggestion of hurry. No one felt that his desire or

ability to talk was curtailed, nor was the debate cut off until

all had had full opportunity to be heard. On the other hand
no time was wasted. The moment it was apparent that the

last word had been said, a subject was closed and the next was
speedily in course of presentation. Whether the presiding officer

could foresee what was coming, information is wanting, but
there seemed to be a balancing of subjects, either through
skillful adjustment or manipulation, by which any encroachment
on the time allotted to one subject by another was made up
later, with the result that each day's work was finished on time
and each committee had the satisfaction of having its report

fully discussed. The beauty of it is that the presiding officer

did not seem to have anything to do with it, and that matters

appeared to flow on smoothly without any interference or even
guidance on his part. But to those who watched it was evident

that there was a steady, though almost unseen, hand at the

helm. Mr. Fuller won laurels and touched a high point as a

presiding officer.

VV/E often hear of locomotive repair plants being remodeled
'» or extended to take care of increalfed business. Usually

the machine, erecting or boiler shops are the ones which are

most greatly in need of this. Very seldom is it true of the

blacksmith shop. The reason for this must be credited largely

to the introduction of forging machines in recent years. The
home-made bulldozer was first introduced by some of the more
progressive foremen. It was followed by the forging machine,
but for quite a period very few foremen seemed to compre-
hend how it could be used to the best advantage. The secret

of the success of these machines finally proved to rest almost
entirely in the amount of ingenuity possessed by the man
who had charge of designing and making the dies; and at the

present time really wonderful results are being obtained,

the most intricate pieces often being formed at one heat

and in a single operation. In some cases the manufacturer
has been agreeably surprised to find a railway doing work
of the machine. A good forging machine supplied with a

proper furnace will, on the average, do the work formerly
requiring 12 fires, with a smith and helper at each. It is little

wonder, then, that in most cases the smith shop has remained
undisturbed while the other departments have had to be

extended.

nnUE three reports on contour of tires, on specifications

* for tires, and on flange lubrication, were properly grouped

together on the programme, as they are in a measure inter-

related. All have to do with tire wear, and particularly with

the expense for tire maintenance and renewal. As to the form

of contour for locomotive driving tires, it is not at all certain

that this should be the same as the M.C.R. 1909 standard.

which the report recommends. The discussion developed some
very sound objections to it, particularly on the matter of

expense for turning off so much steel for the tapered tread

which might be better utilized in rendering further service.

The short flange, 1-in. deep, with rounded end, should assist

the manufacturer in the rolling of tires which do not develop
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cracks at the p»)int, as the sharper and dfi-pi-r llaiKu- tlois

frequently. A tlaiigc only %-'\n. deep, lias been used success-

fully by some lines while others cannot use it on account of

derailment. This indicates that tire practice in this and several

other respects depends on local conditions, and it inav not l)e

wise or profitable for all lines to adopt the one standard con-

tour as recommended by the committee. It is claimed for the

taper of tread of one in twenty that it causes the wheels to

nm with tlauKcs away from the rail and t' us prevnts e (•ss v.-

flanpe wear, and this may generally be true; but it is not neces-

sarily the most economical practice for some roads. The

excessive taper of the tire rim does not seem to be always

desirable in returning tires, as a flatter section would give

longer service, and good practice with driver brake shoes

should prevent the formation of double tianijcs. Tlie tire rim,

instead of being turned off by the lathe, should be utilized in

furnishing metal for the wear due to brake shoes. Tlie pre-

liminary specification for steel tires presented is a very good

one and properly includes a destructive drop test, a feature

which has been in use for many years by foreifjn railways. ImU

for some reason has never come into use here. This destructive

test need not be generally used, but by making it one of the

requirements in an occasional large order would doubtless

result in valuable information for the manufacturer and assist

him in improving the quality of tires. The report on flange

lubrication is an admirable one, which will advance a i ractice

sure to accomplish large economies in tire maintenance. It

does not refer to the liability of lubricating the top of the rail

and thus reducing adhesion of drivers, a matter which is quite

possible with the careless use of fiance lubricators and one

which should be prevented by proper rules and careful practice.

THE discussion yesterday regarding locomotive boiler inspec-

tion and safety appliances manifested clearly the strong

desire that railway officers have to co-operate with the officers

of the state and national governments in carrying out the laws

that have been enacted for the regulation of these matters. There

were almost no expressions of discontent because the policy of

regulating railway mechanical affairs has been adopted. A feel-

ing was shown, however, that the new legislation has put railway

officers in a trying pos tion. There is always difficulty in adjust-

ing any industry to a new form of governmental control ; and the

difficulty in the case in question has been enhanced by the fact

that neither the requirements of the states nor of the nation are

thoroughly understood, and that in not a few instances they are

inharmonious or conflicting. In these circumstances it is to be

hoped that the government officials will deal with the situation

in the same spirit in which the railway officers are disposed to

meet it. All the rough places can be measurably smoo bed over

if all the interested parties will approach the subject with a dis-

position to secure nothing more, less nor other than the result

that the laws are designed to accomplish, viz., the increase of

safety in transportation. If we may judge from all that is being

said and done by railway men, there is absolutely no disposition

on the'r part now either to resist or to the slightest degree to

evade these statutes. And if there shall be shortcomings in their

compliance with them they will probably be chargeable to defects

in the laws themselves or to misunderstanding of them ; and

these things furnish reasons for further conference between

them and the officers of the government, not for setting in motion

the machinery of the courts.

OR the second time within three years an English-born rre'i-

dent has been selected to head the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation. H. T. Bentley. assistant superintendent motive power

of the Chicago & North Western, who was elected to fill that

position yesterday was born in London, England, in 18^.1. and

was educated at Dulwich College, near London. In 1877 he

entered the service of the London & North Western at Crewe,

England, as an apprentice under F. W. Webb, who at that

time was chief mechanical superintendent. H. H. Viughati, who
was president of the association in 19()8-9. wa« also born in P'ng-

land, at Forest Hill; he was educated at King's College, and

was employed by both the Manchester, Sheffield & Lincolnshire

and the London & South Western before coming to this country.

Mr. Hentley remained at Crewe as an apprentice and journey-

man for ten years and was then promoted to shop foreman of

the locomotive department at the Chester shops of the same

road. In the fall of 1892 he came to this country and entered

the employ of the Chicago & North Western. He worked in

the Chicago shops for ten days and was then sent to take charge

of the enginehouse at Boone, Iowa. In 1895 he was promoted

to general foreman, in charge of the shops and enginehouse at

Belle Plaine, Iowa, and in 1898 he was made general foreman

of the Clinton, Iowa, shops. His next promotion was to the

position of master mechanic, in charge of the Madison division,

with headquarters at Baraboo, Wis. His splendid work on this

division resulted in his being placed in charge of the largest

division on the road—the Iowa division—with headquarters at

Clinton, Iowa, on January 1, 1900. Two years later, in 1902,

he was made assistant superintendent mot've power, with office

at Chicago, which position he now fills. That he has remained

so long with the Chicago & North Western is not because he

has not received the most flattering offers from other roads, but

because that road has made an extra effort to make him stay.

Mr. Bentley has a kind and genial disposition and at the same
time is a man of force. This, combined with a goodly supply

of tact, is responsible for his success in getting along with men
and of having them measure up to their respons'bilities and re-

quirements. His success is also due in a large measure to the

fact that he enjoys detail and goes into things thoroughly before

making a decision. This does not prevent him from dispatch-

ing his work quickly. His ideals are extremely high, and, as Mr.

Quayl-e says, "he would rather be right than president." The
association is fortunate in securing just at this time, which, in

many respects promises to be a most critical period in the life

of the association, a man so well equipped, both by experience

and personality to take the leadership. The Raihvay Age Gazette

joins heartily in wishing him a most successful and fruitful ad-

ministration.

THE RAILWAY AS A MANUFACTURER.

AT the recent meeting of the Railway Storekeepers' Association

at Milwaukee, in addition to other papers of more espe-

cial interest to the stores department, five papers on the general

top'c of "The Railway as a Manufacturer" were read. It is

instructive to find that not one of the authors favored the rail-

way being a manufacturer. The storekeepers themselves have

been responsible for the manufacture by railways of numerous

small articles which they could get promptly when needed, but the

writers of these papers all said that it is bad practice and not often

economical. Others in the stores department and in the me-

chanical department may not agree with this, and may favor

the manufacture in the railway shops of many articles which

are specialties in the trade.

On most ra'lways the number of these shop-made articles could

be reduced, and the list should be gone over systematically by

the store and mechanical departments with the object of de-

termining accurately what items can be made to advantage by

the railway and what should be purchased from the regular

manufacturer. This would result in a more careful scrutiny

of the cost of manufactured articles, and a standing committee

of the Railway Storekeepers' Assoc"ation should report from

time to time on articles wh'ch should be dropped from the list.

Conditions are constantly changing and always in the direc-

tion of the production of more specialties by intensified and

economical methods of manufacture with which the railways are

not fam'liar and which, for obvious reasons, they do not and

cannot use. At one time it was necessary for railways to make

some fixtures because they were not made of proper grade in
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the industrial factories, but today most of them are made better

and ch(eaper than they can be produced by the railway repair

shop. The railway wheel foundry and iron foundry are almost

things of the past, and the brass foundry is becom ng a less

important adjunct than it formerly was. Brass goods, valve

checks, cocks, injector parts, air brake parts and the brass trim-

mings for passenger cars can all be produced by the ordinary

factory much cheaper than by the railway shop, and if the rail-

way can buy them even at the same cost as they can make them
themselves it is good policy to do so.

The prevailing opin on- among the storekeepers is that, almost

without exception, any article made in railway shops today can

be bought for the same cost elsewhere. Only such material

as is required in small quantities and can be handled satisfactorily

with ordinary shop fac lities should be made in the repair shop,

and when any commodity can be obtained from the manufact-

urer at a reasonable cost it is more economical to purchase it.

In the making of tinware, piston packing, locomotive and car

springs, crank pii'^s, etc., the ra Iway cannot compete with con-

cerns which make a specialty of manufacturing such articles,

and there are few things used by railways in the econom'cal pro-

duction of which the manufacturer does not have the advantage.

Two things have contributed to bringing about this condition

:

First, the growth and development of factories and factory

methods ; second, the increase in the number of cars and loco-

motives on every I'ne to such an extent that under normal con-

ditions of traffic the shops are fully occupied in maintain'ng the

equipment. The managers are urging the master mechanics

and shop superintendents to bend their energy toward a greater

output of repaired cars and locomotives, and they do not find

spare time to properly attend to the manufacture of miscellaneous

materials for store stock. They do not, therefore, have the

same interest in manufacturing and would prefer that such sup-

plies be purchased, so that the shop is relieved of that amount

of work and the time and attention is given to equipment repairs.

Unless the manufacture of miscellaneous suppl'es is placed

on a factory basis and kept separate from repair work, it can-

not be done so cheaply as to compete with the manufactory, and

it interferes in many ways with the course of repairs through

the shop. The manufacture of complete locomotives or cars is

a larger question, which has been already decided by most lines,

which have abandoned such work; but it still can be carried on

to a limited extent by larger shops where it is des'rable to re-

tain a supply of well-trained skilled mechanics, who would always

be available when there is a rush for repair work. At the

smaller shops labor conditions are often such that it is found

best to employ as few men as is actually necessary for repairs,

and this precludes the possibility of any new construction work.

Taking the question in general, as applied to the average

railway repair shops, the tendency is more and more toward

the purchase of most supplies, and it is fortunate that when

these shops are so fully occupied with their proper and legiti-

mate work that it is now poss ble to purchase many miscellaneous

supplies, formerly made in the shop, with prompt delivery and

at satisfactory prices.

Williams' Colonial Theatre, Hammerstein's Victoria Theatre,
New York City.

TODAY'S AND SUNDAY'S PROGRAMS.

SATURDAY.

Band Concert, 10.30 A. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar

Pier.

Base Ball Parade, 2.00 P. M.—Million Dollar Pier to special

trolley cars.

Base Ball Game, 3.00 P. M.—East v. West, Pennsylvania Ra'l-

road Company's Inlet Park Base Ball Grounds. Free trolley

cars for those wearing the official badge. Music by Railway Sup-

plymen's Band.

All Star Vaudeville Sliozv. goo P. M.—At Apollo Theatre.

Direct from Keith & Proctor's Fifth Avenue Theatre, Percy G.

SUNDAY.

Concert by Marlborough-Blenheim Orchestra in Blenheim
Exchange, 11.00 A. M.

Prelude and Intermezzo from "Cavalleria Rusticana" Mascagni
The Last Hope Gottschalk
Grand Fantasie, "Carmen" Bizet

CELLO SOLO

Nocturne Chnpin
MR. LEO SACHS

a Humoreske Dvorak
b The Lost Chord Sullivan

VIOLIN SOLO

Paraphrase, "Die Meistersinger" Wagner
MR. J. KINSBERGER

Fantasie, "Rigoletto" Verdi
Ave Maria Gounod

Concert by Marlborough-Blenheim Orchestra, rn Blenheim
Exchange, 8.00 P. M.

Overture, "William Tell" Rossini

PIANO SOLO

Fantasie, "Faust' Gounod-Liszt
MR. HENRY GRUHLER

Fantasie, "Tannhauser" Wagner
CELLO SOLO .

Hungarian Rhapsody Popper
MR. LEO SACHS

Meditation from "Thais" Massanet
VIOLIN SOLO

Gypsy Airs Sarasate

MR. J. KINSBERGER

American Fantasie Herbert

THE RECLAIMING SCRAP MATERIAL COMPETITION.

The success of the competition on Reclaiming Scrap Ma-
terial, which has been announced in the Shop Section of

the Railway Age Gazette to close July 15, promises be one of
the most successful competitions yet held judging from the

number of those who have dropped in to say that they ex-

pected to send in contributions.

ENROLLMENT COMMITTEE ANNOUNCEMENT.

Chairman Ostby has arranged to open the enrollment booth
on Sunday, between 11 A. M. and 1 P. M., and from 4 to 7 P. M.
This will give those who arrive on that day an opportunity to

register.

On Saturday the hard workers on the committee will take a

half day off to see the ball game. The booth will be open only

from 9 A. M. to 1 P. M.

MAIL DISTRIBUTION.

Secretary Conway has arranged to deliver all mail addressed

to the pier, so that hereafter it will be unnecessary for members
of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association to call at his

office.

RAILWAY CLUB SECRETARIES.

Members of the Society of Railway C'ub Secretaries are again

reminded of the annual meeting which will be held at the

Hotel Brighton. Saturday morning at 10 o'clock. The annual

dinner will be held in the garden of the Hotel Windsor at 7.30

in the evening. If the weather is unfavorable It will be held

inside.
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VAUDEVILLE ENTERTAINMENT: SPECIAL NOTICE.

i lie ciitcrtiiiniiK'iil coiniuitlci' uislics to rcinintl iiicmbtTs aiul

ts'uests that admi.ssion to llu> Vaudeville at the Apollo Theatre

lo-night will l)e hy official bod^c only, and it is urgently requested

that badpes be worn in (>hiiii sif^lit.

l)on"t forget your bailee; it is your ticket.

TO-DAY'S BALL GAME.

The annual ball game in connection witli the conventions will

be played at the Pennsylvania l-Jailroad's Inlet Park grounds

this afternoon at 2 o'clock.

The parade will be formed at the entrance to the million

Dollar Pier at 2 P. M., and will proceed from there to New
York avenue, where trolley cars will be provided to take thi'

entire crowd to the grounds. The parade will be led by Mayoi

Stoy and the chief of police, and will be composed in addi-

tion as follows:

Eight police officers.

Base ball band.

Base ball teams.

Girl rooters for east and west, with their cheer leaders.

Members of the conventions' associations, ladies and guests

in roller chairs and on foot.

The teams will be composed as follows; they will bat in the

order in which their names are given

:

EASTERN TEAM.

Third base, Clifford Beaumont (B. & O.), Baltimore, Md.

Short stop, Leonard J. Hibbard, Leonard J. Hibbard Co., New
York City.

Second base, T. P. O'Brian, O. M. Edwards Co., New York

City.

Center field, B. K- Stephenson, Griffin Wheel Co., Boston,

Mass.

First base, George Wildin, Mech. Supt., N. Y. N. H. & H.,

New Haven, Conn.

Right field, Frank Martin, Jenkins Brothers, New York City.

Catcher, Harvey C. Oviatt, Gen. Insp., N. Y. N. H. & H., New
Haven.

Left Held, F. ^. Nellis (captain), Westinghouse Air Brake

Co., Boston, Mass.

Pitcher, C. A. Jeffrey, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.

Substitutes—George H. Nichol, Johns-Manville Co., Balti-

more, Md. ; Charles Gilman, Q. & C. Co., New York City:

Henry B. Bradford, Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Boston, Mass.

WESTERN TEAM.

Short stop, Jas. E. Tarleton, Union Draft Gear Co., Chicago.

Third base, Sheldon C Potter, Reliance Electric and Eng. Co.,

Cleveland.

Second base, Stanley W. Midgley, Curtain Supply Co., Chicago.

Center field, Neil W. Snow, Detroit Twist Drill Co., Detroit.

First base, Harry S. Hammond (captain). Pressed Steel Car

Co., Pittsburgh.

Left field, T. O. Sechrist, M. M., C. N. O. & T. P., Somerset,

Ky.

Pitcher, C. S. Schwartz, St. Louis Refrigerator Car Co.. St.

Louis.

Catcher, Geo. Gallinger, Independent Pneumatic Tool Co..

Pittsburgh.

Right field, Adam La Mar, Penn., Fort Wayne, Ind.

First base, J. F. Strieb, Pressed Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh.

Right field, Wm. H. Allen, C. H. Besley & Co., Chicago.

Third base, J. H. Nash, Illinois Central, Burnside, 111.

Second base, I. S. -Downing, M. C. B., L. S. & M. S., Cleveland.

Right field, B. H. Forsyth, Ford and Johnston, Michigan

City, Ind.

Left field, Wm. Wilson, Flannery Stay Bolt Co., Chicago.

Harold E. Oviatt, mascot eastern team.

Charles E. Fuller, Jr., mascot western team.

Steele, mascot eastern team.

Harry Fuller, cheer leader, western team.

II. E. i assmore, T. & O. C, umpire, west.

W. E. Cade, i-ranka Barbey Co., umpire, east.

The official score card keepers will be Louis Pelletier, Ma-
chinery, and Harry O. I'ettinger, Clement Restein Company.
The make-up of the mysterious base ball band -mysterious

now no longer— will be as follows:

J. Will Johnson (leader), Pyle National Electric Headlight

I o., cornet.

Charles J. Pilliod, Pilliod Brothers Co., lib clarionet.

Mark A. Ross, Pyle National Electric Headlight Co., cornet.

George W. Bryant, Thos. Prosser & Son, alto.

W. E. Sharp, Armour Lines, alto.

W. W. Rosser, T. H. Symington Co., bass.

Jos. W. Taylor, secretary M. C. B. and M, M. Associations,

l)aritone.

Fred M. Nellis, Westinghouse Air Brake Co., slide trombone.

C. W. Bird, Jenkins Bros., snare drum.

F. L. Gault, Nathan Mfg. Co., slide trombone.

Joseph Violande, Crane Co., bass drum.

Philip Sreda, American Arch Company, E clarionet.

There will be two teams of rooters, composed of 20 ladies,

10 representing the west and 10 the east, and each team will be

inspired to greater efforts by the cheers of these rooters, who
will be led by cheer leaders. The rooter team for the east will

be seated on the right of the grand stand, facing the grounds,

the rooters from the west on the left of the grand stand, and

the band in the center.

The committee in charge of the game is composed of Charles

M. Knill, Chas. H. Besly & Co., chairman; Fred M. Nellis,

Westinghouse Air Brake Co. ; Harry S. Hammond, Pressed

Steel Car Co. ; Thomas Farmer, Jr., Consolidated Car Heating

Co. ; Herbert Green, Burton W. Mudge & Co. ; W. S. Furry,

Ohio Injector Co., and Frank Martin, Jenkins Bros.

VAUDEVILLE AT THE APOLLO THEATRE TO-NIGHT.

An all-star vaudeville show will be given to-night at the Apollo

Theatre, on the Boardwalk, between New York avenue and Ken-

tucky avenue, for persons attending the Conventions. The
players will be direct from Keith & Procter's Fifth Avenue
Theatre in New York, and are said to constitute the strongest

group of vaudeville players ever got together for entertainment

of this kind. Admission will be by badge. The show will begin

at 9 P. M. The program will be as follows:

1. Overture—Orchestra, direction of Henry Conrad.

2. Rice, Sully and Scott, Original Eccentric Comedians.

3. The Courtney Sisters, introducing a somewhat different

Singing Act.

4. Howard, the Scotch Ventriloquist, in a Comedy Sketch

entitled "A Visit to the Doctor's Office." Cast : McGregor, by

himself; Jimmy, by himself; The Doctor, Howard.

5. E. Frederick Hawley, Frances Haight and Company, in

the dramatic playlet, "The Bandit." Cast: Cochiso Ramando,

the Bandit King, E. Fred. Hawley; Jose Travenia, his Body

Servant, A. McKaskill; Marie, the Captive, Miss Frances

Haight; period, 1870; season, fall; time, morning.

6. Jack Wilson, the Inimitable Comedian, assisted by Miss Ada
Lane and Franklyn Beattie in "An Upheaval in Darktown."

7. "Top o' the World" Dancers and the Original Famous

Collie Ballet in A Dancing Novelty. Cast: The Doll Princess,

Vivian Ford ; Peppermint Kid, Harry Ali ; Jack in the Box,

Bobby Nolan; The Polar Bear, Harry Hewitt; Kris Kringle,

Dixie Kirkland; Dancing Boys, Bobby Nolan, Harry Ali, Dixie

Kirkland, Walter Burke; Dolls, Jean Barnett, Goldie Stover,

Marie Savage, Olga Fayette, Mable Burke, May Lane, Gertrude

Rutledge, Grace Townsend ; Collie Ballet, Goldie Stover and

Sunny Jim, Jean Barnett and Snow Boy, May Lane and Bebe,

Marie Savage and Tip, Olga Fayette and Collo, Gertrude Rut-

ledge and Frost King.

I
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President Fuller called the third and final session of the
Master Mechanics' Association to order at 9.30 Friday morn-
ing. The Auditing Committee renorted that the books and.
vouchers of the Secretary-Treasurer were correct.

SAFETY APPLIANCES.

The committee on safety appliances has carefully consid-
ered this important subject in the limited amount of time
that it has had since the issuance of the order of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in the matter of United States
Safety Appliance Standards, dated March 13, 1911, which is

a modification of the original order issued October 13, 1910.

The United States Safety Appliance Standards prescribed in

the Interstate Commerce Commission's order of March 13,

1911, must be applied to all equipment built on or after

July 1, 1911. As to applying the United States Safety Appli-
ance Standards prescribed in the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission's order of March 13, 1911, to equipment built prior

to July 1, 1911, the order of the commission prescribes the
following:
"Carriers are granted an extension of one year from July

1, 1911, to change switching locomotives to comply with the
standards prescribed in said ord'cr.

"Carriers are granted an extension of two years from July
1, 1911. to change all locomotives of other classes to comply
with the standards prescribed in said order."
The committee then inclosed the standards prescribed by

the commission, with which railway men are already familiar.

The matter of appending to this report drawings or cuts
showing the manner of application of these safety appli-

ances was considered by the committee, but owing to the
various local conditions and practices to be met by the
various railways of the country in applying these standards,

and also to the limited amount of time in which to gather
the requisite information since the issuance of the final order
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the committee has not
prepared drawings or cuts.

The report is signed by:—Theo. H. Curtis (L. & N.),

chairman; M. K. Barnum (I. C.) and C. B. Young (C.

B. & Q).
Mr. Curtis (Chairman of committee): Referring to the

Interstate Commerce Commission standards for steam loco-
motives in road service and the location of the sill steps,

there have been a great many questions asked as to where
the roads are going to place this sill step. The order is very
plain that it must be outside of the rail, and not over 16 in.

above it. It may be placed on the face of the bumper beam,
or it may be placed on the rear of the bumper benm. or it

may be placed on the pilot; so long as it is outside of the rail

and not over 16 in. above the rail, it complies with the law.
There are some railways that use this step entirely, where
the clearance will permit it, on the rear of the bumper beam.
Other ralways use it and have the same attached to the pilot.

Some are anplying it on the face of the. bumper beam. I

wish to call your attention to the fact that this sill-step is

to have a metal tread 8 in. by 10 in. It says it also may
have a wooden tread. My interpretation of this is that sill

sten must have a metal tread. If you wish to put a wooden
tread on top of it you can.

The pilot beam handhold;, and rear-end handholds for steam
locomotives in road service are to be % in. in d'ameter with a

minimum clear length of 14 in., preferably 16 in., and mini-
mum clearance of 2'/S in. The end handhold for steam loco-
motives used in switching service must be 1 in. in diameter,
with 4 in. clearance, except at coupler casting or braces,
when minimum clearances shall be 2 in. Under the location
we learn that this handhold shall extend across the front end
of the locomotive, in the rear of the tender. You will note
that the road engine has a'diflFerent handhold from the switch
engine. There is nothing said in the order as to when the
road engine becomes a switch engine, but it is reasonable to
understand that a road engine could not switch too long and
not become a switch engine; therefore it becomes almost
necessary to equin your road engine as a switch engine in

order that vou mav transfer a road engine to switch engine
servire. The handholds on a switch engine would be per-
missible on a road engine, but the handholds on a road
eneine would not be permissible on a switch engine.
The important feature of the end clearance is the 14 in.

from the vertical plane passing through the inside face of

knuckle when closed with the horn of coupler against bufifer

block or end sill. There are exemptions made for air hose,
steam hose and diflferent appliances, but there are no exemp-
tions made for bolt heads, rivets or push pole pockets.
Therefore the matter stands about like this: There are 14 in.

required by law; about half an inch will have to be added
for contingencies, 3 in. will need to be added for push pole
pockets and other parts of the tender that are not exempt,
and 2 to 3 in. clearance must be added for compression of the
spring, making a total distance of about 20^2 in. from the end
sill to the inside of the knuckle. Now, this is a very long
overhang to maintain on a switch engine. Especially is this

so when it is required on a switch engine, and a road engine
may be made a switch engine almost momentarily. So it

becomes practically necessary to equip a road engine with a
very long distance between the knuckle and the end sill.

With this long overhang, or distance, we begin to have some
more trouble. The uncoupling lever arm will be very long,
it may be 15 to 18 in. long. In fact, it is so long that it is

very hard to lift the knuckle. This uncoupling apparatus
must extend near the full width of the tender; there is very
little allowance left. There is nothing said in the law as to
the length of the arin on the outer end of the uncoupling
lever as it applies to locomotives, but there is as applied to
cars. It is open to reasonable interpretation that this lever
must not be too long. If it is too long, when the trainman
on one side of the tender or pilot raises the uncoupling lever
the long handle will stick out on the other side and perhaps
injure a fellow-trainman.
These difficulties must needs be obviated after a very care-

ful study of this safety appliance question and after, I might
say, a conference of your best men in an endeavor to ascer-
tain how it can be applied to your locomotives. I have held
several of these conferences with the officials of the road
with which I am, connected, and we feel that we have learned
a great deal about the application of safety appliances, but
we believe there is still much more to learn.

DISCUSSION ON SAFETY APPLIANCES.

The President:—A serious question in connection with this

subject is the length of the draw bar head to obtain the 14

in. clearance, especially on the rear of the tender where you
have been using the M. C B. standard coupler. You have
either got to lengthen out the head, or you have got to move
the draw bar and draft rigging out, and I think we ought to
arrive at an understanding of the best method of taking
care of this clearance, with as few couplers as possible. In
interchange work, this question does not enter into that,

but there is no necessity of perpetuating a dozen couplers if

two or three will answer the purpose.
W. E. Dunham (M. P. & M.) :—The Committee on Stand-

ards of the M. C. B. Association had this matter under con-
sideration, and the committee was informed that a Special
Coupler Committee of the M. C. B. Association was figuring
on a longer head to take care of this clearance.

G. W. Wildin (N. Y. N. H. & H.):—That is what the
Coupler Committee will report at the Association meeting
next week, and I think that whatever action is taken by
that association will apply so far as the length of the coupler
is concerned to the switching locomotive as well as the cars.

The only thing that is troubling the committee is to get
some idea as to how many standards wilK^be necessary.
We have not been able to get the information from the
various roads as to their clearances. Until we do have that
information we shall be unable to sum up and say how many
standards there will necessarily be.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.) :—In regard to fitting up of

our equipments to meet these requirements, my thought is

that the switch engines should be considered first, for the

reason we must have them equipped within a year, to com-
ply with the law; and then comes about the idea that road
engines are used in, switching service very extensively, and
while we have two years on them, we ought not to neglect
the thought that possibly switch engines and road engines
should have the same equipment. I am referring to the end
handholds particularly. Probably what we shall do will be
to put stands on the ends of the buffer beams 6 in. apart,

to receive a piped handhold pinned to these stands, with
an opening in the center for the uncouplijig frame, and have
the uncoupling lever inside the pipe. It makes a very neat
arrangement. So far as I can construe the law it will fulfill

the law. It is applicable both to switch and road engines,

and so far as we had the thine: fiorured out when I came
away, that is about where it will land if we do not change
our mind. That is my thought up to the present time. The
fitting up of road eneines so as not to make a violation

under the heading which is used in these rules, not "switch-
ing engines." but engines used in switching service, is pretty
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broad, ami I do not know uIutluT wo conlil jiliad toiiipo-
rarily as a bar to tliat, so 1 lliiiik it is very important, indeed,
that the road eng.nes be fitted np on tlie switcli engine lines
in so far as liandliolds ami clearances are concerned. We
have found considerable advantage in our design of front
ends of switchers on account of having a tapered buffer
beam, that is a bowed front, which ^^ivcs us better clearance
out where the man stands in relation to the coupler lengtlis
than where you have a straight design.

J. 11. Manning {\). & II.): I think it would be a serious
mistake on the (art of this association to introduce another
M. C. R. coupler to take care of the end clearance on loco-
motives as well as cars. 1 think there is no doubt but that
the yoke can be lengthened out and the tiller put in to meet
all requirements. We do it now. Where the springs are used
or friction gear, the yoke can be lengthened, and where the
nigger heail is fastened onto the back of the end sill, a liner
can be put behind it. I do not think that what we do with
that matter will have much jiractical effect, as far as the
locomotive ends are concerned. Tiie cliances are that each
road will a(lo|>t its own ideas in complying with the law. I

presume the Commttce on Standards of the M. C. B. Asso-
ciation will have something to say as to how to meet the
conditions on the cars.

Mr. Seley: 1 might have added it is our intention in a
number of designs to put in a filler and lengthen out in that
way. I

Oliver C. Cromwell (B. & O.): I believe it is advisable to
keep down the number of couplers yvhich are used on our
wooden tender frames. I do not see how it is going to be
possible to use our M. C. B. type coupler without cutting
away the end sills entirely. You will have to fdl it out to give
the end ladder clearances. You might take care of that on
a steel underframe, but when you come to a wooden one.
you will not be able to solve it, as I can see, in that way. I
am afraid we will have to look towards making a longer
shank, but the draw bars will not have sufficient support to
hold up the coupler, if we carry our carrier out towards the
coupler. I did not realize it would require quite so much
over hand as the Chairman has shown us. We can take care of
that part on the new locomotive, but the older ones are those
which will i?ive us trouble. I would like to add to the
remarks of Mr. Seley that it would be of great importance to
lit out both the freight and the switcher locomotive tenders
in the same way because they do get into the same service.
1 believe we are all here willing to listen to suggestions on
this matter, because we have not had much time to solve the
liroblem as yet. I believe it would be well if this subject
was thoroughly threshed out on the floor.
Mr. Curtis: In regard to the coupler, whether the head

shall be made longer or the shanks shall be made longer, 1

liave had considerable experience so far in this matter. We
have endeavored to keep the switch engine with the M. C. B.
coupler, with the 9 in. head; that is 9 in. from the coupler
horn to the inside face of the knuckle. It required 8^2 in.

in the buffer block to hold the coupler up. We had to
cut the end sill nearly in two to get the yoke of the coupler
to come uo far enough to allow any action of the spring; and
when we looked uf^on our work we were not satisfied with it.

it did not look well.. Then we purchased a coupler that had
a head ISVz in. from the coupler horn to the inside face of
the_ knuckle It is the cheapest way to handle the subject.
This head was placed in the tender without any change what-
ever except removing the old M. C. B. coupler and applying
a new cou'^ler without a name. This coupler looks bad; the
overhang is immense to a man that is accustomed to a close
courled engine, but of the two I think the change of the
coupler is by far the better. I take this view from
the experience I have had in having equipped engines botli

ways.
• F. C. Chambers CC. of N. J): With reference to the push
pole pocket, T would say that there is a wav of getting around
tliat. namely, the pocket may be depressed so that it will
be flush with the sill. On wooden end sills we have fitted
UD a few that were depressed, and have put in simoly a steel
plate forming a nof'ket in it, which was only 5^ in outside
of the face of the sill. We took u'-> the matter directly with
the Interstate Commerce Commission about the curve line

of the uncoupling handle, which stuck out sav 4 in. They
])assed u-nn that as not beinsr a matter considered in the
Act. but that i' was taken in the exception that was made
with resoect to the cou'^ling lever ar.tn. We had a cast iron
push pole nocket on the sa"ie end <:ill that did not stick out
as far a" f^is ro'inler handle did. b'it T did not bring ^hat
before the Comm'ssion ; I thought T would wait a 1'ttle while
as I did not car° to take it up wi^^h th°m. akhoM~h I could
not see what rli'^erence it made when it was ontsiHe of the
handle, and bot'i were outside of tlie ste^ on the rear. Mv
idea was that they would not accept that exception. By

coiintersiMkiug a luish pole pocket in the end sill 3'/^ to 4 in.

of that overhand can be eliminated, and it is the overhang,
as mentioned by Air. Seley, thai would be decidedly objec-
tionable.

Mr. Seley:—The Special Committee which has had to do
with the handling of these matters to a considerable extent,
and also the Conference Committc-e, composed of members
of this Association, have been discharged in so far as any
connection with the legislation end of the matter is con-
cerned. It is now up to this Association, as you probably
noticed in the I'rcsidcjit's address, to take care of the de-
tails, the technical matters. I do not know how the Execu-
tive Committee can handle that matter, but I can see how
members can make it pretty hard for the fellows who are
on that committee to try and interpret the law. Try to
interpret the law for yourselves; do not ask somebody else
to do it. I hope our membership will realize the burden
that has been put, and possibly may be put, on any one
vyho has to do with handling matters of this kind, and
lighten it as much as possible by not asking such general
questions.
W. E. Dunham (M. P. & M.): In connection with this

8 in. X 10 in. length of step, I would inquire whether that
refers to the shape of the step crosswise of the truck or
lengthwise of the truck?
Mr. Curtis: The step can be put on either way so long

as it is 8 in. x 10 in. The ladder may be placed anywhere
on the rear of the tender. At the conference with the in-

spectors at Washington that matter was discussed, and it

was thought preferable to have it at the side of the tender,
so that it would not interfere with a man going up the ladder
when the tender was coupled to a car that had a vestibule.,

A tender does not require a hand brake when coupled to a
locomotive, but if you ship that tender in a train then it will
be necessary to put a hand brake on it, as it then becomes
a car. You will notice that a variation of 5 per cent, is

allowed for manufacture and wear. This must not be taken
as a permission to reduce the size of the material when
applied to the minimum. That is, when it calls for a 5^-in

handhold bar, iron nominally 5^ in. diameter could be used.
You should not use a bar, however, that is 5 per cent, under
% in. .If you do so, as soon as there is any wear upon it you
are subject to the fine for operating a locomotive with a safety
appliance under the size prescribed by-law.

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND INSPECTION OF
LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS.

C. A. Seley (chairman of committee) : The committee is

unable to present a written report on account of the late date
of the promulgation by the commission of the boiler in-

spection rules.

Last year, due to legislation in Congress, it was thought
wise for the association to put itself on record, so far as it

could out of convention, in regard to gettin<T out a set of

rules covering minimum requirements of boiler inspection.

The committee met and got out such a set of rules, and sent

them out in a circular dated September 8, 1910.

These rules were submitted to the membership. They
concluded with a request for a:- informal ballot to get the
mind of the Association, and they were carried practically

unanimously, the negative votes being insignificant in num-
ber. These rules were brought to the notice of those hand-
ling the legislation, and, after the law had been passed the
railways were invited by the chief boiler inspector to send
representatives to a conference at Washington to discuss the
matter of the rules, and a Conference Committee of mechan-
ical officers—appointed as a sub-committee of the Special

Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to Legisla-
tion—-discussed the matter with the insrectors and the rep-

resentat'ves of the employees, arriving at a set of rules with

which you are probably familiar through Bulletin No. 17 of

the Special Committee, which has also ^i-'en "nblish'^d in the
Railway A^e Gazette, May 12, page 1105. Those rules were
revised and finally acted unon at a hearing before the Inter-
state Commerce Commission on Mav 29 and were issued,

with the nding of the Commission, under date of June 2, 1911,
anH they have been distributed to the railway^.
This rnlinT of the Commission and the rtdes which have

been materially changed from those in the above-metitioned
Bulletin No. 17. are given as <'ol1ow'=

:

Wtiereas the fifth section of the act of Congress approved February 17,

1911, entitled "An act to promote the safety of employees and travelers

upon railroads by compelling common carriers engaged in interstate com-

merce to equip their locomotives with safe and suitable boilers and appur-

tenances thereto," provides, among other things, "that each carrier subject
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to this act shall file its rules and instructions for the inspection of locomo-

tive boilers with the chief inspector within three months after the apiiroval

of this act, and after hearing and approval by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, such rules and instructions, with such modifications as th^

commission requires, shall become obligatory upon such carrier; Provided,

however, That if any carrier siibj ct to ibis act shall fail to file its rules and
instructions the chief inspector shall prepare rules and instructions not

inconsistent herewith for the inspection of locomotive boilers, to be observed
by such carrier; which rules and instructions being approved by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and a copy thereof being served on the presi-

dent, general manager, or general superintendent of such carrier, shall be
obligatory and a violation thereof punished as hereinafter provided;'* and
Whereas at the expiration of the period of three months after the

approval of said act many of the common carriers subject to the pro-

visions thereof had failed to file their rules and instructions for the

inspection of locomotive boilers with the chief inspector; and

Whereas the chief inspector thereupon proceeded to prepare for sub-

mission to the Interstate Commerce Commission for its approval rules and
instructions for the inspection and testing of locomotive boilers and their

appurtenances for such carriers so failing to file the same; and
Whereas upon due notfce there came on a hearing before the Interstate

Commerce Commission in the matter of the approval and establishment of

the rules and instructions prepared by the said chief inspector, on the

29th day of May, 1911; and

Whereas such carriers as had filed their rules and instructions for the

inspection and testing of locomotive boilers and their appurtenances with

the chief inspector within three months after the passage of said act asked,

through their representatives at said hearing, that such of said rules and
instructions which did not fulfill the requirements of the proposed rules

and instructions prepared by the chief inspector be modified to the extent

necessary to conform thereto, and thai such of said rules and instructions

as prescribed a higher standard than that required by the rules and instruc-

tions prepared by the chief inspector be regarded as withdrawn from

consideration, and joined in a request that such rules and regulations as

had been prepared by the chief inspector and approved by the Interstate

Commerce Commission be established with uniformity for them and all

other carrier* subject to the act; and

Whereas at the hearing aforesaid the rules and instructions prepared

by the chief inspector were submitted to the Commission for its approval

and all parties appearing at said hearing were fully heard in respect to the

matters involved, and said proposed rules and instructions having been

fully considered by the Commission:

It is ordered. That said rules and instructions for the inspection and

testing of locomotive boilers and their appurtenances, as follows, be, and

the same are hereby, approved, and from and after the 1st day of July,

1911, shall be observed by each and every common carrier subject to the

provisions of the act of Congress aforesaid as the minimum requirements:

Provided, That nothing herein crntained shall be construed as prohibiting

any carrier from enforcing additional rules and instructions not incon-

sistent with the foregoing, tending to a greater degree of precaution

against accidents:

Flues to be removed.—All flues of boilers in service, except as otherwise

provided, shall be removed at least once every three years, and a thorough

examination shall be made of the entire interior of the boiler. After flues

are taken out the inside of the boiler must have the scale removed and he

thoroughly cleaned. This period for the removal of flues may be extended

upon application if an investigation shows that conditions warrant it.

Method of testing rigid bolts.—The inspector must tap each bolt and

determine the broken bolts from the sound or the vibration of the sheet.

If stay-bolt tests are made when the boiler is filled with water, there

must be not less than 50 pounds' pressure on the boiler. Should the boiler

not be under pressure, the test may be made after draining all water from

the boiler, in which case the vibration of the sheet will indicate any

unsoundness. The latter test is preferable.

Flue plugs.—Flue plugs must be provided with a hole through the center

not less than three-fourths inch in diameter. When one or more tubes

are plugged at both ends the plugs must be tied together by means of a

rod not less than five-eighths inch in diameter. Flue plugs must be removed

and flues repaired at the first point where such repairs can properly be

made.

Leaks under lagging.—If a serious leak develops under the lagging an

examination must be made and the leak located. If the leak is found to

be due to a crack in the shell or to any other defect which may reduce

safety, the boiler must be taken out of service at once, thoroughly repaired,

and reported to be in satisfactory condition before it is returned to service.

The order is pretty clear. Without having had any legal

advice in the matter I will say that as I understand it the

railvfcrays that have filed rules have withdrawn them, and all

the railways in the country will work under the set of rules

which are attached to the order. In our own case we will

make these rules supplement the rules of the railways for a

reason which will appear later. The changes in the rules

which are issued with the order, as compared with those
which were handed to the Commission at the hearing, are in

the arrangement of the rules in regard to the numbering of

them; there are two minor changes in the wording, and one
change in the arrangement, the Accident Report Rule being

moved from its location in the former set of rules. None
of these are. 1 believe, objectionable.
The order of the Commission includes copies of the report

forms. It is desired that the railways i)rint their copies of
the monthly and annual reports of tiie identical size and the
same arrangement as in the samples in order to have a
similarity of reports for convenience of I'lling. There is no
size given for the Quarterly Inspection Rtijort or Cab Card.
A number of us, however, are of the o])inion that it is desir-
able to print it half the size of the other standard reports,
which are 6 in. x 9 in., and half of that would be 4V2 in. x 6
in. Some of our Chicago roads are working towards a
standard card holder, so as to get it a matter of commercial
manufacture in large quantities and at cheaper i)rices. The
report also includes a Specification Card for locomotives,
which will keep our mechanical engineers busy figuring out
the dimensions and the strengths of present locomotives.
The order concludes with a copy of the law.

Rule 12 reads as follows: "Any boiler developing cracks
in the barrel shall be taken out of service at once. th(jroughly
repaired, and reported to be in satisfactory condition before
it is returned to service."
As I would interpret that rule: These reports are our own,

and we are not required to report repairs to the inspectors.
Testing Boilers: Rules 17 to 20. These rules cover the

annual test, and there are a great many items in the report
which have to be filled in.

The monthly and the annual forms of reports have dia-
grams on their backs for filling in as to defective stay-bo'.ts.

but these are only the bolts which are allowed to run; there-
fore, anv railway which desires to have a complete record of
Its stay-bolts will have to maintain its present boiler inspec-
tion forms, provided such forms carry with them diagrams
of the broken stay-bolts. In our own case we will retain
our Rock Island form and do our work just the same as
we have heretofore, supplementing it with the Government
requirements.

DISCUSSION ON DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND INSPECTION OF LOCO-

MOTIVE BOILERS.

Chas. Young (P. L. W. of P.): In connection with the cab
card, Mr, Seley has suggested that it be one-half the s'ze of

the monthly and annual statements, I had thought that if we
made that the s'ze of a library card, 3 in. x 5 in., it would be a

convenient size for the locomotive cab, reduce the amount of

stationery, and still have room for all the information required

and the blanks could be filled in easily. I think the suggestion

to get up a standard form of holder is a good one. too. I think

that ought to be embodied as a recominendati^n to tVe Associa-
tion. 1 would suggest that the holder, when des gned, made as

near dust-proof and damp-proof as poss ble. because the steam
and the dirt in the cab of a locomotive quicklv soils the sheet

so that you cannot read it unless it -s pretty tight at the joints.

One other point, in connection with the monthly form. As I

understand it the government requirement gives an option be-

tween the card form and the lars'er sized blanks. I believe we
should have a pracf'ce recommended as to which of those the

railways will place in the cab, because if the order could be made
uniform it would be very desirable, I think.

J. F. Enright ( D, & R. G.) : It is my understanding that the

quarterly card that is posted in the cab -s not a sworn state-

ment, simply a tnonthly report, so that if the quarterly card is

adopted, and which T think by all means should be adopted for

the cabs, they would be used simply with the signature of the

party who took care of the gage cocks and water g'asses and

the insnector who looked after the boiler, so that there should

be no delay to power on account of this crd for the cab. The
quarterly card should be used, in my opinion, but it is not a

sworn statement.

F. C, Cleaver (Rutland) : I ask if -t is necessary to have a

second card pocket in the cab for the Federal card? Does
the Federal Law specifically state that this card must he exposed?

It has been suggested that we could carrrv two cards in one

pocket, I would like some information on that subject, Tn New
York State we have to carry a card. Now, can we have the

Federal card in the pocket we alreadv have—«^he pocket which

has been provided for the New York State card?

D R, MacRain CL. S, & M. S.): It is o -r intention in New
York and Pennsylvania to put both cards in the same holder.

We have it arranged now so that all these cards referring

to the states of New York. Ohio and Pennsylvania shall go
into one holder, and we intend to put them and the Federal

card in the same holder.

J. H. Manning (D, & H,"): How is Mr. MacRain going
to keep the cards exposed, if he puts them all in one pocket'
The law of the state of NewYork and the federal law re-

quires them to be under glass, exposed
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Mr. MacHain; The insi)t'ctor can pull ilic cards out aiul

inspect them.
Mr. Manning: Will that comply with tlu law?
Mr. MacUain: 1 think so.

Mr. ManninK: 1 wnuld like to hear Mr. Robinson on
that matter. iVly untlerstanding is that the New York state

law called for one pocket and the federal law called for

another, and both cards should be exposed, so you can stand
on the deck and read them. If I am wrong I want to hnd
it out.

Mr. Cleaver: I looked that up canfuUv. and I think the

federal law does not state that the card shall be read through
the glass; it simi)ly states that the card shall be under glass.

Apparently, you can turn it wrong side out, as far as 1 un-

derstand the federal law.

E. A. Miller (N. Y. C. & St. L.) : I woild like to ask Mr.
Seley if the stay-bolt chart shown on the back of the federal

report is to be filled out in case the broken stay-bolts are
replaced before the chart is made out for the government.
That will make quite a difference, as to whether we should
show these broken stay-bolts on this chart, or whether the
showing of these stay-bolts is eliminated from the chart,

except in cases where they are allowed to run in a broken
condition.
Th€ time is also getting very short witiiin which we cm

put this in operation, between now and July 1, getting oar
blanks prepared and rejidy to meet that work. As I under-
stand, the law goes into effect the first of this coming month.
M. E. Wells (W. & L. E.) : I have had considerable anxiety

about the same point that Mr. Miller speaks of, that is the

monthly report, and I was under the impression at first that the

report had to be filed in the cab every month, and I am very
happy to learn that it is only the quarterly report that has to

be filed in the cab—the monthly report is simply made out and
forwarded to the District Inspector.

J. F. Enright (D. & R. Q.) : Would it not be well for Mr.
Seley to give a definition of flue plug for the benefit of the

gentlemen who meet with bad water? I understand a definition

was obtained from the chief inspector and others at a meeting
the sub-committee had with them May 27th last.

M. H. Haig (A. T. & S. F.): I may have misunderstood
something. In that first list that Mr. Seley sent out for secur-

ing information I noted a reference for cleaning out water
glass cocks and gage cocks every time the boilers were washed.
In some districts it is necessary to wash boilers every round
trip, but I do not think it would be necessary to clean out the
cocks so frequently. I would appreciate some information on
that before the subject is closed.

Mr. Wells : I will say for the benefit of the gentleman, all

that means is to know that they are open, which you want to

know anyhow. It does not mean they shall be cleaned if they
do not need cleaning. It means that you shall know that they
are open and free.

R. D. Smith (B. & A.): I'm going to correct Mr. Wells.
That means, and the law specifically states, that the gige cocks
and water glass cocks must be cleaned, and the law goes on to

state how they shall be cleaned and reported. We have not had
any trouble whatever in carrying out this law. which is prac-
tically the same as the one in New York State under which
we are operating. As I read this law, we will be obliged to

have the certificates in the cab under glass, the same way that
we now carrv the certificate of the New York Sta^^e inspection.

It would seem to me, and I hope that some time action will be
taken by this Association to that end, that it would be a good
thing in some way to have the federal laws supersede the state

laws.

Our round house clerks are notaries public and the inspectors
go before them and make out their inspertion reports, and thev
are sworn to and forwarded in the regular wav. This is not
done at one ^ime but it is a continuous performance. It goes
on daily, and it goes on at night as well as in the dav time. In
engine houses where we have a large number of en^^ines the
night clerks are notaries as well as the "day clerks. The copy
of the law did not reach my desk until just as I was leaving
the oflRce, and T am not familiar with the time which we are
to be given to fill out the specification cards for boilers. Of
course, those of us who have had engines r'mnirg in the State
of New York can pef conies of those snecif^cation cirds. which
will rrnVp vt^rv mtirh I'^ss work than staged bv Mr. Seley is

necessary, but T do not know how much time we have in which
to file *^h''':e cnrds.

D. F. Crawford CPenna."): I think we should do evervthing
possiMe and in good faith, co-o'-'erating and assisting the
federal inspectors and the state inspectors Ps f^r as we can.
I should sav for the present, put all the cards necessary in
the cab, e-^nosine them, thev are riut there to assist the
inspector. Let him go on and see that the engine has been

inspected within the proper time. I feel all here can do a

great deal with the gentlemen on the various State Commis-
sions to get them to adopt and use, or permit the use of,

a Federal quarterly inspection card as covering the whole
situation, the re|)orts to be sent to the Commission as may
be decided by our various Legal DeiJartments. We have had
a little exi)eriencc along that line, in that the form promul-
gated by the Pennsylvania Commission differed sightly from
the form put out by the Ohio Commission, and the Penn-
sylvania and Ohio reports also differed slightly from that of

the New York Commission. Representatives of the three
Commissions have met at some place, and have agreed that

the form that we use shall be used by the Commission. The
form in question reads: "This boiler has been inspected in

accordance with the requirements of the States of New
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio." That one form answers the
purpose. I believe we could present this matter to the vari-

ous State Commissions in such a form that would assist us
in simplifying the work as much as possible, and I think it is

distinctly up to us to co-operate with, both the State and
Federal Commissions to carry out this work.
Mr. Seley: As regards the size of the cab card, would say

there has been nothing done definitely in this matter by u.*-

in Chicago except to consider a size one-half the size of the
monthly and annual reports, whiqh \vould give us a card

4^4 in. x 6 in. I am advised that 4^^ in. x 6 in. is not a

standard paper size; 3j/2 in. x Syi in. is postal size, and 3 in.

X 5 in. is library size. Inasmuch as the amount of printing

to be done on the card could readily be shown on one of these
smaller sizes, further consideration may lead us to adopt
one or the other of them. As regards the design of the car
holder, would say that we have considered a pressed steel

affair, that is fastened up in the cab, has guides on each
side and stops at the bottom, and is open at the top. Into

that is dropped another case, which holds the card, also
of pressed steel, with a glass front and a counle of clips at

the back, to press the card tightly against the glass, and
keep the dirt and moisture out of the case.

That being dropped down into the holder makes a very
neat arrangement, and if you should run in territory where
you might be afraid of malicious interference and trouble
with the maintenance of the card it is an easy matter to
secure a piece of molding over the top of the case, so that

the card could not be removed without the removal of the
molding. That is a matter of detail wh'ch almost anybody
can take care of. As regards the oath by the oflficers, I

doubt very much if we can get away from the notarial re-

quirements, as the law requires these reports to be under
oath. That is really a matter for our Legal Departments
rather than for us to handle.

I would strongly urge the use of the quarterly card for

the cab card. It is true the rules will permit the filing of a
monthly inspection report as a permissive card for operating
the locomotive, but that involves a case 6 in. x9 in. I think
you will agree with me that is too large a case to put in

a cab. Regarding the stay-bolt chart, would say for Mr
Miller's information that the reports state very plninly that

the location of broken stay and crown bolts which were
not renewed must be indicated on the diagram, so that any
bolts which are renewed are not shown on the diagram.
The report is to indicate the condition of the engine when
it goes into service after inspection, but not what its condi-
tion was before that inspection. The condition of your stay-
bolts will have to be mapped out on your own forms if you
wish a complete history regarding them.

Regarding the flue plug matter, would say that I wrote to

the Chief Inspector for an interpretation and I received the
following reply: "Inasmuch as the rules do not prohibit the
use of thimbles, T think it is a matter in which the railways
must use their own discretion in regard to their use. How-
ever, I think the indiscriminate use of thimbles should be
discouraged, and they should only be used when the bearing
is in good condition and the thimbles are properly applied."
As I understand the matter, the flue plug as stated in the
rule is a plug having a hole through the center not less than
}i in. in diameter; solid plugs are not allowed. If that hole
is larger than l^ i"-. reasonablv larger, say 1 in. or 1]S4 in., it

would be construed as a thimble, but they wish to discourage
the use of them to the greatest possible extent, and I think
that is desirable.

The cleaning of water glasses and gage cocks is a little

mixed. Rule 39 reads as follows: "The spindles of all gage
cocks and water glass cocks shall be removed and cocks
thoroughly cleaned of scale and sediment at least once each
month." Now, if you will turn to Rule 48, which is the

office record, it reads as follows: "An accurate record of all

locomotive boiler washouts shall be kept in the office of the
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railway company. The following information must be en-

tered on the (lay the boiler is washed: (a) Number of loco-

motive; (b) Date of washout; (c) S gnature of boiler washer

or inspector; (d) Statement that spindle gage cocks, and
water glass cocks were removed and cocks cleaned; (e) Sig-

nature of the bo ler inspector or the employee who removed
the spindles and cleaned the cocks."
Inasmuch as much weight is given to getting these state-

ments and signatures, 1 should be inclined to construe that

every time you wash a boiler out you ought to do the other,

although it says in Rule 39 "once a month," which might
be answered in this way: In many sections of the country,
where the water conditions are so very good, you would
not wash out more than once a month. To fultill the re-

quirements the rule would secure the cleaning of these cocks
at that same time.

As regards the filing of specification cards, I will say that

we have a two-year period in which to file cards, although,

if we have definite information in the office available, the

rule says file them at once or as soon as you can prepare
them, but there is little information, and the specification

card has to be made up from an actual inspection of the
boilers, and to cover a large number of old engines, we have
two years from July 1. All boilers built after January 1 next
must have a factor of safety of at least 4. That time was
given so as to enable pending contracts to be filled and deliv-
eries of locomotives to be made, and will give us ample time
to check over and change our standard specifications and
drawings so that in our new equipment after January 1 next
we will have a factor of not less than 4.

The President suggests that we take up a little more time
in regard to this washing-out matter. On the monthly loco-
motive boiler inspection and repair report question 3 reads:
'Was the boiler washed and gage cock and water glass

cock spindles removed and cocks cleaned?" That, of course,

will be answered "Yes," or you would be violating the re-

quirement to do it in every 30 days.
Now, as regards your office record, it should be accessible

to the Government insf^ector and for the information of your
own office force. I think the right way to do it is to clean

these things and have the signatures for every washing, and
then, in case anything happens, you have a clear record.
You do not have to swear to that: you do not have to get
any signatures other than for the purposes of your own ofifice

records.
Mr. Crawford: Inasmuch as the Federal Inspection Rules

become effective July 1, and we will, therefore, not have time
to refer the question of the size of this card to the Com-
mittee on Standards, I would move that the Assoc'ation
adopt as recommended practice, at least, the s'ze 3 in. x 5 in.,

the library card size, which will enable a cony to be kept, if

so desired, in your regular card catalogue file. (The motion
was put and carried.)

H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.) : It seems to me a vote of
thanks is in order to Mr. Seley and the Committee who had
the Federal Boiler Bill in hand. They have done a tremen-
dous amount of work. They have made trins to Washington
and interviewed the Chief Inspector and his assistants; they
have done very painstaking and careful work in connection
with this hill, and they have also given valuable information
to us individually and to the organization collectivelv, and I

move a vote of thanks be returned to Mr. Seley and the other
members of the Federal Boiler Bill Committee. (The motion
was seconded and carried unanimouslv.)
Mr. Seley: In order that you may know to whom you have

voted the thanks of the Association, I would sav that my
associa'^es were the Presidents of the two Associations, also
Mr. Crawford and Mr. MacBain, all of whom should share
most liberally in any credit given to the Committee.

CONTOUR OF TIRES.

The committee has been instructed to give consideration
to the following and make recommendations: The desirabil-

ity of adopting the M. C. B. standard contour for engine-
truck wheels, tender-truck wheels, driving and trailing

wheels, also limit of wear of tread, shop and road limit of last

turning, maximum height of fljfnge, thickness of flange and
gages. As the present standard contour for cast-iron wheels
of this associat'on is identical with the 1909 standard of the

Master Car Builders' Association, it assumes that the instruc-

tions as to contour refer to steel and steel-tired wheels only.

Replies to a circular of inquiry indicate that the M. C. B.

1909 contour is being very generally used for engine-truck
and tender-truck wheals. Some roads have already adopted
this contour for flanged driving-wheel tires as well. The
committee feels that this contour is desirable for all flanged

wheels under locomotives and tenders for the same reason
that it is desirable for car wheels, in addition to which is the
feature of uniformity. The present A. R. M. M. A. stand-
ards call for six widths of flanged tires, and five widths of

plain tires, as follows:
Flanged tires Sin. S V4 in. S% in. 5^ in. 6 in. 6% in.

Plain tires 6 in. 6 V4 in. 6V4 in. 6)4 in. 7 in.

Replies from the manufacturers of steel tires indicate that
of the flanged tires manufactured by them, there are practi-
cally but two widths, namely. S'/j in. and S^A in., the large

W. C. A. Henry.

Chairman, Committee on Contour of

Tires.

majority b<-ing the former. In. the case of plain tires the

prevailing widths, manufactured are 6 in., 6^2 in. and 7 in.,

there being little demand for tlife 6% in. and 6^ in. widths.

It is the opinion of the committee that one standard for cast-

iron and one for steel and steel-tired flanged wheals, namely,

the M. C. B. 1909 standards,, and three widths of the present

A. R. M. M. A. contour for plain tires will meet all require-

ments and be to'the advantage of all concerned, due to the

fewer number of standards.

The prevailing limit of wear of tread or channeling for all
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Fig. 1—Tire Wear Limits for Roads Without Severe Grades.

wheels under locomotives and tenders is Va in. for locorno-

tives in road service and 5/16 in. for locomotive*^ in shifting

service, which we feel is good practice. In investigating the

subject of limits of wear of driving-wheel tires the com-
mittee has found the greatest variation. After full consider-

ation, it does not seem possible, or advisable, to establish

a minimum road limit to be followed by all roads. Where
long, steep grades necessitate heavy braking, or severe

weather conditions result in frozen roadbed for long periods

of time, tires can not be worn to the same degree of thinness
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as wlicrc those coiulilions <lo not i>rt'vail. Al.so. tlic use of

rctaiiiinn rin^?s, wlucli practice, however, is not universal, has
a beariuK; on lire tliicUness. After consitieratiiu^ of all tiic

data availal le, the committee feels that the limits
i
rescrihed

in l'"\)i. 1 suhmitted as a portion of its recominend.ilions will he

suitahle for roads not h.ivinij severe grades, or extremely cold

weather, and not usin^; retaining rings. Where these conditions

mittee recomnniids the same limits be adopted. The
M. C M. Association has already adopted a maximum height
for Hanges, of \'/i in. This was considered the maximum
height (lange that would not, in service, damage track bolts,

liller blocks, etc. 'J'herc is no reason why this maximum
height should be deviated from. The (|uestion of gages is

one in which there is practically no uniformity, each road

6\
6

OME TWOS-STeeU

^ONJe THUS- STEEL

Fig. 2—Tire Gage.

prevail, or retain ng devices are used, such deviations will have
to be made as experience indicates are des'rable.

The prevailing practice is to establish the shop limit of
thickness of tires 54 in. above the road limit. This limit is

strictly one of economy and not safety, and will vary with
the facilities for doing the work. The M. C. B. limit for

thickness of tir^e or rim for steel and steel-tired wheels is

being generally followed in the case of engine-truck and
tender-truck wheels with satisfactory results, and the com-

apparently having gotten up a gage to suit its individual
views. Recommendations for a shop or engine house gage
on which can be read direct the important dimensions,
namely, channeling of tire, height of flange and thickness of

tire, are herewith submitted.
It has been suggested that the number of brackets on

standard wheel circumference measure be increased from
three to four and the length of the brackets increased so as

to project H in, beyond the rim when the brackets are in

Fig. 3—Wheel Circumference {Measuring Gage.

i
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proper position. The present method of graduating the cir-

cumference measure does not orovide a detinite boundary for

each tape size, as the tape sizes are indicated by lines.

It is, therefore, recommended that instead of defining tap*
sizes by lines they be delintd by spaces. The committee is

of the opinion that the^e changes in the size and number of

brackets, as well as the markings of the circumference meas-
ure, all of which are shown in Fig. 3, are desirable. These
same changes are among th« recommendations of the stand-
ing committee on car wheels to be made to the M. C. B.

Association at the 1911 meeting,
RECOMMKNDATIONS.

1. The committee recommends the M. C. B. 1909 contour
for all flanged steel or steel-tired wheels, as follows:

a. Engine truck.

b. Tender truck.

c. Driving wheels.
d. Trailing wheels.
2. Plain tires to be of three widths, namely, 6 in., 6J/2 in.

and 7 in., the contour to be the same as the present stand-
ards; the widths of 6^ in. and 6)4 in. to be eliminated.

3. Limit of wear of tread or channeling to be as follows:

y^ in. for all locomotive and tender wheels in road service;

5/16 in. for all locomotive and tender wheels in shifting
service.

4. Road limit for driving and trailing wheels to be as
specified in chart.

5. Road limit for steel and steel-tired wheels for engine
and tender trucks to be as per the 1909 recommended prac-
tice of the M. C. B. Association.

6. Maximum flange height to be 1^ in.

7. Gage to be as per Fig. 2.

8. Wheel circumference measure to be modified as per
Fig. 3.

The report is signed by:—W. C. A. Henry (Penn.), chair-
man; O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.), J. A. Pilcher (N. & W.),
O. M. Foster (L. S. & M. S.) and A. C. Adams (N. Y.
N. H. & H.).

DISCUSSION ON CONTOUR OF TIRES.

W. E. Dunham (M P. & N.): I would like to ask if anv
one has had any experience particularly with the 1-in. height
of driving tire flange, as indicated in this contour. This is

the size adorted by the M. C. B. Association for car wheels.
It is quite a dififerent proposition when you come to the
driving wheel contour to take the same height of the flange.

R. W. Bell (I. C): We are a little at sea. We have been
using 1^-in. on our driving wheel and engine truck wheel
on high-speed engines, and in fact on all engines. We would
like to hear some discussion on that matter, and have some
of the members who use 1-in. flange on driving wheel and
engine truck wheel, particularly in high speed service, relate

their experience and what success they have had in operat'ng
flanges of that height.

H. T Bentley (C. & N. W.) : I ask the merrjbers of the
Association if any of them have tried %-in. height of flange

for switching service only. It had been recommended to us
that we use ?^-in. flange, so as to decrease the amount o<'

wear on the trucks and increase the I'fe of the tires, and I

would ask the members of the Association if any of them have
used the %-'\n. flange for switching locomotives onlv.

F. F. Gaines (C. of .Ga.): In reolv to Mr. Bentley. will

say that I have used that %-m. flange for a long time on sev-

eral roads, and I have never had any trouble. It gives a

good flange, and it sives you a chance to wear the tires down
and get more wear before it is necessary to shift them for a

high flanTe.

R. L. Ettenger (Southern): A number of -"-ears aaro. when
I was with the Big 4, we tried some switch engines with %-in.
flanges, and they did not stay on the track very well—we
had to change them. They were leaving the track a great
deal of the time.

Mr. Bell: I might add that that has been our experience.
With the %-in. flange we could not keep the switch engines
on the track, and we had to discontinue using them.

C. A. Seley (C. R. 1. & P.) : I really cannot make up my
mind to the wisdom of adopting the same contour on these

tires as is used in cast iron wheels. I am not quite sure

but what the taper of cast iron wheels is excessive. With
wide track it certainly contributes to derailment i)y rea.^on

of the different circumference. On some types of locomo-
tives, if the tire is brought to this taper, it is going to g-vc

us some trouble. When we recently receive! some new
Pacific type engines, there was some complaint that the

engines were nosing quite a little. 1 abided mv tiin^ an'
the eompbints died out. 1 believe it was because fhe tires

flattened by wear, shortly after they were on the road, down

to their natural contour, and stopped a great deal of that

nosing. The main drivers of a Pacific i>pe engine are a

pivot, to a ceria.n extent, and I do not 1 ke to turn off all

of this steel unless there is some good reason for it, and
1 am rather convinced that for a steel tire the taper is not

desirable. Of course, it is necessary in a cast iron wheel,

perhaps, to a certain extent for foundry purposes, but I am
not quite sure but that we have gone too tar in the M. C. B.

Association.
E. W Pratt (C. & N. W.): I was in hopes, when Mr. Scley

started, that he was going a little further and wo.ild sugge-t

that the contour of flange for steel-tired wheel might nit

be right when it is practically the same as a cast iron wheel.

There are several flanges 15-16 in. thick after they are

worn which do not break, and we do not have much expe-

rience, any of us, with broken driving wheel flanges. J

believe there are a good many roads that have a niiniini:m

thickness of flange for returned tires, and it seems t ) me
now that, if we are after that million dollars a day, we might

come out publicly snd state what our practice is and adopt

a safe course.
Mr. Seley: 1 think that is a very good vi«w of the subject,

and 1 think that this association, as well as the M. C. B.

Association, has got to adopt a difTerent tack. I think it

is generally believed that had the safety appliances as

required by the M. C. B. standards been ani)lied to the cars,

that we would not have had nearly as much legislation as

we have had. A good many of us talked a great deal on

the floor here, hut many of us went liack home and did

not to do what we talked about. I think the standards of this

association, as well as the M. C. B Association, should be

carried out, and if we cannot do these tlines on oir railwavs

that we are doing in the proceedings of the association we
are not at all consistent. I believe that the shon practice,

the road practice and the M. C. B. standards should nil ag-ee.

T. H. Curtis (L. & N.j: I am glad to hear this discussion

on the height of flange, but I aiji not ready to adopt the

1 in. height of flange for driving wheel, but I might for the

tender wheels and engine truck wheels. I will adopt the

1 in. height for switch service, which we have tried and
which has given good satisfaction. A word in regard to

economy has been mentioned here. I will make a citation

that 1% in. is the condemning limit for steel tired wheels

for tenders. Switch engine tenders use up a large number
of wheels. In a steel tired tender wheel 1^ in. is not the

condemning limit. For switch engine service this limit can

be reduced in some cases to Vs in., and by running these

wheels under switch engines and making special axles for

them it is not necessary to buy any wheels for switch engine

service on your line. A great many switch engine tenders

will use the M. C. B. 4^ in. axles, and you might buy the

axles with fits as high as 7 in. and mount the wheel on these

same jorrnal axles that have a Inrgc fit. In this way you
can use the tender wJieels or car wheels from all your service

for your switch engine tenders, and therehv make it unneces-

sary to purchase any wheels for that service. This has been

the practice of the L. & N. for a long time and it works
out well.

Robert Patterson (Grand Trunk) : I am rather surprised

that after the years of experience which we have had in turn-

ing the tread of tires straight that a recommendation like

this should come in now. Before my time that design of

turning tires was abandoned. The report does not say what
benefit we are to get. from tapering, over our present prac-

tice. The onlv thing I can see is that it is going to make
it more diflFicult to turn the tires: it will take longer to turn

them, and they will not be turned as accurately. It will only

be a short time after the engine is runninc on the road when
the tires will come to the natural flat trc;id. the same as we
turn them now. This practice was abandoned many years

ago, and was abandoned because there was no good purpose
served by having the tires turned in that manner, and I would
like to know why we should go back to this practice now.

C. E. Chambers (Cent, of N. J.): I do not know where
the last speaker is located—the road with which he is con-
nected—or how many interlocking plants he has on his sys-

tem, hut I will say 'f he hns as many a« Oiere "re on the

system with which I am connected he will see the benefit

of gcttinof the tire tapered. With the tire turned straight,

withoi't the tarer. we find that there is a "^rePt deal of dam-
age done in breaking detector points and other appliances

in connpction with onr interlocking signal svstems: and our
road adopted fi^ur years ago the tapered turn on the tire to

avoid intpr''erence with the wires connected with our sig-

O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.) : I can sav the railway with

v/hich 1 am connected turns the tire taper conside-ably. to what

would pmnunt to Vi in. in the width of the tread. We have
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btoii carryiiiy thai practice out lor about eleven years. We
funiierly used that practice and went to tlie Master iVkchanics'
comour later. A very rapid wearing on tlie thread at ilie tliroat
of tlic flange produced a rapidly reducing thin llaiige, and a
reduction in the mileage between turnings, and alter about a
year's service theyvvent back to the previous practice ot turn-
ing the tread a unilonn taper, which elnninaied the trouble with
the grooved tires accunnuating so rapidly.
When you turn the full taper in the tread it starts to wear

the grt)ove in the tread well away from the throat of the tlange
and thereby increases the mileage between turnings. Prior to
the practice of eleven or twelve years ago, at which period the
Master Mechanics' contour was used, for about a year, there
was a decrease in mileage. This decrease of mileage developed
and was brought to our attention very noticeably by the fact
that when we got after the division people for not obtaining
mileage out of the locomotives they said it was due to running
the tire with partially cylindrical Master Mechanics' tread, and
when we went back to the full taper we got the fuller mileage
as formerly. As to the height of Hange, I am not much con-
cerned about the 1 in. height of flange giving much trouble.
On the road with which I am connected we had 1>^ in. at one
time, and concluded we would cut it down to 1-5/16 in. and
then 1% in., and finally down to iy& in., and we have not had any
more trouble with it than when it was 1>^ in.

H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.) : It seems to me that the tire
is going to make a good deal of extra work in the shops. I

am glad the subject has come up, because it has brought out a
number of points the committee will want to look over a little

further. To dispose of the matter I suggest that the committee
be continued, and that we suggest to them that they consider
some of the points which have been brought up to-day, and see
if they cannot make a report which will more nearly conform
to the requirements. I make that as a motion.

Mr. Pratt: Does that include further consideration of the
minimum flange for return tires?

Mr. Bentley: I will embody that.

Mr. Gaines : I would also venture to suggest that the com-
mittee try to get some reports on the actual contour during the
year.

Mr. Bentley: I shall he glad to embody the suggestion in my
motion.
The motion was carried.

Mr. Henry: I would like to say in regard to the height of
the flange that for many years 1 in. has been our standard for
engine truck and tender truck, and we never had reason to
believe that w^as in any way. objectionable. It has the advantage
that if you start with a short flange you can get more mileage
trom the wheel before it reaches the point that necessitates
renewal. The height of our flanges on driving wheels of switch-
ing locomotives is 1 in., that being our standard now for a
number of years, having been changed from 1% in. We find
that it has the same advantage as the 1 in. flange on a truck
wheel. In regard to the question of the taper I in 20: Our
experience has been that the taper gives a longer life to the
flange, the tendency being for the flange to run away from the
rail. We believe that that has given us more mileage. The
advantage that we felt would result from tapering off the out-
side of the rim was to delay the time when you have an objec-
tionable amount of generating of heat. It is true that it means
a little more shop work, but I think if you actually get the cost
of your extra shop work you will find that it won't be worth
bothering_ about. We have not had any experience with 1 in.

flange driving wheels on road locomotives. I understand that
some roads have recently adopted them, and I am also told that
thev are quite general in European practice.
The President: The next subject is Steel Tires. We have

not received a report on this subiect. but Mr. Johnson will make
a verbal report. Mr. Johnson has only been Chairman of this
Committee a short time, and he has not had a full opportunity
to work up on the subject.

STEEL TIRES.

The committee has been without a chairman until very lately,

and consequently will g've simply a report of progress. Collec-
tions, of specifications already in use, and information as to the
practice on the different railways in the United States, Canada
and Great Britain, on the quest'on of handling the purchase
of steel tires for locomotives and cars have been collected.

Tabulated statements in concction with this material are given
therewith for the information of members. It will be noticed
that so far as this cont'nent is concerned, purrhnsing tires by
specification is the exception, whereas, in Great Brita'n it is the
rule. Where specifications are used in America, they are used
principally as guides, giving limits in analysis within which the

tires should be accepted, and guarding railway companies against
accepting tires wth facial and contour defects, and a specifica-
tion has bteii drawn up for your consideraton which, if not
entirely satisfactory ta the association in its present form, will

at any rale serve the purpose of bringing out a discussion and
crit cism of its different details, and should the committee be
C()ntini\^'d for another year, it may be possible by next convention,
to place before you a specification acceptable to the members.

It is considered advisable by the committee that tires for
locomotive service should i)e purchased in three grades, for
passenger, freight and switching purpo.scs. A physical drop
test is necessary in the opinion of the committee that it is

the only true way of knowing exactly what kind of material
you have in your tire as it will show up the result of the
working and heat treatment in the manufacture of your
tires, which the chemical analysis by itself will not do. The
test piece for both pulling and analysis should be taken from
the tires which have undergone the drop test.

Copies of the specifications received from the different rail-

ways, at home and abroad, together with synopses of replies

to pur correspondence are included in the report.

The report is signed by:—Lacey R. Johnson (C. P.), chair-
man; J. R. Onderdonck (B. & O.); R. L. Ettinger (Southern)
and M. Hogan (N. Y. C. & H. R.)

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL TIRES.

1. Materia!. Steel for tires shall be made by the open-hearth
or crucible process.
'2. Classes. There will be three classes of tires for the

different classes of service as follows

:

Class 1. Driving tires for passenger engines.
Class 2. Driv ng tires for freight engines.
Class 3. Driving tires for switching engines and tires for

engine-truck, tender-truck, trailer and car wheels.
3. Chemical composition.

Class No. 1.

Carbon, not less than 0.50 per cent.

Phosphorus, not over 0.05 per cent.

Manganese, between 0.50 and 0.80 per cent.

Sulphur, not over 0.05 per cent.

Class No. 2.

Carbon, not less than 0.65 per cent.

Phosphorus, not over 0.05 per cent.

Manganese, between 0.50 and 0.80 per cent.

Sulphur, not over 0.05 per cent

Class No. 3.

Carbon, not less than 0.70 per cent.

Phosphorus, not over 0.05 per cent.

Manganese, between 0.50 and 0.80 per cent.

Sulphur, not over 0.05 per cent.

4. Finish. The tires must be free from defects of any kind
and finished tires must be accurately machined to the prescribed

dimensions of the Master Mechanics' Standard, and rough tires

must not be outside the limits of the attached print.

5. Branding. The tires shall be distinctly stamped when hot

with such brands as the purchaser may require, and in such a

manner that these marks shall be legible when the tires are worn
out.

6. Samples for Chemical Analysis. Drillings from a small

test ingot cast, with the heat or turnings from a tensile specimen
or turnings from a tire (where tires are machined at the works
of the manufacturer) shall be used to determine whether the

chemical composition of the heat is within the limits specified

in Paragraph 3.

When required, the purchaser or his representative shall be
furnished an analysis of each heat from which tires are made.

7. Physical Properties. The steel for the different classes of

service shall meet the following minimum physical requirements:

Tensile strength Elongation per
Class. lbs. per sq. inch. cent, in 4 ins.

(a) 105.000 quotient of i;550,000 *+ Tensile strength.

(b) 115.000 quotient of 1,300.000 -f Tensile strength.

(c) 125,000 quotient of 1,150,000 + Tensile strength.

8. Falling Weight Test. A test tire from each heat repre-

sented shall be selected by the purchaser or his representatives,

and furnished at his expense, provided it meets the require-
ments.

8a. The test tire shall be placed vertically under the drop in

a running position on a spun foundation with an anvil of at

least ten tons weight and shall be subjected to successive blows
from a tup v/c'ghing 2,000 lbs., falling from heights of 10 ft, 15

ft. and 20 ft. and unwards, until the required deflection is ob-
tained as specified in Paragraph 8b.

8b, The test tire shall stand the drop test described in Para-
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graph 8a, without breaking or cracking, and shall show a mini-
mum deflection, and it is hoped to present a formula covering
this point at the next meeting.

8c. A specimen for the tensile test is to be taken from a tire
that has been subjected to a falling-weight test, and it shall be
cut cold from the tested tire at the poiot least at^ected by the
falling-weight test. The tensile test specimen, when cut from a
tire that has been subjected to a falling-weight test, shall be
cut normal to the radius and parallel to the face.

8d. Should the test tire fail to meet the requirements in any
particular, two more test tires shall be selected from the same
heat if the manufacturer so desires, and at his expense. Should
these two tires fulfill the requirements, the heat shall be accepted.

9. Inspection. The inspector representing the purchaser shall
have free entry to the works of the manufacturer at all times
while his contract is being executed. All reasonable facilities
shall be afforded to the inspector by the manufacturer to satisfy
him that the tires are being furnished in accordance with the
specifications. All tests and inspection shall be made at the place
of manufacture prior to shipment, and shall be so conducted a.s

not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the mill.

DISCUSSION ON STEEL TIRES.

The President: I want to take this opportunity to per-
sonally thank Mr. Johnson for what he has accomplished in
the exceedingly short time during which he has had this
work in hand.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.) : I am personally opposed to
the destructive test if it can be avoided. It seems to me
that in the matter of tires we ought to hesitate a long time
before adopting, or even considering, destructive tests. While
with a large order of locomotives one might be able to jus-
tify the cost of such tests, I do not believe that is true of
a majority of tire purchases. A great many roads buy a
limited number of sets of tires at a time; and I rather think,
without going into any calculation, that it would require a
pretty good sized order to justify the cost of the waste of
niaterial in a destructive test. I do not wish, however, to
discourage the committee. Nevertheless, I think they ought
to have this thought in mind.

G. F. Fowler (Railway Age Gazette): I think it well to
suggest to the committee that it would be interesting to the
members of the Association for the present year if they
vvould give the reasons why they recommend three kinds of
tires for three services, running it up from 50 to 70 in the
three types of tires involved.
H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.) : I think if the committee can

work up a specification that will enable a manufacturer to
produce a tire that will not shell out under engine, tender
and car service, they will confer a lasting benefit upon the
members of this Association. The way in which steel tired
wheels fall down in service is getting to be a serious matter.
At one time we were in the habit of taking up the situation
with the manufacturers and telling them, "We have some
steel tires that are very badly shelled and we would like

to have you look at them and make arrangements to replace
them," and they were quite willing to do it; but apparently
they have gotten over that disposition and gotten together
now, and none of them will replace a shelly tire, and they
take the position that it is the service that we give it and not
the material in it that caused the tire to shell. Now, it seems
to me it is up to the manufacturers to make a tire that will

stand the service that we require of it. Some of the manu-
facturers contend that it is due to sliding. I have personally
shown them tires where on one side there was a shelly con-
dition extending for 14 to 16 in. around the tread, and where
on the other side there was no indication wliatever of slid-

ing. Hence, I do not think that point is well taken, especially
when the defects will penetrate a tire a depth of from Y^ in.

to y^ in. I would like to know whether other members here
have had a similar difficulty, and, if so, if they can recom-
mend anything to overcome it.

T. H. Curtis (L. & N.): I certainly hope Mr. Johnson will

answer the inquiry why the Committee recommend three
kinds of tires for three services. I agree with Mr. Seley in

what he has said respecting the destructive test. The Louis-
ville & Nashville have over 900 locomotives in use and they
average about 7 wheels per locomotive, and the tire breakage
is practically nil. I do not think we have a tire to break
once in a year. I think that is due to the climate, perhaps,
because roads in colder climates have more breakage. We
have purchased tires from all of the leading manufacturers,
and our experience has been pretty much the same with
them all.

Mr. Fowler: In answer to the sugge'^tion of Mr. Bentley,
I would say that a few years ago I had the opoortunity of
making some 'elaborate investigations in respect to steel tires.

I was about two years collecting samples of tires from

various parts of the country that had shelled out. I had
the assistance of the New York Central, the Erie and the
Pennsylvania lines in picking out tires with the idea of
determining, if possible, what was the cause of the shelling.
I had a large number of tires that were shelled out, and I

made a very careful examination and investigation to ascer-
tain the cause of the defect. I cut down through the shelled-
out portion of the tire where the defect was very apparent,
and then on the other side of the tire, and took out the
best parts or pieces of the metal that I could find, and f

came to the determination in all the tires that I examined
that the cause of the shelling out was simply slag. These
tires were picked out haphazard by the three roads that I

have mentioned. I think it is a matter of clean metal which
will prevent that particular shelling. There may be other
causes for it, but, as I say, that was the only thing that I
succeeded in finding.

F. F. Gaines (Cent, of Ga.): Lately I have run into a little
difficulty, especially on the rolled solid wheel, with the flange
cracking down towards the hub of the wheel. I would like
to suggest to the committee that they endeavor to find some
remedy for that defect. The makers claim that it is due to
brake burn because of the character of the brake shoes.
The President: Have you used flange brake shoes?
Mr. Gaines: Yes; but lately we have gone to a semi-flange

shoe.
The President: We had considerable trouble of that kind,

and the wheel makers claimed it was due to the flange shoe.We changed to a semi-flange shoe, leaving about 1^ in.
at each end, but we have had almost the same trouble. I
think with a built-up wheel we have not had very much
trouble with the flange cracking. We have taken the position
that it is the fault of the wheel maker, not the fault of the
railway. We have also taken the position in regard to show-
ing in accord with the experience with Mr. Bentley. I think
It IS a question of manufacturers making a steel wheel that
v!i\\ stand the service regardless of what the service is,
except, of coure, abuse.

Mr. Fowler: They had identically that same trouble in
Brooklyn in the rapid transit service on the elevated road,
using a flange shoe. There were vertical cracks down through
the flange of the wheel. They came to the conclusion there
that It was a manufacturer's defect, and upon carefully cut-
ting out those wheels and looking them over critically under
the microscope we discovered evidences that the trouble was
caused by a heat crack due to some process in the rolling
of the wheel. And that is the position that is assumed and
maintained by the railway company.
Mr. Johnson: As to the destructive test, I would say that

this specification was laid before the convention more for the
purpose of eliciting suggestions. It was thought that it
would bring forth a whole lot of discussion, and that the
various details might be worked out hereafter. We felt very
strongly that it was necessary to have such a test for the
reason that we give in the report, namely, that it is the only
true w^ay of noting exactly what kind of material is in the
tire \yhen delivered, because it will show up the result of the
vvorking and the heat treatment in the manufacture of the
tire, which a chemical analysis by itself will not do. For
instance, you can take an ingot which will pass a good chem-
ical analysis, and yet that same ingot can be destroyed by
its after-treatment in the process of manufacture.
Then there was a question brought up in regard to the

three different grades of tires. The reason for making that
specification w:as not that we should have a good class of
tire for one particular service and an inferior class of tire for
another so much as that we could use a very much harder
steel_ for freight service than we could for fast passenger
service, and consequently get a correspondinelv longer life
to it. It was not that there should be anv difference in the
actual quality of the metal. In regard to the shelline out of
tires: I suppose there is hardlv a railway that has not had
more or less experience of that kind, hut the chemical analy-
ses which have ben used bv the Baltimore & Ohio for some
years now has practically eliminated that trouble and shelled-
out tires are now unknown there.
The committee was ordered to continue.

FLANGE LUBRICATION.

It has been the purpose of the committee to obtain suflfi-

cient information to determine to what extent trouble from
flange wear is experienced, the lubricants and means of
applying them which are in use and the effectiveness of
lubrication in overcoming flange wear and its attendant evils.
A circular of inquiry was issued and the committee's report
is based upon the replies received from motive-power offi-
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cials of .ibout 30 railways representing widely dilTerent ^^rade,

iiirvatint; and vveatlu-r ciMulitiins of o|)cratioii. /\nioiig ilie

detailed replies to the eomniittee's cireular, two only indi-

cate that liie otVicia s represented are not having trouble in

their territory from llange wear. In addition, live replies

state that 'nbricators are being used or experimented with,

which indicates trouble from this sourc* Kij^ht answers,
on the otiier hand state that the railways represented have
no lubricators in use. and, unfcirtunately, no statements are

made as to flange-wear conditions.
The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern reports having no

trouble with road engines, but in some yards the wear on

M. H. Haig.

Chairman, Coiniiiitfce on Flange

Lubrication.

driving-wheel flanges of six and ten wheel switch engines

becomes a very serious matter. The Santa Fe has had the

sanre experience with six-wheel switch engines where a large

percentage of the total mileage is made on curved track.

The railways report'ng flange wear have curvatures reach-

ing a maximum of six degrees or more. It vvnuid seem,

however, tha* the mileage of curved track relative to total

mi'eage would produce more effect on flanges than the de-

gree of curvature a'one. There are a number of other con-

ditions affecting flang-e wear; among them are lengthy of

rigid wheel ba=e, speed lateral movement and tire spacing,

and the degree of stiffness of engine truck. Pac'fic in pas-

senger s'Crv ce and consolidation in freight service are the

types on which flange wear is most prevalent. Hovvever,

where types are employed with longer wheel base than the

^REDUCTIOli IN RADIAL THICKNEdS OF TIRE

5

BETWEEN TURNINGS FOR FLANGE WEAR

''*3J«D

MILEAGE = IQ600
TFEAD WEAR--£ .,

METAL EfEMOVED- |-

TOTRL =g
Fig. 1—Tire Wear without Flange Lubrication.

consolidation. the=e are reported as being subject to greatest

flange wear. In general, if other conditions are equal, it is

the type with longest rigid wheel base on which flange wear
is greatest. There are some notable exceptions to this ru'e

in passenger service One division of the Pennsylvania with

engines of the Pacific type in service reports greatest flange

wear on those of the At'antic tvpe. This is a'so the ca-e on

the Eastern Line*- of the Santa Fe Svstem. While there is

no statement to this effect, this erudition may be due to the

Atlantic type operating on a sertion of the road more severe

on flanges because of excessive curvature.

There are two classes of expense due to excessive flange
wear. One rc'-ults from the metal lost in ])ro(huing standard
llanges after they have been badly worn and the other is due
to llie los^. of revenue and the cost of rejjairs when neces-
sary to turn or remove tires for flange wear between regular

^REDUCTION IN RRDIAL THKHNESS OF TIRES
BETWEEN TURNINGS FOR TREAD WEAR

i^=fe

MILAGE = 60400
TREfiD WEAR - fk

METAL REMOVED =^
TOT/iL-^

Fig. 2—Tire Wear with Flange Lubrication

shoppings of the engine. The figures covering metal loss

have been presented according lo dirterent .->tanaards and
it is. therefore, difificult to compare them. In some instances
the loss has been measured in radial thickness of tires, in

others by weight per turning, and in still other cases by the

value of metal turned off. VVhere stated in radia' thickness,

the amount varies between Ya-w. and ^-in. Loss in weight
is stated as varying between 55 lbs. and 1,150 lbs. per engine
per running, depending upon the number of wheels, and the
extent of flange wear. The loss of metal expressed in terms
of money value for engines of various types is given as fol-

lows: Four-wheel switch, $45; six-wheel switch, $50; stand-

ard. $50; ten-wheel, $50; consolidation, $60. Mallet. $90.

The total mileage obtained during the 'ife of a set of tires

appears to be the most satisfactory measure of tire service.

On this measure as a basis, the estimate presented in Table
I has been prepared to show the loss due to turning tires on
account of flange wear compared with the total mileage
during the life of tires when turned for tread wear. It rep-

resents the service obtained from Atlantic type locomotives
o]')erating on the Missouri Division of the Santa Fe. The
mileage between tire turnings is compu*:ed from the average
mileage per locomotive per month and the time between.

fflONI CLCWTIOM PLAM View

Fig. 3—Flange Nozzles for Hydrostatic Oiler.

turnings; the average mileage per locomotive per month was
ob'aiiied from records of 20 locomotives over a period of

eight months. Before "nbricators were app'ied.- these loco-

motives averaged 18,600 miles between tire turnings before

reaching the limit of 1-in. vertica' flange wear. Sine? the

adoption of flange lubrication, the same locomotives average
OJ.400 miles between tire turnings for tread wear. Figs. 1

and 2 graphically illustrate the method of arriving at the

aggregate loss given in Table I. In Fig. 2 is shown the

condition of tires with -yir.-in. t'-ead wear after mak'ng 60 400

miles. To facilitate proper turning. V^-in. is u«ua'ly removed
in the lathe. The total redu-tion in radia' thickness between
srcce^^ive tire turnings wi'l. therefore, aim unt to ViG-in.

Fig. 1 illustrates the condition of tires when the locomotive
is chopped because of sharp flanges after making only

18,600 miles.
T\nT.F. T.

Loss of Tire Mileage Due to Excessive Flange Wear.
4-4-? 'I'ynr, rpfratinp: r" MKsr ••-; I'iv'--' '. A. T. X- ^ !•". Ry.:

M'trape between turnings—Flange Wear CM in. to

1 i-rti v'-rtical) _. . 18,600
Mileaee between turnings—Tread Wear ( rs in.

maximum) 60,400
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,,, f Metal removed to build up standard
Mange Worn^ flange

Tread Wear (Rate fo in. per 60,400
miles)

Total reduction in radial thickness
between turnings

T J -iir / Metal removed (To facilitate turning) . . % in.
Tread Worn

\ Tread Wear 7b in.

Total reduction in radial thickness
between turnings

Flange Worn Tires.

Average
Thickness of Tire. Mileage.

New, 3% in
After first turning, 3V, in.. 18.600
After second turning, 2,"e in. 18,600
After third turning, 2^^ in.. 18,600
Scrap 18,600

Estimated total 74,400

Tread Worn Tires.

Average
Thickness of Tire. Mileage.

New, 3V> in

After first turning, 3^a in.. 60,400
^fter second turning, 2\ in. 60,400
After third turning, 2f'e in-. 60,400
Scrap 60,400

Estimated total 241,600

Total loss of mileage during life of tires 167,200
Loss, per cent 69

That this estimate may be conservative, a very liberal
curve has been assumed at the throat of the worn flange.
In order to reproduce the standard tire contour it is neces-
sary to turn off ^-in. of metal from the tread. The total
reduction in radial thickness between tire turnings is ^%2-in.,

which is Vsi-m. greater than the total shown in Fig. 2.

Assuming a minimum thickness at the last turning of 2 in.,

the difference in total mileage during the life of tires under

lange Lubricator; Southern Pacific.

the two sets of conditions is 167,200. a loss in tire service of
69 per cent, due to flange wear.

TABLE II.

Estimated Saving by Use of Driver Flange Lubricators on Forward
Drivers of Mountain Engines, Southern Pacific.

69 Consolidation
Engines.

Average
Mileage

per engine
per month.

2491
2635

Total
Mileage
per Year.

2,062,548
2,181,780

2,181,780

Cost per
Mile Run.

$ .0097
.002041

Total Cost
of tire

attention
One Year's
Service.

Before application $20,006.72
4,453.01

Estimated saving effected on
mileage obtained with flange
lubricators based on cost

$ .007659 $16,710.25

In some instances, where flange wear is excessive, when
the front pair of tires becomes badly flange worn, it is re-

moved and exchanged with another pair from the same
locomotive. On locomotives with four pairs of drivers, two
shifts may be made. But under severe conditions, it is

impossible by this means alone to keep locomotives in

service until the tires become tread worn. In Table II,

showing the estimated saving due to the use of flange lubri-

cators on the Southern Pacific, the average mileage per
change of tires necessitated by flange wear was 8.869. The
practice was to make two shifts of tires before turning.
Computed on this ba'=is. the mileage between successive
turnings for flange wear is only 26,607, while tread-wear
mileage obtained since the application of lubricators is 42,151.

Fourteen different forms of lubricators are now in use or
iiave been tried by the rai'ways reporting to the committee.
The^e may be grouped arrnrding to the kind of lubricant
used into the following classes: Crude oil. engine and car
oil, solid lubricant, water and exhaust steam. There are

four types of lubricators designed to use asphaltum base
crude oil. These are the Chicago, the Southern Pacific, the
Canadian Pacific and the Rock Island. Where no other
name is known that of the railway upon which the lubri-
cator has been developed is used. The Chicago flange oiler
is designed to meet the requirements of the lilliott system
of lubrication, which embodies a sight-feed oiler located on
the back boiler head and a delivery pipe on each side of the
engine leading to the flange nozzles. The oiler is similar
in general appearance and principle of operation to the
sight-feed valve-chamber lubricators in general use in Amer-
ica. The manufacturers recommend that the nozzles be
located 15 in. above the rail, 2 in. from the flange toward
the outside of the tire and close in toward the tread, as
shown in Fig. 3. Where two pairs of nozzles are used, each
delivery pipe is branched through a "T" pipe connection.
Where more than two pairs are used either two two-feed

— Oil PFcefn^ACic

CniNDEK

A/OTB POSJT/Of^ O^ B/fAfre SHOE
AND fO/NT or O/J. APPLICATION

Fig. 5.—Flange Oiler; Canadian Pacific.

oi'ers or one four-feed oiler should be provided. The manu-
facturer's practice is to apply one pair of nozzles in front of
forward driving wheels on road engines; one pair in front of
forvyard drivers and one pair back of rear drivers on switch
engines; on Mallet engines in road service, one pair in front
of forward drivers on both engines, and in pusher service
one pair in front of forward drivers of both engines and a
third pair back of rear drivers on high-pressure engine.
The Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal applies nozzles to all

drivers on standard type; to the front and main drivers on
ten-wheel type; to the front and back drivers on the con-
solidation; to main and back drivers on six-wheel switch
engines, and to the front and back drivers of both engines
on the Mallet type. A few consolidation engine trucks are
also equipped. The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern ap-
plies lubricator nozz'es to all drivers on switch engines.
The practice adopted by the Santa Fe System is to apply
nozzles to the rear of forward drivers where trouble is

experienced from frozen sand pipes with nozzles placed in
front of the drivers.

The lubricator illustrated in Fig. 4 has been developed by
the Southern Pacific after experiinents covering the use of
a number of other methods of delivering oil to the flanges.
This device consists of a steam-jacketed receptacle holding
about one and one-half pints of crude oil. which is fed by
gravity through a needle va've into the one-half-inch de-
livery pipe. A clamo bracket gripping the pipe just below
the oil cup secures the oiler to the engine frame in front of
the forward drivers. Loosely sliding upon the delivery pipe
is a piece of one-inch pipe over the lower end of which is

slipped a short section of one-inch rubber hose. The pro-
jecting end of the hose is shaped to fit the throat of the
flanare and acts as a shoe to distribute the oil. A weight
rigidly attached to the upper end of the one-inch pipe holds
the shoe against the flange at all times. The oil-cup jacket
is supplied with steam from the air-oump exhaust pipe, which
serves to keep the oil in a fluid state during co'd weather.
The drip from the jacket runs along the delivery tube, tend-
ing to prevent congealing of the oil before reaching the
flanee.

The Canadian Pacific, having tried hard erease and engine
oil without success, is about to try crude oil in the kibricator
shown in Fig. 5 This is similar to the Sr'Uthern Pacific type
in princ'ole. Oil is fed throush a regulat'ng valve from the
cup to the feed pipe and flange shoe, which consists of a
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piece of rubber hose. Steam from the air-piiiup exhaust
pipe passinp: ihrou^li a coil phiced within the oil cup main-
tains the oil in a iUiid state. The Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific is using a lubricator shown in Fig. 6 on two Pacific

type locomotives. The oil receptacle stands upon the run-
ning board over the right cylinder. Exhaust steam passes
(lirough a pipe leading from the exhaust cavity in the
cylinder casting to the oil cup. The accunuilal.on of con-
densation in the oil cup lifts the lubricant into the delivery
pipe, exhaust steam carrying it to the llaiig^e. The How of

oil is controlled by the engineer through a globe valve oper-
ated by a rod extending back to the cab. A check valve
placed in the pipe leading from the cylfnder exhaust cavity
prevents a back flow of oil through this p pe.

There are two lubricators in use enij)loying lubricant in

the solid form: the Collins and the Turnbull. The Collins
is illustrated in Fig. 7. A bracket attached to the frame

Fig. 6—Flange Oiler; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

supports the lubricator in position before the driver. The
angle of the lubricator is adjustable to suit conditions im-
posed by the location of the bracket, on which it is laterally

adjustable. The angle should be as nearly as possible 25
deg. from a line parallel to the axle and it should be placed
on the horizontal center line of the wheel. The location

recommended by the manufacturers is shown in Fig. 7. The
lubricator itself is a tube of rectangular cross-section

through which slides the lubricator block of hard grease.

Below this tube is a spring-feeding device designed to keep
the lubricator block pressed against the flange. Pressure
from a coil spring acts through a dop- engaged in one of a
series of notches on the under side of the lubricator block.

As the lubricant becomes worn, the spring is recompressed
by means of a downward projecting trigger. At the same
time the dog is moved back into engagement with the next
notch in the lubricator block. This periodical readjustment
is the only attention required to operate the lubricator.

The Turnbull lubricator embodies the same principle,

spring pressure holding a cake of hard grease against the

flange. The committee is informed by the manufacturer
that this device is no longer marketed and a more detailed

description will, therefore, be unnecessary.. The feed is

automatically regulated to suit the varying needs of the
flanges. On the Colorado & Southern, however, it has been
fouTid that the grease used in the Turnbull lubricator ab-^o-

lutely loses its merit in either wot or cold weather and its

use has been abandoned. On the Canadian Pacific, Lines
West, hard-greese lubrication has been found unsatisfac-

tory. The committee is unable to state what type of lubri-

cator was used.
Several methods of delivering engine and car oil to the

flanges have been tried. The simplest is a piece of pipe
or hose secured to the frame in front of the driver in such
a manner as to cause the lower end to bear against the
flange. The pipe or hose is filled with oil-saturated waste,
which acts as a swab, more oil being supplied from time to

time. Where the waste comes in contact with the tire, if

packed hard, it will glaze and cease to be effective. If

loosely packed, it will be drawn out and lost. Crude oil is

being used in this manner en the Illinois Central to a lim-
ited extent on Pacific tvpe engines witli very little apparent
benefit. It is not reliable in co'd weather.
The Canadian Pacific has experimented with a sinhon lubri-

cator using engine oil, but this has proved inefficient and
has been abandoned for the fuel-oil lubricator shown in

Fig. 5.
_

Another simple device has been applied to six-wheel
switch engines in the Chicago yard of the Santa Fe, and is

shown in detail in Fig. 8. It is simply a block of wood

resting ujion the tire and grooved to fit the flange. A
waste-iilled cavity contains engine oil which feeds turough
a K-in. hole to the flange. The block is loosely anchored,

and is usually applied to forward and back drivers. This
method, however, greases the whole tire, which sometimes
causes the wheel to slip.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has 10 Pacific type

and 3 consolidation locomotives arranged with piping to

carry water from the tank to nozzles spraying against tht

leading drivers. This means of lubrication is of very limited

service. The pipes run horizontally along the engine frames
and cause trouble by freezing during winter weather. The
Pennsylvania has made use of exhaust steam from the air

pump, with what success it is not known. Of the lubrica-

tors described, all are in very limited use except those using

crude oil.

Flange lubrication on the Santa Fe has been developed
to its present state after experiments covering the use of

most of the simple devices, such as swabs of oil-sat-

urated waste, water jets operated from the injectors and
the block type shown in Fig. 8. These have all proved to

be in some manner unsatisfactory. Water and engine oil

have both proved too light to satisfactorily resist the action

of centrifugal force, being thrown away from the throat

of the flange before reaching the rail. Crude oil is novr

in general use for flange lubrication on the Santa Fe System

CASTING C" TO 8E StT NEAR AS POSSIBLE

ON AN ANGLE OP 29^ AND AS NEAR CENTRE
LINE OF WHEEL AS CONDITIONS WILL
ALLOW CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN NOT TQ

PERMIT CASTING C' TO SET TOO CLOSE TO

FLANGE OF WHEEL AND SHOULD NOT EX

CEEO t %" FROM FLANGE WHEN LATERAL
MOTION HAS BEEN DIVIDED ON UOTH SIDES

Fig. 7—Hard Grease Flange Lubricator.

Experience indicates that the delivery of a proper lubri-

cant to the flange will reduce tbe wear of both flange and
rail. The committee's information is confined largely to the

results obtained by lubrication with crude oil. California

crude oil contains a high percentage of petroleum asphalt.

When delivered to the rail by the driving-wheel flange, it

forms a thin coating of paste on the inside' of the ball

of the rail which does not run or spread over the top. When
all engines on a division are equipped with lubricators, the

rails on the outside of curves will become thus coated, and
friction will be reduced on all wheels passing over the track.

The resulting reduction in flange wear is noticeable on both
passenger and freight car wheels, but data are avai'able for

locomotive driving wheels and tender truck wheels only.

It necessarily follows that train resistance is much reduced
on curves.
The block lubricator previously described (Fig. 8), applied

to six-wheel switch engines, has extended the period be-

tween turning for flange wear in some cases from two
months to one year.

On the New Mexico Division, a 65-mile section of which
has 288 curves of 6, 8 and 19 deg.. it was found impossible to

keep engines of the Santa Fe type in service for more than
18,000 to 20.000 miles, but at the present time with lubrica-

tors applied they are making as high as 35.000 to 40,000

miles between shoppings with no evidence of flange cutting
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On Pacilic type loconii)tivt.-> the mileage was increased
from between 25,000 and 30,000 to between 75,000 and 100,000.

The performance of lubricators has been closely watched in this

territory. There are instances where lubrication has not entirely

stopped flange wear because of the difficulty experienced in getting
engineers to give the lubricators proper attention. On the New
Mexico Division, with 100 per cent, of the locomotives
equipped, it has been estimated that there has been an in-

crease of about two months in tbe life of rails, that previously
required changing about every thirteen months. This is

an increased life of 15 per cent. In territories where no
figures are available, it is, however, the opinion of all officials

that the flange oilers have materially decreased rail wear.
The eflfect on wear of rails on curves has been no less

marked. Where rails on 8-deg. and 10-deg. curves would
last only about eight or ten months, conservative figures
place the life since general application of flange oilers at

about three years.
Flange lubricators on the Southern Pacific have become

a necessary part of the locomotive equipment in mountain
territory. When not working properly the engineers com-
plain seriously until they are repaired. I-ocomotives ride

easier and smoother around curves without the tendency
to climb the rail which is evident when the flanges are run
without lubrication.

On the Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal before the application
of lubricators the average time between shopping for sharp
flanges was eight months. A ten-wheel freight engine,
working on a section having maximum curvature of 11 deg.
28 min., would not run three months before developing
flang'e wear to such an extent that tires had to be turned.
Since applying the lubricator this engine, working on the
same section of the road, was out twenty months before shop-
ping, when tires were turned for tread wear. Since the.

WASTE AND ENGINE Olt.

Fig. 8—Flange Lubricator; Atchison, Topeka &. Santa Fe.

application to all locomotives there has been no occasion
to turn tires for flange wear. It has stopped almost en-
tirely on wheels to which the oil is delivered, and oiling the
drivers materially decreases the wear on engine-truck wheel
flanges. In some cases, oil has been applied to the trucks
where wear was unusually excessive. Mallet locomotives
showed some signs of cutting the front flanges on the low-
pressure engine. By plugging the nozzles leading to the
back drivers on this engine and delivering the same amount
of oil that was previously used on both pairs to the front
wheels, the cutting has been reduced and it has been found
that the other wheels are sufficiently oiled. In addition to
the direct benefit to the locomotive, there has been a de-
crease in the wear of switch points and rails on curves, as
well as a decrease in the number of derailments. Flange
wear has also been reduced on tender truck wheels.
The Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic has gotten as high

as 50,000 miles out of locomotives that ran only 13,000 to 15,

000 miles before lubrication was adopted. The average len^^th

of service for switch engines without luI)ricators was three or
four months at twelve hours per day. Another individual case
on this road shows forcibly the efifect of lubrication. A
ten-wheel locomotive, weighing 130,000 lbs. on drivers, in

making 18,958 miles, had cut the front flanges very badly.
Owing to the rush of work it was necessarj' to keep the
engine in service if possible. A lubricator was applied and
the eng'ne again placed in service. After making 34,495
additional miles, the flanges showed no further wear. The
tires were shifted and the engine aga-'n put into service. The
E'liott system is in use on this railway. The cost of oil

has been about 3 cents per 100 engine miles.
A service test of a yard engine was made on the Kansas

City Terminal. The yard where this engine worked is so
located that the front and back flanges on the left side of
the engine became worn to such an extent that the engine
began to climb the rail after being in service about three
months. It was then necessary to change f'res. The engine
equipped with a flange oiler was put in service with a new

!>et of tires and remained in service under these condition.^
over a period of thirteen months, when it was shopped for
other repairs. The flanges were still in good condition.
The results obtained were made possible by the careful
attention the lubricator is reported to have received from
the engineer. The foregoing instances indicate the service
of flange lubrication under some of the worst conditions
afl'ecting flange wear reported to the committee.
The report is signed by:—M. H. Haig (A. T. & S. F.),

chairman; T. W. Heintzelman (So. Pac.) and D. J. Red
ding (P. & L. E.)

After presenting this report Mr. Haig spoke as follows
The locomolives in passenger service upon which' flange
wear is most prevalent are the Pacific type and the consoli-
dation. However, where types are employed with a longer
wheel base than the consolidation these are reported as being
subject to the greatest flange wear. In general, if other con-
ditions are equal, it is the type with the longest rigid wheel
base on which flange wear is the greatest. There are some
notable exceptions to this rule, however, in passenger service
There are two classes of expense due to excessive flange
wear. One results from the metal lost in producing standard
flanges after they have been badly worn. The other is due
to the loss of revenue and the cost of repairs when necessary
to turn or remove tires between regular shoppings of the
engine. There are four types of lubricators designed to use
asphaltum base crude oil. These are the Chicago, the South-
ern Pacific, the Canadian Pacific and the Rock Island. Where
no other name is known, that of the railway upon which the
lubricator has been developed is used. Crude oil is now in
general use for flange lubrication on the Santa Fe system.
There are no data on the Santa Fe to show the exact increase
in the life of rails on curves effected by the iange oilers.

DISCUSSION ON FLANGE LUBRICATORS.

T. O. Sechrist (C. N. O. & T.): Before introducing this
flange lubricator on our road we would not average over
12,000 miles before we had to change tires, and after the
application of the flange lubricator we got as high as 80,000
miles. We have used the Turnbull lubricator. It is made
up of two solid cakes, and we could not make a trip, say.
of 137 miles before the cakes would be used up. This wa«t
caused, of course, by the friction and heat that was devel-
oped. Since we have used the Chicago lubricator and as-
phaltum crude oil as a base, in connection with the lubricator,
we have gotten over that trouble. I believe that this com-
mittee has given us the information that is necessary, for
all of the railways that have adopted the flange lubricator
will verify the statements made.

F. F. Gaines (Cent, of Ga.): In the past we have been
very much troubled with the repeated cutting of flange. It
was not due so much to curvature of the line, either. Abo'.it
a year and a half ago we started in experimenting bv put-
ting on a few engines the Soiithern Pacific type of lubricator,
and we got good results so long as we followed up the
engineer, but the trouble was that he did not use it always.
It was a little out of the way and not handy for him to use
it. With some en.gineers we got excellent results. We then
tried the Ohio lubricator. It seems with the use of that
lubricator the engineer can watch the feeding of the oil, and
it is conveniently handy for him, and he is more apt to use
it. Our results with it have been very good, indeed. If

you take the Pacific type of engines, where we turned
flanges about three times on an average we now have every
reason to believe that we are going to run them right through
from engine repairs to engine repair^? without having to
turn tires. On the consolidation enorines the results are
equally favorable. We have also tried the stick lubricators,
but my experience with them is the ^ame as that of Mr.
Sechrist. Thev wear out too fast. Taking- it all in all. it

seems to me that some lubricator of the form of the Ohio,
with crude asphaltum as a base, is the best for the nurpose.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.) : T wo-ld like to ask Mr. Haig
if his road has used any flange lubricators on trniler wheels,
and with what results? Also if thev have had a large enough
number of thrir engines en'upped with flange lubricators
to indicate whether lubricntion on the flange of the rail

would decrease the flnnee wear on other wheels of the eneine
or train? Also whether there ha<; been any slippincr of the
ensrine on curves resultine from this flansre lubrication?

G. A. Hancock (St. L. 8r S. ¥.'): On the Frisco system we
have at present about 50 lubricators. We u<;e crude oil

asphaltum as a ba=e. What the saving is on the flange of
the tender wheels I am unable to sny, but we are getting
very good results from it on the ensjines.

Angus Sinclair: A long time ago I was running a locomotive
on a very crooked road. I was responsible for the condition
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iif the ciigiiu' aiid Iiad to Uiop it noiii^ It (|iiickly (U'vi-lopcd a
groat deal uf irouljlc from cutting out llaiigos. I ik-vit had any
experience to gu de me as to what was to he done, hut 1 tried

•<wahs a very crude way of oiHng the thuiges, and then I had
troul)Ie from tlie wheels slii)ping aiul consecjuently I liad to give
iliat up. It did prevent the cutting of tlie llanges. however.
Then I used tallow. I hrst tried blocks of tallow and it worked'
fairly w^ell. Then I mixed it with Dixon graphite and made
blocks just as hard as 1 could get the tallow and the graph'te to

ht)ld together, and 1 had very good results from that. With
the crude oil 1 should imagine there should be more or less

trouble with si pping.

O. M. I'oster ( L. S. & M. S ) : I can say that we have had
very limited experience with lubricators on switch engines, bui
it was ent rely satisfactory. Indeed, it has given more satis-

faction than I have seen in the case of almost any new device.

Mr. llaig: 1 understood Mr. Pratt to ask if the flange oiler

had been applied directly to trailer wheels. I will say that on
the road where I am employed, flange oilers have not been
applied direct to trailer wheels. There is every indicat'on that

the flange lubricator lengthens the life of the tra'ler wheals be-

cause of spreading oil on the ball of the ra 1. That effect is

also observed under the tender, and to some extent on the

wheels of the cars. The efTect of slipping is not serious.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR HEADLIGHTS.

The committee has gotten together considerable info^-ma-

tion on this subject from railways and also a great deal of

data concerning tests on various headlights made at Purdue
University, and some tests of a number of headlights which
were made at the United States Bureau of Standards. This
data is rather conflicting, and the committee would ask to

l)e continued for another vear, hoping at that time to submit
a fu!l report to the convention.
The request was granted.

CLOSING EXERCISES.

The Association passed a resolution of appreciation to all

those who have contributed to the success of this Conven-
tiqn, as follows: To the President for his able address and
the ability with which he has presided over the meetings.

To the officers of the Association for the duties they have
so thoroughly performed in handling the details in connection

with the necessary preparations for this convention. To the

Committees for the splendid reports submitted. To Prof. C.

U. Beniamin. of Purdue University, for his vabiable paper
on Locomotive Performance under Dififerent Degrees of

Superheated Steam. To the Committee on Arrangements for

its effective service in preparing plans for the meetings. To
the railways for the many courtesies extended.

_
To the Amer-

ican Railway Supply Men's Association for its magnificent

exhibition of railway supplies that have become so important
and essential a part of these conventions. To the Railway
Press generally, and to the Raihvay Age Gazette especially,

for the daily record of our meetings.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The following officers were elected:

President, H. T. Bentley, Chicago & Northwestern.
First vice-president, D. F. Crawford, Pennsylvania Lines.

Second vice-president, T. Rumnev, Erie.

Third vice-oresident, D. R. MacBain, Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern.
Treasurer, Dr. Angus Sinclair.

Ex-ecutive Committee members, C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.),

E. W. Pratt fC. & N. W.) and J. F. Walsh rC. & O.).

D. F. Crawford: -The members and the ofificers of this as-

sociation, as well as the railways represented, owe a debt

of gratitude to Mr. Fuller, our retirine president. His in-

terest in the work of the association is probably best evi-

denced by the many long journeys taken by him to \vashing-

ton to attend the frequent meetings of the safety appliance

and boiler inspection committees, where his work and as-

sistance have been particrlarly valrable. I am sure that you
will all a^ree with me that Mr. Fuller durinsr his term as

presi-^pnt has rendered srdendid service to the Master Me-
chanics' Association, and in the advancement of the mechan-
ical sc'enre and arts. Tt is. theref^e, with great olea<=ure

that T move thnt we all rise to indicate to him our esteem
and hearty thanks.
The moti'^n was unanimously carried.

Scott H. Blewett presented Mr. Fuller the gold badge
TOted him.

donbenitonrtUttes.

.Ask Harry l-'rost what grows on the trees at the entrance to

the i)ier.

J. 11. Mitchell is here, as usual. He is staying at the

Brighton.

S. L. Smith arrived yesterday. It is well, for his genial smile

was missed.

Among the new faces arc G. W. Ristine, Jr., and J. C. Ander-
son, two able P. S. C. men.

J. Snowden Bell, Mrs. Bell and their daughter, Miss Marie

J. Bell, are staying at the St. Charles.

D. C^. Ward is here again, and Mrs. Ward and Miss Ward
are with him. They are staying at the Ostend.

(). C. (iayley arrived yesterday and will remain until the close

of the M. C 1). Convention. He is staying at the Marlborough-
IMenheim.

Walter S. Carr, a brother of Robert F. and George R., arrived

Friday. Mr. Carr is president of the Shefifield Car & Equipment

Company.

J. J. Ross, who was recently appointed western railroad

department manager of the U. S. Metal & Manufacturing
Company, arrived on Tuesday.

Ed. Moan, master mechanic of the Southern Cotton Oil

Company, formerly a red hot railway master mechanic, is

here. Good luck to Ed. in the oil business.

Look out for Posty. His camera arrived yesterday and he

has on a pair of sneakers. His first victim, Frank Moore, pretty

nearly put Posty and his camera out of business.

Among the Pittsburghers present, we note the familiar face

of J. J. Kennedy, general manager of sales of the National Tube
Company. Mr. Kennedy is staying at the Chelsea.

George E. Molleson got here early. Mrs. Molleson is not

with him this year. Same old trouble—difficulty in keeping

servants when one leaves home, even for a few days.

H. W. McMaster, receiver and general manager of the

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal, arrived Wednesday. Mrs. Mc-
Master is with him and they are staying at the Marlborough-

Blenheim.

W. F. Kiesel, assistant mechanical engineer of the Penn-

sylvania at Altoona, is stopping at the Chelsea. His son was

graduated from the mechanical engineering department of

Lehigh University last week.

If you want to see the long and short of it, just walk

down the pier behind G. W. Seidel. superintendent of the

Rock Island shops at Silvis, 111., and Big Bill Steele of the'

.American Locomotive Company.

H. C. Oviatt, general inspector of the New Haven, who
is to play with the Eastern base ball team today, took his

two boys out for practice on Thursday. He may be some
player, but they have him beaten to a frazzle.

F. R. McFeatters, general manager of the Union Railway

and president of the Pittsburgh Railway Club, is stopping

at the St. Charles. Mr. McFeatters bids fair to make a

record for efficiency as the head of the Pittsburgh Club.

W. V. S. Thorne, director of purchases of the Harriman

Lines, accompanied by his assistant, Sidney Williams, ar-

rived Thursday evening. Yesterday they made a thorough

inspection of the exhibits on the pier. They will remain

only a day or two.
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There has been much speculation among liis many friends

as to why John Smythe has disfigured himself by appearing

nt the convention with a shining bald pate. The six feet six

of genial John help to make the loss of the former 16 much
cherished hairs more conspicuous.

A vigilance committee has been formed to lynch Billy

Wilkinson for praying for rain. Just because one man
liappens to have one of London's latest creations in rain-

coats is no reason why the two or three thousand people

who are attending these conventions should be made
miserable.

Charles D. Young, assistant engineer motive power of the

Pennsylvania Lines, Southwest System, one of the younger

members of the association, is displaying a keen interest in

the convention proceedings, and by his questions and re-

marks shows a thorough study of the subjects under con-

sideration.

The rumor that the New York Stock Exchange has held

trading in abeyance, pending the outcome of today's ball

game, is not without foundation. Indeed, such intense in-

terest is being manifested that the unfortunate broker who
timidly inquired what would happen if it should rain was
]iromptly expelled from the board.

Charles Maier, engine house foreman of the West Jersey

& Seashore at Atlantic City, and Mr. Rettinger, the car

foreman, managed to get away from their work long enough

I'Viday afternoon to make a flying visit to the exhibits. Mr.

Maier, it will be recalled, is a frequent contributor to the

.Shop Section of the Railway Age Gazette.

J. H. Painter, superintendent of the Atlantic Coast Line at

Rocky Mount. N. C, has his wife with him this year. Plans

are being made practically to double the capacity of his

shops. He reports prospects for a large delegation of

foremen from the Atlantic Coast Line for the General Fore-

men's convention in Chicago the latter part of July.

Captain NeKis, of the Eastern team, was overheard hum-
ming something that sounded like:

Jeffrey's record oft reminds us.

How to swat the pill intense;

And departing, leave behind us,

Splinters in the outfield fence.

Among those here who have deserted railway service for

a more questionable life is Frank H. Greene. Last year at

this time Mr. Greene was general purchasing agent of the

New York Central Lines. Now he is king bee for Hale &
Kilburn; but, as the hives of New York are more to his

liking, he has decided to make his headquarters just one

block, not 90 miles, from Broadway.

Prof. A. J. Wood, of Pennsylvania State College, is stopping

at the Edison. Eight students are expected to enter a new
course in railway mechanical engineering in th's school, which

is to be started next fall, and its Motive Power Chib. devoted

entirely to the consideration of railway mechanical subjects,

had a good year. The club meets once a month and has

30 members. The college has a locomotive equipped for

testing purposes and also a complete air-brake equipment.

It is the only college in the east that is displaying any con-

siderable amount of activity along railway mechanical lines.

Dave Pye is verv fond of children. This fondness, coupled

with Mr. Pye's enthusinstic way of expressing his admiration.

put him in a pectiliar litrht the other day. Mr. Pye was talk-

ing with some friends when a fine specimen of wholesome
babyhood was being wheeled by. When Mr. Pye spied the

child he broke the current of his remarks with the exclama-

tion. "By Jove! fellows: 1 do like to look at a nice kid."

And then a well groomed young lady who was passing in

the general direction in which Mr. Pye's words had drifted

turned and swept Dave with a look which meant volumes.

Consternation, admirably concealed, has reigned in the

camp of the Eastern base ball team since Tuesday last.

Bart Stephenson, he of "swatting'' fame in last year s game
at Inlet Park, wired that he would not come to Atlantic

City this year, owing to the loss of his pet bat which drove

out two triples and two two-baggers last year. Said pet

lD«t, it was further explained, had been purloined during a

game on the back lots of Chelsea, whither Bart had jour-

neyed last Saturday in quest of a little needed practice for to-

day's game. A 90-word telegram, with 90 lbs. of appeal per

word, was immediately dispatched I)y Captain Nellis to

Bart. The rumor is, that the entire police departments of

Chelsea and San Saugus were turned loose in search for the

missing bat; however, Bart wired yesterday a summary of

a fierce back-lot battle, in which two hoodlums were pre-

pared for the emergency hospital and the pet bat recaptured.

The joyous news was received by the Kasfern tea;n during

practice, Mascot Harold Oviatt accentuating it by standing

on his head four minutes. Bart's bat and he have arrived

and will be on exhibition at Inlet Park today at 3 P. M.

A good many people who have visited the Railway Age Gazette

office on the pier have inquired about Miss Jennie Boyd, who
for years was a member of the staflf of the Daily Railway Age
and the Daily Railway Age Gazette at these conventions. She is

not here, and for a good reason. The reason is that she no

longer is Miss Jennie Boyd; she is now Mrs. George Tebo. She
left the service of this paper, was married last September and

now, instead of being a business woman, is a happy and indus-

trious little home-maker in Chicago. Mrs. Tebo in point of

service—although not in age—was one of the oldest employes of

the Raili(.'ay Age Gazette. She became connected with the Rail-

way Age when she was a little girl in short dresses, and stayed

with it and its successor, the Railway Age Gazette, until she was

married, almost 20 years afterward. And never did any concern

have, a more faithful, loyal, competent employee than she was

during all those years. It was never too early in the morning

for her to get down to the office, never too late at night for her

to stay, if there was anything to do; and it was all done, not

merely without reluctance, but gladly and enthusiastically. Miss

Boyd attended these conventions for years and made numerous

fr'ends, and all of them who had not before heard of her mar-

riage wi!l join with those who had in wishing Mrs. Tebo many
years of richly-merited happiness.

Intense interest is being shown in the progress of the two

Jays, Gardner and Keegan, in their daring race to the con-

vention. The wireless operator reports frequent calls from

both voyagers, but static, due to the recent thunder showers,

has interfered somewhat with the transmission. Items such

as, "Sorr)'^ to have missed the reception," and, "Wish I could

have made it for the dance," have been received at intervals.

However, two distinct messages have reached us from Gard-

ner's aeroplane since it left Chicago. The first gives a thrill-

ing account of an encounter with an eagle. The second says,

"Owing to fouled spark plug, broken propeller and split ele-

vating plane, will be delayed. Expect to arrive 9 o'clock

Sunday morning." Keegan's dispatches lack the detail of

Gardner's, probably due to the tremendous exertion he puts

in his swimming. For awhile rapid progress was reported,

but when ofif Coney Island he ran into a shoal of mermaids.

Later messages tell us that he was sighted oflf Long Branch

with a shark and sea-serpent in hot pursuit, but that his

strong crawl stroke was rapidly leaving them astern. At his

present rate he may be expected at 4 a. m. tomorrow. As
a mark of honor to the victor in this hair-raising race, the

committee has under consideration a special net hawl at that

time in order that Keegan may rise from the waves with due

ceremony.
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ELECTION OF EXECUTIVE MEMBERS, SUPPLY MANU-
FACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

The «lection of nienibcrs of the Executive Committee oi

the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association resulted in the

selection of members from the different districts as follows:

Third district, George N. Riley, National Tube Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.. Frank J. Lanahan, Ft. Pitt Malleable

Iron Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Fifth district, J. Will Johnson. Pyle-National Electric

Headlight Co., Chicago.

Sixth district, George L. Morton, Galena Signal Oil Com-
pany, Atlanta, Ga.

M. M. REGISTRATION.

Allan, Arthur, M. M., Temiskaming & No. Ontario Ry., North
Bay Ont., Can., Trayniore.

Combs, W. B., M. M., Macon, Ga., Macon, Dublin & Sav.,

Young's.
Emory, J. B., M. M., Kansas City Southern, Chalfonte
Gillis, H. A.. Seaside.
Harrington, H. H., M. M., Erie R. R., Penhurst.
Hedley, F. G. M., Interborough R. T. Ry. Co., Shelburne.
Jacobs Henry W., Asst. S. M. P., A., T. & S. F. Ry., Tray-
more.

lames, E. T., Supt. Shops Lehigh Coal & Nav. Co., Dunlov
Langton, Geo. H., M. M., Kansas City South. R'y., Dennis.
.Milliken, Jas., S. M. P., Phila.. Ralto. & Wash. Ry., Marlbor-
ough-Blenheim.

McGill A. M., M. M., Lehigh Valley R. R., Traymore.
N^oble, L. C, Dennis.
Poole, A. J., S. M. P., Seaboard Air Line Ry.
Reagan, Frank H., Supt. Scranton Shops, D., L. & W., Bel-

ville.

Robertson, D. D., M. M., Lehigh Valley R. R., Traymore.
Smock, F. A . M. M. Pennsylvania R. R.
Stewart, A. F., M. M., C. & O. Traymore.
Wardwell, H. F., Supt. Power & E.. Belt Ry. Co., C. & W. 1.

R R. Traymore.

M. C. B. REGISTRATION.

Boutete, H., Chief Joint Inspector, Chalfonte.
Burgman, C. P., M. M., Ann Arbor R. R.
Bussing, S. H., S. M. P., Buffalo & Susquehanna R. R. anri

New Orleans Gt. Northern, Haddon Hall.
Carroll, J. T., Supt. M. P., B. & O. R. R., Traymore.
Cory. C. H , Dennis.
Downing. L, S M. C. B., L. S. & M. S. Ry.. Traymore.
Gaskill, C. S, Asst. Engr., M. P., P. B. & W. R. R., Chalfont.
Gentry, T. W.. Amer. Loco. Co., Wiltshire.
Gill, Wm, M. M., Iowa Central Ry., Rudolf.
Hogarth, Wm., Cudahy Refr. & Tank Lines, Brighton.
James, Edwin T., Supt. Shops, Lehigh Coal & Nav. Co.,

Dunlop.
Knox, W. J., M. E., Buff., Roch. & Pitts. Ry., Rudolf.
McGill, A. M., M. M.. Lehigh Valley R. R., Travmore.
Martin, P. A., Supt. Equipment, National Car Lines, Tray-
more.

Milliken. James, S. M. P., Phila.. Balto. & Wash. Ry., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Osman, H. L., S. C. D., Morris & Co. Refr. Lines, Traymore.
Peterson, A. F., M. C. B., Cold Blast Trans. Co., Haddon

Hall.
Poole, A. J., S. M. P., Seaboard Air Line Ry.
Thomas, W. H., Dennis.
Reagan, F. H., Supt. of Shops, Del., L. & W., Belville.
Rommel. Geo., M. M., P. & R. Ry.
Wardwell, H. F., Supt. Power & E., Bait. Ry. Co., Traymore.

GUESTS.

AUcroft, G. E., Pur. Dept., Penna. Lines, Russell House.
.A.ndrus, C. H., Genl. Loco. Inspector, Penna. R, R.

Barr, W. N.. Ch. Clk., Gen. Mgr , P. & R. Ry., Chalfont.
Barton, E. O., Foreman Mach. Shons, P. R. R. St. Ives.

Beatty, J.' B., Ch. Clk.. G M. Car Dept.. P. R. R., Dunlop.
Beaumont, C, M. C. B. B. C, B. & O., Young's.
Bingaman, Chas. A., Eng. of Tests, P. & R. Ry., Monticello.
Benkhart, A., Asst. Gen. Foreman, N. Y. Central, Penhurst

Conn, J. J., Asst. Gen. Pur. Agt., Santa Fe System, Chelsea.
Casper, D. B., Gen. Storekeeper, P. R. Ry.
Davies, II. W., Pur. Agt., Norfolk & Southern Ry., Traymore.
Deeter, Harry H., Genl. Foreman, P. & R. Ry., Mullica.
Deamarest, Geo. A., C. C. to Supt. ofShops.C.R.R.ofN.J.,Jackson.
Douglas, F. R., Inspector Test. Dept., P. R. R.
Frazier, George H., Secy., N. E Railroad Club, Dennis
Gearhart, J. F., Foreman Painter, P. R. R., Dunlop.
Gchret, S. S., Gen. Fman., F'enna. R. R., Hawley.
Garity, J.. Foreman Machine Shop, P. R. R , Traymore
Gosline, E. W., Foreman Pipe Dept., P. R. R.
Grant, H. H., Foreman, P. R. R., Princess.
Hall, C. B., Inspector, Pur. Dept., P. R. R.
Hines, J. P., Genl. Foreman, B. & O., Monticello.
Hubbell, C. C, Pur. Agt., D., L. & W.. Marlborough- Him
heim.

Justice, H. B., Asst. Storekeeper, P. R. R.

Kidd, C. M., Genl. Air Brake Insp., N. & W. Ry.
Kline, A. J., Foreman, P. R. R.
Lewis, Thos. E., Genl. Foreman, N. & W. Ry.
Little, D. A., For., P. R. R., Rudolph.
Maddy. J. H., Special Rep.. Erie R. R., Marlborough-Blen
heim.

O'Malley, G. W.. Asst. Rd. For. Engines. Phila. Ter. Div.
iVicConnell, W. T., Frman. Erecting Shop. P. R. R., Stanl(-\
Marshall, T. B., Foreman, P. R. R., Chelsea Hall.
Minnett Harry, Foreman Car Insp. P. R. R.
Myers, J. E., Overseer Loco. Testing, P. R. R.
O'Brien, Jno. J., Supt. O. Dept., Terminal Ry., Watkins
Pangborn. R. G., Mech. Engh., B. & O. R. R.
Packer, E. M., Lumber Inspector, P. R. R.
Philpot, John, Foreman Mech. Shop, N. Y. C. & H. R., Mon

ticello.

Powell, James. Chief Draftsman, Grand Trunk Ry., Youngs.
Robinson, Garland P., Asst. Chief Inspector, Interstate Com
merce Committee, Haddon Hall.

Robinson, W. L, Supt. M. & W. Shop, B. & O.. Haddon Hall.
Roby, E. O., Genl. Pie. Wrk Insp., N. Y. C. & H. R.. Monti-

cello.

Scheirle, John, Asst. Rd. For. of Eng., P. & R., Ariel.
Scott, J. M., Pres., Cliffside R. R., Chalfonte.
Scott. Z. D., Agt. Penn. Lines at Milwaukee, Penn. R. R.. Phillips

Sheldon, R. D., Round House Foreman P.. B. & W. Ry. Chal-
fonte.

Skinner. L. H.. Secv. to V. P. Southern, Dennis.
Steen, W. J., Traveling Eng., P. R. R.
Stout, H. D.. Storekeeper, P. R. R.
Thompson, J. G., Gen. Foreman, N. Y., O. & W., Koenig.
Wight, S. B., Pur. Agt., N. Y. C. Lines, Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

Wilkes. W., Elert., P. R Jiy
Zelly, Walter, Chief Clk., P. R. R.

THE SJX KIRKSMITH SISTERS.

The entertainment planned for yesterday afternoon at the

Brighton Casino proved to be one of the very best afternoon

concerts ever given in connection with the conventions. The

attendance was about 200 and comfortably filled the theatre.

The six Kirksmith sisters are, indeed, a very versatile

group, rendering with pleasing technique and harmony both

vocal and instrumental music. Every selection was thor-

oughly appreciated, and the continuous encoring following

the rendition of each selection brought forth as many addi-

tional pieces as were provided on the original program.

The entertainment committee, in providing such a concert,

has set a standard that will be hard to live up to. Every
selection was just of the right length to at all times hold

the audience, and the variety of combinations was likewise

pleasing.

The "Six" was composed of Miss Gertrude Kirksmith.

soprano and viola; Miss Maud Kirksmith, violin; Miss Lillian

Kirksmith. flute; Miss Marguerite Kirksmith, cornet; Miss

Pauline Kirksmith, saxophone; Miss Agnes Kirksmith, piano.

The program given follows:

1. Dance of the Serpents Boccalari

INSTRUMENTAL

2. Cavatina Raif

VIOUN SOLO
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3. My Lady Clilo ChloiKjh-Leitcr

VOC.M. QU.XUTKTTK

4. Tniviala Verdi

I'l.l'TK .^01.0

5. Hear Mo Nmnia Bcllm

nUKT lUU II.IIIK .\NI) VOICK

6. Siamese Patrol Linckc

INSTRUMKNTAL

7. Hero Song from "Chocolate Soldier" Strauss

SOl'RANO S0l,0

8. Dixieland Haines

INSTRUMENTAL

In addition to this program. Miss Gertrude Kirksmith, by spe-

cial request, repeated the "The Hero Song" from "The Chocolate

Soldier." She also rendered a vocal solo, playing the violin

accompaniment herself, and sang an extra solo to the flute

accompaniment of her sisier. Miss Lillian.

MORE GLIMPSES OF PAST CONVENTIONS.

In a way, the 1904 convention, the last held at Saratoga, was

uneventful. Of course, there were the usual carriage drives, band

Broadway, Saratoga, 1904.

concerts (sacred and otherwise), dancing and other forms of

harmless entertainment. Yes, we do recall' that there was another

base ball game; that the East won, and that the score stood 12

to 10. But aside from all these things (enough to make time pass

pleasantly and all too quickly) some did say, "It was too slow."

However, it is an even chance that tiie 19^)5 convention would

have been held at the same place had the hotel owners shown the

proi)er spirit, and had the village provided a suitable place for the

exhibits, which had outgrown their old quarters. Instead, the

conmiitlec selected Manhattan Beach.

W. T. Hippey, G. R. Henderson, G. M. Basford and W. 0. Arp,

Saratoga, 1904.

Now, Manhattan Beach was no place for a convention. It

was too near Broadway. At least that is what "they" all said.

And "they" were right in their prediction, but wrong in their

reasoning. According to the Daily Raihvay Age, "It is as diffi-

cult to set tO' New York from the Oriental as from Saratoga."

Frank H. Greene and Two Pals, Saratoga, 1904.

Cashing in Bets on the Ball Game, Saratoga, 1904.

And will you ever forget the time "they" had in getting frovi

Manhattan borough to Manhattan Beach! Those who used the

one steam line found that a new signal system was being installed.

We do not recall whether it was manual, or automatic, but we do

remember that the number of blocks was most unusual. To

those who used the Brooklyn trolley lines, one has only to

mention "Sheepshead" if he would hear a tale of real woe;; and

the same applies- to those who chose the elevated lines to Coney

[sl'and Pethaps it' was all .for the best^ .however ; because those-

who finally reached the Oriental, or its companion a little further-
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H. F. Ball, J, F. Walsh and W. T. Simth, with C. A. Seley on J- F. Walsh, S. N. Rushmore, R. S. Chlsolm, E. A. Simmons

the Side, Saratoga, 1904. and W. F. La Bonta, Manhattan Beach, 1905.

H. C. Macklin, E. H. Bankard and W. F. La Bonta, Manhattan h. C. Macklin, W. H. Lewis, N. L. Friese and W. K. Carr,

Beach, 1905. Manhattan Beach, 1905.

^ ^ A. -

V

ji
Rooters and Rubbernecks, Manhattan Beach, 1905. Japanese Girl Rooters, Manhattan Beach, 1905.
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to the south, made no alU-mpt to go back to the Great White his disposition was much more kindly. The report of the bureau

yf-^W
^' of vital and other stat'stics for that year shows one im-

The year 1906 saw the convention's first visit to Atlantic City. portant birth—the McHarmma Golf Club, named after the

The prcdctions of dire disaster were many; but really, things two mecbanioal associations. Clementine F. Street mothered the

O. C. Gayley and L. O. Cameron. Atlantic City, 1908. On the Green, near the Oriental, Manhattan Beach, 1905.

went .pretty smoothly, on the whole. infant, which has since grown to healthy proportions; but the

Even as sometimes before the weather man was a little name of the father is not given. Among the suspects, however,

backward and for a day or two the only cheerful thing on are H. H. Vaughan. R. P. C. Sanderson, Otis H. Cutler and T. H.

the Steel Pier was the chirp of the radiator; but after awhile Symington.

ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE.
Top row (left to rieht)—Wardell, Furrv, Miller, Ma-tin, Coburn. Nellis. Farmer. Smith, Mitchell. Carr. Green, Toothe, Ernst, Landreth.

Hottom row (left to risht)—Williams, Dunkelherg. Silk. JValsh, Hibbard, Nealley, Johnson {chairman). Hayes, Sherman, Yownglove, Janes.
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THE CARD PARTY.

The card party in the ballroom of the Marlborough-Blen-

heim last night was a very interesting and much enjoyed

affair. A large number played, the games being progressive

euchre and progressive bridge. Fifty prizes were awarded,

25 to ladies and 25 to gentlemen. The prizes were on exhi-

bition in the ballroom all day yesterday, and were seen by

a large number of intending players.

The committee in charge of the party was composed of

J. C. Younglove, chairman; H. S. Hammond, P. J. Mitchell,

Ross F. Hayes, R. C. Coburn, W. J. Walsh, George R. Carr,

H. A. Nealley, C. P. Williams, C. A. Knill, J. M. Brown and

Thomas Farmer, Jr.

The number of couples playing bridge was 56, and 76 couples

played euchre, making a total of 264 people playing.

The following is a list of the prizes and the prize winners;

LADIKS' PRIZES.

1. Mrs. G. L. Fowler (Bridge), bronze figure.

2. Mrs. Henry Boutet (Euchre), cut-glass relish dish.

3. Miss Verona Pratt (Bridge), tapestry serving tray

(mahogany rim).

4. Mrs. L. J. Bordo (Euchre), copper coffee percolater.

5. Mrs. B. H. Forsyth (Bridge), cluny luncheon set, center

piece and thirty-six doilies.

6. Miss M. Campion (Euchre), cavilier hand bag-

7. Mrs. Robert Tawse (Euchre), library electrolier.

8. Mrs. A. F. Stewart (Bridge), thermos carafe.

9. Mrs. W. F. Miller (Euchre), boudoir electric lamp.

10. Miss Edith Tewkesbury (Bridge), velvet band with

buckle and slide.

11. Mrs. J. F. Dunn (Bridge), bracelet.

12. Mrs. C. A. Paquette (Euchre), Sheffield platter.

13. Mrs.' George A. Post (Euchre), cut-glass jewel box.

14. Mrs. F: H. Scheffer (Bridge), Venetian flower holder.

15. Mrs. F. A. Purdy (Euchre), mahogany candle sticks with

shades.

16. Mrs. T. M. Ramsdell (Bridge), Austrian vase.

17. Mrs. A. C. Langston (Euchre), Rockwood vase.

18. Mrs. E. H. Gold (Bridge), tiplitz flower basket.

19. Mrs. W. C. DeArmond (Euchre), Dresden compote.

20. Mrs. W. S. Furry (Bridge), dessert set.

21. Mrs. F. O. Brazier (Euchre), brass fruit haskrt.

22. Mrs. L. R. Phillips (Bridge), parasol.

23. Mrs. G. H. Prussinir (Euchre), sandwich tra\ (cliiiia).

24. Mrs. A. O. Chase (Bridge), rockwood vase.

25. Mrs. W. H. Hill (Euchre), sandwich tray (metal trimmed).

gentlemen's prizes.

1. Henry H. Kerr (Bridge), Russian leather traveling bag

2. S, Anderson (Euchre), desk electrolier.

3. H. B. Payne (Bridge), umbrella.

F. O. Brazier (Euchre), electric reading lamp.

L. A. Williams (Bridge), cane.

A. G. Sandman (Euchre), terra-cotta figure.

H. W. McGraw (Bridge), brass smoking set.

A. C. Langston (Euchre), cut j'Ct inkstand.

Frank Slocum (Bridge), eight-day clock.

H. Boutet (Euchre), Venetian cordial set.

F. V. Springer (Bridge), set of hangers in casi-

21. C. H. Rae (Euchre), brass ash tray.

22. George L. Fowler (Bridge), copper champagne cooler.

23. W. H. Wood (Bridge), necktie case (leather).

24. N. E. Sproul (Euchre), brush set.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12. B. S. Johnson (Euchre), cocktail mixer.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Barney W. Frauenthal (Euchre), Ther.mos bottle.

H. Morley Hitchcock (Bridge), beer moat.

T. B. Arnold (Bridge), Bohemian cordial set.

George W. Rink (Euchre), adjustable shaving glass.

H. F. Deverell (Bridge), brass book rack.

E. W. Pratt (Euchre), ic€ tub.

P. J. Meade (Euchre), brass serving tray.

A. F. Stewart (Bridge), Doutton pitcher.

Workmen in the shops of the Prussian State Railways-
.

have for some time complained of the contracts for piece-

work under which many of them work. Now the Minister

of Railways purposes to have this matter thoroughly in-

vestigated by a commission composed of officers and em-

ployees of all grades, including representative workmen, the

head of which is one of the highest officers in Berlin, and

in which are four journeymen chosen by the workmen of

some of the great shops, and several officials who formerly

served as workmen, and so know by experience what the

effects of the system are.

Three years have now elapsed since the government oi

the Dominican Repifblic assumed the full control of tht-

Central Railroad, and each succeeding year has shown a

greater profit than the preceding one. This is a most

gratifying indication of the progress and sound fiscal man
agement of the republic. According to the accounts sub

mitted by the company for the year 1910, the total gros.'-

receipts amounted to $284,421.72; of this total, $281,517.0fi

were received from freight and passenger traffic. The net

earning of the line for the year aggregated $73,419,40, which

represents a 5y2 per cent, income on the estimated valut

of the road, including the Santiago-Moca branch. The num-

ber of miles covered by passenger trains during the year

totaled over 37,000.

The contract for the construction of the strategical railway

which is to assure Turkish supremacy in the Yemen has been

given to a French company. The line was designed to

reach from Hodeidah to the important post of Sana by way
of Hujjeilla and Menacha. By folowing this route, however,

very great difficulties would have to be overcome, as a high

and rugged mountain range intervenes, necessitating the use

of a rack railway. Permission has been given for the line to

be diverted southwards, and it will now reach Sana by a

detour via Beit-el-Fakih, with a branch line to Taiz. An
other important work has been allotted to the French con

tractors—namely, the improvement of the port of Ras-el

Ketib, 10 miles north of Hodeidah. and the construction of

railways in connection therewith.

A bill was introduced in the congress of the republic of

Chile during the January session for the establishment of

a special savings bank and pension system for employees

of the state railways. This measure, which has been ap-

proved by the senate, provides for the raising of funds

for the savings bank in the following manner: 5 per cent,

of the earnings of employees; fines levied on employees

for the improper performance of their duties; receipts from

advertisements in railway stations; unclaimed wages of em
ployees; and 0.0015 per cent, of the receipts of the state

railways. The bank is to be managed by an administrator

and board of directors composed of five members, two of

whom shall be the director general of railways and the

administrator of the second section of the central railway

system. Pensions will be granted to persons who have

served the state railways 10 years or over, and who have

become incapacitated for service. Employees completely

disabled because of injuries sustained during the perform-

ance of duties in the employ of the state railways arc

entitled to a pension for life at full salary, and employee^

temporarily incapacitated are entitled to full salary durinp

convalescence for a period not exceeding six months.
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HIGH DEGREE SUPERHEAT.

The rapid iiurcasc in economy with a less rapid increase in

the amount of sitperlieat has been a feature in connection
with tlie ai)plication of supcrlicatcd steam which has been dis-

cussed from many angles for a long time. it is a point

which is not at first apparent and which has often been dis-

cussed only from the theoretical side, and with the aid of com-
plicated equations and mathematical calculations, which have
served only to confuse the average person who has tried to

study the problem. It has been shown by a large number
of experimenters, including Dr. W. F. M. Goss, whose work
has been of an intensely practical and reliable character, that tlie

matter can be made clear without cumbersome mathematical
demonstrations. This was forcibly shown in Dr. Goss' report

of the experiments on an engine equipped with a fire-tube

superheater. The experiments were conducted through a

range of pressures and with varying degrees of superheat

intended to cover all conditions of actual service. Taking, for

example, a boiler pressure of 180 lbs., it wa^ found that the

coal per indicated horse-power when using saturated steam
was 3.4 Ibp. With 120 deg. of superheat the coal consumption
-was reduced to 3.25 lbs., showing an economy of 7.2 per

cent. At 160 deg. of superheat, the coal consumption was
3 lbs., showing an economy of 14.4 per cent. It is thus seen

that the increase in superheat of 40 deg. frcm 120 to 160 deg.,

gives the same increase in percentage as the first 120 deg.

from saturated steam. No clearer nor more convincing fact

can be shown, in proof of the claim that the economies in-

crease more rapidly than the superheat. This shows plainly

the reason for the increasing number of engines equipped

•with high degree superheaters.

With the fire-tube type of superheater, which has been so

extensively used in this country, it is interesting to note

that with the demand for increased power placed upon the

engine the degree of superheat increases, and this, producing

increased efBcrency, results in the demand upon the boiler

being increased less rapidly than the power developed by
the engine. In other words, a certain increase in the horse-

power, or tractive effort results in a smaller increase in the

amount of fuel required. This feature is of great advantage

for the reason that the capacity of the engine is increased

without increasing the maximum of fuel consumption, or

the labor of the fireman. On the contrary, where saturated

steam is used, the efificiency of the boiler and locomotive de-

creases when the boiler is forced. With saturated steam the

quality of the steam delivered to the cylinder is lowered as a

result of the larger percentage of moisture, so that in this

case when the demand for power is increased the demand
for fuel is increased at. a more rapid rate. Consequently the

capacity of the fireman is reached before the capacity of the

•engine. For this reason, if no other, the superheated steam

•engine has a decided advantage.

me i^xhtbtt.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The railway recently constructed from Corrientes, Argen-

tina, to Dodero and General Paz has been opened to trafific,

thereby affording direct freight and passenger service be-

tween Buenos Aires and General Paz.

The proposed Great Western Railway, Queensland, will

consist of four sections, measuring 245 miles, 348 miles, 361

miles, and 328 miles respectively. Construction will be be-

gun, as nearly as may be, simultaneously on all four sec-

tions. The second railway system is to run along the coast

and connect up the existing railways. This line, which will

1;e about 454 miles in length, will be constructed in five

sections. In the state of Western Australia a railway with

'A leagth of about 22 miles is to be constructed to give access

to the new goldfield.

George E. Molleson has been appointed general sales

agent to railways for the Thomas Steel Company, Niles,

Ohio.

A new line of truss brake beams for freight ecjuiijuient and high

speed passenger service, manufactured i)y the Buffalo Brake
l)cam Company, New York, are shown in its space on the pier.

The attractiveness of the booth of the U. S. Metal &
Manufacturing Company. New York City, is due largely to

E. D. Hillman, mechanical engineer of the company. Mr.
llillinan has been here since Sunday.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, is

showing 48 air tools and appliances of various sizes and
types, and has 16 representatives to demonstrate and ex-

plain the different features. In addition to the standard

line of drills and hammers, the exhibit includes several

special drills of the compound type, and hammers and drills

with sections removed to show the inside working parts.

While the new lantern globes are emphasized in the ex-

hibit of the Storrs Mica Company, Owego, N. Y., the

principal part of its product in the railway supply field is

hcad'ight chimneys, which have been used for the last ten

years. The makers claim that these headlight chimneys
help to keep the headlights in good condition by protecting

the reflectors from the smoke and heat of the burner, to

which they are sometimes exposed when a glass chimney
becomes broken.

The Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa., which
occupies the same space on the pier as for the last four

years, is represented at the convention by George Thomas,
3d, treasurer; L. P. Mercer, sales agent, Chicago; J. A.

Kinkead, sales agent, New York; W. H. S. Bateman, sales

agent. Philadelphia; Charles L. Humpton, traveling sales

agent, Philadelphia; H. C. Hunter, tube expert; and J. H.

Smythe, boiler expert, Parkesburg, Pa. H. A. Beale, presi-

dent, was called away, but will return next week.

The representatives of the Kennicott Company, Chicago

Heights, 111., who are here are C. L. Kenhicott, vice-president

and general manager; C. B. Blair, assistant treasurer; T. J.

Windes, salesman and chemist, water softener department; and

G. E. Pratt, railway repair car department.

The following representatives of the Pressed Steel Car Com-

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., are in attendance at this convention:

O. C. Gayley, vice-president. New York ; C. E. Postlethwaite,

manager of sales, Pittsburgh; J. H. Mitchell, manager of sales,

Chicago; J. G. Bower, assistant manager of sales, Chicago; G.

T. Merwin, assistant manager of sales, St. Louis; L. O. Cameron,

manager of sales, Washington, D. C. ; J. S. Turner, New York;

W. H. Wilkinson, New York; J. C Anderson, New York; H.

S. Hammond, Pittsburgh; M. S. Simpson, Pittsburgh; G. W.
Ristine, Jr., Chicago; C. A. Lindstrom, chief engineer, Pitts-

burgh ; B. D. Lockwood, assistant chief engineer, .Pittsburgh.

The general offices of the Indian Refining Ccmpany have re-

cently been moved from Cincinnati, Chio, to 133 William street.

New York city. Although this Company is not making an

exhibit this year, it sends a cordial invitation to all its railway

friends going to New York to drop in and see them at their

new headquarters. Their "Indian Head" brand of lubricating

oil is bein-T furnished to railways on a mileage guarantee basis.

It also manufactures valve oils made from pure Pennsylvania

stock, compounded with a high grade of material. Coach and

car oils are also a product in which the company deals exten-

sively, as are also headlight oil for railway purposes, and the

refining of gasolene of various gravities.

The railway department, of the International Correspondence

Schools, Scranton, Pa., has brought to this convention several

students from different shops where instruction is being given

under its method. Of these: Letcher Vandergriflf, Knoxville,
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'I'cuii., W. H. Baldock, Knoxville, Tenn., Will T. Curlec, Spen-

ccr, N. C., Edward J. McCormick, Spencer, N. C, Garland Duck-

ett, Atlanta, Ga., Wiley Blackwell, Atlanta, Ga., Malcolm Han-
kiiis, Birmingham, Ala., and King riolton, Birmingham, Ala., are

from shops of the Southern Railway; Daniel Neai, Bir ri i"^ am
Ala., and Henry Davidson, Birmin- ham, Ala., are fr m Queen &
'Crescent shops; S. D. Sprouse, Mob le, Ala., and J. D. Lang,

Mobile, Ala., are from Mobile & Oh'o shops; S. E. Purdun
Yoakum, Tex., and W. L. Dornberger, Yoakum, Tex., are from

S, A. & A. P. Ry. shops ; and Murray Dixon, Toronto, Can., and

Allen Norman, Toronto, Can., are from the shops of the Can-

.adian Pacific.

'i'he T. H. Symington Company, Baltimore, Md., is exhibit-

ing an M. C. B. slotted butt coupler as adopted in 1910 by
the M. C. B. Association and snbsequenth' made standard by
Letter Ballot. A portion of the top wall of the coupler shank
i.s cut away to show the M. C. B. reinforcement of the

standard key slot and the proper length of bearing for the

key at the front and back ends of the slot. The slotted butt

couplers are suitable either for the riveted yoke or a key con-

nected draft gear attachment. The shank of the slotted

butt coupler is stronger through the slot in tension, com-
l)ression and flexure than it is between the slot and the

coupler head. Slotted Syl-in. and 9V^-in. butt couplers may
.;al-.o be used with the riveted yoke, thus reducing the number
• of couplers and stock on hand necessary to carry out out-

lying car repair points.

METAL CAR SPECIALTIES.

Forsyth Brothers Company, Chicago, has built an extensive

.ami modern plant at Harvey, 111. This company is constantly

adding to the number of pressed metal specialties, many of

which it has already gotten into extensive service. Among
others of these metal formations might be mentioned the pressed

unit side sections, doyle posts, carlines, pressed steel roof sec-

tions, one-piece metal doors, self-adjusting dust-proof window
sash and sash wealher-stripping. This company also manufact-

ures, in its other departments, draft gears and buffing devices.

IMPROVED NATIONAL LOCK WASHER.

At space 4 in the main building, the National Lock Washer
•Company, Newark, N. J., is exhibiting a full line of its lock

washers, from 3/16 in. to 4 in. in size. This company has

been making nut locks for 25 years. All the steels used are

special in every sense of the word, and nuist pass exacting

analytical and physical tests before acceptance. The ma-
chines used in tempering and hardening the nut locks are

of special design, fully protected by patents owned by the

company. There is no part of the treatment left to the

judgment of the employee. The whole operation is auto-

matic from the original winding of the nut lock until the

final testing. The fact that over 500.000,000 National lock

washers have been used to advantage in track has con-

vinced railways that they can be used to equal advantage
on car work; and many roads have made this practice

standard. The principal claim made for the National lock

washer is that it is the only nut lock which, by reason of

its rib, causes a lock between nut and bolt independent of

spring power, and at the same time acts as an elastic

bond between nut and backing, retaining a tight joint even
if the bolt stretches or the bearing surfaces be rough or

uneven.

LOW WATER ALARM.

The Kellogg low water alarm automaticaly signals to the

engineman in case the water level in the boiler sinks be-

low the desired and permissible safety limit. It consists

of a tube filled with mercury and placed in a metallic casing,

which connects with the water space of the boiler at a

point below whith the water level should not sink. As
long as the casing is submerged in water, the mercury in

tlie tube will exercise no function; but when the water level

sinks below the safety limit and steam enters the casing,

the mercury will be heated and the force of the expansion

will automatically open a valve, admitting steam to a whistle

which sounds the alarm. The connection with the water
space of the boiler may be so made that the level of the

water above the crown sheet can be predetermined at any

height desired. The Kellogg alarm is made by the Nathan
Manufacturing Company, New York.

GALVANIZED PRESSED STEEL BULKHEAD.

The White Enamel Refrigerator Company, St. Paul, Minn.,

has made an improvement in its bulkhead material for re-

frigerator cars that reduces the weight of the car by 600 lbs.

Instead of the wooden construction usually applied to this

class of equipment, it has perfected a galvanized pressed

steel bulkhead that does away with wooden posts, wooden
protection strips, and screens. The Bohn system of re-

frigeration is doubtless used to a greater extent for both

car and stationary purposes than any other one arrange-

ment. It has been in use for years upon such roads as the

Harriman Lines, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago Great Western,

and the Canadian Pacific. A contract recently awarded this

company calls for Bohn refrigerators for the Grand Trunk
Railway hotel, the Chauteau Laurier, and Central Union
Station, Ottawa, Canada. A feature of the bulkhead is that

when the car is not in use it folds up under the roof and

out of the way. The accompanying illustrations show the

bulkhead in its positions.

T
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Bulkhead Out of the Way. BulKheao Hartiy Kaised. Bulkhead In Position for Icing.
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PALMETTO PACKING.

Circciif, Twriil & Company, New York, arc sliowing, in

booth 606, tlio Palmetto packing. The accompanying illus-

tration .shows this packing, as made up of many strands
braided together. The strands are asbestos and are well

Palmetto Packing.

saturated with lubricant before braiding. This keeps the

packing soft and pliable in service, which prevents it from
scoring or binding the rod. This packing is furnished in

forms suited to air pumps, throttle valves, Walschaert's
valve gears, shop engines and compressors, as well as small

hand valves, etc.

COMMONWEALTH-FLORY STRIKING PLATE AND
CARRY IRON.

The Commonwealth-Flory striking plate and carry iron i>

made by the Commonwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Attention is called to the fact that it meets a new emergency

Comnnonwealth-Flory Striking Plate and Carry Iron.

in its ability to secure any required end clearance. The
carry iron is reversible, and turning it over raises a drooping
coupler % in., thereby obviating the necessity of altering

the height of the car. In this, as well as in the time saved

in changing couplers and attachments, a large item of ex-

pense is eliminated.

RADIATORS FOR STATION HEATING.

Radiators of different designs and construction, which give

a wide range of choice to the architect or engineer, are made
by the United States Radiator Corporation, Dunkirk, N. Y.

They are designed with the purpose of giving a high heating

value for every square inch of surface, the outer barrels of

the sections being made to give as large a surface as pos-

sible to the outside air. The Triton radiator has been adopted

by the government for heating many public buildings.

Among the different type<; made by this company are the

Triton Plain, the Triton Ornamental, the Puritan Plain, the

Florentine Ornamental, the Grecian Plain and the Sun Orna
mental.

CHARCOAL IRON FOR TUBES.

The Parkeshurg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa., formerly

H. A. Beale & Co., has been in continuous operation for

about SO years, its output of blooms being converted into

charcoal iron boiler tubes. For a number of years, in addi-

tion to skelp from charcoal iron blooms, puddled iron skelj>

was also produced at this mill. This latter material made
a very durab'e tube, but as it is not as ductile as charcoal

Tube Mill; Parkesburg Iron Company.

iron, it gradually fell into disfavor, and to-day the output l^

exclusively charcoal iron skelp, which since 1908 has been

manufactured into tubes at Parkesburg, in an electricalh

driven tube mi'l, an interior view of which is shown here-

with. This company's output has increased from less than

1,000 tons of blooms per year, at the beginning, to 18,000

tons of tubes annually. The accompanying il'ustration rep

resents one of the 26 forge fires at Parkesburg, where eacli

fire produces a loup of iron of about 240 lbs. in the neighbor-

Forge for Making Charcoal Iron.

hood of 45 minute.'i. The raw material is either run-out

metal, of charcoal pig iron from which the graphitic carbon

and silicon have been eliminated, or clean steel or iron

scrap, the refining process in both cases being the same,

namely; to melt the charge in a charcoal fire under blast.

By this operation, all particles of the charge under the re-

ducing flame are melted and purified, making a homogeneou,'^

loup of nearly pure iron in the bottom of the hearth. It is

claimed that the resulting cinder, as in the basic open hearth

furnace, reduces the sulphur and phosphorus and eliminate^
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the qarbon and mangancs'e t'roiu the charged material, the

total iron being 99.7 per cent., or higher, in the bloom.

This process produces a ductile material, which is con-
verted into boiler tubes.

tank car was run at variou.s speeds, hitting a loaded high
capacity gondola car with brakes set, showing the movement
of the tank over the underframe.

TANK EMPTY
tVeight of Car 48,000 lbs.

LITTLE GIANT DRILLS.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has on ex-

hibition one of its No. 10 Little Giant drills fitted with pistol

grip handle. This is tbe smallest piston air drill ever placed on
the market; the complete machine weighing but 6>4 lbs. It

was especially designed for drilling telltale holes in stays. The
pistol grip handle is patterned after the handle on Boyer ham-
mers. The throttle lever is operatecj by the thumb which ren-

ders speed control perfect.

BETTENDORF TANK CAR.

Velocity Momentum Horizontal Vertical
P.H. Feet per Foot Travel Travel Recoil

Second Pounds Inches Inches Inches
4 5.37 281,760 1 5-16 % %
6 8.8 442,400 3% 1 5-16 %
8 11.73 565,040 4 i^, 15-16
10 14.66 703,630

TANK
4 5-16

FULL
1% 1%

IVeight of Car and Load 154,250 lbs.

4 5.37 905,447 1 3-16 7-16 Mt
6 8.8 357,400 3'^ ly* y*.

8 11.73 1,809,352 3% 1% %
10 14.66 2,261,305 4 5-16 1% . %

AUTOMATIC TONGUE LIFT AND BRAKE FOR BAGGAGE
TRUCKS.

I'he accompanying illustration shows a tank car made and
designed by the Bettendorf Axle Company, Davenport, Iowa,

to eliminate as far as possible the damage done to tank cars by
the liquid surging when the cars are being coupled.

The Railway Appliances Company, Chicago, is showing a

model of an automatic tongue lift and truck brake. It is an

arrangement which, as soon as the handle of the truck is

Underframe for Bettendorf Tank Car.

The underframe consists of a center sill or buf^ng column,

to which is riveted the body transom and draft sills, made in

one piece. Above the side bearings are located horizontal

rollers arranged in roller seats with inclined surfaces, and on
which corresponding seats, secured to the tank, may travel.

A special designed bufifing device is provided above the center

plate to assist in eliminating the horizontal travel of the tank

over the underframe. A special locking device is also pro-

vided at this point to anchor the tank to the underframe.

Thus it will be observed that in coupling cars the underframe

will be the first to stop, and the tank, with its load, in which

is stored a great amount of energy, due to its load and the

speed at which the car is traveling at the instant of impact, is

free to travel further, but in an inclined direction, bringing

the tank to rest with its own weight, and dissipating the

force of the blow in an upward direction.

An interesting test report is given herewith, in which the

dropped, instead of falling to the ground it is raised upward
and at the same time applies brakes to the truck wheels. This

stops the movement of the truck, eliminates the danger of per-

sons stumbling over the truck handle and prevents the trucks

from being driven off the platforms by gravity or wind. This

last feature is imporant, as railway and express companies have

suffered considerable loss by such accidents.

VALVE GEAR STOCK.

Anything that can be done on a railway to reduce unneces-

sary stock is a benefit to the road; it not only reduces the

amount of money tied up, but also reduces the possibility

of running out of any one material. It is quiet a problem
in the motive power department to tell just what forgings

and castings are necessary in order to maintain the engines.

1^^ ^^^g -?
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Bettendorf Tank Car.
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The dttTerent engines vary quite a good deal in construe- the eng'ne fly wheel and operates a throttle valve, givmg close

»ion and it is impractical to carry some of all tiie (lilTerent regulation and satisfactory operation at all loads. The dimen-

parts in stock. sions of this 1-kw. set are: Length, 2 ft. 6^ in.; height^ 2 ft.

Locomotive valve gear has been standardized by the Pilliod 2 in.; and width, \7^^ in.; and the total weight is 350 lbs.

Company. New York, makers of the Baker valve gear, so

that the same gear parts are used on the different types and

classes of engines. These gear parts, barring wrecks, would

last indclinilcly, they being designed so that the bearings

can be renewed without the renewal of the piece itself.

Even the matter of rights and lefts has been reduced to the

minimum. These parts can be applied to any of the engines.

GALCO FOR INTERIOR FINISH.

The United States Metal & Manufacturing Company, New
York, is show iig in booth 337 material and samples of Gaico

for interior finish. This material can be used generally for

interior (inish throughout a car body/, it will take a high

finish and can be made to imitate various kinds of wood,

especially mahogany and oak. It can be smoothed with a

GaIco for Interior Finish.

steel scraper or knife and is treated the same as natural

wood. It is claimed by the makers that GaIco overcomes

the many troub'es encountered with veneered head-linings,

peeling and cracking, and being destroyed from leaky car

roofs; that when painted, it becomes waterproof and can be

soaked for a week with no disintegration and gets harder,

like whalebone, with age; that it is a good non-conductor

of heat and, to a great extent, electricity: and that, when
• subjected to 200 deg. of dry heat for a period of four to six

minutes, it may be warped into any desired shape while in

the heated condition without any fracture to the surface of

the material.

GAS ELECTRIC GENERATING SET.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., which

manufactures gasolene electric generating sets of capacities 3,

5, 10 and 25 kw.. has added to this line a 1-kw. set which is

designed for furnishing electricity for power and lighting in

private residences, small hotels, rural railway stations, etc., not

now served by central stations. This set comprises a single

cylinder, vertical, 2-cycle water cooled gasolene engine direct

connected to a 1-kw. d. c. generator. The regulation and

steadiness of the voltage of this set is such that current may

be taken direct from the generator, thus avoiding the expense

of installng and maintaining a large battery and the losses and

troubles incidental to the operation of the latter. The engine

is provided with a suction gasolene pump for lifting fuel from

a tank placed under grotmd and located at some d'stance from

the engine, thus fu'fiMing the requirements of the National Board

of Fire Underwriters. The cooling is done by a thermo siphon

which does away with the necessity of a pump to prov'de forced

circulation of the cooling' water. The governor is located in

Gas Electric Generating Set.

These sets can be furnished with either 35, 75 or 125 volt flat

Compound wound generators. Switchboard panels are furnished

for controlling these sets.

GASOLENE INSPECTION CAR.

Gasolene cars are rapidly coming into extended use on rail-

ways. We now have the gasolene passenger car, gasolene in-

spection car, gasolene section car, and the velocipede type of

gasolene car for roadmasters, signal and telegraph service. Fol-

lowing the general trend of improvements made from time to

time, the builders of gasolene cars are now using steel very

extensively and produce cars entirely of steel. The latest pro-

Gasolene Inspection Car.

duction is one made by Fairbanks-Morse & Company, Chicago,

and known as their No. 28 car, which has been in use on a

number of the leading railways for enough time to show that

it is up-to-date in both design and construction.

Some of the principal features of this car are : Frame, framed

from one piece of pressed sheet steel ;
guide arms, square steel

tubing; and power, two cylinder, two-cycle, air-cooled engine,

direct connected to the front wheel. The engine has no valves,

cams, pawls, springs, in fact, scarcely anything to get out oi

order. The crank-cases are enclosed and a' solutely dust-proof.

For lubrication, oil is mixed with gasolene and hard grease

cups are used on main bearings. Speed of from six to 30 m. p. h.

is attained under perfect control of the operator. The car runs

backwards as well as forwards. It has a capacity of three peo-

ple and yet the weight is so distributed that one man can easily

handle it on and off the track.
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KTA.TURALLY, after the developments of the past few months
^ ^ in which scientific management has been so much in the

forefront, it is to be expected that the subject would be more

or less thoroughly discussed at the conventions—not in the meet-

ings, for no special provision has been made for it on the pro-

grams of either of the associations, but among the members as

they gather in little groups on the pier or in the hotels. Much
good has undoubtedly been accomplished by the "tempest in the

tea pot" which was stirred up by Mr. Brandeis. It is not due,

however, to any general acceptance of the methods advocated

hy the efficiency men, but rather to the fact that mechanical

•department officers have been spurred to focus their attention on

fiiiding methods for improving the efficiency of their departments.

One motive power officer suggests that after all there is more
or less question as to whether F. W. Taylor's investigations may
really be regarded as a discovery of any new science of manage-
ment. Would not Taylor's work more logically be regarded

as a discovery or development in making steel, just as Gilbreth's

work is a discovery of a better way of laying bricks? The
methods used by Taylor, for instance, must be greatly modified

or changed to be applied successfully to any business differing

from the steel industry. Repairing locomotives and cars differs

greatly from either of the two industries above mentioned and
must receive an entirely different treatment. Unlike managers
of manufacturing industries, mechanical department officers have
taken their fellows into their confidence as to the methods they

have tried out and the results gained therefrom, and, therefore,

improvement in efficiency on the railways in general has been

more steady and more marked than in most manufacturing in-

dustries. The problem will have to be solved by each road to

meet the special conditions with which it has to contend. The
general principles which must be followed to bring about suc-

cessful results may be the same for all roads, but the detail

methods will, in most cases, not be at all alike.

•T^HE twenty-fifth annual convention of the Master Car Build-
•• ers' Association was held 20 years ago at Cape May. In his

address the president, John Kirby, said, "The diversity of design

of the Master Car Builders' type of coupler is already the cause

of a great deal of trouble, and we now have 20 to 25 different

paterns all considered as standard couplers, yet the knuckle, that

part which requires most frequent renewal, is not interchangeable

with any of the other designs. Then there are the coupling

devices differing from each other and as diverse as the couplers

themselves. This multiplicity of design is tending in the wrong
direction, and in view of the past experience, I venture to

recommend that a committee be appointed to consider the best

course to pursue in restricting the use of M. C. B. couplers to not

more than five different kinds and that the uncoupling devices be

as nearly uniform as possible." It would have been a fortunate

thing if such a committee had been appointed and had been

made a standing committee, for the difficulties which Mr. Kirby

referred to have been increasing ever since and they have been

the cause of an enormous amount of trouble and expense in car

interchange. The secretary, John W. Cloud, had at that time so

improved on the ancient custom that he placed each member in

possession of all the committee reports two weeks in advance

of the convention. He reported a total membership of 264 and

the number of cars represented was 982,970. A report on metal

for brake shoes, made by G. W. Rhodes, contained the results

of measurements of the friction of brake shoes on a small

machine designed for the Burlington laboratory by F. W. Sargent,

and this was the commencement of the important research work

on brake shoes which has been carried on by Mr. Sargent ever

since that time. A report on the use of pressed steel in car con-

struction indicated that there were about 15,000 tons of that

material on cars in the United States. The principal report

related to the maintenance of standards for couplers and con-

tained an investigation of the executive committee to ascertain

how nearly the various coupler manufacturers were conforming

to the standard lines for the shape of the coupler head and

anchor; it was decided to be important for the association to

establish standard gages for the inspection of couplers in the

maintenance of standard lines.

IT is nearly 25 years since the M. C. B. coupler was adopted as

a standard for all railwaly cars in the United States, Canada

and Mexico, and while the universal adoption of an automatic

coupler for the railways of Europe has been under consid-

eration for several years and some progress has been made

in improving the coupler designs, yet we believe no system of

railways in Europe has decided to equip all its freight cars

with automatic couplers. In Great Britain there is little pros-
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pect of such an act for years to come as the average capacity

of freight cars is small and is not increasing to any great ex-

tent, and it is still claimed that a man with a stick of wood can

couple freight and passenger cars and connect air hose as

rapidly as can be done when automatic car couplers are used.

In India, however, conditions arc much more favorable, as

the cars and locomotives are larger and the breakage of the

screw coupler is causing such wholesale renewals that some-

thing better is demanded. When the screw coupler is made
more tiian 1^ in. in diameter it becomes so heavy that it is

not easily handled by one man, and if it is not made stronger

for large capacity cars it breaks so frequently that the Indian

railways," ever slow to adopt anything new, are beginning to

look more favorably on the adoption of an automatic coupler.

In Argentine a state law passed in 1909 makes it compulsory

for all cars to be fitted with automatic couplers within 9

years from that date. Three years are allowed for investiga-

tion and tests by a commission appointed by the state, and

after a standard coupler has been approved and adopted by

this commission all the cars must be equipped with it within

6 years. From the various types presented a few of the best

will be selected and 50 cars will be equipped with each type

selected for the tests. These coupler tests will be the most

extensive and important which have been made since those con-

ducted by a committee of the M. C. B. Association in 1887.

One of the prominent couplers which will be entered in the

Argentine tests is the Jepson, which is in use in various parts

of Europe and is largely used in India. This coupler has a

large buffet face solid with the drawbar, and stresses due

to shock are transmitted through this, but the coupler gear

is protected. Each head is provided with a large hook and a

link or shackle which is hinged so as to have a vertical motion.

The coupler is flexible and on curves it sets itself so as to enter

fair. It does not allow for as much variation in the height of

cars as the M. C. B. and some slack, about f^ in., is neces-

sary to allow for a vertical range of 4 in. It has an advantage

over the M. C. B. for the transition period, as its link can be

used to couple with an ordinary link and pin coupler, and a

hinged nut can be inserted in it to make it articulate with the

standard screw coupling. It can also be easily made to couple

with the M. C. B. couplers or the Norwegian hook types.

Probably the best arrangement for the transition period is

the Laycock modification of the M. C. E. type, which is already

in use on some of the large joint stock equipments in England

and on the Continent. In this coupler the automatic coupler

head swings out of the way when it is desired to bring the

ordinary draw hook into use. It is likely that it will be ex-

tensively used in England where the transition phase will be long

continited, and principally on passenger equipment as there is

no probability of the introduction of automatic couplers on

the small freight cars of that country. In France, Germany
and Russia, where the freight cars are larger, automatic couplers

are being used experimentally, but there is no strong movement
toward their adoption as there is in India and the Argentine.

CAR LIGHTING.

r^URING the past year very satisfactory improvement has
*-^ been made in car lighting, and while much of this is due

to metal filament electric lamps, gas lighting has also con-

tributed its share. The Illuminating Engineering Society

is rapidly educating the railway electrical engineer, as

well as the railway public. It is teaching the former how
to provide efficient and economical illumination for passen-

ger cars, and the latter to be more rational in its demands.
Bright lights in spots are no longer regarded as satis-

factory, moderate illumination well diffused being more
desirable.

Much of the fatigue and nerve stress caused by rail-

way travel is due to the glare of bare lamps, which cause

a constant stream of light to strike the eye. The attempt

to correct this by covering the center lamps with reflectors

which direct the light to the ceiling and allow it to be

reflected to the seats, while correct in principle, has not

been worked out in practice so as to be generally applicable

to car lighting, though some special cars with white head-

linings have been successfully lighted in that way, and this

method will doubtless extend to the more exclusive and

first-class equipment. Some improvement in comfort is ob-

tained by the use of ground glass lamps, and a large gain

in efficiency is due to the use of small metallic reflectors

or glass prism reflectors.

A larger distribution of the lamps and their location on

the sides of the car and on the lower deck has also re-

sulted in a considerable gain in satisfactory car illumina-

tion. The attempt to light dining cars with the lower

lights only, leaving out the center lamps in the upper deck,

has not proved satisfactory, as it leaves all the upper por-

tion of the car in comparative darkness, producing a

gloomy effect which is distasteful to the passengers. Here
is an opportunity to make the center lights »a decorative

feature by providing a slight illumination in colored flower

effects similiar to those employed for table decorations, as

it would help to illuminate the upper portion of the car

and at the same time furnish something more pleasing to

the eye than the usual metal lamp fixture. The berth

lamps in sleeping cars have been improved so that they

furnish satisfactory light for reading in an economical

manner, and it is no . longer necessary to furnish deck

lights of great brilliancy, as they can be so well shielded

as not to be oppressive to the eye. The 60-volt metal

filament lamp of 12 candle power has been found admir-

ably adapted to car lighting, and is now being used on a

number of roads. By a proper distribution and the use

of reflectors a much better illumination is obtained, the

number of lamps is considerably reduced and a large

economy is effected in the electric current supply. The
lighting of postal cars has received special attention in

this reform, and the aim has been to have a greater dis-

tribution of light in smaller units at the places where most
needed.

The head end system of lighting, with the generator on

the locomotive or in the front car, is found to be an

economical method and so reliable that it is no longer

found necessary to provide an auxiliary lighting supply.

Improvements in gas lighting have kept pace with electric

lighting, especially with respect to the burners, mantles,

and lamp fixtures adapted to side and lower deck locations.

The present state of the art of car lighting by electricity

was recently described, with illustrations of the improved
fixtures and tables giving the results of tests, in a paper

on Recent Developments in Train and Car Lighting, by
C. R. Oilman, chief electrician of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, read at a meeting of the Chicago section of the

Illuminating Engineering Society on April 20. In measur-
ing the degree of illumination, Mr. Oilman has referred to a

horizontal plane 33 in. from the car floor, and he regards

2 candle feet measured in that way as satisfactory car

illumination. While there has been considerable contro-

versy as to the proper angle to be used in measuring car

illumination, there is now a general agreement that the

horizontal plane is the simplest, and with proper factors

to be used when desirable it is sufficiently accurate. It is

probable, therefore, that this will be made a standard by
the Illuminating Engineering Society.

PROGRAM FOR THE WEEK.

:\I0ND.\Y, JUNE 19.

Address by the President 10.00 A. M. to 11.00 A. M.
Reading of the minutes of the last

meeting 11.00 A. M. to 11.05 A. M.

\
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Report of Secretary and Treasurer 11.05 A. M. to 11.20 A. M.
Assessment and announcement of

annual dues; appointment of

Committees on Correspondence,

Resolutions, Obituaries, etc 11.20 A. M. to 11.30 A. M.
Election of Auditing Committee... 11.30 A. M. to 11.35 A. M.
Unfinished BuMness 11.35 A. M. to 11.40 A. M.
New Business 11.40 A. M. to 11.50 A. M.
Discussion of Reports on :

Nominations 11.50 A. M. to 12.00 M.
Revision of Standards and Rec-

mended Practice 12.00 M. to 12.30 P. M.
Train Brake and Signal Equipment 12.30 P. M. to 1.00 P. M.
Brake Shoe Equipment 1.00 P. M. to 1.30 P. M.

TUESD.W, JUNE 20.

Discussion of Reports on :

Rules for Loading Materials 9.30 A. M. to 10.00 A. M.
Rules of Interchange 10.00 A. M. to 10.30 A. M.

Prices for Labor and ^Materials

for Steel Cars 10.30 A. M. to 10.45 A. M.
Coupler and Draft Equipment... 10.45 A. M. to 11.15 A. M.
Car Wheels 11.15 A. M. to 12.00 M.

Safety Appliances 12.00 M. to 12.15 P. M.
Revision of Code of Air Brake

Tests 12.15 P. M. to 12.30 P. M.
Freight Car Trucks 12.30 P. M. to 1.00 P. M.

Refrigerator Cars 1.00 P. M. to 1.30 P. M.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21.

Discussion of Reports on

:

Consolidation of Master Car

Builders' and Master Me-
chanics' Associations 10.00 A. M. to 10.30 A. M.

Springs for Freight Car Trucks. 10.30 A. M. to 11.00 A. M.
Lumber Specifications 11.00 A. M. to 11.15 A. M.

Train Lighting and Equipment.. 11.15 A. AL to 11.45 A. M.
Train Pipe Connections for

Steam Heat 11.45 A. M. to 12.00 M.
Unfinished business; Reports of

Committees on Correspondence,

Resolutions, and such other com-

mittees as may be named during

the convention 12.00 AL to 12.15 P. M.

Election of Officers 12.15 P. AI. to 1.30 P.M.

ENTERTAINMENT.

i[ONDAY, JUNE 19.

Grand March, 9.30 A. M. Sharp.

From Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel to Convention Hall,

Million Dollar Pier.

Band Concert, 10.30 A. M.
Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier.

Band Concert, 3.30 P. M.

Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier.

Reception, 9.00 P. M.
By the President, and Officers of the Alaster Car Builders'

Association in the Blenheim E.xchange, Marlborougli-Blen-

heim Hotel.

Cadets de Gascogne.

TUESDAY, JUNE 20.

Band Concert, 10.30 A. M.

Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier.

Miss Beatrice Herford, 3.00 P. M.

Entertainer in Original Alonologues, Brighton Casino.

Band Concert, 4.00 P. M.

Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier.

45th Annual Ball, 9.30 P. M.

Of the Master Car Builders' Association (Vollmer's Or-

chestra).

The Galena-Signal Oil Company's booth will be used as a

rest room for the Officers and their guests.

M. C. B. ASSOCIATION OFFICERS, 1910-1911.

President, T. H. Curtis, S. M., Louisville and Nashville; First

Vice-President, A. Stewart, G. S. M. P., Southern; Second Vice-

President, C. E. Fuller, A. G. M., Union Pacific; Third Vice-

President, D. F. Crawford, G. S. M. P., Penna. Lines; Treasurer,

J. S. Lentz, M. C. B., Lehigh Valley; Secretary, Joseph W. Tay-
lor. Executive Members, J. D. Harris, C. E. Fuller, A. G. M.,

Union Pacific; C. A. Seley, M. E., C. R. L & P.; D. F. Crawford.

G. S. M. P., Penna. Lines; F. W. Brazier, S. R. S., N. Y. C. &
H. R. ; C. A. Schroyer, S. C. D., C. & N. W.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

Arbitration—J. J. Hennessey (Chairman), M. C. B., C. M. &
St. P.; T. W. Demarest, S. M. P., Penna. Lines; J. S. Lentz,

M. C. B., Lehigh Valley; W. A. Nettleton, G. S. M. P., C. R. I.

& P.; E. D. Bronner, S. M. P., M. C.

Revision of Standards and Recommended Practice—R, L.

Kleine (Chairman), G. C. L, Penna. R. R. ; W. E. Dunham,
Supervisor M. P., C. & N. W. ; T. H. Goodnow, M. C. B., L. S.

& M. S.; W. H. V. Rosing. M. E., M. P.; C. E. Fuller, A. G. M.,

U. P.; T. M. Ramsdell, M, C. B., C. & O. ; O. C. Cromwell,

M. E., B. & O.

Train Brake and Sig)ial Equipment—R. B. Kendig (Chairman),

G. M. E., N. Y. C. Lines; T. L. Burton, Gen. Inspr., C. R. R. of

N. J.; B. P. Flory, S. M, P., N. Y. O. & W.; E. W. Pratt,

A. S. M. P., C. & N. W.; R. K. Reading, S. M. P., Penna. R. R.

Brake Shoe Equipment—W. F. M. Goss (Chairman), Univer-

sity of Illinois; C. D. Young, A. E. M. P., Penna. Lines; R. B.

Kendig, G. M. E., N. Y. C. Lines.

Coupler and Draft Equipment—R. N. Durborow (Chairman),

S. M. P., Penna. R. R. ; 6. W. Wildin, M. S., N. Y. N. H. & H.;

F. W. Brazier, S. R. S., N. Y. C. & H. R. ; F. F. Gaines, S. M. P.,

C. of G.; F. H Stark, Supt., Pittsburgh Coal Co.; H. La Rue,

M. C. B., C. R. I. & P. ; H. L. Trimyer, M. C. B., S. A. L.

Rules for Loading Materials—A. Kearney (Chairman), A. S.

M. P., N. & W. ; R. E. Smith, G. S. M. P., A. C. L. ; William

Moir, M. S., Minn. & Int. ; L. H, Turner, S. M. P., P. & L. E.

;

W. F. Kiesel, Asst. Engr.. Penna. R. R.

Car Wheels—William Garstang (Chairman), S M. P., C. C. C.

& St. L.; W. C. A. Henry, S. M. P., Penna. Lines; A. E. Man-

chester, S. M. P., C. M. & St. P. ; R. W. Burnett, G M. C. B..

C. P. ; R. L. Ettenger, C. M. E., Southern
; J. A. Pilcher, M. E

,

N. & W. ; O. C. Cromwell.

Safety Appliances—T. H. Curtis (Chairman), S. M., L. & N.

;

A. La Mar, G. C. I., Penna. Lines ; C. B. Young, M. E., C. B. & Q.

;

H. Bartlett, G. S. M. P., B. & M. ; T. M. Ramsdell, M. C. B.,

C. & O.; M. K. Barnum. G. S. M P., C. ; W. O. Thompson,

M. C. B., N. Y. C. & H. R.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

Revision of Code Tstts—A. J. Cota (Chairman), M. M., C. B.

& Q.; F. H. Scheffer, S. M., N. C. & St. L.
; J. R. Alexander,

Gen. Road Foreman, Penna. R. R.

Freight Car Trucks—A. S. Vogt (Chairman), M. E., Penna.

R. R.; C. A. Seley, M. E.. C. R. I. & P.; J. J. Tatum. S. F. C. D.,

B. & O. ; J. F. De Voy, M. E., C. AI. & St. P. ; G. A. Hancock.

S. M., St. L. & S. F.

Prices for Labor and Mater'.al for Steel Cars—F. H. Clark

(Chairman), G. S. M. P.. C. B. & Q. ; G. E. Carson, D. M. C. B..

N. Y. C. & H. R. ; C. F. Thiele, G. C. L, P. C. C. & St. L. ; Ira

Everett, G. F. C. R., Lehigh Valley; B. Julien, G. C. F., U. P.;

S. T. Park, S. M. P., C. & E. I.; T. M. Ramsdell, M. C. B.,

C. & O.

Refrigerator Cars—M. K. Barnum (Chairman), G. S. M. P.,

i. C; J. S. Chambers. S. M. P.. A. C L. ; G. W. Lillie, S. C. D..

.St. L. & S. F. ; W. E. Sharp, M C. B., Armour Car Lines; E.
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Posson, Engr. Car Cons., A. T. & S. Iv ; W. C. Arp, S. M. P.,

Vaiidalia; R. S. Miller, G. F. C. D., N. Y. C. & St. L.

Sfyriii^s fur I'reight Car Trucks—F. M. Gilbert (Chairman),

M. E., N. Y. C. & H. R.; W. F. Kicsel, Asst. Engr., Penna, R. R.-'

M. H. VVickliorst, Engr. Tests., C. B. & Q. ; T. A. Lawes, S. M.
P., Southern Indiana; J. R. Onclerdonk, Engr. Tests, B. & O.

Lumber Specifications—G. N. Dow (Chairman), G. M. I., L. S.

& M. S.; G. II. Gilman, M. C. B., N. P.; R. VV. Burnett, G. M.
C. B., C. P.

Consolidation—F. H. Clark (Chairman), G. S. M. P., B. & O.

;

W. A. Nettleton, G. S. M. P., C. R. I. & P.; C. A. Schroyer,

S. C. D., C & N. W.
Train Lighting and Equipment—T R. Cook (Ciiairman), M.

M., Penna Lines; C. A. Brandt, A. E. M. C, L. S. & M.; Ward
Barnum, Elec. Engr., L. & N.; J. H. Davis, Elec. Engr., B. & O.;

E. A. Benson, M. S., Pullman Co.

Train Pipe and Connections for Steam Heat— I. S. Downing
(Chairman), M. C. B., L. S. & M. S.; C. A. Schroyer, S. C. D.,

C & N. W.; PI. E. Passmore, M. M., T. & O. C. ; T. H. Russum,
S. P. C. D., B. & O.; J J. Ewing, M. E., C. & O.

Nominations—J. F. Deems (Chairman), G. S. M. P., N. Y. C.

;

A. W. Gibbs, G. S. M. P., Penna. R. R. ; C. A Seley, M E.,

C. R. I. & P.; W. H. Lewis, S. M. P., N. & W.
; J. F. Walsh,

S. M. P., Ches. & Ohio.

Arrangements—T H. Curtis, S. M., L. & X. R. R.

SUPPLY MEN'S ANNUAL MEETING

LOST BADGES.

Losers of badges are requested to immediately report the

badge number at the office of the enrollment committee on the

pier. Finders of badges will also please report to the same

committee.

THE CORNELL DINNER.

The annual Cornell dinner was held at the Hotel Windsor
Saturday evening. About 30 men were present. J. F. DeVoy
was elected president for next year and E. A. Averill was
again elected secretary. Among those present were: A. M.

Darlow, M. E., B. & S.; E. A. Averill, American Engineer and

Railroad Journal; L. H. Snyder, Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-
pany: M. H. Hague, M. E., A. T. & S. F.; W. E. Dunham,
Sup'v'r. M. P. & M., C. & N. W.; George F. Johnson, Buck-

eye Steel Castings Company; George W. Ristine, Jr., Pressed

Steel Car Company; E. A. Stillman. Watson Stillman Com-
pany; P. B. Harrison, Chicago Railway Equipment Com-
pany; Chas. P. Storrs, Storrs Mica Company; Huntly H.
Gilbert. George E. Molleson Company; John D. Ristine,

Mamolith Carbon Paint Company; H. G. McDonald, Stand-

ard Steel Car Company; B. F. Cory, S. M. P.. N. Y. O. &
W.: W. W. Gephart, Acme Supply Company; W. W. Storm,
William Sellers & Company; John H. Thomas, Standard
Paint Company; R. S. Cooper, Independent Pneumatic Tool
Company; R. L. Gordon, Standard Steel Car Company; J.

F. DeVoy, A. S. M. P.. C. M. & St. P.; F. F. Gaines, S. M.
P., Cent, of Ga.; C. B. Young, M. E., C. B. & Q.; C. B.

Goodspeed, Buckeye Steel Casting Company; John H.
W^mne. American Locomotive Company.

LOST,

George E. Cooper lost an alligator leather pocket case

Saturday afternoon on the way to Inlet Park. While it

contained no money, it did contain some memoranda of value

to Mr. Cooper. The finder will be properly rewarded upon
return of the lost article to Mr. Cooper at the Marlborough-
Blenheim.

"Whip." has lost his umbrella, a new one of the folding

type, and mourns it greatly. He lost it on the pier. "Whip."
is A. L. Whipple and is staying at room 470, Marlborough-
Blenheim.

The annual meeting of the Railway Supi)ly Manufacturers'

Association was held in Greek Temple, Million Dollar Pier,

Saturday morning at 11 o'clock.

President Adrian ojjened the meeting by speaking of the

healthy condition of the finances of the association and gave

some interesting statistics. He stated that last year the

exhibits aggregated 71,453 sq. ft., whereas this year they

cover 76,110 sq. ft. The number of exhibitors in 1910 was
238, and this year the number is 250.

Chairman Storrs, of the By-Laws Committee of the Ex-

ecutive Committee, reported the necessity for making certain

changes in the by-laws of the association; and on his motion,

Section 2, Article 2, of the by-laws was amended as follows:

Canada was added to district 1, which has heretofore con-

sisted of the New England states only. Maryland, Delaware,

District of Columbia and West Virginia, heretofore in the

third district, and Kentucky and Tennessee, heretofore in

the fourth district, were added to the sixth district. With
this amendment, the third district will consist of the state of

Pennsylvania only; district four will include Ohio, Indiana

and Michigan only, and district six will be composed of tlie

states of Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia,

West Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ala-

bama and Mississippi. The districts named were readjusted

because a tabulation of the members showed that wHile one

was from Canada, that country had not been included in any

of the districts; and that in the case of district six, there

were but three members, although it had equal representa-

tion in the Executive Committee with the first and seventh

districts. The change in district six will swell the repre-

sentation from three to 14, assuming that the same number

of members enroll in 1912 as this year.

The by-laws were further amended so that officers elected

from without the Executive Committee become ex-officio

members of that committee.

The report of the executive committee covering the district

elections of the day before showed the election of George N.

Riley and Frank J. Lanahan (third district), succeeding B. E.

D. Stafford and E. M. Grove; J. Will Johnson (fifth district),

succeeding L. R. Phillips; and George L. Morton (sixth dis-

trict), succeeding A. C. Langston.

The report of the nominating committee, which had named B.

E. D. Stafford, Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., for

president, and Samuel G. Allen, Franklin Railway Supply Com-
pany, New York City, for vice-president, showed that the asso-

ciation had not extrcised its prerogative by naming other candi-

dates.

Messrs. Stafford and Allen were elected unanimously. Both

candidates made short speeches of acceptance, saying how unex-

pected was the honor, and thanking the association for the con-

fidence shown. The latter was quite in order ; but everybody

present knew that the first statement was a mere formality, since

the election of both deserving men had already been predicted

in The Daily.

A vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring officers.

The Benguella Railway, which is to extend from the

Atlantic at the harbor of Lobito eastward across the

Portuguese colony of Angola to the copper mines of

Katanga, near the ninth parallel of south latitude, has been

completed for 200 miles, and surveys have been completed

for some 400 miles further. Three lines are headed for these

mines, of which the Benguella is the shortest; but the route

down the Congo is mostly a navigable river, while the

nearest port by the Rhodesian railway is on the other side

of the continent, in Portuguese East Africa. The Benguella

Railway has a short section with a grade of 330 ft. per mile,

worked by the Riggenback cog-wheel system.
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REMAINING GLIMPSES OF PAST CONVENTIONS.

The 1907 convention got a bad start. To begin with,

the executive committee decided to smash some antiquated

precedents. For instance, it decreed that permanent booths

of uniform design should be used for all exhibits. The Stick

A. Kearney and J. Milliken, Atlantic City, 1907.

To It Paint Company (and some others) failed to see why
it should not be permitted to put up the same striped tent

that it had occupied every June for so many years back; and

insult was added to injury when the concern was forced to

pay a most outrageous charge for exhibit space to boot! And
after Mark Ross and his bodyguard had explained matters,

and after everything had been put in ship-shape order, it

was discovered that the weather man was grouchy because he

had not been visited by a delegation and presented with a

badge. Surely he was justified; for even the chambermaids

in the numerous hotels had not been overlooked. In any

F. P. Huntley, Atlantic City, 1907.

event, the records show that for several days a steady stream
of men in flannel clothes, straw hats and overcoats passed in

review before the office of the Daily Railway Age casting

envious glances at the little oil stove running full blast.

The leading editorial note in The Daily of June 12. 1907,

said : "The Daily Railway Age has attended twenty of these

conventions and never until yesterday did we find it neces-

sary to install a heating plant in our temporary local office."

And scattered through later issues we find remarks of this

tenor: "Weather for today: Falling snow, with rising temper."

"If the temperature yesterday was two degrees warmer than

the day previous, and the same increase is made with each

C. E. Postiethwaite, A. Kearney and J. H. Mitchell,

Atlantic City, 1907.

1

J. G. Bower, Atlantic City, 1908.
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A Pressed Steel Car Crowd—Messrs. Bowen, Lindstrom, T. H. Symington, R. P. C. Sanderson and H. A. Gillis at the
Gayley, Mitchell, von Schlegel and Postlethwaite, Country Club, Atlantic City, 1910.

Atlantic City, 1908. ' '

The Durisett-Storrs-Symington Troupe, Atlantic City, 1909.
Frank T. Reese, William Latshaw, William Gibson and Bob

Fisher, Atlantic City, 1910.

Prof. Paul Anderson and A. Telford, Atlantic City, 1909. Country Club, Atlantic City, 1910.
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successive day, it will be 80 in the shade some time."

"Weather indications for today:—Part'.y cloudy, with light,

variable winds, becoming northwest. WARMER!!!" Old
Sol smiled a bit before the end of the convention, but for

some days the only comfortable place on the Steel Pier was
the lee side of the wind break.

Aside from the weather, there was little to gossip about
in 1907. The Railway Supply Men's Association changed
its name to Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association and
adopted a new constitution and bylaws; but as that pro-

ceeding had been all cut and dried, it was only incidental.

The Million Dollar Pier was used for the first time by
the M. M. and M. C. B. associations in June, 1908; and the

convention was a great success from start to finish—all

except the ball game. But that was awful! The railway men,
under the leadership of one George W. Wildin, (with empha-
sis on the din) thought that for once in their lives they
would get ahead of the supply men; so the challenge was
put and promptly accepted. The final line-up showed 14 men
to a side; and of the 14 railway men, the combined weight
of 12 was 2,272 lbs., and the chest measurement, 490 in. As
the square inches of heating surface are not known, one is

unable to figure the total waist area; but a rough approxima-
tion is a matter of simple arithmetic. At any rate, the final

score was 25 to 19. As the betting had been 100 to 1 on the

supply men, under the condition that the umpires were not

subsidized, it is needless to say which side won.

And of the 1909 convention, what shall be said? Oh, yes!

We now reca'l that the supply men had a lot of fun electing

officers for their little association. It all started over the

chance remark of a lost brother, who said that somebody or

other wasn't fit to drive the car, or even to act as footman.
It certainly was some dusty around these sandy parts for

a few days; but if it were not for our irrepressible anxiety to

take advantage of this opportunity to deliver one or two
gentle digs in the intercostal spaces it is doubtful if anyone
here would have thought of the incident.

It would be unjust to all concerned to pass 1909 without

recalling the fact that it was in that year that the wholesa'e

distribution of badges and the practice of giving souvenirs

Avere stopped. Those two acts have contributed much to the

combined efforts of railwaymen and supplymen to place

these conventions .on the highest possible plane.

Last year is still so fresh in the minds of most of us who
are here today that little need be said. In fact, there is not

-much, outside of the regular routine, to relate. So success-

ful was the convention that most everyone was happy when
it became known that Atlantic City had been selected for

1911.

M. C. B. REGISTRATION.

Ayers, A. R., M. E., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Shelburne.
Eeaumont, H. A., G. F. Car Shops, B. & O. R. R., Young's.
Bloxham, C. M., M. C. B., Union Tank Line Co., Young's.
Eoughton, Wm., G. M. M., Pere Marquette R. R.. Traymore.
Brandt, C. A., Mech. Eng., C. C. C & St. L. R. R.
Carson. G. E., Div. M. C. B., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Traymore.
Case, S. T, M. C. B., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Pennhurst.
Crone, S. A.. Past President, M. C. B., Dennis.
Deems, j;. F., S. M. P., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Demarest, H. N., G. C. I., Penna. R. R.. Pennhurst.
Dooley, Wm. H.. S. M. P.. C. N. O. & T. P., Dennis.
Durborow, R. N., S. M. P., Penna. R. R. Co. (Eastern Div.),

Chalfonte.
Everett, Ira, Gen. For. Car Rep., L. V. R. R. Co., Dennis.
Fogg, T. W., M. M.. B. & O. Chgo. Term. R. R.. Chalfonte.
Gorrell, W. F., M. C. B., Phila. & Reading Ry., Monticello.
Graburn, A. L., M. E., Canadian Northern Ry., Young's.
Graham. H. E., V. P. & Mang.. P. A. & McKees. R. R. Co., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Hayward. H. S.. S. M. P., P. R. R., Chalfonte.
Hendry, John, M. C. B., Grand Trunk Ry. Sys., Traymore.

Hennessey, J. J., M. C. B., C. M. & P. S. Ry., Tacoma Eastern
R. R., Chalfonte.

Ilitt, Rodney, Asso. Editor Electric Ry. Journal, Chalfonte.
Hodgson, John L., M. C. B., Grand Trunk Ry., Traymore.
Jackson, u. S., S. M. P., Chgo. Terra Haute & South East

Dunlop.
Kalbaugh, I. N., S. M..P., Coal & Coke Ry., Traymore.
Keegan. J. E., S. M. P., Grand Rapids & Indiana Ry., Young's.
Kent, F. S., Penna. R. R., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Krause, Julius, Gen. Car Inspr., Penna. R. R. Co., Chalfonte.
Lake, J. J., Gen. Car P^or., Gt. Nor. Ry.
LaMar, A., Gen. Car Insp., N. W. Sys., Dennis
Lentz, John S., M. C. B., L. Valley, Dennis.
Lynn, Samuel, M. C. B., P. & L. E. R. R., Pennhurst.
McCuen, J. P., Gen. Inspr., Queen & Crescent Route, Dennis.
McCuen. R. E., Lexington & Eastern Ry. Co., Dennis.
McWood, Wm., Past Pres., M. C. B., Traymore
May, H. C, S. M. P., Chgo. Ind. & Louis. R. R., Chalfonte.
Miller, R. S., G. F. D., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Dennis.
Mowery, I. N., M. M., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., Chalfr.nte.
Mussey, Wm. H., A. E. M. P., Lone Island R. R. Co.
Ord, L. C, Gen. Inspector, B. & O. R. R., Young's.
Payne, H. R., V. P., Union Tank Line Co., Young's.
Rasbridge, R. B.. V. V. I., P. & R. Ry.. Dennis.
Rolhngs, R. O., Asst. M. M., L. & N. R. R., Westminster.
Russum, T. H., Supt. Pass. Car Dept, B. & O. R. R., Shelburne.
Sage, R. v., Cambria Steel Co., Chelsea.
Schefifer, F. H., Supt. Machry., M. C & St. L., Runnymcdc.
Schnepel, ]. H., Chief Draftsman, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., New

England.
Schwartz, C. L., A. G. M., St. Louis Rfr. Car Co., Young's.
Tatum, John J., S. F. C. D., Baltimore & Ohio R R. Co., Chelsea.
Tewkesbury, E. M., G. S., South Buffalo Ry., Haddon Hall.
Thomas, F. H., V. P. & Gen. Mgr., Bellefonte Central R. R.,
Craig Hall.

Treleaven, Thos. A., M. C. B., Grand Trunk Ry., Traymore.
Wilson, R. D., Asst. Ch. Car Inso., P. & R. R. R., Monticello.

M. M. REGISTRATION.

Bingaman, Charles A., Engr. Tests, Philadelphia & Reading Ry.,
Monticello.

Boughton, Wm., G. M. M., Pere Marquette R. R., Traymore.
Brangs, P. H., Dennis.
Deems, J. F., G. S. M. P., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Durborow, R. N., S. M. P.. Penna. R. R. Co., Chalfonte.
Ferguson, L. B., M. M., Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific. Mon-

ticello.

Greenwood. H. F., Gen. For., Norfolk & Western Ry., Wilson.
Grimshaw, F. G., M. M., W. J. & S. S. Div.. Penna. R. R.
Keegan, Jas. E., S. M.-P., G. R. & I. R. R., Young's.
Kells, Willard. M. M., Lehigh Valley R. R., Revere.
Kneass, Strickland L., Wm. Sellers Co., Ltd., Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Mowery, J. N., M. M., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R.. Chalfonte.
Robb, J. M., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Sheahan, J. F., M. M., International G. N., Tracv.

GUESTS.

Albers L. H.. Ch. Supervision of .\ir Brakes, N. Y. C. Lines,
Marlborough-Blenheim.

Allen, W. P., Spt. Eng., M. of W.. Penna. R. R., Shelburne.
Anderson, H. A., Foreman Metal Yard, New England.
Anderson, John, Ch. Clk. to S. M. P., P. R. R., Runnvmede.
Andrews, D., Mach. Shop Foreman, B. & O. R. R.. Whittle.
Andrews, S. B., Mech. Eng.. Seaboard Air Line, Monticello.
Atkinson, C. R., Secy. C. S. M. P., P. R. R.
Baker. Horace, Gen. Mngr., C. N. O. & T P., Private Car.

P. R. R. Tracks.
Baldwin, R. S., Elec. Eng., Mexico & No. Western Rwy.. Chal-

fonte.

Beaghen. Thos., Jr., Acst. to M. C. B., Union Tank Line Co.,
Young's.

Bender, E. N., Genl. Pur. Agt., Can. Pac Rv S'^flhurne.

Bender, H. C, For. Erect. Shop. Penna. R. R.. Maryland.
Bertin. M. J. A., Spec. App.. Penn. R. R., Continental.
Besler, W G., V. P. & Gen. Mgr., Central R. R. of N. J.,

Dennis.
Best. T. I., Ch Clerk S. M. P.. P. & R. Rwy., Dennis.
Bloxham, C. L., Travelling Inspector. Union Tank Line Co.,
Young's.

Bonhof, H. J.. Inspector, L^nion Tan'- Line Co., Young's.
Bowers. W. C. Pur. Agt., N. Y. Cen. & H. R. R. R.. Shelburne.
Boyer, C. W., For. Erect. Shop. Penna. R. R., Continental.
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Bronchcr, I'ctcr S., I'or. Irun & l\. ImhiikI., 1'. & R., Strand.
Brown, 1 lios., Ercctinji; I'urcnian, 1'. & R. Ry., Riulolpli.

Bunnell, 1'". O., EnK. Tests, Rock Island, Dennis.
Carpenter, C L., Cienl. Mngr., Guanlanamo Cv: Western R. R.,

I'eniuirst.

Carter, F. C, Stock Clerk, 1'. R K.. ( iial'onie.

Chaniherlin, F. 11., For. Mach. Shops, T. R. R., Whittle.
Church, H. M.. Asst. Eng., Oper. Dept., 13. & O.
Collier, P. M., M. M., P. A. & McK. R. R. R., Marlborough-

Blenheini.

Collins, Geo., Manager, Central Ontario R. R., Pennhurst.
Conneelv, E. K., Pur. Agt., Pgh. & E. R. R., Young's.
ConnitY, P.. M. M.. B. & O., Wyoming.
Cooke, D. E., Gcnl. Foreman, N. V. N. II. & Hartford, Dunlop.
Cooper, R. W., Asst. Foreman, Standard Oil Co., Young's.
Copperslone, D. C, Aud. Disbursements, Penna. Co., Chalfonte.
Coulter, A. F., Gcnl. Car Foreman, Union R. R., Channel.
Covert, M. F., Asst. M. C. B., Swift Car Line, Arlington.
Cross, W. L., Asst. Rd. Foreman Engines, P. K. R.
Crow, C, Insp., P. R. R., Dennis.
Davidson, W. W.. Gen. For., P. R. R., Whittle.
Dawson, E. A., Mgr. Union Line, Penna. R. R., Dennis.
Deeter, Harry E., Ins. Shops, P. & R., 21 S. Arkansas Ave.
Dell, F. C. J., 'Vice-Pres. Office, Interborough R. T. Co.,

Ostend.
Deyo, L., Clerk Pur. Dept., N. Y. Cen. & H. R. R. R., Young's.
Driscoll, F. E., Clerk, Purchasing Dept., Erie R. R., Strand.
Esterley, E. C, Clerk, Mech. Dept., A. R. Co., Young's.
Farrady, W. H., Ch. CI. to V. P., P. R. R.. Brighton.
Farrell, J. F., Fur. Agt., Michigan Central R. R., Shelburne.
Farrington, A. S., Special Oppr., Reading. Monticello.
Farrington, R. J., Genl. Foreman, Reading R. R., Monticello.
Frauenthal, B. W., Sec. St. Louis Ry. Club, Sewickley.
Faust, L. P. B., Fman. Shop, Penna. R. R., Biscayne.
Fishe, Warren, H., Chief Engineer, Mexico Tramways Co., Chal-

fonte.

Fuller, Harry C, Marlborough-Blenheim.
Garland, Edward R., Clerk, Pur. Dept., Penna. R. R., Mullica.
Gossler, Geo. S., Erect. Foreman, P. & R., Wellsboro.
Garaghty, W. C, Air Drake Inspector, B. & O., Ryder.
Gardner, G. C, Genl. For. M. P., Penna. R. R., Dennis.
Henry, W W„ Ch. CI., Store Dept., P. R. R., Chalfonte.
High, O. K., Foreman Machine Shops, N. Y. P. & N.
Hodges, H. B., Pur. Agt., L. L R. R., Shelburne.
Hogen, C. C, Supt., Standard Oil Co., Young's.
Holmes. Harry, Pas. & Frt. Agt, Atlantic City Ry.
Hoist. W. A., Chief Clerk, Union Tank Line Co., Young's.
Hornig, E. O., Secy, to Gen. Pur. Agt., N. Y. Cen. Lines, Young's.
Howe, W. C, Supt, P. A. & McK. R. R. R., Marlborough-Blen-
heim

Hudson, W. R., Gen. Supt., Nov. Southern, Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

Hughes, T. E., Genl. Yardm aster, P. & L.-E. R. R., Francis.
Hugus, Geo., Foreman Car Shop, Atlantic Ref. Co., Young's.
Jackson, L., Secy., S. M. P., Penna. R. R., Jackson.
James, C. H„ Supt. Car Shop, S. O. Co., Young's.
Jones, W. F., Genl. Stkp., N. Y. Central. Young's.
Josias, H., Purchasing Agent. Cuba R. R. Co., Brighton.
Keegan, Geo., Asst. to V. P. & G. M., Interborough Rapid Tran-

sit Co., Ostend.
Keim, G. W., Supt. Car Shop. Atlas Ref. Co., Young's.
Keim, A. W.. Foreman Car Shops, Atlas Ref. Co., Young's.
Kelly, R. J., Foreman, Long Island R. R., Shelburne.
Koch. George B., Foreman Test Dept., P. R. R.. Windsor.
Lambert, W. H., Chief Inspector, Union Tank Line Co., Young's.
Long, M. A., Architect, B. & O. R. R., Traymore.
Luke. W. T., Gen. Storekeeper, Norfolk Southern, Iroquois.
Lewis, E. E., Foreman. P. R. R., New England.
McCarthy, J. H.. Mat. Agt., Penn. R. R., Young's.
McCracken. J. T.. Supt. Printin? Dept., Interboro R. T. Co.
McElroy, F., Asst. to Chief Clerk, Union Tank Line Co.,
Young's.

McGary. A.. Chief Electrician, N. Y^C. & H. R. R. R.. Young's.
McHenrey, W. E., Auditor, Cambri Terminal R. R., Seaside.
Mcintosh, F. G., Supt., A. R. Co.. St. Dennis.
McMunn. W. R., C. C. Sunt. R. S.. N. Y. C. Young's.
Maurer. W. R., M. E.. N. Y. N. H. & H.. Haddon Hall.
Macklin, H. C, P. As:t., Seaboard Air Line. Haddon Hall.
Mackrow. H. A., Asst. Chief Clerk, Union Tank Line Co.,
Young's.

Merkel, A. L.. Foreman. P. & R. Ry.
Miller. B. E.. M^s^er Painter. D. L. & W. R. R., Traymore.
Moran, E. L.. Foreman. B. & O.. Windall.
Morean. D. C.. Vice-Pres.. P. & Shawmont. Muncester.
Neubauer, J. G., General Manager, Solar Refinin? Co.. Young's.
Nichols. T.. Foreman Car Shop, Solar Ref. Co.. Young's.
Nichols, Howard M., Asst. Supt., Standard Oil Co., Young's,

Orcutt, R., Spec. Representative. Erie, Marlborough-I'lenheim.
I'aden, Cliarles, Foreman Car Shop, Vacuum Oil Co., Young's.
Parker, E. W., For. Erect. Shop, Penna., Continental.
Pliillii)pe, B. Pemberlon, Coal Agt., Pur. Dept, P. R. R., Shel-
burne.

PluTiimer, W. P., Pur. Agt., Mexico Northwestern Ry., Chal-
fonte.

Raiikui. Kobt, Secy,, C. N. O. & T. P., Private Car, Penna. R. R,
Tracks.

Reed, P. L., In.spector Pur. Dept, P. R. R.
Reese. 1). W., i'orenian, P. & R., Monticello.
Renker, C. H., Gen. For., D. & H.
Reifsteck, A. W., Secy., G. S. M. P., Illinois Central Ry.,

Young's.
Roberts, G. S., Test Dept, Penna. R. R., Penhurst
Roach, J. J., Smith Shop Foreman, B. & O. Ry., Young's.
Root, J. J., Jr., Draftsman, Union Tank Line Co., Young's.
Ross, W. H., Chief C. to Genl. Stk., N. Y. Cent., Buckingham.
Salt, H. S., M. M., Brazil Rwy., Chalfonte.
ScatChard, H., North & West Roanoke, Young's.
Schwag, M., M. M., Armour Car Lines, Marlborough-Blenheim,
Scott. Harry C, Machine Foreman, P. & R. Ry., Young's.
Smith, A. E., Mechanical Engineer, Union Tank Line Co.,

Young's.
Smith, Adam F., Stkpr., P. & R., Hamilton House.
Small. J. F., Ch. Clk. Pur. Agt.. Norfolk Southern Ry., Iroquois,

Spratt, Thos., Asst Pur. Agt., Islortolk a* wi-si rn, Traymore.
Sorve, K. B., Special Appr., Reading, Monticello.

Spangler, J. W., Foreman Car Shop, P. R. R., Dennis.
Stull, H. W., For. Machine Shop. Reading, Monticello.

Stone, H. L., Asst. Supt. Car Shop, S. O. Co., Young's.
Stenger, A., Foreman, P. R. R., Largemont.
Thompson, D., Loco. Inspector, B. & O. R. R., Schlitz.

Thorpe, C. N., Foreman Car Shop, Standard Oil Co., Young's.
Warner, F. R., Shop Foreman, B. & O. R. R., Whittley House.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The proposed company for the North Eastern Railway

has been favorably considered by the Russian Council of

Ministers. The object of the company is to construct and

exploit two railway lines intersecting each other near the

station of Egorschin; the first line going from Ekaterinburg

to Santkoflf in the Tobolsk government, the length being

about 200 miles. The second line begins at Alapaiefifsk to

finish at the station of Bogdanovitch on the Perm Railway:

length about 85 miles. The capital it is proposed shall be

issued in shares, $1,400,000, and government guaranteed 4

per cent, debentures, $15,000,000. The specific object of this

system is to serve the mining interests of the Ural moun-

tains, and it will also serve to bring the famous Irbit market

town into closer communication with tbe business world.

The Argentine government, through its Minister of Public

Works, has authorized the folowing lines to be opened to

public service: Buenos Aires to Pacific Railway—branches

from Ramales de Maza to Tres Lomas, and westward for

22 miles; Mendoza to La Cumbre, in the part between Las
Cuevas and the tunnel; Rawson to Arribenos, 37 miles, from

July 1, 1911. Central Argentine Railway—from Las Rosas

to Monte Grande, 20 miles; Canada de Gomez southwest-

ward, 18 miles; Carmen northwestwardly, 17 miles. Southern

Railway—from Alvear to Olavarria, 63 miles^ and branch

from same between kilometer 5, the south shore of the

Riachuelo and the central produce market; from Mar del

Plata to the Atlantic coast, 2 miles, and Florencio Varela

to Ezpeletea, 4 miles. On July 31, from Pringles to Corhue,

92 miles; Cooper to Cristiano Muerto, 40 miles; from Sep-

tember 20, Alvear to Pigue, 65 miles, and between Alvear

and Recargo, 42 miles; from December 31, between Con-
stitucion and kilometer 5, and on April 30, 1912, the Mar del

Plata station. For immediate service, Buenos Aires to

Rosario, 235 miles; from Salliquelo, 85 miles; to Asturias of

the line to La Plata, 55 miles; branch to Ludefia, 8 miles;

branch to Mataderos, 13 miles; branch from Pergamino to

Vedia, 75 miles. Central Cordoba—from July 31, the branch
to Rio Ceballos. Northern Argentine Railway—from Santo
Tome to Posadas. 55 miles.
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THE ANNUAL BASEBALL GAME.

The proud and haughty baseball banner of the effete East

was captured and dragged through the dust by those re-

doubtable Westerners at the Inlet Park grounds last Satur-

day afternoon, and the score of East, 15, West, 1, made
last year, was joyfully revenged. At the end of the fourth

inning, which settled it that the game could not be called

off, and in which Wildin broke his bat, the score was 7 to 5

in favor of the East, and the eastern rooters sent up to the

gods of the weather loud cries for rain.

But, like the gods of the priests of Baal in the scriptures,

those whom the East petitioned were, perhaps, deaf, or gone
on a long journey, or, mayhaps, indisposed to heed the

appeals of the wicked. At any rate, the rain didn't come;
the game went on; the score went up to East, 9, West, 5;

and then those terrible Westerners—Snow, Midgley, et al

—

fell on those effete Easterners; at the end of the sixth it

was East, 11, West, 12; at the end of the first half of the

looking procession that ever marched to one of the annual

ball games in connection with these conventions. Mayor
Stoy, of Atlantic City, led the van, followed by a squadron
of the city police. Then came the baseball band, 14 in

number and especially organized for the occasion, arrayed

in white sacque coats, cut low, with wide lapels, white

serge trousers with cuffs—both coats and trousers being

decorated with white pearl buttons—and white felt hats,

white canvas shoes and blue neckties. They looked mighty
fetching, did those band boys.

The ball teams followed, looking distinctlj' professional in

their nice new uniforms. The western players had white

flannel shirts, with blue collars, blue bands down the front,

and short sleeves with blue edges, and had the letter W
on the left breast. Their knickerbockers were of white

flannel, with a blue cord down the outer seams; their stock-

ings white, with blue stripes; their caps white, with blue

seams, blue buttons on top and blue visors.

The eastern players wore white flannel shirts, with red

The Parade on

seventh it was East, 12, West, 22; and darkness closed over

the field of carnage.

Because, owing to darkness, the game was stopped at the

end of the first half of the seventh, the 10 runs made in

it were not included in the ofificial score, which was an-

nounced as 11 to 12. But the loud explosion made by the

eastern team when it blew up in the seventh will continue,

just the same, to cast down the spirits of the East and to

gladden the hearts of the West. The baseball band persist-

ently played "O, Lord, How Dry I Am." The East regarded

it as referring to the weather. If it had only rained at the

end of the fourth or fifth—but it didn't until some time after-

ward!

It was a fine parade, a bully hand—of its kind—a big

crowd, and a corking game—also of its kind. The official

score, likewise, looks quite respectable; but, considering the

way things were going toward the last, the Lord only knows

Avhat it would have been like if nine innings had been

played.

The parade began forming at the Million Dollar Pier at

2 o'clock in the afternoon. It was the longest and finest

the Boardwalk.

collars and red bands down the front; short sleeves, with

red edges, and had the letter E in red in a red circle on

the left breast; white flannel knickers, with red cords down
the outer seams; white stockings, with red stripes, and white

caps, with red seams, red button on top and red visor.

The ball clubs were followed by teams of girl rooters,

led by masculine cheer leaders. The costumes of the ten

western rooters were white serge coats, skirt length, with

blue collars, blue cuffs and large pearl buttons on the front

of the coats and on the sleeves, and those of the eastern

rooters were white serge coats, skirt length, with red collars,

red cuffs, large pearl buttons on front of coat and sleeves.

The shade of blue used in the trimmings of the western

ball team's uniforms and in the costumes of both teams of

rooters was identical with that officially adopted by the

National Baseball League.

After the teams of rooters, came hundreds of conven-

tionites marching double file, and hundreds more being

wheeled in roller chairs. It was a glorious summer after-

noon when the parade started. The sun shone brilliantly on

the white of the uniforms; and yet it was not too hot to
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The Rooters' Teams.

'

Mr5. R. W. Barnett, Miss Mary Walsh, Miss Hazel Cumback.

The Base Ball Band.

Front row, left to right—Rosser, Violand, Bryant, Sharp, Taylor, Bird.

Bottom row. left to rights—Wilson, Gault. Sreda. Johnson, Ross. Ptlhod. Segrey.
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make walking unpleasantly warm. Never, perhaps, during
convention time did the Boardwalk present a more gala
appearance, or did a merrier crowd march along on it. And
the convention baseball parades have sometimes been led
by bands which, viewed from a purely aesthetic standpoint,
could make more tuneful music, but never was one led by
a band whose music was more enjoyed—at least by those

have been ample in past years, were provided, but the crowd
was so unprecedcntedly large that they were filled to over-
flowing. Those new musicians were certainly stuck on their
jobs. They tooted and thumped their bloomin' instruments
all the way to the grounds. Homer—or whoever it was—
wasn't more assiduous—and hardly less musical—in thumming
his bloomin' lyre.

The Eastern Ball Team.

tiottom—Ovtatt, Jr. (mascot).

who made it. Home-made cake made by a brand-new wife, The crowd that poured into the grand stand, on arrival

,1 . '\TuM d'f^^;ble as baker's cake; but it often is at the grounds, pretty comfortably filled it. in the lefhked a lot better by the fool man who eats it. It is the of the grand stand there was also a large number of autosame w.th home^,aked mus.c. Really, the music wasn't bad mobile parties. The eastern team of footers, whkh wasat all; but ,f it had been worse the crowd would have en- led by Cheer Leader R. B. Steele, of the American Van!joyed It almost as much just because it was home-grown. adium Company, was seated on the right of the grandThe procession marched to New York avenue, and there stand, and the western team of rooters, led by Cheer Leaderspecial cars were taken to Inlet Park. Cars, which would Harry Fuller, a son of President Fuller of the Master Mechanics'

The Western Ball Team.

Bottom Rouy—Galhnger, Fuller, Jr. (mascot).
'"uer. ^ciniait.
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Association, was .siaUd oii llu- Utt hand sidr of the grand
stand.

The band was statioiUHl between them. It speedily grew
reckless abont the present state and fnture prospects of its

soul and began to play "What the 11 Do We Care!"
There was no place handy at which to wet its collective

whistle after this exertion; and Leader J. Will Johnson
struck up "O Lord, How Dry We Arc," in which the other
musicians joined with hearty alacrity and which they made
the favorite ditty of their repertoire.

Tile West went first to bat. with Jeffrey pitching and
Oviatt catching for the East. When the East came to bat
Bowles, pitcher, and Gallingcr, catcher, composed the West's
batterj'. Jeffrey was wild at first, but he rapidly warmed
up, and before the second inning was over was pitching
good ball. At the beginning of the sixth inning, when the
score was West, 5, East, 9, Captain Nellis took him out and
put in Bradford. The westerners soon got onto his curves,

and began to wallop the ball all over the field. The east-

erners never did get so familiar with Bowie's throwing. In
consequence at the end of the sixth, while the westerners
had raised their score to 12, the East had increased its runs
only to IL Martin was substituted for Bradford, but those
westerners also speedily landed on him. Bowles pitched
throughout for the West and, like Jefifrey for the East, did
a thoroughly workmanlike job after he got well warmed up.

Oviatt Ready to Swat for His Boss.

An incident of the game which will go thundering down
baseball history to the remotest ages happened when George
Wildin broke his bat. It was in the second half of the

third inning. O'Brian and Stephenson were on bases. Then
up stepped the mighty Wildin. A hush fell over the field.

The great Wildin looked defiance at Pitcher Bowles, and
Pitcher Bowles looked some considerable defiance at him.
Then Bowles let 'er drive. The sphere bizzed through the
air. There was a terrific crash. And then the fragments of
the mighty stick of the Mighty Wildin went sailing through
tlie circumambient atmosphere, one piece chasing the ball

over Bowles's head out toward center field. The crowd
jumped up and yelled its head of?; the band played "Hail
to the Chief," the cheer girls set up loud cries for pieces of
the historic stick for souvenirs; and the Great Wildin cir-

culated around the bases like a son-of-a-gun. If Wildin'-;

I)at hadn't broken the ball would be going yet.

.A-S the game progressed the members of the band grew
drier and drier, and, at last, between the halves of the

fourth, W. W. Rosser, Joe Taylor and Charles J. Pilliod

marched out into the diamond playing their favorite air.

There were very few disputes that amounted to anything.

One was in the first half of the sixth inning, when Umpire
Cade called Gallinger out for turning to the left on round-
ing first base. Midgley and other western players objected
vigorously to this ruling, and it was incorrect, as Umpire
Cade subsequently conceded. However, as the West won,
anyway it did no harm.

Tile following is a soiiiewlial detailed account of liie game
by innings:

IIRST INNIN(;.

The hostilities began with the West at bat and Tarleton
up. Pitcher Jeffrey almost beaned him with the first thrown
ball, but he ducked it shiftily. When Jeffrey thoughtfully

hesitated about shooting again, some fan yelled, "Tlirow

tlie ball, and play to-morrow." Jefifrey evidently had a slight

case of stage fright and was wild, and Tarleton walked.

The Band in Action.

Potter was next to bat, and made a one-base hit. O'Brian

tried to stop Tarleton at second, but was unsuccessful in

his effort to catch the ball with his shin, and Tarleton finally

scored. Midgley made a one-bagger to center, and Snow
poled a long drive between second and third. Bowles
walked. Gallinger distinguished himself by being the first

hatter to fan, and he vainly beat the air on a third strike

several times afterward, just as a pneumatic tool man con-

sistently should. Jefifrey continued wild throughout the

inning; but, as later developments showed, he was just warm-
ing up to his work.

Beaumont was the first batter for the East, and Bowles,
who was pitching for the West, promptly pickled him on

Heckling the Umpire.

the patella, which gave him first. Hibbard fouled, and was
caught out. When O'Brian failed to hit it, somebody yelled:

"Get a tennis racquet," and when he tried to get to first on
the ground that he had been hit with a pitched ball, the

Western crowd bawled, "Baby, baby!" This made him mad,

and he hit 'er hard to left. He got caught ofif second, but

by a pretty slide got back safely. Stephenson struck out.

When Wildin came to bat the crowd cheered wildly, and a

bunch of eastern rooters sang: "Every little railway has

a movement all its own." He was nicked on the wrist and

I
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given first, which caused him to throw away his bat in

mighty disgust. Martin made a hit into left and brought
in O'Brian. Wildin, in trying to steal third, ran like a Mallet

with a down hill pull, but got caught 30 feet from the base.

SECOND INNING.

Tarleton started the second inning with a foul into the
.ur.Hvl-trmd. Hx iatt covered yards of ground to get Tarle-

ton's foul, but missed it, and the

crowd advised him to acquire

a basket. Stephenson in center

was waiting for Tarleton's high
tly and coppered it. Potter al-

most knocked a hole in the

fence, got safely to first, and
ilnally scored. Midgley patient-
ly waited for a good one and
swatted it past the short stop
for a single. He made a beau-
tiful slide to second, but missed
his connection with the bag and

II fy' ^5^5^ O'Brian touched him out, inci-

\1\1 I VW
dentally yanking his left leg to

WW 1 \\V
right angles with his right one.

Snow found the sphere, as usual,

as did Bowles also, but Bowles

Tarleton was First at Bat.

got caught at second, putting the western team

out, with one score for the inning.

Oviatt come first to bat for the East, and

hit a slow one to short stop. Tarleton

threw him out at first. Jones repeated the

play made by Oviatt and also was thrown

out at first. Schwartz, playing first, made
a beautiful recovery of a high throw in time

to get his man, and Bowles, now using

great speed, struck out Jeffrey on three

pitched balls, and retired the side.

THIRD INNING. „ ,Schwartz
Sechrist, Schwartz and Gallinger were

mowed down in rapid succession, no scores being made.

The pitchers had now warmed up to their work and both

teams were playing good ball. Beaumont fanned the air

for the second time and Passmore said "Strike 2." The
next looked like a bad one, but Passmore called the batter

out on three strikes. Hibbard lined a beauty to deep cen-

ter that would have been good for a home run had it not

been for the fence. He got two bases. O'Brian pasted the

first ball pitched to deep left, on which Hibbard raced home,

O'Brian reaching second on the throw in. Stephenson hit

for a single in short left and reached second when a plaj'

was made for O'Brian at third, both batters being safe.

Then came the historic incident when Wildin hit 'er with

such might tKat he broke his bat. He lined the ball out to

center and reached third base when the sphere was thrown
past the catcher. Stephenson and O'Brian scoring ahead of

him. Wildin followed over the plate on the next ball, which

was a wild pitch. Martin sent a high fly that was taken in

left field. Oviatt hit a high bounder to third base on which
he reached first safely. Tones struck out tinder protest, re-
tiring the side.

FOURTH INNING.

Downing walked to first on four balls. Downing had sec-
ond base stolen, but in his anxiety, overran the bag and
was touched out by O'Brian, who straddled him to keep him
from escaping. Tarleton fanned on trying to dodge a fierce

inshoot. Powers hit a swift grounder to short stop, but was
thrown out at first.

Jeffrey tried twice to bunt his way to first, but failed. He
then went out on third strike, but had to be thrown out, as
the catcher dropped the throw. Beaumont was hit with the
ball and walked. He got all the way around to third on
passed balls and wild throws. He scored when Hibbard
was thrown out at first by Midgley. O'Brian hit an easy
grounder to short stop and was thrown out at first.

FIFTH INNING.

Pitcher Jeffrey objected to a used ball and was given a
new one. Midgley hit to deep center, but the ball was gath-
ered in by Stephenson. In his eagerness to get to first,

Midgley fell and got the laugh. Snow hit one so fast

through short that the short stop couldn't see the ball, and
got two bases by a beautiful slide to sec-

ond. He stole third without even drawing
a throw from the catcher. Bowles struck
out, and the side was retired when Sechrist
hit a fast grounder to short and was thrown
out at first.

Stephenson hit a fast ball through the
pitcher. Midgley made a fine throw, but
the runner beat it out and was called safe
at first. Immediately afterward Stephen-
son's snoring at first attracted the pitcher's

attention, and when the base runner awak-
ened he was out. Somebody yelled, "Get
an alarm clock." Wildin hit an easy roller

to the second baseman, who had plenty of

Expectant.

time, but who made a wild

toss past first base, on

which Wildin, running like

a New Haven electric en-

gine, reached second. Mar-
tin hit a fast one down to

second and was safe at

first, Wildin advancing to

third. Martin stole second
without drawing a throw.

Oviatt, used to the every
day job of assisting his

boss. Wildin, now hit a

swift one down to short

stop; Tarleton lost his bal-

ance and threw the ball

home too late to catch the Sechrist, the Ex-Giant.
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niiiiicr; and Wildin arrived homo. Oviatt went to third and
Martin .scored on two wild heaves. Flemniing, batter in

place of Jone.s, hit a weak gronndcr to the pitcher and was
thrown out at first. Jeffrey hit a slow one to short slop

and was thrown ont at first on a close play.

SlXril INNING.

Sontiipaw l>railford was now put in the bo.x. for the East.

Schwartz hit a liner to left field. Fleinining allowed it to

go through his legs, and it went for a three base hit. Gall-

inger dropped an easy roller to Bradford, the pitcher, who
held his man at third and then threw wild to first, Schwartz
scoring and Gallinger going to second. Gallinger was called

out by Umpire Cade for turning to the left on round-

ing first base. Midgley and
other Western players vio-

lently protected that that

rule is now obsolete, but

Cade stood pat, and Gallin-

ger had to wTilk to the

bench. Captain Hammond,
who was now in the game,
hit a single to right field and
was safe at first. Downing
followed with a single and all

I lie second out. I'leniniiiig hit a sino«Jtli bounder straight to

first Baseman Schwartz and was out at first, retiring the

side with the bases full.

SKVIiNTIl INNING.

I laiiiinond made 6 fouls in rapid succession, his fondness

lor poultry suggesting that at some time he had been a

Methodist parson. He finally hit a short fly ball that was
gathered in by the catcher. Tarleton hit an easy roller to

second base, but was safe on an error by First Baseman
Wildin. Tarleton stole second on a wild throw to catch

him napping at first. Jones took Wildin's place at first,

Wildin's finger having been split by a thrown ball. Potter

hit for a double to left and reached first on a bad throw.

Tarleton scoring. Midgley walked to

first on four wide ones, and went to sec-

ond on the first ball pitched without

drawing a throw. Snow nailed it, and
Flemming muffed it, Potter scoring and
Midgley going to third. Bradford went
U) second on the throw in. Bowles
bunted safely and the bases were ifull.

Sechrist hit a slow little sneaking safe

If Nellis HAD Played. Bowles Ogling a Bee-Liner. He's a Warm Snow.

hands were safe. Downing running to second on the throw

in. Tarleton hit safely. Potter tried to hit the Durham bull

sign, and almost did so. Midgley hit safely, as did Snow

and Bowles. Sechrist and Schwartz singled. Gallinger

struck out, retiring the side, and seven juicy runs were

checked up for the West.

George A. Nicol took Beaumont's place at the bat. He
hit a slow grounder to short and beat it to first, stole sec-

ond, and went to third on a passed ball. Hibbard hit a sharp

grounder and raced to first, scoring Nicol. O'Brian hit past

short stop for a single, sending Hibbard to second. Stephen-

son singled, advancing the runners. Wildin walked, filling

the bases. Martin spoiled two good ones after having three

balls and two strikes and drew a pass to first, forcing in

O'Brian. Bradford struck out with the bases full, making

ball to third and everybody advanced a base. Schwartz

struck out. Gallinger hit to Second Baseman O'Brian, who
waited too long before throwing, and everybodj-- was safe,

the bases being still full. Hammond walked on four balls,

Bowles being forced in for another run. Tarleton batted for

the second time during the inning. Tarleton hit for a single

and sent two men over the plate ahead of him. He reached

second on the throw in and Hammond perched on third.

Potter was beaned by a pitched ball and walked to first,

filling the bases again. Midgley hit to left for two bases,

Hammond and Tarleton racing over the plate. Snow
knocked an easy grounder to third and the tlhird baseman

touched the bag, thinking that he could force Midgley who
had been resting on second, but Midgley rushed back to

second and all hands were safe, the bases still being full.

I

1
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Hammond Alert for a Fly.

After Gallinger Had Thrown One.

O'Brian Beaming on the Pitcher.

Mldgley on the Slide.

O'Brian on Top at Second. Passmore Bossing the Job.
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lU)Vvlos struck out, retiring the side witli tlio bases full, and

10 runs were chalked up fur this inniii}.; However, they

were not included in the ofllcial score.

Snow Winging it to First.

The following is the score by innings: 12 3 4 5 6
West 4 1 7—1 2*

East 2 4 1 2 2—1

1

DETAILED SCORE CARD.

EAST.
AB. R. 1b. PC. A. E. SB. SH.

Beaumont, 3b 1 2 1 2

Nicol, 3b 1 1 1 1

nibbard, ss 3 1 1 3 1 1

O'Brian, 2b 4 3 3 3 1

Stephenson, of, c 4 1 3 7

Wildin, lb 2 2 2 5 2 1

Martin, rf, lb, p 3 1 2 1 1 1

Oviatt, lb 3 2 5 2

Jones, rf 2 2 1

Flemming, If 1

Jeffrey, p. cf 30000 00
Bradford, p, lb 1 1

Total 28 11 14 21 8 7 5 1

WEST.
AB. R. 1b. PO. a. E. SB. SH.

Tarleton, ss 5 4 2 1 3 1

Potter, 3b 4 4 2 1

Midgley, 2b 5 3 4 2 2
Snow, cf 6 3 3 3

Bowles, p 5 3 2 3 1

Sechrist, If, rf 4 1 1 1 1

Schwartz, lb 5 1 2 8 1

Gallinger, c 5 1 8 1

Hammond, rf 2 2 1

Downing, If 1

Total 42 22* 17 18 9 9 1

Earned runs—East, 11; West, 9.

Two-base hits^Hibbard, 1; Midgley, 2.

Three-base hit—Schwartz.
Bases on balls—By Jeffrey, 4; by Bradford, 0; by Martin, 1; by

Bowles, 2.

Hit by pitcher—Beaumont, 2; Potter, 1.

Wild pitches—Jeffrey, 2.

Passed balls—Oviatt, 1; Gallinger, 2.

Struck out—By Jeffrey, 7; by Bradford, 3; by Bowles, 7.

Left on bases—East, 5 ; West, 6.

Hits off pitchers—Jeffrey, 4 in 5 innings; Bradford, 9 in 1 inning;

Martin, 4 in 1 inning.
*The difference here shown is because' the first half of the seventh

inning was played, although not counted in the official score.

Charles E. Fuller, Jr.; East, Harold E. Oviatt. The official

score card keepers were, East, Harry O. Fettinger, Clement

Kestein Co.; West, Louis Pelletier, Machinery.

The base ball band was composed of the following: J.

Will Johnson (leader), I'yle National Electric Headlight

Co., cornet; Charles J. Pilliod, Pilliod P>rothcrs Co., B fiat

clarionet; Mark A. Ross, Pylc National Electric Headlight

Co., cornet; George W. Bryant, Thos. Prosser & Son, alto;

W. E. Sharp, Armour I-ines, alto; W. W. Rosser, T. H.

Symington Co., bass; Jos. W. Taylor, secretary, M. C. B.

and M. M. Associations, baritone; Fred M. Nellis, Westing-

house Air Brake Co., slide trombone; C. W. Bird, Jenkins

Bros., snare drum; F. L. Gault, Nathan Mfg. Co., slide trom-

bone; Joseph Violand, Crane Co., bass drum; Philip Sreda,

American Arch Company, E clarionet; L. F. Wilson, Railway

List.

The rooters team for the West was led by Harry Fuller,

and that for the East by R. B. Steele. The rooters were
Mrs. L. R. Phillips, Miss Edith Tewkesbury, Mrs. S. W.

Just Before Wildin Broke His Bat.

The umpires were, West, H. E. Passmore, T. & Co.; East,

W. E. Cade, Frank A. Barbey Co. The mascots were. West,

Wildin and the Fragments.

Midgley, Miss Verona Pratt, Mrs. A. L. Whipple, Mrs. R.

H. Weatherly, Miss Lydia Brannon, Miss Virginia Garstang.

Miss Helen Grove, Miss Elizabeth Magraw, Mrs. W. S.

Furry, Miss Mabel Garstang, Miss Clara Furry, Mrs. B. H.

Forsyth, Mrs. A. C. Langston, Miss Little, Mrs. Burnett.

Miss Mary Walsh, and Miss Hazel Cumback.

The committee in charge of the game was composed of

Charles M. Knill, chairman; Fred M. Nellis, Harry S. Ham-
mond, Thomas Farmer, Jr., Herbert Green, W. S. Furry, and

Frank Martin.

THE WINNING TEAM.

To the gallant winners of the struggle belong rightly the

honors of victory. It will be of interest to recount the pre-

vious base ball history of its members and their early train-

ing to reach the pinnacle of fame which they achieved on

.Saturday.

Hammond (captain) thought more of base ball all througli

his school days than any other game. He was on everi'

team on which he could get a place and preferred first base.

His last playing was in a county league embracing the city

of Pittsburgh, in which he lived.

Midgley had four years on a team in the Cook County

(Hlinois) league, being its captain the last two years; was

three years on the Lewis Institute of Technology (Chicago)
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The Batter Beat Stephenson to It.

Downing Telling How
Happened. Midgley on His Way.

team, of which he was captain; and has played the past nine

consecutive years as a member of the Western team at the

M. M. and M. C. B. conventions.

Bowles pitched four years on the Cornell University team,

and was its captain in his senior year.

Tarleton played second base in the Weatherly, Pa., team in

the Lehigh Valley league. The team was the champion and

flew the pennant during the two years in which he was on it.

Snow was one of the greatest all-around athletes of the

University of Michigan. He was a leading foot ball and bass

ball player in his four years there; captained both teams, and

was picked by Walter Camp for the 1901 All-American foot ball

team.

Potter was a member of the Nassau team of Princeton Col-
lege for three years.

Allen was third baseman three years in the Beloit, Wisronsm.
college team in the Western league.

Forsyth was captain of the Bankers' Athletic Club (Chi-
cago) team in the Bankers' Base Ball league for two years.

Downing played ball "just for fun," as he says, in and
around Toledo, Ohio.

Schwartz was with the Davenport (Iowa) team in the

Three-I League for three years.

Gallinger was with the Watertown (Wisconsin) team for

two years.

Sechrist was with the Cincinnati (professional) team in.

.^

Forsyth Rooting on the Side Lines. Few Escaped Potter. Jeffrey a Little Wild.
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Forsyth Meant Well.

"O Lord, How Dry We Are!"
(Rosser, Taylor and Pilliod on Parade.)

Cade Watching It. Gallinger Expecting It. Beaumont Swatting It.

J ^r\
)^

Midgley Putting It on Martin at Second.
Badford Wondef-ing if It's Foul or

Fair.
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1894; was with the New Orleans (.Southern League) team in

1894-95 as pitcher; with the Norfolk, Va., team in 1896, when
it won the pennant; was on the New Bedford, Mass., team
in 1897; on the Hartford, Conn., team in 1897, and was
drafted by the New York Giants in 1899.

NOTKS OF THE GAME.

The base ball band did all its practicing in Chicago up to

the time it arrived in Atlantic City. It began its practice

work—and it was work, believe u>—in a Masonic lodge room

on the south side in Chicago. The neighbors linally raised

such a rumpus that it had to move to the office of W. E.

Sharp, of the Armour Car Lines, in the Union Stock Yards;

and tliere most of its repertoire was learned. Joe Taylor

says the neighbors at the stock yards did not protest, mainly

because the noises it made harmonized so well with those

to which they were accustom-ed.

Ikauinoiit i> certainly an enthusiastic worker. He keeps

V^
A Few of the Fans.

on practicing, not only up to the game, but even during the

game. Along about the fourth inning he practiced a slide

to third, the ball not having yet left the center fielder's

hands.

Did you ever have more than one ball when you met up

in the vacant lot over by the grocer's? Where would our

race be if we did not revere the memories of our youth?

So we applaud the committee for upholding tradition of

democratic simplicity in providing only two base balls for

the game.

Oviatt After a Bounder. George Wildin took off 35 lbs. in the five weeks he prac-

ticed for the game, but he kept enough weight to insure a

high factor of adhesion. There was no wheel slipping when
he wanted to get under way.

;^,i#i*''

Nichol Defying the
Pitcher.

Sorrowful Wildin and His
Broken Bat. Anyway, the Mascots Remained Friendly.

The Scene of the Hostilities.
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lU'rt Waycott did his best to have tlic haiijo playing Mai?.

included in the band, but on second thought he decided that

there were enouj^h of that kind of players in it without them.

Oviatt, junior, warmed up Oviatt, senior, on the sidelines;

and it looked as if he might be able to whip the old man in

a game of burn out.

The public little knows what a cataslropiu' tiic brcakiuK

of that bat was. We found Mr. Wildin clasping to his bosom

such splinters as he had saved from the souvenir hunter?.

We dried his tears and begged him to tell us all. "It was

one among a thousand," he said, at last. "I knew it when

it was young; only big enough to play one-o-cat with. With

loving care I trained it up and taught it all I knew. There

will never be such another."

The two ball teams and the western and eastern teams of

rooters went to and returned from Inlet Park in a handsome

new Electric Car furnished through the courtesy of A. A.

Thresher, Chief Engineer of the Federal Storage Battery

Company. The car, of double truck design, was sent under

its own power from Jersey City to Atlantic City especially

for the occasion.

SOME "iFS" BY THE EASTERN TEAM.

Were the players on the Eastern team to give voice to

their leehngs after Saturday's game, they might individually

be quoted as follows:

Pitcher Jeffreys: If Nellis had let me finish the game I

would have given th'cm goose eggs to the end.

Pitcher Bradford: If those Westerners aren't the hardest

hitting bunch I ever saw, I'm no judge.

Harry Oviatt: If there's any more ball playing for the

Oviatt family the kids'll have to do it.

George Wildin: If my bat hadn't broke they would have had

to field the ball from the Inlet in a row boat.

Tom O'Brian: If we had only half the luck the westerners

had we would have won hands down.

Leonard Hibbard: If that wasn't the roughest diamond in

the neighborhood, I'd like to see the worst.

Cliff Beaumont: If I hadn't been hit on the knee with a

pitched ball, I'd been able to play my game.

"Bart" Stephenson. If those Chelsea hoodlums hadn't hoo-

dooed my bat I would have had a home run each time up.

Fred Jones : If I'd known the game was to have class, I'd

have trained harder.

Frank Martin: If I'd done all the pitching those westerners

would have had a string of goose eggs.

Capt. Fred Nellis: If I'd had a second fly I suppose I'd have

muffed it like I did the first.

George Nichol: If I'd only reduced ten pounds more in weight,

I'd have played my old game.

Charlie Gilman: If that fly had been a little closer I think I

could have caught it.

The team in chorus: If we could only play the game over

again we would surely win.

Retrospect is generally interesting, especially when applied

to an important event like Saturday's base ball game and

given by the head of the defeated team. We quote an opin-

ion expressed by Captain Nellis of the Eastern team sub-

stantially as follows: "We lost because the Western team

played better ball in general. They went up into the air

early in the game, but came down in reasonable time. We
delayed our ascension, but when once up nothing could bring

us down except the calling of the game. Jeffrey was a trifle

wild in the opening inning, but soon steadied down and

pitched gilt-edge ball. He had found the curves the West-

erners could not hit and was successfully feeding them up

when he gave way in the sixth to Bradford, according to

an agreement between the two when they "signed up" that

each should pitch his hall ut the game. Jeffrey's disappoint-

ment was keen, I know, but as the game was one of good
fellowship and not solely to win, the agreement between

the two pitchers compelled Jeffrey's retirement at a time

when he was going strongly at his best. Under other cir-

cumstances it would ^lave been inexcusable to take out a

winning pitcher. In the sixth inning a break of luck in the

Westerner's favor and weakened support by the Eastern

team wrongly reflected against Bradford's work. Many of

the batted balls were either fumbled, poorly fielded or

actually muffed, as an analysis of the game will show; fur-

ther, I believe the three retired batters in the sixth inning

were put out on strikes. Beaumont, one of our best players,

was struck by a pitched ball on the knee in the first inning

and was obliged to retire in the fifth because of the injury.

Wildin also retired in the fifth because of a split finger.

Martin, who relieved Bradford, received a little better sup-

port and finally succeeded in stopping the Westerner's fierce

batting rally."

SOCIETY .\T THE (lAME.

Society was out irt full force for the great occasion. Gaily

decorated automobiles and roller chairs, with flying flags at-

tached, carried many of the "400" from the pier and the Bo;ird-

walk hotels. At the Inlet Park the automobiles were stationed

along the west side of the park adjoining the grand stand.

Among the many parties in automobiles noticed by the society

editor of the Railway Age Gazette and his corps of assistants

were the following

:

Mr. C. L. Mellor, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Fuller, Miss Mary

Fuller, Mr. C. E. Fuller. Jr., Mr. Harry Fuller.

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Walsh, Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Walbank,

Mr. Frank J. Walsh.

Mr. J. E. Meek, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hubbel, Mr. and Mrs.

J. C. Younglove,

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Montgomery, Dr. C. W. Gould, Miss

Ruth Gould, Mr. Clarence Rood.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Leach, Mr. and Mrs. C B. Young,

Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Smith.

Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Chaffee,

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Walsh, Mr. C. W. Edwards, second, Mr.

W. A. Le Brun.

Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Flory, Mrs. F. O. Brazier, Mr. Charles

H. Scarritt.

Mr. Edward E. Gold, Mrs. T. H. Russum, Mrs. W. S.

Chamberlain, Mrs. Lloyd A. Sheatz, Mr. F. H. Smith.

Senator and Mrs Clarence Wolf.

H. S. Hayward, Jr., A. V. Lyle.

C. Fred Elliott, Frank Sherritt.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Blanchard, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S.

Blanchard.

Mr. C. S. Hawley, ^Tr. W. S. Hammond, Mr. and Mrs.

H. L. Hawley.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarke P. Pond.

Mr. Edwin H. Baker. Mr. C. C. Steinbrenner, Mr. Daniel

-M. Brady, Mr. Harry D. Vought, Mr. Frederick A. Guild.

Mr. W. O. Duntley, Mr. Thomas Aldcorn, night mayor of

Atlantic City, Mr. George E. Molleson, Mr. Huntley Gilbert.

Mr. J. W. Dalman, Mr. Frank Moore, Mr. William Gibson,

Mr. Robert A. Bole, Mr. Edward Kneeland.

Mr. J. R. EUicott, Mr. and Mrs. Fred F. Small, Miss Sweet.

Mr. A. L. Humphrey, Mr. T. L. Burton, Mr. S. J. Kidder.

Mrs. J. F. Deems, Mrs. J. E. Meek, Miss Carrie Emery, Mr.

and Mrs. C. H. Boaz.

Mr. T. L. Dodd, Mrs. L. F. Wilson, Miss Alice Mooney, Mr.

and Mrs. B. E. Clements. Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Gloss, Mr. Frank

Cheesman.

Mr. C. R. Cummings. Mrs. Rebecca McKinley, Mr. F. D. Ly-

man.

Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. G. T. T.add, Mr.

and Mrs. C. D. Young.
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GlonbenttouaUttes.

Ask Bert Waycott if quality really is appreciated.

Both Staff and Allen had the nerve to say that the honors

were wholly unexpected!

Conventions were invented to show a man what a really

decent lot of fellows his competitors are.

F. W. Hodges, of lubricator fame, is one of the latest

arrivals. He is staying at the Marlborough-Blenheim.

Dan Brady came down Thursday night, to borrow a

pencil. Now that he's here, he'll probably stick around for

a while and see the place.

Fred and Robert Shults, sons of Charles Shults, are mak-
ing their first visit to these meetings. Mrs. Shults and Miss

Marjorie are with them.

A. A. Burkhardt, assistant general foreman of the car de-

partment of the New York Central at West Albany, N, Y.,

came in on Friday to spend a few days.

George N. Sweringen, the famous and successful expert

on convention balls, expresses unqualified appreciation and

approval of the M. M. ball. George says, "It was chawming."

H. S. Demarest, who has been traveling through Germany,
Italy and France for several months, leaves England for

New York, June 24.

It will interest the friends of Robert J. Gross, formerly

executive vice-president of the American Locomotive Com-
pany, to know that he is now president of the United States

Radiator Company.

C. W. Cross, superintendent of apprentices of the New
York Central Lines, returned to New York for one day to

attend the graduation exercises at Pratt Institute, his son

being one of the graduates.

VV. G. Gove, superintendent of equipment of the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit, made a hurried visit of twenty-four hours,

for the sole purpose of seeing the exhibit at the pier. He
was accompanied by his son, Kenneth.

Isaac T. Johnson is visiting the conventions for the first

time this year, accompanied by Joseph M. Brown. Mr.

Johnson is president of the Johnson Manufacturing Com-
pany.

W. P. Plummer, purchasing agent of the Mexico North-

western, spent Saturday here, presumably in order to get

an idea as to what sort of base ball equipment to buy for

peons to keep them amused when no revolution is going on.

J. W. Fogg, master mechanic of th^e Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago Terminal, has a little girl about six weeks old, which

has a fine head of hair and eyes to match those of its

father.

James E. Forsyth, president of the recently organized

Mid-Western Car Supply Company, who has been a regular

attendant at the conventions for many years, was an early

arrival. He is registered at the Chalfonte.

J. A. McRae, mechanical engineer of the Michigan Central,

was not quoted just right in the discussion on main and

side rods on Thursday, when he was reported as saying:

"It is the practice on some roads to put a fillet on cranks."

The words "side rods" should be substituted for the word
"cranks."

D. O. Ward, Chicago, an old-timer at the conventions, who

takes pride in the fact that he is a man of his word, yesterday

claimed to have almost instantly recognized in the person of

D. D. Mallory, of the Galena-Signal Oil Company, a boy-

friend and school mate whom he had not seen in 40 years.

G. W. Rink, mechanical engineer of the Central of New
Jersey, is another one of the small group of the younger
men who are showing an active interest in the work of the

association by taking part in the discussions on the floor

of the convention.

This is Stanley W. Midgley's ninth consecutive year as a

member of the Western base ball team. "Midge" has done fine

work (tho' it's all play) for the West, having captained several

winning teams; but he says that he will play only one year more,

and then quit on account of old age.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Fowler and family will not visit the

conventions this year and their absence will be noticed.

This is on account of Mr. Fowler's health, which has not

been good of late. He resided in Southern California all

the past winter.

If you want to see an Irishman in action, just get Mike
Franey, assistant master mechanic of the Lake Shore, to

tell you about the forgings they make at the CoHinwooJ
shops. Poor Joe Chidley, in spite of his talking ability,

cannot find a chance to get in a word and simply has to

stand by and try to look pleasant.

Tiffany's window at Christmas never showed to brighter or

better advantage than the imposing, scintillating, collection of

badges on the manly breast of W. H. Bliss. This sparkling

display is set off by a background consisting of a soft, but

not too subdued, checked suit, and topped by one of the

whitest felt hats at the convention.

Charles P. Williams, eastern agent of the Chicago Rail-

way Equipment Company, and his near namesake, Charles H.

Williams, Jr., of the same company, are again with us. Their

abundant supply of cheerfulness and earnestness of purpose

in the interests of their organization seems each year to be

inexhaustable.

Prof. Edwin C. Schmidt, professor of railway engineering

at the University of Illinois, is attending the conventions.

He is registered at Haddon Hall. Prof. Schmidt is one of

the university men who seldom miss the conventions; and

the very practical and effective work he does is no doubt

in large part due to this.

Among the government officers who have visited the ex-

hibits was Admiral Schley. He and Mrs. Schley spent most

of Saturday morning on the pier. After making a round of

the exhibits under the escort of C. E. Postlethwaite, the

Admiral and Mrs. Schley held a reception in the booth of

the Pressed Steel Car Company, where they met a number

of prominent railway and railway supplymen.

The Daily has been served with papers in a suit for libel.

It seems that our statement about Alex. Brown's year-old

Parisian importation was O. K.; but he declares most

emphatically that he was not in Maxim's that night. His

defense is merely a technicality. The truth is, it was the

morning of June 18, to be accurate. Our expression, "the

night of June 17," was a euphemism.

H. J, Bentley was reported as saying that tests on the

superheater engines on the Chicago & North Western

showed a saving of 35 per cent., when the paper on superheat

was under discussion on Thursday. He really said 25 pet

cent.; but apparently the stenographer, or linotype operator,

wanted to make it sound better, so increased it by 10 per

cent.

H. J. Small, superintendent of motive power of the

Southern Pacific, went earnestly to work immediately on

his arrival, as has been his custom for many years. His

counsel in the discussions of papers, and his informative

views on mechanical matters are always listened to with

interest. This year Mr. Small is accompanied by his sons,

Charles and Albert, and his daughter, Miss Barbara Small.
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On account of important business matters, J. E. Muhl-

feld will not be able to respond to the roll-call at Atlantic

City this year. His non-attendance at the deliberations of

both conventions will be felt by the members. Since the

conventions of last year, Mr. Muhlfeld has been appointed

vicc-prosidont and general manager of the Kansas City

Southern, a fitting tribute to his ability. He is now chiefly

engaged in important improvement work on his road.

Jack Fogg, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio at

South Chicago, HI., is lonesome. Anyone can notice his

condition the moment he sees him; but in case your mental

capacity is greatly overtaxed with other matters. Jack will

tell you he is lonesome. If you are still in doubt, he will

prove it to you. And the proof is his statement, that this

year Mrs. Fogg is not with him—and then Jack will show

you a fine photograph of a little Fogg who arrived only

three weeks ago.

It is to be regretted that Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Graham will

not come to Atlantic City this year. Mr. Graham's im-

portant duties as assistant general manager of the first

district of Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation

Company compel him to remain. It will be noted that

Mr. Graham, like Mr. Filler, of the Union Pacific, no longer

fears the title superintendent motive power, his road, like

the Union Pacific, having recently been reorganized under

the Hine system. However, he remains charged with the

duties of the mechanical department.

Mayor Franklin P. Stoy of Atlantic City, an honorary

member of the X Club, composed of ex-officers of the Rail-

way Supply Manufacturers' Association, is more and more
in evidence each year as a willing worker in making the

conventions successful. Just before the arrival of the M. M.

convention hosts this year, he wrote to a Chicago member
of the X Club as follows: "The coming to Atlantic City each

year of the M. M.'s and M. C. B.'s is like meeting your

family relations; and I am counting the days when I can

welcome you all and wear my X pin, of which I am very

proud."

Walter E. Coffin, who pursues the coy coupler contract

to the farthermost ends of the earth, is not here this year.

The first hint that he had flitted again come on a post card

marked "Lisboa," and having on it other suggestions of

Portugal. The word it conveyed was, "Left Cleveland in

April for South America via England, France and Spain.

Will be back some time in August." After a reasonable time

came another card from Buenos Aires, Argentine. This

gave a brief itinerary covering Chili, Uruguay, Brazil and

a few places like that, and. after expressing regret that he

could not meet his old friends now at Atlantic City, he

wound up thus: "I have Mrs. Coffin along. Yes. W. E. C."

Now what kind of a way is that to break real news? Coffin

has long had the reputation of being what the English call

a "sly old top," when there were any coupler orders in the

offing. He has been known to walk out of a purchasing

agent's office with the order for couplers in his pocket and

not tip oflF the bunch of waiting salesmen; but to break the

news of his marriage when he is too far away to be reached,

is the quintessence of sly old topness.

The absence from the staff of The Daily this year of Mrs.

George Tebo, (nee Miss Jennie Boyd,) was referred to in the

issue of June 17. Another who was on its staff for many
years, but who is not here this year, is Francis W. Lane,

whose facile, nimble pen was wont to write "convention-

alities" and turn limericks which were a joy to our readers.

Mr. Lane no longer is a railway journalist. He is editing

a land and irrigation paper in Chicago; and incidentally, on

the day the Chicago contingent of The Daily was starting to

Atlantic City he was attending the wedding of his oldest

son, Harold F., who has followed paternal footsteps into

newspaper work, and is railway editor of the Chicago Tribune.

Some question may be raised as to how Mr. Lane, after so

many years in railway journalism, can adopt himself to

land and irrigation writing. Well, in the first place, Frank

Lane can do anything that he pleases, and do it well; and

in the second place, he made a long special study recently

of irrigation in this country for the London Times, durinj^;

which he acquired a very substantial special knowledge of

the subject. Here is a true story, illustrating his versatility,

which will amuse his friends at the conventions: A short

time after he took his present job, a letter written in Gcr

man came into the office of the president of his company.

It was passed from hand to hand for translation, and finally

came to Mr. Lane, who readily turned it into English

Later, when a letter in French was received he was asked

if he could translate it, and he did so as readily as he had

translated the German one. His office mates then decided

to try to stall him, and began to bring him articles in

Spanish, Italian and other modern European languages, all

of which he easily disposed of. At last, determined to

stick him, they brought him a sentence in Gaelic. When ht*

translated this with as much facility as anything that had

gone before, they all stood around, paralyzed with aston

ishment. Lane chuckled and let them stay paralyzed for a

few days, when he confided to them that the Gaelic they

had brought him was a Gaelic ritotto, and was absolutely ihe

only thing in that language that he could read.

SUPERHEATERS APPLIED TO OLD ENGINES.

The possibilities of increasing the capacity of some of the

older types of locomotives has only within the past year

or so been taken up by the railways. The locomotives built

15 or 20 years ago were, in many instances, equipped with

a boiler too small to supply sufficient steam when the

cylinders and pressure were proportioned for an efficient use

of the tractive weight. Hundreds of these engines are goiuK

through the shops in all parts of the country for repairs,

which make it an easy and inexpensive proposition to apply

superheaters. That this can be done with exceptionally good

results has been proved in a number of cases, and appli-

cations are being made in this way at the present time tfi

a large number of locomotives.

In a number of instances where new cylinders were to hi-

applied, and where, by reason of the age of the boiler, it had

been deemed advisable to reduce the boiler pressure, it

has been found advantageous to apply fire-tube superheaters,,

and by increasing the diameter of the cylinder to maintain,

and in some cases to increase the tractive effort of the engine,

at the same time effecting a marked economy in coal and

water. This combination has produced a greatly increased

locomotive mileage before a new boiler was required, and

has saved the cost of the superheater many times. It is

often found possible to bore cylinders or take out cylinder

bushings, thereby obtaining enough cylinder diameter to per-

mit lowering the tractive effort without a material decrease

in boiler pressure and without the necessity of applying new

cylinders. In such cases economies of coal and water have

been obtained which in a short time far more than make

good the cost of the application of the superheater.

Several railways have ordered all engines of certain classes-

going through the .'hops for new tube-sheets to be supplied

with fire-tube superheaters. This has been done only after

experiments with one or two engines which have shown that

such changes are an excellent investment from an operating

and financial point of view. Engines thus equipped have

been given a higher rating than the same engines using satu-

rated steam. That the application of superheaters in this way

will permit of a reduction in the boiler pressure is of special

advantage for locomotives operating in bad water districts,

where the records have shown a continual increase in boiler

maintenance and repairs and a decreased life of the tubes.
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stay-bolts and fire-box sheets as the boiler pressure has been

increased. m^ exhibit.
REGISTRATION OF PURDUE.

Purdue men attending the conventions are requested to regis-

ter at the booth of the Railway Age Gazette.

THE SUNDAY CONCERTS.

The two concerts yesterday in the Blenheim Exchange
were thoroughly appreciated by large audiences. The Marl-

borough-BIenheim orchestra is an excellent one, and the

soloists in particular won generous applause.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS DINNER.

The following were at the University of Illinois Dinner

given at the Shelburne Saturday evening:

A. S. Goble, Standard Steel Works; A. A. Hale, Griffin

Wheel Company; George R. Carr, Dearborn Drug & Chem-
ical Works; F. H. Clark, Gen. S. M. P., B. & O.; Grant W.
Spear, Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works; A. A. Stevenson,

Standard Steel Works; Prof. E. C. Schmidt, University of

Illinois; C. B. Young, M. E., C. B. & Q.; Walter S. Carr,

Sheffield Car & Equipment Company; J. A. Kinkead, Parkes-

burg Iron Company; L. F. Hamilton, National Tube Com-
pany; J. A. McRae, M. E., Mich. Cent.; and P. G. Stevens,

Railway and Engineering Review.

THE VAUDEVILLE.

The all-star vaudeville performance given Saturday night

at the Apollo Theatre was a complete success. The house

was filled to the last seat in the peanut gallery and even

some stood or sat in the aisles. How many came late and

could not get in is a matter for speculation, but there must
have been over a hundred of them. Every act was well

sprinkled with comedy and fun and such jokes as were per-

petrated at the expense of the car builders settled well.

Judging from the opinions expressed by various persons

who were in the audience, some of whom have attended

many conventions, this performance was an exceptionally

good one. Again the Entertainment Committee is to be

congratulated.

The conventions are half over now and so far every en-

tertainment which has been provided has been up to even

the "last man's" standard. We should have a continuation

of this splendid work.

REGISTRATION FIGURES.

Some comparative registration statistics are rather inter-

esting, although it should be borne in mind that last year

the M. C. B. convention was held the first week. Book No. 1,

the official list of members and guests, issued last year, con-

tained 66 pages of names; this year book No. 1 contained

134 pages. Book No. 2 last year had 125 pages and this year

162 pages. Book No. 3 last year totaled 189 pages and this

year 179 pages. These figures indicate clearly the large

number of early arrivals this year. Book No. 3, of this year,

which recorded every registration of a member of the Master

Mechanics' Association up to 6 o'clock Friday evening,

showed a total of 347 names. Book No. 3, of last year, con-

taining the M. C. B. members arriving up to 6 o'clock Friday

evening, showed 376 names. No registration of Master Me-
chanics was attempted the first convention week last year,

but this year the Master Car Builders registered during the

first week and book No. 3, issued Saturday morning last

and containing registrations up to 6 o'clock the previous

evening, contained the names of 164 Car Builders.

The T. H. Symington Company, Baltimore, Md., is exhibit

ing a draft gear model with plate and angle draft sills attached

to wood center sills, of Symington design, which, in addition

to carrying the draft gear, serves as a reinforcement of the

center sills. Both of these draft gear models have the three-

key Farlow arrangement.

E. P. Bullard, Jr., president of The Bullard Machine Tool

Company, Bridgeport, Conn., and his brother, Stanley, are

kept busy explaining why their new vertical turret lathe

is called the Maxi-Mill. It is because it represents their

development of the maximum possibilities of the vertical

boring and turning mill. The exhibit machine has been sold

to the Treadwell Engineering Company, Easton, Pa.

During the past year the United States Metal & Manu-
facturing Company, New York, has perfected the Empire
pressed steel truck bolster, and a test made by R. W. Hunt &•

Company at Columbia University, New York, on the 30-toii

capacity type gave satisfactory results. At 145.000 lbs. the

deflection was 0.33 in. with a permanent set of 0.102 in. Thc
final load was 222,300 lbs., which caused the boJster to bucklt-

at the center.

The Thor exhibit of the Independent Pneumatic To'il

Company, Chicago, includ'cs reversible wood-boring ma-
chines, which are made in three sizes, viz., Nos. 5, 6 and 14.

for boring in wood up to 4 in. in diameter. The No. 6 has

a capacity up to one inch in diameter; the No. 5 drill is

suitab'e for boring up to 2 in. in diameter, and the No. 14

for wood boring up to 4 in All Thor weod-boring drills-

are made in the reversible type, have the Corliss valvf

motion, and are equipped with a cylinder plate for giving

easy access to the inside working parts.

Among other exhibits of the Farlow draft gear, the T. H.

Symington Company, Baltimore, Md., is demonstrating the

action of Farlow draft gear attachments. An air cylinder is

attached to the end sill of a full size working model and oper-

ates a piston and rod whose inner end is connected to a cast-

ing representing the butt end of an M. C. B. standard coupler.

The Farlow parts and their arrangement are the same as used

with the Farlow twin spring draft gear. At the end of the

exreme outward and inward travel of the gear the distribution

of the shocks to the sills at six points is clearly shown.

The introduction of the L. N. and P. C. brake equipnunt

called for a brake beam of a strength and efficiency not before

contemplated, and by many thought impossible. The Chicago

Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, has solved the prob-

lem in the development of its P. C. Creco brake beam, which

has most successfully met all the conditions imposed. The

first application of the P. C. Creco beam was in 1909, on Pull-

man cars; and recently some of these beams were removed,

after very large mileages had been covered, for the purpose

of making a minute and careful study of this service test. A
rigid and critical inspection of the beams confirms the accurac\

of the maker's original conception of design, construction and

selection of materials, as no changes other than a few minor

modifications have been found desirable. The beam can be

seen at the exhibit of the Chicago Railway Equipment Com
pany.

NATIONAL SASH BALANCES.

The National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J.,

is exhibiting at space 4 its latest designs in sash balances,

with both belt and chain attachments. The former has

brass straps at either end of the webbing, which is chem-

ically treated to make it weatherproof and fireproof. It is a

noiseless working fixture. The newly patented chain at-
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taclinicnt can be adjusted to any position along the roller,

and thus docs away with all soldering.

COMMONWEALTH TRANSOM DRAFT GEAR.

The draft gear shown in the accompanying illustration i>

made by the Commonwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.

It is made up of a cast steel body bolster, which receives the

buffing and pul'ing shocks and distributes them to the sills,

thereby avoiding ciMicentrating shocks on the center sills.

It pul's radially from the pivoting point of the car body on

Commonwealth Transom Draft Gear.

the truck, and consequently shortens the pulling length of

the car, reduces side strains, wheel flange shocks and wear

on flange and rail at curves. It provides a simple method of

securing draw bar end clearance, as the draw bar extension

is made to suit any end clearance required, the standard

M. C. B. coupler being maintained, and the lengthening of

the coupler shank is not necessary. It consists of only three

strong and simple cast steel pieces that eliminate draft

timbers, tail straps and followers, and reinforce wooden cars

for service 'n heavy trains with and between steel cars.

MOTOR INSPECTION CARS.

There has been an undoubted change of sentiment regard-

ing motor cars for section service in the past twelve months.

Experiments have been going on quietly here and there, under

intelli.sfcnt supervision, and under the watchful eyes of railway

operatin.^ men who are keenly on the look-out for every pos-

sible economy : and these men have had in service, during the

Section Track Inspection Car.

past year -or two, installations of motor hcction cars under the

control of the regular section forces, and have been keeping

close and accurate data of their performances. On May 19 the

Railway Age Gazette published a pretty complete analysis of

these tests, with the data connected therewith, some of which

extended back six or eight years, and in some cases was very

much in detail. The reports we gather of these tests not only

show that there is an absolute eeononiy in the Ube of motor
cars on sections, but tiiat there is crystallizing a feeling lliai

they are going to contribute to the safety not only of the

employees but also of the public; for it has Ijeen delinitely

IouikI tliat fewer accidents happen to section men with motor
ears tiian with hand cars. The condition under which

the men get to work, besides being a real economy, puts

into service men who go into their work without having wasted

the energy used up in going to and from work on a hand car.

There is in addition the advantage which may come from

closer inspection, not only by the section gangs, but also by the

roadmasters, who may be among their gangs every day, instead

of handling them more or less at long range, dropping off writ-

ten instructions to them from the back end of a train, as must

necessarily be more or less the practice wliere hand-propelled

ears are used. This latter advantage, if lliere were no other,

stands as a recommendation for the use of motor cars; in faci,

in addition to the regular section motor car, some railways are

adopting the plan of having a special car for the exclusive use

of the roadmaster, so that he may go about from one section

to the other, inspecting his track and the work of his forces

closely and intimately each day, and be able to move along

over his division without disturl)ing the operations of the gangs.

A roadmaster recently said that the advantage just mentioned

was considerable, as he could get over his entire division, and

see each section gang at least every other day; whereas, when

doing his inspection on regular trains it was impossible for him

to make a similar inspection oftener than once every thirty

(lays. The type shown in the accompanying illustration is espe-

cially fitted to do inspection work; it was built by Fairbanks-

Morse & Company, Chicago.

FREIGHT COUPLERS.

The McConway & Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is show-

ing in connection with, its exhibit at booths 617, 619, 621, a

new design of freight coupler which it calls the Penn. This

coupler, shown in. the accompanying illustration, is a combi-

nation of the features of the Pitt and Janney X couplers made

by this company, and provides an increased bearing surface

between the locking pin and knuckle, this surface being in-

creased to 5 sq. in. It is different from the Janney type in

that it has a vertical locking pin which does not extend through

^:"\

tHnuci/e or Lock
I

1^"
.'^i

Penn Freight Coupler.

the bottom of the coupler. Another feature is the accessibility

of the parts, the locking pin and the knuckle opener can ne

removed and replaced without removing the knuckle. TTie

coupler also has a heavy section of metal in its contour face.

It has the features of a lock-to-the-lock, which prevents the

locking pin from climbing or creeping by the oscillation of the

cars in bumping over rougli frogs or switches; a lock-set,

which retains the locking pin in the open position without the

necessity of locking up the uncoupling lever on the side of

the car; and a positive knuckle-opener, which pushes the

knuckle open to its fullest range of movement by the opera-

tion of the uncoupling lever at the side of the car, thus pre-

paring for automatic coupling without any further adjustment

or attention from the trainmen. The coupler on exhibition
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has a long head designed to meet the latest requirements of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, covering the distance be-

tween cars when coupled up in train.

TRUCK BOLSTERS.

The American Steel Foundries, Chicago, this year is ex-

hibiting a new type of Simplex truck bolster which is sold

under the trade name of Samson. This bolster is made at

the Simplex plant and is intended for use under heavy

tenders. On account of the short wheel base, a constantly

varying load and the difficulty of providing suitable springs;

the conditions of service under locomotive tenders, even of

Samson Tender Truck Bolster.

comparative'y light capacity, have always been severe. With
the newer type of tenders having a large capacity for .fuel

and water, the weights carried demand a heavy and strong

bolster. It is for service of this description that the Samson
bolster has been made. The compression member is made
of a heavy 15 in. rolled steel I beam, a rolled steel tension

plate and a heavy cast steel center plate and king post.

They are d«signed with the idea of giving strength verti-

cally as well as transversely to withstand the blows and

shocks, due to the in«rtia of the trucks, as well as the strain

Box Shape Cast Steel Truck Bolster.

and stresses resulting from imperfections in the track, and

from the heavy brake applications which are common in

modern railway practice. The cast steel box section bolster

is also being 'exhibited in connection with the American Steel

Foundries' 7S-ton truck. This bolster is design-ed for use

with any high capacity truck where the axles are provided

with 6 in. X 11 in. journals. Bolsters of this type are designed

to provide strength both vertica'ly and transversely, making
them well suited for the heaviest class of equipment.

VESTIBULE DIAPHRAGMS AND CURTAIN FIXTURES.

Improved forms in the construction of vestibule dia-

phragms and vestibule curtain fixtures are included in the

exhibits of the Railway Appliances Company, Chicago.
.
Dia-

phragms are shown mounted on face plates which are con-

structed without any corner joints and are of a solid type

of construction. One of the features tending to increase

the life of the diaphragm is an unusual amount of expansion

provided to prevent tearing of diaphragms near the toot.

A vestibule curtain casing, with brackets and hand'^es, is

also included in the exhibit, and is shown herewith. The
brackets are a part of the casing, and by simply pushing

aside a button at the top the casing is removed from the

vestibule post with the curtain. A sliding bracket, with a

set screw, enables the curtain to be quickly removed from

the brackets. This saves time and trouble in making re-

pairs in the shops, and avoids the necessity of removing any

screws or fittings from the car in order to set up or take

down curtains. Another feature is the fact that the curtain

rol'-s out of its housing in a straight line without chafing or

binding over the edge of the post and produces a free oper-

ating roller which saves much of the damage that usually

occurs to vestibule curtains in service. A special feature

also is the release handle for vestibule curtains which is

automatic and positive and does not rely upon spring ten-

sion to uncouple it when the cars have been parted without

Vestibule Diaphragm and Curtain Fixture.

uncoupling the curtains. This is accomplished by a trigger

or tripping device that loosens the pivoted handle bar as

soon as the curtain has been unrolled a fixed distance and

before it can be torn from the roller.

HUTCHINS ALL STEEL-STEEL CARLINE ROOF.

The roofing sheets, carline caps and ridge caps of the Hutch-

ins all-steel carline roof, are made from 1/16-in. steel plate

galvanized, and the carlines are 7/32-in. rolled steel, having

side plate brackets riveted to the carlines. The brackets have

a dowel pin that fits into the side plates and also receives the

bolt that passes through the side plate. At the ridge, malleable

running board saddle castings are used, and over the running

board saddle castings, galvanized steel running board covers.

The roofing sheets are secured to the car with two bolts, to-

gether with malleable thimble castings which allow for the air-

spacing of the down turned roofing sheet flanges between the

fascia of the car.

The carlines are bolted to the side plate, and the fascia are

also bolted to the side plate, and the roofing sheet bolts only

extend through the fascia, but not through the siding of the car;

thus, any bolts used to secure the roof that pass through the

siding of the car, are covered by the down turn flange of the

roofing sheet. This does not allow water to follow the bolts

and get on the sheathing of the car. Two purlines, one on either
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side of the ridge of tlie car, arc placed below the carlincs, and

llie ridge pole is placed above the carlincs. The side plates, pur-

lines and ridge pole support the roofnig sheets, carline caps and

ridge caps.

The Hutchins Car Roofing Company, Detroit, Mich., manu-
factures this roof as well as outside and inside metal car roofs

and plastic car roofs. This company is represented in Chi-

cago by the Spencer Otis Company, and in New York by the

r. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company.

UNIVERSAL WEATHER STRIPPING

Universal weather stripping manufactured by the McCor i

r^lanufacturing Company, Chicago, here illustrated, when used

in combination with either metal or wooden sash, is claimed

to make the windows positively wind and weather proof. On
wooden sash, it takes care of the conditions caused by the

swelling and shrinking of the wood.

Universal Weather Stripping and Wedge Sash Lock.

The special grade of weather stripping furnished by the Mc-

Cord Company should be serviceable for from 10 to 12 years.

It is claimed that its superior value as compared with metal

weather strip has been definitely determined. The class of weather

stripping furnished by this company has been found, after years

of service, to form a positive contact, insuring a tight yet flex-

ible joint the entire height of the two sides of the sash.

A special grade of rubber 1/16 in. thick, covered on one side

by first grade of linen duck, applied with the duck side forming

the bearing, has been found to retain its flexibility with appar-

ently no deterioration for a period of five years, and the manu-
facturers are confident that it will remain flexible for more than

(loul)le that period. However, it is not possible for the weather

strip to become unseated from the bearing and it will always

retain a positive contact, being held to its seat on account of

its peculiar construction. The surface of the weather strip,

after a lime, takes on a sort of metal coating, and after several

Application of Universal Weather Strips to Coach Sash.

years of service it is found that there is no perceptible wearing

of the surface of the strip. Ten full sized windows showing

the most improved methods of window construction are ex-

hibited in booths Nos. 655 and 657 in the annex.

ADLAKE WASHSTAND.

The Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago, has been mak-
ing w^ashstands for 25 years and the one here illustrated is

its latest product in this line.

The washstand is made of white Ajax metal, is solid and
the same all the way through. The washstand ha^s some
decided advantages in, that the drain valves and faucets are

Adiake Washstand for Pullman Cars.

removed from the surface, which gives a neat and clean

appearance. The valves operate to furnish either hot or cold

water and also for opening or closing the drain valve. Every-
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thing about the washstand is easily detachable, and if for

any reason anything gets out of order, repairs can easily be

made. The Adlake washstand is made with either one, two or

three bowls, and with open or closed plumbing.

BETTENDORF CONTINUOUS UNDERFRAM E.

The simple freight car underfranie witli minimum weight and

number of parts, together with maximum strength which per-

mits easy inspection and ready access for repairs as found in

Bettendorf construction is made possible by the careful dis-

tribution of metal so that all members are designed as to

effectually carry their proportions of the load with nearly equal

maximum fibre stresses.

The Bettendorf underframcs, made by the Bettendorf Axle

Companj^ Davenport, Iowa, are furnished in two types, single

center sill and double center sill designs, and are built to suit

the conditions for any type of car.

In designing such underframes, it is necessary to select a

•center sill, or center sills of sufficient strength to carry all the

load and absorb all the shocks. It is also necessary to design

the cross members (needle beams and body bolsters) to trans-

mit their load from the side sills and floor directly to the

center sill through which they pass ; thus making the members
continuous from one side of the car to the other as well as from

end to end of car, which dispenses with the possibilities of poor

workmanship on rivets and joints and makes a design which

does not depend on rivets to carry the load.

The center sills are made from commercial rolled shapes of

I-beam cross section of sufficient depth to carry the entire!

load. These are shaped and punched cold in special hydrauHc

stringers, so as not to depend too much on the wooden sills to

transmit the floor load.

The side and end sills are designed to accommodate the super-

structure of the car and are made from either channels, Z-bars

or angles ; they are not designed to carry the load in the car

but merely to transmit the load to the needle beams, body
bolsters and end sills which in turn transmit the load to the

center sill.

ATHENIAN WALL RADIATION.

Athenian wall radiation occupies little space in the room.
It is well adapted for station heating, switch tower heating,

and also for shop heating. It is very nearly as efficient as

Athenian Wall Radiator.

pipe coils, costs less to install and presents a better appear-

ance. The cross bars in its construction prevent any air bind-

ing and also insure positive circulation of steam or water.

Bettendorf Continuous Car Underframe.

machinery in such a manner that one-half of the sill is punched

and shaped in one stroke of the press, making all sills inter-

changeable with no variation in the spacing of holes, and pre-

venting the possibility of internal forging stresses. This method

also eliminates the necessity of using drift pins and reamers

in order to match rivet holes and consequently insures good

riveting and eliminates the fracture of metal due to the drawing

np method of drift pins. All the riveting is done by hydraulic

compression riveters as far as possible.

To the ends of center sills are secured the Bettendorf cast

•steel draft sills, or center sill ends, which are made of thoroughly

annealed open hearth cast steel designed to give ample strength,

in which are combined the functions of draft sills as well as

draft gear stops. These center sill ends are cast in one piece

together with the necessary connections to secure them to the

end sills and having the draft lugs cast integral with same.

These center sill ends are designed to accommodate any desired

type of draft gear the application of which is greatly facilitated

•due to the alinement of all parts of these castings.

A connection is provided between the body bolsters and center

•sill, and needle beams and center sill, of malleable iron castings

"which serve to hold them in position, but upon which the load

•carrying member is not dependent, as the load is transmitted

directly from m.ember to member and not through gussets or

rivets. The needle beams are located at intervals wh"ch de-

pend upon the size and strength of the wooden sills or nailing

It is made by the United States Radiator Corporation, Dun-

kirk, N. Y.

ELECTRIC HEATERS.

As some of tiie railways are electrifying part of their lines,

and others contemplate doing so, and in consequence the neces-

sity of electric heaters is increasing, the Gold Car Heating &
Lighting Company, New York, spaces 301-311, has brought for-

ward and is exhibiting an entirely new line of electric heaters.

These are of the ventilated porcelain type, with heating elements

which are interchangeable and quickly detachable in case re-

pairs are necessary.

LITTLE GIANT CLOSE QUARTER DRILLS.

The close quarter drill shown herewith is included in the

exhibit of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.

These machines are designed for use in corners and close

places where the regular shaped drills cannot be used. They

are compact in design, powerful and capable of drilling and

reaming to the full capacity of their sockets. That is, the No.

8 has a No. 3 Morse taper socket which will do drilling and

reaming up to 1% in., while the No. 9 has a No. 4 Morse socket

and which can be used up to 2-in. diameter. The dimensions
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of both machines arc 77^ in. long overall. They arc 3>^ in.

wide and 15j4 in. long, exclusive of throttle handle. The dis-

tance from center of drill to outside of case is 1^2 in-i t''c

feed is 2]4 in. long, and the weight 36 lbs. The motor consists

of two double-acting cylinders placed at the end of the

case. Geared to the crank of his motor is a second crank on

which are mounted two bearings which slide in the end of the

ratchet arms, communicating a backward and forward motion,

equal to the throw of the crank, thereby moving the spindle

forward in a rotary direction one or more teeth, depending on

BODY AND TRUCK BOLSTERS.

Little Giant Close Quarter Drill.

the number of teeth cut in ratchet, which determines the gear

ratio of the machine.

TTiese ratchets are mounted in the spindle, two on each side,

which insures the torque on the spindle being properly dis-

tributed at all times, and prevents wear on one side of the

spindle. The speed of the spindle in the No. 8 is 220 r. p. m.; in

the No. 9 it is 170 r. p. m. These drills are being shown in

sections with the working parts exposed. An inspection of

the exhibit will show many features which are entirely new

in drills of this character. The cross-heads or guides are cast

solid in the housing. Cylinders are provided with stuffing box

or gland, so as to prevent the cylinders leaking, thereby

insuring the machine working to its full capacity.

ADJUSTABLE BRAKE HEAD FOR HIGH SPEED TRAINS.

The accompanying illustration shows the new design of

adjustable brake head used on the high speed passenger

brake beams, made by the Buffalo Brake Beam Company,

Adjustable Brake Head.

New York. The head is made of high grade malleable iron,

with steel inserts at points of greatest strain. The adjusting

arrangement is of few parts, simple and effective. The brake

head can be seen at the company's space, 418.

The cast steel I-beam section body and truck bolsters

made by the ScuUin-Gallagher Iron & Steel Compa'ny, St.

Louis, Mo., are claimed to give substantial aid in cutting

down the maintenance charges on railway equipment by sav-

Cast Steel Bolster,

ing in the cost of up-keep of the equipment by decreasing the

dead weight to be hauled over the road, but at the same
time giving a simple one-piece device with strength to meet

all requirements; and by the increase in revenue which comes
from more constant availability of the equipment for service.

The bolsters made by this company are of basic open hearth

steel, meeting stringent specifications, chemically and phys-

ically; so designed as to give strength with minimum weight,

and every bolster is thoroughly and carefully annealed before

shipment.

BUFFALO JOURNAL BOX.

The Pratt & Letchworth Company, BufTalo, N. Y., is placing

on the market a malleable iron journal box, one of the features

of which is the cylindrical cam, with a flat surface, on the cover

Buffalo Journal Box.

through which the hinge pin passes. If the lid of the Buffalo

box is left open it will close and lock automatically, because of

the weight of the lid, the flat surface of the cam acting as a

lock. The only resistance offered to the closing of the lid is

the friction between the revolving cylindrical surface of the

cam and the cover over the two spiral springs, shown in the

illustration, which is pressed up against the cam. This friction,
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of course, is inconsiderable and offers no appreciable resistance

to the closing of the cover.

The Buffalo box has M. C. B. face and hinge, making it per-

fectly interchangeable with the M. C. B. lid.

WOOD'S HOSE PROTECTOR AND PRESERVATIVE.

DAHLSTROM STEEL INTERIOR CAR WORK.

The Dalilstrom Metallic Door Company, Jamestown, N. Y.,

believes that it originated the idea of making buildings fireproof

by using all-steel interior finish. In order to obtain the same

effect as that of the most costly woods, these all-metal products

undergo from 20 to 25 distinct operations. The finish is obtained

by a process of enameling and baking. Many modern office

buildings are finished with Dahlstrom products.

Dahlstrom steel interior car trimmings, such as sash rests,

car posts, car moldings, doors, berths, seat ends, partitions,

window battens, etc., are being supplied to the largest car build-

ing companies. The first all-steel car was built by the Pull-

man Company and was exhibited at the Jamestown exposition.

The interior trimmings of this car were furnished by the Dahl-

strom company.

The use of all metal interior trimmings is claimed to add

considerably to the strength of the car, decrease the liability of

accidents during a wreck, and eliminate almost entirely the

creaking noises so common to wooden equipment. Further ad-

vantages -are durability, absolute safeguard against fire, and uni-

formity of design and color. The best passenger cars of some

of the leading railways are equipped with the Dahlstrom interior

work. This idea is in line with the evolution of railway equip-

ment towards better service and the elimination of risks for

tlie traveling public.

Samples of the Dahlstrom products are on exhibition in space

384.

RECORDING METER FOR MEASURING STEAM FLOW.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has

installed, with its exhibit, a recording and indicating meter

which measures the total steam used by all exhibitors, from

the boilers on the pier.

These instruments are comparatively new and have been

only recently placed on the market. The meter is adapted

to recording total steam generated by a battery of boilers;

the amount delivered to any department of a manufacturing

plant and the amount sold for power or heating. It dis-

covers losses due to leaks from defective traps, gaskets, or

valves. It may also be usefully employed in determining the

loss due to the formation of scale, and as a means of de-

termining efficiency in the method of stoking.

It is difficult to describe the instrument without drawings,

and those interested in such meters should see the one in

operation at the General Electric exhibit.

THE DEARBORN EXHIBIT.

Probably the most artistic booth for convention purposes

that has ever been seen in Atlantic City is that of the Dear-

born Drug & Chemical Works, Chicago, adjoining the ball-

room on the pier. It is known as "Dearborn Lodge and

Gardens," and it took weeks of time and labor to complete

it for the opening of the M. M. Convention on Wednesday
morning. The feature of the gardens is the electric foun-

tain in front of the lodge, from which flows pure water of

vari-colored rays. Flowers in full bloom, green lawns and

an electric lighted pergola, surrounding the fountain, all add
to the beauty of the scene. Simple receptions are held on

the lawn and on the front porch of the lodge afternoons and
evenings. H. G. McConnaughy, of the Dearborn company,
is receiving many congratulations for the artistic results he

has achieved in planning and building the lodge and gardens.

The damage to air brake hose by abrasion at the nipple

end so reduces the life of the hose that it will not average

more than twelve months from date of application, an in-

spection of the scrap pile showing that about 50 per cent,

are damaged by abrasion or chafing. If the hose is pro-

tected at the nipple end, this loss by chafing and abrasion

will be reduced so that a saving of from 40 to 50 per cent,

in the cost of air hose maintenance will be obtained. Wood's
flexible nipple end hose protector, made by Guilford S.

Wood, Chicago, produces the required protection at the

most vulnerable point. The wire coil makes the protector

Wood's Nipple End, Hose Protector.

flexible and can be used on any standard make of air brake

hose, and is claimed to be practically indestructible.

The nipple end hose protector is shown in.the accompany-
ing illustration. In addition to its extensive use on American

railways, it has recently been ordered in large numbers for

English railways, as well as for the Western Australia

Railway.

The hose preservative, also made by Mr. Wood, has been

ordered by the Tasmanian Government Railway and by the

India Rubber Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works, of England,

indicating the increasing demand for these goods in foreign

countries as well as the United States.

J-M AIR BRAKE CYLINDER PACKING EXPANDER RING.

There has been some discussion during the past few years

regarding brake cylinder leakage and packing leather wear

and diflferent means have been adopted to overcome these de-

fects. The H. W. Johns-Manville Company, New York, is

exhibiting a brake C3'linder expander ring which, it is hoped, will

relieve some of the troubles that have been encountered. This

device is of a peculiar section, being so built as to give a
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much greater bearing surface, which, of course, will reduce

the wear of the packing leathers ; in fact, it is predicted tlial

with the use of this device it will be possii)le to increase the

life of the packing leather considerably.

The cost of renewing brake cylinder packing leathers is

often a large item, owing to the frequency of such renewals.

By increasing the life of the leather, this expense will be re-

duced and the efficiency of the brake materially increased at

the same time.

Pressure retaining valves may be in perfect condition, but

their function absolutely destroyed by reason of defective pack-

ing leather. Anyone familiar with the troubles due to defect-

ive and leaky brake cylinder packing, will recognize the relation

of this device to the proper and economical operation of equip-

ment.

In examining removed defective packing leathers, it will be

noted that the principal reason for this removal is on account

of the leather being worn through at one point. This, it is

claimed, is almost entirely overcome with the J-M expander,

which covers the entire flange of the packing leather.

This expander ring is not in the experimental stage, as ft

has been tested out thoroughly by many of the leading rail-

ways. In some tests, it has been found that the life of the

packing leather is materially increased and also the brake

cylinder leakage has been reduced to a minimum. This ex-

pander ring can be applied easily to any brake cylinder with-

out any change of the piston follower or any of the other

contained parts in the brake cylinder.

A NEW TEST FOR STEEL BOILER TUBES.

For some time the National Tube Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., has been experimenting to find a rigid test for its steel

boiler tubes that will show positively the character of ma-

terial in every tube made. After many methods were tried

and rejected, a test was devised which is a real eliminating

Spellerized Boiler Tube Test.

test—an eliminating test because it eliminates the tubes

which have defects in material or manufacture.

The accompanying illustration shows this test; the first

piece represents one of the two pieces which are cut from

both ends of every spellerized boiler tube, one piece bein<j

cut from each end.

The second illustration shows the same piece laterally

compressed, and the third view shows the same tube com-

pressed from the side and flanged at the top.

It is to be remembered tliat, (1) this test is made on two
pieces from every siiellerized steel tube that is made by

the National Tube Company; (2) this test is made while

the spellerized steel boiler tube is stone cold; (3) this test

is in addition to other tests lately made, such as the hydraulic

test, expanding test, etc.; and (4) this test is the first test

made, and should the tube sliow up in any way defective

it is summarily rejected.

Inasmuch as the requirements of locomotive bi;iler tuljes

are becoming increasingly severe, this test is being received

with much favor by mechanical officials who desire to know
that their boiler tubes will give maximum results in actual

service.

SUMMERS BALANCED SIDE BEARING TRUCK.

The Summers balanced side bearing truck, made by the

Summers Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is on exhibi-

tion in space 149, in Machinery Hall. The side bearing ele-

ment in truck construction is not new, but the Summers
truck and the Summers all-steel box cars with trucks of a

similar design are well worth a careful study by all inter-

ested in rolling stock and railway economics. It embodies

new elements which promise well for the successful general

Fig. 1. Side Bearing Rocker Construction; Summers Truck.

application of the side bearing principle, long considered

fundamentally ideal in truck construction.

The side bearings consist of cast steel rockers pivoted in

a spring saddle and made to straddle the truck side frames,

which may be of the standard arch bar type. Fig. 1 shows

this feature of construction. The pivot bearing surface of

the rocker is 4]/, in. in diameter by 11^2 in. long, the

pivot being covered by a sheet of high carbon steel pressed

and locked in place. These proportions are calculated to

retain lubricant which is carried in the hollow of the

rocker ca^^tings. The segmental rockers are 19J/2 in. in

radius, which means in effect that the entire load is carried

upon four roller-wheels 39 in. in diameter. One of the

most novel elements, however, is the balanced feature,

through the method employed in suspending the car body-

to the trucks. Upon the side bearing rockers is placed a

cradle member, made up of two structural channels, tied

together at the ends and the middle by steel castings. To
this cradle the outwardly inclined wrought steel hanger

bars, two on each side, are suspended, their solid forged

T-heads engaging between steel plates riveted to outer end

of cradle. The lower ends of these hanger bars are con-

nected by a heavy steel bar of rectangular shape, and suit-

able hanger castings on the car body engage and rest on

the top surface of this bar. In this scheme of suspension

there are no sliding surfaces, the hanger both at the top

and the bottom rocking in its respective supports; the
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necessity for lubrication is thus eliminated. Summing up

the features of this suspension, it is clear that:

—

First—An evenly loaded car body on a pair of these trucks

on a level track will maintain a level position.

Second—With one truck on the level and the other on

twisted or super-elevated track, as when going from straight

track to a curve or vice versa (the severest service condi-

tion encountered), the -end out of level will adjust itself,

the car body moving downward and inward with relation

to the curve; the other truck on the level track Avill in a

similar manner effect the equalization of its share of the

load. When considering the mechanical points of this in-

clined hanger arrangement, it should be borne in mind that

the lower ends of the hangers on each truck are virtually

connected together through the car body, and hangers will

move one way or the other in unison, responding to what-

ever gravity or centrifugal forces may exist until the

horizontal components for each opposite pair of hangers are

equal and thus balanced.

Third—When rounding curves the segmental rollers come
into play in conjunction with the balancing feature, and the

car body will assume an inclination commensurate with the

speed and super-elevation, if any, on the curve; and sim-

Fig. 2. Summers Balanced Side Bearing Truck.

ilarljr for a stop or a lower than calculated speed about a

given curve, the top of car body will swing outward and

the bottom inward, thus equalizing whatever centrifugal or

gravity forces there may be. This effect is due to the fact

that the center of gravity is always a considerable distance

below the virtual center of motion formed by the junction

of radial components through the center of the inclined

hangers.

Fourth—The trucks equalize in unison, each taking it?

proper share of the abnormal conditions that may exist. If

designed to take care of 4 in. of vertical motion, a pair of

these trucks will absorb a maximum of 8 in. of twist in a

car length of track without transmitting such stresses into

the car body.

Fifth—For any car body of rigid construction, such as all-

steel passenger, hopper, gondola or box cars, this truck will

effect an equalization of the load on the axles and wheels

under the most abnormal track conditions.

Sixth—For any car body, stresses due to rigid center-

bearing trucks going over uneven tracks are reduced to the

minimum; thus for refrigerator or tank cars, where air or

water-tight construction is imperative, this feature is in-

valuable, in that the car body is relieved of twists and dis-

tortions imposed by the alternate contact of the side bear-

ings on the opposite corners of car. The junction of the

side frames presents a construction of extreme rigidity. A
12-in. I-beam is split to 20 in. where it connects to the top

of the column posts, and a 7-in. channel spring plank forms

the tie at the bottom, an effective cross-tying insuring per-

manency in squareness of the truck structure. On the I-

bcam transom on each side of the king pin, transversely and

connected with it, is placed a helical spring, incased. These
springs come into play upon curves, relieving the leading

wheel of the concentrated effect of a swerving load, and
thus distributing it over a much greater rail length and
area.

As may be noted from the illustration, chafing plates on
the cradle are set low purposely to bring them down into

line with the pull. Similar plates on each side of the cradhi

are provided on the car body. The brake-beam hangers are

made of forged steel and the hanger brackets are placed

directly on the flange of the I-beam transom and are riveted

to it. The trucking of cars with these trucks is as easily

accomplished as with the center-bearing truck, it being neces-

sary only to hold the hangers in their inclined position while

letting the car body into position.

The side-bearing rockers of such large diameter-equivalent

are, of course, very effective in reducing flange and rail fric-

tion about curves. With all four side bearings on a car

body always in contact, the pounding and grinding due to^

the intermitent contact of friction or anti-friction side bear-

ings is eliminated. Carrying the load on rockers revolving'

in machined surfaces, thoroughly oiled, on a rolling contact

where they engage with the load, should reduce the friction

to the minimum as compared with the non-lubricated center

plate support. Equipped with a pair of these trucks, the

Summers all-steel box car, now on the track exhibit neai

tlie Pier, has been in continuous service for nearly a year.

Recently it returned from. San Francisco under a load of

wine in the short time of 16 days. Going west it carried

105,353 lbs. of tin plate, which was received in excellent con-
dition. It was 23 days en route. No -repairs have beerv

made on this equipment since it left the builders.

MOUNTAIN TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

An interesting addition to the American Locomotive
Company's exhibit, space 422-24, is a photograph of a new
type of heavy passenger locomotive, one of a number it

has just finished for the Chesapeake & Ohio. It has been
named the Mountain type, because the engines will be used
in fast passenger service on the 80-ft. grade between
Charlottesville and Clifton Forge.

The type was developed for the purpose of eliminating

double-heading on the C. & O. limited trains. The road's

present Pacific type engine can handle only six cars on this

division on the schedule now in force, while the new en-

gines are designed to haul 10 cars on the same schedule.

The wheel arrangement is something new in this country,

being of the 4-8-2 type.

They are the heaviest passenger engines that the Ameri-
can Locomotive Company has ever turned out, weighing
330,000 lbs., of which 248.000 lbs. are on the driving-wheels.

The cylinders measure 29 in. x 28 in., while the driving

wheels are 63 in. in diam., so that at the boiler pressure of
180 lbs. the maximum tractive effort is 58,000 lbs.

The engines are equipped with .Schmidt superheater.

DOYLE METAL POSTS.

The Doyle metal post was designed to reduce the number
of parts of a car to a minimum. The guides for the sash,

and the curtain fixtures, are formed in the post itself, thus

doing away with the necessity of providing extra strips and
stops for this purpose. These formations and corrugations

in the post also add to the rigidity. Between the sash and
the post there is an outward spring thrust shoe carried by

the sash and having a wedge or other suitable engagement
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witli the corrugation or sasli Riiide formed in tlic post.

These shoes automatically adjust tlic sash to any variations

there may be in the distance that the posts may be set

from each other, and to any variation in their vertical alinc-

ment. They also permit the sash, along its lower edge, to

adjust itself automatically to the camber of the car.

This shoe engagement also renders the sash dust-proof.

The guides or frames on the posts, upon which the sash

shoes operate, are covered with a brass capping, which be-

comes oxidized from the action of the atmosphere and thus

prevents the shoes from coming in contact with the paint

or finish of the post.

Another advantage afforded by the sash shoes is that

they permit almost instantaneous withdrawal of the sash

from the opening, and without the necessity of removing
any of the customary sash guides. This is accomplished by
forcing the shoes inwardly to the sash, which permits the

whole to be swung free of the opening.

The Doyle posts are formed out of one piece of metal,

like many of the other products of Forsyth Brothers Com-
pany, Chicago, and afford the maximum strength and
rigidity with minimum weight.

They are adapted to any construction of car, and are

suitable for use in either wooden or steel construction.

They are joined along the floor and at the top of the car

construction in such a manner as to be removed readily at

anj' time.

In addition to the above specialties, the company manu-
factures pressed metal carlines, roof sections, and other ex-

ierior and interior steel finish generally.

A full-width door on the front end is designed to operate in

two sections. Opposite one of these sections in the rear

wall is a single door and on this side of the furnace one

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRICAL EXHIBIT.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., is exhibiting a large line of motors and con-

trollers especially adapted for shop and machine tool drive.

The motors include direct-current machines for general

power and adjustable speed machine tool service, squirrel

cage alternating-current motors, slip ring alternating-current

niiotors, and single-phase motors. The type MW slip ring

motor for elevator, crane and hoist service is proving es-

pecially interesting to visitors.

Another exhibit is an automatic magnetic-switch controller

for wheel lathe service. The controller operates auto-

matically, and the motor can be started, slowed down, and
stopped from any point by means of push buttons. This

arrangement is of special advantage in turning down wheels
with hard spots on the tires.

A number of domestic appliances, such as sewing machine
motors, buffing and jewelry motors, and the general utility

motors, are also on exhibition.

FERGUSON FURNACES FOR STEEL CAR REPAIRS.

A large percentage of repair work on steel cars consists

of straightening and replacing damaged plates or sills, and

such work must be done hot. The Railway Materials Corn-

Cross Section of Ferguson Furnace.

pany, Chicago, has equipped several shops with Ferguson

furnaces, designed especially for this work. The furnace in

the accompanying illustrations has an inside dimension of

9 ft. X 14 ft., and is capable of heating the largest car plates.

Plan of Ferguson Furnace.

of the combustion chambers is lowered to the floor level.

This arrangement is very convenient for running through

the furnace long siTs or similar material requiring local or

center heats, necessitating the operation of the low com-

1 1

Steel Car Repair Furnace.

bustion chamber only and saving the expense of heating

up the entire furnace. For plate straightening, the remain-

ing three burners are sufficient to bring the entire furnace

area up to a uniform temperature of any required degree.

In Queensland, the northeastern colony of Australia, where
for some years there has been very little railway building,

while the country was recovering from the three-years'

drought, the government now purposes to construct a line

along the coast from Rockhampton northwestward, 634

miles through Mackay and Townsville to Cairns—all coast

towns; and another nearly parallel with it, but about 350

to 400 miles further west from Charleville, the terminus of

a j-ailway from Brisbane, northwestward through Longreach

and Winton and Cloncurry to the western border of the

province at Camooweel, 1,282 miles. This latter would serve

as part of a great transcontinental line to the northwest

coast of Australia, and would make an enormous grazing

country accessible.
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PRESIDENT CURTIS showed great forbearance yesterady

^ morninsf when he urged compliance with the M. C. B. stand-

ards without emphatically calling- attention to the fact that if this

had been done in the past, the upheaval resulting in the safety

appliance legislation last year would not have taken place

and the M. C. B. Association, instead of Congress and the In-

terstate Commerce Commission would have got the credit

with the public for the promotion of safety in transporta-

tion by the adoption of satisfactory safety appliance

standards. What Mr. Curtis urged has been urged time

and again in and out of session, but the railways have been

slow to learn the lessons of experience and have sacrificed

a standard for the gratification of a personal whim or preju-

dice. In view of the past, this latest recommendation from
the chair should receive consideration and be acted on. The
standards should be faithfully observed, while the recom-
mended practices which are candidates for promotion to

standards should be given a fair trial and an intelligent vote

on their promotion thus be made possible. In this connec-
tion, the suggestion offered that the height of the running
board be referred to the committee on standards deserves

especial consideration, for certainly as far as bridge and
tunnel clearances and safety of trainmen are concerned, this

is quite as important as that of the height of eaves, which
has already been standardized.

THE Ikures oresented yesterdav by President Curtis retrardin:.;

the defects in equipment found by the inspectors of the In-

terstate Commerce reflects no credit on railway management. .\s

he pointed out, most of these defects could have been prevented

by proper inspection and supervision on the part of railway

managements. Because defects such as these are not prevented

property and lives are constantly endangered and destroyed and
the railways are subjected to odium because of the numerous
prosecutions started against them in all parts of the country.

Of course, it is not practicable to repair all defects in safety

appliances on equipment in service; but it is possible, and prac-

ticable, to make a much better record than has been made in the

past both in the way of keeping defective equipment out of

service and of promptly taking it out of service after it becomes
defective. No doubt a good many prosecutions are instituted

for merely technical shortcomings of cars and engines. But if

the commission and its inspectors are sometimes too zealous and
stringent in applying the law, the railways often have construed

it too loosely and obeyed it too laxly. The necessity of paying

a fine following a successful prosecution is not the only, or per-

haps the most, evil result of it. Every proceeding, successful or

otherwise, is mentioned broadcast in the press, and the impressio-i

that railway managements are remiss in adopting safety measures
and obeying the laws for promoting safety is deepened. A large

part of the irksome regulation which has been adopted in recent

years has resulted from just such causes.

nPHE manner of making up the printed proceedings of the
• M. C. B. Association is this year, for the first time, con-

sidered by the committee on Revision of Standards and Recom-
mended Practice. The report favors the elimination of various

rules and drawings which change little from year to year, but

which, by their inclusion, have made the volume of the proceed-

ings so bulky and cumbersome that it is unwieldy and incon-

venient for handling or reading. It is also so thick and heavy
that the ordinary binding is hardly sufficient to hold it together,

and that it will not bear much service without wear or damage.
The idea of the coinmittee is that the annual volume should be

confined to the proceedings of the convention, and that the

other matter which has caused the volume to become so thick

should be printed as separate pamphlets. These are the code of

interchange rules; the decisions of the arbitration committee;

the rules for loading long materials; and the text and sheets

relating to standards and recoinmended practice. All these are

now printed separately, and it is not only an additional expense,

but an inconvenience, to include them all in the annual volume

of the proceedings. As the subject may be submitted to letter

ballot, it is important that it be presented in shape which will

pertnit of some improvement as regards the objectionable feat-

ures we have mentioned. The slight discussion on this part of

the report disclosed a desire of one member to make no changes

but continue printing the bulky volume, which grows larger

each year. Another member desired that at least the rules of

interchange be included. One alternative would be to print the

proceedings proper in one volume, and the rules and standards

above mentioned in another volume for the same year. The aim

should be to make the volume of proceedings a record of perma-
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nent matters, and to eliminate tlic code of intercliaii)4e rules aiul

decisions of the arbitration comniiltee, wiich are of transient in-

terest. The standards and recommended practice should lorm .

separate volume.

"T^liE cast iron wheel certainly came pretty near getting a hard
' rub yesterday morning from President Curtis. It might

almost sympathize with the fellow who said: "You've knocked

me down and spit in my face, and if you do it again I'll begin

to think that you are trying to insult me." The very moderate

'statement that many railway ofiicials were beginning to think

that a steel wheel was the only one to put under a high capacity

car was but half expressing the growing sentiment in favor of

that type of wheel. For naturally the question is asked, If it is

so good for 50-ton cars why not put it under those of 30 tons?

On the other hand, there is a large number of railway men who
believe in the cast iron wheel and think that it can be so improved

as to be fit and safe for any class of service; but, aside from

the articles that have been printed in these columns regarding

the practices of wheel foundries owned by railway companies, it

has been impossible to get any information as to what is being

done to improve the cast iron wheel beyond the oft-repeated

assurances of the wheel makers that if they are paid more
they can make a better wheel. In one case, at least, a railway

has accepted the challenge and bought a lot of wheels with an

increased guarantee at an increased price. But as to just what

was done to better the wheel in formation is lacking. So we do

not know whether it was done by selected scrap or pig, by the

use of titanium or vanadium, or improved foundry practice,

though it is known that experiments with titanium have been in

progress for some time. It is certain, however, that even among
those who have been most skeptical as to the safety of the cast

iron wheel under cars of high capacity there is a firm belief in

the possibilities of improving it. But unless this improvement

is made without much more delay, it seems probable that the

steel wheel will unseat its cast iron rival in the tournament of

trade and that it will be thenceforth listed among the vanquished.

It has rendered such yeoman- service and still has the confidence

of so many men that it deserves the best and most scientific

attention for its immediate improvement ; or, if it has reached

the summit of its metallurgical development, it is but right that

the railway world should be informed of the fact, that it may
act accordingly.

INCREASED BRAKE POWERS FOR FREIGHT TRAINS

A IR brake equipment has been improved to such an extent
** in the past five years that it is now possible to con-

sider seriously a considerable increase in the brake power in

proportion to the weight of the cars. The old and well es-

tablished rule which provides brake power equal to 70 per

cent, of the Hght weight of the cars is hardly sufficient to

control loaded trains on grades, and for some time a number
of railways in the mountain districts have increased this to

80 per cent. At the last meeting of the Air Brake Association

it was proposed in one of the papers to make the brake power
for freight cars equal to 35 per cent, of the total weight of the

car and its loaded capacity.

For a 100,000-lb car, weighing empty 40,000 lbs., this rule

would make the brake power 49,000 lbs., or about 22 per

cent, more than the light weight of the car. As it has been
considered necessary to proportion brake power in freight

service so that it will be less than the weight of the empty
car in order to prevent the sliding of the wheels, it would
seem that the proposed new rule involves a radical change
in existing practice and presupposes that the cars have mod-
ern air brake equipment in uniformly good order.

A<; this is not the general condition of the equipment in

car interchange, where the old and new fixtures may be
found in mixed trains, it was properly and naturally objected

that such a rule could not at present have general appli-

cation. There should be, however, a constant effort toward
improvements which would make such a rule applicable,

and there are places where it could be applied. On many
lines with heavy grade the bulk of the trafhc in coal and ore

is handled in cars owned by the home road, and solid trains

of such cars are continually in service on the mountain
grades. It is here possible and profitable to apply the mod-
ern air brake equipment and increase the proportion of brake

power to that sugested by the rule above referred to.

In passenger service very fast trains are now equipped

with brake apparatus which permits of the use of a brake

power equal to 150 per cent, of the weight of the cars and
their load without injury to the wheels by sliding, and it is

only by the use of such heavy braking that it is possible

to stop heavy steel cars and large locomotives in a distance

which good practice regards as a safe one.

The experience gained by the use of such equipment in

passenger service will in time be usefully applied to improve-

ments in freight braking, but for the present the impression

is that on account of conditions in mixed train service there

is more prospect in the development of a special valve or

fixture which will make it possible to materially increase

the brake power on loaded cars—and reduce it when the

load is discharged.

Whatever direction this movement which demands greater

brake power for freight cars may take, it is necessary that

more tests be made with freight trains to determine the ex-

tent to which the percentage may be safely increased. The
recent interest in brake improvements and brake tests has

related principally to passenger equipment, and while the

elaborate tests made a few years ago with freight brakes on
the Southern Pacific gave remarkable results, the brake equip-

ment has since been improved and it would seem desirable

to conduct further tests with the object of establishing and

recommending new rules for freight brake power per-

centages.

HOTEL AND EXHIBIT ACCOMMODATIONS IN ATLANTIC CITY

THERE has been considerable complaint to the effect

that the facilities of Atlantic City for caring for the

mechanical conventions are growing inadequate. There is

some apparent ground for such complaint. Many had diffi-

culty in getting the hotel accommodations they wished, in

spite of the fact that the hotel men estimate that they re-

served 20 per cent, more rooms for railway and supplymen
this year than ever before. No doubt enough rooms of some
sort for all could have been secured in the hotels where
those attending the conventions usually go, but practically

all of them want rooms with baths, and there were not enough
of such rooms available in the hotels referred to. Further-

more, the space available for exhibits on the pier was in-

sufficient. The secretary of the Railway Supply Manufac-

turers' Association advises that there were received about

70 applications for booths that could not be filled; this, in

spite of the fact that the track exhibit is much larger than

those of previous years, and that one large exhibitor has

taken space opposite the pier at the end of Arkansas avenue.

However, the situation is not nearly so bad as the fore-

going facts seem to indicate. In the first place, the hotel

accommodations now available might be much better utilized.

Almost everybody tries to get into about a half dozen large

hotels on the Boardwalk. There are others on or near it

having good accommodations which for no sufficient reason

do not get much of the convention business. Chalfonte al-

ways does a good business. The Chelsea, in the opposite

direction from the Million Dollar Pier, is only as far from

it by actual measurement, as Chalfonte, and yet there is com-
paratively little demand by convention visitors for rooms in

it. Furthermore, plans have been made for the construc-

tion, within the next year, by the management of the Ritz-

I
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Carlton Hotel in New York, of a large, tine hotel on the Board-

walk on the present site of the Windsor. It is expected that

it will be open before next June; and if it is, it will afford

large additional accommodations which, it is said, will be

as good as any to be found on the Boardwalk. On the whole,

therefore, it would seem that there should be no substantial

ground for complaint about the hotel facilities next year,

should the conventions come here and the hotel men reserve

enough rooms for the convention trade.

As to space on the pier for exhibits, it can be enlarged

enough to take care of them for some time to come. The
Marine Hall has been used for them in the past and could

be in the future. Being on the second floor of the pier, some
exhibitors object to being assigned to it; but some prefer

it. The latter say that while the crowds that visit it are not

large, those very numerous railway men who come here

with the serious purpose of learning all they can about old

devices that have been improved and new ones that have

been introduced, will visit all parts of the exhibit, and that

simply because the crowd in the Marine Hall is apt to be

small, it is a good place to show and explain to them tlie

exhibits in a way that will get the most valuable results for

both the railway men and the supplymen. Again, a new
convention hall could be built farther out on the pier and the

hotel men's annex extended to iclude the Greek Temple,

thereby providing additional exhibit space the Greek Temple
has become inadequate. Members of the staff of The Daily

last week and yesterday, made careful observations of the

size of the crowds, as compared with the capacity of the hall

at the beginning, at about the middle and at the end of each

day's session; and these were convincing that the Greek

Temple is now not over 70 per cent, large enough. Every

morning at the opening many people have to stand. Later

in the day there is apt to be a number of empty seats, but

the hall should be adapted to the maximum crowd of each

day. By extending the hotel men's annex beyond the Greek

Temple, and building a larger hall farther out on the pier,

both the conventions and the exhibits can be satisfactorily

accommodated.

It has been suggested that perhaps many of the individual ex-

hibits should be reduced in size. It is pointed out that some
manufacturers show, year after year, the same devices, until

they are old and are familiar to the regular attendants at the

convention, and it is said that many of these old devices might

well be eliminated. It is replied to this, however, that every

year a large number of young men come here for the first time,

and that while many of the devices shown may be old to the

older generation, they are new to the younger. Furthermore,

owing to improvements, many devices that seem old are really

very different from what they used to be.

The conclusion of the whole matter seems to be that Atlantic

City is still capable of satisfactorily taking care of the conven-

tions. There has been ground for some of the complaints that

have been made this year; but the hotel men of Atlantic City

are not solely at fault. The supply men had a chance to get

increased space, and did not take advantage of it. The crowds

and the exhibits both increased more in size, as compared with

last year, than any one foresaw ; and the shortage of accommo-
dations was more due to this than to anything else. The Master

Mechanics and Master Car Builders' Associations will continue

from year to year to receive propositions to hold their meetings

at other points; but nothing has yet developed which indicates

that they cannot be well provided for here, or that any other

place can provide for them equally well.

TO-DAY'S PROGRAM.

M. C. B. ASSOCIATION.

Discussion of Reports on:

Rules for Loading Materials.. 9.30 A.M. to 10.00 A.M.
Prices for Labor and Materials

for Steel Cars 10.30 A. M. to 10.45 A. M.
Coupler and Draft Equipment. 10.45 A.M. to 11.15 A.M.
Car Wheels 11.15 A. M. to 12.00 M.
Safety Appliances 12.00 M. to 12.15 P.M.
Revision of Code of Air Brake

Tests 12.15 P. M. to 12.30 P. M.
Freight Car Trucks 12.30 P.M. to 1.00 P.M.

Refrigerator Cars 1.00 P. M. to 1.30 P. M.

ENTERTAINMENT.

Band Concert, 10,30 A. M.—Entrance Hall, Million Dollar

Pier.

Miss Beatrice Herford. 3.00 P. M.—Entertainer in Original

Monologues, Brighton Casino.

Band Concert, 4.00 P. M.—Entrance Hall. Million Dollar

Pier.

45th Annual Ball. 9.30 P. M.—Of the Master Car Builders'

Association (Vollmer's Orchestra).

The Galena Signal Oil Company's booth will be used as

a rest room for the officers and their guests.

TRAVELING ENGINEERS' SUPPLYMEN'S MEETING.

The officers and members of the Traveling Engineers*

Supplymen's Association who are here will meet at 10.30

this morning in the office of the executive committee of the

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, adjoining the

enrollrnent booth.

The annual convention of the Traveling Engineers' Asso-

ciation will be held in Chicago from August 29 to September

1, inclusive. Judging from the present outlook, it will be

the largest convention of any branch of the railway me-
chanical department ever held in the west. Aside from

the expected increase in attendance of members of the Asso-

ciation, the Supplymen have engaged the whole second floor

of the New Hotel Sherman for exhibits of locomotive appli-

ances. Already 30 applications for space have been received,

and there is no doubt but what the entire 8,000 ft. available

will be occupied.

The officers and members of the executive committee of

the Traveling Engineers' Supplymen's Association are: Presi-

dent, Charles B. Moore, American Arch Company; secretary,

J. Will Johnson, Pyle-National Electric Headlight Company;
treasurer, F. W. Edwards, Ohio Injector Company; F. D.

Fenn, Crane Company; W. L. Allison, Franklin Railway Sup-

ply Company; Charles Shults, Worth Brothers Company; F.

A. Morrison, Mason Regulator Company; B. J. Neely, Jenkins

Brothers, and W. O. Thompson, secretary. Traveling En-
gineers' Association.

M. C. B. BALL TO-NIGHT.

The Brazilian government has extended by 18 months
the time specified for the completion of the Itu-Cratheus

section of the Sobral Railway .

The forty-fifth annual ball of the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation will be given on the Million Dollar Pier to-night at

9.30 o'clock. Headquarters for the officers of the Association

will be at the booth of the Galena Signal Oil Company, at the

east (ocean) end of the ball room. The gfand march will be

led by President and Mrs. Curtis, and the other officers of the

Association and their ladies, and will be personally conducted by

J. Will Johnson, chairman of the entertainment committee.

Vollmer's orchestra will furnish the music, and punch and re-

freshments will be served at both ends of the ball room.
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]$vocceitint)}^.

The first sc-s.sion of the forty-fiftli annual nuu'tinjr of the

MastcM- Car Builders' .Association was liohl in tiic Greek
Temple, on Yonn,ii's .Million Dollar Tier, .'\tlanlic City, N. J.,

on Moiulay, June 19, 1911.

The president. T. II. Curtis ( L. iK: N.). called the meeting
to order at 9.30 o'clock and invited the past presidents and
mend)ers of the executive committee of the Master Car
r.uilders' and Master Mechanics' Associations to take seats

on the platform. The Rev. Dr. Newton W. Cadwell invoked

the Divine blessing. Mayor Stoy, of Atlantic City, for some
reason was prevented i-com welcoming the Association this

morning.
The President: We have with us this morning the oldest

nianv year-, and lia\e watched the growth and progress of

the .\-.-;i)ciation, while otiiers are here on their initial visit.

i',e it far fr<jni any member to feel that his mission here is

limited to vvh.il may l)e heard or said within these four walls.

The time li.is |)assed when the progressive railroa;! officer

may live enlirely to himself—he must associate himself with

his fellow-men and they, througii their combined knowledge
,ind strength, devi'^e effective ways and means iov the proper

conduct of various departments. The Association's jirinted

and bound record of proceedings contain a complete record

of the reports of the various committees and the discus-

sions that follow, and in them is recorded the progress that

we make from year to year, and they may be considered

annual markers indicating our urogress in time as a mile-

liost indicates the distance traveled.

The sui)plymcn. who are truly captains of industry, are to

be congratulated upon their fine display and liieir ever-

j)leasing manner in exhibiting the appliances wliich they rep-

T. H. Curtis,

President, M. C. B. Association.

ex-prseident of the Association, Mr. Wm. McWood, and I

will ask him to say a few words to us.

VVm. McWood: I thank you for your very kind remarks,

but I must candidly confess that I am a much better car

builder than speaker. I thank you all for your kind greet-

ing. (Applause.)

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT CURTIS.

We are here assembled for the forty-fifth annual conven-

tion of the Master Car Builders' Association and, as its

president, I take great pleasure in welcoming you. It is very

gratifying to observe that the ladies have favored us with

so large an attendance. Your presence is always berieficial

and your smiling countenances are encouraging and inspir-

ing. Surely no place affords more pleasure or di-^'ersion than

Atlantic City, and we trust that your short stay here may be

enjoyed to the fullest and that you will leave with the desire

to meet with us another year. It is very pleasing to observe

that so many of the members of the Association are present.

Some have attended these meetings at various places tor

A. Stewart.

First Vice-President, M. C. B. Association.

resent. On this great pier and for some distance in one of

the streets in this vicinitv are to be found on exhibition,

railway equipment, appliances and supplies so extensive that

if only a few moments' time were given to each important

subject, it would require over a day to investigate. The
opportunity to inspect these extensive exhibits should be

considered a great privilege, as much knowledge for the

betterment of railroad service may be gained therefrom.

Safely Appliances.—The past year has been a very eventful

one in the history of this Association andwe have before us

for immediate consideration several very important subjects.

The twenty-fourth annual report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission contains a report of the chief inspector, J. W.
Watson, in the summary of which it is showm that in the

year ended June 30, 1910, nearly a half-million freight cars

were inspected and a little over 5 per cent, were found to

be defective. When comparing these figures with those for

the year ended June 30, 1905, in which about one-fourth of

a million freight cars were inspected and over 22 per cent,

were found to be defective, we have the comfort of knowing
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that an iniprovcmont was made, but tiierc is still room for

further effort. Tiie comiiarative classified talile ot defective
safety appliances on freight cars, for the year ended June
30, 1910, as to couplers and uncoupling devices, sliows over
5,000 defective appliances. Over 1,500 of these defects were
in the uncoupling chains. These could have been practi-
cally obviated by the use of a first-class chain that would
not have cost over 15 cents. Over 2,000 more of the defects
reported could have been righted within an average of one-
half hour's time for each defect, and at a cost of not over
50 cents each. Over 6,000 cases of defects were reported in
hand-hcdds, ladders and sill-steps. Of this number, over 600
were for missing sill-steps and nearly 4,000 for missing hand-
holds. These omissions are to be deeply regretted. As to
air brakes, over 16,000 cases were reported, of which over
6,000 were for brakes cut-out and over 2,000 for cylinder
and triple valves not having been cleaned within the pre-
scribed time. Tiure were over 2,000 cases of release rods

composed of members of our .Association, the .\merican Kail-
way Association and others, and it is to be hoped that every
effort will be put forth on the part of the members of this
Association to familiarize themselves with these standards
with a view to jjroperly applying and maintaining them.
And, furthermore, 1 urge you to co-oi)erate with the Inter-
state Commerce ("ommission representatives, and by this co-
operation the object of the law will be attained and uni-
formity will be the result, as well as good feeling between
all concerned. One result of the enforcement of the safety
ai)pliance law will be the bringing into use of commo?!
standards for safety appliances for all classes of rolling stock
e(|uipment, regardless of the ownership of the equipment,
whether it be a railway company or a private car line.

Al. C. B. Standard Coupler.— .'\ common standard in railway
equipment, which is being interchanged, is a necessity— it is

the need of to-day. To further prollt l)y a common standard
for e(Hiipmeni it is earnestly recommended tliat the Master

J. S. Lentz.

Treasurer, M. C. B. Association.

missing. These rods do not co^t over 10 cents each.
Of the 16,000 defects cited. 10,000 of them could hrtve been

repaired by detaining the car from service only a half-day
at the most, and these repairs would have required only
labor and they would not have required the services of large
shops and machinery. The greater portion of the defects
mentioned could have been obviafed Iw greater care and
super\ isiiin. and this supervision should have come from the
higher officers. They should have known that the car men
were prriperly instructed and drilled in regard to the impor-
tance of properly applying and maintaining safety appliances.
The matter of proper application and maintenance of

safety appliances is of great importance. On July 1, 1911,

the United States safety appliance standards as set forth in

the order of the Interstate Commerce Commission of March,
1911, will become effective. While these standards may not
be looked upon favorably by some, they are the result of
many conferences and hard work by a committee of inspect-
ors for the Interstate Commerce Commission and the gen-
eral committee of railways on safetj^ appliance standards,

J. W. Taylor.

ScL-'retary. M. C. B. .Issociation.

Car lUiilders' Association speedilj' adopt a standard if. C. B.

car coupler, and that this coupler must be standard in all

of its parts, and every railwa)' to use it only. The day of
experimenting with car couplers is past, the state of the art

has reached its maturity. A common standard for a car
coupler will reduce the .great number of repair parts that are
now required to be kept in stock all over these United States
for repairs to the great number of different styles of the
-M. C. R. car coupler, which is now a standard only in its

contour lines. In brief, the M. C. B. coupler of to-day is

standard in service, but interchangeable only as a whole, as
the various makes are wideh- different in details of con-
struction. T'o facilitate the prompt movement of traffic and
also raise the standard of efficiency and reduce the cost of
or)eration. a standard M. C. B. coupler is a very present
need. This subject of a standard car coupler was earnestly
recommended by one of my worthy predecessors in his

address to our Association.
Car Wheels.—The day for small or light capacity freight

train cars, as well as passenger equipment cars, is about past.
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So-called heavy or laii;o capacity car.s arc now hciiiK built

extensively, and .some have been in operation for a long time.

In some cases the strains and stresses are ])ossibly exceed-
ing the limits of safety for certain kinds of material that

have been heretofore commonly used. As a citation I will

mention car wheels. The steel car wheel is now considered
by some large railway companies to be a necessity. I will

not comment on the steel car wheel or on the different kinds
or makes and their mission in railway equipment of to-day,

but will say that the time is at hand when something should
be done by this Association in prescribing and requiring that

under all heavy capacity cars an efficient and suitable car

wheel must be used. The common cast-iron car wheel of a

grade used under light cars with good results needs to be
materially increased in its strength and stability if it is to

be used in service under heavy capacity cars of to-day.

Brake Shoes.—The increase in capacity of cars has neces-
sarily increased the light weight of the car, and therefore
made necessarj' the increase of the pressure on the brake
shoe. For safety alone all brake shoes should have some
kind of a ,wrought-iron or steel binding member constructed
in the brake shoe to prevent the dropping of a piece of the
brake shoe on the track should the shoe crack or break and
a portion of the shoe fall to the roadbed. The all cast-iron

brake shoe does break in pieces in service. It should be re-

placed by a modern un-to-date brake shoe, thereby increas-

ing the safety of train operation, and I know it will not
increase the cost of operation. This change to a modern
brake shoe will eflfect economy and increased efificiency.

Brake Beam Safety Hangers.—For safety all brake beams
should have efficient safety hangers, and these safety hang-
ers or their equivalent should be required on all cars offered

in interchange. The best design of brake hangers will break
once in a while, and there should be a close second hanger
or safety device to prevent the brake bream from falling on
the track. When a brake beam falls on the track while the

car is in motion the results are more or less disastrous.

Air Brake Hose.—Some contentions have arisen during the

past two years or so regarding M. C. B. standard air brake
hose, incident to the enforcement of the rule requiring the

use of standard IH in. air brake hose properly labeled.

After the adoption of the specification and label, the da^£

for complying with the standard was set forward on three

different occasions and it was not until Sept. 1, 1910, that

it became obligatory to have the standard hose on cars

offered in interchange.

As it was not until about three years after the adoption
of the specification and label as a standard that it was obli-

gatory to equip cars with this hose, or, in other words, as

three years' time had been allowed in which to properly
equip cars with suitable hose, the officers of our Association
did not feel that it would impose any sudden hardship upon
the railways. However, it was a great surprise to many to

learn, after having become better acquainted with the situa-

tion, that many of the roads had paid little or no attention

to the purchase of hose as required by the Master Car
Builders' Association. Some of the roads were placed to a

large expense to apply the proper hose, which could have
been obviated by buying the standard M. C. B. hose. Since
Sept. 1, 1910, practically all cars have been equipped with
the standard hose, and this subject may now be considered
as closed, but it is ho^^ed that all will learn the lesson of

the necessity for complying with the Master Car Builders'
standards and avoid a recurrence of unnecessary expense
due to deviating: from the standards, even though the devia-
tion may be slight.

Consolidation.—For several vears the subject of the consoli-

dation of the M. M. and M. C. B. Associations has been
under consideration. Consolidation is a subject for each
member to give sincere consideration, for it may materially
affect him. In detail of subjects the two associations widely
differ, and yet both locomotives and cars are used in the
same train, and under the same management. One would
not consider a detail knowledge of the car department as
fitting him for detail service in the locomotive derartment,
or vice versa. • We now have two associations to deal with
two departments, which are different in detail. In the Amer-
ican Railway Association the railways have the consolidation
of these two departments; that is, the locomotive and the
car department, and this association includes many other
departments. The American Railway Association is the
executive head of all associations like the Master Mechanics'
Association, Master Car Builders' Association and others,
and therefore, it may not be wise or necessary to eflfect a
consolidation of the M. M. and M. C. B Association, espe-
cially as one of the associations that would form a part of

ilk' c<)iiM.lii|;iti(]ii is not e\i-ciiti\ e, and the oilier is not execu-
tive except in a limited degree.

If these two associations are consolidated and possibly
called American Railway Mechanical Association, as sug-
gested, it will be composed largely of the men that are now
members of these two associations. This would possibly be
very satisfactory to the men occupying the higher |)Osition

in railway service, but there would probably soon be formed
two other associations, one of the subordinate heads of the
locomotive dei)artment, and the other the subordinate heads
of the car department, and these two associations would
take up separately in detail those subjects that are close to

the trade in which they are earning their livelihood, the
same as the master boiler makers and master blacksmiths
now consider subjects in detail that are close to their trade.

This subject of consolidation needs much careful thought
and consideration on your part, and all matters should be
fully weighed before any definite action is taken.

In my remarks I have mentioned a few of the important
subjects before us for consideration, each of which requires
close application, study and care in order to derive any benefit
therefrom, but, aside from the great benefit to be derived in

this manner, there is also much to be gained by encouraging
the social side of this occasion. There are many points oi

interest in this vicinity, with enough diversion that all may
find a source of pleasure and recreation. Also, the 'entertain-

ment committee has provided for us a most extensive an^l

delightful program. This committee has spared no care or
effort in looking after every detail. We are also indebted to

the hotel men and to the city officials for having extended to

us so many favors looking toward our comfort. It is said

that "All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." There-
fore, do not let us work all the time. May we get into closer

touch with our. fellow-men by attending the social events,

and, when the convention is adjourned, go home recuperated
both in mind and in body and be better fitted for our daily

duties.

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS.

Secretary Taylor then presented his report which showed
that the active membership in June, 1910 was 377. Since that

time there have been transferred to representative member-
ship 9, droppd out of railway service 3, resigned 2, deaths 3,

transferred to life membershio 1. 18 in all, leaving a balance

of 359. There have also been transferred from representative
membership to active membership 4, new membership 59, total

63, making the active membership June, 1911, 422. The rep-

resentative membership in June, 1910, was 332, dropped on
account of absorption of roads 3, dropped on account of suc-

cessor appointed 25, dropped on account of being out of rail-

way service 3, dead 4, 35 in all, leaving a balance of 297.

There have also been transferred from active membership 9,

new representatives, new roads 19, new representatives from
old roads 36. total 64, making the representative membership
June, 1911, 361. The associate membership remains at 13.

The life membership in June, 1910, was 22. During the year
four life members have died and one has been elected, mak-
ing the present membership 19. The total membership in

June, 1911, is 815.

The number of cars represented in the association com-
pared with 1910 is as follows: June, 1910, 2,298.633; June,
1911, 2,464,530, an increase of 165.899. During the year 23
roads and private car lines have signified their desire to be-
come subscribers to the rules of interchange governing freight

cars, and one road has advised of its acceptance of the code
of rules governing the interchange of passenger equipment.
The report of the Treasurer showed that the receipts dur-

ing the year had been $17,220.76, and the expenses had been
Jf^l7,213. 37, leaving a balance of $7.39. TTie amount of unpaid
dues is $992, and a list of the delinquent members is attached
to the renort of the Secretary. The association has a surplus
fund of $1,126,20.

The report of the Secretary and Treasurer was referred to

an auditino- committee made up of T. H. Goodnow (L. S &:

M. S.\ T. W. Fogg (B. & O. C. T.) and C. D. Younv fPenn.).
The president named as members of the obituary com-

mittee the follow-ing: For J. E. Cowan (D. & H.). J. H.
Manning; for G. P. Sweeley (Penna.), W. C. Arp; for J. J.

Connellv. Wm. Garstang: for F. O. Bray (L. S. & M. S.\
D. R. AfacBain: for A. C. Robson (111. Cent.), F. W. Brazier;
for J. E. Dorn (B. & A.\ R. D. Smith; and for Jas. Denver
(N Y. N. H. & H). G. W. Wildin.
The annual dues were fixed at $4 per vote, the same as

heretofore.
The president named as the committee on corrcsnondence

and resolutions Messrs. T. H. Goodnow, J. F. Walsh and

J. F. Enright.
Prof. Edward C. Schmidt, of the University of Illinois, has

I
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made application for associate membership, wliich under the

Constitution will lay over until the next annual convention.

J. W. Harden (B. & M.) and J. W. Flemming (C. & O.;

Jiave been proposed for life membership.
F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C): It is a well-known fact that

jiiany members decline to serve on committees, stating as

the fact that they cannot devote the time to the work; and
1 regret to say that there are many officials of railways

that do not seem to be willing to let members devote time
or any little expense to committee work. At the same time,

these same officials and railway companies derive benefit

from the work that is done by others. The past year has
been one of the busiest years for the officers of this asso-
<:iation in its history. You are all aware of the safety ap-
pliance law which went into effect this year, and most of

you know that there was a general committee appointed, who
visited Washington and worked with the Government repre-

sentatives. P'inally, at a hearing before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, they very wisely referred the matter back
to a conference committee, consisting of five railway mem-
bers, five of the Government inspectors and representatives

of the labor organizations. This conference committee spent
almost a month's time in going over the safety appliance law
with the other representatives, and were able to arrange mod-
ifications mutually satisfactory to all the parties in interest,

which will save the railways of this country a few million
dollars without impairing, even in the slightest way, the
efficiency of the safety device. The meetings were conducted
so harmoniously that when the final hearing came before the

Interstate Commerce Commission every point that was
raised was agreed to, an extension of time was given on the
old equipment, and concessions that were made on the pres-
ent equipment were such that all the railways of this country
.and private lines as well will reap the benefit of their labors.

This association is indebted to its president, Theodore
Curtis; Mr. Gibbs, of the PeYina. R. R.; Mr. Fuller, of the
Union Pacific; Mr. Seley, of the Rock Island Lines, and Mr.
Beems, of the N. Y. Central Lines, for the faithful manner
in which they attended to their duties and for the good
feelings which they brought about with the Government in-

spectors. It should bring the blush of shame to any railroad

official or any member of this association who dares say
that they do not have time to attend to the duties of com-
mittee work that has been done by the committe I have
mentioned and others that were on the general committee.

This association has been more or less criticised for hav-
ing standards and recommended practices which have not
been followed. No doubt the individual members of the
association have not been to blame for this; some officials

have purposely ignored them and, gentlemen, we are paying
dearly for it at the present time, because had the M. C. B.

Rules and Recommended Practices been followed out more
closely the presnt drastic laws would never have been passed;
consequently to show the feeling that this association has
towards this committee, that has done this hard work, I

move that we extend to them our sincere thanks for their

laborious duties and the very pleasant way in which they
represented this association and brought about the good
feeling between the Government officials and the railways.
The motion was unanimously carried by a rising vote.
H. H. Vaughan (C. P.): I wish to make a request that this

association establish a standard or limiting the height for the
running board of a standard dimension box car. I will put
it in the form of a motion and move that the matter be
referred to the committee on standards for its consideration.
The standards of this association prescribe a height for the
eaves of a box car with standard inside dimensions, but do
not prescribe any standard height for the running board.
The matter has been brought before the Canadian Railway
Commission in connection with bridge and tunnel clearance,
and, at the meeting at which it was presented to them, the
question arose that this association had never established
any standard height for the running board of box cars. I

understand that the matter is to a certain extent already in

the hands of the American Railway Association, but at the
same time I see no objection to th^e committee on standards
corresponding with that association and ascertaining if it

would be satisfactory to them for us to take this matter up.

R. L. Kleine (Penna.): We now have a specified height
for brake shaft—that is, 14 ft. 2 in., if I am not mistaken

—

and the safety appliance law requires 14-in. clearance under-
neath th'c brake wheel, and that would practically make the
maximum height of the running board 13 ft. 10 in. according
to present standards.
Mr. Vaughan: There is practically no difficulty, and I think

I am correct in saying that almost no cars today exceed a

height of 13 ft. 6 in., and the difference between that and 13

ft. lU in. is worth having, as a matter of saving, if we can
get it.

C. A. Schroyer (C. & N. W): I think it is unnecessary
that a committee should be appointed on that subject, because
we are limited in the height of our cars by the brake wheel.
We must have a clearance between the brake wheel and top
of the running board, and we can go to within these limits,

so that a committee appointed on that subject would not be
able to accomplish anything more than is now accomplished
by the limits prescribed.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.): I think what Mr. Vaughan
seeks is merely a statement in the standards of the height,

no matter how derived. I think that is within the province
of the committee on standards to take that up and include

it in their report.

Mr. Kleine: Do I understand, Mr. Vaughan, that it is the

maximum height of running board that you want fixed, or is

it a uniform height?
Mr. Vaughan: I think we should fix a maximum height

in the standards. The height of the brake wheel does not

afifect this. It is the height of a rhan standing on the

running board that we are after. In Canada there is a

movement to fix the height of bridges at 22 ft. and we
think they should be 20 ft., as we assume that we are not
going to have brakemen who will be over 6 ft. 6 in. tall,

standing on a running board 13 ft. 6 in. in height, so that

everything we can get out of that is in value in grade
crossing work if they are going to insist on clearances

enough for a man to stand on top of an ordinary car.

G. W. Wildin (N. Y. N. H. & H.): I believe there should
be some limit in the matter of cleaning the triple valves of

air brakes. I do not believe, if a road properly cleans the

triple valves, that they should be required to pay for another
cleaning done within 15 days of the original cleaning. As
it stands now, you have got to pay the bills if the arbitra-

tion committee says so. I think there should be some reason-

able time set as a limit in this matter, and that an owner
shall not be required to pay for a second cleaning of the

triple valves until after the expiration of a stated period.

Mr. Seley: I do not know whether it is the proper time

to bring this matter up, but I will give notice that it is

my intention, if it is proper to do it at that time, to introduce

in the discussion of the coupler committee report the ques-

tion of the abrogation of the standard of the association as

regard the top lock. I have always considered that this

dissociation made a mistake in standardizing the top lock

coupler. That has been emphasized this morning in the

president's address, quoting from the action of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission; and whether it is proper to

take it up now or in connection with the report of the com-
mittee, I cannot say, but I would like to give notice of my
intention to make a motion at the proper time to reconsider

that matter as a standard.
The President: Mr. Wildin, did you make a motion about

the triple valves?
Mr. Wildin: My motion is that the matter of cleaning the

triple valve be referred to the Committee on Interchange,

so that there will be a minimum limited time in which the

owner will be required to pay for cleaning the triple valve.

Mr. Schroyer: I think that is unnecessary, unless we want
to change the present limit. If a triple valve has not been
cleaned inside of a year, a foreign line can clean it and
charge the owners. Unless you want to reduce that time I

think the motion is unnecessary.
Mr. Wildin: Mr. Schroyer does not understand what I

am getting at. For instance:—You clean a triple valve to-

day, and we pay you for it. In 30 days the car goes over
to the C. M. & St. P. and they clean it, and we will have
to pay for it. I have had something like 50 cases in the

last year, and when I have referred the matter to the arbi-

tration committee, to see where the mattei stood, they have
said, "You will have to pay the bill." There seems to be
no limit now.

T. L. Burton (C. of N. J.): I think this question that Mr.
Wildin brings up probably originates from an improper clean-

ing rather than to a too frequent cleaning of the triple valve.

The rule states specifically that the work can be done and
charged to the car owner once a year or when the brake is

inoperative. I have found, as I have no doubt Mr. Wildin
has found, that this work is sometimes done improperly, and
then when the car reaches the Milwaukee Road to which he
refers, the brake is inoperative and it is up to the road to

l)ut it in order. It is also true, unfortunately, that when that
work is done the cars are not always stenciled when the valve
is opened up and cleaned. I think it is a question of im-
proper cleaning, rather than too frequent cleaning.

Mr. Wildin: I think the road which makes the improper
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repairs or cleaning should not be paid for the work, and if

it is necessary to clean the valve again within 30 days, the

road which cleans the valve the last time should be paid, and

the road which cleaned it the hist time should not be paid.

1 know it is a matter of improper cleaning and that is where
the whole trouble arises; for if the triple valves were properly

cleaned they would not require cleaning again so soon.

W. v. Bentley (B. & O.): 1 want to endorse largely what
Mr. Burton says. 1 think a very great deal of the work is

done improperly, not by reason of improper cleaning, but by

reason of the people cleaning the triple valves out in the yard

at the cars, without putting the valves on the testing rack to

know whether they are properly cleaned or not. By a care-

ful checking of a large number of triple valves on the test

rack—the improved test rack of the Westinghouse Company

—

it will be found that about 35 per cent, of the valves, after

cleaning, will not stand the test, and yet if these valves are

not properly tested they are put on the cars just the same.

If you put the triple valves on the cars out in the yard, the

inspectors and others who might do the cleaning will not

be able to detect whether the valves are properly cleaned or

not by any tests which they will be able to make in the yard.

If the triples were tested on the test rack very dififerent re-

sults would follow. This is a matter which should be given

careful consideration.

T. H. Goodnow (L. S. & M. S.): I believe, in line with

Mr. Wildin's remarks, that if the committee which handles

this subject will embody in its report a requirernent that the

name of the road making the repairs to the triple valve, as

well as the date, shall be stenciled on the hose, it will go a

long way to checking this matter, without complicating the

work, and then those who do the work the second time will

have the information to give the car owner when a question

of this kind comes up. At the present time it is almost
impossible to locate the road which did the improper work.
By having the additional stencil, showing the initials of the

road which did the work the first time, it will protect the car

owner from the effects of this improper work. I would like

to have that included in the consideration of the question.

Wm Garstang (C. C. C. & St. L.): We have a committee
on train brake and signal equipment, and I would move that

the question of the cleaning of triple valves, as brought out
in this discussion, be referred to this committee for con-
sideration and recommendation.

Tlie President: Mr. Wildin. do you accept that?

Air. Wildin : I will accept anything to get the matter
before the convention.
The President: Gentlemen, you have heard the motion

made by Mr. Wildin to refer this subject to the committee on
train brake and sii?nal equipment. (The motion was carried.)

C. A. Seley: Do I understand what I had to say will be
taken up when the report of the committee on coupler and
draft equipment is considered?
The President: Yes.
The committee on nominations made the following nomi-

nations: For president, A. Stewart, G. S. M. P., Southern;
C. E. Fuller. Asst. Gen. Mgr.. Union Pacific, and D. F. Craw-
ford, G. S. M. P.. Penna. Lines West. Pittsburgh. For vice-

president, A Stewart, G. S. M. P., Southern; C. E. Fuller,

Asst. Gen. Mgr. Union Pacific; D. F. Crawford, G. S. M. P.,

Perma. Lines West, Pittshnreh : M. K. Barnum, G. S. M. P.,

Illinois Central; R. E. Smith. G. S. M. P., Atlantic Coast
Line, and D. R. MacBain, S. M. P., L. S. & M. S.

REVISION OF STANDARDS AND RECOMMENDED
PRACTICE.

1. After due consideration of present standards and recom-
mended practice of the Association, together with replies from
members to the circular of inquiry and requests involving
standards presented by the Secretary, the committee reports as

follows

:

STANDARDS.

Journal Boxes and Details

Pages 694 to 696, Sheets M. C. B. 1 to 13.

2. A member suggests that the sections for journal bear-
ings. Sheets M. C. B. 1. 3 4. 6, 7. 9. 10, 12 and 13, should show
the section of the side guide at the center for journal bearings,

arranged similar to each o*her instead of bein? lighted from
above on some and from below on others. The committee
while apprecating that this would make all the journal bearint^s

uniform, at the present time the 354-in. by 7-in. and 4'/-in.

by 8-in. journal bearings are lightened from helow and the 5-in.

by 9-'n. and 5'/2-'n. by 10-in. journal bearings are lightened

from above, and as this in no way affects the journal bearing
it is thought that the expense incurred in changing patterns,

drawings and standards is not warranted.

Journal Ih'xcs and Drtiiils. I'or Journals 5 by 9 b\ fi'/j by

10 Incites.

Sheds M. C. 15. 8 and 11.

3. A member suggests that the opening in the rear wall

of 5-in. by 9-in. and 5j/^-in. by 10-in. journal boxes be reduced
so as to give some protection for the dust guard, and submits
sketch showing the openings recommended.
The committee does not approve of this suggestion, as these

walls have but recently been enlarged by a vote of the Associa-
tion in order to prevent the walls of the boxes being broken
out.

Journal Box and Details. For Journals SV2 *w. bv ^0 in.

Page 696. Sheet M. C. B. 11.

4. A member suggests the following: Journal boxes for the

heavier capacity equipment are being made of pressed and
cast steel, and in order that the standards may be up to date,

the following changes in the notes on Sheet 11 are recom-
mended :

Section of box may be made either circular or square below
the center line and material may be cast iron, malleable iron,

pressed steel or cast steel; provided all the essential d mensions
are adhered to. When journal box is made of material other
than cast iron, reduction in thickness of metal and coring to

lighten weight is permissible, provided all the essential dimen-
sions, which affect interchaneability and the proper fitting of
contained parts are adhered to. If the method of manufacture
does not permit of placing the letters "M. C. B." on the side

R. L. Kleine.

Chairman, Committee on Revision of

Standards and Recommended
Practice.

of the journal box they may be placed on the top between the
hinge lug and seat of truck sides.

The committee suggests that they be referred to letter ballot

Axles.
Sheet M. C. B. 15i

7. A member writes as follows: "We have under con-
sideration, at the present time, the question of marking some
cars 115,000 lbs. capacity, and using under them 5!/2-in. by
10 in. axles. We know that under Markings for Tank Cars
it is allowable to mark the maximum weight of the car. in-

cluding the car and lading, 161,000 lbs., and will use an axle

with a minimum journal 5 in. in diameter. We are already
marking some cars 115,000 lbs. capacity having SVz in. by
100-in. journals, which ear will weigh, when light about
44,000 lbs., making total weight of car and lading about
159,000 lbs., but these car bodies, which are used in coal

service, can hardly be loaded in excess, while the coke cars

we now have under consideration could very readily be
loaded in excess with coal.

"We would like to know if we would be safe in marking
these new coke cars 115,000 lbs. capacity, or whether we
should mark on them the maximum weight of the car and
lading, and if we presume upon taking these axles out when
the diameter reached about 5>4 in- what would be the max-
imum weight that we could mark them and still have them
pass the interchange points without any trouble?"

Your committee would call attention to Rule 86 of the-
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Code of Rules Governing the Interchange of Cars, which
provides two methods of marking cars to indicate the load
limit on axles. In both of these tables the limits for the
Syi in. by 10 in. axle under the heading of Capacity Car and
Maximum Weight are precisely the same, but these limits

are varied for the smaller axles. The various railways, as
far as can be learned, have not followed the marking of
maximum weight, excepting for tank cars, but adhered to
capacity marking, usually allowing ten per cent, overload.
The published tariff rates which cover minimum carload
weights refer to cars of various capacities, and if the cars
were to be marked maximum weight some objections might
be raised by the traffic people, furthermore, the present
prevalent method of marking capacities has been in use a
great many years and is thoroughly comprehended and un-
derstood by the various departments of all railways through-
out the country, and any change at this time would have a
tendency to lead to confusion, auditing systems would have
to be revised and changed and likewise the stenciling on
the majority of the cars in the country. Notwithstanding this,

cars should be permitted to be loaded to the carrying
capacity of the axles, and it is a question as to how this can
be accomplished without seriously affecting both the traffic

and motive-power departments.
The committee is not in favor of having more than one

limit for the minimum diameter to which the journal and
wheel seat may be worn, as this would lead to too much
confusion in the shops. It is thought that without increasing
the present number of axles and without changing the
minimum diameters of journal and wheel seat, the present
table of capacity markings for cars could be so amended
as to permit variations in the capacity markings of the cars
(minimum variations 5,000 or 10,000 lbs.) by adding to the

table the maximum load for which the representative axles
were designed, and by deducting from this maximum load
the light weight of the car and the overload of ten per cent.,

which would give the correct capacity to be stenciled on
the cars. For the consideration of the members before any
definite action is taken.

Limit Gages for Inspecting Secondhand Wheels for

Remounting.

Page 702, Sheet M. C. B. 16-A.

8. A member suggests the following: "Referring to dis-

cussion at M. C. B. meeting relative to advancing from
Recommended Practice to Standard, gage for accepting
secondhand wheels, would advise that on referring to page
637, M. C. B. Proceedings 1909, it will be noted these gages
were proposed in 1907 and since then have not been changed
in contour, the condemning height of both gages being 1 5-16

in. With the old 1^-in. flange, this represents a wear of
only 3-16 in. in the original chill, but with the present 1-in flange

this represents a 5-16-in. wear into chill. Specifications for

M. C. B. wheels state that the chill at the throat shall be
in no case more than 1 in., nor less than }i, 7-16 and '/^ in.,

resf)ectively, on the 625, 675 and 725-lb. wheels. Taking
the minimum chill, therefore, as H in. on light wheels with
an encroachment of S-16-in. wear before condemning would
leave only 1-16-in. chill on this wheel when the wheel is

remounted secondhand. In the same way the 675-lb. wheel
would have l/^-m. chill remaining and the 725-lb. wheel
would have 3-16-in. remaining.

"It would seem to us that the committee had overlooked
the point that the flange had been reduced ]4 in. in height."

The chairman of the wheel committee advises that the
change should be made as suggested.

The committee, therefore, recommends:
A. That the note under limit gage shown on Sheet M. C.

B. 16-A be changed to read: "For remounting cast-iron

wheels cast prior to the M. C. B. standard tread and flange

adopted prior to 1909."

B. That drawings be added showing the limit gage for
cast-iron wheels with M. C. B. tread and flange adopted in

1909, reducing the limit for height of flange from 1 5-16 in.

to 1 3-16 in., and a note added under these gages reading
as follows : "For remounting cast-iron uheels with M. C. B,

standard tread and flange adopted in 1909."

Air Brakes—General Arrangement and Details.

Pages 706 to 708. Sheet M. C. B, 18.

11. A member suggests that to conform to U. S. Safety
Appliance Standards the paragraph referring to hand-brake
chain should be changed.
The committee approves this recommendation.
12. A member suggests that the double hand-brake ar-

rangements shown on Sheet M. C. B. 18 do not conform to

requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and
should be made to work with the air.

The committee referred this ;natter to the committee on
train brake and signal equipment for the necessary attention.

Air Brakes—General Arrangements and Details.

Pages 706 to 708, Sheet M. C. B. 18.

14. A member suggests that the distance from the inside
face of M. C. B. coupler knuckle to the center of air-brake
angle cock shown on Sheet M. C. B. 18 should be changed
from 13 in. to 11 in. to agree with the Air Brake Association
recommendation.
The committee does not approve.

Air Brakes—General Arrangements and Details.
Pages 706 to 708, Sheet M. C. B. 18.

15. A member calls attention to the following: Relative
to brake-lever connection. Sheet M. C. B. 18, this cut shows
the connection to be round iron or steel not less than Ij^-in.
diameter. This is the only reference I know of in regard
to the material and construction, and I feel sure that it is

but little understood by railway men in general. Some rail-
ways are making this connection of cast steel in the star
section in the center the same as is used in malleable iron.
If this connection is to be seriously considered as an M. C.
B. Standard it should be plainly brought out.
Committee would call attention to text on page 708, read-

ing as follows: '"In 1900 the use of malleable iron construc-
tion was discontinued providing that the truck connection be
made of round iron or steel not less than Ij/^-in. in diameter."
This would indicate that the rods were to be made of \y^-in.
wrought material, although cast steel is not prohibited.
The committee believes that cast steel of proper section is

suitable for truck-lever connection and would suggest that
a note be added to Sheet M. C. B. 18 reading as follows:
"Cast steel may be used for truck-lever connection if of
equal strength to the section of wrought iron or steel
specified."

Label for Air-brake Hose.
Paegs 712 and 713, Sheet M. C. B. 18.

16. A member suggests the following: Page 709. seventh
paragraph, the size of hose and the letters A and R as well
as numerals indicating month hose was applied or removed
are not covered in the specifications. To cover the size
of hose and after the word "purchaser" in third line the
words, "and the size of the hose \y% in."; and to cover the
date applied and removed add after "standard" in fifth line
the words, "also in the center field the letters A and R to
the left and the numerals as shown to the right."
This information should also be shown in paragraph re-

ferring to badge plate under specifications and test for
woven and combination woven and wrapped air-brake hose.
Show size of hose on label as per sketch submitted in-

stead of as shown on pages 709 and 712. Sheet M. C. B. 18.
The text under heading "Label for Air-brake Hose." page

712, should also include the size 1^ in. and M. C. B. Standard
as shown on Sheet M. C. B. 18.

The committee recommends that the label and text (para-
graph 7, page 709) referring to same be omitted from ihe
specifications for air-brake hose and placed under the label
for air-brake hose, paragraph 7, to be changed to read as
follows: "Each length of hose must have vulcanized to it

the label for air-brake hose of white or red rubber as shown
under the specifications. Label for Air-brake Hose. Each
lot of 200 or less must bear the manufacturer's serial num-
ber commencing at one on the first of the year, and con-
tinuing consecutively until the end of the year. For each
lot of 200. one extra hose must be furnished free of cost.

17. Change second paragraph on page 711 under the head-
ing of "Specifications and Tests for Woven and Combina-
tion Woven and Wrapped Air Brake Hose" to read: "Each
length of hose must have vulcanized to it the label for
air-brake hose of white or red rubber as shown under the
specifications 'Label for Air Brake Hose.'"

18. Change second paragraph under the heading "Label
for Air-brake Hose," page 712. to read: "Each length of
hose must have vulcanized to it a standard air-brake hose
label of white or red rubber as shown. The following in-

formation must be branded on the label: On the top of the
badge the initials or name of road or purchaser and the
size \y% in.; on the bottom the name of manufacturer; on
the left-hand end the month and year of manufacture; on
the right-hand end the serial number and the letters M. C.
B, Standard; and in the center field the years, letters A and
R. and the numerals for the month to show the date of
application and removal. These letters and figures nmst be
clear and distinct, not less than % in. in height, excepting
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name of niaiuifacturiT, wliicli nui>t not l)i' less lliaii ;« in.

in height, and stand in relief not less than 1-32 in. Letters

and figures covering the application and removal of the

hose must he so applied that they can he ri'inoved hy euttiiig

%yithout endangering the coyer"
Dimensions of lal)el to he 4 in. hy i' j in. Ivxleii'^ioiis may

he made on right-hand iiid.

No change has heen made in the air-hrake hose lahel aside

from increasing the size of letters and numerals from 3-16

in. to J4 '"• '" height, and name of manufacturer, which has
been specified to be not less than ]/» in. in height. The
text has been revised to correspond with lahel.

20. A member suggests that we should add a paragrapli

to the specifications, Lahel for Air-Brake Hose, page 713,

to cover fitting up hose to the couplings and nipples so that

the lahel on the hose will show toward the side of the car

in such a position that the car inspectors can readily read

the label from the side of the car.

The committee concurs in this suggestion and refers it

to letter ballot for adoption as Recommended Practice.

Safety Appliances.

Pages 715 to 722. Sheets M. C. B. 19 to 19B.

24. A member suggests to adopt Recommended Practice

for brake details shown on Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion Plate '"A" as follows: "Brake wheels both flat and
dished IS in. and 16 in. diameter, brake ratchet wheel, brake
ratchet-wheel pawl and brake ratchet-wheel pawl plates."

25. A numlier of members suggest that the text and
sheets be revised to conform to Interstate Commerce Com-
mission requirements.
The committee approves these recommendations and sug-

gests that the U. S. Safety Appliance Standards adopted
March 13, 1911, by order of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission be substituted for the present Standards.

Arch Bars for ioo,ooo-lb. Capacity Cars.

Page 723, Sheet M. C. B. 20.

26. The 1^ in. by 5 in. arch bar for 100,000-lb. capacity

truck, which was adopted as a Standard in 1909. is giving

trouble, due to failing through the bottom column bolt hole.

The 1^ in. by 6 in. arch bar used by some roads for the

100,000-lb. capacity truck is reported as giving good service.

As it would appear that the present standard is unsatis-

factory, the committee would recommend that this question

be referred to the Committee on Freight Car Trucks, with

instructions to investigate what practical results have been

obtained with both the l]^ in. by S in. and 1^ in. by 6 in.

arch bars, and make recommendations for any necessary

revision of the present standard.

Automatic Couplers.

Pages 724 and 725, Sheet M. C. B. 23.

27. Several members recommend the following:

During the 1910 convention it was recommended to the com-

mittee on standards and recommended practice the addition of

8^-in. coupler butt, for the reason that the 6^-in. coupler

butt was designed to use with the 6K-in. by 28-:n. draft

springs, allowing ^-in. clearance. Again the 9i/^-in. butt

was designed to accommodate certain friction draft gears,

requiring that width within the yoke. This recommenda-
tion was subinitted to letter ballot and rejected, the vote

being 1,191 yes and 614 no, total vote 1,805, necessary votes

for adoption 1,203, or within 12 votes of carrying same.

Inasmuch as there are thousands of cars equipped with the

M. C. B. Class "G" springs, the 6>4-in. butt is not sufificient

in depth, and not being good practice to use liners between
the butt and yoke ends (the diameter of Class "G" spring

being 8 in.), and, furthermore, this spring can not be used
with the 9ii-in. butt as the clearance is too great, also the

spring would not be central. Believe the matter should

again be submitted to the M. C. B. Committee with a view

of urging the adoption of the Sy2-'m. butt as standard.

The committee does not approve of this recommendation.

Height of Couplers.

Page 737.

31. A member suggests the following: We would recom-
mend that the paragraph reading, 'The standard height of

couplers for passenger equipment cars is 35 in. from top

of rail when car is loaded," be modified to conform to the

Safety Appliance Act of March 2, 1893, No. 113, amended
April 1, 1896, which reads as follows: "Note—Prescribed

Standard Height of Draw Bars; standard gage roads 34]^
in.; narrow-gage roads 26 in.; maximum variation between
loaded and empty cars 3 in.," in other words, the standard

height of 35 in. specified for passenger cars should be changed
to 341^ in.

Also, in the second paragraph we should add a clause to
cover the standard height for narrow-gage cars tu be 26 in.,

minimum 23 in., and on two-feet gage railways maximum
iu-ight 17^ J in., minimum height 14J/^ in.

i'he committee suggests that the text be modified to con-
form to the order of the Interstate Commerce Commission
dated October 10, 1910, reading as follows: ''i'he maximum
lieight of drawbars for freight cars measured perpendicularly
from the level of top of rails to the centers of drawbars for
standard-gage railroads shall be 34J/2 in., and the minimum
iieight of drawbars for freight cars on such standard-gage
railways measured in the same manner shall be 31 J/2 in.,

and on narrow-gage railway the maximum height of draw-
bars for freight cars measured from the level of tops of
rails to the centers of drawbars shall be 26 in., and the
minimum height of drawbars for freight cars on such nar-
row-gage railways measured in the same manner shall be
23 in., and on 2-foot gage railways the maximum height of
drawbars for freight cars measured from the level of the
tops of rails to the centers of drawbars shall be 17}/2 in.,

and the minimum height of drawbars for freight cars on
such 2-foot gage railways measured in tlie same manner shall

be 14^ in.

Siding, riooring. Roofing and Lining:,.

Page 738, Sheet M. C. B. 26.

33. A member calls attention to the details of siding,

roofing, lining and flooring. Sheet M. C. B. 26, which shows
the corners of the tongue of sheathing, roofing, lining and
flooring as being square. With the tongue square, it is diffi-

cult to have the same enter the grooves, and, therefore,

recommends that the drawings be changed to show the cor-

ners taken ofT of the tongue.
The committee approves of this suggestion.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.

Journal Box and Pedestal for Passenger Cars for Journals

^-in. by g-in.

Page 755, Sheets M. C. B.—A and B.

The committee recommends the following:
(a) Sheet A, 5-in. by 9-in. passenger journal box, change

mouth of box and dust-guard opening to conform to freight

box and advance to Standard.
(b) Pedestal for 5-in. by 9-in. journal box shown on Sheet

B advance to Standard.

Pedestals for Passenger Cars for ^-in. bv g-in. Journals.

Page 755, Sheet M. C. B.—B.

38. A member suggests that the passenger car pedestal
for 5-in. by 9-in. journal boxes be dropped from the Recom-
mended Practice for the reason that the flanges and other
portions outside of the journal box are such that the fit

would not be suitable for all the designs of truck wheel
pieces.

The committee does not approve of this recommendation.

Journal Bo.v and Pedestal for Passenger Cars with 3 1-2-in.

bv lo-in. Journals. .

39. A member suggests that the Association again take
up and consider the question of the preparation of drawings
for journal box for passenger cars with 5^-in. by 10-in. journals.

The committee recommends that this question be referred

to the committee on freight car trucks, with instructions to

prepare the necessary drawings of pedestal and journal box,
showing only the essential dimensions.

Axle "E."
Page 760, Sheet M. C. B.—B.

42. A member suggests that the axle shown on Sheet
M. C. B.—B should have the radius for fillet between the

dust guard and wheel seat ^ in. instead of % in., so that
it may be turned with the same tool as the journal and
wheel seat fillets and to conform to standard axles shown
on Sheet M. C| B. IS.

Cast-Jron Wheels.
Page 760, Sheet M. C. B.—N, O and P.

43. A member suggests that the recommended practice

for cast-iron wheels for 60,000, 80.000 and 100,000 lbs. cars

be advanced to Standard.
The committee believes that the specifications for cast-

iron wheels should be advanced to Standard, but before
doing so should be referred to the wheel committee for any
changes or corrections that may be necessary.

High-Speed Foundation Brake Gear for Passenger Service.

Sheets M. C. B.—J, K and L.

48. A member suggests that the brake-gear arrangement
shown on Sheets M. C. B.—J, K and L be revised to show
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the lian(l-l)r;ikt's in(k'])en(lent of the air and conform to
Ii^terstate Commerce Commission requirements.

49. A membe' suggests that the high-speed foundation
brake shown on these three sheets be dropped, as it does
not conform to the Interstate Commerce Commission re-

quirements, nor is it suitable where high-speed brakes are
used, therefore this brake is not suitable for the heavy cars
which are being built for passenger service, and the sheets
contain no reference to such cars.

The committee recommends that these three sheets be re-

ferred to the committee on train brake and signal eciuipment
for revision.

STEAM AND AIR LINE CONNECTIONS.

Pages 775 and 776, Sheet M. C. B.—Q.

50. A member calls attention to air-brake hose, Sheet
M. C. B.—Q, being shown as 1 in. by 22 in. while specifica-

tions for standard hose. Proceedings 1910, page 708, para-
graph 6, show that the inside diameter must not be less

than l}i in.

51. A member suggest that the last paragraph on page
776 be changed to read as follows : "That the air-brake hose
must be 1^ in. inside diameter and 22 in. long, and air-

signal hose must be 1^ in. inside diameter and 22 in. long"
The recommendation to change air-brake hose from 1 in. to

l-V^ in. is made to conform to Rule 21 of the Appendix
Code of Rules Governing the Interchange of Passenger
Equipment Cars. The recommendation to change signal
hose from I in. to Ij^ in. is for the reason that, when signal

hose is made on a 1^-in. mandrel, the inside diameter is

at least 1}$ in. and hose should, therefore, be branded
1^ in."

The committee concurs in the recommendation that air-

brake hose must be l^i in. inside diameter, but does not
approve the I'-^-in. diameter for air-signal hose. The com-
mittee also recommends that the heading on page 775 be
changed to read: "Steam and Air Connections for Passen-
ger Cars."

52. A member calls attention to the angle at which angle
cock under car ends it set on Sheet AI. C. B. 18, bein-T 30

dee. from the vertical, while on Sheet O it is shown vertical,

and recommends that 15 deg. from the vertical be made
standard for freight and passenger cars.

The committee recommends that the angle cock shown on
Sheet Q be changed to show 30 deg. from the vertical.

Uncoupling Arrangements far M. C. B. Couplers.

Sheet M. C. B.—C.

53. A member suggests that the uncoupling attachments
should be changed to conform to Interstate Commerce Com-
mission requirements.

54. A member suggests that Sheet C be revised to meet
requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

55. A member suggests that this be advanced to Standard
in so far as all clevises and links are concerned, but not
the uncoupling lever and attachments, on account of them
not being applicable to all of the present equipment.
The committee recommends to advance to Standard the

clevises, links and pin now shown on Sheet C, and to in-

clude Plate P> and text governing the uncoupling levers of

the U. S. Safety Appliance Standards, adopted by order of

the Commission dated March 13. 1911. in the Standards of

the Association.

Coupler Yokes.

Pages 776 and 777, Sheet M. C. I?.—C.

56. A member suggests that the yoke for the twin spring
gear, yoke for tandem spring gear and yoke for friction

gear be advanced to Standard.
The committee concurs in this recommendation and sug-

gests that they be shown on a new Sheet No. 23-A.

Drop-Test Machine.

Page 777, Sheet M. C. B.— I.

57. .X member suggests that the drop-test machine for

M. C. R. couplers and knuckle pins be advanced to Standard.
The committee concurs in this recommendation.

Box-Car Outside—Hunn .Side-Door Pi.vtures.

Page 779, Sheet M. C. B.—F.

62. A member suggests that door-hasp staple, shown on
Sheet M. C. B.—F. be increased in Icneth from 5-1^ in. to 16

in., to provide for four bolts for fastening staple to door.

The present hasp staple is causing trouble, due to pulling

through the wood on account of insecure fastening.

The committee approves this suggestion.

Standard Location for Car-Door .Seals.

65. At a special session of the General Managers' .Asso-

ciation of the Southeast, held on September 9, 1910, the

following resolution was unanimously passed:
"Resolved, That it be the sense of this meeting; that car-do 'r

fastenings should be located 5 ft. above top of rail and 1

ft. above the floors of the cars, and it is recommended to

all lines that they include these specifications for all new
equipment, and that it be made a rule to alter tbe location
of door fastenings for all cars going through the shops for

general overhauling to conform to this standard."
It was further stated that this action will be communi-

cated to the Master Car Builders' Association, the various
General Managers' Associations and to the American Rail-

vvay Association, the cause for this action being the present
difficulty in procuring proper seal records, by reason of

the seals on most cars being so high from the ground that

those entrusted with the duty of procuring the sealing

records can not read tbem.
This subject was considered at the meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Master Car Builders' Association, on
September 21, 1910, and referred to this committer. Subse-
quently the American Railway Association issued Circular

1069 to all railway members of that association, reading as

follows:
"1. Are you in favor of adopting a standard height for

car-door fastenings ?

"2. Do you favor 5 ft. or 6 ft., or what other height above
tbe rail as the height for car-door fastenings?

"3. If a standard height is adopted, shall it apply to enu;p-

ment going through shops for general repairs as well^ as

to new equipment?
"4. In your opinion, would an additional fastening be

required on th'c door in the event of the nresent fastening

being lowered to a point near the bottom edge of the door
as proposed?"
The committee has given this matter very careful con-

sideration, and would call the attention of the me'iibers to

Sheet M. C. B.—F, Box Car Outside Hung Side Door, on
which the hasp to which the seal is attached is located a'^out

5 ft. 6 in. from the top of rail." and to sheet M. C. B. :—F-1. Box
Car Flush Side Door, on which the hasp to which the seal is

attached is located "5 ft. 6 in. from top of rail." Flush
doors of the description shown on Sheet F-1 are sealed both
at door-rod handle and at the hasp, therefore, the sealing

dimension should be shown at the door-rod handle as well

as at the hasp. On some refrigerator cars, on account of

the double-door bar-lock construction, it is difficult to bring

the sealing eye lower than 5 ft. 8 in. above the top o*^ rail,

and on box cars eqiMpped with vertical door rods =ufificient

clearance inust be allowed between the top of station plat-

form and the handle of the door rod for proper manipula-
tion of, the door-rod handle.

It is unquestionable that the seal should be located on

the doors within reasonable readiner distance from the

ground in order to facilitate application and in^-pecti-n of

the seals, and the committee would recommend the follow-

ing : Center of hasp or sealing eve should b° located not

less than 5 ft. above top of rail nor more than 5 ft 9 in.

above top of rail. These dimensions to be shown on Sheets

F and F-1 and proper reference made in text.

.Stenoilino Cars.

Page 780, Sheet M. C. B.—M.

71. A member suggests that the lettering for freight cars

be advanced to Standard, as it refers only to the form and
size of letters and figures.

Your committee concurs in this recommendation.

Limit Ga^es for Round Iron.

Pages 781 and 782.

72. The executive committee referred to the crminiittee

on revision of standards and recommended practice, the fol-

lowing: To investigate and report on whether .-iny chnu'res

are necessary in the present recommended practice covering

the diameters of round iron.

At the present time the recommended practice does not

show any limits for sizes of round iron more thpn \'^<! in.

in diameter; furthermore, a manufacturer has ask'ed that the

limits be increased for bars l-H in. and over in diatneter,

claiming that the present limits are rather close f'^r rrdhng-

mill practice, and can onlv be met under special conditions

and with special care, which means a special rrice.

The committee, after cnrefullv considerinn: f^is question,

believes it will be entirelv proper to adopt the standards

of the Master Mechanics' .Association for the allowable varia-

tions, both below and above the nomin;il size for round irf)n
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Iji ill. and iiiDro in dianioUT. Roviscd table is Riven lielow.

Larue Size Small Size Total Varia-
knd. Knd. tion.

Nominal Dianirttr of Iron, Ini-lu-s. Inclii-s. InchfS. Inclii-s.

IVj 1.51 IS 1.4885 .023

1% 1.6370 1.6130 .024

1% 1,7625 1,7375 .025

1% 1,8880 1,8620 .026

Round iron I in. in diameter and over should be rolled to

niMninal diameter.

PROCEEDINGS.

78. The committee would suggest that in making up the

Proceedings for the succeeding years we eliminate the result

of meetings of the arbitration committee, which are publ shed
separately and the Code of Interrchange Rules, also published
separately, and make reference in the Proceedings similar to

the reference now made for the Rules for Loading Materials,
which latter have, in the past, been el.minated from the Pro-
ceedings.

The committee would f.irther recommend that the text and
sheets relating to standards and recommended practice of the
association be published separately from, and not included in,

the proceedings.
NEW SURJKCT.S.

81. A member recommends the following: (a) As there is

shown among the recommended practice of the Association an
axle suitable for carrying 50,000 lbs., or one having 6-in. by 11-

in. journals, believe that a comm ttee should make recommen-
dations giving information in regard to all other truck details

for a truck suitable for this type of axle.

(b) As the steel truck sides for freight cars are becoming
quite numerous and of various designs, suggest that specifica-

tions be prepared indicating the kind of tests such structures

should stand to make them suitable for cars of 80,000, 100,000
and 150 000 lbs. capacity.

(c) Similar specifications should be prepared for truck bol-

sters to make them suitable for cars of 80,000, 100,000 and
150.000 lbs. capacity.

The committee concurs in the above recommendations, and
suggests that the committee on freight car trucks be instructed

to prenare and submit truck details to go with the 6-in. by 11-

in. 50,000-lb. axle, and report upon questions B and C.

82. A member recommends that the matter of proper speci-

fications for cast-steel, rolled-steel and forged steel wheels
should be referred to the wheel committee, or some special

committee, with instructions to prepare the necessary specifica-

tions and physical tests.

The committee recommends that this subject be referred to

the wheel committee for consideration.

The report is signed by:—R. L. Kleine, (Penn.), chairman;
W. E. Dunham, (C. & N. W.); T. H. Goodnow, (L. S. & M.
S.); W. H. V. Rosing, (Mo. Pac); C. E. Fuller, (U. P.); O. C.

Cromwell, (B. & O.), and T. M. Ramsdell, (C. & O.).

R. L. Kleine (chairman of committee): Inasmuch as ques-
tions 11, 12, 24, 25, 48, 49, 53, 54, 55 and 60 refer to safety ap-
pliance standards or have some connection therewith, the
committee would suggest that argument upon them be de-
ferred until we hear from the safety appliance committee.
DISCUSSION ON REVISION OF STANDARDS AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.

F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C): Under the head of "Proceed-
ings," I think we will make a great mistake if we leave out
of our proceedings the code of interchange rules. Those
are our laws and they should go in along with the proceed-
ings. Otherwise I am agreeable to having the result of the

meetings of the arbitration committee published separately.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.): On the basis of Mr. Brazier's

remarks, I would recommend the inclusion in the proceed-
ings of all matters which are standard. When we go to

our bookcase and get down the proceedings of the last year
or the proceedings of five years ago or ten years ago we
do not want to find that it is short of the standard that

existed at that time, whether they are rules of loading
material or interchange rules, or drawing; and I think if this

association cannot afford to put them all up in one volume
that we ought to increase the dues.

The Secretary: The rules for loading material have been
kept out of the proceedings for quite a number of years.

They are now a part of the interchange rules and are re-

ferred to separately in a preface.
K. W. Pratt (C. & N. W): T would like to ask Mr.

Kleine, in regard to paragraph 72, if the manufacturers'
point is well taken it does not seem to me that the last

raragra-^h covers any changes in limiting diameters on sizes

below \Vz in. Was that the intention of the committee?
To reduce both below and above the nominal size of the

round iron Wi in. and larger in diameter would not an-
parentlv cover the W^ in. that the manufacturer in this

instance suggests changing.

Mr. Kleine: The manufacturer objects to the limit of 1^
in. round iron—not the IH in.

11. LaRiie (C. R. I. & P.): In paragraph 65, in regard
to the location of door handles, 1 hope the recommendation
of tile committee will prevail there.

The President: This is a very important subject, gentle-
men, and we have plenty of time, and I hope there will be
full discussion.

C. A. Schroyer (C. P. N. W.) : In regard to the sealing
point on side doors, we are doing on this precisely what we
liave done for years on our safety appliances. We have
made it one place and then another, with the result that
none of us has ever gotten it the same; we have never gotten
together on it. Now, if there is any reason why it cannot
be ])ut at 5 ft., why, we ought to say so. If there is a certain
construction of door that would permit of the 5 ft. location

of the seal ])in, cannot those doors be arranged when new
cars are constructed so they will permit of 5 ft. or 5 ft. 6 in^
whatever it may be?

Mr. Garstang (C. C. C. & St. L.): I understood Mr. Kleine
to say that the American Railway Association had adopted
a limit for the height of hasp on side doors. Now, if there
is no objection to that limit by members of this association,
why not adopt it as the standard of this association?

Mr. Kleine: I will read the communication from the Ameri-
can Railway Association, which is dated May 22, 1911:
"At a session of the association held on May 17, the fol-

lowing resolutions respecting a standard height for car door
fastenings were adopted on the recomm'endation of the com-
mittee of maintenance:

"Resolved, That car door fastenings should be located nor-
mally 5 ft. above the top of th'C rail, but not less than 1 ft.

above the floor of the car;
"Resolved,. That these specification for the location of car

door fastenings shall apply for all new equipment and wher-
ever it is necessary to rplace fastenings on old equipment."
The latter part of that is rather serious, when it comes to

repairing cars. You keep to the standard door and you have
the hasD in one location and the staple in another location.

That is, if you are making extensive repairs. For new cars
I do not doubt that a height of 5 ft. would be conformed to,

with the possible exception of some refrigerator cars. 1

think Mr. Fuller has some refrigerator cars where he has
a sort of double door lock, and I think 5 ft. 8 in. is as close

as he would come. Take the Wagner door rods. We operate
them from the freight house platform, and if the seal is

located 5 ft. above the rail it is rather close to the plat*'orm,

although probably some arrangement could be made there

in new cars to locate it 5 ft., but with the existing cars it

would be a very serious matter to change some of them.
C. E. Fuller (U. P.): ft is a fact that 5 ft. is not feasible

for present equipment, especially on refrigerator cars, without
you change your door-opening and door-locking device en-

tirely. It seems to me that the committee has done all that
they could very well do. With the ordinary box car 5 ft. v ill

do all right. To confine it to exactly 5 ft. is an expense that

I do not believe we want to incur, especially with our present
equipment. The variation of 9 in. is not sufficient to be ob-
jectionable or to warrant the additional expense that would
be necessary in order to bring the old eauipment uo to it.

I think the committee's recommendation of 5 ft. to 5 ft. 9 in.

is about as close as we can ask.

J. J. Hennessey (C. M. & St. P.): It seems to me that the

recommendation of the committee is about correct. We
should have a variation there. With old cars it worild be
very expensive to attempt to get them all 5 ft. In fact, if

you did that vou would have no fasteninp- for your door hasp.
Really, what is the object of having this to an inch? It is

simply a sealing proposition, and the seal can be seen as

readily at 5 ft. 6 in. as at 5 ft. Consequently I do not think
that we ought to tie the railways up to a proposition that

will cost them a great deal of money in changing their old
cars.

J. J. Tatum (B. & O.): I would like to ask the committee
if they have made any test as to the effect in changing the

lock on a door in resoect to the condition of the door. That
is, as to what the effect of the changing of the lock is on
the condition of the door.

Mr. Kleine: A test was made by the representative of

one of the Texas roads and submitted to the American Rail-

way Association. That test showed that it did not mate-
rially affect the pull on the hasp by locating it 5 ft. above
the rail. He compared it with 7 ft. above the rail, I think,

and he mnde tests and took measurements with a snrins: bal-

ance. Of course, that depended largely upon the type of

door that was under consideration.
W. E. Sharp (Armour Car Lines) : It seems to me that

the variation allowed by the committee in its report would
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only be sufficient to compensate for the various heights of

doors from the rail, and it will develop in another report that

there is a variation. Consequently, I think if v/e assume a

location of 5 ft. you will find that you will have quite a
variation.

F. H. Clark (B. & O.) : If I recall correctly the action of

the American Railway Association, it was to the effect that

a variation of not less than 12 in. above the floor of the car
should be allowed. That would cover some variation. Have
a minimum of 5 ft. and a maximum of 5 ft. 5 in. The floor

of many of these cars is 50 to 53 in. So if the recommenda-
tion of the American Railway Association was followed
absolutely we would have a variation there. Perhaps, how-
ever, it is not enough.

Mr. Garstang: This was brought before the American
Railway Association for the convenience of conductors and
trainmen. A great many of these seals are located at such
a height that it was almost impossible to see them, espe-
cially at night-time, and it was the desire of the association
to get the seal as near the bottom of the door as would be
practicable.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.) : Inasmuch as we have a prac-
tical instruction from the American Railway Association, it

seems to me that we could cover both sides of the question
by a slight change in the verbiage of the committee's recom-
mendation, namely, making the height preferably 5 ft. from
the rail, with allowance variation, instead of making it 5 ft.

to 5 ft. and 9 in.

Mr. Kleine: The committee would accept that. I think
it would be better to indicate to car builders the prefer-

able location, and I believe it would overcome the objection
that has been made. You can get all sorts of variables
depending on just how the roadbed is located. While 5 ft.

9 in. is a little high, it is still within the range of vision in

ordinary railway yards.
The President: Would it be agreeable to the committee

to incorporate in its report Mr. Seley's suggestion?
Mr. Kleine: Yes, sir.

Mr. Schroyer: I move that the report of the committee
as presented, with the modification just mentioned, be ac-

cepted and referred to letter ballot in so far as the recom-
mendations are concerned, excepting those pertaining to

safety appliances.
Mr. Kleine: That is agreeable to the committee. The

recommendations referring to safety appliances are to be left

open for further consideration. Also the questions that
were submitted to the committee on steel train lines.

The President: Does the mover of the motion accept
that amendment?

C. A. Schroyer: Yes, sir.

The motion was carried.

Mr. Seley: I would like to have an explanation as to the

three items referred to the convention for disposition. They
are items 7, 78 and 80.

Mr. Fuller, referring to item 7: This question is raised

for the purpose of obtaining the full benefit of the load. In

other words, if we have a 100,000 lbs. capacity car the

weight of the car is based on the carrying capacity of the

axle. We have as an illustration a 100,000 lbs. capacity car

which weighs 47,000 lbs. With 10 per cent, overload that

brings the load up to 157,000 lbs. Now we have another

class of car of 100,000 lbs. capacity that weighs 37,000 lbs.

These figures you understand I am simply giving as illus-

trative. This car reallv weighs 37,800 lbs., an all-steel box
car. Now, with 100,000 lbs. capacity and the 10 per cent,

overload that makes it 147,000 lbs. Under the present mark-
ings, the cars carry their capacitv nlus 10 per cent., and the

result is that we are hauling a 100,000 lbs. capacity car with

110,000 lbs. in it and are not obtaining the full benefit of the

•work of light design. It is a nuestion of marking the car

so that it will not interfere with the accounting system to

bring it up to the full load. There is no reason why if we
can save an approximate amount of money on hauling light

weights and increasing our tonnage by hauling these light

-weight cars that we should not receive the same benefit in

hauling. In place of having 110,000 lbs. we ought to be
entitled to 120.000 or 125.000 lbs. Raise the capacity of the

car from 100.000 to 110,000 or 115,000 lbs., or whatever will

bring it up to the carrying capacity of the axle. I think

that is emphasized quite plainly by those of us who have
worked on the light weights, cutting off all unnecessary
•weight of cars in order to avoid hauling dead weight. We
want to increase the revenue if we can by hauling more tons

in that car. I think this association should take some action

that will be clearly understood, and not force us to go to a

larger axle. The gross weight of the load and the weight
fif the car should eovern. in place of the capacity.

The President: I would suggest that Mr. Kleine read this

paragraph again and let us have it discussed more fully.

We have plenty of time and we can do it now.
[Mr. Kleine read item 7 of the report.]

Geo. Gibbs (Penn.): I would ask the committee whether

it gave any attention to other factors which have limiting

conditions or dimensions, affecting the capacity of the cars;

for instance, the kind of wheel that is used certainly has a

very important bearing. We know this from our experience

with coal cars. As I understand the report, the committee

justify the use of the maximum weight, based on the capacity

of axles alone; whereas the fact is that the wheels, especially

the cast iron wheels, have proved to be a very active factor

in limiting the total weight capacity of the car, to say noth-

ing of the column bolts and springs and other parts. I sug-

gest that it be not stated, as the sentiment of the convention,

that it be good practice to mark the carrying capacity of the

cars, dependent on the axles, regardless of other parts of the

cars.

Mr. Fuller: In answer to Mr. Gibbs I would like to say,

as an illustration, taking our 100,000 lbs. capacity cars, we
are not increasing the load at all. What we want to do is to

bring the capacity of the cars up to where they ought to be.

We were running 100,000 lbs. capacity cars weighing 47,000

lbs., and we built a car of similar capacity weighing 37,000

lbs., with the same truck, wheels, axles and springs as under

the other car, and what we would like to do is to haul 10,000

lbs. more of freight in that car. We are not putting any

more labor on the trucks or wheels, and not subjecting the

car to any harder service. We simply want to reap the benefit

of cutting down the dead weight and in place of the dead

weight to haul that much more freight in that car.

Mr. Gibbs: That is, the committee, if I understand them

correctly, say that you mark the car 161,000 lbs. maximum
weight, and apparently they have not given any attention to

the other limiting factors. In my remarks I had no special

reference to Union Pacific cars, but my comments were ad-

dressed to the committee in regard to the principle involved,

in stamping a car 161.000 lbs. capacity, without taking into

consideration other factors which should be considered in

equipping cars for that additional weight. The time was
when we could change the capacity of cars from 40.000 to

60.000 lbs. with a paint pressure load, simply changing the

marking, but that time has now passed.

M. K. Barnum (111. Cent.): It seems to me this matter is

of a good deal of importance in view of the criticism the

railways have been under during the past year as to their

uneconomical methods; and this is a matter which has been

found to be considerably complicated, but I believe it is

worthy of the careful consideration of the special committee,

and if I am in order I move that it be referred to a special

committee for reporting to the next meeting.

J. J. Hennessey (C. M. & St. P.): I would like to have the

report cover everything about the car, from the rail to the

top of the roof in a box car or stock car. The committee
should check the car throughout to see that everything which
they may recommend will be consistent and would overcome
the objections presented by Mr. Gibbs.

Mr. Kleine: In explanation, Mr. President, of the com-
mittee's recommendation, we referred this to the convention
for the very reason that Mr. Gibbs gives. It is all right as

far as the axle goes, but it does not take in the other truck

details. Of course, the present interchange rules do not do
that on the maximum weight, which allows now 161,000 lbs.

I think it is very well to refer that to a special committee.
Mr. Hennessey: In seconding Mr. Barnum's motion I

want to say that I would like to see everything connected
with the car, the trucks and column bolts, the whole con-
struction as well as the car body considered—the whole
construction must be taken into consideration if you increase

the capacity of the cars above their present marked capacity.

Mr. Barnum's motion was carried.

Mr. Seley: In regard to paragraph 78, I move that the

proceedings include the code of interchange rules, rules for

loading long material, and also the standards and recom-

mended practice, leaving out the decisions of the arbitration

committee.
Mr. Fuller: I have no objections to having all of these

matters included in the book—personally I think it is a very

nice thing to have all of these subjects included in the book

but I want to say to you gentlemen the book is getting so

large that I do not believe you will be able to use it with

convenience if you keep on increasing its size. We must re-

duce the size of our volume. It is too large, and personally

I do not see why the rules for loading long material and a

few other rules should not be incorporated in a separate

volume. The book is going to be very unhandy if we keep
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nil inchulinK thtsc variou.s items in it. I have no objection
to it personally, bnt I think the matter should he very care-
fully considered before Mr. Seley's motion is adopted.

O. C. Cromwell (B. & (X): The book is becoming very
unwieldy and very bulky to handle. We now omit certain
portions of the proceedings of the convention from the An-
nual Report, and pul)lish them in a separate volume. Why
cannot we take more t)ut of it? Split it ni> into two volumes.
It is unwieldy and it takes considerable time to locate the
information you desire. 1 think the subject ought to be
prettj- thoroughly discussed before you take action on it.

J. J. Tatum (H. & O): 1 think our book of proceedings
is becoming too unwieldj'. The more we add to it the more
ilifiicult it becomes to handle the book. The car inspectors
must refer to the book continually. It is too unwieldy in its

present form. It takes some time to train the car inspectors
to get acquainted with the book, so that they will understand
how to locate the information they desire. When adding in

these rules for loading long material and some of the other
things which we put in the book, they will not know where
they are at, and you must remember that the class of em-
ployees that we get to do this work are not the best men in

the country, with the best brains, and for that reason we
must use judgment as to what is put into the book.

Mr. Seley: I did not know that the Baltimore & Ohio
furnished the car inspectors with our proceedings. I will

admit that the last volume is rather large, but the discussions
might have been condensed considerably without affecting
its value. Then the report of the committee on air brakes,
which is a very valuable contribution to the literature on the
subject, increased the size of the report last year, but it is

not paralleled in our reports of this year so far as I know,
and I do not believe our volume for this year with what is

included in mv motion will be as large a book as the one
for 1910.

T. H. Goodnow (L. S. & M. S.) : I think that it would
reduce the size of the book if the part relating to the stand-
ards and recommended practice be published separately, sim-
ply retaining in the proceedings the standards which are re-

quired the most, not the standards which are required by
the inspectors, but by the officers; the inspectors would not
have to carry a book of that size, but still the cuts would be
in it, and for further information reference could be made
to a separate volume.
The President: Mr. Seley's motion is that the code of

interchange rules and the rules for loading long materials
be incorporated, and that the text and sheets of the stand-
ards of recommended practice be letained in the report of

the proceedings, while the arbitration committee's decisions
be eliminated.
The motion was carried.

The Secretary: In regard to paragraph 80. if agreeable
to the convention the secretary will see that the committee
on the revision of standards and recommended practice will

get the result of the letter ballot, so that whatever changes
they think necessary in the standards can be made.

TRAIN BRAKE AND SIGNAL EQUIPMENT.

A number of subjects relative to train-brake and signal
equipment were assigned to the committee for investigation
and report. These subjects will be taken up and reported
on in the order presented.

EFFICIENT TRUCK BR.\KE FOR CARS EQUIPPED WITH ALL-STEEL OR

STEEL-TIRED WHEELS.

"To investigate the question of brake efficiencj' on cars
equipped with all-steel or steel-tired wheels."
The committee on standards, in its report to the conven-

tion last year, paragraph 31, page 70, reported as follows:
"A member suggests the following: While text or sheet

does not specifj;- that steel or steel-tired wheels, for freight
cars, must be 33 in. in diameter when new, it is assumed
that the diameter new is to be in accordance with the recom-
mended practice for cast-iron wheels. That this question
be referred to the committee on car wheels, with instruc-
tions to look into the question of proper diameter for such
wheels, in so far as maintaining the proper height of couplers
for steel freight cars, also in maintaining effective brakes
when wheels are worn to the limit, as trouble is exper-
\enced in holdhie- c-'- ars wi bin the limits,

also as the brake details are now such that an effective
brake can not be maintained. This question is referred
jointly to the committee on train brake and signal equip-
ment and to the committee on car wheels."
A comTUunication was received by the chairman of this

committee fr<jm the chairman of the standint; ccjinmittee
on car wheels, which indicated that the wheel counnitiee
would recommend 33-in. maximum diameter of wlicels for
all-steel and steel-tired wheels, but would make no recom-
mendations concerning the minimum diameter, or wiien worn
to limit. From a compilation of tiie data received in answer
to circular inquiry of the wheel committee the committee
has assumed, for the i)uri)Ose of consideration of this su'd-

ject, a diameter of 30 in. when wheel is worn to limit. By
making several truck-brake layout drawings it was found
that the additional brake travel due to decreased diameter
of wheels can I e readilv taken n- h" means of additional
holes in the bottom of connection rod jaws.
The committee recommends that sketch of bottom rod, de-

tail Fig. 1, be shown on Plate 18 to cover bottom-rod de-
tails for cars having inside-hung brakes and enuip|)ed witli

all-steel or steel-tired wheels; the inside pin holes to be
used with new wheels.

ANGULARITY OF nRAKE-BEAM HANGERS.
"To investigate the question of angularity cf brake-beam

hangers."
The committee on standards reported last year, see para-

graph 32, page 70, of 1910 Proceedings, as follows:
"A member suggests to advance to standard the following

recommended practice, under the head of 'Brake Beams;'

R. B. Kendig.

Chairman, Committee on Train Brake

and Signal Equipment.

'The brake hangers shall have an angle as nearly as possible
to ninety degrees from a line drawn from the center of the

brake shoe to the center of the axle when shoes are half-

worn. This matter is referred to the committee on train

brake and signal equipment, with the request that they in-

vestigate the question of angularity of brake hangers be-
fore any action is taken to advance to standard."
This subject is somewhat involved by the increasing use

of all-steel and steel-tired wdieels on freight cars, with the
consequent difference in diameter of wheels when new and
worn to limit. The wheel committee has made recommenda-
tions as to maximum diameter for all-steel ahd steel-tired

wheels, but has left open the question of diameter when
wheel is worn to limit. It is obvious that an angle of brake
beam hanging suitable for a new 33-in. wheel would be ob-
jectionable when wheel is worn to limit, and some com-
promise angle would have to be selected. The committee
recommends, therefore, that the question of advancing to

standard the before-mentioned recommended practice be de-
ferred until the committee has more data and time for con-
sideration of the subject.

TRIPLE VALVE TEST RACK AND CLEANING AIR BRAKES.

"To consider whether the recommended practice covering
cleaning of air brakes and diagrams of triple valve test

rack should be advanced to standard."
This subject was referred by the committee to J. L. Bur-

ton and B. P. Flory, as a subcommittee, whose report is as
follows:
"A member of the association suggests advancing to

standard the association's recommended practice on Clean-

\

I

I
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ing Air Brakes. The recommended i)ractice, as adopted in

1902, having become in part obsolete through the almost gen-
eral adoption of a more modern brake equipment than was
in use when the present recommended practice was adopted,
the committee does not concur in the suggestion, and sub-
mits herewith a proposed revised code of instructions on the
maintenance of freight brakes, which, if adopted, will be ap-
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Fig. 1—Bottom Rod for Truck Brakes.

plicable to all types of brake equipment now in general
use on freight equipment cars.

"The topical discussion at the 1909 convention on Cleaning
of Triple Valves and Brake Cylinders on Freignt Cars to

meet the requirements of the In'erstate Commerce Commis-
sion (see pages 348-367 of the 1909 Proceedings), with which
the members have had an opportunity to become familiar,

has been used by the committee as a basis on which to

construct its report. The committee acknowledges its indebt-
ness to Mr. A. L. Humphrey, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, and to Mr.
F. M. Whyte, general manager of the New York Air Brake
Company, for the interest taken in this work.

"In the discussion at the 1909 convention, referred to

above, reference was made to the experiments which had
been conducted on the Pennsylvania with the operation of

triple valves in passenger service without lubricant, and it

was suggested that members of the association make similar

experiments with triple valves in freight service. In pur-

suance to the suggestion outlined at the 1909 convention, a

member of the association's committee on train brake and
signal equipment had placed in freight and coal service on
the Philadelphia & Reading and the Central of New Jersey,

during the latter part of 1909 and the early part of 1910,

1,500 Westinghouse K-2 trii)le valves containing no lubricant:

also, for comparative test, 1,000 additional triple valves which
had been lubricated with a suitable composition of oil and
graphite. A large number of the lubricated and non-lubri-

cated valves were removed from the cars after they had been
in service for twelve to fourteen months, and were carefully

inspected and tested before and after clearing. Briefly stated,

the investigation thus far shows the following results:

"Lubricated Valves: After being in service twelve to four-

teen months, 65.66 per cent, of the valves tested passed all

test before they were cleaned: 21 per cent, failed on charging
the auxiliary reservoir in the prescribed time because of

the valves being dirty. After cleaning, 86 36 of the lubri-

cated valves tested passed all test.

"Noii-lubricated Valves: After being in service twelve to

fourteen months, 37.2 per cent, of the valves passed all test

before cleaning; 36 per cent, failed on charging the auxiliary

reservoir in the specified time. After cleaning, 90.69 per
cent, of the non-lubricated valves tested passed all test. All

of the slide valves, slide-valve seats, bushing and packing
rings were highly polished and showed no ill effects from
lack of lubricant. Eliminating the defects that caused the
lubricated and non-lubricated valves to pass, the prescribed
test which would not be influenced by the application of

lubricant, there was no appreciable difference in the perform-
ance of the lubricated and non-lubricated valves.

"While the committee does not feel that the scope of its

investigation has been sufficiently broad to justify any defi-

nite recommendations on discontinuing the application of

lubricant to triple valves, it does feel that the subject is

of sufiicient importance to justify a more thorough investi-

gation than the committee has been able to make. As a con-
clusion to its report, the committee presents the following
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Fig. 2—Test Rack for Triple Valves.
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proi>osccl instructions on the inspection, repairs and test of

frciRlit brakes, and suggests its adoption as recommended
practice."

ANNUAL REPAIRS TO FRllGHT-CAR AIR BRAKES.

Inspection: Cleaning and Lubricating Triple Valves.

The trii)le valves should be removed from the car for

cleaning in the shop, and should be replaced by a triple in

good condition. It should be dismantled and all the internal

parts, except those with rubber seats and gaskets, cleaned

with gasolene, then blown off with compressed air and wiped

dry with a cloth.

The slide valve and graduating valve must be removed

from the triple piston and retarded release parts from the

body in order that the service ports in the slide valve and

other parts may be properly cleaned.

No hard metals should be used to remove gum or dirt

or to loosen the piston packing ring in its groove.

The feed groove should be cleaned with a pice of wood,

pointed similar to a lead pencil. Bags or clotli shouM bt

used for cleaning purposes rather than waste, as waste m-
variably leaves lint on the parts on which it is used.

Fig. 3—Proposed Standard- Coupling and Packing Ring for

Air Brake Hose.

In removing the emergency valve seat, care must be ex-

ercised not to bruise or distort it.

Particular attention should be given the triple-piston pack-

ing ring. It should have a neat fit in its groove. in the pis-

ton, and also in the triple-piston bushing; once removed from
the piston, or distorted in any manner, it should be scrapped.

The fit of the packing ring in its groove and bushing and

the condition of the bushing should be such as to pass the

prescribed tests.

The graduating stem should work freely in the guide nut.

The graduating spring and the retarded release spring in

retarded release tripje valves must conform to standard di-

mensions and be free from corrosion. The thead portion of

the graduating stem guide should be coated with oil and
graphite before reapplying it to the triple cap.

The triple valve piston and the emergency valve must be

tested on centers provided for the purpose to insure same
being straight. The emergency-valve rubber seat should in-

variably be renewed unless it can plainly be seen to be in

first-class condition, which is seldom the case. A check-

valve case having cast-iron seat should be replaced with a case

having a brass seat.

The cylinder-cap gasket and check-valve case gasket to be
carefully examined and cleaned with a cloth; but should

not be scraped. All hard or cracked gaskets to be replaced

with new ones.
Standard gaskets as furnished bv the air-brake manu-

facturers should be used. The use of home-made gaskets

should be avoided, as the irregular thickness results in leak-

age and causes triple-piston stem to bend or break.

The tension of the slide-valve spring should be regulated

so that the contour of same be such as will bring the outer

end ^-in. higher than the bore of the bushing when the out-

side end of the snring touches bushing when entering.

Before assembline the parts after cleaning, the castings

and ports in the body of the triple valve should be thorough-

ly blown out with compressed air, and all parts of the triple

not elsewhere provided for known to be in good condition.

Lubricate the seat and face of the slide valve and slide

valve graduating valve with high-grade very fine dry gra-

phite, rubbing it onto the surface and the upper portion of

the bushing where the slide-valve spring bears, so as to

make as much as possible adhere to and fill up the pores of

the brass, leaving a very thin coating of free graphite. The
parts to be lubricated with graphite must be free from oil

or grease.
Rub the graphite in with a flat pointed stick over the end

of which a piece of chamois skin has been glued. At com-
pletion of tiie rubbing operation a few light blows on the

slide valve will leave the desired light coating of loose
graphite.
The triple-valve piston nackine ring and its cylinder should

be lubricated with either a light anti-friction oil or a suit-

able graphite grease as follows:
A|)Mv ;i li"ht coating to the packing ring and insert the

piston and its valves in the body leaving them in release
position, then lubricate the piston cylinder and move the
piston back and forth several times, after which remove the
surplus from the outer edge of the cylinder to avoid leaving
sufficient lubricant to run on the slide valve or seat while
the valve is being handled or stored ready for use.

No lubrication to be applied to the emergency piston^

emergency valve or check valve.
All triple valves after being cleaned or repaired must be

tested, preferably on a rack conforming to the attached print,

and pass the test prescribed under the subject of "Triple
Valve Tests" before being placed in service.

Should any of the triple-valve bushing require renewing,
such work should be done by air-brake manufacturers.

Triples in which packing rings are to be renewed,, slide

valve or graduating valves renewed or faced, if the latter is

of slide type, should be sent to a central point or general re-

pair station for repairs.

When applying the triple valve to the auxiliary reservoir,
the gasket should be placed on the triple valve, not the
reservoir.

Cleaning: Lubricating and Inspection of the Brake Cylinders.

First, secure the piston rod firmly to the cylinder head,
then, after removing the non-pressure head, piston rod, pis-

ton head and release spring, scrape off all deposits of gum
and dirt with a putty knife or its equivalent, and thoroughly
clean the removed parts and the interior of the cylinder
with waste saturated with kerosene.
Packing leather must not be soaked in kerosene oil, as

same destroys the oil filler placed in the leather by the
manufacturers, opening the pores of the leather and causing
the same to become hard.

Particular attention to be paid to cleaning the leakage
groove and the auxiliary tube. Triple valve mi-isLjae re-

moved when the auxiliarv tube is being cleaned.

The expanding ring when applied in the packing leather

should be a true circle and fit the entire circumference, and
have an opening of from 3/16 in. to Ya in; when removed
from the cylinder the ring opening should be V/^ in. to 1 9/16
in., and with this opening, of course, will not be a true

circle.

A packing leather which is worn more on one side than

the other should be replaced with a new one of uniform
thickness, or turned so as to bring the thin side away from
the bottom of the cylinder. The piston should be turned

each time the cylinder is cleaned. In putting a packing
leather on piston, it should be so placed as to bring the flesh

side of the leather next to the cylinder^ walls.

Follower studs to be firmly screwed into the piston heads,

and nuts on same to be drawn up tight before replacing the

piston.

The inside of the cylinder and packirig leather to be

lightly coated with a suitable lubricant, * using not more
than 4 ounces nor less than 3 ounces per cylinder.

Part of the lubricant should be placed on the expander

ring, and the adjacent side of the packing leather, thus per-

mitting the air pressure to force the lubricant info the leather

at each application of the brake.

No sharp tools should be used in placing the packing

leather into the cylinder.

After the piston is entered and before the cylinder head is

replaced the piston rod should be slightly rotated in all

directions, about three inches from the center line of the

cylinder, in order to be certain that the expanding ring is

not out of place.

In forcing the piston to its proper position in the cylinder,

the packine leather will skim from the inner walls of the

cylinder any surplus lubricant that may have been applied.
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It has been found good practice to again extract the piston
and remove the surplus lubricant.

All stencil marks to be scraped ofif or painted over with
black paint. The place of cleaning, day, month and year
to be stenciled with white paint, preferably on both sides
of the cylinder or auxiliary reservoir, or if same is not
readily visible, in a convenient location near the handle of
the release rod.
The bolts and nuts holding the cylinder and reservoir

to their respective plates and the latter to the car, to be se-
curely tightened.
The brake cylinder to be tested for leakage after cleaning,

preferably with an air gage, which can be done by attaching
the gage to the exhaust port of the triple valve before con-
necting the retainer pipe, or where the latest type retainers
are used the gage can be connected to the exhaust port of
the retaining valve. In either case, the gage will indicate
cylinder leakage on releasing the triple valve after making an
application, and when attached to the retainer valve it will
also test the retainer and retaining-valve pipe.

Brake-cylinder leakage should not exceed 5 lbs. per min-
ute, from an initial pressure of SO lbs.
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Fig. 4—Maximum and IVIinimum Gages for Air Brake Hose
Coupling.

Each time the triple valve and the brake cylinder are
cleaned, the brake pipe, brake-pipe strainer and branch pipe
should be thoroughly blown out and the triple valve strainer
cleaned before recoupling the branch pipe to the triple valve.
If a dirt collector is used, the plug should be removed, the
accumulation blown out and the threaded portion of the plug
coated with oil and graphite before replacing.

All union easkets should be made of oil-tanned leather,
The use of rubber in unions should not be permitted.

Piston travel should be adjusted to not less than SVi in.,

nor more than 7 in.

Additional Inspection and Repairs to Cars.

When the brake cylinder and triple valve is cleaned, the
following additional work should be done to the car:

Retaining valve cleaned by removing the cap, wiping or
blowing out all dirt and seeing that the valve and its seat
are in good condition, the retaining position exhaust port
open and the valve_ proper is well secured to the car in a
vertical position, pipe clamps applied where missing and
tightened where loose, hose and angle cocks turned to their
proper position. Pipe joints, air hose, release valves, angle
and stop cocks should be tested by painting the parts with

soapsuds while under an air pressure of not less than 70
lbs., preferably 80 lbs., and defective parts repaired or
removed.
See that there are no broken or missing brake shoes, brake

beams or foundation brake gear, and if the car belongs to a
foreign road, a repair card should be made out covering all

work that has been done and attached to the car, as per M.
C. B. rules.

The inspection and repairs which have been mentioned
should be made to all cars at least once in twelve months.

TRIPLE-VALVE TESTS AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATING TRIPLE-VALVE

TEST RACK.

Mounting Triple Valves for Testing.

With the triple-valve gasket applied to the face of the
triple-valve flange, place the latter against the face of the
stand in a vertical position and open cock X as shown on
attached piping diagram. Fig. 2. Connect the brake pipe to
the triple, then open cock Z.
Before attaching triple valves suitable for use with 8-in.

brake cylinders insert in the auxiliary reservoir end of the
valve the friction-increaser extension niece, suitable for the
valve under test.

Two triple-valve stand face plates are required for each
test rack to permit the testing of all types of freight triple
valves.

Plate No. 1 is for use when testing triple valves for 8-in.
cylinders.

Plate No. 2 is for triple valves used on 10-in. cylinders.
If it is found necessary to repeat any test which has neces-

sitated a reduction of auxiliary reservior pressure, valve "B"
may be moved to position No. 2, which provides a by-pass
around the triple valve from the brake pipe to the auxiliary
reservoir, thereby permitting a quick recharge.

Test No. I.—Charging Test for Triple Valves.

Commencing the tests with cocks 2, 3, 7 and 9 open, all

other numbered cocks closed, valve "B" in position No. 3
(lap), valve A in position No. 1, auxiliary reservoir empty
and main reservoir pressure 80 lbs. pressure, proceed as
follows:

Close cock No. 7 and open No. 1. and with 80 lbs. pres-
sure in^ the brake pipe note the time required to charge
the auxiliary reservoir to specified pressure, as given in the
following table:
(Note—If, during this test or Test No. 2 (Leakage Te'^t),

any considerable leakage is discovered, the charging test
must be repeated.)
With brake-pipe pressure maintained at 80 lbs., the triple

valves should charge the auxiliary reservoir as follows:

CHARGING AUXILIARY RESERVOIR.

,., . ,
From to 30 Lbs. From to 70 Lbs.W estinghouse Triple V.ilve. Seconds. Seconds.
Min. Max. Min. Max.

Sin. non-quick service 21 28 58 78
10-in. non-quick service 13 17 34 44
8-in. quick service 32 42 100 120
lOin. quick service 49 24 60 72

„ . ^ .
From to 30 Lbs. From to 70 Lbs.

New York Triple Valve. Seconds. Seconds.
Min. Max. Min. Max.

8-in. non-quick service
. . 61 82

10-in. non-quick service .. 46 61
8-in. quick service .. 100 120

10-in. quick service .. 65 80

These tests give practically the same results, and the time
of charging from zero to 30 lbs. is given simply to save time
in making the test.

Test No. 2.—Leakage Test.

Commencing each of the sections of Test No. 2, with cocks
1, 2, 3 and 9 open, all other numbered cocks closed, valve B
in position No. 3 (lap), valve A in position No. 1 and auxili-
ary reservoir charged to 80 lbs., proceed as follows:

Sec. "A." Test No. 2.—IVesting'iouse Triple Valves and Netv
York Quick-service Triple Valves. Leakage at E.vhaust in

Emergency. Check-valve and Cylinder-cap Gasket
Leakage.

Operate the triple valve two or three times in quick action
by closing and opening cock No. 1 ; finally leav'ng it closed.
Coat the exhaust port of triple valve with soapsuds to ascer-

tain if leakage exists past the slide valve or bushing to the
exhaust with the piston and slide valve in emergency position.

Close cocks 2 and 3 and note the rate of fall of pressure
indicated by the brake-cylinder gage hand, which is now con-
nected only with the small volumes between cocks 2 and 3 and
the triple valve. A leakage greater than 5 lbs. in 10 seconds
ind'cates either excessive check-valve leaka.ge or that the piston
does not seal against the cylinder cap gasket.
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At tlic. completion of tliis test, open cocks 2 ;iiul ^ in tlic

order given.

^'cc. "/)'," lest No. s.— l.ciilca^c at lixhaust in h'i'U'Osc Slide

Falve of Eincracticy-valve I.cakiiiii.

Open cock 1, and after the brake-cylinder pressure is ex-

hausted close cock 3 and again coat the exiiaust port with

soai)su(ls to determine if there is any leakage from the au.\ili-

ary reservoir to tiie brake cylinder past the slide valve when
the trii)le valve is in release position, or from the brake pipe

to the hrake cylinder past the emerj^encv valve or its seat, vvlie i

the differential on the emergency valve is high. Open cock 3,

then paint the body of the triple valve with soapsuds to deter-

mine if leakage exists direct to the atmosphere through cast-

ings or gaskets.

If leakage is discovered at the triple exhaust in release posi-

tion, determine if it is from the auxiliary reservoir or brake
pipe in the following manner

:

Move valve A to position Xo. 8 and open cock 7 until the

brake pipe and auxiliary reservoir are empty ; then with the

valve J in position No. 3, place a soap bubble on the exhaust

port and valve A in position No. 2. If no leakage is found at

the exhaust, advance valve / by stages from position to posi-

tion until a brake-pipe pressure of 10 lbs. is obtained. Any
leakage from the exhaust while the auxiliary reservoir is with-

out pressure must be from brake pipe, past the emergency
valve. Therefore, if no exhaust leakage ig found and leakage

(lid exist while the auxiliary reservoir was charged, it indi-

cates defective slide valve. At the completion of this test,

close cock No. 7 and move valve A to position No. 1, recharg-

ing auxiliary reservoir.

Sec. C, Test No. 2.—Graduating-valve Lcaka.ic.

Move valve A to position No. 7 until a brake-cylinder pres-

sure of from 20 to 30 lbs. is obtained. Then return valve A
to position No. 3 and close cock 3. If the brake-cylinder pres-

sure then increases without leakage at the exhaust port, it is

proper to assume that the sraduatina- valve is leakin-^, providin >,

it has been determined by the preceding tests that the emergency
valve is tight. If leakage at the exhaust occurs during this

test, which will be determined by placing a soap bubble on the

e> haust. the leaKage mav be either from shde va've or rradu-

ating valve. The rate of rise of pressure on the brake-cylinder

gage, resulting from graduatiny-valve leakage must no exceed
5 lbs. in 20 seconds. This comparatively rapid rate of rise is

permissible owing to the extremely small volume of the section

of brake-cylinder pipe into which the leakage is occurring.

At the completion of test, open cock 3 and move valve A
to position No. 1.

Sci. A. Test No. -'.

—

N()ii-aiiick Service. Nciv York Triple

I'alvc. Leakage at Exiiaust in Emergency. CJieck-Valve,

Quick-action J 'aire and Cylinder-cat) Gasket Leakage.

Operate the triple valve two or three times in quick action by

closing and opening cock 1, finally leaving it closed.

Coat the exhaust port of triple valve with soapsuds to ascer-

tam ii leakage exists past the exhaust valve or b.shing wi'h

the p'ston and valve in emergency position. Close cocks 2 and
3. If the brake-cylinder gage now indicates leakage greater

than 5 lbs. in 10 seconds the leakage is excess.ve, and is usually

due to imperfect seating of the check valve or quick-action

valve, or to the mam piston not making a tight ioint on the

main-cylinder gasket. To locate the defect place soap bubbles

on the vent ports. No leakage at these points indicates that the

leakage is past the main-cylinder gasket. If leakage is found
at the vent ports, open cocks 1, 2 and 3 and recharge the aux-
iliary reservoir to 80 lbs., then move valve A to position No. 7

until the brake-pipe pressure is reduced to 10 lbs. and return

valve A to position No. 3. Close cock 2, and if the quick-action

valve is leaking the brake will immediately release. If it does

no*^. the leakage is past the check valve.

At the completion of this test, if no leakage were found, open
cocks 1. 2 and 3, and if leakage were discovered open cock 2

and move valve // to position No. 1.

Sec. B. Test No. 2.—E.xiiaust-vaivc Leakage in Release; alscy

Vent-vah'c and Quick-action J'aire Leakage.

Close cock 3 and coat the exhaust port with soapsuds to

determine if there is any leakage from the auxiliary reservoir

past the exhaust valve, or graduating valve or triples having
this valve tandem with the exhaust valve, when the triple is

in release position. If exhaust leakage is found, the triple

under test has tandem exhaust and graduating valves, deter-

mine which valve is leaking by making graduating-valve leak-

age test.

Sec. C, Test No. 2.—Gradnating-valve Leakage.

iMove valve A in position No. 7 until a brake-cylinder pres-

sure of from 20 to 30 lbs. is obtained. Then return valve A
to jiosition No. 3 and close ccjck 3. If the brake-cylinder
jiressure then increase without leakage at the exhaust port, it

IS proper to assume that the graduating valve is leaking.

The rate of rise of pressure on the brake-cylinder gage, re-

sulting from graduating-valve leakage, must not exceed 5 lbs.

in 20 seconds. This comparatively rapid rise is permissible
owing to the extremely small volume of the section of

hr.ike-cylinder i)ipe into which the leakage is occurring.

If leakage at the exhaust occurs during this test, which will

be determined by placing a soap bubble on the exhaust, the

leakage is by the exhaust valve instead of the graduating
valve.

At the completion of the test open cock 3 and move valve

. / to position No. 1.

'Test No. 3.
—Test of Tyfc K Triple Valves for Retarded-release

Feature; for Both Wcstinghouse and Neiv York Triple

I alves.

Commencing the test with cocks 1, 2, 3 and 9 open, all other
liumbered cocks closed, auxiliary reservoir changed to 80 lbs.,

valve B in position No. 3 (lap), lever D in position No. 2 and
valve A in position No. 3 (lap), proceed as follows:

Move valve A to position No. 7 until brake-pipe pressure is

reduced 20 lbs., then return it to position No. 3; place valve /
in position No. 4; valve B in position No. 1 and valve A in

position No. 2. This should move the triple-valve parts to

normal (full release) position.

If the triple valve moves to retarded-release position, which
is indicated by a contracted exhaust and slow release of brake-
cylinder pressure, it indicates a weak or broken retarded re-

lease spring, or undue friction in the retarding device.

Following this test, recharge the system to 80 lbs. by moving
valve A to position No. 1 and valve B to position No. 2.

When the brake pipe and auxiliary reservoir are charged to

80 lbs. move valve A to position No. 7 until brake-pipe pres-

sure is reduced 20 lbs., then return it to position No. 3. iPlace

valve / in notch No. 8, lever D in notch No. 4, valve B in

position No. 1 and valve A in position No. 2.

Under these conditions the triple-valve piston and slide

valve should be forced to retarded-release position. If this

does not occur it indicates that the retarded-release spring is

not standard, or the retarding devices have excessive friction.

Completing test, place valve B in position 3 and valve A in

position 1.

Sec. A, Test No. 4.—Application Test for Both IVestingliouse

and Nezv York Triple Valves.

If for any reason it is desired to make this test following an
application and release produced by closing and opening cock
1. or the auxiliary reservoir has just been charged by opening
cock 1, this test should be preceded by an application and
release with valve A, for the purpose of insuring the slide

valve being in its normal position.

Commencing the test with cocks 1, 2, 3 and 9 open, all

other numbered cocks closed, valve A in position No. 1, valve
B in position No. 2 and lever D in notch 3, then with the

auxiliary reservoir charged to 80 lbs., proceed as follows:

To test triple valves for 8-in. cylinders, place valve B in

position No. 4 and valve A in position No. 5.

To test triple valves for 10-in. cylinder, place valve B in

position No. 4 and valve A in position No. 6.

In all of these tests the triple valve should move to applica-

tion position without causing a discharge of air from the vent
port of valve B.
A failure to apply under the conditions specified indicates

either excessive friction, which will be shown by an exhaust
from the vent port or valve B; a leaky packing ring, which
will be discovered later bv the packing-rino- leakage test ; too

large a feed groove in the cylinder, or a combination of two
or more of these defects. Should the triple valve fail to apply
and no exhaust occur from valve B, the indications are that

the back flow of air from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake
pipe is too rapid to permit the required differential.

At the completion of this test move valve B to position No.
3 and valve A to position No. 1.

Sec. B.—Quick-service Test (for Quick-service Trihlc J 'alves

Only) for Both Westinghouse and New York Triple J'alves.

Commencing the test with cocks 1. 2, 3 and 9 open, all

other numbered cocks closed, valve A in position No. 1, valve
B in position No. 3 and auxiliary reservoir charged to 80 lbs.,

proceed as follows:

Close cock 9 and move valve A to position No. 7 for all

8-in. and 10-in. triple valves. The brake-cylinder pressure
obtained should not be less than 5 lbs. greater than that
which will be obtained by subjecting to the same test triple

\ alves which do not contain the quick-service features.
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At the completion of this test move valve A to position No.
1 and open cock 9.

Test No. ^.—Packing-rins Leakage Test for Both \\'cstin<ihouse
and Nezu York Triples.

Release Test, Sec. 1.—Commencinir with cocks 1, 2, 3 and 9
open, all other numbered cocks closed, valve A in position
No. 1, valve B in position No. 3 and the auxiliary reservoir
charged to 80 lbs., proceed as follows:

Place the valve A in position No. 7 until the brake-pipe
pressure is reduced 15 lbs., then return to position No. 3
(lap). Place valve / in position No. 2, lever D in notch No.
1 and valve B in position No. 1; close cocks 2 and 3 and move
valve A to position No. 2. If the discharge does not occur
promptly from the vent port of valve B, advance valve /
from position to position until the discharge begins, then
note the rate of increase of pressure on the auxiliary reser-
voir gage, which must not exceed 5 lbs. in 30 seconds.
During this test there must be a steady exhaust of air from

the vent port of valve B to insure the proper differential
being maintained on the triple-valve piston. If, in making
this test, the triple valve for the 8-in. cylinder releases or
indicates excessive ring leakage, make another test, beginning
with moving handle R to the right after making the proper
brake-pipe reduction and before starting to increase the
brake-pipe pressure. Immediately after the test is completed,
handle R should return to its normal left position.
Should it occur that the friction of the triple valves for

tlie 10-in. brake cylinder is so low as to continue to permit
the triple to release, the reduction for the application may
be changed from 15 to 10 lbs. When this is done, special
attention should be given to determining if the graduating
valve is right, as it must be, to permit an accurate test.

At the completion of this test olace valve B in position
No. 3, open cocks 2 and 3 and place valve A in position No. 1.

Test A^o. 6. Sec. 2.—Friction Test. Release Test for Both
Westinghouse and New York Valves.

Commencing the test with cocks 1. 2, 3 and 9 open and all

other numbered cocks closed, valve A in position No. 1, valve
B in position No. 3, auxiliary reservoir charged to 80 lbs.

Place lever D in notch 3 for all triple valves undergoing the
test; proceed as follows:

Place valve A in position No. 7 until the brake-pipe pressure
is reduced 10 lbs., then return it to position No. 3. Place
valve / in position No. 1, valve B in position No. 1, and
move valve A to position No. 2. Under these circumstances
the triple valve should release. A failure to release should
be accompanied by a discharge at the vent port of valve B.
which indicates that the frictional resistance to the move-
ment of the packing ring and slide valve is excessive.

If the triple valve does not release and valve B fails to
open its 'exhaust, leakage is occurring from the brake pipe,
which will necessitate advancing valve / from position to

position, remaining in each position 30 seconds, imtil the
triple valve releases or the 'exhaust in valve B opens.
At the completion of the test place valve B in position

No. 3 and valve A in position No. 1.

Test No. 7, Sec. A.—Service-port Capaity Test for IVesting
house Triple Valves and Quick-service Nczv York Triple

Valves.

Commencing with cocks 1, 2, 3, 4 and 9 open, valve A in

position No. 1, valve B in position No. 3, place valve C in

position required for the triple valve under test, as indicated:
Notch No. 1.—For 8-in. triple valves.
Notch No. 2.—For 10-in. tripLe valves.
During this test the brake-pipe pressure should not drop,

except that in the case of the quick-service triple valves there
will, of necessity, be a slight drop, which must not exceed
2 lbs.

Place valve B in position No. 2 and move valve A to posi-
tion No. 3, open cock 7 until brake-pipe and auxiliary-reser-
voir pressures are reduced to 50 lbs., then close cock 7. Move
valve B to position No. 3 and open combination cock 6 and
quick-opening valve, leaving it open 3 seconds. This test
should not produce quick action. If it does, it indicates a
restriction in the service port, or a weak or graduating spring.

Six. B.—Duplicate the tests specified under Sec. A, placing
the wheel of valve C in the position as indicated.
Notch No. 3.—For 8-in. triple valves.
Notch No. 5.—For 10-inch triple valves, excepting West-

ingfhouse non-quick service, with which use notch 7.

This sho'ild result in the triple valve moving to emergency
position. Fc,-.,.^ to do so indicates too cos'C a fit of the emer-
gency piston.
At the completion of the test close cock 4 and combination

cock 6 and quick-opening valve, move valve A to position
No. 1.

Test So. 7, Sec. A.—Service-port Capacity Test for New York
Non-quick Service Triple Valves.

Commencing with cocks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 9 open, valve A
in position No. 1, valve B in position No. 3, place valve Cm position required for the triple valve under test, as
indicated.
Notch No. 1.—For 8-in. triple valves.
Notch No. 2.—For 10-in. triple valves.
Place valve B in position No. 2 and move valve A to posi-

tion No. 3. Open cock 7 until brake pipe and auxiliary
reservoir pressure are reduced to SO lbs., then move valve B
to position No. 3 and open cock 6 quickly.
Note.—During this test the triple valve should move to

service position, the brake-i)ipe pressure must not drop and
there must be no discharge of air from the vent ports.
Should the triple valve move to emergency position, it

indicates a restriction in the service ports or a weak vent-
valve spring.

Sec. B.—Duplicate the test specified under Sec. A, placing
the wheel of valve C in the position as indicated for the
triple valve under test.

Notch No. 3.—For 8-in. triple valves.
Notch No. 5.—For 10-in. triple valves.
This should result in the triple valve moving to emergency

position, causing a strong blast of air from the vent posts
and a brake-pipe reduction of at least 3 lbs. Failure to do so
indicates a too loose fit of the vent-valve piston packing.

Air-brake FIose Couplings.
"To investigate and report on the question of standard di-

mension for air-brake hose couplings, gaskets and gages for
new and worn hose couplings, and possibly signal-hose
couplings.

in7n'^
subject is referred to in paragraph 37. i)agc 71. of the

lyiO Proceedings:
"The report of committee on air-brake hose to the 1909

convention, with particular reference to 'standard dimensions
of air-brake hose couplings and gaskets,' was received and
referred to the committee on standards for further investiga-
tion and rerort. Inasmuch as this involved the design of the
air-brake hose coupling, gasket and gages for both^^new and
worn air-brake hose couplings, and should possibly be ex-
tended to signal-hose couplings, the committee felt that this
matter should have been referred to the standing committee
on train-brake and signal equipment, who have direct juris-
diction over the designing and interchangeability of these
parts, and accordingly referred this subject to the committee

in lof^li""'
','"'''''' ,''"'1 ^'^"''' equipment by letter, dated August

lU, lyuy throuo^h the secretarv of the association, who advised
under date of August 13. 1909, that the matter had been so
reierred.

The committee delegated this section of its work to a sub-
committee, and Its report, concurred in bv all the moni1)ers
of your committee, follows:

Air-brake Hose Couplings and Packins Rings.
In its investigations the committee assumed that all air-

brake hose couplings and racking rings now in use were sup-
plied by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company and the New
York Air Brake Company, or in accordance with their stand-
ard dimensions: and therefore the question of the best pos-
sib e interchange of proposed standard and existing couplings
and rings has received due consideration.
For the purpose of determining whether there are suffi-

cient variations in the dimensions of various makes of coup-
lings to justify the association in ado-ning a standard with a
view of securing a more satisfactory interchange, more than
5.000 new and used couplings have been gaged and tested.
This investigation revealed the fact that the dimensions of
couplings W'hich should be common to all makes vary appre-
ciably in cou- lings sunplied by different manufacturers.

Enlarged drawings have also been made showing the vari-
ations in the principal dimensions employed by the West-
inghouse Air Brake Company and the New York Air Brake
Company in the design of their respective coupling and pack-
ing ring. Outlines of the former and details of the latter
show that there is a difference of 1/64 in. in the nominal
height of a Westinghouse and a New York packing ring.
Also, there is 3/64 in. dififcrence in one of the principal di-
mensions of the couplings affecting the compression of the
rings.

When two Westinghouse couplings, with Westinghouse
packing ring in each, are coupled together, the nominal com-
pression of each rackin.g ring is 3/128 in. When the coup-
lings are nulled a'^art (as is the case when cars are unqoupled
without first parting the hose) the faces of the hose coup-
lings are 1/32 in. apart.
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With tvvH) New York coiii)liiif;'^, liavinn a New York pack-

ing ring in cacli, coiiplod tuKctlier, tlic compression of eacli

ring is nominally 1/32 in.; and wlun llio con|)lings arc pulled

apart, the space between the faces ol the couplings is only

1/64 in.

If VVestingljousc packing rings are used in Now York
coui)lings, tiic compression of eacii ring will be 3/64 in.,

or 1/(4 in. greater than when New York packing rings are

used in New York couplings. A combination of New York
packing rings and Westingliousc couplings will reduce the

nominal compression of the latter to 1/12.S in.

The permissible variation in the nominal comi)ression of

the rings, with the existing standards of the air-brake manu-
facturers, is therefore in the ration of 6 tol, or 600 per cent.,

which, in the judgment of the committee, justifies the asso-

ciation in considering the adoption as standard, or recom-
mended practice, such dimensions relating to air-brake hose
coui)iings and packing rings as will insure greater protection

against leakage and lessen the damage to hose when "pulled

apart" than is now possible.

The New York Air Brake Company recommends adding
1/16 in. radius at the back or larger diameter of ring groove,

to insure more satisfactorily machining the groove to speci-

fied dimensions without burning ofi the corners of the tool

with which the groove is cut. Adding this radius to the

groove will not afTect the fit of the proposed or existing

packing rings. The committee therefore concurs in the sug-

gestion.

A member of the train-brake and signal committee recom-
mends revising the proposed standard as recornmended in

1909 to provide for the reinforced guard arm which is now
an important feature of both the VVestinghouse and New
York couplings. The guard arm in no way affects the inter-

change of couplings, and the committee believes it should be
provided for in the proposed standard.

New Proposed Standard Coupling.

Fig. 3 shows the detail drawing, as submitted by the air-

hose committee in 1909, revised to provide for a better inter-

change with the New York couplings. The revision consists

of an outline of the reinforced guard arm, a 1/16-in. radius

at the back of the groove for the packing ring, and of a

second, %G-in. and %2-in., radius in the groove of the guard
arm and at the outer lug.

For convenient reference, the packing ring as recom-
mended in 1909 is also shown in detail in Fig 3.

Leakage at the packing ring and damage to hose when
'pulled apart" will depend largely upon the permissible varia-

tion in nominal dimensions to meet manufacturers' require-

ments. The question of maximum variation in nominal
dimensions affecting the compression of the ring and the

clearance between faces of coupling has therefore been thor-

oughly investigated by (as previously stated) "gaging and
testing over 5.000 couplings" and a number of packing rings.

Couplings which were found to slightly vary from the manu-
facturer's standard were tested under air pressure on a pull-

ing machine, with which could be approximated the strains to

which the hose is subjected in service through the silack

action and curving of cars. Notwithstanding the fact that

no tests were made with frozen hose (which is, perhaps, the

severest service test for ring leakage that can be made), the
investigation leads to the conclusion that the air-brake manu-
facturers can be depended upon to supply their hose coup-
lings and rings with a degree of accuracy that will insure
satisfactory service.

This conclusion does not apply, however, to packing rings
secured in the open market. In gaging and testing a large
number of sample packing rings which were supplied by
various rubber companies, less than 10 per cent, of them
were found to be fit for service. A number of these sample
rings were represented by the rubber manufacturers to be "M.
C. B. Standard," "perfect samples," etc.

If the members of the association care to consider securing

1 acking rings in the open market, then suitable minimum and
maximum gages for them should first be adopted (considera-
tion of which does not come within the scope of the com-
mittee's investigation on couplings and rings).

It has been suggested that the association should adopt
minimum and maximum dimensions for the couplings as a

whole. This would affect further developments in the device,
such as are now being made by the two leading air-brake
companies in what may be termed a "hose-protector coup-
ling," with which it is intended to minimize the tension in the
hose when pulled a'^art. The committee has therefore con-
fined its recommendations to nominal dimensions affecting
the interchange of couplings and rings.

Sutntnary.

Summarizing, it can be said that two couplings and pack-
ing rings conforming to the dimensions shown in Fig. 3

will couple together as satisfactorily and with equal assiir-

ance against leakage at the packing ring, and with as little

damage to hose when pulled ajiart, as is now had with coup-
lings and rings conforming to the standards of the Westing-
house Air Brake Company.
One of the proi)osed M. C. B. couijlings and rings, as shown

in h'ig. 3, will interchange with couplings and rings conform-
ing to the standard of the New York Air I'rake Company
more satisfactorily and with greater assurance against leak-

age and damage to hose when pulled apart than is now pos-
sible with a VVestinghouse and New York coupling coupled
together.
A proposed M. C. B. coupling and packing ring (as shown

in Fig. 3) and a VVestinghouse coupling and ])acking ring
will interchange as satisfactorily and with equal assurance
against leakage and damage to hose when pulled apart as

will two couplings conforming to the standard of the VVest-
inghouse Air Brake Company.

Gages for Air-brake Hose Couplings.

Tlie question of gages for used air-brake hose couplings
has been investigated with the view of determining proper
contour lines of the gages. A number of used couplings have
been gaged (and subsequently tested) with gages of such
proportions and dimensions as to provide for condemning
couplings with guard arms and lugs distorted or worn from
1-128 in. to 1-32 in.

Fig. 4 shows the dimensions which, in the 'judgment of the
committee, are best suited for minimum and maximum gages
for Westingiiouse and New York couplings; but these di-

mensions were decided upon too late to permit of securing
gages constructed in accordance therewith, and, realizing the
importance of the subject, the committee does not feel jus-

tified in suggesting the adoption of these dimensions without
first gaging (with the proposed gages) a suf^cient number
of couplings to confirm the committee's judgment in the
premises. The committee therefore desires to report prog-
ress on the question of gages for air-house couplings, and
respectfully asks for further time in which to complete its

investigation.
In concurring with the report of the subcommittee, the

committee recommends the substitution of the dimensions
and contour for air-brake hose coupling shown by Fig. 3 for

the dimensions and contour shown with the Air Brake Hose
Committee's report, page 180, of the 1909 proceedings. The
committee also recommends, for reasons contained in the
subcommittee's report, that the question of gages for air-

hose couplings be deferred for a future report by the com-
mittee in which rerort will also be taken up the question
of signal-hose coupling.
The report is signed by:—R. B. Kendig (N. Y. C), chair-

man; T. L. Burton (C. of N. J), B. P. Flory (N. Y. O. &
W.). E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.) and R. K. Reading (Penn.).
Mr. Burton presented the report and in connection there-

with said : Mr. Goodnow brought up the point in the dis-

cussion this morning about stenciling the date when the
triple valves were cleaned. The committee provides under
Cleaning of the report the following: "All stencil marks to

be scraped off or painted over with black paint. The place
of cleaning, day, month and year to be stenciled with white
paint, preferably on both sides of the cylinder or auxiliary
reservoir; or, if it is not readily visible, in a convenient loca-
tion near the handle of the release rod." The stenciling of

the place, day, month and year is provided for, but we do
not specify the road, as suggested by Mr. 'Goodnow. We
believe that the method which we recommend will enable
the road to locate the time the work was done. The idea
is to put the car owner in a position where he can locate
improper repairs before the bills are received. In many cases
the bills for repairs do not come in for several months after

repairs have been made, and we believe the recommendation
we make will cover the matter.

DISCUSSION ON TRAIN BRAKE AND SIGNAL EQUIPMFNT.

I. S. Downing (L. S. & M. S.): As I understand it, if the

car can be placed between other air-brake cars, the card is

to be tied near the triple valve. If it cannot be placed be-
tween these cars, it must be tied onto the train line near the

angle cock. As this card is important to the switchmen, it

seems to me it ought to be on the side of the car, where
they can see it, and they should not be compelled to look
under the car to find the card.

F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C. & H R.): I want to call atten-

tion to the inferior gaskets which some roads buy—they are

91
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not standard and do not fit properly, and we should frown
on the nurchasing agent who buys anything except what is

absolutely correct. It is too paltry a thing, to get some-
thing by which you can save a few pennies, and then delay
the trains. All gaskets which are not standard should be
thrown in*the scrap heap.

C. E. Fuller (U. P.): I would like to refer to the recom-
mendation of the committee the matter of applying this

defect card: "If car can be placed between air-brake cars,
wire this card near triple valve where it can be readily seen.
If car must not be placed between air-brake cars, wire card
to brake pipe near angle cock at each end of car."

I do not believe the wiring of a card on a car is good
practice. It is apt to be blown away. This is especially
true out in the western country. The card should be fast-

ened on the car so as to stay there. I do not think you can
hold the card by tying it.

O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.), i-eferring to Fig. 1: I tliink

the dimension in the inner holes at the bottom of the jaw,
2'/2 in., is too short. I believe it should be 2^ in.—the be-
ginning of the angle in the corner. I think that should be
corrected.

Mr. Burton: A question was raised on the substitution of
one card for two, and I will state in that connection that
that one little point resulted in more labor on the part of
the committee than all the rest of the report put together,
and it was the experience of a number, who made it a point
to investigate the question, to find that where two cards
were provided the train crews applied whichever card they
happened to have in their pocket regardless of the nature
of the defect. As to attaching the card by wiring rather
than nailing, I think the ability to keep the wired card on
the car, to get the car to the repair station, depends on how
soon you get it to the repair station. The committee did
not feel that it was justified in asking train crews to carry
tacks and a hammer in their pockets, when they could apply
the tag with a wire. The question of the brake rod, 2>^ in.

from the center of the inner hole to the bottom of the jaw
—it was intended to have it conform to the present recom-
mendation—which the committee believes it does.

T. H. Goodnow (L. S. & M. S.): I would like to ask Mr.
Burton if they are satisfied with a two-hole connection in the
adjuster—whether they have made investigations and have
been able to overcome the necessity of the three-hole con-
nection.

Mr. Burton: I am sure that the two-hole connection will

be satisfactory, if you have a proper adjustment. It will also
depend largely on the spacing of the holes. The spacing of

the two holes is not shown here from the fact that any given
spacing would not be suitable for all proportion of truck
levers. That proportion must be worked out. The points
on which the committee suggested that action should be
taken and adopted for recommended practice are the defect
card, the bottom rod, the annual repairs to freight car brakes
and the adoption of the hose coupling and packing ring. I

would move that the foregoing be received and submitted to

letter ballot for adoption as recommended practice.

Mr. Goodnow: Not having had an opportunity to read
over the report of the arbitration committee, I would like

to know if the features included in this report which we are

considering have been taken care of in the report of the

arbitration committee, or whether we must wait for "a year

before it will go into the rules of interchange. I refer to the

provision regarding the marking of the place, day, month
and year when the triple valve was cleaned.

Mr. Hennessey: No, I will say that has not been taken

care of by the arbitration committee in the report which it

will present at this meeting.

Adam LaMar (P. L. W. of P.): I believe that is taken

care of in rule 9 of the interchange rules, which reads as

follows: "Knuckles removed and applied, whether open or

closed."

Mr. Downing: I think it is an important point that the

distance between the pin holes in Fig. 1 be specified, if you
have to add four holes to the bottom connection. We have

more repairs with wrong bottom connections on the cars

today than any other thing we get, and if the association can

get something we can put on. even if it is a hole or two too

many, it will help us out. We have cars coming in with

10-in. piston valves, and we find that some road has put on

the wrong connection, and that applies to the inside hung
Israkes as well as the outside.

Mr. Burton: In reply to Mr. Downing, regarding the four

t'oles, T would sav that I can see no obiechon to addine more

than two holes if tliey are necessary to take care of the varia-

tion in the proportioning of truck levers, which the committee

Siad in mind, but I do not believe it will take care of the wrong

radius of cars on foreign lines, because the spacing of the
mside hole will govern largely there, and the proportioning
of truck levers also comes into play.
Mr. Downing: We had an interesting experience—we had

four different lengths of levers— I cannot recall the lengths

—

but we cut them down to one or two levers by adding addi-
tional holes on the inside hung brakes.
Mr. Burton: I think the committee would be very glad to

revise that cut, if it has the approval of the association, to
show two holes at one end and three at the other, or three
at each end, if desired, but still omit the dimensions. I think
the dimensions would have to be omitted.
Mr. Garstang: I think the adding of a few more holes at

each end, in view of the introduction of steel and steel-tired
wheels in freight-car service, would be a good thing, and I

move that the drawing show three holes in each end, in place
of what is shown in the cut, two holes.
The motion was carried.

W. F. Bentley (B. & O.) : There is one noint under Clean-
ing^ which I think could be corrected l)v changinir the reading
a little, and might overcome some of the troubles which have
been complained of here today, where the triple valves had
to be cleaned too often. The part I refer to says that the
triple valves, after being cleaned or repaired, must be tested,
preferably on a rack conforming to the attached print. I think
the word "preferable" should be cut out, because there is

where' most of the trouble comes from now. They are being
tested from the yard-line pressure and from other different
kinds of apparatus. They are unable to get the proper test;
then the triple valve will show up defective in service, and
other roads think that it needs cleaning again. Probably they
in turn have no good way of testing them, and thev are again
put back on the car, and again give the same trouble. I think
the word "preferable" should be cut out. and make it positive
that they shall be tested on an approved testing rack.
Mr. Burton: In reply to Mr. Bentley's point. I think the

cutting out of the word "preferable" would not make it bind-
ing that they should be tested on a rack, because it is simply
recommended practice. The committee thought the word
"preferable" would draw sufficient attention to the fact that it

should be tested on a rack of that kind, and that if this rack
test be made binding it would practically block any further
developments in the rack as they come up from time to time,
as has been done in the testing of triple valves. As far as the
effect is concerned I think it would be as forcible if it remains
as printed.

Mr. Burton's previous motion was then carried.

TEST OF BRAKE SHOES.

In addition to its usual duty of investigating the properties
of brake shoes, the committee has, for two years past, given
consideration to the standards applying to brake beams. This
report accordingly deals with two rather distinct subjects,

and it is presented in two distinct parts, brake shoes and
brake beams.

BRAKE SHOES.

Outline of Tests as Agreed Upon in December.—Mr.
Young, of the committee, was requested to act as a sub-
committee to select and deliver to the laboratory samples of

shoes used on heavy passenger cars in high-speed passenger
service by the New York Central Lines, the Pennsylvania
Lines and such other lines as might have shoes to submit.

It was agreed that the frictional qualities and the wear of

the shoes submitted should be determined by applications to

the 33-in. steel wheel of the Master Car Builders' brake-shoe
testing machine in effecting stops at a speed of 80 m. p. h.

All tests were to be at this speed, and brake-shoe pressures
of 12,000, 14,000, 16.000. 18,000 and 20.000 lbs. respectively

were to be employed. Each kind of shoe submitted was to

be tested in triplicate; that is, three shoes nominally alike

were to be subjected to tests for the determination of fric-

tional qualities and wear.

It was agreed that in determining the wear under the fore-

going conditions it would be sufficient to weigh the shoes

after three applications. It was understood that between
applications the shoe would be cooled to its initial tempera-

ture. It was agreed that no further investigations of wheel

wear need be undertaken.

Mr. Kendig. of the committee, was requested to submit a

summary of the results of the brake-shoe tests made under his

direction in the fall of 1909 on the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern. Professor Schmidt was requested to submit the

results of tests then in progress at the University of Illinois,

which were designed to ascertain whether there is any mate-

rial difference in the coefficient of friction as developed by the
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use of tlic icstiii.n iiKu-liiiK- wlu'u the shoe is applieil l>y

weights, as in the Master Car lUiiUlers' testiiij? inaehine, ami

wlien applied by means of an air-l)rake cylinder, as in service.

.txic Loads.— In any study of the pDSsihilities of train Irak-

inj?. the facts concerning a.xlc loads are of importance. From
collected data it was found that an eiKht-wheel passenger

coach of the Pennsylvania, weighing n<),(KK) lbs., gives the

lieaviest load i)er wheel, namely, a load of 14,875 lbs. Under
the usual service applications the brake-shoe pressure would,

of course, be less than this amount and could not, in the light

of our present experiments, be regarded as excessive; but

with modern e(|nipmont, in emergency applications, the brake-
shoe pressure upon such a car may readily exceed 20,000 lbs.

Pcrfoniiaiicc of Shoes Under Test as Set Forth in the Ac-
coinpanyxnn Report by Dean Benjamin.—The detailed re-

port of tests which follows shows the precise results obtained
as to coetlicient of friction and wear from a considerable

number of shoes when tested under the several difTerent pres-

sures up to and including 20,000 lbs. It is formally reported

to the committee also that tests made at the laboratory of the

University of Illinois have involved, without serious diffi-

culty, brake-shoe pressures as great as 24,000 lbs. If it be
assumed that a shoe in such service will rarely be called upon
to withstand the conditions of an emergency stop from a

speed as high as 80 m. p. h., it may also be assumed that

shoes such as those tested may be regarded as reliable for

such service. It is of the highest importance, however, to

know that the value of the coefficient of friction decreases as

W. F. M. Goss.

Chairman, Committee on Brake Shoe

Equipment.

the pressure upon the shoe is increased. So great is this

change in the coefficient of friction for some shoes that the

length of stop is reduced but slightly by increasing the pres-

sure from 18.000 to 20,000 lbs. On the other hand, the wear
of all shoes increases rapidly with increase of pressure.

The tests herein reported were made at a speed of 80 m.
p. h., and since the previous work of the committee does not
involve such speeds, it has been impossible to tie up the

results of the present series with those which have already
been made of record by the committee. For this reason, it is

impossible to judge from them the sufficiency of the present
specifications for use in selecting shoes for very high-speed
service. It has been suggested that in all probability a shoe
which gives the best results under the present specifications

will at least give good results under the higher speeds and
pressures, such as are now being considered. Under the cir-

cumstances, it was thought best to present the results as

obtained for the information of members, in the hope that

later a series of tests may be made under heavy pressures at

different speeds, which will permit such results to be con-
nected with those underlying the present specifications.

Coefficient of Friction as Determined Upon a Brake-SJwc
Testing Machine Wlien the Sltoe is A Implied by Wei^lits and
by Air.—Bv the courtesy of Professor Schmidt, the University
of Illinois undertook to determine the effect upon the co-

efficient of friction as found by experiment when the shoe was
quickly applied, as by weight, and when more slowly applied,

as by air. The purpose of this inquiry was to settle the ques-
tion as to whether results obtained on the testing machine

were the same as those which would be expected under ser-

vice conditions on the road, conditions of speed and pressure,

of course, being the same. The following brief report from
.Mr. A. S. Williamson, giving the results of such tests, may
be acce|)ted as conclusive evidence that the results are sub-

stantially the same in both cases: "Responding to the request

of the brake-shoe connnittee, tests have been ma(Tc ui)on the

brake-shoe testing machine of the University of Illinois, in

the course of which the shoe has been dropped upon the
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Fig. 1—Brake Shoe Pressure Tests: 16,000 Lbs.

wheel through the action of weights, and also by use of an

arrangement of air equipment giving substantially the con-

ditions of service. These tests were made with a great variety

of shoes and under many different conditions of speed and
pressure. Within the limits involved by these experiments,

the mean coefficient of friction is practically independent of the

manner in which the shoe is applied. The following results

are typical:

Diamond S Shoe, Speed, 60 M. P. H.

Shoe Pressure. Coefficient of Friction.

6,840 lbs 13.95 (weights)

6,840 lbs 14.15 (air)

12,000 lbs 12.25 (weights)

12,000 lbs 12.50 (air)

INITIAL Speed 8oniLES per Hour BRAKE SHOE PRESSURE 2000^ POUNDS
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Fig. 2—Brake Shoe Pressure Tests: 20,000 Lbs.

"T'he similarity of the coefficient of friction in the two cases

is shown."
Recommendations.—In concluding the summary of the

work of the past year, the committee recommends:
1. That some further work be undertaken by the associa-

tion for the purpose of connecting the results obtained under
high brake-shoe pressures with those upon which the Asso-
ciations specifications arc based.
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2. That in the specifications of the committee, as presented
in the report of 1910 paragraphs c and f be changed to read
"steel or steel-tired wheel," instead of "steel-tired wheel."
The formal report of the tests made by Professor Louis E.

Endsley under the direction of the committee during the cur-
rent year is, in part, as follows:
"The tests were conducted upon the Master Car Builders'

brake-shoe testing machine, a description of wliich will be found
in the Proceedings of the Association for 1894 and 1906. The
shoes tested were of seven different kinds. Six shoes of eac'i
kind were received at the university, and of this number two
of each type, makine fourteen shoes in all, were tested. None
of the shoes had been in service prior to tlieir receipt at the
laboratory. All of the shoes were given a laboratory number.
The numbers of the shoes tested are as follows: 33.3, 336 339
340, 345, 346, 351, 352, 357, 358, 367. 368. 376 and 377. A full
description of each shoe tested follows :

Initial Spc ED SOMiles Pcr Hour.

NO.
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SHOE

DESIGMATIOM
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SHOE
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APPROXIMATE DISTANCE PfR STOP
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BRAKE SHOE PRESSURES
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Fig. 3—Distance of Stop Under Varying Pressures.

Shoe No. 333 was designated by the committee as a Congdon
shoe, and was received from the Baltimore & Ohio. The
dimensions of the shoe when it was received at the laboratory

were: Length on arc, 13^ in- : width. Si/s in.; thickness, 1^
in. This shoe has five inserts, 1 in. wide by 2 in. long, running

crosswise. Shoe No. 336 is similar to Shoe No. 333 and bears

the same marking.
Shoe No. 339 was designated by the committee as a plain

cast-iron shoe, and was received from the Pennsylvania. The
dimensions of the shoe when it was received at the laboratory

were: Length on arc, 14 in.; width, 3^ in.; thickness, 1^ in.

This shoe has no insert. It is reinforced with a steel back.

Shoe No. 340 is similar to Shoe No. 339 and bears the same
marking.
Shoe No. 345 was designated by the committee as a Spear-

Miller shoe, and was received from the Chicago, BurUngton
& Quincy. The dimensions of the shoe when it was received

at the laboratory were: Length on arc, 13J/2 in.; width, 3^ in.;

thickness, 1^ in. The shoe has two V-shaped inserts. It is

reinforced with a steel back. Shoe No. 346 is similar to Shoe
No. 345 and bears the same marking.
Shoe No. 351 was designated bv the committee as a National

type, and was received from the Chicago, Milwaukee & St-

Paul. The dimensions of the shoe when it was received at the

laboratory were: Length, on arc, 14 in.; width. 3^4. in. ;, thick-

ness, \% in. This shoe has chilled ends and is reinforced with

a steel back. Shoe No. 352 is similar to Shoe No. 351.

Shoe No. 357 was designated by the committee as a Diamond
S. Christie tyoe. It is also known as the half-flange type, havinr

a flange of 2i4 in. at each end of the shoe. It was received

from the Southern Pacific. The dimensions of the shoe when
it was received at the laboratorv were : Leneth on arc, 14 in.

;

width, 4 in.: thickness, VA in. The insert of this shoe is com-
posed of a bundle of expanded metal, covering the entire face

of the shoe. The sl^oe is reinforced with a steel back. Sho;
No. 358 is similar to Shoe No. 357 and bears the same marking.

Shoe No. 367 was designated by the committee as a U shoe.

It was received from the New York Central Lines. The dimen-
sions of the shoe "hen it was received at the laboratory were

:

Length on arc. 153^ in.; width. 3^. in. and thickness, 154 in.

The ends of the shoe are tapered and chilled. The shoe is re-

inforced with a steel back. Shoe No. 368 is similar to Shoe
No. 367 and bears the same marking.

'

Shoe No. 376 was designated by the committee as a Pittslnirgli
slioe. It was received from the Pennsylvania. The dimensions
of the shoe when it was received at the laboratory were: Length
on arc, 14 in.; width, 3^ in.; thickness, ly^ in. This shoe is

made up of a pressed back, ^ of an in. thick, completely filled
with a composition filler. Shoe No. 377 is the same as Shoe
No. 376.

Schedule of Test.—So far as i)racticable. each shoe was
tested upon a steel-tired wheel under the following brake-shoe
pressures: 12,0(X), 14,000, 16,000. 18,(K)0 and 20,0{J0 lbs., the initial
speed of the machine beine in each case 80 m. p. h. At each
of the above pressures nine stops were made.
Method of Testing.— \n anticipation of a test, the shoe was

given a number of applications until a full Ijcaring surface was
()l)tained, after which it was accurately weighed upon a pair ot
scales. Tlie shoes were first tested at a pressure of 12,0(XJ ll)s.,

after which the pressure was increased by increments of 2,000
lbs. until a pressure of 20,000 lbs. was reached, or until the
shoe broke or became unserviceable.
The loss in weight of the shoe was obtained by weighing the

shoe after each three applications, thus giving a check upon
the loss for each pressure. During the nine applications at eacli
pressure, three cards were taken from which the coefllicient of
friction was obtained. It will be seen that some of the shoes
failed before the pressure of 18,000 and 20.000 lbs. had bee:»
reached.

Between each application the shoe was cooled by a blast of
air until the temperature was reduced to such an extent that
the observer could bear his hand upon the shoe. This required
from twenty-two to twenty-eight minutes between each applica-
tion.

Results Obtained.—Fig. 1 gives the results obtained at a brake-
shoe pressure of 16,000 lbs. Col. I of this table gives the num-
ber of the brake shoe; Col. II, the designation of the shoe;
Col. Ill, the road on which it is standard; Col. IV. the coeffic'ent
of friction of shoe; Col. V, the average coefficient of friction
of the two shoes of the same kind ; Col. VI, the loss for each

WHEK oiiufNsiotc m.
MASKED * THEY ADE CUBBEKT
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Fig. 4— Limiting Outline for Brake Beams.

100,000,000 ft.-lbs. of work done for each shoe; Col. VII, the
average loss per 100,000,000 ft.-lbs. of work done for the two
shoes of each kind.

Fig. 2 gives results obtained at 20,000 lbs. pressure.
Fig. 3 gives the approximate distance per stop in feet as ob-

tained from the three cards taken at each pressure for the two
shoes of each kind. Col. I of this table gives the number of
the brake shoe; Col. II, the designation of the shoe; Col. Ill,

the road on which it is standard ; Col. IV, the approximate dis-

tance in feet during the stop at a pressure of 12,000 lbs. ; Col. V,
the approximate distance in feet during the stop at a pressure
of 14,000 lbs. ; Col. VI, the approximate distance in feet during
the stop at a pressure of 16,000 lbs.; Col. VII, the approximate
distance in feet during the stop at a pressure of 18 000 lbs. ; Col.

VIII, the approximate distance in feet during the stop at a
pressure of 20,000 lbs.

Notes Concerning Tests.—Shoe No. 334 was selected as the

second Congdon shoe for test. This shoe broke in two at the

second stop at 12,000 lbs. pressure and no record was made.
Shoe 335 of this same type also broke in two at the same pres-

sure durino- the first stop.

All of the shoes, with the exception of the two mentioned
above, stood nine stops at each of the pressures, 12,000. 14,000

and 16.000 lbs. All of these shoes, also, with the exceptions of

Nos. 352 and 368, withstood nine stops at 18,000 lbs. pressure,

but these two broke at the first stop at 18,000 \hs. pressure. No
record, therefore, wns obtained for these shoes a*^ this pressure.

Shoe No. 345 broke at the ninth stop at 18.000 lbs. pressure.

Shoe No. 336 broke after the third stop at 20.000 lbs. pressure,

and the results from this shoes are based on the three stops.

Shoe No. 333 and Shoe No. 351 stood onlv seven stons at

20,000 lbs., and the results from these shoes at this pressure are

based on these stops. All of the other shoes tested and not
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mentioned above, namely, Nos. 339, 340. 346. 357. 358, 367. 376

and 377, stood nine stops at 20,tKX) lbs. pressure.

The cocllicicnt of friction of all but two kinds of shoes tested

decreased as the i)ressure increased, the two exceptions being

llie plain cast-iron shoe and the National shoe. Tliis is no doubt

due to the fact that the composition of the outside layer of tlie

shoe is not of the same texture as the inner layer, or tliat the

heating and cooling of the shoe chant;ed the material in such

a way as to alTect tlie frictional dualities. Also, the loss due to

wear is increased as the pressure is increased in all but three

kinds of shoes. These are the plain cast-iron, the National

ami the U shoe. Two of these kinds of shoes are the ones

Avhich showed the inconsistency in the coefficient of friction.

In order to check these seeming inconsistencies, either in the

wear or frictional oualities, three shoes, one of each kind men-

tioned above, were again tested at 12,000 lbs. pressure after tlie

tests at 18,000 lbs pressure liad been conducted. In each case

the seeming inconsistency i)racticallv disappeared, showing that

tests of the outside layer of a shoe will not in all cases give

similar results to tests of the inner material.

The coefficient of friction for all shoes, excent one, are similar,

there being less than two per cent, variation in any two sets

of shoes. The one exception is the "Pittsburgh" shoe, which is

a composition shoe, and gave practically twice the coefficient

of friction obtained from any of the other shoes.

The wear is not uniform for the different makes of shoes,

it varvin? from about 1.5 to over 5 lbs. per 10;).000,000 ft.-lbs.

nt work done at 12,000 lbs. pressure and from about 3.5 to over

12 lbs. at 20,000 lbs. pressure. The loss is not much increased

until a pressure of 18,000 or 20,000 lbs. is reached.

The distance per stop is about the same for all shoes but

one. this shoe beine the "Pittsburgh" shoe, which save the

liighest coefficient of friction. Three of the shoes tested stopped

tiie wheel in a less distance at 18,000 lbs. than at 20,000 lbs.,

and three of the other four shoes save almost the same results

at 18000 as at 20.000 lbs. The only sboe that showed much
advantage at 20.000 lbs. over that at 18,000 lbs. was the "Snear-

Miller." This shoe became very hot and save ofif a flame

three or four feet long resembling a eas flame during the stop

at 20,000 lbs. pressure.

BRAKE BEAMS.

Changes in Drazvino of Brake Head.—The committee desires

to recommend certain changes in the drawing of the standard

brake head as shown on Sheet M. C. B. 17.

1. The dimensions of the upper-hanger hole have been made

the same as the dimensions of the lower-hanger hole, to per-

mit the use of the 1-in. hanger. This change was omitted

from the drawing last year through error.

2. The inclination of Wis in. in 6H in., as shown on the

side elevation of the head on Sheet M. C. B. 17, is correct

for the brake beam hung 14 in. above the rail, but is not cor-

rect for the standard 13-in. hanging for inside-hung beams.

The drawing has been corrected to show an inclination of

1%2 in. in 6 in., to correspond to the 13-in. hanging, and all

the vertical dimensions have been made to read from a line

drawn through the center of the bottom-hanger hole and the

center of the wheel. The contour of the head has not been

changed in doing this.

3. The ribs bracing the under side of the lower shoe-bear-

ing lug have been removed from the drawing, as these ribs

are not actually being used on the heads to-day.

4. Sheet M. C. B. 17 shows a §^-in. radii at the ends of the

shoe-bearing lugs, and the committee believes this only results

in less bearing area and is of no value, and accordingly the

drawing has been changed to show a ^-in. radius at this point

and the side of the lug has been slightly tapered.

The committee recommends the adoption of these changes,

which we believe to be improvements in the design of the

head, without affecting its interchangeability with heads and

shoes now in service.

Review of Recommendations 4 and 5 of the 1910 Report.—
Among the several recommendations made by your committee

at last year's convention there were two, numbers 4 and 5,

which were rejected on the letter ballot. They are as follows:

"That all No. 2 beams used on cars built after January 1,

1908, shall be of such dimensions that all parts of the beam
will lie within the outline shown in Fig. 10 of this report, and

that this outline be shown among the standard drawings.

"That on page 591 of the Proceedings for 1909, the seventh

paragraph, relating to beam No. 2, be changed to read: 'Beam
No. 2 must be used on cars of more than 35.000 pounds light

weight, and it may be used on cars of 35,000 light weight or

less.'
"

For the purpose of ascertaining the reason for the objection

to these two recommendations, the committee early issued to

the membership of the Association a circular of inquiry, ask-

ing the roads which voted against these propositions to state

their reasons to the committee. Tlie purpose of this proced-

ure was to secure for the committee such information as

would i)ermit it to modify the recommendations so as to make
them acceptable to tiie objecting roads. A meager response,

only, was returned.
Some of the suggestions received in reply to this circular

are conflicting, but they have all been combined, as far as

possible, to form a new diagram as is shown in Fig. 4.

The principal points raised related:

1. To the distance from the face of the brake head to the

back of the beam, which has been changed from 5'/4 in. to

5 in.

2. With steel or steel-tired wheels, which may be reduced
to 30 in. in diameter, there is danger with a deep beam of

having the fulcrum strike the axle.

3. 'Ihe location of the diagonal lines limiting the tension
members of the beam has been changed to avoid confliction

with some beams which arc now in service.

The diagram shown in Fig. 4 is submitted for the consid-
eration of the members with the same recommendation with
which the diagram was submitted last year.

Having presented the discussion so far as it could be de-

veloped, your committee would resubmit for discussion rec-

ommendations 4 and 5 as above given, with the recjuest that

they be so modified at the convention as to make them accept-

able to the members.
The report is signed by:—W. F. M. Goss (Uni. of 111.),

chairman; C. D. Young (Penn.), and R. B. Kendig (N. Y. C.)

The report was presented by C. B. Young in absence of

Prof. Goss.

DISCUSSION ON BRAKE SHOE EQUIPMENT.

The President: The recommendations of the committee
in the first part of this report, which is the part that we
will consider first, are, in substance, that some further work
be undertaken by the association for the purpose of con-
necting the results obtained under high brake shoe pres-
sures with those upon which the association's specifications

are based. Also, that in the specifications as presented in

the report of 1910, paragraphs "c" and "f," be changed to

read "steel or steel-tired wheel" instead of "steel-tired

wheel."

C. E. Fuller (U. P.): Mr. President. I move that the

recommendation of the committee, reading: "That some
further work be undertaken by the Association for the pur-

pose of connecting the results obtained under high brake-
shoe pressures with those upon which the Association's
specifications are based,' be referred to the in-coming execu-
tive committee.

I also move that the secretary be instructed to change
the reading as presented in the reoort of 1910, paragraphs
"c" and "f," to "steel or steel-tired wheel" instead of "steel-

tired wheel."
The motion was seconded.
T. L. Burton (C. of N. J.): Before the motion is put, Mr.

President, I would like to inquire as to the operation of this

testing machine. The committee states that the shoes were
tested under varying pressures, the initial speed of the

machine being, in each case, 80 m. p. h., and that at each of

these pressures nine stops were made. The resulting co-
efficient is tabulated later on in the report. Were any pro-
visions made in those tests for varying the axle weight or
the wheel weight of the testing machine so that the pre-

ferred breaking power remained practically constant?
My reason for making this inquiry is that in raising the

brake-shoe pressure from 12,000 to 20,000 lbs., if the wheel
weight remains constant it will increase the percentage of

the braking power about twenty-three per cent. Naturally,

all other things being the same, the stop would be materially

shortened and the coefficient friction would naturally run

higher than if the wheel weight were increased. So that

20.000 lbs. pressure would represent the same braking power
that 12,000 lbs. would. In other words, in putting the pres-

sure up you introduce the very important factor of the

time element on the coefficient of friction. It is my under-

standing that the M. C. B. testing machine did not provide

for varying the wheel weight, unless it has been done
recently.

Mr. Youne: T can only say that the machine is so con-

structed tliat it ba^ a falling weight wliicli gives the shoe

rressure. It gives the wear of the shoe with any pressure

u^^on the wheel at a corresponding speed. The inertia of

the machine is the «amc tbrouehont any of the varying pres-

sures, whether 12.000, 16,000, 18,000 or 20,000 lbs.

Mr. Burton : Then is it not true that the coefficient of

friction shown by the high pressures is materially higher

than one would expect in service with the lower percentage

Ji
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of braking power? The point I am endeavoring to get at

is that I want to emphasize the ill-effect that we get from
these tremendously high shoe pressures due to the loss of
the coefificient friction.

Mr. Young: I believe that the question raised by Mr.
Burton ought to be referred to the committee, because I do
not feel that I am fully qualified to answer. My judgment
vvould be that the coefficient would be al)out the same for

each of these pressures, regardless of the percentage of
brakine oower. There mav be some increase in the coefficient

with the testing machine as it stands now, but if so it is

verj' slight.

Mr. Fuller: I will incorporate the suggestion made by
Mr. Young in my motion that this be referred back to the
committee. It is a very important point, and one that I

think should have full and deliberate consideration.

The motion was carried. The second part of the report
was then considered.

C. D. Young: The recommendations for brake beams are
the same as for last year as regards paragraphs 4 and 5, with
the substitution of the diagram shown in Fig. 4 for old
diagram 10.

R. L. Kleine (Penn.) : Paragraph 4 under Brake Beams
sates that the drawine has been changed to show a '/^-in.

radius at this point and the side of the lug has been slightly

tapered. The illustration shows that connection to be 1/16
of an in.

C. D. Young: That is a mistake.

The President : Mr. Burton, Professor Endsley has just

rome in the room, and perhaps he can answer the question
that you put to Mr. Young a moment ago.

Mr. Burton: The question that I raised, Professor Ends-
ley, was in relation to increasing the brake shoe pressure
without increasing the wheel load of the brake shoe machine
so as to maintain a constant percentage of coefficient fric-

tion, and I raised the point whether or not we would have
the right to assume that the coefficients shown under differ-

ent pressures are due solely to the variations in the pressures,
or whether they are due in part to a variation in the braking
power. That is, if we put on the pressure from 12,000 to

20,000 lbs., why it is increased 23 per cent., about, and the
stops naturally will have to be shortened and the time ele-

ment is shortened.

T. E. Endsley (Purdue Univ.): Well, the only thing we
can do is to use the one weight of wheel. That is equivalent
to a car weighing 145,000 lbs. with 12 wheels under it. There
was no difference made in choosing the different per cents.

All that was done was choosing different brake shoe pres-
sures upon a given car, like you would take a Pullman car
and decide whether you were going to use 12,000 lbs. or
20,000 lbs. brake-shoe pressure. Of course, there would be
some difference if you increased the rotary energy of your
wheel. If you increased the rotary energy of your wheel
it would decrease the coefficient friction—that is. on some
brake shoes, and on other brake shoes it would increase it.

because some are a little larger hot and cold, and others
smaller hot and cold. But here in the test referred to in

this report all that was done was to use what was equivalent
to a Pullman twelve-wheel car.

The President: Referring again to part 2 of the report, the
paragraphs under review of recommendations 4 and 5 con-
tain the statement of the committee that these recommenda-
tion were defeated last vear bv letter ballot, and tliey would
like to have it discussed, if possible, this year. Mr. Selcy,
can vou wive us anv light on the matter?

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.): I onlv recall that I did object
to the diagrams as presented last year for some minor change,
but I cannot see that I object to it at all now, and therefore
I move that the recommendation of the committee be adopted
and reported to the membership for letter ballot.

The motion was carried.

M. C. B. RECEPTION.

A railway which was constructed years ago, connecting

Llanymynech-Westbury, England, with Shrewsbury, with a

total length of 28 miles, has been reopened after having

been closed, by order of the Board of Trade, for 31 years.

Twenty years of almost continuous running at a loss had

put the road in a bad state of repair. Now it is run more

economically and is working in connection with the main

line railways with which it connects. Its chief advantage

will be in carrying stone from Wales to Shrewsbury and

the Midland.

The annual reception by the officers of the M. C. B. Asso-
ciation was given in the Blenheim Exchange, of the Marl-

borough-Blenheim hotel, at 9.00 o'clock last night. Before
the receiving line formed, the Cadets de Gascogne, in cos-

tume, gave a musical entertainment from the balcony. They
are three men and one woman, and sang selections in both
Italian and French. After the reception there was informal

dancing. Refreshments were served in the ball room.
The committee in charge of the reception consisted of F.

B. Ernst, Chairman; F. M. Nellis, L. B. Sherman. Ross F.

Hayes, Charles A. Knill, George R. Carr, Harry S. Hammond,
W. J. Walsh and E. E. Silk.

THIS AFTERNOON'S ENTERTAINMENT AT THE CASINO.

Miss Beatrice Herford, whose monologues are in a class by
themselves, will give one of her entertainments at the Brighton
Casino at 3 o'clock this afternoon. No one who has heard or
read one of her delightful "take-offs" needs urging to go again.

Admission will be by badge. The Casino is on the Boardwalk
between the Traymore and the Marlborough-Blenheim.

OPERATION OF SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVES.

One of the characteristic results of the operation of super-

heater engines is the sense of security on the part of the

engineer. This is manifested by the request to be assigned to

these engines rather than to saturated engines. The super-

heated steam engine has enough reserve power to make up
considerable lost time in an emergency; and under ordinary
conditions it always has full steam pressure.

In starting out of the engine house, care should be taken,

as on the saturated steam engine, to have the cylinder cocks
open and to drain away all water resulting from condensa-
tion owing to the engine having stood still for a long period.

In general it is not at all necessary to open the cylinder

cocks on the roads, as is often the case with the saturated

steam engine. With full boiler pressure, and as a result of

the larger cylinder diameter gained with superheated steam
engines, a little greater care is required in starting not to

slip the drivers; an extremely light throttle is all that is neces-

sary to start. On the road, however, a full throttle and

a short cut-off cannot be to strongly advocated, as the bene-

ficial results obtained in nearly every case where they have

been used have proved. In starting, however, for a short

time a full cut-off should be used, which will give full valve

travel and thoroughly lubricate all surfaces in a manner to

guard against trouble.

Arrangement of the superheater damper and its cylinder

is such that the engineer can easily ascertain at any time

whether the damper is working properly. The counterweight

on the damper shaft is located on the right hand side of

the smoke box and its movement is upward when the throttle

is open, and downward when the throttle is closed plainly

shows the way in which it is working. The firing of the super-

heater engine calls for the same general practice as the firing

of the saturate engine, but the advantages of light and regular

firing are greater because good firing means a higher fire-box

temperature, an increase in the degree of superheat, or a

higher temperature to the steam, and, therefore, a maximum
coal economy, and the best all-around results.

A new speed recorder is being tried on the Prussian State

Railway which records at the stations the speed of the train

for every half-second, and, moreover, shows the intervals

between trains which follow one another.
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donbenttouttUttcs,

Mrs. M. H. Coates, mother of Frmik I\. Coatcs, spent Saturday

and Sunday at Atlantic City.

H. L. Ingersoll, assistant to the RiMU-ral nianaRor of the

New York Central, is expected to be in attendance at tlie

convention today.

F. H. Greene, president of tlie Hale iSc Kilhurn Company,

Avas suddenly called away yesterday because of the death

of his father at Toledo, Ohio.

W. C. Rower, the new purchasing agent of the New York

Central and formerly assistant to President Brown, spent

Sunday and Monday in Atlantic City.

Blake C. Howard, son of George C. Howard, is attending

the convention with his father. Mr. Howard is a student of

architecture at Washington University.

A. T. Hardin, assistant general manager of the New York

Central, arrived yesterday afternoon, and is staying at the

Marlborough-Blenheim. Mrs. Hardin is with him.

P. A. Martin, superintendent of equipment of the National

Car Line Company, arrived Friday and registered at the Tray-

more. Mr. Martin is one of the M. C. B. workers.

George Barden is earning a reputation as a faithful attend-

ant at the conventions, for, in truth, he has been with us for

many years. Mrs. Barden is with him this year; they are at

Young's Hotel.

G. W. Wildin, who busted the bat in the game on Saturday

and had one of his fingers badly bruised near the close of the

game, spent a quiet .Sunday getting rested up. The finger is

still badly swollen.

W. P. Richardson, mechanical engineer of the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie, came in Sunday afternoon and spent most of

the night on the boardwalk. Business is so lively he had to

return home last night.

Norman C. Naylor, of the Railway Steel-Spring Company, is

attending the convention this year for the first time, notwith-

standing the fact that Mr. Naylor has been in the service of the

company for many years.

C. E. Mead arrived yesterday morning from Niagara Falls,

and expects to remain until the close of the convention. Mr.

Mead is making his headquarters at the Marlborough-Blenheim,

where the family tepee is pitched.

James S. Stevenson, general manager of Berry Brothers, is

attending his first M. M. and M. C. B. convention. His

bodyguard consists of D. W. H. Moreland, Walter F. War-
riner and H. P. Stephenson.

W. W. Melchet is attending this meeting for the Massa-

chusetts Mohair Plush Company. Mr. Melchet succeeds Mr.

Seabury, who will be remembered as one of the active com-
mitteemen at past conventions.

I. S. Downing, master car builder of the Lake Shore, is

still walking with a heavy cane and limping slightly, owing
to an injury in Saturday's ball game, when O'Brian landed

on top of him in putting him out at second.

J. J. Hennessey, master car builder of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, arrived yesterday and is stopping at the

Chalfonte. With Hennessey, Schroyer and Brazier on the

job we need have no fear of dull or commonplace meetings.

C. A. Schoyer, superintendent car department of the Chicago

& North Western, is one of those who are using their good

efforts to get the younger men interested in the work of the

association. When he was nominated for treasurer yesterday

lie courteously withdrew in their favor, at the same time rcniarl;-

ing that the job offered no temptation to him since the associa-

tion in its life of 45 years had only succeeded in accumulatin;^

$1,100.

The white flannel suit, white shoes and white socks (oh, every-

body's seen 'em) worn by the exquisite C. J. Donahue, of the

American Locomotive Company, have certainly contributed their

share toward the brightness of the assembly at the Marlborough-

Blenheim.

R. L. Doolittle, of tiie Atlanta, Birmingiiam & Atlantic,

whose title was recently changed from master mechanic to

superintendent motive power, is stopping at Young's. He
is probably the tallest railway man in attendance at the con-

ventions.

Frank Reagan, recently appointed shop superintendent of

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, is one of the younger

men who were brought up and developed in the Lake Shore.

He is in attendance at the convention and is stopping at

the Belleville.

L B. Thomas, formerly master mechanic of the Pennsylvania

at Altoona and recently appointed superintendent motive power

of the Erie division of the Pennsylvania and the Northern Cen-

tral, arrived yesterday, and is busy receiving congratulations on

his promotion.

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Sherman and Mr. and Mrs. G. P.

Warner, all Buflfalonians, are now entrenched in the conven-

tion festivities, and will stay until the close. Mr. and Mrs.

Sherman are at Haddon Hall, and Mr. and Mrs. Warner are

at the Chalfonte.

C. H. Cory, an honorary member of the M. C. B. Asso-

ciation and formerly superintendent motive power of the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, is at the Dennis. Mr. Cory-

is one of the older members and his friends are glad to see

him looking so well.

William McWood, president of the association during-

1888, 1889 and 1890, was greeted enthusiastically when intro-

duced yesterday as the oldest living president. The conven-

tions at which he presided were held at Alexandria Bay,

Saratoga and Old Point Comfort.

H. C. Martin, freight trafific manager of the Grand Trunk,

accompanied by their guest, Miss Shallmiller, of New York, are

in Atlantic City attending the conventions and are stopping at the

Chalfonte. The trip to Atlantic City is in celebration of Mr.

and Mrs. Martin's wedding anniversary.

President Curtis was delighted with the attendance at the

meeting yesterday and at the interest which the members
showed in the subjects under discussion. He has been

watching the meeting from the platform for the past two

or three years and says that the improvement in interest is

very marked from year to year, and especially so this year.

Last week the M. M. Association had some difficulty in

finding a representative of the Traveling Engineers" Associa-

tion. The M. C. B. Association is more fortunate, for W.
O. Thompson, master car builder of the New York Central

at Buffalo, who is secretary of the Traveling Engineers'

Association and was one of its founders, arrived yesterda\^

What happened to Mayor Stoy? He didn't show up yester-

day morning to open the M. C. B. meeting. Further, following

the notice in The Daily, the badge given to the Mayor by the

executive committee was handed to Chairman Ostby, of the

enrollment committee, bright and early yesterday morning by
someone who had found the decoration. The question is, "Did
the Mayor have his police card with him Sunday night?"

Many will welcome the attendance of J. J. Ryan, superin-

tendent of motive power of the Harriman Lines of Texas,
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a member of both associations, who is stopping at the Marl-

borough-Blenheim. Mr. Ryan has seen 34 years of contin-

uous service in the motive power and car departments. H. J.

Small, general superintendent of motive power of the South-

ern Pacific has seen upwards of 30 years of continuous

service, and J. R. Cade, master car builder of the Galveston,

Harrisburg & San Antonio,, has served continuously 37 years.

C. S. Rea, of the Ralston Steel Car Company, met an old

friend here yesterday in Doctor Irvin J. Morgan, organist

and choirmaster of Trinity Episcopal Church, of Pittsburgh,

Dr. Morgan is here to give a concert at St. James' Church,

North Carolina and Pacific avenues, this evening at 8 o'clock.

Dr. Morgan is a famous musician, having been organist at

Westminster Abbey before coming to this country. Admis-

sion to the concert will be free, and perhaps some attending

the conventions may choose to make it a prelude to tonight's

ball.

J. Will Johnson and S. T. Fulton met on the pier yesterday

for the first time in some years. They used to ride on the

same train every once in a while down on the Frisco Lines;

but they didn't see much of each other en route, for they

were at different ends of the train. Johnson, on those trips,

was at the throttle of the engine pulling the train on which

was Vice-President B. L. Winchell's car, while Fulton was

back in the car with Mr. Winchell, who was his chief. Both

are now taking money away from the railways by selling

them supplies instead of by drawing salaries.

S. T. Fulton, who is attending the cpnvention, formerly

was assistant to the president of the Rock Island Lines

when B. L. Winchell was their president. He went with the

Railway Steel-Spring Company a little over a year ago.

Being new to the supply business, he did not attend last

year's conventions. This is therefore his first visit. Mr.

Fulton was associated with Mr. Winchell back in the days

when the latter was president of the Kansas City, Fort Scott

& Memphis. He then left railway work and engaged in the

coal business. So this is not the first time he has broken

from transportation to commercial business. It was Mr.

Winchell who later tempted him back into railway service.

Secretary Taylor read the following letter in the conven-

tion yesterday:

"June 7, 1911.

"For the first time in many years I shall not be at the

convention. Continued bad health has compelled me to make
my residence in California, where I hope to partially regain

my health, at least. This is a beautiful section of the country.

There is everything here to please the eye, but I wish I could

be at Atlantic City with you. Wishing the association at its

convention all possible success, I am,

"Yours sincerely,

(Signed) "W. E. Fowler,

"Past President of the Association."

Warren J. Lynch, fourth vice-president of the American Steel

Foundries, is attending the conventions for the first time. He
took his present position only a short time ago, having previously

been passenger traffic manager of the New York Central Lines

West of Buffalo. It is not an uncommon thing for a man to

go from the operative department of a railway into the supply

business. It is a very uncommon thjng for one to go as Mr.

Lynch has from the traffic department into the supply business.

But Mr. Lynch was a passenger man who did not confine his

study and observation to the traffic department. There was

nothing about a railway that did not interest him, so the change

from selling passenger transportation to selling supplies is not

proving violent.

Charles A. Knill, who was Chairman of the base hail com-

mittee, is gradually recovering from the effects of the exertions

necessary to pull off last Saturday's game. Mr. Knill deserves a lot

of credit for the game's success. It took a great deal of work,

both before and since the beginning of the conventions, to make
and carry out the plans for it; and the job was mighty well

done.

In conclusion, The Daily apologizes to the base ball Chair-

man for calling him "Charles M. Knill" in its account of the

game. It takes a jolly good fellow not to be irritated by recog-

nition of a good job in the form of a wrong statement of his

name, and "Charley" Knill is a good fellow—as every one at-

tending these conventions knows.

One of the familiar faces in the eastern base ball team which

did not appear among the pictures in The Daily on Monday was
that of Leonard J. Hibbard. Hibbard has played in every game
at these conventions for years, was chairman of the base ball

committee last year and was one of the star performers on the

eastern team this year, making the only two-base hit for his

side. Because several of his friends have called attention to his

absence from the pictorial array, the base, ball editor of The
Daily has been laid off until next June. Certain other players

were not included, some from lack of space, and others, like

Flemming and Jones, because they got into the game after our

photographer had exhausted his films and legs. If we ever try

a thing like that again, we shall have to get our photographer

more films and better legs.

H. F. Wardwell, superintendent power and equipment of

the Chicago & Western Indiana, is attending the conven-

tion for the first time. He is accompanied by Mrs. Ward-
well, and they are at the Traymore. Mr. Wardwell was
formerly with the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works. Prior

to that he was for some years chief clerk to President F. A.

Delano, of the Wabash, and in that capacity he set a good
example to numerous other chief clerks to executive officers

in his ever considerate and tactful treatment of visitors to

his chief's office, in consequence of which he made numerous
friends for himself and helped enhance the great popularit}'

of his chief. Mr. Wardwell began his railway career as a

machinist's apprentice on the Burlington, and while he was

out of the mechanical department some time, his main

interest has always been in it.

The name of J. W. IVIarden (B. & M.) has been proposed

for life membership in the M. C. B. Association. The pro-

posal has been approved by the executive committee, and

his name will be posted for voting on Wednesday.

J. W. Fleming, who has been a member of the associaticm

since 1881, has also been proposed for life membership. He
was chairman of the passenger car department of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio for many years; he was injured and has been

unable to do any work since. This proposal also has been

approved by the executive committee, and his name will also

be posted for voting on Wednesday.

Prof. C. E. Schmidt, of the University of Illinois, has been

proposed for associate membership. As required by the con-

stitution, action on this proposal will be taken at next year's

meeting. Prof. Schmidt was graduated from Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology in 1895, and for three years thereafter

was engaged in practical work. This was followed by five

years as an instructor in the University of Illinois, and in

1903 he resigned to enter into practical work again. For

three years he was engaged with various phases of steam

engine design and construction. In September, 1910, he was

appointed professor of railway engineering in the University

of Illinois.

The Hungarian State Railways are under the direction of

the Minister of Commerce, who is overwhelmed with other

duties. The recent death of this Minister, Karl vonHieronymi,

has been the occasion of a movement to divide the duties

between a Commerce Minister and a Transportation Minister,

which latter will have not only the railways, but navigation,

telegraphs, post-offices, telephones, highways and river and

harbor improvements in his charge.
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STEEL POSTAL CARS FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA.

The Pennsylvania System has recently received from the

American Car and Foundry Company, New York, seven 70-ft.

steel postal cars. These cars were built at the Berwick Shops

from the railway company's designs. The cars are equipped

%-'m. cover plates. The deck plates arc J/^-in. pressed steel.

The cars are sheathed with }^-in. steel plates and lined with

1-16-in. plate secured to light angles which are riveted to the

side frame. The roof sheets consist of .080-in. steel plates with

Nos. 14 and 16 gage sheets at ends. The headlining is made
up of aluminum plates 1-16-in. in thickness. The floor sheets

70-Ft, Postal Car; Pennsylvania Railroad.

with six-wheel steel trucks and weigh 124,700 lbs. The center

sills consist of two 18-in. channels weighing 44.2 lbs. per foot,

with J^-in. top and bottom cover plates. The side sills are

5-in. X 3j/2-in. x 9/16-in. angles. The end castings are cast

steel. Cantilevers of 5^-in. pressed steel plates extending from

center sill channel to side sill angle and are secured to the center

sills by 5^-in. steel tie plates. The side posts are J^-in. pressed

steel plates extending from side sill angle to deck sill. The
corner posts are built up of Z-bars and cover plates. The end

door posts are 12-in. channels weighing 31.5 lbs. per foot, with

are corrugated iron .060 in. thick, having corrugations ^-in.

deep, with 2y^-in. pitch and are covered with monolith cement

li/^-in. deep.

The sides and roof of car are insulated by means of 3-16-

in. ceilinite glued to the inside lining and headlining sheets.

The paper cases, drop tables, etc., are built up from 1-16-in.

steel plates reinforced with light steel angles. Westinghouse

air brake schedule P.M. 1612 is used with an automatic slack

adjuster and air signals. The heating equipment is the Chicago

Car Heating Company's vapor system. The cars are lighted by

I

All Steel Postal Car; Pennsylvania Railroad.

I
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electricity generated by the Gould axle system, and are equipped

with sixteen Tungsten lamps of forty candle power. The Pitt

coupler with centering device is used on these cars in connection

with Westinghouse friction draft gear.

THE OIL FURNACE IN SMITH SHOP AND FORGE.

In the development of railway shops, the blacksmith

department frequently is not fully considered. In the days

of hand forging from open fires this was possibly ex-

cusable, as the best heating arrangements were crude and
did not then, as now, control the output of the shop. How-
ever, as the forging machines, bolt headers and bulldozers

were developed, the heating facilities became the govern-

ing factor and called for consideration more careful. The
coke furnace was the first advance made in this develop-

ment, and in so far as the quality of the heat was con-

cerned, it was very satisfactory, a clean and quick heat

being the most important requisite. As the machine possi-

bilities became better understood this method was found

too slow, simply because it required too much time to

start the day's work and too much attention for cleaning

and rebuilding during the day, all of which resulted in

high priced machines standing idle much of the time.

These conditions, coupled with a desire to rid the shop

of the objectionable gases from coke fires and to put to

better use the valuable floor space occupied by coke bins,

were the direct causes resulting in the development of gas

furnaces for those located in or near gas fields and oil

furnaces for the less fortunate majority.

It was a very simple matter to burn oil if compressed air

was available; the university adopted theory of oil com-'

bustion was then based upon a purely mechanical opera-

tion of atomizing the fluid. This, in practice, consisted of

simply breaking up the oil with the air pressure into very

minute particles or globules, so that the maximum surface

of the oil would be presented to the air supplied for com-
bustion. The apparent simplicity of the operation resulted

in a very general use of oil as a fuel and the development

of a great variety of so-called atomizing burners, shooting

the oil directly into the furnace. Unfortunately practice did

not sustain the theory. Perfect atomization was impossible

and unburned oil reached the material being heated, con-

siderable of it even leaving the furnace with the products

of combustion. Furthermore, the heat absorbed in the

early stages of breaking down the oil to the gases was
not in the natural process of combustion returned, but

was carried from the furnace with the products of incom-

plete combustion and wasted. The unburned oil in the

furnace was injurious both to material and dies and the

slowness of combustion, coupled with the high velocity of

the operation, caused a serious loss of heat through the

stacks. Fire boxes or combustion chambers were not satis-

factory on account of the destructive cutting effect of the

high pressure upon the furnace linings, and furnaces large

enough to complete a combustion cycle, enabling the iron

or steel to absorb heat before it left the furnace, were too

large for convenience.

Steam was frequently used instead of compressed air and

it is interesting to note that the claim was often made
that the use of steam enriched the fuel on account of the

hydrogen it contained; in fact, the same argument is

occasionally heard to-day. This system, while producing a

furnace far superior to the old type, was not equal to the

demand of the machines, was expensive on account of the

high cost of compressed air and was a nerve-racker on

account of the noise produced.

Finally the use of low pressure burners was inaugurated

by the invention of a system using a double blast and
requiring but a few ounces of fan pressure. This process

first gassified the fuel by partial combustion and with a

secondary air supply completed the operation. On account"

of the low pressure, the combustion chamber was found
practical and the resultant heat of combustion was made
available immediately upon entering the furnace proper.

This, coupled with the low velocity and softness of the

flame, reduced the loss in products of combustion to a-

minimum and made small furnaces possible. After years

of development we now have oil furnaces specially de-

signed for certain classes of work and the heating facilities-

of our railway smith shops have reached a high state of

efficiency, many of them having installed small, clean

furnaces which have brought up the capacity of the forging

department to equal or exceed the machine shop require-

ments.

This condition put the output directly up to the forging
machine operator and has developed some exceptionally

good work. For instance, daily outputs of 3,600 1-in., 6,000

^-in., 7,000 5^-in. or 8,000 J^-in. square head car bolts are
obtained in regular practice from one machine and a small
furnace of this type. Forty thousand button head 3-in. by
^-in. rivets, or a corresponding output of square head car
bolts, is the day's output from one automatic machine
where this equipment is in use. In heavy hammer work,,

heating in a 5 ft. by 8 ft. two-door furnace, 4,700 lbs. of

finished shape work, such as main and side rods, trans-

mission bars, eccentric rods, etc., or 64 finished slabs of

300 lbs. each piled from scrap in 10 hours, is a day's work,
in one of the larger shops. Another shop is turning out
135 engine truck cradle hangers weighing 23 lbs. each, as a
day's work, with one machine and furnace. Petroleum is

the natural fuel for the general line of furnaces required
in railway shops. It has a high calorific value and in-

tensity, is easily handled and is abundant in nature. Prop-
erly burned, it makes a clean, soft and quick heat.

ARBITRATION COMMITTEE.

There will be a meeting of the committee on arbitration this

afternoon at 4 o'clock in the Greek temple. Any members of the

association who have suggestions to make are asked to come to

this meeting and make them, so that the matter may be threshed

out there rather than on the floor of the convention.

The presentation of the committee's report has been postponed

from Tuesday to Wednesday.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

An Imperial Chinese decree orders a survey for the pur-

pose of devising a system of railways to connect all parts-

of the Empire.

The Russian Council of Ministers has considered the gen-

eral qu-estion of Siberian railways and favors the construc-

tion of the Semipalatinsk-Barnaul-Novo-Nikolaieffsk Rail-

way at the expense of the treasury. At the present time

in view of the applications made from the interested towns-

the council approves the construction of the Alt^isk rail-

ways on a concessionary basis with the object of having

them completed as soon as possible. This line is likewise

of great economic importance to the region it will traverse.

M. C. B. REGISTRATION.

Acker, Chas. L., M. M., Toledo Terminal R. R.. Lexington.
Akans, George. M. M., Southern Ry.. Traymore.
Albers, J. C, Chief Mch. Eng., Phil. Kiev. R. R., New Clarion.

Alter, William, G. F. C. D., Central R. R. of N. J., Elberon.
Barnum. Morgan K.. G. S. M. P., 111. Cent. R. R., Dennis.
Barry, J. J., M. M.. Norfolk & Western R. R., Iroquois.

Bartlett, Henry, Gen. Mech. Supt., Boston & Maine R. R.

Benson, E. A., M. S.. Pullman Co., Traymore.
Bentley, W. F., M. C. B., B. & O. R. R.. Pennhurst.
Borrowdale, J. M., S. C. D., 111. Cent. R. R., Brighton.
Bossinger, H. C, G. F., Ches. & Ohio Ry., Pennhurst.
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r.utt.s H. W., Master Car & Loc. r'ainter. N. Y. C. & 11. R.

K., Windsor.
Jjdttoinly, Edward S.. Chief joint tar In.spector, Monticello.

Ijovdcn, N. N., M. M.. Soutlurn Rv., I'cnnhurst.

Caiincr, J. R., G. F., I'. U. & W. R.'R., lladdon Hall.

C:\rr. W. K., G. C. I., Norfolk & Western Ry., Traymore.
Calon, .S. W., Gen. Car Insp., Western Md. R. R.. Monticello.

t haltie, F. W., Gen. Car Insp.. N. Y. C. & 11. R. R.. Dennis.
Corinth, A. B.. Asst. S. M. 1'., A. C. L. R. R. Co., Dennis.
Cox. W. N., Snpt. Transp. & iMach., Wellborn.
Craig, Andrew, Gen. Foreman, B. & N., Young's.
Craig, Tames, Chief Draftsman, B. & N., Young's.
Coutant. M. R., I\l. M., Ulster & Delaware R. R. Co., Shel-

hurne.
Cullinan, John, M. M., Central Indiana Rv., Arlington.
Davi.s. G. G., Gen. For. C. Dept.. C. C. C. & St. L., Dunlop.
Davis, J. H., Elee. luigr., Bait. & Ohio R. R., Chalfonte.

Deniarest, T. W.. S. M. P., Penna. Lines, Brighton.
Dickinson. F. W., Bessemer & Lake Erie R. R., M. C. B.,

Monticello.
Dunlap. W. H., M. M.. Louisville & Nashville R. R., Seaside.

Dyas. Edmund C. F. C. D., L. & N. R. R., American.
liberie, Wm. F.. Gen. For., Penna. R. R., Chalfonte.

Eckhart, Jno., Jr., F. C. R., Erie R. R., Renova.
Endsley, Louis E., Prof. Ry. Alach. Eng., Purdue Univ., Chal-

fonte.

Friese. N. L., G. F., Norfolk & West. Ry., Strand.
Fryer, C. U., G. F. C. D.. N. Y. O. & W. R. R., Chalfonte.

Gilbert. F. M.. M. E.. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Seaside.

Gray, G. M., S. M. T.. Bessemer & Lake Erie R. R., Tray-
more.

Hall. W. H.. Chf. Car Insp., C. R. R. of N. J., Wellsboro.
Hamilton. Tabor, Cumberland Valley R. R., Strand.
Hartman, F. B., Genl. Equip. Inspr.. Southern Ry., Pennhurst.
Hayes, A. C, G. C. F., N. Y. C. Lines. Pennhurst.
Hammett, Philip M.. S. M. P., Maine Central R. R.. Brighton.
Hills, H. S., M. M., Louisville & Atlantic R. R.. Berkshire.
Hindman, S. M'., Gen. Car Insp., Penna. R. R., Chalfonte.
Hogsett, J. W., Chf. Joint Car Insp.. Rudolph.
Horrigan, John, S. M. P., Elgin, Joilet & Eastern Ry., Tray-
more.

Howson. G. N., M. M., Southern Ry., Chalfonte.
Johnson, Frank, M. M>., Southern Ry.
Johnson, J. O., Foreman Car Rep., Southern Ry., Sterling.
Kaderly. W. F.. S! M. P., G. S. & F. Ry.. Chalfonte.
Keagv, Chas. O.. Gen. For., Penna. R. R. Co., Chalfonte.
Kearney, A., A. S. M. P., N. & W. Ry., Traymore.
Kellogg, W. L., Supt. Motive Power, C. H. & D., Haddon

Hall.
Kinnev, M. A., S. M. P., Hocking Valley, Traymore.
Kinter, D. H., G. F. C. D., Monongahela R. R., Watkins.
Larson. Gustave. M. C. B., C. St. P. M. & O. Rv., Dennis.
LaRue, H., M. C. B., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Traymore.
Lewis, Harvey L., For. Car Shop, Delaware & Hudson Co.,

Miller.

IVIcCully, B. N.. F. C. D.. New York, Phila. & Norfolk Ry.,
Haddon Hall.

McDonald, H. M., S. C. S.. Washington Run R. R., Galen
Hall.

McKinsey, C. R., G. C. I., Phila,, Bait. & Wash. Ry., Elwood.
Mcllvaine. C. L.. Asst. Eng. N. C. P., P. R. R. Chalfonte.
iMaloney, J. P., T. M., Albany & Hudson R. R.. Chalfonte.
Mandville, H., G. Q. C. D. (Pass. Cars), Penna. R. R. Co.
Marden, J. W., Brighton.
Meloy, H. C, Chief Electrician. L. S. & M. S. Ry., Traymore.
Michael, J. B., Southern Ry. Co.. Pennhurst.
Miller, E. B., Gen. Car Insp., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore.
Miller, E. T., Gen. Car Insp.. B. & O. R. R., Young's.
Miller, Wm., G. F. C, E. & W. Div.. Erie R. R.. Monticello.
Mills, Wm., M. C. B., Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Ry.

Co., Bothwell.
IVfinick, Eli, G. F. C. R.. Lehigh Valley R. R., Monticello.
Morris, W. S., Past M. C. B.. Marlborough-Blenheim.
Munroe. J. T.. G. F. C. R., Erie R. R., Chester Inn
Murrian, W. S., S. M. P., Southern Ry., Shelburne.
O'Donnell, T. J., Arbitrator, care of N. Y. C. Car Shops,
Pennhurst.

Orchard, Jno. H.. F. C. D., D. & H. Co.
Osborne, C. H., A. S. C. D., C. & N. W. Ry., Chalfonte.
Parker, T. E., Continental.
PeifTer, Charles E . G. C. L. Buflf. Roch. & Pitts. Ry., Jackson.
Pfahler, F. P., M. E., Wheeling & Lake Erie R. R., Isleworth.
Plank, P. D., M. M., Louisville. Henderson & St. Louis Ry.,

Windsor.
Plow, A., Mechl. Inspr., Can. Pac. Ry.
Prendergast, A. P., S. M. P., B. & O. S. W., Shelburne.
Prendergast, Jas. L., M. M., Balto. & Ohio R. R-, Chalfonte.

I'utnam, C. 11, F". C. D., Atlanta, i'irmingham & Atlantic

Ry., Dunlop.
Raniagc, J. C, Supt. Tests, Southern Ry., Chalfonte.

i-Jande, 11. C, F. C. R., Newburgh & South Shore Ry.
Keemney, T., G. M. S., I'.rie R. R., Holmhurst.
Kichardson, W. P., M. IC, P. & L E. R. R., Windsor.
Robins, S. P., Chief Draughtsman Car Dept., C. P. Ry., Penn-

hurst.

Rockfellow, W. E., Genl. Car Foreman, N. Y. C. & II. R.

R. R., Pennhurst.
Sasser, E. C, M. M., Southern Ry., Arlington.

Schrarder, J. R., Gen. F'or. Car Dept., N. Y. C, Young's.
Selloy, Saml. H., G. F. C. D., B. & A. R. R., Pennhurst.
Seifert, S. P., Asst. F'orcman, Norfolk & Western Ry.,

Windsor.
Shackford, J. M., Chief Draftsman, D. L. & W. R. R., Marl-

borougii- Blenheim.
Shearman, C. S., Chicago Junction Ry.
Shoemaker, C. A., Gen. Supt., German-American Car Lines,

Brighton.
Sitterly, W. H., Genl. Car Insp., Penna. R. R. Co., Traymore.
Small, II. J., G. S. M. P., Southern Pacific Co., Chalfonte.
Smith. A. D., G. S., Cornwall & Lebanon R. R. Co., Brighton.
Smith, Henry J., Gen. Car Insp., D. L. & W. R. R., Monti-

cello.

Stark, F. H., Supt., Pittsburgh Coal Co.. Chalfonte.

Sternberg, Adam S., G. I. Car Dept., Wabash R. R., Haddon
Hall.

Stillwagon. Geo. W., M. C. B.. P. S. & N. Ry., Lexington.
Stififey. S. S., S. M. P.. T. & O. C. R. R., Zanesville & Western

Ry., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Stow, Fred T., Delray Connecting R. R., Brighton.
Sumner, Eliot, M. M., Nor. Central R. R., Chalfonte.
Sweetmen. E. M., M. M., Southern Ry., Traymore.
Thiele, Chas. F., Gen. Car Inspector, P. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,

Haddon Hall.
Thomas, I. B., M. M.. Penna. R. R. Co., Chalfonte.
Thompson, W. O., M. C. B., N. Y'. C. & H. R. R. R., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Trace, A. A., Chrn. M. C. B. Club. Erie, Melrose.
Trimyerl, H. L., M. C. B., Seaboard Air Line Ry., Marlbor-

ough-Blenheim.
Tritsch, C. M., S. M. P., Western Maryland R. R., Brighton.
Vittuni, J. E., Chief Joint Inspector, Arlington.
Waughop, Charles. Cr. Jt. Car Insp., Young's.
Westervelt, Jos., M. C. B., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Minne-

apolis.

Zweibel, C. A., G. F. C. D., Atlantic Coast Line R. R., Elberon.

M. M. REGISTRATION.

Bartlett, Henry, G. S. M. P., Boston & Maine R. R. Co.,

Brighton.
Boyden, N. N., M. M., Southern Ry., Pennhurst.
Cullinan, John. M. M., Central Indiana Ry., Arlington.
Davis, Joseph, M. M., Pennsylvania R. R., Mlarlborough-Blen-
heim.

Dalton, Wm., Chf. Engr., Amer. Loco. Co., Traymore.
Hamilton, Taber, M. M., Cumberland Vallev R. R., Strand.

Hammett, Philip M., S. M. P., Maine Central R. R. Co.,

Brighton.
Harrigan, John, S. M. P.. E. J. & E. R. R. Co., Traymore.
Henry, J. M., M. M., Penna. R. R., Chalfonte.
Hildreth, Fred F.. M.. Vandalia R. R., Dennis.
Howson, G. N., M. M., Southern Ry., Chalfonte.

Johnson. Frank, Mj. M., Southern Ry.
Marsh, F. E., A. M. M., Penna. R. R. Co.. Chalfonte.
Libby. J. E., Swift Refr. Transit Co., Arlington
Mechling, J. E., M. M.. Vandalia R. R., Dennis.
Mercur. R. E., T. M., Westmoreland Coal Co., Travmore.
Michael. J. B.. M. M., Southern Ry. Co.
Osborne, H.. Supt. Loco. Shops. Canadian Pac, Haddon Hall.

Rhuark. F. W., M. M., Bait. & Ohio R. R.. Grand Atlantic.

Thomas. I. B., M. M'., Pennsylvania R. R.. Chalfonte.

GUESTS.

Altvater, C. P., Gen. Foreman Car Dept., P. R. R., Amity.

.\mos, J. E., Fman. Passenger Car Ins., Penna. R. R., Elwood.
Andeucetti, Jos. A., Secy. & Treas. Ry. Elec. Engineers, Ar-

lington.

.\nderson, J. A.. Genl. Fman.. B. & O., Grand .\tlantic.

Ashley, J. M.. Ch. Car Inspector. N. Y. P. & N.

\shman, G. H., Asst. M. M.. P. R.. Craig Hall.

Backman, J. H., Am. Brake Instruct., P. R. R.

Baltz, Valentine, Ch. Joint Car Inspector, P. R. R., Norwood.-
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Bassett, C. D.. Asst. E. M. P.. Fcnna. R. R., Chalfonte.

Batchelor, J. M., Clk. M. M.. Amboy Div., P. R. R.

Bates K. A., Dftsman M. E. Office, Penna. R. R., Iladdon
Hall.

Bates, S. G.. Vice Pres. & G. M., ICastern Kentucky Rv.. .Marl-

borough-Blenheim.
Bates, W. C. Ch. Clk. Supt., Penna. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Barnes, F. McC, For. Car Ins.. P. R. R., LaBelle Inn.

Barnes, T'. W., Gen. Foreman Car Shop, B. & O., Pennhurst.
Beaumont, C. A., Clerk, B. & O., Young's.
Bennett, A. W., For. Harrisburg, P. R. R.
Bennett, G. D.. Spec. Guest, C. R. R. of N. J.. Edison.
Bennett, H. J., Gen. For., Renovo Shops, P. R. R., New Eng-

land.

Bundy. C. L.. Genl. Fore., D. L. & W., Haddon Hall.

Boreli, E. A.. Draughtsman. Phila. & P. R. R., Albemarle.
Boyer, C. E., Asst. Genl. Car Insp., Penna. R. R., Elwood.
Bowen, Arthur P., Div. of Purchases, Pullman Co., Marlbor-
ough-Blenheim.

Brown, B. S., Draftsman, P. R. R., Dunlop.
Brown. W. G., B. & O.. Whitta.
Brown, Wm., Pa. R. R., 1504 Pacific.

Burbage, Isaac J., Ch. Clk. Supt.. N. Y. P. & N. R. R.
Brubaker, H. H., Motive Power Clerk. P. R. R., Chalfonte.
Burch, J. J., Asst. Eng. Tests, Nor. & West., IroqucMS.
Burgoyne, Chas. J., A. S. Gen. Foreman, P. R. R., Elwood.
Burke, C. W., Gen. For., B. & O., Baltimore House.
Burns, R. C-, Gen. Insp., A. B. & St. L., P. R. R., Elwood.
Burton, G. H., Asst. M. M.. P. R. R.. Chalfonte.
Butts. H. M., Mast. Car Painter, N. Y. C. Windsor.
Busse. F. W., C. C. to S. M. P., B. & O., Windsor.
Calder, W. W., G. F. C, Bait. & Ohio R. R., Baltimore House.
Campbell, H. F., M. E., Cinn. N. O. & Tex., Pinehurst.
Carter, B. D., Car Foreman Virginian Ry., Westminster.
Case, Truman G., Fman. Car Dept., Pennhurst.
Causland, C. J., Ch. Electrician, Penna. R. R., Brighton.
Clark, Harold, B. & O., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Clark, J. C, For., P. & R.
Colgrove, G. B.. Ch. Elect.. I. C. R. R., Arlington.
Connors, J. T., Gen. For., P. R. & Wash. Ter., Schlitz.

Copony, A., Chief Draftsman Car Dept., Grand Tr ink Ry.
System. Windsor.

Cox. W. H.. Genl. Secty. Y. M. C. A.. P. R. R.
Cromwell, S. A., G. C. I., B. & O. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Grossman. T. E., Official Stenog., M. M. & M. C. B. Conven-
tion, Runnymede.

Cuill, C. E., Asst. Foreman Eng. House, P. R. R.
Davis, Geo. L.. C. C. C. & St., Dunloo.
Davis. S G., Storekeeper, P., B. & W. R. R.

.Davis, W. H.. M. E., N. Y., O. & W.. Chalfonte.
Dawes, L. M., Elect., P. R. R.
Deibel. J. W., Foreman M. P. Dept., B. & O. R. R., St. Regis.

Derick, C. T., Rd. For. Eng., Bellwood Div., P. R. R., Iroquois.

Dickinson, Frank, Bess. A. C. E., Monticello.
Dildine, J. A., Ch. Clk. Motive Power Dept., Penna Co, S. W.

P.. Haddon Hall.

Dill, H. W.. B. & O., Whittle.
Disharoon. L. T, For. Blacksmith Shop, N. Y.. P. & N.. Ray-
mond.

Dorwart, J. C, For., P. R. R., Maryland.
Donahue, C. M., Motive Power Clerk, Penna. R. R., Buffalo,

N. Y.. Jackson.
Donahue, C. AT.. M. P. Clerk. Penna. R. R.. Chalfonte.

Donahoe. D.. Genl. Foreman Car Dept., C. N. O. & T. P., also

A. & G. N.. Raleigh.
Donavnn, .•\. G., Armour & Co.. Rudolph
Dow, T. W., Gen. Air Brake Co . Erie, Deville.

Doud, Willard, Shop Engr.. 111. Cent.. Brighton.

Drumheller, Dr. T. E., Surgeon, P. R. R., Strand.

Dver, R. H., N. & W. R. R.. Haddon Hall.

Effinger. Wm. P., Off. Supt. Car Dept . Eric R. R., Melrose.

Eliot, H. H.. Jr.. M. P. Imp.. R. R. R.

Ellsworth, G. M., Chief Motive Power Clerk, Pennsylvania,

Runnymede.
Enpley, G. A. Chief Clerk. United Rvs.. Islcsworth.

Finegan. L., M. M., B. & O. R. R.. Brighton.

Fisher, E. C, Supt. Rogers' Loco. Wks., Traymore.
Flynn, Harry, Gen. A. B. Insp., D. & H., Arlington.

Fornwalt, F. E., For. Painter, P. R. R.. Ariel.

Fosnot. G. N.. C. C to M. M. Cumberlanrl Valley. Strand.

Fox, Geo. P., Gen. For.. N. Y. Cent., Young's.
Franklin, A. G., Asst. Pur. Agt., Armour Car Lines, Marl-

borough-Blenheim.
Frazer. W. H . Pur. Deot.. P. R. R.

Frost. F. R.. Elect. Engr., A. T. & S. Fe, Travmore.
Frost, TL. A. A. H. For., P. R. R.

Frj^, B. F., Gen. Car Foreman, D. & R. G., Traymore.
Fryer, C. V., Genl. For. Car Dept., N. Y. O. & \V., Chalfonte.
Gallagher, P. F., Foreman B. M., B. & O., Whittle.

Goisking, Charles, Gen. Foreman, P. R. R., Seaside.

Gernert, Henry, Fgt. Car Foreman, C. R. R. of N. J , Edison.
Ciettys, H. L., Rd. Foreman, N. & \V., Iroquois.
Gillmor, J. E., Insp. of Eng., P. R. R.

Gilman, C. R., Ch. Elect., C. M. & St. P. R. R., Arlington.
Gilmore, W. A., Genl. For., B. & O. R. R , Baltimore House.
Gonnerman, Wm. K., Genl. Car Foreman, B. & O., Grand

Atlantic.

Goodman, W. L., Draftsman .M. E. Office, Penna. R. R.,

Iladdon Hall.

Goodrich, Gordon, New Holland.
Grammar, P. L., Shop C, P. R. R.

Grans, S. C, For. M. C. Dept., B. & O.
Gray. W. R., C. C. M. M.. P. R. R.. Dennis.

Gunn, F. M., Supt. Pullman Car Wks., Shelburne.
Gutteridge, J., Gen. Car Foreman, Kansas City Southern Ry.
Ilackenburg, J. H., Pur. Agt., Pitts. Al. & McKees., Dunlop.
Hanna, D. B., 3d V. P., Canada Northern, Dennis.

Hampton, K., Chf. Car Insp., B. & O., Ariel.

Hardin, A. T., Asst. Gen. Mgr., N. Y. C, Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

Hart, A. E.. Sub. Station Op.. West Jersev & Seashore.

Hauses, Percy. Draftsman, P. R. R., Dunlop.
Haynes, Bradley S., Jackson.
Haynes, J. W., Supt. Car Equip., C. & L. R. R., Jackson.
Hayward, J. R., N. & W. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Heckman, A. V., C. C. to Asst. S. M. P., N. & W., Iroquois.
Henderson. P. J., Armour & Co., Rudolf.

Hewett, E. F., Gen. For. Meadow Shop., P. R. R., Dennis.
Hepburn, M. J., Clerk M. P.. Penna. R. R., Chalfonte.
Hippie, E. R., Clerk to Ace. Dept., K. & M. Ry. Co., Tray-
more.

Hitch, C. M., Gen. Car Foreman. C. H. & O., Chalfonte.

Holmes, Geo., Gen. Storekeeper, Mich. Cent., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Hornblower, J. H., C. C. to M. M., Penna. R. R.
Hukill, H. O., P. A., Penna. Lines West Pitts., Traymore.
Hukill, J. L.. Penna. R. R.. Brighton.
Hukill, W. S.. Chf. Draftsman, P., Balto. & Wash.
Huntington, C. C, Gen. Storekeeper, L. V. R. R., Brighton.
Huntley, W. P., Gen. Foreman, C. & O., Elwood.
Ingersoll. G. R., Pur. Agt., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Jansen, E. W., E. E., 111. Cent., Brighton.
Jellison. B. T., Pur. Agt., Ches. & Ohio, Marlborough-Blen-

heim.
Johnson, J. C, For., P. R. R.

Justus. I. J., Soecial Inspector H. S. Dept., N. Y. Central. Penn-

hurst.

Karrigan, W. H., Chief Clerk. P. R. R., Chalfonte.

Karrigan, F. L. Chief Clerk. P. R. R.. Chalfonte.

Kellv O. J., M. M., B. & O.. New Berkeley.

Kelly, Geo. W.. For. Blksmith, C". R. R. of N. J. Cliaifonte.

Kern, Wm., For., B. & O.
Knapp, C. S., M. L., Pullman Co., Shelburne.

Lacey, A. B., P. A. Virginian. Dennis.

Lamberton, Admiral 1'.., Retired, U. S. Navy. Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Lane, R. H., Inspector Test Dept., Southern Ry.. Chelsea.

Langlev C. E.

Lehrsch, G. H.. Strkpr., Bellwood Div. P. R. R.. Iroquois.

Leet. W. B.. M. P., Insp.. P. R. R.

Lewis, A. E., D. & H., Miller House.
Lewis, C. E.. Gen. For.. Tersev City Pa. R. R., Young's.

Lillis, De F.. Secy.. G. S. M. P.. R. St. M., N. Y. C Lines,

Marlborout'h-Blenheim.
Lotz, H. B., Genl. Foreman, P. R. R., Elwood.
Lucore, F. M.. Asst. to Genl. .\et.. .\mer. Ry. .\ssn.. Dennis.

Lukens. H. A.. Purch. Dept., Penna. R. R.

Lutz. W. W.. Supt.. Rd^.. Lexin-'ton.

Lvnch, Geo., Ch. Tr. Tnso., All Lines Cleveland, Barton.

Lvons, T. F.. A. B. Inst.. L. S. & M. S.

McCormack, Ira A.. ;\sst. Genl. Supt., N. Y. Central, Marlbor-

ough-Pilenheim.
AfcDevitt. W. H.. G. L. P. R. R.

McLean. E. Gen. For., South Altoona. P. R. R.. Chalfonte.

Major Thos. MIotive Power Insp.. P. R. R.

Marden. Leslie O.. Guest. N. Y. C, Haddon Hall.

Marklev. C. C. Pur. Dept.. N. Y. P. & N. R. R.

Marshall. Geo.. For Jersey City. Pa. R. R.. Young's.

Martin, AH J. W.. Traymore.
Mayo. Frank. Foreman Sunnvsidc. P. R. R.

Mason. E. F.. Asst. En^. P. R. R.. Chalfonte.

Mcndcnhall. D. H., Genl Fman. P. R. R.. Norwood.
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Meriiiian, M., C. Clerk Motive Power, West. Md., Brighton.
Mcrvine. I. B., M. P. Clerk. W. J. & S. K. R., Trayinoro.
Mahar, F.. M. M., N. Y. Central & H. R. R., Abbott.
Mahar, Wm., Asst. M. M.. N. Y. C. & H. R. R.. Abbott.
Minor, H. C, Inspector, Penn. R. R., Shclburne.
Montague. W. T., Ollice G. S. M. P.. P. R. R.
Moore. L'.(lw., C. M.. Genl. For. Offi.. W. J. & S.

Morris. VV. W., Pur. Dept., P. R. R.
Morrison, C. A., Stm. Convention, Runnymcde.
Moslcy, W. S., Jr., Mech. Dftsman, C. C. & O. R., Trayniore.
Mudd, Frank X., Gen. Mgr. Live Poultry Trans. Co., Marl-
borough-Blenhcim.

Murlilolsen, J. A.
McMullcrn, John, Gen. For. Car., Erie, Chester Inn.
Mulholland, W. T-, Pur. Agt., American Rwys. Co., P.riglUon.
Murray, J. S., President's Office. B. & O. R. R., Chalfonte.
Myers, J. H., Fnian Car Shop. Pcnna. R. R., Elwood.
Nation, J. D., Trav. Eng., P. R. R.
Nelson, Wm j., Jr., Clerk Pur. Dept, Penn. R. R.
Nicholas, R. D., Gen. For., Cent, of N. J.

Norris, J. C, For. Con. Shop, Cumb. Valley, Strand.
Oakley, R. H.. Gen. Car. Insp., Erie, De Villa.

O'Brien, E., Eng. For., Penn. R. R.
O'Dea, P. J., Asst. Supt. Car Dept., Erie R. R., Chester Inn.

Oren, J. W., Eng. House Foreman, N. Y. P. & N., Raymond.
Parker, Fred, N. Y. Central, Marlborough-Blenheim.
Parks, Geo. E., C. D., N. Y. Central Lines, New England.
Patterson, Geo. W., Ch. Clk. to Gen. Supt., Penna. Lines S. W.,

Sewickley.

Patterson. P. F., P. R. R., Columbia.
Pearsall, R. H., Mechanical Engineer, England, States Villa.

Peddle, C. R., P. A., Vandalia R. R., Young's.
Pierce, Harry, Sec, P. R. R., Maryland.
Price, Jas. H.. M. P. Clerk, P. B. & W. R. R., Morton.
Pierce, Robt., For., P. R. R., Maryland.
Pletscher, H. B., Accountant, P. R. R.
Porter, W. M.. Gen. For. Trenton. P. R. R., Younv^'s.

Portner, W. H., Genl. Car Inspector, Alabama Great So., Clifton.

Powell, N. C, Yardmaster, Penna. R. R., Westminster.
Rafter, E. L., Special Apprentice M. P. Dept., P. R. R., Chalfonte.
Reilly, Thos. E., Spc. Agt. Supt. Ft. Trans., P. R. R., Chelsea.
Renner, C. W., Asst. G. F., P. R. R., Chalfonte.
Reyno, Elmer, Stkpr., P. R. R.
Rhodes, R. S., Elec. Dept., N. Y. Central, Iroquois.
Robbins, F. S., Asst. R. F. E., P. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Robertson, A. W., Pass. Dept., D., L. & W., Edison.
Robins, J. B., For. Pattern Makers. C. R. R. of N. J., Edison.
Roem, Otto, Ch. Clk., M. C. B., Mott Haven Shops, N. Y. C,
Camblos.

Rourke. B.. Eneineer, Penna. R. R., Maryland.
Runk, W. H., Pipe Fitter, P. R. R.

Rupert, J. W., M. P. Insp., B. & O., Penhurst.
Russell, G. W., Genl. Equip. Inspector, N. Y., P. & N.
Russell, T. N., Genl. In.sp. Car Dept., C. H. & D., Haddon Hall.

Rusling, W. J., Genl. Foreman, P. R. R., Chalfonte.
Salisbury, R. W., Insp.. B. & O.. Kenderton.
Schenck, E., Jr., Asst. M. M., Penna. R. R., Young's.
Schley, Winfield Scott, Admiral Retired, U. S. N., Runnymede.
Schuvler, A. J., Mech. Inspector, Virginia River.
Shapiey, R. R.. P. R. R.
Singleton, C. W., Shop For., P. R. R., Radnor.
Skellv, John T-, P. R. R., Chelsea.
Sloan, J. R., E. E. C. L., M. P. Dept., Penna. R. R.

Small, Alfred, Chalfonte.
Small, Chas, Chalfonte.
Smith, E. J., Storekeeper, Harrisburg, P. R. R.

Spoor, Miss Lillian M., Haddon Hall.

Stanton, E., C. J. Car Insp., West Jersey & S. R. R., Westmin-
ster.

Starritt, W. A., Pur. Aet.. C. C. & O.. Strand.

Stewart, G. M . Master Blacksmith, P. R. R., Westminster.
Stewart, W. B., Clerk to S. M. P., B. & O., Colwyn.
Stoll, W. J., Chief Int. Insp., Dunlop,
Stone, H. H., Retired For., P. R. R., Chalfonte.

Sweetman, Edwd., South. Ry., Traymore.
Streib, J. F., Mech. Eng., Pitts. Al. & McKees , Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Taylor, F. C, M. P. Inspector, P. R. R., F.lmont

Taylor, J. C, For. Boiler Shon. N. Y. P. & N., Raymond.
Taylor, F. C, Inspector, Chalfonte.
Tebley, Rev. R. B., Penna. Y. M. C. A.

Thompson, W. T., Supt. Car Dept., Windsor.
Thompson, W. S., Div. Eng., Penn. R. R.

Tonge, J. H., Sunt., Cumb. Valley R. R- Strand.

Torback, F. S., Shop Foreman, B. & O. R. R., Wittle.

Tozzer. Geo,, Pur. Agt., C. C. C. & St. L., Marlborough-
Blenheim.

[sles-

I. R.

Tracy, 'J'hos., Asst. Supt. Car Dept., Eric R. R., Chester Inn.

Trego, J. G., Asst. R. F. E , West Jersey.
Turner, J. A., Ch. Clk. Pur. Dept., Southern Ry., Dennis.
Utley, E. H., V. P. & G. M., Bess. & L. E., Chelsea.
Vanderloo, Thee, Mch., P. R. R.

Wyne, A. G., Asst. Eng. House Foreman, P. R. R.,

worth.
Waitt, G. L., Inspector of Materials, N. Y. Cent. & H,

R. R., Stanton.
Watson, D. H., Genl. Foreman, B. & O., Strand.
Wayward, J. R., Div. Car Insp., N. & W., Haddon Hall.

Weaver, C. N., Supr. A. B.. L. S. & M. S.

Weightman, Jos. J., Clerk, P. & R., Monticello.
Weigle, John, Gen. For. Car Inspectors, P. R. R., Edward.
Wcnzel, C. F., Fman. Frt. Car Inspectors, Penna. R.

Elwood.
Westcott, E. A., Supt. Car Dept., Erie, Denny.
Wilson, F. G., For., P. & R., Monticello.
Wilson, W. H., For. Car Dept., N. & West., Strand.
Wilson, O., Mech., Penna. R. R., Flender.
Wilkins, O. R., Foreman Painter, N. & W., Windsor.
Witherspoon, W. H., Foreman, C. R. R. of N. J., Dennis.
Wray, R. W., Motive Power Insp., P. R. R.
Young, W. D., Asst. Comm. Inspr., Bait. Div., P. R.

Iroquois.

R.

R

SOME ANTIQUE RAILWAY RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Walter B. Wood has been showing to his railway friends at

the conventions an interesting antiquity. It is a copy of the

Rules and Regulations of the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago

Railway for 1858 and 1859. George W. Cass was then presi-

dent of the road and J. Edgar Thomson, subsequently president

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was its chief engineer.

Some of the rules seem curious to railway men now.

One provides that "the maximum speed for passenger

trains will be a mile in a minute and a half (and in 4 minutes

over large bridges) and for freight trains a mile in 4

minutes." Passenger trains are required to "wait at sta-

tions where meeting is designated twenty-five minutes for

each other, when, if either is delayed beyoad that time, the

other will wait five minutes more, making thirty minutes

in all, then proceed, keeping precisely thirty minutes behind

its own time card, tmtil it has met and passed the delayed

train. The five minutes are allowable for any possible dif-

ference in watches, and must not be used by the delayed

train approaching the meeting point or any station where

it expects to meet the opposing train. Should any trains be

delayed at the same time, and fail to reach the meeting

point within the twenty-five minutes, they will each ?'

station where the other is due according to the foregoing

rule, twenty minutes, making in all fifty minutes, behind the

time card of the expected train, then proceed with the

greatest caution, where curves occur, each sending forward

a man with proper signals, so as to see at least a half mile

ahead; and the engineer keeping his train fully within con-

trol until the expected train is passed. Take no risk

—

always, in case of doubt or uncertainty, adopt the safe

rule." No wonder transportation in those days was slow

and tedious!

Another rule provides that the "whistle must always be

sounded twice before any engine or train is started (ex-

cept in Allegheny City, east of the outer depot, where it

must not be sounded except to prevent accidents." The

indications are that there already were some active regu-

lating authorities in Allegheny City, as this also was the

only point on the line where trains were specifically pro-

hibited to be run over eight miles an hour. Its people ob-

jected to either speed or noise.

It was further provided that "a signal swung across lhe|

track will stop the engine; raised and lowered perpendicu-

larly, the engine will move back slowly; and swung broad

oflf to the right or left the engine will move forward."

"Passenger trains having the right to pass any station on

the line without stopping, must be seasonably checked so
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as not to pass the station faster than fifteen miles the hour."

Another rule which was evidently not calculated to in-

crease speed, and which would hardly do today for the

Pennsylvania Special, provided that "every engine with or
without a train must be brought to a dead standstill at each
of the several railway crossings on the line; and the con-

ductor of the train or the fireman employed on the engine,

must pass on to the crossing and give a signal that the

way is clear, before the train or engine is allowed to pass

•over it."

It would seem that the trainmen in those days were sus-

pected of "soldiering" or going fishing at stations, for rule

15 said that "trains, passenger or freight, must not be run

between stations so as to gain time to be wasted at the

stations. Ordinarily one-half minute for a passenger train

at any station where wood and water is not taken is ample
time for the conductor to discharge and take up his passengers."

A very decent regard was shown for the rights of live stock.

Rule 27 required that "When live stock is seen ahead on the

track, the engine must be stopped, if possible, and the live stock

driven off to prevent accident to the engine and injury to the

stock. Belays caused by a careful observance of this rule will

be a good excuse for being behind time and losing connec-

tions with trains on other roads. The conductor will, without

fail, report the number of times in each trip the engine was
checked to avoid such stock."

The developments that have taken place in car heating since

those primitive days are indicated by a requirement that "woo I

shall not be piled up about the stove and elsewhere in the cars

to the annoyance and inconvenience of passengers."

The modern passenger brakeman will feel that his job is a

snap when he reads the following: "Passenger train brake-

man will generally ride upon the platforms of the cars while

the train is in motion, but during inclement weather they may
stand at the door inside of the cars ready to app^ the brakes

in case of alarm, and to stop the train at the stations ; they

will supply the cars with fuel for the stops in winter, from

the wood boxes on the line ; and keep the cars comfortably

warm and clean at all times while the cars are upon the road,

and the lamps burning during the. night." The passenger brake-

men of those days would have thought that the passenger

brakeman of to-day, heated as he is by the numerous appli-

ances now used on passenger trains, has very little to do but

fleck the dust from his uniform and look pleasant.

The conductors probably thought that tlu' rule s.nyin-::: that

"conductors have no discretion to allow passengers to pass

free" was very arbitrary. However, they probably did not pay

much attention to it.

COAL PASSERS ON LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS.

The new Mikado locomotives built for the Burlington by
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, have their

tenders fitted with a device which is intended to deliver the
coal from the back part of the tender to the front space so

^TZJ

Ryan-Johnson Coal Passer Lifted.

the fireman may handle it more conveniently. It is the
invention of Ryan & Johnson, Clinton, Iowa, and is illus-

trated herewith. The inclined floor of the coal space is cov-
ered with an extra sheet bottom which is stiffened by three

..,^^?,

TZ?

Ryan-Johnson Coal Passer Ready for Lifting.

longitudinal angles 4 in. by 4 in. by Yi in. This plate is

hinged at the bottom and the top is pin-connected to a rod
working in a vertical trunk steam cylinder. When the coal

Ryan-Johnson Coal Passer for Locomotive Tenders.
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in the froiU of coal space lias hicn used, sU-ain is admiUcd

to the cylinder and the false bottom is raised to a steep in-

cline so that the coal flows forward. The maximum travel

of the piston is regulated by a vent opening in the cylinder

wall and when the piston passes this opening steam escapes

through the vent and the movement is automatically stopped.

The steam pipe is \yl in. in diameter and is covered with

magnesia lagging. Admission of steam to the cylinder is

controlled by a three-way cock placed in the cal). It is thus

possi!)le to raise the pusher to any desired height and lower

3:(3x^Z-Ban-

Billy Kosher was a kid wluii tap. Anson was raising

colts in Chicago. Bill had a private knothole in left field

fence, and between innings, when the hole was out c)f com-

mission, he would blow through it and found he could make

funny noises. Here at this knot IkjIc was Bill's beginning

as a bass horn player.

Charlie Bird and Joe Violand. the drummers, will probably

accept positions with Pryor's band before the season is over,

providing Jaybill Johnson will accept waiver.

Joe Taylor was a boy in knickerbockers around his father's

Throftk

Valve

3x3x^ L

Steam Operating Connections and Details; Ryan-Johnson Coal Passer.

it after the coal has rolled forward by allowing steam to

escape through the three-way cock to the atmosphere. A
flexible pipe with ball and slip joints conveys steam from

the boiler to the vertical cylinder.

THE BAND MYSTERIOUS; HOW IT WAS DONE.

Our special correspondent detailed to delve out the past

performances of the members of the "Band Mysterious,"

now officially adopted as the convention band, has discovered

some valuable information which we now make public for

the first time.

Leader J. Will Johnson was a born musical 'prodigy. His

nurse first saw his talent when she, one day, found him

blowing into his baby milk bottle, making funny noises and

faintly and indistinctly murmuring, "Do, Re, Me, etc." As

an engineer Will carried a cornet in his seat-box, and while

lying on sidetracks he tooted from the top of a box car to

the sage brush scenery of the wild and wooly West. Jay-

bill was the instigator and drill master of the convention

band.

Mark Ross* first play-toy was a tin whistle. At the age of

four he learned to play "Old Grimes is Dead," and at ten

he could knock the stuffin' out of a concertina. It was

a simple and quick route for one of Mark's ability to develop

into a cornetist without a peer in the convention band, except

Johnson.

Charlie Pilliod was an apprentice in his father's clock

shop in Switzerland many years ago when he began to de-

velop his musical talent and prepare for the convention band.

After stopping the clocks, so as to lose no time, he would

hie himself to an adjacent mountain nook, and there, with

his clarionet, would melt the glaciers to tears.

plumbing shop in Kankankee when he discovered he could

make sounds by blowing into a piece of pipe. So pleasing

was this to Joe and so annoying to others that Joe's father

was obliged to double-lock the shop doors and neighbors

took in their tubes at night to prevent Joe from continually

hitting the pipe. By easy stages Joe developed into the

solo baritone player of the convention band.

Fred Nellis learned to play the slide trombone while a con-

script in the German Army. He afterwards saw considerable

service in the Salvation Army band at Alliance, Ohio.

Len Wilson says he can't remember when he learned to

play the trombone, and Jaybill Johnson says he doesn't care

so long as Len can toot so well.

Will Sharp, one night, had a dream that he could play

an alto horn, so he bought one and set to praoticing. After

starring a brief season with a moving picture show he con-

vinced Jaybill Johnson that he was the right man in the right

place in the convention band.

Frank Gault always was a star trombone player. Arthur

Pryor has nothing on him.

Back on the old home farm in Vermont. George Bryant

often left the churn to the difficult task of making its own

butter, and hid himself in the hay mow to tickle the Jew's

harp between his lips. With such genius and opportunity is

it any wonder that George developed into. the brilliant alto

player of the convention band?

Twenty years ago Phil Sreda tickled the reed of a clarionet

while herding sheep on the sunny slope of a mountain in

Italy. One day he took a notion that he would like to learn

to wear shoes, so he came to America. The shoes hurt

Phil's classic feet like fury for a while, but finally persistence

conquered, and he now wears shoes every day. Did you

notice those natty white canvas shoes in Saturday'- parade!' i
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mUe Ifxhibit

To take care of its business with Canadian railways, the Buf-

falo Brake Beam Company, New York, is now operating a new
factory at Brantford, Ont.

The Kennicott Company, Chicago, is represented at the con-

vention by Chauncey Blair, son of the president, Cass L. Ken-

nicott, George E. Pratt and T. G. Windes.

The Buffalo Brake Beam Company, New York, has recently

installed at its Buffalo factory a complete and up-to-date testing

laboratory, equipped with special apparatus for testing brake

beams.

j\I. L. Evans, who possesses a height of six feet four, has

no trouble at all in reaching to the top of his car door

(the Williams) or even to the car roof, and pointing out

the merits claimed for the device.

The Standard Coupler Company, Xcw^ York, has on exhi-

bition this year types A, D and F of its standard steel plat-

forms and buffing mechanisms, and types C and K of the

Sessions standard friction draft gear.

The T. H. Symington Company, Baltimore, Md., is exhib-

iting a full size draft ^ear model with malleable iron draft

sills attached to wood center sills, the sills being of a spe-

cial design controlled and made by the Haskell & Barker Car

Company.

The United States Metal & Manufacturing Company, New
York, reports that some of the cars furnished with the Dun-

ham hopper door device have been running since 1903, and

that this mechanism is still giving satisfaction on the other

cars equipped with it.

Greene, Tweed & Company, New York, have installed

in space 606 a large pyramid of Palmetto and Manhattan

packings and other specialties made by the company. They
are also distributing for the first time at any convention a

complete catalogue of their products, containing also

a telegraph code and other necessary data.

The Bartley self locking nut and bolt fastener and a joint

fitted up with the Bartley combined nut bolt and bond wire

fastener, made by the American Nut & Bolt Fastener Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., are on exhibition at booth 320. The
self locking fastener was patented January 17, 1911, and the

combined nut holt and bond wire fastener, on April 18, 1911.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., is

distributing a pamphlet dealing with the use of electricity

by steam railways. It is profusely illustrated with interior

and exterior views of some of the most notable power
houses in this country; views of electric locomotives and

motor cars; and the application of electricity to signal service

and train and building lighting.

The United States Radiator Corporation, Detroit, Mich..

is exliibiting at the convention for the first time this year.

The following representatives are here : Frederick W. Her-

endeen, general manager sales ; George W. Barr, manager ot

tlie Philadelphia branch ; G. C. Blackmore manufacturer and

member of the executive board ; and Joshua Naylor, manager

of tile Baltimore, Md., branch.

H. S. Waterman, formerly chief engineer of the Detroit

& MacKinac. is attending his first convention as sales man-
ager for the Hutchins Car Roofing Company, Detroit, Mich.

D. W. Hawksworth. who attended last year's convention as

mechanical engineer of the Hutchins Car Roofing Company,
is here as vice-president. Both Mr. Waterman and Mr.

Hawksworth make their headquarters at Detroit.

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, ex-

hibits its No. 800 steam hose coupler, which possesses the essen-

tial quality that it will not leak. Wlien coupled in the ordinary

way it is partially locked, and by a simple device, embodied in

the coupler, this lock is made positive. The other good features

are that it will couple with all makes of medium size and

small couplers as well as lock them, making an interchangeable

coupling.

All who are interested in car seats and seat coverings are

invited to visit space 20 in the Main Building. The Massa-

chusetts Mohair Plush Company has there a number of

seats from well-known makers covered with Bay State brand

plushes and freizettes. Go in and sit on the freizette seats

and see how cool they are in this hot weather. This is one

of the booths on the pier in which you can sit on the exhibit

all you wish; and the harder you sit the more the exhibitor

will be pleased.

S. F. Bowser & Companj', Fort Wayne, Ind., are showing a

line of storage system in their pumping and registering

apparatus for handling lubricating and paint oils, varnish and

similar fluids. There was considerable delay in the arrival

of the apparatus, and one of their newest features, a filtering

and oiling system, was lost. The non-arrival of this device

is a considrable disappointment, as the makers believe it

would have aroused much interest, particularly among rail-

way men who want economy-promoting installations.

The Scullin-Gallagher Iron & Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

is a large maker of miscellaneous steel castings for railway

and industrial purposes. The basic open hearth process is

used, and the steel produced has been proved to be adapted

to the requirements of railway service, meeting stringent speci-

fications, both chemically and physically. Its miscellaneous

plant contains three 20-ton furnaces, with improved appliances

to produce castings of a superior quality; and a new feature is

the large pattern shop, recently finished, which enables the com-

pany promptly to make any necessary repairs to customers'

pattterns, or, when desired, furnish new patterns.

The Commercial Acetylene Company, New York, has a

more than usually attractive space, in which are shown
various types of headlights, including a complete set with

which 1,000 engines on the Boston & Maine were equipped

during the past year. The collection contains other engine

lamps, such as classification, steam gage and water glass

lamps, all connected with their standard asbestos-packed

acetylene cylinders by drawn steel tubing. Center lamps and

side brackets of attractive design for car lighting are also

shown. The booth is fitted up with a complete installation

for lighting a signal lamp. New compression fittings and a

new form of wire-bound asbestos-covered flexible tubing are

to be found there. Another unusual feature of the exhibit

is a marine flashlight with the cylinder cut open to show the

interior and cylinders for storing acetylene for oxy-acetylene

welding.

Hcreloforc the name of the McConway & Torley Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been usua'ly associated with the

production of the Janney and oth-er M. C. B. couplers. This

year the company is showing, in spaces 617, 619, 621, the

following new departures in other lines of manufacture: The
McConway wheel; a built up wheel with a cast steel center

and rolled steel tire without bolts or rivets. The Buhoup
flexible truck; a cast steel truck having vertical flexibility

to prevent derailment on rough or uneven track, a large

area for distribution of load, and large spring capacity. The
Pcnn freight coupler; a 'ate development of the Janney type

of coupler similar to the Pitt and Janney X couplers so far

as mechanical operation of parts is concerned, but with a

largely increased bearing surface between the knuckle and

the locking pin. this contact being 5 sq. in. Steel Castings

for railway work. In addition it is showing full size samples

of the Buhoup 3-Stem and Pitt couplers for passenger equip-

ment and of the Janney X freight coupler.
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The United States Light & Heating Company, New York, is

exhibiting at Spaces 374-7 a real live axle light equipment. A
full-sized model of a standard truck is shown, on which is

mounted a full-size generator and suspension. The axle is

driven by a variable speed motor, taking power from the electric

supply wires on the pier. This driving motor is controlled by

an automate controller, which causes the motor and the axle

light generator to go through a speed cycle which accurately rep-

resents the speed conditions on a local train running from station

to station. The apparatus starts from rest, comes gradually to

a speed of 80 m. p. h., runs at this speed a little while, then

drops off to 40 miles, again goes up to 80, and finally gradually

conies to rest, making a stop of about a minute. The entire

cycle occupies about 10 minutes, and is continued all day long.

The car lamps are also automatically turned oflf and on in vari-

ous combinations Ly means of a little sign flasher. There is no

connection whatever between the operation of the speed con-

troller and the sign flasher; and thus a hit and miss condition

is secured which faithfully represents what goes on in an axle-

light system. There is no throwing on of lamps at the "psyco-

logical moment" to favor some peculiar condition. This is the

first time such an automatic arrangement has ever been exhib-

ited.

LIST OF EXHIBITS.

The following include the names of those exhibitors whose
exhibits were not included in the list printed in The Daily of

June 14, together with some few corrections to that list

:

American Locomotive Company, New York, N. Y.—Reception
booth wth photographs of locomotives. Represented by
James McNaughton, H. F. Ball, G. M. Basford, J. D. Sawyer,

J. E. Dixon, W. P. Steele, H. B. Hunt, C. J. Donahue and
Wm. Dalton. Spaces 422, 424.

American Rolled Gold Leaf Company, Providence, R. I.—Gold
leaf for car striping. Represented by E. A. Smith, T. J.

Lawler and Chas. H. Bower. Space 23.

Atlas Car & Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Two
cars. Represented by L. W. Harston. Space, on track.

Boss Nut Company, Chicago, 111.—Demonstration of the appU-
cation and service of the Boss nut; literature, etc. Repre-
sented bv B. M. Osbun and John A. MacLean. This company
is exhib'Hn^ in "^nace 330.

Blackall, R. H., Pittsburgh. Pa.—Ratchet brake levers. Hose
protector ferule. Represented by R. H. Blackall. Space 652.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.—Pneumatic
tools, hammers and appliances, compressors and electric drills.

Represented by Thomas Aldcorn, W. P. Pressinger, J. T.

Duntley, C E. Walker, James McCabe, G. A. Barden, Geo. A.

Rees, L. Summers and H. Kinman. Space 648.

Coale Muffler & Safety Valve Company. Baltimore. Md.—Safety

valves for locomotives. Represented by H. C. McCarty.
Space 589-590.

Eagle Glass & Manufacturing Company, Wellsburg, W. Va.

—

Welded steel and one-piece oil cans, torches, buckets and
supply cans. Represented by J. L. Fusner. Space 656.

Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.—Brown
journal boxes. Represented by F. J. Lanahan, P. Brown and
A. M. Fulton. Space 650.

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, N. Y.

—

Heating, lighting and ventilating apparatus for passenger and
refr'gerator cars. Represented by E. E. Gold. E. B. Wilson,

A. B Strange, W. E. Banks, W. H. Stocks. J. M. Stayman,
G. F. I vers. F. H Smith. E. J. Ronan, J. O. Brumbaugh. F. O.
Bailey. A. D. Stuver and F. A. Purdy. Spaces 301 to 311,

inclusive.

Jessop & Sons. Inc., New York, N. Y.—Tool steel, sheet steel and
steel for circular saws. Represented by John E. Sandmeyer,
O. H. Reynolds and W. F. Wagner. Space 416.

Johnson Manufacturing Company, The. Urbana, Ohio.

—

Railway standard galvanized iron and tinware. Repre-
sented by Isaac T. Johnson and Joseph M. Brown.
Space 330.

Kennicott Company, The. Chicago, 111.—Photographs of all

Kennicntt products to date. Represented by Chauncey B.

Blair, Cass L. Kennicott. Thos. G. Windes, Jr., and G. E.

Pratt. Space 650.

King Fifth Wheel Company, Philadelphia. Pa.—Roller-bear-
ing pivot plate. Represented by A. O. Chase. Space 622.

Remy Electric Companv. Anderson, Ind.—American electric

headlight. Represented by T. B. Arnold.
Rockwell Furnace Company, New York, N. Y.—Furnaces

for railway shops. Represented by W. S. Quigley, S. L.

l')arnes and F. S. Garrett. Space 2.

Sculiin-Gallaghcr Iron & Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.—
Steel castings. Represented by I''. L. Norton, Geo. L. L.

Davis, S. R. Fuller, Jr., and II. H. Waldron. Space 25.

Sipe ik Company, James B., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Drying oils.

Rci)rescnted by R. E. Rogers and W. F. Robinson.
Space 636.

STANDARD STEEL WORKS' EXHIBIT.

Among the interesting exhibits at this convention is that of

the Standard Steel Works Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Among
other things, it is showing a ring 120 in. in diaxi., 9 in. face

and 4 in. thick, and weighing 3850 lbs. While the ring is not

applicable to railway service as a driving tire^.it affords an op-

portunity to see the possbilitics of such rings being rolled, instead

of cast. The ring was made in, identically the same manner as

in the manufacture of driving tires. Considerable difficulty is

experienced in securing solid steel castings, and it has proven

very expensive to discover defects after they have been par-

tially machined. With a solid ring, there cannot be any such

defects.

A steel-tired wheel, called the Standard No. 3 wheel, also is

exhibited. It is fitted with a rolled steel center, which provides

a wheel that can be used indefinitely. The center never wears

out ; and it is only necessary to apply a new tire when re-

quired. It is the best type of wheel that has ever been evolved.

The tire is shrunk on the center, and is held securely in place

by bolts, which pass through the tire, as well as the wheel center.

With this method there is never any danger of loose tires, re-

gardless of how thin they may be worn. The wheel can be

re-tired at any railway shop without the use of skilled labor or

special machinery. The price received from the sale of the

worn-out tires as scrap is very much in excess of the shop cost

of the re-tiring.

A soHd rolled steel wheel, from which a section had been cut

so that the quality of the steel might be seen, is shown. These

wheels are manufactured by a method whereby the center of the

ingot blank is punched therefrom for the bore of the wheel,

and the outside of the ingot becomes the periphery of the wheel.

This leaves for the wearing surface the best part of the steel

as it is a demonstrated fact that the outside of the ingot is such.

The company also displays castings, forgings and springs of the

usual Standard quality, together with a heat-treated driving axle.

At the present time the matter of axle failures is a very live

subject to those who are welcoming any improved method of

manufacture which will ass'st in eliminating this very serious

trouble. It is believed that heat-treating the axle improves it

so that failures are eliminated. The Standard Company is ex-

pert in heat-treating, having given it most careful thought and

conducted many experiments.

UNIVERSAL INSULATED ADJUSTABLE COPPER CAR
WINDOW SASH.

Universal insulated adjustable copper sash, made by the

McCord Manufacturing Company, Chicago, is being applied to

a great many metal cars. This sash is claimed to be proof

against rust and corrosion of all kinds and is therefore

practically indestructible, and as the surface of the sash does

not come in contact with the window frame and is constructed

so it has no bear'ng or wearing surface it cannot wear out

from friction. The Universal sash construction forms an in-

sulation which prevents all radiation of cold and heat through

the structure. It is adjustable and provides for the usual

inaccuracies of construction of metal car window openings. It

is necessary to have means of adjustment to take care of the

necessary loose joints around the sash. These are provided

for by Universal weather stripping, and the adjustable chain

connections attaching the sash balance. The means for ad-

justing Universal metal sash provides for the inaccuracies of
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Universal Copper Insulated Sash and Balance Chain.

windows as much as % in. out of square, at the same time

sealing the openings around the sash, thus providing a wind

and weather proof window, the sash of which will raise easily

at all times, regardless of weather conditions, and are rendered

noiseless. By the use of Universal weather stripping, double

sash is not a necessity.

Universal sash is made of copper, on wh'ch it is not necessary

to maintain paint. The simple method of attaching the sash

bead with wood screws provides a superior holding and is

claimed to eliminate from 15 to 20 per cent, breakage of glass.

It does away with all machine screws used in the ordinary

metal sash construction, which are very often driven in by the

workmen with a hammer instead of with a screw-driver. The
natural tendency of machine screws in such light construction

is to become loose and work out.

Universal Copper Insulated Sash, Lock and Weather Strip

Section of Universal Copper Insulated Metal Sash.

One of the illustrations shows a cross section of Universal

copper insulated adjustable metal sash, showing the applica-

tion of Universal weather stripp'ng. Another shows a lower

corner of Universal copper insulated adjustable metal sash,

equipped with No. 10 Gravity wedging sash locks. It also

includes a section showing the application of Universal

weather stripping to the s'des and bottom of sash and the

application of sash bead. The third is a section of a top corner

of Universal copper insulated adjustable metal sash, showing

adjustable sash balance chain connection.

Complete full sized models, with 51-in. window openings, are

being exhibited at booths 655 and 657 in the annex.
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CHAMBERSBURG STEAM HAMMER.

Tlu- illu.stration ^li()\v> a .V.^OO 11>. (.'Iiaiiilu-rslinrv; -iiiKlr

frame guided rain j-teani iiamiiuT. a> ilesiijiu'd ami huilt I'Spe-

cially for railway work, 'ilic distances from (.inter of die

to frame and from tlie underside of frame to the top of

anvil die arc extr.i lar.ue in order to provide clearance for

locomotive frames; and it !- for frame work that this type

and size of hammer have proved most efficient. Tiie frame

is of massive section, made of air furnace east iron, and is

reinforced heavily around tlie guides. It is provided with

steel tie bars, witli distance pieces in front of and in back

of the ram to strengthen tlie fr.ime. The ram is long, to give

increased bearing in the liuido, and the guides are adjust-

able for wear ol r;\ni. heiu'.; of the C'ha'u1)ersl)urg pattern.

Tlie \alve gear i-^ nf >ini;)'v' and dur.-hU' C')n>tructiiMi. and

WRONG CONCLUSION.

A. C. .Moore was explaining some details of the Safety Car
Heating & Lighting Company's exhibit to a party of railway

otlicials Monday, when a tiiick cloud of smoke, caused hy a flash-

light piiotographer, rolled into the Safety Company's booth.

The circiunstance afforded one of the party an opportunity to

remark, in a jocular spirit, that proiiably a Pintsch gas tank had

exploded. Mr. Moore at once granted the remark was oppor-

tune, when made as a joke; but not otherwise.

This circumstance is the result of exaggerated accounts con-

cerning train wrecks, which are often reported by poorly in-

formed writers for the press.

Out of a total of 1,478 accidents reported in 26 years by

the British Board of Trade, 14 were involved in fire. Of
those 14 cases, only four could be assgned as due to gas

—

a percentage of .027 of the total number of accidents. Electric

lighting is responsible every year for greater damage to build-

ings than can be attributed to gas; and the flame temperature

Pintsch gas is the lowest of all combustible gases. Pintsch

gas is non-explosive when unmixed with air, and cannot be

ignited when there is a mixture of less than 5 per cent, or more
tiian 12 per cent, of gas. It is important that every effort be

made to eliminate even the .027 per cent, of train accidents due

to gas lighting; but when the total of 210,000 cars that have

used Pintsch gas are taken into consideration, there remains

very little reason for complaint against gas as a car illuniinant.

NICKELIZED CHILLED CAR WHEELS.

A severe test of wheels made by the Nickel-Chrome

Chilled Car Wheel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has just been

tinished by the Berwind-White Coal Company, and the cut

shows the nia.ximum and minimum wear after 2 1-6 years.

PR.R. NO. 72 9€

P R R. NO. 7l 77

PR.R NO. 72 3/

Chambersburg Single Frame Guided Steam Hammer.

affords the operator accurate and easy control of his hammer
at all times. It is double acting, taking both top and bottom
steam.

The Chambersburg Engineering Company. Chambersburg.

Pa., describes these hammers in its bullein No. 44. The ham-
mers may be seen in a number of shops of the leading rail-

ways.

Service Test of Nickelized Chilled Wheels.

Maxiiiiiiiii and Minimum Wear on Tread and Flanges After More Than
6o,ooo Mileage.

One hundred and fifty-six 33-in. nickelized chilled iron

car wheels were placed, with steel wheels, under 50-ton Ber-

wind-White coal cars, the heaviest mountain traffic in the

country. The trains make 100 miles a day regularly, or

30,000 miles annually, as against 9,600 annually made by
the ordinary freight. The service on this train had proved
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loo severe for the best standard chilled wheels, made frorn

the approved car wheel mixtures, under the supervision of

the most intelligent car wheel foundry practice, and the

use of such chilled wheels was abandoned. After two years

and two months 20. per cent, of the nickelized wheels have

been withdrawn only on account of wearing out. No flanges

gave way, and the service performed was in every respect

equal to that of the steel wheel. There was no chrome in

these wheejs. Chrome adds greatly to mileage.

CAR VENTILATION.

BY THOMAS H. GARLAND.

It is only within the last decade that car builders and railway

car men have turned their attention to the importance of having

passenger cars properly ventilated. The necessity of having all

classes of railway equipment properly ventilated is now fully

recognized, particularly in closed moving vehicles where the

space is limited. The public demand for proper ventilation is

now so strong that pubic conveyances cannot be constructed with

the ventilation feature omitted. Formerly the only ventilation

to be obtained in passenger cars was through the deck win-

dows, or the opening of doors and windows. This means of

ventilation was sufficient during the warm season, but in cold

weather could not be used without producing strong drafts and

discomfort to the passengers.

While there has been many devices patented for the pur-

pose of producing ventilation in railway cars there seems to

have been but little progress made towards a practical plan until

the Pullman Company took up the subject in a systematic man-
ner, with a view of finding a satisfactory means for properly

ventilating their cars. As evidence of the thoroughness with

which that company has gone into the subject. Dr. Thos. R.

Crowder, superintendent of sanitation, has devoted several years

to the collection of data and making exhaustive tests on Pullman

cars and those of the various railway lines. The information

obtained during this extensive investigation of the subject was

presented by Dr. Crowder before the Amercan Public Health

Association at the annual meeting in September, 1910. This re-

port has been reprinted under the title of A Study of the Venti-

lation of Sleeping Cars, and is the most complete treatise on

car ventilation that has been produced.

At different times the M. C. B. Association has appointed

committees to take up the subject of car ventilation; in each

case valuable data was obtained, and each report has brought

out many of the requirements necessary for good ventilation.

The practical ventilation of cars, however, is yet to be taken up

by many of the lines. The change from wood to steel car con-

struction makes it more necessary to give the subject of venti-

lation careful consideration; particularly is this true with cars

of the elliptical type, where deck windows cannot be used.

With the advent of the steel car and the tendency to make the

doors and windows as nearly air tight as possible, the necessity

for a practical ventilating system is becoming imperative.

While numerous reports on car ventilation have been made at

different times, and the subject is one that is frequently dis-

cussed, there seems to be an absence of practical tests v/ith

the dfiferent ventilating devices and systems, except for those

made by the Pullman Company.

There can be only one way to determine the merit or demerit

of ventilating systems and that is by putting them into service

on a number of cars and having extensive tests made by men

familiar with this class of work. The committee on ventilation

appointed by the Association of Railway Electrical Engineers is

now giving this subject careful study, and the conclusions

reached by this committee will be of practical benefit to the

roads who desire to take up the matter of car ventilation.

There is probably no one feature of car construction on which

there is such a variety of opinions as to the manner in which

cars should be ventilated. Not only do officials, car men and

trainmen hold different opinions, but the traveling public is al-

ways ready with suggestions how to properly ventilate the cars.

Even among the medical fraternity there is a wide difference

of opinion as to the part of the room or car at which the

vitiated air should escape or be withdrawn and the fresh air ad-

mitted.

That passenger equipment must be provided with better means

of ventilation than the standard deck sash, is now conceded by

all of the railways. It becomes a matter of determining what is

the most practical and efficient method to be used. Not only

the first cost, but the cost of maintainance should be taken into

account in investigating the various plans. It is usually thought

that the ordinary deck sash is the least expensive means of

ventilation; but a careful investigation may show that during

the life of a passenger car so equipped, the expense for maintain-

ance of deck lights, ratchets and screens is no small item. There

are so many essential factors in the application of a practical

system of ventilation, such as the relation to the heating system,

the passing through tunnels^ over deserts and through storms,

avoiding drafts, excluding smoke, cinders, rain, etc., and the

proper admission of fresh air, that the subject can only be dealt

with by those who have given it long and careful study, or who

are willing to do so.

METALLIC SASH.

Forsyth Brothers' Company, Chicago, makes a number of

designs of steel and brass metal sash. In designing the

sash it aimed to produce one which, like the wood sash,

would be more readily adjustable to variations in the win-

dow openings, would be dust proof, and provide a glazing

adapted to glass of varying thicknesses and in which re-

glazing of the glass could be done without special in-

struction.

Among the company's other designs of metal sash is one in

which the rails are quite narrow, affording a maximum area

of glass and increasing the light in the car. The sash is

sufficiently strong to stand all service.

Metal, and particularly brass, sash is coming into favor;

not merely because of the finish which it gives to the car,

but as a matter of economy* in maintenance. The brass

sash, by the action of the atmosphere, takes on a gun-metal

finish which is permanent and which is not only pleasing

to the eye but does away with the necessity, as in the case

with the wooden sash, of removing the sash at intervals for

re-varnishing. The work of removing wooden sash from

a car, of handling, of re-varnishing, and re-adjusting it in

the sash openings in the cars, involves a very considerable

expense when the cars go through the shops. This is

eliminated in the case of the brass sash. It is estimated that

the cost of maintenance of the wooden sash alone will, in

a comparatively few years, pay the cost of the brass sash.

Along with other metal sash, Forsyth Brothers' Company

furnish sash attachments, including weather stripping.

MAXI-MILL VERTICAL TURRET LATHE.

Remarkable work in cutting cast iron is being done by

the Bullard 42-in. Maxi-Mill, made by the Bullard Machine

Tool Company, Bridgeport, Conn., and on exhibition at

the Boardwalk end of Machinery Hall. It is removing

about 1,700 lbs. of iron an hour from a casting 36 in. in

diam. The cutter on the side head has been taking a cut

IJ/^-in. wide with a 1-16-in. feed, while the two cutters on

the turret head are each taking a cut V& in. wide with a feed

of 1-12 in. at a cutting speed of 71 ft. a minute. Another

feature is that the machine may be started or stopped under

the heavy load while taking the cuts by simply operating

a clutch.
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INCANDESCENT GAS LIGHTING IN TRAINS.

The Chicago Piunitnalic Tool Loini>;iiiy, Chicago, is show-

ing, at its Atlantic City store, Boardwalk and Kentucky avenue,

several types of its Little Giant commercial car. The latest,

a bus, is shown herewith. It is being operated here in Atlantic

City for the benefit of members and guests of the convention.

The Little Giant car is gasolene driven, with 5-in. x 4-in.

5 two cylinder, horizontal, four cycle, 20 li. p. engine, and is

being operated over all kinds of roads.

The carrying capacity is 1,500 to 2,01K) lbs., and it is furnished

with an open box body, a canvas top body and a full panel

top.

In the manufacture of this car, the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Company is following its custom of using only the best materi-

als and workmanship, and has adopted those features which

are essential to the successful commercial car—the water cooled

engine, solid rubber tires and double side chain drive ; and has

designed this car to meet the requirements of general delivery

service in all classes of business, from that of farmer to that

of merchant.

The frame is of 2-in. x 2-in. x H-'m. angle steel, hot rivete.l

together, and built to withstand the twisting strains of uneven

roads and varying loads.

The power plant is on the sub-frame; and special attention

Little Giant Bus.

has been given to the general construction, so that all moving

parts and wearing surfaces are readily accessible for adjust-

ment or removal.

Tlie motor is of rugged design, the right and left cylinders

being cast from one pattern, with large water jacket, making

it possible effectually to cool this powerful little motor by the

thermo-syphon system of water circulation, and with force

feed oiler, insuring complete lubrication.

Weight is an important factor in the construction of a com-

mercial truck, and the Little Giant is designed to stand hard

usage without carrying superfluous weight, which causes undue

consumption of gasolene and lubricating oil. The Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Company is adopting improvements as use

and experience may suggest. The new Model C car embodies

many of these.

The bus on the streets here is the first of that style and it

is well adapted to such service, carrying eight to ten passengers,

with plenty of space beside the driver for hand baggage, making

it particularly desirable for station and hotel use.

The open body car or tbe canvas top car are suitable for

baggage carrying as well as for other classes of delivery work.

In fact, these cars are right for any load within their capac-

itv of one ton.

The following is from the Journal of Cas Liyhliiig and
Water Su{>ply: Figures are given in the April issue of the

Revue Technique ct Industriclle showing the number of rail-

way locomotives and cars in different countries of the world

lighted by incandescent gas, and showing the large increase

in this respect between April, 1908, and December, 1910. In

view of recent railway (and other) accidents, these figures

are eloquent as indicating the safety, popularity, and con-

venience of incandescent gas lighting on railways. Without
attempting to give all the figures, we select the following:

—

No. of Locomotives and Carriages.
1908. 1910.

England 20,459 47.174
(iermany 60,804 68,862
France 11,914 15,889
Holland 3,983 4,077
Austria 6,465 7,115
Russia 4,757 5,386
United States 31,392 33,286
Canada 1 ,626 1.885
Argentina 1,675 1.798
India 12.831 14,473
Australia 2,945 3,127

The Statistics given indicate that, whereas in April, 1908,

there were 164,432 railway vehicles lighted by gas, less than

two years later there were 210,184 gas-lighted cars—being

an increase of 45,752.

It is stated that the universal experience of railway com-
panies is that incandescent gas gives a better and more
constant light than electricity, at half cost, and with less

expense in first cost and upkeep. This is shown by the fol-

lowing comparison:

Carriage equipment for electricity 4,200 to 4,500 francs.
" " gas 700 to 2,000

Annual maintenance for electricity 400 to 450 "
" " " gas 500 to 100

NATIONAL CURTAIN FIXTURES.

The National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J.,

is exhibiting its latest designs in curtain fixtures and cur-

tains for both protected and non-protected grooves. The
National cam (non-creeping) fixture is made of heavy steel

tubing, with bronze heads and finger pieces finished in

standard colors. The unique feature of this fixture is that

the heads are stationary on the tube and all the holding is

accomplished by moving cams at either end. This reduces

to a minimum the possibility of the fixture coming out of

the grooves and permits the use of light springs. The
cams prevent the fixture from creeping, but permit the

fixture to be operated without manipulating the finger pieces.

The National C fixture for protected grooves has short

solid brass heads of such design that they cannot be jammed
in the grooves, and are practically self righting, making an

ideal fixture for rough usage.

GENERATORS FOR BATTERY CHARGING.

Just as the storage battery has developed as an important

factor in railway signal operation, so has the means of prop-

erly and most economically charging these batteries been a mat-

ter to which signal engineers have given serious consideration.

So important is this branch of railway operation that the Rail-

way Signal Association has published specifications with which

engines and generators used for this work must comply. Fair-

banks-Morse & Company, Chicago, have had engineers at both

their engine works and their electrical works make battery-

charging outfits a matter of special investigation. This inves-

tigation was accompanied by work with the railways and with

the signal association, and as a result they have developed special

charging equipments. It is understood that they have installed

these equipments to meet all conditions of service, including

both stationary and portable apparatus, and covering a large
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range in capacity. Some railways use their 600-volt equipments,

while others use 160-volt equipments. In building battery-

charging apparatus, economical operation has, of course, been

as important a feature as perfect mechanical operation. The
special electric engines for this work are now designed to opi-
ate, it desired, on the lower and less expensive crude oil dis-

Generating Set for Signal Batteries.

tillates. The cost of battery charging has, therefore, been won-

dert'uUy diminished. One of the light colored distillates can

now be purchased at about one-fourth the cost of gasolene, and

the cost of fuel consumption is about 75 per cent, less than when
gasolene is used.

RELIABLE SHOP HOSE.

Such accidents as steam hose bursting or fittings blowing

out usually happen, strange to say, when the power must

be put in service immediately. Especially is this true in

the case of the steam hose for blowing up engines in the

roundhouse. This trouble is not quitp so vital when it

happens with the hose used in blowing off the engines, boiler

washing, boiler testing or in pneumatic service, but the

trouble is there just the same, and each delay means extra

expense.

The armored hose manufactured by Sprague Electric

Works, New York, and on exhibition in booth 386, is claimed

to overcome the troubles of hose bursting or fittings blowing

out. The armor is of the interlocking single strip type

and is of sufficient strength to reinforce the hose so that it

will stand a hydraulic pressure of 1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs.,

depending on the size of the hose. The fittings are constructed

to withstand the same pressure. The hose cannot burst,

due to the fact that there is no strain on the duck, and even

when the rubber does deteriorate the result is only a small

puncture of not sufficient size to cause trouble.

In addition to this feature, the armor affords protection

from kinking and chafing, eliminates deterioration due to the

expansion or stretching of the rubber hose—all lengthening

the life—and is constructed so that the flexibility is equal to

that of unarmored hose.

BRAKE BEAM SUPPORTS.

The Creco sliding third point brake beam support, made by

the Chicago Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, is shown

in the accompanying illustrations.

The makers of this device claim tliat it prevents the beam

from tilting downward, does not pull against the forward

Creco Brake Beam, Showing Adjustments for Wheel Wear.

movement of the beam when brakes are applied with badly

worn shoes, and protects the outer end of the beam in just

the manner desired. It maintains a proper relation to the

beam hangers at all times; is operative for beams of differ-

ent strut depths on the same truck; does not prevent the

beam from having such lateral movement as the brake hang-

Creco Sliding Third Point Bral<e Beam.
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ers allow; cannot throw the beam downward in case the

underhung spring is bent, and cannot get twisted out of place.

It does not get damaged so as to interfere with the applica-

tion of the brake. It has the desired flexibility, broad bear-

ing areas, economical features and can be more quickly ap-

plied or removed than any other design. It does away with

the use of the second pin and cotter, heretofore used, and

allows the use of the cheapest and simplest spring construc-

tion possible. It also allows for the reduction of rolled steel

wheels from a larger to a much smaller diameter.

TANK HEATERS.

Hot water is being installed by some roads for heating

switch towers. Sunray tank heaters, made by the United

States Radiator Corporation, Detroit, Mich., are well adapted

for that purpose and also for heating water tanks to prevent

freezing in winter. These tank heaters are made in various

sizes to meet any requirement. They have a deep firepot,

Sunray Tank Heater.

and are heavily built to stand heavy duty work. They can

be installed quickly and at little expense and, it is claimed,

will operate with a minimum of fuel and attention. They are

equipped with all the conveniences of a boiler, such as clinker

door, draft door, check door, etc. The deep firepot saves

labor, as the heater will run 12 hours without attention.

ADAMS & WESTLAKE BASKET RACK.

Some basket racks for passenger cars as made in the past

have projected only 11 or 12 in. from the side wall of the car.

This is hardly enough for the large packages often carried

Adams & Westlake Wide Basket Rack.

by passengers, and for suit cases they are not safe, as the roll-

ing of the car frequently causes them to fall out and hurt

people. To improve the rack and prevent such accidents, the

Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago, has designed the rack

here illustrated. It is 14 in. wide, sufficient to hold large suit-

cases securely.

BARBER ROLLER BEARING CENTER PLATE.

The friction of center plates with flat bearings is usually

suflicicnt to prevent car trucks from returning to normal
position after passing curves, and the resulting flange friction

adds materially to train resistance. One device for preventing

friction under heavy pressure employs roller bearings, and the

center plate here illustrated is made in that way. The plates

Barber Roller Bearing Center Plate.

are made of special hardened cast steel, and the rollers are

drop forgings case-hardened. The Barber roller bearing center

plate is made for all classes of cars and for locomotive tenders

by the Standard Car Truck Company, Chicago, and is now in

service in large numbers on several western roads.

STEEL PLATFORMS AND BUFFING MECHANISM.

There are three" types of standard st^el platforms and

buffing mechanisms exhibited by the Standard Coupler Com-
pany, New York. Type F is a combined friction and spring

buffing mechanism, especially designed for use on the n€w,

heavy, steel passenger cars. It has a resilient or protective

capacity of 400,000 lbs., and a movement of 5H in. The
buffer is designed so that when cars are coupled the resist-

ance shall be just enough to keep the buffer face plates,

together, and the act of coupling the cars requires no exces-

sive bumping. Behind tbe coupling point other springs

engage as the travel is increased, until, to absorb the final

shocks, all the springs and friction elements come into serv-

ice. The friction elements, while increasing the protection

or blow-absorbing capacity of buffing shocks, reduce the-

recoil or surging so as to make an easy riding train.

The type D buffer is designed for roads not demanding

the high capacity friction buffer, but desiring a spring buffer

of sufficient capacity and travel to absorb the less severe

shocks of the extremely heavy cars. This spring buffer ii

so arranged as to couple with the least resistance, the heavier

springs coming into play after the coupling is made. Both

types F and D are designed for application to I-beams, taj

built-up structural underframes or to cast steel platforms.

The type A buffer is the usual Standard Steel platform and]

buffer railways. Its resistance is less than either F or Dj
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but for the average passenger train service it is considered

sufficient.

COMBINED PLATFORMS AND DOUBLE BODY BOLSTER.

The accompanying illustration shows the Commonwealth
cast steel combination platform and double body bolster as

made by the Commonwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.

from checkered plate pressed in a U shape and flanged to

rivet to the roof sheets. This construction gives transverse

and longitudinal strength and still allows for the torsion

required of the car in rounding curves and for irregular

track.

At each top corner of the ends is a specially designed

ventilator, to prevent condensation upon the roof and side

sheets, thereby keeping moisture off the lading and also

preventing corrosion.

Steel end doors, side doors, grain doors and hatches are

designed to meet the requirements of any service.

HIGH CAPACITY FREIGHT TRUCK.

Commonwealth Cast Steel Combination Platforms and
Double Body Bolsters.

These castings bear the weight of the car body and form its

foundation, providing a substantial resistance at the ends of

the cars. Car construction is somewhat simplified by their

use, and the many parts that must be kept on hand for re-

pairing the built-up platforms are eliminated.

BETTENDORF ALL STEEL BOX CAR.

The Bettendorf all steel box car, made by the Bettendorf

Axle Company, Davenport, Iowa, has an underframe of the

regular Bettendorf type, is designed to carry the entire load

and is similar to the underframe described in a previous

issue.

The sides and ends, as well will be seen from the accom-

panying illustration, are made of panels flanged inwardly

The truck exhibited by the American Steel Foundries,

Chicago, for freight equipment of 70 or 75 tons capacity is

of the company's usual construction and is used on a number
of railways. The parts of the truck manufactured by this

company are: Andrews cast steel side frames, Davis cast

steel wheels, cast steel bolster, Ajax brake beams and sim-

plex bolster springs. The total weight of the truck is only

8,600 lbs., making what is claimed to be a lighter and
stronger truck than would be possible with any other type

of construction, for the following reasons: On account of

the strength of the metal used in the manufacture of the

Davis cast steel wheels it has been possible to reduce their

weight to about 600 lbs. each. If it were possible to make
a cast-iron wheel which would be suitable for a truck of this

capacity such wheels would weigh not less than 850 or 900

lbs. each, and rolled steel or steel tired wheels would weigh

even more. In the use of the Davis wheels, therefore, a

reduction in weight of 1,000 lbs. per truck or 2,000 lbs. per

car is obtained. The Andrews side frames weigh 500 lbs.

each, or 1,000 lbs. per truck, making a saving of at least 250

lbs. per truck, or 500 lbs. per car, over any type of arch

bar construction which could be considered. The cast steel

bolster weighs about 1,000 lbs., the axles about 980 lbs. each

and the journal boxes about 125 lbs. each.

In this truck the two side frames are held rigidly at right

angles with the axles by a heavy channel spring plank which

is riveted to each frame with 10 rivets, making a total of 20

rivets per truck. The truck tests recently made at th«

Bettendorf All Steel Box Car.

and riveted together on the inside of the car, which pre-

vents corrosion at the rivets and facilitates the removal of

the panels in case of damage by wreck.

The eaves are made of special rolled shape, designed to

form a column along the upper edge of the sides and per-

mitting of inside riveting. The roof sheets run longitudinally

and are lapped over the eaves and each other. The run-

ning-board and ridge, which are in one piece, are made

Granite City plant of the American Steel Foundries, the

results of which have been published in the Railway Age

Gazette of March 24, page 691, and also in pamphlet form,

show the necessity for a rigid fastening between the two

side frames, to hold the truck square and prevent one side

frame from getting ahead of the other when the truck is

passing around curves. A loose truck or one with a spring

plank connection which permits the wheels on one side to
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get ahi-ad of llic others, allows the truck to become sktvvtd

in passing arouiul curves, and it runs in this condition for

a considerable length of time after the truck gets on a

tangent. This causes the wheels on the outer side of the

curve to grind against the rail, increasing the resistance of

the truck and decreasing by a corresponding amount the

hauling capacity of the motive power. Reduced to pounds

Gages for Measuring Loose Truck Variation on Curves.

per ton, the Granite City tests showed a resistance of 38.33

lbs. on a 22 deg. curve for a loose truck, while for a square

truck it was only 24.68 lbs., a difference in favor of the

square truck of 13.65 lbs., or 35.6 per cent.

To push a loose truck around a 22 deg. curve required

the combined efforts of from 5 to 7 men, while to push a

square truck around the same curve on'y two men were re-

quired. A loose truck when it gets into a skewed condition

disarranges the position of the wedges and brasses, causing

frequent breaking of the lugs of the brass. In order to

determine quickly and accurately just how far any given

truck will get out of square, a gage for measuring the

distance has been designed, similar to the one shown in

the accomi)anying illustration. The part of the gage with

the long arm shown lying across the rails has a clamp with

set screws at the far end which is securely fastened to the

under side of the truck frame or tie bar as near the center

as possible. The other end of the arm carries a lead pencil

which is held in place by rubber bands. On the opposite

side frame or tie bar of the truck, the part of the gage lying

alongside of the first rail is securely clamped by set screws,

and, as will be noted, two points of attachment are provided,

holding the part absolutely rigid. This part consists only

of a smooth piece of pine board on the top of which is

tacked a piece of drawing paper or tracing cloth. After the

parts of the gage are in position and the truck put into

motion, any movement of one side frame ahead of the other

is indicated by the line which is made on the drawing paper

by the pencil carried by the long arm of the gage, the

length of the line indicating the amount the truck went out

of square. In practice one gage is attached to each truck

under a car so that a record of the movements of the frames

on each truck is obtained at the same time. The American

Steel Foundries has one of these gages in its exhibit booth.

IVlcCONWAY STEEL TIRED WHEEL.

The McConway wheel is on exhibition by the McConway
& Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., in spaces 617, 619 and

621. This wheel is of the built-up type, having a cast steel

center, a cast iron hub and a rolled steel tire. The illustra-

tion shows the wheel in various stages of manufacture from

the centering of the tire to the completed wheel. The only

machine work necessary in making the wheel is such rough

turning as may be necessary to true up the tire and a small

amount of rough turning and grinding on the wheel centers.

There are no bolts or rivets and the tire is neither fused

nor shrunk on. The claims for this tire are that it cannot

come off by reason of any amount of expansion, will not

turn on the wheel center, and when the original tire is worn

out it can be removed and a new one applied, the salvage in

the scrap value of the old tire being enough to pay for the

cost of removal of the wheel, the application of the new
tire and the replacing of the wheel on the axle.

fl

Tire Center and hub assembled; the ixext operation is the casting of locking wedges into the space shown between the tire and rim of the w
center. To perform this operation, the wheel is laid flat and the moulten iron is poured through annular opening on the side.

Locking wedles shozvn in the first position, the temporary spacing wedges not being removed.
u . h t .* ^,-,f._V r^^tnrt nnA

Temporary spa<^ing zvedges removed and the locking wedges driven heme, the points of wedges being about—but not quite—in contact, and

final spaces left between large ends of the wedges.
, , , , ,• , •.;.-,. «„^„. „f ,u. *,Vz. m a.,.

Sprags in place and the final closers cast, showing the projecting ends of the sprcgs which engage in the inner flange of the tire to pie

the tire revolving' on the w-lieel center.

Completed wheel.

heel
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DROBABLY the most important act of the M. C. B.
*• convention this year was the vote instructing the com-
mittee on couplers and draft equipment to design a single

standard M. C. B. coupler. The discussion on the report

of this committee, which led up to this vote, was also of

far-reaching importance, and disclosed a condition in coupler

practice which is not creditable to the railways that are

buying couplers not in accord with the M. C. B. specifica-

tions. It was also made clearly evident that the present

conditions, which provide only standard coupler lines and

permit a variety of knucklers and locks, have become so

burdensome as to be intolerable. The present standard

dimensions for couplers are not adequate for the severe

service of hump yards and Mallet locomotives, and it is

necessary to make radical changes in order to increase the

strength of the coupler. It is also necessary to increase the

length of the coupler head or the shank in order to comply
with the United States safety appliance standards for end
ladder clearance. The discussion showed that a majority of

the speakers awere in favor of making the increase in the

head, as this offered opportunity for improving the locking

device and strengthening the head, though it does produce

a heavy overhang on the carry-iron. The severe conditions

of modern freight service, as well as the federal regulations,

have thus brought about this important action of the asso-

ciation, which will lead to the adoption of its own standard
coupler, and it is not too soon to begin work on the new
design which will be required by law five years hence. The
weakness in the present coupler head in not meeting severe

freight requirements is one which will be difficult to over-

come if the coupler is not protected by buffers, and the

more economical design must have some reference to this

protection. The use of buffers in connection with couplers

should, therefore, be one of the requirements for cars in the

ore and coal traffic. This convention must be regarded as

truly an eventful one, when the importance of the action

on couplers is fully realized.

TTERE is an interesting exemplification in the supplementary
•*• * report on refrigerator cars of the difference between or-

dering a thing done and doing it. The committee was directed

to produce a non-freezing drip that would be applicable to re-

frigerator cars. After a year's effort it came before the con-

vention and announced its belief that a compliance with the

order is a mechanical impossibility. The frankness of the

admission should carry due weight and turn attention in other

directions. Meanwhile, it forms a precedent for dealing with

other snarls that the railways would like to have untangled.

'HPHE report on safety appliances was merely a statement of
' conditions that have developed during the past year. The
discussion hinged on the details of the application of the an-

nouncement on the car, as to whether it complies fully or in

part with the standards prescribed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. It is gratifying to note that the Master Car
Builders' Association acted along the same lines as to safety

appliance regulations as did the Master Mechanics' Association

last week as to the boiler inspection law. It accepted without

qualification the agreement made by the railway committee

with the Commission's inspectors, that the lettering, or badge

plate, should state that the car was equipped in accordance with

the "U. S. Safety Appliances." It was pointed out that if the

whole were to be abbreviated to "U. S. S. A" it would occupy

less space and be just as intelligible to an inspector. But that

was not what was agreed upon, and until the proposed or any

other modification of the wording has been accepted at Wash-
ington the association felt that it would not be justified in

indorsing any modification whatever. The regulation as it

stands is a gentlemen's agreement. No penalty attaches to dis-

regarding it. But if it should be disregarded, it is quite pos-

sible that the government might tighten tlie screws on the

railways. It remains for the individual roads to act in harmony

with the stand the association has taken. For the good of the

railways it is necessary, not only that the law should be obeyed,

but that agreements like that regarding the badge plate should

be carried out to the letter.

TWO important details connected with air brake equipment

the hose coupling and its gasket, are treated in con-

siderable detail in the report of the committee on train

brake and signal equipment. It fortunately reaches the point

where it is able to recommend a standard air brake hose

coupling which was fist proposed in 1909. and a standard
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gasket (or these couplings, which will injure griatcr pro
tection against leaking and lessen the damage to hose when
pulled apart than is now possible. The coupler gaskets supplied

by the two air brake companies arc not alike, and tho>e

bought in the open market have such a variation in their

dimensions gthat when a large nunihor were inspected by

gages less than 10 per cent, of them were found to be fit

for service. This is a condition which is responsible for a

large amount of train line leakage; it has continued too long
and should be speedily corrected by the adoption of tlu

standard hose coupler and gasket, which are now recom
mended. We have used the term "gasket" in preference
to "packing ring," as printed in the report, as that seems to

more correctly define the "rubber ring in question." Pack-
ing rings are usually associated with a moving piston or

plunger, while the rings of copper, rubber or other plastic mate-
rial which serve to make a tight joint in two abutting surfaces

are usuaH^ termed "gaskets." It is suggested, therefore,

in the further consideration of this new standard, that

"gasket" be used in iirefcrcncc to "lacking ring."

HE committee on car wheels came very close to giving

the cast iron wheel a rub equalling that of President

Curtis in his address to which allusion was made yesterday.

It calmly assumed that the steel wheel was the wheel to be
considered. Of course, in strict literalness, this is perhaps
straining a point. There was a communication from the

wheel makers urging modifications, principally in the direc-

tion of greater weight for the cast iron wheel, and in the

report there are recommendations that belong to the manu-
facture of the wheel but the interest seems to center about
the steel wheel. The paragraphs at the end of the report
were brief, but the discussion hinged on them, and the com-
mittee was called upon to explain why it favored a 33-in. steel

wheel instead of one of a larger diameter whose mean size

should be 33 in. The discussion on the strength of the wheel.
that has been so notable for the past few years was entirely

lacking, and there seemed to be a tacit though unexpressed
agreement that the steel wheel is to be used on high capacity
cars. It is a revolution in sentiment that has taken but a

short time to accomplish, and is probably due to causes
already indicated in these columns coupled with the drop in

the price of the new product.

the baseball story and wiio is now connected with (he Kailii'ay

^Ige Gazette's advertising coi)y service, also was formerly con-

nected with daily newspapers, and a fourth staff man is an
expert amateur pliotograi)her. Past experience has led us to the

conclusion that there isn't anything journalistic under the sun
that our boys will not merely tackle, but achieve, from dissect-

ing a Mallet or covering a prize fight to describing a lady's

gown or giving the railway managers all the details of how to

run their business !

"T^HE way in which the story of Saturday's baseball game
*• was handled in The Daily of June 19 having elicited many
compliments and also numerous expressions of surprise that a

technical paper could cover such an event in such a way, has

moved us to tell our readers that the entire job, except the

making of detailed memoranda of the moves of the players—
for which our thanks are due to the official score card keepers

—

the taking of part of the photographs and the purely mechanical

work of engraving and printing—and even a portion of the

latter—was done by members of our own staff. The story and
the captions on the cuts were written, all the photographs ex-

cepting the six largest, were taken, the drawing on the cartoon

pictures was done, and the engraving of the cuts and making up
of the matter in the pages was directly supervised by men regu-

larly connected with this paper ; and even the type and cuts were
put into the forms by the make-up man who does this work on

the weekly edition of the Railway Age Gazette in New York,

and who was brought down to the Philadelphia printing plant

where The Daily is being turned out for the purpose of making
it up. However surprising it may seem, there really is nothing

surprising at all in the fact that our staff can turn so easily

from getting out a technical paper to getting out a baseball

edition. Its flexibility is due to the varied experience of its

members. For example, two of them had years of experience

in the editorial departments of metropolitan newspapers in

Kansas City and Chicago; the artist who did the sketching for

LEAKAGE OF AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENT.
AT the last convention of the Air I5rakc Associati(jn the

*-*• most of one day's session was occupied with a paper and
discussion on the leakage of air brake cylinders and various

methods for preventing it, and while it was suggested that

the subject should be further investigated by a committee which

would consider the various improvements which had been sug-

gested by manufacturers and bring the subject before the

M. C. B. Association, no definite action was taken, and an

opportunity was lost for the performance of an important

work.

Exact measurement is always helpful in showing the extent

of any defect and in developing improvements. Air brake

cylinder leakage has been regarded as a defect inherent in the

brake system, but it was not until the use of an air gage was
made a part of brake inspection equipment that the full extent

of it was realized and more serious measures taken to correct it.

Now it is found necessary to obtain better material for the

leather packing of the brake cylinder, to improve the design of

the expander ring, to give more attention to uniform lubrica ion

of the whole circumference of the cylinder and to be careful

to use a lubricant which does not contain corrosive acids which

destroy the leather.

In the light of present knowledge it is pardonable to criticise

and doubt the results of air brake tests which were made with-

out knowing the condition of the brake cylinder packing or the

extent of the leakage, for this must have had an important ef-

fect on the brake power developed and its gradual reduction

throughout the stop. The brake cylinders on locomotives are

located in a warm place where the packing is liable to dry

out rapidly and when the engine is over a clinker pit the radia-

tion from red hot coal must so heat the cylinder as to make it

dry out both the leather and lubricant. It is a question whether

brake cylinders so located should not be provided with metallic

packing rings which would not be so seriously effected by m-
lense heat.

Other causes of leakage which have been too long neglected

are the various forms and qualities of the hose coupling gas-

kets. The shapes of these rubber gaskets as used by the two

principal brake companies are not alike and they are used in-

discriminately; as that of one company does not exactly fit the

coupler of the other company there is some leakage due to this

lack of a perfect joint. The gaskets are sometimes made of

cheap material which hardens or easily becomes distorted, and

again the joint is defective. Some canting of .the hose coupler

is due to the freezing of porous hose which become soaked

with water and which, when frozen, is so stiff that the couplers

are slightly drawn apart. This causes leaks at the gaskets.

The inspection of air brake hose under pressure by covering

it with soapy water is a ready means for detecting spongy hose

and should be more generally used. The M. C. B. committee

on air brake equipment in its report this year has made some

recommendations looking toward the adoption of a standard

form and dimensions for air brake hose gaskets, with specifica-

tions and tests for the material.

In the design of the new Westinghouse control valve it was

found necessary to make special provisions against leakage, as

slight vents in this delicate mechanism interfere with its proper

functions. The air pump itself is required to supply such a large

volume of air that any leakage in its packing or valves renders
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it less efficient, and when it is required to keep reservoirs on
a 10-car train having total contents of 150,000 cti. in. charged to

standard pressure, any leakage in the pump will increase the

lime of charging and cause unnecessary wear in maintaining

ilie pressure. The late improvements in the air-brake equipment

liave fortunately been such that a smaller volume of air is re-

quired for the application of a given brake power, but the in-

creased demand for more brake power, due to the increased

weight and speed of trains, makes it necessary to guard care-

fully against leakage in every part of the equipment. This is .»

feature which is now receiving unusual attention and it will

repay the most careful investigation.

TO-DAY'S PROGRAM.

M. C. B. ASSOCIATION.

Discussion of Reports on

:

Rules of Interchange 10:00 A.M.
Prices for Labor and Materials

for Steel Cars.

Consolidation of Master Car

r>uilders' and Master Mechanics'

Associations.

Springs for Freight Car Trucks. 10:30 A.M. to II :00 A.M.
Lumber Specifications I1:00A. M. to 11:15 A.M.
Train Lighting and Equipment.. 11:15A.M. to 11:45A.M.
Train Pipe Connections for

Steam Heat 1 1 :45 A. M. to 12 :00 M.

Unfinished business; Reports of

Committees on Correspond-

ence, Resolutions, and such

other committees as may be

named during the convention.... 12:00M. to 12:15P.M.

Election of Ofificers 12:15 P.M. to 1:30 P.M.
Adjournment.

FOUND.

Masonic pin, Shriner. Prove ownership at the office of Sec-

retary Conway

NEW PURCHASING AGENT ON THE TEXAS & PACIFIC.

The appointment of C. Ludolph as purchasing agent of

the Texas & Pacific is announced in a circular issued by

T. J. Freeman, first vice-president.

SUPPLY MANUFACTURERS' COMMITTEES.

C.

H.

President StafTord, of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'

Association, has announced the following appointments of

officers and committees for the conventions of 1912:

Treasurer—Herbert I. Lord (re-elected).

Secretary—John D. Conway (re-elected).

Finance committee—Charles P. Storrs (chairman), A
Ashton and George N. Riley.

Exhibits committee^. Will Johnson (chairman), E.

\\'alker, John R. Blakeslee and Frank J. Lanahan.

Badge committee—E. H. Walker (chairman), Samuel Allen

and Lucien C. Brown.

Entertainment committee— Philip J. Mitchell, chairman.

(Mr. Mitchell will name the members of the committee at

some future tirhe.)

Enrollment committee—Oscar F. Ostby, chairman. (Mr.

Ostby will name his committee later.)

Transportation committee—George S. Stuart, chairman.

(The makeup of the committee will be prepared later by
Mr. Stuart )

^roceei^in^!^.

President Curtis called the second session of the Master Car
Builders' .\ssociation to order at 9.40 Tuesday morning.

RULES FOR LOADING MATERIAL.

The committee has no recomiiTcndations for changes ui the

present rules for loading material, except to correct some
errors, for the most part typographical, that were made in the
last issue of the ru.es. This conclusion has been reached as
the result of the few changes that have been suggested during
the current year, and more especially in order to give every
one handling the rules more time and better opportunity to

make up their niind^ what changes are rcallv ncces'-nrv.

It was a mistake allowing Rule 26 to go into the 1910 issue

of the rules m its iiiodiiica lorin. lijc ru.e sMuuld read:
"The cars must be jacked apart by placing one jack on

each side of the coupler, separating the cars until the couplers
are pulled out to the fullest extent, inserting hardwood or
metal blocks (latter preferred) to comp'etely fill the space
between the horns of coupler and end of sill, and coupler

A. Kearney.

Chairman, Committee on Rules for

Loading Materials.

release-rod chain disconnected, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.'

We have been asked to consider the rules governing the
loading of rolled material of small sectional area, Rules 98
to 103, inclusive. The suggestion has been made that there
S'cems to be the nccessitv for distinction in the use of center
binders on loads of flexible material, pointing out those loads
requiring center binders and those which do not. In fact,

it has been intimated that it mip'ht be more advisable to

confine the use of center binders only to the loading of small
angles, channels and I-beams, and possibly setting a limit

for sizes of this material which would require center binders.
It is the opinion of the committee that, for the coming year,
definitely specifying the application of center binders to
flexible loads is a question on which its experience is too
limited to distinguish, and for that reason the rules govern-
ing the handling of this material remain unchanged in this

respect. The members of this association are earnestly re-

quested to advise the committee during the coming year
what, based upon their experience, they would recommend
for limits of size and shape of parts for twin or trip'e load.-

of flexible material which would require center bir.ders. -

It has been suggested that possibly Rule 121, governing
the loading of cybrdr'ca! boiler cKells and tan'-';, hp ^itudied

with a view of reducing the height of side blocking to a
minimum consistent witli safety. To do this would recpiire

more information than the committee's experience and advicf
from the various roads at the present time afford; therefore,
the rule will remain unchanged for the present, and any
modification wi'l depend upon such advice and experience in

handling that the various roads may submit.
-Attention is called to the correction of several typograph-
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ical errors in tlic last issue of the rules. They appeared
principally in tlie rules for handling pipe, eliielly with respect
to ihf llhl^lrallon^ >luiwiiijj a greater number ot ^trands of
wire biU(ler> than i> called for by the last revision.

The elianj4e> art* as Kllows:
1. The lii>i thrve lines of Rule 112, page 97, should read:

"There >honld be not ie>s than three pa.rs of stakes lo each
pile when ih^e material is 20 ft. or less in length."

2. The ne.vt lo la.-^t paragranh in Rule 112. page 97. begm-
ning. "Intel mediate wiring need not be used—." Change
2 ft. to 3 ft., making the paragraph read: "Internieiliaie
wiring need not be u>ed when load is less than 3 ft. above
car sides."

3. The title above I'ig. 59, in plan, page 101, should read:
"Loading one length nl all pipe or tubing 12 in. or less in

diamel'er in gondola ear.s— Rule 112 shows whether three or
four pairs of stakes should be used

"

4. The clause Ix'tween the plan and elevation views of
Fig. 59. page 101. should read: "Six strands or three wrap-
pings of wire, good 'A in. in diameter."

5. The clause between the plan and elevation views of
Fig. 60. page 103. shou d read: "Six strands or three wrap-
pings of wire good Yn in. in diameter."

6. The clause above end view, Fig. 61, page 105. should
read: "Six strands or three wrappings of wire, good l/n in.

in diameter." .t

7. Change ten strands wire to .six strands wire, Figs.
57 and 58.

8. Cut 04it reference to Fig. 20 in note at bottom of Tig.

21, page 52. The inue would then read: "10 by 12 .n. mni-
mum for double loads when bearing-piece must be bolted
through floor and cleat, as shown in Fig. 22."

9. Last line nf Rule 109, reading, "paragrai)h 99." should
read, "i)aragraph 104."

It is reasonab'e to suppose that physical conditions and
requirements bring up problems locally which aie met by
excellent suggestions for chan.ges in the ru'es. Some may be
of minor imi)ortance. while again others are of consideral)le
moment. These oftentimes valuable remedies seldom reach
us, hence we are at a disadvantage, because the committee
less posted perhaps, in some local situatiims, is endeavoring
to make general and specific rules for the guidance of all

It is not reaping the benefit of the many good ideas arising
in hand'ing commodities under the local conditi<ms, which
knowledge would greatly tend to increase the efficiency of
the committee. The committee is endeavoring to bring
about a plan by which it can derive the benefit of the broader
experience, so that the rules will be still further increased in
their efficiency and integrity.

The report is signed bv:—A. Kearney (N. & W.). chair-
man; R. E. Smith (A. C. L.). Wm. Moir (M. & 1.), W. F.
Kiesel (Penn.) and L. H. Turner (P. & L. E.).

DISCUSSIONf ON RULE.S FOR LOADING MATKRIAL.

A. Kearney (chairman of committee): Outside of the few
errors or additions the committee have asked to be added to tl^e

rules, there would not have been very much to report this year.
It is asked, therefore, that the committee be allowed to make the
changes in the rules— 1 refer to the errors—and that the rule 121
be submitted to letter ballot. During the year we have had
correspondence with Mr. Arthur Hale of the American Railway
Association n reference to the apparent conflict between our
rule No. 6 and A. R. A. Rule 15. The committee has not felt
that it could consistently change the rule with the information
it has had, but after talking the matter, over w th Mr. Lucore
it is believed that the rule can be made hannonio''S. without
giving up or altering any pr nciple in either case. That matter
will come up this afternoon at the meeting of the arbitraton
committee and it can very readily be corrected.

J. J. Tatum ( B. & O): You will remember that last year
cons derable discussion occurred in connection with the metal
spacing blocks—under Rule 26, as it formerly read, it was
optioiinl whether we used metal or wood snac'ng blocks. This
year the report reads "inserting hardwood or metnl blocks Mat-
ter preferred)." etc. V\hv should the word "preferred" he
added there, cons'dering the action of the convention la<t vear.

I think that word is superfluous. I will further say in connec-
tion with the maner that if we allow that to rema n we will be
obliged at interchange nomts to eive defect crr's for metal
spacing blocks Tf we allow this mntter to remain as presented
by the committee, a road receiv'ng a car with metal snacing
blocks ma>' remove them and put wooden spacing: blocks in their

place. 1 think the matter should he definte and not l^ft onMoral.
In order to dispose of such condition as that, I move that we
have the rule as it formerly ws. that it he nptional whether we
use metnl or wooden snacing blocks. T think it is important
that 't should he left in that form, without a statement being
made that metal is preferable.

Mr. Kearney: I understand this simply erases the word
"preferable ?"

The Presdent: Yes.
Mr. Kearney: We had considerable trouble with that rule.

Some three years ago I thought a metal block would prevail,
hut we found later on that it was not satisfactory and that we
would have to allow the wooden h'ock. However, it was thought
by the committee that the metal block was preferable, hence
it was put in that shape. Ii is entirely satisfactory to the com-
m ttee if the convention wishes to erase the word "preferable"
and allow either; but the majority of the roads prefer metal
blocks.

F. F. Gaines (Cent, of Ga.) : I th'nk, gentlemen, that the
question whether you are going to use metal blocks or wooden
blocks is entirely one of locality and a question of loading and
one that each road has got to thresh out for itself. Roads that
are running in a territory where iron and steel is abundant,
prefer to use metal blocks, hut if you have a branch line in a
sawmill terr'tory. where metal splicing block could not be ob-
tained, why. it would be necess'iry to use wood. I think there
has been some misunderstandine about the use of the word
"preferable" In some cases it has been taken to imply that a
defect card should he put on whenever you use a metal block or
a wooden block. I think we better just simply say "wood or
iron."

(Members called for the previous question.)
Mr Tatum's motion was carried.

C A. Seley: 1 move that Rule 121 go to letter ballot.

The motion was carried.

COUPLER AND DRAFT EQUIPMENT.

The standing committee on coupler and draft equipment
submits the following report for the year 1911:

Eiid-laddcr Clearance:—Numerous inquiries were received

from the members relative to the question of redesigning the
M. C. B. Standard coupler to provide the necessary end-

4

R. N. Durborow.

Chairman, Conuiiiitee on Coupler and .

Draft Equipment.

ladder clearance on existing freight-equipment cars to com-
ply with the United States safety appliance standards. The
committee has considered this question in its different phases

and calls attention to the fact that the association is con-

fronted with a serious problem in the resultant effects, both

to the railway companies and the manufacturers, unless a

proper solution of the matter is made at this convention. It

is believed that the most satisfactory way of meeting the con-

ditions imposed is to adojn one, or not more than two. tem-

porary standard automatic coujders, so as to provide for the

necessary end clearance as affecting present freight-equipment

cars.

This proposed new coupler could be designed by lengthen-

ing the shank or by increasing the length of the head between
the coupler horn and pulling face of knuckle: either of which
would probably introduce conditions contributory to bending
of shanks and breaking or buckling of center and end sills,

due to the increased length of lever arm. The idea of gaining

the required space by lengthening the shank should be dis-
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couraged, as it involves changes in the end construction of the

car and a greater liability of bent coupler shanks, and the

committee believes that the clearance required should be

gained by changing the present standard distance between

inside face of knuckle and striking horn of coupler.

It is desired that in thus providing for what may be termed

an emergency condition that the coupler and draft committee

by no means intends to deviate from any fruitful results ob-

tained by the association in the past years, but rather to per-

mit the introduction of this proposed coupler to meet what is

nothing more than a temporary need. It should be kept

clearly in mind that this emergency coupler is not to be

placed an any new equipment, but is merely an expedient to

meet a required condition. Tliis change in coupler head would
increase the number of M. C. B. standard couplers. In order

that the number of standards may be kept to a minimum, the

members should advise the committee promptly the amount
of increase in length of coupler necessary and the number of

cars requiring this increase. When these replies are received

it will enable the committee to decide whether it will be neces-

sary to care for more than one additional temporary coupler.

It should be borne in mind that it will be necessary to carry

these emergency couplers in stock at all repair points, so as

to maintain the proper end clearance when making repairs.

Reinforcement of Key Slot

:

—By referring to Sheet 23, M.
C. B. proceedings of 1910, it will be seen that the dimension
for the thickness of the reinforcement of the key slot on the

5-in. by 7-in. coupler is 1^-in., and on the 5-in. by 5-in. it is

IJ^-in. Various manufacturers have brought this question to

the attention of the committee, also the fact that there is a

tendency for shrinkage cracks, which weaken the wall of the

coupler shank at the point of the present V-shaped reinforce-

ment. This has been investigated, and the committee recom-
mends that the thickness of the reinforcement on the 5-in. by
5-in. coupler shank be made 1^-in., and that the reinforce-

ment on both the 5-in. by 5-in. and 5-in. by 7-in. couplers be
changed in design to conform with these recommendations.
Attention has been directed to the comparatively short life of

the contained parts within the coupler head, because of early

failure under service conditions. The M. C. B. specifications

for automatic couplers state: "The couplers furnished under
this specification must be made of steel, etc." The breakage
failures above mentioned were found to be due, apparently, to
material other than steel having been used for the parts within
the head.
The evident intent at the time of formulating the above

specifications was clearly to consider the contained parts
within the head as included in the word "Coupler." Results
from present practice leads the committee to think that the
use of any other material than steel for these parts is undesir-
able, and it is suggested that the first paragraph under speci-
fications for M. C. B. automatic couplers, as given on page
728, 1910 proceedings, have this sentence added, viz.: "The
word 'Couplers,' as here used, includes the bar itself and the
contained parts within the head, such as locks, knuckle
throws, etc."

Drop-test Machine

:

—Difficulty has been experienced when
making face tests of couplers, due to the bending and break-
ing of the set-screws used for holding the coupler in place.
The set-screws also become so tightly wedged in the base
block that it becomes necessary to drill them out. In view of
the above conditions, it is suggested that the use of set-
screws be abolished and the filter blocks and wedges to used
for holding the coupler in place when making such tests.
This vyill necessitate recessing the base block. The committee
has tried out this arrangement and finds it to be an improve-
ment over the set-screws.
Purchase of Couplers:—At various times the attention of the

committee has been called to the fact that the M. C. B. speci-
fications have only been complied with in varying degrees on
the part of the manufacturer, and likewise there has been con-
siderable latitude allowed by some of the railways in the mat-
ter of their insistence that couplers purchased should meet the
prescribed M. C. B. specifications. Accordingly a circular
letter was sent to the members of the association, embodying
the questions given below:

1. Do you purchase couplers in accordance with the M. C.
B. specifications?

2. Do you have your own specifications, and if so, what
are they?

3. Do you purchase couplers without specifications?
4. If you are not using the M. C. B. specifications, will you

kindlv give your reasons?
5. Have you any changes to suggest in the M. C. B. speci-

fications for automatic couplers?
Replies to the above questions were received from A2 mil-

ways, and of this number 36 replied affirmativelv \o question
No. 1. From the replies of the other seven railways it was

noted that some purchasers do not require the face test, others
rtly eniirely upon the manul'acturers integrity and some pur-
chase in such small quantities that apparently the M. C. B.
specifications are not insisted upon.

In replying to question No. 2, il railways advised that they
adhere to tht- M. C. B. requirements, while 8 railways stated
that they purchased couplers according to their own specifi-
cations, which in most cases were practically the same as the
M. C. B. requirements.
Question No. 3. Forty railways answered negatively, and

three slated that they purchased couplers without specifica-
tions.

Question No. 4 was replied to by five railways, stating that
they did not use the M. C. B. specifications, claiming that their
own were better.

Question No. 5 brought out the following suj^gestions:
1. That all manufacturers provide themselves with proper

testing apparatus.
The committee would advise that this is covered by the

present coupler specifications.

2. That the key slot be made lY^-'in. wide so as to permit
the use of a \y4-'\n. key.
The committee does not' approve this suggestion.
3. That an S'^^-in. butt end be made standard.
That an 8^-in. butt end be made standard.
This was rejected by letter ballot in 1910. and in the opinion

of the committee it is undesirable to increase the number of
standards.

4. That the face test either be properly enforced or that it

be replaced by the guard-arm test previously used.
The committee is satisfied that the introduction of the face

test has largely reduced the face breakage which was experi-
enced in the past. Some criticism has been made relative to
the severity of the present face test, and it is the intention to
conduct another series of tests during the coming year to
ascertain whether any modifications are necessary. The com-
mittee does not approve of the replacement of the face test
by the guard-arm test.

5. That paragraph 7 be changed so as not to require serial
numbers of manufacturer on draw bar.
The committee does not approve this suggestion.
6. That knuckle pins must bear a manufacturer's mark.
TTie comrnittee approves this suggestion, and recommends

that its identification mark be niaced on head of pins.
7. That dimension at bottom of coupler shank (Sheet 23)

reading "12-in. no projection here," be increased %-in. for-
ward toward head of coupler so as to increase shank clearance
at carrier iron.

The committee approves this suggestion.
8. That a paragraph coverin? the bottom operating coupler

be incorporated into the specifications.
The committee does not approve this suggestion, as it is

inadvisable to increase the number of standards.
9. That the knuckle pin be increased from 1^-in. to 1^-

in. in diameter.
The committee does not approve this suggestion as this can

not be done without v' eakenine the knuckle lu'^s of the hf^ad.
10. That the 8|^-in. dimens'on from inside face of knuckle

to striking horn of coupler, as shown on Sheet 23, be changed
to 9j4 in. as indicated bv note.
The committee docs not approve of this suggestion, as the

9'/-in. dimension is for new types of couplers introduced after
January 1. 1909.

11. That the severity of the pulling test be increased.
The committee believes that this test can be safely increased,

and will conduct tests to determine to what extent the present
requirements should be increased.

12. That it is desirable to purchase knuckle pins according
to chemical specifications.

The committee does not approve this suggest'on. The present
physical test largely determines the chemical composition of the
knuckle pins.

13. That a lug at coupler-yoke gib be made standard.
The committee docs not anprove this sugTestion.
14. That a minimum weight be established for couplers.
The committee does not approve this suggestion, as' they

are not in a position to set nnv definite fitnires.

15. That a dstance be given from center line of coupler
to center of knuckle-pivot pin
The committee will take this recommendation under ad-

visement. At present this is taken care of. to a certain ex-
tent, bv the contour lines of the ooiMih-r.

16. That the line shown for the minimum distance knuckle
should open shorld be properlv Incnterl.
The coiiTmiffee wo-Id refer the meiib^r to Sheet M. C.

B. 23. whch no\v takes care of the nojnt rni<;efl

As outlined in the report of the nrevio"s yenr. it was the
intention of the committee to conduct the draft-gear test^
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and make rei)orl Id the 1911 CDiiveiUion. It is rcKirttcd,
however, that the hiiildinn of a test machine, as pro])osed,
was prohibited by the lar^e expense involved, and tlie com-
mittee can, at this time, do no more than reiterate its pre-
vious position in tlie matter, vvilli llie idea of carrying on
the proposed tests as soon as (lie projxr Icstiii;^ a])paratns
can lie procnred.

SUMMAKY.

A ^imimary of the recommendations which ilic committee
offers to he submitted to letter ballot, to be adopted either
as standards or recommended practice, is as follows:
Standards:— 1. That the key-slol reinforcement for tlie

S-\i\ bv 5-in. coupler be made \H in. in thickness, as shnvn
on Sh-cet A, and that the V-shapcd reinforcement on both
the 5-in. bv 5-in. ;md 5-iii by 7-in. coupler be changed m
design, as shown on Sheet A.

2. That the specil'icatiou for M. C. B. automatic couplers,
as given on page 728, 1910 Proceedings, have the following
sentence added after the words "Must not be painted," in

the fourth sent-ence from top of oage, "The word couplers
as here used includes the bar itself and the contained parts
within *''e head, such as locks, knuckle throws, etc."

3. That knuckle pins must bear a manufacturer's mark
on head of pin.

4. That dimension at bottom of coupler shank, Sheet 23,

reading "12 in., no projection here," be increased J/^ in. for-

ward toward h-ead of coupler.
Recommended Practice:—Tliat the use of set-screws,

shown on Sljeet J, 1909 Coupler Report, for holding the
coupler in place when making drop test, be abolished; thai

tiller blocks and wedges, shown on Sheets B and E, be used
instead of the set-screws, and that the base block, shown on
-Sheet /, 1909 coupler report, be changed to conform to that
shown on Sheet C.
The repor is signed by:—R. N. Durborow fPenn.). chair-

man; G. W. Wildin (N. Y. N. H. & IL), F. W. Brazier
(N. Y. N. H. & H.), F. F. Gaines (C. of Ga.), F. H. Stark
(Pitts. Coal Co.). H. La Rue (C. R. L & P.) and H. L.

Trimyer (S. A. L.).

The report was read by Mr. Stark.

DISCUSSION ON COUPLER AND DRAFT EQUIPMKNT.

Mr. S*ark: I presume the question of the emergency coupler

will be of more interest than any other feature of the com-
mittee's report. The question as to whether the necessary

increase is to be accomplished by increasing the length of head
or by an increase -'n the length of shank is a question which
should provoke a free discussion. The overhang will be prac-

tically the same no matter whether it is accomplished in one
way or another, and also the effect on the center sills and longi-

tudinal sills. The tendency to shank failures would not be

increased by increasing the length of coupler shank except where
cars are equipped w'th very substantial buffer blocks, in which
case the car frame, of course, would absorb more or less of the

shocks and relieve the shank, but the buffer block is a rather

indefinite quant ty. In the near future it will be necessary to

consider the v.fhole proposition of coupler design and capacity.

It is a question whether we ought not at this time to take into

consideration the length of the coupler shank, as it is now the

coupler yoke in some cases comes in contact with the end sill

construction. To increase the shank and reinforce it in pro-

portion would give you more longitudinal travel. This would
enable the friction draft gear to dissipate the shocks to a great

degree in proportion to the increased travel. To make a radical

increase would, of course, increase the overhang which would
be detrimental.

There is one feature about increasing the shank, which is

important, and that is to make it possible to increase the con-

nection between the coupler yoke and the shank—whether that

is necessary or not, is a question for this body to determine. As
it is now the coupler shank is short and oftentimes you have to

cut away the end construction of the car to provide for the

longitudinal travel, and I believe that the question of length

of coupler should be considered not only in connection with the

emergency coupler but in connection with the coupler of the

future. This is a matter of vast importance, and I believe the

coupler committee would court suggestions and the only way in

which to work this out will be by making tests of couplers of

various designs, so far as reinforcing the head or the shank

is concerned.
F. F. Gaines (Cent, of Ga.) : As a member of the coupler

committee, I have affixed my signature to the report, but there

are one or two items in the report concerning which I am not

altogether in harmony with. In the first olace, the committee

turns down the recommendation that the 8'/4 in. butt be made
standard. Last year that failed to carry by only 12 votes, and

it looks to me as if it was too close a vote on which to turn

down such a recommendation, and that it should be again sub-

Tuittcd to letter ballot. The 8j/^ in. butt is used all over the
country. Kverybody must have them in order to make rei)airs,

and it should be made standard. In regard to the temporary
cdiipU-r, 1 have been looking at a coupler recently on exhibition
here having 11^4 in. between the face (jf the knuckle and the
striking point, and it is not a l)ad looking coui)k'r. The over-
Ii.-mg does not look anywhere near what you might th'nk it is.

It gives more room for the lock, for increasing tlie strength of
the walls, and backs up the guard arm in better sha|)e than Mic
9;/. in. head. I would like to suggest, for the earnest considera-
tion of this association, not making a temi)orary coupler with
say a 2 in. increase of the head, but making a |)ermanent coupler,
so that there w'll be only one coupler. I do not believe that we
are going to make any mistake in increasing that head.

V. VV. r.razier (N. Y. C. & II. R.) : As a member of the
coupler committee I signed the report in order to bring it before
the association. But referring back to th's report I would say:
It is to be regretted that conditions have ar'sen so that there
is any question relative to the necessity of having a different
length coupler. For one I would be opposed to having more
than two lengths of coui)lers. In the report you will note it is

to be called a temporary standard coupler, and is not to be used
in any new equipment. In other words, new equipment will be
bu'lt so as to conform to the United States Safety Appliance
Standard.s, using our present standa'-d coupler. I feel that
unless this association takes a decided stand the different roads
will write the coupler committee and there will be a large
number of recommendations as to different lengths of couplers.
We might as well decide at once that there should not be but
one additional length of temporary coupl ng.

In the convention of 1904 I suggested that a committee be
formed to report the desirability of having a coupler designed
standard .so that the knuckle locks and other parts of the coupler
would all be interchangeable. The coupler committee of 1905

recommended that a special committee be appointed to work in

connection with the coupler committee. In the convention of
1906, the committee on the composite design of coupler, of which
I was a member, made its report and great stress was then laid

on the fact that none of the manufacturers were willing to give
up their patent rights and surrender them to the association;

also it was the opin'on of the railway representatives of the

committee that it was not in accordance with business ethics to

ask the manufacturers to surrender their r'ghts without com-
pensation and the Master Car Builders' Association is not a

body which can properly acquire rights of this character and
sell them or give them to manufacturers, without rendering itself

liable to charges of unfair discrimination.

It was also agreed by the committee that if we only had three

or four kinds of couplers there would be less cause for com-
plaint than at the present time. This comm'ttee concluded its

report by commending that no couplers be purchased bv rail-

way companies unless they meet with the requirements of the

M. C. B. Assocation and recommendations of the standard
committee on tests of M. C. B. couplers and in this way the

elimination of all couplers which do not fulfill the requ'rements
would soon be affected. I am quoting the above to shovv the

feeling at that time. I feel the time is come, and the experience

that we have had with couplers is sufficient, so that we should

get down to one standard design of couplers. My reasons are as

follows:
We have to carry so many different parts of couplers in stock

to maintain the different kinds that_ it is great expense to the

companies, a serious delay to freight and on a loaded car

marked out for broken knuckle or knuckle lock of a counler not

standard to the line on which the fa'lure occurs it is necessary.

in order to make repairs, to remove the entire coupler and aonlv

a new one complete. This means the appl'cation of a coupler

not standard to the car. I find that the road I reoresent h^s in

the past few months been compelled to order a little over 10,000

knuckles of 39 different makes ; about 7,000 knuckle locks of 21

different makes: 246 knuckle lifters of different makes, and so

on with other minor parts of couolers.

In these days of economy when we are trying to keep our

stock low, you can readily see what it means to have so

many different kinds of couplers to maintain. Recently we
had a statement made showing the number of second-hand

freight couplers on hand that we were holding for repair to

be a total of 2,015: 1,547 we were holding for knuckles; 1.435

of the 2.015 for locks, and the balance for other minor parts.

This represented 26 different makes of couplers. From myj
viewpoint this is all uncalled for—the ra'lway companies rep-

resented in the association could have a special committee,

or the coupler committee meet with the coupler manufact-

urers, and, without doubt, a design of coupler could be agreedl

upon that would meet all the requirements. I feel nocitivef

about th's point, as I have taken it up with several of the!

prominent coupler manufacturers, and I am assured that theyj

woidd be willing to get together and settle this point.
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The second plan would be to have the coupler ccjmniittcc

given power to design a coupler that meets the requirements,

and that the association pay the necessary expense; then wc
would have a coupler with a kifuckle that would be inter-

changeab'e for all couplers, and reduce the cost of our stock
many thousand dollars a year, and also would save the delay
of trains. A coupler arrangement should be provided at the
same time, that would be operative either at the side or
bottom and stop the trouble we are having with the top
uncoupling arrangement. After 15 years of experience we
know that either bottom or side uncoupling arrangement can
be made absolutely satisfactory.

At the present time, when one of these numerous couplers,
which are not standard to our own lines breaks, wc either

have to set the car off, or possibly in some cases use an
emergency knuckle, and under the Safety Appliance Law no
two cars could be coupled together with them; neither could
we interchange this car with a foreign line with an emer-
gency knuckle in, s'mply because we have not a knuckle that
would fit the coupler. Now, what is the result? This car
goes to the repair track. The coupler is taken out. A coup-
ler is put in that we have in stock. Then, rather than to

throw away the foreign coupler, which was removed, we
order a knuckle and hold the coupler body until we get the

knuckle, which may be any time from 1 to 4 months. These
are facts, and occurrences of this kind are hapDcning every
day on our roads. It is time that this association should
wake up and take some action. T could give a great deal

more data on this subject. I have the facts and tigures w'th
me showing the expense this means to the railways through-
out the country as well as those I am representing.

I wish to repeat what I have said before, that there is nf)

reason why this one desitrn of coupler cannot be brought
about and be interchangeable the same as joui-nal bearings,

oil boxes and other parts of cars. I am toM that it wmII

stop competition. It may be very interesting to the members
of this association to know that to-day there is no competi-
tion in couplers. The coupler manufacturers have apparently
devised means whereby the couplers are all one price, so
the argument of comnetition is the same in either event. I

believe that we should g've this subject mo''e attent'on and
more discussion than ever before in view of the alleged in-

efficiency of railway methods to which so much publicity

has been given. I believe that a dutv rests directly on this

association now, and I certainly believe that this can be
brought about at the present time better than at any time in

the past.

J. F. Deems (N. Y. C. & H. R.) : I want to say just a few
words on this subject. First I desire to emphasize what Mr.
Gaines has sad in regard to making this coupler with new
dimensions standard instead of making it merely a temporary
coupler. I cannot see any reason why we should be jealous of
retaining the old standard dimension for the coupler. I fear

the assoc'ation has gotten into the habit of considering a dimen-
sion once established a sort of fetish and that it is well nigh

sacrilege to depart from it. We seemed to have thought that

for a great many years in regard to safety appliances, but we
have departed from it now. Of course, we know that it would
add something to the weight of the head, making it a little

more difficult to carry on the carry-iron, but as I understand it,

the gain tliat we will obtain in regard to strengthen'ng the

walls and giving a better opportunity for the locking device will

much more than compensate for that, and I do not see why we
are starting out now with th's coupler and calling it a tempo-
rary coupler, and thus introducing two kinds of couplers and
perpetuating them for years and years. It does seem to me, as

Mr. Gaines has stated, that we shou'd go to work at this coupler

with the utmost care and then it should be made the stahdard

coupler.

I also want to emphasize what Mr. Brazier has sad. It does

seem to me that the time has come when we should have a

Master Car Bui'ders' coupler, not a Master Car Builders' type

of coup'er. I have talked that at conventions and otherwise for

the last five or six years and I firmly believe that if we do not

do that, if we do not make a standard coupler, we will be

invited and compelled to make it. I know there is a great deal

of discussion going on now in regard to insist'ng upon roads

using one kind of coupler; and, as Mr. Brazier has said, in the

face of the severe crit'cism that the roads have been subjected

to on account of their lack of proper management and so forth

we cannot very easily defend such a rid'cu'ous situation as he

cited if we admit that the Master Car Builders' Association is

unable to design a coupler. If we can do that, why, let us do
it, and if we do it, let us use it.

I believe that th's subject of couplers is one that should be

taken in hand at once, and I cannot see any reason why it should

be doled along through three or four years before we come to

any lasting conclusion about it. We have ail used the M. C. B.

coupler in its various forms long enough to know pretty nearly
what is required, and 1 firmly bel eve we should take some
act.on to-day looking to an early solution of the question. It

may be that there are some members here who can advance
some good reason why this coui)ler should he made temporary

;

I think Mr. Seley is one of those who thinks it should be made
temporary, but 1 cannot see it that way; 1 cannot agree with
him. Then instead of a standard contour line, i think if this

association does not take some action about that at an early
date it will probably be requ.red to do so.

J. J. Hennessey (C. M. & St. P.) : 1 fully agree with the
gentleman who has last spoken on this subject. I believe we
have arrived at the time when we should have a standard
coupler. At the same time I believe we ought to raise a com-
mittee to meet with the coupler manufacturers, and say to the
coupler manufacturers that regardless of their so-called patents
—and there are very few of their patents to-day that are vali<l

on couplers—and say that one coupler must be designed, and
the different manufacturers should waive all qu-^sHons of patents
and get down to a fair manufacturing profit. That is practicall)
where it is to-day.

J. F. Walsh {C. & O.): It seems to me this discussion
this morning, with respect to couplers, is strongly opportune-.
As I remember the matter, the present M. C. B. type of
coupler, the contour, the knuckle, the general design of that
coupler was adopted a number of years ago when the bulk
of our cars were very much lighter in capacity than they
are to-day. About the time that type of coupler was adopted
it became fashionable to take off the buffer block, and wt
have been buffing with that unfortunately weak coupler,
until I know of one case where one car had 8 couplers in a
year. In connection with this matter of couplers, would it

not be well to arrange to adopt some form of coupler that
would constitute not only a coupler, but a sub'-tantial buff'ing

device in connection with the coupler. I think it would be
a good plan, as Mr. Deems said a moment ago, if we do not
go into this matter some one will go into it for us. The
M. C. B. Assoc'ation ought to endeavor to bring out some-
thing in the way of an M. C. B. type of draft rigging. The
draft rigging we have to-day provides the same strength for
pulling as it does for buffing, and we know that is wrong.

C. E. Fuller (U. P.): If I understand the committee's
report correctly they disapprove of cutting out the 8-)4-in.

coupler, and I would ask the chairman of the committee or
some other member of the committee, what their obiection is

to cutting out the 8^/i-in. and going to the 9^-in. coupler?
C. A. Schroyer (C. & N. W.): There are 39 couplers to-

day, and by putting in these different standards, you make 39
times 39 couplers.

Mr. Fuller : We are getting away from the 8^-in. coupler,

and yet the committee objects to cutting out that coupler
and going to the 9^-in. coupler, if I understand the report
correctly. I think we ought to get away from the 8^-in.
and go to the 9y^-\n. and thus reduce the number of stand-
ards.

S. M. Hindman (Penn.) : The reason the 8l4-in. coupler was
left there, is, that the 9^-in. dimension simnly takes care
of the couplers designed after January 1, 1909. You have
these two standard couplers in existence, and the 8^4-in.

coupler will be in existence until it is worn out and scrapped.
You must take care of them until that time.

Mr. Fuller: You do not have to manufacture any more
of them?

Mr. Hindman : No ; that specification says that all couplers

manufactured after January 1. 1909, must have 9J4 in- dimen-
sion.

Mr. Fuller: In reference to this discussion, it seems to

me that the question with th's association taking action on
matters pertaining to standards is not only a question of
getting down to a standard, but it is important from a com-
mercial point of view. I am afraid we have all been dis-

posed to try to keep too many things in existence. We have
had the M. C. B. coupler for a great many years, and it is

now further from a standard coupler than it ever was before,

and five years from now it will be still further from being
a standard coupler. I think Mr. Brazier's remarks are to

the point, and this is a question that this association should
take very careful note of. We cannot longer continue to

defend our position in regard to the M. C. B. coupler. If

we are worthy of being called the mechanical representa-
tives of the railways, we certainly should have sufficient

ability to get down to a standard. There does n'-'t seem to

be any more reason for having to carry 8, 10 or 20 different

kinds of knuckles for our couplers than there is for carrying
8. 10 or 20 different kinds of brasses. We have a standard
brass which will interchaivrc :in<l -rex into .nnv car and we
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should have the same thinp; for the coupler; and the sooner
wc take action the stronger will our association be, and 1

for pnc Iccl thai this association has got to get down to

rock ^otloni, and the nienibers uuist iorget a lot of their

personal opinions and adopt a standard i\l. C. B. coupler
after giving ihe niat.er full consideration—to consider the
matter ful.y and know we are riglit and then adopt some-
thing thai will be a credit to the association. 1 think we
should use whatever is the standard, 9j4 in. coupler on all

new cars, but the old cars arc going to be in operation for

a good many years to come, and we will probably have to

use the 6^4 in. coupler on those cars. You must remember
that even if we take action on this coupler question at this

time it will be live or si.\ years before we reap the benehts
of it. and ihe sooner we begin on the matter the better.

Mr. Schroyer: The thought that conies to my m nd in connec-
tion with this coupler quest on is this—that it is very much more
important to this association and to the railways of this coun-
try that we should have a coupler ;n which the same knuckle
would be operative. Now, the diiTerence between couplers is

in the difference in the shape of the knuckle and the knuckle
arm, and the difference ;n the locking and unlocking ap.jaratus
in the side of the head. All the patents which exist to-dav on
couplers are in connection with these details. If we could re-

qu re that a coupler be constructed in which the same knuckle
could be used, regardless of what the uncoupling attachments
may be, or the uncoupling or locking apparatus may be, we could
under our rules, jK they exist to-day, buy one style of coupler
for our own use. and under our rules we could put that style

of coupler into any car that came into our possess on in which
we had a broken coupler. Our greatest difficulty to-day in the
maintenance of couplers is in the knuckle, not in the coupler
heads thciiise'.ves, because we can soon work out a coupler head,
but the knuckle question is the difficult one, and we are requred
to carry in stock all the different kinds of knuckles that Mr.
Brazier referred to. We do not want to stand in the way of
progress in the way of a coupler, but I th nk we should say to
the inventor—you must invent a coupling in which a certain
kind of knuckle will be operat.ve, and your locking attachments
in the head must be operative from an upper or lower connecting
rod, and if we could secure these things 1 think the difficulty

would be reduced to a m nimum, and we would not be standing
in the way of progress in the development of coupler construc-
tion.

H. L. Trimyer (S. A. L.) : As a member of the coupler com-
mittee I wish to say that I telegraphed author'tv for my signa-
ture to be appended to the report, but as Mr. Gaines has said,
in regard to himself, I will say for myself, there are many
things in the report which do not exactly meet my views. In
the first place. I am in favor of one standard coupler. While I

cannot agree with Mr. Schroyer that all the troubles are in the
knucMes, I will say that the troubles we have developed are in
the knuckle pins, coupler locks, faces and guard arms. We have
sorne conditions existing in our territory that have led me to
bel'eve that the coupler should be entirely redesigned. The
coupler, as stated by Mr. Walsh, was designed years ago for
comparatively light capacity cars, and tests I have actually made
lead me to believe thit ihe present contour lines are not just
right. We have a large number of failures of knuckles, locks,
and knuckle pins are also fa'ling in a ereat many of our cars,
and we have a few failures of the guard arms. We have some
conditions existing on two of our connections, pr-^ct'cally new
roads, running up into mountainous territory, operating 75 to 100
car trains, and experience with the couplers on those trains has
led me to b^'feve that the present coupler is wholly inadequate
for the service.

I have discussed this matter with a great many coupler manu-
facturers and they have agreed that the present coupler is not
of sufficient capacity for that serv'ce. As Mr. Gaines stated, I

believe that we require additional space in the head of the
coupler to enable us- to strengthen up those parts that are fail-

ing, and I am in favor of increas'ng that d's'ance so as to
give us an oppor^^unity to strengthen the loc'-s knuckles and
knuckle pin, and there is no reason why we should not design
a coupler that ^ha'! meet all of ^^'^e renuireme'K^s bo^h in regard
to the larsre humn yards; the d'fficulties experienced around the
coal tipples and bad track conditions which are responsible for
a great mnny coupler failures at the nresent time, and T for one
am in favor of the committee making some effort to adopt a
standn*-d mtinVr.

G. W. A^^-ldin rN. Y. N. H. & H.) : T move that the com-
mittee be ins^ruf-ted ^o design an M. C. B. coupler and present
it to the next convn^ton
Wm r-->rc^or.or (C C. C ^ St. L.") : T offer this amendment

to Mr. Wi'din's motion : That the comm't^ee on cornier and
draft enuipment h° an'^hor'^^ed to t^ke 'm wi*h the rounler m?nu-
facturing companies the matter of redesigning the coupler, and

invite them to join the M. C. B. committee in the designing and
adopting of one standard freigiit car coupler.

Geo. Gihbs (Penn.): In fairness to the coupler committee I

th.nk they should be given some sort of guide as to what is

re(|uired. 1 think in the case referred to by Mr. Trimyer, they

are hauling trains with two or more Mallet engines ahead, which
stretch the couplers out of shape. If two Mallets will not do
it, three or four w.U, and if they keep putting on these Mallet

engines on their trains in these numbers, they will pull all their

couplers out of shape and have no end of coupler failures. I

think the committee should have instructions as to whether they

should design couplers to be used in trains hauled by 2 Mallets

or 10 Mallets—unless they have instructions of this sort it will

be difficult for them to perform the work assigned to them.

The President: Mr. Wildin, will you accept Mr. Garstang's

amendment?
C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.) : Do I understand this authority

conferred on the coupler committee will permit them to depart
in all respects from the present standards of the association if

in their judgment it is desirable to do so? I think the com-
mittee should be authorized to proceed regardless of present

standards.
Mr. Garstang: My motion will allow the committee to use

their own judgment in that matter.

Mr. Seley: I do not mean the present standard—of course,

retain the contour line until that has been changed.
H. L. Trimyer: In answer to what Mr. Gibbs has said, I

would like to say that actual tests made with one Mallet eng'ne
and fifty 50-ton steel cars, clearly demonstrated that the present
coupler will not meet the service required.

I want to say this was not an investigat'on made by the
coupler committee; it was an investigation made by us on
account of some conditions we experienced up there. In
gaging 596 cars with a 5^ in. gage between the guard arm
and the knuckle there were only 132 cars that would pass,

and I believe every one of us here will be greatly surprised
if we take a gage and start through our yards, if we follow
the rules, to see how many cars we will have to send to the
tracks or take the coupler knuckles and locks out to make
them come to a S% in. gage as required.

I. S. Downing (111. Cent.): It would be interesting to
know from Mr. Trimyer's remarks whether these couplers
were old, worn couplers that had been in service that did
not meet the test, or new couplers that were pulled out of
shape.

Mr. Trimyer: The test was made on cars which had been
on the road from four months to four years. We have
actual figures—while I have not them with me, they can be
shown to the coupler committee—which show that couplers
which had been in service 41 days were out of gage according
to the M. C. B. requirements.
W. F. Bentley (B. & O.): I would inquire whether the

couplers referred to were all gaged to know whether or not
they conformed to the M. C. B. requirements or came up to
the ga.ge before the test was made.
Mr. Trimyer: The cars were assembled together and gone

over and gaged before' test was made.
Mr. Schroyer: Regarding this getting out of gage, let me

say that I am very sorry that anything of that kind should
have gotten into our record. It is a condition which, if it

does exist, is certainly very alarming, and we sometimes get
wrong ideas as to why certain things are bring done by this

association. At the time a gage was established to be used
for knuckles and draw bars we used the short guard arm,
and much trouble was occasioned in cars becoming uncoupled
because of the gage passing the guard arms, but it was due
to the bending of the light ly^ in. knuckle -pin and the wear-
ing of the wearing face of the knucl-'le. Those were the
causes that prompted the use of a gage. The extension of
the guard arm \% in. has been almost entirelv done away
with that difficulty of cars becoming uncoupled on the road.
On our road we are using that gage all the time, and I

believe the mai^rity of the principal roads of the country
are using it. Where we find cars that are out of gage we
have them corrected. If the bars in such cases fail to the
extent that is mentioned, it is questionable in my mind as

to how we can get bars that will stand. We certainly
cannot do it with the present contour lines.

Mr. Trimyer: I very carefully considered this before say-
ing anything about couplers getting out of ^rage. and I came
to the conclusion that Dossiblv we had g^ne a little too far
in keeping these things quiet. I was greatly surprised to
find how many couplers would not pass gage requirements.
Mr. Bent'ev: I would say that the moct of the difficulty

that we find is with the knuckle pin. W° ha^"» establi'^hed

a rule on the B. fk O.. where we gage all conn'ers, and the
most of our trouble seems to be with the knuckle pin being

li
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bent, or possibly sometimes the knuckle pin hole is worn,
thus permutmg the couplnig to get out of gage. As Air.

Trimyer says, i thmk iliere is quite a number of them that
we tina oui of gage, and frequently we are abiC to brmg them
up to the standard by applying a new knuckle pm.
Mr. Walsh: 1 thmk we have simply outgrown the con-

ditions tnat the present type of coupler seems to have been
gotten up for. Nme years ago we nad one thousand 50,000
lbs. capacity cars, and to-day we have twenty-hve thousand
such cars. Nme years ago tne tractive power of our freight
locomotives was about 3U,UU0 lbs. To-day it is 90,000 lbs. We
have taken off our buffers and we are doing our buffing now
with the couplers, and the knuckle pins of course have got to
stand it. bo you see we have outgrown the conditions that
those couplers were made for, and 1 think it is high time for
us to design something that will meet the conditions that we
have got to deal with now.
The President: Mr Wildin's motion is before the house.

Are you ready to vote upon it?

Mr. Garstang: Before the vote is taken, Mr. President,
I desire to say a word. On account of having been con-
nected with car buildmg for many years I think 1 appreciate
the work that this committee has got laid out before it.

Now, I think if we can get a committee of this association
and a committee of the manufacturers to meet and let them
get up one standard coupler it will solve the problem, and
1 think they should have assistance—indeed, it may be neces-
sary to employ a mechanical engineer to work out the prob-
lem for them—and I would, therefore, suggest that this

association appropriate to the committee a sufficient amount
of money to carry on that work.
Mr. Deems: 1 heartily endorse that suggestion. I think

we are approaching a very critical period in this coupler
matter. What Mr. Trimyer has mentioned is going on all

over the country, and this committee with the many duties

that its members have to perform cannot, as individuals,

take this work up and handle it as it should be handled,
and it seems to me that they ought to have the money, and
arrangements ought to be made so that they can employ
a mechanical engineer to assist them in the detail of the
work.

j

Mr. Stark: I desire to say on behalf of the committee
that we have no objection whatever to working at a standard
coupler. The demand has arisen from the membership of the
association for a temporary coupler, and we are by no means
wedded to the present standard; but there is a large ex-
pense involved and the committee has no appropriation or
authority to spend a large amount of money in the working
out of a satisfactory coupler and I think this association
ought to provide for the committee in that respect. It has
been expressed here to-day that these couplers are failing.

I think possibly one reason of that may be that so many
of them are purchased without specifications. To bring
about a standard coupler is going to be a pretty hard proposi-
tion. It is a question, too, whether we want just one single

standard. You will have no means of comparing one design
with another. It is a large subject. As Mr. Schroyer has
said, if it can be worked out so that one knuckle will apply
to all couplers that will be a great step in advance; but
we will have to provide also for a top lift and a bottom lift

no doubt, because there are certain conditions that require

it.

Mr. Wilden's motion was then carried.

M. K. Barnum (111. Cent.): I would like to offer a motion
—perhaps it could have been put as an amendment of the

other motion^that the committee be authorized to incur

such expense for the pmplovment of a mechanical engineer
or other assistance as seems to them justifiable and that the

Master Car Builders' As<;ociation stand the expense.

The motion was carried.

Mr. Gaines: While we have talked generally, there has
not been anything definite done about one point. If we get

an increased head of the coupler that will give us 2 in. addi-

tional end clearance, it will save a lot of money, and I think

it will be satisfactory to the majority of the roads. There-
fore, I move that cou'plers with llj4-in- dimensions be sub-

mitted to letter ballot.

The motion was seconded.

Mr. Seley: I th'nk it is highly important that we decide

now as to the amount of that extension. It was the argument
m the safety appliance hearings that any extension would
add to the overhang and nmduce a weakening of the structure,

and I doubt very much the possiliilitv of going any further

in regard to ex^-ensions t'mn is absolutely necessary. I am
of the opinion that it will take more than 2 in. to save the

troubles of some people in short clearances. It would be
very handy to them, no doubt, to have a coupler 5 in. or 6 in.

longer than the present coupler, but at the same time I am
pcisuaueu liiai we would have no argument at ail on liie safety
qucbiiuu, irom an engineering sLuiiupuiui, by tins increase.
1 believe tiiat wiiat Mr. Gaines lias suggesieU is iiiuuerate
ana consistent, and that further than tuai we i>noula hesitate
to go.

L. P. Cleaver (Rutland): I would like to say that I am
opposed to mat motion. We have expressed our conhdence
in tins conuuutee and in its abinly to ucsign a saiibiaciory
coupler. iNow, tins is comnienciiig to tie liicir haiius at once,
ana i say inat we sliouid not uo it. lucre iingui be halt a
dozen inoiiuns ol tins kind anu tne cuiiimiaee wouia tind
themselves in a position where they couiaii t uo anyiUiug.

iVir. iirazicr: l ao not think tne ineuiuer uuuerstauus Mr.
Gaines suggestion. VVe are talking now about a temporary
appaance, not a standard one.

iur. vvuuiii: vvuy are we so anxious about this temporary
coupler.'' 11 we can get a standard coupler uisiUe Oi a year, why
not ua.t.''

Mr. ijaines: There is just this one point to be considered.
In tne in si piace, i think the coup.er cuiuiiimee ougni to have
some desigiiaLUig dimensions, anu my mot.on was to submit
this propusu.oii lo letter ballot as a new sianuuid, and thus
give iiie coupler committee an increased space wuh.n winch to
work out Lue strength of the coupler ana the various details.

Another thing, we can gradually have ail our ca.s come under
the law wuiiout any extra expense and get our equipment stand-
ard wiiere nit ^ in. Uimens.ons wi.l do u wkIiuul any additional
expense, i thiiiK probably it wiil be neces^aiy to nave special
couplers probauiy on .some few roads wun a larger end clear-
ance, but not as a standard.

1. 11. GooGuow (U S. & M. S.) : In seconding Mr. Gaines'
motion it was w.th the understanding that it was not to tie up
the coupler committee at all to tue 11^4 in. standard head. In
answer to Mr. Wildin, I would say that 1 think it is necessary
to gel a temporary coupler with that length oi head at tne pres-
ent time so that we can steiicil our cars as they come oil the
tracks. The (jnited States Safety Appuance s.anuard is re-

quired, and It wi.l be necessary before tour or live years roll

around lo liave a great many of these couplers. 1 do not think
the action taken by the association th.s morning will provide
within the next two years, anyway, a standard coupier. 1 think
the 11J4 in. dimension should be considered as a temporary
expedient, and as not tymg up the coupler committee at all.

Mr. Deems : 1 very much hope that Mr. Gaines' motion will

not prevail as it applies to the work of this commutee in design-
ing a coup.er. 1 can realize that it might be very well to have
it prevail for the period intervening between now and the time
we get the standard coupler. Indeed, it is quite probable that

the committee will use that dimension, but 1 do not think we
should tie their hands. If this is offered as an instruction to

the commitiee in their designing of a new coupler 1 certainly

hope it will not prevail.

Mr. VViidin: 1 want to emphasize what Mr. Deems has said.

I do not understand where they got their d.mension or why it

is said to be satisfactory. If this committee is going to design
a coupler we ought to keep our hands off and let them alone.

When they put in their report, why, then .s the time to jump
on them if you think it necessary; but do not tell them in

advance what they must not do or what they should do.

Mr. Gaines: It was not my idea to tie up the hands of the
committee at all. I think Mr. Deems brought out the essential

point when he stated that it is going to be some time before
the committee will be ready to submit a standard. Meanwhile
the 11J4 n, length I think ought to go to letter ballot and be
used if carried. Besides, it will be an indication to the com-
mittee, if it should be adopted as the present temporary stand-
ard, w thout tying up the committee to it at all.

Mr. W Idin : I have no objection to the motion, as Mr.
Gaines now explains it.

C. E Chambers ( C. of N. J.); I do not understand why the
figure 11'/^ in. is arbitrarily taken. We have draw bars and
rigging mnging up to 5 in. in length, and I fail to see the ne-
cessity of making any standard coupler which micht apply to

some nd'vidual road to help it out of a difficulty and put it on us.

Mr. FulVr: I agree with Mr. Chambers that it is co n^ to get

a lot of coup'ers on our hands unnecessarily, and half of the

roads won't have an interchange. If you have got to move
your draft r'geing out yon might as wel' move it out ."i in. or

6 in . and i. for one. dislike to see a change of couplers all the

time. Wh le it may be necessary for n'd cars to have an emer-
gency or tern- orarv coupler, I th'nk it oneht to be temnorary
nnd no' <;tnndard in any particular. I mi^ht sav th-^' there is

prob-b'»' mor^ rarnf^st work on the rart of the committee on the

expense incidf^ntnl to hrimiing this cIearan''P ^o me''* 'he require-

ments than any ot^her one subject. The snhioct w.ns verv care-

fully cons'dered relative to the effect of the overhang. It looks
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nice, and 1 want to say to yuii that if you put <S5 or 100 cars

on, tlie longer you briiij; out the liead of your coupler tlic weaker
your structure is. I think this addition ought to be very care-

fully considered.
Mr. C'hanihers: As to a new standard coupler, I think aio

body who has walked through the repair yard will realize thai

the present coupler has outlived its usefulneses. VVc do want
a new coupler, but let us have it a i)ermanent one.

Mr. Trimyer. J want to second what Mr. Chambers has said.

] have made a lot of measurements of what the average d s-

taiice required is to meet the new Safety Appliances Law. The
hgures show that we require A'/l in. on wooden cars and 2.>^ in.

on steel cars. Therefore, the 1
1 14 <". proposed by Mr. Gaine.s

would do very little good on either class of cars.

Mr. Gaines: 1 would like to ask Mr. Seley whether the sum-
ming up of the figures that he tabulated last year would not

show that a very substantial majority of the cars that have to

be changed for end clearance would be covered by an increase

of 2 in.

Mr. Seley: As I recall the figures, the tabulations of all the

cars reported to the committee shows that 2 in. would cover over

50 per cent, of the cars.

D. F. Crawford (Penna.) : T am quite in accord with the idea

of designing a standard coupler by this association, and also a

number of other standard parts that are not perhaps quite as

annoying, but I would like to ask just one question. Several

times this morn'ng the present coupler has been referred to as

inadequate, and Mr. Chambers just spoke of walking through
yards and looking at the discarded couplers. What do you
know about the present coupler? We have sot to use it for

some time in many cars. Ts the coupler comnlaincd of the coup-

ler that is required to pull a 150.000-lbs. car? That is our pres-

ent coupler. Or is it the coupler that we purchased five or six

years ago with no specfication? Or the one that is purchased

now without specification? We will have to use this present

coupler for a year or perhaps two years.

Mr. Stark: I agree v^^ith Mr. Wildin that we ought to go
slow on this matter of a temporary coupler. The wooden
cars that are now short of end clearance could be changed within

the next five years by moving the draft attachments out, and
they will fail many times before that time comes, when
repairs and the corrections can be made at the time of the

making of repairs. S^eel cars will be with us for years to

come, and it is possible for the new proposed standard coupler

to be app'icab'e to our lighter design cars. It is possible that we
may avoid substituting three or four temporary couplers and
that the standard coupler will apply to the cars that we
intend to nerpetuate.
Mr. Gaines' motion was put, and lost.

The President: What is the pleasure of the convention
with respect to the committee's recommendations?

Mr. Crawford: Was the committee unanimous in those
recommendations?
The President: I so understand.
Mr. Stark: I move that they be submitted to letter ballot.

The motion was carried.

Mr. Selev : .A^s I understimd it the coupler committee is

charged with the duty of getting uo a new standard counler.

I do not understand that anybody or any committee has been
charged with doing anything in regard to a temporary-
coupler. Am T right or wrong about that?
The President: You are right about \\

H. E. Passmore (T. & O. C): Has not the Interstate

Commerce Comm'ssion got that matter in hand now? Haven't
they made some order about it?

The President: I have not heard of any order that has
been issued in that respect. I would ask Mr. Seley if he has
anything to pronose in this regard.
Mr. Seley: I believe the coupler committee should under-

take that work, possibly by a sub-committee: but I would
presume to dictate to them how they shall handle the
matter. I believe the coupler committee ought to handle all

coupler questions, whether those of a tem'^orary cou'ler or
of a permanent counler. I would move, Mr. President, that

the cou'^ler committee be instructed to nrenare a design
regarding a temporary coupler and submit it to the e.xcutive
committee; this report to be expedited as much as possible
through circulation of information regarding the additional
length, which information shall be gained by the most expe-
ditious means. In other words, I mean that the report to

the executive committee should be made as quickly as
possible.

The motion was seconded.
E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.) : I would like to ask when this

has readied the executive committee, what action can they
take that will bring it to a close as soon as nnssible? Have
they the authority to submit it to letter ballot before the
next convention?

Mr. Seley; Indeed tiny have. Tliey can do anything they
like with it.

S. M. llindman (Pcnn.); In order that the coupler com-
mittee may work intelligently to provide this temporary
coupler as suggested by Mr. Fuller, there is certain infor-
mation that they will have to get from the various roads.
Now. they have asked in their report, in order that the num-
ber of standards may be kept to the minimum, that the
members advise them of the number of cars requiring thi^

increase. They will have to get that information before they
can go ahead.

Mr. Seley's motion was put and carried.

CAR WHEELS.

The altitude of the committee during the past year has
been of a receptive nature, that is to say, awaiting develop-
ments and criticisms in regard to existing standards and
recommendat ons made heretofore. Several modifications
have been suggested in connection with the standard refer-

ence gages for mounting inspecting and checking wheels, the
circumference gage; and also, some changes in the design and
use of the standard cast-iron wheels, which are herewith pre-
sented for your consideration. The committee, as heretofore,
has work'cd jointlv with the committee representing the
Association of Manufacturers of Chil'ed Car Wheels, on sub-
jects relating to or afifecting the efficiency of the cast-iron
wheels, and has added, as an appendix to this report, a corn-

Instructions for Using Wheel Limit Gages.

niunication received from the Manufacturers' Association,
which, however, is not published herewith. The point
brought out by this association is, that under present con-
ditions with high-braking pressures the limiting factor for each
weight of wheel is the temperature stresses set up on account
of the rapidity with which heat is generated on the surface

of tread of the wheel under heavy and continuous braking.
As the present tendency is toward increased braking pres-

sure, it is thought possible that the present weights should
be raised, particularly for wheels used under cars of high
tare weight, such as refrigerator cars of 60.000 lbs. marked
capacity, for which at present the standard 625-lb. wheel is

used. As this question was found to be quite far-reaching
in Its effect upon the present standards, and sufficient time
was not available to give it the thorough investigation that

it demands, the committee does not feel justified in making
a recommendation at this time. It is considered of such
importance however, that your attention is called to same
here in order that a study be made of the subject.

The fo'lowing is a copy of a circular of questions sent out

b3' the secretary to the members of this association bearing
on the diameters of steel and steel-tired wheels in connec-
tion with coupler heights, efiiciency of brakes, etc.:

"1. What is the maximum diameter, steel or steel-tired

wheels, that can be applied to freight cars of the class to

which you m'ght consider the application of such wheels and
still keen the draw-bar height not to exceed 34V2 in.?

"2. What is the maximum diameter of steel or steel-

tired wheel that can be applied to cars as above, and in

connection with existing brake beams and heads?
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"3. What is the minimum diamet-er of steel or steel-tired

wheels that can be used in cars as above and keep the draw-
bar height at a'l times not less than 3\'/2\n. above the rail,

and also keep all parts of the truck at least 2V2 in. above
the top of rail, as specified in the M. C. B. rules of inter-

change, bearing in mind the compression of springs, wear
of brasses, journals, etc.?

"4. What is the minimum diameter of steel and steel-tired

wheel that can be used in connection with your existing brakes
and not reduce their efficiency on account of the angularity
of brake hangers and levers?

"(a) With the brakes applied, what will be the angle
of the brake-beam hanger with a line drawn from the center
of the wheel to the center of the brake shoe, with wheel
worn to minimum diameter and brake shoe worn to limit?

"(b) What wi'l this angle be with maximum diameter
of wheel and n'cw brake shoe?

"5. With the maximum and minimum diameter of wheels
as quoted by you, how do you propose to keep within the
prescribed draw-bar height and maintain proper clearance
of not less than 2^ in. for all parts of truck abov^e the rail?

Please explain in detail for each of the various types of

truck."

To the above circular twenty-nine replies were received.
After a careful analysis of them, it was found that the maxi-
mum diameter of steel or steel-tired wheels that can be
used by most of the railroads and keep a draw-bar height
not to -exceed 34'J/2 in. and be used in connection with the
existing brake beams and head was 33 in., severa' of the
roads reported that they could use 33'/2 in., and in a few in-

stances 34 in. and 34^ in. In deciding upon the minimum
diameter to which all-steel or steel-tired wheels should
be worn, the question of maintaining a draw-bar height
of not less than 31 J/^ in.—making allowances for compres-
sion of springs, wear of journal and brasses, and also to

compensate for the wear of the wheels—was duly considered.
Three methods were suggested that can be used, depend-
ing upon the construction of the trucks, as follows:

1. L''ning under center plate and side bearings.

2. Blocking under spring seat.

3. Lining on top of journal box.

The first-mentioned method can on'y be used to a lim-
ited extent where detachable center plates and side bear-
ings are used The second method can be adopted in cases
where the clearance between the top of the bolster and
truck frame is sufficient to allow for wear of journals and
liearings and for necessary reduction in the diameter of

the wheels. On trucks with steel side frames, this can not
lie done in manv instances, and attention is caUed to thi.s

in order that greater clearance between the top of bolster

and the truck fram-e be allowed in new construction. The
third method can be used on most trucks except such as

have the boxes cast solid with the frames, and consists in

using two or three thicknesses of metal liners applied be-
tween the tie bars and the bottom of the journal box, when
using maximum diameter of wheel. These liners to be
transferred one bv one to the top of the box as the diam-
eter of the wheel decreases. With either of thesf» methods
it is possible in many ca=es to use a minimum wheel diam-
eter of 30 in. The majoritj' of the roads, however, advise
tliat the minimum diameter that can be used under present
eM"ipment is 32 in.

From the replies that were received to the circular of

inquirv, the following table was compiled, showing the num-
ber of railroads, the mmiher of 40 and SO ton cars operated
by same, and the minimum diameter to wh-ch aU-steel or

steel-tired wheels conld be worn on these roads:

9 roads represeflting 115,611, 40 & SO ton cars, recommend 32 -in. wheels

3 roads representing 42.582, 40 & 50 ton cars, recommend 31%-in. wheels

1 road representing 12,1P6, 40 & SO ton cars, recommends 31*4 -in. wheels

2 roads representing 49.117, 40 & SO ton cars, recommend 31 -in. wheels

1 road representing 101, 40 & 50 ton cars, recommends 30*4-in. wheels

2 roads representing 120.619, 40 & 50 ton cars, recommend 30 -in. wheels

1 road representing 1,492, 40 & 50 ton cars, recommends 29^-in. wheels

1 road representing 24,531, 40 & 50 ton cars, recommends 29V^-in. wheels

From these results 'he commitee does not feel disposed

to recommend a snecific dimension as a minimum diameter

at which all-stee' or steel-tired wheels should be worn be-

fore rep'acement. On account of the great variation in diam-
eters due to wear that might be possible with the use of

all-steel and steel-tirpd wheels, and the effect that this wear
will have on the efficiencv of the brakes due to the increased

angulsritv of the brake hangers and levers, the committee
has forwarded to the committee on train brakes all data

bearing on this subject for its consideration

RECOM MKMMl IONS.

1. At present, three standard gages are shown on Sheet
16, standard practice, M. C. B. Proceedings, 1910, one for

mounting, one for inspecting and one for checking wheels.

As these gages are ad slightly different, they are confusing
to the shopmen, and it has been proposed that one gage be
used in place of the three gages now shown. This method
has been found to be entirey practical, and is, in fact, fol-

lowed by many roads. The present wheel-check gage, shown
on Sheet \t, M. C B. sta.ndard, fulfdls the requirements of

such a gage, and it is recommended that an illustration of

same be substituted for the three gages now shown on Sheet
16, of the M. C B. standard practice. In order to better pro-
tect the gage from wear, the gaging point at the throat o£
the wheel has been increased from % in. to % in. This has
the further advantage of more nearly approximating the orig-

inal location in remounting secondhand wheels.

It is also recommended that the first sentence, paragraph
3, under Mounting Wheels in Recommended Practice, be
changed as follows:

"Third.—That in mounting wheels, new or secondhand, the

'standard wheel-mounting and check gag«' be used m the

following manner:"
2. In 1909 the Railway Club of Pittsburgh made the fol-

lowing suggestion:
"The dimension 4 ft. 5 3/32 in. on Fig. 6-A be changed to

4 ft. 5 5/32 in., due to not mounting more than one wheel
with maximum fiange thickness on the same axle. In ac-

cordance with rule 66."

This was approved by the arbitration committee in 1909

and changes made in the code of rules. The gag-es shown
on sheet 16, however, were not changed. The dimension
referred to is the distance between backs of flanges at the

base line. After careful consideration, the committee does
not feel that this dimension should have been increased to

4 ft. 5 5/32 in., as it will not accomplish the purpose for

which this change was intended, or to prohibit the mounting
of two maximum flanges on the same axle. It is, therefore,

recommended that this diinension should be 4 ft. 5 3/32 in,

as recommended in 1907 report. This will necessitate

changing the dimension 4 ft. 5 5/32 in. on Fig 9, page 37,

code of rules, and Fig. 9, page 599 of the Proceedings of

1910, back to 4 ft. 5 3/32 in.

3. The second paragraph of rule 24 in code of rules

reads:
"In no case may two new wheels having maximum thick

flanges be mounted on the same axle."

It is recominended that the wording of this ru'e be changed
to the following:

"In no case should two new wheels be mounted on the

same axle when the thickness of the two flanges together

will exceed the thickness of one normal and one maximum
flange or 2 17/32 in.

4. The committee recommends that the standard wheel

circumference gage be changed as shown in the Master
Mechanics committee report on contour of tires.

5. The present method of graduating the circumference

measure does not provide a definite boundary for each tape

size as the tape sizes are indicated with lines. It is, there-

fore, recommended that instead of defining a tape size with

a line, it be defined by the spaces.

6. The committee lecommends that the limit gage for

remounting secondhand cast-iron wheels, which is shown
on Sheet 16-A of the proceedings of 1910. of the M. C. B.

Association, be shown in the different positions in which it

is to be used with explanatory notes as shown in Fig. 1

herewith.
7. It is recommended that the minimum flange thickness

gage for new wheels, shown on Sheet 16, of the 1910 Pro-

ceedings of the M. C. B. Association, have the figure 1 5/32

in. changed to 1 11/64 in., in order that the minimum thick-

ness of flange be as much below, as the maximum thick-

ness of flange is above, a normal flange.

8. The Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car
Wheels suggested a few unimportant changes be made in the

design of the present standard wheels, in order to improve

foundry practice and reduce '.ossts, which are recommended
by the committee.

9. RIanufacturers' Association also suggests some addi-

tional changes in the 675-lb. wh-eel, consisting in the reduc-

tion of the thickness of bracket and thickness of tread and
making the contour of the plate same as 725-lb. pattern.

The committee feels that it can not approve this suggestion

until a more thorough invest'.Gration has been made.
10. It is also rerommended that the part of 'he para-

graph No. 8, page 763, of the Proceedings of 1910, which

reads as follows:
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"And tlu- (lay. iiumtli aiul year when made, plainly formed
on the in>uk' plau- in ca>ling"
Be changed tu nad:
And tlu- muiuh, day and year when made, plainly formed

on the in.->ide plaie ni euMnig.
11. it !.-< re\.onnntniUd iliat the diameter for a'l new stftl

and steei-tncd wiiiiU i.,r freight cars be made 33 in.

12. I'or hiKh-capaeiiy freight car.s bu.lt in th-e luiure and
likely to he equipped with steel wheels, it is recommended
that provi.sit,n> ne made in the construction of car and
trucks to peiuiii the u^e of wheels varying in diameter
from 33 !n lo 30 in.

This report is signed by:—Wm. Garstang. (C. C. C. &
St. L.). chairman; A. E. Manchester (C. M. & St P.). O.
C. Cromwell (li & O.). VV. C. A. Henry (Fenn.) R. W.
Burnett (C. P ). J. A. Pdcher (N. & W.) and R. L. Ef.engcr
(Southern)

DISCUSSION ON CAR WHKKLS.

F. H. Stark (Pitts. Coal Co.): I move that the report
be accepted and submitted to letter ballot.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.): 1 would like Mr. Garstang
to give us a little information relative to the eleventh recom-
mendation. It occurs to me that many roads have been
using a wheel somewhat larger when they buy a steel or
steel-tired wheel, feeling that they will compromise between
the new and old life of the wheel by having dimensions above
and below 33 in. 1 would like to know why the committee
have set 33 in. as the maximum instead of splitting the
difference.

Mr. Garstang: One of the principal reasons for the 33 in.

diameter wab due to the fact that all wheels under freight
cars at the present time are 33 in. in diameter and that the
33 in. wheel lits into the trucks and the brakes and the con-
nections better than any other dimension.

M. K. Barnum (111. Cent.): As a matter of fact, quite
a number of manufacturers of all steel wheels are making a

standard wheel 33^ in., and the company with which 1 am
connected has been ordering that sized wheel for locomo-
tive tenders and also for some of its passenger cars. So
long as that only raises the center of the wheel % in., it

seems to me that a maximum of 33 in. should be very care-
fully considered.

C. A. Schroyer (C. N. & W.): While we recommend that
on a steel tired wheel, I think it would be a mistake to have
a steel tired wheel that had to receive several turnings be-
fore it was worn out with 33 in. as its original diameter.
We calculate on turn'ngat least V/2 in. out of that metal, and
then we have got 30 in. as the outside diameter of the wheel
when worn out, which, as this report indicates affect'^ the
truck leverages and the angularity of the hanger, and the
speed at which the wheel revolves. I think it would be a
mistake to limit the wheel to 33 in., 33V2-in. or 34 in., it

should be for us, because we would take them as large as
we could get them, so long as the wheel did not interfere
with the construction of the truck and the angularity of the
brake hanger.

C. E. Chambers (C. of N. J.): I think an allowance in
many different sizes of wheels should be made. In a few
years it wi'l be like it is with the coupler proposition now,
and then what are vou going to do if you have a 33j4-in.
wheel and another road's car comes along that won't take
anything over a 33-in. wheel. I have heard more complaints
about getting clearances down at 33^2 in. and 34 in. for new
cars than anvthing else, and I think if vou use a larger wheel
you are .going to run up against trouble.

Mr. Gnrstan.g: I was just talking to our mechanical en-
gineer who worked up the details of this report, and he tells

me that 90 ner cent, of the wheel reports received recom-
mended a 3''-in wheel. I am heartily in accord with the
gentleman who has just spoken that we do not want to get
two or thrpp sizes of wheels, and if 33 in. is not right let

us make it 34 in., but get some dimension and <;tirk to it.

Mr. Barnum : I fully agree with that, but the steel tired wheel
is a difTerent proposition than a cast steel wheel and a steel
wheel with a hardened surface. As a matter of fact, I do not
think there are any wheels made now that wou'd turn down to 30
in., and mv idea wuld be to make 33 in. the nominal diam-
eter; start with 33''^ in. and turn it down to 33 in. I be-
lieve a^'^o that the rolled steel wheels are only expf^cted to
stand about two turnings. So vou will never fret 30 in.

W. E. n-nhnrn (C. fk N. W.): T believe that what Mr.
Pratt and Mr Barnum have stated are right in line with our
best locomotive practice. I do not think anvbodv has had
any trovhle in mpi»^tnining the proper height of the draw
bar on *he tend'^r w'th a steel tired wheel

Mr. Prptt: Tn^cmi'ch as we have steel-tired wheels that
are worn, if there should be a car that was too high we

could probably make arrangements to |nit in a wheel that
had l)een turned down.

Mr. Garstang: The first question that was raised in the
circular sent to our committee concerned the maximum tem-
perature of steel-tired wheels that could be a|)i)lied to freight
locomotives and stiil keep the drawbar iiead not to exceed
34^2 in. The answer to that (luestion was that 90 per cent,
of the replies received by the conmiittee were in favor of
the 33 in. wheel, and it was largely upon those replies that
the committe made its report.
The President: The ciucslion before the house is on the

a(!opti(m of the report of the committee and referring to
letter ballot the recommendation made in it.

The motion was carried.

Mr. Fuller: 1 move that a committee be appointed, or
else that the wheel committee be instructed to consider the
fastenings for built-up wheels. We all know that we have
wheels running the fastenings of which are not suitable for
mountain service, and 1 think we ought to adopt a standard
fastening for built-up wheels.
The President: This is a matter that must be taken up

by the executive committee, and 1 will suggest that when
they make up their programme for next year's convention
they allot space to it.

Mr. Garstang: In connection with Mr. Fuller's sugges-
tion, I think the committee ought to get up a drawing show-
ing the principal dimensions of steel and steel-tired freight
wheels.
The President: That suggestion will also be referred to

the executive committee, Mr. Garstang.

SAFETY APPLIANCES.

The committee on safety aopliances has carefully considered

this important subject in the limited amount of time that it has

had since the issuance of the order of the Interstate Commerce
Comm'ssion in the matter of United States Safety Appliance
Standards, dated March 13, 1911, which is a modification of the
original order issued October 13. 1910. The United States
Safety Appliance Standards prescribed in the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's order 01 March 13. 1911, must be applied

to all equipment built on or after Tulv 1. 1911. As to applying
the United States Safety Appliance Standards prescribed in the

Interstate Commerce Commission's order of March 13, 1911,

to equipment built prior to Julv 1, 1911, the order of the Com-
mission prescribed the following:

"(a) (Carriers are not required to chanee the brakes from
right to left side of steel or steel-underframe cars with platform
end sills, or to chan e the end ladders on such cars except when
such appliances are renewed, at which time they must be made
to comply with the standards prescribed in said order of March
13, 1911.

"(b) Carriers are granted an extension of five vears from
July 1, 1911, to change the location of brakes on all cars other
than those designated in paragraph (a) to comply with the

standards prescribed in said order.

"(c) Carriers are granted an extension of five years fronj

July 1. 1911, to comply with the standards prescribed in said

order in respect of all brake specifications contained therein,

other than those designated in paragraphs (a) and (b), on cars

of all classes.

"(d) Carriers are not required to make changes to secure
additional end-ladder clearance on cars that have 10 or more
inches end-ladder clearance, within 30 in. of side of car, until

car is shopped for work amounting to practically rebuilding

bodv of car. at which time thev must be made to comply with the
standards prescribed in said order.

"(e) Carriers are granted an extension of five years from
July 1, 1911, to change cars having less than 10 in. end-ladder
clearance, within 30 in. of side of car, to comply with the
standards prescribed in said order.

"(f) Carriers are granted an extension of five years from
July 1, 1911, to change and anply all o*^her appliances on freight-

train cars to comply with the standards prescribed in said order.

except that when a car is shopped for work amountingr to prac-

tically rebuildinfT body of car it must then be eoninped accord-

insr to the standards prescribed in said order in resnect to hand-
holds, running boards, ladders, sill steps and brake staflFs: Pro-
vided, That the extension of time herein r^ranted is not to be
construed as relieving carriers from complvin"- with the pro-

visions of Section 4 of the Ac*- of March 2, 1893, as amended
April 1. 1896, and March 2. 1903.

"(g) Carriers are not renm'rcd to change the location of hand-
holds (evcent end handholds under end sills), ladders, sill stens.

brake wheels and brake staffs on freieht-train cars where the

appliances are within 3 in. of the location, except that whenr

I
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cars undergo regular repairs they must be made to comply with
the standards prescr bed m said order.

"(h) Carriers are uranted an extension of three years from
July 1, 1911. lo ciian e uassenger-train cars to comply with the

standards orescribed in said order."

The committee appended the standards prescribed by the

commission.
The macter of append. ng to this report, drawings or cuts show-

ing the manner of applicaiion of the United States Safety Ap-
pliance Standards to oassenger-train cars was considered b. the

committee, but owinsi to tlie various local conditions and prac-

tices to be met l;y the various roads of the country in applying

these standards and also to tlie limited amount of time in which
to gather the reciuisite information since the issuance of the

final order o,' the Interstate Commerce Commission the com-
mittee has not prepared drawings or cuts.

The committee recommends that the Association's standards

for safety ai i;luinces. Plates 19 to 19-P. be withdrawn and that

the United Sta es Safety Apoliance Standards be subs' ituted.

Plates 19-A to 19-P contain cuts showing the matter of appli-

cation of safey apnl ances to the various tvres of cars and
these plates a'so contain texts pertaining specifically to the cai

illustrated by the res- ecive i-late. These texts were a grea' he!o

to car inspectors and others desiring to gain information quickly,

and it is recommended v the committee that plates with texts

of the United S a es Safety Apnliance Standards to cover the

various types of cars be submitted at the next convention.

The committee recommends that designating marts for cars

eauipped w* 'i 'he Uni-^ed Spates Safety Apnl'anc Standards oe

adopted. The Interstate Commerce Commiss on's order pre-

scribes that all cars I)uilt on or after July 1, 1911. shall be
equipped v' ith the Uni*^ed States Safety Appliance Standards,
whereas 'hprp ?rf ipt-'-tis exceptions in tl^e case of enuinment
built prior to July 1, 1911, it will be necessary to have two desig-

nating marks, tha' a car may readily show whether \t co'^es
under the rides for ennirment built on or a^'ter Tulv 1 1911,

or under the rules for entiinment built prior to July 1. 1911.

The comm'ttee recommends the following designating mark
for cars built on or after Tulv 1 1911 :

UNITED STATES

SAFETY-APPLIANCE

STANDARDS, BUILT

and for cars built prior to July 1. 1911

—

UNITED STATES

SAFETY-APPLIANCE

(Date built not to be included in the marking.)

These markings to be used on each side of the car; letters if

stenciled to be not less than 1 in. in height and as per the
M. C. B. Recommended Practice for lettering for fre ght cars,

sheet M; letters if on a metal badge plate to be not less than
yi in. in height and raised not less than Vie, in. and have not
less than ]/& in. bar or s afT. The arrangement of the words
should be as near as possible as shown above.

A metal badge plate 4 in. x 12 in., with the proper margin, is

preferred; one p!ate to be secured on each side of the car by
four bo!ts or rivets if on metal cars, and by four bolts or screws
if on wooden cars; the bolts, rivets or screws to be not less

than % in. diameter. The badge plate to be made of malleable
iron.

The marking for cars built after July 1, 1911, shows the word
"standard.'' and th's word "standard" designates that the safety
appliances on the car comply with the law in every respect, and
furthermore, this same mark'ng should be applied to any car
that is equipped with safety appliances that complies w'th the
law in every detail, rc^ard'ess of the date the car was built.

The word "standard"' is omitted in the mark'ng of the cars
built prior to July 1, 1911. and having safety appliances which
are permissib'e (not standard) for service by comply'ng with
the order of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which per-
mits a variation on cars built prior to July 1, 1911, that is not
permitted on cars built after that date.

The repor' is si -ne'l bv:—Tlieo. H. Curtis ''L. /?• N.I, chair-
man: C. B Yonn- <C. B. & Q.). Henry Bartlett ''B. & ^^.) T.
M. Ramsdell (C. R^ O \ AT. K. Barnum (T. C). 'W. O. Thomp-
son (N. Y. C. '"= H. R.) and A. LaMar (Penna.).

DISCUSSION CM SAFETY APPLIANCES.

E. 'W. Pratt (C. & N. W) : I do not qnite understand this
lettering. It seems to me that the only differen'-e in stencil-
ing is in relation tn the word "standard." 'We are very
likely to have our painters stencil that word on the cars
which shotdd not have it on, as well as those wdiich shonhl.
I do not see what the idea is of putting any such stenciling
as that at all on cars n'^t standard. Perhaps the committee
had some reason in mind.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P) : The stenciling on the vast
majority of present cars changed over will have the sten-
ciling as indicated by the committee, without the word
"standard." That word "standard" will only be applied to

new cars, which you will buy in the near future, and I should
doubi the advisability of giving the painter a stencil with
the word 'standard" on it until the road had arranged to
have complete standard cars. It is going to be some little

time, 1 think, before that can be arranged by any r>'ad. Of
course, any new car which is to be repaired will have the
stencil in accordance with the new standard. It will require
a little effort and care, as Mr. Pratt suggests, but I do not
think we will have quite the amount of trouble which he
has in mind.

J. F. De Voy (C. M. & St. P.): I did not get your mean-
ing with relation to the metal badge piate. Do yuu mean
that will do away with the stenciling of the date on the side

of the car? We do not understand why it should be that
way. Is that a ruling?

Mr. Curtis: Yes.
Mr. De Voy: Would it be optional to do it as we are

doing it now?
Mr. Curtis: It will be optional; you may use whichever

method you choose. You will find it hard to find room
enough on some of the flat cars to put the stenciling on the
cars, and the badge plate can be used with much greater ease
and coinfort to the man putting it on.

Mr. De Voy: And. of course, with a great deal more com-
fort from the commercial end of it. Some one will do some
business we might do in our own shops.

C. A. Schroyer (C. & N. W.): What is the object of put-
ting this badge plate on. or even stenciling it? Dijcs not
the condition of the car imply whether it is standard or not?
Mr. Seley: I might answer Mr. Schroyer, while I am on

my feet, and say that it was understood with the inspectors
who attended the conference committee that we would mark
our cars so that they could be designated as United States
standard. It is not required bv law, but we had that prac-
tical understanding that we would do it. I did not know
the malleable plate had been so named until hearing the
remarks of Mr. Curtis in presenting the report of the com-
mittee. I think that should be changed to cast plate, and
you cou'd use either a gray iron casting or a malleable iron
casting as yru saw fit.

F. H. Clark (B. & O.) : Inasmuch as the committee reco.g-

nize the fact thnt on a good many of our cars we have not
much room for additional lettering or stenciling, and as the

committee has a'rcady abbreviated United States to U. S.. w:hy

rot abbrevate Safety Appl ances also in the same way, making
it read U S S. A. ?

Mr. Curtis: 1 was a member of the conference committee,
?nd as a matter of erood faith with the inspectors I f-^el that

they expect we should use the words "Safety .Appliances."

Mr .Schroyer: If there is a badge plate that goes on that car

with the initials indicatine what 't means, it 's iust as eood as

spellinar out the whole word. We are doinc that on many of

our cars, putt-'n" the initials of the road on the car. instead of

speTng out the whole word, and I am in favor of us ng the

in'tials.

C. D. Young (C. B. & Q.) : I believe there will be a good
deal of confusion between the two types of stencils for the

cars which have been built prior to and those which were
built after the passage of the law. and it has occurred to me
that it might be des'rab!e for future cars, those com ng un to

the requirements of the law. to have a sea' of s'^me form
in a small stencil or cast'ng. and leave the other abbreviations

or spellit'g out of the words, for the old cars b'-ousrht up to

the rcfinirements so far as it is necessary. I think it is very

d-^sirab'e to reduce the amount of lettering all we poss I'ly

can As ever>bnclv knows, it costs us more now to letter our

cars than it does to p^int them, and we are putting more letter-

irg on. nnd it s mplv increases the expense every time vou rut

more letters on \our car. but if a seal could be worked out for

the future cars that wou'd designate the thins tbat we reqm're.

that this car hns been built in accordance w'th the standard

prescribed bv 'aw. it would s^on become known to anyone when-
ever that seal apne-^red on the car that the car was ''n accord-

ance \^^th the req'irements. and it wou'd a'so eive vou the dif-

fe''enee between the old cars which had been brought up to the

s'anda'd and the new cars which had been bu'lt in accordance
with t'^e reniiirem°'''ts.

G. W. Wilrln (N Y.. N. H. & H.) : I do not hke this desig-

nation—tine old car that is broucht un to the standard is just

as standard as a new car built to standard
Air. rr->wford : H it is brought un to standard, yes.

Mr. Wi'din : You have two s*andards, one for old cars and

one for new cars, which fill the laws as a new one does. If
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vou gel the 10 ill. clearance, you have the slaiularcl for old

equipment. It looks to mo as il there siiouid be a plainer desig-

nation.

Mr. Schroyer: I think Mr. Wildn is correct in tliat respect.

The old car, when e(piipi)ed in euini)liance vvilii the law as modi-
lied, has everything that is recpiired under the law, and there

should not be anything on the car to indicate a diirerence be-

tween an old car and a new one.

C. E. Fuller (O. 1'.) : I ask Mr. Schroyer how his inspector

is going to determine between a car built after July lirst and
the car that has left your shop vvitli these mod.lications. In

one case he is justilied in accept ng the car without a penalty,

while in the other case he is not justified in accei)ting it, and he

eannot take the time to measure the cars to sec if they conform
lo the requirements. He has to know something dchnite about

il. He has live years to brmu these cars up. It is the inspector

I am looking out for.

.Mr. Schroyer: 1 regret to have the inspector brought in it at

all. If we are to expect to educate the inspectors to know all

about the safety appliances, starting from the s.des and ends of

the cars, we must get a different class of inspectors. If we in-

struct our inspectors that on and after a certain date cars must
not be accepted unless they comply with the law, there will be a

iiood deal of confusion. This should not be done for our own
inspectors, but for the accommodation of the inspectors of the

interstate Commerce Commission. I think that is the object

that we ought to keep in mind.
Wr. Wildin: I think our own inspectors will have to know

something about it until all cars are completed. It seems
to me the committee did wrong in leaving out the date. It

seems to me that the date when the car was built should be

ai)plied on all cars. If you say "U. S. Safetv Appliances" and

put the date on the car, the car people will know in each

case which car complies with the law, and nobody can go

would have a'! the information. He would not have all the

information desired.

B. F. Crawford (Penn.): Mr. Wildin stated the inspector

would have all the information. He would not have all the

information unless he made measurements. He would not

know whether the car must maintain to the standard or the

standard as mod' bed by the order of the commission. There

are many cars running their lives out with grab irons and
appliances not fully in accordance with the standards, but

they will be accepted under the order. They will vary as

much as 3 in. from the standard, which is perfectly per-

missible. It was the intention of the committee, as I under-

"^tand it, to mark these cars which will run for many years

with variations from the standard U. S. Safety Aooliances.

Those which conform strictly to the standards, and which

we expect other roads to maintain for us and which we
expect to maintain for other roads at the standard, will be

marked "U. S. Safety Appliances, Standard." There is a

clear line of demarkation between the two, which I think

can be supported legally.

J. F. Deems (N. Y. C): I confess I don't grasp the neces-

sity for these two markings. The instructions which have

gone out on the New York Central lines are to the effect

that no car shall be marked "U. S. Safety Aiipliances" unless

it is absolutely standard in every way. I think that is the

correct interpretation. As to these car? that are changed
the 3 in., to which Mr. Crawford referred, we know that car

will be allowed to be passed in interchange, and will not be

penalized, but it is not marked, and if one of the inspectors

of the government singles that car out and objects to it, we
can defend ourselves under the law, and I do not believe the

car should be marked. I believe it is misleading. I do not

lliink any car should be marked except a car that conforms
absolutely to the rules laid down for a new car. Many of

our old cars that are made to conform to the modifications

will pass in interchange without difficulty. If we take advan-
tage of the latitude given us under the modificat'ons that_ are

secured, that car is not marked, but goes throua;h_ all right.

T think it is a mistake to mark it and it will result in a great

(leal of confusion. Perhaps I am wrong about it but we
discussed it fully and decided, while many of the cars would
run and pass and we would not be penalized for them, they

would not be marked because they did not conform abso-

lutely to the standards. If a car is made to conform abso-

lutely, it does not make anj^ difference whether it is old

or new.
M. K. Rarnum (111. Cent.): Our road had a conference of

everyone interested in the safety appliance question, and we
took exactly the position Mr. Deems has outlined, and have
only marked cars, whether new or old, that are standard in

every detail.

R. L. Kleine (Penn.) : The marking of the cars, not strictly

in accordance with the United States -Standard Safety Appliance

Laws, vviiich do not confurin to the requirenienls of the govern-
ment, IS lor Uie purpose of helping oui the car repainnen and
inspectors. Vviien Uiat car goes to the shop and the safely
appi.ances, alter the live year period are wuiiin 3 in. of certain
dimensions, that car can go out of liie suop, otherwise the car
wou.d have lo be ciianged to the U. S. Saieiy ApiJiiances. For
that reason the ma; kings should prevail on ine cars.

Mr. beiey : 1 lliink the position of the commiuee is entirely

consistent lor the very reason Mr. K.eine states, that at the
expiration of the hve year period, what are you going lo do,
how are you going lo know—are you going over each car and
measure it to lind if you can safely accept it? If the car is

stenciled by some method or other, then when the inspector

sees the car after the expiration of a hve year period he will

know whether the car complies with the law or not, without
going into the measurement of these safety appliances as to

whether it is acceptable or not. It is the easiest way out of the

trouble, I beiieve, in order to comply with the legal require-

ments, that we should follow the recommendation of the com-
mittee, and that all cars fully and compiCtely equipped m
accordance with the standard shall show the word '"standard,"

and those which comply with the modifications shall show
"United States Safety Appliances" I think 1 can say safely

that it w.U be a breach of faith with the inspectors unless we
do this very thing.

Mr. Schroyer: I want to make a motion, that instead of
using the words "United States," that the initials "U. S." be
used.

Mr. Curtis : That is optional in the report. As chairman of

the committee I will take it upon myself to change the words
"malleable iron" to "metal"—the badge plate shall be made of
metal, so that you can make it of brass, malleable iron or cast

iron.

Mr. Clark : I move that the words "Safety Appliances" be
abbreviated to "S. A."
Mr. Crawford: I would like to ask if the wording of this

is in agreement with the U. S. Safety Appliance inspectors or
merely the result of our own conference committee?

Mr. Schroyer: I believe there would be no objection what-
ever on the part of the safety appl.ance men to having that

abbreviation.

Mr. Curtis : These words "United States Safety Appliance,

Standard," are taken from the law. It is not required by the

law. It was in a nice way requested by the inspectors of the

Interstate Commerce Commission that we would use this desig-

nation. In good faith the conference committee took the mat-
ter under consideration, and I feel it safe in saying it was
implied by us and understood by the inspectors that a marking
of this order would be placed on the cars.

Mr. Clark: If it is understood that "U. S. S. A." means
United States Safety Appliances, is not that a practical com-
pliance with the request of the inspectors, and cou'.d not we go
even further while we are at it, and put the letter "S" on the

cars, and have it understood that the letter "S" means these

things? Why should we put a lot of white paint on our cars

where it is not necessary?
Mr. Curtis : We have the privilege of doing what we please

in this matter.

C. D. Young (C. B. & Q.) : I would like to amend the

motion to have the committee submit a drawing showing the

metal plate, or a stencil plate, which would give the marking
for the cars built strictly in accordance with the standard, and
preferably to have some designating character such as the com-
bining of the four letters, or one single letter in a circle of

some character, so that anyone looking at that seal or stamp
wil' understand exactly what is meant bv it.

Mr. Schroyer: I second the amendment.
The President: Do you accept the amendment, Mr. Clark?
Mr. Clark: I do not understand the purpose of the amend-

ment.

Mr. Schroyer: It means the adoption of a uniform branding.

Mr. Clark: I am in favor of that, want to see it simple.

We want to cut out a lot of the lettering. We have too much
now. We can make some abbreviations so that it will help

out in that respect. My suggestion was simply to make it

U. S. S. A.—that means just as much as to spell it out. We
can go even further than that, as Mr. Young suggested, and
put the letter "S" in a circle, or something of that sort.

That, I think, will cover the ideas of the insoectors, although
I have not talked with them about it. This is simply an

agreement, and the agreement is to have some sort of marking
added on the cars, to show that the car complies with the

standards. We do not need a lot of lettering in order to make
that clear.

T. L. Trimyer (S. A. L.) : I would say that we_ have re-

ceived a drawing from the association showing this stencil,

P
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and are actually receiving cars now with the stencil on them.
I not.ce a good many roads are repairing cars, making them
conform to the requirements, and a good many of them are
in service and are stenciled. It occurs to me it is quite late

now to make a change. It has been specified on a large lot

of new equipment, and is actually being applied in service.
S. M. Hindman (Penn.): At the meeting of the committee

yesterday, I believe the question of making a drawing, as sug-
gested by Mr. Young, was brought up.

Mr. Curtis: The time was not sufficient. Mr. Lamar tried
to make a drawing, but he had no tools.
Mr. Hindman: It seems to me very important that this

association should officially take up the work done by the
conference committee and support any agreement or under-
standing that that committee had with the Interstate Com-
merce inspectors, and I think it would be very inconsistent
for the association to adopt anything that did not follow these
lines; but, of course, it would be left to the roads to adopt
them if they saw fit. It seems to me that we ought to carry
out the letter and. the spirit of the agreement in that con-
ference as far as possible, and then, if it is thought best to
reduce the lettering, have another conference with that object
in view.

Mr. Crawford: I move that the report of the committee be
adopted.
The President: There are two pending motions before the

house—a motion made by Mr. Clark and an amendment by
Mr. Young. Tlie amendment by Mr. Young will be put first,

and that was the committee submit a drawing showing the
metal plate or a stencil plate which would give the markings
for the cars, and that it was preferable to have some desig-

nating character, such as the combining of the four letters

or one single letter in a circle. (The amendment was de-
feated.)

The President: We will now put to vote the motion made
by Mr. Clark, that the words "U. S. Safety Appliances" be
abbreviated to "U. S. S. A."

(This motion was defeated.)

Mr. Crawford's motion was put to vote and adopted.

REVISION OF CODE OF TESTS.

The committee appointed to revise the M. C. B. specifica-

tions for testing apparatus and code of test for freight triple

valves in connection with 100-car trains begs to submit tlie

following proposed revision and respectfully requests its

discharge:

CONDITION OF TESTS.

Triple valves will be tested on a rack representing the

piping of a one-hundred (100) car train. All cocks, angles
and connections will be as nearly as possible identica' with
those in train service. The rack shall conform to blue-print

C-11379 (Rev. 3-9-09) in the hands of the committee, which
gives the proper fittings, piping, cylinders, auxi'iary reser-

voirs, main reservoirs, automatic brake valves, etc.

The n)ain reservoir capacity shall be approximately 57,000

cu. in. The capacity of each auxiliary reservoir shall be such
as will, with a pressure of 70 lbs., produce 50 lbs. pressure
in its brake cylinder when fully equalized in service applica-

tion with 8 in. piston travel.

The air supp'y for the test rack shall be obtained from a

locomotive type of air compressor having a capacity of from
80 to 120 cu. ft. of free air per minute. The compressor to

be controlled by a single top-pump governor adjusted to

maintain 110 lbs. main reservoir pressure.
Tests will be made with a brake-pipe pressure of 70 lbs.,

except when otherwise specified.

With brake-pipe and auxiliary reservoirs charged to 70 lbs.,

the section of branch pipe between the cut-out cocks and
trip'e valves, also the triple valves, should be tested with
soap suds and leakage eliminated. Branch pipe cut-out cocks
should then be closed and brake valve placed in lap position;

break-pipe leakage should then not 'exceed 2 lbs. per minute.
Brake-cvlinder packing leathers must be maintained in

good condition and free from leakage.
All tests shall be made with 8 in. piston travel, 'except

when otherwise specified.

Triples must be so constructed that they can be secured
and operated on apparatus conforming to Diagram D-15611
(which shows triple valve end of auxi'iary reservoir, branch-
pipe union ami location of bosses for retaining valve pipe,

with detail dimensions of each as well as detail dimensions
between these parts when in the relative position they would
occupy if triple valve were in place).
The auxiliary reservoirs, brake pipe and brake cylinder of

th-e first, twenty-fifth, fiftieth, seventy-fifth and one hundredth
brakes shall be fitted with test gages. All gages must be
calibrated and maintained in good condition. Brake No. 1

shal! be fitted with two recording pressure gages, one to be
connected to the brake-pipe branch pipe, the other to the
brake cvlinder. and brake No. 100 shall be fitted with a test

gage connected to the brake cylinder. The attachment of
e'ectric circuit closers, also the general arrangement of the
electric circuit wiring, shall be as shown in Fig. 1.

Tests shall be repeated three times under the same gen^eral
condition, a record being taken of each test, also the average
result of each three tests. The room temperature at the time
of the tests shall be recorded, also humidity.
The essentials of a quick-action trip'e valve are, charging,

service application, graduation, release and quick action.

INDIVIDUAL TRIPLE-VALVE TESTS.

Charging Tests.

Not less than three triples, selected at random, shall be
tested, as follows:
With the triple valve cut out at the branch pipe cut-out

cock; the auxiliary reservoir empty; and 90-lb. brake-pipe
pressure maintained, the triple valve should be cut in.

A. Under these conditions the auxiliary res'crvoir should
be charged from zero to 70 'bs. in not more than 90 seconds
nor less than 70 seconds.

A, J. Cota.

Chairman, Committee on Revision of

Code of Tests.

B. When triple is in normal release position, the auxiliary

reservoir should be charged from zero to 70 lbs. in not more
than 60 seconds and not less than 40 seconds.

Service Application Tests.

A.—(To determine sensitiveness to service application.)

1. Three valves, selected at random, shall be taken for

this test and each tried separately. They will be tested on
the first brake of the rack using the brake pipe only of the
first car and locomotive, having the engine and tender brakes
cut out.

2. These triple va'ves should apply in service when the
brake-pipe pressure is reduced by direct discharge to the

atmosphere through an orifice which will reduce brake-pipe
pressure from 70 to 60 lbs., in 16 to 18 seconds, with brake
valve and triple valves on locomotive and first brake cut out.

3. In preparing for this test, insert the required disk in

union shown in Fig. 2 with all cocks closed, after which open
cock C and start test by opening cock B.

B.—(Graduating Test.)
1. Three valves, selected at random, shall be taken for

this test and each tried separately. They will be tested on
the first brake of the rack, using the brak'e pipe only of the
first car and locomotive having the engine and tender brakes
cut out.

2. The first admission to the cylinder shou'd be made
with a reduction of brake-pipe pr^essure not exceeding 5 lbs.;

each succeeding reduction should reduce the pressure in the
auxiliary reservoir not to exceed 3 lbs., until equalization
tak'es place. The nrcssure in the brake pipe should not be
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more tlian 3 lbs. lower than tlie equalized pressure in il'c

brake eyliiuier and re^crvoir at equal. i^aliuii.

f.—(Holding Tesl.)
'1 hree vaKcs select^ed at raiulom will i)e taken tor tliis te.sl

and lach tried >ei)ara>ely on tie lir^l l)rake on tlie raek,

using the brake p>oe only of ibe loe< motive and 'Av nr-t car,

having '.I e irip'f valves cut out on engine and tender The
one brake will be ai)p!ied admitting a> nearly as n ay be 15

lbs. into the brake cylinder followmg a service appi cation.

Rec( rd of pre^-ures in the auxiliary reservoir cylinder and
brak-e pipe will be taken as follows:

First. At comi)letion of application.

Second. In live minutes.
Third In ten minutes
l-'ourth. In lif'.ecn minutes.
In this test, when a constant brake-p pc pressure is main-

tained, the brake-cvlinder i)ressure must not be increased

more than 5 b<. in 5 minutes.
D — ( Release Test.)

Three triples va'ves. selected a*, random sha'l he taken for

this t-est and each tried sei)aratelv. Thev will be tried on
the tir>;t brake of the rack, n-^ing the brake pine only of the

first car a"d locom -tive having the ensrine and tender brakes

cut ort. When the triple goes to normal release p"-;iiion it

must exhau^-t th^e air from 'he brake cy'inder from SO to zero

porrd< in not more than 15 secord<.
When the triple goes to retarded release position it must

['l"IW—

j

"WlU W^
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Pig. 1—Wiring Plan M. C. B. Brake Rack; Purdue University.

exhaust the air from the brake cylinder from 50 to zero

pounds in not more than 40 seconds.

Emergency Aplilication Tests.

(To determine sensitiveness to quick action.)

Three tr'p'e valves, selected at random, shall be taken for

this test and tried separately on the tirst brak-e of the rack.

During this test the locomotive and tender triples are to be

cut out.

/^.—These triple valves must give a quick-action applica-

tion when the brake-pipe pressure is reduced by direct dis-

charge to the atmosphere through disk with a ^%4 in. orifice.

B—These triple valves must not give a quick-action appli-

cation when the brake-pipe pressure is reduced by direct dis-

charge to the atmosphere through a disk with a ^%4 m. orifice.

C.— (Holding vest) Three triple valves, selected at ran-

dom, sha'l be taken for this test and tried separately on the

fir^t brake on the rack. The brake will be applied in quick

action by moving the brake-va'.ve handle to emergency posi-

tion, where it must remain until completion of test for the

purpose of insuring the discharge of al' brake-pipe pressure.

Record of pressure in auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder

will be taken as follows:

First At completion of application.

Second. In five minutes.
Third. In ten minutes.
Fourth. In fifteen m-nutes.
In this test the auxiliary reservoir and brake-cylinder pres-

sure must not show a reduction of more than 5 lbs. in 5

minutes.
RACK TESTS.

Service Application Tests.

A.—(Service EquaHzation.)
With a service reduction of 25 lbs. from brake-pipe pres-

sure, a bra'-'p-cvHnder pressure of not less than 48 lbs., nor
more than 52 lbs.. r-iu = t be obtained.

B.—(Graduating Test.)
1. A reduction of 5 lbs. in brake-pipe pressure should

api)'y lightly the 100 brakes. However, the brake-cylinder
pres>ure may not be snflicient to show on all test gages.

2. A Inrther reduction of 4 lbs to 6 lbs. should increase

the cylinder pressure of all brakes.

3. .A further reduction, making a total of 25 lbs., should
ecpialize the pr-essure between the auxiliary reservoirs and
brake cylinders.

C — (Service api)'icaiion time.)

Mrakes will be ajjplied by reducing brake-pipe pressure 10

lbs There shall not be more than 25 seconds ditference in

the time of obtaining 10 lbs pres^ure in the cylinders of the
first and one hundredth brakes.

Emergency A[>plicaliou Tests.

A.— (Quick action time and pressure.)

The one hundredth brake must be api)lied with at least 45
lbs. pressure in 6% seconds from the movement of the brake-

TO BR/^KC PIPE COHMECTIOri C£
EMGinECRS B RAKE VALVE.

Fig. 2—Piping Arrangement for Brake Test.

valve handle to emergency position and at least 55 lbs. in

7 seconds. The final maximum pressure in this test must
not be less than 15 per cent, nor more than 20 per cent.

above the pressure given by the same brake in full service

application. This test will also be made to determine that

quick action is obtained with:

First.—Four inches piston travel.

Second.—Twelve inches piston travel.

(Note.—The object of this test is to secure, as nearly as

possible, uniformity of pressures in brake cylinders in an
emergency application and uniformity of time required to

obtain the pressures; to secure a minimum length of stop

and a minimum of shock, and o^f trains parting.)
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B.—(To determine whether quick action will follow a serv-
ice application.)
Using the 100 brakes, make a service reduction such as will

give 20 lbs. cylinder pressure on the first brake. Then place
the brake-valve handle in emergency position, which should
cause quick action operation of all triple valves. The pres-
sure in the first cylinder will be increased or decreased by
steps of about 5 lbs. until the point at which quick action
commences or ceases is determined.

C.—(Quick-action jumping test.)

With brakes Nos. 1, 2 and 3 cut out, quick action should
be obtained with the remainder of the brakes by an emer-
gency reduction, and the time, from the movement of the
brake-valve handle to emergency position to obtain 45 and
55 lbs. cylinder pressure on the one hundredth brake, should
not be increased more than one second over that required
to obtain the same pressures with all brakes cut in. This
test should be repeated with groups of three brakes cut out,
consisting of Nos. 2-3-4, 4-5-6 and 5-6-7, and the time from
the movement of the brake-valve handle to emergency posi-
tion to obtain 45 and 55 lbs. cylinder pressure in the one
hundredth brake should be the same as with all brakes cut
in. These tests will also be made with piston travel of 4 in.

Holding Tests.

A.—(Following a service application.)

The one hundred brakes will be applied, admitting, as
nearly as may be, 15 lbs. into the cylinder of the first brake.
Record of pressures in the auxiliary reservoirs and cylinders
will be taken at all record points as follows:

First. At completion of application.

Second. In five minutes.
Third. In ten minutes.
Fourth. In fifteen minutes.
In this test any increase of brake-cylinder pressure should

be in proportion to the reduction in brake-pipe pressure due
to leakage.

B —(Following a quick-action app'ication.)
The 100 brakes will be applied in quick action by placing

the brake-valve handle in emergency position, where it will

be left until completion of test, for the purpose of insuring
the discharge of all brake-pipe pressure. Record of pressures
in auxiliary reservoirs and cylinders will be taken at all

record points as fo'lows:
First. At completion of application.
Second. In five minutes.
Third. In ten minutes.
Fourth. In fifteen minutes.
The results of this test must not indicate an excessive

amount of back leakage into brake pipe.

Release Tests.

A.—(Release Time.)
The 100 brakes shall be applied with an 18 lb. service re-

duction of brake-pipe pressure and brake valve then placed
in release position. Time will be taken from the movement
of the brake valve into release position until pressure is

reduced to 5 lbs. in the cylinder of the first brake. The
pressure in the cylinder of the first brake should not reduce
to 5 lbs. in 'ess than 18 seconds nor more than 25 seconds.

(Note.—Main reservoir pressure must be 110 lbs. at time
of release.)

The report is signed by:—A. J. Cota (C. B. & Q.), chair-

man; J. R. Alexander (Penn.), and F. H. SchefTer (N. C.

& St. L.).

The report wa^ presented by J. R. Alexander in the
absence of A. J. Cota, Chairman.

C. E. Fuller (U. P.): Before going on to the discussion
of this subject, I would like to go back to the report on
safety appliances. We have a standard safety appliance
code in the M. C. B. Association, and, to be consistent

with the work that we have done this morning, I would
move that the report of the committee on safety appliances
be referred to letter ballot, including the requirements of

the U. S. Safety Appliances which are to be adopted as the

standard of this association, the same to be referred to

letter ballot.

R. L. Kleine (Penn.) : That brings up the other question
that was left over to the committee on standards with regard
to the safety annliances. That would eliminate questions

Nos. 11. 24, 25. 53 and 55, and st'll leaves ooen the follow-

ing to be acted on: 12, hand b^-pke for freight cars to work
with air. The suggestion on that was to refer the matter
to the committee on hand brake and signal equ'pment. Nos.
48 and 49. hand brakes on nnssenger cars tn be w^rVpd with
air, and that also was to be referred to the committee on
train brake and signal equipment. And 60, to advance the

7/16-in. brake chain to be standard, to be referred to letter
ballot.

D. F. Crawford (Penn.): I move that the two points re-
ferred to by Mr. Kleine which should be referred to the
committee on train brake and signal equipment be so re-
ferred, and that the third question be referred to the Asso-
ciation for letter ballot.
The motion was carried.

DISCUSSION OF CODE OF TESTS FOR AIR BRAKES.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.): I know the amount of work
that was required of this committee in getting up this report
as I was fortunately a member of the committee for several
years; hence. 1 wish to criticise the report very reluctantly.
But I notice under Service Application Tests, section A,
numeral 2, the reduction in the brake ijipe travel is shown
by the number of pounds reduced in a given time. This, to
my mind, is a very great improvement over what has been the
practice heretofore, namely, giving the size of orifice through
which the air must escape. But in other parts of this re-
port, under Emergency Application Tests, it gives the size
of the orifice that we should use in order to produce quick
action. It seems to me it would be well for the committee
to make that a given reduction in a given time, the same as
the one I have just referred to. To be sure, it states here
that there is nothing but the locomotive pipe and the car
pipe cut in. However, the size of locomotives have been
changed within the past year or two from 50 ft. to 150 ft.,

and it does make a great deal of difference as to the length
of the engine whether the size of the orifice will give the
same time reduction in one case as in another. There is

another thing that the committee should explain to us, and
that is the style of brake valve, if a brake valve is to be used
in making these tests, that is, to be standard for this test-
ing apparatus; and also it would be more than interesting
for us to know what triple valves are best employed for the
purposes of this test.

J. W. Alexander (Penn.) : In reply to Mr. Pratt, I wish
to say that the opening is given for the emergencv test. It
would be extremely difficult to determine that by time limit,
for the reason that the movement of air is almost instanta-
neous through an opening of that character, and it is a
question of getting the orifice down to a size in which a
quick, sudden movement of the air will affect the triple valve
at a certain distance from it, and these tests were made on.
In regard to the type of brake valve, the Figs. 1 and 2 show
the attachment, but you can put any tvpe of brake valve

—

Westinghouse or New York or anv other tvpe—on the test,
and_ this also shows the kind of triple valves that have been
subjected to these tests and possibly these tests may be said
to be practically all of those in general use on the different
roads of the country.
The report was accepted and recommendations submitted

to letter ballot.

REFRIGERATOR CARS.

The committee was instructed to investigate and report
on three separate questions, as follows:
The uniform height of refrigerator cars from the rail to

the floor.

Adoption of standard drip cup for refrigerators.
Relatively small ice tanks.

THE UNIFORM HEIGHT OF REFRIGERATOR CARS FROM THE RAIL TO THE
FLOOR.

The investigation of this subject shows that a large
majority of the refrigerators built within the last ten years
or more have the height of floor varying between 48 in.

and 50 in. above the rail, but the Santa Fe Refrieerntor
D'spatch has sotne 6000 cars with floors approximately 46^
in. above the rail. We have not been able to learn of any
cars which have the floor at 42 in. above the rail, as stated
in the Railroad Refrigerator Service Association Circular
84. (\7^\o(\ Trno 26. 1909.

It is also found that all freight-honse plntfrirm<; of the
largest roads and packing-houses varv in h-ight from 42
in. to 46 in. above the rail, and iinderstand that the Ameri-
can Rnilwav Eneineering Association has not yet adopted
any standard height for freig'it-house plntforms: we there-
fore suggest th.nt the Ma'^tcr Car Ri'ihlers' As<=ociat'on adopt
a minimum of 48 in. as the recommended nractice for refrig-

erator-car floors, and that the matter he tpken "p with the
American Ra Iway Engineering Assncinfon with the view
of having them adopt 46 in. as the mnyimrm heiTht of
freight-house platforms, as we believe that t'^is wiM make
ample allowance between the bottom of refrigerator doors
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and top of platforms, so as to avoid troiiblo :il)()iil oi)ening

the doors at freight houses.

STANDARD DRIP CUP KOR REVRUiKRATOKS.

In Circuhir 73 the Railroad Refrigerator Service Associa-
tion specifies the following reciiiircnienls for an ideal drip

cup:
It must keep the lower end of drain pipe submerged in

wat'Cr when tanks contain ice during summer or winter.

It must prevent water in dri]) cup from freezing in winter
when cars are iced without salt.

It must prevent cold air from entering car in winter when
cars are not iced.

The committee has not yet been able to find any drip cup
which will meet all of these requirements, which now seem
impossible to meet in f.ill, but the committee will continue
to invcstigat« the subject and make supplementary report.

RELATIVELY SMALL ICE TANKS.

Refrigerator cars may be dvided into two general
classes:—Fresh-meat cars; and fruit and dairy cars.

The best and most modern refrigerators are used for

shipping fresh meats, and these are provided with ice tanks

which experience has proven to be amply large. Fresh-
meat cars use crushed ice and salt, and a total capacity of

M. K. Barnum.

Chairman, Committee on Refrigerator

Cars.

5,000 lbs. per car has been found ample for all ordinary

service conditions; the committee, therefore, recommends
that tanks of 5,000 lbs. ice capacity be adopted as the mini-

mum for such cars.

For fruit and dairy refrigerators a minimum of 3,000 lbs.

per tank, or 6,000 lbs. per car, is recommended. Our inves-

tigation leads us to believe that the complaints mentioned
by the Railroad Refrigerator Service Association have been
caused by old cars that had ice tanks much smaller than

the present pract'ce, which are rapidly disappearing from
service, and we believe tanks of the size above recommended
are amply large to protect shipments under all ordinary
conditions.
The traffic department will be the first to object to en-

croaching any further than necessary on the loading space
of the car. and there seems to be no present necessity for

increasing the outside length of the car beyond about 40
ft., the present size of the largest refrigerator.

The report is signed by:—M. K. Barnnm (I. C), chair-

man; J. S. Chambers (A. C. L.). G. W. Lill'e (St. L. & S.

F.). W. E. Sharp (Armonr Car Lines), E. Posson (A. T. &
S. F.), W. C. Arp (Vandalia) and R. S. Miller (N. Y. C. &
St. L.).

DISCUSSION ON REFRIGERATOR CARS.

Mr. Barnum (chairman of committee): In regard to the
freight house platforms, it is stated that the committee in-

tended to take up w'th the American Railway and Mainte-
nance of Way Association the matter of having them adopt
46 in. as the maximum height of freight house platforms.
Since the report was written we believe that should be made
44 in., and we wish to correct the report to read 44 in.

1 have the supplemental report here, reading as follows:
The committee has continued its investigation of a stand-

ard drip cuj) for refrigerator cars, and has obtained from a

number of the roads which are the largest owners of refrig-

erators and also from the packing comi)anies drawings of

their standard drain cups, together witli reports on their

performance. All of these drain cups arc alike in their essen-
tial features, consisting in:

1. A depression or cup below the level of the drip pan
into which the water drains; and

2. A drain pipe, the top of which project above the bottom
of the cui) to a varying height, thereby retaining some water
in the cup round about the pipe, which, with the inverted cap
tltted over the top of the drain pipe, forms a water seal.

This arrangement permits the melted ice to overflow into
the drain pipe and at the same time prevents the admission
of warm air in srmmer; but it will not obviate freezing in

winter, and the drain pipe must be plugged to exclude cold
air in freezing weather. All of the replies received to our
inquiries indicate that there are no serious comi laints about
the last two features. Our investigation leads us to believe

that the combination of requirements s- ecified by the Rail-

road Refrigerator Service Association are mechanically
impossible.

I mitrht g've a litMe further explanation of our reason for

changing the maximum height of platform from 46 in. to

44 in. We found that the average refrigerator car door ha"^

a bevel of about 2 in., which would ma'-'c the outride edge of

the door about 2 in. below the floor of the car; and there are

qu'te a good many refris^erator doors that have lncl<s which
project a little below the outside edge of the door, and we
thought that it was advisable to increase the minimiim dis-

tance between the car floor and the too of the platform to

4 in., which we believe will be ample for all practical

purposes.

J. J. Hennessey (C. M. & P. S.): It does not seem to me
that the report of the committee has covered the point that

a great manv roads are much interested in, and that is the
matter of salt water drippings.

Mr. Parnum : We disposed of that last year.

Mr. Hennessey: The committee disposed of it in a certain

seiT^c la«t year hut at the same time T do not see that the

private line« are making much of an effort to get any device
that will carry the salt water driorings clear of t'^e tracks.

I think it is well understood that especially the Maintenance
of Way neo'~le are very much exercised at so much salt

water drinrings on metal bridges, tie plates, etc., and I

believe this is a question which should be gone into very
thoroughly and a arreater efifort made than has already been
made to ascertain if some device cannot be worked un which
can be ado-^ted as a standard to prevent salt water drippings
from refrigerator cars.

Mr. Barnum: T will recall to the mind of Mr. Hennessey
and that of the other members of the association the fact

of last year the committee on refrigerator cars recommended
that certain nrinci- les he followed for the T^urpose of retain-

ing within the iceing tanks the salt water dripninQrs and dis-

charging them at the iceing stations. We considered that
that covered the subiect, and the committee was discharged
as having com-^leted its work in that particular. It then
remained to take u-^ with the companies owning refrigerator
cars and using malted ice the matter of carrying out the
instructions. I have made some innuiries as to how the
work is progressing and T find that the racking- houses, par-
ticularly the owners of refrigerator cars using «alted ice.

have tried several devices in the form of valves for the
purpose of retaining the salted water and dischar<?inar it at

iceinsT stations, and I find that thev have been successful in

retaininsr the water, but have had some trouble with the
valves free-^ing, thus making it difficult to onen them at the
iceing stations. T was informed by the representatives of

several racking houses in Chicasro that they were fittinsr up
all cars as they passed through their sho'-s with such valves,

and I think so far as the committee of this association is

concerned we have done all that we can in that diref'tion.

and if anything further is to be done it will have to be taken
up by the Ameri'-an Railway Association with the private car
owners who handle the refrigerator cars. Perhaps Mr.
Sharp can give some additional information on this matter
which will be of interest.

W. E. Sharp (Armour Car Lines) : The supplemental report

of Mr. Barnum covers that point. We have tested several

valves, and much to our surprise we have had difPculty in

operatinar them ; not in ho'd'ng the brine, but the valve must
be placed at the lowest point on the tank in order to drain the

entire tank, and, as that is the co'dest place in the tank, the

valve freezes. A remark was made that not much effort was
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apparently being made by the owners of refrigerator cars to

overcome the annoyance from the dripping of salt water. We
have not said anything about it, but we have been busy and
there is no intention on our part to go to sleep on the subject.

We have a number of cars equipped with valves of different

types. We are not operating them, because it would be a seri-

ous matter to undertake to operate a valve until you know it

is reliable and that you can draw the water off at the iceing

stations.

We invite the committee and the individual members of the
association to cooperate with us on this matter and to come to

our shops and see what we are doing. I feel free to say that

the other packers, as well as the company that I represent, are

going to continue their efforts and accompl sh just what you
want us to accomplish, and that by another year there will be
a decided improvement in that direction.

A. Stewart (Southern) : I move that the recommendations
of the comm'ttee be referred to letter ballot.

The motion was carried.

THE ANNUAL MASTER CAR BUILDERS' BALL.

The forty-fifth annual ball of the Master Car Builders'

Association was given on the Million Dollar Pier last niglt

at 9.30 o'clock. The officers of the association and their

ladies were personally conducted from the hotels to the pier

in roller chairs by members of the Marshals' Committee. At
the entrance to the pier, they were met by members of the

Social Squad, and escorted to the booth of the Galena-Signal

Oil Company at the ocean end of the ball room, which was
headquarters for them during the evening. As President and

Mrs. Curtis crossed the floor the band played "Hail to the

Chief."

There were Zld couples in the grand march. It formed

at the ocean end of the pier and was conducted by Chair-

man J. Will Johnson of the Entertainment Committee and

led by President and Mrs. Curtis. It performed numerous
graceful evolutions, during which the Ushers' Committee

presented the ladies with favors. They were fancy gauze

fans.

There were 19 numbers on the regular dancng program;

and in addition, the Vollmer's Orchestra, which furnished

the music, responded to a number of encores. Refreshments

were served at both the ocean and Boardwalk ends of the ball

room throughout the evening.

All the members of the Entertainment Committee were

on duty. The committee especially in charge of the ball was

composed of Thomas Farmer. Jr., Chairman; W. J. Walsh.

F. B. Ernst. C. A. Dunkelberg, Ralph C. Coburn, H. A.

Nealley. J. P. Landreth. Edward S. Toothe, J. C. Younglove.

Leonard J. Hibbard, William Miller, Harry S. Hammond and

E. E. Silk.

The following br-efly describes the way in which the ladies

of some of the railway officers were gowned:

Mrs. T. H. Curtis, shell pink satin, veiled in Chantilly lace

and white chiffon, with rh'nestone trimmings; carried orchids.

Mrs. C. E Fuller, white Chantilly robe over pale yellow

satin.

Mrs. J. F. Deems, Par's gown of King's blue, with jet over-

dress; pearls and diamonds.

Mrs. G. W. Wildin, lingerie over pink satin.

Mrs. F. W. Brazier, lavender and silk ch'ffon, with inside

lining of green slk and black jet trimm'ngs; carried pink roses

Miss Verona Pratt, blue flowered net over blue satin, trimmed

with marabout.

Mrs. Wm. Garstang, white lace over satin.

Miss Mabel Garstang, yellow lace heavily embroidered over

yellow satin; carried orchids.

Miss Virginia Garstang, American beauty colored chiffon

over white saf'n; carried lilies of the valley.

Mrs. R. D. Smith, net gown embroidered in pink and

white and trimmed with fillet lace over white satin; carried

sweet peas and orchids.

Mrs. J. S. Chambers, violet crepe meteor embroidered;

carried orchids.

Mtss Hazel Cumback, pink marquisette; carried pink roses.

Mrs. B. P. Flory, black marquisette over yellow satin; carried

.\mcrican Beauty roses.

Mrs. H. E. P.'ssmore, white batiste with lace trimming.

Mrs. George T. Anderson, black satin with lace trimmings;

carried American Beauty roses.

Mrs. J. F. Dunn, white lace dress over white satin; carried

orchids.

Miss Edna Dunn, white crystal over pink satin; carried

orchids.

Miss Helen MacBain, blue chiffon; carried roses.

Miss Grace MacBain, white chiffon; carried lilies of the

valley.

Miss Mary D. Walsh, pink mulle with pink ribbon; carried

orchids.

Mrs. E. W. Pratt, pale green crepe de chine with raised

velvet flowers, rice bead trimmings and point lace.

Mrs. Jas. A. Beamer, white Swiss with white embroidered
trimmings.

Miss Blanche Beamer, pink Swiss with po'nt lace.

Mrs. R. B. Kendig, gray voile over p'nk, touches of green

with fillet lace; carried orchids and lilies of the valley.

Mrs. W. E. Sharp, white voile with hand-embroidered lace

;

carried orch'ds and lilies of the valley.

Mrs. C. B. Young, white voile.

Mrs. H. F. Wardwell, soft yellow silk, trimmed with pearls.

Mrs. R. L. Klein, black lace gown over apricot satin.

Miss Margaret Hennessey, pink and bordered chiffon; Ameri-
can Beauty roses.

Mrs. Thomas T. Thompson, white satin, veiled in violet

chiffon and lace; carried orchids.

Mrs. T. M. Ramsdell, embroidered net over cream messa-

line.

Mrs. I. A. McCormick, white lace with heavy French em-
broidery.

Miss Louise Ramsdell, white chiffon over yellow satin.

Mrs. F. S. Kent, apricot radium silk, coral chiffon, Venetian

lace trimmed with marabout.

Miss Barbara Small, fancy lingerie dress over pink; carried

orchids.

Mrs. H. Telford, white lace over white silk; carried pink

roses.

Mrs. J. A. McRae, black lace dress with spangled trimmings

:

carried orchids and roses.

THE HERFORD MONOLOGUES.

The entertainment given yesterday afternoon at the Brighton

Casino was enjoyed by everj'body. M'ss Beatrice Herford. so-

ciety entertainer in original monologues, was at intervals handi-

capped by a competing thunder storm, but the shower soon

passed. Miss Herford has a pose and delivery that is unique,

and her ability in adapting herself to suit the various sketches

was thoroughly entertaining. The program consisted of the fol-

lowing :

I. In a Restaurant.

An Elderly English Lady Packing Her Trunk ; Her

Niece Helping Her.

A Girl in a Telephone Pay Station.

Choosing the Wall Papers.

V. The Shampoo Woman.
The enterta'nment committee very thoughtfully provided en-

closed chairs for the audience to return to t'-eir hotels so that

no inconvenience was due to the impromptu shower.

II.

HI.

IV.

The railway from Volcan, Chili, to Maipu, which starts

from Puerto Alto, the terminal point of the Pirque Railway,

has been opened to traffic.
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OlonbcnitonaUtic^*

If you sec one, you see the otlier—the Davis Brothers.

It was the intention of J. C. Barber to attend this convention,

but he was unavoidably detained.

Frank W. N'oxon, secretary of the Railway Business Asso-

ciation, was a visitor on the Million Dollar Pier yesterday.

Hugh M. Wilson came down from New York to renew

acquaintances for a few days with his host of friends at

the conventions.

Ronald G. Coolbaugh, who is attending the convention for the

first time as a railway supply man, is the son of F. W. Cool-

baugh. Mr. Coolbaugli is a Cornell man.

M. K. Barmini, general superintendent motive power of

the Illinois Central, did not get here for the M. M. conven-

tion, but is here for the M. C. B. convention.

Arthur P. Bowen, director of purchases, Pullman Com-

pany, Chicago, passed Monday and Tuesday on the pier at-

tending the conventions and seeing the exhibits.

George E. Carson, master car builder of the New York

Central at West Albany, N. Y., is at the Traymore. He is

said to have made a remarkably fine record during the past

year.

One of the most effective workers at the convention is

Mrs. I. H. Case. It is an interesting sight to see her take

visitors in hand and show them over the model house of

Dearborn.

Staff says he didn't say that the presidency of the Railway

Supply Manufacturers' Association was unexpected. What
he did say was, that he had not sought the office—which is

absolutely true.

J. H. Manning, superintendent motive power of the Delaware

& Hudson, is extremely enthusiastic over the service results

which are being obtained from the big Mallets which are being

used on that road.

R. B. Kendig, general mechanical engineer of the New York

Central Lines, 1 ad quite a severe illness during the spring.

He is in attendance at the conventions, however, and seems to

have fully regained his health.

H. C. Manchester, formerly superintendent motive power of

the Maine Central, is missed by his friends this year. Since the

last convention he has been appointed superintendent of trans-

portation, and is busy now gett.ng out the summer schedules.

W. L. Jacoby, whose energy resulted in building a large steel

plant in which the lirst tire was rolled within 14 months after

ground was broken, is staying at the Brighton. Mr. Jacoby

started to make tires 20 years ago, when he was but 17 years

old.

Hugh Montgomery, Fuperintendent motive pcwer of the Ban-

gor & Aroostook, is stopping at the Dennis. He has been very

busy during the past year. About 150 miles of new road were

opened recently and 200 miles more will probably be built in the

near future.

A. M. Darlow, who was appointed mechanical en-^ineer of the

Buffalo & Susquehanna a few weeks a^o, is at the Marl'iorough-

Blenheim. He came down early last week and 1 as been work-

ing hard to put in his time to the best advantage, both in the

meetings and in studying the exhibits.

John H. Jaschka. of the National Malleable Castings Com-

pany, who recently changed his headquarters from Salt Lake

City to San Francisco, is again on the job. Mr. Jaschka

says it is a long way to come, hut he feels that it is a great

pleasure to meet his many friends here.

Henry Bartlctt, general superintendent mechanical depart-

ment of the Boston & Maine, is at the Brighton. The new
Pacific type locomotives, the lirst to be introduced on that road,

are handl.ng the heavy Portland passenger trains, and trains on

the While Mountain division, with splendid results.

As the Cadets de Gascogne, who furnished the music for

the M. C. B. reception, speak only French and Italian, and
Chairman Johnson, of the entertainment committee, speaks

only the rest of the languages, the conversations between
them had the soul of wit: they were plenty brief.

G. W. Kelly, master blacksmith at the Elizabethport shops

of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, who presided over

the last convention of the Master Blacksmiths' Association,

arrived Monday afternoon and returned home last night.

He worked hard all the time he was here in studying the

exhibits.

George Carr, of the Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works,
saved the Million Dollar Pier yesterday morning by heroically

extinguishing a bad fire in a waste basket. It will be re-

called that his brother Bob was a candidate for a Carnegie

medal a couple of years ago when he rescued a young lady

in the surf.

F. H. Stark, superintendent of the Montour Railroad and

of the Pittsburgh & Moon Run and superintendent rolling

stock of the Pittsburgh Coal Company, arrived early Mon-
day morning and is stopping at Chalfonte. Business has

been a little light, but he is looking forward to a big rush

during the midsummer months.

Yea, verily, advertising in The Daily pays. After A. L. Whip-

ple's new fold.ng umbrella had been lost for four days, The

Daily was informed of the fact and at once printed a notice

that "Whip" was mourning the loss. The same day that the

notice appeared the lost umbrella was returned to the owner

—

and "Whip" is happy once again.

We have not as yet been able to decide which is the biggest

exhibit here, but we do know the littlest exhibit; and the afore-

said littlest exhibit is attracting great attention. Little Miss

Lillian Brazier is attending the conventions. She was born

to Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Brazier seven months ago, on the birth-

day of her grandfather, F. W. Brazier.

J. F. Walsh, general superintendent motive power of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, is looking forward w.th a great deal of

interest to the testing out in service of the two 4-8-2, or

Mountain, type locomotives which are about to be placed in

operation on his road. These engines are intended for use in

fast passenger service on the mountain grades.

Lou Yates, master car builder of the Pacific Fruit Ex-

press, lives in Los Angeles and goes bathing in the Pacific.

He comes to Atlantic City to the conventions and goes

bathing in the Atlantic. He likes the Atlantic and says it is

a bit warmer than that of the Pacific. As for the climate,

he says that of the Pacific coast has a decided "shade" on

that of the Atlantic.

A pleasant automobile trip from Buffalo to Atlantic City

was enjoyed last week by Mr. and Mrs. George N. Dow,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schroyer and Mr. and Mrs. Harry U.

Morton, in Mr. Schroyer's Pierce-.^rrow. The trip was

made in four days, the party arriving on Tuesday. Mr.

and Mrs. Schroyer will motor from Atlantic City to Chicago,

their heme city, leaving Wednesday.

The members of the Enrollment Committee have pre-

sented to Oscar F. Ostby, chairman of that committee, a

handsome silver mounted snake-wood cane, engraved with

Mr. Ostby's initials. With the gift was sent a letter ex-

pressing the esteem and good-will whi^-h Mr. Ostby's able

and diplomatic management has inspired in all who have

come in contact with him at the conventions.
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It was rumored anidiij^ the convention crowds yesterday

that J. E. O'Brien, superintendent motive power of the

Western Pacilic, liad been appointed general superintendent

motive power ol the Missouri Pacilic. A telegram from

President B. F. Bush of the latter road to The Daily says:

"There is nothing in the report of O'Brien coming to the

Missouri Pacilic as general superintendent motive power."

, The following ha heen received from dear old David Holtz.

who still feels as young as he did 20 years ago: "'Just a line to

let you know w ere nry thoughts are this week. I had en-

gaged a room, but on account of being on the grand jury and

not able to get excused, 1 gave it up and forfeited the pleasure

I had Tiad in mind of meeting you a:;ain and my other friends

in the Master Mechanics and Master Car Builders' associations.

I hope for better results next year. I am receiving the daily

edition of the h'a Iway Age Gazette, and my daughters and I

have enjoyed reading the names of those attending the conven-

tion, and the reports.

The last meeting of the Entertainment Committee was
held yesterday noon. At the conclusion of the meeting,

C. A. Dunkelberg, in behalf of the members of the com-
mittee, expressed to J. Will Johnson, the retiring chairman,

the feeling of gratification and good will held by every

member toward their leader, and presented him with a hand-

some open-face gold watch. Mr. Johnson responded feel-

ingly. Everybody who has attended the conventions the

two years of Mr. Johnson's chairmanship will concur in the

statement that this mark of recognition for the work he

has done is heartily merited.

C. A. Schroyer, superintendent car department of the

Chicago & North Western, loves to put one over in the

shape of a real good joke that does no harm. His many
friends know this only too well; they can testify to having

been stung, but not hurt, on occasions too numerous to

mention. But the "worm will turn," as we all know; and

it is therefore with great glee that Charlie Schroyer's friends

are repeating the story of a sail on the ocean indulged in

last Sunday by a party of which Mr. Schroyer was a member.
When at some distance from the Inlet the wind failed and

in a short time the calm became complete. It was then

that Mr. Schroyer addressed the commander of the yacht,

and in this fashion: "I say, captain, while there is nothing

doing in the way of wind, would you loan us a line I'll

show you how to land a few fish for dinner." The captain

said he was very sorry but that there v/ere no lines aboard.

Then he winked to the members of the party and handed

this to the Chicagoan: "However, Mr. Schroyer, rather than

disappoint you, I have this suggestion to make. I will give

you a pencil and paper and you can drop a line to the fish."

Just then the breeze sprang up; but in the general merriment,

in which Mr. Schroyer heartily joined, its arrival was not

noticed.

M. C. B. REGISTRATION.

Alexander, J. R., Gen. Rd. Fore., Penna. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Bundy, C. L., G. F., D. L. & W. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Deibert, John H., F. C. R.. Lehigh Valley R. R., Bnswell.

Dow, Geo., Gen. Mech. Ins.. N. Y. Cen. Lines. Chalfonte.

Grove, P. L., A. E. M. P., Penna. R. R. Co.. Chalfonte.

Halverson, H.. M. C. B.. Soo Lines. Seaside.

Harris, Wells, G. F. C. R., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., Chester

Inn.
Henderson, Geo. R.

Jaynes, R. T., M. M., Lehigh & Hudson, Traymore.
Kells. Willard, Asst. to G. S. M. P.. A. C. Line. Revere.

Kipp. A.. G. C. I.. N. Y. O. & W. Ry.. Chalfonte.

Lindstrom. C. A.. Chief Engr.. Pitts., Allegheny & McKees
Rocks Ry.. Chalfonte.

McBain, D. R., S. M. P., L. S. & M. S'., Marlborough-Blen-
heim.

McGraw, Wm. P., Supt. of Cars, Jarnison Coal & Coke Co.,

Dennis.

Morris, W. S., Special Agt., C. & O., Marlborough-Blenheim.
Ott. Wm. B., Asst. Engr. M. P.. Penna. R. R., Chalfonte.
Sheahan, J. F., M. M., International & Grt. Northern. Arling-

ton.

Turner. Amos, M. M., Lehigh Valley R. R. Co., Dennis.
White. E. T., S. M. P., Mt. Clare Shops, B. & O. R. R., Had-
don Hall.

Wynian, K. L., M. M., Lehigh & New England R. R., Penn-
hurst.

M. M. REGISTRATION.

Brooks, H. S., Asst. M. M., B. & O., Colwin.
Newhouse, John F., M. M., Kentucky & Indiana Ter. Rwy.
Shepard, L. A., The Steel Castings Co., Dennis.

GUESTS.

Baird, A. N., Insp. Boiler & Plate, Santa F"e.

Bedell, Thos., Chalfonte.
Billan. L. S., Ch. Draftsman, B. & O. R. R., Arlington.
Beach, C. A., Supt. N. Y. Div.. Phila. & R.. Dennis.
iuswick, J. H., F'oreman, P. R. R.
Bracken, J. W., Clk. to Supt., P. R. R, Haddon Hall
Braulcy, E. J., Foreman Car Inspect., P. B. & W. Ry.
Brown, J. D., Ch. Electrician, B. & O. R. R.
Carmichael, E., Gen. Foreman. P. R. R., Traymore.
Clarke, Arthur B., For. Car Rep., P. & R.
Cook, J. J., Road For. Eng., P. R. R.
Cook, C. A., Master Painter, P. B. & W., Devonshire.
Cooke, George T., Mechanical Inspector, The Pullman Co.,

Traymore.
Culver, VV. R.. M. M., Union Tank Line, Young's.
Dixon, A., Gen. Fman., C. P. R., Haddon Hall.

Dykenian, William, C. C. to Pur. Agt., N. Y. C, Marlborough-
Blenheim.

Elcholm. E. L., D. & H. Co., Monticello.
Endy. W. N.. Stkpr., P. & R.
Enslow, Frank, Attorney, C. & O., St. Charles.
Entrikin, T. C, Mach.. P. & R.

.

Erb. C. W., Stkpr., P. R. R., 605 Pacific Ave.
Finney. Harold R., Asst. Road F""oreman, Penna. R. R., Marl-
borough-Blenheim.

Fox. P., G. F. C. R., Erie R. R., Shelburne.
Garabrand. W. P., R. F. of E., Penn. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Gibson. Edward, Foreman Wheel Shop, P. B. & W. Ry.
Gearhart. H. F., Pur. Agt., Pressed Steel Car Co.. Chalfonte.
Gil.iard, W. J., Shop Clk.. P. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Grim. Chas. B., For. Car Insp., P. & R. R. R., Dennis.
Hankins. L. G., Ch. Clerk.

Hardy. C. R., M. P. Insp., P. R. R.. Newton.
Heald, W. E., Supt. Const. Elec. Dept., B. & O., Traymore.
Herr, E. D., P. R. R.
H inkle, H. M., Asst. Road For. Eng., Penna. R. R., Elwood.
Hughes. S. W.. G. C. For., Wash. Term. Co., Ardmore.
Hynes, J. M.. Gen. For. M. P. Dept., B. & O.
Illig, L. T., Ch. Draftsman, Penna. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Jackson. C. H.. For. Car Insp., P. R. R.
Keith. J. T., Vineland, N. J.

Kerigan. W. R., Ch. Clk. Rd. For. of Eng., P. R. R., Haddon
Hall.

Kerigan, F. J., Ch. Clk. to M. W., P. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Kiefer. C. J., Insp. Test. Dept., P. R. R., Iroquois.

Lowther, H. F., Asst. Pur. Agt., D. L. & W., Frontenac.
Lane, S. F., Gen. Supt., L. C. & Moriah, Shelburne.

Lewis, Chas. W., Asst. M. S. At. Ref. Co., Union Tank Line,

Young's.
Louderback, A. L.. M. C. B. Clerk, Penna. R. R., Pennhurst.
T^'^c^onnell. Saml.. Marlborough-Blenheim.
McCool, Chas., Reg. Clerk. Pur. Dept.. P. R. R.

McC ormick. VV. H., Assnt. Gen. Pass. Agt.. P. & R.. Chalfonte.

McHarg, J. J. Chief Clerk. Penna. R. R., Hadr'on Hall.

Mcintosh, J. B.. Supt. L. H. & P., Wash. Term. Co.

Mpckey, W. C, Foreman. B. & O. R. R.. Pennhurst.
]\''-thrs. S. R.. IV'aster Mechanic. Norfolk & Southern, Dennis.
Miller. E. W.. Car Foreman. B. & O.. Tryon.

Morean, C. H., Dfa. Fr. Agent. P. & R.. Dennis.

Munger, E. T.. Gen"l Supt.. H. & M. Ry.. Shelb"rne.

N "'onn. R.. For. Car Shops, Penna. R. R., Camden.
O'Donnell. J. C. Inspector, P. R. R.

Oliver. R. G.. M. M . P. R. Transit. Dunlop.

Pastori"s. O. B.. Genl. Electrician. W. J. & Seashore, Marl-

bornuafh- Blenheim.
Pryor. C. L.. S. Buffalo Ry.. Marlhoroueh-Blenheim.

Rankin, W. E., For. Wayne Test Shop, P. & R.
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Riinkle, 1). F., For. Car Shop, P. & R., Soiiurscl.

kilTcrt. Harry V.. P. W. Ins.. P. ^' K.

Ringland, J. A., Fore. Vuff. Housi', V. R. R., Aimrican.
Rue, VV. M., Loco. linginccr, P. R. R.

Roberts, G. II.. Mach. Foreman M. P., L. I. R. R., Windsor.

Russell. H. H., Genl. Foreman, N. Y. P. & N. R. R., Chaltonte.

Schanze. H. C. Fnian., P. R. R.

Searing, J. J.. 3d., Asst. Sliop Clerk, Penna. R. R ,
Pinnhurst.

Sickles. K. C. Supt. Pow. House. H. & O.
Shay. J. M.. Gen. Car For., B. & O. S. W., Pembroke.
Simon, Louis S., Schlitz.

Shannon, Wm. P., Asst. Fman. Car Shops, Penna. R. R.,

Elwood.
Staples, Oscar, Eng. House Foreman, P. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Stewart. H. A.. Shop Superintendent, Armour Car Line, Marl-

borough- Blenheim.
Stratton. G. F,., Gen. Foreman, P. R. R., Haddon Hall.

Stroble, Harry H., Gas Fitter, P. & R.

Travella. W II.. Foreman, P. R. R.

Turk. J. E.. Supt.. P. & R., Dennis.

Van Buskirk. J. H., M. E., N. Y. Central, Chalfonte.

Walsh, Charles E., Asst. Ch. Clerk P. Agt., Penna. Lines R. R.,

Brighton.
Walton. E. A., Chalfonte.

Wells, W. W.. Chief Clerk 4th V. P., P. R. R., Dennis.

White. Geo.. Storekeeper Meadows. P. R. R., Marlborough-

Blenheim.
Wilbur. Rollin H., Vice-Prest. & Genl. Manager, Lehigh &
New England. ^ x^ , ,,

Wright. J. D.. Genl. Foreman M. P. Dept.. B. & O., Rudolf.

Wolf. G M . Gen. Foreman M. P. Dept., B. & O.

Yoder, J. H., Foreman, P. & R.

Zimmerman, Geo., For. Car Shop. P. & R., Somerset.

THE TRACK EXHIBIT.

The track exhibit this year includes a motor passenger car,

some special dump cars, box cars, a portable forging plant and

an industrial car. The motor passenger car is the one built by

the General Electric Company, and has a seating capacity for

95 passengers. The passenger section of the car is divided into

two compartments, one for smokers. The engine is of the gas-

olene internal combustion type driving an 80-kilowatt generator

with an overload capacity running up to 120 kilowatts. The

motors are of the ordinary type, so that there is really nothing

experimental about the design. The engine and motor are

carried above the springs and form an ordinary stationary plant,

while the motors are on the trucks, as in regular street car

service. An auxiliary engine is provided for driving the gen-

erator for the electric lights and also for providing compressed

air for the brakes when the main engine is standing.

A novelty at the exhibition is the forging car, exhibited by

the United Engineering Forging Company. It is a portable

forge set on a steel underframe car and fitted with an oil fur-

nace for heating material, a steam hammer for doing the work,

with a boiler for supplying the steam. Both the boiler and the

furnace use oil burners, which are supplied with fuel from a

tank car serving as a tender. It is possible to execute work

of considerable magnitude with this plant, as demonstrated by

the daily operations.

The Railway Equipment Company shows three hopper bottom

cars. Two have the hopper doors swinging on a line parallel

with the length of the car, and in the other the doors are hinged

on the transverse I'ne. They are closed by a chain with block

links winding over a rectangular block, and drawn up by means

of a long handled wrench. The locking is effected by a ratchet

and pawl, the latter being held down by a gravity lock, so that

there is no danger of the pawl slipping or the dog letting go

under the mot'on of the car.

Another hopper bottom car is that equipped with the John-

son hopper door and shown by the Industrial Supply &
Equipment Company. The door resembles in its action the

ash-pan door used on the New York, Ontario & Western

which is carried by two parallel hangers, and is so arranged

as to have its first opening motion a drop away from the

bottom of the hopper, after which it slides out towards the

end of the c.ir, leaving th( whoh of the opening clear and

unobstructed.

There is a refrigerator car shown by the Whipple Car

Company in which some simple novelties are incorporated.

The insulation is a four-ply felt. The ice-boxes are col-

lapsible and can be moved in and out with ease. The outer

insulated partition when pulled out is held in place by knee-

joint hinges like a buggy top, as well as by the ice racks

that drop down from the end of the car. Access to the

interior is obtained through a door in the front. On the roof

there are four waterproof ventilators that are self-draining,

and are set to face the ends of the car. Their action is to

force the air in at one end of the car and down into the

ice box, thence out at the floor and through the car to an

escape at the ventilators at the other end. The interior

ventilation is provided for by a double roof extending to the

line of the side door. This roof is perforated with a number
of 3-in holes through which the warm air rising from the

lading passes to the air space above and thence to the ice

box at the ends. This avoids the necessity of the air moving
from the ends to the center of the car in order to escape.

It is stated that, with this construction, a temperature of

45 deg. Fahr. has been maintained throughout the whole
length of the car with fruit lading from Colorado to Chicago.

Next to this is a box car fitted with the Franklin flexible roof

and exhibited by the Franklin Railway Supply Company. This

roof is an all-steel structure. The carlines and purlines are of

pressed steel, and the roof sheets are held by clamps at the

edges and an inverted T-clamp that lies in the groove of the

carline. The running board saddle is carried by bolts, passing

through the legs of the carlines and held clear above its edges,

so that there is no possibility Of the sheets of the roof being

caught and consequently buckled by any warping of the body
of the car. The leakage of water due to driving storms is pro-

v'ded for by carrying the sheets over the edge of the ridge,

which is a U-shape, with the opening up. Water may be

driven into this, but it drains into each carline, which, in turn,

forms a trough to carry the water to the eaves, where it is

discharged. The use of pressed steel straps insures strength

in the roof, wh'le the method of holding the sheets provides

an equal insurance against the buckling of the roof sheets.

A drop-bottom gondola, from the Cincinnati, Hamilton &

Dayton, is also shown. This has a method of rolling up the

doors by means of a crankshaft, fitted with rollers, and having

a ratchet and dog at one end near the bolster, by which it is

operated and held in place. This car is built with deep center

sills and no side sills.

The Summers all-steel box car has a truck of a peculiar con-

struction, which has been already described in these columns.

Loaded on a flat car are two examples of the Jacobs

Shupert firebox, with which the readers of this paper arc

already fami'iar. One of these fireboxes is set in proper

position so that it can be seen from the outside, while the

other is laid on its side so that the interior or fire-side can

be seen through the opening in the mud ring. Finally,

there is a small industrial motor car shown by the Atlas

Car & Manufacturing Company.

The progress which is being made in the developments at the

Port of Bahia, Guatamala. gives every indication of this point

becoming a formidable rival of the other ports in the republic.

The railway from that town to Quito is being pushed forward

vigorously, and already there has been opened to traffic a sec-

tion extending to a point near Calceta, a distance of 33 miles.

The preliminary survey on the Chone branch, via Cairnito. has

been completed, as has also the survey on the line from Guaya-

quil to Balzar. Plans for the installation of an electric light

plant are now being prepared, and every effort is being exerted

to render the port of Bahia de Caraquez an important commer-

cial center.
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MAINTENANCE OF SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVES.

The superheater locomotive does not requ re any more atten-

tion to obtain satisfactory service than an ordinary locomotive.

It is essential with a fire-tube superheater that the flues be kept

open, and free from accumulaions of cinders and dust, which

would prevent the attainment of the desired degree of super-

lieat. A double loss occurs when the flow of gases through

llie flue is restricted, for the reason that the flue itself and the

superheater surface of the tubes are reduced in efficiency. To
keep the large flues clean it has been found that the first requi-

site is regularly in blowing them out. If they are blown out at

regular and frequent intervals, less time is required to prepare

the engine for the road, as the cinders have not had time

to become baked hard. If the flues are blown out on every

round trp, ths operation is not much of a task. An afr

pressure of about 100 lbs. per sq. in. is generally used for this

purpose. A ^ in. pipe long enough to reach all the way
through the flue is inserted from the fire-box and below the

superheater tubes, and is gradually worked forward, blowing

the cinders and dust out of the flue into the smoke box. It

frequently has been found that carelessness in cleaning the

flues results in the cinders being blown part way, where

tliey are not visible from the fire-box, and the engine is reported

as having clean flues. This condition merely invites a more
rapid accumulation of cinders, followed by an immed'atc reduc-

tion in the efficiency of the superheater.

Frequent inspection of the front end should be made ; this

is easily accomplished by means of hand holes on each side

of the boiler, a short distance ahead of the front tube sheet,

from which any leakages of the superheater tube joints or of

the tubes in the front tube sheet can be read'ly ascertained.

Any leakages of air into the front end are, of course, just as

detrimental to a superheater engine as any other.

On a large number of lines it is customary to give a thorough

inspection and test of the superheater at regular periods. The
test is made with water pressure. To make it the steam

chest valve ports are blocked and the dome cap removed; the

steam pipe headers and superheater tubes are then filled with

water, whch is introduced through a special water test fitting,

generally located on the left hand steam pipe, to which a hose

may be connected by taking down the netting manhole. After

the water level reaches the throttle, this is securely blocked up

and the pressure is raised to the desired amount. In this

way the joints of all parts carrying steam between the throttle

and steam chest are tested for leakages with a minimum amount

of labor.

The troubles which in some cases have been exper'enccd in

keeping the large flues tight in the fire-box tube-sheet have

been eliminated by the improved methods of setting and work-

ing, with the result that flue troubles are practically a thing of

the past. When it is found necessary to repair the flues in the

fire-box tube-sheet a prosser is now generally used in prefer-

ence to a roller. This prosser tool should be made with not

less than 12 sections to give satisfactory results, and except in

very bad water districts a very light prossering is all that is nec-

essary. When a roller is used it should have not less than five

rolls, as the use of tools with a smaller number of rolls has

proved injurious for this size of work. Plugs driven into the

tubes and flues surrounding the one which is being worked

has in many instances proved good practice.

The superheater damper and its cylinder should be ma'ntained

in operating condition. The object of the damper is to pre-

vent the flow of gases through the flues at a time when live

steam is not passing through the superheater tubes. If the

damper is not in operative condition it causes damage to the

part of the superheater tubes closest to the fire-box; while this

condition does not produce any immediate bad eff^ects it does

cause a deterioration of the superheater tubes and return bends

in the course of time, which the damper is dcsgned to prevent.

It is not possible to tell just how fast this deterioration is.

but when the means are provided for preventing it, it is impor-

tant that it should be kept in operating condition and not be

rendered useless by the lack of a little attent on.

When the engine is being fired up this damper is in a closed

posit on. When the flues are being blown out, however, it

should be open, so that all cinders and dirt removed from the

flues may drop out of the damper into the smoke box, where

they can eas'ly be taken out.

When extended piston rods and guides are provided for

engines using highly superheated steam, they should be given

careful attention and inspection. The tendency has been, when
extended piston rods were used, not to give them the proper

adjustment or attention. A number of greatly improved designs

have been brought out in which the early troubles have been

eliminated, and several of these are in very satisfactory service

at the present time. A carefully maintained piston rod guide

of good design will prove an invaluable aid in the sat sfactory

operation of superheater engines. Experience has shown that

the cost of maintenance has not increased over the saturated

steam engine, nor is the time which they are out of service

for attention greater than it is for the non-superheater engine.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The Russian Council of Ministers has considered the general

question of Siberian railways and favors the construction of

the Semipalatinsk-Barnaul-Novo-Nikolaieffsk Railway at the

expense of the treasury. At the present time in view of the

applications made from the interested towns the counc 1 approves

the construction of the Altaisk railways on a concessionary basis

with the object of having tliem completed as soon as possible.

This line is likewise of great economic importance to the region

it will traverse.

In Queensland, the northeastern colony of Australia, where

for some years there has been very little railway building,

while the country was recovering from the three-years"

drought, the government now purposes to construct a line

along the coast from Rockhamton northwestward, 634.miles,

through Mackay and Townsville to Cairns—all coast towns;

and another nearly parallel with it, but about 550 to 400

miles further west from Charleville, the termnus of a rail-

way from Brisbane, northwestward through Longreach and

Winton and Cloncurry to the western border of the province

at Camooweel, 1,282 miles. This latter would serve as part

of a great transcontinental line to the northwest coast of

.\ustralia, and would make an enormous grazing country

accessible.

A bill was introduced in the congress of the republic of

Chile during the January session for the establishment of a

special savings bank and pension system for employees of the

state railways. This measure, which has been approved by

the senate, provides for the raising of funds for the savings

bank in the following manner: 5 per cent, of the earnings of

employees; fines levied on employees for the improper per-

formance of their duties; receipts from advertisements in rail-

way stations; unclaimed wages of employees, and 0015 per

cent, of the receipts of the state railways. The bank is to be

managed by an administrator and board of directors com-

posed of five members, two of whom shall be the director

general of railways and the administrator of the second sec-

tion of the central railway system. Pensions will be granted

to persons who have served the state railways 10 years or

over, and who have become incapacitated for service. Em-
ployees completely disabled because of injuries sustained

during the performance of duties in the employ of the state

railways are entitled to a pension for life at full salary, and

employees temporarily incapacitated are entitled to full salary

during their convalescence for a period not exceeding six

months.
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©In- ?txlttbtt

A passenger l)r;ikc hcain witli tlic adjustable Iicad feature for

four or six-wliocl cqu iiment is one of tlie many interesting things

to be seen in the HulTalo Brake Beam Company's exhibit.

The tea rooms on the boardwalk do not compare with the

artistically arranged reception booth of the Galena-Signal Oil

Company, Franklin, Pa., where luncheons are served to the

ladies.

The Heywood Bros. & Wakefield Company, Wakefield,

Mass., was unable to get a suitable space this year, and for

that reason it is not making an exhibition of car seats.

Bertram Berry is here in the company's interest, as usual.

Charles W. Guttzeit, general manager of the Titan Steel

Castings Company, Newark, N. J., arrived Sunday night. Mr.

Guttzeit was appointed general manager of this company Jan-

uary 1. He was formerly with the Taylor Iron & Steel Com-
pany.

The full-size working model of thermo-jet heating system.

exhibited at the Safety Car Heating & Lighting booth, is an

interesting demonstration of the positive temperature regulation

that can be obtained. The recent orders from roads that have

tried one or more thermo-jet equipments is the best indication

of this heating system's merits.

All the railway representatives of S. F. Bowser & Co. are

staying at the Marlborough-Blenheim. These include : C. A.

Dunkelberg. treasurer; F. T. Hyndman, eastern manager, and
E. H. Barnes, southern manager. W. T. Simpson, western

manager, expected to attend the gatherings this year, but was
called to the Northwest, and could not arrange his return in

time to leave for Atlantic City.

Included in the exhibit of the Standard Coupler Company,
New York, is the type C malleable iron friction draft gear

of 123.000 lbs. capacity and the type K all-steel friction draft

gear of 180,000 lbs. capacity. Both of these g^ears have had
many years of service. The Sessions standard friction draft

gears are made with a combined spring yielding and fric-

tional resistance, with a small reactive force or recoil and
allow a positive rekase at any point in the stroke.

The Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. Y., has in its

space, 510, samples of its number 950 gasket for triple and
brake valves, pump heads, steam, air and ammonia pipe lines.

This is one of the new products of this factory and is claimed
to be most economical and efficient in every way. Garlock
style number 2200 air pump packing and style number 3200
throttle packing are shown. These packings are known to

railroad men the world over. Style 333-549 steam hammer
packing is a product that is said to withstand from 12 to 15

months' service with ordinary care. In addition to the above
are shown Garlock high pressure packings number 200 and
number 1906, a hot water packing, as well as its locomotive
metal packings, numbers 870 and 826. As a whole, the col-

lection presents a most comprehensive assortment of pack-
ings for railway use.

HALE & KILBURN COMPANY.

This new organization is the successor of the weIl-kno\\n

Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Francis H. Greene, formerly director of purchases for the

New York Central lines, is president. Attractive conven'ion
exhibits have been the invariable rule of this company in the

past, but the present display surpasses, both in size and char-

acter, any hitherto made. This company was one of the first

to develop the liner grades of sieel passenger car construc-

tion, being in advance of conditions in the new art and

anticii)ating its needs in pressed sleel uork. such as steel car

interior finish, steel doors, steel sash and many other parts.

An entire steel compartment forms a p;irt of the exhibit.

It is full size and complete in every detail, being fitted with

steel chffonicr, metal open bed, metal so a. folding upper berth,

steel lavatory and other articles. Tl e interior and exterior

are beautifully fin'shed in hard white enamel, and indicate

the possibilities of elegant finish to be secured on steel sur-

faces. The Walkover car seat is sho n in numerous patterns

and varied colors of upholstery. Tie all steel types of the

Pennsylvania, the Lehigh Valley, the Harriman lines and the

Long Island are there, with the new Baltimore & Ohio seat

and many others.

The exhibit includes also parlor car and reclining chairs.

BETWEEN THE AQUARIUM AND THE HIPPODROME.

C. B. Adams says he can sell anything, but wants to work
along the line of least resistance—and the kind regard he has

for safety equipment speaks volumes.

Strange how a man gets confused. J. G. Van Winkle is

usually right there with convincing talk; but when the system

is as simple as Thermo-jet, he doesn't unwind fast enough.

A. C. Moore, resplendent with smiles and white flannel,

satisfied with the past, making the present show results and

optimistic for the future, has absorbed so much Pintsch light

enthusiasm while at Atlantic City that he is often mistaken

for Julius.

George E. Hulse makes one wonder how he can be so

agreeable all the time. "Well," says he, "they all go away
so enthusiastic about our axle lighting equipment, it kinder

keeps me cheered up." .

"I'll be back later, Garland; my wife isn't familiar with

heating equipments." The wife resented the inference and

stayed. When Billy had explained Thermo-jet, she said some-

thing about not freezing or roasting in a car hereafter if she

had any influence. They carried away a Thermo-jet circular.

J. S. Henry is somewhat despondent. He worked up an

elaborate campaign of education in car heating for Harvey in

Canada. Then the Safety company produced that Thermo-jet

hot water regulation, which needs very little demonstrating.

Now he has to sell Pintsch plants to use up his energy.

William St. John, the dean of the Safety company's sales

department, has been compelled to forego the pleasures of

meeting his many railway friends. He is recuperating at Mt.

Clemens, Mich. The boys missed tha*: expansive smile and

hearty handshake on his seventy-second anniversary of his

birth.

George H. Chadwell, the real sport of the Safety company,

has a swelled head ; and all because he recently sold 200

Thermo-jet installations for heating cars in a foreign country.

RALSTON DROP BOTTOM GONDOLA.

The Ralston Steel Car Company, Columbus. Ohio, has built

to date, 7,000 gondola cars with its drop bottom device. It

is exhibiting a car built for the ''"-nrinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, which embodies the latest ""'esign for this class of

car. It has a capacity of 50 tons and weighs 38.500 lbs. It

has 12 drop doors, which are operated by a crank arm shaft

moved by hand lever with ratchet, as in the company's

previous practice; but the princinnl c'^ange is in the loca-

tion of the ratchet and lever on the =ide of the body bolster

instead of on the end sill.

The car is 41 ft. long, 9 ft. 3 in. wide and 8 ft. high from
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rail to the top of car side. The sheets used throughout the top. the angular shape allowing clearance for the drop doors
car are Ya in. thick and the stakes are J4 in. thick in the

usual pressed form. The center sills are in an A-shaped
section, 2Z in. deep, consisting of two webs ^ in. thick,

which are reinforced at bottoms with 4-in. x 3-in x ^-in.
angles, and the webs are joined into a single member at the

and the section providing for an eq :ivalent of two center
si Is.

The body bolster has a deep web ^ in. thick, with angles
on both sides. The princ'pal equipment consists of Cardwell
friction draft gear and Simplex truck* Ijolsters, brake beams
and couplers. The brakes are Westinghouse, with the K2
triple.

AMERICAN INGOT IRON.

There is an interrelationship between all things mechanical

1 y which they are held together in a way that cannot be broken.

So. though American ingot iron is used mainly for culverts,

\^ here its an'i-corrosive properties are espccia'ly valuable, it

will also find a place wherever there are corrosive elements at

ork, as in smokestacks and overhead structures where the

fumes from locomotives have a chance t-i work. With the

new mills that are in course of construction opened and the

product upon the market in larger quantities than are now
vailable. there will be found places where its qualities can

I- used to advantage. As an example of this, it would seem

'at it would be especially valuable for Ijoiler tubes for which

Is strength, ductility and ability to resist corrosion should

nake it especially suitable. As it stands, it has made a reputa-

ion for itself for culvert construction, and is used all over

the United States, from Maine to California in that class of

work.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING AND CUTTING.

50-Ton Ralston Gondola, Showing Crossbearers and

Drop Doors.

Several railways are using oxy-acetylene app.Tratus for

welding and cutting metals. The hardest steels can be cut

as easily as the softest, and, with the a'd of hydrogen, plates

up to 24 in. thick have been cut. The International Oxygen
Company, New York, owns the American rights for gas

producing appliances of two French concerns, one of which,

L'Electrolyse Francaise, has the largest plant in France

devoted exclusively to the production gases, as well as auto-

welding and oxy-cutting appliances. The system has been

in use in Europe for over 10 years with very satisfactory

results.

In order to produce the best results in welding, cutting.

or other operations, it is essential that the gases used should

50-Ton Ralston Drop Bottom Gondola Car. View Showing Doors Open.
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Ijc of the purest cliaiaitci". Oxygen wliich eoutains the

least impurities is the most economical in tlie end, as it

is the most cfhcicnt. If it shouUl contain any portion of

inert gas, like nitrogen or chlorine, for every per cent, of

such impurity, the pereentaue of cnu-iency will he reduced

many times.

The oxygen and hydrogen produced l)y the International

()xygen Company system are said to he free from impurities;

the gases are made elcctrol>lically iuul can never contain

either chlorine or nitrogen, llence, such oxygen when com-

hined with pure acetylene or liydrogen will give a llame of maxi-

mum cflicicncy, and less of it will be consumed for a given

amount of work than of oxygen obtained from any other

source.

The aim of this compauj- is to enable a manufacturer

to produce pure oxygen and hydrogen on his own premises,

and it is now placing on the market equipments of vari-

ous capacities, suitable to the individual needs of manufact-

urers. These plants are simple and reliable in operation,

require no expert attention and cost very little for inaintc-

Sectional View of I. O. C. Generator.

A—Outer Electrode. B—Cover. C—Hyd-Joint. D—Inner Electrode.
E—Hole in Cover. G—Lantern. H—Porcelain Supports.

nance. The cost of producing the gases is practically thai

of the cost of electrical current. This system for producing

oxygen and hydrogen consists of a group of oxy-hydrogen

generators. Each generator is an electrolytic cell, which by
the aid of electric current decomposes water into its con-

stituent parts—oxygen and hydrogen.

It works as simply as an electroplating apparatus. Instead

of separating copper, silver or some other metal from a

solution, the generator separates oxygen from water, which
contains some alkali to make it a better conductor. As
water is made up of one part of oxygen and two parts of

hydrogen, the hydrogen is set free simultaneously with the

oxygen and both gases become immediately available.

The construction of the generator is as simple as the

principle by which the gases are produced. An iron tank

serves as the negative pole. From the cover of this tank

are suspended an hydraulic joint and a perforated tank which

serves as the positive pole. By means of an asbestos sack

suspended from the hydraulic joint, two separate compart-

ments are formed. Through an opening in the cover, a

solution of water with alkali is poured into the hydraulic

joint and distributed in the two compartments. When cur-

rent is sent in the generator oxygen immediately forms on

the walls of tlic inner tank, and hydrogen on tlie walls of

the outer. The two gases arc thus produced in separate

compartments and are therefore absolutely pure. As a fur-

ther check against any possible mixing of the gases the

asbestos sack when impregnated with the alkali solution,

forms an effective wall between the two gases.

The hydraulic joint automatically adjusts the inner work-
ing of the generator. The oxygen and hydrogen do not

pass directly from their respective compartments to the off-

take pipes, but first bubble through the water placed in the

lanterns affixed to the cover of the generator. By means
of these, one can see at a glance how the generator is

working. All that is needed is to add distilled water daily

to make up for the quantity decomposed into the oxygen

I. O. C. Generator for Producing Oxygen and Hydrogen.

and hydrogen. The gases can be produced whenever

needed and for whatever length of time reqaired.

A plant for producing these gases being made up of a

group of units is very flexible. The units can be arranged

in single file and double file; also in many rows and tiers.

A group of generators may contain just enough units for

only one torch, or it may be great enough to generate thou-

sands of feet of gas. In addition to manufacturing these

generators at its Waverly Park (Newark, N. J.) factory, the

International Oxygen Company will also produce oxygen

and hydrogen in cylinders.

In determining costs by this system, the following data

will be of value: One k. w. h. of current will produce about

3 cu. ft. of oxygen and 6 cu. ft. of hydrogen. Each unit

requires about 2 volts and from 300 to 400 amps. The quan-

tity of gas obtained is proportionate to the amperes used.

With about 350 amps., about 65 cu. ft. oxygen and 130 cu. ft.
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hydrogen are obtained daily. The expense outside of cur-

rent consumption is very small, the only other material re-

quired being distilled water. It takes only 1/100 of a gallon

of water to produce 1 cu. ft. of oxygen and 2 cu. ft. of

hydrogen.

EXTENSION SHANK FOR SHARON COUPLER.

A new development in coupler design, on exhibition in

the exhibit of The National Malleable Castings Company.
Cleveland, Ohio, is a special shank extension for applying
Sharon freight couplers to all classes of passenger equip-

ment. This shank extension, which takes the place of the

wrought iron straps ordinarily used, is entirely separate

from the coupler and can be made in lengths to suit all

conditions. The coupler is attached to the shank extension

by regular yoke rivets, bolts and wrought iron or steel

keys.

Adjustable pocket or attachment castings are provided for

maintaining the center line of draft of locomotive coup-

lers. This is accomplished by elongating the bolt holes

in the base plate of the casting and by using washers. These
washers can be inverted, as the tires wear and the locomotive

and tender settles, thus bringing the center line of the draft

gear up to the standard height.

The Sharon coupler for which this extension is designed

operates from either the top or the bottom, with a central ver-

tical lift in both cases. It is designed to suit every class of

equipment, without any change whatever in the operating parts.

The Sharon bottom as well as top operating coupler can be

operated from either or both sides of freijht and passenger

cars and locomotives, as desired. In case of failure of the rear

draft attachments of either the top or bottom operating Sharon

coupler, it will automatically release and uncouple in pull-

ing out.

REFRIGERATOR CAR SEALS.

BY CHARLES V. EADES.

The reliability and efficiency of sealing compound used

in insulating refrigerator cars is one of the m.ost important

items in the car's construction. To maintain the required

protection and be of greatest benefit, it must have a number

of known qualities, the following being the most important.

It must be tasteless and odorless, so that no taint or odor

will be given to the most delicate of the commodities car-

ried; as many, like dairy, meat, fruit and poultry products,

are very susceptible to these odors, which reduce their sell-

ing value as articles of food.

It must be elastic under all variations of temperature and

adhere to flashings and not crack or run.

It m.ist resist the liquids, gases and chemicals that seep

from the multitudinous burdens that are in daily transit, or

the alkalies used in refrigeration. Under no condition

(vibration, age or chemical) shall it become a drj% hard,

dead, inert mass of carbon that will crack or crumble, which

if done, proves the material worthless and renders the

whole work a waste of time and money, impairs all the

insulation and increases the cost of icing and transportation

charges.

The cost of re-icing a car once will pay the difference

between a good seal and a poor one.

All systems of insulation have some special merit, but

none are complete in themselves; they must be properly

sealed.

Revenue being the one principal object of transportation

companies, and known security of the products transported,

the principal factor in basing rates, the showing of the

traffic department is greatest when a unit of force will pro-

duce the greatest revenue from the tonnage carried, and

when the commodities are of regular, steady, daily move-

ment, at highest standard tariff rates, and when the elenunt

• »f loss is reduced to a minimum.
Perishable food products which are susceptible to and

absorb any odors or are destroyed by extremes of tem-

perature oflfer an immense tonnage but require special serv-

ice and intelligent care.

Perfect security is needed, and the vehicle must be so

constructed that an accurate, uniform condition can be

maintained over long distances and resist any climatic

change no matter how severe, from torrid to intense cold.

A failure, even for but a short time, is sufficient to cause

an entire loss.

All are agreed on dead air as the theory of insulation;

but the opinions vary as to the best means of obtaining it.

Hair felt, fibre, quilt, cork, paper and many others have

merit, but none are sufficient in themselves. The construc-

tion of the car is such that the ins.ilation is interwoven

with the car's construction, and broken in many places by
bolts, screws, nails and timbers, or careless workmen, which

break the air cells and renders the insulation of little value.

Any perforation, no matter how minute, has its effect and

increases the operating expense.

The writer was in the shops of one of the largest car

builders some days ago. They were at work on a big order

of refrigerator cars for one of the standard lines. The
specifications as to material were being carr.ed out to the

letter; but when the inspectors had passed on the material

as to brands they were careless or ignorant as to the prm-

cipal factor or the object of its design and construction

—

the confinement of the air as the real insulation of the car.

The ignorance of an inspector as to the fundamental prin-

ciples of insulation is an acknowledgment on his part of

his unfitness for his position, as much so as carelessness

in carrying out the engineer's instructions.

Over the sills of the car in question (there were several

others nearly as bad) had been laid a good quality of three-

ply rubber roofing. This has been carefully secured. The
workmen, in nailing cleats holding part of the floor insula-

tion, were using the insulation of the sills as a chopping

block; and in a distance of about 23 ft. there were 51 hole~

cut with a hand axe and 12 triangular pieces entirely cut

out. This was wilful waste, carelessness, inefficiency and

lack of knowledge or interest on the part of the inspector

in charge.

There was no repair or seal used in securing their breaks,

which should have been done. (This is intended as no

reflection on the engineer, but on general factory condi-

tions).

Some time the claim department will have to handle

claims aggregating great amounts, and will bring in figures

to show that rates should be advanced, while the real reason

was entirely construction. Had there been a good seal

used, and that seal ever ready, any defects could be easily

remedied and efficiency maintained.

An intelligent knowledge of the results must be based

on facts—not theory—and all work must be directed to that

end. Faulty construction and bad or cheap insulation is

not economy.

All manufacturers of insulation advocate and use a refrig-

erator seal, but price and not quality seems to be the one

consideration. Nearly all of these manufacturers have

claimed to the writer that "competition compels the cheap-

est material possible for a seal; it's all covered up anyhow,

and by the time it is put into service and gets back for

repairs, no one will know what was the ca-se;" and for

the saving of a very little money—often but a few cent?

per car in the first cost of construction—b'^th the claim and

operating departments carry an added burden.

Few construction engineers have given this subject very

much thought, leaving the question of sealing compound

largelv to chance or the fact that it can be secured with
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the otiicr items of insulation, or takincr tlic word of the

salesman offering it. VViicn tiie car conies back for repairs

and is stripped, the sealing compound is a dry powrler, and
many of them are valueless even after a few weeks of

service. Tlicy become hard and brittle, and then the vibra-

tion of the car soon reduces them to impalpable dust.

The Standard Aspl^alt & Rubber Company, Chicago, has

perfected the only seal, Sarco Refrigerator Compound, that

fills the re(|nirements. It is tasteless and odorless, elastic

under all variations of temperature, will resist acids, alkalies

or gases, and stand service and remain alive and elastic

during the entire life and service of the car. It is in use

by several of the standard refrigerator car lines, and is

endorsed by some of the best car builders and engineers.

When greatest efficiency and economy is desired, Sarco
Refrigerator Comi)oun(l is oflfered.

NEW McCORD JOURNAL BOX LID.

HOBART-ALLFREE CYLINDERS AND VALVE GEARS.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has had in service during
the past year 20 engines equipped with the Hobart-Allfree
cylinders and valve gears, made by the Hobart-Allfree Com-
pany, Chicago, and its management is so well satisfied with
the results that the same equipment was ordered for the

five passenger engines recently built for the road by the
American Locomotive Company.
This improved locomotive cylinder and valve gear is also

applied to 20 Mallet locomotives and 50 old locomotives on the

Mexican National. It has been somewhat simplified by having
the compression valve connected to the combination lever in the

Walschaert's or similar valve gears. In the exhibit the com-
bination valve is sh )wn full size; and the general arrangement
of cylinder valve and gear is well illustrated by a model which
is an exact reproduction, one-quarter size, of the equipmen*^ on
the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie passenger engines. The princi-

pal advantages claimed for the Hobart-Allfree cylinders and
valves are as follows: The cylinders are designed with short
ports and the exhaust passages are separated and insulated

from the live steam passages; consequently the heat losses

from radiation and condensation are greatly reduced.
The waste spaces in the cylinders are reduced to the

minimum. In common practice this amounts to at least 10

per cent, of the piston displacement, while these cylinders

have not more than 2.5 per cent. Having an increased area

of about SO per cent., this system produces a quick and large

opening of exhaust, discharging the exhaust steam freely.

This greatly reduces back pressure in the cylinders, and
owing to the sudden release, a better fire is maintained even

with an enlarged exhaust nozzle.

In the return or exhaust s'roke of the piston the exhaust
is not closed until very late in the stroke; but when the

proper point is reached, enough exhaust steam is entra-^ped

in the cylinders and small clearance s^^aces ^''^ pr^idc <;-f-

ficient compression to answer the mechanical needs of cush-
ioning.

In the Allfree system a single valve correctly controls ad-

mission, cut-off and release the same as in t^^e st^andard

engine, excert that a sufficient amount of exhaust lap is used
to carry the steam to a point that will give a greater expan-
sion. To avoid an early closure, a small piston valve, called

the compression valve, is introduced throuQ;h a sect'on of

the ports benea'h and to one side of the main valve, and this

has only the function of controlling the compression and
providing greater freedom for the escape of exhaust steam.

While the two valves release at the same instant, the com-
pression valve ''n closing falls about \% in. behind th->

main valve. The clearance having been rednc d to 2'< n'^r

cent, of the piston displacement, a sufficient amount of Cf^m-

pression takes place to cushion perfectly the reciprocating

parts.

The i)art of a journal box most likely to give trouble is the

hinge pin, as it is in constant duty; and, while this duty is light,

the fact that it is unremmitting will develop defecs, if any exist.

The results of such defects are box lids missing, inoperative, or,

by reason of wear of the holt, ineffective. The accompanying

cuts show the construction and operation of the new McCord

Fig. 1. McCord Journal Box Lid.

Pinless box, designed to eliminate the troubles due to hinge

pins, made by McCord & Company, Chicago.

For the different types of hinge pins are substituted two

bosses (Fig. 1) about yz-in. long, cast integral with the lid and

projecting J/2-in. inwardly from the side of the lid, in the

same location as the hinge pin would be. These bosses are not

round, but have a segment of the circle cut away so that the

diameter in one direction is less than in the others. A slot

(Fig. 2) is cut through the top of the lug slot the same width

as the small diameter of the bosses and at an angle to the lug

slot. The lid is applied to the box by rotating it until the

small diameter of the bosses and the slot coincide (Fig. 3),

when the lid drops down into the proper place. The position

Fig. 2. McCord Journal Box Lid.

in which the lid is applied is one it cannot assume under any

service condition, and is such that it cannot be removed without

a special tool. When the lid is rotated to open it. it rises to the

top of the slot, the large diameter of the bosses is across the

small slot and they therefore cannot get out (Fig. 4). There is

ro wear on these bosses, because when the lid is closed the
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center bearing action of the McCord spring forces the lid

against the face of the box; and when it is in the closed

position the bosses (exactly as the pin in the ordinary McCord
box) are not in contact with either the front or the back wall

of the lug slot.

Fig. 3. McCord Journal Box Lid.

The principle of interchan-^eability of parts has been carried

out, so that for repairs the M. C. B. lid, the old flat spring

McCord or the more recent improved coil spring McCord lid

can be applied for repairs if necessary. As lid repairs to boxes

are almost entirely due to pin failures, and as there is no pin

Fig. 4. orci Journal Box Lid.

in this lid, it is not expec.ed tiiat any repairs will be necessary.

A number of these hnvts 1 ave been in service for the past two

years, and one box. wl'ich has run over 180,000 miles in the

DEFLECTION OF BRAKE BEAMS.

The test of brake beams usually concerns the deflections of

the beams under various loads up to the elastic limit. A slight

motion of the beam due to deflection is multiplied by the total

brake beam leverage, and its effect on piston travel is impor-
tant, the stiff beams having an advantage over those with a

greater deHection. The diagram illustrates this difference in

effect upon piston travel of the M. C. B. No. 2 Creco brake

beam, made by the Chicago Railway Equipment Company,
Chicago, and the ordinary 5 in. 9i^ lbs. I section brake beam.
It will be noticed that while the defection of the I-beam at

6.000 lbs. load results in a piston travel of over ;/2 in., the

deflection of the No. 2 Creco only causes ^ in. At 12,000 lbs.

the I-beam deflection causes a piston travel of \% in. on an 8

to 1 brake leverage, while the Creco deflection gives a piston

travel of about 14 in. The I-beam collapses at 15,000 lbs. load
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IN IMCMES

Deflections of Creco and l-Section Brake Beams.

and would allow the piston to bottom itself against the brake

cylinder head, while the No. 2 Creco beam would allow piston

travel of only a little over Yz in. at the same load. The impor-

tance of controlling piston travel and of not allowing it sub-

stantially to exceed the normal movement is fully apnreciated

and the effect of brake beams in this respect is clearly shown

by this diagram.

WILLIAMS ALL-SERVICE CAR DOOR.

The Williams door, illustrated herewith, was designed by

W. S. Williams, superintendent of the Illinois Central at

Clinton, 111. It has been in service for three years. It is

a steel-hinged folding door, each side having two parts, and

the attachment to the wooden door posts is partially re-

cessed and arranged so that the door can swing in either

direction.

The swing doors are fastened by a latch somewhat similar

to that used on refrigerator cars, and the door sill is ar-

ranged with a flanged portion so as to make it waterproof.

The main hinged doors are about 5 ft. high and are made
of sheet steel V^ in. thick. Above these there is a metal

hardest kind of passenger service for the past 18 months, can T-har. which serves to stiffen the attachment of the upper

be seen at McCord & Company's space. part of the hinged doors and to make a bass support for
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Details of Williams All-Service Car Door.

the rolling shutters, which are folded up into the roof.

These upper folding doors are made of wood and bound
with iron straps. The construction is clearly shown in the

drawing and two photographic views.

One of the principal advantages claimed for this door is

liiat it can be released in five seconds; a car of uniiii cm
be completely unloaded in 25 to 30 minutes, and the dour n
placed and closed in five seconds. The ordinary car door

when closed to the elevator requires 15 to 20 minutes to l)i'

released so ihal the grain will run out. An ini])ortaiit :i(l

Interior of Williams All-Service Car Door.

vantage connected with the use of this door is the saving

in the cost of wooden doors. The steel portion of the door

weighs 600 to 700 lbs., or about 1,300 lbs. per car. The
Williams All-Service Car Door Company, Clinton, 111., is

prepared to put on these doors for trial for any road desir-

ing them.

Outside of Williams All-Service Car Door.

AIR COMPRESSOR USED FOR CONVENTION EXHIBITS.

The compressor used for power purposes at the exhibit of

this convention was built by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, Chicago, and is known as its class GCB. It is of two-

stage type, low pressure cylinder being 16 in. in diameter, the

high pressure cyl'nder 10 in. in diameter, and the stroke 12 in.

The compressor has a capacity of 419 cu. ft. of air when oper-

ating at a speed of 150 r.p.m. to a final pressure of 100 lbs.,

and is driven by a 75 h.p. Western Electric Company's motor

with an automatic starter, the receiver being of the vertical

type 42 in. in diameter and 8 ft. high. The compressor is

entirely self-contained, and has a heavy s'ngle piece cast iron

sub-base. The main bearings and cross head guides on each side

are a single casting, the air cylinders being bolted to this and

overhanging, thus making the operating parts accessible, and

permitting uniform expans'on of the cylinders.

The frames are heavy, box-shaped castings with double bear-

ings, set on an angle so that the thrust is taken on the solid
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metal of the bearings. Tlie cross head guides are bored con-

centric with the cylinder. The shaft is especially heavy single-

piece steel forging, with cranks at 90 deg. The belt wheel is 84

in. in diameter with a 16-in. base, and made heavy enough to

insure smooth running at a moderate speed. The connecting

rod is a solid, single-piece forging with heavy marine type

crank pin bearing. The cross head is a single casting with

•adjustable taper shoes turned to fit in the cylindrical guides.

The piston is of the solid type with cast iron spr"ng rings. The
air cylinders are cast of special mixture iron; they are simple

in des'gn and free from complicated passages and are cast heavy

enough to stand re-boring. They are water-jacketed throughout

and have water-jacketed heads. The air inlet valves are of

Corliss type, mechanically operated by eccentrics on the main

shaft, the des'gn being such that the port area is large and the

clearance is reduced. The valves open rapidly and shut quickly

without hammering or causing excessive wear due to unneces-

sary movement. Owing to the valves be'ng operated by inde-

pendent eccentrics, it is possible to obta'n close adjustment.

The parts of the valve motion and the valves themselves arc

readily accesible for examination or repair; the wearing parts

are of generous proportion and the bearings provided witli

-phosphor bronze bushings and improved adjustments. The dis-

charge valves are of the Ch'cago pneumatic poppet type with

removable guides and are automatic in operation. The valves,

being of the cup type, with external guide, move freely and

without the use of excessively heavy springs.

The air intercooler between the two cylinders is of the unit

type, consisting of a nest of tubes, secured to suitable head plate,

wh'ch slip into a containing chamber in the base and directly

imder the air cylinders. The construction is such that the tubes

are free to expand under the influence of varying temperatures

without causing leakage. The connection between the inter-

cooler chamber and the cylinders is made by pedestals connect-

ing with the under side of the cylinders, these pedestals in addi-

t'on to forming the passage or connection between the cylinders

^nd the intercooler give a more rig'd construction than where

the cylinders are supported by the frame a'one. The regulation

is efifected by an automatic throttling unloader of simple and

substantial construction, and is connected with the receiver, and

privided with we'ght adjustment so that the working pressure

is maintained in the receiver at a constant and predetermined

amount. In principle, this unloader consists of a throttling

valve on the inlet side of the low pressure cylinder, the amount

of opening being automatically proportioned to the service

demands so that the air taken in by the compressor is only that

required to maintain the constant predetermined pressure in

the receiver.

WHEEL PRESS RECORDING GAGE.

The Ashton hydraulic wheel press recording gage, illus-

trated herewith, is made by the Ashton Valve Company,
Boston, Mass. It is the result of a recent invention that has

been developed as a machine that will assure the accurate

mounting of wheels on axles. The recording gage, by its

own record, shows the fit throughout the length of the

wheel hub from the entrance of the axle to its full travel,

being a record of the operation from the start to the finish.

The importance of this information is essential, for the anpli-

cation of too much pressure will strain wheels, making them
liable to burst, while easy fits with too low a pressure applied

results in wheels working loose. The Ashton wheel press

recording gage can be readily attached to any hydraulic wheel

press. It is so constructed that the operator cannot get at

the record to change or alter it in any way. There is an

opening provided in the front of the outside casing so that

there can be written, or stamped, on the chart, directly

opposite the record of the wheel fit, the pressman's name

or number, wheel fitter's name or number, the size of axle

and the number of wheel.

The machine has a capacity for 300 records, or 150 pairs

of wheels. These records are made on a single continuous
paper roll, or chart, 5 in in width, and as each roll becomes
filled it can be quickly removed and filed for future ref-

(rence and a new record roll inserted in a short time. The

Wheel Press Recording Gage.

chart works vertically from a lower to an upper reel, and
operates only on the forward stroke of the ram, moving
1/16 of an inch to every one inch movement of the arm. On
the back motion of the ram the chart remains stationary.

The use of plain paper charts is an advantage over expen-
sive ruled paper, and by eliminating clock movements there
is nothing that requires winding or adjusting.

WESTINGHOUSE CONTROLLERS FOR SHOP USE.

The accompanying illustrations show types of machine tool

controllers made by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. They have been designed with spe-

cial reference to ease and accuracy of operation and facility of

repair. The operation of the motor is controlled by a single

handle which remains securely locked at the ])roper notch until

Westinghouse Electric Controllers.

released by the operator. The controller can be mounted in any

convenient position, or the handle can be removed and mounted

on the carriage so that it will travel with the work. Automatic

machine tool controllers give great assistance to the operator.

The motor is started, accelerated, and brought to the desired

speed automatically, and it can be controlled by master notches

placed wherever desired. >
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CAR WINDOW SASH LOCKS.

Tlie Universal No. 10 sash locks, mainifactured by the

McCord Mamifacturinp Comi):my, Chicago, wcdy^c by gravity,

using the woiglit of the sash. The beveled surface of the lock

bolt in cnniact with the rack, giving downward and outward

>

5

n

Universal Gravity Sash

Lock.

Universal Wedge Sash and

Lock Rack.

bearing surface along which the bolt slides by force of gravity,

wedges the sash aga nst the outside strip and tends to prevent

all rattle.

The illustrations shovir the Universal No. 20 wedge sash

and lock rack, and the No. 10 lock.

BOSS NUT LOCK.

The lock nut shown in the accompanying illustrations, made

by the Boss Nut Company, Chicago, is a natural thread lock

Boss Nut Applied and Locked.

nut for use on cars, track, frogs, crossings; in fact, for use

anjrwhere that a simple, positive, vibration proof, locking device

is required. It is made of special mild steel and is double

Boss Nut Applied; Not Locked.

concave in shape, being applied either way and run on a bolt

with the fingers like any ordinary nut. When brought square

with the home nut, the Boss nut bears on the two outer edges

only; and as the nut is wrenched tight, the inner arch of the

Boss nut is flattened, causing the outer surface to draw down-
ward and inward until the threads of the nut are sunk deeply

and tightly to the root of the threads of the bolt. It automati-

cally takes up variation in bolts due to defective manufacture,,

wear, etc., and may be used repeatedly, as it does not destroy

threads of the bolts, is labor saving and docs not require the

service of an expert mechanic to apply it, for the tighter yoa
wrench the Boss nut, the tighter you lock it.

ADLAKE CASTING.

A small frame which hangs at the entrance of the general,

offices of the Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago, contains a

casting which was made in the new shop of the Adams & West-
lake Company nine days after the Chicago fire of 1871. The
fact that any casting could have been made so soon after so

great a disaster speaks much for the energy and resourcefulness-

of the company that made it. The Admis Si Westlake Com-
pany has now been serving the railroads for 50 years.

NATIONAL SASH LOCK.

The improved National sash lock, made by the National

Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J., is designed to lock

and absolutely hold the window at any desired height. It

is made of special alloy, and, it is claimed, can be subjected

to the most severe treatment without showing any signs of

wear. The fact that it can be applied without mortising ifr

of special importance as regards application and maintenance.

But one sash lock is recommended for each window.

NEW CONSOLIDATED COUPLER WITH POSITIVE LOCK.

The Consolidated Car-Heating Company, New York, recently

placed on the market a new type of coupler. No. 33TDX, for use

between engine and tender and where high pressure steam is

carried in the train line for operating electric lighting generators

'*2!»«r-i ^^^_g
)t)iikLi..lr'^-.M^^^^^^^^^^^HRs^HBl^llifflWIflfitf

'^^KH ^^^i^immmKii. '-r^^y^ ^ i^HI
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J
Consolidated Hose Coupler, Connected and Locked.

in baggage cars. This coupler consists of their standard two-

piece coupler head of the slide-gasket type, equipped with a

positive lock. One of the accompanying illustrations shows a

Consolidated Hose Coupler, Uncoupled.

pair of these couplers connected and locked together. The
other shows the small amount of lift to the heads necessary for

coupling and uncoupling, a feature which has much to do with
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the life of the steam hose. Ths point of advantage is produced

by the correct angle of the nipples, which allows the couplers

to hang naturally when in service.

These couplers give a steam t ght joint and when fivrnished

with the Consolidated two-piece hose clamps and high pressure

steam hose they make a steam connection that is cheap and

easy to operate. They are on exhibition at booths 579, 580.

GASOLENE ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., is ex-

hibiting a gas-electric car of the standard type. Its length

is 66 ft. 1 in. over the bumpers; its width is 10 ft. over the

sills and 10 ft. 4^ in. over the belt rail, and the overall

height is 14 ft. 1 in. The car is divided into four compart-

ments, the forward one being the cab, 11 ft. 5 in. long, in

which all the motive equipment is placed. Immediately to

the rear of this is a 6 ft. baggage room, and lying between

the baggage room and center entrance is a smoking compart-

ment 12 ft. 5 in. long. Directly back of the center entrance

is the main passenger compartment 32 ft. 5 in. in length,

with a circular observation rear end. The seats are some-

what longer than the standard car seat, namely, 47>2 in., and

will accommodate three persons. The circular observation

end accommodates seven persons. On the basis of three ir,

each of the longer seats, the smoker will accommodate 28

and the passenger compartment 69, making a total of 97

in all.

The trucks are standard M. C. B. design throughout. The
forward truck, upon which are mounted the two driving

railway motors, one on each axle, has a wheel base of 6 ft.

10 in. The rear or trailer truck has a wheel base of 6 ft.

Th-e wheels are 33 in. in diameter with M.C.B. standard

treads and flanges. The distance between the bolsters is 50

ft. 7 in., making a total overall wheel base of 57 ft. The
equipment under the car has been so arranged that the trucks

have a c'earance for a minimum radius of 150 ft. The car in

operating condition weighs 45^ tons, 66 per cent, of the

weight being on the driving wheels and therefore available

for traction. The car has a maximum speed of 50 m.p.h.

The interior finish of the car is a high grade mahogany.
The ceiling is of composite board painted dark green with

gold stencil decoration. The upholstery of the seats in the

passenger compartment is green friezette plush and that in

the smoking compartment green Spanish 'eather.

The car is provided at each end with ^ type automatic

couplers of M. C. B. contour. The equipment of the car con-

sists of the main gasolene engine set comprising an 8-cylinder,

4-cycle, engine direct connected to which is an S-po'^e corn-

mutating field self-excited generator. The generator out

board bearing is housed in a three-arm bracket, ring oiled.

An auxiliary gasolene engine set comprising a 2-cy!inder, 4-

cycle, 10-h p. engine direct connected to a single cylinder air

pump and lighting generator, furnishes an initial charge for

the air tanks and supplies current for iTumination and ceil-

ing fans. A field vo'tage controller transmits the power
from the generator to the railway motors mounted upon the

front truck. The car is heated by a coa'-fired Baker hot

water heater, and so arranged that the water from the heater

may be admitted to the eng'ne radiators to prevent freezing

during lay-overs in co'd weather. The radiators, which are

of the fin-trbe type, are mounted upon the roof of the cab,

circulation being maintained bv thermo-siphon system. A
standard eqripment for straight and automatic air brakes

and air signals, together with pneumatic gong and air Sand-

ers, are included.

The main gasolene engine is started by air admitted throug:h

an air-starting valve mounted upon the cap plate of &e
electrical controller to rotating vnlves driven from the cam
shafts. An air pump is direct driven from the main engine

shaft. This has a capacity of 22J/2 cu. ft. of free air at 550

r.p.m., the normal speed of the engine; gasolene and air

pumps are similarly driven. Gasolene is jnimpcd from the

tank beneath the car to chambers in the carbureter. For

initia ly charging these tanks a hand pump is i)ruvided. The
engme is lubricated by system of forced feed with ducts in

the crank shaft. The ignition consists of two low-tension

magnetos and make-and-break spark plugs The magnetos

are provided with automatic centrifugal switches to prevent

the engine exceeding a safe speed. The motors are of stand-

ard railway commutating pole type, each rated at 100 h.p. on

the standard basis.

ARMOHED AIR BRAKE HOSE.

The Sprague Electric Works, New York, are exhibiting, in

space 386, a new design of li^ in. air brake hose. It is

designed to allow the use of fittings that conform to the

standard use v/ilh M. C. B. hose. The illustrations show the

Armored Air Brake Hose.

hose mounted, also the coupling and nipple before applying.

It will be noted that the coupling and nipple are suitable for

use with either M. C. B. standard hose or flexible steel

armored hose. The M. C. B. clamps secure the armor and

hose, and in such a manner as to eliminate the blowing out

of fittings. This is accomplished by the M. C. B. clamp bear-

ing upon the pressed steel armor clamp, the latter being

securely riveted to the armor on one end, and engaging the

fitting on the other end.

Tlie armor clamp is secured by four rivets through the

high part of the armor convolutions, thus preventing the

Hose Nipple and Coupling.

heads of the rivets from chafing the ruiiher hose. This

armor clamp does not compress the armor, and it is stated

that the fittings are applied without any more trouble than

with the M. C. B. hose.

The maker claims that the rubber hose within the steel

armor cannot rupture, even though the pinKiure or defect

exists: it is also claimed that when this li'>s»- (letiriorates in

time, only a small puncture can occur, an;! I'ot of sufficient

extent to necessitate replacing before arriviiii; at the terminal.

The armor protects the hose against kinknig and chafing,

and eliminates the expensive practice <>» removing such

damaged hose, in order to avoid delay to trains. Further-

more, the enclosed rubber hose, not lu-inLr subject to the

deteriorating effect of stretching, will result in increased life.
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FORSYTH ONE PIECE METAL DOORS.

Korsyth liri>thcrs Company, C'liicairo. has for some liiiu- in.nl.

a onc-picce metal door, in which tho f raniin ; and panels ai

.

lormcd out of a sin;ie sheet of metal, hormcrly, metal doors

were built up in sections—the frames heinj.; made up of sepa-

rate parts riveted or welded at the corners ; and, likewise, the

panels and finish of the door were composed of separate j)arts.

similarly attached to the frame of the door. It was foun<l

that, under the constant rackinc action on the part of the duoi

wiien the cars were in motion, the joints and scams made ol

separate parts would tend to open, permitting the entrance of

moisture in the interior of the door, causing rust. Where lishl

metal sheets are overlapped and riveted together, it must hi-

evident that either the rivets themselves, or the rivet holes in

the light metal, become elongated, in either case giving rise to

a gradual motion in the similar parts. Where there is a mar-

ginal overlapping of sheets of steel, moisture enters, and rust

(.(mimenccs at these points. The Forsyth one-piece metal door

was designed to overcome these defects in the built-up type of

metal door, and in the Forsyth metal door there are no joints.

: It is composed of single sheets of metal in which the frame,

panel, and other finish, are formed up in the metal itself. These

I \\v har<Iware is securely united to the interior reinforce

nienls, wliicli are, in turn, welded to the interior framework <ii

ilie (1(1! r ilself; conse(piently, any strains which may be imparie.i

to the iiardware are not transmitted to the shell of the door

and do not cause l)iil,iii^ or distorting of the finished surface

of the latter. .Anion.; other cars upon which these doors are

in service might be mentioned a considerable number of elec-

tric cars of the Southern I'acilic Company and of the Inter

1 orough Rapid Transit, New York.

BETTENDORF FLAT CAR WITH REMOVABLE SIDES
AND ENDS.

The car here illustrated is one of a large order recently

delivered by the Bettendorf Axle Company, Davenport, Iowa.

The car is a 40-ft. flat car of 100,000 lbs. capacity, having

Bettendorf underframe and trucks, to which have been ap-

plied wooden slides and ends w^hich are removable from the

car, so that the car may be converted back and forth from
flat car to gondola as required.

. This car is equipped with the regular Bettendorf under-

frame having a single center sill made from a 24-in. 120 lbs.

per ft. Bethlehem girder beam, having flanges 12 in. wide.

Bettendorf Flat Car with Steel Underframe.

formations m the sheet of metal have, in themselves, the efTeci

of stiffening the door and making it rigid. There is no over-

lapping of sheets.

Within the interior of the door, and along its edge, is a one-

l)iece reinforcing frame, which further assists it to withstand

abusive treatment and prevents distortion of the dcor in service.

These doors can be made in any design, or to any dimensions

desired, and with such glass or panel design as may be preferred.

Formed up from accurate dies, there can be no variation in the

dimensions of the door ; therefore there is an interchangeability

of the doors for similar openings which cannot be obtained to

the same degree in a built-up door.

The door is rendered rust proof, within and without, by

a special steel preservative baked on the interior and exterior.

to the ends of which are secured the Bettendorf cast steel

draft sills, arranged with the necessary stops, which are cast

integral with the draft sills, to accommodate the Miner

tandem draft gear. The needle beams are five in number

and are from rolled I-beams 10 in. deep and weighing 25

lbs. per foot. These needle beams pass through the center

sill at the openings provided for them, and in which they

rest, bearing directly on the center sill and held in position

by means of malleable iron gussets attached to either side

of the web of the center sill.

The body bolsters are of cast steel, of special design, to

accommodate this type of car, and are continuous, passing

through an opening in the ends of the draft sills. The brake

mast is so arranged that it can be located either at the end

Bettendorf Gondola Car with Steel Underframe.
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or at the side of the car in case the lading would otherwise
interfere with it. The sides and ends of the car are Oregon
fir 2J4 in. thick, with white oak stakes, and the flooring is

yellow pine 2H in. thick. The weight of the car as a gon-
dola is only 32.200 lbs., and as a flat car it is but 26,800.

FAIRBANKS-MORSE STANDPIPE.

For many years Fairbanks-AIor&e & Company, Chicago, have
been building water cranes and it is of interest to look back

at the old '"two-man' models and compare them to the modern
crane with its improvements and perfections. Their No. 10

telescopic spout standpipe is their latest type, although it

has been on the market three or four years. Large locomotives

with high tenders, used on the same divisions with older type

low-tender engines, call for a water crane with a vertical range.

The No. 10 Fairbanks-Morse standpipe has a vertical range of

five feet, enough to water the higlicst and lowest engine tanks

without flooding the tracks. It is a one-man pipe which can

Fairbanks-Morse Standpipe No. 10.

be operated alone by the fireman on the engine. The main

valve is the same as that used on other types of Fairbanks-

Morse standpipes and has thoroughly demonstrated its merits

under all conditions of service. This valve is water balanced,

giving the same pressure on both sides of it when closed, so

that there is little chance for leakage. An automatic relief

valve is furnished which prevents water hammer, which is so

destructive to pipe lines and tanks. The standpipe is securely

locked parallel with the track, and can be unlocked and turned

by the fireman on the tender. When an engine is watered, the

pipe locks automatically when swung back from the tender.

CAR RADIATORS.

The United States Radiator Corporation. Detroit, Mich.,

makes a special type of radiator designed for heating new-

styles of passeng>er coach. This radiator is installed at the side

of the car close to the floor, and is so built that expansion is

well cared for and there is no strain from the movement of the

car on the tracks or around curves. Large orders for these

special radiators have been received from the Pennsylvania Rail-

road for installation in cars that were built by the American

Car & Foundry Company, New York. Samples of these

radiators are on exhibition at the company's booth.

SIMPLEX COUPLERS.

The Simplex passenger coupler exhibited at the booth of

the American St«el Foundries, Chicago, is made so it can be

uncoupled from either side of the train, thus meeting the

requirements of the new safety appliance law. The same
arrangement can be app'ied to the ordinary type of Simplex
passenger couplers which are already in service, with but

slight alteration, making the device equally desirable for

new work or repair purposes.

In addition to the passenger coupler, engine couplers of

various types are shown with uncoupling arrangements as

Simplex Passenger Car Coupler, Arranged to Operate from
Either Side.

recommended in the safety appliance law, and arranged for

maintaining standard coupler heights, with the least amount
of attention and expense. The usual types of top lift and
side opening Simplex freight couplers are also exhibited.

These couplers are made with a great variety of different

siz'cd shanks and ends to meet the needs of various kinds

of service.

There are now about half a million Simplex couplers in

use and to meet the constantly increasing demands for the

coupler the American Steel Foundries is devoting the entire

Simplex Engine Coupler.

tonnage of its Alliance foundry to coupltr work. Ap-

paratus for conducting all of the tests provided for by the

Master Car Builders' rules is maintained for the use and

conv«nience of the representatives of the railways who have

in charge the work of conducting tests. Simplex couplers

are made of high grade open hearth cast steel, accurate

physical and chemical analyses being taken of each heat.

The Simplex couplers embody the suggestions and recom-
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nicndations which liiivi- horn m.uK- iruiii liiiu- Id time by thi*

M.TStcr Car Ruildcrs' Association. Special altcntion i.s given

to the intcrchangeability oi parts, the locks and knuckles

being pround accurately to pages, resulting in a smoothness
of operation in the completed coupler. Special attention is

given to the contour of the coupler head and knuckle tail in

order to make them coincide accurately, and thus permit

two engaging couplers to mate readily at slow speed. This

feature with the wide opening provided by the knuckle makes
a coupling positive regardless of the relative position of

the couplers to each other, or the speed at which they come
together. Simp'ex couplers contain as few parts as possible,

and have no small parts, making the coupler easily handled

and maintained.

COMMONWEALTH PASSENGER TRUCK.

The six-wheel truck shown Ivercwith is the product ot the

Commonwea'th Steel Company, .St. Louis, Mo. This truck

Commonwealth Six-Wheel Passenger Truck.

has been used in passenger service for many years, and the

makers claim for it an efficiency due to the elimination of

repairs, simplicity of construction and maintenance of

alinement.

FEASIBLE DROP BRAKE STAFF.

The new design of the Feasible brake staff, as made by

the United States Meta! & Manufacturing Company, New-

York, is shown in the accompanying illustrations. This

Feasible Drop Brake Staff in Vertical Position.

brake stafT meets the rulings of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The necessary change on the cars to have

them agree with these new requirements is to build out

the coupler striking plate the proper distance to give the

necessary clearance belween the edge of the brake wheel
aiul the line through the face of the locked knuckle. During
the p.i^t year about a thousand cars have been equipped

Feasible Drop Brake Staff in Horizontal Position.

with tliis brake staff; a sample of it is on exhibition at

hooth 337.

BUHOUP FLEXIBLE T1RUCK.

The Buhoup flexible truck is exhibited by the McConway
& Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., in spaces 617, 619, 621.

This truck embodies tbe desirable features of the cast steel

side frame, which has passed the experimental stage, and

has other distinctive features peculiarly its own. The truck

consists of two cast steel side frames in combination with a

cast steel bolster and will take any style or make of standard

oil box as is used with the arch bar type of truck, with

forged bottom tie bars. The brake hanger brackets are

attached to the inside of the side frame. The truck is so

constructed that the usual spring plank is not necessary. It

is flexible to vertical movement, but rigid to any- twisting or

angular horizontal move-ment. This vertical flexibility allows

Flexible Truck.

the truck to adapt itself to the uneven conditions of track,

high or low joints, with the wheels firmly on the rails, with-

out any undu'e strains to any part of the truck.

The load is distributed over a large area instead of being

concentrated in the midd'e of the side frames. The distribu-

tion of springs is such that an increased spring capacity may
be secured, and this feature, with the large area of distribu-

tion of load, should insure an easy riding and long-lived

truck. Several of these trucks have been in successful opera-

tion for some months past under tenders of locomotives in

switching service. The side frame and bolster and other

parts of the truck are made from acid open hearth steel,

thoroughly annealed, and conforming to standard cast steel

specifications.
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THE legal department is now pope of the railway business,

and when the M. M. and M. C. B. Associations began to

feel a fondness for each other that they thought might lead

to matrimony, they naturally applied to it for a dispensation.

Mow that the legal department has said that they may marry

their affections seem to be cooling. The committees on Con-

solidation of both associations were continued, but perhaps

Mr. Schroyer expressed the view of most of their members

when he said, as a member of the M. C. B. committee, that

it probably would do nothing. The contemplation of matri-

mony is somewhat different from entering into it. The two

associations have worked along similar lines and in close co-

operation for years, and have secured good and enduring

results. A consolidated body might do better; but it is far

from certain that it would do equally well. At any rate, the

prospects of consolidation in the near future look very slim.

I N the Daily of June 14 we commented on the failure to get

•• some of the committee reports of the two associations to the

members early enough to allow them to study and digest them

before coming to the conventions. Investigation leads us to be-

lieve that this delay was largely due to the fact that many of

the committee chairmen and members were compelled to give

so much time to the question of safety appliances and federal

boiler inspection during the year that they could not very well

give much time to the committee work of the associations with-

out seriously interfering with their other duties. It seems only

fair that this explanation should be made; but it is greatly to

be hoped that it will 1)0 possible to make a far better showing
next year.

OTEPS must be taken to provide a steady supply of recruits

*^ for carrying on the work of the car department. It is true

that in the days of the light capacity wooden car this depart-

ment did not offer the same attractions to the young man as

the locomotive department, but to-day the build ng and repairing

of high capacity freight and passenger cars to withstand the

severe service in heavy and high speed trains requires a very

different type of tra.ning and ability. To-day the car depart-

ment offers an attractive field to the young man about to select

his life work. Mr. Downing's motion that a committee be ap-

pointed to investigate the question of the development and train-

ing of car department apprentices is therefore a most important

one. The committee will at least have some good sources to

draw on for information as to how not to do it, and as to

methods that are already giving good results. Mr. Down'ng at

CoUinwood, George Carson at West Albany and W. O. Thomp-
son at East Buffalo have all been studying and working along

the line of training young men in the work of the car depart-

ment.

r\ONALD R. MacBAIN, the newly elected third vice-president

*~^ of the Master Mechanics' Association, was born October

23, 1861, at Queenston Heights, Ont., Can. He was educated

in the common schools and entered the service of the Canadian

Southern, now a part of the M'chigan Central, as a machinist

apprentice October 9, 1876. Two years later he was made a

locomotive fireman, remaining in that position until November,

1882, when he was promoted to engineer. In May, 1890, he

was appointed a traveling engineer, and ten years later was

promoted to the pos'tion of master mechanic, with headquarters

at Michigan City, Indiana. A year later he was transferred to

St. Thomas. Ont.. and later to Jackson, Mich. He was appointed

assistant superintendent motive power in July, 1906. and in April,

1908, was transferred to the same pos tion on the New York

Central & Hudson River, with headquarters at Albany, N. Y.

In the spring of 1910 he was appointed superintendent motive

power of the Lake Shore & Michigan, the Chicago, Indiana &
Southern, and the Indiana Harbor Belt, which pos'tion he now

holds. No greater tribute could be paid to Mr. MacBain than

to quote the expression of one of his intimate friends, that "he

is one of the most evenly balanced men I know." This rare

comb'nation of qualities marks him as big and broad gage, and,

together with his extensive experience, fits him admirably for

the important executive position he now holds on the Lake

Shore. Like his predecessors on that road, he is greatly re-

spected and liked by both his subordinates and those to whom
he reports.

THE action taken by the Master Car Builders' Association

yesterday morning to start an apprenticeship movement

in the car shops, though a trifle belated, is one in the right

direction and cannot fail to bear fruit. The ostensible reason

for it was the rapid increase in the number of steel cars,

and the necessity of having men skilled in the art of car

building to make repairs and do other work in connection



with them. For years llic car repairer has "just K'owed;"

he has liad little instruction as to the reasons for practices

that have existed time out of mind, and his sole dependence

has been upon his own observation and experience. A vet-

eran car builder tells the story of his own experience, that,

as an apprentice, he was set to work in the "bone" yard

and kept there for months. Tiring of the dirty, unsatisfactory

work, he asked to be transferred to tlie building shoj). Tiie

master car builder of the day told liini to go back to the

bone yard and kee|) his eyes open, becau=e that was tlie way

to learn. He was advised to observe how and where cars

failed; where they were strong and where they were weak.

He says he followed the advice and there learned more of

car building than he had thought possible before. It was

the old-time way. The boy could learn what he could pick

up, and he developed into a master car builder or a wood
butcher according to his ability. But the new wine of present

day vintage needs new bottles, and the old system of hit-

and-miss car shop apprenticeship must be regarded as a thing

of the past, and modern ways take its place. Certainly it

will be a profitable field to cultivate.

THE strong point of JM. K. Barnum, who was yesterday elected

th.rd vice-president of the Master Car Bui.ders' Associa-

tion, is diplomacy—diplomacy not of the wishy-washy sort, but

of the very highest type. For instance, when he was appointed

general inspector of machinery and equipment of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, reporting directly to the vice-president, he

accomplished remarkable results, and yet at no time was there

the slightest friction with any member of the mechanical depart-

ment. Cases are not uncommon of men who have occupied sim-

ilar positions who have stirred up a lot of trouble and have

accomplished very little as far as net results are concerned.

When W. L. Park, vice-president and general manager of the

Illinois Central, was looking for a strong and capable man to

head the mechanical department of that road he selected Mr.

Barnum because he understood him thoroughly and knew ex-

actly what h's capabilties were. Mr. Barnum had been closely

associated with him on the Union Pacific in both a business and

a personal way. Mr. Barnum was born April 6, 1861. He was

graduated from Syracuse University in 1884 with the degree of

bachelor of arts, and later had the degree of master of arts

conferred upon him. He entered the service of the New York,

Lake Erie & Western, now the Erie, at Susquehanna, Pa., as a

special apprentice. He was a machinist, mechanical inspector

;aid general foreman of the same road at Salamanca, N. Y. ; also

.general foreman of the Louisville & Nashville shops at New
Decatur, Ala. ; assistant master mechan'c of the Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe at Argentine Kan. ; superintendent of the Union

Pacific shops at Cheyenne, Wyo., and later district foreman of

the same road at North Platte, Neb., and divis'on master

mechanic at Omaha. He was then appointed assistant mechan-

ical superintendent of the Southern Railway, and in February,

1903, was appointed superintendent of motive rower of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific. In April, 1904, he was made
mechanical expert of the Chicago, Bur'ington & Qiiincy, and in

1907 was made general inspector of machinery and equ'pment

• if that road, reporting directly to the vice-presid'i^nt. In the

i'pring of 1910 he was appointed general superintendent motive

power of the Il!inois Central, the Indianapolis Southern and

the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

TPWO of the most successful railway mechanical denart-

^ ment conventions ever held have drawn to a close, and

the members are hurrying back home to take uo their duties

with renewed energy and ins'^iration. It would be interest-

ing if we could accurately gage the after results upon the

attendants of each of three important factors—the discus-

sions in the convention hall, the inspection value of the ex-

hibits, and the information gained in the informal confer-

ences of the meniliers at the hotels and on the pier. Many
railway mechanical men are so busy with details on their own
roads that tliey can not travel much and see what those on
other roads are doing. In other words, there is a possibility

of getting into a rut. Taking jiart in the discussions at the

conventions and following them closely is a siilendid way of

making a member realize that he has much to learn; the

cfTect is very broadening. The educational value of the ex-

hibits is far-reaching. Here may be seen the very latest new
devices, or improvements on old devices. In many cases the

ajjparatus is shown exactly as it is api)lied or is in actual

operation. Not the least important good which may be de-

rived from the convention comes from the informal chats

among the members. Each one has some problems or diffi

cultics which have been solved or overcome by his fellows,

and often a few minutes' talk may be the means of solving a

problem which it would have taken months to solve other-

wise. The number of roads whose higher officers are insist-

ing that the mechanical department ofificers, including the

foreman, should avail themselves of these opportunities in

Atlantic City, is growing, and all rcords are being broken in

the number of railway men in attendance.

PRESIDENT STEWART
NTO mention is made in the constitution of the Master Car
* ^ Builders' Association of any requirements concerning

the birthplaces of candidates for the presidency of that asso-

ciation. Nevertheless, Illinois seems to be the favored dis-

trict. Alexander Stewart, the newly-elected president, was

born in Springfield, 111., in 1868 and spent his early school

days there. Theodore Curtis, the retiring president, was born
in Terre Haute, Ind., in 1866, and that city is just on the line

between Indiana and Illinois. Frank H. Clark, who preceded

Mr. Curtis as president, was born at Pecatonica, 111., in 1865.

Mr. Stewart entered the service of the Union Pacific as a

machinist apprentice. After serving his apprenticeship, he

worked as a machinist, machine foreman, general foreman, gen-

eral division foreman and master mechanic, leaving the service

of the Union Pacific in 1933 to accept a position as division

master mechanic with the Southern Railway at Knoxville, Tenn.

Four months later he was promoted to general master mechanic

of the Western district of that road. On the resignation of

Samuel Higgins, April 1, 1904, Mr. Stewart was appointed

mechanical superintendent, and two years later, April, 1906, he

was made general superintendent motive power a"d equ'nment.

Mr. Stewart is noted for his executive ability, and his

success as an organizer has enabled him to han-^l^" the

m.echanical department of the Southern Railway, which is

scattered over an excer^tionally large territory, with practi-

cally no friction and on an economical basis. His delightful

personality has made him a host of friends. He is always

ready to grant an audience to those who may wish to see

him on business matters, and is uniformly considerate of the

feelings of others. He will make a strong running mate
with Mr. Bentley, the newly elected president of tfe Master

Mechanics' Assoc'at'on. The Railway Age Gazette congratu-

lates the association on making such a good -selection, and

Mr. Stewart on the honor which has been conferred upon

him.

The report of the Sao Paulo Railway Co. for the ha'f-year

ending December 31, 1910, fixes the receipts at $6,091,785, and

operating expenses at $3,055,300, leaving a net revenue of

$3,036,485, as against $3,715,385 in 1909. The directors de-

clared a dividend of 2]^ per cent, on the preferred stock (at

the rate of 5 per cent, per annum) and on the common stock

a dividend of 5 per cent, (at the rate of 10 per cent, per

annum), together with a bonus of 1 per cent. During the

last ten years the dividend of this company has never been

less than 12 per cent, per annum.
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^roceedtn^^.

President Curtis called the third and final session of the
Master Car Builders' Association to order at 9:35 Wednesday
morning.

Ballots were distr'buted for the election of officers. D. F.
Crawford and C. E. Fuller withdrew their names from the
ballot for* the election of president.

CONSOLIDATION.

F. H. Clark (chairman of committee) :—At the meeting last

year the committee on consolidation presented ratlier a long
report, and about the only thing that they did not cover in that
report was the question of the legality of the proposed consoli-
dation. The committee was continued at that time and in-

structed by the executive comm'ttee to look into the question

so. If we do want consolidation, why then lei us say that we
do.

(The question was called for and the motion carried.)
Mr. Wldin:— I rise for information, Mr. President. .\o\v

that this committee has been continued I would like to ask
what it is going to do?

C. A. Schroyer (C. & N. W.) :—As a member of the com-
mittee I would advise the gentleman that we are not going to
do anyth'ng (laughter).
Mr. Wildin:— I move that thf ciimm'ttee be instructed to

present a plan for consolidation at the next convention.
(The motion was lost.)

(Vice-president Stewart took the chair.)

REVISION OF RULES OF INTERCHANGE.

The railway clubs and members have submitted their pro-
posed changes in the rules and these have been considered,
and the recommendations of yonr committee are submitted
herewith:

Donald R. MacBain.

New Third Vice-President, M. M. Association.

of the legality of the proposal and to report at this meeting.

We have not prepared a wr'tten report, but we simply report

that we are advised that there is no legal objection to the con-

solidat on of the two associations.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.) :—I move that the report of the

committee be received and the committee continued.

(The motion was seconded.)

G. W. Wildin (N. Y. N. H. & H.) :—I think it is about t'me

that we got down to something definite in this matter. I think

every member here ought to express himself one way or the

other on this question. Now, as the representative of the New
iHaven road I want to cast the vote of that road for consolida-

tion, and I would like to hear from other members of the

assoc'ation here along that same line I think we have dilly

dall'ed on this matter long enough. Now, so long as there is

ho legal objection to the consolidation, let us vote on it one
way or the other. Tf we do not want consolidation, let us say

Rule 2.—The committee sugge.sth the following modifica-
tion of the first paragraph of this rule: "No car having
defects constituting a violation of the law should be offered

in interchange. Cars, if defective, under M. C. B. Rules,

must be properly carded when offered in interchange. Empty
cars offered in interchange must be accepted if in safe and
serviceable condition, the receiving road to be the judge in

cases not provided for in Rules 32 to 38, inclusive.

"Loaded cars offered in interchange must be accepted, ex-

cept that receiving line may reiect cars not loaded in accord-
ance with the Rules for Loading Materials, A. R. A. Car
Service R le 15 to apply (see page — ) when transfer or re-

arrangement of load is necessary.
"When it becomes necessary to transfer a load, such car.

when empty, may be returned to the delivering line, in which
case all defects objected to must be designated on a return

card of form shown on page 11. filled in with ink or black
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Solid, filled or other kind.

Journal bearings R. & R .
<* Length of bearings.

indelible pencil .iiid |)l;u(.(l on car adjaiiiil to the destina-
tion card.
"Balance of rule to remain as at iircsent."

Rule s—The committee recomnu-nils that the rule be
changed to read:

"If a car has defects for which the owners are not re-

sponsible, the receiving line shall reciuirc that a defect card
be securely attached to the car, as per Rule 14."

Rule ./.—The Vandal ia R. R. Co., the St. Louis Railway
Club, and the Railway Club of Pittsburgh suggest in Rule 4,

add new paragraph, viz.:

"Defect cards shall not be recjuired for any damage that
is so slight that no repairs arc necessary."
The suggestion is approved, but the comniittec would

recommend that it be made a new paragraph under Rule 3.

Rule 5.—It is suggested that the word "cardboard" be
ulded after the word "be" in the first line.

The above suggestion meets with the approval of the com-
mittee.

Rule 9.—The committee approves the following revision
of this rule to show necessary information in tabulated form;

/ Mew or secondhand.
Make or name of coupler.

Steel or malleable.

Size of shank.
"M. C. B. couplers or parts / ^\yQ ^f bytt.

thereof applied and removed . ,
Complete, or name of part or

J part.s.

/ Open or closed knuckle.

\
Yoke or ctem attachment

. Part or parts scrapped.

Cast or solid steel.

I
New or secondhand.

\ Box numbers (see Rvle 14)
"Wheels and axles R. & R. / Cause of removal and refer-

) ence to M. C. B. rule under

I
which all defective wheeU

\ arc removed.

I Box number (see Rule 14

1

, Make, or name of beam
I New or secondhand.

'" ^'Complete, or part or part-

I
Cause of removal.

' Part or parts scrapped.

"Brake shoes R. & R Cast or reinforced
"Kind of triple valve removed and applied."
Last paragraph of Rule 9 relative to removal of load in

order to make repairs, to remain as at present.
The committee approves the following suggestions:

Fourth paragraph, change word "open" to "slotted" and
word "closed" to "solid." Add the following: "When triple
valve or cylinder is cleaned, the initial of road and date of
last cleaning must be shown."
Rule 12.—The committee would recommend that the rule

be changed to read:
"The evidence of a joint inspector or the joint evidence

of two inspectors, one representing the owner of the car
and the other representing a railroad company, that the re-
pairs are not proper, shall be final: the evidence to be signed
only after an actual inspection has been made." Remainder
of rule to remain as at present.
Rule 17.—The committee aporoves the suggestion to add

to end of last paragraph: "Fir or oak may be substituted
for pine when splicing longitudinal sills."

Rule 18.—The committee s'lgg'^sts eliminating "Except on
cars offered in interchange" from third paragraph and refers
the suggestion regarding the standardization of coupler with
S^-in. butt end to the committee on couplers and draft
attachments.
Rule 20.—The committee air^roves the suggestion of add-

ing the words "measuring 31 ^4 in. or less" after "loaded car"
in the tenth line. Also the suggestion that a period be placed
after the word "thereof" in the ninth line, beginning there-
from a new sentence reading: "A loaded car measuring
31^ in. or less should be adjusted to 33;'2 in., or within a
^ in. thereof ..." following with the balance of the
rule after eliminating the ohrase "and when it is necessary
to alter a loaded car it should be adjusted to 33>^ in., or
within a % in. thereof."
Rule 21.—The committee does not approve the suggestion

that the following should be embodied in this rule: "Charg-

'Metal brake beam-
parts thereof R. & R.

ing car owners for any temporary repairs made to get cars
home when necessary on account of owner's responsibility."
Rule ^-'.—The committee recommends that the rule be

changed as follows:
"Draft timbers must not be spliced. Longitudinal sills may

be spliced at both ends, except that not more than two
.adjacent sills may be spliced at same end of car. The splic-
ing of any sill between cross-tie timbers will not be allowed.
"The splice may be located either side of body bolster, but

the nearest point of any splice must not be within 12 in. of
same, excepting center sills, which must be spliced between
body bolster and cross-tie timber, but not within 24 in. of
body bolster.

"In splicing longitudinal sills other than center sills, if

same are less than 12 in. in depth, the plan shown in either
Fig. 8 or 9-B shall be followed. If the sills are 12 in. or
more in depth, the plan shown in either Fig. 9 or 9-B shall
be followed. In spicing center sills the plan shown in Fig
9-B shall be followed.

"Sills of foreign cars shall be spliced as above provided.
"Cars delivered in interchange with center sills spliced in

accordance with Fig. 9-A will be accepted.
"(Last paragraph to remain as at present.)
"(Figs. 8, 9, 9-A and 9-B should be relocated and shown

together. Figs. A, B and C to remain as at present.)"

J. J. Hennessey.

Chairman, Committee on Arbitration

Rule 24.—The committee recommends that the second
paragraph of this rule be changed to read:

"In no case should two new wheels be mounted on the

same axle when the thickness of the two flanges together
will exceed the thickness of one normal and one maximum
flange, or 2i'^2 in."

Rule 30.—The committee proposes the following:

That the first paragraph of this rule, covering the weigh-
ing and restenciling of cars, be eliminated, and that Rule 11,

of the code of car-service rules adopted by the American
Railway Association, be substituted therefor, as follows:

(a) The date (month and j^ear), also weight and capacity,

should be stenciled on each new car as it comes from the

car works, under the supervision of the owner's inspector.

The scales used for this purpose should be tested by the

railroad company's inspector, provision to this effect to be
incorporated in the contract covering purchase of the equip-
ment.

(b) Wooden cars one year old should be reweighed and
restenciled, the weight to be followed by one star; cars two
years old should be again weighed and stenciled, the weight
to be followed by two stars; cars three or more years old

should be again weighed and stenciled, the weight to be fol-

lowed by three stars, which will indicate final weight.
(c) Steel cars should be reweighed and restenciled after

they have been in service twelve months, the weight to be
followed by three stars, indicating final weight.

(d) If cars are materially changed by reason of new ap-

pliances or otherwise, they should be reweighed and re-

stenciled without change in the number of stars.

(e) Unless the owner instructs otherwise, any car without
stenciling, or with a variation of 500 lbs., should be imme-
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diately reweighed and restenciled and car owner notiiied of

old and new weights. The Official Railway Equipment Reg-
ister will designate the oroper officer to whom tnese special

reports should be made.
(f) The date (month and year) of each reweighing should

be stenciled the same as provided for new cars in paragraph (a).
Cars must be cleaned before reweighing.
Rule 32.—The committee approves add.ng new paragraph as

follows

:

"Defect cards shall not be required for any damage so slight

that no repairs are necessary, the receiving line to be the judge."
Rule 33.—The committee would recommend that the rule be

changed to read

:

"Material missing from bodies of cars offered in interchange,

except grain doors, water troughs and attachments, nuts, body
truss-rod saddles on bolsters, roof boards, vent. la' ed side and
end doors unless car is so stenciled, wooden door caps, side and
end fascia and all inside or concealed parts of cars."

of all-stccl under frame cars, wlicn necessary to repair, if caused
by unlair usage (delivering company responsible). When re-

pairs e.xceed llie combinal.ons as covered by Rules 2i7 to 43,

inc.usive, owners' authority must be obtained before repairs are

made. Loiigiiudinal snls, end sills and other stcei parts of cars

wh.cli become delcciivc due to corrosion and which were not

damaged in accident or by unfair usage (owners responsible)/'

Rule 44.—The committee would recommend the following

addition

:

"The transfer or readjustment of lading as prescribed in A.

R. A. Rule 15. see page — (delivering company responsible)."

Rule 53.—The addition of two new paragraphs is suggested as

follows: "After September 1, 1912, all freight cars otTered in

interchange not equipped with pressure-retaining valve (deliver-

ing company responsible)."

"After September 1, 1912. no cars will be accepted in inter-

change unless equipped with M. C. B. quick, action triple."

The cnmniittee aniir.wes of the suggestion regarding pressure-

Morgan K. Barnum.

New Third Vice-President, M. C. B. Association.

Rule 37.—The committee approves of the suggestion regard-

ing the change in the heading of the rule which should read:

"Combination of damages to cars with wood underframe or

composte wood and metal underframes which denote unfair

usage, if existing at same end of car." Also the change of

word 'or* in the third line to 'and.'

Rule -^0.—The committee would recommend a new rule as

follows

:

"Damaged end sill, accompanied by damage to draft timber

(or its substitute) or longitudinal sill, and damage to either

coupler body or pocket."

Rule 43.—The committee approves the suggestion that the rule

be changed to read : "Damaged corner and end posts, if neces-

sitating the renewal of more than two posts."
_

Also suggests a new paragraph, reading: "This will include

damage to unper structure of cars wi'h metal und'^rframes."

A new headng to cover steel cars should be added as follows

:

"all steel or all steel UNnER-^RAME CARS."

A new rule relating to steel cars is recommended as fo'lows

:

"Damage to bodies of all steel cars, or damage to underframe

reta'ning valves and would approve the suggestion relating to

quick-action triple valves with the modification that the words
'standard lj4-in- train line, angle cocks and' be omitted.

Rule 37.—The committee approves add.ng after the words
"triple valves" the words, "brake pipe air strainer or dirt col-

lector."

Rule 58.—The committee suggests that the cut illustrating the

label be changed so as to show the name of the road or pur-

chaser.

Rule 5Q.—The committee would approve of the suggestion that

the words "rust or" be added after the words "account of" in

second line.

Rule 6n.—The committee approves the suggestions that the

word "marked" in the fourth line be changed to read "stenciled."'

The additions after the word "the" in third line. "Initial of

road together with :" and at end of rule. "Triple valves cleaned

shou'd be tested on an M. C. B. test rack."

Rule 64.—The committee would suggest that rule be changed

to rend :

"Material mi!=s'ng from trucks of cars offered in interchange

except journal-box lids and nuts.
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/v'((/t' 66.—Tlic cimimilttv appiOMv. \\\v .iddilioii to lliis rule
I lading

:

"After September I, 1915, imis i(|iii|)i)i(l with uoodiii or
trussed woodrn hnikf l)eains will imt hi- accoiUed iii iiiter-

ihanye."

wiii;i:i.s.

KhJc /u.—TIu: (.oiiiniittec approves cliani;e ol ride to read:
"Cars equipped with forged steel or steel-tired wheels and so

sleneiled, if found with cast-iron or cast-steel wi.eels."
"Forged steel or steel tired wheels may he siihsiiiuted for cast-

steel wheels."
And the following addition: "Cars et|uipped with cast-steel

wheels and so stenciled, if found with cast-iron wheels."
Rule 7,5.—The committee ai)proves the omission of the follow-

ing words

:

"Flange over I'/io in. thick for cast-iron wheels, standards of
191)3. 1934, 1905 and 1906 (see Fig. 6), or."
Rule 76.—-The Central Railway Club reconnncnds that the mat-

ter of devising a gauge and determ'ning the depth that a wheel
tread can be worn before necessary to remove be referred to
the VVheel Committee for the adoption of a gage and limit.
The committee suggests that this matter be referred to the

car wheel committee.
Rule 5?.—Mr. W. A. Nettleton suggests an I\I. C. B. standard

gage or method for measuring the thickness of service metal of
rolled-steel or steel-tired wheels.
The committee approves the suTgestion chang'ng the rule,

omitting Fig. 6 and changing Fig. 9 from 4 ft. 5%2 in. to 4 ft.

5%2 ill. The suggestion of Mr. Nettleton is referred to the
wheel committee.
Rule <?5.—Add after the words "worn out" in second line, "the

kiioth of journal increased Y^ in. over standard length."
This suggestion meets with the approval of vour committee.
Rule 86.—The wheel-seat 5-inch journal, Table T, given as

6^ in., should be C>V\ inches. This is a typographical error and
should be corrected.

IMPROPER REPAIRS.

Rule 91.—The suggestion of elimination of this rule meets
with the approval of the committee.
Rule 92.—The suggestion of the elimination of this rule is

approved by the committee.
Rule 96.—The committee approves that this rule be eliminated.
Rule loi.—The committee would recommend to the executive

committee the appo.ntment of a committee on uniform second-
hand and scrap pieces for wheels or the reference to the car
wheel committee of such suggested changes in this rule as relate

to prices for wheels. The price for new 33-in. cast-iron wheel,
new, $9.50, is wrong; it should be $9.00. Th s is a typographical
error and will be corrected.

Rule 103.—The second paragraph of this rule should be
omitted, as it is covered by Rule 10.

Rule 104.—It is suggested for this rule—Air-brake Material

:

Prices for release valve handle for 8-in. equipment should be
changed to 10 cents, instead of 8 cents, or the same as for 10-

in. equipment, as they are identical.

Second item, page 51, reading ^i in., should read pipe, -^^ in.,

per foot.

Add the following items :

8-inch. 10-tnch.

Release valve rubber seat $0.02 $0.02

Release valve vent valve complete 10 .10

Air-hose coupling-guard pin 10 .10

Omit item

:

Triple cylinder bushing renewed $1.12 $1.12

This item was recommended to the arbitration committee last

year as "Triple cylinder bushing reground or refitted" and
.should be properly placed under Rule No. 115, as Rule 104

covers only material charges.

Change price of "triple check-valve case" to 1.00 1.00.

Material: Prices for coupler parts should be adjusted so that

the same compare more closely with the cost, also that the

details will correspond with the prices for complete couplers

which will simplify the billing transactions. At the present time
the detail credits for secondhand parts of couplers removed
exceed the total value of complete secondhand coupler applied.

Proposed change as follows

:

Coupler body, one, new steel, 5 by
5 in. shank $5.75 instead of $5.50

Coupler body, one, new steel, 5 by
7 in. shank 6.50 instead of 7.75

Coupler knuckle, one, new, solid.. 2.25 instead of 2.00

Coupler lock, one, new 50 instead of .40

No changes in scrap credits.

The committee approves of the suggestions covering prices

for air-brake materials and coupler parts.

The recommendation increasing the price of mineral paint, is

.ili);ro\i(i, lau >our committee would suggest 6 cents i)er pound
instead of 8 cents. The second item, page 51, viz.; pipe, should
read K-inch per foot instead of .ki-iiuh. This is a typograph-
ical error and should be corrected.
The committee woii.d reconnuend that the price for applying

h;iiiillio!(l, one, :q)|)lie(I, net, lie increased from 25 cents to 40
cents.

Rule KhS.—The committee reconmiends that a new paragrapli
lie added as follows :

"In the case of defective couplers, when another make is ap-
plied, cred ts shall he confined to the body, lock, knuckle and
knuckle i)in."

I\'ute III.—The committee would suggest that the charges
for weighing and restenciling cars he increased as follows:

Stock cars, net $1.00
Other cars, net 75

On page 57, the thirteenth line from the bottom, should
read $14.64, instead of $16.64. This is a typographical error
and should be corrected.
Rule 113.—The committee suggests changing length of car-

rier iron from four to six inches is approved by your com-
mittee.

Rule 1 1 1.—It is suggested adding paragraph as folhjws:
"Applying brake hangers when brake beam is applied," and
to second paragraph: "Also side siding when side sill or
side plate is removed or replaced," and new paragraph to be
added:
"Applying side sheathing where side sill or side plate under

sheathing is renewed or replaced."
Your committee approves the above suggestions.
Rule 115.—The committee approves the following changes:

Cut-out cock, grinding in., R. & R $0.30
Triple cylinder bushing reground or refitted... 1.12

Triple-piston packing ring, fitted 22
Dirt collectors in branch pipe, cleaned, drained
and stenciled 05

The item reading "Retaining valve repaired, 35 cents, is

wrong; it should be:
Retaining valve repaired $0.25

DETAILS.

Retaining-valve handle, R. & R $0.02
Retaining-valve case, R. & R 01
Retain'ng-valve, ground in 05
Retaining-valve cock key, ground in 15
Retaining-valve cock key and spring, R. & R.. .02

$0.25

Rule 119.—Exceptions have been oflfered as follows: "Ex-
cept in case of tr icks of 50,000-pound capacity or less, when
railroad destroying the car may elect to retain trucks and
settle for them (with the exception of the wheels) at scrap
or secondhand value, in accordance with M. C. B. Rules,
except those belonging to cars of individual ownership."
This suggestion is approved by the committee.
Rule 120.—The committee approves of the following

changes and additions:

TRUCKS.

First Item

:

50,000 lbs. capacity and less, with metal transoms
and wooden bolsters, per pair $215.00

Second Item:
70,000 lbs. capacity, but under 80,000 lbs., with
wooden bolster, per pair 215.00

New Item

:

50.000 lbs. capacity, all metal trucks, per pair 225.00

BODIES.

Nezv Item

:

Gondola, all-metal, twin-drop bottom, 40 tons ca-

pacity, but less than 50 tons capacity, 36 feet but
under 40 feet 790.00

First item under steel cars (bodies) third line, add the

word "over" between the words "over" and "end sills."

Add the word "bodv" before the words "metal bolsters" in

eighth line top of page 70.

The committee suggests changinsr the recommendation of
the Western Rv. Club from $60 to $40.

Rule 124.—The adoption of some plan or provision is

recommended to compel furnishing of shortest route home
for movement of cars under this rule, that such cars may
be delivered at the nearest home point on owning line, rather
than f"rnish the original routing of the car and allow it to

be billed accordingl}'.

The committee can not at this time approve these sugges-
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lions, but would suggest that the executive committee com-
municate with the American Railway Association to ascer-
tain whether such a provision in the rules of interchange is

desirable.

FURNISHING MATERIAL.

Rule 126.—Regarding the question of furnishing materials
on requisition for repairs to cars while on foreign lines, the
committee would suggest that the matter be referred to the
Executive Committee with the view obtaining an opinion
from the Interstate Commerce Commission as to tlie respon-
sibility for freight charges on such shipments.

APPENDIX.

Rule I.—In the third line omit the word "and" and after
the word "inspection" and add "and adjusting brakes."
Rule 3 (a), 3 (b), 3 (c).—Ru\q to read:
"Line expenses shall consist of the expense of terminal

clean'ng, icing, lubrication (oil, waste, tallow and labor).
"Oil lighting (oil, chimneys, wicks, burners, shades).
"Gas lighting (gas, mantles, tips, domes, globes, bulbs,

bowls).
"Electric lighting (fuses, incandescent bulbs, charging cur-

rents).

"Heating (terminal heating and coal furnished for indi-
vidual car heaters en route) candles and broken glass.'"

These suggestions meet with the approval of the committee.
Rule 12 (a), 12 (b).—The following changes are suggested

and approved: "On electrically lighted cars, furnished to
foreign roads, where no agreement is made, the following
charge shall be made per day for use of batteries:

Depreciation Current Total
32 cells 46 cents 29 cents 75 cents
16 cells 23 cents 14 cents 37 cents"

Change last paragraph to read:

"On electrically lighted cars a charge of $3 per 1.000 miles,
with a maximum charge per car per month of $30 shall be
made to cover rental of the electric lighting apparatus and
depreciation of batteries."

Referred to the committee on train lighting.

WHEELS—CAST-IRON.

Rule 14 (a), 14 (b), 14 (c), 14 (d), 14 (e), 14 ('/;.—This rule
he changed to read:
"Worn flanges: flanges having flat vertical surfaces extend-

ing more than %-in. from tread, or, flanges 1 in. thick or
less, gauged at a point ^ in. above tread," and that Rule
14-c to read:
"On flange 1 in. thick or less, flange having flat vertical

surface %-in. or more." Fig. 4-a—reference to this figure
should be omitted.
These suggestions are approved by the committee.

WHEELS—STEEL-TIRED.

Rule 15 (a), 15 (b), 15 (c).—Rule 15-b should be changed
to read:
"Worn flange or tire; with flange Wm in. thick or less, or

having flat vertical spot extending more than 1 in. from
tread, or with tire thinner than shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4."

This is approved by the committee.
Rule 21.—The committee would suggest that rule be

changed to read:
Air hose applied must be made in accordance with specifi-

cations for M. C. B. standard 1^-in. hose and so labeled.

PRICES FOR MAINTENANCE OF PASSENGER CARS.

The committee recommends the following:
Item 14. Change to $1.75. Item 15. Change to $1.00.

Item 16. Change to $0.70. Item 17. Omit reference to mail
cars and add it to Item No 15.

\'ew Items:

Bowls, gas, at cost. Globes, gas, at cost. Bulbs, gas, at

cost.

Item 22. Change to read: Electric lighting material in-

candescent bulbs, fuses, etc., at cost.

Gas-lighting materials, mantles, tips, bulbs, globes, domes,
bowls, etc., at cost. Electric current, illuminating oil and
Pintsch gas to remain separate items. Rearrangement of
price-list in alphabetical order and separate columns for new
secondhand and scrap prices.

Item 19. Change note to read: (No additional charge for
cleaning trucks.) Item 21. Change to read: Brake shoes.
Diamond S or steel back, applied, each, no credit for scrap,
.<=^0.50.

Neiij Item:

Hose, 1^-in., steam, new, complete with fittings $6.50
Item 58. Change to read: Wheels, solid steel or steel-

tired, new or re-tired, cost.

Add footnote to l.st of prices as follows:
Cost price to be charged for material not in list above.

JOS. W. TAYLOR,

Secretary.

The Arbitration Committe as a result of a meeting Tues-
day afternoon modified one or two of its recommendations,
as follows:
Rule 2. Change the second suggestion in the rule to read:

"Cars having defects for which delivering company is respon-
sible must be properly carded when offered in interchange."
Add paragraph as follows: "Owners must receive their

own cars when offered home, subject to the provisions of
these rules."

Change paragraph concerning loaded cars in interchange
to read: "Loaded cars ofTered in interchange must be ac-
cepted except that the receiving line may reject leaking
tank cars and cars not loaded in accordance uiih the ruies

for loading materials, A. R. A. Car Service Rule 15 to apply
when transfer or rearrangement of load is neces^arv.
Change the last paragraph to read; "When it becomes

necessary to transfer load, such car, when empty, may be
returned to the del vering line. In case cars are rejected
by the receiving road and returned to the delivering com-
pany, all of the defects objected to must be designatad on
a return card of the form shown on page 77, fil'ed in with
ink or black indelible pencil and placed on the car adjacent
to the designation card." (Under M. C. B. couplers for parts
thereof, etc.)

Rule 104. The committee would change the first para-
graph of its decision to read as follows: The committee
approves of the suggeston covering prices for air brake
materials and coupler parts as outlined in the first recom-
mendation, except the item for air hose coupling guard pin."
Rule 52. The committee would recommend the follow-

ing additional paragraph. "Lag screws m'ist not be used
on cars stenciled United States Safety Appliances, Standard,
or on cars stenciled United States Safety Appliances."
The report of the arbitration committee, as amended, was

accepted and adopted.

SPRINGS FOR FREIGHT CAR TRUCKS.

The Secretary: I have the following report of the com-
mittee on springs for freight car trucks: The committee
has not succeeded in getting together sufficient information
to covr the subject properly, and respectfully asks for more
time. (Signed) F. M. Gilbert, chairman.
The report of the committee was accepted and the committee

was given further time.

LUMBER SPECIFICATIONS.

The Secretary: The Secretary has not received a report
from this committee. Talking with Mr. iDow. the chairman,
yesterday he said, as he understood it, the specifications pre-
pared last year were satisfactory and are being adopted all

over the country by the various lumber concerns and others
interested in the work of the committee.
The committee on lumber specifications was afterwards dis-

charged

PRICES FOR LABOR AND MATERIAL FOR STEEL CARS.

The committee does not think it advisable to make any
radical changes in prices for repairs to individual parts at this

time, as it is impracticable to designate the extent of damag>e
to the individual part on the various classes of cars, and
establish a stipulated amount to make necessary repairs, for
the reason that there are various parts of cars slightly dam-
aged, which do not interfere with the safety for service or
impair the strength of the car. Where it is found nec-essary
to make extensive repairs, the rules as now recommended
should be changed to the rivet basi^^; hourly labor charges
and material prices will cover all requirements in making
neccssarv repairs to this class of equipment for the present.
In considering this subject, it was found that the parts of
steel cars not included on the rivet basis arc already covered
by the present rules established for repairs to wooden-car
equipment and which will govern.
The recommendations of the committee arc as follows:
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Eliminate all present rules on page 58 of tlie 1910 Code of

Rules, with rclcronce to repairs to steel cars, and substitute

the folU)wing: Ail rivets 'A-iu dianieier or over. 12 cents

net per rivet, which covers removal and rei)lacing of rivets,

including removing, fitting, punching or drilling holes when
applying patches or splicing and leplacing damaged parts,

not to include straightening. All rivets !4-'U- diameter and
less than J/^-in. diameter, ^ cents net per rivet, which covers
removal and replacing of rivets, including removing, fitting,

punching or drilling holes when anplyiiig patches or splices

and replacing damaged parts, not to include straightening
Straightening or rei)airing parts removed I'roni damaged

car, 60 cents per 100 lbs. Straightening or repairing parts in

place on damaged car; also any part that requires straight-

F. H. Clark.

Chairman, Committee on Prices for

Labor and Material for Steel

Cars.

ening, repairing or renewing, not included on rivet basis, 24

cents per hour.
Paragraph showing steel-scrap credits to be eliminated

from Rule 111. on page 58; also Rule 107, on page 51 to

be eliminated, and charges and scrap credits shown in Rule
104, on page 51, change to read as follows:

Charge. Credit.

Steel, plate and structural, per pound 03 .OO'^

Steel, pressed and flanged, per pound 04V& .00(4

In making repairs to cars on a rivet basis, the cost of

removing and replacing fixtures not secured by rivets, but
necessarily removed in order to repair or renew adjacent
defective parts, should be in addition to the rivet basis;

rules covering wood-car repairs to govern. Paint applied,

one-quarter-hour labor to b-e allowed per pound of paint

applied and on the basis of Ru'e 105.

The report is signed bv F. H. Clark (C. B. & Q.), chair-

man; G E. Carson (N. Y. C. & H. R.). C. F. Thiele (P. C.

C. & St. L). Ira Everett (L. V). B. Julien (U. P.), S. T.

Park (C. & E. I.) and T. M. Ramsdell (C. & O.).

The report was approved and the recommendations of the
committee were referred to letter ballot.

TRAIN LIGHTING.

The comm-'ttee sent out a circular of inquiry asking for

recommendations as to anv changes, additions or corrections
in the recommended practice on train lighting and any other
points which the members desired the committee to take
action on Tt received ouite a number of replies to this in-

quiry and changed its sugge=t''"ns as to recommended prac-
tices given in the report of IQIO to read as fo'low<;:

1. That each electrically lighted car be provided with a
notice giving the following information that this notice
shall be posted in the electric locker.

Type of Generator.
Type of Regulator.
Type of Lamps.
Voltage of System.
Voltage of Lamps.

Number of cells of storage battery.

Normal charging rate (at charging receptacle).
Size of train wires. No. B. & S. (Jauge.
Number of train wires (2 or 3).

Cap.icity in amperes of generator.
Selling of a.xle generator.
Current output—amp.
Automatic switch—volts.

Zero charge relay—volts.

Lamp regulator— volts.

Amperes— full light.

D ameter of a.xle pulley. (Outside.)
Diameter of axle bushing. (Outside.)
Diameter of axle bushing. (lnj.i(le )

Diameter of generator pulley. (Outside.)
Diagram of connect ons showing location, type and ampere

capacity of fuses.

2. 1 hat where train line connectors are used, Gibbs' No
3-G train line connector be used, with connections to the

battery, dynamo and jumper as shown on Fig. 1. If only

HMM'I'I'I'I'I'I'

-^
.Uii.i.i.I'l'l'l'l'l'lil-H

Fig. 1—Connection of Battery to Train Line.

two wires are used they shall be connected to the two out-

side terminals and the female connector on each end of car

shall be stenciled "Not for use on head-end system."
3. That batteries shall be connected up with the positive

to the right, facing the car. as shown on Fig. 1.

4. That where double compartment tanks are used, the

connections and arrangement of battery tenninals are tf

be shown on Fig. 2.

5. That each electrically lighted car shall be provided with
two charging receptacles with swivel supports installed one
on each side of the car, the outside angular ring to be the
positive.

6. That each electrically lighted car be provided with two

Mea. P06.

Fig. 2—Arrangement of Terminals.

150-ampere fuses, close-connected to each battery terminal;

the fuses to he arranged and placed in a cast-iron box.

7. That each electrically lighted car shall be provided, on
the switchboard in the car, with a switch, a fused switch,

fuses or terminals The switches, fuses or terminals to pro-

tect and completely disconnect the following parts: Train
line (where train line is used), battery, axle dynamo (where
axle dvnamo is u^'ed. The axle dvnamo switch or fuses to

control the positive, negative and field of the dynamo)
Each of the above switches, fu&es or terminals is to be
plainly stenci'ed. designating the part controlled, the positive

terminal to be on the right side facing board.
8. Where a main lamp switch is used or where fuses con

trolline all lamps are used, they shall be so stenciled in

plain letters.

9. That all fuses on cars shall be National Electric Code
fuses.

10. That where axle dynamos are used, negative, positive

and dynamo fie'd shall be fused as close as possible to the
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dynamo and prior to the leads •either entering the conduits
or being secured to the bottom of the car. The above fuses
to be used for emergency service only and are to be at least

one hundred per cent, above the capacity of the fuses on the
switchboards protecting the sarnie leads.

11. The following voltages should be used:
60 volts (nominal) for straight storage, head end
and axle dynamo systems.

30 volts (nommal) for straight storage and axle
dynamo system.

12. That the batteries shall be preferably installed in

double compartment tanks.
13. That battery box'cs shall have a vent provided in each

door.
14. That when facing the end of the truck on which axle

generator is mounted, the pulley or sprocket shall be on the
right-hand side.

15. That the rules of fire underwriters shall cover all car
wiring.

16. That all wiring under car to the switchboard shall be
run in conduits.

17. That a straight nulley seat be provided for the axle
pulley. That if a bushing or sleeve be used it must be
secured to the ax'e independent of the pulley. Bushing to
have an external diameter of 7^2 in. and to be 8}/2 in. long,

turned straight. That tbe pulley hub have a uniform internal
diameter of TV2 in., the length of the hub to be 6I/2 in., the
face of the pulley to be 9 in. or wider if flangeless, and 8 in.

if flanged. That the generator pulley be flanged, crowned
and perforated, and have an 8-in. face.

The following changes have been made in the 1910 exhibits
to conform to the recommendations of 1911:

Exhibits E and F have been changed so that the fuse box
will accommodate an N. E. C. fuse On the floor plan in

Exhibit E the fuse box has been changed to a location along
the end of the battery box.

Exhibit H has been changed to show the Gold positive
plate the sam* dimensions as the Wil'ard positive plate.

Exhibit H has been changed in that the length of the
negative bridge has been changed from 10-yio in. to 9^ in.,

also added on Exhibit H recommended dimensions for the
National battery.

On Exhibit /, the detail of chest hand'e, a lin has been
added at the top and projects into the wood tank.

Exhibit H has been changed in that the crown of the lead
line is specified as three to four per cent, antimony lead
instead of pure lead.

On Exhibit G the method of applying lead lining has been
chanp'ed to read as follows: "Size ler.d tank with one coat
of chrysolite, then with pretrolite and then in=;ert in wooden
tank which has been fi'led to a depth of 2 in. with a mixture
of paraffin and pretrolite. having the melting point 150 deg F.

On Exhibit G the abbreviation S. B., indicating Smgle
Braid wire for cross section, omitted; unbraided wire to be
used
Item 31 on Exhibit G covering No. 6 flexible rubber-

covered wire changed to show solid wire.

Exhibit K has been changed to show recommended design
of vent for battery door

In connection with Master Car Builders' Rules covering
interchange of equipment, vour committee sugo'ests that the
paragraph at the bottom of page 103 reading:
"On e'ectrically lighted cars a battery deprec'ation charge

of 75 cents per day shall be made," be changed to read as
follows:
"On electrically Hehted cars, furnished to foreign roads,

where no agreement is made, the following charge shall be
made per day for use of batteries:

Depreciation. Current. Total.
32 cells 46 cents 29 cents T> cents
16 cells 23 cents 14 cents 37 cents

The report is siened by:—T. R. Cook (Penn.), chairman;
E. A. Benson (Pullman), Carl Brandt (T.. S. h M. S.), Ward
Barnum (L. & N.), and J. H. Davis (B. & O.).

DISCUSSION ON TRAIN LIGHTING AND EQUIPMENT.

G. W. Wildin (N. Y.. N. H. & H.) : There are a number
of recommendations made in that report as to certain special

devices, and I would like to inquire if thev are natented.

D. F. Crawford (Penna.) : It 'S my understanding that none
of the patents are still in existence on those devices.

C. A. Scbroyer (C. & N. W.) : We have wi'hus this tnorn-

ing J. D. Cartwrip^ht, of the Lehigh Va'ley. TTe is an electrical

engineer and he is also the cbairmnn of the committee on stand-

ards of the Assoc'ation of E'ectricnl F'lgMicrs. nnd T move that

he be extended the privileees of the floor for five minutes.

CiMr Cartwright was given the floor).

Air. Cartwright: Before making any remarks on the subject
under consideraiion 1 wish to state the interests 1 represent and
the reason for my appearing before you to-day. As an m-
dividual 1 represent the Lehigh Valley ; I also represent the
Association oi Ra Iway Eiecincal Engineers. At a recent meet-
ing of our Association the present report of your committee wa'
thoroughly discussed and 1 am here to present for your con-
sideration the wishes of the Association of Ra Iway J':iectricai
Engineers, primarily formed for the purpose of standardizing as-

far as possible the electrical equ pment on cars. Fully realizing
the importance of the subject, I hope you will bear with me for
a few moments in the presentation of the subject which will be
submitted to you for your consideration. I take this oppor-
tunity to thank your committee on train lighting for their
hearty co-operation in embodying in their report several recom-
mendations which have been made by our Association. We
do, however, take certain exceptions to a few of these recom
mendations. as follows:

Sec. I Should be changed to include additional informa
tion not shown.

Sec. 2. The first line, after the word "used" it was sug-
gested that there should be inserted the words "they shall b(
interchangeable with."

Sec. 3. After the word "car" in the first line insert th<
words "equip with battery boxes."
There is no necessity of putting a charging plug on an

electrically lighted car that has no battery boxes in it.

Sec. 6. Should read: That each electrically lighted car be
provided with two 150-ampere fuses close connected to posi-
tive and negative terminals of batteries, at battery box, before
wires enter conduit leading to distributing board in car. The
fuses to be arranged and placed in a .strong metal box, sub
stantially as shown on Exhibit F, and installed on car as shown
on Exhibit E.

Sec. 7. Omit the word "completely" in the fourth line
Also omit the second item. We have found several instance^
where porters on the cars have pulled the battery switch
instead of the light switch. The result is that all the lamps
in the car have been burned out, due to the excessive voltage
generated.
The sixth line should read as follows: The axle dynamo

switch or fuses to control the positive armature and positive
field of the dynamo.
We had considerable discuss'on on Sec. lo. We wish to

eliminate all fuses that we can from a car, consistent with
safety. It might be practicable to put a few in your armature
but do not put any in your field or both sides of your arma
ture circle.

Sec. II should read as follows: The following voltages shouUi
be used

:

For head end or straight storage. 64 volts (nominal).
For axle dyn&mo systems. 2i2 volts (nom'nal).
You will notice that we have omitted the recommendation

for 30 volts for the straight storage system. On the second
part we have omitted straight storage. It was not considered
practicable to operate straight storage on 30 volts.

There is one tyoot^raphical error which has crept into Sec
17. In the seventh Tne the figure "7" should be inserted in-

stead of the figure "8," as the dimensions for the face of the

generator pu'ley.

At a meeting of the members of the Association of Ra'lway
Electrical Engineers, held in Washington on June 16. 1911, it

was voted that the recommendations of your committee regard-

ing interchange of e'ertric lighted cars shottld read as follows
On electrica'ly lighted cars, furnished to foreign roads, where
no agreemi^nt is made, a charge of 75 cents per car per day
sha'l be made for the use of the electric I'ghting equipmenli

If any of the suegestions or recommendit'ons that T have
mpde are out of order. T would ask you to excuse my presump-
tion, but accept the recommendatons of the Association of

Railway Electrical Engineers just the same.
(The President resumed the cha'r).

Mr. W'ldin: T woidd Ike to know whether the committee
in formulating this report took into consideration the fact that

some roads pre being electrified, and that the charging of the

batteries on the car w'l' he tak'>n care of while the ca^s are on

the electric zone? I noMce that the gentleman who has iust

spoken. Mr. Cartwrieht. recommends a 30 volt svstem where
axle lieht 's us^d I would sav that von mnst use ax'e lieht

for the time beinsr, but it is presumed that in the future the

dvnamo wMl be removed and the batteries will be cha'-eed wh'le

the cars are on the electric zone, and in that case 30 volts is

vc^^' lo"-.

Mr. Cartwright: If the axle light equinment is removed
front th'^ '"^r. then you pre not confined to 30 volts.

Mr. Wildin : But T understand you to assume that you wer<

go'ng to have 30 volts.
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Mr. Cartwriglu : .\i>i iKci>s;ini\.

Mr. Wild 11 : Then you will liavc lo |iui in sunu'lliiii!; olsi-.

Mr. Carlwriglu : Wo will iio to W volts.

Mr. Wildin: Tlu-n what is tlu' iisi- of tiirow.ii}; a hattirv

away?
Mr. Cartwrij^ht : When you no to 6t) volts you add a battery.

Mr. Wildin: Wo are Roing to put a motor penorator set in

the elcctr c locomotive and charge the cars while on the oloc-

iric zone. Wc are go iiu to have 60 volts, and I do not like

the recommendation of a 30 volt s_\sloni where axlo liglit i^

used.

(The report was accepted ami referred to letter ballot.)

M. K. r>arnum (1. C.) : It .seem i to me that in referring
this report to letter ballot the members would have to vote
1 n it as a whole and not in detail.

The Secretary: That will be ;'.rr;ingod.

C. A. Seley (C., R. I. & P.): In referring the report to the
members for letter ballot 1 would smrgest that the recom-
mendat'ons of the Association of Railway Electrical Engi
neers, which have been voiced here by Mr. Cartwright, be
put in form so that our members may consider them in

casting their ballots.

Mr. Schroyer: If that is a motion, I second it.

(The motion was carried.)

TRAIN PIPE AND CONNECTIONS FOR STEAM HEAT.

The committee recommended that the forowing Recom-
mended Practice be adonted as Standards: Two-inch train

pipe: end valve- wiMi iii t V'-> than 1
' j-in. njienings, and

I. S. Downing,

Chairman. Coinuiittee on Train Pipe and Connections

for Steam Heat.

location of steam, air and signal pipe as shown in the

accompanying illustration. The location of pipes is changed

to show the dimensions taken from the center line of the

car instead of the center line of the coupler shank. TItc

committee finding but few railways using a hose larger than

Nipple for Steam Hose.

1^ in., recommends that the present Recommended Practice

of 15^ in. hose be changed to 1>4 in. It also recommended
for adoption as Recommended Practice the following: Hose

nippl'es of dimensions shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion; steam hose to be 5-ply. 1^ in. inside diameter and 25 m.

biiig; hoso c'anips to the dimensions as shown in the accom-
Iianyiiig illustration; each end of hose to be fitted with a
nippK-, .ind llu' coujiler to have not less than l^a-in. o])cning.
rile bori/oiital rlov,-iti( ns of nip|)le to opening through this

^^: The dimeniiorys tjndersconfd shot/fc/ife malnfa/rmd i>uf

deparfure from ather dirrten^ions am a//oivabfe fo si/ff

conditions , Oponinff shupvn on ^feam Jrne /3 fhe open/nc/

Air Brahe Hose
/I'tr Signaf Haie

ot findof fo/ye

.

Location of Steam, Air and Signal Pipes.

Thecoupler to be, minimum, 15 deg.; maximum, 20 deg.

coupler to be tapped wiih Ij^-in. pipe thread.

It is furth'cr recommended that manufacturers of steam
hose couplers be asked to appoint a committee to act jointly

with a committee of this association and to report at the

Recommended Hose Clamp.

next convention on the contour lines of a coupler that will

he interchangeable.
The report is signed by:—I. S. Downing (L. S. & M. S.),

chairman; H. E. Passmore (T. & O. C), T. H. Russum
(B. & O.), J. J. Ewing (C. & O.) and C. A. Schroyer
(C. & N. W.).
Mr. Downing presented the report and in connection there-

with said:

The recommendations concerning the train line, end valves

and pipe locations have been recommended practice since

1903, and we are inclined to feel that they should be advanced

to standard. In connection with the steam hose couplers, there

is but very little difference in the large couplings—about %6 in.

on the locking arm—and we feel that the coupler manufac-
turers, if they work with the committee—we would get a

coupler that would be interchana;eable.

In regard to Fig. 1, that has always shown the dimensions
taken from the center line of the coupler shank. The com-
mittee has changed that, showing the dimensions taken from
the center of the car. The figures are iust the same. It

does not change the location of the end valves or pipe. The
straight shank counlers are coming in now, and the old

coupler shank is ofifset an inch and a half from the center

of the head and as the coupler is not always in the center

of the car, it is a hard proposition to measure, and we have

found that most of the roads have measured from the center

of the car.

DISCUSSION OK TK.MN PIPK AND CONNKCTIONS FOR STK.\M HE-\T.

C. E. Fuller (U. P.): In regard to the length of steam

hose. I think 25 in. is too long—in fact, 24 in. is pretty long---

it is bringing the hose too close to the track. I think it

\M,nld be a mistake to increase the length of hoso over 24 in.
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[ would like to ask wlu-ilier or not the coinniittee in working
up this report gave any consideration to chansins the angle
.>t the neck of the conplcr to change the kink in the hose
when coupled together. I think it is safe to say that the
majority of hose connections, when they are coupled together
are kinl<ed, which cannot help but destroy, to a certain extent,
ihe life of the hose. We have been using it in that manner,
and I have observed on a great many other roads that it

«eems to be the common practice. We have got now to a
jinint where we cannot get an angularity of the coupler that
will prevent that kinking entirely, and I would like to see
tliis committee continued with a view to making a further
!(.'port on this subject. I will make that motion.
Mr. Downing: I overlooked sometliing I should have re-

ferred to. The committee on standards in their report yester-
i!ay referred to certain matters which in turn were referred to

nur committee. One was the size of the hose on passenger
trains. Our committee did not feel they should take any
action on this matter, as we were appointed to consider the

matter of steam heat connections. In regard to showing the

•mgle cock at 30 deg., we agree with the committee on
standards. As to Mr. Fuller's remarks concerning the kinking
'>t the hose, until you adopt a standard end valve, a standard
ooupling. you cannot get aw%ay from it. The angle at which
the hose leaves the end valve and goes into the coupling gov-
erns. I have no objection to the committee being continued,
hut I do feel that what we have recommended as a standard
for this association should be made standard and that the

members of the association should adopt the standard in prac-
tice. It has been on the books since 1903, and should either be
made standard or taken ofif the books.
Mr. Fuller: Tliat is the reason why I made the motion to

continue the committee. I do not believe that this associa-

tion desires to adopt the tjresent practice. I did not know
until about one month ago that we could accomplish what I

would like to ask this committee to present to us, and I wish
to take exception to the remarks of the chairman of the com-
mittee that we have to use one angle valve for the end of the

car or one coupling. Any pipe fitting can be brought to the
required angle, whether it is a globe valve or angle valve or
simply a T on the end of the pipe. The angularity of the

coupler has more to do with it than the connection of the

train pipe line.

I should like to see this committee charged with recommend-
ing the adoption of a standard size of hose. If you want it

one 5^-in. adopt that, not V/z-m. I also think the committee
should be charged with something in the way of a nipple

besides the old style nipple, with which we find it is almost
impossible to hold the hose on, especially with head-on sys-

tem, where we use anywhere up to 200 lbs. steam pressure.
There is a nipple which I submitted to the committee which
is not patented, at least the patent is not valid, and everybody
is making it, and every steam heat hose company and a great

many of the roads have their own patents and are using it. If

there is any question about patents then I would suggest that

question be considered. I do not want to recoinmend a pat-

ented device, but do want to recommend a positive nipple
and clamp for a hose connection.

C. H. Osborn (C. & N. W.) : In designing a standard
coupler I think that consideration ought to be given to the
(luestion of designing some kind of a positive lock that will

hold the couplers together. We have a number of different

kinds of couplers to-day that can be coupled together, but
cannot all be locked together, and that is the greatest objec-
tion I have to the dififerent kinds of couplers. Another thing,

T do not quite agree with the recommendation concerning
Fig. 2; that the hose should be fitted up with a nipple on each
end and screwed into the head. We found where that is done,
that the heads are kept at outside points, unscrewed from the

hose, and new hose are attached and screwed into the heads,
and the heads kept in continual service without having to go
into the shops and be looked over and fixed up, and that is the

cause of a great deal of trouble with the joints on the head.
1 think the head that is clasped to the nipple, so that when the

hose gives out tlie head lias to go into the shop w'th the

hose, where is an opoortunity for testing it and grinding in

the joint for the gasket, etc.. it is a much better plan and it

gives us an opportunity to shop them and fix them up.

Mr. Downing: In regard to Mr. Fuller's remark about the

nipple, when Mr. Fuller submitted to us the print to which
he has referred, we took the matter up and we were advised

that it was a patented device, and I think the clamp referred

to by Mr. Fuller is a good deal better than this clamp, but

we understood it was patented and did not consider it. In

regard to the two-piece coupling, we felt that it would be a

long time before this committee would be able to get a

coupling th.nt would be :vdo]ite(l. «o we thought if we rnuld get

a two-piece coupling, we would not have to change the hose
and coupling at interchange points as we are doing now all

over the country. The committee should be instructed to act
with the tnanufacturers of hose couplings. The committee
would not attemi)t to design a coupling in two pieces, if we
are going to have a standard. We simply wanted to have
that as a makeshift.

F, W. Brazier (N. Y. C. & II. R. R.): As long as we
have plenty of time, we might make an experience meeting
of this. Regarding the length of steam h -se, we find op.

our long 70 and 75 ft. cars with our short and sharp curves,
we m ist have a hose at least 25 in., and if we did not have
it that length we would have considerable trouble. After a
hose is in service for a while it congeals so that it becomes
sometimes V/z -n. shorter than it was when applied. On
our system we have some pretty severe weather, and do not
hnd any necessity of having any locked couplings. I think
our rcords will show that during the severe weather we have
trouble sometimes, in going over our water tanks, where
a piece of ice will uncouple everything, but for steam hose
lO be uncoupled in ordinary service is ^omchMio- ^n'•-no\^•n
to us. We have a heavy head and it practically locks itself.

As to the end train pipe valves, as referred to by the chair-
man of the committee, I thoroughly agree with his state-
ments. As to blowing off. I find the trouble which causes
the blowing ofif is generally that the insde lining on the
head end system, Mr. Fuller speaks of, it softens up and
peels off. That happens on our lines occasionally, but hardly
enough to notice it.

Mr. Fuller: I ask Mr. Brazier if it is not usuallv kinking
that makes the hose shorten^if they did not kink, do you
think they would shorten up as much?

Mr. Brazier: That contributes to it, but tale some of
the hose put in yard service, and confined in service, where
we have from 75 to 125 lbs. pressure, the hose congeals and
contracts after it is in service and shortens up.

R. L. K'e'ne (Penn.) : When the report of the committee
of standards and recommended practice was considered there
were several items left over until the presentation and dis-
cussion of the report of the committee on train pipe nnd
connections to steam heat, and I would make a motion that
paragraphs 50, 51 and 52 of the committee of standards be
referred to letter ballot.

The motion was put and carried.
Mr. Downing: In case this committee is continued. F

believe it should be instructed whether you want it to design
the hose coupler complete, or give you the contour lines so th
manufacturers can work to that, the same as we do in the
case of the automatic coupler.

Mr. Fuller: It is not my thought to tie this committee
down at all. I would like to turn them loose to cover the
whole subiect. If they can recommend a standard s'eam
heat coupling and connection, hose and everything inc'dental
to the system of steam heat, to this association, I think we
should let them do it, and under my motion they are free to
take up the whole subject without any strings to it.

T. H. Curtis (L. & N.): As Mr. Brazier says this is an
experience meeting and I wi'l say that the Louisville & Nash-
ville R. R. equipped its passenger equipment with 26 in. hose,
but it was so long we had to shorten it, and we now use 24
in. hose with good results. That is an inch .shorter than Mr.
Brazier is using and I feel safe in saying that a 26 in. hose
is quite too long.

O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.): I think we should give con-
sideration to some method of locking the couplings together.
I have had considerable experience with the coupling open-
ing after the hose has become set and hardened. In connec-
tion with the opening up of the steam-heat hose, it some-
times causes signals to be given to the engineer, through in-
terferring with the hose. The whole subject is one which
appears to need considerable revision at this time. I am not
sure that the location of the train pipe at the end is correct,
particularly as we are going into greater length of car. We
have to have a greater lateral motion of the coup'er. and to
my mind that must spread the ends of the pipe, and T think
the proper thing is to leave this matter wide open and leave
it in the hands of the committee to make a thorough revision
of the whole matter.

Mr. Fuller: I move that the committee be continued to take
up the entire subject of steam-heat hose and connections, in-

cluding a locking device, location^f the train I'ne pipe, angu-
larity of the head and its connection, length of hose, and in

fact the entire subject of steam-heat hose and connection for
pas'^enger car equipment.
(The motion was seconded and carried.)
Air. Fuller: I move that the report be accof>fed .nnd referred
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back to the coniinittcf. (.Tlic motuni was sccmuKd aiul cai

lied.)

CONCLUDING EXERCISES.

The Secretary stated tlial llie auditing coiiuniUce iiad

examined the accounts of the secretary and treasurer of the

associaiion. inchid.iig the vouchers, and Had found lliem correct.

The followinji report of the counnittee on correspondence

and resohitions was presented:
The committee wishes to acknowledge the a|)preciation ol

the association to the President, for liis very able address

and ability with which he presided; to the other officers for

their good work in handling the details; to the committees

that have considered and reported on the subjects assigned

to tliem and for the thorough manner in which the.r w^ork

has been performed; to the committee on arrangements for

elective service in attending to the comfort and pleasure of

those attending; to the ra.hvays and the Pudman Company
for courtesies extended. To the American Railway .Supply

Men's Assoc.ation for its magnilicent exhibition of railway

supplies that have become so important a feature of these

conventions and the entertainment provided by that Associ-

ation. To the press in general for their co-operation and

interest. To the Railway Age Gazette for the daily record of

our meetings.
On motion, the report of the committee was adopted.

D. F. Crawford (Penn.) : We have tried the present method

of elections for two years and it seems to me it is unnecessarily

cumbersome. I therefore move that the executive committee

be authorized to appoint a commttee, with a view of simplify-

ing them, and to transmit a circular report to the members by

December 1, which covers the six months' period required,

and report their recommendations at the next meeting. (The

motion was seconded and carried.)

I. S. Downing (111. Cent.) : We have a lot of apprentices m
our car shops, and we are getting a lot of steel passenger cars

and pretty complicated things around the cars now. and 1 do

not know but what we ought to have subject of that kind in

this association as they do in others. We have about 40 ap-

prent'ces in our shops, and I believe other shops are doing the

same thing, and it might be a good thing to consider this

matter.

D. R. MacBain (M. S. & L. S.) : I th'nk Mr. Downing's

suggestion is a good one. There is very little attent on paid

to the development of the young men for the car department

on a good many of the roads, and it would seem in view of

the fact that the work is becoming more compl'cated and the

material for advancement is becoming scarcer every day that

something should be done to encourage young men to take up

car department work.

C. H. Osborn ( C & N. W.) : T agree with the idea Mr.

Downing has advanced. We are having a great deal of trouble

in getting young fellows to take up car department work, and

are having a good deal of trouble in filling the position of fore-

man for the various shops and yards and I think some move

should be taken by this association toward securing a good

grade of apprentices in the shops. I believe it will assist us

very much.
Mr. Downing: I would move that a special comm-ttee be

appointed to make a report at the next convention on this sub-

ject of apprentices in car shops. (Motion seconded and carried )

The president: I suppose some of you have not'ced that you

did not receive reports. I would say that the executive com-

mittee has been for years urging the chairmen of yariouscom-

mittees from time to time to be prompt in presenting their re-

ports so that the matters might receive careful consideration

by all concerned. It seems that this year the reports were more

delayed than ever before. Indeed, some reports were not here

until a day or so before the opening of the convention. I

think th's is a matter to be regretted.

D. F. Crawford (Penn.): Mr. President I would suggest

that you call the attention of the members to the provision of

the By-I.aws in resnect to reports.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.) : It occurs to be that it wouMbe
advisable for this association to invite railway officials to_ visit

our convent'ons and see the maenificent exposition of railway

appliances. There 's no auesf'on but that we have on this_ pier

a most complete exposition of railway arr>liances, and it is an

exhib't that would be of very great value to everv_ railway

official from the president down. It is true that the exh^b't is seen

by quite a number of purchasine aeen<-s. but T do not think it

is viewed generally bv the executive officers. The va'ue of this

association to the railways is undoubted in many ouarters, but

there are some railways I understand that do not extend to

ilieir men the oppcMtuniiy ot attending these conventions. Nu\\.
1 believe we should make an effort in this respect and therefoK
I make a motion that the execut-ve comm tlee of this associ;.

lion extend to the execut.ve committee of the American Rail
way Association a cordial invitat on for them to .ndividuall\

visit our next convention, wherever it may be held, and sug
gcst the advisabilty of their appointing a committee to visii

the convention and report back to their association.

(The motion was carried.)

O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.) : Referring to the delay in gei

ting out reports, I would say that the committees would be
greatly assisted if the membership of the association would
reply promptly to the circulars. 1 think a great deal of th<

delay in getting out the reports is due to that fact. I am
sorry to say that a great many reports are meagre that arc
sent in to the executive committee. Hence, it leaves the com
mittee a great deal of work to do in comparatively short period
of time. If the members will bear th s in mind it wU facili

tate the getting out of reports very much.

J. J. Tatum (B. & O.) : Mr. Cromwell criticizes the rail-

ways. Now I think I will take the other side and criticize

the committees. If a committee waits until the eleventh hour
to get out circulars seeking the information that it wants, why.
naturally there is going to be delay. I happened to be on
one of the committees that did not have a meeting this past
year; I don't know why, but I know that a typewritten report
from the committee was here. I don't know how it happened
to be made. I think if committees would get busy right away
after they leave the convention and decide on what they want
and promptly send out circulars to the railways asking for the

information that they need it will greatly facilitate the getting
out of these reports.

C. D. Young (Penn.): I would suggest that the executive
committee can help the committees quite considerably. The
executive committee usually does not meet until August or
September, and then it appoints the committees for the next
year, and by the time those committees have gotten together
the information and printed the same it is December or per-

haps January of the next year. The replies to the circular

sent out are hard to get at best, and the members of the com
mittees have hardly much over 30 days or 60 days at the out
side, and a great many of the replies require investigation,

and when you get the replies in they have to be boiled down
and condensed, all of which takes time. I think it would
materially assist the association if the committees could be

appointed earlier, and then when they are appointed instruc-

tions issued to the chairman of the various committees to call

the members together promptly.

E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.) : I would suggest that it would
be helpful to all members if, in addition to notify-ng each
committee independently, there was a list made of all the

committees, with their various chairmen, and this list sent

out to the members as early as possible, stating the subjects

to be considered, and also if there are any deta'led instruc-

tions to be given to the committees as to getting up their

reports a brief outline of them should be given. The thoucrht

in my mind is that in that way many of us would look out

for information early in the year, and it might be that some-
body would ofTer nformation without waiting to be requested
for it by a committee.

C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.): I move that the appointment
of the committees be issued by the secretary in circular form
to all members.

(The motion was carried.)

R. L. Kleine (Penn.) In connection with the work of the

committee on standards, I desire to sav that when a circular

is sent out we get a great many replies .upon the subject

matter that refers directly to the work of other committees,

and I would suggest that members b'^ar 'n mind that we
have other committees on those particular subiects. That
I think will obviate some of the delay. If members would
refer those subjects, where there is either a standing com-
mittee or a special committee on the particular subject,

directly to those committees or empower the committee on

standards to do so, it will expedite the work of the association

a great deal.

The following officers were elected: President. A. Stewart.

Southern: first vice-pres'dent. D. F. Crawford. Pennsylvania:

second vice-nresident. C. E. Fuller, Union Pacific: third vice-

president. M. K. Rarnum. Illinois Central; treasurer. J. S.

Lentz. Lehieh Valley. Executive Committee— F. W. Brazier

(N. Y. C. & H. R.), C. A. Schroyer (C. & N. W.) and A
Kearney (N. & W.).

President Curtis was presented with the ex-president's badge

and the meeting adjourned.

ii
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SAFETY APPLIANCES. ®h^ Ifxhibtt

The recommendation of the committee on safety appliances,

[^resented at the meeting on Tuesday, June 20 (Daily Railway

Age Gazette, June 21, 1911, page 1602), was not reported cor-

rectly as to the des'gnating mark for cars equipped with the

safety appliance standards. It should have read as follows :

The committee recommends the" following designating mark
for cars built on or after July 1, 1911:

UNITED STATES

SAFETY-APPLIANCES

STANDARD.

and for cars built prior to July 1, 1911

—

UNITED STATES

SAFETY-APPLIANCES

(The letters U. S. may be used in lieu of United States.)

The first part of the paragraph referring to the metal badge

should have read: "A metal badge plate 4 in. x 12 in., with the

proper marking, is preferred." The badge plate is also to be

made of metal and not of malleable iron, as reported.

A decree has been issued by the government of Uruguay
authorizing the provisional opening to public service of a sec-

tion of 31 miles of the Midland Railway branch from Algorta to

Fray Bentos. now in course of construction. The new section

completed is between kilometers 34 and 87.

McCORD LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATOR.

The system of force feed lubrication, as supplied by McCord
& Company, Chicago, is designed to provide an efficient method
of lubricating a locomotive automatically, positively, and in

proportion to the work the locomotive is performing. The
system is applicable to the valves, cylinders and air pumps, as

well as to the driving boxes. In valve and cylinder lubrica-

tion the valve oil is introduced at a point where it will mix
with the steam just before the latter enters the steam chcsi

on both piston and slide valve engines. In driving box lubri

cation the engine oil is introduced into the longitudinal cavity

in the crown of the driving box brass.

The lubricator proper consists of individual vertical plunger

pumps for each feed set in an oil cup or reservoir, located

usually in the cab. Eccentrics on a horizontal shaft through

the reservoir operate the plunger pumps. The circular motion

of the shaft is obtained from the rectilinear motion of tht-

valve stem by means of a flexible shaft and a set of bevel gear-

with a ratchet attachment on one gear which is connected

direct to the valve stem or rocker. This bevel gear or tran^

former may be located on the running board or on a bracket

on the boiler where convenient attachments can be made to the

lubricator proper and to the valve gear of the engine.

Some Workers on the Transportation Committee.

Top row, left to right: Underhill, Hawley, Toomey, Elliott. Taylor, Stuart, Bcrger.

Bottom row, left to right: McNaughton. Nicol, Kuhns (.chairman), Porter, Peabody.
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PRESSED UNIT CAR SIDE SECTION.

The pressed unit car side section as made b)- Forsyth

Hrothers Company, Chicago, represents advanced develop-

ment of the built-up steel truss side construction. The lat-

ter, while utilizing the full height of the side of the car for

a lattice girder or truss (having the diagonals so disposed

as to permit of windows being formed in the structure), has

resulted in a car body of maximum strength and rigidity,

with minimum weight. As the life of a steel car depends

so much on the security of the joints of its members, it is

obvious that the fewer the joints the better will be the car.

This latter consideration led to the invention of the pressed

unit section, wherein the side posts, diagonal braces and side

brace of the car are formed of one piece of metal.

As to the safety of passengers in a truss side frame car,

the distribution of shock resisting members in the truss

frame results in practically surrounding the passenger space

with a metal shield. The buffing shocks can be taken by a

comparatively light center sill construction, as this sill can

be supported and secured from deflection at each side post

by the rigid frame.

Weight for weight, a car built with the pressed unit side

truss will be more rigid and provide greater security to

passengers ^ban a car having all i*s shock res's^ing members
in the underframe, or relying on a plate girder side con-

struction having its top member below the sash rest. As
an illustration, in a mixed freight train of flat cars and box

cars, a severe collision results in more wrecked flat cars than

box cars.

This form of construction may be adapted to any design

>ii" car or underframe.

i.s claimed (o lie capable of takin^ care of any kind of railway

equipnunt uiukr all conditions. The jack is made of malleable
iron .111(1 steel, except all bearings, which are of hard bronze.

The aiilMiiiatic lowering; dev'cc is simple and is arranged so that

wluu llie load is heinu; raised there is no part of the loworiiit,'

-DW.L DEARINO-R

^jJbT..

Duff Bethlehem Forged Steel Hydraulic Jack.

device in service, it being droi)ped out of the way. A full line

of these jacks were exhibited at the booths of Fairbanks, Mor?e

& Co. and the Duff Manufacturing Co.. spaces 550-630-548 aii.l

628 ill the Annex.

EETTENDORF UNDERFRAMES FOR BOX CARS.

HYDRAULIC JACKS.

The new forged steel Duff-Bethlehem hydraulic jacks were

>hown by Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago. Several new feat-

ures are to be found in these jacks. There is no packing at the

Herewith are illustrated two types of underframes of tin-

Bettendorf construction, single center sill and double centi

sill, both of which were exhibited by the Bettendorf .\\ i

Company, Davenport, Iowa, at space 200.

The single center sill underframe shown is designed im

use under 40 ft. box cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity, of wliich

Bettendorf Single Sill Underframe for Box Cars.

1 a>c, as this is forged integrally with the cylinder, making it one

>o.id piece with no joints whatever. On account of their steel

c<.nstruction, these jacks combine large capacil^y with light weight.

The latest development of the geared ratchet jack is the No. 400

Uarrett jack, which is designed particularly for the rapid, safe

<-'nd convenient handling of the heaviest loaded freight cars, pas-

.senger or Pul'-man coaches, locomotives in roundhouses, etc. It

there are now over 8,000 in service. These underframes.

like all other Bettendorf underframes, were designed to

carry the required load with the least possible dead weight

and having the fewest possible number of pieces.

The double center sill underfr.ime, designed for 36 ft.

box cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, possesses the usual light i

weight, maximum strength and few parts, as well as accessi-

^ ^^^^^^^\^^^J
V %

.,i£,i.^£^^».««-^MM^Pip^^W"^"^^

^^^^^^^^^

Bettendorf Underframe with Double Center Sills for Box Cars.
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bility to inspection, repairs and painting, which qualities are

found in all the product of Bettendorf Axle Company, Daven-
port, Iowa.

In both these designs the center sill carries the entire

load, which is transmitted to it by means of the continuous
bolsters, needle beams and end sills. These needle beams
and body bolsters are continuous from side to side of the

car and pass through the center sill, which is continuous from
end sill to end sill.

The center sills in these underframes are shaped and
punched cold in powerful hydraulic presses in such a manner
that one-half of the beam is punched in one stroke of the

press, thus making all sills interchangeable, with no varia-

tion in the spacing of holes and preventing the possibility

of internal forging stresses. Consequently no drift pins or

reamers are required to match rivet holes and no metal

is fractured by drawing up with drift pins.

To the ends of the center sill I-beams, which are rolled

shapes, are riveted thoroughly annealed open hearth cast

steel draft sills, or center sill ends. Cast integral with these

draft sills are the draft gear stops, connections to the end

sills, etc., making a solid casting—one-piece—which elim-

inates the shearing of rivets and insures alnement of all

parts, thereby greatly facilitating the application of the draft

gear in the proper manner.

The needle beams are made from rolled I-beams and are

continuous from side to side of car, passing through the

center sill and resting directly on the opening in the center

sill through which they pass. These needle beams are spaced

at such intervals as necessitated by the size of the wooden
sills or nailing stringers, from which the load of the floor is

transmitted through these beams directly to the center sill.

PORTABLE AIR COMPRESSOR.

The portable air compressor made by the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., and shown in the accompany-

ing illustration, is used for furnishing compressed air for

blowing out apparatus, driving small tools, etc., in small plants

where it is not advisable to install a permanent system of

piping. To facilitate handling, the compressor is mounted on

a three-wheel truck, the single wheel in front carrying a

handle, which permits of easy transfer and of turning sharp

corners. A sheet iron plate, carrying four posts, occupies the

rear of the truck, and forms a convenient support on which to

coil the hose, when not in use. The compressors furnished

with these sets are single acting, single stage, with horizontal

cylinders. The motor drive is accomplished by means oi a

gear and pinion having herringbone teeth. The frame cast-

ing encloses the working parts of the compressor, and con-

tains both the motor and crank shaft bearings. The motor

frame is bolted to the compressor frame. This makes a com-

pact arrangement and eliminates the necessity of a separate

gear case. With this construction the dimensions of the

motor are not limited by the distance between gear centers,

and it has been designed with electrical characteristics best

suited to its service. All bearings and working parts are

automatically lubricated from a well formed in the compressor

frame immediately below the gear. The driving gear picks

up oil from the well, and throws it in a steady stream into an

oil pan on the underside of the crank chamber cover, from

which the oil flows through channels to the various bear-ngs.

The armature and the interior of the motor are protected

from oil by deflectors on the armature shaft, which divert any

oil that may pass the motor bearing into a pocket from which

the oil returns to the crank case through a hole entering it

below the oil level. The oil therefore acts as a seal, prevent-

ing oil vapor from entering the interior of the motor. A dust-

proof door, closed by a cam locking device, is provided in the

cover where it is immediately accessible from the side of the

car. This door permits convenient inspection of the brushes

or commutator when required. The armature can be quickly

removed when occasion requires, by taking oflf the motor frame

head, turning the brush holders back and loosening the pinion

nut without having to touch the crankshaft gear. In order

to maintain an air pressure within specified limits, standard

governors are used to close the motor circuit when the

pressure falls below a predetermined value and to open the

circuit \\hoii the pressure rises to another predetermined value.

Portable Air Compressor.

Adjustment for pressure range can easily be made by means

ot two screws located in the upper part of the governor frame.

The storage reservoir is 18 in. in diameter, 60 in. long and

is located below the truck frame, thus keeping the center of

gravity of the set low and insuring stability to the equipment.

The capacity of the reservoir is approximately 8]^ cu. ft. and

is sufficient to maintain a steady supply of air through the

outlet nozzle for ordinary service, such as operating pneuma-

tic tools or for cleaning purposes. A drain cock is placed in

the bottom of the reservoir to drain off any water or sediment

that may collect. The over-all dimensions of this portable

set are: Length (not including the handle), 6 ft. S^A in.; width,

2 ft. 8 in.; height, 3 ft. 9 in.; clearance between end of drain

cock and floor 2]/, in. The net weight is about 1,600 lh<.

CRECO JOURNAL BOX..

The Creco journal box and lid exhibited by the Chicago

Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, form a dust proof box,

the lids having no projections beyond the edges of the mouth

of the box. An additional safeguard against the working of dirt

into the box is provided by the oil table on the inside of the

lid, so arranged that all oil thrown against the inside of the

lid, instead of working to and oozing out between the lid

Creco Journal Box and Lid.
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.md the box, is thrown back iiuo ilic bux. Again, tlicrc are

no openings in the lid to allow dirt to sift through. The
Creco box has an automatic and permanent locking device

which is simple and effective. The lid is easily opened and
no special twist or pull is necessary, all of which tend to

increase the life and reduce the cost of maintenance. The
irrangement of the springs places equal pressure on all parts

)f the lid, thus insurging a close contact between the lid and
box at all times. These lids and boxes are so designed that

the Creco lid will fit and lock as readily on any standard

M. C. B. cast steel or malleable box as on the Creco box, and
•urthermore Creco boxes will take any standard M. C. B. lid.

PACKLESS STEAM AND WATER VALVES.

rhe packless water valve, as made by the United States Radi

itor Corporation, Detroit, Mich., is something unique. It

permits a full opening with less than one turn of the handle

Packless Steam and Water Valve

:md has double protection against leakage by the packless

Arasher. It has a graduated device by which the desired

valve opening may be quickly adjusted. The accompanying
illustrations give sectional views of these valves.

UNIVERSAL CAR SEAT.

The new pressed steel Universal car seat made by the

Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Company, Wakefield, Mass.,

is in v^e on both steam and electric railways. These seats

are made entirely ot wrought oi malleable iron, pressed and
dropped forged steel, no cast iron being employed in their

construction; this tends to decrease injury from rough
handling. They may be adapted to almost every service.

SARCO FOR REFRIGERATOR CARS.

Sarco, made by the Standard Asphalt & Rubber Cum
pany, Chicago, for refrigerator cars, is claimed to fill the

following requirements for such a product, which are: It

must be tasteless and odorless so that it may impart no taint

or odor to the most de'icate of the commodities carried;

it must remain tlastic under all variations of temperature,

and adhere to the flashings and not crack or run; it must
not be dissolved by liquids, gases or chemicals that are

liable to be given off by the material carried; and it must
not become dry and hard so that it will crack from vibration

or age. With a poor grade of sealing, the transportation

cost increases on account of the additional ice required

and the deterioration of the products carried. The cost of

re-icing a car once is claimed to pay the difference between

a good seal and a poor one.

NEW STEEL FOUNDRY.

.\ foundry recently built at the Indiana Harbor plant of the

American Steel Foundries, Chicago, is devoted entirely to

making stee! castings for freight cars. At the present time

many designers of railway equipment specify steel castings

for purposes where strength is required and at the same
time light construction desired. Just as steel castings are

being used more and more in locomotive and tender under-

ground construction, in the same way their use is increasing

in freight car construction, they being used for striking

plates, corner plates, filler castings, draft sills and other

parts requiring rigidity and ability to withstand shocks and

strains incident to the present-day train service. As cast-

ings for this purpose are comparatively light in weight and

are usua'Iy made in large quantities, they call for somewhat
different foundry methods than is the case with the ordinary

run of steel castings. This new foundry has modern mold
ing machines and apparatus for the rapid and economical

handling of castings. It contains an open-hearth furnace

and a one-ton electric furnace for making very small or

intricate castings which cannot always be made of satis

factory quality by the open-hearth process.

Foundry for the American Steel Foundries at Indiana Harbor, Ind.
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THE New Jersey Public Utilities Commission finds that the

derailment at Martin's Creek, April 29, was due to insecure

track, but its report, printed in another column, does not cite the

evidence on which the finding is based, or even name the wit-

nesses who gave the evidence. The Pennsylvania Railroad ap-

pointed two committees, and the view of one of these commit-

tees is adopted by the commission; Mr. McKelvey, inspector for

the commission holds this same opinion, .and his opinion is en-

dorsed, but nothing is said as to how soon he reached the scene

of the accident; and an "outside expert," not named, also thinks

the trouble was with the track, though he did not reach the spot

until three days afterward. Thus we have a report which, very

likely, is a fine example of Dutch justice, but which lacks a main

element of simple fairness. As the rails, ties and ballast were

serioiisly disturbed by the derailed cars, and as, apparently, the

persons whose opinions are relied on by the commission, did not

see the track until hours or days after the accident—and after

there had been time to do any amount of tamping—the main
facts in which the public is interested are conspicuous by their

absence. Trains running at moderate speed had passed over

the track in safety. The difference between a track safe for only

30 miles an hour and one safe for 50 miles an hour is too deli-

cate a question to be settled by any but careful and detailed

testimony. On the question of the fire the commission finds that

the acetylene tank (car 100) had been punctured, and that the

Pintsch gas also contributed to the fire by reason of the pipes

of the Pintsch tanks having been broken. The track having been

insecure, a flagman should have been sent out. As the report

says nothing to the contrary, we assume that the foreman

thought the track secure, which explains his neglect to flag. The
statement that an officer of the Pennsylvania holds flagging

unnecessary must be a piece of carelessness on the part of either

the officer or the commission, for no officer in his senses thus

stultifies himself. Trains must be warned in the case of any

work on the roadway that makes the track unsafe for regular

speed. This is the universal rule. Nothing is said in this case

about excessive speed, so that no blame attaches to the engine-

man.

'"PHE state of New York proposes to establish a farm and in-

* dustrial colony for tramps, a bill for that purpose being

now before the legislature. The state already owns large tracts

of land, and it is proposed to pick out a place where a farm of

500 acres can be established. One of the promoters of the bill

says that a reformatory institution of this kind would result in

a saving of money for the state, about $2,000,000 being ex-

pended yearly for the maintenance of institutions for the con-

finement of tramps. The proposition is favored by Dr. Bailey,

director of the state agricultural college. Why should not every

state take action in this direction? State action, as distinguished

from town and city action is a crying need. The eflforts of the

railways toward suppressing the tramp evil, which have been

noticed frequently in these columns, make very slow progress.

The action of railway officers almost always meets apathy if not

opposition among local magistrates. From the L'iica (N. Y.)

Observer of a recent date we take the following:

"These two men were chased off a passenger train in Albany by an
officer last night. They ran around the train, climbed aboard on the op-

posite side and came through to Utica without paying anv fare."

Judge O'Connor's eyes brightened with happy recollections. "They
showed pluck and perseverance," said the judge. "I like that kind of

spirit. I remember that I was kicked off a train six times by railroad de-

tectives in Chicago when I was broke in that city one time." One of the

men was a plumber.
"Well, a plumber ought not to be broke so he will have to steal rides,

said Judge O'Connor. "A plumber is like a burglar—if he can get three

or four good jobs a year he doesn't have to work the rest of the time."

"I'm looking for those jobs now," said the man.
"You deserve a show, then," said the judge. Both men received sus-

pended sentences.

From another town on the same railway a similar report re-

cently came, the judge frankly avowing the old feeling, that any

measure is justifiable which will evade expense and throw the

burden on another town or county. That railways and tele-

phones have obliterated local boundaries, making the whole world

a small place, is an idea which, in orations and philosophical

essays, is now generally accepted; but in actual practice, as in this

matter of jurisdiction over petty crimes, we are still following

the theories of a century ago. When it is plain that a tramp

can commit an offense against society in a dozen different towns

within a period of two hours, it is clear that something more

effective than our minutely subdivided municipal machinery is

needed to deal with the problem.

MUCH credit is due those in charge of the development of

the freight station of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at

St. Louis (described in another column) for the very progressive

step taken. While this country has been a leader in the in-

stallation of labor saving devices generally, such installations

have been conspicuously wanting in railway freight stations.
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Tlie liamlliiig oi llic i.. c. i.. fri-iKlit li;<s iiii(lcT}j[onc very little

change during many years, altlunigli the cost has been increas-

ing. Instead of following the i)caten path in freight house lay-

out, this station was designed in an entirely new way and the

details were worked out with practically no precedent to follow.

The design and construction show the results of a very careful

study and mark an epoch in railway freight house building.

The operation of the station will be very closely watched by

railway men, and it is gratifying to learn that the results so far

have far exceeded the expectation of the designers. Not enough

freight has yet been offered to enable the plant to be run to its

capacity, which is necessary to enable the greatest economy to

be secured. The conditions existing at freight stations in gen-

eral are far from satisfactory. They are almost uniformly con-

gested and worked beyond their economical capacity, and the

construction of additions is put off as long as possible because

it means a heavily increased expense both in first cost, for ad-

ditional land and buildings, and in operation, the cost oi truck-

ing increasing very fast with increase in floor area. The pres-

ent expense of handling package freight is out of all propor-

tion to the cost of handling other kinds, and it is in the handling

of it that the greatest proportionate saving in the expense of

freight transportation can be eflfected. The cost of terminal

handling may be divided between the fixed charges, or the in-

vestment in land and plant, and the operating expenses, con-

sisting principally of labor. Both these classes can be mate-

rially reduced by a mechanical handling system. With such

equipment, the ground area required can be reduced in several

ways as is illustrated by the case of the St. Lx)uis station. Here

the unloading platforms and driveways are on the upper floor,

while the cars are on the lower, whereas in a one floor house

they must, of course, be on one level. Again, the entire plat-

form area on the upper floor, except the hatchway area, can be

used for the storage of freight, as it is not necessary to keep

open any runways for the truckers. All packages are elevated

and carried over the freight on the floor without interference.

The storage capacity is also greatly increased, for packages

can be stacked higher and much more readily by machinery than

by hand. The second, or labor expense will be greatly reduced

because of the greater loads carried and because of the greater

speeds possible. One telpher load averages as much as about

four truck loads, and not only are the telpher loads so much

larger, but many more may be handled in a given time.

IF the state railway commission of Mississippi has done any-

thing to enhance the safety of railway travel, or of the work

of railway employees in that state ; or has in any respect im-

proved the quality of the service rendered to the people by the

railways, somebody ought to lay the fact before the public; for

the commission itself (or whoever is working for it) seems to be

able to think of nothing creditable to the board except its rate

reductions and other blood-letting operations. This we gather

from an account v^^hich appears in the New Orleans Picayune,

wherein it is said that:

The Mississippi Railroad Commission, during three and a half years
last pfast, with the late Frank M. Lee as its president, has accomplished
among other things, the following:

Thirty-five per cent, reduction on crossties; SO per cent, reduction on
alfalfa and feed products grown at home; 60 per cent, reduction on
peanut rate to the mills; rate on drain tiles reduced 25 per cent.,' which
was most important to farmers; joint rates on long distance telephone
messages reduced 25 per cent. ; rates on petroleum reduced from third to
sixth class; rates on grain and hay and milling in transit reduced; rate
on cotton to Gulfport placed on parity with that to New Orleans, esti-

mated to be worth millions to Mississippi; assessments on railway property
materially increased, aggregating over $5,000,000. • * * Under the
circumstances it is not unnatural that each member of the commission
should seek re-election. » *

Were the rates on alfalfa, tiles, grain, petroleum, etc., so ex-

orbitant as to justify the imposition on other commodities of the

burdens which would be transferred to them by these great re-

ductions on the commodities named? Since Thomas M. Cooley,

in 1887, reached the conclusion that the function of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission was to get justice from the rail-

ways rather than to dispense justice without regard to what

interests might be affected, evidences of the spirit of "the square

deal" in state commission decisions have been faint and scatter-

irfg. The glittering generalities that have been so profusely scat-

tered about by our great apostle of the square deal seem thus

far to have had an cfTect, in railway regulation, quite similar

to that of Mrs. Partington's broom with which she swept back

the ocean. Assuming that the Mississippi Commission has been

thoroughly independent and just in all things, it would greatly

enhance the force of its statement to its masters, the voters (who
are assumed, apparently, to desire nothing but to "beat" the rail-

ways) if the other side of the question were at least mentioned.

Did the railways make any of those reductions willingly? If

not, did they fail, after being allowed a fair chance, to justify

the higher rates? Had their tax assessments been lower, pro-

portionately, than those on property owned by others? A ju-

dicial body should be judicial even when it condemns a robber;

and a judicial spirit is appropriate and praiseworthy not only

on the bench, but in the issuance of press notices.

COLLEGE MEN AND RAILWAY WORK.
IN the class of 1911 just graduated at Yale College out of 308

^ men in the class 3, or less than 1 per cent., have chosen trans-

portation as their life work. This is the "culture" department

at Yale where it would perhaps be reasoned that a particular

branch of business would not draw the new-fledged graduate.

But Yale has her large scientific school, too, with its several

branches of engineering. The returns for the living gradu-

ates of that branch show that less than 2 per cent., or 76 out of

4,019, are in the transportation business. Taking again the whole

number of living Yale graduates of all departments numbering

14,806 and 200, or about 1.3 per cent., are all that are engaged in

transportation. The returns for Yale are doubtless in a gen-

eral way typical of those of most of the other American univer-

sities, certainly those of the Eastern States ; and of the "trans-

portation" group of graduates only a part are in the railway

business. The generalization, therefore, seems to hold that the

railway as a vocation does not attract the college man. Quali-

fying facts should, of course, be allowed for in the returns.

Thus a civil or mechanical engineer, though working habitually

on a railway line, returns himself probably as an engineer, and

the same holds in a minor sense of other vocations allied with

the railway. But the statement that the railway is in its voca-

tional attractions non-academic still rings true.

The fact seems the more singular in view of some conditions

that, on their face, ought to make the railway service and the

college graduate congruous. Railway operation is closely joined

to business in a broad sense—certainly is not in a technical

sense professional. On its financial side it approaches the busi-

ness idea still closer; and even the railway shops have a certain

analogy to the factory. Now recent returns of vocations of

young college men show a very different trend toward business.

In one or two of our New England colleges which have only

"culture" departments nearly 50 per cent, of recent graduating

classes have chosen business as an occupation. The drift

toward business has been variously accounted for, with the

overstocking of some professions and a certain material and

get-rich-quick tendency of the times cited as the leading forces.

But whatever the cause one would infer that in the drift to con-

crete things of the college men the railway would have had a

larger share. So, too, with the picturesque attractions of the

railway service, its breadth, its variety, its large magnitudes,

the fascination of such features as great locomotives and fast

train service. These one would suppose to be alluring to the

more or less imaginative average college man. So, too, in the

social contacts of the railway service both internal and with

the traveling public. The college is supposed to teach good

manners; and certainly they are in these days no disqualifica-

tion in the railway office.

Why, in the face of such natural magnetisms, so few college

men choose the railway service is not easy to find out. But one

can note some, at least, of the superficial causes. In a large

number of the branches of the service there are certain fiscal
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limitations. The various trainmen, with the conductor at the

head, and the groups represented by engineers and firemen are

highly paid at the top measured by the mechanical standard,

but ill paid when measured by the standard of academic ambi-
tion. Business is apt to hold out higher ultimates, if not greater

immediate rewards. Again, the theory of the railway service,

more than perhaps any other, rests upon the idea of beginning

at the bottom and the survival for promotion of the fittest after

a struggle apt to be pretty long and stressful. Favoritism, on
the whole, prevails in the service less than in almost any other

calling, and even favoritism must face usually its responsi-

bilities. It is a great vocation for trying out good men, but

the tryout is protracted and arduous, save in some few lucky

cases, and makes its beginnings low down. It begets the natural

fear of the college neophyte that in the service, unless backed

by some power higher up, he will become "rutted." Finally,

there is presumptively in the eye of the college man, who other-

wise would be willing to begin low down, the influence of the

unions with their enforced equations of pay and resistance to

the principle of individual efficiency. It affects other concrete

vocations as well as the railways.

It will be interesting to watch, as time goes on, to see how far

these resistances which, on the face of the statistics seem to be

excluding college men from the railway service weaken or

wax. The change, if it comes, however, is much more likely

to be receptive to the college man than resistive. The railway,

like other vocations of a "business" quality analogous to it,

has a distinct call for his energies diverted from the athletic

field, for his enthusiasms and for his high average standard of

integrity and honor—without which the best academic mental

training goes for nothing. It is just possible, too, that in the

comparatively recent trend of the young college graduate toward

business and affairs, and away from the professions, his first

glance has been toward the foremost of them—mercantile life.

In his secondary vision hereafter the attractions of the railway

may fill a larger angle.

Slitter to the i^dilon

THE SUPERINTENDENT WHO IS ON TO HIS JOB.

NEW BOOKS.

Engineering Education. Proceedings of the eighteenth annual meeting of
the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education. Edited by
Arthur N. Talbot, Henry S. Munroe, and Henry H. Norris. Pub-
lished by The New Era Printing Co., Lancaster, Pa. 450 pages,

5J4 in- X 8J4 in- Cloth. H. H. Norris, Secretary, Ithaca, N. Y.

This book is the secretary's report of the minutes, papers and

discussions of the meeting held at the University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis., June 23, 24 and 25, 1910. There were numerous

papers presented, including the following : Efficiency in Engineer-

ing Education by Prof. Henry. S. Munroe, Columbia University

;

Engineering Education in Germany, by Frank Koester, consult-

ing engineer. New York ; Inspection Trips, by Prof. Wm. T.

Magruder, Ohio State University; Co-operative Work for the

Wisconsin Railroad and Tax Commissions, by Prof. W. D.

Pence, Prof. John G. D. Mack, and Prof. C. F. Burgess, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin ; and Notes on the Co-operative System, by

Herman Schneider, Dean of the Engineering College, University

of Cincinnati.

The paper on Efficiency in Engineering Education is followed

by a symposium of 100 pages on the same subject, in which many

of the leading educators took an active part. George F. Swain,

professor of civil engineering. Harvard University, criticized

the college lecture system as a serious evil, maintaining that a

text-book in the hands of the student with instructions as to

how to study it was far more valuable. Ele strongly advocated

a course in logic for the engineering student, and considers that

Union College, by adding this course to its curriculum, has

placed itself in the lead among our engineering schools.

Professor Schneider said that the list of applicants to the co-

operative engineering courses at Cincinnati had grown and

improved in quality so that even though the requirements for

admission have constantly increased, the loss of students during

the summer trial period has decreased from 40 per cent, in the

first vear to 8.1 in the last.

Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad Corppany.

Belfry, Montana, June 12, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

Referring to the communication from Mr. Fritch in your issue

of May 26, page 1193, under the caption "Inventory of Labor on
Railways," I cannot agree with Mr. Fritch as to his proposed

new department—a general "Smelling Committee," as such

committees are commonly termed.

The communication sta'tifes that little attention is paid to the

matter of taking an inventory of labor. This is probably a fact

in some remote instance; but I know from past experience on
very heavy divisions, that the labor question was one of my
most ardent and continuous duties, and it is a fact with every

division superintendent, who is on to his job. The fluctuating

traffic of all through lines absolutely requires constant activity

on the part of the division superintendent, if the system is not

departmental. The superintendent is, or should be, competent

to economically operate his division and keep up with the vari-

ous changes that constantly occur. The fact of a committee

investigating him from time to time is at the least distasteful

and not conducive to good organization. Every time the commit-

tee would make a trip, the "stove committee," which is per-

manent on all railways, would infer that there was something

lacking in the old man's management. My experience also in-

dicates that a wide-awake general superintendent or general man-

ager is a successful taker of "labor inventories." He is competent,

or should be, to make any necessary corrections and report to the

president.

Mr. Fritch might think a minute, and I believe he will agree

with me that the present executive head of his road can and

does digest a "labor inventory" (payroll) as quickly and thor-

oughly as anyone he has come in contact with.

The communication further states, "The formation of sucii a

department need not necessarily infringe upon any other de-

partment. . . . Departments of railways are so busy with

their own affairs that there is not sufficient time to properly go

into the merits of every expenditure to determine whether it is

proper or extravagant." Such a committee would certainly in-

fringe, and in fact, I believe would cause discord in the entire

organization from the general manager down. I cannot imagine

anything else, when to justify the new department, or in other

words, have some people think they are earning their salary,

they must do something. They must ignore the judgment

of the general manager or general superintendent and his di-

vision people by disagreeing or condemning their judgment on

something or other. I believe this would be infringement; yes,

more than infringement; it would be conflict.

Proper organization holds the division superintendent re-

sponsible to his superior officers for all expenditures ; hence he

must not be too busy to supervise all important matters as well

as minor details. He has his staff of trainmasters, master me-

chanics, division engineers and others always on the alert.

When it comes to large expenditures, new work and the like, it

is frequently necessary to provide him with additional assistance;

and he dispenses with this assistance, as soon as the work is

complete, without the advice of a committee. This would also

apply to employees in train, station or other service.

M. W. MAGUIRE,
General Manager.

TIic German Government Railway management is experiment-

ing with the electrical operation of freight and passenger trains

in the Bitterfeld district of the Prussian province of Saxony.

About 16 miles are now in operation. When completed the line

will be 96 miles long and will form part of a through route

between Magdeburg and Halle.
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LETTERS FROM AN OLD RAILWAY OFFICIAL TO HIS

SON, A GENERAL MANAGER.*

V.

Tucson, Arizona, May 6, 1911.

My Dear Boy:— I have had a good deal to say to you at one

time and another about chief clerks and the chief clerk system.

From actual experience as a chief clerk I know that it is a

trying position. It is because the railway chief clerks of the

country are as a class such a splendid body of men that I am
trying to do what 1 can to help them. Too many times a chief

clerk misses promotion because he is such a valuable man that

he has to stand still to break in all the new bosses who come

along and leave him in the side track.

The chief clerk system as we know it today cannot long

survive because it is too feudal in conception to reflect the

spirit of a progressive age. We need a chief clerk to be a

head clerk, a senior clerk, a foreman of the office forces, as it

were. Much of the time on American railways the chief clerk

is in effect an acting oflicial, acting trainmaster, acting superin-

tendent, acting general manager, acting vice-president, and even

acting president. As such he signs the name of his boss, the

theory being that the latter, like a feudal baron or a king, is

omnipresent within his own dominions. Not only does this out-

grown conception violate the fundamental laws of matter; it

often borders upon a breach of honor, integrity and good faith.

Legal fictions are fast giving place to the law of common sense.

Railway officials should not risk arraignment before the bar of

public opinion for such indefensible practices.

When the chief clerk does business in the name of some one

else the eflfect is dwarfing to all concerned. We do not get the

effect of either one or two men, but that of a fraction of both.

Again, the chief clerk is handling important correspondence

with officials below of higher rank than himself, of greater com-

pensation, and presumably of wider experience. Human nature

is such that sooner or later the chief clerk, a junior, is telling an

official, a senior, where to head in. Among the hundreds of rail-

way officials with whom it is my proud privilege to claim ac-

quaintance, I have found nearly every one flattering himself,

"My chief clerk never makes such breaks." To avoid awkward
and embarrassing silences, I am learning to discontinue the acid

test, "How about your boss's chief clerk?" So widespread a

belief indicates a generic trait of human nature rather than a

sporadic condition. Organization as a science seeks by proper

checks and balances to minimize such amiable failings of human
nature. Organized society preserves the effectiveness and dignity

of its courts by allowing only a duly qualified judge to administer

justice. The old clerk of the court may really know more law

than the young judge, but only the latter can sit on the bench

and decide causes. The lay reader must be duly ordained before

exercising the full functions of a minister. The man who uses

another's autograph signature in the banking business becomes a

malefactor. Are we so different in the large corporations that

we can with impunity ignore such safeguards?

The chief clerk system had its origin when railways were
small and officials were few. On a division, for example, the

superintendent was perhaps the only official and by common
acceptance his clerk was really the next in rank. When a small

tradesman or a small farmer goes away for a day his wife and
boy may do the work without any one knowing the difference.

In a larger enterprise there has to be an understudy in charge

when the head is away.

You may have noticed that I use the word "rank" considerably.

Rank is a practical necessity for the proper enforcement of

authority. Rank makes its appearance as soon as society organ-

izes for its own protection. Rank may be local, limited, chang-

ing and temporary as contra-distinguished from general, ex-

tensive, hereditary, or permanent, but it is rank just the same.

•Copyrighted, 1911, by The Railroad Gazette.

1 lie purest democracies clothe their chosen leaders with tem-

porary rank. Before misconstruing the poetic aphorism of

Robert Burns, "rank is but the guinea's stamp," remember that

the guinea is only fluctuating bullion until the stamp or authority

of government can be invoked.

Let me now enunciate a principle, which is this: "In modern

organization the chief clerk as we now know him has no place.

When the stage is reached that such a chief clerk seems to be

needed, there should be another assistant this or that." Mind you

I do not say assistant to, because that little word "to" may give a

sent-for-and-couldn't-come appearance. Nearly every week you

notice the announcement of the appointment of an old chief

clerk to the position of assistant to somebody. This is encourag-

ing, since it permits him to do business in his own name. It

also shows that railway officials are waking up to the distinct

limitations of the chief clerk system. The discouraging feature

is the failure to profit by centuries of experience of such well-

handled activities as the navy and the merchant marine. At

sea the executive officer ranks next below the captain, and is

in effect, though not in name, the latter's chief of staff. The

captain's clerk or the purser cannot hope to become executive

officer and then captain without getting outside and working up

through the deck. When railway executives and directors be-

come better students of organization, the science of human

nature, their stockholders will pay for fewer unnecessary experi-

ments. One railway will profit by the discoveries and mistakes

of another, as to bridges and equipment, but rarely as to organi-

zation and methods.

The United States Army, copied largely from the English,

has the assistant to system, calling such officer the adjutant. The

rank of the adjutant has been raised to captain, or rather the

grade from which the colonel can select his adjutant, has been

elevated to that of captain. The adjutant has thus gained and

many military men hope that he will eventually be the lieutenant-

colonel and as in the navy, be the executive officer, and in effect,

chief of staff for the colonel. Since no officer of the army or

navy permits another to sign his name the adjutant uses his own
autograph signature but preceded by the phrase, "By order of

Colonel Blank"; objectionable because it is sometimes a legal

fiction. The adjutant system in the army works better than the

assistant to system on the railways, because the adjutant is

relatively better trained for his position. Not only does the

adjutant know office work, but he has learned practically to per-

form every duty required of non-commissioned officers and

private soldiers. Very few assistants to could run a train,

switch cars, handle a locomotive, or pick up a wreck. This is

why soldiers and sailors have more faith in the ability of their

officers than railway employees have in that of their officials. He
who would be called Thor must first wield Thor's battle axe.

We should office from the railway rather than railway from

the office.

Since these things are so, as runs the old Latin phrase, I

would recruit my office assistant from the road, from the head

of a so-called department, from an official who has gained a

face-to-face experience in handling men. The old chief clerk is

the first man I would consider for appointment as one of my
junior assistants. I would so assign him that he would get out-

side experience. Sunburn and redness of blood sometimes go

together. For the pink tea contact of the telephone, for the

absent treatment of the typewriter, I would ask him for a

while to substitute the strong coffee of the caboose and the

surprise test of the through freight. Office railroading has its

origin in the mistaken theory of overspecialization, that office

work is a highly-segregated specialty beyond the ken of the

average man. The world advances and as education becomes
more general, as tenure is made more permanent, and employ-

ment more attractive, we can impose increased requirements.

Suppose that it all could be so worked out that a generation

hence no man would expect to be a railway clerk until he had
served some such outside apprenticeship as trackman, brake-
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man, switchman, or fireman, etc. This would mean that in an
organization like the post office department every clerk in the
department in Washington would have been graduated from
5ome such outside position as letter carrier, railway mail clerk,

country postmaster, rural free delivery carrier, etc. Every clerk
in the war department would be a soldier and every clerk in the
jiavy department a sailor. Then the papers that the clerk

handled would have a living meaning for him. His action would
be more intelligent. Pardon me a moment while I shake hands
with the highly-conventional gentleman who is approaching—
Mr. Cant B. Dunn. No introduction is necessary. We have
met all over the United States, in Canada and in Mexico. We
usually differ, but never quarrel, because each is so necessary to

the other.

Sure, my boy, all these things can't be done right away quick,

or before the Interstate Commerce Commission again asks for
increased authority and larger appropriations. I do not expect
to live to see the consummation, but hope that you may. I do expect
to survive long enough to see a good start made along such
rational lines of elasticity. Because we cannot accomplish it

M., K. & T. FREIGHT HOUSE AT ST. LOUIS.

The Missouri, Kauhas & Texas has just completed the con-
struction of a large freight terminal at St. Louis, which is a>
tracting much attention, because of the adoption of a compre
hensive telpherage system for handling the freight. This is the
first installation of the kind in the country for Iiandlin^ this

class of freight from the wagon to the car, and with tiie ex-
ception cf tliat at the Baltimore & Ohio pier at Baltimore, Md.,
it is the first telpherage system to be installed for handhng
freight at a railway freight terminal.

This freight house is located on the east side of Broadway,
between Mullanphcy and Mound streets, and is 403 ft. long b>
232 ft 6 in. wide. The building consists of the basement, or
track level, and the first floor or driveway level, while a third

floor has been built across the two south bays the entire width
of the building for office purposes. A temporary roof of wood
covered with a composition roofing, has been put on until the

rest of the third and fourth floors are put up, the building being
designed for these additional floors. The framework of the
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Missouri, Kansas & Texas Freight House, Genera! Plan.

all at once is no reason for not making an intelligent beginning.

If a compromise with principle is ever advanced its advocates

should be prepared to pay the ultimate cost. Those questions "on

which the Federal constitution compromised required the ex-

pensive settlement of civil war. Otherwise the constitution has

been elastic enough to cover nearly fifty states as fully as the

original thirteen. It is even strong enough to withstand the

latest political fallacy, the recall of the judiciary, as solemnly

proposed out here in fascinating Arizona.

Remember always, my boy, that although the good old days

have completed their runs, there are better days arriving and

still on the road; that beyond the terminal of the vanishing

point of the perspective, the best days are coming special be-

cause no railway time table is big enough to give them running

rights.

Affectionately your own
D. .^. D.

building is of steel, with reinforced concrete floors, brick ex-

terior walls and Fenestra steel window sashes.

The fact that this freight house is situated on a side hill, with

tracks (on the east side) on the level of the basement floor, and

with Broadway on a level with the second floor level, was
of advantage in the design of the terminal ; but this is prac-

tically the only difference between the natural conditions ex-

isting at this and other freight houses. Being near the center

of the city, and the value of the ground being high, it was im-

portant to restrict the area as much as possible; and it was

decided to in.stall modern labor-saving devices. For these

reasons the telpherage system for handling freight was de-

cided on.

The basement, or track level floor, is given over entirely to

track and intermediate platforms. Twelve tracks are provided,

which enter the north end of the building, and are stubbed at

the south end. They are arranged in pairs, spaced 16 ft. center
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to center of ailjaceiil tracks, and 23 ft. l)elween pairs witli a

platform between. '1 lie two east tracks are planned for inlxunul

freight, while the other 10 are nsed for outboinui. The total

car capacity within the bnilding is 117 car,s. In addition, there

are three tracks east of, and parallel to, the house with a capac-

ity of 60 cars to provide for team track freight, .^n overhead

crane of 12 tons capacity travelint; the IciiRlli of the hnildi'nT.

inside whore the men and goods are protected from the weather.

The driveways are ail paved with creosoted wooden blocks to

reduce the noise to a minimum. The freight is received and

sorted on two platforms 42 ft. by 217 ft. long, and two 82 ft.

by 232 ft. long.

Seventeen jib cranes are installed, three of which are of 5-

tons rapririty, and 14 of one ton capacity, to lift heavy articles

New Freight House of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at St. Louis; Broadway Side.

extends over the two tracks next to the house, serving 20 cars.

On the second, or Broadway level, four driveways are provided,

each 38 ft. in width, which arc entered directly from the street

on a level grade. Raised platforms are built between these drive-

ways, providing 1,600 ft. of wharfage along which the wagons

may stop and unload. No provision is made for unloading or

handling freight outside the building, all this work being doae

from the wagons to the scales and then to the telpher trucks.

Twenty Winter-Coleman automatic scales have been installed.

Most of the freight from wagons passes over these scales and is

weighed before being picked up by the telphers. After the

freight is weighed the telpher picks up the truck and lowers it

through one of the 57 hatch.ways to the large platform below. It

is possible to drop this truck beside any one of the 117 cars.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Freight House, St. Louis; Track Side.
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when the truck can be pushed into the car and turned within it.

For inbound freight the operation is reversed. The truck is

loaded in the car, wheeled out on the platform, lifted up through
the hatchway by the telpher and deposited on the upper platform.

Eleven of these hatchways extend under two telpher tracks, so

that articles too long to be handled through the small hatchways
can be lifted jointly by two machines on parallel tracks. Pneu-
matic tubes are installed at several points within the house to

convey bills and slips to the billing office on the third floor. The
arrangement of the tracks and platforms on the lower level and
of the platforms, hatchways-, driveways and monorail crane run-

ways, are illustrated herewitJi. The machinery for this freight

handling system includes 18 electric telphers or monorail cranes.
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12 runway switches, runway conductor, grapples and tlatboards

or trucks in addition to the 17 jib cranes mentioned above. Six-

teen of the monorail cranes have a rated capacity of two tons,

and two a capacity of 6 tons at 60 ft. per minute, the height of lift

being about 30 ft. Two drums are mounted on the same shaft,

and two hooks are emploved, this arrangement being adopted in

connection with the grapples described below to prevent excessive

swinging or twisting of the load. Each of the two trolleys is

of the 4-wheel type and is equipped with a motor geared to give

a traversing speed of 500 ft. per minute. The gears are en-

closed wherever practicable to reduce the noise. The trolley

motors are provided with magnetic brakes and the hoisting mo-

tor with magnetic and load brakes. The cranes are operated

from a cage hung at one end and below the main body of the

machine in which are located the controllers and the control re-

sistances, one controller for the hoist motor and one for the two

trolley motors. Two switch control levers on opposite sides of the

cage, and equipped at one end with contact shoes, enable the

switch control and runway conductors to be energized and the

switch thrown to the right or left as desired.

The runway consists of over 2,700 ft. of 18-in. S5-Ib. I-beam,

exclusive of switches. To the upper surface of each half of

the lower flange, but separated from it by a wooden filler

tapered so as to give a horizontal seat, a 20-lb. T-rail is bolted,

these rails forming the running rail for the cranes. In addition

to providing a horizontal seat for the rail, the wooden filler

greatly reduces the noise of operation.

The switches are motor operated and controlled from the

monorail cranes by means of the levers previously referred to.

They are of two types, having two or three tongues or arms,

respectively, depending on the number of runway branches to

be connected. The tongues consist of 18-in. 55-lb. I-beams

angularly located with respect to each other. The upper flanges

are rigidly framed together and the whole structure is arranged

to move at right angles to the runway. The three-tongue switch

thus enables connection to be made from either of two

branches on one side of the switch to either of two branches

on the other side. The motion of the switch is obtained through

the medium of a motor-operated screw passing through a nut
secured to the switch framing, the motor being connected
through a controller to the switch control runway conductors.
The present arrangements provide for all the cranes to be run
in the same direction.

The switch control runway conductors and the main positive
conductor supplying current for operating the cranes and
switches consist of lengths of angle iron spliced together and
hung from insulators attached to straps clamped to the upper
flange of the runway beam. The negative crane supply is the
grounded runway beam itself. The positive conductor is inter-

rupted at the switches and the gap bridged by the two shoes
with which each crane is equipped, so that there is no inter-

ruption in the current supply. Each of the switch control con-
ductors connected to a switch corresponds to a given position
of the switch and the energizing of the conductor causes the
switch to take this position. The switch continues to move as

long as the control lever shoe is in contact with the conductor,
or until the switch reaches the proper position. When this oc-

curs an indication is given by a lamp located at the far end of

the conductor. The length of the switch control conductors is

such that the switch is enabled to move between its extreme
positions before the crane reaches it.

The 17 jib cranes are each equipped with one motor for

"hoisting, the rotating and trolley motions being made by
hand. .The height of the runway is such that the monorails,
with suspended flatboards, have ample clearance in passing

over these cranes. The one-ton cranes have a hoisting speed of

15 ft. per minute, and the five-ton cranes of 21 ft per minute.

The flatboards, or trucks, into which the freight is loaded to

be picked up by the monorail cranes, are made of steel,

and are 6 ft. 6 in. long and 4 ft. wide. The truck platform

is about 10 in. above the floor level and rests upon two wheels

placed underneath at the centers of the two sides. Castors

are provided at the end, enabling the truck to be turned readily.

Pockets for stakes are placed along the side, giving the truck

a capacity of about 110 cu. ft. The trucks are designed to bear

a weight corresponding to the capacity of the monorail cranes.
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Quarter Plan of First Floor Steel Framing.

They are picked up by means of grapples, which engage with

pins at the sides and near the ends of the truck platforms.

These grapples are arranged to disengage automatically when

the truck is deposited upon the floor. Under the terms of the

contract this machinery is guaranteed to move 1,000,000 lbs.

of freight in five hours from where it is dumped by the wagons

on the platforms on the upper floor to points directly in front

of the car doors on the car level platforms.

Some unusual structural features resulted from the exception-

ally large panels required to accommodate freight cars and

intermediate loading platforms in the basement, and provide

generous spans and headroom in the first story in which to oper-

ate the electric telphers. The story heights are: basement (track
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level) to first floor (driveway level) 20 ft.; driveway level to

second floor level 33 ft. 10 in. ; second to third floor 21 ft. ; and
proposed third floor to low point of roof 20 ft. The column
spacing across the building was fixed at 38 ft. 3 in. by the width
required for two lines of freight cars and an intermediate plat-

form 11 ft. 3 in. wide to each bay. The column spacing longi-

tudinally was made 40 ft. to correspond to an ordinary car

length. While the main columns are spaced 40 ft., this spacing

is reduced below the first floor to 20 ft. by placing short col-

umns in the basement only, so that the basement panels are

20 ft. X 38 ft. 3 in.

The first floor is carried on steel plate girders having a depth
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Quarter Plan of First Floor Fire Proofing.

of 34^ in. back to back of angles. The total depth of the first

floor construction, including the creosoted wood block flooring

of the driveways and the concrete fireproofing, is 4 ft. The
platforms are 3 ft. 9 in. above the driveways, and also have a

flooring of creosoted wood blocks laid on a 1 in. sand cushion

on top of the concrete.

As all of the steel work was to be encased in concrete, it

was practicable to substitute in the first floor 3,200 lineal feet

of reinforced concrete beams of 20 ft. spans in place of steel

plate girders, thereby effecting a large saving. The details of

these concrete girders are referred to later.

The columns are supported on concrete piers carried to bed

rock, which was found about 20 ft. below the basement level,

or approximately 40 ft. below the street level. These piers are

6j^ ft. in diameter for the main column and 4 ft. in diameter

for the short columns.

The cast iron bases for the main columns are circular, having

a height of 2 ft. 6 in., and a bearing surface on the concrete

5 ft. 6 in. in diameter. These castings weigh about ZYi tons

each, and special provision was made in their design to insure a

uniform bearing when set in place. A large hole was provided

in the center of the top plate for grouting through, and a cor-

responding hole below it on the bottom plate. Twelve addi-

tional holes in two concentric rings were also provided in the

bottom plate. The method for setting these castings was to

support them temporarily on hard wood wedges in correct po-

sition and then after putting a clay dam around the bottom

edge, pour cement grout through the large hole in the top of

the casting, filling the large cylinder in the center and gaining

thereby considerable hydraulic head to force the grout under the

casting until it rose through the 12 holes provided in the base.

In order to strengthen the base two concentric vertical ribs

were cast, as shown.

A retaining wall 25 ft. high and over 400 ft. long was re-

quired along the Broadway side of the building. This is a re-

inforced concrete cantilever wall and is supported on concrete

piers or caissons 20 ft. apart carried to bed rock, the tops of

these piers being enlarged to 9 ft. in diameter. The base or

footing of the wall is 12 ft. 6 in. wide, as shown. The main

wall columns are embedded in this retaining wall 40 ft. apart

and rest on castings directly on the fall footing above the piers.

As the wall was started before tiie steel work was delivered,

the plans provided that the wall should be built above its base

in sections wilh joints near the columns, while the base of the

wall, with its continuous steel bar reinforcement, was built con-

tinuously without joints. As no transverse bracing could be

introduced in the building, it was of prime importance to de-

sign a retaining wall that would not move forward under earth

pressure and bring thrust onto the steel work.

One-quarter plans each of the steel framing plan, of the fire-

proofing plan of the first floor, and the steel framing plan of the

second floor are shown in three of the illustrations herewith.

The full lines on the steel framing plan of the first floor indicate

the structural steel girders and beams, and the dotted lines on
this plan show the reinforced concrete beams. In the first floor,

as has been mentioned, the panels are 20 ft. x 38 ft. 3 in., and
steel plate girders are used for the 38 ft. 3 in. spans, and also

to connect between the columns on the 20 ft. spans, but the

intermediate 20 ft. beams are of reinforced concrete. As will

be seen from the plan, provision was made for single and double

hatchways, and an unusual feature was introduced in the framing

plan where the douWe hatchways occur. The plate girders

T. G. 8 are continuous over a supporting column at the center

so that the top flanges of these girders are in tension. The
girders T. B. 2 are therefore supported at their centers by the

girders T. G. 8, thus reducing the spans of the girders T. B. 2

from 40 ft. to 20 ft. for dead load and for at least part of the

live load. The design of the reinforced concrete girders is il-

lustrated. Each flange in the structural steel beams T. B. 1 of

20 ft. spans consists of two angles 3^ in. x 3^ in. x 7/16 in.,

and one cover plate 8 in. x y% in. The web plate is 30 in. x

5/16 in., while the net area of the flange is 6 sq. in. The area

of the four reinforcing bars in the concrete girders is 4 sq. in.,

these girders being calculated for a moment equal to Wl^ -r- 12,

the reinforcing being continuous over the supports.
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Quarter Plan of Second Floor Steel Framing.

It was originally intended that the first floor should all be on

the same level as the driveways, and that the raised platforms

should be of temporary construction, so that they could be read-

ily changed in position or size, if experience showed it desirable

to change them. After the plans were made and work had

progressed, it was decided to raise the level of the concrete floor

between driveways to the platform level. As the steel work

was well advanced, no changes were made in it, but concrete

walls w^ere built on the girders where the floor was to be raised.

The main columns are 54 ft. 10 in. long, extending from the

foundations to the level of the second floor, and were designed

to be encased in concrete, which was depended upon to add to
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their stiffness. The section consists of four angles 7 in. x Sj^
in. X 3/4 in., with a 16 in. x 5/s in. web plate. In the basement
they have two plates 9 in. x ^ in., 2 plates 14 in. x -j^ in., and 4
plates 21 in. x ^ in., the 21-in. plates extending the full length
of the columns, and making a total area of section of 137 sq. in.

Each column weighs about 12 tons. It was originally intended
to splice the columns 1 ft. 6 in. above the second floor line, but

'Ban cty-Unfer,. ^"PJ'LOr'y^^o^..^

nient. In order to support these 18 in. runway beams from the
floor girders, a special type of hanger, shown hcrew'ith, was
designed, this hanger to be of sufficient strength to take care
of the load coming on 13 ft. of the runway beam. In addition
to the vertical load on the runways, the hangers were designed
to be strong enough to take care of the impact and lateral thrust
from the telphers. As the floor girders were to be encased in
concrete and as the system of overhead sprinkler pipes was to be
placed above the telpher runways and below the concrete fire-

proofing, the hanger brackets for the runways were of greater
depth than would ordinarily be required. Great care was taken

-•

Section of Re-inforced Concrete Girders.

later it was decided to raise the second floor 1 ft. 6 in.; there-

fore the splice plates for the second story columns were put on
the columns and the second floor girders all connected onto the

columns 1 ft. 6 in. higher than first planned, so that the change
was made in the second floor without involving any material

expense.

The dotted lines on the framing plan of the second floor indi-

cate the location of the runways for the electric telpher system.

Section of Second Floor Longitudinal Slab.

to design these hanger brackets so that they would be even
stronger above the line of the fireproofing than below, so that in

case any repairs became necessary such repairs could more read-
ily be made. It will be noticed that the upper flanges of the
runway beams were strengthened where the beams connect to
the hanger brackets, by riveting two pieces of angles to the web
of the I-beam just below the top flange and placing between
these angles and the flange wedge-shaped plates held in place by
the 1 in. turned bolts connecting the hanger brackets to the
telpher runway. The telphers run on two steel rails bolted to

the upper sides of the lower flanges of the 18 in. I-beam run-
ways. These brackets were designed so that the connections
could be made for the curved beams as well as for the straight

I5f?

Section /?-/?

Details of Hanger for Runway Support.

These runways are 18-in. steel I-beams bent to the required

curves and connected to the structural steel girders by special

hanger brackets where indicated. Where runways are curved,

it was necessary to put in additional beams in the second floor

to support the runways, these additional beams being clearly in-

dicated on the plan. Special details were required tp accom-

modate the switches which were a part of the mechanical equip-

Five-Ton Crane.

beams by varying the position of the holes connecting the

brackets to the floor girders.

The second floor girders arc 4 ft. 6 in. in depth, back to back

of angles, the total depth of this floor construction being 5 ft. 1

in. In this floor the top flanges of the steel girders depart from

usual practice, the flange angles being riveted to the webs with

their outstanding flanges down, forming a better support for- the

concrete slabs, and reinforcing bars, as shown.
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'llio liciglit (it llic lirsl .story from tlic Icvi-l of tlic driveways

oil tlie iJrst llnor lo the Kwl of llic .sccoiul ll<ior is 33 II. 10 in.,

and tlie clearance Ijetwccn ilio under side of llic Ic1|>1ut runway

beams and the driveways is 26 ft. 3 in,, and from the under-

side of the telpher runways to the level of the platform 22 ft.

6 in. Tills clearance is rc(|uired for the operation of the telphers

above the jih cranes, which were placed at the coluuin.s along the

edges of the platforms.

\\ hile the design of the structural steel columns was based on

n building having two lloors and a roof above the first story,

the second and third floors and the permanent roof have not

been put in, except that part of the steel work for the third

floor across the south end of the building has been built, and a

temporary roofing has been placed on this steel work, and on the

steel work of the second floor over the remaining area of the

structure. The total weight of the structural steel and iron cast-

ings for the liuilding up to and including the second floor and the

portion of the third floor which is erected amounts to ap-

proximately 3,500 tons.

The building is lighted by 132 d. c. luminous arc lamps. The

100-kw. motor generator sets, driven by 4,000 volt, three-phase.

^-cycle, synchronous motors, with direct-connected e.xciters, are

installed on the mezzanine floor, using power bought from the

Union Electric Light & Power Company, St. Louis. A very

cornplete switchboard controlling both the arc lamp and monorail

crane circuits, has been provided, the lights using 125 volts, while

250 volts are provided for the cranes. Directly below the motor

Two-Ton Crane.

generator sets the boilers for heating the building are installed.

The amount of freight now being handled amounts to about

800,000 lbs. daily, or about 3,500 average truck loads of 225

i|

Telphers.
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lbs. The telphers will average about four times this amount on

each trip, and will reduce the movement to about 900 loads.

The cost of handling this freight by trucks has been about 45

cents a ton, and it is expected -that after the plant has been in

use this will be reduced to at least 30 cents.

Just across Mound street from the main building a reinforced

concrete furniture and automobile shed, 24 ft. x 225 ft., has also

been built. Track room has been provided alongside for seven

cars, although with more than five cars on the track it is neces-

sary to foul the lead into the freight house. The location of

this building at this point was made necessary on account of

the difficulty in securing certain pieces of property.

The total expenditure, including right of way, buildings and

track, is approximately .f3,000,000. All track work was done by

the railway company, while the building and equipment were

contracted. The steel work for the building was fabricated by

the American Bridge Company, New York, and the structural

castings were made by Christopher & Simpson, St. Louis.

Reinforcement was furnished by the Corrugated Bar Company,

St. Louis. The building was erected by James Stewart & Co.,

St. Louis. The mechanical freight handling equipment was in-

stalled by the .Sprague Electric Works, New York, while the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. ^'., installed the

electric power plant.

The design and construction of this terminal have been under

the direct charge of S. B. Fisher, chief engineer of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, who personally worked out a large part of the

plans. Widmann & WaLsh, St. Louis, were the architects, while

Condron & Sinks, Chicago, designed the steel and reinforced

concrete portions of the building. H. W. Lohman was manager,

C. Dunlap, superintendent of erection of structural work, and

Capt. Mills, superintendent of the general building work for

James Stewart & Co. R. Beeuwkes was superintendent of in-

stallation for the Sprague Electric Works. We are specially in-

debted to Messrs. Fisher, Condron, Beeuwkes and Dunlap for

the above information.

REPORT ON MARTIN'S CREEK DERAILMENT.

[Issued by the Board of Public Utility Commissioners of New Jersey,

Robert Williams, President, June 13, 1911.

J

On April 29, 1911, an accident occurred about eight-tenths of

a mile south of Martins Creek Station, on the Belvidere Di-

vision of the Pennsylvania Railroad, resulting in the deaths of

twelve and injuries to 101 persons.

Formal investigation of this accident was begun by the Board

at a meeting held at Phillipsburg, May 10. Following the meet-

ing at Phillipsburg a request was received from the Interstate

Commerce Commission to be permitted to join the Board in

the further investigation of the accident. This request was

granted, and the investigation was resumed at a meeting held

at Trenton, May 31, 1911, at which meeting Mr. E. L. Pugh,

chief of the division of accid'ents, represented the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

The derailed train was tlie second section of passenger train

No. 573, and consisted of Pennsylvania engine No. 3169, Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western combination car No. 706, Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western coaches No. 84, 100 and 85, and

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western dining car No. 458, in the

order named. All of the cars were of wooden construction with

vestibules and steel platforms. Coach No. 100 was lighted with

acetylene gas, and dining car No. 458 was lighted with acetylene

gas and equipped with axle-generator for electric light. The

other cars were lighted with Pintsch gas. Train was en route

from Utica, New York, to Washington, D. C, with 168 pas-

sengers and two tourist agents; it left Manunka Chunk at 2:40

P. M., and was derailed at about 2:56 P. M. The engineman,

conductor and baggageman received injuries from which they

soon died, and the fire:nan was seriously injured.

The derailment was immediately followed by fire, caused by

the ignition of gas, evidently from a puncture in the gas tank

under the third coach (No. 100) as well as from the escaping

gas from the gas tanks under the other cars, which had their

connections broken, and permitted gas to escape. All cars were
totally consumed by fire. The gas tank under the dining car ex-

ploded several liours after the wreck, which was caused by heat

from the burning cars.

On the morning of April 29, acting under the instructions of

the supervisor of the division, the section foreman, with a

force of seventeen men, was engaged in throwing, realining and
surfacing the curve ... to the line stakes that had been set

some months before.

i lie track at this point runs almost directly north and south,

with about one-half of one per cent grade descending toward
the south. The curve is about 23/2 deg., and has a superelevation

of about 5 in. for the east or outside rail.

The track is laid with 85-lb. standard steel rail, which has

been in service nine years, and showed from one-eighth to one-
quarter inch wear on curve north of point of derailment. There
were from one to two bad ties in the track for each rail length,

and tie plates were used on each rail. Track is ballasted with
gravel and cinders.

The required work was to throw or shift the track from
about two to nine inches, at different points, for a distance of

about one thousand feet. The ballast was removed from the

ends of the ties on the inside side of the curve, for the distance

necessary to permit of the throw or shift of the track to the

proper alinenient. After throwing this track, by the use of bars

and by easy stages of from one to tw-o inches at a time, to the

proper alinement, as indicated by the line stakes, the ends of the

ties were tamped up with shovels. The section foreman then

lined up and surfaced the inside rail, and had partially lined up
and surfaced the outside rail.

The track, both north and south of, as w-cll as at the point

of derailment, had been thrown from two to nine inches on the

day of the accident. Track jacks were used at different places on
the curve in raising the track to proper level.

At the time of the accident the men were engaged in filling up
the center of the track and tamping up under the ties with

shovels at a point just immediately north of the place where the

derailment occurred. The track gage was not used at any time

in doing this work, but the level board was used for the purpose

of arranging proper super-elevation and the necessary run-ofT

leading to the same.

During the forenoon flagmen w-ere used to protect this track

in both directions, and after the noon hour a flagman was used

to protect against trains from the north, until about 1 P. M.,

the time of the arrival of first 573, after which time no flagman

was used. Three tr'ains passed over this track between 1 P. M.
and 2:56 P. M., the time second 573 was wrecked. No one

of them, however, was running at the rate of speed of the

wrecked train.

Eye witnesses of the accident say that the cars were derailed

first. Some testified there was an explosion followed by the

crash of derailment ; others that the crash of derailment was

immediately followed by an explosion ; others say that the crash

of derailment was all that they heard or saw. All agree as to

the almost immediate presence of fire. Testimony as to the

condition of the gas tank equipment disproves any theory of

gas explosion, on account of the fact that the gas tank under

car No. 100, the one supposed to have exploded, had been punc-

tured by some outside agency.

Two committees of experts, selected by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company, made careful inquiry and investigation as to the

cause of the accident, and agree as to it being a derailment of

the forward truck of the tender, and agree, practically, as

to where this truck left the rail. They disagree as to the

cause of the derailment. One committee reported the

derailment as evidently caused by a combination of uneven

and irrtgular track, the high speed of the wrecked train while
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passing over the track, and tlic probable failure of tlic sedicii

men to have i)roper superelevation on the curve, together with

suitable run-off leading to the same, and sufficient ballast against

ends of ties on high side of curve. 'Ihe other comniiltee n--

ported that track condaion was sucli as would warrant them
expressiiii; the i pinion that it was not the cause of tlie derail

ment.

An outside expert, who was on the ground May 2 gathering

data and making measurements as to the condition of the track,

both at the jioint of the accident and at tlic curve just north

of the accident. cx])rcsses the oi'inion thai the cause of the dc-

raihiicnt v\;i> th^.' unc\cn and irregular condition of the track

and the failure tt) have ])ro|)er superelevation on the curve, and

run-otf leading to the same, causing the forward trucks [truck]

of the tender to mount the rail, followed by the derailment of

the other cars in the train.

The track being in loose condition, each train that passed over,

prior to the accident, caused it to settle to such an extent that

it became uneven and irregular and, in the opinion of Inspector

McKelvey [of the Nevv Jersey Conmiission], this caused the

driving wheels of engine No. 3169 of second 573 to n-.ount the

outside rril, throwing the rails across the track, thus letting the

entire tram, with the exception of rear trucks of the dining car,

off almost simultaneously. No one of the cars was telescoped.

The train, running at a speed of about 50 miles an hour, was

thrown down an embankment on the east side and outside of

the curve, the engine, tender and first car of the train turning

over on tneir side, the remaining cars standing nearly upright.

in safety, at a speed of from fifty to sixty miles an hour, the

rate at which this train was running.

It is also concluded that this piece of track should have been

i;rotected by flag, until the work was completed ; that is, until

the elevation of the high rail had been carried around the curve

and properly run off at the same point where the surfacing had

been run ofT on the lower rail, and ballast replaced against the

ends of the ties on the high side of the curve.

The rule, as interpreted by an official of the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company, does not require flag protection in doing

work of this character, and we believe such rule should be so

amended as to leave no doubt as to the requirement of flag pro-

tection to all trains when the track is being shifted, realined or

thrown, or where such similar insecure conditions of track exist.

The facts that the cars in this train were of wooden construc-

tion, and that the lighting system used was gas, are evidently

responsible for the great loss of life and the total destruction of

the train by fire. Had the cars been of steel construction, or

had elect-ricity been used as the lighting system, it is certain

the loss of life would not have been so great.

571/2-TON STEEL HOPPER COAL CAR; NORFOLK &
WESTERN.

The Norfolk & Western is building 500 steel hopper coal

cars with a capacity of 115,000 lbs. each, at its Roanoke

shops, which contain some 'interesting features. The pre-

vailing type of steel hopper car closely resembles that
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57|/2-Ton Steel Hopper Coal Car; Norfolk & Western.

The evidence shows that no throwing or alining was done

after first 573 passed, but work of surfacing, tamping and filling

•between the ties was being done continuously until the arrival

of the second section.

The Board, under these conditions, concurs in the opinion of

Inspector McKelvey that the section foreman erred in judgment

in not having the track ii5 proper condition for the safe passage

of second 573, which was running at high speed. Under the

circumstances he should have protected the same by a flag.

CONCLUSIONS.

It is the conclusion of the Board and of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, from the evidence in this case, that the de-

railment was caused by an uneven, irregular and insecure condi-

tion of track, which would not permit a train to pass over it

originally designed by Charles T. Schoen of pressed steel shapes,

in which the long inclined floor extended down below the sills

and terminated in a swinging door, which was nearly at right

angles to the inclined floor, when closed. This type required

an incline between the hoppers that extended up into the space

above the sills, thus taking room which should naturally be oc-

cupied with the lading.

The railways in the Virginia coal fields—the Norfolk &
Western, the Chesapeake & Ohio, and the Virginian—have de-

veloped a type of hopper car with flat narrow doors operated

by chains, in which the hopper extends down between the trucks,

making that space useful for carrying coal. This makes it pos-

sible to obtain a capacity for 50 tons of coal without carrying

the sides as high as the usual steel hopper car. The first cars
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of tlii.s type were built with steel frames and wood siding. Later
tlic Norfolk & Western had several hundred built entirely of
steel, and in the latest plans, which we here illustrate, the sides

are carried up 9 in. higher than in the previous cars, making it

possible to increase the capacity to 57>^ tons. The length inside

is 30 ft. Vi in.; width, 9 ft. 2 in.; total height of body above
rail, 11 ft. 2 in., and height of body above end sill, 7 ft. 2>^ in.

lie car body is built almost entirely of rolled steel shapes.

ic center sills are two 15 in. channels with a y%-'m. cover plate.

End View and Cross-section of Steel Hopper Coal Car.

4 3%".

<^Q0

Body Bolster; Steel Hopper Coal Car.
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which extends the full length between the end sills. The end
sills are 8 in. x 9%. in. oak, backed by a 5^-in. steel plate, and
the couplers are protected by malleable iron buffer blocks. The
steel sides and ends are J4 in. thick, and extending across the

car near the center are two 5-in. I beams, which act as lateral

stiffeners to the high sides. On the outside the vertical stiffeners

are 3^ in. deck beams spaced 34 in. on centers.

There are three pairs of flat hopper doors which are held in

position by chains. The chain sheaves are rotated by shafts, and
are held by ratchet pawls. The two chains from adjoining

doors are wound on one sheave. The construction of this second

lot of cars by the Norfolk and Western, with a capacity 7^2

tons greater than the prevailing maximum, undoubtedly marks
the beginning of a movement which will lead to the adoption

of a 60-ton coal car as the new standard.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN MAY'.

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that

occurred on railways of the United States in the month of

May, 1911. This record is based on accounts published in local

daily newspapers, except in the case of accidents of such mag-

nitude that it seems proper to write to the railway manager for

details or for confirmation.

Collisions.

Kind of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd.Inj'd.

3. N. Y.^ N. H. & II...Scituafe xc. P. & P. 9

6. Midland Valley Bokoshee be. P. & F. 1 5

*14. Central Vt. ) White R. Jen. be. F. & F. 4 3

Boston & M. )

21. C, C, C. & St. L...La Fayette xc. P. & F. 5

23. M., St. Paul & S. S. M.Gray's Lake be. F. & F. 2 1

t29. Chic. & B. Q Indianola be. P. & P. 12 20

29. Southern Knoxville xc. F. & F. 1 11

Derailments.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Derailment. Train. Kil'd.Inj'd.

2. dies. & Ohio Hinton. unx. P. 2

3. South. Pae Tacoma, Nev. unx. F. 11
5. San Pedro L. A. & S.LAkin, Utah. washout. P. 1

6. Stephenville, No. &
So. Tex Hamilton. unx. F. 1

8. Lehigh Valley Elmira. unx. P. ..20
10. Lake E. & W Erlin. exc. speed. F. 7 12

10. Denver & R. G Minturn. unx. P. 2 27

11. C, St. P., M. & O.. Lyons. unx. P. 2 4

14. Bait. & Ohio Niles June. unx. P. 6

15. Bait. & O. S. W E. Madison. d. track. F. 2

16. St. Louis & S. F... Garfield. d. track. P. 1 3

19. Chas. & W. Car Laurens. F. 11
*23. St. Louis & S. F McBride. unx. F. 1 2

24. Boston & M Brookside. unx. F. 3

28. Seaboard a' L Bostic, N. C. bridge. F. 4 2

30. Chi. & N. W Chelsea, la. journal. P. ..5
30. Chi.. M. & P. S Maiden. unx. P. 2 3

Other Accidents.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd.Inj'd.

14. Southern Pac Bryn Mawr. boiler. P. 1 1

The buttmg collision near White River Junction, Vt., early

on the morning of the 14th was between a southbound freight

of the Central Vermont and a northbound freight of the Boston

& Maine, this part of the road being used joinly by those two

companies. There was a "dense" fog at the time, and it is said

that neither engineman had time to even apply the brakes before

the collision occurred. The wreck took fire, caused it is said

by the explosion of a brakeman's lantern, and fire engines were

called from several towns around, but the fire was not cooled

sufficiently to allow a search for the bodies of the victims until

'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re, Rear collision be. Butting collision xc. Other collisions——b.
Broken——d, Defective uni, Unforseen obstruction unx. Unex-

plained derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced .switch—ace,

obst. .\ccidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track^ etc.

boiler, Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while

running P. or Pass.. Passenger train F. or Ft.. Freight tram (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire- Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

about seven hours after the collision. The bodies of the four

men killed were all blackened by the flames. One of them, it

is believed, was not killed by the collision, but was burned to

death; and the death of one of the firemen was due to scalding.

The collision was due to an error on the part of the train

dcspatcher in giving meeting orders to the trains. He dis-

covered his error before the collision occurred, and attempts

were made by telegraph and telephone to stop one of the trains,

hut these cfTorts failed. It is said that the agent at North Hart-
land opened his office that morning about two minutes too late;

that two minutes earlier he could have received and executed
•an order to stop the northbound train.

The collision at Indianola, Neb., on the 29tli, was between
westbound passenger train No. 9 and eastbound passenger train

No. 12, and the list of killed or fatally injured included, 4 engine-

men, 1 express messenger, and 7 passengers. The collision is said

to have been due to a misunderstanding of despatchcr's orders.

The derailment at Aiken, Utah, in which the baggageman of

the train was killed, was caused by the breaking of a dyke of an
irrigation ditch.

The 7 persons killed at Jirlin, Ohio, on the 10th, were mem-
bers of a construction gang riding in a caboose, and the train

consisted only of an engine and the caboose. It is said that

the speed at the tiii.c of derailment was about 50 miles an hour,

and the caboose was tossed about in very violent fashion.

In the derailment at Minturn, Col., on the 10th, a chair car

and a sleeping-car fell into the Eagle river.

In the derailment at Bostic, N. C, on the 28tli, both cngine-

tiien and both firemen of a double-head coal train were killed.

The accident occurred in daylight, but it is said that the bridge,

which was burning, was not seen by the runner of the leading

engine in time to stop the train.

Electric Car /Iccidents.—Of the 21 accidents to electric cars

reported in the newspapers as occurring in the United States

in the month of May, four were charged with fatal results; one
each at Oklahoma City; at Quincy, 111.; at Tonawanda, N. Y.,

and near New Haven, Connecticut. There was one fatal injury

in each case.

PRENTICE'S WIRELESS TRAIN CONTROL.

Frank W. Prentice, inventor of an automatic train stop and

cab signal in which the apparatus on the engine is actuated from

the roadway by Hertzian waves, without metallic contact, has

been making extensive experiments on the Canadian Pacific,

near Toronto, during the past year, and is about to hand his ap-

paratus over to the railway company. As Mr. Prentice makes

use of a number of instrumentalities not before tried in connec-

tion with railway signaling, we have procured from him draw-

ings showing the arrangement of his electric circuits, and he has

sent us notes descriptive of his apparatus and explaining his

experiments, which form the substance of this article. Mr.

Prentice began his experiments with his apparatus on an electric

railway near Chicago several years ago, and these experiments

have already been mentioned in these columns in connection

with the annual reports of the Block Signal Board, which body

examined the Chicago installation.

The experiments at Toronto have been made with a locomotive

(No. 798) used in short distance freight service, and the stations

or signaling points on the line equipped are as follows, going

west from Toronto

:

Queen street subway.
Noble street.

Lansdowne avenue,
Golden avenue,
Wallace avenue,
Royce avenue.

The essential features of the track portion of this system are

the track circuit and the generator of the wave. The generators

include the transformer T, Fig. 3, the condenser C, and the

discharge points PP, commonly known as oscillators. One of
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these generators is placod at the end of oarli lilock, ami a wave
wire is cxtciuled for a l)loik kiigth in the rear, iiiis wave wire

is No. 12 copper, aiul is hiid in cimchiits on the lies in the center

of tiie track, midway I)etwecn the rails, ihe K^'i't'rator is con-

trolled by the track circnit of the block in advance. A closed

track circuit keeps the .\. c. relays R dosed, thus keepiiiR the

generator connected witli llie .\. c. feed wires. The 110 volt

current is stci)ped up in (lie ratio of 2(K) to 1, causing a static

discharge to continuously take i)hu-e l)ct\veen the oscillators,

Vl\ The wave wire WW is connected lo (lie oscillators, as is

the pick up wire, V. .Ml the block sections are provided with

Fig. 1—Coherer and Solenoid; Coherer in Operating Position.

the ordinary form of vane type relays and a. c. track circuits.

The wires WW and U are charged with the wave producing

current only when the block in advance is clear. The wave
wire WW is insulated from the track, and its preferred position

with reference to the track is along the middle of the ties as

shown. The maximum length of the wire which can be charged

with one oscillator is measured by miles, so that the length of

the blocks is governed by the requirements of traffic and econom-
ical operation of track circuits.

The track installation on the Canadian Pacific consists of eight

blocks from 2,000 ft. to 4,500 ft. each in length, four blocks on
the westbound and four on the eastbound track, beginning at

Queen street subway and ending at Royce avenue, a distance

of two miles, generators (transformers) being located at Noble
street, Lansdowne, Golden, Wallace and Royce avenues. 1 hese

have been :n constant service since March 25, 1910, without

interruption. The expense for current for this period has been

two cents per days per block. There being no batteries in the

track installation, the cost of maintenance is low.

'laving a wire which extends thr(jughout a block and being

charged with a wave-producing current, which makes the wire

the center of a series of outwardly extending impulses, and
having a constant radius of inlluence at any jxjint along the

wire, it remains only to rtui a train-carried anleinia, with its

Fig. 2—Coherer and Solenoid; Solenoid De-energized and Rack
in Lower Position.

coherer, into the block, and at the instant this antenna enters the

zone of the wave, the coherer is caused to become a conductor of

electricity. Intangible, mysterious though the wave may be.

nevertheless it furnishes a positive connection between train and
track. More than this, its field of influence can be definitely

confined ; the radius of the zone can be limited to one, or two,

or five feet if desired, as easily as to a mile. This is accom-
plished in the generating apparatus.

The part of the system which is carried on the engine com-
prises first, the main antenna, 19 ft. long, suspended from the

boiler braces by three hangers, the antenna consisting of alu-

minum plate four inches wide, and hanging directly over the

B/ock 3,000 Ff-r

Fig. 3—Electric Circuits on Track and Roadside.
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wave wire, lYz in. above the level of the pilot, or 6J/2 in. from

the conduit. Second, a pick-up antenna suspended in a like

manner on the right hand side, beneath the cylinder cocks, 13 in.

outside of the rail and directly over the pick-up wave wire

which is fixed at the end of each block. Third, a Pyle turbine

generator giving 6 volts and 20 amperes of current for supply-

irig the current to the wave responsive apparatus. Fourth, the

train-control mechanism, the main feature of which is the coherer,

Figs. 1 and 2, consisting of a wood fiber receptacle having a hole

in the center and two lugs inserted in its bottom J4 i"- apart

tliem ; that is, they complete the circuit of the master relay, 15.

Once these filings have cohered they will retain such cohesion

until they are jarred by the rotating apparatus, as described.

The coherer is thus kept in operation constantly while an en-

gine is in service. By this means the relay opens and closes

every three seconds during the time the wave is being received.

Connected to the master relay is a series of 10 hold relays, 3

to 12 inclusive. These relays will hold their magnetism one sec-

ond each after the current is broken, and as they are in parallel

scries, relay 12 releases its contact 10 seconds after the master

From Oenera/or

Fig. 4—Electric Circuits on Locomotive.

(22 and 23, Fig. 4). Within the coherer are the wave responsive

filings, sufificient to fill in the aperture between the lugs. The

coherer is rotated regularly on an axle through 90 deg. of a

circle, and back again, by a solenoid working a rack and pinion.

This apparatus, energized by a current from the turbine gen-

erator, by overturning the coherer destroys it, as a conductor

of current, every three seconds. Fig. 1 shows the rack in its

upper position. The solenoid having lifted it to this position,

the solenoid circuit is automatically opened, but the current con-

tinues for two seconds because the relays which open the circuit

are slow-releasing, the relays successively holding the circuit

^ West

R W G

relay ceases to be energized by the current flowing through the

coherer.

Relay No. 7, through its armature contact points, energizes

solenoid 13, whose plunger holds closed, through a fulcrumed

lever, valve 19, which prevents the air (from the main air brake

reservoir) from blowing the whistle (20).

Relay No. 11, through its contact, energizes solenoid 14, which

through its fulcrumed lever holds closed balanced valve 18, pre-

venting the escape of air from the train line through a one-inch

port.

Relay No. 12 has a front and a back contact, and a connnon

N

D \ C I B ! A 10
Fig. 5—Sequence of Block Sections; Queen St., Noble ave., Lansdown ave., Golden ave., Wallace ave., Royce ave.

closed one second each. In this position the filings rest between

the two lugs. At the end of the two seconds the rack drops to the

position shown in Fig 2, allowing the filings to drop out of their

position by gravity. This de-coheres them, opening the main

circuit. As soon as the rack reaches its extreme lower position

it again closes the circuit which energizes the solenoid and the

coherer is again revolved into its working position.

Normally the filings are a non-conductor of current, but when

a Hertzian wave passes through their zone the resistance on

their outer surface is broken down and a current flows through

wire, 12a, connecting wth coherer 17. When relay 12 is closed

its common is in connection with the main wave wire antenna

under the engine; and when the relay is de-energized this com-

mon wire is in connection with the pick-up antenna suspended

under the steam chest.

Solenoid 14 also may be energized by pressing a push button,

21, in the cab of the engine within the reach of the engineer.

Engine 798, leaving the roundhouse at Toronto on its trip to

West Toronto, has its solenoid, 16, energized and coherer, 17,

in operation. There being no wave wire for some distance (to
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I'arUdali') the iua.sli.T nlay l.\ tin- liolil relays 3 to 12 ami llic

solenoids 13 ami 14, arc de-eiicrgi/.ed ; tlic whistle (20) is blow-

ing and the train line valve IS is held closed by push button 21

to keep the brakes released. 1 he engine enters the wave zone

just west of Queen street subway, and if the first block is un-

occupied the pick up wa\c wire is energized and the wave jumps

from it to the pick-up antenna, the wave reaching the coherer

through its contact on relay 12 (wire 12a), closing the master

relay 15, which closes relays 3 to 12. By the closing of relay 12

the coherer is coimccted with the ni.iin antenna under the engine;

solenoid 13, energized by the closmg of relay 7, stops the whistle

from blowing; solenoid 14 likew'ise closes valve 18 and the

cngineman can then remove his linger from push button 21.

'ilie engine is now under control of the wave, and as long as

the wave is being received master relay 15 will be opened and

closed every three seconds, 2^ seconds closed and Yz second

open. That is to say, the wave is constant, but its influence is

made intermittent by the regular destruction of the receiving

apparatus by the overturning of the receptacle containing the

tilings. But the destroying process, at its completion at the end

of 2y> scccmds, becomes a restoring process—closes a circuit to

again energize solenoid 16 (through the contact points of re-

lays 1 and 2), which again puts the filings in working position;

and relay 15 is thus again energized before the opening of the

successive relays (3 to 12) has proceded far enough to dis-

connect the coherer from the main antenna 12c at relay 12, or

even far enough to blow the whistle. Consequently relay 3 and

its trailing relays 4 to 12 will remain closed. The wave is be-

ing received from the generator at Lansdowne avenue, the gen-

erator in turn being controlled by the a. c. track circuits being

fed from Golden avenue block station.

If there is a train in the block between Golden avenue and Wal-

lace avenue, the wheels of the train shunt the current of the

track circuit, and de-energize the relays at Golden avenue, mak-

ing dead the wave wire in the block in the rear. The coherer

then receives no wave and the master relay remains open; in

one second relay 3 opens and relays 4, 5, 6 and 7 open suc-

cessively, each one second later ; so that in five seconds after

entering the block at Lansdowne avenue, solenoid 13 drops its

valve 19, and the whistle starts blowing; 4 seconds later relay 11

opens, de-energizing solenoid 14, and the train line valve is

opened ; so that 10 seconds after entering the block at Lans-

downe avenue the brakes are being applied.

Relay No. 12 has opened and the coherer is now connected

with the pick-up antenna under the steam chest by wire 12b

;

and the coherer cannot again operate until the engine reaches a

pick-up wire. That is to say, the giving of a clear signal on

the engine by means of the coherer, can be effected but once in

each approach section. The pick-up antenna is 3 ft. 5 in. from

the main wave wire, which lies in the center of the track. The

engine is brought to a stop unless the engineman, when the

whistle starts to blow, closes push button 21, holding solenoid

14 closed, thus preventing the application of the brakes. If the

engineman is incapacitated or dead it is obvious that the train

will be brought to a stop. Suppose that before the engine reaches

G (see Fig. 5) Block C has cleared; then when it comes to the

point where it is over the pick-up wire at G, it is again placed

under control of the wave. But suppose that Block C is still

occupied ; the pick-up wire at G is not energized and the engine

enters the block with its coherer still connected with the outside

antenna, and as the waves from the main wave wire will not

jump more than 12 in., the apparatus on the engine is irre-

sponsive, and the train runs into and through Block C under

the whistle signal of caution.

The hold relays are immersed in oil in a metal box, and the

oil will remain liquid at 50 deg. below zero.

The equipment on the engine has been run continuously for 104

hours. This engine usually is in service from 6 a. m. Monday

until 8 p. m. Sunday, hauling from 20 to 60 cars a trip. Stops

are made daily by the wireless apparatus with wide open throttle.

The reduction of pressure rccpiircd to slop a train depends

on the speed of the train and numiicr of cars. A reduction ol

about 25 lbs. in the train line is required to stop a light engine

nnuiing at 60 miles an hour, and a reduction of from 8 to 10

lbs. is required to stop a train of 40 cars running at 35 miles

an hour.

All track devices and all train devices are arranged on the

closed circuit principle. The train air brake pipe is kept closed

by a l)al:inced valve, and when the wave ceases it drops open

jjy gravity. It is not pulled open, and the only chance of its

failure, says Mr. Prentice, is when the apple fails to fall from

the tree to the ground; and when that occurs we shall none of

us have any occasion for train control.

The coherer, always working, is the watchman of the appa-

ratus. It delivers a report every two seconds to the inaster re-

lay that all is well ; and when all is not well it ceases reporting.

The coherer is perpetually being drawn up to keep it in perfect

condition for the wave influence, which it received by the engine-

carried antenna. The whistle valve and the train line valve are

being forcibly held closed by the presence of the wave, and are

dropped by gravity and opened in case of its cessation. A fail-

ure anywhere means a stop, except the engineman is in posses-

sion of his senses and faculties and uses the push button to keep

the train line closed; but even then the air whistle keeps blowing

and is a constant reminder of the necessity for caution and

danger ahead.

A train entering a block when the next block is occupied is

brought to a stop unless the engineman intervenes. After this the

train may proceed under a caution signal. The caution signal

forces attention either until a clear block is reached, or until the

mechanism on the engine has renewed operations because of

the wave on the unlock wire at the side of the track.

The wave may be confined to a definite zone, and its ability to

affect the coherer is in no way affected by the presence of for-

eign currents of electricity or the presence of masses of metal.

On the line between West Toronto and Parkdale the tracks run

parallel to and cross the line of the Ontario Development Com-
pany's and the Hydro-Electric Company's high tension wires of

110,000 volts; two metal bridges are crossed over and one is

passed under.

The device has taken its present form as the result of a

process of elimination by its designers of less suitable forms.

The present installation of the system has now been working for

the last six months experimentally, and Mr. Prentice says that

the results on the engine and beside the track with the Hertzian

wave are absolutely satisfactory in every respect.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

A new railway is projected to fill a gap between Stadskanaal,

Holland, in the province of Drente, and the German frontier at

Ter Apel, about 10 miles.

To provide an outlet for the products of the Zoutpansberg

district in the Transvaal, about 360 miles of new railway con-

struction is proposed by the government. This new line will

serve what will probably prove the largest cotton belt in the

Transvaal, while the distance by railway to the coast will be

reduced by about 2(X) miles.

Last January a passenger going from Paris to Havre found

that there was no heat in his car. He complained of this at

a station where the train stopped, but nothing was done, and the

train went on as cold as ever. In his rage he pulled the safety

signal cord, which passengers are forbidden to touch unless there

is imminent danger. When the guard came he had the passenger

taken before the court for his outrageous conduct in stopping the

train. But the court found that the passenger was justified, since

he was in imminent danger of freezing, and it let the passenger

go free. This was on a state railway.
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The general offices of the Evansville & Torre Haute will be

removed from Evansville, Ind., to Chicago on August 1.

The marine repair shops of the New York Central at West
New York, N. J., were destroyed by fire on Sunday last.

The roundhouse of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Selig-
man, Ariz., was destroyed by fire on June 11, and nine loco-
inotives in the house were badly d^maged.

The southbound limited express of the Southern Pacific was
stopped by highwaymen near Drain, Ore., last Saturday night
about 11 o'clock, and the mail car was robbed.

Officers of the Pennsylvania say that the strike of shop men
on the Pittsburgh division of the road has been subdued. Four
hundred strikers returned to work on Tuesday.

A searchlight of great power, and which will be lighted every
evening from 8 to 10 o'clock, has been installed on the top of

the new passenger terminal of the Chicago & North Western at

Chicago.

Official figures given out by the Indiana state board of tax

commissioners show the total appraisement of steam railways

in the state to be $203,919,419, an increase of $6,978,044 over the

figure for last year.

The Southern Pacific, which recently sent a train load of its

conductors to the eastern states, has just started its third

"educational" trip of that kind, carrying division superintendents

and subordinate officers. This trip is to consume four weeks.

In the federal court at Albuquerque, N. M., the government
has filed a suit against the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe for

violation of the hours of labor law, charging thirty-five offenses

during the month of December last between Albuquerque and
Belen.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works are running; and officers of

the company say that there is no trouble. Reporters have diffi-

culty in securing accurate information. Large numbers of

strikers held a mass meeting on Monday last, but it does not

appear that any action was taken.

The suburban trains of the Southern Pacific which make their

terminus at Alameda, Cal., across the bay from San Francisco,

are now propelled by electric power, and it is expected that

suburban trains running to the adjacent pier at Oakland will

also have electric motors next week.

Edgar S. Cooke, who has been on trial at Cincinnati on a

charge of embezzling $24,000 from the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis Railway, has been declared not guilty.

Cooke was tried in connection with charges under which Charles

L. Warriner, convicted last year, was sentenced to six years

imprisonment.

The Mississippi Valley, South America & Orient Steamship

Company, which has filed its charter at New Orleans, La., with

$3,000,000 capital stock, of which $100,000 has been paid in, pro-

poses to operate lines from New Orleans to the west coast of

South America and to the Orient on the completion of the

Panama canal.

The Great Northern has filed suit in the United States Circuit

Court at Seattle, Wash., asking for a restraining order to pre-

vent the enforcement of the state full crew bill, the contention

being that two brakemen and a flagman on a full train and a

flagman on a light engine are utmecessary and would cause an

annual expense of $60,000 without corresponding benefit.

C. W. Wilson, an employee of the International & Great

Northern, who entered suit against the road for $30,000 for the

loss of his eyesight, alleged to have been caused by a piece of

metal which flew loose from a pick with which he was working

on the company's roadbed several months ago, has been awarded

$20,396.05 damages by a jury in the Thirty-seventh District

Court of Texas.

The authorities of the city of New York, on application of

the New York Central, have extended to December 31, 1912,

the time within which the improvements at the Grand Central
Terminal must be completed. The rule adopted has, however, a
proviso that certain bridges must be completed by April 1, 1912,
namely: the bridges carrying Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, F"orty-
eighth, Forty-ninth, Fifty-second and Firty-third streets across
the railway yard. Bridges at some of the other streets and
across the yard are already passable.

The Transcontinental Passenger Association held its annual
meeting at Salt Lake City on June 14, this being the first time
it has been held outside of Chicago. Questions concerning making
special rates for meetings of various clubs and organizations to
be held throughout the country during the summer and fall, stop-
over privileges, free transportation for clergymen, baggage regu-
lations, etc., were discussed and referred to special committees.
On June 15 members of the association and friends were the
guests of the Oregon Short Line on a trip to Yellowstone Park.

Postmaster-general Hitchcock, who is investigating the subject
of railway mail pay, says that the work has progressed far
enough to enable him to say that many railways are making
large profits on mail carriage, while others are doing the work
at a loss. Of 394 companies which he has investigated, 278 arc
making a profit and 116 are losing. The rate of profit or loss
varies widely with dift'erent companies. He proposes to make up
a schedule under which each carrier will make a profit of 6 per
cent, on carrying the mails; and expects that with such a sched-
ule he will save to the government $9,000,000 a year.

The merging, on July 1, of the Washington County Railway,
the Somerset Railway and the Sebasticook & Moosehead with
the Maine Central, will enlarge two divisions of the M. C. ; the
Washington County Railway becomes a part of the Eastern divi-

sion, and the Somerset and the Sebasticook & Moosehead be-
come parts of the Portland division. At the same time the
Rangeley division becomes a part of the Portland division of the
Maine Central. The terminal division of the M. C. will here-
after be a part of the Portland Terminal Company, which em-
braces the Union Station and some territory of the Boston &
Maine.

A complaint has been filed by the Southern Pacific Company
in the United States Circuit Court at Salt Lake City, Utah,
asking that six ticket scalpers named in the complaint be brought
to court and made to answer to charges of violations of the

Interstate Commerce law forbidding scalping. Since Salt Lake
City and other Utah points have become famous as health re-

sorts, thousands of tourists take advantage every year of the

reduced rates to that portion of the country, affording scalpers

a big business in unused portions of tickets; and the roads are

taking steps to make it impossible to secure tickets in any way
other than through the regular channels.

At a meeting of the officers of the National Association of

Railway Commissioners, held in Chicago on June 17, Chairman
C. F. Staples, a member of the Minnesota railway commission,
was directed to appoint a sub-committee to study the matter of

investigating express companies, their profits and the rates

charged by them. This committee will probably make a report

at the annual convention of the National Association which will

be held at Washington, D. C, next October, with a view to

making express rates throughout the different states uniform,

fair and reasonable. Representatives of the railway commis-

sions of Minnesota, Illinois, New York, Oklahoma, Ohio, In-

diana, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, North Dakota, Michigan,

Florida and Massachusetts, were present at the Chicago meeting.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, in a letter signed by Presi-

dent Darius Miller, has asked more than 44,000 of its employees

to join in an effort toward increasing the efficiency and reducing

the expenses of operation of the road, and solicits suggestions

for improvements in the service, for greater economy and greater

safety. Mr. Miller says of the plan to economize: "It would

overcome many of the disadvantages with which the company

is now confronted in the way of increased cost of material and

increased pay roll and without perceptible effort would also

greatly increase the efficiency and value in the company's serv-
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ice of every employee on tlic p;iy roll. In this way tlic com-
pany would have the assistance and support of every employee
ni adjusting its affairs to tlic decreased earnings wliicli are now
resulting from the large shrinkage in the volume of JjusinesN

prevailing at the present time.'

Under the reorganization of the Missouri racilic anil the St.

J-ouis, Iron Mountain & Southern (,see item under Operating

Otlicers in the Elections and Appointments cohnnn of this issue),

the general manager will have charge of transpt)rtatit)n and the

maintenance of way and equipment. The general superintendent

"will have charge of the divisions in his district, and is to he

assisted by an engineer of maintenance and an assistant super-

intendent of machinery, as outlined in the item referred to; and

the superintendents will have charge of the transportation and

maintenance of their divisions and supervision over the train-

masters, chief despatchers, master mechanics and the division

engineer in charge of roadmasters, supervisors and assistant en-

gineers. The chief engineer will have charge of construction

and maintenance of way, reporting to the first vice-president on

construction and to the general manager on maintenance. He
will assume the duties of the engineer of construction, and of

the chief engineer maintenance of way, and will handle items of

improvement and maintenance exceeding the capacity of the

superintendent's forces and equipment. The superintendent of

machinery will have charge of the construction and maintenance

of equipment and the direct supervision of shops and yards for

general repairs of importance requiring a shop superintendent.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has sent to every

member of the Massachusetts legislature a circular protesting

against the proposed law to require the electrification of rail-

ways in and near Boston. It says: "Except where use of tun-

nels is rendered less dangerous by use of electricity, there has

been no compulsory electrification of railways. All the electrifi-

cation of the New Haven has been without compulsory legislation.

The New Haven has repeatedly stated its desire and willing-

ness to electrify. This year it proposes to electrify from Boston

to Readville, 9 miles, and from Boston to Beverly, 19 miles, on

the Boston & Maine.

'Electrification of short distances, say 10 miles, has

never been found at all economical, and a compulsory

electrification within a 10-mile limit will be unusually un-

economical. Money required for electrification must be raised

by the issue of new securities. ... It is proposed to dis-

criminate against every other city and town of the state in favor

of the district within 10 miles of Boston. It is estimated that

the cost of electrification in this district will amount to ap-

proximately $40,000,000. If the railways are called upon to make
this expenditure and the proceeds of the securities which the pub-

lic may be willing to purchase must be expended in this elec-

trification, then other railway improvements must necessarily

wait, because there is a limit to the amount of money which

the public will invest in railway securities."

Professor Adams on Efficiency.

Henry C. Adams, who resigned his place with the Interstate

Commerce Commission, has taken a commission as special in-

vestigator for the New York Central, and will advise President

Brown on matters of "efficiency." As quoted in the Wall Street

Journal, Professor Adams says

:

"I believe the railway is a public servant. The railways are

eager to answer for themselves the questions which Mr. Bran-

deis raised in the rate cases. There has come up recently a

new generation of railway presidents, Willard of the Baltimore &
Ohio, Brown of the New York Central, and Ripley of the At-

chison. These men have the business idea of railroading. They
know perfectly well that the financial stability of the Harriman
lines was brought about by the work done in the office of Julius

Kruttschnitt.

"Realizing that public control is going to be more and more
enforced, the railways want to be in a position, with reference

to a knowledge of themselves, from which they can reveal the

defects of any proposed regulation based on injustice or un-

reasonableness. The railways know that they are going to be

subjected to an even greater measure of public control than

they now experience, and they want to insure the reasonable-

ness of that control.

"1 he railway is a public servant ; but no servant serves

uJKise services are not wanted. lu my mind a reasonal)ie

r.ilc is <ini- that insures a fair lelurn to llic pnoit-sl rail

way th.it the jjiiblic needs. The ])ul)lic is a partner in the rail

way business, and is entitled to just as definite a share in the

railway's earnings as a stockholder. When a railway finds it-

self at the end of the fiscal year in a position to i)ay interest,

declares a dividend, and still has money on its hands, to whom
does that money belong? I say it belongs to the public. No
delinite percentage, such as 6 per cent, or 7 per cent., can be

stated at this time as a reasonable return for a railway. Eor one
railway a ])rofit of 6 per cent, would be large ; for another, small.

There is no typical railway, any more than there is a typical

man."

Railway Farming.

Worn out land will yield a profit if it is treated wisely. The
Pennsylvania Railroad has been proving it at Bacon, Delaware.

The company bought land which had not been farmed for over

five years. It had been robbed of its fertility several years earlier

and, considering it worthless, its owners let it grow up in sassa-

fras, sweet briar and weeds. It was in this condition when the

company's expert took charge. By a small application of stable

manure, about 15 tons per acre, and 500 pounds of lime, corn was
raised at the rate of 47 bushels an acre the first year.

A large variety of fruits and vegetables was grown and nearly

everything planted added something to the farm's income. The
best moneymakers were lima beans, yielding a net profit of

$147.61 to the acre. Cucumbers yielded $104, watermelons $52,

muskmelons $42, radishes $42.70, leeks $41, onions $40.37, and
sweet potatoes $40.50 per acre. All this during the first year.

Much better results are assured as the land is strengthened.

Besides ofifering to farmers these practical examples, demon-
strations of up-to-date farming methods have been given. One
of these, which consisted of draining a swamp and blowing out

stumps with dynamite, was attended by over 500 people from the

surrounding country. Following is a sample record at Bacon

:

LIMA BEANS.

Seed, per acre $10.00 Lima beans sold, per acre. .$250.00
Labor, per acre 36.23
Fertilizer, per acre 34.00
Freight and commission.... 22.16 Total expense, per acre.. 102.39

Total e.xpense $102.39 Profit, per acre $147.61

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education.

The Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education will

meet at Pittsburgh, June 27-28-29. The meetings of Tuesday
and Wednesday will be at the School of Applied Sciences of the

Carnegie Technical Schools ; and the meeting of Thursday at

Thaw Hall, University of Pittsburgh. The executive session and
election of officers will 'oe held on Wednesday evening at the

School of Applied Industries of the Carnegie Technical Schools.

On Tuesday afternoon there will be a visit to the Country
Club, and in the evening there will be a dinner ; and Presi-

dent A. N. Talbot will deliver his annual address. On Wednes-
day and Thursday afternoons there will be excursions to in-

dustrial plants, and on Thursday evening a reception at the

Carnegie Music Hall. Excursions to industrial plants will be
arranged also for Friday and Saturday. The chairman of the

local committee is J. H. Leete.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.
American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-

ton, Pa.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St.
Louis, 111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York; October 9-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Park Place, New York.
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American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty. C. &
N. VV., Chicago; Oct. 17-19, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.
Block, Chicago.

-E. H. Fritch, Monadnock

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 111.; annual convention, July 11-13, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, Universiiv
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; June 27-July 1, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.— D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. L, Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago; June 26, 1911, Boston, Mass.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park PI., New York.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March. May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226

W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio; annual, Aug. IS, Toledo, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Clue.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Cav. Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

AND Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911, Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.

;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. Maulick, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;

second Wednesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,

New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, CoIIinwood,
Ohio.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, III.; September 12-15, St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. L9uis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Society of R\ilway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.
Southern Association of Cati Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.

Southern & Southwestern IUilway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Graiit bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago. »t -.r . .

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except Tune, July and August, New York,

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh. ^ ,, , . -„.» o
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago; annual.
,, „ rr , /^ o j

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday. ,^o-««-<^t-.^-x
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly. „, ^ t^, m v r- b ti tj
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y C. & H. K.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.

Western Canada Rait way Club.—W. H. Roscvear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, Ju y and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.— T. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesdav of each month, except June July and August.
, „, ,

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bldg..

Chicago.

©raffir Netti:9i*

L. D. Rosenheimer has been appointed traffic manager of the
inlcrnational Forwarding Conipani', with office at Chicago.

The Chicago & North Western has put on, to rini from Chi-
cago to Omaha, a new "daylight" train, which will leave Chi-
cago daily at 8 :30 a. m., reach Cedar Rapids, Iowa, at 2 :26 p. m.,
and arrive in Omaha at 10:40 p. m.

The latest educational train on the .Soulhcrn Railway is the
''road improvement train," which is making a tour of eastern
Tennessee, beginning June 26, and extending to and including
July 8. This train is run in conjunction witli tlie United States
Office of Public Roads.

Beginning July 1 the New York Central, in connection with
the Louisville & Nashville, will have a more direct line fron.
Chicago to the gulf of Mexico, the route being via the Chi-
cago, Indiana & Southern and the Big Four to Mt. Carmel, 111.,

and from thence by a branch of the Big Four, which will begin
operations on that date, to Evansville, Ind., where connection
is made with the Louisville & Nashville.

The Everett line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound
has been opened for freight traffic, and shipments can now be
liaiidied to and from the following points in Washington

:

Tanner, North Bend, Snoqualmic, Falls City, Tolt, Stillwater,
Duvall, Monroe and Snohomish. Through rates have been es-

tablished between these points and stations on the C. M. & P. S.,

and connecting lines.

The industrial department of the Southern Railway announces
the appointment of Dr. C. M. Morgan as dairy agent for that
company. Dr. Morgan is a graduate of the Ohio State Agri-
cultural College, and has served several years in the United
States Department of Agriculture. Since last September he has
I)een special agent of that department in South Carolina and
Georgia, devoting his efforts to the development of live stock.

The Chicago Great Western has restored the faster freight

train schedules between Chicago and Kansas City, Omaha, Mil-

waukee, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and other western cities,

which were superseded last March on that and a number of other

Chicago roads by slower schedules, providing for delivery on the

tiiird instead of the second morning from Chicago. It is believed

tiiat the other roads which made the changes will also restore

their former schedules.

Tariffs filed by the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation

Company and the Southern Pacific Company provide for the

al)sorption by those companies at Portland, Ore., after July 20

of the $5 switching rate, which it has been their practice to

charge for transferring cars of freiglit from the east which

arrive over the Harriman lines to the premises of shippers lo-

cated on the lines of the Oregon Electric and the United Rail-

ways.

The Maine Steamship Company announces that, beginning to-

morrow, it will run steamers from New York to Boston daily,

leaving New York at 4 p. m., and reaching Boston about 8:30

the next morning, with a corresponding service in the opposite

direction. The fare is $4, and the price of staterooms ranges

from $1 to $8. It will be observed that the time named in this

announcement is somewhat slower than that which was made by

the Yale and Harvard last year. The vessels of the new line are

described as the "luxurious new steel passenger steamships"

Massachusetts and Bunker Hill.

The Wabash has made the announcement to shippers that

beginning June 18 its freight schedule between Chicago and

St. Louis will be lengthened, and it is probable that the Alton,

the Illinois Central and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois will fol-

low the lead of the Wabash, it having been concluded that the

fast freight service between those points yielded too narrow a

margin of profit to the roads. Under the new arrangement

shippers at Chicago will have until 6 o'clock in the evening to

get their freight to the depots, it having been necessary under

the shorter schedule for the freight to be at the depot at 3:30

p. m. Second morning delivery only will be guaranteed instead

of first morning delivery, as had been the practice.
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Beginning June 28, the Illinois Central will run two adtlitional

passenger trains between Chicago and St. Louis, and the 'dia-

mond Special," which now leaves Chicago at 10:15 p. ni., and
arrives in St. Louis 7 :24 a. m., will leave Chicago at 1 1 :45 p. in.

and reach St. Louis at 7:49 the following morning; and its

counterpart from St. Louis to Chicago will leave at 11:47 p. m.
and reach Chicago at 7 :59 a. m., instead of leaving St. Louis

at 9:12 p. m. and reaching Chicago at 7:15 a. ni. as at present.

A new "daylight" train will leave Chicago at 10:02 a. ni. and ar-

rive in St. Louis at 6:02 p. m., and, returning leave St. Louis

at 11:28 a. m. and reach Chicago at 7:28 p. m. Another train,

the "Chicago Express," will leave Chicago at 9:10 p. m. and
reach St. Louis at 7 :24 a. m., and from St. Louis to Chicago

will leave at 9:10 p, in. and arrive at 7:15 a. m. The new, trains

will be all-steel, electric lighted, and each will be equipi)cd with

an observation-parlor car, cafc-cIub car, coach, and combination

coach and baggage car.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

.\rlhur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 97, giving a summary of car shortages

and surpluses by groups from February 2, 1910, to June 7, 1911,

says

:

"There is little change in the car situation since our last report,

Ihe total surplus being 169,006, an increase of 773 cars. Box
cars incrca.sed 1,456, coal and gondola 249. This was partially

ofTsct by a decrease of 949 in the flat car surplus. Notwith-
standing the increase in surplus box there is an indication of a

tightening in the supply of this class, owing to the approach
of the grain sliipping season. Attention is called to the report

of a shortage of 812 box cars in group 11, which also reports

a decrease of some 600 in the surplus of this class."

The accompanying table gives surpluses and shortages by
groups for the last period covered by the report and the charts

show bi-weekly totals from 1907 to 1911 inclusive.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until July 15, certain tariffs

on coke, presented by the Norfolk & Western, the Pennsyl-

vania and the Chesapeake & Ohio.

The commission has suspended until October 28, the rule of

the new classification of the Trunk Lines and Central Traffic

Association Lines, increasing the minimum price on single ship-

ments of freight.

The Illinois Central ; the Grand Rapids & Indiana ; and the

Louisville & Arkansas have been authorized, for limited periods.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Date.

Group *1.— Tune 7, 1911
2.— " 7, 1911
3.— " 7, 1911
4.— " 7, 1911
5.— " 7, 1911
6.— " 7, 1911
7.— " 7, 1911
8.— " 7, 1911
9.— " 7, 1911

" 10.— " 7, 1911
11.— " 7, 1911

Total

' —Surpluses-
Coal,

^ f -Shortages

—

Coal,
\

No. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

8 501 482 934 261 2,178 260 34 17 311
25 2,193 147 18,362 6,957 27,659
25 10.153 1,541 36,915 3,811 52,420 101 101
10 1,747 105 3,912 1,160 6,924 11 177 188
19 4,930 461 4,694 2,044 12,129 11 8 1 20
26 11,165 948 3,538 5,624 21,275 4 4
5 1,714 80 648 699 3,141

16 7,601 171 2,013 4,109 13,894
11 2,273 538 295 709 3,815 53 • 53
22 8,503 2,183 2,136 9,640 22,462 26 2 5 33
6 1,871 136 15 1,087 3,109 812 182 500 1,494

52,651 6,792 73,462 36,101 169,006 1,120 456 628 2,204

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

5hort Shortage I9IO Shortage /9// Surp/usm
BOopOO

y^II Cars.

.' 15
Mar L

., IS
.- Z3

June i

Z0O,0OO

Box Cars.

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1911, Inclusive.
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to continue the use of passenger tariffs containing some fares
which are higher for shorter distances than for longer.

The commission has refused to approve proposed advances
in rates on rice and rice products. Instead it holds that the rates
on rice and nee products should be the same from Orange and
Beaumont, Tex., via Galveston by rail and ocean to north At-
lantic ports. These rates should not exceed the corresponding
rates from Houston by more than three cents per 100 lbs. The
difference between carload rates and less than carload rates
from Beaumont and Orange to said destinations ought not to ex-
ceed 10 cents per 100 lbs.

Discrimination Against Fremont.

Fremont Commercial Club v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
et at. Opinion by the commission:

Defendants charge for the transportation of coal from Mis-
souri, Kansas, Arkansas and Oklahoma points to Fremont, Neb.,
rates which are from 25 cents to SQj/^ cents per net ton higher
than the rates from the same points of origin to Omaha, Neb.,
while the rates from the same points of origin to Lincoln, Neb.,
are uniformly 15 cents higher than the rates to Omaha. Present
rates are unduly prejudicial to Fremont to the extent that they
exceed the rates to Lincoln by more than 10 cents per net ton.

From certain points on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road in Colorado and Wyoming the rates on coal other than
slack to Fremont are 35 cents per net ton in excess of the rates

to Omaha and Lincoln; these rates are unduly prejudicial to

Fremont to the extent that they exceed the rates to Lincoln by
more than 10 cents per net ton. (21 L C. C. 74.)

Rates Prescribed for Locomotives and Tenders.

Having suspended advances in rates for the transportation of

locomotives and tenders named in a tariff proposed by certain

southern railways, the commission investigated the subject and
now holds

:

1. Locomotives and locomotives and tenders, live or dead, on
their own wheels, are somewhat in the nature of an anomalous
commodity particularly susceptible to individual treatment and
should not be subjected to class rates.

2. Whatever may be the effect of water competition it can-

not be extended, theoretically or practically, to articles to which
such competition does not apply by merely classing them with

other things to which it does apply.

3. The proposed change from a rate per mile regardless of

weight to sixth class rates at 50 per cent, actual weight found

to result in charges which will be unreasonable.

4. The cost of transportation is likely to vary with some
degree of directness with the weight of the article to be trans-

ported, and m so far as cost is a factor in rate making, weight

must likewise be a factor.

5. The total disregard of weight existing under the mileage

basis, as applied to dead locomotives, found to be unfair to the

carrier and discriminatory as between shippers.

6. Rate per ton per mile, graduated according to distance,

perscribed for the transportation of locomotives and locomotives

and tenders, dead, on their own wheels, and rate per mile pre-

scribed for the transportation of locomotives and locomotives

and tenders, live, on their own wheels.

7. While every effort conducive to uniformity of classification

is to be commended, it does not follow that that result should

be attained by accepting as a standard a classification prescribing

a rate which when applied to a given commodity or
.
territory

becomes unreasonable.

The opinion, by Commissioner Meyer, says that the proceeding

had its inception in a complaint filed July 30, 1910, by the South-

ern Iron & Equipment Company, of Atlanta, Ga., attacking the

reasonableness of a change proposed to be made by the southern

classification committee in the rating of locomotives. Under

southern classification, of October 1, 1897, locomotives, dead,

took a rate of 20 cents a mile, and when accompanied by an at-

tendant he was passed free one way. Effective February 1,

1900, the attendant was given free transportation in both direc-

tions. On November 1, 1902, the rate was advanced to 30 cents

a mile, and on January 5, 1904, to 35 cents a mile, which is the

rate now, the only change being the withdrawal on August 26,

1907, of free transportation for the attendant. . . . Obviously

the lighter locomotives cannot fairly be taxed with a rate based
upon the heavier equipment, for if 35 cents per mile were a
reasonable charge for a 200-ton locomotive, manifestly it would
be unreasonable for the transportation of a locomotive weighing
only 50 tons.

The heaviest movement is in second-hand locomotives which
are used by short or industrial lines, new locomotives seldom
being used by any but the larger railways. When, on account
of obsolescence, locomotives have outlived their usefulness on
the lines of the larger companies, they are ordinarily purchased
by second-hand locomotive dealers, overhauled and repaired, and
sold to lumber mills or other industrial plants. The average
price paid by dealers for these locomotives is $1,600, and after
being repaired they are sold for about $3,500. The value of new
locomotives varies from about $10,000 to $20,000, the average
being about $13,000. While no distinction has been made in the
rates on new and second-hand locomotives, the dealers in and
users of the latter are the ones most directly affected by any
change in these rates.

The total disregard of weight under the mileage basis is mani-
festly unfair to the carrier and discriminatory as between ship-
pers. ... It was contended by the carriers that locomotives
should take sixth class rates because of their analogy to ma-
chinery, which takes sixth class rates. But, though there may
be some physical analogy between locomotives on their own
wheels and some of the articles which now take sixth class, con-
sidering all the circumstances connected with their transportation,
we believe locomotives on their own wheels to be much in the
nature of an anomalous commodity particularly susceptible to in-

dividual treatment.

In ofificial classification territory locomotives moved on a
mileage rate of 30 cents prior to 1899, since which time fifth class

rates, with a weight allowance of 50 per cent., have applied.

Through rates from points in this territory to points in southern
classification territory are constructed on a combination on the

Ohio river, using class rates to the river and mileage rates south.

The fifth class rate from Philadelphia to Norfolk, a distance

of 255 miles, is 14 cents, yielding a per-ton-mile revenue of 5.5

mills based on gross weight. From Pittsburgh to Cincinnati,

309 miles, the rate is 15 cents, and the per-ton-mile revenue 4.8

mills. From Cincinnati to Cc'dillac, Mich., 331 miles, the rate is

20 cents, and the per-ton-mile revenue 6 mills.

In western classification territory locomotives take class E,

which from East St. Louis to Topeka, Kan., 339 miles, is I6J/2

cents, yielding a per-ton-mile revenue of 5 mills.

It is contended that the establishment of class rates on loco-

motives in southern classification territory will make for simpli-

fication of rate construction and uniformity of classification.

While every effort conducive to such uniformity is to be com-

mended, it by no means follows that that result should be at-

tained by accepting as a standard a classification prescribing a

rating which when applied to a given commodity or territory

becomes unreasonable.

Under the mileage rate of 35 cents, and based on gross weights,

the per-ton-mile revenue for all distances is 9.75 mills for the

transportation of locomotives weighing 36 tons, 5.83 for loco-

motives weighing 60 tons, and 1.75 for those weighing 200 tons.

Under the class rate from Atlanta to Dyersburg the revenue per

ton per mile will be 12.4 mills, while to Columbia, S. C, and to

Asheville, S. C, the per-ton-mile revenues will be 11.7 and 20.1

mills, respectively. From Albany to Milton, Fla., there is an

increase to 30.7 mills, while from Cincinnati to Atlanta the rev-

enue per ton per mile will be 8.6 mills, to Birmingham 7.1 mills,

and to New Orleans, La., 4.7 mills.

There are numerous instances of inequalities produced by the

application of class rates. From Atlanta to Milton and to Mari-

anna, Fla., the distances being 357 and 385 miles, respectively,

and the rates are 42 and 60 cents. While under the present

mileage basis Milton has a reasonable advantage, under the class

basis it takes a rate, per 60-ton locomotive, $108 less than Mari-

anna. It is well known that class rates in southeastern terri-

tory have been very materially shaped by water competition. It

is admitted by all parties in this proceeding that locomotives on

their own wheels cannot be affected by water competition, but it

was argued that that was no reason why they should not be in-

cluded within class rates, which are partly the result of water

competition, for the reason that the same argument might be

directed against many other articles in the classification, which
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likewise were not iiitlueuced liy water cdiiipetitioii. We do not

believe that this line of argument is meritorious. It is liardly

conelusive to argue that, sim|)ly because tliero are many other

articles in the classification not subject to water competition, it

IS not objectionable to place locomotives, which are admittedly

not subject to water competition, into one of these classes.

Courts and commissions have long recognized the validity of

water competition. Whatever may be the effect of water com-
petition, it cannot be extended, theoretically or practically, to ar-

ticles to which such competition does not apply by merely class-

ing them with other things to which it does apply. It appears to

us, therefore, that this argument, with respect to the absence of

water competition on certain articles in the southern classifi-

cation, merely points out the necessity of segregating those which

are affected by water competition and those which are not so

affected. It cannot force locomotives into an unnatural class.

We arc therefore of the opinion that at least in the territory

here involved locomotives should not be subjected to class rates,

but that a rate should be found which will give proper regard

to both weight and distance—two universally recognized funda-

mental factors in rate making.

Both as a matter of equity and expediency it is rare indeed

that a fiat ton-mile rate can be prescribed. The great diversity

in the characteristics of the objects transported, as well as the

kaleidoscoi>ic succession of the conditions under which this trans-

portation takes place, combine to make such a rate, when uni-

versally applied, both unreasonable and discriminatory. It is

not so in the instant case. Locomotives, as suggested above,

stand in a class by themselves and present a rate problem in

many respects different perhaps from any that has heretofore

been brought to our attention.

Under all the circumstances, and accepting as a basis the per-

ton-mile revenue of 5.83 mills arrived at by applying the present

mileage rate of 35 cents to the average gross weight of 60 tons,

or 120,000 lbs.; we are of the opinion and find that a reasonable

rate for the transportation of locomotives, and locomotives and

tenders, dead, on their own wheels, in southern classification

territory, should not exceed the following rate per-ton-mile ap-

plied to the gross weight of locomotives, and locomotives and

tenders

:

Rate per
ton per

• Distance. mile, gross
weight of lo-

comotives.
Mills.

Not over 200 miles 6.0

Over 200 and under 300 miles 5.8

Over 300 and under 400 miles 5.6

Over 400 and under 500 miles 5.4

Over 500 and under 600 miles 5.2

Over 600 and under 700 miles 5.1

Over 700 miles 5.0

The application of this basis will give to the shippers ap-

proximately the same rates they now enjoy when they ship loco-

motives whose weight does not exceed 60 tons, while, when that

weight is exceeded, the carrier will be fully compensated for the

additional tonnage.

The rates prescribed represent no more than an approximation

of what the schedule would be were all the data available for a

detailed analysis of terminal and line expenses. In calculating

the total charge the rate applicable to its respective zone should

be applied for the distance in that zone only. The rate applic-

able to the final zone should not be applied to the entire haul.

It is obvious that for distances under 200 miles there is a uniform

charge of 6.0 mills per ton per mile. But the charge for 300

miles is not 300 X 5.8, but (200 X 6.0) -j- (100 X 5.8). The
charge for 575 miles is not 575 X 5.2, but (200 X 6.0) -f

(100 X 5.8) -f (100 X 5.6) -f (100 X 5.4) + (75 X 5.2).

While it is possible to express the rate for any given distance

on a uniform mileage basis, the above distance tariff doubtless

can be applied in the manner suggested without difficulty.

While the original complaint also attacked the change proposed

to be made in the classification of locomotives, live, or moving

by their own power, and while our order also suspends this

item, no one was prepared at the hearing to offer any testimony

regarding such movements. The complainants stated that it was

not interested in the transportation of locomotives, live, and a wit-

ness for one of the carriers stated that his records showed only

one movement of this kind during a period of more than a year.

Another witness for the carriers stated that, in his opinion, dead

and live locomotives should take the same rate. However, the

conditions presented in the transportation of a live locomotive

are materially different from those attendant upon the transporta-
tion of a dead locomotive, for the reason that, as the carrier fur-

nishes only trackage and no motive power, weight is almost an
immaterial factor. It is true that such a movement is similar to

the movement of an entire train so far as train despatching is

concerned, but it would seem that a flat rate per mile properly
might be charged in such cases.

As no testimony was offered upon this point, we conclude that

the proposed change must be withdrawn and a rate not in excess
of 30 cents a mile maintained.

The order prescribing rates is to go into effect August 1, and
it is addressed to roads in Northern and Western as well as

Southern territory, the list of roads filling seven pages. (21

1. C. C. 1,581.)

Milling-in-Transit Privilege Not Sustained.

Douglas & Coml^any v. C. R. I. & P. et al. Opinion by Com-
missioner McChord.
Upon supplemental complaint alleging that defendants had can-

celed certain transit privileges which were established in com-
pliance with the commission's decision in the prior case, certain

tariffs were suspended and investigation made. It appears that

more than two years have elapsed between the time of the first

decision and the filing of the supplemental complaint; Held, Upon
the present record that the withdrawal of the transit rates here-

tofore accorded does not work undue preference or unjust dis-

crimination. A privilege, savoring as this does of a gratuity,

however valuable and beneficial and however difficult of re-

linquishment, can not, as a matter of law, be continued by this

commission, unless the original granting of the privilege rested

on some legal obligation which under the law affords ground on
which the commission could, as an original proposition, require

that it be granted, or, if discontinued, order it restored. Sup-
plemental complaint dismissed and orders suspending tariffs

vacated.

The original complaint arose from the withdrawal of certain

milling-in-transit rates at Cedar Rapids under which corn was
manufactured into starch and the starch was forwarded to

destinations at the corn rates. Under the tariffs then in force

and the conditions then existent the commission found that the

withdrawal of the transit privileges created unjust discrimination

against complainant. No order was issued and defendants

removed the unjust discrimination by restoring transit privileges

at Cedar Rapids to the satisfaction of complainant.

Defendants did not attempt to withdraw all transit rates and

privileges on corn manufactured into starch at Cedar Rapids.

Under the proposed Illinois Central tariffs transit arrangements

are continued to all points in Illinois on the north of a line

drawn through Havana, Springfield, Decatur and Champaign.

To Illinois points south of that line and to points in southeastern

and Carolina territories the proposed tariffs apply the rates on

corn to Cedar Rapids and the starch rates from Cedar Rapids to

destination, or the rates on corn to the basing points and the

starch rates beyond, whichever makes lower. One important

consideration in the previous decision was the discrimination then

shown against complainant and in favor of a competitor at

Pekin, 111. Pekin was at the time of the former hearing the only

point on the Illinois Central road aside from Cedar Rapids which

had transit arrangements similar to those in force at Cedar

Rapids, and they have since been withdrawn at Pekin. No point

on the Rock Island road other than Cedar Rapids has this transit

privilege.

An important point in the previous case was the fact that the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy had in effect transit arrangements

at Keokuk. It is understood that if the Illinois Central tariff

becomes effective the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy transit priv-

ilege at Keokuk will be at once limited. The conditions which

obtained at the time of the previous hearing have been materially

changed. There is now no transit on starch at Pekin and there

will be none at Keokuk. There is no transit on starch made

from corn from Iowa at Decatur, and the rates applicable there

on products of corn from other than Iowa points is the product

rate from the point of origin of the corn to the destination of

the product. The Decatur plant does not manufacture starch.

It produces corn flour which is somewhat similar to, but chem-

ically different from, powdered starch. Starch is manufactured

at Chicago, Argo, and Waukegan, III, and at Robey and Indian-

apolis, Ind., at which points it enjoys no transit privilege.
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Defendants contend that the arrangement now in force results

in rates that are unreasonably low and that the rates under the

proposed tariffs will be reasonable. They show that the proposed
rates through Cedar Rapids will in no instance be higher than
those through other points at which starch is manufactured, and
that in some cases they will be lower.

The Supreme Court in Southern Pacific Co. v. I. C. C, 219
U. S., 433, has decided, among other things, that money invested

on the faith of the maintenance of a certain rate structure does
not require carriers to indefinitely or forever continue that

adjustment. The fact that agents of a carrier solicit traffic carries

with it no obligation and no liberty to do other than to charge the

lawfully established tariff rates.

A full review of the record demonstrates that a situation now
obtains, and will result if the contemplated action of the carriers

is permitted to become effective, different from that which formed
the basis of the former decision. It is seen from complainant's

testimony that it is at no disadvantage in the purchase of corn

;

that is, "In securing their material for milling." Complainant is

on an equality with all other purcliasers of corn. It is admitted

that there is no competition between the products or the by-

products of complainant's plant and the cereal plant at Cedar
Rapids. Therefore, there is here no "competition between the

millers of grain either in marketing their product or in securing

their material for milling." No transit privilege on corn manu-
factured into starch is accorded any other manufacturer on the

lines of defendants. Transit to certain territory is still accorded

to complainant.

The supplemental petition must be dismissed and such an order

will be entered. An order wifl also be entered vacating the

orders suspending the tariffs in question. (21 I. C. C. 1580.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The California State Railroad Commission, acting under sec-

tion 15 of the new railway law of that state, is to make a gen-

eral investigation of highway grade crossings in Los Angeles
county.

The State Railroad Commission of Tennessee has authorized

the Tennessee Central to adopt a general rate of 3 cents a mile

for passenger fares on that part of its road east of Nashville,

raising the rate from 2^/2 cents. West of Nashville the rates

are already on the 3-cent basis.

The governor of New Hampshire has appointed as members
of the new Public Service Commission of that state, Edward C.

Niles of Concord; John E. Benton of Keene; and Prof. T. W. D.

Worthen of Hanover. Messrs. Niles and Benton are young law-

yers, classed as progressive republicans. Prof. Worthen is at the

head of the department of mathematics in Dartmouth college,

and is classed as a progressive democrat. Governor Bass says

that he tried, without success, to secure Prof. F. H. Dixon of

Dartmouth.

COURT NEWS.

The Supreme Court of California, in a suit against the South-

ern Pacific, has affirmed the verdict of a lower court for $70,000

damages for personal injuries.

The federal court at Columbus, Ohio, has dissolved the in-

junction, which has been in effect for nearly a year past, under

which the Chesapeake & Ohio was forbidden to vote on its

stock in the Hocking Valley.

In the Common Pleas Court at Columbus, Ohio, June 17, a

temporary injunction was granted against the enforcement of

the recent order of the Ohio State Railroad Commission, pro-

mulgating car demurrage rules and applying them to cars used

in interstate, as well as intrastate business. The injunction was

applied for by fifty railways.

In the United States Circuit Court at New York City this

week. Judge Lacombe has decided in favor of the express com-

panies in the suit which was brought in their behalf against

the city of New York last autumn, at the time of the strike of

wagon drivers. When men were brought from other cities to

take the place of strikers on the wagons, the city hampered

the efforts of the companies to break the strike by its action in

requiring each driver to be licensed. The present decision holds

that drivers engaged in interstate commerce cannot be required

to submit to a city ordinance requiring them to be licensed.

Hatlmati (Bidcev!^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

G. W. Vallery, general manager of the Colorado Midland,
has been elected president, with office at Denver, Colo., succeed-

ing A. D. Parker.

H. T. Evans has been appointed auditor of the Chicago, In-

dianapolis & Louisville, with office at Chicago, succeeding Jo-
seph L. Doherty, deceased.

W. B. Rodman has been appointed general solicitor of the

Norfolk Southern, with office at Norfolk, Va., succeeding Ed-
ward R. Baird, Jr., rcsigiied, effective July 1.

Clark B. Ferry, assistant secretary of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, since januaiy, 1883 has become ser.ior assistant sec-

retary of that company by the death of James M. McKinlay,
with office at New York

J. E. Votaw, general superintendent of the Marshall & East

Texas, has been elected vice-president and general manager,

with office at Marshall, Tex., and his former position has been

abolished. E. Key, assistant treasurer, has been elected treas-

urer, and J. I. Hey, auditor and assistant secretary, has been

elected secretary, both with offices at Marshall, Tex.

John Millen, vice-president and general manager oi the Duiuth

& Northern Minnesota, at Duiuth, Minn., has been elected presi-

dent, with office at Duiuth, succeeding B. W. Arnold of Albany,

N. Y., elected vice-president.

Henry Irving Miller, whose election as president of the New
Orleans Great Northern was recently announced in these col-
umns, was born at Cleveland, Ohio, and received a public Echool

and collegiate education.

In 1880 he entered the

service of the Pennsylva-
nia Lines West of Pitts-

burgh, and after serving

for some time in the engi-

neering department, he
was consecutively assis-

tant engineer, engineer,

and then superintendent

of the Richmond divi-

sion ; and later was ap-

pointed superintendent

of the Louisville divi-

sion. In April, 1894,

Mr. Miller was made
superintendent of the

Main Line division of

the Vandalia Railroad,

extending from Indian-

apolis to St. Louis, and
in June, 1901, he was ap-

pointed general manager
of that road. He left

the Vandalia in Decem-
ber, 1903, to become general manager of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, remaining in that position until March 1, 1905,

when he was elected second vice-president and general manager
of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Evansville & Terre Haute,

the Evansville & Indianapolis, and the Evansville Belt Railway;

and in November, 1907, he was elected president of these prop-

erties. He resigned from these various positions on December
1, 1909. In May, 1910, he was appointed receiver of the Buffalo

& Susquehanna, which position he still occupies, and in Decem-
ber of the same year he was elected first vice-president of the

New Orleans Great Northern and the Great Southern Lumber
Company, and on May 26, 1911, he was elected president of

these companies. Since April last Mr. Miller has been a director

of the Missouri Pacific, and on May 23, he became vice-president

and a member of the executive committee of that road. On the

M. P. Mr. Miller will act in an advisory capacity to the chair-

man of the board of directors. His headquarters arc at

New York.

H. I. Miller.
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Operating Officers.

D. Salic lias been appointed traiiuua.ster of the Missouri, OUia-
homa & Gulf, with ollicc at Calvin, Okla., succeeding U. Sullivan,

resigned.

E. F. Donohue has been appointed car accountant of the Texas
& Pacific, with office at Dallas, Tex., succeeding C. Ludolph,
pronioted.

The office of J. 11. Rosenstock, supcrintcndont of the Susque-

hanna division of the Delaware & Hudson, has been transferred

from Albany, N. Y., to Oneonta.

W. E. Roberts, trainmaster of tlie Canadian Northern at

Dauphin, Man., has been appointed superintendent of District

No. 6, with office at Brandon, Man.

J. A. McDougal, superintendent of terminals of tlie Missouri

Pacific at Little Rock, Ark., has been appointed superintendent

of the Arkansas division, with oOice at Little Rock, succeeding

J. F. Murphy, promoted.

F. W. Green, general superintendent of the Louisiana & Ar-

kansas at Stamps, Ark., has been appointed general manager,

with headquarters at Stamps, a new office. He will have general

control and direction of the construction, operating and mainte-

nance departments.

J. W. Dodge, chief clerk to the general superintendent of the

southern lines of the Illinois Central at New Orleans, La., has

been appointed superintendent of the New Orleans division of

the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with office at Vicksburg, Miss.,

succeeding B. F. Galvani, resigned.

B. C. Crow, chief clerk in the office of the genera! manager

of the Texas & Pacific at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed gen-

eral superintendent and general freight and passenger agent

of the Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northern, with office at

Weatherford, Tex., succeeding P. E. Bock, resigned to accept

service elsewhere.

P. E. Bock, whose appointment as general superintendent of

the Gulf, Texas & Western, with office at Jermyn, Tex., has

been announced in these columns, began railway work in April,

1881, in the construction department of the Denver, Utah &
Pacific, now a part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at

Denver,. Colo., and remained with that road in the operating and

mechanical departments until 1890, when he took charge of the

construction of the Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern,

in Texas. On the completion of that road he was train con-

ductor until February, 1892, when he was appointed super-

intendent. In October, 1898, he was elected also vice-president,

and assumed the duties of general freight and passenger agent,

with office at Weatherford, Tex., from which he now resigns

to go the the Gulf, Texas & Western, as above noted.

Beginning June 19, the Missouri Pacific System will be oper-

ated in three districts as follows: The Eastern district, with

headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., comprising the St. Louis Ter-

minal, Illinois, Missouri, Eastern, Joplin and White River di-

visions; J. F. Murphy, superintendent at Little Rock, Ark., has

been appointed general superintendent; R. J. Turnbull, division

master mechanic at Osawatomie, Kan., has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of machinery; and Phil Carroll, division

engineer at Poplar Bluff, Mo., has been appointed engineer main-

tenance of way. The Western district, with headquarters at

Kansas City, Mo., comprising the Kansas City Terminal, Omaha,

Northern Kansas, Central Kansas, Colorado, Wichita and

Southern Kansas divisions; W. J. McKee has been appointed

general superintendent; W. L. Tracy, assistant superintendent of

machinery; and J. R. Leighty, engineer maintenance of way.

The Southern district, with headquarters at Little Rock, com-

prising the Arkansas, Memphis, Valley, Natchez and Central

divisions ; M. M. Richey has been appointed general superintend-

ent; D. W. Cunningham, assistant superintendent of machinery;

and E. J. Correll, engineer maintenance of way. (See item in

General News Section.)

The jurisdiction of the general superintendent, the assistant

superintendent of machinery and the engineer maintenance of

way of the Southern district of the Missouri Pacific System, and

that of the superintendent, the master mechanic and the divi-

sion engineer of the Valley division, has been extended over

the line frt)in Alexandria, La., to Lake Charles, which will here-
after he operated as the Lake Charles district of the Valley di-

vision. 'J'he jurisdiction of similar officers of the luistern dis-

trict and of the Illinois division has been extended over the
Coal l^clt division, which will hereafter be operated as the Coal
Belt district of the Illinois division. The jurisdiction of officers

of the Omaha and Northern Kansas divisions having been sepa-
rated, A. Dclkrnardi, superintendent at Atchison, Kan., has been
appointed superintendent of the Omaha division, with office at

Falls City, Neb., and J. F. Russ, trainmaster at Concordia, Kan.,
has been appointed superintendent of the Northern Kansas di-

vision, with office at Atchison, Kan. (See item under Engineer-
ing and Rolling Stock Officers.)

Edward Wilson Mason, whose appointment as division super-
intendent of the Western Pacific, with office at Sacramento, Cal.,

has been announced in these columns, was born March 23, 1877,

_ at Moberly, Mo. He
received a public school

education and began
railway work in June,
1893, as a night caller

in the operating depart-

ment of the Northern
Pacific at T a c o m a,

Wash. Two years later

he was transferred to

the South Tacoma shops

as night operator, and
was then consecutively

relay operator, ticket

clerk and operator, des-

patcher, then night chief

despatcher and chief
despatcher, filling these

offices at dififerent times

at Tacoma, at Helena,
Mont., and at Missoula.

His next promotion was
to trainmaster, which

E. W. Mason. position he resigned in

November, 1909, to go
with the Western Pacific, after having been with the Northern
Pacific continuously, except for six months in 1902-1903, when
he was trainmaster at Kent, Wash., for the Puget Sound Elec-

tric Railway. He was then made superintendent of telegraph

and car accountant of the Western Pacific, from which office he

has been promoted as above.

Traffic Officers.

Russell C. Thompson has been appointed a traveling freight

agent of the Georgia Railroad, with office at Tampa, Fla.

G. W-. Lee has been appointed traveling immigration agent

of the Mobile & Ohio, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

C. R. Alvarez has been appointed a soliciting freight agent of

the Seaboard Air Line, with office at Tampa, Fla., succeeding

W. H. Drew, resigned.

George W. Vaux has been appointed traveling passenger agent

of the Southern Pacific, with office at Toronto, Ont., succeeding

J. O. Goodsell, transferred.

Charles Hall, assistant general freight agent of the St. Louis

& San Francisco at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed general

western freight agent, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.,

a new office.

Edward S. Giles, chief of the tariff bureau of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western, has been appointed assistant general

freight agent, with office at New York, and his former position

has been abolished.

T. E. Brazelton, traveling freight agent of the Gulf, Colorado

& Santa Fe at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed industrial agent,

with office at Galveston, Tex., succeeding S. A. Kendig, colon-

ization .agent, deceased.

W. H. Foust, chief clerk to the assistant general passenger

agent of the Baltimore & Ohio at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been ap-
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pointed traveling passenger agent, with office at Pittsburgh, suc-
ceeding Arthur W. Tiddy, deceased.

Press Nicholls, formerly soliciting freight agent of the Atchi-
son, Topeka & Santa Fe at Beaumont, Tex., has been appointed
commercial agent of the Mallory Steamship Company, with
office at San Antonio, Tex., succeeding S. C. Timpson, resigned.

J. F. Jutz has been appointed a traveling freight agent of the
Union Pacific, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding George
Carroll, and M. Meadors has been appointed a contracting freight
agent, with office at Los Angeles, Cal., succeeding W. J. Robinson.

J. P. Brandon, district passenger agent of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, and the Evansville &
Terre Haute, with office at Cleveland, Ohio, has resigned, and for
the present M. B. Mnxen, district passenger agent at Fittsbuigh,
Pa., will have jurisdiction over the Cleveland territory. .

F. L. Corwin, commercial agent of the Central of Georgia,
at Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed Florida freight agent,
and J. R. Randolph, traveling freight agent, at Jacksonville,

succeeds Mr. Corwin, both with offices at Jacksonville. H. E.

Shepard has been appointed a commercial agent, with office at

Tampa.

W. L. McWhirter, commercial agent of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe at Galveston, Tex., has been appointed general agent,

with office at New Orleans, La., succeeding W. J. Nolan, ap-

pointed soliciting freight agent at Beaumont, Tex. Albert R.

Bone has been appointed soliciting freight agent at Galveston,

succeding to 'the duties of Mr. McWhirter.

Holman D. Waldron, assistant general passenger agent of
the Maine Central and its controlled lines, has been promoted
to the position of general passenger agent; office at Portland,

Me. Mr. Waldron succeeds Frederick E. Boothbj', who has

been at the head of the passenger department of the Maine
Central for 37 years. Col. Boothby has for many years been a

prominent member of the American Association of General

Passenger and Ticket Agents.

M. C. Broughton, district freight solicitor of the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Easton, Pa., has been appointed freight solicitor,

with office at Pittsburgh, succeeding E. B. Mitchell, promoted.

W. J. Hickey, freight solicitor, at Rochester, N. Y., succeeds

Mr. Broughton. Bruce K. Wimer, freight solicitor at Easton,

succeeds Mr. Hickey; Edward S. Neilson, freight solicitor at

New Haven, Conn., succeeds Mr. Wimer ; W. S. Franklin, Jr.,

freight solicitor, with office at Baltimore, Md., succeeds Mr.
Neilson, and S. T. Stackpole succeeds Mr. Franklin.

Iverson Lea Graves, whose appointment as coal freight agent

of the Southern Railway, with office at Atlanta, Ga., has been

announced in these columns, was born June 21, 1870, at Au-
gusta, Ga. He was educated at Emory College, Oxford, gradu-

ating with the degree of A. B. in the class of 1891. The follow-

ing year he began railway work with the Richmond & Danville,

now a part of the Southern Railway, and was for two years in

the law department of that road, and then for one year was out

of railway work. He was then with the operating department of

the Plant System of Railways for one year, then one year with

the Southeastern Car Service Association at Atlanta, and since

January, 1897, in the executive and traffic department of the

Southern Railway. At the time of his recent appointment as

coal freight agent he was general freight agent at Memphis, Tenn.

L. L. McCleskey, whose appointment as assistant general

freight agent of the Southern Railway, at Atlanta, Ga., has been

announced in these columns, was born at Monroe, Walton

county, Ga., and was educated at the University of Georgia.

He began railway work in 1875 as soliciting agent on the Port

Royal & Augusta, now a part of the Charleston & Western

Carolina, and the following year went to the Atlantic Coast

Line as soliciting freight agent. About two years later he was

appointed passenger agent of the Associated Railways of Vir-

ginia & Carolina, remaining in this position until April, 1881,

when he was appointed commercial agent of the Richmond &
Danville, now a part of the Southern Railway, and about three

years later was made assistant general freight and passenger

agent of the same road. In March, 1898, he was appointed di-

vision freight agent of the Southern Railway, and in November,

1909, was appointed assistant to general freight agent, which po-

sition he held until his recent appointment as above noted.

James Westmoreland Hunter, whose appointment as assistant
general freight agent of the Southern Railway, with office at

Mobile, Ala., has been announced in these columns, was born
on February 23, 1871, at Atlanta, Ga., and was educated in the
public schools of his native town. Mr. Hunter began railway
work on December 17, 1890, as stenographer in the office of the
assistant general freight agent of the East Tennessee, Virginia
& Georgia, now a part of the Southern Railway, and was later

chief clerk. In February, 1896, lie was appointed chief clerk to

the division freight agent of the Southern Railway, at Raleigli,

N. C. The following May he went to the passenger department
of the Georgia & Alabama, now a part of the Seaboard Air
Line, and from April, 1897, to June, 1899, was rate clerk and
chief clerk in the division freight office of the Southern Railway,
at Birmingham, Ala., and in June, 1899, he was promoted to

soliciting agent. He was then made commercial agent, and later

division freight agent at Selma, which position he held at the time
of his recent appointment as assistant general freight agent.

Joseph H. Brown, whose appointment as general freight and
passenger agent of the Gulf & Ship Island, with office at Gulf-

port, Miss., has been announced in these columns, was born No-
vember 16, 1873, at

Rochester, N. Y. Mr.

Brown began railway

work in August, 1886,

with the Blue Line (fast

freight line), and in 1896

he was appointed a rate

clerk on the Michigan

Central, at Chicago. The
following year he was
appointed chief rate and
percentage clerk in the

general freight depart-

ment, at Detroit, and in

1898 was appointed gen-

eral accountant of the

Nfjrth Shore Despatch.

In 1899 Mr. Brown was
appointed chief clerk to

the assistant general

freight agent of the

Michigan Central, at

Chicago, and the follow-

ing year he was made
chief clerk to the freight

traffic manager, at Detroit of the same road. He was appointed

manager of the North & South Despatch, in 1906, with office at

Chicago, and three years later was appointed as.sistant general

freight agent of the Michigan Central, with office at Bay City.

Now he becomes general freight and passenger agent of the

Gulf S: 5'lii|i Island, as ;il)Ove noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

David L. Robertson lias been appointed assistant engineer of

the New York Central & Hudson River, with office at New
York, succeeding S. C. Upson.

F. B. Hart has been appointed roadmaster of the Pecos &
Northern Texas, with office at Amarillo, Tex., succeeding J. H.

Stinson, transferred to Canadian, Tex.

W. H. Sample has been appointed master mechanic of the

Ottawa division of the Grand Trunk, with office at Ottawa, Ont.,

succeeding R. Cowan, assigned to other duties.

P. J. Carter has been appointed assistant engineer of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe, with office at Galveston, Tex., succeeding

Kennetii B. Duncan, transferred to Topeka, Kan.

B. S. Wathen, chief engineer of the Texas & Pacific at Dallas,

Tex., has been appointed consulting engineer, with office at

Dallas. C. H. Chambcrlin, assistant engineer at Dallas, has been

appointed chief engineer.

, F. G. Jonah has been appointed chief engineer of the New
Orleans, Texas & Mexico, and the St. Louis, Brownsville &
Mexico, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding on the former

road M. C. Byers, who will devote his entire time to other parts

of the system.
"

j

J. H. Brown.
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Tlic followiiij; liavc l)crii appointed .shop siipi'iiiiU-ndiiits of

the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Monntain & S(nith-

ern ; M. J. McCIraw at Scdalia, Mo.; W. C. Smith at Kansas
City, Mo.; E. F. Stroch at IloisinKton, Kan.; !!. J. IVaslcy at

Dc Soto, Mo., and B. E. Stevens at Argcnta, Ark.

A. R. Cook, engineer maintenance of way nf tlic Northern

Pacific lines west of Paradise, at Tacoina, Wasli., lias heen ap-

pointed principal assistant engineer, a new office, with licad-

qnarters at Taconia. L. M. Perkins, ensjincer maintenance of

way of the lines east of Parailise at St. Panl, Minn., succeeds

Mr. Cook, and Andrew Ciii)son, head of tlic liml)cr dciiartnient

at Missoula, Mont., succeeds Mr. Perkins.

Incident to the re-districting of tlie Missouri Pacific System

(see items under Operating Oflkcrs and in the General News
Section), R. J. Trumbull, division master mechanic at Osawa-
tomie, Kan., has been appointed assistant superintendent of ma-
chinery of the Eastern district; and Phil Carroll, division engi-

neer at Poplar Bluff, Mo., has been appointed engineer mainte-

nance of way, both with offices at St. Louis, Mo. J. T. Robinson

has been appointed master mechanic of the Central Kansas di-

vision, witii office at Osawatomie, succeeding Mr. Trumbull. E. R.

Lockhart, assistant master mechanic at Hoisington, Kan., has

been appointed master mechanic of the Colorado division, with

ofTice at Hoisington, and his former position has been abolished.

The jurisdiction of officers of the Omaha and Northern Kansas

divisions having been separated. F. W. Schultz, master mechanic,

and O. Rickert, division engineer, both at Atchison, Kan., have

been transferred to Falls City, Neb., with jurisdiction over the

Omaha division. C. E. McAuliffe, assistant master mechanic at

Jefferson City, Mo., has been appointed master mechanic of the

Northern Kansas division, with office at Atchison ; and H. E.

Boardman, whose appointment as division engineer at Atchison

was recently announced in these columns, w-ill have jurisdiction

over the Northern Kansas division.

Purchasing Officers.

C. Ludolph, car accountant cf the Texas & Pacific at Dallas,

Tex., has been appointed purchasing agent, with office at Dallas,

and W. F. Duane has been appointed general storekeeper, with

office at Marshall.

Benjamin S. Hinckley, whose appointment as purchasing agent

of the Boston & Maine, with office at Boston, Mass., has been

announced in these columns, was born November 18, 1875, at

Charlestown, and was educated at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. He began railway work in August, 1899, with the

Northern Pacific, and for six years was a special apprentice and

dynamometer car operator on that road. In April, 1906, he

went to the New York, New Haven & Hartford as chief in-

spector in the test department, and was appointed engineer of

tests in June, 1907, which position he held until his recent ap-

pointment as purchasing agent of the Boston & Maine.

Special Officers.

Eden B. Hunt has been appointed superintendent of the volun-

tary relief department of the Pennsylvania Railroad and sub-

sidiary companies, succeeding Spencer Meade, deceased.

OBITUARY.

E. M. Kenly, vice-president, general superintendent and chief

engineer of the Yakima Valley Transportation Company, died

suddenly at his home in North Yakima, Wash., on June 10.

Sylvester T. Smith, formerly president of the Chesapeake

Beach Railway, died in Chicago on June 18, at the age of 72

years. Mr. Smith was born at Buffalo, N. Y., and began rail-

way work in 1864 with the Union Pacific (Eastern division),

afterwards the Kansas Pacific Railway. He was connected with

the accounting and auditing department until October, 1878,

when he was made receiver. He was transferred to the oper-

ating department in the following year, and from October, 1884,

to April, 1887, was general superintendent. He was then for a

number of years genera) manager of the Denver & Rio Grande.

He was associated with David H. Moffat in the construction

of the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, and amassed a large

fortune in the mining industry in Colorado.

Scjutpment anh ^upplte^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The International & Great Northern has ordered nine

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Erie Railroad is in the market for 35 Mikado locomo-

tives, 5 Pacific type locomotives and 20 switching locomotives.

The Mexico North Western, reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of June 16 as being in the market for 2 Mallet (2-6-6-2)

locomotives and 6 Prairie type locomotives, has ordered these

engines from the American Locomotive Company.

The Uintah Railway has ordered 1 Mikado locomotive from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The diameter of the cylinders

will be 19 in., stroke of piston, 22 in., diameter of driving

wheels will be 40 in., and the total weight in working order will

be 146,000 lbs.

The Escanaba & Lake Superior has ordered one 10-wheel

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The cylinders

will be 19 in. x 26 in., diameter of driving wheels will be 58 in.,

weight on drivers will be about 107,450 lbs. The total weight of

the engine will be 137,750 lbs., and the weight on tender 110,000

lbs., in working order.

The Southern Railway, as mentioned in the Raihuay Age
Gazette of April 28, has ordered 33 mikado locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and 15 Pacific type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company. The dimensions and

specifications of these locomotives will be as follows

:

Type Mikado Pacific

Simple or compound Simple Simple

Weight on drivers 212,300 lbs. 134,000 lbs.

Total weight 269,000 lbs. 224,300 lbs.

Diameter of cylinders 27 in. 22 in.

Stroke of pistons 30 in. 28 in.

Diameter of drivers 63 in. 72}^ in.

Type of boiler Extended wagon top Straight top

Working steam pressure 175 lbs. 220 lbs.

Heating surfaces, tubes 3,019 sq. ft. 3,700 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 212 sq. ft. 185 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,231 sq. ft. 3,885 sq. ft.

Tubes, number 30 5^ in. super-

heater 312

183 ordinary

Tubes, outside diameter Zy^ \n. 2% in.

Tubes, length 20 ft. in. 20 ft. in.

Firebox, type Wide Wide
Firebox, length 108 in. 109 in.

Firebox, width 72 ^ in. 73 :n.

Firebox, material and maker... Carbon acid Carbon acid

Grate area 54 sq. ft. 54 sq. ft.

Tank capacity for water 8,000 gals. 7,500 gals.

Coal capacity 14 tons 12 tons

Special Equipment.

Ax!es Open hearth steel Open hearth steel

Bell ringer Improved Golmar Improved Golmar
Boiler lagging 85% magnesia 85% magnesia
Brakes New York New York
Brake beams Waycott Waycott
Brake shoes Amer. Brake Shoe Amer. Brake Shoe

& Fdy. Co. & Fdy. Co.

Couplers McConway & Torley McConway & Torley
Driving boxes Cast steel .Cast steel

Headlight Electric Pyle Electric Pyle
Injector Hancock Hancock
Journal bearings Ajax Ajax
Piston and valve rod packings.. Paxton-Mitchell Paxton-Mitchell

Safety valve Consolidated 5 engs. consolidated
10 engs. Crane

Sanding devices Viloco Viloco
Sight-feed lubricators Detroit 13 engs. Michigan

2 engs. Detroit

Springs Pittsburgh Spring & Vanadium
Steel Co.

Staying Ewald United States
Steam gages Ashton Ashton
Steam heat equipment None Gold
Superheater Locomotive Super- Locomotive Super-

heater Co. heater Co.'s super-
heater on 2 engs.
Cyls. on these engs.
will be 24 in. x
28 in.

Tires Midvale Midvale
Tubes Charcoal iron Charcoal iron
Valve gear Walschaerts Walschaerts
Wheel centers Cast steel Cast steel

Stay bolts Tate flexible Tate flexible

Throttle Chambers Chambers
Frames Vanadium steel Vanadium steel
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CAR BUILDING.

The United Traction Co., Albany, N. Y., has ordered 12

street cars from the Pressed Steel Car Co.

The Great Northern has ordered 1,000 40- ft. long, 40-ton
capacity box cars from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.
The Mexico North Western, reported in the Raihmy Age

Gazette of June 16 as being in the market for 500 logging cars,

has ordered this equipment from the Bettendorf Axle Co., with
an option for 100 more cars after January 1. The cars are to

be all steel, 40 ft. long, and to have a capacity of 40 tons.

The Southern Railway, as mentioned in the Railiuny Age
Gazette of April 28, has ordered 35 all-steel passenger cars from
the Harlan & Hollingsworth Corporation ; 10 all-steel combination
passenger and baggage cars from the St. Louis Car Company,
and 20 steel underframe postal cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company The inside measurements of the 35 pas-

senger cars will be 66 ft. long, 8 ft. 10^ in. wide, and'the overall

measurements will be 74 ft. 8>^ in. long ; 9 ft. 10^4 in. vdde, and
14 ft. l-K ii""-- high, from rail. The inside measurements of the

10 passenger and baggage cars will be 65 ft. long, 8 ft. 1934 in.

wide, and the overall measurements will l)e 74 ft. 4,'^ in. long; 9

ft. 10i4 in- wide, and 14 ft. \}i in. high, from rail. The 20 postal

cars are to have wood bodies and steel underframes. The inside

measurements will be 60 ft. long, 9 ft. wide, and the overall meas-

urements will be 63 ft. 4 in. long, 9 ft. 10'^ in. wide, and 14 ft.

2 in. high, from rail. The special equipment on all three types

will be identical, except where indicated.

Axles Open hearth steel.

Bolsters, body Built in.

Bolsters, truck Commonwealth.
Brakes Westinghouse.
Brake beams Waycott.
Brake shoes American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.
Brasses Ajax.
Couplers McConway & Torley.
Curtain Fixtures Pass., Pass, and Bagg., Curtain Supply Co.
Curtain material Pass., Pass, and Bagg., Pantasote.
Draft gear Miner friction.

Dust guards Harrison.
Heating system Ciold Combination Straight Steam and Vapor.
Journal boxes Symington.
Lighting system Electric.

Paint Lowe Bros.

Tji 4.C J Pass., Pass and Bagg., steel.Pl^'f°™s
( Postal, short.

Seat covering Pass., Pass, and Bagg., Plush, Chase's crimson.
Side bearings Wood's single roller.

Springs Pittsburgh Spring & Steel Co.

fPass., Pass, and Bagg., Commonwealth all steel,

] 6 wheel, 4^ in x 8 in. journals.

I

Postal, Commonwealth all steel, 6 wheel, 5 in.

! X 9 in. journals.

I
Pass., wide enclosed.

Vestibules i Pass, and bagg., wide enclosed on pass. end.
[ Postal, Pullman type.

\'estibule diaphragms... .Ajax.
Vestibule trap doors. ... Pass., Pass, and Bagg., Edwards.
Wheels ...Rolled steel.

\\r:„A c„4. ,„ 5 Pass., Pass and Bagg., Edwards.Window fixtures
\ p^^^^l^ ^ ^ ^ p

^s

Buffer device Miner friction.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Wabash Railroad has ordered 2,500 tons of rails from
the Illinois Steel Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 4,000 tons of

Bessemer rails from the Maryland Steel Company.

The National Railways ok Hayti are said to have ordered

8,000 tons of rails from the Lackawanna Steel Company.

The Canadian Car & Foundry Company has ordered 50,000

tons of structural steel from the United States Steel Corporation.

The Japanese government's plans for railway extension in the

future contemplate an outlay of $676,000,000, it is said, of which

at least $530,000,000 has to be borrowed—largely from abroad.

This scheme represents a program of some 30 years' duration,

but the portion of the project to be carried out at once extends

over a period of about 13 years and involves an expenditure

of $238,000,000. About $63,000,000 of this is to be derived from

profits on ordinary railway traffic, but the remaining $175,000,-

000 will come from abroad. According to the present arrange-

ment the government will spend about $15,000,000 annually on

railway extension.

—

Consular Report.

The Korean Railways have ordered 50 tons of staybolt iron
from the Falls Hollow Staybolt Company, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

The Philadelphia Locomotive Works, recently incorporated
to take over the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has filed notice

of an increase of its capital to $40,000,000. This sum is twice
the amount of the capital of the old company.

Announcement has been made that George C. Jerome has
bought all the rights and interests of A. B. Elliott, in the firm
of Jerome & Elliott, and that the business will hereafter be con-
ducted under the name of the Jerome Metallic Packing Company,
at 1120 West Monroe street, Chicago.

The Asbestos Protected Metal Company has opened a new
plant for making asbestos protected metal and weatherproof
non-rusting skylights at Beaver Falls, Penn. The executive
offices of the company have been removed and all conununica-
tions should hereafter be sent to the above address.

In the new Chicago & North Western passenger station re-

cently opened at Chicago, some 25 Sirocco fans of various sizes,

made by the American Blower Co., Detroit, Mich., have been
installed in connection with the ventilating system, also two of
the disc fans made by this company.

Judge Dyer, sitting in the United States Court, at St. Louis,

Mo., has rendered a decision in favor of the Scullin-Gallagher

Iron & Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., in the case of the Amer-
ican Steel Foundries vs. the Scullin-Gallagher Iron & Steel Com-
pany for infringement of patents on the Hardie side frame by
the Wolff truck frame. The case was dismissed on the grounds
that there was nothing novel or patentable in the Hardie device.

Electrification with 1,500 Volts D. C.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has

taken a contract for the electrification of two sections of road of

the Piedmont Traction Company in North Carolina and South

Carolina, aggregating 130 miles of line. This is the first railway

electrification in America to be equipped with apparatus for

1,500 volts direct-current. A number of lines are now operated

on 1,200 volts, but this is the first one to contract for 1,500-volt

equipment. One section is 35 miles long, from King's Moun-
tain, N. C, to Charlotte ; and the other is 95 miles from Green-

wood, S. C, to Spartanburg, S. C, with a 10-mile branch from

Belton to Anderson. The power for both lines will be bought

from the Southern Power Company and fed to the line through

motor-generator sets in sub-stations. There will be sub-stations

at Charlotte, Gastonia, and King's Mountain, each equipped with

one 500 Kw. motor generator set; and at Dead Falls, Belton,

Anderson, Greenville, Greers and Spartanburg, requiring seven

500 Kw. motor-generator sets and two of 300 Kw., together

with transformers, etc. Four classes of service will be maintained

on both of the roads, namely, express passenger, local passenger,

light freight and express, and heavy freight service.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Railway Telephones.—"Our Contribution," is the title of a

leaflet which has been issued by the Western Electric Company,

New York and Chicago, filled with pictures illustrating the vari-

ety of instruments and apparatus which the company has made

for railways during the past few years.

Transformer.—The Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere,

N. J., has issued a small booklet on the Remek transformers,

which illustrates and shows the gain in efficiency in these trans-

formers. Among other things is a table showing the com-

parative efficiency of^e leading transformers on the market.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The passenger department of the

Denver & Rio Grande has issued an illustrated booklet, written

by Edwin L. Sabin, entitled "The Peaks of the Rockies," de-

scribing the scenery in these mountains and containing a list of

the mountain ranges and peaks, with the altitude of the latter

and the names of the nearest railway stations. There is also a

map showing the location of the principal peaks in Colorado,

Utah and New Mexico.
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Batltttay (i^on^UntHiotu

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alma Railway.—Sec Maxton, Alma & Soutlibouiul.

Arizona Eastern.—Contract has been given to the Grant
Brothers Construction Company, it is said, for building an ex-

tension from Mesa, Ariz., to Chandler ranch, 12 miles.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company has begun
operating the section of the Tcxico-Coleman cut-off between
Sweetwater, Tex., and Lamesa, to a connection with the Pecos
Valley division from Lamesa to Canyon. The section between
Coleman and Sweetwater has been finished for several months,

and the link between Lamesa and Texico, N. Mex., is expected

to be finished by November. (May 12, p. 1132.)

Beaumont & Great Northern.—This company is planning to

build an extension, it is said, from Livingston, Tex., southeast

to Beaumont, about 100 miles, and the line is eventually to be

extended from the northern terminus at Weldon, northwest to

Waco.

Canadian Northern.—Bids are wanted by Mackenzie, Mann
& Co., Toronto, Ont, until July 1, for work on sections as fol-

lows : Port Arthur, Ont., to a point on the boundary between

the districts of Thunder Bay and Algoma; from the end of

Section 1 to Kapuskasing lake and Kapuskasing lake to Sellwood

Junction.

Canadian Pacific.—An officer writes that a contract has been

given to Button & Timson, Winnipeg, Man., to build a 32-mile

line from Wilkie, Sask., northwest.

Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—An officer

writes that the new extension from Mount Carmel, 111., to Evans-

ville, Ind., 32.21 miles, is to be opened for operation on July 1.

The line is of high-grade permanent construction with maximum
curvature of 1 deg., except within the city limits of Evansville.

Maximum grade northbound is 0.03 per cent.

Crosbyton-Southplains.—An officer writes that this company,

which operates a 38-mile line from Lubbock, Tex., east to Crosby-

ton, will build an additional 30 miles as soon as surveys are com-

pleted. Some of the work will be heavy, there will be a 100-ft.

steel bridge and other bridge work. (April 28, p. 1016.)

Elberton & Eastern.—Incorporated in Georgia with $500,000

capital, and office at Elberton, Ga., to build about 50 miles of

railway. The projected route is from Elberton, south to Wash-
ington, Wilkes county, thence east to Lincolnton. W. O. Jones,

L. M. Heard, W. F. Anderson, J. H. Blackwell and Z. B. Rogers,

Elberton; W. J. Adams and J. A. Morse, Tignall, and M. A.

Pharr, Washington, are incorporators.

Grand Trunk.—An officer is quoted as saying that this com-

pany will build in the near future an additional line to Ottawa,

Ont., but it has not yet been decided whether the line will be

built from Kingston or Brockville.

Greenville, Spartanburg & Anderson.—See Piedmont Trac-

tion Company.

Hummelstovvn & Campbellstown (Electric).—See Lebanon

& Campbellstown (Electric).

Illinois Roads.—An officer of the Northern Illinois Industrial

Company writes that it is the intention of that company to build

a belt line railway encircling the cities of North Chicago, 111.,

and Waukegan, to supply switching facilities to industries in

that manufacturing district. The necessary right-of-way is being

secured, and it is expected that part of the line will be in

operation this coming fall. C. E. Sayler, president, Chicago.

Lebanon & Campbellstown (Electric).—Rights-of-way have

been secured and construction work will be started soon on a

12-mile line. This is to be an extension of the Hummelstown &
Campbellstown, and will provide a through route for electric

lines from Harrisburg, Pa., to Lebanon.

Lehigh Valley Transit.—An officer writes that contracts

have been let to Joseph Nepoliano, Johnstown, Pa., for building

a cut-off at Sellersville, 1.25 miles, and another cut-off at Per-

kasie, 1.25 miles, on which work is now under way. Maximum

grades will be 6 per cent., and maximum curvature 6 deg. There
will be about 12,000 cu. yds. of grading per mile. The work
calls for four plate girder bridges and a tunnel under the main
tracks of the Philadelphia & Reading, at Perkasie. There will

be brick and concrete passenger stations at Sellersville and at

Perkasie, each one story high, 18 ft. x 46 ft., to cost about $3,000

each, for which bids have not yet been asked. (June 9, p. 1334.)

Maxton, Alma & Southbound.—An officer writes that this

company has taken over the rights and property of the Alma
Railway, which operates a line from Alma, N. C, to Midway,
seven miles. Beyond Midway the line was operated as a logging

road. The new company expects to build a 15-mile extension

from Alma. At present only freight trains are in operation

between Alma and Midway, but when the extension is built the

completed line is to be opened for passenger service. Connec-
tion is to be made with Maxton over the Seaboard Air Line
tracks. C. J. Cottingham, general manager, Alma.

Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf.—Announcement has been made
that construction work will be started about October 1 on an
extension of between 200 and 250 'miles. The proposed route is

from Denison, Tex., southwest to Dallas and Fort Worth, on
the south, and from Muskogee, Okla., on the northern end, west
to Oklahoma City. The line is eventually to be extended from
the present northern terminus at Wagoner, Okla., either to Pitts-

burg, Kan., or Joplin, Mo. Surveys have been made also from
both these places to Kansas City. (December 23, p. 1204.)

Missouri Pacific.—An officer is quoted as saying that im-

provements are to be made on the Central branch and the line

from Topeka, Kan., to Fort Scott. The main line through Kan-
sas is also to be improved. New heavier rail is to be laid on the

more important branches, the grades and curvature reduced, and

some bridge improvement work is also to be carried out. A
large amount of ballasting is included in the improvements, also

a new station at Topeka.

New York, Westchester & Boston.—An officer writes that

this company, which is a consolidation and merger of the New
York, Westchester & Boston Railway Company and the New
York & Port Chester, succeeded to all the rights and privileges

granted those two corporations, holding a charter to build a high

speed electric line from the Harlem river through the borough

of the Bronx, New York City, to Port Chester, with a branch

from Mount Vernon, north to White Plains. The main line

starts at Lincoln avenue, New York City, between 132d street and

the tracks of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, continuing

through the borough of the Bronx to 180th street and Morris

Park avenue, at which place the company intends to establish a

transfer station for the interchange and distribution of passengers

between its own line and the Interborough, both the subway and

the extended third-track elevated service. From 180th street

the line passes through the eastern section of the borough of the

Bronx, through Morris Park to the Mount Vernon line, with

stations at White Plains Road, Morris Park, Pelham Parkway,

Allerton avenue. Gun Hill Road, Baychester avenue and Dyre

avenue, and at Kingsbridge Road, near Merrit avenue, in Mount
Vernon. The line will continue through Mount Vernon, with

stations at East Sixth street. East Third street and Columbus

avenue to the east line of that city, near Lincoln avenue, where

the road divides, one line going easterly to New Rochelle, and

a map issued by the company shows this line extended to

Port Chester. The other line is being built northerly

through Mount Vernon, New Rochelle and Scarsdale to

White Plains. Construction of the line is proceeding rapidly

under contracts with the O'Brien Construction Company,

New York; Lathrop & Shea, Mount Vernon; Merritt &
Gilbert, New Rochelle, and Henry Steers, Inc., New York.

Stations of concrete are being built under contracts with William

Dickinson, Murray Brothers, Snare & Triest and Cauldwell fc

Wingate. The work in the upper part of the Bronx and in West-

chester county is heavy. Maximum grades will be 1 per cent,

and maximum curvature 6 degrees. There will be 67 steel

bridges and viaducts, ranging from a 20-ft. span to a 2,800 ft.

viaduct. There will also be two viaducts each 700 ft. long; four

concrete arches, varying in length from 20 ft. to 65 ft., and a

subway, 4,000 ft. long. The line is being built entirely on private

right-of-way. Work has been finished on all four tracks over

a section of about six miles. The electrification will be A. C.
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system and it is expected that a considerable portion of the line
will be in operation before the end of the present year. L. S.
Miller, president; T. D. Rhodes, vice-president; J. L. Crider,
chief engineer, and John Roberts, signal engineer, all with offices
at New York. The company's charter gives it the right to build
a branch from West Farms, southeast, thence east, via Clason
Point to Throgg's Neck, but no work is being done on that
branch at present, as every effort is being made to finish the
main line and the line to White Plains. The road will be a four-
track high-speed electric line with frequent trains, and will be
equipped with steel cars of the latest type.

Omaha, Sioux City & Northern.—A contract has been given
to the Kansas Construction & Irrigation Company, Garden City,
Kan., to build from Omaha, Neb., north via Blair, Tekamah and
Decatur to Sioux City, Iowa, 90 miles. B. M. McCue, president;
B. L. Allen, chief engineer. E. A. Tennis, Garden City, Kan.,
is interested in the project.

Oregon Short Line.—This company has finished work on the
cut-off at Wendell, Idaho. It is said that the construction between
that place and Jerome will be finished, and the cut-off between
Rupert and Bliss will be open for traffic July 4.

Piedmont Traction Company.—An officer writes that under
this name a line is to be built from Charlotte, N. C, west via

Mount Holly, Gastonia and Kings Mountain to Grover, thence
under the name of the Greenville, Spartanburg & Anderson
through South Carolina, from Blacksburg, via Gaffney, Spartan-
burg, Greenville and Belton to Greenwood. All contracts are let,

except for the section from Spartanburg, S. C, to Grover, N. C,
to W. J. Oliver & Co., Greenville, S. C, and to Stewart & Jones,
Gastonia, N. C. Some of the work will be heavy. Maximum
curvature will be 6 deg. There will be a number of bridges, as

the line will cross many streams. J. B. Duke, president, New
York, and W. S. Lee, vice-president, Charlotte, N. C. The com-
pany owns and operates a nine-mile line between Belton, S. C,
and Anderson.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—A contract is said to have been
entered into by this company with residents of Mason, Tex., to

build an extension of the Fort Worth & Rio Grande division,

from Brady to Mason, 27 miles. It is understood that the line

will be extended eventually from Mason to Waring, which is

about 100 miles from Brady.

Southern Pacific.—Bids will soon be asked for building a

16-mile section of the proposed line from Glamis, Cal., to the

Palo Verde valley.

Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.—An officer writes that the

Tidewater Development Company will not take over the prop-

erty and rights of the Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia, as was
recently stated in these columns, nor are any negotiations pend-

ing with this end in view.

Texas Roads.—A line is to be built through timber lands near

the Sabine river in San Augustine and Sabine counties, Tex.

The proposed route is from Broaddus, via Hemphill to Sabine-

town, about SO miles. W. H. Knox, Livingston, who owns ex-

tensive timber lands along the proposed route, is back of the

project.

Twin Mountain & Potomac.—Organized in West Virginia

with $100,000 capital, to build from McNeill, Hardy county,

W. Va., on the Hampshire Southern, to Twin Mountain, Gram
county. It is expected to begin construction work on the line

this summer. The incorporators are residents of Fairmont,

W. Va.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—See Wheeling & Lake Erie.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—According to press reports, plans

are now under way for carrying out extensive improvements

on this line and on the Wabash-Pittsburgh terminal. The im-

provements include double-tracking work on the main line

between the Ohio river and Toledo, Ohio, and a number of new

passenger stations are to be put up.

Winnipeg, Salina & Gulf.—An officer writes that this com-

pany expects to begin actual construction work in August, at

Okeene, Okla. ; Turon, Kan., and at Salina. It is expected to

have at least 10 miles finished and in operation by September,

when financial arrangements will be made and contracts let for

building the entire line. The plans call for building from Win-
nipeg, Man., south to the gulf of Mexico, 1,500 miles. The com-
pany has just given a contract to the Beaumont Lumber Com-
pany, Beaumont, Tex., for 300,000 ties, to be delivered at Okla-
homa City, Okla. The tics are to be used on the line from
Oklahoma City to Okeene. H. Leone Miller, president. The
engineering work is in charge of special engineer, H. E. Wylic,
Salina. (February 24, p. 369.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Baton Rouge, La.—See Memphis, Tenn.

Edmonton, Alb.—See Winnipeg, Man.

Elmira, N. Y.—The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, it 13

said, will build a 10-stall roundhouse of brick and steel con-
struction, with a 90-ft. turntable, at Elmira.

Jacksonville, Fla.—An officer of the Seaboard Air Line
writes regarding the reports that that company will soon begin
work on terminal improvements, including a number of ware-
houses to be built on the river front at Jacksonville, that noth-
ing definite has yet been decided regarding this work. The im-
provements as planned will cost $100,000.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake
has taken out a permit for an addition to the freight house at

Los Angeles.

Memphis, Tenn.—An officer of the Illinois Central writes that
the plans call for building a new brick and stone passenger
station at Memphis, on Calhoun street, to be three stories high,

110 ft. x 250 ft. It has not yet been decided when bids will be
asked for the work, which will cost about $500,000. It is re-

ported that this company will also build a passenger and freight

house at Baton Rouge, La. (March 31, p. 816.)

Pasadena, Cal.—The Southern Pacific and Pacific Electric

Railways, it is said, will build a new^* station on the site of the
present station at Pasadena.

Perkasie, Pa.—See Lehigh Valley Transit under Railway
Construction.

Portland, Ore.—The Portland Railway, Light & Power Com-
pany, it is said, is building a new freight station and office build-

ing at Portland, to cost $70,000.

Prince Rupert, B. C.—See Winnipeg, Man.

Rochester, N. Y.—An officer of the New York Central &
Hudson River writes that work on the station at Rochester,

which was conmienced last year, is being continued, and bids

are now being opened for partial construction of the station.

The work will require about 1,(XX) tons of fabricated steel. It

is expected that the station will be finished some time during 1912.

Seattle, Wash.—The Northern Pacific is having plans made
to carry out alterations and additions to the pier at Seattle, at

a cost of $100,000..

Sellersville, Pa.—See Lehigh Valley Transit under Railway

Construction.

Topeka, Kan.—See Missouri Pacific under Railway Con-

struction.

Upland, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines

will enlarge the passenger and freight station at Upland.

Vancouver, B. C.—The Great Northern will spend a large

amount of money for reinforced concrete docks, piers and ware-

houses, it is said, on Burrard Inlet. About 2,()00 ft. frontage

has been secured by the railway.

Weldon Springs Landing, Mo.—A bill has been introduced in

the lower house of Congress authorizing the St. Louis, Kansas

City Electric Railway to build a bridge over the Missouri river

at Weldon Springs Landing.

Winnipeg, Man.—Contracts are to be let at once by the Grand

Trunk Pacific for a new hotel at Winnipeg, also for a hotel at

Edmonton, Alb., and a new dock is to be built at Prince

Rupert, B. C.

Woodland, Cal.—The Southern Pacific is building a new sta-

tion, it is said, at Woodland.
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Batlutuy ilftiuxniriai Nem^.

Athens & Tellico.— Sec Louisville i'^: N;i.shvil]e.

Ati..\ntic Co.xst Link.—J. ]'. iMorK.iii & Co., New York, are

offering $3,(XX).(XX) iinilied inortjjase 4 per cent, bonds of 1909-

1959 at 93. The total outstamliiijj: unified mortgage bonds,

including the present issue, is ;f(),l()7,(XX).

Atchison, Toi-kk.v & S.\nt.\ Fe.—On June 2, trading was begun
in the $10,(XX),000 coniuion stock of the Santa Fe, which was
recently listed in the official market of the Paris Bourse.

Baltimore & Ohio.—The directors have deferred action on the

common stock dividend due Septenil)cr 1.

Boston & Maine.—The coinjiany has sold one year 4 per cent,

notes to tlie amount of $5,0(X),(XX) to the First National Bank
of Boston. The proceeds of tlic notes are to be used partly

for the purchase of stock of the Worcester, Nashua & Roches-
ter (the absorption of which has just been approved) and
partly for improvements.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.—Rumors that this road will be
leased to the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Seaboard Air line

jointly, for a long term of years, continue to find credence
in New York financial circles ; and statements to that effect are

made with increasing confidence.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.—Stephen Palmer and

J. S. Talmadge of New York, have been elected directors.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—The holdings of the estate

of the late D. H. Moffat in this company have been transferred
to the Denver Railway Securities Company. According to a
press despatch from Denver, the amount of money thus far

expended on the construction of the road is $14,000,000, and
of the securities issued for that expenditure the amount ac-

quired by the new company is $10,181,818. The president of

the Denver Railway Securities Company is W. G. Evans.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The directors last week decided to de-

clare no dividend at present on the non-cumulative preferred

stock amounting to $49,779,800; nor on the common stock.

President Jeffery says that the gross receipts for the current
fiscal year will be about the same as for the preceding year,

and the net revenue, exclusive of taxes, about $7,500,000, as

compared with $7,779,467 last year. Operating expenses now
include depreciation charges, as required by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. These amount to $500,000, so that

but for this change in accounting the surplus this year would
probably be about the same as last year. The company has no
floating debt, but having guaranteed the interest on the first

mortgage bonds of the Western Pacific, it was decided that the

money which would otherwise go to the holderes of the pre-

ferred stock should be used to pay the interest, September 1,

on the fifty millions of Western Pacific bonds.

Indianapolis UNioN.^The Belt Railroad & Stockyards Company,
leased to the Indianapolis Union, has filed with the secretary

of state of Indiana a certificate providing for the increase of

its common stock from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000. Half of the

increase is to be issued to the common stockholders as a stock

dividend, while the other half is to be sold to provide funds

for the enlargement of the stockyards and other improvements

to the property.

Louisville & Nashville.—The Athens & Tellico Railway,

which for some time has been controlled by Louisville & Nash-

ville interests, will become a part of the Louisville & Nashville

on July 1. The road extends from Athens, Tenn., eastward

to Tellico Plains, Tenn., 24 miles. It crosses the Atlanta line

of the Louisville & Nashville at Englewood.

National Railways of Mexico.—The new minister of finance,

at Mexico City, says that the National Railways will pay the

usual dividend of 4 per cent, on the preferred stock, in spite

of the losses incurred during the revolution. For the month

of May the receipts were two million pesos less than in May of

last year.

Nezperce & Idaho.—The Farwell Trust Company, Chicago, is

offering at par a block of first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds

of February 1, 1910, due serially. Of the total authorized

issue of $300,000 the amount outstanding is $125,000. The com-

l)any operates 15 miles of line running from Vollmer on the

(irangeville ijranch of the Northern Pacific to Nezperce,
Idaho. The territory served, according to a statement by the

l)resident, includes 90,000 acres of grain and agricultural lands

heretofore without transportati(;n facilities. The organization

and building of the road originated with the residents and the

property owners within this territory. Arrangements have
been made with the Northern Pacific for exchange of freight.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.—Sub-
scribers to the $12,500,000 stock reserved for New York, of

the $25,000,000 first and refunding mortgage guaranteed 4 per

cent, bonds recently jffercd in this country and abroad, re-

ceived, it is said, allotments averaging about 10 per cent, of

their subscriptions.

Pennsylvania Company.—The stockholders of the Cleveland &
Pittsburgh have autiiorizcd the increase of the capital slock of

that company from $22,000,000 to $40,000,000.

Pennsylvania Lines.—The stockholders of the Toledo, Wal-
honding Valley & Ohio, have approved the proposition to con-

solidate that company with the Cincinnati & Muskingum Val-
ley ; the new company to be called the Toledo, Columbus &
Ohio River Railroad. Both of the constituent companies are

parts of the Pennsylvania system west of Pittsburgh; the first-

named being the Toledo division of the Northwest system, and
the other a part of the Southwest system.

Southern Pacific.—The Galveston, .Harrisburg & San Antonio
has applied to the railway commission of Texas for authority

to register $7,504,785 in bonds under the mortgage on the

Galveston-Victoria division. Of the bonds named, the sum
of $203,000 is to provide for the company's share of the cost

of the causeway at Galveston, the money to be paid to Galves-

ton county; and $1,197,300 is to be used for cars and engines

for the Galveston-Victoria division.

Toledo, Columbus & Ohio River.—See Pennsylvania.

Western Maryland.—This company has applied to the Public

Service Commission of Maryland for authority to issue first

mortgage bonds to the amount of $4,114,000. The bonds are

a part of the issue of fifty millions which has been under-

written by a syndicate headed by Blair & Co., of New York.

Bonds of the West Virginia Central & Pittsburgh to the

amount of $3,250,000 due on the first of next month, and bonds

of the Piedmont & Cumberland amounting to $650,000, due

August 1, are to be retired with a part of the proceeds of the

new issue.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The railway from Ligua, Chili, to Papudo has been opened for

business, also the line from San Bernardo to Volcan.

A special car for transporting live fish has been built in

Saxony for a firm of fish merchants in Zwickau. The water

in the tank of the car is kept aerated by means of a motor work-
ing a pump. With this the fish are kept alive on long routes,

some coming from southern Russia.

Work on the railway from Baro, on the Niger, in Northern

Nigeria, has been finished to Kano, 400 miles. This brings Kano
within four days of the seacoast, about 900 miles distant, and

will do much to develop the rich natural resources of the country

through which it runs. It will also facilitate the rapid opening

up of the Bauchi tin fields and will greatly increase the export

of tin. The government has taken active measures for the im-

mediate construction of a branch from the Baro-Kano railway

to the foot of the plateau in the Bauchi district.

The hatpins must go ! The management of the Saarbriick

division of the Prussian State Railways has notified ladies who
come to its stations with long hatpins protruding, manifestly

dangerous in crowds, that they must remove these pins or muffle

the points thereof. Station employees are directed, without

waiting for complaints from other passengers, to enforce this

regulation. "She who does not obey the instructions of the

employees in this matter, may, according to Section 11 (1 and 2)

of the Railway Regulations, be excluded from the trains and re-

quired to leave the station. Disobedience of the orders of the

railway employees may be punished by fine as per Sections 77-81

of the Railway Regulations."
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION 1701

THE New York, New Haven & Hartford is to adopt a new

form of general statement for its annual revenue and outgo.

It will treat the system that it owns as a whole, and the oper-

ating results will be consolidated in one statement. Thus a large

part of what has heretofore been income from other sources will

enter as a factor in the general operation, with the result of

greatly increasing the figures on both sides, revenue and ex-

penses. Gross earnings of its large street railway system of some

700 miles in Connecticut, for example, thus will become part of

the gross earnings of the parent company, and the same is true

of outgo, including fixed charges. The plan has at least one

advantage in the direction of publicity and information of stock-

holders. The company has a number of large subsidiary prop-

erties operated as separate corporations, at least one of which,

the New England Navigation Company, has been more or less

of a fiscal mystery. Some of the corporations have declared

full dividends, others have earned dividends, but withheld them,

cithers still have had a considerable surplus over dividends. What
may be called suspended dividends represented by surplus really

earned on the company's investments have been disguised and

with them the resources for future net revenue and the real

strength of the corporation in its subsidiaries. The plan has also

the value of suggesting the real magnitude of a great railway

system hitherto obscured by the "income from other sources"

schedule. It may, on the other hand have the drawback of pre-

venting comparison with other years, though on this point criti-

cism may wait until the exact form of statement appears next

autumn. While the consolidated statement will be illuminating

and suggestive there is nothing to prevent additional clarity by

giving the separate statements of the subsidiaries also.

VV/ITH the wage increases of the last eighteen months in

"' the foreground, the question of the standard of main-

tenance of American railways becomes interesting, and not less

so because somewhat obscured. During the ten years from 1901

to 1910 inclusive the cost of maintenance of way structures and

equipment in ratio to gross earnings rose from 26.52 per cent.

to 28.27 per cent. But of the rise of the last year of full record

—1910—which was from 27.76 per cent, to 28.27 per cent, the in-

crease is undoubtedly to be accounted for by the increase of

wages which, indeed, probably outran any increased standard.

This factor of the raised wage in the maintenance standard

shows strikingly in the post-panic year 1908. It was then the

highest in ratio—28.83 per cent.—during the last 10 years. But

this was because gross earnings fell from $2,589,105,578 in 1907

to $2,421,542,005 in 1908, while maintenance expenditures slightly

increased. During the present year, 1911, the situation is such

that the figures for maintenance, when they come, ought to be

moderately significant. There will probably be an increase of

gross earnings. On the other hand, the railway year will express

the full impact of the raised rate of wages, but modified by

reductions of the working force. Roads already in pretty good

condition are likely to reduce maintenance somewhat for the

same reason that in hard times a man wears a serviceable suit

of clothes longer. Nor has the governmental policy been such

as to stimulate high maintenance charges—rather the other way.

The presumption runs, therefore, in favor of a decline of the

actual maintenance standard for the year, though, as in 1910, the

higher wage scale may continue to raise the ratio to gross earn-

ings. But the dominant fact of the situation is a transition pe-

riod in which between wage increase on the one hand and gov-

ernmental restraint on the other, the real maintenance standard

is bound to be considerably disguised.

READERS of this paper twenty years ago will remember the

extensive discussion of the use of gas for car lighting

which was carried on in our columns. The present generation

accepts as facts what were then, in part, unproved theories. In

view of the New Jersey public utility commissioners' report on

the Martin's Creek derailment, it is well to recall the basic

reasons for considering Pintsch gas a safe illuminant. No man

can say that any combustible gas released in unconfincd space

cannot under some conditions be ignited. But we can say that

in the case of this particular gas the chances are overwhelmingly

against it. The pressure under which it is stored in the tanks

and connecting pipe lines is such that, at a break, it escapes

with sufficient velocity to blow out a torch. This has been

proved by test. At such a break it is possible to ignite it only

by some such means as a piece of incandescent metal. Further-

more, the combustible mixture of air and this gas is within un-

usually close limits. The small amount of this illuminant

necessarily carried in the tanks of cars will, in case of a break,

escape and expand in the atmosphere in two or three minutes;

and of that time there is but a narrow zone, only a few seconds,

in which even a high temperature will ignite it. There is

no evidence of the explosion of Pintsch gas tanks in a wreck;
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and it is obviously impossible to liave conclusive evidence of tlie

behavior of escaping gas in a wreck. It would require an ex-

pert standing alongside of the track watching the train continu-

ously from the moment of the derailment or collision. We have

investigated, to the best of our ability, many of the alleged cases

of Pintsch gas burning in a wreck, and have never found evi-

dence to support the allegations. In the Martin's Creek wreck

tiie piping was broken in many places. The tanks being under

the car, and there being breaks in the piping near the tank, it is

not possible to conceive of the gas escaping into a confmed space;

so there is every reason for believing that the gas was dissipated

in the atmosphere so quickly that it had no part in the con-

flagration.

T Th'NCEFORTH all railway accidents whicli are fatal to any
* * person must be reported promptly 1)y telegraph to the

Interstate Commerce Commission. This is required by an order

just issued, dated June 21. According to tlie preamble, the pur-

pose is to aid the commission in informing itself as to the

advisability, in particular cases, of making an investigation ; and

the order is issued under the authority of section 20 of the

Interstate Commerce Law, which empowers the commission to

require carriers to file special reports concerning any matters

into which it is required by law to inquire. The order is

very brief and gives no details, but as that part of the accident

law which calls for monthly reports of accidents is limited to

those "arising from the operation of the railway" and as the

regulations under which the monthly reports are made do not

call for the details of accidents where no moving vehicle is

involved, it might be presumed that these latter, termed in the

regulations "industrial accidents," will not be required. But to

follow strictly the letter of the order, it will be necessary to

telegraph such cases as a painter falling off the roof of a freight

house or a drunken tramp falling through a bridge, should the

accident result fatally. Even with the industrials omitted, how-
ever, the order will be sufficiently burdensome. In the last

annual statistical report of the commission (1909, page 88) the

number of trespassers reported killed on the railways was nearly

100 a week, four-fifths of them by being struck by trains or in

other accidents similarly devoid of interest from the standpoint

of Congressional legislation ; so that the number of useless tele-

grams now required will not be small. As to what details to

report by wire, those roads which now telegraph to state com-
missions will have a guide in the requirements of the state

authorities; others will have to use their own judgment. The
Indiana commission (which requires telegraphic notice of both

fatal and non-fatal injuries) has lately issued a new order

(Circular No. 76) calling for increased attention to details, in-

cluding information as to place, date and hour of any coroner's

inquest. Much of this detail must be a useless burden, even in

a single state, to say nothing of the territory covered by 240,0(X)

miles of railway.

A PPLYING the Supreme Court's "rule of reason," the United
** States Circuit Court has found that the merger of the

Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific does not violate the

Sherman anti-trust law. The decision surprised many who were
not familiar with the relations existing between these roads,

both before and after their merger. The popular notion, we
think, has been that before the Union Pacific acquired control of

the Southern Pacific, both reached San Francisco on their own
rails. But then, as now, the Union Pacific extended only from

Kansas City and Omaha to Ogden. The Central Pacific, ex-

tending from Ogden to San Francisco, then, as now, belonged to

the Southern Pacific Company. The Union Pacific could not

reach California without either building a new line there or

acquiring the Central Pacific. It could not acquire the Central

Pacific except by getting control of the entire Southern Pacific

system. Beyond question, Mr. Harriman's chief purpose in ob-

taining control of the Southern Pacific was to secure for the

Urion Pacific a permanent connection to San Francisco. In

other words, it was a merger chiefly of connecting, not of com-

peting roads. Both lines handled through traffic originating in

tlie east and destined to California, and vice versa, but the

Union Pacific could not get it to California except in con-

junction with the Southern Pacific. Therefore, for the Union

Pacific really to compete with the Southern Pacific, the latter had

to compete with itself. Anyone who will look at a map of the

two roads will readily see why there could be no local com-

petition between them. The attorneys for the government

pointed out that the Union Pacific, through its control of the

Oregon Short Line and the Oregon Railroad & Navigation

Company—now the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation

Company—reached Portland, as did the Southern Pacific, on its

own rails, and contended that the effect of the combination was

to stifle competition to and from Portland, and also to and

from San Francisco, between which point and Portland business

moved by boat. The testimony showed, however, that the Union

Pacific's competition with the Southern Pacific by this indirect

route for San Francisco business was largely mythical. The

combination did not result in advances in rates or deterioration

in service. The physical condition of and the service rendered

by the Harriman Lines are vastly superior now to what they

were ten years ago. It is difficult to see, therefore, how any

court could find that the merger was in "unreasonable" restraint

of trade. The decision, even if upheld by the Supreme Court,

will not establish a precedent which will certainly protect other

railway combinations. The merger of the Harriman lines was

perhaps more conclusively defensible than almost any other

merger of roads that could be called parallel that has ever been

efifected. The Rock Island-Frisco combination, for example,

would have been much more vulnerable. The decision merely

means that the union of the Harriman Lines probably will not

be dissolved and not that any other merger of parallel lines is

safe from attack.

THE COST OF RAIL AND WATER TRANSPORTATION.

WE give in another column a letter from S. A. Thompson,

field secretary of the National Rivers & Harbors Con-

gress, on the subject of the relative costs of transportation by

rail and by water. Mr. Thompson's letter is a reply to one by

Mr. Moulton, of the University of Chicago, v>rhich vs^as published

in the Railway Age Gazette of June 2.

Mr. Moulton in his communication brought out clearly the

point that the fundamental question that ought to be settled

before the government of the United States engages in extensive

development of inland waterways is whether the total cost of

transportation on such waterways is, or probably can be made,

less than the total cost of transportation by rail is, or can be

made. The rate that the shipper pays to the railway, as he in-

dicated, covers the total cost of transportation by rail. The
rate that the shipper pays to the owner of a boat covers only a

return on the investment in, and the operating expenses of the

boat. To arrive at the total cost of water transportation there

must be added to this expense what the public pays in taxes for

the development and maintenance of the waterway. Therefore,

as Mr. Moulton said, comparison between the rates paid by rail

and by water gives no clue to the relative costs of transportation

by rail and by water.

We have never known an advocate of the development of in-

land waterways who would meet the issue squarely and try to

fhow that the total cost of transportation on canals or canalized

rivers is, or can be made, less than the total cost of rail trans-

portation. Mr. Thompson is no exception to the rule. Like all

the rest, he dodges the real issue. He starts off by making

comparisons between rates by rail and by the Great Lakes on

coal. He compares the rate on coal per ton per mile on the

Chesapeake & Ohio with that on the Great Lakes from Buffalo

to Duluth, without giving any consideration to the fact that the

haul from Buffalo to Duluth is vastly longer than the haul on

the Chesapeake & Ohio, and that the water rate ordinarily is

made to secure a back haul for boats which otherwise would

move with very small lading. Furthermore, he gives no con-
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sideration to the fact that the haul by lake is very circuitous,

which makes the distance the coal moves very much greater than

the distance would be as the crow flies, and makes the average

rate per ton per mile very much lower in proportion than is the

absolute rate from the point of origin to destination. Almost
exactly the same criticism may be made of his comparisons

between the rates by rail and water on iron ore from Lake
Superior to the Pittsburgh district.

Replying to Mr. Moulton's perfectly just statement, that a com-

parison between rates by rail and via the Great Lakes is unfair,

because, "the Great Lakes constitute a highwa}' ready made
by nature," Mr. Thompson says that in the development of the

Lakes there has been spent about $130,000,000, and that he is

"not able to see that a highway whicii has required the expendi-

ture of $130,000,000 is any more entitled to be called a highway

'ready made by nature,' than a railway on which a similar sum
had been expended." Everybody but Mr. Thompson can readily

see what he says he cannot see. Before a dollar of this money
was spent the lakes were a great highway capable of accom-

modating, and actually accommodating, a heavy traffic; and

by this relatively small expenditure, which would not build

more, perhaps, than 1,500 miles of double track railway, with-

out equipment, they have been enabled to handle a traffic

one-third as great as that of all the railways of the United

States, and rendered capable of handling a very much larger

traffic. Men build railways outright; what they have done to

make a highway of the lakes is incomparably smaller than what

nature has done. Furthermore, it will be noted, Mr. Thompson

does not include a return on this $130,000,000 in his figures re-

garding the cost of transportation on the lakes.

Continuing, Mr. Thompson says that if the cost of developing

and maintaining a waterway is to be included in the cost of water

transportation, the expenditures which the people have made for

the development of railways should be included in the cost of rail

transportation. He then refers to the donations of cash and gifts

of land that have been made by the public to secure the con-

struction of railways, and toward the end of his article says

:

"The people of the United States have given outright to the

railways property and franchises worth about $2,500,000,000." The

Railway Age Gazette does not believe that the public has given

to the railways property and franchises which approached

$2,500,000,000 in value at the time that they were given, or which

can be shown to approach it now. It is a common thing for

advocates of waterway development and other persons who de-

sire to injure the railways for their own benefit to make sweep-

ing statements of this sort, which they know they cannot prove.

We believe this is what Mr. Thompson has done in this case,

and we ask him to bring in a bill of particulars listing the prop-

erty and franchises worth $2,500,000,000, which the railways have

been given, with the value of each. The columns of the Railway

Age Gazette are open to him to prove his assertion.

If in the cost of railway transportation we should include the

value of all the property and franchises that have been given by

the public to railways, we should include all similar items in the

cost of water transportation. In their earlier history the various

canals, like the railways at a later date, were the recipients of

large donations of land and franchises. Bourne in his "History

of the Surplus Revenue of 1837," refers to the fact that four

million acres of land even at that early date had been granted

to canals or in aid of canal construction. Furthermore, there

should be included all that has been spent not only on water-

ways now in use, but on those that have been abandoned. The

expenditures on canals which had been abandoned up to 1906

amounted to $73,168,795 ; and the total expenditure by the United

States government on inland waterways alone, exclusive of the

Great Lakes, had been almost $216,000,000.

Mr. Thompson referes to the fact that tolls on the Erie canal,

up to the time they were abolished in 1882, covered the cost

of construction, maintenance, operation, etc., and yielded a large

profit. He conveniently ignores the fact that practically all of

this was done before the canal had tc meet the competition of the

railways, and when it was charging rates that would make the

modern railway man turn green with envy. The canal was fin-

ished in 1825. At first its rates were very high. A 40 per cent,

reduction was made in 1834. In spite of considerable further re-

ductions the canal fund grew so rapidly that in 1845 its man-

agers were buying up their bonds at 20 per cent, premium. Dr.

Hadley says in his "Railroad Transportation," page 30; "In

1852-3 the tolls per ton per mile were only about one-third their

original figures; the revenue was over $3,000,000 in each year.

From that time forward begins the history of the contest between

the canal and railway. The use of the canal continued to in-

crease; its receipts at one time also increased largely; but its

commercial power slowly diminished. From 1853 to 1859 there

was a fight for supremacy between canal and railway. For

twelve years there was a contest for profits. Then it became

a question whctlier the canal could pay expenses of maintenance,

a question which was finally decided in the negative." "The

complete abolition of tolls on the canal," Dr. Hadley adds (page

98), "was almost a matter of necessity, and when it came it did

not suffice to protect the canal business in the face of a renewed

railway war." In other words, the Erie canal twenty-nine years

ago became unable to withstand railway competition. Mr.

'Jhompson commends the action of the people of New York in

voting $101,000,000 to construct a new and larger canal, and

says: "I may add, in my judgment, they would have been

much wiser if they had voted a sufficient sum to build a very

much larger canal than the one now under construction." The

people of New York chose to employ Col. Thomas W. Symons,

of the Corps of Engineers of the United States Army to ad-

vise them. on this matter, and in a report in 1897 on the proposed

deepening of the canal, he estimated that the cost to the shipper

of transporting wheat in a lake freighter of 7,000 tons capacity

on a ship canal would be 38 per cent, greater than with a tow

boat and barges on a barge canal. This took no account of the

fact that the estimated cost to the public of building the ship

canal would be four times as great as that of building the barge

canal. Mr. Thompson's judgment on this subject does not

weigh heavily in the balances against that of Col. Symons. It

was this report of Col. Symons that caused the people of New
York to decide to dig a barge canal 9 ft. deep.

Mr. Thompson says several nations of Europe which have

had experience in the matter covering forty years or more are

continually putting more and more money into the improvement

of waterways and turning them over for the free use of the

public in competition with state owned and state operated rail-

ways which constitute the principal source of national revenue.

This is another of his sweeping statements which have but slight

foundation in fact. The only country in Europe whose state-

owned railways yield a large amount of revenue to the govern-

ment are those of Germany. While he was on this part of the

subject he might have given some figures about the cost of

transportation on these European waterways to which he refc-s;

for transportation on the canals and canalized rivers of Europe

is much more nearly analogous to what transportation would be

on canals and canalized rivers in the United States than is

transportation on our Great Lakes. On the Rhone in France,

according to the British Royal Commission, the rates vary from

7.8 m.ills to 15.6 mills per ton per mile; on the Seine from 26 to

56 mills; on the Canals du Centre and du Midi from 6.2 to

7.8 mills; and on the canals in the northeast and east of France

from 3.8 to 4.6 mills. The average rate on a wide variety of

commodities moving to Paris, where the traffic is very heavy,

is 5.78 mills. The figures given by the British Royal Commission

indicate that the average rate per ton per mile on all the water-

ways of France is certainly not less than 6 mills; on the water-

ways of Germany about 5 mills; and on the Belgium waterways

about 6.5 mills. The expenditures of the French government for

the maintenance of canals and improved rivers, and for interest

on the money laid out in their development, amount to 4 mills

per ton per mile for all the water-borne traffic. The similar

expenditure in Belgium amounts to 4.6 mills, and in Germany
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to ciglit ;iii<l imc-liall" ti'iitlis of a null, iiuiiuliii!; lln- ]v!iinc and
the Elbe, on which the trafiic is very large, and excluding them,

to 2 mills per ton per mile. This makes the total average cost

of water transportation in France 10 mills per ton per mile; in

Germany 6 mills; and in Relginni 11 mills. The average railway

rate per ton per mile in the United States js 7.63 mills. The
foregoing figures may, perhaps, indicate why Mr. Thompson
prefers to compare the freight rates of the Great Lakes with

railway rates, rather than the rates on canals and canali/ed

rivers with those of railways.

Mr. Thompson concludes with a reference to the fact that the

American public has spent large sums on the improvement of

streets and roads. He asks, "Who shall deny them the right

to make similar expenditures on waterways?" and says that

"the experience of other nations shows that such an expenditure
would be one of the wisest and most profitable that the people
of the United States could make.'' Nobody that we have ever
heard of denies the right of the An:crican people to tax them-
selves for any purpose that they may please. The question is

not whether they have a right to tax themselves to develop
waterways, but whether it is expedient for them to do so. It is

not true, as Mr. Thompson asserts, that the experience of

other nations shows that expenditures by the people of the United
States for the development of rivers and canals would be either

wise or profitable. That the rivers and canals of European
countries have been able to compete successfully with the rail-

ways, while those of the United States have not been able to

do so, has been mainly due to the circumstance that railway

rates in Europe are much higher than they arc in the United
States and that the govei-nments have refused to allow the

railways to so reduce their rates as to attract traffic from the

waterways. As has been repeatedly shown, the rivers and
canals of the United States are today in as good shape to handle

a large traffic as are those of Europe. If the government of

the United States would compel the railways in this country to

raise and maintain on a higher basis their rates at points where
they meet the competition of rivers and canals, the latter would
be enabled efifectively to compete. There seems no other way of

enabling them to do so. If the people of the country desire water
transportation more than they do cheap transportation they may
decide to adopt this policy; but so long as they are not so

anxious to have their goods moved by water that they will be

willing to pay more for the privilege than they have to prxy

for rail transportation, it is probable that the canals and rivers

of the United States will be unable to compete with its railways.

NEW BOOKS.

For;nula for Scientific Freight Train Rating. By D. C. Cheney, 1368 Ful-
lerton avenue, Chicago. Cannon Printing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Cloth,
4 in. X 8 in. Price, $1.50.

Operating men agree that trains either overloaded or under
loaded are expensive, and that the nearer the total train re-

sistance is to the available tractive power of the engine the

more economically is a train handled. This resistance varies

with different trains, depending on the temperature, the direction

of the wind, the number of cars and the weight of the train. In

making up tonnage ratings arbitrary reductions are made for

low temperatures, head or side winds and the number of cars,

for it is recognized that the resistance is much higher per ton

for an empty car than for a loaded one.

The author of this book has worked out values for the re-

sistance of cars of all weights from 10 to 78 tons on grades

varying from level tq 1 per cent., in pounds per ton, and in

tractive power required per car from data secured in recent

dynamometer tests. From this table a tonnage rating chart

can be quickly made up for any ruling grade for all weights

of cars. In making up tonnage trains the resistance of the vari-

ous cars taken from this chart is added up until the tractive

power of the engine is reached, instead of adding up the weigh',

in this way taking care of accurately instead of by an arbitrary

rule the varying resistance of empty and loaded cars.

2Jciler^ to the lEdiion

SOME RAILWAY ORGANIZATION NEEDS AT THE
BOTTOM.

Palestine, Texas, June 20, 1911.

To TiiF. Editor ok tiiic Railway Age Gazette:

Mr. Acworth's recent remarks on the need for dccentralizatiort

of authority on American railways were widely copied and com-
mented on in the press throughout the country. I also noticed

an interview with Major Charles Hine in the daily newspapers

recently in which he said, among other things : "The top and
not the bottom is where modern reorganization is needed." Any
remarks by such eminent authorities will naturally attract more
than passing notice, and I will not take issue with either because

I have the greatest respect for the opinion of both and frankly

admit I do not know much about the top.

I shall therefore refrain from presuming to offer an opinion

as to what is needed up there. But I have had quite a varied^

experience along the bottom of the organization in the operating

departments of several railways, both large and small and both

departmental and divisional, and it occurs to me some changes

at the bottom are now needed and will soon become more
necessary, to meet changed conditions.

I favor the divisional plan of organization, but I do not believe

that the superintendent can be the general manager of his division^

and personally handle the details in connection with operating

trains, engine performance, maintenance, etc. It is true, he is

provided with assistants, including one or more train masters, a

master mechanic, a division engineer, etc., but these assistants

are rarely, if ever, given sufficient authority to get the best

results. I believe the one thing needed on American railways

today is a strong, broad-minded, capable superintendent on each

division in full charge of all departments, whose duties shall be

to outline the policy of his assistants, keep general supervision

over the division and a close check on unit costs, arbitrate and

smooth out any friction or differences between the heads of the

several departments and see that all work together to the

best interests of the railway as a whole. He should also culti-

vate the acquaintance of the town, city, county and state officers

and of the prominent shippers and business men on his division

and (with apology for the slang phrase) get the road back "irr

right" with the people.

Give him a master mechanic in charge of the round houses,

a division engineer in charge of maintenance of way and a train

master on each freight district in charge of the despatchers,

operators, agents, yard, train and enginemen. These division

officers should maintain discipline and be responsible to the

superintendent for the men on their respective payrolls. These
men should report to and receive their instructions from their

immediate superiors. Each officer's authority should be clearly

defined, so all will understand alike, and no one should be per-

mitted to go over any one else's head, nor should any one be

allowed to go under any one else's head. The practice of going

over or under the man directly in charge of the men, who ought

to be responsible for results ; and two, three or four different

officers giving the same men different and conflicting instructions,

has done more to break down discipline and bring about unsat-

isfactory operating results than any other one thing, with the

single exception of the rule of seniority; and as seniority is here

to stay, and as most railway men are fully conversant with the

causes that brought it about, I shall not discuss that here. The
standard rules practically outline such an organization for the

transportation department now ; but I do not think it is carried

out in actual practice on any railway.

With such an organization as I have outlined, the officer in

actual charge would be clothed with authority and could get

close to and know the men working under him. He could

educate those capable and receptive and if his policy were wise,

he would take care of the good men and gradually weed out the

unsafe ones. He must be right all the time and the good men
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will recognize the justice of his discipline and line up with him—
something not to be despised, because when the good men are

right with the officer in charge, they will give him valuable infor-

mation that he can get in no other way. Then the bad men have
either got to get in line or move ; they usually prefer the former.

Moreover, if the several divisions of a railway were so organized

and run, the rank and file would know who they were working
under and what was expected of them. It would promote har-

mony and discipline, division matters would be taken care of on

the division and the men at the top would then have more time

to look after the really big things. j. o. kelly,

Tiainniaster, International & Great Northern.

THE PURCHASING AGENT WHO KNOWS.

Chicago, June 17, 1911.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age Gazette:

In the chapter of Mr. Pearce's able and interesting work on

the supply department, which is devoted to Duties of Officers

he unintentionally exposes one of the weak points in the present-

day railway organization when he touches on the qualifications

of the purchasing agent.

He reflects correctly the idea, which is all too frequently

accepted, that a man may be a good purchasing agent and yet be

a numskull so long as he is "absolutely honest and fair." That

this was unintentional is shown by his serious statement : "It

is not necessary that the purchasing agent should have a knowl-

edge of the practical application of the material which he buys,"

and the sentence which follows it is a sad commentary on the

state of the art if true. Stated bluntly, the purchasing agent's

duties as described by Mr. Pearce consist in unerringly detect-

ing the lowest of several figures when he sees them, and being

quick about it
;

qualifications which should be found in any

bright office boy who expected to hold his job.

This prevalent idea is the outgrowth of the period so well

described in the opening chapter of Mr. Pearce's book when
purchasing agents "were little more than clerks under the direc-

tion of the general managers, and simply placed the orders as

directed by the heads of the departments."

It is true that an attempt is made to tone down the disparag-

ing estimate by the introduction of such well-worn phrases as

"keen, wide-awake business man," etc. But how a man can be

keen, and wide-awake, and a good business man, and at the

same time be entirely ignorant of the goods he is dealing in is

not made clear. One might as well say that a keen, wide-awake

superintendent need not know a train order from a way bill.

Such a man reminds me of a salesman who once tried to induce

me to buy the air brake hose he was selling by enlarging upon

its superior qualities, and illustrating his point by describing at

some length a break-in-two of a fast express train which was

equipped with his air hose, and was running at a speed of 60

miles an hour. The instant the train parted the air brakes were

applied with such terrific force that it came to a standstill

within 200 yards, and he called upon me to marvel at the enor-

mous pressure which his hose had successfully withstood in pro-

ducing such unheard of results ! I did marvel, but it was at the

manager of the sales department who was cruel enough to send

such a representative into a cold and heartless world. Probably

his conception of a purchasing agent was akin to Mr. Pearce's.

I once knew a purchasing officer of a large railway who was a

most conscientious, industrious and honest man and really a fine

character, but he was literally ignorant of the difference between

a box car and a stock car; and he did not know a piece of bev-

eled house siding from a wooden bridge stringer, when he saw

it. He was not a success in the vocation which had been thrust

upon him, but he fitted Mr. Pearce's description to a nicety.

The idea that the purchasing agent is "fully protected by the

specifications, tests and store inspection" cannot always be de-

pended upon to work out in practice. Some railways have no

laboratories and no testing department. There are no labor-

atory tests that exactly simulate service conditions, and the

performance of different materials in service sometimes varies

considerably from what the engineer of tests is led to expect.

Besides this it must be remembered that any specifications

necessarily describe the poorest material that will be accepted—
never the best—and that occasionally the manufacturers discover

methods of beating the specifications.

A purchasing agent who invariably paid the lowest obtainable

price for material of a quality that just barely met the require-

ments of a specification, when by paying 10 per cent, more he
could secure material that would give double the service, would
be an expensive attachment to any railway, no matter how
honest he was; but unless he knows exactly what he is doing
he cannot afford to do otherwise. In other words, he cannot
act intelligently even with such assistance as he may get from
other departments, because he does not know enough about the

material to apply the information he gets to any good purpose.
Real purchasing agents are not born, neither do they just

grow. They are trained men, and their proper training is long
and arduous. About the time when they should become most
valuable they are usually, if successful, removed to some other
sphere of activity and their greatest value is lost. If unsuc-
cessful they are usually allowed to remain where they are to the
detriment of the service and of themselves in the long run.

The time of a really efficient purchasing agent can most profit-

ably be divided into about four equal parts. Two of these parts

may be spent in his office, one on the road and at the shops,

studying the practical results obtained from the materials he
has bought, and one in the mills and at the factories, learning
how the material which he is going to buy is produced.

The unfortunate thing about the matter is that there is no
method of determining with exactness how much a purchasing
agent who thoroughly understands his business saves for the
company he serves. It can by no means be expressed by the

prices he pays for what he buys. When you find a road on
which the maintenance costs are uniformly low year after year,

the superintendent of motive power and the engineer of main-
tenance of way earn well deserved reputations, but looking
behind them you will probably discover a purchasing agent who
knows all about "the practical application of the material which
he buys," and, further still, knows a good deal about the pro-

cesses by which it is produced. It is safe to say that a fairly

large percentage of the final results reached by the men who
use the material is due to the purchasing agent who knows.

GEO. G. YEOMANS,
Assistant to the Piesident, Wabash Railroad.

INVENTORY OF LABOR.

WiN.NiPEG, Man., May 30. 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazf.tte :

I have read in your issue of May 26 a letter from Mr. Fritch

on an Inventory of Labor. It gives an interesting description

of a situation which does not exist, and as a remedy to the

imaginary situation, makes a suggestion which only the great

reputation of the oringinator will rescue from general ridicule.

I am forced to the conclusion that his abilities have heretofore

been exercised exclusively in outside engineering work, and that

he has no close acquaintance with actual operating conditions.

There is no warrant for the statement that the cost of labor

is not carefully weighed and compared, and the amount of help

employed, adjusted to the volume of traffic. The first duty of

a general manager is to see that, subject to the consideration of

safety, the expenses are cut to fit the earnings. The shadow of

this burden pursues his daylight hours and often stalks with

him through the misty corridors of night.

On this railway, the superintendent makes up on the first of

each month, an estimate of the month's payrolls for the upkeep

and operation of his district, under the various headings and

sub-headings. A copy of this estimate goes to the general super-

intendent and a copy to tlie general manager. If the latter is

in touch with the traffic being handled, he can judge at once to

what extent the estimates correspond and if any curtailments are
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necessary he can order it made in anticipation. Each superin-

tendent has an accounting ofllce, which furnislies him, not only

witli the general resuhs of operations on the district, hut also

detailed figures in connection with any piece of work in which

he is specially interested. The general statistical office gives

him the tonnage and expenditure figures, so arranged and ana-

lyzed that he can view his operations from many different stand-

points and compare them with the performance on other

districts. The same figures enahle the general manager to arrive

at the relative efficiency of different officers and to arrest any

tendency towards stagnation, which may manifest itself on a

particular district. The same system, modified to suit local

conditions, is in existence, I am told, on almost every other

American railway. If the results after all are not satisfactory,

which I deny, it must be because we do not grow the right

kind of general managers, or because their powers are restricted,

or their usefulness impaired by outside interference.

The suggestion of your correspondent is that the situation, as

he describes it, be saved by the creation of another department. In

congress, or parliament, when the politicians are up against

making a decision which is bound to meet with disapprobation

from one quarter or another, they sidestep by appointing a com-

mission of investigation. In tlie same way many railway officers

when confronted with a problem which requires energy and

patience for its solution, try to cut the knot by creating a depart-

ment. We already have too many departments. Some created

to assist and facilitate, only impede; others formed to counsel,

only criticize and snarl. On some railways the only time they

work in unison is when they desire to stifle the energies of some

man of action who trys to get things done.

It is about time we decided to leave to Brandeis and that ilk

these jeremiads over the sins of railway managers. The charge

that inefficiency and waste are tolerated generally is a slander.

The men who guide our operations are loyal to their elementary

duties, which are to transport in safety and comfort their

passengers, to handle with efficiency their freight tonnage, and

to be at all times faithful stewards for the owners of the

property. george bury.

General Manager, Western Lines, Canadian Pacific.

THE COST OF RAIL AND WATER TRANSPORTATION.

Richmond, Indiana Tune 20, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

In your issue of June 2 there appeared a communication from

H. G. Moulton, of the University of Chicago, on the "Cost of

Rail and Water Transportation." In this he states that there

has been a dearth of real argument in support of the contention

that water transportation is incomparably cheaper than that by

rail, and that conclusions, which seem likely to be of determining

force in shaping our future transportation policy, have been de-

duced from mere assumptions of the inherent cheapness of wa-

ter transportation, supported by comparisons drawn from dis-

similar conditions. Since tlx; particular argument which he

chooses for attack is one for which I am responsible, I beg the

favor of sufficient space to point out a number of radical errors

in Mr. Moulton's premises which destroy the correctness of his

conclusions.

Professor Moulton quotes the figures showing that a dollar

will carry a ton of freight 127 miles by rail, 333 miles on the

present Erie canal, 1,250 miles on the Great Lakes, and nearly

2,000 miles on the Erie barge canal now under construction. He

declares that the comparison on which these figures are based

is misleading in that the average rate for railways is made up

from rates both on high class, expensive freight and bulky com-

modities traveling at low rates, tonnage hauled both on easy

grades and heavy grades, hauled short distances and long dis-

tances, and handled in both expensive and inexpensive terminals.

He says: "The waterways carry practically only low grade

freight, which must travel at low rates if it travel at all. These

rales arc, however, compared not with the railway rates on

similar freight but with the so-called average rate on all freight

of whatever kind. It is from such a comparison that the con-

clusion has been reached that transportation by water is cheaper

than by rail. A comparison of water rates with those charged

by the railways on bulky traffic would not reveal a similar

disparity."

Broad generalizations are of use in developing underlying

principles, but it often happens that such generalizations are not

accurate when applied to particular cases. I am not prepared to

admit, however, that such is the fact in the matter under con-

sideration. The lowest railway rate on any commodity handled

in bulk which has come to my attention is a rate of 2.1 mills per

ton mile, made by the Chesapeake & Ohio on coal for export.

Coal is handled on the Great Lakes in large bulk, /nore than

13,500,000 tons having passed through the Soo Canal in 1910.

The rate from Buffalo to Duluth was .3 of one mill per ton mile

—just one-seventh of the export rate by rail.

One of the greatest volumes of traffic of identical nature hauled

partly by rail, and partly by water, consists of the shipment of

iron ore from the head of Lake Superior to Lake Erie ports, and

thence by rail to the Pittsburgh district, and the return move-

ment of coal by rail from the Pittsburgh district to Lake Erie

ports, and thence by water to the head of Lake Superior. These

two commodities furnished more than 55,000,000 out of the

62,363,218 tons of freight passing through the Soo Canal in 1910.

The average rate for the railway portion of the total haul was

between 6 and 7 mills per ton mile, while the average rate on the

water portion of the haul was between .6 and .7 of a mill per

ton mile—or only one-tenth the rail rate. We thus find that

when the comparison is confined strictly to low grade traffic

handled in bulk and moving over long distances, the relative

rates are not essentially different from those to which objection

has been made.

Mr. Moulton is mistaken in the belief that only low grade

materials are handled on the Great Lakes, although of course

the great bulk of traffic is of that class. The reports of the

United States Engineers classify the traffic through the Soo

Canal under seventeen different headings, the commodities in-

cluded in which vary in value from $2.75 to $222.34 per ton.

The estimated value of the total freight passing the Soo Canal

in 1910 was $654,000,000, and $416,000,000 out of this total was

made up of general merchandise, manufactures and commo-
dities, the value of which was in excess of $40 per ton.

Mr. Moulton insists, however, that a comparison of rates on

the Great Lakes with those on railways is unfair, because "the

Great Lakes constitute a highway ready made by nature," hence,

"the rates charged there need be merely sufficient to yield a

reasonable profit on the investment in the ships, in addition to

meeting the expenses of operation. Naturally, the rates under

such conditions would be much lower than if they had also to

earn a profit on a tremendous investment in the highway itself."

A study of the reports of the chief of engineers, the dominion

department of public works, the lighthouse boards of both coun-

tries and the hydrographic office, shows that there has been

expended in the deepening of connecting channels, the improve-

ment of harbors, the construction and maintenance of lighthouses,

buoys and other aids to navigation, and in surveys and publication

of charts something like $130,000,000. Unquestionably, a large

portion of the lakes have water deep enough for any vessel which

ever has been built, or which probably ever will be built, but I

am not able to see that a highway which has required the ex-

penditure of $130,000,000 (and other large expenditures author-

ized and under way) is any more entitled to be called a "highway

ready made by nature" than a railway on which a similar sum

had been expended.

Mr. Moulton further states that conclusions drawn from

comparisons of the cost of water and rail transportation are

worthless unless the same elements are included under "cost" in

each case, and points out that railway rates are made not only
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to provide for the cost of maintenance and operation, but to

provide for a profit upon the capital invested in construction and
equipment, while in the case of the enlarged Erie canal the

cost of construction, maintenance, and operation is borne by
the state. "Any one who desires," he says, "can build a boat

and engage in the carrying trade free of charge on the state's

highway. If he can earn in addition to the operating expenses

a reasonable profit on the cost of a small boat or barge he is

satisfied. . . . Consequently, in comparing the relative cost

of two rival modes of transit, to omit the enormous construc-

tion and maintenance expenditures in the one case, and to in-

clude them in the other, is to totally invalidate the conclusions

drawn." There is more in this point than in the others which
have been mentioned. In fact, there is a good deal more in it

than Mr. Moulton has made manifest.

There is an old saying that what is sauce for the goose ought

to be sauce for the gander. If interest on the amount invested

by the people in the construction of canals or the improvement
of our natural waterways ought to be included in the compu-
tation of the total cost of transportation thereon, why should

not interest on the amounts given by the people for the con-

struction of railways be included in the total cost of transpor-

tation by rail? Enormous quantities of lands were granted to

aid the construction of railways in the United States. The total

area of the lands so granted by the national and state govern-

ments is equal to that of the thirteen original states and greater

than the combined area of France, Great Britain and Belgium.

Other areas vast in the aggregate, were granted by counties,

townships, cities and individuals. The customary arrangement

in the Northwest was for the railway to demand of the owner
of a town site free right-of-way and station grounds and i

deed to each alternate lot. Enormous amounts of financial aid

were given by national and state governments, cities, towns and

vilages, counties, townships and individuals. The net amount

donated by the state of Missouri and towns and cities in the

same state was $34,000,000. The six cities of Wheeling, St.

Louis, New Orleans, Pittsburgh, Baltimore and Philadelphia had

in 1853 a railway debt of $26,584,000. The census of 1870 showed

that there were still outstanding $185,000,000 of county bonds

issued in aid of railways. One stretch of road in Wisconsin, one

hundred miles long, received gifts of an average of $11,000 per

mile in farmers' notes secured by mortgages.

One other point must be mentioned. The value of the grounds

occupied by railway terminals is enormous. In some cases it is

said that the value of the terminals is equal to the value of all

the rest of the road. Recent purchases of ground for enlarging

terminal facilities have necessarily commanded high prices, but

much of the terminal properties were bought many years ago for

low prices, and large quantities cf such grounds were donated

outright. And all such grounds, whether acquired by gift or

purchase in former days, have increased tremendously in value,

and a large part of tliis great increase in value has come, not

by reason of what the railways have done, but by what the people

have done. The value could not have been what it is except for

the railways, of course, but when we remember that there were

mighty empires, populous cities and a thriving commerce thou-

sands of years before tfae railway was ever heard of, we are

justified in concluding that the fundamental reason for this in-

crease in value is the work of the people. People can build a

city without railways, but railways cannot build a city without

people. Unfortunately no complete compilation and tabulation of

the amount and value of all the gifts made to aid in the con-

struction of railways in this country has ever been made. Pos-

sibly the time is past when a complete compilation could be made,

and it is certain that there can be no accurate calculation of the

share which the people have had in increasing the value of

terminals and other property of the railways, including the fran-

chises. If, therefore, all conclusions are worthless when we

make a comparison of the costs of transportation unless we in-

clude all the elements which have contributed to that cost, such
comparisons must henceforth be entirely avoided, because it is

utterly impossible to get at the "total cost" of railway trans-
portation.

Mr. Moulton calls attention to the fact that the people of New
York state have voted an appropriation of $101,000,000 for the
work on the new Erie canal, and says : "This is an expenditure
of approximately $300,000 per mile for the mere improven-.eiit

of a waterway upon which many millions of dollars have already
been expended." My understanding is that over much the larger
portion of the route between Lake Erie and the Hudson river
the barge canal has been located elsewhere than along the line

of the original Erie canal. And I find from the reports of the
state engineer and surveyor of New York that up to the end of
1882, when the tolls on the Erie canal were abolished, the reven-
ues derived therefrom had paid back to the state the entire cost
of construction, enlargement, maintenance, operation, super-
intendence, and collection of tolls, and a net profit of $42,599,-

717.25. That would seem to me to be a fairly profitable invest-

ment, even if there had been no collateral benefits in the way
of a reduction of freight rates on competing railway lines and the
up-building of cities at its terminals and along its line.

How great has been its influence on competitive freight rates

is indicated by the fact that on at least one occasion on the day
the Erie canal froze up the rail rate on grain from Buffalo to

New York was increased from 3i^ cents to 7]/2 cents a bushel.

Philadelphia was originally the larger city, but within ten years
after the completion of the Erie canal. New York took the lead-

ing place in population, wealth, commerce and manufactures,
and has held it ever since. The people of New York were wise,

in my judgment, in voting $101,000,000 to construct a new and
much larger canal than the old Erie. I may add that, in my
judgment, they would have been very much wiser if they had
voted a sufficient sum to build a very much larger canal than

the one now under construction.

Mr. Moulton says further: "Transportation must be paid for

by someone. If the state builds and keeps in repair a trans-

portation system, donating its use to the public, the cost of con-

struction and maintenance is paid for by the inhabitants of the

state in the form of taxes. The remaining cost—of equipment

and operation, plus a reasonable profit on this investment—is

paid by the shippers of traffic to the carriers thereof. On the

other hand, if the means of transportation are privately con-

structed, the entire cost is paid by the shippers who make use

of the transportation agencies." With the first part of this state-

ment I agree, although I must add that Mr. Moulton seems to

have overlooked the returns in the way of development which

accrue to the state through the economic effect of waterways.

Several nations of Europe which have had an experience in the

matter of covering forty years or more, are continually putting

more and more money mto the improvement of waterways and

turning them over to the free use of the public, in competition

with state-owned and state-operated railways, which constitute

the principal source of national revenues. But with the latter

part of the statement above quoted I must emphatically disagree.

The cost of transportation is not paid by the shippers who make

use of the transportation agencies. It is only advanced by them.

All transportation charges are ultimately paid by the people who
consume the commodities transported. Any shipper who failed

to take the cost of transportation into account in fixing the price

of his goods would very soon go out of business.

Again he says : "There are waterway schemes before this

country involving an initial expenditure of approximately

$2,500,000,000. This vast sum, together with the interest which

would accrue from a long period of bonded indebtedness, would

constitute an enormous taxation burden for the country to bear."

I should be gad to receive information as to the location and

character of the projects to cost such an enormous sum, and to

understand in what way they are before the country. On Feb-
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ruaiy 11, 1*^10, Ciiairnum Aioxaiuicr, of tlie Committee on Rivers

and Harbors, stated on the floor of the house tiiat the completion

of all projects then under improvement would cost $252,01 7,4(X).

This sum includes all harbors, rivers and canals upon which any

work had been done—that in addition there were projects which

had been favorably reported upon by the engineers, but not yet

adoi)ted, which up to February 7 amounted to $87,548,600, or a

total of $33«),56(),00O.

The two largest projects which have been advocated in recent

years are the Lakes-to-the-Gulf waterway and the proposed in-

land waterway along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. The army

engineers estimated the total cost of a 14 ft. waterway from

the Great Lakes to the gulf of Mexico at $158,697,462. But this

plan was reported upon adversely by the engineers, and appro-

priations are not made except upon a favorable report. The

reports of the surveys on the Atlantic inland waterway have nut

yet been made, but as that project consists essentially of a num-

ber of comparatively short canals connecting bodies of water

naturally navigable, even if the plan in its entirety is recom-

mended by the engineers and adopted by Congress, the cost per

mile will be very small as compared to the Erie canal. I am

at a loss, therefore, to imagine where and what the projects are

to which Professor Moulton refers. Even if there be projects

calling for the expenditure indicated, we must consider not only

the cost of the improvements, but their benefit, before we can

judge whether or not the expenditure will be wise. James J.

Hill says that the railways of the United States ought to spend

more than twice as much as that in order to put themselves in a

position to promptly and efficiently handle the enormous amount

of business which the country has already shown it is capable

of producing.

Mr. Moulton asks why such men as Daniel Drew, Commodore

Vanderbilt and James J. Hill forsook the waterway business, in

which they had been engaged, for the railways. Judging by

what followed the transfer of their operations from waterways

to railways my judgment is that one reason, if not the principal

one, was the fact that all the natural waterways classed as

navigable, which could of course be improved for a vastly less

cost than artificial waterways could be constructed, are under

the exclusive control and jurisdiction of the United States gov-

ernment, and so afiford no opportunities for the piling up of

colossal fortunes through the issuance of bonds to twice the

cost of construction and the further issuance of stock in an

amount equal to if not greater than the bonds, with construction

companies, holding companies and town site speculations on

the side.

Professor Moulton says : "Obviously the transportation system

which can serve the country effeiently at the least cost is the

system which should be established. ... If a deep water-

way from the Great Lakes to the Atlantic ocean or to the gulf

of Mexico would drive competing railways from the field, why

have not our great business men seized the golden opportunity?"

I do not know anybody outside of a lunatic asylum who wants

to drive the competing railways from the field. The transpor-

tation system which can serve the country most efficiently and

at the least cost will be made up of three things: highways,

railways and waterways, each co-operating with the other for

the service of the public. Mr. Hill did go out of the water-

ways business and into the railway business many years ago, but

he has learned something in the course of his years of experi-

ence. Standing before a great convention of the National

Rivers and Harbors Congress in Washington, D. C, on the after-

noon of December 5, 1907, Mr. Hill delivered a most striking

address, in the course of which he said:

"Existing conditions in the transportation business of the country compel

sttention to its waterways and the assistance they may render. • •
^e

must prepare to utilize the waterway as a common earner. . . . 1 tie

Says are now unequal to the demands upon them. Farmer and n?erchai

u

and manufacturer are feeling loss from imcertamty and delay in their

shipments. Unless commerce can have an adequate channel it must decline

. . All the terminals are congested. There is no onger certainty of

delivery on any large shipment. ... In seeking ampler ways for traffic,

Ihc country luin;, to its waterways for relief. Tiiesc are alxjut to emerge
Into ail era of restored usefulness and inlKienct in the devclopiucnl of our
resources. The age of pioneering relied upon them alone. The age of
settlement sought speedier and more universal means of communication.
The age of maturity must press all the available agencies of transportation
into service. The entliusiasm that built the Krie Canal must be aroused
in this generation for a systematic and scientific improvement of all our
waterways."

There has been expended in this country an enormous amount
in the construction of streets and roads. This expense and the

further expense of interest on the cost and of maintenance is

paid by the people—paid for by taxes and not by lolls. I do not

think anyone could get a respectful hearing today who would

advocate the turning over of the streets and roads of the coun-

try to private companies. It is recognized that there are benefits

derived from this expenditure which make it both necessary and

wise. The same thing is true of the expenditure on waterways.

The people of the United States have given outright to the rail-

ways property and franchises worth probably two and one-half

billions of dollars. Streets and roads have cost at least that

much, probably more. Even if they should spend that amount
on waterways, who shall deny them the right to do so? And the

experience of other nations shows that such an expenditure

would certainly be one of the wisest and the most profitable

investments that the people of the United States could possibly

make. s. a. Thompson,
Field Secretary, National Rivers & Harbors Congress.

THE MADEIRA-MAMORE RAILWAY.

BV P. H. ASHMEAD.*

The Madeira-Maniore Railway, now being built in the interior

of Brazil, is the outgrowth of many years of exploration, surveys

and disastrous attempts at construction. As early as 1846 Col.

Jose Augustin Palacios of Bolivia had mapped parts of the

rivers, and Lieutenant Lardner Gibbon, U. S. N., described this

territory in an official document published by direction of our

Congress in 1854. Since that time several expeditions have pene-

trated this territory and numerous reports and books have been

written on it, including exhaustive descriptions of the country

by the German engineer, Franz Keller, and by Neville B. Craig, a

member of the Collins expedition of 1877-79.

In 1868 Col. George Church secured a concession from Bolivia

to organize the National Bolivian Navigation Company, with the

view of canalizing the river around the falls. In 1869 he again

went to Bolivia and secured a modification in the concession

authorizing the construction of a railway, if it were more feas-

ible, and also the right to make a loan, the principal and interest

of which were to be guaranteed by the Republic of Bolivia.

From the Bolivian capital he went to Rio de Janeiro in 1870,

and the Empire of Brazil granted to him personally a concession

for the enterprise to be called the Madeira & Mamore Railway.

After many difficulties Col. Church made a contract in 1876 with

the American contractors, P. T. Collins, Philadelphia, Pa., a

firm that had successfully built many miles of railway in the

United States, but none in the tropics; in fact neither of the

partners had ever been in the tropics. They worked under dis-

tressing conditions, having practically no money, little food and

few medicines, until 1879 when Col. Church went to Rio and

had the Brazilian concession cancelled.

Brazil will owe the actual accomplishment of the construction

of this railway to Percival Farquhar, another American whose

interests had been largely in railways in southern Brazil, in vari-

ous port improvements and in electric railways and power plants

in the republic. The present company was organized under the

laws of Maine, and May & Jekyll, American contractors, who

had been for a number of years in Central America and in

•Consulting Engineer. New York. Mr. Ashmead was chief engineer of

the Madeira-Mamore Railway from 1908 until he was sent out with the

beri-beri in 1910.
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Cuba were engaged on a percentage basis, the railway company
being represented on the work by a chief engineer and an ac-

countant to direct the engineering work and audit the accounts

and expenditures in Brazil.

The rivers Mamore and Guapore are integral parts of the

Madeira. Cartographers, however, designate as the Madeira
only that part from the mouth of the river Beni, at Villa Bella

in Bolivia, to the mouth of the Madeira at its confluence with

-the Amazon near the village of Itacoatiara about 100 miles east

of the Brazilian city of Manaos. Keller estimated the maximum
discharge of this stream below the falls to be approximately

1,400,000 cu. ft. per second. Apart from close to the river banks

very little is known of the great Amazonian area comprised in

-the states of Amazonas and Matto Grosso, and the information

that has been published regarding it is limited to the notes of

travelers along the rivers, whose explorations ashore have cov-

ered but narrow ziones parallel to the rivers. The dense forests,

in which the trees average considerably over 80 ft. in height.

Fig. 1—Madeira-Mamore Railway,

with individual trees upwards of 125 ft, together with a dense

jungle of undergrowth, are supposed to extend for 40 leagues

south and east of the Madeira and Mamore rivers, and ap-

proximately to parallel them.

From the time the white man entered South America until

the present, the route by water, with portages around the falls,

has been the only one traveled from that section of eastern Bo-

livia and western Brazil to the sea. Passengers are carried up

and down the river in the cargo boats called "bateloes," of from

two to 10 tons capacity. From Riberalta, on the river Beni, to

Santo Antonio, on the Madeira, somewhat over 320 miles by the

water route, the journey under favorable conditions occupies

from 10 to 12 days going down, and from 30 to 40 (Jays going

up. Lieut. Gibbons required 12 days to descend from Guajara-

merim to Santo Antonio, which he says "is considered by

Brazilian navigators fast traveling."

The cargo boats usually have a hood of thatch, made from

r the palms of the forest, which is placed at the stern as a shelter

from the rays of the sun and from rains. They arc manned by
from 12 to 16 paddiers with a pilot, the Bolivian semi-civilized

Indians making the best crews. Sufficient food must be carried

for the whole journey, Ijecause practically nothing other than

a few articles of canned food at two of the falls can be procured

until Villa Bella is reached. The whole journey is annoying, un-

comfortable and tiresome. One must sit in a cramped position

under the cover of the hood, r r if outside, nn top of the variously

JFx^^l' if.

.

H 1 J-r ,

Fig. 2—Engineers' Camp.

shaped parcels of miscellaneous cargo. By day a small fly, locally

called a "pium," attacks in swarms all exposed parts of the

anatomy, and the bites itch for days afterward. By night mos-

quitoes attack, and there are other annoying insects, among

which are huge beetles with jaws like calipers, which are at-

tracted by the lights and fires when camp is made for the night.

At each of the falls cargo must he unloaded and carried

around on the shoulders of the crew, the boat beached and

Fig. 3—Steam Shovel at Work.

transported, sometin-.es on rough rollers hewn in the forest,

sometimes by dragging it by main force over the smooth round

stones. At Theotonio falls, the greatest of all, one of the largest

rubber exporting firms of Bolivia has built a little narrow gage

railway over which boats are transported on trucks, those of

the firm gratis, while others pay a tariff of 5 milreis, or about

$1.50 per boat for the few hundred feet haul.

It has been said that the Madeira-Mamore will occupy a posi-
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tioii in tliis iniimiiMl_\ rii li ^c.-lidii of tlic wnrld rtnnp.iiahlc to

that of the neck of an liour-glass, and over it must pass the

huge traffic that will develop a few years after its completion.

It will doubtless be the main stem of hundreds of miles of rail-

way that must be built to develop the section. The country

through which the railway will pass lies a few degrees south of

the equator. Observations by the engineers of the present e.\-

liodition locate I'orto X'ellio in latitude H deg., 45 min., 25 sec.

Fig. 4—Method of Building Bank Across Swamp.

south, and longitude 64 deg., 21 min., 54 sec. west. To reach it

by the regular lines of steamers it is neces.sary to touch at Para,

some 90 miles from the ocean, having a population of perhaps

180,000, and at Manaos, with a population of about 60,000, and

nearly 1,000 miles from the sea, on the Rio Negro. Both of

these cities are attractive in appearance on first view, but un-

fortunately yellow fever is nearly always existent in them. In

southern Brazil, the government has exterminated this type of

fever. Rio de Janeiro and Santos are now free from it, but in

the north little has been done toward its eradication. The feel-

Fig. 5—Track Supported on Brush Foundation,

ing among the citizens in the north with regard to this type of

fever seems to be that as it only attacks the foreigners, of whom
there are comparatively few, and who are in the country for but

a short time, and mainly to make money, that it should not be

incumbent upon the authorities to spend the money received

from taxation for the eradication of the fever and to protect

the foreigner, when the Brazilians themselves are apparently im-

mune. When Porto Velho is reached, it is most difficult, from

the appearance of the region, to comprehend the reason for the

high percentage of sickness there and along the line of the rail-

way. Away from the immediate vicinity of the river mosquitoes

arc not as annoying, nor apparently so plentiful as in many parts

of the United States, and it is now universially acknowledged that

malaria is transmitted solely by the mosquito.

The temperature along the line during about ten months of

the year ranges from 72 deg. to 93 deg., seldom, however, ex-

ceeding 88 deg. The maximum occurs between 2 and 3 p. m.

l-'rom the latter part of June, untii August, the range is perhaps

5 or 6 deg. lower during the day, and has reached 59 deg.

some nights. Along parts of the cleared right of way, in the

larger camp clearings and in Porto Velho, a good breeze gen-

erally stirs until 11 o'clock in the morning, while from that time

until the middle of the afternoon it is hot, sometimes stifling.

In the cleared sections the country looks attractive, and yet there

is continually enough sickness to require a large hospital of

some 12 or 14 buildings, five or six wards, of which each is

some 40 by 200 ft. Including those on the line, are some 14 to

16 physicians, 8 to 10 trained nurses, and perhaps 10 to 20 native

helpers or Jamaican negroes. During two years' experience in

the country, and from information covering nearly two more
years' work of the present expedition, the writer knows of but

three employees who escaped some form of illness.

The annual rainfall approximates 100 in., and the most severe

Fig. 6—Circular Concrete Culvert.

illness occurs during the dry period of a part of June, in July

and August, and a part of September. The actual percentage of

sickness from each disease of record has not yet been computed,

but doubtless malaria is responsible 'for 80 or 90 per cent, of the

whole. A number of cases of yellow fever have developed among
the laborers while on the river en route to the works. Such

cases are quarantined on an island in the river near Santo

Antonio, and of those that have been so confined, .infection has

generally been traced to Para and Manaos. Other diseases that

cause trouble are hookworm, blackwater fever, dysentery and

beri-beri, while there have been a few cases of typhoid. Of"

beri-beri, that peculiar disease of the Orient and parts of the

tropics, little is actually known of the cause. The army surgeons

in the Philippines, and the Japanese surgeons claim it is caused

by eating hulled rice, but in Brazil rice is a rare article of diet,

and yet there are hundreds of cases. Departure from the en-

vironment in which it was contracted has seemed on this particu-

lar work to be the only real cure.

In the region of the railway on the Brazilian side of the rivers,

there were probably not more than 500 inhabitants, other than

the autochthons, before this construction began. From Santo

Antonio down the Madeira to its confluence with the Amazon,

there are but three settlements that may be properly called towns

;
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Borba, Manicore and HuniaitlKi, the last named the largest, with

perhaps 500 people. It is probable that from Santo Antonio to

the mouth of the river, about 700 miles, there are not more than

2,500 people inclusive of those in the towns mentioned. In these

villages are the churches, the lower officers of the state and a

few small shops.

The Brazilian in this section is not fond of work. Along the

river the men are seen in boats spearing fish or shooting turtles,

or they may be swinging in their hammocks in the shade of the

trees, while the women seem to be always preparing something

to eat. In general they all live a happy-go-lucky life, with no

cares and little food other than that readily obtained from the
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Fig. 7—Spanish Sub-contractor at Work.

river, their mandioca patches and the fruit trees. Upwards of

50 per cent, of the labor employed on the railway has been

Brazilian, and it is quite inefficient. Ihe head surgeon on the

stafif has been quoted as stating in a report that a great number

of the deaths on the works occur from chronic diseases of the

liver, and nephritis, which result fatally only after many months

or years of insufficient food, intestinal parasites and malaria.

The Collins expedition in 1877-79 had located a line some-

what over 60 miles long between Santo Antonio and Caldeirao

do Inferno (boiler of Hell). Their records were not available

when the present expedition began its surveys. The Brazilian

government informed us that although Dr. Pinlshas of the 1885

Fig. 8—Car Shops at Porto Velho, Under Construction.

Brazilian commission had brought much of the Collins data to

the capitol, it had been destroyed by rats and insects while in

storage just after the Republic succeeded the Empire. Unfinished

cuts and embankments made by the Collins firm extended some

seven miles south of Santo Antonio, covered by woods as thick

as the virgin forest on each side of the old roadbed. From

Mr. Craig's book descriptive of the Collins expedition, a small

lithographic map was secured, showing the line they had sur-

veyed, whicl» had been approved and adopted by the Morsing-

Pinkhas commission in its report to the government, and which

also indicated Dr. Pinkhas' suggested line beyond the terminus

of the Collins survey toward Guajara-merim. On this small

map, from the end of the location made at the time the writer

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Fig. 9 and 10—Telegraph Pole Made of Old Rails, Necessary

to Withstand Attacks of "Cupim"—Nest of the "Cupim."

reached the work, a distance of 28 miles from Porto Velho—

a

tangent was laid following the general direction of the Collins

survey to the river Jaciparana—the magnetic course was scaled,

and a preliminary party was instructed to run out that tangent,

to make topography where a railway could be built near it, and to

run spur lines and take topography from them if the tangent

ran through country in which construction was not feasible. In

Fig. 11— Resu;. „; ..ction of "Cupim."

running the one tangent through, the objects were mainly to se-

cure a direct line over which supplies might be sent to the engi-

neers at the front and to have a base line from which to make

the studies and secure the necessary topography in some rough

country through which, from previous reports, we felt certain

the railway would have to be constructed. This method proved

to be entirely satisfactory in the virgin forest with undergrowth

so dense that it was usually impossible to advance even a few

feet without constant and laborious cutting with machetes and

axes. During the rainy season the light was frequently so dim

in the cleared lines, or "picketes," that instrument work could
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"be (loiic unl\ ln.lwocii nine ni (ho morning and ihii-i' ni llio

afti'inoon. •

Mainly because of sickness, engineering parties were each prac-

tically doubly equipped with men. There were two transitnicn,

from two to four topographers, two ievehnen and from twenty

to forty laborers, the majority of the latter, other (iian the cook,

being Brazilians accustomed to the use of the machete. Delays

were frequent, even with such large outfits, and at times only

five or ten of the laborers were fit for field work, the others be-

ing confined to their hammocks with fever or with poisoned

and swollen feet caused bv contact wilii thorns on trees atul

Fig. 12—Grading at Kilometer 80.

shrubs. Because of the various delays, the maps of the finally

located line for the most difficult section, between Porto Velho

and the Jaci-parana, somewhat over 55 miles, were presented to

the government in April, 1909, nearly a year after it had been

decided to follow the Collins line. Some months after that part

of the line had been located, through the courtesy of J. C. Pat-

terson, who had been a member of the Collins engii^eering staff,

we received a profile, and the alinement notes of their first 20

miles of line. When platted to the scale of our maps and super-

imposed on them, it showed that we had practically followed

their location, the main difference being that from a point some

12 miles from Porto Velho, we had run in a five mile tangent

and cut through a small knoll, around which they had introduced

a short curve. Other than by delays caused by the constant cut-

ting of underbrush, sickness and frequent changes of personnel

of the engineering staff and its laborers, the surveys were delayed

during the rainy season by high ' water in the Madeira river

and its affluents that the line crossed. During the dry season all

of these affluents, except the Jaci- and Mutum-paranas, may be

waded, or spanned with logs ; but in the wet season it was neces-

sary to pass out of the woods to the Madeira, and up it and its

branches in canoes. The Brazilian laborers are decidedly averse

to packing camp equipage and supplies on their backs, and when

ordered to do so many of them quit work, consequently attempts

to move camp by such means were in general abandoned—the

time necessary to inform headquarters and have more laborers

sent to the front to replace the disaffected men, being longer than

that required to move the long way round by boats.

The terminal points originally decided upon by the govern-

ment were to have been Santo Antonio—at the northern end of

the series of falls—and Guajara-merim—the most southern of

the falls, and just previous to the death of Colonel Church the

ministry at Rio de Janeiro gave its consent to name the pro-

posed town there Villa Church in his honor. At the present

time there is no village of any sort at the place, and it is merely

a name on the map designating the falls. It has been found ad-

visable to have the northern terminus some seven kilometres

down the Madeira, because of the restricted area available at

.Santo .Aiiloi.iii for jards and docks, and tlie site chosen is now
called I'orto Velho. From .Santo Aiiloi io to the river Mutum-
parana, tile laud along the Madeira river is rough. A line chjse

to the river would incur a prohibitive cost on account of the

Miiall hills of granite divided by deep ravines.

The possibility and probability of annihilation by the Indians

had restraned explorers and engineers of former expeditions

from venturing great distances from the river's edge. From
the beginning of the present work until its engineers reached

ihe Mutum-parana, they were continually on the "qui vive."

There had been many reports of signs made of rudely-cut sticks

placed in newly-cut trails, and signs made of feathers had been

interpreted as warnings, but none of the parties was attacked.

After passing kilometre 45 without attacks, it was decided to run

the long tangent mentioned. The surveys of the present ex-

pedition have resulted in gaining a general knowledge of the

t( pography of a district from five to seven miles wide parallel

to the right bank of the Madeira river and it is known now that

there exists a range of small hills between the river and the

comparatively flat country back of it, the edge of the flat

country being from two to five miles from the river. The line

upon which the railway is built after climbing out of the main

valley of the river some twelve miles south of Porto Velho, fol-

lows the divide between the area draining directly into the

Madeira and that draining into its branches, the Jamary and

Jaci-parana, at an elevation of from 90 to 120 ft. above high

water, descending again at the Jaci-parana to an elevation some

36 ft. above the Madeira at Porto Velho. Near Porto Velho

there are several cuts through a particularly hard granite, but

on the summit, the cuts are in a more recent, softer granite,

called "cascalho" in Portuguese, red in color, some of which

rapidly disintegrates when exposed to the air, but other sorts

harden. This latter constitutes an ideal material for ballast,

packs well, forms no dust, and when formed into the roadbed

sheds water quickly and perfectly. In some of the cuts this

material has been worked readily with a steam shovel, while in

others it has been necessary to use some powder.

The length of the main line was estimated by the government
to be 340 kilometres, and with the additional 7 kilometres to
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Fig. 13—Group of Caripuna Indians.

Porto Velho, this would be somewhat over 215 miles, but it is

probable that including the detour made to reach the mouth of

the Abuna river, the actual length of the main line will be shown

by the surveys when completed, to be somewhat more than 225

miles. With the consent of the governments of Bolivia and

Brazil, the company will also build a branch line from some

point on the main line, not yet selected, to a point on the Beni

river above Esperanza falls, some 25 miles in length, and may
later continue this branch to the town of Riberalta, 30 or 40

miles further up the Beni. The road is of one metre gage. The

contract provided for maximum grades of 2 per cent, and for
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curves of not less than 160 metres radius (,10 cleg., 45 niin.

English), but as the Madeira-Mamore Railway Company desired

to avail itself of the right to lease and operate the road, the

engineers were instructed not to exceed 1 per cent, grades, and
no curves have been staked exceeding 9 deg. English.

It is now estimated that the cost to the Madeira-Mamore
Railway Company will be upwards of $20,000,000 to complete the

main line of approximately 215 miles, and to this will be added
the cost of a bridge over the Mamore river into Bolivia, over

5<^̂
Fig. 14—Jaci-Parana Bridge; 271 ft. 9% in. Span.

half a mile long, together with the cost of proposed branch

lines and extensions in the Republic of Bolivia, which at present

are estimated to aggregate some 80 or 90 miles in length.

The difficulty in mapping the country sufficiently well to make

a proper economic location in the dense forest may be appre-

ciated when it is known that for each mile of located line,

slightly more than five miles of spur and preliminary lines were

run. In the estimate of the government, allowance was made

for payment for but one mile of preliminary to each mile

located, but when its fiscal engineer became cognizant of actual

conditions, it was arranged and mutually agreed that payment

should be made on the basis of three to one.

Of the equipment now on the works, the locomotives, flat and

box cars, will become a part of the operating equipment. There

are now in Brazil : 9 Baldwin Mogul locomotives, weight on

drivers, 68,000 lbs. ; 2 Baldwin Consolidation locomotives, weight

on drivers, 92,000 lbs.; 200 flat cars, 20 tons capacity, Z2> ft., 4^
iiT, long; 36. box cars, 20 tons capacity, 33 ft., 4^ in. long; 40

Rodger ballast cars, 33 ft., 4^ in. long; 3 45-ton Bucyrui steam

shovels, 1 35-ton Bucyrus steam shovel, 7 Marion ballast un-

loaders, 100 Decauville cars and 80 miles of light track; 1 25-ton

Bay City locomotive crane, 1 7^-ton Bay City locomotive crane.

The Decauville dump cars and track are sent up the river

in the" large canoes, and after being unloaded at the most con-

\enici.i point to the part of the line on which they are to be

used, are transported on wagons to the line. Boilers for the

drills, concrete mixers and pile drivers are transported to the

line in the same way when they are needed ahead of track.

Temporary trestles are built so as to push the track ahead, and
permanent bridges and culverts are built later. The steam

shovels can, of course, only be used as track advances, and the

grades in some cuts have purposely been left high at times so as

to get equipment through, after which the grades were lowered.

It is not anticipated that much passenger equipment will be

required, but there are now in Porto Vclho two combination

first and second-class passenger coaches, each 43 ft. long. The
rolling equipment of all the various railways in Brazil in which
Mr. Farquhar is interested, which, with the lines now operated,

being constructed or surveyed, total about 15,000 kilometres, will

be standardized. The shops will be quite completely equipped.

It is already possible to make all repairs now needed and

Fig. 16—25-ton Locomotive Crane in Porto Velho Yard.

eventually it will be possible to construct cars by importing only

the wheels and some few parts. The complete equipment for

the shops will be purchased in the United States.

Usually there are from 150 to 200 mules and 100 work oxen

on the work, and the sub-contractors are furnished with animals

to use in connection with the dump cars. Mules have been

brought from Para, 1,600 miles away, and from as far as Rio

de Janeiro and Buenos Ayres, in steamers that required from

17 to 25 days to make the trip. The oxen have been purcha.sed

along the Amazon river, but as soon as the road reaches a con-

venient point, these animals can be secured from the large herds

Fig. 15—Porto Velho in December. 1910.
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in Holivia at in'iliajjs oiic-tliird of tlu' cnsl df llic .\iiia/.t>ii cattlr.

In general, the ocean freight rates from New York and lunope

to Manaos, are from thirty to forty siiillings per ton, and nntil

the railway company bought and operated its own marine equip-

ment for use between Manaos and Porto Velho, the lines of

river boats operating on the Amazon and Madeira rivers charged

as high as $25 gold per ton for the 810-mile trip, and in some

cases absolutely refused to transport certain parts of construc-

tion plant. The company was therefore obliged to buy its own
river craft and now owns and operates for its exclusive use:

One swift river steamer for passengers and freight, five powerful

tug boats, four steam launches and 11 lighters of from 80 to 200

tons capacity, in addition to a nunil)cr of the large canoes used

Fig. 17—Baldwin IVlogul Locomotive.

in the river between the falls. Ocean steamers drawing 20 ft

can navigate to Porto Velho from early in January until late

in May. In 1909, nine steamers reached Porto Velho from

New York and ports of Europe, loaded with railway material.

In 1910 fourteen steamers cleared from foreign ports for the

place. The difiference between high and low water at Porto

Vellio is approximately 46 ft., high water occurring about March

20 and low during the whole month of September.

The force employed on the work has come from many parts of

the world. Probably SO per cent, or more of the laborers have

been Brazilians, but nearly all of the South and Central Ameri-

can countries have contributed, as have China, Persia and Tur-

key. Foremen, clerks and engineers have come mostly from

the United States, but England and her colonies, France and

Germany have also contributed to the staff. The most experi-

enced and intelligent laborers are the Spaniards, the nucleus of

which force came from Cuba, having been employed on railway

work there by the same contractors. Other labor, common and

skilled, has been recruited by agents of the contractors in

Portugal, the West Indies and Germany, but the Spanish Galle-

goes have been the bone and sinew, and many of them in gangs

of from 3 to 10 men take sub-contracts and save much money.

The physical construction of the railway is not difficult. In

the first fifty-five miles some heavy work was necessary, and

the contractors divided their men and distributed their forces

as well as they could, so that the completion of the larger cuts

would not delay the track. Practically all of the work between

Porto Velho and the river Jaci-parana, except a few shovel

cuts, was done with men, mules and the Decauville outfit. The
Spanish "subs" would move from 3 to 7 cubic metres per day,

while the Brazilians, working for wages, seldom moved 2 cubic

metres per day. The most economical method for the con-

struction of the road would doubtless have been by the use of

light machine equipment, but for certain reasons this was not

used, and when completed the road will have been mainly built

by hand, notwithstanding the fact that the greatest difficulty

encountered has been that of securing laborers, sufficient in num-
ber and efficient in action.

Construction may be said to have begun in April, 1908, and

from tliat date until December of the same year, it has been

estimated that from twelve to thirteen thousand individuals

were sent to the works in order to secure an average monthly

force of 1,100—staff and labor forces both included. During

the year 1S)09 the average number per month rose to 2,300,

during 1910 the number per month gradually increased, and

early in 1911 the contractors reported that they had a total of

3,500 on the whole works. The boats and lighters of the com-
pany brought in hundreds of laborers each month, and the reg-

ular lines of river steamers carried their hundreds of laborers

away from the work. For montiis at a time, the company sent

in as many as 600 men per month, while the river steamers

carried out slightly more, depleting the force constantly. It

was a constant struggle to secure enough men to keep the track

advancing, and there were seldom enough men to keep the

work going ahead and the track up at the same time. During
the period from June to September, the hospital records indicate

a loss in efficiency of from 10 to 25 per cent, and during the rest

of the year of from 5 to 10 per cent, from sickness.

Some of the unit costs of this work may be almost unbeliev-

able to engineers and contractors without experience in tropical

countries. The approximate costs of some items, for instance,

are : Clearing, $225 per acre ; earth excavation, $2.25 per cubic

yard ; rock excavation, $7.00 per cubic yard ; concrete masonry,

$61.00 per cubic yard; ties, $2.60 each; track laying, $8,400 per

mile ; telegraph and telephone, $600 per mile ; timber, $310

;

piles, $3.60 per lineal foot. For the necessary buildings, the

government contract provides payment to be made per square

metre of superficial area. For the shops and warehouses that

have been erected the cost to the railway company has been up-

ward of $2.75 per square fool.

The charges for transportation by the barge canoes in the dis-

trict of the falls has been: For freight of whatever class, down
river, $1.52 per ton mile; up river, $2.22 per ton mile. For pas-

sengers, down river, $0.57 per mile; up river, $1.14 per mile.

The government has already approved the bases of the tariffs

that may be charged by the railway under twenty-five freight

classifications, for which there are, however, but fifteen different

Fig. 18—Completed Track.

rates, a number of the classes having the same rate. For a long

haul the rate per kilometer is from 60 to 70 per cent, of the short

haul.

For the first few years of operation, rubber, food stuffs and

cattle will doubtless constitute the bulk of the traffic, and for

these the long haul rates are : Rubber, $0.80 per ton mile ; food,

$0.40 per ton mile ; cattle, $0.90 per head per mile. For passen-

gers the tariiifs for the long haul are, for first class 70 per cent,

and for second-class 80 per cent, of the short haul rates. THe
long haul rates are: First class, $0.14 J/2 per mile; second class

0.10 per mile. The railway is required under its lease to trans-

port free of charge, colonists and immigrants and their baggage,

tools and farming implements—seeds and plants sent by the
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Federal and State Governments—the mails, and employees of

the government mail and telegraph departments. It is required

to transport at 50 per cent, of tarifif rates officers of the govern-

ment and their baggage, and all supplies sent by the govern-

ment to relieve drought, floods and other public calamities—at

30 per cent, of tarifif rates—munitions of war, officers, soldiers

and their baggage, at 15 per cent, of tarifif rates—all other

passengers and cargoes of the Federal Government not specified

above, and materials destined for the construction of branch

lines of the same railway.

All photographs for this article were taken by the official

photographer for the railway, D. B. Merrill.

LETTERS FROM AN OLD RAILWAY OFFICIAL TO HIS
SON, A GENERAL MANAGER,*

VI.

DEMURRAGE OFFICERS.

The twenty-second annual convention of the American Associa-

tion of Demurrage Officers was held at the International Hotel.

Niagara Falls, N. Y., June 22 and 23. John F. Roach, Manager of

the Central Demurrage & Storage Bureau, St. Louis, Mo., and

president of the association, presided.

The membership of the association was shown to have been

reduced to twenty-nine, by the abandonment of eleven associa-

tions in New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsylvania and

Ohio ; but the members have not lost heart, and Manager E. E.

Mote, of San Francisco, announced that he had traveled across

the continent to attend the meeting, by direction of his executive

committee ; thus to attest by his presence the desire of the Pacific

Coast roads for the continuance of bureau supervision over

demurrage rules. The Southern managers, pretty generally, re-

ported the same sentiment prevailing among the railways in the

South. But in the general discussion there were radical dififer-

ences of opinion. The men from the West agree with the

Southerners, but the Eastern men, evidently reflecting the views

of their superior officers, were divided. East of Chicago a

number of bureaus have been abandoned. As on many previous

occasions, the idea was prominently brought out that the suc-

cess of a bureau depends on the personality of its manager.

The principal business of the meeting grew out of the report of

Captain Haskell, of Atlanta, who, as chairman of the committee

on rules, recommended changes in the reconsignment rule ; the

rule governing cars containing freight in bond, or subject to the

United States customs ; the rule relating to the giving of notice

of the arrival of freight ; and the claim rule. Under the claim

rule an extended discussion arose over the provisions for refund

or cancellation of demurrage charges caused by weather inter-

ferences, or by the bunching of cars in transit, which are delivered

to the consignee at destination in accumulated numbers. The

conclusions of the association, with respect to the amendments

and modifications of the rules, are to be laid before the American

Railway Association.

I. R. Van Tuyle, Manager of the Western Demurrage Bureau,

Omaha, Neb., was elected president for the ensuing year ; E. E.

Mote, manager of the Pacific Car Demurrage Bureau, San Fran-

cisco, was elected vice-president, and A. G. Thomason, Demurrage

Commissioner, Boston, Mass., was re-elected secretary and treas-

urer. The selection of a time and place for the next meeting was

deferrejd until later in the year, and is to be determined by ballot.

It was the consensus of opinion at this meeting that the Uniform

Code of Demurrage Rules had, on the whole, worked very satis-

factorily during the first year of its operation. The changes

suggested are designed to make clearer the intent of the rules.

An interesting feature of the meeting was the reading of a

paper which had been presented to the American Association of

Local Freight Agents, at Kansas City, Mo., in which the local

freight agents argued for the continuance of bureau supervision

over demurrage rules. It was contended that a good demur-

rage bureau, under a capable manager, prevents most of the

difficulties arising from demurrage rules, and provides con-

ditions under which both the railways and the public have con-

fidence in uniform treatment, applied impartially, on all roads.

Phoenix, Arizona, May 13, 1911.

My Dear Boy: You ask me to give you my views on the

handling and settling of freight claims.

I restrain my impatience and consequent desire to jump on
you hard. Allow me, therefore, with expressions of distinguished

consideration, to invite your esteemed att^ention to the fact that

your valued request contains no mention of an intelligent desire

for possible enlightenment on the most important feature of the

problem, namely, the prevention of claims, the eradication of

causes.

A railway is a complex proposition. Seldom can we discuss

one of its problems independently. So ramified are its activities

that the penumbra of one shadow coincide with the outline of the

next. Studied from the broadest view of railway administration,

freight claims are found too often doing duty as a shadow which
hides the real substance, poor operation. It was formerly the

almost universal practice on American railways for freight claims

to be handled and settled by the freight traffic department. It

was felt that the man who secured the business, who dealt with

the shippers, was the man to placate the claiming public. No,

this did not always lead to rebating. It placed before the man
hungry for gross revenue a temptation which he often resisted.

Since the passage of the Hepburn act and the consequent in-

spection of claim disbursements by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the general trend of railw-ay practice has been to

place the so-called freight claim department under the account-

ing department. Railways are waking up to the fact that the

new order of things means more than an accounting proposition
;

that in government regulation and supervision the whole mat-

ter of railway administration is involved. What we technically

term "operation" is the largest of the component elements of

administration.

The tendency of overspecialization has been to leave to the ac-

counting or the legal department the matter of relations with the

various branches of government, both state and federal. Since

a part can never equal the whole the results have been dis-

appointing. Railways are learning by costly experience that

traffic men and operating men must have an active part in these

vital relations. Government in the long run reflects the spirit

of its people. The American people as a nation are positive and

constructive. The training of railway lawyers and railway ac-

countants is often negative and resisting. The general counsel

and the general auditor arc inclined to tell us what we can not

do. The traffic manager and the general manager, on the other

hand, tell us what we can do. Out of it all should come a well

balanced administrative machine. We need the whole machine,

not a specialized part, the positive as well as the negative ele-

ments, when we move alongside the reciprocating engine of

government.

Again, putting a man in the accounting department does not

make him any more honest than the rest of us. There js more

logic in taking freight claims away from the traffic department

than there is in placing them under the accounting department.

The traffic man, the accounting man, or the legal man can settle

or refuse a claim. None of these can eradicate its cause. Only

the operating man can do this. Many roads cling to the belief

that their wonderful interior combustion and hot air harmony

give the operating department sufficient information to serve the

practical purpose. My observation has been that this information

is not sufficiently fresh; that it trails along too far behind the

actual transaction. Some roads, like the Southern and the

'Frisco, have organized special bureaus in the operating depart-

ment to minimize the causes of freight claims and to follow up

discrepancies while the case is fresh ; in other words, to investi-

*Copyrighted, 1911. by The Railroad Gazette.
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gale l)fl\ii\- till' cl.iiin is tilrd. Sdnn-tiim-s tliis (liiplioatos llio

work of the freight chiiin olVice and Sdiiietiines it does not.

So bad liavc been freiglit loss and damage eonditions on most
.\merican railwajs that almost any kind of attention has resnltcd

in improvement. Nearly every road can cite lignres in defense

of its particular treatment of the situation. There are many
good ways. In the absence of an absolute unit of comparison the

best way must be largely a matter of opinion. To me the logical

and practical principle has been discovered by two of the best

managed railways in the country, the Chicago & North Western
and the Chesapeake & Ohio. These roads, among others, place

their freight claims under the operating department, thus re-

eerving the hair of the dog for treatment of its bite. With such

a system the general manager controls the disbursements to

operating expenses for which he is responsible. Under other

systems the general manager accepts charges which he does not

directly control. Some roads have endeavored to correct this

last defect by requiring claim vouchers to be signed by the gen-

eral manager and the division superintendent. This beautiful ex-

ample of circumlocution is expensive. There are only twenty-

four hours in a day, and even claim papers can not be handled

for nothing. Furthermore, the claimant himself refuses to see

the beauty of delaying payment to carry out a theory. In some
states he has secured legislation penalizing railways for delay in

settling intrastate claims. Can j'ou blame him? The claimant

aforesaid may happen to be a country merchant waiting for the

way freight to come in. It brings him six boxes of groceries.

In his presence, and that of the agent, the way freight brake-

man drops and spoils a box. On many roads, not only is the

agent not allowed to pay for this spoiled box, but is expected to

require the indignant consignee to pay the freight on all six

boxes before removing the other five. The consignee is told

to file a claim, which then makes its weary round through the

circumlocution office where clerks are called investigators. Such

companies say in efifect to the agent : "Yes, you are a good fel-

low
;
you get us a lot of business

;
you handle thousands of dol-

lars of our money
; you represent us in many things

;
you must

understand, however, that a freight claim is a specialty re-

quiring expert advice ; a bad precedent might involve us in the

future
; you know, too, we might be criticised as opening the way

to grafting by some other agents if we let you pay out money
without authority from the accounting department; yes, we like

your work and expect to promote you in the sweet by-and-by,"

etc., ad nauseam. Fortunately, these narrow views are giving

place to more enlightened practices. On several railways in

Texas most station agents are authorized to settle instanter cer-

tain classes of palpably just claims up to $20 or $25.

Among the practical advantages of claim control by the oper-

ating department are quicker recognition of lax methods causing

claims, better discipline and morals of train and station forces,

prompter settlement, and greater attention to seal records. The
Chesapeake & Ohio make surprise tests by breaking a seal and

resealing the car with a different seal to see if the next man
copies the last record, or actually takes his seal record from

the car. This road also appeals to the human element. Claims

settled' are tentatively charged to the conductor or agent app?.r-

ently at fault, and he is given an opportunity to explain. This

is not real money, but a combination of Brown system. Christian

.Science coin, and 1907 clearing house certificates. The practical

effect is very real, however. Each man learns to feel a responsi-

bility which is reflected in a desire for a clean record. The gen-

eral claim agent, who is under the general manager, sends monthly

to each division superintendent a list showing the name of every

freight conductor on the division, with number of claims, if any,

charged to him on account of pilferage from train, rough handling,

etc. The local divisions of the Order of Railway Conductors have

been interested and feel some responsibility in keeping the work

of their members upon a plane above the imputation of collusion

with pilferage. Seek, my boy, to develop the higher natures of

your men and you will be astonished at the respon>e. Let them

know that you know what they are doing, and it becomes easier

for them to withstand temptation.

Freight claims arc a fine example of an exaggerated specialty

resulting in unnecessary centralization. The whole proposition

can be decentralized for the good of the service. Because the

division superintendent can not well settle interline claims of

other divisions is no reason why his forces should not settle such

local claims as concern his division.

A thorough study of freight claims will bring you early to a

consideration of personal injury, stock, and fire claims. The fad

has been on many railways to take these items of operating

expenses away from their former location in the operating depart-

ment and give them to the legal department. This exaggerated

view of the laws of liability is partly responsible for the growth

of the damage suit industry. It is another case of considering a

part of the railway at the expense of the whole. We need legal

advice and expert knowledge. The true function of the expert

and the specialist is to see how much working knowledge he can

impart to the layman for everyday use and reserve himself for the

real complications which, if his tutelage has been sound, the lay-

man will quickly recognize and bring back for expert assistance.

Not long ago I happened near a freight wreck. One of the

cars in the ditch contained an emigrant outfit in charge of a man.

This man was bruised, but not seriously injured. With the

superintendent and the wreck train came a specialist, a claim

adjuster for the legal department. He could settle only the per-

sonal injury. The damage to property was a freight claim and

belonged to another department, the accounting, not formally

represented at the impromptu function, and over which the super-

intendent as master of ceremonies had no jurisdiction. The
various items of operating expenses involved on this occasion

were in a decidedly diverged condition. What the spiritualist

medium calls the control was in this case the office of a busy

president some fifteen hundred miles away. Of course, the com-

pany spirit and common sense guided the superintendent, and he

made the best of circumstances; perhaps risking criticism and

censure for crossing sacred departmental lines. What do you

think of a system that breaks down in emergencies? Is not an

emergency a test of a system, a proof of its elasticity? Can we
develop the highest efficiency of superintendents when we, the

executive and general officers, place upon them the burden of

departing from a system that fails to meet their practical prob-

lems? Is it not a species of unconscious administrative cowardice

for boards of directors to impose implied and practical responsi-

bility without conferring corresponding authority? Can such

questions be ignored as exceptional, trifling, and captious? Do
they not reach to the heart of railway organization and efficiency?

Will the railways correct such errors themselves, or will they

await once more the remedy by legislatures and commissions?

If a study of conditions does not convince you theoretically that

one claim bureau should handle freight, stock, fire, and personal

injury claims—in short all claims covering injuries to persons

and damages to property—go down on the Chesapeake & Ohio

and watch them do it practically. Instead of several specialists

duplicating each other's itineraries, you will find some all-round

claim men doing a variety of practical stunts. When they do

strike a really different and highly technical case, they utilize the

services of their best specialist in that particular line, not infre-

quently the general claim agent himself. Overcharge claims are

very properly handled under their traffic auditor, being a matter

of correction and not of operating disbursement. Were it up to

me, I would make the general claim agent an assistant general

manager, so that in claim matters he would have rank and

authority superior to the division superintendent's. The division

claim agent I would make an assistant superintendent, so that

in claim matters he would have rank and authority superior to

all employees on the division.

On this last division feature I once convinced my old friend.

Cant B. Dunn, by a long, practical test.

Affectionately, your own, D. a. d.
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NEW SIGNALING AT WASHINGTON; P. B. & W.

One of the most complete and modern signal installations in

the country was recently put in service by the Pennsylvania

(Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington), between the south

portal of the Capitol Hill tunnel and the Potomac River bridge,

Washington, D. C. The installation consists of two electro-

pneumatic interlockings and 13 electro-pneumatic automatic sig-

nals. The interlocking machine at Second street and Virginia

avenue has 18 working levers operating 49 functions ; the machine

at Fourteenth street has eight working levers operating 35

functions.

Speed signaling, as recommended by the committee on signal

practice of the Railway Signal Association, was installed through-

signals near it. Electric detector approach and advance locking

are provided for all switches, and there are no detector bars.

Alternating current is used for operating the track circuits and
for controlling the automatic signals.

The electrical energy and the compressed air are obtained

from the power house of the Washington Terminal Company,
situated about two miles north of the tunnel portal. Emergency
electrical energy taps in the local electrical company's lines are

provided for use in case of failure of the main supply.

The electrical energy is transmitted at 2,200 volts, 60 cycles,

over a No. 6 B & S flexible twin conductor cable. A lead-

sheathed cable is used from the power house to the first inter-

locking, and from this point a cloth covered, jute filled rubber in-

sulated cable is used. The lead cable is run in terra cotta con-

Fig. 1—Arrangement of Tracks and Signals between the Potomac River and Capitol Hill Tunnel, Washington, D. C.

Philadelphia, Washington & Baltimore.

Note.—The upper portion of drawing at A joins the second portion at A^. The scco]td portion at B joins the third portion at BK

out. The interlocking home signals have three arms with

vertical lights, the distant signals two arms with staggered lights,

the automatic signals one arm and two staggered lights, the

dwarf signals one arm and one light. All signals governing in

the direction of traffic indicate the position of the next high

signal in advance ; and all signals operate in the upper right-

hand quadrant.

Fig. 1 is a plan of the tracks embraced in this installation.

It is broken into three parts, the west end (Potomac River)

being at the upper left hand. The dififerent parts of the en-

graving are to be connected as indicated by the letters A and A\
B and B\ Fig. 2 is a view at the Fourteenth street interlocking,

looking west, and Fig. 3 shows signal cabin "VU" and the

duits from the power house to the south portal of the tunnel

and in galvanized iron pipe from that point to the first inter-

locking. The cloth covered cable is laid in wood trunking about

2 ft. below surface. The trunking was treated with creosote.

About one-half inch of pitch was placed in bottom of the groove

of trunking. The cable was then laid in and the groove filled

with pitch. A cross section of the trunking and cable is shown

in Fig. 5.

The 2,200-volt current is stepped down to 10 and 110 volts at

eight different transformer locations. A sectionalizing switch-

board panel is placed in the 2,200-volt mains at each transformer

location. The switches on these panels are so arranged that

with power at both ends of the line any section of the cable
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between transfurmcr locations ina.v be cut out of service witli-

out affecting the operation of any signal. The sectionalizing

panels and transformers arc placed in cases, made of reinforcctl

in the distributing Ijo.xcs. The track feeds are tapped to the

bus bars through a resistance tube. These tubes have three

units of resistance, 0.5 ohms, 0.75 ohms and 1.25 ohms. Fig.

4 shows a view of the distributing boxes and Fig. 6 of a relay

track relays are of the galvanometer type. The

Fig. 2—Signals at B G Interlocking, Fourteenth Street,

Washington.

which are divided into two parts, the upper part being

panels and the lower for the transformer. There are

circuit sections in the installation, averaging 775 ft. in

concrete,

used for

44 track

1 • N
:

—4 j^m-^-srrrJi^j.^ ?

1

Fig. 4—Distributing Box.

fields of these relays are connected to the 110-volt bus bars with

a non-conductive resistance of 140 ohms in one of the leads.

The voltage across the rails at the feed end averages 2.4

volts and at the relay end 1.85 volts.

The signals are of the top post mechanism type. The home
and dwarf signals are controlled by direct current magnets

operating from a 14-volt storage battery. The distant and

automatic signals are controlled by alternating current magnets

operating on 110 volts. The stick circuit for the semi-automatic

signals is controlled by slow-acting relays to prevent the signals

Fig. 3~ -Signals and Cabin at Second Street and Virginia

Avenue.

length. The longest is 2,400 ft. long and the shortest 93 ft.

The sections are fed from the 10-volt taps of the transformers.

Leads of No. 6 wire are run from the transformers to bus bars

Fig. 5—2200-volt Wires in Trunking.

being thrown to stop by a momentary interruption of the power

supply. Each signal is lighted by one lamp of two candle power

which burns continuously.

Directly over each lever of the interlocking machines there is

a small electric light which indicates to the signalman when the

block or the track circuit section over which signal indications

are given by means of that lever, is clear.
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The interlocking and signal material for the installation was
furnished by the Union Switch & Signal Co., and the wire by
the Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Co. The work was installed

by the railway company's force under the supervision of W. L.

Smith, supervisor of signals of the Maryland division. The cost

of the whole was $60,791, including the cabins, which are of

brick, costing about $4,731 each. The four-arm bracket posts

cost in place about $773 each. The average cost of the four-

track signal bridges complete with four two-arm signals in

place is $2,111.

In the original plans for this installation signal bridges were
provided for in all cases. One of the new bridges was put up

Fig. 6—Relays.

south of Seventh street, at which point there is a parkway along-

side of the tracks. People residing in the vicinity objected to

this bridge as unsightly and as obstructing their view, and at

their request the railway company substituted the bracket post

in place of the bridge.

Putting the power line (south of "VU") in trunking was to

some extent experimental, with the view of obtaining the cost,

life and efficiency of this method of installation. The cost of

this line, including the cloth-covered c.^ble with two No. 6

B & S gage copper wires, was about $35 per 1,000 ft., which it

is estimated is much cheaper than lead-covered cable in either

galvalized iron pipe or any other method of conduit con-

struction.

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES.

The English government has provided $900,000 for the con-

struction o^ the Jinja-Kakindu Railway, Uganda Protectorate,

Africa.

A Cologne paper calls attention to the fact that the 12th of May
last was the 30th anniversary of the opening of the first electric

railway. This was an experimental line about a mile and a half

long, from the Lichtenfeld military school to the Anhalt station

in Berlin, equipped with a single car with seats for 12 passengers,

built by the firm of Siemens & Halske. The speech made by Dr.

Siemens on that occasion is remarkable for a modesty not often

shown in introducing new inventions. "The child born today,"

said he, "is a sturdy little fellow, with abundant vitality. I think

he will make out to live. But he has the diseases of childhood

yet to meet, and as yet has not even cut his teeth. We may be

glad, however, that the babe has at least come into the world. As

to what will become of him, whether he ever amounts to anything,

we must wait to see." We have waited ; and we have seen.

TRAIN DESPATCHERS' ASSOCIATION.

The twenty-fourth annual convention of the Train Despatchers'

Association of America was held at Baltimore, Md., June 20. 21

and 22. There was an unusually large attendance. From the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe sixteen men were present, and the

representation otherwise was from a larger number of roads than

usual. The business report showed a cash surplus in the

treasury of $321 and invested funds amounting to some $1,500.

There was a decrease in the membership of six members, leaving

a total membership of 932, while 42 new members were elected at

the meeting, making a total membership of 974.

An amendment to the constitution was submitted changing the

method of amendment which threatened, if adopted, to open the

door to radical changes in the association, but it was defeated by

the decisive majority of ninety-one to one, and the character of

the association as an organization which prohibits discussion of

the labor question in any form was emphatically reaffirmed.

The report of the train rules committee was the main feature

of the convention and evoked vigorous debate on some of its fea-

tures, which were referred back to the committee for further con-

sideration.

The convention held two sessions on Tuesday, and one short

session on Wednesday morning preceding a steamboat trip to

Annapolis, and return. An evening session was held after the

return from Annapolis which continued the debate and disposed

of the report of the train rules committee. The follbwing six

proposals recommended by this committee were approved by the

association.

Under train-order form G, example 3, the explanation should

be amplified by the addition of the proviso that jf the extra be a

passenger train, the track must be cleared by the time the extra

is due to leave the last station in the rear. This would make the

practice under form G conform to the practice under general

rule No. 86. The paragraph next to the last in the explanations

of form H should be included in the double track rules as well

as the single track.

Under form B, example 3, it would be better to provide that

the second named train must run with caution and at such speed

as to avoid accident to the first named train. It is believed that

this would be quite as safe as the provision now in force. In

most cases the speed of the leading train must be guessed. The

committee believes it would be well to provide under this example

that the form should be used only when the superior train is

indefinitely late, and that an order of this kind should be replaced

as soon as practicable by form E. The committee recommends the

omission of the word "until" in example 4, form E, and the

word "leave" in example 3, form G, except against the first item

in the order. The letters "A. M." and "P. M." might also be

omitted, except as they are used in time-table schedules.

In the train despatcher's clearance form, the committee recom-

mends the use of the following formula: "All trains due at G
at or before," etc. A clearance form ought to be used in all

cases where there is no register, but where trains have to be

cleared before starting. The committee recommends the adoption

of the "Q" response, said to be in successful use on the Rock

Island lines. The requirement is that operators receiving orders.

except the one first repeating, shall listen to and compare their

own copy with the first repetition and preface their own repetition

by "Q," thus informing the despatcher that they have made the

comparison. The present rule in regard to listening is not very

generally observed, but the committee believes that the proposed

requirement can be obeyed without difficult}'.

Several recommendations failed to receive approval. The com-

mittee recommends the introduction of a paragraph allowing

different forms of orders to be combined, when practicable,

except form K, provided each specified movement directly affects

the train first mentioned in the order. This rule is proposed as a

restrictive measure, to keep despatchers from making all sorts of

combinations; but the association was not ready to take action.
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Form K is tliat one used for :iniuilliiiK trains. 'Iliis llu- coniniittcc

woiikl never allow to be combined with any other form. The
committee proposed that rule No. 221 be modified so that after

delivering a clearance card the train should be allowed to proceed

without the clearing of the signal; also the common practice of

allowing a train to pass the train order signal 'ui order to do the

station work should be definitely set forth in the rules. But on

this also the association refused to commit itself. The same
result followed a proposition to change the third example under

form G.

On Thursday the convention held two sessions and voted to

api^oint a train rules committee of four members to act hereafter

in conjunction with the proposed train rules committee of the

Association of American Railway Superintendents, the president

and secretary continuing to be ex-of!icio members of the

committee.

The election of officers resulted in the selection of J. B. Ford,

chief train despatclier of the Santa Fe, Clovis, New Mexico, as

president. T. W. Kane (N. P.), Livingston, Montana, was
elected vice-president. J. F. Mackie was re-elected editor. J. P.

Finan (Santa Fe), Needles, Cal. ; T. D. Dcllmin (L., S. & M. S.),

Youngstown, Ohio; W. H. Whitaker (B. & O.), Baltimore, and H.

M. Conley (B. & O.), Columbus, Ohio, were elected members of

the executive committee, the last named being a re-election.

There was some bitter opposition to the election of Mr. Mackie as

editor, but it was at long range and inefifective. Communications
were read from 35 despatchers, threatening to leave the associa-

tion in case of his re-election. When the matter came to a vote,

however, Mr. Mackie received a unanimous endorsement.

Louisville was selected as the next place of meeting, and the

date was fixed for June 18, 1912.

Messrs. Daniel Willard, President of the Baltimore & Ohio,

Charles Selden, superintendent of telegraph of the same road, and
A. J. Wells, general manager of the Santa Fe Coast lines, were
elected honorary members.

The meeting was the best attended and most enthusiastic held

by the association since 1893.

CAR CAPACITY AND FREIGHT RATES.*

BY J. F. STROMBECK.

By car capacity is meant the amount of freight, in terms of

weight, that can be loaded into a car. The capacity of any

given car may depend upon several conditions. In the first

place, the strength of the car limits the weight which can be

safely hauled in it, usually varying from 30,000 to 80,000 lbs.

The character of the freight loaded is another important factor

in determining car capacity. It is possible to load commodities

of great densities, as iron, grain, etc., even above the marked
capacity, while light and bulky articles, as pleasure vehicles, can

usually, even in a 50-ft. car, be loaded up to only 18,000 lbs.

Other freight, because of extreme size of each piece, or because

of perishability, cannot be loaded without leaving much un-

occupied space in the car.

Again, less-than-carload freight cannot be loaded as heavily

as straight carload lots. Carriers claim that the weight of the

former may fall as much below that of the latter as one to two

and even as three to eight. This is so because it is impossible to

load miscellaneous freight as compactly as a single commodity,

because there is often a lack of sufficient freight to fill a car at

stated, regular intervals, and because way freight must be so

placed in the car as to permit loading and unloading at all

stations.

Finally, commercial conditions may prevent heavy loading of

cars. Cannel coal, being used almost entirely for grate pur-

poses, is sold in such small quantities that even though its

* Copyrighted, 1911, by The Railroad Gazette.
Note:—A portion of the matter in this article is taken from a book

by the same writer on "Freight Classification and Commodity Tariffs,"
which is to be published in the near future by Houghton, Mifflin &
Company, and is used with the consent of the owners of the copyright.

(icMsity is almost e(iual to that of other bituminous coal, it is

.seldom, if ever, loaded as heavily as is the latter. Other condi-

tions might be mentioned, but these are sufficient to show the

varied influences that affect car capacity.

Car capacity, as a factor in determining freight rates, is an
oicnient affecting the cost of performing the transportation serv-

ice, and as such is of great importance. Commissioner Prouty
has said that "in determining what are reasonable rates for

carriage of various commodities, no one thing has been oftener

or more earnestly insisted upon by the carriers as a controlling

element than car capacity."

This factor is important, first, because from the point of view

of service it becomes the almost controlling element in determin-

ing relative rates on articles of great density, on the one hand,

and on light and bulky freight, on the other. Too great import-

ance attached to car capacity will result in an undue disparity

in the rates on these two classes of traffic. This will be brought

out more clearly later. In the second place, the factor is of

much importance in determining carload and less than carload

differentials. These differentials, with possibly some exceptions,,

should be based on the difference in the cost of hauling, and as

car capacity is one of the most important factors determining

this difference in cost, it necessarily becomes of much import-

ance in determining the differentials.

While car capacity has always been an important factor in de-

termining freight rates for rail carriage, it is constantly increas-

ing in importance. About two decades ago most cars had

marked capacities of from 20,000 to 24,000 lbs., while today

80,000 is common, and many have 100,000 lbs., capacity.

Car capacity affects the cost of hauling in that the dead weight,,

that is, the tare weight of the car, carried per 100 lbs. of freight

decreases as the load increases. If the weight of the car is

30,000 lbs., and the weight of the load is 20,000, there are 150

lbs. of dead weight carried for each 100 lbs. of freight, but if

the load is increased to 40,000 lbs. only 75 lbs., or one-half as

much, dead weight is carried for each 100 lbs. of freight.

A superficial consideration of this has led to the error of

holding that a rate ought to decrease as the weight loaded is

increased ; if not in exactly the same ratio, nearly so. Traffic

managers have said time and again that each and every carload

should pay approximately the same amount of revenue as every

other carload as far as it is possible to make them do so; and

some hold that the carload should be made the unit of ship-

ment upon which to base charges, rather than 100 lbs. or a ton.

A study of those commodities which take more than one classi-

fication according to the minimum weight loaded, will give con-

siderable evidence that carriers are attempting to carry out such

a policy. That this policy is subject to criticism will be shown

shortly.

The following case is a typical one illustrating the method by

which reduction in cost by increased car capacity is figured. It

is an ideal case because all other elements but car capacity, both

from the point of view of cost of service and value of service

are eliminated. Commissioner Prouty used it in The Planters'

Comfrcss Company Case, 11 /. C. C. Rep. 382. He said:

"An ordinary bo.x car weighs perhaps 36,000 lbs. The total weight
of that car loaded with square bale cotton would be 61,000 lbs. and the
carrier would receive, at a rate of 30 cents per 100 lbs., $75 for the
service, or about 12.3 cents per 100 lbs. for the gross weight of car and
contents. If this same car were loaded with round bale cotton, it would
weigh, car and contents, 86,000 lbs. At a rate of 20 cents per 100 lbs.

the total revenue would be $100, or about 11.6 cents per 100 lbs. for

the gross weight carried. When it is remembered, therefore, that the
car in one case earns $100, while in the other it earns $75, it must be
evident that cotton compressed to a density which permits loading of

50,000 lbs. to the car is as good business, looking only to the cost of
carriage, at 20 cents per 100 lbs., as is cotton which will load 25,000
to the car at 30 cents per hundred."

According to this, as Mr. Prouty also claims later in his argu-

ment, loading 50,000 instead of 25,000 lbs of cotton to the car

saves one-third of the cost.

Before it is possible to point out the fallacy in the above argu-

ment, it will be necessary to briefly consider railway costs. These

costs may be said to be of two kinds, direct and indirect, some-

times called variable and constant expenditures, respectively.

S
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Direct costs represent such items as expenditures for fuel, water,

etc. ; wages of engineers and trainmen ; wear and tear on rolling

stock and interest on money invested therein
; payments for

repairs of roadbed and track made necessary because of wear
from hauling and other similar items. Indirect costs include

expendiures for maintenance of way caused by the rusting of

rails, rotting of ties and washing out of road bed ; repairs and
renewals of fences and road crossings ; wear and tear on sta-

tions because of the action of the elements of nature ; expenses

to replace cars and locomotives that have become out of date

;

a large part of station expenses ; wages of switchmen, flagmen,

watchmen, etc. ; the expenses of the general office, and fixed

charges, including interest on funded debt, interest on interest

bearing current liabilities, rents paid for lease of roads, taxes,

etc.

There is a marked difference between these two kinds of costs.

Direct costs depend upon the amount of business done and vary

directly, though not necessarily in the same ratio, as the volume

of traffic carried. The indirect costs, within certain limits,

remain about the same irrespective of the amount of business

done. They correspond to what in some industries are called

overhead costs. It is of the greatest importance that these two

kinds of cost be kept clearly in the mind throughout the fol-

lowing discussion, and, in fact, in all considerations of freight

rates. A failure to clearly recognize these two kinds of cost has

resulted in much severe and unjust criticism of the railways, and

many valueless discussions of rate problems.

Judge Noyes, in "American Railroad Rates," has shown that

approximately 40 per cent, of the total expenditures of the rail-

ways of the United States represent direct costs and 6C per cent.,

indirect costs. As these total expenditures are exclusive of

dividend payments, something less than 40 per cent, of an aver-

age rate, under average conditions, goes to cover direct costs.

With this explanation of transportation costs in mind, it will be

possible to discover the fallacy in the use of the factor car

capacity as in the case cited above.

By putting our case in a different form it will be easier to

analyze. If 50,000 lbs. are loaded into two box cars, each weigh-

ing 36,000 lbs., the gross weight is 122,000 lbs. If the same

weight is loaded into one car the gross weight will be 86,000

lbs., and the hauling of 36,000 lbs., or 29.5 per cent, of the weight,

is saved. This seems on hasty consideration to be a saving of

nearly one-third in the cost of transportation. Such is, however,

not the case. The saving does not at all affect that something

more than 60 per cent, of the rate which goes toward indirect

costs and dividend payments. Furthermore, not even all of the

items of direct cost are afifected by the saving from hauling one

car less. Such expenses as handling less-than-carload freight

at freight houses and other terminal expenses, which are in-

cluded in the 40 per cent, for direct costs, go on the same as

before. It might, therefore, be safe to say, after making allowance

for dividend payments and items of direct cost which are not

afifected by car capacity, that prossibly one-third of an average

rate, under average conditions, is affected by the element car

capacity, and the saving from the loading of 50,000 lbs. of cotton

instead of 25,000 lbs. results in a saving of 29.5 per cent, of

one-third of the rate, or approximately only 10 per cent, of the

rate. It is evident if the doubling of the weight loaded merely

cause a saving of approximately 10 per cent., an increase from

say 30,000 to 40,000 lbs. in a load would result in a consider-

ably smaller saving, which would possibly amount to one cent

were the average rate 25 cents per 100 lbs. This certainly makes

car capacity seem less important than it is usually considered.

The point in question might be further elucidated. The total

cotton crop of the country ought to bear a certain amount of

the indirect costs of all transportation, or in other words, of

the aggregate constant expenditures of the railways, each unit

shipment bearing its share. This amount that each unit ship-

ment contributes toward indirect costs should clearly remain the

same whether 25,000 or 50,000 lbs. are loaded to each car. If

it is decreased, the carriers will receive just that much less net

revenue for the transportation of the cotton crop than that

commodity should pay. This is, of course, true only provided
that the rate for the 25,000-lb. minimum is reasonable. Such a

deficit must be made up by other traffic or reduce the profits of
the carriers. Therefore, in varying the rates with the weight
loaded, it should always be remembered "that a portion of the

rate goes toward paying indirect costs, and should remain con-
stant irrespective of the weight loaded into a single car, and
that the only costs that is affected is that of the actual hauling
of the freight. This is also true for carload and less-than-carload

differentials. The amount that 100 lbs. of any commodity should
contribute toward indirect cost should be the same whether
those 100 lbs. are carried as a part of a straight carload ship-

ment or as a part of a less-than-carload lot. If an increased car

capacity is accompanied by so great reduction in the rate that

the amount which each 100 lbs. contributes toward the indirect

costs is reduced, the present tendency toward greater car ca-

pacities is surely a poor business policy for the carriers. Some-
times one is led to question whether or not traffic managers
are aware of this.

The above clearly shows that a car should not pay about the

same revenue whether loaded with a heavy load or a light one.

If the 30-cent rate on cotton is an average one, about 20 cents

of it goes to pay indirect costs and dividends. If 25,000 lbs.

are loaded, $50 will be earned for that purpose, but if 50,000 lbs.

are loaded $100 must be earned to cover the indirect costs assess-

able against this particular amount of cotton. With a minimum
of 25,000 lbs. about 10 cents per 100 lbs., or $25, are needed to

cover the direct costs. If 50,000 lbs. are loaded there is a saving

of 29.5 per cent, of this part of the rate, or about 3 cents,

leaving 7 cents per 100 lbs., or $35 for the entire load, needed

to cover the direct costs. Thus, if a carload of 25,000 lbs. rea-

sonably earns a gross amount of $75 for the carrier, a load of

50,000 lbs. should earn a gross amount of $135. It can hardly

be said that these two amounts are approximately the same.

This also shows that the claim by some that the carload should

be taken as a unite for determining freight charges instead of the

100 lbs., or the ton, cannot be grounded in reason. It would

result in an enormous discrimination in favor of the shippers

of heavy carload lots.

There is an element that further reduces the supposed saving

in direct costs resulting from increased car capacities, which

ought to be mentioned. An 80,000-lb. capacity box car with a

steel underframe w-eighs about 44,000 lbs., while a box car

having a capacity of 40,000 weighs about 30,000 lbs. Hence,

while in the case of the former car a greater number of unit

shipments of 100 lbs. each are hauled over which to distribute

the dead weight, there is also a considerable greater quantity of

dead weight to be distributed. The dead weight per unit ship-

ment does not increase in the same ratio as the weight loaded

increases in those cases where the increased capacity necessi-

tates a stronger and therefore heavier- car. It is even conceivable

that at some point there is an increase in the dead weight per

unit shipment instead of a decrease. This fact materially re-

duces the 10 per cent, saving shown above.

There is another matter to which attention should also be

called. In the above case it was assumed that the 30-cent rate

on cotton for a 25,000 minimum was an average rate. In the case

of low-grade and cheap commodities a much smaller part of the

rates goes toward indirect costs, and therefore it is possible that

a very large per cent, of a rate is affected by car capacity. On
the other hand, if the rate applies on valuable freight it is prob-

ably that considerable less than 30 per cent, of it is affected.

Thus, car capacity is of much more importance for low rates

than for high ones. This is also true of rates for long hauls as

compared with those for short hauls, for in the case of the for-

mer the part going to indirect costs is often a smaller per cent,

of the rate than in the case of the latter.

The evils resulting from a failure to recognize properly the

factor of car capacity are significant, to say the least. If given

too much importance, it leads to an undue difference between
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rates oil light and bulky articles and on those wliich are iieavy

and compact. A study of classifications indicates that in practice

this difference is C(Misiderably greater than it ought to he. I his

is an unjust discriniinatioii against liglit and bulky freight.

Again, as car cajiacity is one of the most iinporlaiit elements in

determining the diflEelence in the cost of hauling carload and less

than carload trafii^'.-'thesc differentials may become too great and

cause an undue prejudice in favor of the large shipper who
makes carload consignments. The small, less-thaii-carload ship-

per is made to bear part of the burdens which riglitly belong to

his stronger competitor.

Thus, a failure to distinguish between the direct and indirect

costs of railway transportation has led to error in the application

of the element car capacity, and the present tendency to increase

car capacities causes a decrease in the carriers' revenues which

go to play indirec!^ cnsts. At the same time, light and bulky ar-

ticles have been given too high rates as compared with those of

great density and less-than-carload shipments as compared with

carload lots.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL FREIGHT AGENTS.

The annual meeting of the American Association of Local

Freight Agents, was held at Kansas City, Mo., on June 20, 21, 22

and 23. The following are abstracts of some of the reports

presented by local associations

:

VOLUNTARY PAYMENTS OF SWITCHING (KANSAS CITY ASS'n).

A special committee appointed for the purpose investigated

the switching schemes in use all over the country and made an

elaborate report at the Montreal meeting. Its report treats of

six different schemes and covers forty-five pages in the official

minutes. All of the dififerent plans which have been suggested

from time to time contemplate that the switching line shall de-

pend upon its own resources only to collect the switching rev-

enue due it and none of them provides for any assistance to be

furnished by the paying line. If the switching line fails to ask

for the money it receives nothing for the service performed.

Way-bills may be issued for switch cars and any of the various

checks suggested may be applied, but still care will be missed and

the switching lines will lose much revenue in consequence. The

inherent principle that prompts every man who works out a new

scheme is the desire to obtain an accurate check on switching

revenue and the primary object of every plan of checking switch-

ing is to insure the collection of revenue on all cars .switched.

The local offices have forces of men employed to check inter-

change reports, switching orders, yard checks, cards removed

?rom cars and all other records having any bearing on switch-

ing movements of cars. The accounting departments have forces

of men in the field to check the stations to enforce proper checks

being made by the latter. Bills for missed switching are made

up from time to time and the paying line spends much time,

energy and money in digging out old records and checking the

supplementary bills made by the switching line. All of this is

done and the local offices sufifer much criticism because they fail

to pay their known obligations in the first place. Every railway

wants to pay all the switching revenue that is due every other

railway, therefore why not carry out the policy of our mana.gers

and pay the switching lines for all cars switched, using the most

simple and direct method? I believe that we have solved the

problem at Kansas City.

At the time of ordering a car to a switching line the road

carrying line writes up the way-bill on a statement of billing

or other form, making whatever number of copies is needed,

using one column to show the amount of switching due the

switching line. Outbound business is written up in the same man-

ner, showing the outbound way-bill reference. At the end of the

week the statement is footed and a draft is issued to the switch-

ing line for the amount due it, which is paid in the w-eekly settle-

ment. One copy of the statement is delivered with the draft to

enable the switching line to properly apply the money. Another

co[)y IS sent to llir accounting dciiartiiunt as authoritv for tlic

liaymcnt ami tlic Iraiisaction is closed.

The switching line may continue all c>f it.' ciiecks and safe-

guards to insure the proper charge beint! made for cars han-

dled and will render hills for all cars niissvd by the road carry-

ing line, which should be paid in the next weekly settlement.

The switching line posts switching items received in the same
maimer that it applies prepaid and freight received items. Cars
switched locally are settled for in the same manner, tlie origi-

nating line assuming the .same position as the road carrying

line. The voluntary settlement gives the switching line the

double check, so much needed. When one line misses a car the

other will catch it. The switching desk in each local office is

supplied with the switching tariffs of the other lines or a state-

ment of rates compiled from the tariffs which enables it to make
its payment at the tariff rate. This plan has been in effect here

for nine months and we are well pleased with it. The longer

we use it the better we like it, and we commend it to other

sw-itching centers.

handling l. c. l. freight at junction points (louisville

ass'n).

Ihe practice is indulged in more or less by nearly all present.

Have we reached the state of perfection expected by our several

managements? How can we overcome the irregularities so

prevalent among us? We must assume that particular attention

has been given the practice of loading merchandise cars over

junction agents' heads whenever practicable and at the same time,

emphasize the necessity of remodeling instructions from time to

time as conditions change, bearing in mind that every shipment

so handled—

(1) Decreases time of freight in transit.

(2) Decreases cost of handling.

(3) Decreases liability of damage, thus preventing claims.

(4) Decreases transfer charges at junction points.

(5) Reduces switching and yard expenses.

Originating points should first arrange to load to break bulk at

points as near ultimate destination as their tonnage will justify,

regardless of the number of junction points interested.

The same practice can be indulged in by receiving agents when
the tonnage warrants, thus enabling us to reduce to a minimum
that which gives us the most trouble, namely, "The cross-town

movement."

Those of us who are favored with an up-to-date, responsible

and well-organized transfer company will at once favor the use

of same for the cross-town work, but those less fortunate will

be fully as enthusiastic in favor of the use of the car system.

Both have their advantages and disadvantages. Which is the

preferable?

In using the transfer system, we find in its favor, generally

speaking

:

(1) The saving of probably twenty-four hours in time con-

sumed in transit.

(2) A greater degree of accuracy in getting the freight to the

proper depot, as it becomes the object of two individual checks

instead of one.

On the other hand, we find favoring the car system, speaking

in a general sense

:

(1) Saving of transfer charge expense.

(2) Eliminating of a third party in handling the business.

(3) Saving of office labor in properly presenting transfer bills

for settlement.

In order to enable transfer stations to make package cars to

stations on foreign roads, and far-removed points on such lines

when tonnage is sufficient to justify it, we recommend the adop-

tion of interline billing. By doing so, the waybills will indicate

the route freight is to travel and shipments would not be held

up by originating line for rebilling, as is now largely the practice

on business moving through the Ohio and Mississippi gateway

into the South and West and through Chicago for the North and

Northwest.
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The following officers were elected to the association for the

ensuing year : President, Charles E. Cochrane, Baltimore, Md.

;

first vice-president, George B. Ager, Boston, Mass.; second vice-

president, H. J. Griffin, Mobile, Ala. ; secretary, R. O. Wells,

St. Louis, Mo. ; treasurer, C. E. Fish, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PACIFIC COAST LOCAL FREIGHT AGENTS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

The annual convention of the Pacific Coast Local Freight

Agents' Association was held at San Diego, Cal., June 20-22.

The territory of the association includes California, Oregon,

Washington and British Columbia, and members from every

important city in these states were present, making it one of the

most successful meetings in the history of the organization.

Sessions were held both day and evening on all three days.

On the twenty-second the meeting was adjourned at noon, to

afford the members an opportunity of visiting Tia Juana, on the

border line, and witnessing a battle between the Mexican Fed-

eral troops and the rebels which was taking place.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, W. J. Hardy, San Francisco ; vice-president, T. W.
Pate, Los Angeles ; secretary, F. P. Hanlon, Seattle ; treasurer,

W. Merriman, Portland. It was voted to hold the next annual

convention at San Francisco.

LEGAL ASPECTS OF SYSTEMATIC COMPENSATION FOR
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS.*

BY CARMAN F. RANDOLPH.

Dismissmg state accident insurance as not, at present, in ques-

tion, and considering compensation at the employer's charge, I

am of the opinion that he cannot be aflfected with an absolute

liability and a fixed indemnity for all industrial accidents. If

the courts shall decide otherwise (and I remark in passing that

a denial of legislative power in a few states would tend to check

its application to competitive industries in neighbor states), they

must, I think, enunciate a new principle broad enough to draw

contributions from workmen, if this shall be expedient. If the

employer may be required to help the workman, the workman
may be required to help himself, and so far as the cost is shifted

to the public, the workman is as likely to be recouped by higher

wages as is the employer by higher prices.

A compulsory rule need not be applied immediately, or ever,

to all employments ; but it must be, potentially, applicable to all.

No employment can plead constitutional exemption because of

its relative freedom from danger—the "dangerous trades" are

not alone subject to the obligation. No employer can plead ex-

emption because of his pettiness—the obligation is imposable

upon rich and poor alike.

The compensation rate must be moderate and not confiscatory,

and since all employers may ultimately be gathered in, and since

the rate basis must be uniform, the incidence of an initial burden

should be estimated in view of its potential imposition upon all

sorts and conditions of employers, and not simply by the stand-

ing of those at first aflfected.

In planning the administration of a compensation law we must

reject, as unconstitutional, the compulsory association of em-

ployers. Instead of the collective responsibility of the German

system, we must impose the individual responsibility of the

British system, though we should improve upon this by al-

lowing responsibility to be shifted by insuring in an approved

company or voluntary association, as is the rule in France.

There is reason to fear that in many, if not most, of our states,

the summary procedure so essential to the useful operation of

a compensation law will be embarrassed by an indefeasible right

to trial by a jury, with its delay, expense and uncertainty.

The simple motive of a compulsory compensation scheme can-

not be simply efifectuated. Complexity is its dominant note, and

•Extracts from a monograph prepared for a railway company.

it should be observed in passing that the New York and, more
markedly, the Montana and the Maryland legislatures have, in

straining for snnplicity of procedure, but drawn attention to the

insistent complexities they would fain ignore.

Even if the legislature may lawfully decree the naked prin-

ciple of compulsory compensation, the practice is likely to be

sufficiently embarrassed by constitutional restraints and direc-

tions to preclude the adoption of a thoroughly satisfactory

scheme.

VOLUNTARV COMPENSATION. /

In the compulsory princuile of the European coiupcnsatiori

schemes be, as I maintain, repugnant to our institutions \vc may,
nevertheless, accomplish, by voluntary methods, a substantial

measure of systematic compensation. Voluntary accident relief

has already made fair progress. Besides a widespread proflfcr of

medical and hospital service to injured workmen we mark a

number of schemes founded by employers to provide accident

indemnity alone or in conjunction with sickness or old age re-

lief. Some involve workmen's contributions. In others the em-
ployer bears the whole cost, and among these the most notable

of the purely accident schemes are those recently formulated by
the Steel Corporation and the International Harvester Company.
To the objection that few employers are likely to make a free-

will offering to their employees I reply that the voluntary method
I have in mind would not be inspired by philanthropy, though by
no means lacking the humane spirit. While the legislature can-

not, in my opinion, strip the master of all defences to a suit

for damages it may so narrow them as to encourage the bring-

ing of suits with their inevitable delays, uncertainties, irritations

and waste. The mere holding of this power in leash suggests a

special motive for employers to volunteer compensation schemes

in the hope of thereby discouraging its exercise.

Voluntary compensation may, I believe, be substantially pro-

moted if the legislature shall discard the idea of threatening

employers with more litigation if they reject it and hold out,

instead, the promise of less litigation if they embrace it. And
we derive the principle of persuasive legislation from a rule

embodied in the best of the foreign laws—the master who is

bound to systematic compensation is relieved from all liability

in suit except when the accident is due to his culpable act or

neglect. This is the complement of the general rule that a

workman shall not have compensation for an accident due to

his wilful act. The absolute fairness of this position is evident

to all who are not bemused by the notion that continued sub-

jection to damage suits somehow tends to make the master

more careful and somehow maintains the dignity of the work-

man ; but such persons have really no business to advocate sys-

tematic compensation at all, for if this is not better than the

lottery of litigation it should be rejected. If it is better it should

discourage litigation except when public policy commends this

for the punishing of culpable masters.

Let the legislature declare that an employer who has, by a

proper plan, obligated himself to pay compensation for all acci-

dents shall be liable in damages only when an accident is the

result of his culpable act or neglect, and that the mere institu-

tion of a suit shall bar ail claim to compensation. This declara-

tion should so discourage suits in all except flagrant cases as

to oflfer a strong inducement for the voluntary plan.

Conceding that this plan would in its best showing leave out

a fraction of workmen whom compulsion would have covered

(if I rightly estimated the inducement the fraction would not be

large), the community might well be gratified with a great

achievement, and the fraction would be no worse off than the

tens of thousands of employees who are not, as a rule, included

in current compulsory proposals. Even if a legislature shall be

free to compel systematic compensation, it should prefer the

voluntary method which, with compulsory power in reserve,

might be more widely conunendcd to employers.

It will be objected that compulsion would gather in more em-

ployers than would persuasion, even with the threat of force
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bohiiul it; but there is every reason to believe tliat a successful
iiutiatioM of the voluntary method would promote its extension
especially among the so-called "dangerous trades," which :ire the
conspicuous objects of systematic compensation.

It will be objected that employers would accord a lower com-
pensation than the state would imi)ose ; but the voluntary rates

must conform to a standard approved by the public authorities.

I his standard would require reasonable conii)ensation as an
invariable but not necessarily the only factor in a scheme.

While unilormity would not be perfectly assured by the vol-

untary method it would be greatly facilitated. The very sim-

plicity of the basic law I have suggested—the release of the

•employer from all liability in damages except in the case of his

•culpable negligence—should commend its enactment in the sev-

"eral states, and, while there would be more room for differences

in respect of the standards for a voluntary system, these should

be so simple in comparison with the provisions of a compulsory

law as to render a wide uniformity attainable.

A compulsory scheme requires an intimate participation by

courts, commissions or other public bodies, which means more

red tape, delay and expense than under the voluntary method.

This needs from the government only recognition and super-

vision. For the rest it assures the handling of a complicated

business matter by a business organization—an assurance quite

as valuable from a social, as it is from a business standpoint, for

every voluntary arrangement by employer and employee equitable

in its nature and executed in good faith improves their relations.

RATCHET TRACK WRENCH.

The National ratchet track wrench, illustrated herewith, is

made by the National Surface Guard Company, Chicago, with

the idea of overcoming some of the objections found in the

older type of wrenches. It is claimed that with this wrench

National Ratchet Track Wrench.

three or four times as many nuts may be put on, or removed, in

a given time as is possible with the ordinary track wrench. This

wrench is made of high-grade steel and weighs from 10 to 53

lbs. according to the rail section and the joint on which it is

to operate. The extension frame holds the shoulder of the bolt

firmly in position while putting on or removing the nuls. it

does not clamp on the rail and can be removed instantly in case

of an emergency. The reverse motion ratchet, being an integral

|iart of the socket, gives direct power. The sockets arc inter-

changeable and can be furnished for difTcrcnt nut sizes in both

square and hexagon shapes. It is easily adjusted to fit different

rail sections, having the regular angle bar type of rail joint. It

can be made, however, for any special rail joint desired.

WIRE GRIP WITH NEW LOCKING DEVICE.

The accompanying illustrations show tiie improved Buffalo

grip as made by the Western Electric Company, Chicago. It

has a special locking feature which is operated by a turn of the

handle. It will lock the jaw in any position, thus enabling the

Improved Buffalo Wire Grip In Open and Closed Position.

lineman to insert the wire in the grip easily and quickly. When
the handle is pushed down it clamps the wire, and the harder

the handle is pulled the tighter the wire is held. This grip is

made in various sizes for both bare and insulated wire, and can

be supplied with or without pulleys.

LOCOMOTIVE INJECTOR.

An automatic restarting locomotive injector, known as the

Twentieth Century injector, is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. It is the product of the American Railway Supply Com-
pany, Conneaut, Ohio. The injector is of simple construction,

the parts being so arranged that a ready passage is provided for

the overflow at a point close to the water inlet. Independent

valves control the cold and hot water overflows. A novel form

of forcing tube is provided to permit the passage of hot water to

the overflow at the beginning of the operation and to prevent it

when the jet has reached boiler pressure.

The injector will work at a boiler pressure of from 20 to 250

lbs., with the same accuracy and without waste of water. It

SecHon ^4-8.

.
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Twentieth Century Locomotive Injector.

will work as well and with the same velocity from a tank nearly

drained as one that is full. A peculiar feature is that it will

work promptly in case either the steam or water be turned on

first, and will draw water up to 130 deg. F. This injector is

interchangeable with others, the standard connection being

provided. It is guaranteed for two years, the tubes being made

of hardened copper. The injector was invented by L. E. Hogue,

of Greenville, Pa., and was later improved by Frank Brosche,

of Erie, Pa.
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Three masked men stopped an Illinois Central passenger train

just outside of Memphis, Tenn., on June 21, and made their

escape after forcing the mail clerks to surrender a registered
mail pouch.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company is to

use telephones for train despatching between Portland and The
Dalles, 90 miles ; and has ordered the instruments from the
Western Electric Company.

The state prosecuting attorney at Columbus, Ohio, has entered
suits in the supreme court of the state, for the purpose of
punishing the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio railways
on a charge of compelling their employees to join voluntary
relief associations.

A law of Massachusetts, requiring railways to provide in-

dividual drinking cups on trains traveling 30 miles or more, went
into effect June 15. Notices are posted in the cars informing
the passengers that cups may be had on application to the con-
ductor or baggage master.

The Southern Pacific is now taking eastern freight into San
Francisco over the Dumbarton cut-off, and the ferryboats between
Oakland and San Francisco will no longer carry overland or in-

terior freight. The Dumbarton cut-off is about 25 miles south of

Oakland, and this 50-mile detour is made for the purpose of

avoiding the four-mile ferry.

Tn a recent interview, T. J. Freeman, receiver of the Interna-,

tional & Great Northern, indicated that a meeting of the new
board of directors, will be called by him before the property is

turned over to the new owners, the Third Mortgage Bond-
holders' Committee, he will be elected president, this being pajt

of the plan outlined at the time of his recent election to the

vice-presidency of the Texas & Pacific.

It is reported that Charles L. Ewing, one of the defendants

in the recent case of the Illinois Central against certain car

repair concerns, has made a settlement with the company of

the civil suit to which he was a party, and that negotiations are

pending toward similar settlements with the company by F. B.

Harriman, former superintendent of the Illinois Central, and

J. M. Taylor, former general storekeeper.

Both houses of the Connecticut legislature, after long discus-

sion, have passed a bill to establish a public utilities' commission,

to supersede the railway commission. It is said that the bill,

which has been passed, has the approval of the governor, and that

therefore it will undoubtedly be signed by him. The number of

commissioners provided for is three, and they are to be appointed

by the legislature on the nomination of the governor.

The commission appointed by President Taft to investigate the

cost of transporting and handling second class mail, consisting

of supreme court Justice Hughes and Messrs. Lowell and

Wheeler, will hold a hearing at New York City, July 18, in the

Post Office building. All persons and organizations desiring to

appear before the commission are requested to notify the secre-

tary of the commission, C. W. Bell, Colorado building, Wash-

ington, by July 10.

At Spokane on the evening of June 7, the Spokane Trans-

portation Club gave a dinner in honor of the railway commission

of the state of Washington ; about 120 guests being present. Ad-

dresses were made by commissioners Fairchild and Lawrence.

The Spokane Transportation Club is composed largely of rail-

way officers, but shippers are also strongly represented, and the

club is coming to be an important factor in improving the rela-

tions between shippers and railways.

The new White Star steamship Olympic, 882 ft. long, and the

largest vessel in the world, left New York for Plymouth on

Wednesday of this week on her first eastbound trip with 723

first class passengers, said to be the largest number of that class

ever taken across the ocean on one vessel in regular service.

There were more applicants for first class accommodations than

the ship could take ; and there were about 500 second cabin and

1,000 third cabin passengers. It is estimated that the receipts
for tickets for this voyage aggregated $250,000. Sixteen thou-
sand persons visited the Olympic at her dock in New York on
Friday and Saturday of last week and (at SO cents each) paid
$8,000 into the seamen's charity fund.

The governor of Pennsylvania has signed the hill which was
passed by the legislature of that state establishing a "full crew
law," and the law goes into effect within thirty days from the
date of signing, which will be about July 22. This law is similar
to the full crew laws which have been passed in several states,
except that it has an additional provision for the comfort of the
hind-end man on trains which have neither passenger car nor
caboose. Section 7 of the law says that it shall be unlawful to
run any train "consisting of United States mail or express cars
without the rear end of the rear car so equipped with exit free
from obstruccion platform of thirty inches in width, guard rails
and steps; also heating appliances to maintain a temperature of
sixty-five degrees."

The Illinois Traction System, one of the most ambitious elec-
tric railways in the country, announces that, beginning July 1,

express trains are to be run between St. Louis and Peoria, 174
miles, with only two stops—at Springfield and Lincoln. Spring-
field is nearly 100 miles from St. Louis, and Lincoln about 130
miles. It is proposed to run through in 5 hours and 30 minutes,
or at the rate of about 32 miles an hour. New parlor cars, so
called, have been ordered for these trains, but whether or not
the fare will be higher than in ordinary cars is not stated. The
company has ordered from the St. Louis Car Company 14 new
interurban cars. The company is putting up a new station at
Lucas and High streets, St. Louis, 120 ft. x 40 ft., and two
stories high. This company has installed automatic block sig-
nals on parts of its line and has ordered signals for additional
sections, as recently noticed in the Railiuay Age Gazette.

Trains de luxe, special and not special, are now literally too
numerous to mention. The Ancient Arabic Order of Nobles of
the Mystic Shrine, of Oklahoma City, will leave that place next
week, Friday, for Rochester, N. Y., in "the finest train ever sent

out from Oklahoma City" ; steel sleeping cars, dining car, etc., all

electric lighted, and with a conductor and brakeman who are
members of the Shrine. Including their wives and a band of
music, the company will number 100. The train of steel cars,

which is to be furnished by the St. Louis & San Francisco and
the New York Central for Texas members of the National .A.d

Men's Convention, to be held in Boston the last of July, will be
the "most modern ever operated in the Southwest." To turn for

a moment from outer to inner delights, the latest novelty in the
transportation of merchandise is the "Raspberry Special" of the
American Express Company, running from New Albany, Ind.,

to Chicago..

The special commission established last year by Congress to

consider the subject of employers' liability and compensation
legislation, has held hearings at Washington to discuss the consti-

tional questions involved in legislation of that kind, and has

considered a number of arguments presented by lawyers repre-

senting the railways. The newspaper accounts of the hearings

are not very clear, hut from one of the railway counsel who
attended we learn that nothing was done except to consider this

one phase of the question ; namely, the limitations imposed by
the constitution. The commission has announced that until it

has gathered the statistical information for which it is now
asking the railways, it will not be in a position to consider any
particular form of legislation. Representative Sabath, of Illinois,

has introduced a bill on the subject, to be applicable to employees

on lines of interstate carriers and on lines over which United

States mails are carried ; but this bill is in many respects crude

and it does not appear that the commission has as yet discussed

it. Legal officers of prominent railways have had this matter under

consideration for several months, and an unofficial committee

of 21 has been investigating the constitutional questions con-

nected with it. -A. sub-committee of four was appointed to appear

before the Federal commission. The committee appears to be
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uiKinimous in (I()ul)ting the power of Congress to pass a com-
pulsDry comi)eiisatioii act. It is recognized, however, that there

is need of reform in the present method of disposing of per.sonal

injuries sustained by railway employees, and the conmiittee

desires to co-operate with the federal commission in promoting
such federal legislation as shall be just to both employer and
employee.

Safety Appliances.

In tlie Daily Raikvay Afic Gazette of June 21, p. 1605, some
remarks by M. K. Barnum, general superintendent of motive

power, Illinois Central, were credited to S. M. Hindman, gen-

eral car inspector, Eastern Pennsylvania division, Pennsylvania

Railroad. They were made during the discussion of the

M. C. B. report on safety appliances, and sliould have been

given as follows

:

Mr. Barnum: At the meeting of the [safety appliance] com-

mittee yesterday [June 20], I believe the question of making a

drawing [showing the stencil that should be used for cars

equipped with the safety appliances] as suggested by Mr. Young
was brought up.

Mr. Curtiss : The time was not sufficient. Mr. La Mar tried

to make a drawing but he had no tools.

Mr. Barnum : It seems to me very important that this asso-

ciation should officially take up the work done by the conference

committee and support any agreement or understanding that this

committee had with the Interstate Commerce Commission in-

spectors, and I think it would be very inconsistent for this

association to adopt anything that did not follow these lines;

but of course it will be left to the roads to adopt them as they

saw fit. It seems to me we ought to carry out the letter and the

spirit of the agreement [made by this committee with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission inspectors] in that conference as

far as possible, and then if it is thought best to reduce the let-

tering, have another conference [with the above inspectors] with

that object in view.

Wreck on the Philadelphia & Reading.

One passenger was killed and about 20 others injured in a

wreck which occurred at the entrance of the Philadelphia &
Reading tunnel at Twenty-farst and Hamilton street, Phila-

delphia, Pa., on Wednesday night. A Chestnut Hill express,

running into the Reading terminal in Philadelphia, fouled the

tender of a freight locomotive standing on a switch track at the

entrance to the tunnel. Newspaper accounts say that the engine-

man of the express train overran a danger signal. The pas-

senger locomotive struck the tender of the freight engine and

was thrown against the north wall of the approach to the tunnel.

The first car of the train apparently got past the obstruction,

but the second coach was caught by the locomotive and badly

wrecked.

Freight Claim Association.

At the twentieth annual meeting of the Freight Claim Asso-

ciation, held at St. Paul, Minn., on June 21, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year : President, W. L.

.

Stanley (S. A. L.) ; first vice-president, F. E. Shallenberger

(Union Line); second vice-president, George W. Perry; secre-

tary and treasurer, Warren P. Taylor (R. F. & P.), Richmond,

Va. The next meeting will be held at Buffalo, N. Y.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The folloimng list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Scran-
ton, Pa.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—C. M.
Burt, Boston, Mass.; next meeting, St. Paul, Minn., Sept, 19, 1911.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St.

Louis, 111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—O. G. Fetter,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York; October 9-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 24 Pirk Place, New York.

.^MERICAN Railway Hkidiie and IIuii-dinc Association.—C. A. Lichty C &
N. W., Chicago; Oct. 1719, 1911, St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, Monadnock
Itlock, Chicago.

American Railway Industrial Association.—G. L. Stewart, St. L. S. W.
Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—O. T. Harroun, Bloom-
ington, 1)1.; annual convention, July 11-13, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of I'cnnsylvaiiia, I'liiladclijliia, l';i.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—D. J. Haner, 13 Park
Row, New York; 3d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. L, Cfci-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 135
Adams St., Chicago.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 24 Park PI., New York.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 1st Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.'

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dorches-
ter St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOtb
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March. May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— D. F. Jurgensen, 116 Winter St.,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July and Aug., St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harris-
burg, Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1st and 3d Tuesday. Pittsburgh.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226

W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought,

95 Liberty St., New York.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, rue de Louvain,

11 Brussels; 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—D. B. Sebastian, La Salle

St. Station, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

D. & I. R. Ry., Two Harbors, Minn.; July 25-27, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio; annual, Aug. 15, Toledo, Ohio.
Iowa Railway Clue.—W. B. Harrison, Union Station, Des Moines, la.;

2d Friday in month, except July and August, Des Moines.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, of United States

and Canada.—A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.; Sept. 12-15,
1911. Atlantic City, N. J.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railway Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C, M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th' Saturday, Duluth.

Omaha Railway Club.—H. H. MauHck, Barker Block, Omaha, Neb.;
second Wednesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—C. W. Alleman, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.; June 13,
New York; annual, Oct. 10, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—Walter E. Emery,
P. & P. U. Ry., Peoria, 111.; September 12-15, St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago; Sept. 12-14, St. Paul, Minn.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bidg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sejlt., Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York; last

Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—T. J. Walters, Oliver building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; meetings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich. ; meetings monthly.
r ^ • tt t»

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, August 29-September 1, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except Tune, July and August.
, t>i i

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Wednesday in month except July and August, Chicago.

Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, First National Bank bIdg..

Chicago.
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The Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern have withdrawn from the joint traflfic department of

the Gould lines which has been maintained at Chicago.

A committee of business men of Knoxville, Tenn., is raising

money to establish a traffic bureau, in connection with the board
of trade; and the promoters of the enterprise say that success is

already assured.

On application of the Denver & Rio Grande, the Colorado
railway commission has authorized and ordered reductions rang-

ing from 20 cents to $1.10 per ton in the rates on coal from
Crested Butte and Baldwin, and from the Canon City, Walsen-
burg and Trinidad districts to points in the San Luis valley.

Railways belonging to the Central Passenger Association are

preparing to compile data relating to the results of the operation

of the 2-cent fare laws in Illmois, Indiana and Ohio, with a

wiew io testing the validity of those laws. Rate clerks rep-

resenting each of the roads met in Chicago on June 26 to dis-

cuss plans for gathering the desired information.

Country rice millers of Louisiana are protesting before the

railway commission of that state against the reductions asked

for by the big rice milling interests of New Orleans in the rates

on rough and clean rice into New Orleans, on the ground
that such reductions would bring all of the rough rice into New
Orleans and ruin the business of the outside millers.

Beginning on July 2, the "Denver Limited" of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, which leaves Chicago at 5 p. m., will

have its running time to Denver reduced by 25 minutes. It

will reach Denver at 7 :30 p. m. of the second day, instead of at

7 :55 p. m., as at present. Eastbound from Denver, train No. 6

will leave at 4:15 p. m. instead of at 3:45 p, m., and reach Chi-

cago at 8:45 p. m. of the second day, as at present, making a

30-minute reduction in its schedule.

To compete with the Pacific Navigation Company, which carries

passengers between Los Angeles and San Francisco, and which

made a special reduction on the occasion of the recent Inter-

national Sunday School Convention at San Francisco, the South-

ern Pacific made a round trip rate between the cities named of

$10, good for a single day, June 19, but with the privilege of

returning any time within fifteen days. It is said that nine

train loads of passengers took advantage of this reduction.

The Chicago Great Western does its agricultural missionary

work in part by means of little essays printed in its passenger

time-tables, thus securing a forced circulation, so to speak. T he

time-table folder for "June, consisting of 54 pages, has two pages

devoted to a chapter on the desirability of "spraying around the

home," with instructions how to kill bugs and other bad things

on trees, plants and vegetables. This little essay is by Prof. G. R.

Bliss, of the Iowa State College ; and seven other articles are to

appear in successive issues of the time-table.

A special committee representing the various passenger and

freight associations in Chicago has been appointed to vvork

out a plan by which the headquarters of all these associations

can be located in one building instead of in different buildings,

as at present, the object being to facilitate the necessary inter-

change of business between the associations and to lessen the

total expense for rent, etc. The following associations are

interested in the plan: Central Freight Association, Central

Passenger Association, Chicago and Ohio River Committee,

Chicago Freight Committee, Illmois Freight Committee. Mis-

sissippi Valley Freight Association, Transcontinental Freight

Bureau, Transcontinental Passenger Association, Western Classi-

fication Committee, Western Passenger Association, Western

Railway Inspection Bureau, Western Railway Weighing Asso-

ciation and the Western Trunk Line Committee.

Traffic Clerks' Association of Pittsburgh.

The chief clerks, rate clerks, tariff clerks, traveling freight

agents and solicitors of the railways and industrial concerns

of Pittsburgh have formed the Traffic Clerks' Association of

Pittsburgh, with the object of getting better acquainted with

each other. The following officers have been chosen: Presi-

dent, F. M. Garland, Pressed Steel Car Company ; secretary,

W. P. Keane, Wabash Railroad ; treasurer, G. J. Wadlinger,
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

A Comparison of Foreign and American Railway Figures.

The accompanying table, compiled by the Bureau of Railway
Economics, is a comparison from various points of view of

the operation and management of the lailways in the three

most important European countries with that of American rail-

ways as a whole, and in Group II. The inclusion of figures for

1900, 1905 and 1909, give a survey of railway development for

nearly a decade. In a general way, the more rapid industrial

development of the United States is revealed in a greater in-

crease during the decade in traffic and revenues.

A Comparison of American with English, French, and German Rail-
way Statistics: 1900, 1905, 1908 and 1909.*

Subject for Comparison. 1900. 1905. 1908a. 19C9o.
Miles of line operated at end of

fiscal year

—

United Kingdom 21,855 22,847 23,205 23,280
France 23,639 24,597 24,931
Prussia-Hesse 19,102 21,629 22,657 23,154
United States, Group II 21,717 23,281 23,697 23.887
United States, All groups 192,556 216.974 230,494 235,402

Percent, of line having two or more
tracks

—

United Kingdom 55.6 55.6 55.7 55.

8

France 42.3 42.5 43.0
Prussia-Hesse 40.5 38.6 41.8 4?.3
United States, Group II 27.0 29.4 30.9 31.2
United States, All groups 6.3 7.9 8.8 8.9

Capitalization per mile

—

United Kingdom $261,863 $271,069 $274,842 $274,766
France b 133,583 138,053 141,301
Prussia-Hesse 98,050 100,062 108,293 110,727
United States, Group II

United States, All groups c 57,201 59,259

Operating revenues per mile d—
United Kingdom $22,011 $22,391 $23,184 $23,135
France 12,363 12,364 13.406
Prussia-Hesse 17,440 19,171 20,221 21,056
United States, Group II 16.514 20,752 22.915 22,021
United States, All groups 7,722 9,598 10,491 10,356

Operating expenses per mile d—
United Kingdom $13,743 $14,157 $15,159 $14,833
France 6,717 6,455 7,765
Prussia-Hesse 10,373 11,622 14,621 14,527
United States, Group II 10.635 13.671 15.972 14,674
United States, All groups 4,993 6,409 7,320

Net operating revenue per mile d—
United Kingdom $8,268 $8,234
France ' 5,646 5.909
Prussia-Hesse 7,067 7.549

United States, Group II 5.879 7,081

United States, All groups 2,729 • 3,189

Ratio of passenger to total revenues

—

United Kingdom ....(percent.)
France e

Prussia-Hesse "

United States, Group II "
United States, All groups "

Locomotives per 1,000 miles of line

—

United Kingdom 970 980 980
France 443 452 480
Prussia-Hesse 674 711 816^ 838/
United States, Group II 449 507 563 561

United States, all groups 195 223 246 243

Cars (all kinds) per 1,000 miles of

'"u^ted Kingdom 35,740 35,750 36.190 36,060

France
Prussia-Hesse
United States, Group II....
United States, All groups

Average capacity of freight car (tons)—
United Kingdom
France , ,,,
Prussia-Hesse 14.1 14.7 15.3 Is.

a

United States, Group II

United States, All groups

Average seating capacity of passen-

ger car

—

United Kingdom
France
Prussia-Hesse
United States, Group 11 g
United States, All groups

Average train miles per mile of line

—

„,,. , „ „„«
United Kingdom 18,397 17,548 18.237 18.009

France 9.112 8.612 9,317

Prussia-iiesVe 10,166 11,724 12.489 12,164

United States. Group II

United States, All groups...

Passenger miles per inhabitant

—

United Kingdom
France
Prussia-Hesse
United States, Group II

United States, All groups...

Average trips per inhabitant

—

United Kingdom h

France
Prussia-Hesse
United States, Group II

United States, All groups...

5,646
7,067
5.879
2,729

38.5'

34.3
27.6
22.0
21.8

38.3
33.0
27.5
21.7
22.7

6.851

?8,025 $8,302
5.641
5.600 6,529
6,943 7,347
3,171 3,505

38.5 37.9
32.0 ....

28.2 28.6
22.4 22.2
23.7 23.3

980

13,347 13,595 14,704
16,458 16,687 19.332 19,607

19,077 20,098 23,028 22,388
7,535 8,494 9.680 9,423

11.2
14.1

46

4,605

12.2
14.7

31.0

48
59

4,786

13.0
15.3

35.0

10.217
4,899

35.0

49
63

9,715
4,726

224.6 224.3 253.7

244.8 299.5 339.5 366.7

272.7 328.5 368.1 347.5

211.0 283.4 327.6 322.1

27.8 27.7 28.7 23.1

11.7 11.3 12.2

16.3 20.4 23.7 25.4

13.2 15.2 16.2 I 5.5

7.6 8.8 10.0 9.9
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Siil)ject for Comparison. 1900.
Average pas.sfiiRcr.s per train—

United KinKil.ini

France
Prussiallessc
United States, Cirotip Hi'..
United States, .Ml groups i

.

Passenger miles per mile of line—

-

Ihiited Kingdom
France 369,021
I'russia-Ilesse
llnited States, (iroup II....
United States, All groups...

Average journey per pass, miles

—

United Kingdom
France
Prussia-Hesse
United States. Group II ... .

United States, All groups...

Ton miles per inhabitant

—

United Kingdom
France
Prussia- Hesse
United States. Group II....
United States, All groups...

Ton miles per mile of line-
United Kingdom ii

France
Prussia-Hesse

64
80 I

47
41

202,902
83.290

19.3

IS.O
20.7
27.8

292
486

2,554
1,863

62
78 «

55
48

1908j.

65
79
62
54

357,574

255,718
109,949

19.8
14.6
21.6
32.2

309
555

2,826
2,220

739,466
491,955

398,984
627,032
304,163
130,073

20.8
14,3
23.0
32.9

359
579

3,125
2,460

808,857
565,158

iy09a.

85
(>0

54

675,023
290,023
127.299

14.4
22.8
32.8

606
2,950
2.421

814,713

3,157 1,028,503 1,069,743
478,891
889,441

United States, Group II 1,900,578 2,200,372 2,565,154 2,451,841
United States, All groups 735,352 861,396 974,654 953,986

Average tons per train

—

Ignited Kingdom n
France
Prussia-Hesse
Ignited States, Group lit
United States, All groups t....

Average haul per ton (miles)—
United Kingdom n
France
Prussia-Hesse
United States, Group II
United States (average railway)
United States (as a system) . . .

Total revenue per revenue train
mile

—

United Kingdom
France
Prussia-Hesse
United States, Group II

United States, All groups

Receipts per passenger per mile
(cents)—

•

United Kingdom
France
Prussia-Hesse
United States, Group II

United States, All groups

Receipts per ton per mile (cents)—
United Kingdom n
France
Prussia-Hesse k
United States, Group II
United States, All groups

107 116 123
144 173 177 233
163 i 159i 210
355 412 464 479
271 322 352 363

22.7 23.2 23.1
81.1 79.0 81.0
73.1 69.6 69.5 69.0

110.9 114.6 130.6 130.3
130.9 130.6 143.8 141.9
242.7 237.6 253.9 251.1

$1.20 $1.28 $1.27 $1.28
1.35 1.43 1.43
1.60 1.52 1.50 1.61

2.24 2.26
1.66 1.98 2.11 2.17

i'.ie i'.is i".ii

1.01 .95 .90 .94
1.79 1.72 1.69 1.70
2.00 1.96 1.94 1.93

2.36 2.31 2.30
1.32 1.27 1.21

1.24 1.25 1.24 1.24
.61 .66 .64 .65

.73 .77 .75 .76

* The 1908 figures in this table differ in some instances from those pre-

sented in preceding bulletins. This is due chiefly to adjustments made

necessary by the four-year comparison, and i)arlly also to corrections made
since the figures were first issued, a American figures for 1908 and 1909
do not include returns for switching and terminal companies, b "Cost of
construction." c Net capitalization. d The operating revenue, expense,
and net revenue items are not strictly comparable as between the different
countries, owing to variations in accounting methods, e "Grande vitesse"
train revenues, which correspond roughly to passenger service train revenue
in the United States. / Includes an appreciable number of motor wagons
(Triebwagen). j? Pennsylvania Railroad only, /i Excludes trips on season
and periodical tickets, t Mixed train miles included in divisor, k Excluding
leceipts from miscellaneous sources (Nebenertriigc), for which ton-mileage
figures are not given, n North Kastern Railway only.

Total Revenues and Expenses.

Logan G. McPlierson, (director of the Bureau of Railway
Economics, in presenting the summary of Revenues and Ex-
penses of steam roads in the United .Stales for the montli of
April, 1911, says:

"For the month of April, 1911, total operating revenues de-

creased from the same month of 1910 nearly $7,324,000, which
was equivalent to $48 per mile or 4.9 per cent. This decrease
was practically all in freight revenue.

"Operating expenses also declined as compared with a year
ago, tiie decrease amounting to 4.9 per cent. This is the

result of reductions amounting to 15.3 per cent, in maintenance
of way, 7.1 per cent, in maintenance of equipment, and 0.4 per

cent, in transportation expenses, general expenses increasing

3 per .cent. It is significant that this is the first time since this

method of reporting monthly revenues and expenses was in-

augurated in November, 1910, that there has been any decrease

in the transportation account for the United States as a whole.

The operating ratio was 70.4 per cent., exactly the same as

for April, 1910, as compared with 69.4 per cent, in March,
1911, and 74.7 per cent, in February, 1911. Net operating rev-

enue showed a decrease of $14 per mile or 4.7 per cent. Net
revenue per mile per day was $9.16 as compared with $9.55 in

March. There was an increase in taxes of 1.4 per cent, and
operating income, which is net revenue with outside operations

included and taxes deducted, showed a decline of $14 per mile,

or 5.6 per cent.

"Every group shows a decline in total operating revenues,

the South for the first time since this method of tabulation

was begun in November, 1910. The heaviest decline was in the

western group, amounting to 10.2 per cent. In the East there

was a decline of only 0.1 per cent, and in both East and South

passenger revenue increased.

"In operating expenses the East shows a decline of 1.7 per

cent., heavy reductions in maintenance expenses being largely

ofifset by increases in the other accounts. In the South the in-

crease in transportation expense of 7.3 per cent, overcame re-

ductions in other accounts and resulted in an increase in total
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operating expense of 1.8 per cent. In the West, there was a Willamette Pulp & Paper Co. v. Boston & Albany et al
decrease in operating expenses of near 10 per cent., the reduc- Opinion by the commission.
tion amounting to nearly 23 per cent, in maintenance of way. The rate of $2.60 per hundred pounds on rubber covered iron

' The operating ratio shows a considerable increase in the paper mill rolls in L.C.L. shipments from Boston, Mass , to
southern group, rising from 67.3 per cent, in April, 1910, to Portland, Ore., is unreasonable, and $1.75 is found to be a
70.2 per cent, in April, 1911. The changes in the other groups reasonable rate. (21 I. C. C, 178.)
are slight, the East showing a decrease and the West an in-

crease. For the first time since these tabulations were in-
^^i^trphy Brothers v. New York Central & Hudson River.

augurated, the East shows a gain in net revenue, amounting
^^oolyritc Trucking Co. v. Pennsylvania Railroad ct al. Opin-

io 3.7 per cent. The other two gro'ups show declines of 11 per
'^" ^^ '''^ commission.

cent. The same relative results are found in the case of oper-
^^^ assessment at New York of track storage charges for the

ating income, the increase in the East being 3.8 per cent and
^^'"^ ^''"^ during which demurrage charges were waived on

the decreases in the South and West being respectively 14.5
^£c°""t of weather interference is unreasonable. (21 I. C. C,

and 12.3 per cent. l/o.)

"For the ten months of the fiscal year 1911, there is a slight Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co. v. Chicago Milwaukee
increase of operating revenues for all roads of three-tenths of ."7' St. Paul et al. Opinion by Chairman Clements.

'

1 per cent, over the corresponding period of 1910. However, The complainant ordered one 50-ft. flat car and the defendant
expenses increased 4.4 per cent, with the result that net being unable to furnish this size of car forwarded the shipment
revenue shows a decrease of 7.6 per cent. This decrease runs on two shorter flat cars. In this case the charges should have
as high as 11.8 per cent, in the eatsern group, and was 4.6 been assessed on a basis of the rate and minimum applicable
per cent, in the West, and 1.0 per cent, in the South. In oper- to the car ordered. (21 I. C. C, 181.)
ating income corresponding results are found.

"The calendar year to date makes an unfavorable showing American Hay Co. v. Lehigh Valley. Opinion by Chairman

as compared with last year, because with a decrease in oper-
Clements.

ating revenues there is not a correspondinglv large decrease in .

Defendant charges $2.00 per car for switching and reconsign-

operating expenses. Operating revenues fo^r' these four months *"§ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^ complainant. The only discrimination

for all roads declined 3.6 per cent., all the decrease being in
^^^°^^" ^' ^^^ evidence has already been corrected, and the com-

freight revenue. Expenses decreased 1.1 per cent., with the
P^ai"^"^ and defendant are ordered to file a statement covering

result that net revenue shows a decrease of 9.6 per cent and *^^ P^'''^^ ^^''^'^" ^^^^^^ ^'^^ discnmmation, and on this statement

operating income of 11.5 per cent. As has been the case dur- ^^"^ °''^^'' ^o'' reparation will be based. (21 I. C. C, 166.)

ing the ten months of the fiscal year, the heaviest decline in

operating income is found in the eastern group, but a decrease Rates on Malt Reduced.
appears in every group." ^^ „ . ^ ^^ , . t . i x- c . r ^ ,^, • u ^ 1 ^L • .• 1 1 e.vas Iirczi'uig Co. v. Atchison, Topelca & Santa Fe et al.

Ihe accompanying chart shows the variation in revenues and r^^- 1 ,1
:, ^ ^1 Opinion by the commission.

expenses in the separate months. -ru 1 r 1 <.- * r yio ^ u j 1 1 1^ihe defendants rate of 48 cents per hundred pounds on malt
Ratio of Expenses to Total Operating Revenue. • 1 1 r r-i.- _ j a»-i 1 j ci .. /

in carloads from Chicago and Milwaukee, and 53 cents from

'ended^'^ Minneapolis, Minn., to Fort Worth, Tex., found unreasonable,

fm'' 1'9io'
"^'1910^°' ^"^ ^^^^^ °^ '^'*^ ^^"^^ ^^°^^ Chicago, 35^ cents from Milwau-

Percentage of total operating revenue ' ^ee, and 38 cents from Minneapolis are prescribed. (21 I. C. C,
Maintenance of way and structures.. 13.3 14.9 13.4 171.)
Maintenance of equipment 15.5 15.8 15.0
Traffic 2.2 2.1 2.0
Transportation 36.7 35.1 33.4 Switch Connection Ordered.
General expenses 2.7 2.5 2.5
Total operating expenses 70.4 70.4 66.3 Ridgeivood Coal Co. V. Lehigh Valley. Opinion by Chairman

Clements.

INTERSTATE COiVIMERCE COMMISSION. -^ switch connection with the complainant's coal mine near

Wilkesbarre, Pa., asked for by the complainant, can be put

. in safely, and the commission orders it under Section 1 of the
The Interstate Commerce Commission has suspended until ^^.j. ^^ Regulate Commerce (21 I. C. C, 183.)

December 24, increased freight tariffs filed by the railways be-

tween the Mississippi and the Missouri rivers. The proposed

new rates apply to all of the first four classes of freight and Discrimination in Favor of Nashville,

the increase is estimated to average about 8 per cent, over those W. S. Duncan & Co. et al. v. Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

of the existing tariffs. Louis et at. Opinion by Chairman Clements.

"Tu T . i. i r- r^ ^u ^ • The granting at Nashville, Tenn., of a reconsigning privilege
ihe Interstate Commerce Commission announces that unani- ,•,? t •.. u ^ t.u ^c ^u^ r\u:^ ^;,.„, -..^a o-,ct,,, ,i-.i 1.- r i.

which does not exist anywhere south of the Ohio river and east
mous agreement has been reached m the selection of a secretary ^ . A.^^y.^i^-^tir.^ n,r-,;r.cf
r ^, . . „,

1 , . .... of the Mississippi river, constitutes a discrimination against
lor the commission, ihe one agreed on has business matters . , r r xt u -n /oi t r- r ^Qf.\

, , . u- u t,
• ui- J X 11 J 1

• u -11 .. other places m favor of Nashville. (21 1. C. C, 18o.)
of his own which he is obliged to conclude, and which will pre-

vent him from assuming duties for a few weeks. For reasons
'

involving his personal and business affairs the name of the one After a Year's Investigation Advanced Rates on Live Stock

selected will not be announced until he is ready to assume the Permitted.

duties of the office." The Journal of Commerce Washington
j^^ ,.^ Advance of Rates on Live Stock from Kansas City. Mo.,

correspondent says that indications are that the man referred
f^ 5-, Louis, Mo., and other Mississippi river Crossings. Opin-

io is John Marble, who has in the past acted as attorney for the
,-^,j ^y Chairman Clements.

commission, and who is now employed by the Lorimer investi- -pyjg principal carriers operating between the Missouri and
gating committee. Mississippi rivers filed with the commission tariffs which were to

become effective August 15, 1910, and on dates subsequent

Reparation Awarded. thereto, containing new rates and charges on live stock from

„ , „,. . ,., , ^ ,,• . ;• c, D ; ^^ Kansas City and points in what is known as Kansas territory
Northern Wisconsin Produce Co. v. Minneapolis, 6t. I aul ^

^^ ^^ ^^^.^ ^^^ ^^^^ g^ j^^^^.^ ^^^ ^^^^^ Mississippi river cross-
Sault Ste. Mane. Opinion by the commission.

jngs These tariffs are now suspended until June 10. 1911, pend-
Demurrage was improperly assessed on a car which the com-

.^^ investigation under the provisions of section 15 of the
plainant was ready to take delivery on. (21 i. C. C, IW.)

^^^^^^^ ^^ amended June 18, 1910. In so far as the proceeding

Ontario Iron Ore Co. v. New York Central & Hudson River involves the allegations of unjust discrimination as between the

et al. Opinion by Commissioner Prouty. live-stock markets at Kansas City, Omaha, and Chicago, as the

The present rate of $1.90 per gross ton for carload lots of commission has before it only the rate from one of these mar-

iron ore from Lakeside, N. Y., to Earlston, Pa., is unreasonable. kets, namely, Kansas City, it is manifestly impossible on the

The reasonable rate is fixed at $1.60 per ton. (21 I. C. C, 204.) issue presented, to come to any conclusion. That in so far as
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the question of the reasonableness of the rates in and of them-

selves is concerned, that matter directly involves the larger ques-

tion of the reasonableness of the thorough transportation

charges from points west of Kansas City to the consuming cen-

ters of the east, and as there are not before the commission the

proper parties or the necessary information, no conclusion can

i)e reached on that issue in this proceeding.

For these reasons, the suspension of the rates involved will

-not be further continued, and the order suspending them is can-

celed without prejudice to any of the interests involved. (21

I. C. C, 119.,)

Rate on Plate Glass Reduced.

Meinpliis Freight Bureau et al., ,z\ St. Louis & San Frait-

.cisco et ai. Opinion by Commissioner McChord.
This complaint is brought on behalf of two corporations

-which manufacture mirrors and art glass at Memphis, Tenn..

and distribute plate and window glass, rough-ribbed glass, and

Icindred lines, which was shipped to them from factories at St.

Louis, Mo., Valley Park, and Crystal City. The third class

Tate of 45 cents per 100 lbs. applicable to plate glass in carloads

from St. Louis, Mo., to Memphis, Tenn., is found to be unreason-

able so far as it exceeds the fourth class rate of 35 cents per

100 lbs., and that the carload rate of 30 cents per 100 lbs. on
TOugh-ribbed glass exceeding one foot square from the same
points of origin to Memphis is not shown to be unreasonable.

(21 I. C. C, 113.)

Rate on Tin-Plate Scrap Reduced.

Vulcan De-Tinning Co. v. Union Pacific et al. Opinion by the

^orimission:

This complaint was on a shipment of one car of scrap metal

•sent from Denver, Colo., to Slreator, 111., ever the Union Pacific

and the Chicago & Alton. The goods were described as scrap

tin, but the description should have been scrap tin plate, tin

plate being made mostly of iron of very low value. Soon after

the shipment was made (at 52^ cents per 100 lbs.), a commo-
dity rate was made of 31?4 cents, but with a higher carload

minimum. The commission orders reparation, wMth interest, de-

<;laring that the rate should not be over 31% cents, but as this

latter rate has been in effect since September, 1909, no order

for the future is issued. (21 I. C. C. 93.)

Decision on Transshipment.

Ill re Transshipment Rates on the Chesapeake cr Ohio.

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The Interstate Commerce Comnus.sion lias issued an im-

portant decision regarding the operations over the Chesapeake

& Ohio and other railways involving the question of "transship-

ment" rates in connection with water carriers. The decision

reverses all previous decisions on this subject, and it is believed

that its effect will be felt by the United States Steel Corporation,

which transports its ore wholly in the state of Michigan by rail

and there transships it by lake carriers, and that other large

shippers so situated will be similarly affected.

The commission holds that there is no arrangement for con-

tinuous carriage or shipment from one state to another between

a carrier by railway and a carrier by water not subject to the

act; when shipments by railway, entirely within one state, are

consigned in care of a carrier by water which acts as an agent

of the consignee at a port in that state and the carrier by water

transports said consignments to a point in another state, such ul-

timate destination not appearing in the rail carrier's bill of lading.

The inquiry in the present instance was instituted by the

commission on its own motion into transshipment rates on lime

from Eagle Mountain, Va., consigned to "J- B. Flora & Co.,

•care of Elizabeth & Norfolk Steamship Company, Norfolk, Va.,"

the water carrier taking charge at Norfolk.

Commissioner Lane, concurring:

I concur fully in the substance of the above opinion and in

the result reached. I desire to point out, however, that the de-

cision is, in principle, in direct conflict with the view heretofore

taken by the commisison after consideration of similar trans-

actions at other ports on the Atlantic ocean and also at ports

upon the lakes. There are now on file with this commission a

large number of rates described as "transshipment rates." These

rates apply from interior points to various ports. They are in

«ach instance less in amount than the local rates from such

interior points to such ports, and in substance are identical

with the interstate rate of $1.50 mentioned above. It is well

known to the commission tiiat such transshipment rates are ap-

plied to the rail transportation of commoditirs which are after-

wards transported from such ports by water carriers not oper-

ating subject to the act to regulate commerce, and the com-
mission has recognized this as proper. The contracts of trans-

portation under these rates call for delivery at the port, and no
carrier be3'ond is party thereto. Such contracts, by all the tests

of the authorities relied upon in the opinion herein, do not

give basis for the application of any rate except the open local

rate to the port. The fact that after the conclusion of the

transportation under such contract a new and further transpor-

tation is given to the commodity cannot in law operate as the

basis for a distinction in the rail rates from point of origin

to the port. This is fully recognized by the commission in its

opinion. The parties concerned with the transportation to and

from Norfolk, Va., described in the report, are held to compli-

ance with the law as expressed by the Supreme Court in the

cases cited.. Therefore I am unable to understand how grain

moving, for instance, from St. Paul to Gladstone, Mich., for

reshipment, under contracts identical in substance with these

here considered, may legally be granted a rate less than the local

rate to Gladstone because it is afterwards carried from Glad-

stone to Buffalo under a new contract of transportation by a

water carrier not subject to the act. so long as the doctrine of

the opinion herein is recognized bv the conmiission. (21 T. C. C.

207.)

Use of Alternative Rates Permissive, Not Compulsory.

Goodman Manufacturing Company v. Pittsburg, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis. Opinion bv the commission:

A commodity rate at a prescribed minimum can not be held

to be unreasonable solely on the ground that a higher class rate

applied to a lower carload minimum would, within certain limits,

produce a lower charge. The rule for the alternative application

of class or commodity rates when both are published in one and

the same tariff is permissive and not compulsory. The fact that

the two rates so published take different minima does not modify

the rule. Complainant shipped two carloads of machinery from

Chicago to Collinsville, III. Class rates from Chicago to Collins-

ville are subject to the Illinois classification, which provides for

the application of sixth class rate on machinery in carloads,

minimum 24,000 lbs. Subject to this minimum the tariffs of de-

fendant carriers named a sixth class rate of 16.6 cents per 100

lbs. In another tariff' publishing commodity rates only, the de-

fendants had established and still maintain a specific commodity

rate of 15.5 cents on machinery in carloads, but subject to a

minimum weight of 30,000 lbs. The latter rate and minimum

were applied to the shipments, each of which weighed 26,000 lbs.

No evidence was adduced by complainant tending to prove

the commodity rate and higher minimum to be unreasonable.

As a matter of fact, the complainant at the hearing shifted

its ground of attack and rested its case upon the claim that the

defendants should have provided for the alternative use of the

two rates with their different minima so that the shipper might

have been charger whichever rate, as its corresponding mini-

mum, would have made the lower charge.

Carriers may, if they choose, publish both class and commo-

dity races in the same tariff' and, under Rule 7-b of Tariff Cir-

cular 18-A, subject to certain conditions specifically set forth in

the rule, they may provide for the alternative use of such rates

by including in different sections of one and the same tariff

such class and commodity rates. The fact that the two rates so

published take different minima does not modify this rule.

The rule referred to was adopted by the commission at the

request of many shippers and carriers, and it frequently con-

tributes to simplicity and clearness in tariff construction. Its

use is permissive. No requirement is upon the carriers to so

construct their tariffs, and the failure to do so in this case

raises no presumption that the charge assessed under the com-

modity rate and minimum was unreasonable, because in excess

of the charge which would have accrued under the class rate

applied to the minimum weight prescribed by the Illinois classi-

fication. It not appearing that the rate charged was unreason-

able an order will be entered dismissing the complaint. (21

I. C. C. 95.)
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COURT NEWS.

In tlio federal court at Toledo, Ohio, June 23, the Kric Rail-
road was tilled $200 for two violations of the Safety .\i)pliancc

Liiw.

The Carrier Low Company, manufacturer of paper board
boxes at Joliet, 111., was fined $2,000 in the United States dis-

trict court at Chicago on June 21, for mishilling shipments over
the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern. It billed strawboard boxes as
straw-board in an effort to obtain a lower than the proper rate.

The Kentucky court of appeals, reversing the decision of the
circuit court, has held that the ownership of the Frankfort &
Cincinnati by the Louisville & Nashville is unlawful. The con-
stitution of Kentucky provides that one road cannot own an-
other parallel or competing road, and the court finds that this

provision is violated in the case of the L. & N. and the Frankfort
& Cincinnati.

Union Pacific-Southern Pacific Merger Upheld.

The Union I'acific's ownership of Southern Pacific stock has
been adjudged not a violation of the Sherman law in the de-
cision of the U. S. Circuit Court, Eighth district.

Judge Adams delivered the majority opinion, dismissing the
suit. Judge Hook dissented.

Empowered by the Hepburn Act of 1906, in January, 1907,
the Interstate Commerce Commission began investigation of the
relations among the w^estern railways. On the evidence secured,
the government, on February 1, 1908, filed a suit in equity in
the United States Circuit Court, Eighth district, against Union
Pacific and auxiliaries. Southern Pacific, Northern Pacific, Great
Northern, Atchison, San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake,
Farmers' Loan & Trust Company, E. H. Harriman, Jacob H.
SchifF, Otto Kahn, James Stillman, Henry H. Rogers, Henry C.
Frick and William A. Clark.

The basic allegation was that the individuals named conspired
to effect a virtual consolidation of the Union Pacific and other
transcontinental lines intending unlawfully to restrain trans-
continental commerce. The court was asked to adjudge this
conspiracy a violation of the Sherman law, and to perpetually
enjoin Union Pacific, and its auxiliaries from purchasing, ac-
quiring, receiving, holding, voting, or in any manner acting as
owner of any shares of the Southern Pacific, Northern Pacific,

Great Northern, Atchison, or Salt Lake line.

At the present time the Harriman lines own no Hill or Atchi-
son stocks. Answering the government's contention that Union
Pacific interests blocked construction of an independent line
between Los Angeles and Salt Lake, the defendants testified that
their blocking tactics were confined to defense of their own
right of way which the Clark interests attempted to use without
compensation, and that half of the Salt Lake line had been com-
pleted by the Harriman roads before the Clark scheme was
hatched.

The remaining and cardinal point was the government's con-
tention that under independent control 10 per cent, of the total

Union and Southern Pacific trafifk would be competitive.
This 10 per cent, includes California traffic. The defendants

argued that Union Pacific was not a competitor for California
traffic; that it had no control over such traffic by reason of its

line to Portland and boats to San Francisco ; that this route con-
sumed several days more time, and could not operate at lower
rates without prompting Southern Pacific to retaliate by turning
a richer eastbound business over to the Rio Grande at Ogden

;

that for this reason the Southern Pacific absolutely controlled

California traffic before the merger ; that purchase of a substan-
tial holding of Southern Pacific stock by Union Pacific amounted,
therefore, to mere advancement of Southern Pacific's gateway
from Ogden to Omaha, and in no wise altered competitive

conditions.

Eliminating California traffic the maximum proportion of the

Harriman lines' total business which could possibly be consid-

ered competitive was placed by the government's exhibits at less

than 3 per cent.

The personnel of the court which heard the merger case is

as follows : Judge Walter H. Sanborn, of St. Paul
; Justice

Willis Van Devanter, Washington, D. C.
; Judge William C.

Hook, of Leavenworth, Kan., and Judge Elmer B. Adams, of

St. Louis.

Jlatltttay (f^(iicer0.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

G. S. Hobbs, second vice-president and comptroller of the

Maine Central, has had his jurisdiction extended over the Port-

land Terminal Co., and A. B. Ireland has been appointed claim

agent, both with offices at Portland, Me.

John M. Whitman, vice-president in charge of construction of

the Chicago & North Western, at Chicago, has retired, and E.

C. Carter, chief engineer, will hereafter report to the president.

Mr. Whitman was born in 1B37 at Elbridgc, Onondaga county,

N. Y., and his first railway work was in 1856 in the engineering

department of the Illinois Central. But he remained there only a

short time, and from 1858 to 1860 he was a leveler on enlarge-

ment work on the Erie canal. Next he became engineer in

charge of construction for the Brunswick & Albany, now a part

of the Atlantic Coast Line. He was then for one year engineer

in charge of construction of the Union Stock Yards, at Chicago,,

and from 1867 to 1869 was engineer engaged in deepening the

Illinois & Michigan canal. In 1869 he became engineer in charge

of construction of the Iowa Midland, now a part of the Chicago

& North Western, and from 1872 to 1876 was engineer and
superintendent of the Chicago & Pacific, now a part of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. In the latter year he was ap-

pointed receiver and superintendent of that road. In June, 1880,

he was appointed superintendent of the Iowa division of the

Chicago & North Western, and has been with the North Western
system ever since. In February, 1883, he was appointed general

superintendent of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha,
and in August, 1887, general manager of the Chicago & North
Western. He became fourth vice-president in November, 1899,

and in January, 1906, he was made vice-president in charge of

construction.

Operating Officers.

George Curran has been appointed assistant superintendent
of District No. 3 of the Canadian Pacific, at Montreal, Que.

H. R. Hani in, general superintendent of the Tonopah & Gold-

field, with office at Goldfield, Nev., has resigned, and his former
position has been abolished.

George H. Bennett has been appointed general superintendent

of the Paris & Great Northern, with office at Paris, Tex., suc-

ceeding W. H. Upton, resigned.

L. E. McCabe, assistant superintendent of the Illinois Central,

at Princeton, Ky., has been appointed superintendent of the

Indiana division, with office at Mattoon, 111., succeeding P. Laden,

resigned to go to the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf.

H. C. Manchester, superintendent of transportation; V. H.
Vaughan, superintendent, and W. B. Drew, superintendent of

car service, of the Maine Central, have had their jurisdiction

extended over the Portland Terminal Co., all with offices at

Portland, Me.

John C. Muir, superintendent of the Chicago & Eastern.

Illinois at Danville, 111., has been appointed general super-

intendent of that road, in addition to his duties as general super-

intendent of the Evansville & Terre Haute, with office at Dan-
ville, the office of general superintendent of the . latter road

having been transferred from Evansville, Ind. G. H. Trenary,

superintendent of the Illinois division of the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois at Salem, 111., has been transferred to the Chicago di-

vision, with office at Danville, and P. S. Sampson, trainmaster

at Brazil, Ind., succeeds Mr. Trenary at Salem. S. S. Huffman^,

trainmaster at Danville, succeeds Mr. Sampson.

Traffic Officers.

W. D. Judd has been appointed a general agent of the St.

Louis & San Francisco, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

K J. Bryant has been appointed a traveling passenger agent

of the New York Central Lines, at Salt Lake City, Utah.

E. G. Baumer has been appointed a traveling freight agent,

of the Lehigh Valley, with office at South Bethlehem, Pa., suc-

ceeding Ira F. Kurtz, resigned.

R. J. Kennedy, traveling freight agent of the Gulf, Colorado
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& Santa Fe at Oklahoma City, Okla., has been appointed colon-
ization agent, with office at Galveston, Tex.

W. K. Sanderson, general freight agent, and H. D. Waldron,
general passenger agent of the Maine Central, have had their
jurisdiction extended over the Portland Terminal Co., both with
offices at Portland, Me.

G. M. Riley, traveling freight agent of the Kansas City
Southern, has been appointed general agent, with office at
Houston, Tex., succeeding E. E. Elmore, resigned. Henry
Moran succeeds Mr. Riley.

A. F. Cleveland, general agent of the Chicago & North West-
ern at Cleveland, Ohio, has heen appointed general agent, with
office at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding O. N. Brown, retired. A. R.
Gould succeeds Mr. Cleveland.

G. H. MacRae, assistant general passenger agent of the
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha at St. Paul, Minn., has
been appointed general passenger and ticket agent, with office at

St. Paul, succeeding T. W. Teasdale, retired.

J. B. Convery, commercial agent of the Illinois Central at

Evansville, Ind., has been appointed commercial agent, with
office at Houston, Tex. L. W. Hazelton, contracting freight

agent at Memphis, Tenn., succeeds Mr. Convery.

Louis N. Snyder has been appointed a traveling passenger
agent of the Chicago Great Western, with office at San Fran-
cisco, Cal., and G. G. Fraser, district passenger agent, at San
Francisco, has resigned to go into other business.

P. C. Patterson, commercial agent of the Mobile & Ohio, at

New Orleans, La., has been appointed eastern freight agent,

with office at New York. W. B. Ross, soliciting freight agent,

at Jacksonville, Fla., succeeds Mr. Patterson, and J. E. Phipps,

chief clerk to the commercial agent, at Jacksonville, succeeds

Mr. Ross.

Thomas Judd has been appointed district passenger agent of

the Chicago Great Western, with office at Des Moines, Iowa,

succeeding Harry O. Post, appointed city passenger agent.

Louis N. Snyder has been appointed traveling passenger agent,

with office at San Francisco, Cal., and G. G. Fraser, district

passenger agent at San Francisco, has resigned to engage in

other business.

David Cardwell, whose appointment as assistant general

freight agent of the Southern Railway, with office at Columbia,

.S. C, has been announced in these columns, was born February

22, 1846, at Richmond, Va., and was educated in the common
schools. He began railway work January 8, 1869, with the

Columbia & Augusta, now a part of the Southern Railway, as a

clerk for the superintendent, and was later general clerk of the

Richmond & Petersburg, now a part of the Atlantic Coast Line,

at Richmond. He was then consecutively revenue clerk in the

auditor's office of the Charlotte, Columbus & Augusta, now a

part of the Southern Railway; manager of the clearing house

for the Atlantic Coast Line, and then chief clerk to the general

freight and passenger agent of that road. His next position was
assistant general freight and passenger agent of the Richmond
& Danville, now a part of the Southern Railway, and he was sub-

sequently appointed division freight agent of the Southern Rail-

way, which position he held until his recent appointment as above

noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

F. E. Whitcomb, engineer maintenance of signals of the Bos-

ton & Albany, has been appointed signal engineer, with office

at Boston, Mass., and his former position has been abolished.

B. Violett, roadmaster of " the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

at Jacksonville, 111., has been transferred to the Beardstown

division. J. A. Sullivan, roadmaster at St. Louis, Mo., succeeds

Mr. Violett

J. W. Small, superintendent of machinery of the Kansas City

Southern at Pittsburg, Kan., has been appointed superintendent

of machinery of the Missouri Pacific, with office at St. Louis

Mo., succeeding G. W. Smith, resigned.

J. W. Blakeburn, road foreman of engines of the St. Louis

Southwestern, at Pine Bluff, Ark., has been appointed master

mechanic, with office at Pine Blufif, succeeding E. English, re-

signed. E. H. McFadden succeeds Mr. Blakeburn.

T. L. Dunn, chief engineer; G. F. Black, engineer main-

tenance of way; P. M. Hammett, superintendent of motive

power, and A. R. Manderson, assistant superintendent of motive
power, of the Maine Central, have had their jurisdiction ex-
tended over the Portland Terminal Co.. all with offices at
Portland, Me.

J. T. Robinson, whose appointment as master mechanic of
the Missouri Pacific, with office at Osavvatomie, Kan., has been
announced in these columns, was born in Virginia and received
a common school education. He was with the S<juthern Rail-
way for 15 years as general foreman and master mechanic,
with headquarters at diftcrcnt points, and for the past seven
years has been master mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line,
first at Savannah, Ga., and then at Jacksonville, Fla., which
office he held until May, 1911. Effective June 14, he was ap-
pointed master mechanic of the Central Kansas division of the
Missouri Pacific.

T. N. Ely, chief of motive power of the Pennsylvania lines,

both east and west of Pittsburgh, will retire from railway
work on July 1, and his position will be abolished. A. W.
Gibbs, general superintendent of motive power of lines east
of Pittsburgh, has been appointed chief mechanical engineer,
succeeding to the duties of Mr. Ely. R. N. Durborow, super-
intendent of motive power of the Eastern Pennsylvania division,
at Altoona, Pa., has been appointed general superintendent mo-
tive power of lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. Robert K.
Reading, superintendent of motive power of the Buffalo & .Mle-
gheny Valley division at Buffalo, N. Y.. succeeds Mr. Dur-
borow, and William Elmer, Jr., master mechanic of the Pitts-

burgh division, succeeds Mr. Reading.

A. B. Corthell, M. Am. Soc. C. E., who has been connected
with the construction work of the Grand Central Terminal, New
York, since its beginning in 1902, first as terminal engineer, then
as assistant executive of Grand Central station architects, and
lately as consulting engineer and secretary of the auxiliary

facilities committee, has been appointed chief engineer of the

Boston & Maine, with headquarters at Boston, Mass., succeeding

J. P. Snow resigned. He will have charge of construction,

maintenance of way, maintenance of signals and maintenance of

bridges and buildings; and is also consulting engineer of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R., reporting to E. H.
McHenry, vice-president of the Boston & Maine and vice-presi-

dent of the New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R.

Andrew Gibson, who has been appointed engineer main-
tenance of way of the Northern Pacific, with office at St. Paul,

Minn., as was previously announced in these columns, was
born June 16, 1860, at Ross-shire, Scotland. He was educated

in the common schools and at Tain Royal Academy in Scotland,

and began railway work with the Northern Pacific in 1883 as

a chainman on construction. He was then consecutively rod-

man, leveler, transitman, and for more than 11 years from
October, 1888, he was assistant engineer, having been in charge

of masonry work on the Stampede tunnel of the Pacific division,

of branch line construction in Clark's Fork Valley in Montana,
and of the Clearwater Short Line in Idaho, of branch line

construction in Washington and of the docks at Seattle. In

April, 1902, he was appointed superintendent of the Yellowstone

division, and three years later was transferred to the Rocky
Mountain division, where he remained until August, 1907. He
was then placed in charge of timber preservation and tie treat-

ing plants at Missoula, Mont., from which position he has just

been advanced as above.

Purchasing Officers.

Louis Mathiasmier has been appointed division storekeeper

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office at Emporia,

Kan., succeeding C. P. Decker.

H. A. Fabian, manager of purchases and supplies of the

Maine Central, at Boston, Mass., and C. D. Barrows, purchas-

ing agent, at Portland, Me., have had their jurisdiction extended

over the Portland Terminal Co., both with offices at Portland.

OBITUARY.

Clarence A. Knight, president of the Chicago & Oak Park
Elevated Railroad at Chicago, died at that city on June 21.

D. R. G. Glascock, assistant engineer of the Public Belt Rail-

road of New Orleans, La., died at New Orleans on June 22.
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Equipment anb S^txppVtt^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Atchison, Toiucka & Santa Fe lias orclcrod 81 loco-
motives from the BaUiwni Locomotive Works.

The Kansas City & Memphis has ordered 1 (cii-whccl loco-
motive fiTPni tlie American Locomotive Company. The dimensions
of the cylhidcrs will he 18 in. x 24 in. ; diameter of the driving
wheels will he 56 in., and the total weight in working order will
be 134,000 Ihs.

The St. Louis National Stock Yards has ordered 1 six-wheel
switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The dimensions of the cylinders will be 19 in. x 24 in. ; diameter
of the driving wheels will be 51 in., ami the total weight in work-
ing order will be 121,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Erie Railroad is in the market for 3,300 gondola cars and
for 25 passenger cars.

The Illinois Central is taking prices on about 2,000 freight

cars.

The Cambria & Lndiana, Philadelphia, Pa., has ordered 200
all-steel 50-ton hopper cars from the Cambria Steel Company.

The Grand Trunk, mentioned in the Raihvay Age Gareite
of May 12 as being in the market for 1,000 box cars, has ordered
this equipment from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.

The New York Central Lines, mentioned in the Railway
Age Gazette of April 28 as being in the market for 7 coaches,

has ordered this equipment from the American Car & Foundry
Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Great Northern has ordered 10,000 tons of rails from the
Illinois Steel Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 4,000 tons of bridge mate-
rial from the American Bridge Company.

The Lehigh & New England has ordered 400 tons of bridge
material from the American Bridge Company.

The Pittsburg & Lake Erie has ordered 1,500 tons of bridge

material from the American Bridge Company.

Tpie Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 2,000 tons of structural

steel for the bridge at Altamaha, Ga., from the McClintic-Marshall

Construction Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—The past week has witnessed

a transformation in the steel industry. Confidence on the part

of both consumers and producers is at last restored and the price

situation is now thoroughly stable. New orders are coming in

from an unusually large number of sources and the railways

are buying heavily but quietly, especially structural steel. The
Steel Corporation is booking orders at the rate of over 30,000

tons a day, and is operating at about 68 per cent, of its capacity.

The Ministers of Finance and Ways of Communications of

Russia are submitting to the Council of Ministers the project of

P. A. Lipskim and A. V. Bieloflf to construct an electric line

from Moscow to Sergieff, with branches to Lossino-ostroffsky,

Muitischtcham and Puschkino on the northern lines. The total

length is put at 42 miles and the cost at $5,204,940. It is pro-

posed to issue $1,440,000 in shares and $4,920,000 in 5 per cent,

non-guaranteed debentures. Another electric line which has
made similar official progress is the G. K. Uschkofif line, from
Sebastopol via Yalta to Aluschta, with branch to Balaklava

;

estimated cost $16,890,000, and the proposed capital issues are

$3,540,000 in shares; and $17,700,000 in non-guaranteed deben-
tures.

The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until July
11 on brass bolts, nuts and set screws. Circular No. 636-D.

The Indian Refining Company, New York, will move its gen-
eral offices, about July 1, from 133 William street to 17 Battery
place.

J. M. Betton, New York, manufacturer of Urucklieb injector
sand blast apparatus, will move i^bout July 15 from 178 Wash-
ington street to 14 Park place.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa., is in
the market for from 5 to 10 second hand standard gage Western
Wheeled Scraper Company steel lined dump cars.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has received
an order from the Oregon Short Line for four 70-ft. motor cars
to be operated between Ogdcn, Utah, and Salt Lake City. There
are now 113 of these cars in daily service in the United States.

The Mulconroy Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has bought all the
patents, stock, machinery and business of the Metallic Flexible
Tubing Company, Philadelphia. The name and registered
brands of the Metallic Flexible Tubing Company will be con-
tinued, but the products will be made in a more centrally located
factory with improved and additional machinery.

Col. Henry G. Prout, vice-president and general manager of
the Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissdale, Pa., and for-
merly, for 16 years, 1887-1903, editor-in-chief of the Railroad
Gazette, received this week from the University of Michigan
the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws. Colonel Prout gradu-
ated from the University of Michigan m 1871, with the degree of
C. E., and in 1902 received from Yale the honorary degree of
Master of Arts.

The Davis-Bournonville Acetylene Development Company,
New York, and the National Pneumatic Company, Chicago,
have made the Davis-Bournonville Company, New York, their

exclusive selling agent for welding and cutting apparatus, and
have increased its working capital and executive ability. The
business of the Davis-Bournonville Company will be divided into

the eastern department, with offices in its present quarters in

New York, and the western department, with offices at 515
Laflin stret, Chicago, the present quarters of the Chicago weld-
ing department of the National Pneumatic Company.

The Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., will

on July 1 open its own office in the Penobscot building, Detroit,

Mich. It has been represented in Detroit heretofore by F. A.
Goodrich & Co. Frederick H. Holt, now in charge of the office

of F. A. Goodrich & Co., will be district sales manager in De-
troit. The Jones & Laughlin company will also open its own
office in the Pierce building, St. Louis, Mo., where the F. A.

Goodrich Iron & Steel Company has been representing it. E. D.

Batchelor, now in the sales department of the general offices

of the Jones & Laughlin company, will be district sales manager
in St. Louis. A. C. Pollock, in the sales department of the gen-

eral offices, has been put in charge of the newly established Pitts-

burgh sales district.

The American Mason Safety Tread Company, Boston, Mass.,

has shipped to the American Car & Foundry Company, New
York, at its Jeffersonville, Ind., shops red Car Karbolith surfac-

ing material for 19,500 sq. ft., and Car Karbolith for 21,000 sq.

ft. for new passenger coaches for the Baltimore & Ohio. The
same company is shipping to Pressed Steel Car Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., McKees Rocks plant. Car Karbolith for flooring 25

postal cars for the New York Central; also 17,760 sq. ft. of

red Karbolith for passenger coaches, and 2,280 sq. ft. of Kar-
bolith for table tops. The Illinois Central freight warehouse at

New Orleans, La., will have some Karbolith flooring laid by this

company. The Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New
York, has recently received several consignments of Karborun-
dum Karbolith surfacing material. The Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western uses the lead filled Mason Safety tread on its con-

crete steps. This product was used in the station at Taylor,

Pa., and about 1,400 sq. ft. of it was used at the station at

Bloomfield, N. J. The New York Central is installing car-
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Brixey.

borundum filled Mason Safety tread at its stations. Shipments
have recently been made to Tuckahoe, N. Y. ; Tarrytown,
Rochester, Spuyten Duyvil, Dobbs Ferry, Melrose Junction, and
other points on the line.

William Richard Brixey, founder of the Kerite Insulated Wire
& Cable Company, died at Seymour, Conn., on June 9. He was
born at Southampton, Eng., May 11, 1851. He was educated at a

grammar school and then

entered the British mer-
cantile marine in com-
mand of his own ship.

He came to this country

in 1878, became at once

an American citizen,

and went into business

with his brother-in-law,

A. G. Day, a pioneer in

the American rubber in-

dustry and inventor of

Kerite. The Day plant

was at Seymour, Conn.,

and there Mr. Brixey

became general manager
on the death of Mr.
Day, and sole proprietor

upon the death of his

sister, Mrs. Day. Air.

Brixey was not satisfied

with the use of his

cables in the telegraph

and telephone field, or

with the early endorse-

ment of such men as Morse, but pushed out into larger

developments in other fields. Some of the most noteworthy
of these included the supplying and laying of the Alaskan cable,

the furnishing of the Panama zone cable, and the furnish-

ing of the wires and cables for the Pennsylvania tunnels and
terminal in New York. In 1908 Mr. Brixey incorporated the

business as a company, and soon after retired, leaving it to the

management of his eldest son, Richard D. Brixey, president of

the Kerite Insulated Wire 8z Cable Company. Mr. Brixey left

two other sons, Reginald W Brixey, vice-president, and Aus-
tin D. Brixey, secretary of the companj'. Mr. Brixey was active

in public life, being a member of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, and a member for many years of the Old Guard
of New York City, with the rank of captain. He was a member
of the Brooklyn Club and a high degree Mason.

The annual report of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., for the fiscal year ended

March SL 1911, shows that that year was the most prosperous in

the history of the company, both in gross earnings and in net in-

come. The gross earnings were $38,119,312, as compared with

$29,248,682 in 1910, and $33,026,240 in 1907, the previous high

record. The net manufacturing orofits were $5,608,765, as com-

pared with $3,552,978 in 1910, and $4,179,575 in 1907. The prop-

erty and plant depreciations charged against income were $371,668.

The net income, or surplus for the year, was $4,881,105, as com-

pared with $3,060,664 in 1910, the previous high water mark. The

types of apparatus which were particularly developed and irn-

proved during the year include alternating and direct current mill

and crane motors, high speed turbo-generators and railway equip-

ment. Additional real estate was acquired adjoining the Newark

plant and an extension is now under construction which when com-

pleted will cover the entire city square and increase the manu-

facturing floor space by about 30 per cent. The directors of

the company feel that the outcome of the pending suit for the

alleged violation of the Sherman anti-trust law will not seriously

affect the company's lamp business. Last year was not only the

most prosperous year for the Westinghouse company, but sets

the high record for electrical development throughout the coun-

try. This will be more fully realized after an examination of the

reports of the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., and

of the Western Electric Company, Chicago. Though last year

witnessed such marked success, this year shows no great promise,

according to the report. One of the statements of Robert Mather,

the chairman, is that "the business taken by the company during

February and March, 1911—the last two months of the fiscal year

covered by this report—was somewhat less than that taken during

the same months of 1910, and the value of the orders booked since

the close of the fiscal year does not compare favorably with that

of the corresponding period a year ago." On March 31, 1911,

the value of unfilled orders was $7,616,058, as compared with

$11,256,196 on March 31, 1910. A further reason for expecting a

curtailment of earnings is the expiration of the agreement with

the General Electric Company whereby each company couid use

the patents of the other upon payment of royalties and from

which the Westinghouse company derived a substantial revenue.

Baldwin Locomotive Works' Reorganization.

The details of the reorganization of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, Philadelphia, Pa., have been completed. William L.

Austin, formerly president, has been elected chairman of the

board; Alba B. Johnson, president, and Samuel M. Vauclain,

vice-president. William Burnham is president of the Standard

Steel Works Company. The Baldwin company was incorporated

in 1909 to take over the business of the co-partnership, Burn-

ham, Williams & Company, which owned and operated the plant

since its beginning in 1832. The new company sold at a premium

to its bankers $20,000,000 preferred stock and issued $20,000,000

common stock, a majority of which was issued to the officers

and managers of the former company and a minority to the

bankers. The officers and managers, therefore, of the former

company retained control of the new company, received a cer-

tain amount of cash for the equity which they relinquished, and

in addition bought back for cash from the bankers $5,900,000

preferred stock of the new company. The new corhpany also

bought back from the bankers a certain amount of the pre-

ferred and common stock to be used in a profit-sharing plan for

its employees.

The new president, Mr. Johnson, has been responsible, with

Mr. Vauclain, for the extension of the plant and business of

the works during the last 10 years. As a partner, and later

as vice-president and treasurer of the company, he did mucb
of the administrative work, relieving Mr. Converse, who for

some time prior to his death in May, 1910, gave but little at-

tention to the affairs of the concern. Also, Mr. Johnson has

been in direct charge of sales, and his work there is what has

made the development of the company possible. He combiner

the technique of good salesmanship with a character which wins

respect, and a disposition which makes friends at first sight. The
list of institutions and clubs with which he is identified indicates

his good citizenship and his personal popularity. He was born

in Pittsburgh, Pa., in 1858. He went to school in Philadelphia,

graduating from high school in 1876. He received an honorary

degree of LL.D. from Ursinus College in 1909. He went into

the Baldwin works as junior clerk the year after he left high

school. In 1878 and 1879 he worked in the Edge Moor Iron

Works, Wilmington, Del., and then returned to the Baldwin

works. He was admitted to partnership in the firm of Burn-

ham, Williams & Company in 1896 and was made vice-president

and treasurer of the successor company in 1909. He is a director

of the Standard Steel Works Company, the Fourth Street

National Bank, the Pennsylvania Company for Insurance on

Lives and Granting Annuities, the Philadelphia National Bank,

the Railway Business Association, the National Tariff Commis-
sion Association, the Young Men's Christian Association and the

Executive Council, Philadelphia Board of Trade. He is a

trustee of the Jefferson Medical College and Hospital, and a

member of the American Philosophical Society, the American
Academy of Political & Social Science, the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association, the National Board of Trade,

the New York Chamber of Commerce, the National Association

of Manufacturers, the Fairmount Park Art Association, the

Geographical Society of Philadelphia (president, 1907-1909), the

Historical Society of Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania Society

of Sons of the Revolution. He is also a member of the follow-

ing clubs: Union League, Manufacturers', City (Philadelphia),

Contemporary, Five O'clock, Merion Cricket (Haverford, Pa.),

Railroad (New York). He was president of the Presbyterian

Social Union of Philadelphia, 1906-1907.

As has been mentioned, Mr. Vauclain shares with Mr. John-
son the credit for the recent growth of the locomotive works.

He has contributed to the organization his ability as a shop
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organizer and manager, anil liis inRoiniity and proRrcssivcness

as a locomotive dcsiRiier. He has steadily increased the output

of the works, desiRniuK physical extensions to the plant and

being quick to improve methods and put in new machinery

where needed. His results have been more si)ectacular than his

methods. It was by taking advantage of every opportunity and

jiot by any revolutionary reorganization that he brought the

plant up to the seemingly impossible output of a locomotive an

hour. Mr. Vauclain was born in Philadelphia in 1856, being

French on his father's side and Scotch and German on his

mother's. His father's people were killed in the I'^rench Revolu-

tion. Mr. Vauclain, Sr., worked for Mr. Baldwin from the

building of the Ironsides until 1856, when he went to the Penn-

sylvania Railroad. Mr. Vauclain claims that his own apprentice-

ship began when he was three years old, when he lent his pres-

ence at a test of the first Gifford injector tried on the Penn-

sylvania Railroad. Officially, his apprenticeship was not begun

until 1873, after a public school education and some preliminary

apprentice work in the shops. In 1882 he represented the Penn-

stock of tiie new company at 104. This is tiie total authorized
and outstanding preferred stock, and there is in addition
$20,(KX),00() authorized and outstanding common stock. The
board of directors is composed of William L. Austin, chairman;
Alba H. Johnson, president; Samuel M. Vauclain, vice-presi-

dent ; Wiliam Burnham, president of the Standard Steel Works
Company ; E. T. Stokesbury, of Drexel & Co. ; E. C. Converse,
president of the Bankers Trust Company, New York; Thomas
DeWitt Cuyler, lawyer; Roland L. Taylor, president of the

Philadelphia Trust, Safe Deposit and Insurance Company;
Samuel McRoberts, vice-president of the National City Bank,
New York; Charles D. Norton, vice-president of the First Na-
tional Bank, New York ; Otis H. Cutler, president of the Amer-
ican Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, and Francis M. Weld,
of White, Weld & Co.

The new company is to take over all of the plant and property,

including the capital stock of the Standard Steel Works Com-
pany, of the older Baldwin Locomotive Works, subject to a first

mortgage securing an authorized issue of $15,000,000 5 per

Alba B. Johnson.

sylvania Railroad at the Baldwin plant in charge of an order for

60 new locomotives. The next year he went to the Baldwin
works as foreman of one of the departments. In 1885 he was
made superintendent of equipment and in 1886 general super-

intendent, which position he has held since. Like Mr. Johnson,

Mr. Vauclain is a member of many clubs and societies, including

the Institute of Civil Engineers, the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, the American Society of Mining Engineers

and the American Philosophical Society. He has the honorary

degree of Doctor of Science, conferred on him by the University

of Pennsylvania.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works was incorporated in June,

1911, under the laws of Pennsylvania, having taken over all

of the stock of the Baldwin Locomotive Works organized under

the Pennsylvania laws in 1909, which company, beside the

plant and property of the predecessor co-partnership, owns the

entire capital stock of the Standard Steel Works Company.

Drexel & Co., Philadelphia, and White, Weld & Co., New
York, are oflering $20,000,000 7 per cent, cumulative preferred

Samuel M. Vauclain.

cent, sinking fund bonds of May 1, 1910-1940, of which

$10,000,000 are now outstanding. The property of the Standard

Steel Works Company is subject to a first mortgage securing an

authorized issue of $5,000,000 5 per cent, sinking' fund bonds,

due June 1, 1928, of which $4,300,000 are outstanding and

$600,000 have been retired under the sinking fund plan.

The gross sales in 1910 of the Baldwin Locomotive Works
amounted to $29,057,999, and of the Standard Steel Works Com-
pany to $6,241,845. The average yearly gross sales for the last

10 years of the Baldwin works amounted to $26,285,883, and of

the Standard Steel to $4,406,500. The combined income state-

ment of the two companies for the year ended December 31,

1910, showed net earnings of $5,295,132. After the payment of

taxes, bond discount and $1,221,425 maintenance and depreci-

ation, and all interest charges and sinking fund against the

Standard Steel Works Company bonds, there was a balance

available for dividends of $2,706,080. The preferred stock has

full voting power and is preferred as to both assets and divi-

dends.

I
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TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Valve Gear.—The Pilliod Brothers Company, Toledo, Ohio,
has issued an illustrated catalog presenting in detail a descrip-

tio|i of the Pilliod gear.

Grab BucKEXs.-^The C. W. Hunt Company, New York, has
published catalog- No. 14, describing its grab buckets, coal' tubs,

Valves, chutes, screens, hoisting'^^biachinery, ^eta-' Tables and
illustrations are included. ?•; ">'•.{ t;

..-']'

Electrical Equipment.—The General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., has de,vated bulletin No. 4851 to the

descriptions and illustrations of electric station and road equip-

ment of several prominent roads.

Water Tanks and 'SIwitch Stands.—The U. S. Wind Engine
& Pump Company, Batavia, 111., has issued its railway catalog

No. 17, describing water tanks, water columns, special loco-

motive watering devices, pumping machinery, switch stands and
semaphores.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding.—The Linde Air Products Com-
pany, Buffalo, N. Y., has published a very full catalog on acety-

lene generators, blow pipe regulators and blow pipes for oxy-
acetylene welding. The many advantages of this process are

clearty enumerated.
. ,

,^'
?

Steel Tires.—The Standard Steel Works Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has issued a pithy little booklet on steel tires, giv-

ing in detail the specifications which were adopted by the Amer-
ican Society for Testing Materials. Illustrations, diagrams and
a dimension blank for orders are included.

Chain Belts.—The Chain Belt Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

has published catalog No. 40, illustrating and describing many
types of chain belts,, conveying devices and their accessories.

It is bound in cloth, contains over 275 pages, and includes direc-

tions for ordering, photographs of installations and list prices.

Chicago Great Western.—The Tale of Our Limited, a book-

let just issued by the passenger department of the Chicago
Great Western, gives a detailed description of the Great West-
ern Limited between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis. It

also contains interior views of the cars and several condensed
time tables.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The passenger department of this

line has issued a booklet entitled Camping in the Rockies, writ-

ten by Edwin L. Sabin, and giving information regarding the

most desirable camping places in Colorado, Utah and New
Mexico. In connection with this there is given a very complete

list of vacation estimates.

Creosoted Materials.—The Wyckoff Pipe & Creosoted Com-
pany, New York, has published a small illustrated booklet which

goes rather deeply into the subject of wood preservation, par-

ticularly by the use of creosote oil. The booklet then tells of

the advantages of materials after they have been creosoted.

Some of the various products of the company are then

described, including creosoted cross arms, wood conduits, ties,

etc.

The Hongkong section of the Kowloon-Canton Railway—the

line that is to link Hongkong with the Canton-Hankow road,

and thus connect the colony with the great interior of China,

whose trade in foreign goods going in and in native goods com-

ing out for shipment abroad is now handled almost altogether

by water—has been in operation for a portion of a year, and

authoritative figures for the cost of the railway as well as its

prospects are to be had. The financial returns of the under-

taking as well as the railway itself are of especial interest, in

that they represent the construction by a colony of about

325,000 population of one of the most expensive transportation

systems in the world in proportion to its length, as a public

enterprise for the purpose of protecting the colony's trade. The

railway consists of 21 miles of track running from Kowloon,

the mainland portion of the colony, to the limit of British terri-

tory, where it is to connect with the Chinese section and con-

tinue on to Canton, some 89 miles farther. The British line

was opened in October, 1910; the Chinese section is expected

to be ready for traffic in August, 1911.

Batlutay (Jlottdlructton*

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Algoma Central & 11 ldson Bay.— liids are wanted up to

July 15 by R. S. McCormick, chief engineer, Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont., for building ai;i ex.tensian from Hobon, on the Canadian
Pacific, nortlH;rly for 101 miles to the Natiy^ial Trancoritinental

(Grand Trunk Pacific) at a point about 142 niili-s west of

Cochrane.

Atchiso.n, Toi'Eka k .^a.nta Fr.— .\ contract has been given
to the H. Houser Contracting Company, Los Angeles, Cai.;'it is

said, for excavation and gradiiij?: -new terminal yards at CaiAva,

Cal., which is about loo miles from Riverbank: ' ' j'' .

BARTM:TT-FLORp^fCE.r—See Bartlett Western.

Bartlett Western.—Organized in Texas to take over the

Bartlett-Florcnce, operating a ll-mi!e line from Bartlett, Tex".,

west to Jarrell. It is the intention of the new company to ex-
tend the line west to Florence,- 12 miles. Phe general offices oij

the company are at Bartlett. J. W. Jackson, president, and C. .)}

Grainger, vice-president and general manager.

Birmingham. & Southeastern.—This company liis made h
mortgage to secure funds for building an extension. Thfe'.pro-

jected' route is from Fort Davis, Ala., to Rockford, 58 mile^,

of which 20 miles to Milstead is mostly completed.

Boston & Albany.—An officer writes that plans have been
made to change the alinement of tracks in Becket, Mass., and
Middlefield, so as to shift the tracks on a section of over two
miles. In some cases the tracks will be moved about 1,000 ft.

The improvements are being carried oiit to do away with two
stone arches which now span Westfield river. A third track

will also be laid throughout the two-mile stretch.

Boston & Eastern (Electric) —The governor of Massachusetts

has signed the bill granting this company a certificate of exigency,

and it is understood ihat construction work will be started soon.

The projected route is from Beverly, Mass., to Boston, 41 miles,

with a tunnel under Boston harbor. John M. Bickford is the

promoting engineer. Arthur Sturger, 110 State street, Boston,

may be addressed.

Bruce Mines & Algoma.—An officer writes that this com-

pany, which operates, a 17-mile line from Bruce Mines, Ont.,

on Lake Huron, to Rock Lake, proposes to extend the line

northerly and easterly through a timber section to the Na-
tional Transcontinental (Grand Trunk Pacific). Surveys have

not yet been finished. There will be some improvements made,

including new docks and terminal facilities. The line is to be built

to carry timber, ore, and later on farm products. George P.

McCalluin, president, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

California Roads.—The Leonard Company, Sacramento, Cal.,

will build a iine, it is said, from Del Paso, near Sacramento, east

to Fairoaks and Orangevale, 17 miles. The company has a cap-

ital of $250,000.

Canadian Northern Ontario.—Ewan Mackenzie, Toronto,

Ont., who was given the general contract for grading and limber

work on the Toronto-Ottawa line between Mile 180 and Mile 200,

has sublet some of the work as follows: To P. W. MacLean,

Brechin, 2.75 miles; Paul Allan, Chaffie's Lock, 0.5 miles;

L. MacLean and R. Maclsaac, Brechin, 1.25 miles; D. J. O'Don-

nell, Toronto ; A. O'Donnell, Beaverton, and S. Mackenzie, Elgin,

4 miles; Stewart & Hart, Portland, 4 miles, and C. .\. Cook,

Brechin, 4 miles. (June 2, p. 1296.)

Canadian Pacific.—An officer writes that contracts have

been given to J. G. Hargravc & Co., Winnipeg, Man., to build

20 miles, and to John Timothy, Edmonton. Alb., for an addi-

tional 20 miles, of a branch to be built from Bassano, Alb.

Chouteau & Great Falls.—This company has asked for in-

corporation in Montana with $100,000 capital, to build about 55

miles of line. The proposed route is between Great Falls, Mont.,

and Chouteau. The prospects of building the line are good, but

contracts are not yet let. There will be one steel bridge and one

important trestle. Phil I. Cole, Chouteau, may be addressed.

Clinton & Oklahoma Western.—This company is planning

to build an extension, it is said, from Butler, Okla., north to a
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connection with tlic Alciiison, Topoka & Santa Fc, at Woodward.
The company also has under ccnisidcration the question of build-

ing an extension west from Butler, through Cheyenne, into

Texas.

Davkni'ort & Muscatine (Electric).—An officer writes that

contracts have been let to Yale & Regan, Chicago, to build west

from Davenport, Iowa, to Muscatine. The Tri-City Railway &
Light Company is financing the project.

Krie Raii.roai).—Work on the Sharon & New Castle division

of the Eric Railroad will he started within tlie next few weeks.

The work will be carried ou^ by the F.r'xc Railroad, it is said, and
the tracks will be used also by the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. The
Erie agrees to double-track the entire route, which will be over 30
miles. The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie proposes to put up a new
station at New Castle. Both these companies are now putting up
a large freight station at Sharon, to be used jointly by both roads.

El Paso & Southwestern.—According to press reports,

plans are being made to build several important extensions in

Arizona and New Mexico. It is understood that the route

lias been located and contract for the construction work will

soon be let for an extension from Benson, Ariz., to Tucson.
This line is eventually to be extended to Phoenix. In addition,

plans are said to be made to build from El Paso, Tex., up
the valley of the Rio Grande to the site of the Elephant Butte

dam, and it is expected to have this line finished by the time

the government and reclamation project is completed. (May
5, p. 1084.)

Eureka & Palisade.—See this company in Railway Financial

News.

Fresno, Coalinga & Monterey (Electric).—An officer writes

that this company proposes to build from Fresno, Cal., south-

west to Coalinga, SO miles, and from Coalinga northwest
through San Benito county to Hollister, thence west via San
Juan and Salinas to the harbor of Monterery, where the gov-
ernment will put up a large breakwater. It is expected that

construction work will be started in ihe near future. Work on
the line from Fresno to Coalinga will be very easy, as it is

over level plains. There will be several fills across the slough

country, with a small cut near Coalinga. Between Coalinga
and Hollister there will be about 40 creek crossings. Steel

bridges are to be built over the San Benito river and the

Salinas river. The line is being built to carry oil, provisions,

grain, hay, dairy products, fruit and quicksilver from the mines.

T. C. White, president; J. S. Bates, chief engineer, Fresno.

Gilmore & Pittsburgh.—Work will be started soon, it is said,

on an extension from Salmon City, Idaho, northwest towards
Lewiston.

Hamilton Railway.—Incorporated in Illinois to build from a

point on the bridge over the Mississippi river between Hamilton,
111., and Keokuk, Iowa, to the cities of Hamilton, and Warsaw,
in Hancock county. 111. The headquarters of the company are

at Chicago, and the incorporators include : G. Higginson, Jr.,

Winnetka; J. D. Harvey, Geneva; J. L. Valentine and
H. Wells, Chicago, and A. W. O'Hara, Carthage.

Hobart, Cheyenne & Texas Pan Handle.—Incorporated in

Oklahoma with $6,000,000 capital, to build from Hobart, Okla.,

northwest through Cheyenne, across the Texas Panhandle into

New Mexico. W. L. Hoyl is superintendent.

Kentucky & Tennessee State Line.—Incorporated in Ten-

nessee with $80,000 capital, and office at Hazel, Ky. The plans

call for building a line from the Tennessee river, west along the

Kentucky-Tennessee state line, via Hazel to the Mississippi river,

about 80 miles. The incorporators include J. N. Hill, W. T.

Jackson, C. V. Campbell, J. W. Williams and J. T. Turnbow.

KoKOMO, Frankfort & Western Traction.—Organized in In-

diana to build from Kokomo, Ind., southwest via West Middle-

ton, Russiaville, Michigantown and Forest to Frankfort, 27 miles.

It is intended to have the line finished by January 1, 1912. The
offices of the company are at Kokomo. The line is being built

by the Kokomo, Marion & Western interests.

Midland Valley.—Track laying has been started on the ex-

tension building under the name of the Wichita & Midland

Valley, from Arkansas City, Kan., northwest to Wichita, 55

miles. It is expected to have the work finished by the middle

of Sei)teml)er. M. Tansey, San Saba, Tex., has the grading
contract. (April 7, p. 878.)

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—According to press reports, the
67-mile line from Colmesneil, Tex., west to Trinity, is to be con-
nected with the rest of the system by constructing an extension
from Trinity west to Waco, about 125 miles. We arc unable to

secure official confirmation of this report.

Olympic Peninsula (Electric).—Organized at Seattle, Wash.,
to build from Lake Crescent, Wash., to a point on Puget sound.
David S. Troy, Chimacum, and R. R. Wilson, Seattle, are

interested.

Pensacola, Mobile & New Orleans.—An officer writes that

this company, which is building from Pensacola, Fla., via Lox-
ley, Ala., to Mobile, has grading work about finished. Track
laying is now under way and has been finished on about 11

miles. The line is being built to carry lumber, coal, naval

stores, cotton and agricultural products. E. McLaughlin, presi-

dent, Pensacola.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—See Erie Railroad.

Rock Island, Farwell & Gulf.—An officer writes that this

company was organized in Texas to build about 450 miles of

railway, from a point on the Rock Island to the San Antonio
& Aransas Pass, at Kerrville, Tex. Grading has been finished

on 35 miles, and contracts for additional work are to be let

at once. Maximum grade will not exceed 1 per cent., and
maximum curvature 8 deg. M. J. Healy, president and general

manager, Amarillo.

Sand Springs Interurban.—An officer of this company,
which recently finished work on a line from Sand Springs,

Okla., east to Tulsa, writes regarding the reports that an ex-

tension is to be built from Tulsa, northeast to Nowata, 60
miles, that the matter is being taken up with residents along the

proposed route who are interested. When the negotiations are

completed the extension is to be built. (February 24, p. 369.)

Seattle-Tacoma Short Line (Electric).—This company has

been organized and additional capital subscribed. It is understood

that the company will soon commence construction work to com-
plete the double-track line between Seattle, Wash., and Tacoma,
30 miles.

Syracuse, Watertown & St. Lawrence River (Electric).

—

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

has authorized this company to build an electric line from a

point on the Syracuse & South Bay Electric, in the town of

Cicero, Onondaga county, N. Y., to Brewerton, on the shore

of Oneida lake, 6.33 miles.

Texas, Gulf & Northern.—Incorporated in Texas with

$175,000, to build from a point near Bovina, in Parmer county,

Tex., on the Pecos & Northern Texas, southerly through Bailey.

Cochran, Yoakum, Gaines, Andrews, Ector and Midland counties,

to a connection with the Texas & Pacific, at Midland, about 190

miles. The directors include : J. A. Underwood, Honey Grove

;

J. D. Bedford and R. E. Underwood, Amarillo, and J. F. Sadler,

Weatherford.

Texas Roads.—Plans are being made to build from Oakville,

Tex., to Kennedy, 30 miles. A bonus of $150,000 has been

subscribed and right-of-way donated. A company is soon to be

organized to carry out the work. L. A. Whitney, Oakville, is the

principal promoter.

Western Maryland.—The extension from Cumberland, Md.,

to Connellsville, Pa., 87 miles, it is announced, will be finished

about August 1, and about two months later the company ex-

pects to begin operating through trains to Pittsburgh over the

extension and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

Wichita & Midland Valley.—See Midland Valley.

Willamette Pacific.—Incorporated in Oregon with $1,000,000

capital, to build from Eugene, Ore., west to a point on the

Pacific coast near Siuslaw river, thence south to Marshfield,

with a branch from the main line at Elmira, northeast, and

another branch from Swisshome to a point near Junction City.

The headquarters of the company are at Portland, and the in-

corporators include: G. X. Wendling, San Francisco, Cal.; R. M.

Cross and S. O. Bodine, Portland, Ore.
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Arco, Wash.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company has given a contract to the Grant Smith Co., Seattle,

Wash., for putting up seven concrete shop buildings at Argo.
The contract is said to be worth $300,000.

Campbellton, N. B.—A contract has been given to Woods
& Co., St. Johns, N. B., for putting up a new station for the

Intercolonial Railway at Campbellton.

Calgary, Alb.—The Canadian Pacific, it is understood, will

enlarge the station at Calgary. The plans provide for an ex-

tension of 300 ft. on the west end, and 65 ft. on the east end.

The west wing of the building will be built to within 40 ft. of the

new hotel, which will front on Ninth avenue.

CoEUR d'Alene, Idaho.—The Northern Pacific, it is said, will

build a new freight house at Coeur d'Alene.

Glovis, N. Mex.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has plans

made, it is said, for a new employees' building at Clovis, to con-

tain a library, museum and sleeping rooms. The estimated cost

of the building is $50,000.

Goodrich, Idaho.—The Pacific & Idaho Northern will build a

new concrete bridge, it is said, over the Weiser river, between
Goodrich and Council.

Halifax, N. S.—Bids are wanted up to July 20 by L. K.

Jones, secretary of the Department of Railways and Canals,

Ottawa, Ont., for the construction of a reinforced concrete pier

and sheds at the deepwater terminus of the Intercolonial Railway
at Halifax.

Los y\.NGELES, Cal.—The Southern Pacific, it is said, will build

a hospital at Los Angeles for the use of employees, to cost

about $100,000.

New Castle, Pa.—See Erie Railroad under Railway Con-
struction.

Oroville, Cal.—The Southern Pacific has started work on a

new station at Oroville.

Redditt, Ont.—Bids are wanted until July 11 for putting up
two terminal stations on the National Transcontinental (Grand
Trunk Pacific) ; one at Redditt, Ont, and the other at Trans-
cona, Man. P. E. Ryan, secretary, Ottawa.

Reedley, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines,

it is said, will build a new concrete bridge over Kings river, at

Reedley.

Riverbank, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast

Lines has started work on new car .shops and a roundhouse at

Riverbank.

Russellville, Ky.—The Louisville & Nashville has started

construction work on a passenger station at Russellville, to cost

about $25,000. (June 9, p. 1335.)

Scranton, Pa.—The York Bridge Company, who has the

general contract for building the Mvdberry street viaduct

in Scranton, has given a sub-contract to W. H. Lyons, Sunbury,

for the substructure. This includes the filling work at the Provi-

dence road end, the masonry work, abutments, piers, roadway and

paving. (May 26, p. 1225.)

Seltgman, Ariz.—The roundhouse of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe was burned on June 10 with an estirnated loss of

$62,000.

Sharon, Pa.—See Erie Railroad under Railway Construction.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—The Denver & Rio Grande will make
alterations, additions and repairs to the Salt Lake shops, at a

cost of about $60,000. The shops will be used jointly by the

Denver & Rio Grande and the Western Pacific.

Transcona, Man.—See Redditt, Ont.

Tucson, Ariz.—The EI Paso & Southwestern is planning to

put up a station, freight house and yards at Tucson, it is said,

and surveys are being made for an entrance into that city.

Winnipeg, Man.—Bids are wanted by P. E. Ryan, secretary of

the National Transcontinental (Grand Trunk Pacific), Ottawa,

Ont., for putting up car shops at Winnipeg.

]^atltttay Mnancioi Nettie.

Abilene & Southern.—This company has applied to the Texas
railway commission for authority to register $1,700,000 bonds
and $70,000 stock to be issued against 54 miles of line com-
pleted from Abilene to Ballinger.

Atlanta, Birmingham & Southern.—Clark, Dodge & Co., and
White, Weld & Co., both of New York, arc offering to extend
or refund for one year the $3,259,000 receivers' certificates due
July 1. Holders of these certificates are offered either cash
or a one-year renewal.

Atlanta, Waycross & Northern.—A press despatch from Way-
cross, Ga., says that this company is to issue $6,200,000 new
securities.

Bartlett-Florence.—See Bartlett Western.

Bartlett Western.—This is the name of the new company
which has been incorporated with $41,000 stock to succeed the
Bartlett-Florence. The sale of the Bartlett-Florence for
$41,C)00 has been confirmed.

Birmingham & Southeastern.—Tbe Commercial & Financial
Chronicle says that this company, which until recently was
called the Union Springs & Northern, has arranged to make
a new mortgage for $3,000,000 to pay for extension of the
road. The road runs from Union Springs, Ala., to Fort
Davis, 7^/2 miles. See this company under Railway Construc-
tion.

Booneville, St. Louis & Southern-.—This road, which has been
operated by the Missouri Pacific under a 99-year lease, has been
sold to the M. P.

Chicago & Alton.—The directors, at a meeting on June 27,

decided to pass the dividend on the preferred stock. The
stock has been heretofore on a 4 per cent, annual basis.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.— Potter, Choate & Prentice,

New York, and the First Trust & Savings Bank, Chicago, have
bought the $2,300,000 C. I. & L. refunding (now first) mort-
gage 4 per cent, bonds reserved to retire the Louisville, New
Albany & Chicago-Chicago & Indianapolis division first mort-
gage 6 per cent, bonds of 1881-1911, amounting to $2,300,000,

and the bankers are offering to take the old bonds on a 3

per cent, basis in exchange for the refunding bonds at 94J^.
This yields about 4.30 per cent, on the investment.

Chicago Southern.—The $11,000,000 Southern Indiana common
stock, deposited under the Chicago Southern notes, was bought
in at auction for $500 on behalf of the Chicago, Terre Haute
& Southeastern, the new company.

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern.—See Chicago Southern.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—The Guaranty
Trust Co., New York, is offering $10,000,000 4^2 per cent.

20-year debentures of the C. C. C. & St. L. at 975^. Part

of the proceeds of the sale of these notes has been used by the

railway company to pay off the $5,0(X),(XX) notes which matured
June 1.

Delaware & Eastern.—The sale of this road under foreclosure

of the mortgage for $I,(XX),000 has been ordered for August
11 at Margaretville, N. Y.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—The Detroit Journal says that the

receiver of the D. T. & I. has asked permission to issue

$1,000,000 receiver's certificates to pay operating expenses, etc.

Erie.—The directors are to authorize the sale of $6,000,000

equipment trust notes to pay for equipment, including sixty

locomotives, as well as passenger and freight cars. Of the

$6,950,000, total cost of the equipment. $5,750,000 will be spent

for the Erie Railroad proper, to be paid for by the issue of

$5,000,000 notes and $750,000 cash from the company's cur-

rent funds. The New York, Susquehanna & Western will

be allotted $1,200,000 of the equipment, to be paid for by the

sale of $1,000,000 equipment trust notes and by the use of

$200,000 cash and current funds.

Eureka & Palisade.—In regard to rumors that this property

has been sold to the Southern Pacific, an officer writes that
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the road was waslicd out l)y Hoods in February and March,
1910, and has not since been operated. The road was sold

under foreclosure in November, 1910, to the United Sfites

SmeltiuK, Kefuiinp & Mining Company. "Before the period

of redemption expired, however, it was redeemed by some of

its stockholders, and it has not been determined definitely

whether to rebuild the line or not."

Frankfort & Cincinnati.—See an item in regard to this com-
pany under Court News.

Hocking Valley.—The United States district court at Columbus
has vacated the order restraining the Chesapeake & Ohio from
voting the Hocking Valley stock. The case has not as yet been
fuly tried on its merits, but it is understood that the facts in

the case to a large extent came under the district court's

notice. It is expected that an appeal will be taken.

Houston Belt & Terminal.—William Salomon & Co., New
York, and G. H. Walker & Co., St. Louis, are offering $2,000,-

000 Houston Belt & Terminal first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds
of 1907-1937 at 101. The bonds are secured by a first mort-

gage on the terminal at Flouston, Tex., which is used by the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the St. Louis
& San Francisco. Including the present issue, there are

$4,266,000 of these bonds outstanding.

Lehigh & Hudson River.—This company has sold to Drexel
& Co., Philadelphia, $945,000 general mortgage 5 per cent,

bonds to provide for the payment at maturity, July 1, of

$800,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds and $145,000 Warwick
Valley first mortgage 4]^ per cent, bonds.

Lexington & Eastern.—The $1,000,000 first mortgage 5 per

cent, bonds of 1894-July 1, 1911, are to be paid at the office of

the Louisville & Nashville, New York.

Louisville & Nashville.—See Lexington & Eastern.

Also see an item in regard to this company under Court
News.

Maine Central.—This company has taken over the property

and franchises of the Washington County Railway, running
from Washington Junction, Me., to Calais, Ayer's Junction to

Eastport, and St. Croix Junction to Princeton, a total of 138

miles ; the Somerset Railway, running from Oakland, Me., to

Kineo Station, 91 miles ; and the Sebasticook & Moosehead,
running from Pittsfield, Me., to Mainstream, 15 miles. For
the new officers see railway officers news column.

See also Portland Terminal Company below.

Michigan Central.—The Detroit terminal and tunnel bonds,

of which $16,000,000 were recently taken by a syndicate headed
by J. P. Morgan & Co., the First National Bank and the

National City Bank, all of New York, were secured by a first

mortgage and were presumably legal investments for savings

banks in a number of states. Attorneys for the insurance com-
panies pointed out that the expenditure on the Detroit river

tunnel had not exceeded $9,000,000, and $3,500,000 had been
spent for the union passenger station and $1,500,000 had been
spent for improvements so that only $14,000,000 had actually

been spent on the property mortgaged to secure the bonds

;

and since the law provides that "adequate security" must be
provided for bonds which are legal investments for savings
banks, the court might not consider this "adequate security."

A deposit of $2,000,000 cash has been arranged for with the

bankers to meet this objection.

Philadelphia & Reading.—See Reading Company.

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington.—The $1,500,000 6
per cent, bonds of the Baltimore & Potomac of 1871-1911 are to

be paid at maturity.

Pensacola, Mobile & New Orleans.—This company has made a

mortgage to secure an authorized issue of $750,000 first mort-
gage 20-year 5 per cent, bonds.

Portland Terminal Company.—This company has taken over

all the railway lines and terminal facilities of the Boston &
Maine, the Maine Central, and the Portland Union Railway
Station Company in Portland, Me., South Portland and West-
brook.

Reading Company.—All three classes of stock—first preferred.

second prcfcred and common—are to have dividends paid

quarterly instead of semi-annually as heretofore.

.Seaboard Air Line.—Frank A. Vanderlip, president of the

National City Bank, New York, has been elected a director.

Southern Pacific.—See an item in regard to this company in

Court News.

Union Pacific.—See an item in regard to this company in

Court News.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—The Wabash Railroad and the

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal reorganization committee, ac-

cording to the Wall Street Journal, have agreed on a plan o!

reorganization of the Wheeling & Lake Erie and the Wabash-
Pittsburgh Terminal, under the terms of which the Wabash
Railroad is to give up all of its claims against the Terminal
Railway, also $14,000,000 Pittsburgh Terminal Railroad &
Coal Co. stock and $3,800,000 consolidated mortgage bonds
of the same company in return for $1,000,000 adjustment 5

per cent, bonds and $3,200,000 5 per cent, non-cumulative pre-

ferred stock to be issued by the reorganized and consolidated

Wheeling and Terminal Railway properties. All litigation

against the Wabash Railroad is to be suspended. Estimated
on the basis at which' the new securities will be underwritten

under the terms of the plan, the Terminal firsts will have an
approximate value of 64.50. Several calculations variously

make their value as between 58 and 67. On the same basis

the seconds, after deducting an assessment of 25 per cent,

figure out at around 6%. Cash requirements will amount to

$20,000,000, to be raised by assessments on the Terminal Rail-

way seconds and all of the Wheeling stock and sale of first

mortgage bonds. This will be used to pay off the Wheeling
& Lake Erie $8,000,000 notes par and interest, receivers' cer^

tificates, current obligations and for improvements and better-

ments.

Total Wheeling & Lake Erie, Pittsburgh Terminal R. R. &
Coal Co. and West Side Belt securities remaining undisturbed

amount to approximately $17,000,000, with fixed charges of

about $1,000,000. Including interest on the initial issue of

first mortgage bonds issued in reorganization, the total annual

fixed charges will amount to about $1,800,000 annually. In-

cluding interest on the adjustments, charges will amount to

about $2,800,000. The properties are now earning surplus

available for fixed charges close to $2,500,000. Upon the con-

solidation of the two properties and with new equipment and
facilities it is estimated they could immediately earn $3,500,000

or more than enough to pay the full rate on the adjustment

bonds.

Wabash Railroad.—On account of developments in respect to the

compromise settlement made by the Wabash Railroad with the

Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal Railway and also because of the

proposed liquidation of the Pacific Express Company, of

which the company's stock 40 per cent, is owned by the

Wabash Railroad, a readjustment of the latter's financial ar-

rangements in respect to the $5,000,000 extended 4j^ per cent,

notes will be made. The Wall Street Journal says that officials

of the company are considering making a new loan of $5,000,-

000 and calling the $5,000,000 4^ per cent, notes, recently ex-

tended for three years by Blair & Co., and Kuhn, Loeb & Co.

The directors have declared a semi-annual dividend of 1

per cent, on the debenture "B," bonds. This' places the "B"
bonds on a 2 per cent, annual basis as compared with a 4 per

cent, annual basis declared heretofore. Regular semi-annual

interest of 3 per cent, was declared on debenture "A" bonds.

Only $1,276,000 out of an original issue of $26,500,000 Wabash
debenture "B" bonds are outstanding, the remainder having

been turned in under the offer of the company to exchange

for them 72 per cent, in new extended 4 per cent, bonds and 52

per cent, in Wabash preferred and 52 per cent, in common
stock.

See Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.

Washington, Potomac & Chesapeake.—This company has

asked the Maryland Public Service Commission for authority

to increase its stock from $500,000 to $2,000,000, and to make
its bonded debt $2,000,00. The road runs from Brandywine,

Md., to Mechanicsville, 21 miles.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—See Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.
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